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difficulty of obtaining it, and the trouble of turning the liability, and the regulation of mines, the conditions of
rates of wages, prices, &c., into English money, account for | lako ur-and rates of wages are purely matters of contract,
its being hardly known beyond a few libraries.
and left to the agreement of employer and employed. In
From the above-mentioned works and others, supple- many large industries, such as those connected with coal
InFORMATION or statistics as to wages in this country mented by personal inquiries in various localities, we lay be- and iron, there are boards of arbitration composed of
ean only be obtained with the
test difficulty. Em- fore our readerssome account of the labour conditions, rates masters and workmen, who hear and decide all matters
ployers and employed, as a
rule, exhibit the greatest of wages, cost of living, &., for such trades as THE Enat- in dispute referred to them. This method of amicably
dislike to furnishing the required
iculars, and there NEER represents. Though not exhaustive—for no journal settling differences, and so dispensing with lock-outs
does not exist any machinery for collecting the necessary could afford space for that—they are sufficiently represen- and strikes, has for some time worked well, but at predata. The various trades unions
a quantity of tative, applying to between twenty and thirty districts sent is subjected toa great strain, notice of withdrawal
information as to wages in the particular industries they in England, extending from Falmouth to Newcastle-on- from the agréement in some districts having been given.
represent, but this is practically inaccessible to those who Tyne. In Ireland and Scotland the number of districts Trade unions are still powerful, but not to the extent
are not members of the organisation: Occasionally some is about eight and six respectively. A brief description they oncé were, and in many cases their aceumulated
societies may collect particulars as to ‘certain trades in of the labour conditions of each district is given, followed funds being nearly exhausted.
ne os
-:
certain localities, but generally the information
can only by a table of wages in general ‘trades. This is succeeded
‘The general state of the labouring classes, compared
be obtained by the expensive, slow, and tedious
of by tables giving more in detail the wages in foundries, with several years back, is one of improvement.
ages,
personal inquiry. Every third year the Board of Trade ironworks, machine shops, railway works, mines and- though reduced during the long continued depression we
issues a volume of miscellaneous statistics, among which mining, iron shipbuilding, marine engineering, &c.
have experienced, are not below the average of the last
are tables of wages in many different industries in various
At the end of the rates of wages will follow the amount twenty years, The hours of labour are shortened,
localities. These statistics are valuable, but only from a of rent for such houses as the working classes occupy, the and the price of nearly all the necessaries of life conhistorical point of view, as they are issued two years after price of coal per ton and of gas per 1000 cubic feet, these siderably reduced. Temperance is advancing, and the
the time of collection, and the successive returns are not articles being those in which there is most variation. For influence of education and sanitation slowly but surely
always from the same p
The importance of having details of the social condition of the people the reader is extending; though with regard to the latter the improvesuch information led to the establishment by the Govern- referred to the consular reports, which enter into the ment has been almost entirely in the urban districts, the
ment of a Labour Bureau, for the purpose of collecting, subject fully, sometimes over a
page being given to the rural being left in the state they were at the comarranging, classifying, and publishing the desired facts. habits and mode of life of a single family. This rt of mencement of the sanitary movement forty years ago.
The Bureau has been at work for some months, and its the subject, though written for the information of There are, however, signs that this state of things will
—_ es
be confined chiefly to an pb so
strangers, contains much of interest to natives, as well as not be tolerated much longer, and that country districts,
of pricesand wagesduring the last fifty years, compiled from being a description of ourselves as others see us. often containing a large population, will be placed in
iadcanention in the
: ion of the Board of Trade. The +The reports from the various districts differ widely. sanitary matters in a position similar to the towns.
institution of the Labour Bureauis a
ition of anational Some enter into the subject at great length ; others simply
A comparison of wages in England, Ireland, and Scotwant, and a step towards meeting it.
e result must be give the tables of wages without note or comment. In an land cannot well be made, through the circumstances of
a question of time; and a long period may elapse before investigation of this nature, based upon a circular so each country — different. In England the industries
the new office can give the much-needed collective view elastic as to embrace the peculiarities of each district, it and localities in which they are carried on are sufficiently
of all the elements of the labour question, and furnish an it is but natural that the reports should vary greatly, as diffused and numerous, so that a fair average may be
intelligent and useful comparison of the true relationship they are influenced on the one hand by the amount and made. In Scotland they are fewer, and confined to a
of labour and wages to effective production. One element form of the information obtainable, and on the other by comparatively limited area, while in Ireland the industries
of failure in the constitution of the new Labour Bureau is the prominence given to local industries. One district are not many, and are carried on in so few large towns at
the insufficient sum allowed for its maintenance ; another will - greater stress on one branch of manufacture, such great distances apart, that they have not that interest
is that of depending for information upon answers received as Sheffield on cutlery, another on a different one, as which attaches to the condition of England and Scotland.
in response to circulars issued to employers and manu- Tunstall on pottery. It is impossible to tabulate in the Each country is therefore treated separately, but a comfacturers. At all times employers object to give informa- same form the wages in the various engineering industries, — of the tables of wages in general trades in each
tion
ing the details of their business. In the case the circumstances in the several localities differing so much.
istrict of the several countries given at the end will
of furnishing information to the Government, these objec- A comparison of: the wages in each district will, to a show. the rates of w
in each, as far as the different
tions will be greater, many employers considering that certain extent, be found in the tables given at the end of number of localities affords means for an ave
there is ariskofthe knowledge
being used for other than wages in the general trades, more etailed particulars | . Here it may be interesting to give the instructions
the purposes indicated. As instances of these objections being found under the heads of the particular industries furnished to the United States Consuls for preparing their
may be mentioned the cases of the Commission on
Depres- in such districts. Another table gives the cost of pro- reports. They show what the volumes of the ‘abear
sion of Trade, and of the Pennsylvania Board of Industries. visions, coal, gas, and rent in each district, as the rates of reports contain, and supply a model for future inquiries.
The former issued circulars to the various trades unions wages alone are not sufficient to compare the advantages The heads. ofinquiry relate to facts alone, without disin the United Kingdom, and did not receive 10 per cent, or disadvantages of various localities. In some districts closing any line of argumentor theory; the,aim being to
of replies ; the latter, inanswer. to. circulars relating to examples of. the. amounts spent by different, families in obtain the most comprehensive information concerning |
vver 150,000 men engaged in various trades, received clothing, food, fuel, light and rent, obtained from inter- the state of labour throughout the world, and to insure
sixty-eight replies.
Statistics, to be of any value, must views with working men, are given. These, though highly simplicity and uniformity in the treatment of the subject,
be collected in the various localities, thus involving a interesting and
popular comprehension,
valuable, must only be taken as examples, so as to bring the results within
eg expense for competent agents, travelling expenses, there being much differencein them, itoften happening that leaving as little as possible for the statistical analyst to
vc.
In the absence of indispensable data, a comparison of a family small in numberexpends more upon the necessaries disentangle.
the conditions relating to labour and wages in different of life than one in the same neighbourhood much larger.
The circular was divided into two parts—male and
parts of the kingdom becomes nigh impossible. ‘The
The rates of wages seneealty represent the amounts female labour. The principal heads under which inforexpense is so great as to deter private individuals from paid for the full time of six days in a week, and must not matiori was required were:—The rates of wages
paid to
attempting it, and none of the societies whose duty it may therefore be used, as they have been, as indications of the labourers of every class, agricultural, domestic, factory,
be said tobe have so far done anything towards supplying prosperity of the country. The British workman prefers mechanical, mining, public works, &. The cost of living
the much-needed facts.
viz., the prices paid for clothing,
to work short time and preserve his daily pay rate, rather to the labouring c
There have recently been published three works on the than work full time ane submit to a voles and in rent, the necessaries of life, &c.
e habits of the worksubject, each containing information of the greatest value considering the labour question this phase of it must be ing classes, whether steady and trustworthy, or otherwise,
as to the conditions of capital and labour. These works, constantly kept in view. Some trades, such as~ house saving or otherwise, and the causes which principall
are, “The Reports. of the Commission on the Depres- painters, from their nature can only be pursued at certain affect their habits for good or evil. The feeling which
sion of Trade,” “The First Report of the United States seasons of the year, and during the remainder employ- prevails between employer and employed, and the effects
Labour Bureau,” and “The Details Received from the ment must be sought in other callings, and is getting of the feeling in the general and particular pocpectty of
Several United States Consuls in the various Countries yearly more difficult to obtain. The rates of wages given the community. The organised condition of labour, the
and Districts thereof,” in response to the circulars sent under the head of each district, divided into lowest, nature of organisation, and its effect on the advancement
to them with the view of obtaining the fullest available standard, and highest, are the average of their respective and welfare of the labourers. In this connection it would
information concerning the condition. of labour through- classes, based on a number of returns in many cases be well to refer to counter organisations of capital, and
out the world, expeciallyin Europe. “The Report of the obtained by personal interviews. Sometimes wages paid on the general or local laws bearing on such organisations.
Commission on
Depression of
e” contains much by a firm large and powerful.enough to fix the rates are The prevalence of strikes, and how far arbitration enters
valuable information as to labour and wages in this given. Much greater differences in wages prevail than is into the settlements of disagreements between employers
country ; but its size, and the absence of all arrangement generally supposed. Even among trades unionists, their and employed, and the manner and nature of such
and classification, prevent its being read except by the rates vary considerably according to locality. Payment arbitration.
The effects of strikes on the advancefew who are either compelled or have the necessary according to ability, industry, and skill, piece and set ment or otherwise of labour, and the general effect
patience to thoroughly examine it. “The First Report work, are in some districts common; shops are divided thereof.on the industrial interests. affected thereby.
of the United States
Labour Bureau” is principally his- into society and non-society, or both. Any or all of these Co-operative societies give full information ‘concerning
torical, and devoted to a description of depressions and systems may be carried out in a shop at the same time to their formation and practical working; whether they are
= from 1837 to the present time, both in the United any extent. These different systems complicate the ee
or otherwise; to what extent they have fultates and the manufacturing nations of Europe. It conlied the promises held out at their formation of enabling
uestion, and render it difficult to arrive at true results.
tains much interesting
and valuable matter as to present nstances of this are found in the cases of Wednesbury the workpeople to purchase the necessaries of life at less
labour conditions. That part relating to the history and and Coventry, which are not very remote. The same cost than through the regular channels ;whether the estatheory of de
ions is particularly interesting, and is class of mechanics who in the former town are paid blishment of ‘as, gong societies has had any appreciable
distinguished by its fair and reasonable tone.
e details 30s. 4d. a week, in the latter receive from 40s. 6d. to 54s. effect on gen
trade ; the general condition of the
of the consular reports on labour are contained in three
With the exception of the Factory
and Workshop working people, how they live, their clothes, their food,
octavo volumes, of over 2400
es, about 630 of which Acts, regulating the employment of children and women, their homes; their chances for baereni |their condition ;
are devoted to this country,
e bulk of this work, the providing for the fencing cf machinery, the employers’ their ability to lay up something for old age or sickness;
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their moral and physical condition, and the influences by |greatest which a bar would bear indefinitely when sub-|
The Table A contains a summary of all Bauschinger’s
which they are surrounded.
_ |jected to equal alternating stresses.
experiments on the endurance of a bar subject to repeated
In this connection consuls are requested to select repre- |Bauschinger’s Experiments on Alternating Tension and Compression. stresses, He constructed a machine of the same kind as
na esaate <r aay and wr cm and secure the
Tons per Square Inch.
Wohler’s, in which a bar could be subjected to stresses
- a tion ¢ irect somew at after the manner of the
Siastho Matt
Load impose, |T@Dgin from 0 to anupper fixed limit in tension. He
ollowing questions:—How old are you? What is your
:
;
3
Sa
Ser
| ascertained both the initial elastic limit and the elastic
business? Have you a family? What wages do you|
Time between the loadings. |) | Com- pension, Com: | limit acquired under repetition of stress; the initial
receive per day? How many hours per day do you work
—
posagen. breaking strength and the strength after the bar had been
for such wages? How much time are you allowed for |Wrought iron bar—
|
broken in the Wohler machine. It will be seen that the
your rye
you support — mines &seen
:. Originalcondition...
a
oe 4 } —
—— limit rises with re apc of rg bet a omy
wages
1at do the united earningsof yourselfand wife}
2. 6days .. ... ...
3
—
|
5)
—
which is in many cases a little above the
a
;
soarunt to per year? Will you explain in detail the uses | 3. 1 hour
os
4°8 | — | 145° | When that is is wanethe bar suffers a large seather of
you make of this money? Of what kind of food do your | 4 5 minutes
=. . .. ..) =
9°65 —
| 14°53 | repetitions of load before fracture.
If the elastic limit—
meals consist? Are you able to save any portion of your
> ee
ee? a e
=
145
=
psmao in about a din. length of bar—is very near or
earnings for days of sickness or old age? What are the|
7, 46 minutes
j/—|| —
14°5 | below the load applied, the bar breaks with comparatively
means furnished for the safety of employés in factories,|
8.
hours
4
— | =e | 6°45 | few repetitions of load.
mills, mines, railways, &c., and what are the provisions | _9. 153 hours
, ieee
~
os |
Now it has been shown that a parabola, known as
made for the workpeople in cases of accident? Slightly Ly han +
‘| $°8
+95
.
Gerber’s parabola, can be drawn, so as to fit Wohler’s
omarege —
were nen for a a
12 ope
(es
cas
a
17°3
a
ee — . - rH lower pe — re .
nese questions were provi
as suggestions, it bein
inutes ...
=
12°7
=
17°5
enoted, p,and let s be the range of strees towhich
expected that the reports would ane every phase of it —, cotton
ih
ee
17°5
—_ it subjectedley and f its statical breaking strength. Then
the question calculated to give a comprehensive view of | 15. 2 days
=
‘
rae
6°
Gerber’s equation is
the adiiens of labour. flow far oe instructions - ——.
| 7-15
6-3 | 715
~
(p+3s)?+khs=ft.
— =a complied with the various reports show for | 3° Next day...
6°35,
—
715
— __ | Bauschinger’s results enable us to determine the constants
Shemaneeves.
19. 2 days
Ny
7-08
7°15 | in this equation, and Bauschinger has in fact determined
—¥ it—
ea15 | 7°95
ed
3°75 the constants for each of the materials on which he
A NEW VIEW OF THE RESISTANCE OF
32 1 ae
875) —
875
| experimented. Using these constants, we can determine
MATERIALS
F
93. 9 hours
ee
:
3
9°55 | the range of stress a bar will bear indefinitely repeated
ale sigh on
y
| for other conditions of loading. The Table B below has
By W. C. Unwin, F.R.S.
Bessemer steel bar—
ou
been thus computed and it agrees singularly well with the
Iv a previous paper
an aan
account was rae
given of the conclu| 2.
}+ Original condition...
240
2
|[fF
corresponding
results obtained byoa Wohler.
exscoupailimansnt
en follow
:
... ... . 17°7
—16 | 82)
— | m3
SN
Rs It isodvalues
sions
which seem to
ee
op hy mag
* 23hours...
ciuies
:
24-0
=
|
remely
valuable, ee use Wohler only
determined
on the variation of the position of the elastic limits. It] 4 4 days
tag
606)
85. | of the limiting stresses for three materials, two of them
is proposed now to give as briefly as possible a few of the | 5. 2 days
.
5°55)
—
8°5
—_ | steels of rather high tenacity.
Bauschinger’s results
results, as a sample of the evidence on which those con-|
&: 54hours... ...
=
wree | on
97 | extend Wohler’s to materials in more common use.
clusions rest. It is only, however, by examining Professor
- : hours
z
8°85 <s
97
7 | For comparison the corresponding results deduced from
Bauschinger’s own tables in detail that any adequate idea}
| 4 we ll
10°5
ia
11°3
“*
| Wohler’s experiments are appended in the following table
can be formed of the extent of his researches and the} 10, 2}hours..
i
9°65|
—
11:3 | It will be understood that these stresses are the stresses
aceuracy and patience of his work.
“a
11. idhows... . .
965;
— | 118
—
| which would ultimately break a bar, with a sufficiently
First of all, to show the effect of stretching a bar just | 12. 23 hours ...
a
inal
Core
11°3 | large number of repetitions of loading, apart from any
beyond its yielding point on the position of the elastic
:
limit. The following table is taken from an earlier paper ;
TaBLe A.—Bauschinger’s Endurance Tests, Stresses in Tension varying from 0 to an upper limit,
of Bauschinger’s, 1881. It will be seen that if the loading
Elastic limit in tons per
iiiieentitiah
| Tensile strength in tons per
of a bar is repeated, immediately after straining it to the |
square inch.
:
|
square inch,
yielding point, the elastic limit is lowered. If a period
y
”
l
.
:
ae
oD
ehh
of rest is allowed, the elastic after-effect comes into play
Material.
;
a
Load
| Tepetitions |
wollen by
waitin
and the elastic limit rises, sometimes above the load
Original. | repetition | applied.
aatero, |, Original. | repetition
previously imposed.
|
of loads.
in millions.
of lente,
Wrought Iron Subjected to Tension. Tons per Square Inch.
Wrought iron plate.
6°84
12°3
ra
5°17
25°2
23°6
isa
cas
meee
.
6°84 | 18°23
9°85
5°19
25°2
24°3
O4er,
One)
.
2.
.
o
Greatest
Elast
.
6°84
|
14-4
13°1
5°18
25°23
24°5
Treatment.
eit
sneee Remarks. |
6°84 | 16-4
16-4
2-98
|
95-2
—
|.
:
Round bar, lin. diameter—
Original condition...
Immediately after ...
”
og
Round bar, lin. diameter—
“Original condition...
80
68 hours after ...
nes
: GR
>hes

6°68
28°5
nit
ORS
Wd
os
eis gle
=6| «11°03
«| (285
7
faeok
le
)«6©| 67°85]
OBS
es
| O67
28°5
_
1°01
28°5
1a
10°5
14-5
Yielding.
a.
ma
14°7
18°7
:
eH
5_16°3
21°8
od
} 0°16
28°5
20-0
22-8
| +O°44
28°5
}
—
ae
sts
0°42
28°5
||
<i—_
—
28°5
The next table relates also to bars strained by tension
0-49
38 5
=
only, but it indicates the effect of more varied treatment
1
oF
28°5 - |
-of the bar. It will be seen, in the case of the first bar,
| Ol
28°5
| ae
that loading again immediately after stretching to the | ;
11°5
aoe Sheek BOE va
yielding point, the elastic limit is lowered from 11°6 to
a oy
21°
.
26°6
28°2
8°05. tons. In the case of the second bar, similarly
ior tome,
liane
| =
sad
| ni
{ Elastic limit rose to 16°7,
strained but with a period of rest of 69 hours allowed,
10°7
| 7:40
6°66
|
—
and then fell neartheend
the elastic limit is raised from 12 to 20 tons. But on
|
\ of the endurance test.
reloading immediately the elastic limit is lowered to
11°8
10°8
+
ee
=<
%
4°05 tons. With a three years’ period of rest it is raised
ie
+t
i
oa
=.
=
to 33: tons, just the3 load irwith which it had previously
been
.
3°
.
97°
See
14°8
16°3“s
| 13°8
16°48
26°7;
27°1
strained. But this artificially produced elastic limit is so
M3
| bs
| - ws
3.
1. ey
26°6
unstable that on hammering the bar on the end and
14-8 6 {| = (119
19°7
067°
| 267
_
reloading it has fallen to 12°5 tons.
ie°
04
163y
9°58
T 1°
take
a
g
y
s
.
"
20°
°5
—
}Notwy vet
yet broken.
broken.
40°1
|
0°62
| 26°2
a
17-6
Thomas steel axle,
Dauschinger’s Experiments on the Change of Position of the Elastic
_ Limit.
17°6
208
=| 19°7
9°04
| 40:1
| 41°0
Bar Subjected to Tension only. Tons per Square Inch.
17°6
“ae
26°2
0°22
40°1
| _
rr
OO
17°6
se
26-2
008
ifs 1
|
—
| Biestt
Yielding Greatest
—
Treatment.
=
Sac
ae
Thomas steel rail.
19°0
24-0
16-4 °
10°19
39-0
| | 89'4
cartes ate
19°0
17°6
19°7
7°91
390
| (877
19°0
—
26°2
0°57
39°0
—*
|
Bar of Bessemer steel, No. 939c—
19°0
=
26°2
0°56
39°0
1. Original condition
jog.
17°4 22°6
2. Onedayafter .. ... ...
—
24°8
26°8
Mild steel boiler plate. | 17°6
18°0
18°4
4°85
26°6
|
—
3. Immediately after (2)
8°05
27°0
28°3
|
17°6
21°0
0°40
26°6
-4. Immediately after (3)
—
28°3
29-6
17°6
ao
S Be
0°49
26°6
_
5. One day after (4)...
ae
32-4
34-0
17°6
Sab
21:0
0°88
26°6 | ae
Broke with 34 tons.
17°6
18°4
16°4
6°34
26°6
|
sed
17°6
-—
18°7
0°40
26°6
|
_
Bar 9395. Same steel—
17°6
18°0
16°4
| 6°54
26°6
=
Not yet broken.
1. Original condition
12°0
18°6
21°3
17°6
16-0
IF
| ee
rs Not yet broken.
ae sin .
= Uerere26°6
ee nee ceLe Oe
See
ee
26°6
24°0
...| 20°0
2. 69 hours after (1)...
3, Half an hour after (2);
TaBLE B.—Bauschinger’s Endurance Tests. Tons per Square Inch, Stresses requiring 5 to 10 million Repetitions to cause Fracture.
straightened in the lath
4°05
25°6
32°3
:
sa
x
Eh ST Be
TP EDO:
CVT pee
cs
4. 68 hours after (3)
4)
oe
33°0
33°0
| Cet em, . |
One stress zero.
Similar strosses.
a) ers
5. 4Fa “ama (4)are
33°0
33°0
33°0
Material.
nT
ne e RS RAE Pees ea Vtatical,
6. 2 Sada
days after, ty
and Semenetion
after being
|
;
3
ae
eT ag
oe
Least.
Greatest. | Least.
Greatest.
Least.
Greatest. | strength.
Se
ee
32°0
32°0 | Wrought iron plate ...
| -715 | +7715
|
0
1310 |
14
| 19-2
| 228
7. After 2 years, and after
oie
a...
| -7785 | +7
|
0
4-4
| =13°3
22°02
26°6
heating to cherry-red and
ee
a.
| — 8°65
+ 865 |
0
1575 | 132
| 21°92 | 26°4
cooling in water . ..
0
24°6
25°2 | Bessemer mild steel plate...
— 8°55
+ 8°55 |
0
15°70
14°3
23°8
| 286
Broke at 35°8 tons.
NN
ie ae cee.
-10°5
+10°5
0
19°70
20-0
| 821
|
40-0
.
:
eee
- 97
+ 9°7
0
18°4
19°5
=| 30°85 | «890
The next tables illustrate Bauschinger’s attempt to find | Mild steel boiler plate
vee al — 8°65
+ 8°65
0
5S
| 133
| 22°55 | 266
the natural elastic limits by alternating stresses in tension
i
;
and compression. It will be seen that after a succession |TABLE C.—Limits of Stress from Wohler’s Endurance Tests. Stresses in Tons per Square Inch for which. Fracture occurs only after an
of loads in tension which lower the limit in compression,
i
___sadefinitely Large Number.ofRepetitions.
and of loads in compression which lower the limit in
|
Opposite stresses.
|
One stress zero.
Similar stresses.
a —,
tension, the elastic limit settles down—as the loads are
Material.
=> "sa l Greatest | Least. | Greatest. |- Least |Gredtest °|\.. steileal
diminished towards an amount not greatly exceeding the
| stress.
stress.
| stress.
stress,
| stress.
stress,
strength.
elastic limit—to a value not greatly different in tension | ———————__—_—~
+
\
|
a compression, and markedly below the initial elastic |Wrovghtiron
.. .. ..
-| “7
+ 8°6
0
6°
3
20°5
23°8
imit. -Further,
the limits thus obtained,
about
8 tons K
: Te
:
|
;
gah
“
earner
es
pe
3
:
‘
75
for wrought iron and 94 tons for’ mild steel, differ very
ree
| von
ons
S|
ae
| sad
a
veF
little from the stresses which Wohler found to be the |Untempered spring steel ...
«eof —18°88 | 48°88 |
o
| 35
| 1295
34°75
57°5
9°3
6°55
ad
.

14-5
18°5
22°
Z

—
Yielding. |
“
;
rt

Mild =tecl plate,

15°6
16-6
15°6
66
|
6
|
15°6 |
| ie
+e
15°6 iy
15°6
15°6
|
Re
es
|
| Be
}
ja
ee
15°6
:
spit
11:8
|

19°4
18°0
20-0
16-4
19°1
Rape.
19°9
16°4
15°3
2018-9
79°

16°0
ME
160
160
10°7 .
19°7
ee
=
23°0
23°0
23°09
36-2
Ba]
26-2
|
4
"a
16°4
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factor of safety. Wohler pro
that the working
stresses should be taken at half these values, and most
German writers have proposed to take the working stresses
at a little less than a third of these values, Table C.
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
REPORTS.
We have made arrangements for the publication of
special abstracts of consular and diplomatic reports,
which will, we have no doubt, be found to contain much
trade information of interest to many of our readers.
Italy.—The Italian trade returns for the year 1885 again
showa great excess of imports over exports; but they exhibit
an inerease of 10 per cent. on the amount and value of
commercial operations. The increase of imports in 1885
was £9,250,000; of exports, £1,513,000; while goods in
transit showed a decrease of £500,000, or a total increase
of more than £10,000,000 over 1884. Great Britain now
ranks second in importance of trade, instead of third as
in 1884, In heavy imports from Great Britain, such as
brass, bronze, and copper manufactures, coal, colonial
products, iron—manufactured, pig, and scrap—machinery,
tin, zinc, &c., which come by sea, British trade is healthy
and prosperous. The commercial operations between
Great Britain and Italy for 1885 were—
£
Imports
from Great Britain... ... ... ... 12,563,000
Exports
to Great Britain... .. .. |. 1. |2950,000
Total
;
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Excess of imports over exports
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‘In imports Great Britain sends 20 per cent., and, including
India, over 24 per cent., of the total quantity. In 1884
British and Indian imports were 30 per cent. of the whole,
but that whole was in value £10,000,000 less than in
1885. The total value of trade operations between Great
Britain and Italy for the four years 1882-5 has remained
steady, the amounts for 1882 and 1885 being the same—
£15,500,000. During this period the imports into Italy

have increased by £700,000, and the exports from Italy
decreased by a similar amount. In lead, tin, and zinc
manufactures Great Britain is first; also in steam engines,
fixed, locomotive, and unenumerated, Belgium, France,
Germany, and Switzerland being competitors. Thus in
machinery unenumerated and parts of machinery imports
from Great Britain are 9400 tons; from Belgium, 3500
tons; France, 3200 tons; Germany, 6800 tons; Switzerland, 3600 tons. Among the chief imports into Italy
from Great Britain in 1885 are—
Tons.
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France, 26,000; Holland, 6000.
Coal, 92°5 per cent. of whole coal imported ... 2,716,500
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Austria, 127.
Ships and boats... s..0 oc. cee cee eee eee 5,000,000
_ Austria, 3,500,000.
The importation into Italy of Austrian iron has decreased
from 5800 tons in 1883 to 3900 tons in 1885. During the
same period the imports of tin decreased from 900 to 760
tons. On the other hand, the following imports have
risen:—Knives, manufactured iron and steel, to five
tons; locomotives, from 69 tons to 464 tons; implements, machinery, &., to 800 tons.
Also in 1885
there were imported: Copper manufactures, 276 tons;
copper ore, 271 tons; lead 627 tons; railway carriages,
84 tons; steam boilers, 335 tons; ‘tin,66 tons; zinc, 139
tons. German imports have increased 80 per cent. since
1881, and in 1885 were in value £4,816,000. This increase
is attributed to revised railway tariffs and the opening of

the St. Gothard Railway. From Switzerland the imports
of metals and minerals have steadily advanced from
£160,000 in 1881 to £998,000 in 1885. Since 1881
imports from Belgium have increased over 100 per cent.,
owing chiefly to improved land transport facilities ;the
value of iron bars, implements, and rails from that
country being in 1885 £647,000. The volume and value
of trade between Italy and France are, and have been
for years, greater than the trade with any other country,
being nearly one-third of the whole commercial operations of Italy. In 1885 the value of metals, including
agricultural implements, brass, bronze, and copper
machinery and manufactures, wrought iron and steel
imported from France was £4,400,000. The past three or
four years has been for Italy a period of depression, likewise of transition. Owing to the large importation of
foreign grain and flour, the cultivation of cereals is being
abandoned and more vineyards planted. Capital is bein
withdrawn from agriculture to be invested in industri
undertakings, which in Northern Italy begin to show good
results, and promise before long to su ay ssamiahaned
textile articles for home consumption.
These factories have
the advantage over Great Britain of cheap labour, longer
hours of ‘work, water-power, cheap and good machinery
from Germany and Switzerland, and being protected by
custom duties. ie inst these must be set the dislike
exhibited by the idlliis pépediethies totents employment.
Companies are being formed for the working of Italian
mines.] The great Terni Works are producing armourplates and steel rails; they are also about to make pig
iron and steel manufactures from native ores, of which
the supply is ample. Government orders for marine
engines have been given to native firms, or more correctly,
to British firms established in Italy. Altogether a great
eftort is being made to make Italy independent of foreign
industry, and the excess of imports over exports is much
deplored by the Italian press.
Sweden.—The Lulea Ofoten Railway and the iron mines of
Lapland.—The concession for the construction of this
way was granted by the Norwegian and Swedish
Governments in 1882, and in the following year a British
company was formed for its construction under the name
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of the Swedish and Norwegian Railway Company. This
body entered into a contract with a firm of railway contractors to construct a line from the port of Lulea in the
Gulf of Bothnia to Ofoten Fjord on the Norwegian coast,
a distance of 292 miles, for the purpose of opening up the
rich mineral districts of Lapland. The company had to
contend with innumerable difficulties in starting the
undertaking, owing to the jealousy existing in Norway
and Sweden against foreign enterprise, and the virulent
opposition offered to it principally by Swedish ironmasters
and persons interested in the iron ore trade of other
countries. During the past year the railway has made
considerable progress, The rails have been laid for a
distance ‘of thirty-five miles *from Lulea, and: the rock
excavations at the Norwegian end were advanced toa distance of 466 miles from Victoria Haven in Ofoten
Fjord. The works on the Swedish side were formally
inspected in October last, and found to be thoroughly
well executed. It is expected that next summer that the
line will be laid from Lulea to Gellvaara, a distance of 124
miles, when the celebrated Gellvaara ores, which contain
70 per cent. of metallic iron, will at once be brought into
the market. That must have great influence in promoting the British iron industry, as it is calculated that
the ores can be delivered in the North of England at a
price per ton not exceeding those of the Bilbao
mines,
which contain 20 per cent. less of metallic’ iron. From
Gellvaara the railway will be continued a distance of 56
miles to the iron ore deposits of Kirunavaara and
Luosavaara, situate at a distance of about 112 miles from
Ofoten harbour. In 1874 these mineral districts were
surveyed by the principal geological surveyor of Sweden.
The result of that examination is to be found in an
extensive report, which states that the ores of. these
regions are unsurpassed in richness, and practically inexhaustible. The mountains of Kirunavaara and Luosavaara
alone were estimated te contain about 84,000,000 tons of
iron suitable for Bessemer steel. This quantity of ore
was above the level of the Lake of Luosarjarvi, and
required only to be quarried from the mountains. It has
been ascertained that the cold climate of Lapland will not
be a hindrance to the traffic on the line any more than on
other railways in Sweden, and as the average temperature
in winter at Ofoten does not fall below four degrees under
freezing point, the harbour will be navigable all the year
round.
Holland.—The amount appropriated in the Budget of
1887 for public works, other than military, is £917,333,
divided as follows :—
£
Works on Amsterdam and Mervede Canal...
349,584
Works at mouth of the Meuse ... ... .... ... 253,750
Works on Rotterdam and North Sea waterway... 125,000
Construction of State Railways . . ... ... ... 166,666
Total ...

917,333

DREDGERS FOR BRISTOL AND FOR THE WEST
INDIES.
WE publish this week asa two-page supplement,an engraving
illustrating by elevation the large dredger built from the instructions of Mr. J. W. Girdlestone, for the Docks Committee of
the Bristol Corporation. We also illustrate a barge-loading
dredger recently built for the West Indies. Both dredgers have
been constructed by Messrs. Simons and Co., of Renfrew. The
Bristol dredger is a steel, four-screw, and single-ladder hopper
dredger, her general dimensions being as follows :—
ft. in.
Length on deck ..
218 0
Length on load line
210 0
Breadth moulded . .
43 0
Depth moulded
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but just float, as also for dredging at any intermediate depth ; | crane is avoided, and the — is applied almost exactly in the
and it is capable of depositing the spoil when raised, not only in direction in which it does the most effective work, ¢.¢., parallel to
the hoppers formed in the vessel itself, but also, if desired, in the cutting face of the dipper, and by fastening the hoisting drum
the w
end of the handle, insteadof pul ing the dipper
away
hoppers or barges laid alongside the vessel. As dredging may to
from the
and requiring Xa ae crow
apparatus to over occasionally have to be done in water in which the vessel could come
this pull, the hoisting chain both digs and crowds the dipper
not float—that is to say, just astern of or beyond the vessel into the
bank at the same time ‘and by the same motion ; while in
itself—the vessel has been fitted with Brown’s patent traversing hard digging the power may be multiplied two or three times by
gear, by means of which the bucket ladder may be moved bodily,
ing the leverage of the dipper handle. The mechanical merit
backwards and forwards, for a limited distance, along the mid- of this feature of the design is clear. The dipperis kept from
ship line of the vessel. During dredging operations the move- sliding out too far or crowding too fast into the bank by the backlates the distance at which it works, The
ments of the vessel are controlled by means of a couple of ing chain, which
, of triangular
winches, one forward and one aft ; the former being provided dipper handle is made of T and — iron,
section,
as
shown.
It
is
free to slide lengthwise in its saddle, except
directly with steam power, and the latter being driven by an as controlled by the backing
The height of the saddle ma
auxiliary engine standing in the after part of the engine room. be changed by aes the chain,
stay rod. All the machinery, includThe auxiliary engine is available also for workihg the gear by ing the engine and boiler, is mounted
of channel iron—
means of which the ladder is raised, lowered, and made to containing water tank—which revolveson ona frame
a ring of coned rollers
traverse, as also the gear by means of which the hopper doors inside of the cast iron turntable: On the crank
of the engine
are raised, The dredging buckets, which are thirty-six in are two level pinions with band frictions which drive the upright
number, weigh, with their links and pins, 23} ewt. apiece, and swinging shaft. This has a chain pinion on its lower end, from
over two lightning sheaves around
are each of them capable of containing 174 cubic feet of spoil. which an endless chain
They may be driven either by the one or by the other of the the base of the turntable, so that by frictioning one pinion the
main sets of engines, and at speeds varying with the nature of whole upper part of the machine revolves in either direction and
the ground in which they may have to work. Throughout, the as he may be desired, and by releasing both pinions it remains
construction of the buckets, ladders, and tumblers, as also of the statThe an° is built of wrought iron I-beams, and is steadied while
gear employed in connection therewith, steel has been used at work by four steel jack screws, The machine is moved up to
freely, and liberal proportions have been adopted with a view its work by swinging the ean to the rear and kicking the
to reduce, as far as practicable, the wear and tear, which in excavator forward. “The machine here illustrated has “y
general is enormous in these parts. The vessel is propelled by steel dipper, a 6}in. by 8in. double-cylinder engine with two inde10 tons, It digs 15ft. from
means of four screws of 8ft. 4in. mean diameter, t.c., by two pendent friction drums, and wei
forward and two aft. The screws, which are carried at the centre of track and dumps 10ft. above track. Its speed in clay is
extremities of two shafts running from end to end of the vessel, two dippers per minute; in gravel, three dippers. It is handled
only, engineer and fireman. It is built
may be driven singly, in pairs, or all together. The shafts are bya crewof ofirontwo andmensteel,
and
stood two cave-downs of a
driven by means of two sets of triple expansion engines of the entirely
heavy
without
any
injury. The season's work has
ved it
usual marine inverted type ; each set having cylinders of 17in., remarkably powerful, rapid
and
durable.
The
Dredge
27in., and 43in. bore, all being arranged for a stroke of 30in. Company is
pared to build these excavators of any size and
These engines, when in full work, develope easily and with capacity,
announces that it will guarantee them to be cheaper,
safety—that is to say, without forcing, and without liability lighter, stronger, more durable, more easily handled, and more
either to wear excessively or to break down—an indicated horse- economical than any others, Whether one be prepared to accept
power of 1300, at a piston speed of 500ft. per minute, with a so broad a claim or not, it is obvious that the design has many
boiler pressure of 140 lb. per square inch above the atmosphere ; points of conspicuous merit.—Railroad Gazette,
but, at the same time, they are in all respects so proportioned,
464
ver
balanced, and adapted as to run in safety, when required so to
do, at a piston speed of 600ft. per minute, with a boiler pressure
THE
EMPLOYMENT
OF SALT FOR THE
of 150 1b; per square itich"}<their power being sufficient for the
REMOVAL OF SNOW.
purpose of propelling the vessél when fully laden at the rate of
THE current volume of the ‘‘ Minutes of Proceedings of the
nine knots, or sea miles, per hour, with a boiler pressure of but
140 Ib. to the square inch above the atmosphere. The engines Institution of Civil Engineers” contains an abstract of a memoir
by Mr. Barabant, which appeared in a recent
are supplied with steam from three boilers, standing side by on this subject
number of the Annales des Ponts et Chaussées, It appears that in
side at a convenient distance aft. These, which are constructed 1880
Mr.
d’Ussel
gave a description of his first attempts
to thaw
of steel, manufactured by Messrs. Colville, of Dalzell, are of the
of ice in the public streets, produced by the comordinary marine pattern, are fired from the after ends, are the thin layer
of
snow
by
vehicles
in
time
of
frost.
Since
that
period,
12ft. diameter, and 9ft. 6in. in length, each of them having two owing to the expenditure of nearly £200,000 in futile attempts
to
of Fox's patent corrugated furnace tubes of 3ft. 4in. diameter, remove the snow in Paris in 1879-80 and 1880-81, the heavy tax
as also 156 tubes of 34in. diameter. The boilers are constructed has been removed from pounded salt, not suitable for duary
for a working pressure of 150 Ib. per square inch above the purposes, enabling salt to be largely used for clearing away snow,
atmosphere, and they have been tested separately up to 300 Ib. a provisionof 4000 tons of salt having been made for this purpose
The vessel may be steered either by steam or by hand, yet, as in Paris for the winter of 1885-6. A regular service for the
of snow, on its first appearance, has been organised in
both steam and hand gear might, under certain very improbable removal
Paris, as it is important to clear away the snow before it has been
circumstances, unfortunately carry away, suitable provision has compressed
into ice by the | ery of vehicles, when it is far more
been made for ensuring the effective control of the vessel during difficult
to remove, As falls of snow rarely occur at Paris with a
the repair of the gear. The control of the vessel is, however, temperature
much below the freezing-point, salt may be sprinkled
still further provided for by the presence of the four propellers ; on the snow, Dseagg ww a liquid, of which the tem
ture may
and should these last break down, the anchors and cables, which descend to 5 deg. Fahrenheit without its
freezing.
salt should
are of the most perfect type, are available for effecting the be scattered on the streets as soon as the snow begins to fall fast ;
security of the ship. The outfit, furnishing, spare gear, &c., are the mixture is effected more thoroughly by the traffic, it does not,
in all respects good, and well adapted:to the intended ends, |adhere to the ground, and gradually liquefies, so that at the end
She is capable of dredging 500 tons of stuff per hour, and, as of four or five hours the streets may be cleared by the sweepingmachine, the caoutchouc rake tie: |over the footpaths, ro the
already stated, can carry 1000 tons ef spoil in her hoy
mixture washed to the sewers by the addition of water. This cold
it is estimated that she will be able to raise that quantityin the mixture
does no harm to ingen roads, asphalt, and wood paveBristol Docks, carry it out to sea, and return to her station ments; but
salt should not be used on macadamised roads, which
twice in twenty-four hours. The tender of Messrs. Simons and are disintegrated
by the frequent artificial thaws thereby occaCo. was, as given in a report by Mr. Girdlestone, £29,050. She sioned. This affords another reason for discontinuing
ised
will be immediately employed in the dredging work in connec- roads in large towns, in France, which possess the great disadvantion with the Avonmouth and Portishead Docks, but she will tages of being very muddy in rainy weather, or during thaws, and
ing quantities of sand into the sewers. The employment
be available for dredging work in the harbour and in the fairway of dise
of salt would probably be very restricted in countries where the
of the Avon below Rownham.
temperature
often falls below 5 deg.; but everywhere else it furThe twin-screw dredger Dolphin was recently constructed
the best means of dealing with snow. It has been
to the order of the Crown Agents for the Colonies, under the nishes
that
the
coldness
of the mixture is disagreeable to foot passengers,
direction of Sir John Coode, assisted by Mr. Wm. Matthews, destructive to boots,
and bad for horses’ feet; but the latter can
C.E., and is specially designed for harbour improvements in the | ,,
by greasing the inside of the hoof, and as the mixWest Indies. The dimensions are :—
ture should be removed directly it becomes liquid, the inconvenience, both to men and animals, is very short in duration, and very
a
ered i 0
Length bet‘ween
slight compared with the advantages and economy of the system.
Breadth moulded... ..
oe
- 800
The salt should be scattered in the proportion of about 1 dram per
square foot for each four-tenths of an inch of thickness of snow
Exaixes—Compound surface
condensing, I.H.P.
. 250
Stroke of pum; on maine ian icon S- nes
=
014
fallen, or a larger amount if the temperature is low. Formerly
Diameter of high-pressure cylinder
0 164
each centimetre—0°4in.—d:
of snow falling in Paris necessitated
an expenditure of over £2400; whereas now the cost is only about
ST seit pe:
p
Lames ofatstieee
024
£800, or a saving of two-thirds. Moreover the use of salt disDiameterof airpump.. .. .
rt
penses with sanding the streets, which, on the arrival of a thaw,
ting pump
produced quantities of mud in the streets, and deposit in the
4
feed pumps
.. .
0 2
9
pumps
te
si oe 0 2
sewers. Further, if the cessation of interrupti
of traffic by
of this
is taken into
t, the indirect gain to
The boiler is of steel, for-a working
of 90 1b. per means
the
people
Paris
must
be
reckoned
by
millions
francs.
square inch. The bucket ladder works t!
a well formed Several machines have been devised for the removal of ofsnow,
but
in the centre of the vessel, and dredges to a depth of 33ft. below none
of them are as cheapas salt; and the author gives a comthe water level, and the buckets are made wholly of steel, and parative estimate of the cost of melting snow by steam, and by
are capable of lifting 250 tons of free soil per hour. Triple- salt, which shows that the method of steam would be much more
geared winches are supplied at bow and stern for working the a
besides entailing other disadvantages. The use of salt
ill =
not be confined to the clearing of streets in towns,
meoring chains, the barrels of which can be worked independently
extended
to all paved roads,
to tramways, and
to the
or conjointly, as required. The cabins for the officers and crew but
sasmedeehosion, Perare of the most complete description ; those of the former being approaches to railway stations, and all
haps,
even
in
France
at
any
rate,
salt
might
be
used
for
dealing
fitted on starboard side of well, and consist of rooms for the with snowdrifts in railway cuttings, by spreading it in sufficient
captain, mate and engineers, also mess-room.
the rooms
and sweeping
layers successively salted. On all paved
are large and efficiently lighted and ventilated. A powerful quantities
roads over which there is considerable traffic, the use of only half
crane is erected at forward end for overhauling the buckets, So
eeneetin ftam clageed tnSatis wate enable a tenck of
hoisting gear, &c.
64ft. to 10ft. in width to be dealt with, along which the snow would
be prevented from being frozen to the
, and thus rendering
464
7or
traffic almost impracticable. The
cost of the system, and the
advantages
to traffic, are sufficient reasons for an early and wide
NEW EXCAVATOR, OSGOOD DREDGE COMPANY. extensionof the use of salt for removing
snow.

The vessel is in all respects adapted for the reception of the
dredging machinery, engines, and boilers, and is, laden or light,
of sufficient strength for the support of the same and of itself
in perfect safety, and without undue strain on any part of the
whole, whether at sea in rough weather, or at dredging work, or
aground on hard shingle. She has been built on the ordinary
frame system, but with exceedingly strong keelsons, stringers,
&c., and has. been constructed throughout of ““ Hallside ” steel,
brands “S. B.xx” and “S. B.x,” and of scantlings: at least
equal throughout to the requirements of Lloyd’s highest class
for iron-built ships; no reduction of scantling having in any
part been allowed on. account of the employment of steel in
place of iron. Various additions in excess of what would be
required in an iron vessel of similar magnitude were
hy Lloyd’s, and were for the most part adopted. The adoption
of the four-screw system of propulsion necessitated the construction of shafting tunnels in way of the hoppers, and these
have been constructed so as to add materially to the strength of
the vessel. The ladder well, which is situated in the after part
of the vessel, also adds much to the strength of the same. The
bottom of the vessel has been protected from injury when
grounding -by means of four outside bilge keels ;and, with a
view to protect the vessel from injury on coming into contact
either with wharf walls or with another vessel, she has, at a
suitable distance above the water line, been surrounded by a
steel-faced fender of American rock elm. There are four com-plete bulkheads extending from side to side of the vessel,
.besides others extending across the wings running at either side
of the ladder well..
Taken as a whole, then, the vessel is
THE engraving on page 3 shows an excavator of an entirely new
‘exceptionally strong, and is capable, as has been stated, of
in some of its details, recently patented and built by Mr.
‘grounding in safety on almost any practicable bottom. The design
John
K. Howe, secretary and treasurer of the
Dredge
dredging spoil is carried in three hoppers, one of which, termed Company,
of Albany, N.Y. It has been tested by a season of
the “main ”’ hopper, is‘situated immediately ahead of the well, extremely hard
work, digging clay in the brickyard of Mr. Hamiland extends fronr side to side of the vessel; the other two, ton,
at Croton, a
we are told, proved itself remarkably
termed the “side” hoppers, being situated immediately astern efficient and su
5
of the main hopper, one being at either side of the well. The
Its novel points of advantage are claimed to ao: @7 A more
hopper. capacity is 25,000 cubic feet, which, with spoil of 1°44 efficient application of power, enabling the work to be done with a
Specific gravity—that is to say, with Avon mud—is equivalent smaller engine. (2) Simpler construction, giving fewer wearing parts.
to 1000 tons. The dredging machineryis adapted in all respects (3) Greater adaptability, as it digs and dumps at any point ina
circle. (4)
and economy of handling, as all the
for dredging readily, per hour, at least 400 tons of stiff clay, complete
movements are made by one man only. (5) Cheapness, as owing
-mud, silt, free sand, or gravel; also for
inj readilily in to
its
lightness
and
simplicity
of constructionit can be built for
shingle or other hard ground. * It is adapted also for dredging
‘from a‘depth of 36ft."below the surface of the water; when the half toity.two-thirds of the cost of an ordinary steam shovel of equal
vessel is: light and the ladder is set at an angle below the horizon
y using the dipper handle as a lever—of course increasing its
of 45 deg , and for dredging in water in which the vessel will| strength to stand the breaking strain—the heavy and expensive
ee ee
-

TorPEDO VESSELS OF Evrore.—The following data show the
relative strength of
States in torpedo vessels and boats
of all classes and dimensions:—
>
Torpedoes.
Tons,
Cost. £,
Great Britain .. .. 156, representing 23,902 ..
1,460,000
France Once” ee ben
99
Prem] ie
rod
Russia”
. 15,
;
5,108 :. 3. 812,000
~~
“
7,966 .. .. 500,000
It appearsby the above ogre that the average
r ton—
£61—of British and French torpedo
boats is the same.
@ principal difference between Great Britain and France
in the
i
of the formerin torpedo vessels of 38 to 40 metres in
length, France possessing
boats of only 26 to 30 metres. This
inferiority is the more disadvantageous because, as the iS. James's
Gazette points out, twenty-five vessels of the latter class have becn
added to the French navy since February last,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
MISCELLANEA.
_
In London 2075 births and 1570 deaths were registered
Tue success of the Pullman cars on the Brighton line
Tue London address of Messrs. 8. Mason and Co.,
has been such that thé directors have entered into a contract with during the week ending the 25th ult. The annual death-rate per Leicester, is now 13, Cannon-strect, E.C.
1000 from all causes, which had been 21°9 and 18°8 in the two prethe Pullman Company for a further term of ten years,
Mr. J. B. Guturis, of Ethelburga House, Bishopsgate,
Tue death is announced at Inverkeithing last week of ceding weeks, rose to 19°7.
has taken into partnership Mr, Robert Guthrie, his sen.
Or the 8,070,582 tons of coal burned into coke in 1885 in
Mr. William Peat, who was nearly thirty years manager on the
the ensuing session of Parliament the Corporation
northern section of the North British Railway, but from which he the United States, but 283,126 tons, or about 3 per cent., came from of Is
will apply for an Act to vest in them the undertaking
coalfields outside of the Appalachian ; 239,958 tons were from the of Sheffield
retired a few years ago,
the
Sheffield Waterworks Company,
basin, 21,487 tons trom the Illinois basin, 20,781 from the
Tue Brazil Great Southern Railway, having obtained Colorado
Miasouri basin in Kansas and the Indian Territory, 300 tons from
Samvuzt Denison and Mr. Geo. Hy. Denison have
satisfactory results in Brazil with two wagons fitted with the Montana, and 600 tons from Washington Territory. The balance beenMr.admitted
into partnership with Messrs. Samuel Denison and
“Janny”
pling, has requested, through Mr. A. Rumball, the was from the Appalachian field.
Son, Old Grammar School Foun “ry, Leeds,
:
Lancaster Wagon Company to supply this coupling to all the stock
Tue
American
Iron
and
Steel
Association
reports
the
now being manufactured by that firm for the company.
Tue value of the machinery, mainly for the sugar
American
pig
iron
manufacture
for
this
year
to
have
reached
estates;
introduced
into
British
Guiana,
during
the
last four years,
Tue Philadelphia mar
of the Times tele- 5,600,000 tons, or 1,556,000 tons more than in 1885; that of
1882, 1883, 1884, and 1885, amounted to the very large sum
graphs:—The Canadian Pacific
Railway has been notified that the Bessemer ingots 2,000,000 tons, an increase of 351,000 tons; and . Viz,
of
£532,260,
twelve 80-ton guns, now constructing at Woolwich Arsenal for the that of Bessemer rails 1,500,000 tons, an increase of 530,000 tons.
defence of Victoria, British Columbia, will be ready for shipment These are the heaviest annual outputs ever
A Rtssian engineer claims to have discovered a process
rted. The iron ore
over that railway in April, with large consignments of war roduced in the country amounted to 10,000,000 tons; and of reducing petroleum to the form of crystals, which may be easily
material, Special cars have
ordered to be built to carry the ,000,000 tons were imported. The iron and steel imports during and cafely transported to any distance and then reconyerted into
heavy guns,
'
1886 were much heavier than in 1885, the excess being 1,000,000 tons. liquid form,
Aut the railway companies have lost heavily by the The large increase in railroad building has caused the main demand
A Trcuyicau Institute near University College, Dundee,
destruction of telegraph wires and posts, and other carriers. If for more iron and steel,
is to be erected and worked in connection with the college, the late
the posts were placed half the present distance apart it would cost
Ow the velocities for solid screw-cutting dies a corre- Sir David Baxter, of Kilmaron, having left £20,000 for its erection,
the companies a good deal for
but not so much as would be spondent, writing to the American Mechanical Engineer says:—‘‘The be a view to the improvement of working men in scientific knowgained by y
ting one
tition of the recent destruction. Every machine and dies I have, for the past three years,
ge.
beenrunning are of
alternate post might be merely a carrier, and mot necessarily pro- first-class manufacture, and I have had no trouble whatever in their
MM. Lesseps and Stokes have been making experivided with all the usual paraphernalia,
management. The iron used is ordi
rough bar iron, and all mental
trips by, night to various portions of the Suez Canal with
are U.S, standard. I keep the’ dies well flushed with the
Tue Committee formed in Birmingham to resist the t!
electric light ; and in a few days the whole of the canal will be
commercial lard oil, and take only one cut to make a perfect the
massage of the nine railway bills of 1885, and the Brimingham and ‘best
opened for night traffic by aid of the electric light, thus shortening
thread,
If
the
iron
is
,,in.
too
large
I
take
two
cuts
over
the
bar,
District Railway and Canal Rates Associations, have amalgamated but if ,in. or less I take it off the first cut. Ihave found the the passage through by twenty-four hours.
into one association to be called, ‘‘The Birmingham and Dis- following rates of speed to give first-class results, both in quantity
Tue New Zealand Shipping Company’s R.M.S. Tontrict Railway and Canal Freighters’ Association.” For the of work turned out, and with minimum wear and tear of thedies:
organisation of the new body a provisional committee, of which —i, oP and §, 60 revolutions per minute; # and , 50; lin. and par arrived off Port Chalmers early on November 5th, from
ndon, Teneriffe, Madeira, and Cape Town, having made a sinart
Mr. F, Impey is secretary, has been formed,
14, 36; 1} and 1%, 26; 14 and 18, 22; 1}, 1%, and 2in., 10.”
voyage. She had six saloon, twenty-two second-class, and twentyTue net receipts on the Railways in India for 1885-86
four
passengers for Wellington. She accomplished the
Accorp1nG to the Jilustrirte Zeitung fur Blechingdustrie, voyagesteerage
show an increase as compared with those of 1884 of 1,19,66,430r.,
out in 39 days 17 hours 30 min., her actual steaming time
and the gaveueee on the capital expenditure, excluding, as is a greyish black colouring on copper may be obtained by placing the being 38 days 10 hours 30 min.
usually done, that on steamboat services, suspense items, and object for treatment, after being well cleansed, in a weak solution of
Aw American
paper says the patent “hurricane raiser ”
indirect charges, gives a return equivalent to 5°84 per cent., against liver of sulphur. When a caustic effect has, after a short time, been
5°27 per cent. in the previous year.
e summary of merchandise produced, the object is rinsed, slightly heated, and brushed with a —a huge and complicated apparatus that serves to send a gale of
wind
across
the
space
devoted to the stage witha velocity-of sixty
stiff
brush.
This
coating
is
said
to
be
very
durable.
The
Scientific
carried on the several Indian railways supports the favourable
view of the general traffic taken in
year’s report. The total American says a blackish-brown bronzing can be applied to vases, miles an hour, and with a roar as if 100 buildings had simul&ec., cast from zinc, by the application of a solution taneously crashed to the ground—is a feature introduced in the
t
i
d by 1,887,378 tons, or nearly 15 per cent.; figures,
r. If the projecting portions are then well cyclone on the prairie that creates a sensation nightly at the
and thirty-nine out of ‘the forty-seven items tabulated show of sulphate of
f
with a colin rag, they assume a coppery red brillianey, Madison-square-garden, New York.
increases, the most marked
that of ‘‘grains and pulses,” ru
which increases the resemblance to genuine bronze. A solution of
with a rise of 1,159,386 tons.
Tue New York Board of Aldermen have recently
verdigris
in
vinegar
also
produces
an
effective
bronzing.
Brass|
.
Tue cost of materials used in the repair and renewal of”
pted the following resolution by a vote of 17 to 2:—*‘ Resolved,
coloured black by repeatedly coating the cl
d metal
permanent way works and rolling stock it is calculat - Pp
a moderately strong solution of nitrate of copper. Heating that no steam pipe or main for the conveyance of stcam shall hereabout one-fifth of the entire working expenditures of British rail- overa c
after
be laid in any street or avenue of the city of New York, in
fire follows, Finally, the tone is heightened by
ways. More than anything else the economy practised, and the rubbing with olive oil.
which the steam
re contained in said pipes or mains shall
exceed 50 lb. to the square inch.” The Mechanical Enyincer
low level of prices of iron, &e., have enabled the companies, by
Mr. DraKonow has made experiments which have led thinks the aldermen will have a good time finding out what the
reduction of working expenses last half-year, to counteract
uction of carbonic acid in the pressure is in street mains.
diminished earnings, and so pay better dividends than they could him to the conclusions that the
otherwise have distributed.
In the first half year of 1884 the absence of free oxygen is not an invariable property of the living
Tue. Brighton Town Council on Tuesday discussed the
principal English and Scotch railways
it £2,436,000 on yeast cell, but is dependent on the nutritive matter in which it exists;
material ; in the second half, £2,638,
e first half of 1885, that the presence of glucose is indispensable ;that the prodyction report of the Works Committee with reference to the foreshere and
£2,330,000 ;the second half of 1885, £2,600,000 ;and in the first of carbonic acid ceases when the oxygen of a solution is exhausted the denudation of the beach which has been going on since the
and when the glucose is exhausted.
e dissociation of the.njole- erection of the new.sea wall at Hove, and its attendant. groynes.
half of this year £2,220,000.
of albumin does not produce carbonic acid in the absenceof. |” Strong opinions were expressed in favour of coricrete groynes as
Accorpine to Mr, Giierson, the manager of the Great cule
free oxygen, glucose being the only material which furnishes suf- eventually proving more economical than wood, and ultimately it.
Western Railway, it — that in this country one mile of rail- ficient oxygen for that
¢ organisms live for a time, was decided to erect four groynes of concrete on the western:
way has been provided for every 4°36 square miles, as compared but quickly die in the absence of oxygen, and there is a marked foreshore at a cost of £12,000,
with 10°42 in France, 9°38 in Germany, 7°82 in Holland, 4-2 in contrast between them and others supplied with a sufficiency of it.
Belgium ; while for piu / 1000 of the population the outlay of The intensity of the production of carbonic acid by microscopic
Tue needle industry of Redditch has been largely
railway capital, which yields on an average only 4} per cent., has fungi diminishes with the increasing acidity of the solution when revolutionised during the last twenty years by the introduction of
been £24,512 in England and Wales ; £13,977, in France ; £10,593 oxygen is absent, although under normal conditions the existence machinery, and the stupendous proportions which the trade has
in Germany ; £11,365 in Belgium ; and £7253 in Holland. More- of the fungi is not affected by this cause.
assumed—the present weekly make being not less than fifty millions
over, wages are much higher at home than abroad. The ave
itatates an i
d employment of the most improved
er
is in
land, £62°10 ; France, £47°12 ; Belgium, £41°2 ;
A CORRESPONDENT in the Scientific American, Mr, J. A. machinery. The latest move has been the introduction of a machine
{olland, £34°8. Mr. Grierson supports the proposition of the late Peck, Brewsters, N.Y., sends the following :—‘‘For tempering all for the greoving of sewing-machine needles, which bids fair to
Prof. Jevons, ‘Taking all circumstances into account, England kinds of tools, knives, razors and steel dies, take a suitable quantity entirely su
le the old stamping process. At the present. time
pa apesfo better supplied by railways than any other country of muriatic acid, dissolve all the zinc the acid will take. Prepare a there are about 8000 persons engaged at Redditch in the manuin the world.”
tempering bath composed of one part of the above zinc acid and facture of needles alone.
one part water. Heat the steel according to its hardness. If high
Ir is stated that the Unien Pacific Railroad Company or hard steel, heat until just red and then temper in the acid bath,
At the City and Guilds of London Institute, Central
has
pleted arrang
ts to establish a weather service over its If low steel, heat it as hot as you would to temper in water, then Institution, Exhibition-road, a course of seven practical demonstraentire system similar to that in use by the Federal Government. temper in the acid bath. After immersing in the acid bath, cool tions is to be given in the dynamo rocms and laboratories of the
There are to be thirty-two stations ; nine will be first-class stations, off in water. For lathe and planer tools draw no temper, but for Institution during February and March, 1887, by Professor Ayrton,
equipped with a full set of observing instruments. There will be other tools draw temper. Unlike water tempering, the colours F.R.S., Assoc. Mem. Inst. C.E. Each demonstration will be given
nine second-class stations. Two observations will be made each that appear under this method give no clue to the hardness. By twice, once on the Friday, at 5Aop. and again on the following
day—at 4 a.m. and 4 p.m.—and ——— to headquarters at this process, steel is readily hardened to any desired degree, and Wednesday, at 5 p.m., in order
that all who attend the course may
Omaha. Trains will be equipped and operated accordingto the may be made to cut glass like a diamond. If desired, an acid bath take part in the experiments. After Ash Wednesday, on which ~
weather reports. The officer to be put in charge of this system is composed of two parts of muriatic acid and one
water may day the College will be closed, the same demenstration will be given
Lieut. Joseph 8. Powell, of the Government Signal Service. His be used. Mr. Peck, however, prefers the zinc acid, as being more on the Wednesday and Friday of the same week.
salary is to be paid by the Government. All other expenses will dense. A prominent advantage of this method of tempering is
THE excavations on the Middlesex side of the Thames,
be borne by the railroad company. The Chi
and North- the certainty and excellence of its results. It never fails to yield
western and the Central Pacific have been invi
to co-operate the temper required. It can be relied upon for every description for the erection of the new Tower Bridge, will necessitate the
removal of the remains of persons who are interred in a small
with the Union Pacific, so as to make a through railway weather of steel or tool.”
cemetery at the eastern end of the Tower. In the event of the
service between San Francisco and Chicago.
Tue following gives a general idea of the lines upon remains being unclaimed by relatives or executors they will be
Tue Railroad Gazette record of American train accidents which secondary battery inventors are now chiefly working. It is interred in one grave at the City of London Cemetery at Ilford.
in October contains notes of 63 collisions, 51 derailments, and 4 from a patent specification of S. Farbaky and Dr. 8. Schenek, It was at first thought that some persons of historic note were
other accidents—a total of 118 accidents, by which 48 persons were Hungary—Eng. pat. 13,697, Nov. 10, 1885, 8d. The plates consist buried in the cemetery, but it now appears that the ground was
killed and 100 injured. As compared with October, 1885, there of lead grids, the interstices of which are packed with a special first set apart in 1832, during the first visitation of the cholera, for
was a decrease of 5 accidents, an increase of 17 killed, and a material; for negative plates this material consists of 95 parts by the interment of all persons who died of that diseasc in the Tower.
decrease of 28 persons injured. These accidents may be classed as weight pulverised litharge and 5 parts granulated pumice stone, Since that period no person has been interred in the ground.
to their nature and causes as follows :—Collisions:
, 50; butgrains being from 1 to 14mm. in diameter, Enough sulphuric
WE regret to learn of the death of Mr. C. Shaler Smith,
ting, 12; crossing, 1—total, 63. Derailments: Broken rail, 1; acid is added to form a stiff pesto; the mass is spread over the lead
teciie or defective frog, 1; broken switch-rod, 1; broken bridge, grids and “stroked witha brass bar until there is a visible sweat a distinguished American engineer, at his home in St. Louis, en the
2; spreading of rails, 10; broken wheel, 3; broken axle, 5; broken on the surface;” the material projecting above the lead frame being 19th ult. Mr. Smith was a native of Maryland, and early exhibited
euch, 2; accidental obstruction, 4; cattle on track, 3; land-slide,
off with a long knife. The other side of the plate is treated great aptitude in bridge building. The Eugineering and Mining
1; wash-out, 1; misplaced switch, 6; malicious obstruction, 3; in the same manner. The packing for positive plates consists of Journal says he was most successful in all his operations ;and when
unexplained, 8—total, 51. Other accidents: Cylinder explosion, 95 parts by weight of litharge, 95 parts minium, and 10 parts it was decided to bridge the Missouri at St. Charles he was selected
1; steam chest burst, 1; broken parallel rod, 1; broken axle not
wdered coke. The coke and pumicestene give porosity, and to superintend its construction. His management of this difficult
causing derailment, 1—total, 4.
tal number of accidents, 118, thus facilitate the entry and escape of the electrolyte. The plates, undertaking, and the excellent manner in which he adapted means
Ten collisions were caused by trains breaking in two, six by fog, when dry, are dipped into a bath of sulphuric acid diluted with 75 to ends and brought the task to a successful conclusion, attracted
five by failure to use signals properly, four by mistakes in orders per cent. of water, rapidly removed and left to drain; after about general attention. Mr. Smith also assisted Captain Eads in the
or failure to obey them, four by misplaced switches, two by cars twenty-four hours they are again dipped in the bath and left there design and construction of the St. Louis Bridge, and was
in building the Canadian Pacific Railway Bridge
blown out of sidings upon the main track, and two by wrecks of for twelve hours. This treatment helps to maintain the packing in recently eng:
other trains.
position. The plates are
packed in air-tight cells, the connecting- over the St. Lawrence, near Montreal. Some four or five years
ago Mr. Smith received a fall, from the effects of which he afterrods projecting through the cover.
“A LARGE order for steel rails for a Spanish railway
wards suffered and finally died ;but his death at the comparatively
Tuk actuality of the molecular changes brought about by early age of tifty years was
was,” says the Leeds Mercury, ‘ recently withheld from an
undoubtedly hastened by his indomitEnglish maker, who had tendered, and whose rails had given pressure and changes of pressure in materials, but which do not affect able energy, which would not allow him to take needed
satisfaction previously. His price was abnormally low; but ordinary daily practice, is shown by the care that is to be taken in rest,
t
a very much lower tender was sent in by a German maker, sending the twogreat glasses forthe double lensfor the Lick telescope
TueE manufacture of the required number of repeating.
bridge by express to San José. They will be wrapped
The responsible official,
because of the price, and from
yd ——s the —
maker, —_ to nlyo
He separately in fifteen or twenty thicknesses of soft, clean cotton rifles is so near completion that the whole of the German army will
Next will comea thick layer of cotton batting, and then a be equipped with that weapon within a few days. This gives
ound them large, well-organised, and complete.
He then pro- cloth.
will then be put into boxes of wood Germany again an immense advantage over all other European
ceeded to test the sample rail, and to his surprise found it of purer layer of ory The
and better quality than the English make, although made from lined withfelt. No nails will be used near the glasses, and the Powers, which will require at least a couple of years before they
imported
lish pigs. Pushing
uiries
er, he learnt boxes will take the shape of the glasses. The boxes will be can put repeaters into the hands of all their troops. The new
that, guided by scientific tests, the German maker, instead of using enclosed in two others of steel, each about the shape of a cube, rifle, which bears the title ‘“M.”—7.e., Mauser—‘‘71, 84,” in token
only one quality of pig—as English makers are said to do, according being packed tightly with curled hair. Each steel box will be that the old model 71 has been adhered to in principle, with some
to the district they are .in—had mixed two or more qualities enclosed in another steel box, the inner sides of which will be modifications of it made in 1884, is described as being 1°3 m.
spri
Both steel boxes will be made air- em without, or 1- 8m. with the bayonet, and weighs 4° kilogs.
ee and so
arrived at his satisfactory result. But it was covered with spiral
ttand waterproof,and the outer chests will be packed with with empty magazine, or 5 kilogs. when the magazine contains its
still plain, and indeed acknowledged, that the
in the tender
to
them Lene niaene Each will then be suspended full store of eight cartridges, These are cased With brass, each
was under cost price. The German maker, like o'
of his fellow- F
by pivots in strong wooden frames, with contrivances for turning being 78 mm. long, and weighing 43 grammes. The powder-charge
manufacturers, was taking orders for export at losing
was resolved to keep his works going, and he looked to recoup his each chest one quarter around every day during the journey to consists of 5 grammes of new rifle powder—‘‘M. 71.” The weapon,
brown outside te
losses on foreign orders out of thehigher prices which the a pes California. This is to prevent any molecular disarrangements in of bese ae is of oe Poors) a
‘or a distance of from 200 m.
tive tariff enabled him to charge his own coun’
en, Th is isan the glasses and to avoid the danger of polarisation, it being feared - protectit against rust, can be sig
to 1000 m. It has a calibre of 11 nm. The rifle can be used
t ots
arrangement which may be very convenient to the German manu- that the jarring of the train will disturb the
as a single shovter or repeater, and is fired in the usual
facturer so long as it’can last, but which is not likely to commend of the molecules unless the Paes of the glass is daily changed either
Ways.
and all lines of disturbance thus broken up.
itself in perpetuity to the intelligent German consumer.”

————
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
te naineimeadens ~~~ ~~ pineal
Correspondents.
LIFEBOATS.,
Srr,—Allow me a few remarks in connection with your article on
lifeboats in the issue of the 17th December ; and more particularly
in regard to the question whether self-righting power is necessarily
detrimental to stability of boats. The discussion in the Institution
of Naval Architects to which you refer arose from a
which
Mr. Taylor and myself read on a
steam lif
t, andin
that boat the self-righting power certainly did not interfere with
her stability. A boat is self-righting when she has only one position
of stable equilibrium. In that case the righting arms are positive
for the whole range from Odeg. to 180 deg., ¢.c., the shi
metacentre remains at all angles on one and the same side of
C.G,
relatively to a fixed point on the middle line of the boat. The
simplest case of a self-righting boat would be one of a perfectly
circular section, weighted below the centre. The curveof stability
of that vessel would be of the character eseurve A in the —
ying diagram. If we, however, for obvious reasons wish
Ses Gavtanee yest ofthe boat more ship shape, the curve
will be
modified and loses its regularity, and its general character
becomes that of curve B, An example of sucha curve is to be found
in the paper referred to. In such a case the boat may be regarded
as consisting of two parts, the lower one and the upper one, the
latter part giving the means self-righting. The curve of stability
of the Sear part, considered for itself, would up to a certain angle
of inclination, be identical to B and then branch off as shown in
B', As almost any shape can be given to the lower part of the
boat, if the upper one is properly designed to suit it, we have it in
our hand to give the lower
t any amount of stability we like,
and the self-righting power is simply an addition to the stabilityof
the lower boat. It follows therefore that there is no necessity
for the self-righting power to interfere with the stability up to
certain angles, which may range even to 70 deg. and more, and
the stability under ordinary circumstances depends only on the
shape of the lower vessel, and the distribution of the weights, or
the position of the C.G. In other words, take those parts of the
boat away which give her self-righting power, and compensate for
the slight alteration of the C.G. due to this, and you will not
interfere with the stability of the vessel under ordinary circumstances. Of course, in ill-designed self-righting boats, i.¢., such
boats where the curve B! branches off at a yery early angle, this
is not the case, and as I have not had an opportunity of calculati
the curve of stability for the boats of the Lifeboat Institution,
am not in the position to say whether their self-righting power is
well designed or not.
The most dangerous point of a boat with a curve of stability as
shown in B is at p, i.e. the point where the minimum ware bee
oceurs. As the calculation in regard to the C.G. is naturally
on assumptions which may not always be fulfilled in practice, the

C.G. may be a good deal higher than calculated, or it may shift
during the inclination, and if then this minimum value of
calculated curve was too small, the real curve would assume the
character shown in C, and in that case there will bea point of stable
equilibrium at g. Now this has evidently been the case of the
Southport lifeboat. There was too little margin of stability at the
point » under ordinary circumstance, and the shifting of weights
transformed it into a point of stable equilibrium. In open boats,
in which the shifting of the C.G. can affect the position of the C.G.
very considerably, this danger is by far greater than in closed
boats. Those of your readers who took notice of the
r referred
to will remember that in our proposal the shifting of loose weights,
such as men, was strictly limited, and the curve of stability which we
published was based on the greatest shift of weights which possibly
can occur.
The tests to which the boats of the Institution are subjected
with
to their self-righting power cannot
ibly indicate
the position or the magnitude of the minimum righting lever at p.
Experimentally this could only be found by progressively increasing
the top weight of the vessel till the position is reached when she
will not right herself. It must not be forgotten either, that
although a period of negative righting arms at certain angles, and
consequently a point g of stable equilibrium, may exist, still the
amount of Pi toasl stability which the vessel gathers in the
periods of positive righting arms may be sufficient to carry her
taroegh the period of negative stability, and the tests may therefore
even be unable to disclose such points.
A proper test of self-righting qualities of a boat would have to
be progressive, not only as to the amount of topweight, but also as
to the angle to which she is careened. If the existing lifeboats
were subjected to such series of test it would show whether they
are self-righting under all circumstances or not.
Lupwic Bensamin, M.I.N.A.
8&8, Rumford-place, Liverpool, December 30th, 1886.
Sir,—“‘ Lifeboat’s Bowman” is courteous, and I am sorry to say
that is not the case with all the Institution servants. However, his
remarks on the Lowestoft boats are not logical. In the second
place, I am fully aware the Institution is always trying little dodges,
and old discarded things. For instance, they have just ado
drop keels, which are peculiarly
rous things. The
re
boats are often outin hard times, by
and sea, when they ought
not to be, but they never come to grief, generally speaking. I can
but repeat
that
lifeboats are deficient in floor,
and nipped too much
in the bows above the water. A man may veer by thebollard, but
it is too much for human nature to stand holding on at anchor in
severe weather. If the hawser were rove through a loose eye-bolt
between the bollard and the anchor, three turns could be taken off
the bollard and a half hitch taken by the eye-bolt. A boat will
sometimes swing to the wind with a contrary tide, but not with a taut
‘arse, When I said a rocket, I did not mean the large ones. In
the Navy they have a sort of pistol. The man stands with the pistol
in one hand and acoil of line in the other; bang goes the pistol
and away goes the line. I do not know what they call them; they
- col
with explosives. Lifeboats here are hauled up stern
irst.
Lifeboats ought to have a movable rudder, s6 as to allow them to
be launched stern first when necessary.
J. W.
Sizewell, January Ist, 1887.
Sir,—In last week's issue ‘ Lifeboat’s Bowman” condemned my
suggestions for increasing the stability of lifeboats when at anchor,
and yet he proposes a plan which in its action is somewhat similar
to my second method, with this im
it difference, viz., with
his there is nothing to prevent the admission of water through the
hawse pipe with the cable, whereasin mine this is provided against.
I kept the mouth of the hawsepipe somewhat nearer the keel, to

ENGINEER.

lower as much as possible the centre of gravity of the boat when
floating, and to increase the righting powers if overt
Belfast, January 3rd.
;
J. HoGREENHIEL,
‘
LIQUID FUEL,
Sim,—In
article on the paper on “Liquid Fuel,” read
before the North-East Coast Institution of Mnginacéa and Shipbuilders, you say, page 509, ‘‘Mr. Nichol cites some old een
of Favre and itceen on petroleum refuse,” and you add further
that you “‘are
not certain that Favre or Silberman
over tested the
astaki
of commerce. Permit
me to say that Mr. Nichol never said
that they did; heis not aware that Messrs, Favre and Silberman
had any knowledge of either petroleum or petroleum refuse, What
he did say was—see page 28 of the paper—‘‘that the theoretical
evaporative power of petroleum refuse was computed according to
the values of the component parts as established by Messrs. Favre
and Silberman,” é.e., Thecalorific values of carbon, hydrogen, Xc.,
ee
‘
Joun DucKrtt,
G, Exchangeings, King-stree
Secre
.
Newecastle-on-Tyne, January 5th,
Smr,—You were pleased in your leading article on the above
subject to notice some remarks made ag on November 10th,
1886, at the meeting of the North-East Coast Institution of
Engineers and Shipbuilders, when the above subject was under
discussion ;and as you charge me with making a statement, which
it may reasonably be inferred from your article I knew to be untrue,
I must ask for a few lines of your space for an emphatic disclaimer
that I should have contradicted the statement “that the boiler of
the steamer Ryde evaporated 41 lb. of water per pound of
petroleum.”
To begin with, I never stated that in the Ryde’s furnaces petroleum was used, “liquid fuel” is the term to be found in the
Institution’s ‘‘ Transactions.” Green oil and creosote oil, and not
petroleum, was employed ; but this is comparatively a small matter,
although it may be fairly urged that, in reviewing Mr. Nichol’s
paper and the discussion, you should have at least referred to the
use of creosote oil by Messrs. Sadler and Co., at Middlesbrough
and elsewhere ;seeing you ‘‘do not want it to be supposed that
we are in any shape or way op;
to the innovation.” It is at least
remarkable you should only refer to the ‘‘old experiments” cited by
Mr. Nichol, and pass over in silence thenew information he gave as to
on
of “‘creosote oil” burnt at Messrs, Sadler and Co,’s
wo
You also do not do me justice in the manner in which you
drag in my name into roe article. Had you stated exactly what I
did say as to liquid fuel efficiency, Ishould have little reason to complain, although even then, seeing the
made were not in a
carefully written article or paper; they are scarcely in any event
open to the severe comments made Bass What I did say, and
as given in the “‘ Transactions ” is, “‘ He—Mr. Arnison—was of the
opinion that in the paper the evaporative power of liquid fuel had
not been over sta‘
In Mr. D. Kinnear Clark’s ‘ 1, its Combustion and ‘“‘Economy”’ petroleum is stated to have 27,531 units of
total heat of combustion of 11b. of combustible, and for ordinary
ee ey ant ok
eee
“Mr.
Edwin Henwood, of London, who is at present arranging
for competitive trials of liquid fuel and coal in his screw tug Ruby,
with which he intends running two long trial trips, on each occasion
taking evaporative results, speed, consumption, and indicated
horse-power, claimsto have obtained as high a result in the s.s.
Ryde as an evaporation of 41 1b. of water per 1 lb. of liquid fuel,
ame
accounted for by the utilisation of the hydrogen
liberated from the steam used for inj —_ the oil. This evaporative test is certified to by an in ag ent expert. He—Mr.
Arnison—could scarcely
with Mr. Nichol, that the form of
injector
was the princi
in the arrangement
of a furnace
for a marine boiler using liquid fuel. _It seemed to him that it was
necessary
to have a eee ities
isation of the heating surfaces,
and that the supplyof air should not be obtained simply through
and at the furnace door, but that there should be some means of
supplying air to the combustion chamber.”
Why I should have contradicted the statement regarding the
Ryde, I cannot tell. I have never seen the truth of it denied. In
Iron, March 26th, 1886,
276, the consumption per I.H.P. is
stated to have been 0°691b. of liquid fuel, and in another contemporary a few days earliet, a similar but ——— statement is
made, viz., theconsumption ‘‘of liquid fuel was
}1b. per 1.H.P.”
and
further, ‘‘it was also found that 11301b. of water were evaporated
by 274 lb. of liquid fuel, being equal to 411b. of water per lb. of
— fuel, i.¢., over four times the power of coal.”
blicity to the foregoing has also been given in the Marine
Enxgineer, and in the eventos number of the Vautical Magazine,
page 979, these figures are re
uced, with the additional statement that the evaporation took place at a pressure of 65lb. The
same periodical
states, ‘‘ Amo
those who have witnessed
the working of the Ryde with liquid fuel were the naval attachés
of the German and United States’ Embassies, representatives of the
British Admiralty, and Lioyd’s Register of Shipping, all of whom
were favourably impressed with the arrangements and results
obtained.” No, I have had no reason for contradicting the statement regarding the Ryde, nor can the result be explained by the
quality of oil used, both ‘‘ green ” oil from the Beckton Gasworks,
ue “creosote ” = residuum left after distilling the tar for 8
uction of ant
ine, quinone, 2nd alizarine, giving not greatly
dissimilar results.
Not only have I had no reason for contradicting the statement,
I have also received at least some evidence why it should be substantiated. Mr. W. Barclay, superintendent engineer to Messrs.
Arthur Holland and Co., of London, certifies to the accuracy of an
even better result, and amongst others who witnessed the tests
were Mr. Maudlin, chief engineer of the Royal Navy. I did not
witness the trials of the Ryde, and cannot personally testify to the
<—7 with which they were carried out, nor was it necessary,
when all that I stated was that Mr. E. Henwood ‘‘claims to have
obtained ” the results you quoted.
As to the possibility of utilising the hydrogen present in steam
for perfecting the combustion of ‘‘astaki,” ‘‘ creosote,” &c., a few
words in reply to your remarks will suffice, You state: ‘‘ Now,
when hydrogen is burned with oxygen, the result is water;” but
in
ing steam and oil, there is not only oxygen and
hydrogen
present,
but also a large percentageof
—in the case of
creosote91 per cent., asagainst 9 = cent. of aa ong It searcely
follows, then, that “there is absolutely nothing to be gained.” At
all events, you overlook the presence of carbon. This is a question
which might well receive the attention of eminent chemical analysts
and experimen’
Leaving the personal
of the question
for thegeneral, itis surprising to find that you raise the objection of the volatile character of
crudepetroleum
as an objection
toliqud
fuel, seeing itis not proposed
to use it,but merely “astaki,” or even a heavier class Ger or
shale oil. There is no difficulty in carrying astaki in ordinary
water-tight compartments, and it has not the searching quality of
refined or crude oil; and as to the safety as
explosion,
which you call attention.to in the latter portion of your article, if
you have read the reply of Mr. Nichol to the discussion on his
paper, you can scarcely have overlooked the last sentence. ‘‘Petro!
, or astaki, having been freed from volatile constituents, and its flashing
point being sohigh as 320 deg., and burning
point 420 deg: Fah., no danger attending its use as fuel need be
“PEclone C. E. Stewart, in a paper ‘On the use of Petroleum as
Fuel in Steamships and Locomotives,” read before the Royal
United Service Institution on June 18th, 1886, states: “
inflammable portion of the original crude petroleum has been
taken off, and thus astaki can be carried with perfect safety in the
hottest climates. The burning point of collnany Beles astaki
about 422 deg. Fah.”
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The action of underwriters need not be feared at all when it is
known that ‘‘astaki,” “creosote,” &c., is used as liquid fuel—at
least, it should not.. The owners of the s,s, Cobden could readily
throw light on this subject, as for a long time one of that vessel's
boilers has been fired with ‘‘ creosote.”
As regards the effect of high temperatures on the boiler plates,
I would suggest that you should send out to the Caspian Sea and
the hip. a representative to collect information and inspect
boilers
thathave been various periods in use; and this would a
way of showing you are not ‘opposed to the innovation.”
The taking of the ‘‘liquid fuel” on board involves little difficulty, if once the question of supply and demand was solved.
This latter question may yet be materially advanced by the using
of “tar” proper, as well as of “shale,” “green,” and “creosote”
oil,
Gro, N. ARNISON, JUN,
December 29th, 1886.
[We held, and still hold, that it is the duty of engineers takiny
part in discussions before scientific bodies to refute error, if they
speak at all; and itis for this reason we were surprised that Mr. Arnison suffered the statement that 41 lb. of water
been evaporated
by 1lb. of creosote to
unchallenged, He asks us why he
should contradict it? We reply, because the thing is impossible.
Nothing is known which produces greater heat than hydrogen
burned with oxygen. A pound of hydrogen will give out 64,000
units, or about 4} times as much as 1lb. of coal. Assuming an
evaporation of 101b. of water per 1 1b. of coal—which is good work
—then 1 lb, of hydrogen wld evaporate 4°25 x 10 = 42°5 lb. of
water. Any addition to the hydrogen would lessen its efficiency.
What Mr, Arnison has been told is creosote oil is not true creosote,
but nodoubt
contai some. Cre te is closely allied to carbolicacid,
and its formula is Cy, H,) 0,—that is to say, creosote contains 16
atoms of carbon to 10 of hy rogen ; 80 its efficiency must be much
less than that of hydrogen. The nearer we get to the dead or
refuse oil in a still, the less the hydrogen present and the greater
the carbon. In 100 lb. of the heavier shale oils, such as that
used on board the Ryde, there will probably be about 74Ib. of
carbon and 261b. of hydrogen, and this would evaporate about
29001b. of water from and at 212deg., provided no heat was
wasted or lost. Granting that the boiler has an efficiency of
0-9, which is very high, then we have 2900 x ‘9 = 26,1001b., instead
of 4100 1b. as stated. Put in another way, unless pure hydrogen
had been burned in the furnace of a nearly perfect boiler, 41 lb. of
water could not be evaporated per 1 Ib. of fuel. Mr. Arnison himself evidently
the statements made with some hesitation,
for he thinks that hydrogen was supplied to advantage by the
dissociation of the steam. This, as we have already explained, is
anerror, We trust that Mr. Arnison will find this explanation
satisfactory.—Ep. E.]}
RAILWAY BRIDGE OVER THE RIACHUELO,
Sir,—With all respect to the foreign learning—with which I am
unacquainted—quoted by your correspondent on the above subject
last week, I venture to suggest to him that if he seriously disputes
the statement in my last letter in connection with Fig. 4, as under,
he will come into conflict with one of the fundamental axioms of
statical law, namely, that a single force cannot be resolved into two
components, one of which shall be in the same direction as that
force itself. For it is evident that at the node A the tension in
A K produces a horizontal compression in A B and a vertical comin A X. It is therefore impossible to resolve this compression at the node X into two components along X H and X I, for the
whole of the compression will pass down XI. 1 was careful to
A
8
Whig;
q

‘

Fic.

guard myself against misconstruction by stating that this action
would take place until deformation of H K threw strain on X H.
I assume it to be the initial action of only a portion of the stress at
A, as already explained, the figure being only intended to illustrate
the action of that portion of stress at A which is below the axis of
HA. Any deflection in I tends
to shorten H X, putting it into
com:
ion and bending A I at X; but if this initial action of any
portion of the stress at A be conceded, the deflection at I will be
abnormal which is the point at question.
T. G, GRIBBLE.
Richmond, December 28th.
Srr,—In the correspondence on this matter it seems to me that
a
deal of the difference of opinion apparent between Mr.
Gribble and Mr. Woodcock is due to the want of a complete definition
of the structure, as
posed of extensible or inextensible bars,
Mr. Woodcock’s stress diagrams given on p. 474 of THe ENGINEER
of December 10th both assume that the members of the bridge are
inextensible or else that the bottom boom H K has no vertical
stiffness. It is easy to show, cither analytically or by drawing, the
triangle A H K with exaggerated extensions and compressions, that
A I will be in compression if the points H, I, K, lie in a straight
line in the deformed figure. I have no doubt that the indications
of compressive stress in A I observed by Mr. Gribble in his moce),
referred to in his letter published in Tuk ENGINEER of November

r
26th, were stresses due to deformation, and consequently secondary,
depending practically on the vertical stiffness of HK. In the
actual bridge no stress of practical importance could, [ think—but
I have only made an approximate estimate—be produced in this
manner, and any but very small transverse stresses in H K would
be entirely
ted if the connection between the vertical A I
and the
boom was merely loosely bolted till after the rest
of the erection was complete.
Maurice F, Fitz-Geracp.
een’s Coll
Belfast, January Ist, 1887.
Pathe iething refers to Mr. Woodcock’s and Mr. Gribble’sdiagrams.
PATENT-OFFICE AMENITIES.
Sir,—Says the 7imesofMonday last, in an articleon the Patentoffice :—‘* Xoumenilens of incompetence are understood to have
been madeagainst one another by certain of the officials, and a
state of things disclosed which indicated an absolute want of
harmony among those responsible for an important branch of the
office.”
pon our bard, inspired by recollections of Bret
Harte, broke forth into the following
:—
“1 hold it is not decent for a scientific gent
To say another is an ass, at least to all intent;
Nor
id the individual who hapy
to be meant
Reply by heaving rocks at him to any great extent.”
January 6th.
VOoLvox.
— 464or
Hearts or Loxpon.—During the thirteen weeks of last quarter
of 1886 the death-rate of London averaged 18°8 per 1000, and was
2°7 below the mean rate in the corresponding periods of the ten
years 1876-85,
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neers on May 4th, 1886, and which together with the discussion can be regulated or the wind be suppressed. A pipe, furW. E. RICH.
was printed in the “ Minutes of Proceedings,” vol. lxxxyi., furnished with a yalve.and fixed on to the wind trunk, enables
the air to be forced into the furnac@ yer the grate bars, through
By the death, from brain fever, of Mr. William Edmund Rich, 1885-6, Part IV. For this paper Mr. Rich was awarded the holes
in the door, in order to secure complete combustion. ‘To
Telford
premium of the Institution of Civil Engineers. Mr. Rich
of the firm of Easton and Anderson, of Whitehall-place, London,
and Erith, Kent, on the 22nd December last, the profes- took a-great interest in the proceedings of the Institution of this very light boiler is largely attributable the success of these
stnall
boats. . The steel plates of the cylindrical shell are only
Civil
zineers
and
the
Institution
of
Mechanical
Engineers,
sion loses one of its most earnest and hard- png. Senor
besides
ing the papers mentioned above, frequently took 7 mm. thick for a diameter of 0°800 m.,\ and a pressure
displayed to and
and one who seemed destined from the ability he
of
9°25
kilogs. The fire-box is of fine iron, and the tubes
Mr. Rich came of part in the discussions, Towards the end of last year, Mr. Rich's
attain very high rank among his compeers.
of brass, The steam it collects in a small dome placed above
an old Wiltshire family, his father being Mr. Edmund Rich, of partnership having expired by eftiuxion of time, it was agreed, are
the
fire-box.
The boiler is lagged with felt and sheet iron. The
Willesley, in that county, and was born on May 19th, 1844,so as giving greater scope for his abilities, that he should leave the boiler accessories
of two safety valves of the locomothat at the time of his death he was only in his forty-third firm, and with the commencement of the new year start in tive kind, a stop consist
a water gauge, three water taps, a
year. His education was commenced in a private school at Chip- business on his own account as a consulting engineer, his pressure gauge, two valve,
feed
valves,
a blow-off cock, a steam blower,
penham, and continued at the Cheltenham Grammar School, partners considerately allowing him to devote all the time not
an injector is also provided.
;
which he entered in 1858, At Cheltenham Rich displayed those necessary for the completion of the work he had in hand to such andWea whistle;
give
the
principal
dimensions
in the nearest English
qualities of earnestness and high ability which distinguished new work as might present itself, and generally to getting measures in the following table:—
himself
into
working
order
before
the
end
of
the
year.
Mr.
him through life, passing with honours in both cases the Oxford
&.3
Middle and Senior examinations; and his mathematical master, Rich had many offers of work, and among the first fruits of his Engi “He:
Boiler pressure .. 65. «+ ++ «+ «+ «+ 130%b, por sq, id.7
Mr, Jefferies, writing after a lapse of twenty-five years, says, “I new venture was the testing, in conjunction with Professor
Diameter of small cylinder .. .. . «. -- Gin.
had known Mr, Rich from his boyhood onwards, and felt a per- Kennedy, of the Davey-Paxman engines used in driving the
»
intermediate cylinder..
9in.
o.
sonal interest and pride in his professional eminence. He gave electric light installation at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition
”
large cylinder.. .. ..
13}in
of
1886,
the
very
able
report
on
which
appeared
in
THE
EnaiLength of stroke .. .. .- .- «. in.
early promise of rising to the top of his profession from his
Number of revolutions per minute . .
400
NEER of November 26th, 1886.
talents and untiring devotion to it.”
Piston
ekeof admission—
Mod ine: “em: 99
620ft.
per min
This was the last of the good work done by Mr. Rich, and he
Caleulat,speed
18%
In October, 1861, Mr. Rich was articled to Messrs. Palmer, of
Small cylinder ....
vs
0-70
Jarrow, and went through the usual course in the shops and now rests from his labours, leaving behind him the record of a
Intermediate cylinder
0°60
drawing-office, thus acquiring among the kindly and _hard- blameless life, which may well serve as a model to the junior
Large cylinder .. .. .. «.
0-70
bers of the profession. He was a man of high honour,
working sons of the Tyne that knowledge of work, and how it
lorse-power by calculation—
should be done, which was of so much service to him in after and one who held strong views on personal religion, carrying
Small cylinder .. .. .. «- B05
conscience
into
all
he
did;
not
only
in
matters
connected
with
*
Intermediate
cylinder
years. While at Jarrow Rich did not confine himtelf to learnLarge cylinder .. .. ..
- 316
ing the mere practical knowledge of what to do, but strove his profession, but in the minor details of his daily life. He
Total calculated power ..
rrr
|
earnestly to acquire that higher knowledge of what to think, leaves, besides his aged father and mother, a widow and five
Diameter of steam pipe .. .. .. .. «. «. 2}in.
children
to
mourn
his
less
;
and
the
congregation
which
bled
Di
t
e
r
ofexhaust
pipe
..
..
..
..
4tin
which lies at the root of all real progress in engineering. This
Di ter of densing tubes outside ..
fin.
striving led him, some time after the completion of his articles, at the funeral service held in St. Mary’s church, Vincent-square,
Length of ditto between the plates. .
4it.
to throw up the appointinent he held in the drawing-office at on the 28th of December, showed the respect in which he was
Number of tubes .. .. 6. ee ee
202
Jarrow, and to enrol himself at the commencement of the winter held, not only by his more immediate friends, but by the heads
Cooling surface
Diameter of air pump ..
Ghin.
session of 1866 in the Engineering Classes of the University of of the profession he served so well,
PP
trun
2iin.
Glasgow. Here Professor Rankine, with that kindly thoughtfulStroke of air pum;
Af.
4jfin.
ness which endeared him so much to his students, proposed to
Number of revolutions. .
os oko eee 1a S88
Number
of feed pumps... .. .. «. .. «- 2
the Senate that Rich should be allowed, in consideration of
FRENCH TRIPLE EXPANSION ENGINE.
Diameter of feed pumps
$
«i. Hin
his professional attainments, to complete his course of study in
Stroke of ditto .. ..
Zin.
one year, instead of the prescribed period of two years, This
Tue Société des Ateliers et Chantiers de la Loire have just
:
boon, considerable to a man who had already been engaged in constructed two fast boats of the Scout type, which it has Boi ler
Grate
surface
..
.
4} square feet.
practical work, the Senate granted, provided Mr. Rich could pass fitted with triple expansion engines. These boats, which
Vire-box ..
164 square feet.
the e
ination for admission to the senior mathematical class. measure only 43ft. long, were, according to agreement, to
Tubes...
240 square fcet.
Li
er ree
2564 square fect.
He not only passed this examination,
but amply justified Pro- have a speed of 12 knots. This rate has, however, been surpassed,
ljin.
Diameter of tubes ..
fessor Rankine’s recommendation by carrying off, in addition to 13 knots having been attained. This very remarkable result
Number of tub-s ..
2
the certificate of proficiency in engineering science awarded by has been obtained by giving very little weight to the hull and the
Length of tubes between plates .. .. .. .. 4ft.
Weight of the whole machinery, with Loiler,
the University, the Walker prize for a written examination in engine, and by certain new adaptations which have been
shaft, screw, pipes, and water . .. .. .. 3 tons.
engineering, two class prizes in the engineering class, the second
tented. Before attempting a description of the engine it will
Weight of fan ‘anditsengine ..
136 Ib.
prize in natural philosophy, and a prize for work done in the 24useful to give some particulars of the boats themselves, and
The
official trials of the first of these boats took place on the
physical laboratory. Concerning his work in the natural philo- of their hulls, The principal dimensions of the boats
sophy class, Sir William Thomson thus wrote of him, “ Mr. are as follows:— Length from end to end, 13°00m.; 20th of August, 1886. At the time of the trial the average
Rich was one of the most distinguished students of the class, extreme width, 2°38m.; depth, 1°61m.; draught of speed attained during one hour was 13°05 knots, with an average
and the second prize was awarded to him by the votes of his water astern, 1:09m.; displacement, 7°05 tons. The hull is of 483 revolutions per winute. ‘The steam pressure was mainfellow students. Mr. Rich also worked with much perseverance entirely of galvanised steel, and is chiefly remarkable tained without difficulty, and the vacuum at 243in. During the
and skill in the laboratory of the class.”
for the suppression of the stern frame. The stern gland continuous trial the speed attained during three hours was
At the end of the session Rich was awarded the University is close to the engines, and the screw shaft proper is 12 knots. “ These boats,” says our contemporary, the Portfeuille
medal for an essay on the “ Doctrine of Uniformity.” Perhaps carried outside the boat. The shaft is supported by two des Machines, to which we are indebted for the preceding parthe best testimonial as to his work at Glasgow is that brackets, one at the extreme end against the screw, the other ticulars, “ are certainly destined. to render great service to our
which he received from Professor Rankine some time after- placed about the middle. The bottom of the boat rises military marine. Similar boats able to run 13 knots for one
wards, when candidate for a chair of engineering then vacant. gradually up to the water-line from about the middle. This hour at least, and 10 knots regularly for a longer time with the
Professor Rankine writes: —“Mr. William E. Rich, C.E., arrangement, it is deemed, is doubly advantageous. Firstly, it greatest ease, fitted with economic engines, would, it appears to
has received from the Senate of this University, and from diminishes notably the dead weight and the wetted surface of us, be of great service as pleasure boats.”
myself individually, testimonials of the highest order as to his the stern ; secondly, it enables the water to flow freely to the
conduct and success when a student of engineering science, but screw, The latter is completely immersed in a vein of water
to what is stated in these testimonials, I wish to add the state- without any eddy, and its efficiency is increased thereby. A
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE, 1838.
ment of my own conviction, that he is specially well qualified to steel plate turtle back forward enables the boat to preserve her
Ix our impression for February 6th, 1886, we illustrated one of
do the duties of a professor of civil engineering. He possesses speed in a chopping sea. The ribs are of steel, 50 cm.
the
great
engines
now working the Midland Railway express
in a high degree the talent of expressing his knowledge in a from centre to centre, and weighing 1°10 kilogs. the metre
clear, simple, and methodical way, and he has also the character length. The keel is constructed of two angle irons. trafiic. By the courtesy of Mr. Johnson, locomotive superand manners which are best
calculated to obtain for him the The plates of stecl are composed of sheets, 2 mm. for the intendent of the line, we are enabled to give on p. 6 an engraving
respect and regard of his colleagues and of the students.”
garboard strakes, and of 1:25 mm. for the rest. The boats of one of the first locomotives used on what was in 1888 known
In January, 1868, Mr. Rich joined as assistant engineer the firm are furnished with all the accessories necessary to accom- as the Birmingham and Derby Junction Railway. The driving
—now Easton and Anderson—in which he was to spend the plish service they have to render. The entire weight of each wheels were 5ft. Gin. in diameter, and fram this our readers can
remainder of his life, and in April of the same year
the vessel and its accessories does not surpass 1°600 kilogs. In deduce further dimensions.
examination, no oe one for one not educated at the school, the engines of these boats the triple expansion system has been
z
and obtained the diploma of Associate of the Royal School of adopted.
Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering. He was, in fact,
e whole of the propelling apparatus is composed of one AN EXPLODED PLOUGHING ENGINE BOILER.
the first non-student who obtained this honour.
triple expansion engine, illustrated on pages 528 and 7, supThe work done by Messrs. Easton and Anderson is, and has plied with steam by a boiler of the locomotive type. The
We illustrate on p. 6 a ploughing engine which recently exploded
always been, of a very varied character, and Mr. Rich found ample whole is remarkable for its lightness; the thickness of the at Shippon, near Abingdon, Berkshire. A man and a boy were
employment for all the learning he acquired as a student of cylinders, which are of cast iron, does not exceed 10 mm.; severely scalded.
engineering science. Among other branches geology was found certain parts of the slide valve cases are only 7mm. The thickThe failure resembles in several respects that of a traction
specially useful, and to the study of this science he devoted ness of the frames and of the condenser, which are of gun-metal, engine which took place some ycars ago at Maidstone. The
much time, more especially with reference to its bearing on the is only 6mm. The pistons are of steel, and of a maximum engine was constructed by Messrs. John Fowler and Co., Steam
question of water supply. In his
ity of assistant engi
Plough Works, Leeds, and the boiler had not undergone a
lightness compatible with a suitable coefficiency of resistance.
he was employed in the more scientific branches of the firm’s
The diameters of the three cylinders are respectively as thorough examination for five years, although it had been
work, materially assisting in the design of the large sugar mills follows: The small cylinder, 150 mm.; the intermedirte cylinder, retubed. Several of the fire-box stays had broken from time
built in 1870 for the late Khedive of Egypt, and also in the 230 mm.; the large cylinder, 340mm. Their length of stroke is to time, and at last the strength of the box was so weakened
designs for the early Moncrieff gun mountings for naval service. 240mm. These cylinders are cast separately and_ bolted that it gave way, and a rent was torn in the outer shell at the
While in this position Rich took much interest in the various together, The small cylinder is forward, its valve on the outside. point marked with a cross on our engraving, while the inside
trials of machinery conducted by the Royal Agricultural Society, In consequenceof thegreat speed of the pistons—3°20 m. persecond fire-box was driven inwards.
of which Mr. W. Anderson, one the principals of his firm, was for 400revolutions—the steam pipes are relatively large. Theslide
It is noteworthy that the cylinders being fixed right over the
consulting engineer, and designed several of the dynamometers valves are of the ordinary type. The frames as well as the con- manhole, it was impossible to makeany examination of the inside
used at these trials, These dynamometers were described in a denser are entirely of gun-metal. On the condenser are cast of the boiler without taking down the engine.
paper by Rich read before the Institution of Mechanical the three supports which sustain the cylinders on one side and
The explosion was attributed to over pressure, as no means
Engineers at the Birmingham meeting in July, 1876.
form guides, as well as, the four plummer blocks of the crank were provided for preventing the safety valves from being lockid
As might have been expected, Rich obtained rapid promotion, shaft, one of which, of rectangular section, serves as a. suction down by the spring balances. The necessity for the periodical
and in June, 1878, ten years after his appointment as assistant pipe to the air pump. On the opposite side of the condenser sounding of fire-box stays is demonstrated by this explosion,
engineer, he was admitted as a partner in the firm. Among the the cylinders are supported by hollow steel columns of rectan- which narrowly missed having disastrous results.
more important works undertaken by the firm, upon which Rich gular section.
had been engaged since his admission to the partnership, may
The body of the air pump, cast in one with its frame, is
be mentioned the Antwerp and Seville Waterworks, in the situated to starboard. This pump is vertical, and its bucket is
a —
t of which he took an active
He also worked by a lever as shown, actuated by a separate connecting THE VYRNWY MASONRY DAM—LIVERPOOL
WATERWORKS.
took a large
in designing the sewage
engines for rod direct by the crank of the intermediate cylinder. The valves
Buenos Ayres under Mr. J. F. LaTrobe Bateman. Pest‘President are of india-rubber. In order to avoid the waste of fresh water,
On page 10 we publish a perspective view of the works in proInst. C.E.; the pum;
engines for the Amsterdam Waterworks a small tank is provided, in which the water is stored if for any gress in the construction of the
{ masonry dam across a
under Messrs, Quick ; and designed entirely the large hydraulic reason it should be necessary to shut off feed for a few minutes. narrow gorge in the valley of the Vyrnwy, near Llanwddyn. A
passenger lift for the Mersey Tunnel under Sir James Brunlees The feed pumps, two in number, are attached to the air pump, very large part of the dam is hidden more than 50ft. under
and Sir Douglas Fox, The sewage pumping ines for Buenos and worked by the same lever. They draw directly from the the ground, seen in this view, and although the engraving,
Ayres, and many others of the works w ew. by Mesars. hot well. The surface condenser contains 202 tubes of 16mm. which is from a photograph by Messrs, Robinson and Thompson,
Easton and Anderson, are described ina paper by Rich, “On the in exterior diameter. The two tube plates of the condenser are of Liverpool, gives some idea of the magnitude of the structure
Comparative Merits of Vertical and Hortecntal
ines, and on of copper. The two-bladed screw is of gun-metal, and has a as far as advanced when the photograph was taken—now about
Rotative Beam Engines for Pumping,” read before the Institu- diameter of 1 m. and a pitch of 1°10 m.
six months ago—it really gives an inadequate idea in this
tion of Civil Engineers on April 22nd, 1884, and printed, together
The boiler, which works by forced draught, is of the loco- respect. For instance, it would scarcely be gathered from it
with the discussion thereupon, in the “Minutes of Proceedings,” motive type. It is, we believe, the smallest generator of this that the cutting in the distant hill-side into which the end of
vol, Ixxviii., 1883-4,
IV. This paper, written primarily kind which has ever been applied to a boat. The choice of this the dam will
be built, is a quarter of a mile from the foreground
with the view of evoking discussion on the subject of pumping boiler, the lightest for a fixed production of steam, has been of the picture, though it is quite that. We shall publish other
machinery, contains much that is of real and permanent value, perfectly justified. _In spite of its small dimensions the heating views in another impression, which will, further illustrate
and before
he died Rich had the satisfactionof knowi
surface, due to the small diameter of the tubes—29 mm.
structure, and we shall at the same time give a general
the views advocated by him in that paper were being
ly inside, and to their great number—200—attains 22°70 m.2. The the
description of the whole.
adopted by those
in the design and manufacture of this
te surface is 0'40m*. The forced draught is produced by a
class of machinery.
engines of theAmsterdam Waterworks
placed in front of the engine, and set in motion by a small
are fully described add illustrated in Toe Enomvger of Novem- independent engine which can run continuously at 800 revoluAMERICAN RalILway AccIDENTS.—Two more fearful railway
tions, The air given out by this fan ispassed
into the ashpan accidents
are reported from the States with the common American
tee
hydraulic passenger lifts for. the Mersey. Tunnel formed under the grate by means of a wind-trunk of sheet iron, which a
of roasting passengers alive by fire from stoves
the subject of a paper read before the tnstitut
on of Civil Engi- is fitted with a register, by which the intensity of the draught and proil po
lamps,
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practical regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case.
All except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition.
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six
o'clock on Thursday Evening in each week,
Letters relating to Adverti
ts and the Publishing Department of the
paper are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ; all
other lettera to be addressed to the Editor of Tat Encineer, 163, Strand.
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imposed by modern development in structural requirements,
the employment of modern materials both at
home and_abroavl. The restrictions at present in force
are antiquated, obstructive, and destructive of our reputation and trade abroad. In this connection we must refer
our readers to the article by Professor Unwin on the
resistance of materials, which we published on the 10th
ult. and to that in the present impression.
MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
To the writer of any part of this annual review of the
Tue Institution o¢ Civit Enaineers, 25, Great George-street, WestPUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
minster, 8.W.—Friday, January 7th, 1887, at 7.30 p.m.: Students’ meeting. work that has been done, and of that which is in progress,
to be read:—‘ Experiments on Steam Engine Economy,” by Mr. much of the pleasure that might attach to the task is lost
* .* With this week's number is issued as a Supplement a Two-page Paper
C. de Segundo,
Stud. Inst. C.E. Tuesday, January 11th, at
Engraving of Dredgeré for the Bristol ba agar and for the 8E p.m.: d Ordinary
Paper to be further discussed: The Use by its yearly sameness. This is less noticeable, perhaps,
West Indies, Every copy as issued by
Publisher contains and Equipment ofmeeting.
E ering Laboratories,” by Professor Alex. B. in that part which deals with the more strictly mechanical
this Su;
and
ibers are requested
to notify the ‘act
po IETY OF a HITECTS.—Tu
y, January Nth, atat 77 p.m.: Ordinary branches than in that which deals with the work of
should they not receive it,
mee! »
to be read:—‘ Party Walls and Easements,” by Mr. what has so long been known as civil engineering.
Ernest Farman, solicitor.
CHESTERFIELD AND MIDLAND Counties INsTITUTION OF ENGINEERS.— This, however, lessens in a small degree year by year, in
CONTENTS.
Saturday, eames JSth, at 2.45 p.m., at the University Buildings, Not- ees as the mechanical engineer invades this older
: Gen
meeting. Papers open for discussion
:—‘‘ Notes u
Tue Enaineen, January 7th, 1887.
PAGE the
of the Royal Commissioners on Accidents in Mines,” by Mr. ranch with new methods of construction, or new machines
A. H. Stokes; ‘‘ Notes upon Safety Lamp Experiments, 20th November, and appliances with which to execute the work. Even in
Waces iy Great Brirary..
Pe
Tee yer
1886,"
by
Mr.
A.
H.
Stokes.
the construction of docks, harbours, and breakwaters this
A New View or THE Resistance or MATERIALS ..
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND Diptomatic Reports
is specially noticeable; for with the powerful modern
DReEDGERS FoR Bristo. AND FoR THE West INDIES
machinery
now available for executing all these, new
DEATHS.
New Excavator, Oscoop Drepae ComPpANY .. .. ..
Tae Employment or SALT FOR THE Removat or SNow
On Wednesday, the 5th rk
at 18, Fopstone-road, South Kensing- methods of construction are adopted, with the result that
WAttway MEATTUMS 4g cc oe cc te te te ce ee
64,
ton, J. ARTHUR ParLutps, M.I. C.E., F.R.8. :
Notes AND MEMORANDA
On the 26th December,
be! the result of an explosion on board the steamer works are much more rapidly carried out, if not at much
essPetriana,
CoC
I
<7 cn ne. can et - 0 ). ieee) Wes 84 2 Sa) CH .08 a8 were
at Birkenhead, Ernest Avaustus Fawcus, C.E., of Liscard, less expense. The “Proceedings” of the Institution of
Locomotive Enoive, BrirmincHamM AND Derpy Junction Rattway,
oa, the ninth son of Ropert Fawcvs, of Norbiton, Surrey, aged Civil Engineers afford indications of this direction of
1888. (Mlustrated.)
7 years,
change in engineering. Out of seventeen papers read and
An ExpLopep PLovesine Enaine Boicer. (Illustrated.).. .. ..
discussed during the session 1885-86, at least half were
TripLe Expansion Hicu-sperp Launcn Enaines, (Ilustrated.) ..
LETTERS TO THE
ToR—Lifeboatse—Liquid Fuel—Railway Bridge
papers more of the mechanical and physical order than
over the Riachuelo—Patent-office Amenities... .. .. .. ..
of the kind that comprised the work of the civil engineer
—
THE
ENGINEER.
BE, Wade GE ne. se. ce ce 00 eo «
before civilian engineering became so large a factor in the
COOKS
Frencw Tripce Expansion ENGINE .. .. 1 ce) ee ce te te 18S
world’s progress and occupation. Some idea of the extent
Tue Vyraywy Masonry Dam 1x Course or ConsTRUCTION FOR THE
to which engineers afford work for others as well as themLiverPoot Water Suppry. (Ill
ak
Ge: nae cea Wey ae
JANUARY 7, 1887.
ANNUAL ARTICLE, 1887—
selves may be gathered from the fact that on the 2nd inst.
Civil
fs>
Pee
ee ee ee ey ee ee
the sixty-ninth anniversary of the Institution, there were
Mechanical Engineering of the Year.. .. .. .. .. «. «s «. 18
1887.
Sanitary
and Gos Engineering of the Year .. .. .. .. .. «. 16
on the roll 20 honorary members, 1556 members, 2231
Tue Greatest
Guns tn THE WORLD .. .. «. -. ee ee ee ee VY
Ir we except accidents, few things of engineering associate members, 488 associates, and 929 students, toNotes rrom GerwaNny | COR
ee
ere Ee ee ee e e
importance
are
hurriedly
brought
about
or
accomgether 5224, or an increase in the past year at the rate of
Tue Iron, Coat, anp Generat Trapes or Brruincnam, WoLverMAMPTON, AND OvmEm DesrMicTs.. .. 2.0 20) 2 ce ce ce oe
plished within a year; and hence, at the commencecent.
SERN EE IE
ng. ag 20 kc 4g a 00 00 00 00) ce ae ment of a new one, the old, year generally seems to 5} Inperrailway
engineering of the past year there has been
a FROM SHEFFIELD
oe ee “ee ee "sa se . 99
OTES FROM THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.. .. «.. «. «+ oe ce oe 18 have passed away leaving us more concerned with what little to which special attention has been attracted. PropO
SEES
ee ee eee eee
it
has
not
done
rather
than
with
what
it
has.
In
looking
bably
the
most
noteworthy piece of completed work is
Nores rrom Waes anp Apyorntno Counties... .. .. .. «. «. 18 back upon the year 1886, almost everyone will be most
the Severn Tunnel,' which has occupied space in our annual
a)
rye
er er er ee
SY IE
ns 55.455 46 cc 00 90. sa ‘ee oe ce 0s ‘os Oe impressed with recollections of an ever present complaint retrospect for many years. It has been one of the most
, yo - SPT
a
a
ee ee ee ee ee.
trade depression. The year has ended, and the new interesting of works to engineers, because attended by so
Guemorem Ansmmecam Pawaree.. ... 2 2+ 22 20 ov oc oo op @ of
ParacraPus—T
Vessels of Europe, 4—American Railway Acci- one commences with better prospects, and with proofs that many and stupendous difficulties. With all these, howdents, 0—Water Supply, 17—The “Union” Storage Battery, 17— much of the talk about the unemployed is fallacious. So ever, our
ers have been made familiar, and we have
Navigation in Cen’ Asia, 19—An Early Railway, 19.
much has, however, been written on trade depression that
only to mentionthat the first mineral train ran through
Two-pace SuprpLement—Drepoers ror THE Bristo: CoRPORATION AND it is unnecessary to recur to it. Various trade represen- here
it
on
the
9th
of
January last, and showed how
t is
vor THE West INDIES.
tative bodies have found considerable trouble in giving the advantage gained by its completion by landing in
the Royal Commission on the subject any really satisfac- Southampton, before nine in the evening, a train load of
tory information, and in many cases inquiry
forced 140 tons of coal that was cut in the Aberdare Colliery in
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
traders to admit that part of the want of trade is due to the early morning of the same day, the train leavin
Registered Telegraphic Address “ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
LONDON.”
their own shortcomings, while there are few trades
at 9°50 in the morning.”
Regular mine
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or con- which have not benefitted by the introspection to which Aberdare
traffic commenced on the 1st of September last. The first
wane stions, must - pp ete Se someeer address depression has given rise.
Engineering
trades
with
the
passenger train
through the tunnel on the Ist of
7)
writer, not necessarily for publication,
as a proof of
last,? and a passenger train service has been
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous rest, and more than some, have been forced to learn the December
truth of what we have so often dwelt upon concerning a maintained since; but the fast main line through traffic
communications,
*," Wecannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we want of readiness to make what foreign customers require, into Wales, vid the tunnel, will not commence until the
instead of trying to make them require what it has been completion of the connecting lines afew weeks hence. It
must therefore tequest correspondents to keep copies,
*,” In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to the British custom to make. Some severe practical lessons may be noted that the first sod was cut in the commenceinform corre
that letters of inquiry addressed to the have been taught our manufacturers on this subject ment of this work in March, 1873. The Great Western
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all during the past twelve months; and now that demand is Company commenced the work itself, with Mr. Charles
cases, be rome yee by a large envelope legibly directed by the beginning to reach the extended means of supply, it must
writer
to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that be hoped that some of these lessons will not be readily Richardson, M.I.C.E., the projector of the tunnel, as the
engineer. Sir John Hawkshaw was appointed consulting
answers received
us may be forwarded to their destination
No notice will be
of communications which do not comply forgotten, and that the inertia of manufacturers will not engineer some time later, in conjunction with Mr.
with these instructions,
again so soon cause them to give their foreign rivals the Richardson. Four times have the works and portions of
Provincia. Patent Agent.—A letter lies at our office for this correspondent.
antages which their superior readiness
in recent them been flooded. The Great Western Railway ComH. H.— We cannot suggest any book more likely to suit your purpose than years secured them.
pany had driven the headings from either end to within
Rigg's “ Treatise on the Steam Engine.”
Leaving trade questions, and turning to those which 120 yards, when, in 1879, they tapped a land spring on
J. A. 8.—We have not heard of any triple-expansion land engines, There
are, however, many firms who are quite prepared to take orders for them.
have
more
seriously
occupied
scientific
engineers
durin
Curnarorp.— Whether the boiler is or vs not safe depends on the length of the the past year than formerly, it is noticeable that civil the Monmouthshire side of the river, and it flooded the
fre-bor, which you have not stated. If the box is very shert, it will be strong
whole of the workings in twenty-four hours. Negotiations ,
— : ¥ long, the box must be stiffened by having an angle iron ring put engineers have given much more attention to questions were opened with Mr. T. A. Walker, who undertook the
round it,
relating
to
the
structural
values
of
iron
and
steel
as
work from that time, and with powerful pumps got the
E. A. J.—You can obtain full information about the qualifications a a
of bridges as
marine engineer by applying to the Board of Trade, A series of articles on employed in bridges, and to the design
clear of water by November, 1880. The minimum
the subject appeared in E ENGINEER some years since, but the numbers affected by these considerations and by thoseof method of tunnel
cover or thickness of river bed and rock over the tunnel
containing these articles went out of print long since,
construction.
An
important
paper
showing
the
tendenc
W. B.—It wouldbe useless to publish your inquiry, for you maght receive
was then 30ft.—beneath the dip of the shoots—and the
JSifty replies, all containing different suggestions. There are only two really of thought on this subject was read before the Britis
aati
methods of using water heavily charged with lime ina steam Association by Mr. W. Shelford and Mr. A. H. Shield, maximum nearly 90ft. On the recommendation of Sir
John Hawkshaw the level of the tunnel was lowered 15ft.,
boiler. The Arat consists in
ing the water in a separate vessel to a boiling temperature, when the lime, which is insoluble in hot water, will be and as we published this paper in our impression of the thus increasing the minimum cover between the river bed
thrown down, The second consists in purifying the water by Clark's or 10th September last, we need not do more than allude to and the crown of the tunnel to 45ft., and the maximum
some such process; that is to say, add quicklime to it, stir well, and allow it it
as an exposition of the lines of design and construc- to nearly 100ft. In April, 1881, considerable progress
to settle. As for the rest, common carbonate of soda is as good as anything else to add to the feed-water, taking care not to use too much,
tion, which, as followed to a considerable extent by our had been made with the finished brickwork from the seacompetitors abroad, are giving them great advantages over wall shaft, when an irruption of water took place, and
LINING CISTERNS.
our engineers and constructors, and the neglect of which mastered the pumps. A hole of about 10ft. square was
(To the Bditor of The Bngineer.)
is gos A reducing the growth of our foreign orders found in the marl at the bottom of the salmon ay near
Sa -Ge oe
your numerous readers tell me as to the best pre- for
bridge construction.
Not only has the British the Gloucestershire shore. This was overcome by filling
para for the coveringof the insideof hot-water cisternsin which the
ter is often at boiling heat, =
may be counteracted? Will adhesion to rivetted structures led to the absence in with clay puddle, and covering in with a mound of i
of
the
necessary
appliances
for
the construction of pin and puddle in bags, and the pumps rapidly cleared the flood853
water? The water
uired Peete ee ae
link bridgea; but the adoption of these appliances abroad ing. The junction of the headings driven from either
Se
ee
t will discolour same.
anchester, December 29th.
J.D.
has established great foreign bridge works and a repu- side of the Severn was made in September, 1881, and
tation for ability to do what we are sup
to be unable progress continued till October, 1883, when the great
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
to accomplish. In a measure this is right, too, for English flooding took place on the Monmouthshire side, where the
Tae Enoinesr can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country civil
engineers are buying bridges abroad for the all old spring of 1879 was again tapped, and the water poured
at the various railway stations ; or it can, yf preferred, be supplied direct
from the affice on the following terms (paid in advance):—
sufficient reason that rte can get what they want un- in at the rate of 17,000 gals. a minute—4ft. an hour—and
at (including double numbers) ..
-. £0 14s. 6d.
fettered
by adherence to old customs and at a lower price flooded a large portion of the completed tunnelling beneath
Yearly (including two double numbers) ..
oo BA Ge. Of.
than they can get an inferior article at home. The the river. With the aid of four new pumps the works
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and nxpence
annum will rivetted
system of structures has its place now as ever; were again cleared, and the great — dammed back b
be made, Tuk ENarverr is registered for transmission ahiend.
but it must be employed with more attention to fitness in the masonry and massive brickwork.
A complete set of THe Enaineer can be had on applicatien.
In the same mont
Foreign Subscriptions for Thin Paper Copies will, until further notice, be design, proportion, and work, and not exclusively, but a huge tidal wave sweeping over the marsh on the Monreceived at the rates given below :—-Forei narcagend agoed in advance side by side with other systems. English engineers mouthshire side, poured down a shaft, and flooded that
at the
ished rates will receive THe ENGINEER
ly and post-free,
Subscriptions sent by Post-office order must be accompanied by letter of are also beginning to look more carefully and earnestly section; but this mishap was soon remedied, and from
advice to the Publisher, Thick Paper Copves may be had, if preferred, at into the questions which affect, the stability of bridge that time the engineers successfully contended with the
Remittance ty ‘ost-office
offi order.
nd — Aus tralia, Be um, Bi
British structures; especially as far as this is affected by the land springs that have added so greatly to the difficulties
stresses brought to bear upon them by the difference in
Coljum bia, "British Guiana, Canada, Cape of
.H
this the most remarkable tunnel in the world. PumpHawatian Islands,
Egypt,
,
y, Gibraltar’ Italy, Malta, the nature of the stresses in different parts, and also of
Natal, Netherlands, Mauritius, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, N. ew by change in molecular condition, the result of vibra- ing machinery has been erected capable of removing
South Wales, Niew
26,000,000 gals. of water per day.
e total cost of the
:
umania, Switzerland, Tasmania, Turkey, United Sta! West Coast of Africa, West Indies, tory fatigue. With the ever-increasing loads and speeds tunnel has been about £2,000,000, the tunnelling alone
Cyprus, £1 168, China, Japan, India, £2 0s. 6d,
on our railway bridges, and with the necessity for costing about £100 per yard. Pumping the great influx
Remittance by Bill on London.—Austria, Buenos A:
and Algeria, keeping down weights as much as it can be wisely done,
of spring water now costs the company a large sum, but
Grose,loin Land Hora,a Penne,Fore,Rate,tate,Gredes it becomes more and more important to study the resist- as the water is good potable spring water, it must be
Sandwich Isle, 42a
ance
of
their
materials
as
affected
by
the
conditions
under
hoped that the company will eventually be able to sell it
ADVERTISEMENTS.
they are employed. These conditions are not what for the water supply of a town or towns at no great dis*," The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings, which
they
were
forty
years
ago,
and
we
must
therefore
recognise
Sor every two lines afterwards one shilling and sixpence; odd lines are
1 Tue ENGINEER, 26th September, 1884; 11th September, 1885.
charged one shilling. The line averages seven words, When an advertiseimportance of overhauling our rules of construction ;
ment measures an inch or more the charge is ten shillings rinch, All the
2 Tur EnGInekr, 19th January, 1886, p. 47.
— advertisements from the country must accompanied by a Post-office and especially does it behove our engineers to insist upon
3 Tur Enaineer, 8rd December, 1886, p. 449.
ler in payment, Alternate advertisements will be inserted with all the recognition by the Board of
e of the necessities
FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—Madame Boyveav, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN.—Asuer and Co., 5, Unter den Linden.
VIENNA.—Messrs. Gero_p and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—A, TwieTMEYER, Bookseller,
NEW YORK.—Tar Wittmer and Rocers News Company,
81, Beekman-street,
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imbued with Sir E. Watkin’s ideas as to the providential
concatenation of events which will connect his pre-ordained
existence in the world with the time when the silver streak
shall be no longer necessary for the protection of
England against foreign invasion.
Accounts which reach us concerning the Panama Canal
are still very contradictory, but there seems to be no
doubt that vast numbers of men are employed on the
work, and an enormous quantity of money has already
been expended. The United States
agent at Panama
sent in a much more hopeful report than has hitherto
appeared from any of the United States writers.®
tle seems to be fully of opinion that there néed
be no doubt about the completion of the canal, and
considers that, whether completed in 1889, as M. de
Lesseps hopes, or a few years after, is, except perhaps to
M. de Lesseps, a matter of not much concern, as it will
when completed be of so much importance to the world
that a few years can have little effect upon so great a
result. Rapid progress is being made in the construction
of the Isthmus of Corinth Canal,® between the bay of
Corinth and the Zgean Sea—a very deep cutting, chiefly
through chalk, which is being made under General Turr,
who expects to get the work completed this year, and the
canal opened early in 1888. Arrangements have been
completed between the Suez Canal Company and the
Egyptian Government, under which the latter receives
£80,000 for the land necessary for widening the Canal to
144ft. between Port Said and the Bitter
Lakes, and to
213ft. between these lakes and Suez, and it is expected
that this work will soon be commenced. The proposed
Manchester Ship Canal has passed through some remarkable phases during the past year. A contract for the
construction of the canal and all the works connected
with it was let in July to Messrs. Lucas and Aird for
£5,750,000; but when, a week or two afterwards,
Messrs. Rothschild invited public subscription of the
necessary capital, practically no response was made,
and even Lancashire showed no interest in the undertaking, although permission had been obtained to pay
interest out of capital during construction. Another
sg
is to be made to obtain the necessary money,
but the promoters are reconsidering the whole subject.
It is to be feared, however, that unbelief in
the financial success of the scheme has obtained strong
hold, and much difficulty will be experienced in showing
shippers and importers not immediately on the canal that
the cost of freight will be less than by railways, the
owners of which have up to the present time succeeded in
their efforts against. the Canal in public influence, though
not in Parliament. The twenty-five Manchester capitalists
whom the Mayor of Manchester called together to investigate and report upon the soundness of the undertakin
were not very likely to. be chosen from those who hold
the views which are general in Liverpool and many other
places, and the Mayor must himself have seen how
very transparent was his explanation of the failure of the
syndicate to secure money, namely, that the moneyed
people of Manchester were not sufficiently conversant
with the facts to give them confidence in the undertaking.
If the public subscription depends upon a better knowledge of the scheme than that possessed by the capitalists
of Manchester, it will take a ot time to get it. The
arguments of the promoters must, moreover, be modified
if anything is to be done. They must argue upon the local
and special merits of the Canal itself, and not spoil their
case by false analogies to the Suez or other works which
are not a bit analogous in any sense, and can afford no data,
In almost every country of Europe except Great Britain,
inland navigation has received continued support from
past times to the present, and as much attention is paid
to it now as in years gone by. A proper distribution ‘of
traffic makes it possible for railways and canals both to
earn profits and for traders to secure much more reasonable rates than can now be had in England >for heavy
goods. For a large portion of the heavy traffic the extra
time consumed on the waterways is a matter of no importance, while the advantages beside the economy of water
carriage arenumerous. Our inland navigation, our canals,
are fortunately the subjects of considerable attention and
solicitude, and we may hope that some engineering talent
will be brought to bear in conjunction with action of the
canal traders, so that the existing canals may be made
adequate to modern requirements, that new canals may
be made; and the Great Western and London and NorthWestern, and the Staffordshire railway companies may be
led to see the folly of their obstructive action in connection with the canals they control—about 1436 miles—and
may be forced to permit traders the advantages which
their competitors abroad enjoy. The Railway and Canal
Traders’ Association may be able to do something towards
this. In Brussels it has again been proposed to make
that city a sexport by means of a canal, and. an English
syndicate prepared plans and estimates; but Brussels
thinks, if it is done at all, Belgium ought to do it. A
new scheme for the old project of making Paris a seaport
has been brought before the Minister of Public Works by
M. E. Labadie, but without result. The project proposes
extensive canalisation of the Seine and numerous new
canal works by way of short cuts across the numerous
long loops in the line of that river. In France much is
being done in canal improvement; and the German Parliament has given consent to the construction of the
Rhine-Elbe Canal, which will connect Dortmund and the
Lower Ems, and provide water carriage way from a
t
manufacturing district to the North Sea, thus helping
again to strengthen our competitors. The cost of this
canal will be about £300,000, and about one-third of it
will be provided by the coalowners of the Dortmund district.
e canalisation of the Moselle is much talked of,
and large sums of money are being expended, and to be
expended, in the improvement of the channel of the
4 Tue Encrveer, 7th December, 1883, p. 450; 2nd Jan’
1
. 10; Middle Rhine.
14th August, 1885,
"p.124.
tel
many, TS, B
Canal projects are numerous in the United States,
5 Tae Enorveer, 22nd January, 1886, p. 61.
6 Tar Enotxeer, 18th June, 1886, p. 493.
8 Tue Enorneer, 8th October, 1886, p. 284,
7 Tae Exorveer, 9th April, 1886, p, 282.
9 Tar Enciveer, 8th October, 1886, p. 282.

tance. Already some steps have been taken towards the
formation of a company for this purpose, and with the
object of obtaining the water for Bristol, and ultimately
as a Corporation scheme. Negotiations which had some
time ago been opened between the Corporation and the
present Water Company failed, but it is desired in Bristol
that the Corporation should have the control of the water
supply of the city, and a Bill which has been drafted with
a view to the Severn Tunnel supply contains a clause
enabling the Corporation to exercise allthe powers of the
Act on payment of the cost and expense incident to
obtaining it, and sums expended by the company in exercise of its powers, with 5 per cent. interest.
ne proposed capital is £480,000, in 48,000 shares, with borrowing
powers to the extent of £120,000. When, however, at a
recent meeting, a resolution in favour of the scheme was
moved and unanimously carried, another was carried
requesting the Corporation to avail themselves of the
provisions of the Bill, and suggesting to them the desirability of reopening negotiations with the existing Water
Company, for the purchase of their undertaking by the
city upon equitable terms. If the tunnel supply scheme
brings the Bristol Water Company down on its knees,
will the former be wanted?
The Mersey Tunnel* was opened by the Prince of Wales
oa the 19th of January last,® and the traffic it has attracted
has very materially reduced that of the great ferries, which
developed from a small origin nearly eight hundred years
ago. The work was commenced in 1879, and the boring
from either side—much of which was done by the Beaumont boring machine—met, and a through passage was
made, on the 17th January, 1884, the distance from shaft
to shaft on either shore being 1770 yards. The tunnel is
of large size, 26ft. in width and 23ft. in height—19ft.
above the rails—and is in red sandstone. The tunnel is
enlarged for the two shore-end stations, James’s-street,
Liverpool, and Hamilton-square, Birkenhead, to 50ft. Gin.
wide and 32ft. in height, for a length of 400ft. The
stations are large, and are reached by stairs and by large
lifts, designed by the late Mr. W. E. Rich, and constructed
by Messrs. Easton and Anderson.
The lift-rooms are
20ft. by 17ft., and lift about 100 passengers at one time.
Sir C. Douglas Fox and Mr. James Brunlees were the
engineers of the work, and Mr. Waddell the contractor.
Amongst the proposed tunnels is one under the Northumberland Straits,° with a view to giving all year round
communication between Prince Edward’s Island and the
Canadian mainland. A survey of its bed has been made,
and it is proposed
to lay an iron tunnel along this by a
method which has been much talked of in America, and
which consists in forming a tube across the bed by adding
sections within a big shield which is hauled across the
bay or river till it reaches the other side. A “submarine
tunnel and tube company” in New York undertakes to
lay a tunnel across the Straits in this way, and there does
not seem to be any difficulties sufficiently great to prevent
the construction of submarine tunnels m this mechanical
manner. An interesting application of modern refrigerating machinery has been made in constructinga tunnel
through the gravel ridge which separates the two parts of
Stockholm.? Much trouble was met with in consequence
of the difficulty of working in loose wet gravel under a
hill partly covered with houses which might have been
damaged by any settlement ; a cold air machine was employed and the gravel frozen some feet in depth every
night. By this means the tunnel was successfully comrleted.
, A tunnel under theSound between Denmark andSweden
is projected, and the respective Governments appear to
favourable to the scheme, but at present nothing has been
settiel. Several projects for another Alpine tunnel have
for some time occupied attention. The object is primarily
a new direct route from Paris to Milan. Three rival lines
for the tunnel have been pressed forward for support;
one the Simplon route, a second the Mont Blanc route,
and the third the Great St. Bernard route. This rivalry
has delayed the acceptance of either, but the Simplon
route seems to be for many reasons, except political, the
best, and the choice only now lies between it and the St.
Bernard. The latter would be the shorter tunnel, considerably, the length being 9485m. as against 20,000m.
under the Simplon, but it would lead to Turin and thence
to Milan, and it thus loses what the French desire,
namely, the shortest and most direct route in competition with the St. Gothard, which they imagine gives
Germany so many advantages.
Milan is, moreover,
within easy distance of Venice and Trieste on the one
hand, and thence, by connecting lines, with Bulgaria and
Turkey ; and on the other hand it is on the direct route
to Brindisi. That in itself is a very weighty consideration, for even at present the goods and passenger traffic
vid Brindisi is exceedingly large, and it is easy to see how
it would greatly increase if a more direct route were
offered into Germany and France than at present exists;
and this route the Favebe would med Pome supply.
The opinion of those who are most competent to give one
of any value, is that the Simplon will ultimately triumph ;
though, owing to the present state of feeling in France,
the projectors of the St. Bernard may be able to keep
their scheme before the public for some time, so long as
they harp upon the strategic value of it over its rival.
The construction of both lines simultaneously is proposed,
and if the money can be procured there is no reason wh
it should not be, for each line would have its own particular value, and serve districts that are now urireached by
the iron road. The more tunnels Switzerland allows into
her territory the more will she be exposed to foreign
invasion, and that she knows this is proved by the vast
sum of money that is being spent in fortifying the Swiss
end of the St. Gothard.
e Channel Tunnel Company
is still expending money on its project, apparently
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including one 200ft. in width from Chicago to the Illinois:
River, andaffording communication between the Mississippi
and Lake Michigan; one to connect Lake Winnipeg with
the Canadian lake system, so as to tempt Canadian northwest traffic southward. In this the Red River would be
utilised and communication will be opened up from the
Mississippi through the lakes to Saskatchewan and
Hudson’s Bay country. In Europe the ship canal from
Kiel to the Elbe mouth, by which German shipping. will
avoid the Danish coast, is the most important one in hand from a commercial and from strategic considerations, - ~
In the construction of the Preston Docks in conneetion
with the Ribble Navigation works, '° considerable progress
has been made by the contractor, Mr. T. A.
Walker,
although great complaints are rife concerning the very
large expenditure on these docks, whilst comparatively
little has been done in the extensive Ribble training and
deepening works. There has been a good deal of meddlesome outside discussion and reporting in the matter, and’
although it may be true that in some respects sufficient experience in such works was not brought to bear on the
scheme at its commencement, there can be no doubt that its
execution is in the most able hands. The dock is 40 acres
in extent, and there is an entrance basin of eight acres,
and a lock 600ft. in length, with three pairs of gates,
which are being constructed on the spot. The works
were commenced just two years ago; the period for completion is two and a-half years from this date. The
diversion of the river is about three-fourths finished, a
fine channel a hundred yards in width, and much deeper
than the old channel of the river, which isto be partly
filled in with spoil. A very large portion of the concrete
walls for the locks and basin is completed, and the whole
is being constructed in concrete. More than half the
excavation for the whole of the dock and the river
diversion has been done, The only
part that is behind is
the dredging of the river channel from: the dock to the
sea, a distance of about twelve miles, and this is the
work which it is contended ought now to be nearly
finished, because the docks are of very littlé use until it
is done. This work is being done by the Corporation and
not by contract. They have purchased two tne dredgers
from Messrs. Fleming and Ferguson, of. Renfrew, and
are getting a large fleet of hopper barges and tugs. One
dredger and about half the hoppers are at work, ~They
only commenced work, however, about two months. ago,
and of course have made little impression on the large
quantity—about six million cubic yards—which they have
to dredge.
In the construction of railways very little that calls for
any special remark has been accomplished in the year.
The railway Bills in Parliament in 1885 were fewer than
for some time, and those presented in 1886 for the coming
session are still fewer; and none of them present any
special features. Abroad there are projects which are,
however, in the present year not fikely to interest
English engineers much, except perhaps some of those in
our Colonies. In different parts of Austria several lines
are in progress, and the transcontinental line still occupies attention; attempts have been. made to get the
South Australian Government to agree to permit its construction by private enterprise; but before the House of
Assembly broke up the following proposition was
approved:—“(1) That it is expedient that the Transcontinental Railway should be forthwith continued from its
present terminus in South Australia proper to Pine
Creek, in the Northern Territory. (2) That it is expedient that the same should be constructed by the State or
ae enterprise. (3) That an address be presented to ,
1is Excellency the Governor, praying him to appoint a
Commission to consider the matter and report.” As the
Government are against the creation of a monopoly, and
as the value of the line is admitted, the work of the Commission can be little other than to suggest means of ©
obtaining the necessary money. A good deal of interest
is shown in the proposed Midland Railway of Western
Australia. Of the country to be traversed by this line,
Mr. R. Waddington has published some short but
interesting descriptions.
;
The Winnipeg and Hudson’s Bay Railway, which has
for its object the better development of Manitoba and
the North-West territory of Canada, and the shortening
of the route from the great wheat-growing and cattleproducing districts of the United States and Canada to
Great Britain, has made some progress. Contracts have
been entered into for a considerable portion of the line,
and the first forty miles from
Winnipeg have been
graded. For this length steel rails have been sent out
from England and are now being laid under the superintendence of Sir Frederick Bramwell and Mr. W. Shelford.
The Transcaspian Railway was opened in July as far as
Merv, and as a strategic line is perhaps of more importance to us than any line opened for some time. There are
altogether 63 stations from Michailovsk,
.on the bay of
that name on the Caspian, right through the deserts and
oases of the
ian, across the Amu Darya and
Bokhara to Samarcand. These do not include the branch
of 25 versts, made from Michailovsk along the Caspian
coast to Ousun Ada, in order to have deep water for the
connecting sea service, and to avoid the reshipment
formerly necessary between Krasnovodsk and Michailovsk. The distances between these stations vary from 15
to 33 versts, being in most cases from22 to 25 versts.
The whole distance of the line when completed as far as
Samarcand will be 1335 versts. Russians may travel by
this new railway right through the Transcaspian Step
over the Oxus, and from one side of Bokhara to the other,
coming out at Samarcand, in about a day and a-half.
The article in the Treaty of Peace of July, 1885, between
France and China, by which it was understood—not
demanded—that China should give French contractors the
preference when China commenced
“to construct railways,
caused a good deal of stir during the year, and so far led
peopleto think that China meant to begin railway work,
that American and Gernian companies sent out representa10 Toe Encrnrer, 20th June, 1884, p. 459; 17th July, 1885, p. 54
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tives and expended large sums; an American agent, The Rowan steam car gave the greatest amount of satis- has been due far more to individual mental capacity than
General Wilson, going so far as to make a tour through faction and received a gold medal, but the preference and to the results of training or education, yet that, lacking
the Upper Hoangho valley, and to prepare plans for rail- the highest award was given to a Belgian car worked by training and education, the men who make advances are
few in number. In other words, great natural
ways, for which he got the thanks of the Chinese minis- means of secondary batteries. The latter system has the very
ters and the assurance that they did not contemplate one advantage that every car is provided with its own abilities will supply lack of book learning ; but the man
motor, and is so far complete and can work on ordinary who has small abilityand little learning makes no progress
railway construction.
ician
The Euphrates Valley Railway scheme has, as usual, tramways; but all are not yet agreed as to the ability of | whatever. The learning most suitable to the mec
cropped up and been trotted out, but gets no further ; secondary batteries of moderate weight to stand the heavy is a speciality which cannot be derived from books or
jarring
which
tramway
service
involves.
Concerning
lectures,
although
both
extend,
develope,
and
supplement
while the latest scheme relating to the same country is
that of a Frenchmen, M. Eude. It has lately been laid tramways and light railways much might be written. it. It is the absence of such a special traming which beyond
before the Academy of Science. M. Eude pro
to There is no doubt that much might be done in working question renders the inventive work of the world at large
cut a canal through Syria and Persia, and thereby unite light railways or tramways with fight stock if the system so unfruitful. Since the Patent Actof 1883 came iato existthe Mediterranean with the Persian Gulf. It would could be carried on with less unremunerative capital than ence an average of about seventeen thousand inventions
start from Antioch, opposite the island of Cyprus, A is at present always called for to pay for the expensive pro- per annum have found their way to the Patent-oflice. We
portion of the Orontes would be canalised.
The most moting and non-paying services, There are many dis- shall probably be over the mark if we say that 1 per cent.
difficult part to execute would be cutting through the tricts in which an economically constructed and equipped of these inventions has been used for any purpose
mountains leading to the Euphrates, which would also be omnibus service would be profitable if the cost were or in any way. Indeed, it is well known to all those who
canalised as far as Babylon. From that town to Bagdad represented by that actually paid for construction and are familiar with the progress of meclianical engineering
an artificial canal would enable ships to reach the Tigris. working; and many of the little branch lines in this that cheap patents have done inventors practically no
Finally, the Tigris and Chatel-Arab would be canalised country which are now only suckers on the main lines, good. We have always argued that an invention likely
of feeders, might be made into paying lines if to be of service was worth spending £25 in patenting.
up to the Persian Gulf. The Paris, commenting on the instead
Nothing has occurred during the last three years to make
sroject, fears that England would object to it unless she worked as steam tramways,
In the construction of waterworks, and especially for us alter our opinion. An immense flood of rubbish has
Madd conmand of it. Her jealousy would not allow
been poured into the Patent-oftice; but the great army of
supplying
small
towns,
a
good
deal
has
been
done
in
the
France to monopolise it. However, “generous France,
in the interest of progress and humanity, would probably past twelve months, as our pages have shown, but much inventors, who we were assured were only prevented by
cede the brilliant idea to England, if she would only con- more ought to be done, and will be done, in this direction relentless fate and an oppressive patent law from revoluwhen the Local Government Board is less cumbersome tionising the world, have achieved practically nothing. We
sent to carry it out.”
.
The proposed Congo Railway fell through during the and less desultory in carrying out its work, and when the cannot stop to dwell on this subject now; but we may
year, the Syndicate and the Congo State Government not manufacturers of small motors and pumps are more alive point out that the failure to win victories has not been
yeing able to agree as to terms. There is, however, little to the simplicity and economy with which villages could due to the want of fields in which to conquer, as will,
doubt that this projéct will again come forward in London, be provided with the necessary plant and piping. In perhaps, be admitted by most of our readers if they will
and before long several other railways in Africa, especially towns the pomp and circumstance of the usual mode of follow us a little further, even if they are not ready to
between the Kimberley district, the de Kaap mining procedure is neceszary, but in villages almost all this can concede the point now.
The past year has, perhaps, been more remarkable than
be dispensed with.
district, and the East Coast.
Tn large towns, and especially in those in which the its predecessors for the energetic attempts which have
In South America, works of public utility have made
considerable progress.
In Brazil the Bahia and San demand for water is reaching the limit of supply, much been made to effect economies in production in every direcFrancisco Railway extension to Timbo has been almost remains to be done by judicious application of the waste- tion. To go at length into the consideration of a subject
completed, the Bahia Central Railway has been finished, prevention system and waste-water meters. The public so widespread and of such tremendous importance would,
and several other railways owned by private companies is gradually learning that this does not in the least mean of course, be out of the question within the space at our
have also been extended. During the coming year the a reduction in the quantity available for each house, but disposal. We can do little more than touch the fringe
harbours of Bahia, Pernambuco, and Santos will be com- only a reduction of that which at present goes to waste, of it.
In railway work the desire of all locomotive superinmenced, In the Republic of Uruguay, amongst the works chiefly underground. There are towns in which there is
commenced during the past year are the new port for the at present fear that new sources of supply will have soon tendents is to reduce working expenses and to maintain
city of Monte Video, and the extension of the Central to be looked for, but in which that might be postponed efficiency. The demands of the public and the competition
Uruguay Railway to the Rio Negro. Numerous railway for many years by preventing, as has been done at Brad- for traffic, on the other hand, continually tend to angment
works are projected. In the Argentine Republic, the ford? and elsewhere, the enormous waste which at present these expenses. The public ask for larger and more
Great Southern Railway has received an accession of two ~~ on. London is one of the most conspicuous examples comfortable vehicles, and higher and higher speeds. The
percentage of dead weight augments. It has been found
important branches. The extension of the Buenos Ayres of this.
During the year a great deal has been heard of the that, on the whole, large and heavy engines are more
and Rosario Railway has been completed to the city of
Rosario, The Buenos Ayres and Pacific Railway has also bacteriology of water, and Dr. Koch’s method, instead of economical than smaller and lighter machines; and this
heen opened to public trafttic throughout, and its connect- superseding the volumetric and gravimetric analysis, as it we say while holding that in many cases weight has been
ing link with the capital is in course of construction. was proposed to do, has been found to be something like pushed to extremes without securing any corresponding
It has advantage. Steel rails have rendered it possible to use
Amongst the works about to be commenced are a harbour a fifth wheel to a coach for most pur
for Buenos Ayres, and railways in the Provinces of Entre succeeded in creating some alarm, but people will get over with success and economy weights which without their
Rios, Santa Fé, Mendoza, and others. In Peru public this, and estimate the value of its cause much as they do aid could not have been adopted; such, for example, as
works have made little or no progress, the country having now the “previous sewage contamination” pretensions. 19 tons on a single pair of drivers. Great dimensions
as yet not recovered from the influences of the late war. The micro-organjsm method has proved too much, and secure, as a rule, economy in repairs of engine, and cerAmongst the works projected are the completion of the has shown itself useless in potable water questions. By tainty that time will be kept. But they do not necessaOroya Railway to the celebrated Serra de Pasco silver its aid micro-organisms have been discovered in numerous rily entail economy of fuel; and in pursuit of this the
mines, and railways from the capital to Pasco and samples of well water, which could not possibly have been compound system is now being tried on various railways,
Ayacucho,
Also the development of the petroleum contaminated in any way, and which would have been Concerning the results obtained by Mr. Webb, we have
industry, which is of an extensive and valuable cha- declared good if judged by the results of a chemical nothing to add to what is already known. Our own perracter. In Venezuela, the public works inaugurated analysis. On the other hand, water which, after a sonal experience contradicts certain statements made to
during the past year are the La Guayra Harbour Works chemical analysis, woul:l have been considered unfit for the effect that his engines cannot run at high speeds. As to
and the Central Railway of Venezuela. Amongst the drinking, and which was, as a matter of fact, polluted their comparative cost for repairs, oil, and fuel, nothing is
public works projected are the Porto Cabello port works, with sewage matter, has in some instances been found accurately known outside Crewe. Mr. Webb is satistied
remarkably free from bacteria that had reached develop- with them, and he ought to know best.
the Bruzual Railway, and other railways.
Following Mr. Webb'very closely in point of time, Mr.
The great Forth Bridge' ' has made considerable progress ment. The conclusions which might be drawn from such
during 1886, and it is expected that it will be com- an examination are, in fact, generally the very reverse of Worsdell, while locomotive superintendent of the Great
pleted this year. The Tay Bridge is nearing completion, those arrived at by the aid of an analysis, and the latter Eastern Railway, built several compound engines on
and if opened by the 25th September, it will be the must at present be considered the only criterion in judg- Worsdell and Borrie’s patents. One of these has been
illustrated and fully described in THe Enarinerr for
second time in ten years that the Tay has been crossed by ing of the purity of a specimen of water.
Amongst the works for water supply, that on the largest May 15th, 1885. Mechanically these engines have been
the longest bridge in the world. The old bridge was
The coal accounts show that
opened on the 25th September, 1877, and wrecked on seale in progress in this country is the Vyrnwy'® reser- perfectly successful.
voir and dam for the Liverpool supply. Of this we publish they burn about 4$ Ib. less coal per mile than other
28th December, 1879.
engines,
non-compound,.
working similar traffic. Mr.
this
week
the
first
of
some
engravings
and
particulars,
and
The great bridge over the Hooghly,'* for the East
Tndian
Railway, is nearing completion; the second of the need not dwell on them here. In America, some large Worsdell, since he has assumed the post of locomotive
two great 420ft. girders was successfully placed in posi- works are in progress, including extension of the New superintendent of the North-Eastern Railway, has built the
tion on the 13th ult.; and the Sukkur'! Bridge has had York supply, involving the construction of a very large first compound goods engine constructed. This we regard
its rehearsal erection on the Isle of Dogs. The latter high dam, and a new Croton Aqueduct, with which con- as a most interesting experiment, because we have always
bridge has the distinction of being the ugliest bridge sdaabte progress has been made during the year, and a urged that it is in goods engines compounding will do
most good. We shall illustrate and describe this engine
ever constructed. The Municipal Council of Paris
made good many lives lost.
In the construction of the Cant Clough reservoir dam fully in an early impression. It presents more than one
a choice last June of a metropolitan railway, the route
being -one which will involve about half its length in for the Burnley Corporation a dead-lock has occurred novel feature. We recently rode from York to Darlington
tunnelling, about one-third in cutting, and the remainder owing to the refusal of the contractor—who will be on this engine with a load of forty-seven wagons and
on viaducts. It includes a line for traffic like that of our responsible for the security of the dam Yor some time—to brake vans, of which seventeen were empty. .The disunderground lines, and other lines for connecting all the continue with the work as at present ordered. The trench tance, about forty-one miles, was done with ease in the
main lines.
for the puddle centre of the dam has been sunk to a great allowed time, a little under two hours, with two stops
Tramway constructors have had a good deal of work depth, 160ft. to 190ft., and an enormously heavy timbering for signals. The performance of the engine left nothing
during the year, though not so much as in 1885 or 1884, has not only become necessary, but has constantly to be to be desired. Steam was easily maintained at 1301b.,
There are about 870 miles of tramways in this country, renewed or reinforced. The contractors say that the and this with an abnormally large blast pipe. The coal,
small, and required careful
of which there were 752 in 1884. Steam has been put on strata even yet reached is not sufficiently water-tight; too, was North-country
some lines and taken off others after extended trial. and that if the puddle wall be proceeded with the water handling to prevent smoke. The engine has been too short
a
time
taking
its
turn
in
regular
work to permit much to
Cable tramways are being laid in Birmingham, and the will permeate and endanger the dam. The engineer is
system is gaining support, although few more lines will equally satisfied that there are no grounds for such fear, be said concerning fuel; but roughly speaking, the saving
amy
be worked upon it until more experience has and both contractors and engineer have had reports from appears to be about a ton and a-quarter per week, as comeen gained in this country. Experiments are still being outside strengthening their opinions respectively. Mean- pared with the best goods engines of the normal type
doing the same work. Mr. Worsdell has also built a
made with electrically-worked tram-cars, considerable } while the works are stopped.
experience with one form of which has been gained with
During the year some costly experience regarding sea- very fine compound express engine, which we shall
the Blackpool lines,'¢ and on the Bessbrook and New
wall and groyne construction has been afforded by the illustrate; but this engine has only just begun to work
Tramways'* with another system. At present it is heavy storms, and much of it goes to prove the unsuit- the Scotch express from Neweastle to York. On its first
difficult to say which of the several systems of working ableness of solid groynes in many situations. In many regular trip a speed of sixty-nine miles an hour was easily
electrically will be alopted—that which employs secondary a the mistake has been made of erecting a few very obtained with the regular train, two minutes being saved
batteries, or those with conductors on the ground as wit'
eavy and costly groynes, when what is really required is between Newcastle and Darlington. Nothing more can
the Bessbrook and Newry, or underground as with the a large number of small groynes’ or a sea wall. Some be said as to economy at present than that the engine
Blackpool. The trials carried out last year at Antwerp sneha suggestions for new methods of using concrete for keeps steam at 175 lb. with ease, and that it appears to be
secured some valuable information relative to different harbour and shore works were made in some papers light on coal.
On the Great Western Railway Mr. Dean has for some
systems of motors, but they were not sufficiently repre- recently read before the Institution of Civil Engineers.
sentative of the various conditions and circumstances of
In dealing with the progress of mechanical engineering, months been experimenting with two four-cylinder
tramway working to be of more than comparative value.'6 it is always advisable to consider the future in the light tandem compound locomotives, but owing to various
of the past, for from the past we learn what our wants are, circumstances, delays have unavoidably occurred; and as
1) Tar Exoreer, Ist January, 1886, p. 12.
and to the future we look for the means of satisfying the engines are not yet in regular work, it is a
28rd153.
Jan’ juary, 1885, » p.
and12 Tae
20th EncineeRr,
Fe
» p.
P.62;O25 18th Febri
ebruary, 1885,» P. 124;: them. The history of mechanical science proves unmis- to say oe about their relative economy. Mr. Holmes,
takeably that while the progress of the mechanical arts of the North British, has also been experimenting with a
18 Tue Enotverr, 80th July, 1886, p. 83.
tandem locomotive, illustrated in our pages on the 22nd Octo14 Tur Enarveer, Ist January, 1886, p. 4.
17 Tne Enaineer, 26th November, 1886, p. 431.
15 Tus Enotnern, 8th January, 1886, p. 29.
18 Tae Enoineer, 15th January, 1886, p. 42; 5th February, p. 99; 4th ber. He states that this engine is about 2]b. per mile better
16 Tar EnGIneeERr, 29th January, 1886, p. 87.
than
the newest normal engines that he has built, and 5 Ib.
June, p. 489.
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better than the older engines. This sums up all that can
be said about compound locomotivesinthiscountry. Abroad
they are being tried under various conditions, but theinformation we have been able to obtain concerning their performance is too vague and indefinite to possess any
value.
It is probable, however, that the problem will be solved one
way or the other during the ensuing year. It is worth
while to quote here the opinion of a very able locomotive
superintendent, in charge of a great line in the North; and
we do this with the more pleasure that, as will be seen,
he endorses our view that it is with heavy goods traffic
the advantage, if any, is to be gained by compounding :—
“The pioneers of ge gee Doe commenced at the
wrong end of their work. I have pointed out from the
beginning that, if any gain could possibly be obtained, it
would be by constructing an engine to work mineral trains
long distances, where the load is constant, and the proportions of the cylinders could be arranged
so as to make the
best use of compounding; but for passenger express, or
trains where the load is intermittent, it is, in my opinion,
a delusion and a snare, and I am not inclined to attempt
to ‘leave the substance and follow the shadow.’ I have
no hesitation in saying that a simple engine of the modern
type, built at the present day, costs less for up-keep, less
for fuel, and gives more satisfaction in every way, than
any com ai that has yet been, or is likely to be, introduced.
ere is yet considerable room for improving the
locomotive engine, but it is not in the direction of compounding.”
Many of the railway companies are developing their
constructive resources. Thus the Lancashire and Yorkshire Company has in hand a splendid set of shops
near Newton Heath, and Mr. Aspinall, recently locomotive superintendent of the GreatSouthern and Western
Railway of Ireland, has been appointed chief mechanical
engineer of the line—a new appointment on English railways. For the last four years Mr. Drummond, of the
Caledonian Railway, has been busy extending, rebuilding,
and reorganising the works of the company at St. Rollox,
and they are now completed with the exception of the
offices still in progress. During the half-year which ends
in January, 1887, fifty new
i
were turned out,
fitted with gas, and heated by exhaust steam, with which
the company has had several trains running the last two
winters, with results so satisfactory that Mr. Drummond
is now fitting up the whole of his trains to be heated by
this means. It is to be hoped that southern companies
will see their way to follow his example. Twelve large
engines have been built for goods traffic and six for passenger. The two engines that were on view at the Edinburgh Exhibition have been delivered to the weve ars
The sand blast has proved so successful that its use is being
extended. It will be remembered that thissand blast consists
in blowing sand under the driving wheel with a small jet of
air taken from the Westinghouse compressed air reservoir.
In Tue Eneoryeer for February 6th, 1885, we illustrated the splendid express engines built by Mr. Johnson for the Midland, with 19in. cylinders and 26in. stroke.
These engines have been found deficient in heating surface, and in new engines of the same type Mr. Johnson
has given 250in. of extra surface with the best results.
It is, as we have pointed out ere now, of no use whatever
to give the ordinary class of locomotive engine-driver a
big cylinder and tell him to work it expansively. He will
not do it; and the result is that, to use a very expressive
phrase, he “runs his engine out of breath.” We seldom
or never hear of an engine failing to do its work because
the cylinders are too small for the boiler. On the other
hand, all experience goes to show that engines fail continually by cooler too small a boiler for the cylinders.
One of the causes of the continuous success which has
attended Mr. Stroudley’s locomotive practice on the
London and Brighton Railway is that he never spares
heating surface. A big boiler means economy of fuel
and certainty of working under all conditions of train
and weather.
As regards railway carriage and wagon work, there is
nothing novel to record. All experience seems to be in
favour of the use of iron or steel under-frames in lieu of
wood.
A good deal has been heard during the past year concerning automatic couplings for goods wagons, and various
experiments have been carried out with different systems.
We have said little on the subject, because we do not, we
confess, believe in the system. The difficulties which
would be encountered in introducing a good coupling,
supposing one existed, would be enormous; and as it is
very improbable that only one would be adopted out of the
scores which are ready for trial, each company—nay, each
wagon owner—would
something different from any
one else, with a result which may be better imagined than
described. But beyond all this, the whole problem has
been solved long ago on the North-Eastern by the use of
an ash pole with a peculiarly-shaped hook on the end. A
little dexterity, easily acquired, is needed by the shunter
using this simple instrument. As to its success, it will
perhaps suffice if we say here that at a recent competition,
shunters armed with these poles easily beat the mechanical couplings in time and certainty. It is much to be
desired that the use of the pole should be extended. It
is, we are happy to say, gradually finding its way on to
other lines.
Concerning the progress made in railway brakes, we
have little or nothing to add to the information on the
subject with which we have kept our readers supplied.
All the brakes which enjoy favour have been illustrated
in their most recent developments in our
pages. We see
no reason to alter the opinion we have
ily expressed
for years, namely, that while two or three other brakes
are capable of doing good service, no brake in use is so
aa complete, or satisfactory all round as the Westingouse automatic. The great defect in this brake has been
the bursting of the hose pipes, due mainly, we believe, to
the “ perishing” of the canvas. We understand that this
difficulty is in a fair way of being completely overcome by
twoor three methods. Onthe North-Easternthe hoseisnow
wrapped with tarred twine, and the results have proved
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eminently satisfactory. We fancy, although we may be engines are being used in launches in these waters with
wrong, that the trouble has been from the first more one
ety and success. The vapour of naphtha is used in the
of a, than anything else, the outlay on hose pi
engine precisely as steam in ordinary engines. The boiler
required
to fit up a great railway system throughout being is a coil, and the heat for it is obtained from the vaporised
considerable.
naphtha in the boiler, a pipe being taken from it and
We have been able to do little more than glance ata carried under the boiler and ignited, the same as a gas jet.
few of the more prominent features of the mechanical As the specific gravity of naphtha is very low, 65 only,
engineering of railways. We have now to indicate it takes but little heat to vaporise the naphtha.
The
directions in which improvements are needed. First vapour of the naphtha is condensed the same as steam is,
among these comes communication between passenger and the condensed vapour is pumped back to a tank from
and
. It ought to be possible to do this by telephone whence it is fed into the coil again. This tank, to guard
much better than it is done now. The warming of rail- against accidents, is carried in the bow behind a waterway carriages still remains, as a system, wretched in the seal, Our informant, who has had much experience with
extreme.
Nothing can, perhaps, be worse than the hot- these engines, says that they give no trouble whatever,
water foot-warmer, save, perhaps, its universal absence and are ready for use almost immediately.” Our conon metropolitan lines. We trust that the system of steam temporary has muddled up specific gravity and specific
heating may be rapidly extended; there is nothing what- heat a little. It is not quite easy to say what is meant by
ever to preclude its universal adoption, save expense, and “naphtha,” possibly wood spirit which often goes by that
that is not heavy. Although the block system works name. The boiling point of this is about 150 deg., and
well, it is not perfect, and a snowstorm or a fog renders it the total heat of evaporation about 546; or it ma
useless. Improvements are wanted in sound signals, one of the lighter petroleums with a still lower boiling
calculated to take the place of visible signals in fogs. point.
Very little has been done in this direction, probably
Scant progress has been made during the past year in
because it has not yet been taken up by any competent improving the quality of steel, but facts are surely if slowly
railway man. A good sound-signal system would prove accumulating, which are tending to make the use of
of very great value on metropolitan lines, and it does not steel freer in every way from trouble and disappointappear to us essentially necessary that the detonating ment. It is more than ever certain that there is steel and
system should be retained. The labour of working points steel, Provided the right sort of steel is used in the right
is very great, and we are surprised that more has not been way all will be well. If not, then loss and disappointdone with the electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic systems ment must ensue. A keen discussion has gone on between
which have been tried from time to time.
Lloyd’s and the Board of Trade. As a@ result of prolonged
The word “ pneumatic” suggests one of the systems of experience derived from an intimate acquaintance with
supplying motive power now much discussed. It is quite the behaviour of steel, Lloyd’s lowered their standards,
unnecessary that we should stop to enforce here the truth These were for a long time 26 tons as a minimum and
that a great demand exists for the supply of small 30 tons as a maximum in all plates up to one inch thick.
quantities of power at moderate charges in all great In order to discourage the manufacture of steels with a
cities. Three systems are more or less in use—the large ——
of carbon, Lloyd’s during the past year
pneumatic, the hydraulic, and the steam. The electrical altered their standard. Retaining 26 tons as the lower
system will perhaps be used—some day. It is probable limit, they fixed 29 tons as the major limit for plates
that during the present year the air-under-pressure up to one inch and a-quarter thick ; above one and a-quarter
system will undergo very considerable development both inch the major limit was reduced to 28 tons.
in this country and in France. The most recent develo
But for similar plates the Board of Trade insisted on
ment of pneumatic power, however, has taken place in 27 tons and 32 tons. No one at the Board of Trade
France. On the 24th of December, 1886,at the annual genethe knowledge acquired, as we have said, by
ral meeting, La Sociétéd’ Ecouragement awarded a prize for daily experience by Lloyd’s engineers and surveyors; and
small motors to be worked on the vacuum system, to there can be no question that the Board of Trade, by
MM. Petit and Boudenoot, who have carried out together stedfastly ignoring the caprices of steel, and assuming
the firstapplication of thesystem in theSaint-A voyequarter that that which is nominally strongest must aoe |be best,
of Paris. Air pumps are placed in a central position, and pursued an erroneous policy, The result was that steelexhaust the air from mains. It is only necessary to connect makers were practically unable to comply with the cona little engine with these mains to have sufficient power for ditions laid down by the Board of Trade and Lloyd’s,
all domestic and small manufacturing pu
without because the lowest limit of the former was only one ton
dust, wet, heat, or smell. The central installation is situ- less than the highest limit of the latter; consequently no
ated in the Rue Beaubourg. A horizontal Corliss engine, one would roll plates ljin. thick. This was a serious
indicating 90-horse power, with a suitable air pump, was obstacle in the way of carrying high-pressures at sea, and
startedsomemonthsago. Sincethen two otherengines have in the end Lloyd’s had to give way. The results are not
been added, and the total available power is 300 horses. satisfactory. Ina great many cases where hard steels have
The total length of the mains is nearly 3000 yards. If been used, cracked
plates have followed. This cracking
we may be allowed to use the word, vacuum is supplied is partly due, perhaps, to the enormous size of the plates
to the houses just as gas is laid on, and it is only necessary now made, running, as they do, to 25ft. long by 4ft. 6in. wide,
to fix an india-rubber tube at one end to the exhaust pipe and lin. thick, weighing something like three tons. These
of a little oscillating engine, and at the other to a small plates,asthey
come from the works, are seldom flat. They are
nozzle fitted in the wall, and to turn a tap, and a lady passed through vertical rolls to be bent to shape for boiler
finds her sewing machine driven without trouble. The shells,and they are thus su
to be faired ;but thestrains
artisan can run a lathe in just the same way. The system set up by taking the ecko out of hard plates—which
has so much to recommend it, that we believe it will buckles are mor the result of a contest of forces in the subbecome popular. At all events, we understand that the stance of the plate, pulling this way and that—are such that
results obtained so far in Paris are so successful that the plates crack either in the rolls or very soon after they
MM. Petit and Boudenoot are preparing to extend their are worked into the boilers. Nothing is heard about these
tield of operations.
failures, but they take place nevertheless. As an example
The bisulphide of carbon engine is again being tried in of the stresses existing. in steel, we may mention
the United States, under the sonorous title of “the triple that Mr. Stroudley, using steel frame plates for locomotives
thermic motor,” and a company has been formed and is about lin. thick, in slotting out the horn-plate spaces, &c.,
working the engine. The vapour generator is simply a bolts six plates together on the bed of the machine. These
cylindrical tubular boiler, having a perforated dry pipe plates are at the time dead flat. After the slotting operasuspended in its vapour space and incased in a shell form- tion is over they are found, when taken off the machine,
ing asteam jacket. A condensing engine, having a steam- in nine cases out of ten to have cast in various directions,
jacketted cylinder, is used, and even the pipe from the simply because certain stresses have been cut out of them.
generator to the engine is steam jacketted, but with They are then sent back to the forge to be straightened,
steam at a higher pressure than that in the jacket of the and the work of slotting them is then finished.
hile on
generator, in order to superheat the vapour. In addition the subject of locomotive frames, we may mention that
to these, there is a heater containing a coil-pipe, through Mr. Fox has — down a splendid plant, and is now stampwhich the condensed bisulphide is returned to the gene- ing out side frames in one piece, flanged all round the axle
rator, and around which the exhaust vapour passes on its guards and the edges. It is of course impossible to say
course to the condenser; a surface condenser, and a small as — how these will answer in practice.
auxiliary, through the tubes of which water first flows,
turning to the question of steel for boilers and
thence through the tubes of the main condenser; a ships, we find that Lloyd’s have provisionally rejected basic
vacuum or air pump; a reservoir, for-receiving the liquid steel for all purposes, whether made by the Bessemer or
from the condenser; a boiler feed pump, which delivers the Siemens process.
This policy is due to the
the liquid to the generator; an automatic pressure- unfortunate circumstance that a considerable quanae
for controlling the admission of steam tity of very indifferent basic steel was put on the
from the boiler to the shell surrounding the generator, market at first. This was basic Bessemer, and it is
and operated by the pressure in the generator; an auto- now clear that basic steel plates cannot be made by the
matic temperature-regulating valve, for controlling the Bessemer process, although it is quite possible that with
temperature of the steam in the jacket surrounding the care they may be made by the Siemens process. There is
conduit and cylinder of the engine; a steam trap and a no indication that any change in this respect will take
washer.
The volatilised and superheated bisulphide place during the present year. Before taking leave of
vapour isadmitted to the steam-jacketted cylinder as steam steel we would call attention to a remarkable letter which
would be, and, after doing its work, it is exhausted from appeared in our last impression going to show that in the
the engine through the heater and condenser ;from thence
nited States the most satisfactory results have been got
it is drawn by the vacuum pump, and delivered through as to steel fire-boxes, the metal being almost entirely
the auxiliary condenser, to insure perfect condensation ; free from phosphorus. It is well known that phosphorus
thence it runs to the reservoir. Any air that may be makes steel cold-short, but it was not supposed to
drawn from the condenser passes off through the washer. do much harm to plates subjected to heat. However as
From the reservoir the liquid is again pumped through fire-box plates always crack when the fires are out, it
the coiled pipe in the heater, where it aes up heat from seems fee that it is cold-shortness that ought to be
the exhaust vapour; from thence through a secondary provided against.
In marine engine and boiler work we have little new
heater to the generator, where it is again vaporised, to
be again used. The machinery occupies a good deal of to record), A great many steamers, some of them in the
space. It is said that it uses just one-half the quantity mail service, are being converted to triple expansion,
of fuel required by the same Corliss engine when worked either by putting a third cylinder on the top of the existwith steam in the usual way; but we cannot learn that ing high-pressure cylinder, or by adding another A frame
the old objections to the use of carbon vapour have been and crank. The work does not go on as fast as it might,
because shipowners are afraid of further developments.
overcome. On this point discreet silence is preserved.
In connection with the subject we may mention a curious The change from compound to triple expansion engines has
statement made in the U. S. Mechanical Engineer, which been made too suddenly. A shipowner, ae on the subruns as follows :—“It is not generally known that naphtha ject recently, put the matter very clearly: “I ad built for
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me,” he said, “about two years ago, a splendid ~— No pressure; but a very slight knowledge of the laws of the the power of going under water when desirable. Steam
expense was 8
to make her perfect. Now I find her ayaa of steam as usually stated will show thata is supplied by two very large marine multitubular boilers
obsolete, and I shall have to spend some thousands of all in pressure cannot possibly explain this re-evapora- at a pressure of 150 lb., to double compound
nes—
pounds on her to bring her up to the day. Progress is tion in certain cases.
Steam is an unstable and that is to say, two pairs of compound engines
driving
all very well, but we want breathing time; and I have very peculiar fluid, and the conditions under which it ontoonefour-throw crank-shaft.
These engines,as we have
no security at all that at the end of another two years I exists are not as well understood as they ought to be, said, are estimated to indicate 1300-horse power, with full
shall not find my ship again obsolete.” It is a serious and we venture to suggest that experiments should be steam-pressureand under forced draught; sothat evenonthe
matter to find the
test mercantile fleet in the world carried out to ascertain the conditions under which con- surface the new boat will be a by no means despicable
rendered obsolete by the action of a few engineers. A densation and re-evaporation take place, without calling enemy. Besides the main engines she is to be fitted with
great outlay of capital becomes necessary, and it is not in the aid of cold. There seems to be good reason to separate engines for steering, sinking, circulating, pumpquite easy to see where the capital is to come from.
believe that the presence of water has, in some obscure ing, and for driving the fans, and it will be readily underMr. Howden is still working at forced draught, and has way, a powerful influence on the condition of steam. It stood what a mass of machinery she will be when launched.
now some six or seven steamers fitted or fitting on his is known that condensation takes place far more rapidly The launch is expected to take place in about two
system. We understand, however, that he has reduced in an undrained than in a well drained cylinder,
the months.
The whole of the machinery, shafts, prothe air pressure to, in some cases, not much over }in. of ordinary explanation given to account for this does not pellers, &c., has been constructed by
Messrs. Plenty
water. He is also using boiler tubes 9ft. long, and only satisfy us. At all events, we hold that a good case may and Sons, of Newbury, and is at present being fixed
2hin. in diameter. This in itself ought to be a source of be made out for investigation, especially when we remem- on board at the Barrow Shipbuilding Company’s works,
economy—if only the tubes can be kept clean. For this ber that in some engines, without any adequate cause, where the hull and fittings have been made.
The
he depends on obtaining perfect smokeless combustion; the rate of condensation is very much smaller than it is Nordenfelt will be able to remain under water, with all her
and sea-going engineers will always have the steam in others working under much the same conditions.
crew of eight or nine men, and steaming ahead, for at least
sweeper to depend on,
’ Concerning guns and armour we need not speak here, twelve hours. She will be held down by mechanical
The disastrous explosion at Birkenhead will do much to because our readers are kept apprised week by week of means, which have been so designed that should any acciof the machinery, or to her captain,
retard the carriage of petroleum to this country in bulk. It all that is being done in Poth! Indeed, we claim with dent occur to any
is stated that petroleum veneer is very peculiar ;not diffus- some pleasure to have supplied them during the past year she will at once, and by herself, come to the surface.
ing itself as gas will, but lying about in spots, and not with information concerning work done abroad before it Every precaution has been taken to render the lives of
making an explosive mixture with air until it is stirred reached our own naval and military authorities. The those on board of her as safe as in any ordinary torpedoabout. The men on board the Petraina worked with most recent types of high-speed cruisers—vessels of the boat at the surface; and as she will be capable of steaming
naked lights in the tanks in which the explosion subse- “Scout” class—have also been fully illustrated and a distance of 1500 miles at the surface without calling at
quently took place, and it seems probable that no accident described in our pages. The torpedo question we do not any port, she has advantages not possessed by boats which
would have taken place had not the inspecting engineers propose to touch on here, but we must say a few words dare not go many miles away from where they can
stirred up some deposit, so to speak, of petroleum vapour, concerning the wonderful little craft which carry them. replenish their storage batteries or their compressed air
and mixed it with air. We give this suggestion, which A decided advance has been made in torpedo boat con- tanks. We hope to be able to give elaborate details of
emanates from one who has had a great deal to do with struction by Messrs. Yarrow and Co. during the year in this very formidable vessel when she is ready for her trials.
In minor matters connected with mechanical engineernetroleum, its carriage and stowage, for what it is worth. successfully obtaining a combination of speed and
great
ne catastrophe will also do much to retard the substitu- turning power far in excess: of anything that has been ing, little has taken place during the past year worth
tion of petroleum for coal as a steamship fuel. Ve
accomplished before. This was shown by the recent trials notice that has not been fully recorded in our pages. Nor
little progress is being made in its adoption in this of No. 79 torpedo boat built for the British Government, does it seem likely that much will be done in the immecountry, and the extravagant claims put forward when a speed of 22°4 knots was obtained during a run of diate future. We have already called attention to the
for it in certain quarters tend to make men who two hours with 10 tons on board, the boat
being also energies of our own inventors, but they are as nothing
really possess a little chemical knowledge regard the capable of turning within a circle, the radius of which to those of the United States. There were 40,678 appl.
whole subject with doubt. Under the most favourable was equal to its “_
and the time sixty seconds. So cations for patents during the year, against 35,688 last
circumstances its use must be attended with a certain important do the
Whitehall authorities consider these year. Twenty-four thousand one hundred and thirtydegree of risk. Even if we assume that the ignition improvements that Lord George Hamilton, First Lord of four patents were granted. We may wonder if there is
point of astaki is nearly 500 deg., that will not render it the Admiralty, together with several of the leading anything left to invent. Among the few small matters
safe, nor is there any security that the last fraction of technical members of the Board, recently spent a whole which deserve notice may, perhaps, be mentioned an
volatile vapour can
extracted. It must not be for- day testing the capabilities of this boat; and we consider ingenious method of applying a condenser to pumping
gotten that while the successes of those who are tryin the country cannot feel other than the greatest confidence engines. This is the invention of a Mr. Craig, an
to solve the problem are freely recorded, nothing is aah in the present administration of the Navy when we find American, whose address we do not know. He introduces
about the failures. The following extract from the the First Lord during the recent inclement weather test- the exhaust steam into the suction pipe, in which there
Savannah News is suggestive :—“ The experiment of using ing such vessels for himself; and our readers will agree is provided an extremely simple automatic device, which
petroleum for fuel which has been for some time carried that both the Government and Messrs. Yarrow and Co. are on the one hand prevents water finding its way into the
on by the Southern Pacific Railroad Company in several of to be congratulated, the one in possessing, and the other steam cylinder, and on the other precludes the exhaust
its ferry boats at San Francisco, and also by the Pacific in being the contractors of a vessel having a speed, from interfering with the flow of water to the pump.
Rolling Mill Company, has been abandoned, and the use coupled with manceuvring power, never equalled. Tor- Another device which strikes us as being good, and perhaps
of coal has been resumed. The expensiveness of petro- pedo boat construction during the last year has been new to many of our readers, consists in giving emery
leum is given as the principal difficulty. It is also exceptionally brisk, in consequence of the large order wheels a reciprocating lateral motion while running.
asserted by engineers that neither iron or steel can with- which, it will be remembered, was given out by our This cannot fail to add to the utility of such wheels under
stand the flames from petroleum, and that, until some Government during the Russian scare eighteen months many circumstances.
;
new metal or composition of metals is invented, it cannot ago. Now that this order has been completed, things
The handling of grain is in the present day a matter of
be successfully used in place of coal.” When coal becomes are very dull in this department of shipbuilding. The great importance, and in Evanston, Ill., the principle
very dear, or astaki very cheap and plentiful, the latter firm who has turned out the largest amount of work of of the injector has been applied to a grain elevator.
e
may be freely used as a fuel for making steam, not until this class during the year is Messrs. Yarrow and Co., who, grain is run from the car to a revolving hopper, through
then in British ships. The volatile oils will never be used in addition to twenty-three 125ft. torpedo boats for the an aperture in the bottom of which is fo
a powerful
for the purpose save under compulsion; as, for example, in British Government, have constructed three of 118ft., for blast of air, which carries the grain a certain distance up
securing some required object in a torpedo-boat or war the Portuguese Government; one of 125ft., for the Dutch a horizontal tube. At intervals in this tube are bends, or
vessel, when sik hensenes quite a secondary consideration. Government; one of 125ft., for the Chilian Government ; horizontal curves, forming relays. These relays act as
In the construction of stationary steam engines we have one of 166ft., for the Japanese Government; one of 115ft., auxiliary hoppers, a fresh blast of air being
itted at
nothing new to record. But something may be said for the Spanish Government. They have also nearly each one, which carries the grain to the next higher relay.
concerning the theory of the steam engine.
For many completed two of 140ft., for the Spanish Government; In this way the grain may be raised to any desired height.
years the fact that condensation, resulting in serious loss, two of 140ft., for the Italian Government; one of 135ft., A modification of this device is arranged to raise grain
took place in all steam cylinders, because they are not for the British Government; one of 125ft., for the Chinese from the hold of a ship or boat. We may say here that
made of non-conducting materials, was entirely over- Government. Messrs. Thornycroft, too, have not been idle. in this country various devices of the kind were some
looked. It was held, re
that the separate condenser Several firms now build, or try to build, torpedo-boats; but twenty-five years ago applied to thrashing machines by
cured this evil completely. That veteran engineer, Ben- success demands a wonderful combination of skill and the late John Smith, of Coven, near Wolverhampton, and
jamin Isherwood, was the first to state prominently that experience, and English builders are doing better and that with so much success that it has always
n a
to us that the principle has not been
condensation operated to cause a serious loss when steam better every day. For a considerable period Messrs. matter of —
was used expansively at sea; and about the same time Yarrow and Co. have adopted the triple expansion more fully utilised.
The dreadful accident which occurred last week at the
Mr. D. K. Clark directed attention to a similar evil in system, with the best results. No. 79, referred to above,
locomotives. The preface to Isherwood’s “ Experimental indicates nearly 1000-horse power at 412 revolutions—an Houghton Main Colliery, near Barnsley, shows that much
Researches in Steam Engineering,” vol. ii., published in astonishing performance considering the small weight of yet remains to be done to prevent cage accidents. In this
1865, has never yet been excelled
as a treatise on steam her machinery. We understand that this firm now con- Instance, a cage weighing over 3 tons, and conveying at
and its action in an engine. Further experience has cor- template building the larger class of torpedo catchers, the time ten men to the surface, was overwound, smashed
roborated the accuracy of his deductions. The! point to and that they are prepared to guarantee 3500-horse power against the pit-head frames, and fell with the men to the
which we wish now to direct particular attention is on a total weight of machinery, boilers, and water of only bottom of the shaft; the men were literally dashed to
that in spite of the labours of a great many accurate 85 tons; that is, 54°41b. per indicated horse-power—a pieces. The engine-man says that while at his work he
experimentalists at home and abroad, no such thing as an weight never yet reached by any machinery capable of was struck on the head by something which stunned him,
approach to a quantitative law of condensation has ever developing so much power for a reasonable period.
and that when he had recovered he saw the mischief was
been produced, although condensation in steam cylinders
A good deal has been heard about submarine boats, but done. The cage was, we understand, fitted with so-called
is answerable probably for the waste of millions of tons the only really adequate experiment to test the value of safety appliances, which failed to act. There is no reason
of coals per annum. No one is able to give any idea these craft on a mm, od e is about to be made by Mr. why such accidents should be possible unless criminal
beforehand of the amount of cylinder condensation which Nordenfelt, who has
been so encouraged by the compara- negligence operates. There is nothing easier than to prowill take place in any particular engine. The very means tive success of the smaller boats that he has had for some vide apparatus of the simplest nature which will infallibly
stop the engine should the cage be carried, say, 10ft. too
taken to prevent it seem in some cases to be those which time a large boat in hand.
most promote its occurrence. Thus the initial condensaThen, even if the engine-man left his post
The new Nordenfelt torpedo boat is rapidly approaching hig
tion in triple expansion engines is enormously greater completion, and there can be no doubt that the trials while a cage was coming up, no accident would occur.
than in single-cylinder engines. On the other hand, it which are to be carried out early in the year before Prevention is better than cure, and it seems to us that it
would seem that the greater the number of cylinders = seagin
of our Navy, will
closely watched by would be better policy to prevent overwinding altogether
through which steam is |pone the greater would be the all who are interested in the welfare of our senior service. than to provide for it.
At any time within the last fifty — proposals have
whole cooling surface and causes of waste; but, as a fact, It is quite true that during the last few years we have
the greater the number of cylinders the drier does the had more or less of a surfeit of so-called submarine boats, been discussed for utilising some of the vast power of the
steam become; and so while in the first cylinder of few, if any, of which have been worthy of attention; and Niagara Falls, but little or nothing has been done to carry
triple expansion engines we find that one-third of all for this reason there may be a prejudice against the class. such schemes into practice. Recently, however, a comny has been formed, known as the Niagara Hydraulic
the steam supplied by the boiler is condensed, in The Nordenfelt boat is, however, of so much larger
to cut a
the low-pressure cylinder we have steam quite dimensions, and possesses so many and such great advan- Tunnel and Power Company, which pro’
dry, the whole, or nearly the whole, of the water tages over the best of its predecessors, as to place it circular tunnel, 30ft. in diameter, through the solid rock
being reconverted into steam. We cannot stop to go altogether outside the field of comparison; and this will from below to above the Falls. This tunnel is to act the
into details here, but we may say that there is no theory be conceded as a fact when it is realised that the new part of a tail race for turbines to be put up alongside the
of the steam engine which takes adequate notice of these boat has a length of 130ft., a displacement of 250 tons, river, and supplied by it through conduits or head races cut
facts, or pretends to explain them. Indeed, professors and an estimated
speed of eighteen knots with an indicated at right po to the river. The tunnel will be about
who write about steam fight very shy of this question of
wer of 1300 horses. The Nordenfelt, which has been 2} miles long, and it is expected that it can be completed
Tunnel
cylinder condensation, contenting themselves with stating esigned by Mr. Garrett, is of steel, and is circular at the in about two years. It is stated that the McBeen
that it takes place, but never attempting to explain it centre line, fining down to a wedge at the forward and Company has taken the contract at the price of about
£1,000,000.
It
is
estimated
that
200,000-horse
power
can
numerically. We may take one point alone.
If one- after ends, and is pronounced by competent authorities
third of all the steam is condensed—Sir F. Bramwell to have all the lines and form of a
first-class sea-boat. be had, or sufficient to drive 400 factories, with 500-horse
wer each. The average available head for the first
names one instance where 47 per cent. was condensed— She is to be fitted with torpedo tubes, and will also carry
whence does the heat come to re-evaporate it? The a couple of Nordenfelt guns on her deck or top. In fact half mile, beginning up-stream, is 81ft., and the power
answer is that it re-evaporates as a result of the fall in she will be a powerful torpedo boat on the surface, with 24,000 horses, or 208,600 cubic feet per minute, On the
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next half mile the average head is 90ft., giving 25,000- presence of micro-organisms in the supply furnished from
horse power, with 195,000 cubic feet per minute. On the the deep chalk wells of the Kent Company. The supply
third half mile the head is 107ft., giving 60,000-horse thus given to partof Deptford in November contained more
power, or 394,000 cubic feet per minute. ‘This is ee" micro-organisms than were to be found in the water
mented at Port Day by 10,000-horse power, got on a head supply of the New River, West Middlesex, Chelsea,
of 118ft., with 59,000 cubic feet. The total difference of Grand Junction, and Lambeth Companies. As the Kent
level between the water above the Falls and at the dis- supply is unexceptionable, the gelatine process cannot be
charging mouth below them is 214ft. It is said that, considered as ways affording a comparative test of
large as the volume of water drawn off appears, it is not purity, neither can the presence of microbes be always
eld as condemnatory of the quality of a particular
one-hundredth of the whole volume of the Niagara River.
As this is Jubilee Year, a very great deal will, no doubt, water. The subject is as yet incomplete, and further
be heard about fifty years of progress in the mechanical light is evidently needed. An important series of
arts. As volumes would be required to do this subject bacteriological experiments in connection with the water
even scant justice, we need not furth®r refer to the matter supply has been conducted by Mr. Crookes, Dr. Odling,
here. It may interest our readers, however, if we give and Dr. Meymott Tidy. Among the results last reported
here an extract which will show what was considered good we find this conclusion arrived at—that, in the struggle
work in marine engineering, not fifty years ago. The for existence, the microbe forms proper to running water
extract is from the Hants Independent, October, 1842 :— outgrow and starve out the introduced morbific forms.
In 1883 the average daily supply of water distributed
- “The steamer India, having performed her last voyage
from Suez to Bombay in the height of the monsoon—a by the eight London water companies was little more
lons.
In 1884 it was nearly
circumstance unprecedented in the annals of steam navi- than 145 million
gation—it may be interesting to compare a statement of 153,500,000 gallons. In 1885 it had become 155,287,000 galthat steamer’s performance on her last two voyages, the lons. The river Thames supplies about half this quantity.
first having been made in the fair season, and the second According to the Conservancy Acts, the quantity of water
against the strength of the monsoon. On her first voyage which may be legally taken from the Thames by the
the India left Calcutta on the 10th of January last, and London water companies is 110 million gallons per day.
steamed to Suez in 25 days and 14 hours, running 4849 Forthis privilege the six companies which take their supply
miles, or 1824 miles per day, consuming 680 tons of coal, from the Thames pay to the Conservators of that river
or 7°6 1b. per horse per hour. On her second voyage she the sum of £2000 each annually. The Conservators are
uiring the comleft Caleutta on the 9th of May, and steamed in 34 days now bringing a Bill into Parliament
4658 miles against the wind, averaging 137 miles a-day, panies to pay £3000 each per annum.
e reason given
and under sail four days ; total distance, 5087 miles, con- for this is, that the present revenue of the Conservators
suming 900 tons of coal, or 7$ 1b. per horse-power per proves to be insufficient for fully carrying into effect the
hour. This result is most important as showing that duties entrusted to them by Parliament
— these duties
communication can be kept up with the eastern side of being the preservation of the navigation of the river
India at all seasons of the year. On the first voyage the and the purification of its waters. It may be expected
London water companies will strenuously resist
Calcutta letters reached Londonin 46 days; the second voy- that the
age her letters were delayed in Egypt 24days, waiting a con- this attempt to add to their burdens. It is satisfactory
veyance.” The following extract from the Civil Engineers’ to find that, so far as possible, they are striving to
and Architects Journal for September, 1842, readsvery much obtain a supply from the underground waters, in preferlike what is to be read almost daily now:—“ We are ence to the open stream. The Southwark and Vauxhall
glad to see that the Government is beginning to form Company are sinking a deep well at Streatham, in the
a fieet of steamers on even an increased scale. hope of reaching the lower greensand. Hitherto this
We have the Penelope, a 42-gun frigate, now having 60ft. formation has not been found so near London, a large series
added to her length at Chatham ; she is to have a pair of of strata being missing, so that from the gault there has
the Gorgon engines of 625-horse power, by Messrs. been a plunge into the primary rocks. Could the SouthSeaward and Capel. The total cost of the engines will wark Company obtain all they want by means of wells,
be £28,000; the vessel is in a forward state. Another they might escape from the fiability of contributing to
vessel of 1650 tons burden is to be built under the super- the funds of the Conservators. This, however, is a very
intendence and from the lines of Mr. Oliver Lang, master remote contingency. Among other incidents affecting the
shipwright, of Woolwich Dockyard, and to have engines London water companies during the past year, we may
of 800-horse power ; another vessel of equal magnitude is mention the quinquennial valuation of rateable property.
to be built at Chatham Dockyard, which it was intended As these companies are now tied down to rateable value
to
to call the Dragon, but we are happy to announce that she as the basis of their charges, they may be ex
is to be called the James Watt. This isas it ought to be. take full advantage of the rise in the assessments. On the
We have here a name revered by every engineer, and we other hand, they find their own assessments raised, so that
may say by every Briton ; she is, we understand, to have they are compelled to contribute heavily to the revenue
the double-cylinder direct action engines of Messrs. founded on local taxation. An attempt was made by the
Maudslay and Field. We hope that Government will Metropolitan Board to carry a Bill through Parliament last
not stop here. We must have, at least, a dozen such spring, whereby they would haveobtained powerto purchase
vessels ; we shall then be only just ahead of the French some of the existing water undertakings, or all of them,
Government, who, we know, are constructing steam or to introduce a fresh supply; but the Bill was rejected
vessels of a larger magnitude than any of our present by a large majority on the motion for the second reading.
class. This must not be allowed; we must hold the Another indication of the feeling of Parliament is afforded
it power to three of the London water
ascendancy of the ocean. We have both the metal and by a refusal to
the men to construct engines upon a large scale, at a short mar er to raise fresh capital, except on condition that
notice. They only want the support of the Government, profits arising from such capital should be confided to
and with such aid we shall be able to keep Old England the Chamberlain of the City, to furnish a trust fund
available for liquidating the capital of the water comahead of all the world.”
Sanitary scientific men are responsible for creating at panies. The object is mainly to prevent the interests of
different times undue alarm in the public mind as to the the companies from growing in value, a general expectawholesome character of potable waters. The phrase tion being entertained that at no distant period the water“previous sewage contamination,’ when first promul- works will become the property of a great municipal
gated, gave rise to pungent alarm as to the presence of authority. For the present, this exceptional kind of
actual sewage in the water supply of the metropolis. Dr. legislation affects three of the London water companies,
Frankland ultimately modified the phrase, substituting namely, the Lambeth, the Southwark and Vauxhall, and
“animal” for the more objectionable term. But the the East London. With this example before them, there
habit of designating the London water supply as “dilute is little doubt that the other companies will abstain
sewage” has notaltogetherdied out. Alittletimeago alarm from coming to Parliament to seek for further capital
was again excited, on the announcement that a cubic centi- powersas long as possible. Connected in some measure
metre of London water contained several dozen micro- with the water supply, we have the Bill of the Metrolitan Board for enlarging the revenues of the Fire
organisms. The fact was dwelt upon as something
long been needed, as proved
terrible, and it was necessary for an official declaration to rigade, a reform which
go forth, assuring the public that there was nothing by the destructive fires which have lately visited some
remarkable in the presence of these microbes, and nothing parts of the metropolis, and which have required for their
to be alarmed at. Science thus outstrips the general suppression an undue proportion of the entire force. In
educational process, and a new order of ideas has to be regard to provincial operations, Parliament is to be asked
introduced, so that the public may rightly understand the to sanction a scheme for suppl ying Bristol with water
discoveries which follow new modes of investigation. It derived from the springs of the Severn Tunnel, belonging
ere is a
is gradually being made apparent that all microbes are to the Great Western Railway Company.
not injurious, and that some may even be beneficial. Dr. water company existing in Bristol, and it is proposed that
Klein cites sundry experiments which seem to show that the Corporation shall purchase the existing works upon
some pathogenic organisms are destroyed by organisms of equitable terms. The Corporation of Sheffield have a
a septic character. A valuable paper on “ Water Purifi- Bill for buying up the interest of the water company in
cation: its Biological and Chemical Basis,’ was read that town, in order to furnish a supply at a cheaper rate
before the members of the Institution of Civil Engineers than the company can afford. The Corporation of Plyin April last by Dr. Percy Frankland, and was followed mouth, after ay years of controversy and debate, have
by an interesting discussion. The gelatine test is a corse { a scheme in hand for constructing a new large storage
which is apt to be ridden too hard. It is easily vitiated, reservoir, of which the town and its vicinity stand amie
and often gives anomalous results.
But taken in its in need.
broader aspect, it has served to show one thing
ibly
According to the latest returns available on the subject,
of certain practical value. It has demonstrated,
in the the gas interest in the United Kingdom continues to make
face of much previous doubt, that the filter beds of the progress. The companies sold more than 52,000 millions
London Water Companies are remarkably effectual in cubic feet of gas in 1885, compared with less than 50,000
arresting the transfer of micro-organisms from the river to millions in the year preceding. The local authorities in
the water mains which supply the metropolis. Thus Dr. the year 1885-86 sold more than 25,000 millions cubic feet,
Percy Frankland reports that the number of micro-organ- compared with less than 24,000 millions in 1884-85. It
isms in a cubic centimetreof water takenfrom the Thames at will be seen that the companies sell fully twice as much
Hampton on November 8th was 56,000, as indicated by gas as the local authorities. The capital employed by the
the “colonies” developed in the gelatine-peptone medium, companies is less than double that of the authorities, the
whereas the average number per cubic centimetre in the amount in the former instance being £35,514,000, and in
supply furnished by the Thames companies was only 124. the latter £19,619,000. The total quantity of coal carIn this instance we see a reduction of 99°8
per cent. in bonised in the year was 8,379,000 tons. It is remarkable,
the number of organisms. If we take the West Middle- as 7
the predominance of the Metropolis, that the
sex water, as drawn from a standpipe on a cab rank, the three London companies absorb nearly £14,000,000 of all
reduction becomes 99°9 per cent. Another result to be the capital employed by the gas companies of the United
or one-fo urth the total capital
credited to the gelatine test is that of showing the Kingdom,
i
of all the gas
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undertakings, The net profits of the local authorities in
respect of the gas supply have declined considerably during the last two years; but presumably this has been to
the advantage of the consumer, The growth of the
London gas supply has been exemplified in our description
of the Beckton Works a few months ago. We may observe
that the extended use of gas seems to be accompanied by
an increasing number of casualties in the shape of explosions and accidental suffocations. Accidentsof the former
class are generally due to want of caution; the latter
occasionally arise under circumstances beyond the control
of the sufferers. The recent disaster at the Portsmouth
Barracks is a sad example of an explosion arising
from gas leakage. In the gas engine we see the explosive
force of combined gas and air turned to useful account.
A matter which interests all parties is the provision of
a proper standard for measuring the lighting power of
gas, An important series of experiments in relation to
this subject is now being conducted by Mr. W. J. Dibdin
at the offices of the Metropolitan Board, by means of a
four-way photometer, specially designed and constructed
for the purpose. The object is to obtain a thorough]
trustworthy standard of light, and if the results are mm 4
as to demonstrate that a better standard can be obtained
than the present statutory sperm candle, we may expect
that the Metropolitan Board will take steps to have the
law changed accordingly. The question of the London
coal dues is a matter of some importance as affecting the
metropolitan and suburban gas companies, whose consumption of coal renders them large contributors to the
revenue derived from this impost. Unless renewed by
Act of Parliament, the London coal duty expires in July,
1889, and a reduction—though a small one—will perhaps
take place in the price of gas.
The interest of the sewage question is largely concentrated in the merits of the plan adopted by the Metrolitan Board. In the course of a few days the tenders
or the construction of the precipitation works at the
northern outfall will be laid before that authority.
The project, considering its nature, is gigantic, and
criticism is freely exercised in reference to a plan relying
upon chemical means for the treatment of the whole
volume of the metropolitan sewage. The corresponding
design for the works at the southern outfall is not yet
complete, but will follow after a nec
interval, and
it is calculated that the entire capital outlay for the two
sets of works, north and south, including the ships which
are to carry the sludge to sea, will not fall Fase tom: fhshort
of £1,000,000, The ships are expected to cost about £15,000
each, or with all necessary appliances, perhaps £20,000. Probably five will be required, making the capital outlay
for the sludge fleet £100,000. Although the Metropolitan
Board is practically committed to the plan of constant
recipitation and occasional deodorisation, as devised
y Mr. W. J. Dibdin, the Board’s chemist, efforts
are still being made to press upon the notice of the
Board another project,
known in connection with
Mr. Bailey-Denton and Lieutenant-Colonel Jones as the
Canvey Island scheme. That the latter plan is perfect]
practicable is apparently beyond doubt. The question is
virtually one of estimates, unless it is considered
that the
chemical plan of the Metropolitan Board is foredoomed
to failure. Four eminent chemists, Fellows of the Royal
Society, and one of them a member of the recent Royal
Commission on this particular subject, have reported
favourably of the Board’s plan. ranaresy therefore, to
the question of cost, we find the estimate for the Board’s
scheme, including 3 per cent. on the capital account, corresponds to an annual charge or outlay of £115,000.
Perhaps we might put the figure rather higher, and say
£150,000 per annum. On the other hand, Mr. BaileyDenton reckons the cost of his plan as equal to an annual
charge of £198,000, including 3 per cent. per annum on
£3,250,000, the estimated cost of constructing the great
main sewer to reach from the present outfalls to Canvey
Island. It will be seen by some remarks which we
offered last week that Mr. Dibdin has been accused of
exciting a prejudice against Mr. Bailey-Denton’s plan, by
stating that it would cost £400,000 per annum. It is
only fair to Mr, Dibdin to say that he has published no
statement to this effect, and, from what we can learn, we
must conclude that the charge thus brought against him
originates in some mistake.
It is to be hoped and
expected that an explanation will follow, such as will
properly exonerate all parties. At the same time, estimates are always open to dispute, and. we shall not be
surprised to learn that Mr. Satie Benton is prepared
to add considerably to the estimate of £115,000
per
annum for Mr. Dibdin’s plan. Leaving this rather
unpleasant controversy for the present, we find little to
say as to the sewage question elsewhere. The dissolution
of the Lower Thames Valley Main Sewerage Board has
happily been followed by the adoption of what may be
term
hial plans for the purification of sewage
before discharging it into the
es above London.
Chemical methods find favour in that region, where land
is so hard to obtain, though filtration is added in the case
of the Richmond sewage and the parts adjacent. The
state of the Lea has been much more satisfactory —
the past summer than in 1885, the Lea Conservanc
being perfectly satisfied with the effect of Mr.
Hanson’s
black ash waste. An Act passed during the session
further provides for the purification of the
by allowing the Tottenham sewage, after being chemically treated,
to pass through a saa ig Fate into the metropolitan
system, so as to enter the
mes in company with the
London sewage at Barking. This arrangement, however,
is only legalised for a few months in the year, and for a
short series of years. It is expected that the sewage of
the Lea Valley will some day be carried away permanently,
in conjunction with that of London, to the esti
of the
Thames.
But if the London sewage
is satisfactorily
treated at the present outfalls, that which relates to the
Lea Valley is not likely to have a more distant
point of
discharge. Concerning the sewage of rural districts it is
not probable that sat 4will be done to improve matters
until the Local Government Board does its duty,
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for execution in this district, and advices from Melbourne and
THE GREATEST GUNS IN THE WORLD.
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
Sydney describe the business doing as sound, though the demand
WE are in receipt this week of some interesting: information on
(From our own Correspondent.)
is somewhat interfered with by the monetary stringency. Heavy
the subject of the four mammoth steel guns manufactured for the
THE general situation of the iron markets has remained almost shipments were reported to be afloat, and these depress pricesa
Italian Government by Krupp, which were experimentally fired at without alteration during the last week. For most articles the little. The colonial demand for galvanised iron, was quicker and
Meppen
during the months of July, August, and November, 1885, improvement before noted has been maintained, and the general ed showed a firmer tendency. Some large parcels had cha:
pe Hacks, April, August, and September, 1886, Some time ago view which is expressed is that in the next few months the imnds, and Staffordshire brands had been sold in rather quic'
it was pecs. that one or more of these guns had shown defects provement will b
more p
d. On the Bourse the succession, with prices higher than those obtained for any
pet
in their tubes, and in view of this rumour we inquired of. the U.S. same opinion seems to prevail, as the favourable trade indications ing qualities. Gospel Oak, Orb, Three Crown, Crown, and Emu
Consul at Essen, Hon. J. 8. Potter, in regard to the matter. Mr. have had the effect of. giving all industrial paper a genuinely firm Kj iy brands—were ge Gg ey g Pid
an
‘
Potter has forwarded to the State Department a letter received by tendency; and in tal
a review of all foreign iron markets, it
iron gains in strengt
idly, and the Cleve
vanceo
him from the firm of Krupp, of which the following is the material cannot be denied that a healthy development of the iron industry 2s. per ton in a single week povsana Soa sellers’ hands here a good
vart:—
is visible, and would therefore justify the favourable hopes and deal this week. Vendors of Derbyshire and Lincolnshire makes
.
“Essen, November Sth, 1886.
here entertained. From Silesia the reports are report that their principals have secured a number of heavy con“DEAR SIR: . .
In reply to the second part of your valued expectations
altogether favourable, stocks of pigs are decreasing rapidly, and in tracts at the furnaces, and they are demanding more money. In
favour of the 18th of October, from Washington, I beg to send you consequence prices can be maintained. The rolling mills have full sympathy with them the Northampton makers also seek better
herewith my reports, Nos, 63 and 61, containing the results of the employment with still an increased demand, but the producers are terms,
e brisk sales are going on in advance of the quarterly
trials with the 40cm, guns made for Italy,
not inclined to contract fur long forward delivery. It is in consome
being still desirous of covering them“In none of these four guns has the slightest defect been traced ; templation to raise the ground price to M. 105 for bars for Silesia selvestings,
forward,
on the contrary, even No, 19,464 of these guns, which has fired and Posen, and to 97°50 p.t. for export over the borders to Austria
An
advance
of
1s.
to
1s.
3d. per ton is freely mentioned this
eighty-two rounds, partly with considerably heightened charges, is and Russia. Neither in Belgium nor in France can prices be said week on Midland pigs; 37s.
6d. at stations, or 38s. 3d. at conin completely fit state for any service,
to be firm, and trade there is -_ eo slow, without any other sumers’ works, is the minimum now for Derbyshires, and 37s. 9d. at
**T remain, dear sir, yours very sincerely,
noticeable feature to record. The Dillingen Works and the consumers’ works for Northamptons. Some sellers were yesterday
(digned)
“Friep, Krupp,
firm of De Wendel, at Hayingen, have raised their prices for in Wolverhampton and to-day—Thursday—in Birmingham asking
‘per KLUSSEL.
‘tank plates and sheets M. 5 p.t., and as soon as the contemplated a good deal more than this. 40s. per ton was the open market
«J, 8. Potter, Esq., U.S, Consul, Crefeld.”
convention is complete boiler plates are to follow suit. In quotation for one or two special brands of Northampton pigs,
These guns are known as the 40cm. guns, that being their Rhenish-Westphalian iron districts ores keep in demand at the full but the figure was prohibitive. Lincolnshires
were quoted ade.to
calibre, which is 15°75in, i |are made, as are all of Krupp’s rates recently quoted. In pig iron no alteration of significance is 42s, 6d. at works. All quotations of a week and less ago were this
guns, entirely of forged crucible steel, and comprise a tube, a to be noted.
production for November was 90,053 t. All afternoon withdrawn by sellers, who would part with nothing
jacket, and several rows of hoops. They have no trunnions, but along the line prices of all sorts of iron for puddling purposes are except at the advances indicated above.
are provided with ring projectiles that connect with the carriage. firm, and as the mills and forges are all well employed, a rise in Hematite pig agents were to-day in receipt of instructions from
The fermeture is Krupp’s cylindro wedge construction. The prin- forge pig must soon again take place. The bar mills are for the principals
pending quotati
until the quarterly meetings,
cipal dimensions are as follows:—Length of bore, 35 calibres, moment proportionately the best off, and merchant qualities find a when higher prices are certain to rule. Those hematites that were
531 -2in.; number of lands and grooves, 92 ; depth of grooves, 079 ready sale; prices, therefore, show a continued rising tendency. on offer were quoted 56s, to 57s. for forge sorts, delivered from the
of an inch; weight of gun including breech mechanism, 118 The same may be said of iron of fancy sections. In sheets there is west coast and Lancashire.
tons.
In local pigs the current make is not sufficient to meet requirea very lively demand, particularly for thin sorts, the prices of
The features of the trial were prescribed by the contract. The first which are constantly rising. Lots were
contracted for, for inst
3 ments, and stocks are being drawn upon to fill contracts, with the
40cm. gun was to be fired at least fifty times with projectilesof 920kg. at M. 132 and 135 p.t., to be delivered this year. Boiler plates result that stocks at the furnaces are smaller now than they have
(2028 Ib.), and an initial velocity of 550m. (1804ft.) The muzzle alone seem to have been left out in the cold during the improve- been for a long time. Best qualities of forge pig are quoted at
energy should not be under 14,000 metre-tons, 45,206 foot-tons. ment in almost all other articles, and they are still neglected ; and 55s. to 57s, 6d., though 52s, 6d. is nearer the general selling price.
Ten rounds of the above fifty rounds should be fired at a target at it is remarkable that,in spite of enhanced prices of forged iron, no Medium pigs are 37s. 6d. to 40s., and common forge 28s. 6d. to
2500 m. (8202ft.), and at least fifteen rounds at 5000 m. (16,404ft.) rise, or only an insignificant one, in boiler plates has been yet 30s., and common foundry 30s. to 32s. 6d.
range. The remainder should be fired at different ranges. It effected, Wire rods are rising in price, with an increased demand; The strong condition of the steel market is reflected in a report
was also specified that the velocities and
pressure should be still the price is too low, considering the increased price of forge which was current on ’Change to-day that the Tin Bars Associameasured for twenty rounds, that at 2500 m. range all impacts pig, and the exceptionally large requirements.
tion, which is composed of Welsh and other steelmasters, have,
must be contained in a square of 3°25 m. (10°66ft.) a side, and the
of this year, further advanced their prices 5s.
Judging from the last tendering at Elberfeld for steel rails, with the —
longitudinal dispersion at 2500 m. (8200ft.) should not surpass they have risen a little, for the lowest tender was M. 118-70. per ton.
e last advance of 5s. was on November Ist, and by
30 m, (262ft.) about. The three other guns were to be fired only Again, on the 30th of December last 11,267 t. in 13 lots this second advance, if the report is strictly accurate, the Associanine times, as customary for this purpose. The Italian Govern- were tendered for at Berlin, the lowest native tender being tion recover the full 10s. per ton reduction which they declared six
ment was to be re
mted by a commission of officers at the M. 118°80, and the highest being M. 126 at works in West- months or so ago. The advance now reported has, I know, been
acceptance trials.
e selection of the kind of powder was left phalia, whilst the foreign tenders were Bolckow, Vaughan, in contemplation for a month or more, Bessemer steel tin bars
with the manufacturer of the gun. There were several kinds of and Co., for 11 lots M. 118°32 at Stettin, and for 2 lots free now become £4 15s. at consumers’ works in Wales; billets,
powder ordered and delivered from which to select the most suit- at Swinemiinde, M. 118°16; and the Darlington Iron and Steel £4 7s. 6d.; and blooms, £4 5s. For delivery to stations in Staffordable powder for these guns. There were sixteen preparatory Works, for 6 lots, at M. 119°50, free Stettin. It has caused quite shire
a further 5s. per ton has to be added.
rounds fired for this purpose, after which the fifty acceptance a sensation that the State Railway Direction at Altona received
The comparative statement of ironworkers’ wages and “extras”
rounds of the first piece followed. The second piece was fired M. 64°20 p.t.. for a lot of old rails laid alongside the wharf at in the various other ironmaking centres, as compared with those
twelve.times, the third eleven times, and the fourth twelve times. Hamburg, such a high price not having been obtained for years paid in South Staffordshire, which has been drawn up and preThe
uired energy of 14,000 metre-tons (45,206 foot-tons), past. No doubt this was a small speculation on American account. sented to the men by the employers in support of their claim for
corresvonding to an initial velocity of 550m. (1804ft.) for projectile As was to be expected, there was great elation in Westphalia at the abolition of many of the “extras” upon mill and forge tonof 920 ke. erga weight could be obtained with a charge of Krupp having got the Melbourne rail order. It would, perhaps, nage rates, has not met with a favourable reception. The opera330 kg. (727 1b.) of brown prismatic powder, with a pressure of have
been wiser to wait and see at what price the rails are to be tives’ section of the Wages Board have this week passed resolutions
about 15°74 tons, This charge was
quently retained for all delivered, and then ascertain if Westphalian rails can compete affirming the inaccuracy of the statement, and appointing a depufurther firings from the nineteenth round up.
e velocities were with a profit against the English houses. If not, there is not much tation to collect from South Yorkshire, Lancashire, and elsewhere
measured at distances of 2474 m. (2706 yards), 3479 m. (3805 yards) real cause for exultation. Of the foundries, machine shops, and evidence in proof of this allegation. Arrangements are also to be
and 6416°5m. (7017 yards) from the muzzle.
wagon works, nothing encouraging can be reported; for the made for the holding of a national conference of ironworkers’
The guns do not appear to have been fired to attain the greatest rospects are at p
t not very brilliant; only here and there representatives. The men assert that the improved condition of
vossible range but at the highest elevation that is possible at fresh orders having come to hand. Of the coal and coke trade the iron industry would justify rather an increase than a reduction
eppen they easily accomplished seven and a-half miles. The there is nothing worthy of reporting.
in wages. The “statement” which has been got out by the
report of the first trial states that the four guns fulfilled the
masters is a very convincing compilation, and shows clearly that
requirements of the contract in every respect. One of them,
wages here are much higher than in competing districts. The
No, 19,464, after sixty-six rounds had been fired, showed the
for example, receive 6d. per ton extra for each of the
GENERAL TRADES puddlers,
beginning of erosions, which were not, however, considered a THE IRON, COAL, AND
following operations:—Cutting through or doubling, making ae d
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND balls in some cases, and working small coal or scrap. Suc
serious drawback to the efficiency or life of the gun. The latest
report covering the trials of August and September last says that
OTHER DISTRICTS.
“extras” are wholly unknown in other districts, an
the firing of the gun referred to was continued for the purpose of
instances occur in other departments of the ironworks.
(From our own Correspondent.)
testing several new kinds of powder on hand, which was not
in puddling operations which is being introduced
possible at the first trial on account of tardiness in the delivery. WE are within a week of the quarterly meetings, and we find our- intoAn aalteration
Netherton works does not meet with favour from the
selves in possession of a firm market, and of good hopes for the
The trials began August 31st, and were
pleted Septem
puddlers,
Hitherto
iron has been taken to the hammer by
In these trials the same initial velocity was obtained with less new year. It must be admitted that the firmness appears more in those operatives, but the
it is proposed to replace this method by the
the raw than in the finished iron b
h
But,
idering that
pressure with the new powder than the brown powder former]
introduction
of
trolleys,
the
cost of trolleying the iron to be peid
used, _Charges as high as 793°67 lb. and 826°74lb. were on, this is also the experience of other ironmaking districts throughout out of the office, and the puddlers
to be reduced 6d. per ton.
As the quarter
developing a penne so moderate as to indicate that they can be the kingdom, no great surprise is occasion
masters
contend
that
the
iron
will be improved in the manufacture
advances
manufactured
iron
will
be
certain
to
participate
more
used as battle c’
On the eighty-first round a charge of
under the proposed altered mode of working. The men strongly
864-67 lb, was used, developing an initial velocity of 1876°6ft. The than at present in the revival, Finished ironmasters cannot: be ome
the new system, and have
rai
several objections.
to go on selling at the old prices with the pig market
previous round, with a slightly smaller charge, a
velocity ex
egotiations, however, resulted in their determining to give the
of almost 1900ft. The important fact was establi
in these steadily advancing against them. The further rapid rise in pigs ractice
a
trial
for
a
month,
but
at
the.last
moment
the underin
Glasgow
and
Cleveland
are
factors
which
this
week
have
a
experiments that with the new powder very high velocities can be
nd puddlers altered their decisi
attained with the comparatively moderate pressure of 15 tons to distinct favourable influence upon this market.
The amount of work turned out at the mills and forges this week m....remy — in the employ — a co yeas firm ~ ~
the inch, promising a long life to the gun.
e report states that
rike
aginst a reduction
of wages
to 124 per cent. Twelve
this gun after having been fired eighty-two times did not show any has been in excess of a week ago. Works have been restarted months
when trade was ia, the men voluntarily subenlargement at the bore. The powder chamber, which was about which did nothing last week on account of the holidays. The mitted ago,
to
a
reduction
equal
to
64
per
cent.,
making, the men
extent
of
orders
in
hand
even
at
the
sheet
mills
is
not
very
con93in. in length, was increased in length ‘O4in. during the eightya total drop in wages in two years of 174 per cent. If
two rounds. These are the highest results obtained with any spicuous, since the galvanisers are hardly buying with so much affirm,
the
demands
of
the
firm
are
acceded
to
the
wages
paid will be 174
freedom
as
a
while
ago,
Still
there
is
plenty
of
business
at
the
existing cannon, With this gun a wrought iron armoured plate of
cent. below the established minimum of the trade. The opera40°94in. thick can be penetrated near the muzzle, and a
‘ht moment, and deliveries are pressed for at the sheet mills, The per
tives
are
strenuously
supporting
the
men
on
strike,
believing
that
spring
shipping
season
is
expected
to
add
materially
to
the
orders
iron armoured plate 38P4in. in thickness at a distance of1093
books, The condition of the market early after quarter- if the firm are successful there wi!" ’se reductions all round.
yards, or more than half a mile from the gun, if the projectile upon the
Cradley Heath chain-makers are confident that their strike
strikes perpendicularly upon the plate. Three of these guns have day should afford a fair index of the probabilities of the new forThe
an advance in wages will terminate in their favour. Stocks are
been delivered to the ‘Italian
vernment, and the fourth is quarter. Singles are still quoted £5 15s. 6d.; doubles, £6 7s, 6d.;
and makers find the greatest difficulty in executing
retained at Meppen for experimental work.— U.S. Army and and trebles, £7 7s. 6d. These prices for doubles are an advance diminishing,
orders.
The operatives evidently intend to gain as much advantage
in the case of some makers upon the minimum of a few months
Navy Register,
+64
from the “ye og as possible. They have decided not to resume
ago
of 7s. 6d. to 10s. per ton.
+o?
The position of the best bar makers continues to be much bette: work until the truck system is abolished, and they are agitating
Water Surrty.—In the report which has been published of the
for a long time past. The New Year brings with it prospect for a reduction in the hours of labour, with a view to restricting
examination made by Colonel Sir Francis Bolton, C.E., of the water than
which
are decided], gratifying for these makers. The competition production, and so prevent the masters from employing what the
supplied by the several metropolitan water companies during the of second
and third-class
has evidently not yet monopolised chain-makers deem arbitrary measures to enforce reductions in
month of November, 1886, the official examiner says that, havi
the
markets
occupied by best bars.
ers are being wages,
—— to the steady increase in the population of the urban an received with formerly
‘he South Staffordshire Mines Draii
Commissioners have
energy, and the mills are employed with
suburban districts supplied with water from the Thames by the much more increased
ity.
The
Karl
of
Dudley,
Messrs,
Wm. Barrows just levied a rate on the mines in the Old Hill district, for the
metropolitan water companies, the time has now porefm for and Son, the New British Iron Company, Messrs, John
twelvemonth
a
the
3rd
-January
next
year,
of 3d. upon every
Bagnall
immediate action to be taken to purify the source of supply. The and Sons, and Messrs. Noah, Hingley, and Sons, may be particuton of fireclay and limestone, and 6d. upon every ton of ironstone,
matter will not admit of any further delay, and the responsibility larised as doing more than for some time past. Most of the export coal, and slack. They have also called upon every occupier of a
will be great upon those authorities and towns which persistently
arriving from Australia and America, while on home mine within the drainage area to make a return of the number of
neglect to undertake works to free the river from contamination orders are
a fair demand is expressed for Government dockyard and acres of mine occupied by him, and of the number of tons of
should ever an outbreak of epidemic take place and the fatal words account
ng norraised by him during the half-year ending the 3lst Decemgeneral
high-class
engineering purposes,
‘*too late” be said.
;
The Earl of Dudley's prices open the year at:—Bars, lowest |be r
Machinery engineers report a more healthy feeling about trade,
THE “Union” StoracGe Batrery.—Under the name of the quality, £7 12s. 6d.; single best, £9; double best, £9 10s.; and
“Union” storage battery a new type of accumulator has been treble best, £12 10s. Strips and wy and angle iron are :—Lowest and export inquiries are more active than was the case some time
placed upon the market by the Union Electrical Power and Light quality, £8 2s. 6d.; single best, £9 10s.; double best, £11; and ago. Still, new orders cannot be termed by any means abundant,
Company, which shows a marked advance in the construction treble best, £13. His lordship’s rivet and tee iron are:—Single and many machine shops continue only partly engaged. Marine
of secondary batteries. The negative el
t, or cathode, con- best, £10; double yore £11 10s.; and treble best, £13 10s. Strips boilers and engines are in improved sale, and steam pumps are on
sists of a plate of pure hydrated peroxide of lead, such as was ex- and hoops of fin. and 20 gauge are £9 2s. 6d. lowest quality; order to a considerable aggregate for mining and irrigation puri ?,for similar uses is also in better call
hibited at the recent meeting of the British Association. The £10 10s, single best; £12 double best ;and £14 treble best; while poses. Hauling
peroxide is prepared by a special pr
which leaves it in a fin. is £10 12s, 6d., £11 10s, £13, and £15 respectively. The on export account. Portable engines for agricultural purposes are
ing away freely to Australia and other of the colonies, while the
form remarkably hard and durable, and at the same time electro- above are subject to a merchant allowance of 10s. per ton. These
chemically extremely porous, so that it virtually offers an enormous — are likely to be confirmed at next week’s quarterly meetings. emand for lifting tackle for abroad and for the colonies is fairly
surface to the electrolyte, while the plates do not require to be
present marked bar standard price is exactly the same as satisfactory. Presses, shafting, and metal’ spinning machinery are
In South America,
bars |in good callat the Birmingham machine sho
backed up with any metal. The hydrated peroxide plates are twenty years ago, namely, in 1867. Medium
an
such g
conductors that a single slip of platinum foil forms a keep in moderate sale at £5. 10s. for general merchant sorts, and Spain, and elsewhere local makers of machine tools have to comsufficient connection with the electrode. The mode of connection £4 15s. to £5 for common. Messrs, Lones, Vernon, and Co, and pete against the severe inroads of the Germans in the matter of
but for best machinery our houses carry off the
is ingenious; the Rpg foil being laid on the surface of the some other makers have advanced their minimum price for bars 5s. common
plate, is covered with a thin strip of celluloid, which is fastened to per ton to cover the increased cost of pigs. Hoops and strips are orders with hardly any trouble.
the plate with two vulcanite bolts,
ese arrangements, together without chong at £5 to £5 10s, for the former and £4 17s, 6d.
Messrs. Tangyes have experienced increased briskness of late in
with the absence of a metallic support for the active material, upwards for the latter.
the call for general machinery, and other makers also report someconstitute & special feature of the cell, inasmuch as it enables the
Best thin sheets are in brisk sale, and Messrs, E. P. and W. what more cheerfully. Messrs. James Archdale and Co. are very
total
ht for a given output to be very largely reduced. The Baldwin quote upon the open market £12 for Severn singles, and busy on contracts for Arsenal tools for the British and the Chinese
cells can be c
by a dynamo tn situ in the usual manner, but goon to £22 10s. for E.B. charcoal. Messrs, Morewood and Co. and other foreign Powers. Torpedo-boat machinery, such as light
we understand that the company also propose to supply cells and or their quality of sheets quote £8 for Woodford singles and £13 engines and boilers, compressed-air reservoirs, &c., is keeping
to undertake the duty of recharging, for which it Teil only be for mild steel sheets,
Messrs. George Bellis and Co. well on. Messrs, W. and J. Player
necessary to transport the plates,
The Australian mail of the past week landed a fair lot of orders have secured a good contract for planishing hammers from the
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|
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|
|

Belgian Government, and other business is expected from the same
source.
Gas engines are increasingly to the front, and are taking the
place of steam engines for many works’ purposes. Makers
of these
usdared.to
tobetay eSeoowaging,
Fetecioust
ing. "
leum
i cngloss, however
weve’,
are now competing with
gas engines, and ome hk, ianrent
Co., Birmi
speak sati
ily of the demand which they
are €
iencing for the new motor.
For er appliances there is a brisk demand, and the firms
engaged in the manufacture of engines and d.
© machines
for
electric lighting purposes have plenty of work
before
The production of
t iron tubes for both gas and waterworks’ requirements mehesc Dane the wren |seleerties more
orders
upon hand than they have experienced fora
time past.
Hardware factors and merchants
are not delaying
the placing of
contracts for the next quarter, and manufacturers
are gratified that
some of these are decidedly above the early January average.
Good expectations are entertained of a much better demand during
this year ae
in 1886, and indications continue
favourable for the
isation also of higher prices.
I do not yet hear of anyalteration
in the discounts; but if iron
and steel and other raw materials keep strong and see further
advances, as is bey A likely, reductions in discounts will “be
announced in _— ranch % -_
profits of 1886 ore
=
become a thing of
year is openingwii
ighter pbarneson the ie of some manufacturers than have long
been observable, and the probabilities are strongly in the direction
of stocks being kept down. The smaller hardware makers are
receiving orders from the factors, and at the larger establishments
cabin necessity than usual at this period to put operatives
upon stock.
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Mamnchester.—Actual business has scarcely yet been fully resumed
after
the holidays ; works and collieries have during the past week
been closed for several days, and where- there has been anything
doing it has been altogetherof a special character. aed gat
myn
ee with a eee
in the market for which
it is di
itto find any
y legitimate justification beyond the
fact that America
is just now taking
a good deal of raw material
from this country. So far as local trade is
there
is no real improvement in the iron using branches of industry
in this district to give anyu
movement
to prices, but acted
upon by outside influences, such as the upward movement in warrants
at Glasgow, and the considerable advance which has taken place in
the price of Middlesbrough iron, the market here has been thrown
into a very unsettled condition. It is true that from the makers’
point of view, even at the full advance, the prices which are
now being asked have not yet got to the point w
they —
sent any substantial return in the actual cost of production, but
they rep:
t so
iderable an advance upon the ruinously low
prices to which buyers have of late been accustomed that berg
not at all readily accepted. The heavy stocks which are still held,
and the very large number of furnaces which are still out of blast,
have naturally a temporary effect upon any undue upward movement in the market, but there is a decided
ing in prices, for
which it is difficultat present
to assign any sufficient reason.
For the opening market of the year, following so closely upon
the holidays, there was a fairly
attendance in the Manchester
Iron Ex:
on Tuesday, and there would have been no difficulty in booking orders for forward delivery if sellers had been
prepared to accept the prices which would have been taken a week
or. so back. Here
and there
hants
were prepared
to do
business at about 1s. per ton above late rates, but representatives
of makers in most cases were not in a position to give any
open quotations, and where offers were
t forward they
were, as a rule, only entertained on the condition that
they would have to be submitted for acceptance. In local and district brands of pig iron no definite quotations could be got from
representatives of makers, and the market can only be described
in the general terms that there was a strong upward tendency in
prices, with very little actual business doing. In one or two
instances sales were reported at ls. to 1s. 6d. per ton above late
rates; but although a
would no doubt have given out orders
on the basis of prices which were being taken a week or two back,
there was very little really genuine inquiry in the market. The
real position of the market is this—that for their very limited outut makers are so fully sold that they are in a position
to be
indifferent about booking further orders at present, and the only
question is whether there has yet been a sufficient advance in price
= justify the re-starting of furnaces which are at present out of
last.
As regards hematites, very much the same conditions as those to
which I have already referred also apply. Most of the makers are
for the present so well supplied with orders that they are holding
out for prices that buyers in this market are not disposed to give,
and the low sellers are taking advantage of this to ask an advance
of Is, to 1s. 6d. per ton upon the minimum prices which would
have been taken only last week.
The advance in the raw materials has placed makers of finished
iron in a very difficult position. They have before them plenty of
opportunity for doing business, but buyers will not give any
advanced price commensurate with the advance which manufacturers would now have to pay for pig iron; for the present forges
are fairly well supplied with orders, but there is no new business
coming forward, except at prices which makers do not feel themselves in a position to accept.
In times of depression Sas works have frequently to seek a
development of trade outside of what may be regarded as their
i at tho Achibery }
oa as an ey a of = me | mentionthat the
ilwa a
pany
ster,
has for some time past been Loar eveloping the branch of its
works which is more directly connected with the manufactured iron
department, and recently it has in this direction been making
considerable additions to its already extensive concern. Going
through its works the other day, I could not help noticing how its
iron manufacturing business and bridge and girder work was
i
itself into prommence, even where new plant was to be seen whi
had been
put down for constructive iron work distinct from
carriage building, and the activity which characterised this department certainly seemed to justify the company in the divergence it
was taking from the strict lineof business with which its name has
been
so long associated. The company
had in hand large home and
colonial orders for bridge and girder work, and for this a good deal
of special plant had been put down. Amongst the new plant was
a powerful steam travelling crane 35ft. high, with a 43ft. span, and
capable of lifting twenty tons; in addition to this a number of
<r radial drills and Tweddell’s portable rivetters have been
added to its plant, besides various other improvements
to meet the
requirements of modern times. In the department which may be
ed asin connection with its carriage building work the
company has just set = powerful hydraulic press of 1500 tons
pressure, with other appliances for the manufacture of solid wrought
iron wheels,
A curious incident was the other day brought under my notice
which may be worth briefly mentioning as an illustration of the
extraordinary conditions under ids Unites is just now being
done. Messrs. Krupp, of Germany, are executing a steel rail order
for the colonies,
the points and crossings are being manufactured by a well-known firm in the Manchester district ;notwithstanding the excessively low prices at which steel rails can be
boughtin England, Messrs.
pp have actually
sent over from
Germany wu
of 80 tons of steel rails which have been delivered
eee
cee
6 Se
a
ee
manufact
into points and crossingsand again re-shipped for
delivery to the colonies,
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In the coal trade there is a brisk demand for all descriptions of claimsof the barrow men and keeper's en,”
helpers be referred to a
fuel suitable for house-fire consumption, and the
of th e |joint committee of employers and workm
pits during the past week for the holidays has thrown many of the
collieries
in arrears with their orders, Other descriptions of fuel
for iron-making, steam and engine purposes, are also mo
off
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
Soe SOS ae hove mete ee c t work to kee beget ly
em|
present pressure
owever,
y as
(From our own Correspondent.)
Senses whi the severe weather lasts, and except that some
Business in the iron and coal trades has been much interru;
collieries have put about 6d. per ton upon the priceof house-fire
this
week
by
the
New
Year holidays, Work has been either wholly
coal where they were previously below the full quoted rates, no
attempt has been made at any further upward movement in prices. or partially suspended in the principal works for a great part of the
week.
In
some
departments
the holiday was shortened by the
At the pit mouth best coal isnow quoted at 9s. to 9s, 6d. per ton ;
of work.
seconds, 7s, 6d. to 8s.; common house coal, 6s. to 6d.; steam pressure for deli
and forge coals,
5s. to 5s. 6d.; burgy, 4s. 6d. to 5s,; best slack, win
wasvery
varsaotlen,
ee
eeeabuaen
re
thetexfee!talieswas
strong, oohgetemroneiadon
3s. 6d. to 4s.; and common, 2s. 6d. to3s. r ton.
as much “= aton, a very large business being done.
For shipment
there is only a moderate demand, and steam coals Tuesday
ly affected by the news from the United
do not average more than 7s, to 7s. 3d. - ton delivered at the The market was
States, which a)
to indicate that Scotch iron will presently be
Garston Docks or the high-level, Li
r quantities, There is practically no change
Barrow.—The tone of the hematite pig iron trade of this dis- wanted there in
the number of furnaces in blast, and no material addition has
trict is very steady, although, as a matter of fact,.very little new in
°
business has been done d
the past few days.
e holidays been made to stocks,
was done in the warrant market on Friday up to
are, however, chiefly responsible
for this. Makersof iron have a 44s,Business
74d.
cash,
closing
at
44s,
5d.
buyers.
On
Tuesday forenoon
bee amount of work in hand, and they are well sold forward, transactions Conmeanl at 44s, 1
to 45s.
.» the afternoon
in Bessemer and ordinary qualities of metal. It is fully
market
being
at
45s.
6d.
to
45s,
24d.,
and
45s.
7d.
cash. Wednesexpected that several new orders will be booked early in the year,
as it is known makers have several large requirements which want day’s market was excited and strong, with a further advance in
to
45s,
11d.
cash.
To-day—Thursday—there
was a large and
satisfying before the spring months, either in sales on prompt or
on forward deliveries. Stocks are
and they are likely to excited business, Warrants began at 46s. 2d., ran up to 46s, 74d.,
then
declined
on
heavy
selling
to
45s.
104d.,
recovering
again to
continue so, with
t
prospects of i
d volens of ple oon. 46s. 2d., and closing with buyers at 4d. less,
Makers’ pig iron was very firm, and they were exceedingly
a etIs, eq! te
eesof all
ot quite,
chat
tot . teres
mixed
qualities,
and at
for No.
forge and foundry iron net at makers’ works, The es erof pig iron cautious sellers, it being as a rule all but impossible to get quotaIt would serve no good purpose to
is not only fully maintained, but efforts are being madeto bring into tions for forward delivery.
give makers’ quotations this week, as they might be materially
blast several of the race dy er —_ been me blast =
altered before they could appear in print.
time
It is probable that before the spring the output wi
Md shipments of Scotch pigs are about 2000 tons
nado
suber Ono thousand tons a a The steel trade is The tieof the
same week last year.
busy in all departments save one, and that is that of steel for ship- above
Pn
=.
—
yey
orders 7 —_ steel ane re — from
building
for which there is a very limited trade, although
e
tes,
e price o|
engarnoc
illets has
inquiries are stronger than they have been. The market for rail- been
advanced by 5s, a ton.
way material is firm, and makers are not only well sold forward,
The malleable ironworks of Lanarkshire are in a more promising
but they are experiencing a demand which
shows that a continu- state
with regard to business than for some time
ance of activity may be —— at the mills for many months
The coal trade has been restricted this week on account of the
es the present year.
e demand comes from all sources, and
includes business from America, the Colonies, and the Continent, nee a tor collieries having been idle in the early partof the
t there has been no particular pressure for shipment.
in addition to a good
request on home account. The market for week,
Prices of nearly all sorts of coal are firm, and in one or two
rails is as good as it hesbeenfor some years
and it is probable instances
6d.
a ton of an advance has been obtained.
that contracts will continue to come in on a
scale,
erchant
The trade of Renfrew will benefit greatly by an order for six
steel is in request, and bars are in improving request. Shiphopper
barges
which Messrs. Lobnitz and Co, have secured for the
builders are not better off for orders, except in one small i
but the outlook is ey
good, Engineers are not fully Suez Canal Company. This is the second order the firm have got
this company within a few weeks, having now on hand for
employed, but there are more — igns all round, Iron ore from
the Canal twelve hopper barges, four big steamers, and a large
steady at 9s. to lls. per ton. Coal and coke firmer.
and powerful dredger.
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE Staveley Coal and Iron Company, near here, has introduced
a large lamp of Scotch invention, which burns a cheap oil produced
In coal prices remain the same for ordinary sales. There was a
at the works of Messrs. Kempson. The lamp is
e ay mang by rumour a few days ago that prices were ae upwards, but it
steamb paren, coal tar oils, which at the present low price of appears at present to be contined
to North W
resid
can be had at a nominal price. A tank, with some ton advance
has been obtained
for best kinds of coal. Quotations
twenty gallons of oil, and having a large lamp attached, is placed at port are still 8s. 6d. for the best steam, and 4s, to 4s, 3d. for the
in mid-air, and when the light is required the steam is turned on best small. For the latter the demand is easy. House coal is in
through a }in. or fin. pipe. The application of a light causes the goed concen, and as much as 8s, 9d. is obtained for best kinds.
lamp to give a flame equal to about
le power, and con1 bituminous is sluggish in sale, and may be had at all prices
suming about two gallons of oil in the hour. The light has been from 3s. 9d. to 4s. 6d.
introduced into the workshops where the large pipes are being
The transfer of the Bute Docks to a company has been the
made for the Manchester Waterworks,
en event of the first week of the new year.
We have had quite a long spell of frost, which has given the
e rail trade is not sufficiently pronounced to criticise. Ironskate-makers a turn. Stocks have been i well cleared, and masters
are going along a little more comfortably, and prices are
the merchants, who held heavy accumulations having relieved
reli
| slightly improved. A
rail trade is daily expected from
their shelves, are ordering freely. -The skate industry is in need of America
ica and the colonies, and there seems to be a reasonable
a stimulus, and another fortnight of continual frost in the country certainty that the spring market will be larger than the rail trade
would be a
t boon
to all engaged
in the trade.
has been for the last quarter, and that figures will be advanced.
Messrs. Newton, Chambers, and Co. Thorncliffe, have just Quite a
has taken
in the old and rejected rail trade,
opened a large new shaft, for the double
purpose of soetling and the few holders have
so many yee offered, that they
more efficient ventilation and as the means of ingress and egress to are chary
in
seling. As soon as the weather improves, and
the workings, without having to descend the shaft from which the rela; 2 can —— gen mills will be busier. At pout the
coal isdrawn. The new
is at Barley Hall,
near Thorpe steel sleeper trade for
e use is not a great one. Foreign
Hesley. Messrs. Walker and Foulstone, colliery contractors and customers are still in the market.
engineers, of Barnsley, started the work on June 2st, 1886, and
The shipping casualty list is still a heavy one. Aberystwith, one
the Silkstone seam was reached on the last dayof the year. The of the o!
of the Welsh ports, and Cardiff, one of the latest,
new shaft
is 13ft. indiameter, 164 yards deep, and is walled with have both suffered in proportion, Numerous coal cargoes have
bricks from top to bottom. The whole of the work has been com- been sunk of late.
pleted without the slightest mishap. The Thorncliffe Ironworks
Tin-plate continues to command the greatest attention, and
and Collieries are amongst the largest in South Yorkshire, it being
tion is rife as to the course the men mean to adopt. Saturestimated that about 20,000 persons—men, women, and children—
y next has been named at Swansea for time and place for
are d
lent upon them for a living. The firm have enjoyed organised action. In the meantime those employers who have
rei
le immunity from the calamities which periodically occur been successful in completing arrangements with their men are
in colliery workings.
doing well. Prices are firm and steadily advancing, and though
the total exported last week was smaller than usual, on accountof
the holidays, the business
in hand and ready is very satisfactory.
The total ehipments from Swansea
last week of tin-plate amounted
THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
to 13,650 boxes,
ly to Germany, France, and Spain, The
(From our own Correspondent.)
shipments from
were nil, but this will soon be made up.
THERE are many signs that a real and substantial improvement The American trade is rapidly increasing, as the monthly totals
in the Cleveland pig iron trade has set in. The amount of business show. The present prices are 12s, 9d, to 13s. 6d. 1.C, for cokes,
actually done during the holidays was not great. Sellers, however, 13s. to 14s. for Bessemers, and 3d. more for Siemens. These two
are most in demand. Best charcoals touch 17s., and for best ternes
not only held their own, but they substantially improved their as
mauch as 14s, 6d. can be had. For coke wasters the enquiry is
position.
ing the latter part of last week inquiries were
and quotations
are 12s, 9d., or even higher than was only
numerous, and the price of No. 3 g.m.b. advanced from 33s, 9d. to brisk,
lately
qu
for good brands,
34s. per ton. The market held at Middlesbrough on Tuesday last
Pitwood is in demand at 16s.
was quite excited, and prices fluctuated considerably. Consumers
offeredas much as
6d. per ton for No. 3 g.m.b., for this
month's delivery. Sellers were not eager to commit themselves
even at that figure, seeing that their
are now so
SovutH coe ome ae
ee
oo. ——
promising. Makers, who are for the most
well supplied with during
the week ei
lanuary lst,
$
y;
jay,
orders, ask 36s. 6d. for No. 3, and are unwilling to sell for delivery and
Saturday,
free,
from
10
a.m.
to
10
p.m.:
Museum,
9164; merbeyond the end of the month
marine, Indian yoy bo other collections, 3578, On
oaety meeting of the Cleveland iron market will be held cantile
Wednesday,
Thursday, and
Friday, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.:
at Middles!
on Tuesday next.
A considerable
amount of business is being done at Glasgow in coll
.
Total
.
wee!
>
ections,
“O78
“
T1080
aAverage
moral pear el m4
Cleveland warrants. The current price is about 36s. 6d. per ton, in former years, 32,709. Total from
the opening of the Museum,
and the iron represented is largely being sent into store. At
Glasgow on Tuesday transactions took place at 36s, 44d. to 36s. 6d.
Nava ENGINEER APPOINTMENTS.—The following appointments
per ton for cash, or 3d. per ton more for cash in one month.
have been made at the Admiralty :—John W. Midgley, engineer,
Messrs, Stevenson, Nw
and Co.’s current quotations are :— to
the Goshawk, additional, when recommissioned ;Charles M. B.
Acklam hematite, mi
Nos., 45s. per ton; Acklam Yorkshire Dyer,
to the Swi
, when recommissioned ;John ArmCleveland No. 3, 36s. per ton; Acklam basic, 38s. per ton ; refined strong,——.
chief engineer, to the Britannia; Edward Crawley, chief
iron, 48s. 6d. to 57s. 6d. per ton.
engineer, to the Pembroke, for reserve; Edward G. F, Moffett,
There is still but little inquiry for finished iron, but neverthe'
engineer, to the Narcissus; George J. Gorfett, engineer, to the
owing to'the rise in price of pig iron, makers have been —
Porpoise; Cornelius H. Steward, engineer, to the Vernon, addito put up their quotations. They are now asking £4 12s, 6d. per tional,
fortorpedo school ; and Edward Gallery, assistant engineer,
ton for ship plates, £4 7s. 6d. for angles, and £4 12s. 6d. for
0
a bars, all free on trucks at makers’ works, less 24 per cent. to the
A New THamMes EMBANKMENT.—Arrangements for the construcliscount.
;
Relative to the threatened strike of blast furnacemen, an im- tion of a = yg eee along or side‘osthe Thames, from
tney Bridgeto parish boundary
at Barnes,
portant conference between the employers and representatives of the new
the men was held on the 3lst ult.
e follo
proposal was have now been cvmmpicied by the Wandsworth District Board of
ultimately made by the former for submission to the men, viz.:— Works, under the direction of their local surveyor, Mr. J. C. Radford, C.E, The embankment
will be 45ft. wide, and consist
of a
“That the sliding scale be re-established for the minimum
of 33ft. The foundation will be
of two years from the Ist of January, 1887, on condition that the 12ft. een eS
eee —o
reductionof 33, 24, and 1} per cent. obtained during the second, of concrete. The footway is to ee
of a handsome
total
third, and fourth pepe te preg +d of 1886, in excess of the iron
sliding scale rate, be
to the men, in the same order, teeane eee £5000. Towardl'Uiis cumtheThames Oonserrators
£800. The remainder of the required amount will
ines Meafirst three quarters of 1887,in additionto the wages have i
Board
the Wandsworth
payable under thesliding
scale. Noticesfor terminating the proposed scale to be the same as under the last scale. Also that the Disttict Bossa.” Thework aly be begun next month,

JAN.

7, 1887.

THE

ENGINEER.
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17,032. Toots, J.
Armley.
int the first; qualification, 50 shares or equiTHE PATENT JOURNAL,
17,038. Carcues, &c., for Pins in Broocues, &., M,
waeent stock, but this will not apply to the
and H. Antrobus, London.
directors appointed by the erg ge the Condensed from the ree rid the Commissioners,of 17,Cross
034.
ScoRING
CARDBOARD,
&e., J. my” hm gd
remuneration of the board is to be £300 per
17,035. BLastinGc CARTRIDGES, J. Boag5lage
annum,
17,036. Game and PuzzLe Chasis W. lis, NewApplication for Letters
Le
Patent.
;
*,* When
e been “communicated” the castle-on--Tyne.
po yor ays
of “thecommunicating party are 17,037. Pressure Gauces, W. J. Thomas, London.
Venezuela Docks and Public Works Company, “name
17,038. geereag, G a Smith and B . Cooper,
printed in italics.
' Limited.
28th December, 1886.
17,039. a
Wovew, Wize, &c., MATTRESSES to
This company was registered on the 23rd ult., 16,945. Stove Grates, C. Swindell, Sheffield.
theFRAMES
ETAL BEDSTEADS, G. A. Billington
with a capital of £225,000, in £10 shares, to 16,946. SoLes and Hees for Boots, 4: Horrocks, South17,ry
rF Tap, H. Schofield, Sheffield.
acquire and carry into effect a concession dated
TripLe Erver EVAPORATING a
a
9th August, 1886, from the President of Venezuela 16,947. Hor Water Heatina Apparatus, 8. Pearson, 17,041.
‘ans, R. Campbell.—(J. ‘Foster and J. Comnpbell,
Bradford.
to Don Miguel Tejera, for the establishment of a 16,948.
T1res for WHEELS of Bicycues, &c., J. Hudson,
Java.)
shipbuilding yard and floating dock on the Island
17,rp SPIKE a pre W. and 8. Bayliss,.and R:
Birmin, ham.
of the ‘‘Libertador Fort” at Puerto Cabello, 16,949.
Ow
power being also taken to construct other private Halifax.Mousriva, &c., SmoorHine IRon, J. Redman, 17,043. FoaMinc wine, N. Browne.—(4. Bratonicr,
France
and public works, The subscribers are:—
16,950. Doc Biscuits, R. Glover, Stratford.
16,951, Forminc Deep ConRUGATIONS in STEEL, &c., J. 17,044. GLove Fastentnas, A. Richter, London.”
17,045. Removina Soor from Cupexeys, &e., C. F. W.
z Robins, Derby.
ber Ceeemn, 8, Great Winchester-street, mer, London.
1 16,952. Lamps for VeLocipepes, C. A. and F. J. Miller,
17,046. Foop for CATTLE, &ec., J. P. Larieux and H.
Psa Alexander, ‘< “Great Winchester- street, ‘ Biirmingham.
Gregoire, London.
mere:
16,953. Curtain Rops for Doors, &c., F. R. Baker,
17,047. —
Mitts, E. H. Martin and J. Beavis,
J. O. Chadwick, “e4, Budge-row, ‘chartered
Birmingham.
accountant ..
1 16,954. Kaisinc Lamp GaLierres of HyDROCARBON
17,048. ennteo Pires, E. D. Skelton, London.
Lamps, F. R. Baker, Birmingham.
F, W. Pixley, 24, Moorgate- street, ‘chartered
Avromatic O1L nn &c., A. Eckford, Eding- 17,049. Treatine Siac, K. W. E. Maruhn, Sandan,
accountant ..
1 me
17,060., Buss or Socks, T. Coates andH. W.
. Call,
J. Price, C.E., Jarrow-on--Tyne..
ecu
1
h.
G. H. Benson, Barnet, Herts, merchant |
1 16,6,956. VENTILATING, &e., WATER-CLOSETS, Ww. J.
17,051. Stenciis, E. Edwards.—(F. Riedel, Germany.)
Stevens, Wiltshire.
W. G. Blakemore, 10, Rona-road, N. in char
TELEGRAPH, &c., Wines,
tered accountant oe
1 16, = Lawn-TENNIs Nets, D, and W. Dalglish, Burn- 17,008. SusPENDED —
Harris,
foo
The number of incthinn is
| al - und seven; 16,908,
NEW COMPANIES.
17.08
053. Nip,G. F. Redfern. —(F.J. Maizier
and F. J. W.
ComBINED
Scraper,
&c.,
F.
James,
Dresden.
the subscribers are to appoint the first, and act 16,959. CARRIAGE Lamps, R. P. ‘Dodd, Birmin;
itz, Belgium.
THE following companies have just been regis- ad interim; the company in general meeting will 16,960. INHALING Apparatus, H. A. B. Huguet, Lon- 17,054. Het Paps for Stocks of Riries, H. A. Silver
va W. Fletcher, London.
don.
determine remuneration.
ter
. Compounp for Facines of Concrete StRuc16,961. Hann Trucks, A. H. Reed.—(D. 8. Wing and W. rons,
3. Tall, London.
Aldeburgh Pier Company, Limited.
4. Cameron, United States.)
Water
Primary
Battery
Company,
Limited,
16,962. SecuriInG Broom Hanpues to their Heaps, F. 17,056. ¥NAMO-ELECTRIC eo, @ Kapp, London.
This company proposes to acquire the oe rty
17)057. PREVENTING Escape of Gas,H. W.and A. F.
Chamberlain and 8. Naylor, Sheffield.
This company was registered on the 23rd ult.,
and rights ee uired by Mr. John Haze
Cole,
London.
Piatine of SADpLE-TREES, &c., 8. Edwards,
from the Aldborough Pier and sree with a capital of £100,000, in £5 shares, -to enter 16,963.
17,058. Carr Curtinc Macuinery, &c., J. Oliver,
BalsallHea’ Heath.
Company, Limited, and all rights and title vested into an agreement to be made between Paul 16,964.
London.
Suip’s Ganoways, &c., J. McConachy, Glas17.pnd ——— Propucts of Breweries, W. Gerdes,
in him Shier the Aldborough Pier Order, 1884, Raoul D’Fancheux d’Humy and the company, and
to
carry
on
the
business
of
an
electric
company
in
16 905, Seraratinc Postace Stamps, J. J. Allen,
together with the portion of Aldborough Pier
17,060. _
TeterHone Apparatus, H. H.
Halifax.
which has been already constructed and the site all branches. The subscribers are :—
Lake.—(G. W. Lord and
. Townsend, United
STEAM Morors, A. G. Brown, Giasgo
thereof, and the land belonging thereto. It was P. td,F, D’Humy, 2, Carlton Mansions, ClaphamShares. 16,966.
16,967. WatcHMEN’s Time REecoRDERS, A. i Howard, 17,States.
registered on the 24th ult., with a capital of
061.
_
orr,
&c.,
, GEOMETRIC, &c., Ficures, E.
United
States,
ise,
electri
engin
eer
oe
£12,000, in £1 shares, with the following as first H. TChdpiin, 19, Lincoln's.-inn- fields, solicitor
and E. R
doon.
16,968. Gas Oven, 8. W. Wilkinson, J., W. R., and R. M. G
17,062. FILiine Boxes with Matcnes, H. H. Lake.—
subscribers: —
Green, Ecclesfield.
C. Allingham, 7 Rowan-road, Brook- green,
T F. accountant
16,969. Lerrer Copyinc Books, P. M. Justice.—(L. E. (The Citizens Match Company, United States.)
G. 8. Goodman, 9, Stantho:pe-road, we.
Whiton, United States.)
A. Balderson, ‘1s, * Carlton--square, New-cross,
warehouseman
16,970. Looms for Weavina, J. Jucker, Manchester.
cler!
30th December, 1886.
J. Hw. Lagoon 18, ‘Upper "Gloster:plate, Dorvet16,971. Rivets, L. O. Dion, London.
A. W. Peckham, 9, ‘Duke-street, ’Portland- place.
Printixc Macurves, H. M. Nicholls, London. _
uare,
ouseman es
ee
1 E. oe SS
16,972. Drarrinc Cuarts for Patrerns, E. Gartland, 17,063.
Stanley House, King’s:-road, Richmond,
17,064,
TeLEescopic
Sicuts,
, Dublin.
E. Reeater, 25, Old Change, Packer
aD
1 architec
London.
oo
WHEELS,J. Aylward, “Coventry.
J. C. Hayes, 14, Friday-street, warehouseman ..
1 A. Nord, 23,Grays-inn-road, clerk |
°
et 16,973. coeem, R. E. Lester and J. A. 8. Biernatzki, 17,065.
a
17,066. Fustian Cuttixnc Frames, J. R. Meanock,
Thomas Gumm, 92, Watling-street, merchant
1 The number of directors is not to be leisthan
ndon.
anchester.
— Bedford, ll, Woronzow-road, N.W. , agent 1
16,974.
Ficures in Hien Revier, W. H.
' Oreninc Borties, A. C. Farrington, Sheltwo, nor more than seven; qualification, 100
J. Thomas, 79, Mark--lane, architect
Power, London.
the subscribers are to nominate the first. 16,975. StRipep VeLvets, R. 8. Collinge, Manchester.
“The number of directors is not “a~ ie’ than shares;
17,068. —
Pararrin, &c., Lamps, C. E.
Out of the net profits remaining in each ©hg 16,976. Sprnpes, G. H. Milward, Manchester.
three, nor more than five ; qualifications other after
Gi
‘irmingham.
. ADJUSTABLE TRACING WHEEL, T. Wood, London.
payment of 5 og cent. per annum dividend
17,nl SUBMARINE IncaNDESCENCE, J. A. McLellan,
than the first, 100 shares; the company in general the directors
will
be
entitled
to
such
sum,
not
ExTractine OILs by VOLATILE So.vents, A. W. 17,070. BRACES, &c., R. J. Gibson, Dundee.
meeting will determine remuneration.
exceeding £75 each, as such remaining. profits 16,979.
MaclIlwaine, London.
will admit, and in addition thereto 10 per cent, 16,980, CompineD Hanp Saw, &c., A. Millar, Glasgow. 17,071. Boxes, &e., D. and W. Dalglish, LochwinCharles Brown and Company, Limited.
16,981.
CLEARING
Snow, E. Burton, London.
upon
any
further
profits
made
in
any
year.
On the 24th ult. this company was registered
16,982. UMBRELLA RUNNERS, T. A. Crabtree and B. ll,i Sa oh gama Arr to BarRELs, E. andJ. Holding,
with a capital of £100,000, in £100 shares, to purMorrill, London.
16,983, Srurrixc Boxes and Packinc, A. Mackie, 17, Ors.eee for Lerrer Racks, &c., F. R. Silk,
chase all the estate and interest of Charles
B
ham.
NAVIGATION IN CENTRAL AsiA.—M. Sokoloff has
London.
Brown, Joseph Rickett and Edmund William
17,074. Comprnep Sappies, &c., G. Townsend and C.
Enarne TeLecrapns, G. Smith, Glasgow.
Rickett, in the Waddon Flour Mills, Croydon, the contributed an article on the subject of the navi- 16,984.
E. T. Palmer, London.
16,985.
REMOVING
CREASES,
.
Freeman,
Ww.
H.
gation
of
Central
Asian
rivers
to
the
St.
Petersburg
Stanley Bridge Flour Mills, Chelsea, and the Sun
17,075. PREPARATION of Foop Propucts,C. 8. Boynton
Foster, and H. Bentley, Birmingham.
Flour Mills, Waltham Abbey. The subscribers Gazette, and the following is a translation of its prin- 16,986.
and W. J. van Patten, London.
Ruppinc Ports on Leap, &c., Penciis, M. P. 17,076.
cipal passages:—‘‘ General Peroffsky’s expelition
Inrusion of Tea, D.'S. Batchelor, London.
are:—
ttigrue, London.
Crocks, &., F. Bosshardt.—(S. Chambon
and R.
aa Wire, &c., Bott Rope, J. C. Peterkin, 17,077.
Shares. to Khiva forty years ago was accompanied by eight
Francois, Italy.)
*Charles Brown, Bush House, Croydon, miller .. 303 small vessels, and he describes these as the first
Casnonn, W. H. Morton, Leed:
J. Rickett, East Hoothly .
+. 2223 Russian vessels to make their appearance in the 16,988, Pansies &c., States, W. P. Thompson.—(F. 17,078.
17,
7,079.
Hearts
Water,
W.
B.
‘omeem.
—(M,
Fuld,
‘Shenton, United States.)
*E. W. Rickett, 2, Oakley: street, Chelsea, miller lll
Kazalinsk on the Syr Darya became
Hats, T. Webb.—{(T. W. Bracher, United 17,080. WATERPROOF VEGETABLE &c., Faprics, J. Obo“J. —— Rickett, Burl ‘h aaae,Croydon. 75 Aralregion.
years later the head-quarters of a squadron 16,989.
‘States.
*W. R. Rickett, Sunn
50 some
of five steamers and several
es. These vessels 16,990. Hat Sweat Banps, T. Webb.—(7. W. Bracher,
zinski, Liverpool.
*C. 8, Brown, Bush i Pere uneld.
17,081. PRoputsion of Surps, J. Monteith, ne
were employed for a long time almost exclusively
United States.
*G. Cutt, Stanton House, Nightingale-lane, Clap"082. Sueets for Ixvoices, W. H. Ronald, G
ham..
27 in navigating the Syr Darya, and rarely visited the 16,991. Coan Mixinc Macuines, A. J. Boult.—(J/. 17,
17 "083. Azo Dyes, J. Y. ‘scteuate cohduaenimeten
Walton, United States.)
John Lea Smith, Ormonde-terrace, Regent’ 8 Park’ 97 Aral sea itself. During the conquest of Turkestan
vormals Friedrich Bayer and Co., Germany.)
CarBuReETTERS, &., R. 8S. Lawrence, London. 17,084.
fleet rendered most useful service in conveying 16,992.
All male members of the company holding not the
MounTinc TELEPHONIC Swircues, &e., A. R.
16,993. <a P. A. Newton.{7. G. Roebuck, United
Bennett, Glasgow.
less than 25 shares will be entitled to a seat at the troops and provisions. After the end of the war
States.
they were employed in the carriage of
ngers, 16,994.
WATERING Port, B. Bratt, Old Swinford.
Fitrertnc Apparatus, H, E. Newton.—(W. M. 17,085.
board. The subscribers are the first directors,
17;086. Secret RecEePrTac
es, J.
, London.
&c., which was o
to their ori
character.
Deutsch, United States.)
17,7,087. Ri
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY, AB
Nor was this tas remunerative, as the receipts 16,995. Copyina Press, &c., J. Lewy, London.
James Gibbs and Co., Limited.
16,
996.
PERFECTING
LETTER-PRESS
PRINTING
MACHINES,
were
no
more
than
one-tenth
of
the
cost
of
mainThis is the conversion to a company of the tenance. In 1883 General Tchernaieff ordered the 1 8 Buxton, D. Braithwaite, and M. Smith, 17,088. cece, P. Ward and W. 8. Oliver, London.
17,080. WEIGHING
W
Macuines, P. Ward and W. 8. Oliver,
t
of
facturers of and desks in
i sulLondon.
to be abolished. With regard to the Amu
Automatic Door Curtain Raiser and 17,090.nd _
huric acid and chemical fertilisers, im rters of fleet
Darya, it used to be thought that steamers could 16,997.
Macuines, P. Ward and W. 8. Oliver,
DravuGut PREVENTER, A.
es, Greenwick.
crushers not
eruvian guano and nitrate of soda,
London.
ascend it for any distance. General Kaufmann 16,998. Lusricator, J. Wildemann, London.
and feeding cake manufacturers, ‘carried on by
17,091. Compasses, C. C. Hearsey, London.
the first to practically expose this error. The 16,999. CaNDLE Lamp for TRAVELLERS, R. Imray, 17,092.
James Ford and Alex. Ellis Ford, in co-partner- was
Extineuisninc
Lamps, W. K. Parkinton,
mdon.
of navigation by the ancient Oxus opens
ship, trading at 16, Mark-lane and elsewhere restoration
Urinisixc URINE as Manure, A. W. Carlson, a mdon.
era for commerce in Central Asia. The goods a on
JUBILEE
Banaue,
&c., C. C. Atchison, South
md.
on.
mes the name of James Gibbs and Co. It was aofnew
will be sent up it to meet the Trans-Cas- 17,001. Propusion of Surps, 8. Taussig, London.
ampsLoom, A. M. Clark.—(La Société Devigne et
registered on the 24th ult., with a capital of pianKhiva
and in a very short time two steamers 17,002. Execrric Arc Lamp, N. Marischler, London.
17,094.
£90,000, in £10 shares, with the following as first will beRailway,
Durand, France.
found too few for the commercial and military 17,003. Tyrinc and CARRYING PaRcELs, A. M. Clarke.
subscribers:—
17,095. HorsesHog,T. Hardwick, Bradford.
—+C. W. Benedict, United States.
requirements. By that time the magnitude of the
Shares. trade
17,096. RaPID-FIRING BREECH-LOADING Cannon, C. C.
will have justified the increase of the fleet.” 17,004. Car Gears, W. 8S. G. Baker, London.
5 . Broad, 1, Walbrook, accountant .
50
tro:
Szwine Macurnes, J. 8. Edwards, London.
W. Dresser, Phillimore, Beckenham — oa
50 An Earty Raitway.—In 1806 Arthur Young 17,005.
Rotatinc the Dorrer and CYLINDER of a
17,006. O1L-LIGHTED Beacons and Buoys, J. M. Foster, 17,097.
Ww. T. H. Radford, 2, Fenchurch-avenue, mera
Enocine, W. T. Cheetham.—({7. Leach,
madé_
a
survey
of
the
agriculture
of
the
county
of
London.
chant...
50 Esséx’for the Board of Agriculture, then in 17,007. Regenerative Gas Lamps, J. M. Foster,
*James Ford, 16, Mark-lane, chemical manufac17,098.
PortLanp
Cement, W. Sonnet, London.
Loni on.
existence as a Government Department. He 17,008.
Vent Pras, F. Baker, London.
Waterinc and Layina Dust in Mixes, T. 17,099.
describes the great chalk pits of Mr. Whitbread,
*A. E. Ford, 16, Mark-lane, chemical manufac17,100. Puriryina. Apparatus, A. Dervaux, London.
‘archer,
jun.,
and
T.
O
Robson,
London.
turer ..
50 the grandfather of Mr. Whitbread, M.P., as “= KEYLESS Wartcues, E. de Pass.—({Messicurs 17,101. Caustic Sopa, G. Kamensky, London.
F. Spiers Price, 50, ‘Hopton-road, Streatham,
17, 102, Exastic TrrE for CARRIAGE iHEELS, J. U. Burt,
lime-kiln establishment of Mr.
vre Freres, Switzerland. )
accountant .
50 follows :—‘The
at Purfleet is one of the most interest- 17,010. BuTTON-HOLE SEWING an H. H. Lake. 17,103.mdon.
W. G. Allen, 36, ’ Seething:lane, ‘steam tug owner 50 Whitbread
Lock Boxts and Nuts, 8. De la G. Williams,
Ade E. Wheeler, United States.
ing that is to be found in Essex; upon that
. Fevtina Hart Bopies, "EL EL Lake.—{J. T. 17,104.mdon.
The number of directors is not to be less than gentleman's estate there is a bold cliff of chalk
Stee, Eve-sars, R. W. Smith, London.
Waring, United States.
four, nor more than six; qualification, 50 prefer- covered by many feet of surface loam; from the 17,012.
17,105.
Brarpinc Macuines, H. H. Lake.—(F. L. VeerM. Stinglwagner, jun., London.
ence shares; the first are the subscribers denoted magnitude of the excavation it has probably been 17,013. rime,
I
and W. Darker, United States.)
FLusHINe
gga
for
WarTER“CLOSETS,
&c.,
by an asterisk; remuneration, £1000 per annum, wrought for many years ;but the presenne ss
17,106. Gas-BURNERS, R. and O. Pin
London.
J. Alsto nm, G
17,107. Macurvery for Rock TunNneELuinG, H. N. Penor such further sum as the compan;
eneral gave a new a oa gd to the p
a fresh 17,014. ANIMAL Thars, E. 8. Hotchkiss, London.
meeting may determine. Mr. Alex. tun Ford isi vigour to the works,bjflaying
015. CENTRIFUGAL Macuines, C. A. Backstrom, ; rice, London.
Dewor ey railways, 17;London.
—
managing director. The articles for eve’
25 horses were
December 81st, 1886.
Construction, O. Flagstad, London.
association “ ulate that the first business of peal siee’ em ”yed ; since
eaiie ways have been 17,016. Wrnpow
Liquip Exrract of Corree, M. Samelson, 17,108. Vernier, E. 8. Norcombe, Birmingham.
the company will be to make arrangements for made four do The’ work, and 21 have been 17,jour.
mdon.
17,
109.
Drivine
BE
ts, 8. Rowbottom, London.
the pure
of ~ business on the
of the dismissed, which ate each half a bushel of oats per
17, 110. yg &c., the Distance TRAVELLED by
29th December, 1886.
payment of asum of £162,000—of which £142,000 diem the year round. The loam which covers the
RAMCARS, &c.,J. Claxton, Liv
shall be paid in cash, and £20,000 in fully-paid chalk is sold to shipping for ballast at 1s. 1d. per 17.018. Transmitrinc Evecrric Currents, M. H, 17,111. CLEARING ‘APPARATUS, J. Vai
and J. Waimith,
ax.
deferred shares—but no explanation iis given as to cart-load of one ton and a quarter; chalk is
ker, Manchester.
Hottow Watts, G. M. Henley, 17,112. Burtrons, E. B. Tillarn and J. T. Gibbins, *
how this Poo
hoya is to be made from a nominal delivered into the barges at 2s. 6d., flints the load 17,—_ —
Manchest er.
capital o!
—one ton and a half—at 14s., and lime at 19s. 6d. aS Gas Puririers, G. Tolson and J. Illingworth, 17,118.
BREECH-LOADING ORDNANCE, G. Quick, GloucesOne horse draws five or six wagons, loaded. The
Norwich Tramways Company, Limited.
17,
pe Fuet, W. C. and A. A. Haigh, Man- lr CLOTHES Pix, A. J. Morcom, Cornwall.
disposition of the railways is complete—they lead cesta
17,115. PLate GLass, J. = Napier, A. D. Brogan, and
On the 23rd ult. this company was registered to the bottom of the cliff to receive loam, which
Seoves HeEaTeD by Gas or O11, W. Lord,
M. Malloch, G
with a capital of £30,000, in £5 shares, to con- is shovelled down to large wooden hoppers, which 7,022.dlesbrough-on-Tees.
"17,116. Curtne Damp atte, E. C. 8. Moore, Dover.
struct and lay down tramways within bo “ of pour it at once into the carts, by means of the rida
ne.
Fire-aRMs,
G.
O’C.
Holloway
and
J.
Reeves,
17,117. ComsBinep Rue and Letrer Bauance, W. A.
Norwich and county of Norfolk. The subscribers skeleton chalk rock being left in forms that
Brooke, Dublin. conduct it. Ways lead hence also for delivering Halt.acks of Looms for Weavine, R. Curtis, 17,118.
are:—
REVoLvING Macurng, J. . Mills, Coventry.
Shares. the broken chalk directly to the kilns, which for
17,119. Traprine Drarns, &., P. F. Richards,
jon.
Louis bry 4, Copthall-buildings, secretary to
Hats, &c., J. Ashworth and G.C. 17;120. DyNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINERY, R. E. B Crompthis purpose are built in a deeper excavation ;and a 7,025. Vucsneme
Manchester.
& col y
ton and J. Swinburne, London.
codls'are
also
distributed
by
other
ways.
From
i ‘Noumea 10i, Leadenhall-street, ‘merchant 17,= a
Pouise, J. H. G. Langenhagen, 17,121. MaGazrve Fire-arms, B. Burton, London.
the kilns distinct iron roads lead also to shippii
J. W. Alison,4, Copthall- buildings, accountant..
17,= — orr a RT ANGLE, &c., F. Marriott,
for delivery of the lime. The wagons are backed 17,027,vel Wrinainc Macuines, P. Burt, Glasgow,
J Kincaid, Oi, 11, Great George-street, S.W. .
up to the ship or barge side, and unloaded at once 17,028. Sewine Macuines, R. W. Anderson, Liver- 17 128, ao Boiters, G. Durr and H. Conrad,
W. Barfoot, Leicester, merchant
poo!
Leslie McIntosh, ar,Goldhawk--road, Shepherd’ 8
by tilting them up.” The plates as an illusmdon.
Bush, shorthand
tration of one horse dra
six loaded wagons eg “Sc ra WEIGHING Macurves, W. M. 17,124. Rina without a Travetier, J. Lisle, Lancar.
G. Exall, am igeaneaniee Stoke Newington,
shire.
upon a railway, an° Boesecren: rn of the wagon 17,080. mn,
clerk
ADVERTISING
Goons,
&c.,
in
the
Dark,
J.
ee
17,125.
Krrcnen Rances, G. Paxton and J. Turnbull,
used, as well as the rails, the chairs, and the
Falkirk
The wunher of directors jis ti teteaay than sleepers—inr fact, we have the modern railway in 17 08g Gayot Howes, &c., G, Brewer.—(T. Tucker, 17,126.
FLoatinG Breakwaters, &c., F. W. Jones,
three, nor more than five; the subscribers are to a crude form, —Bedford Times,
Turkey.)
on,

AMERICAN NOTES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
New York, Dec. 24th.
BROKERS are about closing negotiations for
large lots of English pig iron, billets and slabs.
They have orders in hand to-day for from twelve
to fifteen thousand tons of old rails and scrap, but
do not expect to meet buyers’ requirements at
resent.
mer pig is quoted at 25 dols. 50c.;
boot 29 dols.; billets, 30 dols.; spiegeleisen,
28 dols., all with an advancing tendency. Steel
rails are quoted at 36 dols. at mill, but makers
are unwil
to book orders. An advance to
87dols. or even to 38 dols. will be sure to follow if
prices im rove abroad. Tin is quiet and steady at
20 dols. 4 : per, 11 dols. 75c.; lead, 4 dols.
40c. ; spelter, 4 ols. 10¢. Inquiries are
in hand
this week for large quantities of Lehigh foundry and
forge, and offers have been made for southern iron
which have helped to stiffen prices 25c. Inquiries
are in the market for large blocks of structural
iron and prices are firm at 2 dols. 20c. for sages
and 3c, for beams; tank is 24; plate, 2} to 24.
mills in all sections of the country are full of business, and furnace capacity is being improved by
better appliances,
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17,127. Licutine Tuwepreces,
&c., F.
ott, London.
17,1128. tennis
17.129. Screenine, &c., Coat, A. B. Southall and J.
17,ig aos Boarps, A. Mack, London.
17a. ComBrxeD BraceLet and Broocs, T. Brown,
ate. BLUE CoLourine Matrers, J. R. Geigz,
n.
_—-Vatves, D., D. C., and A. H. Hancock,
17,134. Finz-inoxs,¥ E. Heath, London.
17,185. Even SuRF
sR
, London.
17,— STOFFERINO,meng &c., G.F.
lern.—{J.
nce.)
waist‘Boros Makrxe Macurines, J. C. Schott,
17,188. Bizcrnicaiiy Sienatuine on Raitways, E.
jeu,
a139. Guseeameenax Openine and Cosine Door,
1140, cesemntinanes A and A. Bessel, London.
17,141. CLIPPING
Shedden, London.
17,142. —
Covers, J. T. Dickey and E. H.
17,1
EATING —— G. A. Skinner, London.
17,144. Larrina Jacks,A. Sommer and A Kluge,
17,Oe Supportine, &c., CENTRIFUGAL MacHings, C,
P. de Laval, London.
~ ange id Marine STEAM Enaines, J. Tweedy,
17,147. ,_— Appiiances, &., J. C. Thexton,
London.
—
Lace, &c., *J. Y¥. Johnson.—(C. Juncker,
17,149. Pumprme and ae POWER Enorxes,J.Tangye
of and .<. fonnock, >
7,150. MoTIVE-POWER =, c., J. Tangye
and R.
3. Conn ock, London.
17,151. Pumpre and like Encuves, J. T: e and R.
3. Connock, London.
om —_
17,152. ag a
Arr, &., J. Tangye and R. J.
17,153. Watcues, A. Guye, London.
17,154. Reews, &c., for Sewrse Tureap, A. M. Clark.
(H. Rogez,
17,155. _ASCERTAINING the DraucHT of STEAMSHIPs,
, T. Dobie.—(J/. 6. Dobbie, I ia.)
17,156. Macurxes for MEASURING a
w's HeicHr,
. Annand, London.
17,157. Pocker Lock-strrcn Sewinc Macurnes, §.
London.
»_. Briguertss, 8. P. Wilding.—{Messrs.. Stamme
nd Co., Germany.)
rah
17.158. Dryixe Strawsoard, &c., N. Browne. —(/J.
Scherbel and T. Remus, Germany.
17,160. Provtivc in Cotours, W. H. Turner, London.
17.161. CovuPpLine and UNcouPLine Suartine, A. J.
Boult.(€. &. Higgins, jun., United States.)
17,162. Recvtatixe the Passace of HEaTEep AIR
through
the Tunes of Borers. J. G. Galley, London.
Ist January, 1887.
1. Watxrne-stick and Umspreia Pire Case, E. G.
Such, London
2. PRerartnc PILe. a, S.and E. Drey, F. J.
Simpson, and E. Platt, Manchester.
3. Mooninec Liresoats and other Boats, B. A. Freeman,
4. Treatine Pararrive Wax, R. Tervet, Glasgow.
5. Cuarrs for the Ramsof Rau.ways, J. Dervyshire,
Longton.
6. TaRasHine Macuixes, E. Foden, Manchester.
7. Ventitatine Rattway, &c., Carkiaces, J. Anderson,
we.
8. Convertine Recrprocat into Rotary Motioy, J. R.
‘on, R.8.0.
9. Coupiine for Rartway Carriacss, &c., H. Loxley,
10. Grusprve and Poxisuivc Discs, H. Wiktorin,
ll. Preservine Picture Frames, &c., 8. Challoner,
Salford.
12. Courtine Rattway, &c., Venicies, T. Yates, Bir13. Eartxu Ciosets, T. Hawksley, London.
14. Pumps for Perroteum Om, &c., M. Beaumont,
Sheffield.
15. Rotier Muts for Repucryc Grams, J. Donaldson,
16. AncEetic CuTIcLE and Wasxrne Soap, R. Wright,
17. Ramway Ports and Crossines, J. W. Hartley,
Stoke-upon-Trent.
18. Powzr Looms for Wzavixc Hosiery, J. Mercer,
Blackburn.
19. Propettine OcEaNn-corye Vessexs, J. E. Chappell,
Tattershal.
20. Keys for Securrne Raitway Rais, G. F. Williamson, Wellingborough.
21. Bep Frames and Bepsteaps, I. Chorlton and G. L.
Scott, Manchester. *
22. — of Rairtway, &c., Carriaces, G. W. Moon,
23. atest Cans, &c., W. H. Carmont, Manchester.
24. Sarery Lamp, R. Oswald,
Osw: Talk-o’-the-Hill.
25. Testixe of Pires, Drains, &c., E. G. Banner,
26. ~~ +gaara MemoranpuM Book, M. H. a

58. Om Lamps, J. Roots,
59. Avromatic Barrier, C.
, London.
|—~ eres for Sewnxe MacHINEs,
. 60. .BUTTON-HOLE
C. Hall,
61. Press for Guexene Tosacoo, &c., R. Jeantet-David,
on.
62. Hyprocuioric Acip Gas for the Propuction of
Cuore Gas, W. Donaldson, London.
63. ALumINiuM and Copper for OpTaINING ALUMINIUM
aus &c., W. H. Beck.—{M. Marcus and C, Finaly,
rance,
64. Conpurt for Wires Convene E.pcrricity, J. A.
65. SEWING Macurnes, G. R. Holding, W. G. Attree,
and G. E. Smi
66. Economisine Heat in Stream Enoines, &c., M.
Prior, London.
67. WHEELBARRO’
&c., K. Proctor, London.
68.
Les, J.
, London.
69. Provectite for Orpnance, &c., J. G. Surenne,
London.
barSoom Carppoarp,
L. Gunn and J. Perry, Lonne‘Canpnoanp Boxes, &c., L. Gunnand J. Perry,
72. all Measurine Instruments, W. T. Goolden
on.
ar —
INDICATORS, A. J. Boult.—{J. Ferrer,
spain.
74. Exvecrric Te.ecrapn, &c., R. A. Scott, London.
75. Sarery AvroMaTic SELF-EXTINGUISHING Lamp, E.
Patterson and W. H. Strype, London.
76. Prevention of Horses SLIPPine, 8. A. Johnson,
London.
= Pires on Rartway Trarns, A. P. Kapteyn, Lonon.
78. Automatic Door Hoxiper, J. B. Gray, London.
79. ARRANGING and CaRRYING Drac GROOVE CLEANERS,
J. Record and H. J. Jordan, London.
80. Fixine Movu.pres, D. M. Balsar, London.
81. StTiRRUPs, W. Booth, Lond 1,

to the ee ageed s wearsnealle.
by 4 the
an
Ini, devi:— obs
a wage
of
“res in advance . aere “a
purpose
een
oh se‘bytodd and
table,
toes tuated
m

SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
(From the United States’ Patent Office Official Gazette.)
350,510. Sream anp WaTeR Gave, Robert Stretch,
Chicago, Ill.—Filed May 12th, 1886.
nn see «IIn a steam and water gauge, a _
ving a —~ oo placed therein,
ways
hen

mTrediatepoin
len, ofafesi. pipes"aani
pointinthee length
tndhaving
its outer free end counterbalan
Saleneed ron
on adapted to
serve as a handle for the manipulationrad
of
ath,
the oles
(4) The combination, substan
y as set forth, with
a hot-blast stove having a cleaning o
, of support bracket E, hollow crane arm F, hollow limb G
cleaning pipe,H, joints L and M, and pipe N.
350,769, Perroteum anp Gas Motor, Gaston Ragot
andne Smyers, Brussels, Belgium.—Filed July
claim) The combination, with a oss
or va a
engine,
a vaporiser provided wit
chamber and a heater, a
connected vith the
admission and exhaustof the engine, and an injector
substantially as and for the purposeset forth. ®tIn connec
with the —_ ——— supply and the
a chimney valve for hot-blast stoves, a valve bod,
ing chamber,an —
and conby the vocecoron ogof the Rag substantially
thestove ana eum e valvalve ae a slislipa nt, as and for
the purpose specified. (2) The combination
pl nr ny eape
a! te tyom
and an
ng leading from the chamberto
hi
bined substantially as and for the
ATpose an “forth. (4) In chimney valves for —_
itstoves,
a chimney flue, a valve
and
horizontally with the nose-cap of its
body projecting outward, and a dust valve arranged
in the outer projection of the nose-cap, combined
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
(5) In chimney valves for hot-blast stoves, a valve
body, a valve seat fitted therein, provided a a
cooling channel, a hollow valve, and a
sage exterior to the valve body, combined pot ml
tially as and for the purpose set forth.
350,572. Spoke ror Venice WHEELS, Samuel Toomey,
Canal Dover, Ohio.—Filed November 27th, 1885.
Claim.—A spoke for carriage w ye formed with
two sides separated and spread apart for a portion of

LWAY Eater &e., R.
AINE, &c., J. Ramsden, Halifax.
30. CaBLe Tramways, &c., J. J. Butcher, Newcastleupon:
31. aenee Fasteners, F. Beauchamp, London.
32. TraveLLers for Rinc Sprxnine, &c., MACHINERY,
T.c
, London.
—
Bars of Domestic Fire-crates, J. Starkie,
mdon
34. Biocksof Fue, &c., J. A. Yeadon and R. Middleton, Leeds.
35. ENVELOPE, H. Agar, London.
36. Fancy Pre Fasrics, G. Chivalla, London.
37. Give Evectroryrinxe, J. Husnik, London.
38. Exrractiye Inox, &c., from Cuma-sTone, &c., A.
Gay, London.
39. Cottatinc, &., Strips of Woop, W. 0. Wedlake,
London.
40. Arnrancinc “ Drac” Groove CLEANERS of TRAM
n.
41. Fasrenmnc Appiiance for Boots, &c.
Seagrave.
A. Combat HD. Bonde and FF Ditow, France.)
42. Stme Vatves of Encrxes or Pumps, . W. Restler
and A. Turner, London.
43. Domestic ——e ge W. H. H. Marten, Bradford.
44. Cricket Bars, J. O'Connor and H. O'Connor,
Nelson-in- seen
45. Toois, W. Bendall, Birmi
"
46. TROUSER STRETCHERS, R. Eunson and J. Goode,
47. Maxine Compounp Buttons, A. Akeroyd.—{W. W.
Wade, United States.)
48. Rus.Srrap and Trouser STRETCHER, W. A. Brooke,
49. Ivvatip Bep Lirt, R. W. Roberts, Alglesey.
50. ARTIFICIAL Firowers for the OrNaMENTATION of
Fancy Goops, R. Wheatley, Birming!
51.aa
Barr for taking Fisn, A Morriss,
ite!
52. Dismyrectine SurcicaL Instruments, &c., C. Fer53. TUBULAR a
Exnavst Orcan Action, M.
, London.
54. Matt Germinatinc Apparatus, P. Weinig,
London.
55. Macuixe Guns, J.a
London.
56. PERAMBULATORS, J.. Simpson and 8. T. Fawcett,
London.
57. Savixe,Lives from Wrecks, &c., J. D’Arcy-Irvine,
London,

groove or concaved chamfer, the same being situated
on the side opposite the basil, as set forth.
554. Praxninc Macuine Cusnionine Device,
Franklin Phillips, Newark, N.J.—Filed January
26th,
Cam. —() The combination, with a recij
planer table and two dogs secured sajactaniy tharets
andi operated to actuate the pe mechanism, of a
device actua ed
by one of said dogs, and

Kyire For Woop-Workixe MacHINERY,
Joseph B. Wood, Chicago, Ili.—Filed March 16th,
Crain—As a new article of manufacture, a woodworking knife having formed in its blade a rounded
5

A
WW)

d Fee ae Bo
tad b; one or both
3
e¢,’ attached

to the free end of said limb. (3) The cusitiietiin.
suhatentey * set forth,Be a ee are
having a cleaning openingand a support thereat, ofa
pee pipe connected articulately with such sup-

table, toes actuated by the
at
ite ends of the
@ cushion device acta iteas or both pi wyvhy~
in
advance of the reversing mechanism, = means for
adjusting
the resistance of the cushi
by the dog, substantially as shown and described.
$50,568. Varve ror Hor-siast Ovens, Victor 0,
Strobel, Philadelphia, Pa.—Filed Marck 29th, 1886.
Claim.—{1) In a chimney-blast for hot-blast stoves,
a metallic provid with
connected
an to the shell
of the
stove ee vid
he
projecting —_
a
flue aes ao
and
wna male
mallee
Bamgv fee valve body,
es ane tially as and for the purpose se’ ‘orth.

with a gas or vapour
of a maperion: composed
ot
of an afunpee > 51pohravaged an inner hollow conical
heater, the two form! between them a bespans |
chamiber, connections between said chamber
heaterwith the admission and exhaust = the engine
, anda
soccer anh tiesource of supply of —_ liq
substantially
as and for the purpose specified.
350,797. Governor ror Enornes, William Arnot,
‘Selma, Ala,—Filed July 7th, 1886.
Claim.—{1) The combination with the sliding sleeve
mounted on the main shaft, and the annulus secured
thereto, and strap, of
ee fly-wheel and its —_
the
lus, and the weigh
rwe separa hy? es, whereby
- aea ns = © is made, leverschains
pivotted to the1fly-wheel, the whole arranged
substantially
asand for the purp ake
ified
350,631. Suarr Serena, Thomas Leaman, Brie, Pa.
—Filed June 8th
Claim.—Q1) In tate
coupling, thecombination of
ors da A, a pec ies, Senge 2S bee
and oppositely-coiled springsD
one within the other, as shown, and attached maid
C C, so as to resist both longitudinal and
onal strains, substantially as set forth. (2) In a

to operate substantially in the manner ee @)
The combination, with the main shaft,o!
sleeve and annulus, the strap mounted Prado ~
a — and. mechanism for operating the slee'
Sh ay Fe
interposed
we between the sleeve an
‘or hol
the parts in normal position,
shaft
y_thocomstination: of,eppasttalycaiied whee
ed.
—-: D’, one within the other,
and ren substantially as
ends A ee ee ee oe
threaded
to receive n'
es en seats ¢,pow Be =e adSR
Erps's Cocoa.—GRATEFUL AND CoMFORTING.—‘‘ By aathe ends of
ofsaidsprings, substantially asandforthe thorough
knowieiee of the natural laws which
the
of digestion = nutrition, an
plication of the fin
ies of wt
350,569. CLEANING APPARATUS FoR Hot-BLast OVENS, care
ae
provided our breakfast
Angel 0. Strobel, Philadelphia, Pa.—Filed April selected
tables witha‘ine
wets tete foals
toe 4
ous
Claim). ‘The combination, substantially as set ve us man)
use
~ of
Wyeaslcs ofact that u cometh
‘tution may be
forth, With a hot-blast stove having a cleaning of
erie anaes
ae
~
©
ne,
to disease.
subtle maladies are
se Searve ries eedetgested
aoe operated beforetheendofthestroke,bethesuch
poound
¢ ws
pacngy we amy Myre bh
, and a
conshown and
weakpoknt. 'e
shaft
described ()Inecombination,with«movingtable|nested
property nourished
fe
ey
Service Gazette.
thebe, wajuntbls doge
"upon thetablet anit
si the
it olin ate, ‘milk, Sold only
pockets,
ee ee keOe,
carriageand ne pay
ah
Chemists, Lond
of the
operates Fm
(3) The comHomopaini Chocolate Essence.—{ADvT.]
bination,“+ aare
of dogs d
¢, attached
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higher than those of society men. The best hands do Wages Paid per Week in the Screw-making Trade in Birmingham.
WAGES IN GREAT BRITAIN.
Hours per Lowest.
Highest.
what is called set work, by which means their earnings
wee!
s d.
s. 4.
No, IL.
are considerably increased. This system consists in the
Engine-men
_
33 0
agreed amount of work
Tue principal English districts for which we give the workmen undertaking to do an
Fitters...
v2
—_31 0
Headers ...
ae
—
.. 50 0
rates of wages, &c., are Birmingham, Bradford, Bristol, per day. Upon their quota being finished they can either
Shakers
rage
—
.. 80 0
o home or continue their work, at the increased rate of
Cardiff, Carlisle, Falmouth, Gloucester, Hartlepool, Holy- rom
Turners
ify
eee
36 0
time and a-quarter to time and a-third. In piecework
Wormers ...
Sa ade
AMD
36 0
head, Hull, Leeds, Liverpool, London, Manchester, New- shops the wages range from 30s. to £3, according to class
Wages
Paid
per
Week
in
Tube-making
Works
in
Birmingham.
castle-on-Tyne, Nottingham, Plymouth, Sheffield, South- of work, and the degrees of industry and skill exercised.
Hours per Lowest.
Highest.
ampton, Sunderland, and Tunstall. Considerable difference In some shops machine erecters and fitters who emplo
.
wee
8 '
s d.
is to be found in the space devoted to each district, accord- underhands get a percentage upon the value of their
Brass casters ...
54
30 0
55. 0
ing to the importance of the engineering industries carried work, and so earn from £4 to £5 per week, but members
», furnacemen ...
nl
—
oe
on in them, but the plans followed in describing the condi- of the Amalgamated Engineers’ Society have to share the
» rollers
ay. cia
ee
40 0
Braziers
i ae
40° 0
tions, &c., are as uniform as possible.
excess over their weekly rate among the other members.
Drawers ...
rae
30, 0
Birmingham.—The principal industries in the district of There are two kinds of shops, non-society and society.
Dressers
...
RE
ie
“994
0
Birmingham are chiefly brass founding, chain-making, In the latter non-society men are not employed, and the
Engine-men
ne
28 0
gun-making, ironworks, nail-making, rr tin-plate works, wages average 36s. a week. In the former all rates are
Makers
ae
eee
ee
et
40 0
of which brassfounding is the most important, and has had
id, the maximum being higher, and the minimum
Wages Paid per Week in Wire-drawing Works in: Birmingham.
a world-wide reputation for over acentury. The prevalence ower than in society shops, and moulders frequently do
:
Hours per Lowest.. ~ Highest.
:
week
a 4. sctoomgs
of piecework, the fixed card rules of the various trades much of their own labouring. In society shops the
Annealers...
54
—
0
unions, and the system of much work in some trades being moulders only cast and mould, leaving the necessary
Drawers ...
50
—
43 0
done at the houses of the workmen, render it difficult to work to core-makers and labourers. In the brass steamPointers
...
...
60
48
0
accurately estimate the rate of wages. Strikes are not fitting department wages are somewhat irregular. The
Wire nail-making:
infrequent, but the number and variety of trades are wages of fitters and pattern-makers are the same as
Fitters... ...
54...
—
.. 36 0
Machine winders
ie
—
.. 2% 0
large. In the chain and nail-making districts strikes may those; for engineering and ironfounding given above.
Shakers
‘
-18 6
be said to be chronic, as there is generally one in progress Fitters engaged as tool-makers in manufactories in several
in one or other part of the district.
Im many of the trades, such as buttons, guns, screws, and umbrella furni- The general condition of working people is pretty good.
chief trades arbitration has been adopted, and has worked ture, get, in addition to 36s. a week, a commission on House rent in Birmingham for such dwellings as the
fairly well. On the whole, the feeling between employer work produced by any machines they may superintend, working classes inhabit ranges from 1s. 6d. to 7s. 1ld. a
and employed is not unkindly. Many large employers which are largely worked by girls and youths. This com- week. The house accommodation for the artisan and
by establishing at their works eating-rooms where cheap mission raises the wages in exceptional cases to £5 and labouring classes within the borough is, generally speakood food is provided, day nurseries for the children of even £6 a week. Brass finishers in engineering works ing, in a fairly sanitary condition, and overcrowding does
working-women, courses of lectures, night-schools, chiefly work by the day, and for finishing any kind of not prevail to any great extent. In the outskirts rents
reading-rooms, systems of social entertainment, &c., have grease cups, steam ‘fittings, water gauges, whistles, &c., are cheaper. In Cradley and Lye a comfortable cottage
done much to add to the comfort of their men. The work- are paid from 28s. to 32s. a week. Moulders in brass of four rooms, with forge attached, costs 2s. 6d. a week,
ing of the Factory Acts has been attended with beneficial department earn from 32s. to 38s. a week; when engaged and in Quintain 3s. 2d. Coal is about 13s. per ton, and
results, the ratio of accidents having decreased in the last in plumbers’ brass founding about 35s. a week. These gas from 2s. 3d. to 2s. 9d. per 1000 cubic feet.
ten years by 25 per cent. Hospitals are well supported, rates are slightly higher than those given in the preceding
Examples of Cost of Living per Annum in Birmingham.
and education in every branch is within the reach of all table, but do not include inferior workmen, who cannot
Fivein Fivein
family. family.
who care to have it. During the last few years the appear- earn more than 20s. a week, which would bring down the
£ 8.
£ %.
ance of this dingy town has become much brighter, and average.
Patan One Bn
ose osc ns ces, | ne, RD
the possibilities of pleasure for the lives of the labouring
Butter, cheese, coffee, milk, sugar, tea,&e. 32 3 if
classes
tly increased. Irrespective of depressions of Wages Paid per Week of Fiiftyfour Hours in Foundries, Ironworks,
Gi in Birmingham.
and Machine Shops
Vegetables ...
40 1 67 12
trade, the condition of artisans may be seenthed as fairly
Lowest.
Standard,
Highest.
Fuel and light
3 9
comfortable. Many contrive to save, and of those who do
s. d.
. &
8. le
Clothing
7 4 20. 0
not a large number receive superannuation allowances
Anvil and vice makers
Bed 1508. 25:..°8-6
eee
ae
9 4 {9 2
from the trades unions they are members of. One feature
Brassfoundry—
Incidentals ...
2.9
Casters
Saaz
25 0
SB: 4°
23
in this district is the number of females, amounting to
“i
foremen
37 «6
50 0 .;. 62 6
Total ...
..£78 18 £96 14
over 4000, employed in making bolts, nuts, locks, and the
Dressers... ...
25 0
31 3... 41 8
lighter kinds of chains. This is a home industry, carried
a
foremen
45 10
3 1... @€
Incomes ...
.. £78 18 £120 0
on in the villages. The cottagesare fitted up with forges,
Metal mixers
a
2... 62 6
Bradford.—The principal industries of Bradford are the
which are either worked by the occupier or let out to
Modellers ...
_
62 6... 7211
processes employed in the manufacture of woollen goods,
Ironworks—
others. The work is exclusively piecework, the iron being
Blacksmiths
—
40.
-the construction of such machinery as the various propurchased from a middleman known as a fogger, and an
Strikers
...
—_
293.
_
cesses require, the extraction and working of iron ore,
agreed amount paid for the finished bolts, chains, nails, &c.
Boilermakers
_
43
9.
-and the quarrying of stone, with which the district
By working from twelve to fifteen hours a-day, a woman
Dressers
—
32 4.
—
abounds. The district has an abundant supply of coal
can earn from 4s, to 5s. a-week. These amounts are quite
Drillers...
—
| > ae
—
and iron, as well as of raw material for manufacturing
Holders-up ...
_
33 4
_
as low as those earned by women on the Continent.
Moulders . . . .
-——
47 11
os
purposes, being in the centre of the great coal-producing
Wages Paid in Birmingham—General Trades,
Patternmakers ..,
——
45 10
—
district contained in the counties of Lincolnshire and
s. d.
Planers
-——
40 0
—
Yorkshire. During the past five or six years Bradford
Bricklayers...
per hour 0 8
Rivetters
—
40 0
-has made more rapid strides in the excellence and yariety
Carpenters ...
Pa
0 8
Slotters
-—
40 0
Masons
_ _. . .
.
0 8}
of its productions than at any former pericd: The
Stokers
—
26 1
—
Blacksmiths
a
09
Turners
—
43 9
—
principal feature of this rapid progress is the marked
8.
s. dd.
improvement in skill and taste shown by manufacturers
These
wages
seem
high,
but
they
must
be
considered
in
Boilermakers
perweek —
43 9
connection with the remarks preceding as to piecework, in producing goods which were previously imported from
Jronmoulders ... ... ... «.
“4
27 11—35 9
France. To this result, the establishment of the Bradford
a3
(Leamington) ...
93
23 10—29 11
set-work, &c.
“a
(Smethwick)
a
31 9—37 10
Technical College, with its staff of art and §cience
ms
(Worcester)
...
*
23 10-31 9
Wages Paid
Week of Fifty-six Hours in Messrs. Randle and Co.’s teachers, professors ‘of chemistry and dyeing, and its
Iron and Tin-plate Works, Birmingham, to Good Workers.
schools of mechanical science, pattern designing, and
Wages Paid per Hour in the Manufacture of Machinery in
Lowest.
Standard.
Highest.
weaving, has largely contributed. This institution cost
Birmingham.
8s. d.
a 4,
8s. d.
a
over £40,000, and is largely attended, the number of
Blacksmiths or mounting
|=
Air furnace-men
students
being near 1000, and constantly increasing. In
SON
nes
rks.
aces
eee
0
33
4
38
7
Angle smiths ...
Tron branders ... ...
28 2
32 4
40 8
it managers and overlookers receive an excellent educaa
bad
=P
Iron
plate
workers
...
24
2
30
3
40
8
tion, especially in all branches of art and science which
Boilermakers ...
“Poa
Japanners
(or
ters)... 25 0
35 5
50 0
Borers
Be viaab
have a direct bearing on the local industries. Good eleAAW
toto
ao
an a
25 0
30 3... 50 0
Brass finishers...
mentary schools exist all over the borough in connection
Tin-plate
workers
icq
JE
eis
EE:
se
Ce
Brass moulders
bobbblor
Most of the above generally work by the piece, and in with the technical college, and the means of education are
Coppersmiths ...
Core-makers
that case usually earn about 10 per cent. more by working within the reach of all. There have not been any strikes
of importance for years, and there. is nothing which can
Draughtsmen ...
OSesabout six hours per week less time.
be called an organised condition of either capital or labour.
Drillers oe
Engineers... ...
Wages Paid per Week to Workmen in Employ of the Corporation There are plenty of clubs and societies, towhich all classes
Engine fitters ...
of Birmingham,
belong, but they are chiefly benefit or sick clubs. GeneFiber
Hours
Lowest.
Highest.
rally speaking, a very good feeling exists between
Foremen (working)...
perweek. s, d.
8s da
employers and employed. When disputes arise, they are
ene
Gas department—
usually settled very quickly, either by direct negotiation,
Holders-up
Carpenters...
54
_
36 6
Iron moulders ...
or by reference to an arbitrator.
Engine drivers...
54
—
30 5
Millwrights...
AaeAOAIAAS
EEL
MAAS
LITLELLIT
Gangers
“s
60
40 6
40 9
Wages Paid per Week in Bradford.—General Trades.
- Patternmakers
CONIA
OS
tN=I
Co
Cos3
Main-layers
54
21 3
28 6
Lowest. Stand. Highest.
Planers...
ut
Painters
a
“{auTC~S«SiSSe
30 5
Hours: s d
s. 4d. “4 d.
Service-layers ...
54
21 3
45 6
Bricklayers
...
oe...
KS
DSL
=
Rivetters ...
Labourers...
Pari
RS
28 2
Carpenters ...
498... — 2. 28 40.
Screwers ...
ManGG
..
ee
eas
co
MOD
6
SSE
Shapers
Public
La =day.
ublic worksworks department
de
—
per
Blackenithaco oc, cc: 1c 54 ca, MA 4 SB OB 3
Blacksmiths
ahi seva as
Oe
32 4
Slotters} ... . .
bubs
Gee.
fc
St Se
ee
Flaggers ... ...
9... 27 3
33 4
Smiths’ strikers...
Brass finishers
mS
8 4.28 8... SS
Steam hammer-men
Wheelwrights ... ...
sce
32 4
rt
Brass founders ...
“B . . 8.4528 5 ee
Water department—
ecocooooooocooscooscooscsooorocosscooscy‘|”yec
? Om
aaa:
Cutlers ...
Me i.
— 2.26 3.028 £0.93 4
DEERE .05°* 6 3%
10
We et: SS
Wages paid to members of trade unions—
Horseshoers’ foremen
. 4... 2B 4.438 6.2 S
Labourers...
10
1% 3... 18 9
Bric
Wednesbury), per hour...
as
journeymen...
54 . . 22 3...24 4...26 4
oo
oO et
FEM Wages Paid per Week in the we of Gas and Water Fittings in
isomppaniders..<....,,. «. 64. ...:29 Win. SE Sak
iematedated pith
qugmour, por r week
week of
of fifty-Atty
vi
Halifax)
. 54 ..27 11.33 9... —
Birmingham.
ie
werby Bdge.)
54. . 20 3... 33°9 . . 37 10
Hours
Lowest.
Highest.
Telephoneconstruction-men 494 ... 23 4... 24 4... 28 3
per week. 8s, d.
8. d.
Millwrights“
be
a
Renee
20 3... 2 34.530-5
Casters
yong AO...) BO
38 0
Mocldon, loam
Tool-handle turners ...
— .. 26 4...27 4... 32 5
Core-makers_...
WS oc
24 0
»
‘sand
Tabourdre: 4.00 60. ae ew 1S 8...
8, A OS
Putters-together
49
—
25 0
th
——— a
ERR
oa ec oN
icycie ani icycie-makl
ven
eee 40 Cane
Wages Paid to Members of Trade Unions.
Wages Paid per Week in Gun-making Trade in Birmingham,
Manton of i be (Wednedoury) nde ess |
iauleuiitelcneinaa
(Sowerby
Bridge)
per
week
... 28 0
Hours
Lowest.
Highest.
Society of Ironfounders emer
sve
°
per week, 8, d.
a
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Engineering Works and
”
”
Smethwick), p.day — o8Sooocoocoeooo
Action-freers .....
eee
—_
30 0
Tron Foundries in Bradford.
Barrel-borers ..._ ...
oe,
—
.. 30 0
Lowest.
tand. Highest.
Tn constructive and machinery departments moulders and
s. d,
s. d.
.
Barrel-filers ... ...
Ape) gore
—
.. "35 0
pattern-makers average rather more, and in gun factories
Cupola-men
jee ate Piece ade 2B Big, Dhak a See
a:
ie
i
i?
‘i
—
in
4
:
a still higher rate is paid, ordinary mechanics earning
I
eh ie is as eet) oe BBB MBM SBM
vers
ire
‘
mt
ke
from 36s. to 40s. a week. When inc
e of machines,
Fitters...
30 5.... 31 5... 32 5
Finishers
sin mase
wey
e
—
.., "42 0
Moulders ... .
ee
ee
eS
and consequently having a greater degree of responsibility,
Fitters-up
a ees
en
—
.. "44 0
a eee...
32 5... 36 6... 43 8
Lock-filers
... ...
64
_30 0
their earnings amount to as much as £3 a week. In the
Pattern-makers
30
5
..:
31-5...
32 8
Machinists...
...
.
OOS
ST
_
28
0
weighing machine trade, fitters are paid 38s. a week.
Turners
ui
30.5... 31 5... 32-5
Percussioners ... ... ... «. 50 .
—
2 9
Fitters and moulders who are non-society men work for
Gabiiiiiiies
Dal
20 3...
VRCWONE C55 ods jos
ba pO,
40 0
34s. 2 week and even less, but their maximum wages are
#4
fe Sx.
own iron,
* Piecework. 4" Bind their
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The following is a specimen of rules as to time and allowance for lodgings when working out :—{1) Ordinary time
all days except Saturdays, 6.15 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.; one and
a-half hours allowed for meals. Saturdays, 6.15 a.m. to
12 noon ; half an hour allowed for breakfast. (2) Allowance out of town—lodging from home—1s. 6d. a day, and
if detained from home over Sunday 1s. 6d. additional.
(3) Allowance in town—not lodging from home—9d.
per
day, 6d. additional allowed for night. When lodging
from home full hours must be worked, but when lodging
at home time is allowed for going to work in the mornin
and returning at night. Overtime is reckoned at time anc
a-quarter for the first four hours, and time and a-half
afterwards.

:
Girt
snes
ny a avery
—
Holders-up..
ee
Locksmiths...
Nailmakers
Screwers
nl
Tahoorers ...

ene
spies:

Suns.
eet.
os ;
as tie:
Seren
tn
ee
ul
—
=
%
e
moat
—7.4 .
—=
EE
TET
oe
23. pt : “+
ag aged
AE" ee
aaa

One shilling and sixpence per day expenses allowed to
smiths’ when working in the country. The habits of the
working classes are generally sober and trustworthy, and
in some instances they own their own cottages. There are
several co-operative societies for the distribution of
Sages FONE he “tne
Tron Establish- | clothing and provisions, some of which have accumulated
ch.
ian,
Highest. | Considerable capital. Rents are, for four-roomed houses,
s. @
sd
x d
from 3s. 7d. to 5s. 1d. a week ; for six-roomed houses, from
Blacksmiths
- 05 .. 35
. BS
5s. 7d. to 7s. 7d.; coal is from 13s. 6d. to 16s. 3d. per ton,
Strikers
pT,
ee ae dee
the smaller bic
amount
being near the average. as is 2s, 6d.
Bolt makers
:
ee.
oe -—
f
Fitters.
7 4 ©. 2810 -. 30 5 ‘|per 1000 cubic feet.
Examples of Cost of Living per Annum in Bradford.

-

wr,

a

ate
pea
Number in fealty. nr ia ila
eae
ae
. 1“
4.
ee
eee
—
1.
od
ot
.
@ a. £ 8
£ s.
esn| £6
8.
& a
& 8. £ 8.
2a
£ 8.
Bread
and flour...)
617 | 10 5; 917;
12 3| 4 9) 1519;
1 4; 18 5; 1910) 247;
21
|
Butter, cheese, coffee, |
milk, sugar,
tea, &c.| gg g 3815 | 4611 360 5) 43 1| 30 1 4813
4618 $56 2| 4314 3718
487
ae -. ae. ween
9
| 92
15 4) 812) 15 4] 12 8; 2010;
18 2; 812] 19 5
9 4 10 8
Vegetables...
| 617
—
| —
| 92)
—
| 617 a
| 910) 1311)
501
Fuel and light
J
| 42
3 9' 4 8! 419/] §1 3 | 417
68;
48
—
| 338; 41
Clothing... ...
. 510
| 717 | 716]12 7] 1017] il 2| 1417] 1517| 12 7] 1418/
10 6/| 1110
Rent... ...
—
9 11
5 4
7315) 0:8]
1) 8) 82s] 18:0] 813] 1 0; 9 4
913
Incidentals
-| 26 | 210
417; —
| 49
—
6 3
8 4, 418
612; 216
414
Total
4516 | 3511
9 6 103 4 110 3); 8011/| 126 9) 13014 113 0/126 9/111 4/16 5
Income...
...| 71 16 , 5 14 | 101: 15 | 114 10 i 12615 110 10 | 130 8 | 14919 11410 | 15113 127-17 122 7
* Including rent. t Half a house.
t Including beer and tobacco.
§ Light only.
>
zs

|1
1884. The prices asked recently for four-coupled
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC | since
locomotives with tenders were :—
REPORTS.
Hohenzollern (Dusseldorf)
£1274
No. II.
Schwarzkopf (Berlin)...
1258
|
1
Henschel
(Cassel)
...
1137
Germany—TIron Trade during 1886.—That part of the||
Union (Konigsburg) ...
1115
report on the condition of the German iron trade states||
2 Vulcan (Stettin)
1100
Linden (Hanover)
. . . 1. ...
1078
that it is difficult to find grounds for the optimist views
Schuhan
(Elbing)
2...
0...
1025
held by the German metallurgical journals. There have
been dismissals of hands, interruptions of work, and blow- These prices are about half of those prevailing fourteen
ing out of blast furnaces, but all this is kept as secret as years ago. The price of a complete railway engine in
is about £2310, or nearly double the German
possible. Although the attempts to check production by Austria
quotation. The leading Chemnitz machine tool company
coalition have failed, there has been considerable decrease reports that their dividend has decreased from 3 to $ per
in the output of pig iron, and the stocks have been very cent. Another concern is in a worse position. A Saxon loom
much decreased since May last. The production of company, with normal business, pays 5 per cent., a decrease
Bessemer forge, foundry, and Thomas pig and spiegeleisen from previous dividends of pain 7 Another, which has
for the first nine months of 1885, was 2,783,871 tons, and a speciality in looms for lace, cloth, and worsted linens,
pays 10 percent. asin 1885. The Golzern firm alse pays 10
for the first nine months of 1886, 2,492,022 tons. The per cent. as in 1885, but they make special articles for paper
reduction has been less rapid since July, the output at the machinery and turbines. Schwarzkopf, of Berlin, has made
end of 1886 being 14 per cent under that of 1885. There 33 per cent. in electrical machinery and torpedoes. A
is an almost uninterrupted relative augmentation in the large sewing machine concern has gone into the manufacmake of Thomas-Gilchrist pig—an unfavourable fact for ture of bicycles as supplementary, and another is abanEngland, as this article supersedes to a great extent doning its business for that of making revolvers. German
British Bessemer pig. A very marked upward movement exports have increased in copper, iron, lead, metals, and
in coal, iron, and machinery securities has been going on other wares. Though the iron industry has been specially
since November, but it is questionable if the improve- attacked by the depression, the German artisans have not
ment is sufficient to justify speculation in shares. The and are not undergoing any great deprivation of employlarge Gruson ironworks at Magdeburg has been turned ment. When trade is bad, German employers cling to
into a company. There were large orders in hand for war their operatives long after business considerations would
material, the excess of subscribed capital was enormous, appear to dictate their dismissal, and where reductions
and the shares reached a very heavy premium. The roll- in number have been made the superfluous hands have
ing mills have been described as doing good business, but found other employment.
this is only as regards quantities, the profits being nil.
Greece—Iron Ore.—Iron is found in various parts of
The eight leading firms which command the German Greece. The principal
mines are in the small rocky island
market in angle, girder, T iron, and similar articles have of Seriphos, where the supply is practically inexhaustible.
arranged a scale of prices, which take effect from the first The mines belong to a company called Société des Usines
of November last. The coalition state that they have de Seriphos, having head-quarters at Paris. The mining,
been ss for less than the cost of production. A syn- loading, and transportation are let to a German engineer,
dicate cf West German mills has alsc raised the price of Emile Grohmann. The present output of the works is
tin. The Anglo-Belgian German coalition, which long about 50,000 tons of ore per annum, which is sold free on
dictated the price of rails, expired in April last. The boardat Seriphos at 5s. 8d. a ton. Of this sum GrohGerman railways have been in the habit of taking rails mann receives 4s. per ton for the expenses of mining,
from thenative makers at their own prices, while foreigners loading, and transportation, the remaining ls. 8d. being
bought from the same market at the natural price. Ona the age ny profit. There are employed in the works
recent tender of rails for Saxony the lowest offer was about 100 labourers, at wages varying from 2s. 5d. to
from John Cockerill and Co., of Seraing. The contract 3s. 2d. a day. The company guarantee 50 per cent. of
was given to the native makers on condition of lowering pure metal, and the last shipped had 55 percent. The
their prices to the level of the Belgian tender. This principal market for the ores is France. The United
reduction is said to be from £6 12s. to £6 a ton, a price States has also taken a portion, and there has been lately
which can hardly be remunerative for the German a marked increase. During September last two shipmakers.
ments, amounting to 5600 tons, were consigned to Latasa
The report of the leading Silesian blast furnace com- and Co., of New York. Ships can call at Seriphos in any
y—Laurahiitte—though describing their affairs as weather, and lie alongside the wharf for loading.
ing no worse than for 1885, declares a dividend of only
Turkey—Trade of Raton Roumelia in 1885.—It is not
per cent., against 4 oe cent. in that year. The Great possible to speak with any de
of accuracy as to the
rtmund Union, in the Westphalian iron country, pays amount or value of British trade with this province, there
3 per cent. on its debentures, against 1} per cent. for 1885. being no means of determining the same. One house only,
In the case of Bessemer and crucible steel concerns, which and that of secondary
deals directly with the
make miscellaneous specialities, and not staple products, United Kingdom. The others, as a rule, deal with the
the dividends are larger. The Bochum StealCompany— wholesale houses at Constantinople. During the spring
Westphalia—is expected to pay 5 per cent., just
what of 1886 the Government established a customs cordon on
was paid in some previous years. The Chemnitz machine the Turkish frontier, where the quantity and value of all
companies, which are typical for Germany, have been goods entering Eastern Roumelia are registered, but no
doing well or ill according to the speciality of their manu- note is taken of the country of their origin. All foreign
factures. The Hartnan Company states that in July last articles imported pay a duty of 8 per cent., unless certiits orders had sunk to the lowest point reached for ficates are produced from either the Board of Customs or
many years, and even with new commissions there was a Chamber of Commerce at Constantinople that the duty
great falling off against 1885. It has several orders has been already levied. The revolution of 1885, and the
tor locomotives, which will employ it up to next war ensuing thereon, seriously deranged the trade of this
March, but their execution will entail a loss.
e wages province, communication with Constantinople and the
paid in 1886 were 10 per cent less than in the previous Southern
being interrupted for three months. The
year. The dividend was 5 per cent., a fall of 4 per cent. merchandise imported from the United Kingdom consists
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of articles of the first necessity, and they are not likely
to be supplanted by the same kinds of goods from other
countries. Among them are hardware, iron in bars, rods
and sheets, and sheet copper. Agricultural implements
and machines, mainly British, have lately been introduced
into this province. At first they were favourably
regarded, especially the reaping machines, but they are
so frequently —— by rough usage that the demand
for them has declined. With more care in ploughing,
and the substitution of large horses for buffaloes, their great
advantages will be recognised. Many of the smaller
implements are furnished by the manufacturers of Posen.
These implements are cheap and light, but the workmanship is very inferior. They quickly wear out, and are
only bought by the poorer class of farmers. Austrian—
including German—trade is rapidly extending. The
goods supplied will not, however, compete with British
imports, being chiefly articles of a fancy and light
description. The quality of all except beer is the very
lowest; but here, as eanlen the East, the great
desideratum is cheapness. ‘The Austrian houses trading
with Turkey through their numerous agents, who have
the best opportunities of judging their neighbours’
character, credit, and means, can carry on their business
operations easier than others less favourably circumstanced. It is expected that with the extension of the
railway to Sofia the demand for British goods will be
considerably increased. Even the portion, about thirty
miles in length, which will be open in the spring, ought
to exercise upon trade a considerable effect, as heavy
goods can then be carried further through a mountainous
and remote district hitherto served by bullocks, carts, and
horses.
Trade of Smyrna for 1882-5.—The shipping entering
the port of Smyrna has steadily increased between 1877
and 1885, the tonnage in the respective years being
725,237 and 1,235,270. British shipping has had its full
share of this increase, the tonnage having risen during
the same period from 176,012 to 320,259. In both cases
the increase has been solely in steam vessels, which have
in number and tonnage nearly doubled. From the difficulty of obtaining information regarding trade in Smyrna,
the various figures are only approximations, although every
care has been taken to ensure accuracy. In 1882-5 there
has been a great falling off in the value of British
imports, especially during the last two years, though
the tonnage of shipping entering during the same period
shows considerable increase. If the figures are to be
relied on, and an undue proportion of the vessels entering
were not in ballast, the decrease of imports from Great
Britain is solely in value. The following table shows the
British trade with Smyrna from 1882 to 1885 :—
Exports
om
Smyrna.
|
£
1,778,632
1,653,829
2,128,034
1,706,565
7,267,060
yearly values...’ 1,816,765

Year.
1882...
1883...
1884...
1835...
Average

|

I rts
‘oo
Total.
Smyrna.
£
£
1,395,040
3,173,672
1,347,656
3,001,485
1,206,342
3,334,376
904,193
2,610,758
4,853,231 | 12,120 291
1,213,308 | 3,030,073

Though this reduction in value of exports from Great
Britain may be due more to a depreciation of value than a
diminution of supply, it must be attributed chiefly to the
increased competition of other countries. In some of the
most important articles Great Britain has been successfully rivalled in the last few years by Austria, Belgium,
France, and Germany, and has now lost her position of
chief purveyor to the material wants of this part of Asia
Minor. Germany is her most formidable competitor, and
it must be understood the words Austria and Germany
in this report are synonymous, for it is impossible in most
cases to distinguish between Austrian and German goods.
The relative position of Great Britain to France and
Germany as regards values of imports into Smyrna during
the last four years is :—
"
| Great
AustriaYear.
} Britain. | German y.
France.
| Per cent.
Per cent.
Per cent.
In 1882 ..
43°66
1400
19°25
», 1883 ..
41°50
17°50
16°00
», 1884 ..
41°00
15°00
15:00
», 1885 ..
33°50
17°50
17°00
Average of the four years
39°90
16-00
16°81
|
The proportions of the values of imports from each
country compared by years, is :—
Great
| AustriaBritain.
Germany. | France.
Per cent. | Per cent.
Per cent
100°00
100-00
00°00 96°61
=| = 124°23
84-02
eee nied 86°47
97°00
78°00
dee Sve - 64°88
10350
74°35

Year:
In 1882 ..
yy 1883-...
<<
Gr ck

|

The above table shows that while there has been a fall in
value of British imports in 1885 to the amount of about
35 per cent., there has also been a fall of 25 per cent. in
the value of French imports, while those of Austria and
Germany have risen only 34 per cent. Upon the whole,
this does not bear out the theory of foreign competition,
though that may be the case in particular trades. Among
the articles of imports in which Great Britain has lost
ground are hardware, iron, and nails. Those in which
the supply has increased or maintained steady are coals,
copper, lead, manufactured iron and steel, tin bar, and
sheet zinc. The monopoly of coals is yearly on the
increase, though prices are declining.
ardware has
increased to such an extent that though prices have fallen
32 per cent., the total value has increased 17 per cent.
In 1885 Austria-Germany imported 35 per cent. and
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Crank axle, steel:
Diameter at wheel seat ..
. o 8
”
bearings ..
a Ou
o
Min s...d0.- 20 00,109
. O 6}
Distance between centres of bearings
. & 10
Length of wheel seat .. «. 6. ee
. ©
Length of pn | oe: fee “ee
oe. ®
Diameter of crank bearings. .
0 Tf
o
”
ee
Length
- O 45
2
Distance between centres of cranks. .
Leading and trailing axles, steel:
Diameter at wheel seat...
te
bearings
”
contre ..
actame
Length of wheel seat
e- 6s
i
OEE nk ca ks. an oe
«cooco
~ Distance between centres of bearings
Frames, steel :
From centre of leading wheels to front buffer beam ..
s
to centre of driving wheels .
a6
driving to centre of trailing wheels . +
..
trailing wheels to back end of frame..
Distance apart of frames) «ww. we eee
Ceaegcacu
eooccotu
Thickness of frame. .
on
| Boiler, steel :
Height of centre from rails ..
~
Length of
on
Diameter ,, outside
Thicknessof plates.. .. .. .. «.
”
smoke-box tube plate ..
2
ee
cocoes-:
Diameter of rivets ..
ee
Fire-box shell, steel :
OD. cc ns te
w=
Breadth outside at bottom .. ..
a a below centre line of bviler
ickness of throat plate .. ..
80
sides and tup plate
>
back plate oe 60
wae
Pitch of copper stays
9.
Cre
a
ecocouvers
soess
se
messocHs
Diameter
Roof stays, cast steel girder section.
Inside fire-box, copper:
Length at bottum inside
Breadth at bottom inside
8
3!
Top of box to inside of shell
onmau
Depth of box inside
A
Tubes,
:
8
kere
a ee ere |
Length between tube plates «ww. ww we we we ee 10 OY
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The directors of the Smyrna and Cassaba Railway have
COMPOUND
GOODS
ENGINE.
endeavoured to obtain a concession for the extension of
Principal Dimensions of Tender for Compound Goods Engine,
Up to the present nothing has been accepted as proved con- Wheel base:
their line, but the result has been the same as the
ft. in.
preceding. The length open is 108 miles. This line was cerning compound locomotives, and a wide diversity of opinion
From front buffer beam to centre of leading wheels... . 4° +
» centre of leading to centre of driving wheels .. .. 6 4
constructed at a smaller relative cost than the Aidin line, exists concerning their merits and demerits. Their use con» centre of driving to centre of trailing wheels .. .. 6 4
and the profits have been comparatively larger. The stitutes a most interesting and valuable experiment, with
results so far in the main encouragi
We have from the first Wheels» : centre of trailing wheels to back butfer beam .. .. 4 2
traffic in 1881 and 1885 was:—
held that a goods engine offered far better opportunity for testDiameter of wheels on tread
3 9
Thickness of tire .. .. ..
0 38
ing the value of the system than a passenger engine; because,
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on the whole, goods engines work now with much less expansion
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many miles with the reversing lever in the last notch; and, in
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the words of an old railway man, “ The driver wishes there was Frames:
Average 1881-5 ... ...
133,681
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73,094
a lot more of ’em.” Under such circumstances, as compoundDistance between inside frames
4 4
Thickness of inside frames . .
ee &
ing means expansion and the discharge up the chimney of steam
. * 1
Distance between outside frames
with a fair proportion of work taken out of it, there ought to
a
Thickness of outside frames
The means of communication in Anatolia require develo
be a good opening for economy.
Capacity
of
tank
2650 gals.
ing. Another report states: “The prosperity that the
eee ee
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The engine we illustrate this week has been built at Gates- Ee
construction of railways in Asia Minor would bring to the head by Mr. Worsdell, on Worsdell and V. Borries’ patent Weight of tender, empty :
Tons, ewt. qrs.
people would be very great. Labour in that region isa system. It is, as we stated last week, the first compound
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ee
ee ee ee ee ee ee 56 614 0
drug in the market. A strong, laborious, sober, Lictthy,
engine constructed, and is in all respects a very fine piece
On trailing wheels... ..0 2.0 6.0 0s ue te oe 5 Ww O
and numerous peasantry are doomed to idleness, inactivity, of work, Our engraving, from a photograph, gives a very good
full
Total ba’ de s e . heehee) Cae 6 0
and poverty through lack of employment. The country idea of its external appearance, and in a future impression we w.
eight, full:
abounds with coal, iron, and other minerals. Forests in shall give sections to a larger scale. The principal dimensions
On leading wheels... .. «0.2 2 os es ee 10 «210 OO
will
be
found
below.
many parts are abundant. In no part of the world are
Ge OES 2. ce tk ee cen cw we we BOM
OB
One of the most important features in it is a small valve by
On trailing wheels .. ..0 .. 0 2.0 61 es ae oe 9 Mw 2
the materials for railway building—coal, iron, stone, and which
is admitted to the large cylintler, so as to start the
timber—more abundant, and of easier access. The climate engine steam
0
Total oo 00 0s es 0s ee OSM
with ease, a most important point in a goods engine. We
- <a
and, with the exception of a few localities, know from
personal experience that with a load of forty-seven
ealthy.
vehicles the engine can be started with as much ease as any
i
non-compound engine. The slide valves are worked by
SaniTaRY REGISTRATION OF BuILDINGS BILL.—At the monthly
Joy’s gear. The running of the engine is remarkably steady
of the Council of the Sani
Assurance Association on
SoclETy oF ArTs.—The following arrangements have been made and smooth. Even if no saving in fuel is effected, the North- meeting
Monday last, January 10th, the above Bill was reconsidered. Sir
for the meetings of the Society of Arts. Ordinary Meetings,— Eastern Railway Company has obtained a splendid engine which Joseph
“yy
K.C.S.L,
M.D.,
F.R.S.,
ided. A report on
Wednesday evenings, at eight o’clock:—January 19th, ‘‘Cameo does infinite credit to the builder as well as the designer.
the draft Bill was submitted, with several clauses redrawn. The
Cutting as an Occupation,” ¥ J. B. Marsh; January 26th,
The
engine
has
been
too
short
a
time
running
to
enable
any
Bill
was
further
amended,
and
ordered
to
be
for final
‘Photographic Lenses,” by J. Trail Taylor; February 2nd, opinion to be formed worth much concerning fuel consumption. consideration at the next meeting of the Council.printed
The new Bill
‘Electric Locomotion,” by A. Reckenzaun; February 9th, As
is
posed
pulsory
with
regard
to
schools,
hotels,
far
as
can
be
seen
the
coa]
sheets
are,
however,
very
favourMe cd Beer,” by :" — Salamon; Fe
16th,
able; favourable to the extent of from a ton toa ton and a-half asylums, hospitals, and lodging houses, while Clause 6 hasbeen
‘ Handicra!
raining,” by Henry
Cunynghame ; Fe
made much more stringent in the matter of qualification of
28rd, ‘‘Recent Advances in Sewing Machinery,” b > John
W. per week.
persons entitled to give sanitary certificates.
.
Urquhart. Amongst the os eng for which dates will be hereafter
Principal Dimensions of Compound Goods Engine.
THe WorLD's YearLy Bupcet or Letrers.—An inquiry has
announced are, “‘ Miners’ Safety Lamps,” by Edward H. Liveing;
been instituted by the superintendent of the Foreign Mail Division
‘Development of the Mercurial Air Pump,” by Professor Silvanus
linder,
eed
be5
of the American Post-office into the quantity of mail matter transP. Thompson, D. Sc.; “‘Machinery and Appli
used on the
Stage,” by Percy Fitzgerald ; ‘‘Textile Fibres in the Colonial and
—_—— post throughout the entire globe every year. It was
~
Indian Exhibition,” by C. F. Cross; ‘‘Irish Industries,” by Rev.
estimated
by a German statistician that in 1865 the inhabitants of
Width
of steam ports ., .. .. .. «1
Canon Bagot ; ‘‘Progress in Telegraphy,” by William Henry
the globe exchanged about 2,300,000,000 letters. In 1873 it was
”
OS
Pee
ee
LS
aneeshaed
estimated
that the number of letters so exchanged had risen to
Preece, F.R.S.; “Railway Brakes,” by Willi
P. Marshall;
Distance, centre line of cylinder
to valve face
>
OG
OMe
“The Living Organisms of the Air: the Effect of Place
3,300,000,000 letters. ight years later an estimate was made
Lap of slide valve ween We eb és st he ov ge
Maximum
travel of valve
and Climate on their Prevalence,” by Dr. Percy Frankland.
which included post-cards as well as letters, and the total number
ag
ce et ca ak aa oe
“The Cultivation of Tobacco in England,” by E. J. Beale;
of letters and cards was estimated at 6,257,000,000. The table now
Distance apart of vga ok grade doyoptednaa?
]
by the American official above referred to is much more
Indian Section.—Friday evenings, at eight o’clock:—January 21st,
”
e
centre to cen
‘The Upper Oxus,” by Trelawney Saunders; February 11th, “The Cylinder, low-pressure
te and comprehensive than any hithertocompiled. It shows
:
”
Economical Condition of India,” by Dr. Watt, C.ILE.; March 4th,
that the total number of letters transported last year in all quarters
of cylinder
‘Our Trade Routes to the East,” by Major-General Sir F. J.
of the globe was 5,849,000,000, to which may be added about
Goldsmid, K.C.S.1., C.B.; April 29th, “Vi
Communities in
is, 4,610,000,000 articles oF my matter,
Wihdeempes <0 0.
India,” by J. F. Hewitt. Foreign and Colonial Section.—Tuesda
1
in all 11,640,000,000 pieces
9°. Gxhaustport.. .. .. .«.
evenings, at eight o’clock :—January 25th, ‘“‘New Zealand Scenery,”
16,000Teemenat by the 489,000 officers and em — in the
Centre
line
of
cylinder
to
valve
face.
.
there are
by Kerry Nichols; April 19th, ‘‘South Africa, by Major-General
ela
ir
thus about five oe and
i
yearly. Australians receive
Sir Charles Warren, G.C.M.G. Those papers for which dates have
Maximum travel of valve ..
post-cards than any other people, the ave
not yet been fixed are “‘ Fiji,” by James Mason, C.M.G.; ‘The
Lead of slide valve... ..
Inside clearance
of valve
West Indies,”by Sir Augustus Adderley, K.C.M.G.; ‘Australian
being 24 for each person.
come next with about 14
Wines,” by Richard Bannister. Applied Art Section.—Tuesday ete, Saye tem;
each. An Asiatic gets only 40-100ths of a letter or post-card, and
evenings, at eight o’clock:—February Ist, Be ed Address on
an African only 9-100ths. In Europe there were mailed last year
Length of slide block
Tee
oe ee
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we
“The present Condition of Applied Art in England, and the Edu894,100,000 letters and 597,500,000 post-cards; in America,
92
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oe
cation of the Art Workman,” by T. Armstrong, Director of the
, 800,000 letters and 398 000,000 post-cards ; in Asia,
Art Division, Science and Art Department; Fe!
4
246,000,000 letters and 80,000,000
~cards; in Australia,
eee
ee -. ba: waco
Throw_of crank pi
pins for coupling‘‘ Wrought Ironwork,” by J. Starkie Gardner, F.G.S.; March 15th,
~
93,400,000 letters and 1,200,000 post:
s; and in Africa, 18,700,000
pling
(driving wheels) ;.
‘*The Application of Gems to the Art of the Goldsmith,” by Alfred
,000 post-cards. The total number of pieces of
”
”
leading and traili: ing)
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n Europe last year was 7,249,300,000; in America,
Seg
April 26th, ‘‘Ornamental Glass,” by J. Hungerford Pollen;
May 24th, “‘The Importance of the Applied Arts and their Relan Asia, 389,600,000; in Australia, 151,400,000; and
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France 40 per cent., whilst British ra po which, durin.
COMPOUND ENGINES OF THE DREDGER
the three previous years had exceeded all others, declin
DOLPHIN.
to 18 per cent. British iron has now to bear the com- Last week we illustrated the twin-screw dredger Dolphin, conpetition of Belgium, which is from 23 to 28 per cent. of structed to the order of the Crown Agents for the Colonies, by
the total quantity imported. Though Belgian iron is Messrs. Simons and Co., of Renfrew, Scotland. We now publish
inferior to British, many prefer it for its cheapness and | on p. 23 a section and elevation of one pair of these engines of the
because they get six months’ credit. The decline in the 'dredger. The dimensions are given on the engraving, which is
imports in 1885 is explained by the large quantity taken self-explanatory. The accompanying engraving shows the
in previous years for the extension of the Ottoman Rail- arrangement of the pumps. The engines are a straightforward,
way. The same explanation accounts for the apparent substantial job, with plenty of bearing surface, and will not
decline of wrought iron and machinery, in which Great
Britain still takes the lead, though encountering competition from Belgium and France. British steel manufactures have doubled since 1882, but Austria-Germany still
supplies the largest part. Within the last three years a
few farmers have made trial of machinery.
Ploughs,
reaping and binding, and thrashing machines have been
imperted, and there is every prospect of their use being
extended. The light threshing machines, weighing only
5ewt., adapted to the small native horses, are from the
United States, but the rest of the machinery is.mostly of
British manufacture. Some attention is now being paid
to public works. The river Ghedis Chai has for long been
gradually choking the Port of Smyrna with its deposits. To
remedy the danger to the port, a canal to divert the course
of the river was begun in October, 1885, and completed
in March, 1886. This canal unites the Ghedis Chai with
another stream entering the Gulf of Smyrna outside the
port. Other works are in course of construction to preserve the salt works on the coast from inundation by
fresh water. Considerable progress has been made in
improving
.and extending roads in this part of Anatolia;
extensions and repairs, amounting in length to some 200
miles, have been carried out. The Imperial Ottoman
Railway has been extended sixty-four miles beyond
Aidin, and the main line is now 145 miles long. An
additional branch of thirty miles has been opened from
Turbali to Tireh, in the Cayster Valley. The main line
will be extended for eighty-one miles, and sundry branches
made as soon as a concession can be obtained
from the
. Porte, which at present refuses to grant one except on
conditions too onerous for acceptance. The following
statement shows the state of the traffic in 1881 and 1885:
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
MISCELLANEA.
‘Tr is said that thin steel articles hardened in turpentine
A yew electric alarm, now being tried on the French
Ir is said that the Pope, after great and serious hesitation,
Western Railway, not only permits of a passenger calling the come out straight ;but a cloth, or close cover, should be kept over a —
to Milan Cathedral being illuminated by the electric
guard's attention, but also warns him of any attempt to leave a the turpentine to prevent it from flaming up when the goods are ig
compartment on the off side, in both cases indicating the com- plunged.
Bra pegeeptie error the London address of Messrs.
partment on a dial.
Ir has been computed that about 35,000 nrevpapeen S. Mason ani id Co., icester, was givenas 13, instead of 134, CannonTue total number of personal accidents reported to the are "cigpanoee in the whole world, or one for 28,000 inhabitants. street.
Board of Trade by the several railway companies during the nine Of this number 16,500 are in English, 7800 in German, 6850 in
THE evening lectures, “On Science of Construction and
months ending last September amounts to 719 persons killed and French, 1600 in Spanish, and 1450 in Italian,
American Survey Practice,” delivered by Mr. Gribble at Exeter
5,261 injured, This includes 34 rome killed by falls in stations
Hall,
are to be renewed on the 20th inst.
Tue
New
York
Health
Department
estimates
that
on
and by other such accidents, and 2739 injured in the various ways the lst of October the population of the city of New York was
A LITTLE work, by J. Wolters, on “The Present
not connected with moving trains.
1,449,958. Of this number, 2977 died during the month, which Technical
E
ical Conditions of the Manufacture of Rolled
ANOTHER new route te Australia will soon be available. was an increase of 210 as compared with September ; 1275 of these ites in and
Belgium,” has been published by Decq, of Brussels and
The completion of the new Transandine Railway, now in progress, deaths occurred among children under tive years of age.
e.
will, it is expected, enable the time occupied in travelling from
In London last week 2804 births and 2127 deaths were _ Ata meeting of the Liverpool City Council last week,
this country to Australia to be shortened by at least fourteen days ; —Allowing for increase of population, the births were it was agreed to authorise the Finance Committee to let the site
the route being to Buenos Ayres by steamer, thence by rail to 284 below, whereas
the deaths exceeded by 232 the average num- recently occupied by the Exhibition to any responsible person or
Valparaiso, and thence, by steamer again, to Australia.
‘bers in the corresponding week of the last ten years. The annual company
at a rent of £1500. It is intended to
death-rate per 1000 from all causes, which had been 19°7 and 239 poe asatforonceonefor year
In concluding a report on an accident on the Lanca- in
the holding of a Jubilee Exhibition on a large
the two preceding weeks, further rose last week to 26:3.
scale,
shire and Yorkshire line
October, Major-General Hutchinson
says:—‘* It will be observed that the engine of the cattle train was
TuE ten largest cities of the world, according to the
the Royal Institution of Great Britain a course of
a tender engine with a screw brake for the tender wheels only, In latest estimates, are London, which, with its suburbs, has a popu- fiveAtlectures,
“‘On Molecular Forces,” will be delivered by Proview of the small amount of brake-power with which
8, cattle, lation of 4,764,312; Paris, 2,269,023; Canton (China), 1,506,000;
fessor
A.
W. Riicker, M.A., F.R.S., on the following days, at three
and mineral trains are supplied, it is most desirable that the New York, 1,449,000; Aitchi (Japan), 1,332,050; Berlin, 1,122,330; o'clock :—Thursday,
20th; Thursday, January 27th;
engines of these trains as well as the tenders should be supplied Tokio (Japan), 987,887; Philadelphia, 875,000; Calcutta, 766,298 ; Thursday, February Jan
3rd;
ursday, February 10th; Thursday,
with brakes.”
and Vienna, 726,101. There are several cities in China which claim February 17th.
3
a
population
of
10,000,000,
but
as
the
claim
is
not
based
on
any
Tue Belgian Postal Administration is constructing a systematic
tion they are not included in this list.
Mr. M. N. Forney, well known in the American railmodel van for the conveyance of English and Transatlantic mails
way
world,
has
become
the
owner
and
editor
of
the
Americun
Unper the authority of the Valuation of the Metropolis
from Ostend to Herbesthal on the German frontier. This van, of
Journal, established in 1832, and of Van Nostrand’s
the size of a saloon carriage, will be divided into two compartments, Act, 1869, Mr. Jebb, the clerk of the Metropolitan Asylums Board, Railroad
Engineering Magazine. The two publications will be consolidated
one to be used as a travelling post-office, and the other for the safe has prepared lists of the totals of gross pate rateable values of the with
the
title
of the Railroad and Engineering Journal. The
several
parishes
and
unions
of
the
metropolis.
The
total
gross
keeping of letters and parcels containing valuables and of regisin its new form will be an illustrated monthly publication,
tered letters. In the meantime provisional measures have been value shown last December was £36,939,027, and the rateable value —_—
having
more
the
character of a magazine than of a trade
was
£30,370,552,
The
values
to
come
into
operation
next
taken to secure the safety of the mails,
Apri! show a total of £37,363,386, and the rateable value a total of journal.
A COMMENCEMENT has been made this week with the £30,715,485. The increase is pretty regular over the entire meAt a special meeting of the Liverpool Town Council
earthworks, for the Penarth line, ‘This line will branch from the tropolis.
on Wednesday, the 5th inst., the honorary freedom of the city
main line of railway at Cadoxton-juxta-Barry, run across the Dinas
was conferred upon General Sir Andrew Clarke, Inspector-General
Tue mines of Sardinia are, next to agriculture, of the of
Powis moors, past Eastbrook, and join the Taff Vale Railway at
Fortifications, for his services in connection with the new
Cogan Pill, north of Penarth Dock Station. The only work that greatest importance as to production and work; in 1884-85, the Vyrnwy Waterworks. The Mayor said such a privilege had not
ted to 148,433 tons, of the value of been conferred on any one since the passing of the first Reform
will be proceeded with this winter is a long cutting in dry material minerals produced
14,209,997
lire.
The
number
of
workmen
employed
in
the
mines
between Cadoxton and Biglis Farm ; the remainder will be put in
Act. Sir Andrew was also presented with a silver dessert service,
hand at a more favourable season, Mr. John Robinson, the resi- was 10,252, showing an increase of 357 over those employed in the and Lady Clarke with a handsome diamond bracelet.
:
dent eagineer of the dock works, will have the chief charge of the previous year. The principal ores raised were iron, lead, and
“T HAVE this week inspected,” writes our Birmingham
construction of this branch line, and Mr. T. A. Walker is the manganese ; the iron ore contained 52 per cent. of metal, and was
valued
at
12°25f.
per
ton
f.o.b.;
the
manganese
contained
from
correspondent,
‘‘at
Messrs.
Hatton’s
works,
some
splendid
examples
contractor.
30 per cent, to 35 per cent. of metal,'and was valued at 30°35f. of what this soft steel will permit. Among the deep stampings
Durixe last November the railway companies brought per ton.
bad
shown by the firm are ovals 34in. by 2in. by 7in. deep. There are
629,506 tons of coal into the metropolis, against 663,726 tons in
boiler plate shearings which have been drifted out to a very
Wuart is called Adam Schaefer's compound for im- also
the corresponding month of last year, the very much milder proving
edge, steel locomotive lap-welded tubes crushed down endthe quality of steel is described as follows in the Journal of thin
weather accounting for the falling off. The quantities brought by the Franklin
ways when cold without showing the least fracture, kc. A speciInstitute.
This
compound
is
the
subject
of
letters
the various companies were:—North-Western, 141,770 tons; Great
men
of
steel chain of fin. section, and which has ona
tent of the United States, numbered 341,173, and dated May 4th, tested toa welded
Northern, 119,247; Great Western, 77,504; Midland, 208,338; 886.
destruction at 3 tons 5cwt., is particularly interesting.”
It consists of rosin, linseed oil, glycerine, and powdered
Great Eastern, 72,290; South-Western, 7169; South-Eastern, charcoa!,
heated and intimately mixed in the proportions stated in
Tue contract for the supply of bar iron to the various
2204; Grand Junction Canal, 986; total, November, 629,505; the specification.
It is used by heating the steel to a clear red
of H.M. Navy has again been taken by the New
total in eleven months, 6,501,705. The quantity brought by sea
and immersing and coating it in the compound, and the steel dockyards
British
Iron Company, of the Corngreaves Iron and Steel Works,
during the eleven months was 4,197,946, or an increase of 118,758 heat,
isafterwards re-heated and hardened in the usual manner by South Staffordshire.
It is interesting to note that the old irontons over last year’s corresponding returns.
quickly cooling’it. Burned cast steel is restored to its original making district of South
Staffordshire, the quality of whose
Tue Limerick Corporation, at their meeting on the 7th condition, and the softer grades of steel acquire the properties of products has tended so much to advance the character of English
inst., resolved, on a division, to give a guarantee of £250 per cast steel by being treated as above stated. Tools made from iron abroad, as. well as at home, is not content to rest on its wellBessemer steel, which is incapable of being hardened, are, after earned laurels, but is prepared to compete with younger localities,
annum on £5000 of fhe capital to be raised for the construction of treatment
with this compound and hardening, capable of cutting and where high quality enters into the competition, to carry off the
a line of railway to connect the port and docks of the city with the
local railway system. The want of such a line was stated to be a cast steel. Tools so treated possess a greater durability than prize.
before,
and
are capable of cutting castings, which resist the best of
serious detriment to the improvement of the trade of Limerick,
TuEdispute between the Northumberland coalownersand
ordinary cast steel tools. The grain of steel exhibited by fracture
and a preventative to its being a distributing centre for the south of
tools
so
treated as compared with the same material before their miners still remains unsettled, and, according to the present
and south-west of Ireland.
proposed line will, it is estimated,
a very big strike will commence within a fortnight.
cost £30,000, and the Bill for its construction has
drafted for treatment shows a difference analogous to that between fine cast appearances,
party shows any disposition to give way, each one expectpromotion in Parliament. The Limerick Board has agreed to give steel and coarse or blistered steel. The compound applied to grey ingeither
that the other will surrender at the eleventh hour rather than
castings and malleable iron castings imparts a degree of hardness
a guarantee of £500 per annum on £10,000 of capital.
encounter the losses of an industrial war. Hope must not, howto them superior to ordinary case-hardening.
be yet given up. The workmen are still holding meetings,
ALTOGETHER, the number of persons killed and injured
on the deepest fresh water lake in America, ever,
the result of which may be to bring them somewhat nearer to the
on railways in the United Kingdom in the course of public traffic, Mr.InL,a W.letter
Bailey, in Science, viii. p. 412, called attention to the employers’
terms. The coalowners, on the other hand, may be
during the nine months ending September 30th, 1886, as reported to ~—- of Crater
Lake
in
Oregon,
and
indicated
that
he
regards
d to
moderate their ideas by observing that iron, steel,
the Board of Trade, was as follows :— Passengers—From accidentsto Lake Temisconata, in the Province of Quebec in Canada, as being infl
and
even
some
of the necessaries of life, are rising rapidly in value,
trains, rolling stock, permanent way, &c., 8 killed, 442 injured; an exceptionally deep fresh water lake. The subjoined figures
and coal is almost certain to follow.
by accidents from other causes, 63 killed, 516 injured. Servants of from
actual soundings are given by Mr. John Le Conte on the subcompanies or contractors—From accidents to trains, rolling stock, ject :—Lake
Temisconata, height of surface above sea, 400ft.;
A Loca GoveRNMENT Boarp inquiry was held at
permanent way, &c., 3 killed, 57 injured ;by accidents from other maximum depth,
500ft. Lake Superior, height of surface above Dorking, on the 30th December, by Mr. Arnold Taylor, into an
causes, 295 killed, 1359 injured ;persons passing over railways at sea, 609ft.; maximum
depth,
1010ft.
Lake
Michigan,
height
of
application
to the Local Government Board by the Dorking
level crossings, 66 killed, 22 injured; trespassers, including sui- surface above sea, 582ft.; maximum depth, 864ft. Lake Huron, Local Board, made
to a loan of £7000 for the purposes of
cides, 213 killed, 66 injured; other persons not coming in above height of surface above sea, 582ft.; maximum depth, 705ft. Lake sewage outfallforandsanction
disposal works. Mr. Urban Smith, C.E., of the
classification, 37 killed, 60 injured ; the totals being 685 killed Erie, height of surface above sea, 573ft; maximum depth, 324ft. firm of Smith and Austin,
the Local Board’s engineer, attended in
and 2522 injured.
Lake Ontario, height of surface above sea, 247ft.; maximum support of the application, and, previously to the inquiry, the
depth, 738ft. Lake Tahoe, height of surface above sea, 6247ft.; inspector went over the works—which are in course of construction
Tue railway companies of the United ingtes have maximum
depth, 1645ft. Lake Crater, maximum depth, 1996ft. —with the engineer. There was no opposition to the +o
reported to the Board of Trade the following accidents, which Lake Leman,
height of surface above sea, 1226ft.; maximum loan, and the proceedings were of a formal character. Bot the
occurred upon their premises during the nine months ending 30th depth,
1017ft.
Como, height of surface above sea, 699ft.; sewerage works and the works of disposal at Dorking have been for
September last, but in which the movement of vehicles used exclu- maximum depth,Lake
1926ft. Lake Maggiore, height of surface above some time in progress, under separate contracts, and are now nearsively upon railways was not concerned, namely: 84 passengers
686ft.; maximum depth, 2612ft. Lake Baikal, height of sur- ing completion. The anticipated cost is £20,000,
injured whilst ascending or descending steps at stations ; 29 injured sea,
above sea, 1360ft.; maximum depth, 12,356ft. Mr. Le Conte
bybeing struck by barrows, rene over packages, &c., on station face
Is accordance with resolutions passed at the twentythe authorities for these depths, but adds—‘‘ There seems to
platforms; 1 killed and 17 injw
by falling off platforms; and ives
unaccountable
in the depths assigned by different sixth Convention of the United States Brewer's Association, a
32 injured from other causes, Of servants of companies or authorities to thediscrepancies
prize
of one hundred dollars each is offered by the Association for
of lakes lying between
ia and the
contractors, 4 killed and 699 injured whilst loading, unloading, United States. Thechain
of mean depths given in Johnston's the best essays on the following subjects :—{1) What is the best
or sheeting wagons; 207 injured whilst moving or carrying ‘Physical Atlas,’ and intable
method
of obtaining—in the process of brewing, and without the
Herschel’s ‘ Physical Geography,’ must be
goods in warehouses, &c.; 2 killed and 127 injured whilst erroneous. Some authorities
maximum depth of Huron aid of expensive machinery—the full extract and flavourof the hops,
working at cranes or capstans; 2 killed and 175 injured by the fall- as about 1800ft. The depth ofgiveLakethe Baikal
and
of
preserving
the aromatic qualities of hops in the beer?
appears
to
be
almost
ing of wagon doors, lamps, bales of goods, &c.; 232 injured by incredible—vide Nature, xvii. p. 468.”
(2) What is the best method of brewing raw material in regard to
falling off, or when getting on or off, stationary engines or
its
yield
and
the'full
taste of the beer? The Advisory Committee
vehicles; 10 killed and 157 injured a |———. platforms, ladders,
AN appendix to his paper on “The Coefficient of Visoffers a prize of one hundred dollars for the best apparatus
scaffolds, &c.; 143 injured by stumbling whilst walking on the line cosity of Air,” has been read before the Royal Society by Herbert also
with
which
to
steam—pasteurise—beer
in bulk, without the loss of
or platforms; 154 injured while attending to statio:
engines in
B.A. In the previous experiments by the author on carbonic acid. The essays and the apparatus must be placed
sheds; 37 injured by being trampled on or kicked by horses; 3 Tomlinson,
before
the
Committee
before
the
Ist
March,
1887.
this
subject,
the
coefficient
of
viscosity
of
air
was
determined
from
killed and 391 injured whilst working on the line or in sidings; observations of the logarithmic decrement of amplitude of a‘
At a meeting of the South Staffordshire Mines Drainage
and 148 injured from various other causes, Of other persons most torsionally vibrating wire, the lower extremity of which was
of whom were t
cting busi
on the
panies’ premises, 12
at Wolverhampton on Wednesday, a discussion
to the centre of a horizontal bar. From the bar were sus- Commissioners
were killed and 107 injured—making a total in this class of soldered
place on the great difference which existed between the
pended vertically and at equal distances from the wire a pair of took
returns of the quantity of minerals raised in South Staffordshire
aceidents of 34 persons killed and 2739 injured.
cylinders, or a pair of spheres. The distances of the cylinders or prepared
by the Government and the return submitted to the
spheres from the wire were such that the main part of the loss of Commissioners
“Tue question of operating street cars by electricity is energy
by the owners in the distriet. According to the
resulting from the friction of the air may be characterised Government returns
one of the utmost interest and importance at the present time, and as
the whole quantity raised in South Staffordbeing due to the re of the air. Acting on a suggestion of shire and East Worcestershire
without exaggeration it may be said to be occupying the thoughts Professor
in 1885 was 9,862,000 tons, which
Stokes,
P.R.S.,
the
author
proceeded
to
determine
the
of every prominent street car man in the country. Special atten- coefficient of viscosity of air by suspending a hollow paper cylinder after deducting the quantity raised on the Cannock Chase, would
tion,” theElectrical World says, ‘‘has been directed in New York about 2ft. in length and 4ft. in diameter, so that its axis should leave something like 7,500,000 as the yield of mines in the drainage
to the Julien car on the Eighth Avenue road. This car—which
made to the Commissioners were between
as to its direction with the axis of rotation. The cylinder area. Theandreturns
took the first prize in a prolonged and severe competition at the coincide
3,000,000 tons less, and as this quantity escaped
supported by a light hollow horizontal bar, about 7in. in length, 2,000,000
Antwerp Exhibition—derives current for the motor from accumu- was
assessment, great loss accrued to the Commissioners,
to
the
centre
of
which
the
vertically
suspended
wire
was
soldered.
lators, and, as we can emg from personal experience, runs with The wire was set in torsional vibration, and the logarithmic decreTue New York Times says :—“ The announcement of
a full load of passengers with the utmost ease and smoothness. ment
determined with the same precautionsas before. The follow- the British authorities that twelve 80-ton Woolwich guns will be
The system presents many points of a
with that of direct
;
ready
in April for transportation across the continent to British
transmission of current.
th have their advocates, and both will ing were the results :-—
Vibration =a
Coefficient of viscosity of
Temperature in Cc } bia contrasts bi ly with the utmost that the Washington
undoubtedly find very general application. We believe ourselves
in secon
air in C.G.S, units, «
degrees Centigrade authorities could announce for the projected seaboard defence of
that, as regards the point of e
cars equipped with accumu8°60388 ww we
+» O°00017708 .. ..
12-225
California. Yet San Francisco is at least as worthy of protection
lators can be run at least at two-thirds the cost of cars on cable
8°8656
es
--» DO0017783 ..
13°075
as Victoria. These 80-ton guns throw a projectile weighing
roads, and theré is, moreover, the immense advantage that each
en it is added
car, carrying its own power, is an a
unit, whilst—as we In these experiments the loss of energy arising from the friction of 1700 1b. with a charge of 4501Ib. of powder.
see so often on the Brookl
i
he slightest accident to the ‘the air may be c!haracterised as being {due to the dragging of the that an official report of the House Naval Committee of the present
cable paral,
the whole service, and generally in the hours when air, and it is very remarkable that there should be such close agree- Congress has declared that the unarmoured Chilian Esmeralda
the travel is greatest. Another
point of significance, and that will ment in the values of » as determined by this and the previous could alone, with her high powered guns, ‘lie outside the Golden
have consideration, is that individual cars can be taken in hand for methods. The mean value of the coefficient of viscosity of air Gate and lay the city of San Francisco under contribution without
and thus the
rolling stock be progressively adapted btained by this method is 0°00017746 at a temperature of 12-650 going within the reach of its guns,’ the difference between our proto the needs of the new conditions. This involves a smaller initial deg. Cent., and the mean value deduced from the previous expe- vision for Pacific coast defence and that of the British Government
by Congress next week for
outlay, and
opportunity to train the
mt force in their riments when proper correction has been made for the rotation of is apparent. If, also, a law were
new wo!
again, has a recommendation for them in being the spheres and cylinders about their axes is 0-00017711 at a tempe- the manufacture of 80-ton guns they could not be made ready for
use
before
1890,”
:
rature
of
11°79
deg.
Cent,
:
easy to do and less exhaustive physically,”
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STEAMER.
MESSRS, EDWARDS AND SYMES, LONDON, ENGINEERS.
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the masts may be done in a few minutes. The engines are | price asked ? We may very well take a lesson from the Spaniards LIGHT DRAUGHT TWIN-SCREW VESSEL FOR
triple expansion. The boilers are of the locomotive type, and |in this matter, and release some of our ablest naval constructors
NICARAGUA.
the full power of 3800-horses was attained for the moderate mean |and engineers from their work of discussing these questions so
ABovE we illustrate a steel twin-screw light draught
air pressure in stokeholes of 2}in. This very moderate pressure | wearily over and over again with every new official who has the
|steamer, being the last addition to the little fleet of steamers
compares well with the usual practice of torpedo boats, which |
| which keep up the communication from the Atlantic to the
is from 4in, to 6in., and the results in consumption of fuel and |
condition of boiler were most satisfactory. The boilers did not |
Pacific Oceans by lake and river across the State of Nicaragua in
Central America, this being one of the alternative routes for a
show a single weep or sign of leakage, and the consumption
canal instead of Panama, and looked upon favourably by the
for four hours was only at the rate of 2°1 lb, per I.H.P. per |
hour, showing that the vessel could steam at full speed for about
United States of America. Six years since the builders of
this vessel, named the Progress, launched the first steamer, the
700 knots, There is no other vessel afloat that could go 700,
Amelia, on Lake Managua, which together with the railway then
knots in thirty-two hours, or even could go 525 knots in twenty--}
being constructed, opened up steam communication from the
four hours, which is at the same rate. There was no reason, at
Port of Corinto to Managua, the capital of the Republic, rid
the end of the four hours’ official trial of this vessel, why she
Momotombo. Since that time a railway has also been conshould not have gone on at the same speed for twenty-four
Fic.t
_
attee
—_
structed from Managua to the town of Granada, on Lake
hours. The radius of action of this vessel at 114 knots was
Nicaragua, and other steamers on this lake and River Juan comproved to be 5100 knots,
plete the communication from Corinto on the Pacific, to Grey
This vessel is the first of a type which has long been
Town on the Atlantic side. Last year the Government decided
asked for by naval officers. Placed under the charge of
to accelerate the mail service to and from the capital, and a
any of our best young lieutenants or commanders, such a
subsidy was offered to the steamboat company for this object,
vessel would be of the greatest service to a fleet. Vessels
and with a view to obtaining a life draught streamer. For this
of this type are not expensive, being nothing like so costly
purpose the managing director came to London, consulted
as the Scout. They carry an armament which is effective
Messrs. Edwards and Symes, whose boats had given them so much
against any ships that the Scout is likely successfully to ensatisfaction during six years’ service, and an order was placed
counter. Their speed is at least five knots faster than the Scout.
with the firm for a twin-screw steamer to be built of steel suitTheir crew is about one-third of her number, and in no respect
able for passengers and cargo; with a large deck area to meet the
are they inferior as cruisers. Their radius of action isgreater, they
requirements of the Government for military transport; with a
present a smaller mark, and their torpedo armament is practiguaranteed speed of 13 knots per hour on a draught of water
cally the same as the later ships of the Scout. type. Our
not exceeding 5ft. aft and 2ft. forward, the contract not to be
Admiralty have, to some extent, followed the lead of the
completed until the vessel was afloat on the lake, and the speed
Spaniards in laying down the Grasshopper type; but in these
attained
with wood for fuel to the satisfaction of the purchasers.
vessels a speed of only 19 knots is aimed at, while in no other
Messrs. Edwards and Symes have for many years made light
respect are they superior. The armament of the Grasshoppers
draught twin-screw steamers a speciality, having constructed
is inferior, their radius of action is less,. and their steering
some twenty-four, both with high-pressure and compound
and manceuvring powers are also less,
surface condensing engines, and the result attained by this
_ Why is it that with the best skill in the world in ship designvessel illustrates their practical experience in this class of work.
ing, with the best experience in naval construction, and with
The illustration shows the construction of the boat so fully
the most energetic and able naval officers in the world, our
that we need only give the leading particulars of its construction
Admiralty allow themselves to be hopelessly beaten by a private
for it to be fully understood.
firm of shipbuilders? Why cannot they do in vessels of this
She is constructed entirely of steel of the best quality, manuclass, as we understand the Spanish Minister of Marine did in
factured by the Steel Company of Scotland, and is 135ft. long,
the case of the Destructor, state his conditions and ask private
24ft. beam on deck, and 8ft. deep and divided into
shipbuilders to te ersdesigns in competition? If the condifour compartments by bulkheads. .The forward compartment is
tions are clearly stated as to armament, radius.of action,
for stores and chain locker ;the compartment forward of the fore
tonnage, complement, and sail area, leaving the builders to say
engine-room bulkhead is for cargo, and is about 50ft. long ; and
what speed they will guarantee and what price they will charge,
the compartment abaft the after engine-room bulkhead is alsa
the whole matter will then be in a form for settlement by any
for cargo. On deck is. constructed forward a highly finished
person of common sense. Naturally, the Admiralty constructors
RUDDER OF EL DESTRUCTOR.
polished teak deck-house, with elliptic front, the overhead and
and engineers will wish to criticise the designs, but if the firms
selected for the competition be limited to those really competent, power to ask questions and the wish to be educated, and to give inside being panelled and gilded, some of the panels fitted with
the criticisms of the constructors and engineers will not be an them an opportunity of using their well recognised skill and mirrors ; the sashes slide up and down, and are protected with
hindrance to the work of selecting the best, for the matter will ability in bringing our dockyards to the level of private ship- brass guards on frames; sliding Venetian blinds are fitted to use
be, in the way
, largely a question of who will guarantee building yards in economy of production and in rapidity of when it is necessary to slide down the glass sashes ; the deckhouse top is entirely separate from the sun deck, so that a
the most speed, and is the highest speed offered worth the delivery, .
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current of air flows between them. The after deck-house is of.
the same style and finish, and fitted up internally with ladies’
cabin, restaurant, w.c., &c. A neat galvanised windlass is*fitted
forward, and a warping capstan with a brass head fitted aft. The
awning or sun deck covers over about 90ft. of the main deck,
and is supported on the outside edge with tubular stanchions,
and surrounded with stanchions and handrails, and wire netting,
and awning stanchions supporting an awning over this deck, teak
batten seats are arranged round the after parts and at the centre
line for seating the passengers, leaving a good spacious deck on
each side for promenading. At the forward end of the sun deck
is fixed a deck-house with a circular glass front, giving complete
command ahead and on each side to the steersman ; inside
is placed the steering wheel and gear and separate engineroom telegraph to each engine.
The propelling machinery consists of two pairs of highpressure engines, with cylinders each 1lin. diameter and 12in.
stroke; these engines are of the inverted direct-acting type,
made right and left hand, so that all the working parts are under
the eye of the attendant at once. All the working parts are of
steel, with steel crank and propelling shafts. The valve gear is
of the ordinary single-ported type with common slide valves,
with link-motion reversing gear with two excentrics. The levers
for reversing the engines and the starting valve gear are all
carried up to the engineer's platform on the main deck. There
are two boilers, one for each pair of engines, constructed of mild
steel of the locomotive type, 12ft. 3in. long, 5ft. diameterin the
barrel, with 121 tubes, stayed for a working
equal to
Lloyd’srules for 901b. per square inch,and are fitted up quite independently of each other in every respect, so that one engine
and boiler is complete in itself; orby means of the arrangement of valves and pipes, either engine can be driven by either
boiler or both by one boiler in case of need. Each boiler is
supplied with water by the engine feed pump; an injector, and a
donkey pump and feed-water heaters are fi
There is also a
bilge pump fitted to each engine, and the donkey is made to
pump from the bilge. All the working parts of the engines have
large surfaces for running at 250 revolutions per minute, and
with wood as fuel ample steam was generated, and the steamer
with its machinery gave great satisfaction.
A report received from the owners states that the Progress
has entirely fulfilled the conditions of the contract under which
she was built, having attained the stipulated speed of 13 knots,
and her draught of water does not exceed 5ft. The contract for
this vessel was signed on September 30th, 1885, and the whole
was to be delivered by the first week in 1886; but the contractors had everything completed and delivered by December 18th,
1885. That is, in the short space of about ten weeks, this
steamer and machinery were constructed, packed, and loaded
into barges, and delivered alongside in the Albert Docks.
ALUMINIUM
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tensile strength of this as 3°7 tons, or 57°99 tons per square
inch. We mention this report by the Leeds Forge Company,
but we are unable to say what is the type of the company’s
machine; and the stre
as found by it is curiously much in
excess of that given by the ro'led bar tested by Professor Unwin,
which gave an elastic limit of nearly 18 tons.
e rolled bar, however, offers such valuable mechanical properties that, with aluminium alloys now reduced from about 7s. to from 8d. to 1s. 9d.
per lb., we may expect to find very extensive and very important
application in the mechanical arts,
SCARBOROUGH NEW SEA WALL AND
PROMENADE.
SarurDay, New Year's Day, and opening day of the Jubilee
Year, was selected as a suitable day for the ceremony of laying
the foundation stone of the New Sea Wall and Promenade on
the North Sands at Scarborough. The ceremony was performed
by Mr. J. W. Woodall, the Mayor of Scarborough.
This work, which has been in contemplation for some years,
has been necessitated by the wasting away of the cliffs, As it
became evident that some protective measures must be adopted
to prevent the cliffs, and with them the road at their top, from
falling into the sea, it was decided, after considerable discussion,
that the protection should take the form of a strong sea wall,
constructed at such a distance from the base of the cliff as to
allow of a suitable promenade and marine drive being formed
between the wall and the cliff. A section of the seawall,
promenade, and road, is shown. The length of the wall will be
1200 yards, and it will be constructed entirely of Portland
cement concrete. The wall will be founded, throughout its whole
length, on hard blue shale. The face will be formed of small
concrete blocks 2ft. by 12in. by 12in., laid header aud stretcher
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volume of stream water, although, had they consulted the
i
cal experts—I mean the inspectors—at theie di
these a
men would doubtless have set them right; but [am ,informed
that
the more exalted officials of the Local Government Board scorn to
stoop to an inspector for information. The Provisional Order was
therefore refused, and we shall probably have to go to Parliament
to get our water—an expensive process, I do not profess
understand the principles upon which this country is governedto
but I fail to see the utility of employing highly-educated
experts, whose services must cost the State some money,technical
if their
opinion is never to be consulted, and their technical knowledge is
rendered unavailable. I also fail to see the advantage of allowing
men whose ‘sole recommendation is a clever manipulation of red
tape toe arbitrate on most
plicated technical questions, upon
the proper decision of which the health and happiness of thousands
may depend,
A Votcé From BLACKRop,
anuary 4th,
Sir, —The interesting article under this title, published in your
number for the 31st of December, does not in any way exaggérate
, the supineness and almost criminal neglectfulness of that fearfull
| and wonderfully constituted body, the Local Government Boar,
| I may, perhaps, be allowed to give an instance of this mismanage.
| ment. I live at Kirkleatham, in Yorkshire. his is an urban
| district with a population of 4000, ‘It is a seaside resort, and the
idea occurred to us that it would be a great attraction for visitors
to have sea-water laid on to our houses, and a great saving in
money to use the sea-water for purposes of street
An
inquiry was held on the 18th of March last by a Localcleansing.
Government
inspector—I forget his name—and ‘the scheme was favour.
ably reported on. But the Local Government Board would not
move until it had heard from the Stockton and Middlesbrough
Joint Water Board, from whom we derive our water supply, to see
if they objected to the scheme. Now, the Stockton = Middies
brough Joint Water Board have nothing whatever to do with the
matter. In the first place, they are unable to supply us with
sufficient
water for all our wants, and in the second place, they
|
| cannot supply us with sea-water at all, Of course, the Local

_ PROMENADE

ALLOYS.

Some of the remarkable properties of aluminium have long been
known, but it is only in recent times that it has been sufficiently
cheaply obtainable to make it a useful metal in the mechanical
arts. The modern dynamo-electric machine has, however, been
the means of enormously reducing the cost of production of
aluminium alloys from aluminium-producing ores, and the
alloying copper, tin, iron, or other metal. The Cowles Electric
Smelting Company of Cleveland, Ohio, is now producing more
aluminium than is elsewhere produced in the world, and the
company is now about to erect works in this country for the
smelting by the Cowles electric furnace of the corundum and
other aluminium-producing ores. The company, whose offices
are at 36, Lombard-street, London, E.C., has recently submitted
for test a bar of the rolled bronze to Professor Enwin, F.R.S.,
and another bar, a greensand casting of smaller size but higher
grade alloy, has been tested by the Leeds Forge Company, by
whom it was obtained asasample. The following is from a
report by Professor Unwin :—
:
“T have to report the result of the test of a bar received
from you and stated to be of aluminium bronze produced by
the process of Mr. Cowles. The bar was 0°499in. diameter, and
was placed in shackles which have spherical bearing surfaces, so
that the tension is extremely uniform on the section.
Breaking weight ..
7°195 tons = 36°78 tons per square inch.
Elongation in lin. ..
3°326in. = 33°26
per cent.
Contraction of area ..
OO7sin. = 39°87 per cent.
Elastic limit
we
3°47 tons = 17°74 tons per square inch.
“ The elongation in different parts of the bar is much more
uniform than with iron or steel. Thus, inch lengths marked on
the bar, extended as follows:—One inch lengths measured, after
fracture. (See also diagram below).
woi|2 |s | 4
5
6
7
8
9
0 | n | 12
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INTENDED NEW SEA WALL AT SCARBOROUGH
alternately. The blocks will be formed of six parts shingle and Government Board did not condescend to take such trifles into
sand to one. part cement, and in the portion of the wall below | aecount, and as the Stockton and Middlesbrough Joint Water
high-water mark they will be faced with fine gravel and cement | Board opposed the scheme, the Local Government Board imitated
We then abandoned the sea-bathing for private
in proportion of two parts gravel to one part cement. The blocks its example.
scheme, and contented ourselves with pressing the streetwill be set in Portland cement mortar, and will be backed up houses
watering
scheme;
May we wrote to the Local Government
with concrete mixed in proportion of eight parts shingle and sand Board asking it forandits indecision,
pointing out the time was
to one part cement, which concrete will form the body of the approaching when the desirability and
of-having some means of waterwall. The face of the wall will be formed to a curve with a ing our streets would make itself unpleasantly felt. We were
radius of 17ft., the width of wall at base will be 17ft., and at rather ho
of getting our scheme approved, as the Board of
the top 5ft.; the top of the wall will be 13ft. above the level of Trade
sanctioned our laying the pipes. At last, after a good
1 Government Board sent us, on
high-water ordinary spring tides. On the top of the walla deal of correspondence, the
substantial iron railing will be fixed. The width of the prome- the 9th of June, its final reply, refusing its permission. I will
nade at the back of the wall will be 25ft., and the surface will leave your readers, Sir, to characterise as strongly as they please
of the Local Government Board; my dictionary fails
be formed of tar pavement. The road will be 40ft. wide, the this action
If this Board should be abolished I can only say that the
surface being made of macadam asphalte. At the back of the | me.
population
at least will appoint a day of public
road the cliffs will be sloped down, and the materials excavated thanksgivingof forKirkleatham
SALINE,
from them will be used to supply the required filling for the | January 5th. the deliverance.
;
road and promenade at the back of the sea wall. The drainage
from the cliffs and the surface-water from the road will be
PROCTOR’S AGRICULTURAL STEAM DIGGERS.
carried off by a drain which will be constructed for the purpose
Sim.—Will you have the kindness to allow me to state, in reference
at a suitable depth belaw the surface throughout the whole
|
to
your
article
concerning the above, that the first digger which I
length of the road. Two slipways and three sets of steps will
provide access to the sands from the promenade and drive. The | had made according to the illustration was for the Marquis de la
|
Laguna,
of
Spain,
this nob
idered that one of larger
work is designed so that it can be extended at any time, if power, viz, 7-horsebutpower.
pound Sonat d of 4-horse power
required, in a southerly direction round the base of the Castle | single
cylinder,
would
suit
his
purpose
better.
engine illusHill, and so form a communication with the South Bay. Such trated was sent on to the estates of a large The
sugar refinery at
a work, if carried out, would form a marine drive unsurpassed Waghiiusel
in the province of Baden, Germany and was exhibited at
for boldness of coast scenery.
work in the presence of the Grand Duke of Baden, and representaThe contract for the work as described, has been let to tives from France, Hungary, and Russia, on the 4th of last
“With this I send an autographic diagram of the fracture
test. The movement of the pencil proportional to the load is Mr. W. C. Matton, of Scarborough, for the sum of £17,168, and December, and it met with so much success that more orders are
taken direct from the jockey weight on the lever. The move- it is anticipated that the whole of the work will be completed
ment proportional to the extension is double the real extension, before the summer of 1888. The engineer for the work is
Mr. Whately Eliot, M. Inst. C.E., under whose direct supervision
and is transmitted by a very fine wire.
the works will be carried out,
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AUTOGRAPHIC DIAGRAM OF ALUMINIUM BRONZE TEST.
“Tn extremely plastic materials like this, in the last stage of
testing, the slightest increment of load produces so large a
stretch that the jockey weight has to be run back to keep the
lever floating. The weight is then run out again till a new
increment of stretch begins. This explains the appearance of
the diagram. The most ductile rivet iron gives way in a
similar manner. The high elastic limit in a material so plastic
is —.
specimen tested by the Leeds Forge Company was 0°285in.
diameter, and the report of the company gives the ultimate

:
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
Correspondents. |
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD,
Str,—-I am glad to see you have attacked the engine of circumlocution and red tape, knownas the Local Government Board ; and
that you have not confined yourself to generalities, but have
adduced facts on which to base your statements, I am in a position
to give you some more facts relating to another case of this
Board's mismanagement, and though | fully agree with you, Sir,
that the instances on record are too numerous ta quote, yet I
venture to think that the case which I would ask your permission
to draw attention to merits a place in the first rank, and should
have public attention drawn to it. You may be aware, Sir, that a
great strain has within
the last two years been put on the urban
district of Blackrod, near Wigan, which, though it has a population of only about 4000, has to supply with water a population of
12,000 grouped in neigh
ing localities, to which has
added
a population of 10,000, due to the removal of the L
hire and
Yorkshire Railway works to Horwich. Our local board therefore
applied for power to complete their original water supply scheme,
and to construct = storage poset od egbee sem ed those
a
existing.
inquiry was accordi
eld in February,
1885, all that was caktel tong a Provisional’ Order. I am given
to
d that the i
r’s report was favourable, but the
Local Government Board officials somehow got it into their heads
that the collectionof storm water in a sto
reservoir would be
injurious to the interests of millowners,
ounding
in their nontechnical minds the value of storm water with that of the ordinary

PRYORS PATENT
USED BY PROCTOR
EVER

now in hand than can be executed in time for this year’s spring and
autumn ploughings, or rather diggi
Whilst I am on this subject will you further allow me to explain
to your readers that the movement of the forks of my diggers is
exactly
ite to the movement of. Darby's, Parker’s, or an,
other inventor's, I make mine on the lines of Mr. M. R. Pryor's
patent of April 4th, 1884, whereby the digging shaft revolves in the
pp
nm, and op
at the | of the fork handles, the
resistance being given below, instead of vice versd as in former
ones.
FRANK PROCTOR,
Cannon-street, London, E.C,
January 4th.
SUGAR IN CEMENT.
S1r,—In view of the letters pes have published on the behaviour
of Portland cement allied with sugar, you may think the enclosed
results worth printing. The twenty-four
uettes were gauged
on the same day,
the cement used was of the same employed
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on that day in the building of a huge mass of rubble masonry in
course of construction, The sugar was common raw sugar at three
halfpence per pound, As, unfortunately, is often the case with
cement, the results are not consistent; but they show that sugar
did not benefit cement in its resistance to tensile stress.
Llanwddyn, January 6th.
A. NELSON Barnes,
Results given by Briquettes of Neat Cement Gauged with Water only
and with Sagar and Water,
| Settin,
Age of briquettes before
Weight of materials,
tess 6
testing, and resistance
__ pats of each to tensile stress in Ibs. “
Cement Water. |Sugar. | Total. gauging. 5 days, 14 days. 21 days.
oz.
O*
O7,
Ib,
Ib,
“lb.
Ib.
1s'4
3
0
1°34 | 3 hours,
620
800
700
a
4
1°37 | S minutes. 200
120 ~—s-Failure.
*
Hf
1
1°40 |¢
2
70
66
5
:
”
1}
1°43 2} hours, | 113
215
148
.
”
2
1°46 40 minutes, 158
100
135
ts
is
2}
149 50 ,,
122
222
112
ve
se
3
162/90)
4,
125
245 «| 136
3}
1°55 ; 80 ” \Failure.| 22 Failure.
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PRESTON AND THE RIBBLE NAVIGATION SCHEME,
Sir,—I have to-day read your editorial summary of engineering
works in progress during the year that is po among which you
mention the Ribble Navigation Works. Allow me to explain that I
went very carefully into the question during last spring and
summer, and in October last, after I had consulted the
e millowners and ratepayers in Preston, it-was decided to hold a private
meeting to consider what could or should be done in the matter,
and we found out after obtaining the best legal advice, that
since the Preston Corporation were executing works sanctioned by
Parliament we were powerless until the Corporation went to
Parliament to obtain increased borrowing powers, which they will
have to do in session 1888. They had expended up to 30th of
November last £385,299 19s.
eir present borrowing powers
are £662,244 18s, 1d., and as they are now expending over £18,000 a
month, consequently before the end of June in next year over
£662,244 18s. 1d, will have been paid away, and how they expect to
get their bill in session 1888 through Parliament before June of
that year I do not know ; only they will have to be very expeditious,
and the enormous amount of opposition they will have to
ter must be r
bered,
Sir, I have aye |rg stated in a letter to the local newspaper, dated 23rd of
last November, that it is no pleasure to'me
to show up the hopelessness of a large public works ; but having seen
that it is so, should I be justified in not speaking out! Whatever
opinion must be formed of the result to be accomplished by certain
works when complete must be formed by reference to other works
of a like nature; in that I think you will agree with me. Now, Sir,
applying that very natural observation to the Ribble Navigation
forks, what do we find? But before doing so let me tell you a
little of the history of the river Ribble. Up to about 1853 there
was a deep water channel re at low water spring tides—from
Lytham to the Irish Sea, and the river from Lytham to Preston
was acircuitous, wandering channel ; it would go three miles due
south, then three to four miles due north ; consequently Messrs.
Robert Stevenson and Sons, C.E., of Edinburgh, who reported to the
Preston Corporation on ‘‘The Improvement of the River Ribble”
in November, 1836, said if the channel from + 7 ameto Preston were
made straight the navigation of the river Ribble would be complete.
In 1853 an Act of Parliament was obtained to doit, and by the time
the works were finished, the deep water channel from Lytham and
to the Irish Sea had filled up, and is now dry land when the tide
is out. In 1866 Messrs. Bell and Miller, of Glasgow and
Westminster, reported to the Corporation, that no doubt this d
water channel to the Irish Sea had not quite filled up, and their
scheme was to dockise the river, and total outlay £100,000.
The present scheme is to lower the bed of the river Ribble to
nearly level with the bar, that is to give the channel a fall of four
feet in seventeen miles, and there is from three feet to four feet of
water on the bar at low water spring tides; therefore from the
Irish Sea to the Albert Edward Dock at Preston the distance is
seventeen miles, and no water at low water the whole distance
except a short length, but this is so narrow no vessel dare anchor.
‘To make this channel, the bed of the river has to be lowered 20ft.
at Preston, where is the entrance from the river to the dock, width
300ft., and the last 12ft. in depth is solid rock, which rock will
extend down the river over a mile. Th? first four miles the depth
is never less than about 15ft. to 16ft. deep, after that it gets less ;
opposite. Lytham Pier it will be about 9ft. deep, for ten miles it will
be from 20ft. deep to 6ft., and the last seven miles is across the
centre nearly of a sandy, clayey, and hard gravel estuary ten
miles wide, in which no training walls are to be built.
But he
would be a bold man who would propose to build training walls
across an open sandy estuary ten miles in width. Well now, Sir,
let us apply my proposition of the amount of success which may be
looked a
to in these works. (1) All rivers to be navigable
must have water in them at low water. (2) All rivers that are a
success have water in them when the tide is out. (3) The river
Ribble will not have water in it when the tide is out, consequently
these works cannot be a success; that is, there will not be
depth of water to navigate ships; a boat drawing 2ft. of
water could not get up the channel, when the works are complete, at low water spring tides. Again, by the works carried out
under the Act of 1853, the deep water channel from the Irish
Sea to Lytham became blocked up, silted up. This channel you
can see for yourself by referring to the one inch Ordnance Map—
and there are men now living at Southport and Lytham who have
used this channel. After the channel silted up, the river went
straight across the Horse Bank for nearly three miles; then it
turns nearly north, and runs four miles across the sands till it
reaches the Irish Sea. It was in this channel, near No, 3 buoy,
that a vessel was wrecked on Saturday, the 4th of last month, an
the crew were saved by the St. Anne’s lifeboat—the very men who,
a few days after, were all drowned in this wide estuary a little
below Southport. The local newspaper, the Maxchester Courier,
of 6th December, 1886, in describing the gallant rescue, says—‘‘The
vessel struck one of the well-known sand banks which have been
the destruction of so many ships, and at once floated an ensign as
a signal of distress.” You will, I trust, observe that the works under
the Act of 1853 destroyed the deep water channel from Lytham to
the Irish Sea ; consequently the vessels, which their new channel
from Lytham to Preston could use, had not then a
el from
Lytham to the Irish Sea, and the improvement, of the river
Ribble has really meant filling up the
with
of sand,
and where had been miles of water, fathoms
is now dry land,
and where the waters of the river Ribble flowed down to the Irish
Sea from Lytham in a deep channel, it now flows. across the sands
for a distance of seven miles, and is no deeper than a foot or two,
except certain lengths—to wit, where that vessel was wrecked on
the 4th of December, 1886, a boat drawing 2ft. of water cannot get
up from the Irish Sea to Lytham at low water spring tides,
Sir, I ask you in all sincerity what do you yourself think of the
Ribble Navigation Works? I have omitted to tell you that the
Corporation have two enormous dredgers at work in the river at
Warton, about six miles from the dock
; but you will no doubt
understand what so few people in Preston can understand, that as
the river at Warton is such a height above the sea level—at low
water—it is only a very few hours every tide that they can float,
and they can only work when they float; in fact they are no sooner
up than they are down, consequently it is naturally not much
o in a week, and it is extremely unlikely if they
will be able to reach the dock at
in forty-five years,
and then the hole they would have made would be, say, 8ft. wide.
Well, one dredger has been at work sineo last July, and what she
has done-—those who live near say amounts to nothing, If she
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has time to make a hole when the tide is up, by the rapid flow of | tical is a horizontal plane, I therefore say that a b is level; my
the river Ribble the hole is sanded up — by the time the tide meaning being strictly contined to this » Fe phenomenon. | do
is up
again ; and do not forget that the
of the river has to be not say that a b is the sea level, neither do I say that a plumb line
lowered 20ft. at Preston, the last 12ft. through hard rock, and would be oncd, The plane falls at every instant of time from its
300ft. wide, and itis seventeen miles to deep water—the Irish Sea own level along the line of its own vertical, and in doing so it
—before the dock can be used.
passes on the horizon of the world, which is soaring flight.—P.; Then
In conclus’‘on, I think ae will agree with me that the position of you say that the weight of a plane can not os drive it horizonthe Ribble Navigation Works is very different from any navigation tally but on an upward incline in still air? §.; Ido.—P.: Are you
works you ever heard of, and if the dock had been commenced aware of the immense consequences following such a result? §.: I after they had been sure of lowering the bed of the river—say after _ lost my head when I first saw this matter, but am now over it.
they had been at work thirty years on dredging—it would have nstead of bearing gifts I seem to be carrying a menace. There is
been soon enough to commence to build the dock. I feel deeply enongh in it to make half-a-dozen men famous, but I fear the
grieved to have to write thus of a large public works, The works result will be to make one man infamous,
I, LANCASTER.
of 1853 ended in failure b
blocked up the channel from
Chicago, January Ist.
Lytham to the sea, How will the works now being constructed end
---will the forty acres of locks and half tidal basin five acres, now
TILBURY DOCKS.
being built, be able to be used in fifty years ?The amount of money
Sir,—It is somewhat surprising to hear, in connection with
expended on them is nearly half-a-milllion—£500,000. You know these so-called deep-water docks, that the Garonne, the first of the
now the whole details; you can, Idaresay, form anopinion. If the Orient liners which has ventured there, stuck fast in the mud of
dredgers—the people who live near them say they have done the tidal basin for hours, and was only released by the aid of four
nothing—do, say, 100 yards in six months, and they are six miles tues, after breaking several hawsers in the endeavour to extricate
from Preston, how long would it take them to get to Preston? And her.
ber, the width they dredge is about 8ft., and the width they
The East and West India Dock Company were told plainly by
have to do is 300ft. Would it not be a little over forty-eight years ! eminent engineers before the Parliamentary Committees that a
G. Henry Roperts, C.E.
tidal basin constructed according to the deposited plans would be
87, Fishergate-hill Preston.
simply a mud trap. Events seem to have fully justified this preJanuary 8th, 1887.
diction. The docks have been 3% nearly nine months, during
which period frantic efforts have been made by the dock company
to induce shipowners to patronise them, with the certainly unforBEHAVIOUR OF STEAM IN THE CYLINDER.
tunate
result that the first vessel of any size comes to signal grief.
Sir,—I have been much interested in reading and studying your
Garonne is now berthed in one of the inner docks, but the
able annual summary in your last week's issue. -There is one point The
question arises, how will they get her out again? Dredging has
in which I feel bound to differ from you, referring to the alternate been going on night and day for some months, but this is obviously
condensation and re-evaporation of steam worked expansively in inefficient as a remedy, and a radical alteration must be made in
the cylinder. As you imply, in the first column of your
15, that
construction of the tidal basin if uninterrupted access for
Mr. Isherwood and myself were contemporaneous in the discovery the
vessels of deep draught is to be secured.
or demonstration of thatpregnant evil, allow me to remind you of
The Tilbury mud seems to have an unfortunate propensity for
the communication on this subject from me which you were kind creating disasters. The new submarine boat, the Nautilus, stuck
enough to publish in your issue for October 16th, 1885, page 297, fast therein at a trial trip, and for a short time the occupants must
in which I proved that I had announced a practical discovery and have been, if not in actual peril, at least in a very uncomfortable
demonstration of the said cause of loss in R52, seven years earlier position—so much so, that the engineer of the craft declined to
than the date of Mr. Isherwood’s ‘‘ Engineering
ents” repeat the experiment at Tilbury, and the distinguished visitors
vol. ii., 1859.
who had gone down to witness the trial of the vessel had to leave
Let me add that Mr. Isherwood has not, so far as I am aware, without the programme being concluded.
C. E.
ventured any reply to my letter of October, 1885.
London, January 7th.
8, Buckingham-street, Adelphi,
D. K. Ciark.
AMENDMENT OF SPECIFICATIONS,
.
London, January 10th.
;
Sir,—I little thought when I wrote my last letter that any
t of so
ing a character as that to which you
called attention in your issue of the 3lst ult. was likely to appear
THE PROBLEM OF FLIGHT,
Sir,—If the track of P, Fig. 1, in Mr. Fitzgerald's letter in your in ‘‘The Official Journal of the Patent-office,” viz., an amendment
issue of December 10th, be straightened, so as to lie in one direc- ‘*having been made through a misapprehension, the same has been
tion, the lateral motion will be several times that of the vertical. cancelled, and the words struck out have been restored.” But the
The question of soaring, as stated by myself at the Buffalo meeting, announcement referred to has a serious as well as an amusing
was this: ‘“‘Has the weight of a plane ability to move it continu- aspect. Supposing the ‘‘ misapprehension” had not been disously in a horizontal path in free, still air!’ This statement pre- covered, the-provisions of Section 18, Sub-section 9, of the Act (to
sumed the absence of any force but gravity, and ignored birds and which you have referred) might have caused injustice to be done
to some patentee owning a patent of later date than that which had
experimental devices,
ere is no difficulty if the plane comes down, however erratic been erroneously allowed to be amended.
It is not my intention at present to remark on the peculiarity of
its path may be; and where air currents are postulated of sufficient
strength to —e the body up, of course it ne“pres up. The thing this act of adentaistantion in the Patent-office for any other puris to keep up a 16 lb. inert bird for hours, in a dead calm, when, if pose than to show how it illustrates the importance of real legal
its weight be resistance to be overcome, nothing butawind moving acumen being applied to cases of this kind in order to guard allowvertically upwards at the rate of thirty miles an hour could buoy it. ances of amendment from possible abuse. This may readily occur
My contention with the Professors is that they have, in the to the injury of other patentees if not carefully provided against.
mathematics of heavy bodies placed on inclined planes, a complete It is not, however, a danger to these alone, for supposing it had
explanation of the case. It would be greedy to ask for anything been left toa Court to find out the defect in the amendment owing
more; and yet they cannot see it, because the application is in no to the “‘ misapprehension,” the applicant might have been put to
t cost in some abortive legal proceedings that he might have
text-book! They accuse me of advocating perpetual motion, and
of asserting the pre
rous proposition that the weight of a body instituted in faith of the validity of the amendment.
There is a curious illustration of the importance of accuracy in
does work in a motion that carries it away from the earth's centre.
The bird in soaring is moving downwards at every instant during these amendments in some particulars connected with the case of
the time of its flight, and it is in this motion that the work is done. Foxwell ¢. Bostock, in which Lord Westbury, by way of clearing
ere are two senses in which words must be used here to avoid the ground in the trial of the case, gave an interlocutory opinion
confusion. Using the sea level, we must say that the normal as to the construction of the specification after the entry of a disclaimer. The judge restricted the argument, and confined his
motion is on a downward slant, and the lateral motion on an u
ward slant, producing a horizontal resultant. Using the bird’s attention to the interpretation of the document in the first instance
level, we must say that its downward motion is vertical, and its —which is the course that in my opinion ought always to be
lateral motion horizontal, eogpey bedownward slanting resultant. adopted—and arrived at a conclusion as to what was the invention
ded specitication.
Certainly the mental image of what is going on is clear enough. described and claimed by the
But, unfortunately, on further argument, which he allowed, he
Bear in mind that the parallel component of the resolution, which
would push the normal into the vertical, is neutralised out of the saw reason to alter his opinion, and eventually decided the case ona
activity, in which event the normal line becomes the vertical of the point altogether distinct from that on which his opinion had been exago the difficulty of construction having been greatly increased
soaring system.
There is a play of forces going on here which relegates all con- y the desire to give full effect to the disclaimer. All this tends
flicting air currents and St. Vitus momentums to the limbo of to show that the allowance of disclaimers is a matter requiring
Mother Goose's Melodies—and we will all see it after awhile. It is great judicial intelligence in its administration, and, I think,
ints to the necessity of having in the Patent-office a well-trained
surprising to me that it has not been recognised long ago.
A single further conversation with the Buffalo physicists lawyer capable of dealing with difficult cases. Such an officer, with
remains to be reported, which throws light upon the confusion the aid of the technical staff or specially ealled experte—when
resulting from neglecting to keep separate in the mind what seems necessary—would be competent to try questions of infringement
to be, from what is. Others, so amusing that I awaken at night to and revocation as a technica! Court of first instance.
8, Quality-court, Chancery-lane, W.C.,
WILLIAM SPENCE.
laugh at them, were held, but they were of a personal character,
January 11th.
but incidentally connected with
i
I have been presented
with a good many schemes of planes driven on air, which brush the
NEUTRAL SURFACE IN SOLID BEAMS.
birds out of the a but this caps them all,—P.: Allow me to point
Sir,—A gentleman has pointed out to me that I appear to have
out your fallacy. $.: Willingly.—P.: The plane moves horizontally
in acontinuous path. Its weight is therefore balanced by some overlooked the gist of Mr. |wenesont question. If the beam is fixed
resisting force. As the air is still, this force must be that which at both ends so that it cannot move longitudinally, deflection must
drives it horizontally, apd must equal the weight. No change in cause an increment in the length and a tensile strain over each
details can affect this result. Resolution of the forces by the plane section, tending ‘to diminish the compressive and increase the
simply gives the method. §.: Su
we say that the plane tensile stresses. Mr. Pearson wishes to know what effect this will
weighs 32 oz. and is inclined 10deg. I understand you to say that have on the position of the neutral surface. Clearly such a tensile
the rear force must be 320z!—P.: Yes. §.: I provide myself with stress would cause the distance between the neutral surface and
spring balances and get the components experimentally. You the convex side, ¢.¢., the side in extension, to be greater than it
employ the usual mathematics, which is best, provided you make would be if ~_ - the beam were oe A beam so =
y as a catenary, partly as a beam.
e
no mistakes, as the frac ‘ions are saved which I lose from imperfec- supports the |
tion in the devices ;but in this case it does not change the result. onbinbaestresses wise section may be ascertained by calculating
Iemploy a 320z. weight, suspended by a string, which is then the increased length of the beam due to deflection, which, for
pulled sideways to the desired inclination, keeping the two lines of these small deflections, will be practically equal to the sum of the
suspension perpendicular to each other. The tensions of the two hypothenuses of the triangles whose two other sides are the half
strings then give the components.—P.: That should be correct. span and the vertical deflection. Beams, whose depth is at least oneirteenth of the span, cannot suffer a deflection of one-hundredth
S.: Very well. I remember them for this weight, at 10deg. inclination. The normal is 314 0z. and the parallel is 4 oz. for the vertical eS of their length without being ruptured. Taking this as a
force ; and 3 oz. normal, and 30 oz. parallel, for the horizontal force. imiting value, the increase in the length cannot exceed one-ten
Adding the normal components, we have 34}0z. on d, and sub- thousandth part of the span, which in cast iron beams would repre>
tracting the parallel, we have 26 oz. on a b sent a tension of a little over half a ton, and in wrought iron of one
|
driving the plane on the upward slant and a-quarter tons. This slight increase in the tensile stress and
\
from a towards 6, and it would climb corresponding diminution of the compressive stress would not
I
the air at a rapid rate. Not more than affect the value of the moduli of extension and compression.
|
6 oz, rear force would ge goto For a dip of one-hundredth part of the span the catenary stress
&__-_____4 horizontal motion. A
fraction of would be practically the same at the centre as at the points of
this would become normal in the resolu- support.
tion, while the parallel org would
For deflections of one-thousandth part of the span, which are
balance the opposite one, and the surplus maximum permissible deflections, the increase in the length would
»
amg drive a eee ir the upward be less than one-millionth part of the span, and the catenary tensile
slant against ski
riction,
uci
stress less than 12 lb. per square inch in cast iron and less than
a horizontal resultant.—P.: You now have 6 Ny pears 4 28 lb. per square inch in wrought iron. Clearly, then, in ordinary
ising 320z. of vertical force. S.: No. There is now no girders thefixingof the ends cannot appreciably affect the position
vertical force to neutralise.
e@ 4oz, from b to a is of the neutral axis.
W.
DONALDSON,
balanced, while the component on ¢ d is compressing air and is
estminster-chambers, January 13th.
balanced by the nopating pressures.—P.: But the plane does not
come down, §.: Yes. It comes down.—P.: How do you make
CoRPORATION OF WeEsT HaM.—The Town Council of this new
that out? S.: By my a |the other motion. Stopping either will
FR
adjoins the eastern boundary of the metroshow what the other is.—P.: You now hold that no weight is lifted prea
in the upward incline? §,.: I do.—P.: Please explain this. S.: I polis—have appointed Mr. Lewis Angell, M. Inst. C.E., to the office
annum,
treat this case as others are treated. We say that ‘“‘vertical”is of borough engineer and surveyor at a salary of £1206
evidence,
the direction in which gravity acts. As the uncancelled component with privilege of consulting practice, arbitrations,
on the riormal line is the only gravity active on the ples, I there- Mr. Kngell held a similar position under the West Ham Local
fore say that ¢d is vertical, Asa plane at right angles to the ver- Board during the past twenty years, ~
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two arms or wings are compressed; but they fly out again
instantly, and as they cannot then return through the
hole, the butterfly and catch plate support the cage. As
a matter of fact, this mechanism has often prevented
accidents. In the case under notice, however, it entirely
failed, as all such devices must fail under similar
conditions, simply because the cage travelled upwards at
such a rate that its momentum carried it on after the hook
was unloosed; and it tore the catch plate from its bolts, proCONTENTS.
bably broke the pit-head frame timbers, and went to the
bottom of the shaft in less time than it takes to read the
Tue Evaiweer, January 14th, 1887.
PAGE
preceding sentences.
It may be asked why the catch
Waces in Great Britax. No. TT... +1. «1 ee ee oe ee ee QL
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plate was not itself caught in its descent in some of the
Compounp Enaines oF THe DrepceR Dotpuin, (Illustrated.).. .. 23
timber work. On this point no information has up to
Compound Goops Enatne. (Illustrated.) .
oa) ae
RatLway Matrers—NorTes AND MEMORANDA—MISCELLANEA
25
the present reached us. It is a legitimate subject for
Ex Destructor, TorPepo Cruiser. (Illustrated.) ins)” inch nds
inquiry. Winding is now done at a very high velocity.
Licut-pravent River Steamer. (Illustrated.) .. .. .. .. «. 27
We have heard of shafts in which cages attained
Asomnmeue Bisove 4. oc tt ts ts te ce te ee te oe oe ae
ScaRBoRovGH New SEA-WALL AND Promenape. (Illustrated.).. .. 28
at their highest speed 60 miles an hour.
is is excepLeTrers TO THE Eprtor—The
Government Board—Proctor's
tional.
If we halve this, we shall be near the mark as to
cultural Steam
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what took place at the Houghton Main Colliery. Thirty.
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acquired by a body falling from a height of 30ft., and the
Compounp Goops Eneine, Nortru-Eastern Rattway. (Illustrated.)
Leaping ArticLes—Overwinding in Collieries—Critical Points in
vis
viva would suffice tolift the body back again to the
Mechanical Engineering... .. .. «. ss e+ ee oe oe
same height. In other words, the cage would have been
Economy in the Iron Trade—Cost of Treating London Sewage
The New South Wales Railway—A Remarkable Patent .. ..
projected
up into the air 30ft. after the pit rope had been
THE
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detached, just for the same reason that a train runs for a
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mile or more after steam has been shut off. At the
LiverPoo, Water SuppLy AND THE VyRNWY Lake AND Masonry
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moment that the cage came in contact with the catch
ALLEN’s Pweumatic Riverrina Macuine. (Illustrated.)
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plate it had an energy equivalent to the performance of—
WATER-TIGHT BUNKER Doors, (Illustrated.) .. .. ..
REWARDSTO INVENTORS .. «. -. es +s
assuming the cage and men to weigh 3tons—90-foot tons of
OVERWINDING AT COLLIERIES.
Tue Buack Process .. .. «. «+ «+
work ; thatis, it would lift 90 tons afoot high. It is not surTue Raitway Exuisition at Paris ..
THE coroner’s jury empanelled to ascertain the parti- prising that it smashed up everything, tearing its way
DO
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er as a ae ee oe ae ee
Tae Iron, Coat, anD GENERAL TRADES OF BinmMinGHAM, WOLVERculars of the Houghton Main Colliery accident returned upwards through every obstacle. It is, indeed, not at all
TASINOON, AND OTUUR TUUUIOUTS,. 060 00 cd oe 00 cn 06 *Ge
a verdict on Monday to the effect “That the deceased improbable that the men were killed at the top and not
Nores FROM LANCASHIRE ..
«46. 6
Nores FROM SHEFFIELD .. .. .. «were killed by being thrown down the pit shaft of the at the bottom of the shaft.
Nores FROM THE NorTH OF ENGLAND ..
Houghton Main Colliery by the cage in which they were
Here, then, we have in a nutshell the fatal objection to
Nores FROM SCOTLAND... «. os ee ee te
being inadvertently overwound by Allen Beresford, en- all kinds of detaching hooks and catches. They will work
Nores FRoM WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES ..
Nores FROM GERMANY
re
eer eee ee
very
well provided’ the cage is’ moving at a slow or
gineman,
on
the
30th
day
of
December,
in
the
year
and
New CoMPaNigs . ..
parish aforesaid.” Whether the verdict will hold is open moderate velocity. For example, if the speed had been
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to doubt. It was subsequently stated that four out of one-fourth of that we have assumed, or 11ft. per second,
ParagraPus—Society of Arts, 24—The World's Yearly Budget of Letters, the fifteen jurymen declined to ‘sign the inquisition, and the vis viva of the cage would only have lifted it 1°88 foot.
24—Conversion of Compound Engines to Tri-compound, 35—The City
of London College Science Society, 36—Death of Sir Francis Bolton, 86 the document is now at Sheffield bearing only eleven It fortunately happens that most cases of overwinding
—The Canadian Iron Trade, 39—Puddling Furnaces, 39.
names.
The coroner has bound over the whole occur while the cage is moving very slowly, because the
of the jurymen to re-assemble at Darfield on Satur- winder shuts off steam and slackens speed before the cage
day, to re-consider their verdict. In referring to this reaches the top, just as a locomotive engine driver does ;
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
catastrophe last week we mentioned the apparent and the safety hook and plate are analogous in their action
Registered Telegraphic Address ‘‘ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
failure of detaching appliances in this case to save to the buffer stops fitted at terminal stations. Ifa train
LONDON.”
life.
As a matter of fact, King’s detaching hook, runs in at moderate velocity, the buffer stops prevent
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or con- with
which the cage was fitted, did. its work perfectly, mischief. If the train darts in at full speed, away go
taining questions, must
panied by the name and address
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of but the cage was none the less dashed to atoms at the buffer stops and all. The overwound cage at Houghton
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous bottom of the shaft. It smashed its way through English Main behaved like a train running in at full speed, and
communications,
oak planks, 7in. thick, covering the sump at the end of the safety appliances could of course do nothing to avoid
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we the shaft. All the circumstances about this case are a catastrophe. It does not follow therefore that they
must therefore request correspondents to keep copies.
instructive and of much interest. It may, perhaps, be ought to be discarded. They ought not to be discarded,
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to well to premise, for the benefit of those not very familiar but supplemented. From various causes it is impossible
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the with the working of a colliery, that the engine-man sits to fit a cage with a brake which will serve to arrest its uppublic, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all in a chair, with the brake treadle at his foot. In front of ward movement. Detaching gear is, for the reasons we have
cases, be ——
bya large envelope legibly directed by the
writer
to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that him is the reversing lever, and beside him a handle lead- stated, under certain conditions useless. It only remains to
answers received
us may be forwarded to their destination, ing to the throttle valve. A little in front and to one take precautions which ought to automatically prevent
No notice will be
of communications which do not comply side of him is the huge drum on which the pit ropes coil overwinding. This might be done in more ways than
with these instructions,
and uncoil. He has nothing to do with the care of the one. Forexample: Gearing might be fitted similar to that
PAaTENT-OFFICE AMENITIES.
— There is no doubt about it, but they do not under- engine or its lubrication. There is another man for that. used for steering ships. The winder would then have to
stand the “ chunk of old red sandstone” phraseology. Things must be put
The winder very frequently cannot see the cage, or the keep a wheel in constant rotation, first in one and then in
very clearly indeed in some cases,
H. W.—There is not any book published which deals with crucible steel cast- shaft, or the pit-head frame. Before him isa gong ; when another direction, to ensure the running of the engine
ings alone ; but you will find information on the subject in Percy's “ Metal- this is sounded, he starts his engine and winds. In front each way. This might be made to involve little or no
lurgy, Iron and Steel." You will sind all that is really known about the
uae of aluminium as a flux in Tae Enciveer for December 3rd, 1886, of him is a dial round which a hand travels. The dial appreciable labour; and it is far more improbable that the
page 443. You can get aluminium from Messrs, Webster, of Birmingham.
C, E. (Dewsbury).—A 3/t. square flue across the fleld, and a stack of the same marks in fathoms the position of the cage coming up the winder: would overwind by mistake under such conditions
There have been cases known where a
dimensions, 80st. high, at the point marked Bin your sketch, ought to give shaft. When this is close to the top—the other cage than now.
you a good draught, quite sufficient to enable you to burn halfa ton of coal being close to the bottom—another gong rings automati- winder has fallen down in a fit, and the cages have been
an hour, You will probably have trouble in getting your slres away when cally to give warning. Then he stops his engine, waits over-wound. Such an event would be impossible with
the flues are cold, As, however, we assume that this will not often be the
case, it will not be necessary to provide for a yrlot fire at the base of the for a signal and receives it, and so the work goes the steering-gear arrangement.
If, however, this were
chimney. You can, if you prefer it, use a circular flue and chimney of the
same cross-sectional area, The chimney would be better 100ft. high if there on from morning to night, and is most tedious and considered unsuitable, others are at hand. For example:
is any chance that another boiler will be wanted. The rise of 40ft. is not irksome. The incessant tap tap on the gong; the The crank-shaft carries an endless screw; in this gears a
nearly so effectual as a chimney 40ft. high would be. See Wilson, “ Treatise wearisome performance of precisely the same motions worm wheel; on its shaft is a second worm gearing with
on Chimneys.”
’
over and over again in quick succession—it is a deep pit a second worm wheel, on the shaft of which is a screw
if the engine runs for more than two minutes at a time, actuating a couple of levers, one of which will shut off
McDONALD'S HYDRAULIC PRESSURE REGULATOR.
and an idle pit if the engine stands more than one minute steam and the other apply the steam brake the instant
(To the Editor of the Engineer.)
rT
—is apt to make a phlegmatic man sleepy, and to drive the cage reaches the bank. A very little skill will suffice to
Sir,—We should feel much obliged if any reader can give ius the address
the manufacturers of the McDonald aut tic hydrauli
regu- an irritable or nervous man off his head. The wonder is, design an arrangement of this kind which will not interlator.
H. H. anv Co,
under the circumstances, not that overwinding takes fere with the work of the winder, unless he neglects his
duty. It is in this direction, and in this only, that safety
place, but that it does not take place very frequently.
ANTI-FRICTION METAL FOR HEAVY MACHINERY.
From the winding drum the two ropes lead out of the is to be found. There is something piteous, we think,
(To the Editor of the Engineer.)
S1r,—In answer to your
dent ‘“‘M. A.,” see Enainrer of the engine-house to the pit-head; a lofty and strong structure about the Houghton Main catastrophe, in the fact that the
17th ult., I have frequently used a mixture of 85 per cent. of lead and of wood, at the top of which are the two pulleys—really safety appliances did their duty to the last, and failed to
15 = cent. of antimony for bearings of heavy machinery, be) o
large grooved wheels
— over which the wire ropes run. save ten valuable lives. It cannot be otherwise if
Fesul
:
When overwinding takes place, the cage is drawn up into safety appliances, cage; pit-head frame, and all are inSUBSCRIPTIONS.
Tue Enotneer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country the pit-head frame until something ,Haag usually the volved in one common ruin.
at the various railway stations; or it can, ofpreferred, be supplied direct rope. Then the cage, no longer supported, flies down the
CRITICAL POINTS IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
from the office on the Jollowing terms (paid in advance):—
shaft, with results the most disastrous. As an element of
‘Half-yearly (including double numbers) ..
»- £0 14s, 6d,
safety, the end of the rope is secured to the
cage by some
Tue statical, 6r, as it is the custom to call him, the
Yearly (including two double numbers) ..
+» £1 9a. Od,
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will form of disengaging hook, while the cage is provided with civil, engineer, has advantages over his professional
palls, clutches, or some other device by which, when it is brother, the dynamical or mechanical engineer, which it
be made. THE ENGINEER is registered tap Srontealatlots ahionte
released, it is held in place, and the men can come out at is to be feared he does not always appreciate. When a
A complete set of Tak Enorneer can be had on application.
Foreign Subscriptions for Thin Paper Copies will, until further notice, be their leisure, and descend by ladders to the ground. bridge, for example, has been properly designed and suffireceived at the rates given below :-—Fe
Subscribers paying in advance Large numbers of hooks and clutches have been patented, ciently well
e, it will perform its duties for many
< e sanoe rates will receive THe ENGINEER
ly and post-free.
Subscriptions sent by Post-office order must be accompanied by letter of and tried, and used. Many colliery engineers, however, years without further attention than a painter is comadvice to the Publisher. Thick Paper Copes may be had, if preferred, at have no faith in them, holding that they are sure to fail petent to bestow on it. A railway or a road, a dock or a
increased rates.
when most wanted; and that their presence is likely to tunnel, once made, are made for good, require no more
Remittance by Post-office order, — Australia,
um, Bi
British make
winding men less vigilant, for a very obvious reason. thought, and will last for generations. The case is diffeColumbia, British Guiana, Canada, Cape of Geode
k,.
Hawaiian Islands,
pt, France, Germany Gibraltar’ Tealy,
4 We do not agree with them on this point. The Houghton rent with machines. After they are made they have to
Natal, Netherlands, Ma’ tina,jus, Now
New Broneviek,
ic 3 e wfoundland,Ni 7 Main accident certainly very clearly shows that it is
almost be worked; and the mere working of them sometimes
South Wales, New Zealand, PiPortugal, Ro
Switzerland, Tas.
mania, Turkey, United Sta’ West Coast of Africa, West Indies, impossible to obviate the perils of overwinding by the use entails difficulties and responsibilities which are greater
Cyprus,
£1 16s. China, Japan, India,
£2 0s, 6d.
of er Meare or clutches, and strongly confirms what than those involved in their original construction. This
Remittance by Bill on London.—Austria, Buenos Ayres and Algeria, we said
last week, namely, that it is much better in eve
is especially true of certain machines of comparatively
Greece, Ionian Islands, Norway, Panama, Peru, Russia, Spain, Sweden,
Chili, £1 16s, Bompeo, Ceylon, Java, and Singapore, £20s, 6d. Manilla, way to avoid neg than to try to prevent the fall recent origin, which present continually what we have
Sandwich Isles, £2 5s.
of an overwound cage. At Houghton Main, King and Hum- called critical points. In homely but expressive phraseADVERTISEMENTS.
ble’s patent detaching hook and catch plate have been in ology, whole machines in some cases, parts of machines in
*," The charge forAdvertisements of four lines and under is three shillings, use for years. The hook is very simple. The rope runs others, are worked within an inch of their lives; and
Jor every two lines afterwards one shilling and sixpence; odd lines are throughahole in a plate of wrought iron 1}in. thick and 3ft. nothing b:t a consummate knowledge of the conditions
charged one shilling. The line averages seven words. When an advertisement measures an inch or more the charge is ten shillings per inch. All or 4ft. square. This is supported on and bolted to heavy under which they can exist and operate, manifested by
pen ogadvertisements from the country must be accompanied by a Post-office transverse timbers at the top of the pit-head frames. In those in charge of them, keeps such machines alive. To
in payment, Alternate advertisements will be inserted with all
practical regularity, but regularity cannot be ranteed in any such case, case of overwinding, two arms hinged at one end, and the outside world the inner life of, for example, the
All except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition.
called “ the butterfly,” are first walled up through the hole engines of a great Atlantic steamer, is a sealed book.
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six in the plate, immediately afterwards, by a very simple Much the same may be said of a locomotive engine. Great
o'clock on Thursday Evening in each week,
the hook is released and the rope is free to guns are worked very near the critical point indeed. We
Letters relating to Advertisements and the Publishing Department of the appliance,
paper are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George
id Riche ; all fly into the air over the pulley. The butterfly is readily might go on to name a great many other examples of
other letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tak ENGINEER, 163, Strand.
drawn up through the hole in the catch plate because its what we mean were it necessary. The kind of knowledge
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necessary to manage a steam engine very near the critical
point is one that cannot be acquired by books, It is
quite outside the ken of professors ;Cambridge knows
nothing of it; it is entirely independent of mathematics ; it can only be learned by actual practice, and
then only by those who have carefully trained themselves
to observe. We once met on board ship a civil engineer
of small experience in mechanical work, who yet spoke
with much intelligence and knowledge of his subject
about the pair of marine engines, then of a somewhat
novel type, by which the vessel was propelled. It was
for some time taken for granted that he had been at sea
as a marine engineer, and when he explained that this
was not the case, he was asked, and with some surprise,
how he came to possess a knowledge that could not be
got from books. His reply was simply, “ By keeping my
eyes open whenever I went into an engine-room.” This
keeping the eyes open makes all thetlitlerence, very often,
between a man considered highly competent and another
who is not. But leaving men, let us give, as far as can be
given on paper, a few examples of critical points in
mechanical engineering.
One which suggests itself almost at once is the condition of the machinery of a hard-pressed vessel, let us say,
on a trial trip. Here the maximum possible duty has to
be got out of engine and boiler. It is very often touch
and go whether the boilers prime or not. If they do, the
fires must be eased at once by opening the furnace doors.
If this will not suffice, up go the ash-pit dampers, but
simultaneously down goes the steam once To counteract this, the feed is stopped. Do what can be done, the
result of priming under such circumstances is disastrous.
Many of our readers will remember how, being in charge of
a stokehole, they have watched the gauge glasses and the
pressure gauges ‘with anxious eyes, while they now
cautioned, now urged the firemen under their charge.
The success of a splendid trial trip has often hung on
a hair, and has only been secured by consummate skill
on the part of those in the boiler-room ; but very little is
ever heard about this. Need we say that in the engineroom the difficulties are still greater: If bearings are
slack, the engine will thump itself to pieces; if tight, any
rubbing surface may get hot at a moment’s notice. Only
those who have had actual and painful experience know
how short a time is needed to render a slipper guide
literally red hot. This is no figure of speech. The mischief can be done almost without a moment’s warning.
The first intimation the engineer has is the unmistakeable
and very hateful smell of a hot bearing. Well for him
if he does not see sparks fiying in another minute. There
can be no doubt that in almost, if not all, cases the crank
shaft bearings of all large steamers are only kept cool by
the unceasing vigilance of the engineers in charge. It is
all very well to say that this is all wrong; that it ought
not to be so; that crank shafts ought to run cool, and
would if properly proportioned. The sea-going engineer
knows better. He will take a ship to Australia and never
have a hot bearing, but- he knows that the credit is not
due to the bearings, but to his own skill and judgment;
and there are so many things to be thoyght of. A hot
bearing will probably be followed by a split or cracked
crank pin. Why? No one knows.
In like manner, a
crack in a crank pin, as fine as a hair, will make the big
end heat. Why? Noone knows. A great many men
think they know. We may leave them to hold their
belief in peace ; we shall not disturb them.
Success in dealing with critical points in marine engineering depends on knowledge of what often appear
very little things; but in reality there is nothing small
or trifling about the management of machinery taxed to
its utmost. Take, for example, such a matter as the cooling of a crank-pin with water. If the pin has once got
thoroughly heated, water must not be put on the big end.
The service pipes must play on the crank webs. If attention is not paid to this, the brasses are almost certain to
be cracked or broken. Take a hot thrust carriage again;
an injudicious use of the hose will properly result in
cracking the cast iron—yet how tempting it is to turna
jet on the hot metal!- It may be said again,” without
fear of contradiction that success or failure in working
machinery at or about the critical point is a question of
attention to small details. Writing, as we are now, for
our younger readers, we make no apology for enforcing a
lesson in the best possible way, namely, by supplying an
illustration drawn from actual practice. On an important
line of railway in the South of England a powerful
locomotive was doing all it could to keep time with an
exceptionally heavy express train crammed with passengers. The run had been nearly accomplished, when,
entering a tunnel, the driver smelt the smell which there
is no mistaking. Taking an oil can, he went out on the
running board, and found a piston-rod hot and the packing burning. The moment he applied oil it flamed up
and ignited the oil on the guide bars, already warm
enough. Thenext moment the cross-head seized, and before
his eyes the engine was wrecked. The connecting-rod
broke at the small end; the motion plate was bent; one
link, with its excentric rods, was torn down. The fireman on the foot-plate shut off steam, and, strange to state,
the engine ran for nearly a mile in the condition we have
described. The train drew up at its platform, and of the
hundreds of passengers who had safely completed their
journey, not one knew anything about the accident. The
cause of the breakdown was a trifle. The stuffing-box
was steam-tight, and the driver did not think the gland
needed screwing up. The packing was really slack, and
the bush in the cylinder end worked out, seized a little
on the rod, and made it so hot that it burned the packing.
All the rest followed as we have stated. Here we see
that the difference between success and catastrophe lay
in screwing or not screwing up a gland.
It may be said that machinery never ought to be worked
within an inch of its life, so that there should be no
critical points. This might be done, but only at the cost
of seriously diminishing its utility, and we may perhaps
add, holding-out a premium to incompetence. Locomotive engines hauling an express train daily do their
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very best—are worked their very hardest from one end of ironmaster. Supposing the latter had received the order
the hundred miles or so of the run to the other. They direct: from either A or B, he would have ascertained
are worked under extremely critical conditions—not, be it the purpose for which the iron was intended, and would
understood, critical in the sense of dangerous—but critical have given instructions for its manufacture accordingly.
in the sense that they may fail todo the work expected That is to say, the iron’ intended for shafting or bright
of them, and lose time. The least mistake about water, work would be rolled off quickly from a specially prepared
or fire, or lubrication, and all is over; time is lost, and can —
hly heated, while that for a chain or hook would
never be made up. The consummate skill, exercised
piled in another form, heated less highly, and rather
unconsciously, with which a first-rate driver and fireman “kept back” while being rolled, thus giving the
will jockey a locomotive and get the last mile an characteristics required for the two different purposes.
hour out of it must be seen to be appreciated; and we
All trouble taken by the producer with the consumer
may add that can only be appreciated by one who under- must bear fruit, although the same does not hold good
stands why some things are done and others left undone. in the case of the merchant or middle-man. To take the
The perfection of engine driving under difficulties is homely example of a tailor fitting on a new coat, that
seen, however, on torpedo boats running their trials, tradesman who consults his customer’s wishes, even and
and the wonderful success which has been achieved bears indeed especially in minor matters, who studies all his
powerful testimony to the skill of those who take charge ideas about pockets, &c., is far more likely to receive
of the machinery after it has been made. It is, we think, the next order than the man who supplies an equally
a noteworthy fact that, taken all round, no engineers in good coat, but without attending to his customer's
the world are superior to those of Great Britain, in deal- idiosyneracies. It is the rule of the company above
ing with machinery worked under critical conditions. referred to, to ascertain, if possible, the purpose for which
They do not know when they are beaten. They have a consignment of iron is intended, and to roll it off in
audacity enough to dare anything. They know how to view to that special purpose. In such a case the ironlet well alone; and while attending to a hundred things master and the manufacturer can consult together, and
seriatim, they attend to but one thing at atime. They offer mutual suggestions, so as to arrive at the desired
keep their heads ; they are obedient to those in authority; result -with as little expense to both parties as possible.
and they make no noise. Under the most trying circum- Then, if the producer sees that his efforts to meet his
stances an engine-room staff will do their work in absolute customer are appreciated, he will strive more and more
silence. We are apt in the present day to take mechanical to consider them. From a single transaction, concluded
triumphs
as matters of course. When we hear of such to mutual satisfaction, often spring life-long relations
ships as the Etruria or the Alaska flying across the which are constantly being strengthened, while, with the
Atlantic we praise, and justly praise, the builders of the merchant, too often a single order is the first and last,
ship and her machinery; but we are, we fear, prone ‘to neither party having any interest beyond that single
forget that the engineers in charge of this machinery have transaction,
onerous duties to perform, and that any lack of skill and
In conclusion, we would observe that, while all the
judgment would render the labours of engine and ship- arguments appear in favour of direct relations between
builder nugatory, The machinery and boilersof our ocean ironmasters and those who use iron—and there appear
racers are worked very close indeed to the critical point. very few reasons for retaining the merchant or middle
man—the saving of his commission may make all the
ECONOMY IN THE IRON TRADE.
difference between just escaping a loss and making a fair
TuE title of this article is chosen advisedly. Wedo profit, especially at the present time, when slackness of
not mean economy in the iron manufacture; for we think trade creates such keen competition. We therefore comthe lowest limit in the cost of production has been reached mend to ironmasters the desirability of cultivating direct
—at least for the present.
We fancy, however, that we relations with consumers, asa means of achieving economy
see where a saving may be effected in the disposal of the in the iron trade. We are not, however, blind to the fact
finished product. At present comparatively very little that it is in many cases simply impossible to dispense with
iron is delivered by the producer direct to the consumer. the middle man, who is really a retailer, and does as good
It goes through the hands of the merchant or middle service to the consumer as tothe producer. But it is indisman, who takes by far the largest share of the profit. oar eer that the middle man gets too much power into
Both the other parties come badly off. While the iron- ais hands, and that his services are often used when it would
master gets a low price, the chances are that the consumer be for the advantage of both producer and consumer to
—especially in tt
the full price for an inferior dispense with them.
article, the merchant and his Indian agents dividing the
THE COST OF TREATING LONDON SEWAGE,
spoil between them. Now the office of the middle man
CoNSIDERABLE interest attaches to the cost of the apis to facilitate relations between the producer and the
consumer. But does he do so? Does he not rather make proaching operations for dealing with the London sewage,
them more difficult? At any rate, the tendency of the and a letter on this subject has appeared in the columns of
resent day is to oust the middle man; and, if he does not the Pall Mall Gazette from Mr. J. F. B. Firth, the late
onestly and conscientiously favour business between the member for Chelsea, referring to the statement made in
two parties in return for the handsome commission he our columns last week as to the estimated charge for
takes out of each transaction, what reason is there for his carrying out the plans of the Metropolitan Board at
survival? It is urged that he favours trade by giving Barking and Crossness.
Mr. Firth speaks of the
longer credit than an ironmaster can afford; and this is pro- “enormous additional liability to be charged upon
bably true if the relative amount of profit made by the Londoners,” in pursuance of this scheme, and objects to
two parties be taken into consideration. After all, the so large an outlay being incurred by a “ eer
long credit system is bad; but, if it be necessary in some tive body,” without there being, in the first place, the
cases, the ironmaster will surely be able to give as long fullest opportunity for its public discussion ; and, in the
credit as the merchant if no longer burdened by the heavy second place, what the late Chancellor of the Exchequer
called “a predominant opinion” in its favour.
In
commission.
The tendency of modern business is for producer and urging these considerations, Mr. Firth says he is “of
consumer to come together without any intermediary; course aware that the scheme of the Board has
and this tendency should be encouraged. We lately re- received the support of four or five eminent chemists.”
corded the spirited policy, certain to pay in the long run, In regard to the estimated outlay, we should like to add
of a well-known and old-established iron-making company, a few words, in order to make the subject as clear as
which has sent one of its principal officials on a lengthened possible. Mr. Firth writes to our contemporary under
tour through India and Australasia, not so much to secure the impression that the anticipated annual charge of
orders as to cultivate direct relations with consumers, to £115,000 for dealing with the whole volume of the London
learn their requirements, and probably to consult how sewage has reference solely to the interest and sinking
best to meet them. This is an example to be followed fund in respect to the capital account. We never
by firms who havea reputation to sustam. Such a course intended to convey that impression. We slightly nnder-will put an end to all the trickery lately exposed, of stated the amount ; it should be £118,000 per annum, but
palming off inferior iron as the treble
best of a well-known this includes every item, so as to comprehend interest of
brand. The consumer would: know precisely what he gets, capital, depreciation of plant, wear and tear, chemicals,
and the producer to whom he is selling; so that, in the pumping, labour, and all the elements of current expendievent of a complaint being made, its validity may be tested; “ture, According to the latest and most trustworthy
and, if ascertained to be well founded, the matter may be estimate, the entire capital outlay, including the operaset right, thus affording experience for the future.
hen tions on both sides the river, will be about £750,000. It
the producer is in direct contact with the consumer, he is not quite clear whether or not this includes the cost
learns to meet his wants, and give him exactly the quality of the sludge fleet. If it does not, the total becomes
of iron that suits his requirements. He may also make £850,000. More light will be thrown upon the subject
suggestions for avoiding unnecessary expense, which is to-day, when the tenders for the Barking works are
opened. Mr. Firth’s proposal that the Board’s scheme for
impossible when the middle man comes between.
should first of all be subjected to
The advisability of the producer and consumer dealing disposing of the sewage
directly with each other, to the exclusion of an inter- the full ordeal of “ public discussion ” is, we fear, scarcely
mediary, may be illustrated by a case of very common practicable. It is difficult to say where such discussion
occurrence. Two puddled irons of equally good quality, would end, or in what error it might terminate. At the
but treated somewhat differently in the piling, heating, best, there is the danger of delay in regard to a matter
and rolling, produce finished bars with different charac- which demands prompt and vigorous action. If it is
teristics, and therefore suitable for very different purposes. thought that some other scheme might answer better
1, there is the
To give a specific example, A, who has to make a hook or than that which is proposed by the
chain, requires the finished barto besound, though not neces- Canvey Island project, on which Mr. Bailey-Denton and
Lieut.-Colonel
fat
have
bestowed
so
much
pains, and
sarily smooth on the surface, and to present a fibrous fracper annum,
ture, thus indicating that it is tough and somewhat loose in which they estimate as costing £198,000
structure. On the other hand, B, who requires his iron, say, including the charges in respect to capital. In this
the
t
for shafting, or any bright turned work, does need a fine estimate the cost of constructing
at
surface, and prefers stiffness to toughness. Now, though main sewer down to Canvey Island is a
these two irons are of precisely equal excellence, if B £3,250,000. There is also the plan of Sir J. Bazalgette
should get the iron intended for A, and vice versd, they for taking the sewage down to Thames Haven, or to Hole
will both complain of their sample and probably call it Haven. Sir Joseph has estimated the cost of conveying
es Haven, and of the works that
bad. Such a complaint is frequently made, justly as far the sewage to
as the consumer is concerned, but unjustly in that of the would have to be constructed there, at £3,750,000. The
producer, while the middle-man, who has the lion’s share annual charge for this scheme, including all the current
of the profit, comes in for none of the blame or respon- expenses, is reckoned at £215,000. Contrasting this with
per annum for treating the
sibility. When he receives an order for a certain quality the estimate of £118,000
of iron, he sends it out of stock, without asking or caring sewage at the present outfalls, the decision of the
about the purpose for which it is intended; and if A or has been given in favour of the less expensive mode.
B should complain, he simply passes the letter on to the This is a question which the ratepayers can readily appre-
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ber of
bi tions of being very considerable, and embracing costly and important
ciate, and there can be little doubt as to the popular vote for a prize offered for the largest
developments of the metropolitan railway systems.
:
on such an issue. But, on the other hand, a question is which a pair of jointed levers should form a part.
Again, taking the schemes in or around the metropolis first,
raised as to the efficiency of the cheaper plan, in reply to
an
important
project
is
one
for
constructing
new
railways
which there is the report of four eminent chemists in its
and docks at Gravesend and Northfleet by a company yet to be
LITERATURE.
favour. So the matter rests for the present, and the
incorporated. With respect to docks the proposals are (1) to
ratepayers may take such comfort as they can from the Abridgments of the Specifications Relating to Velocipedes. By make a dock consisting of a main dock about 380 yards long and
thought that what is going to be done will at least effect
300 yards wide, with two branch docks each 316 yards long and
R. E. Puitiirs. London: Iliffe and Son, Fleet-street.
some improvement in the state of the Thames; and if
100 yards wide, and a lock and tidal basin 330 yards wide and
that is not sufficient. the next step is plain enough— Mvcu is left ii this country to private enterprise, and 293 yards long, with an entrance from the Thames close by
though the cost will be formidable. Yet even then the Mr. Phillips’ book furnishes a good instance of the Rosherville Gardens; (2) to make a river wall or embankment
battle will have to be fought, whether the plan of Sir manner in which a private individual often steps in and with an opening into the tidal basin, on the bed or foreshore of
Joseph Bazalyette shall be adopted or that of Mr. Bailey- does that which a Government department, either from the Thames, over 6 furlongs long, commencing at the north-east
Denton. It is perfectly certain, whatever plan is pro- incapacity or sheer idleness, has failed to do. If the angle of the London Portland Cement Companiy; (3) to conPatent-office authorities were in the least alive to their- struct two piers or jetties, one at each side of the entrance to
posed, there will be a fight.
responsibilities and duties they would long ago have the tidal basin referred to, the eastern pier to be 30ft. long and
464
vee
devoted a volume of the series of “ Abridgments” to the the western pier to be of the same length; (4) to provide all
subject of velocipedes. The number of patents relating necessary roads, locks, gates, graving docks, slips, bridges, and
THE NEW SOUTH WALES RAILWAYS,
to the subject is enormous, and the trade has assumed other works connected with the dock and basin. Then in
ALTHOUGH the need for placing the New South Wales Railways very important dimensions, There are many interesting regard to railways, as an essential accompaniment to the docks it
beyond the reach of the political influences which now burden oints of mechanical detail about the velocipede, such, for is proposed to construct (1) a line commencing by a jnnction
them seems to be admitted on all sides, there appears to be instance, as the “spider wheel,” the principle of which with the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway, Gravesend
considerable difference of opinion on the part of leading has been applied to driving pulleys, and ball bearings branch, near Pepper-hill-lane, and on to Northfleet; (2) a line
politicians in the Colony as to the means proposed for giving have been brought out of the domain of theory and made beginning by a junction with No. 1 as last described, near the
pits of the cement company, and ending near the junction of
effect to this ia the Railway Management Bill, to which we actually
We merely mention these points for the Northfleet-hill and London-road ; (3) a line from the down-line
alluded in our impression of November 26th last, as having benefit ofuseful.
the gentlemen in Southampton-buildings. It of the South-Eastern Railway, North Kent branch, to the point
been recently introduced by the New South Wales Government.
In a recent address to his constituents at St. Leonards, Sydney, is only fair to them to say that the author offered his of junction between lines 1 and 2; (4) another line from a
Sir Henry Parkes, ex-Premier of the Colony, and now leader of manuscript to the office; but, says Mr. Phillips, “the junction with the up-line of the South-Eastern Railway, also
the Opposition in the Legislative Assembly, is reported in the offer was politely declined on the ground that the abridg- North Kent branch, opposite the eastern end of the Northfleet
Sydney Daily Telegraph to have stated :—‘ He had a word or ments were only compiled by the staff of the office, a platform, to line No.1. Then for the purposes of the new docks
two to say arising out of the Railway Bill. He was one of those statement the veracity of which I will leave others to the promoters will ask for sanction to divert and use the
who believed that the railways of this country, which were so judge.” This statement may be profitably compared with Thames, to acquire various lands by compulsion or agreement,
important an asset, ought to be managed in the interest of the the items of expenditure in the Comptroller's annual and numerous other operations of the usual description.
The main purpose of the Bexley Heath Railway Company’s
public and separated from all parliamentary or political interest. —-. Mr. Philips includes the whole of the patents
This Bill provided to do that, but he would tell them how it relating to the subject from the earliest period dowh to Bill is to form a railway from Eltham by a junction with the
provided to do it. It provided to create a board of three the end of the year 1883. The first patent is dated 1818, line authorised by the Act of 1883, through Kidbrooke and
Charlton to a point near the Blackheath station of the SouthCommissioners, one of whom was to have the handsome salary
of £3000 a year, and the other two to have £2000 each. These and the next was taken out in 1845, and there was another Eastern Company by a junction with the North Kent branch,
in
1857,
but
we
fancy
that
the
compiler
must
have
missed
that portion of which between Charlton and Blackheath they
were not only to take the management of the railways which
were constructed, but they were to take charge of the construction some inventions during this period. Some years ago we will ask for power to use on terms to be decided. A measure
of all new railways. What was the use of the Department of made an extensive search for the purpose of writing some affecting another district closely connected with London will
Public Works if the most important public worksof the country articles on the subject, and, speaking from recollection, seek authority to transfer on sale the original undertaking of
ents for veloci- the Felixstowe Railway and Dock Company to the Great
were to be taken from the responsible direction of the Depart- there were certainly more than three
ment! What they really wanted in regard to the railways was pedes under what is known as the “ old law,” that is, prior Eastern Company,and power to improve and enlarge the undera Commission not of such highly-picked men—because he was to October, 1852. It is very instructive to turn over the taking, and to enable the Great Eastern Company to apply the
quite sure they would get honourable and capable men without leaves of this work and note the sudden rise and fall of funds of the Felixstowe Company and raising further capital.
Going further afield, we find a number of schemes projected
giving them very high salaries—but they wanted a Commission the numbers of patents in successive years. In the years
of thorough business men to work the completed railways, the 1861-66 only 9 patents were granted; in 1867, 2; and in besides those previously referred to, for northern parts of the
railways that were open to traffic. But the construction of the 1868, 5; but in the following year no less than 97 appli- kingdom. For example, one is a Bill for extending the time
for acquiring land for and completion of sundry short lines
railways formed a part of the ministerial policy of the country,
and must be carried out under the direction of one wha was cations were made. In 1870 the numbers fell to 23, in authorised by the Hull, Barnsley, and West Riding Junction
1871
only
9
applications
were
accorded,
and
in
1872
there
and
Dock Act of 1882; to incorporate a Commission and to
directly responsible to Parliament. He would still hold ‘the
minister responsible for the railways, especially in the construc- was a further decline to 2. In 1873 the subject again transfer to it the powers of the Hull and Barnsley Railway and ~
tion of new lines, and he would still have that able man Mr. came to the front, and from that time a constant increase Dock Company; and to empower the new company, and the
Whilton—Engineer-in-Chief for Railways—and other engineers, is exhibited. To show the enormous development during Hull Company, the North-Western, Midland, Great Northern,
directly under the responsible ministers. But there was one later years, we may mention that the patents of 1881, North-Eastern, Lancashire and Yorkshire, and Manchester,
proposal of the Bill—these Commissioners, when appointed, the 1882, and 1883 occupy nearly one-half of the book. The Sheffield, and Lincolnshire companies to enter inte working
Government itself should not have the power of removing work is provided with an index of names, and an analyti- arrangements in respect to the transferred lines. The Bill will
them ; they should only be removable by a vote of both Houses cal index of subjects containing references to the various also take powers for the abandonment of certain lines, and for
of Parliament. While he did not suppose any minister in this parts of the machine, which will render a search as little the laying down of new lines in Hull, to join Hull and Selby,
country would do such a thing, still there might possibly come onerous as may be. We cannot say that it will make a and South Kirkby Colliery Works. The provisions of this
measure are too numerous to follow more in detail at present.
such a time when there were ministers mean enough to appoint
A Bill promoted by the North British Railway Company aims
themselves, Suppose they did appoint themselves and Parlia- search easy, as it is sometimes difficult to understand
ment had no power to deal with them, what a nice position that what the inventor means, and there is, consequently, room at the construction of a branch line from Drumshoreland to
for
a
difference
of
opinion
as
to
where
and
how
a
patent
Broxburn,
the acquisition of additional lands, the amalgamation
would be—only removable by a vote of both Houses of Parliament. That Bill therefore, upon the whole, though ostensibly should be indexed. Mr. Phillips is entitled to the warm with the company of the Glasgow City and District Railway;
power
to
enable
the Forth Bridge Railway Company to borrow
for a good purpose, was a bad Bill, and they would agree with thanks of all who go on wheels for the care and patience
him—and he thought he had made.it very clear—that if it had which he has displayed, and for the enterprise which he in respect of each one-third portion of the additional £640,000
been passed in the form it was, it would have been a very has exhibited, in —
good the shortcomings of a authorised by the Act of 1882; and, amongst other general
injudicious measure for the country.” Whatever be the means public department specially entrusted with this particular matters, authority to work by locomotive traffic over the level
crossing on the Glasgow and Dumbarton at Clydebank, ld
adopted for best giving effect to the principle of the Bill, it is work,
Kilpatrick.
A
to be hoped, in the interests of the members of the profession
In pursuance of the enterprise of which the Mersey Tunnel
as well as for the credit of the Colony itself, that the. relations The Watch and Clockmakers’ Handbook, Dictionary, and Guide.
but the beginning—or rather the central operation—the
of the technical Departments to each other shall be placed by
By F. J. Brirren. Sixth Edition. London: W. Kent. 1886. was
Mersey Railway Company now come forward with a Bill to
the Bill, once and for all, on such a footing as to prevent the
unseemly antagonism exposed in the letter referred to in our Nortwitustanpine the extensive use of machinery in the authorise them to construct a number of short extensions of
manufacture of watches, the appearance of a sixth edition their system on both sides of the river ; to make additional airissue of December 10th last by “Taxpayer.”
of such a work as this shows that there is still a brisk ways and ventilating shafts in Birkenhead and Liverpool, and
demand
for works dealing with what may be called the to acquire a considerable amount of property for these purposes;
A REMARKABLE PATENT.
“art” of horology. There are, we believe, a considerable to abandon certain lines authorised by their Act of last year;
SECRETARIES ot technical societies are often embarrassed by number
subscribe to the capital required for the authorised railways
of persons who regard a watch not as a machine, to
offers of papers, not always without merit, but which have to be
of the Wirral Railway Company ;to become joint owners of an unrefused on account of their portentous length, and the conse- of which a gross or a dozen will be supplied, a reduction divided moiety of the Wirral railways; to appoint a joint comquent expense of publication in the society’s proceedings, A in price being made “on taking a quantity,” but as a mittee of the two companies, and a standing arbitrator for the
Mr. William Golding, of Moss Side, Manchester, has been en- distinct creation of the artist’s brain. There is, perha
settlement of differences, and to take power from the two comgaged for some years in perfecting “a complete scientific something to be said for this view, and it may be that the panies to provide for any other railway to use their two systems
high
character
which
English
chronometers
still
enjoy
is
system of practical mechanics effectuated by means of a new
on terms to be determined hereafter. Besides a “ Various
mechanical power to be called ‘ claviger,’ for receiving, controlling, in part due to the severe views which have been held by Powers” Bill, the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board have a
and applying force in motion.” The result of his labours might our leading makers. Although we have little concern with measure for extending and carrying out a number of overhead
have been given to the world in the shape of an independent clock and watchmaking, we willingly call attention to a railways authorised by an Act in 1882; the Liverpool, Southtreatise, printed and published at his own expense, or he might book the object of which is to inculcate accuracy of work- port, and Preston Junction Railway Company will ask for
have persuaded the governing body of some mechanical society manship, the nice adjustment of parts, and smoothness of authority to extend their lines to Hill House, and to raise
to devote a special extra volume of their “ Proceedings” to his working. The book is in the form of a dictionary, and additional capital; and the West Lancashire Railway Company
paper. But Mr. Golding has done much better, and has earned
will apply for an extension to 1889 of the time for the complethe title of inventor in more senses than one; for he has taken the present edition is considerably enlarged, a new feature tion of the Preston Docks Extension undertaking.
:
out a patent for his system—No, 11,990, October 9th, 1885— being a glossary of French and German technical terms.
The Leeds Suburban Railway Bill, although apparently mainly
and the Patent-office authorities have in the most liberal The author, though an engineer by profession, we believe a matter of local interest, is yet one of considerable importance.
to the British Horological Institute, a posi- It proposes to construct a line touching and including a large
manner taken upon themselves the cost of printing his treatise, is secre
which fills no less than 139 printed pages of imperial octavo tion which gives him ample opportunities of becoming number of parishes and townships around Leeds, and then to
size, and is accompanied by seventy-two quarto sheets of draw- acquainted with the most recent improvements in the take running powers over some of the large systems having
ings. The price of the volume is half a guinea, and as the business to which he has for many years devoted himself. termini in that town, in order so to secure direct access to the
patent specifications, of which two hundred copies are printed,
New Station. Among the smaller Bills affecting railways are
are issued at cost price, it follows that the country has been put
one to authorise a line ten miles in length, from Pool in Montto the expense of upwards of £100. Seeing that Mr. Golding
gomery to Llanfair Caereinion, upon a three-feet gauge ;another
only paid £4 for his patent, he must be congratulated upon
to authorise an extension of the Didcot, Newbury, and SouthPROSPECTIVE PRIVATE BILLS.
having had his printing done very cheaply. As to the nature of
ampton Railway to, anda junction with, the London and South
the “invention,” it will be sufficient to state, in the words of the
ConTINUING our résumé of Private Bills in prospect for the Western system near Winchester, and one to sanction the
patentee, that “the printiple upon which this system of prac- approaching session, and dealing slightly with general as well abandonment,. through an insufficient subscription of capital, of
tical mechanics is founded is that of the parallelogram of forces, as railway Bills, it may be first mentioned that the Board of certain lines authorised by the Merionethshire Railway Act of
and the mechanical power called ‘ claviger,’ which is employed Trade authorities have informed the promoters of the Channel 1878.
to carry it into effect, is an exact practical counterpart of the Tunnel that if their measure on that scheme is proceeded with
Finally, there is the scheme to amalgamate and consolidate
theories which have been established in connection with that they will feel bound to oppose it. The intention announced by into one the numerous small systems existing in the Isle of
principle.” The ‘claviger’ consists of two straight levers of the promoters was to apply for an Act authorising them to con- Wight, viz., the Isle of Wight (Newport Junction) railways, and
unequal length, the shorter one being pivotted to the longer one tinue their experimental borings, and making provision, in the the Cowes and Newport, the Ryde and Newport, the Freshwater,
in the centre. From this simple element the inventor developes event of those borings proving the practicability of making the Yarmouth, and Newport, the Shanklin and Chale, and the
an extraordinary number of combinations, and, although at first tunnel, for vesting in the Lords of the Treasury the sole right Brading Harbour Railway Companies, and, this being effected,
sight the machines described have no resemblance whatever, of determining the expediency of continuing and prosecuting to empower the London and South-Western Company, or the
the “claviger” is always present in some form or other. There the permanent works of the tunnel, and for the ultimate trans- London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway Company, or both
are no less than fifty-three claims to the specifications, and they fer of the undertaking to the Government. From past expe- of them, to acquire or lease these united railways.
include valve gear, drill braces, clocks, clutches, quick return for rience it does not seem likely that the promoters will bedeterred
The list of miscellaneous measures to be brought forward
machine tools, driving gear for velocipedes, &c. Notwithstanding by this intimation, and it will be more than interesting to see includes the Westminster Improvements (Parliament-street),
this variety, the specification has been regarded by the Office as what happens, In the next place, it is now understood that Hyde Park Corner (new streets), Chelsea Waterworks, West
containing only “one invention,” a view which few experts the contemplated Bill for the extension of the West London Metropolitan Tramways, City and Southwark Subway (Extenwould agree with.” Although nominally the specification of a
ion Railway, which we described in our previous article, sion), Leadenhall Market Approaches, Thames Tunnel, Blackpatent, it is in fact a big mechanical exercise, certainly not is not to be proceeded with. This would have been one of the wall Tunnel, and Glasgow Subway Bills. Several of these will
wanting in ingenuity, such as might be sent in by the competitor most important measures of the session, its intended scope deserve special attention when they come before the Committees,
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been made of the country traversed. The opinions of Mr.
Hawksley and of Mr. Bateman were obtained concerning
RIVETTING
MACHINE.
ALLEN’S
PNEUMATIC
the so far matured scheme, and both were favourable, but
that of Mr. Hawksley especially so. Reports were obtained
from Professor Frankland and from Dr. J. Campbell
Brown on the potable character of the water, which
proved to be excellent. Other reports were obtained
concerning the quantity of water available in the valley,
the amount and the effect of the peat in the valley, all
these being embodied in the third report of the special
sub-committee, dated June, 1879. As a result of this
investigation, Mr. Deacon prepared the preliminary plans
and reports for the scheme for application to Parliament
for the necessary powers, and completed plans were afterwards made and signed by Mr. Hawksley and by Mr. Deacon
jointly as engineers.
The necessary powers were duly
obtained in 1880, During the discussions preceding the
preparation of the parliamenta
lans it was decided
that the material of the dam should be the hard grey slate
of the valley, instead of earth as previously proposed,
and that its form should be as illustrated in our.
impression of February 5th last.
The preliminary operations in a work of this magnitude
necessarily occupied considerable time; but in his first
annual progress report Mr. Deacon was able to report
that nearly 150,000 cubic yards of excavation for the
trench, 555 yards of tunnel, and over eight miles of pipe
line had been completed at the end of June, 1882, A
similar ceport at the end of June, 1883, showed that great
progress bad been made on the whole of the works, and |
the same remark applies to the progress reports of 1884
and 1885, the whole of these showing further that all |
the arrangements had been most admirably organised |
for the most economical and simultaneous conduct of |
the operations throughout the whole line. Another |
report of 1885 gives a comparison of the cost up to that |
time—£1,044,489—as compared with the parliamentary |
estimate—£1,502,094—and gave the total probable cost |
as £1,773,508, which included the extra cost of the great
masonry dam, instead of the earthen dam as proposed |
in the parliamentary estimates. The earthen dam was
estimated to cost £311,410, and the masonry dam
on both of which subjects they De Bergue and Co., of Manchester, who have secured the sole
£650,527. This extra cost, however, secured a great| design and a
addition to the capacity of the reservoir, and by other| thoroughly supported Mr. Deacon, and not less in respect | right of manufacture. This machine has already,been largely
|adopted by the leading bridge and girder makers in the United
modifications an increase in the first instalment of water | of his method of construction than in other points.
| States, and Messrs. De Bergue subjected it to an extended
wwe
| trial in one of their own yards to satisfy themselves as to its
e+
———
| merits. In our “ Lancashire Notes” we have already briefly
SEEESeee
WATER-TIGHT
BUNKER
DOORS.
| described the main points ef the Allen pneumatic rivetter, but
RICHEST LEVEL OF
with the illustration we are now able to give a few further
| THE accompanying engraving iliustrates a water-tight bunker | details
will be of interest. The machine is constructed so that
door made.by Messrs. Cochran and Co., Birkenhead. These | it can be adapted for rivetting all ordinary descriptions of
doors are arranged to be worked by screw from deck or any | girders, and as,it can be suspended from any light travelling
crane, it is readily handled and freely traversed at any con| venient height from end to end of a long girder, heading all the
| rivets, not only in the flanges and those which secure the longi| tudinal irons to the webs, but also all the rivets in the vertical
stiffeners. With a view to lightness and strength, the machines
are made almost entirely of steel, and their action is extremely
simple.. The compressed air is admitted to the cylinder by a
hand valve at each stroke of the header, and the pressure from
| the piston is conveyed to the vertical heading ram through
| differential levers, forming in combination a toggle joint, so that
the pressure on the heading ram, moderate at first, attains its
| maximum the moment the operation is completed. By this
|arrangement, with a small cylinder of 10in. diameter, a pressure
| of about. 50 tons can be exerted, and this can be obtained by
iF
tng
ia
©)
d
vf iil |compressed air conveyed at a pressure which does not need to
XQ
| exceed 701b, to the square inch. The heading ram descends in
Mat! |
Mt
|a direct line with the axis of the rivet, and, the machine
1
| being balanced, it will work either horizontally or vertically.
| The compressed air for operating the machine is supplied by a
|small air compressor, either driven by a belt or actuated direct
|by steam, which is also an American—Allen’s—patent. The
| compressor, which has been specially designed for working the
portable rivetters, and which is operated direct by steam, has
two distinct features, which consist, first, in the use of positive
moving valves in connection with the stroke of the air piston,
| instead of automatic poppet valves working loose in their seats,
Fig. |.-THE VYRNWY MASONRY DAM.
and secondly in having reciprocating parts in a straight line
from thirteen millions to sixteen millions of gallons per
with the piston. By the use of positive moving valves any
day, and an ultimately higher increase on the total supply
desired effective speed can be obtained, and the quantity of air
| compressed is always in direct proportion to the speed of the
provided for thirty years hence.
|
machine. Owing to the moderate pre*s..ce at which the rivetter
The report last mentioned was followed by one on
can be worked, the compressed air can be distributed by ordiquestions to which birth had been given by complaints |
nary flexible tubing, without leakage, to any point, however
made by Mr. Hawksley, and although it was very difficult
distant, and as compared with the hydraulic system of rivetters,
to extract any tangible reasons for the complaints, it was |
the expensive accumulators are dispensed with altogether, with
very obvious that he did complain. One thing at least
the compli¢ated arrangement of swiveis, slides, and folding pipes;
seemed specific, and that was dissatisfaction as to the |
and theres one important advantage, the immunity from
effect on the stability of the dam of the method of its
freezing up or the bursting of pipes. We have had an opporconstruction. Everything else as to reason for complaint
tunity of seeing one of these rivetters in operation at Messrs.
De Bergue’s works, and we are informed that the exhaustive
seemed unintelligible, but it was remarked that Mr.
trial to which it has been subjected has proved that the work
Hawksley had not previously engaged on works to be |
done is equal to that of the best hydraulic machines, whilst
carried out by himself and another engineer jointly, and |
the handiness of the machine enables a much greater quantity
that his dissatisfaction did not become known until the |
of work to be got through.
a
dl
dam was well advanced, although he had long before
spoken of retirement. With this matter we dealt in our |
impression for the 5th of February last, and expressed
CONVERSION OF COMPOUND ENGINES TO TrI-CoMPOUND.—The
our conviction, though we did not then give Mr.
mn
R.M.S. Athenian, built by Messrs, Aitken and Mansel, of Glasgow,
an by Messrs. J. and J. Thomson of the same
due credit, that sichough there might theoretically be suitable positidn above, and can at any time close, making a and to
for the Union Steamship Company’s Cape of Good Hope Mail
some grounds for the opinions Mr. Hawksley held as to water-tight door, and that without any clearing away of coal or city,
Service, has had her engines pres |from the compound to the
the method of constructing the dam, there could be none cleaning out of slides. The door has a knife-edge on the triple
expansion type, by Messrs. T. Richardson and Sons, of Hartlefor doubting its sufficient, and more than sufficient, stabi- bottom, which enables it to cut through the coal as it descends, pool, and
has been supplied with new boilers working at a pressure
we
lity. As a result, however, of the complaint™on this
of 160 lb. per square inch. The diameters of the new cylinders are
+3?
36, 58 and 94in. respectively, and the length of stroke 54in. The
score, the Water Committee called in General Sir Andrew
Clarke and Mr. Russel Aitken to report upon the con- ALLEN’S PORTABLE PNEUMATIC RIVETTING Athenian went out for her trial trip at Stokes Bay on Saturday,
the 8th inst. She attained a mean speed of 14°73 knots per hour,
MACHI
struction and stability of the dam. Their reports agreed
and indicated 4606-horse power, her engines working at 70 revoluthat it was satisfactory in every respect, and confirmed
Tue application of compressed air for operating machine tools tions per minute with a steam
of 160 Ib, to the square inch.
the remarks we had previously made as to the absence of has hitherto been handicapped by the serious objection that it This shows an increase in pat erry knots per hour and an addiany necessity for investigation into the question of stabi- could only be efficiently applied under very high pressure. tional 1400 indicated horse-power, as compared with the Athenian’s
lity. Indeed, Mr. Aitken took the trouble to calculate This difficulty overcome, compressed air for portable machines original trial trip with the —— engines. The adoption of the
expansion engines will add greatly to the comfort of
the section of a dam with the usual factor of safety and at a moderate pressure has two very important advantages over triple
those worked by hydraulic pressure, as it can be conveyed to any passengers through the decreased vibration, while the economised
to show by this how much the Vyrnwy dam is heavier distant
consumption of coal will be advantageous to the proprietors. The
point
through
ordinary
flexible
tubing,
and’
when
it
has
than theory and experience dictated. Mr. Aitken’s sec- done its work the air is at once set free, whereas when the Spartan, which vessel’s engines were similarly converted a few
tion is shown in Fig. 1, as placed upon the much larger water has done its work some means have to be provided for months ago, has just returned to England from her first voyage
actual section, the part shown by wide section lines being conveying it away, which is a very important consideration. with the triple expansion engines, and the results have been very
The Trojan will shortly have her engines converted
that adopted. With the opinions expressed in these two The initial difficulty of working portable rivetting by compressed satisfactory.
in a similar manner to those of the Athenian and Spartan, and the
reports we dealt in our impression of the 4th June last, air at a moderate pressure has been su
y overcome extension of the principle to other steamers of the company will
and were glad to be able to correct any. false impression by an American patent, of which we give an illustration, probably follow. The Athenian sailed from Southampton for the
on 27th inst,
that might have existed as to the high character of the and which has been introduced to this country by Messrs. Cape of Good Hope on 13th inst., and Spartan will sail
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100ce.—3 fl. oz. 3 drams—of liquid acid rchloride of iron at
45 deg. Beaume. Filter into a bottle an keep away from the
light. It keeps well for a very long time,
Sensitising the paper.—Here especially it 1
ni
ary to
select a paper that is very strong, well sized, and as little porous as
pa
y means of rtBomanbrush or sponge apply the sensitising
iquid very equally in very thin and smooth coats; then dry as
rapidly as possible with heat, without exceeding, however, a
temperature of 55 deg. Cent.—131 deg. Fah.—-The
oar
dry in obscurity, and be kept away from light an
NESS ;
notwithstanding all these precautions it does not keep well long,
and if it is desired to act with some certainty it is better to have a
stock to last only a fortnight. Freshly prepared it is better than
a few days afterwards, It should be of a yellow colour.
Priuting.—The tracing, made with very black ink, is ange in
the printing frame, the drawing in direct contact with the plate;
then place over it the canaliieell per, the prepared side in contact
with the back of the tracing.
ere is no necessity te make use of
photometric bands, as the progress of insolation is sufficiently seen
on the sensitised paper during the exposure. From yellow that it
was, it should become perfectly white in the clear portions, that is
to say, upon which there is no drawing of the transfer or positive
cliche that is to be copied ; this is ascertained by raising from time
to time the shutter of the frame. The exposure lasts from ten to
twelve minutes in the sun ; in summer less, in winter more. When
the exposure is ended remove the print from the frame, and it should
show a yellow drawing upon a white ground, If in the sensitising
bath a few cubic centimetres of a rather highly concentrated solution
of sulphocyanide of potassium have been added, this bath becomes
blood-red and colours the paper the same ; in this case the print
Decision of || Amount
|| iit
gael of also whitens during exposure, but then the image, instead of being
yellow, is red on a white ground, This substance, however, is, if
we may so
, inert, or without any other action; it is very
£ 8 d. fugitive, and even disappears in a short time in obscurity ; it has
.. ..
Granted.
100
no other use, therefore, than to render the drawing or the image
aie Pe
Declined.
—
more visible after ex
re.
;.
Granted.
200
Developing the prints,—When the print has been sufficiently
oerec = ae
Declined.
-exposed it is talen from the pressure-frame and floated for a
.. .. «. «.
~»
_
minute in the following solution, so that the side upon which is the
asiins. we $s
*
saw ..
ie
Granted
200
image should alone be in contact with the surface of the liquid,
ss oe
Declined.
_
avoiding air bubbles between the two surfaces. Otherwise defects
*
be found in the print ; to ascertain this, raise in succession
Granted.
110 0 would
the four corners, The developing bath is composed as follows :-—
10s. he cee acke
Declined.
-Gallic acid—or tannin—31 to 46 grs. ; oxalic acid, 1} grs. ; water,
a
aera O
a
—
340z. In this bath the orange-yellow or red lines are cha‘
into
oe
—
am
—
gallate or tannate of iron, and form, consquently, a veritable black
med
—
writing
ink,
as
permanent
as
it.
The
print
is
then
plunged
into
vag RAS
pes
water, well rinsed, dried, and the print is now finished,
wi ake wk eee
Granted.
110 0 ange
The violet-black lines become darker in drying, but unfortunately
So ee ee
Declined.
|pee
-the ground which appears of pure white often acquires, in drying,
a light violet tint. For prints with half tones this is of no
re |
i's 00
importance ; but for the reproduction of plans, for example, it is
very objectionable. By this process we have the satisfaction of
Davip Cowen, President.
obtaininga drawingin black lines similar to the original, and in
W. S. Maxcotm, Secretary.
most cases this is sufficient.
4e6
+e

offices and four to the works, showing that the claims of the workREWARDS TO INVENTORS.
men as a whole were most deserving of merit.
The names of the successful claimants are:—Claim No. 1, James
WE haye received from the Carron Company the following | Fenwick,
te fitter, awarded £1 for an improved self-locking
report on the working of the company’s award scheme from| tram truck attachment; No. 3, John Malloch, draughtsman,
awarded £2 for his design of a trunnion steam expansion joint;
February to Decenrber, 1886 :—
7, John Peebles, pattern shop, awarded £2 for his proj
This scheme was published to the works in the month of February ||No.thod
of hollowing out wood by circular saw; No. 10, George
last, and since that date the committee have had the satisfacti
Mitchell, forging shop, awarded £1 10s. for an improvement in the
of considering eighteen claims in all.
formation
of certain dies; No. 17, John Watson, boilermaker,
Of these claims, eleven have been from workmen employed in |
£1 10s. for an improved
spring cress.
the various workshops, while the remaining seven were by employés awarded
With
a
view
to increase still further the interest of the workmen
in the offices of the company.
work, and to develope the talent which must exist among such
This large proportion of claims from the workshops proves the in their
bers
of men, the committee propose to offer awards of £5, £3, and
interest many of the workmen are taking in our
, and it |£1 respectively
to those workmen as shall during the ensuing year
only requires time, in our opinion, to make the interest more give
the
best
on “
Construction,” or such apparatus
general and stimulate the men to further exertion in the way of or appliances papers
as are used for the ‘‘ Baking of Meat,” ‘ Roasting of
improvements.
.
“
Meat,” ‘‘Baking of Pastry, &c.,” if these papers shall be adjudged
Of the eighteen claims considered by the committee, five were worthy
by the committee.
adjudged worthy of awards, which were accordingly granted.
and particulars as to these awards will be posted in
This represents not less than nearly 28 per cent. of the whole | theConditions
works
in due course.
number of claims tabled, which we are inclined to think quite —
Davip Cowen, President.
satisfactory.
W. 8. MaLcoLm, Secretary.
The values of the awards were £1, £2, £2, £1 10s, £1 10s.
respectively, or a total value of £8. Of these, one went to the © Carren Works, January 5th, 1887.
AWARD ScHEME.
Report of all Claims up to 31st December, 1886.
No. ingg
of
pre
1
2
3
q
5
6
7
8
9
10
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

.
ee
Name
of claimant.
James Fenwick
D. Finlayson ..
John Malloch
Alex. Douglas
| Jas. Todd ay
OR
John Peebles..
Jas. Fenwick
Wm. Waddell
Geo. Mitchell
| Geo. Wardrop
«| H. Woodburn
| John Malloch
| John Anderson
| John Munnoch
| Geo. Pearson..
| John Watson..
John Anderson
|

Department.

.. .. Fitting shop ..
. Drawing office
=
ms
o
. Fitting shop ..
ae
a
oo: we
s es
a
a
. .. Pattern ,,
:
. Fitting ,,
aoe e e
BA
ne
i
= oa Po
. .. Highfoundry..
j . Brick warehouse ..
‘ . Drawing office
. . Fou
=
..
. . Drawing ,,
..
. ..' Foundry ,,
..
.. ..| Boilermaker ..
. .| Foundry office
|

Carron Works, January 5th, 1887.

; of claim.
Description
|
.. Self-lo.king tram truck attachment.. ..
. Appliance for making cup litters
ben
.. Ky
jvint
ma’ Ming’ oh
PPE
5 5. we os 0s:
‘a ——— for stopping machinery ....
3
PTTMCCIT.L: 65 is se che
.. Method of hollowing out weod by circular
Ce
“oc 56 we sn a0
.. Tram rail sweeper ..
oe —- a. =
.
EE
oo" Rete Ba? aes we) we
..
NO
a a
.: Automatic timekeeper .. ..... .. ..
..| Open and close fire arrangement
..) Tram truck weighing arrangement
. | Movable bottom grate
... Springeress .. .. ..
: .| Movable bottom grate ..
Total amount

DEATH OF Sir Francis Bottox.—We regret to have to record
motives and trains; repairing railway and works of art destroyed the death of Colonel Sir Francis Bolton, which took place on WedTHE RAILWAY EXHIBITION AT PARIS.
by an enemy; portable or flying bridges ; technical section.
nesday night, the 5th instant, at the Royal Bath Hotel, Bourne5.—Outside fittings of } + tives and wagons; couplings mouth, where he and Lady Bolton had been staying for the last
Aw Exhibition of Railway Appliances will be held in Paris this r Classmodes
of
ipling;
aut
plings; buffers; safety two months. Colonel Sir Francis John Bolton, who was the son of
year, from May to November. The exhibits will be grouped, clas- and
chains; grease boxes; axles, wheels, tires; snow — and cow Dr. T. W. Bolton, was born in 1831. He entered the army at the
sitied as follows :—
catchers ;wheel guards; brakes of all kinds; hand brakes; steam age of twenty-six, and, after three years’ active service on the Gold
Grove L
and air brakes, &c.
Coast, for which he received special thanks, was promoted to a
Class 6.—Security and comfort of travellers: Interior fittings of captaincy in the 12th Foot. Subsequently he served on the staff
Class 1.—History of railways: Maps, drawings, models, &c.;
passenger
carriages; modes of communication between carriages ; as
collection of locomotives, wagons, &c., showing examples from:
fe ne Quartermaster-General, and was attached to
—
beds, hangings, lighting, and heating; clothing and the Royal Engineers at Chatham. In 1868, in consideration of
earliest construction.
Class 2.—Instruments for surveying, levelling, &c.; mode of uniforms.
special military scientific service, he was given an unattached
Class 7: Various tools, &c.: Making machines for stamping and majority. He retired in 1881 with the rank of colonel. Sir Francis
laying out, plans, working, drawings, &c.; geological studies as
regards railways and public works; photographic apparatus for’ marking tickets,
was the inventor of the system of telegraphic and visual signalling
Class 8.—Various motors: Rope or chain motors; hydraulic, air, which was introduced into the army and navy in 1863. For these
paid oeplans and for the reproduction of drawings, &c.; photoor gas motors; hand machine motors; engines and trucks suitable services and other improvements and inventions in regard to warithography.
°
Class 3.—Architecture: Projects of termini and _ stations; for conveyance of vessels,
like material the Queen, in 1883, conferred upon him the honour of
Class 9.—Horse tramways: Roads; rails; supports; crossing; knighthood. Sir Francis, whe was a civil engineer, founded, in
designs, drawings, and models of terminal and other stations,
carriages.
1870, the Society of Telegraphic Engineers and Electricians. Since
Group II.—Raitway ConstTRvUcTion.
Class 10.—Steam tramways: Frielen locomotives, carriages, 1871 he had been water examiner under the neg me Water Act.
Class 1.—Earthworks: Cuttings and embankments; formation brakes, various apparatus,
His recent services in connection with the South Kensington exhiearthworks ; ballast —— dredging machines; machines;
bitions will be fresh in the memory-of the public, especially his
Group V.—GENERAL WorkKING OF RaILWays.
general rolling stock and fixed plant required on public works; Class 1.—Management
direction of the illuminated fountains, Sir Francis married, in
of
railways:
Documents
relating
to
the
repairing works,
staff of workshops and depéts; engine drivers; stokers; 1866, a daughter of Mr. R. Matthews, of Oatlands Park, Surrey.
Class 2.—Works of art: Tunnel work ; boring machine, ventila- working
THE City oF LonNDON COLLEGE SclENCE Society.—At a meeting
managers of depits and workshops; storekeepers, &c.; enginetion ; aqueducts ; stone bridges and viaducts ; bricks, rubble stone house
of the “= London College Science Society on the 4th inst., Mr.
and plant.
work, ashlar work, freestone, cements; brick-making machines; Classtools
Henry
A
s, M.I.C.E., read a paper on ‘‘ The Strength of Iron
a
for
locomotives:
Water;
injectors;
fuel;
coal
mortar-mixing machines ; stone-cutting machinery ; various systems orig
;
i
for mixing and pressing; fire grates; wood; and Steel,” cumini |it by a ne collection of samples and
of iron bridge work ; curved work, straight,
bolic, and archi
numerous
diagrams,
He referred to the present as the age of steel,
lignite
;
petroleum.
bri
; iron piles and cylinders; steel girder bridges ; shaping,
but said that our knowledge of it is yet incomplete, though, speakin;
or oiling.
drilling, rivetting machinery ; travelling crane, derrick cranes, and Class 3.—Oiling; Grease; oils; mode of greasing
broadly,
the
amount
of carbon combined with the iron determin
sundry lifting machinery.
Group VI.—APppLicaTion oF ELECTRICITY TO RaILWways,
nature of the resulting compound. He then described the
Class 3.—Protection of slopes and roads: seed
turfing: Class 1.—The generation of electricity: Batteries; dynamos; the
changes caused in the properties of the metal as the carbon
tree planting ; various descriptions of fencing, verell. of
magnets; electro-motor machines; transmission of increased from ni/ to 5 per cent., steel occupying a place midway
Class 4.—Gates and level crossings: various descriptions of accumulators;
electric we 4 to a distance;
batteries.
- between wrought and cast iron. Formerly the great cost of steel
swinging, sliding, rolling gates ; gates worked from a distance.
Class
2.,—Electric
lighti ng: Sight signalling; sou
was a bar to its adoption ; now, owing to the application of science
Class 5.—Descriptions of permanent way: B:
gauge ; normal signalling; lighting signals
of terminal and other stations; lighting the to its manufacture, the cost, strength for strength, although not
gauge ; narrow gauge.
track;
lighting
of
the
engines
and
trains;
electric
clocks;
telequite weight for weight, has been brought down to that of wrought
Class 6.—Ballasting: Grinding and reducing machines; tip graphs; telephones; microphones.
iron. As steel is intermediate in its constituentsso it may be made
wagons,
3s
3.—Electrical
traction
for
railways:
Electric
locomotives
;
adding carbon to —
iron as in blister steel, or burning
Class 7.—Sleepers: Wood sleepers, with their preparation and electric brakes; utilisation in accumulators of the electricity de- by
some of the carbon out of cast iron asin Bessemer steel. The
laying ; plant for preserving sleepers; iron and steel sleepers; stroyed
by application
to the brakes.
effect of impurities was noted, particularly of phosphorus and
glass sleepers.
4.—Application of electricity to tramways: Various systems sulphur, and cases mentioned in which iron containing these could
Class 8.—Permanent way: Iron and steel rails ;models of rail- of electrical
machines; lighting, brakes, and other applications to
used with the minimum of inconvenience. The various kinds of
making ; small plant; rail-sawing machines; testing machines; tramways.
stress and strain were then explained, the load being the external
rail-bending machines; various types of rails ;connections; fishGroup VII.—PvuBLicaTions.
cause, the stress the internal resistance, and the strain the external
plates ;spikes, bolts.
Diagrams were then exhibited showing the various forms
Class 9.—Plant for roadway: Points and crossings ;turntables; _Class 1.—Relating to railways: Books ;various publications; result,
for testing, the mode of testing
time tables ; guides ; essays on railways.
: in which samples were
traversers ; wagon lifts ; lifting and weighing mac!
.
was
described,
and also the manner in which the measurements
ae
2.od
7
——
ent
ae
~
werd]
Class 10-—For working the line: Fixed and movable signals;
weretaken.
At
first
sight
it
would
appear that the material which
;
on
e
CSS 5
respecting the
se
ores ;distance recorders; buffer stops; gradient indicators; wo! would bear the ‘greatest steady stress before breaking would be
ia
:
ed
movable notices or ground signals,
the
safest
and
most
trustworthy,
but
this would be a misleading conof locomotive department
; llinne cueenpen of
rolling sled:
stock
; rates of freight
; statis- clusion, as in many cases this apparent strength is due toa want
oot;
ofSelig
Group III.—TERMINAL AND OTHER STATIONS.
of
elasticity,
and
a
very
slight
jerk,
or sudden application of a
,
Pe
Class 1.—Passenger stations: General arrangement; interior tical tables ; aan
stress, would cause fracture. When the failure occurs withfittings ; furnishing, sanitary arrangements; lavatories; watchGroup VIII.—AcricuLTurE.
out much stretching, the pull acts through an extremely small
men’s boxes; watchmen’s houses; working of
r traffic.
ore the mechanical value, or work done in
Class 1.—Report on agriculture in connection with the railways : distance, and
Class 2.—Goods stations: Working of
traffic ; platforms
producing rupture, is also small, although the pull itself may be of
of
uce ; freigh’
ight.
and cranes; siding for marshalling of trains; sorting station; Class 2.—Railways
edie magnitude. The toughness, which is after all the
for
agricultural
distriets
:
Various
systems
of
roofs, awnings, ropes, weighing machinery, &c.
chief _* to aim at for structural purposes, depends as much
and trucks.
Class 3.—Refreshment rooms; various installations and utensils ; engines
upon the elasticity as upon the ultimate tensile stress. Several
Class 3.—Road locomotives ;steam ploughing.
management.
tables were then given, showing the ultimate or breaking stress per
Information
respecting
the
International
Exhibition
and
ConClass 4.—Protection of station from fire—fire engines: Hand,
square
inch, and safe working load under various conditions, includobtained, and
ications for space are to be adsteam, and portable fire engines; extincteurs: hand grenades; ressedcanto be
the C
1 for England and the Colonies, ing iron and steel for use in machinery under variable loads,
fire-escapes ; floating fire engines.
Typical specification tests were described and the reasons shown
New Broad-street House, E.C., London.
for some of the a
which were provided. Some of the
Group IV.—Ro.trxe Stock.
i
i
es of fracture were very interesting, and
Class 1.—Engines and tenders: Boilers and fittings; steam
among the examples one piece of wrought iron, known to have
THE
BLACK
PROCESS.
gauges; alarm whistles; pistons and fittings; couplings; conbeen in use as a lever for a years, was remarkable from the
necting-rods ; cranks; coupled axles; tenders ;locomotives with
A BLACK process, which will compete for favour with the well very large and perfectly formed crystals a
over the whole
one or more coupled axles; tank locomotives ; auxiliary
starting known blue process, familiar to engineers and others, is given in section. Selections were made from Hodgkinson’s experiments,
—; donkey engines, Frielen locomotives.
the Photocopie of Mr, A. Fisch. The process is
ly known and some illustrations of the fracture of test bars which appeared a
_ Class 2.—Passenger carriages: Construction of carriages; car- as he
phy, is simple, easy, and inexpensive, while
prints
riages with compartments; carriages on American system; first- are ink-black, and are made from drawings or positives and forms was suggested, but the subject
class and saloon;sleeping cars; a cars; Post-office wagons ; negatives, We owe this process to Mr. Poitevin, but it has been The mode of a
and bridges for deflection wasdescribed
dropping letter bags ; luggage and guard slightly improved.
obtained were shown upon the diagrams exaggerated
=
times to emphasise
their peculiarities, After
a few
Sensitising solution,—Dissolve
separately: (1) Gum arabic,; 13
pds wegune:
ns : Open tracks
cks; covered trucks; t;ypes of os water 17 oz (2) Tartaric acid, 13 drams; water, 6 oz.
cattle trucks; types of wagons for carrying fresh and
drams. paleg parade Fare htapesd gunn Pete
8.
meat, &c.; types of wagons fitted with igerators ;
trains, The third
ion is poured into the second, well agitated, and ment occurred, and the necessity for some fuller records of the
Class 4: Railwa material for war service: Composition of a then | these two solutions united are addedto the first, continually faery ws ny oe
a vote of thanks was passed to the
military train, caleionee, beds,
3 armour-plated
loco- stirring. When the mixture iscomplete, add slowly, still stirring, leeturer
for his veryth
and
ical paper,
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The smaller output, which is now occurring in sheets, has largely
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE,
AMERICAN NOTES.
improved the position of those firms who keep running. Galvanisers
:
(From our own Correspondent.)
and merchants made excellent inquiries, and placed good orders
* (From our own Correspondent.)
forward
wherever
possible.
Buyers
are
pressing
for
deliveries,
|
Manchester.—The upward movement in the price of pig iron, to
New York, Dec. 31st.
and
many
of
the
mills
are’
running
to
their
utmost
capacity
to
which
I
referred
last week, continues quite as strong as ever, and
BROKERS in iron, steel, and metals, have about made up their
consumers. Prices were an advance of 10s. pes ton during the past week there has been a further considerable advance.
minds that an advance will be made in January on first class accommodate
upon three or four months ago, and some makers asked 15s. The present course of the market is, however, viewed with a good
material of all kinds. There will be some disappointment no doubt. var
for galvanising were £6 10s. to £6 12s. 6d. deal of distrust by buyers here, the advance which has been going
The demand for iron and steel is certainly very heavy, and large Lattens wereDoubles
fully £1 per ton additional, Further advances were on in prices being considered as due more to speculation than as
consumers are without material to complete large contracts on spoken of as altogether
likely in a short time.
the legitimate result of increased requirements for actual consumphand. The greatest scarcity will be developed in the material
Steel in all forms was in very brisk inquiry, and sellers were tion. It is true that there has been a good deal of buying recently
intended for railroad construction, The contracts, or
strong
in
price.
Imported
billets,
blooms,
and
tin
bars
were
5s.
to
for forward delivery both by consumers and merchants, but this
the best authority, which have been placed, already foot up about 7s. 6d, per ton advance over last quarter day, and Bessemer tin- has
chiefly in anticipation of a rise in prices ; in the principal
1,100,000 tons, The capacity of the country may be safely put at late bars were quoted firm at £5, delivered in this district from iron been
using branches of industry in this district there is no present
1,700,000 tons, which leaves about 600,000 tons of capacity yet to
elsh works; billets, £4 12s, 6d. ; and blooms, £4 10s. Siemens appreciable improvement to bring consumers into the
et for
be sold, Certain railroad schemes now on the market will call for steel
bars were £5 7s. 6d., and blooms, £4 17s. 6d.
any materially increased weight of iron, and it is significant that
one-third of this capacity if they gothrough, as they probably will,
The pig iron market was excited, —, as regards hema- the advance in the raw material has so far not been followed by
because they are backed by such railroad builders as Huntington tites
and Midland pigs, Prices are being pushed up as rapidly as any corresponding upward movement in the price of finished iron,
and Gould. The requirements are urgent from their standpoint, as the market
will at all permit. The unremunerative figures which whilst founders have still to compete for orders at prices quite as
they
contemplate building lines to head off other syndicates. Rails
long prevailed are held to be justification for this cause.
low as ever. The result is that forge proprietors and founders,
have advanced to 37 dols. nominally, Any further advance in have
Enquiries
on an extensive scale to-day. The prices de- where they have not been able to cover themselves at something
Great Britain will be followed immediately by higher quotations manded were,were
7 bo high to encourage business; like old prices, are just now placed in a very awkward position, and
on this side, The rail makers are not desirous of booking orders indeed, many ery
sellers specia
i
to
me accepting in some instances I have heard them declare that they will prefer
at any oe A scarcity of small railway material, such as billets,
Satta
Mamathion weetate tokah.ieesties ie, aan Ae to close their works rather than to seek after orders under the connuts, and spikes, is reported from the West, where mills are over- delivered
here,
and
makers
expressed
the
opinion
that
50s. will — upon which business at present seems only to be practisold from two to three months. The development of ae iron “very soon be seen at furnaces in Lancashire. Prices of Derbyshire
making in the South has attracted the attention of Pennsylvania ig were quoted at a minimum of 40s. delivered to consumers’ cable.
Although there was a very strong tone on the Manchester iron
capitalists to the pany of making pig iron in Pennsylvania at Sasenees
; while Northampton pigs were 39s. to 40s. _Lincolnshires market on Tuesday, an unsettled feeling seemed to prevail
11 dols., and billets at 15 dols. to 16dols, Natural gas is in abun- were strong,
at 42s, to 42s. 6d. ; and Wiltshires, at 38s, to 38s. 6d. generally, and the advanced prices asked by makers had the effect
dant supply in this locality, and preparations have been made to These
were advances over the October quarterly meetings of checking much actual business being done. At prices which would
erect furnaces both for iron and steel. The location is in Clarion of 4s, onfigures
and 3s, on Lincolnshire pigs, and as to hema- have been readily taken a couple of weeks back, there was, howCounty, 150 miles north of Pittsburgh. Other locations are also tites, someDerbyshire
5s.
per ton rise,
ever, plenty of dispositionto ee but makers were indifferent
being developed, one being in the centre of the State about 200
demand for Staffordshire pigs is such that makers cannot about booking orders of any weight, even at their full rates. For
miles from Philadelphia. Iron and steel-making companies are fillThe
contracts
with
the
needed
promptitude,
and
are
behindhand
delivery equal to Manchester, Lancashire pig iron makers are now
preparing to enter actively upon the production of iron and steel
All-mine makers demanded an advance on last quoting 39s. 6d. for No. 4 forge, and 40s. 6d. for No. 3 fougdry,
during the next year. Twelve companies in all have been organised with deliveries.
prices of fully 2s, 6d. per ton, making the quotation less 24; about the same figures are also now being quoted
to operate in the Northern and Southern States, with an invested quarter-day
hot-blast sorts 55s. nominal. Part-mine pigs were also stronger for Lincolnshire forge and foundry qualities, whilst for Derbycapital of 7,000,000 dols. A good many companies have been for
by 2s. 6d. per ton, the quotation being 37s. 6d. to 42s. 6d. Com- shire and foundry iron 45s., less 24, is being asked for
started to manufacture agricultural implements and tools in the mon
pigs were similarly advanced, making the quotation 30s., delivery into this district. In outside brands offering in this
West. The extension of railroad construction throughout the thoughforge
it was not in all cases easy to obtain the advance. The market there has also been quite an equal upward movement in
North-west and West has brought new cultivation, and much addi- Spring Yale
quoted: Best sorts, 55s.; second sorts, 45s.; prices, and in the face of the advance which has taken place in
tional agricultural area; and this is the basis of the present im- and common Company
qualities, 35s. (The company is well booked forward, —
many of the makers are very cautious about quoting
proving d
d for imy
ts and tools. The farming interests and is not anxious
to
sell further, It is now producing some 1700 at all.
throughout the West are prospering better than a year or twoago,
1800 tons per week from five furnaces. The Willingsworth
Hematite makers appear to be in a very strong position; large
and emigration is resulting in the building up of an important ornative
brand of pigs was quoted 32s. 6d. Messrs. G, and R. Thomas, sales have recently been made, chiefly on supposed American
agricultural community.
the Hatherton Furnaces, have just blown in another furnace, accounts, and I hear it stated that an increased make will be
Bar iron is selling at 40 dols, per net ton for best, 38 dols. for of
and the Pelsall Coal and Iron Company is also about relighting required to meet the present demand. The price of hematite ore
medium, and 36 dols, for common. The car-builders are heavy another
furnace to supply its own wants.
has also gone up, and under all the circumstances makers are very
buyers. The plate iron makers have heavy orders for shipbuilding
The Galvanised Iron
e Association met to-day, and it was indifferent about committing themselves to further engagements
and boatbuilding purposes. The production of puddle bars at Pitts- reported
that
all
the
firms
were
very
busy,
and
could
readily
book
at present. For mixed parcels of hematite delivered into the
burg is 1800 tons per day. All of the rolling capacity throughout large orders ahead. The South American and South African just
Manchester district about 57s. 6d., less 24, has been quoted during
the country is oversold from two to four months. Pig iron is sell- d
d
was
iderably
increasing,
and
Australian
orders
were
the
past
week.
‘
ing at 20 to 21 dols. for No. 1 foundry ;Bessemer, at 19 to 20 dols.;
In consequence of the advanced price of black sheets and
Whatever may be the result of the quarterly meetings which
steel rails, 37 to 37°50 dols. Southern coke iron is selling at 20 dols. steady.
Iter
it
was
resolved
to
advance
galvanised
sheets
10s.,
making
are
being
held
this
week,
finished
iron
makers
have so far been
at Louisville, and 18 dols. for neutral mill. In Western Pennsyl- 4g. £10 10s. to £10 15s., nominal, delivered Liverpool.
unable to follow the advance in the raw material. Except that
vania there is great activity in charcoal and Bessemer irons.
The
loca]
ironworkers
have
been
given
a
month
in
which
to
prethere
has
been
some
stiffening
in
sheets,
which
have
been quoted
English iron is without sale there. All of the rolling mills are
a statement, meeting that of the employers issueda short £6 lds, per ton for delivery equal to Manchester, prices have
crowded with orders. The demand for steel is very heavy. Old pare
ago, with reference to the ‘‘ extras” paid in the St
practically stationary. For good ordinary qualities of
rails are wanted in large quantities, but cannot be had fast enough time
The employers endeavour to show that they are bars makers have not been able to get more than £5, and hoops
to meet the urgent demands, Wrought iron pipe orders are mills and forges.
by those extra when compared with other districts, have not averaged more than £5 5s. per ton delivered into the
crowding in, and mills are unable to accommodate all buyers. handicapped
but
the
men
plead
circumstances which demand a continu- Manchester district.
i
Crop ends are quoted at 24°50 dols, The Connellsville coke region ance of the custom. special
When the statement has been prepared, the
The condition of the engineering trades remains without material
is working full time, and the entire capacity is absorbed in Eastern matter may be considered
by
the
Iron
Trade
Wages’
Board.
change
from
what
I
last
reported.
Here
and
there
the feeling is
und Western steel-making centres,
The Staffordshire Steel and Ingot Iron Company, Bilston, has better and more hopeful, but the general outlook can scarcely be
determined to increase its present plant, which consists of three said to show any ——— improvement, and in most branches
converters upon the basic principle, by the erection, in the ensuing of industry the year
been entered upon with only discouraging
few months, of an open hearth basic furnace of 8-ton r it
peVep
THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES The steel produced wil] be made from a mixture of native common
At a meeting of the Manchester Geological Society held last
ig iron, scrap, and a little ore. The plant will be partly manu- Friday in Wigan some very pertinent remarks on the question of
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
loaned by the company themselves, and the ironwork for the safety lamps were made by Mr. Hy. Hall, one of her Majesty's
OTHER DISTRICTS.
furnace
will be supplied by the Patent Shaft and Axletree Com- Inspectors of Mines. Mr. Hall exhibited and described a new
(From our own Correspondent.)
pany, Wednesbury. Profiting by the successful experiments safety lamp which he has himself designed ; this lamp is the same
Tus has been the week of the quarterly meetings, and they have which have been made with basic slag as an agricultural manure, in principle as the “tin-can” Davy, but glass is substituted
been marked by a very gratifying tone, The attendance at Wolver- the company have determined to convert their refuse into
a market- for the tin-can shield, and there is also a smaller inner glass
hampton yesterday, and in Birmingham to-day, were large, and the able commodity, Special plant, supplied by Messrs. Morris Bros., shield which prevents the air, which is admitted at the bottom
markets exhibi
a good deal of animation. Iron and steel engineers, of Doncaster, is to be e
for grinding and pulver- of the lamp, coming in direct contact with the flame; if
masters, merchants, and other buyers were present from the chief ising the slag, which will be reduced to the fineness of flour. The by any accident the outer glass shield became broken, the
producing centres the kingdom over, and from London, Liverpool, valuable constituents of the slag are about 15 to 20 per cent. of miner would still have the protection of an ordinary Davy
Glasgow, Manchester, Bristol, and other ports. The views enter- phosphoric acid and 40 per cent. of lime.
lamp, whereas, with the glass lamps now largely in use, the
tained of the probabilities of business this year were very buoyant.
It says much for the quality of the steel now being turned out breaking of the glass at once exposes the flame. In bringing this
The reports brought from other parts of the kingdom were such as by this company that in the engineering sections which they are lamp before the members Mr. Hall expressed the opinion that it
greatly strengthened the local market. The further advance of rolling, channel ingot iron or steel as large as ldin. by 6in. occurs, was questionable whether all the labour which had recently been
2s. upon the week in Cleveland, and the continued strong upward and that sectional iron is being built into columns of 14in, diameter bestowed on the improvement of safety lamps had been expended
movement in Scotland, had a particularly good effect. The for bridge erections in India and South America.
in a right direction; he thought so much attention had been
heaviest business transacted was in pigs, though finished iron also
Messrs. Hatton, Son, and Co., Bradley Iron and Tin-plate bestowed in constructing lamps to withstand high velocities which
showed increased activity.
Works, find that sheet consumers are more than ever preferring were rarely if ever met with in a mine, that the requirements of
It early became known that no change was to be made in marked steel to iron, alike in the form of black thin sheets, tinned sheets, the every-day condition of a mine had been overlooked. In all his
bar prices, The Earl of Dudley, Messrs, William Barrows and and tin-plates. Their steel plant, which is upon the side-blown experience he had only once seen an explosive current travelling
Sons, and Messrs, Noah Hingley and Son—the three firms to whom fixed converter principle, under the firm’s own patent, is at present quickly, but he ne, a saw accumulations of gas in quiet parts
the market looks for the initiative in any new departure in the turning out an average of some 250 tons of ingots sg week,
i of the mine. That being so, he thought they wanted phsean that
matter of prices—adhered to the existing quotations of £7 12s, 6d. output, if required, can be greatly increased.
e Siemens gas would be safe and suitable for working in quiet parts of the mine
for his lordship's common bars, £7 for the first qualities of the reheating furnaces at these works will accommodate ingots up to more than one simply adapted for meeting an explosive current
other two houses, and £6 for the second qualities of Messrs. two tons weight. The ductility and fibre of the metal produced is travelling quickly, Seienes the lamp had to go into quiet parts
Hingley's and similar class firms. Earl Dudley's single best bars of much excellence, Steel sheets are being rolled down to 40 bg. of the mine every day where gas might be collected, and
remained at £9, and double best £10 10s.
Ironmasters express satisfaction this week that the country’s the other circumstance might never occur in the history of
Messrs, Wm. Barrows and Sons quoted :—Bars, round, square, export trade in manufactured iron and steel shows up better for the colliery. A great many colliery managers felt misgivings as
and flat, £7; best bars, suitable for chain making and other pur- the past year.than had been anticipated, business having pulled up to the lamps which were at present being introduced, and
poses, £8 10s.; double best, suitable for superior chains, bars, and considerably in the last two or three months. The total exports he heard them every day make remarks in the direction that
the like, £9 10s.; plating bars, £7 10s.; best angle, tee, and rivet for the twelvemonth were 3,389,197 tons, as against 3,130,682 tons they did not like pegs |entirely to glass. The object he had in
iron, £9; and double
, £10. Boiler plates the firm quote in the previous year. The value was £1,487,222, as against view in the — he
designed was to secure a simple lamp,
£8 10s., £9 10s., £10 10s., and £14 10s., according to quality; and £1,027,460, The increase was mainly in pig iron, telegraphic giving a good light, and with which, in the event of the glass being
sheets, £8 10s. for 20gauge, £10 for 24 gauge, and tn 10s, for 27 wire, old iron, and steel unwrought.
e figures for the broken, the miner would still have the protection of-the gauze.
gauge. H
uoted:- £7 10s., best £9, and wide strips £8 10s,
several descriptions were as here: — Pig and puddled iron, Mr. Hall added that the lamp was not subject to any patent, and
essrs. John Bradley and Co., who, by reason of the exceptional in 1886, £2,252,944, as against £2,029,816 in 1885; bar, he should be
tified if anyone could improve upon it in the
character of their iron, are able to command more money than any angle, &c., in 1886, £1,378,065, in 1885 £1,620,484; rail- direction’ he
pointed out.
bh
other house in the trade, price all bars above bos £9 10s., which is road iron, £3,688,733 in 1886, £3,905,259 in 1885; cast and
At the same meeting an interesting paper on ‘‘The Important
£2 10s. above the price of the other marked bar firms. Hoops wrought iron, £3,879,241 in 1886 £4,013,108 in 1885; hoops, Question of How to Deal with Dust in Coal Mines,” was read by
the re £8 10s., which is £1 ~ ton advance on other firms; sheets, &c., last year £3,058,703, in 1885 £3,268,143; old iron, Mr. M. Mercer; of the Pemberton Collieries. The best and most
and sheets and plates £10, which is £110s. more than any £388,375 in 1
£261,435 in 1885; steel, unwrought, in 1886, practical method in the opinion of Mr. Mercer was the watering
other best makers are ‘asking. Rounds and sq
up to gin. £1,487,222
;in1885, £1,027,460. ‘The chief marketsforbar, angle, of the roads either by water-carts or the laying of pipes in the
are — at £8, an advance upon the terms of other firms of £1 bolt, and rod iron were, it is interesting to note—Australasia, haulage roads and main air courses. There were cual saline
per ton. The bulk of the sales that the superior bar makers are which took £265,561 ; the British East Indies, £261,536; British of carts in use for this purpose, and a very ingenious cart had been
effecting are for their second-class branded qualities, for which the North America, £150,743 ; the United States, £22,444; Turkey, constructed 7 Messrs. Smethurst for use in their mines at the
——— remains at £6. The Mitre iron of Messrs, Philip £35,429; Italy, £74,129; Germany, £21,433 ; Holland, £17,036 ; Garswood Hall Colliery. In consisted of an ordinary water barrel
illiams and Sons continues an exception to the brands of most Russia, £9289 ; and France, £1940, Other countries purchased to
ted on tram wheels ; at one end was fixed a hollow circular
other firms, in that first qualities are quoted £6 15s., and second the extent of £518,525. In hoops, sheets—iucluding galvanised sheets pa Dg with small holes round its circumference, and conclass £5 15s.
—boiler and armour plates, the chief buyers were :—Australasia, nec by gearing to a toothed wheel on the axle of the tram
The contract for the supply of bar iron to the various dockyards £768,036; Russia, £405,650; British
t Indies, £357,287; wheels. The water was delivered into the centre of the rose ordisc,
of her Majesty's Navy has again been taken by the New British British North America, £142,141 ; United States, £127,904 ; Italy, which, revolving very rapidly when the cart was in motion, scattered
Iron Company, of the Corngreaves Iron and Steel Works.
£79,358 ;Germany,
486 ;Spain and Canaries, £38,650 ; Hol- the water by centrifugal force against the roof sides and floor of
One of the most promising features of the outlook at to-day’s land, £33,312 ;and France, £20,489. Other countries” are set the roadways. The laying down of pipes, although costly at the
meeting was admitted by the continued revival in the American down for £1,029,390.
outset, was a very effective method of watering the mine by a
iron and steel industry, accompanied by i
U.S. orders for
What promises to be onc of the largest central electric series of sprays along the length of the pipes, but there was the
steel works in this country, not only in the form of valuable lines lighting stations at present in England is about to be erected at risk of the small apertures being choked by dust or dirt, and the
in steel blooms, billets, tin bars, steel wire rods, &c., but also in Leamington. Negotiations have been completed with Messrs. danger of the pipes being broken by falls of roof and sides, or the
rails, &c. It is a significant fact that American ironmasters are Arthur Chamberlain and George Hookham, the founders of the lifting of the floor. Asa means of minimising the danger arising
still desirous of keeping themselves fully informed af pte change company of Messrs. Chamberlain and Hookham, Birmjngham, who, from the unavoidab! existence of dust in a mine, Mr. Mercer
in English steel and iron prices. The business which Staffordshire on their own responsibility, have agreed to lay down the necessary urged the advisability of hanginga sheet of brattice cloth, saturated
ironmasters are doing with the United States is increasing in thin plant and machinery. Powerful machinery will be put down im- with water, over and in front of all shots fired in the coal or metal ;
sheets and best tin-plates, large rounds, and strips.
mediately, and all of it will be in duplicate, so as to avoid the risk the meson neer|of reducing the velocity of the air in haulage roads
Medium and common bar makers strongly demanded an advance of stoppage through a breakdown.
Storage batteries will by enlarging their areas or providing additional roads for the intake
of 5s., and in some cases 7s. 6d., per ton u
the prices which not be used, unless in the meantime a new form may be in- air, and the advisability of separating each district by means of
prevailed before pigs began to advance. Plenty of orders were vented which will be less expensive ‘than continuous steam lengths of arching to be kept quite free from dustby brushing and
refused to-day for which buyers were at present unprepared’ to
wer, The dynamo is an important feature of the new plant. watering, so that an explosion would be confined to one district.
pay such advance. £5 was about the minimum for common bars,
There is a fairly active business doing in the coal trade of this
king the first
requirements of the borough to be 5000 incangeneral merchant bars were £5 10s., and superior £6. For hoops descent lamps, ‘odaige would be no more than one farthing per district, and all descriptions of fuel—house fire, steam and forge
and strips higher prices were also demanded by 5s. per ton, and lamp of 18-candle power per hour. There would be other inciden- coals, and burgy and slack—are moving away freely, with pits fully
the general quotation for the former was £5 5s,, and for the latter tal expenses, such as the rent of meters and the charge for lam
employed, and a good deal of coal being taken out of stock, The
£5. An informal meeting of strip makers advanced prices to this The acting consulting engineer to the contractors is Dr, John demand is chiefly for house fire consumption, but this, with the
figure, Angles were also stronger,
Hopkinson, F.R.S,
extra requirements for gas-making
as the result of the late
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foggy weather, has tended to move away the surplus supplies of
the commoner sorts of round coals, whilst with the colder weather
there has been an increased consumption of engine fuel for mill
purposes. Quoted prices are steady at about9s. to 9s. 6d. for best
coals, 7s. 6d. to 8s. seconds, 6s. to 6s,6d. common
house fire coals,
5s. to 5s. 6d., steam and forge coals, 4s. 6d.
to 5s, burgy,
3s. 6d. to
4s. best slack, and 2s. 9d. to 3s, per ton for common
sorts at the
pit mouth.
:
For shipment there is a moderate demand, with prices firm at
about 7s. to 7s. 3d. per ton for steam coals delivered at the high
level, Liverpool, or the Gaiston Docks.
Barrow.—Hematite pig iron is in much brisker inquiry, and the
market has received an improvement even on the satisfactory posi+
tion which was experienced in October and November last year.
The demand from all
has i
d, and the business doing
on foreign and American account shows an increase all round,
while the inquiries from colonial and continental sourcesisevidence
that the requirements of consumers generally are on the increase,
and that their requirements, at any rate during the spring and
summer months, will be very considerable, while on home account
the lookout is very cheering, owing to the heavy and increasing consumption on the part of steel makers. The market
for Bessemer is, of course, more active than that for ordinary forge and foundry descriptions of metals. During the
past few days an advance has been made in prices which is firmly
maintained, and which in all probability will lead to still better
prices before the month is out, because as a matter of fact the
demand is greater than the ability of producers to compete with.
Hence the energetic efforts now being made to put in blast several
of the furnaces now standing idle. Prices are quoted now at
49s, 3d. per ton net at makers’ works for Bessemer descriptions of
iron in mixed parcels, and 48s. 6d. for No. 3 forge and foundry
iron. The value of steel has also advanced, and ordinary heavy
sections of rails are quoted at £4 2s. 6d. per ton net at makers’
works, prompt delivery. There has also been an improvement in
the demand and in the value of other descriptions of steel corresponding with that which has taken place in rails. Shipbuilders
are likely to be busier, as one or two orders are on the point of
acceptance. Engineers are not well employed, but they have a
better outlook than has been before them for some time. Finished
iron is in fair request. Iron ore firmer at from 9s. to 11s. 6d. per
ton net at mines. The coal and coke trades are firmer, and better
prices are expected.
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
WHEN the leading Sheffield firms engaged in the palate of
war material entered vigorously into extensions—the bulk of which
will soon be completed—at a cost of over £250,000, it was understood here that Woolwich Arsenal would not be a competitor
with the trade. It was freely stated at the end of last year that
the Woolwich authorities were laying down
t for the production of 20-ton steel castings. The Sheffield Telegraph states, on the
authority of a gentleman who recently visited the Arsenal to make
inquiry on the subject, that no such plant is being provided, and
that the greatest possible care is taken not to interfere with the
trade. The furnace which is being erected, it is added, is one
which was removed from an inconvenient site to a place where it
will be more efficiently used.
:
The sudden change in the weather, from severe frost to thaw,
has caused the skate makers to slacken operations. They admit,
however, they have had a good “
” sufficient not only to clear
the accumulations off their shelves, but to exhaust the stocks of
merchants, who, in anticipation of a further frost, have been
ordering pretty freely from local firms, It is a long time since the
skate trade has had so good a turn.
In the coal trade there are no indications in the Sheffield district of any change in the quotations for household and other
qualities, and it is not anticipated there will be any agitation in
the mining districts with
to wages, though the efforts to
establish a sliding scale fell through.
Yorkshire collieries have done well with Hull during December,
the total quantity forwarded by rail and river being 119,760 tons,
an increase of 3856 over the corresponding month of 1885. The
total tonnage to Hull for the year was 1,417,728, an increase of
91,176 tons over the quantity sent to that port in 1885. There
were exported from Full during the month 36,859 tons, against
34,997 tons for December, 1885; during the year 620,657 tons,
compared with 633,139 in 1885.
THE
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NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THERE was a large attendance at the quarterly meeting of the
Cleveland iron trade, held at Middlesbrough on Tuesday last,
including, as it did, several merchants from Glasgow, Muaeiceen
and elsewhere. So far as pig iron is concerned, the market continues exceedingly strong. Buyers still show great anxiety to
contract ahead, and consequently holders and makers are averse
to sell, and have again advanced their prices. For ae
the price paid on Tuesday for No. 3, g.m.b., was 37s.
per ton,
that being an increase of 2s. on the price accepted the previous
Tuesday. For delivery to the end of June, 38s. was freely offered,
but few sellers were to be found, the majority expecting to obtain
eventually at least 40s.. The price of forge iron also has
up
to the extent of 2s. per ton, the figure at which it now broek woh d
35s. 6d. per ton.
. Warrants are much sought after, especially by bond fide investors.
In order to obtain them 37s. 9d. to 38s. per ton must now be paid.
The stock in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough store on the
10th inst. was 309,194 tons, which represents an increase of 1953
tons since December 31st.
;
The serious advance which has taken place in the price of forge
iron has made matters worse than ever for the finished iron manufacturers. They have the greatest difficulty in obtaining orders at
even 2s. 6d. per ton advance, whereas their cost of production must
have risen 10s. per ton since July last.
Shipments from the Tees, since the commencement of the new
year, have proceeded but slowly, the stormy weather being no
doubt the principal obstacle. Only 10,904 tons of pig iron
left
up to Monday
night as against 21,795 tons during the first ten days
of December.
The Cleveland ironmasters’ statistics for December were issued
on the 5th inst., they show that on the 31st ult. forty-nine furnaces
were producing Cleveland, and thirty-six hematite and other kinds
of pig iron ; eighty-five furnaces in all were at work, as compared
with ninety-eight at the end of 1885, and a total of 155 in existence.
The make of iron of all kinds during December amounted to
193,293 tons, ey ws increase of 6600 tons over the output of the
previous month.
e total stock on December 31st was 652,445
tons, which represents a decrease of 15,327 tons since November
30th, but an increase of 134,957 tons over the stock held on the
31st of December, 1885. The output of Cleveland pig iron last year
was less than in 1885-by 256,000 tons.
The Cleveland ir
sters had a
ting yesterday at Middlesbrough, with representatives of the blast furnacemen employed by
them. The offer made at a previous meeting had meantime been
considered by the workmen throughout the district, and their
representatives came to the meeting. authorised to
it. The
threatened strike is therefore happily now averted, and industrial
peace as regards this department of the trade has been secured for
some time to come. Under the arrangement now si
sealed,
and delivered the old scale is renewed, and in addition to any
advantages the operatives may gain thereby from any rise in the
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value of pig iron, they are to receive back over the ensuing nine
months the reductions made in excess of the scale prices during
the last nine months. About twenty of the blast furnace works in
the North of England will be affected by the arrangement, the
duration of which is fixed at eighteen months, or till June 30th,
1888.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE pig iron market has
in been active this week, with
a large speculative business.
ere was some further advance in
rices early in the week, and this was succeeded by somewhat
eavy realising transactions, which arrested the advancing tendency. There has again been considerable excitement on 'Change,
and it is understood that the outside public are speculating in warrants to a
ter extent than has been usual for a long time.
Some additional orders are reported on American account, but
there is a feeling that probably too much is made of the extra business from the United States. The stocks in the warrant stores,
which had remained stationary for several weeks, now exhibit a
small increase. The
t of the production is
practically without change.
Business was done in the warrant market on Monday at 45s, 11d.
to 46s. 114d., closing
at 46s. 9d. On Tuesday forenoon transactions
occurred at 46s. 10ld. to 46s. 64d., the price falling to 46s. 44d.
cash in the afternoon, and closing that day with buyers at 46s. 74d.
cash. On Wednesday the market was very excited, and warrants
advanced to 47s. 8d. per ton, coming back to 47s. 4d. at the close.
Tc-day—Thursday—the market was not so strong, business being
done down to 47s, 2d., closing with buyers at 47s. 6d. cash.
There has been a further advance in the quotations of makers’
iron all round :—Gartsherrie, f.o.b. at Glasgow, No. 1, is quoted at
54s.; No. 3, 46s. 6d.; Coltness, 57s. 6d. and 46s. 6d.;
loan,
54s. and 46s. 6d.; Summerlee, 56s. and 45s.; Calder, 52s. 6d. and
45s. 6d.; Carnbroe, 50s. and 45s.; Clyde, 48s. 6d. and 43s, 6d. ;
Monkland, 47s. 6d. and 43s. 6d.; Govan, at Broomielaw, 47s. 6d.
and 43s. 6d.; Shotts, at Leith, 52s. and 46s.; Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. 6d. and 44s, 6d.; Glengarnock, at Ardrossan, 52s. and
44s, 6d.; Eglinton, 47s. 6d. and 43s. 6d.; Dalmellington, 48s, 6d.
and 44s, 6d.
The week’s imports of Middlesbrough pigs at Grangemouth were
6270 tons, as compared with 5190 tons in the corresponding week
of 1886.
There is continued activity in the importation of Spanish ore
from Bilbaoto the Clyde, and the freights are now at 6s. 3d. a ton.
The malleable iron makers of Lanarkshire have advanced the
quotations of common bars by 5s. a ton, in consequence of the rise
in the price of pig iron. Bars and angles now range from £5 2s, 6d.
to £5 7s. 6d. Iron plates are now in very poor request, being
practically superseded by steel for shipbuilding and engineering
purposes, but ship plates are quoted nominally at £5 5s. and boiler
plates at £5 10s. per ton. Several steel makers who
behind
the others in the matter of price have now advanced their rates,
and merchants all over quote £6 10s. for ship plates and £6 lds.
for boiler ditto, less the usual 5 per cent. discount.
The past week’s shipments of iron and steel goods from the
Clyde embraced locomotives to the value of £12,000 for Calcutta ;
machinery, £4500; steel goods, £8000; sewing machines, £3000;
and general iron manufactures, £32,000.
The coal shipping trade was necessarily much curtailed in the
week by the holidays, and the shipments are small, amounting
mn the aggregate to 38,325 as com)
with 38,583 tons in the
corresponding week of last year.
At Glasgow 20,126 tons were
shipped ;Greenock, 100; Ayr, 1546; Irvine, 1060; Troon, 1456;
Burntisland, 9078; Leigh, 145 ;Grangemouth, 2572; and Bo'ness,
2242 tons. There is practically no change in the prices of coals,
though some qualities are more in request than others.
The colliers have made another formal application to the coalmasters for an advance of w:
urging their case chiefly on the
ground of a report that ple | been raised 3d. a ton at Burntisland. But unfortunately it turns out that the change in price is
the other way, coals having been reduced 3d. a ton at the Fifeshire
port in consequence of the falling off in the continental shipping
trade.
li is estimated that the tonnage now being > a4 Clyde
shipyards amounts to 114,755 tons compared wi
1
tons at
the beginning of 1896.
:
WALES

AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
New industries for Wales are coming to the front with the new
year. Amongst them the Lodge Brickworks, capital £10,000, near
Carmarthen; the Pontyberem Coal Company, capital £100,000; a
Cardiff Pontoon Dock Company, capital £50,000 ; and several large
building and other schemes in which Cardiff is principally interested.
Swansea is making a good bid for the Harbour of Refuge, and an
influential firm, Messrs.
, Yeo, and Co., undertake to supply fuel
gratis to steamers assisting. The contest for the Harbour is between Cornwall and Wales, It must be borne in mind that our
principal gales are south-westerly, and this would favour the Welsh
side. Something must be done. The Bristol Channel is the great
highway for a large proportion of English commerce, and fifty
Ig lost during the last storm is too high a percentage
to be
rhe
Wales was fully represented at the Miners’ Conference this week
in Birmi
but I see that the principal agreement was to
recommend an occasional holiday, so as to reduce the output. It
was scarcely necessary
to go
irmingham
to further such astep.
If orders are in hand, both coalowners and colliers will only too
willingly keep the Yo going to complete the orders. The only
holidays taken, and now much too numerous, are when there are
no orders,
The week has beenatrying one. Large collieries in the Mountain
Ash district are not doing half work, and there are few collieries
that may be said to be fully employed. I hear of notices being in
preparation in some districts intimating cessation of contract ; but
in one special case of an important colliery stoppageis not intended
—only an alteration of arrangements.
Welsh coalowners are e'
in various ways in fighting a hard
battle so as to keep their pits going. In some cases concessions
have been obtained from
landlords of 3d, to 6d. per ton in the
royalty. Now an effort is being madeto get a reduction of the
railway rate, which interferes considerably with our coal traffic to
London. Returns show a great falling off in tonnage to London,
and an increase in that from other districts where the railway rate
is lower. Wales pays 0°45d. per ton, yet the cost to the railway is
only about one farthing. It is contended that with a lower rate
the colliery owners of South Wales would do a larger metropolitan
trade, as their coal is in good favour, and this would pay railways
House coal is in
demand, and prices are firm. Steam coal
prices remain
tered, though occasionally, under exceptional
cases, there is a move of 3d. upward. Small steam is certainl
advancing, as the patent fuel trade begins to look up, and I shall
not be surprised to see it firm again at 5s,
The time is favourable for putting in orders for rails, as the
tendency is decidedly upwards. The bad prices in operation last
autumn are not likely to be renewed, and figures may goup. The
lowest point reached for steel rails was £3 5s., and from that to
£3 15s., but there was only a little done. In fact, so scarce was
work at one time, that ironmasters would sell small ‘‘ parcels” of
rails at the lowest quotation, for local use—a thing almost unheard
of. I hope soon to chronicle £5 as the figure.
tone of trade
is decidedly better, and when, as in the present case, Americansor
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their agents are buying up everything that looks like a rail, good
times may be regarded as at hand,
In the neighbourhood of the works on the ‘‘hills,” traffic
has been
a good deal impeded, and only absolutely necessary labour could be
done. The tinplate work
is brisk. TheM
workmen haveaccepted
the terms offered. At Pontypool, men have held meeti
and so
far refuse all concessions. Other works are stopped, but the steady
run of business now doing by the going works is not without its
effect upon the men, and [ anticipate a general giving way to the
offers made.
Men are beginning to see that closed works tell proportionately
worse upon masters than men, and that owners would give way to
any reasonable demand rather than close, if they could afford it.
For all brands, excepting c
the demand is good and in
some cases supply is too little. This isthe case with coke wasters,
which are pos ahd after. Bessemers, steel cokes, and Siemens’
plates with coke finish, are the favourites in the market, and all
at advancing prices,
Coke wasters are worth 12s, 9d. Ternes range from 13s, to
14s, 6d., according to kind. Bessemers run to 14s., Siemens’ to
14s, 3d. Lower quotations are given for ordinary kinds, but all sorts
are moving up. Swansea cleared 41,000 boxes last week.
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE iron markets all round continue to exhibit thesame buoyant
tendency as last week, with firm prices, and a further advance in
them is expected during the coming months, Still, in spite of this,
complaints are rife that, even where prices of finished articles have
risen, the rise is not yet sufficient to cover the cost of production.
Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that the iron industry enters
the'present year with far better prospects than it did in the one
just closed. Two points, however, must be insisted upon, which if
not guarded against will bring round the same unsatisfactory condition of things which has reigned throughout the past year. The first
is that the gradual and healthy rise now going on must not lead to
forcing prices to an undue height—a tendency to which has already
shown itself in the pig iron market of the Siegerland ; the second
is, to avoid an unnatural and absurd competition between the works
themselves. The various combinations will help to counteract
this ;but, as has always been experienced, these conventions do
very well for a time, but the end is generally a relapse into former
ways, and then the same old evils occur. There is a third point,
and thatisover-production, of which fears are already entertained,
for as soon as it is certain that prices have neared a point where
thereis a profit, fresh works will be set on or increased production of
those at work will be sure to follow, and the old state of things will
be repeated. If it could be insured that these points would be
duly taken to heart there is every prospect of a sound, healthy
trade being done in this country tor some time to come. The
demand for ores has increased, and prices have again risen, and in
consequence mines which have long remained idle in the Sieg,
Lahn, and Dell districts are to be restarted. The requirements for
pig iron have so much increased that now demand and production
are keeping pace with one another, and no stocks are accumulating. The prices are rising, and beyond the end of the
quarter the smelters are not inclined to
tract. Forge pig
commands M, 45 in Rheinland- Westphalia, and M. 41 in
the Siegerland. Luxemburg forge is noted 39 to 40f.; spiegeleisen, M, 45 to 49, and higher when more manganese is present;
Foundry pig for the three numbers, 46 to 53 M. p.t In
iron
the brisk demand is maintained at M. 100, ground price, whilst
hoops and angles fetch M. 110 to 115, and girders 100 to 105 p.t.
Thin black sheets are still in great request at M. 135 to 140, whilst
plates of all descriptions are negl
at M. 140 to 145 p.t. for
first quality, and 135 to 140 for second quality. The plate convention advan
a step on the 4th inst. at Essen, and it has been
to fix the lowest ground price now at M. 140 p.t.,
with a prospective rise very shortly. Wire rods are in very
brisk demand for export, especially to America, where the price
has gradually risen to 384 per ton. Also for home consumption
the requirements are satisfactory, and prices have risen up to
M. 15 p.t. The competition from abroad keeps the steel rail
industry at a low ebb, and the last foreign tendering at Berlin,
mentioned in last report, brought down the price of the Westphalian lowest offer, which was M. 118°80, to about M. 100 p.t. at
the works, the English tender being M. 11832 at Stettin, A
reciprocity arrangement has been again entered into between
German and Belgian steel works not to compete against one
anotherin their
jive countries, It is also stated that a
similar arrangement with English houses is near conclusion. If
this be so, it is to be hoped that it will extend to the Colonies, so
as not to havea repetition of the last tendering at Melbourne.
Apropos, it is stated in a Belgian journal that the price Krupp is to
receive for the rails delivered at Melbourne is £4 18s, 9d. When
the freight of 14s, 6d. and the insurance of 1s. 9d. are deducted,
there would remain £4 2s, 6d. per ton at Essen. The wagon
works, have received a few new orders, and it is not quite so difficult as it was for the machine shops to find a little more work.
The coal trade is in its normal state, and prices are unaltered. It
is evident that sales enough cannot be made for the great development of the mines which has gradually taken place, and as much
more coal could be brought to bank if the demand for it could be
found, it naturally has a depressing influence on this industry.
After the Railway Administrations have made repeated reductions
in the normal tariffs of freights to further the coal industry, they
seem now to turn a deaf ear to all the coalowners’ petitions for
relief in that direction, so it leaves nothing for them to do but to
seek the easement they require by reducing the miners’ wages, if
they are to exist at all, It appears that the experiments instituted
some year or two ago to force an export trade in rivalry with
England have not been very successful. A hulk, as a coal depdt,
was established off St. Vincent as a trial, but the colliery owners
who inaugurated it are now lamenting that the Hamburg shipowners prefer to take in English coals abroad instead of Westphalian. Indeed, this creating of a competition
inst the old
and firmly established English foreign coal trade the mineowners
have found out would cost a very large capital outlay, and a long
time to accomplish, cheap as the Westphalian coals are selling at
the mines, One would also think quality had something to do with
the matter, but nothing is ever said here about this important
factor in the problem.
The improvement in the Belgian iron market continues ; mere,
however, for the benefit of the blast furnaces and steel than the
ironworks and machine factories. Pig iron is noted at Athus at
aa at Charleroi at 40f. At a tendering on the 27th ult. in
Italy for 27,000 tons of steel rails, Boleckow, Vaughan, and Co. and
the Ebbw-Vale Company each received one lot, whilst Cockerill and
Co, got the third. Other orders have also come to the works, as
rmanent and rolling stock for 24 million francs for the Congo
ilway, twenty 1
tives for P:
, waterworks’ materials
for two millions for the Congo, and so forth.
The Turkish Government had entered into a contract with the
ia Company for the construction of two vessels, but at
the eleventh hour the contract, for some reason not made public
was cancelled, The remark to this announcement was that,
‘notwithstanding this, the order will still be secured to Germany
through the influence of the Foreign-office.” It would not be
worth while mentioning the subject were it not to again show how
foreign trade and
are bolstered up by diplomatic pressure and Governmen it interference,
An authoritative examination proves that, of 300 million marks
of capital laid out in the iron ind
of this country,
200 millions
no dividend at all last year,
100 millions less than 4p.c.,
which latter is too little, considering that the usual interest of the
country is considerably above this,
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174. Wasnina, &c., Woven Fasrics, W. Birch,
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Manchester.
Rouiers, &., E. Platt, Manchester.
Condensed from the —_ of the Commissioners of 175.
176. VENTILATING APARTMENTS, T. 8. Wilson and H. T.
Johnson, Manchester.
177.
Ext
, W. Sandbrook, London.
Application for
or Letters Patent.
APPLICABLE to BRUSHES, T. Murgatroyd
*,* When patents have been ‘‘communicated” the 178.andDEVICE
J. Turner, Y
name and ad
of the communicating party are 179. ApsusTABLE
NeEcK BEARING, W. Burrell and R.
printed in italics,
Carver, Manchester.
4th January, 1887.
180. Governina the Suprpity of Stream to Steam
J. 8. Pullan, H. Tuke, and R. Lancaster,
82. Rar-way CaRRiaGE Axves, A. M. Clark.—(W. J. Enoines,
London.
Murray, United States.)
181. AUTOMATICALLY OpeRATING Bar, T. Murgatroyd
83. VenTILaToR for Suips, H. T. Johnson, Urmston.
Skipton-in-Craven.
84. DaBBING-BRUSHES, J. Holmes and*J. Robertshaw, -andO11J. Turner,
Press Wrappers or Envevores, W. K. Marslax.
en,
85. Vent-pec, G. W. Ellis, Halifax.
183.
Ice
Gripper
or Creeper, H. San Sheffield.
86.W Redton.
GEAR othENaiNes, 8. G. Dingsdale and T. 184. Sprinos, J. Wroe,
Manches'
185. Lusricatina Cans,J. A. = ee Birmingham.
87. Porrery- WARE, W. H. Hales, Cobridge.
186. Coup.ines for Taps, &c., T. Dipple, Birmingham
88. Lock FURNITURE, B. R. Gypson, London.
187.
DYNAMO-ELECTRIC
MACHINES, G. Hookham, Bir
89. OPENING and CLosinG Sky.icuts, H. Owens, Birminghaim.
9 ar
of Gases, A. Kingand H. A. Pain, = Fire TELEGRAPHS, W. E. Heys.(J. W. Frost,
vi
189. -Rals1xo, &c., VENETIAN Butnps, J. 8. Orton, Bir91. Fire Guarps, J. A. Macmeikan, London.
92. SupporTinG Matrresses, 8. Wilson, Birming
190, UiL or Spirit Lamp, W. Thompson, Buckingham.
93, PILE-DRIvING Enarnes, J. Garvie, London.
191. CompeNnsatina the Expansion and ConTRACTION
94. Drivinc Diamonp Dritts, J. Thom, Glasgow.
M. Elliott, Mallow.
95. eo of SckEW PROPELLER Suart, J. Monteith, 192.of Wires,
PREVENTING OVERSTRAINING of SHIPS’ Casies, J.
J. Morrison, Birmingham.
96. ionamin, W. Hanton, Glasgow.
97. DELIVERING ARTICLES, A. J. W. Johnson, London. 193.poo!+ agement &c., FLax, &c., J. O. Wallace, Liver98. Pipes, J. Fex and V. Pardoux, London.
BILLIARD TaBLe, T. Sanderson, Liverpool.
99, TRIANGULAR PackInG, 8S. and U. Lamont, Glasgow. 194.
Draw-BaRs or Couptincs tor Raitway RoLLinG
100. ers of Ammunition, R. Paulson, Notting- 195.Stock,
T. D. Swiit, Liverpool.
196, Steam Boicer Furnace, E., E., and A. W.
101. Har Gvuarps, C. H. Eden, London.
Bennis,
Liverpool.
102. Boer PLates, &c., R. Lord, London,
197. Packine Navy Cur Topacco in Packets, J.
103. PeramBuLators, E. W. Cooper, Birmingham.
Player, London.
104. VaLves, R. W. Traylor, Richmond, U.S.
Deoporisine and Disinrectanr O11, M. Mackay,
105. geese C. Parker.—(H. L. Gantt, United 198,London.
States.
199. Rotary Music Stanp, P. Mansfield, London.
106. Reversinc Bett Gear, A. H. Reed.—(H. E. Smith, 200.
Extracting Ferrues, &c., A. 3S. Williams,
United States.) 107. Paper Fasteners, A. H. Reed.—(F. C. Hamilton, 201.London.
Fire-Licurers, J. F. Wiles, Kent.
and W. G. Lilley, United States.)
STANDS and STooLs tor FiRESIDE Purposes,
108, Sarety Hooks, J. A. Hallett.—(H. B. Rooper, 202.R. Toast
Rowbotham, London.
Bermuda.)
203. ‘Tips or Ferruces of Umprexias, &c., J. H.
109. DupLex Pumps, J. H. Street, Middlesex.
Brownson,
110. Brake for PeRAMBULATORs, G. H. C. Hughes, 204. ENABLING London.
FireMEN, &c., to BreaTHe FReecy in
Middlesex.
Piaces FILLep with Smoke, F. Bosshardt.—(J/.
lll. Execrrotyte for Vovraic Barrery, W. C. Quinby,
Kudolfy, Huagary.)
London
205.
ExrecrricaL
CoMMUNICATING APPARATUS, W.
112. Boors, C. Wright, London.
Chadburn, Liverpool.
113. Rockine Cuarrs, G. F. Hal, London.
HaNnbLes for Bags, F. and L. Marx, London.
= DyNaMo-ELECTRIC Macuine, W. A. Leipnir, Lon- 206.
207. ARRANGING AERATED WATER aud Beer BorrLinu
on.
J. McEwen, London.
115. Porraste Houses, W. P. Thompson.(W. L 208.Facrorigs,
EvaporaTine and ConpENnsinG Apparatus, W. F.
Ducker, United States.)
London.
116. Fasreninc RupBer Tires to WHEELS, A. J. Boult. 209.Pamphlett,
Preparation of Distemper, R. J. Worrall,
J. A. Turner, United States.)
London.
117. Vector Tips, A. R. Foote, London.
210. VeLocrrepes, C. K. Welchand F. B. Bale, London.
118. Stamp Cance.ers, D. J. Harding, London.
211, TELEPHONIC AppaRatus, The Stanhope Company
119. LyHacers, A. R. Foote, London.
G. L. Anders, London.
120. Decoratinc of EartHenware, W. H. Turner, 212.and Lamps
for BuRrNING HYDROCARBON Ons, F.
Middlesex.
London.
121. Borrte Sroprers, A. J. Boult.—(C. de Quillfeldt, 213.Grant,
TUBULAR RecetIvers or Pipes, J. Aird, Lond«n.
United States.)
TWo-WHEELED VEHICLES for Common Roaps, J. N.
122. Extract of Correz, H. F. von Konitz and J. 214.Davies,
London.
Zuntz, London.
Woop Screws, H. D. and A. B. Cunningham,
123. Direct-actinGc Enoines, P. A. Newton.—({H. C. 215.London.
Sergeant, United States.)
an Exectrric Lamp with
a TaBLe, R.
124. Wire Door, &c., Mats, H. E. Newton.—(J. Tye, 216.E. ComBINING
Henry, London.
Canada.)
Leaves of Music, J. Dowling, London.
125, ExpLosive Gas Enotes, A. C. and J. Sterry, 217.
218. Stopper and Borrie for Beers, &c., H. Hunt,
London.
126. Propuction of CoLouRING MaTrTer from CaRBOLIC 219.London.
Dump Waiter or Occasionat TaBLe, H. E. and
Acip, &c., H. J. Walder, London.
J. Emanuel, London.
127. Propucine CoLourrna Marrer from ANTHRA- 220.E. Liqguip
Meters, 8. A. de Normanville, London.
quinone, H. J. Walder, London.
221. Measurine the Pivots, &c., of Watces, L. E.
128. Nur Macnines, F. Lachner, London.
London.
129. Biastine Coat, &c., L. Pliom and J. d’Andrimont, 222.Junod,
INTERLOCKING
Gear for the Levers of HyDRAULIC
London.
Workine VaLves for Gun Mountinas, A. Noble,
130. Recetvinc VocaLt, &c., Sounps, R. Wreden,
London.
London.
FreezinG and RerricgeRaTING Macuines, H. A
131. Eoa Opener, H. H. Lake.—(W. 2. Hartiyan, 223.Fleuss,
London.
United States.)
224. Rartway Cuarrs, W. H. Lindsay, London.
132. Butrons, W. Fraser, London.
ELECTRO-DYNAMOMETERS, 8S. Pitt.—(J. Cuuderay,
133. Coin, &c., Operated Lockinc Mecuanism, W. 225.France.)
Peake, London.
17,067.5 ogee Borttes,A. C. Farrington, Spa.
134. Comvosition, P. Greyson and A. Verly, London.
Nore.—1his pe ae “having been originally
PuppLInc Furnaces.—The puddling furnace,
Electric Battery Brush Company, Limited.
included ini number 15,016, dated 19th November,
as
an
appliance
for
freeing
pig
iron
of
its
impuri5th January, 1887.
1886, takes, under Patents Rule 23, that date.
This company was registered on the 31st ult., ties, and converting it into nearly pure metallic
135.
Matrresses,
E.
J.
Bates,
Liverpool.
with a capital of £50,000, in £5 shares, to pur- iron, has had a long and useful career. Now,
TricycLes, G. Hughes, Staffordshire.
chase the British, American, German, Belgian, however, it seems to be slowly dying out, steel- 136,
January 7th, 1887.
and French patent rights of Miss Mary MeMullin making appliances being those whose compe- 137.ham.Casep or Coverep Tunes, W. Allman, Birming- 226. Boxes, T. Archer,
for improved electric brushes and composition of tition is gradually killing it. At the end of 138, TrLes from CLay, W. H. Blessley, Middlesbrough. 227. Lace and Tac, T. R.Gateshead-on-Tyne.
Weston, London.
the exciting fluids, and all other patent rights— 1885 the total number of puddling furnaces at 139. ApvERTisING,J. Townend, Sydenham.
228. ProgectiLes, G. Siddell, Sheffield.
—except for the Colony of Victoria—applied for
CLOTHS, . Heron and E. A. Moon, 229. Bernive, 8S. Simmins, Rottingdean.
in England, Wales, and Scotland was 140. UMBRELLA
ord.
230.
INCANDESCENT
BurNER,
J. I. Ryder, Derbyshire.
or to be applied for in respect of the said inven- work
4059. At the end of last year this number had 141. Mountinc of WHeEts and Ax.es to VEHICLES, 231. Furnace Bar, G. M. Page.—(D.
Morgan, South
tion, The subscribers are :—
been reduced to 3723, or about 74 per cent. less.
J. Sanders, Longton.
America.)
Shares. The
number of puddling furnaces idle at the 142. ExtincuisHer for HyprocarBon and other O1L 232. Worine KyiTTING MacuHINEs, J. Smith, Lancabee Leonard, 5, Muschamp-road, Peckham,
Lamps,
F.
R.
Baker,
Birmingham.
end
of
last
year
was
1942,
or
about
half
as
-_
cler
J. Ainsworth, Halifax.
233. Mitt for Grixpixe Coxour, M. Garfitt, Oldham.
J. Murphy, Wood- lane, ‘Highgate, ‘manufacturer
many as those at work. In other words, one 143. Box lron Heaters,
Coms Motions for CaRDING ENGINES, 234. NON-REVERSIBLE Hoops, R. Nichols, Manchester.
H. we 52, Overbury-street, —
|Park,
out of every three puddling furnaces in 144,G. Lusricatine
and
E.
Ashworth,
Manchester.
235. Layine of Woop BLock F.oors, 8. Shields, Lonel
existence
are
now
idle.
Probably
this
does
145,
SELF-EXTINGUISHABLE
Lamp,
G,
T.
Budd,
Plyon,
W. Herbert, 4, ‘Staples-ees.
not fully represent the falling-off; for of those
mouth,
236. FLeExrpLE Meta Hanpie Cricket Bat, A. E.
J. Bury Devereux-chambers, Temple
returned as at work, few are continuously 146. Takina Sounpines at Sea, &c., C. Weekes,
Brown, Isle of Wight.
F.E.1.8., 58, Mall-road,
mersmnith,
237. Devices for ILLuminaTions
in Orns, &c., E. Dipple,
employed, and all are probably laid idle a Penarth.
certificated teacher
o4
the Seats of Bicycies, &c., G. London.
—_ —
* ‘Colebrooke -“terrace, Bn
considerable number of shifts during each 147. Supportinc
m, London.
238. Listrne Epaes of Woot, T. Barron, 8. Barron, and
— month. Furnaces and converters used in steel- 148. MEASURING
cler!
es
and REGULATING ELECTRIC CURRENTS,
J. Chambers, Birstall.
much less dependent on the
Most of @ enttiias of Table A oneiy ne the making, being
E. Desroziers, London.
239, Parer Fo_pine Macurnes, R. Cundall, Halifax.
company. The remuneration of the directors humours of the men, work much more regu- 149. SELF-FEEDING EyELETTING Macuines, M. H. 240. UnLockine a Laton, A. Pickard, W. Pickard, W.
Pearson
and
C,
Bennion,
London.
larly;
and
that
is
one
of
the
principal
causes
Hallam, andJ. Scott, Leeds.
will be £1 1s. for each attendance at a board
why the wrought iron is gradually giving place 150. Wacons or Lorries for Sipe Tippre, H. Brace- 241. FILLinG Borries with Liquips, 8. Bunting,
meeting.
well and J. E. Sawyer, London.
Dublin.
to the steel manufacture.
151, Pornts or Crossings of Tramways, A. Dickinson, 242. ArracHine and Deracnina CraB of CARRIAGE
Pores, H. Wyman-Jeffryes, Halifax.
THE CANADIAN Tron TraDE.—The value of 152.Birmingham.
John Kirkaldy, Limited,
Locks for Lips of Baskets, &c., T. Harden, 248. Knot Detector, G. Stibbe, G
A
steel and their manufactures imported
244. Printina Macuinery, 8. Wood,
cashire.
On the Ist inst, this company was registered, iron and
Canada for consumption there during the 158.London,
WaTerPROoF Bonnets and Hats, A. C. Hender- 245. Arracuine Buttons to Ciotu, C. F. Nokes, Birwith a capital of £50,000, in £10 shares, to into
last
sixteen
years,
is
over
two
hundred
and
m.—(C.
J.
Picard,
Paris.)
mingham.
acquire the freehold and leasehold premises at or thirty million dollars, This is shown by the fol- 154. Sarety Opener for Borries, C. H. Barker and 246. Foon, W. Olsson. —(G. Bergman, Sweden.)
near East and West India Dock-roads, and the lowing figures—taken from tables in Bartlett’s
H. Fennell, London.
247. —— R. Riley, Lancashire.
engine works, set ——
Dock: where the business Canadian ‘Iron Trade”—in which the trade is 155. Extrneuisaine Fire, E. Howarth and W. J. T. 248, Fue., A. Chadwick, Manchester.
Goatley, London.
249. Courtine, R. W. Rundle and T. “Allen, London.
of John Kirkald
on, and also certain divided into seven headings, the value of imports
Utitistnc Woop for Pavina, F. B. Wade, London. 250. Packrna, C. berpes ghManchester.
freehold land an premises at Burnt Mill, Essex, under each from 1868 to 1884 being as follows :— 156.
157. Mirre Jomts for Cornice Poxies for Bay W1N- 251. Lamps, H. Davis and A. Davis, London.
with a factory comprising foundry, smiths’ shop,
pows, C. W. Rees, London.
252. Weavine, E. N. Molesworth- Hepworth, ManDols.
and other buildings now being erected by Mr.
158. Fites for Letters, &c., 8. Maier.—(F. Soenneeken’s
Tron a
rm
chester.
John Kirkaldy; and to carry on the business of
Verlag, Germany.)
253. SreeRina, J. Gravell, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
_— (Oiiec
‘sb ee we ee
marine, electrical, and general engineers, ship
159. Sares or Strone Boxes, E. Petit, London.
254. CoMMUNICATING APPARATUS, W. Chadburn, Liverte e ee 48,068,618
160, VeLocrrEepEs, J. Asbury and J. White, London.
Castings d forgings
9,703,717
pool.
repairers and builders, steam and other —
3 Bow Rupper, G. T. Haigh and J. Green, Liver161. Caps or Stoppers for CLosina Bort es, J. Deeks 255.
Cutlery ans
ipa
10,742,331
boiler and condenser makers, The subscri
and T. E. Harper, South Weald.
dware and ee as
47,926,637
162. Rina Sprynine Macurnss, F. Fried, London.
alk Fea, W. Powell and E. Powell, Liverpool.
M
yandEngines.. .. .. 29,182,414
a
8
163. Automatic Cut-orF for Gas and other FLuIDs, 257. Lininos for Hats,D. W. Wall, London.
3 Mactaggart, 34, Leadenhall-street, merE. C. Herbert, London.
258. Pipes, &c., W. L.Cooper.—(A. La Belgium.)
Total .. .. .. .. 280,741,484
Grape TRELLIsEs, W. Norris, London.
259, OBTAINING Stamps, D. W.
The total value of the importations under these 164,
Henry Parkinson, 13, Bolingbroke-road, ‘Sinclair165.
Exrractinc
Foreion
Susstances
from
SuGarR
260. Repuction of Ore, J. Nicholas = H. H. Fanroad, W., accountant.
headings in 1868 was 6,885,365dols. The figure
So.utions by means of — Cc. D, Abel.—( Messrs. shawe, London.
*J Rogers Pascoe, Morway Wharf, Limehouse,
increased
at
a
tremendous
rate
until
1873,
when
Pfeiger
and
Langen,
Germany.
261. Boats, W. Taylor, London.
Government contractor ..
os
the total was over twenty-five millions. It then 166. Twistine Corton, &c., ie ebbelynck, London.
262. Preventine Boats from OveRTURNING, &c., T.
*J. R. Anderson, 4, St. Mary Axe, shipowner
Nugent, Walthamstow.
steadily decreased down to less than eight mil- 167. Heexs,J. Walinne andJ. B. Desirant, London.
*J. ae 40, West India Dock- road, marine
Execrric, Recutation, C. L, R. E. Menges, 263. SuRGicaL Banpaces or SusPeNpDERS, W. T. and
lions in 1879, since when it has gone up rapidly 168,London.
A. H. W. Brown, London.
again, in 1884 being close on fifteen millions. The
KE. eure, i0, Tabernacle-avenue, “Barking264. Printinc Biocks or Types, H. J. Haddan.—(&.
6th January, 1887.
total imports under the headings alone of iro
enginee:34, Great’‘Bt‘Helen's, metal ‘merLaraway and EB. Bridge, United States.)
E. road,
chat
steel, and rails in 1884, weighed 273,967 tons, an 169. Sreapyinc Marine STEERING WHEELS, T. G. 265.D. Distituine,
P. C. Vivien and A. Lainé, London.
et
266. Erecrric TeLecrapns, E, Edwards.—(D. Kunthe annual import since 1875 has averaged over
Stevens, Dartford.
b of direct a Sa iid‘ebeins ann 200,000 tons. It might be supposed that a very 170. Measurine, &c., the Heiauts of Persons, A. M., hardt, Germany.)
267. WARMING, &c., of DwELLine Houses,J.H. Gamble,
She; eld.
wanPus more than seven; the first are the sub- considerable
of this weight is due to E. K., and J. D. Coates,
Macuines, H. C. Gover, London.
London.
scribers denoted - an asterisk ; qualification, 20 rails for the
ian Pacitic Railway ; but apart 171, Dynamo, &c.,
KNITTING MACHINES, J. H, Cooper and 268. Drain Traps, —. Cabuy and E. Lamel, London.
shares; remuneration, £200 per annum, and 10 pony cape from the Pacific rails, theré have been 172, . CrrcuLaR
269.
Mepicine Cugst, T. J. Hutton, London.
J.
Ford,
Leicester.
per cent, of the net profits beyond 7 per cent. on
e average over 64,000 tons of rails imported 173. “Guarps, G. Clegg, J. Thomas, and W. H. Harrison, 270. RecENERATIVE Gas Lampx, 8, Chandler, sen., 3
the paid-up capital divided as for dividends, Mr, yr 9 year for the past ten years,
Halifax.
Chandler, jun., and J, Chandier, London,
:

John Kirkaldy ‘is appointod managing director,
NEW COMPANIES.
and until ay Ist of January, 1894, will be
entitled
to a salary of £600 per annum.
Tue following companies have just been regisNational Condensed Milk Company, Limited,
Beck Gas Engine Company, Limited,
This
to talbitalh and carry
On the 3rd inst. this
y wi
istered, on in the United Kingdom and elsewhere the
with a capital of £50, 000, in £10" shares, to usiness of condensed milk manufacturers and
acquire the letters patent, No. 7427, dated 2nd merchants. It was registered on the 4th inst.,
June, 1886, granted to Arthur Rollason for im- with a capital of £20,000, in £5 shares. The subprovements in gas engines, The subscribers are: scribers are :—
Shares.
ai, wend Seaeire-ctrent, Lamartok 2
1
*D. Ford Goddard, Ipswich, gas engineer
i , Liverpool,
:
*C, Perkins, Kivtleyy Méareustin, coalowner |
*C. E. Hunter, Newcastle, coalowner .. ..
Campbell
mpbell
Bite,
Blair,
Harrington-street,
Liverpool,
W. Black, South Shields, ironfounder .. ..
metal broker
os
1
H. T. Morton, Tence House, coalownerry ..
*W. H. Watson, Waterloo, Liverpool
1
d.
, steel
ee
*N. Lewis, 7, Victoria- street, Liverpool. .
1
Soha
oS
Walter Scott, Newcastle, contractor...gl
J. G, Blissett, Liverpool, gun-maker
1
The
ber of directors is not to be less than D. Davidson, 19, Brunswick-street, Liverpool,
five, nor more than seven; qualification, 200
india-rubber merchant ..
1
shares. The first three subscribers and Messrs.
The number of estes is not to beon than
W. H. Makins, William Bell, and T, A. Wheatley three,
nor
more
than
five;
qualification,
£100
are the first directors,
shares, or £500 stock ; the first are the subscribers
denoted by an asterisk ;remuneration, £100 per
annum to the chairman, and £50 per annum to
Bristol Grain Washing Company, Limited.
This company was registered on the 3rd inst., each other director.
with a capital of £20,000, in £10 shares, to warehouse, wash, store, and carry wheat, and other
Sheppey Glue and Chemical Works, Limited.
grain at Avonmouth Dock, bristol, or elsewhere.
This company proposes to take over the busi‘ne subscribers are ;-—
Shares. | ness of manufacturer of and dealer in glue, soap,
Ww. Morgan, Nott, Bristol, corn merchant
‘
| tallow, bones, and chemical manures, and of
*J. L. Turner, Bristol, corn merchant ..
chemists, carried on by Wm. Carr
<a || manufacturing
*T. Pole, Bristol, corn factor .. .
as Stevens and Son, at Queen*G. E. Blood, Bristol, corn broker .
10 Stevens, trading
Isle ‘OfSheppey. It was registered on
"H. Fedden, Bristol, foreign and colonial broker 10 borough,
8. Tryon, Bristol, public accountant ..
5 the lst inst., with a capital of £30,000, divided
J. Inskip, Bristol, solicitor... .. . 3
a
5 into 1500 A preference shares, and 1500 B shares,
The number of directors is not mn paneer seven; of £10 each. The subscribers are :—
Shares.
qualitication, 10 shares; the first are the sub- *W. Carr Stevens, 3, Savage- meee E.C., )}
1495A
seribers denoted by an asterisk; remuneration,
merchant.
. §1450B
£150 per annum,
"swe Stevens, Queenborough, Kent, “ chemical factory manager.
50B
H. J. Moore, 33, Mark- lane, sec!retary ‘to a
Aya =e
1A
Claviger Cycle Company, Limited,
Stanford. House, ‘Harrow...
1A
This company proposes to trade as makers of .. H.H. Eve,
Church, se pa Sheppey, superinbicycles, tricycles, and other velocipedes, and as
tendent of chemical works
1A
electricians, iron and brass founders, and engi- L. J. — Buckhurst Hill, Ensex, ac:
sa “pales
1A
neers. It was registered on the Ist inst., with a R.countan
Jehu,
=
Marklane,
solicitor.
3.
:.
1A
capital of £15,000, in £10 shares. An agreement
of 30th ult. ‘provides for the purchase of the
The number of directors is not to be is than
business carried on by William Golding and two, nor more than seven; qualification, 300
Henry Parker Jones, at the Britannia Works, shares; the first are the subscribers deuoted by
Moss Side, Manchester, for 500 “*B” shares an asterisk, The company in general meeting
credited as fully paidu
up. Mr. William Golding will determine remuneration.
is appointed managing director for three years,
at a salary of £300 per annum, and will be
Wallsend Pontoon Company, Limited.
further eniitled to one-twentieth of the annual
net profits of the company in excess of 15 per
This company was registered on the 31st ult.,
cent, upon the paid-up capital, The subscribers with a capital of 450,000, in £25 shares, to conare :—
struct and establish at Cardiff an iron floating
Shares, pontoon dock. The subscribers are :—
“W. Golding, Britannia basen noe eotan.
Shares.
manufacturer
*C. Mitchell, Newcastle-on-Tyne, ope
1
2,bicycle
Yr. Joones,
we +f, Aw Jy,we +, we Veit, .
*Hy. Nelson, Westal, shipowner .. ..
1
“¢.. W Gillibrand, 50, George- street, Manchester,
Cc.8. Glanville, Newcastle, shipowner ..
és 1
chartered accou: ntant
o
. Dunford, Newcastle, shipowner oa ee ae 1
Norman Gillibrand, Bowdon, Cheshire, clerk of
1 T.G.
*E. “Stout, N
a
2a
1
w. Toplis, Chorlton-on- Medlock, foreman me“Ww. Boyd, Newcastle, engineer oo ee Poe
1
chanic
G. Rutherford, Cardiff, engineer .. .
1
*E. C. Mills, 49, Victoria-“buildings, “Manchester,
The
number
of
directors
is
not
*
be
lone.
than
engineer
°
G, F. Armitage, "Altrincham, MS rks aad
1 four, nor more than nine; the first are the subdenoted by an asterisk, and Mr. R.
The number of directors is not to be ety than scribers
qualification, 20 shares; the company
three, nor more than seven; qualification, 10 inDonkin;
general
meeting will determine remuneration,
shares, or £100 stock; the company in general
meeting will determine remuneration.
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271. Recutatine, &c., the Burnine of Canpizs, W.
W. M —_—
272. t
&c., H. E. Harris, London.
273. CLaw CLAMPS io Unirt1xe, "&e., Conxens ofBoxes,
&c., J. Scherbel
and T. Remus,
=" Corren and other Tusss, T. B. ‘Sharp, Smeth275. Errectixc the ——— of Currents of
ees, R. E. B. Crompton and J. H. F. Soll,
276. —- for Sanrrary Reacents, C. T, King_zett, London.
277. Intvsion Apparatus, G. W. Cramp, London.
278. Purirication of Sewacr, J. Wohanka and K.
Kocian, London.
279. JOURNAL, &c., Bearrmyes, H. H. Lake.—(M. Randolph, United States.)
280. Hansom Cass, J. C. Robinson, London.
8th January, 1887.
281. Gram, &c., Drymsc Macniyeg, J. Black and R.
Hamilton, Dumfries.
282. ORNAMENTATION of AsHPaNs, &c., J. T. Johnson,
iter,
= Piercixe the Tres of Cicars, E. F. Openshaw,
284CARBURETTING Apparatus, J. and J. Parkes,
285. Oprarxinc SILVER from Ones, &c., B. Hunt.—(6.
Thomas, United States. )
286. AvuToMaTIC BLIND Movuntines, J. Brownrigg,
Windermere.
287. Stare Miia, &c., W. Lewis, Tanygrisian.
288. DovBLE ARCEED SouxpIxe Boarps, P. H. Zeidler,
London.
289. Pouvcn, G. F. Lewin, Springfield.
290. MreTaLiic SLEEPERS, W. Little, Glasgow.
= AvuToMaTicALLY SHARPENING Saws, E. Phillips,
292. MEASURING &c., Grain, &c., W. J. Radford, Liver293. CoLLAPsIBLE SusPENDED FRaMEwoORK, H. BarretLennard and D. J. Caddy, London.
294. Conpiwent Hotpers, D. L. Brain, Ryde.
295. DoUBLE-JOINTED Hivcgs, T. H. Lee, Skipton-inCraven.
296. Comprxep Latcs and Bott, H. Francis and A. E.
Carey, Liverpool.
297. Rotary Enorss, A. F. G. Brown, Glasgow.
298. Forcina ARTICLES, &c., T. Allen, Reading.
299. Hotpixe SHeets of Music, &c., J. F. Crowton,
300. Jacguarp Carp Puncuine Macuines, E. Daveniere and J. R. Hancock, London.
301. Srwinc Macuines, W. Leffier, London.
302. Price Drivine Apparatus, J. Garvie, London.
303. SEwine entaan, J. M. O'Kelly and H. 8.
my Londo!
TREATMENT “of Rerractory Ores, O. Zadig and E.
4
London.
305. SEconDaRY ELECTRICAL Batrerigs, O. Zadig and
E. Feldtmann, London.
306. FIRE-ESCAPES, &c., G.. Bray, London.
307. Avromatic DisTRIBUTING Apparatus, J. Allard,
on.
308. Dossy Macuine for conga Looms, R. Livingstone
and J. Skinner, G
‘
309. Stipe VALVE yo
for Steam ENGINEs,
H. Skinner, Gravesend.
a
aaa Locomotive Encrxes, R. H. Lapage,
jon.
311. Presstnc Lanp for PLoven Wees, R. H. Williams, Liskeard.
x? oe the Teer of Fires, H. Theaker, Shef= SETTLING and ~—ee, Feit Hat Bopiss,J. and
Oldham, Londo:
ne Bakers’ fasvem, P. Pfleiderer, London.
315. Iron CEMENT, G G. Mw. Hardingham.—(P. J.
Grouvelle, France.
316. AIR ‘Suips, H. J. Haddan.—{A. de Baussett,
United States.)
317. Insipe Winpow B.i1nps, J. Auld, Burlington, U.S.
318. CyLixper Printinc Mac HINES, oa Parrizy, Paris.
319. Cuts Rests for Viotixs, R. Moore, London.
320. OveraLt or InvaLip Boor or Suor, E. M. Bull,
on .
321. xEs from CarpBoarD, W. P. Thompson.—{J.
Geiger, Germany.)
he
322. Macuines for the Construction of Boxes from
Carppoarp, W. P. Thompson.—{J. Geiger, Germany.)
323. FASTENING Newspapers, &c..on to Houpers, A.
J. Boult.—(F. Mueller, Germany -)
324. SupporTiINe TorLeT Gasses, &c., 8. Jacobs and
J. A. Jacobs, London.
325. ADJUSTMENT of Saw- “BLADES in Sawmitus, A. J.
Boult.—{W. Geissler, Germany.)
326. Lamps, H. D. Cun:
, London.
327. Gas ENGINES, A. Ashby, London.
328. Matt Kixys, B. J. B. Mills.{C. Brada, United
-)
329. SULPHO-PHOsPHaTES of AmmoniA and Potassium,
m von Gruber, London.
. CONTROLLING TorPEDOES, E. Donn, London.
—— Sreer Prosectiies, J. Vavasseur, London.
10th January, 1887.
332. Dentax Spittoons, W. Dall, G!
w.
333. Hanp es, J. Shelvoke and G. Shelvoke, Birming334. Lips for Meratiic Drums or Casks, J. Simpson,
oon Beton:
ICYCLEs, &c.,&c., C. NNeesom, JIN
and H.
James, Bradford
mercy
336. ExXPaNsIon Rouiers or Drums, J. Holt, London.
337. SE.r- ar Properties of the Lirepoat, R.
and G. Hudson, Sunderland.
338. Keeprsc Matces ALicHT in RovcH Weatuer, A.
930°
Br =~ ‘Sore,— Lhe
&e.,’ A.M
4one
h, A. Carrie,ie, and
340. WaTERPROOF Sen, T. Hutchinson, London.
341. —oorcnen O1 Cans, &c., J. M. Timmis, Birming342.
2.Lock:uP Liquor Frames, &c., H. Clive, Birming343.
ag ee Lips, J. Brook and T. Rosethorn,
Lo
t.
344. DisTripuTine Satt on Tramway Rais, &c., I. F.
Cuttler and R. Bury, jun., Bradf
845. Banp Brake, J. Sanders, Longton.
346. DIsPENSING with the Cueck Straps of Looms, J.
Marshall, Halifax.
847. Dospres for Looms, W. Hoyle and G. Burbery,
Dg
nt
CoMBINED Hypravuic Prats, &c., Macuixe, J.
oy. T. Stephens,C;
2 MEDICATED CoNFECTIONERY, F. W. Warrick, Lon350. RarLway Fisu-prates, 8. W. Smith, Coventry.
351. VerticaL Steam GENERATORS, Ww. Garner, Liverpool
352. CLoTHEs Pros, G. Myers, Keighley.
353. Curtery, &c., C. H. Wood, Sheffield.
354. Gass
, &e., D. Rylahds and B. Stoner,
Barnsley.
255. ae Exarxe, J. Tennent, Grangem
356. Pickinc Arms for Looms, 6. Malcolm, jce, and A.
Johnston, Glasgow.
357. HanceErs, &c., J. Gregson, Lond
358. New a APE for Surps, W. R. _
en
East
359, Proraiino Suips, W. R. Bigsby-Chamberlain,
360. Lusricant, A. G. Wass, London.
361. Sarery Vatve for Domestic Boiters, 8. J. White,
a
2. CoaTep Pitts, &c., W. L. Howie, Eccles.
308. Wasuina APPARATUS, F. W. Minck, London.
364. Taps for ControLiine the Surpty of Gas, G. W.
Younger, London.
$65. PLate Rack, W. Ham, London.
366. VesTiatixe Rooms, T. Sterné, London.
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367. Preventine Particies of Tea or Corvus Passina
the Spout of Tea or Corres Pots, W. H.
» Lee.
868. BicyciEs, G. J. Chay
, London.
369. Printine FRaMEs, " Y. Johnson.—{J. C. A. Hermite, France.
$70.SreaM
8
GENERATORS, W. S. Hide, London.
871. ReevuLatine the PRESSURE in Guns, H. E. Newton.—(A. Nobel, France.)
872. TeLescopic Axes for Tricycies, H. Jelley,
London.
373. TreaTine Fixner WHALEBONE, &c., E. Rosenwald
and E. Rosenwald, London.
374. Fusisnine the BuapEs of SCREW PrRopre.iers, R.
P. Doxford, London.
375. SasH-FASTENER SecureERrs, E. Sayers,
a Fountaror Reservoir Pen, T. Tockat, Lo
ndon.
- Ramway SIGNALLING ‘Apparatus, H.. J. Pryce,
jon.
378. Courtine Apparatus for Rartway CARRIAGES,
, F. H. Cheesewright, London.
379. a
ArracuMents for Sewinc Macurves, V. Rost, London.
380. Bracks, &c., B. May, London.
381. D1sinFectay, J. C. Stevenson and J. G. Tatters,
London.
382. Repuctnc MerTa.iic Oxipes, T. C. Sanderson,
London.
383. PotisnixG Ivory, &c., A. de Pont, London.
384. Ticket Perroratinc and RecisTeRInc APPAraTus, H. Pottin, London.
$85. CLEARING Away Syow, J. W. Martin, take.
$86. Forminc Siivers of Jue, &c., H. H. Lake.—(H.
P. Garland, United States.) ~
387. Haxp Baas, &c., B. May, London.
388. AUTOMATIC Bott, A. Beauvais, jun., London.
389. Neckties, &c., B. May, London:
390. Composition for PoLisHING Copper, &c., H. H.
Lake.—(P.
“e* France
~
7“. IenITING
es,W. Bickford-Smith and G. J.
on.
$92. Stoppers for Borres, J. C. Cushion and G. F. W.
Powell, London.
393. Ienrtinc Fuses, W. Bickford-Smith and G. J.
Smith, London.
$94. PotisHinc Meta Ossects, C. Méllmann, London.
395. Ispuction Coms or TransrorMeERS, C. Zipernowski, M. Deri, and O. T. Blathy, London.
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screw gears. Pk ™ combination, substantially
the same, in combination with © cane. gaint
inbefi
, ofa set of Gppositely-located,
from the
receive the org
to the
ie
tively-driven, i radially
discharge pointin an unbroken straight or curved Guntony -connane
usta
a
correwading in contour withpo
wheel, and a central
spindle, whereby a car
wheelblank is cen’
loca’
_ pese ——
ve said blank revolved by said rolls.
Tho
substantiallyas hereinbefore
escribed,weya a ‘of| end dete, circularlyarranged, and radially-adjustable
rolls, each having a
rolling face cotelapentn in contour with the
and tread of a carwheel,and
a¥ —— clamp for
laterally sw
the we'
ternally supporting
sinsof &ean Wind while its tread is engaged by
said rolls. (5) In a machine for
car vaeda
the combination of a set cf rolls positiv rege circularly-arranged, cadially-ad, an and
oe each ha’goat
prollin, face corresponding
tread and aoe
a car wheel, and — pe
for embrac’
side oes ofa —— eel, ae
as di Any
and a housing for said rolls, wi!
open centrall.
for enabling a wheel blank or car wheel to be inoerben
or removed in a sidewise position.
$51,440. Avromatic Swircn ror Street Raiiways,
John Hope, jun., Providence, R.I.—Filed March 25th,
course, or combination of the same, whereby the
1886.
articlestransported may be delivered at — angles
Claim.—{1) The combination, substantially as dewith the line of ro or returnedto the same scribed, with a pivotted switch tongue, of a slide
point with but one i
single connection having a boss or Bay mage
— the motor, substantially as and for the purpose the line of that rail to which the switch tongue
is
pivotted, and adap’ tedto be moved outwardly from
set forth.
rail by theflangeofthatwhealof a car approach351,148. Lusricators For ComMUTATORS, Thomas B. said
ing the switch which is nearest said switch tongue,
Adams, Cleveland, Ohio.—Filed June 22nd, 1886
the switch tongue and
Claim.—The combination, with a brush supporting and a lever connected with
by the slide, for the purpose
device of a dynamo-electric machine, of a lubricator dapted to be operated
(351,440)

SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
(From the United States’ Patent Office Oficial Gazette.)
Extension Gas CHANDELIER, Bartholomew
Churchill, New York, N. Y.—Filed October 16th, 1885. attached to said device and suspended in swinging
Claim.—{1) "The combination, with an extension gas = ustment, and provided with a porous feedi pial
k rigidly secured to the lubricator and
Si
Gaicsaes
Tal tw neal
¢, paw sed eaecon
ece, eae|to feed the lubricant to the commutator, substan’
bbb, sliding rodZ, substantially as herein described, as set forth.
and for the purposes set forth. oS) The combination, 351,360. Warer-reep Heater, Edward G. T. Colles,
with an extension gas chandelier, of the ratchet case
Chicago, IU.—Filed June 16th, 1886.
constructed with discs C D, ratchet wheel ¢, pawls
Claim.—The annular water chamber connected to the
y pipe, arranged substantially as shown,
and feed-water
in combination with
th the outlet pipe L, poem tenthrough
set forth. £. The combination, substantially as deseri
a pivotted switch tongue located at the
—— of a main and _—— track,eo mmerees, of a
bar arranged across
main track and havinga
projection or boss at each end, one or the other of
hich normally ape inwardly from the tread of
anda pivotted lever
pote with the switch tongue ond adapted to be
operated by the slide bar, for the purpose specified :
351,474. Rapip_y ApsustaBLe Nut For CALIPeRs AND
Divipers, Joshua Stevens and Oliver D. Warfield,
Chicopee Falls.— Filed June 12th, 1886.
Claim.—{1) The combination, with a quick motion
nut, of a washer for closing it upon the screw connected to it, substantially as described, Mee ne >
moves with the nut as the latter is slid along
screw. (2) The combination of a quick ar mw
with a washer for closing it upon the screw, and
=
on said nut rapes 3 athe
sg No
a
engaging each other, where
caused to move with the nut. (3) The combination =
nut D, having shoulder or projection d, with
E, having internal eer |
g, enclosing the
er d thereon,
substantially as set =
forth. 2s
The combination of a
quick motion nut with a washer for closingitupon

ddd, posts ccc, springs bbb, sliding rod Z, the
friction box a, having grooves fy, and the washer F,
provided with projections or lugs /, registering with
and sliding in said grooves, the whole operating in
the manner and for the purpose herein shown and
described.
Gas Sen, William Bowers, New York,
—Filed November 20th,
Claim.—{1) Ina double-acting
ene having
an wu
ccoa se Al, paw wy
a on, |
two
m, as herein
(2) I
gas compressor,
piston E, ha
the pages
¢! m) m?, arranged
as shown
relatively to
other and to the annular reservoirm
and
chamber ¢, so as to afford a clear space
for the escape of gas through the passage m”, while the
the steam-inlet pipe M, as and for
The
ion, in a hi

A herein

toasento'a civeutation of water and 6a samen the
surface scum, as herein specified.
351,480, Macuive ror Rotirnc Car WHEELS, Hervey
W. F
Chicago, Ill.—Filed October 16th, 1885.
Claim.—{1) In a machine
for
the treads of car
wi
the combination, substantially as hereinbefore
described, of a set of circularly- Ee ean have
driven, and radially-adjusta’
rolls,

NTone.

CES
Smeme
_—

the screw , enclosing its ont
oe o Seite or
ion thereon and inseparal y tt yet
nut
is on the screw,7 albaapatalg as set forth.
(5) A washer for a quick motion nut, formed toenclose
the end thereof, and having an internal flange or
shoulder, g, substantially as and for the purpose
specified. (6) A quick motion nut D, consis’
of a
section G, witha
at one end
a screwat the other, and recessed along one side, with a jaw
Gi, pivotted to it at said head and
said recess.
in combination with a washer
e anue®of
the section
G and jaw G! at their
ed end, substantially as set forth.
ts
Hm
in said chamber, and
tu’
ex!
and valves D and G, arranged for joint operation as
herein specified.
s51 nse. <
Conveyor, Aaron Wissler, Brunersville, Pa.
Filed January 11th, 1886.
Claim.—() Asan improved article of manufacture
a
on of materials adap’ited thereto, @a continuous or wire coil of suitable metal,

Epps's Cocoa.—GRATEFUL AND ComPrortino.—‘‘ By a
thorough knowledge of the natural laws whichoe.
a

floating around us
readytos
attack
fa
Roepiuig curesIvewellfortihed
for withp “blood and&
ae Gees
inpeckets ty
, London.
Eppe’s
Chocolate Essence.—{Abvr.]
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labour, that the complaints chiefly proceed. On the other moment it is likely that the cry concerning depression of
there is.a wave of demand
hand, those classes of the population who derive their trade will be silenced, because
incomes from foreign investments or from property not rolling in on our shores just now; but the wave will spend .
Tur three Reports of the Royal Commission on the directly
itself
and
we
shall
have
the
old
cry raised
again. Let us
connected with productive industries, —
to
Depression of Trade have been published non-officially, have little ground of complaint ; on the contrary,
theyhave hope that capital will not now rush in to spoil our markets
and very many of our readers are, no doubt, familiar with profitted by the remarkably low — of a commodi- and ruin existing concerns as it has done ‘before.
We cannot conclude this article better than with the
their contents. It will be remembered that
a storm of ties. As regards the artisans and labourers, the question
opposition was evoked by the mere proposal that an is rather more complicated. It resolves itself into two: following paragraph, which ought to be learned by heart
inquiry should be held; although the inquiry pledged no —(a) whether the reduction of profits, which has told by every manufacturer in the kingdom. The italics are
one to anything. It was argued that the inquiry was upon so many of the employers, has prejudicially affected ours, “The increasing severity of this competition, both
only the thin end of Protection, and that the
wedge would the employed by causing a scarcity of employment; (5 in our home and in neutral markets, is especially noticebe driven home on the first opportunity. No investiga- whether reductions have been ae in their wages, an able in the case of Germany. A reference to the reports
tion of any kind into trade, or the influences affecting it, if so, whether such reductions have been compensated or from abroad will show that in every quarter of the world
was to be allowed. If things were wrong, they would more than compensated by the low prices of commodities, the perseverance and enterprise of the Germans are
right themselves; and so on. The Reports before us con- or by the shortening of their hours of work. There is, making themselves felt. In the actual production of
tain nothing to justify the alarm expressed by timid or however, yet another point of view to be taken. We have commodities we have now few, if any, advatitages over
prejudiced individuals. They embody a good deal of to consider the economical condition of the country as a them; and in a knowledge of the markets of the world, a
information collected from a host of witnesses, some of whole, apart from the vicissitudes of particular industries, desire to accommodate themselves to local tastes or idiosynwhich is new, and a great deal of which is old; but they and to inquire into the national production of wealth, as crasies, a determination to obtain a footing wherever they
leave matters pretty much as they were. It is true well as into its distribution among different classes. If can, and a tenacity in maintaining it, they appear to
that the Fair
- Traders — represented by Lord Dun- the aggregate quantity of commodities produced is on the gaining ground upon us, We cannot avoid stating here
raven and Messrs. Ecroyd, Muntz, and Lubbock— increase, and is growing at a more rapid rate than the the impression which has been made upon us during the
we cannot regard the depression in particular course of our inquiry that in these ee pet there is some
have something to say concerning combatting foreign oe
bounties, and federation, and certain other things, industries or among particular classes of producers as an falling off among the trading classes of this country from
and what they say appears to dispassionate minds common indication of a corresponding national loss. We must the more energetic practice of former periods. Less
sense; but no one supposes that their recommendations not, however, close our eyes to the sufferings which, even trouble appears to be taken to discover new markets for
will be carried out. On the other hand, we have an in a time of general prosperity, certain classes of producers our produce and to maintain a hold upon those which we
expression of opinion from that thorough-going Free may have to undergo; and we must bear in mind that already possess; and we feel confident that if our comTrader, Professor peep
Price, to the effect that to what seriously affects one class cannot be without influ- mercial position is to be maintained in the face of the
severe competition to which it is now exposed, much more
express any doubt as to the operation of shorter hours of ence on the condition of others.”
labour is a specific repudiation of the great doctrine of
This is all very well, but it does not seem to advance attention to these points must be given by our mercantile
Free Trade. Shorter hours of labour do not and cannot, matters much. Truisms standing alone seldom do. The classes. There is also evidence that in respect of certain
the Professor holds, compensate to a nation for increased Commissioners apparently arrived, further on, at the classes of products the reputation » our workmanship does
cost of production or diminished output. They tax the conclusion that depression in trade, as it now exists in this not stand so-high as it formerly did.. The intensity of the
community with dearer goods in order to confer special country, means more than anything else a diminution in competition for markets, while in many respects it has
advantages on the working-man. They protect him, and the profits received by capital, while the working man is legitimately diminished the cost of production, has also
that is a direct repudiation of Free
e. The country better off than he ever was—because his wages have not tended to encourage the manufacture of low-priced goods
is sentenced to dearer and fewer goods. This seems to been reduced, although their purchasing power has greatly of inferior quality, which have not only failed to give
be pushing Free Trade doctrines somewhat further than augmented. Yet, even as to the reduction in profit, satisfaction themselves, but have also affected the repuworking-men will like to go. One of the most note- the Commissioners are in doubt. They are not quite tation of other classes of goods to which no such exception
worthy features in the whole report is the wonderful sure that it exists. At every turn they have been baffled could be taken. The reputation of British workmanship
absence of unanimity manifested by the members of the bythe dense ignorance which exists concerning the results has also suffered in another way by the fraudulent stam
Commission. The report of the majority admits that of trade in this country. They point out that, while on the ing of inferior goods of foreign manufacture with mar!
the weight of evidence heard is to the effect—(a) that the one hand, they were assured by witnesses that the country indicating British origin. ager age to be particularly
trade and industry of the country are in a condition was growing much poorer day by day, on the other hand the case with the hardware goods of Birmingham and
which may be fairly described as depressed; (b) that by the income-tax returns show that the country is growin, Sheffield, which have secured so wide a reputation in the
this depression is meant a diminution, and in some cases richer. The gross amount of property and profits Sammeed markets of the world. We regret, however, to be obliged
an absence, of profit, with a corresponding diminution to the income-tax in the United Hines in the year to add that the practice of fraudulent marking appears
of employment for the labouring classes; (c) that neither 1885 was £631,000,000, and in the year 1884 £629,000,000. from the evidence before us to be not unknown in this
the volume of trade nor the amount of capital invested Both of these amounts are largely in excess of the figures country.”
therein has materially fallen off, though the latter has in of any previous year, and since 1880 no year has shown a
many cases depreciated in value; (d) that the depression decrease when compared with the year immediately preabove referred to dates from the year 1875, and that, with ceding. Nor, again, does the increase in these amounts,
WAGES IN GREAT BRITAIN.
the exception of a short period of prosperity enjoyed by when compared with the growth of population, point toa
No. III.
certain branches of trade in the years 1880 to 1883, it has very different conclusion. The amount assessed per head
proceeded with tolerable uniformity, and has affected the in both 1885 and 1884 was £17°6, a figure which has been
Bristol—_The most important manufacturesof Bristol
trade and industry of the country generally, but more exceeded in only one year previously, namely, 1876, when are those of brass, copper, glass, and zinc. There are also
especially those branches which are connected with it was £17°7; while in the year 1872, notwithstanding the several ironfoundries, lead works, and shipyards. No
agriculture.
highly profitable character of the trade at that time, the material change has taken place in the labour conditions
Having agreed so far, the Commissioners proceed to amount per head of population was only £15°3.
during the last ten or twelve years. The district has been
differ as to the amount of depression and its causes, Of
The most suggestive passage in the whole Report free from. crises, disputes, and panics, though of late there
these the following were suggested and in the main —
to us to be this: “We have shown that, while has been much slackness of work and stagnation. It may
a:cepted :—(1) Over-production ; (2) a continuous fall of the general production of wealth in the country has con- be said that the artisan of to-day, compared with the one
prices, caused by an appreciation of the standard of value; tinuously increased, its distribution has been undergoing of ten years ago, knows more, possesses more, and makes
(3) the effects of foreign tariffs and bounties, and great changes; that the result of these changes has been better use of what he receives. Attempts are being made
the restrictive commercial policy of foreign countries in to give a larger share than formerly to the consumer and to introduce a system of labour partnership, similar to
limiting our markets; (4) foreign competition, which we the labourer, and so to promote a more equal distribu- that of France, by which the principles of co-operation
are beginning to feel both in our own and in neutral tion.” Under these circumstances capital complains that are to be applied to production. By this means operatives
markets; (5) an increase in local taxation and the burdens trade is bad. Enormous sums, too, have been invested in are, to a certain extent, to be partnersin the profits, but
on industry generally; (6) cheaper rates of carriage plant, machinery, and other means of producing. With do not participate in the losses. The plan.is not‘intended
enjoyed by our foreign competitors; (7) legislation affect- these has grown up an army of workers who depend for to supersede existing arrangements, -but adjusts itself
ing the employment of labour in industrial undertakings ; their existence on the employment of the machinery and upon them. Fixed or piece-work.wages are paidas under
(8) superior technical educationof the workmen in foreign appliances which capital
has provided; but employment the established routine, and at full market.rates; but at
countries. It will be seen that there is not one subject is not forthcoming, and: hundreds—if not thousands—of the end of each business year a shafevin the net profits
named in this list concerning which a volume might not men are left idle. A percen
of the capital invested realised is assigned ‘as an additional.and wholly indepenbe written. We are not surprised to find the questions is at work, a percentage of the working men of Great dent remuneration to the workmen’employed. The sum
raised treated inadequately in the reports. They could Britain are earning wages, and are better off than ever allotted is usually in proportion to the amounts which the
not be treated adequately for lack of room, if for no they were before ; but for those who cannot get work the men have severally earned during the year for wages.
other reason.
times are very evil, and they will admit—nay, clamorously Whether this system will be successful or not is a question
The more carefully the reports are perused the more assert—that trade is depressed. It must not be forgotten which time alone can determine. The expectation is that
clear will it become that there is the widest possible dif- that there is a certain amount of competition the labourer’s interest in the profits will produce in him
ference of opinion concerning the whole matter, not in the world for capital, and that after a time the best such increased amount of attention and energy that there
among the members of the Commission alone, but investments will secure it. If it appears that ironworks, will be larger net returns, part of which will! fall to him
throughout the country. The Commissioners were from for example, cannot be made to pay a profit, then capital in consequence of his grenter diligence and care to prethe first puzzled by the ignorance and the prejudice of the will be withdrawn, and in the end the iron trade of a vent waste. Where this does not follow the system
witnesses examined. We do not use the words in an district or a whole county may be lost, to the utter ruin of will be a failure; and in some cases it will not
invidious sense. No one seems really to understand any- those who have grown up in the expectation that it would follow, because it pre-supposes an amount of care
thing with accuracy about the cause of good and bad support them. It is quite easy to kill the goose which and foresight not usually possessed by the British
trade, prosperity and the reverse.
Prejudice steps in lays golden eggs—that is to say, distribution may be so artisan, though of late he has made considerable improveand warps the minds of those affected or influenced; altered that nothing will be left for capital, all going to ment in this aor. In many cases work will not be
and there are almost as many remedies pro
as there labour. Then capital will take to itself wings, and the better done, neither will there be less waste in consequence
are men. The manufacturer holds that if wages. were working man will find too late that without accumulated of the prospect of a return in the nature of a bonus at the
reduced or the hours of labour lengthened we should be wealth he is powerless.
end of some months. The migratory habits of the workbetter able to face foreign competition, and our trade
Concerning the remedies for trade depression suggested men, and the difficulty of deciding in times of depression,
would revive. The working men, on the other hand, by the Commission a great deal might be said ; little and when there is not. sufficient work for all hands, as to
maintain that by shortening hours and reducing output need be said. We cordially agree with the statement whom are to be dispensed with, further complicates the
prices must rise and trade get better. The political that if we are to advance, or even to hold our own, “ it is question. Besides, the relations of capital and labour are
economist asserts that the working man is —— wrong, obvious that we must display greater activity in the not propitious for such an experiment, The. represenand that, the cheaper and more plentiful commodities are, search for new markets, and greater readiness to accom- tatives of the one are the buyers; the representatives of
the better off is the country.
e Free Trader declares modate our productions to local tastes and peculiarities. the other the sellers of labour; and. these aré the only
that trade is not free enough. The Fair-Trader asserts| Even in matters of so little apparent importance as relations in which they know one another, | ‘That absolute
on any subthat it is in certain respects unnecessarily and harmfully weights and measures it would seem that our dis- separation prevents a community of thought
free; and the Protectionist’ maintains that the great inclination to adapt ourselves to the requirements ject and often produces an amount of bitterness and dispanacea is to be found in high tariffs. Amid all this of our customers foe not been without its effect.” like between employers and employed. ©Still, the system
turmoil it is difficult to find even a satisfactory definition There was a time when work came to us; now we is a good one if it can be carried out, and well worthy of
of the meaning of the words “good trade,” “
trade,” must go in search of it. Our condition is very like an extensive trial. Although the feeling of animosity
“depression,” and so on. The Commissioners have that of the Western hunter when game is scarce. He between employer and employed prevails in many trades,
done their best with this difficulty.
In a hetero- who hunts most diligently and most skilfully prospers, yet, on the whole, it is not so great as in other places. All
gg community such as that dwelling in the British while his fellows less active and energetic starve. Not the large manufacturing establishments which have consles there must be a vast diversity of interests, long since we were present at a complimentary dinner structed buildings during the past ten years have made
often incommensurable, and the result is naturally that given by the head of a firm to his foremen. The firm has considerable provision for the comfort of their workpeople.
there is a wide divergence of opinion even as to whether never lacked plenty of work, and one of the old hands One large firm does not take apprentices, but. allows every
there is any depression of trade at all. The Commissioners hit the mark when he said, “ Lads, we have not wanted man in their employ to bring up his sons inthe same
say:—‘ Those who may be said to represent the producer work, because the
gaffer always went to look for it long branch of the business in ‘which he is employed himself.
have mainly dwelt upon the restriction, and even the before it was wanted.” If we searched more diligently Trade Seen are numerous and. especially powerful;
absence, of profit in their respective businesses. It is for work and opened up new sources of demand, we would among the workers in coal,’ glass, atid iron; where their
from this class, and more especially from the employers of be better off in many respects than. we are. For the influence is.very great, they take particular cognisance of
TRADE
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apprenticeship, endeavour to limit the number taken, and
sometimes will cease to- work in a firm where what
they consider the proper proportion is exceeded, and
some of the trades sometimes refuse to admit as a
member one who has not been properly indentured.
Much of the report from Bristol is devoted to the
condition of the factory operatives of Trowbridge,
and is particularly interestingto those connected with the
manufacture of woollen goods, as Trowbridge—a town of
12,000 inhabitants—shows factory life in England under its
most favourable aspect. Trowbridge is entirely a manufacturing town ; it is large enough to have many of the
advantages of more populous places, without burdensome
taxation. It is in the midst of a fertile agricultural
country, where food products are cheap ; and its environs
are true country, accessible to its inhabitants in a few
minutes’ walk. There are no trades unions or societies
for regulating hours, prices, or wages, such organisations
as exist being of the benefit kind.
Wages Paid per Week in Bristol—General Trades.
Lowest.
Standard. Highest.
s. d.
a 2
a &@
Bricklayers...
>.
es...
ae
Carpenters ...
_
3 6.
—
|
oe
36...
29 9
Blacksmiths
... ... ... 27 0
2 3 . 31 6
ESS
ee
ee
Brassfounders ... ... ...
a
Le.
—
Imoumeoulders ... ... .. Will... DU...
31 9
e.
(Trowbridge) 20 3 ... 2911 .
—
Millwrights
ns oo anes ve
30 5 . 40 6
Tinsmiths ...
20 3
29 ..08 5
Labourers ...
16 3
2.
Bee
Wages Paid per Week to Members of Trades Unions.
s d@ ss a
Bricklayers (Cheltenham) per hour
07
Carpenters (Tewkesbury)
_,
—
0 6
Masons (Cheltenham)
“
6d.--7
Ironfounders (Bristol) per week ...
28 0-32 0
Shipwrights (Bristol) per day
—
60
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in and in connection
with Coal Mines in Gloucestershire.
Lowest.
Stan
Highest.
s.
s. d.
8s. d.
Branchers
23 3
26 6
30 5
Engineers
21 9
23 3
27 4
Fitters
20 3
23 3
25 4
Hewers
20 3
22 3
33 5
Onsetters
19 3
20 3
21 9
Repairers
20 3
21 9
24 6
Roadmakers
22 9
23 3
24 9
Smiths
20 3
23 «3
25 4
Stokers
aS
eS
24 6
Labourers
os ee eh oot ee
20 3
Wages Paid per Week in Iron Shipbuilding and Repairing Yards
in Bristol.
Lowest.
Standard. Highest.
8. .
&
8.
Angle iron smiths
-—
39 0
_
Blacksmiths
.
—
33 0
-Fitters
-—
36 0
-_Iron caulkers
=
30 0
—
Iron workers
-36 0
_—
Ship joiners
—
33 0
_
Shipwrights
~36 0
.Labourers ...
i
en
ee
_
Wages Paid per Month to Engineers of Steam Vessels in Bristol.
Lowest.
Standard. Highest.
& a.
£ 8.
x 8
Ocean :— °
Chief engineers
14 4
15 4°... 1 4
Second
a
<i
| a ee
Third
“A
ae aw,
Oy
cei
ee
Chief engineers (per week) 3 1
3 3
3 6
Second
a.
Pe
2
2 3
26
Bristol, like other places, has shared in the reduced cost
of living caused by the importation of foreign meat, the
inc
grain production, and the great competition
between manufacturers.
Besides, many new articles
have appeared, at a reasonable price, that add much to
comfort. In Bristol, a cottage of from four to six rooms
costs from 4s. to 7s. a week; coal is 14s. per ton; and gas
from 2s. 6d. to 2s. 8d. per 1000 cubic feet. In Trowbridge a
similar cottage may be had for from 2s. 6d. to 6s. a week ;
coal is 10s. to 19s. 6d. (averaging 15s. 6d.) per ton, and gas
3s. 9d. per 1000 cubic feet.
The subject of cost of living is
entered into extensively, there being given examples of the
expenditure of twenty-one families. These examples
differ so in the items, that all which can be done is to
give the total amounts expended upon clothing, food,
fuel, light, rent, &c.
|

Number in family.

ls, is.dsdsdsdsdsadisdsd
sd
Expenses ) 19 818 522 0211023 824 219 923 627 4 22 3
per week f
Income

.. 20 324 726 1124 11261029 828 424 031 3 26 4
i
|
|
!

Cardif.—South Wales is one of the chief coal exporting
districts. This draws to the parts of the Bristol Channel
a large amount of shipping, and in consequence Cardiff,
Newport, and Swansea take a prominent position among
the great ports of the kingdom. Cardiff is also a place of
growing importance as a railway centre. The Great
estern Railway
through from London to its terminus at Milford Haven, and the demands of the coal and
iron trades led to the construction of the Rhymney Railway and the Taff Valley Railway. Both lines derive
their principal source of income from minerals brought to
Carditf for exportation. Other important industries are
those of manufactured iron and tin-plates. The South
Wales coal basin is one of the largest in Britain, being
something like seventy-three miles in length by sixteen
in breadth, and the collieries in the district numbering
between 400 and 500. The number of men employed
averages 70,000. Wages in the coal trade have for years
been governed by equitable arrangements by the sliding
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Lowest.
Highest.
Standard,
scale so generally applied at collieries. The existing scale,
s. d.
d
8. d.
which is in operation by virtue of a memorandum of
< and Steel Works.-ent between representatives of the Monmouth and
32
ksmiths
20
Strikers ... ...
South Wales Colliery Owners’ Association and the author20
Coal unloaders ...
ised representatives of the workmen employed, is adminFitters...
ee
istered by the joint sliding scale committee, on which
Forge
rollers
eight employers and the same number of workmen sit.
Furnacemen
The sliding scale is based upon the average net selling
Helpers
Hammermen
price of coal, as ascertained by appointed and representaShoa —
Puddlers
tive accountants, at their examination, once in every four
Helpers
...
months, of the coalowners’ books. The standard of wages
Machine Shops— upon which advances or reductions must be made are the
Enginemen...
several rates actually paid at the respective collieries for
Erectors
ae
Fitters, foremen
the month of December, 1879, such wages being
equivaFitters
lent to a standard net selling price
ised from all the
collieries of the association at 7s. 9d. and between 7s. 9d.
and 8s. 1d. a ton. The average net prices of coal are taken
as for large colliery screened coal delivered free on board
Pattern makers...
at Cardiff, Newport, and Swansea. For coal sold into
Smiths...
=
Strikers ...
wagons at the me vB the equivalent net prices at the
Tarmers .... ...
ordinary port of shipment are taken in
calculating the
Labourers, fitters
selling price. The owners of some collieries who do not
moulders...
”
belong to the association have adopted sliding scales of
COSCKGBOAWU
CUNSWAMIAKCWCAUNISGHA
2
patternmakers
their own, taking different bases for the calculation of the
standard. The hours of labour are the same at all the Wages Paid by Messrs. Vivian and Sons, a firm employing over
2300 workpeople, at Swansea,
pits—nine hours from bank. The system of timbering or
Average hours
a
securing the roof of the working from falling upon the
per week.
eg
workmen differs in South Wales from the practice adopted
Beltmen ...
i
ian
21 3
in the North of England. There men are specially engaged
Boilermakers...
57
26 4
Helpers ...
57
14 2
in the work, and the hands have not anything to do with
Braziers ... .
72
18 2
propping and securing the ceiling. In South Wales the
Case-makers ...
54
22 9
colliers themselves do this class of work, and are expert
Chippers
...
54
18 3
at it. The proportion of time devoted to this and other
Cleaners... .
57
25 4
necessary labour is about equal to the time employed at
Coal-trimmers
72
28 4
»» Wheelers...
58
27 4
face of work—nine hours of hewing would be succeeded
Cutters ... . .
54
21 3
by nine hours of clearing away and preparing for more
Dischargers ...
70
29 5
dead working. The manufactured iron trade ranks next
Dropsmen
72
27 4
in importance to the coal trade, and gives direct employEnginemen
66
28 5
ment to about 50,000 men, though the use of native iron
Fitters... ...
57
24 4
is nearly entirely abandoned in favour of foreign, through
Apprentices
57
6 1
Foremen... .
a cat at,
the percentage of metal in the former being so small.
Furnacemen
...
76
«20
3-24
4
Many of the ironmasters of this district are turning their
ki Vices
Mons ox wee
attention towards steel as a shipbuilding material. NotGasmen—foremen
91
. 83 0
withstanding the advantages of this district in the preKe
91
. 3 6
sence of
and iron, and the existence of some of the
Helpers
60
a.
Gatemen... ..
63
‘a
largest mills in the kingdom turning out ship plates in
Hammermen
...
54
. 383 6
large quantities within a few miles of tidal water, shipHaulers ...
i7
2 eae
building beyond the mere business of repairing has hardly
Hivemen... ... ...
4
as ae
been established in South Wales, a country which shows
Hydraulic trimmers
72
ss = =
every sign of having a
t future before it in the manuLiftmen ...
oF
72
os ae
Machine men...
60
. 32 5
facture of rails and ship plates. The tin-plate trade,
Metal heaters...
84
a
ie
though nothing near so important as the coal and iron
>, Wheelers
58
ee
trades, yet gives employment to over 6000 workmen. The
Millwrights
54
. 35 6
relations between employer and employed are good, though
Mixers .
:
54
. 8&8 0
there has been considerable friction in the ship repairing
Moulders
ae. ase
57
io a
Nail bag-makers ...
5A
4 oe
trade, and the railway employés complain of their long
Nail drummers
54
o> ae
hours, which are here, like everywhere else, often excesOre
fillers
72
oe
sive. Strikes are rare, and much study is everywhere
Ore wheelers ...
58
6
bestowed upon the question of how to prevent accidents
Patternmakers
57
ae ae
in factories, mills, mines, railway works, &c., and very
Apprentices
57
x ee
Picklers ... .
5415 3&24 4
large provision is frequently made
for this purpose. In
Pressmen
60
. 2510
the large manufacturing and mechanical establishments,
Refiners ...
63 20 3&36 6
where a great number of wen ey are employed, a
=r
72
. — 2
medical man is attached, so as to be always at the service
Shippers... ...
77
27 4
of the men whenever required in cases of accident or
Slag tappers ...
72
16 3
a
63
24 4
sickness. This provision is very necessary, accidents
Strikers ... ...
54
15 3
happening from machinery often requiring immediate
Spike drummers ...
54
22 3
attention tosave life. Payment towards
the salary of the
Stokers
...
.
66
20
3
surgeon is made by the men employed at the rate of from
Storekeepers ...
63
23 10
2d. to 4d. per week on each £1 received in wages. This
Timekeepers ...
63
23 10
Warehousemen
54
25 4
secures to the men attendance and medicine free in case
Weighers
54
25 4
of accident or sickness, A similar plan prevails in the
Labourers
62
17 3
colliery districts, the miners contributing 3d. in the pound
a week, which entitles them to the same benefits. The
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Factories and
only organised conditions of capital are in the cases of the
.
,
Mills z ‘ont gp
colliery owners and the Cardiff and Penarth shipbuilders.
Lowest.
Stand.
Highest.
a &,
a 4d.
a £.
Nearly all the various trades have organised themselves
Fitters... ...
36 6
36 «6
38 9
into benefit and protection societies, that of the tin-plate
Millwrights...
36
6
36
«6
38
9
makers being especially powerful, and there is the usual
ee
30 5
30 5
32 5
distinction between society and non-society men, though
Wheelwrights ...
30 5
30 5
82.5
the feeling between the two classes is not so bitter as in
Wire rope-makers
21 3
25 4
28 4
Labourers ...
18 3
20 3
22 3
larger centres where the numbers belonging to any one
trade are greater, and the societies consequently stronger.
Wages Paid to Men in the Employ of the Taff Vale Railway
Company.
Wages Paid per Week in Cardiff —General Trades.
Lowest. Highest.
s dad. s. d
8.
8. d.
Bricklayers ...
ae
a
33 10
Engineering department —
Carpenters ...
pi iad
_
34 5
saa
.perday 3 9... 4 1
en
cee
—
34 0
Gas fitters
ia
et
Se os 1
Blacksmiths ...
5 thee ableiae
—
34 0
Inspectors
%
2
le
0
Boilermakers
perday 4 2—6 0
Platelayers
a
i
e
Brass finishers
... per wee
-- 30 10
Signal fitters...
:
4 1
5 1
AINE ccs See) woe wae
aR
30 10
Smiths ... ...
%
4 1
5 9
Coppersmiths ..
%
a= 30 10
Strikers
is
210
31
Cutlers... ..
im
~- 33 4
ee
“
210
3
5
Engine fitters
a
—_ 36 6
Locomotive department—
Horse shoers
ee
aN
a
-- 30 0
Blacksmiths
...
...
...
‘=
2
.
2
Iron moulders ... ... ... «”
-- 31 8
Boilersmiths... ...
ss
eR).
oS
”
soo ses Lianelly
”
——
27 11
Carriage builders
ae
és
ete
=. SE
99
... «Newport _,,
—
2911
Coal and coke fillers ...
ae
SF
4 1
99
... ...Swansea
23 10 —33 9
Coppersmiths
me
40
6 1
Millwrights ...
Sars sete
a
—
31 3
Fitters ... ...
fie 4 1
ae
Ship smiths ...
mea eae sent 4 a
6 1
Foremen...
ae
E.
-Tin smiths ... .
«oon os er nee
_
30 5
Machine-men
os
3061
4
9
oc.
ONES DES AE BE
os
—
20 10
Patternmakers oy lag
ne
: ;
~Stationary engine drivers ...
m
5
—_
Wages Paid to Members of Trades Unions.
ID
Ses. cosy: cone! -50
”
4 0
6 1
8.
s. d.
I ccc eis. ace
a
3 1
49
Carpenters ... ... ... ... ...perhour
—
0 74
Wagon builders ...
3.9
49
Amalgamated engineers (Neath)
per week
-- 28 0
Labourers
és
210
4 1
Ironfounders
anelly
99
oa 27 0
"
sok
Swansea
,,
24 9 —27 0
Wages Paid in the Tin-plate Trade.
Lowest.
Highest.
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Foundries, Ironworks,
s. d.
s. d.
and Machine Shops in South Wales.
Annealers
.. per week
» ma 2
Lowest.
Standard.
Highest.
Assorters
és
.. 40 6
8. d
8s. d,
a 4
Behinders_...
ss
~.18 3
Foundries, Cardiff—
Coke wheelers
a
. 9 2
Boilermakers ... ... ...
—
39 6
45 7
Engineers
ies
‘
. 28 4
Fitters...
30 5
36 «6
40 6
Fitters...
of
.. perrday 6 4
8 5
Moulders
bes
;
-32 4
— \
Forge managers ...
.. per week —
. 40 6
Patternmakers ... ... ... 30 5
36 6
40 6
Mill managers
»
-— .. 65 10
eae
32 5
35 6
Scalers ... . .
—
., 20 8
Labourers ...
;
18 3
22 3
28 4
”
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Wages Paid in the Tin-Plate Trade.
Lowest.
Highest.
s. da
ie
Shinglers
.. porday —
se
a
Nace eck an sne _. om
*”
_
- 64
Strikers
sick
aos
”
—
x 3 1
Tin-house managers
... per week —
. 60 9
SS
... perday —
ae ie |
xers
=
per 100 boxes—
Catchers
RY SPee
ea ee
Me
-: 12 7
Cold rolling ...
_—
ee =
Te
ccs winds an Saag
;
23 0
ee
ae
ne
—
21 8
SID
sg. cat) eh ae, lee
<
—
. 61
SRR
Ghia, Gugmiree TAL, Sn
=
—
. 2 8
a
-—
2 0
ite)
ice (ink, dpaah aie
—
9 1
NS
e rie 55ra rine
e
-~
. 25 4
NS
ae ne Pk ita ih
a
3 4
IR
Dk Tan re
ty
a
_
2 0
Balling ...
:
. per ten
1 8
Couching
.
07
Hammermen...
oe
e
-—
5 10
a
Ee
a oe
i
—
3 3
Weighing pigiron
... .
=”
—_
0 4
Day men, 6 to 6; Saturday, 6 to 4; in winter, 6.30 to
5.30; Saturday, 6.30 to 4. Standing wages; no overtime
allowed. A box contains 112 sheets, 30in. by l4in., and
averages 108]b. in weight. When working by the ton,
work alternates weeks day and night twelve hours per
turn. Meltermen, working by the 100 boxes, work shifts
of eight hours, and in turn work by day or night, as the
case may be, 10 to 6, 6 to 2, 2 to 10.
Wages Paid per Week to Men employed in Telegraph Coastruciion
and Masutenance in 2 emport.
Lowest.
Stand.
Highest.
‘
s.
s.
s. d
Batterymen..._... ....
—
30 5
—
Construction foreme'
40 6
447
48 7
Construction men
2 3
31 5
40 6
Inspectors ...
58 5
68 3
77 il
Linemen
18 3
32 6
38 6
Labourers ...
aA
2 3
25 4
32 6
Wages Peard per Weel of NSiarty Hours in Copper Smelting Works
tn Cardeff.
:
‘is
s dad.
Mixing
le
:
22 6
Refining
piec
57 6
Smelting ...
ie
-——
30 0
al veraye Wages Paid in Coal Mines in enema
Ly Clerks
Se
per ton.
nS
inc) nce, ecne > tee aes
x \ 0 33
SE
ae
eee
”
ESS
a
ae
OS
ES
ee
ae
i sat
OS
ae
perton ... 0 3,
Night work ... ... ...
=
»
0 3
Underground daymen ...
»
0 2%
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four hours at one of the largest
Collieries in South Wales,
s. d.
s. d.
s 4.
ee
-24 0
23 3
Ashfillers
“=
--:
16 0
Blocklayers
_
_
23 «0
Brakesmen
-=
_22 6
Bratticemen
_
o
28 3
a
eee
—_
—_—
24 6
ins
(Air doors
=
-22 0
(Truck) ...
—
=
32 0
Coker, foreman...
Pe
Se
~
32 9
Enginemen, fan
i... be
—
ses
20 0
pumping...
—
17 0
24 0
saw
bids aes
—
17 6
=
underground 20 0 . . 20 6
21 6
winding
a
—
ave
—
26 9
SI, . SoD
| pee
a
-30 0
Fitters...
—
23 0
Greaser
-12 0
Haulers
18 6
22 6
=
master
—
24 0
a
ony
-~19 0
Hitchers
Sie hastens, ete
—
22 6
Inclinemen
ee) Bee ae
—a
19 0
Inspector
~
29 10
eee
17 6
21 6
Lampmen ... 12s. Od... 18 0
129 6
20 0
am
underground ...
24 0
Masons
Senha a caus, Sate
32 0
Overman, deputy ......
30 0
night (pit bank)
19 0
Painter
SP ie aad Sane
24 6
Pitmen
2 9
Riders
ae 2 Ye:
21 0
a
ee
ee
~-24 0
Roadmen
21 0
24 0
Sawyers
—
24 6
Shacklers
oh ae Soe
--19 0
Smiths... ...
Sa
nea _2 9
Stokers
21 0
Storekeeper
20 0
Timbermen...
28 3
Timekeepers
18 0
24 0
Unloaders ...
19 0
Waste men...
19 0
31 0
Weighers
a
Os
29 0
21 0
Whitewashers ... ... ...
ee see
—_
19 0
NS
ee a hn
ees
19 0
#8
ae
Fee
-18 0
a
haulers ... ...
_—
16 9
e
masons’... ...
-—
18 9
Wuyes Paid per Weel: of Fifty-Four Hours in Shipyards in Cardiff.
Lowest.
Standard,
Highest.
s. 4d,
‘ie
ea @.
Boiler-makers
—_
39 6~«.
ome
Assistants
—
2.
_
Brassfounders ...
—_
40 6.
Coppersmith
—
36°6 =
_
Fitters...
g
36 6
38 0... 39 6
Assistants
24 4
Ss ws wee
Holders up...
~
7-3
-—
Moulders ... ...
33 5
36 6 . 39 6
Pattern-makers...
33 9
36 6 . 36 6
Platers
eae
.
26.
—_
ae
ae
-39 6 ~«t
Ee
ee
-—
366.
4
—
23.
—
Tinsmiths ...
—
366 =.
=
Labourers ...
“=
2464~—
oe
'Dead work is preparing for the cutting of the coal, that is, making
headings, stalls, &c., to get at the coal, and is carried on whenever required
by day or night ;but the dead work, asa rule, alternates with the coal
cutting about every nine hours conttnuously,
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Wages Paid per Day in Shipyards in Newport, Monmorthshive.
Lowest.
Stand.
Highest.
s d
s. d.
8 d.
Boiler-makers
6 1
6 4
6 7
Coppersmiths
;
eee
Ws|
—
|
gE Ee
ee tn
6 1
Iron shipwrights
6 7
-Apprentices ...
1 0
2...
Bae
Helpers ...
.
t 1
ork: xa
Pattern-makers...
5 1
5 7
6 1
Smiths...
5 5
5.9
1
Wayes Paid to Engineers of Steam Vessels in South Wales,
Lowest. Standard,
Highest,
t 3
x 8
& 38
Cardiff, Ocean :—
Chief engineers(pr.month) 12 2
16 4
Second
_,,
a
8 2
12 2
ird
ss
.
6 1
—
8 2
Coast :—
Chief engineers? _ ,
- 316
319 .
1
Second engineers? _,,
2 6
2. s..
211
Newport, Ocean :—
Chief engineers(pr.month) 14 4
ay 4 . PS
Second _,,
ae
10 3
3...
26-4
Third
“
a
8 2
ms . 28
Coast :—
.
Chief engineers
_,
211
316.
51
Second _ ,
‘
1 16
2 es
211
Swansea :—
Chief enzineers
_,
| a ae
Seconc
sa
ft
a=
_—
—
Third
‘
. 3s.
~_
Under power beats :
Chief engineers (per week) 316. ...
.
i
Second
i | ie
—
a
Living is cheap in South Wales. Provisions are low in
price in Cardiff. Rent for a six-roomed cottage ranges
from 3s. 10d. to 5s. 1d. per week. Coal costs from 13s. 7d.
to 14s. 2d. per ton. Gas from 2s. 10d. to 3s, 4d. per 1000
cubic feet.
Evamples of Cost of Living per Annem in Card if.
Six in
Six in
family. family.
&
x 8
Bread and flour (per year) ... .. .. 9 4 (
Butter, cheese, cotfee, malt, sugar, tea,ke. 19 1 65 16
Ree
eae” 65S + nik, Ve n, >Aee ocnk cin 5
URINE
cs ae Hine ace aes ts
\
Clothing
:
716 «#11 #219
Rent
72
8B 8
Total ...
.£75 15 £90 18
Incomes
. £86 19 £101 5
There have been but very few cases of emigration, and
most of these to America, nearly all of whom have
returned, saying that they could do better here.
ELECTRICAL

PROGRESS IN 1886.

Ir is hardly possible to condense the report of electrical
progress is 1886 in one sentence, as the author did his
chapter on “Snakes in Norway ” :—“ There are none.”
It is almost as difficult, however, to define the
precise steps in the progress of 1886, as it would
have been to describe the snakes that were ail.
Still there is a difference, the difference between absolute
absence and comparative absence. We have been told
that not only is 1887 the jubilee year of the Queen’s
reign, but it is also the jubilee year of the telegraph.
Just about three hundred years ago, one Strada, a Jesuit,
described an imaginary conversation, in which loadstones
played an important part, needles moving in sympathy
hundreds of miles apart. Perhaps Strada only culled
from his imagination. Perhaps he knew more of the
subject than we give him credit for. More than a
hundred years ago Lesarge, of Geneva, transmitted
messages by means of pith ball electrometers connected by
insulated wires. A few years later, Lomond simplified
Lesarge’s apparatus. Galvani and Volta had not experimented then. Soemmering seems to have been the first
to use voltaic electricity for the transmission of signals
about 1809. Another step was that of Ronald, about
1818. (Ersted, Amptre, Schilling, Gauss, Weber, Steinheil, Highton, Alexander, and Davy are all passed by,
and we come to Cooke and Wheatstone, who in 1837
succeeded in making telegraphy commercially practicable,
and it is from this date we calculate the jubilee year.
Imagine—for we cannot aid by diagrams in this article—
a complex apparatus requiring five wires, as introduced
by Cooke and Wheatstone, and from that to the end of
fifty years, when half-a-dozen messages at the same time
upon a single wire are no rarity; when five and «six
hundred words a minute cause no surprise ; when halfa-million words are sent from one office in a single busy
night. One year may show no decided step ; but what of
fifty years?
It may be worth while here to utter a mild protest
against the profound verbosity of those speakers and
writers who, in these later days, have called upon the
Telegraphic Department to put its lines underground.
They have qualified their suggestions by some inane
remarks about induction and references to cost, but they
are quite in the dark as to the meaning of induction, of
how the phenomenon would affect the working of the telegraphs in this country. Roughly we may say that induction
is something like one of two forces at right angles. The one
force we utilise; but the other force is at right angles to
this, and for certain purposes in our way. Critics cry out
that Germany has put a large part of its telegraph wires
underground ;and if Germany was to stick the moon
upon a hop pole because so many Germans are short
sighted the ignorant rattle of political writers would
advise the Englishman to do the same. The conditions
that hold in Germany are not the conditions that hold in
England. If English business men will first agree to
allow more time and insist less on speed, no doubt the
Government will gladly get rid of its fast-speed instruments and patronise underground wires more largely.
2 Find their own provision,
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We cannot have speed and cables at the same time, just
as we cannot at the same time keep our cake and eat
it. The aim of the Postal Telegraph Department has
been to increase the speed of working, and not only in this
direction but in every other, so far as service is concerned,
our Telegraph Department will compare favourably with
any other in existence. According to Mr. Preece’s paper
at Birmingham, the most récent advance has been in the
adoption of the Delany system, which in certain cases,
where thelineisnot toolong, permitsof hexode working, that
is, SIX messages upon the wire at the same time. It may
be taken for granted that other considerations than cost
play a part in overhead work as against underground,
There is no reason, however, that our large towns should
not be connected with underground wires for strategical
purposes, but it will be understood from what we have
said above that a few such connections would be utterly
inadequate for business purposes during a time when the
overhead wires were generally disarranged. When we
come to discuss the question of local circuits, such as the
telephonic system gives, the case is somewhat different.
From the scientific point of view, there is no reason why
the telephonic system of London should not be underground. From the standpoint of the directors of a private
company there is a reason,
But is not the danger to the
public of greater importance than the welfare of a private
company ¢ Is the general public to suffer that a private
company shall net from 10 to 20 per cent. on its capital /
This is what occurs under the present system. We doubt
if many roofs have been designed or constructed to bear
the increased strains that are being put on them; and
one of these days as the materials decay, under the
vitiating influence of a London atmosphere, we may see
not hundreds of broken wires but find woodwork, slates,
stones, and chimney-pots mingling with the street
passenger traffic. In co pend the holders of the
monopoly have introduced
no improvements.
The
instruments can be improved, as can the connections, but
the public is patient—contributes to a good dividend and
grumbles,
The most important advances have been made in that
branch of applied electricity devoted to electric lighting,
and more particularly in the construction of dynamos.
In 1881 we pointed out the direction in which improve| ment must tend, and since that time our views have been
widely adopted and proved to becorrect. The lines of force
now go where they are required, anda very much smaller
percentage go straggling about all over the place. The output per weight is much increased, while the etticiency of the
machines of the best makers is frequently said to reach
92, 94, and even 96 per cent. The greatest credit for the
advance, upon scientific principles, in the construction of
dynamos is due to Dr. John Hopkinson, F.R.S., and his
brother, Dr. Edward Hopkinson, and to Mr. Kapp; while
Mr. Mordey, Mr. Fricker, and Mr. Esson have also done
good work. Dr. John Hopkinson was the originator of
what are known to electricians as the characteristic curves
of the dynamo, which stand in the same relation to the
dynamo that the indicator diagram does to the steam
engine. Dr. Hopkinson’s first paper was read before the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers in 1879, and his
second paper in 1880. The advance in 1886 has been
in the direction of telling beforehand the characteristic
of the machine not yet constructed, though designed.
At the end of 1885 Mr. Kapp read a paper on dynamos
before the Institution of Civil Engineers, and suggestions
made during the discussion upon that paper resulted in
Dr. Hopkinson preparing and reading a paper before
the Royal Society early in 1886, and Mr. Kapp reading
one before the Society of Telegraph Engineers, later in
the year, the work for each paper being independent of
the other. Engineers will be able rightly to judge the
value of this work, which is the same for dynamo builders
as the indicator diagram of the finished engine, as far
as that can be foretold from the design in the drawingoffice. Though electricians must not give way to vain
boasting, they may justly claim to be able now to
specify a dynamo quite as well as an engine can be
| specified, The improvement in the other paraphernalia
attaching to electric lighting has not been so decided.
The arc lamp and the incandescent lamp are much as they
were at the Laer of the year. Mr. FitzGerald introduced to the British Association a new form of lead
peroxide, which he called lithanode, and which, if possessing the properties attributed to it is destined to materially
improve secondary batteries, without which it is becomin
more and more evident electric light cannot hope ree
|
very rapidly. It is somewhat disheartening to those who
desire to see ship lighting extend, to find that just at the
time the electric light would be most valuable it frequently fails. The reason of this in the majority of
instances. that have been duly investigated, is owing to
bad workmanship. There seems to be a ray of hope that
the miners’ lamp, designed by Mr. Swan, has now reached
a point in its development where it becomes practical.
It is said to be trustworthy, it is compact, fairly light,
and tells the condition of the atmosphere of the mine. If
Mr. Swan, or anyone, is able to give the miner an absolutely safe light, he will have conferred one of the greatest
possible benefits upon a class of men whose dangers and
difficulties are too little understood. The utilisation of
electricity for tramway work has extended somewhat
rapidly im America during the past year, while the
reports from the lines established on this side of the
Atlantic are sufficiently satisfactory to justify the conclusion that the near future will see other lines projected.
Lastly, in this brief review of the year 1886, we should
refer to the extension of the cable system of the world.
Owing to political pressure the Government decided to
subsidise a company to connect our Possessions on the
West Coast of Africa with the Mother Country through
the Eastern Company’s cables, The work has been completed partly by the Silvertown Company and partly by
the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company,
so that telegrams can now be sent along the West pyem
coastas far as Loanda, to the various Portuguese, French,
and English settlements,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
MISCELLANEA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
Tue deaths registered last week in twenty-eight great
At a meeting of MacLaine’s Patent Perfect Piston
A vessEL has taken from Engiend the rails and other
towns
of
England
and
Wales
corresponded
to
an
annual
rate
of
24°1
Company, held on the 14th inst., a dividend of 100 per cent., free
materials for a railway,which is to be uilt at the Welsh colony of
Chubet, in that portion of Patagonia belonging to the Argentine per 1000 of their aggregate pein, which is estimated at of income tax, was declared for the past year.
9,245,099 persons in the middle of this year.
Republic.
WE are informed that the fire which occurred last
In London last week 2623 births and 1860 deaths were Sunday at Messrs. Clark, Bunnett, and Co.’s works was corfined
Mr. Justice Henry, of the Supreme Court, recently
to
the foundry, and will not affect execution of work in hand.
decided that the Dominion Government had not a good title to the registered, Allowing for increase of population, the births were
ded by nineteen, the average
Jand along the Canadian Pacific Railway in British Columbia, as the 283 below, and the deaths
Antwerp is being rapidly put in a state of complete
Legislature of that province had never made a proper transfer of numbers in the corresponding weeks of the last ten years, The defence,
points in the province of Liége have been selected
annual death-rate per 1000 from all causes which had been 19°7, for the sitesTwo
those lands to the Dominion.
of intrenched camps, to be surrounded with earthworks.
A SPECIAL general meeting of the Freshwater, Yar- 23°9, and 26-3 in the three preceding weeks, declined to 23°0.
Mr. Max Goss, of Antwerp, is endeavouring to intromouth, and Newport Railway Company was held at the Cityto TerIn 1885 there were 325,574 telephones in the United
a system he has patented for ventilating of ships and waresubmitting the. States, to say nothing of 18,000 in Canada, while in England there duce
minus Hotel on the 10th inst. for the purpose ofinto
houses
by means of compressed air. The invention consists in
to
Parliament
to be introduced
proprietorsa Bill pro
were only 13,000. _The number of telephones in the principal towns throwing compressed air underneath corn or other produce in the
abandon parts of the line, to make certain deviations, and avoid a was as follows:—Berlin, 4248; London, 4193; Paris, 4054; Stock- ships or stored in warehouses,
tunnel.
e bill was adopted.
holm, 3825; Rome, 2054; Manchester, 1171; Liverpool, 1169;
Art the City and Guilds of London Institute, Finsbury
1046. At the present time the Wheatstone automatic
Tue Prussian Government has just offered to purchase Glasgow,
College, Leonard-street, City-road, E.C., a special
apparatus
eight more private railways in Prussia, the total cost of construc- Liverpool. could transmit 400 words a minute between London and Technical
course
of six evening lectures, on ‘‘The Indicator Diagram,” was
tion of which amounted to £9,680,000. The price offered by the
commenced by Professor John Perry, M.E., D.Sc., F.R.S., last
Government is £7,370,000. The share capital of the companies is
Ix the course of some litigation on explosives, Dr. evening, at seven o'clock. Five other lectures are to follow on
£6,910,000, on which a total dividend was
paid in 1885 of Henry
Morton, president of the Stevens Institute, testified ‘‘ that, alternate Thursday evenings.
£169,000, whereas the interest on the bonds offered in payment while
at North Adams, in December, 1875, I mixed 52 parts of
THE accounts of the London City Commissioners of
by the Prussian State, 34 per cent. Consols, amounts to £170,000, nitro-glycerine
48 parts of infusorial earth sent me by the Sewers
for the last year have just been issued. The cost of paving
but whilst this interest is above the dividend earned by some rail- complainants, andwithmade
this into a cartridge of the usual form, and the streets
was £28,987 ; lighting, £13,422 ; cleansing and waterways it is far below that of others. The railways in question are inserted in this an ‘exploder’
or
cap
containing
16
grains
of
ing,
£39,638;
sanitary works, £3070; legal and parliamentary
dependent on the Government for their rates of tariff.
fulminating mercury. When this was fired in the usual way the
£2361; contractors and artificers, £4749; stoneyard,
Tue Russian railways have had agreements with the cartridge did not explode, 1 then placed another ‘exploder’ or cap expenses,
£4972
;
collectors’
commission, £5705; officers’ salaries, £9347.
Prussian and Austrian roads for through rates, at which the imports containing 22 grains of the fulminate in the cartridge, and enclosed
Commission paid during the year, for interest on moneys borand exports were made. The Russian Government contended that the whole in a short wrought-iron tube, tamping the ends with The
rowed,
£64,824
;
and
to the School Board for London, £138,263.
these rates favoured imports and so tended to neutralise the pro- sand, On firing this ‘exploder,’ the iron tube was split open by the
AN open competition was advertised by the Cleethorpes
tective tariff, A meeting of the several railroad interests was held force of its explosion, but the mixture of infusorial earth and nitroin Kief recently, at which the representatives of the Russian rail- glycerine remained unaffected as before. Jam therefore certain Local Board for the best scheme of sewerage and sewer outfall for
roads acknowledged that the requests made by their Austrian and that a mixture of infusorial earth and nitro-glycerine in the propor- the district of Beaconthorpe, which lies between Grimsby and
Prussian
tions were r
ble, but said that they were tions found “4 Dr. Hayes between the gunpowder and nitro-gly- Cleethorpes. The plans and report sent in by Mr. W. Radford,
powerless to grant them. Notice was given that the old import cerine in the Neptune powder of defendants, would be inexplodible.” Assoc. M. Inst. Ch, of Nottingham, have been accepted as the
best, and he will be the engineer of the works, The sewage will
rates would be withdrawn. The rates which take their place are
Tue 20th volume of the Tenth Census of the United be conveyed out to low water mark by large iron pipes, and
enormously higher, in some cases as much as 70 per cent.
States (‘‘statistics of wages, necessaries of life, trades societies, delivered on ebb tide, which will take it straight out tosea. Storage
Tur London and North-Western Company have made a strikes and lockouts,” by J. D. Weeks), though long delayed, makes accommodation is provided for the sewage during high tide,
new introduction into carriage building, which will no doubt prove a very timely appearance, as its contents throw a flood of light upon and —e flushing and ventilation arrangements are made. Mr.
of great benefit to themselves at the same time that it will form the condition of the labouring classes, and will doubtless aid in the Radford was lately successful in a similar competition for the Newan initiative for the more extended adoption of iron in the place of solution of the question, ‘‘Do strikes pay?” It appears that during haven sewage.
wood, The carriage frames in future will be made of iron, a the year 1880 there occurred 762 strikes or lockouts, Of these,
WE have received a copy of the “Electrician’s Direcmethod of construction which will be at once strong and durable. details were obtained regarding only 226, or less than one-third. As
The success of this venture would probably lead to the still further a consequence of these 226 strikes and lockouts, there was a loss in tory and Hand-book,” which has reached the fifth year of publicadisplacement of wood by iron. Iron frames have been in use wages of 3,711,097 dols. If the same proportion carries through the tion by the proprietors of the Klectriciun. As in former years, but
some years on this line, and as iron upper frames and panels have others, there was a direct loss to the labourer of nearly 12,000,000 more completely, it contains a quantity of that kind of data and
been in successful use on the German and other railways for at dols., or fully one per cent. of the total wages paid. This takes no formule which make it a hand-book as well as a directory for elecleast fifteen years, there ought to be no question as to succezs.
account of industries which were broken up or driven away in tricians and electrical engineers, and much of it is not obtainable
of such strikes. The American Sanitary Eny:neer elsewhere. There is a paragraph about coal and the work got
Ix England and Wales one mile of railway has been consequence
:—An examination of the comparative tables of wages does not out of it by a steam engine, which is not characterised with that
wrovided for every 4°36 square miles, as compared with 10°42 in says
regard for truth which marks things electrical, but this is matter
sa 9°38 in Germany, 7°82 in Holland, 4-2 in Belgium ; while indicate that the results in raising wages have been commensurate obtainable elsewhere. It also contains a number of biographical
for every 1000 of the population the outlay of railway capital, with this loss,
notices of men more or less prominent in electrical engineering
which yields on an average only 4} per cent., has been £24,512 in
M. Wrostensky finds for the density of liquid oxygen, or in teaching.
England and Wales, £13,977 in France, £10,593 in Germany, 06 at — 118deg. C., the critical temperature ; 1°24 at — 200 deg.;
Herr Joser Scuvutnor, the inventor of the repeating
£11,365 in Belgium, and £7252 in Holland. Moreover, wages are and 1-212 + 00428 T — -0000529 T° for intermediate temperamuch higher at home than abroad. The average per head is in tures, T being the absolute temperature. This gives the atomic rifle which has been lately tried by the British military authorities,
England £6210 ; France, £47'12; Belgium, £41°2; Holland, £34°3. volume less than fourteen, not sixteen, as Dumas thought. For has returned to England, having made certain alterations in his
It is stated that, ‘‘ Taking all circumstances into account, England nitrogen, Wroblensky gets the densities °4552, 5842, °83, ‘866 at rifle, so as to adapt it to the Enfield requirements. Experiments
and Wales are better supplied by railways than any other country the respective temperatures — 146*6deg., — 153°7 deg., — 193 deg., made with the rifle prove that the Enfield cartridge can be used
with it. The alterations, however, reduce the number of cartridges
in the world.”
— 202deg., the freezing point being — 203deg. Thus, the atomic that
can be used to load the repeating magazine from ten to seven.
is nearly 15°5. Air, at these low temperatures and _pres- Ten cartridges
Tuer New Zealand railway revenue for the first twenty- volume
made up the repeating charge of the original rifle
behaves like a mixture of unequally volatile liquids—its for 74 mm. cartridges,
eight weeks of the financial year was £501,493, as compared sures,
whereas the Entield cartridge is one of 9mm.
composition
varies
with
temperature
and
pressure,
and
its
density
with £540,675 for the corresponding period of 1885—a decrease conforms to the theory for mixtures. As Wroblensky employed The Schulhof rifle weighs just 9lb. Qne of its great advantages is
of over £39,000. Of this the working expenses absorbed 75 per only slight or moderate pressures, Amagat, who last year got for that the mechanism prevents the cartridge case from sticking in the
cent., or £380,446, as against 68 per cent., or £372,931—an increase oxygen a density above 1°25 by 4000 atmospheres’ pressures at breech when exploded. The action of reloading jerks out the case.
of nearly £8000. The net profit is therefore less by £47,000, 17 deg. C., suggests that cold and pressure combined may so far inErrorts are being made by John Ericsson to induce
although the mileage is 1654, as against 1496. There was an crease
above densities that, while the atomic volumes of S$, Se, Te Congress to provide for the purchase by the Government of his new
increase of 77,235 in the number (1,640,075) of passengers carried, may be the
equal, that of O may be just half as great.
torpedo boat the Destroyer, for the defence of New York Harbour.
and there were increases of 11,235 in the number of parcels, &c.,
S. C. Bushnell, who is in Washington as Mr. Ericsson’s representaand 54,391 in the number (471,218) of live stock conveyed. But
D. J. MENDELEJFF, who has beencommissioned tive, expects to be heard on the subject this week by the House
the goods traffic (947,506 tons) shows a decrease of 67,701 tons, to Proressor
the Baku oil industry on the spot, in a communication to Committee on Naval Affairs. The famous inventor of the Monitor
notwithstanding an increase of 32,109 tons in minerals. The thestudy
Russian Zeitschrift Technik, says that the mode of working offers the Destroyer for 112,000 dols., which, he says, is less than
deficiency was in grain, merchandise, timber, and firewood.
Baku oil is different from the method usually adopted in America, the vessel cost to construct, but if the Destroyer proves satisfactory
In spite of the financial difficulties of Russia there on account of the difference in composition. In his experiments, Mr. Ericsson desires the privilege of furnishing the Government
appears no intention on the part of the Government to reduce the he succeeds in obtaining 50 per cent. light oil, instead of the 30 per with ten similar vessels of somewhat larger size, at a cost of
expenditure on railway construction. Thus, in the Budget for cent, hitherto obtained. It is known as ‘‘ Bakuol,” burns well, and 200,000 dols. each. Eleven such vessels, the inventor asserts, will
1886 a sum of £5,250,000 was set down for the construction of compares favourably with the American product in every respect. be sufficient to protect all the coast harbours from invasions of
railways and harbours, the Minister of Finance, M, de Bunge, The naphtha residues also now possess a higher value, and are not foreign enemies.
maintaining that such an expenditure was absolutely necessary for merely used for fuel as hitherto. The ‘ Bakuol,” mixed with 30
Ow Thursday the 13th. inst., Earle’s Shipbuilding and
developing the commercial resources of Russia during the present per cent, of tar-oil and other products, is known to the Petersburg
stagnation of trade and industrial depression. We now learn, the Chemical Society as ‘‘ Ragosin,” and can be burnt in various lamps Engineering Company launched from their yard at Hull an iron
Railway News says, that the Ministry of Communication has re- with the best results. He does not fear the exhaustion of the screw steamer named the Auckland, which they have constructed for
commended expending a similar sum for the next two years. As, oil-springs in the near future, it being simply necessary to bore the Humber Conservancy Board for salvage and towing purposes on
however, M. de Bunge has resigned in favour of M. Wietasjeioski, deeper for fresh supplies. In the neighbourhood of Baku, 5 parts the Humber and neighbourhood. The dimensions are 152ft. by
who is a rigid economist, it is doubtful whether the Government of the sand contain | of naphtha. According to geological examina- 22ft. by 11ft. 6in., and the vessel is built to Lloyd’s highest class
of steel, the scantlings being considerably in excess of rule. The
will endorse the proposal, especially as the revenue of the country tion the naphtha-bearing layer has a thickness of several metres.
ship has a flush deck of chequered plate, with iron bulwark at
continues to fall off It has, however, been decided to continue
In consequence of the extended term allowed under the each end, the midship portion being protected by rails and
building the railways already in hand, as discontinuation of work
Act of 1883 for the completion of a patent, the statistics relating to stanchions, and an extra strong wood belting is carried round outwould not only mean industrial losses but serious labour troubles.
the applications in each year cannot be completed until about a side for chafing. The deck fittings are all of iron, and very strong
EIGHTEEN months ago the New South Wales Govern- twelvemonth after the end of the year. Consequently certain and substantial for rough work. Large catheads are built into the
ment, with a view to encouraging local manufacturing industries, particulars about the 1885 patents appear for the first time in the ship at each end for turning heavy lifts, and bitts and fairleads on
invited tenders under specially favourable conditions for the official journal of the Patent-office of the 12th inst. This number the deck are also of ample size. She will be rigged as a fore and
supply of 150,000 tons of -steel rails, to be manufactured of contains a table showing the number of applications which have aft schooner with two pole masts ; the rigging, derricks, Xc., are
native ores. Although several large English manufacturers made been abandoned by the inventor before the expiry of the period | all very efficient, and specially suited to the work that will be
inquiries, with a view to satisfying themselves whether the oppor- covered by the preliminary fee. The total number of applications required of them. Powerful pumps are fitted in the engine-room,
tunity could be availed of with advantage, nothing came of it; made during the year was 16,101. Of these no less than 7237, or with large deck connections for salvage purposes. The captain
but the Colonies and India says, now that the iron trade is very 45 per cent., were not carried beyond the preliminary stage. This and officers are quartered aft, and there is accommodation in the
depressed, the Government are disposed to consider favourably the percentage is larger than that of the previous year (41 per cent. ), forecastle forward for a large number of men. The remainder
advisability of renewing the offer, if there be any prospect of its which again is higher than the average of recent years under the of the ship clear of the engine and boiler space is available for
being reasonably received. As a further means of encouraging old law repealed in 1883, The natural conclusion is that the average stores and wreck-raising material. She will be fitted by the
the iron industry, the Minister of Works has reduced the rates value of the inventions submitted for patenting is deteriorating, and builders with compound engines of 300 indicated horse-power,
for the carriage of iron on the railways. Tenders will shortly be that the large increase in the number of applications is not accom- having cylinders 18in. and 3tin. diameter by 2lin. stroke, which
invited for a large number of locomotives for the Government panied by a corresponding increase in merit. It is also very will be supplied with steam from a large steel boiler made in
railways, Competition will not be restricted to the colony, but remarkable that with the present low scale of fees the proportion of accordance with the Board of Trade rules for a working pressure
the Government are prepared to show special consideration to local voided applications should be so large, the amount required to carry of 90 1b. per square inch,
a patent into the second stage being only £3.
manufacturers if their tenders are reasonable.
AT a meeting of the Paris Municipal Council on the
Tue slipping of belts is an annoyance not always 9th ult. an important discussion took place on street pavement
A GENERAL classification of the accidents on the United
States lines during last November is made as follows by the Ju/l- remedied by tightening. A writer in the Scientific American questions, Experiments have been proceeding for some years. In
remarks that he ‘‘ has known a slipping belt to be so shortened as the course of his remarks the Director of Public Works said :—
voud Gazette :—
to spring the shaft without preventing the slipping. The radical “In the Rue Saint-Lazare, on a hard concrete bed, a paveCollisions, Derailments, Other,
Total.
remedy is to keep the belt pliable, so as to hug the faces of the ment of Yvette stone was laid down. What happened? The
LS”
en
en
er
rere
Defects of equipment... 13... .. W
5
33
agen ; but this is not always feasible. The belt may be softened stone road pavement weighing upon the concrete, the concrete
Negligence in operating 42 .. .. 7
49
y neat’s foot oil or by castor oil. A siccative oil, like linseed oil, pressing the side pavements, the pavements communicating with
Unforeseen obstructions 8 .. .. 4
3
15
is unfit for a leather belt, as it has an affinity for the oxygen of the houses, the result was an enormous hubbub in the streets, and
Maliciously cau
oo
°
2
_
2
the atmosphere and reverts to its acid base, which is injurious to a continual shaking of the houses. Furthermore, the pavement,
Unexplained ..
-—
ll
—
il
the leather. When a ready remedy is demanded for a slipping between the concrete and the carriage wheels, was as if between
belt, the powder known as whiting, sprinkled sparingly on the anvil and hammer. It gave way, and we are convinced that this
Tet bias? oe Bes
BH sc we B . op 1
Negligence in operating is thus charged with 37°7 per cent. of the inside of the belt, is least harmful of any similar application, kind of pavement cannotbe laid down upon a bed of concrete,
total
ber of
accidents, defects of equipment with 25-4, and Powdered resin is bad, as it soon dries the leather and cracks the After this, we thought that it was better to have a certain elasticity
defects of road with 15:4 per cent. A division according to classes belt, while it is difficult to get it out of the leather; whereas to the pavement, and that we could obtain this by placing a layer
whiting may be wiped off or washed out with water. The use of of sand between the concrete and the paving stones, This is the
of trains and accidents is as follows :—
water on belts, preliminary to oiling, is good. The belt should be experiment which we are now trying on the Rue de Rivoli. We
Accidents.
Collisions, Derailments. Other,
Total,
washed on shutting down at night—on Saturday, after the close of | have just now every reason to hope for a good result. But it is
To passenger trains .. 2 ..
Behe ae Os
work, is better—and then the oil applied when the belt is partially not yet the perfect, the ideal street, such as the wooden pavement
To a pass, and a freight 15
one Tile ys
15
dry. Never oil or wash a belt when stretched on the pulleys. If would give us. The results with wood paving have, up to date,
To freight trains ..
416
eon
92
iron-faced pulleys were always lagged with leather there would exceeded expectations. In streets where there is not much traffic,
Total ..
63
80
Oo
sbicn
be little complaint of the slipping of-belts. But often this slipping where the circulation is small, the repairs of the wood pavement
This shows accidents to a total of 193 trains, of which 40—20°7 per is due to too much strain on the belt; there is economy in running will be, it appears, much less than the estimated sums. We have
cent,—were passenger trains -_ 153—79°3 per cent,—were freight wide belts—wider than is the usual practice. Many a 3in, belt made trials on the Rue Lafayette, Boulevard du Palais, and Place
trains, Of the total
b 0}
ts, 80 are recorded as hap- has to do duty for a din. belt, to the annoyance of the operator de la Concorde. The results obtained were stupefying. The
pening in daylight and 50 at night,
and the ruin of the belt,”
tramway rails seemed to disappear; the shaking no longer exists,”
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tion of a complete system of sewerage, with outfall sewer and
storage culvert. The sewage will be delivered during the ebb tide
in the river Ouse, at the mouth of the harbour and close to the
sea, The amount of the contract is £5557. The scheme has been
approved by the Local Government Board and the Harbour Company, and negotiations with the War Department and the Board
of
Trade are approaching completion. The engineer to the works
is Mr. W. H. Radford, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., Nottingham, and the
scheme was selected from twenty designs in open competition.
COMBINED CHECK VALVE AND PLUG COCK,
THE accompanying engravings illustrate a form of check
| valve with detachable seat combined with a plug cock. The
section shows the valve to consist of a large hollow plug, fitted
at its lower end with a seat, upon which the valve sits, the
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A GREAT TURBINE.
# In a recent impression we described the great dynamo, weighing 10 tons, used by the Cowles Electric Smelting and Aluminium
Company ; we now illustrate the pair of 30in. Victor turbines
which drive the dynamo. These turbines work, it will be seen,
on one flume, on a horizontal shaft, and give off 520-horse
power. This is, we believe, the largest application of water
power in the world to electrical purposes. The Victor turbine
seems to be winning its way into favour. The agent for it in
this country is Mr. Nell, of Mark-lane.
PASQUIER’S

SAFETY

STOP VALVE.

THE accompanying engraving illustrates a safety stop valve,
made by Messrs. Broquin, Muller, and Roger, Faubourg du
Temple, Paris. It will be readily understood from the engraving. The valve shuts itself automatically in case of rupture of

the steam pipe or the explosion of a boiler in a battery of
boilers. It depends for its action on the rush of steam which
would take place in such a case, overcoming the resistance of the
weighted lever.
EDDINGTON

AND STEEVENSON’S TRACTION
ENGINE.
WE illustrate on page 47 a traction engine constructed by
Messrs. Eddington and Steevenson, of Chelmsford, which was
exhibited last December at the Smithfield Club Show. This
engine contains several novel features. It is made to travel at
two speeds in the ratio of 11 to 18, by an entirely new method
of change which will be understood by reference to the
engraving, Fig. 5. The second-motion shaft is made with an
excentric end, so that by turning about one-third of a revolution it moves the centre of the second-motion wheel, so that
it can put into gear with the slow-motion pinion in one position,
and when in another it is in the right position to slide
the fast-speed pinion over the other into gear, so that both
pinions gear in the same wheel. It will be understood that
the centres are at equal distances from the centre of main
axle, so that in each case the large driving wheel is in
proper gear with its pinion. Some of the advantages of this
arrangement are as follows:—(1) The ratio of 11 to 18 is better

|stem of the valve being guided by a hole in the screw cap at
than 2 to 1, which is that usual where one pinion slides over the top of the plug. A gland with studs and nuts is provided
the other; (2) the engine can be made narrower; (3) both for keeping the plug in the case, and a lug is cast upon the top
pinions are close up to the bearing when in gear; (4) saving in of the plug for turning it round, This lug is in some cases subweight of the engine, the shafts being shorter are stronger; stituted by other means of turning. The valve is also made as
(5) the slow-speed pinion is keyed tight on to the crank shaft
and does not slide; (6) only one fork lever is used. The boiler is
divided by a plate from the smoke-box end to a point nearly over
the front end of thefire-box. Thesteam
having totravelaconsiderable distance horizontally over this plate, is admitted to the cylinder in a very dry state, thereby, it is claimed, avoiding priming,
and when an engine is descending an incline prevents the water
Hy
from flowing off the fire-box to the front end of the boiler. The |
introduction of springs between the driving and driven parts of
-.
| the second-motion wheel, which, it is claimed, prevents back-lash
and noise, and takesup any suddenstrain
on the gearing, rendering
the teeth less liable to fracture. The cylinder is the only part of
the engine fixed to the boiler by bolts. The engine is very
va
A
narrow, only 6ft. 94in. over all, though the wheels are of full
width. The wheels are made of wrought iron, with steel tires
and strakes. The compensating motion on the main axle can be
| locked in a second by a very simple arrangement, which will be
understood on reference to Fig. 6. The wearing surfaces are made
very large, the crank shaft brasses being 10in. long, theone extend| ing inside the fly-wheel, as shown in Fig. 1, and the other
inside the gearing ; the connecting-rod brass is 6in. wide ; the |
axle bearings are 12in. long. The crank shaft is made of the best
best scrap iron, and bent out of the solid bar, and is 34in.
diameter throughout. The piston is of improved construction, the rings and centre piece are free to revolve, it wears
the cylinder very evenly, and the rings cannot break. The
winding drum, Fig. 2, is on an independent bearing, and remains
stationary when not in use. The rope can be attached to a load
and the rope run off as the engine proceeds, and when at the
top of a hill the drum is put in gear and the load hauled up by
the rope. The centre of the cylinder is very low and close to
the boiler, whereby the strain caused in working is reduced, at |
the same time a long reversing link is used; this is attained by
placing the motion shaft above instead of below the centre. a stop valve combined with a plug cock. It will be seen that
The fore-carriage is made on the principle of a ball-and-socket when at any time it becomes necessary to examine or repair
joint, the opening being of the right size to prevent the wheels the valve or valve seat, it is only necessary to shut off all comlocking too far. The arrangement is very simple, and the munication by turning the plug, The valve and seat may then
engine steers very easily. A powerful brake is fitted on each | be taken out and replaced at leisure, small projections within
hind travelling wheel, so that whatever breakson the engine or the seat making it easy to turn the seating. There are many
comes out of gear the man can always stop even on the steepest applications for this combined valve, which is made by Mr. T.
incline; it can also be used for fixing the engine when hauling with Murphy, Fairfoot-road, Bow.
the rope. The engine is fitted with the makers’ patent removable |
lagging, which can be taken off and replaced in an hour without
ON THE CLYDE.—The Glasgow Herald has published
damage, also their patent water gauge, which shows the water an SHIPBUILDING
review of the shipbuilding trade on the Clyde during the
in the glass down to the dangerous point, at the same time the yearannual
1886. The total tonnage of new shipping constructed last
| bottom hole is placed above the top of the fire-box. The cylinder year was 21,018 tons less than it was in 1885, which shows that the
is steam-jacketted ; the liner is made of very hard metal; great depression in trade experienced now for fully two years still
the space round this is excessively large, and forms a capacious continues. At the close of 1885 a few contracts were backed, and
| steam dome, admitting the steam to the cylinder in a very dry many inclined to the belief that with the new year would dawn
| brighter days for the Clyde shipbuilders; but this has not been
| state.
| realised. The work in hand is not much, if any, in excess of the
work at the beginning of 1886, and the contracts now in the market
are not very numerous, nor of sufficient magnitude to warrant the
TENDERS.
belief that there is to be an immediate and decided improvement.
There were launched during the year 166 vessels, of an aggregate
SWANWICK SEWAGE FARM.
A small farm of 15 acres is now being laid out for sewage irriga- tonnage of 172,440 tons, of which 116,165 tons were of steamers
tion near Butterley Reservoir. The land is a stiff clay, but it is and 56,275 of sailing ships. Of the total tons, 116,932 were conbeing specially prepared and lightened to a considerable depth structed of steel, 55,217 of iron, and 291 of wood. In 1885, 241
with fine ashes, and close drained. It is believed that by this | vessels, of 198,458 tons, were launched; so that there was last
method adopted the strongest clay land may be made suitable for year a decrease’ of 75 vessels and of 21,018 tons. In 1884, when
the reception of sewage, and thus one of the great difficulties in the depression was first felt, the tonnage was 296,854, which is
with some
the way of sewage purification in some districts will be removed. 124,414 more than the past year. It is when com
t difference in the state
The farm will receive the sewage from a population of nearly 4000. of the largest years, however, that the
Mr. W. H. Radford, sanitary engineer, Nottingham, is the engi- of trade is shown. In 1883, when the Clyde shipbuilding trade was
briskest,-the output was 419,665 tons—almost three times what it
neer for the works,
was last year. In 1882 it was 391,933 tons, nearly 220,000 tons
more than last year; and in 1881] it was double the figure for last
NEWHAVEN SEWERAGE.
year. Indeed, only in one year since the trade has assumed its
THE tender of Mr. James Haywood, contractor, Eastbourne, was resent importance-—since 1868—has the tonnage been less, namely,
last week accepted by the Newhaven Local Board for the construc- in 1877, when the total was 169,710,
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For example, the companion to No, 28, after being subjected to
Hard Steel.
SOME NOTES ON THE WORKING STRESS OF ok
18,140 bendings, was tested for tension, and failed with 48,000
IRON AND STEEL.'
lb. per square inch, and 2°6 per cent. “egy the original
9
5,760
67,000
1°88
2°82
10.
7,500
6,000
|
083
|
20
By Mr. Benjamin Baksr, M. Inst. C.E.
strength of the steel being 70,000 lb. and 2
r cent. elongall.
14,600
53,500
2°36
3°45
tion.
in, the companion to No. 32 was, on close examination,
Tue author has selected the above somewhat elastic title because,
16,300
—
~_
found to have a flaw like those found in crank shafts. Nos. 33 and
whilst anxious to accede to the request to bring certain results of 2.
13.
26,100
46,500
2°73
4°10
36 were companion bars bent one way only, so that the stresses were
his experience before the society, he has not had sufficient time in
14.
$2,415
51,000
2°40
3°60
not alternating, hence the largely increased endurance. They were
15.
157,815
40,500
|
3°03
4°55
the pressure of other duties to analyse and arrange these results
both taken out before actual fracture, but with deep set flaws,
16.
472,500
34,000
|
3°70
5°55
as he could wish.
:
clearly illustrating that the cause of failure under repeated stresses
Few engineers of experience who have had to deal both with
is very frequently not so much a gradual deterioration or crysmachinery and with structural ironwork, | such as _Tailway
tallisaton of the metal, as the establishment of small but growin
Best Bay Tron.
girders, can have failed to note inconsistencies in practice, and
flaws, This, of course, is well known to locomotive and marine engiyeneral vagueness as to the meaning and use of such terms as safe
neers; and on some railways it is the custom to run crank axles
li.
108,160
34,000
17
2°38
working stress of factor of safety. Rankine detines factor of safety
1s.
110,000
35,000
1°66
2°32
until the incipient flaw is detectable, and then to hoop the webs
as the ratio in which the ultimate strength exceeds the working
19.
141,750
34,000
1-0
2°38
of the cranks ; whilst marine surveyors do not condemn a shaft
stress, and assigns to it a value of four to six for ordinary steel and
20.
389,050
32,000
1°90
2765
necessarily on the first appearance of a flaw, but licence it to be
iron subject to a variable load. But if we
der for a
t
21.
408,000
30,200
2°00
280
run for a further definite period. Another noteworthy fact illushow the proportions of almost all parts of a machine, from the
22,
421,470
32,000
1-90
2°67
trated by these experiments was, that a structure or piece of
axle of a country cart to the coupling rod of an express engine,
23.
480,810
31,000
1°95
2°75
mechanism may be subject to a repeated stress equal to 90 per
have been arrived at, we shall see that it has been by the gradual
cent.
of that which would break it, and yet specimens cut from the
strengthening of the parts which had proved by accumulated
The above series includes a repr
tative
ber of the writer's
may exhibit no signs whatsoever of deterioration. The
experience to be too weak, and not by calculating the dimensions experiments
with rotating spindles, Asa rule, the spindles were metal
broken half of nearly every specimen in Series No. 2 was tested by
on the basis of a factor of safety of four to six.
lin.
diameter,
and
projected
about
10in.
from
the
end
of
the
To illustrate this fact we cannot, indeed, select a better example revolving shaft in which they were fixed. A speed of between the writer with that result. Thus, as the stress was applied at the
of the bars, it followed that at a point 90 per cent. of the
than that of the coupling rod of a locomotive engine. Thirty to
and sixty revolutions per minute was maintained day and centre
span from the bearings, the stress shod be 90 per cent. of that
forty years ago the coupling rods in general use were round rods fifty
The soft steel was fine rivet steel, having a tensile strength half
which broke the bar. Although the bars broke short off at the
about 23in. in diameter at the centre and a trifle smaller at the night.
of
from
60,000
Ib.
to
64,000
Ib.
per
square
inch,
and
an
elongation
ends, They were next changed to flat rods about 3}in. deep by of 28 per cent. in Sin. The hard steel was a high-class ‘‘ drift” centre, at the point referred to, they could invariably be bent
without fracture. Having reference to this fact, and to the
ljin. thick, and subsequently the dimensions were modified to 4in,
having a tensile strength double the above, and an elongation double
fact that the tensile strength was also little affected, it is clearly
by l}in. Finally, we have now on many railways girder section steel,
one-half the extent.
iron was the best rivet iron, having hopeless
to expect to learn much from testing specimens of metal
rods 4}in. deep, 2in. wide over the flanges, and gin. thick in the of
strength of from 58,000 Ib. to 61,000 Ib., and an elongation from structures
or machines which have been long in use. Unless
web. Why were the successive modifications introduced? Obviously aof tensile
20 per cent. ‘‘ Factor «” is the ultimate tensile strength per the
experimenter
happens to hit off the right moment immediately
as the result of experience, and not of calculation, or of increased square
inch of the specimen divided by the calculated stress upon receding t
t of failure, he need not expect to
power in the engines. The sectional area at the centre of the round the outside
fibres,
due
to
the
load
on
the
end
of
the
projecting
bar.
rod was 5*4in.; of the first mentioned flat rod 5-25in.; of the second “Factor b” is the ratio of the static load required to bend the bar learn much from the behaviour of the metal in the testing machine
5in., and of the last 6-4in. In no case would the direct stress on a moderate amount beyond the elastic limit, to the load actually Professor Kennedy, in an interesting and instructive lecture
the rod, even assuming all the power of the engine were trans- imposed upon the revolving bar. These definitions will be made recently delivered before the Royal Engineers at Chatham, has
given the results of tests of forty-seven pieces of iron and steel,
mitted through it to the coupled wheels, exceed 6000 lb. per
which had either been in constant use for many years until they
square inch; therefore, direct stress had nothing to do with the more clear in further references to the table,
were so much worn as to require renewal, or which had broken in
alterations. What happened was this—failures occurred with the
actual use ;but in no case did he find anything distinctly pointing
round rods, and some shrewd, practical man instinctively concluded
Series No. 2.
toa weakening effect due to actual fatigue. This is exactly the
that the fracture occurred from transverse stress, and altered the
Soft Steél.
result which the writer's experiments would have led him to
section to a deep flat bar better able to resist bending. Theoretical
anticipate ;but it by no means follows that the very piece of metal
considerations show the justice of this conclusion. At a speed of
Stress per sq. inch. |
Factor «.
No. of bends.
tested by Professor Kennedy and found uninjured would not have
fifty miles an hour, the stress on the round coupling rods of an
broken a few days after in actual working. A man of seventy years
old-type Great Western Railway engine, the writer finds, must
24.
12,240
44,000
159
of age may be as sound as he was at twenty; but the fifty years
have been 14,500 Ib. per square inch from centrifugal force alone,
25.
12,325
-_have told on him nevertheless, and the breakdown is certainly near
or, say, 17,000 Ib., including the direct stress from the engine.
26.
12,410
_—_
and may be sudden. Having referred to Professor Kennedy's
27.
18,100
42,000
1-67
This stress has since been gradually reduced, until with the most
lecture it is necessary perhaps for the writer to say that he does not
28.
18,140
—
_
modern girder section rods the combined stress from centrifugal
29.
72,420
36,000
1°94
agree in some conclusions set forth therein. Thus, Professor
force and steam pressure does not exceed half of the above, or
30.
147,390
34,500
2°03
Kennedy expresses his belief that the failure of coupling rods occurs
8500 Ib. per square inch.
31.
262,680
34,000
2°05
as much by the gradual disintegration of the dirt between the
Now what is the factor of safety in the latter instance? Under
32.
1,183,200
27,500
2°55
laminations, and the oxidation of the iron, as by vibration and
direct pull the coupling rod would stand an ultimate stress of say
33.
3,145,020
34,500
2°03
repetition of load; and that a homogeneous material like steel
50,009 Ib. per square inch; under direct compression say 20,000
Ib.;
remains comparatively uninjured by repetition. This, of course, is
and under transverse stress, which, as we have seen is the one
negatived by the results of the experiments cited in the present
Best Bar Trou.
determining fracture, the calculated ultimate stress on the extreme
pee. Professor Kennedy further says: “If a load exceeding the
fibres would be about 80,000 per square inch. Is the factor of
imit of elasticity be applied a considerable number of times the bar
34.
184,875
34,000
1°68
= 22 Experience has
safety here ao = 9-4, or is it 17,000
will be actually broken, but at the same time we know that if any
35.
250,513
—
_
8500
load
exceeding the limit of elasticity be but once applied the
36,
3,145,020
_
—
shown that the coupling rods are sure to fracture ultimately if the
structure to which the bar belongs is distorted and rendered usestress reaches 17,000lb. per square inch ; and the writer's experiless.” This, the writer thinks, is a dangerous fallacy, tending to
The above series is a selection from the writer's experiments delay
ments, to be hereafter referred to, point to the same conclusion.
the application of truly scientific principles to the design of
By making the working stress half the breaking stress as with flat bars bent laterally. Generally the bars were lin. wide by
and mechanism.
determined by actual practice, adequate securityis found to be in. thick, and 32in. long between the bearings. The steel structures
Both
the bridge engineer and the mechanician must reckon with
attained. As it is with coupling
rods so it is with other parts of specimens were cut from the tension member plates of the Forth
fact that, owing to the contingencies of manufacture, parts of
machinery. A pin or some other member repeatedly fractures ; it Bridge, and had a tensile strength of about 70,000 Ib, per square the
the metal in every structure are subject to initial stresses exceeding
inch, and an elongation of 20 per cent, in Sin.. The iron specimens the
is made somewhat larger and stands.
elastic limit ;but fortunately it is not true that the structure is
Let us now consider for a moment another class of structure— were rolled bars.
thus
‘‘rendered useless.” Almost every plate and angle bar of the
railway bridges. The Conway tubular bridge, which has carried
bridge is cold straightened before going into the work, which means,
the heavy traffic of the London and North-Western Railway for
necessarily,
an initial stress exceeding the elastic limit. Boiler
the past thirty-six years, is 412ft. in span, and under its own
shells are bent cold, and heavy initial stresses close up to the elastic
weight the tensile stress is 13,000 lb. per square inch. With
limit remain permanently in operation. The writer has calculated
ordinary trains the stress is 17,000 lb., and if covered with the
the intensity of these stresses, and verified his results by cold
heaviest engines in use on the line 20,000 lb. per square inch.
straightening bars, planing away the outside skins on each side, and
The ultimate strength of the rivetted structure is about 42,000 Ib.
thus
relieving the bars of one couple of initial stresses, and leaving
per square inch. Noindications of weakness have developed during
the other couple near the neutral axis to operate. The result has
the thirty-six years’ working, nor anything to suggest that the
been
that the bars have ceased to retain their straightness, and
factor of safety, of, say, 2 to 25, is unduly low.
have become curved to the extent of jin. or other amount indicated
On the other hand, railway experience has amply proved that
by
calculation.
Similarly, lathesmen well know that a long shaft
with small span, and therefore light girders, such stresses as the
often wobbles when the outer skin is turned off, and many other
above would quickly lead to destruction. For that reason, in
instances
will
occur
to
ical men, proving beyond contest that,
structures such as the Elevated Railway of New York, the stresses
in almost every metallic structure, some parts of the metal are
are wisely limited to 8000 lb. per square inch in the flanges of the
stressed beyond the elastic limit. The effects of repetitions of stress
girders, 7500 lb. in the web bracing, and 4500 Ib. where members
cannot therefore be ignored even where the nominal, or average,
are subject to alternate tension and compression. Although in
stress on the metal is small, because the possible heavy initial stress
Great Britain the Government regulations still authorise 11,200 Ib.
near the neutral axis may lead to the establishment of a
wing
per square inch on the net section, and in France 8500 Ib. on the
S te
flaw, commencing at the centre of the cross-section of the oo and
LLL
zzezlt!20;
gross section, irrespective of the character of the load or the span
therefore
undetectable.
As
fegards
rivetted
structures
it
is of
of the girder, engineers of the present day do not act up to these
course the aim of both engineer and manufacturer to ensure every
regulations. In Great Britain a stress of 9000 lb. per square inch
rivet
gripping
the
—
with
a
stress
fully
up
to
the
elastic
limit.
net section is seldom exceeded in light girders, In a recent
who
recently completed
a most important and
German bridge over the Danube, the permissible stresses
A careful consideration of the results of the preceding experi- M. Considére,
series of experiments on rivetted joints, sums up thus:
from 6900 Ib. to 13,000 lb.; and in a recent Hungarian bridge, over ments will, the writer thinks, illustrate many points of interest to scientific
“In
all
constructions
in
which
the
rivetted
portions
have not already
the same river, from 87001b. to 11,0001b. per square inch, accord- practical engineers. Experience has shown that screw shafts and commenced sliding, the rivets work solely by longitudinal
tension,
ing to the character of the loading. In one of the latest French axles generally, made of the finest quality of high tension steel, and the adherence which this tension gives rise to between
the
bridges the Government authorised a stress of 11,400 Ib. per square are not practicallyas strong as when made of soft steel, having
in contact constitutes the sole resistance.” And further:
inch gross section, in lieu of the usual 85001b., on the grounds of theoretically perhaps little more than half the strength of the plates
“Any
alternating
stress
in
excess
of
that
adherence
rapidly
dislothe dead load constituting an exceptionally large proportion of the former. Referring to Series No. 1, we find, comparing experi- cates the work.” The writer’s experiments fully confirm these
whole. Again, the Russian Government last year issued new regu- ments 8 and 14, that under working stresses in each case equal to conclusions. At the Forth Bridge therivets in the heavy bedplates
lations by which the limiting stresses were fixed at 8500 lb. per about 40 per cent. of the ultimate strength, the hard steel failed
diameter and pass through Sin. thickness of plates.
square inch for bridges under 50ft. span, and 10,3001b. for those with only 32,445 revolutions, while the soft steel stood 14,876,432. are 1,,in.
with hydraulic rivetters of 40 tons pressure, the rivets as
over 100ft. span. Thus, whether we take the case of the coupling Again, comparing experiments 16 and 23, it will be seen that with Cl
rule fill the holes fairly; but care is taken that the stress is
rod of a locomotive, or the bridge over which the locomotive runs, practically the same number of revolutions the hard steel, though akept
the frictional adherence arising from the elastic grip
we find that engineers have learned by experience the co OR more than double the tensile strength of the iron, broke under a of thewithin
With rivets of the same length as those in the
truth that the strength of a structure or piece of mechani
working stress only 10 per cent. greater. It is impossible, in the bedplatesrivets,
the
average resistance to sliding was found to be
cannot be determined by the simple process of breaking a piece of face of results such as these, to contend that the ordinary laborauivalent
to
a
shearing stress of 14,500 Ib. per square inch
the material in a testing machine, but must-be ascertained either by tory tests of a metal give any adequate measure of its value as a
rivet area; whilst the maximum
ing stress on any
the gradual accumulation of the results of actual working or by material of construction.
rivet
in
the,
b
r
i
is limited to 11,200 Ib. per square inch,
testing the material under conditions as far as possible analogous
Iron of high quality holds its own, as compared with mild steel, M. Considére found that with ordi
rivetting he could reckon
to those obtaining in the case under consideration.
these experiments, and this is consistent with the general up an adherence of from 11,300Ib. to 14,4001b. per square inch,
Wohler’s experiments on the so-termed “fatigue” of metals are in
experience as to the driving axles of locomotives, which are subject which closely a with the former results, The writer, by testwell-known. The writer, wishing to satisfy himself as to the to
repeated
of considerable severity. Certain of the soft ing plates in ordinary condition secured with bolts screwed up to a
behaviour of modern structual steel under different stresses, has, steeloe bendings
have given higher results had they not been known tension, found the coefficient of friction averaged one-third ;
during the past few years, carried out experiments in some respects turned down aswould
fracture
appeared to have been and he also found the soft steel rivet, after being closed up under
similar to, and in others pe |from, those of Wohler’s; and has accelerated by the slight tooloccasionally
marking. On the other hand, No, 8 hydraulic pressure, had an inc
ultimate strength of 10 to 15
also made analogous tests of
steeland iron, The experiments stood yg eeeped well, although
it
was
a
turned-down specimen. od cent., and an elastic limit of about 45,0001b. per square inch.
many be roughly classified under four heads: (1) Rotating spindles All of the
steel
bars
were
put
in
with
theskin
on.
An
illusion
0
45,0001b.
x
}
=
15,000,
which
was
the ascertained resistance
with a weight at the free end, causing alternate tension and com- entertained by some engineers that alternating stresses are destruc- to sliding of the plates; and it was clearly
demonstrated, therepression on the fibres as the spindle revolves, (2) Flat bars bent tive only if the stress exceeds the elastic limit is effectually disposed fore, that in sound work the rivets are permanently
up to
in some cases one way only, and in other cases both ways. (3) of by these experiments, because none of the stresses in question the elastic limit. This result was fanther confirmedstrained
by temperaSpecimens so designed as to give alternate direct tension and com- exceeded
the
said
limit
and
some
of
them
were
very
far
below
it.
ture
experiments,
measurements
of
contraction
of
rivets,
and
other
pression on small pieces of metal; and (4) Full-sized rivetted Thus, in Experiment 16, the working stress was but one-half of the means which need not be detailed here, In order to ascertain
girders,
stress
at
the
elastic
limit
under
direct
tension,
and
only
one-third
whether
alternating
stresses
were
as
prejudicial
to
members,
such
Series No. 1.
of the stress at the elastic limit of the material when under trans- as_piston-rods, subject to direct pull and thrust, as to shafts
Soft Steel.
verse stress ;which was really the condition of the specimen in the subject to transverse bending, the writer carried out a series of
experiment. ‘‘ Factor b,” in the case of
riment 16, has a value experiments on specimens so designed as to give alternate direct
S No.:
‘ :
Stress inch.
per || Factora,
|| Factor d.
of 5°55, which means that less than one-fifth of the static weight tension and compression on small pieces of metal. These specimens
Revolutions.
equare
required to bend a hard steel pin a small amount will suffice to were of three typesillustrated—not toscale—by Figs. 1, 2, and 3. In
fracture the pin if the stress be alternating, as in the case of the the first, the piecesofmetal tested were sometimes of round and some4
36,000
1°75
2°45
pins of connecting rods, for example. If we take what is usuall times of flat cross section, and were bolted to a couple of spring bars,
2.
36,000
_
_3.
34,000
1°84
2°56
termed the breaking load, or, say in a ductile material like deal, as shown on the sketch ; the stress being applied by opening an
4.
—
_
-the stress which would deflect the bar as a beam, an amount equal closing the legs of the tongs, and thus putting the metal into
to half the s
then the load which ultimately broke the bar in alternate tension and compression. In the second group the spring
‘
ae
.
“
Experiment 16 was only one-seventh of the original static breaking bars and specimens were all sawn and slotted out of one piece of
load—a
sufficiently
remarkable result.
8.
| 26000
|
e242
|
84
steel, and the necessity of constantly tightening up the nuts was thus
Other points of interest may be referred to in connection with avoided. Inthe third the specimens were shaped as shown by
1 Presented at the Fourteenth Meeting, 1886, American Society of Series 2. In general the bars were tested in pairs, so that when one sg 8, and a bending stress applied at the centre of the bars.
Mechanical Engineers,
bar broke its companion could be otherwise tested and examined, Other experiments were made, but the above are sufficient to prove
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that alternating stresses are at least as
are direct as when they are indirect.
Series No,
Soft Steel,
jtress
No, of bends,
|

prejudicial when the stresses
3.
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holes are to be drilled at one end only, those at the other end being
left to be drilled at Kurrachee.
25. ‘The clips for the attachment of the braces and the
fender straps, to be hereafter described, to the piles, are to
be of nine different patterns, as shown. They are so arranged
that any one of them can be removed or replaced for purposes of renewal or repair after the completion of the structure,
and this condition must be carefully preserved. The holes for the
l}in. bolts by which the braces and fender straps are
to be attached
are to be drilled with accuracy in the positions shown, and each
clip is to be sent out with its bolt in place, together with such iron
packing pieces as are required, as shown on the drawings. Spare
bolts are to be provided, as per schedule attached.
26. Wrought iron fender straps of the form shown are to
be provided for all the face piles. The upper and lower straps
upen each pile are to consist of bars of fiat iron 2in. by 4in.
bent as shown with a round bar ljin. diameter welded on
to each end, the ends of which are to be screwed and provided with nuts to enable them to be secured to and tighten the
clip. The middle strap is to consist of a bar 3in. by }in., bent as
shown, and with a hole at each end, and a bolt 1l}in. diameter
passing through each end hole, and securing it to the clip in the
manner as in the case of the upper strap with two nuts.
27. All bolts, straps, and other small articles are to be packed
for shipment either in strong wooden cases, cr securely bound
together in bundles of convenient size. The smaller bolts to be
in strong bags inside the cases,
28, All the articles to be marked K. H. B., and numbered
consecutively in paint, and a shipping specification descriptive
of the several articles with the outside dimensions and weight of
each to be furnished at the time of shipment.
Conditions same as the Indian State Railways, Tenders are to
be sent by the 25th inst.

KURRACHEE HARBOUR BOARD SHIP WHARF
EXTENSION,
THE
Indian Government require tenders for the construction
Factor «,
of a screw pile wharf at Kurrachee. The work to be carried
out under this specification is the supplying and deliveri
28,068
|
|
1°00
ing on board ship in one or more of the ports named in the
Fig. 1. {oi'seo
|
|
S*S4
form of tender the whole of «the ironwork of the substructure
Fiz. 2, J 11880
|
200
of a screw pile ship wharf, 1200ft. long, consisting of one row of
=" | 20,508 (hard steel).
400
Fig. 3 ime
|
2-00
seventy-five wrought iron piles, 6in, diameter and 52tt. 3in. long, and
B+ 1 204,735
|
2°80
two rows each of seventy-five piles, 5in, diameter, 47ft. 9in., and
35ft. 9in, long toanenrme Bfrom the heads of the pilestothe points
Series No, 4,
of the screws. ‘They are to be braced together horizontally and
The writer has availed himself of the opportunity afforded by diagonally in a longitudinal and transverse direction, in the
the large use of special plant and machinery at the Forth Bridge manner ott in the drawings on page 43. The row of wooden
works to note the influence of varying stresses on full-sized piles will be provided at Kurrachee, but the cast iron pile caps
rivetted steel girders. ‘These observations are still in progress and for them are included in this contract.
2. The piles, bearings, tie-rods, clips, straps, bolts and nuts, pins,
can be but very briefly referred to herein. In one instance the
lever of a large plate-bending press is of box girder section, built &e., are to be of wrought iron, the screws and pile caps of cast iron.
3. The wrought iron is to be of quality satisfactory to the engiSe: of eight din. by din. by Zin. angle bars, two 13in. by fin, web
plates, and two I7in. by }by @ flanges. The span is 15ft. 8in., and the neer, and is to be capable of sustaining a tensile strain of 20 tons
ordinary daily working stress on the metal is 43,0001 b., and occasion: to the square inch under a blow struck with a heavy hammer.
4, The clips, straps, bolts and nuts, and pins to be of the best
ally 57,000Ib. per square inch. Many thousand applications of this
stress have been made, and the beam has taken a permanent set of approved scrap iron. The clips to be carefully bent to the form
gin., but so far is otherwise intact. Observations are also being shown in the drawings, and the parts bent are in no case to be
made of the behaviour of sixty rivetted steel box girders of 18ft. reduced to a thickness less than they had previous to bending.
span, built up of two 12in. x 3in, channels and two flange plates; The whole to be approved by the engineer.
5. The cast iron is to be of the toughest description, cast clear,
which girders are subject to very many thousand repetitions of
sharp, and true to form, and free from air and sand holes and
stress ranging from zero to 13 tons per square inch,
As regards the important question of the proper working stress other defects. Specimen bars of this iron, 2in. by lin. and 3ft. 6in.
on iron and steel, the writer's experience leads him to believe that lony, are to be cast from time to time as may-be directed by the
both the old-fashioned Government regulations giving the same engineer, and are to be tested as follows:—They are to be laid on
limiting stress for all kinds of loading, and the modern formule, edge with a clear bearing of 3ft., and if they break with a load of
based chiefly on Wihler’s experiments, fail to meet the just less than 28 cwt. at the centre, all the castings made from such
JOHN ROACH.
requirements of the practical engineer. It is in many cases a great iron are to be rejected.
6. All the fitting and other workmanship throughout is to be
economical advantage and convenience to have reference not
Tue death is announced of Mr. John Roach, the most celemerely to the variation of stress, but also to the probable number done in the best and soundest manner, and such fitting, drilling, brated
shipbuilder that America has produced. The career of
of applications. For example, the writer knows the bending press &c., as the engineer may consider most convenient to be done at
box girder lever, previously referred to, will last its time, although the time of erection is to be left—see particulars under their Mr. Roach was identified with the chequered history of the
shipping and shipbuilding industries uf the country of his
the working stress is about two-thirds of the ultimate strength of respective heads,
7. The pile shafts are to be planished, and the remainder of the adoption. He had built from first to last about 100 iron vessels,
the material; and it would have been a mere waste of money to
make it four times as strong, and so give it the factor of safety of wrought ironwork, before it is exposed to corrosion, is to be coated of an aggregate tonnage of about 210,000. He was almost from
six, usual and proper enough for a structure such as the Elevated with boiled linseed oil, applied hot; and as soon as the wrought the commencement the leading shipbuilder in the United States,
tailway of New York, where a practical infinite number of and cast ironwork has been inspected and approved at the factory although the industry of iron shipbuilding was also carried on to
repetitions of stress have to be provided for. Again, in many the whole is to be scraped, cleaned, and covered with two good a smaller extent elsewhere than at his works in Philadelphia,
instances it is preferable to face the fact of occasional breakages coats of best anti-oxide oil paint.
8. A portion of the wharf, consisting of three piles in each row. and especially at New York, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Wilmington,
than to give the strength required to insure absolute durability.
Thus, in case of railway springs, a fractured leaf is a common and is to be erected complete on the contractor's premises. The parts | New Orleans, St. Louis, Detroit, Cleveland, Portland, and San
unimportant incident, little to be wondered at, as the working so erected are to be made from the same pattern, templates, or Francisco. Some of Mr. Roach’s vessels for the Pacific line ran
up to 5000 tons; and he had, at one time or another, built a
stress often ranges from 60,000 Ib. to 80,000 Ib. per square inch, cn models, as the corresponding parts of other portions.
9. The quality of materials, workmanship, and preparation for number of the chief vessels in the United States Navy.
steel having in its tempered condition an ultimate tensile strength
The history of the shipbuilding industry of the United States
of about 160,000Ib. per square inch. If it were as essential to shipment are throughout to be subject to the inspection and
guard against the failure of a spring leaf as it is to guarantee the approval of the engineer in England appointed or authorised by the is an eventful and instructive one. The records of the trade
safety of a railway bridge, it would be necessary to more than Secretary of State in Council, whose interpretation is also to be extend as far back as 1797. In that year, 57,600 tons of
taken and accepted on any discrepancy or doubt found or arising shipping were built in the United States as a whole. Four years
double the number of leaves in most springs.
In all works, temporary or permanent, where the stress alter- in the plans, specifications, or measurements,
this tonnage was more than doubled. In 1811 the ship10. The figured dimensions on the plans are to be adopted in later
nates from tension to compression, large rivet area must be probuilding yards of the United States launched 147,000 tons of
vided, asa very few repetitions suffice to loosen rivets. Where preference to scale measurement.
11. The shafts of the piles are to be 51}ft., 47ft., and 35ft. long shipping, and in the following year the first steamship that was
metal has been subject only to compressive stresses of varying
intensity, the writer has not so far been able to detect any deterio- in the three rows respectively. They are to be shod with cast iron constructed on American waters was launched. It was, however,
ration, and he takes account of this fact in settling the proper screws and crowned with cast iron caps as shown on the drawings. many years before steam gained the ascendency. In 1837, when
12. The heads and feet of the pile shafts are to have two of their the question of establishing regular steam communication with
working stress on the struts of bridge trusses and similar works.
Twenty years ago, being uncontrolled by Government regulations, sides flattened by fin. each; the heads for a distance of Sin. to the United States had been solved by the achievements of the
the writer adopted a working stress of 16,0001b. per square inch receive the screwing keys, and the feet for 12in. to fit into the Sirius and the Great Western, 126,000 tons of shipping were
on many large iron girders carrying a heavy dead load ; although screws.
launched on American waters, of which only 33,000 tons were
13. The screws are to be of the forms shown. The diameters | built in steam. When Brunel commenced, about this time, to
at that time a departure from the universal 11,200 lb. per square
inch was regarded with mg ripen The results of modern research of the flanges are to be the same for the two sizes of pile, but the | use iron in the hull of ocean steamships, the experiment was
have, however, now given the engineer a free hand, and the British spindles are to be larger for the 6in. than for the Sin. piles, and the | regarded as a very doubtful one. Up to 1850, indeed, there
5 tons per square inch, and the Continental 6 kilos. per square milli- sockets are to be cast to fit the piles exactly.
14. The flange is to be saw edged and to make 1} turns on the | had only been 57,000 tons of iron shipping in the merchant
metre, have ceased to be regarded with superstitious reverence. A
machine or a bridge can only be well proportioned by carefully spindle, and 1 turn and 3in. at the circumference with a 6in. pitch. | marine of Great Britain, and in that year the total tonnage
considering the special conditions of the case, in the light of experi- The spindle is to have an auger point. A wrought iron ring jin. | launched in iron was only 12,800 tons. But from 1850 the
mental data and past experience. A string of formule will not thick is to be shrunk on the neck of the screw. A hole is to be | progress of iron shipbuilding was rapid and decisive. Five
drilled through the spindle and the foot of the pile to receive a pin years later, the tonnage launched in iron was about one-half of
make an engineer.
In concluding this necessarily very hurried and imperfect paper, lin. diameter, which is to beprovided and left tobe rivetted. Theends that built in timber—the figures being 214,900 in the latter,
the writer would like to bear testimony to the admirable behaviour of the hole are to be enlarged to a conical form and the pin to be and 108,000 in the former. Again there was a pause, and of
of a very good friend of his—mild steel. During the past three formed with a corresponding conical head. Each screw is to be the tonnage launched during the next six years iron ships never
years he has had to deal with about 24,000 tons of that material, fitted on its own pile at the factory and numbered accordingly.
up to 100,000 tons. A revival set in once more about
15. The caps for the ple hinke are shown in the engraving. came when
and to submit it in many cases to very harsh treatment. He has
122,000 tons were launched in iron, as compared
had more cases of so termed ‘‘ mysterious fractures” with the few Those on the tace piles are to be fitted with wrought iron clips to 1862,
with 229,000 in timber. In the following year iron made a still
tons of wrought iron, used for certain temporary purposes, than serve as lugs for the connection of the diagonal bracings. Those greater
stride,
with 216,000 tons against 410,000 in timber.
with the whole 24,000 tons of steel. This rest of his experience for the two inner rows of iron piles to have lugs cast on them, and
| In 1865, for the first time in the history of the trade, the
may be of interest to brother members of this society who now are, those for all the timber piles to be of cast iron without lugs.
16. The caps are each to have four l}in. bolt holes in the table | tonnage built in iron exceeded that constructed in timber by
or will doubtless be, large users of mild steel; and the testimony is
he holes for all these bolts | nearly 60,000 tons, and from this time forward iron held the
perhaps of the greater value as the work at the Forth is pressed for fastening down the main girders,
on day and night, and no precawtions are taken which would not are to be drilled at the factory exactly to the measurements shown. field as the dominant material.
17. Three pins, l}in. in diameter, and of lengths slightly in
equally be necessary were the material the highest class of LowFrom this time forward the shipbuilding relations of England
excess of the outside diameters of the caps, are to be provided for
moor iron, costing double or treble the price of the steel.
the United States underwent a very marked change. Until
each pile head to secure the same to the cap, but the holes to and
1863 the tonnage of vessels of all kinds built and registered
receive them are not to be drilled either in the cap or the pile head, within
the United Kingdom had never, in any one year,
18. For convenience of stowage, both the caps and the screws
EconomicaL ROADMAKING.—At the last meeting of the Man- are, after being fitted, to be detached from the pile shafts and exceeded 350,000 tons. In the United States, however, the
tonnage
frequently shot far ahead of that figure, having been as
chester Association of Students of the Institution of Civil Engineers, shipped separately.
a paper was read by Mr. Bracegirdle on ‘‘Road-making.” Mr.
19. The piles in the face row are to be connected longitudinally high as 537,000 tons in 1854, and rising to 583,000 tons in 1885.
R. Vawser, M.1I.C.E., was in the chair, and in the discussion which by two lines of horizontal braces, the centres of which are to be In 1863, when the new tonnage launched in Great Britain rose
took place, Mr. W. Spinks, A.M.I.C.E., called attention to the
at 1lft. 8iin. and 24ft. 5in. respectively below the heads of ata jump from 351,000 to 626,000 tons, the industry of the
effects of good road-making in manufacturing towns. The streets the pile, the former consisting of one channel iron, 6in. by 24in. United States only showed an increase from 175,000 tons to
occupied by the working classes are always the playground for by 4in., and the latter of two similar channel irons, which are 311,000 tons.. During the next few years the events of the war
the children, who, when the streets are unpaved, are continually to be connected at the centre of their length by a lin. bolt passing helped England and hindered her rival. When the war was
breathing a vitiated air given off from the damp and reeking sur- through a cast iron circular distance piece 2in. thick. The same over the reign of iron shipbuilding had been fairly established
faces, He was convinced that the clean, dry, impervious pavements piles are also to be ce
sted by two diagonal braces between each
were a most important factor in the reduction of the death-rate. He
ir of piles carried from the head of one pile to the level of the in this country. At the end of 1868, of 1,341,000 tons on the
then gave some facts concerning the introduction of first-class ower horizontal brace on the adjoining pile, each consisting of an British register only 122,000 tons were in timber. Meanwhile,
impervious pavements. He said:—‘‘Taking roads of ordinary angle iron 6in. by 4in. by 4in. The two are to be bolted together, however, the American shipbuilders continued their oldinclinations, formed of gritstone or boulder pavements Jaid on and to the horizontal braces at the crossing with three lin. bolts fashioned ways. They soon found themselves left behind in the
ashes for a foundation, a one-horse lurry carrying twelve bales of passing through cast iron distance pieces where necessary.
race. The days of the famous Baltimore clippers had gone for
cotton, each weighing 44 ewt., or 2 tons 14 cwt. per load, travels at
20. The piles in the second row are to be connected by one ever—at any rate for ocean purposes. Steam and iron had won
the rate of one mile in twenty-three minutes, including stoppages. line.of horizontal bracing at the level of 11ft. 84in. below the the day, and were destined to keep possession of the
On a pinch five trips per working day are made, and at 1s. 3d. per heads of the piles, consisting of one channel iron 6in. by 2in. field. Hence it happened that in the ten years ending 1885 the
ton this makes the earnings 13s. 7}d. per day. On a Geet-chnas by 4in., and by two diagonal braces between each pair of piles
shipbuilders never, in any one year, got up to 300,000
impervious granite roadway the same load can be taken, with less carried from the head of one pile to the level of the horizontal American
tons a-year, whereas Great Britain rose for several consecutive
wear and tear to horse flesh and damage to lurry, comfortably six bracing on the adjoining pile, each consisting of an angle iron 6in. years
to
over
1,000,000 tons annually. The construction of
times a day, travelling at the rate of one mile in seventeen and a- by 4in. by 4in., and bolted together at the crossing with one lin.
timber vessels has practically ceased to be carried on in our own
half minutes, without stoppages, the earnings being increased to bolt
16s, 11d. per day. Now supposing we have a railway goods dept,
21. The piles in the third row are to have no longitudinal hori- country. In the United States, on the contrary, timber is still
employing twenty-four horses each day, the earnings would be zontal bracing.
the material chiefly employed. Indeed the official records show
increased £4,
he outgoings for rent, provender, &c., being the
22. The piles of the second row are to be connected to the piles that the tonnage of iron and steel ships built in the United
same, but repairs, &c., considerably less, the same work exactly of the face row transversely by two horizontal braces, at the sama States has never in any single year exceeded 35,000 net tons.
as on the old roads could be done by twenty horses. The average level as the longitudinal horizontal braces; the upper one consist- In 1885 the tonnage so launched was 44,028 gross, or 32,619 net
working life of a good cart horse, costing now from £70 to £90, is ing of one and the lower of two channel irons 6in. by 2in. by tons, of which 15,936 net tons were built at Philadelphia,
six years on these old roads, and about seven and a-half years tin.; also by two diagonal braces from the heads of the piles of
tons at Wilmington, 3355 tons at Michigan, 25§8 tons at
working on first-class roads. So, with twenty-four horses, one one row to the level of the lower horizontal braces of the corre- 4235
horse per annum is saved. $24 tons, or 65 wagons, are emptied sponding piles of the other row, each consisting of a single angle Cleveland, and 2758 tons at New York. The whole of these,
with
one
exception, were sailing ships. The average size of the
each day by twenty-four horses drawing loads over the old roads; iron 6in. by 4in. by }in., which are to be connected together at the
on the new 390 tons, or 78 wagons, a day can be emptied, each nara in the same manneras in the case of the longitudinal iron ships built in the United States is, however, exceedingly
small. The number of ves.els to be set against the 32,619 net
wagon being 18ft. long. There would be at the close of each work- racing.
ing day a clearance to the extent of 70 yards additional sidi
23. The piles of the third row are to be connected to the piles of tons built in 1885 was 48, which gives an average of only 679
Now some may urge that these facts only show a gain to the the second row by one horizontal brace at the same level as the tons per vessel.
carriers, and not to the manufacturer and consumer; but the laws upper braces above described, consisting of one channel iron, 6in.
At the present time the American shipbuilding industry is
of supply and demand will soon equalise the saving effected, which by 2hin. by 4in., and by two diagonal braces from the heads to the distributed over four great centres—the New England coast, the
goes even farther than I have shown, as the owner of ‘horses has level of the horizontal braces, consisting of angle irons, 6in. by 4in. seaboard generally, the Mississippi river and its tributaries, and
less for the wheelwright, coachbuilder, harness maker, farriers, and by in connected together at the crossing by one lin. bolt.
Lakes. The tonnage launched in 1885 was, according
veterinary surgeon to do; and I have also shown that by saving
24. The whole of the braces are to be cut to the lengths shown thea Great
Times correspondent, 159,000 tons over the whole, towards
life good road-making increases the earning number of a community on the drawing, with square or oblique end, as may be required; to
which
total
the New England yards contributed 48,000 tons,
and keeps more houses occupied, Thus if we have a slight increase and the holes for the bolts are to be drilled in the channel iron or
in local taxation, we have very great gains in other ways, and the horizontal brace ;but in the angle iron or diagonal braces, except the Mississippi 11,200 tons, the Great Lakes 26,890 tons, and
outgoings of money in that direction are brought back.’
in those required for the two bays to be erected in England, the |the seaboard the remainder,
per square
inch,
37,000
38,000
28,000
16,700
35,000
25,000
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Registered Telegraphic Address “ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
LONDON.”
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we
must therefore request correspondents to keep
nes,
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all
cases, be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received
us may be forwarded to their destination.
No notice will be taken of communications which do not comply
with these instructions,
ExPEerience.—So
fur as we know, the water was taken from the viver or the
docka,
H. 8.—We regret that we are unable to give any information beyond that
already published in our last impression,
B. J. B.—There may be just as much vibration in a paddle-boat as in @ serewboat, only it v8 of a somewhat different kind,
Enoineer,— The hunting of your governor may be due to several causes, For
instance, the shape and construction of the throttle valve. If, for example,
a very small rise in the governor nearly closes the throttle valve, the governor
as aure to hunt. Send a dimensioned sketch of the governor and its connection with the throttle valve.
. R.G.—The principle involved in your scheme wight be worked out practically. There are, however, difficulties, If the cage got locked, it is not
easy to see how it would be freed without adding somewhat to the complexity
of the mechaniam, It seems, too, that the pit-head frames would in many
cases have to be raised, The idea is, however, worth thinking out. Whether
it is quite new or not we are not prepared to say,
On.—At the time when the glands want oil they are probably drawing a little
air, which will leak through a stuffing-box quite steam-tight, A little steam
is always condensed in the stuffing-bor. The resulting water is sucked into
the cylinder by the air rushing in. By oiling the glands
you make them
air-tight. The water is no longer drawn in, collects in the stuffing-bor, and
is blown out by the steam at the beginning of the stroke. This is one explanation of the peculiar action to which you refer.
Asapu.—
For all purposes relating to the expansion curve of steam used in a
steam engine the clearance space must be taken into account, because the
curve depends upon the quantity of steam within the cylinder at the point of
Cut-off, whether admitted or previously there, though, of course, it is affected
by condensation, which will not necessarily be the same when compression
up to initial pressure takes place as when compression is not used. In the
Sormer case clearance should not be reckoned on when taking out the steam
consumption,
GRINDING WOOD.
(To the Editor of The Bagineer.)
Sir,—Can any of your readers kindly inform me if there are any mills
in or near London where I can get wood ground into a fine powder?
January 18th,
Ww. B
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MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
Tue Institution oF Civit ENGINEERS, 25, Great Geo -street, Westminster, S.W.—Session 1886-87, Tuesday, January 25) , at 8 p.m:
Ordinary meeting. a to be read with a view to discussion :—
I, ‘Sewage Sludge and its Disposal,”by William Joseph Dibdin, F.C.8.,
F.LC, IL. ‘Filter Presses for the Treatment of Sewage Sludge,” by
William Santo Crimp, Assoc. M. Inst, C.E., F.G.S.
Society or Arts, John-street, Adelphi, London, W.C. — Monday,
January 24th, at 8 p.m.: Cantor Lectures, ‘The .Diseases of Plants,
with 5)
1
to Agriculture and Forestry,” by J. L. W. Thudichum, M.D., F.R.C.P. London, Lecture I.—Introduction—Comparison
of animal and vegetable pathology—Definition of principal disease causes
as living parasites—Fungi—
Bacilli—Sarcinw—Zoogloea—Micrococci—Description of potato disease as illustrating the combined action
of Endophytes and Saprophytes—Survey of parasitic fungi—National
economy and politicsas affected by epidemic di
of plants. Tuesday,
January 25, at 8 p.m.: Foreign and Colonial Section. ‘The Volcanic
Eruption in New Zealand,” by J. H. Kerry Nichols, F.R.G.S. Sir
Francis Dillon Bell, K.C.M.G., C.B., will preside. Wednesday, January
26th, at 8 Pain Ordinary meeting. “ erg we Lenses,” by J. Trail
Taylor. James Glaisher, F.R.8., President of the Photographic Society,
will preside.
Tue Society OF TELEGRAPH ENGINEERS AND Evectricians.—Thursday,
January 27th, at the Institution of Civil Engineers, 25, Great Georgestreet, S.W., at 8 p.m.: ‘*Telephonic Investigations,” by Professor
Silvanus P. Thompson, B.A., D.Se., Member.
Society or Arcuirects.—Tuesday, January 25th, in the Freemasons’
Tavern, Great Queen-street, W.C., at 7 p.m.: Ordinary —- Paper
to be read :—‘ Architectural Styles, Old and New,” by Mr. Basil Champneys, B.A., Camb.
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THE PARIS RAILWAY EXHIBITION.
In our last impression we published the condensed
programme of the Jubilee Railway Exhibition, to be
opened in Paris next May. This Jubilee has nothing to
do with that of Queen Victoria. In 1837 the first railway in France—Paris and St. Germains—was opened, and
the engineers of France desire to celebrate its fiftieth
anniversary with an Exhibition. It will be remembered
that a Jubilee Exhibition was held at Darlington in 1875,
just fifty years after the opening -of the Stockton and
Darlington line. Ours was a comparatively modest affair.
The proposed Exhibition in Paris is to be carried out on
a magnificent scale. A meeting to promote it was held
on Tuesday, at the Cannon-street Hotel. Mr. Edward
Woods, President of the Institution of Civil Engineers,
was in the chair. The proceedings have already been
fully reported in the daily press. It will suffice to say
here that according to M.
Louis, the Governor-General,
the Exhibition will be carried out on a very grand scale
indeed. The loan of not less than 900 acres of ground in
the Bois de Vincennes has been obtained from the Paris
Municipality; and a double line of rails five miles long
will run round the Exhibition grounds. The buildings
will cover about 30,000 square yards. As a proof of the
sincerity of the promoters, caution money to the extent of
£40,000 has already been deposited with the authorities,
and a proper list of guarantors has been prepared. It
appears therefore that unless political complications—that
is to say, a war with Germany—take place the Exhibition will be an accomplished fact. It is not necessary to
add that the assistance of Great Britain has been invoked,
and the gentlemen who were present at the Cannon-street
meeting were unanimous that it ought to be given.
That Frenchmenshould desireto holdan exhibition of the
kind is not remarkable; to what extent Great Britain is
called upon to take part in it is open to question. It is very
difficult to believe that the sale of English railway engines,
carriages, or appliances will be materially promoted by the
Exhibition.
France is quite competent to provide all
these things for herself. If the views held in France concerning the proper construction of locomotives differ
somewhat from English ideas, the fact does not prevent
French railways being worked satisfactorily and even
economically. It is quite possible that we could teach
French engineers something; but it seems to be carrying
the operation of the entente cordiale rather far; if we
not only teach our friends at the other side of the silver
streak, but do so at our own expense. The Great Northern
Railway Company might, for example, exhibit one of Mr.
Stirling’s magnificent express engines and a train of
passenger coaches, and we have not the least doubt that
they would evoke admiration; but who is to pay for
sending them to France? The cost would be considerable.
Would the directors be justified in spending the shareholders’ money in this way? Again, some of our great
locomotive building firms may send locomotives.
Is it too much to ask what will be their reward? It was,
no doubt, pleasant to find the gentlemen at the Cannonstreet meeting cordially aiding in promoting the wishes of
the Exhibition Committee; but it is worth notice that not
one of those present will incur any expense other than
that which will be inseparable from a trip to Paris next
summer. Not an English railway man, save Mr. Scotter,
of the South-Western, was present ; not a single representative of British firms building locomotives orcarriages,
or making signals, or railway appliances of any kind, put
in an appearance. The promises and sympathy of the
meeting really count for very little; they are gratifying
to French people, no doubt, but it was to the promisers an inexpensive gift—sympathy, so far, costs nothing. We want
to hear the voice of those who will have to pay; if they
express themselves quite willing to incur the cost of exhibiting there is no more to be said.
It may, of course, be argued that under the circumstances Great Britain must exhibit. That is always said
about every Exhibition held anywhere. We confess that
we are so obtuse that we fail to grasp the reasons why
“must” should be used. There are two reasons why
Great Britain may exhibit. One is that she may gain
pecuniary profit directly or indirectly; the other is that
she is
-natured and willing to oblige. Now, it is
certain that although the first motive may operate with
locomotive and rolling stock and signal builders, it can
have no existence in the case of railway companies.
These therefore can only exhibit to oblige France, and,as we
have said before, it would perhaps be well if the directors
consulted the shareholders in the first instance. As to the
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private firms, we cannot see what they would gain;
unless, indeed, they sent engines and rolling stock
p stsoconed suited for colonial work on the chance that purchasers might be found to give them orders. It is too
often forgotten that the English locomotive and its road
must be taken together.
They have been designed for
each other and cannot be divorced. One of Mr. Johnson’s
Midland express engines would not induce a colonist to
give an order to an English firm, because no machine
more unsuitable for a light half-made railway could be
found. “Sir,” said an American tourist, “I calculate
your railways are well done; ours are mostly slack-baked.”
This was said years ago, and American railway practice
has improved; but the fact holds good that the superlative
productions of 1886 are not typical of the proper rolling
stock for use abroad. It seems therefore that English
and Scotch firms would gain nothing by sending rolling
stock, representing English practice, to France. However, such firms may have sufficient good nature, or pride
in their productions to exhibit, and thus earn the gratitude of our friends in France. We have no doubt that,
if they do they will worthily maintain splendid reputations.
After all, it seems to us to be open to question whether
France wants our help.. The railway system of the country
is so vast, and her engineers are so skilful and ingenious,
that there can be no lack of material for amost interesting
and valuable exhibition. With this they ought to be
satisfied. There are a few engineers who in this country
carp at French practice. This they do because they forget
the modifying conditions—the environment, so to speak,
which settles the type of locomotive and rolling stock. We
are still apt to be too insular in our ways, and an Exhibitionof French railway appliances cannot fail to be of value
to English engineers. We are selfish enough therefore
to say that we wish the Exhibition every success. Indeed,
we will go further and say that it is to be hoped that
English good nature and liberality will in this case, as it
has often done before, triumph over self-interest, and
that a reasonable display may be made by Great Britain;
only we think it would be well to make it clearly understood that we exhibit out of pure good nature and a
friendly spirit; and that there is not the least chance that
any British exhibitor will reap one farthing of pecuniary
profit. It is just as well that this should be understood
at the outset; it will save trouble afterwards. The railway companies of the United Kingdom will have to make
up their minds without delay, and the same may be said
of private firms. No intimation has yet been given as to
whether other countries besides France and England are
to participate. Belgium could send something worth
notice.
We may add a word of warning in conclusion. It is
just as likely that harm as good may be done to Great
Britain by this exhibition unless the truth is carefully kept
before the world. This was very clearly set forth by Mr.
HydeClarke at theCannon-street meeting. Aswhathesaid
has not been reported elsewhere, we give his words here.
He said, the observations of Sir J. Fowler and Sir C.
Gregory induced him to put a question on the objects of
the Jubilee. It had been stated that the Jubilee dated
from 1837, when the small St. Germain line was opened
on the example of the Liverpool and Manchester, and
produced no effect in France. The real date for French
railways was some years later, twenty years after the
Stockton and Darlington Railway, when English capitalists, English engineers—Locke and others—English contractors—Brassey, Allcard, Buddicombe, and others—
English directors, and English managers, and also English
navvies, took charge of constructing the French railway
systems. Then the Paris and Rouen, Rouen and Havre,
Great Northern, and Paris and Lyons laid the real foundations. After the expression of goodwill on the part of
their French friends, it would be in that spirit to
acknowledge the foundation by the English of the French
railway system forty years ago. Otherwise the affair,
which would doubtless be a successful show, might prove
disastrous to English manufacturers. The French might
be shown before the natives of South America, for example, as entering into competition with English engineers,
they might appear as the inventors of the railway system
of the world, and as
ing the school of perfection.
Thus the French might get the solid fruits, and the English lose more of their customers.
THE BOARD OF TRADE AND BOILER INSURANCE.
On the 8th of October, 1886, a vertical boiler exploded
at the Clifton Works, Neepsend, Sheffield. Two men
were killed and three setae gpa Bey The boiler was
vertical, of the Field type. It was nearly 12ft. high and
about 5ft. in diameter. It stood over a kind of pit into
which flowed the waste gases from a steel ingot heating
furnace, which gases then
away up the chimney.
The boiler was about fourteen years old. and was worked
at 70 1b. pressure. In the side near the bottom was a
fire-door opening. This had been closed up for some time
before the catastrophe took place. The lower part of the
fire-box was lined all round inside with fire-bricks. The
fire-box collapsed, the plates close to the fire hole being
wasted to the thickness of a sheet of paper. The most
remarkable feature about the explosion is that the boiler
was at the time,and had been for some years, insured by the
National Boiler Insurance Company. The report of the
Board of Trade on the occurrence lies before us, and
deserves attention. It is a very serious matter if boilers
which are regularly entrusted to the care of a boiler
insurance company explode. In the present instance the
Board of Trade does not hesitate to say that the explosion
was due mainly to the neglect of the National Boiler
Insurance Company. As this is a very grave charge, we
reproduce the precise words in which it is made by Mr.
Traill :—“ It would appear that the present owners, who
had just got possession of the boiler, did not employ anyone to examine it, and that the insurance company took
the risk without internal examination, and without applying the hydraulic test. A few weeks after the insurance
had been re-effected the boiler exploded, injuring three
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versons, one seriously; but, worst of all, two men were thicker than a piece of paper, and thisafter what was called other branch of skilled labour in whick such work can more
silled. This case most clearly shows that such partial a thorough inspection. It is quite possible that Mr. Armi- easily remain undetected until the evils arising out of it have
examinations are not sufficient to prevent explosions, and stead was mistaken, but we see no reason to conclude that worked their effect. It is therefore very pleasant to learn
although such examinations, coupled. with insurance, may he did not do his best. There was, we think, no suffi- that a very large number of the trade, both of masters and
voluntarily submitted themselves to the test
be in a pecuniary sense not altogether unprofitable, never- cient reason for applying the hydraulic test. There was workmen,by have
the company before it would grant its certificate of
theless they are not such as to minimise explosions.” nothing, ina won sufficiently bad about the appearance desired
competency.
We
may be tolerably confident that men who
Before proceeding further, we may say the National of the boiler to induce much suspicion. The facts prove have earned this honourable
distinction will exert themselves
Boiler Insurance Company has now under its care no very clearly, we think, that it is a mistake to use as not te forfeit it, and superior reliance will naturally be placed
fewer than 12,000 boilers. Lest there should be any furnace boilers steam generators designed originally for by those secking the services of plumbers upon those who
It is a still greater mistake to use bad possess it. Indeed, we may well recommend those who have
doubt as to the view taken by the Board of Trade other —
officials, we quote from the report of Mr. W. H. Wood- water, and the only point of difference between Mr. Hiller work of this nature to be performed to insist, as far as may be
thorpe, who investigated the circumstances of the case. and ourselves is, that if we had to act under similar possible, on such registered men being supplied to them. If such
After speaking of the condition of the boilers he goes on, conditions, and knew what the water was, we should a course was general, those men who now hang back from the
“ Possibly the amount of work the inspectors generally have drilled the fire-box in three or four places to trial imposed would find it necessary to qualify themselves for
have to get through does not permit the complete exami- ascertain its thickness. The badness of the water it, and we should thus be guarded against the dangerous consenation to be made—especially when the parts are difficult shoul have produced more caution than was actually quences of incompetent or dishonest workmen being employed
of access, as in this case—which is the only safeguard manifested. We would here repeat a suggestion which in this most important branch of coustructive work.
against explosions resulting from defective condition.” has appeared already in our columns, namely, that all
HAMMERSMITH BRIDGE,
No further illustration of the view taken by the Marine boiler insurance companies should act with a higher hand
progress has been made with the renewal of this strucDepartment of the Board of Trade is, we think, required. ' than they do. In only too many cases—we do not even tureGREAT
since we last referred to it. The new chains have now been
We may now proceed to see whether these grave charges hint that this was one of them—-they accept for insurance erected,
to be superseded by them having been left in situ
boilers which have a very small margin of safety. They to serve those
are or are not substantiated by the facts.
as a scaffold upon which their successors have been
There can be no question that the boiler exploded argue, we know, and not without force, that a weak boiler built up. The angle of the old land chains, however, being conbecause it was corroded. It is also certain that Mr. kept properly inspected is really safer than a strong boiler siderably more acute than that given to the new, special
Bethune, who imspected the boiler externally for the not inspected at all. But nothing is required but a resolu- scaffolding had to be provided for their erection. The contrast
insurance company on the 15th September, knew that it tion on the part of all the insurance and assurance com- between the dimensions of the two sets of chains, as they now
ries combined to raise the standard of boilers all over the hang together, shows very markedly the great increase of
was corroded inside the fire-box. That was abeut four
weeks before the catastrophe took place. Mr. Armistead | ingdom. It is especially desirable that this should be strength designed for the restored bridge. On the Surrey side
made a thorough inspection on the 29th of September, done, for a determined effort will we fear be made ere of the river great progress has been made with the construction
1885. That was the last thorough inspection made—that | long by the Board of Trade to get the inspection of all of the platform, which is strongly stiffened by lattice girder work.
It had been determined not to be necessary to widen the old
is to say,a little more than twelve months before the| boilers by its officials made compulsory; a movement masonry
outside of which the footways on either side of
boiler burst. It is clear that it was impossible to see sufficient to alarm the whole manufacturing interest of the bridgepiers,
be carried upon cantilevers, ample width for the
much of the fire-box or the shell by lowering a candle| the country. Our readers will be able to judge of the carriage waywillbeing
secufed over the solid masonry of the piers,
down into the 4in. space between the two. The upper half | merits of the Sheffield case, for we have pl so to The ornamental casings of the towers, and those over the
of the fire-box could not be hammered because of the Field put the arguments of both parties before them, Our anchorage saddles, are now almost completed, and are of handtubes. It was known that the stay bolts between the own view of the matter is, as we have said, that Mr. some design. There seems every prospect of the bridge being
inside and outside fire-box were wasted.
But the Hiller, and the company which he represents, and the completed ready for traffic within a few months from this
inspector held that the boiler was quite safe for 70 1b.| inspectors which they employ, do not deserve the censure date, when the present temporary bridge, which forms a great
hindrance to the river traffic, will be removed, The scour upon
pressure, and he was right, for the boiler worked at that which Mr. Trail has passed upon them.
the Surrey bank caused by this obstruction to the free passage
pressure for twelve months after his report was made.
~~.
+e+
of the water has rendered necessary a considerable length of
The point at issue between Mr. Trail, representing the
stone revetment work above bridge.
Board of Trade, and Mr. Henry Hiller, engineer and
THE DRAINAGE OF RICHMOND,
managerof the insurance company, turns on whether the inPROPOSAL TO SELL THE NEW SOUTH WALES RAILWAYS,
SaTISFACTORY
progress
is
being
made
with
the
scheme
of
Mr.
spector did or did not know enough about the condition of Melliss, C.E., with reference to the sewerage of Richmond-onSir Henry Parkes, in his recent address to his constituents
the boilerto pronounce a valuable opinion. Mr. Hiller holds Thames, and some other adjoining parishes. The complete
in Sydney, referred to in our last issue, made the following sugthat hedid; that the boiler was in insurablecondition in Sep- | undertaking involves an expenditure of £100,000, and will affect gestion
for the disposal of the New South Wales Railways. He
tember, 1885, and that rapid corrosion subsequently took | a population of about 50,000 people. Mr. Melliss, at a meeting said :—‘*He
had sometimes thought that if they could get
place, as a result of feeding the boiler with water from in Richmond on Wednesday evening, of the Joint Committeeof public companies
to take their railways at their proper value—
the river heavily charged with sulphuric acid. No one the Richmond Urban and Rural Sanitary Authorities, was he would be very sorry to see one company take the railways,
denies that the feed-water drawn from the river was very requested to prepare specifications for the intercepting sewers because it would be too strong; but if one company took the
bad. It was so bad that Mr. Hiller strongly advised the and precipitation works. Tenders will shortly therefore be Northern system, another took the Southern system, and a
owners of the boiler either not to use it at all or, at all invited for some heavy contracts, The total sewers and man- third the Western system—that was only an idea of his thrown
events, to use town water from time to time, and this |holes required for the scheme are roughly estimated to cost out, and to which he did not pledge himself—but he had
£35,000; the pumping-station, £13,680; and the filters, £6280. thought that if that was the case there would be a stream of
was actually done. But the water from the main costs a | The
details of the specifications are not yet decided upon ; but new capital brought into the country. An honorary board
good deal of money, that taken from the river nothing. |the precipitation
when complete, will have to be raised
The temptation is strong to use the latter, and so it was | one foot above theworks,
highest flood level of the Thames, and must could do the work in the meantime, and they could pay offa
used. Mr. Trail has, it is clear, no direct answer to such comprise the following structures and fittings: —Pump chamber greater part of their public debt and escape from taxation.
railways would be better worked—worked by new capital,
an argument as this. If it is conceded that the boiler was and pump house, engine house, boiler house, coal store, work- The
which would flow into other channels and fructify——worked by
safe in September, 1885, the boiler insurance company' shops, chemical stores and mixing-room, a supplemental pump new
and new energies, and at the same time, instead of
is exonerated, because anything in the way of corrosion | house, a board room, office, laboratory, eleven precipitating beingideas
overburdened by debt, they would be the least taxed, the
might take place in twelve months. Mr. Trail therefore | tanks, covered sludge chamber, press house, tramway, high- least burdened community in that part of the world. He
contends that the boiler was unsafe in 1885, and that if | level filters one acre in extent, low-level filters half an acre in thought that that was well worthy of consideration by thoughtit had been properly tested its defects would have been | extent, a dock and wharf, and some other small structures. And ful people ;but whether that was done or not, one thing was
discovered. As such a boiler was not easily inspected in | in connection with these works the following machinery will be clear as daylight—that the railways ought to be regarded as
sets of engines and pumps; three boilers, State properties, worked in the interests of the whole people,
the ordinary way, Mr. Trail lays stress on the argument | required:—Three
100-horse power; two 12-horse power steam engines, to and that no political influence whatever should be brought to
that it ought to have been put to the hydraulic test, when | each
work
singly
or
together;
steam pumps of 14-horse power, bear upon them. The present state of things could not go on.”
its weakness would have been discovered, and also that it to lift ettluent water; andtwo sufficient
modern sludge-pressing
ought to have been drilled. Mr. Hiller, in giving his machinery, including three 30-chamber 36in. square presses ;
VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.
evidence, which he did in the most straightforward way, |, one set of hydro-pneumatic forcing receivers ;one siudge pump,
Tue engineering department of the University College, Liverdwelt on the fact that neither he nor any of his inspectors | an air pump, a steel receiver, and other pieces of machinery. It
had any reason to think that the boiler was in very bad | will thus be seen that the specifications shortly to be issued pool, has fallen upon a rich vein, and is to be congratulated
condition at the time of the last thorough inspection, and | with reference to this undertaking are worth looking out for by upon its success in enlisting remarkably substantial aid for the
of an engineering laboratory and chair. Only a
no one can prove that it was. The Board of Trade has ironfounders, machinery-makers, and those engaged in similar establishment
few weeks ago it was announced that in consequence of the
nothing to go on but assumption.
The case of the trades. It is expected that the contracts will be ready to let in representations
of Professor Hele Shaw a sum of £15,000 had
. department is very well put by Mr. Woodthorpe :-—“ The about ten weeks.
been given by Sir Andrew Walker for the construction of the
capricious action of acid-charged water,” he writes, “is
necessary
building
and purchase of machines and apparatus.
SHIPBUILDING ON THE EAST COAST.
well known, but I cannot think the wasting in this case
We now learn that Mr. Thos. Harrison, the shipowner, of LiverAccorDINé to the old proverb, “A straw shows which way the pool, has given £10,000 to endow the professor's chair. Prattributable to any extraordinary or unusual cause. The
description of the boiler, its age, the method by which it | wind blows.” In the same way the probable course of develop- fessor Shaw is also to be congratulated on all this good fortune
was fired, the fact of its having been subjected to similar ment of a great industry is sometimes indicated by a few and upon the pleasure it will afford him to extend the practical
remarks made by someone conversant therewith, when he scems engineering courses of instruction which he has commenced, and
conditions for many years from the time it was first put to
discussing merely his own affairs. Mr. William Gray, of for which he has already received very high praise.
to work at this place, its present appearance, and the the befirm
of William Gray and Co., West Hartlepool, and a
want of sufficient examination render it quite unnecessary, member of Lloyd’s Committee, attended the annual dinner of
in my opinion, to seek far for an explanation of its the Builermakers’ and Iron Shipbuilders’ Association, at Hartlefailure.” This is negative testimony. Against it we have pool on the 3rd inst. ; and afterwards made some observations as
LITERATURE.
the positive testimony of Mr. Armistead. On the day when to the future of shipbuilding on the East Coast. He said his
he made his thorough inspection, he had only made two policy had been to keep his yard going as fully as possible, even The Gas Engine. By DuGatp Crerk. London: Longmans,
Green and Co, 1886, 279 pp.
other inspections, so that he was not, as Mr. Woodthorpe at scme loss. Last year he had turned out 13,600 tons of
implies, pressed for time. He is held, moreover, to be an shipping, which was a fair amount considering the extreme In his pursuit of the experimental study of the gas
extremely competent inspector. Mr. Hiller very properly depression of the trade. He had made special efforts to get engine the author of this book has acquired a mass of
pointed out, in the course of his examination, that the| repairing work, and had succeeded in obtaining vessels for this special information which places him at the head of English
hydraulic test is easily abused, and that he very much | purpose from ports even as far distant as Liverpool and South- writers on this subject. Readers generally will gladly
neighbours had adopted the same policy, and the
prefers proper inspection, and there is much to be said | ampton. His
this little book as a systematic treatise on the
of Hartlepool had therefore suffered leas than else- ae
on his side. The value of the hydraulic test is easily |operatives
where.
The
prospects
the present year were greatly applied theory of the gas engine, and those whose studies
overrated. For example, we are informed that the boiler improved. He had now asformuch
and
practical
experience have rendered them masters of the
tonnage on order as was equal
of an engine on the Blackburn and Over Darwen Tram- to his entire output for last year. All this had, however, been gas engine as made to-day will welcome it as giving some
way, a tube in which recently burst causing the death of taken at extremely low prices, in reliance that the men would notions of the direction in which work may be done with
one man, had been tested to 240 Ib. a short time before, continue to work steadily and harmoniously with their a reasonable expectation of not only increasing its
the working pressure being 150 lb. If Mr. Hiller’s con- employers. His firm were about to take an adjoining yard and efficiency as a heat engine, but as a controllable mechanical
tention is sound, then it is clear that the hydraulic test ap- add it to their present one; this was not because their work in motor. Mr. Clerk has expended years not only in experiplied in 1885 would have revealed nothing. But he is hand justified any extension, but because the class of ships now mental inquiry with gas engines, but has devoted much
quite ready to admit that he had “no doubt whatever that most in demand were larger and longer than they had been accus- attention to the behayiour of gases burned in closed
if the hydraulic test had been applied to the boiler at the tomed to build, Fashions in shipbuilding changed as in other cylinders. The results of these experimental observations
things. Ships of great length and tonnage were now most in he has placed before the world in papers read before the
Clifton Works shortly before the explosion the furnace vogue
had had to decline to quote for these hitherto,
would have failed, and thereby prevented the explosion; because; they
had not room in their present yard to build them. Institution of Civil Engineers, and has thus elicited the
but that although the hydraulic test, if applied to the With thethey
new yard added to the old one, they would be able to opinion of many who are capable of giving an opinion of
exploded boiler, would probably have collapsed the fire- build up to a length of 600/t.
some service. On these subjects therefore he has anticibox, yet he should never apply such a test to a boiler in
pated this book, but in the latter he has weeded out the
such a condition as a thorough investigation would have
unnecessary and the irrelevant, and he has gone more
LONDON PLUMBERS AND THE PLUMBERS’ COMPANY.
shown this to be in.”
;
fully into those questions which are of prime importance
Some time back we noticed with approval a proposal that in
The lesson to be drawn from the whole affair is, we
the theory of gas —- as modified by reference to
been made by the Plumbers’ Company to grant certificates every
think, somewhat different from that suggested by the had
practical point affecting it.
to and register those of the plumbing trade who would consent
Board of Trade. It is quite possible for an inspector to to pass a qualifying examination. When doing so we pointed
The book opens with a brief historical sketch, but one
overlook a defect. For example, the Marine Depart- out how very important it was to the healthiness of modern which is sufficiently detailed to give a very satisfactory
ment of the Board of Trade was satisfied to let the Great dwellings that the work entrusted to men of this trade should notion of the character of the early engines, and to show
Eastern steamship go to sea last year with a huge steam be properly performed. Nothing more dangerous can be con- how long many valuable notions concerning the gas
pipe corroded over a large area, so that it was not much ceived than scamped work of this character, nor is there any engine have been public property, not counting mere
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suggestions such as that of Huyghens in 1680, who proyosed the use of gunpowder for obtaining motive power,
ut such as that of Bensanto and Matteuci in 1857, which
was the free piston engine that pointed the way for Otto
and Langen, and the Lenoir engine, which with the inventions of Million and Beau de Rochas, may be said to have
led the way to everything that has been done since,
although it is not quite certain that much was known
until recent years of De Rochas’ anticipation of the Otto
cycle.
“This historic review, with comments upon the errors of
past inventors, is followed by several chapters on the
thermo-dynamics of gas engines, and includes a consideration of “the gas engine method’’—that is to say, method
of using its fuel; the theory of pressures, volumes, and
temperatures of gaseous mixtures under atmospheric and
under higher pressures previous to combustion; the
causes of loss in the gas engine; different types of engine
in use, and of igniting arrangements, and other mechanical
details, such as governors and starting gear. A chapter
is devoted to a consideration of the theories of the action
of the gases in the modern gas en gine; and in this the
theories as brought forth by Otto, Slaby, Fleming Jenkin,
Schoettler, and others are most dwelt upon. The exploded
notions which by some expert witnesses have been much
insisted upon concerning the stratification of the gaseous
charges receives attention. The theory as put forth by
the advocates of this notion is very fairly stated from
published reports; and then the author discusses Mr.
Otto’s theory, and it is this latter, together with the last
chapter, which is vn the future of the gas engine, that
will be most read by experts of gas engines. In this
last chapter the various causes of loss are reviewed, and
deductions made as to future improvements,
The greater loss-—at least 50 per cent.—is in heat
carrie? away by the water jacket round the cylinder, and
about 30 per cent by the exhaust. The great comparative
efficiency of the modern gas engine is due to the use of
compression, and the utmost efficiency of an Otto or a
Clerk engine is about 18 per cent. No considerable or any
saving can be made by further compression ; but there is
much to be done, as no doubt everyone will agree, by
further expansion; and judging by the relation pret
actual and theoretical efficiency of either of the above
engines, the practical efficiency might be increased to 25
per cent. if expansion could be carried to atmospheric
pressure, and this would bring the gas consumption down
from 20 cubic feet to under 15 cubic feet of gas per
indicated horse-power. With larger engines the loss to the
cylinder walls is less than from the smaller engines, and
the author points out that this will reduce the greater
source of loss, especially as larger engines will make it
possible to use longer strokes and higher piston velocity,
and thereby the greater range of expansion. But he
afterwards points out that he has found the gas consumption by an Otto engine to be less by 10 per cent.
when the water in the jacket was just upon boiling than
when it was about 62 deg., although he .
not say why
as high a temperature as this cannot always be used. If
the loss of heat through the cylinder could be totally
suppressed the possible efficiency of the gas engine might
reach 50 per cent.; and although this is impossible, the
author looks forward to a gas engine giving 40 per cent.
efficiency using hot cylinder liners, expanding to atmosphere, double-acting with diminished impulses instead of
diminished frequency of impulse, and as controllable as a
steam engine. By the time Mr. Clerk has got his 40 per
cent. gas engine the steam engine will perhaps have moved
on, from its present 12 per cent. efficiency, at which many
maintain it is far more economical in money than gas
—
even of the larger sizes.
e might ask whether it will not become possible to
use a much larger proportion of air to gas than has yet
been used in the gas engine. In our impression for the
12th February last, page 122, will be found diagrams
obtained by Mr. George C. Douglas, of Douglas Foundry,
with mixtures of 20 and 21 to 1 of gas, giving a maximum
temperature of 752 Fah. and of 1144 Fah., and pressures
of 21]b. and 331b., the temperature before ignition being
45 Fah. and 41 Fah,
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TORPEDO-BOAT CATCHERS.

Tue question of how the attack of fast unarmoured
torpedo vessels on a fleet should be met was brought
forward more than ten years ago by the late Director of
Naval Construction, at a meeting of the Institution of
Naval Architects. Speaking of the effect of torpedoes on
the bottom of a ship, Sir N. Barnaby then said, “The
assailants ought to be brought to bay before they could
get within striking distance of the ironclad by consorts
armed like the attacking vessels with the ram and the
torpedo, which iaay take, like them, the chances of being
sunk. Each cosily ironclad ought to be a division
defended against the ram and the torpedo by numerous
smaller but less important parts of the general forces.”
At that time it was not considered likely that torpedo
boats would be met on the high seas, but retained for
harbour and coast defence; hence, Sir Nathaniel’s words
apply more to the larger torpedo vessels, which are
rapidly being added to most European navies. When,
however, it was found that the increased dimensions of
—— boats would enable them to accompany ironclads
and take part in an action, in addition to the danger to
which a blockading squadron would be subject from their
attacks, it became evident that what are now termed
torpedo-boat catchers or destroyers must form an essential part of future fleets.
Before denoting the qualities which should be embodied
in such craft, it is necessary clearly to define their functions. In an action between two fleets their task would
be to destroy the enemy’s torpedo boats before the latter
could get within range of the ironclads. Duringa blockade
they would cruise inside the blockading squadron for the
same purpose, and give warning of all movements by the
enemy.
hen cruising with a fleet, they would act as
scouts in conjunction with larger despatch vessels, and be
a means of communication with detached squadrons or
single ships. To perform these duties efficiently, they
should be able to keep the sea independently in all
weathers, and maintain a speed of 20 knots against a
moderate breeze. Their turning circle should be small.
Their armament should consist of quick-firing guns, and
a powerful electric light is indispensable. Protection
should be limited to what can be given by coal and inchsteel plating. The supply of coal should be sufficient to
carry them a thousand miles at a speed of 18 knots. To
prevent them falling an easy prey to more powerful
vessels, and also to enable them to be utilised for torpedo
attack, they should be fitted with a submerged tube in
the stem and one on each side above water. The displacement should not exceed 500 tons.
France, as usual, has taken the lead in this branch of
construction. While we were deliberating and endeavouring to reconcile the conflicting opinions of constructors
and naval officers, the Bombe had been launched and
seven more of the same class commenced. With a displacement of about 320 tons the Bombe has attained a
speed of over 19 knots. Her armament is to comprise
two light guns and three Hotchkiss revolving cannon.
| She has also a torpedo tube on each side above water.
One important feature is the light draught, which at
normal sea trim -will not much exceed 6ft. She will
thus to a great extent escape the liability of being
herself destroyed by a torpedo. These missiles are
usually arranged for the depth most destructive to
the bottom of an ironclad, and moreover do not readily
maintain a course near the surface. If, on the other
hand, the dimensions and draught of the torpedo-boat
catcher are materially increased, she becomes herself
worthy of attack, and a fair mark, both in length and
depth, for the torpedo-boat. In such a small vessel as
the Bombe the armament must be exceedingly limited,
and therefore it would seem desirable to have one description of gun, the most suitable for destroying a torpedoboat or engaging another vessel of her own species.
Under these circumstances, it would be difficult to find a
weapon superior to the quick-firing gun with 3 1b. projectile. As regards torpedo’ equipment, the French are
wise in restricting the number of positions; but we are
surprised that the submerged tube has not been adopted.
In this system the torpedo and all its appliances are well
protected up to the moment of discharge, and it leaves
BOOKS RECEIVED.
the ship uninfluenced by the action of the sea. It was
Hydraulic Power and Hydraulic Machinery. By Henry Robin- stated
by Commander Gallwey, in a lecture at the United
son, M. Inst. C.E., F.G.S. London: C. Griffin and Co. 1887.
Vauban, Montalembert, Carnot: Engineer Studies, By E. M. Service Institution, that very successful practice had been
Lloyd, R.E. London: Chapman and Hall. 1887.
carried out from the bow tube of the Polyphemus up to
Transactions of the Sanitary Tustitute of Great Britain. Vol. vii. a speed of 18 knots. As, however, we are dealing now
:— at Leicester, 1885-6," London: E, Stanford, Charing-cross, more with the question of how torpedo attacks should
The Manufacture of Steel Carriage Springs. By John 8. Foggett. be frustrated, we will leave the subject of torpedo
equipment for a future occasion; but there is no
London: J. Kemp and Co, $86. i
; :
a
>vactical Handbook on Pump Construction, By P. R. Bjérling. doubt that should the seaworthy qualities of the
London: E, and F, N, Spon, 1887.
Bombe prove satisfactory, she and her consorts will
Journal of Ivon and Steel Institute, No. 1, 1886. London: E, be valuable adjuncts to a fleet. We are now preand F, N. Spon.
Safe Railway Working: a Treatise on Railway Accidents, their paring four vessels of somewhat similar description, but
Causes and Prevention; with a Description of Modern Appliances and intended to be superior to these French ships. These
Systems, London: Crosby Lockwood
and Co. 1887.
are the Grasshopper, Rattlesnake, Spider, and Sandfly,
Expansion of Structures by Heat, By John Keily, C.E. London: and more inappropriate names it would be difficult to
Crosby Lockwood and Co, "1887.
select.
They are to have a displacement of 450 tons and
The Portable Engine: its Construction and Management. A Practical Manual for Owners and Users of Steam Engines Generally. By 2700 horse-power, with which it is expected a speed of
20 knots will be realised. Their armament is to conW. D. Wansbrough. London: Crosby Lockwood and Co.
Die Schijfsmachine, ihre Construction, Wirkungsweise und sist of one 4-in. breech-loading gun forward, and several
Bediennng ; ein hand und Nachschlagebuch fiir Ingenieure, Offciere quick-firing guns. Four above-water torpedo tubes will
dev Kriegs und Handelsmarine, Studivende Technischer Hochschulen, be fitted ;one in the stem, another right aft above the
dc. Mit Atlas. Bearbeitet von Carl Busley, Zweister Band, keel, and one on each broadside. The draught of water
Kiel, Lipsius, and Tischer. 1886
The Construction and Equipment of Grain Magazines. By G. is to be 8ft. It is thus evident that these vessels are
Luther. Edited and trans fated by F. Stallmaier and Joseph Fux. larger and more powerful than the Bombe class, so that
London and Manchester: John Heywood.
they ought to be able to maintain their speed better in
Theory of Magnetic Measurements ; with an Appendix on the Method moderately rough weather. We should
inclined to
of Least Squares. By Professor Francis E. Nipher, A.M. London: dispense
with the stern torpedo tube, as little reliance
Whittaker and Co. 1887.
The Electrician's Directory and Handbook for 1887. Fifth year. can be placed in the accuracy of the sanpete discharged
into the disturbed water of the wake.: It can, however,
London: The Electrician office.
“ive
of Mansions. How to Prevent Fives and how to easily be removed if unsuccessful. The general opinion
we Protection
£
Extinguish
them. With Practical Remarks on Water Supply and seems to be that each large ironclad should be attended by
ba
Fire Apparatus. By J. Compton Merryweather, M.I.M.E.
‘ond one—if not two—of these craft, and therefore it is a pity
° _— ye Merrill and Hatcher. 1886.
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Spain has shown much enterprise of late in naval
matters. She has secured an excellent specimen of a
torpedo-boat catcher in the vessel just built by Messrs.
Thomson, of the Clyde. With a displacement of 350 tons,
the Destructor has realised a speed of over 22 knots. The
armament is intended to comprise one 9cm. gun, four
61b. quick-firing guns, and two 37 mm. Hotchkiss cannon.
She is also to have five torpedo tubes. The coal capacity
of her bunkers is sufficient to carry her 700 knots at full
speed. Fair protection is given by the fuel and subdivision into compartments. We cannot commend the intention to have three descriptions of guns, involving different
ammunition, and three torpedo tubes would be ample.
There is always a tendency to place in ships more re
they can convenigntly carry or work, and weights are
added which seriously affect the speed when the vessel is
completed for service.
A smaller class of torpedo-boat catcher is one built by
Mr. White, of Cowes, and purchased by our Government.
She is 150ft. long, and with a displacement of about 130
tons has realised a speed of 20 knots. One great advantage she possesses—that of turning with remarkable
quickness—is due to the peculiar construction of the afterbody, originated by Mr. White, and now familiarly known
as the “turnabout” system. It is only surpassed by
boats on the Mallory principle, in which the rudder is
dispensed with, its work being done by moving the propeller to either side by means of a small engine in the
stern. The effect is almost instantaneous in altering the
boat’s direction. The chief disadvantage is, that when
the main engines are stopped control over the boat ceases.
For torpedo service also the auxiliary engine is much
exposed, and therefore, in this country at least, the system
has not been adopted. Although Mr. White’s latest production has several valuable qualities, we doubt if she is
sufficiently large for a torpedo-boat catcher; but we see
no reason why his turnabout system should not be applied
to a vessel of 350 tons.
In Russia this type of construction is represented by
the Ilyin, which has lately been tried outside Cronstadt
in the presence of the Minister of Marine. The Lyin is
somewhat larger than our own vessels, having a diplacement of 600 tons, and her equipment in guns and
torpedoes of a more extensive nature. She is to be armed
with eight 47 mm. and six 37 mm. Hotchkiss guns, in addition to seven torpedo tubes. A steel projective deck runs
throughout her length. A curious feature is that her
twin propellers are carried beyond the rudder in order
to give increased speed. In some of the earlier torpedo
boats this system was adopted, but the rudder exerts a
greater turning power when abaft the propeller. The
length of the Llyin is 228ft., beam 24ft., and draught of
water 9ft. With a pair of triple expansion engines
developing 3500-horse power a speed of 20 knots has been
obtained. Comparing this vessel with the Grasshopper,
we find that she is 28ft. longer, with 1ft. more beam and
draught. In the Russian vessel the length is $5 times
the beam, whereas in the English ship it is 8°7 times, so
that the latter, though smaller, ought to prove’ steadier
in a sea. We must regard the Ilyin more in the light of
a torpedo vessel than a catcher, as evidenced by the
number of torpedo positions it is stated she will have,
though the intention is evidently to combine both functions. Taking all things into consideration, we cannot
admit that the additional 150 tons, with the increased
armament it permits, sufficiently compensates for the disadvantages of greater length, draught, and cost, mcre
especially as regards the ability of dealing with a number
of hostile torpedo boats.
It is only natural that Italy, who in maritime affairs
has for the last fifteen years shown so much energy and
| originality, should not neglect small swift vessels while
preparing such leviathans as the Italia and Lepanto.
Seven years ago she launched the Marcantonio Colonna, a
16-knot vessel, with a displacement of 660 tons, but
whose usefulness was impaired by not having twit
screws. Four vessels are now preparing of 750 tons,
which, with a horse-power of 3600 and twin propellers,
should give them a speed of 20 knots.
We thus find that all the principal nations are alive to
the importance of these swift auxiliaries, and to this
country especially is it essential to possess an adequate
number of them. In any future naval operations undertaken by our fleet it must be prepared for determined
attacks by torpedo boats, against which nets and the
most perfect subdivision into compartments, would offer
an insufficient protection, unless supplemented by numerous small craft fulfilling the conditions indicated at the
beginning of this article.

ANOTHER SET OF LARGE Pumps For Itaty.—No doubt many of
our readers will remember the large set of centrifugal pumping
machinery built and erected by Messrs. John and Henry Gwynne,
of the Hammersmith Ironworks, at Ferrara, North Italy, in 1873,
for draining the marshes. This plant, which includes four pairs of
pumping engines, discharges more than double the quantity of
water flowing in the Thames at Hampton; and since it was started
its work has been very heavy, it frequently having to run continuously for months together without stop
. One instance
may be cited upon which the —< worked day and night from
the 10th October, 1878, to the 31st May, 1879, but nothwithstanding
the heavy duty we are pleased to learn that the plant has worked
in a most satisfactory manner, giving first-class results, At the
time the Ferrara machinery was being put up on the left side of
the river Volano Messrs. Stork, of Holland, were erecting on the
opposite side four of their improved scoop wheels for draining the
arozzo marshes, which, after working for thirteen years, are to
be replaced, in accordance with the recommendation of a Commission of engineers, by the more efficient Invincible centrifugal pumps.
Accordingly, Messrs. John and Henry Gwynne have received the
contract for two of their pumps, each capable of discharging about
62,000 gallons per minute, to be driven by the engines hitherto
employed in working the scoop wheels. In addition, Messrs.
Gwynne have received an order for a ——
pumpin;
engine for the same installation, to be capable of discharging 7
tons per minute. This machine is to be one of the firm’s ‘‘ Invincible ” compound centrifugal pumping engines, of the same pattern’
as those supplied for draining the Fos marshes in the South of
France, for the Société des Travaux Agricoles.
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| petroleum through the open valve P, against the cam X, which
SPIEL’S PATENT PETROLEUM ENGINE.
| breaks it into a spray. It is then carried along with the air
By the engravings on page 50, and those annexed, we illus- | down the pipe H.
trate Spiel’s petroleum engine as made in this country by
The governing is arranged in the following manner. When
Messrs. A.Shirlaw and Co., of Birmingham. In the engravings on the engine revolves above its normal speed the governor,
page 50 Fig.i is a longitudinal sectionof cylinder, air valve,&c.; | by an arrangement of wipers and small rocking shaft, forces
Fig. 2 is a ground plan of engine, with cylinderin section show- | the slide Y, Fig. 6, forward till the thick part of Y covers the
ing exhaust valve ; Fig. 3 is a general elevation of engine, and end of the ram V, so that when the bottom of the lever U
Fig. 4 an end elevation showing the levers by which the air valve presses inward the ram V is not touched, therefore the valve P,
and oil pump and exhayst valve are worked; it also showstke firing | remains shut and the valve P remains open ; then when the
valve arrangement; Figs. 5 and 6 areenlarged views of air plunger descends the petroleum is forced through the open
valve, oil pump, and governing arrangement ; Figs. 7 and 8 are valve P and the pipe F to the reservoir C instead of to the
enlarged views of fir:ng valve. The supply of petroleum is | cylinder. It will be seen from this that when the governor acts
drawn from a cask or drum, which may be kept in any con- air only gets into the cylinder, and thus there are no explosions
till the engine falls to its normal speed, when the governor also
venient place by the rotary hand pump A, Fig. 3, and delivered ———
through the pipe B to the reservoir C which supplies the | falls, and again a spray of oil is admitted into the cylinder. The
igniting valve K, Fig. 4, has about one inch travel, and is forced
cylinder direct through the pipe F.
The action of the engine is as follows: Atthe first,orinduction forward by the hooked cam on right of sketch, and shot back
by the volute spring on left. In the section Fig. 7, supposing
the piston is at beginning of compression stroke, the chamber
{=

[iin |
Fig. 9—DIAGRAM FROM |-H.P. PETROLEUM ENGINE.
stroke, the cam M, Fig. 2, is in a position to just open the air
valve D, Figs. 1 and 5. The piston then draws in behind it a
supply of air through the valve D; at the same time the oil
plunger E descends and measures in a definite quantity of
petroleum. At the end of this first out stroke the air valve D
closes, and the oil plunger E is lifted ready for another supply.
The mixture of air and oil that is thus measured into the
cylinder is taken down through the tube H, Figs, 1 and 5, where
it is thoroughly mixed before entering the cylinder. During
the second, or compression stroke, this mixture is compressed |
|

SPIEL’S VERTICAL PETROLEUM ENGINE.
Z
is
opposite
the opening to cylinder Z,. When the piston
lo
compresses, it forces a quantity of the explosive charge into the
f7)
~+
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chamber Z, and by the time the piston is at the end of the
compression stroke the hooked cam referred to has forced the
valve along till it is in the position shown in sketch Fig. 7, and
Fig. 10O—DIAGRAM FROM 2-H.P. PETROLEUM ENGINE.
opposite the opening in valve cover Z,, which is filled with a
by the piston to about three atmospheres, and when at the end spirit lamp flame. Here the mixture in chamber Z is ignited,
of the compression stroke is exploded by the firing valve K, and the hooked cam leaving its roller allows the volute spring to
Fig. 4. The next out stroke is the power or working stroke, shoot the valve back, carrying with it a flame in chamber Z
and at the end of this the exhaust valve is opened by its lever which explodes the charge of air and petroleum in the cylinder,
and cam L, Fig. 4. During the next return stroke the cylinder When the hooked cam has moved the chamber Z out of comis cleared of the products of combustion, and at the end of munication with the aperture Z,, the small slot K, allows a
this stroke the cam M, Fig. 2, is again in a position for another stream of the explosive mixture to pass to Z, which keeps the
induction or charging stroke. The manner in which the flame in Zalight. The indicator diagram, Fig. 9, is from one
petroleum is admitted into the cylinder is as follows : The cross- of these engines, indicating 3°45-horse power and giving at the
head N, Fig. 5, has a certain amount of vertical travel through same time 2°24 brake horse-power, the engine running at 245
the cam M and lever O, Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 the valve P is held | revolutions per minuteand being of 1-horse power nominal. Fig. 10
open by the spring R, which at the same time holds the valve | is from an engine of 2-horse power nominal, indicating 5°5-horse
P, shut. This admits the petroleum through the pipe Funder- power, and giving on the brake 3°25-horse power actual, the
neath the plunger E. When the crosshead N descends the| speed being 210 revolutions per minute. The highest pressure
roller S catches against the projection T, which has the effect of | in Fig. 9 is 112 Ib., and the average pressure 57°6 Ib., while tlie
pressing the lower end of the lever U against the ram V, which | average of Fig. 10 is 61°5 lb. with a maximum of about the
closes P and opens P, before the crosshead N touches the same.
An experimental test run was made with one of these engines
plunzer E at W; then the plunger E descending forces the
uo
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some time since, by Dr. J. Hopkinson, F.R.S, The diameter of
the cylinders of the engine tested was 5fin.—15 cm.—and the
stroke llin—28 cm, The diameter of the fly-wheel is
4ft. llin, A suitable friction brake, loaded with 28 1b., was
fitted on the fly-wheel, and the engine was run with this load
for over five hours. Dr. Hopkins, in his report, says :—“'The
engine was not stopped during the run, and it was found that
at the end of the experiment all the bearings were cool, proving
that the engine was by no means overloaded. The piston was
taken out, and the interior of the cylinder examined and found
to be in a perfectly satisfactory condition. The run lasted
from 12.36 to 5.40, or 304 minutes. The consumption of petroleum was 25 pints in 303 minutes, or 4°95 pints per hour, 0°0825
per minute. The lubricating oil consumed was a minute
quantity in excess of half a pint. The weight on the brake
corresponds to a uniform rate of working of 2°87-horse power
effective. The specific gravity of the petroleum is 0°7, andI
have ascertained that it can be bought at from 64d. to 7d. a
gallon. From this experiment many interesting conclusions
may be drawn, both as to the practical value of the engine, and
as to the way in which it compares with other engines from a
scientific point of view. The engine tested is easily able to develope 2°87-horse power on the brake without pulling up, and
without heating any bearing in continuous work of five hours,
The consumption of petroleum is with this rate of working
1°724 pints per horse-power per hour, and the cost of such oil
at 7d. per gallon, is 14d. per horse-power per hour. The cost of
lubrication would be less than }d. per horse-power per hour. It
is, however, interesting to examine further the significance of
these figures ; French weights and measures are adopted, as the
calculations are more easily made and more easily verified by
others.” Most of these we omit, as few of our readers will be
disposed to agree with Dr. Hopkinson as to these French figures.
“The nominal 2-horse power Otto gas engine is of very nearly
the same size as the engine tested, and may form a basis of
comparison of the two engines. The gas engines of the same
size as Spiel’s engine tested by me would, when running 160
revolutions per minute, indicate 4*1-horse power, and give about
3-horse power on the brake. It would consume of London gas
about 50 litres per minute with a heating value of 280,000
gramme degrees; thus the dynamical efficiency of Spiel’s engine
is, when run as when I tested it, very slightly less than that of
an Otto gas engine of the same size ; 50 litrea of gas per minute
is 106 cubic feet per hour, costing in London 3°8d. or 1°27d. per
effective horse-power per hour. It is worthy of remark that
petroleum is hardly any dearer than London gas as a fuel. The
engine has been worked out into a thoroughly practical form,
and is now fit to be trusted in the hands of users of power with
the same confidence as the best gas engines.”
Since Dr. Hopkinson’s test was made, Messrs. Shirlaw have,
we are informed, been able to make a further reduction in the
consumption of petroleum, and to increase the brake horsepower as compared with the indicated. These recent attainments are given in the foregoing. The indicator diagrams show
that without an excessive initial pressure an effective, steady,
and well maintained pressure is obtained throughout the stroke.
A considerable number of the engines have now been at work
some time, and Messrs. Shirlaw and Co. have devised the vertical
form shown by the accompanying engraving, which illustrates a
three-man power engine occupying a ground space of only 18in.
square. A horizontal 1-horse nominal engine is, we are told,
driving a twenty-two 20-candle incandescent lamp installation.
4e¢
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“CLIP DRAUGHT”

FURNACE.

THE accompanying engravings illustrate what Mr. J. Lee, of
Whitehall, Hipperholme, calls his “clip draught furnace.”
Fig. 1 is a front elevation in section of boiler fitted according to
his invention. Fig. 2 isan end view of Fig. 1. Mr. Lee thus
describes them :—“ A is the boiler, B is the fire-box, C are the
FIG.\.

fire-bars, D is the ordinary front bridge; E is the back bridge
which is placed at a proper distance from the front bridge, that
is, the space F between should be about the same area as the
space over the front byjdge. The bottom of the bridge E must
Fig. 2.
come below the front bridge D, so that
it draws the smoke and flames dowrwards, and causes them to clip or combine
together. When a fresh supply of coals
is put upon the fire, the damper is opened
so as to cause a good draught; this
draws down the smoke, which quickly
passes between the bridges, which are
red hot, and causes a gradual ignition,
combustion, and explosion of the smoke or
sus vapours. As the fire brightens,
and thesmoke is consumed, the damper should be lowered or closed.
The top of the fire-box may also be wholly-or partially arched
over with thin fire-bricks or fireclay; the second or back bridge
may be supported in various ways.” Numerous advantages are
claimed. To the making of smoke-burning, coal-saving devices,
there is no end.
+64
a
Nava. ENGINEER APPOINTMENTS.—'The following appointments
have been made at the Admiralty :—Thomas New, chief engineer,
to the Mohawk; Francis J. Moore, chief engineer, to the Osprey,
reappointed on promotion ;James F. Babb, chief engineer, to the
Aurora ;William J. Firks, engineer, to the Mutine ;Matthew W.
Ellis, engineer, to the Hecate; Alfred Wood, inspector of
machinery, to the President, additional, for temporary special
service ; Joseph T. Robinson, fleet engineer, to the Cordelia, to
date January 25th; Henry G. Bourke, chief engineer, to the
Calliope; Alfred M. Trivess, engineer, to the Cordelia ;William
Milton, engineer, to the Calliope, to date from January 25th;
G. G. Knight, assistant engineer, to the Cordelia; James R.
Robbey, assistant engineer, to the Calliope, to date from January
25th,
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| OKES’ IMPROVED RIDER HOT-AIR ENGINES.
| Most of our readers are acquainted iP — a
| engine manufactured by Messrs. Hayward Tyler and Co, Years
| of penal work ss. Fstest the aney of machines, and
| those who have the charge of them generally find that improve|ments suggest themselves. In this case the heater or fire-pot,
| which is suspended in the furnace, is the part to which attention
has been called. It is well known that cast iron exposed to

| Indies. The dredger is 130ft. long, 30ft. wide, and 8ft. deep;
| the bucket ladder will dredge 33ft. deep, the buckets are of |
WE illustrated in our impression for January 7th two fine | steel, and will lift 250 tons per hour. The dredger is fitted considerable heat for some years degenerates, sooner or later
dredgers, designed and built by Messrs. Simons and Co., of | with compound engines, l4in. by 164in. by 33in. ;a powerful and renewals are necessary. In the engine, as originally made
Renfrew. We give above a perspective plan of one of them, the |crane, it will be seen, is fitted forward for overhauling the from Mr. Rider’s designs, it is necessary to lift the top part of
Dolphin, intended for harbour improvement works in the West | buckets or hoisting gear.
the engine entirely off before the heater can be renewed. The
improvements made by Mr. Okes, by whom these engines are
exhibited at 39, Queen Victoria-street, are made to remedy this
slight defect. By reference to the accompanying engravings it
will be seen that the engine is supported, as before, on one side
KING
AND
HUMBLE’S
COLLIERY
HOOK.
by the compressor, and on the other by.an A frame, instead of
resting on the fire-box, as previously, and which, in Mr. Okes’
arrangement, is suspended and is steadied at the bottom by a
ring cast on the bed-plate. It will also be seen that the fire-box
is made in two parts bolted together with an asbestos joint, the
fire-clay being securely dovetailed into it by ribs cast on the
DREDGER
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KING AND HUMBLE’S SAFETY DETACHING
HOOK.
THE Houghton Main catastrophe has brought into prominent
notice King and Humble’s safety hook, of which over 3000 are
in use in collieries in all parts of the world. The accompanying
engraving illustrates.it. Its construction will be understood in
a moment from the engravings.
When an overwind takes
place, the hook is pulled through a hole in a strong plate, and
the tails of the two hooks, shown by dotted lines, being
squeezed together, the pit rope is released, while the cage is
suspended, because the tails fly apart, and will not pass back
again through the hole in the catch plate. It is claimed for
this hook that it possesses the great advantage that, in case of
an overwind, the hook with the loaded cage can be instantly
lowered the moment the winding rope is brought back over the
pulley, and attached by the shackle to the hook again, thus
avoiding the danger and delay of having to take long and heavy
lashing chains to the top of the head frame to lower the cage
by. This simple and effective improvement is, it is said,
by no other hook, hence great delay occurs in getting
to work again after an overwind, whereas by its adoption both

delay and danger are avoided. It is not to be supposed that
this hook and catch plate failed in theirduty at the Houghton Main
€olliery. The evidence is that both did their work perfectly,
and the catch plate and hook were found together at the
bottom of the shaft, as we explained last week. The catch
plate and its bearers were carried away bodily by the upward
rush of the cage, and neither this hook nor any other conceivable detaching appliance could have averted the catastrophe.
In conclusion we may add, as an example of the utility of the
hook, that on February 3rd, 1886, at Whitwood Colliery, Normanton, the lives of ten men were saved by it. If it had not
acted, they would have been dashed to the bottom of a shaft
421 yards deep.
——————eq——_______—_THE engines and other electric lighting plant by which
the recent Colonial Exhibition was lighted, are to be sold by Messrs.
Wheatley Kirk, Price, and Goulty, on the 26th and 27th inst., at
South Kensington on the site.
e engines include several of
those by Messrs. Davey, Paxman, and Co., and the machines
include some by Messrs. Elwell, Parker, and Co. and others.
Lamps, cables, and fittings of various kinds in large quanties are
included in the plant,

internal surface. Certain alterations in the fire-box have also
been made which will tend to lengthen the life of the heater,
and renewals can now be made without disturbing any part of
the engine, other than the fire-box, which is taken apart in
|halves. Minor details have also suggested themselves, such as
| enlarging the water-jacket around the leather packing and
| carrying pipes to a small tank situated above the engine. This
|will enable the attendant to keep a circulation of water round
|the collar after the engine has been stopped.
| We may remark that a great number of these engines is at
| work, not only in this country, but in most parts of the world,
and Mr. Okes’ improvements will lead to a further development
of this useful little motor.
264
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A Rivet PrtcH CatcuLaTorR.—In a very simple form Mr. W.
C. Carter, of Belfast, has designed a rivet pitch calculating scale
for engineers, draughtsmen, and boilermakers, by which the
| pitch that will give equal strength of plate and rivet, or, the pitch
ing fixed, give the relative percentages of strength of plate
and rivet. It comprises the requirements.of Lloyds and of the
Board of Trade, aot is adjustable to the proportions desired by the
| user. The scale has two moving pieces, by the movement of which,
| according to a very readily learned method, the pitches, &c., are
read off without calculation. It will save a great deal of time, is
| not expensive, and is but 7in. in length and 2in. in width. It is
| supplied by the inventor at 129, Albert Bridge-road, Belfast, and
3 — by Messrs, Aston and Mander, of Old Compton-street,
ndon,
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
Correspondents |
CHINESE TRADE.
Str,—You have no doubt heard how closely the Germans have
been running British merchants in the China trade for the past few
years, and you are doubtless aware that the Germans have outstripped the British by along way. All that was done whilst the
Germans had to put their money matters through British financial
concerns, and ship their merchandise in British ships. It is thus
clear that the Germans were working at a disadvantage in comparison to Britishers; but they, nevertheless, succeeded in making
money for themselves, and giving work to German manvfacturers.
German trade has thus flourished, despite the hard times complained of everywhere, and the consequence is that the German
Government have considered it worth while to subsidise a line of
steamers to run between Germany and several ports in the Far
East. Now these steamers are not only going to carry German
produce to the Chinese markets, but they are going to carry any
gers and merchandise that they can get, either outward or
homeward, and thus run British shipowners hard for the freights
they have hitherto considered as sure to fall to their lot. The
Germans have alsonow further encouragement in the way of banking
facilities which they did not enjoy before, and Post-office conveniences, which will also further tend to their future success to a
certain degree. All this has not been brought about altogether by
Germans, however. A few Britishers have assisted in building up
the trade; but they were Englishmen whose services had been
despised by British firms as not worth having, but which superior
German intelligence, or enterprise, or both, have made good use of,
The success of the Germans in the Far East has also encouraged
the Italians to place a fine line of lange steamers on the same route,
with a view of creating a considerable trade here in the future;
but so far Italian merchants have not done much in any branch of
the China trade, although the steamers get freight enough to
enable them to pay their expenses, I believe. All of this, however,
is so much loss for British trade ; and it is evident toevery one, who
is not blind, that British merchants are becoming more and more
insignificant as the years roll by—and all through their own neglect.
Now we have a powerful French syndicate also working away at
Tientsin in a most intelligent manner, backed up by Government
influence and any amount of capital. They have taken several of
the best and most promising contracts offered by the Chinese
Government of late in the north, and they are going to try their
hand in the south also. Yesterday General Schietling, a French
Alsatian officer of the French army, who commanded a brigade of
Chinese troops during the Taiping rebellion, arrived here on a
mission to the Viceroy of the two Kuang provinces, as the representative of a large firm of French shipbuilders and contractors for
war material &c. kc. General Schietling, I am told, is authorised
to offer Viceroy Chang a loan of five million taels on very easy
terms, and to contract for the building of any war steamers, or the
furnishing of any kind of machinery and warlike stores the Government in these parts may require. Schietling stands a good chance
of suecess, as his high Chinese rank gives him access to everybody.
The only drawback I see in his way is that he does not speak
Chinese.
W. MEsING.
Canton, December 12th.
STRUTS.
Srr,—The interesting investigations into the strength of struts
carried out by Professors W. E. Ayrton and John Perry, FF.R.S.,
as described in your recent editions, and those referred to of Professor R. H. Smith, of Birmingham, are of such great importance
to all who have to deal with structural work of any kind, that they
must look forward to a practical result with some longing. It is to
be hoped that the investigators will arrive at a clear issue, and
will embody their conclusions in simple formule, by means of
which engineers may be able to determine the dimensions and sectional areas of struts and columns with a fair degree of accuracy.
At the present moment published results of experiments with
columns and struts of full size do not appear to be in existence—at
least so far as cast iron columns are concerned, and the tables found
in books, for the sizes of some descriptions of columns, are not
readily applicable where the sectional shape of column or strut
differs from that used in the table. In such cases approximations
have to be resorted to.
But assuming the cross sectional area of a column or strut to
have been accurately determined, a great deal depends upon the
method of, and care exercised in, their manufacture ; and without
the application of a suitable test, it is impossible to say whether or
not they can be safely trusted to carry the intended load. Strange
to say, engineers, up to the present, seem not to have decided
upon any rational system of testing columns for soundness and
strength, without which test their use must always involve some
risk. I have made various inquiries in that direction, and the
answers received, as well as my own personal observation, leads
me to the above conclusion. The usual method may be taken as
consisting simply in inspecting the castings, and in giving them
sharp, ringing raps with a hammer, and when dealing with hollow
columns, in drilling them in addition at points where their walls
appear thinnest, with the view to ascertain any shifting of the
core, or any other accidental variation in thickness, These superficial examinations cannot be considered very trustworthy, even in
the limited sense in which they may be meant to be tests. In
order to make them practically useful and keep well on the safe
side, the designer must beforehand provide an excess of material.
But in no case can those tests give indication of any interior unsoundness of the metal, or give information respecting the quality
of the material used in making the casting.
A few years ago I was called upon to provide a rather large
number of long cast iron columns, of which each, whilst kept as
light as practicable, was required to be thoroughly sound, inasmuch
as a failure might have led to serious accidents, In order to make
sure of the result, it was necessary to apply a careful test, and
believing that the above-mentioned methods of testing could not
be sufficiently relied on, I devised a scheme of my own, which, as
it may perhaps interest some of your readers, I would ask permission to explain in a few words. If it should happen to have been
previously applied by others, some of your correspondents will no
doubt set me right on the point of prior application.
I have long held that in erder to properly ascertain the soundness
and quality of a number of similar parts of an engineering structure, it would be necessary to subject each separate piece to stress
similar in kind, but somewhat higher in degree than those it will
have to bear when in practical use. To proceed on the contrary
principle, and to select instead a few only of a number of similar
parts, testing these to destruction, or past the limit of elasticity,
cannot satisfy the primary object of a practical test, whichis the detection of faults of manufacture in any individual piece, whether such
faults be the result of accident, carelessness, or design. According
to this view, therefore, columns should be tested by compressive
stress. But it will be obvious—and Professors Ayrton and Perry’s
recent experiments confirm the fact—that no appreciable effect will
be produced on the length of a col
by imposing on it endways
a load only slightly in excess of what it will have to carry when in
use, The result cannot therefore bemeasured by instruments, and
the test would be useless. On the other hand, to increase the
compressive stress to a sufficient amount to produce a notable
reduction in length would d
the col
and make it unfit
for the intended purpose, which is precisely what should be
avoided if the proposition laid down in the foregoing is acce
.
The manipulation in that sense would also have the great disadvantage of requiring testing apparatus of great bulk and strength,
not to mention the difficulty in either case of adjusting the
apparatus so as to apply the stress accurately in the centre line of
resistance of the column,
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Failing the method of testing by compression, that of testing for
deflection by transverse strain suggested itself, and this was
adopted by me in the case under consideration. Transverse strain
may be applied in such a manner as to apportion it with a fair
degree of accuracy to the amount which the compressed portion
of the cross section would have to bear under the full compressive
test. The tensile strain produced simultaneously in the opposite
part of the cross section becomes an additional factor in determining the safety of the column, whilst if it be desired to make
the test quite perfect the column need only be turned over and the
weight imposed also on the opposite side. The columns undergoing the test were simply og horizontally, supported on their
end flanges upon an unyielding platform, and here all was plain
sailing ;the
pension or imposition of a comparatively dight
weight in the centre sufficed for producing g an
t of deflection
which could be readily measured and recorded. And as, from the
length of the column, the area and form of the cross section, and
the materials used, the deflection due to a given weight suspended
from the centre could be determined beforehand with sufficient
accuracy, valuable deductions may be drawn from the results,
Moreover, after finding what weight, if similarly applied in the
centre, would break the column, it was possible to choose a safe
test weight which should defiect the column sufficiently to allow of
accurate measurement without injuring it in any way. And the
deduction, may properly be drawn that any column which shows
well under this test for deflection must be thoroughly sound and
have a good margin of safety under the ordinary working conditions, even if roughly cast or otherwise slightly defective. In
this way all the columns required were tested, with very satisfactory results. Some two or three of them, which had other defects
that made them unsuitable for the intended purpose, were loaded
to destruction by imposing the full breaking weight. The figures
resulting from those tests, which are rather interesting, were
collected in a table, and, together with some explanatory notes,
laced in the hands of the secretary of the Institution of Civil
Engineers, who will, no doubt, courteously allow the memorandum
to be examined by those whom it may interest. But my principal
object in addressing you is to draw the attention of better situated
investigators to the subject, with the view to obtaining for it the
scientitic and systematic handling to which it is well entit!ed.
I should mention that the columns to which my tests were
applied were cast in the form of the letter H in cross secticn, on
account of the great facility that shape affords for producing sound
castings, and which incidentally also greatly simplitied the preparations and measurements for the tests. With hollow columns
special precautions will have to be taken, and it is in this direction
particularly that further investigation would be desirable.
I need hardly add here, as a precaution against misunderstandings, that the suggested test for proving the quality of a completed
column or strut cannot be used directly for deducing the best form
of cross-section, or the minimum area of cross-section required for
a column under given conditions of load. That is a question which
the previously-named gentlemen—and probably others—are at
present trying to solve, and to which the above can only form the
sequel.
JoserH BERNAYS.
96, Newgate-street, London, E.C.
January 12th.
SUGAR IN CEMENT.
Sir,—In your last issue you published a letter from Mr. A.
Nelson Barnes, accompanied by a table showing the results of
twenty-four tests made by him with Portland cement, and the
same material mixed with different proportions of sugar.
Mr. Barnes states that, ‘‘ As unfortunately is often the case with
cement, the results are not consistent, but they show that sugar did
not benefit
t in its resist
to tensile strain. On reducing the
results to percentages of the value of the sevendays’ briquetteofneat
cement, it certainly does not seem that the cement is improved by
the addition of sugar, considering that the average of all tests is
only 18 per cent., and the highest obtained at any date is only
40 per cent. of the original strength of the cement at seven days.
e average results are consistent to the extent that they show a
slight increase of strength at fourteen days over that at seven
days, with a very decided falling off at twenty-one days, and it is
probable that if the tests had been continued to twenty-eight days,
there would have been a still further loss of strength, though this
could not have been very great, owing to the fact that at twentyone days the average strength had already fallen to 13 per cent. of
the original.
I cannot agree with Mr. Barnes that there is any necessity for
cement tests to be inconsistent, or that when managed with care
and on certain fixed lines, they are even frequently i
istent ?
though I know that the results often prod
1 are i
istent,
and that different manipulators will produce results with the same
cement which will not at all coincide one with another ; but this is
because one man can gauge cement and another cannot, and the
man who can gauge will obtain tests 20 per cent. higher than the
other in many cases. I would further suggest that a cement which
gives results of 620 Ib., 800 Ib., and 700Ib., at seven, fourteen, and
twenty-one days respectively—if these be even partially borne out
by other tests—points to a material which will probably disintegrate on its own account at an early date, without any addition of
sugar.
Tests vecovrded in Mr. A. Nelson Barnes’ letter Reduced to Percentages of the Strength of the Secen Days’ Briquette of Neat Cement.
| 7 days. | 14 days. |21 days. |Average.
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Hawksley, and shall duly discharge all the duties usually performea
by a resident engineer.”
“The said Thomas Hawksley will do and perform in relation to
the said works all things usual and proper to be done in relation to
similar works by an engineer-in-chief entrusted with the designing,
superintendence and direction of such works, and will exercise the
due diligence and skill in all matters connected with the execution
of the said works which are incidental to his position as engineerin-chief and the practice of his profession in the designing, superintendence, and direction of the execution of such works as the
Corporation shall from time to time order to be constructed
according to the plans, designs, and specifications thereof, subject
to such alterations as the said Thomas Hawksley may from time to
time deem necessary, and where important as shallbe approved by
the Corporation, and he shall use his best endeavours to get the
several works executed and completed in a proper manner, and
with due regard to economy and expedition.”
From these extracts it will be seen that I was appointed the
engineer-in-chief charged with the duty of designing the constructions, and that Mr. Deacon was resident engineer under me for the
purpose of supervising the execution of my designs. So long as |
remained in office the works were carried on upon this footing.
The drawings, extending
over many hundreds of sheets, were
mine, and were made under my own direction and eye, and by my
own draughtsmen.
Iam debarred by the possibility of litigation from entering at
the present moment into the further explanations which may yet
have to be given by me before a legal tribunal ;but you must
nevertheless allow me to suggest that under the existing circumstances the’matters in question are not ripe for discussion in your
periodical.
T, HAWKSLEY,
30, Great George-street, Westminster, 8.W..
January 18th.
RAILWAY BRIDGE OVER THE RIACHUELO,
Sir,—To Mr. Gribble’s last letter on the above question I reply
as follows; I assume all nodes to be hinges. Hence follows: (1) The
abutment pressure at H is to be resolved into the two components H
butment
press
Iand H X, and the strainmee in H X equals =
ne
(2) X Lis without any strain, when there is no load at I, since two
horizontal forces (H Faet I K) cannot hold in equilibrium even the
smallest vertical force.
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When Mr. Gribble says that I would come into “ a conflict with
one of the fundamental axioms of statical law,” I may remind him
that I mentioned in my last letter that the bar I A in his Fig. 4
ought to be strong enough to bear the bending moment at point
X. Bearing this in mind, he will resolve the force coming down A X
xot into X H and X I, which he knows to be nonsense (X I not
being able to resist a vertical force) but into X H and a horizontal
component. The latter produces the bending moment in the bar
A I, the maximum of which is at the point X.
-E. BEYERHAUS.
29, Canonbury-square, London,
January, 15th.
NORMAL SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES,
Sir,—I am directed to request that you will be so good as to
allow me to state, through the medium of your columns, that the
number of applications for admission to the Normal School of
Science and
yal School of Mines, at South Kensington, at the
commencement of the present session, having been considerably in
excess of the accommodation which the school can afford, it has
become necessary to adopt some process of selection for the future.
Hereafter applications for admission should be sent to the registrar
of the school before the end of May, accompanied by a statement
of the studies which the —— has already pursued, the examinations he has passed, and the name of a teacher or teachers to
whom reference may be made. Such ——— will be considered
by the Dean and Council of the school, who will decide on them
according to their merits. A knowledge of elementary mathematics, such as is required of all Royal Exhibitioners and National
Scholars, will be held to be of the first importance for those who
desire admission to the course for the associateship of the school,
while for occasional students, who propose only to take up certain
specific branches of science, some preliminary knowledge of them
will have weight.
J. F. D, DoNNELLY.
Science and Art Department,
January 14th.
OVERWINDING IN COLLIERIES,
Sir,—I read your very interesting article on overwinding, and
was very much pleased with it. It is a matter that certainly wants
looking into, and I have often wondered why the following plan has
not been more general, I have seen it applied at several pits and it
appears to work admirably. By fastening a chain to the bottem
the two cages, an action almost equal to an automatic brake is to
be had, for this reason, say in mq winding witha pair of cages
without the chain, the rope has to be lifted as well as the cage, all
steam turned on to get a start, half way up shut off steam and
apply the brake,and if not done quickly then an overwind. But
by having the chain attached, the weight of it helps the empty
cage down, or so much weight in favour of a start for full cage,
and nearly by the time the full one is at the top it is almost
ready to stop itself by having the extra weight of chain to lift.
To my mind the above = has many advantages in its favour; a
less winding engine would do the same work, and a lower boiler
pressure, and less brake power.
A COLLIERY MAN,
January 18th.

LIFEBOATS,
o
Sir,—In = |letter of the 1st inst. there is a mistake probably
owing to my bad writing ; instead of “three turns” it should have
THE VYRNWY WATERWORKS
been ‘‘the turns.” In reference to the other letters that have
Sir,—Seeing in your publication of the 14th inst. an article appeared on the subject of lifeboats and their cebles, I do not think
from the tenorof which you appear to have been greatly misled that it is a matter of any importance whether the cable as usual
with regard to the respective positions of myself and Mr. G. F. comes from the stem head, or the forefoot as proposed by one
Deacon in regard to the design and construction of the Liverpool correspondent, or midway between, as advocated by another, A
—Vyrnwy—Waterworks, I beg to send, for insertion in your next boat will generally lie head to sea when at anchor, and this is not
publication, the following extracts from my A
ment with the a iomamne position for her to right in, especially if she is comCorporation of Liverpool, dated 2nd March, 1881, which was in full pletely wrong side up. The only thing that I can think of is to
force till the period of my voluntary and persistent withdrawal provide some self-acting means for releasing her from her cable.
from the exercise of functions which I could no longer perform
The more I think about lifeboats the less Ibelieve in self-righting
with satisfaction to myself or with a due regard for the honour of ones. The great thi
to be aimed at are, stability, great
the profession of which I am a member.
weatherly qualities, and perfect security against sinking if the
‘* Now it is hereby agreed by and between the Corporation and boat is stove. After a crew has been ducked in the water in severe
the said Thomas Hawksley that the said Thomas Hawksley shall— weather and lost most of their gear, re are in sorry plight, and
with the assistance, as hereinafter mentioned, of the said George though they would be certainly betteroff in a boat right side up,
Frederick Deacon, or such other engineer as shall for the time their chance of getting ashore safely would not be great. If it can
being be appointed by the Corporation to perform the duties here- be proved, as I think it can, that “‘sunk” boats seldom or never
inafter provided to
performed by the said George Frederick capsize, and that self-righting (!) ones very often do, I think the
Deacon or other, the engineer to be appointed in his stead—act as odds are all in favour of the sunk boats. It is ysbemeans easy to
the engineer-in-chief of such reservoirs and other similar works, as make a trustworthy self-righting boat, because a boatis always very
the Corporation have determined or may hereafter determine to much wider than she is deep, and therefore when she is upside
construct under the powers of the Act.”
down her heavy iron keel is in what one of your correspondents
**The said George Frederick Deacon or other the engineer for calls a state of ‘stable equilibrium.” A_ lifeboat must be
the time being of the Corporation to be appointed in his stead as shallow to allow of her going over shoals, Why do the Lifeboat
hereinafter provided, shall take the general and constant super- Institution place the handles or cranks of their crabs opposite to
vision of the said works in consultation with the said Thomas|| each other instead of at right angles? When I was a boy they
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to the Ribble. The formation of training walls has been adopted | same size, as they had to be adapted to the available space. The
by engineers to correct the tendency to wandering, and the success | beam engines being placed at unequal distances, necessitated
of such work must depend in a great measure upon the judgment || this difference of size ; two of them are consequently 3 m. wide,
of the engineer as to the method of carrying out such work.
and the two others 3°60m. Their exterior diameter is 10m.
I agree entirely with Mr. Roberts that an outlay of £500,000 for and the depth of their buckets 2°30 m. When the Nile is at its
dock
accommodation
should notof have
been had
incurred
until the
training wallsatandPreston
the deepening
the river
been | lowest they dip in its waters 1°70 m.; their normal speed has
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS,
1 with deep | been fixed at 2°29 rotations per minute, which corresponds to
carried out, and until the per
y of the ™
1:20 m. per second of the exterior circumferences. The buckets
Sir,—-Referring to the article in last week’s ENGINEER headed water from Lytham to the sea had been established. It would be |||to
the number of eighty are in a slanting direction, and reduced to
a
serious
outlay
for
any
corporation
to
undertake
on
doubtful
‘Aluminium Alloys,” permit me to state, in connection with your
remarks relative to the test of a cast bar of our aluminium bronze premises. We know what bars in rivers mean—look at the Menai | acircle of 2 m. in diameter. The iron shafts of the 3°60
If
vessels
at
low
water
Straits
and
the
river
Mersey
at
Liverpool.
|
wheels
have a diameter of 0°54 m., and those of the 3m. wheels
made by the Leeds Forge Company, that the machine used was the
well-known type made by Messrs, Joshua Buckton and Co,, the spring tide have no greater depth on the bar than 2ft. or 3ft., as | 0°46 m.; there are ten arms of iron which attach the buckets to
casting from which the test bar was made being taken from several stated in Mr. Roberts’ letter, for all practical purposes the docks at | the centre of the wheels. The wheels work in a circular
tons of our bronze supplied upon an order here, the metal being Preston would be comparatively useless, There is this to be said, case of masonry covered with cement. The exact curvaspecially made by us with the view to great strength, and with little the eminent engineers who have the Ribble works in hand must ture of this enclosure has been obtained by means of a circular
or no elongation, To explain this I append a list of our several have contidence in their scheme. Associated as they have been for striker of cast iron ; it is perfectly formed, and sunk into the lock.
grades of bronze, classified according to tensile strength and so many years with the Ribble improvements and the town of This mode of construction has reduced the clearance between the
Preston, it is hardly likely they would remain silentifthey saw any
ductility :—
indication of probable failure. There is nothing so easy as fault- wheel and its case by at least 0°005m. As to the four wheels of
Aluminium Bronze.
finding, however undeserved it may be. I must make one obser- the compound engines, being set up in a new building, and
vation before I close this letter. 1 will not say what I should have | not therefure being limited to space, they have been able
Tensile strength
Elongation
advised
to have been done betwixt Lytham and Preston, but I may | to make them of the requisite size to give a larger delivery;
Grade.
(castings).
(castings).
state my emphatic opinion that the danger of the closing of the open like the others they have a diameter of 10 m. and a
channel does not come from the sea, but from the river Ribble width of 3°60m. The buckets are 2 m. deep, and dip into the
Tbs.
per cent,
A
75 to 80,000
10 to 15
itself,
Nile 1°20m. below¢the lowest water mark; the number and
Pontnewydd, Monmouthshire, January 15th.
direction of the buckets are the same as those of the four previous
B.
55 to 60,000
15 to 20
wheels, as well as the manner of their construction, except as
c,
35 to 45,000
20 to 30
regards the thickness of the shaft and of the arms, which are a
COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.
S1r,—-Allow me to correct an error which you have madein your little weaker. The normal speed of these wheels has been fixed
dD.
25 to 35,000
35
article on the compourd engine built by the Great Eastern Rail- at 1°91 m. revolutions -per minute, which corresponds to 0°90 m.
E
20 to 30,000
10 to 20
way, in which you state that it is the first “compound goods engine per second of the outer circumference. It has been observed
constructed,” As a matter of fact, Messrs, Kobert Stephenson that the speed of the two groups of wheels is not equal. In order
Special C,
40 to 50,000
40 to 50
and Co, made some in 1884 for South America. They are on not to change the position of either of the twin beam engines
Webb's patent, and the reports of their performances as compared the shaft of the fly-wheel has been united by a coupling crank
Special.
100,000 to 128,000
Nil to 5
to the old engines doing the same work are most satisfactory both | placed between the two engines, to an additional shaft placed
as
to consumption of fuel and water, the latter being the more || in continuation and bearing the chief pinion, which moves a
The above variations are produced by the addition of different
H. C | large cog-wheel keyed on the scoop wheel. The diameter of
vercentages of aluminium and silicon to pure Lake Superior copper. important of the two.
13, Victoria-street, Westminster, London, January 17th.
These percentages range from 1} per cent. in the “E” grade to
| thetwo gearings correspond to twelve revolutions of the engines
11°3 of aluminium and silicon combined in the grade “ special,” the
| to one of the wheels. It will be observed that this speed is
silicon being in amount about one-tenth the percentage of the
inferior to that at which the engines previously attained ; this
aluminium,
was consequent, as has been said on the imposed limits
The following table represents the same qualities as found in
IRRIGATION IN EGYPT.
as to the dimensions of the wheels. Up to the time
aluminium brass, which is made by adding spelter to aluminium
No. Il.
of the changes made in the works, the lowest water mark-of the
bronze :-—
THE works at Atfeh existed before the Irrigation Company Nile was reckoned at 0°30 m. above the level of the sea. As the
Aluminium Brass,
was constituted. They were constructed by the Government level in the discharge canal varies during the season, the upper
a
i
and worked under its direction until they were passed over to extremity of the structure in which the wheel moves instead of
Tensile
——
Mr. Edward Easton, to whom the changes necessary to give being fixed is movable, and composed of plates of iron, their
Grade.
strength
(castComposed of
increased power were entrusted. The works at this time con- numbers varying with the position of the water level. The aim
| (castings).
ings). |
sisted of four groups of beam engines fitted with one cylinder in this arrangement is to prevent all losses in the fall between
Tbs,
per cnt.
each, These four groups were placed in a line, in a building 50 m. the wheel and the discharge canal.
I, 65,000 to 80,000} 5tol0 8 parts “C” bronze and 1 part spelter, long by 13°50 m. broad. The steam was generated by a double | Experiments made by the Government engineers have proved
Il, 50,000 to 65,000 |10 to 20, 2 parts ‘‘C bronse and 1 part spelter. battery of boilers placed behind the engine house. The pumps drew that the wheels could give—the average level of the Nile
the water from the Nile through a small canal, and forced it being 0°80—a discharge of 144 cm. per revolution by
LL 35,000 to 45,000 |30 to 50| Treated for extreme elongation,
through a discharge canal into the Mahmoudieh behind the | the compound engines, and 146 cm. and 175 cm. respectively
The elevation of the water varied from 0°50m. to a | by the two other models of wheels worked by the beam
It is thus seen that the amount of aluminium in the aluminium locks.
| engines. Thus the eight wheels taken together discharge. at
of 2°60m.
brass is respectively from 1} per cent. to 3} per cent. by weight, maximum
Mr.
Easton,
on undertaking the charge of the works, decided | the lowest water-mark of 0°30 m. a volume of 2,922,708 em. in
and this metal is more than proportionately a in price than the
(1) to change the pumps and boilers, which were of too old a | twenty-four hours, when they are worked at their normal speed.
bronzes.
Every ingot of alloys made at the Cowles Works has a test bar construction and extravagant in the working ; and (2) to increase The discharge necessarily increases as the Nile rises. These
made from it, which is tested in a machine built by Tinius Olsen the power of the engines and to utilise the steam better by the Sajebien wheels, besides their greater yield, have the advantage
and Co., of Philadelphia—a trustworthy machine, and the one used in addition of a small cylinder, and thus to transform them into of enabling an exact computation of their discharge to be made
many of the colleges and ironworks in the United States—and engines of the Woolf type by expansion in two cylinders. The by a simple calculation ; they are, in fact, themselves water
the record of all tests is carefully preserved. The grade, tensile large wheels of the pumps were changed and replaced by others meters. This question is a much more difficult one with the
strength, and elongation is stam
upon each ingot. In short,
more perfect form, and tubular boilers were substituted for centrifugal pumps at Katatbeh. At Atfeh it is sufficient to
our alloys are all carefully made, and with the same system of of
the old generators. These modifications, some of which, and know the number of revolutions of the engines to be able to
mechanical tests and chemical analysis as iron and steel are sub- amongst
others the addition of a second boiler, were excellent, calculate the discharge of each wheel at a given height of the
jected to by the best makers.
while at Katatbeh experiments have had to be made of
The above scale of tensile strength and ductility was .only did not suffice to augment the original capacity of the works Nile;
quantities thrown into the discharge canal at different
adopted after many hundreds of trials of the respective grades from 800,000 cubic metres to 1,500,000 cubic metres, according the
speeds
of the engines by means of floats and the Pitot
to
the
stipulation
of
the
contract.
It
is
true
that
the
work
was
of alloys both on the test machine referred to and many others,
rendered a little less costly by a better utilisation of the steam tube. Different modifications have been made in the enIt can be thoroughly relied upon,
EvuGene H. COWLEs,
gines,
on
the recommendation of M. Vigreux. For instance,
The Cowles Electric Smelting and Aluminium Company,
and by a more economic evaporation of the water; still the
the mode of working the beam engines has been improved,
36, Lombard-street, E.C., January 19th,
maximum discharge required was not attained.
It was at this time, being charged with the direction of the com- and each twin engine has been transformed into a compound
pany, that the Egyptian Government resolved to make radical engine with an intermediate reservoir by making the small
PRESTON AND THE RIBBLE NAVIGATION SCHEME,
changes in the works ; to increase their power to enable them to cylinder of the one communicate with the large cylinder of the
Sir,—I have been Je 6 9 interested in the perusal of the furnish easily and at all times a discharge of 2,000,000 cm. other. The Nile Canal has also been entirely remade, the old
curious letter from Mr. 8. H. Ro’
C.E., in your impression of in twenty-four hours, not taking into account the reserve one being found inefficient for the greater discharge.
.
the _— inst., respecting the river Ribble and estuary improve- engines
The new works of Atfeh were inaugurated in 1885; they have
supplied under the new contract of the Governmen
thus
had
the
proof
of
two
seasons.
They
have
been
a
perfect
He states that up to or about 1853 there was a deep-water ment. It was decided in the first place that the beam engines,
channel from Lytham to the Irish Sea buoyed along its course, which although old were still in good condition, should be success, and very economic as regards the consumption of coal.
This would indicate that if the place where this channel joined the made use of, and that a new apparatus of 4 better kind The amount saved is over 35 per cent., having been reduced
sea had been properly indicated, with, pores the assistance of should be substituted for the centrifugal pumps. It was decided to 1°40 kilo. per hour for the whole of the eight wheels. This
coast pega that mariners could have entered the channel, also to transport to Atfeh two of the engines from Katatbeh calculation is not the result of an isolated experiment, but that
and made a.safe passage at least to Lytham with vessels of any in order to complete the new installations; they were no longer of repeated tests. The general results do great honour to
ton
, and so been out of harm’s way. This channel, he says, required at the latter = in consequence of the alterations M. Vigreux—who projected the improvements—as well as to
was silted up in consequence—if I understand correctly—of opera- in the works made there. Upon the suggestion of M. L. MM. Feray, the constructors of the wheels; in fact, the whole
tions carried on higher up the river, on the recommendation of Vigreux,
it was arranged to exchange the centrifugal pumps of the apparatus furnished by their house has been found
Messrs, Stevenson, and under an Act obtained by the Preston Corscoop wheels of low speed and high efficiency, con- perfect in all points.
poration. These operations were probably the forming of retaining for
walls to prevent the wandering of the river in the estuary, and to structed like the Sajebien wheels, These wheels were made
keep it within a limited course, I believe it is a fact that at one by MM. Feray and Co, from M. Vigreux’s designs. The present
the Yorkshire coal fields the quantity sent to
time the Ribble channel came close to Southport, though now works consist of the four old twin beam engines with a Saje- HullFrom
1886 was nearly 1,418,000 tons, or an increase of
some eight or nine miles more to the north,
the present bien wheel worked by each, and of the two compound engines 90,000during
tons
;about 64.000 tons less were sent by water, but 155,000
channel is now known by the name of the ‘‘ North Channel.” This from Katatbeh set up in a new building attached to the oldone, tons more by
Shipments from this port fell 12,000 tons, the
wandering of rivers is well knowa in estuaries, and is not peculiar each working two scoop wheels, These wheels are not all of the | Belgian trade rail.
showing a marked decline,

used to tell me that in turning a handle, there are two weakest
points— forgive the grammar—and two strongest points in the circle,
and when there are two handles to a winch these points should not
coincide.
J. W.
Sizewell, January 17th.
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ENGINEERING TRADES IN 1886.
WE take the following from Messrs. Matheson and Grant's halfyearly engineering trades report :—
“The year just closed has been one of the worst ever experienced
in the engineering trades, but in several branches a slight improvement has set in which bids fair to continue, and the prospects for
the coming spring are brighter than they have been for the last
two years. Since the date of our July report there have been large
investments of capital in undertakings which give employment to
engineers, and an increasing expenditure am
manufacturers
may be looked for. The revival of railway enterprise in the United
States has given great impetus to the iron and steel trades of that
country, and though free exchange with Great Britain is restricted
by their fiscal system, the intimate connection between the two
countries has always led to a co!
ding improvement here.
‘““(’oal has been cheaper than ever during the last year, and in
South Wales as in the North of England the reduced output at
the collieries has told severely on the owners whose charges for
royalties and maintenance cannot be reduced in proportion.
With natural advantages greater than those of any other
European country, the system of mining royalties is in Great
Britain more onerous on those who have the risk of sim Bey
minerals than anywhere else, and some change by which the
owner shall receive a percentage of price or profit instead of the
present preferential charge will probably have to be adopted if
the pre-eminence of this country is to be maintained.
** Tron.—The continued fall in the prices of pig iron during the
first half of 1886 was arrested by the natural remedy of a reduction in the output, and prices advanced in consequence. The
prices of rolled iron have fluctuated during the last six months,
and are now slightly higher than in the summer. They would
be still higher but for the competition of steel, not only in shipbuilding, but in boilers, bridges, and other structures. At many of
the leading rolling mills Siemen’s and other steel-making plant
has been established to meet the altered demand, and at some
of the works favourably situated for suitable ore and fuel, the
puddling furnaces and other mens for making wrought
iron are likely to be abandoned altogether.
** Steel which in the spring and summer of 1886 fell even more
rapidly than iron, has during the last few months recovered from
5s. to 10s. per ton. Owing to the collapse of the English and continental rail makers’ combination, prices of heavy steel rails fell
as low as £3 12s. 6d. per ton, but the price now is from £4 to £4 5s,
Although this recovery is assisted by the
iderable
f
ture of ship and bridge steel, the immediate cause has been the
revival of the American demand. The total output capacity of
the rail mills in that country is about two millions of tons per
annum, and the contracts already made, and in view, absorb
most of this quantity for 1887. The present duty of 17 dols. ad
ton barely excludes English rails, and it is likely that the few
orders already placed on this side will be increased. But a large
export of steel blooms for rails and _ and billets, principally
for wire, is now taking place, for the duty on these being less
than on the rails, plates or wire, into which they are ultimately
made, there is the appareat anomaly and curious effect of the protective system, that American buyers can offer as much for these
unfinished forms of steel as for finished rails. An exceptionally
large contract for 50,000 tons of rails for Victoria has just been
secured by the German firm of Krupp. In that protectionist colony
it is desired to ignore the British manufacturer, and, when the
goods cannot be made in the colony, to place all orders through
loca] merchants. To encourage this, the seller is not only called
upon to deliver there, but to submit the rails on arrival, instead of
at the place of manufacture, to all the tests of quality by which
acceptance or rejection is determined. Partly owing to these causes
which disinclined though they did not entirely hinder English com
petition, and partly to the low freight obtainable from Continental
ports, the order was lost to this country. The price obtained was
equal to about £4 2s. 6d. per ton, free on
, and £4 17s. 6d.
delivered in Melbourne.
e tendency in England for bridge work
is still towards milder steel, a breaking strain ranging between 27
and 31 tons per square inch being specified. It is ‘more and more
evident that the quality and trustworthiness of finished steel
depends upon the amount of work w
it, that is, on the relation
which the thickness of the finished plate or bar bears to that of the
original ingot.
‘* Mechanical Eng/neers are, as a rule, busier than they have been
for the last two years, but this trade is so divided into special
branches that no general statement is possible. Events seldom
exactly repeat, and new developments are necessary to meet the
altered trade of the country ; mining appliances, electric light
equipments, naval armaments, and harbour improvements being
directions in which progress is apparent. Ironfounders have had
to meet the lowest prices ever encountered, and such cheap goods
as pipes and railway chairs follow closely the rates current for pig
iron. But for miscellaneous castings improvement is dependent on
the general engineering trades, and founders will at once benefit by
any amelioration in this direction.
“Iron and Steel Shipbuilding.—This trade, which is almost
eatirely limited to Scotland and the North of England, has not only
s iared in the general depression of the two last years, but has felt
it more keenly, because of the vast extension of manufacturing
power in 1882-3. On the Clyde alone the annual tonnage launched,
which had grown from 240,000 tons in 1880 to 420,000 in 1883, fell
off to 194,000 tons in 1885, and has only been 172,000 tons in 1886.
The statistics for the Tyne and the Wear, though on a smaller scale,
show a similar reduction, but there are signs that a recovery is
commencing, which is likely to grow. The great reduction in the
merchandise carried has been one more of value than of volume,
and it is the latter, of course, which determines the number of
vessels employed.
“Iron and Steel Structures.—A very large tonnage of bridgework
has been made during the past year, most of it for export.
Prices have risen slightly during the autumn, owing rather to the
upward movement in the value of material than to any growing
demand for the finished structures. The supercession of iron by
steel advances slowly but steadily, the advantages of using it for
small as well as large spans being obvious if the gain in strength
and
permanency are set against the extra cost. Taking £10
to £14 per ton as the present prices of iron bridges, accordingto
design and quantity, an addition of 20s. to 30s. per ton will represent the extra cost of steel. The export of a nthto India has
been maintained during the year, and the extension of railways
there and in Burmah may be expected to continue it. There isa
considerable export now going on to South America and Japan.
In the Colonies
English and American bridge builders come into
- . competition, but there is less difference in style than formerly. In
the United States the increased weight and frequency of railway
traffic is telling severely on the earlier bridges, oan engineers there
are at last realising that solidity and permanency against the
impact of heavy trains, require a weight and sti
h greater
than their former method of dealing with theoretical strains
provided. Iron roofing in additional station buildings are continually needed ; there has been erected in London a large iron and
steel- building, about 300ft. wide and 100ft. high, with pivotted
columns and other novel features of design ; tenders have just been
sent in for an unprecedented iron tank structure in Buenos Ayres,
weighing 14,000 tons, to hold 80,000 tons of water, and manufacturers here get a fair share of orders from other parts of South
America where building materials are scarce, and iron structures,
many of them ornamental, are regularly imported from Europe.
** Locomotices and Rolling Stock.—There are about a dozen
leading firms engaged in this trade, none of whom can be
earning much profit, most of them indeed hardly paying the
expenses of working and maintenance. There are no
of an extended demand at home, for there is little extension
of railways, and the existing companies, while curtailing expenditure, are making more and more of their own engines, There has
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been a falling off in orders for the Indian State Railways, and
although there has been considerable export to South America and
other countries the quantity has borne a small proportion to the
producing capacity available. Tramway engines occupy more
attention than hitherto. The railway carriage and wagon factories
are almost all in a worse condition than they have been for years.
These factories were established mainly to supply the home railways
with rolling stock, but the leading companies have, one after
another, established, with very questionable advantage, large
works of theirown. The private manufacturers are therefore more
than ever dependent on foreign orders, which at present are quite
insufficientto give full employment, and the competition of the
manufacturers to obtain orders has brought down prices to a point
which leaves no profit.
‘“‘The recent rise in the value of wool will so far benefit Australia
and South Airica as to encourage progress with railways and other
works already authorised or
projected but stopped for want of
funds. In Western Australia the new railways already commenced
are certain to open out this most valuable colony, whose resources
in wool, timber and minerals have been hitherto insufficiently
developed by the paucity of her pe tion, and the discovery of
ld in the north and west is likely to accelerate progress. In
razil the present need for roads and railways must soon again
overcome the financial difficulties that have arrested such works;
in the Argentine Republic considerable extension of railways westward is taking place, the materials being brought from this country;
and the Trans-Andean line now being constructed will connect
with the Chilian Railways and assist the development and extensions now going on there. In Mexico, altho
new railways are
mainly projected under American auspices, the material will be
bought
and in Central America mining and railway enterrise, which is likely to increase, will be to the advantage of manuacturing: engineers here.
‘International competition depends more than ever on cheap
transport. A revision of railway rates to the ports, a simplifying
of dock dues, and the utilisation of canals, are immediate remedies
which would help British trades, while ocean freights as low as
those from Antwerp and Germany, which at present favour continental
facturers, are
y if the export of engineering
material is to be maintained and extended.”
TELFORD AND THE SHROPSHIRE ROADS.
AT the recent quarter sessions meeting of the Shropshire magistrates the death of Mr. T. Groves, for many years the county surveyor, was referred to, and the appointment of his successor
discussed. Speaking on this matter, Mr. C. C. Walker said he
had seen the advertisements respecting the county surveyorship,
but although the probable salary was mentioned, it was not
stated whether the candidate was to be permitted to engage in
private practice. This
d to be
y, for the
t of
salary named was too small to attract a first-rate man unless he
had private practice, and as it was not intended to prohibit him
from undertaking this, it should be known. Before he sat down
perhaps the court would permit him to state what might not be
generally known, and what would probably be interesting. They
were about to have a meeting that day to consider what steps
should be taken to celebrate the jubilee of her Most Gracious
Majesty the Queen, and he was sure they would all be delighted to
celebrate so important an event as the fiftieth year of her beneficent reign. It was a curious thing that just twice fifty years since
this very year the county magistrates of Shropshire made an
appointment of the county surveyor that was destined to have
t
historical results in civil engineering, and, indeed, a mark in
our national history. In the year 1787 an excellent young
man named Thomas Telford, who had been a working mason, and
the fatherless child of a shepherd, came to Shrewsbury to superintend some alterations at the castle for Mr. Pulteney, whose
residence it was, who was then member for this borough. While
there the county surveyorship fell vacant, and the magistrates
appointed Telford to the post. He lived in Shrewsbury, and did
much work for the county. He built the county gaol.
e benevolent John Howard came there, and by his advice the plans were
altered to the approval of the magistrates, and the building made
more healthful and humanising to the prisoners, The bust of
Howard which graces the front of the gaol is in remembrance of
this circumstance. Telford did all the usual county work. He
built no less than forty-two bridges in this county, several of iron,
then a new material for bridges, and all his work bears the stamp
of his genius and ability. The iron bridge at Build was his, and
was the third brid
uilt of ironin England: The magistrates
were so satisfied with the performance of his duties that several of
them induced him to make the Ellesmere Canal, and from the
experience which he gained he made the finest bridges and canals,
harbours and docks throughout Great Britain ; but so many excellent roads, that he became the most eminent road maker in the
world. The Holyhead road, with the splendid iron suspension
bridge over the sea at Menai Straits, the wonder of its day, is a
beautiful thing always, was the eventual outcome of the experience
he gained while faithfully performing his duties as county surveyor
of Shropshire. Indeed, it is not too much to say that by the confidence in iron for bridge construction inspired by Telford the progress in civil engineering has been so advanced, and we see the
results in those iron bridges and viaducts that are made and being
made all over the world. There is no appointment that the county
magistrates can look back upon as made by their predecessors with
more satisfaction than the appointment of Telford. Every Shropshire man should read his life He became, not only the first civil
engineer of his day, but the first president of the eminent. Institution of Civil Engineers, which he held till his death. This distinguished man always remembered what he owed tothe magistrates
of Shopshire for his introduction to public works. He received
many foreign decorations from foreign sovereigns in his long,
laborious life, was a great benefactor to his race, and, moreover, to
our country an example to all, and revered by everybody. He now
reposes with the illustrious dead in Westminster Abbey.

THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE meetings of the irén trade this week have been less excited
than a week ago. This, however, is only what was to be expected,
since the gatherings immediately succeeding quarter day are always
somewhat quieter, and no feelings of hesitancy as to the character
of the revival are engendered.
The exceeding firmness which marks the pig market influences
the finished iron makers to be more than ever resolved this week
not to sell at the old minimum ve
The meeting which was held last week of the strip makers, at
which it was determined to advance 5s. per ton if the consent of
all the makers could be got, is possibly the foreshadowing of similar
meetings concerning the declaration of advances by makers in other,
of the unmarked finished iron branches,
Advances of 5s. per ton may now be said to prevail upon medium
and common finished iron of nearly all sorts other than sheets, and
some bar and strip makers are trying for a rise of ce
a ton.
Consumers are not forward in paying the adv.
prices
demanded, and are disposed to limit their contracts for the present.
Common bars are quoted £5 to £5 5s.; merchant bars, £5 10s.;
and superior bars, £6; common hoops are also — £5 5s., and
narrow tube strips £5 upwards; nail rods are likewise quoted at
5s. advance, making them £5 5s. to £5 10s. at the works, £5 15s.
to £6 delivered Liverpool, and £5 17s, 6d. to £6 2s, 6d, delivered
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London in quantities for export. Welsh puddled bars delivered
into this district are advanced to £4 per ton. The marked bar
trade shows but little change, and the demand is kept down by the
competition of mild steel of local production and imported from
other districts,
The list of John Bagnall and Sons for the new quarter is;—
Bars, lin. to 6in., £7; 64in. to 9in., flat bars, and 4}in., £8 10s,4gin, to 4fin., £9; 4gin. and 5in., £9 10s. As to rounds only the
large sizes are:—5hin. and 5}in., £10; 5gin. to 5Shin., £10 10s,:
5gin. to Sifin., £11; SJin. and 6in., £11 10s.; 64in. to 6hin.’
£12 10s.
Hoops and angles are quoted at £7 10s., and rivet iron
at £8 10s, to £9 10s., according to quality. Sheet quotations
are:—20 g., £8 10s.; 24 g., £10; and 27 g., £11 10s.; but these
quotations are hardly more than nominal. Boiler plates are
£8 10s., £9 10s., £10 10s., and £11 10s. according to quality,
The list of Messrs. W. Millington and Co., Summerhill Ironworks, stands at :—Bars, £7 ; small rounds and squares, £7 10s,;
yin. bars, £8; fin, £8 10s.; No 5, £9; Hin. £9 10s.; No 7,
£10 10s.; No. 8, £11 10s.; and No 9, £13.
t bars they quote
£8; double best, £9; and treble best, £11. Plating bars and
cable iron, £7 10s.; and best ditto, £8 10s.; with double best,
£9 10s. Rivet iron, £7 10s.; best, £8 5s.; and double best, £9 15s,
ages, £8 to £8 10s,; and on to £9 10s., accordingto quality,
Boiler poms and sheets, £8 10s.; best, £9 ; double best, £10 ; and
treble
best boiler plates, £12.
The demand for sheets keeps excellent, and galvanisers are stil]
es for deliveries from nearly all makers. Encouraged by the
tter prices, some sheet firms, who have been allowing their
works to stand idle for many months, are now preparing to re-start,
The New Side Ironworks, Walsall, of Mr. John Southern, which
have been standing for nearly a twelvemonth, will be re-started
early next month. Sheets of 20 b.g. are quoted this week at
£6 5s. per ton; 24g., £6 10s, to £6 15s.; and 27¢., £7 10s. to
£7 15s. Shropshire sheet makers asked this afternoon more money
than the Staffordshire houses, and declared that they intended to
get more money. Some of them quoted singles, £6 10s.; doubles,
£7 ; and lattens, £8.
Galvanised corrugated sheets are firm at the 10s. advance
recorded last week, bringing nominal prices up to £10 10s. to
£10 lis. f.o.b. Mersey. This is an advance of 20s. per ton since
September, and is said by makers barely to cover the rise in block
iron, and to allow them nothing for the advance in spelter, which
is from 20s, to 30s. per ton dearer. Considering the time of the
year, the present demand may be said to be almost unprecedented.
e exports of this class of iron during the past year showed a
considerable increase over 1885,
Galvanised corrugated sheets of the Red Star and Lion brands
are quoted by Messrs. Morewood and Co. at £10 15s, to £11 5s,
for
b.g.; £11 to £11 10s, for 24 b.g.; £12 10s, to £13 for
26 b.g.; £13 10s. to £14 for 28 b.g.; and £15 10s, to £16 for
30 b.g. Annealed flat sheets are quoted £13 for 20 g.; £13 10s.
for 24 g.; £15 10s, for 26 g.; and £16 10s. for 28 g., in cases.
Cold rolled ditto are £14, 10s, £15, £16, and £18, according to
gauge, while best ditto are £17, £18, £20, and £21 per ton,
Wire rods were to-day reported in increased demand from the
Shropshire works at the basis quotation of £5 5s, per ton for
rolled Nos, 1 to 6. The United States, Australia, anc some other
export markets are sending in inc
orders.
e extensions which are going on at local steel works give rise
to much satisfaction. The Patent Shaft and Axletree Company,
Wednesbury, is erecting three new 8-ton open-hearth basic converters, for the manufacture of steel from common Staffordshire
pigs, and one such converter it has already erected, besides Bessemer converters, The company will also shortly have ready for
starting a large new mill, for the rolling of heavy sectional steel,
at its Brunswick Works.
The continued upward movement in the pig iron market is taking
buyers by surprise, and is making them increasingly anxious to
forward. Some brands continue to be wholly withdrawn
rom the market. Hematite sellers are
ially independent.
Certain of them are this week in possession of renewed instructions
from their principals not to quote. 57s, 6d. to 60s, is now a very
general price for forge numbers delivered in this district. The
Carnforth Company, for example, quotes 60s. for forge and 61s, to
62s, 6d. for foundry numbers; while the Tredegar Company quotes
57s. 6d. for forge, with the customary difference for foundry
numbers. Im
Midland pigs are very firm at 40s. for Derbyshires delivered ; best brands, 42s, 6d.; while Lincolnshires are 42s,
to 42s. 6d.; Wiltshires, 39s, to 39s, 6d.; and the Thorncliffe brand
of pigs, 50s. per ton.
ative pigs keep in demand in excess of supply, and additional
furnaces will before long be put on. 55s. is being quoted for all
mines, though the selling price is in some cases rather less, and 30s.
to 32s. 6d. is quoted for common forge _ Iron which a few
months ago was offered at 25s, 6d. to 27s.
last week realised
32s, 6d. per ton, and current prices are in the case of some exceptionally favoured makers dec’
to be 20 per cent. above those
of three or four months back.
The improved position which is now occupied by steel rail and
sleeper makers, and which is steadily strengthening their quotations, also makes the prices firmer of blooms, billets, ond bars
imported into this district. Upon the open market the full 10s.
advance which has taken place since last =
upon steel of
this description rolled in Wales is this week again quoted. Steel
sleepers, it is understood here, have been advanced by some of the
Welsh firms to the nominal quotation of £5 10s., while even more
than £4 5s, is quoted for rails.
The
rness displayed by American merchants to buy up iron
and steel scrap is sending up prices considerably, Welsh scrap,
composed mainly of sheet shearings, is quoted 2s, 6d. to 3s, 6d. per
ton advance upon a few weeks ago, making the quotation, delivered
into this district, 45s. at stations, or 46s. delivered at consumer's
works. Some sellers asserted this afternoon that they had booked
at as high as even 46s, 6d. to 47s. Also
ly in consequence of
the American demand gg ore isadvanced
1s, 6d, to 2s. per ton,
making the price 14s, 6d. to 15s, f.0.b, at Saltney, or 20s. per ton
delivered here.
Messrs. A. Baldwin and Co., part of whose proprietary are also
the proprietors in the East Worcestershire firm of E. P, and W.
Baldwin, expect to start their new tin-plate works, near Newport,
next month. Four mills, capable of a production of 2000 boxes
r week, will be set going, and the chief production will be upon
iemens’ plates from Messrs. Wright, Butler, and Co,’s steel, of
ren aeBig are shareholders in the new concern. It is expected that by-and-bye the mills now laid down will be further
supplemented.
as
inished iron prices are strengthened by the determined spirit
which the ironworkers are showing to resist any attempt to reduce
wages by taking off the extras now paid at mills and forges.
The masters’ proposal for this alteration has occurred at a somewhat awkward
time, and it would now be very difficult to persuade
the men to forego any advantages which they have hitherto possessed. Indeed, at one of the works in the West Bromwich district, where the masters have already ae oy to interfere with
the extras, the men are now on strike.
© operatives’ secretary to the Wages
has received instructions to meet the
employers’ claim by demanding an advance of 10 per cent., and in
any event the men express themselves determined to resist any
interference with the present ‘‘ extras.”
At a quarterly meeting of the South Staffordshire —
Worcestershire Mining Accident Fund, held at Wolve
apton
on Wednesday, the question of concentrating the mining accident
funds was broughtto a definite issue. In view of the passing of
Sir Joseph Pease’s Bill, by which surplus funds will be available
for distribution by the Home Secretary, the fund sought to
remove the difficulty of two bodies appl
for the proportion
falling to South Staffordshire by amalgamating themselves with
the Miners’ Provident Society, The
ers themselves approved
of the suggestion, since the benefits accruing to them would be
extended, and grants would be made not only to widows of
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miners killed by accidents, but also to those miners who, through
accident, were disabled. The trustees of the Mining Accident
Fund, however, find themselves debarred by the expense of a
transfer from adopting the amalgamation proposals, but they
have sanctioned a recommendation of the committee to annually
authorise the Miners’ Provident Society to consider all applications, and to make the necessary grants, the question of a transfer
of the funds being left open, in case the miners are able to raise
sufficient money to disburse all attendant expenses.
The strike among the South Staffordshire and East Worcestershire horsenail makers has been partially successful. All the
employers, with one exception, have
to pay the advance
of 3d. per 1000. The fifty operatives thus left on strike will continue to play on.
The South Staffordshire horsenail makers yesterday resolved
that in all cases where thw masters refused to pay 2s. 6d. per 1000
the men should strike work.
The sudden death is announced on Monday, at the age of
sixty-seven, of Mr. Thos. W. Shaw, one of the most important of
the export merchant firms in Wolverhampton.
At the Miners’ National Conference, which concluded at Birmingham on me several matters affecting the position
of
the miners were discussed. It was agreed that a restriction
could be secured by shorter hours of labour each day; but as
suggestion could not be adopted without apowerful form of organisation, it was decided to form a federation embracing the whole of
Great Britain. A resolution was passed calling upon Government
to form an institution into which shall be paid a certain tax upon
royalty rents for the benefit of disabled and superannuated miners,
and for the relatives of those who may be killed in or about the
mines, Other questions for ameliorating the social condition of the
mining population were considered.
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firms; tool makers are fairly off for work, and firm orders are re- is asking for tenders for 10,000 tons of steel rails, which will, no
ported to have been received in one or two of the shipbuilding —
locally placed.
centres, But, taking the condition of trade all through, the reports
On Wednesday hematites were offered as high as 60s. per ton,
show no marked improvement anywhere, and many important showing that the market is very firm and still advancing. For
centres continue very slack, with trade in the Manchester and Sal- Brown’s foun
and forge iron advances of 3s. to 4s. a ton
ford district still only very moderate.
- —— obtained—foundry averaging 38s. and forge 36s. a ton
An improved system of metallic pies for piston and valve at works,
rods, pistons, pump brakes, &c.,
just been patented by
The subject of American competition in Australia is being brought
Mr.
H. G. Small, of Manchester. This consists in composing to the front. In the cutlery trade the leading firms have recently
the packing of hollow rings or helical coils of suitable had a special representative in the colonies, making dilligent
diameter or width to fit easily the stuffing boxes or other inquiry into the real condition of affairs. The result is that a
parts, These rings or coils being made of soft metal alloys, wider dnd more valuable connection is confidently expected. On
such as white metal, and bearing or resting upon each other this head a Sheffield traveller, who has recently returned from
in the middle part of their width, the tightening
of the Australia, supplies some interesting figures. He points out that,
glands or junk rings causes the sides of the rings or coils to bulge during the months of February, April, and September, in last year,
out, and thereby make them fluid tight. By preference Mr. Small there were shipped to the Australian colonies from America
uses rings or coils having flat surfaces on their inner or outer the following quantities of goods: — Hardware, 1837 cases;
periphery, and convex surfaces on the under and up er
side, but electro-plate, 167 cases; tools, 557 cases; shovels and spades,
rings or coils of circular or oval section so long as they bear one 108 cases; nails, 907 cases; saws, 35 cases; axes and
upon another in the middle part of their width can be used, pro- hatchets, 3242 cases; lamps, 1000 cases; sewing machines, 573
vided, of course, that the rings or coils in all cases are constructed cases, These figures no doubt
, in some
, for home
hollow. When the metal has become worn on the rubbing sur- depression in our hardware trades. The colonists say that the
faces the rings or coils can be further bulged out by tightening the Americans adapt themselves to the actual wants of the country,
lands or junk rings, and this operation can be repeated until they and add that they would gladly prefer British-made goods if they
were equally suitable to their pu
. Several of our local firms
oo completely colla:
or are worn through.
At the meeting of the Manchester Association of Engineers on have ceased to hold the ideas that what is good for home is good
Saturday last when Mr. Alderman W. H. Bailey, the President for anywhere. Adversity has taught the useful lesson that manudelivered his inaugural address on the chief mechanical inventors facturers must supply what the customer wants, not what they
of Lancashire, which is dealt with in another column, Mr. Thomas think he wants.
Ashbury, C.E., in yerpeang ©vote of thanks to the President for
The Chamber of C
ce are now exhibiting a further collechis address, observed that Lancashire might freely be considered tion of Chinese productions, which were forwarded to them by
as the home of inventors, and probably no county in the United instruction of the late Earl of Iddesleigh. They are accompanied
Kingdom had so many contributors to the Patent-office 1s Lanca- by a report from her Majesty’s Consul at Swatow on the tools in
shire. They owed a great deal in Lancashire to the feature common use by Chinese carpenters, and consist of thirteen parcels
with the price at which
of accuracy which had been introduced by Sir Joseph Whit- containing samples of the various obj
worth, and the success which had been achieved, had been they are sold marked on each. The Consul states that the tools—
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
due in —- measure to theb accuracy which had cha- which comprise files, chisels, carving tools, plane irons, hammers,
racterised the work done in Lancashire. If Lancashire &c.--are made of soft iron with a very thin plate of steel welded
(From our own Correspondent.)
were to maintain their Sesrg ty they must on so as to form the cutting edge. The Consul adds:—‘‘My attenMauchester.—The upward movement of the market, so far as all engineers
the old Lancashire men in the example they had set of con- tion was chiefly called to this class of goods by the fact that I have
descriptions of raw material are concerned, although occasionally follow
scientious
and
accurate workmanship.
r. Rawlinson remarked always ooihiad in the Chinese carpenter's tool-box at least one if
fluctuating slightly, still goes on practically unchecked, whilst users that if English engineers
were to place themselves in the position not more old European plane irons or chisels, in many instances
of the raw material in this district are scarcely able to establish to meet successfully the strong
competition
which was growing u ip |worn down to a third of their original length. This seems to
any really appreciable advance upon late rates. This, of course, is
them in every part of the world, they would not only have me to indicate a preference for European steel, and that were
an abnormal condition of things which cannot last for any great against
to
apply
themselves
to
the
work
as
they
had
in hes tam but tools made of such steel obtainable at anything like the market
length of time, and the question is whether the price of common they would have to apply themselves to sound done
technical education, rate for Chinese tools, a large trade might be the consequence, for
pigiron and hematites will have to come down, or whether manu- pe they would have to be thoroughly on the alert
nter plays a very important part in Chinese house-buildfor the future. the
actured iron and steel will be forced to a higher price by the very
Intelligence was received with very general regret on the Man- ing.”
e articles have to Be returned to the Government, and
fact that manufacturers cannot afford to go on making under pre- chester
the
Chamber
has
tly ordered reproduction of them to be
iron
market
on
Tuesday
of
the
somewhat
sudden
death
sent conditions, and will have no other fhBred mr than either to that day of Mr. Joseph Carrick, partner in the well-known firm of made as rapidly
are entertained that a good
as possible. Ho
close their works, or. get better prices. The present advance in Messrs. Carrick and Brockbank, iron merchants of Manchester ; busi
yet be done with
China, where English cold chisels
pig iron and hematites is unquestionably due largely, if not mainly, the deceased gentleman had been connected with the iron trade of and files wall
are
very
much
used
already.
interesting note for
to heavy buying on American accounts, and in some measure to the above district for the last twenty years, and was very highly spade and shovel manufacturers is the use An
of the broad hoe, which
speculation.
o doubt a good deal of the iron which has been
takes
the
place
of
the
English
spade,
and,
to
some extent, with
sold recently has gone into the hands of consumers, but this has
n the coal trade a fairly active demand is maintained for all small proprietors, of the plough.
not been because of any actually increased wants, but having descriptions
of
fuel,
and
pits
are
being
kept
on
full
time,
with
hitherto been working from hand to mouth, the advance in prices
in many cases, still being filled up to meet the requirements
has frightened consumers into buying beyond their present require- stocks,
customers. Prices are firm at late rates and at the pit mouth
ments. This, however, does not represent any real improvement of
average
9s, to 9s. 6d. for best coals, 7s. 6d. to 8s. seconds, 6s. to
in trade, but simply that a large weight of buying has come upon
THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
6d. common house fire coals, 5s. to 5s. 6d. steam and forge
the market now which would otherwise have been spread overa longer 6s.
coals,
4s,
to 5s. burgy, 3s. 6d. to 4s. best slack, and 2s, 9d. to 3s.
(From our own Correspondent.)
period ; and as a matter of fact, neither in the steel trade, the per ton for6d.common
sorts.
manufactured iron trace, nor the engineering branches of industry
THE tone of the Cleveland pig iron trade continues extremely
For
shipment
there
is
only
a
moderate
demand,
but
prices
are
in this district is there any substantial improvement which could steady on the basis of 7s. 3d. for good qualities of steam coal firm, and prices are steadily advancing. At the market held at
at all — the advance which has taken place in prices, and this,
Middlesbrough on Tuesday last an unusual number of buyers were
as I pointed out in my last week’s ‘‘ Notes,” is only too significantly delivered at Garston Docks or the high level, Liverpool.
present, and most of them evinced great anxiety to make conBarrow.—The aspect of the hematite pig iron trade is more tracts. Few sellers have much iron to dispose of for prompt
borne out by the inability of users of the raw material to obtain
any corresponding advance for their manufactured goods to cover cheerful, and the position of the market is much more active than delivery, and, as no one will sell far ahead, but a limited amount
the higher prices which have now to be paid for pig iron and it has been for some time. The demand for pig iron is, in fact, of busi
is pr
ing. No. 3 g.m.b. was on Tuesday last in
much greater than makers can possibly supply at present, and it is strong request, and for prompt delivery could not be bought for
hematites.
therefore justifiable on the part of producers to put idle furnaces less than 38s. per ton, that being 6d. more than the price current
There was a full attendance on the Manchester Iron Exchange on in
blast, and thus increase the production. The works are, gene- on the previous Tuesday. a declare that they have sold
Tuesday, and a very strong market, with a
iderable busi
speaking, producing from one-half to two-thirds of the actual parcels for this month’s delivery at as much as 39s. per ton, and
doing. In pig iron there was again an advance on the pricesof rally
weight
of iron * ta ae ut into the market if all their plant was they are now talking of raising that price to 40s. Consumers are
the previous week. Lancashire makers, who have been booking in full work.
It is noticeable that the increased demand has led usually willing to give 38s. 6d. for delivery to the end of March,
moderate orders at the recent advanced prices, are now quoting to
the
belief
that hematite will soon be a scarce article, and that and 38s, 9d. for delivery over the second quarter; but in the
40s. to 41s., less 24, as their minimum for forge and foundr the demand will
be greater than the ability of makers to compete present excited state of the market they find great difficulty in
qualities delivered equal to Manchester, and they are not at all with. On the other
hand, it is very evident that if makers meeting their requirements at those figures. Forge iron has
keen sellers even at their present quoted rates, In district brands
whole of their furnaces in blast, the output will advanced 6d. per ton during the week; 36s. is now the lowest
open quotations have in some instances been practically withdrawn; peso the
increased
that
it
be impossible, unless the demand price at which it can be purchased, and most holders ask more.
for Lincolnshire iron the ave’
selling price may be taken at continues good, to keep would
prices up to the present rates. BesMessrs. Stevenson, Jaques, and Co.’s current quotations are:—
about 39s. 6d. to 40s. 6d., less 24, for fo
and foundry qualities
in mixed parcels was quoted last week at 49s. 3d. per ton, ‘* Acklam hematite,” mixed Nos., 50s. per ton; ‘‘ Acklam Yorkdelivered into the Manchester district, with 1s. per ton ntthm these semer
this week it has advanced to 52s. 6d. per ton. Those makers shire, Cleveland,” No. 3, 39s. per ton; ‘‘Acklam basic,” 40s.;
figures quoted in some instances, and Derbyshire foundry iron and
who are best situated for orders are declining to sell even at these refined iron, 54s. to 64s.
ranging from 43s. 6d. to 45s., less 24, delivered here. In outside prices
parcels or for deliveries well forward. Stocks of
The demands for warrants continues brisk. The price current at
brands offering in this market there
also been a further upward iron arefornotlarge
great, but many holders of stock are as firm as makers, Glasgow on Tuesday last was 39s. 14d. per ton, but buyers were in
tendency; good named brands of Middlesbrough foundry are now and
are
expecting
prices shortly. The steel trade has not excess of sellers.
quoted at 47s. 4d. to 48s. 4d., net cash, delivered equal to Man- improved so much fuller
of pig iron, but there is, nevertheless, a
The stock of Cleveland pig iron in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s
chester; and following the advance in warrants higher prices are full and a satisfactory as that
at Barrow have put up Middlesbrough store on the 17th inst. was 308,845 tons, being a
also being asked for Scotch iron. Hematites, in which large sales their prices to £4 5s. dper tond. netMakers
at makers’ works, or f.o.b. at decrease of 349 tons for the week.
have recently been made, show a strong advance upon last week’s local ports, and business has been refused
lower figures. The
Shipments are still light, but the knowledge of this fact seems to
prices; in one or two cases sales are reported at 59s. to 60s., less makers in the district are all well placed withat orders,
and it is fair have no effect upon the market. Only 21,354 tons of ge iron left
24, for No. 3 foundry delivered into the Manchester district, but to
assume that they have a good twelve months’ work in hand. Middlesbrough by sea during the first seventeen
days of the
these may be
ed as the very top figures, and large buyers Other
descriptions of steel are in good
uest. Blooms and present month. would probably be able to place out orders at a little less.
billets
are
in
good
demand,
especially
from
America,
and
prices
The
finished
iron
trade
does
not
by
any
means
keep
pace
with the
So far as the steel trade of this district is concerned, the prices
lately advanced to a considerable extent. The trade in ship trade in pig iron. There is certainly a little more inquiry, but
which have to be taken to secure orders for castings are almost have
steel
has
been
quiet
for
a
long
time,
but
within
the
past
few
days
makers
finding
great
difficulty
in
obtaining
orders
at
even
the
quite as low as ever, and with the exception that plates have gone more enquiries have come to hand, and {local shipbuilders have modest advance last reported, hesitate to ask more. The most
up a little and better prices are being got for steel rails, the prices within the past fortnight received numerous enquiries for terms as that can be obtained for ship-plates and common bars is £4 lds.
for general manufactured goods have still to be cut excessively low to the building of steamers which are likely to lead to theacceptance
Bog on trucks at makers’ works, and angles are offered at
to effect business,
of several orders. Iron ore is firmer in tone, and ordinary good
. less,
In the manufactured iron trade, although quotations have nomi- samples are now quoted at 12s. per ton. Many raisers of ore are
total value of goods exported from Middlesbrough during
nally been put up 5s. per ton since the quarterly meetings, the declining to sell in large parcels until they see the attitude trade theThemonth
exclusive of coal and coke, was £174,543,
rices which are being actually got by makers here are very little will ultimately assume. In the meantime native raisers have it in — mtingof anDecember,
increase of £76,443 in comparison with December,
tter. Local forge proprietors would be quite content to book their favour that Spanish ores cannot readily be bought. Coal and 1885. The exports
from
Newcastle were valued at £173,940,
orders at an advance of
6d. per ton upon late rates, but even a
and fuller prices are expected. Shipping is expected representing an increase of £14,425.
this is very difficult to get. At theold prices there was a tolerably to
usier.
On
Saturday
last
the
Council
of the Northumberland Pitmen’s
good business being done, and on that basis trade was in a fairly
Union had a
ting to
ider the position of their constituents
good condition ;but as a necessity of the advance in pig iron,
in
yy
of
the
impending
strike.
Returns in their possession
makers have been compelled to ask more money for their manuTHE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
show that notices have been given at between thirty and forty
factured goods, and this they find buyers not at all willing to pay.
collieries,
and
that
at
about
a
dozen,
the
owners of which are not
(From
our
own
Correspondent.)
The basis of present quoted rates is about £5 2s. 6d. to £5 5s. per
members of the Employers’ Association, no notices have been given.
ton for bars delivered in the Manchester district.
It becomes increasingly evident that in the States, both in iron The number of colliers actually under Wyre per to be about
A rather more hopeful tone as to the future is met with here and and steel, consumption has overtaken production, and the Ameriabout 4000 men, who are not ac
y pitmen, but who
there amo
representatives of the engineering trades, but it is cans are therefore turning to this country for supplies. Steel work , and
with them, will also be thrown out of employment. These
difficult to find any substantial basis for any more encouraging firms in the States
are making their steel into rails. Hence the latter will, of course, have no claim on the funds of the union.
outlook. There are, it is true, works that are busier, and some large American demand for blooms and billets. The ‘‘ boom” The Council came to no definite conclusion as to their course of
branches of industry that are rather better off for orders; but in seems pretty like that of 1879, and will probably last about as long. action. But they decided to meet ae in the course of a few days
the general condition of the trade there is no real improvement, On the other hand, the demand for finished iron has not muc
consider what may have happened in the interim, and to deterand the new work that is being got has still to be taken at exces- increased Staffordshire has felt it a little, but Yorkshire and the to
whether, in the event of a stoppage, they shall call upon
sively low prices. The returns astoemployment for the past month North’have been very little affected as yet. What is needed for mine
those
who still remain at work to come out and make common
issued by the leading trades union societies connected with the engi- the finished iron trade is a revival in shipbuilding. Manufacturers cause with
the rest.
neering branches of industry are scarcely a trustworthy indication of finished iron goods will find themselves somewhat in a difficulty
A
curious
case under the Employers’ Liability Act was heard at
of the present actual demand for labour, as the usual suspensions if pig and other irons continue to rise and the values of their pro- Gateshead County-court
on the 8th inst. A cupola man named
for the holidays and stock-takings at the close of last year have ductions do not take an upward turn.
Gaffrey
brought
an action against his employers, John Abbott and
poresecmiy henge a number of men upon the books who might
The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, I hear, has given an
to recover £250, as compensation for the loss of his —
otherwise have been at work. But for this it is probable the order for thirty locomotives to the Vulcan Found:
mpany, and , other
injuries. He
made complaints as to the limited
returns might have shown some slight improvement. As it is, Newton-le-Willows, and during
the last few days sixty further
in which he had to work the cupola, involving, as he conthey remain practically unchanged. The returns of unemployed locomotives to Messrs. Beyer, Peacock, and Company, Manchester. space
risk of accident to himself. On June Ist last he sawmetal
issued by the Amalgamated Society of Engineers still show about A considerable quantity of the material sequieedl Sorthese locomo- sidered,
running out with the slag. He proceeded to block up the hole,
8 per cent. of the members in receipt of out-of-work support, and tives will no doubt be made in this district as usual. I have heard when
metal came away and burned him severely in the face.
the returns of the Steam Engine Makers’ Society show about four it stated that the first order has been placed at £37 10s. a ton, said He is the
now quite blind.
‘or the defi
it was
tended tha‘
rcent. As to the condition and prospects of trade, the reports to be the lowest figure ever touched for that class of work. £50 a there was
no negligence on the part of the employers. The jury
Tom some districts are rather more cheerful as to the future, but ton is said to be a moderate price in ordinary times.
returned
a
verdict
for
the
plaintiff,
and
put
the
damages
at £200.
they do not record anything very tangible in the shape of present
I understand -the Admiralty have ordered three more plates,
improvement, and the
is is scarcely more substantial than a 16in. thick, for experiments, from each of the two firms—Messrs. Judgment was given for the amount with costs.
The
steel
makers
of
the
Cleveland
district
are
not
to
be
allowed
pretty general expectation that trade has started in the direction John Brown and Co., and Messrs. Charles Cammell and Co.
of an improvement. Some of the'stationary engine shops in Lan- Inquiries are also received for armour for cruisers to be built for a to realise the benefit of the better times which seem now to be
commencing. Scarcely have they got to work upon the contracts
cashire are repo’
to be rather better off for orders ; these are foreign Government.
all similar reports with regard to some of the locomotive building
The Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway Company recently entered at paying prices, when their men are down upon

60
them for more wages. At a largely attended meeting of steel
workers, held at South Bank on Saturday last, it was unanimously
resolved to give notice for an advance of 10 per cent., and to order
100 printed noticeformsto be distributed for signature
and use
in case of a refusal of the demand. This
is very
upon the
shareholders, who have had to put up with small dividends or none
at all for so long, and who have kept their works going for years,
simply and solely in the interests of the workmen.
orking-men are wont to assert pretty loudly that one man is as
good as another, and that class distinctions are merely the outcome of — and arrogance. They profess to be themselves
perfectly free from the unamiable exclusiveness which théy think
characteristic of the upper and middle classes. Yet what in this
way ever equalled the present doings of the men of New Seaham
Colliery? The union men there have just taken a ballot of their
members to determine whether or not they shall give fourteen
days’. notice to their employers to cease work unless the latter will
make,a rule that non-union men shall not go up or down the
it.n
the same cage and at the same time as themselves! Here
1s tyranny,. selfishness, and class distinction of the very worst type.
How the employers would have been execrated if they had, in their
own interests, originated any such intolerant regulation.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Great interest is manifested in the pig iron market, although
the amount of business in ordinary pig iron has not been quite so
large as it was last week. The quantity of warrants changing
hands has, however, been much greater than is usual in ordinary
times, and the prices have, on the whole, been well maintained, in
the face of renewed attempts at ‘‘bearing” the market. The
inquiries from America are still affecting the market, and the
shipments of ordinary pigs are now showing that larger quantities
are being despatched than was the case at this time last year.
There is a small increase in the stocks in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s
Glasgow warrant stores. The furnaces in blast number seventyfive, as compared with ninety-two at the same date last year. The
pig iron shipments from Scotch ports in the past week were 8865
tons, against 4725 in the corresponding week of 1886; while the
total Sewer for the — —e to date show an increase of
7674 tons.
e imports of Middlesbrough pigs at G
outh
for the week are 6110 tons, as comune with 2640 in the same
week of last year.
Business was done in the warrant market on Monday at 47s. 3d.
to 47s. 44d. cash, closing with buyers at 47s. 14d. cash. On Tuesdav, transactions occurred from 47s, 24d. to
64d., closing at
the same figures as on the vy
ay. Business was done on
Wednesday at 47s. 1d. and 46s. 5d. cash. To-day—Thursday—
business was done at 47s. ld. to 46s. 10d., closing with buyersa
penny less.
The current values of makers’ pigs are nearly all higher, as
follow :—-Gartsherrie, f.o.b. at Glasgow, No. 1, Bos.; No. 3, 47s.;
Coltness, 60s. and 47s. 6d.; Langloan, 56s. 6d. and 47s. 6d.;
Summerlee, 57s. 6d. and 46s. 6d.; Calder, 54s. 6d. and 45s. 6d.;
Carnbroe, 50s. 6d. and 45s. 6d.; Clyde, 49s. 6d. and 45s.;
Monkland, 48s. 6d. and 44s. 6d.; Govan, at Broomielaw, 48s. 6d.
and 44s. 6d.; Shotts, at Leith, 52s. 6d. and 46s. 6d.; Carron, at
Grangemouth, 52s. 6d. and 44s. 6d.; Glengarnock, at Ardrossan,
53s. 6d. and 45s. 6d.; Eglinton, 48s. 6d. and 44s. 6d.; Dalmellington, 49s. 6d. and 45s.
The Spanish ore trade is in a somewhat remarkable position at
present. Merchants are understood to have made considerable
contracts to deliver it over the greater part of the present year,
but both the prices of the ore and the cost of its carriage have risen
in an unexpected way within the last few weeks, and it is feared
that losses in some quarters will be the consequence. Cumberland
hematite pigs have been in extra demand on the Glasgow Exchange
tiis week, and there has been a marked advance in quotations.
The steel trade continues active, both the demand for Siemens
ani basic steel being such as to induce great activity at the works.
The Steel Company of Scotland have voluntarily increased the
wages of their workmen by about one-half the
uction that was
made about a year ago. This week there have been renewed
inquiries for plates for shipbuilding purposes.
In the course of the past week there was shipped from Glasgow a
screw steamer in pieces, valued at £17,150, for Rangoon ; engines
for a Russian vessel valued at £16,000, for Sebastopol ;
h
5
£5890 ; sewing. machines, in parts, £1335; ee prt ag£7200 ;
and general iron manufactures, £27,620.
The demand for coals is fully equal to the supply, and main coal
is higher in price, being quoted f.o.b. at Glasgow 7s. per ton.
Ell coal is also in request, but the price is somewhat lower. There
is not so much inquiry for steam coals, although the trade in that
department is better than was expected in consequence of an
improvement in the shipping trade. The past week’s shipments
were, at Glasgow, 21,428 tons; Greenock, 1217; Ayr, 7240; Irvine,
1640; Troon, 6279; Burntisland, 19,777; Leith, 1913; Grangemouth, 2904; and Bo'ness, 3730; total, 66,128, as compared with
47,349 in the same week of 1886.
A crisis is threatened in the labour market of the coal trade.
Stimulated by the recent substantial advances in the — of pi
iron, the colliers refuse to wait longer for an increase of wages, bm
threaten to maintain a general strike from about the end of this
week until their d
ds are
ded
There have been several additional shipbuilding orders placed on
the Clyde since last report, and the trade looks as if it would ere
long be in an active position.
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sive works of the Pontypool Tin-plate Company at that place and
at Pantymael and Pontnewyd are to be started forthwith.
The Morriston
tin-plate men have passed a resolution
to su
the action against Monmouthshire masters where owners
i
upon a reduction of wages.
Those ironmasters
who have secured
good stocks of foreign ore
are to be congratulated, as prices have gone up to about1 ton at Cardiff. Fora long time prices were fixed at 10s. to 10s.
It was pretty evident that they could not be lower, and equally
clear that rails were at their lowest. Ironmasters have taken a
leaf from colliery books, and will make increased make pay for low
price. The arrangements at Cyfarthfa and Dowlais towards this
end are admirable. The same may also be said in a ae of
other works, the tendency being everywhere to minimise the cost
~ =a =~make.
=
‘,
aa
the year advances, permitting outdoor work, there wi
outiiuntlc progress shown in various undertakings, notably the
Barry Dock and Railway, the Rhondda and Swansea Railway—the
tunnel of which is now the chief important need—and the Roath
line in connection with the Taff Vale.
The coal trade of Swansea was rather dull last week on account
of the weather, and the consequent small tonnage that came in.
Newport showed a fair average, and sent away 23,777 tons coastwise. Cardiff exported to foreign destinations 160,000 tons—a
tifying total that gave a little more animation to
i
f prices had moved as well it would have been more satisfactory,
but in face of my statement lately of large contracts taken at 6d.
to 9d. less per ton than last year, what can be expected otherwise? The utmost is the hardening of best qualities.
The Barry Dock Company is advertising for dock gates and
caissons thus showing progress.

NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE Rhenish-Westphalian iron market begins the new year with
undoubted firmness, with prices showing a decided upward tendency. The improvement is expressed by steady advances, and
the favourable moment is being utilised in making arrangements
to avoid the disadvantages to trade which have shown themselves
to exist in the iron industry during the last dull period. The
demand is everywhere an active one, and in Silesia, as well as in
Rhineland-Westphalia, the Siegerland and the Saar districts, conventions have already been, or are just on the point of being, completed. In Silesia, although the holidays and stock-taking, as elsewhere, have been a hindrance, the situation of the iron trade is
peenly a very favourable one. In fact the iron industry has so
improved that the millowners have ceased to offer their ores for
sale, and are reluctant to contract forward at present pri as
there is now a
t of mines once again bei net ory
profit
as prices rise, which have already got up to M. 12 to 13for
calcined steel stone—sparry carbonate—whilst some of the rolling
mills are so well booked forward with orders that fresh trains,
which have long remained dormant, are again being put into
operation. In general, the demand for pig iron of all sorts is good,
and prices are rising rapidly from week to week, perhaps
too much so for a
inning;
quently the
It
will
not entertain offers for long delivery ahead, in which policy
they may be right, as there is every prospect of _— still rising
in the near future, for at the end of December the stocks at the
West
ian Works were only 21,400 t., whilst orders were in hand
for 77,100t. The present price of forge pig is M. 45 to 47, and
in the Siegerland as much as M. 50 has been asked; but whether
buyers are able to give that price yet awhile is doubtful, because
makers of finished iron cannot always realise a correspondingly
advanced
. Basic pig has gone up to M. 40 to 42, and
Luxemburg to 30f. to 32f., and both will probably advance still
higher, as stocks have materially diminished of late. Foundry
Rs has risen M. 1, and now stands at M. 54 No. 1, 50 to 51
o. 2, and M. 9 for No. 3. Bessemer and spiegeleisen have risen
sensibly, the first costs now M. 46 to 49, and the latter up to M. 55
and 60 has been asked for superior brands. Rolled iron is in more
request than when last reported, and as far as quantity is concerned there remains little to be desired.
ie price has
again been raised, and now stands at M. 100 to 105 per ton. For
the time of year there is an unusually active demand for girders,
and cust
s have —_ — — a rise rts onper ton has
been agreed upon by the makers, so t
the priceis
now M. 108 to 0 per ton. There is no great change for
the better in boiler and other kindred sorts of plates, at
least no rise sufficient to com
te for the dearer raw materials
in their manufacture.
e
ground-price-has been fixed for
the present at M. 140 p.t., and 135 to 139 is what they really can
be bought for. Thin black sheets are as much called for as ever,
and cost in the Siegerland M. 135 to 140 p.t., whilst those made of
Bessemer metal cost M. 145 to 150 p.t. The wire rod mills
are
busier than they ever have been before, and still orders keep
coming in, particularly for export account. The price has also
risen commensurately with the dearer raw materials, and if
the blast furnace proprietors do not unduly force up their prices, a
very encouraging future
is in store for this branch. Iron wire rods are
noted at M. 102 and higher, and in steel M. 110 and higher, and have
risen therefore in allM. 15 to 20 p.t. since better times set in. The
steel rail makers received some orders for domestic consumption
last quarter, and others are in near prospect, so that this branch
does not enter the new year in quite so drooping a condition as
was the case almost th
out the one just cl
The English
and Belgian competition is still feared, which has a depressing
effect on the trade, but, on the other hand, hopes are fostered of
orders from America, which would be a partial com
tion.
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
Steel rails are quoted at M. 120 to 125 .t. Billets and other
(From our own Correspondent.)
articles in steel are also being produced, and the ——_~ is
WHATEVER be the cause, ‘‘ middlemen” are having much less to gradually increasing. Hoops in iron are noted at M. 103 to 107,
do now than formerly in connection either with iron or coal. In in Bessemer quality at M. 107 to 115 p.t. Steel sleepers are at
the times of Anthony Hill bar iron and nail rods were sent to M. 115 to 120 p.t.; wheels and axles wg somes M. 300; and tires, the
Bristol, and traders in Wales had to apply there for “‘ parcels.” set in steel, 225 to 230. Light steel rails for mines, M. 100 to 104 p.t.
The other day—I mention this by way of contrast—the largest With the —
of a few machine shops and foundries, which
works in Wales sold a couple of tons of rails direct to a small con- report favourably, the rest have little work on hand. Some heavy
tractor. There is great force in the argument, that the user, etn
orders are in the air, but the prices offered are so exceedingly low |
his exact requirements, would be able to get just what he requi
that they are scarcely- worth acceptation. The
m works are
by direct purchase.
working off old orders from last year, and this branch is now very
The Welsh industries are looking up, and prices are steadily quiet.
advancing. Pig iron is close upon 5s. a ton advance, steel billets
A Zinc Convention is shortly to be formed for this country with
10s. a ton, coke Is. a ton. Even steam coal is hardening, and small the object of regnlating prices, and most likely the English works
steam and small bituminous are advanced from 3d. to 6d. per ton. will participate in it, or at least, will be invited todo so. In the
Nettlefold’s works, near Newport, made a practical essay a few Westphalian and Silesian coal trade there is a firm tendency, and the
days ago, with excellent results. It is expected that 500 men will mineowners are no more inclined to contract ahead at present prices.
be employed there.
d A new outlet for Westphalian coke has been opened up to Bohemia
The Landore Steel Works, Swansea, sent off a few days ago a con- in consequence of reduced railway rates having been accorded on
signment of 300 tons of steel plates for America. This, I understand, all the railways concerned;
coal costs at
mt M. 5°40 to
is
of an order for 10,
tons. Good American orders for 6°20; best flaming quality, 6°40 to7°80; lumps, 7°60 to 8°40; round
rails will also soon be in hand, and altogether, t!
h Barrow coa] as brought to bank $20 to6 ; coking coal, 3 to 4; best coke,
competes successfully with the Welsh works in the
trade, 8 - 8°50; a omy ee eaese= t., all at poy Som
prospects here are encouraging, and what with railsand bars, trade
large shipment
,0 0 tons of o
ungarian
jus
promises to be brisk, and at better. prices.
been made at Fiume for American account.
As might have been es the we gars 1tone of things has
Aceording to news from Berlin, Krupp has rg made an
affected tin-plate as much as anything, and low quotations even arrangement with the Japanese Government to establish a branch
for ordinary wasters are not heard of.
making busi
in Japan, and is to manufacture all
rs are at 14s.;| of his
Siemens, 14s. 6d.; charcoal tin-plates touch 17s. 6d.; ¢ harcoal | the heavy artillery the Government may require,
ternes are up to 15s.
A statement having become current that the Schwarzkopf
From Swansea over 65,000 boxes of tin-plates were sent away| Machine Factory at Berlin had contracted with the Italian
last week. I may name a few of the items. To New York 3200 Government for 6,000,000 marks worth of work, the board of
tons; to Baltimore and he eee, oy 2200 tons, principally tin- directors has thought it prudent to avoid exaggeration, this bei
plates, chemicals, &c.; Hamburg 110 tons plates; Palma,
‘horn, a public share company, to explain that this sum is to be expend:
and Genoa small consignments.
over seven years, that the land they have acquired at Venice for
The obstinacy of the tin-plate strikers in various districts has a the branch establishment and a placeto experiment with Vy aye
tendency to better the going works, but I see
a few are giving way, is loaded with a heavy yearly rental payable to the town; that the con
and arrangements
also making for re-starting others. The exten- tract for making 7: torpedoes for the Italian Government wis.
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completed and arrived at Berlin on the 8th inst., and that no fresh
capital would
ire to be
ted to establish the branch works,
Simultaneously there is a talk of the Spanish Government being
in treaty with a house in Westphalia to furnish to it also a large
number of torpedoes. It seems strange that
land is never
named as participating in such orders, as if the manufacture of
torpedoes were confined to Germany alone,
AMERICAN NOTES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
New York, Jan, 7th.
Our advices this week from the interior are that the new year has
opened with a fresh rush of orders for railroad construction, bridge
building, boat and car building, and for material for tools and
agricultural implements. The impression gains ground in American markets that prices will advance during the next six months,
and if so, that an unhealthy stimulus will be imparted to manufacturing. The present feverish condition is due to the fact that
everybody
is buying more than they need in order to guard against
the advance which all are looking for. The representatives of
British houses have recently sinenl large contracts for rail blooms,
billets, and slabs, and I learn to-day that some further heavy
contracts will be closed either this week or next. Bessemer pig
will also be wanted, and a few lots of spiegeleisen will probably be
purchased.
Railroad building is doing the mischief. It is generally conceded
that one-third more mileage will be laid in 1887 than last year, and
this, of course, necessitates a general rush for material entering
into all kinds of construction. The pees of manufacturing
establishments will also be pushed very rapidly, and the demand
for machinery will be greater than it
nm on account of the
construction of so much mileage and the necessities which that
construction creates. The
hine shop capacity all over the
country has been extended more or less, and it is quite certain
that much more re-building will be done, especially in the Middle
States, and particularly in New York and Pennsylvania.
Bar iron is sold from three to six weeks ahead, and prices to-day
pork are 2c. for best quality and one to two-tenths off for poorer
ities.
7 The supply of old rails has been cut off in home markets, and we
are now Tevciting mainly upon foreign markets, the result of
which has been to crowd up prices about 1 dol. Steel rails are now
cones at 37 dols., with buyers of small lots ready to pay 38 dols.
ridge iron has not been as yet advanced, but we are looking for
an announcement in that direction.
Plate iron is strong at 2} to 24, and some intimations are thrown
out that the plate iron makers will put up prices one to two
dollars per ton. Gaspipe is very active, and the new mills under
construction will start up with six months orders ahead. The
blast furnace output will be increased some 10,000 tons per week,
and all the furnaces under construction and i age are blowing.
The quotations for crude iron are 18 dols. to 21 dols. 50c. for No. 2
and No. 1 foundry, and for mill irons 16 dols. to 18 dols, 50c. The
advances that have been made affect the makers of iron, and as
yet they have been unable to effect a corresponding advance in the
manufactured product. The demand for steel and iron wire rods
is growing, and the _—e will average 2250 tons per week. Tinplate is very active and firm, and shipments are absorbed as fast as
received. Stocks are not very heavy, as the consumption is
growing.
Quite a number of new furnaces are poaenes. The estimated
number is put at twenty. Two of these furnaces will be at Oxanne,
Ala. They will be 150-ton furnaees. English pig iron is being
used at Chattanooga, Tenn., for the manufacture of Bessemer steel).
A supply is expected from the North Carolina region as soon as
furnaces can be erected. A Bessemer steel plant, with two 3-tcn
converters, is to be erected near Ashland, Ky., and near to a
natural gas supply. Three or four furnaces will be built in Tennessee. ‘T'wo ES. furnaces are to be erected in Pennsylvania. A
large stm of money will be invested in mining and coal properties
in Pennsylvania, where iron and steel can be made at almost
as low a price as the prices ruling in Northern Alabama,
Tue Size or OcEAN STEaMSHIPS.—The following table gives
the name, date of construction, tonnage, length, breadth, and
depth of the principal steamships plying between European and
American shores :—
Gross |1@neth.|| Beam. | Depth.
Name.
Built. tonnage
City of Rome ..
‘81 «| 8144 | 546
52
87
Umbria... ..
sa | 7800 | 500 | 57-2 | 88°1
Etruria
‘84 =| «s7718 501°6 | 57°2
38°
Servia ..
; wee
515
§2°1
37
ND.
ig 60> 96 «00 cleo ee
7269 470
57°2
87°2
Le Bretagne .. .. .. «. | ‘86
7012 | 508°4| 52°4 | 38°4
La Bourgogne .. .. .. ..| ‘86
7000 508°6 | 52°2
38°8
LaChampagne.. .. .. ..| '86
7
508'7 | 51°6 | 88°4
LaGascogne
.. .. .. ..| 86
7008 | 508°7| 52°2 | 88-3
Peery
a |
6932 500
50°6
88
America ..
"83
6500 482
51°3
35°8
Normandie. .
"82
6062 459
50
37
Westernland
"83
5736 455
47
35
Ee as de to "te" "de” tal ae
5500 455
48
88
re
ere
5500 455
48
38
eee
ae
ee
5500 455
48
38
City of Berlin ..
7
1 488°6 | 44°2
34°9
N
a
83
5212
400°'7 | 47
85°3
City of Chicago
83
5202 | 430
45
33°6
Eider .. ..
*83
5200 450
47
33°6
Arizona
7
5147 464
46
87
Ems
"84
5129 430°5 | 47
B4°5
Fulda .
‘83
5109 450
46
36
Werra ..
"82
5109 450
46
36
Belgravia
"81
5080 898°2 | 44°5
82°2
Germanic
74
5008 455
45°2 83°7
Britanic
‘74
5004 455
45°2 83°7
Elbe .. .
"81
4911
420
45
86°5
England .
"65
487
42°5
85
Egyptian Monarch
"80
4709 870
44
85°8
SE sn.
71
4610 | 440
44°38 | 86°»
France (Fr.). .
"65
4647 884
44
86
Am
ae
"64
4637 394
42°0
36°9
City of Richmond
"73
4607 452°6 | 43
86
“Pree
"64
4500 415
41
35
City of Chester..
"73
4565 475
44°3 85
ca ee ee
71
4512
425°4 |) 43°2
86°2
ty ofMontreal
71
4451 | 419°1| 44
| 84°3
The Queen .. ..
"65
4457 881°1 | 42°4
87°38
Grecian Monarch
‘82
4364 881
43
83
SED ay 0s 6s ov. os ak
4310
890°7 | 41°3
85°3
SS
Gah.
4269 400
42
32
Hammonia..
ra
4247
875
45
84
Ital aaa ee. Sa te
70
4169 389
42°3
88°7
An
a we Ne
"74
4168 480
40°1
83°8
State of Nebraska ..
"80
4000 885
48
34
Ethiopia . .
"73
4005 402
40°2 83
Lydian Monarch
‘81
3916 860
43
82°4
Adriatic
71
8888 487°2 | 40°9
81
Céltic ..
7
8867 487°2 | 40°9
81
Denmark
65
8724
842°9 | 42°2
36
blic
7
8707 420
40°9 81
tic ..
71
8707 420
40°9 81
Suevia .
14
3704 360
41
84
Wisconsin
7
3700 878
43°2
82
Other well-known ships are the France, State of Nevada, State of
Pennsylvania, Monarch, Rhynland, aoe Australia, Lessing.
Wyoming, Rugia, Belgenland, Wieland,
Nevada, State of Alabama,
Westphali
ennland, Zeeland, Assyrian Monarch, State of
Georgia, Bohemia, State of Indiana, Acadia, Nederland, Alexandria, and Assyria. These register from 3600 to 1082 tons. The
Acadia is the smallest.
steric: gsi
%
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485. Exrenpino the RancE of Sportiva Guys, J. Bulthe first; qualification, 100 shares; the company
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
doug! > A
in general meeting will determine remuneration.
Toy Carts, &c., J. Wi
, Blackpool.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners a 486.
487. Srrercuine Siik, &c., W.
Leek.
Patents,
J. and G. Rennie, Limited.
488. Reoutatine the Fiow of Liquips, H. Babington,
Birmingham.
This is the conversion to a company of the
489. Savine Lire from Fire, J. Izard, London.
Application for Letters Patent.
business of millwrights, manufacturing engineers
MELTING Snow, J. A. W. Reeve, London.
:
and shipbuilders, carried on by the firm of J. and *,* When patents have been ‘‘communicated” the 490.
the SoLes and Hee.s of Boots, H.
an
of the communicating party are 491.M. Proreerina
G. Rennie, at Holland-street, Blackfriars, the name
Kemp, London.
printed
in
italics.
Creek Yard Boiler House, Ravensbourne-street,
492. InvaLip’s Cuair, G. Charnock, London.
11th January, 1887.
493. DupLex TeLEPHony, A. R. Bennett, Glasgow.
Greenwich, and at the [ron Shipbuilding Yard,
Fruuine Sacks, &c., W. P. Engl
on.
Thames-street, Greenwich. It was registered on 396. Apvertisinc, J. M. Murphy and J. Paterson, 494,
495. StampeD Sree, Spikep Homxsesuor, J. E. Hill,
the 6th inst., with a capital of £80,000, in £100
ndon.
Stourbridge.
:
397.
Topacco-PirE
CLEANING
Apparatus,
A.
Lehmann,
shares. An agreement of the 20th September
496. Mortice Macuinse Metat Curtrter, &c., A. BE
i
cites that the partnership between John Keith 398.London.
, Lewisham.
4
MeTaLiic Biapes of Oars, &c., G. W. Green, 497. Reaisterine
Rennie and George Banks Rennie having expired,
Mecnanism,
A.
Warner,
J.
P.
Rock,
ham
W. H. Davis,
jon.
; “
they have resolved that, instead of renewing the 909.B INDIA-RUBBER
OVERSHOES SUNK-HEEL, A. Wellsley, 498,andVeLocipepes,
G. Singer andl J.
, London.
same, the business shall in future be carried on
Bedford.
Wearinc AppaREL, J. Y. Jolinson.—(F.- St. Clair,
by a joint-stock company. Messrs. Fuller, 400. Lamps, H. J. Allison.—{W. C. Baird, United States.) 499.United
States.
‘
$
Horsey, Son, and Cassell have made a valuation 401. Suups, R. McC. Fryer, London.
500. Lamps, J. Y. Johnson.—(F. Ithind and C. 8. Upton
PLatixum Lamps, H. Schlichter, London,
of the land, building, fixed — and machinery, 402.
United
States.)
ee
ae
and Sipes of SELF-RIGHTING LirEBoats, &c., 501. Furnaces, P. Ewens, London.
loose tools and utensils, stock and stores used in 403.8. J.Kee.
Fane, Southport.
Sien-pLatTes, A. J. Boult.—(B. Bais-Gowlert,
the said business, and have estimated them to be 404, Sawina-tIn
Macutve for the use of BooksinpERs, 502.Belgium.)
sce tat eis
of the value of £88,767. Since the valuation
&c., C. King and H. J. Creese, Leicester.
503.
Survetna
Tramway Swircues, F. Servus, Livercertain new machinery has been added, increasing 405. Brace Buckies, H. M. Picken, Birmingham.
Freeper, for Woot or other Fisres, J, Crab- 50%. GasTap, A. Brayshaw, Liverpool.
the value to £89,500, for which amount the pro- 406.treeComp
and B. Banks, Leeds.
perty will be taken over by the company.
e
A. J, Boult,—{C. Grassi, P. Brigatti,
Garpen Heap-rest aad Lounae, 8. A. Roths- 505.andStrrrvups,
L. Pirola, Italy.)
consideration is payable as follows:—£29,500 by 407.child,
London.
Skates, A. E. Adlard, London.
one or more mortgages—as the vendors may 408. Macuines
for Lastinc Boots and Sxoes, O. Imray. 506.
507.
Pires,
J.
Lakeman.
Middlesex.
direct—of the lands and bui'dings, bearing 4 =
—(S. W. Paine, United States.)
508. Lamps, C. Ashbury, London,
cent. per annum interest, and £60,000 in fully- 409. Curtine InstrumENTs, T. W. Rammell, London.
509.
Biocks
of
ArtiriciaL
FurL, E. Edwards.—(A.
Ligutine Cigars, &c., W. Walton, Bishopwearaid shares, Messrs, Cecil Gordon Crawley and 410.mouth,
Lego, France.)
m. Hugh Browning have each agreed to sub- 411. Preventinc Expiosions in Ort Tanks, T. Ray, 510. TELEGRAPHIC INsTRUMENTS, J. B. S pagnoletti and
J. Crookes, London.
scribe for 100 fully-paid shares, and to pay the
. Insutator, J. E, Spagnoletti and J. Crookes,
full amount represented by the same. The sub- 412,Sunderland.
AUTOMATICALLY Megasurinc Liquips, G. A. J.
London.
scribers are :—
Schott, Bradford.
:
512.
CoLiar Srups, R, E, Henry, London.
Shares. 413. Case for Ho_pinc Bort.es, F. Gartside, Glasgow. 513. NeepLe
Currinc Apparatus, A. G. Dawson and A. Ridg*J. Keith Rennie, 2, Eccleston-square ..
414, WaTER-cLosets, T. Whalley, London.
way
on.
*G, B. Rennie, 20, Lowndes-street ..
415. CLEARING TRAM Ratts, J. Prosser, London.
Drepoinc Macurnery, J. Wilson and J. A. Rad*Keith T. Rennie, 2, Eccleston-square .. ..
416. Connectinc TeLecrapH Wires, R. W Hale and 514.ley, London.
8. Lewin, 2, Rose-villas, Bexley Heath ..
J. F. Swann, London.
Bronzinc Paper, F. Schilling and G. Briining,
Automatic Match Supply Company, Limited, W.
417. ARTIFICIAL Ivory, A. M. Clark.—{S. G. A. Depont, 515. mdon.
*C, G. Crawley, Stockwood, Luton.. . ..
France.)
Upon terms of an agreement of the 6th inst., *W. H. Browning, 9, Cadogan-square, 8.W...
Gas Enarves, G. W. Newall and J. F. Blyth,
ee 418, DeTacHaBLe Hanpie Bars for VeLocirepes, W. 516.London.
ee
between Henry William Jeffrey and James Cos- Capt. Arthur C. H. Paget, H.M.S. Euphrates
London.
517. CornruGcaTeD Paper, H. H. Lake.—(Z. R. Wiggin,
way, this —— proposes to purchase the
The number of directors is not to be less than 419.Starley,
Workine
Rorary
Harr
or
other
Brusues,
F.
United States.
manufactory and business carried on by the three, nor more than six; qualification, £10,000
Reast, Hastings.
Wixpinc Tureap, J. Keats; Lo idon.
‘
Ecliptic Match Box Company at 4, Huggin-lane, in shares or stock; the first are the subscribers 420. Dritt Guys, &c., J. W. Lowdon and W. White, 518.
519. Burnine Liquip Fuet, M. F. Kyd@n.—{C. QvarnE.C., together with the patent, trade marks and denoted by an asterisk. The remuneration of Dundee.
strom, Russia.)
421.
Sewinc
Leatuer
Bettina,
J.
K.
Tullis,
D.
Tullis,
royalties (particularly the use of the word the board will be as follows:—To the chairman
520. ExtinauisHinc Lamp Frames, A. Rettich, Lon40%,
is, and E. Mackie, G
Ww.
«* Keliptic " , and other effects of the said busi- and vice-chairman, £2 each, and to each ordinary
Toots for InreRLockine the Epces of SuHeet 521. on.Wives, E. Beanes, London.
ness, It was incorporated on the 12th inst., with director £1, for every working day devoted to the 422.Merat
Prates, E. Small, London.
522. = of Stoprerine Borties, &c., W.C. Church,
a capital of £50,000, in £1 shares, to manufacture business of the company, but such payments are 423, Skip for Venicies, C. H. Wainwright, London.
mdon.
all kinds of matches and fusees. The subscribers not to exceed £500 per annum each for chairman 424. Roaps and Pavements, W. White, London.
523. ConRUGATED Paper Macurnery, H. H. Lake.—(E.
are :—
and vice-chairman, and £250 per annum for each 425. Catcuine Fes, C. Frauenholz, London.
R. Wiggin, United States.)
426. Rartway Rai Jornts, J. Siegel, Canada.
Shares, ordinary director.
Stoppine Borrt.es, &c., H. J. Haddan.—{J. Says,
427. Hoipers for Hancinc up Trousers, &c., W. 524,Spain.)
J. J. une, 178, Elderfield-road, Clapton,
Peterson, London
CLEANING Carpet, E. Hammerton, London.
South Shields Tramways Carriage Company,
428. Latues, W. P. Thompson.—(L. W. Spencer, United 525.
D. W. Money, 98, Brixton-road.. .. .. .. ..
526.
Lozences, H. H. Leigh.—(¥. Guillot and L. A.
Limited.
States.
C. Berry, 72, Harrogate-road, South Hackney,
France.)
on. ee Ra ee
ee ee ee 1 This company proposes to acquire from the 429. TeLerpHone Toit CoLvectors, C. Wittenberg, 527.Pailliard,
Centre
Pivotrep Mountino, J. Vavasseur, LonLeslie Jeyes, C.E, 9, Victoria-chambers, Westof South Shields a lease of tramways 430.London.
HorsesHors, J. Spencer, London.
8
Aer
er
es
eRe
1 Corporation
528.
Provensnare,
&c., P. Lankester, London.
constructed
or
to
be
constructed
under
the
powers
E. J. Wallace, Winchester House, Hornscy-lanc..
1 of the South Shields Corporation Tramways Order, 431, Natt-privinc Macuines, T. B. De Forest, London.
432. CLearinac Away Snow, R. Huskinson and A.
L. 8. Lupton, Ray House, Forest Gate, ship13th
January, 1887.
1881;
and
to
establish
and
work
tramways,
railBailey, London.
Wn
ce ce se os ce 64. ‘oe 1
529. Reservoirs of O11 Burners, T. Archer, London.
P. B. Oppenheim, Gresham House, merchant ..
1 ways, and omnibuses in the county of Durham. 433, TREATMENT of MineRALs, J. Beveridge, London.
530.
Copyinc
Presses,
W. Risk, Glasgow.
434.
Fastenino
Seep
Baas,
&c.,
J.
Hodgson,
London.
It
was
registered
on
the
11th
instant
with
a
capital
The number and names of the first directors
Bextinc, A. H. Reed.—(4. D. Westbrook, United 531. Twrinc Corton, W. Hardcastle and J. Bentley,
will be determined by the subscribers, who act of £10,000, in £10 shares. The subscribers are: 435.States.)
Halifax.
Shares.
532. Rees, C. Longbottom, Bralford.
ad interim ; remuneration, £500 per annum, and
436, Lapres’ Companion, H. Agar, London.
Turton, Hayfield House, Leeds, tramways
437. VENTILATORS and Cuimney Cow1s, J. D. G. 533. Openine, &c., the Feep Hort of Dirrvusers, L.
also 2 per cent. after £10 per cent. has been paid Wm.POON
Seine ne. 0k. 6% 00 8s 46 40
Webster, Kirkstall.
Thompson, Glasgow.
to the shareholders,
D. Busby, 303, Edge-lane, Liverpool, tramways
534. TuBes, &c., D. Adamson, Manchester.
438.
Wiese,
&c.,
Scaues,
J.
E.
Pitrat,
London.
Po
i i
ae
ee ee
535.
Tupes, &c., D. Adamson, Manchester.
439.
ExTenpiNnG
TaBLEs,
C.
E.
Hawley,
London.
G. W. Turton, Chapeltown, Leeds, corn merchant 10
Fasteners, G V. Butler, London. 536. Sewinc Macuines, H. Encke and J. H. ArmitBath Crystal Ice Company, Limited.
J. Turton, Chapeltown, Leeds, army contractor... 10 440. Wrixpow-sasH
stead, Manchester.
Spinninc Hemp, &., A. V. Newton.—(J. Good,
Registered on the 12th inst., with a capital of R. Turton, Chapeltown, Leeds, coal merchant .. 10 441.United
537. Ink WELLS, &c., A. W. Calvert, Leeds.
States.)
B. Arundel, Higher B
Manchest
£3900, divided into 300 ordinary, and 300 founders’ H. ea
RenpeRinG MILts Fireproor, &c., J. and 8, Stott, 538. Bencu Stop, &c., J. A. E. Mitchell, Keighley.
rer
10 442.Manchester.
539. POLISHING, &c., [Powprr, J. and J. ¥. Davies,
shares of £6 10s. each, to purchase the business H. Brown, Newhurst, Leicester,
retired
fruit
443. Dyernc Unspun TExTILe Fipres, G. J
burg,
and assets of the Bath Pure Ice Company. The
Sing.
ht
Pt
aay
e
r
ee
eee
540. Lamps, W. J. Spurrier an W. H. Pasley, Birsubscribers are :—
J. Wright, Seel-street, Liverpool, corn merchant 10 444.London.
Promotinc CircucaTion of WarTer in STeam
Shares.
541. Cameras, J. Ashford, Birmingham.
—
A.
Goodwin
and
A.
Goodwin,
jun.,
LonThe
number
of
directors
is
not
to
be
less
than
T. W. P. Isaac,
Bath .. .. ..
17
542. Sarery Lamp, J. Lane, Barow-in-Furness.
A. G. D. 4 Bath, banker ..
20 three, nor more than five; the subscribers are to 445. onSipons, A. Natterer, London.
543, SianaL VaLve and CLEaRaANcE Cook, A. H. ShepG. 8
, Bath, job master
20 appoint the first ;qualification, 10 shares or £100 446. Locks, 8. Simson, London.
, Sussex.
J. Day, Bath, engineer...
70 stock; the company in general meeting will deter- 447. Crusnine Apparatus, H. J, Haddan.—(M. Newer- 544. Arracninc
Hanpies to S.vcepans, &c., E. J
J. A. D. May, Bath
10
Shingler, Birming!
burg, Germany.)
W..8. Loder, Bath
‘
27 mine remuneration.
545.
Revotvinc
Macuiye, W. Rockliffe and T. Wal448.
Expiosive,
E.
Edwards.—(R.
Sjoberg,
Sweden.)
se
Pale
aI ae sdoeta
shaw, Sunderland.
449, PIANOFORTE Actions, A. Kampe, London.
A. J. King, Bath, solicitor.. .. .. .. .. .. 90
546,
BLIND-ROLLER,
E. H. Ledger, Shrewsbury.
450.
Corner
Pins
for
Lawn
Tennis
Grounps,
H.
Lunn,
J. Stuckey, Bath, job master .. .. ..* ..
40
547. ORNAMENTING PaNELs, J. Wilesmith, London.
THE Resecop CanaL.—The Russian Govern- 451.London.
E. G. Peacock, Bath, fishmonger .. ..
50
ComprnaTtion of INGREDIENTS for DISINFECTING, 548. PorTABLE Stanp, J. Blakey, London.
t with the
H. Butcher, Bath, chartered accountant
6 ment has concluded an arrang
549. Murrs, R. Bernhard, London.
R. V. Tuson, London.
firm of Messrs. H. Hersent and Co., of Paris, for 452.&c.,Screw
Registered without special articles,
550. SIGNALLING, J. Greenup, London.
Propeuiers, A. Vogelsang, London.
the raising of a sum of 25,000,000 roubles gold, 453. Uritisinc Force to Move Bopies, W. H. Hall, 551. Prorectine TELEGRAPH Wires from Snow, H. J.
Newcome, Shenley.
in
order
to
construct
the
Resecop
Canal,
in
the
London.
Dickinson's Tramway Appliance Company,
Stoppina Bort.es, D. Rylands, Barnsley.
Crimea. M. Louis Coiseau, one of the principal 454, CLEANING ouT Tosacco Pipes, C. F. Hall, London. 552.
Limited.
455. Key for Lockxinc up Cases of Type, R. Henesey, 553, Sorrenrne Water, H. Porter, London.
engineers
of
the
Suez
Canal,
has
been
appointed
554. STEERING Gear, J. Mc
, Glasgow.
London.
This company proposesto trade as manufac- to direct the works.
555.
SCREW-PROPELLERS, T. Leach, Glasgow.
456.
Door
Locks,
G.
B.
Underwood
and
D.
A.
Dobie,
turers and merchants of railway and tramway
556. MecuanicaL MusicaL Insrruments, F. E. P.
LIVERPOOL ENGINEERING SocrETy.—The usual 457.London,
appliances, and with such object will acquire the
Ehrlich, London.
Enaine Governors, F. M. Rites, London.
letters ie
dated 20th May, 1885, and fortnightly meeting of this Society was held at 458. Steam
A. Cameron, Glasgow.
Recta Srecuta for TREATMENT of HEMORRHOIDS, 557. FIRE-LIGH
numbe
6164, granted for improvements in the Royal Institution, Colquitt-street, Liverpool,
558. Lamp CuimNeys and Guose:, A. Bosch, London.
R. 8. Packson, London.
on
Wednesday,
January
12th;
Mr.
J.
J.
Webster,
wheeled
i
for use alternately upon
rail459. Motive Power, M. P. W. Boulton and E. Perrett, 559. ConTROLLING the SPEED of Sewina MacHINEs, G.
Remmer, Sheffield.
London.
ways and
ways. It was ae
on the M. Inst. C.E., president, in the chair. A paper
Switcnine Apparatus, H. H. Lake. 560. Mecuanicat Stoxers, W. Whittaker, London.
10th inst. with a capital of £50,000, in £10 shares. by Mr. A. W. Brightmore, M.Sc., entitled, Phe 460.+C.Evecrricat
C. Gould, W. Smith, and P. W. Scribner, United 561. Fiurers, E. Perrett, London.
Power is taken to finance and support inventors Flow of Water,” was read by the author. The
Purse or Recertac.e, M. Sugar, London.
of improved appliances for railways and tram- author commenced HM swear out that the 461. Looms for Weavine, H. H. Lake.—{S. T. and W. S. 562.
563. DyNaMo-ELECTRIC Macuine H. H. Leigh.—(J. L.
ways, and to promote and support their applica- present theory of hydrodynamics is only applicClerc, France.
Thomas, United States.)
tion for patents in respect thereof. The sub- able to one form of motion of water, and that the 462. LrrHoGrapuic Printine, C, F, C. Hacker and L. C. 564. ELectric Motor, H. H. Leigh.—(J. £. Clere,
France.)
F. Godenschweger, London.
least prevalent in nature from an engineering
scribers are :—
Ore Separators, H. H. Lake.—(W. White, United 565. ELectric TRANSFORMATOR, H. H. Leigh. -(J. L.
Shares. point of view. After explaining under what 463.States.)
Clerc, France.)
B. 8. Biram, Edgbaston, contractor .. ..
1 circumstances this was the case, and on the other
for Rartway Purposes, H. H. Lake,— 566. JacquarD Looms, E. Edwards.—(J. R. Hoffman,
G. Rose, Mellish-road, Walsall, solicitor ..
hand the conditions of motion to which it did not 464,(J. WmreeEts
Germany.)
W. Cloud, United States.
F. =. 4, Waterloo-street, Birmingham, soliapply,
he
described
the
motion
of
water
under
ba Curmune Apparatus set in Action by a Cock, J.
Sprinc Motor, F, Campbell, London.
A
OP eo: BR
gee
1 three conditions which most commonly present 465.
on.
466. Cricket WicKETs or Stumps, G. C. Thorne-George,
E. Holmes, Wednesbury, accountant
1
568. Printinc Designs on Emproiwery, &c., G. DownLondon.
W. Jackson, Wednesbury, clerk .. .. 1. .. 1 themselves to the engineer—viz., the motion of
ing, London.
J. Payne, 49, Corporation-street, Walsall, clerk .. 1 water in streams, in pipes, and the motion of ships
12th
January,
1887.
569. Pencit Cases or Hoiprrs, F. Hardtmuth,
E. Wilson, Wood Green, Wednesbury, clerk
1 in water. With regard to the first of these three.
Measurinec the Extension of Test Bars, W. C. 570.London.
The
ber of di
8 is not to be less than the theory was of but little use, and empiric: 1] 467.Unwin,
aaa Way of Rattwavs, &., H. 8. Stewart,
London.
of complexity
been 468. MeasuRING
mdon.
three, nor more than ten; qualification, £250 in laws of various d
shares or stock; the subscribers are to appoint proposed, of which he mentioned the one of Unwin, London.the Extension of Test Bars, W. C. 571, Switcs for TeLecrapuic Ti:ansmittina Keys, R.
= 5) ingham.—(T. H. Davies and C. Peeling,
the first; the company in general meeting will easiest application, and giving results probably as 469. Feep-waTer Heatina, A. MacLaine, Belfast.
accurate as the others. In describing the motion 470. Warmrnec or Cootine, W. Matthews and J. Yates, 572. razu,
determine remuneration.
Hotpine Frsrous Mareriat during the Process
Manchester.
of water in pipes, he pointed out that when the
of ScutcHine, &c., J. McGrath and E. Manisty,
471.
Gas
Tap
Key
and
Tarer
Hovper,
T.
W.
and
F.
G.
velocity
was
slow
enough
the
motion
came
under
Globe Worsted Company, Limited.
London.
Bolton.
the present theory ‘ but after attaining a certain 472.Redford,
ARITHMETICAL Computations, C. F, Findlay,
Packine Sprinas, H. Lancaster and R. F. Christ- 573.London.
critical velocity, depending ceteris
us in- mas-Tonge,
Manchester.
anse
574, BRouGHAM-HANSOM CaBs, W. T. Thorn, London.
versely
on
the
size
of
the
pipe,
the
motion
became
473.
Bows
used
in
Manoues,
&c.,
J.
Oliver,
Manmanufacturers. It was yey on the llth sinuous, and an empirical law had been found to chester.
575. or Buryer and Extincvuiswer. W. G. Cloke,
ndon.
instant, with a capital of £120,000 in £10 shares, express the flow under these conditions. This 474. Encravinc Copper or other Rouuers, 8. Knowles
576. Hanpiinc Crucisies, P. M. Justice.—(Societé
with the following as first subscribers :—
and J. Chadwick, Manchester.
law,
owing
to
the
more
restricted
con
litions
Anonyme des Manufactures de Glaces, Verves, Vitres,
8
475.
BorrLe
Stoprer
Fasreninas,
8.
8.
Woodbury,
under which the flow took place, was of a more
oo, See)
ee
“¥, Geveatines, Marsden, Huddersfield, woollen
definite nature than in the case of streams. Pro- 476. Hook and Eye Fastenine, J. Mennie, Man- 577. CeMENT, P. M. Justice.—(C. Deitzsch, Germany.) ~
578. Furnaces for Burninc Limestone, &., P. M.
ceeding to the motion of ships in water, after
*F. W. Taylor, Mirfield, Huddersfield, woollen
chester.
Justice.—(C.
Deitzsch,
Germany
describing Froude’s experiments on the resistance 477. Inrtatine, &c., Foorsauis, &c., E. H. Seddon, 579. Lamps, T. C. J. Thomas, London.
“W. Crowther, Claithwaite, Huddersfield, woollen
Brooklands,
of plane surfaces moving through water, and his
“E. Ow
o En A EE
CS ES
Presses for the EMBELLISaMENTS of Bricks, &c., 580. Makine Heaps of Casks, A Dunbar, London,
experiments on H.M.S. Greyhound and a model 478.J. van
Bl ome
mbridge-road, Huddersfield,
de Loo, Berlin.
of the same, he went on to point out that the 479. GuLLIgs
14th January, 1383.
and Sinks, J. Shaw, Willington-uponresist
of ships in water was due to three
'yne.
581. Tramways, D. R. Williams and J. Thompson,
__Woollen manufacturer eyes “i ‘Ran
causes,
which
were
skin
friction,
dead
water
Fe
480.
VALVELEss
FLusHine
Sypuon,
J.
Buckle,
Hull.
Monmouthshire.
J. Brierley, Slaithwaite, Huddersfield, woollen
eddies, and the energy im
to the water to 481. BicyouEs, &c., J. Parr, Leicester.
582. SHaRPENING Horse SHoss, &c., R. Heaton, Lancaee
a
ES AID
produce waves. He concluded by showing how 482. Rotitrse Metat TuBes, &c., E. Whitehouse,
Bilston.
583.
Lamp Stove, W. H. Pasley, Birmingham.
facturer’.. re, bi org yee“3 peut the resistance of a full-sized ship at different 483. SEcURE Fixes for Corrin Hanpies, &c., E, 584, COUNTER-BALANCING
SLipins SasHEs, P. Parrett,
can bé inferred from that of a small scale
Wilson, Bradford.
The number of directors is not to be less than speeds
Yorkshire.
model
'run
at
corresponding
speeds
with
very
484. Grinpina CaRDING Enore Cyuinpers, J, Bul- ae FASTENING Rats in’Cuairs, H. J. Warman, Lonthree, nor more than, seven ; the subscribers
aie great accuracy,
ough, Accrington.
A
ate Sas Sa
on.
.

NEW COMPANIES.
TuHE following companies have just been registered :—
Anglo-Sardinia Antimony Company, Limited.
This company proposes to search for antimony
and other mineral “substances in the Island of
Sardinia, or elsewhere, and for such will adopt
an agreement for the purchase from Lugi, Marquis of Saliceto, of 44, Seymour-street, Portmansquare, of a concession from the Italian Government, for mining under certain lands known as
Sa Mina Corte de Rosas and §’Arrauaxin, Commune of Ballao, in the Island of Sardinia, containing about 1200 hectares. It was registered
on the 12th inst., with a capital of £70,000,
divided into 15,000 A shares, and 55,000 B shares
of £1 each. The A shares are entitled to preferential and cumulative dividends of 12 per cent.
per annum, The purchase consideration is
£5000 in cash, and 55,000 fully-paid B shares,
The subscribers are :—
a
nares,
E. M. Richardson Cox, 22, Walton-street, CadoHi. T. a
C.E., 95, Albert-road, Dalston .; 1
J. Archer, 7 , Dalbey-road, Brixton ..
1
A. Sweeny, 45, Reaston-strect, New Cross-road,
EE
Na’ ec ca Sas” ap” 96. 6 aa os 1
W. 8. Wellborne, 15, Vicarage-road, Camberwell,
W. Taylor; 'Eunice-road, Chiswick .. .. .. .. 1
R. W. Winch, 17, Braincote-road, South BerSIN
oc ah aa: (ch “es ae eh” 46 1
The number of directors is not to be less than
three, nor more than nine; the subscribers are to
appoint the first and act ad interim; remuneration, £500 per annum.

NIL, Hie

62
586. Enarves, A. Foster, Hertfordshire.
587. Um44 Stick, H. Marx, ——.
588. OrLs, 8. Somers, Liverpool
589. Frreproor Construction, J. M. Murphy, Liver590. CouPLiNG and a
Raitway Trucks, C.
8)
591. Batas, G. R. Anderson, Glasgow.
592. Sream-rraps, J. B. Stubbs, Manchester.
593. Hanpves, E. Banks, Birmi
594. Dentaw Puarss, T. B.Place, .H. Billing, and E.
Pillow, Crewe.
595. SIGNALLING,J.Reid and C. Eggar, Glasgow.
596. Stoppers, A. 8. Tanner, Middlesex.
597. Sprinos, J. H. Goodwin, Sheffield.
598. Vatves, J. G. Bonner and C. Dutton, London.
599. Type-wriTers, F. Mitchell, London.
600. Empryinc Bort ies, &c., T. Latimer, London.
601. Sream-porLers, T. Taylor, London.
602. Sucar Mitus, R. A. Robertson and J. G. Hudson,
iw.
G
= Rers Hotper, G. J. Harcourt and E. Shaw, Lonon.
604. ProPettinc MacHINery, T. Morse, London.
4 Scorinc Carns, J. MacCallum, London.
pet oa Over-winpine, T. Kirkland, jun.,
and T
London.
607. Looms, J. Lambert, London.
608. Soap, R.G. Price, J. Harvey, and A. J. Dodd,
London.
609. Frre-crates, G. G. Brodie and J. D. Prior, Middlesex.
610. Ors, J. Lyle, Glasgow.
611.
THER-LIKE + mag from Fert, C. Scheibler
and O. Bluth, Middlese
612. PROPELLING of at A. Myall.—(A. Stenhouse
and H. Fenoulhet, New Zealand.)
613. Bortxc, A. J. Boult.—(Z. ee France.)
614. SHors, W. D. Hutchinson,
Lon
615. Gas BURNERS, F. L. Rawson macCc. 8. Snell, London.
616. ALLOYS, L. Bell, London.
617. Cocks, C. E. Gittens, London.
618.
Ks, S. and8. R. Chatwood, London.
619. ApsusTING ORDNANCE SIGHTS, G. Stuart, London.
620. Stirrup Irons, A. E. Bishop, London.
621. Benprinc Metat, P. M. Justice.—(Z. Dow, United
States.)
622. MecuanicaLLty Conveyinc Casn, M. C. Denne,
Lond jon.
628. Inpicatinc the Numper of Seats Occurrep in
Rattway CarriaGEs, A. E. Scott, London.
624. Metat Incots, H. H. Lake.—(J. IUlingworth,
United States.)
625. Gyroscope,J. E. Bostock, London.
626. Cuarcrne
and Drawine Gas i G. Rook,
Londen.
627. Roturse Russ, L. C. Jackson, London.
628. Duisryrecration of Cray, J. F. O'C. Wood,
London.
629. ELecrro-cHemicaL GENERATION of CHLORINE, D.
G. Fitz-Gerald, London.
630. Steer, J. H. Darby, London.
631. Steet or Incot Iron, J. H. Darby, London.
632. CLEaNsinG and Sgasoninc Casks, J. Thompson,
London.
15th January, 1887.
633. MiTRE-scrEw for PicTURE-FRAME Makino, G.
oe M
ham.
634. Evecrriciry Meters, J. Hopkinson, London.
635. Securinc and Seatrsc Postat Baskets, &c., E.
8S. Norcombe, London.
636. Boor Prorecrors and Nas, W. E. Partridge,
New Oscot.
— oa and Catxinc of Horses’ Sxogs, G.
638. Paorocrapaic Cameras, J. Williams, Aston.
639. Woven Faprics, F. A. Gatty and J. Leemann,
Manchester.
640. Mecuants™ for Acrvatiye the Dorrixnc Come t
— Macutves, E. Gaunt and W. Firth, B:
rd.
641. Pweumatic Action for OrcaNs, M. Hetherington,
London.
642. New ArtiFiciat Stone, F. V. Hadlow, Parkhurst.
643. Wixpow Sasues, J. W. ‘Cropper, Rochdale.
644. Meratiic Hanpues for Sticks, &c., G. T. Carr,
Sheffield.
645. Macuinery used for Leatuer, &c., J. and A.
Hall, Leeds.
646. Composrtion for Dressixc Leatuer, W. P. and G.
a Kermann, Liverpool.
Uriiisation of a Waste Propvct, W. O. A. Lowe,
in
648. DupLex TeLepHory, A. R. ag
Bennett,
649. INTERNALLY STOPPERED
ylands,
Barnsley.
— Lee -LoapInG SMALL Arms, A. Martin, Glasot,‘KrrcmsxCooxinec Fire Grates, H. C. Johnston,
652. Toous for Formic the Movutus of Borrtes, D.
lands and B. Stoner.
ry.
653. Hearts Rvos,J. Wilson, Halifax.
654.
for WRINGING Macarnes, &c., H. L.
Wilson and J. Clegg, Halifax.
655. Bearrnes of Axces of Rotiers in Wrincine, &c,,
Maczrxes, H. L. Wilson and J. Clegg, Halifax.
658, PERAMBULATOR Jornts, T. J. Harris, Erdington.
657. Sot Firenea, M. Settle, Manchester.
658. CARDING ENGINES, W. Lawton, Halifax.
659. Stzam EnGIves, A. and J.T. Holt, Rochdale.
660. Foc Sicxauiixc of Trains, J. H. A. Child and R.
Crisp, Holmwood.
661. Sarery Tie-wHee, Gear for Tricycues, &c., P.
. Howell, Barrow-in-Furness;
RENDERING ENAMEL ParXtine on STAINED GLass,
0. Paterson, Glasgow.
663. Pumps, T. H. Ward, Tipton.
664. Drer-We.t Pumps, V. Morris, Ipswich.
665. WasHine Boarps, A. Drummond, Glasgow.
666. Mancracture of Pires, G. E. Vaughan.—(R. and
M. Mannesmann, Germany.)
= Tunaruner of Wounse, €c., A. Rosenthal, Lonon.
668. Gas and Or Stoves, L. W. Leeds, London.
669. Tap for Water, &c., Zehren Freres, Paris.
670. Nicut Licuts, J. Broad and ‘toma, and G. C.
Fowler, London.
671. Houpers for Carryine Parcels, F. bet —
(J. F. Wolff, Germany.)
672. Stups or Wearine Preces for Horsesnoes, T. H.
673. Gas Taps and Water Tarps, W. Beaumont,
London.
674. Gusees Loops, W. J. Bowling, London.
675. Borie, &c., SHELus, W. Craven, London.
676. ComPUTING or CALCULATING Dates, E. O'Brien,
hg =
Oren Borters or Coppers, A. Arnold and W. H.
Webb, London.
678. Pavinc Biocks, E. W. Jones and C. Brand,
London.
679. OnNaMENTING Woop,J. R. Corsan, London.
680. Brakes for PERAMBULATORs, Ww. J. Parker,
London.
681. ZrrHeER, J. J. Bennell, London.
a lounTine of Moncrierr, &c., Guns, A. Moncrieff,
683. Ho.ornortes, A. Siemens, London.
—
FING ae F. U. Benekendorff and C.
tingst,
685. Or Lamps, °A. M. Silber, London.
686. SELF-actiIxe AIR V ALVE, A. Boulouse, London.
687. Sapp.e Bar, F. W. Mayhew, London.
7 . ena AmBerR Suavines, J. Karpeles,
689. Boxes for DeLivertne Cigarettes, O. Melachrino,
mdon.
690, ArtacuInc Draw-orr Cocks to Cans, 8. Beach,
London
691. Cosvexinc Water to Barus, &c:, D. Noble and
G. A. Ruddock, London,
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692. OssterRicaL InstruMENTs, H. H. Lake.—(S. Saleh,
nee.
se aad for ConrroLiinc Horses, J. W. Buckle,
694. ee TusuLar
oes
Boxers, G. F. Redfern.—(J/.
695. Sportinc gium.)
Guns, G. F. Redfern.—(L. Lairesse,
696.Belgium.)
Grinpine, &c., Rounp Howes, &c , R. Peacock,
London.
Bett or Srrap Fasteners, J. Scherbel —(7.
Remus, Saxony.)
698. Water WasTE Preventer, 0. Elphick, London.
699. SELF-RECORDING THERMOMETER, G A. Biddell,
London.
700. Erecrric Furnaces for Heatixo, &c., 8. Z. de
Ferranti, London.
701. Evecrricat Merers, 8. Z. de Ferranti, London.
702. DyNAMO-ELECTRICAL Macuinss, 8. Z. de Ferranti,
on.
703. Borriss, &c., 8S. Holman, London.
17th January, 1887.
704. Coatine Sxeets of Iron, H. Hall, London.
705. Lirrer for Rats, &c.. P. wow wl and J. K.
Golightly, Hooley Hill, near Mancheste
706. Harrine Bacon Knives, B. Tu chen: Sheffield.
707. Dissotvine Snow, B. H. Thwaite, Liv
1.
708. Steam Scourrne Drepors, A. Harrison, mdon.
709. Drivive and other Banps, I. Jackson, Manchester.
i Snoeeaaem, &c., 8. Watts and R. J. Powell,
7ll. Sewinc Hat Learners to Hats, T. M. Cockroft,
Sheffield.
712. PrReseRvinG VEGETABLE Propucts, J. M. Fletcher,
Cheshire.
713. CanpLe Saape Support, C. E. Jeffcock, Sheffield.
714. Trvtixe Casks, W. H. Haines and W. Little, Birmingham.
et gee Prixters’ Biocks, R. Sanson, jun.,
d J. Thomson, Edinburgh.
né. Gaverne the ConTrents of Barres, &c., J. L.
Greaves,
ewell.
717. Disc DynaMo-ELecTRIC Macutives, W. B. Sayers,
London.
718. Tempces for Looms, W. Lupton, H. E. Lupton,
andJ. C. Lupton, Accrington.
719. Sewinc MACHINE SHUTTLES, J. Jackson and P. A.
Martin, Birmingham.
720. Fixrxe the Riss of UmBrevwas, H. Lane, ie
721. Warp Kwittinc Macurnes, J.
722. SterectTyPeRs’ Sizinc Macuiye, R. benemn, jun.he
andJ.Thomson,
723. Surncica. Distenpine Paps, W. Matthews, London.
724, Crncutarn Comprna Macaryes, C. Bradley and J.
Richardson,
725. APPLIANCE for TRANSFERRING PHOTOGRAPHIC Dry
Piates into Dark Suiipes, L. T. Merry, London.
726. Sorrentino Leatuer, J. H. Hope, Leicester.
727. Acc
&c., A. Leng
—( Messrs. Fiedler
and Seidel, Saxony.
728. Lock-cLip FILE ‘Capivet, A. E. Walker, London.
729. Exrractine Juice from Lemons, W. P. Thompson.—{C. Nielson, Denmark.)
730. Convertinc Marine Encines into Tripce ExPANSION Enarnes, G. Rollo, Liverpool.
731. Surps, &c., P. Hanrez, London.
732. Hee. Puates, A. J. Boult.—(4. Buckingham,
France.)
733. TeLtecraps Posts, F. R Lipscombe, London.
734. Treatinc Woop with Antiseptic, &c., Fiurp, T.
Royle, London.
735. Tramway Points, W. E. Kenway, London.
736. Srrarmiusc Drawine Paper, &c., G. Ledford,
London.
737. CoLourtnGc Matters, O. Imray.—(The Farbicerke
vrormals Meister, Lucius and Briining, Germany.)
738. ScREENING Ores, C. D. Abel.—(4. Klinne, Germany.)
739. Pressinc Frame for Rackets, J. Osmond,
London.
740. GeneratTinc IvicminaTine Gas, A. Kitson,
London.
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
(From the United States’ Patent Office Official Gazette.)
$51,127. Gis anp Key, John H. Robinson, St. Joe, Pa.
~—Filed May lith, 1886.
Claim.—{1) The combination, with the key A, provided with an eye 1:
B,u one edge of its = Boe,end,
ib D, provi
with the threaded shankC,
recei in the eye B, and provided with nuts ab,
substantially as herein *shown and described. (2) The

JAN.

substantiallyas set forth. (3) In the art of making
glass, the improvement which one in providing
molten bath chargedwith gi
passing gaseous or volatile fuel iateas ten matter,
whereby this fuel is preheated, and supplying air to
produce combustion below or in the presence of the
charge, substantially as described.
351, . Sue Denvtseme Borer FEeper, Charles
, Far Rockaway.—Filed April lst, 1886,
Cates—_ a a self- regulating automatic trap and ‘boiler
feeder, the combination of an oscillating valve having
yielding bearings, and provided with steam and water

ports, and rigidly connected water chambers located
= n tee opposite sides of and above the valve trunons, with a yielding chest or seat having steam and
ser ports that register alternately with the inlet and
exit
and with the correspon
ports in the
valve, substantially as described. mate
351,461. Gearine ror WINDMILLS, George H. Pattison,
Freeport, Jll.—Filed August 3rd, 1886.
Claim.—In a gearing of the class ‘described, the combination, with a plate adapted to be attachedto the
tower of a windmill, of a turntable journalled in said
plate, a wind- wheel shaft journalled in the turntable,
a planet gear revolving with the turntable and

21, 1887.

close
as set forth.
ded with the
ber
the feed spout
perare to aes, into said chamber,Rn ve the
clayis fed into the a
ec’ toward the © peri ph efthedisc
jected
af nycentritk
force, as set forth. (In a clay
cer or
pulveriser, the disc H, provided with the aw
cham
and a screen surface secured
patghery, whieh projects over the disc F, as setvorthe
351 wn. THRASHING Macuine, Christian Tos'enson
Oswego, N.Y.—Filed January 25th, 1886.
—— The combination of
¢‘Gsmetalic concave
x tended
arms cc, Sod withthe combined stops and re-enforcing

ribs dd on said arms, the grate frame A, pivotted on
the arms cc near their junction with the frames C a
under the stops dd, and a vertical ——_ support for rear
on of the frame
constructed
and combined substantially as described and shown,
= the purpose set ad Aes In combination —_
the thrashing cylinder and
rock shafts aa!,
vided with 1 66, the metallic concave frames
formed with
thehooks ¢ andd
guards / at the
front, be,
with the rearwardly-extended arms cc,a
votted
at the extremities of said arms, and the r-4 rame A,
pivotted on the arms cc at their junction with the
concave — and fae oner]oe en Oe
hooks LN7
guards i construc
and combin:
vely
adjust the grate at either end, ae in the
manner specified and shown.
351,678. Device ror Hanoinxe Picture Frames, &c.,
Henry Vosburgh, Allegan, Mich.—Filed June last,
1886.
Claim.—The combination, with a jicture or other
frameA, of the pins BC, secured to ¢ back thereof,

|
|
|

engaging with a gear fastened to the tower, a second
planet gear Feary soy between the wind-wheel shaft
and the planet gear revolving with the turntable,
gearing connecting the two planet gears, and
—
as second planet gear with the
whee
351,496. Bortie Stroprer, Joseph Conner, New York,
N.Y.—Filed March 13th, 1886.
Claim.—The internal bottle stopper consisting of the
stem A and elastic packing B, which surrounds the
lower end of said stem, and which has the

the cord D, secured to the upper pins or nails B, and
passing under &
and
se fe
ui oem between the lower pins Cc
and the
ides EF F,arranged tobemoved
over the wy: the cord to adjust the said frame,
substantially as described.
351,783. Preumatic APPARATUS FOR TRANSFERRING
Grain, Joseph Lewis, South Evanston, Ill, —Filed
February 13th, 1886.
Claim.—
combination, in a
tic grain
transfer apparatus, of the grain pirePACA’
ATand nozzle
A, made of metal and conn
flexible joints, as
set forth, with the air pi Ceand ttsfexibie or hose
connections C!°, substan - fas specified.
bination, with the pos
the grain pipe
pivotted to the post at Al”, and the hose section A%,

key A, provided with gh.eye B and the stud ¢, in
com) tion with a gib having a threaded shank
the eye of the key and provided with
a nut, the slotted bar d, and the nute¢ on the stud ¢,
substantially as herein shown and described.
351,413. Art or Maxine Grass AND VITREOUS OR
PorceLaNzous Propucts, Jacob T. Wainwright,
Allegheny, Pa —Filed August 20th, 1886.
Claim.—{1) In the art of making glass, the improvea —_ con:
in Sa a molten bath
glass-making mate’ wy Lg A air and
cereeuens fuel in
ti
into the molten matter, aoe the air and fuel
QNOQQANAAAAARARRA
outwardly extending peae nag flange a and the
upwardly projec
tu
portion ¢ above said
flange and around
stem, substantially as herein
shown and described.
351,613. Clay Repucer anp PULVERISER, James C. septate
el
Anderson, Highland Park, Ill.—Filed May 25th,
both grain d'air
forth,
1886.
dngine conneetell tosaid air
Claim.{1) A clay reducing and disintegrating andan
Pipes, substan t,wot the athe tented Sieeons
pag Ae
batantiall
ee
na
comnfa
Sang Erie cata food
d ed to
t
Sas joint, in combina
sbinetion with viasfbprodwsing
apparatus, substantially
as specified.
ivern
Wildes cca

are preheated and then burned below or near the
surface of the bath and near the charge, substantially as
setforth. (» In the art of making glass, the improvea
consist in providing a wing ottae
charged
glass-making material, poaine r into
_— molten matter, whereby the air is
and
7
ng gas to be burned at or near the ot eeof
the th and below or in the presence of the charge,’

Mo acre

machine of the character described, consistingof the
rotating disc H, havinga perforated central feed
chamber and peripheral screen, and the disc F, ada)
to travel in a reverse direction tothat of the dise
described, whereby the outer
on of the clay i
causedto travel in a reverse direction to the inner
bodyof the clay,and the clay reducedto finely ye
ttrition or co!
of the
les,as
set forth. (2 yina clay reducer, the disc H, provided
with the
ted central hub K, aad theperipheral

tables with a
pes us many heavy doctors’ bills. — the judicious
use of such articles of diet that a
tution may be
fendencybuilt up until
on ydto disease. Hun:
ting around us ready to attack wherever there is a
ae
t. We ma:
withpure
a bape?ha yeey
keepingaye
ourselves w: ifortihea
nourished fram
Piprvie a
ply with boiling yar or.
ght Sold only
inpackets,by
t Bracerslabelled—‘‘
a
James Errs & Cc.
H
ists, London.”—Also makers of
ternoon
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Essence.
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system, but the construction of the dioptric lens renders
it more liable to rye the concussion of guns, and
by the great heat of the adjacent carbons.
Amone the many uses to which electricity is now
Various types of the Gramme dynamo are made by
applied on board ships of war, not the least important is Messrs. Sautterand Lemonnier for search lights, and a great
its conversion into a strong beam of light, which, when number has been fitted in ships of different navies. ‘They
directed externally from the vessel, illuminates objects have usually been driven direct by a three-cylinder
within a certain distance. This is usually termed an Brotherhood engine, which is well adapted for high
Electric Search Light, and though for some years the speeds and very compact. The latter is an important
In several of the French
apparatus for its production has formed a portion of the attribute in ships of war.
equipment of all large ships, it is only recently that vessels, and some of our own, this motor is placed
between
two
dynamos
which
are driven simultaneously,
search lights have also been fitted in small vessels, The
conflict of opinion in the Navy as to their value was so and thus produce two separate lights; or the current
marked that the authorities naturally hesitated before from both can be combined in a single light of double
incurring the expense entailed by any great and per- intensity. A larger dynamo, known as the D Gramme,
manent extension of the fittings. That hesitation was over- has given excellent results as a search-light generator.
come, partly by the improvements since made in seach light Its current capacity is about 90 ampéres, with an electro——~ but chiefly by the decision to light the interiors motive force of 80 volts. Being a “series” wound
of ships by electricity. As the same type of electric gene- machine, it is not so well suited for supplying incandesrator can do either work, the question became simplified, cent lamps as shunt or compound wound dynamos,
and manufacturers of electric light plant have received and it has therefore, in our Navy at least, dropped out of
large orders from the Admiralty Sortaw the last few years. use. It is usual now to place in our large vessels as
Of one thing there can be no doubt, that only a very many as three dynamos, two of which are capable of lightpowerful light can be of any practical value ; we propose ing the whole of the interior, while the third is availtherefore to give a brief summary of the improvements able for a search light; or by restricting the electric
effected in search light —— since its introduction illumination to those parts of the ship which would be
before dealing with its application to the purposes of war. used in action, one dynamo could be reserved for this
As is well known, the apparatus now consists of a dynamo- duty, while the others supplied two search lights. All
electric machine for eiduicing the electricity, a conductor the dynamos lately obtained for the British Navy have
for conveying the current to the lamp, where it is con- been made in this country, and are usually comSome have a current capacity of
verted into light by means of two carbon rods, and what pound wound.
is termed a projector, where the rays of light are collected about 200 ampéres, which is sufficient for two search
lights of about 25,000 candles each. It has been the rule
and concentrated in an intense beam.
A search light was, we believe, first used in the Crimean hitherto to lay down a certain candle-power as a measure
war, produced by a voltaic battery and parabolic reflector. of capacity, and the above amount is given as a minimum
In 1867 the French Imperial yacht, Reme Hortense, was standard for the search lights of all large vessels. But
fitted with a magneto-electric machine of the Alliance the measurement by photometry of lights of such magnitype, and a dioptric lens, with which fair results were tude is subject to great variation, and the result can be
obtained. During the siege of Paris in 1870 the electric only approximate. With a given number of ampéres and
light was employed on both sides without affording volts we know by experience what the practical effect
material assistance to either the attack or defence. It will be when utilised in a search light. “A limit of about
was not until the magneto-electric machine was replaced 100 amperes for each light is imposed by the size of the
by the dynamo-electric generator, now becoming so conductor, carbons, and reflector now used. Should this
familiar, that any substantial progress was made in this be much exceeded, injury to some portion of the apparatus
from overheating will ensue. With a current of 100
particular branch of electric lighting.
The first dynamo used in our ships, and still fitted in amperes, carbons an inch in diameter, and a Mangin
the earlier ironclads, was one devised by Mr. Wilde. At reflector with a diameter of 24in., we now obtain a search
500 revolutions it gave an alternating current of 60 am- light which, roughly speaking, has four times the power
péres and 30 volts, The carbon rods are placed one above of that given by the old apparatus of Mr. Wilde. We
the other in a vertical position, and fixed in sockets which, are led to ask, then, Is this sufficient, and if not,
by means of a right and left-handed screw, are made to in what direction should we look for improvement?
approach each other as the carbons consume away. This To answer these questions it is necessary to conportion is termed the lamp. The projector consists of sider the special functions of a search light, and
an iron cylinder, in front of which is fixed a central glass first in importance its efficiency in detecting the
lens, surrounded by circular glass prisins. Behind this approach of torpedo boats. On this head the evidence is
In extracts from the report of the
lens is placed the lamp, so that the rays of light emitted not favourable.
from the carbon points are refracted through the prisms, Commission to consider the French Estimates for 1886,
and thus concentrated into a parallel beam, which can be given in the appendix to Lord Brassey’s “ Naval Annual,”
turned in any direction by lateral and vertical movement remarks by Admiral Duperré, Commander-in-Chief of the
of the projector. The amount of light produced by this Mediterranean Squadron of Evolution, are quoted.
system is about equal to 6000 candles, and the range at Reporting on an attack by torpedo boats on the 18th and
which objects can be discerned with its aid is exceedingly 19th of March, he states:—“The opinion is almost
unanimous that on the night of the 18th the torpedo
limited.
A great advance was, however, made by Messrs. Sautter boats would really have succeeded in their attack, but
and Lemonnier, of Paris, who adopted the Gramme that on the night of the 19th they were perceived in suffidynamo, which, being a direct-current machine, has an cient time for the guns in the ship to have paralysed their
advantage over any giving an alternating current. In action. The electric light, though extremely useful for a
the latter case each carbon-rod is traversed alternately by neighbouring ship, is very inconvenient for the ship which
the positive and negative current, so that they are con- employs it. If the light is permanent and fixed it prosumed equally and without variation. With the direct tects a certain zone which cannot be passed without discurrent one carbon always receives the positive electricity, covery, but it also acts as a lighthouse for the enemy, who
while the other carbon is connected
to the negative can keep outside of its rays. If the light is intermittent
wire. A peculiar action is then observed. The
posi- and movable no zone is absolutely protected. . Moreover,
tive current tends to scoop out the end of the carbon, it is impossible to guard against those atmospheric changes
forming what is termed a crater, while the extremity of which make the rays of the electric light almost useless.”
the negative carbon becomes and remains pointed. This corresponds with the experience in our own and other
Although a certain amount of light is given by the are navies, and it appearsduetothe limited effectiverange of the
formed by the separation of the two carbons, and also beam and small are of the horizon illuminated. Except
from the point of the negative rod, the greater portion is undervery favourableconditions of weather, a torpedo boat
found to et from the glowing crater of the positive would not be observed with the light at a greater distance
carbon. Ifthelatter wasretained,
then, inavertical position, than 2000 yards, Ata speed of twenty knots she would
theseraysstriking
downwards, orin the oppositedirection,as then be within torpedo range in less than three minutes.
the case might be, would be lost; and therefore the carbons On a calm night the approach of a torpedo boat would be
are inclined to allow these rays to escape in a lateral notified sooner by the noise of her own propulsion, and
direction. Another great improvement made by Messrs. electric lights should not be used until her direction has
Sautter and Lemonnier was the introduction of the thus been ascertained. If the beam is then kept on the
aplanatic mirror, an invention of Colonel Mangin, for boat the glare is most confusing to her crew, who are uncollecting and concentrating the rays. This, usually able to estimate their distance from the vessel so as to
termed the Mangin reflector, is a curved spherical mirror, discharge a torpedo at the proper moment. While thus
the outer circumference of which is much thicker than exposed to view the boat offers a good mark to guns of all
the central portion. The glass, after being cast of a con- calibres. This confusing effect of the beam is one of its
siderable thickness, is pond. x ground, so that the two most valuable properties. We cannot, however, assume
surfaces form portions of spheres of different radii. The that a still clear night will be selected for the attack, and
object of giving this increased thickness to the outer a slight amount of fog or mist renders, as Admiral
portion is to correct the spherical aberrations which affect Duperré says, “the rays of the electric light almost userays of light when reflected in an ordinary curved less.” We are able to record a notable instance of this. A
spherical mirror. It is this peculiarity in construction few years ago an ironclad, the Almirante Brown, was built
which gives the beam of light that remarkable concentra- in this country for the Argentine Navy, and the makers
tion always observed with the Mangin reflector, and being of the engines were requested to fit her with a search
a laborious process, makes this mirror an expensive light. This was carried out with a Brush dynamo capable
article. Chiefly for this reason endeavours have been of producing a light of about 20,000 candles, and two
made to obtain an equally good result with an 24in. Mangin reflectors. When tried off Gravesend under
ordinary curved mirror, which can be supplied unfavourable conditions of weather, the beam of light
at about one-tenth the cost by manufacturers in barely lit up the opposite side of the river, and the
this country. A few of these mirrors were placed captain of the ship was so disappointed at this result that
in ships fitted with the Mangin reflector for com- he evinced a disposition to land the whole apparatus. An
parative trial, but we believe the report of them officer of the Admiralty was then requested
to examine
was not satisfactory, and that their use has been the work, and certain improvements in the fittings were
discontinued. With the Mangin reflector the lamp hold- made at his suggestion.
He also explained the effect of
ing the inclined carbons is placed in front of the mirror, mist upon the efficiency of the light. The apparatus was
so as to — to its action the glowing crater of the then accepted, and the ship sailed. Upon arrival in the
sitive carbon. All rays are therefore reflected instead of River Plate they found a wonderful increase in the range
eing refracted direct, asisthe case with Mr. Wilde’sdioptric of the light, due to the clearness of the atmosphere, and
lens. Some loss of light is sustained by reflection, and we believe it was stated that at a distance of six miles
also by the lamp being in front of the mirror cutting off the town of Buenos Ayres wes illuminated sufficiently
a few of the rays, so that from an optical point of view for people on shore to read with the aid of the light.
the direct refraction may be considered a more perfect
The loss of power in a climate such as ours appears due
ELECTRIC SEARCH LIGHTS.
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to the deficiency of red rays in the electric are light which
are not absorbed by aqueous vapour to the same extent as
the rays of other colour in white light. An example of
this is observed in the redness of the sun when not
entirely obscured by a London fog. To enable an electric
light, therefore, to have greater
penetration in misty
weather, it should be given a reddish tinge. This may be
accomplished by combining with the carbons some substance such as calcium or other metal, which, when volatilised, gives a red light. We are not aware whether any
carbons so treated have been tried, but it seems worth
while to institute experiments in this direction.
It is stated in the report before quoted that a search
light is useful to a neighbouring ship, but inconvenient
to the one using it. That is to say, the beam is more
efficient from some point away from the vessel, and kept
fixed, so that boats approaching must pass through the
rays. It is a favourite theory that search lights should
be worked from boats, and it is the practice in the French
Navy to fit them in their steam launches; but owing to the
weight of the different parts, only a small apparatus can
be carried, which is of little value, except for signalling
purposes, Another method is to place the projector in a
boat, or on a raft, with a conducting cable to the ship
where the current is generated. But in this case the ship
and boat must remain stationary —a serious objection.
The best plan is to have small ships for this special service,
and the light they carry should be of the most powerful
description. It is at present the custom to use a Mangin
reflector of 24in. diameter; but with one of 36in. a great
increase of light is obtained. With it also larger currents
of electricity could be utilised, and we should anticipate
no difficulty in thus producing a search light of approximately 50,000 candles.
For long-distance signalling at night in clear weather a
search light is extremely effective. The beam can either
be waved in the sky so as to form long and short flashes,
or kept stationary at a high angle, and the light periodically secured, as is now customary in the Navy, with an
ordinary lantern on Captain Colomb’s system. The
former method involves much manual labour in working
the projector, and is liable to disarrange the carbons—
objections to which the latter plan is free. Communications made in this manner can be interpreted at a distance
of thirty or forty miles.
In an action between two ships at night, where one of
them carried a search light, she would have a great
advantage, as the hull of her adversary would be well lit
up. Although the light indicates her own position, the
glare is such as to render it difficult to take any accurate
aim in that direction. A rough method of doing so under
these circumstances. would be to place a screen in rear of
the guns, and align the sights by their shadows thrown
on the white background, moving the gun until the sights
were in one. In this novel proceeding those who directed
the guns would have their backs to the light, and the
principal difficulty would be to estimate the distance.
To the attack on fortified positions at night from the
sea the above remarks equally apply. The increased
range attained by modern guns also necessitates a more
powerful light if it is to render any assistance to either
side. A great deal has been said as to the liability of the
reflector being destroyed by machine gun and rifle fire, if
placed in an exposed position. To obviate this, -the
experiment has been tried of placing the reflector below
the water line of a ship, and casting the rays up on to an
ordinary mirror, where they were again reflected in the
desired direction. Ifthe upper mirror was destroyed by
a projectile it could be quickly replaced by another. But
so much loss of light was found to ensue from this
arrangement that the endeavour was abandoned. After
the bombardment and occupation of Alexandria a search
light was mounted on top of one of the forts and frequently used. Also during the operations at Suakim
last year search lights were utilised for the defence. The
Arabs at first exhibited great fear of what they termed
the “midnight sun,” but in time this was overcome, and
they became most skilful in evading the beam when
making those night attacks which so harassed our troops
incamp. From these remarks the reader may conclude
that we have not yet attained to finality in this branch
of naval warfare. Advance in the power of search lights
must continue, and there is no limit to the quantity of electricity that can be made available for the purpose by
means of the dynamo. It is in the other portions of the
apparatus that we must now seek improvement.
WAGES IN GREAT BRITAIN.
No. IV.
Carlisle—The principal industry of Carlisle is the
manufacture of cotton goods, and there are two or three
large ironworks. The county of Cumberland, with the
exception of mining and smelting, may be said to be purely
agricultural.
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Carlisle—General
Trades.
Lowest.
Standard. Highest.
®. dy
a, 14,
a 3
Bricklayers...
27 4
3311 ... 40 7
Carpenters ...
29 5
31 5
33 5
WINS
Siskc ctacs averse Oe
ao 3 1... 2
Blackamiths
... ... ....22 8
a. 4
32 5
Senet... 2s.)
1 S
16 8
18 3
Howemeem
F.........¢ 0727.4
—
.. 30 5
ams
a esa th ads Sey Mr e s <,Se
ee
<=
Ironmoulders (Barrow-in33. 0
UPON. hs. ae sk \31 9
33 9 ;-- 37:10
Ironmoulders(Workingt’n) 25 10
31 3
40 0
Nailmakers (hand) ... ... 10 2
1 3 .. 20 3
TUE at a 3 TR Beka a 1... WS
Laibourare s.. 6 2 050 8 8S
_
25°°4
Wages Paid to Members of Trades Unions.
a. da
Stonemasons (Dalton-in-Furness) (per hour) 0 63—0 7
Amalgamated engineers (Ulverston)(pr. wk. )
32 7
si
», (Workington) ,, 28 0—36 0
Boilermakers and iron shipbuilders (MaryPORGIIIE WOU) oS ee
ntionnecs ao — OF @
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Wages paid to Members of Trades Unions (continued).
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Foundries,
Wages Paid per WeekofSeventy-two hours in Blast Furnaces in the
Ironworks, and Machine 0,Shops in Gloucester District.
istrict of Cleveland.
s dos di
:
8. d.
8s. d.
Boiler drillers (Whitehaven) (per week)
— 216
Lowest.
Stand.
Highest.
fopsutions ae he gee
se —o
8.
8.
8. d.
co
»» holdersup
,,
pS
— 3 0
Boilermen (54-72 hours) ...
Boilermakers
60... 80 0
32 0
»» Planers
ae
em
-- 340
eee
2% 0... 2 0
32 0
+ Tivetters
*
a
— 314
oe
ee
Machine hands ...
2630.. @ 0
32 0
some wag! Soom i
n)
*
-. —- @ 8
Coke-fillers
a
Moulders
sf
20.
29 0
32 0
Shipwrights (
w-in-Furness) ,,
- — 316
Enginemen... ...
West Cumberland Miners’ Association
Wa
id per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Great Western Railwa
Fitters
(54
hours)
(per day)
Bg ia gece
oi Cees call
9—4 0
—
Locomotive Works, Swindon.
,
P 4
Keepers... ...
“ee ey ee
Helpers ...
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Foundries, Ironworks
Blacksmiths
30
0-33
0
Groove-fillers
:
i and rade: Shops in Carlisle. pes
.
Strikers
ss
27 0-28 0
Line-fillers
...
Lowest. Standard. Highest.
Boilermakers ...
28 0—30 0
8
rs
a ¢&
s. d.
s. d.
Brass-fitters .
24 0-26 0
Smiths...
...
Boilersmiths
sa... Es . ae
Brass moulders
24 0-26 0
oe
Ake
ea
Weighmen...
SERESSSNELSSN
SOASacocoooaosno
Coremakers
27 4
Bs <4 . 3 4
Cc
men...
— 3 0
Cranemen ...
_
203.
Coach-builders
28 0—33 0
The
wages
of
a
large
number
of
the
men
employed at
a
a
ee
Of
ms...
2S
Finishers
...
26
0—28
0
blast furnaces in the Cleveland district are earned by a
i
es
2 3 . BM 4
Fitters
30 0-31 6
eee
30.5...
32.5
combination of piece and time work by way of bonus,
Painters ...
26 0—28 0
Holders up...
16 3
i e
et
according to make of furnaces, in addition to standard
Rivetters
...
are
26
0-28
0
Moulders ...
20 3
29 5
32 5
ik
i Nghe” case saa, ns
28 0—30 0
rate of wages. This system does not apply to mechanics,
Painters
16 3
20 3
27 4
Wagon builders... ... 2. 2. 1... 24 0-26 0
who are 7 by time. Average earnings of puddlers in
Pattern-makers
27 4
29 5
33 5
Cleveland
district is 7s. 2d. per day.
Wages
Paid
per
Week
to
Railway
Employés
in
Gloucester.
Planers
15 3
22 3
24 4
Smiths..
2 3
26 4
32 5
Lowest.
Stand.
Highest.
The average selling price of iron at furnaces in the
8.
a
¢€,
“ee
a
Strikers
15 3
17 3
19 3
Cleveland district during 1885 was 34s. 5d.a ton. The
Platelayers...
30 0
82 6
35 0
Turners
2 3
30 5
33 5
cost of producing a ton of iron was: Coal, 10s. 1d.; inciae
25 0
27 6
30 0
Labourers
16 3
17 3
18 3
dental expenses, 8s. 4d.; labour, 5s. 2d.; ore, 10s. 2d.;
Paid per Week of Forty-eight Hours in and in connection total per ton, 33s, 9d. That showed a profit of 8d. per
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-Four Hours in Factories and Mines Wages
with Coal and Iron Ore Mines in Forest of Dean, Gloucester.
in Carlisle,
ton; in reality, on account of business depression, there
Lowest.
Stand.
Highest.
was practically no profit, nor has there been for the last
Engineers ...
25 4
299 2
33 4
s. d.
s. d.
s. d.
Loom fitters
27 4
33 11
40 7
three or four years.
Miners...
20 0
23 0
30 0
Rent is 2s. 9d. to 3s. 6d. per week ; coalis 9s. od. to 13s. 4d.
Wages Paid per Month to Engineers of Steamers in the District of
.
» of Fifty-four
3
a
Wages
Paid, per Week
Hours in, Tron Shipbuilding
per ton; gas is from 2s. 6d. to 2s. 9d. per 1000 cubic feet.
Gloucester.
Yards in Hartlepool and Middlesbrough,
Lowest.
Stand.
Highest.
Lowest.
Standard.
Highest.
£ 8s
£ 8
£ 3s
Falmouth.—In the Consular district of Falmouth, which
8. d.
a ¢&
a. d.
includes the county of Cornwall, there is an absence of Ocean :—
Blacksmiths
25 4
30 5
35 6
Chief
engineer
...
14
0
17
0
20
0
factories, mills, and other large industrial interests. The
Caulkers
26 4
32 5
38 6
Second
ch
weg
ee
11
0
12
0
Drillers
20 3
24 4
28 4
entire population may be said to be engaged in
iculThird
a
aio eee:
8 0
9 0
Fitters...
24 4
31 0
37 «6
ture, fishing, and mining. There is but little ill-feeling Coast :—
Platers
30
5
35
6
40
7
Chief engineer... ... ... 4 0
60...
8 0
between employer and employed, strikes being rarely
Rivetters ...
28 4
32 5
36 «6
Second
a
a
Oe Cn Re
6 0
resorted to.
Some employers contract with an inLabourers ...
19 3
20 3
21 3
surance company to indemnify the employés or their
House rent in Gloucester averages from 4s. 6d. to 5s.
families in case of death or injury by accident. Mining | a week; coal is from 10s. 6d. to 18s. a ton, the average
Earnings per Day of Men Engaged in Constructing Two Vessels
for Mr. W. Gray, of Hartlepool. ,
companies provide surgeons for attendance on the sick being 15s.; gas is 2s. 7d. per 1000 cubic feet.
Caulkers
and cutters average 8s. Od., some earned 12s, 8d.,
and inj
Most employers interest themselves in
Hartlepool.—The principal industries of Hartlepool are
16s. 6d., and 19s, 3d.
many ways to promote the moral and physical well-being boiler
works, brass foundries, engine works, ironfoundries,
s d.
of their workpeople.
Frame benders
12 2
ironworks, and puddling works. There is also an export
Platers
(inside)
12
2
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Cornwall—General trade in coal, coke, and machinery. Most of the blast
»» (shell)
12 2
Trades.
furnaces in the country are situate in this district. Blast
|
Steal
SS
ES
1
Lowest.
Standard. Highest.
furnaces of the most approved character are 80ft. high,
Average earnings of all the men in his employ,
s. d
s. d.
s. d.
including labourers ...
. .,
Sian ew
8
with an interior capacity of 25,500 cubic feet. They are
Bricklayers...
18 3
20 9
30 5
provided with heating stoves so as to insure a temperaCarpenters ...
18 3
22 3
24 6
Average earnings of miners at two coal-pits in South Durham
Masons...
18 3
20 9
30 5
ture of from 1000 to 1400 Fah. In such furnaces 450 per day, 3s. 10d., with free coal and house.
Blacksmiths
15 3
19 3
24 4
tons of pig iron are smelted weekly. Each furnace
Strikers ... . .
14 2
15 6
16 3
requires to keep it properly two keepers, two helpers, Wages Paid per Month to Engineers of Steamers in Hartlepool and
Brassfounders ...
18 3
22 3
2 4
Middlesbrough.
two top fillers, eight bottom fillers, one engineer, one
Millwrights
20 4
23... & 4
Lowest.
Standard. Highest.
weighman,
and two labourers, twenty in all.
e proLabourers ...
12 2
=o .... oe
& s.
£ 8.
£ 8.
portion of the cost of labour to each of the items of the
Ocean :—
Wages Paid to Members of Trades Unions.
cost of production is: Ore at furnace, 30 per cent.; coal,
First engineer ...
ee
we |
16 4
17 5
s ds. a
Second ,,
ei...
ane, ee
13 4
30 per cent.; incidental expenses, interest on plant, wear
Stonemasons (Penryn), per week
27 0-33 0
Third
a
_
Se
ee
8 2
and tear, 25 per cent.; labour, 1i.per cent. About 24 tons
Coast
:—
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Foundries, Iron- of coal reduced to coke is required to produce a ton of
First engineer ...
- a 2
12 14
14 5
works, and Machine Shops in Cornwall.
iron. Furnacemen in the worst times earn twice as much
Second ,,
a
|}
10 0
ll 8
Lowest.
Stand.
Highest.
as fifty years ago, and the labour, owing to furnace
s. d.
s. d.
s. da
Rent is from 3s. 6d. to 6s. 6d. a week; coal is from
_
|
improvements,
is
not
half
so
severe.
English
workers
Blacksmiths
20 3
23 44
30 5
I
ton; i” is 2s. 6d. per 1CO0ft. An
are far superior to French and German ones, as they do ]10s. 6d. to 13s. 4d.a
Strikers ...
| ae
e
21 4
50 per cent. more work in the same time. This is the ironworker’s family generally averages six in number.
Fitters...
3
2 ee J
30 5
Moulders
- S . BER
23 4
principal reason why pig iron was produced in this disExample of Cost of Living for a Family of Six in Hartlepool.
trict for 35s. 1d. a ton, whilst it is said to have cost over
a «4
Wages Paid for a Week of Fifty-four Hours in and in connection 50s. in France and 41s, 3d. in Germany. Another reason
Butter, fish, and meat
..perweek 10 4
with Metal Mines in Corniall.
why iron is smelted cheaper here than on the Continent
Flour and potatoes
ge
Lowest.
Standard. Highest.
is that coal and iron are found in greater abundance and
Groceries and milk
. ee
£ s.
£ 8.
£ 8.
Rent and fuel
ae
Ore dressers ... permonth 3 11
3 16
41
are much nearer together.
Lighting...
he
Shaftsmen ....
=
a
5 1
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Tages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Hartlepool.—General
Clothing ...
a
a
Underground men ,,
213
318
41
=
Trades.
Average wages of miners at three of the principal mines in the
Lowest.
Standard.
Highest.
32 1
Camborne and Redruth district, £3 10 for four weeks.
a. ¢
8s. d.
s. d.
Bricklayers
ss... eS
30 5
Income ...
36 6
Wages Paid per Month to Engineers of Steam Vessels in Corneall.
Carpenters
a
33 9
-Masons
_..
30 5
32 0
33 5
Lowest.
Standard.
Highest.
£ 8
£2 se
£ 8.
Blacksmiths
2 4
30 5
35 6
Chief engineers
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20 1
—
Strikers ... .
18 3
24 4
30 5
Second ,,
hee ass
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15 0
Brassfounders ... .
28 4
31 11
35 6
Tue InstiTuTION or CiviL EnGrngers.—In advance of the
Third
*
ee nee
_
11 19
Ironmoulders ... ... ... 29 9
—
37 10
general issue next month of vol. lxxxvii. of the ‘‘ Minutes of Pro7
(Middlesbro’) 29 11
29 11
32 10
ceedings,” there have lately been put into circulation in
pamphlet
The houses occupied by miners in Cornwall generally
», (Stockton-on-Tees) 27 11
29 11
34 0
form the six papers on ‘“‘Concrete Work for Harbours,” with the
consist of two-roomed tenements, at rents of from £2 to
a
Oe |
36 «6
42 7
relative discussion and correspondence to which they gave rise
Labourers ...
20 3
20 9
21 3
last November, and also a paper on “ The Electric Lighthouses of
£4ayear. There is much overcrowding, owing to the
me 3 and of Tino,” which formed the subject of debate in
scarcity of houses, caused by the system of holding leases
Wages Paid to Members of Trades Unions. “
December.
8. 5
on three lives, but rent is low. In towns of this district the
Stonemasons
(Chester-le-street)
...
perhour
0
64—7
AMERICAN TRADE.—An English railway engineer, at present
approximate cost of living, including rent, for a family is
Amalgamated engineers (Hartlepool) per week 31 6
settled in the United States, writes as under to a correspondent
about 21s. 11d. a week, but in rural districts, where house
Boiler-makers and iron shipbuilders
=
33 («0
here from Cleveland, Ohio, January 8th, 1887 :—‘‘ You ask about a
rent is lower, the average is lower—about 18s. 9d.
Me
»y (Stockton-on-Tees) ,,
34 0
boom here. It appears to be in full swing. All the rail mills,
Week of Fifty-four Hours in Foundries, Ironworks, locomotive and car works are very busy. I find several of the
Gloucester.—Gloucester unites on a small scale the Wages Paid per and
latter working day and night, while eighteen months
many
Machine
Shops
in’
Hartlepool.
industrial characteristics of Bristol and Trowbridge, and
were closed entirely. Bridge building is very brisk.
Pig iron
est.
Stand.
Highest.
went up 1 dol. a ton at Pittsburg the day before yesterday.
8.
s. d.
s. d,
the labour conditions of both these places partly apply to
About
miles of railroad were built last year, a mileage only, I
Pees ws i
a
33 «5
38 6
it. The principal industries are brassfounding, chemical
think, twice surpassed in any one year. Retrondease being chiefly
be
A
5
33 11
37 «6
works, cloth making, ironfounding, manufacture of agriextended in the great North-West; Dakotah, Nebraska, Wyoming,
Moulders
30 5
34 11
39 6
cultural implements, engines and machinery, marble
Montana are getting a good share of attention. Everyone seems
of Fifty-four Hours in the Manufacture of to
works, rope works, slate works, soap works, ship and boat- Wages Paid per Week
think that the Cullom Bill, prohibiting lower charges for sliort
Machinery on Middlesbrough.
than for long distances, will be passed by Co
It also probuilding yards.
hibits
pooling. As few companies keep faith in the matter of
NINE
nay oes kes. doin wes Oe
Wages Paid per Week offrom Fifty-fourtoSixty Hours in Gloucester.—
pooling, I don’t see that it matters much; but the railroads appear
ilermakers
...
Gfeneral Trad es.
to regard the
of the Bill as inevitable, and do not, on the
Bridge-builders
Pectin ae
surface, seem
struggle against it. I fancy many mai
Ts
Lowest.
Standard. Highest
OS
ES
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eee
er
aye &
s. d.
think that a little experience with the working of the Cullom Bill
Drillers
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Bae
apmo
Big
cum
C
p
r
a
t
e
Bricklayers...
nos... 3 8 . 2
would
teach
Co!
to
let
them
alone
in
future;
and
the
cut
Fitters...
Carpenters ...
0
2c OP. 9 0 See
rates and parallel roads have — so many companies in the
Foremen ...
Masons...
300... 35 0 . 40 0
hands of receivers, that the railroads can hardly be worse off than
Fo _Blacksmiths
30... 00...
38 0
at present. The feeling against the railroads is very strong in the
elpers...
Strikers ......
18 0
20...
@ 0
West, and they certainly treat the public in a very arbitrary
Grinders ee
Brassfounders ...
40 0
50 0 . 60 0
fashion. The enormous number of people run over in cities, &c.,
Holders-u
84
Horseshoers
23 0
30 0 . 35 0
is
beginning to excite attention, and the Pennsylvania are going to
Ironmoulders ... ... ...
Ironmoulders . . ... ... 25 10
=
29 11
raise their track in Jersey yn where they killed sixty people in
Machine men (60 hours)
(Swindon) ... 23 10
—
34 10
one
half mile inone year. Other companies are ex
to follow
Pattern-makers ... ...
Millwrights... ...
2 0
30 0
35 0
suit, and once the fashion is set it will spread, and be the cause of
Planers
Nailmakers (hand) ...
30 0
32 6
35 0
very
—¢
l
expenditure.
The
strikers
and
anarchists
are
not
quiet
Smiths ...
ee
20 0
27 6
35 0
yet, and there is a very general feeling that it will end in some
Strikers...
Labourers ...
SO
2 4s...
very decided movement against the fast growing monopolies that
Slotters
now really control everything in this country.
enormous
Turners .. ... ...
Wages Paid to Members of Trades Unions.
number of votes given to Henry George is very significant, and
Pa
LE
CR
AS
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Labourers (66 hours)
sees
Scoossse
egooSseego”
many
highly
respectable
people
voted
for
him,
being
disgusted
Stonemasons (Shepton Mallett) per hour... .
5d.—6d.
with the present parties, and welcoming anything as a change.”
* Piece work. ¢
Amalgamated engineers (Swindon) per week ... 31s. 6d.
’
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rocks are now over 2000ft. above thesea, at the western end of and large with them.
Along the ridge tops the
LIVERPOOL WATER SUPPLY AND THE
the valley, and a few miles beyond, in the same direction, is strata were rent asunder to a considerable extent,
VYRNWY LAKE AND MASONRY DAM.
Aran Mawddwy, nearly 3000ft. in height. The older for- but the tensile forces were in many places met
No, I.
mations have thus been raised through an enormous by slow bending or by cracking in well-defined lines.
A visit to the Vyrnwy works clears up many points range, and although over a small area the upheaval For a long time atmospheric agencies were not thus,
that had been matters of somewhat confusing statement. appears to have been tolerably isoclinal when taken over it may be imagined, more rapid in their action in rePersonal observation steers its own course, and enables larger areas, it is far from being so. In some parts the moving from mountain sides and tops than they were in
one to reject or confirm questions rapidly, without the beds lie almost as though they had lifted and tilted as providing the waters by which the mechanically loosened
uncertainty that, after all, rematerials in the valleys
mains as the resultof perusal
were carried away. But
of evidence incomplete on the
they gradually lessened in
one side. We visited the
the approach to the condiworks twice during the past
tions that we now know
year, and may give some
and the valley bottoms were
account of them as being
slowly filled with detritus
amongst the most important
and by deposition. This is
to be seen even now in the
in progress.
As already
stated, the Vyrnwy valley
basin of the Bala Lake,
seems to have been the site
only ten miles from Lake
of a lake of considerable size,
Vyrnwy. Speakingof this,
but probably not so large as
Mr. Deacon says, “Therethe
that which will form the
evidence is pretty coneluVyrnwy reservoir when the
sive that the lake was once
more than seven miles long,
dum is completed, It is surand covered at least 2000
ivunded by hills of great
a ee
= Irel Lu i ——
acres.
It is now less than
height, which are in some
rrr,
UT HE ies)
parts richly wooded and clad
three miles and threewith foliage, that adds to the
quarters long, and covers
charm of a valley which has
about 1200 acres. But the
an unusually irregular and
periods required to produce
such changes in our present
picturesque contour.
This
will be seen from the plan
temperate climate extend
which we gave on page 32,
far into prehistoric times ;
which also shows the rivers
the work of a century is
and brooks flowing into the
comparatively insignificant
Vyrnwy, and the position of
now, and would be scarcely
the masonry dam M at the
noticeable.” A good deal
south-east end. The so-called
of what we have pictured
townships marked are not
in this digression was in its
much more than names, the
early stages accompanied
by the gradually dying
one hamlet of Llanwddyn,
with its parishchurch, chapel,
forces that caused upheaval
three public houses, and thirty
and subsidence, and through
these changes of levels,
to forty dwellings—shown in
the bed of the reservoir—
caused the ultimatedestrucbeing the one evidence of the
tion or completion of lake
township of that name menbasins. Most of the results
tioned in several places on the
of which we have spoken
map. The bed of the valley
are generally, and by Mr.
VIEW OF VYRNWY DAM NEAR THE EASTERN OUTLET TUNNEL.
is very flat, and consists
Deacon amongst others, exalmost entirely of alluvium resting on te gray slate be- rigid slabs, but, on the whole, great contortions are re- plained as of glacial origin, and, although doubt may be
neath. Over a large partof the bed thisalluvium is of great markable, and as would be expected. The great up- expressed concerning the views put forth in this digresdepth, and everywhere deeper than at the dam site; and heavals, accompanied by subsidences, in this part of sion, we must conclude it by remarking that the great
it was apparently by its deposition that the original lake Wales, were the primordial valley-forming forces, and plutonic forces that produced mountain ranges from the
became ultimately evanescent.
In times of excessive must have been accompanied by, if not caused by, tan- oldest aqueous formations could not but be accompanied
rainfall the bed of the valley is even
by minor, but still mighty, subaerial
now covered for short periods, and in
geological changes; and further, that
several places the evidence of remarkglacial existence or action do not appear
able changes in the main channel of
to be necessary to explain what may
the river Vyrnwy are visible, a large
originally be due to the forces which
area having been carried away and regave to these old aqueous rocks their
deposited within recent times, The allulofty position, or the tilted, contorted,
vium which forms the present valley
bended, and folded condition in which
bed is, no doubt, almost entirely due to
we find the strata in these and other
J
the disintegration of the steep, slaty
regions, hor to explain the existence of
hills, much of the higher rock being of
beds of alluvium drift or debris at
4
a rapidly exfoliating character, and in
various
levels.
4
many places extensively disintegrating
The future Vyrnwy Lake will be
under atmospheric influences. This exabout four and three-quarter miles in
foliation and disintegration proceeded in
length, and its area 1165 acres, and its
past ages much more rapidly than now,
greatest depth about 84ft. The rainfall over the catchment area is variable
and in its progress has in the course of
but great. Mr. Deacon mentions that
time loosened masses of various sizes,
most of which have been early checked in
of twenty rain gauges which have been
their descent, in some cases by falling
in operation upon the Vyrnwy drainage
upon soft beds of fine material, or somearea for many years, one to the east
times, when of very large dimensions,
of the valley has recorded as little as
have gone thundering
down tothe bottom
49°63in. in a year, while another to
of the valley. Generally, it would apthe west has registered 118°5lin. in the
pear that ages and ages of this disinsame time—more than three and a-half
times as much as the average rainfall of
tegration and accompanying phenomena
Liverpool, and enough when the lake
have provided enormous accretions of
mixed, soft, and hard, and more or less
scheme is completed to supply about
loose material on the mountain sides
40,000,000 gallons per day, after providand feet, The lower partsof tuese accreing compensation water to the rivers
tions appear to have from time to time
Vyrnwy and Severn, to the extent of
four times the present minimum flow
been loosened or carried away by unof Vyrnwy, Afon Cowny, and Marchdermining torrential floods, and have
been thus set free to descend through
nant, at the points of interception.
These are seen on the lake map on
small ranges, millions of tons at a time,
page 32.
Mr. Deacon has devised
down the steep slopes of the mountain
self-recording gauging apparatus, to
sides, cutting, grooving, and polishing
which we shall refer hereafter. During
as they slowly slipped. The primordial
valley consists of some of the oldest of
the whole time that the work has been
in progress, gaugings have been conthe aqueous formations, the eastern portion being of the lower Silurian, and the
stantly taken, and advantage has been
taken
of the exceptional facilities the
western portion of the upper Silurian.
construction of the wall and the outlet
The beds vary very much in thickness,
as well as in hardness, and dip at a very
tunnels have afforded for experimental
observations. The results of these have
sharp angle to the north onl west, the
been tabulated.
The following gives
mean strike of the strata being 65 degs.
the flood discharge per twenty-four
north of east, and 65 south of west. Of
hours, which occurred during a visit in
the geological structure of the valley,
Mr. Deacon has given some very interestMarch last :-—
ing information in his reports. He reDischarge over gauging section 1100 mil. gals.
marks that the lower parts are inter»
Old rivercourse 100 _ ,
spersed in places with volcanic ash,
”
Tete so
EP
sometimes showered down sparsely into
;
In cub, ft. per sec, 2222
the original subaqueous mud, which,
SRIDGE OVER THE RIVER EUNANT.
This is equivalent to 126 cubic feet
by induration, became the hard clay
slate, and sometimes deposited in such thicknesses as gential compression and crushing forces of vast magni- , per second per 1000 acres, and equals a 3in. rainfall on
to form important beds of almost pure felspathic ash. tude, which, along the valley lines, were dissipated in the drainage area of 1720 acres.
The dip of the beds is indicated by the sections, Figs. 2, breaking and dislocating the strata. This broken and
In order to obtain the required storage capacity, it was
3, and 4, which exhibit vertical planes perpendicular to discrete material readily lent itself to the disintegrating necessary that the dam shown in its condition at the end
the axis of the dam, and, therefore, along a line a little atmospheric influences and removal by rainfalls and of June last by two longitudinal sections on page 66,
west of north and east of south, the axis ofthe dam being floods, vast as compared with anything we now know— should have a height of 144ft. above the lowest part of the
30 deg. north of east and south of west, These aqueous floods which in their seaward rush carried detritus small bar of rock upon which it is now being constructed, and of
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84ft. above the bed of the existing river. Above this
again a viaduct of 1173ft. in length will be built upon
the dam. The central 593ft. of this viaduct will be
carried upon arches, beneath which the overflow from
the lake will pass in times of flood and fall over the
back of the dam to an artificial basin below. The
compensation water to the Vyrnwy and Severn will be
discharged through the dam near the existing river
level by cne of two tunnels already constructed in the
masonry. The positions of these tunnels are seen in the
sections below, and one is seen in the view at page 65,
which includes a portion of the back of the dam and
the outlet of the north-east discharge tunnel. They are
each 15ft. in diameter, and are now being used for the passage of the river, which, in times of high flood, may rise
above them. When the time for impounding water arrives,
a pipe 30in. in diameter, governed by two valves, will be
laid in each tunnel, and, excepting the space occupied
by this pipe, the inner end of each tunnel will then be
~~ up. ®
;
sa
:
ia ok
built
will have been seen that a very large supply of the
hard slate rock has been necessary not only in the construction of the dam, but for the bridges and other works. This
has been obtained from a quarry opened up, after much
searching, on the eastern side of the valley, about a mile
from the dam, and connected therewith by a double line
of 3ft. gauge railway, having a gradient of 1 in 30, down
to the dam. Here some splendid masses have been
obtamed, and any quantity of sound rock of sufficient
sizes is procurable.
The rock is quarried with difficulty, and is very hard
to work, but it is very durable. It is of a dark grey
colour, and its weight is 2°06 tons per cubic yard, its
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been suggested as desirable that the inner surface should
be coated with cement mortar, this seems to be perfectly
unnecessary. Below the bed of the lake the trench on the
inner face has been filled with well-rammed pwidle, and
from base to top every joint is pointed with cement
mortar very carefully rammed in with special rammers,
after having been picked out to a depth of about three
inches. The mortar used for this work is made as dry as
possible, and it is rammed with peg and flat rammers
until its surfaces show wetness, the flat rammers being
about two inches wide and from half to three-fourths of
an inch thick. The work so well done must be tight, and
| there can be no chance of the stalactytic coating which
has covered the Vervier dam.
A very complete arrangement of mortar and concrete
mixing machinery is employed, the relative portions and
proportions of water being so fixed that they cannot very
well vary. The materials are each lifted by elevators into
revolving cylinders with internal vanes. After passing
_through part of the cylinder,and being thereby thoroughly
mixed dry, they pass a water spray, and become uniformly
wetted. The concrete is mixed in similar cylinders.
Both mortar and concrete fall into iron wagons, which
run to the dam wall, and are there lifted to the top by the
steam cranes, as shown in the engraving in our impression
of the 7th inst., and that on page 65. These cranes
were made by Messrs, Ransome and Rapier, from
special desigus for this purpose. The pulverised slate
rock refuse, mixed with the sand in the proportion
of two of pulverised rock to one of sand, was found to
give a stronger mortar, with the same proportion of
cement, than mortar made with sand and cement only,
_the proportion of sand and rock to cement being two and
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nine miles east of the Liverpool Town Hall. It will consist mainly of tunnels through which the ultimate supply
of 40,000,000 gallons a day may be passed without filling
them, and of three lines of pipes each having an internal
diameter varying, according to the fall of the different sections, from39in. to42in. Forthe greater part of their length
these pipes are buried beneath the ground, and are elsewhere carried on arches, or passed through tunnel subways.
Of the three lines of pipes, only one is at present being constructed, and the supply of water available on the completion of the present works will be somewhat more than
one-third of the ultimate supply when the three lines are
| laid, and the Cowny and Marchnant tunnels constructed,
Upon the aqueduct there are four balancing reservoirs,
situated on hills rising to the hydraulic gradient of the
pipes, and one reservoir upon a tower reaching to the
same gradient line. The aqueduct commences in the
Cynon Valley, by the Hirnant Tunnel already constructed
‘two miles three furlongs in length. This tunuel will be
governed by valves at the inlet. From the outlet, in the
| valley of the Hirnant, a tributary of the river Tanat, the
water will enter pipes, the first seven miles of which will
be underground, passing beneath the rivers and streams
by inverted syphons, except at the Afon Rhaiadr, which
| they cross near the village of Llanrhaiadr-yn-Mochnant,
and three miles south-east of the beautiful waterfall
known as Pitsyll Rhaiadr. This section of the aqueduct
will discharge into the Pare Uchaf balancing reservoir to
be situated on a hill rising to the hydraulic gradient of
the pipes, approximately midway between the Hirnant
Tunnel and the next break, which occurs at the Cynynion
Tunnel, six miles one furlong nearer Liverpool.
| On examination of the section it will be seen that the
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OF VYRNWY YAL’ EY THROUGH

specific gravity being about 2°72. The difficulty of
quarrying and working the rock arises from the fact that
the planes of cleavage are neither perpendicular to the
beds nor to each other, so that rectangular forms cannot
be obtained by blasting, plugging, or wedging. Simultanevus electric blasting with powder has been found to
be the best mode of getting, and about two.ounces of
vowder per ton of rock detached has been used, the blocks
veing afterwards subdividel by plugging, no_ pieces
greater than seven or eight tons being used. For the
greater part of the dam, all the hearting, the stones are
used in irregular forms, but with all thi and sharplyangular parts removed; the bottom roughly dressed by
hammer and chisel or hammer and set, and the upper
part is also dressed down when too pointed in form. The
crushing strength of the stone is over 800 tons per square
foot. The mortar employed is made from sand found in
the valley and from crushed or pulverised rock and Portland cement. The strength of the mortar increases with
age, and after two years has been found to stand a mean
of 275°3 tons, with very slight cracking, and of 284°7 tons
before crushing. The concrete, made with similar materials, gravel and small lump rock, reaches a strength of at
least 187 tons per square foot, and breaks through the
pieces of rock as much as through the cementing materials, and as a matter of fact it was found by the experimental tests of the blocks cut out at the wish of Sir
Andrew Clarke, that all the above strengths were largely
increased.
A trench having been dug through the overlying
alluvium to the parent rock, the cracked and loose
portions of the rock surface were removed and weak projections dressed down. Building upon this commenced.
Every stone is carefully bedded in the cement mortar,
and beaten down by simultaneous blows with a number
of heavy hand mauls. In the spaces between the large
blocks smaller blocks are as carefully bedded, and all
interstices filled with concrete thoroughly beaten down
and packed by ramming with blunt-ended swords. Every
stone and every interstice is as carefully placed, rammed,
and filled as though it were the only one to be done, and
as if everything depended on it. With this system of
building, the structure, as a whole, will necessarily have a
much greater strength than is represented by the experimental crush‘ng resistance, for in so large a mass a very
large portion must be looked upon as encastré. A visit to
the works impresses one with the care with which this
work and the building in of the facing blocks—all of
which are draughted—has been done; and although it has

ROAD ALONG

ROCK AND RIDGE AND DAM, NEAR UP AND NEAR DOWN

a-half to one. In the lowest part of the dam it was two
to one, pulverised rock not being then used.
Along the margin of the lake there will be a carriage
road eleven and three-quarter miles in length, at an elevation of from ten to thirty feet above the high water
level. This road will cross the foot of the valley by the
Fig.2
a
Or
A
MALL AS
a,
Sty

viaduct already referred to, and the tributary rivers and
streams by masonry bridges over the gorge at the Cainant
Pistyl!—waterfall—over the Afon Hirddydd, the Eunant,
the Rhiwargor River, the Cedig and the Cynon ; and by
Fig. 3

DATUM LINE
:
many storm culverts. With the exception of three
four miles of road and a portion of the Cynon bridge this
of the work is completed. One of these bridges, the
Funant, we illustrate by the engraving, page 65. Like
Fig. 4

DATUM LINE
all the masonry of the dam and bridges, it is constructed
of the hard clay slate, and its design is remarkable in its
fitness for such beautiful and rugged spots as that in
|
which it is situated.
The aqueduct is about sixty-eight miles in length from
the future Lake Vyruwy to the existing Prescot reservoir,

STREAM

SIDES.~

Cynyion Tunnel, nearly seven furlongs, and the Lhinforda Tunnel, nearly a mile in length, are only separated
by the narrow valley of the Morda. As in the case of the
Slimans, the water will flow through these tunnels with-:
| out filling them, and will cross the valley by inverted
|syphon pipes carried over the Morda by a bridge. These
| tunnels have already been driven from end to end, but
| the lining is not yet completed, and the terminal works
' and bridge over the Morda have not been commenced.
| The outlet of the Llanforda Tunnel will discharge into
| the Oswestry reservoir. At this point the contour of the
ground is favourable to the construction of a larger reservoir than at any other point rising to the hydraulic
—
of the aqueduct, and advantage is taken of the
| fact to give the reservoir a capacity of 46,112,000 gallons,
which will ensure continuance of the supply to the remaining portion of the Liverpool aqueduct, during any
stoppage from accident or other cause in the somewhat
inaccessible mountain districts between Lake Vyruwy and
Oswestry.
The sand filtration beds will be placed about threequarters of a mile on the Liverpool side of the Oswestry
reservoir, and below them again will be provided, for each
third of the ultimate supply, that is to say, for the supply
which each line of pipes is designed to convey, a clear
water reservoir having a capacity of 2,812,500 gallons.
The plans and specifications for the Oswestry reservoir,
the first set of filter beds, and the first clear water
reservoir have been completed, and the works are
now being proceeded with by contract. They will be
so arranged that Liverpool may be supplied direct from
the Llanforda Tunnel without the use of the Oswestry
reservoir, the filter beds, or the clear water reservoirs, and
so that the water may be caused to pass at will through
all or through any one or two of the three. Moreover,
the filter
beds will be so arranged that the water can be
passed through any combination of them that may be
desired. The Oswestry reservoir and the three clear
water reservoirs give an aggregate storage capacity of
54,549,500 gallons. It is proposed to place at Oswestry
the principal gauges for the measurement of water passing
along the aqueduct.
From the clear water reservoirs at Oswestry to Malpas,
a distance of seventeen miles five furlongs, the aqueduct is
wholly below the ground level, except at the valley of the
Wych Brook, which will be crossed by nine arches, On
this length of aqueduct the Great
Western Railway—
Oswestry branch—and the Great Western Railway—
Shrewsbury and Chester branch—will be crossed in sub-
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wavs. The Shropshire Union Canal has already been trading with Tunis, Great Britain, including Malta, smaller quantity of fuel burned, makes the repairs for machiand bviler less than usual, in spite of the high boiler pre s
vecupies the first place, with 24 per cent. of the entire nery carried,
crossed near Hindford.
Oat Hill, near Malpas, rises to the hydraulic gradient trade ; Italy comes next, with 21°5 per cent ; then France, sure“The
great expansion of the steam dai Sah, the intensity of
of the aqueduct, and here it is proposed to place a balan- with 20 per cent. ; and lastly Germany, with 16 per cent. the blast so muc as to cause little or no spark throwing from
cing reservoir, drawings and specifications for which are The trade of Great Britain in several important articles the stack,
“To ascertain the necessary diameter d of the large cylinder, Mr.
is decreasing and going to Germany. In colonial pronow being prepared.
:—
From the Malpas reservoir, the aqueduct passes wholly duce, hardware, hosiery, iron, and pottery we are being Von Borries uses the following formula
2ZD
below the ground level for a distance of eleven miles five undersold by Belgium, France, Germany, and Italy.
ph
furlongs to a hill, near the village of Cotebrook, rising to The quantity of hardware and iron imported from Great
“Where Z = tractive force sequin = 0°14 to 0°16 of the adhethe hydraulic gradient. Upon this section of the aque- Britain into Tunis is too small to safely draw any con- sion weight—when allowance is made in Z for the external engine
duct the London and North-Western Railway—Whit- clusions on the subject, being in 1885 not more than 2°85 friction, taken as equal to that of the cars,
“D = driving wheel diameter, inches,
church and Tattenhall branch, near Malpas — and the per cent. of the total British imports. The superior’
“i = stroke, inches.
London and North-Western Railway—Chester and Crewe | cheapness is not the sole cause of successful foreign com“
p = mean effective steam pressurc—after deducting internal
petition,
nor
is
the
greater
activity
displayed
by
our
|
branch, near Beeston Castle—will be crossed by subways,
machine friction—per square inch.
and the pipes will pass beneath the Shropshire Union rivals, The main cause seems to be due to the want of
“This latter depends upon the comparative cross sections of the
Canal, near Beeston. This length of aqueduct will dis- direct communication with England. There are two two. cylinders, and from experience and indicator experiments may
lines of steamers to Tunis, the French Transatlantic | be taken as follows :—
charge into the Cotebrook balancing reservoir.
°
p in per
The next length of subterranean aqueduct is eleven Company plying between Marseilles and the chief ports |
Pon ac’
cent. of » for 180 Ib.
miles to Norton, in Cheshire, and will cross over the Shef- of Western Italy and Tunis, with branches to Algeria|
cyliaders
boiler in builers.
vi
Z pressure.
field and Midland Comiittee’s Lines —West Cheshire Rail- and Malta; and the Italian Flurio-Rubertino line from
Large
engines,
with
tenders
..
1:2
'
0°45
81-0 Ib.
way, near Delamere Station—and under the river Weaver, Tunis to the same Italian ports and Malta. Germany
Tank engines —_,
as
aes 3a y -. 0°42
75°6 ,,
andthe London and North-Western Railway— Aston, Run- sends goods by both these lines through Genoa and Marseilles. British commerce is thus subjected, not only to
“Engines for long, heavy grades should be proportioned for
corn, and Ditton Branch, near Sutton Weaver Station.
Norton Hill, the terminus of this section of the aque- the additional cost and risk of trans-shipment at Malta, Z= 0°16 adhesion weight, that they may have large enough
; but 0°14 is usually enough.
duct, is three miles south-east of Runcorn, but, as the top but to adelay of twice the time required for a direct cylinders
‘‘For passenger and express engines the size of the small
of the hill is more than 100ft. lower than the hydraulic passage from England. With the present keen competi- cylinder
may be made on the usual basis, and the large cylinder
gradient, the proposed balancing reservoir will be placed tion, it is not singular that foreign nations are driving A aa the section, and the boiler pressure increased 15 lb. to
upon a tower of masonry, the drawings and specifications English products out of the market, especially when their
‘It is desirable in general to proportion these engines so that
agents are more active than ours in bringing to the doors
for which are in course of preparation.
ordinarily work at one-fourth to one-third cut-off.
From the Norton water tower the existing Prescot of their customers samples of the goods they are pre- they‘*Amay
compound engine of this kind will pull, according to Mr.
reservoirs of the Liverpool Corporation are about nine. wore to furnish them with, and are willing to give them Von Borries,
10 to 15 per cent. more than an ordinary locomotive
iniles two furlongs distant. This section will be wholly onger credit. It is a matter for consideration whether with the same heating surface and grate area.
‘The receiver between the cylinders is best constituted by a
underground, and has already been carried beneath the the establishment of a line of steamers between Liverpool
Bridgewater Canal, near Norton.
The Mersey and and Tunis would restore to Great Britain the custom lost pipe passing, if possible, through the smoke-box, and if not, over
the boiler, lying close to it and well protected from cooling off.
Irwell Canal and river Mersey are to be crossed about in recent years. In 1885 British imports, exclusive The
content of this connection pipe should not be less than
three miles above Runcorn.
The aqueduct will cross of about 12,000 tons of coal direct from Cardiff and New- that cubic
of the small cylinder, and it is better larger, in order to avoid
beneath the Sankey Canal—near Fidler’s Ferry—and the castle, amounted in value to £221,000, of which manu- too unequal back pressure on the small piston.
‘*In order to give as much power as possible for starting, it is
London and North-Western Railway—Garston, Warring- factured cotton, silk, and wool formed 90 per. cent. It
ton, and Altrincham branch. The Sheffield and Midland may be calculated that the imports from the United necessary to bring pressure at once on both pistons. For this
—
an ingenious stop-valve has been contrived by Mr. Von
Joint Railway—near Cuerdley—the Liverpool Extension Kingdom are annually 7000 tons. The freights may be
rries, This valve is placed in the
tion pipe bet
the
Dr
Railway—near Widnes—the London and North-Western estimated at bricks-—iron—l5s. per ton, coal from 10s. to cylinders,
and when the throttle is first opened a small port gives
Railway—St. Helen’s and Widnes branch, near Faruworth 12s. per ton, other goods without bulk from £1 3s. to entrance to steam behind the valve and holds it to a seat over the
the London and North-Western Railway—Liverpool £1 5s. From this it appears that there is a weekly exhaust from the small cylinder, and allows the pressure from the
and Manchester branch, near Rainhill—and the London entry of from 120 to 150 tons, paying a freight of from boiler, reduced, however, by the small area of the port, to take
on the large piston. As soon as the exhaust port of the
and North-Western Railway—Huyton and St. Helen’s £130 to £150. To find freight for the return voyage effect
cylinder opens, the steam from this overpowers the pressure
vessels would have to call at the other ports of the small
branch, near Prescot-—will be crossed in subways.
behind the stop valve and forces it back to a seat, closing the small
When the lake is filled it will be one of the prettiest Regency—Sfax, Skira, and Susa—where a freight of extra port above referred to. This port is then kept closed by the
lakes in the United Kingdom, and the road round it gives esparto grass can always be had at 14s. a ton, and occa- boiler pressure itself acting on a balancing device until opened by
views of numerous waterfalls, and sudden and remarkable sionally olive oil at £2 10s. To maintain a line of the driver by means of a special lever.
‘‘Before opening the throttle, therefore, the engineer throws this
steamers between England and the coast of Tunis it
variations of mountain and valley scenery.
over, and the opening of the throttle lets boiler steam intu
The total expenditure to the end of June last had been would be necessary to call at the ports of Algeria. The lever
both cylinders, which access is suspended automatically as soon as
£1,382,213, allowing for the selling value of the plant at trade between England and Algeria amounts yearly to the exhaust of the small cylinder opens.
the time. The following are some particulars of cost of £2,000,000, the exports and imports being about equal.
‘The steam from the stacks of these engines is somewhat damp.
the materials and work at the masonry dam, and are of The route likely after a time to be profitable should in- This is not a sign of foaming, ‘but an indication of the more perfect
clude the ports of Oran, Algiers, and Bona, thence to extraction of the heat and power from the steam.
interest :—
‘*These engines make plenty of steam, particularly in fast
Per cubic yard, Tunis and end at Malta, calling on the return journey at
running. The exhaust nozzles can be made gin. to ;;in. wider than
8.| .
Susa and Sfax. There being no artificial ports in the usual, owing to the more uniform quality of the blast, with its low
Cust of the stone atquarry
3... ... «. «. «. 12 0
Regency, vessels discharge and load by means of lighters. pressure and two gentle impulses instead of four violent ones in
Cost at dam, including wheeling, wages, and
WON: osc coh aps ccs. s09. bh cca apatites ee
The tonnage dues are rather less than 2d. a ton, and every revolution.
‘“*Mr. Von Borries sums up the chief advantages of the comBuilding labour, per cubic yard masonry (about)... 2° 4
bevond 500 tons no charge is made. These rates once
engine very sensibly as follows :—Better production of steam
Stone, per cubic yard masonry... ......
9 2
paid give free access to all other ports of the Regency. pound
through
more uniform blast, and better application of it through
Plant, tram, and opening up at quarry ...
28)
The light dues are half the tonnage dues, or a little under higher expansion
and the possibility of getting a good expansion
Superintendence at quarry
site hie scandens
0 65
ld. a ton, no increase being made after 500 tons. If with very high-pressure steam, without unduly increasing the
Building, including materials, but not stone... ... 17 3
‘Tunis were brought into more direct communication with friction.
Plant, pumps, and staging, 3s.; superintendence, 2s. 5 0
‘“‘From the uniformly good results attained by the three
The proportion of stone to masonry varies from 66 to 62 England there would be a steady increase of business different
of Mallet in France, Webb in England, and Von
between the two countries, and many articles which Borries inmethods
per cent,
Germany, and similarly good results by Worsdell in
In concluding this notice of the new works for the cannot now bear the cost of transport would successfully England, with an arrangement similar to Von Borries’, it would
supply of Liverpool with water, it must be remarked that compete with similar products of other countries, An seem as if the failure of the system to work on the Boston and
it is buta tried outline of any but the great masonry attempt has been made since the beginning of last year Albany must have been due to an unsatisfactory application.
“The adverse experience with compound locomotives on the
dam and the lake. Of the numerous and important works to despatch a steamer once a month from Antwerp and Kaiser
Northern Railrcad of Austria, which by its own
hetween Lake Vyrnwy and Liverpool, we hope at a future London to Tunis and Malta; but the dates of departure account Ferdinand
lay entirely in the heavy repairs, seems to have
n due
time to give some account.
For the present we have are irregular, and sometimes the vessel goes to Malta to their injudicious use of the Mallet system. In this there are
two sets of valve gear, to permit working either simple or comaccomplished our object, which was to place before our first.
pound; and the road in question found that in working high
readers the main facts of engineering interest, concerning
pressure on both cylinders the unequal pressure racked the engine
an engineering project which has been the subject of
frame
and working parts out of order.
COMPOUND
ENGINES.
much discussion, and is one of the most important works
‘This high-pressure working, according to Mr. Von Borries’
at present in progress in this country.
Mr. V. Borrtés, it will be remembered is associated with Mr. experience, is only necessary on the starting stroke, and he gets
Worsdell in compound engine work, The following statement from over the unequal pressure by contracting the throttles to the lowhis pen as to the advantages and rat‘onale of compounding istaken pressure cylinder.”
from (laser's Annelen, published in Berlin:
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
“The advantage of compound working may be stated as follows:
Krne’s CoLLEGE ENGINEERING SocieTy.—At a general meeting
REPORTS.
In the ordinary locomotive, with slide valves and narrow ports, it is
not very desirable to attempt more than three to fourfold expansion, held on Tuesday, January 18th, Mr. C. J. Vesy Brown read his
No, HI.
inaugural address, in which he mentioned some of the most recent
and
the
steam
is
passed
off
at
a
pretty
high
temperature,
which
is
Cuba and Porto Rico—Change in Customs requlations.— utilised somewhat in the second cylinder of the compound machine. inventions connected with engineering sci
He «
1
Certificates of origin are not required for goods conveyed Furthermore, the shell of the cylinder naturally takes the mean with a brief notice of the new storage battery of the Union
temperature of the steam passing through it; and as the tempera- Electric Power Company. This is chiefly remarkable for its very
to these islands in British vessels.
high efficiency, low cost, and absence of any grid or supporting
(iuatemala— Increase of import duties,—Goods imported ture of the expanded steam falls below this, it absorbs, befora frame
for the plates, which are simply homogeneous slabs of active
passing into the stack, a certain amount of heat from the cylinder
into Guatemala are divided into three classes. The duty shell,
accumulating material, so composed as to give a metallic ring
which
has
to
be
replaced
from
the
entering
steam.
This
on the first class has been raised from 10 to 114 per cent.; operation in a compound machine takes place in the low-pressure when struck. The author next mentioned a new method of weldon the second class from 50 to 674 per cent.; and on the cylinder only, since the heat absorbed by the steam from the other ing metals by electricity, and many other recent inventions.
third class from 75 to 90 per cent.
cylinder is utilised in the low-pressure one. The steam lost in the
Mr, CHARLES Binns.—The death of Mr. Charles Binns,
eru— Mining Exposition at Lima.—The opening of the clearance spaces and in the leakage around the piston of the high- J.P., of Clay Cross Hall, near Chesterfield, which occurred
pressure cylinder is also utilised, and a more uniform pressure on the recently, removes another of the contemporaries of George
above has been postponed until Ist October next.
is attained for the same degree of expansion.
Stephenson. Mr. Binns was born at Lancaster in 1813, his father,
Russia— Duties on copper, metal, mineral ores, &c.—The piston
* With steam cut off at one-quarter stroke, the greatest force of Mr. John Binns, being a land surveyor and estate agent. Mr.
import duties upon copper and articles manufactured the steam is exerted where it is least effective and produces more Binns commenced his career as a surveyor, but subsequently
therefrom are, on copper and compound metals :—
friction, while if we get the same expansion by cutting off at one- undertook the management of a colliery at Haydock, near Newtonhalf and expanding into another cylinder, the action of the steam is le-Willows. While there he met George Stephenson, who came
Per ton,
obviously
more effective.
to lodge in the house in which Mr. Binns lived. Stephenson was
Machines and apparatus of copper and alloys £ s. d.
‘* By the possibility of expanding twofold, while giving full steam at that time engaged in the construction of the Manchester and
tte
oe MR
is hs oe Ss
to one cylinder, and obtaining an eightfold expansion by cutting Liverpool Railway, and being much struck with the skill and
Manufactures of copper and brass
42 1 6
off at one-fourth, greater and more profitable range is given to the intelligence displayed by Mr. Binns, he prevailed upon him to give
MEK A.) pug ONG! Wig’ yey Hien
2111 6
engineman in graduating his cut-off.
up the appointment he held and become his private secretary. In
NN
ies
Mikes) Wek ese Taga owe, MBO
“‘With all these theoretical advantages, a practical average this capacity he travelled with George Stephenson not only
Wire of brass, copper, and all kinds of alloys of
saving of fuel of 17°1 per cent. over locomotives of similar construc- throughout almost the whole of England, but in many parts of the
a
er
nearer rnin |
a
tion with ordinary cylinders has been attained. This result is the world, He was present when Stephenson was introduced to the
Wire articles of copper and alloys of copper... 47 11 6
of the collective working of three compound engines— King of the Belgians. Amongst other important projects in which
Metal and mineral ores—except those of copper and average
respectively freight, passenger, and omnibus engines—working Mr. Binns was associated with Stephenson was the tracing of a
zinc—graphite in loose pieces a
pulverised iron pay a against seven different ordinary engines of similar class and weight, route for what was known as the ‘‘ North Midland” Railway—-the
duty of 6s, 9d. per ton.
for periods of from three to nine months each,
line from Derby to Leeds. The line was made, and became part
“The boiler pressure carried on the compounds was 180 Ib., while of the Midland Railway system. During its construction several
Venezuela—Tarif' on machinery.—Exemption from tariff
that
of
the
other
engines
varied
from
135
lb.
to
180
Ib.
seams of coal were cut through in the Clay Cross Tunnel, and the
duties will only be conceded for the importation of such
valve gear of these compound engines is just as simple as shrewd engineer was impressed with the idea that the developmachinery, appurtenances, raw material, and other acces- that‘*The
of ordinary engines, the links for both cylinders being set by ment of this coalfield would be a profitable venture, as the railway
sories, as are destined in the judgment of the national the same movement of the lever and not cagulala of separate adjust- would provide the means of conveying the coal to various parts of
executive for the establishment of new industries, and in ment,
the midland counties, and perhaps—though that was regarded as
“Tt is to be noted that in this system both slides receive together a wild dream by many of his friends—even to London itself. The
no case for such as may be already established. AdmisCross estate happened to be in the market, and itwas purchased
sion of machinery, &c., duty free therefore depends on ee usually thrown upon one for a given quantity of steam Clay
by a company, consisting of George Stephenson, his son Robert,
used, causing less wear on the parts,
the will of the president.
‘*Since the pressure on the pistons is more uniform throughout George Hudson—‘‘the Railway King ’—Carr Glyn—the banker—
Tunis—Advantages of direct steam communication be- the stroke, oan since the work is more equally divided between the and Sir Joshua Walmsley.
ir. Binns was installed as general
tween Great Britain and Tunis—Among the countries pistons, these engines run very steadily; and this, with the manager, and held that post till the autumn of 1881,
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‘The method of making electrical connection between the
motor and the conductors in the conduit—an important point—
has been well worked out, and is clearly shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
For this purpose a contact-plough is employed, which consists of a
| flat frame I, hung from the car by transverse guides P, on which
| itis free to slide the whole width of the car and extending
thence down through the slot of the conduit. It is provided with
la swivel joint Q, so as to adjust itself to all inequalities of
road or conduit. This frame carries two flat steel insulated
conductor cores K, to the lower ends of which are attached by
a spring hinge small contact shoes H, of chilled cast iron, that
slide along in contact with the two main conductors C. At the
7 ends are flexible connections leading to the motor. This
plough can be inserted or withdrawn through the slot at will, the
spring hinge allowing the contact shoes to straighten out into line
Fig. 2

i1

—s

JAN.

!
gutter is then formed, the material being rammed around and
| between the yokes with the aid of wooden forms fitting the yokes,
The insulating pins are then placed in the sockets cast in the
yokes, and the conductors, in lengths of 30ft., are set against the
pins and firmly keyed to them. The electrical connections between
the lengths of conductor are then made, and the slot irons set on
the yokes, their stay bolts dropped into the exterior lugs of the
yoke, and the slot irons and yokes firmly bolted together, leaving
a surface opening of only gin. The two main conductors consist
of channel iron, connected by expansion joints, and lined with a
continuous — of copper of sufficient size to carry the current
with but small lossof energy. These conductors are fastened to
the side walls of the conduit on insulators of vulcanised wood
dipped in white lead. The insulators are strongly set in sockets in the
cast iron supporting yokes, Neither the traffic rails nor the conduit
structure form wl part of the electrical circuit. To provide for
switching a movable tongue is pivotted at the point of branching
so as to rest on the top of the conduit, and to be readily set to
close either of the branch slots, and direct the contact plough into
theother. A corresponding conductor tongue within the conduit is
moved at the same time.
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THE BENTLEY-KNIGHT ELECTRIC RAILWAY
IMPROVED SUGAR MACHINERY.
SYSTEM.
Amonest the machinery and apparatus exhibited by Messrs.
ONE more electric railway system is to be tried in New York,
A.and W. Smithand Co.,of the Eglinton Works, Glasgow ,wasa well- where
powers have been obtained for a circular line traversing an
arranged set of vacuum pan sugar boiling apparatus, as ilus- important district, which is to be built and equipped upon a system
trated in the accompanying engravings, which are elevations and known under the name of Bentley-Knight. This is one of the
plan. These show the arrangement of the pan, engine, and air central conduit systems, and it is interesting chiefly on account of
pump, with the air and vapour pipe connections, and those the details of the construction of the conduit and the traveller
o° the steam for heating
the pan and driving the
|
engine. Befvre entering th‘s
vacuum pan the cane juice
is preliminarily clarified
and concentrated up to a
certain density. The vacuum
is formed in the pan hy
li
means of the double-acting
vacuum pump, and the heat
is supplied by means of the
exhaust steam from the
engine, passed into a space
IN
between the outer and inner
bottom, which are of copper,
and also by steam inside
copper coils or serpentines
within the pan. <A _ partial
vacuum is formed within
the boiling or vacuum pan,
and maintained so that boiling takes place at from
150 deg. to 160 deg. Fah.,
crystallisation being thus
performed with immunity
from burning, and with
economy. These pans are
generally elevated, as shown,
on a raised platform, so that
the sugar discharged from
the bottom may be run into
a series of tanks for cooling,
or direct into the hopper of
a centrifugal drying machine, in which the sugar is
~ END ELEVAT!
purged from molasses. There
SMITH’S SUGAR EVAPORATING PAN.
is no special feature of
novelty in the apparatus,
but the general arrangement and the details are worked out which we describe and illustrate below. We need say nothing as
arrangements further than that the motor is
with care and the work well finished. The body and top of the to the clectrical
as a modified Gramme, and that the power is varied by
pan are lagged with ebony and white-wood; the fittings and described
switching
resistances
in and out of circuit. If the conduit arrangegauges are of argozoid, the white metal made by Messrs. Louis | ments prove to be successful,
the electrical details will no doubt be
Sterne and Co., which gives the whole apparatus a very attrac- found to be readily susceptible
of improvement. As to the
tive appearance. The discharge of the pan exhibited is equal gearing, we have no very complete information. It is described
to six tons of dry sugar. The air pump for this purpose is neces- by the Llectrical World of New York in the following terms :—
sarily of large size, as very large quantities of vapour arise from “The motor has a pair of pinions keyed to the ends of the
the large evaporating surface exposed inthe pan. Frames fitted armature shaft, which work with gears mounted on a crank
with glass for inspection of the charge of syrup which is being shaft in the centre of the car. Connecting-rods on each side
crystallised are fitted to the upper part of the pan cover. transmit the motion from the crank shaft to the driving
The conduit is illustrated in Fig. 1; its construction
The exhaust steam from the engine passes into a large wheels.”
in the same journal as follows :—‘‘ The iron yokes are
receiver, and thence into the space between the inner and isfirstdescribed
set
up
and lined, being placed from 3ft. to 4ft. apart, and
outer ] ans,
| between the ties which support the rails, The continuous concrete

with the conductor cores when the plough is pulled upward and the
shoes strike the insulating lining with which the slot irons are
provided. By no accident therefore can anything be left behind
in the conduit to obstruct succeeding cars. The plough guides are
hung on transverse axes, and are held in a vertical position by a
spring-catch that gives way when the
Fig. 3
plough meets an irresistible obstruction,
and hence the plough is automatically
thrown completely out of the conduit
without injury, being almost immediately replaceable. The contact shoes
will stand weeks of wear and cost
next to nothing. The frame of the
plough has wearing guards I of hardened
steel wherever it can touch the edge of
the conduit slot, and these are also
readily renewed, Two ploughs are used
on each contact for the sake of absolute
reliability, and to prevent flashing at the
contact.
** The road is tobe a double track, the
yreatest grade being lin 12. The estimated cost of the line is as follows:—
12,660ft. conduit—extra heavy—at 4
dols., 50,640 dols.; twenty motor tracks
complete, at 1200 dols., 24,000 dols.;
six 50-horse power dynamos at 2500
dols., 15,000 dols.; steam plant complete, 20,000 dols. ;foundation,
2000 dols,; engineering, 2500 dols.; total, 114,140 dols.”

ENGINEERING Society, LEEDsS.—At the meeting of this Society,
held on Monday evening January 17th, the Hon. R. G. Parsons,
M. Inst. C.E., in the chair, a short address on ‘Punching and
Drilling” was given by Mr. J. H. Wickstead, M. Inst. C.E.,
followed by a discussion in which Messrs. Whitehouse, Dolby,
Sileoek, Hartnell, Drake, the President (Professor A. Barr) and
the chairman, took part. The adjourned discussion on ‘‘The
Compound as gin with the Simple or Normal Locomotive,”
a paper read by Mr. W. Cleland, B. St. Demonstrator in the
Engineering Laboratory, the Yorkshire College, was then proceeded
with, Messrs. Silcock, Whitehouse, Dolby, Marriner, Drake, Pullun,
the President, Wickstead, and the chairman, taking part.
AN OLD AND Lone Apit. —An adit was not long since completed
which was commenced over 100 years ago, at Schemnitz, in Hungary, 1782, the object being to carry off the water from the
Schemnitz mines to the lowest parts of the Gran Valley. According
to the Bauzeitung
fir Ungarn it forms the longest tunnel in the
world, being 10°27 miles jong, or about one mile longer than St.
Gothard, and 24 miles longer than Mont Cenis. The height is
9ft. 10in., and the breadth 5ft. 3in. It has cost very nie rn
million sterling, but the saving amounts to £15,000 a year. The
original contract for the tunnel, made in 1782, was that it should
be completed in thirty years and should cost £7 per yard run.
For eleven years the work was done at this price, but the French
Revolution enhanced the cost of labour and materials to such an
extent that for thirty years little progress was made. For ten
years following much progress was made, and then the work
dropped for twenty years more until the water threatened to drowa
the mines out altogether. Finally the tunnel was completed in
1878, the remaining part costing £22 a yard.
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LIFEBOAT.

DESIGNED BY MR, C, H. BELOE M., INST. C.E., LIVERPOOL,

deck is fixed 12in. above the water “at the lowest place, and | ing to the centre line of the hulls to afford protection to the
STEAM TUBULAR LIFEBOAT.
| instead of the complicated arches and frames of the existing | smoke stacks and ventilators, and also to cover the entrance to
We illustrate above a steam tubular lifeboat, designed boats, which greatly retard their progress, the deck is supported | the stokeholes. The boilers are placed one in each hull, and are
r H. : Beloe, C.E., Hon, Secretary of the Liver- | by 4 irons, the planking presenting an absolutely smooth surface | 8ft. long and 4ft. in diameter. They are designed to burn
by Mr. Charles
pool and New Brighton branch of the Royal National Life-| to the water. In addition to the connection afforded by these | petroleum, and are provided with internal furnaces 6ft. long and
boat Institution. A model of this boat was exhibited at Liver- L irons and{the connection of the two hulls at the bow and 2ft. 6in. in diameter, furnished with five cross tubes, slightly
pool last year, The boat has been designed to meet a want long stern, additional strength is afforded by three pairs of heavy inclined from the horizontal, and ten vertical tubes. From the
felt on the Mersey, namely, a lifeboat which should be able to channel irons placed across the boat, one pair at each end of the | end of the furnace twenty-six copper tubes, 3in. in diameter,
work its way back into the main channel after taking the crew covered portion of the boat, or about one-third of the entire | convey the products of combustion back to the front of the
off a wreck on the banks to leeward. The present boats have length from each end, and the other pair near the centre at the boiler, passing between the furnace and the shell, the total
heating surface being 2°'0
great difficulty in performing
square feet. The petroleum
this service, being propelled
is stored in a cylinder in
only by sails and oars, and it
another compartment, ard
has often been suggested
that mechanical powershould
is expelled by a piston
CROSS
SECTION
driven by springs. The burnbe employed for this purpose.
ers, fifteen in number, are
It is not intended to dispense
placed three immediately
with the use of tugs, which
under each cross tube, and
are now employed to tow
consist of a sort of injector,
the lifeboats
to the wreck, but
by which a combined spray
to retain their services ;and
of steam and petroleum is
while the boat is being towed
introduced into the furnace.
out, steam would be geneThe system is no novelty,
rated in the boilers, On
but is in constant use on the
arriving to windward of the
locomotives on the Russian
wreck, the lifeboat would
railways in the Caucasus,
be cast off from the tug,
where petroleum is extenproceed to the wreck, and
sively used for fuel. The
return to the main channel
small quantity that would be
under her own steam. The
required for lifeboat work
rescued crew could then
would render the comparaeither be transferred to the
tively expensive nature of
tug or brought ashore in the
the fuel used a matter of
lifeboat.
no consequence. The steam
The design, Mr. Beloe
is drawn from the boiler
states, is based upon that
through a perforated pipe
of Richardson’s tubvlar life‘
placed in the steam space,
boat, several of which have
and then coiled round the
rendered such excellent serae
43%
smoke-box and conveyed to
A
vice at New Brighton and
le ce
the steam-chest placed in
Rhyl; the largest of them
the engine-room, and at a
measures 45ft. long by 10ft.
{
f mm
considerable height above
beam, and consists of two
a
At
il
ont
the boilers. By this means
cireular tubes 3ft. in diaHt
the priming, which is likely
meter, the ends tapering and
to take place from the violent
curving upwards and inmotions of the boat, will be
wards at the bow and stern.
obviated as much as possiA water-tight deck is placed
ble. The engines are of the
between the tubes above the
ordinary type, and are conwater level, and supported
nected directly with the
by a series of arches, which
cranks on the propeller
also brace the tubes together.
shaft, which work in a casing
Ia this design the length
suspended below the deck
over all is 50ft., the beam
CROSS
SECTION
OF
LIFEBOAT
THROUGH
BOILERS.
:
between the two hulls. The
15ft.; the tubes, or rather
propeller shaft is placed on
hulls, are not circular in
c.oss section, but are 5ft. 3in. deep and 4ft. 6in. wide, and bulkhead dividing the cabin from the engine-room. The lower | brackets between the hulls, and is furnished with a screw
havea midship section somewhat of a ship form, but at the channel iron is placed between the hulls at the level of the at each end, the screw being placed about one-third of the
ends they approach an oval section. Instead of the tubes deck, and the upper one is placed on the top of the hulls and length of the boat from the bow and stern. By this means
being separate from each other at the ends, they are curved extends from gunwale to gunwale, thus bracing the hulls it is almost” impossible for both crews to be out of the
above the water and joined together, forming practically one together in the strongest possible manner, without offering any water at the same time, which would be the case if twin
emplete structure. Each tube is divided into eleven water- resistance to the passage of water between the hulls, or inter- screws were placed at the stern; and there is also a great
tight compartments, the largest being 8ft. long; but as this fering with the working of the boat. At the bow, for a clear advantage attached to their present position, as a hatchway
compartment would be occupied by the boiler and the non- space of 12ft. inside the tubes, the boat is fitted with thwarts is provided in the deck over each screw, so that in the event
conducting composition with which it is surrounded, there in the ordinary manner, and in this space the crew could work of any wreckage getting foul of the screws it can be readily
would only be a small space for water in it, supposing the hull the anchors, warps, &c., with safety, being as well protected as removed by the crew of the lifeboat, which would not be the
to be injured. Great attention has been paid to the form of in an ordinary lifeboat, the height from the deck to the gun- case if the screws were under the counter. The space aft of the
the hulls, and good water-lines have been given to them. The wale being 2:t. 6in. The space between the hulls is then covered engine-house, 15ft. long, is open like the bow, and affords accomeam of each hull diminishes towards the stern, instead of the over for a length of 7ft. by an arched iron roof, forming a cabin modation for the coxswain and the remainder of the crew.
parallel tubes of the Richardson lifeboat, and this facilitates the in which rescued persons could be placed and protected from Rowlocks are provided at the bow and stern to enable oars to be
discharge of the water, which has a tendency to heap up the elements. Aft of this cabin is the engine-room, 10ft. 6in. used in pulling the head of the boat round; and the oars, boatbetween the hulls. The maximum draught of water is 3ft. A long, covered like the cabin, the roof being arched, but extend- hooks, masts and sails can be conveniently stowed when not in
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use on both sides of the engine-house. The sailing powers of
the ordinary tubular lifeboat are not inany way interfered with,
and the same masts and sails can be used.
One important feature in any steam lifeboat must be its
weight. It. is not expected, by this plan, to produce a boat
which would supersede the ordinary small coast lifeboats, which
have to be frequently conveyed long distances on their carriages
and launched off the beach, but the design is only intended for
places where the boat can be kept afloat or launched from a
slipway inte deep water; but even in these cases a very large
and heavy boat is not suitable. The impact of a heavy boat
either on the ground or against the side of a wreck would be so
great that the boat itself would be liable to be wrecked, consequently it is of the utmost importance to reduce the displacement as much as possible. The total weight of the design, with
engines and boilers, but without passengers, is 20 tons,
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of the diagram C to one-fourth, the large piston having four times
the area of the small one. The whole power exerted on the two
istons taken together will then be represented by the area 4 fd e4
in Fig. B. If we compare this diagram with that shown dotted
on the same figure, and indicating the diagram traced by a fourfold expansion in the large cylinder alone, it will be manifest that
very little advantage results from the addition of the small
cylinder. The large piston has to bear the whole boiler pressure, if
only for a moment, at the beginning of the stroke; the surfaces of
the cylinder are exposed alternately to the full pressure and to the
; condenser pressure nearly to the sime extent as with the single
| cylinder; the strain is more equable than with similar expansion in
| one cylinder, but not to any very marked extent not so marked
certainly as to lead us to expect an advantage such as to warrant
the employment of an additional cylinder. Again, if we wish to
use the two cylinders separately we have the great inconvenience
that the power developed in the small cylinder is very small as

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
Correspondents. |
WHO INVENTED THE COMPOUND ENGINE ?
Sir,—In his recent excellent text-book on “Steam and Steam
Engines,” Professor Jamieson, after explaining Hornblower's
double-cylinder expansive engine, says: ** It will bequite apparent
to students of the present day that Hornblower had actually
devised not only the compound engine, but also the surface condenser—although his engine was but a single-acting one. He
erected several engines on his plan, and probably the reason why
they
more economical
than which
Watt's could
single-acting
enginey didwas notthat1prove
the pressure
of the steam
he generated in the boilers then constructed was too low. He applied to
Parliament in 1792 for an extension of his patent, but was
refused: and it is curious to note the severe criticism of early
writers on his invention, the principle of which is now-a-days so
fully recognised.”
The reason given by Professor Jamieson for the
ctical
failure of Hornblower’s engine, as compared with Watt’s, is hardly
plausible, seeing that Watt's
were no higher than Hornblower’s. Again, given the initial pressure and the amount of
expansion, one does not see why a greater economy should be
expected, In the time of Watt and of Hornblower, ‘‘ Dr. Robison
Fici
A
{I

me

—
|
| compared to that developed in the large one—see diagram B. Of
| course the diagrams given represent only a particular case, and
that only as an approximation; still they may be sufficient to
| indicate the general character of the phenomena. They show, |
believe, that it is not strange that theorists, following the example
of Professor Robison, have frequently denounced Hornblower's
double-cylinder engine, failing to see wherein it is to any practical
extent superior to a single engine working with an equal measure
of expansion.
But why, then, does our modern compound engine yield as a fact
such decided advantages as compared to the single-cylinder expansive engine?
Simply because in our modern engines we cut off the steam in
| the a |cylinder, which Hornblower did not do. The effect of
this apparently insignificant modification is shown in diayrams D and
E, in which the same initial and final pressures—four atmospheres
and one atmosphere respectively—are supposed. The steam is cut
off at ot prs in the small cylinder, and the proportion of the
| cylinders is in consequence reduced to 1:2. Thus the large
cylinder receives steam of only two atmospheres instead of four,
and the range of temperature which it suffers is reduced very considerably—in the case imagined from 152deg. to 109deg. Fah.-the total pressure on the two pistons taken together is without

=—O=
gave a series of elaborate and highly interesting calculations, by
which, unluckily for the ingenious inventor, it was demonstrated
that the same effect only is produced in this—-Hornblewer’s— as in
Mr. Watt's expansion engine; and these calculations were confirmed by the
tice of those which Hornblower erected.”
History repeats itself, and in the calculations of Dr. Robison we
havea foretaste of the animated di
ions of some years
on
the relative merits of expansion in a single cylinder and in multiple
cylinders. The almost universal adoption now-a-days of the compound engine, especially for marine purposes, would seem to point
to the conclusion that the advocates of Watt and ex
ion in a
single cylinder had been mistaken, and that Hornblower’s doubiecylinder engine was really superior to its more fortunate rival. Are
we, then, to allow, against sound theory, that the simple fact of
expanding steam in two or more successive cylinders gives us a
marked economyas compared to an equal
of expansi
performed in a single cylinder? Or is it not more reasonable to
seek for an explanation of the apparent contradiction between

theory and practice in some essential feature possessed by the
modern compound engine, not sufficiently noticed in the discussions, and which Hornblower's arrangement, even as revived by
Woolf, did not possess? If this be true, it is not te Hornblower
that we owe our compound engine, but to the man who first added
to Hornblower’s double-cylinder engine that essential feature to
which the superiority of the compound engine is really due.
Hornblower’s arrangement is eum in a double-acting ey in
Fig. A. The pistons move together; at the beginni
the
stroke the small piston is in equilibrium. If we neglect the effect
of
ce, as the
below is equal to that above, and
diminishes only when, through the downward motion of the pistons,
the space increases. Supposing an initial pressure of four atmospheres—to make the action more evident in the di
the
cylinders as 1: 4, Fig. C shows the diagram corresponding to the
small piston, the indicator connected at the bottom of the cylinder;
the line 4 a 4 being traced during the ascentof the pisto: m to the
top of the stroke. As the pistons descend the pressure diminishes
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below the smali piston and above the large one, and the indicator
pencil traces the line 4) correspondingto the line ¢4¢ in Fig. B,
the diagram from the top of the large cylinder, the line cde in
Fig. B being traced during the return of the pistons, and corresponding
to the line b.a4 in Fig. C. Inorderto
t in B the
pressure exerted on the small piston we must
uce the heights

Fic.S
comparison more equable, and the power given by the two cylinders
considered as separate engines is now much nearer equality.
It thus appears that the three characteristics which chietly
rendér valua' Te the compound engine, viz., the greater uniformity
of pressure during the stroke of the piston, the lesser range of
temperature to which the surfaces of the cylinder are exposed, and
the sharing more equally between the two cylinders of the power
developed, are due to the use of the cut-off valve. As the addition of a second cylinder is next to useless without cutting off the
steam in the first, so the addition of a third would be useless without cutting off also in the second, or of a fourth without cutting
off in the third.
Not to Hornblower, then, do we owe the modern compound
engine, which has a feature making it quite distinct in action from
Hornblower’s double-cylinder engine, but to the man who first cut
off the steam in the small cylinder. And it would be interesting
to know who he was. Perhaps some one of your readers may be
able to supply the information, and I believe we will then know to
whom we should be thankful for the compound engine. I may
say that the above view of the compound engine, in relation to
Hornblower’s and Woolf's, was first given in my “ Lezioni di
Macchine a Vapore,” the first edition of which wa: published in
1870.
Ropert GIL,
Palermo, January 18th.
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD.
Sir,—To the instances of neglect in sanitary matters must be
added the fussy, mischievous, and useless interference of the
Local Government Board in poor law cases. Instances of this are
so numerous that there is no necessity for examples. The latest
case—a typical instance—is:—‘‘ At the Wolverhampton@uardians
on 7th January the clerk read a letter which had been received
from the Local Government Board, with reference to the guardians
resolving to pay the relieving officer for the newly formed district
of Wednestield the sum of £6 per annum for the rent of a room to
be used as a relieving office. In the letter the Local Government
Board asked for further information on the subject. The Rev.
Canon Davies moved the following resolution, which was carried
unanimously, ‘That the clerk be instructed to give the necessary
information
to,the Local Government Board, and that the Local
Government
rd be respectfully informed that the guardians of
the Wolverhampton Union consider the matter contained in the
letter of the Assistant-Secretary, dated Whitehall, 4th Jan
5
1887, of such trivial consequence that “7 will hail with delight
any measure of local government which will enable them to attend
to business peculiarly within their own province, and which will
liberate them from the constant irntation and waste of time arising
from departmental letters on —
subjects.’”
Cc,
Westminster, S.W., January 25th.
THE VYRNWY LIVERPOOL WATERWORKS.
Sir,-—-Mr. Deacon is absent on the Continent, and as1 happen to
have in my possession certain information and documents which
show Mr.
Hawksley’s letterto you, dated 18th inst., omits material
facts, and that the statements contained in your able article of
the 14th inst. are entirely correct, I shall be
to be able to state:
(1) That Mr. George F. Deacon p
the Vyrnwy scheme
with preliminary plans by his reports to the Corporation of Liverpool, dated 28th November, 1877, and Ist August, 1878, respectively, and that it was not until after these reports were written
that Mr. Hawksley for the first time saw the site of the proposed
wo
(2) That Mr, Hawksley and Mr, Bateman also, as shown in your
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article,e, supported
the PP il scheme by their replies to the Corsu 2,
poration in February,
1879, and March, 1879, respectively.
(3) That Mr. Deacon laid out the scheme and prepared in his
office the whole of the Parliamentary plans, and that they were
subsequently signed by Mr. Hawksley as joint engineer with Mr.
con.
(4) That the agreement, under the seal of the Liverpool Corporation, subsequently entered into between the Corporation and
Mr, Deacon, and passed by the City Council upon the same day as
that made with Mr. Hawksley, and the substance of which Was
published in the newspapers at the time, cited as follows :— And
whereas the said George Frederick Deacon has, on behalf of the
Corporation, prepared the preliminary plans, estimates, and reports
of the Vyrnwy Water Scheme, and in the application to Parliament for the Liverpool Corporation Waterworks Act, 1880, the
said George Frederick Deacon acted as joint engineer with Thomas
Hawksley, of Great George-street,
Westminster, civil engineer,
(1) The said George Frederick Deacon, as engineer in conjunction
with the said Thomas Hawksley, shall continue in the service of
the Corporation until, &c.”
(5)
t neither the term “‘ Resident Engineer” nor any analogous term “py rs in the agreement, and it is equally certain that
the names of Mr. Hawksley and Mr. Deacon were placed upon the
various documents in the usual manner adopted by joint engineers,
The drawings for the Vyrnwy masonry dam prepared in Mr,
Hawksley’s office, exactly as the former drawings had been prepared in Mr,
's office, were signed by Mr. Hawksley and
Mr. Deacon jointly, thus:—
T. HawksLey
i
Georce F, Deacon \ Engineers.
I have seen these drawings, and I find, what Mr. Hawksley may
probably have forgotten, that the word ‘ Engineers,” placed as
above, is in his own handwriting on each drawing. The specifications for the works, so far as they were prepared before Mr,
Hlawksley’s connection with them ceased, were backed with the
two names as joint engineers precisely in the same way.
I have in my possession a photograph of the inaugural ceremony
held at the site of the dam, when Lord Powis laid a memorial
stone, still to be seen, bearing the names of Mr. Hawksley and Mr.
on as engineers, placed in the same
, and bracketed
together, as upon the Parliamentary plans, the drawings of the
masonry dam, and the specifications, Mr, Hawksley himself
figures in the ——
Now, Sir, I must apologise for troubling you at such length, but
it is so clear to my mind that anyone reading Mr. Hawksley's
letter, without any previous knowledge of the facts, would carry
away the belief that Mr. Hawksley originated and designed the
Vyrnwy scheme, that I feel constrained to write, in Mr. Deacon's
b
, to say that Mr. Hawksley had nothing whatever to do
with preparing the preliminary plans and reports. They were sent
to him, and to Mr, Bateman, with certain questions put by the
Corporation, the answer to which, as already stated, supported the
scheme advanced by Mr. Deacon. The conclusions drawn from
Mr. Hawksley’s observations would, taken alone, certainly be unfair
to Mr, Deacon.
It must be some consolation to him that the Corporation have
regarded his action »s correct, and that since Mr. Hawksley’s resignation, on September Ist, 1885, he has had sole charge of the
work ; and it must be no small gratification to the Liverpool people
to know that the thoroughly disinterested and exhaustive inquiry
into the engineering questions involved in Mr. Hawksley’s statements made before that time, has so entirely supported the views
and work of their own engineer.
Westminster, January 22nd,
CiviL ENGINEER,
TESTING STRUTS.
Sim,—I read with pleasure Mr. Joseph Bernays’ very sensible
letter appearing in your last issue rezarding the testing of struts. He
tests them by measuring the deflection produced by a pure bendin +
load, the strut being laid on two supports as a horizontal beam,
May I suggest that a better way would be to measure the deflection
produced by an end load, the load and resistance both being
vertical and applied lin., 5in. 10in., or 20in, away from the centre
of section according to the size of the strut. If one knows how an
individual strut behaves under a load with a large excentricity of
application, it is easy to calculate how exactly it will behave with
small excentricity of application of the load, such as is likely to
occur from mexact fitting in its working position.
Mason Science College, Birmingham,
Rosert H. Situ.
January 21st.
A CURIOUS PATENT.
Sir,—An application for a patent made recently claims for ‘ an
invention in ready-reckoning books,” I naturally wondered what
new discovery had been applied to ready-reckoners, Well, in this
particular case, it consists of a marginal index, the same as found
in ledgers, and by means of which you can readily turn to the
required page. Itisa pity that a little more common-sense cannot be
infused into the Patent-office, together with a knowledge of
common matters, which would prevent them publishing such like
applications for patents.
N. N. N
anuary 27th.
THE RIBBLE NAVIGATION,
Sir,—In your issue of last week and the week before, I was surprised to see letters from two correspondents who characterise the
works executed under Messrs. Stevenson's directions on the River
Ribble as a failure. Allow me to point out that the effect of these
works, begun in 1838, was to increase the navigable depth up to
Preston by at least from 7ft. to 8ft.-—a result which is certainly a
most striking and pronounced success; and an extension of the
measures recommended and executed under Messrs. Stevenson's
direction, which I believe is now being done, is all that is necessary
to still further improve the navigation.
The statement that the depth of water on the bar has decreased
is not accurate, as the depth on it now and before the works were
executed is the same, viz., 5ft. to 5hft. at low water. See Stevenson’s “Canal and River Engineering,” ‘‘ Harbour Authorities’
Return, 1883,” and ‘‘ Tidal Harbours Commission Re
1845,”
DAVID ALAN STEVENSON,
Chambers, 84, George’s-street, Edinburgh, January 26th,
THE ADELAIDE EXHIBITION.—A case of Earl Dudley's celebrated
iron will be exhibited at the forthcoming Adelaide Exhibition. It
contains specimens of his lordship’s single best, double best, and
treble best iron, steel, pig iron,
died iron, and ball furnaeed
iron. There are also specimens of horse-shoe iron, patent tires for
carriage wheels, girders bent cold, and several bars of iron split,
yap twisted, and beaten into all shapes to show the toughness of
the material
TorPeDo-Boats.—As part of the programme for the ensuing
financial year, the Admiralty p
to lay down an additional
number of fast torpedo-boats,
as the result of the competition
which has lately taken
for the new second-class craft, the
design and
of Messrs. Yarrow and Co. have been selected.
They are to be of two sizes, although both of the same ty
The
smaller will be about 13 tons in weight, with a s
of 16 knots,
and the larger about 15 tons, with a
17 knots, They
are to be designed on the same plan as No. 79 first-class torpedoboat recently built by Messrs. ew for the Government, and
tried on the
es with the first Lord of the Admiralty on board
when, as it will be remembered, a great success was achieved and
an undoubted advance in torpedo-boat construction.
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MISCELLANEA.
NOTES AND MEMORANDA,
RAILWAY MATTERS.
A LARGE amount of building has been going on at Perth,
Tue six healthiest places last week were Derby, NorIr is not a bad indication of trade im srovement that wich,
Western Australia, and the colony is said to be g
for labourers,
Brighton, Birkenhead, Leicester, and Oldham,
of the Midland Railway Company
the men in the locomotive works
Tue New York Steam C sions gridon their new lines of on account of the railway works now in course of construction.
at Derby are again working full time.
Wituiam Epecumspe RENDLE and Co., is the name of
Ir is stated by a Berlin paper that the State Railway mains, now being laid, use slag wool for lagging. A brick floor is
Direction has been Ee oe the Ministry not to recognise laid ;a wall built up on each side of the pipe, and the wool is the new company now being formed with a capital of £60,000 in
12,000 shares of £5 each, for the purpose of purchasing as a going
the last foreign tenders for 11,8001. of steel rails given in recently packed loosely round the pipe.
houses,
Tue deaths registered during the week ending January concern the business of Messrs. W. E. Rendle and Co., and the
at Berlin, and in particular not those offers from Kuglish
use near Chicago is on 22nd in twenty-eivht great towns of England and Wales corre- patents relating to Rendle’s well-known system of glazing.
Tur oldest locomotive nowan inMichan
says:—
r
Enginee
ical
sponded to an annual rate of 22°8 per 1000 of their aggregate
AN Italian company, which has been formed for the
the Illinois Central. The Americ
‘It has been in use thirty-three years, and it is estimated that in population, which is estimated at 9,245,099 persons in the middle utilisation of the power of the celebrated waterfalls at Tivoli, has
ordered the necessary electric apparatus for the lighting of Rome
that time it has travelled 1,650,000 miles, or equal to sixty-six of this year.
times around the globe,”
A BORE-HOLE in search of coal, said to be the deepest in from the firm of Siemens and Halske, of Berlin. ‘The order for the
Tux control of the starting signals from the station in existence, which the Prussian Government had commenced in the turbines has been given to Seck Brothers, of Darmstadt.
Tue Association of Municipal and Sanitary Engineers
advance has been for a long time under consideration on the Canton of Merseburg (Saxony), after having reached a depth of
Metropolitan Railway, but some difficulties which were experienced 1738 metres—therefore more than a mile—has had to be abandoned, and Surveyors notities that the third examinaticn of candidates for
have now been overcome, and it, is thought that the electric as it had come upon porphery rock,
the offices of municipal and local board cngineers and surveyors
locking of all the starting signals will be completed by the end of
Ir appears that in France they are pushing on the will be held at the Institution of Civil Fngineers, Great GeorgeMarch.
manufacture of the shells which contain the new explosive, melinit, street, S.W., on Friday and Saturday, the 22nd and 23rd of April
Tue Public Works Committee of the Birmingham so vigorously that the chemical works there are not able to deliver next,
Corporation will, at the next meeting of the Town Council, advise the quantities of sulphuric-ether and picrin-acid—both of which
Tue San Francisco Jteport says: “The rumour that
that body to withhold its assent to the application of the Central substances enter into the explosive composition—quickly enough; boiler-makers are to be brought from Scotland to build the new
Tramways Company for powers to lay tram lines through Broad- so agents are searching for, and buying up all they can in Germany. Government cruiser, for which the Union [ron works has the contract,
street and Edgbaston tothe borough boundary. The recommendaMr. A. Witson writes concerning the late Captain has created considerable feeling in iron circles in this city. It is not
tion is made on the ground that until the cable system has been
Jinman’s law of storms, and says: ‘ From a rough calcula- news to the local boiler-makers, as they had information of such
tried it is premature to sanction any further addition to the local George
tion
Ihave just made of the periods, it would appear that between intention three weeks ago.”
tramways system.
January 29th and February 9th there are three dangerous storm
Tue returns of the land trade of British India with
Two or three of our south of England railways will centres due over the British Isles, the one due on or about the Ist
countries for the first six months of the financial year show
soon possess the distinction of being, without exception, the most proximo being the return due period of the snow storm of 22nd foreign
that
its value was 6,12,91,021 rupees, against 5,66,08,038 last year.
uncomfortable, worst lighted, and most expensive lines in Great March, 1885.”
The
return
of imports shows a shght decrease, but that of exports
Britain. Even the Caledonian is leaving them far behind. Last
A Frencn inventor proposes to use electricity for a considerable increase. There was a falling off in the trade with
week, in Glasgow, a new train of close-coupled carriages, lighted bleaching
Beyla,
Cashmere,
Upper Burmah, Karennee, Zimmé, and Siam,
paper
pulp,
by
means
of
a
solution
of
chloride
of
magwith Pintsch gas, and warmed with hot water pipes from the
‘Ibis is of the strength of about 16 deg. Beaumé, On but an increase in that with Khelat, Seistan, Cabul, Nepaul, and
engine throughout its entire length, made several runs on the nesium.
passing a current through, electrolysis taking place, various chemi- Sikhim.
Glasgow and Cathcart District Railway.
cal reactions occur, setting free divers oxychlorides, which, so it is
the forthcoming American Exhibition, which is to
Tur Birmingham and Wolverhampton local agitation said, effectually bleach the fibre. Mr. Desmond G, FitzGerald has openIn May
2nd at Earl’s Court, Kensington, will be a house of straw,
against railway rates is still maintained. The Council of the Rail- also produced some interesting results in electro-bleaching.
now being made in Philadelphia. This house is an American subway and Canal Traders’ Association has, in respect to the Parliaurban
villa,
a-half stories high, and covering a space of
In
describing
his
instrument
for
determining
the
relative
mentary notice of a new limited company for a Bill to acquire the hardness of metals, by scratching with a weighted diamond—the 42ft. by 50ft.twoItand
built entirely of materials manufactured from
river Trent, and extend the levying of navigation tolls thereon, harder the metal the heavier being the weight—Mr. T. Turner has straw, foundations,istimber,
flooring, sheathing, roofing—everything
passed a resolution deprecating the acquisition of a public and remarked that the true hardness did not vary, as was commonly in fact, including the chimneys,
the material being fireproof as well
tidal waterway, hitherto free for navigation, by a proprietary with supposed, according to the tenacity, and that accounted for the as waterproof,
a view to its being subjected to toll. The Council of the Birmingwhich was often seen in the wear of railway rails. He
ham Chamber of C
, to whom a copy of this resolution difference
Mr.
G.
R.
AnpREws,
surveyor
the Bournemouth
also pointed out that in cast iron the softest metal was really the Commissioners, and the town surveyor of toPortsmouth
was sent, have expressed their hearty approval thereof.
have extenstrongest.
sively
tried
sea
water
for
watering
roads,
and
say that the effect
Mr. W. L. Newcombe, who has been goods manager of
London, 2655 births and 1757 deaths were registered lasts longer, and consequently less water is required ;they think salt
the Midland Railway since 1868, has resigned that appointment, it lastInweek.
Allowance being made for increase of population, the water slightly disintegrates granite paving, but tends to bind gravel
being his intention to retire into private life. For several years births were 227,
the deaths 178, below the average numbers in roads, and thus improve them. The effect of watering with sea
wior to that date he acted as general agent for the company in the correspondingandweeks
of the last ten years. The annual death- water is no doubt to cause a greater dampness on the road surface
Landon, after having previously filled the post of general manager rate per 1000 from all causes,
which had been 26°3 and 23-0 in the than that obtained with fresh water ;and, in addition, a sort of skin
of the Midland during the tem;
'y absence from the
pany of two preceding weeks, declined
last weel: to 21°8. In Greater or film is formed on the road, tending to keep down the dust and
Mr.—now Sir James—-Allport. Mr. Newcombe will be succeeded London, 3439 births and 2163 deaths
registered, correspond- preserve the surface.
by Mr. George H. Turner, now chief goods manager of the Glasgow ing to annual rates of 331 and 20°8 perwere
1000 of the population.
and South-Western Railway. The Midland goods managerTue prospectus has been issued of the Union Electric
elect is an old servant of the company. He entered the Midland
Many of the modern high explosives are made by mix- Power and Light Company, which, amongst other things, is specially
service in 1853, and left it in May, 1885, to take up his present ing nitro-glycerine with a dry pulverised substance or mixture of formed to manufacture and work a new and apparently the most
position,
substances such as have the capacity of taking up and holding a perfect secondary battery or electric accumulator yet placed before
A New series of trains now enables passengers to pass sufficient proportion of nitro-glycerine by absorption to make the the public, and specially adapted for supplying electricity for
from Madrid to London in fifty-one hours, and from Lisbon to mixture an effective explosive, and yet without being in such excess domestic purposes. The Company has offices at 127, Cannon-street.
London in thirty-five and a-half hours, This, the Ra//iray News as to separate from the mass by leakage or compression, and at the The capital is £500,000, but of this sum only 25,000 shares of £5
says, brings the Portugues capital seventeen hours, and that of same time the absorbent solids employed being such as will not each are at present offered. A strong board of directors has been
Spain twelve hours, nearer to the capital of Great Britain. The chemically injure the proper explosive quality of the nitro-glycerine, formed, and Professor Forbes, F.R.S., has reported in the highest
first train of the series left Madrid at midnight on the 13th, and such as will render the mass practically inexplodible by con- terms on the battery.
reaching Lisbon at half-past three o'clock, the shortest run on cussions which ordinarily occur in handling and transportation. The
AccorpiNeé toa Yokohama paper, great efforts are being
record, From Lisbon to Calais there will be no change of carriages, solid ingredients, to wit, the nitrate of soda, charcoal and sulphur, made
to develope the Japanese copper trade. The Ashio mine yields
the break of gauge on the French frontier being overcome by lift- are first ground or otherwise pulverised, and dried if necessary. about
14,000,000lb. of copper per annum. The copper was foring the bodies of the cars with cranes on to new sets of wheels, The nitro-glycerine is then carefully mixed with them, so as to merly exported
by foreign merchants, first to Calcutta for refining,
There will be no examination of luggage by the Customs authorities make a mass as nearly homogeneous as practicable, and the powder and
then
to London. During the last two years, however, a
is then packed for market.
until the traveller's arrival at his destination.
copper-refining factory has been at work at Honyo, in Tokio, and
One of the greatest difficulties to be contended with in the copper for London has been sent direct. The importance of the
The Kailroad Gazette record of trainaccidents in the States
in November contains notes of 63 collisions, 59 derailments and 8 the polishing of large lenses is that of flexure during the process, trade has consequently increased. The company succeeded in
other accidents ; a total of 130 accidents, in which 33 persons were It may appear strange that in discs of glass of such considerable improving its process; the silver and bismuth contained are now
killed and 106 injured. As compared with November, 1885, there thickness as are used for objectives any such difficulty should occur ; extracted, and pure copper is obtained.
was an increase of 34 accidents, and of 14 killed, but a decrease of but a simple experiment will demonstrate the ease with which such
Tue Moscow Gazette draws attention to the fact that, in
12 injured. These accidents may be classed as to their nature and pieces of glass can be bent, even under the slight strain due to their
the late emperor issued a ukase in which he ordered that
causes as follows:—Collisions: rear, 38; butting, 20; crossing, 5; own weight. If we take a spherometer and set it upon a polished 1866,
‘all Government and public institutions, whatsoever they might
total 63. Derailments: broken rail, 2; broken or defective frog, 3; surface of a disc of glass of only 74in. diameter and #in. thick, the be,
were
to purchase whatever steamboats they required at home,
micrometer
head
not
being
sufficiently
tight
to
allow
the
instrument
broken switch rod, 2; broken bridge, 2; spreading of rails, 11;
what inconvenience might ensue therefrom.” Twenty
broken wheel, 4; broken axle, 5; broken truck, 6; accidental to spin round, the glass being supportedon three blocks near its no matter
have elapsed since this order was issued, and the Moscow
obstruction, 2; cattle on track, 2; open draw, 1; misplaced periphery ; and then place one block under the centre of disc and years
Gazette declares it to have been throughout that period a dead
switch, 6; pu
ly misplaced switch, 1; malicious obstruction, 1; remove the others, the instrument will spin round on the centre letter.
worst offenders have been the Ministers of Finance,
wemidaed, +) ; total, 59. Other accidents: boiler explosion, 3 ; screw. It is thus evident that not only is this strong plate of glass Marine, The
and Ways of Communication ; and after them the
broken parallel rod, 2; car burned while running, 2 ; land-slide, 1; bending under its own weight, but it is bending a quantity easily municipalWar
of the riverine towns and the various subsidised
total, 8. Total
ber of
idents, 130, No less than 13 measurable by this instrument, which is quite too coarse to measure companies. councils
The
Minister of Crown Domains alone has remained
collisions were caused by trains breaking in two, 5 were caused such quantities as we have to be dealt with in figuring objectives.
faithful throughout, but, as he has only purchased two or three little
by snow, 4 by mistakes in orders, 2 by misplaced switches, 2 by
From meteorological observations during 1886 at Not- steamers to convey himself and his officials on the canals, his supper to use signals properly, 2 by cars blown out of sidings, and tingham
by Mr. M. Ogle Tarbottom, M.I.C.E., at a station 122°32ft. port to the native shipbuilding industry has not been of much value.
y fog.
above mean or half-tide level at Hull, and 123-00ft. above mean or
THE annual meeting of the Birmingham, Tame, and Rea
Tue detailed accounts of the Manchester, Sheffield, and half-tide level at Liverpool, latitude 52 deg. 57 min. north, longiLincolnshire Company show a result which will surprise many of tude 1 deg. 9 min. west, it appears that the highest reading of District Drainage Board was held on Tuesday, when Ald. Avery was
our readers in the fact that the saving effected in the locomotive barometer was 30°700 on 24th November, the lowest reading of re-elected chairman for the eleventh or twelfth time in succession.
department—the chief one in economy—is due, in a great mea- barometer was 28°313 on 9th December (at the usual period of The chairman remarked that the operations of the board extended
sure, to ‘‘oil and tallow.” That a saving of nearly £2000 could be observation), and the lowest reading of barometer was 28-000 at over an area of 47,000 acres, having a rateable value of over two
during millions sterling, and that the board had to dispose of the sewage
effected in this one item alone need not be cause for astonishment, 9 p.m. on 8th December, the range of atmospheric =
when we consider the enormous consumption of these articles for the year being 2°387in.; the highest reading of thermometer in of a population of 620,000. During the past year the precepts
lubricating and illuminating purposes. A contemporary gives shade was 83°5 on July 5th, the lowest reading of thermometer in required to be levied upon the various constituencies had increased
to £36,000. That increase was largely due to the
the annua! consumption of oif upon the railways of the United shade was 14‘9 on March 7th, the range of temperature during the from £34,000
Kingdom roughly as follows:—Engineer’s department, £30,000, year being 68°6, and the highest reading of thermometer in rays of substantial reduction in agricultural produce. In spite of that
Locomotive department, running, £225,000; shops, £25,000; car- sun (blackened bulb in vacuo), was 150-0 on July 19th; the lowest increase, however, the total capital outlay for land, tanks, mains,
riage lighting, £40,000. Traffic department, £40,000; general reading of thermometer on grass was 9°7 on March 7th; the number and all appurtenances—about £402,000—only represented about
t which was quite as
offices, &c., £10,000. Total estimated cost, £370,000; or, say, at of days on which ‘010 or more rain fell was 179; the total rainfall 12s, 11d. per head of population, an
6d. per gallon, 14,800,000 gallons a year. The average cost per during the year, measured on the ground, was 31-762, and the low, he thought, as was tu be found in any other constituency in
the
kingdom.
The
annual
cost—£36,000—represented
an expentrain mile of ‘oil, tallow, and waste,” in the locomotive running total rainfall during the year, measured 48ft. above ground, was
diture of 1s. 2d. per head. Year by — it became more evident
expenses is “267d. per train mile. Oil by itself may be taken at |28°564
that
the
system
adopted
by
the
board
of
dealing
with
the
sewage
about one-fifth of a penny per train mile, which, on a fair aggrefounders of the kinetic theory in gases considered
a combination of tanks, lime, and land, was the most effective
gate mileage, would give the £225,000 above estimated as the cost theTue
gaseous molecules as solid, slightly deformable, elastic spheres, by
and
economical
that
could
be
adopted,
considering
their
special
in this department on all the lines.
and this opinion is generally prevalent at the present day. MaxAt the Brighton County Court last week Judge well also considered the hypothesis that the molecules behave as local circumstances,
Tue variety of opinion as tomodern roller milling, and the
Martineau gave judgment in an action “Simmons +. Volk,” centres of force, which repel one another in the inverse proportion
recently heard at the same Court. The action was brought b of the fifth power of their dist
Bolt:
thinks it desirable combination systems and their methods, is still very great. The
William John Simmons, a minor, through his father, Jose)
to adopt various hypotheses, and especially to inquire whethera American North-Western Miller says :—‘‘ The short method of millSimmons, of Eastern-road, against Magnus Volk, the owner of the complete kinetic theory can be based upon attractive forces alone. ing will make a better showing than those who have been used to
electric railway on the beach between the Aquarium and Kemp- He considers that the time integral can be employed with advan- the long system will expect. A man who is running a six or seven
town, to recover £30 as damages in consequence of the alleged tage’so as to give a result, which will be both quantitatively and brake mill on short surfaces will be surprised to see the work of a
illegal and negligent driving of the tramear by thte defendant's qualitatively in accordance with the laws of dissociation. The three-brake mill on long surfaces. Not that the three-brake mill
servants, and £7 10s, was also claimed as special damages. The passage from dissociati
iation differs from the condition will be doing better work than the six-brake mill, or would be able
plaintiff's case was that he was riding a bicycle along the Madeira- of fluidity only in the circumstance that in the latter case aggre- to compete with it in a business way, but it would be much better
road, that the tramcar caused a horse to shy and to run into the gates are formed of many molecules which remain partly wavering work than could be naturally expected where one has not had the
bicycle, with the result that the plaintiff was upset and injured. as steam bubbles, partly adhering to the walls of the vessel or opportunity of seeing the actual work. This does not prove anyHis Honour, in giving judgment, said no doubt some of the sinking through their weight to the bottom. The possibility of | thing favourable to the short system. The proof is all in favour of
witnesses on each side were biased, but there remained a large body forming such aggregates through proper cooling may be readily long surfaces and a sufficient number of them. The fact that
of evidence showing that there had been shying of horses, and _if deduced from the assumption of attracting molecular forces. The somebody's short system mill makes a flour that is better than that
accidents did not constantly happen they were likely to happen. He same forces which are active in the shocks of molecules, may also of some longer system mill, does not prove anything favourable to
was of opinion that the car was a nuisance and danger to the safety be applied to an explanation of dissociation and fluidity, whereas, the short system, when we take a business view of the situation.
of the
ngers going along the road; that the defendant was says the Annalen.der Physik und Chemie, the hypothesis of repul- Flour of as high grade or as good quality can be made on a oneresponsible for the injury caused to the plaintiff, and he assessed sive forces during the ap
h of the gaseous molecules requires brake mill as can be made on a six-brake mill, but the six-bral-e
the damages at £20.
r. Olding, who appeared for the plaintiff, the assumption of entirely new forces for the explanation of those mill will make more of it. In considering the value of milling
Ps ge for an injunction restraining the defendant from running phenomena. As long as the collision of more than two molecules appliances and general milling methods, one should never lose
the electric cars in future, but his Honour refused the application, is absolutely prohibited, it can never be possible that two molecules sont of the thought around which all the matter of these Notes,
giving leave, however, to apply at a future date. This is one of the can remain permanently together. Through the intervention of a as published during the last four years, has centred, that the best
most harmless little lines ever worked, is chiefly down on the beach third molecule, the living forces can be so diminished as to admit milling is that which gets the most money out of the wheat. This
almost out of sight, and is very highly appreciated, but it has a few of a permanent union, and to introduce the various atomicities of talk about the quality of the flour is all stuff, unless its quality
and cost are taken in consideration therewith,”
energetic enemies,
molecules, the valency of atoms, &c,
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ens, cultivated fields, and forests—Fungi as medicines. Tuesday, February lst, at 8 p.m.: Applied Art Section. Opening address on
“The Condition of Applied Art in England, and the Education of the
Art Workman,” by T, Armstrong, Director of the Art Division, Science
and Art Department; Sir George Birdwood, M.D., LL.D., C.5.L., will
reside, Wednesday, February 2nd, at 8 p.m.: Eighth o:
meetng. “Sewage Irrigation,” by Alfred Ca: ter, M.D.; Captain Douglas
Galton, C.B., D.C.L., F.R.8., Chairman of the Council, will preside.
CuemicaL Society.—-Thursday, February 3rd, at 8 p.m. Ballot for
election of Fellows.
Norra-east Coast InstrirvTion or ENGINEERS AND SHIPBUILDERS.—
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
Thursday, February 3rd, in the Lecture Hall of the Literary and Philosophical Society, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, at 7.45 Fpea Paper to be read
*.* Newt week a Special Double Number of THE ENGINEER will be and discussed :—‘ On the Principle of Work in Relation to the Strength
published, containing the Index to the Sixty-second Volume; and of Materials, and the Fallacy of the Accepted Theory of the Strengths of
among other interesting matter, Two Su
ts, one being a Hollow Steel Shafting,,” by Mr. H. Foster.
Double-page Engraving showing the Ironwork of one of the Piers
of the Forth Bridge in course of erection; and the other, Eleva- ‘
DEATH.
tions of the Compound Engines of the s.s. Wapping, by the
On the 22nd inst., at Westgate-on-Sea, ALEXANDRE JosePH )EMARET,
Central Marine Engine Works Co., Hartlepool. Price of the C.E., late of 1, Percy-villas, Campden-hill, Kensington, W., second son of
the late Sepastien Demaret, of Seraing, Belgium,
Double Number, 1s.
FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—Madame Boyveau, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN,—Asuer and Co., 5, Unter den Linden,
VIENNA.—Messrs. Geroip and Co,., Booksellers,
LEIPSIC.—A. Twietmeyver, Bookseller,
NEW YORK,— Tae Wittmer and Rogers News Company,
31, Beekman-street,
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Registered Telegraphic Address ‘‘ ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
LONDON.”
*.* We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we
must therefore request correspondents to keep copies.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all
cases, be rane yew) by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer to himself, and bearing a 1d, postage stamp, in order that
answers received by us may be forwarded to their destination
No notice will be taken of communications which do not comply
with these instructions.
Onyx.—-Certainly not,
F. B.—Your sketch shall have our attention.
ELBe.— You can get a patent as an improvement on your first patent.
B. H. H.—We do not know where you can obtain astaki in this country.
Perhaps some of our readers can tell you,
G. E. V. (West Bromwich).—Jt would be impossible to say accurately what
power your engine is exerting without indicator diagrams, From the
Nagures yo give, it is probably working up to about 570-horse power,
G, E. P.—Thanks for your note. We have reason to believe that your state- |
ment and inferences are substantially correct, and that gross abuses exist in
the direction vou indicate.
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
|
Tae Enaineer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations; or it can, uf preferred, be supplied direct
from the office on the following terms (paid in advance):—
Half-yearly (including double numbers) ..
.. £0 14x, 6d,
Yearly (including two double numbers) .. . «. £1 98. Od.
I credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sexpence per annum will
be made, Toe ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad,
A complete set of Tuk ENGINEER can be had on application.
Foreig¢n Subscriptions for Thit» Paper Copies will, until further notice, be
veceived at the rates given below :—Foreign Subscribers paying in advance
at the published rates will receive THe ENGINEER weekly and post-free,
Subscriptions sent by Post-office order must be accompanied by letter of
advice to the Publisher, Thick Paper Copies may be had, if preferred, at
increased rates,
Remittance by Post-office order, — Australia, Belgium, Brazil, British
Columbia, British Guiana, Canada, Cape of Good Hope, Denmark,
Hawaiian Islands,
ypt, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Italy, Malta,
Natal, Netherlands, Mauritius, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, New
South Wales, New Zealand, Portugal, Roumania, Switzerland, Tasmania, Turkey, United States, West Coast of Africa, West Indies,
Cyprus, £1 16s, China, Japan, India, £2 0s. 6d.
Remittance by Bill on London.—Austria, Buenos Ayres and Algeria,
Greece, Ionian Islands, Norway, Panama, Peru, Russia, Spain, Sweden,
Chili, £1 16s, Borneo, Ceylon, Java, and Singapore, £2 0s, 6d. Manilla,
Sandwich Isles, £2 5s,
ADVERTISEMENTS.
~" The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings,
Jor every to lines afterwards one shilling and sirpence; odd lines are
charged one shilling. The line averages seven words, When an advertisement measures an inch or more the charge is ten shillings per inch. All
single advertisements from the country must be accompanied by a Post-gfice
order in payment, Alternate advertisements will be inserted with all
practical regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case,
All except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition.
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six
o'clock on Thursday Evening in each week,
Letters relating to Advertisements and the Publishing Department of the
paper are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ; all
other letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tae ENGINEER, 163, Strand.
MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
Tue Institution or Civi, ENGINEERS, 25, Great George-street, Westminster, 8.W.—Session 1886-87. Tuesday, February Ist, at 8 po
Ordinary meeting. iy to be further discussed :—‘“‘ Sewage Sludge
and its Dis
»’ by William Joseph Dibdin, F.C.S., F.LC.; “ FilterPresses for the Treatment of we Sludge,” by William Santo Crimp,
Assoc. M, Inst. C.E., F.GS. Friday, February 4th, at 7.30 p.m.:
Students’ meeting.
r to be read
:—‘ Recent Researches in Friction,” Part LL, by John Goodman, Wh. Sc., Stud. Inst. C.E.
Society or Arts, John-street, Adelphi, London, W.C. — Monday,
January 8st, at 8 p.m.: Cantor Lectures. ‘The Diseases of Plants,
with 8
to Agriculture and Forestry,” by J. L. W. Thudichum, M.D., F.R.C.P, London. Lecture I1.—Epiphytes or Fungi living
upon, as distinguished from Endophytes or Fungi living within, the
tissue of other plants—Parallelism with Epizoa and Entozoa—Description of the diseases caused by Fumago or foot-dew-—Mildews, their effect
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING AT THE INDIAN AND COLONIAL
EXHIBITION,
A report has been published on the electric lighting
of the buildings and garden of the Colonial and Indian
Exhibition.
It will be remembered that strenuous
attempts have been made in various quarters to obtain a
statement of accounts from those who have had the
management of the four Exhibitions which have been
held at South Kensington, and with very indifferent
success. It is true that a species of general summary
has been made public, and it is also true that this summary, as far as it goes, is anything but satisfactory or
reassuring. It was well known that the cost of the
electric light has all through been extremely heavy, but
no figures connected with it have ever been given to the
world. If rumour is true the expenditure at the Inventions Exhibition was something out of all proportion to the
results obtained. The figures have never been made
known, and it is safe to say they never will, because no
power exists by which to compel publication. The report
now lying before us is a very interesting and useful document. In the top right-hand corner it is marked “ Private
and Confidential.”
This is mysterious. The report has
been freely distributed, its contents are no secret. The
document contains nothing about which anyone need be
ashamed ; why it should be even implied that its contents
are to be kept close is a conundrum which we are quite
unable to vo
Is it because, for some inscrutable reason,
nothing ever can be done at South Kensington in an
aboveboard, straightforward way? To some extent we
feel bound to respect the wishes of those by whom the
document has been prepared; but as reports are seldom
sent to editors unless it is desired that some notice should
be taken of them, we make no excuse or apology for
saying something concerning the lessons which the report
teaches, although we refrain from publishing it as a whole.
One of the most interesting points about electric lighting
is its cost. The Inventions Exhibition left, if nothin
else, a great legacy of wire and fittings to the Indian pa
Colonial Exhibition, its successor; and it was wisely
decided that the interior of the building should be lighted
solely by arc lamps. This, and management infinitely
superior in an economical sense to that which preceded it,
brought down the cost of lighting the buildings to the
comparatively moderate sum of £14,523 2s. 2d. The 2d.
gives a roundness and finish to the figures which claim
our admiration. Moderate as the sum is by comparison
—it is said, we do not know with how much truth, that
nearly four times as much was spent in 1885—it seems a
good deal. Nor is this all. To this sum must be added
the salaries of the staff and office expenses, to say nothing
of the value of the plant taken over, as we have said,
from the Inventions Exhibition. Of this sum the Brush
Company received £2112, Messrs. Crompton and Co.,
£1679, and the Pilsen-Joel Company, £1380. Incandescent lamps were used to a small extent. The cost seems
to have been about 30s. per lamp. Returning to the arc
lighting, we find that 480,000 square feet of floor space
were lighted, at a total cost of about 6d. per square Not,
for a period of about 600 hours. The electrical measurements showed an average of 220,410 watts, giving
‘43 watt per square foot of floor area, or about
1735 square feet tye horse-power. That is to say,
l-horse power would suffice to adequately light a room
42ft. square. It is not stated whether the power was
measured at the lamps or not. The total number of
lamps used was 413, and ~~ 533 watts per lamp,
or about 4-horse power. This is consistent with the idea
that the electrical output was measured at the lamps. If
it was measured at the terminals of the machines, then
very little electrical energy could have been lost in the
lamps, but the efficiency of the machines must have been
very low. Even allowing 1-horse power per lamp, instead
of 2, we find that 1000 indicated horse-power produced
only 413 electrical horse-power. This is, to say the
least, a fact worth having, and seems to prove that
electricians do not know everything yet. We hear of
machines with an efficiency of 90 per cent. It would
appear that none of these found their way to the Indian
and Colonial Exhibition, for after every allowance is made
for the difference between the indicated horse-power and
the effective horse-power of the engines, 413 seems a
small return out of 1000.
The illumination of the gardens was carried out entirely
by Messrs. Galloway and Son, and we have already fully
illustrated and described the fine engines sent by that
firm for the purpose of driving the Elwell-Parker
dynamos used. The engines gave about 264 indicated
horse-power, and supplied current to 8584 incandescent
lamps used for decorative purposes; eighteen
arc lamps on
masts were driven by a third engine. The contract price
paid was £9670. This included the cost of what remained
of the Siemens installation of the preceding year, includ-
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ing the four Goodfellow and Matthew engines, and the
Root boiler. The lighting of the fountains was also
effected by Messrs. Galloway at a cost of £1973. We have
thus a total expenditure on electric lighting of £26,166.
We shall be over the mark if we take the whole time
during which the light was used as 490 hours. The incandescent garden light, for example, was only used 376
hours. Dividing the total outlay by this time, we find
that the expenditure was £53 8s. per hour. Leaving the
incandescent lighting on one side, we have for the
interior £14,523 by about 600 hours, we have an expenditure of £24 per hour; or for each lamp, very nearly
1s. 2d. per hour. It must be remembered that this does
not include in any way the value of the plant or the sums
paid in salaries. It is only fair to electric lighting to say
that we have no doubt arc lighting can be done for less
than half this expense.
The report includes several valuable technical reports,
from which we can only take a few facts here and
there. The insulation of the are leads, 28,300 yards,
on a fine dry day was 450,000 ohms; on a_ wet
day 300,000 ohms. The incandesceut leads, being
out of doors, were placed under much more unfavourable circumstances. On a fine dry day their insulation
reached 25,000 ohms, falling on wet days to as little as
26000hms. The length of the leads was 16,235 yards.
The old 96-volt Edison lamps showed the longest lives,
the electrical failures being very low.
e same, we are
told, may be said of the 100-volt Woodhouse and Rawson
lamps. The average failures from all causes were one
in every 1200 lamp hours, and some of the lamps gave
a duty of 1920 hours.
A table is given showing the efficiency of the accumulators used, which is not _— so intelligible as it might
be. From it we gather that the Cuadrant accumulator
required 34°5 electrical horse-power to charge it, and that
it gave out 21°74-horse power per hour. The subway accumulator received 37°6-horse power. Then follows the
following statement :—“ The total electrical horse-power
developed,” where is not said, “ was 72°71, while the engine
driving these dynamos indicated at the time the above
readings were taken 109°5-horse power.” These statements go to prove that the waste of power was very considerable. They are valuable in a high degree, as showing what actually obtains in practice, apart from theory.
On one point all concerned may be congratulated—notwithstanding the enormous length of wire used, and the inflammable materials which abounded, not the most remote
risk of fire was incurred, as Mr. Musgrave Heaphy,
representing the Phoenix Fire-office, says in his report :—
“Not a single instance of electrical fire has occurred in
any of the buildings, nor even an alarm of fire.” It is,
we think, to be regretted that the committee, consisting
of Sir F. Abel, Sir Francis Bolton, and Mr. Preece, should
not have made this report public property. We have
only given a general idea of its contents ; we may hope
that by-and-bye it will be given in its entirety freely to
the world.
d
WHITWORTH’S WORK.
Sir JosepH WuitwortnH was the apostle of accuracy,
and his death has deprived the world of a man of whom it
may be said with special force that his works will live
after him. The existing generation of engineers can with
difficulty, if at all, realise the condition of the mechanical
arts sixty years ago, when Whitworth was a man of
twenty-four. There were no machine tools which would
turn out even fairly accurate work if we except the lathe.
There are still in existence a few of Maudslay’s original
lathes with a single bed consisting of a long bar pe
in cross section. These bars Maudslay got up with his
own hands with chisel and hammer and file. How great
the labour was will be understood if we say that the beds
were as much as loft. long by Qin. on the side. Whitworth was a pupil of Maudslay, and no doubt imbibed
from him that appreciation of constructive accuracy which
rendered him so remarkable. It must not be supposed,
however, that Whitworth was entirely indebted to
Maudslay, or Clement, or Holtzapfel for this appreciation; on the contrary, Maudslay only worked on soil
already prepared. The man himself loved accuracy
naturally, and no doubt if he had adopted any other profession he would have carried out all his operations
with the same scrupulous attention to precision which
marked and singled out his career as a mechanical engineer. This natural love of precision affected all his work
and modes of thought. He was toa large extent incapable
of generalising. ‘Methodical in brain work, he never
jumped to a conclusion; and every step was assured before
ne took another. For this reason Sir Joseph was in no
sense or way.a great inventor. His productions all grew
up by degrees, and were, as a rule, of comparatively slow
growth. Sir Emerson Tennant, writing of him in 1864 in
the “Story of the Guns,” says:—‘ Mr. Whitworth does
not belong to the ordinary type of inventors—quick,
versatile, and ingenious, acting from impulse or apparent
inspiration; his productions, on the contrary, are the
results of slow and deliberate thought, bringing former
observation to bear upon tentative experiment, and
accepting nothing as established until it has undergone
proof.
Proceeding with logical severity to test further
operations only on ascertained facts, his process is so
strictly inductive that he might justly be designated the
Bacon of mechanics. Hence his great reputation rests
not so much on one startling discovery as on that general
stamp of excellence which he has been enabled to impress
on the machinery of the United Kingdom.”
This absence of width of view militated against Whitworth’s greatness. The work which he has done was
perfect in its way, and filled the gap—we had almost
written the gulf—which would, without him, have long
continued to divide the mechanical engineering of the old
millwrights from that with which we are now familiar.
In the highest sense of the term, Whitworth was not a
great engineer, and it is a noteworthy fact that those
growths—we cannot call them inventions—which for a
time set him head and shoulders above his compeers,
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have proved, on the whole, practical failures. We refer ing world is indebted for its first lessons in true accuracy,
to his rifle and his guns. Of the latter it is unnecessary and we shall not strain the sense of the word if we add
to say much here. A considerable number of small size as a corollary that the mechanical world is indebted to
extent for that finish and beauty of
are still in use ; but no one has ventured to make a very him to a very |
large Whitworth gun, The Whitworth rifle proper is workmanship which is the essence of mechanical enginot now used by any nation as a general arm for its | neering. In saying this we not disparage those who went
troops, and even as a match rifle it has been superseded, | before him, we do not belittle those who succeed him;
We have pointed out elsewhere that the dimensions, |someone must make the first step, someone must go to
weights, and general characteristics of Mr. Whitworth’s / the front. Whitworth adopted certain methods, he
small-arm system have been to a large extent retained in worked them up to perfection, and he benefitted mankind,
this country, and no higher testimony could be supplied As we have said, he was not a great engineer. He was
to the skill with which Whitworth carried out his inves- something more, one so useful that the civilised world
tigations. These investigations were so full and complete could better spare half a dozen great men.
that it seems to be impossible to improve on them.
THE SANITATION OF INDIAN CITIES.
Whitworth had but one object in view in producing
WE have before referred to the efforts now being made
his rifle, namely, to secure absolute accuracy of fire. To
this all otherconsiderations weresacrificed. The Whitworth by some of the Indian Municipalities to improve the sanirifle was, as we have said, not an invention ; it was a tary condition of their charges, naming, when doing so,
growth. The hexagonal bore had originated with Ser- some of the most prominent arrangements proposed towards
jeant Moore, of the Roval Artillery, as far back as 1839, this end. None of these, however, appearto be applicable
and a Moore rifle is still to be seen at Woolwich. Brunel to all the cases to be dealt with; and their designers are
suggested polygonal rifling in 1852; but for Whitworth met by difficulties of a local character at every step of
it may perhaps be justly claimed that he was the first to advance made by them. Foremost, perhaps, among t
there is
produce a projectile which would fit the bore ab initio. are the large areas to be dealt with, over which
But Whitworth’s real merit lay in the surprising accu- scattered but a sparse population. So longas efforts have
racy with which his rifles were made. A contemporary to be confined to dealing with what are known as the
writer says :—* It was deemed first-rate workmanship in “ Pettahs,” or native towns, there seems no obstacle that
a rifle if the deviation from accuracy in the barrel did may not be readily surmounted when once the consernot exeeed 1 in 300; Mr. Whitworth reduced it to 1 in vatism of the native has been overcome. In such localities
10,000. In point of accuracy and range, the advantage | the population is dense, and the treatment to be applied
of the old rifle over ‘Brown Bess’ was more than five to is as simple perhaps as in European cities. But the
two. The advantage of the Whitworth rifle is as fifty to larger towns of India spread over many miles of length
one over the old rifle.” As to the reasons why this and breadth. It is no uncommon thing to find one conweapon was not adopted by military authorities it is not taining perhaps but 30,000 inhabitants, the area of which
necessary to speak here. It must suffice to say thata is fully forty square miles.
Now it is evident that to adapt to such an extent of
rifle has to fulfil many other conditions as well as
shooting accurately.
The microscopic tendency of inhabited area the systems of drainage which are in vogue
Whitworth’s mind precluded him from producing a in Europe must entail a perfectly prohibitory expenditure;
military weapon, but it did enable him to produce what one that no system of rating could possibly recoup. Engiwas at that time not only the most accurate shooting neers in India have therefore to consider the question of
instrument ever made, but one so superlatively excellent sanitary drainage from points of view unknown in home
that it was virtually a new creation. A racing authority practice. The custom of building the residences of the
was once asked to “ place” the horses in a race in which wealthy in large gardens, locally known as “ compounds,”
Eclipse was engaged. “Eclipse first, and the rest is one which must be perpetuated upon every consideranowhere,” was the answer.
The result of the race tion of tropical residence, and the difficulty we have
demonstrated the accuracy of the prophet’s judgment. | named above is certain to increase as time goes on. The
The Whitworth rifle was in like manner first, the rest question therefore which is most debated in the Indian
press is as to how these widely extended and sparsely
nowhere.
But the very quality of mind which interfered with the | inhabited areas are to be brought within the scope of any
success of Whitworth as a rifle maker was that which | system of sanitation. To provide for them by any
made him a prince, nay, a king, among tool makers. He method of water-borne sewage seems, at first sight, to be
started with the assumption that a tool could not produce almost an impossibility. Many miles of sewers of calibre
more accurate work than itself, but that a seer accu- sufficient to carry the drainage of the more densely popurate tool was capable of making any approach to accuracy lated centres of such a city as we have described must be
of production consistent with the skill of the user. After constructed before the limits of the required drainage
all, accuracy depended, according to Whitworth, on the area can be passed, and the sewage discharged innocupower of producing a true plane surface and making accu- ously. To the solving of this problem the whole of the
rate measurements. “ For the attainment of consummate Indian press is addressing itself, and ae
perfection,” wrote Sir Emerson Tennant, “it is the belief of made by its correspondents are in turn discussed, only to
Mr. Whitworth that the superiority of all machinery is the end of proving their inapplicability.
The most practicable of these, perhaps, is one which
dependent on two elements —the power of measuring with
unerring precision, and associated with it the faculty of involves a combination of the system of water-borne
producing a true plane surface—that is, one so absolutely sewage with the old one of cesspools. Given a cesspit,
level that, when opposed to another of equal truth, their perfect in construction and properly attended to, there
contact must be in all parts complete.” Before Whit- are few objections to its use beyond those of periodical disworth’s time surface plates were unknown. There is not comfort. Itis believed by those who suggest such amethod
of solution to this pressing question, that central cesspits
now a single engineering shop of the smallest yea
without them. It is impossibleto over-estimate the valueof to receive the house sewage of groups of residences
could
be so dealt with as to ensure immunity from danger
this tool. Whitworth also invented a measuring machine
cipable of determining the distance between two small or annoyance. It is proposed that the surface water of
surface plates to the millionth of an inch. Possessed of these garden grounds—for they almost deserve that term
these things, and passionately attached to accuracy, it is —should be run off by surface drainage, and there would
not remarkable that he made tools such as the world had seem to be little argument to be advanced against such
never seen before. Ina sense he revolutionised the art a method of its disposition. The suggestion then proceeds
of mechanical engineering. Before he taught the world to deal with the sewage drainage of the widely-disposed
better, the man who was accurate to the sixteenth of an residences upon such grounds, and these it is thought
inch was accounted a very good workman. A fitter desirable to divide into groups extending, say, a furlon
incapable of better things in the present day would not each way. In some convenient situation central to such
earn his living save as an engineer's labourer. It is much groups would be built a cesspit or reservoir adequate to
to be regretted that the lessons taught by Whitworth the reception of the sewage matters of each subdivision.
have not been learned as fully as they ought to be in this All the residences within it would be connected with the
country. We have already called attention to the fact— public cesspit by a minor system of water drainage. No
the deplorable fact—that Belgian and French engi- large brick sewers would under such a plan be necessary.
neers are far more accurate in their methodsofwork than The limit of the demand would be served by glazed drain
—with a few notable exceptions—engineers in Great pipes of relatively small diameter, and the evils to be
Britain are. In Belgium fiy-wheels are bored and forced apprehended from stoppage would be minimised by the
ese central cesspits would, of
on crank shafts prepared to receive them, by hydraulic division of the system.
pressure. No key is used. Pistons are secured to the rods course, be under the control and constant supervision of
the
public
authority.
To
their
construction might be
in the same way. Surfaces are got up dead true, and with
of the desiderata to
the result that little or no wear takes place. Not long applied all the knowledge p«
since there was running in Ghent a mill engine, the be observed, and it is contended that they might be made
stuffing-box gland of which had not been packed for absolutely innocuous and inoffensive. The disposal of
eleven years, nor had the piston been drawn for examina- their contents when fully charged forms a further part of
tion. The packing was metallic. We could cite abund- the proposals put forward.
In the vicinity of every large Indian town there is
ance of evidence to the same effect; and to the credit of
the engineers who have adopted this minute accuracy of always almost extensive cultivation. The disposal of the
sewage
upon such lands, free as it would be of extensive
workmanship, they always say that Whitworth taught
them the value of accuracy and how to secure it, in season dilution by surface water, would be fully appreciated by
and out of season. The necessity for accuracy we would the native agriculturist, and for its carriage it is deemed
insist on. It is on the whole cheaper to finish work well that vacuum carts, such as are in extensive use in man.
than to finish it badly. Those who have never tried to be Continental cities, should be used. These, it is “im3
accurate, who do not know what in the higher sense the known, are filled by a pneumatic action, and their conword means, will dispute the proposition. The fact that tents come in no way into contact with the outer atmoWhitworth’s accuracy brought him in a great fortune is a sphere, either during the process of filling or during the
transport through the streets. There is —— much
fact which we commend to their attention.
As all the information that Whitworth obtained was to be learned from bygone practice, even when it has been
acquired by a steady process, we might say, of trial and superseded by modern methods; and if what is good in
error, he was not always abreast of the times; and in the ancient cesspit system alone be adopted, and what has
metallurgy, although at one time he was far in front in a proved to be faulty be abandoned, its use in combination
somewhat narrow groove, he in the end hardly main- with the water conveyance system may enable a difficulty
tained his position in the van. We say this with a to be overcome which is now taxing the ingenuity of
full knowledge of compressed steel,«vhat it is, and what it Indian engineers to the utmost. No adaptation of the
has as yet, we believe, been made, for it has
claims to be. That it is an admirable material there can —
nm but very recently mooted. Those, however, who
be no doubt; but there is every reason to believe that it
would be just as good without compression. This is a have been largely engaged upon town drainage in India
point, however, which we need not discuss here. Our view it favourably as offering a very likely solution of
object has been to show that to Whitworth the engineer- the peculiar obstacles to any ordinary system of drainage
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which Indian cities present. It is held that to keep native
habitations pure, the use of public latrines must be
largely encouraged; indeed, that among dwellings of a
certain class the resort to them must be made compulsory,
To the carrying off of the contents of such latrines the
system proposed seems admirably adapted. The alternative of a dry earth system is opposed by consideration of
the bulk of provision and removal which it must entail,
though it may doubtless be usefully applied in some
localities and under certain exceptional conditions,
464.
ver
STEAMSHIPS LOST AND SOLD,
THE number and the ages of the steamers lost and sold during
the last month forman instructive ground for comparison with the
same details as to the vessels added to the fleet of the United Kingdom and of the colonies in the same period. The return of the
Registrar-General of Shipping shows that in December 15 iron
and steel steamships were added to the registry for the United
Kingdom, whilst at the same time 19 such vessels were removed
therefrom, The steamers added were on the average 751 net
register tons each, two of them being between 2000 and 3060
tons, and one over 3000 tons, so that it is easy to see that many
vessels of very small dimensions were added. On the other
hand, the steamers removed, though including two of large size
sold to Italy, did not contain so many of very small tonnage,
and thus the average size was larger—916 net register tons
being the average. In all, then, the tonnage removed was about
6100 tons more than that added. The wooden steamers registered
were two in number, the total net register tonnage being 75,
whilst four wooden steamers, of 81 net tons register, were
removed, In the colonies no iron steamers were last month
added to the registers, but five wooden steamers were added of
257 tons in the total. All these, it may be added, were of
colonial, build. The removals from the colonial registers were—
two built of iron, the tonnage being 879 tons, and two built of
wood, of 215 tons; so that it will be seen that, alike at home and
in the colonies, the number and the tonnage of the steamships
were reduced, It is well known that the wooden sailing vessels
are dwindling in number, and when the numerical result of the
month’s working is considered, it will be seen that 82 vessels were
added to the registers ; but there was the large number of 253 removed, Astothe tonnage,itmaybe added that 30,293 net tons were
added and 61,033 tons removed. This is clearing the registers,
and it is probable that at the end of the year the work in this
respect is more apparent than in other months; but it is a fact
which is well worth better notice than has been taken of it, that
alike in numbers and tonnage, in steamships and in sailing
vessels, there has, in the most recent official return, been a large
reduction of the fleets of the United Kingdom and the colonies.
As a matter of course, this is a process which has not been
long going on, though inone or two previous months we have traced
similar facts; but it is the result of the working of that natural
law which prevails in most industries—high wages or profits
attract to an industry ;but low wages or low profits repel from it.
There was a period when shipping was most profitable ;and thus
capital rushed into it. For a long period profits have been precarious, building has been more contracted, and in consequence
we see the reduction of the mercantile navy in the manner
above indicated. It is possible that the fullest limit of contraction may have been reached now, but it is evident that until
steamships are much more profitable, capital will nct flow as
freely into the industry as it once did ;and whilst the additions
are lower, the loss in many ways—by age, by accident, and in a
minor degree by sale—seems constant.
CHILLED IRON AND STEEL PROJECTILES,
We regret to observe that the pressing demands of the Navy
have caused the manufacture of chilled iron projectiles to be
again carried on at the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich. Undoubtedly
such projectiles are good for wrought iron armour, and are far
betterthan nothing. ‘They are, however, almost useless against the
hardest classes of armour, and it is most desirable that steel
shot should be supplied as quickly as possible. Forged steel
has now been proved to be by far the best. After the long
period of discouragement under which they laboured, our steel:
makers cannot instantly produce forged steel shot of the best
quality ;we cannot admit, however, that months should grow
into years without efforts being made to meet our needs, While
waiting for the Committee to select the best forged steel projectiles that the present competitive trial may bring out, our
own departments ought to be making preliminary experiments
and feeling their way to the manufacture of steel armourpiercing projectiles in the Royal Arsenal. Probably, at the
moment cast steel shell might be made of much better quality
than chilled iron projectiles. Colonel Barlow, the Superintendent of the Royal Laboratory, has for some time made cast
steel common shells for the higher natures of breech-loading guns,
and there is nothing to prevent the same plant, which is being
increased, being employed for the more pressing need of armourpiercing projectiles. We trust, however, that the authorities
will, before long, see the necessity for establishing the manufacture of forged steel shot and shell. We have certainly always
advocated the encouragement of this branch of manufacture by
private firms. We have spoken of the dismal error of improving
chilled projectiles when the time had long come for “ improving
them off the face of the earth.” We lamented the progress that
was made on the Continent while our own steel makers received
no encouragement, until even Whitworth’s projectiles almost
ceased to be regarded as shot of the present day, and the products of Krupp, Holtzer, Ferminy, and St. Chamond, only were
spoken of. We suggested that plates used for testing the
supply of armour to our ships might be further used in many
cases to prove projectiles made by private firms, in order to
save them the enormous expense of providing targets for this
purpose, Nevertheless, we never contemplated the state of
things that seems now about to come in, namely, the supply of
all our efficient armour-piercing projectiles by the trade, while
our Government factory have not the means of making a single
shell of the desired character. Let the supply of the trade be
what it will, we ought to have the means of making projectiles
as a standard of comparison, with the power of increasing our
make in case of need, This is the system advocated by the
American Foundry Board, and undoubtedly the only sound and
prudent one to adopt.
THE AUSTRALIAN MAILS,
WE learn that the several Australian colonies have refused the
offer made by the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation
Company for the accelerated service desired by them, The
existing arrangement, which draws to a conclusion, gave to the
company a subsidy of £85,000 a-year. For the increased speed
which the colonists desire to secure under any new contracts
to be entered into on their behalf, the directors of the P, and O,
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the first requisites which intending manufacturers would look IIT. is devoted to the flow through orifices. The experiout for was always a good tipping place for their puddiers’ tap. ments of Lesbros are well compiled and criticised, and a
Presently a stuall demand sprang up for making cinder pig. résuméof the author's long series of experiments at HolyJOSEPH WHITWORTH.
The Carlton Tron Company bought a good deal for this purpose, oke, Massachusetts—given in detail in a subsequent
hut not more than a shilling a ton was paid for it put free in chapter—is introduced. The work of Ellis, Francis, and
On
Saturday,
the
22nd inst., Sir Joseph Whitworth, F.R.S.,
trucks, Some manufacturers refused to sell at this and pre- Steckel in America, and of Weisbach, Unwin, Bazin,
ferred to stock, believing that a better demand would cer- Castel, Bornemann, Bossut, and others, is summarised and expired at Monte Carlo, and the world has lost a remarkable
tainly arrive some day. In one case a heap of not less than reviewed, and general conclusions are deduced. Chapter man. Whitworth was born at Stockport on the 21st December,
50,000 tons was accumulated, and indeed is still avail1803, so that he was in his eighty-fourth year at the time of his
able. When the basie process became perfected, and IV. is devoted to the effect of velocity of approach, and death. Of education he received very little. His father kept a
it was found necessary to have an excess of phosphorus in the here we very properly find the highest importance given small school, and from him he learned reading, writing, and
pig, in order to provide fuel for combustion in the converter, to Messrs. Fleley and Stearns’ excellent experiments; but
every one naturally turned to puddler’s tap cinder as the most the work of other authorities is also duly weighed, and arithmetic. At twelve he was sent toa more advanced school,
likely material to get it from; and so it came that the demand their determination given. Chapter V. discusses in a kept by Mr. Vint, near Leeds. His uncle was a cotton spinner
gradually increased,
and with it the. market price; until now, thorough manner the subject of flow over weirs. The in Derbyshire, and to this uncle he was sent to learn a trade.
4s, 6d. f.0.b. has been willingly paid. The big heap referred to work of a large number of experimenters is treated as in Young Whitworth, however, found cotton spinning intolerably
is about to be systematically quarried, Others are also being the case of orifices, and the effect of complete, partial, and distasteful, although he remained with his uncle for six years.
opened out, and explorations made in various directions to dis- suppressed contraction is considered in detail and sumcover heaps long neglected and almost forgotten, What will be marised, Chapter VI. deals with the relation between Then he ran away to Manchester, got into the works of Mr.
done when all these stores are gone it is not easy to see, Basic the flow over weirs and through orifices, and very aptly Crighton, and learned how cotton-spinning machinery was
pig must have an excess of phosphorus, or it cannot safely suggests certain specific observations for the next ex- made. He next found his way to Maudslay, with whem he soon
made his mark ; and he subsequently worked with Holtzappfel
be blown in the converter, Silicon cannot be substituted without ineurring considerable extra expense in calcareous additions. perimenter who can command a measuring vessel of the and with Clement. In 1833 he started in business on his own
proper size. Chapter VII. is devoted to flow through account in Manchester as a tool maker, and with Manchester he
open channels, and deduces-—chiefly from the experiments has ever since been associated.
.
THE DEFENCE OF OUR COALING STATIONS,
became famous because he was accurate. That is
We are pleased to learn that at length our colonies are awaken- of Darcy and Bazin, and of Fleley and Stearns, but with theWhitworth
of the man’s success in the fewest possible
ing toa sense of their duty with regard to providing the means assistance from many other authorities—some important words.explanation
He saw that if machinery was to be strong, efficient,
of defence for their chief ports, recommended by the late Com- generalisations concerning the relations between velocity, and trustworthy,
its parts must fit each other, whether they
mission. At Hong Kong and Singapore such works have already hydraulic mean depth, inclination of surface, and friction. were at rest in contact,
or had motion imparted to them. But
been well advanced, while the imperial authorities have lost no | It contains also a summary of the formule of various ex- in Whitworth’s early days,
many men appreciated the
time in adding considerably to the existing fortifications at perimenters, and analyses the causes of the different re- value of accuracy almost as although
as he did, it was next to imTrincomalee on the eastern coast of Ceylon. As regards these sults obtained, and the fallacious assumptions upon which possible to secure it. The highly
straight-edge and the square were
last, however, the colonists were called upon for no contribution, some of them have been based. Next we find, in Chapter
on. No other standard of perfection indeed existed.
Trincomalee being only a port of call for vessels of our imperial VIIL, a very complete account of experiments on the relied
Whitworth
hit
on
the
happy
idea of producing a true plane, by
navy. But for mercantile purposes, Colombo, situated on the flow of water in pipes from capillary tubes to large
filing, and scraping. The system of making surface
west coast of the island, is all-important as a coal depét for our diameters. Chapter IX. gives an account of the early chipping,
plates
is
too
well
understood
by our readers to need description
eastern carrying trade, and the Colonial Legislature has hitherto system of water measurement of the Californian miners, here. The point for consideration
what part did Whitworth
shown a regrettable disposition to hang back from the outlay and of the author’s more accurate methods. Chapter X. play in working it out. The old ismillwrights
perfectly underrequired for properly defending it. But wiser counsels have
stood
the
use
of
paint
and
contact
to
make a fit between two
is
a
complete
statement
of
the
author's
experiments
on
now prevailed, and the necessary votes will at once be granted.
It can be demonstrated that in this way it is in.The scheme of defence formulated by the Commission for this the flow of water in pipes of different materials, including surfaces.
to produce a true plane. That is to say, although the
port includes a battery upon the long stretch of open ground to some of large size; and in Chapter XI. is detailed the possible
surfaces so got up may fit each other in one position, they need
the south of the harbour, known as the Galle Face, with other author’s experiments at Holyoke and Greenpoint on the not
necessarily fit in any other, and neither of them may fit a
batteries upon the high ground at Mutwall on the northern side flow of water through artifices.
third. To Whitworth is due the credit of employing three
of it, The armament of these works will be furnished by the
The symbols employed are fully explained in the surfaces
instead of two—apparently a small matter, in reality an
Imperial Government, the local contribution being limited to chapter on nomenclature, and only these. This method
advance, which may be said to have revolutionised
their construction, The colonists much desire that the battery admits of much shortening of the text, and if, on the first enormous
the
workmanship
of mechanical engineering. The love of gold
to be located on the Galle Face shall be upon the Moncrieff examination of the book, the reader is sufficiently patient grows with the possession
of the metal, it is said. In like
system,
to refer back in a few cases for the meaning of symbols manner Whitworth, once the happy possessor of the true plane,
THE FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE RAILWAYS OF FRANCE, with which he is not familar, he will find the explanation valued accuracy more than ever. If we may use a sentence once
and formule remarkably free from ambiguity. The author popular when wstheticism ruled, Whitworth lived up to his
Stx of the great railway companies of France have declined
made the largest collection of useful researches on the true plane. Inaccuracy became not only distasteful, but intolerto take part in the celebration which a committee has proposed has
flow of water probably ever attempted. To these he has able to him. The result was that his machine tools were, beyond
should be held at Vincennes in 1887 in honourof the inaugura- added
his own, and the whole has been sifted and tabu- all comparison, the best at the timein the world. Their excellence
tion of French railways, and to which we called the attention
was appreciated. Whitworth asked high prices, and he got
of our readers a week ago, They are unanimous in regard- lated or plotted to curves with great care and sound judg- them. Not content with a true plane, he devised his welling the proposed celebration as contrary not only to historic ment. The multitude of experiments thus analysed by known instrument for measuring lengths or thicknesses to the
truth, but to the interests of the Exhibition in preparation for the author may at first dishearten the student and puzzle one-millionth of an inch, and he exhibited it in 1851.
the 1889 centenary. They state that the first railway in France the engineer who seeks a general result; but when once
When Whitworth went into business he found that every
was made previous to.the year 1837, and to celebrate in 1887 the scheme of the book is grasped, all available experi- engineer had a different standard screw-thread. This was a
the fiftieth year of their railway system would be to give an ments and the author’s careful generalisations and deduc- glaring defect in engineering, and Whitworth set to work to
impression contrary to truth; that other nations had been tions may be readily understood and used.
remedy it. He devised a screw-thread and a complete set of
notably in advance of France. Further, to organise an especial
The first impression on glancing over this work is one dimensions for bolts, and, after a good deal of opposition, he was
exhibition in relation to railways and the divers industries con- of astonishment at the mass of information which has successful in getting it adopted in this country. The Whitnected with them, only two years previous to the great indus- existed and is now rendered easily available. The reader worth thread was to some extent a compromise, and it has not
trial manifestation of 1889, would be to rob the latter of a part
obtained favour in either America or France. Taking the lin.
of its attraction and éclat. The six great companies consider may examine the methods of each experimenter, he may bolt .as a standard, we find that Whitworth gives eight threads
it their duty to reserve all their efforts for the national fétes of follow his reasoning, and judge for himself of the value to to the inch ; so does the American standard; while the French
the centenary. Moreover, we have reason for believing that be attributed to his labours, in most cases with vastly Armengaud bolt has 8°5 threads. The angle of the Whitworth
even should the proposed celebration be held, it will be devoid greater ease than if he had the book before him in whic
thread is 55 deg.; that of the Armengaud thread is 60 deg. Other
of all technical interest, and that the scheme has been promul- the original observations and conclusions are recorded ; differences exist. For each standard it is claimed that it is
gated by parties who have not engineering prominently in view. or he may examine and weigh the author’s review of each better than any others. The.Whitworth standard has proved
The Institution of Civil Engineers of France has declined to experimenter’s work, or rest satisfied with the general itself sufficiently good for every purpose, and the advantages
support this scheme, and we are informed that the Minister of conclusions drawn by the author in no perfunctory way which its adoption has conferred are very great.
Public Works has also refused it his support.
from the mass of information he has collected. Whether
Whitworth first devoted his attention to war material about
regarded as a laborious compilation, or as a series of the time of the Crimean war, although, as has been pointed out
BELGIAN COMPETITION,
eneralisations from the matter compiled, we welcome in the Times, the production of the engines of ninety gunboats
A Royat Commission is now sitting at Brussels, under the
r. Smith’s work as a most valuable addition to the in ninety days during that war was a feat which had only been
chairmanship of Baron Lambermont, with the avowed object of modern literature of hydraulics.
rendered possible by the general adoption of the Whitworth
studying and devising means to create a competition with
standards, and the consequent power to obtain from numbers
England in the sale of coals to places in the South of Europe,
of firms parts of engines which could afterwards be assembled
as Genoa, Cadiz, Lisbon, &c. It is claimed for Antwerp that it Street's Indian and Colonial Mercantile Directory for 1886-7. so as to afford the novel spectacle of complete engines -made up
London: Street and Co.; New York, J. H. Bates; Ham- of parts, each one of which had been made and delivered in
possesses advantages over Cardiff as a shipping port for coal,
burgh, Friederichsen and Co. 1886.
that the distances to the several places by sea are about equal,
wholesale numbers by some firm without reference to any other
and that a quantity of four to five millions of tons of Belgian We have received a copy of this now bulky direc- part of the order,
coal could thus be disposed of in competition with England. tory. It has reached its eleventh issue, and every issue
The manner in which Whitworth worked out his conclusions
This is all very plausible, but, when it is remembered that has exceeded its predecessor in completeness, in clearness, as to small arms was characteristic of the man. He set up a
Belgium produces very little really first-class bituminous, and and in finish. Not only is it a first-class directory from shooting gallery, and practically tried
bers of combinations
none comparable to either Welsh. or English North-country
the features on which shooting mainly depended—namely,
trade point of view, but it contains a great deal of of
coal, that it is sold on the spot at about 10f. per ton, and that every
the
length
of
bullet,
calibre,
and
twist
of
rifling,
as well as the
experience has long ago shown—if the late attempts of information of a geographical and statistical order which ferm of groove. In this way he eventually concluded to adopt
Germany in the same direction be ignored—how difficult it cannot readily be obtained without reference to numeroas a hexagonal bore of 0°45in. minimim diameter, with a uniform
is to displace an old-established commerce, it seems an arduous books. It is, as before, accompanied by numerous well- pitch of one turn in 20in., firing a bullet of 480 grains weight.
and problematical task the Belgians are about to set themselves, executed maps, the clearness and completeness of which How excellent a conclusion this was may be seen in the fact that
and, if English shippers are in any way on the alert, they ma: adds a specially valuable feature to this directory of the the Henry barrel at the present moment in the hands of our
look upon these patriotic endeavours to create a rivalry wit English world outside England. Particulars are given of best troops has a modified heptagonal hore of 0°47in. diameter
England with complacency.
a large number of towns and island populations not pre- with a pitch of one turn in 22in, and a bullet weighing 480

Company asked an addition to that subsidy of £15,000, or
£100,000 per annum inall, In reply to that application the several
colonial Governments offered to renew the present contract on
the amount of payment now made, the company on its part to
give the additional speed required, To this proposition the
directors were not willing to agree, it being their opinion that
they coukl more profitably run their vessels to Australia vid
the Cape of Good Hope, untrammelled by any contract conditions
whatever, than through the Suez Canal when tied down by
onerous obligations of service at the low rate of remuneration
proposed, For the present, therefore, the question of the
renewal of the mail service to Australia is in abeyance, and a
fresh conference of delegates of the several colonies is to be held
to further consider it. The disapproval with which recent
arrangements with regard to the American mails have been
viewed will, we trust, incline the colonists to weigh the matter
well before they reject the certainty with which a service like
that of the P. and O, Company is carried on for the uncertainty
attending the employment of promiscuous carrying ships.
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grains. Why Whitworth’s name has not been associated with has been assigned to the promotion of higher education among |
WEEKS’ ANNULAR PIPE- HEATING
children in humble life who give indication of the natural
this arm we may well wonder.
APPARATUS,
In 1862 a pattern was asked for a Whitworth muzzle-loading ability and industry requisite to make good use of the advanWE recently noticed an annular pipe-heating apparatus, and
rifle for a supply of 1000 arms. The shooting was at that time tages thus placed within their reach.
since received particulars of that now illustrated, as made
It is impossible within the space at our disposal to do more | have Government
better than that of any other arm, and the barrel stronger.
and other establishments, by Messrs, J,
Afterwards 8000 Whitworth rifles were supplied of the short than glance, as we have done, at the most remarkable events in ||for
Weeks
and Co., of King’s-road, Chelsea, From the engravings
pattern used by our rifle regiments, but no well-known breech- a remarkable life. In another page we have said something of | it will be
seen that each vertical pipe contains a smaller air pipe
loading action was ever associated with the Whitworth barrel. the nature of the influence exerted by Whitworth on the running through
entire length, and having its open ends
The minute features of the groove edges of the Henry rifle mechanical arts, and of the scope and capacity of his reason. exposed at the topits and
At the top the air pipe i
probably improve the behaviour of the arm, and Whitworth He supplies another of the numerous examples which exist to | continued about 14in, into bdttom.
chamber B, the open topof whie
had become busy with heavy guns some years before, and prove that education has not produced the most able mechani- is covered by an ornamentalthegrating
C. The box or chamber A
prebably had little leisure for small arms. His first cannon cal engineers. It is often said, “If such and such a man had | is connected by a tube with the external
air.
were the ordinary bronze blocks in which hexagonal bores were had a good education he would have done much more than he | The heated external surfaces of the pipes heat the air of the
made. Armstrong got the start of Whitworth by taking up | did.” We do not believe that such a statement represents the | room in the ordinary way, and at the same time the air in the
wrought iron built-up guns at once. The Armstrong and Whit- truth. Curiously enough, the history of mechanical progress
worth competition took place in 1864. Whitworth then had has been made by men who, like Whitworth, had little or no |
steel muzzle-loading guns, whose performances were admirable, education. Stephenson, Trevithick, Fairbairn, and very many
although probably no well-known artillerist except himself others received no assistance from the professor; and not only
would latterly have preferred a hexagonal bore to a cylindrical is this the case, but the reverse of it is also true, and we are not
one with grooves whose surfaces are in planes calculated to able to name any highly educated man who has done much pracrotate the shot without the wedging indirect action tical work in advancing mechanical engineering. We do not
CRATING
_—
of the hexagon.
Though not adopted in England, therefore say that engineers should not be educated. The facts
only
prove
that
native
genius
is
born
and
not
made,
that
no
Whitworth guns have been supplied to several foreign
powers, and it is said that they have been more effec- amount of education will compensate for lack of genius; and there
tually used in South American wars than any other kind. is reason to believe that the strict rules and methods of a superior
In the manufacture of gun tubes Whitworth has been signally education tend to cramp and narrow the mental powers in |
Fic.!
successful. As in propeller shafts, hollow cylindrical forgings certain directions, while they enlarge them in others. Of |
are drawn out to the desired length. Even for muzzle-loading Whitworth, at all events, we think it may be said that no i
guns Whitworth preferred to make a hollow tube and close the amount of education, in the ordinary sense of the word, would }
breech with a screw, to boring out a solid forging for the inner have made him more useful, or would have conferred on him
barrel. We are under the impression that no Whitworth more power or wealth.
|
barrel has burst in our service. It happens, we believe, that
|
Whitworth barrels have not been supplied for the long single
tubes forming the chases of the guns which have suffered in
THE QUERUEL ENGINE.
recent years; still numbers have been furnished for the breech
On page 72 we illustrate an engine for which the very highest
portions and the tubes of heavy guns, and their success, emphaEAT
SEDETSERRS
LTO
AEN
ASBAS
EE
LASASASHOPUONOOERSROLOUEL
ELSEUONEREULASLEEREEEY
sised as it is by the known excellence of propeller shafts, economy is claimed. It is stated that the figures given in the
table
which we append have been verified with the greatest
deserves notice.
Whitworth set up an arbitrary but probably useful standard care and that they are indisputable. The principal advantages claimed for the Quéruel engine may be put
of comparison of the qualities of steel. It consists of a com- succinctly
in the following terms: — Its construction is
bination of the figures expressing the tenacity in tons and the
percentage of elongation. Thus a steel with 40 tons tenacity extremely simple; it has no delicate parts requiring the
care
of
skilled
workmen ; it works with absolute regularity; its
and 25 per cent. elongation would be a steel of 65. Harder
steel may easily be brought up to a higher figure, such as 90 price and that of setting it up are very moderate; it requires
but
little
room;
its compact form assures rigidity. As an
tons tenacity and 3 per cent. elongation. Objections naturally
suggest themselves to such a system, but the American Foundry engine which can be worked with economy, the results of fresh air being thus introduced from the outside. The followBoard, who reported in very high terms of Whitworth’s manu- experiments prove its efficiency. In fact, the numerous and | ing are given by Messrs. Weeks and Co. as results of experiexact experiments to which it has been submitted show that its ments with one of these so-called “coils,” the total heating
factures, appear to have adopted it.
To pass on from the general question of guns to particular consumption of steam can be reduced to about 14 Ib. per French surface of which was that of ten internal and ten external tubes
designs. In 1873 Whitworth was firing a breech-loader with a horse-power—32,500 foot-pounds per hour—a result unattained 3ft. in length and 0°75 and 2-0in. diameter respectively.
greatly enlarged chamber, obtaining high velocity and great before. The most perfect engines of the best systems known
have in analogous experiments been found to consume from 15 Temperature of water Number of cubic feet | Temperature at which
energy.
air is admitted into
of fresh warm air
in apparatus,
He had advocated flat-headed steel projectiles for piercing to 25 percent. more steam. With the Quéruel engine the small
house or room.
drawn in per hour,
armour about 1862. These have pierced plates at the very consumption of one kilogramme of coal per horse-power and
per
hour
is
fully
assured,
even
under
inexperienced
hands.
It
Degs.
Des.
oblique angle of 30 deg. with the face of the plate, or 60 deg.
120
WOO
wy
with the normal, and they have remarkable power in } as3‘ng will be understood that these are the maker's statements, not
128
lie
0s
through water without being deflected upwards. Nevertl eless, ours.
136
1230
10
The
following
table,
drawn
from
the
“
Memoires
de
la
Société
142
120
il4
Whitworth himself eventually preferred ogival-headed proM44
150
pat
jectiles for the direct attack of armour ; and, if flat or slightly des Ingenieurs Civils” of the year 1885, shows the enormous
148
1380
7
concave-headed shot are ever used on service, it is likely to be economy of steam claimed for the Quéruel engine :—
152
150)
10
The
engraving
on
page
72
fully
illustrates
the
engine,
which
for a new function, namely, to chip or gouge out the surface of
18
suo
4
it will be seen is of the vertical inverted type. Theframing is cast
165
2010
1Zs
hard armour, so as to allow pointed shot to bite afterwards.
A few years since, Whitworth’s forged steel ogival-headed hollow, and one column containing the jet acts as the conSince these experiments were made other “coils,” with the same
projectiles stood first in the world, for even Krupp’s were densers. The air-pump is cast with the frame. The cylinders
hardly well known until after Whitworth’s. In the competiComparatice
Table
of
the
Rate
of
Consumption
of various Systems of Steam Engines,
tion in 1877 and 1878 Whitworth’s 9in. forged steel projectiles
were fired as many as three times through 12in. iron plates,
Consumption per horse-power per hour,
and were eventually only destroyed by bursting them with gunYears.
Experimenters.
Systems of engines.
Water supply, kilogs.
Horse-power.
cotton; powder blowing out the base plug and failing to burst
them. In August, 1883, a 9in. Whitworth gun.drove a forged
Indicated,
Effective.
Efficiency.
Coal,
steel projectile through an 18in. iron plate, breaking up a |
1864
Leloutre Shee
.. Single-cylinderon the superheating Hirn system. .
9° 298
-1°265
massive cast irori support and penetrating deep into the earth
1878
Walther-Meunier
Be
eae
a
e
eae
_
9°370
o'918
1°334
almost without injury. His projectiles, like his guns, Whit1880
-Two crank, cylinders at 90 deg.
8°S800 | O-8e6
1°248
worth forged hollow, and closed at the ends with screw-plugs.
1881 Schroter en
elaies ae
”
”
with slides
6° 624
7648
|
0-66
1884 Cherbourg, marine .. .. Corliss .. a
a i ae
7000
$°536
07820
In armour, Whitworth was principally remarkable for jointed
Ville de Paris
. Pumping engine
=
8250
|
_
plates. The Polyphemus is clad in a covering of hard thin | —Saint Maur.. .. .. ..
~|
1/100
steel plates, held down together by screws at the corners; and | 1884 Ville de Paris
.. Pumping engine (Clichy)
7213
8°702
}
~
-BP
Last
ee
sha
7750
9° 500 |
O°815
_
on board the Nettle, in December, 1877, Whitworth put for_—
Cherbourg, marine ;.. . Two crank, cylinders at 90 deg.
wae
6° 100
7°045
07868
—
ward a plate studded with hard steel screws. This idea, he | 1885
EE a etek en: ah
o
”
180 deg.
57193
6°300
0-910
-stated, was to manufacture the cracks and limit their extent, ||
-ee
es
ca
=
;
5°170
5° 685
0-910
_
rather than allow the shot to make cracks in an indefinite way.
1883 See
ee ee
”
”
”
4°560
5°01
0-910
Altogether, Whitworth has contributed a great many remarkable designs, and has shaped much that hasbeen done in are jacketted. The low-pressure slide valve is placed between number of tubes but 1*5in. and 3:‘0in. diameter, have been
artillery. It will be noticed that he has been pre-eminent in the cylinders.
made, with the result that with but slight reduction of temperathe excellence of his material. This has tended to push forward
The high-pressure slide valve is of peculiar construction. It is ture in the air heated, nearly 200 per cent, greater output of
designs which otherwise would not have held their own as well purely
admission valve. The excentric may have any rea: they did. His hexagonal bore, when applied to heavy guns quired an
lead without interfering with the exhaust. The cut-off
Fig. 2
tiring rigid projectiles and liable to suffer from tangential strain, is effected
the Farcot system by means of two plates,
ix the special case in point. In 1884, when a South American which come on alternately
in
contact
with
stops,
the
position
of
Government consented to the conversion of Whitworth bores
is adjustable, so that the admirsion varies between 0 and
into polygrooved, and thus obtained increased energy in the which
70 per cent. There are two separate valves I, Fig. 5, coupled
projectile discharged, Sir Joseph urged that the success of the by
a bridle, Fig. 6. The cut-off plates are held steady by
result should be made dependent on whether an Elswick projec- springs. In the valve chest are placed a pair of dash pots, with
tile could be driven through as great a thickness of armour springs and pistons. The governor by means of the spindle u,
as he had perforated with his hexagonal shot, an issue which can
the pistons further or nearer apart, so as to alter the
involved the excellence of the projectile, but was unconnected time setwhen
with the gun itself, though it seemed natural to Whitworth to rods v v. the cut-off plates strike the ends of the pistonassociate all his own designs with each other, and indeed with
The low-pressure valve, Fig. 4, consists of two parts placed
himself, so that they bear the stamp of his individuality on back
the halves being connected by a copper elastic
them in an unusual degree. Weare inclined to think that with piece, toso back,
as to permit each face to fit on its seat while the preshim personal skill and success was hardly separated from the sure is to a large extent taken off. The ports are of large
abstract excellence of any principle which he had advocated, dimensions. The valve is really a modification of the long D.
and in its way we respect so characteristic a quality. We think the exhaust from the upper end taking place through it, as
most of our readers will sympathise with him in the following
at D D, Fig. 1. A port is made at the lower end at D,
fact, which was related by Sir Joseph to General Ormsby, one shown
Fig. 4, for the exhaust, the high-pressure port being closed at
of the members of the Armstrong and Whitworth Committee, the
time this is open.
heated air has been ubtained, and the small tubes are no longer
when they visited a factory in which Whitworth happened to
The engines are constructed by M. A. Crespin, Avenue Par- used. Messrs. Weeks and Co, have in these heaters an excellent
have worked—perhaps Crightons, at Manchester :—“ The mentier,
Paris.
apparatus for obtaining some very useful information on the
proudest day of my life,” said Sir Joseph, “ was one Saturday,
quantity of air that can be heated in tubular heating surfaces.
when I took home, as my wages, £2 5s. No man in that
INSTITUTION OF MECHANKCAL ENGINEERS.—The fortieth annual
factory had ever before taken home more than £2.”
meeting will be held on Thursday, February 3rd, and
We are inclined to think that this keen desire to achieve erg
riday, February 4th, at 25, Great George-street, Westminster.
success personally, more often commands it than a more theo- The
THE BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL SocretTy.—At
chair
will be taken by the president at half-past seven p.m. on
retical distinction of principles.
:
each evening. The annual report of the Council will be presented a Council Meeting of the Bath and West of England Society and
In 1857 Whitworth was made a Fellow of the Royal Society, to the meeting. The annual election of the president, vice-presi- Southern Counties Association on Tuesday last, a communication
LL.D. of Trinity College, Dublin, and D.C.L. of Oxford Univer- dents, and members of
il, and the ordinary election of new was submitted by the secretary, asking if the Council would sanction
sity. In 1869 he was made a Baronet. Early in that year he
bers,
iates, and graduates will take place at the meeting. his offering himself asa candidate for the secretaryship of the
founded the celebrated Whitworth Scholarships, thirty in num- The president, Mr. Jeremiah Head, having been in office for two Royal Agricultural Society of England now vacant, and a comber, of the average value of £100 each, representing a capital years, will retire, and will induct into the chair the president-elect, mittee consisting of Sir R. H. Paget, Bart., M.P., Mr. Acland,
H. Carbutt. The discussion will be resumed on the paper read M.P., and Mr. H. P. Jones, drew up a letter giving their unanimous
sum of £100,000. These scholarships are eagerly sought for;
the last meeting, on ‘‘Triple-Expansion Marine Engines,” by testimony to the unflagging zeal and the very thorough efficienc
they up to the present, at all events, have been kept free from at
the
Mr. Robert Wyllie, of Hartlepool. The following papers of the services rendered to them by Mr. Thos. F. Plowman, and
any taint of corruption; and to possess one is really evidence of will late
be read and discussed, as far as time permits:—‘‘ Notes on the concluding, “should his candidature be successful the Council,
merit in the fortunate holder. Sir Joseph Whitworth was twice Pumping
ines at the Lincoln Waterworks,” by Mr. Henry while sincerely regretting the loss of so good an officer, will fee
married—first in 1825, to Fanny, youngest daughter of Mr. Teague, of Lincoln;
“‘ Description of a Portable Hydraulic Drilling that the Royal Agricultural Society of England has secured a very
Richard Ankers; and secondly, in 1871, to Mary Louisa, widow Machine,” by M. Marc Berrier-Fontaine, of Toulon; “‘On Copper valuable servant.” Mr. Plowman’s long andvaluable experience,
of Mr. Alfred Orrell, of the Grove, Cheadle, who survives him. rye in the Lake Superior District,” by Mr, Edgar P. Rathbone certainly in a unique position, specially fits him for the similar
position with the Reyal Agricultural Society.
It is understood that the bulk of Sir Joseph Whitworth’s fortune of London,
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| The principle of recuperation, or the restoration of the sensible
| heat of the gases, which would otherwise pass to the chimney,
| can also be applied to gaseous fuel firing. Coupled with these
| advantages, it is cleaner in operation, more uniform in its heat
production, and finally, with a scientific arrangement of gaseous
| fuel firing, there is almost an entire immunity from smoke.
In the Thwaite twin producer the aim of the inventor has
been to provide a single apparatus that shall produce gas continuously, uniformly, and not be seriously affected in its supply,
either by feeding with fuel or clinkering; to also produce a
flow of the volatile hydrocarbon through the incandescent portion
of the fuel, fixing the rich volatile gases and proportionately
reducing the degree of tar deposition in the flues. Referring to
the illustrations, which represent Mr. Thwaite’s producer, it will
be seen that it is practically two vertical retorts side by side,
the producer being divided into two portions by means of a
central hanging hollow bridge—of refractory material, supported
by an arch—provided with outlet perforations. The arch is
turned at a level of about 18in. above the fire-grates, or 2't.
above a solid hearth. When using highly bituminous carbonaceous material rocking fire-bars are used, but when using
finely divided slack coal it is occasionally advisable to use a solid
hearth. The air is forced by steam blast into annular cavities
surrounding the furnace, passing into the body of the fuel on
| all sides. The air inlet fire-blocks are so arranged that they
cannot become choked up by the fuel. The arrangement of
coal feeding is such that very little gas escapes during the
supply of fuel. The coal is alternately fed on each side of the
hanging outlet bridge, and each fire is clinkered separately ard
at distinctive periods, This producer has given great satisfaction, and examples are now in course of construction for
chemical furnaces, annealing and delicate pottery-kilns.
For firing steam generators Mr. Thwaite adopts the system
of combustion under forced air pressure. The air is forced
by means of a Root’s or other blower through pipes with
heat-absorbing flanges placed in the underground flues, and the
air is thus heated, and afterwards is led to the front of the
| boiler, when its flow is directed on to the gas jets. The heat of
combustion is stored in the chequer brickwork built in boiler
furnaces and flues. Gas and air-valves are provided to regulate
to a nicety the supply of air and gas. The inventor is Mr. B. H,
| Thwaite, C.E., 37, Victoria-street, Liverpool.
DYNAMO ELECTRIC IGNITING MACHINE.
Ir is well known that the field magnet and armature of a small
dynamo-electric machine may be quickly brought to saturation;
| and that when the current is at its maximum, the breaking of the
| circuit will cause the extra current generated in the coils to be
discharged, either through the air at the point of rupture or
through a derived circuit connected with the terminals of the
| field magnet. In the machine here illustrated this fact is taken
advantage of, and also the fact that an aceelerated motion of the
armature is more effective in bringing the field magnet and armature
to magnetic and electric saturation than a uniform rotation of the
armature. The field magnet and armature—which is preferably
| of the Siemens I type—are of the usual construction. Mounted
| upon that end of the armature shaft opposite the commutator is a
pinion, with which engages a rack bar passing through the top of
the casing supporting the
hi
and extending downward
toward the bottom. The upper end of the bar is provided with a
handle, between which and the top of the casing a pin is inserted
| in the barand allowed to project a short distance upon each side,
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THE THWAITE TWIN GAS PRODUCER.

The possibility of using the commonest slack coal or othe
material of inferior thermic value; and again, the possiIn Europe and the United States considerable attention is |bility of completely oxidising the combustible elements
uow being directed to the production of gaseous fuel. Thanks |of the gas with merely the exact equivalent supply of air, are
to the natural gas supply in the Pittsburg district, the advan- | advantages possessed by gaseous fuel firing, and are of the
tage of gaseous over solid fuel has won wide recognition.
highest economical importance.

When the handle is raised in operating the machine, the pinion
is rotated on the shaft without turning the armature, the clutch
connection between the pinion and armature permitting of this
action. When the rack bar is pushed down, a quickly accelerated
rotary motion is im)
to the pinion, and the armature is
rotated between the poles of the field, generating a current, which
is so conducted that very little of it passes through the external or
derived circuit, on
it of its
paratively low electro-motive
force and the high resistance of the circuit.
e current increases
rapidly as the rack bar descends, and charges the armature and
field to saturation. Just before the bar reaches the limit of its
travel, its pin strikes a spring key secured to the top of the casing,
and breaks the electrical connection at the instant the maximum
of current and of magnetisation of the field magnet is reached, so
| that the extra current flowing from the winding of the field and
| armature is compelled to pass through the external circuit, and
| thus heat the wires of the fuses included in that circuit, causing
|their explosion. The high electro-motive foree of the extra current
enables it to readily pass through the external circuit, whose great
|resistance prevents the passage of the normal current. This
| invention has been patented by Mr. H. Julius Smith, of Mountain
| View, N.J.— Scientific American.
|
|
SouTH KENSINGTON MusEUM.—Visitors during the week ending
22nd January, 1887:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 8273; mercantile marine,
Indian section, and other collections, 2834. On Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday, admission 6d., from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.:
Museum, 803; mercantile marine, Indian section, and other
' collections, 178. Total, 12,088. Average of corresponding week
in a years, 15,243, Total from the opening of the Museum,
| 20,044,209,
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of sound in iron. In his experiments on the internal friction of , to ply between London and South Australia. The dimensions of
THE RESISTANCE OF SLIDE VALVES.
metals, the author usesa vertically suspended wire rigidly clamped the vessel are 460ft. by 4¥ft. by 38ft. Jin, depth, moulded with a
SoME interesting experiments,” says the Railroad Gazette, “have at its upper extremity, and having its lower end secured to a hori- gross register of 6184 tons. She is rigged with four masts; the
heen made lately on the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy road, as zontal bar of metal, attached to which are tivo cylinders of equal hull has been constructed cn the longitudinal double bottom printo the friction of locomotive slide valves. The method by which mass and dimensions placed at equal distances from the wire. ciple, and fitted with four complete closed-in decks, all fore po ult,
the amount of friction was ascertained was simple and ingenious, When the system is set in torsional oscillation the amplitude and a promenade deck extended to the ship's side. Her superand leaves little room for error. The valve stem or rod is removed, gradually diminishes, due to the internal friction of the metal and structures consist of a short poop and forecastle, and a Jony
and jn its place two reds are used. One rod is coupled to the the friction of the air. The combined effect is measured by the range of midship deck-houses. The deck erections and various
valve, and the other to the rocker-arm. The two reds are coupled logarithmic decrement of the oscillations, and the air effect elimi- ‘tween decks have been fitted up to accommodate 124 firt,
by means of a cylinder filled with water. One red is coupled to a nated by Professor Stokes’ formule, and the author's experimental 154 second, and 412 third-class passengers, as well as for
piston with double cup-leathers working in this cylinder, and the determination of the viscosity of air. When the deformations are officers and crew. Like the sister vessel, Orizaba, it may
other rod is coupled to the cylinder itself. The accompanying sufficiently small the experiments prove that the logarithmic be said that the accommodation for passengers is distinguished
diagram shows the principle of the device, but is not drawn to decrement of are is independent of the amplitude and period of from all others afloat. In the saloon and drawing-rooms no expense
been has been spared to combine artistic effect with the greatest
scale, or accurate in details. When the rocker arm moves, move- | vibration. These results are only true when the wire
ment can only be transmitted threugh the water, which, being | allowed to rest a considerable time after any change has been made possible comfort, the panelling being a series of beautiful carved
| in the arrangement, and when there has been a large number of tigures which excited universal admiration, The height from deck
oscillations executed previous to the actual testing. Reference is to deck is 8ft. to give ample head room, while the sidelights have
TO INCICATOR
made to some experiments by Professor G. Wiedemann, which been made of large size, 15}in. diameter, in addition to which
show that when a wire is subjected to torsional stress, it does not there is a very large skylight tor each of the dining saloons, That
recover itself when the stress is gradually reduced to zero, but of the first-class cabin rises through the drawing-room on the upper
remains permanently twisted through a small angle—say @. By deck with transparent sides of bevelled edge glass plates. Through
reversing the twisting couple there is a permanent set on the other these sides, as windows, there is seen an extensive display of beautiside of the initial position. If the operations be repeated, @ ful ferns arranged as in a conservatory, and beyond these the
diminishes and attains a minimum. The period during which this
nd saloon. The saloon is on the main deck before the forward
diminution takes place is called the ‘‘accommodation period.” stokehole bulkhead, a current of cold air circulating between the
Whena wire is in torsional vibration the position of equilibrium boilers and partition. There are chairs for 130 passengers. Water
is continually shifting to and fro, through twice the above mini- is laid on to the staterooms, and steam pipes are fitted to them for
mum angle, and Wiedemann considers the loss of energy due to use in cold weather. The second-class saloon is the same in its
this shifting. The author's experiments verify Wiedemann’s general arrangements, and its fittings are in every way equal
results, and also show that time and temperature have great effect to those usually found in first-class saloons of Atlantic mail
on the internal friction. By repeatedly heating to 100 deg. Cent. steamers, Some of the third-class passengers are also on the
and slowly cooling an annealed iron wire for six days, the logarith- main deck, but most of them are on the steerage deck. They
closely confined and incompress‘ble, transmits te the pi-ten the mic decrement due to internal friction was reduced to about one- have also the upper deck before the deckhouses and the port
pressure necessary to move the valve. An indicator bemg placed eighth its original amount at the same temperature, and when the passages from end to end. To mitigate the pains of seat was reduced sickness two bilge keels, l5in. deep, are fitted to the vessel to
on the cylinder registers the pressure, drawing a diagram in the wire was maintained at 98 deg. Cent., the
same manner as it app ied to an ordinary steam engine. The to one-thirtieth. The author considers the permanent diminution reduce rolling. The vessel is lighted by electricity by 400 incanmotion of the piston of the indicator of course causes a slight produced by heating and cooling to be mainly due to the slow descent lamps, and will be ventilated in all passenger spaces
amount of lost motion, but as the cubic contents of the indicator shifting backwards and forwards of the molecules induced by that by D. C. Green's patent mechanical ventilating machinery.
cylinder are very small in proportion to the contents of the process. In the second part of the paper it is shown that the Indeed, every convenience for the comfort of passengers has been
hydraulic cylinder, the lost motion is very minute and cannot effects of change of temperature on the longitudinal and torsional anticipated. She will have six steam winches for the purpose of
elasticities of iron and steel are not nearly so great as that pro- loading and discharging cargo; steam windlass for working the
much affect the total movement of the valve.
“* It was found that the average power taken to movean ordinary duced on the internal friction. Thus, by heating annealed iron anchor; steam and hand-steering gear. The refrigerating chamslide valve was 990 Ib., and that a 300 Ib. was necessary to move wire, its longitudinal and torsional elasticities are slightly bers for carrying meat are supplied with cold air by refrigerating
a balanced valve of the pattern now used on the Chicago, decreased ; but on cool'nz, there is a permanent increase in both. engines.capable of cooling 70,000 cubic feet of air per hour. A
Burlington, and Quincy. In an ordinary passenger engine, when Time is also an important element, for a long rest after cooling fresh-water condenser will furnish 4000 gallons per day. The
I
i, the di
‘sof the cylinders being
working in a notch giving 44in. travel to the valves, the tractive still further increases both elasticities. From the above results it engines are triple
force
y too
the resist
due to the valves would is evident that the velocity of sound in iron and steel must diminish 48in., 66in., and 100in., with a stroke of 66in., with a working
with
rise
of
temperature.
This
was
experimentally
proved
before
pressure
in
the
boilers
of
160
1b.
per
square
inch. ‘There are six
be about 82 1b., or rather over 1]b. per ton weight of engine and
ilers, each with six corrugated furnaces 3ft. lin. diameter, three are
tender. The friction of balanced valves would be overcome by a the meeting. Attention was particularly directed to this fact
— force of 25 Ib., or about 4 Ib. per ton weight of engine and because most of the best text-books make the opposite and independent circulating engines, 8in. and 16in. diameter of cylinders,
erroneous statement. Remarks were made by Mr. C. V. Boys, 10in. stroke. These drive centrifugal discs 4ft. diameter, and suction
tender.
““These amounts are much smaller than have been usually and the chairman mentioned a new form of clock whose action pipes are fitted to the bilges. The pumps run at 240 revolutions per
minute, and discharge 2500 tons of bilge water per hour. The
1 elasticity of a steel wire.
supposed, and show that the friction of the valves in good order is depends on t
not an all important factor in the frictional resistance of a locomo‘On some New Measuring Instruments used in Testing Materials,” sister-vessel, the Orizaba, hes just accomplished her first voyage to
tive engine. D. K. Clark reckoned that the total resistance of the | by Professor W. C. Unwin, F.R.S. In most measuring instruments | Australia and back, and has performed the run between Sydney
engine and tender was 12]b. per gross ton of their combined previously used it has been considered sufficient to make the and Plymouth in thirty-four steaming cays, which is the fastest
weight, but there is reason to think that this figure is somewhat measurement of elongation from one side of the bar, but passage on record, being nine days before her appointed time.
e 075 geoillustrating in a few weeks the arrangements of the
too high for modern well constructed passenger engines in good this, the Professor showed, was liable to serious errors, owing
order. Doubtless the total amount of friction varies in different to the fact that test bars are not always perfectly straight, ship and machinery.
On Wednesday, the 26th January, there was launched from the
types of engines, and is probably greatest in engines with several and to the possibility of originally straight bars being bent
pairs of coupled wheels of small diameter. Clark's formule for by improper fixing in the testing machine. In such cases the shipbuilding yard of Messrs. Edward Finch and Co., into the Wye
the resistances of engines and trains were based on experiments modutus of elasticity calculated from the apparent elongation are at Chepstow, the fine iron twin-screw tug and salvage steamer,
made between thirty and forty years ago on rolling stock and subject to considerable error. In endeavouring to overcome these built to the order of Sir Wm. Thomas Lewis for the Bute Dock
permanent, they differing widely from any now in use. The use difficulties the author has devised several new forms of measuring Estate, Cardiff. On leaving the ways she was gracefully christened
of steel rails, better lubricants, larger wheels and journals and apparatus which are attached to two sides of the bar by steel The Earl by Miss Rowe. The vessel was immediately towed to the
more accurate turning aud fitting of the moving parts, have done points, and the mean elongation of the two sides determined. The builder's fitting-out wharf, where from the new 70-ton sheers she will
much to reduce friction, and it is much to be regretted that some tirst apparatus described consists essentially of sliding callipers read receive her boiler, some 13ft. diameter by 1lft. long, and twin
careful experiments are not made with modern rolling stock in by microscopes to y5}5;in. Another form has two clamps pro- engines of 500 indicated horse-power; also centrifugal salvage
order to settle authoritatively the laws which govern the resistance vided with sensitive levels each attached to the bar by two steel pump equal to 200,000 gallons per hour, also with a fire pump 21in.
of trains.”
points, the line joining which is perpendicular to the direction of steam cylinder, I4in. bucket, 3ft. stroke, capable of throwing about
On this we may remark that the information is incomplete, the stress, and the clamp can rotate in a vertical plane about this 100,000 gallons per hour to a vertical height of 180ft., for the
since nething is said concerning lubrication. Mr. Aspinall has line as an axis. The lower clamp is levelled by a screw pressing efficient protection of the warehouses, shipping,and other property
carried out an elaborate series of experiments on the Great Southern against the surface of the bar, and the upper one by means of a on the estate. This is one of the most powerful fire pumps extant,
and Western Railway, Ireland, details of which are not yet pubi
n
screw parallel to the axis in the bar,,the nut of which and in capacity commensurate with the vast range of property it is
lished, but we may say that the results he has obtained show that is secured to the bottom <l.mp. By this means the elongation can intended to cover,
the amount of slide valve friction is enormously influenced by be measured to ,57ysin =n a third form two similar clamps
comparatively small variations in their lubrication. Our contempo- without levels are Kept apa. t by a steel rod ending in knife edges.
rary goes on to state that some interesting experiments have been One of the clamps carries a small roller which turns about an axis
made lately on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy with a view to parallel to the line joiningt 1e steel points above mentioned, and
test the relative merits of excentrics with 5in. and 54in. throw.
NAVAL ENGINEER APPpoInTMENTS,—The following appointments
the axis carries a small plane mirror. The other clamp supports a
“Some little difficulty has been experienced with 7
projecting arm parallel with the axis of the test piece, and which have been made by the Admiralty :—John W. Dupen and William
excentrics, almost the only trouble caused by the valve gear.
e presseson the surface of the roller. When the bar is elongated M. Feak, staff engineers, to the Excellent, additional, for torpedo
excentrics of course sli
because the strap heated. Were the the mirror is turned through a smal! angle, and the elongation is and hydraulic instruction on board the Vernon and Excellent, from
excentric keyed on, the whole valve gear would suffer when the determined by a reading telescope and vertical scale to ygq45pzin. February 5th; Richard G. Callaway, chief engineer, to the
strap seizes, but where it is secured by set screw, the strap can A similar apparatus is used for testing the compression of stone, Excellent, additional, for torpedo and hydraulic instruction on.
partially seize and slip the excentric without breaking anything or but in this the
pression is multiplied by a lever and measured beard the Vernon and Excellent, from February 5th ; William H.
doing any damage that cannot be easily repaired. It was, of by a micrometer microscope to yp,4555in. Mr. C. V. Boys directed Skinner, engineer, to the Surprise ; George G. Goodwin, assistant
course, however, considered advisable to prevent any heating that attention to some beautiful photographs of the solar spectrum just engineer, to the President, additional; Henry J, Lock, engimight cause even a slight delay, and it was suggested that by received from the John ra kins Dniversity which had been | neer, to the Mutine; and William J. Firks, engineer, to the
diminishing the throw of the excentric, the diameter of the sheave obtained by Professor Rowland’s concave gratings.
Griffon.
and strap might be reduced, and
juently the velocity of the
At the conclusion of the meeting Professor Unwin invited the
Larce Corton Mitt Evectric Licut [NsTaLLation, —Last week
rubbing surfaces would be diminished, thereby reducing the members to visit the engineering laboratory of the City and Guilds | a number
gentlemen, on the invitation of the Mantendency to heat. It was objected that the reduction of the throw of London Central Institution, where he broke a bar of Stafford- chester andof Manchester
Edison Electric Light Company, visited
of the excentries would diminish the power of the engine, and that shire iron in the 100-ton testing machine, the force and elongation Messrs; RhodesDistrict
and Sons’ mills at Hadfield, and inspected there
where 54in. throw excentrics had been substituted for 5in. the being automatically recorded.
the most extensive electric light installation in any private estaengines had been able to haul heavier loads in the same notch.”
blishment in the country. These mills
contain 73,566 spindles and
‘On examining this question, it was found that this last assertion
1300 looms, and they are lighted throughout by means of Edisonwas on the surface correct, as in changing the excentrics, the
Swan
incandescent
lamps,
of
which
there
are nearly 1500. They
notches in the quadrant had not been re-marked, and conare of the 16-candle power type, with brass socket-holders, and
sequently, when the lever was in the notch marked as cutting off at
each
provided
with
a
porcelain
shade.
The
conductors, consisting
LAUNCHES AND TRIAL TRIPS.
l4in., the actual cut-off with the 54in. throw excentric was about
copper cables and wire of 99 per cent. > egal are insu154in, Jt was therefore resolved to thoroughly test the question
A Few days ago the s.s, Santiago, which has been built by Messrs. of
lated
with
a
double
covering
of
india-rubber,
well protected
by running an engine with a train of given weight over the same Raylton Dixon and Co, for Messrs. Thos. Wilson, Sons, and Co., with prepared cotton and braided externally, Except
they
piece of road, one trip with the 5in. and another with the 5}in. for trade from Hull to New York, proceeded to sea from the drop to the lamps, they are throughout the mill encasedwhere
in woodthrow excentric.
speed was noted at frequent intervals, and Middlesbrough Docks. This vessel is the largest and most powerful oe Each room is provided with switches to contro] the
lights
it was found that practically the engine could do precisely similar boat yet built on the Tees, and is a very handsome model. She is as required, These switches are placed near the entrances in conwork with the 5in. as with the 5}in. throw. It will, of course, bt" built of steel to Lloyd’s highest class, with cast steel sternpost and
positions, and are mounted on slate bases, Safety fuses
understood that with the 5in. throw excentric the angular advance rudder, of the following dimensions :—378ft. long, 44ft. 9in. beam venient
inserted in the various circuits and branch wires, to prevent
was increased, so that the lead was unchanged. With the shorter by 31ft. depth, and her deadweight carrying capacity is over 5500 are
possible though unlikely excess of current doing harm to the
throw, the port openings at late points of cut-off were diminished, tons. She is specially strengthened for the North Atlantic trade ; any
The current is supplied from two Edison-Hopkinson
but in notches nearer the centre the difference in the port opening has cellular double-bottom for water ballast, two decks of steel, conductors,
each capable of an output of 44,000 watts, equivalent to
and cut-off was very slight.
with long poop aft, and is divided into water-tight compartments dynamos,
720
lamps-—110
400 ampres—at 720 revolutions per minute.
** As the smaller excentric has some manifest advantages, and by twelve bulkheads, as well as having fixed longitudinal iron bulk- They are of the volts,
Edison-Hopkinson type, with the length of
appeared not to diminish the power and efficiency of the engine, heads all fore and aft. She has saloon and |
ig
1 field magnets stilllatest
further
reduced, and bar armatures, The comthe advisability of setting the excentrics with a greater angular tion at the fore end of the bridge, a special condenser is provided mutators are built up of forty-seven
copper insulated with
advance appears evident. It is therefore proposed to try what for the steam winches and windlass, steam steering gear in iron mica, and are readily detached frombarstheof armature,
ere are
effect will be produced by 5in. excentrics set with a greater house aft, with powerful brake for holding rudder. Steam pipes three brushes on each rocking arm, each ~~ tely adjustable
angular advance and used with a valve having increased lap. It is are laid to each hold for fire-extinguishing purposes, and electric with spring forward thrust and hold-off catch. The armature
the ship. She is fitted with engines by
expected this arrangement will give improved results. Hitherto the light is fitted throughout
have a section of 0°106 square inch, and hence the load is
Sin. and 54in. throw excentrics have given the same result, and Messrs. Thos. Richardson and Sons, of Hartlepool, having cylinders 3barsamperes
square millimetre. The dynamos are compound
the smaller throw appears to equal the larger in virtue of its 3lin., 49in., and 80in. by 54in. stroke, which indicate over 3500- wound, but per
owing to the great strength of the magnet field, and
greater angular advance. Hence it is possible that the longer horse power, and develo
a speed of 13} knots on her halfdisturbance caused by the armature, twelve convolutions of
throw combined with the greater angular advance will give better loaded trial trip, and will maintain 125 knots in actual service. small
coils is sufficient to secure perfect compensation for the whole
results than either of these features singly.”
After
a successful run she proceeded direct to Hull, whence she series
range. The following are the particulars of the resistances
:-—will load for New York next week.
Armature, 0°00645 ohm; series coils, 0°0013 ohm; shunt coils,
17°4
ohm.—showing
an
electrical
efficiency
of
96
per
cent.
and
a
The Barrow Shipbuilding Company has just completed the
i ibof “. 94 to “A <A2 an _—— =
steamship Oroya, the wean |of two large sister vessels built b; commercial ——
driven
by
a
horizontal
e
n
g
i
n
e
,
specially
designed
and
construc
it
for
the
Pacific
Steam
Navigation
Company,
of
Prcsonade
f
THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY.
On Friday last the vessel was taken out for her steam trials in the by Sewe Mather and Platt, of Salford, for the —— This
ine is of the high-pressure condensing type, with a single
Irish Channel, which were most successful. The engines were
January 22nd.
worked at full power for twelve hours’ continuous steaming without cylinder 23in. diameter, 30in. stroke, intended to run at 100
Professor McLeop, Vice-president, in the chair,
the slightest sign of heating or trouble of any kind. The builders, revolutions per minute, and to work with a boiler pressure of
At the meeting of this Society, Dr. F. Wormack was elected a by their contract, had guaranteed to develope on this extensive 801b., and under these conditions will indicate about 170-horse
power of 6000 horses, which
was exceeded b power. Mr. William Rhodes said that the electric light installamember of the Society. The following papers were then read :— trial a sustained
**The Permanent and Temporary Effects on some of the Physical 750-horse power. The revolutions made were 644, and the speed tion was the largest ever made in a cotton mill. His workpeople
Properties of Iron Produced by Ruising the Temperature to attained was 17 knots an hour, which was considerably above the found the light much better than gas, and during the end season
100 deg. Cent.,” by Mr. Herbert Tomlinson, B.A.
paper is speed contemplated. After this gratifying result the vessel was a fewer number had been absent through ill-health than in any
divided inte three sections: (1) internal friction of iron ; (2) the taken over to the owners in Liverpool, whence she will proceed to yrevious years. The cost was just about the same as gas, but they
longituZixal and torsional elasticities of iron ; and (3) the velocity London to sail under the Orient flag with the sister vessel, Orizaba, _ had a better, pleasanter, and healthier light to work by.
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Mr. George Haden Hickman, once an extensive ironmaster of except in odd cases where makers have a more favourable rate cf
THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES Tipton, died last week, in the 65th year of his age, He was the | delivery than Manchester, no actual sales of any moment are just
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND elder brother of Mr. Alfred Hickman, the well-known ironmaster, now bemg made on the basis of the above figures. For Lincolnin partnership with whom he at one time carried on business at the shire brands delivered here 39s. 6d. to 40s. 6d., less 24 per cent.,
OTHER DISTRICTS.
Bilston Brook Works, Bilston. Subsequently he carried on busi- remain the minimum prices, and one or two makers are holding out
(From our own Correspondent.)
ness as a pig iron maker on his own
t, at Stonetield, Bilston, for 1s. per ton above these figures. Derbyshire iron can scarcely
Onvers for finished iron are, in other than the sheet branch, still and afterwards undertook the manufacture of small bar iron, nail be quoted, as makers have tor the present practically withdrawn
somewhat slow in arriving, and the ironworks are not fully engaged, rods, and pisiron, at Tividale.
from offering in this market. In outside brands, notwithstanding
buyers seeming reluctant to believe that the stronger prices now
A valuable paper, on ‘‘Some Economies in Iron Manntadiares,” that warrants show a fall of quite 1s. 6d. to 2s. per ton upon the
being demanded constitute a condition of things which will become was read on Saturday by Mr. A. E. Tucker, F.C.S., Smethwick, week, it is very difficult to buy either Scotch or Middlesbrough iron
per
t
I
ters, however, are firm in declaring that, before the South Staffordshire Institute of Iron and Steel Works from makers at much under late rates, and in some instances they
except at a rise, they will not fill orders for any size, and they Managers. The author alluded to the relations which chemistry are exceedingly firm at their full list prices.
assert that merchants and others who are still hanging tire will by- had developed in respect to iron and steel making, and said it | Hematites are very stiff with a continued upward tendency, good
and-bye find themselves ‘ caught.”
was somewhat remarkable that scientific treatment had so seldom No. 3 foundry qualities being now quoted at 60s, to 61s., less 24,
On ‘Change yesterday in Wolverhampton, and in Birmingham been observed in the art of puddling. He did not suggest that delivered equal to Manchester, and should the miners in Scotland
this (Thursday) afternvon, merchants freely admitted having analyses of the materials used, and of the products obtained, go out on strike a considerable advance in hematites in that disreceived circulars from certain ironmaking firms withdrawing would ever have done for puddled iron what it had done for steel, trict is almost certain.
previous quotations, But they stated that those intimations came but he did not hesitate to say that economies might be effected
The condition of the manufactured iron trade remains without
mostly from the sheetmakers—a branch in which it is incontro- by knowing more exactly the composition of materials operated material change. Quoted prices are steady on the basis of £5 ds.
yertible that prices are steadily advancing.
on, and the physical and chemical conditions under which the im- for bars delivered into the Manchester district, but makers, as a
Noaction has yet been taken by any secs bar firms, nor does any purities of pig might best be removed. Mr. Tucker alluded to the rule, are cnly moderately supplied with work, and for prompt
action at present seem likely, The standard of £7 has been undersold great influence which manganese had on the production of good specification there would be no difficulty in placing orders at 2s. 6d.
for some time past in several directions, and makers will first con- iron. It was, he maintained, impossible to produce a bad finished per ton under the nominally quoted rates.
tent themselves by getting realised prices nearer the list than now bar from a pig which contained a certain percentage of manganese.
In purple ore there has been a considerable advance ; sellers who
before declaring any official change. Some firms, it should be In conclusion, Mr. Tucker alluded to the retinery process, the a week or so back were booking orders at 5s. per ton, are now firm
understood, have declined in any way to depart from the list, but introduction of which into our mills and forges would, he said, at 7s. 6d., and it is difficult to place orders even at this figure.
these are the exception rather than the rule. The standard for promote much economy.
There is still no really appreciable improvement to report in the
re
‘
best bars remains at £7, with the nominal 12s. 6d. extra for the
A special meeting of the North Staffordshire Mining Institute condition of the engineering trades; in some quarters trade is
celebrated Round Oak make, Second branded quality bars are was held on Monday. The officers for the ensuing year were men even reported to be worse. Here and there, however, in some
£6, and common £5 to £5 5s,
tioned, the name of Mr. Woodall, M.P., being the only one nomi- branches there is more activity, and to a very considerable extent
A steady demand is expressed for best—thin—sheets for stampfor president. Mr. John Lockett read a paper on “ The a more hopeful feeling as to the future prevails.
ing, working-up, and similar purposes, Export merchants are nated
The chief incident of the week in the engineering and scientitic
New Shut-off Appliance for Safety Lamps,” invented
by Mr. Jas,
wressing for deliveries, and orders are required to be got out of Sharman and Mr. Edw. Thompson, respectively foreman and assis- world has been the death of Sir Joseph Whitworth, but I have no
ae very quickly after booking. Inquiries on the market this tant manager at the Norton Collieries. It consisted of a case or space in these ‘‘ Notes” to enter into details of his extraordinary
week relate to six months’ forward contract, and in some cases up shield made of tin or other light material, and was firmly secured and distinguished career. For some years past he has taken very
to the end of the year. These last, however, makers are very to the lamp ring. The three vertical openings cut in this shield at little active part in the management of the extensive works which
chary of booking.
Orders are under execution from, among other equal distances were so divided that one opening did not force the have been established at Gorton, one of the outskirts of Manchester,
markets, the United States, Australia, Russia, Germany, Italy, other. This secured a greater resistance to any current of explo- but he has never ceased to exercise « distinct control in any imporand the Cape. Some Australian orders are of capital size, and the sive mixture.
tant operations that have been undertaken. His death removes
anxiety of American merchants to get supplies shows itself in a
The chain makers on strike in the Cradley Heath district are the most prominent figure from the engineering industry of this
less disposition on their part to ‘‘ quibble” over the price than determined not only to obtain the advance asked for, but also the district, and although the inflexibility ot will which was one of bis
formerly.
abolition of the truck system. A number of workmen have main characteristics all through life frequently left behind it a
The quotations of Messrs. G. P. and W. Baldwin at date are :— resumed work at the advanced rate, and the remainder are resolved feeling of deep irritation amongst those with whom he came in
Severn singles, £10; Wilden B., 11; B.“ B., £12; steel singles, to continue the strike until its objects are achieved.
contact, there are none who do not willingly recognise the value
£11, Upon doubles an extra 20s, to 30s, per ton is quoted, and
prices are beginning to advance. The chief makers of and importance of his many inventions and scientific achievements.
upon lattens a further 20s, to 30s, Charcoal sheets are £15 ; best ironHardware
The remains of the deceased baronet are to be removed from
ore
work
in
Wolverhampton
have
this
week
sent
out
circulars
charcoal, £18 ;and extra qualities, £21.
a reduction in discounts of 74 per cent. on gross goods, Monte Carlo, where he died, to his residence, Stancliffe Hall,
Messrs. John Knight and Co, quote:—Ordinary singles, £9; announcing
which is equal to a 15 per cent. advance, and an advance of 1s. per Rowsley, Derbyshire, for interment in a vault at the parish church,
Crown sheets, £10 10s.; and plough sheets, £12. Crown bars are cwt., or 5 per cent. to 74 per cent. on net goods. It is more than Darley Dale, towards the end of next week.
£7; plough bars are £9; and charcoal, £15. Cookley charcoal two years since any previous alteration was made, Circulars are
Messrs. Collier and Co., of Salford, have just constructed a new
sheets are £15 10s.; and Knight's charcoal, £19 10s, Tinned also
advising a reduction in discounts of 74 per cent. on spring titting machine of novel design. ‘This machine, which is an
charcoal sheets are 25s, to 27s. per cwt. for singles, and coke Scotchto hand
American patent, consists of a strong foundation plate with cirrain-water
goods,
such
as
guttering
and
other
cast
iron
sheets 23s, per cwt. Tin-plates the firm quote :—Cookley K char- wares. In consequence of the Jightness of these castings, consi- cular clearance in the centre, through which passes a ram. To the
coal 24s, per box, and Cookley 8. 8. charcoal 22s, per box. Cokes derable quantities come into the district. Cut nails are also foundation plate are bolted two vertical uprights, with two cross
are 1%, to 20s. per box, according to the brand.
business, though the standard quotations are heads, which carry a series of loose weights or hammers formed of
Messrs. Hatton, Sons, and Co,, Bradley [ronworks, quote £10 to dearer in atactual
gin. plates, placed flat against each other and planed true on each
£7 10s. per ton.
£12 per ton for singles; £11 10s. to £13 10s. for doubles; and £13 unaltered
A
gratifying
recognition
of the influence of Wolverhampton in side to give a perfect vertical upward and downward motion.
10s, to £15 for trebles. Charcoal sheets vary from £15 to £18 per the railway rates has been given
by the Freighters’ Association in Underneath these hammers is a rising table provided with a
ton. Tin-plates the firm quote at 21s, for LC. charcoal and 20s. for their appointment of three members
of the Wolverhampton number of adjustable anvils, which can be set to suit any form of
best cokes.
of Commerce, as a deputation who waited upon the spring, whether for locomotives, railway carriages, tramcars,
Orders for ordinary galvanising and merchant sheets continue Chamber
Board
of
Trade
on
Wednesday
to
confer
on the Railway Rates carriages, or carts. A face plate is provided to place the plates
very active, and preparations are proceeding for increasing the Bil. The deputation were, Mr. B. Hingley,
M.P.—Chairman of against whilst fixed on a centre pin in the central anvil block for
output,
muchthewithin
The come
galvanisers
are delngsince
well it asis now
regard
extenttheofsupply.
orders, but
fear te | the South Staffordshire Ironmasters’ Association—Mr. A, Hickman, different widths of spring. When the adjustable anvil blocks have
been set up to the form of spring required, the plates, heated to a
C, F. Clarke.
entertained that South American trade will experience a falling off andTheMr.annual
report of the Dudley Chamber of Commerce contains dull red, are placed singly against the face plate and on the centre
in consequence of the spread of the cholera epidemic there, and a a hopeful allusion
pin; the rising table is set in motion, carrying the anvil blocks and
to
the
condition
of
the
local
iron
trade.
The
larger genuine demand from Australia mall be very welcome, upward tendency in pig iron prices is, as the outcome of an spring plate in a vertical direction against the loose hammers,
Prices of black sheets keep firm at £6 10s. to £6 15s, for doubles increased demand, regarded by the Chamber as a promise of more which each bear on the whole surface of the spring plate according
and £7 10s. to £7 15s. for trebles. For 24 w.g. galvanised corru- prosperous times. The Chamber expresses satisfaction at the with- to their width, and each gives a resistance equal to its weight
gated sheets delivered Liverpool, £10 10s. to £10 15s, continues — of the proposal of the Bristol Dock Committee to levy dues lifting loosely through the crossheads. The required form of the
the recognised quotation, Some strong firms quote £11, At the on inland and coastwise traffic. Considering it as likely to injure spring is thus reflected by the loose weights being raised the
date of last mail advices from Melbourne prices were firmer, £16 10s. the trade between Staffordshire and Bristol, the council had required height, and the plate is bent to the shape required, The
being the general quotation for Staffordshire brands of corrugated memorialised the committee against the scheme.
rising table is then brought down and another plate built on the last
iron.
pleted. The
hine can be
The proposed Birmingham Ship Canal scheme was again con- one, until the whole spring is
The increased American demand, which in other parts of the sidered
in Birmingham a few daysago by the
ittee appointed driven by steam cylinder, hydraulic, or gearing driven by belt; the
kingdom is finding expression for hematites, Cleveland pigs, steel to promote
one just constructed by Messrs. Collier has a width of 4ft. between
the
improved
waterway
;
£600,000
is
the
modest
estirails, blooms, billets, tin-bars, best iron-making ores, and other mate for obtaining access to the Bristol Channel and enabling the ae and carries 77 hammers, each weighing 1301b., but
commodities, is showing itself here in orders for large rounds of vessels of 200 tons to ply direct between Birmingham and the they have another in construction 6ft. wide between the centres,
iron or steel, steel plates, and strip iron. Great satisfaction is Continent
;and even if the cost should run up to a million, the and in fact they can be made any size, with hammers of any weight,
occasioned at the appearance of the Americans in the market with traffic ought
be ample for a remunerative return upon that according to the work they are required to do.
so much energy as now, and their buying considerably strengthens capital withoutto unduly
A new automatic sprinkler of the sealed type, for extinguishing
Midland traders. The committee
confidence in the revival, since it is being correctly remarked by decided to approach the taxing
New Docks and Gloucester and fires has just been patented by Mr. J. H. Lynde, of Manchester,
some of the leading iron and steel makers here that whenever Birmingham Navigation Sharpness
in which an extremely sensitive action has been secured by the use
Company
with
a
view
to
obtaining
their
America begins to buy other markets follow.
of non-conducting substances in the connection to the water
and —
American orders for large rounds from 3in. up to 6}in. sizes are general approval
ingenious and important improvements have, within the supply, and by an arrangement which prevents the water coming
under execution at the works of the Staffordshire Steel and Ingot lastVarious
in contact with the seal either before or during the act of opening.
few
years,
been
introduced
into
the
process
of
leather
dressing
Iron Co., and the same concern has of late been forwarding steel as carried on at Wallsall and Birmingham. The old-fashion
A revolving deflector, which is acted upon by the water when the
shafting to the States. It is eloquent of the heavy tariff im
” machines have been greatly improved, and a new kind seal is opened, automatically distributes an even and copious flow
upon imported iron and steel that the import duties just double of‘* splitting
of water over the whole area protected, and the water further sets
machine,
known
as
the
“‘
band-knife,”
has
been
introduced
with
the price which is paid for the metal at the producers’ works, marked success, Hand-labour has, moreover, been largely super- in action a gong; which continues to sound so long as the water
Local steelmakers are reported to be booking home orders more
by
hines
of ingenious construction for the process tech- continues to flow.
freely, but it is at present difficult to get up prices. The further seded
Although there is: perhaps some slight falling-off in the coal
nically known as “‘scouring,” ‘“‘setting,” and ‘‘rolling” leather.
advance of 5s. to 10s. per ton which has just been declared by the These
mechanical
contrivances
not by any means displease the trade, a fairly good business is still being done in all descriptions
Scotch steelmakers is regarded in this district with interest, and currier, who is thereby relieveddo from
of
fuel, which is keeping the pits in full time and more than taking
much hard, physical toil.
it will, it is hoped, tend to lessen the competition from that centre. The process of sewitig saddles by machinery
ices are steady at late rates, and at the pit
has now become away the output.
The Staffordshire Steel Company quoted their prices as: P
mouth average 9s. to 9s. 6d. for best coals, 7s. 6d. to 8s. aie
universal,
£6 10s. ;bars, £5 10s.; sheets, singles, £7 10s.; channel, angles,
6s. to 6s. 6d. common house-fire coals, 5s, to 5s. 6d. steam and
Messrs,
Nettlefolds’
new
works
at
Newport,
Mon.,
upon
which
and girder sections, £6 and upwards,
£60,000 have been expended, and which are to supersede their forge coals, 4s. 6d. to 5s, burgy, 3s. 6d. to 4s. best slack, and 2s, 9d.
The position of the pig makers is not altogether so strong this Shropshire
iron and wire works, are so far completed that a trial of to 3s. per ton for common sorts.
week, since the decline in Cleveland is closely noted by buye
The committee of the Manchester Coal Exchange have this week
the
was made on Saturday, when some horse-nails and
and is made the: most of. There is rather~ less anxiety
manifes ., | Wire machinery
;
were
turned
out. A large number of orders have been booked, issued their report and balance-sheet for the year 1886. There has
to secure su lies than a week or a fortnight ago of imported Mid- } and upon their execution
been a slight increase in the number of subscribers, and the income
will
be
employed
about
500
men.
land pigs,
llers, however, are not d
rted, and
again shows a satisfactory balance over the working expenses, the
being well booked forward at the furnaces, they declare that they
receipts having amounted to £220 and the expenditure to £177,
can afford to wait for another turn of the market in their favour.
leaving a balance of £43, which, added to previous balances, brings
They declined in Birmingham this afternoon to make any sensible
the — balance account up to £245. Mr. Edgar Storey, of
reduction upon their quotations of the last week or two, though
Leigh, has been nominated without opposition as president for the
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
occasionally 6d. to 1s. per ton less would have been taken; 40s, to
ensuing year.
(From our own Correspondent.)
42s, 6d. is named for Derbyshires delivered here, 393. for WiltThe trustees of the North-East Lancashire District Mining Fund
shires, 39s. to 40s, for Serthanigtens, 42s, to 42s, 6d. for LincolnMuxnchester, — One of those fluctuations due to the unstable have issued their second annual report, which shows that, during
shires. Hematites are further advanced; 60s. is quoted for forge character of the recent advance in pig iron has come over the the year, £507 10s. has been expended on accident account, which
hematites delivered from the West Coast, and 61s. to 62s. 6d. for market during the past week. So far, however, the downward has reduced the balance they have in hand to £1286. Last sumfoundry sorts as the minimum. The Barrow Company quote 63s, movement has been chiefly confined to warrants, and the strong mer Mr. Joseph Dickinson, H.M. Chief Inspector of Mines, the hon.
delivered here for forge, and 64s. 6d. for the pnb, foundry position of makers who are already so heavily sold as to be indifferent secretary of the Fund, called attention to the gradual decrease,
number, but such prices are prohibitive.
about booking further orders at present, has not been appreciably and the appeal he then made for further contributions to prevent
Native pig makers make no complaint of the business which they affected. The reaction has not been unexpected, and the only its ultimate extinction is now more urgent than ever.
are doing. It has been a long period since the furnaces were so concern just now is whether it is simply temporary or the
Burrow.—There is a steady tone in ,the hematite pig iron trade
busy as now, and
uction is being slowly increased to satisfy shored of a further fall in values. The recent advance, as I of this district, but although the demand is steady, and the quotathe greater demand, All-mine pigs are 52s, 6d. to 55s. for hot
ve pointed out previously, has not been backed up by any tion price of iron undisturbed on the week, it is satisfactory to
blast, and 75s. for cold blast qualities, Second-class pigs are 35s, corresponding improvement in the home iron using branches of note that the growth and progression of trade revival has been undisto 42s. 6d., and common 30s.
industry, and a cessation of the American demand would very soon turbed, and it is more and more evident every day that there is a
The ironworkers maintain an attitude hostile to the masters’ bring prices,down to a much lower level. It seems, however, permanency in the demand which will be maintained not only
proposals for the abolition of “extras.” Their leaders speak scarcely probable, in view of the reports which have been received throughout the current year, but for some indefinite period afterstrongly against the masters’ comparative statement, of which it of the activity of trade in the United States, that American wants wards. There is a large inquiry for Bessemer pig iron, not only
is asserted that it would be most unfair to claim to assimilate the have already been covered, and the impending strike of miners in from home consumers, who use it largely in steel manufacture, but
prices paid for work in the several districts without first assimila- Northumberland, with the threatened strike in Scotland, are from American and continental sources, as well as from the largest
ting the conditions of the workmen’s labour. It is stated as conditions which have since arisen, which do not favour lower of our colonies. The —— of pig iron is found altogether
illustrative of the different conditions which prevail that the output prices in the iron market. The war scare of the last few days has inadequate to the demand. Up to a few months ago, half
from
D a pudd ling furnace in the North of England is 32 cwt. fora no doubt something to do with the unsettlement of the market and of the furnaces in the district were out of blast, but since
shift at 6s, 3d. per ton, which would come to 9s. 114d.; whereas it is not improbable that a reaction in an upward direction may the revival set in, fully ten more furnaces are engaged
the ave
output from each puddling furnace in South Stafford- follow very soon.
producing iron, and in a month or six weeks all the furnaces
shire is 26cwt., the tonnage rate 6s, 9d., and the total amount
There was about an average attendance on the Manchester iron in the district, within probably fifteen or sixteen, will be
paid for a day’s labour is consequently 8s, 9d. This shows a differ- market on Tuesday, but so far as common pig iron was concerned in full work. Every effort is being made with this view. The
ence in favour of the Northern workmen of 1s. 24d. per day. The there was very little i going on. The fallin prices reported general belief is entertained that this will be a year of great
men believe that they will be able to convince the arbitrator of the from Glasgow and Middlesbrough naturally induced buyers to hold activity in the hematite iron and Bessemer steel touiben and this is
unfairness of discontinuing the “extras,” which have been paid for back any orders they might have to place, but little or no disposi- all the more assured by the fact that the demand for other descripat least half a century.
tion was shown to force business, and local and district makers were tions of iron made elsewhere is so satisfactory. Mixed parcels of
At a meeting of ironworkers held at Walsall on Monday, it was firm in holding for late rates. For Lancashire pig iron 40s. 6d. to Bessemer iron are quoted firmly at makers’ works at 52s. per ton
unanimously resolved to give notice for a reconsideration of the 41s. 6d., less 25 per cent., for forge and foundry qualities delivered net f.o.b., prompt, and although this was practically the same
Wages question,
equal to Manchester remained the minimum quoted prices, but quotation as makers gave last week as a top price, it is a fact that

80
sales have more nearly ‘reached that ayes than was the case last
week. Business has been largely done during the past fortnight at
from 48s. to 50s. per ton, and several transactions are noted in
advance of the latter figure. Stocks are larger in some cases, owing,
it is assumed, to speculative sales. The steel trade is briskly employed, and all the mills are busy, especially on steel rails, which
are being sold forward, and the inquiry for which, especially on
American and colonial account, is so active. Prices are quoted for
heavy sections of steel rails at £4 5s, per ton net f.o.b., prompt
deliveries. Blooms and billets are still in good demand from America,
and makers are in receipt of increased inquiries for essere pace ad
material. Shipbuilders have recently a greatlyi
number
of inquiries for steamers, and some of the work for which contracts
are being prepared are in reference to very
ocean steamers.
The new Pacitic Steamship Company's steamer
Oroya, built by the
Barrow Shipbuilding Company, ran her trial trip last week and
developed 6800-horse power with a mean speed of 16} knots, which
is considered very satisfactory. Engi
s have
booked no new
orders of moment, but they anticipate a brisk season's trade.
Iron ore difficult to buy even at advanced prices. Coal and coke
tirm but not dearer. Shipbuilding brisk and likely to be even
more so,
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Tue Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway Company's
steel rail contract, to which I referred last week, has since been p
.
The successful tenderers are Messrs. Charles Cammell and Co., of
the Cyclops Steel and Ironworks, Sheffield. Messrs. Cammell will
make the rails at their Penistone establishment, which is conveniently situated for delivery on the company’s line. The quantity
required is 10,000 tons, and the price is stated at £4 10s per ton.
Considering the advancing values of raw materials, the quotation
is a moderate one.
;
At the Barnsley Police-court on Tuesday, the engineman, Allan
Beresford, and the banksman, Albert Holdsworth, were c
with the manslaughter of the ten men who were killed at Houghton
Main Colliery on the 30th of December last by the overwinding of
the cage.
coroner's jury returned an open verdict.
e
magistrate, after hearing the evidence, discharged Holdsworth,
against whom they could find no case, but Committed Beresford for trial. Several witnesses were called on behalf of Beresford to show that the affair was purely accidental, and that he was
quite sober at the time.
A very narrow escape at Carhouse Colliery, the property of Messrs.
John Brown and Co., Sheffield, was disclosed at the West Riding
Police-courton Monday. Edward Feetham, an incline-man
at Carag
t that he
neglected to obey the instructions of the underviewer. He was
an incline-man of a drift 200 yards in length and 10ft. in breadth,
with a gradient of din. to the yard. The defendant had charge of
a stop block worked by a lever at the top of the plane, and it was
his duty to keep hold of the lever to make the stop block tight
until fifteen corves had been got ——— to gradually descend the
incline. Though he was cautioned to be careful, he permitted
eight corves to dash down the incline. Four corves were
to pieces, two hangers-on bad a narrow escape from sudden death,
and a horse was killed. The magistrates, regarding the case as
the most serious they had considered for a long time, sent the
defendant to prison for twenty-one days.
The Evexing Standard of the 20th inst. contained the statement:
—-** We—the English Government-—are unable to obtain the steel
for our swords and bayonets in this country.” I am asked once
more to state, in justice to Sheffield, that sword steel is not only
made in this town, but that it can be obtained to any weight that
may be needed. A manufacturer, writing on this subject, says—
“Some months ago Colonel Arbuthnot stated that all the steel
used for bayonets, &c., at Enfield was of English manufacture. It
follows, therefore, that the only bayonets and swords made of
other than English steel are those which have been manufactured
entirely abroad.”
A good deal of local interest has been excited by recent action
cutlery and surgical instrument trades, have resolved to appropriate a sum sufficient to apprentice two boys, sons of poor but
fe respectable pare nts, tomembers of these trades, and to present
£10, together with the freedom of the Company, to each apprentice on satisfactory proof being given of his efficiency in the craft,
and of good behaviour during his apprenticeship. Eight youths
have been bound under the Company's scheme, and last week the
whole of them attended the court meeting to submit certificates of
ood conduct and specimens of work. The Master of the Co
y
Mr. Ebenezer Pocock—expressed the satisfaction of the
with the great success of the scheme. A resolution that the
necessary arrangements be made at once fer apprenticing two
additional youths was passed. The scheme seems capable of
extensive development in other crafts.
The report to be submitted to the annual meeting of the Sheffield
Chamber of Commerce and Manufactures, on the 31st inst., refers
to several most important subjects. Satisfaction is expressed at
the treaty arrangement with Spain, by which the goods of this
country are no longer under a disadvantage as compared with
those of other nations in the Spanish markets, and much benefit,
it is hoped, will accrue from the most-favoured nation treatment
being secured for Great Britain in July last.

THE

ENGINEER.

activity at the steel works. Rails are offered at £4 5s. per to
and steel ship plates at £6 5s., all f.o.t. at makers’ works, less 2h
per cent. discount.
°
The impending strike in the Northumberland coal trade is
already beginning to disturb all other industries. This would be
more felt than it is were it not that both colliers and: their
employers are anxious to do as much work as
ible before the
anticipated stoppage actually occurs. The stocking of coal is proceeding at several collieries and depdts, at various works, and even
in the
back-yards of private houses. It is the apres trade, however, which will feel the a
hing dearth the most. Fortunately the season of the year is that in which the fewest vessels are
leaving port, or the inconvenience would be still more serious than
it is likely to be. Nevertheless, it will doubtless tend to stiffen
the freight market, already
dingly firm, especially as regards
the ore trade. As regards long voyages, steamers are less
dependent on local coal supplies, and are more subject to foreign
competition.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.
THE pig iron market opened this week with an exceedingly
depressed feeling, and during the first two days prices materially
declined all round. The fall was partially attributed to the
rumours that were current as to an impending war between France
and Germany, aggravated by a
po r return of the pig iron ship|| ments of the preceding week. saad was pressed upon the market
in considerable quantity, and the result was a fall in prices. There
have since been fluctuations, due to a strike of colliers, and the
marketis in an unsettled state. It should be stated that among
brokers a decline in values after so substantial an advance
has occasioned no surprise. They allege that a number of
purchasers who came late into the market have taken alarm,
owing to the backward turn in prices, and
1 with their
warrants ; but the likelihood is that unless the business situa| tion should become less favourable, the market will likely
| soon regain something of its former strength. Although the
| pig iron shipments are not so large as might have been
|expected, they show an increasee of about 7000 tons over those
| despatched to the same date in 1886, and the extra American
| demand is so far confirmed by the reports, there being more than
| double what they were in the same period of last year. There has
again been a small addition to stocks ; but as coals are scarce at
ironworks, the output of pigs this week has been somewhat re| stricted.
| Business was done in the warrant market on Friday last at
|46s, 6d. cash. Monday’s market was flat, and the price receded to
|45s. 7d., coming back to 45s. 10d. at the close. On Tuesday cash
| transactions occurred at 45s, 10d. to 45s. 7d., and up to 46s.,
| buyers being at 45s. 10d. at the end of the day. Business was done
| on Wednesday between 46s. 14d. and 45s. 64d. cash. To-day—
| Thursday—transactions occurred at 45s. 5d. to 45s. 1d., closing
| with buyers at 45s. 2d. cash.
| The current values of makers’ pigs are slightly lower, as
| follow :—-Gartsherrie, f.o.b. at Glasgow, No. 1, 54s. 6d.; No. 3,
| 46s. 6d.; Coltness, 59s. 6d. and 47s. 6d.; Langloan, 55s. and 47s.;
| Summerlee, 57s. 6d. and 46s.; Calder, 54s. and 45s.; Carnbroe,
50s. and 45s.; Clyde, 49s. 6d. and 45s.; Monkland, 47s. 6d. and
| 44s.; Govan, at Broomielaw, 48s. and 44s.; Shotts, at Leith, 52s.
and 46s, 6d.; Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. 6d. and 44s. 6d.;
| Glengarnock, at Ardrossan, 53s. and 45s, 6d.; Eglinton, 48s. and
44s.; Dalmellington, 49s. 6d. and 45s.
The malleable iron department lacks sufficient animation to
| enable makers to command the full advance in prices that was
| recently intimated.
At the end of last week the makers of mild steel made a second
advance of 5s. a ton in their prices. Angles are now quoted at
£6 5s.; ship plates, £7 5s.; and boiler plates, £7 10s.
Delegates from the different mining districts of Scotland composing the National Federation of Miners held a protracted meet| ing in Glasgow on Monday, with the view of considering the
posal for a general strike for an advance of wages. The Fife dele| gate pointed out that their struggle with the employers to establish
| the five day’ work a week had been a failure, owing to the courts
deciding that the colliery rule to the effect that at least eleven
days a fortnight must be worked constituted a contract that the
men going to work in the pits were bound to implement. Considerable
were entailed, and the men who failed to
| work the expenses
full time were brought in for damages. If the
Fife and Clackmannan miners now left off work the coalmasters
would sue them and empty the coffers of the union in two days.
The following motion, against which only four delegates representing 1000 men voted, became the finding of the meeting, ‘‘That
this conference advises the miners of Scotland, wherever practicable,
to work no more this week unless an advance of 6d. a day be conceded ; and further that each district or county meet on Friday to
consider their future action, and that a national conference be held
in Glasgow on Saturday.”
The greater part of the Hamilton district, that of Motherwell
and that of Airdrie, together with some other places of less importance responded to the resolution of the delegates and came out on
strike on Tuesday. Bailieston and Slamannan and other districts
both in the east and west remained at work. The position of the
masters was such that they could not see their way to give the rise
without improved conditions of labour on the part of the men,
unless they were compelled by the circumstances of the trade.

THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
(From our own Correspondent.)
Tue Cleveland pig iron trade has been much quieter during the
last few days. At the Market held at Middlesbrough on Tuesday | AFFAIRS in the coal trade are approaching a crisis. The output
last, buyers were decidedly shy, and prices were somewhat easier. still continues large, and the last two weeks show from Cardiff
Makers have orders on their books to last for a considerable time, | alone an export to foreign destinations of 160,000 tons; but this
and thus quotations are as firm as ever. It is only from merchants does not mend matters, and a strong impression prevails in the first
that quotations can be obtained at reduced rates, and they have quarter that a change is at hand that will bring about some of the
not much iron to dispose of. For small parcels of No. 3 g.m.b., features of 1873 and 1874.
The facts are these. Some of the coalowners admit that they
for prompt delivery, 37s. was accepted on Tuesday, that being 1s.
less than the price current on the —
market day. Buyers cannot load into wagons at pit under an actual cost of 7s. per ton.
freely offered 36s. 9d., but could find no sellers willing to take the By adding to this at rate, say 1s. 9d., and hire of wagon 6d.,
price. The want of firmness in the market is said to be due to the we have a total of 9s. 3d. Now market quotations for best coal
possibility of war between france and Germany. Forge iron has f.o.b. Cardiff are 8s. 6d., and those in the secret knew that less is
not fallen in value to the same extent as No. 3, the present price taken. Iam told by gentlemen largely and deeply interested in
the coal trade that some coalowners are losing 2s. per ton on every
being 35s. 6d. per ton, or 6d. less than last week.
Messrs. Stevenson, Jaques, and Co,’s current quotations are :— ton of coal they sell. This cannot last. The issue is not remote,
**Acklam hematite,” mixed numbers, 50s, per ton; ‘“‘ Acklam and if no relief come in the shape of a continental war, the output
Yorkshire ” (Cleveland), No. 3, 39s.; ‘‘ Acklam basic,” 40s.; refined will be considerably reduced by the closing of pits, and prices will
go up to something like the figures of thirteen years ago.
iron, 54s. to 64s, per ton.
The plant, &c., of a colliery in the alahhoniest of Neath will
Warrants have declined considerably. The figures ruling on
Tuesday at Glasgow were 37s. and 37s. 1}d., as against 39s. 14d. a be sold this week There are rumours abroad of a reduction of
wages, and also of a large meeting of colliers. But of this I cannot
week previously.
The stock of pig iron in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough write definitely this week. The Sheffield Building Club invested
store increased last week to the extent of 497 tons, the quantity largely in the Dunraven Colliery, Rhondda Valley. By the opening
of the tunnel on the Mumbles and Rhondda Railway the prospects
held on the 24th inst. being 309,342 tons,
= to Monday last only 32,219 tons of pig iron had been shipped of this colliery will be improved.
Newport showed a fair coal coasting trade. The total was close
at Middlesbrough during the month. A commencement has, howae)—~<a
Pri A: the a
to the
ever, now been made with the shipments to America of the heavy — a ton
rphilly, and Pontypri
i
ve passed Standing
purchases recently arranged for that country; and the daily ship- ewpo!
ping return will no doubt show an improvement before the close Orders. A good deal of Monmouthshire coal continues to find its
way to Cardiff, and this is an argument for the new line which
of the month.
well—the Cardiff and Monmouthshire. Some
people are
Finished ironmakers are maintaining the advance lately effected a
peful of there bei!
no 0
ition at all, but this is too
by them to cover the extra cost of materials; but there is, neverHouse
continues in good demand, and
theless, great difficulty in keeping in full operation the few works sanguine an opinion.
whieh have not been closed. Ship plates and common bars are — is firm, as much as 8s, 6d. to 8s, 9d. being obtainable. Small
quoted at £4 15s, per ton, and angles at £410s, There is much , ituminous is inquired for freely, also small steam, but the price:
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had for the latter is principally about 4s., and I have noted large
accumulations, some coalowners refusing to sell at this figure.
I regret to announce the death of Mr. Bates, formerly manager
of Cyfarthfa Collieries, Mr. Bates came to Cyfarthfa soon after
the Gethin explosion, and up to his retirement did good work and
maintained a large output with a small percentage of accident.
An important meeting of the Monmouthshire and South Wales
Collieries Association was held on Monday, when matters of a
private character were brought forward and discussed. The result
will undoubtedly have a bearing upon the trade, and will soon be
public, but at pane publicity cannot be given.
Shipmentsof coal from Swansea have been below the average,
but Mr. Capper's valuable report on the business of the year is
assuring,
In iron and steel there is a moderate business doing, but only
one cargo of importance has been despatched, and that to Huelva,
Ironmasters are getting in supplies of foreign ore. This week
Blaenavon and
bw Vale figure largely. Price continues to
advance, and latest quotations are 13s. at Cardiff. This is a distinct
advance upon the prices of a few weeks ago, and with coke quoted
at 7s. to 7s. 6d., must act prejudicially upon the rail trade. Old
rails command fair prices, and stocks at old collieries are being
looked after.
Pitwood is slack at 16s,
Tin-plate exports have been heavy, but the usual “ holding off”
by buyers is shown consequent upon advanced prices, In some few
cases salesmen have accepted a reduction of 3d. per box rather
than not do business, but as a rule holders of best brands are firm.
It is very evident that as the demand is still good, and tin and
iron advancing, that lower prices than those now ruling are most
unlikely—in fact the reverse.
Quotations for cokes and Bessemer steels are 13s, 6d., and the
prudent are putting in orders, as it is tolerably certain a higher
figure is imperative. Swansea shipped over 41,000 boxes last week,
and of these, New York, Baltimore, and Philadelphia, took about
~ tons. The stocks at Swansea are now represented at 160,000
Xes,
Rumours are afloat of new mills being started shortly. The tinplate workers in the Swansea district are exhibiting their sympathy
with the men out on strike in the Monmouthshire district and their
own prosperity at the same time, From nine works last week a
total of £78 12s, 6d. was sent ;one works alone sent £18.
Iam sorry to hear that a good deal of determined resistance
— in the Monmouthshire district, with its usual concomitant
ress,
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent. )
In the iron trade the favourable tone reported last week still
prevails in almost every branch; nevertheless, it is only in some
cases that prices have advanced. Yet it is now looked upon as
certain that this time a lasting improvement has set in. With few
exceptions all kinds of works are so full of orders that it is difficult
to /-— any more at current prices, The great fear is that there
will be an endeavour to force up prices too rapidly for the
general condition of trade as yet; but still it is only
natural that producers should endeavour as soon as =
sible to raise them up to a paying point from the low
and unremunerative state into which they had fallen before the
present improvement began. Taking a lesson from the past, however, doubtless caution will be observed, otherwise there will soon
be a relapse.- On the Bourse industrial paper still keeps up a firm
front. Since the new year also both the French and Belgian
markets have become decidedly firmer, and prices have gone up.
In Rheinland-Westphalia ores are in continued greater demand,
and have risen M. 6-20 to 0°50 p.t. since last quotations, and best
sorts stand now at M. 13°20 p.t. at mines. In pig iron the demand
has so much increased that there is now no more talk of overproduction; on the contrary, a scarcity is considered likely, if the
demand goes on increasing as it has done of late;so ironmasters
are loath to bind themselves to present quotations, which are
still on the rise. The make for December in Rh.-Westphalia
was 94,708, against 90,053 in November, and the decrease of stocks
was 6600 t.; so that, in spite of a higher production, stocks have
declined. The total production of pig iron in Germany, including
Luxemburg, was, in 1886, 3,328,493 t. Forge pig has at present
the greatest sale, and following on the great demand it has been
again advanced by the convention M, 2 p.t.; so on the whole
it is now better by M.7 to 8 f t. than before the rise
commenced, and at present M. 49 to 50 p.t. are demanded,
both in Westphalia and the Siegerland. Spiegeleisen keeps
in great request, both for home consumption and especially for
export, chietly to America. The price is M. 50 to 55 p.t. As the
machine shops and foundries are still ill-supplied with orders,
foundry pig is quiet at M. 49 to 54 nominally for the three sorts,
for M. 2 to 3 more has in some cases been asked and given, and an
advance is in pees. Bessemer and basic pig are in a little
more request, but prices do not follow proportionately quickly;
the first costs M. 46 to 49, and the second M. 40 to 42 p.t.
Luxemburg forge is M. 32 p.t. The rolling mills have so
many orders for merchant bars, girders, and all sorts of
fancy sections and thin black sheets, that they are supplied with full work now and for some months ahead. Prices
are maintained, but generally have not advanced beyond those last
noted, though here and there a slight rise has taken place. Plates
of all descriptions are still very dull, and the convention had been
obliged to content itself with a very low
beginning as a base-price,
namely, M. 140 p.t., but now it has been advanced to M. 145, with
45 extra for fire-box quality. Thin sheets have advanced again, and
are now M. 145 and higher, though in ordinary times this is not a
brisk time of year for this ial article.
Wire rods are as much in demand as ever, and especially
large quantities are ship
to America, where the price
has risen to 404 a ton.
Be oy is still slowly advancing.
All products of which wire
s form the base are also in
demand, and the prices are going up. In the steel branch
good domestic orders for railway material have lately been given
out, and orders for billets for home and export account are coming
freely to hand, so this branch is looking more lively than of late.
There is —
more encouraging to add to what was last
reported about the wagon works, machine shops, and foundries,
and their outlook is still gloomy. The continued cold weather has
improved the house coal department of the coal trade, whilst insufficient demand is the refrain of the industrial one. German
imported from England in the eleven months of 1886 1,476,625
tons of coal and 34,579 tons of coke—equal to 1,750,000 tons of
coal for the whole year and 40,000 tons of coke.
A New Suiprinc Prosecr at Carpiry,—A new project, in
which shipowners and manufacturers are largely interested, has
just been registered at Somerset House, It is styled the Wallsend
ontoon Company, and the pro
capital is £50,000, Uivided
into 2000 shares of £25 each.
object of the promoters is to
construct and establish at Cardiff an iron floating pontoon dock,
and to carry on at Cardiff and elsewhere the businesses of proprietors
of docks, wharfs, as rom pont
, wareh
s, and stores,
and of shipowners, shipbuilders, ship repairers, shipwrights, engineers,
rs, tug-owners, wharfingers, warehousemen, commission agents, and merchants, and any other businesses which can be
conveniently carried on in connection with the above; and with a
view to these objects to adopt and carry into effect, either with or
without modifications,
ments of the 30th November, 1886,
made between the Marquis of Bute and William Boyd, and the 30th
November, 1886, made between the Wallsend Slipway and Engineering Company and William Boyd.
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Creaner, A. M. Clark.—{The
Bebb Cleaner
two, nor more than seven; the vendors are the 793.ComDorrer, United
States.)
first.
ICKLESs NiGHT-LiGHT or Lamp, M. Meyer,
795. Forminc Surer Mera Tusss, &c., J. J. Lawrence,
Union Boot and Shoe Machine Company,
Limited.
796. KitcHEen , &c., Borers for Preventinc Expiosions, G. Swann, Lond on.
This company was
registered on the 15th inst.,
Roorina, &c., M. Hussey and W. Clark, London.
with a capital of £50,000, in £1 shares, to acquire 797.
798.
Eyre Grasses, 8. Lubin, J. J. Frawley, and A.
certain patent rights referred to in an agreement
Abraham, London.
made with Edward Bayliss Seaver,
of 799, DisinrecTIne Apparatus, E. B. 8.
Lon-lon.
which are not given in the regi
documents, 800. Execrric TeLzorarH Apparatus, J. B. Willis,
Power is taken to acquire any of the inventions
Fire-escapes, A. L. le Caér, London.
relating to methods of fastening soles to the 801.
uppers of boots and to manufacture and supply 802. Rarmtway and other Sicnats, W. Freebury,
wire thread for use in manufacturing boots and 803. Propuctiow of ALLoYs or Bronzes, J. M. Justice.
shoes, The subscribers are :—
—(W. V. Shelton, Turtey.)
Shares. 804. Wuerrs with Exastic Tires, G. R. Brown,
*H. Simpson Lee, Knighton, Leicester, manuLondon.
EE isi Aids ea nas 00” 6a: Sansom. ee. mee 805. Macazine or Repeatinc Fire-arms, H. H. Lake.
*Alderman E. Wood. Granville-road, Leicester,
(The Winchester Repeating Arms Company, United
aw
QE SE ER TE OE
TS
States.)
806. Impressixc PostaL MaRKs on Lerrers, &c., H.
*Jaco!
tau, Ropemaker-street, Finsbury,
boot manufacturer and leather merchant
100
Bet . Lake.—(International Postal Supply Company,
*W. Hickson, 20, Smithfield, bootmaker .. .. 100
United States.
E. B. Seaver, 116, Queen Victoria-street, boot
807. Hor Air Enoines, H. H. Lake.—(B. F. McKinley,
United States.)
G. H. Ladd, C.E., 116, Queen Victoria-street .. 2000 808. Nut Fasteners, H. H. Lake.—(W. Dunn, D. B.
John Place, 116, Queen Victoria-street, engi- “
Ruffner, and G. S. Bolton, United States.)
WS ke aa pa ea
eee:em
19th January, 1887.
The number of directors is not to be less than 809. Fastener for Buttons, &c., W. Kilsby, London.
three,
nor
more
than
six,
the
first
being the sub- 810. AtracHinG the HanDLEes of Bicycizs, &., to the
Lipscombe and Company, Limited.
scribers denoted by an asterisk; qualification, 100
Hanpve-zars, W. H. Smith,
lord.
This is the conversion to a company of the busi- shares. Mr. J. H. Ladd, if willing to act, may 811. Steam Borers for the Heatine and EvaporaTina
W. Waller, Sheffield.
ness of manufacturer of filters and water-soften- be appointed a director after the allotment of 812.of Fivurps,
Horsesnors, H. J. Warrington and J. Harris,
ing powder, carried on at 144, Oxford-street, shares and the execution of the
ment above
ley.
under the title of Lipscombe and Co. It was referred to. The remuneration of the board will
TT
Barance for Steam Enornes, C.
registered on the 18th inst., with a capital of be £500 per annum, or in lieu thereof one-third 813.Louqne,
London.
£60,000, in £5 shares. The subscribers are :—
of the annual net profits after payment of 10 per 814. Reversip_e Rucuine for Lapres’ Neck Wear, L.
Levi and A. Mayer, London.
cent. per annum dividend.
8)
a. Souitaires or Stups, E. Read and A. W. Turner,
James Hall Neck, 65, Leadenhall-street, mer,
irmingham,
Universal
Exploration
Company,
Limited.
816. ILLumination, W. Pursall, Birmingham.
B. D. Colvin, 65, Leadenhall-street, merchant .. :
DeracHaBLe Harness and other Buckie, G.
Constant Mertens, 3, Cross-lane, E.C., merchant
1 On the 18th inst. this company was registered, 817.Arundale,
A.
Edwards, 12 and 14, Catherine-street,
a capital of £20,000, in £10 shares, to carry 818. Dyeic,Birmingham.
&c., Textie Fasrics, J. Walker,
Strand, newspaper accountant and auditor
1 with
on
mining,
smelting,
and
quarrying
operations,
Halifax.
A. Brandreth, $1, Onslow-square, barrister.. .. 1 The subscribers are :—
819. DispersIne Snow, F. Botting, London.
E. R. Oliver, 158, Fenchurch-street, solicitor .. 1
820. Hypravu.ic Presses, W. Oram, Manchester.
F. E. Julian, 87, Greenwood-road, Dalston, clerk 1 H. a Tiarks, 145, Leadenhall
821. WHEELED VeHiIcLes, W. E. Carmont, Manchester.
-street, merThe number of directors is not to be less than
822. Strupinc Ratcuet Hook for Domestic Use, J.
WI asi at ich a hd ei pine Gil nee aed. oa
Warner, Redditch.
three, nor more than seven; the subscribers are 0. bara Der Meden, 145, Leadenhall-street, mer823. BacHELOR’s Buttons, W. Morgan, Birmi
.
nin oa Bale cle Miah eas ae A wm, ae? 600
to appoint the first; qualification, 20 shares; the L. NE
824. MaTreriats for HicH-speeD Gearixa, J. Gibson,
Floersheim, 4, Bank-buildings, merchant
company in general meeting will determine re- L, Schott,
Paisley.
4,
Bank-buildings,
merchant
..
..
muneration.
825. Picrure Exuisitors, W. Leithold, Berlin.
W. L. Greenwell, 21, Fiich-lane, stockbroker ..
826. Lerrinc-orr the Warp in Looms, F. Leeming and
B. H. Schréder, 43, Lothbury, merchant
vi
R. Wilkinson, Halifax.
hettPte
tt
tet
London and Nailsea Brick and Tile Works, G. Stielow, 145, Leadenhall-street, clerk
a me for Furnaces, St. J. V. Day.—(P. S. Swan,
The
number
of
directors
is
not
to
be
less
than
Limited.
india.
qualification, 50 shares; the subscribers are 828. Weavine, &c., Dovste Prep Fasrics, H. B.
This company was registered on the 13th inst., two;appoint
Broadhurst and E. Smith, Manchester.
the first; the company in general
with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares, to carry to
829. Wire Woven Sprinc Marrresses, H. H. Chilton,
on business as brick =a ve es and ~ meeting will determine remuneration.
Wolverhampton.
such purpose to acquire lands in the county o
830. Drawinc Macurve for Porrers’ Ovens, J. P. Guy,
Burslem.
Senenuek or duntan in England. An agree831. Convertinc ALTERNATE CURRENTs into Contrxument of 24th ult., between Henry John Leslie
NEW COMPANIES.
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
ous Ones, M. Immisch, London.
and J. E. Denny, provides for the purchase of
ArtTiFicIaL Cootinc, H. J. P. Jolly.{(G. RichTHE following companies have just been regis- land in the parish of Nailsea, Somerset, abutting Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of 832.mond,
New York.)
tered :—
on the Great Western Company’s railroad lead‘atents.
833. Furnaces for Heatine Arr, St. J. V. Day.—(P. S.
from Bristol to Exeter.
purchase conSwan, India.)
Anglo-Galician Petroleum Company, Limited. ing
834. Po.isHine, &c., the Heets of Boots and SHozs,
sideration is 3000 fully-paid shares. The subApplication for Letters Patent.
This company proposes to search for and work scribers are :—
8. Larrabee, London.
have been “communicated” the’ 835.C. CLips
or SuspenperRs for Hotpine Carns, &c., G.
petroleum and other mineral oils and products,
Shares, *,*nameWhenand patents
address
of
the
communicating
party
are
Wright,
London.
and for such p
will adopt an unregistered Henry John Leslie, 4, Coleman-street, chartered
printed in italics,
836. Supptyinc.Heatep Arr to Borrome of Fireagreement of 10th instant, between Wilhelm accountant..0 2. 60 +. se oe jee oe oe 1
Grates,
G.
G. Campbell, London.
17th
January,
1887.
49, Nevill-road, Stoke NewStengel and William de Lorme. It was incorpo- E. A Whittemore,
837. Harr Pixs, J. H. Russell, London.
Sa
cle cou) Ve bate eb oe 1 741. Type-writers, D. C. A. Thatcher, London.
ra on the 17th instant, with a capital of J. i oberts,
838.
TunNiInGc
Over the Leaves of Music, &c., H. D.
94,
Fernlea-road,
Balham,
acCoLourEeD Puotocrapus, L. J. H. Cellerier,
Be eil, London.
£250,000, in £5 shares. The subscribers are :—
ie on.
MO R PMEPlies
SESE
a
ee ee
1 742.London.
839. WHEELS, H. Dyer, London.
Shares. — d'Olega Spratt, Paget-road, West Dulwich,
. 743. VentiLaTine, E. J. Dive, London.
840. Dryinec Tra, &c., St. J. V. Day.—{P. S. Swan,
E. Rawlings, 3, Victoria-street, 8.W., surveyor ..
1 ae
he ae
REF eR
ae ee ae
744. Ice Sares, C. Staudt, London.
J. rt pm, Waverley, Lordship-lane, merW. L. Miller, 152, Church-road, Islington,
Paper Fasteners, W. M. Newton and A. C. 841.India.)
Door Cueck, G. J. Harcourt, London.
c
oe oe oe * a oe oe oe oe oe
ey
ee
Le LR eePoa ae on
1 745.Clements,
London.
Fittrerine Beer, J. Klein, London.
W. Stengel, 46, Queen Victoria-street, merchant
W. F. Brown, 13, Gayhurst-road, Dalston, acRac Enoryes, E. Edwards.—(B.. H. Nacke, Ger- 842.
843. Tooxs for Openinc Trsnep Goons, F. W. Jones,
'H. Barrett, Menival, Dulwich, merchant .. ..
eT a ey oe? kia YT
YY
1 746.many.)
London.
H. G. Barrett, Menival, Dulwich . .. .. .
T. E. Smith, Dunrobin, Balham, clerk... .. .. 1 747. Propetiinc Venicies, F. Wynne, London.
“~ DriLuinc GirpeR Work, &c., C. F. Dixon, LonC, G, Elers, 87, Wandsworth-road .. ..
of directors is not to be less than
on
'W. E. de Lorme, 34, Sidney-road, 8.W. ..
» te
ttet
a two,The nornumber
18th
January,
1887.
more than five; qualification, 500
845. Treatinc Pyritirerovs, &c , Ores, to ExTRact
The
ber of directors is not to be less than shares; the first are Henry George de la Fosse 748. Pomprsc Macutvery, C. C. Worthington, London.
Metats, J H. Selwyn, Lonuon.
Woodcock 846. PREVENTING ExpLosions in KitcHEN BorLers, &c.,
three, nor more than ten; qualification, 50 shares; and Henry John Leslie; remuneration, 20 per 749. SoLpeRING Meta.uic &c., Pipes,
F. J. Kitsell, London.
and T. Riley, Birmi
‘
the subscribers are to appoint the first. The cent. per annum of the audited net annual
750. Inpicatina the Depru of Water, R. Holliday, 847. Ionirrnc Apparatus for Gas Motor Enornes, C.
remuneration of the
is to be £750 per profits.
D. Abel. —(Gas-Motoren-Fabrik Deutz, Germany.)
London.
annum, and in addition thereto 10 per cent. of the
Simpciryine the Teacuinc of Musica INTERVALS, 848. ANGLE CLamps for Unrtine the Corners of Carpnet profits remaining after payment of a 10 per Fleuss’ Patent Ice Machine Company, Limited. 751,J. Veaco,
BOARD Boxes, &c., H. Campbell,
don.
Live
L.
went, dividend.
752, CrrcuLak RovunpaBout, W. Wass and H. How- 849. EXTINGUISHING Fires, C. Deacon, London.
Upon terms of an agreement. of the 6th ult.
850. EarRTHENWARE Drain Pipes, R. H. Kenney, Loncroft, Hartlepool.
'
don.
this company proposes to purchase the patent 753. Drivine Betts, &c., W. L. Purves, Wimbledon.
851. Saaprne and Countine CicaRetTEs, O. Melachrino,
Prorectine Fives, &c., J. Kendall, Shipley.
rights granted to Henry Albert Fleuss for im- 754.
Belgian Patent Barrel Machine Company,
London.
Tension Putzeys, J. Wilson, Bradford.
provements in freezing and refrigerating
ma- 755.
Limit
852. Fixmnc Drawinc Paper, &c., for DRAUGHTSMEN’S
Krtcnener, B. C. Sykes and G. Blamires,
chines, and the business carried on by him in con- 756.
Use, A. M. aeme
Cabaud, fad |
757. Sores, &c., I. Franken!
, Manchester.
This company proposes to acquire for 5000 junction
with
Harry
Marchant.
It
was
regis853.
FLExIBLE Jornts, &c., for Pipes, W. E.Jones and
758.
ComBineD
Dravucut
ExcLuper
and
Winpow
Lit,
fully-paid shares the exclusive right to use and tered on the 18th inst., with a capital of £10,000,
H. Winniatt, London.
8. Laycock, Sheffield.
vend, within the kingdom of Belgium, an inven- in £50 shares. The consideration is £6500, of 759.W. Crcarettes,
854. Sewine Paper, &c., H. H. Lake.—(A. M. Stickney,
W. McGrath, Bradford.
tion of James Stark, now belonging to James which £4000 is payable in fully-paid shares. The 760. Hansom Cass,P.&c.,
United States.)
A. Chadwick, Manchester.
Stark and Company, Limited, for improvements subscribers are :—
ag Smoxe Consumine Furnace, G. D. and D. Hughes, 855. Ensurtne the CLosinc of Pump VaLves, A.
in engines or machinery designed for the manuRiedler, London.
oO
Shares.
856. Macuines for CLEANING Grain, H. H. Lake.—(G.
762. Couptines, W. G. Nicholson, London.
facture of barrels, casks, and similar articles,
Bellis, 6, Jeffrey’s-square, E.C., merchant
8. Cranson, United States.)
;
763. Exrension Cuasp, J. B. Small, Hillhead.
for which Belgian letters patent have been C.*T. W.K. Brodie,
9 and 11, Fenchurch-avenue, mer857. Pavine Roaps, &c., A. C. Ranyard, London.
764. SHARPENERS, M. Allaun,
4
obtained. It was registered on the 17th inst.,
er
al: 1 < eee
ate 4
765. PuriricaTion of Bi-suLpHipe of Caron, C. A. 858. DetacHaBLe Sxoe, &c., J. Walton, London.
ee ae
with a capital of £10,000, in £1 shares. The Se i, |r
859. Moror, H. J. Haddan.—(B. Miniac, France.)
Ly remy and A. H. Tuer, Manchester.
H. A. Fleuss, 83, Warwick-street, 8.W., engisubscribers
are :—
766. Biock Baas, &c., T. C. Bell, Newcastle-upon- 860. AFFIXING Paper, &c., to Sunraces of Guass, H.
Haddan.—{C. Velpry, France.)
Shares.
e.
“J. H. Hall, Sidcup, Kent, commission agent .. 1 *R. C. Ashby, 6, Jeffery’s-square, E.C., mer767. PReveNTING Back Smoke, M. McIn' , Glasgow. 861. Suirts, H. J. Chapman, London.
4 Levy, M.E., 87, Bassett-road, Notting
768.
Curtina
the
Epoes
of
Exastic
5
pe
J.
L. Williams, 53, Bread-street, warehouseman
20th January, 1887.
1 W.
and M. L. Gunning, London.
ee769.Parker
*F. B. Carritt, 23, Rood-lane, solicitor |. |.”
1 *H. Marchant, Tower-chambers, Moorgate .. .. ee)
DupLex Reservoir Sarety Lamps, R. J. Basset, 862. SeLr-actinc Mutes, W. Dean, Manchester.
F, W. Chuck, Wakefield-road, South Tottenham,
The subscribers denoted by an asterisk are the
London.
863.
CuEeck
Straps,
H. Pearson, Manchester.
«fae de see soa Kei MAE, Biya: |e 1 first directors. Mr. John
Bathie Lambe is ap- 770. ComBrnep Seat and WaLkino-stTick, A. B. Kauff- 864. SHutties, P. and D. Turner, Manchester.
’
, Live:
0S
1 pointed secretary.
man, London.
865. WasHING Macurvgs, J. Howarth, London.
W. K. Gilmore, 161, Brooke-road, Clapton, civil
771. Currine Firewoop, B. E. Midgley, London.
866. KNEEs, J. Teggin, Longton.
5 aesaya NS Re eee
Es a i a
1
772. Coupiines, A. Hughes, London.
bar Cycies, A. and D. McSporran, and A. Galbraith,
R. Brown, 19, Cassland-road, E.
ae 1
773. Castines, G. Wilkinson, Wisbech.
lasgow.
Smith and Coventry, Limited.
774.
Pipes,
A.
Delacour,
London.
868. CLOSING Borties, &c., D. Rylands and R. Potter,
The number of directors is not to be less than
This company was constituted by articles of 775. Automatic Boxes, R. E. Phillips, London.
Barnsley.
three, nor more thnn seven; qualification, 100 association
on the 31st ult., and registered as a 776. MepicaTep Paps, &c., R. Bel ham, London.
869. Skates, H. 8. Price, London.
shares ; the first are the subscribers denoted b limited —_——
PorTaBLeE Woopen Houses, N. Leroy, London.
870. Surrts, E. Salmon, Manchester.
on the 15th instant, to acquire 777.
an asterisk ;the company in general meeting will the goodwill of the
778. Mats, &c., E. T. Essex, London.
871. ExtinecuisHer, F. R. Baker, Birmingham.
business
of
machinists
and
determine remuneration.
Starcu, H. L. Sulman and E. E. Berry, London. 872. ConcentraTion of SutpHurRic Acip, P. Hart,
tool makers carried on by William Ford Smith 779.
780.
VaPoRISATION
of
VOLATILE
Liqutps,
C.
E.
Hearson
anchester.
and Arthur Coventry, at the Gresley Ironworks,
and B. Field, London.
873. Four Dresstnc Macurnes, N. Greening, ManSalford, Lancaster, and at Rue Ahbert and 781. ORNAMENTAL CoveRINes for Watts, &c., H.
chester.
Mercantile Dry Dock Company, Limited.
J. J. Mallon, and G. W. Clarke, aay 3— Toneve, A. C. Smethurst and J. Holt,
Rue Bickat, Paris. the nominal capital is —
ndon.
n.
are
Registered on the 19th instant, with a capital £120,000, in £5 shares, whereof 10,
Decanters, &c., N. W. A. Lee, L. W. 875. Dye Matrers, G. Thomas.—(A. Zander, Prussia.)
of £60,000, im £10 shares, to carry on business £5 per cent. non-cumulative preference shares. 782.Lee,CLeanina
and
W.
Anstee,
London.
876. INTERNALLY StopPeRED Borrties, D. Rylands,
as shipbuilders, repairers, and owners, dry dock The assets brought into the company are taken 783. EXPLOSIVE Compounp,
L. Cornet and L. Yonck,
ley.
ndon.
‘and slipway owners, engine and boiler makers, to be of the value of £77,935, and 13,600
877. Rartway Cuarrs, &c., W. Allan, Saltcoats.
shares are allotted to the 784, MANUFACTURING Hee Stirreners, W. P. Thomp- 778. PHotocrapHic BuRNISHING, H. Rock, Sheffield.
= manufacturing engineers. The subscribers ordinary in full
son.—({&.
Shaw
and
J.
B.
and
C.
T.
Benedict,
United
sa
"
S Boxes, &c., D. Rylands and J. Wegg,
d
tisfaction thereof. The members
States.)
ley.
are :—
Canny, W. P. Thompson.—(7. Kane, United 880. FLowER-sTanps, V. E. Beronius.—(F. V. Beroniue,
“Silas Kent, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, merchant 8
Shares. 785.States.
1
Sweden.)
.
tbr Seoengh™
Ford Smith, Gresley Ironworks, Salford,
7mmercant
Y Wm.cae
786.
Gas,
&c.,
Evarves,
A.
J.
Boult.(F.
W.
Ojeldt,
881. INsuLatTinG E_ectropes, F. H. Judson, London.
agli
pes OL EL Pe Pee eee re
‘weross, Scar!
» Shi
«
1
United
States.)
882.
PLantine
Poratogs,
W.
Kerr,
G
Ww.
*J. ~H.
Nicholson,
Shester-le-Strest, movement .winhe
Arthur
Coventry,
Gresley
Ironworks,
Salford
..
5601
1
— and Fianarnc SxHeet Mertat, W. Kent, 883. Donsres, C. Catlow, Halifax.
‘ord-road, Salford,
. 787. ndon.
% fg
ee e, merchant.. .. .. 1 Herbert Hunt, 21,
884. Key Cuatry, J. W. Milligan, B
ham.
!
"
4
WaTER-CLOS:
A. J. Boult.—(W. B. Malcolm, 885. TRANSPARENT WATERPROOF CoatTiNe, F. H. Froed°G,. Smith,, jun.,
South Shields,engines? nS}
G. W. Shaw, Flixton, engineer 1. 2) 1) 121 788.Canada.
ee
rt
, man, Dublin.
W.
Metcalfe,
Eccles,
ee
ee
ae
Iie
ae
1
PaorocrapH BurnisHers, W. H. Boles, London. 886. Execrric Heat Derectina ALARM, J. Adair,
The number of directors is not to be less than T. Pilling, Booth-street, Manchester, chartered
. 789,
four, hor more than seven; qualification, £500
790. Gas, &c., Encrnes, A. J. Boult.—(
The Gas Engine
Waterford.
accoun:
Re RIMMER Snphatc hee ke). .66
and Power Company, United States.)
887. VENTILATION of BuiLpinas, &c.,J.Jones, Livercomeal capital ; the first are the subscribersof A. Murray, 104, King-street, Manchester, charEconomisinc Fue., A. H. W. Brown, London.
enoted by an asterisk; maximum remuneration,
WU CUNNING © anh ca. ae cg nee ew me
] 791.
792. Sevr-cLosinc Pocket Box for Cricars, &c., 0. 888. INTERNAL ComBvsTICN HEAT Encives, H, B.
per annum,
The number of directors is not to be less than
Imray.—(W. H. Emery, United States.)
Hosack, Liverpool.

AMERICAN NOTES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
New York, January 14th.
THREE hundred and oe 5 ed blast furnaces
in operation in the United States are producing
127,
tons of pig iron per week, and 256 furnaces are idle, which, if in operation, would pro«duce 60,446 tons per week. Of the furnaces in
blast, 140 are bituminous furnaces, producing
80,132 tons, and 126 are run with anthracite coal,
‘The production of pig iron during 1886 was about
40 per cent. greater than during 1885, The
total production for the year is enn ygAom
tons. The anthracite production was 1,830,115
tons. The present production is far beyond
anything ever known. Great preparations are
being made for a further increase of all kinds of
crude iron, excepting charcoal. There are sixtysix charcoal furnaces in blast, and the production
is less than 12,000 tons per week.
The rail market is in a very unsettled condition. Steel rails are being held at from 38-00 dols.
to 40°00 dols. per ton, and it is likely that 37°00
dols. will be expected for large lots, though steel
rail makers much prefer not to do business at
this time. Most of the mills are unable to promise deliveries sooner than September.
Mill
iron has advanced from 16°00 dols. to 20°00 dols.
during the year. No. 1 foundry, from 17:50 dols.
to 21°50 dols. for best makes, and from 16°50 dols.
to 20°00 dols. for ordinary makes, Bessemer iron
has been along between 18°50 dols. and 21-00 dols,
all the year, and foundry has advanced to 22°00
dols. asked for American. English Bessemer is
quoted at 20°00 dols. to 21-00 dols. Steel rails
opened at 35°00 dols., and have remained at that
figure for some time, but in the last month in the
year suddenly advanced to 37:00 dols. and 40°00
dols. Old rails are extremely scarce. The bar
iron mills are all crowded with orders, and prices
are now 2 cents to 2°10. Quotations a year ago
were 1°80. The makers of iron are satistied with
the present market tendency, but refuse, as a
rule, to enter large orders at this time, though
they are ready to accommodate all customers, as
the condition of their order books will allow.
The coal and coke trades are in an excellent
condition. The price of coke has advanced
within a year from 1°20 dols, to 1°50 dols. The
advance in iron ore from Lake Superior has been
* moderate, but Lake freights have advanced from
1:25 dols. to 2°75 dols. per ton. The situation
throughout the country is very strong, and railroad building will be begun on an enormous scale
as soon as the weather permits.

Imperial Five Extinguisher Company, Limited.
This
pany was regi
d on the 13th inst.,
with a capital of £100,000, in £5 shares, to manu— and sell the Tepyeties Hand poe ge|ad
other fire extinguishers.
An agreement 0!
10th inst. (unregistered) between Theodore Hy.
Tilton and Lord Thurlow of the one part, and
William Hobbs Adams, a trustee for the company, of the other part, will be adopted. The
subscribers are :—
W. A. Adams, 30, Peckham-grove, accountant .. 1
1
E. Goodship, 7, Fern-villas, New Sou ae
E. T. Botwright, 23, Sutton-place, Hackney, acCoumtamt 2. 4s oe oe oe
1
J. Alexander, 54, Brerford-road, Peckham
.
E. Foster, 64, Guisford-street, Kentish Town,
1
NEO RES. 2
IRE) Vee apOEE
1
C, T. Whinney,
rnival’s-inn, solicitor ..
alter C. tees 26, Treherne-road, North
1
eee
a gare
a
a a aay
The number of directors is not to be less than
three, nor more than ten; qualification, £250 of
the nominal share capital; the subscribers are to
nominate the first. Remuneration, £1500 per
annum, and in addition thereto 20 per cent. of
the net profits available for dividend in any year
after 10 per cent. has been paid.

82
880, Srorpmsc Morioy, J. Hartley and W. Widdop,
ene
rae teas SfSeka 5. See
an
= Seeam genie, E.
and J. Jakingon, Le
Power, 7.ao P. Rodda,
893. Ezecrntcas, BILLIARD-MARKING Repeater, &c., G.
896. New Stace Deameeens, H. Agar,
don.
= Comsrnep ELecrricaL OpeRaTING Cxarr, &c., G.
, London.
= Macic Lanrerns, A. mapmen, London.
899, Paorocrapsic Cameras,F. C. Bradley, London.
900. Boxsgs, R. Kann, London.
901. Roastixo Correz, H. Gross and P. Hesemann,
902. Ratuwar Siena Sarety Apparatvs, J. P. Annett,
903. Macurves for Sprsntnc TexTILE MATERIALS, W.
E.
—{A. Pinel, fils, France.)
904. Lockine Borres, &e., P. ~- E Martens,
Norway.)
= BREECH-LOADING OnDNaANCE, &c., H. Besson, Lon906. Pristina, &c., A. LeMarquand, London.
907. STEREOTYPE, i. M. Hawkes, London.
908. JouRNAL Dennen, J. F. Morell, J. J. Hood, and
W. Walton, London.
909. Arr WasHER,J. Jeffreys, London.
910. Macurne Usep in Paper-“MAKING, L. McFarlane,
London.
911. Pras, H. Kili, London.
912. CorrEE Roaster, G. F. Redfern.—(J. Cornet,
913.x Gooreen-suars
W. Fortune and F. H. Bentham,
=
914.oo
Apparatvs, G. E. Redfern.—(J. Happel,
Belgium.)
915. Hay-rorks, C. Uldall, London,
916. Game
of Sxrut, V. di Tergolina, London.
917. ExaBLinc TurReETs to be Revotvep, A. Featherstonhaugh, London.
918. Game of Sxri1, V. di oe ag London.
ay -arene for Venicues, V. di Tergolina, Lon920.ani, W. Mather and J. Holgate, London.
921. Exrractine Gop, &c.,on their Orgs,C. D.
Abel.—(Z. Fischer and M.
Weber, Germany.)
922. Fire-arms, C. D. abel iw.
, Germany.)
923,
H. H. Lake.— (H. B. Russell, "United States.)
924. Execrric Licutre, 8. Z. de Ferranti, Middlesex.
= DyNaMO-ELECTRIC Macuunes, J. Wodickx, Lonon.
926. Guns, H. E. Newton.—(4. Nobel, France.)
927. Gas, 8S. Levy.{(G@. H. Kohn, United.)
2ist January, 1887.
928. CoLiapsiBLe Gates, G. C. Thorne-George, London.
929. Wire Drawinec Apparatus, M. E. Campbell, Birmingham.
930. Unper Bopice for Lapres’ Wear, T. Sellers, Manchester.
931. Lupricatinc Parts of Macurvery, J. O. Alexander, G
Ww.
932.
. Fishburn, London.
933. Freezine LicutHovuse for TaBLe Decoration, &c.,
T. Fishburn, London.
934. NEEDLE THREADER,S. W. Johnson and E. 8. Bond,
935. Sranvers, J. A. Harrison, Birmingham.
936. Bicycies, &c., I. Morris, Bloxwich.
937. FIRE-EXTINGUISHERS, H. J. Allison. —(W. H. Gray,
United States.)
938. Ve Locrrepes, W. Giffard and W. E. Carmont,
Salford.
939. ResERvork PenHoLpeR, F. R. Baker, oe cong
940. Securrmye and Hoiprnc Cicars, &c., H. Matthews,
Birmingham.
941. Tapprxe of Fivurps, E. C. Lovering, Liverpool.
942. Frre-EXTINGUISHERS, A. J. Eastwood, Manchester.
943. Inon and Sree,A. E. Tucker
and F. W. Harbord,
Smethwick.
- Fiusnine Vatve for WarTeR-cLosets, &c., J.
945. PREVENTING Arr, &e., Passinc under Doors, F. J.
‘ord.
946. SecuRING Eyes for Guipinc Tureaps, W. D. Cliff
and T. Shackleton, Bradford.
947. WasHivc CLorHEs, H. J. B. Holland, Blackburn.
948. Fise-Hook for BEARDING Macuixes, J. Rudge,
Redditch.
949. Evecrricat Swrtcn, G. Percival, Cork.
950. Measurine, &c., ELectric CurREnts, T. Parker,
Wolverhampton.
951. Recuation of the Supriy of Gas, J. Enright,
London.
952. Lamratep Sprruxes, J. Mitchell and T. Nicholson,
Sheffield.
= Stoppers or Covers for Borries, &c., W. Hatch,
Swansea.
954. Neepie Case, J. Darling, G
n, Glasgow.
955. SULPHIDE of ZZinc +o H.
956. CicaRETTE Papers, R. F. MFadeltn,tLondon.
957. TRAVELLING and Dressine sBac, W . A. F. Blakeney, Glasgow.
958.Lirepoars and Surps’ Boats, L. H. Phillips,
959. Wericursc Persons or Oxpyecrs, E. C. Mare,
Lond on.
960. Bats for Lawn Tennis and other Games, J. Vickers,
on.
961. Cuarxs for Wrxpow Curtars, A. Barton and C.
Arnold, London.
— Locss
a for Doors, W. P. Thompson.—{T7. E. Rogers,
nited States.
963. CoverinG a Hote in a Surp’s Sipe, A. H. Knight,
gy hoe
964. Horse and other Anmat Sores, W. Woodfall,
Liverpoo
965. Topacco Pirrs, L. Grandperret and V. Gauthier,
Liverpool.
966. Hose Horsts, J. J. Bresnan, London.
967. FirecLay ENAMELLED Barus, W. Cliff, London.
968..
and NiTRo-cOLOURING MaTTERs, AG. Green,
969. EXEMPLIFYING Sones, Recrrats, &c., C. Andrew,
London.
970. REGENERATIVE Gas Lamps, 8. and-J. Chandler,
don.
or. Senso Macurygs, G. Capewell and J. W. Flavell,
972. VeLoctrepes, G. Townsend, London. |
973. HoLprxe, 1 Dry PLates in PHOTOGRAPHIC
Cameras, M.E. T. Sherwill, London.
$74. Texnis ine MarKeERs, <>Snow, London.
975. Sewinc Macurves, G. R. Holding, W. G. Attree,
and G. E. Smith, London.
976. Hats, H. J. Haddan. —(H. Bielitz and H. Zuanziger, ae
977. Locks, M
hmiiller, London.
978. CRICKET Srumps, J. Caffarey, Streatham.
979. ARTIFICIAL CEMENT, W. E. Gedge.—(J. Thorrand,
V. Nicolet, and A. Bonnet, France.)
980. RUBBER-DAM CLAMPS, 0.
ter, London.
981. Propuctxc CoLouRED TRANSPARENCIES, F. W.
Oliver,
don.
982. Carryinc Parce.s, C. F. Archer, London.
968.Nose-Bacs for Horses, W. 8. Simpson, London.
984. AuTomaTic Sprrxk.ers, L. B. Stone, London.
985. Wroveut Iron, J. F. Haskins, London.
986. Actp SaccHARIFICATION of STARCHY MATERIALS,
Vv. C. A. M. Bondonneau and
J. M. G. Foret,
London.
987. TeLemeters, E. Bozzi and D. Rossi, London.
988. Reversinc Apparatus for Stream Encrives, H. H.
Lake.—{K. and F. Knott, United States.
989. SHARPENING TarLors’ Cuak, &c., H. H. Lake.—
(R. Wyatt, United States.)
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990, Feepine E.ecrric Batreriss, &c., 8. W. Maquay,
London.
991. Sprayrne, &c., Liqguip Fue. for Heatinc STEAM
Borers, J. Y. Johnson.—(H. J. Drory, Austria.)
992. Locomotive Steam Enorxes, &c., T. Hunt, London.
998. Mitus for Crusnina, &c., W. Jenisch and H.
Lohnert, London.
994, Sream Generators, W. Land, London.
995. AvuTomatic Coup.ines, J. Y. Johnson.—{&. J.
Roullé and L. A, Singier, France.)
996. Drivixa Beurs and Putters, W. L. Purves,
on.
= Braves of ScREW Prope.ters, J. E. Redney, Lonon.
22nd January, 1887.
998. INTERNALLY StopPreRepD Bort es, D. Rylands and
H. F. Boughton, Barnsley.
= STRINGED MusicaL IxsTRUMENT, G. E. Mason,
ull.
1000. Sarery Strrrvps, H. Frost, Birmingham.
1001. Hato for Burninc Pararriy, &c., O1s, F. R.
Baker, Birmingham.
1002. Rorary STEAM Enarxes, F. H. Crabtree and D.
Meredith, London.
1003. AFFIXING, &e., Pieces of Music, E. Holmes,
Bewdley.
= REGENERATIVE Gas Lamp, H. Hutchinson, Lonon.
1005. Contcat Grapvuatep Measvre, L. Oxford and A.
W. Foster, Edgbaston.
1006. Lusricaror, B. J. Hicks, A. Banks, and A. Ness,
Stockton-on-Tees.
1007. Bep Frames, &c., I. Chorton and G. L. Scott,
Manchester.
1008. Tosacco Pipe CLeaners, W. H. Pickburn, Manester.
1009. WarerPRoor LeatHEeR, H. Smetham, Liverpool.
1010. Ventizators for Watts, &c., G. H le, Southampton, and J. H Miles, Bishopstoke
1011. Kyrrrmnc Macurvery, A. Paget, Loughborough.
1012. Comprsep ExtincuisHer, &c., for PARAFFIN
Lamps, W. G. Ackerman and G. H. Best, saat.
1013. ARTIFICIAL FveEL, J. A. Yeadon and R. Midd eton,
1014. Hoop Fastentnes of Bates, W. Scott, Glasgow.
1015. Biowixne Grass with Compressep Arr, R. E.
Donovan, F. Hazlett, and J. Johnson, Dublin.
1016. CaTcHING VERMIN, J. Challenor, Middlesbroughon-Tees,
1017, Tricycigs, I. Morris, Bloxwich.
1018. Driving CountersHarts, H. N. Bickerton,
Ashton-under-Lyne.
1019. Prorecrive Tips for Soces and Herts of Boors
and SHogs, A. Hawley, London.
=>a of ScHoo. and other Srartes, T. Ashton,
mdi
1021. Roreonnsilt Curtarxs, H. D. B, Lefferts, Liverpool.
1022. Beatrxc Ecos, S. C. Garland, London.
1023. DRawiNc CrrciEes in PersPectiv E, C. C. Hearsey,
mdon.
1024. InprcaTor and other Fastreninos for Doons, A.
Illidge, London.
1025. Hanp Stamps, W. W. Sawyer and W. A. Force,
United States.
1026. Future, &c., Wootten and other Faprics, H.
Ainley and G. W. Tomlinson, London.
1027. Boots and SHoes, H. J. Haddan.—( W. B. Arnold,
United States.)
1028. Brutiarp Cues, E. Edwards —(B. E. Dress and
B. H. Weber, Germany.)
1029. PorTaBLE FURNITURE, A. Champion, New
Charlton.
1030. Cane CONVERTIBLE into a Segat, C. Lange,
London.
1031. Connectine Sxeets of Paper, W. W. Beaumont,
on.
1032. — or Houtper for Roortne, &c., W. Griffith,
Dat
BE
8. Sugden,
1033. Teenuene of Fatty Martrers, 8.§.
oodford.
1034. Razor Strop, W. T. Almond, London.
1035. Steam BOoILeRs or GENERATORS, H. H. Lake.—
(V. Colliau, United States.)
1036. AxLe-Boxes, H. H. Lake.—(M. Randolph, United
States.)
1087. Rartway Crossinos, H. H. Lake.—(B. Fontaine,
United a
es, H. H. Lake.{G. F. Bich, IL,
1038. ToBacco
Germany.)
1039. a
Bricks, &c., C. Schlickeysen, London.
1040. Formine and APPLY NG METALLIC Stapues, C. L.
ion.
1041, ApgusTiINc and RETAINIXG ORDNANCE SicurTs,
G. Stuart, Newcastle-onmdon.
1042. Meta Cans, W. Noak
24th January, 1887.
1043. PREPARING ConDIMENTs for TABLE USE or DecoRaTION, H. H. Collyer, Leicester.
1044. Drivixe a Steam Hammer without Sreaw, 8.
Clokey, Bridgeton.
1045. BREak-pown Guns, F. Beesley, London.
1046. A Destperatcm Ease, J. Gough, Birmingham.
1047. Acoustic or MECHANICAL TELEPHONES, C. Auty,
1048, Automatic Rirversinc Gear, E. Wood, Halifax.
1049. Sprinos, J. Rowe, Manchester.
1050, Extincuisnise Device for Lamps, 8. Siemang
and A. Breden, London.
1051. ArracuMent of Parts of Oars, &c., G. W. Green,
Birmingham.
——
Appuiances, F. Holgate and C. Fox,
1058. Sotitarres,J.Walker, Birmingham.
1054. Trunks, Boxes, &c., J.D. Ingham andJ.Greenwood, London.
1055. Fiyers used in Macurvery for PREPARING
Corrox, &c., W. H. Constantine and J. Fowler,
London.
1056. Movururrece for Pires, &c., J. Parker, London.
1057. Treatment of Corron Seep, R, Hunt and E.
8. Wilson, Liv
"
1058. Pocket Ririe Barret Cieaner, J. Fleming,
Whitehaven.
1059. Jorstixe of Bettixc, T. Wheelhouse, Halifax.
1060. Faciuitatinc Orentnc of Enve.ores, J. L.
Greaves,
ewe)
a
Ze
Guiass Lamps, F. C. Pattison,
1062. CaBLE Peewee, R. C. = ia Newport, Mon.
1063. Tres, R. M. Hogg, @
1064. PEXCIL-HOLDER,
F. oe London.
1065. Gas Motors, C. T. Wordsworth and J. Wolstenholme, London.
1066. WasHinc Macurxe, W. H. Davey, London, and J.
Lawrence, Brighton.
1067. Betis for use on VeLocirepes, M. D. Rucker,
London.
1068. Metatiic Garters, A. B. Soar, London.
1069. Mrvers’ Sarety Lamps, W. H.Sea Cc,
Britton, and J. E. Williams, ag:
1070. INDEXING CopryBooks, &c.,
Eder and M.
Heller, London.
1071. MecuanicaL Frame,A. Lee and G. Beresford,
London.
1072. Gas Generators, A. J. Roult.—(E£. Hamélius,
France.
1073. Extrscutsners for Lamps, J. M. Macartney,
Liv:
1074. oe Bosps, Documents, &c., A. Schlumon,
1075. Siictnc VeceTasies, W. David, London.
1076. Printrep CHeques, &c, A. Schlumberger,
London.
1077. Mecuanica Toys, P. Ward, London.
1078. Castrnes of Inon and Stee, A. Harper, London.
1079. OBTAINING ha with the Arp of Paotocrapxy,
C. Raymond,
1080. FasTentne thie Baxvs or Rrepoys of Hats, &c.,
8. Thirkell, London,

JAN.

1081. Topacco Piprs, P. C, Jones, Guildford.
1082. REecorDING, x the Direction and GRaprents
ofa oy 4Son Clark.—(A. EB. D. Floran de Vitlepigne,
1083. Fire-arates, B. C. er, London,
1084. Stuns, &c., H, Swan.
on,
1085. Szwinc MACHINES, E. O, Eaton.—(J. Lancaster,
United States.)
1086, CrrcvLar Kyrtrep Faprics, A. Mellor, London,
1087. Recervine and CoLLectine Fares, A. H. Adkins
and G, H. Andrews, London.
1088. Gas-sTOVEs, E. Moore, London.
1089. wo in Vacvuo for Suips’ Use, H. Dansey.
—{L.C. Auldjo, New South Wales.)
1090. Drivixe Sewinc Macnives, D. Jones and J.
Godsell, London.
1091. GoverNor for Gas-enarnes, C. D, Alexander,
London.
1092. VeLocrrepes, D. Albone, London.
1093, OrNaMENTS, A. Anderson, London.
1094. Avromatic Kiosk, H. M. Thomas, London. .
1095. Gas-BURNERS, G. R. Roberts, London.
1096. CLEANING PLATES and Disues, A. M. Waite, London.
1097. CABLE, ..Arqué, J. Bénac, G. Lasserre, and J.
mdon.
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
(From the United States’ Patent Office Oficial Gazette.)
351,804. Hor Bast Stove, Minor Scovel, Pittsburgh,
Pa,—Filed Januar ‘y 12th, "1886.
Claim.—(1) In a vertical regenerative hot blast stove
having an — combustion chamber and vertical
return passages, a second
tion
b pro:
vided with gas aa air inlets, arranged in 5 of the
vertical passag
and
from e waste
‘tially as and for the
described. (2) In a vertical regenerative wett blast
stove having an initial combustion chamber and vertical return
, making a continuous run for the
products of combustion from the combustion chamber
to the exit point, the combination, with the vertical
passages, of a separate —- "chamber arranged
in one of the uptake p
ating
with the preceding downtake aotooranat a point below

28, 1887.

enclosing globe and a loop-shaped carbon fi
within the same, having oe eee secured to aaoant
metallic wires, said globe being sealed on one side
thereof rectly upon such wires, substantially as ont
forth. (8) The method of manufacturing an inca
descent electric lamp, consisting in attaching the

carbon filament to the leading-in wires, inserting the
same in a glass globe and sealing saiwd aguasdirectly
upon saidw: substantially as set fo
351,906. Dvynamo-eLecrric Macnine oR Exectric
Motor, Rudolf Bickemeyer, Yonkers, N.Y.—Filed
November 5th, 1885.
Claim.—(1) The combination, substantially as hereinbefore Se. of an armature embodying a zigzag
losing shell having an annular series
of cheeks ey‘pale faces, and an exciting helix which
polarises all of Said ——_. oat?) The combination,
bstantially ash
ribed, of a magnetic
shell having a series of oppunitely ovate cheeks or
pole faces and an exciting helix concentric with and
polarising all of said cheeks. (3) The combination,
substantially as hereinbefore described, of a magnetic
shell having a series of —— located cheeks or
pole faces and an exciting helix concentric with said
pole faces and housed within said shell. (4) The com-

oO}

the openin, through which the waste
ucts
from such Contae
, substan’ ly as an for
the ne
oo
3) _ page
tive
it stove
ng one of its uptake passages
divided by vertical walls into se te chambers, one
- which is provided with air and gas inlets =hy as
Precedingdown passage, and
an the others act as waste“
ues and communicate with said down
ata
point above that at which the first-named c'! ber
communicates therewith, so that the waste products
from such down
shall not enter said combustion chamber, substantially as and for the purposes
described.
351,814. Sarery Water Gavar, Robert Stretch,
Chicago, Ill._—Filed June lst, 1886.
Claim.—{1) In a steam and water gauge, a omens
having a stop-cock placed therein, with ways in sai

bination, substantially as hereinbefore described, of «
se outer
etic shell, an aux
inner shell,
vided with a series of —
jocated gene)
ponyodi faces and an excited helix concentric with said
cheeks within said main shell and
pherally surround: the auxilia ae. (5)
combination,
substantially as hereinbefore described, of a magnetic
shell having an annular series of oppositely:-located
cheeks or pole |faces, an armature embod
loops or
arms
d of a continuous length of conducting
metal, and an exciting helix concentric with said
armature and polarising said cheeks or pole faces.
352,005. Traction Increaser ror Locomorives,
Louis <.
a
Toledo, Ohio.—Filed March
22nd,1
Claim (a)2
As a means for increasing the traction of
the drive wheels of a
the poe with
the tender, of the sup
Bed
ng the bellcrank lever, and operat:— cylinder —— its piston
connected to the said lever, and the step secured to the
under side of the cab, upon which the forward end_of

ceree
7
SSS

\

the bell-crank lever rests, substantially as described..
(2) As a means for increasing the traction of the¥drive
wheels of a locomotive, the combination,§ with the
tender, of the supporting bar carrying the bell-crank
lever, provided with the springs cxtunting inopposite
directions and bearing upon pins securedto the sides
of the supporting bar, and the step secured to the
side of the cab, upon which s the forward
coupling and stop-cock, forming, when open, oe under
end of the bell -crank ever rests, substantially 'as
way forthepassage of water into one end of the glass described.
ens
tube used in said gauge, in combination with a soup
ling placed at the upper end of weed 5
nabed by said tube andb 9 pip
Epps’ 4'‘Cocoa.—GRATEFUL AND ComrorTina.—“ By 4
bes ling, a valve placed
h knowledge of the natural laws which o
to and operated by a e3age said lever the operations
of digestion and nutrition, an
actuated by he at
said stop-cock, all su poy Soe careful application
of the fine properties of well.
described, and for the _— set “forth. (2) Ina selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps
has provided our breakfast
steam and water gauge, 4combination of Name A, tables with a delicately. flavoured
beverage which may
having ways «a, a), and all, with stop-cock E, ha
us many heavy doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious
= 's ce and el, cou; ling B, valve D. , connecting:-rod dil, save
use
of
J.
+
pg
pt
te
that a gg vetoed
lever d, all su
tially as described, and for the gradu: built up until strong
enoug
st ev
oun a set f
ae seams4to daaine. Hundreds of subtle maladies are
around us ready to attack wherever there is a
$51,855. Evecrric Lamp, Thomas A. Edison, Menlo floating
weak
point.
We
may
escape
fee
a
fatal
shaft
by
Park, N.J.—Filed August 27th, 1886.
fortified with pure blood and a
Claim. (1) In an incandescent electric lamp, the a —- wel rame.”
— Civil Service Gazette.
combination of an exhausted glass enclosing glo! é and
—age rp ey within the same
to metallic Sinks with erigSaterc} vag e.. rd
ets, —
=
—* JAMES
eye
moet ja being sealed directly upon saidwires, in
ie Chemists, London.”—Also makers of
Laer
mae
y as set forth. (2) In an in
electric lamp, the combination of an exhausted glass Epps’'s Afternoon Chocolate Essence. —[ApvT.]
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An enormous outlay was incurred in the Middle Level and not much variation in the height of the lift, a proin Norfolk in cutting a large main drain eleven miles long je 6constructed wheel gives off a very large proportiow
with an outfall sluice discharging into the river Ouse at a of the power applied.
point nine miles lower down the channel than where the
It is, however, a ponderous m thine—large wheels
old drain discharged. It was considered at the time that weighing from 40 tons to 50 tons—by which a
{ mass
this drain would afford such a good discharge for the of material is put in motion at a slow och gem dead
water that pumping would become unnecessary. The weight in proportion to the water lifted comparing very
numerous engines which are now at work in this level onlaveniaal with the pumps. It requires considerable
prove that these ex
tions were not justified by the space, a large amount of masonry, and expensive foundaresult. Although the cost of lifting the water has been tions. The slow speed at which a wheel revolves unfits it
reduced, yet nine-tenths of the land have tobe secured from for working economically with modern engines, the gearing
flooding in wet seasons by mechanical means. There are required to diminish the speed detracting from the useful
certain districts in this level which refused at the time to be effect of thepowerapplied. This machineis not welladapted
brought into the new system, preferring to rely on their for situations where a high lift is required or where there
engines and pumps.
e taxation for paying for the is much variation in the lift. As the angle at which the
maintenance of the pumping stations in these districts is floats enter and leave the water affects the efficiency of
so light, compared to those which are in the rest of the the wheel, any material alteration of the level of the water,
Middle Level and have to contribute to the outfall-tax, as either by the rise and fall of the tide or by sudden floods
fully to have justified the opposition to the scheme, and on the exterior, or by the lowering of the water as pumpproves conclusively that dove are instances where ing proceeds on the interior, seriously affects its disdrainage by gravitation is often more expensive than charging capacity. Nearly all land, and especially peat,
continues to settle for many years after a pumping station
drainage by steam power.
In the South Level, owing to the want of improvement is erected. If a wheel is placed low enough to meet this
in the river Ouse, the main outfall of the district, the dis- contingency in the first instance a considerable amount of
wey from the main drains is so defective as to, prevent further capital is required to meet the cost, while the
the floods getting away with sufficient rapidity. The wheel will for many years be doing an ee amount
water consequently rises to an undue height in the river of work. A subsequent lowering necessitates the reconabove the tidal outfall at Denver, bringing pressure on struction of the masonry of the raceway and of the wheel.
the banks beyond what they were intended to stand, a Notwithstanding these drawbacks, the scoop wheel is an
reater head to 7
against, and additional water from instrument that has done very excellent work in its day;
eakage to be lifted.
e question as to whether the for the colonies and remote places where wood is more
better course for the improvement of the drainage
of this lentiful and available than a trained mechanic’s services,
level would be to imitate the example of the Middle Level, it is still worthy of use. Some of the old wheels have
and make a new cut discharging nine miles lower down been very considerably improved and made to perform a
the river than the present outfall sluice at Denver, or to very efficient duty, and there is, perhaps, little to choose
improve the outfall and its discharging capacity, and so between the work done by a centrifugal ae and some
lower the height of the water in floods within safe limits, of the best wheels. Most of the wheels, however, which
and still rely on steam drainage, was referred to the aré now in use are so constructed as to be extremely
authorto report on. The conclusion arrived at after a wasteful of power, some not usefully employing more
e defects of some
thorough investigation of the subject was that efficient than 30 per cent. of power applied.
drainage of the 8 fen lands in this district by gravita- of these can only. be remedied by their being replaced
tion was impossible, and that the cost of draining by with more efficient machines; others, by means of alterasteam power would be less than by gravitation. The tions to the wheel and engines which could be effected
interest on the outlay for the money required for carrying without incurring great outlay, could be made to run
out the gravitation work would have put a greater tax by with half the coals now used, and be made to deliver a
about two shillings an acre on the land than that required larger quantity of water.
for the improvement of the present outfall and the continuance of steam power.
The great improvements which have been made in
PRECIPITATION WORKS AT THE BARKING
the steam engine and water-raising machines, toSEWAGE OUTFALL.
gether with the
greater facilitits for obtaining, and
the lower price of coals, have very considerably
re- WE now proceed to lay before our readers the leading features
duced the cost of lifting water as compared to what
it of the extensive and remarkable works about to be constructed
was when many of the improvements for the drainage of at the northern outfall of the Metropolitan main drainage, for
the fen land were carried out. There is no doubt if the the purpose of purifying that part of the London sewage. The
work had to be done now the engineers engaged in those works which we are about to describe have been designed by
works would have trusted more to mechanical lifting than Sir Joseph W. Bazalgette, C.B., the Engineer to the Metropolitan
Board, and the chemical process has been devised by Mr. W. J.
to
gravitation.
1e choice as between gravitation and steam power for Dibdin, the Board’s chemist. The contract for the undertaking
draining low lands resolves itself into a question of cost. has been taken by Messrs. J. Mowlem and Co.,the amount of their
£406,000. The works are to be finished in
If the annual charge for interest on the outlay for a tender being
months; and, looking at the magnitude of the task,
gravitation scheme, with a wept sum for repay- eighteen
the time seems brief, though we may expect to see the whole
ment of the principal, exceeds the average annual cost for a completed
in the specified period. Great interest attaches to the
pumping station, then the steam power is decidedly prefer- project, and considerable discussion -has been excited by the
able, not only as being more economical, but as rendering proposal to subject the whole of the immense volume of the
the district more thoroughly independent of outside cir- London sewage to a chemical process. Whatever opinions may
cumstances. The prt. omc for a gravitation scheme be held on this point, it must be acknowledged on all hands that
is constant, be the season wet or dry ;whereas a pumping the works requisite for carrying out the chemical plan have been
station adapts itself more readily to the actual work to admirably devised by Sir J. Bazalgette. The use made of the
be done, the charge for coals varying with the amount of existing sewage reservoir, as we shall explain presently, is a
happy feature in the plan; and the laying out. of the works
water to be pumped.
One obstacle to the more general use of steam power altogether is worthy of the high reputation of the eminent
engineer who has given London the benefit of the main drainhas been the excessive cost of pumping stations in some age
works,as well as the adornment of the Thames embanklocalities from the use of imperfect machinery, and ignor- ments,
and sundry noble streets.
ance on the part of those concerned in the management.
At the Epo time the whole of the sewage of the metropolis,
While some engines and pumps are so efficiently designed north of the Thames, is conveyed into the river at a spot about
and managed as to leave little or no room for improve- 400
above the mouth of Barking Creek. The sewage
ment, others are being run with a most extra
it use travels t6 this point in three parallel culverts, each 9ft. high by
of coals, and imposing a rate of taxation for their main- 9ft. wide, and, before passing into the Thames, enters a reservoit’
tenance that is quite uncalled for.
divided into four compartments, extending over an area of nine
acres. This week we publish two pages of drawings, illusMAcHINEs FoR Raising WATER.
trative of the works, and in our next impression we shall
The machine required for efficiently draining low lands give a third. On page 84, the course of Barking Creek
is
shown, with the present outfall lying westward.
is one that will readily adapt itself to the varying amount
of work to be done, owing to increase or decrease of lift The curved line coming down towards the outfalls shows the
course of the embankment containing the three culverts. The
from the rise and fall of the tide, or of floods in the out- existing
reservoir with its four compartments lies between the
fall into which it discharges, and from the lowering of culverts and
Creek and extends southward to the river
the water in the fqeding drain as pumping proceeds. The bank. At theBarking
present time the sewage is stored in the reservoir
parts should be as simple as possible, and the machine during eight hours of each tide, and is discharged into the
should be so constructed as not to get out of order from Thames at the top of the ebb.
lying by, owing to the intermittent character of the work,
According to the plan of the new works now just commencing
most pumps being idle for the greater part of the year.
covered precipitation tanks will be constructed adjacent to the
Setting aside special contrivances which have occasion- present reservoir on its northern side, covering an area of
ally been used, and, owing to their unsuitability, the use between ten and eleven acres. Their position will be seen on
of which has not been repeated, the machines used for page 84 between the outfall sewer and Barking Creek, occupying
raising water for the drainage of land are scoop wheels, ground traversed by a portion of an embankment containing a
connected with the old Essex Reclamation scheme. This
screw pumps, bucket pumps, and centrifugal pumps. Of culvert
have to be removed, and a stream discharging at Old
these the scoop wheels are the oldest type of machine, will
Galleon’s
Sluice will have to be got out of the way, as also a
and still most generally in use, both in this country, in couple of ponds.
The precipitation tanks are shown in plan on
Holland, and in Italy. They are, however, gradually page 85. They will be thirteen in number, each 31it. 6in. wide,
being superseded by centrifugal pumps.
and placed parallel to the northern side of the existing reservoir.
The Scoop or float wheel, a full description of which Their lengths will be somewhat unequal, but averaging about
will be. hereafter given, resembles a breast water- 1000ft. Communications will be made between the outfall
wheel with reverse action. It meets most of the require- sewer and each of these tanks, each tank being fitted with two
ments of a machine for land drainage. It is simple, and penstocks, so that communication may be opened or shut off at
easily repaired by such mechanical skill as is generally pleasure.
The sewage will be admitted into each of these tanks in
found in country districts. Owing to the slow velocity
at which a Scoop wheel travels, it is well adapted for succession, and allowed to remain quiescent for a sufficient time
to
admit of the deposit of the matters in suspension, the prebeing driven by wind power or by the old type of engines cipitation
of which is to be expedited by the admixture of 3°7
running at slow speeds, and using steam of very low grains
and one grain of protosulphate ef iron. The
pressure. It is not seaily damaged by pieces of wood or effluent ofwilllime
then be run off over a weir, which will fall as the
other hard substances that may escape the gratings and water in the tank lowers, so that only the top stratum of the
be carried into the raceway, or by ice, and is not affected liquid will be taken off. The tank will thus be emptied gradually,
by weeds to the same extent as pumps. With low lifts, and any disturbance of the precipitated matter will be avoided.
after flowing over the weirs—of which there will beten
2 “ Report on the Improvement of the River Ouse, between Denver Theeftluent,
each
tan
i
into the culverts carried transversely
4“ The Fens of South Lincolnshire,” by W. H. Wheeler, C.E. Simpkin Sluice and the Eau Brink Cut,”
t,” by W. H. Wheeler, M. Inst, C.B. in
under the tanks; shown on the plan on page 85, and in section
and Marshall.
February, 1884.

THE DRAINAGE OF FENS AND LOW LANDS
BY STEAM POWER.
By Mr. W. H. WHEELER, M. Inst. C.E.
-|
No. I.
WHILE engines and machinery for agricultural pur
have received great thought and care at the vated 2of the
makers, owing to the large amount of competition, very
few firms in this country have paid i! special attention
to the machinery for draining land. No information in a
collected form exists to which those who are called in to
advise on the subject can refer. The object of this article
is to give a general description of the pumps and engines
used in draining low land, with such information and
practical hints as may be of service to those having to
superintend drainage districts or to design new works.
Living in the midst of the Fenland, where, with the exception of Holland, the science of drainage has been
applied to the improvement of land on a larger scale than
any other
of the world, and having <i engaged
professionally as an hydraulic engineer for the last twentyve years, the author has had the opportunity of collecting together a large amount of Pets and experience
relating to this particular subject, and hopes that, by
rendering these accessible to others who have not had the
same opportunities, he may be doing some service.
A civil engineer called in to advise as to drainage has
not, as a rule, had the experience necessary to enable him
to design the details of machinery required for the purpose, but he ought to have eafficlent knowledge of the
subject to enable him to judge as to what type of machinery is best suited for the particular work required,
and to be able to draw up such a specification that tenders
for the work may be Saree wanes a similar basis.
While a certain amount of freedom as to details may be
allowed to the makers tendering for the machinery, the
responsibility of the successful carrying out of the work
must rest with the engineer.
The want of sufficient knowledge of this special subject,
and experience of what has been done, has led in several
cases to the erection of unsuitable machinery, waste of
money, and failure to effect the object required in the
most effective and economic manner.
Very large tracts of rich land suitable for cultivation
lie at so —_ an elevation above the sea, that this land
can only
rendered fit for cultivation by artificial
means. The Polders in Holland, the Fens and marsh land
im England, the sites of old lakes in Italy and other parts
of Europe, and considerable quantities of low land in
South America and the colonies, have been brought into
cultivation and made to yield large quantities of produce
by a complete system of drainage. ‘The surplus water is
discharged from the district drained either by large artificial cuts, with self-acting sluices discharging into rivers
or estuaries by gravitation, or by having it lifted by
mechanical means, or by a combination of the two.
In Holland the reclaimed land, consisting, for the most
part, of the beds of lakes, has been at so low a level that
pumping has been almost universally resorted to.
In the valley of the Po upwards of 600,000 acres of
marshy laud have been drained and transformed into rich
country by means of pumps and lifting wheels, the
drainage of which was only practical since the introduction of steam power, owing to the difficulty of gétting rid
of the water by gravitation. The engineers who originally
designed the drainage for the fen land in England endeavoured by means thee straight cuts to obtain a natural
outfall into the sea or main rivers at low water, excluding
the tidal flow by sluices having self-acting doors. Modern
engineers have followed the example thus set, and consequently, while the chimneys of pumping engines are
everywhere to be seen scattered over the fens, the improvement of the main tidal outfall rivers has been more
or less neglected, and immense sums have been spent
in artificial cuts with the object of obtaining drainage
without the aid of mechanical power.
DrainaGE BY GRAVITATION AND STEAM Power.
In no instance in the Fenland has the attempt to obtain
what is called a “natural drainage,” that is, drainage by
ravitation, been completely successful. While the higher
d is well drained, the lower fens, which often lie at the
greatest distance from the outfall, can only be kept fit for
cultivation by lifting the water out of their drains. The
lift of the water,and consequently the cost of the pumping,
has been considerably reduced, but the taxes to meet the
interest on the outlay for the works, in addition to the
cost of pumping, is much higher than in adjacent districts
where more reliance has been placed on pumping. Fen
land which was well drained when the main outfall drains
were first constructed, afterwards has had to resort to
pumping, owing to the lowering of the surface from the
consolidation and shrinking of the peat. Such has been
the case in the East Fen in Lincolnshire, where a district
of 30,000 acres formerly drained by
gravitation is now
kept free from water by engines driving centrifugal
— erected in 1868, a description of which will be given
urther on.
In the Black Sluice district the main drain, twenty-one
miles in length, was enlarged and deepened, and a complete
system of internal drainage carried out in 1848, with the
hope that the fen land would by this means be effectually
drained. One district after another has, however, resorted
to pumping as the only means of giving complete relief to
flood water, till now all the low land at the upper end of
the main drain is kept free from water in floods by steampower. On the river Witham, fourteen districts, containing
an area of over 30,000 acres, are drained by steam power.'
In the North Level of the Bedford Level, where the taxation is already very high, owing to the large amount
expended in erecting outfall sluices and perfecting the
main drains, the lower districts suffer greatly from flouding in wet seasons, and power was obtained in the session
of 1881 to erect a large pumping station for the better
drainage of the district.
.
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SIR JOSEPH W. BAZALGETTE, C.B., M. INST. C.E., ENGINEER.
(For description see page 83.)
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next week. Some of these culverts extend into the com
ments of the existing reservoir, and some into a chamber under
the outfall sewer, through which at present the —_— is
discharged into the river from the existing reservoirs.
hen
the level of the tide will admit, the effluent will be discharged
through this chamber direct into the river ; but when the water
in the river is too high to admit of this, the effluent will be
conveyed by the other cuiverts into.the several compartments of
the present reservoir, and stored there until the level of the
water in the river will admit of its di
When each compartment in the precipitation tanks is emptied
of its effluent, the sludge, which will be in a semi-liquid state,
will be di
ugh culverts passing under the outfall
sewers into a collecting culvert, from which it will be conveyed
by pipes into a receiving well or sump, and pumped into a series
ot twelve tanks
side by side and situate between the
outfall sewer and the river. The position of these tanks, called
the sludge settling channels, will be readily seen on the plan
on page 84. Each tank will be 20ft. wide and 140ft. long,
and the entire set will cover an area exceeding an acre and ahalf. These, as well as the precipitation tanks, will be covered,
so as to prevent nuisance. The sludge will be allowed to remain
quiescent in the twelve settling tanks, so as to allow of a further
precipitation, and the effluent water will be discharged over
weirs into a culvert which will convey it into a _ store
under the tanks, from which it will be lifted and
discharged through pipes to the liming station, there to be
mixed with the lime which is used for precipitation. A section
of the precipitating channels or tanks will be shown next week, as
also a section of the sludge-settling channels and the connection
between them.
In the former section the culverts are
shown which are to draw off the purified liquid at the different
levels. In all reference to the sections, the difference between
the horizontal and vertical scale must be noted.
The settled sludge remaining in the second series of tanks
after the supplemental precipitation will be di
culverts into a slu
store situate under the tanks. Thence
it will be lifted and conveyed through pipes along a jetty, as
shown on the plan on page 84, on to a landing-stage to be
erected in the river, where it will be di
into ships for
conveyance out to sea. To provide against the event of the
ships being detained by stress of weather, there will be a further
store for sludge at a lower level extending over the whole of the
area occupied by the upper stores. On the north
side of these
sludge-settling tanks will be erected engine and boiler-houses
and workshops in connection to contain engines and machi
for lifting the sludge into the settling tanks and the set
sludge into the ships, as well as for pumping the sludge effluent
to the liming-station.
The lime for assisting the precipitation of the peed
matters in the sewage will be introduced into the ou
sewer
at a point about 700 yards above the precipitation channels,
and the protosulphate of iron about 530 yards above them.
A plan of these two stations will be given in our next impression.
The liming station will comprise a lime store, floors for slaking
the lime, and six tanks for mixing the slaked lime with the
e Huent water from the sludge settling tanks, or with sewage
taken direct from the outfall sewers. An elevated lime water
tank or reservoir will be built above the lime store, into which
the lime water will be lifted by pumps, for which
i
and
requisite engine and boiler houses will be erected adjacent -to
the lime stores. From this elevated tank the lime water will
be conveyed to the sewage and ejected into it, passing through
cast iron injectors placed in the sewers. Means will be provided
for turning the lime water into any one of the three lines‘ of
sewers, and of regulating the supply. For this purpose sluice
valves will be fitted to the pipes leading to the injectors. The
injectors will consist of cast iron chambers 4ft. 6in. in length,
Gin. wide, and 6ft. in height, fitted with a number of nozzles
through which the lime water will be injected and mixed with
the volume of the sewage as it flows past.
The iron water station comprises timber sheds for
ing the
protosulphate of iron, a mixing shed, in which the iron
be
crushed and mixed with water, an engine shed to contain
engines and machinery for crushing the iron and mixing
it,
as well as for raising water for the boilers and into the
mixing tank. The iron water will be conveyed by cast iron
pipes carried above ground, and along the top of the outfall
sewer into a service tank, from which it will be carried by pipes
into each of the three outfall sewers and injected into the
sewage through perforations in a pipe fixed vertically in each of
the sewers. As with the lime water, there will be appliances
for regulating the supply of iron water to each of the sewers to
meet the varying requirements of the discharge. There will
be a large settling pond, covering an area of one and a-quarter
acres, situate near the river, and divided into six compartments,
each 60ft. square and about 7ft. deep, into which water will be
received from theriver and allowed to settle, the clear water being
used for the supply of the several boilers as well as for slakingthe
lime and for mixing with the protosulphate of iron. This settling
pond will be seen on the plans already mentioned, lying to the
westward of the sludge settling channels. A timber coal shed
will be erected for storing a supply of coal for the various
engine stations. It will be placed on the western boundary of
the Board’s land, and will be 126ft. in length by 31ft. in width.
In consequence of the unsatisfactory nature of the ground this
shed and the other timber buildings will be carried upon piles
which will be extended upwards to support the roofs. The
jetty will extend 576ft. into the river from the present river
bank, and will be 15ft. wide. It will be a timber structure
supported upon piles. The pier, or landing-stage, at the river
end of the jetty will be 300ft. in length and 20ft. wide. The
front will range with the pier of the Beckton Gasworks. It
will be made of timber, and supported upon piling like-the jetty,
and will be protected by dolphins at each end. The iron pipes
for conveying the sludge to the ships will be carried under the
platform of the jetty and pier, and will be furnished at the end
with a delivery pipe socketted to admit of a vertical movement,
so as to discharge the sludge into the ship at the varying
levels of the tide. The pier and dolphins are designed for two
ships to lie alongside at the same time. A tramway will be
laid along the full length of the pier and jetty, with a turntable
at the intersection, and will be extended through the works on
the west on a higher level to the coal store and liming station,and
to the east on a descending level to the iron water station. There
will be abranch from this on the low level to the general coal store
and the main engine station to the north of the sludge-settling
tanks. The trams will all be above the present surface of the
ground, and will be generally carried upon earth in embankments, butinsomecasesupon timberstaging. The planto be given
next week and the sections on page 84 show the leading features.
These tramways will enable the coals, lime, proto-sulphate of
iron, and other materials used on the works to be loaded at the
pier or jetty and delivered with facility to the several stations.
They will also facilitate the distribution of coal from the general
coal store to the several engine-stations. Sections illustrating
these arrangements will be seen on page 84. A number of
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borings giving interesting details concerning the nature of the
ground are représented on the same sheet.
The contract for these works includes the erection of twelve
cottages and a residence for the superintendent ; also the
diversion of the old Galleon’s Sluice and the ditch, the latter
being one of the main sewers under the jurisdiction of the
Essex Commissioners of Sewers.
There will be a large quantity of surplus earth from the
excavations, which will be used in forming the banks for the
tramways and in raising the general level of the ground, which
is now 6ft. or 7ft. below the level of Trinity high water. The
works extend over an area of about fifty acres; the quantity of
sewage to be dealt with will amount toabout 90,000,000
gallons
per day; and the quantity of lime to be used in precipitation
to twenty-three tons per day.
THE

DRAINAGE OF THE HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT. .
7
AvaILINe ourselves of the courteous invitation of H.M. Office
of Works,we have recently
had the opportunity of i
i
what has been done to remove the serious evils towhich the la’
drainage system of the Palace at Westminster had given rise.
The original
i
laid down by Sir Charles Barry in 1839
consisted mainly of a large, nearly flat-bottomed sewer, discharging into the public sewer at Abingdon-street. Its inadequacy
soon became demonstrated, and in 1846 the Houses’ sewer was
extended to the public system at Bridge-street, by doing which
an additional 5ft. of fall was obtained. In 1873, the execution
of the Metropolitan Main Drainage Scheme necessitated a further
alteration. The Palace sewer was then ach Weeta with =
Metropolitan low-level sewer passing thro’
Westminster, t
junction being made at about 2lin. above the bottom of the
public sewer. Even in dry weather there has always been from
3ft, Gin. to4ft..of sewage passing through
the last-named sewer;
this giving a constant head against
Palace drainage, and
Sevcing: theletter nck ss apto conse 0 ctending oresk,
so to term it, of about 200ft. in |
and varying from
lft. 9in. to 2ft. 3in. in depth, below the Houses of Parliament. This evil became seriously augmented in wet weather,
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the main sewage
pipe, the issue being made into the Metropolitan low-level system somewhat beyond the point at which
there has been built in the old Palace sewer a strong masonry
dam which completely prevents any ascent into. the Palace
system of accumulating sewage, and as fully excludes any
passage into it of gases from the public drainage system.
The ejectors by which the above-described operation is
carried out are three strong cast iron cylinders, two of these
being perfectly globular. One of the three has a capacity of
500
gallons, and the others of 350 gallons each. The larger one
is sufficient of itself to discharge all the drainage from the
Houses, even when there is a rainfall over their entire area of
one inch in twenty-four hours, When, owing to a rainfall above
that average, greater capacity for discharge is required, one of
Julius Sax’s electric water gauges signals the fact both to the
ejector-chamber and to the engine room. The attendant in the
former then opens the valves admitting the sewage into the
second and third of the ejectors,as he maybe warned to be
necessary. The principle on which Shone’s pneumatic ejectors
are worked is well known, but it may be desirable briefly to
describe it. When the ejector is filled, the pressure of the fluid
com
the air within a cup at the top of the vessel. This
actuates a valve which admits the compressed air, while it also
at the same time closes the inlet valve and opens that for ejection, reverse action occurring when the sewage is fully
di
The refilling is then automatically resumed. The
whole of the valves are so constructed, and the discharge from
the bottom af the ejectors is so free, that even foreign substances—such’as ginger-beer bottles, &c.—can be passed without
affecting the working, while the
of the whole machine
are so completely air and gas tight that the air in the chamber
containing the ejectors is maintained perfectly sweet. A
pressure of ten pounds to the square inch is found to be ample
to raise the sew
to the greatest height required, the
minimum lift being 12ft., while the maximum will never
probably exceed 20ft.
The compressed air—which after service in the ejectors
ascends the ventilating shaft in the Victoria Tower—is supplied
by air —
driven by Atkinson's patent differential gas
engines.
are four of these engines, each being of 4horse power. They are located in the basement, about 650ft.
from the ejector chamber. One is sufficient to do the ordinary
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water rising sometimes as high as 10ft. above work of%the Palace, the others being worked as reliefs or on
f the Metropolitan sewer, with the result that occasions of considerable rainfall. The gas consumption of a
HE
ire drainage of the Palace was checked until the single engine
hour is 56 cubic feet. The gas is drawn from
y el é sufficiently lowered by the pumping power| the Palace mains, which are supplied by a special main from the
i litan system. The evil thus produced was at | public gas works with cannel coal gas. This is delivered at the
BAPEEE
, augmented
by the discharge into the sewer system
of | rate of 3s. 9d. per 1000ft., so that the cost per hour of the
g
waste
hot water and steam from its warming
i
drainage of the Palace for the item of fuel is only
ventilating appliances, which gave rise to extensive fer- | about 24d.
Fi iFapdentae thas's enkaoe tetientads te) The pressure gauges indicate a fall during the action of the
com
air in the ejectors from the standard of 10 Ib. to
giving to these a separate discharge into
UEB
Thames. Surprise must be naturally felt that the evils com-| about 7 Ib., of which fall about } Ib. is estimated to be due to
ined of—which
were so patent to all those resorting
to the | work in overcoming friction. The standard is re-attained during
were for so long borne without remedy for them being | the progress of the refilling of the ejectors with sewage. This
attempted ;but it was not till 1886 that any active steps were |last operation in dry weather occupies about fifteen minutes, but
taken towards
that end. In that year a Committee
upon| under any circumstances the ejection is accomplished in but
the subject,
with the result thata plan designed by Mr. John | half a minute. No inconvenience {is felt from the air comPhillips
was adopted and its execution sanctioned. It is the | pressors being situate at the distance before named from the
—— Three large cylinders in the pipe circuit which conveys
air pressure store a reserve which is ample to prevent t
compression being unduly tasked during the emptying of the
ejectors, and neutralise any excessive fall of the gauges which
might otherwise arise during that operation. Attention has
been strictly bestowed upon all subsidiary drains. Most of these
have been relaid, and in iron, while their connections with the
main sewage pipe having been enclosed within the concrete
envelopment of the latter, perfect innocuousness in case of
leakage of gas has been ensured. Beyond this, every care has
YIMIS
FIG
iS
—
been taken with’ respect to the efficient working of the closets
and other sources of sewage contribution. The ventilation of
the new 12in. main is secured by the admission of fresh air into
the subway which formerly served as the main sewer; this last
is now paved and limewhited. The air entering it
into
the ejection chamber, thence by an air duct at the top of it into
the sewage manhole, where part of it enters the 12in. sewer; it
being finally disposed of in the furnace at the base of the
Victoria Tower.
Before quitting the subject of the improvements we have
described, we may fitly refer to others of a different character
which have also been made, and which are calculated to add
| greatly both to the healthiness of the Palace and to the comfort
of those occupying it. Among these may be noted the improved
ventilation ofthe writing and smoking-rooms, and the fitting of
a new steam serving table, open ranges, and other improvements
in the kitchen department, while the new entrance to the
strangers’ gallery will avoid the necessity at present existing for
those resorting to it to pass through the members’ lobby. A
works carried out on the basis of that plan that we now purpose further desideratum is being constructed in the shape of a new
to describe.
shelter for setting down members in the Star Court. There
To enable our readers to more fully follow our descriptive can be no doubt that, taken altogether, a large amount of very
remarks we give the accompanying engravings, which illustrate excellent and useful work has been accomplished, and the outthe causes to which the
now remedied were due.
lay upon it is certain to be fully remunerated by the security
The more salient features of Mr. Phillips’
ign are as obtained
inst the dangers and inconveniences which were
follows :—Imbedded in concrete on the invert of
Palace present until it was undertaken. That outlay as regards the
main sewer—now utilised only as a subway—has been laid an drainage works appears to have been moderate, it being stated to
iron pipe of 12in. diameter, into which is received the eo
have been but little over £11,000, the amount of the approxiof all
various subsidiary drains. The pipe is about
t. mate estimate originally submitted by the engineer for the
in length, and it is provided both at its head and ata point guidance of the Treasury and of the Commissioners of Works
about midway between that and its discharge with self-acting and Public Buildings.
flushing —— —Shone’s automatic hydraulic flushi
ejectors.
is main conveys the whole of the sewage of the
THE reread constructed by the Executive of theHouses to a chamber situate below the Speaker’s Green, where Fisheries
in 1883 has just been sold by the Royal Comit delivers its contents into three ejectors on Shone’s hydro- missioners byExhibition
public auction, the property realising £100 in the
pneumatic sewage ejector system. Within these the actio
te. This shows how little value, apart from a money protakes place automatically whereby the whole of the sewage is
ing institution, even those so much interested place upon this
raised into a final discharge pipe about 8ft. above the level of sort of thine,
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THE
WAGES IN GREAT BRITAIN.
No. V.
Holyhead.— Serge
and quarrying are the chief
industries of
North Wales.
There is some copper
mining in Anglesea; lead mining in Flintshire, also
considerable coal mining and iron smelting, but these
latter come more under the head of the country
generally thanof the district. Throughout the whole district of North Wales there is an entire absence of large
towns, none being over 14,000 in population. The feeling
between employer and employed is good; there is no
organised condition of labour; and, with the exception of
slate quarrying, strikes are rare. The working classes
generally are steady and trustworthy, and asa rule the
people are saving. The rates of wages paid to labourers
of every class average from 6s. 1d. to 18s. 3d. a week.
Wages pir Week of Fifty-four Hours in Holyhead.—General Trades,
Lowest
Standard. Ilighest.
8.
s «4
. «&
Carpenters
eer
ters
24ee
Masons...
2% 2
31 3
36 «5*
Blacksmiths
2 3
27 9
30 4
Strikers ..
16 2
18 2
20 3
Horseshoers
15 2
3 9
30 4
Millwrights..
24 3
3 0
30 4
Tinsmiths ..
24 3
2 0
30 4
Labourers
mig:
Se eee
SL
20 3
Wages Paid per Week of Sixty Hours in Foundries, Ironcorks, and
Machine Shops in Holyhead.
Lowest. Standard. Highest.
Engin eers ...
po Lagi 30 ri cs 36 3 Aare 6
eee
Ce
ae
Moulders ... ...
a
ee e e
Patternmakers...
Ss
. See... eee
ee
ee
Of eee
meee
Wages Paid per Week to Raileay Employés in Holyhead,
Lowest. Standard. Highest.
s
a «¢
sa de
Inspectors ...
oe
e.
a
eS
Labourers ...
16 2
2
as:
Wages Paid per Week of a
Hours in Lead Mines in North
Ve R.
Lowest. Standard. Highest.
8.
. .@
a d.
Day work, surface ..;
l2 3
B30...
B 9
Driving levels
eee
ees
Ae
Engine drivers, pumping... 17 3 ... 17 9 . 18 3
a
+ Winding...
ele) ae we
—
Engineer for repairs...
ne’.
ws
> Se
Filling underground...
ee
6 see
Landing surface... ... a8;
es
oe
—
Orewashers overlookers ... 20 9 . 22 6 . 24 4
*
men
se
BB 2. ..58-3
i a
ee
Oe ee
ee ee
Sinking shafts ... ... ...
et.
ad
—
Stoping ... ... eee
SF eT
16 9
i,
en
ER
20 3
Trammers underground... 15 3 . . 16 9
18 3
Wages Paid per Week in the Powhyn Slate Quarries, Carnarcoushirve,
s. d.
s. d,
Blacksmiths
24 3
—
Mingus Guiver ... ... 2,
an es SE
A
Rockman (working in and removing
MED
ace nee nee Fs ko
ee eee
Slate workers ...
30 5 — 32 5
Labourers...
20 3
3 1
Wages Paid per Mouth to Engineer of Coasting Steamer in Hol ghead,
Lowest, £7 2s.; Standard, £9 12s.; Highest, £12 3s.
Rent paid by quarrymen varies from £4 1s. to £8 2s.a
year. In the largest quarry in Carnarvonshire houses
are provided for most of the men at rents of from
£2 10s. 6d. to £4 1s. a year. The general condition of
the working classes is good, and their homes are comfortable. Theaverage cost of living of a family six in number
in Holyhead is 21s. a week.
Hull_—Hull is one of the principal shipping ports for
the manufactures of Lancashire and Yorkshire. The
staple industry is seed crushing for cake and oil making.
There are also extensive cement, chemical, and engineering
works, foundries, and large iron shipbuilding yards.
The general relations between employers and employed
are good, no strikes of importance ote taken place for
years. In cases of accident, employers, as a
rule, allow
the injured a small weekly sum. The organised condition
of labour has for a long time been in a depressed state
owing to the shipping trade being az dull, and so
causing a great number to be out of employment. As arule, the working classes are clean, respectable, and
steady. Latterly they have become more trustworthy,
they dress neatly, and have comfortable homes. Some
rise gradually to a better position ;many save; and a
large number are members of building and insurance
provident societies.
Wages Paid per Week of ——
Hours in Hull.—General
%. ek,
Lowest.
Standard. Highest.
8
s. d.
s. d,
Bricklayers
a
3011 ..
_
Carpenters
:
—
a
-A
ow 2.
a
Blacksmiths
... ... ... 32 0
350...
38 0
Strikers ... ... ...
18 0
20 0 . 211
Brassfounders ...
25 0
a 6:
Bees
Cutlers
ni
2 0
3% 6... 30 0
Horseshoers
... ... ... 27 0
—
aes
Ironmoulders ... ... ... 2310
33 9... 44 9
os
(York)
25 10
29 11
—
Millwrights
... ...
-—
33 2
-=
OUT si ase ove we
24 0
—
Labourers (sixty hours) ... 20 0
-24 0
Wages Pad per Week of Fifty-Three Hons in Foundries, Ironworks, and Machine Shops in Hull.
Lowest.
Standard.
Highest.
7
s. d.
8s. d,
s. d,
Apprenticest
4
_
10 0
rs
30 0
33 0
Brassfinishers, foremen ..
wos
9
* Extensive works in North Wales are generally carried out by workmen from Liverpool, Manchester, &c,, at the rates of wages paid in their
respective localities,
tCommence a‘ 4s, a wo2'x, and rise by 1s, a week per annum to
10s, a week,
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a, 4,
Lowest.
Standard. Highest.
s. da.
s. da.
s. ad
Planers ...
25 6
Fitters...
her
30 0
2
. & Dd
Platers
37 3
Foremen, outdoor ...
—
ae
oe
—
Rivetters...
34 0
a
shop .
—
;
8...
a
9 ae naaS ca, gaa dlind ied dene: ole
ee
under
aoe
—
NN
a a er as 1ak oc dy, gue ogee Se
Machinemen
-” 2)... me...
2m
Labourers
19 11
Labourers.
eS
oe 4 ee
Rent is from 3s. for two-roomed houses, to between 7s. 6d.
Moulders’ foremen
—
. 090.
—
and 9s, 6d. for six-roomed houses a week; coal from 10s,
o
te
uO.
3... @ 8
to 14s, a ton; gas 1s. 9d. to 2s, 3d. per 1000 cubic feet.
oe
(a
an
Ou
ee?
SD
Patternmakers’ foreman...
—
... 60 0 ..
Patternmakers ...
~
eee
—
Smiths’ foreman
oo
4 0.
a
LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Smiths... ... ...
28 0
30 0... 3 0
Strikers ...
19 0
D0.
83 0
JUDICIAL
COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL.
ee? ass
:
30 0
30.0 ... 34 0
(Present—Lord FirzceraLp, Lord HosnHouse, Sir Barnes
Wages Paid to Members of Trades Unions,
Peacock, avd Sir Richard Covucu.)
Stonemasons (Goole)
rhour 6d. & 7d.
DEACON’S PATENTS.
Boilermakers X iron shipbuilders iituhyper week, 30s. Sxl.
THIS was a petition by Mr. George Frederick Deacon, of LiverWages Paid per Week of di = gue tn Factories and Mills in pool, and by the Waste Water Meter Company (Limited) for the
att,
—
tion of letters patent granted to Mr. Deacon in March and
mber, 1873, for a period of fourteen years, in respect of his
Lowest.
Standard.
Highest.
inventions of improvements in the apparatus for measuring the
s. d.
s. d.
s. d.
flow and indicating the velocity of water in pipes.
Engine-driver, oil mill
2 0
—
30 0
9
steam saw
Mr. Aston, Q.C., and Mr. Cuapwyck HEALEY were counsel for
Ms as)
eo
-—
the petitioners; the ATrorNEY-GENERAL, Mr. R. 8. WricHt, and
Foremen
ee
35 0
Mr. LorEHnis for the Crown.
See
ee
22 0
-2 6
The petitioner, Mr. Deacon, is now, as he has been since 1871,
Grinders, oil mill
—
2 0
-the water engineer to the Corporation of Liverpool, and the invenee
20 0
—
22 0
tions are in respect to the apparatus known as ‘‘the waste water
Pressmen .
—_—
32 0
—
meter,” the principal object of which is to facilitate the detection
the waste of water incurred by leakage from the mains, pipes,
Wages Paid per Week of Wis Hours in Iron Shipbuilding in of
or
fittings of the systems of water supply in large towns or disHell.
tricts, and thereby enabling the water to be obtained by the cona 4,
sumer
on lower terms. It was stated that the detection and
Angle iron smiths...
37 «6
economical reduction of the waste of water due to leakage above
ET
0 ice. wacethaaent Lagi sex) nus! pene lap . :
or
below
ground was one of the most difficult —- with which
A
at
re Rae oe
water companies and engineers had to deal.
aste water undermined foundations, flooded the basements of buildings, interfered
with drains, and often poisoned the supply of water itself. Such
leakage was constantly recurrent in all large water systems. A
eee
ray ogee
hole in a distributing main no larger than a needle in diameter
aS
Ne
RY, or:
28 6
would allow as much water to discharge itself under a pressure of
Labourers ...
19 0
40 1b. on the square inch as would supply two households of six
Foremen...
60 0
persons each with a liberal allowance, and out of every 100 gallons
Platers ...
36 0
of
water passing into a service main during twenty-four hours it
Rivetters
31 0
was not unusual for thirty-five gallons to be lost by continuous or
Shipsmiths
28 6
hidden
waste, thirty-five gallons more by superficial waste through
Strikers
20 0
defective fittings, while only thirty were drawn off for use. The
Helpers
21 0
inventions
of Mr.
m gave an easy means of detecting and
Holders-up...
2 6
localising the waste. The advantages of his system were the
reduction of the labour of discovering waste; the increase of the
certainty of discovery and the removal of the annoyance to houseWages Paid to Men in Employ of Corporation of Hull.
a. .
holders by internal house to house inspection. The waste water
Borough engineer's department
per week 30 0
meter
is placed either directly upon the main or on a loop pipe
leading the water below the footway. The mechanism is so
Coal
"
me
”
16 10
Waterworks
a
ae
mt
20 0
arranged that a diagram is automatically drawn recording the time
and rate of flow through the main and distinguishing water wasted
Wayes Paid per Month to Engineers of Steamers in Hell,
by leakage from water used. In 1874 Mr. Deacon
nted the
2a dad
Corporation of Liverpool a licence to use the meter and apparatus,
Ocean—
which were consequently applied over the whole of the water
Chief engineer
1310 0
system of that city. Before the introduction of the waste water
Second ,,
900
meters the supply of water to Liverpool was intermittent, and
Donkey man
6 0 0
amounted to over 17,000,000 gallons daily, Since then a constant
Coast—
supply had been maintained at a direct saving of 598,000 gallons a
Chief engineer
10 0 0
day. This effected a large annual saving of money to the CorSecond ,,
8 00
poration and the ratepayers, and an important incidental advanDonkeyman
510 0
tage had been the increase of water pressure for extinguishing fires
This saving
Rent is from 3s. to 4s. a week; coal is from 10s, 4d. to by reason of the reduced flow for ordinary
was claimed to be entirely due to the reduction of waste by the
16s. 8d. a ton; gas is from 2s. to 3s. per 1000 cubic feet.
detection of leakage by the use of the waste water meters, In
Example of Cost of Licing per Annum for a Family, Sic in Namber, January, 1877, the Waste Water Meter Company, Limited, was
incorporated, and Mr. Deacon assigned his patents to them for
in Hall.
£350 in cash and £5000 in shares. There were several foreign
£s. d,
and colonial patents, but no profits had, it was stated, been
Food and fuel ...
42 3 0
made from them. The meters had now been adopted by
Clothing ... .
1 0 0
British water systems supplying in the aggregate a population of
Rent... ..
818 0
about 2,310,000, whereas the total of the population of the United
Kingdom supplied with water by systems was about 20,170,000.
66 1 0
The petitioner submitted that no remuneration in any way commensurate with the great merit and public utility of the inventions
Income
7216 0
had been received either by Mr. Deacon or the company, and they
Jarrow.—Jarrow is virtually a suburb of Newcastle- urged that for this reason the term of the letters patent ought to
on-Tyne and South Shields, and the conditions of labour be prolonged,
Bramwell, F.R.S., Sir Robert Rawlinson, of the
will be found under the head of the former town. Local Frederick
Government Board, and Mr. Louttit, the engineer of the
The principal industries are coal-mining, ironfounding, Lambeth
Waterworks Company, were called, and gave strong
iron shipbuilding, the manufacture of chemicals, and evidence as to the great utility and value of the inventions, and
Mr. Deacon, the patentee, and Mr. Hope, the managing director
paper.
of the Waste Water Meter Company, were examined as to the
Wages Paid per Week in Jarrow.—General Trades,
profits which had accrued through the invention.
d.
At the close of the case for the petitioners,
Bricklayers...
ge ere
per hour 8}
The ATTORNEY-GENERAL, on the part of the Crown, said he did
i
ere
Sa eek
¥
8
not dispute the merit and usefulness of the invention, but, as Mr.
Deacon had admittedly received a remuneration of about £5000 in
Wages Paid to Members of Trades Unions.
respect
of it and the company had been very successful, heleftit
to their Lordships to decide whether that
t was adequate or
ods
4
justified a prolongation.
Bricklayers ... ... ... ...... per hour
0 8}
Ironfounders
(South Shields) ... perweek24 0—36 0
Their LorpsHirs, in the result, intimated that, although the
amount of the remuneration received by the patentee in this case
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours at Jarrow Shipyard.
approached very nearly the line where in the past it had not been
. <¢€
deemed desirable to prolong letters patent, and that the company
Caulkers ..
Day work 30 0
had earned large profits, yet, taking into account the great merit
Drillers...
“f
19 0
and public utility of the invention, they were disposed to grant a
Fitters... . .
a
28 0
short extension of the term. They would therefore ee |advise
Painters.
”
28 0
her Majesty that the letters patent should be extended for an
Platers
32 0
additional term of three years.
Rivetters .
e
30 0
Smiths
=
oi
29 6
Angle-iron smiths
Piecework 55 8
South Kensinctoy Museum.—Visitors during the week ending
Caulkers ,
Bs
40 7
29th January, 1887:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
Drillers
ms
2% 8
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 8422; mercantile marine,
Platers
...
Ae
67 1
Indian section, and other collections, 2824. On Wednesday,
WE
he
ace ins ke a Be
»
37 3
Th
y, and Friday, admission 6d., from 10 a.m, to 4 p.m.:
‘useum,
; mercantile marine, Indian section, and other
Average
Rates of Wages Paid per Week os Fifty-four Hours in’ collections,
116. Total, 12,045. Average of co
nding week
€ssr8. Palace Shipbuilding and Iron Company, Jarrow.
in former years, 13,487. Total from the opening of the Museum,
we
5,386,304.
Blacksmiths ...
31 6
Frnssury TecunicaL CotLece,—At the January meeting of the
Strikers...
19 0
Old Students’ Association, Mr. F. Graham Ansell read an interestBrass-finishers
32 6
ing paperon “Water as an Agent in the Economy of Nature.”
Brass moulders
30 3
The author dealt first with water in its important relations to tho
miths... ...
33 2
science of geology, and proceeded to show the value of rain, by
lers (machine)...
Ha ;
virtue of its great solvent properties, in the vast laboratory of
Engine-men ... ...
plant life. The physical properties of water were also duly noted,
and the reading of the paper was followed by a discussion on the
Machine-men...
29 11
subject generally.
Metal moulders
30 9
BrvssEts Exuipirion, 1888.—A Commission has been appointed
Painters... ...
26 0
to organise a ‘‘Grand Concours International des Sciences et de
Pattern-makers
34 0
I’Industrie,” to be held at Brussels in 1888, and a plan of classificaTool repairers
32 4
tion and regulations have been printed, The galleries of the ConLabourers.
20 4
Boilermakers—
cours International will consist of a series of special exhibitions,
each of which wil] be devoted to objects of the same class, There
Caulkers ...
32 0
will also be an Exhibition of Importation and Exportation, divided
Drillers ...
22 10
into five sections and fifteen groups, Conferences will be held in
a
38 0
connection with the Concours,
Holders-up
7 1

Fes.
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way Convention of 1883, the Turko-Servian Junc- ammonia gas at each stroke, otherwise the compressed gas will
CTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
tion Railway from Vranza, on the Servian frontier, re-expand on the return stroke, and, by partially filling the
REPORTS.
to Uscup on the Salonica and Mikoulria should have cylinder, prevent the entrance of fresh gas. In this pump a
No. IV.
been completed and opened for goods and
nger novel and ingenious application of the lubricating liquid forms
seal on the piston—see Fig. 7—by-means of which every parArgentine Republic—New Railways.—Numerous rail- traffic in the middle of last October, but there dves aticle
of ammonia gas is expelled from the cylinder at each stroke,
ways are in course of construction; concessions have just not seem any prospect of its completion before next
and
it is utterly impossible for any to return ; at the same time,
been granted for a line from Monte Casseros, on the river June, owing to the works having been delayed through the whole
internal mechanism is thoroughly lubricated.
Uruguay to Carrientes, on the Parana ; and another from military preparations in Turkey. The line starts one and _ In the compression of ammonia gas a large amount of heat
the same starting point to Posadas in Missiones, thus a-quarter miles below the town of Uscup, and proceeds is generated in the cylinder, causing not only great practical
bringing that part of the Upper Parana, on the borders for fifty-two miles through a fertile country to Vranza inconvenience, but a considerable loss of power. A number of
of Paraguay, in communication with the Argentine banks on the Servian frontier, and there joins the railway to plans have been adopted for diminishing this evil, none of which
of the river Uruguay at Concordia. A project is on foot Nisch and Belgrade, the Nisch-Vranja portion of which are perfect. A distinct feature in Mr. Wood’s invention has
fora line on the same gauge as the Buenos Ayres and was opened in September last. Vranja is the southern- met and overcome this difficulty in a very pretty and simple
Rosario railways, starting from Sunchales, in the pro- most town of Servia, and the depdt for the produce of the manner, Ammonia, in passing from the liquid to the gaseous
vince of Santa Fé, the furthest point in the extension, to extensive and rich plains and valleys of the Upper state, absorbs heat. A certain quantity, therefore, is introduced
Tucuman, thus avoiding the transhipment necessitated Norava; and as it is the point where Servia and Upper through an atomising nozzle into a diffusion valve placed between
and the vacuum side of the pump, so that the
by the break of gauge on the present route vid Cordoba. Macedonia meet, and through which all communication the refrigerator
passing from the refrigerator to the pump, is partly satuThe Northern Colonies of the province of Santa Fé are from Albania,and Macedonia, withServia Proper, passes,it gas,
rated,
and
is
evaporated
by the compression and by adjusting
being connected with the city of that name by a narrow will serve as an entrepét and distributing centre for the the proportion of the injected
gas. The temperature is thus
gauge line which is to be extended to Cordoba, and direct trade which the Turko-Servian railway junction, brought under perfect control, and
the temperature of the pump
connect with the line of similar gauge from Tucuman to when completed, will develope between Servia and foreign cylinder is made independent of the piston speed. Without
the latter place. Schemes for new railways are being countries through the port of Salonica. The line is laid this application, the temperature during the repeated compreswith a single track on a gently undulating country, so sions in the pump cylinders will rise to 400 deg. or 500 deg. Fah.,
constantly brought forward.
Greece—New commercial treaty.—Rates of duty now that there are few engineering difficulties of a serious which means the pumping of a gas of increased volume and a
The road is firmly laid, well ballasted, and efti- decreased specific gravity, instead of a decreased volume and an
levied on imports into Greece under the Anglo-Greek nature.
ciently drained. There are fifty-nine gradients on the incre:sed specific gravity.
treaty of commerce, signed on 10th November last.
Lubrication being an important feature in the working of a
line, the heaviest of which is 1 in 67. There are not many
Articles.
Duty ae!ewt. curves—the largest has a radius of 6560ft., and the pump, and notwithrtanding the liquid seal to the piston as
s. d.
smallest of 843ft. There are no tunnels. The bridges mentioned in describing the pump, the receiver and separator
Bronze in bars, blocks, plates, sheets, and wire ...
eF
number 170, 166 being under 33ft. in length, and four is an important part in the construction of a cold-air machine,
Copper and copper ore, copper in bars, blocks and
if the lubricating fluid be carried forward with the gas
over. The largest bridge crosses the Vardar a little below because
sheets, and old nea ed RR
RE A
RS |
the condenser and expansion pipes it will saponify in the
Lead and lead ore, lead in blocks, plates, and
the town of Uscup; it is 394ft. long. The platforms of into
intense
cold
and prevent the proper working of the machine.
Ce
eo RE i
EY
AP
ol
all the bridges are of wrought iron, laid on stone buttresses, For this reason the oil, after passing from the oil vessel to the
Lead, other than pipes, printing types, rolls,
and
piers
of
granite
from
quarries
in
the
vicinity
of
the
pump,
is
thence
returned to the separator and drawn off into
sna, RM
og ok is Bas ake ee, ae
line. All the iron bridging comes from the works the oil vessel—see B and A, Fig. 21—for use over and over again.
Tin and tin ore, tin in bars, ingots, plates, and
of
Messrs.
Lecoq,
of
Hal,
and
Nicaisey
Deleave,
of
sheets
oii Dane Miers wace SMe piel. aes
6 5
This process of separating the oil and gas is carried out in the
Zinc and zine ore, zinc in bars and sheets, with or
La Louvitre and the Usine Oyle of Louvain and the one vessel—see details, page 91. After the gas leaves the
without alloy... .....
ne
3 2h
ateliers of Seneffe, in Belgium, and was imported through separator it enters a distributing chamber E, for equalising the
Morocco—Suecessful British competition. — The French Salonica. The sleepersare of red and white oak, imported gas to sections of the condenser, and at the same time answering
Consul at Mogador complains that both the English and chiefly from Austria, Russia, and Servia, and are laid at as a check on the separator, any oil going over with the gas
German merchants take much greater pains than the distances of 2ft. Gin. apart. The whole of the rails being trapped there.
The condenser, Fig. 3, and the larger scale, Fig. 4, is fitted
French to distribute and recommend their goods in the are steel, imported from Belgium and France, fished
in duplicate sectional parts, each of very simple construcMoorish markets ; copper and lead, which were formerly and fastened to the sleepers with iron spikes. up
tion,
so combined that any one of them can be disconsupplied from France, are now entirely furnished by There are four iron tanks containing about 1000 gallons nected and
for examination or repair without in any way interfering
of water each fixed on stone foundations. The line has with the working of the remainder. These sections are placed
England and Germany.
Peru—New custome tarif.—A new Peruvian tariff came been built by Messrs, Vitali and Co., who constructed horizontally in a wrought iron frame, standing in a drip-pan,
into operation on the Ist January. The following articles the Belgrade, Nisch, and Vranja Railway. Most of the so that the sprinkling water from the troughs above may be
pay an ad valorem duty of 10 per cent.:—Boats ;‘bolts for permanent lines have been made by sub-contractors, utilised on the premises for other purposes.
The refrigerator D is fitted up in duplicate sectional parts,
ships; bricks, building and fireclay; composite metal chiefly Belgian and French. The workmen employed immersed
tank which is filled with brine, made very
plates for sheathing vessels; copper in bars, pipes, and were Albanian, Bulgarian, Italian, and Servian. The cold by thein aammonia
through the sections. The
leaves; fire engines; implements and tools used in native workmen are well spoken of, and said to be easily brine is drawn off throughpassing
the strainer-box by a Blake’s pump,
formed
i..to
first-rate
masons
and
navvies.
f
agriculture, industry, mining and trade; iron knees; iron,
It is expected when this line is completed that the and circulated through pipes fixed on the roofs in the rooms to
pig; iron poles; iron wire; lead in bars or plates; miners’
be cooled, very much in the manner in which rooms are heated
fuses; steam engines for agricultural, industrial,
and mining facilities which the railway junction will afford to trade by steam, and, after receiving the heat of the various rooms, is
purposes; tin and copper soldering; tinin plates, vessels, an in general will tend to promote the development of a returned to the brine tank or refrigerator to be re-cooled, and the
boilers; vices; zinc in bars, ingots, or plates, Articles direct trade between England and Servia, and that the operation is continued in the same way over and over again.
A strainer is fixed in the pipe from the refrigerator to the
aying an ad valorem duty of 20 per cent.:—Copper important advantage of low freights to Salonica will
wilers over 10141b.; iron in plates, corrugated, and enable British manufacturers to compete successfully in compression pumps, to prevent any scale in the sections from
galvanised ; iron troughs; metal for alloying; nails, iron, the markets of Southern Servia with Austrian and being drawn into the pump. This can be readily removed from
wire, or zinc, excepting those with brass, china, or porcelain German industry; but much will depend upon the time to time, until the machine is cleared from scale and dirt.
drum is for collecting the liquid ammonia coming
heads. Articles
paying an ad valorem duty of 40 per Customs arrangements of Servia and Turkey regarding Afromcollecting
the condensers, and on it are fitted the direct expansion
the transit trade from and to Servia vid Salonica.
cent.:—Articles of brass, bronze, and copper cutlery.
valves for regulating the degree of expansion in the refrigerating
Russia— Sewerage and waterworks of Warsaw ; openingsbeg
coils, and also the valves for charging and working the diffusion
valves. The main features and those covered by patents are the
British goods. —The works undertaken in 1883, by Mr.
W.
process of dissipating the heat generated in compression, the
AN AMERICAN AMMONIA REFRIGERATING
H. Lindley, for securingand providing Warsaw witha water
valve box, with valves and cages, the separator and lubricator,
MACHINE.
supply, will be completed in the ensuing spring. As upon
distribution,
and the valves and cocks for operating the machine.
completion they will suffice for a population only half that
THE thermal advantages offered by ammonia for the artificial These latter are
shown in the detail engravings, Figs. 16,17, 18,
of Warsaw, it is expected that both thesewerage and water- production of cold will be seen on comparison of its properties
works will be extended.
The following articles have with those of other agents in use. The quantity of the agent
been supplied from England :—Boilers, cocks, fire-bricks, which must be handled to produce a given effect is also a
sluice valves, steam engines, stoneware invert lining, and matter of great importance, for on this depends the bulk of
pipes. There are openings
for lead piping—but it is machinery needed, and therefore the power. The relative
doubtful whether Great
Britain can compete in_ this volumes of several agents to produce the same effect are as
article—stoneware gullies, pipes, and specials for house follows:—Ammonia, 1; sulphurous acid, 2°9; ether, 18; air, 43.
indicates an immense advantage for ammonia as to the size
dvainage—4in., 6in., and 8in, in diameter—sewer * and This
machinery, and cost of fuel to run it. When a leak occurs,
water fittings, gullies, street and yard, syphons, traps, and of
if
it
takes
place from the machine outwards, it is easily detected,
water-closets.
and the only loss is that of a portion of the charge. If the
leakage
takes
place from the outside inwards it is not so quickly
Servia—Opening of new railway.—In November last a
railway from Veleki-Plana, on the Belgrade-Kisch railway discovered, and is generally productive of disastrous results. In
toSemendria, acommercial townof considerable importance the case of ether, the charge is destroyed and the apparatus
on the Danube, was opened for goods and passenger traffic. stopped ; in the case of sulphurous acid, a highly corrosive acid
formed. Ammonia under these circumstances would suffer
Veleki-Plana is about forty-six and a-half miles from is
chemical change ; but the case can never occur, since the
Belgrade, and twenty-seven miles south of Semendria. no
pressure
in the apparatus is always greater than that of the
Imports from Roumania, and all river traffic below outside atmosphere,
so that any leakage is outwards. Ether
Semendria, will reach the south of Servia by this route.
machines are liable to stoppage from this cause, being always
SPEED 100 REVS PER MINUTE
Sulphurous acid
NSweden—Purchase of railways by the State-—In con- worked below the atmospheric pressure.
sideration of great depression in all the industries of machines when worked to produce a temperature under 15 deg.
Sweden, more especially among the farmers, the Govern- ‘ah. run under the same disadvantageous conditions.
The machine illustrated by the engravings on pages 90 and
ment last March appointed a Committee to examine into
91 is made by Messrs. W. H. Wood and Shipley, of Libertythe cause of, and propose the most effectual measures for street,
York, and is the result of much experience and
obviating or alleviating the prevailing distress. The study ofNew
all that has been done in this direction. Everything
Committee examined the question in detail, and made of a complicated
nature has been excluded. The principle on
reports from time to time as the work preceeded. The which it acts is very simple. Ammonia gas is compressed by
first subject that came under their consideration was as means of a pump until through reduction of temperature—by a
to whether any benefit would accrue from a reduction of flow of cold water—it liquefies. The liquid thus formed under
the present railway rates. Owing to the existing low pressure is conducted to the refrigerators, where, in again
price of produce, the railway rates press heavily on much assuming the gaseous form, it produces the cooling effect
\
of the staple productions of the country, which being required, and thence returns to the pump to be again com- DIAGRAMS FROM AMMONIA GAS COMPRESSING PUMPS.
heavy, such as coal, grain, iron, manure, ore, and timber, pressed and liquefied.
The machine has been constructed of a number of duplicate and 20. The above indicator diagrams are taken from an 8in. by
cannot bear the expense of long transit by rail. The
15in. compressorrunning 100 revolutions perminute, thecompresrailway lines are in length 4284 miles, of which 1483 sectional parts, each of simple construction, and so combined sors
being single-acting and driven direct by a12in, by 15in. engine.
that
one of them can
di
ted for ex
tion or
belong to the State, and 2841 to private companies. A repairanywithout
in any way interfering with the working of the The diagrams are much the same in all features. The maximum
reduction on the State lines would be of partial benefit, remainder,
pressure shown is 118 Ib. per square inch, and the back pressure
and would only be effectual so far as a corresponding
The pump in a cold air machine is really the heart of 25 1b. A palpitation which is curious is shown at the commencereduction was carried out on the private railways. This the whole mechanism, and on its efficiency the success of ment of the stroke on which the ammonia gas enters the comreduction, depending on the shareholders, could not be the plant much depends. It will be seen from the engravings, pressor cylinder, due perhaps as much to the numerous small
expected,
e only way of securing the desired object Figs. 1, 2, and 3, that this pump has vertical cylinders and is passages through which the gas passes as to the vibration of the
seemed to be that all the private lines should be pur- very simple. The valve-box forms the head of the cylinder, indicator spring. The machine is refrigerating a lager beer
chased by the State and a uniform tariff ‘established. and has two compartments to receive the suction and com- brewery with 55,000 cubic feet of storage, with insulation not
of the most perfect character, having from 8000 to 9000 barrels
The Committee recommended “That steps be taken for pression valves, as seen in Figs. 1, 2, 5, and 6.
The valves, Figs. 24 and 25, are fitted up in cages, and are of of beer on storage besides beer in process of fermentation.
the purchase by the State of all private railways in
work during the summer is done by working each pump
Sweden, —
those of a purely local character, pro- the equilibrium type to prevent noise in working and to mini- This
alternately with the engine working to 2l-horse power. As
vided that they can be acquired at such a price as will mise the wearing of the valve faces. They are easily fixed in another
mode‘of expressing the power of the machine the
their
places,
and
can
be
removed
in
a
few
minutes
and
not entail any serious loss to the country.”
makers say that it is calculated to do, cooling equal to the meltreplaced with duplicates.
Turkey—Balkan Railways—According to the RailA pump, to be efficient, must clear out the whole of the ing of 12 tons of ice in twenty-four hours,
a
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
MISCELLANEA,
Turoven railway communication has been opened
Tue population of the colony of Tasmania at the end of
On the Tasmanian Railway some of the Mount Nicholas
between Melbourne and Adelaide, thus saving a day in the delivery last year was estimated at 13,379.
Coal Company's coal from the 8ft. seam has been tried with a satis.
of mails in Victoria.
Tue six healthiest places in England and Wales last factory result.
A PROPOSAL is under consideration for increasing the a were Derby, Birkenhead, Salford, Wolverhampton, Brighton,
A conrracr is being placed upon the market, on
carrying capacity of the Rajpootana Railway, either by converting and Bolton.
account of the Barry Dock, for two pairs of wrought iron or steel
it into a broad gauge system or by doubling t pr
it line.
dock
gates and a wrought iron or steel caisson.
Tue deaths registered during the week ending January
Ir is understood that the Secretary of State for India 29th in twenty-eight great towns of England and Wales correspond
Iv is intended at the forthcoming Royal Jubilee Exhihas finally arranged with a syndicate of English capitalists for, the to an annual rate of 21-1 per 1000 of their aggregate population, bition, Manchester, 1887, to allot a certain space for the display of
construction of the Bengal-Nagpore Railway. The terms granted which is estimated at 9,245,099 persons in the middle of this year. original works of students and artisans and for women’s industries,
will be similar to those of the Indian Midland Railway.
Iv consequence of a serious fire which took place at
Is London 2579 births and 1583 deaths were registered
Tue Swedish and Norwegian Railway Company have last week. Allowance being made for increase of population, the Carron Works on the 26th ult., completely destroying the fitted
just placed an order for 5000 tons steel rails for their line with Mr. births were 284 and the deaths 391 below the average numbers in goods warehouses and stores, the company asks indulgence in
Fried Krupp at Essen, and 100 25-ton iron ore wagons with the the corres;
ing weeks of the last ten years. The annual death- execution of orders in hand.
Birmingham Wagon Company at Smethwick, all of which are to rate per 1000 from all causes, which had been 26°3, 23°0, and 21°8
are being made at Rye for the reception
he fitted with the Westinghouse automatic brake,
in the three preceding weeks, further declined last week to 19.6. of Preparations
a number of convicts who will be sent there for the purpose of
In Greater London 3356 births and 1956 deaths were registered, making
Ow Friday last a vestry meeting was held at Flam- corresponding
concrete
blocks
shingle, to be used in the constructo annual rates of 32°3 and 18°8 per 1000 of the tion of the harbour worksfromat the
borough to consider and pass the resolution, ‘‘ That the consent of
Dover,
tion.
this vestry be given in favour of the Flamborough Head TramSaturpay, the 12th inst., has been appointed for the
way Bill.” Afterwards a public meeting was held in the National
During the year ended October 31st, 1886, the total
School-room, when another resolution was passed “in favour of the quantity of steel and ingot iron made from phosphoric pig was rivate view of the Spring Exhibition of the 19th Century Art
at the Conduit-street Galleries, and the Exhibition will
Flamborough Head Tramway Bill.”
1,313,631 tons, of which 927,284 tons were ingot iron containing under openiety,
to the public on Monday, the 14th instant.
‘17 per cent. of carbon. As compared with the make of the previous
Ovr Birmingham correspondent writes :—“ The Indian twelve
months,
there
was
an
increase
of
about
368,314
tons.
The
Messrs. J. AnD W. Weems, of Johnstone, Glasgow, have
railways are again affording some encouraging work. The South total quantity
about 394,000 tons of slag, con- brought out a new system, invented by Mr. Alexander Wylie, of
Indian Railway Company is requiring ironwork and fittings for taining from 30 to 35ucedper represents
cent. of phosphate of lime. Much of the covering telegraph, telephone, and all other electrical cemiadlons
fifty ballast wagons, 200 pairs of wheels with axles, and 200 wagon basic
slag made in Germany is finely ground, and used in place of with a casing of lead or lead composition pipe, which are thereby
bearing springs; and the Great Indian Peninsnla Companyis superphosphates.
rendered impervious, non-corrosive, and proof against induction.
inviting tenders for some steel and iron bridgework.”
Tux
following from “ Ryland’s Blast Furnace Returns,”
Tue death is announced of M. Feil, the well-known
Tue total receipts of the Leicester Tramways Com- give particulars
of
furnaces
built
and
in
blast
on
December
31st.
glass
founder, who prepared so many discs for the large telescopes
pany for the half-year, including £118 10s, 4d. brought forward, England, furnaces built, 587; furnaces in blast, 263; Wales,
amount to £15,332 18s., and the total expenses to £11,560 9s. 1d., furnaces built, 129; in blast, 5; Scotland, furnaces built, 141; in use in several observatories; and of M. Mercadier, professor of
hysics
to the Polytechnic School of Paris, and author of the only
leaving a balance of £3772 8s. 11d. for disposal. The directors in blast, 75; total number of furnaces built December 31st, 1886,
recommend the declaration of a dividend at the rate of £10 per 857; total number of furnaces in blast December 31st, 1886, 377 ; *rench book on electrical measures, .Vutwre says M. Feil was
seventy-four
years of age; M. Mereadier ten years youn zer.
cent. per annum, less income-tax, for the past half-year, payable d
in the
ber of furnaces built since September 30th,
on the 12th inst.
A Frew weeks ago a notice was widely issued by Queen's
1886, 2; i
in the
ber of furnaces in blast since SepTue Council of Ministers at Constantinople have tember 30th, 1886, 11; furnaces blown out since September 30th, College that an examination would be held ‘on March 1, 1887, for
resolved to grant a concession for the extension of the Ismidt 1886, 19; furnaces blown in since September 30th, 1886, 30; the purpose of filling - various scholarships and exhibitions,
Railway to Angora and Diarbekir, to a ——7 comprising Herr furnaces built since September 30th, 1856, 2 ; furnaces pulled down including one scholarship for mathematics and another for natural
Seefelder, Dimitraki Effendi, and others.
concession, which since September 30th, 1886, 4; furnaces being built at present science, Result, one candidate. Natural science seems to be
valued at a very low rate by the British public, and its estimate is
is for a period of ninety-nine years,
provides that the works on the time, 6 ; furnaces being re-built at present time, 6,
Istuidt-Angora line are to be completed within five and those of
that with proper exploders a dynamite usually significant.
the Angora-Diarbekir section in nine years. The decision has comIr is claimed
Ovr colonists can sell corn cheap, for they not only
of 30 per cent. nitro-glycerine and 70 per cent. meal
been forwarded to the Sultan for approval.
powder will do as much work as a dynamite composed of 75 — turn out on a Sunday if necessary to prevent the spoiling of
e a harvest, but it is said that harvesting by night, as well as
Tue Lahore tramway is rapidly appucaching eomgistion. cent. of nitro-glycerine and 25 per cent. of infusorial silica.
Messrs. Robson and Co., ironfounders, of Lahore,
have not only difference in cost may be estimated as follows:—Vulcan powder: by day, went on in New South Wales in December, lamps being
made the tram cars for the tramway, but have also constructed the 70 Ib. of meal powder at ‘04, 2°80 dols.; 30 1b. of nitro-glycerine at used as there was no harvest moon. ‘The self-binding reaping
line, of which three miles are now
open for traffic, and two and 40, 12°00 dols.—1001h. of powder cost 14°80dols. Dynamite machines did their work so perfectly that nothing but a light to
a-half miles more will be finished by
bh next. This is the first No. 1: 25lb. of infusorial silica at °03, *75 dol; 751b. of nitro- keep them in the right track was needed.
tramway that has been estaolished in the Punjab, and with the A ripen at 40, 30°00 dols.—100 lb. of dynamite cost 30°75 dols.
experiments between Brussels and Paris
exception of the rails which have been supplied by Messrs. Fleming, na previous suit Judge Blatchford issued an injunction against haveTELEPHONIC
been made.
‘The double phosphorus bronze wire used for
Wilson, and Co., Rood-lane-chambers,
London, the whole of the the manufactureof the following powders :— Nitro-glycerine: No. 1, telephonic
t
ission was
ted with the telegraphic appa67°64;
No.
2,
27°86.
Cellulose:
r
stock,
No.
1,
16°82;
sawplant has been manufactured by Robson and Co., including wheels,
ratus,
whilst
messages
sent by the latter. The experiments
axles, springs, Kc. There is every probability of several other dust and charcoal, No. 2, 5°59. Nitrate of soda: No. 1, 15°54; were decisive in provingwere
that
telegraphic
messages do not impede
No.
2,
66°55.
towns in the Punjab following the example of Lahore, and estatelephoni
ication. The service between Brussels and
blishing tramways.
REFERRING to a
graph in this column a short time Paris will be officially opened in a few days.
the effect on a bar of tin of rubbing a‘tittle quickA yew law was promulgated in Russia on Saturday since concerning
We have received from Mr. Edward Phillips, of
on its surface, the American Mechanical Engineer says: “This
imposinga tax of 5 per cent. upon the guaranteed and of 3 per cent. silver
seem to form an amalgam of tin and mercury; it is not Bishopsgate-street Within, a specimen of the Shaftesbury
upon the unguaranteed revenues derived from railway shares. The would
safety
lamp, which is considered by experts to be an invensurprising
that
such
an
amalgam
should
be
rotten,
but
it
is
surprisfollowing lines are exempted from this tax:—Warsaw and Brom- ing that a little rubbed on the surface should have the effect tion which
save many lives and much property. An
berg, Warsaw and Vienna, Warsaw and Terespol, Di
and mentioned. This brings to mind the experience of an engineer identical lampwillto the
us in polished brass, with indicating
Witepsk, Kursk and Kieff, Orel and Witebsk, and Tam
and ‘all of the olden time,’ who, when racing with a rival, was told that wick and chimney, alloneof sent
British manufacture, is now offered to
Kosloff. The shares of the Lodz and Tzarskoe-Selo lines, as well as if he put mercury on the bearings it would greatly increase the the public for 2s. 9d., so that
Mr.
Phillips has fulfilled his promise
of the great Russian companies working the lines between St. revolutions. The only mercury he had on board was in the syphon to produce a safe and cheap lamp within
the reach of all classes.
Petersburg and Warsaw and Moscow and Nijni-Novgorod, are also gauge, so he disconnected it, and poured its contents into the main
temporarily exempted, as well as the revenues of the shareholders bearings. The result was an increase of revolutions, and another
Ay electric lighting installation has been completed at
of the great railway company working the Nicholas (St. Petersburg and very costly result was the destruction of the main brasses, Messrs. Croysdale and Sons’ flour mill at Knottingley by Mr.
and Moscow) Railway. The new law will come into force at once, caused by the amalgamation of the mercury with the Babbitt, and Wilson Hartnell. The plant comprises one compound siieagelating dynamo and 63 16-candle power Edison-Swan incandescent
Mr. AtFrreD Hickman, one of the deputation of iron- ultimately the brasses themselves,”
lamps distributed throughout the mill, warehouse, offices, stables
masters from the Birmingham district who waited upon the Board
and
The dynamo is driven from the line shaft on the bottom
Tue
relative
diffusivity
of
any
two
gases
is
expressed
of Trade last week in connection with the Government Railway by the reciprocals of the square root of their densities. Thus, the floor,yard,
being supplied by a large water-wheel which drives the
Bill, has pointed out some important matters dealt with by the density of air being 1, its diffusivity is ] also. The density of whole power
mill.
The pendant lamp wires are coated with uninflammable
deputation which have not on made generally known. He
material.
“Was 38;
states that the deputation recommended the retention of the Rail- hydrogen being 0°693, its diffusiveness is 1
/0°693~ 0°2633 —
way Commissioners, who they said had given the greatest satisfacTue syllabus is issued of a course of seven practical
tion by their decisions. It was likewise urged that the fewer ( 2 the density of ammonia being 0°5898, its diffusiveness is demonstrations, to be given in the dynamo-rooms and laboratories
against an undue preference being given to any trader
be
10-5898 = of the City and Guilds of London Institute, Central Institution,
extended to any district or place, and also that through rates over a
8.W., on testing of dynamos and motors, during
= 1°30; and generally representing the density of a gas Exhibition-road,
an unbroken line of communication belonging to two or more com- 07681
Febi
and March, by Professor Ayrton, F.R.S., Assoc. Mem
panies should be granted. One of the most important points was
Inst.
C.E.
Each
demonstration will be given twice, once on the
that the provisions of the Act should, in all cases where applicable, by d, its diffusiveness is = —! a1° Applying this rule to practice it Friday, at 5 p.m., and again on the following Wednesday, at
Vv
be extended to canals, and that in future no railway company appears that, supposing hydrogen
5 p.m., in order that all who attend the course may take part in
and
ammonia
placed
under
should be permitted to acquire the control of a canal. Another
st
pr ting their mutual diffusion, 3°8 volumes of the experiments.
matter of great importance to small traders was that, —— with hydrogen
will become mingled with 1°30 of ammoniaAr the meeting of the Birmingham Association of
the consent of the local authority, no railway company
id have
the Institution of Civil Engineers, on the 27th ult., a
ower to transfer a rating appeal from the Quarter Sessions to the
Some recent lawsuits have brought out some interesting studentswasof read
by Mr. R. Peirce, Stud. Inst. C.E., upon the
ilway Commissioners.
information on what are known as high explosives, which has been paper
as
Ejddonhinoter
Sewerage and Water Supply,” and past and presummarised by Professor Chas. E. Monroe, U.S.N. The composi- sent sanitary condition
Ix the Argentine Republic numerous railways are in tions
of Kidderminster. In 1874 £100,000 was
of
the
various
éxplosives
that
the
Atlantic
Giant
Powder
course of construction, and concessions have just been granted for Company regarded as infringements of their patents were:— spent on sewerage and waterworks, and these works were at the
a line from Monte Caseros, on the river Uruguay, to Corrientes, on Vulcan powder consisting of nitro-glycerine, 32°60; nitrate of soda, time believed to be efficient. A severe epidemic of typhoid fever
the river Parana, and another from the same starting point to 49°46; charcoal, 963; and sulphur, 831 per cent. Neptune in 1884 suggested that they were not satisfactory, and a Local
Posadas, in Missiones, thus bringing the U,
Parana on the powder consisting of nitro-glycerine, 32°66; nitrate of soda, 45°04; Government Board inquiry brought to light facts showing that the
borders of Paraguay in communication with the Argentine banks charcoal,
works had been carelessly carried out. The Corporation had to
17°44; sulphur, 4°86; and ash, 0°94 per cent. Miners’ adopt
of the river Uruguay at Concordia. A project is being put forward Powder Company
and carry out an imp’
t sch
Synenibe
isting of nitro-glycerine, 32°91;
for a line on the same gauge
as the Buenos Ayres and Rosario nitrate of soda, 49°88
;
charcoal,
wood,
and
partially
charred
wood,
ATTENTION is again being drawn to the improvement of
Railways, starting from Sunchales, in the province of Santa Fé, 1721; and ash, 1°18 per cent. Brady’s dynamite, or Vulcan
the navigation of the Trent and its connection with the Mersey, so
the furthest point on the extension, to Tucuman, thus avoiding the
of nitro-glycerine, 33°00; nitrate of soda, 50-00; as to allow free passage from Liverpool to Hull of vessels of considertranshipment necessitated by the change of gauge on the present powder, consisting
10°00; and sulphur, 7-00 per cent. It will be observed able draught. The Railway and Canal Traders’ Association is
route via Cordoba. The northern colonies of the province of that all these
are practical dynamites, in which gunpowder taking steps to secure the placing of this navigation under a public
Santa Fé are being connected with the city of that name bya is used in placepowders
of infusorial earth as the absorbent.
trust or conservancy board, and is seeking to intluence the Cornarrow gauge line, which is to be extended to Cordoba, and contion of Nottingham, and the towns of Burton, Newark, and
nect with the narrow line of similar width from Tucuman to the
In one of his lectures on “ Preparing Telescope Lenses,”
latter place. Other propositions for new railways are being con- Mr. Howard Grubb, F.R.S., said:—‘‘I have also sometimes sainsborough, in order to secure what is termed the independence
of
this
river navigation. It ispointed out that an additional/depth
stantly brought forward for Government sanction, some for mone lenses while floating on mercury. This gives a very
of only 12in. in the channel would add 50 per cent. to the carrying
guarantee, and others without. In regard to immigration, new
tiful support, but it is not so convenient, as it is difficult to capacity
of the vessels used, and that ultimately the Trent would
arrivals, of whom 70 per cent. are Italians and 10 per cent. are keep the disc sufficiently steady while the polishing operation is in
Spaniards, find employment immediately on arrival on the many progress without introducing other chances of strain. Even if the become one of the most efficient inland waterways in the country.
new railways, buildings, docks, &c., in course of construction.
surface be finished absolutely perfectly, very large lenses when
Tue Royal Society of New South Wales offers its
placed in their cells suffer considerable flexure from their own medal
Writixe upon the Tran
ian Railway, the Novosti weight
and a prize of £25 for the best communication of sufficient
alone, as they cannot then be s
anywhere except merit containing
says :—“‘The inauguration of the Tchardjui station on the Trans- round
of original research or observation
the
To meet this I pro
many years
ago to have upon any one of athelist results
caspian Railway is an event which has not received the attention the means
of subjects which it has published. Comof hermetically sealing the tube
introducing air at munications on the following
which it deserves. The consequences of it are very important, as slight pressure
must be sent in not later
to form an elastic support for the objective, the than May 1 next:—On the silversubjects
the whole of Russia is thus brought into unbroken communication pressure to be regulated
— of New South Wales ;
automatic arrangement accord- origin and mode of occurrence ore
with the Amu Darya, the basin and the Fae of influence of ing to the altitude. by y anattention
of
gold-bearing
veins and of the
was directed to this
which extend beyond the borders of the
i
of
ciated minerals; infl
of the Australian climate in provery pointedly a few years ago from being obliged to use ducing
Central Asia. The importance of the Transcaspian = » which is matter
modifications
of
diseases;
and
on
the
infusoria
to
for the Vienna 27in. objective a crown lenses which was, according Australia. A year later the society will receive ——peculiar
already more than 1 versts long, is at once strategic and com- to
on the
rules, much too thin. I had waited some years for this anatomy and life-history of the
mercial. The Caucasus forces, instead of taking several months dise,ordinary
Echidna
and
typus;
the
and none thicker could be KaepsFg<a pF ite dise anatomy and life-history of Mollusca
to reach the frontiers of Khiva and Bokhara, can now reach them was very
to Australia; and
pure
omogeneous, but so thin that, if of ered to me the chemical composition of the products iarfrom
in a few days. The English know that at a distance of 600 versts in the first
so-called
instance, I would certainly have re)
it. Great kerosene shale of New South Wales. The subjects onthewhich
from the shores of the Caspian Sea there is a station called care
comwas
taken
to
avoid
flexure
in
the
working,
but
to
my
great
Duschak, from which the line bends in the direction of Herat, from
munications
must
be
sent
in
not
later
than
May
1,
1889,
are:—On
ise I found no difficulty whatever with it in this respect. the chemistry of A
which it is only 400 versts distant. The commercial importance of This led
ms
and
resins;
on
the
aborigines
to investigate the matter, with the following curious Australia; on the iron ore deposits of New South Wales; list of
the
ian line is not less considerable. The districts around results. me
of
If we call f the flexure for any given thickness ¢, and /! the
Bokharaand Samarcand
are among the most fertile upon
the face
marine fauna of Port Jackson, with descriptive
notes as to
of the earth,
and if their waalth has not hitherto been made full the flexure for any other thickness “1, then 4 = —..
habits,
distribution,
&c,
The
competition
is
open
to
all
without
for
any
given
qi2
use of, it is because of the defective means of
communicati
any restriction whatever, excepting that a prize will not be awarded
But no sooner was it known that the
ian Railway would load or weight approximately. But as the weight increases to a member of the council for the time being; neither will an
be prolonged
to the Amu Darya
than the
uction
of cotton in directly as the thickness, the fr of the discs due to their own award be made for a mere compilation, however meritorious in its
Bokhara increased considerably, while, in addition to cotton, this weight, which is what we want to know, may be expressed as way. The communication to be successful must be either wholly
=!»
line will also carry large quantities of silks, furs, carpets, leather,
or in part the result of original observation or research on the part
ha
wool, fruits, &c., from the two khanates.”
of the contributor,
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order in paynent, Alternate adcertisements will be inserted with alt
practical regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case.
All except weekly adcertisements are taken subject to this condition,
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six
o'clock on Thursday Evening in each week,
Letters velating to Advertisements and the Publishing Department of the
paper ave to be wddressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ; ult
other letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tax ENGinver, 163, Strand.

93

would be just as badly off as ever. It is necessary to
insist on these things, because the shipowners have
apparently entirely overlooked them. It is possible,
however, that although they speak of a channel, they
really contemplate dredging the whole river from shore
to shore in such a way that there shall be 26ft. of water
in it at low tide.
Now it is not as well known as it ought to be that
below Erith the navigation of the Thames is at low water
MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
Tue Ixstirution or Civit, Excingeers, 25, Great George-street, West- exceedingly intricate, and only to be accomplished by any
minster, S.W.—Session 1886-87. Tuesday, February 8th, at 8 p.m.: craft drawing over 8ft. by experienced pilots, or captains
meeting. Papers to be further discussed :—‘ Sewage Sludge who possess special knowledge. There are sand banks
* © This week is published a Double Nunber of THE ENGINEER coi Ordinary
1,” by William Joseph Dibdin, F.C.S., F.LC,; “ Filter
taining the T ome to the Sixty-second Volume, and Two Supplements, and its forDis)the Treatinent
of Sewage Sludge,” by William Santo Crimp, jand gravel banks and mud banks in all sorts of
one being a double-page view of the Fife Pier of the Foith Bridge, | Presses
Assoc, M. Inst. C.E., F.G.8.
places. ‘The channel down to the sea has been very carethe other « double-page engracing of the Compound Engines of the | Soctery or Enoineers.,-Monday, February 7th, at the Town Hall, || fully
buoyed, but it is a crooked, awkward channel neverSteamship Poplar, Beery copy Ws issued by the Publisher contains | Westminster, the President for the past year, Mr. Perry Fairfax Nursey,
these Supplements, and subseribers ave vequested to uotify the faet will present the premiums awarded for papers read during the year. The theless, especially for large ships. What would be the
President for the year 1887, Professor Henry Robinson, will deliver his effect on the lower reaches of the Thames if the section
should they not veceive them, Price of the Double Number, 1s.
Inaugural Address,
Society or Arts, John-street, Adelphi, London, W.C. — Monday, from Purfleet to the Albert Dock was made deeper in the
February 7th, at 8 p.m.: Cantor Lectures. ‘The Diseases of Plauts, way proposed? No one knows. The probability is that the
with
a Regard to Agriculture and Forestry,” by J. lL. W. Thudi- scour would be increased and that bars would be thrown
CONTENTS.
chum, a M.D., F.R.C.P. London. Lecture II.—Animal
ites as causes
of
epi
and endemic plant
q
trated by the Phylloxera— up further down. To interfere with the —_— of a great
Tur Enoreer, February 4th, 1887.
PAGE Comparisonic with
Oidium—Aphides or
m-fly—Survey of parasites on tidal river is a far more serious matter t)
the shipTur DratNaGe OF Fens anp Low Lanps By Steam Power. No.1. 83 forest trees—-Necessity of greater atten
to forest culture as a science
Lonpon SewaGe—New Precierration Works at Barkina. (Illus.) 85 —Physical and chemical causes and effects of diseases of plants—Com- owners understand. It is a thing not to be undertaken
parison with vegetable ferments, beneficial and hurtful—Diseases of wine lightly, as their friends in Liverpool would net be slow
THe DRAINAGE OF THE Houses or PartiamMent. (Ilustrated.)
CompounD Express Enoine, Norta-Eastern Rattway. (Illustrated.) 87 and beer—Conclusi
Wednesday, February 9th, at 8es Ordinary
from the shipping
Waces ty Great Britary, No, V. Seo ke oR) aes aka" ac) i eee ee meeting. ‘‘ Purity of Beer,” by A. Gordon Salamon. J. H. Puleston, to tell them if consulted.
LEGAL INTRELIGENCE .. 2. os 20 02 20 ce 06 26 oe oe
88 M.P.,
will
preside.
Friday,
February 11th, at 8 p.m.: Indian Section. interests involved, let us ask what would be the condition
Apstracts OF ConsULAR AND DipLomatic Reports. No, IV, ..
80 “
Economical Condition of India,” by Dr. George Watt, C.LE. Sir of the foreshore for miles in certain places. Would not
‘Ay AMERICAN AMMONIA REFRIGERATING MACHINE...
os 0c we ae George Birdwood, M.D., LL.D., C.8.1., will preside.
RaiwaY Marrers—Nores AND MEMORANDA—MISCELLANEA ., .. 92 Tue Sociery or TeLecrarH ENGINgERS AND Evectricians,—Thursday, the deepening of the channel leave vast expanses of mud
Lreapine ArticLes—Shipowners and the Port of London—Cylinder
February 10th, at 8 p.m.: Ordinary general meeting. For adjourned dis- uncovered at low water which are now covered? Putting
CN
EE
ee
ae er ee re
ee e e
cussion :—‘‘ Telephonic Investigations,” by Professor Silvanus P, Thomp- these
things on one side, however, the fact remains that
The Brighton Electric Railway—Strike in the Steel Trade—Northson, B.A., D.Se., Member.
eet
ee
e e ee ee
m4
1ETY OF ARCHITECTS,—Tuesday, February Sth, in the Freemasons’ to render the Thames a good anchorage between Purfieet
Lance Sioice VaLves, Braprorp Waterworks. (Illustrated.)
95 Tavern, Great Queen-street, W.C.: Ordinary meeting. Paper to be read: and the Albert Dock, an enormous amount of dredging
ERECTION OF THE ForTH BRIDGE .. .. .. 5 «+ os se oe
95 --- Quantity Taking,” by Mr. C. H. Searle.
work must be done, and the cost would for some years to
On THE Friction or Non-conpENsinG Eyoines, (Illustrated.)
96
Traversinec WAREHOUSE CRANE
eAcriag ra t Ad de” te: Sub
97
come be more like £100,000 per annum than £40,000. If
AMERICAN ENGINEERING News
Ri ceal Gao Be) 6 .4 ae el ake da ee
it is said that a small sum would suffice, then the evil of
DEATH.
Lerrers 10 THE Eprrorn—Cylinder Condensation—Preston and the
Ribble Navigation—The Local Government Board —The Strength
On the Ist instant, at San Remo, Cotonet Sir Jonny U. Bateman- which the shipowners complain must be small ; if it is
of Struts—Whitworth s Inventions —Railway Bridge over the
large, then to abate it will cost a great deal of
Riachuelo—W:
at Swindon—The Vyrnwy Waterworks
98 Cuampain, H.E., K.C.M.G., in his fifty-second year.
money.
Donkey Boilers—The Strength of Struts.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Tue Iron, Coat, anp Genera Trapes or Birmincuam, WoLverThe letter as it stands is a very curious document, and
HAMPTON, AND OTHER DISTRICTS.. .. «. «1 ce ce oe ee oe
it is difficult to believe that it received due consideration
Nores FROM LANCASHIRE ..
os es
99
THE
ENGINEER.
Nores FROM SHEFFIELD .. .. «. «.
100
before it was dispatched. “ We apprehend,” say the
Nores FROM THE NortH or ENGLAND ..
100
writers, “that
safety and convenience require that the
Nores wmom SCOTLAND §.. 1.) 0s 0s es oe
100
channel
of the river should be dredged to such a depth
Notes From WALES AND ApJorntna CouNTIES ..
100
FEBRUARY 4, 1887.
Nores FRoM GERMANY
ce o0k: be. e . oe
100
that
vessels
either
entering or leaving the port with
AMERICAN NOTES ..
101
cargoes should be able to anchor without danger.” We
New CoMPANIES
ia ae’ oe
101
SHIPOWNERS AND THE PORT OF LONDON.
Tuk Patent JOURNAL... .. .. «101
have already shown that this implies that the whole or
A LETTER has been addressed by the shipowners of the
ee Eee
ee ae eT eer ee
Paracrapas—Finsbury Technical College, 88—Brussels Exhibition, 88— port of London to the Thames Conservators, which raises nearly the whole width of the river must be dredged.
But the shipowners no not seem to contemplate this, or
King’s College Engineering Society, 99
Two Dovsie-Pace SuPPLEMENTAL ENGRAVINGS—ONE ILLUSTRATING THE an important issue of considerable engineering interest. they would not suggest that the Thames Conservancy
Fire CANTILEVER Prer or THE FortH Brivce; THE OTHER THE Com- The shipowners point out.that an urgent necessity exists Board could find the necessary funds. The letter as it
pounD Enornes or THe 8.8. “ Popiar.”
for the immediate adoption of energetic measures to stands can effect no good whatever. We are far from
improve the navigable channel of the Thames between saying that the Thames should not be dredged and imGravesend and the docks above. Safety and commerce proved, but we repeat that it is a task not to be entered
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
demand that the channel of the river should be of such a | upon lightly. The shipowners ought to fortify themselves
depth that vessels either entering or leaving the port with with the opinions of some highly-competent civil engiRegistered Telegraphic Address ‘‘ ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
cargoes
should be able, if necessary, to come to anchor. neer, and obtain an estimate of the cost of the works
LONDON.”
In the present state of the river they cannot anchor
*.* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or con- without going ashore, and so they are compelled to con- which he might suggest. Then, and not till then, will
there be a tangible proposition to deal with. As to the
taining questions, must be accompanied by the name and address
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of tinue moving, even in dense fogs. The shipowners proposal in its present form, it may be said that it means
further
hold
that
the
channel
should
be
as
deep
as
the
good faith. No notice whatever wili be taken of anonymous
anything or nothing. If, as the shipowners seem in one
communications,
Suez Canal, say 26ft. at low water. They suggest that place to imply, one dredger, now employed in getting
*.* We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we the necessary work can be done by dredging, and that gravel, would, if used to more purpose, do all that they
must therefore request correspondents to keep copies.
the requisite funds are available in the shape of £41,000 want, we can only think that they are making a great
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to a year paid to the Board of Conservancy as tonnage dues: deal of fuss about nothing. If, on the other hand, their
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the There are numerous places between the Albert Dock and
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all Purfleet in which there are only 18ft. at low water. It letter means what it says—namely, that seven miles of
the Thames should be converted into safe anchoring
cases, be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that is to these that the shipowners take exception. Such, in ground for ocean steamers of the highest class at low
answers received » dey may be forwarded to their destination. brief, is the case made out for dredging.
water, then we say that the scheme is gigantic, and must
No notice will be taken of communications which do not comply
The first thing that suggests itself to our mind is that be carried out by others than the Thames Conservancy
with these instructions,
whereas in 1871 the tonnage of vessels entering inwards Board.
first step to be taken in the latter case is
D. C.— Address the Secretary, Mr. T. Cole, 6, Westminster-chambers, Victoria- and outwards was about 7,600,000 tons, and in 1885 it obviously The
to call in the aid of an engineer.
street, Westminster, S.W.
reached
12,000,000
tons,
the
condition
of
the
river
can
EXPERIENCE. — We have never heard of safety valves at sea being stuck to their not be so bad as the shipowners make out. Admitting
seats by the deposit of oil residue carried over to the boilers from the surface
CYLINDER CONDENSATION,
condenser, Your experience seems to be unique.
that they are right for the sake of argument, the
W. H. 8.—The loop at the lower corner of the diagram is duce to the presence Thames, with all its faults, seems to be able to accomopage will be found a letter from the pen of
of water in the cylinder, The steam remaining at the end of the stroke is date a stupendous traffic. It may, of course, be argued Mr.In another
Bodmer, which requires some comment.
Mr.
saturated, and liquefies when a certain pressure has been attained ; 80 that
compression no longer causes the pressure to rise. The lead of the steam that what sufficed in 1871 will not suffice now, and no Bodmer takes exception, it will be seen, to a statement
valve is a great deal too late, the piston having made 80 much of its stroke doubt this line of reasoning is not without force. which appeared in our impression for January 7th. We
as corresponds to the length of the loop before the port opens.
B. C.-—Condenser tubes working in sea-water do not become incrusted, because The real objection to the scheme is that it is so said that the presence of water in a cylinder had, in some
the temperature uw too low to throw down the salts of lime, &e., and the vague and indefinite that it is impossible to say what obscure way, a powerful influence on the condition of
current through them keeps the surface washed. But on the steam side the
tubes become Joul with grease from the engines, and require to be cleared out it actually means. Take, for instance, the hint that the steam. Mr. Bodmer draws from these words a deduction
occasionally by filling the condenser with a strong solution of soda in water ; £41,000 - annum above-named would supply the neces- which we did not intend them to supply. Our meaning
letting this le for a couple of hours, and then blowing it out with steam.
sary funds. Any engineer of experience, had he been con- | was, and is, that wet steam is less economical than dry
T. S, (Leamingto:).—The heat of the steam at any pressure can be obtained sulted by the shipowners in the first instance, would have steam, for reasons which are not generally understood,
Srom steam tables published in every treatise on the steam engine. The told them that £40,000 a-year would be a very inadequate Mr. Bodmer advances nothing to show that they are fully
pressure of the steam issuing from the spout of the kettle is equal that of the
atmosphere, 14°7 1b. on the square inch; ita temperature is 212 deg. Molea- amount to expend on such a scheme. But the money comprehended, nor does his letter throw any real light on
worth gives the total or absolute pressure of the steam. Thus, the 25 lb. even if it were sufficient,isnot available. TheThamesCon- the matter, because the theory which he therein enuncisteam you speak of using has a total pressure of 25 + 14°7= 39°7 lb., or, in servators haveagreat deal to do,and they could not possibly
ates does not obtain in practice, either because the
round numbers, 401b.; its temperature is 267 deg. Steam of 5b. boiler
pressure is really 201b., because the atmosphere loads the safety valve with devote the whole of the tonnage dues, or even any large theory is unsound or the requisite conditions are not
15 lb, per inch ; its temperature is 228 deg. Steam of 101, is nearly 25 Wb.; part of them, to dredging the riverewholesale. 1f they do present. Inasmuch as cylinder condensation is a most
its temperature is 240deg.; and so on,
that they must leave something else undone, about which powerful source of waste of fuel in steam engines, we
there would very soon be an outcry. Anything like such need not make any apology for returning again and again
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
a
radical change in the bed of the Thames as the ship- to the subject. Indeed,it is so full of anomalies and puzzles
Tur Enatneer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations; or it can, yf preferred, be supplied direct owners want effected must be made by some boy that the fullest and freest discussion is not only expedient
from the office on the following terms (paid in advance) :—
si
with special funds for the purpose, and with far larger but necessary, because in such full and free discussion
Half-yearly (including double numbers) ..
.. £0 14s. 6d.
powers than the Conservancy Board possesses.
It lies the promise of devising means of reducing it, or at
Yearly (including two double numbers) ..
ee
If ervedit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will is a noteworthy circumstance that the shipowners least of ascertaining under what conditions it does or
— only of the depth of the channel they want. does not take place—a point on which very great ignorbe made, Tue ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad.
A complete set of Tak Encrneer can be had on application.
othing is said about its width. The object had in ance now exists. For example, at least in some triple exForeign Subscriptions for Thin Paper Copies will, uatil further notice, be view «is to suffer ships to anchor in the fair way, as, pansion engines with the high and intermediate cylinders
received at the rates given below :—Foreign Subscribers paying in advance for example, they can anchor in the Sloyne and other por- carefully jacketted the condensation in the high-pressure
at the published rates will receive Tue Exoineer weekly and post-free.
Subscriptions sent by Post-office order must be accompanied by letter of tions of the Mersey. But it is evident that a channel cylinder is enormous; on the other hand, in unjacketted
advice to the Publisher. Thick Paper Copres may be had, if preferred, at only wide enough for one or two ships would not suffice. cylinders the condensation is sometimes very small. Thus,
increased rates,
Under the existing régime a ship cannot anchor, because in the compound Paxman engine reported on by Professor
Remittance by Post-ofice order. — Australia, ao. Brazil, British when
she swung with the tide she would tail on the shore Kennedy and the late Mr. Rich, it seems that though the
Columbia, British Guiana, Canada, Cape of Good Hope, Denmark,
Hawaiian Islands,
France, Germany, Gibraltar, Italy, Malta, at either side. Even if we assume that she moored with cylinders were unjacketted the condensation was very
Natal, Netherlands, Mauritius, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, New two anchors down, a ship 400ft. long would require a small. There is probably no better authority on the
South Wales, New Zealand, Portugal, Roumania, Switzerland, Tas- width of at least 900ft. in which to swing with safety.
application in practice of the theory of heat than Mr. W.
mania, Turkey, United States, West Coast of Africa, West Indies,
Cyprus, £1 16s. China, Japan, India, £2 0s. 6d.
Rotating round the shackle where the two cables unite, Anderson,
In his recently published treatise, “The
Remittance by Bill on London.—Austria, Buenos Ayres and Algeria, she would herself be the radius of a circle 800ft. in Conversion of Heat into Work,’ he says, page 78:—
Greece, Ionian Islands, Norway, Panama, Peru, Russia, Spain, Sweden, diameter, and another hundred feet is a very moderate “ What has already been said on this subject shows that
Chili, £1 16s, Borneo, Ceylon, Java, and Singapore, £20s. 6d. Manilla,
allowance for the slack of the cables. It appears, there- there is no theoretical gain in steam jackets. They can
Sandwich Isles, £2 5s,
fore, that a width of less than 300 yards would not suffice. produce no effect whatever upon the fact that every footADVERTISEMENTS.
*,* The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings, It may be argued that the ship would only drop anchor pound of work is represented by a corresponding absorpfor every two lines afterwards one shilling and sixpence; odd lines, are for one tide, but this is nonsense. The fog might last for tion of heat; but a steam jacket makes the curve of
charged one shilling. The line averages seven words. When an advertisement measures an inch or more the charge is ten shillings per inch. All days—for several tides at all events; and in a narrow pressure follow more nearly the isothermal line, and so
single advertisements from the country must be accompanied by a Post-office channel,ifit was a hundred fathoms deep, the ship at anchor |enables the engine to do a larger quantity of work with-
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out sensibly increasing friction and other resistance, and
to use a higher rate of expansion to obtain the same
power, which in the case of steam implies higher initial
pressure, and consequently temperature, and a greater fall
of the latter in the working substance, and hence
economy.” Need we say that dozens of engineers hold on
the other hand that.jacketting is a direct, not an indirect
source of economy ? When we find that the widest diversity of opinion exists among engineers as to the value or
the reverse of steam jackets, it may, we hold, be conceded
that the laws of cylinder condensation are not fully
understood.
So much premised, we may go on to consider Mr. Bodmer’s letter. We do not hesitate to say that we have
never heard of Zeuner’s investigation, and in this we are
not singular. We cannot name a single author who,
writing on heat or steam, asserts that condensation and
re-evaporation, and then condensation again, can take
place in a steam engine. Such a sequence of phenomena
1s not referred to by Clausius or Rankine, and until we
are put into possession of the experimental data on which
Zeuner’s theory is based we must, with all deference to
Mr. Bodmer, hesitate to aecept the statement as true of
any conditions which can exist in practice. It has, of
course, been long known that every vapour has a critical
int, at which it may be either vapour or liquid almost
indifferently; but it remains to be proved that there
is more than one critical point for avapour. Let us take, for
example, a well-known lecture experiment. A barometer
tube filled with mercury is supported over a deep tank
containing mercury. As soon as the metal in the tube
has steadied itself at the height proper tothe pressure
of the air at the time, let a smal quantity of ether be
ssed up the tube through the mercury. Part of this
ether will be instantly vaporised, and the mercury will
fall a little in the tube. If now the tube be depressed
in the mercury tank or raised, the level of the metal
within it will remain unaltered, that is to say, the space
above the column will play the part of avacuum. As the
mercury column tends to rise in it the ether will be compressed, and, being just at the critical point, it will be
liquefied and reduced in volume, its pressure remaining
unaltered. In like manner, if we try to reduce the pressure, more will be evaporated to fill up the space, and its
pressure will remain, as before, unchanged. It is, of
course, essential that there should be sufficient unevaporated ether present to saturate the vapour. It
is open to doubt if a precisely similar result will
take place with water under similar conditions.
Quoting again from Mr. Anderson’s book, after referring to the isothermal curve of a gas, he says :—
“ But if the gas operated on be near its point of liquefaction, matters are not so simple. Such a gas we have
in steam. Let us suppose a cylinder 5ft. long filled
with steam at 3 |b. ms
pressure and 212 deg. temperature. If the piston were pushed in, the pressure would
rise nearly according to the isothermal curve until a
pressure of 14°71b., or one atmosphere, was reached, and
then we should attain a pressure and temperature at
which water may exist either as a liquid or a gas. The
slightest increase of pressure causes the steam to condense, and therefore the isothermal curve will cease
to be a curve, but will be a line parallel to the
hase, indicating that there will be no further
rise of pressure till all the steam is condensed. When
that happens, there will be less than one-seventhousandth part of the original bulk of steam reduced to
water at 212deg., and practically incompressible.” He
then goes on to show that by reversing the process all
the water would be reconverted into steam. Now if we
turn to Clausius, it will be found that all fluids do not
behave inthe same way. Thus, for example, ether vapour
is liquefied by compression, but steam is not. “ If steam
is compressed, heat is generated by the work thereby
expended, and this heat is more than sufficient to raise the
temperature of the steam to the point at which the new
density is the maximum density. Accordingly, if the
steam is to be treated in such a way that it remains
saturated, it must be deprived of part of the heat thus
generated. In like manner, in the expansion of steam
more heat is converted into work than is necessary to
cool the steam so far only that it remains exactly in
the condition of saturated steam ; accordingly, if this last
condition is to hold, heat must be imparted during the
expansion.” Apparently, this is a flat contradiction of
the passage by Anderson which we have quoted above.
The apparent contradiction disappears, however, if we
bear in mind that Clausius is speaking of ordinary steam,
while Anderson is dealing with steam in presence of
water. Clausius gives, indeed, a complete investigation
of the cyclical process of expansion and compression in the
case of vapour at its maximum density in the presence
of water, but he says nothing whatever of such alternate
evaporations and condensationsas Mr. Bodmer speaksof. If
Zeuner be right, then it is clear that when steam is
compressed in presence of a large quantity of water, the
line of compression will be made up of straight lines
and curves, the straight lines being proper to condensation, the curved lines to compression. Nothing analogous
to this is known in practice, and we are disposed to think
that Mr. Bodmer has neglected to state some limiting conditions as to the performance of external work on which
the accuracy or the reverse of Zeuner’s formule turn. As
the matter stands at the present moment, we neither
accept nor dispute the accuracy of Mr. Bodmer’s conclusions. If he will supply further information, we shall be
in a position to form an opinion. So far as we can see at
present, the conditions necessary do not exist in practical
steam engines. Leaving practical steam engines and
turning to theory, we see more reason for doubting the
soundness of Zeuner’s conclusions. The isothermal curve
of water is probably better known than that of any other
fluid; and in this curve no evidence whatever is to be
found of that peculiar form of spontaneous condensation
and re-evaporation, and condensation
in in a neutral
cylinder of which Mr. Bodmer speaks. No one has
suggested the possibility of such a thing, if we except
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Professor—now Sir--W. Thomson, who several years ago
assumed that it was theoretically
ible that under certain conditions the isothermal of water should become a
waved line instead of an approximate hyperbolic curve.
But Clerk-Maxwell expressly states that this theory is
incapable of experimental verification. “'The condition
canneverbe realisedin a homogeneous mass, and we cannot
expect any experimental evidence of the existence of this
part of the curve, for the substance must be in unstable
uilibrium, pressure increasing with the volume.” ClerkMaxwell is perfectly definite on the point. After showing
how the isothermal is to be traced, he goes on, “ When
the liquid is in contact with the vapour, the rate of
evaporation depends on the temperature of the liquid
and the rate of condensation on the density of the
vapour. Hence for any temperature there is a determinate vapour density, and therefore a determinate
pressure represented by a horizontal line at which the
evaporation exactly balances the condensation. At this
pressure the liquid will be in equilibrium with the vapour.
At all greater pressures the vapour will be condensed
; at
all smaller pressures it will evaporate.” The words we
have italicised flatly contradict Zeuner; who, as we
understand Mr. Bodmer, asserts that with a falling
pressure we can have in succession condensation and reevaporation, while Maxwell, Balfour Stewart, and every
other author we can call to mind, hold that with a falling
pressure there can only be re-evaporation. If Mr. Bodmer
will calculate and draw the isothermal of water between,
say, 371 Fah. and 102 Fah., we shall be in a better
position to understand whether the formule are or are not
consistent with existing theories. May we also ask for
some account of the experiments on which the formule
are based ?
:
There is an aspect of the question, which is quite apart
from Mr. Bodmer’s letter, and which has never yet
received, so far as we are aware, adequate, or indeed, any
consideration. Unless there is plenty of water present
steam cannot be condensed by compression. If there is,
it can be condensed. The curious a found sometimes
at the compression corner of diagrams is often due to the
circumstance that so much water is present that the
steam being at the critieal point is condensed. The compression curve then becomes a horizontal line parallel to
the atmospheric line. The cure is either to keep the
cylinder dry as to give more lead. Returning to the
general question, let us suppose that an engine is
supplied with very wet steam, At the instant the steam
port opens, and steam rushes into the cylinder, a certain
amount of compression takes place for obvious reasons.
The result will be, if the steam be at the critical point—
condensation—not due, be it observed, to any cooling
action whatever, but solely to a rise in pressure. If the
steam is dry no such condensation will take place. The
very fact that one portion of the steam is condensed is
sufficient to supply water to saturate another portion,
and so augment the evil. If our readers have followed
us thus far they will be able to understand to what we
alluded when we said that there wasa certain point about
cylinder condensation still obscure. It is this. When
vapour is at the critical point, is it certain that compression is the only cause which will convert it into
water? We think not ; on the contrary, it seems likely
that shock or collision will sometimes have the same
effect. It is said that certain forms of cross-plate separators “knock” free water out of steam. It’seems quiteas
probable that they producea shock or jar which causes
the liquefaction of a portion of the unstable vapour, and
thus dry the rest. The fact that the noise and concussion produced by firing heavy cannon will bring down
rain is well known. In the same way it is not at all improbable that the concussion of thunder operates to the
same end. It is easy enough to see that the conditions
under which steam enters a cylinder by a series of jerks
are peculiarly well adapted to cause liquefaction. The
obvious remedy is, of course, to use steam which shall not
be a saturated vapour; and it is probable that the difference in the performance of various engines at various
times is much more affected by the dryness or wetness of
the steam used than is commonly supposed. Thus, a
jacket may be of little use to an engine getting dry
steam, and of much value to one getting wet Salen but it
is the custom in comparing engines to assume that they
all get steam of the same quality.
+64
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THE BRIGHTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
Tue Brighton electric railway has done much to show how
electricity may be successfully employed as a perfectly unobjectionable motor for many tramways and light railways, and
has been patronised by hundreds of thousands of passengers.
It has, moreover, earned the substantial support of electrical
engineers as a public exhibition of a successful electrical application, and has been visited by very many with a view to
witnessing its operation, construction, and equipment. It has,
however—like the early railways—proved a red rag to a few of
those to whom an engineering novelty is a thing to be denounced,
and a thing which affords them a cheap means of gaining a brief
though disagreeable local celebrity. This actively obstructionist minority has long endeavoured to find some reason for
stopping the working of the line, and the chance of rescuing
itself from the oblivion which usually attends the existence of
Carlisle’s majority recently presented itself. A boy on a bicycle
took the wrong side of the road and attempted to shoot between
a horse and the electric tramcar. The horse seems to have
suddenly heard the whiz of the bicycle, and sufficiently swerved
to cause the bicycle to be caught between himself and the
car. The horse was apparently mistaken as to the side on
which the bicycle was running, and shied towards the car, to
which he was accustomed, and of which he was not afraid. The
accident resulted in some injury to the rider, in an action in the
county-court, and in the county-court judge finding that the accident was caused by the tram-car and not by the bicycle, and that
Mr. Volk,the owner of the electric railway, must pay damages and
costs amounting to a very considerable sum. The same county
court judge has since, however, done something to remove the bad
impression this verdict has caused, for he came to a directly
opposite conclusion in a case brought by the owner of a horse
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and cart which were run into by the steam car of the Brighton District Tramways Company, the man being injured
and the horse reduced in value to 70s. The one fault
of the owner and driver of the horse seems to have been
that he had no light. He was within half-a-dozen yards
of his stable when run into by the steam car, the driver
of which could not see the horse and cart in consequence,
it was said by witnesses of the Tramway Company, of the tram
engine lamps. It was also said that the driver was not likely
to be able to hear the plaintiff call out, as he said he did, because
of the noise of the engine. The verdict was virtually that if
the horse and cart had not been there they would not have
been run into. The Tramway Company therefore has nothing
to pay, while Mr. Volk is called upon to pay heavily. An
injunction was asked for by the party represented by the
plaintiff to stop the working of the electric railway altogether,
but this was of course refused. In consequence of this actiun,
and of the heavy losses which resulted from the destructive
effects of the storms, which did so much damage along the
whole line of the Brighton coast, it has been resolved
by a large and influential committee, of which Mr. John Crapps,
of Powis-road, Brighton, is the secretary, to invite subscriptions
to a public testimenial to Mr. Volk, as a recognition of his
pioneer work in light electric vacrngs |locomotion, and as an
expression of support in an enterprise the tailure of which from
any cause would now be very harmful to electrical engineering
interests. The line has been opened over three years, and Mr.
Volk has fought single-handed through great difficulties, and it
may be hoped that suitable recognition of his work will now be
forthcoming—at least from all those interested in electrical
development.
STRIKE IN THE STEEL TRADE.
Mucu disappointment prevails among the thoughtful classes
of the North of England at the readiness still shown by workmen to strike without sufficient reason, and so do their utmost
to destroy the more hopeful feeling as regards trade and commerce which has only so recently arisen. The long years of
suffering which they have gone through since the last good
times would, it might be supposed, have taught them a salutary
lesson, and it has been fondly hoped by many that returning
prosperity would find them more prudent, more cautious, and
less precipitate than formerly. Possibly this belief has had
something to do with the resteration of confidence. Certain it
is that the disastrous times of 1875 and later were largely
caused by the withdrawal of capital from industrial enterprise,
because. the conditions then insisted on by workmen and other
producers was simply prohibitive. Notwithstanding this lesson,
and notwithstanding all the enforced idleness, and the consequent poverty and want which has since prevailed, we now
see Eritish operatives again refusing work by the hundreds,
and even thousands, because they are unable to obtain a share
of profits which are not yet realised, and which they are
doing their best to make impossible of realisation. At the
Eston Steel Works something like 2000 men are on strike for
a 10 per cent. advance in their wages. Though the quoted
price of rails is undoubtedly higher, and in two or three months
increased wages might be afforded from them, still old contracts at minimum prices are not yet worked off, and, until
they are, no concession can be afforded. It is curious how the
unexpected has happened in this case. Instead of raising the
price of steel rails, by ceasing to manufacture them—a result
which the operatives always expect to produce—the very
opposite seems likely to ensue. For it must be remembered
that the recent enhancement of values in the iron and steel
trades began with the raw material, and the finished product
only followed suit. Now that the latter is being produced in
diminished quantities, less pig iron is needed. The price of
this is therefore falling rapidly, and it is more than likely
that it will carry the value of steel rails down with it. And
so it is not improbable that the better prices, which the men
are endeavouring prematurely to get a share of, may be dissipated by their own action and disappear altogether. If this
does not happen, it will not be by reason, but in spite, of
their ill-advised, inopportune, and, under the circumstances,
unpatriotic action.
NORTH-EASTERN RAILWAY WORKS,
THE new lines and works in course of construction by the
North-Eastern Railway Company are now growing few in number. There are only four works in progress which may be called
large. These include the long-needed additions te the lines
between Newcastle and Heaton, the branch railway from
Alnwick to Cornhill, the railway from Darlington to Fighting
Cocks, and the extension of the Middlesbrough Dock, The first
of these works—that of additional lines from Neweastle to
Heaton—has had already £118,393 spent on it, the most recent
rate of expenditure having been close upon £7000 monthly. It
is contemplated that about £60,000 more will be spent thereon,
and the larger part of this will be in the first half of the present
year, so that it is evident the work is now rapidly approaching
completion. The Alnwick and Cornhill Railway was recently
sketched by us in THe Encinrer as far as the route is concerned, and it may be said that the large sum of £353,126 has
already been expended, at the rate recently of over £11,000 per
month. From the beginning of this year a lower rate of
expenditure has been known, the total further sum to be spent
being £30,000. On the extension of Middlesbrough Dock the
sum spent has been £110,890 down to the end of the year
1886, and an accelerated rate of expenditure will be known
now, as the total further amount needed is £187,317.
On the small railway from Fighting Cocks to Darlington, the
sum spent up to the end of last year was £72,209; whilst to
complete the work £10,070 will be needed. It is thus evident
that as far as absolutely new work is concerned—work on lines
not open for traffic—there is only a very small number of projects in course of construction by the North-Eastern ; and most
of these are rapidly approaching completion. Some of these
works are works which are scarcely likely to be very remunerative: the costly line from Alnwick will need agriculture to
be much more profitable before it will pay a dividend such as it
should, and it is evident that Middlesbrough dock will need to
draw much more traffic than is likely for it to pay. But the
North-Eastern cannot be held to be a “ complete ” line for long;
it has many scattered members of its system, and it ought to
ndeavour to unite these, and especially to make lines and works
enable the coalowners of the North to ship their coal more
cheaply than they now do, If the North-Eastern Railway takes
a fair view of the needs of its district, there will be work for
long, especially in the Durham part of that district.
THE ProposeD LAKE District RaiLway.—At a meeting opposed
to the construction of the proposed railway from Windermere to
Ambleside, held in Manchester on kes
a committee was
appointed to take such steps as they thought desirable to oppose
the scheme.
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SLUICE VALVES—BRADFORD WATERWORKS,
Tue sluice illustrated by the accompanying engravings is one
of a number designed and made by Messrs. Blakeborough and
Sons, Brighouse, for use on a new high-pressure pumpiag main
on the Bradford Corporation Waterworks. One condition concerning their construction was that they were to be tested
under inspection to a pressure of 5001b. on the square inch.
They are on the double-faced principle, with gun-metal faces
fixed in the body and on the plug or door. These faces are
scraped together until perfectly tight at the pressure named,
and the valve is opened and closed by a strong gun-metal squarethreaded spindle and nut, on the top end of which is fitted
spur-wheel gearing working in a bracket,as shown, On the top
of this bracket, and over the main spindle, and actuated by the
latter, is a train of wheels in iron casing, having enamelled
figured dial plate and pointer for indicating the position of the
plug in the valve. This can be read from above when opening
or closing the valve with the usual key.
To enable the main valve plug to be moved easily when under
pressure, the valves are fitted with an auxiliary sluice valve and
bye-pass pipes, connecting the main pipe on each side of the
main valve, so that when the main valve is closed and the full
head ot pressure thereon, and it is desired to open the valve,
the small valve is first opened, thus admitting water to the
other side of the main valve, and producing an equilibrium of
pressure on each side; the main plug can then be lifted freely.
The valves have flanged ends, with loose spigot and socket
pieces bolted on, so that the valves can be taken out if required.
It will be seen that the valves are well designed, compact,
and strong, valves of the kind being a speciality of the makers.
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| put into place and bolted temporarily until reached by the
| rivetters,
The erection of the superstructure is now in active operation
on all the main piers, large additions to the plant for that
SONS, BRIGHOUSE, ENGINEERS.
purpose continue to be made, and consist chiefly of compressors,
accumulators, and rams for high-pressure rivetting, machines
for rivetting 8ft. and 12ft. tubes, such a3 described in previous
numbers of THe Enarvger, Steam cranes, steam winches,
hydraulic rams, and other appliances of a similar kind also grow
in number,
On the South Queensferry main piers the four skewbacks
together with the horizontal tubes and bracing girders connecting them, are practically complete ; a small proportion of the
special rivetting inside the skewbacks has yet to be executed,
and a few plates have to be added outside at the foot of the
vertical columns. The curved bottom member at the northwoe
| west pier is bolted up and partly rivetted fora length of 40ft., and,
\)TTT, mf
|those on the other piers for a length of 20ft. The bracing between
the vertical columns is being erected. The method of erection of
i
the upper portion of the main and bracing columns described in
| October, 1885,isin operation here as well as at North Queensferry.
| The vertical columns have been built up to about 1960. D, and
the average level of the diagonal struts is about 192 above O. D.
The vertical columns are rivetted to the level of 148ft., and
the diagonal struts to 94 0.D. The platform is at the
level of 191 0. D. Including the tubes and girders about
2300 tons have now been -rivetted. The girders on the nine
| northern spans of the cantilever and viaduct piers have been
raised to 96 above O. D. and the masonry to 92 above O.D. The
foundation has been put in for the large pier at the south end
of the girder viaduct. On the main piers at Inch Garvie the
four skewbacks with the horizontal tubes and bracing girders
are complete. The main ties supporting the horizontal tubes
are being erected, and are used as columns for support of
the erecting platforms. The vertical columns have been built
up to a height of 108ft., and the diagonal struts to 82 O. D.
| The bottom members on the north average 26ft. in length,
and on the south 28ft. The total quantity, including
| tubes and girders, of rivetted work cuimplete, is about
| 2500 tons. Of the main piers at North Queensferry, the
| rivetting of the skewbacks is still proceeding, and about two| thirds of the total is executed. The erecting platforms have
|been raised to 220 above O. D. The vertical columns have
| been built to the average level of 226 above O. D., and
rivetted tu 188 above O. D. The diagonal struts have
been built to the level of 215 above O. D., and have been
rivetted for an average length of 90ft. ‘The bottom members
on the south side have been rivetted for a length of 60ft. from
the skewbacks. The bracing to the vertical columns is completed
to the level of rails. The total quantity of steel work
rivetted at North Queensferry amounts to about 2400 tons. The
| cantilever pier has been raised to 128ft. and the viaduct piers
| and abutment to 131ft. above O. D. The girders now stand at
135 above O. D.
Up to the present date 448,000 cubic feet of granite have
been delivered, and 424,000 cubic feet set. About 102,000 cubic
yards of rubble masonry and concrete work have been built. In
steel work the fitting of the plates and angles at the junction
of crossing of the 8ft. tubes between the vertical columns and
the bracing connected with the latter is practically complete for
both north and south Queensferry. The internal viaduct for
carried on girders which are lifted by means of rams within the the space over the piers at both North and South Queensferry
tubes as the tubes grow, and the rivetting is done by special has been drilled and fitted, and a commencement made with the
drillingof that for Garvie. A considerable portion of the first bay
|
of the brading of the bottom members for the south end of
cantilever at north Queensferry is drilled and fitted. In all
35,000 tons of steel have been delivered. The average number
of men employed on the works has been increased to 3250.
It will thus be seen that the whole structure is making rapid
|
progress.
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COMPOUND ENGINES OF THE SS. POPLAR.

In these days of triple and quadruple expansion ordinary twocylinder compound engines are, for marine purposes, quite the
exception in new steamers rather than the rule. A few special
cases yet arise, however, in which this type is.considered preferable; and on our two-page supplement of the present issue we
publish views of an interesting pair of engines manufactured by
the Central Marine Engineering Company, of West Hartlepool,
from designs by their manager, Mr. Thomas Mudd. Both
the cylinders of these engines are fitted with piston valves
placed at the back of the cylinders and worked by the
single excentric valve gear, which has been so largely
adopted and so successfully carried out by this firm in
triple expansion as well as compound engines. It will be
noticed that whilst this valve gear permits of the cylinders
being close together, it allows of the crank shaft being made in
two similar pieces, and affords exceptionally long main and crankpin bearings, of the former of which there are only three
instead of the usual four. In the case of the Poplar the cylinders are 29in. and 55in. in diameter and 33in. stroke, and the
crank pins are llin. long, whilst the centre main bearing, which
does duty for both the engiues, is 23fin. in length, each of
the outer bearings being 18in. in length, the diameter of
the crank shaft being 94in. Another very interesting
ERECTION OF THE FORTH BRIDGE.
feature about these compact little engines is the design
of the front framework. Instead of the ordinary upright
THROUGH the courtesy of the engineers, Messrs. Sir John
columns in front of each engine, there is an arrangement
Fowler and Mr. Benjamin Baker, we are enabled to place before
which gives exceptional stiffness to the whole structure
our readers a view of the great cantilever pier superstructure at
whilst affording the fullest possible accessibility to the main
North Queensferry as it appeared in the beginning of December
working parts, and which has the appearance of an arch, from
last. Since that date a good deal of progress in the vertical
the shoulders of which there are branches worked up to
columns has been made, and the great 12ft. steel tubes now
receive the feet of the cylinders, thus accommodating the close
seem to grow magically. At the end of last November the
centres and providing for the support of ‘the reversing wheel,
highest part of the structure shown in our supplement was
without in the least obstructing the gear below. The condenser
171ft. above Ordnance datum, and although the Christmas
is divided horizontally through the centre on a plan strongly
holidays and many weeks severe frost have intervened
advocated by the builders, the whole of the base of the engines
this height is now 234ft., so that the hardiness of
being cast in one piece and made level on the underside, so as to
the North British men cannot be much less than in
enable it to receive support from, and be bolted to, the engine
days gone by. If they can work 200ft. up in the piercing
ting i
diately beneath the crank shaft, as well as round
elements of the stormy Forth they can stand anything. The
the margin.
men are provided with thick flannel jackets, but even this will
The plan now universally adopted by the Central Marine
not keep the biting and freezing grip of the weather from face
Company of planing the bottom of the bed-plate and erecting
and hands. There must be no shivering and uncertain movethe engines on a rigid iron erecting table was carried out in this
ments up on those small and often slippery footings, 200ft.
case, and the engines steamed in the shops for several hours at
above the turbulent estuary, for in most places there is nothing*
80 revolutions per minute. The greatest care is taken at the
between them and its rushing waters, and the individual who slips
Central Works to make a thoroughly good job of crank-shafts.
completes his history. In spite, however, of the risks run
As a reward for all the trouble they take in this direction, the
accidents are few, and the number of men employed large, at
builders are able to point with deserved satisfaction to the fact
the present time about 3500.
that they have never yet known a single case of a main bearing
From the double-page engraving which we publish this week
heating in any of the engines built at the Central Works.
some idea of the method of erection will be gathered without
That the substantial and well-designed work of this firm is
explanation, but we may refer to THE ENGINEER of the 9th and
becoming recognised is borne out by the fact that at the present
SECTION OF SLUICE VALVE.
16th of October, 1885, for a complete description, with engravings,
time they are engaged upon no less than seven sets of tripleof the method of erecting these monster tubular and trussed machines partly within and partly outside, and forming the expansion engines,allabove 1000-horse power, besides the tripling
girder structures, It will be seen that the erecting stages are cages seen outside the tubes, All are raised as the plates are and the quadrupling of certain existing compound engines,
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The following are the data obtained from the brake and indicator
ON THE FRICTION OF NON-CONDENSING
ENGINES.'
T
v
- | Steam- | Brake | Indicator
Friction
By Prof. R. H. Taurstoy, Ithaca, N.Y.
Ge —
Pressure. H.P.
H.P.
Diff. per Cent.
THE assumption of the distinguished engineer, DePambour, that
>
=
ee
a
the wasteful resistance of a steam engine consists of a constant
H
=
4
Pa
can
rien
=
quantity, the friction of the unloaded engine, increased by some
3
230
63
6°00
10°00
4-00
40°
increasing function of the added load, has been accepted as correct
4 | 230
69
700
10°27
3-20
32°
by probably all recognised authorities since his time. —
5 | 230
73 | «810
11°75
3°65
82°
the resistance of the engine running free and under no other
6
230
7
9°00
127
3°70
20°
than its own friction, and calling R, the resistance coming upon it
7
230
=
a
14°02
=
=.
asa useful factorof its work, and making f the coefficient measuring
.
4
4
12°00
ae |
ei?
2°
the
ion of increased friction due to the load, the total resist10
230
s
| 13°00
15°96
2°96
18°5
ance to be overcome by the engine piston is thus
u
2
73
14°00
16°86
286
il
R=(1+/)R, +R .er
|
12
230
70
15"
17-80
2
57
So far as the writer has observed it has never been questioned
4
=
5
a.
==
paof
es
whether the
tity f i
tant or variable, and no recent
1b
229
60
29°55
33-04
3°16
95
attempts have been
ie to ascertain its value by experiment. It
16
229
58
84°86
7°20
234
63
“has long been the intention of the writer to settle this question,
17
220
70
39°85 | 43-04
319
74
which had for years existed in his own mind, and the opportunity | 1S
=
4
po
po
oz
+3
has recently been offered to do so, at least as that question affects
>
230
85 | 5500
Brb4 | 9554
44
the modern forms of wrapper
te vemge onc§so
7
a
is
ie ok ioe
Fat
se tion ergs coatle ay the suauetion
:
Fenech
af tke triter and ander |_Examining the above table of powers,
powers, itit is
is seen
seenthat thee diff difference
hihis generalees
onanin ss
es = uponSa
tric power, é,¢., the friction of the
direction,
the >winter of 1883-84,
a ‘‘straigh—— between i ndicated and dy
engine, varies somewhat with varying steam pressures and varying
engine,” exhibited that year at the Annual Exhibition of the total
;but in such manner as to indicate the controlling cause
American Institute, by the Straight-Line Engine Company, of to be power
irregular in action, and possibly to some extent due to errors
Syracuse, N.Y., and built by them from the designs of Prof
John E. Sweet, the inventor of its
jal features. The work was of observation and to accident. The maximum is 4-horse power,
;
done with equal care and skill by Messrs. Mitchell and Aldrich,
graduates of Stevens Institute of Technology, of the class of 1834.
The results were sufficiently exact and satisfactory in every respect
to have been made the basisof the conclusions here to be stated;
but it seemed to the writer desirable that they should be checked
by similar work upon another engine, if possible of a different make,
before attempting to state definite conclusions of any kind. The
ity to secure such a repetition of the investigation was
ered, during the past winter, at Cornell University, using a
straight-line engine, which could be fitted with a brake, and conveniently submitted to test. The engine is of the same make as the
first described, but of a different size, and the results of the
two sets of experiments are considered to accord so thoroughly as
to justify publication. The following are the data and results of
these two sets of determinations :—The first of these two engines was
built from designs brought out in the year 1880, of which illustrations may be seen in the Electrician of
ber, 1883. As is well
known, the engine derives its name from the fact that, in its design,
the attempt has been made to take all stresses through straight
members, the frame thus being made to consist of two straight compression and thrust members, connecting the cylinder-heads directly
with the main pillow-blocks, and giving a characteristic appearance
FiG.3
DETAILS OF REDUCING MECHANISM.
the minimum about 2-horse power. The usual difference is about
three, and the variations are irregularly distributed throughout the
whole range of experiments, It is evident at a
that the law
of De Pambour does not hold, and that it is much nearer correct to
ps that the friction of engines is constant as otherwise. The
column of friction, as given in percentages of the total power,
exhibits the same fact. There is continual, though somewhat
i
, reduction of the percentage of friction, throughout the
range from the lowest to the highest power, and very nearly inversely as the power exerted. This is best shown by the curve given
in the accompanying plate, Fig. 4, in which a smooth line has been
ric.
METHOD OF ATTACHING THE INDICATORS.
to the whole machine. The valve-gear is of the “positive” type,
the expansion made variable by the introduction of a governor on
the main-shaft actuating the excentric, in the manner familiar to
all who have seen the more common forms of high-speed engines.
In the design of this governor, as throughout the whole engine,
special care en Some Gees topees eae ee
eee
of ma
gyn
being intended to be as a y ce gp
as possible.
engine rests u
three points of support, an
thus is not liable to be thrown aa iy mena Pie ies heof
foundation or bolting. When tested, the engine to beexperimented
with was simpl set on blocking, and had no foundation ;but so well
was it balanced,and so perfectly
was its ali
nt maintained, that
it ran with
absolut
thness, and as steadily as if it had been
_given the heaviest foundation possible.
For the purposes of test, it was fitted with a pairof carefully
standardised indicators and a Prony brake. Cards were taken
simultaneously from both ends of the cylinder, and
i
from
the brake were at the same instant obtained. A com ison of the
power indicated by the diagrams with that shown by the brake

Fes.
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Fig 4.

4, 1887.

of the engine is similar to the first of those already described, and,
like that, is carefully designed with a view to reducing friction to a
minimum and giving a regulation of maximum efficiency. The
brake was precisely like that used in the first described experiments
and was built for the engine constructed in the college workshops ,
under the direction of the inventor, and exhibited at the Centennial
Exhibition in 1876. It was constructed by the Straight-Line Engine
Company, and adapted, with 7 little alteration, to the new
engine. The indicators were carefully standardised and put in good
order in every respect, by the makers, for the purposes of these
investigations. The reducing mechanism used in connecting the
indicator barrel to the crosshead of the engine was designed and
built by the observers, and fitted with a very firm connecting
arrangement, and with an ingenious detaching device, Figs. 1, 2, 3.
A sector was constructed which was pivotted above the crosshead
and h
in the vertical plane above the latter, the engine being
horizontal. The are of the sector carried a pair of steel ribbons, one
attached to each end, each carried around the are and secured,
‘at
its opposite end, to the end of a bar fastened on the crosshead, in
such manner that, the two ends of the ribbons at the crosshead bar
being well secured and tightly drawn — means of screws placed
conveniently for the purpose, all back
was prevented, and an
absolutely
exact synchronism of movement of indicator line and
cr }, was heal A The engine was driven at 285 revolutions
per minute, and it was therefore very important that this rigidity
of connection should be sec’
A smaller sector at the upper part
of the larger one was the carrier of the cord, and the combination
was thus a perfect means of reproducing the motion of the engine
on the smaller scale required in working the paper barrel of the
indicator. The ‘‘cord” was piano wire, a material much less liable
to cause difficulty by stretching than any other that was available.
Its free part was kept taut by a “‘spiral” = spring, attached
beyond the point of connection with the paper cylinder.
n the first of these experiments, as already described, Thompson
indicators were used; in those about to
considered, Crosby
instruments, It was hoped that the new Tabor indicator could be
used also, but none were received in time, The instruments used

Fic 5S.
COMMUTATOR

CULO WATER o WO WATER
PLAN OF ARRANGEMENT

FOR ENGINE TRIAL.

worked perfectly, and gave no trouble from — per toend. The
speed indicators were of several kinds, Hand instruments of two
or three kinds were used to check the records of the automatic
instruments. A “tachometer” was attached and belted to the
engine shaft, and afforded a very convenient means of watching the
momentary fluctuations due to variations of load, of steam pressure,
and to accidental disturbances. A chronograph was also attached,
connected with the standard clock in the physical laboratory, to
beat seconds, A commutator was placed on the engine shaft,
making contact at each revolution, and a key near the engine, for
the purpose of breaking contact. A Brown mercury
indicator served excellently well for a
stant s
indicator. It
exhibited instantly any variation of speed from the normal. The
potye
was set In operation when the indicator cards were
taken, and thus gave the exact s'
of the engine at that instant.
Great care was taken to keep the instruments, and the engine as
FIC .6
LHP 29.8460

FRICTION

—___ LWP, 24.4610
HORGE POWER.

Fic .2
METHOD OF ATTACHING THE INDICATORS.
gave a difference which measured the friction of the engine.
During the trial, the engine, when working at its rated power, consumed, according to the indications of the diagrams, 28°2 ib. of
steam per horse-power per hour, or probably between 35 and 38 Ib.,
allowing for the as by cylinder condensation not accounted for on
the indicator card, a very excellent performance for an engine of
but 35-horse power. The action of the governor was extraordinarily
perfect. The — was adjusted to make 230 revolutions =
minute under 90 Ib. steam pressure. The observers reported that
it made the same number of turns whether loaded or unloaded, an
evident impossibility with a governor of this class, in which only
approximate isochronism can be attained. The writer, to settle the
question,
ited the revolutions, minute by minute, with a handspeed counter, and made it 230 revolutions with the whole rated
load on the engine—35 to 40-horse power—and 231 when entirely
unloaded, the brake strap being loosened until it could be shaken
about on the pulley, by the hand, with perfect ease. This was
repeated until no question could longer exist in regard to the
matter. The variation with variable steam.
was greater.
This engine was 8in. in diameter of cylinder, 14in. stroke of piston,
having a rod 44in. long bet
tres,
a bal
d valve with
stroke of 2in. to 4in.,
ding to position of governor and excentric, a fly-wheel 50in. in diameter, weighi
Ib., the steam and
exhaust
having diameters of 2}in. and 4in. respectively, and
the whole machine weighing two and one-half tons.
ie space
occupied by the engine was 9ft. 4in. in length, by 4ft. 8in. in width,
and 3ft. 10in. in height.
1 A paper read at the meeting
of the American Societyof Mechanical
Enginecrs, New York, November 30th, 1886.

drawn to represent as nearly as possible the mean of all observations,
It is evidently more nearly correct to assert that the friction of a
non-condensing engine of this class is constant, and independent of
the total power developed, than to accept the rule of De Pambour.
The power for which the engine isoe
is 35-horse power to
40power, At this power,
iction of engine is but about
six per cent. of the total, or less than one-half that assumed by De
Pambour, and
ted as correct by Rankine, for engines generally, and presumably for |
tives especially.
e resultis
exceedingly gratifying, and the friction seems to the writer extraordinarily low for so small an engine.
The repetition of the ap eersed upon an engine of another make,
having a cylinder Yin. in diameter, and a stroke of piston of 12in.,
which would naturally give a somewhat increased percentage of
friction, in consequence of the proportionally
er stroke, at
20, 30, 50 and 65-horse power, by brake, and running free, revolutions 300 per minute—a speed which may also have caused some
increase in frictional resistance, not only in rubbing parts, but by
increasing back pressure—gave a friction of engine measuring
from 2°66-horse power unloaded, to 4-horse power at 20 to 30-horse
wer, 4°8-horse power at 50, and 5°3-horse
r at 65, the total
riction increasing perceptibly, as assumed
Pambour, but
mecca. |in —- of load, from 16 to 75, between 20-horse
power
65-horse power. It is
'y constant t
out
the whole range of power that the engine would be worked through
under ordinary ci Aonts
, and may be so taken without serious
error; while the
of the Pamb
formula would give a
value of f.so small that its use would not be attended, ordinarily,
with
ient increased exactness to compensate the additional
trouble involved in its application, At their rated powers the two
engines thus exhibit efficiencies of mechanism of about 94 per cent.
and 90 per cent. respectively.
The second series of experiments were made by Messrs. W. A.
vybesos W. H. Riley, at Cornell University, during the latter
of last college year, confirming the deductions already given, while
some very interesting and original modifications were made in
details of method and trial. The engine taken for
ing was a
machine recently built, and sent to the Cornell Uni
y, for
of
imental investigation in electrical
t
and other work of the college. It is an engine 7in. in diameter of
cylinder and 12in. stroke, or, more exactly, 6in, in diameter, the |
cylinder having been bored slightly under size, The general plan

‘ei
eee
1.H.P 10.8734

=
well, in good order and well lubricated throughout the series of
experiments. Some stiffness of the governor, however, the cause of
which was not discovered until after the work had been completed,
caused it to work less perfectly than in the engine first used, and
the speed varied more than in that series of determinations. When
the governor was in its most perfect adjustment, the engine was
capable of holding the standard speed within a fraction of one
revolution throughout a wide range of work, and nearly down to
the lowest power that such an engine is at all likely ever to be
called upon to supply.
(To be continued.)
NavAL ENGINEER APPOINTMENTS.—The following appointment
n made at the Admiralty :—W. E. Hosken, assistant engineer, to the Nelson.
THE LonpdON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS AND
DRAUGHTSMEN.—It would appear from a circular just
by
the secre’
to the members of this association that interest
in its monthly meetings
has diminished very much of late. This
fact is not
rising, for the society has now, it would a
, no
means of pu
ing its papers and proceedings, and that as its
little organ, The Foreman
ineer, does not exist, the members
know nothing of the future business of the society, not of its
prese nt proceedings. It wasa mistake to allow a publication so
useful to it tobe starved to death, and Mr. Joseph Newton, its proprietor, could not be expected to maintain it at a loss,
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WAREHOUSE

CRANE

MR. B. H. THWAITE, LIVERPOOL, ENGINEER.

of brick piers, iron columns and beams, with floors of the
THE THWAITE-NEVILLE WAREHOUSE
; This engine has been at work only a short time, and so far it structed
fireclay block arches, the same material being used to
has more than realised anticipations, proving itself to be not porous
CRANE.
sheathe the ironwork. The front was built of huge granite blocks,
only
economical
but
very
fast,
keeping
time
with
trains
of
far
weighing several tons each, and delivered on the work ready
For the different floors of warehouses or other buildings, the |
than the normal weight. We shall give further particulars to
laced in position. Offices in the new structure will
advantage of being able to hoist and traverse goods without the more
time.
be nee for occupation by May Ist, 1887, the entire work
necessity of a complicated arrangement of machinery in the in a Yelittle
may
mention
incidentally
that
the
goods
engine
we
illusof
demolition,
alterations to the old buildrooms pSaRas is very great, both from floor-space economy trated shows a saving of about 16 per cent. in coal, with about ing, adding newconstruction,
stories to the old building, and fitting
and from a safety point of view. The arrangement of 17 per cent. greater load hauled, as compared with the normal up the interior, having
been
done in twelve months. The
crane, as shown in the illustrations above, has been designed | engines on the same work.
building occupies the entire block bounded by Broadway, Cedar,
by Mr. B. H. Thwaite to effect this purpose by the utilisation, |
Nassau, and Pine streets, with the exception of the two Nassauwith a comparatively simple alteration, of the ordinary form of |
street corners, and its lengths of frontage are 167ft. 6in., 224ft.,
winch-hoist placed in the attic or top storey of the building. A |
46ft. 6in., and 224ft. ae tp
The total depth from Broadway to Nassau-street is
A fine central court, 40ft. wide,
girder, with its traversing and hoisting carriage, is hung to the
AMERICAN
ENGINEERING
NEWS.
runs between these streets, the centre 100ft. of which is 30ft. high,
ceiling of each of the floors where it is required to be used, and,
and covered with glass. From this court will run the marble stairthus placed, it does not absorb any valuable storage-space.
Tue following information concerning engineering cases, and ten fast-running hydraulic
mger elevators will be
Referring to the illustrations, it will be seen that the pulleyShops will be opened on either side of the court, and
block A, sliding vertically on a stiff standard, is supported by works, and on industries relative to engineering trades, is provided.
there
will
be
a
restaurant
in
the
basement.
In the cellar are nine
from
a
New
York
correspondent:—
the rope B working round the winch drum. The hoisting or
boilers, with an aggregate —
of 900-horse power.
lifting and lowering motion is effected by lifting or lowering
Railroad extensions,—Since 1884, when all railroad construction steel
There will be every improvement in
ting, ventilation, electric
the pulley B that winds round the winch-barrel C. If a con- of importance was stopped owing to over-supply, general depression, lighting, telegraph and telephone appliances, letter-drops, &c.
siderable height of lift is required, the pulley C and the lower and the extra depression due to the presidential campaign, the The tenants include a large number of lawyers. This company is
ones working on the traversing motion shaft F! are multiplied. railroad world has been surely settling itself on a firmer basis, and the largest life insurance war yr the world, its new business
The traversing motion shaft is driven from a shaft and drums d, the current year will be one of the busiest for railroad construction exceeding 100,000,000 dols. —£20,000,000—per annum. Mr. George
that have been experienced for several years
Already contracts
arranged either for ropes or straps, and which are in duplicate are
and preparations made, and as soon
as the season opens B. Post, of New York City, was the architect.
for reversing the motion, and have a loose pulley on the travers- workbeingwill letcemmence
Tron and steel products.—The following are the estimated amounts
earnest. The projected works whose
ing motion shaft for the stopping of the traversing motion. construction is certain in include
several important trunk lines, in gross tons for 1886 and 1885 :—
The lever D throws the friction gear and hoisting motion of the as well as extensions of existing trunk lines and branches
1886.
1885.
Pig iron... .. .. .. =. «+ 5,600,000 .. . 4,044,526
winch in and out of action.
to open up new fields. There will be considerable work
Bessemer steel ingots .. .. 2,000,000
1,519,430
One rope is used for both traversing and hoisting, and it is done in the South, the railroad facilities of which section were
Bessemer steel
wee co co 5S
..
959,470
practically endless. The rope passes down to the underside of considerably improved last year and rendered more available for
Open-hearth steel. .
co «e) «SD Uw ts
the floor, to which is hung the traversing girder, on which runs through transit, by the changing of the southern gauge of 5ft. to During the
year
the
production
of
iron
ore
was
about
10,000,000
the traversing carriage or dog to which one end of the rope is the standard of 4ft. 9in. edapied br the Pennsylvania Railroad and tons, and about 1,000,000 tons were im
allied lines. Cars built for the 4ft. 8in. gauge
can, of course
attached ;the other end passes from the pulley A to the oppo- its
over these tracks. The bulk of the ro nt work, however,
Nicaragua Ganal.—The Congress Committee on Foreign Relations
site end of the traversing girder, passing over the suspended run
of the Mississippi river, in Texas, Colorado, Montana ieonsssannenielele ngress theincorporati >a enc Canal
— on the traversing
and terminating with a ball will bethewest
is to act
lerconcessions
great North-west. Particulars of the new roads will be Company of Nicaragua. This company
and hook, so that as soon as suspended and the traversing and
quately the Governments of Nicaragua or Costa Rica, and is to
furnished hereafter.
motion is in action the carri
is drawn in either direction
commence work in four years. The United States will have a conBridges.—The
present
will
also
be
a
great
bridge
year,
not
only
desired. The lowering of the hoisting pulley blocks A is com- for the ordinary bridges on new lines of railroad, but also several ‘trolling interest in the canal, and will limit the toll to 2°50 dols.—
pensated for by the fall of the hook and ball end of rope. structures of exceptional importance. The great cantilever bridge 10s.—per ton. A resolution has been ad
recommending
iations = =
a
SS
This length is taken up by again hoisting the pulley-block A. at Poughkeepsie, N.Y., across the Hudson river, which will make Congress to cutee into
The action of both transmission and hoisting is consequently the last link in a direct line from the Pennsylvania coal-fields to Republic of Nicaragua with regard tothecai
simple in the extreme.
the New England mills and manufactories, is under construction. willbe between a maximum of 100,000,000 dols. and a minimum of
Admiral Ammen, long known as an ardent advocate
By pulling one of the actuating or controlling ropes of the Work is being pushed rapidly on the foundations and piers, and 50,000,000.
Baltimore of this canal, is on the directorate. Meanwhile, Captain Eads has
brake lever I the traversing carriage is drawn in one direction; the superstructure is in course of manufacture. The
withdrawn
his
proposition to
to take up his Tehuantepee
on releasing the rope the weighted lever of the brake falls, and Ohio Railroad will build a large bridge from the mainland
Railroad enterprise ; he will take it to prominent financiers to
bringing the brake action into gear, instantly arresting motion ; across the Arthur Kill to Staten Island, on the New York Bay Ship
form a syndicate to manageit, and it is said that work will
shore
of
which
the
railroad
company
has
acquired
a
large
tract
of
by pulling the other controlling rope the motion is reversed. land for freight yards and terminal purposes. Several bridges are actually be commenced this year.
On releasing the rope the brake arrests motion at once. The
to cross the Mississippi, including a large one at Fort ’ The iron market,—The prospects for the iron trade for the current
duplex winch shown in illustration is intended for two floors. ro
for the Chicago line of the Atchison, Topeka, and year are eminently satisfactory. In
q
of a rise in prices
The brake action is exceedingly simple ; by pulling one end of Santaison,Fé Ia.,
Railroad, and a high-level highway bridge at Bt.Louis, for pig, and probable rises in the near future, several of the large
the lever I the weighted brake arm is lifted up, lowering the Mo. A three-span cantilever bridge is also projec
across the firms are refusing to book large orders for several months ahead.
friction band from out of touch with the periphery of the drum. East River from New York City to Long Island City. This will give The activity in railroad circles of course acts favourably on the
The arrangement for shifting the driving belting is also simple. through railroad communication for
Island.
The existing market. Immense quantities of steel rails will be needed, together
Attached to the lever I is a slotted quadrant M, this works the Brooklyn Bridge can never be utilised for such communication.
with splice bars, spikes, track bolts, switches and appliances,
&c.
belt-shifting forks ; by raising the arm the quadrant M is also
A failroad weighing machine test car.—Messrs, Allen and Ander- There will also pay soe demands for structural iron, and for iron
raised, moving the forks right or left as may be desired. Instead son, of Smee
Tenn., have brought out a new form of car and supplies for locomotive and car manufacturers, &c.
scales, The cars weigh 12,5001b., and carry
of the winch, hydraulic power can be used on the Thwaite- for testing rail
Cable traction in New York.—Since the reduction of fares on the
Neville principle, as described in THe Enorveer of 1885, p. 314. 12,500 Ib. of test weights, some of which are to be used for testing elevated railroads to a uniform rate of 5c., the Third Avenue
The hoist is being introduced by Mr. B. H. Thwaite, C.E., 37, dept and platform scales. The cars are able, therefore, to test elevated road has drawn so much patro!
from the Third
the wei eq one used for weighing loaded cars, &c., up to Avenue surface road, that the latter company
decided to instiVictoria-street, Liverpool.
25,000 Ib. e firm will own and operate a number of these cars. tute
some
mechanical
means
of
traction
to
replace
It is
sending a practical man with each one to make accurate tests and probable that the cable system will be adopted, as horses,
404
the eee |
+e
do the necessary repairs. Several Southern railroads have made a already has cable lines on Tenth Avenue and 125th-street,
whic
contract with the makers to keep all track and depdt scales in order work vei eps = ng
The cable system is in —— use now
during the current year.
COMPOUND EXPRESS ENGINE.
in seve — cities, but up to the present nothing has been done
An immense building enterprise.—In 1885 the directors of the to bring any but horse traction on the down-town
portions of the
Iv our impression for January 7th we illustrated a compound Equitable Life Assurance em | decided to enlarge and New York street railroads—tramways. There is talk of os
been
engine placed by Mr. Worsdell on the North-Eastern Railway improve the large building at 120, Broadway, New York City. some of the cross-town routes by electric motors. A plan
nearly at the same time that he had an express engine built for The tenants vacated their offices by May Ist, 1886, and imme- invented to do away with the open slot in the street necessary
diately
work
was
commenced
by
tearing
down
the
adjoining
buildfor
cable
systems.
The
irons
forming
the
sides
of
the
slot
are
working the fast trains between Newcastle and the North,
The excavations were cleared and strong foundations built, hinged at the bottom, their own — causing them to fall
This engine we illustrate on page 87. The cylinders are 18in. ings.
and
then
the
new
structure
was
built
with
wonderful
speed,
each
together.
The
shank
of
the
grip
on
ear
would
push
the
rails
by 26in. by 24in., set on an incline of 1 in 60, The driving day’s progress being plainly noticeable. The work was carried on aside and obtain passage, while they would
again fall together after
wheels are 6ft. Sin. in diameter. From the centre of the boiler by day and night, but so carefully had the plans and arrangements the car had passed, How this would w
with mud, dustor
to the rail is 7ft, 8in, The valve gear is Joy's; the working been made that the gangs of men never seemed in a hurry, and ~ dropping in and clogging the working of the device, remains
pressure 175 Ib,
not a hitch occurred,
e structure is entirely fireproof, con- to be seen,
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
:
Correspondents. }
CYLINDER CONDENSATION.
Str,—In your article on ‘‘1886"—January 7th—there are some
remarks on the above subject which I think should not pass without comment. You say that ‘‘there seems to be
reason to
believe that the presence of water has, in some o
way, a
werful influence on the condition of steam;” from which it might
inferred that the phenomenon had not hitherto been accounted
for theoretically, and was enveloped in mystery.
Now, as a matter of fact, theory is quite in accordance with
practice in this matter, and under given conditions, for instance,
expansion or compression in a non-conducting cylinder, the effect
of a certain
ion of water in the steam used may be mathematically f
ed. Itcan be shown, for instance, that when the
proportion of water to steam in the expanding mixture exceeds a
certain amount re-evaporation takes place, and in the extreme
case, when only water at the given pressure and temperature is present at the commencement, the truth of this
is obvious. If. we have, say, 1lb. of water under pressure behind a piston at a temperature corresponding to that
pressure for steam, then as soon as the — moves forward
evaporation will commence, and there will no longer be water
only, but a mixture of steam and water behind the piston, and the
further
the expansion is carried the greater is the proportion of
steam evaporated.
If at any given point the process be reversed, and the steam
com
when the starting point is reached again the whole of
the steam will be reconverted into water. On this latter point—
the compression of steam into water—there has recently been
some discussion in your journal, and it may be well to remind
those of your readers interested in the subject that where the
initial
terminal pressures are fixed, as is generally the case, a
certain proportion of water—under ordinary circumstances a very
large one—must be present before compression commences, in
order that all the steam may be converted into water when the
final maximum pressure is attained.
The formula from which the condensation or re-evaporation of
steam during adiabatic expansion can be calculated, is given by
Rankine, and in a somewhat more convenient form by Zeuner, and
is easily applied with the aa of tables which have been compiled
by Zeuner for the purpose. It is as follows:—
dq | 4M _ dq , 212
e+e
=i
¢ te
273
273
where gq = heat required to raise 1 kilog. of water from O to Tdegrees Centigrade,
absolute temperature,
T, = absolute initial temperature,
T, = absolute final temperature,
7, = heat of evaporation at T),
vg = heat of evaporation at T.,
x, = ratio of steam to water in 1 kilog.—by weight—at
initial temperature,
Xg = ratio of steam to water in kilog. at final temperature.
The quantities [aE for initial and final temperatures are taken

aSL
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ee

i
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from the table above referred to. On the assumption that the specific
T
heat of water is constant for all temperatures, the value of Ia
273
is represented by hyp. log. a
r, and r. are taken from the tables generally used for saturated
steam, and T, and T, are known for given initial and final pressures. If a certain value be assumed for x,, then the only unknown
quantity is x, which is easily calculated by means of the equation
given.
T;
TT.
T, 1
dq
dq\T:
a= 2," ({5.)
Faby
273
273
For any given initial and final pressures the above equation has
the form x, = Ax, + B,A and B being constant for given values of
T, and T, For the special case referred to above, where only
water is p
t at the
t of expansion, 7, = O—no
steam—hence x, = B, which gives the amount of water evaporated
in expanding to the final temperature.
The opposite extreme to the preceding is the case in which
x = 1—that is, before expansion commences, we have only pure
saturated steam ; expansion produces condensation, which goes on
until the proportion of water reaches a certain amount, when
re-evaporation sets in. Numerical examples will best illustrate
—— of the formule, the results being given im the following
table :-—
et
ns ey
RE ak lt Fee
= 7 atmospheres
P'
in atmosph
a Jo poe
1
05
Assumed valueofz; .. .. .. ... .. O13
0°513 0°513
Calculated value of z*.. .. .. .. .. O515 0513 0°509
It will be seen that in expanding from 7 to 4 atmospheres,
re-evaporation takes place. On further 2 ee to 1 atmosphere
there is re-cond:
m to the original value z, = 0°513; expanding still further(to 0°5 atmospheres, continued condensation.
The following’ figures show the result of expanding from 7 to 4
atmospheres for various initial proportions (z,) of steam to water :—
m= 1
09 = 08
07
06 = 0542
% = 0°964
0329 «60780 8=—O°645 0°595 0542
According to these results, when the initial
proportion of steam
sinks to 0°542, the final proportion at 4 atmospheres is the same as
at starting, the value of zx, having of course undergone variations
at intermediate
6
These calculations show that, at any rate as to the general principle, theory is in accordance with facts.
When we have to deal with cylinder walls which, as in practice,
are not non-conducting, and consequently allow an abstraction or
communication of heat, the mathematical conditions become less
simple, and it would be necessary to know the law according to
which the communication or abstraction of heat takes place in
order to arrive at quantitative results. The general tendency,
however, can be easily followed.
If Q be the heat communicated during expansion, then
T2
T)
“Pa(¢o_|49 4 an
_an
T
=
T;
T;
273
273 Cs .
Assuming that a communication of heat takes place according
to some known law from the steam jacket to the steam in the
cylinder, then ~ can be calculated. Let us suppose its value
to beC; then instead of as previously having the formula
2
% = Az,
+ B,
we shall obtain
%=Ax+B+C,
and accordingto circumstances
we may have either condensation
or re-evaporation or su)
ting. Ifz, = landA+B+C>1
occur.
then superheating w
:
.
It is of course not possible, apart from further investigation, to
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obtain reliable quantitative results, but I venture to think that the
phenomena ref
to and their causes are not so obscure as you
suppose, The influence of water in the cylinder can, as I have
pointed out, be mathematically investigated by means of laws
which are derived from the fundamental principles of the
mechanical theory of heat.
G, R_ BopMER.
14, Delahay-street, 8.W., January 20th.
PRESTON AND THE RIVER RIBBLE NAVIGATION,
Sir,—Mr. David Alan Stevenson, C.E., of Edinburgh, surely cannot have read my letter which you published on the 14th inst.,
or he would never have written what he has done in a letter of his
which appears in THE ENGINEER of the 28thinst. I will repeat for
his information what I stated in my first letter, that the works
carried out under Messrs. Stevenson’s directi
begun fifty years
ago, were successful and accomplished their object, which was to
straighten and deepen
the river Ribble from Lytham to Preston;
but in those days there was a deep water channel from Lytham to
the Irish Sea, which is no doubt p Pron in the books Mr. Stevenson
mentions, as it is on our inch Ordnance Map. Now, Sir, that deepwater channel no longer exists; it has silted up, and is dry land when
the tide is out; consequently the navigation works now being constructed cannot be of any use till there be a deep-water channel
from Lytham to the Irish Sea. The depth of water on the bar at
low-water spring tides—I measured this depth myself on two
different occasions last summer--is about 4ft., I daresay the same
depth as in 1838. The difficulty is not so much at the bar, but it
is in getting a deep-water channel made between Lytham and the
bai r.
The present buoyed channel of the river Ribble from Lytham
to the sea has eight buoys in it, each buoy about a mile apart, with
not sufficient depth of water in it to psy be boat drawing 2ft. of
water from the Irish Sea to Lytham, and how any improvement is
ever to be carried out in this channel Ido not know—anyhow
where the millions of money are to come from that would be
required. Sir, this channel is situated not quite in the centre of
an open estuary surrounded on three sides by the Irish Sea. Taking
an imaginary line from Southport due north, it would reach the
land on the north side of the estuary near Lytham Lighthouse, and
measuring from the point where this line crosses the channel
of the river Ribble, which would be near No. 8 buoy
(and the bed of the channel is here hard gravel, and when
the tide is out there is not 2ft. of water, and the distance
to the Albert Edward Dock at Preston is nearly eleven miles) due
west till you reach the bar—deep water of the Lrish Sea—is nearly
five miles, measured in a straight line, and is surrounded on the
north, south, and west sides by the open sea. The area of the
sands and hard gravel estuary of the river Ribble is something like
forty square miles; the length from Southport to St.Anne’s-on-theSea is eight miles and the width five miles, measuring from No. 8
buoy due west in a straight line to the bar; and until a deep-water
channel is made across this estuary the works now being
ted
will be useless. No class of vessels different from those now in use
will be able to come to Preston, and at present there is an
uantity of quay walls. The difficulties which are connected wit
thenavigation of the river Ribble are enormous, even when there
was a deep-water channel from Lytham to the Irish Sea—now that
exists only on paper, on maps, and plans, and sections—they did
all they could to make it a success, and now there is a deep-water
channel to make nearly five miles long across an estuary with an
area of forty square miles, and surrounded on three sides by the
Irish Sea ;and until this is done the works now being executed
cannot be used, because as the channel is at present we have any
quantity of accommodation. I think Mr. David Alan Stevenson, C.E., will now be able to
understand how it is that the works which Messrs. Stevenson
designed fifty years ago accomplished their object ;but the result
has been to destroy the deep-water channel from Lytham to the
sea, and no vessels any larger than come now—coasters—will ever
be able to come, and the works now being constructed.are for a
class of vessel which cannot get over that five miles of sand and
gravel. Southport would never allow great high walls to be built
across the sands; it would destroy for ever the fishing trade on
Southport sands, which trade is worth far more than the shipping
trade at Preston is worth, and Parliament would never allow such
an injustice to be done to a town as to make a seaport town into an
inland town. All improvement of the navigation of the river
Ribble applies between Lytham and Preston, and has been going
on all this century, and the effect has been to fill up the estuary
with sand and hard gravel and destroy the deep-water channel
from Lytham to the Irish Sea ; and this filling-up process is going
on daily, and in another fifty years, if the sands rise as they have
done during the last twenty-five years, it may become permanently
dry land, and the Albert Edward Dock at Preston, of forty acres in
size, would be surrounded with dry land. In those days the Irish
Sea will not be able to get to Preston.
If Mr. D. A. Stevenson doubts the correctness of the statements
in this letter, he can easily test them by going himself to Lytham,
and taking a boat down the Chena pass the buoys, out to the
Irish Sea, and let the boat be on the bar at low-water spring tides,
G. Henry Roserts, C.E.
87, Fishergate Hill, Preston, January 29th.
Sir,—At low water it is possible to walk straight across from
Lytham to Southport. In one or two places the stream of the
Ribble may reach half-way to the knees, not much more. That the
walk may betaken I know, for I saw it done last summer. It
seems to me that Mr. Roberts has hit the truth in his letter.
Liverpool, January 31st.
é
VIATOR.
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neers issued last October. We think we cannot better point out
in what way the investigations r
bl
ther than by
quoting the following extracts from Mr, Fiddler's letter to us
which accompanied a copy of his paper:—“‘. . . . it is satisfactory
to find the ery established by independent investigation ; proceeding on parallel though not quite identical methods.”
**Both papers commence with an independent demonstration
of Euler’s theory—the one geometrical and the other analy.
tical—and the theoretical strength—8 in your paper and
p in my own—is afterwards made use of in the same way
and for the same =n sage ‘Then we both have gone on
to consider the deflection produced by loads less than 8, and
which we agree in attributing to the influence of excentricity;
while we also agree in tracing the excentricity to three causes,
viz, initial curvature, excentric loading, and ye anemwen of
modulus in the different fibres.” ‘* We express the deflection produced by these causes by the same formula, which we find.to
agree very well with experiment, as illustrated by examples in
your paper, which are omitted in my own, although the general
agreement is stated.” ‘‘We then proceed by exactly parallel
methods to find the stress on the extreme fibre, and thereupon to
construct a formula for the breaking weight of columns, The
formule arrived at are pee equivalent to one another, and
very similar in form—the only difference being that the symbol m
in your ex
ion has a slightly different meaning to the ¢ in my
own formula.”. . . . ‘I can readily understand Prof. Smith's
statement—indeed, the influence of excentric loading has been
treated many years ago by someone quoted in ‘ Weisbach,’ whose
name I forget; but so far as I am aware the theory has never
before been worked out in the form which iscommon to your paper
and my own.”
W. E. Ayrton,
January 28th.
JOHN PERRY,
WHITWORTH’S INVENTIONS.
Str,—When a distinguished man is called to his last account we
are apt for the time to forget those who have been associated with
him, and the share they have had in the work which has raised
the hero above his fellows, After the lapse of years, when a sense
of — and a spirit of curiosity have been excited, and when the
collection of evidence has become proportionately difficult, we
would give our ears to have the true story of this or that invention.
Just as Watt is said to have been well seconded at one period of
his career by one who came to him in a wooden hat, so, if it were
the fashion to seek them, should we find many men in wooden
hats whose unobtrusive labours. well deserve to be rescued from
oblivion, Such a one I have in mind in connection with the late
‘Sir J. Whitworth. A full record of the rise and progress of the
once celebrated tool works in Charlton-street, Manchester, could
not be given without a respectful reference to their able early
r, James Booth, a gentleman who for nearly twenty years,
dating from 1837, was the soul of the establishment, and who, I
venture to say, had a large—a very large—share in the inception
and de
t of the improvements in machine tools which
procured Whitworth his wang |fame asan inventor. There must be
many living who, ‘‘an they list,” could lend testimony to confirm
or refute my own very decided impressions,
Suum CvumqugE,
RAILWAY BRIDGE OVER THE RIACHUELO.
Smr,—Mr. Beyerhaus points out that he assumes (1) that the
nodes
are all hinged, and (2) that the end vertical is not able to
resist a vertical force.
Neither of these assumptions is correct.
The nodes are rivetted joints, the bottom chord R a plate girder,
and the end vertical is a braced column, all of them capable of
resisting considerable stresses either direct or transverse. It is
this capability in the bottom chord of resisting transverse stress
which renders it so im
t that no compression should be possible in the end vertical. Professor Fitzgerald has shown that
such a compression might occur, but I am glad to see he does not
think it would amount to much. Still, considering the ambiguity
of stress in all rivetted joints, it does not aprons to me that the
correspondence has gone to show a special utility in rigidity of
connection for the end vertical, but rather the contrary.
January 26th.
T. GRAHAM GRIBBLE.
[We cannot publish more letters on this question. Our readers
are no doubt quite satisfied that the member of the bridge upon
which the discussion was rai
is a tie, as Mr. Woodcock, under
Mr. Wood, designed it to be.—Eb. E.]
WAGES AT SWINDON,
Sir,—Having taken great interest in the wage lists a
in
your valuable paper within this last month, I noticed last week,
among others, one for the Swindon G.W.R. Works. I noticed
that rivetters, boilermakers—which I understand to mean boiler
guestors or platers—smiths, and chargemen were rated as
‘ollows :—
Standard.
Highest.
a de
8s. d.
oo tee. ass nay i Pe le CT oe ee
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Chargemen.. .. ..
— . « 33 0
Now, this is certainly not correct. There are many kinds of
smiths and also chargemen, some, of course, only chargemen of
labourers; but the prices paid at Ups and for some years past
very nearly, for builermakers and their chargemen, angle iron
smiths and general smiths, and rivetters, are as follows :—
Standard.
Highest
eo é@ad¢é
8s. d.
Boilermakers
30 0-33 0... .. -sc
ns ss 4s 06. 00 — 29.0...
ms
OS
ee
ee ee ee — 60... . #690
General smiths (this, I find, is
correct).
2 0-30 0... .. 810
Now, Lam a re
myself, and served my time here at
this trade, and if at any time I leave here—which is not improbable
—I consider that the figures stated in your paper would be injurious
to Eig probably so—and not only me, but my fellow-workmen also.
I spoke to one of our head workmen about this, and he agreed
with me that I should be justified ininforming you how it really
stood.
. Certain I am that after the years I have striven, both practically
and theoretically, I would not work at such a price. I would
sooner by far take a meaner place, where there was not so much
upon the mind as well as upon the hands.
I have given my name, but. not for publication—not but what I
can honestly vouch for the truth of what I have written, hoping
you will give it space in your widely-known paper. You will
oblige me and fellow-workmen,
SWINDONIANS.
Swindon, February 1st.

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD.
Sir,—Suffer me to raise my feeble voice in defence of the Local
Government Board. If it were not for it we—the poor—should be
at the mercy of assessors, overseers, and sanitary (?) inspectors. Some
ears ago a bootmaker built a large villa in the village where I
ived, which he used as a sort of private hotel. He afterwards let
it to a lady who is boss here. The house was let at a low rental,
£35 perannum. During the shoemaker’s time it was assessed at
a fair estimate. When the lady had it the rateable value was put
at £8, and the gross rent £10! Next door was a much smaller
house, where a poor woman tries to make the rent by letting
lodgings. This house was let to her at £15 per annum, the rateable value was stated at £14 10s., and the gross rent at £18.
Well, I spoke to the assessor about the matter, and was defied and
told todo my worst. I merely wrote to the Local Government
Board, and the big house was assessed as £22 10s. rateable value,
and the gross rent stated at £28. Even this is not in proportion
to the smaller house.
In sani
meyer = a does ree nom to es - Set
power,
yet they wil helpthe poor
man all they can.
ot
i
and a horse were kept in a shed without
a drain, close to a wel oe
many eet deep, in sand. After some months’ correspondence
with the
the nuisance was removed. Many years ago a
THE VYRNWY WATERWORKS,
policeman told me that the sanitary laws are a dead-letter. I S1r,—Allow me to observe that the gentleman who writes under
shall be pleased to send ‘‘C.” a copy of the correspondence with the pseudomyn of ‘‘ Civil Engineer ” knows es little of the subject
the
Government Board on the assessments alluded to in my upon which he presumes to discoure. I will briefly correct him
letter if he likes to have one.
J. A,
upon several of the material points upon which he has committed
Sizewell, January 31st.
ve mista!
:
(1) NeitherMr. Deacon nor is or am entitled to the credit of pointTHE STRENGTH OF STRUTS.
ing to the River Vyrnwy asa source of supply. Mr. Bateman gave it
in his scheme for the supply of the Metropolis,
Sir,—Since the publication in your columns of our article on a prominent
an embankment a short distance below the dam now
“*Struts,” based on the notes of four lectures given by one of us and pi
i
ted. After him came Mr. Williams, who made surveys
last spring to the students of the Finsbury Technical liege, Mr.
the Vyrnwy for Liverpool.
:
Fiddler has kindly drawn our attention to a communication of his
(2) I and my son, Mr. Charles Hawksley, took an active
in
own on “The Practical
hh of Columns,” published as a
preparing
the
plans
for
Parliament,
and
I
and
Sir
Frederic
Bramseleeted paper in the ‘‘ Proceedings” of the Institution of Civil Engi
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well—not Mr. Deacon—carried the scheme through Parliament.
By request of the Chairman—Mr, Bower—Mr, Deacon and I were
ised as joint nape for parliamentary purposes, because
those purposes involved no personal responsibilities,
(3) Mr. Deacon's agreement with the Corporation was not of the
same date as mine, but of a later date. It made no reference to
my agreement, which, indeed, it could not have varied if it had.
By my agreement I was made engineer-in-chief, with the duty of
desi
, &c., and Mr. Deacon was made resident engineer, with
the duty of supervising the constructions to be designed by me.
There never was any joint engineership in the case. I was a.professional engineer independently engaged ad rem. Mr. Deacon
was a salaried officerof the Corporation, and so remains. It is
true Mr. Deacon endeavoured on several occasions to hold himself
out as joint engineer, but this I never permitted him to succeed in
doing; and touching that matter, I hold a letter from the Town
Clerk, dated 14th September, 1885, and written by direction of the
committee, in which the Town Clerk distinctly states:—‘‘I am
instructed by the Water Committee to inform you that Mr.
Deacon. is not in the position of joint engineer with you, and
further that there has not been any recognised departure
from his ome of resident engineer with the duties assigned
to the holder of that office by the expressions used in your agreement.” On this absurd claim of ey
I may remark that
I have expended about £15,000 in the disc
of my duties
and obligations as ‘‘ engineer-in-chief,” towards which Mr. Deacon
has not contributed a single shilling.
(4) As to the appearance of Mr. Deacon's signature on my drawings, and his name on the cover of my specifications, we were
both engineers on the same work, I as chief, and Mr. Deacon as
resident. The chairman requested me to permit the appearance
of Mr. Deacon’s name on the ground that ‘it would do that
gentleman good and me no harm.” I unwisely assented, and now
see the improper use made of this act of kindness, which, however,
neither creates nor implies any alteration of our relative positions.
It is unn
to trespass further on your space, except to point
out that the mis-statements to which I have referred and now disprove are in their nature libellous, as being injurious to the character and reputation of a professional man.
T. HAWKSLEY.
30, Great
rge-street, Westminster,
February Ist.
DONKEY BOILERS.
Sir, —Referring to the late fatal donkey boiler explosion at Hull,
the wonder is that we have so few of such
accidents considering
the many risks that are run ; and I am tempted to give a few particulars concerning donkey boilers and» their working in general.
I may commence by sa ing that in most cases they are made far
too small for the rapid
ing and unloading of vessels, and consequently to attain those ends recourse has to be made to the main
boilers, a
ing I propose to touch later on, Let us takea
vessel of
tons, where the donkey boiler is too small for the
simultaneous use of the winches, She comes into port grain laden,
say, with, as is frequently the case, only two or three discharging
days; meaning, in the case of grain during the winter season,
eight to ten hours each day, or in all, about thirty hours for the
cargo to be discharged in by steam, no matter from which source
the latter comes. At the first starting of the cargo-discharging,
with the boiler, water, and fires clean, steam can be kept, but the
inevitable alteration of these circumstances renders unpleasant and
uangerous
certain,
It is superfluous here to follow the various changes that take
place in the working of the boiler from the time steam is raised to
the disappearance of the water out of the glass gauge These are
but too well known to the experienced marine e
r, one
of the results is frequently to be seen in he ge blistered furnace plates, through the extreme density of the water
used, and I may add, too narrow water
Also it is very
noticeable that the errors in the sizes of the boilers are mostly on
the side of inefficiency for sufficient steam. This matter is often
left tochance, or precedent takes the place of judgment in the
choice of the boiler. But it does not at all follow that because a
certain sized boiler supplied sufficient steam for one vessel's
winches that a similar kind would answer for another vessel. —It is
a matter fo: regret that this most important item in a new vessel's
furnishings is very often looked at in the light of first cost, or does
not receive the practical attention it should have,
I do not wish to
d
r
bl
y in the choice of
the boilers and their fittings, but I condemn most emphatically
that
short-sightedand pre
disappointanent
possible=| which
disaster.in the end courts nothing but
A word or two on donkey boiler safety valves. Generally the
boiler is put into a dark recess in the stokehole bulkhead, with
safety valves hard to get at for overhauling. Hard to steam boilers
are, in nearly all cases, easy to prime. The result in that case is
that safety valves get set through the dirt given off in priming,
and more especially in the case of dead weight valves, where the
weights are of too nice a fit for the chamber. But in general the
gearing of safety valves is too closely fitted.
Taking up the subject of the use of the main boilers for cargodise!
ng
:—It is ruinous in this way, that comparatively so little fire being required in the main boiler furnaces to
supplement the donkey boiler furnace, the earthy matter from the
hew compensating
is L precipitated
the heating
Ves. ing water
A ani blist un tubely onand
surfaces,
iin
furnace
plates. Then comes trouble for those who are at all anxious for
the
rvation of their boilers,
t I have just said may not be new to many, but being a fact
of such im
does not decrease in value by an insertion in
your valuable and influential columns, In a vessel where a frequent
change of engineers occur, things connected with the donkey
boiler and winches are sure to be neglected or receive seco
attention. This fact is unfortunately not too widely known. In
concluding, I am sure, Sir, that you will agree with me that the
=. of the
it circumstances in trade demand that a far
healthier state of things should exist, not only to meet the
t
keen competition, but also for common safety. Jas. W. Breck.
Bristol, January 28th.
,
THE STRENGTH OF STRUTS,
Sir,—In some investigations of the strength of struts, it is
assumed that homogeneous beams will acquire a double or reversed
deflection, the beam under end thrust assuming curves like that
ofanS, May Iask Professors Ayrton and Perry to refer me toany
experimental investigation which proves that such deflection takes
place? In some experiments I have carried out with wood
wrought iron, I have entirely failed to get any curve but one,
unless I used special appliances to deflect the strut right and left.
I assume that the investigations of Professors Ayrton and Perry
are based on facts, and I shall be obliged, as I have said, for instruction as to the mode of making an experiment which will secure the
double flexure. My experiments were made both with flat,
square, and round bars with squared flat ends unfixed.
Bristol, January 31st, 1887.
J. WALKER.
Enarngerine Society, Krnc’s Cotitecr, Lonpon.—At a general
meeting held on Tuesday, January 25th, the Presidentin the
chair, Mr. G, L. Hodgson read a paper on ‘‘ The Characteristics of
Dynamos,” which was adjourned from November 16th last. The
author commenced with a,comparison of the characteristic curves
of dynamos with the indicator diagrams obtained from steam
engines, th
there are certain differences which cause the
peer Ags always
to hold good. The distinctive curves obtained
from the various types of machines were then discussed, and the
methods by which they may be constructed. The c
i
of motors were then briefly alluded to. The paper was illustrated
by wall diagrams and hand sketches. After a vote of thanks had
been
the meeting adjourned to February 1st.
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rate of 22s. 6d, per ton, charged by the railway company
THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES reduced
for Government stores,
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
The brick manufacturers of Oldbury have unanimously resolved
to advance the price of common bricks 2s, per theasand,
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Tue check which has occurred in the trade revival in the Scotch
and North of England markets is leading to a little hesitancy here.
A tend
is noticeable among ee to hang back, and only
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
where early supplies are needed will consumers consent to place
(From our own Correspondent.)
orders at the moment. Makers, however, refuse in their negotiations with buyers to attach great importance as yet to the change
Manchester.—The iron trade of this district remains in much the
in the Northern .markets. They believe that it is only a natural same condition as reported last week. The continued downward
rebound from the too rapid advances which were taking place, and tendency of prices in the iron centres of Scotland and the North
that the markets will again right themselves.
of England necessarily has a depressing effect upon the market
The demand expressed in Wolverhampton yesterday and in here, and although local and district makers still hold nominally to
Birmingham to-day (Thursday) for finished iron was restricted in late rates, they are more disposed to entertain offers at under their
nearly all branches except sheets. Of these latter the local con- full list prices. So far as common pig iron is concerned, there is
sumption continues very
e on account of galvanising and work- little or no business doing to really test prices, but buyers are
ing up purposes. Some of the Eastern markets and those of South unquestionably now in a position to place orders on much more
America are sending in better orders for merchant iron, but the favourable terms than was
ible a week or so back, and there is
requirements of the Australian markets outside galvanised sheets iron in second hands which is offered at considerably under the
are under the ave
of the season.
nominal current market rates. Hematites remain very firm, and,
It is a gratifying indication to some
mak
of
hant iro: so far as makers are concerned, there is little or no giving way. As
who for several years past have been trying unsuccessfully to get regards manufactured iron, it can scarcely be said—except it is in
back into foreign markets with which they once did a fair business, sheets—that any very material advance has been established upon
but which have of late been passing into the hands of German and the late low rates. Makers in some instances hold out for better
some other foreign competitors, are now again receiving orders prices, but merchants and dealers who bought before the recent
from them. Certain of the Mediterranean markets may be men- advance are offering at prices almost as low as ever.
tioned in this connection.
There was a fairly good attendance on the Manchester iron
Prices of sheets keep at £6 upwards for singles; £6 10s. to market on Tuesday, but business was extremely slow. For local
£6 12s. 6d. for doubles; and £7 10s. for lattens. In the galvanised and district brands of pig iron prices were rather easier, Lincolnstate corrugated sheets are quoted £10 10s. to £10 15s., delivered shire makers pra d about 39s. 6d. to 40s, 6d., less 24 per cent.,
Liverpool. A report is current this week that the Bradley Sheet for forge and foundry qualities delivered equal to Manchester, with
Ironworks, Bilston, which were recently put to stand by the Lincolnshire brands to be got at about the same figure, but no sales
Birchills Hall Iron Company, are to be early re-started by a new of any weight were reported. Scotch and Middlesbrough iron was
proprietory, under experienced management. Certainly there is also to be got at lower prices than last week. For hematites
abundant room for an increase in the out-turn of sheets at the quotations remained at about 60s. to 6l1s., less 24 per cent., for
present time. The galvanised iron roofing manufacturers have good No. 3 foundry qualities delivered into the Manchester district,
plenty of orders in reserve, and they still quote the lately advanced but buyers could have placed out orders at under these figures.
prices, For galvanised tanks there are a few better inquiries, and Finished iron prices average about £5 to £5 2s. 6d. for bars,
£5 7s. 6d. for hoops, and £6 10s. to £7 per ton for sheets delivered
manufacturers ask more money.
into the Manchester district.
Messrs. E. P. and W. Baldwin, of Swindon and Wilden, are vei
There is nothing very encouraging to report with regard to the
busy in their tinning department, which they have lately enlarged.
The firm also caneme |ngthe adoption of other modern and condition of the engineering trades; the improvement which has
improved appliances.
ie heavy demand for their charcoal tin- been looked forward to in some quarters still shows no real sign of
plates—of Fy they are the largest manufacturers—keep all their development, and I continue to hear complaints from important
charcoal fires on
larly. This is accounted for by the fact that sources that, if anything, trade is getting worse rather than better.
At the meeting of the Manchester Association of Engineers, held
users of goods mee ogfrom steel tin-plates find that the tin wears
on Saturday, special reference was made to the great loss which
off stee] sooner than off charcoal tin-plates.
Some of the marked bar firms are receiving an increased number had been sustained by the death of Sir Joseph Whitworth, and on
of orders, and declare p
ts are a ony Boiler and other the motion of Mr. Tiiaes Ashbury, C.E., seconded by Mr. R.
That this meeting of the Manchester
plates are quoted by the New British Iron Company
as follows :— Rawlinson, it was resolved—‘‘
£8 for best Corngreaves, £9 for Lion, £10 for
t Lion, £11 for Association of Engineers, whilst regretting to hear of the death of
double best scrap Lion, £12 for treble best Lion, and £13 for extra Sir Joseph Whitworth, Bart., feels it an honour to place on record
distinguished
treble best. Sheets of 20 gauge are quoted £8, £9, £10 10s., and its high and keen appreciation of the invaluable
£11 10s., according to quality; and best charcoal sheets £13. services and benefits rendered by him during the course of a long
Ship and tender plates are £7 10s. to £8 10s, Slit rods the New and eminently active life in promoting the advancement of the
British Iron Company quote £6 5s, for Corngreaves, £7 C. G. C. practice and teaching of mechanical science, and who, by his great
brand, £7 10s. Lion, £9 best Lion, and £11 10s. best charcoal. ability and skill, achieved the great result of laying down a fundaSteel rods are £8, and iron horseshoe rods £6 10s., £7 10s., and mental basis of truth, accuracy, and trustworthyness upon which he
£9, according to quality. Hoops the company quote £7, £8, and has founded with unparalleled success the construction of ordnance
£9 10s, Steel hoops are £8 10s., and bestc’
, £8. The price and engineering and mechanical structures. This meeting also
of common bars keeps at £5 to £5 5s.; gas tube strip, £5 upwards ; gratefully acknowledges the great impetus given to technical
of one of the
and h
£5 5s. to£5
10s. Nail rods are also £5 5s. to £5 10s. education by the noble generosity and =
chester, whose name
yoy
bars are quoted by some strong firms at £3 10s. to most illustrious and honoured citizens of
is indelibly stamped as the prince of mechanicians and the origi’3 12s. 6d.
The demand for steel is steadily increasing for almost every pur- nator of absolute accuracy and system in mechanical construction,
pose to which iron can be applied.
e quality of some of the and wishes to convey to Lady Whitworth its deep eympathy ir the
ins of the
d
ome loss she has sustained.” The r
mild steel now being produced in this district is good enough even
et were brought from Monte Carlo on berm and were
for smithy bars, and where careful working by the smiths can be
guaranteed, is being used instead of bar iron. Plating bars for interred on Wednesday at Darley Dale, Derbyshire, Mr. Thomas
use by the edge tool makers are being purchased from Sheffield Ashbury and Mr. Rawlinson attending the funeral as repre
works at £6 to £6 10s. per ton, delivered here—prices which are sentatives of the Manchester Association of Engineers.
The question of the waste of energy in the steam engine was
about the same as those for iron plating bars, and it is eloquent of
d at the
ting of the Manchester Association of
the quality of the steel supplied that makers declare that they also di
prefer to use it instead of iron at the same price. Cast steel prices Pr go on Saturday. Mr. H. Guthrie, C.E., read a paper on
show no alteration upon the rates which have ruled for years past. “The Thermodynamic Analysis of the Steam Engine,” in the
Some local buyers who have recently sought quotations for cast course of which he observed that in order to deal with the motivesteel of a ductile nature, for the manufacture of ships’ tackle and power of the steam engine we were content to accept 20 per cent.
other special work, received in response prices varying from £37 and throw away 80 per cent. of the energy developed in the furto £42 per ton, while for steel of a yet higher quality for horseshoe nace, whilst, so far as this energy was utilised by the steam
gngine, it was quite a common thing to realise no greater effici
best studs, &c., the quotation was £65 per ton.
Prices of steel supplied by certain of the Welsh steel makers to ency than about 4 per cent.; and with the very best of engines,
local buyers are i
ingly firm, in
q
of the manner in with all the latest improvements, it was not possible to realise
which order books at the Welsh works are filling up. Offers by more than 123 per cent. on the gross or potential energy of the
local consumers to buy steel tin-plate bars for rolling down into fuel. In the discussion which followed, objection was raised to the
sheets are this week met by exceptional salesmen with a demand great waste which was occasioned by the use of long chimney
for a further 5s. advance, making the figure £5 5s. delivered here. stacks to create a draught; but, on the other hand, it was urged
The condition of the pig iron market is not of a reassuring cha- that even this was more economical than a mechanical draught,
racter, but sellers maintain a decided front. Most vendors of and gas firing was suggested as probably the most feasible means
Midland brands decline to make any concession in prices, notwith- of securing the best results, whilst one member expressed the
standing the fall in the North of England. Vendors prefer to wait opinion bpd sxengines would prove to be the motor of the future.
e only
y practical means of securing greater economy under
before departing from recent advanced quotations, urging, as they
was in providi plenty
did last week, that makers have abundance of forward orders upon the present system which was su;
the books. Northampton pigs remain at 40s. to 41s. per ton deli- of boiler room, and thus securing slow combustion of the 1.
The Manchester Ship Canal project has just
ti
vered here, and Derbyshires and Lincolnshires 42s. 6d. per ton.
Hematites keep ae The demand is scarcely so large as two what may well be termed a crisis in its history. Mr. Daniel Adamor three years back, when steel blooms and billets were in less son who has been the predominant figure-in the undertaking all
favour; yet there is a considerable sale,
icularly of foundry through the long struggle which the promoters have had to fight,
numbers. Good forge hematites are quoted at 60s. delivered from has retired from the board of directors and some other guiding
the West Coast and
cashire, and foundry numbers 1s. 6d. to 3s. hand will now have to carry on the scheme to its further developr ton additional. The Barrow Company again quoted this week ment. The private meeting of shareholders held in the St.
Bos,6d. for forge nominal. Local pigs are named at 52s, 6d. for James’s Hall, Manchester, on Tuesday, laid bare the fact that
all-mines, 37s. 6d. to 49s. for part-mines, and 30s. to 32s. 6d. for there has been. very considerable friction on the board of
directors, but it seems scarcely possible to conceive that Mr.
common cinder qualities. The demand keeps up capitally.
:
The large American demand for iron and steelmaking materials Adamson, after all he has done, and the intense interest which
is running up prices considerably, to the inconvenience of local unquestionably he still takes in the ultimate success of the ship
consumers.
Purple ore from Runcorn cannot this week be bought canal scheme, will allow any personal feeling to stand in the way of
at less than 15s. 6d. per ton delivered to consumers’ works.
e what the shareholders may consider the best policy to be pursued.
last contracts of some local buyers were concluded at lls, 9d., The independent committee who thoroughly investigated the whole
showing a rise of 3s, 9d. per ton. Red hematite ore has advanced matter after the recent unfortunate failure to raise the required
to 20s. 6d., delivered from Saltney into this district, and even at capital, recommended a re-constitntion and strengthening of the
this fi
which means to the raisers 15s. f.0.b. Saltney—there is board of directors as essential for the successful carrying out of
the scheme. This recommendation of the committee is now being
but little desire to make sales,
Common ironmaking materials are also in rather better
request acted upon, and it is a matter of deep regret that Mr. Adamson
here in consequence of the larger business doing at the blast has, at this>app. felt himself compelled to sever his active contion with a project with which his name, whatever may be
Northampton stone is selling at 5s. to 5s. 6d. - ton
delivered hereabouts. Ironworks coal is going off rather better, the ultimate issue of the efforts now being put forward, must
and for contracts some owners are getting an advance of 6d. per always be pre-eminently identified.
In the coal trade the month has opened witha slight easing down
ton.
The engineers and machinists are fairly well situated for work; in prices. With the recent mild weather there has been a decided
slackening off in the demand, which has necessitated a resort to
in several leading establishments orders are accumulating.
the leading colliery
Orders in the lock trade are not vigorous. Indeed some of the short time at a good many. a
largest Willenhall makers of rim and mortice have less for their firms in the Manchester district who have found that they were
machinery and hands to do than for
a long time past, the Australian being undersold, ‘have reduced their pit, wharf, and delivered
demand being abnormally quiet. Wolverhampton brass cabinet prices for house-fire coal 10d. per ton; in other districts, although
makers, however, are fairly well engaged. In
success is there is no quoted reduction, there is also some little giving way.
attending the action of those makers in getting out locks to com- Steam and forge coals and engine classes of fuel are also again
te withthe German importations in the London market. The beginning to hang in the market, but in these there is no cha
low prices which the adoption of machinery is enabling them to in price. At the pit mouth best coals average 9s.;seconds, 7s. 6d. ;
common house-fire coal, 5s. 9d. to 6s, 3d.; steam and forge
accept are serving them in good stead.
Te ae
to 5s. 6d.; burgy, 4s. 6d. to 5s.; best slack, 3s. 6d. to 4s.; and
Consideration is being given to the question of again calling out 5s.
those Cradley Heath chainmakers, numbering about 300, who have common, 2s. 6d. to 3s. per ton.
For
shipment there has been a fairly good demand, and for
resumed work at the advanced terms. The men have just com~ the twenty-fifth week of the strike, and they are determined steam coals, delivered at the high level, Liverpool, or the Garston
Docks,
sellers have had no difficulty in getting about 7s. 3d. to
hold out to the last.
The Walsall Chamber of Commerce are about to bring before the 7s. 6d. per ton.
The annual general meeting of the subscribers to the Manchester
War-office authorities the advisability of contractors being
empowered to have their goods forwarded to Woolwich at the Coal Exchange was held on Tuesday, Mr. John Rawcliffe, the
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chairman, presiding. The report and balance-sheet, of which I
gave an abstract last week, was adopted, and the following gentlemen were elected officers for the énsuing —
ident, Mr.
Edge Storey, Leigh; vice-president, Mr. John Platt, Liverpool ;
treasurer, Mr. R. Peters,
Idesley ;four members of the committee, Messrs. W. Allton, Derby; J. Carter, Blackburn; T.
Lymm, Wigan; and G. Pearson, Ashton-under-Lyne; auditors,
Messrs. E. Neville, Preston; and H. Nield, Lees, Oldham. _
Bavrow.—The demand for hematite qualities of pig iron is very
steady and brisk, and the work in the hands of makers is very
considerable. The demand is largely represented by orders on
foreign account, in which America and the colonies take an especial
share. On home account there is also a growing trade, particularly
for Bessemer samples. The orders recently booked have been at
prices at about
per ton net f.o.b., but the largest makers are
asking 52s. per ton net, and as they are favourably situated for
orders they are declining business at-lower values than these, while
for forward deliveries still higher prices are asked. The outlook in
the iron trade is more satisfactory than it has been, and it is evident
that a degree of
ency is established in the improvement
which set in some - months ago. The output is being increased
on every hand, and makers are very fully sold forward. Large
deliveries have been contracted for, and there is an undoubted
assurance of activity for a greater part of the
mt season.
Stocks of iron are large, but they are held by makers ee ee
lators who are sanguine that higher prices will soon be
ised?
The steel tradeis steady. Rails are in — full inquiry, and orders
are largely placed, while from America and the colonies, as well as
from the Continent, the known requi
ts of
are such
as to justify
the belief that large orders
will be placed during the
season. Prices are steady
at £4 5s. per ton net at makers’ works
f.o.b. for ordinary heavy sections of railz, prompt delivery. There
is still a very wary eee in blooms and billets, and prices are better
than they have
n for a considerable time. Steel wire is quiet,
and very little is doing in wire nails, but hoops show a good trade.
Steel forgings are quiet, and there is only a poor trade in tires and
steel castings. In the shipping trade there is no change to note.
No new orders are mouhen but there are numerous inquiries for
steamers, which, it is believed,-will lead to good contracts being
booked. Engineers are not busy either in the marine or the
general departments. Iron ore is in good demand at yoy of
12s. per ton net at makers’ works, but purchases are difficult to
make for large parcels. Coal and coke steady. Shipping busier.
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE Government contract for cutlery for the Army has this
year been given to one firm, Messrs. Atkinson Brothers, Milton
Works, who have held contracts for the Government for the last
thirteen years. This is the first time, however, that the entire
order has been placed with one establishment. The quantity is
250,000 table knives, 240,000 forks, and 7000 clasp knives.
e
order is now being completed at the rate of 120 gross per week.
‘* Fair-Trade” is again being broughtto the front. Mr. J. E. Bingham,J.P.,th
i
berin the extensive
silverand electro-plating
firm of Messrs. Walker and Hall, Howard-street, is the President of
the Sheffield branch of the National Fair-Trade League, which has
several sub-branches in the town. A meeting, almost entirel
com
of working-men, was held by the Hillsbrough branc
on Monday night. I was present, and was struck by the attention
which was given to Mr. Bingham, who spoke ably and earnestly
for anhour. At the close a resolution cond
ing ‘‘ unnatural
Free Trade ” as injurious to the nation, and
ially
to the interet
of working-men, was
unanimously. Usually there has been
strong opposition, and occasionally an adverse vote carried. In
the course of his address Mr. Bingham incidently mentioned that
he had been solicited that day to assistin sending
a man to the
United States. The reason given was that a large steel and iron
company in Cumberland,: employing about one thousand hands,
intended starting a branch establishment at Washington County,
U.S., and that he had to follow them. This migration of capital
is a serious feature of industrial affairs.
Messrs. John Brown and Co., Atlas Steel and Ironworks, had
some most successful blasting o
tions done for them last Saturday by Mr. W. Liversidge—Messrs. R. Roper, Son, and Co.,
Sheffield. A solid mass of metal, com;
chiefly of iron and
spiegeleisen, 3ft. or 4ft. in depth and
in diameter, was rent
asunder in spite of its strength and tenacity. The first shots were
extremely successful, not a ——- of the metal being lodged beyond
a distance of eight yards from the seat of the explosion. This is an
important undertaking for large works, and it necessitates effective
barricading of the furnaces, as well as able superintendence on the
ee of the experts engaged in the blasting operations by means of
ynami' ite.
In the death of Mr. Benjamin Sykes, at the mature age of
eighty-four,
away one who was familiarly known as the
“Father of the File Trade,” and amongst his colleagues as the
“Father of the Cyclops Works.” More than fifty years ago Mr.
Sykes was engaged by Messrs. Johnson, Cammell, and Co., as their
file ma
r, on the firm deciding in 1836 to commence the business of file manufacture. Prior to that date he had been in the
employment of Messrs. W. Ibbotson and Co., at the Globe Works, as
file forger. Soon afterwards Messrs. Johnson, Cammell, and Co.
found their business increase to such an extent that extensions had
to be made which led to the great Cyclops
Works of to-day. In
1883 Mr. Sykes retired from active ont, te ing been with Messrs.
Cammell and Co. and their predecessors more
than forty-six years.
He was one of the ablest of file managers Sheffield ever
uced,
and was
as much for his excellent qualities as for his
skill as an artisan and a manager of artisans.
THE
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The manufactured iron and steel exported during January
amounted to 32,770 tons, against 45,194 tons during December.
The principal destinations were: India, which took 14,162 tons;
America, $950 tons; Burmah, 1750 tons; Japan, 1264 tons; and
Bexpt, 2105 tons.
ith respect to the Northumberland collierydaw pape it cannot
be said that any real progress has been made to
sa settlement.
About 14,000 men are idle, and the ponies and working iy have
been brought to bank. Meanwhile, Mr. John Morley, M.P., has,
at the request of Mr. B. C. Browne, Mayor of Newcastle, offered
his services as arbitrator. He has been courteously received both
by the employers and the colliers, but there is no present appearance of any advantage
being taken of his good offices. The mania
for striking has now extended to the Durham collieries. Those
belonging to the Wardley, Usworth, and Felling collieries have
some grievances which, if not immediately removed, they think
ought to involve a strike. They have passed a resolution
accordingly.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent,
THE pig iron market has been much depressed during the greater
part of the present week. Prices have been steadily declining
with scarcely a break, and it seems as if all confidence in a revival
of business had gone out of the market. It seems evident that the
wants of consumers have been pretty well met for the present, and
those who were induced to purchase as a matter of speculation are
reported to be ao
usual course of parting with their iron
in a falling market.
e shipments are larger in amount than
they were when prices were steadily advancing, and the shipments
of Scotch pigs to the United States to date since Christmas are
8135 tons, as compared with 3729 in the same period of last year.
Italy is also a very good customer, having taken 8612, against 2942
tons last year. The ship
ts altogether are fully 9000 tons ahead
of what hey were at this date last year, and as the weekly output
of pigs is less now by about 4000 tons, and the deliveries into store
comparatively small, there does not seem much apparent reason
for
steady fall in prices. No doubt it is explained by the fact
that the upward movement was more rapid than was fully warranted by the circumstances of the trade.
Business was done in the warrant market on Monday at 45s. to
44s. 74d. per ton. On Tuesday transactions took place at 44s. 6d.
to 44s, 8d. and 44s. 2d., closing with buyers at 44s. 3d. cash,
The current values of makers’ pigs are reduced in sympathy
with the state of the warrant market. Free on board at Glasgow,
Gartsherrie No. 1 is quoted at 52s. 6d. per ton; No. 3, 45s. 6d.;
Coltness, 59s. and 47s. 6d.; Langloan, 55s. and 47s.; Summerlee,
57s. 6d. and 45s. 6d.; Calder, 52s. 6d. and 44s. 6d.; Carnbroe,
49s, 6d. and 44s. 6d.; Clyde, 49s. 6d. and 44s. 6d.; Monkland, 46s. 6d.
and 42s. 6d.; Govan, at Broomielaw, 46s. 6d. and 42s, 6d.; Shotts, at
Leith, 52s. and 46s. 6d.; Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. 6d. and
44s. 6d.; Glengarnock, at Ardrossan, 52s. 6d. and 45s.; Eglinton,
46s. 6d. and 42s. 6d.; Dalmellington, 49s. and 44s. 6d.
The steel trade continues active, although contracts are not yet
reported at the recent advance in prices.
of the makers of malleable iron have run short of coals, in
consequence of the colliers’ strike, and a proportion of the furnaces
at certain works have had to stop in the meantime.
There was shi
from Glasgow in the
week machinery to
the value of £3222; sewing machines, £783; steel goods, £12,970,
of which £6140 was bridge work for Kurrachee, and £3410 billets
and slabs for Baltimore; £22,000 general iron manufactures,
embracing £4020 pi
bars, &c., for Bombay, £3220 ditto for
Japan, £2850 bars, sheets, pipes, &c., for Kurrachee, and smaller
quantities of goods to numerous other
The shipments of coals have been materially reduced, in conseuence of the miners’ strike. There was shipped from Glasgow,
7,779 tons; Greenock, 42; Ayr, 3842; Irvine, 1194; Troon, 4879;
Burntisland, 11,871; Leith, 1000; G
th, 8170; and
Bo'ness, 4139; total, 52,916 tons, being 3768 less than in the same
week of 1885.
an et error orycoals in various eaeioenies re tr be
imagined, seeing that a large proportion
e colliers have been
idle more than a week. As regards their constant customers, who
take coals under contract, the coalowners are released from the
obligation to supply them during a strike by special clauses in the
contracts. But for the steamers
and the factoriessupplies have to
be found, if at all possible, at advanced rates, the difference being
paid by the customers. Coals have accordingly advanced in some
places
as much as ls. 3d. a ton within the last week, although
it is
rs ae that when a proper supply of coals is available the prices
revert to the former level.
The coalowners of
ire, Stirlingshire, and Ayrshire have
agreed not to give the colliers the advance of 6d. a day for which
they have struck. Early in the week the colliers were out almost
everywhere in the principal mining districts of the west, after
being idle the whole of last week. The policy of restricted output
has not been successful
to keep the men, as it could not possibly be
unless the restriction were general all over the country. Adopted
in one district, it simply has the effect of sending shippers to other
ports where coals can be had at the old rates, and restriction in
this shape is a misfortune to both masters and workmen.
During the
month ten vessels of an aggregate of 15,980 tons
were launched
from the Clyde shipyard, as compared with five of
9150 tons in January, 1886.

NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE Cleveland iron market held at Middlesbrough on Tuesday
last was well attended, but the tone was flat, and but little business was transacted. The value of pig iron has been falling
steadily for a fortnight, and is now 2s. per ton less than the
ee and np pane er have — no alteration
in their qu
ns,
merchants
are offering for prompt deliv.
at 36s. 3d. per ton for No. 3 g.m.b., and 35s. for f
walt “ rf
week since 37s. was the lowest price taken for No. 3, and
6d.
the lowest for forge. The strike which has commenced at the
Eston steel works has undoubtedly had a depressing effect upon
the market, for the Cleveland pig iron which would otherwise have
been used in the steel converters will now appear in the market or
be put into stock. The uncertainty as to its duration has had the
effect of discouraging both buyers and sellers, and in the meanwhile but little business is proceeding,
Messrs, Stevenson, Jacques, and Co.’s current quotations are :—
“ Acklam hematite,” mixed numbers, 50s. per ton; ‘“ Acklam
Yorkshire—Cleveland—-No. 3, 39s.; “ Acklam basic,” 40s.;refined
iron, 54s. to 64s. per ton.
The current price of Cleveland warrants, which depends main]
upon the sales made at Glasgow, is from 36s. 44d. to 36s. éd.
r ton. le
On the 31st ult. Messrs. Connal and Co. had in their store at
Middlesbrough 309,682 tons of pig iron, that being an i
of
340 tons during the previous week. At Glasgow 4 the same date
they held 841,959 tons.
The quantity of pig iron shipped during January was 51,872 tons,
whereof the principal items are as follows, viz.: to Scotland there
went 26,825 tons; to America 6950 tons; to Holland 3810 tons; to
France 3085 tons; to Belgium 2101 tons; and to Italy 1977 tons.
The shipments of the previous month only reached 63,777 tons.
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There is more rumour in the reported poe of the iron and
steel trades of Wales than one caresto know, A few days ago it
was announced that Dowlais and Cyfarthfa had accepted orders
which. would take more than twelve months to com
. The
report, I am assured on the best authority, is incorrect, and most
certainly was an injudicious one, as it aroused hopes in the minds
wi! tolerable’
erable
ity, butsteal
is the
theprincipe
ipa |
going ingon
on
with
regularity,
barie
cabs, and rail orders are by no means plentiful. The price is now
over £4. Steel sleepers for the colonies are a little in demand.
Home railways are yet undecided. The fact is that the humidity
of the climate
the ballast are against them, Some good
judges tell me that they fear that the steel sleepers will never
replace the wooden generally. Stes: oxidises even moro rapidly
than iron, as seen in the rail stacks in the neighbourhood of ironworks. This should comfort ironmasters, as it tends to lessen the
life of a rail a little.
a
Tin-plate continues in its old state; Monmouthshire, semi-stagnant ; Glamorganshire,
rous,
Many works in Seneutnahine are stopped, some hopelessly,
others on strike, a few temporarily.
:
On the Ebbw river the oy have told a tale, the water
being now so pure that salmon have ag in come up the Bassaley.
The export from Swansea of tin-plate last week was again a
large one. Quotations remain as last week, but pay hardening, Bessemers touching l4s., and Siemens as much as 14s. 6d.
Woes = eagerly picked up, and an ordinary quotation now is
1
bs
fetching 13s,
I note that several of the Monmouthshire tin-plate masters are
makirig a strenuous effortto havea slice of this
ity, and
next week I expect to record a few compromises between them and
their men. Nettlefolds, who are starting
as well as
Tydee, are turning out work from the latter place.
A few colliery disputes are on the carpet. The management at
Harris's Navigation is
ing for an alteration of payment for
certain work, and a
ial antagonism seems likely.
Bilbao ore is selling at 13s, ;pitwood, 16s, 6d. ; pig iron slightly
A a
at Bridgend next week, to decide upon abandoning
or not the Ogmore Dock and Railway, is called officially.

NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Srvce last report the iron markets have maintained their buoyan
Remeny, and with it prices have, in several instances, made a
urther advance, but there
is not the same rush to place orders
which characterised the trade last month. Buyers begin to show
confidence in the permanence of the present situation, as the prices
asked by sellers are now willingly accorded. The buyers are no
longer keeping back their specifications, but when the orders
are placed, in most cases a very short time for delivery is de
manded, so ne doubt they
ve been kept back to the
last moment. In Silesia
the trade is looking very
healthy, and since there is every chance of a comprehensive iron
convention being arranged, with a common office at Berlin for the
sale of the manufactured products and the distribution of the
orders ene
the several combined iris ara? ped —
a7
‘orged pig has been put up to
ow!
ig to
50, and rolled iron to 107-50 for inlénd consumption, and 9750 tor
export, and both foundries and rolling mills are much better
employed than is usually the case about new year's time. The
Western group of works has also been able to raise its iron
prices considerably under their new convention, and the reports from all neighbouring foreign markets are excellent;
so, on the whole, a cheerful feeling
Ores are still
in increasing demand, and both native and ~~ have
advanced
a trifle in price ;natives run from M. 9°20 to 13-00 p.t.
at mines, Every kind of crude iron is on the rise. Spiegel
is more
and more in request for ex
and also home use, at enhanced
ices, which
now go up to M. 60, though inferior brands may be
bogiefrom 50 p.t. upwards at works, Forge F Fp — in
isk demand everywhere ; good brands of Siege:
pigs fe up
to M. 50, whilst
ish stand at 47, and a less good quality may
be had at polage Foundry iron does not keep pace in demand
with the other sorts, but the price has nevertheless
got up to
M. 56 nominally, tapering down in the 3 Nos. to 49 p.t. Bessemer
and basic
pig are now participating
in the general
better
demand, the first
quotedat M. 51 to 52, the second
at 42 p.t. ;
and Luxemburgat 40f. free on trucks at works. In rolled bars,
— and angles, the orders are almost overpowering the
ilities of the mills to deliver at the sti
date, and
ually the prices are rising to be more in conformity with the
iakonsed quien ofthe raw materials ;so under the circumstances
of such abundant work the prices must soon rise to a remunerative
point. Indeed, sales of bars have already been made at M. 110,
whilst the list prices are 102 to 108, girders 108 to 110, and angles
105 to 112 p.t. Boiler plates are still the dullest of sale, and
though the price has been raised by the convention to M. 145 p.t.,
it does not compensate for the heightened value of ‘the
raw materials. There is no slackening of the great demand for
sheets of all sorts and thicknesses, which stand at M. 140 to 145
p.t. The rise in these
is so frequent, as the order books get filled
up, that constructive works requiring them are quite em)
in forming their estimates where the lowest tendering prices are
imperative. The wire rod mills are all fully supplied with orders
many of which are forf
account, and the price for steel as
well as iron rods is M. 112 to 115 p.t. Steel and iron drawn
wire are quoted at M. 130 p.t. As remarked last week
the steel branch is looking up here, partly because no more
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
foreign competition in rails for the State is to be tolerated, and
(From our own Correspondent.)
peer ese Se enon for wire rod billets having come in
America and more railway material for home ——
THERE is a slight stiffening te in the coal trade. Best
steam may be regarded as firm at
6d. bth rad we Fo having been given out. Steel rails are quoted at M. 125 and
the best, f.o.b. at port, but coalowners are beginning to be
ful sleepers at M. 120p.t. The machine shops, foundries, and boiler
mig mercies, and this little improvement is hailed with satis- shops are a little busier, but better prices cannot as yet beobtained
for the work; pipes, for instance, are in good request, but do not
ion.
ise their cost of production. A convention to prevent the
At each port—Newport, Swansea, and Cardiff—the shipments
uces the state of things has been
during the week nave tonesustained. It is evident that ayer unnatural competition which
by thirteen principal foundries; but one large
one holding ports are being well looked after, in case of emergencies. On
is the ruinous prices
. The
Saturday last three steamers alone took from Cardiff 10,000 tons, ing aloof, the consequence
and roofand the total of eight steamers was 17,750 tons. Big steamers and galvanising works are pretty well employed on buildi
for the War
rtlarge collieries will be the leading features of the future. I note ings, as also on work of various descriptions
many of the smaller collieries closing up or sold. Garw, a small ments, including galvanised pontoons and corrugated shields for
The wagon works have lately finished up all
but good colliery, was sold by auction last week to Mr. Crockett, fortification wo
of Pontypridd, for £1500. The Albion, the latest of the large the old * gat on hand, and now they have almost come to a dead
collieries, is soon expected to strike the 4ft. The 3ft., I hear, has
Coal is firm, and coke is rising in price from last quotations, and
not proved so well as expected, but the 4ft, will make amends. I
am glad also to report more favourably of the great majority of the the demand is larger now than last year at this time. The Westian coal field—Dortmund mining district—produced last year
Rhondda collieries,
vely mgrwees F-atchog othe tap
aa
Latest colliery quotations are:—Small steam, 4s. 3d.; large
Both in
ium
rance
going up in price, and in the
seconds, 8s.; best, 8s. 6d.; No. 3 Rhondda, 8s. 9d. This is one
latter
country
the
works
are
very
full
of
orders,
merchant
bars
of the most valuable of coals, and as it is being rapidly worked
out, will certainly be one of the first coals to rise in price. As for standing at 140f., girders at 145f., and boiler plates at 185f. p.t.,
large orders for
the 4ft., the area is stilla large one. Coke isin good demand, whilst the Belgian trade has had a fillip
and large quantities are being sent away by rail and ship. Quota- steel in various shapes for America having lately been placed there.
use 110f.; fore
00f.; girders, 100f.,
tions this week are:—Foundry coke, 16s.; furnace, 14s. Hitherto Bar iron costs for
Cyfarthfa |has been a large buyer as well as maker, but this week and steel plates, 165f. per ton, and a rise of 5f, all roundis in near
a
has been o!
from the Messrs. Crawshay by
The administration of the newly-established steel
nt of
Evance, Coppee, and Co., of Cardiff, to construct eighty coke
i
from the State to lay
ovens on the latest scientific principles. This firm has
ie good the Torni Works has obtained
same of English and German
headway in Wales, having, I understand, constructed for the down lengths of its own and
manufactured steel rails on the Mediterranean Railway, in order
principal ironworks, ex:
, if Iam not mistaken, Tredegar.
The mystery to me is that the ownersof coke ovens
in Wales do to compare the qualities of each different make. As formerly
not go in for biucts. The saccharine results theory from coal noted in this place, the capacity of the Torni Steel Works is estimated for 100,000 tons per annum,
tar is now a dead letter here.
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Lock Washer and Composite Rail Key, Limited,
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Upon the terms of an agreément of the cm Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of
otk, this com
to
nts,
Beales, ey, at 42, Old Tecsl dees,
oseph “Hy. Bette
the’ ’ letters patent dated 9th June, 1885,
Application for Letters Patent.
No. 7026, granted for improvements in securing
When patents have been ‘‘ communicated” the
the permanent way of railways, and which may *,*“name
address of the communicating party are
be made applicable to other purposes; and also
the French patent for the same invention. It printed in italics.
was registered on the 20th instant, with a capital
24th January, 1887.
of £10,000, in £1 shares. The purchase consider- 1098, Borers, A. Donneley, London.
ation is £6000, in fully-paid shares, The sub- =, Wasuina Macuines, T. E, Thickpenny, Lonscribers are :—
Shares. 1100. eiaoransry, C. E. Lewis; London.
R. J. Rastrick, Southsea, compat a chemist
1101. Waerxs, C. D. Abel.—(F. "Astitcer, 1Prussia.)
1102. Hanptes, J. Ashbury, London.
J. Hobden, Lea Bridge, Groce
R. as Lightfoot, 2, Boston- villas, Finsbury ‘Parl,
1103, WeicHie Supstances, W. B. Avery, London.
1104, Baas, B. G. D. Cooke, "London.
jerk
oo
1105. Guys, E. W. L Peterson, London.
,i.+ Bottaley, 42,
42,
‘oid‘Broaa--street, engineer Se
Forest Hill, merchant.. ..
1106. Propvcrna Fermentation, J. G. Tongue.—(B.
ee Drenckman and W. Le gone So many.)
& W. Smith, 76, Geetham read, clerk
1107. XES, coe.
om. lj, ‘Highbury: place,“newspaper pub
1108, Puririers, H
Lake. mW. H. Likins and A,
er
A, Atterbury, United States.)
The eniten of Reitnentis mel to- fens than 1109.
Venicies,
J.
D.
Greene,
three, nor more than five; the subscribers are to 1110, Stoves, A. E. Clements, Michigan.
London.
appoint the first; qualification, 100 shares, or 1111, Frre-piaces, J. B. Colbran, London.
£100 stock; remuneration, £1 1s, per meeting to 1112. DecorticaTInG APPARATUS, J. Johnson and C,
D. Greenland London.
each director,
25th January, 1887.
Yorthern Engineer ing Company, Limited.
1113. Sewinc Macuryes, M. Lachman, London.
1114.
Burrers
for
Gas Compressor Vatves, H. J.
Thiscompany was
red on the 22nd inst.,
m.—(The De La Vergne Refrigerating Machine
with a capital of £10,000, in £10 shares, to carry
Company,
Incorporated,
United States.)
on business as mechanical engineers, tool makers, 1115. VeLocipepes, W. Phillips,
Coventry.
and machinists, and to purchase from Walter 1116. Securine Screw Sroprers in Borries, G. D.
Laing,
Nottingham.
Schischkar and Francis Fleming their patent
rights in respect of an improved frictional racket 1117. Spoke Brusu, T. Thompson, Edinburgh.
Looms for Manuracrurinc CueniLie, &c., R.
applicable to revolving the capstan heads of 1118.
Boyd, jun., and E. Lepainteur, Glasgow.
iathes, the dividing apparatus of milling ma- 1119.
or VELVETEENS, J. Cook, Lancashire.
chines, and to feed motions of machine tools; and 1120. VeLver
ORNAMENTAL METALLIC TuBes,G. J. Williams,
also an invention for improvements in lathes. Birmingham.
1121. Reapy Ticket Howper, G. G. Campbell, Lordon,
The subscribers are :—
-—" Lock for Casn, &c., Bacs, W. . Crouch, BirNEW COMPANIES.
G. F. Priestly, es oe maleer ee re
1133, inemaee Tea, &c., E. Burke, Dublin.
H. Booth, C-E., Halif
eee
:
Tue following companies have just been regis- J. Bairstow, Hiitax — merchant |Ji
1124. TaBLEs for PLayrNe Games of Carns, &c., H. J.
Gill, Dublin.
Ww. Schischkar,: Halifax, engin
- = ee
tered
1125, Automatic Hetp YourseEur CicaR-BoxEs, J.
A.
Broughton,
gpa
engineer.
.
Box and Packing aye«hein
Company, = Campbell, Halifax,
Parker, Hull.
eee
1126, Kyirrep Fasrics, J. Booth, Halifax.
G. H
nD, Halifax, e a
. ELONGATING FisHINo-“kop, W. and J. J. Hardy,
Fleming, Halifax,
manufacturer
This company was anne on the 26th inst., F.
wick,
|
ee
with a capital of £20,000, in £1 shares, to acquire G. Broughton, Brighouse.
1128.
REVOLVING ADVERTISEMENTS, &c., C. H. Guest
Registered without ate apticles,
the business of the Patent Package Company,
and L. Barrow, Birmingham.
Limited, and to manufacture and import all inds
1129. STERPOGRAPHIC Printine by a PLraten Hanp
REsS, W. White’
of boxes, packing and sample cases, The sub- Plymouth Alpine Mining Company, Limited.
Nt meg W. Thompson, Stratford-uponseribers are :—
This company proposes to acquire land in Calivon,
Shares. fornia,
for
min
ing
and
other
purposes,
and
with
1131.
Non-aLconotic Mepicatep Liquors, J. Foulis,
F. J. Moggeridge, 20, Arlington-road, eevee
Musselburg!
a view thereto willcarry out an agreement of the
on engineer
2. Gas ‘ie Use in Gas Enorves, F. Windham,
2lst inst., between Alfred E. Ann and Frank
. J, Breach,7,7 ‘Campbell-terrace, Clyde-road
London.
‘ottenham,
1 Fuller. It was registered on the 25th inst., with 1133.
PeeLine Osrers, J. Brown, Earith.
“eae 216, Wick-road, E., commercial
a
capital
of
£65,000,
in
£1
shares,
with
the
1134, Biockxs of Fur. for SMELTING, J. A. Yeadon
traveller
bai. ae) oS
following as first subscribers :-—
‘
and R. Middleton, Leeds.
bya Clarendon House, ‘Bali , Clerk ..
1135. Iron Suips, H. McC. Al
d , Ch es
F. Boley, Clarendon House, Kalix , engineer.
| *J. P. Moodie, 1, Sussex-place, Hyd e Park
1136. Toxic LozENce for INDIGESTION, &e., T. Needx B. Boley, M.D., ClarendonHouse,
Fedo
*4, Thomson,
ve-road, Stamford Hill.
ham,
Halifax,
8. Boome, 12, Buckingham:-street, Strand, secreAllen, 99, Cannon-street
1137. Gruet, C. Fieldon, Birmingham.
tary toa company ee
°
1 | 8.*J. Crowder,
Mansion House-chambe
acting
1138. STRENGTHENING Cast ay Carp Terrn for
chairmanto the Transvaal Exploration ComThe number of prerwayis: ial tobsee than
ag Sux Waste, L. E. and G. F.Priestley,
pany,
Limited
..
200
three, nor more than seven; the subscribers are A. E. Ann, 63 and 64, New Broad-street, ‘merchant 200
1139. Prepartne Coxe for use in Stow ComBustion
to appoint the first four ; qualification for subse- F. Fuller, Plym- -villa, Wallwood-road, LeytonStover, J. J. Royle, London.
quent directors, 100 fully-paid shares; remunerastone, secretary.
AUTOMATIC Saturator for ConpEensine CyLIntion, £1 1s, for each meeting attended, provided Cc. F. isranton, 15,Prole-road,“Finsbury ‘Park, 200 1140.
DERS ea in the Manuracture of AERATED
200
that no director receive more than 50 guineas per accountant
Waters, J. McEwen, London.
gy The board will be further entitled to The ones of celia is it tobe a than 1141. Prorectinc VELociPEpEs from ATMOSPHERIC
Exposure,T. Kendrick, London.
Do cent. of the net profits after the share- three, nor more than seven; qualification, 200
Taps, R. Bateman, Birm:
holders have received a dividend of 74 per cent.
shares; the first are the subscribers denoted by 1142.
1143, Wixpow Fasteners, A. 8. Butt, London.
an asterisk, and, after the allotment, Mr. Alfred 1144. Constructing Paper Knives, C. E. Marr,
Burvell’s Hiring Company, Limited,
London.
E. Ann; remuneration, £100 per annum each,
This company was
registered on the 26th inst., and also se ed cent. of the net profits of each 1145, InpIA-RUBBER Tires, W. Oliver, Manchester.
SHeaves for Puttey Biocks, P. M. Justice.—
with a capital of £10,000, in £20 shares, to year in wi
at least 15 per cent. is paid to the 1146,
(F. B. Torrey, United States).
acquire machinery, tools, implements, &c., and shareholders,
1147. Escutcheons for KeyYHo.egs, J. and G. Shelvoke,
to let the same on the hire-purchase system, The
Birmingham.
subscribers are :—
1148. Lirr or Horst, F. A. Egleton and J. Robbins,
Rowley Horseshoe Company, Limited.
London.
*C.C. Burrell, , jjun. Thetford, , engineer
engi
_ 1
mn > an agreement of the 9th ult. 1149. Sotrip Drawn METALLIC CaRTRIDGE Cases, T. R.
*R. G. Burrell, Thetford, engineer ..
1 thisUpon
Bayliss, London.
com
roposes
to
acquire
the
patent
*F. J. Burrell, Thetford, engineer .
1 rights of T Michael John
re by the Consumption of Gas and Arr,
Jé Rowley for the im- 1150,
T. Lumley, Thetford,
neer.. .
1
J. 8. Sellon, London.
8. Peebey, Thetford, cler'
1 proved cxgatiination of shoes for horses (N0. 4627, 1151. Piate Grass, C. M. Pielsticker, London.
Ww. aT. Richmond, Surrey,solicitor
1 of 1881). It was
istered on the 25th inst., 1152. Rorary Enarves for ComPREssiNG FLuips, &c.,
E. Bird Foster, Cambridge,
ban’
ee
1 with a capital of £12,000, in £1 shares. The subW. A. G
r, London.
1153. DestruetiIveE IMPLEMENTS to be used in War,
The number of directors is eee to be ene than scribers are :—
R. Atkin, London.
three, nor more than seven; qualification, £100 *W. Robertson, Avenue-road, Crouch End, ac-Shares, 1154,
Biorrina-pap, B. Bradford, London.
in shares or stock; the company in general eet
BaTrertes, W. A. Philli , London.
el Mn ho hah, $60\s wer OR Od, 49
1 1155.
1156. Iysucators, W. D. I
, London.
meeti
will determine remuneration. The
c.hie,Harvey-road, Leytonstone, clerk.
1 1157.
Es, J. L.Westrus and R. Schols, Londoa.
scbielinis denoted by an asterisk are the first xae
39, Ttington Park- 4
Chis1 2 Ralsina ‘the Fisre of Ciora, F. Layvock, Loadirectors,
G. "O.wv
Mottingham, ‘SE, * ler
1 1159. CanpiEs, J. C. Mewburn. —(W. £. Coleman,
*M. J. Row
yor 14, Blandford- Faw ‘PortmanStates.)
1 oni
Carbonic Oxide Gas Company, Limited.
60. Macuixes, J. Y. Johnson.—{The Shoe Lasting
ah Michael,
Mi
23,vist.Quintin--avenue, W., ‘secrea United States.)
Registered on the 25th inst., with a capital of tary toa company
1 ae
1161.
eng
Ward, London, and H. Ledeboer,
£10,000, in £100 shares, for the purchase of the E. H. = mm Chesterton-road, Notting Hill,
clerk
1 1162. “Toot, W. P. Thompson.—(D. C. Wilgus and R. C.
rights of A. Fritschi, of 43, Rue St. George's,
Paris, to a certain invention relating to the pro- The
b of dir t son bn tink os ts ane thea
United States.)
duction of carbonic oxide gas, ‘The pond il three, nor more than five; qualification, 50 shares; 1163.Woodworth,
LEATHER Dresstnc, J. H. G. Langenhagen,
are :—
Liverpool.
the first are the subscribers denoted by an
Shares. asterisk; remuneration, £20 per annum each, eIGrips, A. J. Boult.—(Z. D. Dougherty, United
———— 86, Huntingdon-street, Kingsland20 per cent. of the net profits after payment 1165, Tamenoet Devices, A.J.Boult.—(Z. D. Dougherty,
1 and
of 5 per cent. dividend.
C. Gregory ,Lennery, 3,George-yard, Lom-street,
United States.)
mineral bro!
1166. Macutnes,8. B. Stine, Lo
rs? =
y, 8, Ladbroke-road
1167. Gas-BuRNERS, A. J. Boult. mitt. T. Smith, United
ent, 3,
-yard, solicitor .. .. +. 1 William Edgecumbe Rendle and Company, Limited.
States.)
i bs Geeth, ¢.E., > Crosby Hall-chambers.. .. 1 This is the conversion to a company of the 1168,
Gas-ENGrNEs,J. Charter, T. A. Galt, and G. 8.
A. J. Robins, 112, De
paren: clerk |: 1 business of contractors, glaziers, builders, and
Tracy, London
A. bh
Great St. Helens
ae ae 1 —, carried on by the firm of William 1169, VENTILATING Fans, A. J. Boult.—(J. E. Barney,
F.Platt, 4, Hanover-square
1 Biigecumbe Rendle and Co., the purchase inUnited States.)
SHoes for Horses, &c., A. J. Boult.—(H. M. Haar
Registered without special sition
cluding the goodwill, trade marks, stock-in-trade, 1170.
and J. Kress, United States.
and other assets of the said business. It was 1171, Manuracture of Napruaine, G. H. Fenner,
Economic ‘Conran Company,
Ge
Limited.
London.
registered on the 2Ist inst., with a capital of
Vatves for Pumps and Enaines, W. Lockwood,
This compan 220,000 inEionhae
the _ inst. £60,000, in £5 shares, 10,000 ‘of which are £7 per 1172.
London.
with a capital ¢
ot£20,000, in £1
acquire cent. cumulative preference shares, and are also 1173.
for Contarsine Liquips, &c., M. Mackay
the business, |property, and linbiltion ‘ofthe entitled to one moiety of the surplus profits after- and Vessets
C, J. R. Scudamore, London.
London and Spanish »,Moran Limited, and to = per cent, per annum has been paid on the 1174. CoLLapsIBLE Packrne Case, A. M. Clarke.—(The
acquire concessions or contracts for public or rdinary shares, ‘T'he subscribers are :—
Firm of Les fils d'Ulrich-Vivien, France.)
1175. Musica InsTuuMeEnts, J.
m, London.
private loans and public works, The subscribers t Wali Or ee meg
one, 8.9
w. 1 1176. Musicat Iystruments, &c., J. Harrington, Lonare:—
1
on.
17eg7.7 Factrratrsa the
the VENTILATION of GAs BURNERS,
pre ic 48, a
cation
G. r.5 ena
1, Ashstead-villas, Croydon,
1
?
1 I DagueabeeRendle, 3, Westminster-cham1178. Sprrau Geacencame, W. Sinclair, London.
G. H. R ,8, ‘Strahan-road, Bow, clerk =!
1
con’
1 1179. Sewrne MacHINEs, "@. H. L. Gundelach, London.
J.B. K. yman, 54 Sutherland-road, Bow, clerk 1
B. Hamilton, 88,
$3 Frederick-street, W.C., clerk 1 1180, Device for Sewixa Macuines, H. Grossmann,
F. gaoee105, Sandringham
ringham-road, _— ,
1 London.
4 Feckham, =
cler!
1 J. P. Little, 1,Gaara, Bomd*
1 1181, REFRIGERATING Macutngs, A. Conacher, London.
~
J, Owen,
1
A, Stein, 1,
i — iwest, Kensington.secretary
The number of RS GEER than 1182. AERATED WaTeER Cases, 8. E. Davies, Birming1 three, nor more than seven; qualification, £500 1183, Meratticcam, &c., E. A. Jahncke and H. W.
BG. Fishur, 4d Lulworth-road, Peckham, clerk... 1 in sharesor stock (the first directors excepted).
Herbst,
J. H. Lancaster, London.
:
The number of directors is not to be less than The first directors are those subscribers marked 1184. padi
PrANOFORTES, Ww. G.
three, nor more than five; the subscribers are to with an asterisk;PFrearangee* 50 guineas per 1185. Action for a
Eavestaff,
Freedom
the first and act ad interim ; qualification, annum to each director, with such additional 1186. TricycuEs, a, J. Farran, Manchester.
; ete hs
Hy ls, each per meet- amount as may be voted in general meeting, after
Driti Cuvcxs, H. H. Lake.—(J. N. Skinner,
ing, to be increasedto £4 4s, in any year in dividends at the rate of £10 per cent. per annum 1187.
United States.)
:
which Oeper cent, is ae
have been paid on the preference shares,
1188, Hypravtic Lirts, E. B, Ellington, London.

AMERICAN NOTES.
(Krom our own Covrespoudent.)
New York, January 20th,
Tne latest telegrams from the interior show a
rather unsettled condition of the iron and steel
markets and of the ore and fuel markets. A
serious strike wn, 8coal handlers at the distributing point below New York City has unsettled
deliveries, and speculative values are obtained for
small supplies of coal. The disturbance will be
terminated in a few days, The production of
anthracite is Lin §fallen off in consequence.
The combination will meet in a few daysand renew
their annual agreement to restrict production
within given limits. The upward tendency on the
iron and steel trade is observable at all points, Old
car wheels have sold at interior points at 21°50 dols.,
and old rails have sold at 29 dols, to 29°50 dols. at
Pittsburgh. Tide water quotations
are 25°50dols,
to26dols. Interior quotations
for bloomsand billets
are 34°50 dols. to 35°50 dols., and nail slabs 35 dols.
Steel rails are quoted atinteriormillsat39dols., and
merchant tool steel 8e, per Ib,;crucible sheet steel,
%c.; Bessemer and open-hearth slab steel, 3c. All
of the wrought iron pipe mills throughout the
country are running full time during the dull
season. Puddled bars haveadvanced to 34 dols. to
35 dols, in Eastern and Western Pennsylvania mills.
Lake oop r is quoted in this city at 12c.; Baltimore, 1 f°crop ends, 23c.; crop iron, 24 dols. to
25dols. Steel wire rods are in active demand at
40 dols, to 41 dols, Tin-plates are moving freely,
and pricesareadvancing in sympathy with rumours
prin the other side that the market is a little
ronger. Western mills are holding steel rails at
40dols. and Eastern mills at 39dols. The entire
market is very stro
rong, and both buyers and sellers
are waiting for an advance.
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1189. Gas Moron Exons, C. D, Abel.—(The Gas
we
ik Deutz, Germany.)
. Hyprauiic Lirts, E. B. iitngton, London.
. Securinc Woop Fioorine Biocks, R. Walker
and F. Mills, London.
1192. Burrow Locatixa, &e., Macuines, T. E. Keavy,
London.
1193. Ventizators, W. Eckstein, London.
1194. sor Screw Nuts, J. E. H. Gordon.{J/. P.
Ball,N. M. Bennett, and M. E. _— United States.)
1195. Switce Boarps, 8. Pitt.—{D. Dewar, Belgium.)
1196. THrorrLe Vatves, B. W.
8, London.
1197. Pexci, Cases, M. Oppenheim, Tonden.
1198. Boxes for Marcues, &e., G. F, Lloyd, London.
1199, TELEcRAPH Conpucrors, D.. Nicoll, London.
26th, January 1887.
1200. Pires, A. Westwood, Monta
1201. Packina, A. MacLaine,
1202. Puzzze,J. H. Stone, Nottingham.
Capsu.es, F. Wheeler, Belfast.
. Srrrixe Tea, E. Burke, Dublin.
. Boxes, W. Washing Manchesterton.
. STEAM-ENGINES, F. B. M.
. Sixepers, A. Murray, Glasgow.
. STEAM-ENGINEs, F, B. M. Harman, Cenrn.
Lamps, J. Fyfe and W. McCutchon, G
. PREVENTING OVERWINDING in COLLIERY ao RG
- Johnson
and J. 8. Critchley, Bradford.
1211. Borzers,J. ee aes es Manchester.
1212. Boxes,8S. Basnet,Bi
1213. Supper, ea Blakey, Yor
1214,
H.
ngham.
1215. Looms, H.Preston, J. Bennet, J. Lewis, and F.
epson,
1216. Lamps, J. E. Wallis, Ham
1217. Measurinc Fasrics, J.
and E. J. Arnold,
Leeds.
1218. Jomvrrs, H. A. ae
1219. FINGER-PLATES, Ww. con, Wolverhampton.
1220. Sewina the Borroms of Boots, F. D. Allen
Bristol.
1221. Compinc Macurves, A. Smith, Bradford.
1222. Dyerne, A. Smith, Bradford.
1223, FLUSHING aeneorre, 8. H. Wright, Liverpool.
a Bees Cisterns,H. Roberts and T. Osborne,
1225. Axes, J. C. Bell, Sheffield.
1226. Vesseis. M. H. Dement, London.
1227. Lamps, A. J. Nash and F. L. Saunders, Birming1228. Looms, J. Lowe, Manchester.
1229. Pipe, J. Barker, Yorkshire.
1230. Tents,W. B
, Malvern Wells.
1231. Heaters, M. . Dement. —(G@. W. Le Vin, United
States.)
1232. Bepsreaps, A. E. Bingemann, London.
1233, GEARING forVELOCIPEDES, R. Caswell and J. C.
1234. Semmentane: E. Ducretel and E. Pinel, London.
1235. Steam Exorves, C. Silver and H. Thompson,
Nettie!
1236. Fastentne for Carriace Wrxpows, W. Fisher,
London.
1237. Spanner, C. Church, London.
1238. Printing SINGLE LINEs, P. Ellis, Wallington.
4 Nove. MarRk1ne, &c., for Wuist, &c., G. Bedford,
1240. Corks, J. Lowman and J. Howard, London.
1241. Getrine Coat, R. Thompson, London.
1242. Removine Stones, &c., J. I. Booker, Liverpool.
1243. Muonocycues, Z. J. Francis, C. Francis, and F. D.
Barri London.
1244, |ean gg ay N. Morgan, London.
1245. Braces,W. H. Chignell, London.
1246, REMOVING Sxow, H. N.Morgan, London.
1247. Bor.ers, T. Marshall, London.
1248. THRASHING MACHINE, J. Marshall, London.
1249. Puriryine Water, &., W. L. Cooper, London.
1250. ILtumrNation, G. Gritton, London.
1251. Macutne Toots, J. J. Miller, London.
1252. PeramuLators, W. J. eetg London.
1253. Rovine Frames, E. Dervieu, J.V. der Zée, and
J. Fayollet, London.
1254. Sarery Batt Buryer, &c., W. G. Cloke, London,
1255. WarerPRoor Fasrics,G. C. Mandleberg, H. L.
Rothband, and 8. L. Mandleberg, London.
1256. WarerProor Faprics, G. C. Mandieberg, H.L.
d, and S. L. Mandleberg,
1257. Preparine Cueques, C. L. Hindle, Sanden:
1258. Oprarninc Metatuic Zinc, W. 8. Squire and 8.
C. G. Currie, London.
—
Stream Proven, J. Chew, Wood1260. Tootno.pers, G. L. Anders, London.
1261. Stoppers for Steer, D. McCorkindale and G.
fey oe
1262. Hot-arr Encrxe, L. Bénier, London.
1263. Wasnine Woot, W. Cook, London.
1264. Compounns for Birps, T. Monk, London.
1265. Creanine Fisn, H. J. Haddan.—{F. Bruire,
France.)
.
1266. Motors,G.Adam, London.
1267. Boots, J. T. Gray, London.
1268. Lamp, 3. M. Richards. (F.* Frilich Vienna.)
1269. Lamps, A. Gough, London.
27th January, 1887.
1270. Pu.verisine, H. H. Lake. HG. and A, Raymond
United States.)
1271. Vevocipepes, H. W., G., and F. W. Turner, Lon
don.
1272. —— E. Gietaert, London.
1273. Heaters, A. H. Croc‘kford, London.
1274. Fire-a:
J. Schulhof, London.
1275. Pipes,F. W. Klever and C. A. G. Storz, London.
1276. ALLoys, 'E. Cleaver, London.
1277. Firine Muxes, C. A. McEnvoy, London.
1278. Enornes, 8. Pitt.—(A. W. Browne, United States.)
1279. Miners’ Sarery Lamps, W. Patterson, Durham.
1280. Lusricatine Steam Encore, &c., CyLInpDERS, J.
Sk, Qrentaconeme
MALL-ARMS, Ot Seoeenmn, Rendon,
m= a and —? Drivine Betts, &c.,J.Higgin1288. Taps for Borrum, &e., J. A. Schofield and J.
Brierley, Manchester.
1284. Sprxnine Top, A. H. Valda, Chiswick.
1285. Rotary Disc ENGINES, F. Pragst, Manchester.
1286. Kyurr and SpE.u Toys, G. ae ig Sheffield.
1287. parece and other Laces, A. M. Hart,
= Locks, J. Buchanan, W. Wilson, and T. Dykes,
1289. wnt J. Hanson, Bingley.
1290. Maxine Iron or STEEL, F. W. Paul, Glasg ow.
1291. Treatinc Pararrive Wax, N. M. Henders: m,
Ww.
1292. Detivertna Boxes of Matcues, &c., F. J. J.
Gibbons and H. Osborne, London.
1298. ConvEeRTING ORDINARY SERVICE TARGETS into
VANISHING —_ G, C.
London.
a, &c., SasHes, T. B. Brown, Taunton.
1295. oe of SADDLE ‘Nemxans, &c., H. 8. Wilton,
Londo:
1296. Porat Banps and Sticks for Power Looms,
W. Wilkinson and L. Holden, Preston.
1297. INFLAMMABLE Gas from Om, F. A. McMinn,
1298. Sxivine Sxerns for Basket Work, E. Marston,
Sou
igston.
= a Fastener for Gioves, &c., J. B. Small,
1300, <d Pea for Casxs, &c., C. Fielden, Bir1801.
: Ports, &c., 8. J. Fellows, Birmingha
1302. AMALGAM, Ww. 'T. |Whi iteman.—{@. A. Wittins
United States.
1308. Sarena Leap and Strate Pencits, H. Theis
190 \featatione;
Ves
W. Golding, Manchester.
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1305. ALLoys of ALUMinruM and Curomium with Iron
and Srest, E. H.
les, London.
1306. Krrc#en tx R. Rowbotham, London.
1307. Lusricators, F. Bosshardt.—{W. Lauke, France )
1308. PortasLe Stoves, G. Johnson, London.
1309. InstruMENTs and Too.s, G. V. Frankish, Sheffield.
1310. Drvision of an AyaLe or Arc, I. J. Murphy,
Belfast.
1311. Rams for Ramroaps, Tramways, &c., W. E.
Hi
1312. Pranorortes,G. Green and C. Savage, London.
1313. pa, ConnecTeD with | ome T. Scott,
1314. Sosventins or Revotvise Carrs, A. and A.
Weir, Glasgow.
1315. SEPARATING Frivips, W. Bergh, London.
1316. Sprit Drems or Pctters, A. C. Wells, London.
1317. —
Tickets to Goops, W. Foxcroft,
1318. Sractowma Tr Rs, J. G. Ha | , London.
1319. EXTINcuIsHERforMrnERAL OIL Lamps, H. Nicoll,
London.
1320. Brarpor Corp Triuuine, B. Ball and B. Ball, jun.,
London.
1321. Sexr-rirrrxe Jorst Pixs, H. D. Cunningham,
London.
1322. Iron and Convertine Iron into Sreex, W. H.
London.
SS.
Chandler, sen., S. Chandler, jun.,
and J. Chandler, London.
1324. RecIsTERING ery for Barometers, &c.,
I. Josephs
and J. Da
1325. SEwixne ~hechana vagF. 0. Pol and :. F. Triebe,
London.
1826. Drivine Separators, &c., E. Seger, London.
1327. Coverrna Ironwork with Frreproor Encasrents, &c., C. 8. Williams, London.
1328. Ramway Wacons, H. H. Lake.—(4. C. M.
Auquin, Franee._ >
1329. Hoxtprast Nuts, J. A. McLaren and H. M.
London.
1330. Prixtixe Typr, &c., F. Kammann and F. JurLondon.
1331. Commutator Brusnes, D. Halpin and I. A.
Timmis, London.
1332. Cuarrs, &c., C. D. Abel.—{Die Fabrik fiir Mabel
aus massiv
mem Holze der Ungarischen Landesbank Actien Gesellachast, cormals Charles Chevallier.)
1333. Decomposinec Orcanic Matter, &c., W. Webster,
jun., London.
1334. TuLie Frames, E. Davenitre and J. R. Hancock,
London.
1335. Locxrye and Untocxine De.ivery Boxes, W.
S. G. Baker, jun., London.
1336. MAINTAINING a Proportionat Fiow of Fivurps
through Pires, >.C. Barton, London.
1337. Gatvasic CELis, N. W. Perry, London.
28th January, 1887.
1338. Horstinc Apparatus, T. H. Ward, Tipton.
1339. Propucine TRaxsraRENCIES on CoLoureD, &c.,
Grass, H. R. Yeo,Ph
her Frames in
be teen,
Perry, Ashtonjer-L,
1341. Sones Pressures on Bearros of QuickSPEED Macuines Drives by Betts, W. E. Ayrton
and J. Perry, London.
1342. Locxmsc Drawersof Caprvets, R. G. Murdoch,
1843. Lockrse IyTercHaNnGEaBLe Loose Covers for
J. Lowe,
1845. CRaNKs ~— Vevocipepes, J. E. Holloway,
1346. Boarp or TaBLe to Pray Games upon: H.
vi
pton.
1347. boomer Spear Pump, G. Smith and W.
Herod, Southwick.
1348. Larcues for Locks and other Fasrennses, J.
Cormell, Birmingham.
1349. SHOULDER Sipe Type, T. A. Livesey, S)
eld.
1350. Currine VeLvets, &c., G.
>
4
1351. Macuines for Wasuinc, &c., W. Birch, Manchester.
1352. Arm Guy and Puup Comspixep, J. W. Johns,
1353. Castors for Furniture, A. W. J. Littley, Bir1354. Lusricators for Lusricatinc Crank Pixs, J.
Smith and J.
Halifax.
1355. Enemas,J. Smithers, Kingston-on-Thames.
1356. — ae Camp Bepsteap, F. W. Laurie,
1357. ‘Raniafor Preventinc the Jottinc on Raitways,
W. Clause, London.
1358. Lockx-strrca Sewine Macurves, J. Jackson and
P. A. Martin,
1359. Hotpixe
and Reveasmc Sipe Levers on Ratrway Wacons, T. Williams,my tee tmns ting
1360. Pocket for Hotpixe Neepies, R. Wheatley,
jyun.,
1361. Loop Locx-strrcu Sewrxc Macurse, J. Moss and
C. B. Hunt, London.
362. Kircnen-rances, J. Macintyre and A. and T.
1363. GaTHERING up Corn Lyre on the Grounp in
Sueaves, N. Rix, Hertfordshire.
-_ Gaver for Ostarsiva Loves, &c., on Stone, W.
Farrell, New York.
1988. Groves, M. Biggin, Sheffield.
1366. AFFIxXinG ALMaNacks, &c., to PENHOLDEKs, E.
G. W. Packer, London.
1367. Bearine,W. J. Payne, London.
1368.
‘oTTiIne of Swine GLasses, F. Pickford,
1369. Payne Kytre,J. Knott, London.
eS I
Smart Pieces of Grass, E. H. Pearce
1371. Exores, J. C.
, Liv
= Sprmxiters for Extmxcuisuixe Fires, W.
ayall,
1373. Arcanp, &c., Burwers, W. Richardson, London.
1374. Tawnine Leatuer, A. Tissot, London.
1375. Looms for Weavine, E. Brook, London.
1376. LicuTine and Heatrixa, E. Davies, London.
.1377.. Pacxrsc for Srurrisc-noxes, J. T. Davis,
ion.
1378. Horsesnors, W. G. R. A. Cox and G. Collier,
London.
1379. Douste Tent Camp Bepsteap, W. E. G. Forbes,
London.
1380. Canpues, A. B. Calder, London.
1381. Apu Stanps, S. Brom
, London.
1382. Varnisuine Composition, E. Page and G. Bray1383. CoLLAPSIBLE Baskets, R. Spear, London.
1384. Lupricatisc Piston Rops, R. Peacock and J.

1389. Iowrrinc Matcues, T. E. Ware, London.
1390. ELEectRo. Jackson, London.
1391. IxpicaTine the Pos!Tion of VALVES, A. J. Boult.
—{J. 8. Hall, United States.)
1392. VeLocrrepes, W. Smith
and G. Hicking, London.
1393. Conpurts, A.J. Boult.—(J. F. Munsie, United
States.)
1394, Suraves, &c., J. Aitken, ae.
= Wrixaixe, &e., Fasrics, J. wthornthwaite,
ivi
1396. Stup Wrencues, J. D. Bowm an, London.
= Garpen Pots, &c., B. Looker, London.
398. STOPPERING
Srocx,T. Grace, London.
1400. AvTomaTicC AppaRatTus for Supyectina the
Person to the Action
of Erecrric CURRENTS,A.
. Loiseau
and O. Pierrard, London.
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1401. Kyrrrine Macuines, O. Pommrich, London.
1402. Sewmre Macutnes, F. A. Hertel, London.
1408. Veuicies and aan of Licutine the Same,
C. Naneveau,
1404. Reparrina nell Axes, &c., M. A. O. A.
Apercé, London.
1405. UMBRELLAS, A. A. Heise, London.
1406. Surtinc Macuines, A. P. 8. Jones, London.
1407. Wasnine Macuines, H. J. Haddan.—({W. Lane,
A. Doney, andJ. C. Kellow, United States.)
1408. MaGNetic AtraceMent, 8S. J. H. Row, London.
1409. Grass CoLLEcTING APPARATUS for LawN Mowers,
H. H. Lake.—{0. Zistel, United States.)
1410. A} ROTHERAPEUTICAL Apparatus for Promotina
Resprration, &c., C.
;
ion.
1411. La Lapets, & , and Macurnery for the
. H, Lake.—(H. ra Hall, United States.)
1412. Seana Matrresses, H. H. ‘Lake. —(La Société de
Berget Cie., France.)
1418. Hotprxe Cor Tues upon the Sprxaies of SpinNING Macurines, A.
ion.
1414. Paryt and other Brusnes, W. L. Barnes, T.
8. Gookin, and E. F. J. Gaynor,
1415. Wacon: eTres, &c., 8. Hart, London
MO Betien for PERAMBULATORS, T. W. Haus and A.
1417. Drivixe Gear of Traction and other or sy
owler, R. H. Shaw, and T.
1418. rRetetneraes eyAmmunition to and for Loapana
Heavy Guns,C. H. Murray, ee
eee
1419. Conveyinc Am™uuniTion to Heavy
ns, C. H.
Murray, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1420. Mountinc Hravy Guns by Hyprav ic Power,
. T. Brankston, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
29th January, 1887.
1421. RoLiinc mm <. Roy, London.
aylor, Manchester.
1423. Boor Trees, &c., . Beasley, London.
1424. SHELTER, PACKING-casE, and EaseL for ParsTers,
K. Mackenzie and T. Wilkins, London.
1425.b Pee Macuives, H. P. Trueman and J. G.
1426,oo
Mutes, J. and W. France, Manchestcr.
1427. Carpinc-ENarxes, J. Elce and T. 8. Whitworth,
1428. Meta ANGLE CLamps, H. Stevenson, Man1429. EXTINGUISHER, F. R. Baker, Birmingham.
1430, LockrvG MECHANISMof FIRE- arMs,B. J. B. Mills.
(The Waffen Fabrik Mauser, Germany.
1431. BLowre Bort.es, &c., D. Rylands and B. Stoner,
Barnsley.
1432. AvToMaTic ApJuSTMENT, J. Oliver, Chesterfield.
1483, Tanpem Bicycies,M. J. Schulte, London.
1434. Gavae, J. McDonald, Glasgow.
1435.
, &c., Smapes, J. 8. ‘and G. Browne,
-_' Suprtymve Fue to Furnaces, A. W. Bennis,
1437. Rixe, -. APPARATUS,
stenholme,
and W. }
1438. New Soup STEEL Si
1439. Forermse Nuts, E. Davies, London.
1440, AgRaTED Water SypHon Fiiiine, M. L. Orr,
London.
1441. Bewt Ptates for Fioors, &c., R. C. Braithwaite
and W. Kirk, Birmingham.
eS. ae Ports of Crossines, A. Dickinson,
1443. Comrosrriox from CELLULose, R. Eisentraut,
1444. emer Ciay-ware, &c., P. Graham, G!
1445. TaPeRep Suips for Sup and other PraTe oon,
T. White, G
1446, ADsUSTMENTof Bicyce, &c., Sapp.es, G. Ursinus,
1447. AWEIMNTEMPERANCE Mixture, A. R. Lowenthal,
1448. Cummxey CowLt or VentTiLator, J. Bidder,
1449. Lamp Cuneveys, D. C. Defries.—{Z. Sepulchre,
Belgium.)
1450. Pea or Dart Gey, J. yy
—_. Compixep Trucks and Step Lappers, J. Hill,
8.
1452. Unstoprerrnc AERATED WATER Borties, A.
jon.
1458. Co~rrotiixe a Suir's Rupper, T. G. Stevens,
1454. HyprRo-CARBURETTED Arr Enorves, W. D. and 8.
Priestman, London.
1455. MaRTINGALES,Ww. Kennedy, London.
1456. Fisn-nooks,R. 8. Bartleet, Middlesex.
. Fasteners, E. Tonks, Middlesex.
458. DovsLinc MaTERIALs, E. Edwards.—{G. and H.,
Dlbrich Germany.
459. TRAMWAYS, . H. Smith, Middlesex.
1200. Fountarss, C. = Galloway and J. H. Beckwith,
1461. Punirters, H. Simon, London.
1462. Grixpine Grats, J. Rémheld, London.
1468. Crosinc Doors, B. Bancroft,
1464. Separatine Fat, H. M.
—y London.
1465. Cameras, W. and K. Le North, London.
1466. Bracket, A. W. Koch, London.
1467. Harrow, R. and H. Cox, London.
81st January, 1887.

Fes.

1505. Corron Fasric, A. Fiquet, London.
1506, ——— or, Enercy Bawances, J. Gamgee,
1507. it Saarpeners, B. 8. Cohen, London.
1508. Corps for Picrurrs, &c., G. Hookham and W.
Tonks,
jon,
1509. Monry-Boxes and Titzs, H. C. Syepenn, London.
1510. Cannon Suet, T. James,
1511, eee Licat, P. Ward a W. 8. Oliver,
1512. Re cemeeiomiee Apparatus, F. Grinnell,
London.
15138. Inpicatine Names of Stations, R. E. Middleton,
ion.
1514. SyncHRoNoUs TIME-KEEPERS, R_ E. Middleton,
on.
1515, Licutixe by means of Gas, H. Schlichter,
ion.
1516. Treatinc Brewers’ Wort, W. Adlam and F.
Faulkner, London.

4, 1887.
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SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS,
(From the United States’ Patent Ofice Oficial Gazette.)
351,907. Device ror Takine Exectric CurRENTS
FROM OR TO Movina SURFACES, ge Bickemeyer,
clan ah+f..— Filed ~ranger ted,
laim.—(1) The combination, su! tantially ashereinbefore diossrifod,
d
of one or more disc-sha)
conductors, a a shaft on which
the uneven exp
and tunath of the tubes, all
are mounted, and gearing by which said shaft and the substantially as"apes, (5) A tube sheet having
brush-conductors are“3 tively rotated. 2 The com- tube o)
one or more manhole openings,
bination, _—
=
: described, of
hig corrugation, all substantially as
one or more
ectric — uctors, a rotative specified. (6) A tube sheet having one or more tube
shaft on which said pea
d, gearing
or tube spaces with circumscri!
corrugaby which said shaft is paattively driven, and a
and ‘clastic portion beyond the same, and one or
mercury-bath for lubricating each conductor. —*A more manhole o|
with ey
disc-sha)
electric brush conductor com!
series of laminations
or plates, each affording
at or
near its peri
a surface for electric contact in a
bey:
ene eo al
ee
ee
eee ae te ne, and
t portion in
3 Ae eaee electric brush conductor com:
ch there are no tube openings, all substantially as
posed two series
tions or plates, each specified.
plate affording at or 8. its eae *a surface for
Parntinc aND WHITEWASHING MACHINE,
electric contact in apegsubst
hy right angles
CharlesP.Lancaster, Fairmount, Ind.—Filed August
to the axis of said
—
ae surSrd, 1886.
facesofthe two series of plates
th each
Claim.—In a device for applying a era,
or 0}
substancesto surfaces, the com
Seating ous rican oy
of
Af
Pa Sit fe

or wash, the movable frame having rollers carrying a
moving benny
—— with brushes, and the mechanism
for aieg
belt to apply the paint or wash, substantially as specified.
$52,139. Wasner or Gasket Cutters, John Levenberger, Camden, Ohio.—Filed July 30th, 1886.
Claim.—(1) In a washer orgaeket,cutter, the combination of main shank A, pers CC), sliding
bar B,
and a graduating device or ttach
t, substantially
as and for the purposes
ed. (2) In a washer or
gasket cutter, the combination of shank A, calipers
other, substantially as described, whereby a conductor
with which
said brush gt 9
can be em braced
perp ay ve
at or near their
Ss Pincen
laminationsor plates having au axial
pone Pee
a salslit, and | a
cut away
on excentric lines,
described. (6)
The combination,
a
juctor
composed of
and axially mounted,
of a mercury-bath for lubricating
, su
tially as hereinbefore
ofa
and
one or more el
mounted
» each
of a
or
and aff
a contact surface ina
sub-

y conductor
electric
. Horse_ Bay Rake, AlbertE. Roberts, Norwalk, * Ohion Filed November 9th, 1885.
Claim. 41) The combination ofa tubular screw bolt
with a rake-head ha
a transverse bore, a raketooth, and a tooth support extended
h the
tubular helt and the bore in the rake-head, for the
popes tated. (2) The combination of a rake-head
poe
a 0Rea itesabwe aera Be rake tooth,a cc,
vided with graduating slot C2, sliding
ne weee
ied
bolt and
ate B2, substantiall.
race Sate
= ang ne ee ee and Panta a tha name and screw
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1476. Suirt Frowxts, E. and G. Slatter, Nottingham.
the purposes specified.
1477. Toy, J..A. de Macedo, Leeds.
1478. Ventitator, 8, Wilkinson and J. Clarkson, Lon278. Steam Morrier, Renaldo Solano, Brooklyn,
don.
N.Y.—Filed August 14th, 1886.
1479. Hypro-carpons, A.G, Meeze, Surrey.
Claim.—A muffier attachmen
of
or other steam escapes, coniss,
Sige Maryport
sisting of an sonar chamber formed ofa separate
£4 Allison.({The Gas and Power
casting A, having a seriesof inwardly-projecting
my, Dated,‘cen
1483.
, W. 8. Johnston, Glasgow.
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_- A. Telfer and E.
New
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1493. Featuer Cow1, J. 8. andJ. T. Wilson, South
1494. Tupes, SHarts, AxLes, Rops, &c., P.M Parsons,
1495. Bevetirna Grass, E. H. Pearce and J. Hulls,
1496. Revotvine Kyrves or Courtrrs, J. H. Newton,
Sheffield.
1497. Fett Hats, J. H. Neave, Liverpool.
1498. Fastener for WEARING AppaREL, E. J. James,
at Lee, &c., Unpercrounp Wires, T. 0. Cal100 ene Caces, T. ee. E Eee Lenten.
1502.| Se
Fat BategHawpies, J. Neyille,
1508. ComnEcTINe Parts of Brepstraps, &c., C. Hass,
1504. Extinavisnine Fire, J. C:; Merryweather,
London.
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and Anderson have adopted the turbine form for all large to 11lb. per horse-power of work done. The circumTHE DRAINAGE OF FENS AND LOW LANDS
works, whereas both Messrs. Gwynne and Co. and Messrs. stances under which they were worked were, however,
BY STEAM POWER.
not favourable, the — being over worked and the lift
J. and H. Gwynne have used the other form,
By W. H. WHEELER, M, Inst. C.E,
Scoop wheels versus centrifugal pumps. —The question less than that for which the pumps were designed.
No. IL,
With reference to this, it should be remarked that
as to whether the scoop wheel or centrifugal pump is the
Tur Archimedean screw pump has been little used in better machine for draining land has been much debated, neither with pumps nor scoop wheels is the consumption
and the matter is still a subject of controversy. The older of coal proportional to the lift or the work done, the relathis country for drainage purposes, but in Holland its use class
of fen enginemen and managers place implicit faith tive quantity increasing as the lift decreases. This is
is very general. It is an efficient machine when the level in the scoop W eel, and believe in it as superior to all what would naturally be expected, as the dead weight of
of the water does not vary, but is useless when the head other machines. When, however, wheels have been re- the machinery bears a larger proportion to the total
to be pum
against is constantly changing. _
laced 0 My ase uumps the result has been so satis- quantity of work the smaller the lift. At trials at the
advantage of this machine, where it can be ene efficien: y, actory that the author
never met with an engineman Halfweg station in Holland the consumption of coals
consists in its extreme simplicity, having no valves or who would wish to return to his scoop wheel. Such varied from 14°201b. per actual horse-power per hour
parts that can get out of order, and it is well adapted for instances have occurred, and the pump been removed and when the lift was under lft. to 55lb. when it was
Fifting muddy or sandy water. These pumps can be con- replaced by a wheel, but only where the pumps were of doubled. With a lift of only 6in. the consumption of
structed by any intelligent carpenter, and, from their effec- the most inefficient character and improperly driven. coal was at the rate of 501b. per horse-power per hour,
tive working at slow speeds, can be driven by wind The pump being a machine of a superior character the difference being accounted for by the large amount of
power, or, in the case of the smaller pumps, by hand ; or needs more intelligence on the part of the person power required simply to drive the wheels. In recent
they can be worked by steam. During the drainage of in charge, and with it, as with all other machines, contracts made for centrifugal pumps in Holland this
the Zuidplas Lake two screw pumps were used to lift the requires care and skill in the driving.
matter has been taken into consideration, and three conwater 22°18ft. at once, being driven by steam engines of
e question as between scoop wheels and pumps was ditions of lift are specified. Mr. Barker, one of the
30-horse power, thirty other screw pumps driven by wind- some time ago referred by the
Dutch Government to a commissioners, gives the consumption of coal for engines
mills being also used.
Commission, with instructions to report as to the best working centrifugal pore as varying with the lift, as
Bucket pumps have been used in some instances, both in machine for raising a given quantity of water—in this follows—not counting coal for getting up steam :—
Holland and England, for land drainage, notably for the case 140 tons a minute—to a height varying between
Fost 6 WG i nopais ee) ct
in Be BT
drainage of Lake Haarlem, a full description of which 11°3ft. and 12°3ft., and also at a height varying from 4’9ft.
Lbs. of coal per horse-power
5:30
will be found later on. Bucket pumps are still in use for to 13°'1ft. To the first question the Commissioners were
of
water
lifted...
...
.
932...
8B... 70. «OO
the drainage of the Waldersea district on the Nene and not able to give an opinion as to whether one form of
[‘‘
Transactions,”
Institution
Civil
Engineers,
Vol.
Ixxv., p. 274.]
of the Marton district on the Trent.
pump was superior to all others for a high but nearly
The use of these pumps was probably advised by engi- constant lift. The answer to the second question was With regard to the relative merits of scoop wheels and
neers whose experience was acquired in mining districts, decisively in favour of centrifugal
pumps, as they found centrifugal pumps in the quantity of coals consumed, the
where most excellent results were obtained from pumps that no other machine applies so well to differences of general weight of opinion amongst engineers in this
of the bucket type. Trials of bucket pumps have given level in the external and internal water. No other country who have had an opportunity of comparing the
out a more useful effect than any others here mentioned ; machine permits the application upon so large a scale of relative merits of the two machines is decidedly in favour
but, as the pumps were designed for working at much the whole disposable motive force to all lifts comprised of the centrifugal pump. This question was thoroughly
higher lifts than those required for land drainage pur- within the limits stated; and thus while the machine investigated about ten years ago by Mr. J. M. Heathposes, these trials do not afford a guide, the proportion of adapted for a maximum lift will with lower lifts oe
cote, of Connington Castle, a gentleman who was
efficiency more rapidly diminishing as the Tiftdecreases larger volumes, the useful effect which is produced by the not only the owner of land drained by steam power,
than in centrifugals. From the construction of these coal consumed does not vary to any great extent. The
but was greatly interested in fen drainage. As the
pumps, they are not adapted for a varying lift; and in therefore recommended centrifugal pumps for both kinds result of his investigations, Mr. Heathcote -came
cases where they have been applied to fen drainage, the of work. Subsequently, in 1877, Signor Cuppari, an to the conclusion that the bapm was decidedly the
water has always to be lifted higher than it need be, that Italian engineer, spent a considerable time in Holland more economical machitfe, and in this he was ——
at Marton raising the water an average 6ft. higher than visiting the different pumping stations and investigating by facts and figures from other sources furnished by
necessary. The valves and working parts are also ill- this subject. The conclusion he finally arrived at was Messrs. Easton and Anderson. These, however, while
adapted to cope with water charged with mud and grit, that no general rule can be given as to the employment useful so far as they went, were not drawn from actual
and the weeds and pieces of wood which frequently find of one or other of the different machines, but that all the trials of the two machines working under precisely similar
their way to the inlet.
e nearest approach to this is the runcircumstances of each case must be considered before a cireumstances.
Centrifugal pumps were first brought into use for the decision is come to as to what machine to use.'
ning of the two sets of machines over a series of years
drainage of land in consequence of the successful trials of
The best hydraulic machine for raising water he found” for the drainage of the Wexford Harbour reclamation,
this machine at the Exhibition of 1851. The proprietor theoretically to be the bucket pump, but that these particulars of which will be given hereafter. For the three
of Whittlesea Mere, a large tract of fen and morass, was machines are unsuitable for use for lifting flood water years 1881, 1882, 1883, the consumption of coals at these
so satisfied with the performance of this machine that he conveying a large amount of débris, as they are liable to two pumping stations was about one-third in favour of
gave instructions to Messrs. Easton and Anderson, the be damaged and have their valves choked, and experience the centrifugal pumps, or at the rate of 18°65 pence per
exhibitors, for the erection of an Appold pump, caléulated in Holland had led to the use of centrifugals im their acre for the land drained by pump, and 26°30 pence for
to discharge 15,000 gallons—sixty-seven tons—a minute
that drained by scoop wheels. The latter were of modern
lace.
to a height of 5ft. The lift of this pump had to be F That the general opinion of Dutch authorities was that construction, and the lift in each case the same.
nena from time to time as the land settled, an opera- in choosing a machine, consideration should be given to
Having paid considerable attention to this subject,
tion performed with so little difficulty as to prove the the following circun:stances, and the machine chosen and had frequent opportunities of becoming acquainted
adaptability of the pump for this purpose. A full deseri
which met these requirements best : the turbidity of the with the working of both machines, the conclusion
tion of this pumping station will be hereafter given.
e water ; the probability of the internal water level being arrived at by the author is that, with regard to existing
centrifugal pump is a machine consisting of an outer case permanently lowered ; the nature of the foundations; the wheels, where a scoop wheel can be made
efficient at a
with inlet and outlet pipes, in which revolves a fan at a method of establishing communication between the inner reasonable outlay, it would be more economical to adapt
high velocity. The high velocity at which the fans and outer water level, the level at which the machine can it than to replace it by a centrifugal pump. If the wheel
revolve adapts them wl for gearing direct to engines be placed with reference to the water to be discharged, requires replacing, or great expense
to be incurred in
running at high speeds. A very large displacement of the cost of erecting and working. That the centrifugal altering the masonry and foundations and lowering the
water is effected in a short time. The machines are had the advantage in all these cases, except the first, over wheel, it will be found most economical to replace it with
compact and occupy small space. The weight also bein all other machines.
a centrifugal pump. In all new drainage districts in this
about one-twentieth that of a scoop wheel, the area o
That scoop wheels are efficient machines and the best couutry, there can be no doubt that the pump is the
buildings required is small, and the cost of foundations is where there is a large amount of débris, and that they most efficient and economical machine to fix.
very inexpensive compared to those required for wheels. have the further advantage
that they can be easily repaired
The first outlay is also considerably less. The average by ordinary workmen.
e motors for moving them may
difference of cost of the pumping stations erected in
of common t
but cannot be used to the best THE NORDENFELDT SUBMARINE BOATS FOR
Holland .during recent years is £18 per actual horse- advantage owing to the difficulty of E>
them to the
TURKEY.
power in favour of the pumps.
slow velocity required for the wheel.
at they further
yey
advantage of the centrifugal pump is labour under the disadvantage, as compared to centrifugals,
THE submarine boats now undergoing trials at Constanthat it
ily adapts itself to the varying liftwhich of
requiring superior foundations.
ith a high lift the tinople are understood to combine in their design all the
must be encountered in most drainage stations. The wheel must have a large diameter, the sill must have a improvements suggested to the able inventor by the
facility with which automatically it adjusts the work low level, and this necessitates massive and deep masonry. practical test to which the system was submitted in Septhrown on the engine as the lift varies is a very great That when there is a liability of a permanent lowering of tember, 1885, in the stormy waters of the Kattegat. Ke
item in favour of this machine. At first starting the the low-water level wheels, would oe costly alteration, the said trials, criticism was freely challenged, represenengine drain is full, and at its highest level. The lift whereas with centrifugals additional — can always be tatives of every naval Power being present at the invitatherefore being smaller, the pump discharges a larger added to the piping, and the only difference is that the tion of Mr. Nordenfeldt. Such publicity was thus given
volume of water; as the water in the drain lowers the consumption of steam will be greater. That in re;
to to the proceedings, that nothing need here be said on the
lift increases and the quantity pumped diminishes in pro- the separation between internal and external water, the subject, beyond perme, Rome fact that although the
portion, giving time for the water to flow from the distant easiest and safest arrangement is that of pumps which naval experts —— may have differed somewhat in their
drains down to the engine drain and keep it fed. If discharge the water through pipes carried over the banks opinion as to the exact value of the
icular boat subpumping into a tidal stream the same effect takes Place; or inserted in masonry walls of sufficient thickness, thus mitted to their inspection, the general verdict was highly
as the lift increases the pump adjusts itself to the altered avoiding the sluices which are
required for wheelsor screws. favourable. It was unanimously conceded that the a
circumstances by sending out a less quantity,
uall, That the system of direct action between engine and pump had done all that was expected of her, and one and all
regaining its original
discharge as the tide falls. Wit
is one that is most economical in fuel; and that the centri- saw in Mr. Nordenfeldt’s invention the dawn of a great
the scoop wheel the alteration of the level not only affects fugal pump lends itself most readily for action with this revolution in torpedo boat construction and submarine
the pene of water raised, but also impairs the efficiency kind of motor. As regards expense, Signor Cuppari gives warfare.
of the machine. Further, when permanent settlement of a table showing the cost of the pumping stations in
It must not be thought, however, that there was anythe land occurs, the cost of adapting a pump as com
Holland during the previous ten — from which it thing very crude in the design of the said boat. She was
to a wheel is trifling; all that is necessary being the appears that the average cost per horse-power of water the result of many years’ patient thought and practical
lengthening of the inlet {>= Where proper precautions lifted is as follows :—
experiment on cohen of Mr. Nordenfeldt, and in the
are taken no practical difficulty has been found to arise
public trials refe
to was seen the successful realisation
| Building, |Machinery.| Total.
from weeds and other substances which find their
of his ideas. In addition to her submarine qualities, she
way into the pump well. Pumps have now been
has also proved to be an excellent sea boat, and as far as
£
£
£
running for the last thirty-five years, and performed Scoop wheels...
her form and construction are concerned, there is nothin
46°1
46:3
91
their work efficiently and without trouble. At the Screw pumps... ... 0.0...
_—
_
94
to prevent her making a voyage to any part of the world.
Lade Bank station a manure fork is shown which, Centrifuga pumps
‘
34:2
36°8
73
In the construction of the
Turkish boats, the main lines
.
_
72
having been accidentally dropped in“ the feeder on Piston pumps...
of their predecessor have been followed throughout. The
the inner side of the grating, safely passed through the
form
in
both
is
that
of
an
elongated
cylinder, tapering to
pump and came out without stopping the machinery or Statistics given of the drainage stations erected in the a point. At the first glance this may not seem to be the
seven
years
1875-81
show
that
centrifugal
pumps
are
ae any damage itself. The approach to the pump
best calculated for meeting a heavy sea. Practical expeshould always be well protected by gratings placed across steadily making their way in Holland, as out of 139 rience, however, has shown that it is only necessary to
the entrance to the raceway. There are two t
of machines put up, 50 were centrifugal machines, 38 were keep at a moderate speed, and take the seas on the bow,
and the to be safe with these craft in any weather. This is concentrifugal pumps—the one similar to the Appold pump scoop wheels, 30 screw pumps, 4 piston pumps,
The forms of centrifugal pumps sidered
shown in the 1851 Exhibition having a horizontal spindle others of various t
due to the absence of any extra buoyancy at the
and almost invariably fixed above the level of the water; generally used in Holland are direct acting, having hori- ends, which neutralises in a great measure the tendency
the water level. to lift'at the extremities found with an ordinary vessel in
the other of the turbine form, having a vertical spindle, zontal sandler, the discs placed above
the fan and case being submerged. All the larger stations The turbine form has been tried, but the results were not a —
. The meen ven = Rona bodily with
in oe have been fitted with the turbine form, but favourable. This type was odepeed for the North Sea very little perceptible pitching,an
eeping
the seas
in Holland and Italy the pump with horizontal spindle Canal works; the consumption of fuel for these amounted about two poiuia on the bor, they Taeek, ood sweep
has been more frequently used. Of the three largest
across
what
may
be
termed
the
snout
of
the
boat,
the
Machines.” ‘ Proceedings” Inst. C.E.,
makers of drainage pumps in this country, Messrs. Easton 1 “ Cuppari PaWater Raising
midship part being reached by a little loose water only.
Vol. Ixxv. 1883-84.
-
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As the Nordenfeldt system is not generally under- has found, by a long course of experience, to be essentially
stood, before proceeding any further with the details of necessary to the safe manceuvring of any sort of subthese boats at Constantinople it will be well to say a few marine craft.
The bow-fins W W, upon which the maintenance of the
words in me a
of the same. The great merit of
Mr. Nordenfeldt’s invention is undoubtedly to be found horizontal position also depends, are seen in Fig. 2.
in his application of steam for submarine propulsion, and By a very ingenious arrangement of a plumb-weight, with
the method employed for keeping at any required depth. other mechanism extending to the conning tower, the
Other inventors have produced craft that could descend action of these fins is rendered both automatic and conbelow the surface, and even move to a short distance in trollable, and perfect command thus ensured over the
given directions; but none have yet been found capable movements cf the boats, as far as the vertical plane is
of proceeding to such distances and at such rates of speed concerned. To touch now upon the manner in which the
as the Nordenfeldt. The properties of steam are well Nordenfeldt is operated ; it should be understood that the
understood, and the experience of years has shown it to boat has two distinct conditions of existence as a a
hen
be thoroughly trustworthy as a motive power. The same craft—that of a surface boat, and a submarine one.
can hardly be said as yet of electricity, seeing the delicate performing the functions of a surface boat, the air which
nature of the > gawoned connected with its employment, is sucked into the boat through the conning tower K, by
and the special means required for the restoration of the fan L, is forced by the said fan into the engine-room.
into the
exhausted energy. Similar objections are also to be found From here, having no other outlet, it
to the employment of compressed air, or any such chemi- furnaces, and after pane, combustion, reaches the
cal means as caustic soda. The difficulty solved by Mr. atmosphere by way of the tube H, as previously described,
The connecting link between the inner
Nordenfeldt is the storage of the heat required to generate and the funnel.
steam sufficient for a lengthened run, thus obviating fora and outer portions of the funnel M and M' is not seen, it
certain period the necessity for any combustion.
This is should be mentioned, in the engraving. In this position,
effected by storing heat in the water contained in a rhom- with more or less of her bulk immersed, as may
boidal reservoir, marked in our engraving P. Whilst run- be thought necessary, according to the nature of
ning at the surface the pressure in the reservoir is main- the service upon which she is engaged, the boat
tained at the same point as in the boiler; and when the boat can proceed upon voyages only limited in extent by her
descends and further combustion becomes impossible, this coal-carrying capacity. This in the Turkish boat is estireserved force is used for driving the engines. The boat mated to suttice for the fuel to drive her 900 knots at a
is made to descend by two vertically-acting screws, moderate speed. The immersion of the boat in her surface
worked by separate engines, and is maintained in the condition is regulated by the admission or otherwise of
horizontal line by movable fins at the bow. As the boat water into the ballast tanks. Of these there are three,
has always a certain amount of buoyancy, the mere arrest one at each end and a third under the centre compartment
of these screws suffices to bring her to the surface. Then, T T T in the engraving. The two first-mentioned contain
in, the action of one alone will give any desired about fifteen tons of water each, and the central one seven,
inclination. It is thus seen that all the movements which when the boat is at her proper draught for descending.
in other systems require the displacement of weights and At this draught there is very little of the craft visible
the receipt and discharge of water into and from the beyond the conning tower, and knowing even in which
ballast tanks, are all
ed in the Nordenfeldt by the direction to look, it is not an easy matter to make her
simplest mechanical action. No attempt is made to purify out at any great distance, the eye being unassisted by the
the atmosphere when submerged, as experience has shown ear, on account of the noiselessness of the engines. All
that to be unnecessary, the air remaining sufficiently pure those who have witnessed the es of the boat here
to support respiration with the boat in that condition for have been particularly struck with this feature of her
much longer periods than would ever be required of her performance, as also the little disturbance at the surface
occasioned by the screw.
in the performance of any sort of service.
Before the boat can assume her condition as a subTurning now to the Turkish boats, their principal
y to hermetically close the
dimensions are as follows:—Length, 100ft.; beam, 12ft.; marine craft, it is n
and displacement, 160 tons. The engines are of the furnaces, which is done by the doors marked N, upon
ordinary surface condensing compound type, with two which combustion is soon brought to anend. The piece
cylinders, and are estimated to indicate, at a pres- of funnel connecting the boiler with the outboard portion
sure of 100 lb. of steam, 250-horse power. There is is then removed, and the doors O and O! placed in posinothing particularly to remark about these engines, tion, as shown in the engraving. Whilst these changes are
except that the circulating and air pumps are worked by being effected, water is allowed to run into the ballast
a separate cylinder. The main engine is thus left free to tanks, to reduce the buoyancy to its proper limit, and this
work or not, while vacuum is always maintained to assist arrived at, nothing remains but to close up the conning
the various other engines with which the boat is fitted. tower. The vertically-acting screws may then be set in
It may, however, be noticed that all the engines in the motion to place the boat quite out of sight, or she may
boat are specially designed as regards the “oe arrange- proceed with nothing but the glass cupola of the conning
ments, &c., that the utmost use may be made of the tower showing above the surface. As yet, only what may
vacuum. In respect to this, it may be mentioned that be termed constructors’ trials have been made with the
experience has shown that during the submarine opera- boat, although the Turkish naval authorities have always
tions as much power is developed below the atmospheric been present.
The boat has ‘run at the surface and made several
line as above it. The boiler marked G in the longitudinal section is of the ordinary marine return tube descents, in a very satisfactory manner, and all parts of
type. It has two furnaces, and the heating surface the machinery having thus been thoroughly tested, she is
is about 750 square feet. A novel feature about it is, now being fitted with her torpedo gear in readiness for
however, that after the products of combustion have the official trials. This torpedo _ is of special conpassed through the tubes, they again pass thréugh a large struction, designed by Mr. Nordenfeldt to meet the
pipe marked H in the steam space of the boiler before requirements of the Turkish boats. As the details, howthey reach the funnel. The object of this is threefold: ever, have not yet been disclosed, it is impossible to say
first, the economy of heat and fuel; secondly, to enable anything on the subject, beyond stating that it is underthe funnel to be as near the centre of the boat as possible; stood to be a very simple and practical piece of mechanism.
and thirdly, that the inboard portion of the same might In the engraving, S indicates the outer case containing the
be kept the cooler by thus lengthening the passage to it two locomotive torpedoes that form the principal armaof the heated air. The hot-water cistern is seen at’ P, ment of the boat, and there is, of course, a connection
and the power to operate all the separate engines during between it and the conning tower, by which the captain
command over them. In addition
a submarine voyage is the heat as previously mentioned, obtains the nec
which is stored up in its contents, as also in those of the to these two torpedoes, the boat, it should be mentioned,
boiler. In all there are some 30 tons of water, the vapour carries for use in her surface condition two Nordenfeldt
of which has a maximum tension of 1501b. per square quick-firing machine guns of lin. calibre. This great]
inch when the boat is first submerged; and this, with the increases her defensive power, and renders her a formidassistance of the vacuum, is sufficient to drive her from able object to attack, even when unprepared to disappear
thirty to forty miles without lighting any fire on board or out of sight.
The official trials will take place as soon as the torpedo
using any air forthe generation of heat. The pressure is
raised in the hot-water cistern as follows. Live steam fittings have been completed, when we shall give a full
from the boiler enters at B, a series of tubes which have account of them.
+64
a superficial area in all of some 500 square feet, and after
7ee—
parting with its latent heat to the contents of the cistern,
being then in the aqueous form, is taken off by a small ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
——
pump and carried back to the boiler.
REPORTS.
The propeller A is placed abaft the rudder B, and it will
No. V.
be noticed that although theshaft is central, working on the
Belgium—State of trade.—The subjects contained in
thrust block D, the coupling connecting the crankshaft of
the engine, E, is placed low down in the
boat. It is this fea- this report are numerous; those of greatest interest are
ture in the arrangement which admitsof the use of a marine the state of coal trade, introduction of Belgian coal into
engine of ordinary type. The engines which operate the England, extension of steam communication with the
agents to Australia and
vertically-acting screws are of the three-cylinder type. East, appointment of commercial
This is in order that there may be no dead centre, as it is China, and progress of Brussels Commercial Museum.
highly important that they should start the moment steam The Belgian collieries are still labouring under difficulties.
is turned on. The steam for these engines
through a The output of coal in 1885 decreased by 613,000 tons, or
nearly 32 per cent. less than in 1884. The decrease in
valve of peculiar construction, which is worked by the ca
period was 2087, and the
tain of the boat. By its use he is enabled to vary the men employed during the same
speed of the propellers and to stop them, both together average wages per annum fell from £36 to £32 10s. a
or 2 cap be at will, and thus to arrange the depth at diminution of 11 per cent. The average cost of producwhich his craft is to operate. As seen in the engraving, tion per ton of coal in 1885 was 6s. 10d., against 7s. 4d.
these propellers in the Turkish boats are p
in the in 1884, a decrease of 6d. per ton, and the average sellin
fore and aft line. This is one of Mr. Nordenfeldt’s recent prices per ton were 7s. 7$d. and 7s. 7d. Thus, in spite o
improvements, these screws in their predecessor having the fall of prices, the collieries in 1885 made an inc
been fitted in side sponsons. In the trials that have so profit of $d. per ton. The earnings of the Belgian collieries
far taken place at Constantinople, this alteration has been in 1885 were £277,162, an increase of £26,798 over the
found to answer very well.
Notwithstanding their slight previous year. The average profit on each ton of coal
immersion at the commencement of a descent, no jet of was 3°84d., but this profit was not equally distributed,
water is thrown up as might have been ex
a for in the easily worked Bascoup colliery, in the province
bubbling at the surface being the only indication that the of Hainhault, the profit per ton was 1s, 2d. The average
screws are in motion. This new arrangement, it may be wages of the Belgian collier per ton fell from 4s. 3d. to
added, materially assists in preserving the horizontal 3s. 10d., a diminution of 5d. The deficit in the mines
position of the boat, a condition which Mr. Nordenfeldt working at a loss in 1884 of over £16,000, was reduced in
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1885 to over £14,000. Of the other collieries working in
1884 four are closed and sixty-seven have been working
at a loss. The foreign coal trade statistics show that
during the first six months of 1884 the amount of coal
imported into Belgium fell from 595,929 tons to 497,911
tons, or 16°5
per cent., in spite of strikes and decreased
production.
is decrease was most marked in coal from
Germany and Holland, which fell off 38°5 and 27°7 per
cent., while coal from England and France increased 12
and 60 per cent. respectively. The following table shows
the proportions of imports of coal into Belgium during
the first six months of 1885 and 1886 :—
Countries,

|
|
England ... ...|
France... ...|
Germany ...
Holland
Total ... ..,|

Coal.
1885.
tons.
128,919
47,498
206,647
213,250
595,914

1886,
tons.
141,006
74,990
127,798
154,107
497,901

| Percentages.
—
—
| 1885, | 1886,
=|
217
28°4
| 80
150
| 347
25°5
| 35°6
31-1
| a
bas

The amount of coal exported has decreased 65,000 tons,
or a little over 3 per cent. The whole of the decrease has
= in exports to France, forming 92 per cent. of the
whole.
A scheme is now on foot for exporting to England the
smokeless coal of Charleroi, which the promoters consider
may compete profitably with the Cardiff coal in the
London market. It is proposed to pack the coal in sacks,
send it by railroad to Bremeia, where it can be put on
steamers of from 300 to 400 tons burden, and be reshipped
at Antwerp into sea-going vessels. By this means it is
hoped that the coal will escape paying the celal
port
dues and quay charges. The Government have already
agreed to reduce the navigation dues hitherto laid on coal
shipped on canal barges. On the river Sambre a deduction has been allowed from August Ist last between
Charleroi and the frontier of 124 tad cent. per ton, and
between Charleroi and Brussels a deduction of 3°36 a ton.
The English syndicate who have made the proposal
referred to offer to contract for the regular delivery of
Belgian coal in London at 2s. 5d. a ton below the present
English prices, provided that the special reduced freightage rule on exported coal levied between Charleroi and
Antwerp be applied to the shorter transit between
Charleroi and Brussels. It is reported that the company
in question has a capital of £3,000,000, and can undertake to construct the necessary steamers for Belgium,
which are all to carry the Belgian flag.
A convention between the North German Lloyd’s
and the Belgian Government provides for a regular
alternate weekly
packet service between Antwerp, East
Asia, and Australia upon the terms of an annual subsidy
of £3200 and the remission of all light and a
dues
in the Scheldt. The first of a regular weekly departure
will, doubtless, increase the traffic on the Belgian railways
running to Antwerp. The
postal service is carried out by
two lines, both starting from Bremerhaven, calling at
Antwerp,
and having as far as Aden the same route. At
Alexandria they
e up letters and passengers from
Trieste. At Aden the routes divide; the Asiatic steamers
go to Colombo, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Shanghai,
and the Australian proceed direct to Adelaide, Melbourne,
and Sydney. The East Indian line is served by five
steamers, three being new vessels built at Stettin, each of
3600 tons burthen, and averaging 14 knots an hour. One
vessel leaves Bremerhaven every alternate Wednesday,
calling at Antwerp, Port Said, Suez, Aden, Colombo,
Singapore, and Hong Kong. The departures fall between
those of the French Messageries and the Peninsular and
Oriental, the vessels leaving Suez four days after the latter
and seven days before the Tennan. They reach Aden three
days after the English steamers, gaining twenty-four hours
in the Red Sea, and arrive at Hong Kong on the same day,
thus gaining four days in the transit between Suez and
Hong Kong. From Hong Kong a secondary line goes to
Japan, leaving the day after the arrival of the steamer
from Europe, calling at Yokohama, Hiogo, and Nangasaki. Later on it is intended to touch at one of the
Corean ports. The Australian line consists of five
steamers, also leaving Bremerhaven on alternate Wednesdays. The departures from Suez fall between those of the
Oriental and Pacific and Peninsular and Oriental
Companies, alternately leaving Suez on Mondays.
The German steamers start from Suez four days after the
English, but reach Australia only one day after them.
The day after arriving at Sydney another steamer leaves
that port for Tonga and Apia-Savoa, returning to
Sydney in twenty-four
s’ time. The North German
yyd’s steamers are well fitted up, comfortable, and more
expeditious than the English vessels. It is fy enn to
send out agents of the principal commercial houses of
Antwerp and Ghent and of the manufacturing districts
of Belgium to Australia and China, so that they may
learn on the spot what goods are likely to meet with the
greatest sale; and every effort will be made to take
advantage for Belgian manufactures. The Brussels Commercial Museum continues to be of great service to the
industrial classes, its aim being to furnish Belgian manufacturers with the means of learning the articles of commerce preferred in foreign countries, and the conditions
under which they can be Laer 4exported. Attached
to the museum is an vom 4office open to the public,
where every effort is made to furnish information without
delay. There is also a commercial library, containin
address lists, catalogues, commercial vse pres technica
treatises, technological dictionaries, trade almanacks, &c.
A weekly bulletin is re
containing current information and notices relating to commerce.
On the 15th-18th March, the eighth annual exhibition
of meteorological instruments and marine meteorological instruments, by the Meteorological Society, will be held at 25, Great
George-street, S.W., by permission of the Council of the Institution
of Civil Engineers.
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| The latter is hinged or pivotted in front and is elevated by
elevating ram—shown in Fig. 2. When the slide is fully down
the gun is in the loading position. The ammunition lift brings up
' the projectile and charge, which latter is subdivided like those
employed in the German guns, in succession to the breech, the
hydraulic rammer forcing them home. The simplicity of the
arrangement is apparent. The recoil always acts parallel to the
slide. This is much better than allowing its direction to be
affected by elevation,
and the distributed hold of the steel bands
is preferable to the single attachment at trunnions. Theoretically the recoil is not so perfectly met as in sume of the
earlier Elswick designs, in which the presses were brought
opposite to the trunnions, so that they acted symmetrically on
, each side of the centre of resistance. The barbette tower
is covered by a steel plate, shown in Fig. 1, fitting close to
the gun slide, so that the only opening is that behind the
breech when the gun is in the forward position, and this
is closed as it recoils, The only man of the detachment even
partly exposed is the number one, while laying the gun, and
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|made to lift into the Government barge so as to go easily to
Shoeburyness or elsewhere, It can be altered so as to provide
for turning, and it allows the piece to be fired at angles of
elevation up to 24 deg. The cheeks of the carriage are made to
open and close, so as to take the 12in. gun and larger picces,
The steel castings for it are supplied from the Stanners Close
Steelworks.
The first round was fired at about noon, The charge was
only 598 lb., consisting of four charges of 1121b., and one of
1301b., of Waltham Abbey brown prism No. 1 powder. The
proof shot weighs, like the Service projectile, 18001b. Thus
fired, the gun recoiled nearly 4ft. on the press, and the carriage
ran back on the rails about 50ft. The projectile had a velocity
of 1685ft. per second, and entered about 52ft. into the butt,
; We cannot yet give the pressure, but unquestionably it was a
low one. The charges as the firing continues will be increased
in successive rounds up to the full 900 1b. charge.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the mounting of the 1105-ton gun in the
barbette towers of the Benbow. The gun is held down on the
| bed by steel bands and recoilsin its bed on the slide—vide Fig. 2.
||
FIG. 3.
FIG. 7.
ewe "4
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16°25in. H0j-TON B. bis GUN.— SECTION,

FIRING TRIAL OF THE 110}-TON B.L. ELSWICK
GUN.
TuE firing trial of the first new 1104-ton bréech-loading gun
approved for H.M.’s ships Benbow, Renown, and Sanspareil was
commenced yesterday at the Woolwich proof butts, under the
direction of Colonel Maitland, the Superintendent of the Royal
Gun Factories. We give herewith a section showing the construction of this gun—vide Fig. 8. It very nearly corresponds
to the section given of it when designed in 1884, in a paper
read by Colonel Maitland at the United Service Iustitution, of
— we gave a long account in THe ENGINeer of June 27th,
884,

obturation is a modification of the De Banzee system proposed
by Vavasseur. The maximum firing charge is 9C0 ib. of cocoa
powder. The projectile weighs 1800 1b. The estimated
muzzle velocity is 2216ft. per second. The capacity of the
chamber is 28,610 cubic inches, and that of the bore 112,595
cubic inches. The estimated total energy is 61,200 foot-tons,
It will be a few days probably before the full powers of the gun
are tested, but the above are confidently expected to be attained,
judging from the results with the 100-ton guns supplied to
Italy. On January 7th last we gave those of the new Krupp
119-ton gun ; it had fired a projectile with a velocity of almost
1900ft. with a charge of less than 864°67 lb., with moderate
pressure. The estimated maximum for this gun was a velocity
FIG. 5.
FIG. 6.
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The following figures are authoritative:—Length over all,
524in.; length of bore, 4875in. (30 calibres). The breech
engages in the breech-piece, leaving the A tube with its full
strength for tangential strain (vide Fig.). The A tube is in a
single piece instead of two lengths, as in the case of the Italia
guns. It is supplied to Elswick from Whitworth’s works,
one of the few in England where such a tube could be
made. There are four layers of metal hoops over the breech.
Copper and bronze are used to give longitudinal strength. The

of 2017ft., with a projectile weighing 1632 1b., giving a’ total
energy of 46,061-foot tons, or 13,000-foot tons less than the
Elswick gun, comparing the estimated results.
The proof of the Elswick gun-is mounted on a carriage turned
out by the Royal Carriage Department, under Colonel Close.
This carriage is made on bogies so as to run on rails passing
easily round curves of 50ft. radius. The gun is fired on an
inclined length of rails, the recoil presses of the carriage first
receiving the shock and reducing the recoil. The carriage is
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| in that position he is nearly covered by the gun and fittings.
Common shell, shrapnel shell, and steel armour-piercing pro
jectiles, have been approved for the 1104-ton gun. The common
| shell is shown in Fig. 3. Like the common shell for all the
larger natures of new type guns, it is made of steel. It has
been found necessary to support the core used in casting these
projectiles at both ends ; consequently there is a screw plug at
the base as well as at the apex. The hole at the base is used as
a filling hole for the insertion of the bursting charge, which
| consists of 179 Ib. of powder, the total weight of the filled shell
being 1800 Ib. The apex has a screw plug of larger diameter
than that of the fuse. This is shown in Fig. 4. The fuse is a
direct action one. The needle B is held in the centre of a
copper disc C C, and is safe against explosion until it is actually
brought into contact with an object, when it is forced down,
igniting a patch of cap composition and the magazine at A,
and so firing the bursting charge of the shell below. EEE
are each priming charges of seven grains of pistol powder made
up in shalloon bags to ensure the ignition of the bursting
charge, which is in a bag of serge and shalloon beneath.
The use of this fuse involves the curious question of the
physical conditions now existing in the discharge of our projectiles by slow-burning powder, The forward movement of the
shell is now so gradual that the inertia of a pellet is only suffi|cient to shear a wire of one-tenth the strength of that which
| might formerly have been sheared by a similar pellet in an old|type gun with quick-burning powder ; consequently, in many
cases, it is found better not to depend on a suspending wire
thus sheared, but to adopt direct action, The fuse in question
| would, we believe, act even on graze, at any angle over 10 deg.
Probably at less angles than 10deg. it would not explode
| against water, which would be an advantage in firing at ships.
Shells so gently put in motion, and having no windage, might
be made, it might naturally be supposed, singularly thin, and
the
of steel in place of iron calls for some explanation.
|The adoption
reason is that it has been found that common shells break
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up against masonry instead of penetrating it when fired from
these large high-velocity guns.
;
The shrapnel shell is shown at Fig. 5. Like the common
shell, it is made of steel, and is of the general form of the
pattern of General Boxer, with wooden head, central tube, and
bursting charge in the base. It contains 2300 four-ounce
sand shots and an 8 lb. bursting charge. It weighs 1800 Ib.
The fuse is time and percussion; it is shown in Figs.
Gand 6A, It closely resembles the original Armstrong time and
percussion pattern. The action is as follows :—The ignition
pellet A, which is ordinarily held by a safety pin, is, after the
withdrawal of the latter, only held by a fine suspending wire,
which is sheared by the inertia of the pellet on discharge, a
needle lighting a percussion patch of composition and the composition ring BB, which burns round at a given rate until it
reaches the communication passage C, when it flashes through
the percussion pellet E and ignites the magazine D, and so
ignites the primer shown in Fig, 6, flashes down the central tube
of the shell, and explodes the bursting charge in the base—Fig. 5.
The length of time during which the fuse burns depends on
how far the composition ring is turned round, and what length
it consequently has to burn before it reaches the communication passage C. If the fuse should be set too long, or from any
other cause the shell strikes before the fuse fires the charge, the
percussion action fires the shell on graze by the following
arrangement:—The heavy metal piece containing the magazine
D constitutes a striker, which is held in place by a plain ball G
near the axis of the fuse and by a safety pellet H. On first movement in the gun, this latter by inertia shears a suspending wire
and leaves the ball free to escape above it, which it does by
centrifugal force, leaving the magazine striker D free to fire
itself by momentum on the needle shown above it on impact.
There is a second safety arrangement, not chown in the figure,
consisting of a cross pin, held by a weak spiral spring, which is
compressed by centrifugal force during flight, leaving the magazine pellet free to act, as above deecribed, on impact.
The armour-piercing projectile is shown in Fig. 7. It is to be
made of forged steel, and supplied by Elswick. In appearance
it very closely resembles those fired from the 100-ton gun at
Spezia, but if it is made on the Firmini system it will differ
from it in the composition of its metal, inasmuch as it will contain a large proportion of chromium probabiy from 1 to 2 per
cent., whereas an analysis of Krupp's shell gives none; in fact,
as Krupp’s agent at Spezia predicted, the analysis is less instructive than we could wish.
REINHOLD’S CORK CORE

PACKING.

Ir is well known that it is not a hard or tightly pressed
packing that is most efficient in preventing steam or water
escape, and that an elastic packing, carefully employed, best
secures this result. In order to secure the necessary elasticity
without the use of perishable materials, Mr. H. Reinhold, of
Berlin, has made a new cork-cored packing of various forms and
kinds of exterior, and various sizes of core. The cork is ground

into a coarse powder and pressed into the tubular covering of
hemp, cotton, and other materials impregnated with grease or
soapstone, or other lubricant. The great advantage claimed for
the cork-cored packing is its durability in consequence of the
immunity of the cork from any action by oil, grease or steam,
as solvents. It is light, elastic and flexible, and, judging by
samples sent us, is well made. It has been introduced into this
country by Messrs. Werner and Koving, of 7, Falcon-avenue, E.C.
JOHN WIGNALL LEATHER.
Tue death was announced last week, at De Grey-terrace,
Leeds, of Mr. John Wignall Leather, in his seventy-seventh
year. He had long ceased to follow his profession, in which,
earlier in life, he occupied an eminent position, He was
& man of.more than ordinary capacity, and in his day there
were few if any civil engineers in the North of England of greater
experience and ability. His services as umpire in arbitration
cases were in great request, and he designed and carried out many
important engineering works in the county. He originated the
Washburn scheme for the supply of water to Leeds, including
the compensation reservoir at Lindley Wood, and as engineer to
the old Waterworks Company he carried out the original Eccup
reservoir, the existing Blackmoor tunnel for the conveyance of
the water thence, the reservoir at Westwood, afterwards converted into filter beds, and the open reservoir on Woodhouse
Moor, subsequently arched and covered in by Mr. E. Filliter.
Mr. Leather was also the engineer of the Victoria and Crown
Point bridges in Leeds, and he carried out the arterial drainage
of the town, and some other important public works. In other
parts of Yorkshire he was intrusted with great undertakings,
including the Bradford Waterworks at Grimwith. He was
elected a member of the Institute of Civil Engineers in 1849,
but never contributed to its proceedings.
A correspondent ot the Leeds Mercury sends the following list
of works executed by the late Mr. John W. Leather, in conjunction with his father, and also, since his father’s retirement,
by himself :—The Aire and Calder Navigation, complete from
Goole to Leeds, including the celebrated aqueduct which carries
the canal over the river Calder at Stanley, near Wakefield, and
which gained him two Exhibition prizes (1851 and 1867); the
Docks at Goole; the Don Navigation; the Pocklington and
other canals ; several large drainages in the fen districts in
Lincolnshire at Blankney, Nocton, Billinghay, &c., and the
erection of engines and scoop-wheels there ; the original Bradford Waterworks, belonging to the old company; the designing
and carrying out of the extension of these works by the Bradford Corporation, including the conduiting, tunnels, and piping
from Burnsall, in Wharfedale, to Bradford; also the Bradford
High-level scheme from Thornton Moor, together with seven
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reservoirs connected with both schemes ; the Chesterfield Waterworks; the designing and carrying out of the main trunk
sewers of Leeds; the original Eccup scheme to Leeds—as
mentioned in notice ; the designing a scheme from the Washburn
Valley in 1851, and the preparing and depositing the Parliamentary plans for same in that year for the old water company ;
four bridges in Leeds—Victoria, Crown Point, and tlie two
Suspension Bridges at Hunslet and the celebrated Monk Bridge;
the Stockton and Hartlepool Railway ;and the Clarence Railway.
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tons of ice melting per day, and that we are now erecting in London
a factory making 125 tons of ice per twenty-four hours, beside
refrigerating large cold storage rooms for the preservation of fish
and meat.
R. BANFIELD, Manager,
Linde British Refrigeration Company, Limited,
32, Walbrook, London, E.C., February 9th.

TESTING COLUMNS AND STRUTS.
Sir,—I was very pleased to find in your impression of the 28th
ult. a letter from Professor Robt. H. Smith fully approving of my
method of testing columns and struts by deflection. He suggests,
however, as an improvement, that the castings be placed and
tested vertically instead of horizontally, and that the load be also
TENDERS.
applied vertically at a certain distance from the centre line of the
section.
BRISTOL DOCKS,
List of boxd fide tenders received for the erection of a granary ; No doubt the test might be carried out in that way, but with
all deference to Professor Smith’s authority, I submit that it would
Mr. John Ward Girdlestone, engineer:—
not be nearly so convenient nor so fully to be relied on, than when
2 a ¢@
1. Messrs. W. Storrs and Co., Stalybridge (accepted) 29,197 18 7
the column is freely supported in a Licheontel position upon its
2. Messrs. Nelson and Co., Cardiff .. .. .. +» 380,195 12 11
end
flanges and the load imposed in the centre of itslength. For the
3. Mr. 8. Warburton, Manchester... ..
81,200
0
vertical test, careful measurements must be taken from each column
4. Messrs. E. C. Howell and Son, Bristol ..
31,700 0 0
in order to accurately locate the centre of cross section, otherwise
a. Tae, ©..D. Sees, Driatel oc ce ce te ee BM OC O
the result may be considerably affected. It would also be neces6, The Executors of W. Gradwell, Barrow-insary to erect a high and solid trame or building for securely placing
SE
We ax +0) xe. ae eae ne. 3s eee 8
7. Messrs. P. Horsman and Co., Wolverhampton .. 32,407 15a 65
the column and applying the pressure. If the excentricity chosen
8. Mr. A. J. Beaven, Bristol .
82,7! 0 :
for the leverage of the test weight be small, the weight itself
, . Messrs. J. and W. Beanland, Bradford, Yorkshire 33,000 0
must be great, approaching the full compressive stress and
9
33,964
. Mr C. Burton, Cardiff
3, 6
requiring stress apparatus for its apparatus. If the lever31. > HA. Foese, Bristol .. .. .. «- a
34,102 0
age be great, other difficulties arise which must be guarded
12. Mcassrs. J. Jones and Sons, Wolverhampton
34,160 0 0
against. With the horizontal test, on the other hand, no special
18. Mr. 8. Robertson, Bristol .. .. .. .. «.
34,568 0 0
arrang
ts or adjust
ts are involved, aud the only measure14. Mr. E. Gabbutt, Liverpool...
34,830 0 0
15. Mr, J. E. lbavies, Bristol .. .. .. ..
34,876 0 0
ment taken and recorded is that of the deflection caused by the
16. Messrs. H. F. Snow and Co., London ..
35,210 0 0
superadded load.
7. Mesers, R. Wilkins and Sons, Bristol ..
35,609 0 0
rofessor Smith’s idea of the vertical test is probably due toa
18. Mr. W. Church, Bristol .. .. ..
36,669 0 0
desire of avoiding the initial deflection of the column caused by
19. Bir. d. Wikies, Beistol we
es te ce
OR
0 0
its own weight when placed horizontally. But that deflection
20. Mr. A. Krauss, Bristol Sew
ere er Ee sc
eS
does not interfere with the result, as it is taken into account when
determining the test-weight, and it is only necessary to measure
the differential deflection due to the latter. Under these circumLETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
stances, whilst thanking Professor Smith for his suggestion, I do
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions or our
not at present see that anything would be gained by adopting it
Correspondents. |
in preference to the horizontal test. Thanking you in advance for
inserting the above.
Jos. BERNAYS.
96, Newgate-street, London, E.C.,
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY.
February 7th.
Sir, —Referring to the interesting particulars of refrigerating
machinery in THE ENGINEER of last week, I beg, with your permission, to state the following facts, qualifying somewhat the
THE NORTHERN ENGINEERING COMPANY.
claims set forth in the description given. From that description it
Sirn,—We beg to call your attention to the 101st page of the
would appear as if Messrs, Wood and Shipley, of New York, had current number of THE ENGINEER. Under the head of ‘‘The
introduced a valuable and novel method of keeping cool the cylin- | Northern Engineering Company, Limited,” you state that one of
ders of the ammonia compression pumps by injecting liquefied the above company’s objects is to purchase from Walter Schischkar
ammonia into the suction side, and so obtaining a mixture of | and Francis Fleming certain patent rights. Mr. Francis Fleming,
ammoniacal vapour and liquetied ammonia, the latter being partly of the firm of Thos. Fleming, Sons, and Co., the well-known belting
or entirely converted into vapour, and thus absorbing the heat manufacturers of this town, is one of the directors of the above
generated during compression. ‘The ammonia compression | company; but in no way has he, beyond this, anything to do with
machines constructed on the Linde system for cold-producing pur- the patent rights. This ought to be read ‘‘ Walter Schischkar and
have invariably been made so that a certain quantity of | George Harrison.”
ScHISCHKAR AND HARRISON.
iquefied ammonia shall be present in the pumps so as to prevent | Hopwood Ironworks, Halifax, February 7th.
any superheating of the vapours by the heat developed during
compression ; but instead of the special apparatus used by Messrs.
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD.
Wood and Shipley—upon which they dwell with peculiar satisfacSir,—Your correspondent ‘J. A.” is quite right in saying that
tion—the Linde system needs no injection arrangement, or any the action of the Local Government Board is sometimes beneticial.
other apparatus whatever for the pu
The desired result In the conclusion of his letter he confirms my point by admitting
is so completely obtained that an inspection of any of the 420 Linde that the nuisance was removed after some months of correspcncompressors now at work—about 53 of which are in the United dence with the Board ‘‘ Haxe ille lacryme.”
CG
States—will show the exterior of the pump cylinders either partiWestminster, &.W., February 7th.
ally coated with ice, or cove
by the moisture condensed upon
their cold surface from the surrounding atmosphere.
CONDENSATION IN STEAM CYLINDERS.
Sir,—A propos of a letter from Mr. D. K. Clark on the above
194
subject in your issue of the 14th ult., will you allow me to say that
in March, 1882, I wrote to you pointing out that cylinder condensation and re-evaporation was clearly explained, with its attendant
b
DIA 10.0 IN
loss of heat, in an article by Mr. Joseph Gill, published in Weale’s
“Quarterly Papers on Engineering,” so long ago as 1843 ?
LINDE
2 || STROKE 16-S™
Palermo, February 4th.
ROBERT GILL.
AMMONIA
% || REVS SS
(For continuation of Letters see page 117.)
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THE SALE OF THE ENGINES, MACHINERY, AND ELECTRICAL PLANT
AT SoutH KENsincTon.— Large numbersofworkmen are at present
engaged in dismantling the Exhibition grounds at South Kensington, following upon the two sales of the buildings and materials,
and the hmpee
machinery and electrical plant, extending
over a period of six days. Messrs. Wheatley Kirk, Price, and Co.,
who conducted the sale of the engines, boilers, and electrical plant,
100 -had issued a descriptive illustrated catalogue of upwards of thirty
pages, in which lengthened notices of some of the engines submitted, which had some time ago appeared in THE ENGINEER, were
7
The catalogue contained 375 lots, and stated that the
sale was by the direction of the Royal Commissioners, Messrs.
Davey, Paxman, and Co., of Colchester, and other engineering
firms, whose engines had been employed at the several Exhibitions,
The sale, which occupied two days, drew togethera large company,
which included, amo
others, the Marquis of Salisbury, the
54 ¢
Marquis of Bute, Lord Edward Churchill, and Lord St. Oswald, ali
507]
of whom were purchasers. The machinery submitted included
eleven engines of an
gate 1700-horse power, and eleven boilers,
besides machinery aan, shafting, kc. Theengine which realised the
highest price was a compound electric light engine by Messrs. Galloway and Sons, of Manchester. It was described as specially constructed for driving electric lighting machinery, and of 200-hors
power. It wassold for £680. A ‘‘ Paxman” horizontal high-pressur
engine, by Messrs. Davey, Paxman, and Co., of Colchester, which,
it was stated, had been working up to 300-horse power, realised
£490. Another engine of the same character, also by Messrs.
The Wood and Shipley machine has vertical single-acting pumps Davey and Paxman, which, it was stated, had been working up to
with the stuffing-boxes bathed in oil, and in these respects appears 330-horse power, was sold for £455; whilst a pair of compound
to be like the De la Vergre machines also made in America. This ‘*twin” horizontal non-condensing engines, by Messrs. Galloway
arrangement of two single-acting vapour pumps in a vertical position and Sons, of 140-horse power, realised £450. A self-contained
is supposed to be specially effective for preventing the escape of improved horizontal fixed compound engine of 200-horse power,
ammonia along the piston-rod, but there is no particular reason by Messrs. Davey, Paxman, and Co., was sold for £390; a
why, for a compressor of best material and workmanship a double- ‘* Windsor” quick-speed vertical compound engine of 70-horse
acting pump should not be adopted. There is no trace of escaping power, igBe same makers, realised £320; and two other engines,
ammonia observable about the Linde machines, and all these also by Messrs. Davey, Paxman, and Co.—one of 55-horse power,
possess a piston-rod working through a gland exposed to the full and the other described as having been used for driving one of
pressure of the ammonia, the pump being horizontal and double- Paxman’s patent safety machines for extracting diamonds and
acting. How completely the loss of the chemical is avolded is other precious stones from the soil—were sold for £280 and £250
evidenced by the fact that for a plant producing twenty-five tons respectively. The boilers were also sold for £180 each. An
current, was
of ice per day the annual cost of ammonia averages less than £8, “ Elwell-Parker” dynamo, capacity 250 am
sold for £240; whilst a smaller one of the same chathe machine being used continuously night and day.
I append — of two diagrams taken from one of our ammonia- racter realised £85. The electric light cable, of which there
8, 10in. diameter, and 16}in. stroke, working at fifty-five were between thirty and forty miles, and some of which, it
revolutions per minute, and under what are usually termed some- was stated, had been used since the commencement of the series
what trying circumstances, ¢.e., compressing from
54]b, to 194 Ib. of Exhibitions, was offered in sixty lots, and realised from £50 to
absolute pressure per square inch. The di
s were taken £100 per ton. There were fifty incandescent lamps, all of which
ab an official test, the machine eliminating simultaneously realised prices ranging from 1s. 8d. to 2s. 6d. each. The entire
352,000 heat units per hour whilst refrigerating water from 52:2 deg. proceeds of the sale amounted to £10,000. It may be added that the
to 36°3 deg. Fah., equivalent to the melting of 26:4 tons of ice per total proceeds of the previous four days’ sale by Messrs. Horne,
twenty-four hours, and the steam engine indicating 30°6-horse Son, and Eversfield of the materials of the Exhibition buildings,
power. It would appear from your article of last week that one of decorative works, furniture, and fittings amounted to +7000,
the Wood and Shipley single-acting compressors equivalent to a that portion of the property which commanded the most attenrefrigerating duty of 12 tons of ice per twenty-four hours requires tion, and for which hens was a close and keen competition, con21-horse power when compressing from 251b. to 118 lb. per square sisting of the carved Indian screens in wood, stone, and marble,
inch, if we interpret the statement correctly, and consequently the There were about twenty-five in number, and séveral gentlemen
were present as purchasers representing museums in different
Linde compressor would show a greatly superior efficiency.
for these screens
As the subject of artificial refrigeration and ice making is rapidly parts of the country. The prices reali
growing in public importance, it may be of some interest to state ranged from £25 to £100, the total proceeds of the whole of
that in the years 1885 and 1886 some 200 additional installations of the screens being £1600, The aggregate sum realised by the two
Linde plant were set to work, equal to an aggregate of about 4200 sales was £17 000,
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| ag of the turret which moves on it. The centre of gravity
falls well over the pivot, and rollers can be dispensed with.
The piston is 1°5 ets (4ft. 1lin.) long, the igeontia being
1 metre only—half a metre is always left in bearing. It is
pierced from end to end for the passage of the liquid used in
WLLL
eee
theThepress,
g
mm
total weight is 150 tonnes (147°63 tons). The diameter
J 1— ‘ale ali tel
ii
of the plunger being 45 centimetres (17°72in.) in diameter, a
i
pressure of 100 atmosphere (0°66 tons) will support the whole
int SSS
structure.
AMA
The original element in the new design which enables so large
rf
| a mass to disappear quickly, consists in the counterweight of an
=
accumulator, of which the cylinder is in communication with
the turret pivot press. The plunger of the accumulator is
double the size of that of the pivot, consequently 7°5 tonnes
(7°38 tons) is sufficient for the counterweight.
]
To destroy the equilibrium, water is admitted in the annular
cavity round the piston. The differential effect thus produced
provides for the vertical movement of the turret, which can be
effected.as quickly as the rotation, seeing that in each case it is
a question only of overcoming inertia. Rotation is effected by
means of the horizontal wheel at the base of the turret (see A,
Fig. 1), by chain gear, or, better still, by hydraulic gear.
The two subterranean chambers facilitate the working of the
gun by keeping the chamber from becoming crowded. The
ammunition is brought up to the level of the breech of the gun
by a lift from beneath. The carriage is entirely separate from
the shield. The port is reduced to a minimum size by a jointed
SS
Y JIUMA,. igy
SSSSSS
frame forming the system of parallel bars shown in Fig, 3. The
SWN
Ne
gun and moving parts of the carriage are supported on an
oscillating hydraulic press (see Fig. 3). The recoil is met at
Yy CSG
the trunnions (as in some of Rendel’s designs), so that there is
\SN
WN
no disturbing couple generated by the shock of discharge.
The muzzle of the gun projects so little that disappearance is
not interfered with and can be effected in all positions. When
\
elevated for a long period the turret receives additional support
brought under the base by hydraulic power B, Fig. 1. It
then rotates on a ring of balls.
We are glad te be able to add to this description a cut, Fig. 4,
which shows the new cupola adopted by Major Mougin. Little description is necessary, because the interior fittings are practically
the same as those employed by him in his cylindrical turret at
Bucharest. He has adopted the German mushroom form of
dome, but, undoubtedly, as above noticed, the fact that his gun
is separate from the shield constitutes a fundamental difference.
We believe that in this Major Mougin has a much more valuable
system; but we lo not know why Schumann might not employ
very much tiie same thing—Krupp has had recoil arrangements
closely resem).ing this one. Altogether, we should be inclined
to think very highly of this modified Mougin turret.
The disappearing turret mnst be commended for ingenuity
and neatness, but there are one or two points we think weak or
doubtful.
The turret is in its weakest position when in action,
it
and we question whether it is nota little top-heavy and delicate.
UT m
Any contorting force would act with a powerful leverage on the
piston. Another objection appears to us to be the curtailment
of the length of the piece. Further, it must be borne in mind
that the protection due to disappearance becomes less than
might at first be supposed when the turret is in action. Ina
siege the firing is very systematic, and a besieger’s guns would
be pointed and waiting for the appearance of the turret. The
latter could not move up and down sufficiently quickly to make
feints and escape any fire. Generally speaking, the turret guns
’
as
'
and its adversary’s would be loading during the same periods,
ESS NTONO
and unless the rates of loading differed much, the fire of the
\
attack might be interrupted only to a very limited extent.
We do not wish, however, to judge before a trial takes place.
Disappearing guns in pits are admirable, but in a siege
there may occur spots too hot for an open pit to be tenable
by a detachment, when a disappearing turret, or a plate covered
pit with a gun coming up through an opening might be very
valuable. As to vertical fire on the roof of either turret, we
think that the effect woyld be nil. Our ships with 3in. decks
are in a very different position as to protection. A solid 7in.
plate is about five times as strong as a 3in. one, the resistance
being proportional to the squares of the thicknesses.
Incidentally, the adoption of steel-faced armour for the new
turret is worthy of remark. We have lately been maintaining
that this class of armour could not be said to have been beaten
by steel, and that if through fracture is to be avoided, steelfaced iron armour or platescompounded of hard and soft steel will,
in the long run, be found the best. Here is a case in point:
the plates of a turret of this kind constitute the structure
itself, and through fracture would be ruinous. It appears that
under these conditions the French authoritfés, who surely have
FIG. +
the greatest experience with steel, do not employ even the
softest steel, nor do they, as we might suppose, continue to use
height received the same protection from a given weight of wrought iron—although the Schumann turret iron armour
DISAPPEARING TURRETS.
metal, whether the wall was at an inclination or placed vertically. really behaved very well at Bucharest ; but they go out of their
Le Genie Civil, of January 15th, describes a new disappearing
The main disadvantage of the cylindrical form then lies in the way to adopt steel-faced plates. This, of course, is only experiturret to be tried shortly at Chalons. The writer (Claude vulnerability of its sharp top edge, and in the distinctness with mental, but still the selection for trial shows their present
Manceau) observes that certain inconveniences are inseparable which so defined a form can be seen. At Cotroceni the latter opinion. We do not argue that the French are disappointed in
from the dome which Major Schumann employs. It is suggested evil was increased by the fact that the French turret stood on their steel. It has performed great things. No wrought iron—
that the joints of the Schumann dome offer weak places, that higher ground than the German one—a fact, we may observe we are not speaking of compound plates—could have behaved as
the bolts are liable, both from shock of discharge and of impact, by the way, which gave it a great advantage when its glacis
as the steel plate at Spezia in 1884. But we maintain
to fly and cause much injury to the detachment, and that it is plate—avant cuirasse, was attacked. The French turret also well
that any adoption of steel must be accompanied by the acimpossible to predict what dislocation might be caused by the was painted black, and the German one grey.
ceptance
of through fracture and reliance on numerous bolts to
blow of even a single 21 c.m.—8‘27in.—projectile falling vertiM. Manceau concludes that the Bucharest experiments showed hold the shield together. Our Sheffield makers ought to be
cally on the cupola dome, seeing that at Bucharest the vertical that no turret could resist constant artillery fire for a very long encouraged
the preference of steel-faced armour for the new
fire failed to strike either cupola. It is considered that Major period, consequently, that it is most desirable to put it under turret. We byshould
like to see solid steel tried in this country;
Mougin, in the mushroom-shaped dome which he has now cover, if possible, whenever it is not actually firing. This is but
unless
our
change their standard and allow
adopted, has remedied some of the faults of the Schumann what has been done in the design shown in Fig. 1. The cylin- through fracture, Admiralty
we
do not expect to see it beat compound
construction. Dislocation is rendered less liable to occur drical form has been adopted; the roof is made in one piece. armour of steel, or steel
and iron.
because the dome is jointed in two parallel lines, shown in There is little to fear from vertical fire, and the edge of the
Fig. 2, which is thought much better than the radial form of plate is fitted to the vertical wall in the manner shown in
division, which, it is urged, leaves each shield overhanging and Fig. 1, which, it is thought, favours the throwing off of the
depending for its stability on the support of the contiguous projectiles and dispenses with vertical armour bolts.
PRECIPITATION WORKS AT THE BARKING
sections. The Mougin cupola will then, it is remarked, resemble
As to metal, it is thought that the experiments of Cotroceni
SEWAGE OUTFALL.
that of Schumann in general appearance, but it will differ from did not conclusively establish the relative resisting powers of
it in its principles of construction, seeing that the guns of the steel-faced and wrought iron shields. On the whole, however,
IN our present number we give a third page of engravings,
latter are attached to their cupola, causing inaccuracy in fire as it has been decided to adopt steel-faced plates in the design illustrative of the precipitation works now being commenced at
well as other evils. It is further observed that at Spezia, in before us—the machinery for effecting the union of the face and the northern outfall of the Metropolitan main drainage. At
1886, the Gruson turret shield threw off the Krupp forged steel foundation plates being of such power that a high degree of the top of the page is an enlarged plan of that portion of the
projectiles of proved excellent quality, breaking them up in perfection in the weld may be expected.
works lying between the outfall sewer and the Thames. Followsmall fragments. This, it is considered, is in a great measure to
The interior diameter of the turret will be 4°6 metres (15ft.). ing to the left we have separated portions, showing in plan the
be attributed to the profile of the shield, against which the pro- The vertical wall is 1°2 metres high (3ft. 11}in.), consisting of connection between the main body of the works and the liming
jectiles must strike at an angle more oblique than 45 deg.; but three plates of 50 centimetres (19°69in.), which are fitted station, with the intervening iron water service tank. At the
the extreme hardness of the metal is also noticed. The effect together by tongues and grooves.
extremity we have a plan of the liming station. Pipes conof projectiles with flat, or rather slightly concave cupped points
The roof plates resting on the wall, as above described, are 20 nected with the river water settling ponds and with the iron
is discussed. These projectiles, advocated by Whitworth and centimetres (7°87in.) thick. The whole armoured structure water and liming stations will be readily traced by means of
Krupp, have cut like a chipping tool into armour at oblique rests on a wrought iron structure and trunk, 5 metres in the engraved notes in the drawing. The sections at the top of
angles, the case in view being probably that at Buckau, when height, comprising two cylindrical portions of 1 and 2 metres, the first page of drawings given last week will explain these
Ternitz projectiles bit into the surface of a Gruson cupola. It and a conical portion (see Fig. 1). The cylindrical parts slide, particulars still further. The course of the several tramways is
1s suggested that an attack with cupped-out projectiles would during the vertical movement of the turret, in two guiding shown on the plan, as also the commencement of the sludgeprepare the way for sharp-pointed projectiles to enter, At rings—these keep the turret in the vertical position.
collecting culvert contiguous to the precipitation tanks. The
angles over 25 deg., it was generally found at Givre—as in
The base is supported on the piston of a hydraulic press, | first continuous section below the plan is drawn on a line
England at angles over the glancing angle—that a given vertical 45 (centimetres (17°72in.) in diameter, which constitutes the | parallel to the Thames, proceeding across the river-water
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settling: ponds and the sludge-settling tanks, and leading
THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL
on to the existing reservoir, given in the plan last week.
ENGINEERS.
As before, we remark on the difference between the
THE fortieth annual general meeting of the Institution of
vertical and horizontal scale in these sections, by which the
Mechanical
Engineers
was held at the Institution of Civil
vertical dimensions are greatly augmented in comparison with
the horizontal. Proceeding down the page, we have a section Engineers on Thursday and Friday, February 3rd and 4th, the
at right angles to the former, so as to run nearly north and retiring president, Mr. Jeremiah Head, at first occupying the
south, taking the line of the sludge-settling channels. The chair, which subsequently was occupied by the new president, Mr,
section shows the pipe which passes under the outfall sewer and E. H. Carbutt.
takes the sludge from the precipitating channels. The culverts
formal business, including the presentation and adopare also shown, by which the effluent will be drawn off at three tionTheof usual
the annual report, the
t of the election of
different levels, leaving the sludge to pass away to the left, president, vice-president, and members of the Council, occupied a
through the settling-channels into the sludge store beneath | portion of the preliminary sitting, after which the Institution prothem, whence it will be pumped into pipes along the jetty to ceeded to the consideration of the papers, It was also announced
the pier built out in the Thames. The next section is on a line that the summer meeting would take place at Edinburgh, and that
passing up northward from the river through the existing reser- j| arrangements would be made for a day at Neweastle for the
Exhibition.
voir and its four compartments to the precipitating-channels.
Concerning the precipitating channels, it will be interesting to
TripLE ExpansiON MARINE ENGINES.
add something to our remarks of last week. The tanks, which
Mr. Morison, replying upon the debate on Mr. Robert Wyllie’s
include these channels, were shown on a full-page plan, together paper,
read at the last meeting—as reported in THE ENGINEER,
with part of the existing reservoir, The three culverts forming Pol iii.
it was now generally recognised by shipthe outfall sewer present a strongly-marked curve, having on the owners thatp. 363—said
the triple expansion engine on three cranks was —
side opposite to the tanks the new sludge-collecting culvert, The economical from a wear-and-tear point of view; and althoug!
collective capacity of the tanks will be equal to 3,120,000 tandems were still advocated by many engineers, there was no
cubic feet; but they will not all be filled at once. The doubt that the three-crank was preferable.
king at the quesprocess will be so managed that the first of the series will have tion generally, there was naturally a decided inclination towards
run off its effluent by the time the last is filled. The breadth the three cranks, as it might reasonably be expected that the
of each of the thirteen tanks, as already mentioned, is 31ft. 6in., motion was more uniform and the wear and tear less. The expebut this is halved by means of a range of brick arches carried rience of the last three years ery that that assumption was
owners who had two-crank tandems and threelongitudinally along the entire length of each tank, averaging correct,trias theyweresaw discarding
the former and continuing the latter
about 1000ft. The dividing line, as well as the piers support- crank
desi
t
was
certain
in converting the present compounds
ing these arches, is shown in the plan. It is this arrangement into triples the tandem that
arrangement would in some cases have to
which gives to the tanks the title of double channels. The | h¢ adhered to, and he thought a very good solution of the problem
arches which cover in the tanks spring from the side walls and was to putacylinderon each of the present existing cylinders, and use
the dividing line. Their span is thus reduced by one-half. | quadruple expansion with, say, not less than 170 Ib. steam pressure.
These covering arches are shown in the shaded portion of the |That would make very little alteration in the present engines, and
plan, and these will be further covered over with concrete. The | the high ratio of expansion which would be required for the present
y of
position of the piers supporting the arches is shown on the open | L.P. eylinder to be retained must be conducive to the
part of the plan. Farther on, in the direction of Barking fuel. Experience had shown that a compound tandem was not so
as two-cylinder receiver compound with cranks at
Creek, the foundations for the brick piers are indicated. These economical
Then why should a tandem triple be as efficient as
foundations consist of square pits carried down to the gravel right angles.triple?
With a tandem engine there was more connecbeds, and filled in with concrete, as shown in section near ationreceiver
between the cylinders during expansion than in the receiver
the foot of the drawing on page 108. The sections of the engines ;and as this meant that the temperature of the steam in
borings given last week may be studied in relation to this part the small cylinder must fall to that of the large one, and as the
of the subject.
whole intention of compounding an engine was to reduce the range
Precipitation being carried on in the double channels, the of temperature and the consequent condensation and re-evaporation,
appeared to follow that the receiver engine would, other
effiuent will flow into the existing reservo'r. except when the things itbeing
equal, be the more efficient. Therecertainly did seem to
level of the tide will permit of a more ready di. harge into the be a great difference
opinion regarding the best ratio of cylinders
river. The sludge will pass in a different diroction, entering for a triple expansion ofengine,
considerable latitude was due to
into a collecting culvert designed for the purpose. The subse- the requirements of the case, asbutthey
should not expect to find the
quent treatment of the sludge was described last week, and same ratio in an economical land engine, where weight and space
other particulars were then given. The magnitude of the were not valuable, as in a man-of-war, where the reverse
works, and the unparalleled nature of the enterprise, cannot fail was the case. For instance, in an economical land engine,
to invest the undertaking with a large amount of interest for which would probably aim at an absolute terminal pressure,
the engineering profession, and for all who are in any way con- | say, of 6 lb, which would give a ratio of high pressure
cerned in the drainage of towns. A prolonged discussion has to low pressure of 1 to 8°5 or 9; whereas in a man-of-war,
where the range of power required to be large, the terminal
been recently going forward at the weekly meetings of the pressure
be about 12 absolute, and the ratio of high
Institution of Civil Engineers in reference to the chemical pro- pressure would
to low pressure would be between 5 and 6.
e
cess for which these works are designed, and there is no doubt had constructed
diagram to show the effect of twisti
that much more will be said on the subject in time to come. moments by takinga into
account the weight of moving parts an
It is proposed to construct works similar to these we have now thé pressure required for their acceleration. It would be seen that
described for the disposal of the southern sewage at Crossness, those engines being comparatively low speed engines the pressure
but they will be on a somewhat smaller scale.
required to accelerate the moving
was not great, and the
Fee produced by it upon the diagram of twisting moments
might be neglected for purposes of comparison, He might say
that that was why the weight of moving parts had been neglected
in the calculations and curves given with the paper. The late Mr.
LAUNCHES AND TRIAL TRIPS.
Wyllie thoroughly appreciated the valuable data which would be
Own the 8th inst. Messrs. Doxford and Son, Pallion, launched the obtained if the weight of steam used could be ascertained—in fact,
vessel known while on the stocks as tne Nulli Secunda, the largest it was so stated in the paper; but all marine engineers would
vessel yet built on the river Wear. She is of 5600 tons agree that it was sufficiently difficult to get the usual diagrams
register, and has been designed for long ocean voyages. She is of coal consumption on board a steamer, and although those
results were only approximately correct, they served to indicate
designed for carrying large dead weight of cargo at great a
and is intended to carry 6500 tons at from 11} to 12 knotsper hour. the efficiency of the machinery generally. Everyone would
She will be fitted with triple-expansion engines of 4000 indicated that correct data would be valuable, and he was sure that the firm
horse-power, with the boilers burning 52 tons per day, or not more with which he was connected would gladly give Professor Kennedy
than 1} Ib. of coal an hour per indicated horse-power. For quick every assistance to obtain some. As it would be obviously unfair
removal of cargo there are eleven hydraulic f er cranes and for Professor Kennedy, after having said that some of those results
winches. The vessel is almost entirely constructed of Siemen’s were impossible, not to substantiate his statement, he hoped he
steel, bunkers, deck-houses, and similar fittings only being would be able to arrange a trip, say, from Hartlepool to Plymouth
built of iron. The whole of the pumping engines and in one of their ships, taking the diagrams and measuring coal
hydraulic gear were constructed by Messrs. Brown, Brothers, and throughout the trip, and he would gladly undertake to give him
Co., of Edinburgh. The engines working the pumping machinery every assistance, but could not undertake to introduce any feedare 100-horse
power, working with a steam pressure of 1501b. to water measurer or anything that would interfere with the working
the square inch. The main engines of the vessel are designed to of the ship. Those results could be made known at the next
indicate 4000-horse power, and are the largest ever constructed on meeting, and would be both interesting and instructive. With
regard to the roughly approximate results for which he was directly
the Wear. They are of the triple-expansion type.
when those results of the Para were taken it was
A handsome little screw steamer, called the Gloria, was on Tues- responsible,
for the information of the late Mr. Wyllie and the firm he
day launched from the shipbuilding and engineering works of entirely
represented,
and
idea of publication, so that they might rest
Messrs. J. F. Waddington and Co., at Seacombe, for Messrs. assured they werewithnotnowhat
termed “cooked” in any
Bickersteth, Baker, and Co., of Liverpool. This vessel has way. He used three special engineers
indicators, and with the assistance of
been specially constructed for touring and general trade on the the chief engineer took diagrams
at what was practically the same
river Amazon, and has a wood-awning deck, fore and aft above the instant at regular intervals throughout
seventy-two hours. He
main deck. She was launched with engine and boiler on board, kept the steam steady, weighed the coalthe and
and in fact did
and the work has given entire satisfaction to the owners, and their his very best to get a good idea of what a triple ash,
engine was going to
superintending engineer, Mr. Irwin, of Liverpool. She will go on burn. Of course there were not many triple engines
afloat then.
a formal trial trip to-day (Thursday), and leave for Brazils in a few The whole of the diagrams were correctly worked out,
boat
days. Mrs. Waddington gracefully performed the ceremony of burnt the same amount, and travelled the same speed now the
as then,
naming the vessel] as she left the ways. We are glad to learn that and had done so ever since. ‘Taking the Para’s cards by Professor
Messrs. Waddington (who opened the S
be yard last July, Kennedy's methods, they found the H.P. showed 13°25 1b. of steam
after its having been
pied fora
ber of years) have
per I.H.P. per hour, the IP. 11°5, and the L.P. 8-9. Now,
several large steel steam launches, a steel screw tug withcompound used
they took Professor Kennedy’s figures they had 13°25 + 2°35 =
machinery, and some steel bargesin hand, and they are besides build- if15°601lb.
steam in the H.P. when there was only 8°9 shown on
ing two wood launches and one high speed steel launch on stock, while the L.P., ofthus
leaving 43 per cent. to be condensed. This he
they also manufactured the engines and boilers for them, thus giving should term rather
an uneconomical engine, and he had no doubt
employment to nearly 200 hands.
that if Professor Kennedy calculated by the same method the
water consumed per I.H.P. with any published diagrams from
triple engines, he would get more results, which he would declare
i
ible. Prof
Kennedy said the water shown in the
THE JUNIOR ENGINEERING SocieTy.—The programme for the indicator diagrams was 85 per cent. of the total water, and to find
887 session of this Society, of which Professor Alex. W. B. Ken- the total water added 15 per cent. of what he at present has, He
nedy is president, includes papers on the fallacies of perpetual did not get the water by this method. Let «= water shown by
motion, torpedo boat machinery, steam jacketting, early training cards,then by Professor Kennedy
of mechanical engineers, illumination of lighthouses, and visits to
15 _> 100
works. On — evening, 14th ult., the second annual dinner
r+ 100"
a5”
of the Society
place at the Holborn Restaurant. The chair
was occupied by Prof
Al
der B. W. Kennedy, who, in
115
,
=
102
proposing the toast of the evening, among other matters, remarked
100
85
upon the value of such societies, and = ted out that increase in
x = 100-00
membership alone was not always indicative of advancement, a If they took the Para in 97°75
Professor Kennedy's table on page 506 of
better criterion being the manner in which the meetings were
ings,” the ratio should be
attended and the discussions sustained. On the following Friday the ‘*
85: 100:: 161: x
evening the meetings of the sixth session were inaugurated by
z = 189 and not 18°5.
Professor H. E. Armstrong, vice-president, with an introductory
address on ‘The Relation of Chemistry to Engineering.” The He would like very much to know the way in which Professor
address throughout contained very much of interest to the engi- Kennedy arrived at his figures. He differed from Professor
neer, and
ved conclusively how close was the affinity between Kennedy with reference to the table published in the ‘‘Proceedthe two sciences, and showed the essential importance of a due ings,” because he thought instead of adding the
ion of the clearregard for chemistry
in making the study of
ing complete. ance space he had not taken into consideration the difference of presAt the close
a cordial vote of
he wan gaatel toPooler
3
hen: sure, and he should bring down the
re due to the end of the
strong for his kindness in delivering his interesting address, which compression curve, and consequently he would have to take a certain
it is
the intention of the committee
tteeto put into print.
.
amount from the volume V, and not addit toV. He, Mr. Morison,
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was not atallin favour of taking the lbs, of coal per indicated horsepower as the one entire basis for estimating the general efficiency
of the machinery, as the available latitude in dealing with diagrams
admitted of so many inaccuracies, Steamers of a certain class.
and of approximately similar dimensions, should also be com ared,
that is, the dead weight carried a certain speed on a certain consumption, and they then had the commercial value of the results ;
and, after all, the £s. d. question was the one to be considered,
Regarding the Lusitania, on the return Australian voyage, she
evaporated about £1000 less out of the shareholders’ pockets than
on any previous voyage, and in the latter case, of the Union Company’s 8.8, Spartan, the saving on a return Cape voyage was 500
tons, representing amonetary value of £750, and taking four voyages
a year, that is, of course, £3000 a year; and asa proof that this
had been a
, Messrs. Richardson have just finished the
Athenian, are busy with the Trojan and Mexican, as well as Sir
Donald CGurrie’s
mers, the Grantully, Garth, and Drummond
Castles, the whole representing a total of nearly 27,000 LH.P.
Professor Kennedy remarked, with reference to the Anglian, that
the advantage given by triple expansion was in a perfectly levitimate way, by using higher boiler pressure and taking additional
work out of the steam by expanding it. Of course, that was so.
Then further, he said, it did not prove that three cylinders were
better than two; what it did prove was that it was better to use
150 1b. than only 501b. It appeared to him that what it proved
was that a three-cylinder triple expansion engine was an economical engine for using steam at a pressure of 150 lb. Of course, the
work was in the steam, and not in the three cylinders, and, of
course, theoretically one cylinder was as good as three. Still, a
steam engine should not be considered in its purely theoretical
aspect, since the chief source of loss in all engines, that due to
initial condensation, was the very thing overlooked in such theoretical considerations. It was the reduction of this loss, due
to the minimum of cooling from the cylinder surfaces, which
made a three-stage expansion engine superior to even a
simple condensing engine. The sequence advised in the paper
was H.P., L.P., [.P., and that advised by Mr. Mudd was fp.
I.P., L.P. Now the question was, which was right? The former
sequence gave an approximating horizontal exhaust line, and thus
minimised the range of temperature and initial loads ; the latter
increased the range and also the load. He had —
a
is
to show the manner in which the sequence of
0! cranks
affected the
ye of steam between the cylinders, This showed
the L.P. followed the H.P.—that was to say, the angle between
the H.P. and I. P. was 240deg. Looking at that diagram, let them
suppose steam admitted to the top of the H.P. cylinder, the H.P.
crank moved through 122 deg., when it began to exhaust into the
I.P. It continued exhausting into the H.P. till it had passed
through 162 deg. From 162 deg. to 232 deg. the steam was
compressed into the receiver, and during this compression
the piston passed through 23 per cent. of its stroke. At
232 deg. the bottom of the LP. took steam, and continued to
do so until the H.P. had passed through 335deg. The H.P.
then compressed into the receiver from 335 deg. to 50deg. in the
next revolution, and during this the piston passed through a distance equal to 16 per cent. of its stroke. Taking the other
sequence of cranks and looking at the diagram, they would see that
the H.P. crank passed through 122 deg., as before, when it began
to exhaust into the I.P. top, which had been previously open.
It continued exhausting into I.P. top till the cask got to 215 deg. ;
the steam was then compressed into the receiver from 215 deg. to
290 deg., during which the piston passed through 56 per cent. of
its stroke. At 295 deg. the H.P. top began to exhaust into the
LP. bottom, and shortly after the H.P. bottom
n also to
exhaust into the IP.
bottom. This continued till the H.P.
crank had got to 42 deg. in the next revolution. Steam was then
compressed into the receiver from 42 to 110 deg.» during which
_ the H. P. piston had passed through a distance equal to
7 per cent. of its stroke. Thus, with the crank arranged, H. P.,
L. P., I. P., the mean compression into the receiver was 19°5 per cent.
of the stroke
; with H.P., I.P,. L.P., it was 565 per cent. The
compression in the first case was just what was required to keep
the receiver pressure practically uniform, in the other case the
compression caused a variation in the receiver pressure, in some
cases of 224 lb. Mr. Mudd, in his classification of sources of loss
on page 511, said that one of the principal sources was the excess
of condensation over re-evaporation, and this it was attempted to
minimise by reducing the range of temperature in any one cylinder;
yet on page 515 he said that consideration respecting the detrimental effect of condensation during admission had led him to
lude that oblique lined diagrams were preferable to those
having horizontal lines, although he acknowledged that the oblique
diagrams had the greater range of temperature. It appeared to
him to be evident that the reduction of the range of temperature
was essential to maximum economy. Again, considering the
initial load it was clear that the greater the load the greater should
be the crank pin and main bearing surfaces; consequently for a
given pressure per square inch they would require larger bearings
with the oblique diagram than with the horizontal, Although
many engineers commenced with the sequence H.1.L., all the leading firms in the kingdom were now sdepting that advocated in
the paper, and it was acknowledged by engineers at sea who had
experienced both plans that H.L. I. made what was commonly called
the sweetest running engine. Mr. Mudd’s remarks on page 518,
as‘to the necessity for care in designing the steam passages
throughout the engine, in order to obtain equality in the powers,
temperatures, and stresses, were the same in effect as if he had
said that the object of a ferry boat was to reach the middle of the
stream, and so it was; but still it was naturally achieved in crossing
to the other side. So the om rg wer, &c., was obtained by
designing the steam passages so that the steam was got ‘‘ freely on
to the piston and freely off yee at the proper times,” He was
sorry Mr. Mudd had given them a rule-of-thumb for ratios of
cylinders, which he said had the merit of being easy to remember,
as in his—Mr, Morrison’s—opinion rules-of-thumb and scientific
progress were not in harmony, The ratio 3, 5, 8, was the
approximately accepted one for the ordinary class of cargo
steamers, viz,:—
Pp i
I.P. 266
H.P, 1
LP. 711
He desired to thank Mr. Ad
for reminding them that the
present paper was comparative rather than absolutely theoretical,
as that
been lost sight of frequently in the discussion. Pro- ©
fessor Smith was perfectly right in saying that if the range of
temperature in each cylinder was fixed, that fixed the range of
pressure, and if the cylinder ratios were so fixed with this pressure
as to give equality in the powers concurrently with those two other
conditions, what was meant by the statement in the paper was that
an approximate equality should exist between those three conditions, and the nearer to absolute equality the better. It was,
however, incorrect to say that if the conditions of equality of mean
re had been substituted, the two first conditions would have
included the third. Equality in mean pressure was not equivalent
to equality of horse-power, as in two cylinders of different areas to
give the same power, at the same piston speed the mean pressure
must be in inverse | sacking to their area, not equal.
In reply to Mr.
rane as to the lineal velocity per second on
which he based his calculations for those outlets and inlets from
the cylinder according to their different diameters or pressures,
Mr. Morison said to get the steam velocity, he took the area of the
cylinder, —
it by the piston speed in feet per second, and
divided it by the area of the port opening. In the various engines
illustrated in the paper, the initial speeds of steam were about
H.P. 100, LP. 200, L.P. 250; and the exhaust H.P. 90, I.P. 120,
L.P. 140; in some cases they had gone as high as 160 in the L.P.
cylinder exhaust, and found no appreciable detrimental effect.
Mr. Morison having thus replied, as representing the late Mr.
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Wyllie, to the discussion on the
x when read at Leeds, the
Goimen called upon Mr, W. W. Beaumont, who, referring to
some remarks made at Leeds tending to discredit the indicator
diagram and coal consumption figures obtained at sea with triple
compound engines, ventured to say he thought they ought not too
lightly to throw away the information obtained at sea by engineers
and by shipowners, and that the constructors of engines ought to
be guided as much by the requirements of the shipowners themselves as by the information obtained from indicator di
ms,
He hoped no one would think that he wished to under-estimate
the value of the information to be obtained from indicator diagrams
andastothequantity of steam used; but, at thesame time, hethought
that the information obtained during numerous voyages or by
observations taken over large numbers of hours was really valuable,
and gave important comparative information by which they might
judge of the relative economy of different kinds of engines, In
the remarks made by Professor Kennedy he said, amongst
other things with reference to compound and triple-cylinder
engines, that there was no reason theoretically why the
high pressure in the case mentioned should not have been as
well utilised in the two-cylinder compound engine, Now it was a
question very much of what was taken into consideration as
theory. He thought that that was theory which took into consideration practical conditions, as well as those which, in the case of
a diagram, would relate to a consideration of the behaviour: of
steam, very much as though a gas. There was no doubt whatever
that the triple expansion engine was more economical than the
ordinary compound engine, but of course, if they chose to take
special cases, they might show that a compound engine had given
results as good as any _ cylinder had yet, but they
had to take engines general , of the same class, and doing
the same work. For instance, they might bring forward cases
in which a single cylinder engine
» under special conditions, produced results as economical as, he believed, any compound engine of to-day had produced, but no one would care,
e thought, to argue that theory indicated now that they could do
as well in one cylinder as they could in two, and if theory indicated
anything at all, when the practical conditions under which steam
had to be used were taken into consideration, and steam looked
upon as a thing that had to be used in a conducting cylinder, it
showed that the ranges of temperature in any one cylinder must
be reduced as much as was consistent with a moderate number of
cylinders. He therefore repeated that the information obtained
by shipowners which showed them what it costs to take a certain
quantity of cargo from here, say, to Australia, was, after all, the
information that was most important, and was that which must be
used by engineers in selecting their type of engine.
Mr. Mudd said there were many points that he should have liked
to have spoken upon, but he should not be able to do so in consequence of what the President had said as to necessary limitation of
time. At the last meeting he had shown a combined diagram of
the indicator diagrams of the s.s. Abeona ; that diagram had been
replaced to-night by another, because the one shown at Leeds
was not constructed on the same plan as the combined diagrams in the paper, A copy of the diagram was now to be
found in the ‘‘Proceedings” that had already been published.
His principal object in sending that diagram was to prove what
he believed to be the fact, that high-pressure crank leading gave
better results than low-pressure crank leading on account of there
being less space lost between the diagrams, He thought the diagram also proved one other point, that piston valves do not necessarily cause
contracted steam p
as would seem to be implied
by the paper, All three valves in the engine of the Abeona were
piston valves, and-there was Sy
not much loss due to contracted
Referring to the diagram, it seemed to have
struck some that it could not be accurate, t
the diag
overlapped
each other, and that it therefore appeared that the
steam during admission in the second cylinder, for instance, was
higher than the back pressure in the cylinder before it, which
seemed to be an impossibility. It must be remembered the diagrams were not combined in their relative sequence in working.
To show that that did not at all follow, he had made another diagram below it, which was what they called a continuous diagram, in which they would find that the lines did not at any
wint overlap each other, though in one place they met.
{e held an opinion which seemed to be at variance with
that held by the writer of the paper and by Professor Kennedy
with regard to the pro
method of showing indicator diagrams on a theoretical diagram, and he did not reconstruct the
diagrams of the Abeona on the plan adopted in the paper, because
he considered that the right method, but simply to permit of accurate comparison between engines with high-pressure crank leading
and low-pressure crank leading. There were two points on which
he differed from what Professor Kennedy said, and at the risk of
correction he would venture to explain his views. They would not
accuse him of wishing to depreciate the efficiency of Mr. Wyllie’s
engines when he told them that if the diagrams exhibited
been
combined on his plan, the efficiency would have appeared much
greater than as shown, and much of the discrepancy between one
set and another would have disappeared.
.
The first point to which he particularly wished to call attention
was that inany engine in which there was compression he considered the theoretical diagram used as a standard of reference for
the actual diagrams should not include the whole of the clearance,
but only so much of it as had to be filled with new steam at
admission after compression had taken place. The other point
had reference to the placing of the second and third diagrams. At
the Leeds meeting Professor Kennedy stated that if all the clearances were shown from the vertical line, as was done in the combined diagrams shown in the paper, all the diagrams would
naturally fall into their proper places in relation to the expansion
A_B
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curve; and he understood him to agree with the plan adopted in
the paper of making the expansion curve of the theoretic diagram,
such as was due to the whole steam in the cylinder including clearance. He thought he could make his objections to these methods
pre A sketches on the blackboard—which we reproduce. In the
method adopted in the paper, and agreed to by Professor Kennedy,
having
wn ac Fig. 1, ab is set off to represent clearance in
H.P. cylinder, and bc the space passed through by the piston to
point of cut off. Then c d is drawn representing the expansion of a
quantity of steam ac, including all the clearance.
@ area of
reference in such a theoretic diagram is therefore the area e ac d,
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which he considered was too large, both in the clearance side and
on the expansion side, The method adopted by the same authorities for placing the other diagrams within this theoretical area
was to set off /’i.equal to clearance in M.P. cylinder, and 4 j equal
to clearance in L.P. cylinder, the
positions y and j indicating where
the diagrams should commence.
is, he believed, would only be
correct for one
dition of cl
and compression, and that
not a very likely one to occur, Supposing Fig. 2 represented the
diagram for an engine having no clearance whatever, and no comFic. 2
A
8
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THE ——— information concerning engineering
works, and on industries relative to engineering trades, is
from a New York correspondent: —
,
The Milford Haven Mail Route.—Mr. Austin Corbin, President
of the Long Island, Railroad, and the Indiana, Bloomington,
and Western Railroad, has written to Congressman Perry
Belmont, stating that pressure of other matters had prevented
him from giving much attention lately to his long projected scheme
for an ocean steamship line from Fort Pond Bay, Long Island, to
Milford Haven, England; but stating that he now desires to make
a start and push the matter forward actively. He wants the
Government to build a breakwater at Fort Pond Harbour at a cost
of 250,000 dols; the Long Island Railroad Company to bear a pora
tion of the expense. ‘The harbour is one of the finest on the
Atlantic coast, and Mr. Belmont will apply for an appropriation
for its protection in the new river and harbour Bill,
Mr. Corbin
€
te)
will not wait for the passage of the Free Ship Bill, giving Americans
pression ;a | isthe steam taken from the boiler, /,¢ is the curve of the right to purchase and operate foreign built vessels under the
expansion of that quantity of steam, and a lede is the correct American flag. The necessary capital for building the ships and
theoretic diagram for that engine. Moreover, this diagram repre- starting the line has been subscribed.
sents all the work we can possibly get out of the quantity of steam
Locomotices,—In 1885 the demand was so small that several firms
ab, of pressure ¢ a.
had to shut down. In 1886 seven firms turned out 1221 new
In Fig. 3 abede represent exactly the same as Fig. 2. Let us engines, as against 800 in 1885. In the United States there are
now suppose that a large clearance is added to the engine, but still fifteen, and in Canada one, locomotive building firms. The total
no compression.» The clearance «a f being added will enlarge the number for 1886 is estimated at about 1800, 275 of which were built
by railroad companies’ shops. The Baldwin locomotive works will
build a large number of locomotives for Peru; they will be mages
FiIc.3
designed for steep grades and sharp curves; cars will also be sent
from this country; these are for the great Transandine Railroad,
which is to be completed and extended by the Grace Syndicate.
The Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fé Railroad ey
as given
contracts forasos senior of engines, and other railroad companies are
ers,
Ramie.—The
American Jute and Fibre Company, of this city,
established a nursery at Brunswick, Ga., for the propagation
of
the
ramie
t from seed. It is intended to grow enough plants
C---—to plant out
acres next spring and continue planting until
1 acres are under cultivation. The soil and climate being
the crop will yield three cuttings a year, and will require
diagram by the area afye; and since at cut-off the cylinder favourable
contains a quantity of steam f), the ex;
eurve due to that no cultivation after three years. The yield is estimated at 500 1b.
steam will
be b/; and the area g f lh d will be the correct theoretic per acre at each cutting. It is reported that this will be a permanent and successful industry in the South and will have an
diagram for this engine, which has no com
Let us now suppose that compression is added, so that the steam pera ct | cotton, flax, and hemp, in point of less expense of
and higher selling price.
in the clearance space is just up to boiler pressure at the time of cultivation
Railroad wileage.—The following represents the present mileage
admission, the compression curve being j a. The case is now quite
of each State and Territory: Alabama, 2286; Arizona, 988;
different. The engine gets no steam from the boiler in the
a f, and we cannot expect any work for nothing, therefore the Arkansas, 2208; California, 3292; Colorado, 2913; Connecticut,
3555; Delaware, 316; Florida, 1939 ;Georgia, 3274 ;
space a f ge requires eliminating from the theoretic dia
of this 976; Dak
engine. All the steam the engine gets fresh from the boiler is Idaho, 811; Illinois, 9579 (highest); Indian Territory, 422; Indiana,
ab, as in the engine represented by Fig. 2; but as thé expansion 5700; Iowa, 7907; Kansas, 6059; Kentucky, 2069; Louisiana, 1393;
curve is correctly 4, due to the steam j/ in the cylinder at Maine, 1147; Maryland and District of Columbia, 1252; Massachu5468; Minnesota, 4918; Mississippi, 2069;
cut-off, it appears at first sight that we have got the area bic setts, 2018; Mich
for nothing. We shall find, however, that we have had %o give Missouri, 5054; Montana, 1062; Nebraska, 3703; Nevada, 954;
New
Hampshire,
1044;
New Jersey, 1955; New Mexico, 1219;
the area a ej for it. This compression areca is the worl: done on
the clearance steam to enable us to get the addition to the ex- New York, 7466; North Caroiina, 2187 ;Ohio, 7403; Oregon, 1225;
pansion curve above be. The theoretic dagram for this engine Pennsylvania, 7817; Rhode Island, 210 (lowest); South Carolina,
with compression should therefore xot include both a ej znd b hc, 1802; Tennessee, 2184; Texas, 7234; Utah, 1159; Vermont, 944;
and as the latter will in an actual engine never be equal to the Virginia, 2727; Washington Territory, 923; West Virginia, 1143;
former, it seems clear that the proper area of reference for Wisconsin, 4796; Wyoming, 750. Total, 137,500 miles.
The American Society of Civil Engineers held its annual meeting
efficiency of steam is in this engine the area a bc de, which is the
same as Fig. 2, and which represents the expansion of that at its house in this city on the 19th and 20th ult. The first day
quantity of steam received from the boiler after compression has was devoted to business. The Norman medal was awarded to Mr.
taken
. Itis, however, also interesting
to show on a theoretical Edward Bates Dorsey for his paper on ‘‘ American and English
diagram the lines)/,as the card should theoretically come up to that Railroads Compared,” and the Rowland prize to Mr. C. C.
line. In makinga theoretic di
fora triple engine on these Schneider for his paper on ‘‘ The Niagara Cantilever Bridge.” On
principles it will be found that a 4, Fig. 1, should be only somuch of the second day the usual excursion was made. The party visited
rawbridge over the Harlem river on the line of the Subthe clearance as is not filled by compression, and the point a may the
id Transit Railroad, and then made a trip over this line,
be found by continuing the compression curve of the H.P. eylinder urban
upwards to initial pressure.
e curve cd should be that due to which is a suburban extension of the Second Avenue Elevated
From Harlem the party went by boat to the Continental
the fresh steam supplied at each stroke, and in placing the succes- Rail
sive diagrams it seemed to him the important point to be noted Ironworks at Gunpoint. Here were exhibited tracings from the
was the point /, Fig. 1, namely, the point where compression began original drawings of the celebrated Monitor, the first turret ship,
in the previous cylinder. At this te the steam was practically constructed from the designs of Captain John Ericeson at a crisis
cut in two parts, the part to the left of being retained for com- of the civil war, and sent into service without any trial trip. Her
pression, and that to the right of £ being passed on to the next end was successfully accomplished. Many other drawings were
cylinder. If from & a vertical line be dropped, and to the right of shown, including those of the new “Strong” locomotive. Lunch
that be set off just so much of the clearance in the second cylinder was served in the drawing-office, and an inspection was then made
as requires to be filled after compression, that point will give the of the works, which contain numerous points «i interest, including .
position of the second diagram, and so on with the third also. In the plant for welding and corrugating large steel tubes; two newlyfinished, handsome exhausting engines, without governors or cutoff, were in
ion. Thence the party proceeded by steamer
down the East River and to Bedloe’s Island, in the Upper New York
Bay, to visit the Statue of Liberty. Lack of time and the uncomfortable means of ascent prevented a large number of visitors from
reaching the torch. The party then proceeded to the Battery and
separated. In the evening the annual reception and supper was
held. The rooms were crowded to packing, and a large number of
the leading members of the profession, as well as several distinguished visitors, were present. Mr, William E. Worthen, of this
city, is the newly-elected president.
,
imed coal for gas manufucture,-—At the meeting last year of the
American Gas Light Association, at Philadelphia, Pa., Mr. Walton
Clark, of New 0;
La., read a paper on experiments made by
him cn coal mixed with lime, at the Jefferson City, La., Gasworks.
The ps a ee lasted for a period of twenty-five days. The lime
was slaked with its own weight of water and allowed to cool, just
before mixing with coal 100 per cent. more water was added, and
the lime thrown over the coal, which was then turned once and
loaded into barrows; fine stone lime from Alabama or Tennessee
was used. With unlimed coal the total yield of ammonia per
2240 Ib. was 5°31b., equal to 20° Ib. of chemically Cod sulphate,
or 21-9Ib.commercial—24 per cent.—salt. With limed coal the
yield was 7-4 1b. of ammonia, equal to 28°8 Ib. of chemically pure
sulphate, an increaseof 8:3 Ib. Owing to the increase of clinker
the firemen were very glad when the use of lime ceased. He was
F
unable to discover any change in heats, yield, illuminating power,
:
Fig. 4 this method is illustrated; a b is the fresh steam taken from or amount of fuel used that could be charged to the lime. .
A new locomotice.—The Lehigh Valley Railroad Company has
boiler
at each stroke; } ¢ is the expansion curve due toa b; fabe
is the theoretic diagram representing an area of reference for recently turned outof itsshops at Wilkes Barre, Pa., alarge and heavy
determining efficiency of steam; })dis the curve due to all the “Strong ” locomotive; the *‘Strong” design beinga radical deparlocomotive constructicn. It is intended for
steam
in H.P. cylinder cut-off, including clearance; d ¢ isnot con- ture from o
68ft. to 96ft. per mile, and will burn a low
tinuous with ) d, but is a curve due to steam
/ d, and
is the curve work on grades of
side
to which the diagram should
;.eg is again a new curve grade of anthracite coal. There are two fire chambers
in a single
bustion
chamber, at the far end
due to steam
de. This
he th
a much more accurate method by side, these unite
of comparing actual diag
with theoretic, and put all engines of which is the tube sheet. The three chambers are of steel, coron a fair basis, making due allowances for their clearances
and rugated, and welded tubes, 42in. in diameter. The cylinders are
20in. by 24in., and have four gridiron valves each, two steam and
compressions,
two exhelat their motion being independent, permits of an early
(To be continued.)
cut-off and a long exhaust. They are operated by a single excentric
to each cylinder. There are six 62in. driving wheels, the forward
pair having blind tires; under the cylinders is a four-whecled truck,
and under the fire
r
a two-wi
truck with 42in. wheels;
Nava Encrger APPoINTMENTS.—The follo’
this truck is equalised with the drivers. The wheels areofKrupp
have been made at the Admiralty :—Nathaniel E.
to the Swinger, additional, and when recommissioned ; Wi
J. steel; the total wheel base is 32ft.
The new bridge over theMississippi River at St. Louis, Mo.—After
Mabb, engineer, to the Dart; William J. Brown, engineer, to the
@ evidaline fn favour ofa highldel OF a
Penelope; Caleb J. North, chief
, to the Immortalité ; hearing + | mp
Thomas F, Brown, chief engineer, to the Orion; John R. D. John- low-level bridge, the Board of United States Engineers, appointed
son, engineer, to the Falcon; Hugh Hawkins, engineer, to the by the Government to investigate the matter, has reported in
Impérieuse; Thomas Rule, engineer, to the Garnet; Henry A. favour of a high-level for overwhelming reasons. The report
Evans, engineer, to the Anson; D. D. Murray, engineer, to the states that the main spans should not be less than 500ft., with a
Hercules; Charles E. Shorey, assistant engineer, to the Tartar; height of 50ft. above the river, and adds that in view of the proGeorge H. A. Mitchell, staff engineer, to the Renown; Charles W. gress of engineering science and the more extended adoption of the
it may reasonably be supposed that even longer
Nibbs, staff engineer, to the Shah; George W. Hudson, engineer, cantilever —
ns will be found practicable and economical. This will give a
to the Cordelia; William 8S. Stribling, engineer, to the Racoon;
William J. J. Sivyer, engineer, to the Devastation ;and Edwin W. clean passage, and will offer no hindrance to the control of the
large and heavy tows in the rapid current.
Cudlip, ‘assistant engineer, to the Rupert.
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Society or Arts, John-street, Adelphi, London, W.C. — Monday,
February 14th, at 8Iey: Cantor Lectures, * Build Materials,” by
W. Y. Dent, F.C.8., F.LC. Lecture I.—The nature of
influences to
which stone is liable to be exposed as affecting its durability—The rusting of iron, and the means
adopted for y
ting it—Description of the
various kinds of granite and sandstones employed for constructive purposes. Tuesday, February 15th, at 8 p.m.: Foreign and Colonial Section.
‘Some of our Colonial Woods,” by Allan Ransome. W. T. Thiselton
Dyer, M.A., F.R.S., C.M.G., Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew, will
preside. Wednesday, February 16th, at 8 p.m.: Ordinary meeting.
‘Uses, Objects, and Methods of Techical Edueati
n El
t
Schools,” by Henry H. Cunynghame., Herbert C. Saunders, Q.C., wiil
id
preside.
CuemicaL Sociery.—Thursday, February 17th, at 8 p.m.: Ordinary
meeting.
:
METEOROLOGICAL SocieTy.—-Wednesday, 16th instant, at 7 p.m., at 25,
Great George-street, Westminster. Di
ion on the Hon. R. Abercromby’s paper, “On the Identity of Cloud Forms all over the World, and
|-on the General Principles by which their Indications must be f
after which the following papers will be read :—‘‘ Remarks concerning
the Nomenclature of Clouds for Ordinary Use,” by Dr. H. H. Hildebrandsson, Hon. Mem. R. Met. Soc.; ‘Suggestions for an International
Nomenclature of Clouds,” by the Hon. Ralph Abercromby, F.R. Met. Soc.;
“The Influence of Weather on the Proportion of Carbonic Acid in the Air
of Plains and Mountains,” by W. Marcet, M.D., F.R.S., F.R. Met. Soc ,
and A, Landriset,
Parkes Musevom or Hyarenr.—Thursday, February 17th, at, 5 p.m.
org
aaa Adulteration and Analysis,” by Charles E, Cassal,
F.LC.,

113

to form an idea of the value of ores he may find, or the
chances of finding water by digging a well.
It will be seen that such a programme as we have
sketched out covers a wide field, and it may naturally be
asked how long is the course to last, and what are the fees.
Concerning the latter point, we believe that nothing very
definite has yet been settled, but they will probably
amount, all told, to from £80 to £120 per annum. As to
the time to be spent at the College, that will be either
CONTENTS.
one or two years, according to the aptitude of the pupil:
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board quite true, edges and sles, but cannot produce
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idea that all education is useless, but rather that too much or the taking of a set of levels that the colonist must
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time is expended by the pupil in acquiring information be a good mathematician, with a competent knowledge of
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which he will never subsequently find himself in a position trigonometry. But the man who can with a dramage
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to utilise. That this is true to a certain extent, we do not level ascertain whether a stream can or cannot be made
AMERICAN NOTES ..
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defects of modern systems of education is found in the advantage over the man who cannot.
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Year after year hosts of young men leave this country
Paracrarus—The Sale of the Engines, Machinery, &c , at South Ken- training which lads and young men intended to emigrate
sington,
107 — Naval Engi Appoint
ta, 111--Old Studentsof King's usually receive. The education which will fit a man for
our colonies, and, losing their money, fall from bad
College, 115—King’s College Engi: eering Society, 115—South Kensing- the learned professions, or the Civil Service, or a clerkship, for
to worse, until they become drudges in the towns, or return,
ton Museum, 117—The Panama Canal, 121.
is not that which will best enable a colonist to make a wasters, to the parental home. The idea that a young
livelihood, The conditions under which he will live—his lad fresh from school or college, used probably to a town
environment, in fact—are totally different in a hundred life, and absolutely ignorant of any conceivable kind of
TO CORRESPONDENTS,
ways from those of home life in a highly civilised country. constructive art, can’get on in the colonies better than he
Registered Telegraphic Address ‘ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
The intending colonist requires a special training, and will at home is altogether absurd. The difference
LONDON."
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or con- this hitherto there has been no means of obtaining. It is between the colonies and Great Britain is not that
taining questions, must be accompanied by the name and address true that there are agricultural colleges in which a young special training is not wanted, but that a training which of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of man can learn a great deal about farming; but they do would be valueless in this country is essential to success
good faith, No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous not go quite far enough in some respects, and they go too abroad. The power of being able to weld a bar of iron
communications,
far in others. It is with some pleasure, therefore, that would be useless to a civil service clerk. To his son in
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripta; we we are able to state that a Colonial College has been esta- New Zealand it may be worth a.good deal. The man
must therefore request correspondents to keep copies.
blished
is already training pupils at Hollesley Bay, without money, or something—be it brain-work or hand*," In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we Jind it necessary to Suffolk. and
Among the patrons of.
this College are the Agents- work—to give in exchange for money must starve or live
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all General for South Australia, New South Wales, the Cape, on charity here. Why should he be better off in Auscases, be yes gem by a large envelope legibly directed by the Victoria, Queensland, British Columbia, and Tasmania; tralia or Canada? If, to put the matter in its very
writer to himself, and bearing a ld. postage stamp, in order that the head masters of all the great English public schools; simplest and most elementary form, he is to live by
answers received by us may be forwarded to their destination. and a very influential body of noblemen and gentlemen, hunting, and can neither set traps nor shoot straight, he
No notice will be taken of communications which do not comply all interested more or less in our colonies. The Principal must die of hunger. A young man is sent to a stock
with these instructions.
,
is the Rev. Gould Ross, M.A., formerly Head Master of farm who never got on a horse in his life, or one goes to
J. D. (Eecles),—The proposal is not new, and cranks have been mended in St.
Andrew’s College, Grahams Town, South Africa.
a sheep farm who never saw a sheep sheared. Is it wonderthat way.
Cuter Enoineer.—The feed from the hot well will do no haria if you keep it
The purpose for which the College is intended is to fit
that our colonists assert that we send them all that
clear of tallow, If it were wrong to feed Sram a condenser, how would young men for colonial life. Hollesley is situated on the ful
is worthless? Is itremarkable that young men return to
marine boilers get on?
Great
Eastern
Railway,
about
two
and
a-half
hours
from
Pump (Bristol).—Jnjectora have not been used at sea because they ave liable to
this country bitterly disappointed? There can be but one
be choked up with salt, We have no doubt that if injector makers overcame London. The farm consists of 1330 acres of land of a answer to such questions. We wish the Hollesley Day
this difficulty they would be largely used instead of donkey pumps.
J. B. J.—So far as we are aware, an Englishman will not improve his pro- very varied character, including pasture, arable, heath, College every success, and no one will have more reason
aspects by going to the iron-making districts of the United States unless he and woods. In this respect nothing could be better. to rejoice over it than our colonies. In conclusion, to save
has some good introductions and a little interest. An Englishinan would not There is a frontage of a mile to the river Alde, so that ourselves
the trouble of answering inquiries, we may say
have aa good a chance as an American,
BLoopnounD.—Parents and guardians have only themselves to thank. If there is every possible opportunity for the pupil to that these should be directed to the Colonial College,
they made proper inquiries in the frat instance they would not be taken ia, acquire experience in boating, swimming, fishing, «c., Hollesley Bay, Woodbridge, Suffolk.
The fees which they pay for pupils are often ridiculously small; and they
cannot complain if the result ia also small, It ia very difficult to induce both in the sea and river. We gather from the informaFIRES IN LONDON,
civil engineers of standing to take pupils at all, and parents and guardians tion that has been supplied to us, that the course of trainshould keep this fact, with its consequences, before them.
ing has been devised with no small care, and no doubt by
Captain SHaw’s Annual Report on London Fires,
men of considerable experience in colonial life. It goes although somewhat curt and statistical, always contains
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
without saying that the pupils will be taught how to features of interest. However bare the statistics may be,
Tur Enaineer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country farm, but they will not be taught in the way too often they possess a significance which commands attention,
at the various railiay stations; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
practised. They will not look on while others do the and each vearly addition may be said to render them
from the office on the Jollowing terma (paid in advance):—
Half-yearly (including double numbers) ..
. £0 14s, 6d,
work. In the colonies the settler has to work with his more valuable. The returns for the last two years show
Yearly (including tivo double numbers) ..
. £1 98, Od,
own hands, and he begins at Hollesley ; and we are pleased in each instance a decline in the number of fires. The
If credit occur, an extra charge of tio shillings and sxpence per annum will to see that he will be trained to use not English imple- annual list still comprehends more than 2000, a point that
be made, Tur ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad.
ments only, but those specially intended for colonial use, and was reached in 1883; but, compared with that year, there
A complete set of Tuk ENGINEER can be had on application.
a minute advance in 1886, the numbers being
Foreign Subscriptions for Thin Paper Copies will, watil further notice, be found there. Not only will the pupil learn farming, but was only
received at the rates given below :—Foreign Subscribera paying in advance gardening—that is to say, so much as will enable him to respectively 2144 aad: 2149. To establish a fair test we
at the published rates will veevive THE ENGINEER weekly and post-free. cultivate vegetables and fruits with some chance of must take into account the increase inthe population. If
Subscriptions sent by Post-office order must be accompanied by letter of
advice to the Publisher, Thick Paper Copies may be had, if preferred, at success when he gets abroad. Forest work is not neglected. we do this we find the ratio of fires to have been less last
increased rates,
The neighbourhood offers some good examples of woods year than in any year since 1882. But no farther back
Remittance by Post-office order, — Australia, Belgium, Brazil, British and plantations, and a certain quantity of planting will than 1884 we find the absolute number of fires to be
Columbia, British Guiana, Canada, Cape of Good Hope, Denmark, be done every year on the College estate, which is already greater than in any preceding year, and the ratio to the
Hawaiian Islands,
ypt, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Italy, Malta,
Natal, Netherlands, Mauritius, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, New well timbered. As there is a great variety of soil and population to be higher than in any year except in 1870.
South Wales, New Zealand, Portugal, Roumania,, Switzerland, Tas- aspect, the planting may also be very varied, and valuable That fires exhibit a tendency to increase more rapidly
mania, Turkey, United States, West Coast of Africa, West Indies,
experience thus acquired. Felling, measuring, and con- than the population is a fact to which we drew attenCyprus, £1 168, China, Japan, India, £2 0s. 6d.
Remittance by Bill on London.—Austria, Buenos Ayres and Alge
verting timber will be regularly practised. In some new tion several years ago, and suggests some rather curious
Greece, Ionian Islands, Norway, Panama, Peru, Russia, Spain, Sweden, countries a knowledge of the value of timber, as well as considerations with regard to the causes that are at work
Chili, £1 16s, Borneo, Ceylon, Java, and Singapore, £20s. 6d. Manilla,
how to plant and manage young plantations, is most to produce such a result. The extent to which London
Sandwich Isles, £2 5s,
valuable. Over vast regions of Canada and Australia, for is protected against these outbreaks is indicated by the
ADVERTISEMENTS.
*," The charge for Advertisements of Sour lines and under is three shillings, example, shelter is needed if the land is to be properly proportion of fires designated “serious.” We say “indiSor every two lines afterwards one shilling and sixpence; odd lines are developed. On the other hand, a knowledge of the value of cated” rather than “ proved,” for the reason that big
charged one shilling, The line averages seven words. When an advertisement measures an inch or more the charge ia ten shillings per inch. All timber would prevent the reckless destruction of trees in fires are often brought about by circumstances over
single inadvertisements
from the cowntry muat be accompanied by a Post-office many places. Regular instruction will be given in the vete- which the Fire Brigade can have no control. Taking the .
order
payment, Alternate
advertisements will be inserted with all rinary art; and an ambulance corps will be established, and figures as we find them, it is satisfactory to observe that
practial regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case, the
pupils taught what to do when accidents occur, or in the serious fires during each of the last two years have
All except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition.
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six various emergencies which may arise, endangering life. only been 7 per cent. of the total. During the first six
o'clock on Thursday Evening in each week.
We need not dwell on the value of such instruction as years of the period in which the Fire Brigads came under
Letters relating to Advertisements and the Publishing Departinent of the this in districts far removed perhaps from medical aid of
control of the Metropolitan Board—namely,
from ~
paper are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ; all any kind. The physical training of the pupil will be by the
1866 to 1871, both inclusive—the serious fires averaged
other letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tuk ENGINEER, 163, Strand.
-.
no means ne salad. He will be taughtto shoot, fish, and as much as 16 per cent. of the total. In the next sexride; to break
in young horses and take charge of cattle. tennial period they averaged 10 per cent.,.in the next 9
MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
Tue IxstiTvTIoN oF C1vit ENGINEERS, 25, Great George-street, West- He will have to camp out, and, in a word, his life will be per cent., and in the last three years under8 per cent.
minster, S,W.—Session
7.
y, February 15th, at 8 p.m.: as far a garwey assimilated to that which he must per- One striking fact in reference to the past year is the comOrdinary meeting. ~— to be further discussed :—‘“‘ Sewage Sludge force lead when he has left the mother country. He will paratively small quantity of water used in extinguishing
and its
»' by William Joseph Dibdin, F.C.S., F.1.C.; ‘Filter be taught, too, to shoe a horse, weld a bar of iron, put up the fires. The total is stated to be little more than
Presses for Treatment of Sewage Sludge,” by William Santo Crimp,
Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., F.G.8. Paper to be read, with a view to discussion : a wooden house, build a brick wall, and even make the 10,000,000 gallons, which is only about half the consumpPs Irrigation in Lower
t,” by Wm. Willcocks, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E.
There will be classes for field work, drainage, tion of the previous year, and less than in any year since
riday, February 18th, at 7.30 p.m.: Students’ meeting. Paper to be bricks.
we — Diving; the A
tus used, and the Work carried out under mensuration, levelling, &c., and such instruction will be 1869. The consumption in 1884 was more than four
ater,” by Geo. A, Becks, Stud, Inst. C.E,
given in mineralogy and geology as will enable the colonist times that of last year, Three years ago it took, on an
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average, more than 18,000 gallons of water to put outa |missioners of Metropolitan Police, appeared as a witness disposition of the Maltese to adhere to old Italian
fire, whereas now the quantity falls much below 5000 |in 1876 before a Select Committee of the House of customs in household matters, rather than to adopt
gallons. It would be interesting to know how far this Commons charged to inquire into the working of the those of more advanced sanitary principle. But as if
reduction is due to the more extended use of hydrants, | London Fire Brigade. The evidence given by Captain these stumbling blocks to improvement were jot
Perhaps we shall learn something further on this subject Harris showed that on several occasions, when the sufficiently discouraging, there has for some time been
when the Metropolitan Board issues its general annual | Arsenal force was making use of its hydrants to ex- waged a war between the rivals under whose respective
report. Captain Shaw has lately stated that out of tinguish fires outside the Government premises, the men charges the city is divided. The measures which the
thirty-eight fires occurring in the City in the course of were rudely and even violently compelled to cease municipality desire to carry out to improve the drainage
one month, only two required the presence of engines. (their operations directly the Metropolitan Brigade of Valetta clash with the opinions of the military who
By this we understand that the high-pressure hydrants, ;arrived on the spot, The opposition in this case | are in charge of the fortifications which line the shores of
so extensively provided by the Corporation, were found |was not merely to the hydrants, but to the Arsenal | the harbour, and the dispute therefore turns upon the
sufficient of themselves in almost every case. The two | Brigade; yet, as the latter was showing how effectively | point as to which of the two interests—the civil or the
exceptions were probably large fires, but the economy | the hydrants could be made to do the work of the engines, military—should be made subservient in this matter to
and utility of the hydrant system can scarcely be ques- it is possible that the antagonism was all the greater on the other. Recurring to the postulate with which we
|that account. Once it happened that the Metropolitan started, that Malta is, and must be as long as Britain
tioned.
Looking back on the history of this subject, it is ;men could get no water from the street mains; but the holds it, a “ place of arms,” we do not see that there can
evident that the charg which in 1866 placed the London | hydrants were worked by the Arsenal police and the fire be any hesitation as to the decision to be given. EveryFire Brigade in the hands of the Metropolitan Board , extinguished. The hydraut system has now so thoroughly thing must perforce give way to considerations of military
was very salutary. Palpable improvement did not come |established its reputation that the Metropolitan Board defence, and the civil authorities must, nolens volens,
at once, but it was the beginning of better days. For has materially altered its policy on that point. The find some alternative to any proposition they may make
several years there had been an undue predominance of history of the relations between the water companies and which is opposed to those considerations. Valetta may
fires of the most destructive character; and in the first | the Board on this subject is one which it is rather pain- be said to possess two populations—there is that which is
. Year under the Metropolitan Board the serious fires were | ful to refer to. Those who choose to know the facts may fixed and permanent and residing on the land; there js
- one-fourth the total. On the very day on which the |find them in the evidence given before the Select Com- another which is transient and migratory and having its
transfer took place there was an immense fire at St. Kathe- | mittee of 1876-77. According to present appearances, home upon the waters of the harbour. In time of war,
rine’s Docks. Within the previous five years there was the hydrant system, so successful in the City, is destined if not during that of peace, the latter would probably outthe fearful conflagration at Cotton’s Wharf, where Mr. to make rapid progress in the metropolitan area outside number the former, and we must hold therefore—always
Braidwood lost his life, and property to the amount of the City boundaries. An expenditure of £15,000 per, 5d in view the primary object in our retention of
£2,000,000 was destroyed. Davis’s Wharf followed, and annum is now being incurred by the Board in putting Malta—that the sanitary interests of our soldiers and
there was a great fire in Paternoster-row. In the follow- down hydrants, and the idea is entertained that in the sailors demand that their home—the harbour—should not
ing year Price’s oil mills at Blackfriars were consumed, course of time it will be possible, by the use of electric be befouled in order to secure to the residents of the city
and a group of warehouses in the neighbourhood of communication in conjunction with the hydrants, to cover the ready disposition of its sewage matters. The disposal
Wood-street. In‘1864 there was an immense loss of London so effectually that every fire shall have water of these so as to be inoccuous to everybody is, after all,
property at Meriton’s Wharf, Dockhead, followed in a few |playing upon it within five minutes of its outbreak. If but a question of pounds, shillings, and pence. The
months by other riverside premises in the same locality, | ever this is accomplished, there will inevitably be a inhabitants of Valetta settle there mainly with the
and a vast warehouse fire in the City. In 1865 Saville| further reduction in the number of “serious” fires. In object of deriving profit from the large trade to which
House was burned, and there was a conflagration at the meantime, this is the ideal at which to aim. How our naval and military occupation gives rise. Not alone
Beale’s Wharf, with other outbursts of magnitude. The far the hydrants exist we cannot tell; but this we know, therefore are they bound to yield precedence to Imperial
list might be enlarged, but these are samples. When we that in the month of November, according to the last necessity, but even their own interests should induce
contrast this state of things with the strength of the report made by Sir Francis Bolton before his death, there them te submit to any reasonable expenditure which
Brigade as it then existed, the danger which threatened were more than 1100 miles of streets in London, contain- may contribute to sustain the source whence their profits
London becomes very apparent. It is rightly contended |ing mains constantly charged upon which hydrants for are derived, The harbour of Valetta is a comparatively
that the Brigade, as it now exists, is not strong enough. | fire purposes could be fixed. There is also on record the narrow but deep embayment. Its entrance has no great
But it looks wonderfully strong compared with | recommendation of the Select Committee of 1876-77, width, and the very limited tide of the Mediterranean
the force which existed when the Metropolitan declaring that “hydrants should, without delay, be offers but little chance of effective scouring of offensive
Board took charge of the business. In 1865 the popula- affixed to mains and service pipes wherever there is a matter deposited in the harhour being made by any
We can therefore readily understand
tion of London was about three-fourths what it is now. | constant supply, and should follow the extension of such natural agency.
The firemen numbered 219, including the men in charge |supply.” Captain Shaw is careful to report that the how opposed the military and naval authorities must be
to
any
proposal
of
the civil powers which seems likely to
“water
arrangements
were
unsatisfactory”
in
twentyof fire-escapes, and the land engines were 36. The
firemen are now 589, and the land engines 159. The | nine instances during the past year. That is to say, some- further increase the evils which already to some extent
large land steam fire-engines were 3, and the small times the supply was short, sometimes the turncock was exist. We can also realise that, apart from the insaniones 6. The land steam fire-engines of all sizes are now late, and sometimes he did not come at all. But we are tary effects of sewage discharge into the harbour, the
45. The total quantity of hose was under 3 miles in | not told in how many cases the arrangements were defec- mere construction of drains and sewers through the lines
length, whereas now it is 28 miles. The stations were | tive because the Metropolitan Board had not seen fit to of fortifications of sufficient capacity to carry off the
ut down the hydrants for which the water companies drainage of a large population may afford elements of
17, while now there are 55, in addition to 26 hose-cart
danger in a military sense. It may thereupon be constations.
But appliances like these are rendered still 1ad made provision.
more valuable by the introduction of others. The| Never was London so much in need of the best possible cluded that a sanitary system which might legitimately
telegraph lines used by the old Brigade amounted only defence against fire as now. In its structure and its receive adoption under ordinary circumstances must be
to 16. There are now 28 telegraphs and 39 telephones wealth it calls for the utmost measure of protection. prohibitory when it is desired to apply it to what is, in
between fire-stations; 3 telegraphs and 18 telephones to Mr. Braidwood, in his day, was in dread of a fire breaking the strictest sense of the term, a fortress. That the
-of natural configuration of the site upon which the modern
police-stations ;14 telegraphs, 20 telephones, and 15 direct out in some tall City warehouse during a hurricane
fire-alarms to public and other buildings; and 54 alarm- wind. He felt assured that under such circumstance no capital of Malta is built opposes very great difficulties
cireuits round fire-stations, with 347 call points. By this engine-power that he possessed or that was then known to the disposal of its sewage save into the harbour must
network of electric communication the whole system is could prevent the occurrence of another “Great Fire of be admitted, but it is idle to assert that they are insuperendued with extra vigour, so that the machinery tor London.” The peril created by tall warehouses is far able. As we have said, it isa finance question simply.
extinguishing fire may be set into motion with the least greater now than it was thirty years ago. The means We possess many methods by which sewage can be raised
possible delay. Captain Shaw attaches special import- of combating with a large fire are vastly improved, but and discharged by natural gravitation at points whence
ance to the substitution of telephones for telegraphs, and the necessity has probably increased in a yet greater no evil can arise. If it be urged and demonstrated that
states that this is proceeding more rapidly now than for- degree. Some time back we pointed out the danger the cost of effecting this is beyond the capacity of the
merly, so that he hopes the change will be complete created, not only by the excessive altitule of City ware- island revenue to bear, it may then perhaps be rightly
throughout the whole of the system of communication houses, but by their mode of construction and the insisted upon that any amount shown to be in excess of
materials of which they are composed.
Our remarks that power should legitimately be borne as an Imperial
before the end of the present year.
One thing not mentione:| by Captain Shaw has a most have since been confirmed by more than one calamity. charge, for it is Imperial necessity which compels its
important bearing on the protection of the metropolis Hence the need for developing to the utmost the means incurrence.
We see that the public revenue of Malta is almost
from fire. We allude to the presence of hydrants on employed for the extinction of fires. In 1877 Captain
mains charged at high pressure. The hydrant is the Shaw estimated that the Brigade ought to have a force exactly balanced by the expenditure, and there is no
reason
to suppose that the authorities can either improve
rival of the fire engine, besides being its assistant. This of 931 men. It then had 406. Allowing for the increase
was clearly recognised in days gone by, and gave rise to of population, which must be taken as the measure of that position, or could be justified without doing so in
some curious scenes. Mr. Edwin Chadwick was informed property as well.as of life demanding protection, the incurring public indebtedness the charges of which their
that when hydrants were first put down at Liverpool, a Brigade ought now to comprise more than 1000 men, revenue would be unable to sustain. We must, we think,
fire was put out by the hose and jet alone when the appli- whereas it has barely 600. London cannot afford a leave out of the question the undesirability of any town
ance was first used; but when the men of the Brigade second edition of that which happened in 1666, but drainage being discharged into an almost land-locked
force arrived on the spot, with their engine, they were so something vastly worse might happen now if once a fire harbour. That consideration, so far as it must affect the
enraged with the man who had put out the fire that they broke loose in the metropolis. The question comes before health of the city situated upon it, can hardly rank
attacked and beat him for interfering with what they Parliament this year in connection with one of the Bills pari passu with those, more important, that we have
conceived to be their privilege. The same authority of the Metropolitan Board, and it is to be hoped that the pointed out; and it must be held therefore, we should
states that previous to 1862, in one of the sub-districts of absurd system by which the revenues of the Metropolitan say, that if our service demands impose upon the island
r, a case
London, an officer in charge got the idea that by the Fire Brigade are so cramped as to create a perpetually revenue an expenditure which it is unable to
i debt on the current account will be brought to has justifiably been made out for aid from Imperial
insertion of a hose into a plug, or attaching it to a stand- OI
resources,
pipe, he could frequently extinguish a fire before the an end.
+64
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engines reached the spot. Mr. Chadwick says the man
THE VALETTA DISPUTE.
not only thought it out, but “he did it.” Unhappily in
ATLANTIC
TELEGRAPH
WORKING,
putting out the fire in this fashion, he also extinguished
Tue differences which have arisen between the munithe rewards which the vestries were in the habit of cipal authorities of Valetta, in the island of Malta, and
Now that there is a keen telegraph war between the various
giving to the men whose engine arrived first, second, or the military government of that colony, raise an important companies engaged in the Transatlantic service, it is very interthird at the scene of the fire. The emoluments for work- question as to the relations which should exist between esting to look to the results of the working. We have much
ing the engines were also lost. So much obloquy was the civil and military power in fortified places. Malta infurmation as to that working in the report of the largest and
incurred in consequence, that this man in advance of the generally—and its capital Valetta especially—are empha- the oldest company—the Anglo-American, In the last halfthe cheap tariff of sixpence per word has been in operation
age had to abandon the project, both he and the men who tically fortifications. The island is held by us solely and year
whole of the time, and the volume of traffic has been growacted with him being stigmatised as low fellows simply as a point @appui whereby to safeguard our route the
ing.
May, 1886, the increase over the corresponding
— stand-pipe men.” Prior to 1866, the Metropolitan to India, and to that end every other consideration must period Since
the previous year has been not less than 122 per cent.
police had a certain vested interest in fires, each police- subordinate itself; and yet in that island—as in almost In the of
last three months of the year it was 129 per cent., 141
man receiving a pecuniary reward for keeping a place every other place of the kind under the sway of the per cent.,and 151 per cent, more than in the same period of the
that was on fire shut up until the arrival of the Brigade, British empire—the large trade which has sprung up in previous year, when the rate was 1s, 8d. per word. But it is at
regardless of the distance whence the Brigade would have the supply of necessaries to vessels calling has attracted a once evident that there will be needed a much larger increase
to be fetched. In our recollection this unlucky rule had very considerable and annually increasing population, of revenue even to yield the same results as a year ago. In the
the effect, to all appearance, of sometimes preventing the which has chiefly located itself around the fine and com- last six months of 1886 the traffic of the company named gave
receipts of over £85,000, or, with some other small items of
escape
of the imperilled inmates. The designed effect modious harbour of the island capital. The sanitar
might be good, but the actual result was often question- interests of this population are entrusted to a munici- revenue, there was an income for the half-year for the company
able, and the whole affair was very much like “ keeping pality, and this body creditably exerts itself to improve of £89,808. This was £54,683 less than in the corresponding
period of the previous year. The balance of revenue, after
the condition of the city, which has long been in many deducting
the place warm” for the operations of the Brigade.
the expenses of working, is £35,347, but this has
:
The idea of a vested interest in the extinction of fires respects defective.
been
to the renewal or reserve fund, so that the shareose who know Valetta well will realise that, owing holdersadded
seems to have actuated the Metropolitan Fire Brigade
receive no return for their capital for the half-year.
some time ago in their treatment of the Royal Arsenal to its peculiar site, and the exceeding narrowness of its The satisfactory feature is that there has been so large an
Fire Brigade at Woolwich. This latter Brigade wasa streets, anything like effective sanitation and drainage are increase in the traffic, and it is probable that that increase will
To such a natural continue, for the low rate of working is very greatly stimupolice force, and had the use of hydrants charged at high exceedingly difficult to secure.
pressure. Captain Harris, one of the Assistant Com- difficulty must be added the obstacle of the inborn lating the traffic, and with a cheap word rate there is
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not the same tendency to the excessive use of the codes,
which materially lessen the receipts of the companies.
The competition in Atlantic telegraphy has very considerably
increased of late, and seems likely still to increase. The larger
number of cables now in operation will probably prevent any
serious increase in the charges, but it is evident that when the
companies cannot pay dividend at these charges, there must be
either an advance in the rates or a much greater enlargement
of the traffic. The increase which has taken place is in a considerable degree due to the large extension of trade with the United
States, and though from period to period that will grow, yet
there are usually retrogressions between the times of growth.
It may be, then, that the very low cost of telegraphing now
known may be only temporary; but the ten cables now operative
have a large carrying capacity, and thus there is the need for
the cultivation of further traffic, if that capacity is to be
utilised, and if the owners are to receive dividends, It is probable then that the rate for telegraphy may in time be slightly
raised, but it is to the enlargement of the traffic that the
telegraph companies have to look for receipts sufficient to enable
thom to keep up their cables in number and a condition capable
of work, al to furnish some remuneration to the adventurers
who have connected the two worlds with the costly “girdles”
that under the sea serve the ends of business and pleasure,
“ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.”
Tue notice recently circulated to the effect that the reprinting without authority of matter which has appeared in any
Government publication is subject to the same penalties as
those which would have been incurred were the copyright in
private hands, and the circular soliciting advertisements for the
Board of Trade Journal has been followed by printing the words
“all rights reserved” on the title pages of the Diplomatic and
Consular Reports on Trade and Finance. Who is responsible
for this brilliant idea, or what benefit the Government expectto
gain thereby, it is not easy to see. When, some months back,
the manner of issuing consular and diplomatic reports was
changed from that of “ Parts” containing batches published at
more or less irregular intervals, the sole reason for the alteration was that the often valuable information in these documents
might be rendered more accessible to the public, and there was
no idea that the Government would embark in the business of
newspaper proprietors and endeavour to procure advertisements for their journal by prohibiting extracts from it, as well
as vaunting the value and exclusiveness of the information contained therein, The estimate formed by the Board of Trade
Journal is an exaggerated one. Much of its contents consist of
extracts from foreign newspapers, consular and diplomatic
reports, &c., to which the Government have no right, and for
using which they are liable to be proceeded against for infringment of copyright. There is not much chance of this, as
foreign Governments, unlike our own, do all they can to spread
information rather than to suppress it. When to the abovenamed articles are added the information that used to appear in
the London Gazette, the remaining contents of the Board of
Trade Journal are not sufficiently valuable to influence
advertisers, Connected with this subject are several interesting legal questions, such as whether there can be any copyright
in such publications, Whether it is possible for the Government to acquire copyright in publicatious prepared for it by
public servants paid by public money; and the effect of these
publications not being registered, the general legal opinion being
that without registration there can be no copyright. If this
view of the law is correct, the recent action in prohibiting
extracts anc reserving all rights is but one more specimen of
that blundering for which Government departments are so
distinguished.
THE MALIGAKANDA RESERVOIR,
A rurtuer failure has occurred with this work, which has
again delayed the supply of water to Colombo, This reservoir
was designed to contain nine million gallons, with a depth of
40ft. When first filled, about a twelvemonth back, a defect
appeared which caused considerable leakage, and the water had
to be run out and additional strength given at the point where
weakness had shown itself, Very recently this reservoir was
again filled; but further leakage occurred, presumably from the
shrinkage of the concrete flooring, and it had again to be run
dry. We understand that the engineer in charge attributes
this second failure to the rigidity of the concrete. He believes
it to be too unyielding for a tropical climate, and that although
the flooring is covered by a masonry roofing, the intense heat of
the days and the cold of the nights, combined with the pressure
of the great head of water, has produced the cracks which have
appeared. He proposes to widen these and to fill them with
asphalte, a material which will more readily accommodate itself
to the great variations of temperature experienced. Engineers
engaged in India have long ago found some such course requisite
to render watertight the flat concrete roofs of that country,
Their practice has been, to open the cracks out and to insert
canvas, which overlaps the cracks, and then to run in a mixture
of tar and boiled = at which yields readily to the motion due
to the shrinkage
of the timber supporting the roofs. It is
probable, we think, that some admixture of one or other
of the materials above named with the great mass of the concrete would ensure to it a quality likely to obviate such mishaps
as have arisen at the Maligakanda reservoir.
LITERATURE.
Hydraulic Power and Hydraulic Machinery, by Professor
Rosrnsox, London: Charles Griffin and Co. 1886. Pp. 184.
Tus is a disappointing book. With the exception of a
few chapters on matters not strictly relevant to the subject, it consists chiefly of short and superficial descriptions of machines, many of which have been already
illustrated and described to a much fuller extent in the
proceedings of various engineering societies or in technical
journals, while in some cases illustrations of important
and special machines are given without any descriptive
matter whatever.
Commencing with a long chapter on the flow of water
under pressure, the author refers to the well-known
experiments and formule of Eytelwein, Neville, and
others, but devotes most of his attention to some recent
experiments on flow through orifices, which, so far as we
can see, have little or no bearing upon the subjects
embraced by the title. Again, Osborne Reynolds’ and
Unwin’s investigations are dealt with at some length,
values to six and seven places of decimals being given.
However, on page 11 we are told that, from experiments
made with 4in., 3in., and 2in. pipes in the Great Western
Railway Yard at Paddington, the pressure during the
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working of the machines in the usual way was found to coaling machinery, viz., the hydraulic lift with tipping
be practically uniform at points from 1000 to 1600 yards arrangement for trucks, is not even alluded to.
nere
apart, and that similar results were obtained at Swansea. must be some hundreds of these at work of one form or
e are therefore left to draw the conclusion, either that another.
the elaborate formule previously given, many of which
With regard to hydraulic machinery on board ship, it
have for years served as guides in ordinary engineering is news to us, though it may be quite true, that the accupractice, are of no earthly use, or that the Paddington mulator may be dispensed with. We are not now referand Swansea experiments are valueless. Surely the ing to the working of guns, which is discussed under a
author might have avoided landing us in this difficulty. separate head, but to machinery such as cranes, jiggers,
On the same pase the word “ force” is very loosely used. capstans, &c., on board ordinary vessels. In such cases
As regards the loss of energy in the
e of water we were under the impression that the accumulator or its
through valves and cocks under usual conditions, we are equivalent air vessel was always adopted, as there seems
told that difficulty will be realised in endeavouring to no more reason for providing “enormous reserve ; of
express this loss in any formula worth adoption. Exactly motive power in the engines themselves” on board ship
so; but why not give the results of experience, and let than on land. The same economical considerations apply
us know also somethingas to what areasof valve passages in one case as in the other. In the only example given,
should be allowed, instead of merely giving such Psugpvse viz., the British India ss. Quetta, which was fitted up
and primitive information as that “the supply and by Messrs. Brown Brothers, a steam accumulator is used.
exhaust-valves should be large and they should open In the P. and O. ss. Massilia, Messrs. Sir W. G. Armquickly.” We should also have liked to have been told \strong and Co, adopted an air accumulator.
how hydraulic engineers set about determining the sizes
Passing over the gone i
nine chapters, we come to
of their pipes. These are all matters which have to be one on the “Cost of Hydraulic Power,’ the data being
dealt with in practice, and are dealt with accordingto taken from a paper read by the author in 1877. It is to
established rules, which, it is to be presumed, the author be regretted that later information has not been given,
as since the year 1877 several of the companies named
must be acquainted with.
Under the head “General Observations” are given have laid down compound steam pumping engines, a
some
particulars as to working pressures, effect of frost, type which is indeed now much used in hydraulic work.
&e. The illustrations in this section are very bad. Fig. 7 The cost of pumping with these more economical engines
is intended to show “the usual high-pressure flange should therefore have been given.
joint,” by which we understand the joint as used by Sir
Though several chapters remain, we think we have
William Armstrong, but it is incorrect both in propor- said enough to show that Professor Robinson’s book is
tions and design. Fig. 8.is so poorly executed that some incomplete in most essentials. It contains very little
of the important details cannot be discovered; while that is not easily accessible in much more extended form.
Fig. 9 shows a valve of such an utterly antiquated type, Put into the hands of hydraulic engineers, it will be usethat it is difficult to imagine where the author could have less on account of containing nothing new and a great deal
obtained the drawing. Relief valves are not now used of what is absolutely obsolete, while in the handsof learners
in the manner shown, and are not, as would be under- we are afraid it will also be useless on account of the
stood from the description, necessary in every valve entire absence of all teaching in regard to design and
controlling the working of a “quick-acting hydraulic constructive detail, as well as on account of incompletemachine.”
|Water-wheels, turbines, and centrifugal ness in the treatment of the examples. No particular
pumps are then disposed of in seven pages, the re- system has been observed in regard to arrangement, and
mainder of the volume, with the exception of three or it is difficult to understand what could have guided the
four chapters, consisting of descriptions, illustrated or author in making such an extraordinary selection of
otherwise, of various hydraulic machines and appliances. machinery. Added to all this, there is a looseness and
About these, so far as they go, but little need be said. vagueness of expression in many parts of the work which
The plates are, for the most part, good, even if the scales are quite unpardonable.
for the drawings are sometimes rather small; but the
woodcuts, as a rule, are bad; indeed, many of them Illustrated Nautical Polyglot, by J.C. Coxe. Second edition.
would be bad for a cheap illustrated journal, but
P. L. Breslauer, Bureau Veritas Agency, 155, Fenchurchare ten thousand times worse in a book written for
street.
the instruction and guidance of engineers. On page 35 Tuis is a valuable book brought out in an original
the work stored up in a 12in. accumulator of 22ft. stroke manner. The first edition had reference to sailing vessels
is erroneously given as 678°582-horse power. This amount only. This edition covers steam as well. It contains
should have been divided by 12, the horse-power stored drawings of the various classes of vessels, their rigs, hulls,
being really 565. We should like*to ask the author what masts, yards, sails, rigging, &c., showing also engines and
is the difference between a compound steam pumping boilers, various views, with tackle and appliances. Each
engine and a compound pea ess -y engine, for in the item is numbered, and its name is given in six different
chapter headed “ Hydraulic Pumping Engine” he uses languages—English, French, German, Italian, Spanish,
the two expressions to describe ‘practically the same and Scandinavian. The book comprises also a list of the
machine. What he really means in both cases is a com- various port charges, of chandlery, and stores; engineers’
=. steam pumping engine, and the chapter should tools, &c., treated in the same fashion. There is a copious
1ave been headed “Steam Pumping Engines.” A index so arranged that most of the words and expressions
hydraulic pumping engine is, we take it, a machine in contained in the book can immediately be found and
which the motive power is hydraulic, such as is described translated into any one or more of the six languages
under the head of water pressure pumps.
named. The work is deserving of much praise, not alone
Plate 9, which, if our memory is correct, is copied from for the ingenuity of its construction, but for the valuable
a paper read very many years ago by Sir William Arm- information which it affords to the shipmaster, the yachtstrong, represents a form of double power crane cylinder, owner, and, indeed, to all engaged in maritime affairs
now but little if ever used. Of the later methods of when finding themselves in foreign ports.
obtaining double and treble power, by concentric rams or
by three cylinders placed alongside each other, no mention
BOOKS RECEIVED.
is made, though much space is occupied with a description
of Hastees’ variable power hydraulic engine, which, howExplosions in Coal Mines. By W. N. and J. B. Atkinson, H.M.
L
ever admirable, has an application extremely limited as Inspectors of Mines. London: Longmans, Green, and Co. NewAndrew Reid. 1886.
compared with the tor
of obtaining double and treble castle:
A Manual of Lithology. By E. H. Williams, Jr. E.M. London:
force just referred to.
and Co.
Hydraulic pressure and lifts have thirty-two pages Triibner
Die Galvanotegie. Von J. Schaschl. Wien: A. Hartleben.
:
devoted to them, and yet we find neither description nor
Tabulated Weights of Iron and other Metals, for the Use of Engiillustration of the most common lift of all, viz., that in neers and Draughtsmen. Compiled and arranged by G. M. May.
near Chesterfield: G. M. May.
ee
:
which the cage is raised by a chain from a hydraulic Brampton,
Ox Gas Engines; being a Reprint, with some Additions, of the Supcylinder and ram with multiplying power, or yet of the nlement
to the Text-book on the Steam Engine. By T. M. Goodeve,
wagon lifts so largely used at Cardiff and other coal Mt A. London: Crosby Lockwood and Co, 1887.
shipping ports. On the other hand, barge lifts, of which
only some two or three have been made, are treated in considerable detail. The cuts illustrating this section are exTHE FORTH BRIDGE.
tremely poor. Thirty-two pages are also devoted to shop
Iv our last impression we published a two-page engraving,
tools, the chapter dealing with them for some reason orother
from a photograph by Mr. Philip Phillips, of the Forth
being headed “The Flow of Solids.” Hydraulic rivetting is taken
Works, and showing the North Queensferry cantilever
treated at some length, Professor Unwin’s lecture on Bridge
pier
as
the early part of December last. We now publish on
water motors, at the Institution of Civil Engineers, being page 112at another
view of part of this pier, showing it in side
drawn on to a considerable extent in reference to the elevation, and in particular the connection of the vertical and
action that takes place in a rivetted cylinder. Tweddell’s horizontal tubes.
machines are illustrated, but the examples are mostly of
old and obsolete forms; none of the ingenious modern
Kixe’s COLLEGE ENGINEERING SocreTy.—At a general meeting
designs are shown. Cranes are summarily dismissed with
on Tuesday, February Ist, Mr. A. H. Preece read a paper on
only one page of descriptive matter and four plates. One held
“Secondary
Batteries.”
e author began his paper by defining
of the latter shows a special construction of movable a secondary battery
as one in which, by the passage of an electric
crane, but there is not a word of explanation in regard to current through plates in a cell, certain conditions are set up by
it. It goes without saying that allthat is to be written which electro-chemical energy is stored up. He then proceeded
about hydraulic cranes cannot be conveniently compressed with a short history of secondary batteries. mentioning Planté as
into one page, even by Professor Robinson. Hydraulic the originator of the present form.
OLD STUDENTs oF Kine’s CoLLEGE.—The annual dinner of the
“gd a ag to bridges is treated with greater respect,
students of King’s College, many of whom are now engineers,
ut surely it would have been better to have illus- old
was
on Friday, the 4th inst., at the Holborn Restaurant, and
trated the machinery of the comparatively recent Tyne was held
attended by 180 of the old students and their guests. The
swing bridge, instead of that of the Ouse bridge, chair was taken by Sir Edward Clarke, Q.C., M.P., the Solicitorwhich, if our memory serves us, is some eighteen General ;and amongst others present were the Rev. Prebendary
Ware, D.D., who succeeded Dr. Barry—now Bishop of a
or nineteen years old.
PrincipalofKing’s College; General SirR.Wilbraham, K.C.B., Sir
Under the head of hydraulic coal-discharging machines R.
Rawlinson, C.B.,C.E., Mr. J. G. Talbot, M.P., Mr. Shiress Will,
is described a steam whipping apparatus, with water Q.C.,
M.P., SirC.D. Fox, C.E., W. H. Preece, Professors Shelcataract, designed by Sir
William Armstrong in 1851, no ley, Adams, and Castle, Mr. Henry Robinson, C.E., Professor
mention being made of anything more recent, with the Hughes, Messrs. Peter Brotherhood, C.E., R. H. Tweddell, C.E.,
single exception of the movable hydraulic crane erected A. E. Carey, John Hunter, E. K. Burital, F. S. Courtney, 8. H
and W. E. Lines, the three last, with Professor Robinson,
a few years ago at Cardiff. It is, however, incorrect to Terry,
being members of the dinner committee, who have been successful
state that this crane is a recent development of coal-dis- in
raising the attendance from eighty-two last year to 180 on the
charging machinery, as its function is to ship coals direct present occasion, and the committee hope that next year the
from trucks into the vessel, and not discharge from the attendance of the Applied Science De
ent, which numbered
vessel. It is extraordinary that the most common of all about forty on Friday last, will be still further increased.
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hydrocarbons constituted some 2 per cent. of the mixture. The these paints or compositions. If they had they would certainly
result of the analysis seemed to be that one cubic inch of the carry them under special conditions and by special means, ani
was capableof rendering a cubic foot of air explosive. shipowners would be careful of the way in which they stored
Ix THE ENGINEER of the 26th Maroh, 1886, we gave a descrip- paint
There was no doubt that this explosive property was the cause materials which might give off a gas which, if fired in some parts
tion of the steam cars for tramways made from designs of Mr. of
the
accident.
The firm who supplied the paint said that the of the ship, might send her to the bottom in the most innocent
W. R. Rowan, C.E., of Berlin, which was awarded the gold
were labelled “anti-corrosive composition” which they and unexplainable way,
medal at the Antwerp competition of mechanical tramway casks
would indicate that there was spirit in the paint. Why
motors in 1885. Since then these cars have been working very said
this should follow is not clear. Dr. Dupré stated that ata
successfully in Berlin, where, however, the grades are not temperature
low as 60 deg. Fah. to 65deg. Fah. one cubic
severe, 1 in 40 being the steepest. Several tramway companies inch of it was assufficient
THE ANTI-FRICTION CONVEYOR.
to render one cubic foot of air explosive,
in large continental towns have new had steam cars built under and
that
under
a
higher temperature it would give off a much
the supervision of Mr. Rowan for their lines with steep grades
quantity. That under the circumstances under which
THE accompanying engraving illustrates a remarkable invenVienna, Stockholm, Pesth, and Naples—and we give above larger
this paint was being poured from one cask to another, the pro- tion. For ages screw conveyors for corn and meal have been
two illustrations of one of these cars which has been success- duction
of
gas
from
it
would
be
much
increased,
and
that
the
employed,
and in spite of the power consumed and the rubbing
fully tested on grades of 1 in 13. The first illustration shows the quantity of paint poured out on the occasion in question was of the material
conveyed, they have remained, with little
steam car as an open summer car, the second with the middle probably sufficient to render from 2000 cubic feet to 3000 cubic
exception,
unimproved and without a rival. Now we have a new
compartment closed for winter service. The alteration of the feet of air explosive. “Unless,” said the Wreck Commissioner, conveyor, which
in its simplicity excels anything brought out for
car from summer to winter car can be effected in ten minutes. “there was an order issued by the Privy Council that a notice
many years; and, until it is seen at work, makes a heavier
In winter the closed compartment is heated with hot water from
the surface condenser on the roof. The following are the principal details:—Length over platforms, 29ft. 4in.; extreme outside width, 7ft. 3in.; weight in working order, 9 tons; wheel
pressure on rail with full load, 2 tons 2 ewt.; weight available
for adhesion with full loads, 8 tons; number of passengers
seated, 36; number of passengers standing, 14; total, 50;
traction power of engine, MU
Se x
x 06 = 2800 Ib;
horse-power, 40 Ib.; speed up to fourteen miles per hour; fuel
consumption, coke, 44 Tb. to 55 lb. per mile run; surface of air
condenser, 1150 square feet. The steam car is constructed for
curves 45ft. radius, and for grades of up to lin 15. It requires
fresh water only two or three times during the day, and need
only be fired once for every five miles’ run. No stoker is ever |
GMYY)
Wh
YU!
YY
required. Only one man is necessary on the engine. Although
not shown, of course, one or more tram-cars may be attached to |
the steam car according to the work to be done and the grades. |
END VIEW WITH HANGER
THE ANTI-FRICTION CONVEYOR WITH CASING OR TROUGH.
ROWAN’S

STEEP-GRADE TRAMWAY-CARS.

DANGEROUS PAINTS AND COMPOSITIONS.
should be placed on all similar compositions, it was doubtful if
THERE is much in a name when it enables manufacturers to | makers would do it, though with such dangerous compounds
send by rail and by sea a dangerous compound identified by some | they would incur grave responsibility.”
title which appears to belong to a harmless composition.
Numerous accidents and serious have occurred from
Judging, however, by the evidence taken during the official similar causes, and the important issues at stake render legislative
inquiry into a serious explosion on board the Thorndale, of action urgently requisite, as, whether stored in railway sheds or
Sunderland, by which one man was killed and two seriously trucks, in docks, in the store-rooms or holds of ships, so low an
injured on September 23rd, 1886, while on a voyage from| explosive temperature as 60 deg. renders this kind of material
Sunderland to the port of Galveston, this is a common practice. || more dangerous than gunpowder or dynamite, and it is surely
Mr. Danckwertz, in stating the case for the inquiry, said that time that it should be placed under proper restrictions in its
before leaving, the Thorndale took on board three casks of manufacture; storage, and carriage, so as to minimise as far as
“ anti-corrosive paint,” each containing about twelve gallons, possible the great risks due to this new element of destruction
and stowed under the forecastle. The casks bore no notice of to life and property alike. If makers were responsible for the
any kind as to any special caution being necessary in dealing results of these occurrences they would probably soon find a
with the paint. When clear of the Channel the day watch was material for making these quick-drying compositions without
set to work to paint the interior of the vessel. While the men volatile spirits. It is lamentable that men should be blown up
were engaged in pouring out the paint by the light of a candle, and killed or seriously maimed and no responsibility be incurred
about 4ft. from the casks, a serious explosion occurred which by the person supplying or making the compound, without
knocked down the men standing around. The boatswain, who clearly stating its nature and explosive character. It appears
held the candle, had his clothes set on fire and was much that there are many makers of these paints and compositions for
burfied, and two others similarly had their clothes set on fire, the insides and outsides of ships, and that all, or nearly all, contain a notable percentage of these very highly volatile hydroone being so much injured that he died the next day.
This anti-corrosive paint contained, among other things “ coal carbons. It further appears that neither railway companies nor
tar naphtha,” and Dr. Dupré proved that by analysis the volatile shipowners have knowledge of the possibly dangerous nature of

demand upon one’s credulity than is often made by new
mechanical inventions. As will be seen from the engravings, the
new conveyor consists simply of a spiral of round steel rod,
mounted upon a quickly revolving spindle by means of suitable
clamps and arms. The spiral as made for England is of gin.
steel rod, because English people would not be inclined to try
what is really sufficient in most cases, namely, a mere wire. The
working of this spiral as a conveyor is simply magical. A 6in.
spiral delivers 800 bushels per hour, at 100 revolutions per
minute, and more in proportion at higher speeds. A little din.
spiral delivers 200 bushels per hour at 100 revolutions per
minute. It seems to act as a mere persuader; the spiral moves
a small quantity, and sets the whole contents of the trough in
motion. In fact, it embodies the great essentials of success,
namely, simplicity, great capacity for work, and cheapness. It
is the invention of Mr. J. Little, and is made by the Antifriction Conveyor Company, of 59, Mark-lane, London.
Since the days of Archimedes, who is credited with being the
inventor of the screw, there has not been any improvement in
the principle of the worm conveyor. There have been several
patents taken out for improved methods of manufacturing the
old-fashioned continuous and _ paddle-blade worms, but
Mr. Little’s patent is the first for an entirely ncw kind of
conveyor.
:
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(Continued from page 107.)

THE VYRNWY WATERWORKS,
Sin, —Mr. Hawksley, in his letter published in your issue of the
4th inst., again makes statements which, without further
observa:
tion, would be utterly misleading.
mn, they have
I have all the relevant documents in my px
been printed by the Corporation of Liverpool, and i rocegpa by
the newspapers, and I propose, as in my former letter—ev
phrase 0 which is strictly correct—to confine myself to sue
further statements, based upon those documents, as are rendered3
necessary by Mr. Hawksley’s last letter.
Mr. Hawksley’s remark concerning the origin of the Vyrnwy
scheme clearly means that Mr, Deacon has claimed more than his
proper share of the credit ;or that I, during Mr. Deacon’s absence
abroad, did so for him.
In his report of November, 1877, to the Corporation, Mr, Deacon
wrote :—
wi Before entering further into the subject, it should be stated
that probably the first mention of the Vyrnwy as a source of
supply was made by Mr. Bateman, who, in a pamphlet published
n 1865, and in his evidence given in 1867 before the Royal Commission on Water Supply, enumerated this as one among several
excellent sites for reservoirs in North Wales.”
In his letter Mr. Hawksley arrogates to himself an act of
generosity which the documents on the subject do not by any
means afhirm.
That the Pacing of Mr, Deacon's name with Mr. Hawksley’s as
engineer of the Vyrnwy scheme was an act of kindness on Mr.
Hawksley’s part, seems to me, in the light of the actual facts,
strange.
ere is the statement of the Chairman of the
Liverpool Water Committee, Mr. Anthony Bower, concerning
those facts. It is contained in a report made under a resolution
of the Water Committee, and is dated the 12th October, 1885 :—
“On the Ist day of September, 1879, the Water Committee,
under the penregenng 2of the late Mr, Wilson, passed a resolution
requesting me to see Mr. Hawksley, and arrange with him about
signing the plans, and I was also informally asked to come toa
preliminary understanding with him as to the terms on which he
would act as joint engineer with Mr, Deacon in assisting to carry
the Bill through Parliament, and continue to act as joint engineer
for the works if these were carried out.”
‘In accordance with these instructions I had an interview with
Mr. Hawksley in Paris about the middle of September, 1879, and
came to an understanding with him, subject to the approval of the
Water Committee and the Council, that he and Mr. Deacon should
be joint engineers ;that both should sign the Parliamentary plans;
that if the scheme got through Parliament Mr. Hawksley should
continue as joint engineer; that in the event of failing in Parliament, and Liverpool not going on with the scheme, Mr. Hawksley
should make reasonable professional charges, and that in the event
of renewing, and finally carrying the scheme in Parliament, Mr.
Hawksley* was to be- retained* as joint *engineer.”*
*
‘*A memorandum to this effect was written by me in Mr.
Hawksley’s presence, and at his request I sent a copy of it to
reach him on his arrival in London.”
Memorandum referred to im Mr, Bower's letter of September 26th,
1879 :-—
‘‘Mr. Hawksley and Mr. Deacon to be joint engineers, Both to
sign Parliamentary plans,”
‘In the event of scheme going through Parliament, Mr. Hawksley to continue as joint engineer.”
‘In the event of failure in Parliament, and Liverpool not going
on with the scheme, Mr. Hawksley to make reasonable professional
charge for what he has done.”
Then follow clauses as to remuneration, &c.
The receipt of this was acknowledged on the 29th September,
1879, by Mr. Hawksley’s secretary.
“, . . . All the engineering questions raised by the several
opponents to the bill were disc
between their several engineers, and Mr, Hawksley, and Mr. Deacon; everything possible
was done by both, in conjunction, to remove opposition.”
The memorandum, as already stated, was dated September 26th,
1879—nearly two years after Mr. Deacon's first report, and more
than one year after his second,
The Parliamentary plans were then in course of preparation by
Mr. Deacon, and the statutory deposit was made in November of
the same year.
In pursuance of the terms of this memorandum, the plans bore
Mr. Hawksley’s as well as Mr. Deacon's names bracketted together,
as described more exactly in my former letter.
On the 23rd December, 1880, fifteen months later, Mr. Hawksley
for the first time objected to the word “joint ;” and on the 31st
January, 1881, his solicitor stated, in a letter to the Town Clerk,
that in the original memorandum “it was with Mr. Deacon, and
not the engineer of the Corporation, that it was proposed Mr.
Hawksley should act jointly.”
Mr. Bower in his report shows, however, that at the time of
drawing up the memorandum it was explained to Mr. Hawksley
that Mr. Deacon would continue as a caleatad officer of the Corporation, Mr. Deacon's agreement was drawn in accordance with
the original memorandum, and no suggestion that he should take
the office of resident engineer was made to him. Having regard
to his Py in the matter he would not have been likely to accept
the office, and it was not, I believe, until about three years later
that Mr. Hawksley for the first time made known to him his
views, now expressed, of the relative positions of the two engineers,
Mr. Deacon naturally stood by his agreement and the practice
up to that date; but in his letter to the Corporation, dated 19th
ay, 1885, which is throughout of a most conciliatory character,
he very properly wrote as follows:—‘‘ This is my twenty-first year
of practice in Liverpool as a civil engineer, and my fifteenth as
water engineer to the Corporation, I have long felt a strong
interest in the work and welfare of the city, and it is far from my
desire that any personal considerations of my own should cause
embarrassment or difficulty to the Corporation. A matter of
infinitely more importance is the completion of the works with the
least possible delay, and under the most favourable conditions, As
I have already said, I court the fullest in uiry into the whole case.
If, however, the council think it undesirable, on
t of delay
or otherwise, to adopt that course, or believe, contrary to my strong
opinion—based on reasons which I feel sure would be acceptable to
any committee of the council—that a concession on my part would
conduce to the satisfactory completion of the works, I am prepared
to accede to such a modification of my agreement with the
Corporation, in respect of its alleged inconsistency with Mr.
Hawksley 8, as may be deemed by the Council to make it no longer
inconsistent ;but in that case I must ask the Council to define
what assistance and advice they desire from me, and what responsibility they throw upon me as to future detail plans of the works.”
e Corporation, however, did not desire to make any change in
Mr. Deacon’s agreement, and no change was made ; but the engineering works soon devolved entirely upon him.
The publicationofthe various documents, and the results of the
engineering inquiry which took place, have justified, in every
— the course Mr,
nm has taken.
CiviL ENGINEER,
estminster, February 7th.
Sir,—From the correspondence which has appeared during the
past three weeks in your paper on the subject of the engineering
of the Liverpool Water Scheme, it would appear that the profession
and the public will probably soon be in possession of the facts of
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the case, and it is certainly to be desired that they should. Any
such difference of opinion between professional men is, or should
be, a source of regret to all, but it is time that the relations which
are to subsist between the eminent ones and those who, though
members of the same profession, are unfortunately not within the
charmed precincts of Westminster, should be clearly defined. Mr.
Hawksley describes himself as a ‘‘ professional engineer,” Mr.
Deacon as a ‘salaried officer.” This is the gist of the whole matter,
though as Mr. Deacon is a M.I.C.E., itis absurd to contend that he
is not a professional engineer. With regard to the fact that Mr.
Deacon did not contribute to the £15,000 expended, the only
apparent deduction to be drawn is (1) that Mr. Hawksley is to
draw all the percentage; (2) that an engineer is not to
ice
unless he is a capitalist. Suppose an engineer in the service of a
company co-operates with the engineer whom the company emplo
in London to carry a Bill in Parliament, both of these gentlemen's
names naturally appear on the Parliamentary plans, and both are
engaged on the matter ; would it be in character with the ‘‘ reputation of a professional man” if, after the Bill became law, the
eminent engineer totally ignored his brother engineer, and proceeded to execute the work, declining his co-operation ? I commend
this case to one who is respected by every man in the profession—
the President of the Institution of Civil Engineers, of which I am
MEMBER.
February 7th.

| or more of water by burning the coal under a compression of, say,
3 or 4 atmospheres, as each 11b. weight of air under combustion
would give about 3000 deg. Fah. at atmospheric pressure, whereas
the 1lb. of air under a pressure of 3 or 4 atmospheres would
attain a temperature of from 4000 deg. Fah. to
deg. Fah.,
giving a possible gain of 50 per cent. in its calorific value ; the
possible effects of dissociation at high temperatures could be
avoided by a larger dilution with air. The energy absorbed in
compressing the air into the furnace could be returned at the
reverse end of the machine in the expansion of the air to the
atmosphere, if the boiler lowered the temperatureto 4000deg. Fah.
or 5000 deg. Fah., then in the expansion the temperature would
fall to near that of the atmosphere.
Possibly many may think this entirely opposed to Carnot’s and
Joule’s infallible law of the relation between heat and work, but it
does not interfere with that law, it is simply a more elaborate and
scientific method of burning fuel, and is worth the attention of
men who can spare the means to ‘carry out a set of experiments,
for really to obtain an evaporative value of 20 lb. of water boiled off
for 1]b. of coal would be worth wasting a big candle over.
12, Dock-street, North Shields,
TYNDSIDER.
February Ist.

BUENOS AYRES PORT AND HARBOUR,
Sir,—Will you kindly allow me space for a few remarks relative
to the article ed in THE ENGINEER of the 5th ult.? In the
first place, the two projects under discussion were those presented
by Mr. Madero on behalf of Messrs. Hawkshaw, Son, and Hayter,
and by Mr. Huergo, the engineer in charge of the Riachuelo Port
works. Messrs. Church and Cleminson’s project was not presented
until after Mr. Madero’s plan became law, and was never discussed
even by the press. It is perfectly true, as stated in THE ENGINEER,
that the Government engineers condemned Mr. Madero’s plan, the
adoption of which led to the resignation of the president of the
department, as also of the engineer of the Riachuelo Port works.
The opposition to Mr. Madero’s plan was very energetic, to say
the least, but whether it was very fairly carried on, or in good
taste to condemn the most eminent engineers of harbour works, is
a matter of opinion. It cannot, however, be denied that Mr.
Madero very ably defended his project, and eventually triumphed.
But to return to Messrs, Church and Cleminson’s project—which
is by no means original—or rather, the most important part of it,
viz., the breakwater. In the month of April, 1877, was published,
in the Buenos Ayres Standard, a project by the undersigned to
construct a breakwater precisely in the position shown in THE
ENGINEER of the 5th November, 1886. As, however, this breakwater was proposed to be 24ft. in width, instead of 350ft., as proposed by Messrs. Church and Cleminson, it would only have
occupied an area of 40,000 square yards, instead of 600,000 square
yards, as shown in the latter project—in other words, the relative
cost of the two plans would be as 1 to 15.
True, it was out-proposed in 1877 to construct “ an island with a
fine sea boulevard and promenade running its entire length flanked
with powerful batteries mounted with heavy guns, or projecting
piers for the shipping, with a line of storehouses for imports and
exports, railway tracks in front and rear of the storehouses, a navy
yard at the northern end of the breakwater, or a costly viaduct
and double swing bridge to connect it with the shore ;” all this, if not
impracticable, would be a useless outlay.
breakwater simply is required for the purpose of providing a
safe harbour for Buenos Ayres, and that such could be constructed
ata reasonable cost, anyone acquainted avith the port can readily
understand; moreover ample dock accommodation will be provided
by Mr. Madero’s plan, and the Riachuelo works, without unnecessarily increasing the cost of said breakwater by saddling it
with useless if not impracticable structures,
As regards the construction of docks in front of the city, and in
this warm climate, it is questionable 1f such be a wise policy in a
sanitary point of view. We are unpleasantly reminded of this
during the present visitation of cholera; the water in the Riachuelo
has become so foul that all the shipping has been sent out of the
port to the outer roads—¢ fortior/, will not the nuisance be much
worse in enclosed docks immediately in front of this populous city?
If the dock accommodation were simply t@ consist of piers projecting from the quay wall, as shown in THE ENGINEER, there would
be no fear of stagnant water accumulating in front of the city, as
the current of the river Plate would thoroughly cleanse the pee lag
and materially assist in sluicing the entrance channels.
Buenos Ayres, December 25th, 1886.
JAMES HADDOCK.
GAS ENGINE PROGRESS,
Sir,—Within the last three or four years you have reviewed the
various books and papers issued on the
engine, and in your
issue of 21st January remark ‘‘that by the time the gas engine
advocates have got their 40 per cent. gas engine, the steam engine
will perhaps have moved on from its present 12 per cent. efficiency.”
In this opinion many will agree with you, for when we look at the
two motors it is surprising what slow progress the gas engine has
made in heat efficiency compared with the steam engine within the
last twenty or twenty-five years. By some misconception recent
writers on the gas engine are completely in error respecting the gas
consumed by the non-compressing gas engines. Macgregor, page
188, states that the Lenoir engine used 95ft. per indicated horse
per hour. Bourne, on page 528, says 140 cubic feet. D. K. Clark, on
e 123, gives 95ft. per horse indicated per hour, and many other
writers state 90ft. to 100ft. of coal-gas to be the consumption per
indicated horse per hour. This is totally erroneous. In a circular
I have now before me of the Lenoir gas engine made in 1864 by the
Reading Ironworks Company, they guarantee l-horse power actual
for 60ft. of ordinary London gas. I also have a circular of the
Hugon gas engine, 1867, which gives 75ft. of gas per horse actual
per hour. I think it is generally believed that the French Lenoir
was the first gas engine in England, but I assisted at erecting a gas
engine made by Robson of 1-horse power, which worked in a printing office for many years in Shields, and some years previously,
about 1859; the same maker made a 3-horse gas engine. .This
engine was used as a supplemental engine to a steam engine in
sawing and grooving wood in a builder’s establishment in the same
town, and did g
3-horse power. It consumed 70ft. of gas per
actual horse per hour. Both these engines were non-compressing,
a little over 50 per cent. was lost in engine friction; it gave over
6-horse indicated, and used nearly 35ft. of gas per indicated horse
per hour. He also constructed several others on different principles. These, compared with Otto’s arrangement of Rochas’ compressing, is not so far behind in gas. The Otto averages 20ft. to 24ft.
of gas per indicated horse per hour, so the reduction of 35ft. to
20ft. is nothing to be compared with the advance made in the
marine steam engine in the same time, which is something like a
reduction from 4 Ib. to 1} 1b, of coal perindicated horse. This completely justifies your remarks before alluded to. I may mention
that the French, German, and other writers, Tresca, Armengaud,
Wigand, &c., give 85ft. to 90ft. of gas actual horse in non-compressing gas engine.
Rochas’ ‘Researches on Utilising Heat for Motive Force”
published in 1862, caused long discussions at and since its publication, which cut at the foundation of the supposed irrevocable or
theoretical amount of heat to be got from 11b. of coal, about 15 Ib.
of water evaporated per 11b. of coal, or 101b. to 11 lb. practically
under a steam boiler. T. S, Prideaux, writing in Weale’s Series
in 1853, also foreshadowed the principle of using or burning
the fuel under compression.
Nowif this was property done it would be found that the heating
value of 1 lb. of combustible is not a fixed amount, as is universally
accepted, but that the efficiency might be raised possibly to 20 Ib.

PRESTON AND THE RIVER RIBBLE NAVIGATION.
Sir,—All who have read Mr. D. A. Stevenson’s book on ‘‘ Canal
and River Engineering” must have been convinced that it not only
emanated from the hands of a master, but was replete with carefully recorded facts, well worked out, on these somewhat special
engineering works,
What Mr. G. H. Roberts, in his letter to THE ENGINEER of
the 4th inst., means by ‘‘ great high walls to be built across the
sands” of the horse banks we cannot tell. He will find no such
teaching in Mr. Stevenson’s book, which, if he has not done so
already, I advise him to purchase and study. In order to train a
tidal river, I do not suppose any practical engineer would recommend ‘‘great high walls.” Look at the river Dee.
What I have to say is this—that having been present at the
time when large vessels have been stranded on the horse banks—
vessels drawing 15ft. or more of water—that an entrance from the
Irish Sea to the north channel should be provided and indicated by
lighthouses or other means, so that vessels of any tonnage might
enter the deep-water channel in all stages of the tide, or at half
tide at least. That if, as Mr. Roberts states—and he has measured
the depth of water himself—there is not more than 4ft. of water
on the bar at low springs, then there is good reason to fear that the
docks at Preston have been prematurely constructed.
The publication of a chart of the Ribble estuary in its present
condition to any scale in THE ENGINEER would be a valuable
illustration, and if the old channels could be ‘‘ dotted on” so much
the better.
As I stated ina former letter—an opinion I must still adhere
to until shown to the contrary—the silting up of the channel is due
to the river, and not to the action of the sea. 1 wish that some
one acquainted with the behaviour of the Ribble for some years
would give us the benefit of his observations. There are many
who could.
Ihave been many times at low spring tide on the side of the
Ribble opposite Lyt
pier, and near that point, but have never
seen the river in such a state that a person could cross it only knee
deep. The thing has been attempted more than once at the cost
of life for the temerity of: the act.
Mr. Roberts gives great scope to his imagination when he states
that the small fishing trade on the Southport sands is more valuable
than that which would be done at Preston if the open channel
connection with the dock works at that place could be successfully
carried out. I cannot see, excepting ‘‘the great high walls,”
that the training of the river Ribble would interfere with the
fishing operations on the “Southport sands” in the least. J. B.
Pontnewydd, Monmouthshire, February 5th.
SUGAR IN CEMENT.
Sir,—In further illustration of my observation that raw sugar
and water mingled with Portland cement diminishes its resistance
to tensile stresses, I venture to send you further results obtained
from the same cement and sugar.
e cement and sugar were
kept in tightly-closed vessels in the interval of twenty days
between the gauging of the two lots of twenty-four briquettes
each. The first twenty-four were treated in the usual manner ;
they were immersed twenty-four hours after removal from moulds.
The second twenty-four were never immersed, but kept in air until
tested. Sugar appears injurious to cement under both conditions,
but less in the tae than in the former case. The weight of
material was the same in both lots of briquettes, and may be
referred to in your issue of the 14th inst. In the annexed I repeat
the figures you have already been good enough to publish alongside the fresh data, should you think the comparative results of
sufficient interest for type. In the letter ee ing his table
of my first results in a percentage form Mr. Middleton says he
cannot agree with me that there is any necessity for cement tests
to be inconsistent. I did not say that, so fail to see how we disagree. Mr. Middleton says that when cement tests are carefully
made, they are not even often inconsistent ; that when they are it
is because one man can and another cannot gauge cement. The
conclusion to be drawn from those remarks is that the manipulator
of the briquettes of which you published the results was not fit for
the job. If Mr. Middleton had watched the gauger as I have for
six years, he might think otherwise. At any rate, the assumed
incompetence is liberal to a degree.
A. NELSON BARNES.
Llanwddyn, January 26th.
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SoutH KENnsINGTON MvsEUM.—Visitors during the week ending
5th February, 1887:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 8208; mercantile marine,
Indian section, and other collections, 2971. On Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday, admission 6d., from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.:
Museum, 698; mercantile marine, Indian section, and other
collections, 110, Total, 11,985. Average of corresponding week
= —, years, 14,082, Total from the opening of the Museum,
9 9UO, SOVe
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
THERE are now 10,409 miles of railway open in India,
earning over 5 per cent. on capital outlay.
anga
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A Vienna correspondent writes that the last rails on
the Vranja and Salonica line were laid on Thursday, the 3rd inst.
Tue Midland Railway Company have in constant
employment no fewer than 3200 horses ;and of these 1000 are
located in London,
:
Tue Victoria Railway Commissioners have accepted
the tender of Messrs. J. Falkingham and Sons for the construction of the Great Southern Railway line at a cost of £251,271.
Tue tender of Messrs. Millar Brothers to construct a
railway line between Clackline and Newcastle, Western Australia, a distance of thirteen miles, has been accepted by the
Government for £39,000.
Some interesting trials of the interchangeable automatic
continuous brake were made on Wednesday on a piece of level and
straight line, on the Hadleigh branch of the Great Eastern Railway,
particulars of which we propose giving in another issue,
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Last month all the companies carried larger quantities
of coal to London. The North-Western report an increase of 2600
Be
PR
tons, the Great Northern 11,700 tons, the Great Western 5500
tons, the Midland 15,000 tons, and the Great Eastern 29 tons over
last year's corresponding figures. The total tonnage was 665,325
tons, against 624,434 tons. The quantity brought by sea was
477,799 tons, or 49,470 tons increase.
Tue report of the directors of the Dublin Tramways
Company shows that the recourse to penny fares, from which a
temporary loss was suffered immediately after they were introduced, has turned out to be a great benefit, not only to the public,
but to the shareholders, who have adopted the recommended
dividend of 54 per cent., free of income-tax. The di + Ss are
forwarding a tramcar of their own make to the Manchester
Exhibition.
THE interim report of the Southern Mahratta Railway
Company states that it is expected that, during the course of the
first half of 1887, the whole of the lines now under construction
will be completed and opened to public traffic, with the exception
of the Southern Mahratta Railway, Deuli to Portuguese frontier,
seven miles, and Mysore Railway, Tungabudra Bridge to Gubbi,
157 miles. Public traffic on the open portion of the company’s
line is necessarily undeveloped but is improving, the net revenue
receipts having increased from £3420 in the first half of 1885 to
£22,317 in the same period of 1886.
Tue reports of the principal railway companies
announce their half-yearly dividends. Profits on lines south of
the Thames have generally risen, and on the heavy lines to the north
have not fallen much. Usually they have held their ground, and
occasionally they show an impr
t, Passenger traffic is the
mainstay of the southern companies; a large part of it is of a
holiday character, and none is 7 speedily affected by a
decrease of national prosperity, and none is more prompt to
indicate a revival. The experience of the South-Eastern and
Chatham Companies, and of the South-Western, though its business is of a more mixed kind, has been si
Recent returns show that the natives of India are by
far the largest sufferers from railway accidents, though the number
of accidents generally is happily on the decline. In the quarter
ending June last there were 154 fewer accidents than on the
corresponding quarter of the previous year. There was a considerable increase in the number of accidents on the Southern
Mahratta, South Indian, and Oude and Rohilkund Railway, chietly
attributable to trains running over cattle on the line. But all the
other lines showed a decrease. On the Eastern Bengal Railway
three passengers were killed and five
rs and one ballast
coolie jared }
by a collision at Habra
between a down train and
ballast train standing on the siding. The total number of persons
including passengers, servants, and others, as well as suicides, who
lost their lives, was 104, as compared with 96 in the corresponding
quarter of the previous year, and of those injured 202 as against
230. No fewer than 9% passengers met their deaths in carriages
and at stations from causes unconnected with the working of the
trains. - In England these casualties would represent a large sum
in
but in India the only penalty they entail is a loss in
rolling stock, in injury done to the line, and in the temporary
interruption of traffic.
AGRICULTURE appears tc be carried on with advantage
in Belgium, though it is languishing in England. Its railway
system is more complete than ours. The flatness of a considerable
portion of the country has facilitated the introduction of a system
of horse and steam trams, the latter generally drawing goodsas
well as passenger cars, which acts as feeders to the railway lines,
and open communication with localities which would not remunerate the heavier cost of a railway, but which are thus sufficiently
and advantageously developed. Road railways would help considerably towards giving cheap means of frequent and rapid communication in districts, where such are now wanting, and where
our expensive main lines could not be made to pay. These latter
cost on an average £42,000 per mile, whereas, Messrs. Bolling and
Lowe remark in their iron trade report, the road railway would
not cost, including equipment, more than £5000, and under many
circumstances much less, and would do the required work and no
doubt prove r
ative, especially in those places where small
holdings abound. By this mode of conveyance they arrange
abroad, to a great extent, to gather up and despatch the enormous
quantities of small farm produce which reach this country daily.
We do not hear of fruit and fish rotting there because they cannot
be brought to market. The road railways also
je many
industries to be carried on away from the cities by giving cheap
conveyance to the working population.
TxHE report of the City of London and Southwark Subway Company, to be submitted to the shareholders at the fifth
half-yearly ordinary meeting on the 15th inst., states that during
the past half-year the works under the Thames have made considerable and satisfactory p
The sinking of the shaft in
the river was completed without any accident, and, after the
openings for the tunnels had been put in on both sides of the shaft,
the shield for driving the first tunnel was fixed in position and
operations commenced on the 28th October last. The work has
been carried on since without intermission and without any serious
difficulty being met with, and up to the present time, Ist February,
about
of one of the permanent tunnels have been com leted
out of a total distance of 667ft. from the shaft at Old Swan
a
on the Middlesex side, to the Hibernia Wharf wall, on the Surrey
side of the river. In a few days the first tunnel will be completed
the whole distance under the river. Thus a new ‘“Thames Tunnel”
will have been finished in about fifteen weeks from its commencement. The driving of the second tunnel has been commenced, and
from the experience already gained there is no reason to doubt that
it will be as safely and speedily finished as the first. The directors
have felt that the short distance from the City to the Elephant and
Castle was not sufficient to fully develope the carrying capacity of
the line; and have therefore deposited a Bill in Parliament for an
extension from the Elephant and Castle to the Swan, at Stockwell,
running nearly the whole distance underneath the great ye A
fare known as the Kennington Park and Clapham-roads.
traffic along these roads is very great, and the extension, can be
carried
out at a moderate
cost, and is of such a character that it
can be worked economicall
icaly
and well. When this extentionis
completed the entire length of the line will be three miles,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
WE import weekly about £1,000,000 worth of corn
and flour,
Caucrngb soda, anhydrous alum, kieserite, or oxychloride
of magnesium, mixed into a paste by the process of M. Tietjens,
will swell as it hardens, and is used by him to inject, by a suitably
arranged pipe, into rock fissures, to stop flow of water,
In a new process of gilding glass, the inventor. cleans
glass surfaces with chloride of tin—pours thereon the gilding
solution, the glass being heated and inchned. The gilding solution
is prepared from chloride gold, 3 parts; caustic soda, 1 part;
glycerine diluted, and mannite, The film of gold is thickened and
by a backing of silver—deposited from the usual silvering
solution.
REFERRING to a method of hardening small steel drills
in different ways, Mr. 8. P. Davis, writing to the Scientific
«lmericun, says :—** 1 found a man recently, in the United States
Mint here, who bored holes through the hardest steel and plate
glass with drills. He told me that he drove the point of the drill,
heated to cherry red, into a cold bar of lead, and the result was a
much harder temper than the hydrochloric zinc-killed acid bath.”
Dvrine last week 2665 births and 1485 deaths were
registered in London. Allowing for increase of population, the
births were 281, and the deaths 586, below the average numbers in
the
ding weeks of the last ten years. The annual deathrate per 1000from all causes declined to 18°4. During the first
five weeks of the current quarter the death-rate averaged 2°18 per
1000, and was 2°5 below the mean rate in the corresponding periods
of the ten years 1877-86.
Writine to the Scientific American on drilling hard
steel, Mr. J. 8S. Charles says :—‘‘ Having occasion to drill through
a very hard piece of steel, I tried a saturated solution of camphor
lcohol and gum camphor—and the result was marvellous, the
drill apparently ‘ biting’ its way through the steel. Thinking your
readers might be profited by aknowledge of this feature in drilling,
I offer the same for trial, with the hope that those using it may be
as well satistied with the results as your subscriber has been.”
Ata recent meeting of the Royal Society of Edinburgh
Mr. John Murray read a paper on the total rainfall of the globe,
and its relation to the discharge of rivers, 2243 cuble miles of rain
fall annually on areas with inland drainage. Such areas extend to
11,486,350 square miles. The land draining directly to the ocean
has an area of 44,211,000 square miles. If from this quantity we
subtract all areas having less than 10in. of annual rainfall, we get
38,829,750 square miles. The mean discharge from this area into
the oceanis6569 cubic miles annually. The total weight of substances
carried by this meansto the ocean is rather more than 5,000,000,000
tons each year.
THE census taken last May, and published on the 6th
ult., shows the population of France to be 38,218,000, whereas in
December, 1881], it was 37,672,000. This gives an increase of
546,000, whereas in 1881 the increase in five complete years was
766,000. In Paris the increase is only 75,000—namely, from
2,269,000 to 2,344,000, whereas last time it was 280,000. Lyons has
the much larger proportionate increase of 25,000-—namely, from
376,000 to 401,000. Marseilles has increased from 360,000 to
376,000, Bordeaux from 221,000 to 240,000, Lille from 178,000 to
188,000, Nice from 66,000 to 77,000. Roubaix has increased by
8000, and Toulonse and Tours each by 7000. The other large towns,
with the exception of St., Etienne, which has fallen from 123,000 to
117,000, show an increase n no case exceeding 6000. The 53 cities
or towns having more than 30,000 inhabitants, Paris included, show
a net increase of 309,000.
Proressor W. F. Barrett has found that the hard
manganese steel wire has the extraordinary tenacity of 110 tons per
square inch, a number confirmed by independent tests which the
chief engineer of the Irish Great Southern and Western Railway
Works had kindly made for Professor Barrett. The tenacity of
ordinary steel wire is from 80 to 100 kil
mes per square millimetre, as against 173°5 of manganese steel, the best pianoforte steel
wire alone showing a higher tenacity than the manganese steel wire.
The soft manganese steel wire had a tenacity of only 48 tons per
— inch, with an elongation of nearly 20 per cent. The modulus
of elasticity was also determined by the author by direct stretching.
It was found to be lower than wrought iron, the mean number for
the hard manganese wire being 16,800 kilogrammes per square
millimetre, the soft manganese wire having a still lower modulus.
The modulus for ordinary steel wire is 18,810, and for iron wire
18,610 kilogrammes per square millimetre; so that, though hard
manganese steel has an enormous tenacity, it ‘‘ gives” more than
steel under sudden stress, recovering itself, of course, if the limits
of elasticity are not passed.
Tue number of new books published in the year just
closed was 3984, and of new editions 1226—a total of 5210. This is
a falling-off of more than 400 from the publications of the year
1885, which were 5640 in number. Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston,
Searle, and Rivington, to whom we are indebted for these figures,
blish, as is their custom, an analytical table of the books pubished during the year. The table is divided into fourteen classes,
and the numbers of each are as follows:—Theology, including
sermons, 752; educational, 572; juvenile works and tales, 445;
novels, 969; law and kindred subjects, 33; political and social
economy, trade and commerce, 246; art, science, and illustrated
works, 178; voyages and travels, 221; history and biography, 350;
poetry and the drama, 93; year books and serials, 294; medicine
and surgery, 171; belles-lettres, essays, and monographs, 479; and
miscellaneous, 407. From the table of publications issued every
month, it aj
that January was the weakest, producing onl
205 books.
number rose, with considerable variations, to 445,
or more than double, in June, fell continuously to 258 in September, rose to 602 and 642 in October and November, and finally
reached 852 in December. Most of the fourteen heads show a:
decrease, Novels increased from 455 to 755.
In a recent lecture before the Live
| Astronomical
Society, Mr. J. E. Gore, F.R.A.S., said:—‘‘
When the parallax of a
binary was known, and the elements of its orbit satisfactorily computed, it was easy to find some of the masses of the component stars
in terms of the sun’s mass, and the real dimensions of the orbit.
The parallax of a few of them had been ascertained. First, there
was the famous binary star a Centauri, which, as far as was or
was also the nearest star to the earth. From its orbit, com
by Dr. Hind in 1877, combined with a parallax of 0°928’, he found
the mass of the system = 1°79 times the sun’s mass, and the semiaxis major 23°49 times the earth’s mean distance from the gun.
ing the latest elements found by Dr. Elkin (a = 17°50”, and
period = 77°42 years), and his parallax of 0-798, he found the sum
of their masses = 1°759, and the semi-axis major = 21°13 times the
sun’s mean distance. Second, 7 Cassiopi
Dr. Duner found for
this binary a period of 176-37 years with semi-axis major = 10°68",
Combining these elements with O = parallax of 0-154”, Mr. Gore
found the mass of the system = 10°722 times the sun’s mass, and
the mean distance = 69°35. The magnitude of the components was
about 4 to 76; so they had a star of the 4th mag. with a mass about
six times as great as that of a Centauri. The calculations of the
elements of the well-known companion to Sirius were still more
interesting, and there was no doubt that it was in rapid orbital
motion round its primary, probably with a period of about 49 years,
He had found the mass of this system = 71°63 times the sun’s mass,
ing the attraction of the companion to be the cause of the
observed i
ity in the proper motion of Sirius, Auwers found
that its mass must be about one-half that of Sirius; thus, we have
the mass of a 10th mag. star greater than that of the sun,”
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MISCELLANEA,
O1L lamps are used in the streets of Kilkenny, and
shopkeepers and consumers generally are paying 6s. per 1000 cubic
feet of gas.
Work at the projected railway exhibition at the Bois
de Vi
ce
ed on the 7th, and of course “in presence
of a large assemblage.”
A_ new patent slip has been opened at Tanjong Rhoo,
which will afford additional facilities for the repairing and over.
hauling of small st
8 Visiting Si =
Ir is thought that the Tay Bridge will be ready for
goods traffic some time during the month of May, and the formal
ceremony of opening will take place on June 20th.
Tue Imperial German Post-office is making extensive
experiments with telephones, All places in the Grand Duchy of
Hesse have just been telephonically connected, and should ‘the
experiment succeed the arrangement will be extended to the whole
of Germany,
Tue rage for high towers has now taken effect: in
Belgium, and a design tor a wood tower of Flamboyant type, aud
300 metres in height, has been made by MM. F. Hennebeque and
E. Néve, and proposed fer erection in connection with the Brussels
Exhibition of next year.
Messrs. J. ann J. Hayes, of Leigh, have been making
a series of exhaustive trials of carding engines, frames and mules
made by all the principal machine makers in Lancashire, and have
ordered the machinery for their large new mill of Messrs, Dobson
and Barlow, of Bolton.
Ir is proposed, in accordance with Royal and Ministerial decrees, to open on the Ist of May next, at Milan, an inter.
national competition of corn driers, and especially of driers of Indian
corn, Foreigners as well as Italians may compete. ‘Two prizes
are established, each of the value of 2000 lire, with a diploma of
honour, for the best driers of Indian corn and rice respectively.
Applications for admission must be forwarded to the Executive
Commission, at the Ministry of Agriculture, Rome, by March 31st,
Tue use of kerosene is connected with the growth of
diphtheria by a Dr, Wilson, of Meriden, Conn., who says that the
use of kerosene oil was in no slight manner accountable for the
seemingly otherwise inexplicable spread of diphtheria and the
greatest percentages of fatal cases of diphtheria occur in households whose inmates employ kerosene oil tor artiticial illumination;
and, further, his figures also show that all those who used either
gas or candles, even when attacked by the malady, eventually
reached a convalescent state.
Bristo. College is offering wealthy men a chance of
distinguishing themselves, as Sir Andrew Walker and Mr, Thos.
Harrison have done at the University College, Liverpool. It is
stated that in consequence of the financial difficulties of the Bristol
College, and lack of endowments, the salaries of all the professors
will be reduced by the council, and some chairs are to be abolished.
The course pursued by the council has given rise to much discussion, and it must be hoped that the council may be as successful in
their asking for money as have those at Liverpool.
Tue Central News correspondent at Gibraltar writes:
—‘*It has transpired, at an inspection of H.M.S. Monarch’s boilers,
that she had a very narrow escape from a serious accident on her
passage from Gibraltar to Port Mahon. It seenfs that when steam
was being got up for additional speed, it was found that instead of
the proper amount of water being in the boiler it had run nearly
dry. Cold water was on the point of being pumped into the
boiler, but fortunately a leading stoker
the valve, thus
preventing the boiler from bursting. A court of inquiry will
investigate the affair.”
Mr. Georce Kyvocn, M.P., ammunition manufacturer
of Witton, Birmingham, addressing his workpeople last Friday,
said there could be no doubt that it was the defective cartridges in
the Soudan that caused Colonel Burnaby'’s death; and Mr. De
Lisle, M.P., had told him that it was also the cause of the death
of his brother. The War-office were still making the same old style
of cartridges, notwithstanding the announcement in the House of
Commons that they would be made better in future. Reluctantly
he sent in a tender for 500,000 cartridges for Queensland. It
reached the War-office on Wednesday morning, instead of Tuesday,
and he was told it was too late. The order was then given to a
German, who actually had not a manufactory, and would have to
build one before he could fulfil the contract.
Tue port of Limerick is somewhat in bad odour in
commercial circles, and the latest occurrenee will not tend to
improve matters in this respect. On Sunday morning the inner
wall of the north side of the floating dock subsided, the ruins
falling into the basin, and
ing suc
tion as to give rise
to a scene of the utmost confusion while it lasted. The shipping
moored within had a very narrow escape from serious damage.
The harbour engineer, Mr. Hall, had anticipated the occurrence,
and by his foresight prevented serious consequences following the
mishap. The floating docks were built in 1815, at a cost of
£70,000, and the damage done to the works by the present occurrence is estimated at between £8000 and £10,000. The Limerick
Harbour Board held a special meeting with regard to the matter,
and decided on taking immediate steps to prevent further d
being done by the force of a winds and tides acting on the
breach already made in the works,
In answer to a question in the House of Commons on
Tuesday by Mr. W. Corbet, Mr. Jackson said ‘‘The south or main
pier at Arklow has been completed, with the exception of some
unimportant work which is expected to be finished early in April.
As regards the north groyne, the concrete blocks have
been made
and the contractor has giver. notice that he will be able to proceed
with the work early in March; but before anything further is done
the question of the incidence of the cost of this or of the work
will have to be determined, in accordance with the provisions of
the Arklow Harbour Act. It is to be hoped that dredging will not
be required at the harbour entrance. In continuation of the reply
which I made to a question of the hon. member on the subject of
Greystones Pier and Boatslip in September last, I have to say that
afresh contract for the execution of the works was entered into,
but continued bad weather had prevented any considerable progress being made. If adequate ee is not made by the new
contractor the contract wil be determined and other steps taken
for the completion of the works.”
On the 7th inst., the American Senate continued the
discussion of Mr. Eads’ Tehuantepec Ship Railway Bill. Senator
Morgan—Alabama—resumed his speech on European relations to
the ‘Panaaa Canal, He held that the action of the English
Government relative to Tobago and other islands in Panama Bay
in settling upon and preparing to fortify them amounted to notice
of its purpose to place itself in a position to command the Panama
end “ the canal; while on this side of the Isthmus it had a
similarly strong position in Jamaica, He hoped that the American
people
reached a point of determination at which they would
sayto England, ‘‘ Whatever it is essential for us to have in the
way of transit across the Isthmus, for the passage of our armies,
ships, merchandise, and coastwise trade, we are entitled to in
natural justice, and that we will have,” The duty of the Senate
was, he said, to enable Py ——— Corporations engaged in por
Tehuantepec project and
the Nicaragua
roject to goas far
as they wad with propriety to secure a foothold, and
a establish
themselves if possible,
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THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent.)
‘He improvement ih trade is developing slowly. There is no
rush upon the exchanges in this district such as there has been
in some other centres. At the same time the recent slight reaction
in Scotland and Cleveland is being escaped here, since there has
been no attempt to force the market to carry more than it could
well bear Weare therefore, it may be hoped, proceeding steadily
in the revival which we are confidently expecting will become more
marked as the year advances. Manufactured iron greatly needs
increased vigour, and it is a revival in this connection that we must
wait for.
On ‘Change yesterday in Wolverhampton and to-day in Birmingham sellers of Midland pigs again resisted the efforts of consumers
to pull down prices.
supply is now so limited that they indeed
found no great difficulty in their way. A decision which has been
come to within the past few days by certain of the Northampton
owners not to blow in additional furnaces at present strengthened
sellers’ hands, The decision is that the market is not sufficiently
strong, and prices scarcely high enough to warrant the blowing in
of furnaces which were put out last autumn,
Forty shillings is now practically the minimum for Northampton
pigs, which were freely sold last summer at 35s., and less. Gc
brands of Derbyshire are about 2s. 6d. per ton extra, making them
42s, 6d,, and Tnedaiives are also quoted 42s, 6d. A waiting
policy is being adopted by buyers. They are generally well
bought, and have abundant deliveries to come in under previous
contracts. Numbers of them are covered up to the end of the year.
Staffordshire pigs keep in excellent consumption, and makers are
busier than for a long while past. There is not just now much talk
of further increasing production. To do so would only be to
work against an improvement in prices, In this branch rates have
not strengthened to the same extent which marks imported pigs.
All-mine qualities remain at 52s. 6d. to 55s. for hot blast and 7ds.
to 80s, for cold blast. Part mines keep at 40s, to 42s. 6d. and
common 30s, to 32s, 6d.
Hematites to-day retain their recent strong position. The brisk
American demand and the good orders which are being received
from the steelmakers have the effect of keeping prices very firm.
Good forge sorts from Lancashire and the west coast are still quoted
60s., delivered here, and foundry numbers ks. 6d. to 3s. per ton
extra. The Barrow Company quote 62s, 6d. for forge. Earl
Granville’s North Staffordshire mine pigs are quoted 43s. for forge,
45s. for No, 2 foundry, and 48s, for No, 1.
Sheet makers continue to give better accounts of the state of
trade than do any other ironmasters, Galvanisers and other
buyers of this class of iron are still expressing their requirements
with a good deal of freedom, and the millsare kept going full time.
Prices are firm, but a further advance of 10s. is needed before they
have reached the point at which it will pay to restart the works
now standing. Singles keep at 46 for galvanising purposes;
doubles, £6 10s. ; and lattens, £7 10s, per ton. By some makers
2s. 6d, and 5s, per ton more than these terms are quoted,
Capital reports are possible of the activity amongst the galvanisers. For delivery in Liverpool £10 10s. is about the figure for
24 ¢., packed in bundles, Some firms will take rather less.
The demand for steel sheets is rapidly on the increase, to the disjlacement, in some degree, of iron, Prices in this department are
better than for iron,
Mild steel rolled by Messrs. Hatton Sons, and Co., Bilston, is
quoted at:—Blooms and billets, £5 15s. to £6; boiler plates, £7 to
£8; heavy sheets, singles, £9 to £10; doubles, £10 10s. to
£11 10s.; and lattens, £12 to £13. Superior steel sheets for deep
stamping purposes and for tinning are £10 to £11, according to
specitication, for singles, the exact prices all depending upon the
processes through which consumers desire the metal to go in the
matter of annealing and the like. The above prices for doubles
and lattens are calculated upon the full ‘‘extras” of 30s. per ton,
but the market assumes that in some case: only 20s, ‘extras’
would be demanded, and this is a custom which is now becoming
common,
The demand for marked bars is increasing. Ironmasters engaged
extensively in this branch reported more favourably to-day than
for some time past. Last month the out-turn at some of the
Staffordshire works was nearly 50 per cent. in excess of the outturn in the first month of a yearago. The better sales are on
account both of the export and also the home markets; and the
New British Iron Company have secured a four years’ contract for
supplying certain of the Admiralty contracts, Prices keep at £7
for tirst quality of marked bars, £6 for second quality, and £5 10s,
for merchant sorts.
‘*Mitre” iron rolled by Messrs. Philip Williams and Sons, of
Wednesbury Oak Works, is a uniform 5s, per ton less than the
make of other list houses.
rs of §in., round or square, or Sin.
to y%in., round or square, and flats lin, by gin. or Jin., are £6 15s.,
as against £7 by other firms. Strips from lin. to 6in. broad,
47 5s., and angle and plating bars also £7 5s, Sheets of 20 w.g.
are £7 15s.; 24 g., £8 fos; and 26 g., £9 10s. Wednesbury Oak
branded qualities are quoted at £1 less than ‘‘ Mitre.”
Unmarked bars are selling slowly at £5 upwards, while sectional
iron for engineering BS ae is going off in increased lots,
Common hoops are £5 10s., and superior sorts £6 5s. The Gas
Strip Association is firmly maintaining its quotation of £5 5s,
Nail strip of 24g. in size is also quoted five guineas, and hinge
strip is quoted at £6,
A case of iron of singular excellence has been prepared at the
Round Oak Works of the Earl of Dudley, by the manager, Mr.
Smith Casson, for transmission to Australia, be an it will be shown
at the Adelaide Exhibition which opens in June. Several specimens of his lordship’s celebrated ““L. W. R. O” brand are
included, which have undergone tests, showing the remarkable
ductility and tenacity of the iron. There is a 24in. round of treble
best crystalline iron which, tested to destruction, broke at
26°5788 tons per square inch of original area, while the reduction
of area of fracture was 32°76 per cent., and the elongation 21 per
cent. The crystalline bars, when nicked and broken, show a grain
as fine as that of mild steel, and when case-hardened, bear a
remarkable polish. Another specimen is a treble best crystalline
lin, square bar, which has been punched both ways and beaten out
on an anvil into the form of a hand and a hatchet, while a lin.
—
round has been split into five parts, each part being
subject to testsof ductility. The base of the case is formed of
massive specimens of girder iron, from 7in. wp to 12in., which have
been bent cold without showing signs of fracture ; while the whole
is surrounded by a ponderous 2in. round tied in a knot.
Coal is not brisk. Quotations for best house coal vary from 9s.
to 10s per ton, and second quality 8s. to 9s. Forge coal is 5s, to
6s. Ff
slack, 4s. to
; and engine slack, 2s. 6d. to 3s
South and North Staffordshire cokes are 11s, 6d. to 12s., with an
improved demand.
¢
e Board of Trade returns for January are of peculiar interest
to the manufacturers of this district, since the most gratifying
features of the returns are the increased shipments of iron and
steel, machinery and mill work, hardware and cutlery.
For the past month there was an increase of 57,234 tons, or
26 per cent., in the quantity of iron and steel exported, and of
£104,015, or nearly 64 per cent., in value. In pig and puddled
iron there was an increase of £14,374, or over 10 per cent. ; in
railroad iron the augmentation is £45,847, or nearly 18 per cent. ;
in cast and wrought iron it is £25,844, or nearly 7 per cent. ; in
hoops and steels it is £7782, or over 2 per cent. ; in old iron it is
£52,138, or 340 per cent.; and in unwrought steel it is £63,201, or
86 per cent. On the other hand, there is a decrease of £29,677, or
over21 per cent., in bar and ange iron; of £10,407, or 18 per
cent., in wire; and of £54,181, or 79 per cent., in telegraph wire.
The increase in railroad iron is due to the shipments to the United
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States, which took none in January, 1886, but over 15,000 tons last has yet been taken by those most directly interested in this matter
month,
as the Bill has not yet been presented to the Legislature; but
It is noteworthy that Egypt has also been a better customer for |taking the tendency of such remarks as are current amongst engithis class of iron, as well as Australia. Italy has taken more of neers and steam users, the opposition to the Bill when it is brought
pig and puddled, and the United States a greatly increased forward is ——- be of a most obstinate and determined chaquantity of unwrought steel. It would appear that the activity racter. The object of the Bill is to control the construction and
in the iron and steel is mainly due to Transatlantic requir
ts, manag
t of all boilers, except locomotives, under rigid GovernThe figures are as follows :—
ment inspection, but still leaving all risks upon the hands of the
makers and users,
Month of January.
Iron,
1886,
1887.
Notwithstanding the very severe weather which has been ex£
£
verienced since the commencement of the year, the erection of the
Pig and puddled. .
135,003
149,377
uildings for the Manchester Royal Exhibition is making very
Bar, angle, &c
133,216
103,539
satisfactory progress. So far as the engineering section of the
Railroad. e 2°
255,172
801,021
Exhibition is concerned, it promises to be one of the most important
Wire seein. |aie
53,168
42,761
that has ever been held, and for the machinery in motion a larger
Telegraph ditto ..
68,623
14,442
Cast and wrought
338,458
364,302
| space has been provided than at any previous Exhibition, whilst
Hoops, sheets, &c,
235,138
242,920
for stationary machinery and other engineering work a very large
|
eee
15,530 ..
67,668
space has been set apart. Notwithstanding this, the applications
Nteel, unwrought
73,083.
136,284
for space have far exceeded any possible limits for which accommoThe gg
engineers and machinists are busy, and constructive | dation could be provided, and the committee have had the very
ironwork or« ers are offered through merchants for rather heavy | delicate task of selecting what they considered the most suitable.
quantities. Ironfounders are better situated with orders for large | This has necessitated the cutting down of the space applied for in
castings.
| a great many cases, whilst many applications, if not actually
The South Staffordshire hardware manufacturers have no reason refused, have had to stand in abeyance until it is seen whether
to complain about foreign business, Large inquiries are being they can be possibly entertained. Naturally a feeling of deep disreceived from Australia and India, but unfortunately merchants appointment has been created in many quarters, and intending
compel the acceptance of low prices; and trade with the West exhibitors who have been putting forth special efforts to introduce
Indies and with South Africa is improving steadily. There is no novelties and improvements of one kind or another have found
diminution in the orders from South America, and in some special themselves crippled because they have not been able to secure the
branches there is an expansion.
requisite space for their exhibits. The committee have, however,
The Cradley Heath chainmakers
pleted on Saturday six endeavoured to do their best, and there is one very great satisfacmonths of their strike. They have been reduced to a deplorable tion, that all the available space will be so fully occupied with what
condition, and a settlement seems as remote as ever.
may be termed legitimate exhibits that the mere shop and bazaar
‘The Sharpness and Birmingham Navigation Company is about to element will of necessity be almost entirely eliminate.
adopt a plan which is likely to considerably benefit Midland traders,
In the coal trade there is a fair business doing, but the demand
At a special meeting the shareholders have agreed to adopt the is beginning to show a falling off ;and here and there collieries are
Acts empowering canal companies to vary rates on different parts either putting into stock or having to resort to a restricted output.
of their navigations, and to enable the company to become carriers All descriptions of fuel are plentiful in the market, and although
of goods upon its canal. This has been done to enable the com- there is no quotable change in prices, they are easier. At the
pany to undertake the lighterage between Sharpness and me mouth best coal averages 9s. per ton; seconds, 7s. 6d.; common
Gloucester; and if the plan succeeds the company will consider ouse coals, 6s,;steam and forge coals, 5s. to 5s, 6d.; burgy, 4s. 6d.
the desirability of extending the system to Birmingham and the to 5s.; best slack, 3s. 6d. to 4s.; and common, 2s, 6d. to 3s. per
Midland counties.
ton,
The Severn Navigation Commission have unanimously determined
In the shipping trade there has been a fairly active business
to oppose the Liverpool Water and Improvement Bill, which they doing ;the dispute with the Scotch miners has thrown a number
consider will seriously interfere with their own interests, The pro- of orders into this market, chiefly for Ireland, and rather better
moters of the Bill are seeking powers to supply from the Severn an prices have been obtainable, 7s. 6d. per ton being readily got for
extensive district, which the Severn Commissioners understood to good ordinary qualities oi :team coal delivered at the high level,
be ‘‘any place or plans within twenty miles of their aqueduct,” Liverpool, or the Garston Docks,
and the aqueduct is some sixty miles long.
The miners in the south-west Lancashire district have sent in
Mr. Kynoch, M.P., has been again speaking upon the refusal of applications to the colliery owners for an advance in wages of 10
the Government to obtain war supplies from English works, The per cent., and at the same time they have given notice that after
enormous strength which the Government had in private manufac- the 21st inst. they will only work five days a week and eight hours
tories was not, he said, appreciated by them, and at his works alone per day. As to the advance of wages, there is not the slightest
they were prepared to manufacture twice as many cartridges in one chance of the application being entertained by the employers; and
week for the service of the English army as they could at that as to the restriction of the output, it is scarcely necessary for the
expensive establishment at Woolwich. He complained of the men to send in a formal notice that they will only work five days
action of the War Department in giving orders for the manufac- a week, when it is very probable that before long they may not
ture of cartridges to a German firm, when they could have been be required to work more than four days a week.
equally, if not better and more cheaply, made in England.
Barrow.—More cheerful prospects are opening out in the hematite pig iron trade than was shown by the attitude of the market
during the past two weeks, The demand fell off somewhat, but
this was mainly owing to the fact that buyers found it difficult to
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
place orders, as makers are so fully sold forward. The business
(From our own Correspondent.)
which has been done in Bessemer qualities especially has been
Manchester,—There is again very little change to report in the exceedingly large, and makers are in such a position as to deliveries
iron trade of this district; the market remains in an unsettled that in many cases they cannot entertain contracts for delivery
condition, and there is only a very limited weight of actual busi- before Midsummer. There is a large cx
ption of B
pig
ness doing. This, of course, tonte to a further weakening of the iron for steel-making purposes, and this remark applies equally to
market, and although there is perhaps no really quotable change in home makers of steel as well as to foreign and colonial producers.
the current list rates, so far as prices can be tested by the small The latter, however, are encouraging an increased business in
amount of actual business offering, the tendency is in the favour blooms and billets, in preference to taking
ls of pig iron or
of buyers. The threatening aspect of affairs on the Continent has manufactured rails. There is a very full inquiry for blooms
necessarily a disturbing influence, there is also a cessation of and billets, especially for America, and the outlook in most
American inquiries which have been the chief stimulus to the of the departments of the steel trade is good. There is a
recent rise in prices, and there is still the most discouraging feature fuller rene ffor steel shipbuilding material, and shipbuilders are
of all, that the iron-using branches of industry in this district show more hopeful than they have been for some time that new orders
noimprovement. Makers of pig iron are, it is true, so well sold will be placed in their hands in the course of the next few weeks.
that for the present they are in the position of not being anxious Competition, however, in the shipbuilding trades bring prices down
sellers, but there is a competition springing up of iron held in second to a very low point. The finished iron trade is fainly but not
hands, which is forcing them to give way alittle, and hematites are actively employed. Steel forgings and steel castings are in rather
not so firm as they were, whilst in manufactured iron prices are better request. Steel wire and hoops are in slow sale. Iron ore is
gradually receding from the advance which was put on at the in good demand for forward delivery, but sales are not largely made,
January quarterly meetings.
as raisers are looking hopefully forward for better prices. QuotaThere was about an average attendance on the Manchester Iron tions are given this week as follows :—Mixed numbers of Bessemer
Exchange on Tuesday, but only a very slow market. For common iron net, f.o.b., 52s. perton; No. 3forge and foundry iron, 50s. to5ls.:
ig iron there was little or no inquiry. Normally quoted prices for steel rails, ordinary heavy sections, £4 5s. per ton; plates, £6 5s.;
Tiatahies iron were about 39s. 6d. to 40s. 6d., less 24, delivered and angles, £5 2s. 6d, It is true that sales of pig iron have during
equal to Manchester, and about the same figures represent the the past few days been effected at 48s. 6d. to 49s. per ton; but
ave
basis for Lincolnshire iron, but there were district brands those makers who are best situated for orders are asking the full
to be bought at quite 6d. per ton under these figures. Outside rates quoted above, and as they are so fully sold forward it is
brands offering in this market were also easier in price ;good easily understood that the market is firm. There is an appreciable
named brands of foundry Middlesbrough were quoted at 45s, 4d. increase in the output of pig iron by the relighting of furnaces.
net cash, delivered equal to Manchester, but ordinary g.m.b.’s Engineers are indifferently well off for orders, and ironfounders
could be got at 6d. to 9d. per ton under this figure, and Scotch and boiler makers are still doing a quiet business,
iron was offering at 2s. 6d. per ton under the prices which makers
have recently been asking.
Hematite makers in most cases are holdi pretty firmly to
late rates, but there are good No, 3 foundry qualities to be got at
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
about 58s. 6d., less 25, delivered into the Manchester district.
(From our own Correspondent.)
In manufactured iron there is only a slow business doing, and
SEVERAL representatives of leading Sheffield establishments in
even where makers have a fair weight of orders on their books,
they find it very difficult to get specifications to keep their works armour plates, steel, iron, and ordnance, and other heavy material,
going, and with second-hand lots there is some very low cutting in have had an interview this week with the Secretary of State for
the market. The average prices for delivery into the Manchester War and the Surveyor-General of the Ordnance. They were
district are about £5 to £5 2s. 6d. for bars, £5 7s. 6d. for hoops, received in a very friendly manner, and it is to be hoped that the
results will be favourable to the interests of Sheffield, where the
and £6 10s. to £7 per ton for sheets.
Ironfounders report business as very slack, and in this branch of opposition to the Government competition in military material is
trade the prices which have to be taken to secure orders are quite naturally very strong.
The improvement in the iron and steel trade already noted
as low as ever, notwithstanding the advance which has taken place
continues, and gets greater.
.
in raw material.
The proposed amendment of the Merchandise Marks Act, 1862,
The condition of the en coregag Shemer can only be described as
very discouraging all through.
e anticipations of improvement will have an important bearing on Sheffield manufacturers. For
which were so prevalent with the commencement of the year have years the Cutlers’ Company has been endeavouring to draw the
not been realised, and a depressed tone characterises nearly all cords of commerce rather tighter to prevent fraudulent trading.
branches of industry, complaints that trade is even getting worse Its efforts appear at last to be bearing fruit. At Rome it
being very common in some quarters. Locomotive builders are succeeded in getting a resolution carried by the International Prorather better off for work, and the same may be said of railway perty Convention, which practically means the exclusive use for
carriage and ~~ builders, but they are still only indifferently this town and district, comprised in the term “ Hallamshire,” of
employed ; machinists are also rather better supplied with orders, the word “Sheffield.” Previously ‘‘Sheffield,” or some close
but these are chiefly for export, and —— any of the local firms imitation of the word, had been struck on wares which never
are what may be termed really busy. Toolmakers are kept fairly were within our walls, Even at present it is known that
supplied with work without, however, any real improvement in Sheffield names and trade-marks are fraudulently imitated on
this branch of industry, and taking the engineering trades all goods which are intended to be passed off as high-class Sheffield
through this district, it is only in exceptional cases that there is productions. At home the bill to be introduced by the President
of the Board of Trade is expected to be a salutary and stringent
any real activity.
rassfounders report a falling-off in the weight of work given measure. The Town Council has appointed a deputation to wait
out by engineers, with a continued absence of demand for marine upon the President of the Board of Trade, who has fixed next
fittings, which is an indication that there is no improvement in the Saturday afternoon for the purpose. The Cutlers’ Company will
be represented by the Master Cutler, and Mr. H. Hughes, from the
shipbuilding trade.
ilermakers, engineers, and steam usersin the Manchester district office of the law clerk.
The accumulation of spiegeleisen and iron at the furnace
have been very much exercised during the past fortnight by the aprance of a draft Bill for the registration and inspection of steam bottoms has long been a difficulty at local works. Explosions
ilers, both in regard to their construction and their management sufficiently effective to separate and dislodge the masses have
to property, and
by the users thereof. This draft Bill, which has been drawn up under been attended by peril to person and da
have
m left idle
an order from the Government by the officers of the Boardof
e, is rather than incur the risk many furnaces
through
the
metal
embedded
in
them.
I
noticed
some blasting
so loaded and hampered with restrictions as to present an altogether
unworkable condition of things both to the makers and the users operations at the Atlas Works—Messrs. John Brown and Co.—
of steam boilers. It does not appear that any concerted action last week, Still more successful explosions took place on Monday.
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About 40 tons were operated upon. Eight holes were bored from
l2in. to 26in. deep in the metal. In these holes were inserted
cartridges of German dynamite, the quantity varying from 12 oz. to
18 oz. ineachhole. The re of ae _ most ae dislodged,
not a piece flying eight yards fromthe sceneof the explosion,
ae oe within twenty yards of the highway and fifty of the
railway, and closely adjoining other furnaces and buildi
The
upward tendency of iron‘and steel is causing makers to bring their
plant into operation, and the clearing of the furnace bottoms
is certain to be extensively undertaken, if the American ‘‘ boom ”
is maintained.
At the Leeds Assizes on Tuesday Allen Beresford, engi
at
Houghton Main Colliery, Barnsley, was brought “P on the charge
of manslaughter. It was alleged that the cage disaster at that
colliery on the 30th of December, by which ten men lost their
lives while being drawn to the surface, was in consequence of the
prisoner’s neglect in over-winding. Beresford was found not
guilty. This verdict is very popular in the Barnsley district,
where the engineman has the entire confidence of his class,
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with a further advance to 44s. 9d., closing with buyers 1d. less,
On Wednesday there was a quiet business at 44s. 84d. to 44s, 2d,
To-day—Thursday—business was limited between 44s, 14d. and
44s. 3d., closing with buyers at 44s, 24d. cash.
The current values of makers’ pigs are not as yet materially influenced -by the state of the warrant market, and are in most cases
a shade lower than they were a week ago. Gartsherrie f.o.b. at
Glasgow per ton, No. 1, 52s.; No. 3, 45s.; Coltness, 58s. and
46s. 6d.; Langloan, 54s. and 47s.; Summerlee, 56s, 6d. and
45s. 6d.; Calder, 52s. and 44s.; Carnbroe, 49s. and 44s.; Clyde,
49s. and 44s. ; Monkland, 46s. 6d. and 42s, 6d.; Govan, at Broomielaw, 46s. 6d. and 42s, 6d.; Shotts, at Leith, 51s. and 46s.; Carron,
at Grangemouth, 52s, 6d. and 44s. 6d.; Glengarnock, at Ard.
51s. 6d. and 45s.; Eglinton, 46s, and 42s.; Dalmellington, 49s. an
44s,
A scarcity of coals at a number of the malleable ironworks, as a
result of the miners’ strike, keeps, as hinted above, a considerable
proportion of the furnaces idle for a time.
:
Steel makers are for the most
busy, but they are likewise
experiencing some difficulty in obtaining fuel. Busi
has not
yet been reported at the full rates to which plates and angles were
recently advanced.
:
A
ments are in progress for starting several new works in
the neighbourhood of Glasgow. At Renfrew a steel works is to be
erected for the production of castings such as are used in shipbuilding and engineering; while Mr, Peter A. Somervail has begun
to mao rg at Dalmuir large workshops, where he intends to carry
on the business of steel and iron bridge, roof, and girder building.
The coal trade has been greatly hampered by the colliers’ strike.
In the past week there was shipped at Glasgow 4332 tons;
Greenock, 60; Ayr, 3342; Irvine, 1015; Troon, 393; Burntisland,
13,118: Leith, 1492; Grangemouth, 6116; and Bo'ness, 595; total,
30,468, or 15,697 tons less than in the corresponding week of 1886,
The prices of coals have risen very considerably to the domestic
consumer in the course of the week. Shippers are either obliged
to keep their ships waiting at the ports or go to England for supplies, and the coals being supplied for inland use are for the most
part of very inferior quality, such as has been lying about the pits
for a long time.
The colliers in several districts have been seriously disturbing
the peace. At Blantyre they sacked a number of shops, carrying
away and using the contents, which included quantities of spirits,
and the Riot Act had to be read more than once and the crowds
dispersed by the police. A number of persons were hurt during
the disturbances, which were not entirely suppressed until the
assistance of the military was obtained.

NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Bur little business has been done in Cle -iand pig iron during
the past fortnight. By the end of last week the price of No. 3
g-m.b. had fallen to 36s. per ton. At the market held at Middlesbrough on Tuesday last the tone was somewhat firmer, but the
rumours of war and the continuance of the strike at the Eston
steel works had a de;
ing effect upon the market, and neither
buyers nor sellers eee operate largely. A few sales of No. 3
g-m.b. were made by merchants for prompt delivery at 36s, 3d. per
ton, which is the same figure as ruled a week previously. Makers
will not do business at this price. They quote 38s, to 39s., and
are not anxious to sell at that.
For delivery over the second quarter of the year merchants ask
37s. The price of forge iron is the same as it was a week ago, viz.,
35s. per ton; but one or two small parcels have changed hands
at 34s. 6d.
Messrs. Stevenson, Jacques, and Co.’s current quotations are :—
“ Acklam hematite,” mixed numbers, 50s. per ton; ‘ Acklam
Yorkshire”—Cleveland—No. 3, 39s.; ‘‘Acklam Basic,” 40s. ;
refined iron, 54s. to 64s. per ton.
Warrants are in poor request both at Middlesbrough and at
Glasgow ; the nominal price is 36s. 6d. per ton.
The stock of pig iron in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough store was on the 7th inst. 310,065 tons, which represents
an increase for the week of 383 tons.
Shipments of pig iron from the Tees have improved somewhat
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
this month. The total quantity which had left up to Monday
(From our own Correspondent.)
evening last was 13,092 tons, which compares favourably with the
7994 tons exported during the first seven days of January.
THE coal trade is decidedly better, and the several ports indicate
The position of the finished iron trade does not improve. Prices distinct increase. Cardiff alone sent 160,000 tons away last week
are as last quoted, viz.:—Ship plates and common bars, £4 15s. to foreign destinations, and if this can be maintained for a few
per ton; angles, £4 10s. f.o.t. at makers’ works, payment cash weeks, it will prove that it is not due to an alarmist spurt, but is
10th, less 24 per cent. discount.
the result of a general improvement in trade.
P
The Cleveland ironmasters’ returns for January were issued on
I am sorry, however, to see that the labour ruptures of the North
the 4th inst., and show that 89 furnaces were in blast throughout and of Scotland are being imitated in Wales and in Monmouthlast month, of which 51 were producing Cleveland and the shire, though, fortunately, not accompanied with any violence,
remainder hematite and other kinds of pig iron. The total except in a solitary instance—that at Abercarne. At that place
output amounted to 192,990 tons, or 303 tons less than during the tin-plate men are out on strike, and are resisting a 10 per cent.
December. The stocks at the end of January stood at 651,517 reduction. Last week there was a strong inclination shown towards
tons, that being a decrease of 928 tons in comparison with those rioting. The attitude of the men is causing a good deal of distress.
of the previous month.
Pontypool. -late a flourishing town—is suffering considerably. The
The Tees Conservancy Commissioners have just pensioned off reduction in that quarter alone in the make of tin-plate tells also
their secretary, Mr. Settle—an old and valued servant. To succeed on colliery production and on tin-plate bars, so that ironworkers
him they have been so fortunate as to secure the services of Mr. J. have in some quarters lessened employment.
H. Amos, hitherto secretary to committees of the Newcastle-onThe revival in the rail tradeis still one of the promised blessings.
Tyne Corporation. The loss of this gentleman from the locality | There is some fencing going on about prices, and makers are holding
where he
lived long, and where he has been always greatly back, refusing orders in many cases, Quotations have been ad, will be much felt. Besides his official duties, he has vanced consequent upon the advance in ore, pig iron, and coke. A
ee undertaken others of a public character, and for an cargo of steel rails and sleepers left Swansea for Port Nolloth this
undertaking such as those it will not be easy to find a successor. week, and 1000 tons old rails for America, On Saturday nearly
He had much to do with the detail arrangements connected with 4000 tons of iron were sent from Newport for the States. Still
the Stephenson Centenary, and with the visit of the Prince of there is nothing like a good make of rails going on either for the
Wales to Newcastle, and up to the present time he has filled the colonies or home railways, and but for a good demand for steel bar
office of hon. secretary to the Newcastle Jubilee Exhibition ;but, of ironworks would not be half so active as they are. Cyfarthfa is
course, just in proportion as his removal will be felt as a loss in doing a large tin bar business, and its make appears to be strongly
Tyneside so it will prove a gain to Tees-side.
approved of. Some little upset amongst the Cyfarthfa colliers took
The strike at the Eston Steel Works continues. An interview place this week, but an agreement has been brought about and
took place on Friday last between Mr. Winsor Richards, general work r
d. The Tredegar colliers have bad a meeting, and
manager, and Mr. F. Hilton, works manager, on the one hand, and have agreed to contribute towards the sliding scale. The Werndda
a deputation from the workmen on the other hand. The situation colliery dispute still remains unsettled, and promises to, as long as
was discussed, but no settlement was arrived at. On Monday the other collieries contribute to the relief of the unemployed. Coal
works were thrown open to those who chose to re
I
ins unchanged in price. An effort made to put up best steam
on the employers’ terms. The boilers and the gas producers were to 8s. 9d. at port has only been moderately successful, 8s. 6d. being
fired up by the firemen, and all other arrangements necessary for the ruling price, and many descriptions of coal can be had at very
a start were made. But only a few men made their appearance at different figures ; 7s. 3d. is a common figure for seconds.
the commencement of either day or night shift, and so the
As the output of large steam increases, and consequently small
attempt failed. There is no doubt but that if the Eston men suc- coal is more plentiful, its price has become weaker, and 4s. 3d. is
ceed in obtaining any advance, the men at all other steel works in about the best figure obtained. House coal in several of the
the district will follow suit.
Monmouthshire districts is in fair demand, but generally there is
The strike at the Northumberland collieries still wears a deter- not much activity in the trade. In the Garw district there is
mined, if not obstinate, aspect. During the last few days a ballot only moderate business, and at Gilfach last week trade was very
has been taken to ascertain how far the compromise suggested by quiet. At Penrhiwfer little doing. Some few steam collieries brisk.
Mr. John Morley, M.P., had the approval of the miners. The
I have referred to the tin-plate trade in Monmouthshire as very
proposal was that a reduction of 10 per cent. should be agreed to, diso’ i
In the Glamorgan district work continues active,
less 1s. per week allowance or rebate to every man not occupying and at Swansea there is little or no cause for complaint. A large
a colliery house. At several collieries the men refused to take any number of orders has been booked of late, and makers are conpart whatever in the ballot, but between 9000 and 10,000, or about sequently careless of new business, which buyers are determined
one-half of all on the strike, did record their votes. The result to keep back as much as possible on account of existing quotations.
was that 8238 votes were given in favour of continuing the strike,
Makers can afford to wait. Last week they despatched 62,491
against 1850 in favour of settling it on thetermsnamed. The two- boxes, and sent into storage only 29,000, leaving in stock but
thirds majority required by the rules of the union was therefore 171,830 boxes, as compared with 191,491 of the previous week.
more than secured, and so the strike continues.
Large quantities of tin-plates continue as usual to go to America.
Up to the present time the exports of coal from the Tyne do not Quotati
are :—B
3, 13s. 6d.; Siemens stiff at 14s. 6d.,
appear to have been adversely affected by the strike. Indeed, if sales in some cases effected at 14s. 3d.; coke wasters, 12s. 6d.
all the staithes on either bank be included, the shipments during i cargoes are.getting ready for next week.
January have exceeded to a very considerable extent those for the
; 2Penarth Railway contracts have been let to Messrs, Logan
corresponding month of last year. If Tyne Dock alone be taken an
:
:
into account, the same may be said as
last week’s ship
The contract for the thirty and odd miles of pipes from Cardiff
ments, Whenever the slackness begins really to make itself felt it to Cwmtaff is proceeding well, and the vacant spots at Plymouth
will naturally be mostly at the staithes on the north side of the and Cyfarthfa works have been secured for the pipes,
river, and especially at the Northumberland and Albert Edward
cks. But as far as consumers generally are concerned, it is
scarcely likely they will feel any scarcity at all, for competing
collieries in other districts are already augmenting their outputs to
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
a degree which in the aggregate will make up for any deficiency.
(From our own Correspondent.)
In general there is little alteration to note in the RhenishWestphalian iron market since last reported, but it has shown a
steady tone all through the week. Orders have come to hand
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND..
regularly, though the demand is not quite so brisk as it was,
(From our own Correspondent.
b
the
hants and dealers in finished iron, having supTHE present position of the iron trade can scarcely be regarded plied their requirements whilst prices were lower, are now
as satisfactory. A great strike of colliers has disorganised the more disposed to march quietly and watch what turn they
arrangements for obtaining fuel, and threatens, unless it is speedily are likely to take in the immediate future. The works are
terminated, to lead to the damping of a proportion of the furnaces. full of confidence in the future, although on the Iron Exchange
Some of the manufactured iron and steel works are already
par- a somewhat sobered-down tone prevails, which is perhaps
tially idle on this account. As regards the pig iron market, there a wholesome sign, which will prevent producers from becoming too
has been a rather improved tone, and a recovery to a certain extent sanguine, which might otherwise check the well-begun improvefrom the rates to which the market had fallen. Further inquiries ment. Itis principally the pig iron prices which have gone up
ps too rapidly, and time should now be allowed to let finished
are also reported from the United States, although it does not
appear that these have as yet resulted in the
ing of orders of iron follow step, which is, however not yet the case. In Silesia,
also, there is great confidence in the situation, and in anticipation
any consequence. The past week’s shipments were small, bei
5667 tons, as compared with 5621 in the Son week of 1886. The of the Common Office in Berlin, for the sale of all the iron
additions to stocks in the warrant stores have been inconsiderable. made in that district, being established. Large sales of both
Business was done inthe warrant market on Monday, between erude and finished iron have taken place at advanced prices,
44s, 6d, and 44s, 4d, cash, Tuesday’s market was fairly active, namely, M. 48 for forge, 50 for foundry pig, and 10750 for
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common bars. In Belgium as well the market is steady
but the same complaints are heard there, as here, that raw
iron has gone up in price out of all proportion to what can be
realised for the finished product. The prices are unchanged since
last week. In France the base price is now 145f. for merchant
sorts of wrought iron, The Lyons-Mediterranean Company has just
ordered 45,000 iron sleepers for Algeria, and the War Department
for 775,000f. worth of Melanit-shells, 50,000 of 125 mm., and
25,000 of 220 mm. calibre. As —— ores in the RhenishWestphalia district, there is no alteration from last week's
notation either in demand or price. The market for pig iron
was brisk, and as
sales have lately greatly redu
stocks,
prices could be well maintained, The demand for spiegel iron
stil continues, but the prices remain unchanged,
Foundry pig has had what may be called a good sale in comparison to the bm thee of the demand for it for a _
back, and
the pone have an upward tendency, indeed they have overstepped
the
price settled by the convention,
In Bessemer sorts the situation is now more favourable than it
was, and pig costs M. 49°50 p.t. Wrought iron has maintained
its price, as the rolling mills are still fully employed, section
iron of all sorts being in great request, and prices have
advanced a shade. In December the demand was double
that of the same periods in the two last years, The dealers
seem thus to have seized the opportunity of filling up their stocks
before the greater rise took place. Hoops and small sizes were
lately raised by circular M. 5 p.t. There is no change to note in
boiler and thick plates, and with the exception of a few favoured
works the rest are poorly employed on them, whilst thin sheets
and plates are in great demand for home and foreign account, the
prices being very firm, with a rising tendency. Still, in spite of
the enhanced prices, they are too low in comparison to those paid
for the forge pig; this may also be said of wire rods, which are
still being sent away in large quantities, and at somewhat increased
prices from last quotations. Rony of the steel works are not so well
off for orders as others, and the former, it issaid, have taken foreign
ones under prime cost in order to keep their people employed,
Messrs, Naylor, Benson, and Co., of
ndon, have placed the
first instalment of an order for steel blooms—20,000 tons—with
the four following firms:—Krupp, the Bochum Union, Dortmunder Union, and Phenix Company. The price is reported to
be very little under that of rails, but the Americans prefer the
steel in this form on account of the reduced duty. A report,
which will certainly require confirmation, is current to the effect
that an agent of
Krupp is now in London presumedly with the
object of mooting a fresh International Rail Convention, but at
the same time to look after an order for 50,000 tons of rails,
which it is said China is about to give out. The nominal price of
rails is as last noted. There are more encouraging symptoms as
regards work for the machine and iron construction shops, but the
great complaint is the too low price, the pipe founders appearing
to feel the pinch the most acutely. The brass founders are, with
few exceptions, fully occupied, but prices will not rise ;buyers,
indeed, trying to depress them lower than they are, namely, red
brass castings, M. 15 to 1:70; bronze, 1°55 to 165; phosphor
bronze, 1°65 to 1‘75 per ko.
There is no alteration to note in the coal and coke trade. The
latter is brisk, the former normal for the time of year. Strenuous
efforts are being made to create an export trade in Westphalian
coals from Rotterdam, now that the new tip has been established
there, and as a first attempt an English steamer—the first—has
been chartered with coal, instead of leaving in ballast to seek a
my in English ports, This may ultimately Jead to a rival trade
if the quality prove to be such as 1s required. It is reported that
coal has been discovered close to the gate of Posen,
Aworks in Luxemburg is making and introducing a substitute
for the wooden poles used in the cultivation of the vines, made of
Bessemer steel, Its section is that of a T, and it has notches all
down the edges, 10c.m. apart, to prevent the binders slipping
down which are used to tie up the vines, Nine advantages are
claimed for these bars or staffs over the old wooden poles,
amongst which are greater cheapness and durability. A staft 1 m.
a
M.0°12. Therefore one of the common lengths of 1°50 m,
and 2°00 m. M. 0°18 and 0°24 pfg., and for 4 pfg. a piece extra.
A distinguishing mark is put upon them to avoid neighbourly or
other annexation ; furthermore, with an order for 1000a suitable
mallet to drive them into the ground is delivered gratis. If these
were made in England, they might become an article of export to
some of the wine-growing colonies or other wine countries where
wood is becoming scarce, or even find a sale for gardens at home,
as their cheapness—the 6}ft. staff costing less than 3d.—would
recommend them, and they might be galvanised with advantage.
It may be mentioned that a Landon house is said to have ordered,
through a Berlin firm, the purchase of 4000 tons of old horseshoes
for export to China, It seems rather odd to go to Berlin for them,
for of all places in the world experience would say this was the
worst, for, asa rule, a very poor and irregular quality of iron—
much of it from Silesia—is used there for shoeing horses, whilst
in England a special sort is made and employed for the purpose,
which must evidently be the better article for what the Chinese
are said to require it, namely, for the manufacture of — blades
and knives, for which purpose it appearstopossess—-as the Chinese
seem to have found out—peculiarly good qualities. It is explained
that the continual and regular concussions accompanied by the
constant warmth communicated th
h the hoof to. the iron
produces a certain toughness and
ness which give it the
uired steely properties, Be this as it may, itis well known that
oldhorseshoes have long been employed in the manufacture of the
celebrated Toledo rapiers—no doubt those very thin shoes peculiar
to the country made out of hammered charcoal iron,

AMERICAN NOTES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
New York, Jan, 28th.
AbDvVicks to-day from western iron centres, between Pittsburg and
Chicago, point to a general strengthening of prices for finished iron
steel, nails, season’s hardware, and for shop machinery for spring
and summer. To-day’s advices from Kentucky and A
and
other Southern States, show a strengtheni
emand for southern
pig iron, and an increased activity in all the iron-making establishments in the South. To-day’s quotations forforgeironare 19-00 dols.
to 19°50 dols.; foundry iron, 19°00 dols, to 22°50 dols.; according to
number and quality. Rail blooms are quoted by brokers at
30°50 dols. to 31°00dols.; double heads, 25°50dols. to 26°00 dols.
English Bessemer, 21°00 dols. to 22-00 dols.; billets, 32°00 dols. to
34°00 dols.; according to size and quality. Steel rails 39°00 dols,
for large lots, and 40°00dols, for small lots. Inquiries for English
steel rails are in the market, and large blocks will be contracted
for in a few days, at prices not far from 41°00 dols, to 42°00 dols, at
gulf ports. American buyers are very reticent as to their purpose
for the future ; it is evident that they will be obliged to make very
heavy purchases either in steel material for rails, or rails themselves,
The mills are overloaded, and are avoiding as far as possible the
taking of new orders,
In the forthcoming American Exhibition, Indian corn is
to be shown in all its phases, from = on the stalk, to the last
refi
t of manufacture in table delicacies, Indian corn, or
maize, is very little used in Europe, and the purpose of this exhibit
is to illustrate the wide variety of food products obtained from it,
and also to — saggy ntito the —— of preparing—
rn, sugar, whiskey, or glucose, paper pulp, and other products,
from the “hoe-cake ” of the southern darky to the hasty pudding
of New England,

Fes,
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1600. Mepicinat Compounn for Animas, J, Everitt.—
the enamelled slate and marble manufactory,
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
(J. A. Sewall and W. H. Stennett, United States.)
NEW COMPANIES.
Moor-street, Aberystwyth, and the Gwarallty- Condensed from the Journal og the Commissioners of 1601.
— “WATER and TIDAL VALVES, A C. Tre
fedre
Stone
Quarry,
situate
in
the
parish
of
‘atents,
on.
TuE following companies haye just been regis- Liandyssal, Cardigan, and the goodwill of the
1602.
APPARATUS for Raisinc, LowERING, and HavLina,
te
business carried on there by Messrs. James,
T.
, London.
Application for Letters Patent.
* * * When patents have been communicated” the 1603. Pyrorecunic DispLays, C. H. Thayer, London.
City of Chieti Waterworks Company, Limited, Hosking, and Miller. The subscribers are :—
DetacnaBLe Cuarns, A. Bagshawe, London.
Shares,
name and address of the communicating party are 1604.
ot
Brackets,
&c., A. Barker and C. Groombridge,
This company pro,
to acquire & concession F, Spur!
140, Southampton-row
5 printed in italics,
from the Municipality of Mo wat“2 ely, for sup- ieee
C. F. Brown, Harlesden
1
1606.
Matcn
Boxes,
D. Lindo, London.
Chieti
of
hood
neighbour
81st
January,
1887.
and
town
the
F,
Bri:
Sekanny
stress,
Strand,
ours
20
plying
Matcn Boxes, &c., D. Lindo, London.
cco
1 1517. Meratiic Coverep Tunes, F. Madeley, London. 1607.
registered ‘oa
ae 27th ult., 8. M.
rth water. It was
1608, Casks, &c., P. A. Newton. HG. R. Nujis and W.
ay
Oid Jewry, clerk.
1 1518.
with a capital of £80,000, in £5 shares, with the 8. Y. One4 5 hates—f
Takina-vp
CaTcH
MECHANISM
employed
in
Cc.
Dunn,
United
States,
)
0
Sir A. E.m,8,Fro
bell, Bart. Mitre-court, E.C.
Looms for Weavina, H. Ainsworth, W. Campy, and 1609. ELecrricaLLy Wounp Cxocks, W. J. Barnsdale,
following as first subscribers :—
Cuthbert Vaux, Howard te. Woodside, 8.E. . 20
J, Anderton, London.
London.
8
1519. Expetuinc and Renperinc Innoxious SEWER 1610. Hoitpinc Sewine Buttons to Fasrics, J. F.
A. W. 8 , 49, aignwoend, West KensingRegistered without special articles,
ASES,
ke.—(L. L. Benson and W. T. Stilwell,
Haskins.—(H. H. Cummings, United States.)
ton, merchant
United States.)
1611. Meratiic Reexs, &c., G. Tucker and J. Wilday,
G. Lowthean, C.E., 85a, ‘Great George--street,
1520. Suet, and Carrripce Cases, A. Greenwood,
London.
Westminster
“ Maryland” Steamship Company, Limited,
mdon,
1612. Inpicatine in Carriaces the Names of RatLway
C. W. Jones, 82, Great George--street, Westminster,
1521, Foiprne Prre Stem, G. H. Hill, London.
Srations,J.Moss andC. B. Hunt, London.
surveyor
.
This
company
was
registered
on
the
28th
*.
1613. Swine Cornice Poues, &c., M. Jacob, London,
A. Vivanti, 63, ‘Cornhill, “merchant
lst February, 1887.
with a pn og of £35,000, in £20 shares
1614, RoviNe Frames, J.
, jun., London.
ae"Rt, leas, 130, Loighboro’ Park, “Brixton,
ire the 8.8. Maryland, now building e 1522. Layinac UnprerGrounD ELecrric Conpuctors, 1615. Byre-way Cock, A. Edmeades. mdon.
D. Brooks, London.
1616. Gas Stoves, &., J. Westwood, London.
+wr ‘Camcall c E, 5A, Great George--street ne eet
—— William Gray and Company, of West Hartlepeck,
1523. AvuToMaTICALLY Reoisterinc the Fiow of 1617. CRABBING Fanrics, E. Kemp, Leeds.
Ww. Larkanan, "24, artastreet, —eyThe subscribers are :—
Liquips, C, A, Marriott, Handsworth, and W. Norris, — PATTERN LINOLEUM Pate, A. B. Herrfeldt, Lonpp - oo 6
Shares.
Birmingham.
Baltimore, U.S.A., merchant
1 1524.
The alae of dineiede is oi . “ i than J.*B. P.N, Baker,
al Macuines, A. W. Mantle, London.
1619. Boots and Suoes, C. E. Bird, London.
Hooper, 31, Lombard-street, steamship
two, nor more than three; the subscribers are to
1525, ELIMINATING 5 ere PaRTICLes from ATMO- 1620. RecEprion of Cory, J. 8. Wallace, London.
OWMOF
4.
we
1
SPHERIC Air, H. W. Newton, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
1621. Reception of Cou, J. 8. Wallace, London.
appoint the first and act ad interim ; ualification, *e 8. ha
* Lombard--street, steamship . 1526.
GRINDING, &c., Carpinc Encine CYLinpDEeRs and 1622. Sewixe Borrons, a. F. Haskins. AH. iy.Cum10 shares. The remuneration of the taaed is not
Fiats, J. Bullough Accrington.
mings, United Eg ~we i
‘21, Lime-street, ‘merchant
1 1527.
to exceed £150 per annum, or such larger sum as 8. pn
AUTOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPH, H. J. Allison,—({ The 1623.
Es, P.
d, London.
A. H. Hillen, "930, Hill-street, ‘Kennington Park,
the shareholders may agree upon,
Writing Telegraph Company, Incorporated, United 1624. ae and‘DISCHARGING Coat, G. Taylor,
8.E. , accountant.
States.)
J. W. Bartlett, 111, Grosvenor Park, ‘Camberwell,
1528.
SELF-aDJusTING
ConNECTING
Links,
J.
H.
Parker
1625.
"lace
Macuines,
A.
M. Clark.—(E. Darchicourt,
~~ and T. Mason, Birmingham.
cler|
France.
Garnier and Co., Limited,
H. G. ‘wat, 22, Biythewood-road, “Croweh Hill,
1529. Compinc Macuines, T, Willis, Manchester.
1626. Arracuinc Woven Wire to BepsreaD FRAMES
accountan
1
This company proposes to trade as enamellers
E. Peyton, London.
1530. Mariner's Compass and Biynac ie, D. McGregor,
The pn deen are ents, — Nadal Glasgow.
1627. Menu Hover, J. Baker, London.
on iron and other materials, and as manufacturers
Execrric Licutina Appakatus for Locomotive
of dials, medallions, jewellery, and other articles, Baker, G. B, Baker, and A. S. Williams; the 1581.
2nd February, 1887.
Enaorvnes, H. L. Pyle, London.
and as ’ advertising agents. It was
registered on company in general meeting will determine 1582.
Forminc Fioors, T. A. Woolldridge and T. Jones, 1628. Execrric Measurinc InsTRUMENTS, w. T.
the 27th ult., with a capital of £
, in £1 remuneration.
Goolden and 8, Evershed, London.
Birming!
shares, with the following as first subscribers:—
1533, PHoTocRaPHIc Cameras, &c., W. J. Lancaster, 1629. O1_cLorH Covers, W. Higson, London.
1630. SEPARATING or SorTING Peas, &c., T. R. Banks,
Birmingham.
Shares.
Ormerod, Grierson, and Company, Limited.
London.
a CorK-SCREWS or CORK-DRAWERS, F. R. Baker,
Miss E. C, M. Heriot, 44, Argyle-road, KensingStipe Vatve and Ports for an Enorve, A. H.
ton
This is the conversion to a company of the 1535. Continvovs Propuction of Merat Bars and 1631.
Wallace, Basingstoke.
Miss M. V. M.|Heriot, 4, Argyle-road, Kensingbusiness
of
engineer,
—T
and
*
fog
and
Rops
t from the Motten Merat, C. M. Piel- = Srray Lamps or Burners, J. B. Hannay,
ton
manufacturer, carried on by Sir E. F,
sticker, London.
Mrs. Ni. M. Heriot, 44, A yle-road, Kensington 1 Pe’ Bart.,
ee
trading as Ormerod, Grierson, and 1536. Macuines for Scorrnc Carps, &c., H. Steven? 1633. noite: 6 N See, aaa
*A. A. M. Heriot, Kas ub, 39, Dover-street 197
1634. Lamps, F. R. Bakes irmingham.
son and D. Nichols, Manchester.
Company, at St. George's Ironworks, Hulme,
*C. Garnier, 77, Rosomand-street, ’ Clerkenwell,
Biscuit Boxes, J. and R. H. Meeson, Park 1635. Kees, W. 8S. Bradley, Bilston.
enameller ..
197 near Manchester. It was registered on the 31st 1537.
Sasues, M. Stansfield, Yorkshire.
Wood Spri:
Mrs. Garnier, 77, Rosomand- street, “Glerkcenweii 197 ult., with a capital of £100,000 in £5 shares. An 1588.
. Cameras, G. W. Elliott, Sheffield.
AsBEsTos to Oi Lamps, &c., as a NoN-CONDUCTOR
Miss K. E. Clark,
k,23, Mildmay-road, N,
1
agreement of ‘the 28th ult. regulates
—
J. Lyon.—{R. Roscoe, India.)
of Heat, E. Sherring, Manchester.
Miss M. E. Ro
"#6, King’s-square deren ee 1 unregistered
the purchase. The subscribers are :—
Locks, J. Edwards, London.
1539. Operatinc AvTomaTic Brakes for RarLway
Macurnery, J. 8. Sut liffe and J.8. Smith, ManThe subscribers denoted by an asterisk are apPref. Shares.
Cars, A. G. Brookes.—(B. C. lowell, United ae
1540. Daspixc Brusnes employed in Macuinery for chester.
pointed joint directors. No shares except those E. Wilmot beta agg1, Mincing-lane, printer
4, Union-court, merchant
ComBina Fipres, W. H. Cockcroft and 8. Best, 1641. Borries, A. Philburn and A. Moors, Ashtonapplied for in the
dum of
iation J. N.H. Rowbotham,
Stevens, 69, Rectory-road, E., accountant. .
under-Lyne.
Bradford.
1 be allotted, and no shares are transferable P.Eustace
F.
Piers,
5,
Westminster-chambers,
engige
Preservation of Suips, A. Young, South 1642. Boor Protectors, J. Blakey, Halifax.
without the consent of the directors,
1643. Gauces; G. Fisher, Stroud.
neer .
orw:
% Bouwens, 38 to 42 , Bermondsey:-street, choco1542, Lerrer and Account Fires, 8. Reid, Newcastle- 1644. Cork, J. Smith, Staffordshire.
te manufacturer a
:
1645. Hotper, H. Whitfield, Birmingham.
on-Tyne.
1646. SHavine, H. Lyon, Manchester.
ee)
ee 1543. Horse-suoe, W. Hanton, Glasgow.
R. C. Hanrott, 14, Bedford- -row, ‘solicitor _:
Marine Tavestment Company, Limited,
Lieutenant-Colonel Ww. G. B. a
6, ‘Vigo1544. InonrnG and Pressinc Macuines, R. B. Sanson, 1647. —— Holmes,I.Pearson, and N. Midgeley,
This company was
red on the 27th ae
street
London.
1648. Removinc Burin Woot, T. Speight, Bradford.
with a capital of £100,000, in £100 shares,
Packinc MateriaL, A. Umbeck, Barmen.
The number of dente is = aetieom than 1545.
Rests or CHarrs for Rainway. Points, &c., J. 1649. Paps, R. E. Sissons, Stroud.
acquire shares in the following steamers os hag
in three,
nor more than seven; the subscribers are 1546.
1650. Brake, J. Boon, Devonshire.
Worthington, Blackpool.
companies owning steamers, viz.:—Ours, Bothal, to
appoint
the
first
and
act
ad
interim
;
qualifica1651 . Car, J. H. Smith, jun., Bristol.
1547.
Packina
for
Sturrinc-BoxEs,
&c.,
T.
Grimshaw,
Agnes Otto, Sir Garnet Wolseley, Birch, Con- tion, the sole ownership of a single share The
1652. . Pixs, I. Greenbury, Edinburgh.
and H. Skelton, London.
naught, Helen Otto, Berganio, liveden, Edin- company in general meeting will determine the 1548.
1653. Goons, R. G. Oliver, London.
Streets,
&c.,
for
the
Berrer
ReouLation
of
boro, Bessarabia, Arthur, Bewick, Common- remuneration of the board.
1654. Betis, W. Kingsland, London.
Trarric, F. F. Abbey, Huddersfield.
wealth, Prince Llewellyn, Aunty, Titian, High1549. Givinc SHocks of Exvecrricity by placing a 1655. Booxsrnpine, D. Forbes, Glasgow.
Corx or Corns to work Apparatus, F. E. Stuart, i _—— of Gas, &c., M. Bailey and J. Warner,
field, ‘Magnolia, Cornucopia, t fe Commercial
on.
Twickenham.
Steamship Company, Limited, the Corinthian
1657. Inx,C. J. Smith and J. S. Tanner, London.
1550. Ink Bort.e, F. Foster, London.
Steamship Company, Limited. The subscribers
1551.
Economisixa Gas for Licutmxa and Heatina 1658. Betts,M. Gandy, Liverpool.
THE PanaMA CANAL.—Writing to Science on
are :—
1659.
CaBLEs,
E. de Pass.—(La Société @ Exploitation
Purepses, J. Torkington, J. A. Ewins, andC
Shares. this subject, Mr. Frank Goodwin, Framingham,
des Cables Electriques; Systeme Berthoud, Borel, et Cie.,
Torkington, Birming]
. T. Agius, i Leadenhall-street, merchant .. 1 ass,, makes some comments which are worthy 1552.
Switzerland.)
Case
to
Hop
a
PIPE,
&c.,
W.
J.
Simmons,
of notice. “The article with the above title, from
o Saeve Ss Chalcot-gardens, Belsize Park,
1660, Switcu-pornt, W.* J. Cowan and F. Mitchell,
Taunton.
1 the pen of M. de Lesseps, copied by you in Decem- 1553.
‘Newcastle-on-Tyne.
NEEDLE-PornTED Carbs, W. Brierley, Halifax.
F. A. Tagliaferro, ‘29, ‘St. Lawrence-road, North
1661. Camera, G. P. Smith, Tunbridge Wells.
ber
8rd
issue
from
the
Scottish
Geographical
1554.
AUTOMATIC
ain
an
cia
APPARATUS,
Kensington, merchant
mi
1
1662. TRUNCHEON, G. Pinder, Birmingham.
J. B. Hannay, G
for November, contains some errors both
T. R. Eames, Ford: ce-road, ‘Lewisham Par
1 Magazine
1663.
Pixs, G. and T. Claughon, London.
1555.
Dry
Sipe,
H.
Eaiey
and
J.
Lea,
Birmingham.
of fact and of i
C
ially, the needs
W. H. or
ornington-road, ln SO
New Materia for the Construction of Mats, 1664, Seat, A. J. Box, London.
accountan
1 for and uses of the canal are misstated and over- 1556.
1665.
Unicycie, J. A. lliffe.—(A. Hewitt, New South
G.
H.
Seddon,
Huddersfield.
— is, 21, Parkhurst-road, Holloway,
estimated. Trade must follow certain routes, — DoLLy WASHING Macurxes, W. H. Summerscales
Wales.
t
1
vernedby the earth’s form and dimensions, and
1666. Som Ro.iep Wire, J. Schmidt, London.
. Greenwood,
fax.
J. w.“Butchant, 6,"Banchory-road, Blackheath,
1667.
Execrric Ittumination, &c., M. McMullin,
nls that blow ordo not blow. For fear of 1658. VELOCIPEDES, &e., C. H. Guest and L. Barrow,
clerk =.
1 they the
London.
Birmingham.
calm belt in Gulf of Mexico, the captain of a bi
1668.
CoLourinc
ProroorapHs, P. Ward and 8. W.
1559.
VeLocipepes,
&c.,
C.
H.
Guest
and
L.
Barrow,
Mr. E. , Agius iis apgalatet manager,
ship, loaded with guano or nitrate of soda, would Birmingham.
London,
rather face the— off Cape Horn. Because of 1560. ALTERATION of GauGE in Rona Stock, W. J. =Oliver,
PapieR-MACHE Ho.iiow Vessets, &c., P. Cook,
the ‘trades,’ sailing ships from India to Australia
Ww.
Ewing, Letterkenny.
Matlock and District Gas Company, Limited. would still go home via Cape of Good Hope. I 1561.
Securmna Starr Rops, W. W. Lunt, Wolver- 1670. Bopprs Wispinc Mecuanism, A. J. Boult.—(4.
Delavigne, France.)
pton.
yet to meet a captain who would not elect
This coape fproposes to acquire the gasworks have
ACTING MuLEs and Twrvers, R. L. Holt,
Cape of Good Hope rather than Panama if loaded 1562. Makina LeaTHer Waterproor, E. Dunkley and 1671. Tesal
and business of the trustees of the will of James at
on,
A. Dunkley, Northampton.
a port even as far east as Philippines. A 1563.
Winson, d
, situate at Matlock, Bath. It
Scormna CarpBoaRD for Boxes, J. G. Horsey, 1672. Santee Fasrics REPELLENT to Water, A. T.
ship bound from San Francisco to LiverWedelin, London.
was
tered on the 29th ult., with a capital of sailing
Catford
pool would think twice before she paid anything 1564. Brace, E. A. Herbert, Erith.
1673. MALTING and Dryixe Matt, &c., J. M. Anderson,
£17,
in £10 shares. The subscribers are :—
to be put into the calms in land-locked water off 1565, IMPERMEABLE EARTHERNWARE CorFFIN, M. Wyatt,
Glasgow.
1674. Enornes or Motors, H. H. Lake.—(C. Lallément,
London.
Many captains have told me they would
*R. Wi
, The ie Poplars,
Holl
a
Pop!
ollowa:
ai
1 Colon.
mece,
1566.
Metat
Corner
for
Carppoarp
Boxes,
J.
G.
*C, Hill
ford, merino en: on
1 go on around the Cape Horn. Many cargoes are
1675. Lirts, &c., E. T. Cleathero, London.
Horsey, Catford.
*8. Skidmore, Matlock, drape
1 put on to sailing ships because they will be longer 1567.
1676.
Sewinc Macurnes, 8. Keats, London.
Lappgrs,
J.
T.
Guest,
London.
*F. Cc. Ark
it, J.P. Cromford |
1 at sea than if sent per steam. Itisno uncommon 1568. Ort Lamps, H. Mills and W. Borick, Halifax.
1677. Weicninc Macuines, H. E. Newton.—(M. £.
, Matlock +
aa
1 thing that a sailing ship gets the same, and even 1569. Gas Carson, F. H. Snyder, London.
Bennett, United States.)
Te . Drabble,yl atlock , Stone
chant
1 more, freight than a steamer, because of the 1570, Crrcurt-cLosinc APPARATUS for ELECTRIC BRAKE, 1678.
CARBURETTORS, D. Duvilers, London
*“W. Wright, Matlock
2
1 exigences of the shipper or the condition of the
1679. MEASUREMENT of the Foor, R. Haddan. HG.
&c., E. E. Ries, London.
*W. Moxon, Matlock, physician
1 market for sosodhaaiiion. Hence the assum: oo 1571.
France.)
OPERATING ELECTRIC Brakes, E. E. Reis, London. a
*W. B. Hunter, M.D., Matlock. .
1
.
COMPOSITION for Coatinc Putters, &e., T. H.
1572.
+
me
Repucers
for
Venic.es,
C.
W.
Pearsall,
R. Hall, Matlock, accountant ...
os
1 that any of his ‘2’ (p. 519), or that all of‘
ht, London.
mdon.
‘3,’
would
seek
Panama,
is
unfounded.
A
fair
Manuracture of Screws, J. H. Ladd.—(H. A. ea OTO-CHEMICAL PRINTING, W. Willis, London.
The number of directors is not to be hea than
granting the correctness of his figures, 1573.
1682. EmBromerina Apparatus, J. W. von Pittler,
Harvey, United States.)
seven, hor more than nine; the first being the estimate,
would throw out ‘2,’ and halve ‘1’ and ‘3,’ and 1574. GarMENT Supporters, R. 8. Willard, London.
London.
subscribers denoted by an "asterisk. The com- leave,
say, risi
000,000 tons per annum. In 1575. Screws, J. H. Ladd.—(H. A. Harvey, United 1683, Arr Enarnes, &c., P. J. Lynam, London.
may in general meeting will determine remunera- the table
1684, ARTIFICIAL FvEL, W. H. Lindsay, London.
States.)
of
distances,
same
page,
London
to
ion,
1685. Signat Lamp, 8. H. Gladstone.—(G. W. Lyth,
1576. Car WHeEexs, E. Peckham, London.
Sydney, Havre to Sydney, he conveniently fo:
Sweden.)
Soa nage VaLve, J. Foord and W. W. Paddon,
that tha t traffic would use Suez rather t
1686. Coverinc Wire with InsuLaTINe Material, W.
Panama. I fancy it is not generally known that 1578. Hooxs for the Suspension of ARTICLES of DREss,
8. Smith, London,
Yew Portable Electric Lamp and Power Syndicate the
entire traffic of Suez is steam. There has never
. Fuzes for EXPLODING Burts, W. Anderson and
oorhouse, Skipton-in-Craven.
Company, —
J. a. Buchanan, London.
been an American merchantman through Suez, 1579. Mera Hanpues for OPENING and CLosinc Doors
1688, AUTOMATIC Drav GHT PREVENTER, D. F. Sorfleet,
and Draw
H. A. Done, Sutton Coldfield.
This com
propose:
uire inventions nor a sailing ship of any nationality. The few 1580.
London.
Hotpers for Pens, J. Y. Johnson.—(H. Berolzin connection with oy bP ov and use of sailers that have passed through were towed, not
1689, New Hovsemarn’s Box, &c., T. Poole, London.
heimer, United States.)
electricity, and, in particular, a certain patented only through Suez, but the entire distance to and
1690. PresstRE Reauiator for Lamps, J. J. Gilks,
VELOCIMETERS, J. Boyer, London.
invention referred to in an " unregistered agree- from the port of departure, Bombay, and destina- 1581,
London.
1582. BorLer CLEANING Gameere, A. J. Boult.—{S.
ment of the 30th of December, entered into with tion, Malta, Practically, the entire traffic on Suez
1691. Ink Bott.Les, W. C. Church, London.
W. Merryman, United States.)
1692. Ink Borties, W. C. Church, London.
Benjamin Nicholson. It was registered on the is steam But M. de Lesseps does not refer to the 1583. Nvts, J. H. Burdick, London.
1693.
Disc Dynamo Macuines, C. D. Abel.—(La Comag
—
Sienats
for
Enarnes,
J.
C.
Ricketson,
2nd inst., with
a capitalof £9000, in 45 sharesof most important factor inthe problem. The evolupagnie Continentale Edison, France.)
mn
£200 each. The su ribers are :—
tion of the marine engine is still progressing.
Corsets, J. A. House, London.
3rd February, 1887.
Shares. Steamers of moderate size and speed already ap- 1585.
MACHINES for the DeLivery of CIGARETTES, F. J.
“a. Marquis de Stackpoole, Mount Hazel,
the expenses of sailers, not counting the ~A. Goodacre
1694. ALKYLISED DIAMIDOBENZOPHENONE AMINE
and E. P. Phillips, London.
1 sr.
Cuorives,
0.
Imray. — (The Farbwerke vormals
urther
saving
in
interest
on
plant
by
reason
of
more
1587.
Serrinc
Diamonps,
E.
Brockhuysen,
London.
F. Holme Sumner, Ottershaw Cottage, ‘€hertsey 1
Meister, Lucius, and Briining, Germany.)
Pit Caces, T. Smith, Liverpool.
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THE DRAINAGE OF FENS AND LOW LANDS
BY STEAM POWER.
By W. H. WuHeeter, M. Inst. C.E.
* No. IIL.
In further continuation of the remarks made in the
previous number as to the difference of opinion which
exists as to the comparative merits of scoop wheels and
centrifugal pumps, attention may be drawn to the fact
that in a recent number of Tae Enaiverr, an account is
given in one part of the paper of the removal of centrifugal pamps, which had been erected in Egypt by an
English firm for lifting the water for irrigation purand the substitution under the direction of a French
engineer of scoop wheels; and in another part of the
same number, of the intended removal of scoop wheels
erected by Dutch makers for the drainage of land in the
north of Italy, and a substitution of centrifugal pumps by
English makers, because similar pumps working in the
same neighbourhood had satisfied the authorities that they
were the more efficient machines.
ENGINES USED FoR Driving WHEELS AND Pumps.
In the early attempts to drain land by mechanical
means wind power was entirely resorted to. Many of
the old windmills driving scoop wheels still remain in use
in the Fenland. In Holland, where this source of power
is largely applied for driving machinery, the numerous
windmills and pumps all over the country show that
steam has not yet succeeded in displacing the more economical, if less efficient, source of power. On the old
one-inch Ordnance map there may be counted five hundred windmills in the Fenland, which are in use now, or
were at one time Ay in draining the land. In the
Littleport and Downham district, in Norfolk, containing
28,000 acres, no less than seventy-five windmills were
engaged in lifting the water off the land—work which is
now much more efficiently done by two steam engines.
Tn 1729 Captain Perry, an engineer who is known from
his attempts to stop the breach in the banks of the
Thames, erected a number of windmills for working
scoop wheels for lifting the water out of Deeping Fen, in
Lincolnshire. In 1824 the forty-four eda: 2 which
from time to time had been erected were replaced by one
main pumping station, having two large scoop wheels
driven by steam power, and the Fen, which previously
had been only in a half-cultivated condition, became compc reclaimed.' Previous to the complete drainage of
ke Haarlem, the rainfall from 75,357 acres of Polder
Land was lifted into the low part, or Boezem, by two hundred and sixty-one large windmills, of an aggregate force
of 1500-horse power. The complete drainage of this lake
was subsequently effected by steam power, a full account
of which will be given further on. In 1776 the first
attempt was made in Holland at using steam power in
place of windmills for drainage purposes. A pumping
station and steam engine was erected at Askitichaaiion
As these engines consumed 31 Ib. of coal per horse-power
per hour, the use of steam did not extend much, as it was
thought that steam could not be used economically. In
1825 steam power was used at Zuidplas to drive two
Archimedean screws for lifting water a height of about
22ft. These engines consumed 22 1b. of
per actual
horse-power per hour. This lake was emptied by the
united
action of thirty windmills working scoop wheels
and the two steam engines in 1840, and subsequently kept
dry. Each steam engine raised the water from 2352
acres to a height of 3°28ft. Each windmill with its float
wheel raised the water from 1898 acres for the first half
of the upper lift to a similar height, and from 2656 acres
for the second half. The annual cost of maintaining
these thirty mills amounted to £60 per mill. These mills
were superseded by steam in 1871.
Steam power as applied to Fen drainage in this country
came into use about fifty or sixty years ago. In 1820
Rennie —
one of Watt’s engines to the working of
a scoop wheel for draining Bottisham Fen, near Ely.
The
success of the steam engine in ‘draining water from the
Cornish mines naturally led to the adoption for land
drainage of the same type of machine as used for this
pepem and consequently all the old class of engines and
ilers are of the Cornish ty
The engines were
massive and substantial condensing beam engines, working at a steam pressure of from 3b. to51b. The structure consisted of heavy cast iron beams, working on
girders resting on the walls, and supported by ornamental
castiron columns. The piston-rods were attached to crank
shafts, on which were fixed pinions working into spur
wheels, or into a toothed wheel running round the inside of
thescoopwheel. The foundations for carrying these engines
and for the bearings of the wheels, which often weighed
from 20 to 50 tons, were necessarily of a heavy and expensive character, piling and oe having bons almost
universally resorted to.
ese massive engines seemed
in character with the ponderous scoop wheels which were
then universally
for lifting the water. Most of
those in the Fenland bear on their framing the name of
the Butterley Iron Company as makers, and the excellency of the workmanship is shown by the fact that after
running for more than
half a century, the greater
are still in use, some almost without alteration, but
others with only slight changes to adapt them to a
more econoniical use of steam. The engines more recently
erected have been of various types, the descriptions of
some of the best of which will be found in the descriptions of the drainage stations to be hereafter given.
Engines used for draining land should be of as simple
a character as possible, and free from all complicated
parts. The more nearly they approach the type of
portable engine so largely used for
agricultural purposes,
the less difficulty will be experienced in obtaining experienced enginemen. The saving of coals by the use of
condensing engines, or others in which complicated appliances are adopted for the same pu
is not of so much
importance in an engine used for the drainage of land as
1 “The Fwy
Fens 2of: South{ Lincolnshire,” i By W. a: H. 6 Wheeler. . 1868 .
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saving in first cost for machinery and foundations and for the advantages to be derived from the regular inspection
which is undertaken by the boiler insurance companies.
subsequent repairs.
The circumstances between engines used in pumping The primary object of these companies is to insure the
mines or for the water supply of a town or similar owners of boilers against the damage arising from explocpapenes and those used for the drainage of land, are so sion, but the greatest advantage derived is from the
ifferent that it is an utter mistake to take such engines periodical inspections bytheir agents, who furnish reports
as types. In the one case the engine is continuously at after each visit as to defects, whether arising from bad
work with skilled mechanics at hand to carry out repairs setting“or from wear or corrosion. By the timely detecand rapidly remedy defects. The saving in the cost of tion of defects, many explosions are averted, and the
coals in such cases is far greater than the interest on the reports of the ye igen as to the general condition and
extra outlay for machinery and foundations, and forms management.of the engines and boilers should prove a
the principal subject of consideration, Experienced men useful check on the manager, and will frequently be
ual to meet all ordinary contingencies, can be employed, found to result in a considerable saving in the amount of
whereas, in the event of a mishap with a drainage engine, coals consumed.
464
a messenger has to be sent from some out-of-the-way
-+o+—
place to a distant town to obtain the services of au engine
fitter. Most land drainage engines run for only a short ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
period in the year—in dry seasons, phere, for only two
REPORTS.
or three weeks in a twelvemonth.,
e saving of coals as
No. VI.
between a complex and a more simple machine does not | Russian trade for 1885.—The value of British imports
therefore compare so favourably with the annual payment
for interest on the extra cost of the more expensive into Russia decreased from £12,311,800 for 1884 to
machine. The fewer parts of a simple machine also reduce £9,459,300 for 1885, a diminution of £2,852,500, or 23°17
the risk of breakdowns, and drivers of the agricultural per cent. The falling off was in copper, iron, cast and
class have generally sufficient intelligence to deal, at least wrought, lead, and steel, while there was an increase in
for a time, with such accidents as may pepe. Drainage coal. The decline of the foreign trade of Russia arises
engines should therefore always be of the simplest type, from a general state of economic depression resulting
but of the best workmanship and ample strength. The from the concurrent operation of many causes. In
latter quality is one that should always be insisted on. addition, the decrease in the import trade is greatly
The extra cost of the metal required in making a strong influenced by the commercial policy of the Russian Governand substantial machine as compared to one beautifully ment manifested in imposing very heavy and almost prowhich
finished but so lightly constructed that it is always hibitive duties on foreign goods. In 1885 the tariff,
shaking itself to pieces, forms so small a portion of the had been previously greatly raised, was furtherincreased by
20 per cent., and a duty imposed on agricultural machinery,
whole cost that it ought never to influence a maker.
free. No favourable
Where the area of land is small, say not exceeding which was up to that time admitted
2000 acres, and therefore not sufficient to warrant the change in the commercial relations between Great Britain
cost of brick buildings, the most economical arrangement and Russia can soon be expected. The Russian Governis to use a semi-portable engine driving a centrifugal ment does not exhibit the least tendency to modify its
pump, the whole enclosed in a galvanised iron shed.
The strongly protective policy ;on the contrary, it seeks by
cost of foundations and erection of a chimney is thus | indirect means to realise this policy in a manner which
avoided. The pump can be driven by belt or by direct seriously affects the interests of trade. A measure of this
description is the scheme of the Government for congearing from the crank shaft.
trolling and fixing the rates of railways carrying goods,
THE MANAGEMENT OF DRAINAGE ENGINEs.
especially those of non-Russian origin. Private railway
Although the saving of coals as between one type of companies could regulate their rates of carriage at their
engine and another may not be of such consequence as in own discretion.
ith the increase of duties the traffic
engines used for commercial purposes, yet the total con- of foreign goods on some of the railways diminished,
sumption is a matter which ought toengage the most serious and to counteract this decrease some private railway
attention on the
part of the managers, as on this prin- companies lowered their rates of carriage for such goods.
cipally will dagen the annual cost of the pumping station The Government, however, resolved to establish and exerand the amount of taxes required to meet the expenses. cise the power of regulating the railway rates for the transThis measure has another object,
The fuel should bear a direct proportion to the amount of port of foreign pin
water lifted. If more than is necessary is used it is due the maintenance of the importance of St. Petersburg
to the fault of either the engine man, the engine, or the as a sea port, and the increase of the revenue of the
pump. The excess has to
paid for. As regards the Grand Society of Russian Railways. Private railway
first, the engine man, too great caution cannot be exercised companies established such low rates of carriage on their
in selecting a steady, careful, and economical man. The lines that goods from abroad for Moscow and the adjoinbest men can only be secured by paying good and sufficient ing provinces were carried to their destination from Libau,
wages. A good engine man may save his wages many Revel, or Riga, instead of being landed at St. Petersburg;
times over by careful stoking; an incompetent man may and even goods for that city were frequently landed at
not only run up the coal bill, but do irreparable damage Revel and brought on by rail, thus affecting the interests
to the machinery by ignorant management. The differ- of the Grand Society of Russian Railways and imperillport. The new
ence of the consumption of coals due to good and bad ing the future of St. Petersburg as a
stoking is strikingly shown by the trials of engine men railway rates will cause all foreign goods for Moscow and
at the agricult
shows. It may be assumed that the district to be landed at St. Petersburg and transported
men who enter for these competitions consider themselves thence by the Moscow section of the Grand Society’s
as superior to the ordinary men, or they would not enter railways. The measure will benefit St. Petersburg, and
for the competition. Selecting two of these competitions the above railway, but is certain to check foreign imports
as samples, with an interval of ten years between, it will and diminish the importance of Revel as a seaport. The
be seen that there was a marked improvement on the part new railway tariff, in spite of opposition, is to come into
of the men in the work done. Some portion of the quantity operation early in the present year.
ine canal with a uniform depth of 22ft. was conmay be due to the difference in the engines, but this
rom Cronstadt to the mouth of the Neva in
would not amount to much; and it is fair to presume that struc
the managers would take care that the engine provided 1885. Vessels can now proceed direct to St. Petersburg
without discharging their goods into lighters at Cronstadt,
for the trials should be a competent machine.
At the trials at the Lincolnshire Agricultural Show at as was previously te case ;but St. Petersburg still lies
rg in 1872, with an 8-horse power portable engine, under the disadvantage of not having a sufficiently extenfifteen competitors entered the list. The best used coal sive harbour. The accommodation now afforded by the
at the rate of 7°86 lb. per horse-power per hour, the worst Gutuyeff and Putiloff ports at the terminus of the canal,
20°2 Ib., the average of the whole being 114 Ib., a difference and which are connected with the Baltic, Moscow, and
Warsaw Railways, is not sufficient for the requirements
of 61 per cent. between the best and the worst.
At Gainsborough in 1883 there were nineteen competi- of the trade. The canal was originally intended to form
tors. The best man ran the engine with a consumption part of a comprehensive scheme with an extensive harbour
of coal at the rate of 6°77 1b. per horse-power per hour. at the mouth of the Neva. Through want. of funds the
The worst used 8°95lb. The average of the whole was harbour has been only partially constructed. Plans for
7°69. There was thus a difference of 2°18 lb. of coal per its extension are under consideration, and when the work
hour in the driving of this engine by picked men. Taking is completed probably Cronstadt will cease to exist as a
the ordinary type of drivers of agricultural engines, it commercial port. The construction of the Matko Ozero
may safely be taken there would bea difference of at least Canal from near Viterga, forming part of the Martinsky
10 1b. of coal per horse-power per hour. With an engine water system, along whieh grain is earried in large quanrunning at 10-horse power, this would amount to over a tities to St. Petersburg, was also completed in 1885, and
ton in twenty-four hours. Beyond this would be further the dangerous navigation of the Matko Ozero Lake
waste in oil and damage to machinery by want of skill or avoi'led. Works are also carried on at Revel for deepen— extending the harbour.
:
carelessness,
e most important manufacturing districts of Russia
With re
to the quantity of coal consumed, the
Dutch —
in their contracts generally stipulate are Moscow, Nijni Novgorod, and Vladimir. Notwiththat this shall not exceed 6°60 Ib. of coal per horse-power standing the excessive protective duties, the manufacper hour of water actually raised. Some of the best turing industries of Russia, instead of developing and
pumping engines for land drainage purposes in this |~aypn are at present suffering from great depression.
he causes may be said to be decrease of the purchasing
country consume from 4 lb. to 4} 1b. of coal per indicated
horse-power per hour, which is above the Dutch standard. power of the population in consequence of impoverishAt the trials of the engines and pumps put up at Fos, ment and excessive production. Another cause is the
Bouches de Rhone, the consumption of coal was at the inertness of the Russian manufacturers, who, owing to
the peculiarity of the national character, do not readily
rate of 4°45 lb. per H.P. of water lifted.
The conditions of trial in some of the competitions for adopt improvements and employ new processes. Of the
pumping machinery in Holland are that on the comple- methods of production and their quality an opinion may
tion of the contract for the erection of the machinery be formed from the standard of technical education of
there should be two trials, one carried out by the engine- those employed as foremen, overseers, &c., in industrial
men of the contractors, and the other by those of the establishments. From the results of a recent inquiry into
ee. Both trials to last over a considerable period. the technical training of Russians in posts of responsin the event of the consumption of coals exceeding that bility for manufacturers in the consular district of St.
guaranteed by the contract, the contractor has to pay Petersburg, it appears that in 3476 manufactures the
three-fourths of the capital sum which would have to be number of native foremen with technical training was
228 against 3115 without, or less than 7 per cent. of the
paid by the purchasers to provide the additional coal.
Insurance.—A very considerable saving in the manage- former. These figures are almost alone sufficient to
ment of drainage engines might be effected if the Com- account for the inability of the native manufacturer to
missioners in charge of them were to avail themselves of compete with those of other countries without the assist-
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ance of protection. In those establishmentsfand works
where foreigners possessing technical ra
are
employed, there is not much need of protection.
ough
the Russian manufacturers are protected against
foreign competition by heavy duties, they are unable
to struggle successfully against the internal comnetition of the German cotton mills at Looz, in
oland, and have appealed for further protection, either
by imposing high rates of duty or a special tax on the
manufactures of Poland, but no decision has been arrived
at. In 1885 the Government issued regulations prohibiting the employment of children and women at night, and
appointed inspectors to exercise control in all matters
relating to the employment of workmen, hygienic condition of manufactories, &c.
ese regulations excited such
great discontent among the Russian millowners, that
their operations in some places had to be suspended.
Strikes, which are prohibited by Russian law, took place
in some manufacturing districts, but their spread was
energetically arrested by the authorities.
n several
cases serious outbreaks took place among the workmen,
the causes of which were inordinate fines, irregular modes
of payment, reduction of wages, and the truck system
maintained by some millowners.
The condition of the agricultural class continues to be
very depressed in most of the provinces, and taxes are
collected from them with difficulty. The Government
was obliged to lighten their burdens by abolishing the
poll tax in May, 1885.

WAGES IN GREAT BRITAIN.
No. VI.
Kidderminster.—Kidderminster at an early period had
a large manufacture of broad-cloth, but it is now chiefly
celebrated for its carpets. There are, in addition, iron
foundries and tin-plate works, but both are comparatively
unimportant. The habits of the artisans are generally
trustworthy and steady, as the existence of numerous
building and land societies, to which weekly and monthly
payments are made, testifies. The working classes generally, where they are fairly careful, are comfortably
dressed, fed, and housed. The tendency of the artizan
class of late years has been to expend money on from
Saturday to Monday excursions rather than in publichouses, owing to which cause the latter interest has
eeoaran
renscesr
ravennabecome much depressed. There is in the borough an
industrial co-operative society, mainly supported by the
working classes. It is in a flourishing condition,
a bakery and butchery establishment, a large room for
entertainments and meetings, extensive shops, and a tavern.
Through the competition of co-operative stores several
tradesmen have reduced their prices, so that the general
public share in the reduction. Strikes have been frequent,
and Kidderminster has earned an unenviable reputation
for violence in connection with disputes about labour and
wages, An association of weavers has existed for some
years, possessing large capital, and exercising great influence upon, if not entirely controlling, the carpet trade of
the town. In some firms, no man who is not a member
of the association is allowed to be employed. If this rule
is infringed, the whole of the hands belonging to the
tara
society are withdrawn.
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-six and a-half Hours in Kidderminster.—General Trades.
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Tronmoulders (Worcester)... ... ... ... .. .. 31 9
Millwrights ...
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Labourers ... .
16 8
Wages Paid to Members of Trades Unions.
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Wages Paid per Week of Z osawd Hours in Carpet Factories in
t erminster.
Lowest.
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Loomturners .. .. ... 40 6 .. 40 6 ... 60 9
Maehinists ...
30 5
—
.. 40 6
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-six Hours in Employ of Corporation
of Kidderminster.
s. d.
Driver of steam roller
per week 26 1
Eegineer ... ... ...
ja
49 0
Assistants ...
28 2
Stokers ... ...
18 3
Street foremen
sha! ket jane Aad
se
28 2
Turncock ...
26 1
Houses occupied by artisans are of two classes. The first
class, occupied by ordinary weavers and labourers, contain
a cellar,two rooms on the ground floor,and two bed-rooms,
with the use of a wash-house in common to four houses.
The rent is from 4s. to 4s. 6d. a week. The second class
contain a cellar,two rooms and a wash-house on the
ground
floor, with three bed-rooms above. The rents of these
houses are from 5s. 6d. to 7s.a week. Coal is from 10s.
20s. a ton ; gas is from 2s. 6d. to 2s. 8d. per 1000 cubic
eet.
:
Leeds.—For manufacturing
purposes the situation of
Leeds is highly pbouaile ax it occupies nearly the
centre of the railway system of England and Scotland,
and is in the midst of an extensive coal and iron district.
All the advantages for the successful production and
working of machinery are therefore within reach, hence
several important industries are carried on in the town
and its immediate vicinity. The staple trade of Leeds is
cloth, but it is probable that the iron trade in its several
branches, including the casting of metal, manufacture of
machinery of every description, mechanical tools, steam
engines, and steam ploughs, gives employment to a larger
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number of
ns within the borough than any other
branch of industry. The trades carried on here are so
various that often the whule of a family obtains employment in them, the males working in the building trades,
iron foundries, machine shops, &c., while the women and
children are en;
in cloth factories and woollen mills.
Since 1864, when the union of the ironworkers was
broken up, with the exception of a strike in the engineering trade for a fixed minimum rate of wages, Leeds
has been comparatively free from labour disputes, and
the relations of employer and employed are less strained.
A remarkable feature is the high rate of wages paid in
the glass bottle factories, the average earnings of a bottle
blower and maker for a week of forty-eight hours being
40s. and 46s. respectively.*
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Leeds,—General
Trades,
Lowest
Standard. Highest.
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e <4,
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Wages Paid to Members of Trades Unions.
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Wages Paid per Week in Ironworks in Leeds,
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Ball Furnaces,—Hammerman and furnaceman are partners, and take the work by
the ton, their wagesaveraging perday 10 0
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Underhandmen ... ... ... ... ... 5& 0
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Bar Mill.—Roller paid by ton per week,
less furnaceman... ... ... ... ... 80 0 . 160 0
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Rate of Wages paid for Making best Yorkshire Iron, Axle finishing
athammer. Price paid to Hammerman.
8. d.
Large axles, 25s. a ton; small axles, 21s. 6d.
a ton;
out of this hammerman pays per day 41s, 6d. tu
IEE
ssa Ses ines care Seb) om’ bine Fe
1 furnaceman
9 0
1 leverer... ...
4 6
1 staffender
5 6
1 underhand
7 6
|
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Crank-maki — paid to crank-maker, 80s. per
ton; out of which he pays, per day, 40s, to
2 furmacemen, at 9s, ... ... 1. 2. one
18 0
|
ae
4 6
1 staffender ...
5 6
1 underhand ...
=
9 0
1 bo
3 0
Reig Wiens at hammer: F
ts for maki
into axles, 6s. 10d. ; heated one (1) 2s. 9d. ; (3)
4s, 3d. ; (3) 4s. 9d. ; (4) 6. ; tire blooms, 6s. 10d. ;
slabs to 700 Ib. weight,
6s. 5d.; from 700 to 3000,
7s. 8d. ; extraon slabs to 900 Ib., 8d. each; above,
1s. 5d. each. The work is taken at above price
by both furnace and hammermen, each paying
their own assistants, together 40s. a day.
* Since the above was written there is great depression in the glass
trade in south and west Yorkshire.
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The condition of the working classes has improved
without regard to the question of wages, principally by
the actions of the sanitary authority and School Boards.
The cost of living has hardly increased in the last seven
or eight years, though beef and coals are slightly dearer.
Thousands of houses, averaging in value £160 each, and
amounting to over a million, are owned by the working
classes through the 7 of building societies, Rent is
from 3s. to 5s. 6d.
a week; coal from 8s. to 15s.a ton;
that generally used from 10s. to 12s.; and gas, 1s. 10d. per
1000 cubic feet.
Examples of Cost of Living per annum in Leeds,
|
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* Shoes only. t Iron refiner at 8s. 4d. a day, works
{ Average of three families.
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four days a week.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT AT WHITELEY’S.
THE instances in which the electric light has competed
with
and equalled it financially are extremely few;
and the installation we are about to describe possesses
special interest, not only because of its great magnitude,
but from the fact that the light obtained by it is not
more expensive than was the gas which it has replaced.
It is no figure of speech to say that the word “ Whiteley’s” is known all over the British Empire; but few
persons have an adequate idea of the characteristics of
the enormous establishment which the skill and ener,
of one man—William Whiteley—has built up in the
course of five-and-twenty years at Bayswater.
Toa great
many persons “Whiteley’s” is simply a huge draper’s shop
or an e
ed “Stores.” In fact, it is not only these
things, but a great manufactory as well. Every pay-day
several thousand hands receive their wages, pasjthe
dimensions of the premises in which they work can only
be adequately expressed in terms of acres. On page 125
we give a ground plan, which will serve to make what
follows more intelligible; and it will serve to impart
some idea of the dimensions of the place if we say that
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on Westbourne- |passes into the stokehole, at one side of which isa bunker,
each of the long narrow shops yee
grove, and marked in our plan “ Stationery,” “ Ribbons,” the base of the chimney being at the other side. The
&e., is 115ft. long. The large department, No. 39, is | boilers are fed by pumps on the main engines, and a
nearly 200ft. lon by 26ft. wide. The premises facing donkey pump drawing direct from the mains of the water
are of even reater dimensions, and it | bar aon
on to Queen’s-road
ese boilers have to find a great deal of steam besides
must be remembered that the shops rise in some instances |
floor above floor, through several storeys; while in others that taken by the main engines. They drive a pair of
engines working a 1-ton hoist in the cabinetwinding
|
manufacthe upper floors are workshops, where various
turing processes are carried on, The general arrangement making factory. They provide steam for fifteen great
of the premises is shown on the ground plan. The plan jacketted pans in the provision department, and for a
of the engine-room is drawn to a different scale. The | multitude of purposes in several kitchens, where meals are
daily prepared for many hundreds of employés. This work
room itself is situated in the basement.
To begin at the beginning is to begin with the boilers. |was done by gas before the boilers were put down. They
These are two in number, of the Lancashire type, built |also warm the floral hall and the zoological department,
under the special survey of one of the boiler insurance |and various other parts of the premises. The feed-water
companies, by the Oldham Boiler Company, Oldham, | is raised to a high temperature by the exhaust steam.

engraving the governor balls, which are of very small
size, are omitted, and only the spherical weight is shown.
The governor is driven by bevel gear mounted on a short
shaft, driven by a counter crank and drag link as shown.
A second short shaft is fitted with a spur wheel gearing
into another keyed on the first-named countershaft. On
this second shaft is a sleeve, with studs, on which are
mounted two bevel wheels. One of these studs is prolonged and coupled to the end of the governor lever. -A
fourth bevel wheel, also mounted on a sleeve, gears with
the other two and is fitted with a small excentric. The
whole makes a’“ Jack-in-the-Box,” and is very clearly
shown in the elevation and plan, page 126. The action
is very simple. If, the engine being in motion, we suppose
the stud uncoupled from the governor, then the intermediate bevel wheels would be carried round the shaft,
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Lancashire, and provided with every modern apulionee
which can ensure safety and efficiency. The whole of the
plant has been en by Messrs. Joseph Richmond
and Co., of Bow, and a very clever piece of work was done
by the firm in proviaing space for the boilers. These are
each 30ft. long, and 7ft. 6in. in diameter. The dead
weight safety valves are loaded to 801b. on the square
inch, When it was first proposed to introduce the
electric light, it did not appear that there was any place
available for the boilers. Mr. Richmond proposed to
excavate a narrow mews, bounded on each side by lofty
buildings, and this he actually did, with perfect success,
and the two boilers now lie end to end with a stokehole
between them under the mews, asshown in the plan ; and
no evidence of their existence there is visible, save a
grating, down which the air necessary for combustion
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LIGHT PLANT AT ‘“‘WHITELEY’S"—GENERAL

PLAN.

The engines are two innumber. Their general arrangement will be gathered from the perspective view of the
engine-room on
page 129. They are horizontal, with
v inders 18in. diameter and 3ft. stroke. As shown in
the plan they are placed side Ad side, and can be coupled
or run separately at will, T ey are a very fine pair of
_ engines, leaving nothing to be desired in design or workmanshi . They run at eighty revolutions per minute.
As willbeseen further on, these engines have to supply
| a great deal of power to the various workshops, and the
|demands made on them vary continually as machines are
thrown on and off. These are very trying conditions for
engines intended also to drive dynamos. Mr. Richmond
has got over the difficulty by a very admirable and, so
far as we are aware, novel system of altering the point of
|cut-off. .This we show in detail on page 126. In the

; and the small excentric would remain at rest, but being
coupled to the governor, the studded sleeve cannot revolve,
and consequently the excentric will make as many revolutions as the crank’ shaft. But it is clear that by just so
much as the governor lever rises or falls, by so much will
the little excentric be carried in advance of the engine
crank or dropped behind it. The result is just the same
as though an excentric was shifted round on the shaft to
give more or less lead.
From the section of the valve chest it will be seen that
a diaphragm is inte sed between the main slide and the
cut-off plate. The iaphragm is double- rted, so that a
| short stroke in the cut-off plate gives a large admission.
| The cut-off is actuated by a small double-acting steam
|cylinder, under which is a three-way cock valve.
| This cock is worked by the small excentric before
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mentioned. Between the little cut-off cylinder and
the main cylinder is an air dash pot. It will be
readily understood that the moment steam is admitted
to either end of the small cylinder, the cut-off plate is
shifted and steam cut off; and the time of admission to
the small cylinder is settled by the
position of the cut-off
excentric, which is in turn controlled by the governor.
We give two reduced copies of dia,
8, one with the
load off and the other with it on.
No better diagrams
can be desired, unless, indeed, a very little more compression would be desirable. As, however, theengines run in
perfect silence, without knock of any kind, change in
this respect does not seem to be needed.
The engine is provided with runaway gear, very simple
and efficient.
e steam is admitted, as shown, through
a stop valve controlled by a weighted lever B. This is
held up on a trigger A. If the governor should run so
fast as to rise high enough, the trigger would be drawn
by the bell crank lever as shown. A similar result would
take place if the governor fell too low. The stop valve
lever would then fall, and steam would be shut off. This
gear has already avoided one catastrophe, when the main
driving band broke.
If our readers will refer to the plan of the engine-room,
page 125, they will see that the engine drives a counter-
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from the plan. The Queen’s-road shops are lighted, as
shown by the circles, by Jablochkoff lights, seventy in
number. The basement beneath is lighted by incandescent lamps run in parallel, current being supplied by
Ferranti, Siemens and Jablochkoff machines.
Incandescent lamps are also used in some parts of the ground
floor, the floral hall, and the provision shop windows.
There are 600 lamps in all in this part of the premises.
The Jablochkoff lamps are run five in series, by 10 and
20-light Jablochkoff dynamos. Each lamp gives 370
candles—Board of Trade estimate. There are besides
three large arc lamps, one in Queen’s-road, one in Westbourne-grove, and one in Douglas-place.
These are
1200-candle lamps. There are thirty leads from the engineroom for this installation, and over twenty miles of
wire. We must not omit to state that there is at the top
of the house a most complete photographic studio, fitted
with a huge electric light, taking about thirty
amptres and forty-five volts. The house manager, Mr.
Percival, informs us that he has tried a great many arc
lamps for indoor work, and that he has found nothing on
the whole so cheap and satisfactory for moderate
power—
such as he needs—as the Jablochkoff improved candle,
which burns almost entirely free from the objectionable
eolours which used to render it almost useless. Opinions

18, 1887.

largely worked in to carry the lamps. The basement
current is supplied by a smaller Ferranti with Siemens’
exciter giving fifty-six volts. Sixty volt lamps are used
in parallel. Of the six leads, four consist each of nineteen No. 12 wires, and two of nineteen No. 14 wires. The
total length of wire used is fifteen miles. There are 300
lights in the basement. There are several other arc lamps
in the basement not shown on the plan.
To sum up, there are in all 2000 incandescent and 100
arc lamps, and sixty miles of wire.
It is a noteworthy fact that so many types of dynamo
should be used, and that all seem to give satisfactory
results. From careful personal examination we can say
that we have never seen better lighting, the incandescent
lamps being without fluctuations of any kind.
We
have often heard hard things said of electricians, and have
said them ourselves. The electricians have retorted that
the engineers were to blame. There seems to be some
justification for the statement supplied by the plant we
ve described. That is to say, it seems that when, as in
the present case, sufficient power and sufficient regularity
are ag ey dynamos nominally defective will do good
work.
It is not too much to say that Mr. Richmond has,
under conditionsof great difficulty, produced engines which
drive the dynamos at a perfectly steady pace.
1e profes-
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ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES, DETAILS OF RICHMOND'S
shaft by means of two chain leather bands, each 18in. wide.
The principal work done by one of the engines is to drive
a great Ferranti dynamo, the same knownas the “Thousand
lighter” at the Inventions Exhibition. This is provided
with a Siemens exciter, and supplies current for no fewer
than 1300 incandescent
lamps. The machine and exciter
run together at 1200 revolutions, and we have never seen
better driving. The bearings have all been refitted, and a
massive framing has been provided. The machine runs
- almost in silence, and without sparking. The bearings are
quitecool. There are besides otherdynamos, thirteen in all
running every day. Before going on to speak further of
the electric lighting plant, it will be well to say that the
engines supply
power throughout the premises by means
of a vertical shaft, as shown on the plan, which rises
through five floors. From this line shafting is laid, which
drives in the mineral water department nine machines;
in the provision department, five machines—it may be
mentioned that about two tons of
es are made
every Saturday—in the bakery, twelve machines; in
the gas fitting shops, eight machines; in the building
department, three wood-working machines ; in the cabinetmaking factory, six machines, including a large general
joiner; ir. the pianoforte factory, three machines; in the
printing office, fifteen machines; and in the wholesale
grocery department, twelve machines. Besides all this
there 1s a horizontal fan, shown on the plan, to keep the
engine-room cool; chaff-cutters to provide food for the 300
horses employed by Mr. Whiteley in his delivery carts,
one 2-ton hoist, one }-ton hoist, one 1-ton outside crane,
and one — lift in the forage department, besides great
length of shafting scattered all over the building. The
engines usually indicate about 190-H.P. each.
The general arrangement of the lights will be gathered

VALVE GEAR.

may differ on this point, but we can say, as the result of
rsonal observation, that the Jablochkoff candles are
tter at Whiteley’s than we have seen them anywhere
else.
There are six more leads from the engine-house for the
70 18s.

&
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sional electrician has had nothing to do with the installation, the whole being carried out by Mr. Richmond and
Mr. Whiteley’s staff, and Mr. Richmond has provided for
the steady and regular driving of the dynamos with
unusual care. The lesson taught is instructive.
We
have here, shall we say a “scratch team” of dynamos, doing
most excellent work. The whole installation from first
to last shows that if proper precautions be taken to secure
the requisite conditions, electric lighting may be made to
compete with gas. The whole reflects the utmost credit
on Mr. Whiteley, who has spared no expense to ensure
efficiency, and on Messrs. Richmond and Co., who carried
out the work. The premises are not fully lighted now, a
reat deal of gas being still used. The installation is,
owever, being extended.
Our readers interested in
electric lighting will do well to pay avisit to “ Whiteley’s.”
They will find much to interest if not astonish them.
The place is unique. It is somewhat outside our province
to deal with what is to be seen, but this much may be
said, that of the numerous descriptions of the place which
have one time or another been published, not one gives an
adequate idea of the magnitude and importance of an
undertaking no parallel for which can be found in Paris
or New York.

aii PERE
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LIGHT ENGINES.
Proressor Ryan delivered a popular lecture on “The
Life History of an
ine” in the Atheneum, Bristol, on Friday
Westbourne-grove premises, two for the basement, two evening, February 11th. The lecture was illustrated by many
mts,
others, model engines constructed at the
for the ground floor, and two for the first floor. On the ex:
last there are 300 incandescent lamps, and 800 on the Bristol University College were worked by steam and
A Savary
engine constructed of glass was exhibited at work
ground floor, supplied with current a great Ferranti air.
on the lecture table, lifting water into an overhead receiver. Tho
200-volt machine already noticed.
Fifty volt lamps are condenser of Watt wag illustrated by another glass engine, which
used, four in series.
e old gas fittings have been worked successfully before the audience,
FROM
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harder, bright, and assez solide—that is, rather solid, or solid the purpose ; and there is no evidence that anything which answers
enough. In his experiments
used a battery of enormous the description of hydrocarbon in either sense will not answer the
power—viz., a Bunsen's battery of 600 cells. The carbon experi- urpose, In this state of the evidence it is impossible for the
SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE.—COURT OF APPEAL. mented upon was of various kinds—viz., the charcoal
ited (
to say that the specification is open to serious objection, or
in
retorts, anthracite, graphite, charcoal prepared b: is insufficient on this ground. The next objection that requires
(Before Lords Justices Corton, LixDLey, and Loves.)
calcining sugar, and charcoal ‘o
from turpentine. It notice is that it is contended that the evidence shows that it is
THE EDISON AND SWAN ELECTRIC LIGHTING COMPANY v. WOODHOUSE also appears that sometimes he united the
poles of his essential to success to increase the temperature gradually, and that
AND RAWSON,
battery by threads or rods of carbon, and that at oter the specification is insufficient because it does not point this out.
Ir may be remembered that two actions were
ht by the times he suspended similar threads or rods vertically be- Now the evidence certainly shows that the maintenance of a high
plaintift_ ecmpany in respect of patents connected with electric tween carbon points at the poles, It is not quite clear which temperature is that which Ye amr Chesebrough’s process from
incandescent lamps. They were both heard by Mr. Justice Butt, method he adopted in his experiments with carburetted hydrogen. Despretz’s experiment, and although Professor Dewar points out
sitting in the Chancery Divi
He decided in favour of the The scientific witnesses examined at the trial ety thought the importance. of a gradually increasing current, neither
plaintiffs as to one patent out of three sued upon, viz., an Edison or assumed that the thread or rod connected the two poles. In he nor any other witness says that the temperature ought
patent, in one action, and in favour of the J wee as to the considering this experiment it is im
nt to observe that M. Des- to be low to begin with and be gradually raised. Their
patent the subject of the second action. The defendants a
led
was attempting to fuse and
volatilise carbon,
and not to pro- evidence comes only to this— that the temperature must
in both actions. A short time since judgment by the
rt of
be kept up and the ‘electric current must be increased or the
Appeal was given, 5 powng Jthe decision of Mr. Justice Butt as to ejects Sieex equities was
wes a«thon,
wereraareringhe
failure, ondbe:trea’
ingly. temperature will fall. But the patentee himself tells you this. He
the Edison patent, Lords Justices Bowen and Fry concurring, but He warns other persons desirous of pocveing. his inquiries not L says that the —e
must be as high as 7000 deg. Fah., and
Lord Justice Cotton dissenting. To-day judgment was given, all use carburetted hydrogen for the purpose.
He pursued the matter the sentence in
specification “as the carbon increases in size
the Judges concurring, in the second action, in favour of the
He gave no directions as to the best method of more current is required to maintain the temperature,” is shown
plaintiff company.
© patent in question relates to a process making carbon of any kind for any purpose, nor did he point by the evidence to be useless and an obvious truism to those who
described by Mr. Justice Butt as one of singular beauty and effi- out what precautions ought to be taken in order to avoid a understand the subject, unless the sentence is understood to be a
ciency. It isa process of p
ing a fit substance for the illumi- general deposit of carbon over the whole apparatus. He saw direction to keep up the temperature ; and when we find that in
nation of a lam:
times inaccurately called a burner ; that is, that the carbon which he was trying to fuse and to volatilise fact no difficulty is experienced by reason of defective instructions
a substance which is thrown intoa glow of white heat by passing became smooth, bluish
gray, and
r, and that o-. charcoal on this point,
Court cannot hold as a matter of law that the
an electric current through it without its wasting. This patent became denser, harder,
ter, and more solid, but
observa- ——
is not sufficiently explicit. If the defendants had
was taken out in 1878 by Mr. Cheseborough in this country on tions as to the
unde:
by the carbon went no further. shown that the directions as to temperature were not practically
communication from Messrs, Sawyer and Mann, patentees in He did not examine the
ty of his product ; he was not aware sufficient to enable a competent
person to make the patented
America. Illuminators made out of any ordinary charcoal or of the fact, if it be a fact, that the carbon experimented upon had articles the case would be very different; but they have not
carbon are liable in the most perfect vacuum to disin
tion, become less porous, or had undergone any
which made it attempted to do this; they rely on the words used and on the
both from the air or oxygen ‘‘occluded"—that is, shut up erg tg useful for any purpose whatever. The fact, however, evidence as to temperature already alluded to. This, in our
in its pores or in some way cli
to it—and also from hat the form of carbon called
phite had been opinion, is not sufficient for our purpose. If the language of a
want of homogeneity and uniformity of thickness. By Messrs. obtained by Despretz, or could be obtained by means of a less specification is clear enough to guide a competent workman and
Sawyer and Mann’s
these defects are cured, ht. and a powerful battery than was used by him, was subsequently ascer- enable him to obtain the desired result, we cannot see how a Court
;
material papewees o1 suitable in other
tained by Boltendorf, as appears from the Jahrabericht ae can hold the language insufficient in point of law. No doubt it is
Pp t
th the process and the material produced b annual report on the progress of chemistry in 1870, That pub- for the Court and not for a workman to construe the specification ;
is effected by subjecting the prot lication gives no further information on the subject. The rest of but if a workman says it is a sufficient guide to him and the Court
material to heat in a proper atmosphere or liquid which contains the evidence relating to Despretz’s
consists of the testi- believes him, the
must hold that as regards clearness of
carbon. The heat is obtained by passing an electric current a of the scientific witnesses on behalf of the plaintiffs. It is description the specification is, in point of law, sufficient. For the
through the material under preparation; the force of the current worthy of remark that no carbon
b
tz’s
foregoing reasons we are of opinion that there is sufficient origiis ine
during the operation. The effect of this operation is ever a
rs to have been made.
No one has ever seen it The nality and novelty in the patented process to support the first
to cause a deposit of carbon in the pores of the material, and also defendants did not produce any carbon so made, No one, in claim, and sufficient difference in the thing produced to support
to coat the material with such deposit. It seems that, from the truth, knows anything more about it than Despretz himself pub- the second claim. The appeal is therefore nine
issed, with costs.
car!
tive material which surrounds the carbon lished. The burden is on the defendants to show that Despretz’s
under preparation, some of the carbon nearest to it is evaporated process is the same as the patented
and to show that the
and deposited in and on it like dew; the operation has the further substance obtained by him was in all respects
the same as the subbeneficial result that the thin parts of the material under
° stance claimed by the plaintiffs. The defendants have adduced no
MR. MOON ON CONTINUOUS BRAKES.
tion become the hottest, because they offer the greatest dectrical evidence to establish either of these propositions beyond what the
resistance, and because they are hottest they receive the
ter —
witnesses themselves stated on cross-examination.
At
the half-yearly meeting of the London and North-Western
amountof deposit. From this cause the illuminating
luctor,
‘e have therefore only to examine their evidence, and we have Railway
on the 15th inst., Mr. Moon confided to the sharewhen finally
red, is not only solid throughout, but is carefully done so.
ithout referring at length to it, we
of uniform thickness, a
t
great importance in re- consider—(1) that before the date of the plaintiff's patent holders some further news about brakes. Earl de la Warr
spect of the durability of the lamp, and furthermore the no —_. had ever ey
a
. attempted wr taet asked the President of the Board of Trade on the 14th
nature of the
carbon has become of a graphite cha- car’ lor any purpose whatever
tz’s
; (2) that inst. whether the Government intended to take any steps this
racter, and therefore specially suitable for incandescent lighting. Despretz’s
is not a practicable method of obtaining non- session as to enforcing the conditions they consider essential for
The principal defence to the action was raised on an alleged antici- porous car' for any useful purpose; (3) that so far as can be an efficient brake,
went on to make some. strictures on the
pation by a certain o_o made by the well-known French inferred without actually maki
uyF
's process the London and North-Western Company. The next day Mr. Moon
chemist
in 1849, pg
was seeking to fuse and vola- carbon experimented on by him must
have
superficially made the following remarks :—
tilise carbon, and in doing so failed, but 7 aan a material ce
with graphite similar in all
to that obtained by
Warr had done the company the honour of coming and
whichmusthave been veryMe theplaintif ® material, On this the plaintiffs; (4) that there is no difficulty in making carbon fit as)If Lordthemde ala question
on the subject, he did ‘not think
his lordship
pai
case an im
nt
t questionof law was for incandescent electric lamps by following the directions con- w
have made the statement which he did as to the North-Western
ne
assuming what Despretz
juced was the same tained in the plaintiffs’ patent; (5) that carbon made
to
|
C
ding
y; but as that statement had gone abroad it was only right that
as Sawyer a Mann's, could such an experiment be considered an the plaintiffs’ patent is better adapted for incandescent electric lamps he—the chairman.
tell the meeting what they had done. The
as only used by
anticipation of the practical use to which the article has since been than any other form of carbon known at the date of the patent, and brake of which his lordship had spokenso disparagingly
railway had been
for ‘eo |i325 almost without a failure, and
patsso as to avoid a patent? The point was not decided, as will that this fact was never known to or suspected by Despretzor any one one
without the smallest complaint,
worked admirably; but he—the
seen. A later experiment by one Sidot was also set
up asa else until discovered in 1878 by Sawyer and Mann, who communi- chairman—had
told the proprietors some time ago that, finding most of
defence. Another —_ useful to refer to in anticipation of the cated the discovery to Chesebrough, the plaintiffs’ assignor. In this the large companies
in their
ibourhood were using the vacuum
judgment is that the patentee called the gas or liquid which he state of the evidence we can only come to the conclusion that for brak:
had themselves di
to apply it, and that it would
tells the public is to surround his material in process ofconversion all useful and practical a
applied it, and had more
the processes are different and the cost company £110,000 to do so. They
In a hig gee aaens.~
a “hyd
" and it was said this was either too narrow or products are different.
By following —
rocess, carbon than half of their stock fitted with it.companies,
they
too wide. If it were limited
to substances containing
only carbon resulting from the decomposition of car
t
hydrogen is
ke
autumatic,
that they were
and hyd
, i abd met taeda the cubatences veal. weed, d
ited over the whole apparatus, and is wasted; whereas b*Y | doing at a cost of £45,000. He would not, however, likeandthem
to run away
whereas if it included substances con’
ee
carbon f
the plaintiffs’
the carbon is deposited where it is with the idea that the a
— hep Lord a Warr so
and other elements, it would include some which contained wanted and utilised.
@ substance obtained by Despretz was a
‘He_the decisions wes not aware
oxygen, and would itself destroy the material in preparation. The mere scientific curiosity of no known utility whatever ;whereas ithaditeown wr 2a
defendants also attempted to avoid the patent on the ground that the —
obtained: by the
——- own ee valuable it, but in deference to the general desire of the community and the wishes
the specification did not sufficiently indicate that the electric article ofcommerce,of great utility for the purpose of illuminating of the Board of Trade they were adopting it.
current was to be increased during the
incandescent electric lamps. It may be true that Despretz
pro- The reasons given for the above change certainly indicate a
The Attorney-General (Sir R. E. Webster, Q.C.), Mr. Aston, duced graphite,
and that the plaintiffs
produce graphite, and that réle not quite consistent with the antecedents of the London
QC., and Mr.
her Moulton, Q.C., appeared for the plaintiffs; long before 1878 graphite was used for incandescent electric light- and North-Western Company. We call to mind that, notwithSir Horace Davey, Q.C., Mr. Macrory, and Mr. G. H. Rawson for ing, but the fact still remains that of all the known forms of standing the refusal of all the other companies to adopt the
the defendants,
ng gph made
by the
plaintfs’ process
was, in 1878, the best chain brake, the North-Western fitted it to all its stock.
Lord Justice LixDLEy delivered the judgment of the whole Court or the purpose they men
and the carbon got by Despretz’s Only two or three years ago, under the supposed pressure from
as follows :—The plaintiffs in this case sue the defendants for processis not shown to be structurally
the same as that made by adjoining companies, they began to fit a non-automatic brake
infringement of a patent obtained by Cheeseborough in June, the
tiffs’, nor that that which
tz got was non-porous,
1878. For the purposes of this action the patent may be Such being the view we take of the evidence, it becomes unneces- similar to that which failed so disastrously at Penistone, and
described as for the
uction of a carbon for use in electric sary to decide what the consequences would have been if the which only one small line running in connection with it would
lamps. The kind of e
ic lamp—that is, whether an arc lamp defendants had succeeded in showing that the material pro- adopt. This spirit of independent and of voluntary isolation has
or an incandescent lamp—not stated, either in the title or claim, duced by Despretz was non-porous and in all respects the now been abandoned, it seems, and at the bidding of other combut in looking into the body of the specification it is reasonabl same as that produced by the plaintiffs’ process. We express panies the leading railway has consented, though with great
clear that the patentee is ref
to incandescent lamps, ont FD gy whetherin the case supposed the plaintiffs’ patent unwillingness, to attach an automatic brake. People will, of
those only, The patentee
points out that nearly allobtainable
carbon
be bad, inasmuch as it showed how to apply to a course, put their own construction on all this. We remember Mr.
is open to objection
by reason of its dissociated character, lack of useful purpose carbon which neither —
nor any one
repeated eulogies on the chain brake, which he described
homogeneity, and by reason of its occluding air or oxygen ; in else was aware had the specially useful qualities discovered by asMoon’s
in the world,” and the same words were
other words, by reason of its porosity. He points out that carbon the patentee. When such a question arises it will be necessary to usedtheby “best
Sir Edward Watkin regarding the simple vacuum
of the ordinary sort, when heated by the electric current, presents consider such cases as ‘‘ Walton v. Potter” (1 Web. Patent Ca.,
brake,
and
are
now confirmed and emphasi
by Mr.
points and lines of
ual brillianc Y He then shows how a 585), “ Walton +. Bateman” (ib., 613), ‘‘ Muntz v. Foster” (2 Web.
carbon free from these delecte eanbeo tained. His methodis to Patent Ca., 108), on the one side ; and ‘‘ Losh «, Haynes” (1 Web. Moon in the above extract. These “best” brakes have
heat a
of carbon by passing an electrie current t!
it Patent Ca.), and ‘‘ Harwood ¢. the Great Northern Railway Com had to be discarded, though at a very heavy cost. The
while in a hydrocarbon on or liquid; he says that the
t pany " (11, H. L, C., 654), on the other. ——. Sidot’s process, automatic vacuum, into which their last brake is to be
requiredis as high as 7000 deg. Fahrenheit, and that carbon so ittle need be said. His process was entirely different, for he converted, certainly, as Mr. Moon says, has its own special
heated decomposes the surroundi gueor liquid, the carbon of used external heat. The substance he produced, though in one dangers ; and we venture to prophesy that Mr. Moon wiil some
which enters and fills up the pores of the
and deposits
a per- sense the same as that obtained by the plaintiffs, was not so dense, day remind his shareholders that he told them “he was not in
fectly homogeneous ingore gonerally of a
‘ht gray colour, upon and was very inferiortotheirs for the
f illumination by an favonr of it.” Recently Mr. Laing, the chairman of the Brighton
the exterior surface.
Hesays that carbons prepared by this
incandescentelectric light. The difficulty in upholding the plaintiffs’ Company, told his shareholders that the Westinghouse,
brake
when heated by the electric current glow with a uniform briiliancy patent turns entirely on
retz’s experiments and not on Sidot’s had “ paid its expenses five times over in the money question,
throughout.
e says, further, that as the carbon increases in mode of making carbon pencils for arc electric lighting. It remains
to
say
nothing
of
the
humanity
in
saving
life.”
Yet
everyone
size more current is required to maintain its temperature, to consider the objections to the specification and
clai
e is
and that if the current is getety increased in accordance that the expression carbon gas or liquid in the claim is ambiguous knows that neither Mr. Moon nor Sir Edward Watkin would
with the demand for it there isapparently no limit to the increase and too wide and misleading, and it is urged that the expression touch the Westinghouse brake if it were given them, merit
in mass of the homogeneous exterior deposit, and that carbon includes carbonic oxide and carbonic acid, neither of which will do. having long since ceased to be a factor in this important question.
pencils cut from this deposit on the original pencil may be used in But every claim in every patent must be read and construed with
the lamps. The patentee then claims the above method of pre- reference to the specification, and not as if the claim were an
isolated sentence Loving no connection with or reference to what
lope
pcs
tas
rtp are
ae
tts r precedes it. To see what is meant by carbon gas or liquidwe must
ps. NoNow it tt
is not ened
deni tn
pencils thus
Tue 110}-ton Gux.—The proof firing of this gun was continued
than any before known for the
of incandescent electric turn to the specification ;and when we do so we cannot conceive on the afternoon of Thursday, February 10th. Our issue of
lamps, and the defendants admit
that they make carbon
s that any one reading this patent fairly, with a view to understand February llth gave —— result as actually read off without
for such lamps by electrically heating them while immersed
in or it,
us, the velocity we gave of 1685ft. at the
d ever dream for a moment that carbonic oxide or carbonic waiting for correction.
surrounded by a hydrocarbon gas or liquid. The defendants do acid could answer the pu
or could be meant by carbon gas. point measured, implies 1699ft. per second at the muzzle. We
not admit that they keep up the temperature or increase the The a
clearly points out that carbon is to be deposited, also find that the four charges spoken of as 1121b. each, were actually
electric current, but the
lence shows that they cannot and the presence of oxygen is to be avoided. Reliance was placed 112}1b. These four, with one of 1501b., bring the total firing
obtain what they want unless they do keep up the tempera- on an answer of Sir F. Bramwell. What he said in effect was charge of the first round up to 6001b. exactly. The pressures
ture and consequently increase the current. We therefore You had better put your question to the chemical witnesses and were 9°6 and 9°7 tons per square inch—that is, 9°65 average. The
not tome. The chemical experts, as might have been expected, second and third rounds were fired in the afternoon. The charge
admin
thonagaent by‘thom
ion of
them of
of thethoplaintiffs
plaintiffs’ patent,
t, ridiculed the notion that any one would think of trying carbonic of the second round was 700Ib., the muzzle velocity 1843ft. per
if that patent is good.
defendants, however, contend that oxide or carbonic acid. In the body of the specification we find second, and the pressures 12°3 and 11°8 tons, giving a mean of
the patent is bad on various grounds, but mainly on the
ind of that by carbon gas or liquid is meant what the patentee calls a 12-05 tons per square inch. The recoil on the pistons was about
want of novelty both as regards the
descri
4ft., and the
i ran back about 69ft. on the rails. The third
and the] h ydrocarbon gas or liquid, and he states that
;
substance produced, and in support of Gis seahentien they rely on most oils, if pure, operate satisfactorily, and that almost any round was fired with a charge of 8001b. The muzzle velocity was
certain experiments by +g ey and by Sidot. It will be con- hydrocarbon will answer. The appellants, on this, urge that bees- 2007ft. per second, the pressures were 15-0 and 15-2 tons, or 15:1
venient to deal with this head of defence first. In 1849, M. wax and balsam and oils are not, properly speaking, hydrocarbons, tons average pressure. The recoil on the pistons was about 5ft.
powder was used for this charge. A fourth round
tz, in attempting to volatilise carbon bymeans of electricity and that the specification is inaccurate and misleadi
The Westphalian
in an atmosphere of carburetted
, decomposed that gas, evidence shows that in its technical sense a h
m is a was fired on Wednesday, February 16th, in the presence of the
and carbon was
ita on the car!
he was attempting to chemical combination of hydrogen and carbon, and nothing Director of Artillery and departmental officers, with a charge of
volatilise, and in the wholea
tus the carbon experimented w
else, and that beeswax, balsam, and oils are not technically Westphalian brown prism powder of 8501b., made up in seven
and the
were covered with lampblack, which was deposited hydrocarbons. They contain hydrogen and carbon chemically sections. The velocity was 2078ft., the pressure was about 18 tons
in flakes; on
xperimented on was combined with pinef other, but also with other su
per inch. The gun recoiled 4ft. 6in. on the piston of the recoil
found tobeamooth, bitish
gray,an
and
larger r then before,ore. Deaprete But the evidence also shows that, so far as is known, every sub- press, and the carriage ran back about 78ft. on the rails. The
gray,
further
that sugar Skasooal rite is light, black, ull, stance which is a hydrocarbon either in its technical sense or in the ong is intended to be continued, increasing the charge up to
and fragile, became, when experimented uponas above, denser, looser sense in which the patentee uses the expression, does answer 950 Ib.
LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
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coal. If 15 per cent. of this is saved it amounts to, say, 120 tons
per annum ; an item of importarfce on any line, even where coal
is cheap, but much more where the coal is ym in price—as at
10s. per ton the saving in coal alone wouldbe £60 per engine
per annum,
There are one or two special features in this engine; perhaps
the most observable is the form and size of the cab. This has
been designed with a view to more complete shelter and comfort, owing to the exposed working on so much of the lines on
the east coast. The sides are of iron, the roof is of wood; the
glass windows slide so as to open, and there is as ample a look
out as in any other engine. We have ridden on this engine, and
are sure the drivers well appreciate the ample and comfortable
shelter provided. It will also be seen that Mr. Worsdell has
made a new departure in the crank axle, Finding that the best
form in use heretofore was an oval or ellipse, on which a strong
hoop could be firmly shrunk, he had special machines designed
for shaping both the cheeks and the hoops truly to each other
This was a costly process. It struck him that greater strength
could be obtained with nearly the same weight if the cheeks
were perfectly circular and not hooped—the whole crank could be
turned up in a lathe,requiring no special finishing machineand no
extra work in hooping. The result is so satisfactory that he
has twenty engines running with these cranks, and is applying
them to all new main line and other engines. We believe this
is the first application of this form of axle. The strength is
more than one-half more than the ordinary hooped axle, and
| is ertough to admit of the cheeks being made thinner, and so
| longer bearings can be obtained. The working parts of this
engine are all massive in their construction, The valve gear is
Joy’s. The wheels and motion plate, and all brackets, &c., are
of cast steel; all the working parts have large surfaces, and
everything has been arranged with a view to keep out of the
| repairing shops as long as possible. We hope to give diagrams
off the high and low-pressure cylinders in a short time. The
| working boiler pressure is 160 1b. per square inch, This is the
first compound goods engine that has been used on an English
line. In other countries there are several goods engines compounded on the same principle—Worsdell and Barnes’—having
two cylinders only.
It should be remarked that in Mr. Worsdell’s compound
engine there is no re-arrangement of parts, the same engine,
identically in all its parts, does for either a compound or an
ordinary goods or passenger. This is a very important feature,
| and is not, so far as we know, accomplished in any other design
| of compound engine.

taSaiSeon
TORPEDO BOAT FOR TURKEY.

COMBINED

IRRIGATING AND STEAM FIRE
ENGINE.
WE illustrate above a light and compact engine, designed by
Messrs. Shand, Mason,and Co.,to supply an increasing demand for
a cheap engine to be used for irrigating purposes, more especially
in hot countries, and in case of emergency to be equally efficient
as a steam fire engine. The primary qualities of such an engine
are simplicity and strength in construction. The pump must
be of good design, not easily clogged, and with valves easy of
access, while the boiler should be capable of using the poorest
classes of fuel, such as straw, rough wood, and vegetable refuse,
as also coal when dev eloping ‘the maximum power.
The boiler of this engine is on Shand, Mason, and Co.’s
inclined water-tube principle, of similar design to that used in
their steam fire engines, and is readily accessible for inspection
-and cleaning, and raises steam rapidly and in great volumes.
Steam of 100 lb. pressure can be raised from cold water in from

COMPOUND

GOODS

On the 9th inst. the official trial took place of the first of two
special class torpedo boats which have been designed and constructed for the Imperial Ottoman Government by Mr. G. F.G.
Des Vignes and Messrs. Maudslay, Son, and Field, who conjointly carry out the work. These vessels present several very
| noteworthy features. They are 126ft. long and 15ft. beam, and
| are thus of 2ft. more beam than any high-speed torpedo vessels
| seven to seven and a-half minutes. The engine is placed in front | yet made. This great beam secures seagoing qualities and crew
| of the boiler, and over the front wheels. The piston-rods of the|| accommodation, which are obvious, without in any way affecting
steam cylinder and pump are united in a crosshead, with sliding |the high speed, as will be seen from the figures below. The
block communicating rotary motion to the crank shaft, on which boats are very strongly built, the plates being }in., ,,in., and
is the excentric for working the slide valve and feed pump, and jin, in thickness. They are divided into compartments by eight
also a fly-wheel. The pump is double- acting, and ail the valves| bulkheads, and are fitted with three cylinder compound engines.
can be inspected and renewed on removing the coy er, on which| The cylinders are all fitted with equilibrium valves, and are
are the delivery outlets for attaching hose. The running wheels | high-pressure, 20in. diameter, two low-pressures 25in. diaand locking gear are such as are used for an ordinary portable | meter, the stroke being l4in., and the boiler pressure 120 Ib.
engine. The engine, as illustrated, draws its water from a depth | The fan, circulating and feed pumps are driven by a separate
of 20ft. to 25ft., and delivers it through hose or pipes to a engine, and the bilge suction valves are controlled from the
distance of a mile or more. When it is necessary to draw from | deck. Most satisfactory runs were made at the measured mile
a greater depth than 25ft. from the surface, the design is some- at Long Reach, and were carried out without any hitch, the
what altered. An engine such as this must commend itself to | vessel being free from vibration. The mean of the runs on the
the cultivator and breeder in such countries as India and measured mile gave a speed of 21°‘7 knots, equal to 25 miles per
Australia, where water supply is the all-important object to our. The highest speed reached was 23°4 knots, equal to 27
obtain. The latest engine of this description has been supplied | miles per hour, with a fair breeze of wind and slack tide. One
| noticeable feature in the boats is that, while carrying a ram
to the Imperial Japanese Government
| bow, they have overcome the nuisance of the wave thrown on
|= forward part of the vessel, and consequently their bow
torpedo tubes can be worked while running at any speed.
|There were present on board as representing the Admiralty,
| and on behalf of the Turkish authorities, Commander Egerton,
ENGINE
TENDER.
R.N., and Mr. Shapcott, R.N., the Naval Attaché from the
Ottoman Embassy, and other Turkish gentlemen, also the
builder and engineers.
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COMPOUND

GOODS ENGINE.

In our impression for January 14th we gave an external elevation of the compound goods engine constructed by Mr. T. W.
Worsdell, Locomotive Superintendent of the North-Eastern
Railway. Above we illustrate the tender of this engine, and we
publish a two-page supplement, which explains itself. The
engine was constructed in the shops of the company at Gateshead. In a succeeding impression we shall give a cross-section,
showing in detail the starting-valve. The engine has run regularly the heaviest goods trains for the last three months, and
ten more are now being constructed in the sHops of the company. We gave the complete list of dimensions of the
compound goods engine on page 24. Its regular work is on the
fast goods service between Newcastle, York, and Leeds, the
average train being forty loaded wagons, but it has frequently

iii

iil

taken fifty in the regular time allowed. The engine works
freely, maintains steam fully, and is well master of its loads,
starting from any point easily and with as great facility as any
ordinary engine. The amount of coal used for one month
averages 6 lb. per mile less than all the engines on the same
work, and when the train weight is the same average. This
represents just 15 per cent. of gain in fuel alone. A special two
days’ measured trial for consumption in the engine and the best
ordinary engine on the same service, resulted in the compound
engine hauling 16 per cent. more trucks with a consumption of
18 per cent. less fuel, the same proportion of loaded and
unloaded trucks being taken, than the ordinary engine. The
weather was the same for each. There is no doubt therefore of
a saving of from 15 to 18 per cent. of fuel being realised in
compound engines on this principle. It is found that each main
| line goods engine in steam consumes annually about 800 tons of

| INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF MACHINERY AT MILAN.~-Pre| parations are being made at Milan for the International Exhibition
| of machinery for grinding corn and making bread.
Tue Socrety or Encingeers.—The first ordinary meeting for the
| presentyear of the members of the Society of En ineers was held
| on M
y evening, February 7th, at the Town Hall, Westminster.
| The chaff was first occupied by the retiring President, Mr. Perry F.
| Nursey,saves resented the premiums of books awarded for papers
|read
the past year.
ese were—the Bessemer Premium, to
| Mr. beer rbutt, for his paper on “‘ Liquid Fuel;” the President's
Premium, to Mr. G. B. Jerram, for his paper on ‘River Pollution
| caused by Sewage Disposal;’"and a Society's Premium to Mr. E. 8.
| Bellasis, for his paper on “The Rourkee
Expe:
ts,”
| The retiring Presic ent then introduced the President for31887, Pro
| fessor Henry Robinson, who p
ed to deliver his inaugural
| address. He dwelt at some length on the essential conditions that
| had to be observed in a ng and training a young man for the
| engineering profession.
e next subject touched was railway
engineering, and light lines, or tramways—either horse, steam, or
cable—were advocated under certain conditions, The rospect of
suliwaye being shortly adopted in China was spoken of with confidence, as also the extension of the existing Burmese Railway from
Rangoon to Mandalay, by which both commercial and _ political
| advantages would accrue to this country, especially with reference
| to the Chinese Empire. He pointed out how much more frugal
foreign workers were than our own, enabling the plant and machinery
of a manufacturer to be utilised ‘longer on the Continent than in
this country. He described how water pressure was adopted to
power co-operative purposes, and as evidence of this, mention was
made of the success of the first works of this nature, which were
| those he had carried out at Hull, and which were being followed by
| similar ones in other towns. Compressed air was also relied on as
an excellent means of transmitting power on the co-o
tive
system, and the large works which are now being carried out at
Birmingham by himself and Mr. Sturgeon were mentioned.
Reference was next made to the establishment of county boards, a
difficulty to be overcome being the administration of urban and
rural affairs by one central authority.
Sufficient agreement now
exists in reference to much-need ‘amendments of the Public
Health Act of 1875, and of the Rivers Pollution Act of 1876, to
enable them to be carried through Parliament without difficulty if
only an opportunity was given. The most recent experiences in the
questions of water supply and sewage disposal were touched upon.
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
Tue new branch of the North-Eastern Railway, which
is to unite Wooler with Alnwick, is rapidly approaching completion.
Tue total tonnage in the down goods shed of the South
Western Railway, Nine Elms, for the year 1886 was 113,268 tons,
as against 106,900 tons in the previous year, being an increase of
6368 tons. In consequence of agricultural depression, the inwards
traffic did not give so satisfactory a return.
Iv a report on a collision which occurred on the 10th
ult. at Aboyne station, on the Dee side branch of the Great North
of Scotland Railway, Major Marindin says :—“ The collision would
probably not have been so trivial an affair if the train had been
without a good continuous brake—the Westinghouse—which in
this case did good service.”
Tue Indian railways will shortly afford some important
work to constructive and other engineers.
nders are invited on
behalf of the Indian State railways, for plate girders of 40ft. spans ;
and likewise for girders and joists for superstructure of a screw pile
wharf. The Indian Midland Railway Company
is also requiring
forty-two locomotives, together with a supply of iron bridgework.
For real stick-in-the-mud conservatism one must look
to a go-ahead country like the United States. There they fix the
legs or arms of men and women and then slowly roast them to
death. This is what they do every time their trains have a
collision. If in England any such spectacle of weddedness to an
old and vile custom could possibly be seen, Americans would in
plenty say, ‘‘ Of course, you don’t improve much.”
Mr. Jonny E. Woorren, general managerof the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad, has resigned his position, owing to ill
health. Mr. Wootten is well known as the inventorofthe “ Wootten”
fire-box for locomotives, which has been so widelyad
The
tire-box was designed to meet the necessity of meeting the demand
for increased power from the boilers by increasing the grate area.
It is especially adapted and used for anthracite and small coal
requiring a large thin fire.
Ir is understood that efforts will be made to secure the
order for Glasgow for the ee Poe locomotive engines and tenders
that arewanted by the Midland Railway of India. All the locomotive
works are exceedingly slack, and the greater proportion of the
workmen have been idle since the beginning of the year, many of
them having been discharged before that time. In fact, a considerable series of years have passed since the locomotive works of
Glasgow were so poorly supplied with work as they are at present.
A curious illustration of the effects of a too sudden
application of brakes was afforded the other day, when, as the
north express was
ing Warrington Junction on the Great
Northern Railway, a slip carriage
detached. Some } ey oe standi
ys seeing the mishap, waved
a red flagto the driver to stop. The driver applied the vacuum
brake, pulling up the express within a few yards, when the slip
carriage ran into the rear of the train with great violence, injuring
several passengers.
Art the meeting last week of the London and SouthWestern Railway Company, an increase of £25,000 in the receipts
and a decrease of £19,000 in the expenditure, a reduction of
£22,000 in the renewal suspense accounts, coincident with the
maintenance of forty-nine additional miles of railway, and the
running of 143,000 additional train miles were reported. The
reduction in the percentage of working ——- from 55°07 to
52 97 per cent. is evidence of the care with which the administration of the business of the company is
ducted. A dividend of
64 per cent., with £11,800 carried forward as against 6} and £5800
balance last year, must have been somewhat of a surprise to those
of the proprietors who had previously lamented the heavy
and
increasing burden of capital charges. As compared with last year
the capital has increased £1,519,000. The additional charges
make up a total of £32,700, the whole of which is borne by revenue.
Tue American railway accidents in December include
65 collisions, 46 derailments, and 4 other accidents—a total of 115
accidents, in which 35 persons were killed and 129 injured. As
compared with December, 1885, there was an increase of 41 accidents, and of 4 persons killed, but a decrease of 24 in the number
injured. These accidents are classed as to their nature and causes
by the Railroad Gazette as follows :—Collisions: Rear, 46; butting,
16; crossing, 3; total, 65. Derailments: Broken rail, 5; broken
or defective frog, 5; broken switch-rod, 1; broken bridge, 3;
spreading of rails,5; broken wheel, 5; broken axle, 3; broken
track, 1; accidental obstruction, 1; cattle on track, 1; runaway
train, 1; misplaced switch, 6; unexplained, 9; total, 46. Other
accidents: Boiler explosion, 2; broken parallel-rod, 1; broken
axle not causing derailment, 1; total, 4. Total number of accidents, 115. Nine collisions were caused by failure to use signals
promptly ; four by trains breaking in two; three by fog; two by
snow ; two by misplaced switches ;one by a car left standing on
main track. All three of the broken bridges reported were
wooden trestle bridges.
INTERESTING railway relics have just found their way to
the Birmingham Reference Library, in the shape of a volume of early
prospectuses of local] railways. Some of the provisions in the prospectuses sound somewhat strange now.
The Birmingham and
Liverpool Railroad Company, 1824, promises ‘to
heavy
goods at the rate of at least eight miles an hour,” and states that
‘** passengers may also travel with perfect security at the rate of
at least twelve miles an hour, but to this the company will not
pledge themselves.” The same company in 1830 informs the
public that ‘‘ engines with passengers have frequently been known
to exceed the velocity of thirty miles per hour, but a rate of from
ten to twenty miles per hour has been established as safe in operation and certain of attainment. This extraordinary rapidity is
accompanied with a motion so gentle and easyas to excite no alarm
even in the most timid.” The “‘ London
Birmingham Railway
Company’s plan,” issued in 1832, shows that the journey from
Birmingham to Coventry may be accomplished in one hour, and
that from Birmingham to Lendon in five hours and a-half;
and their prospectus issued in 1833 states that their ordinary rate
of travelling was from fifteen to twenty miles per hour.
A new railway route will shortly place the inhabitants
of Wimbledon and the district surrounding in more direct communication with Kensington and the West-end. The workson the
line, which was ie
by the Wimbledon and West
Metropolitan Company, but subsequently transferred
to the London
and South-Western Company, are to be immediately commenced
by the last-named body in accordance with the provisions of the
Act of Parliament obtained two years since. The line commences
by a junction with the Putney Bridge Station of the Metropolitan
District Railway. After leaving the Putney Bridge Station the
line ee
Thames by a gf need on of five arches.
It then pri
in a south-weste
irection,
passing
Putney, and over the Richmond and Windsor section of Ss Bute
Western line, and from this point it is continued to Southfields,
where will be the first station. It then enters Wimbledon Park,
through which mg
roceeding directly south, the next station
being in Wimbledon Park, a short distance to the west of Mertonroad, to Wandsworth.
ing over the London and SouthWestern main line, it then forms a junction, on a descendi
gradient, with the company’s Tooting, Hayden’sWimbledon loop line, by which it arrives at the Wimbledon
Station. In anticipation of the opening of the line a greatly
enlarged station at South Kensington is contemplated for the joint
traffic of the South-Western and Metropolitan District Companies,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
Tue six healthiest places in England and Wales last
week were Nottingham, Leicester, Derby, Leeds, Sunderland, and
Brighton.
Tue deaths registered during the week ending February
12th in 28 great towns of England and Wales corresponded to an
annual rate of 19°5 per 1000 of thoir
te population, which
is estimated at 9,2 $000 persone intheexiddle ofthis year.
Lake Tanog, long regarded as the deepest fresh-water
lake in the United States, must now take the second place, —
C. E. Dutton, of the U.S. Geological Survey, made, in July,
a series of soundings at Crater Lake, Oregon, with unex)
results, The mountain wall that surrounds the lake is 900ft. high,
the average depth is 1500ft., and the maximum 1996ft.
In London, 2563 births and 1418 deaths were registered.
Allowance being made for increase of population, the births were
457, and the deaths 605, below the av
numbers of the corresponding weeks of the last ten years.
¢ annual death-rate per
1000 from all causes, which has steadily decliped in the five preceding weeks from 203
to 18:4, further
fell last week to 17°6.
During the first six weeks of the current quarter the death-rate
averaged 21-1 per 1000, and was 3°3 below the mean rate in the
corresponding periods of the ten years 1877-86.
Very remarkable illustrations of the difference in refractive indices in glass are made in the form of lenses which magnify,and yet are perfectly tlat on both sides, constructed by Schott
Co., of Jena, the manufacturers of Abbé's optical
These
lenses are mere curiosities. They consist of single discs of glass,
such that the refractive index d
in a regular manner from
ae ee ow SS
invention is
ie by Natureas follows :—‘
——
is arrangement
have to investigated by Professor
Exner, of Vienna. It is
very funny, the wayin which one man invents and makes a thing or
a discovery, and then another of a different sort comes along and
‘investigates’ it.”
Mr. G. Maw has recently described some interesting
experiments on the freezing of water containing air. A recapitulation of the experimental results gives:—(1) Ina thin ice peoa
the upper or surface
half contains
barely a trace of eliminated air,
whilst its vey or a) a orcontained - 0-08 co tiie. thick in
each
ice.
surface coating of ice 1}i
ick contained 0-18cubic inch
of ‘ir t
;
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MISCELLANEA,
Tur export of coal and coke from Sunderland during
1836 was 3,945,434 tons, against 3,981,700 tons for 1885,
Oxy fourteen shipwrecks were reported last week,
nine being British owned—three steamers—and only two were lost
off the United Kingdom.
Tue Right Hon. G, Sclater Booth, M.P., has accepted
the Presidentship of the
of the Sanitary Institute of Great
Britain, to be held at Bolton in September next,
Two balloons ordered by the Chinese Government have
just left Marseilles for Tientsin, accompanied by a French aeronaut, who is to teach the Chinese officers how to manage them.
One balloon is 6000 cubic metres in volume, and the other
3000 cubic metres,
Tue Bath and West of England Sede will this year
hold its annual show at Dorchester, on May
30th and 3lst, and
June Ist, 2nd, and 3rd, and money prizes amounting to upwards
of £2500, which is a considerable increase upon previous years, are
offered for horses, cattle, sheep, pigs, poultry, cheese, butter,
cream, ke,
WE meget to have to record the death, on the 5th inst.,
of Mr.
Alderman John Chapple, C.E., who was well known through
the very difficult engineering ines he carried out in connection with the great steeple of the St. Nicholai, Hamburg, the
work at St. Alban’s Cathedral restoration, and on many important
itectural works,
Wirt the December number of last year the “ Professional Papers on Indian
iner g"”
came to a close, their
7
ws been less for some years than at first. As the
essional Papers,” they were started in 1863 by Col.
Medley. The December number is the 15th of vol. iv. of the third
series,
the size having been altered
a few years
from octavo to
the less cemmanlans fedleonp size,
.
ial
Accorpine to a Berlin technical journal, experiments
have recently been made at the artillery range near Cummersdorf
with a new kind of mortar and a new explosive warranted to hold
its own with General Boulanger’s melenite. This explosive was
used against a fortification constructed as exactly as possible on
the model of one of the French frontier forts called Fort’ d’Arrét,
and in forty-eight hours it was “blown completely from the
ground,”
‘
Tue inventor of the Austrian magazine rifle, which is
now, in its complete form, about to be submitted to the British
Government, is Herr Franz Fortelka, a former lieutenant in the
ia, received
strikingly to the concentration of air in solution ; for this contained Austrian army, who, during the first campaign in
0°89 cubic inch of air in each
weight, compared with 0°15 a shot in his right - which destroyed the optic nerve, and
left eye that Fortelka, now only twentycubic inch in surface ice, and 0°59 cubic inch in an entirely frozen indirectly so affected
has been for the last nine years totally blind.
mass, The water ere in these experiments was from the eight yearsof
In spite of Sax Gouever, he has made several valuable inventions.
East Surrey Waterw
A
New
salt
boring
is in progress at Greatham, a village
A mixture of 70 parts of either infusorial earth, charcoal, or sawdust with 30 parts of nitro-glycerine is inexplosive, yet considerably to the north of Port Clarence, where the earlier ones
were
made,
It
is
rade
spony
interest as being likely to determine
either of the following mixtures is explosive: Nitrate of soda, 75
so far in that direction, and if so whether
40 parts; charcoal, 10 parts; nitro-glycerine, 15 parts ;sawdust, whether the bed ex
its
thickness
is
greater
or
less
than further south, The boring
20 parts. Another mixture also explosive: Gunpowder dust, 90
parts; nitro-glycerine, 10 parts. It is a well-known fact that gun- belongs to Messrs, Tilly and Casebourne, and the land upon which
powder is more effective when exploded by percussion caps than it has been commenced belongs to the trustees of the Greatham
of red
by simple fuse.
itractors—always use per- ——_ A depth of 558ft. has been reached. A bed
is at present being perforated.
cussion caps for that purpose, For the same reason, ca) "ss
better
to explode Neptune powder,
but
Neptune powder is largey
Ata
meeting
of
the
Tyne
Conservancy
Commissioners
och tyraaee nals
sded—-witheat hae fuse alone, held on the 10th inst. a return was presented showing the numberof
In such use, the powder of the Neptune powder expl
the nitrolaid up idle in the river. From this itappears
that the numglycerine of the Neptune powder in the same manner as indicated vessels
ber of steamers without employment was then slightly more than
in the Nobel patent.
pre. bearsprevious month, but the number of sailing ships was conIt is now, of course,
just the time of year when,
A Note on the tenacity of spun glass was read at the siderably toless,
the ice
the Balticports, there
is the greatest
last meeting of the Physical Society by E. Gibson and R. E. owing
in securing
freights. With the advancing spring and a
Gregory. The authors have experimented on the tenacity of glass difficulty
continuance
of
the
revival
in
trade
it
is
to
be
hoped
and expected
rods and fibres made from the same piece of
The fibres
the Tyne will soon again be used asa water way, and no
varied from 4, to ,4 mm., and the rods from about § to 1]mm. in that
longer
as
stocking
place
for
idle
vessels.
‘
diameter.
y find the tenacity per square cm. of rods increases
as the diameter d
as in ordinary wires, wh
with fibres am
Bn
week
at
Birmingham
to
the
system
this is not shown. Experiments
were shown illustrating
the
in givng out contracts,
Mr. G. Kynoch,
methods of working, and the highest tenacity recorded was fora adoptedsaidbythat thevernment
Government officialsseemed pennap
to
fibreof 0340 mm. diameter, which gave 466 x 107 deg. per square M.P.,
support
a foreign firm that they did to encourage
the trade of the
cm.—a value about half as great as that for steel wires,
He
however, than the time was not far distant
authors refer toQuincke’s suggestion that the increased tenacity country.
when Sicssinghass
i
tradesmen would have a fair chance with the
of small wires is due to surface tension,
Government contractors, whether they were personal friends of the
W = Ad + Bd, where W is the breaking weight and d the dia- Government
officials
or secured their influence by money paymeter, but their own results with glass do not agree with this ments. They had been
from the Government favours
formula. As, of course, every one is now carrying about with him for the past sixteen years,excluded
and he desired to see the law removed,
a book to enable him to convert this jargon of the centimetre- and the contracts given to Englishmen.
gramme-second
system, these figures are, of course, easily converted into intelligible facts,
Tue preparations for the American Exhibition at Earl’s
Court are
idly approaching com;
Contracts have been
Ixy the manufacture of Vulcan powder, there is a com- given
within a few days to Messrs. Doulton for sanitary applibination of nitro-glycerine with absorbent substances which are the ances out
;
gh
en
gehen
agfer
ghng
oda
‘Search ” lights for
equivalents of intusorial earth ;and this combination constitutes an the Wild West grounds,
and the
pson and Houston
areexplosive com: 0 Na has all the
lights
for
the
buildi
Messrs.
Babcock
and
Wilcox boilers will
com:
y combining ni
ycerine
ey
ee
engine
;
Messrs.
T.
and
W.
Farmiloe
will
earth in making dynamite or giant powder,
i
supply 75,
square feet of glass for roof-lights; the Butterley
making mica powder, or with mealed
i
Iron Company, the ironwork; and Lee
Chapman all the
powder. In
ape
timber. M. Bartholdi, the sculptor, will lend an immense oil
in the Vulcan powder is soli
painting
of the Harbour of New York, to which is added a panoramic view of that city, and Brooklyn, and Jersey City, and also a
replica of his famous statue of Liberty, erected on Bedloes Island,
in New York Harbour,
sae
Pp Sank, d inconnection
with the pro
1
Birmingham
and Gloucester Canal is having the various schemes
actively under consideration. The
of Mr. Keeting is
receiving favour, and it is
t the work should be
will thus hold 30
it.of nitro-glycerine, charcoal45
t., carried
out by a public trust formed by the Corporationsof the
sulphur 20poreset. (ailthese aseSahniee eiapeenteh, ean districts interested rather than by a pu
company, The existcombined, as in Vulcan powder, they will thus hold 33 per cent.
ing capital
in the Sharpness New Docks and the Gloucester and
Birmingham
Navigation
Company
may
hly be stated at one
At a recent meeting of the Royal Society of Dublin, a million, and the necessary
outlay onthe Birmi
and
opt cee eae
toes G
Steel,
section,
and that on the Gloucester and
ley Canal
obtained, and the docks at the entrance will probably amount to another
million, At a recent meeting of the committee it was decided
that
a formal invitation be sent to the Corporationsof Birmingham
Gloucester suggesting to them the desirability of os a
committee to confer with the general committee for the improvement of the canal between Birmingham and the Bristol Channel.
THE yegent ht sagueryPeabo on the agers
a
e
ion at
Quarry, Loch Fyne, on
tember thlast your, when a lange party went toeeetheeffect of
the exact specific
in C.G.S. units being 77,000 for 1 cubic map meen magn «Mach uarry, many of them
seized
cen’
geapaney icon 6 uly 9600, andGooman aBvur 31,179 fe with faintness,
which seven died, pivesin talnute detail gases
the same units ; so
some use might be made of
which must have escaped after the
of 13,0001b. of gunwire for resistance
in electric lighting.
ener neeeth, by
Dome
abwctg orane)
were devel
in the
different methods, has determined the
i
bility.
persons. “
y,"C
1 Ford says, ‘‘the
was
is, the induced
isati
in a uniform field. C
with done by the carbonic oxide—of which 468 1b. were generated by the
iron as 100,000, manganese steel was found to be 300. In fact,
it is
an amount which at the ordinary temperature
and
very w
by muscular sense, to find no sensible force sure w
oy ©
of 6333 cubic feet. This would be
ag eager —_ ee
ae cone enero: bat
presence of carbonic
ee
w
were
ee
eee
cubic feet fatal to human life.
roldioes
See See eeenee Se araeaes
tncs attetboted tspolooning bycarbene sahyactdee, wan thetieod
so liquid after death that it flowed
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be kept coated with luminous paint, and other lights will
MEETINGS NEXT WEEE.
Tue InstiTuTION or Civit ENGINEERS, 25, Great George-street, West- be established on fixed points, so that this portion of the
minster, 8.W.—Session 1886-87. Tuesday, February 22nd, at 8 p.m.: navigation will be rendered as facile by night as by day.
with a view to discussion :
Ordi
meeting. Pa
to be
a So far as we yet know, the establishment of docks on the
‘ Trrigation in Lower yt,” by Wm. Willcocks, Assoc, M. Inst, C.E.
Society or Arts, John-street, Adelphi, London, W.C.— Monday, island, which has been mentioned in connection with the
February 21st, at 8 p.m.: Cantor Lectures. “B
Materials,” by —— features of the design, has not been finally
various lime- |. etermined upon; but the site must lend itself freely to
of
W. Y. Dent, F.C.S., F.LC. Lecture I1.—Deserij
the quality of stone—
stones used as building stones—Methods of tes'
The
—
CE
gee yy! — Five wooo - rt enn ed their construction should after prospects of trade render
T
'e
2nd, a p.m.:
ieewrwerte,” by J.stark
m4bene ange PLS. ag aggern J. Po a this desirable. We have heard it stated that the capital
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
necessary to carry out the entire scheme will not exceed a
R.A.
le,
mn y, Fe’
a
TN. :
Wiesent Advances in Be
Machinery Ry John W.
sterling, but as no prospectus has to date been
*.* With this week's number is issued as a Supplement a T'wo-page meeting.
Ur
; W. Anderson, M. Inst. C.E., will preside. "Frida , February million
“rngraving of a Compound Goods Engine, North-Eastern 25th,
8 p.m.: Indian Section. ‘New Markets and Exten:
of
- issued we are unable to state whether this limit is
Railway. Every copy as issued by the Publisher contains this eg at=
and Burmah,” by Holt 8. Hallett, F.R.G.S.; J. M. Maclean, accurate. Rumour has it that probably no such proSupplement, and subscribers are requested to notify the fact M.P,
ec.
‘Tur ay
4 aes iow ofCivil Eugin
nema — iy, spectus will have to be publicly circulated, as from the
should they not receive it,
February 24th, a
nsti jon
eers, 25, Great George- same rather vague source of information we learn that
street, 8.W., at 8 p.m. Conclusion of discussion :—‘‘ ‘Telephonic Investi- the whole capital required has ed been, or will
gations,” by Professor Silvanus P, Thompson, B,A., D.Sc,, Member,
CONTENTS.
shortly be, privately subscribed. Whether or no in the
Society oF Arcuirects,—Tuesday, February 22nd, in the
Tavern, Great Queen-street, W.C., at 7 o'clock m,! Ordinary meeting, end this new pro
will prove able to secure all the
Paper to be read:—‘Smoke Abatement,” by . J, Lish, vice-president erasbagn that is now confidently claimed for it, there can
Tae Enoineer, February 18th, 1887.
PAGE (Newcastle-on-Tyne).
Tue DRAINAGE OF FENS AND Low Lanpbs By STEAM PowER. No. IIL, 123
no reason why we should not congratulate the shipping
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLomaTic Reports. No, VI... .. 128
trade of the East upon the emer 3 addition to its
Waces iN Great Brrraix, No, VI... oe ve oe ee ne oe 124
facilities which it must receive if—as there seems every
que Evecrric Liont at Warrevey’s. (Ilustrated.) .. .. .. .. 124
LEGAL INTELLIGENCE 4.0 1 oe oe oe ne oe ee te oe ee oe 187
reason to believe—the cutting of this new channel 1s
THE
ENGINEER.
Mr. Moon on ConTINVOUS BRAKES... oe eee oe ee 127
shortly undertaken.
ComMBINED IRRIGATION AND SreaM Fire Enorne, (Illustrated.) .. 128
Compounp Goops Enaine Tenver. (Illustrated.).. .. .. .. .. 128
Torpepo Boat FOR TURKEY .. .. .. «2 es
128
THE FLOW OF METALS,
129
7"
Evecrric Licut Instaccation, (Illustrated.) ..
FEBRUARY 18, 1887.
Ir is now twenty years since M. Tresca read a paper
Rartway Marrers—NorTes and MEMORANDA—MISCELLANEA |. |.
Leapino ArticLes—The Proposed Canal between India and Ceylon
before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers at their
The Flow of Metals
THE PROPOSED CANAL BETWEEN INDIA AND CEYLON,
Paris meeting, “On the Flow of Metals.” The paper
The Collection and Publication of“Labour Statistics by the Government—Railway Charges on Rails...
132
Ever since the success of the Suez Canal was demon- gave an epitome of the results obtained from a series of
LATERATORB c cs cece cs 0s «0 co 00 00 0 ° 00 of co 1B strated there has been evinced a strong desire to multipl
experiments made by its author with lead discs under
et ee) OR SS
Aer
|
Tue SteaAM Enaine Makers’ SOCIETY... .. .. «. «2 os os oo 138 such “short cuts” in every part of the world. Wemuch compression in a variety of ways. He furthermore
Tue StaNLeY Exurpition or Cyches .. .. .. .. «. se se oe 184 fear that with regard to many of the proposals of this subjected heated wrought iron discs to similar tests, and
Tue INTERCHANGEABLE Automatic Continuous Brake, (Illus.) .. 134
observed that in all the materials employed in his experiTue IxstrruTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS .. .. .. .. .. «. 185 nature put forward, sufficient consideration has hard]
Lerrers TO THE Eprror
pound L
ti
Is there a Law of
been given to the very different circumstances which ments the tendency was invariably to flow in the direction
Storms ’—The Association of Foremen Engineers—Cylinder Conpoventh them to those which rendered the financial success of least resistance. Since the reading of that paper the
densation—Vyrnwy Waterworks—Friction of Engines—The Trent
of the Suez Canal almost a foregone conclusion. How- subject has received attention from others, one of whom,
Fe
Pe
a ne ee Te ee
cae ee ee ee Ce
Auznioaw Muonrmmmima Mews
=. . 0. oe 0s 00 ce 0s oe oe
ever that may be, it is not within our province to criticise Mr. W. E. Ward, of New York State, read an interesting
Tae Inox, Coat, anp GeneraL Trapes or Binmincuam, WoLversuch schemes on any such basis, If the prospects held paper before the American Society of Mechanical EngiHAMPTON, AND OTHER DistTRicts..
Settee aie we ops keiy wk
Norms PROM LAWCASMIRE .. 2 2c 00 00 00 0c ce se co co ABE out by their promoters to secure public support to their neers at their Atlantic City meeting in 1885, treating of
Mores WEE Ges
cc ce ce ce ct 0p 00 “ee ce. on ROE undertakings prove to be sufficient to induce this being the subject; and as it and the discussion thereon contains
Notes FRoM THE NortH oF ENOLAND.. .. .. «2 «+ «+ oe «» 188 granted,
we can have no disposition to cavil at any some points of interest to all engineers, we give these points
Nores FROM SCOTLAND OT? ER
er ae ee ee
Nores rrom WALES AND Apsointnc CounTigs.. .. .. .. .. «. 188 possible multiplication of such works. Whether they to our realers. Mr. Ward tells us that the conclusions
Nores rrom GERMANY
tan. 64 eb de ow oe wt ba en SR prove to be remunerative or not to those investing their arrived at by M. Tresca gave some little importance to
ee ty
a
an ae
Pn
ey eee
Sy SRD, Ur Swe N lad" 06 .40| 00: 06 04-. <4) a0, 09.00 en en capital in them, it is at all events certain that each a feature developed in a series of experiments made by
Tur Parent JOURNAL.. .. .« ‘1, ok on we 6s se 4e 06 eae shortening effected in our ocean routes must be a distinct himself twenty-two years previously, the first stages of
eT UM
er
ores
Paraorapus—The 110}-ton Gun, 127—International Machinery Exhibi- gain to the trade and commerce of the world, as well as to which involved such a stout contest with the flow of
tion at Milan, 128—
Society of
neers, 1
th Kensington those whose business or pleasure entails their following metals as completely to defeat the success of a novel
Museum, 132—Electric
ting, 189—New Boilers and Engines, 139.
machine wtiel was designed and constructed for the
Two-paGe SUPPLEMENT OF a Compounp Goops ENGINE on THE NorRTH- them in person.
Eastern Raitway.
We some time ago referred to what is perhaps the latest purpose of heading long countersunk screw blanks and
proposal of this character which has been made, viz., the rivets in solid dies. ‘The general arrangement of the
cutting of a channel through the island of Ramisseram. machine favoured the use of excentric motions. Mr.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
This island is situate between Ceylon and the mainland of Ward states that when he came to try the machine he
India, and at present bars to ships of a draught over 12ft. found that the process of heading the blanks upset their
Registered Telegraphic —_, eee NEWSPAPER,
the
ibility of passing northward to the Bay of Bengal shanks inthe diesso much that they could not bewithdrawn,
*.* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or con- by that passage. As the consequence, all vessels proceeding and the further and more serious difficulty still, of the
taining questions, must be
panied by the name and address to Madras or Calcutta have to steer to the eastward of actual bursting of the dies themselves, followed, although
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of Ceylon, this necessity entailing a voyage of between 300 they were 1jin. in diameter by ljin. long, and the wire
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous and 400 miles longer than that which would be possible for the blanks no larger than No. 3 wire gauge; yet with
communications,
*," Wecannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we were the route by the Gulf of Manaar and Palk Straits the most careful tempering they failed to withstand the
must therefore request correspondents to keep copies.
open to them. It is for those interested in this scheme lateral strain involved in heading countersunk blanks.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to to show that the securing of this advantage will be so The cause of the trouble was not clearly revealed until a
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the appreciated as to insure the adoption of the new proposed number of blanks were made designedly in a die which
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all route to the extent required to make the outlay its open- had been burst in this manner, all of which showed a
cases, be ree pe by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer
to
himself,and bearing a ld, postage stamp, in order that ing out will involve remunerative. At the time when we thin fin or spine of metal which had been forced out from
answers received
us may be forwarded to their destination, before referred to this subject it was but little more than the sides of the blanks during the heading operation into
No notice will be
of communications which do not comply an idea, and those concerned with it had taken no steps and along the whole length of the fracture in the die.
with these instructions.
J. W. 8. (Brocketsbrae).—Such papers would not possess any interest for the to obtain a practical issue to their deliberations. The The question then confronted, continues Mr. Ward, “ was
scheme has now, we learn, passed far beyond this stage. whether such a fracture could occur under the amount of
readers of Tae ENoincer.
W. 8S. (Nottingham).—There are much simpler and better safety appliances For a long time negotiations have been going on between pressure required for heading a screw blank, and a lateral
than yours. The cost of the rack and the noisy working of the whole would the
ies concerned and the Government of India, and flow of metal follow into the fracture, unless the metal
be serious objections,
J. B.— We cannot sind space for your long letter, which contains nothing new. we understand that the latter authority has made every operated on was subject to a law that controls alike subA point may easily stand the red-hot iron test, which would explode at once important concession demanded of it. Powers to obtain stances of every material consistency, whether solid or
be tried, Explosive paints should not be used at all inside a ship
te
eeorif flame
@ house, and if you make them you will incur a serious responsibility, land and cut the canal have been granted, exclusive rights fluid. From the evidence furnished by the results of the
which will not be avorded by telling ship captains to use windsails,
been conceded, and Government aid promised experiments, there seemed but one reasonable conclusion,
J. W.—There is no book treating of bleaching and purifying liquids by elee- have
trolysis, The best books are— Watts, 12s. 6d. (Crosby Lockivood and Co.)+ towards inducing the railway companies operating in the which was that as a rule the movement of solids,
Gore, 6a, 6d. (Longmans—Science Series). There is also a book of receipts, South of India to extend their system to what will con- analogous to liquids under compression, will at some
which has an article on electrolysis, and says something about “ bleaching” stitute the new port to be established by the canal com- definite extreme react on a lateral barrier to their movepay vere. blished in Bugland by Samj
Low and Co, There is also
‘ ment with the same persistence—less the difference in
—* Blectrolysé, Renseignements pratique,” &c. Par Hippolyte Fontaine, pany on the Indian coast.
Paris: Baudry et Cie. (See Review in Tur Enorneer, 6th March, 1885.)
e can easily appreciate the motives which have led friction—as they exert in the longitudinal direction.”
Mr. Ward then proceeds to draw the conclusion that the
the
Government
to
consent
to
such
arrangements.
FIREWOOD-CUTTING MACHINES.
Whether the scheme when carried out will be as bursting of his dies was due to the fact that after the
(To the Editor of the Engineer.)
Sir,—Could any of your readers inform me if there is a machine for attractive to captains of vessels as its promoters affirm shank of the blank had completely filled its die, and
it must prove to be, is a question with which the ressure was still continued, and the metal of the blank
cutting and chopping-up firewood in pi ready fi
d if
are the makers? _—
pas 3
eset gy Ft
ing unable to flow longitudinally, it exerted so great a
authorities are not called upon to trouble themselves; but
for fully forty years past the Madras Government has lateral pressure as to burst the die. Before further
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Tur ENoinerr canbe had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country annually incurred a very material expenditure for the quoting Mr. Ward we must comment on this theory.
at the various vailway stations; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct purpose of keeping open and improving the existing M. Tresca has shown that solid bodies under pressure
rom the office on the Jollowing terms (paid in advance):—
narrow waterway through the rocky reef which may be follow the line of least resistance. A logical deduction
Half-yearly (including double numbers) ..
-. £0 14s. 6d,
said practically to unite the island of Ramisseram to the can be inferred from the recognition of this fact—namely,
Yearly (including two double numbers) ..
-. £1 98, Od.
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will mainland of India. After all such expenditure, the that at no point covered by the material under pressure
made, Tue ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad,
results obtained by it have not been great. A few coast- can the pressure exceed the force opposed to resist it at a
A complete set of Tuk ExGIneeR can be had on application.
iven point, no more than can the pressure of water in the
ing steamers and other vessels of light draught are able
Foreign Subscriptions for Thin Paper Copies will, until further notice, be to use it, but that is all. Even these do so with considerrrel of an hydraulic press exceed materially the load on a
received at the rates given latewn-Pordan Subewibere o< Phys
tus able difficulty, as the tide when making southwards relief valve where so fitted. We then would ask why the
at the published rates will receive Tux Evormacn weekly and post-free,
Subscriptions sent by Post-office order must be accompanied by letter of heaps up the water at the northern entrance to the swelling tendency of the shank of a screw blank should
advice to the Publisher. Thick Paper Copves may be had, ifpreferred, at channel to such a degree that even full-powered steamers burst a die if such die be capable of opposing a force
Remittance by Post-office order,
— Australia, Be jum, Brazil, British have, in addition to their engine power, to employ kedges greater than that requisite to expand out the free unbound
Columbia,
Gutans, Danada, Geps of deed ne bere and warps to surmount and pass it. To be relieved of end of the blank intended to form the head and expected
Hawaiian Islands
France, Germany, Gibraltar, Italy, Mal!
to expand into and fill up the countersunk cup in the top
Natal, Netherlands, ine tius, New Brunswick, Newfcundland, New their present annual expenditure, and to see the disabilit
South Wales, N.
d, P
Switzerland, Tas- we have referred to removed, are inducements which suf- of the die provided for the formation of the head. Supmania, Turkey,
‘urkey, United States, W est Coast of
ica, West Indies, ficiently explain the readiness with which the Indian pose, for example, that the die had an enlargement at some
Cyprus, £1 16s," China, Japan, India, £2 0s. 6d.
Government has met the applications made to it by the point in its bore, why, we ask, should the blank expand
Remittance by Bill on London.—A
Buenos Ayres an id Algeria, advocates of the new cut.
into and fill up this enlargement? That it will do so we
Greece, Ionian Islands, Norway,
Peru, Russia, Spain, Sweden,
Chili,
£1 16s,
Sandwich
IslesBorn
ae - * Ceylon, Java,and
pore,
The site of the ogee undertaking has been viewed, have a right to assume, because here is a point of least
' £20s. 6d. : M anilla,
and the design of the channel has been approved by so resistance; that it will so fill up such enlargement is
es
ADVERTISEMENTS.
gees an authority as Sir John Coode; so that we can proved by Mr. Ward with the fractured die, for he found
*
rge for Advertisements offour lines and under is three shilli
ly doubt that the proposals made are of an entirely a spine or fin on the blank formed in it. If the metal
Sor
every
two
lines
afterwards
one shilling and sixpence; odd tines ove
charged one shilling. The line averages
seven words. When an advertise- practicable character. Contracts have also been entered flow here, we ask why will it not equally flow into the cup
ment
inch, All into for the performance of the work. The tortuous at top? Mr. Ward tells us also—in his most interesting
per --he overcame the difficulties of the seizure of his
navigation of Palk Straits to the northward of the
A
practwal regularity, but
regularity
lanks and the bursting of his dies by limiting the presbe guaranteed in any such
proposed channel is to be so improved that we underAll except weekly advertisements are cannot
taken subject to this condition. case, stand a clear deep waterway through that difficult sure on his blanks first to an amount cnly sufficient to
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six
e of fully a mile in width would be secured. This form a bulb or half completed head, ana ‘hat he then left
sia Bet ap on Thursday Evening in each week.
8 relating to Advertiseme and the Publishing Department of the it is proposed to mark in such a way that there will be the other end of the blank free to move; the head was
pa are to be addressed to thentsPublisher,
Mr. George Leopold Riche: al no hindrance to be met with when once a vessel is well then completed under further pressure, the bulb itself
other letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tae
Enaryeer, 163, Strand.
through the canal itself. The buoys to be laid down will alone receiving all subsequent pressure. Here is cerFOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
Rue de la Banque,
PARIS,—Madame Boyveau,
BERLIN.—AsHer
and Co,, 5, Unter den Linden,
VIENNA,—Messrs. GeroLp and Co,, Booksellers,
LEIPSIC,—A. TwieTMEvER, Bookseller,
NEW YORK,--Tae Witmer and Rocrers News Company,
81 Beekman-street,
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tainly a field for
speculation. Why should the die burst or enlargement can be made on the end of a bar or rod 64 miles—with a charge of 6s, 3d. per ton, whilst on the Lon
when the shank of the blank is firmly supported endways of metal either by continuous pressure or by intermittent and North-Western Railway the ah is 10s. 10d. only for _
The former by a die, the latter by a hammer. 131 miles between Manchester and Workington. Another part
during the latter stage of the formation of the blank head— —
a period when there cannot or at least ought not to be any n both cases the surface of the rod receiving the pres- of the return deals with iron and steel manufactures, girders
further compression through the shank of the blank? sure is practically bound and held by friction from &c., and here we find the same nominal agreement between the
charges on home rates and rates on imported goods, but the
Some enlargement of the head end takes place, because ——s at right angles to the line of pressure. In the agreement
more than a nominal one. From Hull—which
the bulb is thus formed.
Why, then, dics not this ease of continuous pressure a tearing, or at the least a seems a mostis not
favoured port—to Durham, 111 miles, the cha
bulb relieve the end long pressure on the die? We rolling action, must take pee amongst the molecules of is 8s. 4d., whilst
on the Midland Railway the charge fora similar
find, or Mr. Ward found, that by dividing the operation the pin under pressure, and only free to move in propor- distance of 111 miles, but from Birmingham to Leeds, the rate
of forming the head of the blank inte two stages he tion to their distance from the pressure contacts. In the is 11s, 8d, Again, the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire
prevented seizing or bursting of dies. Either there is a case of intermittent pressure, before the desire, or at least Railway charges 7s. per ton from Hull to Sheffield, 59
tendency in the blank to move endways after the bulb the disposition, of the molecules to move produced by the miles, whilst the charge of the Midland Railway from Chesterfirst begins to form, or there is not. If there is, why is blow has ceased the binding friction is removed, and field to Manchester, 57 miles, is 88. 4d. It is clearly
not the shank pushed by shearing right through the bulb every part of the material is free to move. The question proved, then, that the imports into Hull are carried at lower
when the block at the end of the die is removed? If, on then is, Will such disposition outlive the cause exciting rates than are the manufactures in, our own country carried
the other hand, there is no force present at all adequate it? That it will do so is testified to by various speakers. between inland towns for similar distances; and though
the charge is the same for British goods from the
to do this, why does the die burst? The resistance to Mr. Kent, for example, said he had observed the flow of nominally
ports, this is because no British goods are made at the ports
shearing supplied by the bulb would seem less than the metals for half an hour after ‘the pressure was relieved. cited.
Hull
not roll either steel rails or girders, but
resistance offered by the die. This is a problem worth A straight bar of metal was put on a testing machine and Sheffield does,does
and it is a fair contrast to show that whilst from
studying in connection with the whole question of the pressed transversely till it got a certain permanent set, Hull there is a low charge on the goods imported, there is a
flow of metals. Mr. Ward’s theory on this is that some so-called, when the load was removed. During the next higher charge on the home-made articles carried in similar
surplus metal over and above that needed to form the half-hour, or perhaps longer, the bar kept straightening quantities and for a similar distance over the same length of
head when present is forced into the shank, and causes itself. Another speaker cited cases, such as are familiar railway. It is one of the railway anomalies which press very
the bursting, unless the further end of the blank is to ironfounders in this country, as to the alteration of hardly on the British manufacturer, but it is one which is very
allowed some freedom, and this is provided by releasing shape caused in castings by planing one or another sur- difficult to deal with, though it is one which especially needs the
it by removing the bottom of the die after the first face, and by hammering or pincing with a hammer; and attention of those who have to draw up and to power ha the Bill
bulbing has taken place for the head; but what there is also the necessity that exists that to get a mathemati- which in the present session should pass into law to make more
to prevent the flow of the surplus metal of the head at cally, or nearly so, true plane surface or a casting it must equitable the railway charges.
the cup end of the die is not shown by Mr. Ward; be rough planed first, and left for some days before
neither does he tell us the temperature at which the receiving the final cut, the material taking its permanent
blanks are headed. The bursting of the dies is illustrated set in the interim.
LITERATURE.
in ordinary pressure rivetting, where it is well known that
+er
certain pressures must not be exceeded; otherwise the
Causeries
Scientifiques,
Découvertés et Inventions. By HENRI DE
margin of the plate is first bulged and next split.
THE COLLECTION AND PUBLICATION OF LABOUR STATISTICS
PaRVILLE. Paris: J. Rothschild, 13, Rue des Saints-Pdres,
The discussion on Mr. Ward’s paper brought out some
BY THE GOVERNMENT.
Tuis remarkably interesting little book forms the twentycurious as well as instructive points. Thus Mr. A. H.
RECENTLY we published a summary of a circular sent out from fifth volume of a series, and perhaps we cannot give it
Emery referred to experiments made at Watertown
the
Commercial
Department
of
the
Board
of
Trade
to
employers
Arsenal in the bursting of cylinders called gun-blocks. of labour in the engineering trades, with a series of questions to higher praise than to say that it is well worthy to take
“These blocks were 1lin. in diameter and 22in. long, with be answered as to the hours of work and wages paid to their rank with its four-and-twenty predecessors. It consists
of an able and pleasant résumé of the scientific events of
a bore of 3:3in. diameter. They were filled with bees-wax men
in the various departments of their shops. As we antici10in. deep. The steel plunger which pressed upon the pated, the form in which the official demand has been put to the year 1885, and its pages abound in new ideas and
which are as varied as they are numerous.
wax had to be hardened, inasmuch as it flowed out later- employers in the engineering and iron shipbuilding trades of ~ ip
ally, filled the cylinder tightly, so that it was very difficult Lancashire—and, indeed, of the United Kingdom generally—to M. de Parville does not waste words, and frequently we
to remove it in the first experiment before the hardening. make returns of the wages paid to classified artisans in the have found ourselves scarcely able to grasp the particuThe pressures are carried on these cylinders up to several departments of their works, has excited much comment lars of one invention before he beckons us, as it were, to
90,000 Ib. per square inch. A copper ring was put on the of a very unfavourable kind,somuch so that it is not improbable the contemplation of some discovery of equal but proend of the plunger, which had its diameter reduced to the efforts of the Board of Trade to obtain such statistics as bably quite diverse interest. Amongst so much that is
about 2in. for about #th of an inch in its length. It was have been asked for will prove abortive. The resolution of the good it is a matter of some difficulty to determine
intended to act as a packing
inst the wax. It was House of Commons, which was the initiative for the inquiry what to notice in particular; but it occurs to us that
that has been set on foot, seemed to be a very harmless matter; one of the most striking, as well as one of the
found the cylinder expanded in diameter under the pres- but
in which the Commercial Department of the most practical of the discoveries mentioned by M. de
sure, and the copper flowed up into the annular space Boardtheof form
Trade has placed the question before the employers Parville, is that relating to the prevention of the terrible
thus formed; when the copper ring was withdrawn it had goes so much
beyond and in excess of the requirements of the boiler explosions which must inevitably, under present
a flange round its edge.” In Mr. Emery’s own words, case as to have excited great distrust and opposition. The
“The lip—fiange—is now mainly on the upper side, inquiry has, by the ineptitude of the Government officials, been conditions, recur from time to time, with disastrous
which, at the end, is not more than two or cedar made to assume a very harsh, inquisitorial character, which is results to life and limb, M. de Parville considers the sosandths of an inch thick, while at its bottom part it might being resented on all hands, as it exceeds even the inquisitorial called safety valves are practically useless, being at best
be six or eight-hundredths of an inch thick, and ten or powers of the Income Tax Commissioners, and is made to deal more indicators of the approach of an accident than the
twelve-hundredths of an inch long. The copper really with questions which were in no way contemplated by the reso- means of preventing it; so an ingenious inventor, M.
must have flowed in there at the outset with an opening lution passed in the House of Commons in March last, which Barbe, has conceived an idea so simple and so practical
of a very few thousandths, because the upper edge of the was simply, “ That in the opinion of this House immediate steps that, as M. de Parville says, it is a wonder it has never
to ensure in this country a full and accurate been thought of before. What produces an explosion?
lip is only two or three thousandths of an inch should be taken
and publication of labour statistics.” From this Steam; and what steam? Water. “Here, then—to
thick, showing that the copper would probably flow collection
expression
of
opinion,
broadly and indefinitely stated by use M. de Parville’s words—we have the explosion; and
through an opening of a thousandth or half a thousandth the House of Commons,very
the Board of Trade has proceeded to
or a quarter of a thousandth of an inch thick, if subjected draw up, under some specially peculiar conditions, a form of if at the critical moment we could rid ourselves of the
to a sufficient pressure. I have made some experiments inquiry which the engineers of the country do not feel disposed water, the problem would be solved.” Beneath the boiler
in forcing lead through holes or grooves. I have had an to respond to as individuals. It is known that statistics in a the inventor places a valve, which, falling at the right
e for the water. He makes
opening of that kind of one two-thousandth of an inch very complete form, so far as the engineering and shipbuilding moment, leaves free
thick, and forced the lead right up into it three or four- trades of the kingdom are concerned, are prepared annually by an aperture, about 10 centimetres in diameter, at the
hundredths of an inch.” Mr. Durfee, joining the discus- the Iron Trades Employers’ Association, and are distributed for bottom of the boiler. The disc closing this opening is
sion, referred to the manufacture of metallic cartridges, use amongst its members, the results being shown in the aggre- kept in its place by one arm of a balance, the other arm
and described the manufacture of one form of them, in gate for each special district, and covering all the chief centres of which bears a weight which equals the greatest preswhich at one stage of their manufacture they are cylin- of the United Kingdom. Engineers, iron shipbuilders, and sure which can be reached with safety. The equilibrium
boilermakers know that these returns are trustworthy, and is maintained until the pressure rises beyond the level of
drical, but subsequently the portion next the bullet is amongst
themselves they are content to get the information in safety, then the counter-weight no longer balances the
reduced in diameter, giving the finished article somewhat a collective
form without any reference to the rates paid by pressure of the steam against the disc; consequently the
the shape of a champagne bottle. The difficulty of up- individual employers,
and beyond this form they are not dissetting metal so very thin—the thickness before up- posed to go in response to the inquiries now being made by the ‘arm keeping the disc in place rises so as to allow the disc
setting being only 0°012in., and after the process 0°014— Board of Trade. On the Lancashire Exchanges the question has to fall freely, when the water rushes violently out, “and in
was apparently so great that the American patent been one of lively discussion, and the offensive form in which the two or three seconds all is over.” It seems that there
the time of exit
officials refused a patent, on the ground that to inquiry has been issued by the Government officials
has been treated must be some mistake here as regards
upset metal so thin was an impossibility, and the appli- with a very general feeling of resentment. Many of the largest of the water. Either the hole is larger than stated or
cant had to bring the examiner a number of samples firms have given a point blank refusal tofill in the forms which have the boiler is very small. M. de Parville assures us that
to convince him it was not. Another speaker, Mr. Dodge, been presented to them, and have confirmed this resolution after Sag experiments have been made with the Barbe
ety valve in presence of distinguished engineers, each
spoke of his experience with a testing machine. It was further correspondence with the Secretary of the Board of Trade.
never strained to more than 10,000lb. In it was a Nor is this feeling at all confined or local in its character. It is time with the most satisfactory and conclusive results.
known
that
all
over
the
country
the
employers,
including
number of brass washers having a width of half an inch the railway companies, have declined to give the information asked What happens to the boiler plates after the water is gone
all round, which took the thrust of the pressure bearing for, and have in very plain language given their reasons for the we are not told, but after all this is a mere detail.
What M. de Parville has to say about the condition of
against a cast iron block. He found that a hard brass want of faith which has Jed them to refuse the information and
washer under the thrust would flow out sideways and to take the position they have done. It is therefore quite the water of the Seine cannot be very agreeable reading
make a neat cup nearly half an inch high. This only unlikely that as regards the trades under consideration the for the people of Paris. According to a report of M.
occurred when the washer was allowed to rotate.
results of the Board of Trade inquiries will be of any value Daremberg, with which M. de Parville cordially agrees,
The limits of space at our disposal preclude our whatever asa contribution to the labour statistics of the country. the Seine is very little better than one vast sewer, but
unfortunately, as M. de Parville remarks, “ This is no new
quoting this interesting paper and discussion at all exdiscovery.” The unsatisfactory sanitary condition of the
haustively. We can only give the points raised in the
RAILWAY CHARGES ON RAILS,
Seine has been a crying evil for the last fifteen years.
briefest manner, and commend the report itself to the
THE blue book on railway charges, issued a few days since, Everyone knows it; commission after commission is
attention of our readers. Mr. Hamilton mentioned a
gentleman who had put down machinery to make steel merits more attention than it has received. It is a return from appointed to deal with the matter, but still nothing is
nails. He found that some of these nails were brittle, many of the chief British and Irish railways of the charges done. That the expense of remedying the evil would be
made on home and foreign productions of various kinds, and considerable there can be no doubt, as the problem preothers were tough. He found that to get all the nails some
of the statements in it are especially worth the attention sents many complications; but, as M. de Parville remarks,
tough they must be cut at a certain critical temperature. of gentlemen
in the iron and engineering trades. “the health of Paris is worth millions.”
If colder or hotter they are practically useless. Four One part of theinterested
return deals with the carriage of steel rails, and
Within the limits of our space it would be impossible
explanations were advanced. (a) The method of forming here it seems to be evident that the railways
the same
the head, by crushing down a projecting end while the rates on the imported rails as on those of home production ; and even to glance cursorily at the different points of interest
in
M. de Parville’s book. We can only very heartily
shank is gri ~ in a pair of dies, one partof the pro- generally the same may besaid of the charges for iron ae.
jecting hm
ing free to move, another is not so, and But there are found very great variations in the charges of the recommend our readers to peruse this little volume for
themselves,
and he must indeed be difficult to please who
thus a shearing and tearing action is set up, causing companies. For instance, the North-Eastern Railway Company
rupture of the parts. Mr. Kent, another speaker, said he charges 6s. 84. per ton for the carriage of rails from Hull to could lay it down without finding in its 360 pages somesaw. nails being made, and the blanks were heated in Darlington, 87 miles, and therefore under one penny per thing to arrest and even to fascinate his attention.
bundles very unequally; some blanks in a bundle were mile, whilst the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire
bright red, others dark red, the remainder black. Also, Railway charges 7s. 6d. per ton for the shorter distance
Hull to Penistone, 63 miles.
From Newcastle to
as the man attending the machine took about an hour to from
SoutH KENSINGTON MusEUM.—Visitors during the week ending
Leeds—98 miles—the North-Eastern Railway charges 7s. 6d.
use a bundle, a process of gradual cooling was going on. only,
12th February, 1887:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
but
there
are,
we
believe,
no
steel
rails
rolled at Newcastle ; from
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 8547; mercantile marine,
This is(}), or unequal temperature ;(c) is a chemical reason, whilst from Darlington to Carlisle—99 miles—the
charge for
analysis showing different quantities of carbon and phos- lots in larger quantities is 8s, 4d.,and there are steel rails Indian section, and other collections, 3090. On Wednesday,
Thursday,
and Friday, admission 6d., from 10 a.m, to 4 p.m.:
phorous;(d)isthe shapeof the head, which is formed A nn rolled at
ington, whilst Carlisle is so important a railway M useum, 5 626; mercantile marine, Indian
section, and other
shouldered, no round or fillet being present. The essence junction that it is probable that rails may be sent to that part. collections,
nding week
194, ~~ 12,457. Average of co’
of the rest of the discussion raised
the following points,
e have quoted the rate on the North-Eastern Railway, -and in former years, 13,895, ‘otal from the opening of the Museum,
which deserve the attention of all metallurgists :—A head another instance may be given, Middlesbrough to Leeds— 25,410,746,
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IRRIGATION IN EGYPT
No, IV,
Tux short account that has been given of irrigation in Egypt,
would be incomplete without some mention being made of the
system of fo
service, which in the past has been one of the
most important factors in the irrigation of the country, and
which still remains one of the heaviest burdens upon its agrisulture.
i Government, convinced that such an institution is incompatible with the advanced ideas of the century, have for a long
time been contemplating a large reduction, if not a complete
suppression of the levies, and a replacement of them by paid
labour or mechanical appliances, The ministerial report of
1883 entered fully into the question, and stated that forced
labour was then the only instrument at the disposition of the
Government for the maintenance of the rivers, dykes, the
basins and canals, and for the excavation and cleansing of the
canals of all kinds, with the exception of the Ibrahimieh, the
Ismailieh, and the Mahmoudieh. The physical conditions of
the country require the expenditure of a vast amount of labour
annually, but the evils of the system of forced service are such
that the Government should lose no time in minimising the
number of the levies and in resorting to mechanical contrivances,
and free labour as much as possible. The burden of forced
service has always been heavier for Lower than for Upper Egypt,
as the works there have to be carried out precisely at the time
when the presence of the men in their fields is the most necessary
for harvest operations. The census, rather an old one, on which
the present valuations are based, gives the number of men on
whom service is imposed at 634,000.
Previous to 1883 there were as many as 160,000 men employed
in equal proportions in Lower and Upper Egypt at one time,
but after that date no more than 80,000 were called out, or oneeighth of the contingent. As this number was only changed four
times during the 180 days of work, it followed that half the
men subject to the levy escaped its burden, while the other half
bore the double weight. The Minister of Public Works proposed
to reduce the number of men by 50 per cent., and to employ
forced labour only for indispensable works on the dykes, and for
cleansing the Nili and Seidi canals. In compensation for such
reduction, and to provide for the carrying out of the works by
other means, he proposed further that each man so liberated
should be taxed with the price of twelve days’ labour, amounting to about 12°5f. per head,
The Government did not consider that it would be possible to
carry out this project entirely, The Minister of Public Works,
however, made trial of it in one province, that of Gharbieh,
authorising a compromise of the tax by the voluntary payment
of 7f. 50c, The result was not satisfactory, but the Government,
moved by a sentiment of humanity, :esolved not to relax their
efforts, to put an end to so pernicious a system. It was calculated that an annual sum of £455,508 would be required in order
to suppress entirely the forced service and to carry on the works
through other means. The difficulty of providing such resources
will be understood when the financial difficulties of the country
during the past years are taken into consideration. We are
happy, however, to be able to state that the efforts of the
Government have been partially crowned with sucess. Out ofa
sum of 17,700,000f., inscribed in the last budget for the reduction of taxes, 6,500,000f. were devoted to a partial redemption of
the levies, This sum sets free the half of the men employed in
forced labour over the whole country, which has been done this
year for the first time; it affects the class the most worthy of
interest and pity, that of the poor fellah. The aim of all the
works referred to is the better to utilise the waters of the Nile
and to raise its level so as to distribute its waters over a greater
superficial area; they do not in any way, however, affect the
natural action of the river itself, which has great need of regulation.
The following table, drawn up from a report of Colonel Moncrieff, resumes the observations of more than a century and will
show the enormous variations which take place in the rise of the
penser In the period of 126 years the Nile, at Cairo, has been
marked ;—
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A rise which surpasses 25 pies is dangerous; it may cause a
rupture of the dykes or an inundation. From 20 to 23 pies the
rises are moderate, and the best years are those when they are
between 23 and 25. When the level does not attain 20 pies,
certain regions, where the soil is high, cannot be watered. In
1877, when the Nile did not reach 18 pies, a famine ensued
throughout the country. The advantage theretore of regulating
the resources of the river is apparent. M. de la Malte has
studied the question for some time, and has paid several visits
to Egypt to satisfy himself as to the possibility of carrying out
his schemes. In order to profit by the overplus of water at
the time of the flood it would be necessary to construct a series
of immense reservoirs in the meridional regions of the Valley of
the Nile at different levels, capable of storing enormous quantities of water at the time of the flood, to be repaid to the river
at low water. M. de la Malte’s programme was a vast one; but
he resolved to confine himself to the works which would be
most immediately profitable to the country, and form a single
reservoir in a suitable place.
Some years ago M. de la Malte formed a company under the
name of “ Société d’études du Nil,” which appointed M. Jacquet
—engineer-in-chief of roads and bridges—to make an especial
study of works to be undertaken in Upper Egypt. To this end
he explored that part of the country in conjunction with M. de
la Malte; and on his return in 1882 published a learned report
on the subject. We shall confine ourselves to pointing out the
principal features of the project.
M. Jaquet proposes to create the first reservoir at Gebel
Selseleh, On quitting Assauan in descending the Nile the river
runs for a distance of forty kilos. in a valley closed in on both
sides by mountains. The two chains then branch off almost
suddenly, leaving the vast plain of Koum Ombas between them,
which extends as far as Gebel Selseleh, a distance of thirty kilos.
At this point the two chains again run close together, and the
Nile traverses a defile of 400 metres in width, forcing its way
through the rock as if it had been cut through to give it passage.
To the east of this defile there is an opening of 1800 metres
wide in the Arabic chain, which was once evidently the bed of
the Nile. At no very distant period the rocks formed a ridge
which held back the waters, et thus formed by their deposits
the wey of Koum Ombas and Amangar at heights not now
reached by the highest floods. M. Jacquet vio
that the
plain above the passage of Gebel Selseleh is marvellously well
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situated for the creation of an immense reservoir, It would
form a vast circle shut in on all sides 30 kilos. long by 50 kilos,
broad—in round numbers, a superficial area of 120,000 hectares,
In his rapid survey, M. Jacquet was only able to take certain
levels, but he estimated that of the plain as lower than the
water mark at Gebel Selseleh, so that as soon as the waters
attained 20 metres the whole of the plain would be flooded and
every metre raised in this basin of 120,000 hectares would correspond to a store of 1 milliard 200 million cubic metres of water,
taking into consideration the capacity of the river’s bed as far
as the top of the first cataract,
In the first instance the present bed of the Nile would have
to be dammed up in order to raise the level in the reservoir ;the
old bed situated to the east, as before mentioned, would also
have to be barred. It would then be necessary, naturally, to
provide a fresh opening for the river ; this would be done by
opening up two new arms, one serving as a discharge, being 700
metres wide, would be dug to the west of the old bed of the
river, while the second, only 300 metres wide, would open into
the lower plains and run at the side of the Nile, being at the
same time completely separated from the present bed. Independently of these two branches there would be constructed firstly,
a navigation canal with a series of locks; secondly, an irrigation
canal capable of discharging 500 cubic metres per second, Supposing the maximum retention to be 25 metres above the water
mark, the lower surface of the waters in the lakes being fixed at
20 metres, seven milliards cubic metres of water could be
accumulated, and restored to the Nile’ during the low water
riod,
The first result would be to remove all fear of inundations
when the rise of the waters was excessive. As soon as any
indication of a flood was perceived, the reservvir could be
emptied, and such quantities of the rising waters drawn off as
would be necessary to avoid any overflow into Lower Egypt; in
fact, the capacity of the reservoir would permit 4000 cubic
metres per second to be drawn off during more than twenty
days. On the other hand, when the rise was likely to be insutficient, progressive stores could be made during the ascending
period, beginning from the month of July, so as to have the
reservoir completely full at the time of the flood, At this
point a gradual opening of the reservoir would permit large
quantities to be poured into the Nile for a considerable number
of days, so as to lessen in a certain measure the evil of an insufficiency. The irrigation canal would besides, according to the
project, bring under cultivation a superficial area of 400,000
hectares now lying waste.
The estimated expense of carrying out this project is 100
millions of francs; but this is a rough calculation, and the
amount M, Jacquet thinks might be greatly reduced. The chief
object of the mission was to satisfy the company as to the
feasibility of M. de la Malte’s plans. That they can be realised
he is perfectly convinced. Numerous objections have been
made to the plan of reservoirs, Losses would occur of the
waters of the lake through infiltration and evaporation, it has
been stated, and the basin would become choked with slime.
These objections have all been satisfactorily disposed of by M.
Gallois Bey, to whose report on the question we refer all those
who are in’
in the matter.
The advantages that would accrue to the country from the
adoption of these schemes are manifest; they need no recommendation ; but the finances of Egypt are still heavily involved,
and we cannot tell when resources will be found to carry them
out; but sooner or later we think they will be found a necessary
complement to the works now proceeding in Lower Egypt. We
ve endeavoured to give an account of all the irrigation works
now completed in Lower Egypt, and have pointed out all the
projects for improvements over the whole country which are
now under consideration, especially that of repairing the great
barrage of Saidieh, which will become the pivot of all the
irrigations of Lower Egypt. The Government of the Khedive is
convinced of the importance of the proposed works, and the
Minister of Public Works is concentrating all his efforts toward
their accomplishment. There is every hope, then, that the time
is not far distant when the country will benefit largely by their
realisation.
BocHos Nusar.
THE STEAM ENGINE MAKERS’

SOCIETY.

Amonest the annual reports issued by the leading trades’
union organisations connected with the engineering branches of
industry, the first to make its appearance is that of the Steam
Engine Makers’ Society,and Mr. James Swift, thegeneralsecretary,
invariably introduces into his address comments upon various
trade and commercial questions, which, although they may provoke dissent as to his conclusions, are always interesting as
indicating the lines upon which the trades’ union leaders are
urging on the policy which they recommend the workmen of
this country to pursue. Before, however, quoting Mr. Swift’s
opinions upon trade and economic questions, we will summarise briefly the results of the year’s operations in connection
with the society he very ably represents. The Steam Engine
Makers’ Society is one of the oldest trades’ union organisations
in the kingdom, and it now issues its sixty-second annual report.
In submitting this, Mr. Swift has to express regret that the
financial results of 1886 have not been so favourable as could
have been desired, but the complaints as to bad trade and want
of employment have been so general that the most superficial
observer could see that a heavy strain was being put upon
their resources. To put their position briefly, it was as follows :
—At the end of 1885 the balance of funds stood at £10,435.
During 1886 their income from all sources amounted
to £12,515. The total disbursements had amounted to
£13,292, being a loss of £777 upon the year’s transactions, and
reducing their cash balance to £9657, which was equal to
£1 18s. 0}d. per member. The number of members at the close
of last year was 5079, distributed over 90 branches, which
showed an increase of 17 members and two branches over the
previous year, Summarising the tabulated particulars of the
income, it appears that the Society has had to impose upon its
members an extra levy of threepence per week, which has
enabled it to raise an income from this source and its ordi
members’ contributions of £11,405 as compared with £10,103 in
1885, and the expenditure side of the account shows that the
increased contributions and diminished capital have gone chiefly
in the support of unemployed members, the total paid in outof-work donation benefit having amounted to £5822, which is
at the rate of £1 2s. 1ld. per member ; and this sum, which
exceeds even the amount paid during the extreme depression of
1885, is the largest amount paid during the whole history of the
Society, with the exception of the year 1879. Superannuation
efit is another item which has shown a considerable increase,
and funeral allowances also show a striking increase, the average
cost having been greater than at any time since 1870; but for
strike pay the expenditure has been slightly less than last year.
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The working expenses have amounted to £1710, an increase of
£196 on the expenditure for 1885 ; but this is amply accounted
for by the extra cost which has been incurred during the past
year in revising the Society’s rules and the number of committee meetings, delegations, &c., which have been necessary in
relation to wages’ questions.
Passing on to trade matters, Mr. Swift very truly says that it
willneed no extraordinary effort to demonstrate the fact which has
been so patent to all, that trade has been bad, profits have been
small, and thousands of idle hands have had no work to do.
This state of affairs had not been confined to 1886, nor yet to
the engineering branch of business, but had existed in all industries generally. In our own country the question had become so
serious that the Legislature felt some effort should be made to
ascertain the reason, and if possible to propound a remedy.
With this view a Royal Commission was appointed in 1885, and
as the result of the labours of this Commission had recently
been made known to the country, it enabled them to utilise
some of the evidence which had been collected during the
inquiry. Mr. Swift then proceeds to deal some hard knocks at
the Commission :—“ It was,” he says, “anticipated by some
that the result would prove the cause of depressed trade to be
the higher wages and shorter hours of the British artisan. If
the charge be true, it is certainly not asserted in the Commissioners’ Report, and although this body was composed _principally of capitalists and employers of labour—the exceptions
being Mr. C. J. Drummond, secretary to the London Society of
Compositors, and Mr. Thomas Birtwistle, secretary to the
East Lancashire Weavers—their testimony to our class is of
a reassuring nature.” Mr. Swift does not attempt to
dissect the whole of the evidence given, but he asserts that
“The Commission does not appear to have formulated any
recommendations how trace can be improved hereafter, in any
other than a general sense, by cheapening production and keeping pace with other nations in improvements and inventions.
One member of the Commission—a professor of political economy
whose questions to witnesses were of a nature to cause anything
but a favourable impression as to his sympathy with the working classes—thought fit to draw up a Minority Report—of one
—and its briefness, ambiguousness, and apparent dissent from
the one principle—reduced hours—so important to the toiling
population, forces the conclusion that he is so saturated with
the theories created by the dismal science that a few years’
toiling in a workshop would bring him more practical knowledge
of labour and capita] than twenty years’ teachings in a college.”
Getting even a little more sarcastic, Mr. Swift adds :—“ Political
economy is very-much like technical education without practical
experience, and the evils of the latter are frequently demonstrated in our workshops, and that to the detriment of the
craftsman.
A perusal of the Commissioners’ Report on
depressed trade will show that the two labour representatives
possessed all the practical experience that was needed
to carefully look after the interests of their class, whilst
the political economist was so bound up in his theories that it
appears as though he were transposed from the seventeenth
century for the purpose of lecturing the working classes how
they were to be stall-fed, like cattle, and that at such a rate as
would just keep body and soul together, that they might perform
the task allotted to them by capitalists. Such theoretical nonsense has few adherents at this late period of the nineteenth
century, and the sooner our college professors rivet their attention to monopolies, duties, and currencies, and leave capital and
the working classes to settle their own labour difficulties, the
better it will be for the community and all concerned.”
Mr. Swift next proceeds to review past periods of bad trade
and their causes, and coming on to the present period of depression he says:—“ It is only reasonable to expect that every class
have their reasonsforcertain effects that have beencaused,and we,
like other people, have an opinion, and this we believe will be endorsed by a good portion of the working class. Many people dixpute the assertion that there isany such thingas ‘over-production,
but qualify it by saying that it is ‘under-consumption,’ which,
to our minds, is a distinction without a difference. It is immaterial what term is used, if it be true that large masses of
people are out of employment and no one offers to find it for
them, as there is no market for the goods they manufacture.
This result, we contend, has been arrived at within the past ten
years by the mania that has taken possession of all manufacturers ‘ to cheapen production,’ that we may compete with, and
practically starve out, other nations. To effect this, machines
are adopted, wherever possible, to dispense with labour, and if
not possible to disp
with humanity requiring a weekly
wage, to let it be unskilled labour instead of a craftsman, as the
large masses are more easy to deal with in the wages question
than the skilled artisan who has a trade society to support him.
If possible, boy labour is substituted, and in our trade we have
met with one case during the year where the youths for the
time being were as three totwo journeymen. Female labour is,
if possible, utilised, and if we were to quote cases outside our
own industry, the statements would be a discredit to our country,
and all ‘to cheapen production,’ which means that the total
earnings of the masses must be reduced. This may seem good
policy to beat the foreigner, but it is overlooked that whilst the
total earnings of the people are reduced, that it leaves so much
less to be spent on home productive goods; these are impoverished, and to such an extent that trade declines with them,
their employés are thrown out of work, and the circulation of
capital further curtailed, to the detriment of the country as a
whole. The attempts made to cheapen production have been
so successful that over-production has become an accomplished
fact, and the recent depression has, to our minds, been a prominent factor in the past ten years’ depressed trade.” In support
of his theory Mr. Swift quotes the tabulated returns showing
the value of the exports of steam engines and machinery from
1840 to 1886, the tonnage of ships launched, and the prices of
pig iron from 1870 to 1886, and production of pig iron, coal, and
steel rails, with the number of furnaces in blast from 1870 to
1885. He then adds:—“In 1873 and 1875 the miner was
accused of all kinds of extravagances, it being asserted that his
weekly wages were so great that he could not spend them in the
limited time at his disposal. In 1885 the output of coal was
324 million tons more than in 1873, yet the miner is now paid a
starvation rate of wages, and no signs of a material increase.
Here is the cost of production very forcibly demonstrated, and
the over-production follows in its train. The weight of iron
made in 1873 was 6,556,171 tons, and to extract this from the
ore, 683 furnaces were in operation. In 1885 the output of iron
was 7,250,657 tons, and the number of furnaces was 419. The
net result of the two periods is, that in 1885, 684,486 tons more
were produced than in 1873, and that with 264 furnaces less
than thirteen years ago. The same facts present themselves as to
exports in engines and machinery. In 1877—we take this year
as the exports are given in value, and the price of iron is the
nearest approach in the two years—the total exports were
£6,722,868, and in 1886 £10,133,869, whilst a reference to our
table of unemployed will show that we had in 1886 an average
out-of-work list of 297, but only 111} in 1877, although the
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total exports were more than one-third less than they were in
the depressed year just closed. The result of adapting laboursaving machines in our trade could be quoted in isolated cases
that we come in contact with, but would not be accepted as
evidence unless details were supplied. In the cotton trade it
has recently been recorded that in 1850 the average number of
looms attended by each person employed was 24, but it was now
3}, or an increase of 40 per cent. In 1850 the average speed of
the loom was 160 picks per minute, but it now reaches 192, or
an increase of 20 per cent. In addition to this the cotton
operatives assert that the increased energy of the weavers,
closer supervision of management, coupled with a degree of
discipline unknown a few ycars ago, another 15 per cent. is ground
out of them, so that each weaver fully performs 75 per cent. more
labour than what they did in a given number of hours in 1850.”
Mr. Swift evidently feels, however, that all this argument may
in some way come home in rather disagreeable fashion to the
trade which he specially represents; but he faces the question
with his previous remedy of reduced hours of labour. “ As
workers in the manufacture of engines and machinery,” he
admits that they may be accused of having helped to bring
about these changes and of “biting the hand that feeds ;” but,
he adds, “we are, as our unemployed lists show, in nearly an
equal position with those otherwise affected, so it becomes a
question for the general body of workers what is to be done to
improve our position. Various theories
suggestions have
been put forth as to how this can be effected, each of which
may be very good in its way. We believe, however, that one
plan is universally admitted to be the first to be tried, and that
is, to reduce the hours of labour to eight per day at the first
opportunity. The question is one that is slumbering, as it
were, in men’s minds, but the first chance that presents itself,
all the fire and enthusiasm will at once be seen in the firm stand
that will be taken. Up to this time little has been said on the
point at either trades congresses or public
i
as the
general feeling seems to be that when the opportunity comes
the effort shall be made, and that without any excessive demonstration.” Mr. Swift does not allude to the fact that as a result
of this cheapening of production a sovereign will now buy more
food, fuel, clothes, &c., for the steam engine maker than it ever
bought before. Mr. Swift concludes his address with the expression of deepsympathy with the many earnest and honest members
who have suffered privation during the year just closed, either
from enforced idleness, short time, or reduced wages. He
believes, however, that trade has now taken‘a turn for the better,
and earnestly hopes that the slight improvement now seen may
soon extend and labour be put at a premium, instead of a discount, as for some years past.
INTERCHANGEABLE AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS BRAKE.
Ix our last issue we briefly referred to the trial of the Interchangeable Automatic Continuous Brake, which was carried out
on Wednesday, the 9th inst.,on the Hadleigh branch of the
Great Eastern Railway, near Ipswich. Before giving the result
of the trials it may be well to describe the form and principle
of action of the brake, the invention of Messrs. Cowling Welch
and Parker-Smith, a working model of which was shown in
the Inventions Exhibition in 1885. The brake is now in the
hands of an association, the secretary of which is Mr. John
Hardcastle, of Leeds. The principle of the brake is that of a
weight acting by gravity alone and operating through inclined
thrusting rods as toggle-levers on ordinary
and brakeblocks, an arrangement which has the effect of multiplying the
powerof the moving weight. The brake is,as the name indicates, automatic as well as continuous. What may be called the
normal state of the brake is on, the weight
being down. When
off, the weight is raised and kept out of action by compressed
air, vacuum, steam, or other fluid transmitted by a continuous
pipe throughout the train. The accompanying drawing illustrates. the form in which the principle was applied on the
occasion of the trials in question. F, the weight, which, as will
be seen, is a moving cylinder working on a piston M, rigidly
fixed to the under side of the frame of the vehicle. To put the
brake on, the weight is let down so as to bring the thrustingrods almost to—or within a definite distance of—the horizontal
position, whereby the blocks are forced
i
the wheels
with the required pressure. The brake,as used at the trial,
was adopted by means of an arrangement of
ire and
vacuum chambers around and below the piston at J and
H, to work with either compressed air, as in the Westinghouse
brake, or with partial vaccuum, as in the automatic vacuum
system. For working with the former a train pipe with two
branches, each fitted with the ordinary Westinghouse hose pipe
and union, is attached to the tapped hole in the piston M at A,
and led to each end of the vehicle, while for working with the
vacuum system a similar pipe, fitted with the ordinary vacuum
hose pipes and unions, is attached to the corresponding hole at
B. By this provision any vehicle fitted with the brake can be
attached at the middle or at any part of a train using the
Westinghouse or the vacuum system, and will not only form a
connection between the brakes on the other vehicles in the
train, but its own brake will work in harmony therewith. For
the purpose of maintaining constant in degree the effect of the
toggle levers, which would be impaired, or at all events would
vary through the wear of the brake blocks, there is provided at K an automatic ratchet-and-wheel arrangement,
operated by the rising and falling of the weight, which
—hby turning a right and left-handed nut in the screwed ends of
the thrusting rods—takes up the wear of the blocks as it
occurs. In this way the angle of the rods where the brake is
remains constant, and the efficiency of the weight is maintained
without the attention of the officials until the blocks are worn
out, and require to be replaced in the ordi
course of
working.
Each vehicle is provided with a
lever
acting on the weight for releasing and applying the brake when
detached from the engine, as in shunting, &. But the attachments are so arranged that, while the weight is capable of being
fixed up, it is impossible to fasten off the brakes against the
engine driver. Immediately on establishing the pneumatic
connection throughout the train, either by vacuum or by pressure, the driver acquires control of all the brakes, and the
hand levers at once automatically fall out of action.
It is claimed,
as a special feature of this brake, that it is “ not
conditionally and temporarily automatic, but is absolutely
automatic in the true sense of the term,” due to the fact of the
operating force being the force of gravity, in contra-distinction
to force derived from pneumatic
or vacuum. Moreover, and as arising out of the foregoing, it is claimed for it that
in using this brake the driver knows the maximum amount of
brake power at his command, and on which—apart, of course,
from any variation due to the state of the rails—he
can at all
times confidently rely. It is further claimed for it that it
entirely fulfils the requirements of the Board of Trade, in being
@
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(1) efficient in stopping trains, instantaneous in action, and
capable of being applied by either the engine driver or the
guards ; (2) instantaneously self-acting in case of severance of
the through connections ; (3) capable of being put on and taken
off—with facility—on the engine and any vehicle of a train;
that (4) the brakes are capable of being used in daily working; and that (5) the materials employed are of a durable
character, so as to be easily maintained and kept
in order.
Another merit which is claimed for it is that as the
toggle arrangement, by multiplying the power of the weight,
enables a comparatively light weight to be used, the expenditure of mechanical power in operating the brake is relatively
small, while the cylinder spaces to be filled or emptied—with
any given standard of air pressure or vacuum—being proportionately small, rapidity of action is likewise secured.
The portion of railway selected for the trial, atid on which
the stop-tests were made, was level and straight, so as to enable
comparison to be made with other recorded trials of a like kind.
The trial train consisted of six ordinary four-wheeled high-sided
=o weighing empty from 4 tons 12 cwt. to 4 tons 17 ewt.
, and loaded so as to give a total weight, including the
vehicles, of 54 tons 7ewt. The train was drawn by a Great
Eastern engine, weighing in average working order 38} tons,
and fitted with the Westinghouse automatic brake as used on
the Great Eastern Railway. For the purpose of obtaining a
vacuum, the last wagon carried a small vertical boiler and
ejector.
As a preliminary to the stop-trials, the pressure pipes on the
ag
were
pled to the Westinghouse apparatus on the
engine, when the working of the brakes by
d, and the
automatic release of the hand gear at the will of the driver,
were shown. The first series of stop-trials was with air-pressure,
and consisted in slipping the engine from the wagons at various
speedsat an ascertained point, when the Westinghouse brake
couplings were parted and the brakes on the train of wagons
automatically applied—their speed at the moment of ss
the couplings, and the distance they subsequently travelled in
coming to rest, being noted. The speed was ascertained by an
electric speed recorder, the circuit being made and broken
alternately by one of the flanges of the leading wheel of the
engine coming in contact with levers fixed at a convenient
distance—146°8ft.—apart. The distance travelled was ascer-
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tained by chalk marks placed on the rails 10ft. apart, the
fractional lengths being of course allowed for. The time was
also noted in several cases, but only approximately.
Then followed a couple of trials of the distance travelled by
the engine and wagons—coupled together—after the application of the brakes; but as there was nocommon relation between
the weight and brake power of the engine and wagons, the
results eee: = less favourable than with the
wagons alone—are worthless for an
of comparison, and
LttiwnuaA.
«°°
siatte
The pressure pipes were then disconnected, and the vacuum
connections coupled to the apparatus in the last wagon, the
engine being then used simply for giving velocity to the train,
from which it was slipped at the moment the vacuum was
destroyed by opening the end of the through pipe.
The following table gives the result of the trials with the
wagons alone :—
Speed.
Distance stopped in.
Time.
Miles per hour,
Feet.
Seconds,
Wit Aim Pressure.
26
See
Pee
not noted.
28
id
188
‘
e
30
os 0
20 .
”
33
eo 822
o il
33h
322
ll
Wirn Vacuum
40
owe oe ob TEP ce sa 0s
oe 18
40
co we we wer GE co: <6 Se
not noted.
The time available for using the lineof railway being exhausted,
the trials had to be
it to a close without the opportunity
being afforded for trying one important feature of the brake,
namely, the facility the arrangement offers for easing off and on
the brake force by increasing or decreasing, as the case may be,
the pressure or vacuum in the
connections. With the
air pressure, or the vacuum at its full, the brake is off ; with
the pressure, or vacuum at its least, the brake is fully on; while,
of course, any intermediate amount of brake force between these
limits it isclaimed,
can be brought into action
at the will of the
driverby merely turning, more or less, the handle
of the pressure
or vacuum brake-cock on the engine, a power of adjustment of the
highest im
in working heavy trains—and especially
trains—on
a line with a successionof steep
7 heavy
gradients.
Themain characteristic feature claimed for the brakeis its being
adapted to. work equally well with either air pressure orvacuum.
Any vehicle fitted with it can not only be used as meta
ine in conjunction with its fellows, but equally well wit
either the Westinghouse or the vacuum system in use on lines
over which it may be required to travel. Whether it will be
found, on further trial, to realise the ex
tion of its inventors
remains
to be seen. It must
be noted that the experimental
train consisted of only six wagons, whereas trains of as many
as fifty wagons are commonly run. The difference between
working a brake on a six-wagon and on a fifty-wagon train is so
great,
that before any opinion can be ex
upon the working of a new brake,
tests must be
on the longer train
under ordinary working conditions, the above experiments not
affording a criterion in this respect,
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THE STANLEY EXHIBITION OF CYCLEs.
Tuis annual exhibition of bicycles and tricycles which is now
controlled by a joint committee of the Stanley Bicycle Club,
and of the leading manufacturers was held last week at the
Royal Aquarium. The exhibition under notice was yp.
doubtedly the best and most representative exhibition of
cycles ever held, for although the number of machines ex.
hibited—some 574 in all—is not the largest on record, the
machines exhibited were interesting in many reepects and showed
that a higher standard of workmanship has been attained, more
especially amongst the smaller manufacturers. The exhibition
did not disclose many novelties, in fact with one or two exceptions those particular fads of the inventive genii which have
hitherto been so much en evidence were conspicuous by their
absence. The most noticeable feature of the exhibition was
the extreme lightness with which the machines are being built,
An average ordinary roadster tricycle now weighs from 50 1b. to
60 1b., whereas two years ago from 80 lb, te 90 lb, was considered
light. Messrs. Hillman, Herbert, and Co., of Coventry, showed
the lightest tricycle in the world. This wonderful machine is
in
ed for the racing path, but has already had a severe trial
on the road with a twelve-stone rider. The machine weighs only
284 1b. complete. The same firm exhibited a 56in. ordinary
bicycle for racing purposes weighing but 174 1b., while several
other firms showed machines which run those quoted very
close as regards weight.
From the large number of rear-driving safety bicycles exhibited
it seems that they will supersede the ordinary bicycle which has
been popular for many years. In this type of machine the
skill of the inventor appears to have been devoted to devices
for isolating the rider from the vibration of the machine,as
most manufacturers showed machines with some arrangement
for cutting off or suppressing the vibration, the simplest and
most effective being that used on the Olympia bicycle, manufactured by the Midland Cycle Company, of Wolverhampton.
This consists in making the frame carrying the driving wheel
and pedal crank axle and seat in two parts, connected together
by a horizontal joint controlled by a spring so that the frame
will give slightly in a vertical direction.
In tricycles the prevailing type was the front steerer, controlled
by a direct transverse handle
bar, while the most noticeable
improvements in construction
was the use of large steering
wheels and the use of four
bearings on the driving axles.
Messrs. Humber and Co., of
Beeston, whose machines have
earned such enviable notoriety,
now use four bearings on the
driving axles of all their tricycles, though we are of opinion
t the size of the steering
wheels of their machines may
with advantage be increased,
notwithstanding the device they
use to cut off the vibration set
up by the pilot wheel. This
firm exhibited a racer and a
roadster “ Cripper ” Humber
tricycle, on the former of which
twenty miles has been ridden
within one hour, and on the
roadster machine the journey
from Land’s End to John o’
Groats was accomplished in five
daysand ten hours, both of
which teats have never. been
equalled or excelled. Messrs.
Pausey and Co. showed a convertible tandem tricycle which by
a very neat and rigid telescoping device corrects the rider's
position when the machine is converted into a single one. The
same firm also exhibited a machine which may be converted
into a rear driving safety bicycle © into a tricycle without
interfering with the good points of either machine.
Messrs. Rudge and Co., of Coventry, who claim to be the
oldest and largest manufacturers of cycles in the world, had an
exceptionally fine exhibit. Their leading tricycle, the “Crescent,”
has a large steering wheel which is poredr |on a new principle
which ensures rigidity of the frame with direct and absolute control over the wheel. This firm were the original patentees of the
rear-driving safety bicycle now so much used, their patent being
dated 1879.
Mr. J. H. Dearlove exhibited a new type of tricycle protected
by letters patent, designated the “Phantom,” which appears
to have the particular merit of extreme simplicity. This
machine has a single driving wheel placed in the rear of a pair
of steering wheels mourited on a cross axle pivotted to the frame
carrying the driving wheel in the centre of its length. The
steering wheels are controlled by a transverse handle bar, and
the head or joint connecting the two parts of the frame is set
at such an angle that when the steering wheels are turned for
the purpose of running the machine on a curve, the driving
wheel leans over towards the centre of the path of motion of
the machine, which renders the machine very stable when
running at a high speed. This maker uses ordinary axle ball
bearings for the steering head, which makes a very neat and
effective ball bearing head.
Of the many tricycles exhibited having devices for the isolation of the rider from vibration, the “ Whippet,” made by Messrs.
Linley and Biggs, must certainly claim pre-eminence, though
whether its efficiency is outweighed by its complication is a
matter of opinion. In this machine—which has a single driving
wheel placed in the rear of two steering wheels—the seat, pedal
crank axle, and handle bar are mounted on a second frame
pivotted at or near to the axle of the driving wheel, the forward
end of the frame being suspended by a strong — spring, the
strength of which can be adjusted to the weight of the rider
and to the amount of movement desired. The handle bar is
connected with the steering wheels by a very clever device
which allows the bar to rise and fall with the auxiliary frame
while controlling
the wheels by a radial movement about its
central pivot.
e firm also showed a rear-driving bicycle fitted
with this arrangement.
A new firm, Messrs. Bruce, Green, and Co., showed a new ty
of tricycle which may be taken as a modification of the wellknown “Humber.” The front wheels instead of being the
drivers are merely steering wheels, and the rear wheel carried by
the trailing backbone is the driver, being made of a size approximately equal to that of the front wheels. A very simple device
is used for raising and lowering the pedal
axle, so that
there is no necessity for providing any adjustment for the
saddle.
°
Messrs, Hillman, Herbert, and Co., of Coventry, whose exhibits
we have before referred to, showed
the first really practical
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1 |three equalities—firstly, in the range of temperature ;secondly, in |gets wetter and wetter as it
through the cylinders. (9) The
ievele for two riders. The machine has t
;
the inital stress on each crank; and thirdly, in ‘the indicated | evidence of Mr. Wyllie’s diagrams that the unjacketted hightates ee ent seit Nalng the driver. Each perte. gs horse-power
pressure cylinder is much more efficient than the jacketted lowof
each
——
Now,
with
regard
to
the
connected to the frame by a vertical head or socket, and with equality of temperature,
thought there was some danger of pressure cylinder, taking account of the relative ranges of temeach other by a link connection, so that both wheels are turned letting that
dition
be
Ited into an article of faith; perature.
in the act of steering.
Mr. Mair said he thought the thanks of the Institution ought
and in this particular connection he wished to be underMessrs, Singer and Co., of Coventry, whose name has become stood in the sense in which the little girl defined it, to be given to those who re
mted the author of the paper,
a household word in connection with “ Carrier” tricycles, ex- “a belief insomething which you know to be impossible.” Now, because he had given them—if he might use a foreign phrase—his
inside
ice,
for
which
he
thought
they ought to be exceedingly
he
did
not
see
that
there
was
any
particular
merit
in
“
equality,”
hibited no less than twenty-nine different machines, no two of
which were alike; among them being a new tandem tricycle, in at least when dissociated from ‘liberty and fraternity ;” and he obliged and grateful. They had also to thank Mr. Cochrane for
ha
said
at
the
last
meeting
that
the stat
t of the pound
did
not
see
that
when
it
was
connected
with
temperature,
if
the
which the front steering wheel is controlled entirely by the
get equality to the very last decimal, that it would be wort! of coal used by engines was an utterly valueless statement. An
rear rider, by a raked steering spindle passing down through the could
engine
did
not
use
coal
at
all,
it
simply
used
steam,
it
striving
for.
Now,
what
was
the
reason
which
animated
the
author
central tube of the frame and connected with the fork carrying to aim at equality of temperature so far as one could gather from used heat, and they ought to know how much heat orthe rather
engines
the steering wheel by a coupling-rod. This firm also showed a the paper! It was in order to divide the
of temperature used, and then they would be able to tell how much and at what
compound tandem for carrying four riders.
between the three cylinders, so that no one of the cylinders should efficiency the engines stood. There was no doubt at all about this
As an example of the sacrifice of beauty to rigidity and have an inordinate range of temperature. He did not think it fact, that those three-cylinder compounds were more efficient than
economy of construction, the Surrey Machinists’ Company was proven by ee that inequality in the range of tempera- the two compounds, for this reason. He did not think there was so
exhibited a
ber of
hines in which the wheels are carried ture caused any large amount of evil. If the condensation was much in the range of temperature as the various speakers seemed
by single tubes instead of the usual forks, the axles conse- proportional to the first power of the range of eg meme he toimply. If they looked'at the temperatures they would find that
unevenly with the Anglian the range of the temperature with the ordinary
quently being overhung. We cannot say that this arrangement thought there could be no reason why it should not
| divided amongst the cylinders; but if, as there seemed some two-cylinder compound was 70 and 75, and in the triple it was 71,
is pleasing to the eye.
to believe, it varied as some other function of the range 71, and 79, a very small portion indeed. Again, if they looked at
The Coventry Machinists’ Company, among a large selection reason
temperature, then, perhaps, there would be a slight advan- the Lusitania, there the range of the temperatures for the twoof machines, showed a new type of dicycle, manufactured under of
in equality. But now arose the question whether the cylinder compound was 719, 72°78, and for the triple it was 71, 68,
Welch's patent. This machine hag two equal sized wheels tage
equality
temperatures affected anything else ;and he thought 76, so that there was not very much in the range of temperature
placed parallel and opposite to each other on the end of a that thereof was
a very close connection, in theory at all events, there. The plain, simple reason why the engine was more economistraight axle, so that the rider has to bal
himself in a bet
the equality of temperatures and the equality of horse- cal than the other was the fact that it was not convenient in a
forward and aft direction, The machine is driven by a single
wers, In the discussion which took place at
he found that marine engine to have more than 601b. of the high pressure in the
central chain, and appears to be a great improvement on all Fochaser Smith was credited with having made a statement on cylinder for various practical reasons. As regards the number of
this point which read thus: ‘‘The three equalities enumerated at expansions that could be made in an ordinary compound engine,
similar machines hitherto introduced.
Amongst the exhibitors were the Clavinger Cycle Company, the commencement of the paper as general conditions of efficiency, if they took a boiler pressure of 60 1b. of steam, with 9°2 expansions,
which has recently been floated to construct bicycles and tricycles while all desirable, appeared mutually incompatible ;but if equality they got thermal units, 334.
mean total pressure were substituted instead of equality of
Lbs.
Expansion.
Thermal units.
under the voluminous patent granted to W, Golder, and referred of
ae
ew hee ee, ee
a
eee 327
total pressure, then this equality, together with equality in
to by us in a recent issue, We anticipate these machines will initial
WP és ais ar ee ee
oe
ea os
825
range of temperature, would include the third equality of indicated
not mect with popular favour, as their only apparent recom- horse-power.”
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Mr. Morrison had that evening, he thought,
mendation is their complication.
endorsed that view to a certain extent; at least to this extent, That showed that if they had passed somewhere about 10 to 12
Amongst the ordinary bicycles, Mr. F, Weck, of Birmingham, that horse-power equality depended on temperature Tr
expansions, say 11 expansions, there was not much economy in
showed the only real improvement in these machines in the and on the pressures; but he rather inclined a
ntly going on with two cylinders at no higher rate of expansion,
exhibition. It consists of a device for altering the rake of the to the initial total pressure than to the mean ; and then he made and then he thought the — would come in; and he thought
front fork for giving increased — to the machine as emer- some criticisms on Professor Smith’s remarks, which he—Professor they had not yet given the requisite number of expansions
gency may require. This is attained by hinging the prongs of Ryan—had not time to answer. But what he wanted to point to obtain all the economy that could be obtained from using a
expansion. As to the heat, that was given up by the steam
the rear fork to a supplemen
fork
ing the trailing wheel out was that he was going to sin even more than Professor Smith did, triple
to cut out that mean total pressure condition altogether ;and to jackets of the engine first of all, but did not think that with these
at about the centre of its|
, 80 that its point of connection and
engines
at C there was very much advantage, where the range of
say
that
theoretically
at
all
events
the
equality
of
temperatures
may be varied with respect to the centre of the steering wheel,
depend solely and wholly on equality in the horse- temperature was small, in putting on jackets. Undoubtedly
which causes the backbone to rise or fall and so vary the rake of should
economy would exist by using jackets, but the question was whether
wers,
Now
he
said
that
theoretically.
‘He
did
not
mean
to
say
the front fork. The hinge is controlled from the handle bar |that
P° it was so absolutely in practice, but then they must compare the it was worth the trouble and the bother of usingthem. The stokeby a cord or chain running down the backbone. Mr. F, practical results with the actual theoretical relations, or else they hole was nota very nice place for making bulky experiments in, and
Warner Jones exhibited several rear-driving safety bicycles would be lost entirely in their efforts to obtain a solution of the even on shore they had engines with their jackets choked up with
fitted with an improved swing frame, which answers the dual problem. Now, if the triple expansion engine were a perfect engine, water, and it wasa question if it was worth the trouble and expense
of puttingthem on. That was a commercial question. As regards
purpose of cutting off vibration and allowing the rider to vary which, of course, nothing terrestrial was, and he su
es, marine either, then that ce
would —_ = the heat, that was given up in the jackets of theengines. Hesaw that
his position to compensate for gradients,
there
was a statement made in one of the papers before the Instithe
triple
ex:
ion
ine
were
a
reversible
engine
that
wou
Amongst the firms who manufacture the component parts of
+ reeling "Se maieh sovantite in academic slang, not in the tute, that the steam that was condensed in the jacket merely
cycles, the Abingdon Works Company, of Birmingham, had a behraseology
gave
up
its internal heat. The way in which M. Regnault made
of
the
stokehole,
b
he
s
u
p
o
s
e
d
all
their
vessels
fine display of parts, their driving chains, which are machined reversible engines, except, of course, the line of battle _ his experiments was this. He had a boiler in which he evaporated
made, being beautiful specimens of accurate work. They are —they
water at a constant pressure, and he put in his calorimeters
did
not
seem
to
have
any
means
of
going
backwards,
also introducing a new type of ball-bearing head which (Laughter, ) Now he would ~~ further, in expansion of that state- and he condensed the steam with cold water. He m
possesses many novel and useful points. Mr. W. Bown, of ment, that the equality of horse-powers carried with it as a the amount of rise of temperature in his calorimeters in conBirmingham, the maker of the well-known concentrically adjust- consequence the equality of temperatures if the engine were nection with the quantity of water passed through, and found that
able ball bearings, introduces a chemical method of fixing tires get but of course the engine was not perfect, and very he had got the total heat of the steam, that is to say, not only did
which apparently renders them immovable, though we are of ‘ar from perfect, The only thing he would say was that he get the internal heat of evaporisation but he also got the heat
That is what M. Regnault found, and that is
opinion that for practical purposes it is not so good as Otto’s new in so far as the triple expansion engine functioned due to extra wo!
what goes on in the jackets of an engine or in any other
method of fixing tires by means of a corrugated spring wire, reversibly, and as far as the same defects existed in all the exactly
of condenser It did not matter whether the steam was going
which, although of recent invention, is being extensively used cylinders, so far would he expect the equality of tempera- form
to be connected with the equality of horse-powers. He had through the cylinders of an engine or whether it was being conby some of the leading manufacturers. According to this tures
his eye — the diagrams on the wall, to which he appealed densed in a jacket, it gave up its total heat exactly in the same
method, the tires are made out of lengths of rubber cord cast
in
support
fact that the relative value of the initial way.
through which is passed a corrugated wire. The free ends of stresses did ofnot the
Mr. Halpin said he thought they had a to thank the
in any way affect the connection between range
the corrugated wire, after the ends of the rubber cord are forced of temperature and horse-power. Then he would
on to author for the po It was on compounding applied to marine
back, are engaged with one another by simply giving them one refer to those calculations of Professor Kennedy, which had engines, and he hoped it would be followed by a similar paper by
engine, which would make the cycle
twist, when the corrugations lock with one another ; the ends caused so much discussion, With regard to those calculations he someone on the stati
cut both perfect. With regard to the question of steam jackets, he certainly
of the rubber then close up over the joint. To get the tire would like to say that it appeared to him a
into the hollow of the rim, it is stretched by a special apparatus, ways. They might be interpreted to mean not that the evaporative must say that he believed in jackets, and particularly in those
wer of the fuel was too great, but that that which Professor marine engines where they all found it so advisable and so advanwhich elongates the corrugated wire sufficiently to allow it to
ennedy did not believe in, namely, that there was very little conden- tageous to use the liners. When they used a liner, what objection
be slipped into place. It remains to be seen whether the cor- sation
in the high-pressure cylinder, was true. If that were admitted, there could be to turn the space into a jacket he failed to see.
rugated wire will cut through the rubber, which has been the then his
15 per cent, fell to the ground, and they had a nearly They had an enormous advantage in the ordinary marine engine
inherent fault of all
ious wired tires. Should it not do so normal case.
was the opinion of some people, and it was an like those mercantile a. that in all cases they had a fall of we anticipate that the difficulty of fixing rubber tires will have opinion he shouldIt like
to ss Aaa to-night, that the condensation 6ft or 8ft. between the bottom of the cylinders and the boiler, so
been solved,
in the high-pressure cylinder was of very much less account then that the jacket in that condition would easily drain itself. He did
Messrs. Perry and Co., of Birmingham, the well-knowa pen the condensation in the other cylinders. As the time was not at asagree with the statement that was made by the speaker
makers, showed a new driving-chain for velocipedes, the chief so limited, he must touch upon these points very rapidly. He in the discussion, that the jackets wanted very careful looking
point of which is that every link is detachable. The chain con- gave Professor Kennedy the benefit of one point, which was that after at sea. If they simply put a separate pipe on to them and a
sists of a series of solid sang gad links with connecting links they might take all Mr. Wyllie’s diagrams, and they would see separate pipe back from them they would look after themselves.
interposed, the connecting, link consisting of a flat plate with that the temperature range was greater in the low-pressure than in He perwt upon the jacket in this particular place in the same way
he looked upon the bed a
They
to look after the bed
T-shaped ends, which are turned up to slip through and embrace the high-pressure, and yet at the same time the horse-power of the as
low-pressure was less than that of the high-pressure. Now, the: plates in the sense that they wanted tightening, and they looked
with the ends of the rectangular links,
after
this
jacket
in
the
same
way.
He
tried
to
in the same
knew
that
the
low-pressure
was
steam-jacketted
in
Mr.
Wyllie’s
Stamp forgings of remarkable cleanness and freedom from practice, but the high-pressure was not; so that the high-pressure, way what made the efficiency in various cylinders,trace
and he did not
defects were shown by several firms, and illustrated the extent with
a smaller range of temperature and without any steam jacket, know that he had succeeded in doing it. They had given them the
to which this method of production has gained ground and
ve a much greater efficiency than the low-pressure in every cylinders of the Para, in which they got the diameters, the stroke,
superseded the use of malleable castings, which though at one jagram on the wall, with one exception, and in that case there and the total mean
bserve, not the effectivee mean
time most extensively used in the construction of cycles, are was something like 37 per cent. range of temperature greater in ressures, but the total mean pressure. Of course they got the
now but rarely used even in the cheapest machines. We are the low-pressure and only something like 22 per cent. gained in eat available inside the cylinders, and they knew the total
not aware that Nordenfelt’s new metal
yet been used in the the horse-power; so that it was quite clear that the efficienc pressure inside the jacket was constant. From that the
ibly give them a
construction of cycles, but it seems to us that it is specially of the high-pressure cylinder was much greater in Mr. Wyllie’s could get a coefficient which might
approximationas to the value of the jacket, as between 4°2 and 11°13.
adapted for such machines as these, where lightness combined engines, at all events, than that of the low-pressure cylinder. He He
thought
that
great
thanks
were
due
to
Professor Kennedy for
would — out that the condensation depended upon 1)
with strength is of primary importance.
of temperature; (2) area of slelareneenedtto steam; (3) the taking up this matter of the water. He did not know how he had
_ Taken as a whole, the exhibition was worthy of this rising range
calculated,
but
when
he
had
given
such
a
liberal
coefficient as 15,
weight
of
metal
concerned
in
the
thermal
ch
No.
3
depended
industry, and is an example of the results of small beginni
on (1) conductivity 4; (2) specific heat c; (3) time of alterna- such avery low coefficient as 15, and then brought out an average
and of the development of what was at one time thought to
result of 12°88 of evaporation, which was the mean of the whole
little more than a passing fancy, at the most a popular sport. tion of temperature T, In fact No, (3) variesas kT. Pro- of his experiments, it is clear their thanks were due for showing
€
It is only a question of time before we shall seea radical change
that. If the Committee appointed by the council were going
effected in the conveyance of both passengers and goods through fessor Kennedy considered that the high-pressure cylinder was the to make experiments—and he hoped they would—he venunruly member, and as such that it ought to be jacketted. The tured to suggest that they use meters, He did not say
the agency of cycles,
following were some of the reasons for disagreeing with Professor any form of meter was absolutely accurate, but they all knew
Kennedy's view that the high-pressure cylinder should be steam- meters were accurate between 3 or 4 per cent., which was a very
jacketted rather than the low-pressurecylinder. Heassumed through- long way short of 25 or 15 per cent., which Professor Kennedy gave
out equal ranges of temperature in the cylinders and efficient lag- him, and if they used a meter if anything broke down they need
THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL
ging:—(1)Suppose
the range of temperature was thesame in the high- not stop. They would certainly get a very much closer approximapressure cylinder, yet any one of its cylinder covers is exposed to the tion than they could get in dealing with a body like that. The
ENGINEERS.
cooling
influence
of
e:
ion during three-quarters of a revolution had only got to deal with’1000 gallons of water at the outside, whic
(Continued from page 111.)
only if the cut-off be at half-stroke. (2) The area of the piston and was a very small matter to deal with in a meter. If they wanted
Ix continuing the discussion on triple cylinder compound engines, of the end of cylinder is a larger fraction of the area of the sides of to make the thing more perfect they might put another kind of
Professor Ryan said he felt a little out of place in this discus- the cylinder in the low-pressure than in the high, and these meter on, an inferential meter on the discharge water, from which
areas are exposed to the steam throughout the whole he thought they might getvery valuable results if not very accurate.
sion, not having served his time in the stokehole or its end
stroke. (3) Greater condensation will take place in the low The results ommunsialy would be this, they would see whether it
Vicinity, but as Mr. Kirk had told them in his letter that this was than
in the high, because the proportion of the area of sur- would be cheaper to drive a larger volume of water through a
& commercial question rather than a mechanical one, he felt that face relatively
to the weight of steam in the cylinder is certain money value of brass tubes or the reverse, and what was the
ore he might be listened to for the five minutes that were greater in the low-pressure cylinder. This is evident, because best
thing to do in their condensers. In this paper there was
allotted to him. The 15 per cent. arrived at by Professor Kennedy the weight of steam passing through the three cylinders varies another
that had not been alluded to that he thought should
was a concession—a very
concession—to the author of the but little. (4) A larger weight of the cylinder will be active be noted.thing
coal was not weighed, only one-seventh of it was
Professor Kennedy's view was that something like in the thermal changes in the low-pressure than in the high, weighed, andAllthetheother
r:y per.
six-sevenths they measured in some way in
per cent. was unaccounted for in diagrams usually, and he therebecause the area ex
is greater. (5) Condensation lubricates skips. That would give rise to far greater errors than if it were
100 roughly conceded 15, and if he did not take 15 in the piston in the high-pressure cylinder, and this dispenses with eo to weigh the whole of the coal, which, he thought, would
} but in 85, well it did not make very much differ- oil and its consequent evils at high temperatures, and in the ave been a very much better thing. In connectien with these
Mr. M
, as the vv
of the author
feed-water. (6) Condensation matters less in the high-pressure, experiments, Mr. Mudd, he saw by the papers half-a-year
ago, made
™ pn should have been thaakful for that amount of concession,of because
all the condensed steam is re-evaporated into the next
dingly valuable experiments, putting a whole engine on
en again, with regard to the
method that Prof
Kennedy cylinder, while in the low it is passed into the condenser. (7) The some
a
bedplate
and
working
it;
but
there
he
soon
got
to
the
end
of his
.
d the
es of the steam by, it appeared to
that it steam jacket is partly idle during admission in the high-pressure and tether. He could only get friction diagrams, but he thought that
we ests the method that Mr. Mudd was advocatinghim that
he
very
little
use
with
the
a
of
temperature
used
in
triple
expanwith
a
very
slight
additional
expense
he
could
have
got
an
additional
a
was, that he continued the compression curve up- sion engines, considering the high mean temperature in the first load on the engine. ,Professor Thurston, in America, took up
Me is and measured the volume of the steam which
was cylinder. On the other hand the steam jacket will be very effective 500-horse power, and then he was not within miles of the limits of
mitted into the cylinder, not taking account of that which
the time when on the intermediate or low-pressure cylinders, be- ped oy | so that he thought that a thing of the size he used it
aed, as it were, in stock, Now, with
to
the
paper cause of the considerable gradient of temperature between boiler
id be an exceedingly cheap thing to rig up, and “eggs Jmore
; he saw that the general conditions of efficiency stated were
steam and steam in the second and third cylinders, (8) The steam accurate experiments could be got than at sea. The feed-water
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18, 1887,

The verification of my forecast not only proves beyond the latter action may be very great between layer and layer of metal
shadow of a‘ doubt the existence of perfect storm periods but and hence will stm an exceedingly rapid flow of heat—which is
effectually disproves the oft-told tale of the Meteorological Office of course absorbed by the metal—far greater than would be caused
that it is impossible to f
t storms more than 48 hours in by the average difference of temperature on the two sides of the
advance. Was my prediction not sent out more than 48 hours in wall, Taking an inner ryed ropin. thick, and a difference of tem.
advance? I sent it out at least 17 days in advance, and I assert perature of
deg., the heat absorbed would be 10 thermal units
that'so perfect is the law that I could just as my |have sent it out per square. foot of admission surface. This is as much as is
17 months in advance, and to prove my assertion I would refer you commonly found in practice, although in some cases the condento the verification of my forecast sent to the press on the 6th of sation may be a great deal more, as, for instance, in some experiDecember ast, announcing a storm over the North of Scotland ments conducted by the American Board of Naval Engineers, when
and North Sea for the 19th to 21st December, which came true the condensation was at the rate of 21°4 thermal units per square
Besides the action of the cylinder walls
to date, and which storm I have documents to prove Mr, Jinman foot of area ex
themselves, there is the water left after exhaust, which may act
predicted exactly 54 years in advance.
More conclusive evidence could not be given. Comment on the very potently in causing condensation. A layer of water y},in.
conduct of the Meteorological Department and Meteorological thick would be just as effective in this respect as the same thicke above reasoning may be illustrated by a sketch.
Society in ignoring the existence of a periodic law is unnecessary. — ness of iron.
the matter lies with the public. To say that it is impossible to Let ABCD be a section of the cylinder wall, ft, the average
tell more than 48 hours in advance whena storm is coming is simply external temperature, ¢; the average internal temperature. The
childish, the law is as perfect as that which governs the law of the flow of heat and fall of temperature will be represented by the line
solar system. “very storm has a fixed period of development, and t, t If now the internal temperature suddenly rises to t; there will
can be calculated with mathematical em weeks, months, and be an accumulation of heat going on in the metal, and the temperayears
in advance, as has been proved to demonstration, notwith- ture at any point will be represented by some such curved line as
standing which, Sir—and you will hardly credit it—the late Mr. |ts t,, the tangent to which at ¢;, viz, ¢; F, representing the flow of
Jinman offered to attend at the Admiralty, Board of Trade, and | heat at that particular point. This line is seen to be very steep,
Meteorological Offices to give such information and explanation of | and hence the excessive rate of flow of heat into the metal.
I should be glad to see this question tested, as you suggested
his law as would enable the several officials to foretell the weather
some time back, by means of a thermopile, which would show
for themseives, but his offers were rejected.
whether there is that rapid and large increase of temperature here
ARTHUR WILSON,
72,
Bethune-road,
Stamford
Hill,
LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR.
supp ;
GEORGE HARRISON.
London, February 8th.
idsbury, near Manchester, February 2nd.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions or our
[If our correspondent would say precisely what he means by a
Correspondents. |
storm, we should be in a better position to know whether his
prophecies have or have not been fulfilled.—Ep. E.]
COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES,
VYRNWY WATERWORKS,
Sir,—I have read in the last number of your excellent publicaSir,—Under the circumstances referred to in the concluding
tion, of which I am a constant reader, the reproduction of a note by
THE ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS,
paragraph of my letter to you, published in your issue of January
M. Von Borrie, in which it is said that the failure of a compound
Sir,—I have been a reader of your paper for many years, but | 21st, 1887, I must decline to continue the correspondence further
locomotive, tried on the Kaiser Ferdinand North line of Austria
have not noticed much space devoted to the proceedings of the than to point out, in conclusion, that the fucts stated in my two
was due to an injudicious use of the Mallet system. letters to you are not and cannot be controverted.
I desire to free myself from all responsibility concerning this Foremen Engineers.
30, Great George-street, Westminster,
T. HAWKSLEY.
I have sometimes thought—and I believe I am not si jar
engine, which was not constructed after my plans, which I have not
February 17th.
ings
seen, and of which I have never even seen the drawings. If it belongs in that—if you took a little more interest in our p
bably—to use a quotation in your last issue—do us
to my system it isin
ing two unequal cylinders, but if what it would
M. Von Borrie points out has really happened, it is b
it did some eet ye you no harm. This, however, being entirely in
person who has a proper respect for age and eminence,
not possess the pressure reducer which I employ in all my com- your own discretion, I would not have troubled you on the sub- or Str,—No
of appreciating gy engineering achievements,
in your last issue taking notice of a can whofailistocapable
pound locomotives, and which prevents the
in the large ject but for a port
feel
deep regret that Mr. Hawksley has been drawn
cylinder ever exceeding that of the boiler at the time when the circular sent to our ordinary members. I was at first surprised into the miserable
about the Vyrnwy Waterworks,
as we There are plenty of controversy
fresh steam
direct into the two cylinders. I have engines, at this sudden development of interest in our proceedii
and disappointed men in the profession
such as those on the line at Bayonne and Biaritz, which have been have sent many circulars to members previously which have not who will be delightedsmall
have an Mg ge of throwing a stone
in use since the Ist of June, 1877, and others which have been in been honoured by such publicity, but soon found it was merely at him from behind atohedge,
yet to learn that any
work for seven or eight years without any defect of the kind ever used as a convenience for yourself or your contributor publishing engineer who knows the facts onbutbothI have
sides, and whose opinion is
being stated concerning them.
an opinion on a question which was freely and fully discussed and worth having, has said a word in disapproval
of his conduct.
The drawing of the appliance of which I am speaking was decitied by the Foremen Engineers years ago.
The ‘Civil Engineer” who writes to you on behalf of Mr.
Most of our members had, and still have, a very kindly feeling Deacon
published in your journal in 1879, when in that year I made a
evades the real issue. The public and the profession do
communication to the Institution of Mechanical Engineers on the towards Mr. Newton, and are not likely to forget his exertions on not
want special pleading about titles and conflicting agreements.
pounding of locomotive engines. I suppose in stating that the behalf of our association during its early years; but The Forequestion is, Who did the work? From the time of Mr.
locomotive of Mr. Worsdell, which you have described, was man Engineer was a private venture of his own, which he hoped The
Hawksley’s
agreement with the Hag pero until the day of his
the first goods locomotive constructed, you meant in Eng- would be serviceable to foremen all over the country, and not refusal to have
anything more to do with them, how was Mr.
land, as the article of 1879, to which I have just referred, stated merely the organ of the London Association.
Deacon
employed?
We know what he claims, but what did he do !
that I had applied the same system to locomotives, @ marchandiser,
The Forgman Engineer failed to secure the a
of the He said that he signed
But had he any share in
since 1877. Besides the drawings, which accompanied the article, provincial associations, and Mr. Newton ceased to publish it ;but their preparation? Were thethey,drawings.
of them, the products of
it is wrong to suggest that the London association either asked or his brains and experience ¢ iforthe +p!a
showed this.
A. MALLET.
and specifications
——
im to continue it at a loss.
128 bis, Boulevard de Clichy, Paris,
were, as Mr. Hawksley alleges, prepared in his office in London,
e stoppage of The Foreman Engineer did not, however, under
February 7th.
his
own
directions
without
any
assistance
from Mr. Deacon,
leave us quite destitute of the means of communication, as the
were sent down to Mr. Deacon to be carried out, Mr. Deacon
Sir,—Will you kindly allow me space in your valuable journal appended circular is in itself a proof. We find no difficulty in and
then
adding
his
own
signature,
how
can
Mr,
Deacon
truthfully
for a few remarks on
pound |
tives! In your impression communicating with our members, and, as it is well known that and honestly be called ‘ ag engineer ” ¢
of January 14th, after having given it as your opinion that
our meetings are held in the Cannon-street Hotel on the first
Noble
monuments
of
Mr.
Hawksley’s
skill
are
to
be
found all
locomotive engines offer the best opportunity for testing the value Saturday of each month, those who do not attend can scarcely
the country.
of compounding, you state that the engine you illustrate that week plead want of knowledge. I believe we are no worse off in regard over“Civil
Engineer”
conveniently
ignores
Mr.
Hawksley’s
allu—January 14th—is the first compound goods engine constructed. to attendance at our meetings than our provincial brethren, or sion to Mr. H. Williams. This is a subject about which there
Well, perhaps it is so in England; but you must not forget that even some more important associations, but the present officers was much writing in the Liverpool newspapers six or seven years
are
i
of
improving
matters.
there are other places in the world, and other gentlemen besi
Letters were published from Mr. De
ce, of H.M. Geoloto obtain, if paste, your own assistance ;|88° Survey,
We would be
Mr. Worsdell who can build locomotives ;yes, and also compound
Mr. J. Sturgeon, and others, to prove that Mr. Wilgoods locomotives. I am very much inclined to doubt the asser- but, if that is too much to expect, Ido not think it unreasonable gical
liams
was
the
first
to
propose
the
Vyrnwy
the supply of
tion that Mr. Worsdell’s compound goods engine was the first of to ask that a private circular to our own members should not Liverpool, and that his pre wong plans were for
submitted to the
its kind. Perhaps I may be wrong, but I fancy that we had a inflict on us such a one-sided statement as that contained in the late
chairman
of
the
Liverpool
Water
Committee
and to Mr.
pound
s |
tive running here before Mr. Worsdell paragraph above mentioned,
Deacon long before Mr. Deacon made his first report. Mr. SturWILLIAM PowrIg,
built his. At all events, it is over a year since Mr. O. Busse, locon
wrote
very
indignant
letters
about
the
treatment
Wilmotive superintendent, Danish State Railway, Arhuis central
President of the London Association of Foremen Engineers. Hams, and he ought certainly not to be forgotten in anyof 4Mr. yA
of
shops, built a compound goods engine, and it has been running
7, Charterhouse-street, 10th February.
the
Vyrnwy
scheme,
J.
H
since, and has given re satisfactory results ; in fact, something
columns of THE ENGINEER are and have always been open
February 16th.
very similar to Mr. rorsdell’s engine, ¢.¢e., from 14 to 24 tons per to [The
the communications of the Foremen Engineers’ Association.
week. This engine was one of a class of goods engines from Steoe} do not avail themselves of the fact that is not our fault.—
FRICTION OF ENGINES,
phenson’s, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 15 x 22 cylinders, 4ft. 6in. wheels, If
Ep.
six-coupled, and, after having run eighteen years, it was found necesSir,—That the friction of enginesisa constant quantity, indepensary to give it a new boiler and cylinders, Mr. Busse concluded to
dent of the speed, was foreseen years ago. Mr. Mansell, in his
make a new engine of her, and made her into a compound with
CYLINDER CONDENSATION,
paper on ‘*S)
of Vessels,”—see ENGINEER, 1876—followed this
16in. high-pressure and 23in. low-pressure cylinders, using the
Sir,—I have read with much interest your remarks on’ this reasoning. In the ‘‘Merkara” example his investigation shows
same wheels and stroke; slide valves worked by Stephenson’s gear. subject
the loss in pressure to be a constant (i)of 7°76 lb. per square inch,
in
your
leader
on
the
4th
inst.,
also
in
your
issue
of
the
7th
The engine when finished was, as far as workmanship and design
and in a late number of last year. Cylinder condensation when referred to high-pressure piston for that case. The particuequal to anything produced either in England or Germany, and the January,
is, as = say, @ mysterious process, and any engineer with an lars being as under :—
trial trips proved that the engine was perfectly qualified todo the work extended
Trials,
1.
il.
Ill.
IV.
knowledge of steam engine practice will, Ibelieve, be of
expected of her. The first day's trial was with a train made up of the same opinion.
8
—knots.. .. 6°20... 920... 11°00 .. 1291
I have come across several instances of excessive
heavy loaded coal trucks weighing 250 tons exclusive of engine condensation in the steam
nit pressure —-lb, 22°79 .. 88°12 .. 53°55 .. 73°30) * Unit press. -(/)
cylinder
which
could
hardly
be
accounted
and tender. The trial was over a rough road rising 1 in 100 the for satisfactorily, and on the other hand I have known cases where
Effective o15°03 .. 30°36 .. 45°79 .. 65°54 f = Effective press.
Gross Ind.H.P. .. 299 .. 788... 1225... 1940
first five miles, with many nasty curves, Weather moderately fine. this evil
absence. In spite, howEffective H.P. - W8.. 488 .. 868... 1422
She took that train up the hill like a house on fire. I was with ever, of all that tohasbe been pisaid on bythisits matter,
that the
Revols,
per min. .. 81°15 .. 44°75 .. 54°35 .. 68°23
others on the foot-plate, and I was a little surprised to see the known action of the cylinder walls is almost, ifI believe
not altogether,
amount of steam got so easy with the coal she was supplied with. competent to produce effects as great as any that
In Professor Thurston’s oy Sete the revolutions being
have
been
Coal! well, it looked more like what they used to
t the
the loss in H.P. is more easily seen to approach
in practice, as can be shown in the manner adopted by nearly invariable,
wagon ways with in Northumberland thirty years ago. Anyhow, observed
having an average value of about 3}1b. per square inch
Professor Cotterill in his work on the steam engine. The rate at aof constant
she steamed Lge and started the train as easy as any other which
pi
area.
heat
will
travel
through
a
metal
wall
is
wholly
dependent
non-compound locomotive. Mr. Busse determined to put thirty
thought it might interest some of your readers to draw
These are the conductivity of the material, the attention
tons more on next day, and she walked away with them in first- on three things.
to Mr. Mansell’s graphic solution of the frictional loss.
of a
on the two sides, and the thickness of
class style, over the same ground as the previous day ;after which difference
Liverpool,
February 11th,
W. 8.
the wall. It would thus a
that if the difference of temperathe engine was put into regular duty, and has been runni
ture
on
the
two
sides
soul
be
indefinitely
increased
or
the
thickregularly since, and with the exception of a broken connecting
indefinitely diminished, while the temperature difference
THE TRENT CANAL,
on the high-pressure engine, and a broken piston head in the low- ness
the same, the rate of conductivity of heat through the
pressure cylinder— both of which showed flaws in the iron—nothing remains
Sim,—One sees gladly in your last number that steps are being
may be increased to any amount. In the case of the steam taken
has been done to her. This engine can be seen at work any day metal
to
prevent
an
important
outlet from the Midlands passing
we have control only of the average temperature
on the West Division in Jutland. I nearly forgot to state that on engine cylinder,
commercial hands,
and cannot check the quick changes that take place on intoThose
both breakdowns she worked her train to the depdt, the one time theifference,
interested
in
the
cheap
which the Trent can
inner surface of the metal, and it is just these changes that afford may read with advantage transport
with the high-pressure cylinder alone, and the other with the low- produce
the evidence given before the
the wonderful condensing effects so often noticed in actual Waterway Committee of 1883. Although
pressure cylinder worked with the steam direct from the boiler.
that
came to an
practice. This- will be untimely end, enough was elicited to show the inquiry
ing you will forgive the length of this étter, I will conclude
danger of letting
c
5
seen by the following con- important water routes fall into the hands of companies.
with wishing Mr. Worsdell every success in his very laudable
siderations :—Assume that
endeavours to prove the utility of the compound locomotive, but I
t was stated that the rates charged for transport on the Aire
hot
dry steam entersacomdo not believe he constructed the first gi
pound
|
tive.
Calder Navigation were about }}ths of railway rates, As there
dt
paratively cold cylinder, and
Nevertheless, I for one feel satisfied that the compound is the
is reason to believe that on such a waterway
can be carried
3
some
of
it
will
be
conlocomotive of the future, whatever drawbacks there may be at
for
from
$d. to 3d. per ton-mile, the loss to the public is say 4d.
densed immediately by per ton-mile.
present.
A RouNDHOUSE FoREMAN IN DENMARK.
W. M. C.
contact with the cylinder
Arhuis, February 10th.
Edinburgh, N.B., February 9th.
walls, and at the same
[Our statement referred only to England.—Ep. E.J
time the temperature of
ba
the latter will be raised;
IS THERE A LAW OF STORMS?
before the heat repreSin,—I wrote to you on the 13th January, calling attention to
sented by this increased
AMERICAN ENGINEERING NEWS.
the late Mr. George Jinman’s law of storms, and I therein stated
E
temperature has had time
na
that between January 29th and Feb
9th there are three
|
to travel outwards there
Tue following information concerning engineering
dangerous storm centres due over the British Isles—the one due on
is a fall of temperature works, and on industries relative to engineering trades, is
or about the Ist P=. being the return due period of the snow
due to the expansion of
storm of the 22nd March, 1885; and further I stated that the
F
the steam, and some of from a New York correspondent:—
details of these storms, which time would not permit of my giving,
the heat of the cylinder
Large ee
ee Jay Gould is at the back of the
would be forthcoming through the medium of the New York
o
© walls will flow back
newly bear err
nsas Western Railroad Company. His son,
Herald telegrams probably about the 27th, and our Meteorological
A
B
into the stream.
ere
Sten name, heads the —
ra_— = 5
Office when the storms arrived. Well Sir, true tomy date, on the
is thus a constant flow a
‘ect
iron system in Kansas,
ramchise
udes lines in
27th we were favoured with the telegram from New York
i
outwards of heat due to the average difference of temperature only county but one, and it is stated that other lines will be run
that a storm was on the way, and the weather we have experienced of the two sides of the cylinder walls, and a reciprocating flow of wherever cities, towns, or vi
desire. The
ital stock is
over the period I named shows that the storms struck
British heat into and out of the metal on the same side, and which never 50,000,000 dols.—£10,000, 000.
e Omaha, Lincoln,
Hartland,
Isles precisely as I predicted, based upon Mr, Jinman’s law.
it. The differences of temperature caused by the and Eel Paso Railroad Company has been incorpora\ to build a

was measurable on land and perfectly under control. When he
came to the question of ports, he found it a question of compromise, but those diagrams showed it very effectively, not
alone what the actual port area was, but also what the valve
opening was at the same time. One word he would say with
regard to the figures the author gave of avacuum. He gave for the
whole of those a vacuum of 27 or 27°5, whatever it might be, but
that under the circumstances was a statement which was not of the
value it might be, b
the b
ter was not given. The barometer should certainly be given, and then one would know what was
being done. He would further suggest that instead of giving a
, and instead of giving
the ba
ter if the
was 27
and the barometer was 30, if they gave a coefficient of 9, that was
all that was wanted—one knew what had “been obtained, and that
was translatable all over the world, instead of having millimetres
by one certain vacuum to keep the whole thing shown. With regard
to the three cranks, of course, as far as turning moments went they
were very nice things, and kept a very easy action on the engine.
When one looked on the engine and saw that three cranks had
to be
panied by suitabl
i
the question was not
altogether so simple. They could get those
i
true with a
bar—he was willing to allow that they could get them in, and
that they got the bearings true, but whether they could easily keep
them true he thought would be very doubtful and very difficult.
(To be continued.)
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but the inquiry for either pig or finished iron was only
line 950 miles long, from Omaha, Neb., to Eel Paso, Tex. The THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES Tuesday,
limited, and there was but little actual business doing. For
survey’ s are to be run this
r spring, H and work will
pir be started this
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND very
Lancashire pig iron, —
remained at 39s. 6d. for forge, and
ear in Kansas, The —_— stock is several million dollars. The
OTHER DISTRICTS.
40s. 6d. for foundry, less 24, delivered equal to Manchester; and
Uhicago, Paducah, and New Orleans Railroad Company is another
although local makers are selling very little, they hold firmly to
large scheme. It is stated that it will build an independent line
(From our own Correspondent.)
from Chicago to New Orleans, A large bridge will be built over THE finished iron market is this week somewhat unsettled. The these figures. District brands also still average about the same
the river at Paducah. The capital stock is 10,000,000 dols,— makersof common bars and some other sections are showing a price, but there is Lincolnshire iron now being offered at as low as
district. For
£2,000,000. The Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fé Railroad is con- greater unanimity of determination than heretofore to get better 38s, to 39s., less..24, delivered into the
brands
offering =
remain
ically
templating enormous extensions to its system, which already aggrei
action which is being met by consumers in a spirit of some outside
from
last
week.
Good
brands
of
Middlesbrough
fou
rates over 5000 miles, Contracts were lét this week for a con- opposition,
It is now coming to something like a tug of war
siderable portion of the new line from Kansas wn Me Chicago— between manufacturers and buyers as to who shall prove the are quoted at 45s. 4d. to 45s. 10d. net cash, delivered equal to
chartered as the Chicago, Santa Fé, and California Railroad. This stronger. There is certainly no flush of orders for any class of Manchester, and Scotch makers, in the face of the miners’ strike,
company has purchased the St. Louis, Kansas City, and Colorado finished iron outside sheets which could be used by makers as the hold to late rates, but these are 2s. 6d. to 3s. per ton under the top
prices that have recently been asked, and so far the stoppage of
Rai
now under construction, and will push it to completion.
of supporting their firmer front.
Eastward from St. Louis, Mo., the omaen will acquire and bestThemeans
great discrepancy which still exists between the prices the pits does not seem to have contributed towards any renewed
widen the Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City
road, which is a of pigs and unmarked finished iron is the strongest argument in actual upward movement. For the moment, however, any quotanarrow gauge line. By its new lines the company will have control favour of a rise in the latter. The pig iron makers have secured tions are scarcely more than nominal, as there is little buying going
over a system reaching from the Atlantic to the Pacific and into their position, inasmuch as the contracts which they are now on to really test prices.
Hematites are rather easier. For some brands makers are still
Mexico. It will be a dangerous rival to Gould’s immense Missouri executing have been taken at advanced prices. This applies parPacific system. Active preparations are in hand for a considerable ticularly to makers of Midland pigs imported into this district in quoting 59s. to 60s., less 24, delivered equal to Manchester, but
there
are good No. 3 fo
qualities to be got at 58s. per ton,
extent of new lines and extensions,
quantities. Finished iron makers, on the contrary, have been
delivered into this district.
Electric street railroads,—There is a very strong movement now large
unable as yet, except’ in sheets, to get any general advance, and lessIn 24,
the: manufactured iron trade business continues slow, and
in favour of electricity as motive power for street railroads—tram- —— to give more by from 5s. to 7s. 6d.per ton on pigs.
makers in some instances are very short of specifications to keep
ways ; and all systems—storage, centre rail, underground conduc@ current quotations for unmarked iron may be correctly their
works going. Prices average £5 to £5 2s. 6d. for bars,
tors, overhead wi
&c.—seem to be equally favoured. In gleaned
from
the
quotations
of
the
Pelsall
Coal
and
Iron
Company,
£5
7s. 6d. for hoops, and £6 10s. to £7 for sheets per ton delivered
Alabama this is especially the case. Montgomery has adopted the whose list this week stands at P.C. bars, £5 5s.;P.C. hoops, £5 10s.;
Van Depoele system entirely, and other cities are experimenting crown bars, £6 ; crown hoops, £6 5s. ;crown sheets, £6 10s. ; charcoal into the Manchester district.
Reports as to the condition of the engineering
branches of
and building electric lines. At Scranton, Pa., the system is sheets, £13; hinge strip, £6; gas strip, £5 5s.; nail strip, 24in.
are somewhat conflicting. The
general tone of the
giving entire satisfaction, Little has been done thus far with the wide
gauge, £5 5s. Other firms there are, however, who industry
reports
issued
this
month
by
the
leading
trades
union
societies is
accumulator system, but experiments are now in progress in this freely toown13 that
they are unable to get prices equal to these.
more hopeful, and is backed up by a substantial reduccity with the Julien motor on the Eighth Avenue Surface Railroad.
their efforts to get more money, the makers of small rounds decidedly
tion
in
the
number
of
members
in
receipt
of
out-of-work
This system has been in use in Brussels and Paris, and the motor andIn squares
have held an ‘informal gathering to consider the On the other hand, I cannot find that, so far as the largesupport.
works
has been imported from the latter city. A trip of five miles was situation,” and,
after discussing the matter, they resolved ‘‘to throughout this district are concerned, there is any material
made in about forty-eight minutes ; the average speed maintained advance the charge
for
extras
on
small
rounds
and
squares,
in
improvement
in
the
actual
condition
of
trade.
Tool
makers
are
was six miles per hour. The storage batteries are placed under the
to meet the increased cost of manufacture.” For a long slightly better off, and, as I pointed out in previous ‘‘ Notes,”
seats, and weigh about five tons. They will run for about six order
time
past
the
custom
of
charging
extras
upon
rounds
and
squares
there
is
rather
more
activity
gst
|
tive
builders
and
hours, and the operating expenses are said to be from 10 to 20 per of smaller than }in. size has fallen into disuetude among the small
but slackness of trade is still the general report.
cent. less than on cable railroads,
in consequence of severe internal competition. Now, machinists,
returns of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers show
Heating railroad cars.—Already the wild outcry against the dan- iron makers,
an attempt is to be made to get back to the old custom, aThereduction
of about 1 per cent. on the
ber of
bers
gerous coal stoves in cars is dying out, the fearful accidents of however,
which
has
always
n
recognised
by
the
best
iron
makers.
The
the last few weeks, in which persons were burnt to death in wrecked advance, if it can be obtained, should mean 5s, to 10s., and on to throughout all the branches in receipt of out-of-work support,
whilst in the Manchester district, which has hitherto been, if anytrains, having been obliterated from the public mind by other 20s. per ton, according to the size.
4: with the iron thing, in a worse position as regards employment than other
matters. Railroad officials and societies, however, are still disOne of the most important
tings in
important centres, there is a reduction of about 14 per cent. as
cussing this question, but very little practical result seems to be trade
which has been held for a long time past upon the question compared
returns for the previous month of the number
attained. It is suggested that Congress pass an Act prohibitin, of
prices took place this—Thursday—afternoon at the Queen’s of memberswithin the
receipt of out-of-work donation, and one special
the use of fires, and compelling the adoption of some safe an Hotel,
Birmingham.
Invitations
had
been
addressed
to
every
one
efficient system. Bills have been introduced into the State Legis- of the 110 firms connected with the South Staffordshire finished feature is an increased demand for pattern makers, which is ceran indication that somewhere there is more work going out.
latures of Nebraska and Indiana with this same object in view.
trade, and the meeting was officially called by the secretary tainly
The returns of the Steam Engine Makers’ Society also show a
The coal strike.-—One of the most extensive strikes ever known is iron
to
the
Ironmasters’
Association
in
response
to
a
request
which
had
similar
improvement in the same direction, and from all the imnow in
It was started by the coal workers and handlers, been made to the chairman—Mr. Benjamin Hingley, M.P.—“ to
industrial centres better reports are sent in with regard to
who are paid starvation prices by one of the wealthiest monopolies give
the members of the trade an opportunity of discussing the portant
the
condition
and prospects of trade.
of the world. Thinking to crush the movement, the monopolists question
of the low prices of finished iron as compared with the
I hear on very good authority that, in view of the rising 2
1efused to make any concessions; then the coal handlers and uoted rates
for
pig
iron.”
The
meeting
assembled
in
the
hope
shovellers, canal boatmen, carters, and others, joined the strike ;no that some steps might be taken to advance prices. Mr. Hingley tion to whichI referred last week to the proposed Steam Boilers
ion Bill, the draught of which recently made
coal was sent over the railroads, prices went up rapidly, and the presided, and the attendance numbered over70. After discussion Registry and I
pcorer classes were entirely deprived of a supply ; the dealers could it was unanimously resolved to advance all descriptions of unmarked its appearance, the Board of Trade has decided to withdraw the
only supply small quantities, several la
manufactories closed finished iron, including bars, hoops, strips, &c., 10s. per ton upon Bill. The opposition, I may add, has not come so much from
down, throwing numbers of men out of employment, and the the minimum pricesere y ed vious to the risein pigs. Marked boiler-makers and engineers, as from steam users all over the
scarcity was felt 4 all classes. The steamships got their supplies iron prices are not affected by this resolution, such bars remaining country.
In the coal trade there is a moderate business doing, with prices
with difficulty.
The monopoly still holding out, though losing far
£7. It was announced that the minimum extras on small sizes maintained
late rates. Pits are barely working full time
nore than first concessions would have cost, the freight handlers, at
unmarked iron had been raised to the following:—Rounds and all through, atbutabout
are plentiful in all descriptions of fuel.
wharfmen, longshore men, and others employed on the river front, of uares
5s. extra; y%in., Nos. 1 and 2, 10s.; Nos. 3 and 4, At the pit mouth supplies
best
coal averages 9s. per ton; seconds, 7s. 6d.;
went on strike on the 27th inst. to the number of 20,000. The 1bs.; No.of5,gin.,
25s.; No. 6, 35s.; No. 7, 55s.; No. 8, 75s.; and No. 9, common house coals, 6s.;
steam and forge coals, 5s. to 5s. 6d.;
situation is very threatening, and the entire police force of New £5. The extras
on
marked
bars
remain
as
before.
4s. 6d. to 5s.; best slack, 3s. 6d. to 4s.; and common,2s. 6d.
York City is on reserve duty; Jersey City and Brooklyn are
There is no relapse in the favourable condition which has of late burgy,
to 3s. per ton.
equally affected. There have been several collisions between the marked
the
sheet
trade.
Specifications
are
coming
in
from
the
In the shipping trade there is a brisk business doing owing to the
strikers and ‘‘scabs,” and some blood shed; several merchants
and other consumers with the needed alacrity, and the
miners’ strike in Scotland compelling vessels which
have applied for police protection. The coal wharves and tipples galvanisers
are kept busy. There has not been the same difficulty in the continued
usually
load at Scotch ports to come to Liverpool and Garston for
are guarded by police, specials, and detectives, and the strikers mills
matter
of
prices
in
this
branch
as
in
the
other
departments
of
the
supplies,
and
the result is that better prices are being got. For
. intimidate the few men the companies can get to work. In some finished iron business. The reduction in make and the good
coal delivered at the high-level, Liverpool, or the Garston
cases the brakemen on coal trains have joined the strike.
has combined to enable makers to command better prices steam
Docks,
the
average
figure is 7s. 6d., but in some special instances
Steamer shafts.—The Union Ironworks, San Francisco, Cal., have demand
by 10s. per ton compared with when pigs were down at the mini- as much as 8s. per ton
is being obtained.
ordered the shaft for the new cruiser Charleston from Krupp. mum,
is advance is fully maintained. Singles for galvanisi:
As
was
to
be
expected
the colliery owners in the South-West
Cramp Bros., of Philadelphia, have ordered the shafts for the pr purposes are
quoted £6 to £6 5s.; doubles, £6 10s. to £6 12s. 6d.; Lancashire district have decided
not to entertain the applications
three ships for the Navy from the English firm of Whitworth.
and
lattens,
£7
10s.
to
£7
12s.6d.
Some
makers
refuse
to
sell
this
Pure water supply.—While new waterworks, large and small, week at former prices, believing that the market will further for an advance of 10 per cent. in wages sent in last week, nor are
are being established in all parts of the country, cities which have advance in their favour. The New Side Ironworks, Walsall, of they prepared to make any alteration in the existing arrangements
a water supply are turning their attention to its purification. The Mr. Jno. Southern, will be re-started next week, and this week the as to the conditions of the time of working. I have heard a
that there is a very determined feeling amongst the men
“Hyatt Filter” is being very extensively adopted, as it is found
Ironworks, Wolverhampton, which have been standing asreport
to the matter, and there may be some temporary stoppage of
to work with little trouble, satisfactory results, rapid operation, Shrubbery
since
Christmas
for
alterations,
have
also
been
set
going
again.
the
pits,
but the men will scarcely be so ill-advised as to enter upon
and 7
of a
A report
been made by Captain
Pig iron sellers refused yesterday in Lag eapenny me and to-day a protracted
strike in an attempt to enforce their demand.
Symons, U.S. Engineer Corps, showing the feasibility of filtering
Birmingham to give way in price as to any description upon
Barrow.—The
tone which was observable in the hematite
the water supply of Washington, D.C., and it is in contemplation in
They combated the contention that the tendency of the pig iron trade at quieter
of January and in the
beginning of the
to put in a filtering plant for the purification of the entire Croton =.
eveland market should affect the course of prices on these present month hasthehadendsome
in depressing the market, but
water supply of this city. The filter bed is kept clean by the use Exchanges
Lincolnshire, Derbyshire, Nottingham, Northampton, while the demand was quieter,effect
it
was
known
that
makers,
of 6in. cone valves containing copper in the form of shot. These and similar makers
are so well sold that they do not care to accept fully sold forward, were very firm in their quotations, and being
could
valves admit the water for cleaning, and hold back the filtering new business at lower
than ps paves g rates, Consumers, on their only accept business at practically full prices. Makers a fortnight
material. At Somerville, N.J., there are six of these filters, part,
are
not
willing
pay full recent prices, and the quantity of ago, however, were quoting 52s. per ton, although that price was
with a capacity of 150,000 gallons per day each. The 30ft. filter iron changing hands to
is onl
ll.
realised. Now the quotation is 50s. per ton net f.o.b. for
has a —_ of 3,000,000 gallons per day.
Northampton pigs stand at about 40s. to 41s, delivered ; Wilt- not
mixed Bessemer parcels and 49s. 3d. for No. 3 forge and foundry
The Hawaiian treaty.—The Government has extended for seven shires,
40s.
6d.
to
40s.
9d.;
and
Derbyshires,
41s.
to
42s,
6d.
iron,
and at these rates business has been done. The demand is
years the reciprocity treaty between this country and Hawaii. Native pigs are 52s. 6d. for all-mines ; 37s. 6d. to 42s. 6d. for partsree trade is to exist between the two nations, and the King of mines ; and 30s. to 32s. 6d. for common. Hematites from the still good, and it is fully believed that a continuance of brisk
trade
will be experienced. Makersare briskly e
in bringing
Hawaii is not to extend the duty-free privilege to other countries. West Coast and from Lancashire keep strong at an average of 60s,
about an increased make of iron, and at Carnforth, Ulverstone,
Pearl River Harbour, near Honolulu, is to be ceded to the United per ton, delivered here.
Barrow,
Millom,
Cleator
Moor,
Whitehaven,
betes.
oe
and MaryStates for a coaling and naval station.
The comparative statement which has been issued by the South port additional furnaces will soon be put in blast.
ere are
The Lake trade.—The prospects for the coming season are most Staffordshire
ironmasters, as a preliminary to an attempt at the shipments both of iron and steel to America, the colonies,
and the
encouraging. Several grain steamers are being built, and all the abolition
of the payment of extras in the millsand forges, was conand the forward deliveries already arranged for justifies
lake shipyards and dry docks have plenty of work.
at a meeting of ironworkers at Brierley Hill, on Monday. Continent,
the
belief
there
will
be
a
brisk
trade
in
shipping
throughout
the
niform specifications for bridges.—At the regular meeting of the sidered
opinion was expressed that the stat
t was
liable, and
The steel trade is ao
Se and large orders are
American
iety of Civil Engineers, on February 2nd, 1886, the Anresolution
was
recommending the operative section of the season.
held.
The
demand
for
steel
rails
is
steady,
and
inquiries
reprematter of standard forms of specifications was further discussed. aWages
Board to instruct the secretary to give the stipulated notice
very heavy deliveries are to hand from American, colonial,
It was urged by Professor Waddell that while a standard might be
a reconsideration of the wages question, with a view to obtain- senting
and other sources. Rails, blooms, and billets represent a very good
adopted for ordinary work, work of considerable importance, such for
ing
an
advance.
The
operative
secretary
to
the
Arbitration
Board
trade,
and
makers have done more business lately in ship steel.
as cantilevers, Jong spans, and braced piers, should have individual expressed the opinion that the masters’ claim would not be pressed.
specifications prepared. He called attention to the useless and The practice recently introduced at some of the works of trollying Preparations for a large trade in the latter are in progress. Rails
unscientific Fvrangond of carrying to fine decimals calculations of instead of dragging the iron was likewise considered. A com- of ordinary heavy sections are quoted at £4 2s. 6d. per ton net
strains, the data for which are assumed and but little more reliable munication was a |from Messrs, ae, and Sons, by whom the f.o.b. I hear it stated on good authority that the Moss ~
and Steel Company, Workington, is about to establis
than guess work; the substitution of a few empirical rules would
had been introduced, saying that they could not revert to Ironbranch
in Canada. The manager of the company, Mr.
be an immense saving of time and labour, and would give equally custom
the old system, but that if the ironworkers persisted in adopting aKirk,
has been for some time in America, and it is undersatisfactory results. Mr. Macdonald, of the Union Bridge Com- an
antagonistic attitude, they would have to close their works, stood that
large ore royalties, in a ae
ee position
pany, himself an expert bridge engineer, stated that while manu- which
had
been
recently
kept
on
solely
for
the
benefit
of
the
men.
for steel manufacture, have been secured,
that arrangements
facturers could agree on standard forms for specifications,
The constructive ironwork manufacturers have lately booked are
now in progress for the establishment of works on the Canadian
engineers and designers would not abandon the opinions held by several
good
contracts,
and
activity
rules
in
many
of
the
engineereach ; the growth of and changes in bridge construction which are ing establishments. Heavy castings meet with a rather better Pacific seaboard. There are now 150,902 tons of hematite pig iron
now — place render it inadvisable to adopt such standards, inquiry, and the commoner classes of light ironfoundry work are in the West Cumberland Storing Company’s stores, being an
of 3144 tons on the 24th ult. The shipbuilding trade is
Mr. Theodore Cooper, the bridge engineer and designer, author of
average sale, but at no better prices. The
galvanised iron increase
quiet, although it is believed some large contracts now being
the widely used ‘Specifications for Railroad Bridges and Via- in
manufacturers are booking orders at a steady pace, foreign still
negotiated
for will be placed in this district. The engineering
ducts, and for Highway Bridges,” declared that he was strongly roofing
being the most noteworthy.
trade is quiet both in the general and marine departments. Iron
opposed to such standards, as in designing a bridge for which he lines
“ast iron pipe founders are in receipt of better inquiries, amo
ore
finds
a
good
market, and full prices are ruling—l11s. to 12s. per
would be responsible he would most certainly adopt his own ideas, them
being one from the Liverpool Corporation for between
ton net at mines. Finished iron is in quiet request. Coal and
and while some persons seemed to think that celiee building was and 4000
It is not yet known whether the contract will be eoke
steady
and
firm,
but the business doing is not at better prices.
so easy that with uniform specifications anybody could make a secured fortons.
this district.
Shipping is better employed than for some time past, and the prosdesign, yet he was quite sure that the science was by no means
pects of an active season are showing themselves. A movement is
fully understood as yet, and was not yet ready for ea
on foot to secure a new dock at Workington. A large foreign trade
fications, He pertinently asked why such specifications
not
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
is done there, and the traffic is now largely worked through
teen adopted for masonry, whereas every engineer writes his own
(From our own Corres,
nt.)
Maryport.
and embodies his own ideas for such work.
Manchester.—There
is
no
new
feature
of
any
importance
to
report
Improved car wheels.—Mr. Allen, of the Allen Paper Car Wheel
the condition of the iron trade of this district. The market
Co., the inventor of the ‘‘ Allen” wheel, has patented an improve- in
statio
, both as regards prices and demand, with,
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
ment consisting of placing flat steel rings between the paper bod remains about
a tendency still in the favour of buyers. Here and there
and the tire and hub, thus enabling the tire to be forced on or off, however,
(From our own Correspondent.)
large transactions are reported, but these are very excepand the hub removed without injury to the paper body ; the rings fairly
THE Midland Railway Company is in the market for 3000 to
tional, and with the present unsettled aspect of affairs, buyers
are rivetted to the thin iron discs which cover the exterior of the prefer
5000 tons of steel rails, and the Great Eastern Railway have asked
generally
to
limit
their
purchases
to
hand-to-mouth
requirepaper body. Mr. Allen has patented a steel tired wheel with a ments, Although undoubtedly prices are gradually receding from tenders for 250 sets of railway points. Further locomotive work is
steel or cast iron body. The body is of double disc form, the discs
recent advance, there is no great pressure to sell on the part of also on the way from India, the Indian Midland Railway having
being dished out; the hub and body are formed in one, and the the
and a very considerable proportion of the advance is still invited tenders for forty-two engines and tenders. It is not exhollow gg between the two discs is strengthened by radial ribs makers,
that the Midland will
be able to
their rails at the low
maintained.
like spokes.
There was a full attendance on the Manchester iron market on quotations secured by the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire
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a short time ago—stated at about £4 5s. a ton—or that the Indian they are so numerous that it is to be feared there will be great
Midland Railway will be successful in having their work booked at increase of mortality among them unless the dispute be quickly
£37 10s.
ton. The tendency of values is steadily upward, in terminated.
spite of the severity of competition for both rails and engine work. . The steel workers at Eston are now again fully at work. A
promise was effected by the employers agreeing to advance
Yorkshire collieries have opened the year well with the Hull coal
trade. During January last there were sent to Hull 98,984 tons their wages 24 per cent. in lieu of the 10 per cent. claimed,
against 84,872 tons during the corresponding month of 1886. The
exports were 36,570 tons, this being a large increase on the tonnage
of January, 1886—viz., 25,208. Germany took 9533 tons—more
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
than one-fourth of the whole tonnage sent to foreign countries,
= rom our own Correspondent.)
while Denmark had 7393 tons, and Sweden and Norway 7145 tons.
THE
pig
iron
trade
much depressed in the course of the
Russia secures the bulk of her supplies in the latter month of the past week. Inquirieshaswerebeenfew,
speaking, and the
year, before the ice closes up the ports. At home house coal is colliers’ strike instead of improving comparatively
as such an occurrence
now quoted in the best qualities from 13s. to lds. 6d. per ton; has sometimes done, has so far hadthetheprices,
precisely
opposite effect.
seconds, from lls. 6d. to 12s. 6d. ; other qualities, 10s. to 11s. 8d. ; The ironmasters are thoroughly at one with the associated
coalnuts, 5s. _ to 7s. 11d.
es
masters
in
resisting
the
advance
of
wages
at
present,
and the
A large local company, whose principal specialities are ordnance, putting out of blast furnaces at Gartsherrie and
where
is
steel castings, mee oon,h leectie. see eas declared a fourth
as indicating, not merely that coals are scarce for furnace
dividend for the year 1886 at the rate of 25 per cent., and a accepted
purposes,
but
that
the
ironmasters
are
not
pressed
for
delivery,
bonus of 4 per cent., making, with the dividends already paid, 14 and that their
at p
t are not so good as to warrant
per cent. for the twelve months, free of income-tax. This does not them in raising the prospects
cost of production by increasing the pay of the
look as if the heavy trades, so far as these goods are concerned, colliers.
had been unprofitable in 1886.
The past week's shipment of Scotch pigs amounted to 6330 tons,
The electric light and the telephone make rapid progress in
compared with 7852 in the corresponding week of 1886. The
Sheffield. Messrs. Tasker, Sons, and Co., of Angel-street, who as
output
is materially curtailed, although this will probably be but
are the pioneers of both enterprises in Sheffield, have recently temporarily
the labour dispute. Our best customer for
commenced the supply of the electric light to merchants, hotels, Seotch pigs during
United States, which has taken double the
and others. Their first “‘instalment” of forty-five lights is quantity since isthethebeginning
of the year that was sent there in the
now all taken up. These lights are of 1200-candle power same period of 1886.
each. A large Pr en eee
uA merge fifteen for
Business
was
done
in
the
warrant
market on Monday in Scotch
its premises.
i
systems of
ic lighting
are in o at 43s, 4d. to 43s, 6d. cash. On Tuesday 43s. 44d. was quoted
tion, but the bulk of the work is in Messrs. Tasker’s homie andl iron
but
buyers
at
the
close
were
at
43s.
On Monday, Cleveland
so confident are they of the future of electricity as an illuminant, and Cumberland warrants lost 6d. each on64d. Glasgow
Exchange, but
they have put down
power sufficient for four or five times the the loss was partially recovered on Tuesday, when
lights now ordered.
e result in the end must tell upon gas improved feeling prevailed. On Wednesday business atookslightly
companies’ receipts for lighting. Probably the gas company will at
43s. 7d. to 43s. 8d., and back to 43s. 4d. cash. To-day—Thursseek compensation in encouraging the use of
for power and
market was firmer, with business up to 43s. 11d., closing
heating p'
The Sheffield Telephone Exchar , Which now day—the
with
buyers at 43s. 104d. cash.
numbers 400 subscribers, have commenced to give constant service,
The current values of makers’ pigs are 6d. to 1s. below
Sandays included.
of the preceding week. Gartsherrie, f.o.b. at Glasgow, No.
On Monday morning a miner named Michael M‘Carthy was those
1, is quoted at 51s. 6d. per ton; No, 3, 44s. 6d.; Coltness, 57s. 6d.
killed in a dynamite explosion near the Edmund's Main Colliery, and
46s.
6d.; Langloan, 53s. 6d. and 46s. 6d.; Summerlee, 55s, 6d.
Worsbro’ Dale. A gangway had been used to convey coal to the
45s. 6d.; Calder, 52s. and 44s.; Carnbroe, 48s. and 43s. 6d.;
canal. The valley between the pit and the canal was crossed by and
Clyde,
48s.
and 44s,; Monkland, 45s, 6d. and 42s.; Govan, at
means of ee
These piles were being removed by Broomielaw, 6d.45s.
6d. and 42s.; Shotts, at Leith, 51s. and 46s.;
M‘Carthy, who
done similar work a few weeks previously. A Carron,
at
Grangemouth,
and 44s. 6d.; Glengarnock, at
hole was drilled in the base of one of the piles and a dynamite Ardrossan, 50s. 6d. and 43s,52s.6d.;6d.Eglinton,
45s. and 41s. 6d.; Dalcartridge inserted, but it did not act. M‘Carthy inserted a second mellington, 47s. 6d. and 43s.
cartridge in another hole, lighted the fuse with a lamp he had in
The
steel
works,
the
malleable
iron
furnaces,
and quite anumber
his hand, and the charge, instantly exploding, almost blew him to of other works have been either wholly or partially
idle this week
pieces.
from
want
of
fuel,
in
consequence
of
the-colliers’
strike.
I hear that Mr. Alexander Wilson, managing director of Messrs.
During the past week there was shipped from Gl
locomoCharles Cammell and Co., is about to be
ted with
a testi- tives
to the value of £12,900, comprising five for Caleutta and a
monial by the workmen at the Derwent Iron and Steel Works,
number for Bombay ; machinery, worth £6434, for India ; an
Worthington. Mr. Wilson has been very liberal in opening the like
barge, £2250, for Calcutta ;£1075 sewing machines for Rouen,
’ new infirmary free of debt. The ceremony was performed by Mrs. iron
£411 for Antwerp ;£8325 steel goods, most of which went to
Alexander Wilson, and on that occasion Mr. Wilson handed a and
America
£23,000 general iron manufactures, £12,860 of which
cheque for £380, the amount of the debt remaining on the institu- was pipes ;and
railway iron for Bombay, and £4840 bridgework and
tion. It is intended that the presentation should take the form of pipes or Calcutta.
an illuminated address, and any surplus will be devoted to fitting
e
coal
wo
Snr has been greatly curtailed by the strike,
up one of the wards in the infirmary, to be called “‘ The George the past week’s ge
shipments having been at Glasgow, 6986 tons;
Wilson Ward,” in memory of Mr. Alexander Wilson's brother, Greenock, 152; Ayr,
5935; Irvine, 2151; Troon, 5472; Burntisland,
—
seizure and subsequent death excited so much sorrow 10,576; Leith, 2082: Grangemouth,
1742; and Bo'ness, 1072; total,
in 1885.
36,168, as compared with 62,622 tons in the corresponding week of
1886. The scarcity of coals has been so great that prices have
advanced in some cases nearly 50 per cent. Some of the steamship
THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
lines have
to have supplies of coals brought round to the
(From our own Correspondent.)
Clyde from
iff to supply their vessels’ bunkers, while other
THE trade in Cleveland pig iron continues exceedingly dull, vessels are coaling at Liverpool and elsewhere on their outward or
inward voyages.
neither buyers nor sellers showing any disposition to operat
Orders for about 10,000 tons of new shipping have been placed
Makers will not need fresh orders for some time to come, and consumers are content to wait, seeing that prices still tend down- with Clyde builders in the course of the last ten days.
wards. At the market held at Middlesbrough on Tuesday last
very few actual transactions took place. For some parcels of No. 3
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
g.m.b., which did change hands, 35s. 9d. per ton was accepted, or
(From our own Correspondent.
6d. less than would have been taken last week. Forge iron has not
fallen in value as much as No. 3, as most of what there is in the
THE coal trade maintains its vitality well, especially at Cardiff
market is held by makers, and therefore it is less subject to
u- and Swansea, the former sending away last week over 160,000 tons,
lative operations. The price current on Tuesday was 34s. “ape and the latter 27,000 tons. This week, too, is opening well, and
3d. per ton lower than on the 8th inst.
some fine cargoes have already left. One of these was 4000 tons,
essrs. Stevenson, Jaques, and Co.’s current quotations are :— two of them 2600, one, 2500, and eight over 1000 tons. From
** Acklam hematite,” mixed numbers, 50s.; ‘‘ Acklam Yorkshire” Cardiff alone the first day of the week the total consignments of
ee
3, 39s.; “ Acklam basic,” 40s.; refined iron, 54s. coal for foreign destination amounted to over 32,000 tons. A good
to
deal of this went to India.
Warrants are now of less value than makers’ iron, as several
I am sorry to record the death of one of the oldest and best
holders, both at Middlesbrough and at Glasgow, are anxious to known of the house-coal owners, Mr. William Beddoe, of Llancaiach,
sellout. At Middlesbrough 35s. 6d. has been accepted, and at after a short illness. From a working collier Mr. Beddoe had
Glasgow, 35s. 4}d. per ton.
raised himself to a position of wealth and influence. His grandThe stock of pig iron in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough father was the discoverer of the Mynyddyslwyn seam, one of the
store increased 686 tons last week.
a coals of Monmouthshire, which promises to be very soon,
A decided improvement has become apparent in pig iron shi
like the No. 3 Rhondda, as extinct as the Dodo. The finest
ments from the Tees since the beginning of the
nt cases 4 unworked coal of the No. 3 is now owned, in the neighbourhood
Up to Monday evening last 24,537 tons had left the port, or of Pontypridd, by Messrs. Crawshay, of Cyfarthfa.
7000 tons more than in the corresponding portion of January.
January's coal trade in London has a favourable appearance. By
In the finished iron trade no improvement is discernible; manu- the various railways the Aberdare Iron Company sent 8300,
facturers continue to quote £4 15s. per ton on trucks at. works for Fforchaman 4200, Cwmdare 2000, Cwmneol 3800, Aberaman 4300,
ship plates and common bar iron, and £4 10s. for ship angles. Waynes 1400, Bwilfa 7100 tons. Wales also sent to London last
The competition is very keen, orders are scarce, and even these low month 8100 tons of its valuable coke for locomotive purposes on
prices are not easily realised.
the Great Western, and 800 tons of foundry coke. Iam glad also
; Ironfounders are better off for work than they have been for a to see that patent fuel
is again looking up, as London
was a buyer
ong time.
°
of the Welsh article to the extent of 6300 tons during January.
e strike of the Northumberland coalminers ‘continues in full While the steam coal trade is thus, as I have shown, becoming
force. Several events have occurred during the last week which much more active throughout the district, the house coal trade is
may have a decided effect upon the ultimate issue. On the 7th inst. also brisk, and this is telling favourably on the shipments at
the officials of the union issued to the other trade societies of the Newport, Mon.
country a circular appealing for help. In it they say that 16,000
A new pit is being sunk into the Brithdir veins by the Rhymney
men and boys are out of work, of which 12,000 are members of the Iron and Coal Company, not far from Pengam, and already a
union. They assert that the Northumbrian coal hewers’ wages do hundred hands are being employed. The Bargoed district is in a
not on the average exceed 20s. per week, and that the other work- much healthier condition than it has been.
men earn considerably less. They admit that the daily rate paid
The one great and grave question now under discussion in South
has been higher than in other districts, but say that the large Wales is the danger threatened to the very existencé of the sliding
amount of time lost brings down the average to the above low scale, which, of all institutions, has been productive of the greatest
figure. They, as usual, ignore the fact that it is to enable the possible good to the colliers and to the community at large. The
employers to doa larger trade and avoid the lost time that the sliding scales, established in 1875, is the outcome of the great
reduction is demanded. Itis the old story. The employers desire strike of 1874-5, by which Lord Aberdare estimated the colliers of
to give full employment at such lower rates as will enable them to the district sustained a loss of three millions sterling. Since it has
compete. The workmen desire to retain the present amount of been in force, strikes, except of a small and isolated character,
idle time, and that their wages should be kept up to a level which have been unknown in the colliery districts, and a better feeling
will cover and provide someting to spend during it. The amount has been brought about between master and man. Of the mafy
necessary to maintain the men during the strike is said to be institutions augmented aftera vast expenditureof time, money,
been regarded as the
£8000 per week.
? and thought, by Sir W. T. Lewis, this
The union officials had issued their circular, jastifying the men’s masterpiece, and it would be a national calamity to see it broken
action in striking and appealing for pecuniary aid only three day down after so many years practical proof of its excellence. The
when, to the astonishment of everyone, they suddenly resign
danger awaiting it is in the scheme of representation. For
their positions. Their reasons are not made public, but it is the my ageof a fairer mode it has been
that the district
generally supposed to be in consequence of a lack of that almost should be divided into four divisions, and it is in the opposition
unanimous support which they deem to be essential at so serious a awakened, and adverse action taken, that danger to the scale is
crisis as the present one. Such an event at such a time has foreseen. I hope that the mass of thoughtful and rational-minded
naturally encouraged the ae greatly, and placed the men colliers will stoutly oppose any such suicidal course as to abandon
in an awkward predicament.
owever, a vote of confidence, or the scale.
the reverse, has been demanded from the men at all the collieries
Pig iron has shown a slight falling off, but foreigners maintain
affected, and most of the ballot papers have already been returned. their ground, and that so firmly, that ironmasters are holding back
As far as can be seen there is little doubt but that there will be a from much business.
large majority in favour of asking the officials to re-consider their
The rail trade is not very brisk at any of the works, and a good
decision, and resume the management of affairs.
deal of the work done is in the bar.
Already there is considerable distress in the pit villages, especially
Tin-plate continues on its old lines—one section full of work and
in the families of the non-unionists, and labourers, who have had the other stagnant.
nothing whatever to dowith thestrike. Efforts are being made by
Mr. Whitehouse, of the Abercarne Works, has issued a manly
various ‘philanthropic individuals to relieve these poor people, but manifesto to his disaffected people, telling them that to concede

Fes. 18, 1887,
=
———=
their demands is an impossibility; that his offer is the best that
can be made,
and he renews it; but, if not accepted, he has no
other alternative than to sell horses and material, and get out of
the works as he best can.
°
coming in has been rather deficient this week, so the
exports of tin-piate do not show so well, and stocks not beingso
rapidly lowered, some of the weaker makers have in a few instances
accepted 3d. per box less, Still, as a rule, quotations hold, and
for best Bessemers 1s, 6d., and for Siemens 14s. 6d. have been
booked ; 3d. less represents the ordinary run. For wasters,
Mhcay
es
Ir Gok Ceener
is pr
ng well,eh, and sh te.Mr. Walker
promises to
score pBre aneens in this quarter. A good deal of oon was
centred in the trial at Cardiff between him and his Swansea opponents last week, and Mr, Walker's evidence was regarded by eed
not interested in the case as a manly and straightforward one.
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Tue dark clouds on the political horizon are beginning to cast
their baneful shadows here and there on the iron markets of this
country, and their influence has already had the effect of checking
the orders to some extent, though prices have remained as yet
unaffected by them, except in so far as pig iron is concerned, which
has, indeed, been raised by the Convention still another mark per
ton. Buyers have been scared by the warlike rumours stirring, but
all branches have not been equally affected. The works are pushing
on vigorously with the orders in hand, and the prices generally
are firmly maintained, and when the present haze has
cleared away, the general commercial situation being healthy, a
continuation of the improvement may assuredly be expected. In
Silesia, where stocks have been rapidly cleared off, the prices are
very firm. Now that the wrought iron convention is definitely
established and at work, there is no difficulty whatever in realising
the enhanced prices fixed upon for merchant bars, girders, sectiona
iron of all sorts, and plates, at which prices a brisk business is being
done. Forge pig of best quality has got up to M. 50 p.t., and
twenty-five blast furnaces are at work, producing 7000 tons per
week. Some of the rolling mills have, however, been fortunate
enough to make contracts before the late rise, at M. 48, up to
the end of the second quarter of this year.
In Belgium the iron trade is satisfactory. Forge pig has been
sold at 42f. p.t., and the lowest price of foundry pig is 44f. It
will be instructive to note the prices of Belgi
inasmuch as
it is contemplated to set up a rivalry with it against the English.
Semi-bituminous small coal at the mines, in France, per metric ton
is ng at 5°50 to 7°50; nuts, 7°25 to 7°50;
slack, as brought
to k, 11 to 13°50; cobbles and lum
9 to 21, and 21 to 23
respectively. In the Mons basin the tendo'
is quiet at the following
figures :—Machine coal, 7°50;
slack, as brought to bank, 8°50
to 9; cobbles and house coal, 15 to 16; dust for coking, 5°50 to 5°75.
Contracts for coke have been made at 12f. p.t. In France the
warlike reports seem to have exercised a similar influence
on the iron markets as here, and
pri
are not quite so
firm
as they were. At last it woulda
enlt Fesane Ree Negus
to realise the advantages of an export trade, for during the last
ear some considerable deliveries have been made to foreign parts.
n Rheinland-Westphalia the continued improvement in ores has
suffered a check, and prices have been depressed by the cheayxr
)aan of Spanish ores ruling at the present time; but still the
emand is
The blast furnaces have contracted for the sale
of their
uce for the first anda portionof it forthe second quarter,
and the deliveries
are taking place briskly. The prices
have now risen
M. 10 p.t. from their lowest previous level. The smelters have becn
particularly fortunate, for, whilst this rise has taken place, neither
ores, coke, or coals, have gone up in anything like proportior,
Buyersof pig iron are awaiting the result of the elections
to the
Reichstag, and this is somewhat checking the orders for the
moment, but if they fall out favourably the general opinion is that
a buoyant trade with enhanced prices will come in the spring.
The present price is M. 47 to 50 for best brands of puddling iron.
The exact figures for 1886 are 3,339,803 of pig iron of all kinds
produced against 3,751,775 t. for 1885. Spiegeleisen is not quite
such
request at M. 51 to 54°50; superior sorts higher.
Foundry, Bessemer, and basic pig are firm at M. 49 to 55
51 to 52, and 44 respectively;
Luxemburg is M. 34 p.t.
The rolling mills are full on, rolling off the large orders
on the books for merchant iron, girders, &c.; but here
again, on account of the elections, many orders are being
kept back, and until the former are decided it is probable
that the latter will even become seldomer. One se thing is that
nearly all the old stocks.at the works have been cleared of , and as
this was the case with the merchants some short time ago, there
must be a good trade coming, when the atmosphere is clear of disturbing reports. Merchant common bars are noted at M. 102 to
108, and even 110; angles, 105 to 112; hoops, 105 to 112;
Bessemer billets, at 119 to 125 os Plates are firm, at prices
varying from M. 140 to 155 to 160 p.t. for those in iron and
Bessemer steel. The demand, however, is not great, either for
home or export account. Thin sheets of all thicknesses are in as
great request as ever, no stocks are anywhere to be found, and yet
the price cannot get up to be proportionate to the cost of the raw
material. The prices are M. 135to 145 p.t. Wire rods are still being
exported in large quantities, and the price is firm at, for ordinary
sorts, 6 mm. gauge, M. 112 to 115 p.t., and higher according to
quality. Drawn iron or steel wire costs M. 130 p.t. .Of the steel
and rail branch there is little new to report. At the last tendering
for rails in Holland Krupp's tender was the lowest, the
of
the other Rhenish works being between M. 111°20 and 113 p.t.
The Belgian offers this time were considerably higher than these,
and English firms did not tender at all. A report is current, which,
however,
uires oonfirmation, that the chances for an International Rail Convention being formed are but small, as all the
French and two of the largest works in England have declined
to entertain it, and that consequently the
tiations have been
broken off. Steel sleepers are noted at M. 115 to 120; wheels and
axles complete, 300 to 310 and higher; axles, 230; and tires, 210
to 215
higher. The machine shops have secured a little more
work, but both in orders and in prices there is much to be desired.
A small order for 100 covered railway wagons has been given out,
which fell to the lot of the worl:s in the Eastern Provinces,
The hardware industry of Remscheid—the Birmingham of Germany—is also participating in the general improvement in the
iron trade, and the factories are well employed, though the prices
are not very satisfactory. Very large quantities of skates, which
are now made by machinery, are being manufactured; files, implements of all sorts, and the coarser kinds of toels, which for the
most part are being exported to America, Beate, sodSpain. The
union of steel works has, however, just raised the price of steel,
which is a hindrance to a more extended business; but it is not
a
pene that the enhanced prices can long be maintained.
Coal and coke for industrial purposes are in very
demand.
and the latter has been contracted for for long periods at a tritle
rman 2
Gas coal cost M. 6:40 to 7°80; slack, 5°40
to 6°00;
lump, 7°60 to 8°40; coking coal, 3°30 to 4°00; foundry coke, 8°00
to 10°00; blast furnace coke, 6°80 to 8°00 p.t.
As only one-tenth of all the zinc made comes upon the English
market, and England's output is only one-fourth of the whole production, the Continental members of the zinc convention are
making strenuous efforts to elevate this country into the staple
lace for this metal, so that the market quotations shall in the
ture date from Germany—probably Berlin—instead of from
London. It is believed here that this will be accomplished.
Such transferences are es = remainseee seen — be
so easy an operationas is su
. ae
ent agi
is
goingon here, with the object. of getting an import duty levied
upon raw copper, but it meets with no encouragement
the
ment, so matters will remain as they are for the present.

THE
ENGINEER.
xa
more than seven; qualification, 50 shares; remuTHE PATENT JOURNAL.
AMERICAN NOTES.
neration, £250 per annum.
Mr. J. E. Dowson is
(From our own Correspondent.)
appointed
ingdirector, at a salary of £600 Condensed from the Journal og the Commissioners of
Patents.
per
annum,
sad
ill
also
be
entitled
to
an
addi" fr York, bol « 3rd.
sum equal to 5 per cent. upon the net
Our tel
ic
ices U
is hour in tional
Application for Letters Patent.
profits
of
each
year,
after
taking
into
account
his
Philsdelphin, Pittsburg, and Chicago indicate a own salary and the directors’ remuneration as *,* When patents have been “communicated” the
rather quiet market throughout the Interior. part
name and add
of the
icating party are
of the working expenses,
Large consumers aro pretty well supplied with
printed in italics.
material, and are therefore declining to purchase
15,5074, Compound Liquip HyprocarBon Gas Motors,
Electrified
Rooms
Company,
Limited.
for summer ——
at the present advance,
Cc. F. Wi
orth and J. Wolstenholme, London.
This com:
was registered on the 8th inst.,
27th Nov., 1886.—{Received January 24th, 1887. No,
which ra
rom 10 to 20 per cent. above the
1065 then given is cancelled. Originally included
prices W ne yee during autumn. Steel with a cole of £525, in 21 shares of £25 each,
in No, 15,507, 1886.)
rails are quoted at 39°00 dols.; foreign nail slabs with power to increase, to purchase, and work 16,4514,
Stop Beis, CU. E. Challis, London. 15th Dec.,
patents:—A
patent dated 25th
at 35°00 dols.; domestic slabs at 34°00 dols.; the following
1886,—[Received February 5th, 1887. No. 1828 then
nted to Captain Arthur Hy.
speigeleisen, 28°50 dols,; Bessemer pig, 22°00 dols. ; February, 1
. Originally included in No, 16,451,
cargo scrap, 24°00 dols, Foreign
material of all Byng, for novel forms of applying electricity for
886.)
kindsis dull, on account of hi
i
Brokers therapeutic purposes; and also a patent dated 17,163. Sarp’s Borrom Scraper, T. Thorsen, Norway.—
{Received February 5th, 1887. No. 1850 then given
here aré quite confident that, should quotations 31st May, 1886, granted to the same inventor for
is cance!
Antedated July 7th, 1886, under Interallow it, they will do an immense business during a regulation for high tension electric currents;
national Convention.)
the coming season. There is every indication of also to acquire the electrical appliances of Cap- 17,164.
Jornt for Pipes, J. Delpeutte, London.—{Rean extremely active season, both in importations tain Byng now upon the premises, 23, Landportceived February 9th, 1887. Antedated Angust 17th,
terrace, Southsea. The subscribers are :—
and in domestic
uction.
1886, under International Convention.]
The rail mills are taking very few new orders,
A.
W.
White,
Cambridge
Junction,
Portsmouth,
8th February, 1887.
and those which are accepted are for small lots railway Qh :. 1. 3. oe te te ce we
for summer delivery. Brokers have failed to Lieutenant-Colonel N. W. Walton, Southsea
1933, Currine Tooxs, R. W. Griffiths, London.
place much business abroad in steel rails or in Major P, L. Gordon, Southsea... .. .. .
1934,
Cur.ine
Tonos,
W. Leigh, Balsall Heath.
tina) che1935. Sprusnino Frames, &c., J. Wallace, jun., Belfast.
steel material of any kind; yet they are quite R. J. Rastrick, South » 3 hy.
1936. Coa Tonas, C. Meason, Bi
ham.
‘
confident that after the Ist of Apml = will mist avke.. ws. ac 0 | 4
1937,
Sprnnine
Jute,
&c.,
A. McCulloch, A. Carrie, and
succeed in placing several large lots of 5 to 10,000 D. C. Wallsnorton, Southsea ..
.
Ogilvie,
Dundee.
A.
Ford,
Portamouth,
surgeon...
..
tons to be delivered on the Gulf or Pacific Coasts, J.R. Martyr, Northeend .. .. .. ..
W. Brierley.—(J. F. Bachmann, Switzertt
tt yc
The
for summer and autumn deliveries
land,
Registered without special articles.
is not so urgent as a short time ago. The pro1939, Ro.iers for Printine, E. Carter, Halifax.
a =he
SHEARING SHEET Metat, D. Smith, jun., Wolverducing capacity of American furnaces and mills
n.
New Electric Light Syndicate, Limited.
is being very — increased,
1941. Tossen’s Fitter Press, J. Critchlow, T., W., H.,
Tank and plate iron is being ordered in large
This
company
was
registered
on
the
9th
inst.,
and
L, Forester,
.
lots at 24c. per lb. Beams and channels will with a capital of £16,000, in £10 shares, to trade 1942, Acoustic
‘Tereruones, C. Auty and F. Mori,
likely be advanced to
in a few weeks. Old as electrical engineers, manufacturers, and conHalifax.
tee rails are quoted at 25°00 dols. at tide water,
Giazina, H. E. Peach, Birkdale.
for such purposes to adopt an un- 1948. Roor
Fire Bars for Furnaces, E. Green, Radford.
though some parties are asking more. Scrap is tractors, and
agreement of the 8th inst., between C. 1944,
1945.
Furnaces,
W. Begg, Manchester.
sell at 24°00 dols. to 25-00dols, American registered
Maltby-Newton and Alfred William Hornblow. 1946, SuppLyina HEATED
Aik to Buryers of Ort Lamps,
foundry iron runs from 20-00 dols. to 23-00 dols., The
subscribers are :—
A. Westwood, London.
according to quality. The producers in all
Shares,
1947.
Supine
Trivet,
J.
E. Maddock, Birmingham.
avenues are holding back. The
upward *S. Tu
Primrose Club, St. James's
1948. Smokers’ Pocket Compenpium, W. Logan, Monksere |is likely to crowd prices a little higher; *C. Maltby-Newton, C.E., Maidenhead ..
wearmouth.
1949. Bots, A. B. Milne, Birmingham.
but in all directions there is a conservative ten- *C, D, Singer, 47, St. Mary Axe, printer
M, Tugman,98, Junction-road,N... .. ..
1950. ApyusTING BaLance of Two-WHEELED VEHICLES,
dency, caused by the probability of heavy impor- Mrs, Borras,
8 and 9, Martin’s-lane, E.C., surC. G. McDowell, Warrington.
tations of English steel rails and iron. The T. WOON,
esiy te Ata eMi ae ABS 4% 00. 40: “09
1951. MatcH-Box, 8. Jacob, Birmingham.
American iron market, in a word, is very J.
rs Creasy, Sidcup, printer .. .. ..
1952. Switcn for Evecrric Licutina, A. F. Dewar and
strong, very active, and full of encourage- H. F.
on.
, 111, Queen’s-road, Dalston, clerk
ttte
tt
tt F. Wilson,
ment, both to foreign makers of material and
TELEPHONE Support, 8. Rosenblatt, London.
The first three subscribers are appointed direc- 1953.
m Fasteners, G. G. Smith, London.
home producers,
f
tors; qualification, 25 shares.
e company in 1954.
1955. ALarM ComMUNICATION, A. Mathey, London.
general meeting will determine remuneration.
= Fastenine for Bances, &c., M. and 8. Lotheim,
irming’
ae ~ PortaBLe [nHALING AppaRatTos, E. Krull, LonUniversal Simplex Type Writer, Limited.
NEW COMPANIES.
on.
This company was
registered on the 4th inst., 1958, Carntripces, W. Ford, Sutton Coldfield.
Ph. following companies have just been regis- with a capital of £100,000, in £1 shares, to carry 1959. TeLEPHONIC Recervers, J. L. Corbett, Glasgow.
Macaivery, A. G. Brookes.—(A.
on the business of type-writer manufacturers and 1960.Weed,Fite-cutrina
United a)
mechanical engineers, The subscribers are :—
Boscombe Pier Company, Limited.
1961. Base Fork, R. R. Main, Glasgow.
CoupLina, &., Ramtway Kowiina Stock, R.
This company was
tered on the 8rd inst., A. E. Kirk, 98, Lansdowne-road, Hackney,Shares. 1962.
G
’ Carlisle,
with a capital of £15,000, in £5 shares, to con- tobacconist’s
te ite ek 65. 06 “ot 06
yy ah PeramuLators, G. Asher and J.
struct a promenade, pier, jetty, and landing-place T. Cranfield, 1, Grasley-road, Walworth .. ..
ut
i
1964. TUBULAR Secrions, J. Oliver, Chesterfield.
at Boscombe, Christchurch, Hants. The sub- A. J. Salter, 36, Gresbrook-road, Upper Holloway,
1965. Gas, J. Birchall, London.
scribers are :—
ren, 8 , mm -road, Barnsbury clerk..
1966. Newbies, B. H. Smith, Birmingham.
P. Roberts, 37, St. Augustine’s-road, N.W., clerk
1967. O11 Cans, W. Royle, London.
C. W. Wyatt, Bournemouth, land agent
G. Holmes, 202, Hackney-road, engineer .. ..
1968. CarD-BoaRD Boxes, H. Taylor, London.
Hi.Basalget , Bournemouth, solicitor ..
J.
Kenny,
8,
Scales-road,
Tottenham,
journalist...
tt
tte
1969. MasHixe Fruit, &c., J. Trickett, Sheffield,
. Savage,
at
1970. Funes, A. Gersdorff, London.
J.G.Shepherd, B. A
anage:
Registered
without
special
articles.
1971. Door Mat, W. David, London.
W. Hoare, Bournemouth,
builder .. ..
1972. Tres, &., F. Brown, London.
J.C. Harvey, Bournemouth .. .. ..
1973. Bi-caRBoNATE CoLumns, W. B. Cogswell, LiverJ, A.Hosker, Bournemouth, surgeon ..
ttt
eltat
tt
1.
The subscribers are to appoint the first direc- _Evectric Licutinc.—Lord Thurlow’s Electric 194, Caustic Sopa, &c., L. Mond and D. B. Hewitt,
Liverpool.
tors; qualification, 20 shares.
Lighting Act (1882) Amendment Bill, which has
1975,
PADDLE-WHEELS, &c., G. Beach, London.
been introduced in the House of Lords, is founded 1976. Coat
Boxes, J. R. Lambert, London.
the evidence submitted to the House of Lords 1977. Hoxtprast
Creed’s Patent Permanent Plant Coffer Dam on
Fisu-piates, &c., J. A. McLaren,
Select Committee of last year, and amends the comLondon.
Syndicate, Limited.
pulsory purchase clause by extending the rights of 1978.
Cuan
Harrows, J. Huxtable, London.
This company proposes to carry on the business the undertakers from 21 to 42 years, and
provides 1979. AvuTomaTic WeicHinc Macuine, E. Ubrig,
of engineers and contractors, especially for works for the valuation of the goodwill of the undernm.
connected with water, such as harbours, docks, — as in other industrial undertakings. The 1980. Castor, H. Forman, London.
embankments, reservoirs, subways, the raising of postal telegraph provisions as to laying of wires 1981. Meta Drums, J. A. Howell, London.
1982. TRaNsForMING Heat into Exectricity, G. E.
sunken or stranded vessels, and the reclamation are from the Government Bill of last year.
Stafford.
of land, &e. The ey was incorporated on
New BOoILERS anD EnaINEs.—The following 1983, BRAKE, Digdy de la Motte du Boulay, Dorsetthe 4th inst., with a capital of £3000, in £1 shares.
paragraph
from
the
American
Milling
Engineer
The subscribers are :—
ye SeLr-actiNa ADVERTISING Macune, G. J. Rhodes,
Shares may be commended to many :—In starting new
on.
J. M. Foler, J.P., C.E., Holmes Chapel, Cheshire
1 steam machinery for the first time, the greatest 1985. Trunxs, W. B. Williamson, Middlesex.
H. Bi
Cricklewood, N.W., con’
r..
1 care should be taken, in order to prevent injury. 1986, Stampine, &c., Macuinery, C. W. Pinkney,
G. P. Jay, 12,
street, land agent.. .. 1 The change from low temperature to very —_
iddlesex.
J. R. Carrick, C.., 21, Arlesford-road, ClaphamHatcnixa Ecos by ArtiriciaL Heat, C. E.
exerts tremendous force, which is all the 1987.
1 ones
Hearson, Middlesex.
more dangerous and insidious for the reason that 1988.
R. Wainwright 18, Alexandra-road, N.W., merMovine
Bates of Mercuanpise, T. W. Potter
1 its effects are not seen until the mischief is done.
and A. M. Tod, Middlesex.
Sees ,
R. Richards, 4, CR Ne
1 This great force is expansion, or the dilation of = Drivine Cuarss, R. F. Halland T. Mabbutt, LonJ. F. King, 52, Loraine-road, Holloway, ar itant
mn.
volume—bulk, or superfices, by heat, and those
mest
ce,cae,
MEET CES ae pO a i
1 unfamiliar with it have no conception of the strains 1990. Harsours, G. F. Redfern.—(R. J. H. Saunders,
L isbon.
Upon terms of an agreement of the 12th ult., set up. We shall not go into a discussion of them 1991.
Brakes, O. May and E. K. Coates, London.
require many figures 1992. TrREaTING
the nee will purchase from Mr. Thomas in this article, for it would
BREWERS’ Gratn, G. Epstein, London.
Creed, ofMilton House, Huddleston-road, Willes- and references to authorities and physics for which 1993. BieacHine Sotvution, E. Hermite, E. J. Paterden-green, an exclusive license for the South- the general reader has little interest. We content
son, and C. F, Cooper, London.
Eastern District, of the letters patent No. 227: ourselves with brief practical directions for avoid- 1994. Borr.e, F. Marsh and A. Jarman, Cambridge4.D. 1885, foran improved economical and rapi ing damage to plant, involving future repair and 1995, Venicies, H. H. Lake.—(D. M. Pfautz, United
loss. Boilers newly set should be
construction of
er dams, and other works —
States.
where water is to be excluded. The purchase eated up eo 4slowly indeed, and the fires should
MiLk, J. Carnrick, London.
consideration is £900 in fully-paid shares, and not be lighted under the boilers for at least two 1996.
1997. Sewine Macuines, H. H. Lake.—(J. E. Wheeler,
it is possible to wait this
£100 in cash, with a royalty of one-fourth the weeks after ee
United States.)
is two weeks enables all parts 1998. SutpHuRic Acip, A. M. Clark.—(J. Brown, F.
profits of any works, after setting aside a suffi- length of time.
Herreshoff, W. H., and G. H. Nichols, United States.)
cient amount as will pay 5 per cent. upon the of the mason work to set gradually and harden
1999. Waaon, T. Hill, London.
subscribed capital, with the option to the pur- naturally ;the walls will be much more likely to 2000.
Heatine Apparatus, R. A. Rew, C. B. Foote, J.
chaser of purchasing the royalty for £20,000, remain perfect than where fires are lighted while
W. Hull, and B. B. Day, London.
poe four-fifths in shares, and one-fifth in cash. the mortar is yet green. When a fire is started 2001.
Curtina, &c., Paper, A. M. Clark.—(E. Brissaut,
Mr. 8. Wells, of 45, er sorement, is to under a new boiler for the first time, it should be
France.)
receive from the company£200 in fully paid-up a very small one, and no attempt should be made 2002. MiLE-stones, E. H. Burgoyne, London.
shares, and £100 in cash, in consideration of ser- to do more than moderately warm all parts of the 2003. Hats, J. R. Kelsey, Middlesex.
2004. Crips, 8. Pitt.—(0. Kallenberg, Switzerland.)
vices and expenses in connection with the forma- brickwork. A slow fire p dew be kept up for 2005.
Brewrnea, C, Clinch, London.
tion of the company.
twenty-four hours, and on the second day it may
Currina FixcER Nats, A. Samuel, London.
be slightly increased. Three full days should 2006.
Registered without special articles,
2007.
Dritis, H. Reeves, London.
elapse before the boiler is allowed to make any
steam
at
all.
When
the
pressure
rises,
it
should
9th February, 1887.
Dowson Economic Gas and Power Company,
not be allowed to go above 41b. or 51b. by 2008. Roor Tixgs, G. Evans, London.
imi
the ga
and the safety valve weight should be 2009. Printep Matter, J. Blakey, Leeds.
This —- was
registered on the 3rd inst., taken off to prevent any4 gpeg, of an increase. 2010. Furniture Natt, &c., C. Crisp and W. Crisp,
with a capi
of
,000, in £10 shares, to Steam should be allowed to go through all the
acquire the follo’
letters patent, viz., No. 2859, pipes attached for steam, and blow through the 2011. HyDRo-caRBoN Lamps, F. R. Baker, Birmingdated 30th June, 1881, and No. 3406, dated 10th engine beforeany attempt is made to get pressure
Parsrisa ARTIFICIAL Skies, &c., G. J. Sershall,
x
1883,ew a to Joseph Emerson Dowson, = them. | Fg rs)
of all — ——— and 2012.ockley.
$ careis toprevent
injury by sudden expansio
2013.
Raitway VEHICLE Covup.ina, R., T., and J. J.,
Sciarcamearel
e@ man~—
4
an ears
ent of gas, which, as we have alana stated, may cause prs | Redhead,
J. Carr, and G. A. Dixon, Newcastle-upone.
. The ee itself should be thorough!
Shares,
2014.
Feit
Hats,
&c., F. W. Cheetham, Manchester.
heated
before
the
engine
is
started,
and
the
bac
J. E.Dowson,
C.E., 8, Great
le
1 head should be left off and steam blown through 2015. CorruaaTED Iron, &c., Roors, W. Gwinnett,
Major-General ©. 8. Webber
In aenese Eatonwe 'M iia,it = i scn-strect, 8:W., 3 +
1 the port by moving the valve by hand. This will e016. BeOE Urrens
Upp
3 Gregory, Leicester.
drive out any
or chips and core sand left 2017. Wuisk, &c., W.A.F.
Masex’ Manchester.
in
the
ports,
If
these
precautions
are
observed,
2018.
Looms,
R.
L.
Hattersley and J. Hill, YorkA. Dowson, C.E., 8,Great
S.W. ..
and the engine run very slowly indeed, at first, for
Ww. Hartman, 13,biliterstreet,street,
merchant
1 a few hours, increasing the speed by d
M. Woodhead and P. Angois,
the ~~.0 VELociPepEs,
C. E.Ellis,1, Tem
barrister ..
1 probabilities are that much fewer re
be 2020. Fotprne ; Spectacies, C. Heath, Southport.
H. Brown, 7, Wallbr
‘tor .
1 needed
than where reckless haste is used to start 2021.
Sarery
Horse
BREAKING
APPARATUS, + McHardy
ar eemeribame oretoappola
int the first direc- up at once after
the last joint has been made on and G. C.
,
tors; the number is not to less
than three,
nor the premises,
2022. Recorpine Spsscu, T, Heskin, Lancashire,
Fen.

18, 1887.
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2023. Raisina, &., RarLway CARRIAGE Wixvows, J.
Wallace and A. Hoster, London.
2024, Merautic Cameo Portraits, M. Cobe, Man= Propucixe Meat from Oats, &c., J. P. Hepburn,
Vv:
le
2026. Governors for Steam, &c., Encrves, H. Tateand
J. Kellip, se
2027. Boor Trees, J. Blakey, London.
2028, Evecrric Batteries, P, Jolin, Bristol.
2029. E.ectrric Betts, P, Jolin, Bristol.
2030, Putter Biocks and SHEAVEs, W. Alexandcr,
Glasgow.
2031. Carts, R. G. Garvie, Glasgow.
2032. Steam Traps, P. Fyfe, Glasgow.
¢
2033. FacitiTaTinG the Transit of Rainway Wacoys,
C. Simmons and B, Williams,
on.
2034. Pianororte Action, C. A. Latarche, London.
2035. PrevenTine Accipents in Hoists, W. H. Noble,
2036. Avuromatic Brakr for Lirnocrapuic, &c., Proxtinc Macuines, J. Rusby,
mn.
2037. KircHEN-RANGES, H. 8. Moorwood, Sheffield.
2038. Courtine and Uncoupi:na Raitway, &e.,
Venicies, A. Petty, Sheffield.
2039. Prerarinc WooL, &c., for Sprxnina, J. W. Smith,
Bradford.
2040. Removine Corns, E. J. Hindler, London.
2041. Taxe-up Devices for Sewinc Macutnes, 8. W.
Wardwell, London.
2042. PuotocrapuHic CAMERAS, J. R. Gotz, London.
2043. Coupiina, &c., Rotiina Stock, G. F. Stickings,
ion.
2044. Apvertisina, &c., C. Wraa, London.
2045, Transmission of Power, T. D. Hollick and W. E.
Rickard, London.
2046. Buckies for Braces, C. F. Gardner.—(S. May,
United States.)
2047. ADVERTISING Sicn, W. H. Wakfer, London.
2048. Liagntine Rattway CaRRiaGces with Gas, J. E.
Rigby,
iW.
2049, ConTROLLING and Reversine Gear, C. Henderson,
Ww.
2050, GALVANIC Batreeies, G. Wehr, London.
2051. Hotpinac Screw Heaps, Nuts, &c., K. Banks,
mn.
2052. Knitrep Fasrics, G. H. emg London.
2053. Rees for Dryina Fisnina Lines, W. D. 8.
kins,
2054. REVERSING SLIDE Vatves, C, F. Thompson,
2055. Saoes for Horses, &c., C. J. Jutson and F. A.
ea Londo: n.
2056. Mixers’ Sarety Lamp, J. Douglas, London.
2057. Non-rytoxicatinc Beverace, W. Ansell,
ion.
2058. Sprit Cotrars or Giss, &c., A. T. Harvey,
2059. Inpicatine the Borie of Ligquips in a Kerrie,
F. E. V.
London.
2060. Correr, W. Gentles, London.
2061. Apparatus for Payine Waaes, &c., J. Freeman,
on.
2062. Neck-Tre Fastevers, P. Gye, London.
2068. Roratine ENGINEs, H. Faija, London.
2064. Sewina Macuines, H. H. Lake.—(4. A. Fisher
and A, J. Hart, United a
2065. Kweapina Macuines, J. Peyer, London.
2066. Inpicatine the Levet of Liquips, H. H. Lake.
—-(A. Ferraris, ~_
2067. Fasrentnes for Boots, &c., J. Needham,
London.
2068. Fotpina Bens, &c., J. ¥. Johnson.—{ W. C. Ilsley,
United States.)
10th February, 1887.
2069. Corn Mererine, A. W. Anderson, Woolwich.
2070. Five Tuimeie and Stoprer, W. P. Walters, B.
McKee, and R. Collins, London.
2071. ADJUSTABLE PiPe Tones, G. H. Hollidge, London.
2072. mG Pw ongfor Tea and Corres Ports, A. H. Bowman,
mn.
2073. Meta Pouisu, C. Hall, Bristol.
2074. Cup or Hoiper for Hoipinc AppREss &e.,
Carps, R. J. Jones, London.
2075, Ficrertne Papers, W. Y:
, London.
2076. Empossette, J. C. Mitchell, Exeter.
2077. Brooms and Brusues, H. Pipe, London.
2078. SEL¥F-cLosine Vatve Taps, J. Wright, London.
2079. ConTroLLinc TELEPHONIC ComMuUNiIcaTions, J.
Gill, Keighley.
seek beeectine Inx, J.J. Linzell, London.
2081. Fovisuinec Itauian or SATEEN Fasrics, M. Sharp,
Bradford.
2082. Busties or Dress-imPROvERS, W. Percy, Northum! berland.
2083, Stream BorLeR with Gas GENERATOR Furnace, J.
Salter, Manchester.
2084. LockxstitcH Farr Stitce Macute, J. Cutlan,
London,
2085. Hypravuuic Vatves, A. and W. Purvis, Glasgow.
2086. Measurina CurRENTSs of ELectricity, T. Parker,
Manchester.
2087. Sears, 8. H. Gillam, Bridgwater.
2088. Sarery Apparatus, J. G. Beckton, Middlesbrough-on-Tees.
2089. WATERPROOFING TEXTILE Fasrics, T. F. Wiley,
Bradford.
2090. Stoprerine Jars, &c., D. Rylands, Barnsley.
2091. Looms, E. Woodhouse and J. J. Grimshaw,
Bradford.
2092. Uritistnc Coat Duoss, &c., L. A. Brode, Pollokshields.
2093, Letrerino Meta.iic Pencit Cases, A. G. Harley,
2094. SEED Dritts, C. E. Taunton and J. W. Batter.
2095 Metat Heev Prates, C. Roberts, Liverpool.
2096. Tasies, C. I. Wiley, London.
2097. DistnFectinc MaTeriaL, H. K. Spark and J.
Warburton, Sheffield.
2098. Brazit Hogs, J. Perks, Wolverhampton.
2099. GENERATING Heat in STEaM Borers, &c., J. A.
e, Halifax.
2100. Currina ScaLe Boarp, G. Downs, London.
2101. OverHEAD Raitways, W. P. English, London.
2102. Pranorortes, R. Davidson, Glasgow.
2103. CLEANING FiLEs and Rasps, R. Denison, London.
2104. Lanrerns, T. Bass, London.
2105. Mitts for Grixnpinc Gra, F. K. Woodroffe,
London,
2106. Hotprast for Winpow Bu1nps, J. H. Seldon,
London.
a Hoistine Bucket, E. F. Bamber.—(S. J. Kilby,
2108, Crrcutar Kyitrine Macuine, J. Bettney and B.
Hurst, London.
2109, Removine Fuser Or from Crupe Spirits, H.
Grote, London.
2110. Impartina Buoyancy to Liresoats, &c., F. W.
wster, London.
2111. Bau Cocks or Taps, J. T. Harris, London.
2112. WaTeR-cLosets, J. T. Harris, London
2113. Rarsine, &., Woypow SasHes, A. Walker and
s
i
Ww.
2114. Moutpine the Epges of Piares of Guass, O. C.
Hawkes, London.
2115. Putters for Wmpow Buinps, &c., G. H. Stokes
and H. 8. Whi'
, London.
2116. Drop-pown SMALL-aRMs, W. Monton, E. Brettell,
and W. Bentley, London.
2117. TuHeRMoriues, G. E. Dorman, Stafford.
2118. Garpen Cuarrs, 8. N. Castle, London.
2119. Furnaces, F. M. Spence and D. D. Spence,
ester.
2120. Prayina a Game, J. L. Coutenceau, London.
2121. Loaprne and Discuareme Coat Caroogs, G.
Taylor, London.
2122. Exectric Motors, R. E. B, Crompton and J. H.
F. Soll, London.
2128. Propucina Drsicns — TEXTILE Fasnrics, &c.,
H. H. Lake.—(L. Whitefeld, United States.
2124, Suspenpine Pencii-cases to WaTcH Hains, H,
L. Symonds, London,
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ee PENT
=
~ Caemicat Fire Extinavisners, D. Spence, between said reins, and means for securing the reins speedof the shaft, and a switch or commutator
2125. Curistmas, &c., Carps, M. fo.Jonas, London.
com.
Ww.
2126. Hare Pix, F. Savory,
andBape bar together, one pidas set forth. trolled by the movement of said interposed mechanism,
ping jaws and whereby the equilibrium or balance between power
2127, Fitter Presses, J. Brock. and T. Minton, 2230. HARDENING Steet, W. W. Curley and J. Hall, (2) The comaqination of a pairof
e!
Sheffield.
their
reins
or
handles,
a
porter
bar
oF
between
London.
2128. Pristine Ixstrumeyts, F. H. W. Higgins, 2231. Mixinc GranvcarR Mareria.s, J. Crossfield and
E. Beck, Liverpoo!
London.
2129. Courtine for Ratrway Wacons, J. Walker and 2232. WHEELS =>Rattway Carriaces, 8. and F. E.
Andrews,
a
30. Evecrricat Inpuctors, F. Jehl, Lond
2233. Par Harts, _.Herzberg, London.
ss). Pumprxe Liquips, P. M. Justice.—(J. ‘Macdonald, 2234. devenaeeea® Extinovrsnine Fire, W. H.
Percival, London.
United States.)
2132. Dress Iuprovers, T. Hurley.—(C. E. Longden, 2235 Nove. Composition, P. Grosfils, London.
United States.)
2236. Lupricators for Gas Enornes, H. Bamford,
London.
2133. Suan. Oe G. Bentley, J. B. Jackson, and
2237. Firrines for Tuses, H. D. Cooper, London.
J. Macnary,
jon.
2134. Gatvanic Bartrertes, A. Schanschieff, London. 2238. Support for Rops, Pires, &c., W. Small piece
London.
llth February, 1887.
2239. Compixation of Certain Toois, R. 8. Carter,
~ BLIND Furniture, W. M. Simons and J. Tagg,
Bristol.
2240. Pressep Carppoarp Boxes, H. Henschell,
Png Om Laps, W. H. weX. Mir Corie
London.
2241. Mowrne and Rearine Macaines, R. Davison,
2137. Specracie CLeaner,G
2138. Starcn, H. L. Suhnan and
, Lonjon.
2242. Reeps for Looms for Weavine, W. Halliday,
don.
London.
2139. Neep.es,G. Hi
digs
2243. Compounp Friction Wericntixc Motion, T.
2140. Bracket, A. Barr,
2141. Sarery Pix, 0. G. "Goodman, Birmingham.
Singleton, Halifax.
2142. SPrnnine ya
J. Smith, Bradford.
2244.
R Botts, &c., F. Taylor, London.
2245. Furnaces for Heatine, &c., Mrverat Svs2143. Bettina,F. T. K.
verpool.
STANCES, F. M. and D. D. Spence, Manchester.
2144. Sprenine and DovBLinec *Corrox, H. Ashworth,
2246. Preventina Om FLowine out of Lamps when
Manchester.
and load is maintained, notwithstanding a change of
Upset, F. V. Smythe, Gravesend.
ae polos Warens
for Mirrors, &c., W. D. Wilkinson and
either, substantially as and for the purposes specified.
. Fow!
2247. Fricrion Civrcnh Puiiteys, W. Mather.—{J.
Hunter and Son, United States.)
2146. WaRPIna 1
W. G. Bywater and T. 3.
490. Dovsire Tuse Insector, John R. Goekring,
2248. MarkinGc-Ink UTENsILs, J. Baan, London.
Philadelphia, Pa.— Filed August 9th, 1836.
2147. FIRE-BLOWERS, W. Pugh and W. E. Hart, jun., 2249. Oprometers, L. Engelhard, Berli:
Claim.—An
injector having two or more sets of
2250. Automatic Copyine Latue, T. Millett, London.
Wolverham; pton.
steam nozzles and combining tubes, the nozzles receiv2251. TuBEs or Conpurts for Gas, &c., Coxpvcrors, J.
2148. Covertne Watts, W. P. Bruce, London.
ing steam simultaneously in starting the injector, and
H.
—(A. Léon, France. )
2149. Propucine Fivormwe of Macyesiu, A. Feld
the
overflow
passages
being formed wholly in the rear
2252. Brake for RAILWAY Trains, &c., T. G. Stevens,
London.
2150. Improvep Insectors, J. Y. Johnson.—{R. Seguela,
Dartford.
France.)
2253. Toois for Formine the Exterior of BotrLe
2151. Repvucrxe Zrxc, P. Keil, Liverpool,
Necks, T. Wickham — Nall, London.
reins, and a screw for closing the jaws and clamp2152. ApvustinG theStonesof Mitis, J. Higginbottom
Cuorues Peas, J. Nall,G. Goodair, and T. Wick- the
ing the reins upon the porter bar, substantially as nA
and O. Stuart, Liverpool.
ham, London.
ae ofa pair of clamping jaws
2255. STOPPERING cn
&e., G. Goodair, T. Wick- — ‘ne The aang
2153. Furnaces, C. Johnson, Durham.
veaes or handles, a porter bar
2154. Race Games, W. 8. Oliver, Canonbury
ham, and J. Nall, London.
lood nok anaes in o
te sides, and
2155. AvToMATIC Gear for Enarves, J. Tickle, West 2256. Toots for Cee the Ivrertor of BortLe woe
means for eh
closing the jaws and forcing
on aa. Wickham
and J. Nall, London.
Bromwich.
the
reins
into
the
grooves
in the porter bar, substanti. Textice Fasric, F. H. Ford, A. N. Ford, and J. ally as set forth.
2156. AppLyrinc ALaRvMs to Bacs, &c., W. H. Percival,
ow*Archer, London.
London.
2157. ARRANGEMENT for Hosts, M. Thompson, H. 2258. Pexpotuss, li. D. Sanders, London.
333. Ixcanpescent ELectric Lamp, Saat Fan
pson, and J. W;
.
2259. Recenerative Gas Lamps, G. F. Redfern.—(J.
Depoele, v~ Mm. —Filed August Ist, 1885.
= Fire-Bars, D. N. Arnold and W. Young, LonCerpaux, Belgium.)
An
d
d of
- Presser WHEELS for Knittinc Macuines, P. 8. an Claim.—(Q1)
indefinite number of small fibres united at their
insey,
ion.
2159. Strarnine Potatoes, A. Lawrie, London.
ends and arranged in loose, imperfect, and dis2160. Fivusuine Ciosets, A. D. Middleton and W. J. 2261. Macuines for Rutixa Paper, &c., E. L. Mann, outer
continuous contact with each other throughout the
Brown, London.
(2) An in2161. Makino Dentixs, T. Higgins, London.
2262. Rar-way and other Lamps, J. Thorne and E. B. remainder of their <= asd described.
of a
le of loose
Burr, London.
2162. Comss, 8. T. L.‘Kouyoumdjogion London.
2163. IxpicaTor, J. Holdsworth, Bradford.
2263. Causinc Fountains to Pray in Cotovrs, J. M,
2164. Lamps, 8 Arnold, Bradford.
B. Baker, London.
2165, Trousers Strercuers, J. H. Johns, London.
14th February, 1887.
2166. Ssow Pioves, A. Lockett, London.
combining tube of the series, and having an area
2264. TypeW. Hewett, London.
2167. Pristine Macutyes, E. J. Lambert, London.
equal to or greater than the combined areas of the
2265.
Drivinc
Mecnanis™
for Sprxnine and Dovstine
2168. CoaTinG Puiates with Tix, T. Freeman and D.
steam nozzles, all
y as
Frames,
W.
Taylor,
Manchester.
enkins,
jon.
2266. Firrines for Wixpow Buiixps, W. Lord, Middles2169. Spape, &c., F. A.
pson, London.
brough.
649. Evecrric Current Inpicator, Montgomery
2170. Corres Ports, H. J.
ter,eee
Waddell, Coburg, Ontario, Canada,—Filed April
2267. Sprincs for Pistons of Stream Enoives, R.
2171. Orcans, W. J. Led
Brown, South Shields.
==. Stoprixc WinpING ENGINES, T B.Temple, Lon- 2268.
Claim._ in an electric current meter or indicator,
Tram-car Starter, J. Yates, London.
on.
2269. Removinc the Capprnes or SurFace of SEALED
the
ination, with a pendulum, of a horizontally2173. Baxts, A. 8)
-Moss, London.
Howeycoms,8S.Simmins, Rottingdean.
2174. Buttons, E. Griffith, London.
2270. SEPARATING Honey from the Comass, 8. Simmins,
2175. SicNaciic, B. Dukes, London.
2176. Pap.ocks, T. C. Down, Staffordshire.
DIFFERENTIAL SPEED for Porrers’ LatHes, A.
a. Sen H. Holden and R. G. Brooke, Lon- a ding,
rt.
2272. Lips for Hotxow Wessexs, W. Jennings and F.
2178. Watcues,P.Pommier, London.
Evans,
eS ay, Sicnatiine, J. Saxby, J. 8. Farmer, 2273. JoustSheffield.
or FasTentno for Mirrors, &c., F. R. fibres unitedat «ach end, as described, and having a
loose wrapping along its intermediate portion, as
Baker,
2180. GaTEs for Crossines of Rartways, F. B. Behr, 2274.
described. (3) An i
d
t fil t
istingof
Hat
Venticators,
F. C. Bowen, London.
London.
the combination of a bundle of loose fibres held a
2275. Merauuic Ciasp, T. Bates, Sheffield.
2181. Hawsom Cass, J. H. Hannay, London.
Automatic Vent Pec or Spice, J. W. M. Peyton, ther by a loose wrapping of thread and provided at
2182. Gas Bow Pipes, T. Carpenter and W. H. Ford, 2276.
end with clips d, substantially as descri
Bradford.
2277. Rotary Pumps, J. Bat
, jun.,
2183. Borrom of Ovens, 8. Bradford, London.
SYRUPING AERATED WATER nS F. Lydon, $58,335. Execrric Locomotive, Charles J. Van
2184. CARRYING SapDLEs of VELOCIPEDES, ritH. Over- 2278.
Depoele, Chicago, IU.—Filed April 28th, 1886.
Galway.
man, London.
Claim.—(1) In an electric locomotive, the combinaSotes of Boots and Sores, A. Alexander, Aber2185. BicycLes DRIveN by Rear Waeet, F. Hughes.— 2279.
tion
of an electric motor having one or more driving
gavenny.
(G. Rothgiesser, Germany.)
main driving wheels, and connections, an
TARGETS for Rrrte Practice, T. B. Ralston and Iatertosdinte
a ener of Pon, M. P. W. Boulton, Oxford- 2280.
ediate shaft, to which the driving wheels are
J. 8. Knox, Glasgow.
ted, and which is provided with
2281.
aaiesenne
of
Sewers,
J.
B.
McCallum
and
T.
2187. Frre-sars, A. Tolhurst, C. A. Glazbrook, and
one or more ‘friction pulleys, one or more idle pulleys,
8. McCallum, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
A. Philbey,
2282. Hot-waTeR Heatinc Apparatus, W. Oliphant, and pivotted levers, to which the idle pulleys are con2188. Loapinc Barces, W. Thomas, London.
nected, said levers
ane provided with sdiesng
on.
2189. Boots, &c., C. E. Bird, London
s, substantially as shown and
Fotpisc and ApvustaBLe Cuarr, E. Smith,
2190. PREVENTING ACCIDENTAL DEsceNT of Caces, F. ==.
whereby the idle pall are heldoe the motor
West Dulwich.
N Wardelland J. Mitchell, London.
2284.
Moristentnc
Paces
of
Letrer
Books,
H.
W.
2191. ELecTRO-MaGNETIC Motors, H. H. Lake. ~(J. Ward, Halifax.
pressure. (2) In anprom he alt an the combinaAudouy, France.)
Savine Lire from Drows1ne at Sea, C. W. Lees, tion of an electric motor having a plurality of driving
2192. Lae for Jorsts of Tuses, &c., H. D. Geizer, 2285.
Londen.
2286.
Horse
Harness,
W.
J.
Andrews,
Walthamstow.
os +Ratbwar Brakes, A. J. Boult.—{J. L. Brown, = Drivinc GEAR for PockET SEWING Macuryes, E.
355,335)
ted States,
G. Reuss, London.
Sefesting curved solenoid core carried by such pen2194.Gas Enoryes, H. J. Haddan.—{W. Gavillet and 2288.
Lock’ Nuts, J. Conlong. London.
ulum anda curved coil in an electric circuit acting
L. Martaresche, France.)
2289.
SHEATH
KNIves,
C.
Ibbotson,
Sheffield.
upon such core, substantially as set forth.
2195. Decoratixc Furniture Evecrricatyy, F. H. 2290. Fire-pLaces, E. M. Young and G. B. Moss, LinJudson, London.
coln.
353,989.
Axxciar ArMatURE for DyNaMo-ELECTRIC
2196. Musicat Instruments, J. A. Cave, London.
VenTiLatine Apparatus, E. M. Young and G. B.
Macurves, Bhaer A, Sperry, Chicago, Ill.—Filed
2197. Hee. Priates for Boots and Saves, G. Randall, 2291.
Moss, Lincoln.
June
9th,
1883.
London.
SHapinc Necks of Borries, &c., W. P. Wilson,
Claim.—(1) An annular armature havi acore
2198. Siixe or Suspenper for Kyapsacks, &c., H. J. 2292.
London.
Rose, London.
formed of two laterally-external metallic binding rings
2293.
Pianororte
Actions,
F.
Peterman,
London.
and
ps of intermediate thin metallic segments,
2199. FirE-arnms, A. Martin, London.
2294. VeLocrPepes, W. Smith and G. Hicking, London.
which are insulated
from each other, and the loop-like
2295. CARTRIDGES, P. te London.
12th February, 1887.
bar conductors bent around said core and insulated
2296. CONTROLLING SLUICE Ways,G. W. Carter, London.
therefrom, said
‘ted to a com2200. DiapHRadms of Evecrricar. TeLepnones, J. S. 2297. TREATMENT of SaccnarRine, A. and L. Q. Brin,
mutator, substantially as set f
(2) In an annular
, London.
.
London.
le: wincetapen ane drivi wheels
armature, the combination, with the external rings
2201. Biackine, &c., R. E. Donovan and J. McKenny, 2298. SaccHaRrye, A. and L. Q. Brin, London.
The
loc
oval
Cand
rat
and
inte:
ted
thin
tallic segDublin.
2299. Disinrectants, H. W. Schafer, London.
with friction ens, and also mec
ments hwsthy meng by suitable bolts to form a core,
2202. PLaTe and ~<a for a Cup or Grass, R. W. 2300. Wixpow and other Fasteners, R. W. Pyne, to
the driving wheels,
a plurality of idle pulleys sup- of the
arms H, provided with T-heads —_
Binns, Worceste:
portedin movable frames, age levers controlling to the
C, eatsuitable conductors arranged abou
2203. WIRE Ropes a Cas.zs, J. B. Stone, London.
2301. SEWING Macuryes, E. Hammerstein, London.
said core and. provided with means for electrical 2204. Ivrerna Stopper, A. Mooney, Knottingley,
and 2302. Urimistnc Metatiic Cements, &c., T. Smith,
Pon
upon the pivotted
2205. Cuvurns, J. Wooldridge, Stourbridge.
2303. PLAYING TRIANGLES, W. F. Porter, London.
pulley into action, as set forth. (3) In an
2206. Currine the PILE of Vetvets, &c., D. Scott, 2304. —
for Matcues, A. St. J. W. Wriford, —T
electri
of an electric
an
Manchester.
aa an intermediate aly shaft, ~ which it
2207. Curtine Vetvets, Corps, &c., D. Scott, Man- 2305. Forveny, &c., H. L. Doulton and W. Parker, ismotor
mechanically connected, main driving w
supLondon.
porting pmo nefbetween deyaidwheels and the inter2208. Currise VeLvets, Corps, &c., G. Roger, Man- 2306. Metauiic ALLoys,T. Slater, London.
anew 4Sshait and motor, and vertically yielding
chester.
2307. CLosine Doors, D. Doyen, London.
mechanical connections between the main and inter2209. Dress Suspenper, H. Worsley, Manchester.
2308. Snirts, A. R. Ramsey, London.
mediate driving wheels, as set forth.
2210. ConverTinc O1s into Spray, 8. F. Rhodes, 2309. KeyLess Watcues, A. Junghans, London.
on.
2310. Lirepoats, J. T. Morris, Manchester.
358,457. DupLtex Sream Vatve, Simeon Mills,
2211. Brace Buckies, C. W. Eyland, Birmingham.
2311. Steam Enornes, J. Bonicard, London.
Madison, Wis.—Filed May 21st, 1886.
—
&c., for Braces, &c., C. N. Eyland, 2312. Borrsc Macnine, R. Stanley, London
Claim.—(1) A duplex steam valve consisting of a
2313. Vaporisinc Liguips, C. D. Abel. —(The Gas double-f:
convex valve seat A, the adjustable con2213. Workinec of Fry Comps or Dorrers, G. and J
Motoren-Fabrik Deutz, German: 2
Carver, Cleckhea'
——
the Movrus a ars, L. Bettenant,
2214. mg
¥. N. Mackay and A. G. Chris-.
tiansen,
2315. VenTILaTING Apparatus, HH H. Lake.—(B. Hol2215. coasue ores, T. B. Kay, Manchester.
brook and H. N. Mann, United States.
3 naan —" Cc. Pose, F
2316. Conpensinc Smoke, H. H. Lake.—{B. Roberts,
2217 InDow Sash oe ang.
United States.)
nection to a commutator, substantially as described.
2218. Scuoot Desks, C. Bennet, Glasgow.
2317. AwNTI-FRIcTION Bearines, H. H. Lake.—(M.
armature
a core formed of a
2219. PRessuRE oceans Gas, &c., A. K. Irvine,
Randolf, United States.)
Glasgow.
2318. GeLaTINisING NiTRo-GLycerine, H. H. Lake.—
2220. Srticon STEEL, E. V. Seebohm, London.
(Deutsche-Sprengstoff ror amg fag Germany.)
2221. Brewine Saccuarvum, J. W. Bailey, Greenock.
2319. REFRIGERATING Macuines,A. Conacher, Lon- cave owes B B, and rock shafts i Cc, rene pone tny being all in the same -woad- J
ted from each
2222. —
SEwine Macuixes, T. H. Wi
i
on.
Wallyas
described, (4) In
to operate as herein shown and described. otherat their ends, su
2320. Ramway Cars, &c., 8. Pitt.—(G. Leve, United (2) In combination
oP ape eedg prom +
laterallywith the valve seat A, and the
2223. Comme Door Sprine, &c., W. Fryer, BirmingStates.)
exterior
of
a
series
of
rings,
each comvalves
B B, the rock shafts
C C, having their ends posed of
ents thinsheetirontyinginthesat
Ee'ne
s
with
slots
¢
¢,
and
set
screws
/
Js,
for
adjust2224. Necks
of Borties, J. H. Dale, London.
—, and
ted from each other at their ends and
the valves to the valve seat, as set forth.
2225. Curtine, &c., INDIA-RUBBER for Soxgs of TENNIS SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
rom laterally-adjacent
ents and the binding
Snoes, E. Carter,
x
, insulated ante which secure the binding rings
. Governor For Etecrric Motors, Aler(From
the United States’ Patent Office Official Gazette.)
y=~ cecureeed Gas Governors, A. Gozeard, Shefander W. Meston, St. Louis, Mo.—Filed July 8th, in place to clamp the said circles between them, suitabout said core
able insulated conductors
Too. ror Hawpiino ForaiNas, Incors, &c.,
1886.
2227. CoLLapsIBLe Sup,J.W. Shepherd, Glasgow.
&. Kerr, Pittsburg, oe ee let, 1886.
Claim.—The combination, with an electric
motor, of and provided with commutator connections, and
zzz8. Forcep Briast Stream Boiter Furnaces, J.
arms for
the armature as a whole by
Claim.—{1) The combination of a pairof clam
@ loose power
device, an in'
Gilmour, Glasgow.
jaws operated by reins or handles, a porter
mechanical resistance whose foree varies with the
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wind draw ahead to such an extent that is is very rarely
found useful to set sail to help the progress of the vessel,
unless the sails set well and flat and the true wind is a
good deal abaft the beam. For in order that a sail
should draw and propel the vessel, it is necessary that the

141

actuated by a helm to steer the boat. The mast at A and
the bowsprit A C’ carry the sails A D, C’ D’, like the
mainsail and jib of an ordinary cutter yacht.
(78) The theory of the sailing vessel. — Returning to
the theory of the ordinary sailing vessel, and supposin
the lee-way insensible, so that the velocity of the vesse
A V is in the direction of the keel, then.as before W V
will be parallel to the vane on the mast (Fig. 16), but
now the sail must lie in the angle between the vane and
the keel in order to catch the wind and propel the vessel
against the resistance of the water, and therefore make
an angle a with the keel, less than ¥.
To obtain the pressure of the wind on the sail, let us
first adopt the ordinary theory employed for determining
the pressure of a jet on a plane area—vide Unwin’s
“ Hydraulics,” “ Encyclopedia Britannica,” ninth edition,
plane of the sail should lie in the angle between the . 512,
apparent wind and the vessel’s line of motion, the pres- : Then if a denotes the area of the sail in square feet, v
sure on the sail being smaller the more nearly its plane is the velocity of the apparent wind in feet per second, p the
density of air in lb. per cubic foot, the quantity of air in
parallel to the apparent wind.
(75) The Ice-boat.—In the ice-boat, Fig. 17, the resist- lb. which strikes the sail per second is
ance of friction to motion in the line of the keel may be
pavsin (y — a),
considered so small as to be practically negligible, so that and the momentum perpendicular to the sail destroyed
when going at full speed in a steady wind the apparent per second is
wind is felt paralfel to the sail, and the vane is also seen
pav’ sin? (y —a),
pointing parallel to the sail, or nearly so. If the wind
o("P-2)
is therefore the thrust of the wind on the sail in
eo. a little, the apparent wind makes the sail draw a which
poundals,
which
must
be divided by g or 32 to reduce it
to obtain Rankine’s result, and our value of the thrust little more, and the ice-boat is accelerated ; if the wind
lbs.
T = 95701b, must be multiplied by
lulls a little, the sail ceases to draw, and even backs, and to The
component thrust of the sail propelling the vessel
np
1
the ice-boat is retarded. On the supposition, then, that
the vane is parallel to the sail, a simple geometrical con- in the direction of the keel is therefore
“¢ ~ 1-e = 1°28,
T = pav' sin’ (y — ¢) sin 2 poundals,
giving the thrust 12,271 lb., exactly as given by Rankine. struction gives the velocity of the boat, when the velocity
the component perpendicular to the keel
The augmentation of resistance due to the fall of level of the wind is known.
pav* sin? (y — 2) sina
of the wake of the paddle-wheels would be, as before (70)
8
tending to produce lee-way.
61Bb("?
1) = 2688 Ib,
Now,
u
VW _ sin Bp.
’
Bos clare ee
a
y
Ww
AW: Gay
if B = 50, b = 3; so that the net resistance should be
so that
'
12,277 — 2688 = 9589 Ib.
T
=
paW?
sin?
B ain’ 7-9) ain «
ol
Ries.
The vessel will now be drawing
sg! eo oe tae asi
sin? y
i ent Ss F4 ae
12 o("? i 1) = 10°08in.
wA eee
involving the three angles a, f, v.
:
Pa
ae
~
Ww
But if V, the velocity of the vessel, is known by the log,
more than was supposed in (69, 70); and the horse-power
Peay te
we
can
determine
one
of
these
angles,
say y, in terms of
consumed by the
paddles will be now 390; so that the
For the skates or runners B, B’,C of the ice-boat pre- the other two a and p.
examination of this discrepancy shows the important
For
¥
sin (8 + +)
effect of a slight alteration of draught on the efficient vent any lee-way, and therefore C A, the line of the keel,
working of paddle-wheels—an effect which is not ex- is the direction of motion.
WwW
siny
Draw A W to represent the true wind, and W V
perienced to such an appreciable extent with a screw
= sin8B cot y + cos B;
propeller, when once the blades are properly submerged. parallel to the vane on the mast, represented by the so that
on 3% V-W cos p
(72). The feathering paddle-wheel. — As usually con- arrow, which we may suppose parallel to the sail A D;
Wein p ’”
structed, the mechanism of the feathering-wheel is then A V represents the velocity of the ice-boat.
and
:
arranged so as to make the planes of the floats pass
The velocity of the boat will thus be greater, the closer
T
=
pa
W?
sin?
B
sin
a
(cos
a — cot y sin a)?
through the highest point of the pitch circle, that is, the the sail is hauled in to the line of the keel; in fact, in an
circle through the centres of pressure of the floats; the ice-boat the sheets are always hauled in close, and the sail
= pa W? sin?é sin a (cos cs
et ae «)
se meen
to the floats then all pass through the made to sit as flat.as possible.
"W sin 6
owest point of the pitch circle (Goodeve, “ Mechanism”).
The figure shows that A V is greatest when A W is at
= pa sina }W sin (8 + «)—V sin at $
This is right for securing the proper direction of the right angles to the vane or sail; denoting by y the angle
floats on emergence from the water, and the action is between ‘the sail and the keel, then the maximum velo- and the problem in sailing is to determine the maximum
analogous to the operation of “feathering” an oar by a city of the boat is W cosec y, W denoting. the velocity of value of T by variation of a, the
le at which the sail
slight turn of the wrist.
the wind; the true wind is then an angle y abaft the is set, for a given course determined by £.
ut in order for the floats to enter the water at the beam. For instance, if we can set the sail so well as to
Differentiating T logarithmically with respect to a,
proper angle, the normal to the float should
through make y so small that sin y = 4, then the maximum velo- keeping the other quantities constant, to determine the
the lowest point of the apparent rolling circle, that is, city of the boat is 3 W; or with the true wind slightly maximum value of T,
the beam the boat will go sixty miles an hour when
— 2 cot (y—a) + cota = O,
through a point a distance :vertically below the axis of abaft
the wind is blowing only twenty.
(76)
Again, in beating to windward, A U will represent or
the wheel; so that the entering float will have to be very
sin (y-2a) = } sin y,
the windward component of the velocity if V U is drawn or
nearly parallel to the emerging float.
Buchanan’s original paddle-wheel of 1813 would very perpendicular to W A, produced to meet it in U.
a= 3 y—}3sin~!(4siny),
If pf denotes the angle V A U between the boat’s keel
nearly secure this motion of the floats if set with the
and the eye of the wind, V the velocity of the boat, U the meaning that the sail should be set a little closer than
proper amount of lead,
the
bi-section
of the angle between the vane and the
component, then generally
en to determine the thrust of such wheels, the windward
keel; and then the propelling thrust
:
formule of (61) and (71) would be most appropriate.
JV .,AV_ sin 6-7)
sin a sin?
wWw-AW
siny
’
VI. Investieation or THE Erriciency oF A SAILING
To taw So
and
;
VESSEL, INCLUDING THE IcE-Boat.
(79) The per we have just employed to determine
U = Vcosp = w sin_(8-) cos B
(73) Before investigating the propulsive effect of the
the thrust of a sail due to the wind, will be found very
simy
wind on the sails of a vessel, let us consider some prenearly the same as that given in (17, 18) for the action of
liminary propositions on the aberration of the wind due
Ww sin (2 8-—y)—-siny.
the windmill and the thrust of a screw propeller.
=4
tothe composition of the vessel’s motion with the true
sin 7
:
section of the sails of the windmill on the blades
wind, producing a resultant apparent wind, as experienced so that, keeping y fixed, U is a maximum when sin of The
a propeller by a coaxial cylinder of radius r and circumby the vessel.
(2
B—y)=1,
or
B=45°+4
7,
giving
the
most
advantageous
ference
c, was represented
in Figs. 7, 8, and 10, developed
A steamer moving in a calm feels a wind equal to its
into a plane, when the relative stream lines of the air or
own velocity reversed; but if moving in a breeze, feels a course for beating to windward ; and then
water
before
and
after
being
acted upon developed into
U =3W (cosec y- 1).
wind which is compounded of the true wind and the wind
lines, and the sections of the blades followed-each
the vessel creates, that is,a wind equal to its own velocity For instance, if as above we can make sin. y equal to or straight
less than 4, then we shall have U equal to a greater other at fixed distances like the sails on the mast of a
reversed,
similar figures will be found given by MM. de
The true wind is given in direction by a vane, and in than W; so that we have theoretically the extraordinary ship;
and Gouilly in the “Comptes Rendus de la
velocity by an anemometer fixed on shore, while the fact that it is possible to beat to windward and make Bruignac
Société
des Ingénieurs Civils,” 1885 and 1886, in their
und against the wind faster than the wind is blowing
apparent wind on the vessel is given in direction by the
on the “ Theory of the Screw Propeller.”
vane on the mast, and in velocity by an anemometer in the opposite direction; for instance, to make twenty papers
80) The determination of the actual stream lines past
carried by the vessel, the velocity of the vessel itself miles in the teeth of the wind in an hour against a wind a single
blade set obliquely in a current has been performed
being given in direction and magnitude by the compass blowing twenty miles an hour.
(77) Even when running before the wind there is no by Helmholz, Kirchhoff, and Rayleigh, but the matheand the log.
is very complicated (“Phil. Mag.” In a steamer the line of smoke from a funnel will appear necessity to let out the sheets, as the boat then runs with matical investigation
According to this theory the average
to an observer standing close under the funnel to assume the wind at the same velocity as the wind. In fact, it is Dec. 1876).
pressure
on
a
plate
due
a stream of density p and
a general direction in a vertical plane parallel to the vane found better in going with the wind to beat to leeward, velocity v impinging at an toangle
@, is
for B now denoting the angle between the keel and the
in the mast.
T sin @
mt
For the particles of smoke on issuing into the open air direction of motion of the wind—-Fig. 16-—the component
4+ m7 sino?”?
are almost immediately carried away with the velocity of velocity to leeward is
the true wind, but the general column of the smoke
the distance of the centre of pressure from the centre of
«ape w Sin(8 + 7) cos B
assumes the direction of the apparent wind. Knowing,
the plate, is
sin y
then, the direction only of the true wind, and the direccos @
a we CPt peas
tion and velocity of the apparent wind as observed on the
it 4+ 7 sin?
sin
°
vessel, we can immediately determine the velocity of the
where / denotes the breadth of the plate, and the stream
a maximum when
vessel by the triangle of velocities.
divides at a distance
sin (2 B+7)= 1, B= 45°-44,
For drawing, O'S to represent in direction and_magni2 — 4cos
@ + 2 cos?
6 + Osin ¢
tude the apparent wind, parallel to the vane on the mast and then
U=$ W (cosec y- 1),
or to the smoke of a funnel, and drawing S W parallel to
4+ 7 sin? @
the direction of motion of the vessel to meet O W which is equal.to or
greater than W, according as from the anterior edge of the plate, and there the pressure
parallel to the true wind in W, then S W will represent sin y is
equal to or ton than 4. For a further attains its maximum value.
the velocity of the ship.
account of the ice-boat, and of the experimental verifiIn this theory there is a certain region of dead water
(74) Drawing 8 O’
lel to WO to meet 0’ O, the cation of the above theories, the reader is referred to or fluid behind the blade, limited by lines like D’ d, D’d
direction of motion of O in O’, then the
particles of smoke Sertbner’s Magazine, vol. xxii, and the R. E. Journal, for the sail D’ D in Fig. 16.
which issued from the funnel when at O”will now be at November, 1886. The ice-boat is made of a triangular
The introduction of these more exact mathematical
8 when the funnel has come to O, In fast steamers the framework, B B’ C—shown in plan in Fig. 17—carried by expressions in the previous investigations will modify but
aberration of the wind is so great as to make the apparent fixed runners at B and. B’, and a pivotted runner at C’, slightly the theoretical deductions,

SCREW PROPELLER EFFICIENCY.
By A. G, GREENHILL. a
No. VI.
71) Ler us examine the reason for the discrepancy
between our results and those of Rankine in (69).
We have, using Coriolis’ formula (Comptes Rendus, 1843),
taken the thrust
T=mau(np — u),
implying that the top edge of the lowest float of a
paddle-wheel is just immersed when the vessel is at rest,
so that a denotes the sectional area of the streams before
they are acted upon by the floats.
But Rankine works with the formula
T=mav(v — u)
when v = 7 p, (Trans. I.N.A., 1865); implying that the
top edge of the lowest float is such a distance below the
level of the water when the vessel is at rest, that when
propelling the vessel the cross section of the stream
driven astern by the
paddle-wheels is exactly equal to a,
the area of a pair of floats.
By the preceding investigations of (64) the depth of
the top edge of a float in the lowest position should
then be
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ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
.
REPORTS.
No. VIL.
Australia: Sugar-making machinery.—The United States
Consul at Sydney reports that the bulk of machinery used
for crushing and refining sugar in Australia is of British
manufacture, very little coming from France and the
United States, and a still smaller proportion from
Germany.
American machinery is admitted to be
superior to all others; it runs more smoothly, is less
liable to get out of order, and when out of order is easily
repaired. There is an opinion here that the higher cost
of production in the United States renders it impossible
for their manufacturers to compete successfully with
those of Great Britain. Not long ago several articles
from the Scientific American, describing sugar-making
machinery used in the great factory of Claus Spreckles at
San Francisco were copied in the Australian papers, and
attracted general attention; and if Americans would take
the same pains to advertise their machinery here as they
have done in Central America, the Hawaiian Islands, and
the West Indies, the trade in such articles would soon be
much greater. As yet some of the Australian refineries
have introduced machinery for the manufacture of sawn
cubes or block sugar, and as this article is preferred to
any other kind there ought to be no difficulty in introducing sugar companies to manufacturers. The cost of
making this kind of sugar is about the same as that of
ordinary crystal or granulated sugar. It is said that the
cost of converting sugar into cubes will not amount to
0°25 of a penny perlb. A refinery that does not make
hard sugar, could, by using one of the American machines
at a cost not exceeding from £416 to £624, increase its
profits largely during the year. Some of the machines
turn out easily 4000lb. or 5000}b. of sugar per hour.
Five men only are required to work one of these, including
putting in and taking out the sugar from the dryingrooms or stoves.
Canada: Tubular subway for Prince Edward Island.—
When in 1872 Prince Edward Island entered into the
Canadian Confederation, the Dominion Government
guaranteed to keep open communication with the mainland in winter. This promise has not been kept, and
high tides bring immense quantities of ice up and down
the strait.
In 1873 the Hon. George W. Howlan, a
member of the Dominion Senate, conceived the plan of an
iron tubular railway, so that goods can be shipped through
at all seasons without break of bulk, shortening the time
by days, and increasing trade with the United States.
The shortest distance from Prince Edward Island—
Carlton Head—to the mainland in New Brunswick is
fourteen and a-half miles. It is proposed to run out on
piers made from the New Brunswick shore. The tunnel
will be 16ft. in diameter, built in segments of five to the
circle, each 14ft. in length, composed of iron, and lined
insice with 2ft. 8in. of concrete in the bottom, and lft.
of céncrete round the circumference. The subway will
be laid by a plan recently patented in the United States
by H. H. Hall, president of the Submarine Tunnel and
Tube Company of New York, and exhibited lately
at the Provincial Exhibition.
The Dominion Government made a survey of the strait this summer for the
proposed route. The bottom was found to be free from
rocks, and composed entirely of brick clay. The work is
considered practicable and simple, will take about three
years to complete from the time of commencement, and
is estimated to cost about £1,042,000. The plan of laying
the subway is described in the United States patent
344,813, June 6th, 1886, entitled “ Method of Construct
ing Waterworks,” and consists in laying a submarine
tube by means of a travelling caisson which is moved
ahead as the tube is built therein.
Germany—American goods for Sonneburg.—The following advice of the United States Consul at Sonneburg
should be carefully studied by British manufacturers
:—
“The best way to increase American imports in this district is by exhibiting at the annual fairs and in large
towns samples of our articles, especially of agricultural
machinery and other implements. Mere advertisements
and circulars will not do, as they seldom lead to the
desired result here. Besides there has arisen in German
a prejudice against American goods, though these goods
are as honestly and substantially made as native productions. If our manufacturers would humour the German
farmer somewhat, and send him ploughs with handles
much heavier than those used in America, and hoes and
spades similarly made, there would be some hope of our
implements gaining a permanent foothold in the German
markets, and the continual exhibition of our implements
at central points, and in the many industrial fairs, would
help greatly towards the same end. The German farmer
is very conservative, and looks at new methods and tools
cautiously, but he is neither a bigot nor a simpleton, and
when convinced that a new implement is better than his
old one he is willing to make the change. Goods made
to suit the nature of the country and with some regard to
the tastes of the people, together with cheerful and constant exhibition of the same, are methods which cannot
fail to gain for our manufacturers a good and permanent
market here.
Greece: Trade of Patras—Public Works.—The import
trade of Patras remained stationary in 1886, owing to the
difficulties caused by the blockade and the loss of
perty occasioned by the earthquake in August last. The
value of goods imported by British vessels into Patras in
1882 was £244,290; the average value for the five years,
1882-6, was £249,072, and the value for 1886 was £236,100.
These figures give a reduction in value of 3°34 per cent.
between. 1882 and 1886, and a reduction from the average
of the five years of 5°20 per cent. Coal increased from
7193 tons in 1885 to 13,304 tons in 1886, or-nearly ninetenths. Most probably this increase will continue as soon
as the canal through the Isthmus of Corinth and the railway from Athens are completed. In consequence of the
forced paper currency being established in Greece, the
_ exchange varied so much that merchants had great diffi-
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culty in calculating the value of their purchases. The
new drachma is equal to a franc, or 9
The increase
of import duties on many articles, and the exaction of
import duties in gold or itsequivalent in paper money, have
been very inconvenient and injurious to a
as they
have to pay 15 per cent. extra premium for gold, there
being an = he
scarcity of gold and silver coinage in
this partofGreece. There is no reason to fear any future
falling-off in British imports, as it has been the custom
for many
years to purchase British manufactures on
account of their superior quality. There are twelve firms
of local dealers who visit England every year to select
goods suited to these markets, and to inquire if any improvement has taken place in the designs, &c., of the
goods manufactured.
tras is visited periodically by an
experienced English traveller conversant with the ag a
of the country, and several useful improvements in the
make and shape of earthenware have, at his instigation,
been introduced by English manufacturers,so as to suit the
requirements and tastes of these markets. Cheaper goods
are imported from Austria, France, and Switzerland, but it
is questionable whether England ought to make inferior
articles, and by doing so lose ourmarkets for superior goods,
as foreign articles would then be passed off as of English
make. The breakwater to the westward of the Patras
mole has been lengthened to the extent of about 334ft.,
and although during the earthquake in August last. it
subsided a little, the base seems now to be quite firm, and
further works will be gradually carried on, so as to make
a better shelter for vessels. At Carone and Modone, on
the south-west coast of the Morea, contracts have been
made for improving these ports. The canal at Corinth is
making good progress. Out of the entire quantity of
10,475,400 cubic yards of earth and rock to be excavated,
about five-eighths had been accomplished up to the end of
December last. A fine iron bridge, constructed at Nantes,
and costing £13,000, spans the canal near the town of
Poseidon. A canal, or ry ee, of the sea passage
between the mainland and Santa
Maura, has again been
rojected. If carried out it will shorten the passage
Gowen Patras and Corfu by four hours. The railway
from Athens to Corinth is open; that from Corinth to
Patras is making good progress, and it is expected to be
completed by August next, but it will probably not be
ready before the end of the year, or even later. A considerable quantity of steel rails has been brought from
Antwerp; some iron bridges and wooden sleepers have
been imported from France. The labourers, numberin,
several thousands, working upon the Corinth Canal an
Railway, come from Dalmatia, Italy, and Montenegro.
Japan: How to extend British commerce in.—The best
way to do this is to send out skilled experts in the trade,
who can not only investigate its prospects and wants on
the spot, but also actively and vigorously push the sale of
the productions in which they are interested direct to the
Japanese retail and wholesale dealers in Tokio, personally
meeting the former, taking their orders immediately from
them, and generally acting as commercial travellers do.
This course cannot be too earnestly urged on English
manufacturers in general. It is, of course, best that such
agents should be permanently located in Tokio, but the
experiment might at first be tried temporarily, and the
cost need not be very great; it would bear no proportion
whatever to the ultimate profits which would follow the
success of the experiment. Apart from the salary or
commission ay to such agent, the necessary expenses
incurred by him for a year should on a very liberal estimate be :—
£
Return ticket, available for one year... ... ... ... 140
Hotel expenses for nine months in Japan... ...... 150
Wages for Japanese interpreter for nine months ... 45
Entertaining and travelling in Japan... ... ... ... 166
lil
i ie gs lO Ae
RE
519
Or allowing a large margin in, say, a total of £600 per annum.
At the end of twelve months’ residence, the agent, if of
fair linguistic ability, ought to be able to conduct ordinary
business transactions without the aid of an interpreter,
though such aid would be requisite for a few o— more
when technical details were being discussed.
If business
increased the services of one or two native clerks might
be required, and a further expense of perhaps £14 or £15
a month would have to be incurred for the rent of an
office and storehouse. These, as things are, would be
absolutely necessary for receiving _—_ ordered from
England on their arrival and storing them until the buyer
was ready to accept delivery. Many Japanese merchants
and retail dealers are not punctual in observing their
engagements as totime, and the whole business of English
importers with them is carried out on the strict principle
of cash on delivery, any departure from which is attended
with risk. The success of the above experiment cannot,
of course, be guaranteed, but every year Japan is visited
by French and German commercial agents, to whom
orders are given because they are there, although firms
prefer to deal with English manufacturers, finding them
in every way more satisfactory than continental.
The visit of an agent of a London firm during last year
has resulted in satisfactory arrangements for the sale,
through a Japanese agent, of the firm’s goods. A commercial traveller pushing his goods must be prepared to
find every possible obstacle thrown in his way by the
whole class of native brokers in Yokohama who now practically control all sales by foreign importers, and from the
latter of whom he could expect no assistance for interfering with their. business. The above remarks are
written with relation to the opening in Japan for British
flannel, but they are equally applicable to all trades. Of
course, manufacturers must satisfy themselves as to the
amount of trade and the probability of its increase.
An earlier report gives the tonnage of foreign shipping
entering Japan in 1885 at 1,134,722 tons, 731,980 tons, or
645 per cent. of which were British. The imports into
Japan decreased in value from £5,999,805 in 1884, to
£5,918,179 in 1885, or 1°4 per cent. During the same

|
| period the imports of machinery and metals increased in
value from £479,245 to £646,101, or 34°8 per cent.
Value of
Value of
imports.
mports
1884.
1885.
Machinery
80°25
ac
va
MN ais ides 109,325
Metals—
:
:
Iron bar and rod
ee,
Ul
<
29
ae
eee
*
» Tails
Oe aig ele”
ee
EE
a
44,674
Miscellaneous ; brass ware, lead,
pig, sheet and tea, quickak, steel sed — y
tin-plates, yellow metal, am
ao
re
270,898
Total
ee
646,101
The advance in metals may be taken as an earnest of
much greater things to come. Copper is one of the staple
eo of Japan, steel of fine quality is also made;
ut with these two articles the country’s capacity for
supplying its own wants seems to cease, though those
wants are yearly growing larger. Once a free admission
into the country and an opening to invest their capital are
afforded to foreigners, a large impetus will be given to the
whole import trade. With a large development of the
export trade a corresponding increase in imports may be.
expected.
264
oe
HOTEL

SALOON

CARRIAGES.

Ir will be within the recollection of some of our-readers that
at the time of the recent visit of the British Association to Birmingham,we published a brief description of the extensive railway
i works of Messrs, Brown, Marshall, and Co. Thanks to
the courtesy of the general manager, Mr. A. L. Shackleford, we
have recently had an opportunity of inspecting some saloons
termed hotel carriages, which the company now has approaching completion ; and as they in a great many respects introduce
novel features for railwa;
iages, we to-day give am engraving
of them with the following short description. The carriages in
question are built for shipment abroad. They are designed
after the pattern of some twin saloons now running on the
Libau to Romney Railway in Russia, and we understand that,
with this exception, the idea of a travelling hotel is quite
unique. Entering the carriage from the end balcony, in the
Pulman style, we are shown into a capacious compartment
termed the reception room. This is handsomely furnished and
decorated, the wood being dark mahogany relieved with walnut
mouldings. Passing from this compartment down a long
corridor, the first room on the right we come to is a library and
study, furnished with writing-table, book-shelves, couches, &c.,
the walls of which are covered with an elegant combination of
walnut and maple woods.
The next room, the best bedroom, is luxuriously furnished with full-sized bedstead, washhandstand, and adjoining dressing-room, with lavatory, bathroom, shower-vath, and all complete, to suggest to the w
traveller every possible comfort which can be wished for by the
most fastidious person. This room is trimmed in light blue
silk, all the furniture being made to match. The interior
decoration is an elaborate combination of Hungarian ash, maple,
and sycamore, affording a very pleasing contrast ; the floors are
richly carpetted, and the windows trimmed with curtains and
sunshades,
:
i
The next compartment is a drawing-room, in which is introduced a full-sized fireplace, with mantelpiece and over-mantel
elaborately carved.
e 100m is furnished with table, sofa,
chairs, &c., making a most comfortable drawing-room.
interior panels are of a red wood of foreign growth, from the
Thuya tree, relieved with black walnut and rosewood and gold
lines, the room having a most handsome appearance. The
carpets are of thick pile. Adjoining this is another bedroom of
less ornamentation than the first, intended for an attendant.
We then pass through a gangway into the next carriage, the
first room in which is a handsome dining-room, 20ft. by 9ft. 6in.,
in Italian walnut. In this compartment the dining-room table
is made so that twelve persons can enjoy a comfortable meal,
At the ends of the room are large ornamental panels well
decorated with inlaid wood, At night these can be let down,
and four comfortable spring beds are found, enabling the room
to be easily converted into a sleeping apartment. Adjoining this
room, through a short archway, is a buffet, finished in old brown
oak, with all the conveniences for a butler’s pantry, beyond
which is another passage to the end of the carriage ; opening
out of this are two bedrooms for servants and a kitchen, in
which is a full-sized cooking-stove and every other requisite for
supplying a high-class dinner en route.
The carriages throughout are heated by hot-water pipes and
heating apparatus by Messrs, John King, of Liverpool. The
whole of the furniture has been made and trimmed in the highest
style by Messrs. Maple and Co. The two carriages make a total
length of 122ft., mounted upon four bogie frames, the underframes being made of iron. They are 10ft. 6in. wide. Every
compartment is furnished with an electric bell communicating
with the servants. Great care has been given to ventilation, a
free passage of air being allowed through the double roof,
every compartment having also what is termed a Monitor roof.
The carriages are certainly the most complete that we have
ever had the pleasure of inspecting. Messrs. Brown, Marshalls,
and Co, have been celebrated for a great many years past for
building saloon earriages, but we certainly think that on this
occasion they have eclipsed any previous work which has been
made for abroad.
66+
ie
Junior Exoineertne Society.—On Saturday, 19th inst, the
members of this Society visited the Engineering Laboratory,
University Co!
by the kind invitation of the president, Professor Alex. B. W. Kennedy, who showed them round,
number availed themselves of the opportunity thus offered of
visiting this interesting place. The experimental compound
tandem
engine was working, a demonstration being made of the
methods of measurement used in such experiments in this engine
as were described and discussed in the presidential address on
“Steam Engine Economy.” The apparatus for the correct
measurement of the feed and disc
» waters was shown, and the
manner of application and manipulation of the indicator gear was
inted out. Several sets of tour cards were taken simultaneously
ee each end of the two cylinders. Tests were made with the
horizontal testing
, to which was attached the recording
apparatus from which could be read the amount of extension of the
specimen as the test proceeded. The wen test recorder
in that ingenious
was also exhibited, much interest being evin
contrivance.
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nor, until Professor Rankine’s time, has ever approached success.
LETTERS TO“ THE EDITOR.
The application of his very complicated formula
requires great
engineering skill, combined with a knowledge of the higher
[We do not hold ourselves responsible - the opinions of our
mathematics.
The
new
formula,
however,
accomplishes
this radical
Correspondents
, is, moreover, readily understood, and is as readily applied.
Tesmode of application will now be set forth, which is accompanied
EQUIPOLLENT ARCHES.
easy method of computing the equipollent curvilinear
Sir, —The following letter upon the construction of equipollent by a newas and
well as finding the exact weight — or at each ordinate
arches may interest you and your readers, as it presents some new thrust,
of
an
equipollent
curve. As Professor Rankine’s formula was
ideas. The popular conception of an arch is the erroneous notion applied toa stone arch
bridge of 180ft. span and 36ft. rise, surmounted by
that it is a structure which grows safer and stronger the heavier it a horizontal roadway
6ft.
an instructive comparison will be
is loaded. In point of fact every arch has to support some specific afforded if an arch of the thick,
same dimensions be selected to illustrat
weight, not an indefinite weight, and if it pret
to equip
c the new method. Such anarch
is
represented in the accompanying
its configuration — dictated by its load—must be modified in| figure. Lines C A and C B are 7
accordance with each required condition. In scientific interpreta- | springing developing the triangles yy a *, which“4 the
are
tion therefore the lines of no two arches carrying different weights |
seqpeitivaly to equal half the weight of the bridge,
can be identical. Here then arises an abstruse problem which calis assumed
minus
its
overlying
roadway,
and
a
heavy
rolling
load.
for exact principles, to determine the extent and nature of the
are denominated constructional triangles, as they are emchanges which variously loaded arches must undergo to preserve | They
ployed. in computing the elements of the arch curve. Only
their equipollence.
:
one
third
of the weight of each is at C, and the remaining
Architects and engineers, in all nations and ages, have vainly |
at their respective skewbacks. The ex coed ptred
striven to formulate these principles. Thisimportant end has been | two-thirds
this
was
verified
accurate scales in use at the United States
only recently sssemgiidhe’, &
as will appear in the sequel, and, by a | Mint in this city.by Itthemay
be well here to note that in all arch
‘or | and bridge construction a radical
method both in theory and practice equally di
distinction must be made between
mathematical accuracy and extreme simplicity. Shi
the allega- gravity pressure, curvilinear thrust,
or strain. The first is exclu— of its — - wo ner — ¥y referred to ps
sively
vertical,
the
latter—although
the offspring of gravity—is
rom
475 to 492 of the“‘ Encyclopediaof C ao gee
ry
invariably multiplied into some horizontal distance or leverEdward Cresy, London edition, where he will find collected the weight
age without which its distinctive character would be lost. The
opinions of all the leading doctors,
fi Ss,
c
thrust for the bridge referred to will first
engineers of England upon this subject. No scene of more unani- equipollent curvilinear
Pursuant to the second formula given above
mous discord can be imagined. Professor Playfair, then the most
brilliant mathematician of his time in Great Britain, frankly gives ah TS it appears that the curve thrust is equal to the
up the solution of the arch problem, and even said in his final
report to a Committee of Parliament, that it is not from theoretical weight which either half of the bridge throws upon the keystone,
men that the most valuable information in such a case as the multiplied by 90ft. the length of its abscisse—in this case one-half
mt is to be ex
When a mechanical combination the chord—and divided by 36ft., the length of its ordinate, As
mes in a certain degree complicated it baffles the efforts of the 120 Ib. per cubic foot was the assumed weight of the material in
"s bridge, the same will be assumed. Therefore the
geometer and refuses to submit even to the most approved thod the
of investigation. This holds good particularly of bridges, when the | weight at C is the combined weight of half the parallelogram
principles of machines,
sided by all the resources
Inverted Catenary by New Formula. Scale: fin. = 10ft.; each cubic foot = 120 lb.
of the higher. geometry,
See Table for the Length of Ovdinates.
have not yet gone further
than to determine the
equilibrium of a set of
smooth — acting on
one another by pressure
only, and under such circes as exist except
in a philosophical experiment, can hardly be realised. Jt is therefore from
men educated in the school
of daily practice and ex.
and who, to a
owledge of general principles have added from
the habits of their profession a certain f
of
the justness or insufficiency of any mechanical contrivance that the
soundest opinions on a
matter of this kind can be
obtained.
ig
ra)gent7 general
Pp 71, +
arch construction is manifested also by testimonial
and historical evidence;
The Rankine Arch Curve, ew Eyuipollent Arch Curve, and the Inverted Catenary. Seale: Jin. = ft.; each cubic foot = 120 Ib.
:
See Table for the Length of Ovdinates,
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involved. His deviation from equipollent lines requires an augmentation in the depth of his voussoir. Those for the new curve
are only 3ft.; his would require to be 4ft. For a circular arch
curve of the same span and rise ey 4should be 5ft., and in an
inverted catenary 6ft. The length of the circular haunch ordinate
would be 28ft., and the length of the catenary haunch ordinate
would be 27 Ib,
The increased cost of the arch ring of the professor over that of
the new curve would be then 33 per cent., which is on account of
his third ordinate being (95) ninety-five hundredths of a foot too
long.
circular curve 66 per cent. on account of the haunch
ordinate being 2ft. too short; and the pure catenary arch curve, if
used in this bridge, would cost 100 per cent. more than the equi— curve, on account of the haunch ordinates being 3ft. too
ort.
For two reasons, the weight of the maniscus, lying between the
hypothenuse of the triangles below the construction triangles and
intrados of the arch, is allowed to enter as fractional factor in
calculating the length of the ordinates and the a
curve
thrust.
i
because it simplifies all these calculations by
obviating a resort to the calculus; second, because its weight may
correctly personate a heavy higwy Sper which—if the maniscus
were thrown out—would have to be substituted in its place. The
difference either way in the result is so infinitely small a fraction
of 1 per cent, as to amount to nullity.
Any other mode of calculating these weights or the equipollent
curvilinear thrust—which is sufficiently accurate—can be used
without prejudice to the new arch curve formula. The formula
will be applied to the pure catenary pendant or inverted, and the
question of a curve factor of safety is reserved for a future article,
A volume now in preparation for the press, and soon to appear,
will discuss this, and other pertinent questions, including the construction of domes, dams, tunnel sewers, &c., and demonstrate
that heretofore so strictly equipollent arch has ever existed.
Please find enclosed the application of the arch curve formula as
the development of a pure catenary curve, pendant or inverted, for a
stone bridge of 180ft. span, 36ft. rise, with a 6ft. roadway. Above
the roadway are the two triangles B C P and C P E, the weight of
which is required to make the bridge load a catenary even load.
It is evident that the weight of this mass rests upon the springing
points A and F, and it is equally evident that one-half of this mass
can be made to rest upon the haunch points G and H, and it isalso
evident that one-half of the parallelogram A B K G can be made
to rest upon or at the haunch point G,
Question :What is the weight of the crown of the arch of the
parallelogram A B C D when each cubic foot is estimated at 1201b. ¢
AB = 42and AM =90; therefore ox% x
120 _ 996,8001b.,
because one-half is at A and the other at D.
Question: What is the leverage of the 226,800Ib.? The leverage
is found by dividing 90 one-half the chord, by 36ft., the rise of the
arch ; therefore, +4== 2°5 leverage.
Question :What is the meaies cnet curvilinear thrust of
the arch under consideration ¢
e thrust is found by multiplying
one-fourth of the mass by one-half the length of the chord 96,and
dividing by the height of the arch 36, therefore = 42 _
226,800 x 90 _ 567,0001b., the curve thrust, or 226,800 x 2°5
leverage = 567,000, the curve thrust.
Question: What is the catenary weight concentrated at the
haunch ordinates Gand H! The weight at G = one-half of the
trapezoid G K C O H D plus one-half of ppp
ABKG,
therefore the weight at G= #2 * % * 129 996, so01b. plus onehalf of ABKG = * * 4 — 113,400, the catenary weight at G
is = 340,200,
‘i
Question; What is the length of the catenary curve haunch
ordinates! The formula for the length of any ordinate is as
T = 576,0001b., the catenary thrust is to W 226,800 Ib., the catenary °
weight at the haunch ordinate—or the weight at any other ordinate
—so is the length of the haunch abscissa—or any other abscissa—
the length of its ordinate ; therefore
340,200 the W x 45 the abscissa = Git.
567,000 the thrust.
The length of the catenary haunch ordinates, the weight of the
mass between the lineA D and the equipollent, can be transferred
to the line B C without the slightest effect on the formula, or the
parallelogram can be made rectangles without ee
oo
formula.
Philadelphia, Jan. 6th.

THE VYRNWY WATERWORKS,
Smr,—My respect for Mr. Hawksley’s age and eminence has
deterred me from writing as would otherwise have been suitable,
and all must regret that the first letter on this subject, which Mr.
Hawksley himself wrote, made it impossible for those who knew
all the facts to avoid pursuing the subject. I
t, further, that
Rankine Ordinates by his
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letter of “J. H. L.” in your last issue mhes the following
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'y:—That from 1877 until 188l—the Act of
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Parliament was
in 1880—Mr. Deacon did prepare all the
plans; that from 1881 to 1885 Mr, Hawksley’s commission as one
for,
since tothe befallcorrect,
of the slaughtered
Roman Amphitheatre,
whose arches,
25,000 LCEO, and of one-third of the triangle CEB. The first of |of the engineers covered the cost of the plans; that during this
by their downfall
supposed
the principal plans prepared were the original drawings for
persons, scarcely a century has elapsed wuncharacterised— these amounts to 20 xs , or 270 x 120 Ib. = 32,400 1b. Second period
the masonry dam, and of these it is not the fact that ‘‘ they were
although on a smaller scale—by similar catastrophes. Now the
|
sent
down
to Mr. Deacon to ne carried out, Mr. Deacon then adding
formulz which solved this enigma is embodied in a mere statement amounts to as = i = 540 x 120 = 64,800. The aggre- | his own signature
;” that the other plans prepared in this perioc
of simple proportion, viz, T: W::A:0.
were chiefly connected with the pipes and pipe-laying, the sizes of
T is the equipollent curvilinear thrust.
gate weight at C is therefore 97,200 .°. T = =
= 243,0001b. which were settled in consultation—they did not include the aqueduct reservoirs, and other highly important works ; that, in spite
W is the weight on or at any ordinate whose length is sought.
the equipollent curve thrust. By the third formula given above | of the specific understanding to
contrary, and, I believe, under
A its abscissa.
er
WxaA
|
Mr.
’s protest, many such plans were so sent down; that the
=
—_:
O its length.
| plans of the principal works of the scheme as now carried out, or
(1) Hence we have Tx O=WxA
Accordingly, the length of any ordinate is found by multiplying | about to be carried out, excepting those for the lower part of the
the weight it is supposed to support by the length of its abscissz, | masonry dam and others named above, have been prepared by
(2) Also
.
«= oS
and dividing the quotient by the curve thrust. For the purpose of Mr. Deaton since September, 1885; that until after he had surcomparing the new arch curve formula with that of Rankine’s, the veyed the ground and prepared his preliminary plans, Mr. Deacon
‘
WxA
0
Eoomiedane
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L
length of the haunch ordinates will be calculated, that being the never heard of any scheme of Mr. Williams’ nearer than twenty to
point, as shown in the figure, where the new curve intersects that twenty-five miles lower down the river than the site he showed in
r
Tx0O
his 1877 report for the Vyrnwy dam, and upon which it is now
of
the professor.
¢
4
W
=
(4)
x
Civit, ENGINEER.
W in this case is the sum of one-half the weight of the trapezoid being constructed.
Westminster, February 22nd.
HKNG,
half
the
weight
of
the
rectangle
M
F
K
H,
and
one(5)
A
= zo
third of the weight of the triangle AM H. The first weight is [As Mr. Hawksley has expressed his intention, in the face of
These formule are proffered as an amendment to that of the late composed of ?* 8 or 270 cubic feet x 120 = 32-400 Ib., and of legal possibilities, not further to enter into this correspondence, it
9~
must now terminate.—Ep. E.]
Professor Rankine, which was a creditable approach to truth, and,
indeed, is the wed effort of the kind worthy of considération. His
is the only formula which has heretofore even partially recognised HP C= %~I8 or 495 cubic feet x 120 Tb. = 48,600. The|
SMOKE CONDUITS,
the true principle that the radius vector of the eqnipollent arch—
= 540 x 120 = 64,800.
whenever safety or cost of construction and repairs are considered second weight is MF KH = =
Sim,—As London extends far and wide so will smoke become
—amust gradually diminish from the skewback to the keystone.
more and more detrimental to those portions originally suburban,
| but now closed in all round, on every side enveloped by millions of
He applied this principle more or less correctly from the springings The third weight is A MH, or 2% 18 _ 405 x_ 120
2
=
3
a3 | flues, the most beautiful architecture, and the whitest stone,
as far as the haunches of his arch, but singularly erred in substi- 16,200. .
‘
tuting from the haunches to the keystone, a pure catenary, in lieu 162,000 * aoe x 45 (the length of the haunch abscissa)
_ become soon marred and
. Can there be anything
more
unsightly than the forest of black iron tubes of every shape and
of a modified catenary. The latter is demonstratively the nature
7 ,
—_——
le
of every unevenly loaded equippolent arch. The
ies of the
length which are seen 6n the
line of many a handsome terrace,
Sous,
343,000
°°”
7,200,000
=
20ft.,
or
the
length
of
the
pendent catenary are well understood, The increase or diminttion
| filth distributors pro Lond publido? In former times each house
of its even load—which m¥ans any equal weight on évery link— quipollent curve haunch ordinaté, which is the exact length of | took care of its own sewage; the houséholder, however willing, was
unable to part with it beyond the limit of a
1, thus the
will not distort it; whilst an uneven Idad inevitably doés. that of the professor.
Thee propvsitions ure equally trae when the catenary—being
All the ordinates of the new arch curve can be éaleulated in like ground became doefile@, hence the atloption of public sewers, now
inverted —
es dn arch. Accbrdingly; atctiraty in the con- manner, as appear by the exhibits which accompany this letter. an acknowledged nevessity everywhere. Why should not the same
struction of an —
arch resolves itself into an exact calci- The length found for the baunch ordinate’ evineides with that of principlé be applied to smoke ys its disposal urertdken by the
lation and distribution of its load. Né method of tbnstruction the professor, but no other poirit in his curve cémplit’s with the publie? é There is fio reason whiy wes should nbvt ‘all go downwards,
heretofore empldyed hax either revdznised or accomplished this; condition ither of the new fortitula or with the general principles commitinicating with 4 smoke conduit in the street, and through it
“
m
New Curve Ovrdinates by
New Formula
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a draught into the
be led into tall chimneys capable of producing
before its escape. A
conduit, and for the combustion of the smoke
would be a
conduit
the
d
in
maintaine
draught
steady uniform
ees the exact
domestic
matter of great advantage in regulating
amount of air necessary at any time for
combustion being admit
by valves and moderated by dampers. Though chimneys can be
made features of house architecture, no one will say that they are
necessary features, nor deny that buildings without visible
chimneys are more beautiful than those showing such deformities.
It is very evident without much consideration that as all flues have
to go to the top and far above the highest ridge, all the material
above the top floor is wasted as compared with flues going downwards; besides, the bottom bricks have to bear the superineumbent
weight of the whole stack, and must be proportionately increased
in strength, so that at ivast one-half the brickwork would be saved,
which would twice over-build a flue into the middle of the street.
There would, of course, be a large quantity of soot deposited in the
street smoke conduits, but from the fact of its being in large
quantities and easily removable, the valuable constituents in soot
could be made available; the small quantities now collected by
eweeps is only acquired and brought together by great labour ; for
the purpose of cleaning there should, of course, be double conduits.
The arrangement of these flues underground conducting so much
heat would have a very considerable effect on the climate, as all
warmth in the air comes from contact with the ground ; certainly,
in winter, when there is a great consumption of coal, the effect
would be very decided, and the waste heat which is now dissipated
overhead would go to warm our streets, Probably whoever projosed public sewers first was set down as a very visionary party to
imagine such monstrous innovations, but in the present day any
yroposal not manifestly absurd receives fair consideration, as I
om no doubt this will sooner or later. This is the only direction
in which an effort can be made to save London from being
smothered in its own smoke, and the only objection that can be
urged to it is the difficulty of altering existing flues; but this could
be ot over, if, on being tried in new suburbs and found effectual,
it was thought advisable to make smoke conduits in the existing
streets of the metropolis.
JAMES PRICE,
44, Harcourt-street, Dublin,
M. Inst. C.E., M.A.
February 17th.
PRESTON AND THE RIVER RIBBLE NAVIGATION,
Sm,--Mr. David Alan Stevenson, of Edinburgh, has not
answered my letter, consequently it may be taken for granted that
the map of the estuary of the river Ribble shown in Stevenson's
“Canal and River
neering,” ‘‘ Harbour Authorities’ Return,
1883,” and ‘Tidal Harbour Commission Report, 1845,” is incorrect. I am not sui
at Mr. D.
Stevenson, not
attempting to reply to my letter in THe ENGINEER of the 4th inst.
In April last I sent a letter to the local newspapers, and it was
answered by an architect in this town, a prominent member of the
tibble Committee of the Town Council, and a pupil of the engineer
of these works, who no doubt gave him all the assistance he could.
and even vith that e _ ist
he ejay uishedand defeated
in the controversy.
enclose you a copy of the correspondence,
which was printed in a pamphlet, and two charts added to it, so as
to make it intelligible to all.
t the buoys, along
Yesterday I went down the river Ribble,
the Channel, out to the Irish Sea. Near to No. 5 buoy, four miles
from the end of the p
d south training walls—the end of the
proposed works—we anchored, and whilst dinner was repared we
went ashore and walked on the sands, Miles and miles of sand
could we see, and all the way to Southport five miles off, St.
Anne’s-on-the-Sea four miles of , Preston
fourteen miles off,
and three miles off deep water in a straight line measuring due
west. Over all this sand we could have walked. It was
that this next summer we should hold a picnic on these sands, then
the inhabitants of Preston could see for themselves that fourteen
miles from the dock is dry land when the tide is out, and only a
narrow, shallow—not 3ft. deep in many p
tortuous channel
is left, and as they picnic on these sands they can imagine what
vessels can come up or go down such a channel, and no dred
or deepening could ever be done across these sands, After we
vartaken of our dinner we steamed to the bar, and arrived a little
efore low water, and I sounded 9ft., the tide being 8ft. lower than
the ordinary spring tides on the Lancashire coast. For the sake of
informing those of your readers who may not have much knowledge of tides, allow me to tell them that the higher the tide rises
the lower it goes down, consequently at low water spring tides I
have measured 4ft., and sometimes it has been known to be almost
dry on the bar. We came up to Preston on the top of the flood
tide, and several times grounded, and had to wait for the tide to
float us, though the steam launch only draws about 3ft. of water,
and we got here about a little over an hour before the time of high
water,
I think your readers will now be able to understand something
about the Ribble navigation works; and if you will insert the
accompanying communicated article from the Preston Chronicle of
the 5th inst., your readers will then certainly be able to form an
idea of the impracticability of the works,
G. Henry Roperts, C.E.
87, Fishergate Hill, Preston, February 19th.
[The article in the Preston Chronicle is too long for reproduction.
It is practica lya repetition in other words of Mr, Roberts’ statements.—Ep, E.]
THE, ELECTRIC LIGHT AT WHITELEY’S.
Srr,—An apt illustration of the old adage, ‘‘There’s nothing new
under the sun,” occurs in your very com jete description of the
—— recently erected by Messrs. Richmond, of Bow, at Mr.
Whiteley’s huge emporium for everything—even, I believe, including a wife. I refer to the cut-off motion, which is no novelty
in Lancashire. Within my own knowledge it has been applied
successfully for years past in cases where extreme regularity of
turning is necessary, as in cotton spinning ; and, unless [ am in
error, it is an old patent of Mr. Rye’s firm, Woolstenholme and
Rye, Oldham. The arrangement shown in your paper is so like
the usual application, that one glance is sufficient to “name” it
by any who have ever seen it.
success of this installation seems
so complete, that I would say no word in detraction save,
**PALMAM QUI MERUIT FERAT.”
Eightlands, Dewsbury, February 23rd.
[We have received other letters to the same effect as the foregoing. —Ep, E.]
DONKEY BOILERS.
Sir,—I notice in your issue of the 4th inst. a letter on the above
subject, in which your correspondent, Mr. Jas. W. Beck, justly
calls attention to the risks run in working donkey boilers in our
merchant ships. It is to be hoped that the calamity caused by the
recent boiler explosion at Hull may be followed by improvements
which may lessen the danger to life and property. It cannot be
denied that new ships are often fitted with donkey boilers and
winches which are on, 4fit for the scrap heap, and thoroughly
unfit for the duty they have to perform. This truly must be false
economy. The steaming capability of any boiler should be equal
to the maximum amount of duty to be done, inclusive of loss due
to condensation and friction. The amount of steam used in lifting
cargo from the bottom of a ship's hold when the winches are at full
work is generally in excess of the actual amount the donkey boiler
iscapable of generating, andin the majority of cases one or two of the
winches only, in place of four.in the case of large steamers, can
worked at the same time. Under these circumstances the fires are
forced, and the water may be low in the gauge glass to meet the emergency; this happens, sadly, too often, and it should be avoided
entirely in tho fitting of new steamers,
A liberal allowance of steam space and steam generating area

ENGINEER.

of water surface are indispensable, which, unfortunately, most
donkey boilers do not possess, Steam piping on deck is often too
much exposed, and a saving would result in covering them with
good non-conducting material ; this would in no way interfere in
the removal of any pipe when required. In some instances I have
ticed too much condensed water coming from the winches, this
has all to be made up by the donkey boiler with cold water feed.
It is bad engineering to fix a boiler in such a pesition where its
mountings cannot be easily overhauled, but how common a practice
it is to fix dead-weight safety valves close under the deck where
weights 601b. each have to be mancuvred in a space of 18in.
Greater care should be exercised in these and many other details in
connection with donkey boilers and their fittings ; they were never
intended to be a useless and ugly ornament on board a ship, which
some really are, and I am of the opinion that they do not receive
that consideration which they deserve.
Axprew Younc,
Hull, February 15th.
PROBLEM IN PRACTICAL MECHANICS,
Sir,—-While staying, a few months ago, with a friend of mine
who is an antiquarian, he showed me some speci
of the
ancient
stone battle-axe known as ‘‘Celt,”’ These ‘‘Celts” possessed the
following curious property. When a ‘‘ clockwise” rotation was imposed upon them they rotated quite smoothly ; but whena “ counterclockwise ” rotation was im
, they at once began to oscillate
violently, causing a very disagreeable rattle, and finally began
rotating in the ‘clockwise ” direction. I am under the impression
that this curious behaviour is due to the position of the centre of
gravity in relation to the surface of contact with the table about
which the rotation occurs, but am at a loss to conceive what the
exact relation is. If any of your numerous readers can throw
some light on this interesting problem I shall be much obliged to
them. I may mention, for the information of any of your readers
who have never seen these ‘‘ Celts,” that they are approximately
elliptical in shape, and of nearly similar cross section.
Crewe, February 19th,
James D. MACKINNON,
THE
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clearance. N was the amount of steam which was compressed
back into the low-pressure cylinder, and O Q was the volume of
steam which passed through thet cylinder. It was the same
volume which was exhausted from the little cylinder, and it went
up into the larger cylinder. He would further say, that the expansion of the curve for the small cylinder should be set from the
clearance, also passing through E, because it was the total volume
in the cylinder and clearance spaces which expanded and came
through that curve. In the same way the compression curve
should be set off in the same line. The expansion curve should be
set off from the vertical ess groge J through H, because it was the
volume H K which expanded in tne cylinder in the same way as
the volume in H I which was being compressed from that cylinder,
and the whole expansion from the curve of the cylinder was not

necessarily a continuous curve. It might have brakes—it might
have humps upon it, or it might be hollow. He did not think
Mr. Mudd could say in excuse that he had not seen this published
in any book, as, early in 1871, he —— in Engineering a
diagram of expansion, showing how these diagrams should be put
together, and in this Institution about three or four years ago he
also gave them an illustration.
Mr. Parker said that during this discussion it had occurred to
him, both at Leeds and here, that there were two or three points
which required clearing up. He had taken a great deal of trouble
to get some information with regard to one —— point that
was raised by some speakers at Leeds, and that was whether
having such high pressure, whether 100, 110, or 120, to utilise in a
high-pressure engine, whether you could get anything like the
same result in other than a triple expansion engine. The figures
be had got were obtained from actual practice, and unlike Professor Ryan, he had had some experience in stokeholes and
served an apprenticeship there and in the engine room, so that
he knew something about it. Two steamers, both working at
110]b, pressure, one vessel had an engine of 47in. high-pressure
cylinder, 86in. low-pressure cylinder, 4ft. Qin. stroke; that
engine exerted 2600 horse power and consumed fifty-four tons per
day, representing 1-94 Ib. per indicated horse-power per hour. ‘The
next steamer was one fitted with triple expansion engines,
three cylinders, one 34in., ene 45in., and 70in. with a 4it.
6in. stroke, working at the same pressure, namely, 110Ib.;
that engine exerted an engine power throughout the voyage of
1900-horse power, and she gave a mean consumption of 36
tons per day, or equal a consumption of 16 com
with 1-94.
He thought it right to lay that before the meeting, because there
seemed to be a difference upon it. With regard to Mr. Morrison’s
question as to what had been done with regard to forced draught,
he could say that a steamer had been running and was now running
between America and this country, and this for two and a-half
years. ‘The boiler that was fitted in has just one-half the
eating surface that the previous boiler fitted in her had.
He could not give the exact number of feet, but it had three
furnaces, as compared with six furnaces of the
ious boiler
there. The consumption per square foot of grate in the present
boiler was over 30Ib. per square foot, and, after running
nearly two and a-half years, this boiler had been: carefully
examined, both internally and externally, and had not been
found to have deteriorated in any way whatever from the rapid
rate of combustion which took place in it from the forced draught.
He was very pleased to hear that the Council of this Institution
had determined to inquire into the mechanical working of marine
engines, and he was very pleased indeed to render them all the
assistance in his power, but, at the same time, he would remark
that to his mind it was rather a difficult task. To measure the
efficiency of a marine engine at sea was a very different matter from
measuring the efficiency of an engine in a mill or factory, or an engine in a laboratory, or alocomotiveengine. He had been thinking
as to the best means of obtaining the diameters of the feed inlet, and
of the outlet, and that was easily enough done; the temperature
was easily enovgh done, but the volume of feed-water, and the measuring of the volume of circulating water, was to his mind somewhat
difficult in a large engine, and that requiredto be done over some
days. In some steamers that trade to this
the feed pumps
were different from the ordinary style of f pumps. They were
made very slow running, for the purpose of excluding all air.
He thought to-day if they could measure those pumps carefully, and satisfy themselves that they were actually full, he
could measure the revolutions or the strokes that those pumps
would make, so that they measured feed-water, and perhaps
Professor Kennedy and others connected with this committee
could advise some other means. He was sure that steamship owners in the port of London would be very pleased indeed
to give to this Research Committee all the information they could,
and render them facilities for going down Channel to help them
as much as they could to get this matter placed on a satisfactory
basis.
Mr. Parker, in answer to Mr. Paget, said the boilers were exactly
alike, except in the case of the large engines. They were large, of
course, but they were identical in design.
Mr. Davey said the author of the paper had given 160ft. per
second as a steam velocity, and he had been accustomed to a very
general rule in land practice that for 500ft., which seemed to be
about the piston
of those engines with the steam ports, you
might put one-fourteenth or one-fifteenth of the cylinder; if they
took the figure given by the author of the paper, which came to
one-nineteenth ; and if they took the figure given in the letter
which the secretary read, it gave one-fifth. There must be a very
great discrepancy which wanted putting right.
The President said it was now after ten o'clock, and they could
not go on any longer, but that it would be better that the discussion should now be closed. The sooner they increased the number
of their meetings the better; and the sooner they had a building
of their own to meet in they would carry on their discussions more
frequently. This was a very important subject which had been
brought before them, and he thought they might leave it in the
hands of the committee. When they reported he hoped that somo
gentlemen would bring forward a report, with some other papers,
so that the question might be discussed again. In the meantime,
he felt sure that they, all of them, would pass a vote of thanks to
Mr. Morrison, the successor to, and in this matter representing, the
late Mr. Wyllie.
The meeting was then adjourned.

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS.
(Concluded from page 136.)
Ix continuing the discussion of the late Mr. Wyllie’s per on
triple expansion marine engines, read at Leeds, and publis with
pos pag in THE ENGINEER of 5th November last, Mr. Seami
mn
said he wished to speak with reference to Figs. 5, 6, and (in
grams which were given on
364 of the number of THE EncINEER referred to. . He thought there was there shown a little experience which would be of great value to marine engineers.
e
would see on No. 5 there was an initial pressure of 120 ; No. 6, 136;
No. 7, 140 ;and he believed in cach case the boiler pressure was
the same. Now he believed that the defectin No. 5 was due to
some bends in the steam pipe, and probably it was an improvement
when those bends were
taken paay- No. 7 represented the same
size engine, but probably with different pipes; he would like to ask
if Mr. Morrison would give them the size of the pipes, and any
particulars of the fittings there, because his experience with those
engines was that the difficulty arose, especially with high speed
engines, from not knowing in the matter of steam ports what not
to do—not so much what to do as what to avoid.
ere were also
Figs. 10 and 11, where an increase of 10 or 11 revolutions was
obtained, but the back pressure was increased 14 1b. Having to do
with engines from a great number of different makers, he
found there was a very great difference in practice, and if they
could only get hold of those particular cases, which might be
called the comparative failures, it would be of very great service to
them. Upon the question of jackets he would only say that with
high-pressure cylinders a loose lining was particularly desirable, because the wear was sometimes very great, and it always gave facilities for renewal. But upon thequestion of piston speeds he would like
to say a few words, because those three-cylinder engines that
were now becoming so
popular certainly did give a wellbalanced engine, and the advancing use of steel gave also a material which admitted of higher piston speed, without an increase of
wear and tear; and he ventured to think with a well-balanced
engine, and with the material now coming into use, more particularly that higher piston speeds might be adopted with
t advantage and without much, probably without any, perceptible increase
in the wear and tear. Of course, they wanted a first-class working
ship with a high speed, but a high piston speed allowed them to
use a much smaller engine and power, and therefore they got some
diminution in the first cost, which, of course, was always a consideration, and they got less weight and less space, and he believed
also more practical working, than with those high-pressures that
were now used. To his mind it was a matter of regret that the
invitation of Mr. Morrison to discuss the artificial or forced draught
question had not been responded to. He was quite sure that
marine engineers generally were considering the question as of
more importance than any manipulation of indicator diagrams.
Of course in war ships the fo:
draught was used for a very
different purpose from what it would be generally used in the
mercantile marine. There, by adding a few pounds of air, sometimes they got 50 per cent. more power out of the boilers, with
ony 10 per cent. more consumption of fuel; and, of course, as the
highest power was only required for short periods of time, and on
very few occasions, the increased amount of fuel was not a serious
drawback ;but in the mercantile marine, what must be had there if
the forced draught was to become the general practice was a diminution of consumption of fuel without any deterioration of the boilers,
and he thought if they could have some information on that point,
and as to the durability of the boilers that often worked with
forced draught, he was quite sure it would be most acceptable to
marine engineers,
Mr. Schinheider referred to the mode of putting the diagrams
together both of the two-cylinder and of the sage. Pr engines,
because he found that there was a great diversity of opinion as to
how they should be put together, and this evening he had heard
for the first time from Mr. Mudd, as an approximation, how it
should be done, but he thought that Mr. Mudd was a little astray
on one point, and that was the expansion curve. If he understood
Mr. Mudd rightly, he said, or meant to say, that an engine with a
given sized cylinder, with a given amount of clearance, if there
were no compression in the engine, they would get a certain expansion diagram. If they had compression they got a different
expansion curve. That was incorrect. The expansion curve was
quite independent of the compression in the cylinder. Before
making compound engines, whether two or three cylinders, it was
necessary that they should match the diagrams in order to know
exactly where their cut-off was to be, where their compression was
to be. If they did it, it must be correctly done. It was no use to
measure with an india-rubber rule. In referring to the diagrams,
there was one which showed a small cylinder with an expansion
curve, and also a compression curve going up to a certain height.
Now, if they put in the diagram a ptee tesob line A C, then the
volume H B would represent the amount of steam which was compressed back into the clearance spaces. Volume A C was the total
volume which expanded in the cylinder, and the difference between
the two, that was to say, volume B C, is, that volume which
sed
beseban, the cylinder and which exhausted from the one cylinder and
passed into the other at the pressure, of course, of BD. Thesame
thing took place in the second cylinder. There they had H M
the volume of the cylinder, H L was the volume of the clearance,
but the amount of steam which passed into that cylinder and also
passed out of it was the steam marked by the line I K.
at was
Tne tonnage of vessels conimenced during the last
the steam measuréd by horizontally cutting it at any point lying
between the expansion curve and the compression curve, in the quarter of 1886 was at the rate of 380,156 tons a year, and vessels
same way with the low-pressure cylinder. Then N R was the to be laid down more than double that of either of the two previous
volume of the low-pressure cylinder. NP was the volume of quarters,
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ENGINES, BURTON-ON-TRENT
diameter, and is common to the two pumps. This passes into an | It can be easily adjusted to regulate the feed of oil. The body of
cup is chambered to receive the oil, and has a neck by which
air vessel of 150 cubic feet capacity,at the endof the engine house. || itthemay
SEWAGE WORKS.
be attached to the —. At the bottom of a central
The ram pumps keep the air vessels charged with air by means
THE engraving shows one of the compound beam engines of a Wipperman and Lewis air injector. Outside each air vessel hole in the base is a tapering seat, below which is a passage through
e hole is threaded to receive the lower end
erected fur the Corporation of Burton-on-Trent by Messrs. | there is a sluice valve on the delivery main, with an indicator | which the oil flows.
Gimson and Co., of Leicester, under Mr. James Mansergh, C.E., worked from the spindle, showing on the wall of the wane of a spindle, which is bevelled to fit the seat. The upper end of
elastic wires which bear
of Westminster, engineer, to the Corporation. The ontract | house the position of the valves, and as an additional precautio | the iiaille is steadied by bent arms oragainst
the inner part of the
was for four engines to be erected in two engine houses. The an arrangement which locks the starting wheel of the engine so
body. The end of the
following description is taken from a paper on the Burton-on- long as the sluice is closed. Beyond the sluice valves a breeches |
pe. has an oblique pasTrent Sewage Disposal Works, written by Mr. Mansergh for pipe connects the two: branches from the engines into a 27in.
sage which communicates
the Chestertield and Midland Counties Institution of Engineers. | main, and just outside the junction there is a branch with a |
with the oil chamber and
with the hole, the threads
The engines are compound rotative beams, two in each house, | safety valve, blowing off at a little above the maximum head |
on the spindle below the
and each engine, with its pumps, is capable of lifting at twelve | when all four engines are working. These engines and pumps
ning being cut away, to
strokes a minute 125,000 gallons an hour to a height of 110ft. have been made and erected in a very satisfactory manner by
allow the oil to escape
The high-pressure and low-pressure cylinders stand together at | Messrs. Gimson, of Leicester, and they are doing very good|
freely.
Fixed to the spindle
one end of the beam, the steam exhausting directly from the duty. We give two diagrams,
is an index finger, or
high to the low-pressure cylinder. The admission and_ release
poles, which indicates on
valves are gun-metal double-beat valves, lifted by tappet cams, |
graduated scale, on tcp
and falling by their own weight. By an arrangement of sliding
of“the oil cup body, the
extent of opening of the
blocks and screws on the tappet levers, the point of cut off can
spindle at the seat.
be varied whilst the engine is running in either cylinder. The
recess around the bottom of
high-pressure cylinder is 24in. diameter, and the piston has 6ft.
the chamber forms a pocket
stroke. The low-pressure cylinder is 38in. diameter, and the
to
hold sediment and
piston has 8ft. stroke. Omitting the area of the ports and
prevent its
e to the
clearance spaces, the ratio of the two cylinders is 3°55 to 1. The
parts
to be oil
When
low-pressure cylinder is not steam jacketted. The high-pressure
the cup is used on a wrist
cylinder is steam-jacketted, the drain pipes being taken back
pin, it is provided with a
into the boilers below the water-line. The air pump is a single
screw cap fitting air tight,
acting vertical pump with piston stroke of 4ft.
e barrel is
the bodily swing of the cup
then insuring proper feed
24in. diameter. The valves are vulcanised rubber discs, falling
ofthe oil.
hen the cup
upon grated seatings. The foot valve is an inclined flap valve
is used on stationary bearwith gun-metal facings. The condenser has 30 cubic feet capaings, it is fitted with a slit
city. The air-pump draws its injection water from the cooling
cap or cover, having a vent
ponds outside the engine house, the overflow from the hot well
hole to insure flow of the
returning the water backagain. The fly-wheel is 24ft. diameter,
A test of four engines was held on December 2nd, 3rd, and||lubricant. It is obvious that the cap can
be removed to replenish
and weighs 24 tons. The beam is a wrought iron built beam, 4th, 1885. Two of the engines were tested for twenty-four | the oil or clean the cup without using the adjustment of the
of box form. The length of the beam frem centre to centre of hours, but owing to the supply of sewage to be pumped falling |spindle, while the index finger and scale provide for almost
end gudgeons is 26ft. 7Zin., allowing for a net distance of 26ft. short, the second two were only tested for twelve hours. The |instantly resetting the spindle to continue the same feed of oil,
between the centre of the low-pressure cylinder and the centre average indicated horse-power of the four engines during the | should the spindle be removed for any purpose. It is the invenof the crank shaft. There are two sewage pumps to each trial, and the total amount of coal burnt, showed that 1°95 Ib. of | tion of Mr. Herman A, Todd, of Evanston, Wyoming.—Scientific
engine, one directly underneath the high-pressure cylinder, and coal were burnt per indicated horse-power per hour. This result American.
the other at the opposite end of the beam at an equal distance would have been even better but the engines never had their
from its centre. They are simple ram pumps, the rams being full work todo. The height pumped was about 100ft. instead
2lin. diameter with 6ft. stroke. The suction and delivery } of 110ft. As nothing was prepared at the sewage farm for
tenders for the wire and other material required for
valves are exact counterparts one of the other. Each valve con- measuring the amount of sewage delivered, the exact-pump duty theTue
construction of a rabbit-proof fence along the South Australian
sists of niné malleable iron flaps, backed with leather, and| was not ascertained at these trials.
border
were
finally dealt with on January 7th. For 111 miles of
beating upon planed cast iron seating, set at an angle of 20 deg.
wire netting Messrs. Briscoe and Co., at £2430, were the successful
from the vertical. The total area fur the
of sewage
tenderers, and for 5500 standards the tenderofMr. M. W. Egerton,
through one set of these valves, when the flaps are open to the
at £1541, was accepted for colonial made articles. There were
IMPROVED OIL CUP.
stops, is 460 square inches, or one-third more than the area of
lower tenders for imported, but the Minister chose the colonial
pump plunger. Each pump has a separate 24in. suction pipe,| Tals oi] cup may be applied to the journal bearings and moving|| article in preference, For 22 tons of barb wire the offer of Messrs.
drawing its sewage from the suction chambers at each side parts of machinery, but is especially adapted to the lubrication|| McEwan and Co., at £462, was accepted. These, the Colonies and
of the houses. The delivery pipe for each engine is 20in. of the rod and wrist pin connections of locomotive and other engines. India says, were "the principal tenders,
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LIGHT
INSTALLATION AT THE | pump. The cylinder is lubricated by Mather md Platt’s improved sight-feed lubricator, requiring one plug valve only.
HADFIELD MILLS.
The air pump and condenser are combined. The pump is
* urs installation, comprising about 1400 lamps of 16-candle double-acting, worked by a tail rod from the piston, the cylinder
power—probably one of the most extensive yet introduced into being 10in. diameter, 30in. stroke, and has two suction and two
a cotton mill—is worked by a horizontal engine and two Edison- india-rubber delivery clacks of large area at each end. The air
Hopkinson dynamos, specially designed and constructed by pump and cylinder are all bolted to the same stone, and are also
Messrs. Mather and Platt, of Salford, for the purpose. The tied together by bolts. Throughout, all threads on bolts are
engine, illustrated by the accompanying engraving, is high- fine pitch or gas threads, and in working
have a nut of
pressure, condensing, with a single cylinder, 23in. diameter, ordinary depth locked with a thin one, and in addition have a
30in. stroke, intended to run at 100 revolutions per minute, and split cotter through the end of the bolt.
to work with a boiler pressure of 801b., and under these conThe two dynamos are each capable of an output of 44,000
ditions will indicate about 170-horse power.
volt-ampéres or watts, equivalent to 750 lamps—110 volts, 400
The cylinder is carried on an independent stand and bolted ampéres—at 620 revolutions. They are of the Edison-Hopkinto the trunk or frame, which is of box section, and supported son type, with the length of field magnets still further reduced,
at the crank end on a separate foot. Both the cylindrical and bar armatures. The commutators are built up of 47 bars
slide and the crank bearing pedestal are in one piece with the of copper insulated with mica, and are readily detachable from
trunk. The piston rod and crank pin are steel, and the con- the armature. There are three brushes on each rocking arm,
necting rod, best hammered scrap. At the crosshead end the each separately adjustable with spring forward thrust and holdconnecting rod is forked, and the wear taken up by a wedge and off catch. The armature bars have a section of 0°106 square
screw ; its length is three times the stroke. The crank is of the inch, and hence the load is three ampéres per square millimetre.
disc form, and is shrunk and keyed on to the shaft; the crank The dynamos are compound-wound, but owing to the great
pin is also shrunk in. The shaft is 8in. diameter, increased up strength of the magnet field and small disturbance caused by
to 8}in. for the fly-wheel, and at the crank end is carried in the armature, twelve convolutions of series coils is sufficient to
a bearing 15in. long, and at the off end, in an angle pedestal, secure perfect compensation for the whole range. The followfixed in an wall box, 12in. long and 6}in. diameter. The ing are the particulars of the resistances:—Armature, 0°00645
main bearing is adjustable both top and bottom and the sides ohm; series coils, 0°0013 ohm; shunt coils, 17°4 ohms; showing
by wedges and screws, so that the brasses can be fixed in an electrical efficiency of 96 per cent., and a commercial efficiency
any way while the engine is at work. The flywheel is 12ft. of from 94 to 95 per cent.
diameter and 27in. wide, and is prepared for two 12in., belts. It
was cast whole, split and bolted together at the rim, and held
with bolts and shrunk hoops at the boss; its finished weight is THE IRON TRADES OF 1886.—-In their Iron Trades Report, Messrs.
5} tons. The main and cut-off valves are worked by two excen- Bolling and Lowe remark :—‘‘The iron trade never takes the lead
tries, having respectively 44in. and 5}in. traverse. The engine | when
the flood tide of trade sets in, but follows other branches.
is governed by a Porter's governor with steel arms, working on We have to wait till consumers all over the world have regained
to the throttle valve. All the bearings, the excentrics, crank | increased purchasing powers, and a solid improvement on the
pins,&c.,are lubricated from one oil tank fixed over the main | produce market must be first established before our turn arrives.
e latter half of 1886 shows an increase in value of from 10 to 15
ring; and the oil is collected by suitable drippers led into a
tank below, from which it is returned to the top tank by a | per cent. in almost every article imported into Europe, and in
ELECTRIC

many instances even more. As producers abroad received the
benefit of this rise, they gradually Coons more willing buyers of
iron and steel, and the volume of our exports grew proportionately
in quantity and amount; but every upward move was severely
contested, and indeed, we may almost say was only obtained at
advances of from 6d. to 1s. per ton at a time ; no better proof that
this could we have of the soundness of the position of the trade.
The total exports of the two
t years were: Coals, tons,
23,770,957, 1885 ; 23,284,960, 1886; ditto, value, £10,633,151,
1885 ;£9,836,838, 1886; machinery and mill work, £11,086,869,
1885 ;£10,133,869, 1886; iron and steel, tons, 3,130,682, 1885;
3,389,197, 1886; ditto, value, £21,/10,738, 1885; £21,722,951;
1886. It was in 1866 that Great Britain was connected with the
| United States by the first submarine cable, the importance of
which to British trade can hardly be over-estimated.
During the
|| subsequent
twenty years, the iron trade of this country has
| principally been tided over several
periods of depression by
| demands from the United States in three distinct years, viz.—
|| 1872, 1879, and 1886. The question naturally arises, what_prosts can there be for a ic ag call upon us from the United
States for materials, considering the great productive powers of
| their iron industries, coupled with high import duties? Without
| venturing to express an opinion, we may, nevertheless, call atten| tion to a few facts which
bear on this point. In less than twenty
| years the United States have reduced their debt by about
|£220,000,000 ; they ended their fiscal year, 1886, with a surplus of
| about £18,000,000; they added during 1886 to their system of
| railways 8600 miles, making in all, 130,000 miles, worked by
27,000 locomotives, costing approximately £1,650,000,000 ; in six
| years, 1880-1886, the
ulation increased 20 per cent., er
from 50,000,000 to ble ,000 ;in 1885 they raised 357,000,
| bushels of wheat, in 1886 they raised 457,000,
bushels of wheat
|—an increase of more than 27 per cent., or equal to 100,000,000
bushels ;in 1885 their shipping ports received 4,451,663 bales of
cotton, in 1886 their shipping ports received 5,177,235 bales of
cotton—an increase of more than 114 per cent., or equal to
725,572 bales. In comparison with these fi
the progress of
| all other countries becomes insignificant.
e Uni
States in
| 1886 took from us nearly one-fourth of our whole iron and steel
| exports, say:—In 1885, 397,668 tons, value, £4,106,109; 1886,
| 796,626 tons, value £5,592,561. Continental countries still maintain their policy of not allowing British iron and steel] to enter
| free.”
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ON THE FRICTION OF NON-CONDENSING
ENGINES.'
By Prof. R. H. THurstoN, Ithaca, N.Y.
(Concluded from page 96.)
The mean effective pressure required to drive the engine itself,
loaded and unloaded, throughout the whole range of the trials
here made, was 4°55 lb. per inch of piston, and was nearly constant
as in the first investigation. The steam pressure usually ranged
between 65 lb. and 75 1b. per square inch at the steam chest; but
when it was desired to secure a more easily worked up card, the
pressure was dropped to 20Ib. A series of special experiments,
made to determine the question whether the friction of engine is
variable with boiler pressure, although not in all respects satisfactory, indicated a slight increase in engine friction as steam
pressures rose. The conclusion already arrived at by the writer,
as deduced from the work previously done, that the engine friction
in this class of steam-engine is constant, or sensibly so, under all
loads is thus here again confirmed. The following are the data
obtained, arranged as before, to exhibit the relation of the indicated
to the dynamometrie powers:
i) Oem
1.4
1 ee
kk
ee
No. ofRev.per, St. | Brake na. H-P. Dif. Frict.| Mean F. —
Card. Minute. | Press.
Pe. per card. | H.P.
Press. inf
1 |
2 |
sis
4/2
5
6
7
8s |
9
10
ll |

ENGINEER.

become less as pressures increase, the useful load and the speed of
engine remaining constant. This query is a very natural one, and
is based upon a correct statement of fact, however inconsistent it
may seem to be with the results above derived. The cause of the
apparent discrepancy is attributable, probably, to the variation
—a by the action of the governor in the distribution of steam.
t will be seen that the effect of increaseof steam pressureis to
cause acceleration of speed of engines, a change essential to produce
the action of the governor at all, and that it results in the readjustment of the set of the valve in such manner as to cause the greater
portion of the nearly constant amount of work performed to be
os more nearly at the commencement of the stroke, at a point in
the orbit of the crank-pin at which the work is mainly lost by
friction, and to reduce the proportion of total work done at or near
the “half-centre,” where it is principally useful. The proportion
FIC.7
aan

282
388

19
65
66
65
285
71
7
a | Ce
&
67
279 | 65
230 | 75
280
72

,
2°26
2°26
3-70 | 100
487
8-48
3°56
556 | 42
761
10°95 | 333
5°25
30
Stic
10°30
1293 | 289
413
20
«| «(1310
15°99
2°61
4°95
18
| 15°30
18°79
299
471
16
18°55
20°73
2°65
4-18
12
21°00
2373 | 273
437
1
| 2361
2595 | 233
8-73
9
| 26:39
29°95
2°36
5°38
ll
29°03 i 32°22
3-19
515
10
The first glance at column 6 or at column 7 of the above table in
which the horse-power absorbed by the friction of the engine, and
the mean effective pressure corresponding to that power are
en
ae
presented, shows that, as already concluded, the resistance of this
class of engine at constant speed is practically constant at all loads,
and that the differences and irregularities observed are due to
accidental causes. The variation of speed recorded here is in some
cases due to differences of steam pressure, partly purposely produced, and partly coming of the fact that it was necessary to take
steam as it could be obtained, and was impractible to secure steady
pressure; and in other instances was due to the fact, afterward
discovered, that the governor had been adjusted in such a manner
as to be slightly cramped, and thus deprived of its wonderful sensitiveness and accuracy, as exhibited before this defect had been
introduced, and after it had been remedied. Chronograph records,
made later by Professor Anthony, exhibit the most extraordinary
smoothness.
i
|‘
.
Per
of useful to lost work is thus varied in such manneras to give a
No.
St.
Mean |(Mean F. \Cent.
Tas, of Rev. Press.
:. ae. Press.
mean final result which is the less favourable as the steam pressure
Cards.
Press. {rriet.
is higher, and the cut-off shorter, giving a higher ratio of ex
ion.
It is also evident that, if this explanation is correct, the difference
1
250
25
18 |)
here noted will be less as the point of cut-off approaches and
2
271 | 39
27
Sj; 25
2
82
the half-stroke position of piston and crosshead. Could the valve
4
280
46
|
31
be set with negative lead for all positions at the point of cut-off, as
5 | 2
58
|
28 Ten pounds on is considered right by some experienced engineers, the work would
6
289
63
38
the brake.
be more nearly performed at positions removed from the “‘dead
7 | 236
63
| 40
points,” and the variation here described would be thus reduced,
8
283
ij
| 338
while the efficiency of the engine would be increased.
9
296
82
| 39
10
275
jl
| 100
Professor Rankine tied = Ray
‘
ll
279
66} |
100 |)
=
— )
Se
eee
12
277
se
| 100 |
This formula is evidently inadmissable, at least for the class of
13
275
3 |
| 100
=
which was made the subject of the experiments which have
14
275
30 |
| 100 | \-* eetaeie engine
been here described. Since the friction of engine is, so far as can
15
272
25
100
16
270
19
2
2
100
17
271
15
1712 i 2°36
2°36 | 100
Fig @.
These variations of speed served the useful purpose of calling attention to the fact that the engine friction varied, at constant load and
speed, with variations of steam pressure, and to a very noticeable
amount, within the usual range of pressures met with in practice.
It is seen that, in rising from 191b,. to 761b. steam pressure, the
NST HORSE POWER.
pressure demanded to give the engine its normal speed unloaded
ranged from below 4 lb. to above 5 Ib.
square inch of area of
piston, the pressure required in the cylinder rising, on the whole,
though irregularly, as steam pressure rose. In order to determine be here seen, sensibly independent of the magnitude of the load
whether this, which might prove to be a hitherto unobserved law, and of the resistance produced by it, the correct formula would
were true, the foregoing data were obtained by a series of experi- seem to be
R=R +R...
~~. « (3)
ments made for the purpose of settling this new question.
In the first set of experiments, here num
1 to 9, inclusive, the total resistance met at the piston being the sum of the resistance
of
the
engine
itself
and
that
of
the
load,
both
— determinthe weight on the brake arm was kept constant at 10lb.; in the
remaining experiments all weight was removed. In both sets the able, both being independent, and being governed by entirely
different
laws.
same general effect is seen. As the steam pressure rises, the Sw
The conclusions to be drawn from what has preceded are
being the same and the resistance the same, the friction of the
:—
:
:
engine increases; from 21b,, at 251b. pressure on the steam chest, obviously the following
(1) The friction of the non-condensing engine of the class here
to nearly 5lb. per square inch of piston at the maximum, 82 Ib.
described is sensibly constant
steam in the valve chest. As the steam pressure fell from this
at any given speed at all loads
point to 15 1b. in experiments 9 to 17, the load being thrown off
NET HORSE POwes 25
and is at different speeds en5 «
entirely and the speed being nearly constant, the mean pressure
-—
tirely independent of the magmeasuring the friction of engine falls again below 3lb. per square
nitude of the load.
inch of piston. The difference is considerably less in the last series
(2)The friction of engines
than in the first, which apparent discrepancy is accounted for by
of the type deseri
is
the fact that the variation of steam pressure in the first series was
variable
with variation of
accompanied by a greater change of speed of engine than in the
speed of engine, increasing as
pee: a The resistance is seen to increase slowly therefore with
speed increases, in some ratio
increase in speed of rotation. The effect of change of pressure is,
as yet undetermined, but
in these cases, more marked than that of alteration of velocity of
probably different with every
the engine.
engine, and, for the same
The accompanying plates illustrate the apparatus and exhibit
engine, with every change of
the facts revealed by the investigations which have now been
conditions of operation.
described better than can the text. Fig. 1 shows the method of
(3) The fnetion of engines
attaching the indicators, with an elevation of the engine cylinder
increases with increase of
and section at the crosshead; Fig. 2 exhibits the same wpe eve
steam pressure, in the case of
in plan; Fig. 3 gives an enlarged view of the reducing mechanism
the class here referred to, in
ont attachment to the crosshead; Fig. 5 is an outline plan of
a probably similarly variable
engine and surroundings, exhibiting the location of instruments;
manner with that observed
and Figs. 6 and 7 represent characteristic diag
btained by
with alteration of speed,
means of the indicator, showing the variations of steam distribution
neither
method
with variations of load on the brake. All these illustrations refer
—
Pp hh of ofreprvariation
+,
to the work of later date. Figs. 8 and 9 are given to exhibit the
Fig9
tion by any convenient algemethod of variation of mean friction pressures with variation of
braic
jon.
expressi
load, the variation of the percentage of friction resistance as a
(4) The total resistance measured at the piston of the engine is
fraction of total resistance with varying loads, or the last investigation; and, for comparison, the same ratios as obtained in the composed of two parts, the one sensibly constant at the working
work done at the American Institute Exhibition are given in Fig. 4. speed, the other variable with external load, and may be, for
These last curves are seen to be approximately hyperbolic; practical purposes, at sae eT by the expression,
while the first given is a straight line. The originals of these curves
were carefully plotted by Messrs. Day and Riley from the records in which R is the total resistance, as shown on the indicator diaof original observations, and beautifully represent the law which it ace R, the resistance due to the external load, ¢.g., as measured
y a Prony brake, and R, the resistance of the unloaded engine, as
was the object of these investigations to reveal and establish.
After a survey of this work, it may be asked, How does it happen shown by a “‘friction card” taken with the steam engine
that rise in steam pressure produces evident increase of the indicator.
It is sufficiently obvious that these conclusions are, at present at
frictional resistance of the engine? It was long ago shown by the
least, only certainly applicable to one class of engine. It is not
writer, and is now well established by many independent
investig
tions, that, with good lubrication, increase of pressure on a journal improbable that the condensing engine may be subject to quite
gives decreased coefficients of friction, and this would seem to show different laws. It is to be hoped that this question may be settled
has obtained
that the friction of engines in which the resistance caused by by direct experiment at an early day. The
friction is mainly due to journals and lubricated surfaces, should hitherto, of allowing a certain pressure per square inch of piston as
the equivalent of the friction resistance of the engine in marine
1 A paper read at the meeting of the American Society of Mechanical practice—this pressure being taken at from 24 1b. in the caso of
|engines of moderate size, to 14 1b. with the largest engines, It has
Engineers, New York, November 30th, 1886.
eo
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never yot been ascertained whether, or to what extent, the friction
of engine is augmented by the imposition of load.
© assumed
figure represents from 5 to 10
cent., usually, of the total
indicated power of the engine. Isherwood has taken 7} per cent,
of the mod load as the amount of increase of friction of engine
due to its action. This estimate is stated to be made on the basis
of the data given by General Morin, whose coefficients for friction
of lubricated surfaces are now known to be enormously larger than
those customarily met with in practice in well lubricated journals
of large size working under heavy pressures. In such cases, when
the surfaces are in good order, the coefficient is known to fall to
below 1 per cent., instead of being from 3 to 5 per cent., as given
by Morin, as determined under the different conditions of his
experiments, Where the journals are not well lubricated, and
especially when they are rough or cut by abrasion, friction may
increase enormously, and may pass far beyond the figures given by
Morin even; but such exceptional conditions cannot be taken into
account to establish laws for gene in design, or in good
practice. For all cases in which the friction varies, as in the
examples here above illustrated, the ‘friction card”
sensibly
represents the correct tare, whether the engine be loaded or
unloaded.
A word in explanation of the fact here shown, that the increased
load thrown upon the shaft, crank pin, and crosshead journals,
does not noticeably increase thefrictionofengine, will beconsidered
not out of place here. The friction of engine consists of the resistances due to the motion of the various piston, valve, and other
rods through stuffing boxes and in guides, the friction of the piston
rings on the cylinder surface, the friction of excentrics, and often
other parts which are independent of the magnitude of the load
thrown upon the engine by the useful resistance, in addition to the
friction of the journals transmitting the effort of the steam to the
exterior resisting work, and of the crosshead guides and other parts
indirectly affected by its variation. It thus happens that the
resistance due to the friction of the latter i be, and often is, but
a small proportion of the whole friction of engine. The total
friction of
ine, as has been seen, in engines of the class here
studied and of the sizes described, amounts to about 10 per cent. of
the total power developed when fully loaded ; but the coefficient of
friction ofany one journal, if well lubricated, has been found by the
writer, by hund:
of experiments, under such pressures as are
usual on the main journals of the steam engine, to fall below 1 per
cent., and the absorption of work and energy is thus a still lower
proportion of the work of the steam in proportion as the speed of
rubbing is less than that of the piston. The loss of power along the
line of
tion is thus
ingly small. It should never exceed
probably 2 per cent. of the work done, or between 10 and 20 per
cent. of the total friction. Again, the coefficient of friction, within
the usual
of pressures on these journals and the guides, with
good lubrication, increases rapidly as pressures fall, and decreases
as greatly when the
ures increase with variation of engine
power and load, and this c
often occurs so rapidly that the
total frictional resistance, on these parts even, varies very slowly
with variation of load, while the friction of the other portions of the
engine, above mentioned, remains quite constant. The resultant
effect is, as shown by the investigation here described, a practically
constant friction of engine under all loads, the speed and steam
pressure being constant. Whether this is true of condensing
engines is doubtful, and it would be an important extension of this
research could similar investigations be made of the friction of
other forms, and especially the marine steam engine and pumping
engines,
STEAMSHIP ECONOMY.
Ata recent meeting of the cy, massa Section of the Bristol
Naturalists’ Society a paper on ‘“‘ Compounding Oscillating Marine
ingines,” of which the following is a summary, was read by Mr.
J. W. J. Harvey:—
In describing the method adopted, attention was called to the
fact that in the search after economy the history of these engines
is somewhat unique, if not altogéther exceptional, from the circumstance that no less than three separate classes of engines had
been at work‘in the same vessel—the Juno—viz., ‘‘jet condensing,”
‘‘surface condensing,” and ‘‘compound,” under almost identical
conditions of ‘‘draught of water,” “displacements,” ‘‘ midship
area,” ‘‘ propeller,” &c., from which probably may be drawn some
useful conclusions as to the cost of motive power in steam vessels,
having regard to the description of machinery waar. With
the ‘‘jet condensing” engines, working with a boi Mey of
30 Ib. per square inch, an indicated horse-power of 1603 was developed on a eR
ay of 92 tons of coal
voyage, giving the
vessel a speed of 14¥; knots per hour. Hotta ly the engines
were fitted with a surface condenser and new boilers working at
the — pressure of 30 lb. per square inch, when the same indical
orse-power and
were maintained on a reduced consumption of 84} tons of coal per voyage. At the time the above
alterations were made—although it was meioudy under consideration to fit the vessel with compound engines—the competition was
not so keen as to warrant the heavy outlay such a change would
we involved, and recourse was —
to the — conlensing arrangement. In process of time it is scareely necessary
to be
i ded that petition in the shipping tealie tad bocems
much more severe, so that the vessel had to compete with others
in the same trade more recently built and fitted with compound
machinery, and it is evident that she would be out of the race
unless a considerable reduction could be made in the coal bill. The
vessel was too good and too great a favourite
to be cast aside as
obsolete, and as the outlay for entirely new compound machinery
would not have been justifiable, it was determined to compound
the existing engines at as moderate a cost as
ible, at the same
time maintaining such a rate of speed as oneal enable her to hold
her own with her more modern rivals. In carrying out this idea it
was necessary to retain as much of the existing machinery as possible, and to do this it was determined to keep one of the existing
cylinders as the low-pressure cylinder of the compound arrangement, and to so proportion the new high-pressure cylinder as to
obtain the maximum power possible, and by this means the
ter
part of the existing machinery was preserved, one cylinder, the
entablatures, shafts, paddle-wheels, condenser, side frames, air,
circulating, and bilge pumps being retained, and the new parts
required consi
only of one cylinder, two sets of link motion,
two feed
ps, a steam starting engine, and, of course, a pair of
cylindrical boilers working at 801b. pressure. The result was a
rn age engine having cylinders 40in. and 66in. diameter by 72in.
stroke, giving 1270 indicated horse-power, and a speed of
13; knots per hour, on a consumption of 49 tons of coal per
voyage, the conditions as to draught of water, &c., remaining the
same as before. The conclusions to be drawn are, therefore, that
with 335 less indicated horse-power we have the loss of threequarters of a knot in speed, or, in other words, it takes 335 indicated horse-power to get the last three-quarters of a knot, or about
one-fifth of the-whole power; that, when working with the jet condenser, the coal consumption was 92 tons per voyage; when
working with the surface condenser the consumption was
tons
per voyage, or a saving of 8} per cent.; and when compounded the
consumption was 49 tons per voyage, giving a saving of 464 per
cent. over the jet condenser, and 42 per cent. over the surface
condenser, This result was deemed highly satisfactory, and has
enabled the vessel to compete successfully with those of a more
modern type, and to retain her place on the line in which, through
all weathers and seasons, she has established for herself a favourable and widespread reputation.
Art the commencement of 1887 the tonnage of shipping
under construction was fully 61,000 tons more than it was at the
commencement of the previous year,
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
Tye Canadian Pacific trains are expected to run into
Vancouver city at the end of this month,
Tur railway line from Dimboola to Serviceton om the
South Australian border was formally taken possession of by the
Railway Department of Victoria on January 19th,
Raitway matters seem to be looking up in South
Africa, for a recent week's Natal railway receipts show an increase
of £1223 18s. 10d., compared with the corresponding week of 1886.
Iv the grounds occupied by. the American Exhibition
at Earl's Court, which cover nearly twenty-three acres, there will
be a model of the celebrated American switch-back railway in
Pennsylvania.
Tux mileage of trains during the pee half-year on the
nger trains, 7,248,618 miles ; of
Midland Railway was, of
and mineral trains, 9,732,473 miles; the total being 16,981,091
miles, showinga decrease, when compared with the corresponding
period of last year, of 391,212 miles,
A Canapa Southern Kg
train was recently
delayed by a peculiar cause,
engineer noticed that the water
ry ie boiler was low, notwithstanding that the pump had been
turned on, An examination of the tank showed that it was nearly
full. The pipe was found to be plugged up with small fish, sucked
up into the tank while it was being filled,
In concluding a-report on the collision which occurred
on the 27th of last December, at New Beckenham, on the Mid-Kent
section of the South-Eastern Railway, Major Marindin says, “‘The
collision would probably not have occu
if the engine of the
train had been a passenger engine, fitted with the apparatus
necessary for the application of the continuous brake, with which
all the vehicles in
train were furnished,”
A raiLway from Plymouth to Dartmouth has recently
been started, the Great Western branch from Brent to Kingsbridge
has just been i
, and it is expected that the immediate commencement of the London and South-Western independent line
from Exeter to Plymouth, at a cost of three-quarters of a million,
will cause the Great Western to double and narrow-gauge their line
from Exeter to Plymouth, These important extensions will give
employment to about 3000 men for over two years.
As a result of the agitation commenced a year ago by
the Brush Electric Light Co. for an alteration of the railwa c fication as regards the
i
of dynamo and other eé! rical
machinery, it has been decided that the Clearing House classification for apparatus of this description will now be:— Not packed, 3 Y;
in cases, 2nd. The reduction of rates effected by this alteration
represents a very considerable saving in the expenditure for carriage
of dynamo and other electrical machinery.
To convey the iron ore from the San Juan mines, in
Spain, which lie behind a mountain, to the trunk line, Mr.
Lee, of Redcar, has constructed an endless chain railway two m
in length. From the tips on the trunk line to the summit of the
mountain, which is 1712ft. above them, is a distance of 2790 yards
—an average gradient of 20°4 per cent.; the maximum gradient
being 43 per cent. The surplus power on the one side of the
mountain is utilised in hauling up the ore from the mine on the
other,
As an illustration of the effects of the illiberal policy of
the South-Eastern Railway Company, it is stated that during the
last fifteen years, the season ticket receipts of the South-Eastern,
which had tes the largest bf any company, have increased only
45 per cent., while the South-Western have increased 75 per cent.,
the Brighton 80 per cent., and the Chatham and Dover 100 per
cent. Moreover, the third-class traffic, which has everywhere
increased immensely, has made comparatively moderate, not to say
small, improvement on the Southrn Railway. In numbers
the third-class tickets have risen 80 per cent. on the Chatham, and
85 per cent. on the Brighton; while the South-Eastern has risen
only 50 per cent. pigeon in money, the Chatham Company has
gained, in the same
period, 65 per cent., and the Brighton 105 per
cent. ;while the South-Eastern has risen only 50 per cent.
Ar the meeting of the London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway Company last week, the chairman’ said, ‘‘ Now, if we lay
ourselves out and have the most efficient and the most comfortable
service to the Continent, we shall participate as
ly, or more
largely, in the expansion of that traffic than any other company.
That is the theory upon which we have been acting; but we have
not been blind to the fact that on the right side and left side improvements are continually going on in the train service and in
steamers.” ‘ Most comfortable service!’ ‘‘Not blind!” Has the
chairman ever seen any of the loop-holed packing-cases with a
medieval oil lamp glimmer which the Chatham Company have the
temerity to call second and third-class carriages? Has he ever been
able to see well in any of the first-class carriages, which carry an
oil lamp costing twice as much per year as a gas light? It may be
admitted that the company has a few new carriages,
Tue following are the dates of the introduction of railways in the various countries from 1825 to 1860 :—
England .. .. .. Sept. 27,188! Peru .. .. .. ‘Inthe year 1850
Austria .. .. .. Sept. 30,1828) Sweden .. .. Inthe
1851
France .. ..
--Oct.1, 1828
| Chili .. .. .. .. .. Jam, 1852
United States ..
Dec. 28, 1829 |East Indies
April 18, 1853
Belgium .. .. .. ..May 8, 1835) Norway .
.. July, 1853
Germany .. .. .- '« Deo.7, 1
gal
.. In the year 1854
Island of Cuba
In the year 1837 |Brazil.. .. .. .. April 30, 1854
ussia bn ad om April 4, 1883 | Victoria ss « «. Bept.
14, 1854
yee
.. Sept, 1839) Columbia... .. .. Jam,
28, 1855
Switzerland
July 15, 1844 |New South Wales .. Sept. 25, 1855
Jamaica ..
Nov. 21, 1845
rer
Spain ..
«+ «+ Oct. 24, 1848 |
le Australia .. April 21, 1856
Canada... .. .. «.. May, 1850; Natal... .. .. .. June
26, 1860
Mexico .. .. In the year 1850 | Turkey
Oct. 4, 1860
In describing an engraving illustrating two partly
smashed derailed cars on the Alleghenny Valley Railway, the
Railroad Gazette says;—‘*
The chief interest in the case centres in
the cme way in which the doors and the stove of the combination
car behaved; and a look at the circumstances readily confirms the
view expressed by competent witnesses that but for the fact that
steam heat—the Martin system—was in use on the train—in place of
stoves which{were still in the cars, but disused—the cars must have
been burned. The warps between the passenger and
e
compartments was about midway of the car, and close to it on the
passenger side, in the corner, which in the eé' ving is on the
upper side, stood the ordinary cast iron stove bolted down; and its
contents, consisting of cold ashes and half burned coal, were precipitated to the other—lower—side of the car; so it requires no
stretch of imagination to believe that a lively fire would have been
very promptly kindled if the coals had been burning. In the
ge com
ment were two men; and, curiously, the outside
end door and the free side door were both wa:
or blocked in
some way so that they could not be opened.
e men got out by
kicking through the door into the passenger compartment—close to
the stove—and a consideration of the substantial manner in which
car doors are generally made may well give colour to the statement
that ten minutes elapsed before the prisoners got free. It is to be
hoped that those who still love the ancient stove for its unpretending manners, and bug it affectionately for the good it has done, and
those who dwell complacently on the fact that cars are very safe
places to be in, in spite of their occasional little idiosyncrasies in the
crematory line, will profit by it.”
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
Tue six healthiest places in ry er and Wales last
week were Derby, Leicester, Salford, Brighton, Norwich, and
Nottingham,
THE deaths registered during the week outing Volrutey
19th in twenty-eight great towns of England and Wales corresponded to an annual rate of 21-1 per 1000 of their aggregate population, which is estimated at 9,245,099 persons in the middle of the
year.
In the Bulletin of the American Geographical Society,
No, 2, 1886, Commander H. C. Taylor, U.S.N., describes the
various projects which from time to time have been advanced for
the construction of a canal across Nicaragua, and attempts to show
that this is the most favourable route for a canal between the
Atlantic and Pacific. Dr. G, E. Ellis gives an interesting résumé of
the history of the Hudson’s Bay Company, 1670-1870,
A FirTH mass of meteoric iron from Augusta County,
Virginia, has been described in the American Journal of Science by
George F. Kunz. This
imen, which comes from the same
plese where wae found the largest of the three masses first
escribed by Professor J. W. Mallet, F.R.S., yielded, on analysis:
—Tron, 90°293; nickel, 8°848; cobalt, 0°486; phosphorus, 0°243;
carbon, 07177; with traces of copper, tin, sulphur, silica, manganese, chromium, and chlorine.
Ar a recent meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences,
a paper was read on the mechanism of the flight of birds studied
by chrono-photography, by M. Marey. This is a further application of the author’s new ene pr
gE method, already so
successfully applied by him to the study of human motion. ‘The
p#per is provided with four illustrations, one of which shows fifty
images per second of a bird on the wing. Measured by the metric
scale, the distance traversed during one complete revolution of the
wing was 1°37 metre, or 6°85 metres per second, and 24,660 metres
per hour,
Dr. von KiopeEn recently published a list of 374 rivers,
with their lengths, and other data, in which he gave the Nile as the
river, with a length of 6470 kilometres, the Missouri-Mississbeetcomning second with 5882 kilometres. General von Tillo revises
t
estimates, and from more exact measurements concludes, says
Nature, that the Missouri-Mississippi is the longest river in the
world, with 6750 kilometres, the le coming next with 6470 kilometres
as in Von Kliden’s list. Other rivers given both by Von
Kliden and Tillo with the same measurements are the Ta-Kiang,
5083 kilometres; the Amazons, 4929; the Yenisei-Selenga, 4750;
the Amur, 4700; the Congo, 4640; and the Mackenzie, 4615,
Ty London 2612 births and 1560 deaths were registered
last week. Allowance being made for increase of population, the
births were 272, and the deaths 336, below the average numbers in
the eepeenns weeks of the last ten years. The annual deathrate per 1000 from all causes, which had declined in the six preceding weeks from 26°3 to 17°6, rose again last week to 19:3.
During the first seven weeks of the current quarter the death-rate
averaged 20°9 per 1000, and was 3-4 below the mean rate in the
corresponding periods of the ten years 1877-86. In Greater
London 3346 births and 1981 deaths were registered, corresponding to annual rates of 32-2 and 19:1 per thousand of the population.
Tue Fireman states that from January Ist, 1833, when
the London Fire Engine Establishment was founded, to December
31st, 1886, there have been 66,158 fires in London. Of these 9397
have occurred on Sundays, 9085 on Mondays, 9587 on Tuesdays,
9632 on Wednesdays, 9538 on Thursdays, 9243 on Fridays, and
9676 on Saturdays. Dividing the 66,158 tires amongst the months,
it is found that 5800 have occurred in January, 4997 in February,
5557 in March, 5087 in April, 5533 in May, 5496 in June, 5821 in
July, 5820 in August, 5256 in September, 5025 in October, 5505 in
November, 6261 in December. Most fires appear to take place
during the hottest and coldest months of the year. The numbers
given are exclusive of false alarms and chimney fires.
At a recent eeoting of the Royal Society a ba r was
read ‘‘On the Specific Heats of Minerals,” by J. Joly, B.E.,
Trinity College, Dublin. The observation of specific heat is suggested as of value in determinative mineralogy. It is, with some
exceptions, nearly constant for the same chemical
position, and
calculable from an assumed chemical constitution, not alone in the
case of simple compounds, but in the case often of the more complicated silicates, &c, No difficulty is introduced into its determination by conditions of aggregations such as looseness, &c. The
method by weighing in air and steam admits of its value being
very simply determined, and, if great accuracy be not required,
very rapidly. The experiments made by the writer show that
there is a small variation in the specific heats of minerals of the
same species, accompanying slight differences in translucency,
lustre, perfection of crystalline form, the tendency being for the
specific heat to be a minimum in the most perfect crystals.
Hererorore electric telephones have been constructed
on the microphone principle, depending upon variation in pressure
between contact points, or upon the relative movement of bodies
able of inductive action upon each other. In those telephones known as the “‘ magneto,” which come under the latter
class, the relative movement is a bodily one, as when a diaphragm
is detlected by the impinging of the voice upon it. As was shown
some years ago, however, by Professor D. E. Hughes, the molecules in a highly-magnetised body, however rigid in their ‘‘set,”
retain, nevertheless, each a a field of its own, through which
each can move with excessive freedom, trembling, vibrating, or
rotating through a small degree with infinitely less force than
would be required to rotate it permanently on either side ; so that
a mechanical
shock or jar is sufficient to cause a rotation of the
molecules and a change in their relative positions. Hence in a disc
magnetised so as to show no evident or external polarity, the jar
caused by the impinging of the voice may cause a momentary
unbalancing of the molecules, which is sufficient to give rise to
inductive currents in a neighbouring conductor. This interesting
phenomenon has been made use of in the construction of a telephone which is described by the Klectrical World, and in which
the mere bodily motion of the diaphragm creates no current in the
jacent coil. It is only when the internal molecular condition of
the magnetised disc is disturbed, as by a jar, that, it is claimed,
inductive effects are obtained and speech is transmitted.
ADMIRAL Bouquet DE LA GRYE has made an interesting
report to the Académie des Sciences at Paris on a series of experiments instituted by the Prince of Monaco, designed to test the
velocity of currents in the North Atlantic, by means of light watertight caskets or vessels launched into the sea at a considerable distance from the land. Some such caskets launched off the Azores
in 1885 reached the land after an interval of time which indicated
a daily rate of motion of from two to four miles. Later observations indicate a quicker rate of movement. Of 500 launched in
deep sea off Cape Finisterre, twelve arrived at the French coast a
little below Arcachon after an interval which suggests an average
daily rate of travel of about six miles, Some of them were of
glass, some of copper. ea nos ones, floating on the surface,
were exposed more to the buffetings of the waves as well as to the
influence of the currents; so that it may not be easy to determine
how much each of these factors may have contributed to the actual
movement, ‘The Prince carried out also a multitude of observations to determine the temperature of the ocean at different depths
in various localities, In the Bay of Biscay, at a depth of 150
metres, the temperature of the water was lower than at the corresponding depth off the Portuguese coast. The differences of temperature of the deep sea help to explain the differences of the fishes
and marine plants.
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MISCELLANEA.
To-morrow the members of the Civil and Mechanical
Kngineers’ Society will visit the new drainage and ventilation
works at the Houses of Parliament, assembling at the entrance
to the House of Commons at 2 p.m,
Tue cotton docks at Staten Island, New York, were
struck by lightning and set on fire on Friday last. A Reuter’s
telegram says that the damage is estimated at 300,000dols,
Thirty thousand bales of cotton were burned or damaged by fire
and water, and five warehouses were destroyed. The docks are
the property of the American Dock and Trust Company.
TuE construction of the two ferry steamers to ply
between Millwall and Greenwich has been placed by the Greenwich
Ferry Company with Mr. George Skelton, shipbuilder, of Millwall.
These boats willbe sufficiently large and powerful to convey fifteen
loaded wagons and about 1000 passengers across the river at every
trip. As they will runabout every ten minutes day and night, they
willremove a long-felt want in the East End of London.
Ir is notified that the summer meeting of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers will this year be held in Edinburgh,
the members having been invited by the Senatus of the University
to meet in their erg r An invitation has been received from
Sir John Fowler, K.€.M.G., and Mr. Benjamin Baker, to visit the
works in progress at the Forth Bridge; and another from Messrs,
Barlow and Son to inspect the new Tay Bridge. The meeting will
commence on Tuesday, the 2nd of August, and will last four days.
Some of the gas companies are accumulating an enormous quantity of coke, so they are intending to reduce the price
and sell it at a profit of not more than 50 per cent. Coal on the
average does not cost the London companies 7s. per ton, but suppose it did, the coal would give nearly li cwt. of coke, costing,
say 6d. per cwt. The companies are so troubled with this accumulation that they will, in consideration of the profits on gas, tar, &c.,
sell this coke for, say, 9d. per cwt. Can they afford to be so very
generous ¢
A LarGE ironclad, named the Pelayo, constructed for
the Spanish Government by a French company, was launched at
Toulon on the 5th inst. Commenced in April, 1885, the vessel is
105 metres long by 20 wide, and of 9900 tons. ‘The two engines
are of 6800-horse power, which can be increased to 8000, and the
two screws, each weighing 7500 kilogrammes, = & maximum
speed of 16 knots an hour. The cost is 14,500,
., exclusive of
that of the hydraulic apparatus and artillery, and the ship will be
completely equipped in another year.
Acourskof freelectures on matters connected with building will be delivered at Carpenters’ Hall, London Wall; each lecture to commence at 8 o'clock p.m. March 2nd, ‘‘ English Carnters and Foreign Competition,” by Mr. Warden Banister
“letcher, F.R.1.B.A.; March 9th, ‘‘Girders and Beams,” by Professor A. B, W. Kennedy, M.1.C.E.; March 16th, ‘‘ Joinery,” by
Mr. Francis Chambers, F.R.1.B.A.; March 23rd, ‘‘ Half Timbered
Houses,” by Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, F.R.1.B.A.; March 30th, “‘ Bricks
and Brickwork,” b:
fessor T. Roger Smith, F.R.1.B.A.; April
6th, ‘‘Wood—its Chemistry, its Decay, and its Preservation,” by
Professor A. H. Church, M.A.
Tue Gloucester Chamber of Commerce held an important extraordinary meeting on Wednesday, and decided upon promoting a comprehensive scheme of canal and dock improvement
between Birmingham and the Bristol Channel. The estimated
expenditure is about a million and a quarter. It is proposed that
the Municipal Corporations of Gloucester, Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Kidderminster, Stourbridge, and other Midland towns,
and also Cardiff and Swansea, should combine in purchasing and
improving the Gloucester and Sharpness and the Birmingham and
Worcester Canals, and that a new entrance should be constructed
in the Channel five miles below the present docks at Sharpness,
direct communication being obtained to Gloucester, by constructing
a new ship canal to the mouth of the Gloucester and Sharpness
Canal. The project is being heartily supported by merchants and
traders in Birmingham and Gloucester, as well as the various
Midland towns, which will be affected by the
of the scheme,
under which vessels of two thousand tons would be able to enter
upon any tide and navigate the Channel direct to Gloucester.
Work on the buildings of the American Exhibition of
the Arts, Industries, Manufactures, and Products of the United
States, to be opened May 2nd at EKarl’s-court, Kensington, is progressing very rapidly. Over 400 men are now at work on the
grounds, and when the electric light plant, for which a 600-horse
power engine and boiler are being put into place, is completed,
night work will be begun. The managers report that the applications for space in the building far exceed its capacity, and from
these space has been allotted only to the very best class of exhibits.
The display of agricultural implements will be particularly complete
and interesting, and a large number of exhibits of machinery in
motion will be seen. Not the least interesting of these willbe the
manufacture of machine-made watches and clocks, for which the
United States is justly famous. Sevéral large American railroads
will also make exhibits, illustrative of the agricultural and mineral
products of the territory through which their lines run. Another
feature will be American lager beer, in the manufacture and _consumption of which the Yankees claim to surpass even the ‘‘ Vaterland.”
Tue town of Gainsborough is supplied with water from
the river Trent, and this source yearly
ming more and more
polluted, the local Board of Health determined to seek for other
sources, and called‘in Mr. W. H. Dalton, of H.M. Geological Survey, to report on the best way of obtaining a fresh supply. Mr.
Dalton advised boring through the Keuper Marls, and estimated
the probable thickness at about 600ft. Thelocality of Gainsborough
is virgin ground, having no wells of any depth, and the Local
Board very pluckily adopted Mr. Dalton’s scheme, and under the
superintendence of their surveyor, Mr. C. Greenhalgh, a tender
was concluded with Messrs. E. Timmins and Sons, of Runcorn.
Last December the Keuper Marls were
penetrated at 72bft.
The strata for 350ft. was intercalated with
of gypsum, causing
very great infall, and entailing much risk of closing and fastening
in bore tools. Wyought iron lining tubes have now been put down
to the base of the Marls and the red sandstone penetrated 20ft.
with 104in. boring, and good water is now flowing into well about
50ft. from the surface, and when the borehole has reached the contemplated depth of 1000ft. the boring will, no doubt, be yielding
water sufficient for their requirements.
Durine January last the iron and steel exports from
Great Britain reached the value of £220,050, as compared with
£114,484 for January, 1886, and £161,321 for January, 1885.
Pig iron has been exported to the value of £149,377, against
£135,003 for the corresponding month of 1886. The greatest
increase is shown by Italy, the value sent there having advanced
from £10,711 to £23,924. In steel rails the value exported last
month was £214,262, against £110,215 for January, 1886. The
United States, with which market no business was done in
January, 1886, took rails amounting to £63,650 last month ;
British East Indies advanced from £34,674 to £57,036; an
Australasia from £20,744 to £40,183. A gratifying feature of the
steel rail trade is the reappearance of British Possessions in South
Africa, which took steel rails to the amount of £7777 last month
against nil for January, 1886. Brazil fell from £16,012 to £2375,
and the Argentine Republic from £24,811 to £5766. In steel—
unwrought—the increased business shown last December is more
than maintained, The value exported in January, 1887, was
| £136,284, against £73,083 for January, 1886. .To the United
States was senta value of £78,262, against £22,545 in January, 1886.
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fiction—replied that she did not care what the books
were, “so long as they had good handsome kivers.”
“Slow” and “quick” combustion means nothing to the
metropolitan householder. He wants chimneys that will
not smoke, a handsome fireplace, and a fire that will warm
him more or less. This is very sad, no doubt, but it is a
hard fact. The Smoke Abatement Institute plays, we
fear, the part of Mrs. Partington and her mop, public
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Smoke Nuisance Acts to be administered with sufficient to inspire respect. To say that because in a great brewery
vigour. The total number of convictions during the year or flour mill it is possible to make steam with slack, withTO CORRESPONDENTS.
1885 was only 120, and in 55 per cent. of the cases the fine out the evolution of smoke, it should also be possible for a
was below the minimum prescribed by the Act-—namely, man working, say, a 10-horse boiler to prevent smoke, is
Registered Telegraphic Address “ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
LONDON.”
40s. For this evasion the magistrates are responsible. simply to ignore the facts. To fine the great brewer may
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or con- Proceedings were taken in 124 cases. The total amount be right enough. It does not follow that it is equally
taining questions, must be accompanied by the name and address of fines inflicted was £275 10s, One fine of £40 was right to fine the little steam user.
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of inflicted, and seven of £10 each. “No proceedings whatto the steamers on the river, it is equally well known
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous ever appear to be taken to enforce the conditions of the thatAs bituminous
coal cannot in practice be burned without
communications,
All the efforts of all the
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to Acts as regards steamers on the river Thames, and this is the evolution of smoke.
a point which the Council consider of special importance.” engineers who have worked for the last forty years at
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in
e cannot help sympathising with the Smoke Abate- achieving the task have not succeeded.
Our great
cases, be —
by a large envelope legibly directed by the ment Institution. A cold and ungrateful world either Atlantic liners and our men-of-war alike give off volumes
writer
to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that passes it by without notice, or regards it as in itself a of
smoke
unless
they
burn
Welsh
coal.
In
the
endeavour
answers received
us may be forwarded to their destination, worse nuisance than smoke. All this might be forgotten
to prevent smoke evils of much greater importance are
No notice will be
of communications which do not comply
if
only
the
Institution
could
score
a
success
somewhere.
introduced. So long as dense black smoke is not evolved,
with these instructions,
J. 8. (Salford).—We know of no trustworthy estimate of the whole power in This is, however, precisely what it does not do. The truth we may rest well content. If the Smoke Abatement
steamships and on land,
is that it has taken upon itself an impossible task. It acts Institution can produce any definite scheme for making
on an erroneous assumption which underlies and controls steam with north-country coal, which shall be free from
LETTER PRESSES.
all its operations. The assumption is that smoke is only reasonable objections, by all means let it be produced. The
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir, Could any of your readers give me the addresses of firms who produced by wilful perversity—that, in short, nothing is | Institution apparently hasno such scheme, and if theSmoke
easier than to burn coal without smoke. We find in the , Nuisance Act can only be complied with by abandoning
make the manufacture of letter presses a speciality ?
T. A.
report before us all the old latitudes about house fires. | the use of north-country coal while the steamer is in the
KNITTING MACHINES.
The fact that they are repr uced is a bad sign. It goes | river, the facts should be looked straight in the face.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
to show that the Institution cannot learn. Some years
do not deny that there are numerous and most meriSrr,—Could you or your readers favour me with an address or ad dresses) ago the Institution held at South Kensington an exhibi- We
torious inventions in daily use for diminishing the
where I could obtain prospectus and price lists of knitting machines?
tion of domestic and otherer fires
Woolwich, February 21st.
J.C,
fil which were to burn their |evolution of smoke. To name one might seem invidious
own smoke, and the Institution was threatened with legal | to others, but there is no invention which can be regarded
GUNSTOCK MACHINERY.
sane ahaha indictment for nuisance, in fact—by as universal in its application, or uniformly efficient and
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
the householders in the immediate neighbourhood of the contenting in its operation. The Smoke Abatement
Srr,—Can any of your readers favour me with the names of firms su
Horticultural Gardens. That exhibition demonstrated as Institution would do much better work than it is doing if it
plying machines for making gunstocks and other articles of that class?
clearly as possible that a domestic fire grate cannot be would look facts in the face; and before it insists that
mdon, February 21st.
B. F.
smokeless unless it burns smokeless coal. It was indeed smoke can be prevented by the use of acceptable devices,
PATENT FUEL MACHINERY.
possible for inventors and exhibitors, by the exercise of would ascertain what percentage of such devices is
(To the Editor of The Eagineer.)
eat skill and caution, to prevent the evolution of smoke
for the smokeless boiler chimneys to be
Sir,—Kindly enable me to inquire, through the medium of your rom grates more or less complicated and expensive, but accountable
found by the score in the metropolis.
columns, the name of the makers of machinery used in the manufacture
nothing which the general public would use was smokeless.
of patent fuel in form of pressed blocks.
J.R. B,
_ RAILWAY LEGISLATION IN AMERICA,
Desperate efforts were made to induce householders to burn
GALVANISING IRON.
Tue passing of a very stringent measure controlling
smokeless Welsh anthracite. A very short experience was
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
the railway traffic of the United States, known as the
Sir,—-I shall thank any of your correspondents to tell me what arrange- sufficient to prove that anthracite, or even smokeless Welsh
ments and apparatus, &c., I require to galvanise constantly small pieccs steam coal, is quite unsuitable for domestic use. We Inter-State Commerce Bill, will afford some encourageof iron—say, of the uniform size of 1}in. square and y;in. thick.
doubt if a single ton of such fuel has been burned this ment to railway reformers in this country. We cannot
February 22nd.
Ferum,
winter in gry (gpanehouse fires. The Institution, how- hold it up as a model for close imitation, as it is
ever, seems to
as confident as ever that smokeless badly drafted, while some of its most impurtant secSUBSCRIPTIONS.
THE ENGIneer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country grates can be used. It is useless, perhaps, to argue with tions are so loosely worded that able lawyers are
«it the various railway stations; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct people so certain that they are the only wise men. The divided as to the correct interpretation of them, and
rom the office on the following terms (paid in advance):—
editor of the British Medical Journal suggested that some it is feared that this uncertainty will lead to a great
Half-yearly (including double numbers)... . .. £0 148. 6d.
experiments should be made by the Institution to test the deal of litigation which might have been avoided if
Yearly (including two double numbers) ..
oo BA Oe, Od,
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will relative value of slow and quick combustion grates. We more care had been bestowed upon the drafting of the
be made, Tue ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad.
find, however, that although the officers of the Institution measure. There ix reason to fear, moreover, that in their
A complete set of THE ENGINEER can be had on application.
Foreign Subscriptions for Thin Paper Copies will, until further notice, be approved of the suggestion and entered vigorously into the desire to reform the glaring abuses of the American railreceived at the rates given below :—.
Subscribers paying in advance work, they could not raise the necessary funds. Letters were way system at one stroke, the majority of the Legislature
at the published rates will receive THE ENGINEER weekly and post-free.
Subscriptions sent by Post-office order must be accompanied by letter of written to the press, applications were sent out widely have attempted too much. However this may be, the
— to the~ Guapnpaah Thick Paper Copres may be had, if preferred, at to the professions and trades interested, and letters were Bill has now become an Act, having received the Prerates,
addressed to numerous leading men, and to those who sident’s assent, and by this time probably the five Comae oyPoet-ce order. — Australia,
um, B
British
jana, Canada,
am
mark, had taken an interest in the Smoke Abatement Exhi- missioners who are to administer it have been appointed.
Hawaiian
i
1 Islands q > pt, France, Germany,
Italy,
Malta, bition; but the fund has not yet reached sufficient They will be looked to for guidance as to the interpretafermany, Gibraltar,
Gibraltar’
1
Natal, Netherlands, Feltius, New Brunswick, Newfoundlaad, New
South Wales, New Zealand, Portugal,
Swi'
Tas- dimensions to justify the Council in commencing the tests. tion of doubtful provisions, and, as the Act is to come
mania, Turkey, United Sta‘
West Coast of
ica, West Indies,
It is not easy to see what is to be gained by testin into operation sixty days after its passing, they will not
Cyprus, £1 16s, China, Japan, India, £2 0s. 6d.
Remittance by Bill on London.—Austria, Buenos A
and Algeria, “stoves,” some of which have open grate bottoms, rn have much time to lose if they are to do what is expected
Peru, Russia, f
Spain, Sweden, sone of which have close fire-clay bottoms. This seems of them in the first instance.
Sua”
kina
rneo, igs
Ceylon, Jessa
Jav:
pore, £2 0s. 6d. Manilla, to be the principal difference between quick and slow
The Act has no application to railway traffic within the
Sandwich Isies, £268.) 0
combustion stoves. Possibly this is the reason that funds limits of any one State, that being under the control of
mae
ADVERTISEMENTS.
«" The chargeforAdvertisements of four lines and under is three shillings, are not forthcoming. The Council seem to regret that a the Railway Commission of each State as heretofore; but
Sor every two lines afterwards one shilling and sixpence; odd lines are large number of houses are being fitted with slow com- it applies to every common carrier engaged in the transcharged one shilling. The line averages seven words, When an advertisertation of passengers or goods wholly by rail or partly
ment measures an inch or more the charge is ten shillings per inch. All bustion grates though nothing is known of their efficiency
single advertisements from the country must be accompanied by a Post-office and economy. The truth is that builders and the public y rail and Lepety by water from one State or territory to
order in payment. Alternate advertisements will be inserted with all care nothing at all about efficiency or economy. The another or to or froma foreign country. The first general
practical regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case. old-fashioned
fireplace is popular because it suits the principle laid down in the Act is that any “unjust or
All except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition.
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six the Victorian Queen Anne style of architecture. The unreasonable ” charge is prohibited and unlawful. Next
o'clock
on
Thursday
Evening
in
each
week.
public
act
on
the same principle as the old lady, who, it is provided that om shall be no unjust discrimination
Letters relating to Advertisements and the Publishing Department of the
into money, ordered a library, and being aske:l between one customer and another by means of “any
paper are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. Geo rge
id Riche ; all —
other letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tak ENGINEER, 163, Strand,
what kind of works she would like—history, travels, special rate, rebate, drawback, or other device,” all
FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
Boyveau, Rue de la Banque.
PARIS.—Madame
AsHER and Co., 5, Unter den Linden,
BERLIN.—
VIENNA.—Messrs. Geroip and Co., Booksellers.
A. TwiermMeyer, Bookseller.
LEIPSIC.—
NEW
YORK.—-Tue Witmer and Roorers News Company,
81 Beekman-street.

MEETINGS NEXT WEEE.
Tue InstiTvTION oF CiviL ENGINEERS, 25, Great George-street, Westminster, 8.W.—Session 1886-87, Tuesday, March Ist, at 8 p.m.: Ordinary
meeting. Paper to be read, with a view to discussion :—‘‘ Dred,
Operations and Appliances,” by John James Webster, M. Inst. C.E.
Friday, March 4th, at 7.30 p.m.: Students’ meeting. Paper to be read :—
“ Propelling Machin
of Modern War Ships,” by Sidney H. Wells,
Wh. Sc., Stud. Inst. C.E.
Society oF ARTs, John-street, Adelphi, London, W.C. — Monday,
February 28th, at 8 p.m.: Cantor Lectures. ‘ Building Materials,” by
W. Y. Dent, F.C.8., F.1.C. Lecture I11.—Lime—Kilns used in the calcination of limestone—Mortar—Cements-—Manufacture of Portland cement
—Utilisation of blast furnace slag—Plaster of Paris. Tuesday, March Ist,
at 8 p.m.: Foreign and Colonial Section. “The Colonial and Indian
Exhibition,” bd Edward Cunliffe-Owen, C.M.G. Wednesday, March 2nd,
at 8 p.m.: Ord nary meeting. ‘The Cultivation of Tobacco in England,”
by EU. Beale ;Sir Edward Birkbeck, Bart., M.P., vice-president of the
. will
side. Friday, March 4th, at 8 p.m.: Indian Section.
tes to the
t,”” by Major-General Sir F. J. Goldsmid,
K.C.8.1L, C.B.
Crvit AND MECHANICAL Enorveers’ Sociery.—Wednesday, March 2nd,
at 7p.m.: Ordinary meeting. Paper to be read :—‘‘ Wave Percussion,” by
B. Haughton, C.E.
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charges for a like and contemporaneous service in the
transportation of “a like kind of traffic under substantially
similar circumstances and conditions” being required to
be equal. This is intended to be a stringent provision
inst preferential charges, but it is one of the portions
ofthe Act about which there has been most discussion,
and it is believed by many authorities that there will be
no difficulty in evading it. Circumstances and conditions
vary so greatly that it is thought there will be endless
disputes over this section, unless the Commissioners lay
down some definite rules as an authoritative interpretation of it. Companies are further forbidden to favour
any locality or any particular description of traffic at the
expense of another. There are two sections dealing with
undue preference—the first prohibiting unequal c
es
under like conditions, and the second preferential or prejudicial advantage of any kind whatever. What is known
in America as the “long and short haul section” has
ziven rise to a great deal of adverse criticism.
i
ourth section declares it to be unlawful to charge more
“in the aggregate” for conveyance “of passengers or of
like kind of property, under substantially similar cireumstances and conditions, for a shorter than for a longer
distance over the same line, in the same direction, the
shorter being included within the longer distance.” It is
somewhat awkwardly added that “this shall not be
construed as authorising any common carrier within the
terms of this Act to charge and receive as great compensation for a shorter as fora longer distance.” Here railway
companies are first told that they must not charge
more for a part than for the whole of a given
distance, and then that they are not to assume
that they are thus authorised to charge equally. It
would have been simpler to state that the charge for
the part should not be greater than, or equal to, that of
the whole. As it is, the equal charge is not actually prohibited. A question arises also as to the meaning of the
words “in the aggregate.” They might mean the
gate of apne serfor all kinds of traffic; but this would be
a reductio
absurdam, as it would be no consolation to
an aggrieved person to be assured that the total charges
on the traffic were not excessive while the charges on
goods that he sent were. What is intended, it may be
assumed, is the total charge, including terminals, on each
class of goods. It will ‘be noticed that this does not
amount to an equal mileage rate for all distances, that
idea having been generally abandoned as impracticable.
The charge for part of a distance must not be greater
than that for the whole, and probably it will not be
allowed to be equal; but it may be only a little less for
all that this section says to the contrary. Experts declare
that the principal effect of the section will be to keep up
through rates, m which there has been a great deal of
cutting among competing companies. This will be
advantageous to railway shareholders, as the cutting has
gone on to a ruinous extent in recent years. On the
other hand, it is complained that the virtual prohibition of
extremely low through rates for wheat, for instance, will
be injurious to the agricultural interest, distant wheat
fields having been developed only by the advantage thus
afforded. There is, of course, an answer to this objection,
namely, that the advantage given to growers of wheat in
settlements far from the sea
and from the great
centres of population have been afforded at the expense
of growers less distant, large numbers of whom have
been driven out of the competition. However, the development of new lands has always been a favourite object
with the American Government and the people at large,
and a proviso has been added to the section which may
operate generally enough to render it in many cases
a dead letter. The Commissioners are authorised to
set the rule aside “in special cases,” and to allow a company to charge less for a long distance than for a short
one. The dispensing power thus given is unlimited, and
the general impression is that it will put too much
responsibility into the hands of the Commissioners,
exposing them to great temptations and to the suspicion
of favouritism and jobbery.
The next section, which is only less important than
that just referred to, declares it unlawful for companies
to enter into combination “for the pooling of freights of
different and competing railroads, or to divide between
them the aggregate or net proceeds of the earnings of
such railroads, or any portion thereof.” The object of
this section is obviously a good one. It is to prevent
companies combining to keep the public from getting the
benefit of competition between them. It is not at all
certain, however, that the object will be accomplished.
As one of the best judges of railway business points out,
there is nothing in the section to prevent companies
from making any arrangement for the maintenance of
rates which they deem desirable, so long as they stop
short of actually pooling the money for division on an
equal basis or dividing percentages. Pooling, it is contended, has worked well on the whole by promoting
steadiness in rates, whereas traffic arrangements between
companies, which are certain to take the place of pooling,
have led to frequent disagreements and sudden fluctuations in rates, which are very injurious to commerce, If
through rates over two or more lines are not to be prohibited—which is out of the question—it is obvious that
some arrangement for the division of receipts must be
come to between the companies; but whether pooling is,
on the whole, advantageous or disadvantageous to the
public is an intricate question, which we cannot pretend
to decide. The effects of its prohibition in America will
be watched with interest. Upon the remaining sections
of the Act there has not been much controversy on the
other side of the Atlantic, and they appear to be equitable
and desirable. Every company is required to post for
public inspection at the several stations printed lists of
fares, rates, and terminal and other charges, with other
information necessary for the guidance of their customers.
Similar schedules are to be sent to the Commissioners.
No rate or charge is to be raised without ten days’ notice,
and immediate notice of any decrease, which may come
into operation at once, is to be posted up. Complaints of
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railway passes for nearly two miles within a short distance of
and within sight of Coniston Lake. It is not pretended that
eitherof these railways have injured the scenery they pass
through. The proposed railway to Ambleside will not be Visible
either from the road or the lake?
by far the greater portion
of the entire distance of five miles. Between Windermere and
Troutbeck it will be either in tunnel, covered way, or cutting,
and it is only really at two or three points between Troutbeck
and Ambleside, where the contour of the ground is broken by
sinall Spreeden, that the trains,as they pass along the raijway, will be capable of being seen at all. Only three or four
counter petitions have as yet been lodged against the Bill. Mr,
Bryce moved the rejection of the Bill on the motion for second
reading, and Mr. Howorth supported him ; but several mem.
bers supported the Bill, and eventually the second reading was
carried by 189 to 177. This only gave the narrow majority of
twelve, and it is certain that there will be a vigorous fight
when the Bill comes before a Select Committee.

the infringement of the Act may be brought before the
Commissioners or any district or circuit court in the
United States, and the offending company, on conviction,
may be fined in a sum not exceeding 5000 dols., and condemned to pay damages, if any. The Commissioners, five
in number, are to be appointed by the President, under
approval of the Senate, for a term of six years, except in
the first instance, in which the terms are to be for two,
three, four, five, and six years respectively. The President will have power to remove a Commissioner for
inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance. Not more
than three of any political party may be appointed; and
no one connected with a common carrier.
The Commissioners are given full powers for investigating the
arrangements of companies, and for making rules and
regulations for carrying out the provisions of the Act.
The Circuit Courts are to have full powers of deciding
cases and awarding penalties; but an appeal is to be
THE CURRENT HALF-YEAR ON RAILWAYS,
allowed to the Supreme Court of the United States when
the dispute affects either party to the extent of 2000 dols.
THERE are visible indications of the fact that the change in
or more.
the course of trade, which last year affected beneficially some
From the summary of the principal provisions of this railways, is now beginning to benefit most of the railways of the
Railway Act, it will be seen that a bold and well-intended country. In the first seven weeks of the current half-year the
attempt has been made to correct the abuses of the rail- chief companies have shown more general increases in traffic
way system in the United States. It isa pity that a| than they did. In the past half-year the Lancashire and
little more care was not taken to render its terms more Yorkshire and the London and North-Western Railway were the
recise and simple, as well as more certainly effective. two which had the most marked augmentation of traffic. In the
ere is too much discretionary power allowed to the seven weeks this year for which the returns are available, the
Commissioners, who will need to be more than mortal to London and North-Western had the large increase in traffic
of £30,871, and the Lancashire and Yorkshire had also
avoid serious mistakes in administering the Act. It is to areceipts
substantial enlargement, £18,269. But the next in order is
be regretted, too, that the most important provisions are noticeable,
the North-Eastern Railway has an increase of
not better guarded against evasion than they appear to £15,777, although
there have been the serious strike in the coal
be. But in criticising a measure of this important and trade, and that now closed in the steel trade in its district.
comprehensive character, the great difficulties of its The change is the more remarkable because there was a serious
framers should be borne in mind. That their Act will decrease in the last half-year on the North-Eastern Railway,
require amendment may be taken for granted. Possibly, Other companies which have enlarged their returna are the
however, it may work more smoothly than its adverse London, Brighton, and South Coast, by £6901; the London,
critics expect, or pretend to expect ; and there is no doubt Chatham, and Dover, by £3303; and the Metropolitan, the
that if the Commissioners are prudent as well as capable Furness, and the Maryport and Carlisle. There is one important
men, they will be able to clear away. many of the supposed exception, the Midland Railway has, for the weeks named, a
of £9645, but this is small in its ratio to that of the
difficulties. The Act makes an attempt to do everything, decrease
same company in the past year; and in the latest week nearly
or pretty well everything that any recognised body of every
one
the great companies had to record enlarging
railway reformers in this country demands, and if the receipts, so of
that the tendency of the figures is unmistakeable,
methods adopted are not to be in all cases imitated, they There is a very marked increase in the receipts for goods
are at least instructive either as guides or as warnings.
and mineral trafficon many of the lines, more than even in
ngers; and the increase is the more noticeable when it is
+64
vee
remembered that the rates for the carriage of some classes of
goods have been sensibly reduced during the last year. The conTHE AMBLESIDE RAILWAY BILL.
clusion is an irresistible one—the trade of the country is growing,
Or all the railway Bills being promoted this session, the and that in parts which are served by many of the great systems
Ambleside Railway Bill will almost certainly arouse the greatest of railway in the land. When the wool trade first indicated the
and most diversified extent of feeling for and against. At the possibility of this it chiefly benefitted two lines serving the
compliance with Standing Orders stage no opposition was offered, Bradford and Lancashire and Yorkshire district ; but now that
but on the motion for the second reading of the Bill in the minerals, chemicals, and other industries have responded to the
House of Commons a warm debate arose. This Bill seeks to advance there is a remarkable growth in the volume of traffic
incorporate a company with power to make a railway from and travel which in its turn will benefit the trades. The railWindermere to Ambleside, and to enable it and the London ways have of necessity been obliged to give out orders for rails
and North-Western Railway Company to enter into working because the price of the latter was rising, and so they have given
and traffic agreements. The proposed railway is thus described: out orders for new locomotives. The tide of trade has decidedly
—* A railway four miles six furlongs and three chains in length, turned, and the increase in the volume of traffic may be expected
commencing in the parish of Applethwaite by a junction with to go on for some time. An outbreak of war would have its
the Kendal and Windermere branch of the Lancaster and effect on the outlook—indeed the apprehension of it is having
Carlisle Railway of the London and North-Western Company at its effect—but whilst this country kept out of it, it is a moot
or near the centre of the bridge carrying the said branch rail- point whether it would gain or lose by the hostilities between
way over Orrest Lane, and terminating in the parish of Amble- nations which are growing more and more our producing rivals,
side, at a point in the field belonging to Colonel Godfrey Rhodes and which would, to some extent, lessen industrial production.
sixteen yards or thereabouts south of the fence dividing the
said field from the road leading through Ambleside to Stock
FIRE ESCAPES,
Ghyll, and forty-eight yards or thereabouts, measured in a
south-westerly direction, from the south-west corner of Stock
Captain Suaw's recently issued report on the work of the
Ghyll Bobbin Mill.” It is also sought to enable the promoters Metropolitan Fire Brigade is possessed of much interest. We
to make a roadway and footway in connection with the railway gather from it, however, that there is much still to be done
viaduct over the Troutbeck, and to widen and improve the towards perfecting the appliances for saving life at fires. Our
gradients. The capital is placed at £165,000, in £10 shares, and attention has been purtioelasty drawn to the unhandy design of
the promoters propose to take power to pay interest during the fire escapes in use. Not only are these machines most
construction at the rate of 4 per cent. per annum. Immediately cumbrous, as well as from their great height very difficult to
this project became matter of public knowledge, it was vigorously move from point to point with any speed, but it has repeatedly
denounced from many quarters, and the Lake District Defence been found that even that height is inadequate to reach to the
Association instituted an organised opposition. Their objection, upper stories of the many buildings of great altitude which are
of course, rests on the argument for preserving the picturesque now so commonly erected. It has struck us that all these disbeauties of the Lake district from desecration by the introduc- advantages could be obviated by a lattice combination on what
tion of a railway and its necessary accompaniments, engines— is generally known as the “ lazy-tongs” system. When out of
possibly shrieking engines—and smoke ; and it is not necessary use the bars could be lowered so as to lay flat within a very
to say that they have found numerous strong supporters. The moderate compass, while a very limited amount of screw movecontest recalls the battle over the Thirlmere water scheme, ment would elevate the standards with great rapidity. There
which has been rapidly advancing It is contended that could be no mechanical difficulty, we should say, in combining
the proposed railway is quite unn
y, the district the movement of three or four standards, which when erect
being thinly populated ; that there would be no traffic during would form a sufficiently rigid and hollow structure, within
nine months of the year, and therefore the line could not pay ; which the sliding bag would be contained. The similar principle
that the region being purely agricultural and pastoral, there are might also, we believe, be usefully applied for portable observano industries to benefit ; that the railway would, by its course tion towers for campaigning parties, and it might also receive
and the conditions of construction, cut off access to the best application for the purposes of surveyors, who would thus have
stretches of woodland and mountain; and that the scheme is with them the means of obtaining observations from a height
only a contractor’s speculation. On the other hand, it is which must otherwise be sought by, possibly, a long journey to
insisted that the inhabitants of the district desire and require find a spot possessed of the required altitude in very flat
the line, and certainly there have been very strong expressions countries.
of public approval of the Bill. For example, in view of the
second reading, an address, signed by many influential
MECHANISM IN THE BATTLE-FIELD.
inhabitants of the district, was presented to Parliament.
In this petition they say that the proposed railway is “promoted
Ix the report made by the commander of the Italian troops
to accommodate a resident population exceeding 7000 in number, which suffered so much recently on the east coast of
besides a tourist population of from 90,000 to 100,000 in the Africa, we see it written that at a most important juncture in
season. At present Ambleside is five miles distant from a the engagement the mitrailleuse accompanying the troops coukl
railway station. For want of railway facilities there are numbers not be worked. We have not seen it stated from what cause
of residences unoccupied in the district, except where situated this unfortunate disability arose; but it certainly is not the first
within easy reach of the present station at Windermere, not- time by many that such weapons have failed at critical times.
withstanding the former in many cases command finer views of Against a horde of savage warriors such aweapon as the mitrailthe Lake district, and in other respects are more eligible. The leuse may be said to double the fighting power of the party
great increase ofper
tresid
t Windermereand Bowness possessing it, and it is probable
t had it in this case been
since the construction of the Kendal and Windermere Railway available we should not have heard of the massacre, the news of
shows the advantage to be derived from and the appreciation which has caused such widespread regret. The more we refine
in which the proximity of a station is held by the general public; on the weapons intended for active service in the field, the more
and there can be, therefore, no just reason why Ambleside, the there is reason to think we shall be liable to breakdowns of this
acknowledged capital and centre of the southern Lake district, description. With every weapon dependent not alone upon
should be deprived of railway accommodation. Before adopting accurate wo
hip in construction, but upon scientific
the present project, it was considered by a large representative knowledge in its iotilieg, there must always be the risk of discommittee of the inhabitants of the district, especially with arrangement under the conditions which attend service in the
regard to any injury it might inflict on the landscape, and it was field. We hear on every side demands for improved field arms
considered that, by the route adopted, with the contour of the which involve increased complication in their mechanism. The
ground, and the line being chiefly in cutting, there would be advantage of these must be great while their efficiency remains
no appreciable injury to the scenery. It is further urged that perfect ;but before their adoption it should be well considered
Parliament has allowed a railway to be constructed for three how far that efficiency can be guaranteed under all conditions of
miles along the shores of Bassenthwaite Lake, and that another service, -If it fails in a single instance, it may do so again and
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again, and we may have to pay a high price for the adoption of cases a good deal more than a ton of train is moved per
passenger, and the pounds of coal per passenger mile
arms unsuited to the men in whose hands we place them,
reach 1°86, while on the same line the pounds per ton
moved reach only 1°13. The pounds of coal consumed
THE GREAT EASTERN STEAMSHIP,
per freight train mile reach 121°77 ; per freight car mile,
Tue Great Eastern steamship’s career has entered on a new 7:04; and per ton of freight moved one mile as
Liverin
auction,
by
sold
was
she
week
shase. On Thursday
high as 0°99 1b. Other of the selected
papers not
pool, for £26,000; almost precisely the sum paid for her twelve read
are on “The Karachi Waterworks,’ by Mr. J.
months ago by Mr. De Mattos. She was purchased by Mr. Strachan
;
on
“The
Design
and
Construction
of
Railway
‘'homas Brown, for the London and Australian Steamship ComRolling Stock in Italy,” by 8. Fadda; “ Experiments on
pany. The great ship is still lying at Dublin, from whic!
she will proceed to Glasgow, where she will be taken in hand by the Measurement of Water over Weirs,” by B. Donkin
Messrs. John Elder and Company and entirely refitted. She and F, Salter. A short but pregnant paper on “ Removal
will be supplied with new triple-expansion engines, her
idles of Shoals by Propeller-sluicing on the Columbia River,
will be removed, and it is confidently expected that she will Oregon, U.S.,” by Mr. H. Hangood, gives a good idea of
attain a speed of twenty knots, For this it is not likely that less the amount of channel-making work which may be done
than 18,000-horse power will suffice; and we are disposed to on shoals and banks by moored serew ships. “Concrete
think that her future speed is a good deal over-estimated. Building at Simla,” by Mr. W. Smith; “ Lighting Vessels
However, time will show. The ship has beautiful lines; and it Under way at Night,” by Mr. B. Leslie ; “ The Oil Wells
js said that she once attained fifteen knots with paddle and of Baku,” by F. Vasilieff; and “The Salt Industry of
screw indicating together about 6000-horse power. Assuming Stassfurt,” y H. Bauerman, are the subjects of other
that the power varies as the cube of the speed, then 11,200papers selected for publication though not read.
horse power would be needed for twenty knots, Judging by the useful
performance of the Etruria and other ships in the fast Atlantic Of the abstracts of papers from foreign transactions and
trade, however, 11,000-horse power could not propel the Great periodicals, it is not necessary to say more than that they
Eastern at anything like twenty knots, notwithstanding her present to every member of the Institution an epitome of
beautiful lines. The ship is to be employed in the Australian the useful engineering and scientific periodical literature
trade, for which she was built; and nothing more remarkable of the world.
will be found in the history of shipping if Brunel's experiment
The second of the four volumes of the session contains
should be carried to a successful issue for the first time, nearly three a and discussions thereon, and six papers not
thirty years after his death.
read.
e first of the former is
upon “Gas Producers,”
by Mr. F. J. Rowan; the second on “The Injurious
Eifect of a Blue Heat on Steel and Iron,” by Mr. C. E.
Stromeyer; and the third on “The River Seine,” by Mr.
LITERATURE.
L. F. Vernon-Harcourt. Mr, Stromeyer’s paper attracted
a great deal of attention, and athena the injurious
Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers; effects of working even high-class irons at about a blue
with other Selected and Abstracted Papers, Session 1885-86. heat had been known for a great length of time, the
Vols. Ixxxiii. to Ixxxvii. Edited by James Forrest, Assoc, extent to which mild steel is similarly affected was not
Inst. C.E., Secretary. London; The Institution. 1886.
generally understood; and Mr. Stromeyer’s paper not
Now that four of these volumes of engineering and scien- only contained the results of a very large number of
tific literature are Ly pe every year, the task experiments and observations, but many of those who
of reviewing the work of the Institution has become took part in the discussion materially added to these.
almost too lengthy to permit us to attempt it, though The subject was well thrashed out, and the paper is one
it would remain as great a pleasure to the re- of those which do great good by calling attention to and
viewer as ever. Most of our readers have learned from epreading. knowledge on an important subject. Mr.
our pages something of the papers read during the session Vernon-Harcourt’s paper is also of much interest as
covered by the volumes before us. This they will have
ing upon a branch of hydraulic engineering, on the
gathered Toons the abstracts of the papers which we pub- results of which yreat issues have often hung, and by
lish during the session; but these really comprise but a which great things have been effected. These are not,
small part of the contents of the “ Proceedings,” which however, always certain, and the more the training of
include the discussions on the papers read, sometimes of rivers with wide and shallow estuaries is discussed, the
more value than the papers themselves.
They also
eater will be the probability of the prevention of the
contain papers contributed to the Institution, but which failures or only half success that have attended some operahave not been read and discussed, either because the time tions. The features and circumstances of the Seine are to
did not permit or because they were not on subjects likely some extent similar to those of one or two river estuaries of
to lead to useful discussion; and it may be claimed for England that much require some improvement. Great
the Institution of Civil Engineers that its discussions have difference of opinion exists with reference to the proper
a real value.
6
works for any such river mouths, and this is the case, to
The first paper in vol. lxxxiii. is one on “ The Theory some extent, with the Ribble, now very much under disof the Indicator and Errors in Indicator Diagrams,” by cussion in consequence of the works in progress. If the
Professor Osborne Reynolds ; a paper on the results of river alone had to be considered, the work would be
“ Experiments on the Steam Engine Indicator,” by Mr. H. easy; but to improve a river, and do nothing to the detriW. Brightmore, accompanying it. The two were dis- ment of towns that have grown up on its broad shoaly
cussed at the same time, and the discussion added ina estuary, is a very different matter. With respect to the
most important degree to the value of the papers; for Ribble, there seems very little doubt that an extension of
although Mr. Brightmore’s experiments were of interest, training walls much farther out to sea than at present
and in some respects novel, Professor Osborne Reynolds authorised will have to be made.
had so far under-estimated the work of others that he did
The third of the four volumes contains five papers
not appear to advantage.
which were read and discussed and ten selected papers.
Two papers followed these, the one on “ High-speed The first paper read is one on “The Explosion of HomoMotors,” a Mr. J. Imray, and the other on “ Modern geneous Gaseous Mixtures,” by Mr. D. Clerk. This is a
Continuous Current-Dynamo Electric Machines and their very interesting and useful paper, and gave rise to an
Engines,” by Mr. Gisbert Kapp. These two papers were important discussion. Mr. Clerk gave the results of very
discussed together, and although that of Mr. Imray humerous experiments with mixtures of gases in a closed
called attention to the balancing of engines and the effect vessel, the mixtures being chietly coal-gas and air as used
of the inertia of reciprocating parts on the performance in gas engines. The disctission was opened by Mr. Imray,
of the engines, it did not contain much that was new, the who is one of the disciples of the hypothesis of unmixed
subjects having been well treated by Rigg and others. layers of gases and air in a gas engine cylinder, and he
The discussion, however, on the points he raised brought considered the paper interesting scientifically, but utterly
out others of much interest. Mr. Kapp’s paper was of unpractical. If all scientific investigations bearing on
importance, inasmuch as it dealt with the recent great practical subjects were condemned for no better reasons
advances in the mechanical construction of dynamo than those put forward by Mr. Imray, very little scientific
machines; and, secondly, it put into practical form some progress would be made of any kind. The objectionable
of the theoretical deductions which experience in dynamo point in Mr. Clerk’s paper was chiefly that which showed
construction had enabled him to make, and electrical that combustion and the spread of flame in homogeneous
engineers are much indebted to Mr. Kapp for useful mixtures occurred in the same manner as supposed
applicable theory. That part of his paper which dealt unhomogeneous mixtures. Air and gas pass into the
with engines showed his preference for double-acting cylinder of a gas engine at rates varying from forty to
engines, whether high speed or not, rather than the single- eighty milesan hour the cylinder already containing inert
acting engines which have become common.
gases resulting from the recent combustion of a > ie e,
“Construction in Earthquake Countries,” by Professor and yet Mr. Imray and a few others believe that the
J. Milne, formed the subject of the fifth paper that was mixture in such a cylinder is sufficiently far from homoread and discussed. This paper, though of much occa- geneity to behave as a series of gases in a stratified
sional local importance, was of limited interest. It gave relation. This, however, will not pass as a general
the results of instrumental observations in Japan, and so
before a scientific society.
like some other writers from that country, the author
is paper was followed by papers on “The Economical
gave the impression that he was under the belief that Construction and Operation of Railways in Countries
seismology only arrived at importance when he began to where Small Returns are Expected, as Exemplified by
understand it, and made for his own use some improved American Practice ;’ on “The Principles to be Observed
forms of seismographs. However, Professor Milne has ‘in Laying-out and in the Construction and Equipment of
done some good by drawing attention to the means which Railways in Newly-develo
Countries ;” and on “The
might be taken in earthquake countries to prevent the Construction of the
ian Pacific Railway,” respecmost disastrous of the effects in towns, and in this tively by R. Gordon, J. R. Mosse, and G. C. Cunningham.
repeated the advice of Mallet, the founder of seismology, The three papers were taken together in the discussion, a
given fifteen to twenty years ago.
deal of which only served to show how difficult
Among the other selected papers is one of much interest it is to get men to see that what may be perby Mr. G. C. Cunningham on “The Energy of Fuel in fectly g
practice in one country may
bad or
Locomotive Engines,” and giving the results of an inves- wasteful practice in another, just as our Board of Trade
tigation into the consumption of coal per unit of work regulations, which are very well for main line railways,
done on four American railways. Great pains seem to are very bad when applied to light country or agricultural
have been taken to secure really trustworthy and useful district railways, and are doing immense harm in this
figures, and although the author has to make some country by preventing the growth and extension of the
ae
as to weights of cars and as to accuracy of light, ow railway system, which might afford such
anuual reports, the figures are instructive. The pounds of valuable aid in the development of agriculture and trades,
consumed i passenger train mile range from 77°12 or in reducing the present costly rates of transit. The
on the Canada Southern to 90°15 on the Michigan Central ; discussion showed that there are many things that we
and it is noteworthy that the pounds per
nger car mile —
learn from Americans with regard to bridgeare respectively 18°14 lb, and 16°27 lb. respectively. Inall building practice, but not in much else in railway
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work; but it did not add anything noteworthy on the
subjects of the papers, namely, the construction and
working of cheap railways. The next paper read was by
Dr. Perey Frankland, and dealt especially with the
microbe investigations and hypotheses of Dr. Kock; and
although it was brought forward with ‘the intention of
showing the importance of microbe study with reference
with potable waters, it really showed that to be of practically no importance at all, and that the best means of
removing micro-organisms from drinking water are just
those which waterworks engineers have for many years
adopted, namely, well-made filter beds, duly renewed.
The first of the read
papers in vol. Ixxxvi. is on
“ Brick-making,” by Mr.
Ward, followed by Mr. F.
Fox’s description of the “Mersey Railway,” the late Mr.
Rich’s on the great hydraulic lifts in the stations on the
same line,and a paper on “Modern Machine Tools,” by Mr.
W. Hulse. These are all descriptive papers, and were
followed by useful discussions and correspondence; but
although they contain a good deal of practical information and in some respects novelty of detail in design or
wruae none are remarkable for novel departures.
—
must, however, be made in favour of the od
by Mr. Fox on the Mersey Tunnel and Railway.
This
not only described the first big underwater railway
tunnel then open to the public, but a number of the
interesting and difficult problems that had to be
solved in devising and carrying out the best systems
of construction and of working the line at the least
cost. An interesting question in the economic working
of lines with stations at short distances 3 3 is presented
by that part of the Mersey line which is between the two
underground stations. There is a rather steep dipping
gradient between them, so that gravity helps to get up
speed at starting, and to stop the train at the other
station. Coal has thus to be burned in considerably less
quantity than if the line were level. Mr. Baker stated
that he had found that on the Metropolitan Railway, of
36 lb. of fuel burned per mile, about 15 lb. were used in
overcoming frictional resistance; that is, in doing the
work of hauling the train, while 21 lb., or 60 per cent. of
the whole, were consumed in getting up speed, and by
the brakes in pulling up.
Two wieaiie papers by students of the Institution are
published with the other selected papers, one on “The
Stability of Voussoir Arches,” by H. A. Cutler, and theother
on experiments on the “ Relative Strength of Cast Iron
Beams,” by E. C. de Segundo and L. 8. Robinson. Other
selected papers are “On the Horizontal Range of Tidal
Rivers,” such as the Orwell, with reference to sewage discharge,a paper which describes experiments, leading to the
conclusion that in any case all floating debris, mineral, and
putrescible matter, should be separated from the sewerage before discharging it into the river, and that
where the quantity to be turned into a river exceeds 1 per
cent. of the tidal volume at the point of discharge, it
should be clarified by land filtration or otherwise treated
before discharge. A paper entitled “ Experiments on a
Direct-acting Steam Pump” is given by Mr. J. G. Mair,
describinga series of tests of a large Worthington compensation action pump, and showing how, with a
considerable range of expansion in the steam cylinder, a nearly uniform pressure on the pump plunger is
obtained.
Of the numerous and very useful abstracts of foreign
transactions and periodicals, we can only say that every
one of our readers having also access to these volumes is
robbed of every excuse for ignorance of anything that is
going on in the engineering and scientific world as far as
scientific progress relates to any branch of civilian
engineering.
The volumes contain from 500 to 600
pages, and not only are they got up in the best
possible
style, but everything is done by references, good index,
well selected type, and good lithography to make these
“ Proceedings ” the best of their kind and the most complete. A noteworthy point concerning them is the
promptness and regularity with which they are published.
Full as they are of precise and original matter needing
the most careful revision, they are prepared and published
with despatch that might be commended to any Government Department were it not for fear of killing the whole
of its officers with fright. For instance, it may be
mentioned that vol. lxxxvii. was issued in the first week
in February. It contains 605 pages, ten lithograph plates,
and a large number of other engravings, fourteen
original papers, seven of which were discussed at length
at meetings and by correspondence, much of which is
from abroad. The first of these papers was read on the
16th November and the last not until the 7th and 14th
December, after which the discussion by correspondence
was written, much of it abroad. Besides these papers it
contains no less than eighty-eight abstracts from forei
periodicals. Mr. Forrest has thus shown what may
done with well directed energy and an excellent though
not large staff.
THE ROCKET AT THE LIVERPOOL EXHIBITION.
Mr. Wess had a model of the Rocket, full size, made last
year, in wood and iron. The model was shown at the Liverpool Exhibition, and attracted a good deal of attention.
Before it was sent to Liverpool it was photographed at Crewe
Works, and our engraving on page 150 has been prepared from
the photograph. Mr. Webb spared no pains to make his model
perfectly accurate, and inasmuch as he had access to every
available source of information, there can be no doubt that our
engraving is conclusive as to what the Rocket really was. Our
readers will, no doubt, remember how keen a discussion on this
vexed question took place in our correspondence columns not
long ago. The Rocket may be compared with another old
engine, the Comet, which we illustrate on page 154.
NavaL ENGINEER APPOINTMENTS.—The following appointment
has been made at the Admiralty:—Mr. William H. Matthews,
chief engineer to the Caroline, reappointed on p
tion, to date
February 5th.
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To méet a want that has long been felt by butchers, poulterers, fishmongers, chocolate makers, and others, for a cheap,
simple, and efficient means of cooling, Messrs. Crossley Bros.,
Manchester, have recently brought out the machine which
we illustrate above. It consists of one of their latest type of
Otto gas engines, combined with a Lightfoot’s patent dry air
refrigerator of similar construction to that which obtained the
gold medal at the International Health Exhibition. The air
cylinders are combined in the usual way—as previously illustrated
in THE ENGINEER—and are placed alongside the
gas cylinder, the two sets being bolted up to a
neat frame. The air cooler with drying apparatus is in the pedestal below, the arrangement
being such that the water passes first through
the cooler, then through the jacket of the compressor, and finally through the jacket of the
gas cylinder; water vessels are therefore dispensed with. In the refrigerator, as well as in
the gas engine, the simplest and most straightforward design has been followed, in order not
only to reduce first cost, but to enable every
part to be readily accessible and easily kept in
order. The air valves are of the Corliss pattern, with positive action, allowing the apparatus to run at a high speed with economy
and efficiency. It has been found after several
years of experience that these valves last well
and require no attention beyond lubrication,
matters ot great importance, when, as is frequently the case with gas-driven machines, the
plant is left to itself during the greater part
of the day, and is only occasionally looked after
by an unskilled attendant.
The machines are made in several sizes to
deliver from 2000 to 6000 cubic feet of dry
cold air per hour, but smaller and larger combinations can be made if required. The gas
engine can be disconnected from the refrigerator, so as to be applied to other purposes when
cooling power is not required.
We may mention that a gas-driven refrigerator on Lightfoot’s system has been in constant
operation for about two years in the vaults of
Messrs. J. S. Fitter and Sons, Leadenhall Market,
where it has given the greatest satisfaction.
There are four chambers capable of together holding some twenty tons of meat.
It has been
found that about six hours working per day suffices, and
there is no difficulty in maintaining a temperature below
freezing during the night, and from Saturday to Monday, without running the machine after ordinary hours. In winter the
water, after performing its cuoling dutiesin the refrigerator and
gas engine, is used for heating the offices. During the two
years this machine has been at work no repairs have been required beyond the cecasional setting up of the brasses.
The principal advantages of such a combination as we have
described are—economy in first cost and in space occupied,
cleanliness, convenience, and saving in attendance, as no skilled
labour is required.
The machine is practically noiseless in
action, and is readily started and stopped at a moment’s notice.
We need hardly add that it is of great importance that
machines of the kind should run without risk of breaking down,
and in this respect the Lightfoot refrigerator has proved most
satisfactory.

siderations. In the author's opinion, the water-carriage system for
the sewerage of towns is based on a sound principle, having in view
the speedy removal of all deleterious matter before decomposition
can take place. The question of the admission of rainfall into the
sewers was exhaustively dealt with. the conclusion arrived at being
‘that as the dilution of sewage by water deteriorates its value,
though possibly to a small degree, water—that is, of a comparatively clean condition—which can be otherwise dealt with, should
not be discharged into the sewers, although it might be found
advisable to consider the balance of convenience and expense in
dealing with rainfall, which, if not admitted into the sewers, would
necessitate a second house connection, the cost usually being in
excess of the extra cost incurred by the larger sewers and
disposal at outfall.” Subsoil drainage in its
entirety was advocated, and the common practice of erecting dwellings on soil irrespective
of its character strongly condemned. i ons
urged that more uniformity of opinion should
exist relative to the data on which to base the
sizes of sewers, the diversity of opinion
strikingly presenting itself when examining a
competitive scheme of sewerage, the sizes under
similar circumstances not unfrequently doubling
and trebling each other. The various materials applied to the construction of sewers were
described, and their advantages and disadvantages clearly set forth, The subject of pipe
joints was dwelt upon at some length, the author
feeling its vital importance to the success of any
sewerage sch ‘
idering that in a single
mile of pipes there are usually upwards of
2000 joints, and that a defect in the system
of jointing might have a disastrous effect.
The ordinary spigot and socket joint was
condemned, on the ground that it offered a
ready means for the workmen to scamp their
°
|COME T |
work without i
diate detecti
wentyfive different forms of pipe joints were described
ey:
and illustrated by diagrams, some, in the
“747
‘a
author’s opinion, affording no advantage over
the ordinary joint, and others in satisfactory
OK . my (i
ground being almost perfection. It was agreed
that the object of nearly all the inventions was
__
to form an absolutely rigid joint, but that such
a joint was useless in ground liable to subsidence, the unequal subsidence tending to alter
the line of sewer by its deflection, resulting
either with the snapping of pipes or breakage
of their joints. After suggestions had been
given as to the line and courses to be adopted
SZ
in laying out a system of sewers, their ventilation
and cleanliness was dwelt upon. The numerous
THE COMET, 1835, NEWCASTLE AND CARLISLE RAILWAY.
devices to free the sewers of the dangerous gases
generated therein were described, the author's
heating surface, deducting area of tube ends and 1°134 square feet conclusion being ‘‘that if a system of sewer is properly constructed in connection with the method of ventilating through
for fire-hole door, 35°180; tubes, number, 66, 8ft. long by 2in. dia- | surface
and with periodical flushing with clean water,
meter by 12w.g.; areathrough each 2°405in.; total area, 158°730in.; |the result gratings,
is the highest modern attai
t of a
lete
internal circumference of each, 5°497in.; total heating surface sewerage system.”
of tubes,. 237-284 square feet ;pressure of steam per inch of
valve, 60 Ib.; horse-power, 103°08 ;time of delivery, March 8th, | British Iron TRADE.—In the British Iron Trade Association's
statistical report for 1885, it was announced that there had been a
1835 ; capacity of tender tank, 680 gallons.
| diminished make of Bessemer steel in every district except South
| Wales and Sheffield, where, however, the increase was so substan| tial—being not less than 45,386 tons—that the total make for the
ASSOCIATION OF BIRMINGHAM STUDENTS OF THE INSTITUTION OF year showed an increase of 4451 tons on the make of 1884. The
Crvit EncIxgers.—At a meeting of the above Association, held at position of affairs at the close of 1886 was, as regards the nag
the Colonnade Hotel, Birmingham, on Thursday, the 10th inst., roduced, much more favourable than that recorded for 1885.
ere has been an increase of make in every district. The greatest
a paper, prepared by Mr. Joseph Pickering, Stud. Inst. C.E., on
“The Sewe
of Towns,” was read. The President of the Asso- increase a ppears to have occurred in the Cleveland district, where
itchard, M. Inst. C.E., occupied the chair. The | it amounts to 117,039 tons; while the next largest increase
ciation, Mr.
the importance
author, in introducing the subject, show
r
‘of |appears in the new Bessemer steel-making districts of South
sanitary sci
°
beneficial results which have arisen from it, Staffordshire, Shropshire, and Scotland, where it is not less than
and the evil of sacrificing health and life from mere financial con- 86 745 tons,

THE COMET.
THE accompanying engraving from a photograph kindly
placed at our disposal by Mr. Clement E. Stretton illustrates
the Comet, a locomotive built by Messrs. Hawthorn and Company in the year 1835. This engine hauled one of the
passenger trains on the opening of the Newcastle and
Carlisle Railway, March 9th, 1835. The dimensions of the
engine were:—Engine No. 2, cylinders, 12in. diameter by 16in.
stroke; wheels, four-coupled, 4ft. diameter; boiler, length,
7ft. 6in. by 3ft. diameter ; fire-box, length inside, lft. 10in.;
breadth, 3ft. 6in.; depth from crown to top of fire-box, 3ft.;
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COMPOUND GOODS ENGINE.
_ IN our last impression we gave a double-page engraving show- 4
ing Mr. T. W. Worsdell’s compound goods engine on the NorthEastern Railway in longitudinal section. We now give above
cross and longitudinal sections through the smoke-box, and an
e
view of the details of the starting gear.
_If a compound locomotive with two cylinders stopped with the
high-pressure crank at or near the dead centre, it could not be
started unless some provision were made for admitting steam to
the low-pressure cylinder. This is effected in a very simple and
ingenious way by the use of one handle only on the foot plate.
The detail engraving shows the gear very clearly. The small
lever on the front plate of the cab being drawn back, opens
the starting valve, which admits steam to act on the small
piston, The steam, flowing in the direction of the arrows,

pushes the little piston out of its way, and so opens a port leading to the rectangular pipe—shown in section—which unites
the high and low-pressure valve chests. Steam is thus admitted
to the low-pressure cylinder. Unless some provision were made
to prevent it, however, the steam would also find its way
through the bridge of the high-pressure valve into the highpressure cylinder, where it would oppose the effort of the lowpressure piston to start the train. To prevent this a flap valve
is provided, marked in the engraving with the words “ intercepting valve.” This is coupled by a lever and rod to the little
piston just mentioned, and the piston pushes the flap valve up
on its seat, and so nw steam from passing
into the
high-pressure cylinder.
e
The moment the engine begins to move ahead the driver
releases the little lever on the cab front, when the conical valve
is automatically sent on to its seat by the spiral spring. The

| engine going on for half a revolution of the driving-wheel, the
high-pressure cylinder exhausts into the low-pressure cylinder, ©
which has previously exhausted, the piston having completed
its stroke, and the exhaust from the high-pressure cylinder
instantly blows the intercepting valve open, pushing the little
piston back to its original position, and so things remain until
the engine has again to be started with the high-pressure crank
on a dead centre. No reducing valve is used, but two springloaded water valves are fitted to the low-pressure cylinder ends,
which open if the pressure exceeds 1001b. on the square inch.
The drivers, however, manipulate the little levers with such
skill that these safety valves, as we may call them, seldom come
into action. It generally suffices to admit just a puff, so to
speak, of steam to the low-pressure cylinder, the large piston in
it operating very powerfully to move the engine and turn the
high-pressure crank over the dead centre. From personal
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observation we can say that this starting-valve is perfect in its
action, and is a great improvement on the starting-valve fitted
to Mr. Worsdell’s first compound on the Great Eastern Railway,
which was worked by two handles, one for the intercepting valve
and the other for the starting valve. The latest
ment,
which we illustrate, disposes effectually of all the objections
which have been raised, on the ground that they are bad starters
to compound locomotives.
The passenger compound, to which reference has already been
made in our pages, has been found too powerful for its work on
the Scotch express, making more steam than is required, and
easily attaining a speed in its regular work greater than is
demanded by the time-tables. The road from Newcastle to
Darlington is, it is true, comparatively level; but so much has
been said about the inability of compound engines to keep time,
that it is satisfactory to find that in compounding per se there
is nothing to prevent the fastest trains being worked. We
believe we are correct in stating that the new express engines
which Mr. Worsdell is building will have smaller cylinders and
small boilers than that now running.
It may be mentioned incidentally-that the diagrams taken
from the North-Eastern engines are very satisfactory, showing
very small back pressure—a most important point in a compound engine.
PRIVATE BILL LEGISLATION.
ALTHOUGH there may not be a very direct connection between
the debate on the Address to the Throne and the progress of
private Bills, yet the two precesses cannot be entirely dissociated.
While the ordinary
of business is blocked in the House
of Commons, very little attention can be given to anything else,
and if only because members’ minds are now set free from
amendments to the Address, and it may be expected that some
substantial advance will be made with Committee-room work
before Easter. In one or two instances, Select Committees
both of Lords and Commons have examined and dealt with
private measures, but so far the principal progress with these
measures
has been that of getting
them through the first and
second reading, as a preliminary to reference to Committee, and
in passing them through the Standing Orders tests. With few
exceptions these latter conditions have been complied with, and
as to the others, the Committee have advised the suspension of
the Standing Orders not complied with in order to enable the
Bills to proceed. This has been done, for example, in regard to
the Limerick City and Port Railway Bill, the Girvan and Portpatrick Junction Railway Bill, the Whitehaven Harbour Bill,
the Chesterfield, North Wingfield, and District Tramways Bill,
and the Sheffield Corporation Water Bill. In a few instances,
too, Bills, being unopposed, have been passed through all the
stages in one or other House, among these being the Barnet
District East Water, Carlisle Corporation, Hillhead and Kelvinside (Annexation to Glasgow), London Street Tramways Extension, North Metropolitan Tramways, Skegness, Chapel, St.
Leonard’s, and Alford Tramways (Abandonment), Southend
Local Board, Dundalk Gas and Sheffield Corporation Water
Bills.
The following measures have passed the second reading stage
in the House of Lords :—Freshwater, Yarmouth, and Newport
Railway ; Girvan and Portpatrick Junction Railway ; Whitehaven Harbour ; Brighton, Rottingdean, and Newhaven Direct
Railway ; Shanklin and Chale Railway ; Liskeard and Caradon
Railway ; West Gloucester Water ; Edinburgh Municipal Buildings ; Cardiff Corporation and Upper Trent Navigation ; Cardiff
Gas; Edinburgh Northern Tramways; Newport and Pillgwenlly Water ; Northampton Gas ; Sheffield Water ; Chesterfield, Hasland, and North Wingfield and District Tramways;
Bristol Consumers’ Water ;Aberdeen Infirmary and Lunatic
Asylum ; Banffshire Solicitors’ Society ; Belfast Corporation
(Lagan Bridge) ;Blackburn Corporation Tramways ; Bradford
Corporation ; Bristol! Corporation ; Budleigh Salterton Railway ; Burnard and Alger’s Cattedown Wharves (Plymouth) ;
Cardiff and Monmouthshire Valleys Railway ; Cockermouth
Local Board Electricity and Gas ; Dover (Corporation) Harbour;
Dundalk Commissioners Gas; Dundee Street Tramways,
Police, and Improvement ; Flamborough Head Tramways ;
Glasgow Subway; Holywell and District Water ; Lancashire
County Justices ; Manchester Corporation; New Shoreham
Harbour ; Plymouth Corporation; Renfrew County and Paisley
Burgh Buildings; St. Pancras Vestry; Tees Conservancy
(further powers); Welshpool and Lianfair Railways ;Witham
Drainage ; Manchester, Middleton, and District Tramways ;
Glasgow Tramways and Omnibus Company ; Kingsbridge and
Salcombe Railway; Liverpool Hydraulic Power Company ;
Cockermouth Gas and Electric Lighting ; Dundalk Gas ; Sheffield Corporation Bills.
6
Of the Bills introduced in the Commons, the following have
been read a second time :—Blyth and Cowpen Gas, Chelsea
Water; Kirkheaton, Dalton, and Lepton Gas ; London, Brighton,
and South Coast Railway ; London, Hendon, and Harrow Railway (Abandonment); Caledonian Railway, Basingstoke Gas,
Highland Railway, East Huntingdonshire Water, Newark and
Ollerton Railway, Easingwold Railway; Evesham, Redditch, and
Stratford-on-Avon Railway ; Harrow, Ealing, and Willesden
Railway ; Lineden, Horncastle, Spilsby, and East Coast Railway; Southampton Harbour, Metropolitan Board of Works
(various powers), Uckfield Water, Weston-super-Mare Improvement, Corporation of London (Leadenhall Market Approach),
Hull and North-Western Junction Railway, Liverpool Water
and Improvement, Mersey Docks and Harbour Board (overhead
railways), North-Western and Ealing Railway, Over Darwen
Corporation, Reading Corporation, St. Austell Valley Railway
and Dock, Thames Tunnel (Blackwall), Wakefield Corporation,
Sutton District Water, Ambleside Railway Bills.
Two Metropolitan Tramway Bills have already been passed by
the House of Lords’ Committee, viz. : the London Street Tramways Bill, authorising the construction of lines along Gray’s Innroad and Highgate-road, and connecting lines along Chalk
Farm-road, Ferndale-road, and Crowndale-road, to shorten the
existing route to the City ; and the North Metropolitan Tramways Bill, which provides principally for the construction of a
tram line along Commercial-street and Great Eastern-street,
forming a Cirect connection between the lines from the East-end,
terminating at Whitechapel, and the lines on the North and
West London system. The lessees of Spitalfields Market
opposed this portion of the Bill. Power is taken to use electricity as a motive power on a portion of the line at West Ham.
A House of Lords’ Committee has also passed the Barnet District Gas and Water Bill, which was one of the measures suspended by the last general election. The Finchley Local Board
opposed the Bill, but the Committee refused thema locus standi.
The Carlisle Corporation Bill has also been passed in the deo
House ; and another measure, the Tees Conservancy Bill, hai
likewise been assented to by a Lords’ Committee. The object
of this was to limit and define the obligations of the Conservancy
Board with respect to the construction and maintenance of
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certain embankments and other works, and to extend the time
for completing the works.
A Parliamentary paper has been published containing the
report of the Board of Trade upon all the railway, canal, tramway, subway, gas, and water Bills of the present session, together
with statements relating to applications for provisional orders
for tramways, gas, and water. The total number of Bills
deposited thi
ion relating to the subjects mentioned herein
is 143, against 150 last year; the total amount of money to be
raised is £20,525,080, a decrease of nearly £3,000,000 as compared with last year. Of these 143 Bills, 81 referred to railways
and canals, with a proposed capital of £17,079,928 ; 21 to tramways, with £701,250; 3 to subways, with £1,167,500; 19 to gas
and electric lighting, with £1,062,652; 19 to water, with
£1,513,750. The Bills of existing railway companies number
62, against 70 of the last session. The new lines proposed show
a length of 84 milesas against 120 miles, and the amount of
new capital is £8,488,496, against £9,939,400. The Bills of new
railway companies number 19, against 21 of the
past session.
The new lines show a length of 142, against 246 miles, and the
capital £8,591,432, against £8,229,883. In general it may be
said that the works now proposed are of limited extent as
compared with those in previous sessions, This will be seen
from the fact that existing companies propose nothing longer
than 11 miles, and the new companies’ proposals are from 3 to
19 miles. In the metropolis there are no new railways proposed.
In the suburbs of London there are three—the Harrow, Ealing,
and Willesden lines, 7} miles; the Latimer-road and Acton—
Nos. 1 and 2—8 miles; and the North-Western and Ealing,
34 miles.
There are this session no fewer than forty-two railway and
canal Bills, and of these the first group will be taken into consideration on March 1st, the group comprising the Great
Northern Railway, the Lincoln, Horneastle, and Spilsby, and
East Coast Railway, the Newark and Ollerton Railway, the
Felixstowe and Bawdsey Ferry Bill, the Great Eastern Railway,
and the Felixstowe Railway and Dock Company’s Bill. Mr. Lawson has given notice of opposition to the Regent’s Canal City
and Docks Railway Bill, with the object of obtaining from the
promoters a definite pledge that the work shall be proceeded
with, power having been given four years ago, and further time
being now asked for.
The protracted and obstinate fight last year over the Hyde
Park Corner Bill is likely to be renewed this session, for the
new measure is practically the same as that which the Duke of
Richmond's Committee rejected, and the Metropolitan Board of
Works are resolved to again resist it. The main point at issue
is the question whether the cost of maintaining the new streets
shall fall entirely upon the parishes concerned, or partially on
the Metropolitan Board of Works.
The Various Powers Bill promoted by the Metropolitan Board
of Works proposes, among other things, to take powers to construct a bridge over the Grand Surrey Canal on the site of the
existing swing bridge which connects Canterbury-road, Deptford,
with Ilderton-road, Camberwell. Powers were also sought to
widen Elm-street, Holborn, on the southern side, between
Gray’s-inn-road and Mount-pleasant, and to appropriate the
frontages on the south side of Elm-street for the erection of
artisans’ dwellings, which, with other lands in Gray’s-inn-road,
shall be sufficient to accommodate 1200 persons.
With respect to some of the more important schemes advanced
this session, a large number of petitions in opposition and
praying for a hearing have been presented. Some of these it is
worth while to mention, as indicating the prospect: against the
Banbury and Cheltenham Direct Railway Bill (a much needed
link), the Great Western Railway Company ; against the Bexley
Heath Railway Bill, the Metropolitan Board of Works; against
the City of London and Southwark Subway, the Metropolitan
Board of Works; against the Great Eastern Railway Bill, the Metropolitan Board of Works, the Corporation of London, and a number
of individuals; against the Great Eastern Railway and Felixstowe
Railway and Dock Companies’ Bill, the Great Northern Railway
Company
; against the Great Northern Railway Bill the Leeds Corporation,the Metropolitan Board of Works and the Midland Railway Company; against the Harrow, Ealing, and Willesden Railway
Bill, the Great Western and the Midland Railway Company,
Sir John W. Ellis, and others; against the Hull, Barnsley, and
North-Western Junction Railway Bill, the Hull Trinity House,
the Hull Corporation, and the Lancashire and Yorkshire, and
Great Western Railway Company; against the Hull Dock Bill,
the Hull Trinity House, the Hull Corporation, the Aire and
Calder Navigation Trustees, the York Corporation, the Lancashire and Yorkshire and the Great Northern Railway Companies
and others ; against the London and North-Western Railway
Bill, the Met:opolitan Board of Works, the Duke of Bedford,
the Liverpool Corporation, and others ; against the Metropolitan
Board of Works Various Powers Bill, the Thames Conservancy
Board, the Surrey Commercial Docks Company, and the Wandsworth Common Conservators; against the Mersey Docks Board
(Overhead Railways) Bill, the Liverpool Corporation ; against
the Metropolitan Railway Bill, the Metropolitan Board of Works;
the Great Western Railway Company and Viscount Portman;
against the North-Western and Ealing Railway Bill, the
Metropolitan Board of Works, the Great Western and the
Midland Railway Companies, the Acton Local Board Association;
against the Reading Corporation Bill, the Thames Conservancy,
the Great Western and the South-Eastern Railway Company,
and others; against the Regent’s Canal Bill, the Metropolitan
Board of Works, the London School Board, and others ; against
the Thames Tunnel Bill, the Thames Conservators, the Midland
Railway Company, and the South Metropolitan Gas Company;
against the Westminster Street Improvements Bill, the Metropolitan Board of Works, the Middlesex Justices of the Peace,
and others; against the Willesden Local Board Bill, the West
=
Water Company, the Midland Railway Company, and
others.
With respect to the City and Southwark Subway Bill, it may
not be out of place to state here how the work to which it
refers now stands. The first tunnel was commenced on October
28th last, and was completed on February 12th. The second
tunnel has been started and is in rapid progress; and the
remainder of the work consists in laying the rails and fitting
the rope cables for drawing the trains through. The original
Thames tunnel took 17 years to complete and the cost was half
a million, against £20,000 for the new tunnel. The promoters
of the new undertaking aim at having a station at London
Bridge, but they have yet to obtain the assent to that of the
London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway Company. Their
first station will be at Great Dover-street, and the object of,
their Bill in Parliament is to obtain power to extend the tunnelee from the Elephant and Castle to Kennington and Stockwell.
Colonel Haywood engineer to the City Commission.of Sewers,
has submitted a report to that body on the several Bills in
Parliament, in respect of which notices had been served on the
Commission. These are five in titimber. The first is a Bill
promoted by the Corporation for straightening and improving
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the existing street from Lime-street to Leadenhall Market. By
the second, the City of London and Southwark Subway Com.
Ey, seek power to extend their authorised subway from the
Zlephant and Castle to Kennington and Stockwell, and to
acquire additional lands in the City at the south-east corner of
Arthur-street East and King William-street. The Great
Eastern Railway Company promote a Bill by which they seek
power, inter alia, to acquire the whole of the property on the
western side of Bishopsgate-street, and the property between it
and their existing railway. The frontage of the property to be
taken in Bishopsgate-street within the City is about 1380ft.,
and it is proposed to appropriate and stop up fifteen public
ways. The bridges over the ves | at Norton Folgate and
Ww
t may be reconstructed, and the company may
temporarily close and stop up those streets. The traffic of
Bishopsgate-street would be considerably interrupted by the
works unless proper arrangements were male for it. Bishops.
gate-street Without is of much less width between Norton
Folgate and Sun-street than throughout the remainder of its
length, and the company should—Colonel Haywood states—be
compelled to widen the street where it is narrow, and make,
perhaps, other improvements in return for the large area of
ublic way—over an acre—proposed to be appropriated by them,
e Bill also seeks extension ot time for the compulsory purchase of property and completion of works authorised by their
Acts of 1882 and 1885, and the company take power to re-open
Bishopsgate Market as a fruit and vegetable market, and to use
the present Bishopsgate goods station for that purpose. The
area of public and private property scheduled exceeds six acres,
The North-Western Railway promote a Bill to stop up and
appropriate a portion of the public way between Broad-street
and Liverpool-street stations, and the Regent’s Canal Company
seek a further extension of time for their City and Docks
Railway. Colonel Haywood stated that some of the projects
would interfere materially with the sewerage of the districts
through which it is proposed they should pass, and many
important thoroughfares would be more or less interfered with,
He recommends the Commission, according to their custom, to
dissent from the whole of the projects, to enable them to gain
further information relating to them, and to shape their course
of action subsequently as the public interest may necessitate.
The Commission have, by resolution, taken that course.

CHILLED
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ATa recent meeting of the Engineering Section of the Bristol
Naturalists’ Society a
on ‘Chilled Iron” was read by Mr.
Morgans, of which we give an abstract. Among the descriptions of
chilled castings in common use the author instanced the following:
Sheet, corn milling, and sugar rolls; tilt hammer anvils and bits,
ploughshares, ‘‘brasses” and bushes, cart-wheel boxes, serrated
cones and cups for grinding mills, railway and tramway wheels and
crossings, artillery shot and bolts, stone-breaker jaws, circular
cutters, kc. Mr. Morgans then spoke of the high reputation of
sheet mill rolls and wheel axle-boxes made in Bristol, Of the
latter, in combination with wrought iron wheels and steeled axles,
the local wagon works company are exporting large numbers,
With respect to the strength and fatigue resistance of chilled castings, details were given of some impact tests made in July, 1864,
at pyre in the presence of Captain Palliser, upon some of
his chilled bolts, 12%in. long by 4in. diameter, made from Pontypool cold-blast pig iron. Those made from No. 1 pig iron
—the most graphitic and costly—broke more easily than those
from No. 2, and so on, until those made from No. 4 were
tested, when the maximum strength was reached. No, 4
pig iron was in fracture a pale grey, bordering on mottled.
Several points regarding foundry operations in the production of
chilled castings were raised for discussion. They embraced the
depth of chill to be imparted to chilled rolls and railway wheels,
and, in the case of traction wheels, the width of chill in the tread ;
preparation of the chills—by coating with various carbonaceous
matters, lime, beer grounds, or, occasionally, some mysterious
compost—and moulds, selection and mixture of pig irons, methods
and plant for melting, suitable heat for pouring, prevention of
honeycombing, ferrostatic pressure of head, Kc. cling for rolls
being mostly conducted in reverberatories, the variations in the
condition of the furnace atmosphere, altering from reducing to
oxidising, and rice vers@, in cases of bad stoking and different fuels,
were referred to as occasionally affecting results. Siemen’s method
of melting by radiant heat was mentioned for discussion. For
promoting the success of a chilled roll in its work, lathing or
turning it to perfect circularity in the necks first, and then
turning the body while the necks bear in steady brasses, are
matters of the utmost importance. The author next referred to
the great excellence for chilling purposes |
by some
American pig irons, and to the fact that iron of a given carbon
content derived from some ores and fluxes differed much in chilling
Be eee from iron holding a similar proportion of carbon—free
and combined—derived from other ores and materials. Those
irons are best which develope the hardest possible chill most
uniformly to the desired depth without producing a too abrupt
line of division between the hard white skin and the softer grey
body. A medium shading off both ways is wanted here as in all
things. The impossibility of securing a uniform quality and
hemical
position in any
ber grade of any brand of pig iron
over a lengthened period was adverted to. Consequent from this a
too resolute faith in any particular make of pig iron is likely to be
at times ill-requited. Occasional physical tests, accompanied with
chemical analysis of irons used for chilling, were advocated ; and
the author was of opinion it would be well whenever a chilled
casting had enjoyed a good reputation for standing up to its work,
that when it was retired from work some portions of it should be
chemically analysed so as to obtain clues to compositions ot
excellence. Some of the physical characteristics of chilled iron
as well as the surprising locomotive properties of carbon present
in heated iron, were noticed. Attention was called
to some German
data, published by Dr. Percy in 1864, concerning an iron which
before melting weighed—approximately—448}lb. per cubic foot,
and contained—approximate ie per cent. of carbon—3} being
graphitic and 3 combined.
e chilled portion of a casting from
this had a specific gravity equivalent to 471 1b. per cubic foot,
and contained 5 per cent. of carbon, all combined. The soft
portion of the same casting weighed 447$1b, per cubic foot, and
contained 34°5 per cent. of carbon—31‘5
being graphitic and 3°5
combined. Mr. Morgans doubted whether so great an increase in
density often arises from —
Tool steel, when hardened by
being chilled in cold water, does not become condensed but
slightly expanded from its bulk when annealed and soft. Here
an increase of hardness is accompanied by a decrease of density.
The gradual development of a network of cracl:s over the face of
a chilled anvil or bit while being used in tilt hammers was mentioned. Such minute cleav:
me more marked as the chill
is worn down by work and .from grinding. Traces of the same
occurrence
are observable over the surface of much-worn chilled
rolls used in sheet mills. In such cases the sheets get a faint
diaper pattern impressed upon them. The opening of crack spaces
points to lateral shrinkage of the portions of chilled material they
surround, and to some release from 4 state of involuntary tension.
If this action is accompanied by some actual densification of the
fissured chill, then we have a result that possibly conflicts with tho
éxample of condensation from chilling cited by Dr. Percy.
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INDIAN

STATE RAILWAYS. — NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY, Sr. 61x. GAUGE,
Tue work required under this specification consists of the construction, supply, and delivery, at one or more of the ports named
in the conditions and tender, of 17,537 tons of cast iron plate
sleepers and jaws, to drawing ; 2210 tons of wrought iron
tie-bars, to drawing; 207 tons of steel wedges, to
drawing; for cast iron plate—Leslie’s—sleepers for 75 1b.
double-headed rails, The drawings referred to are reproduced in
our engravings. Conditions of contract are as usual for Indian
State Railway specifications. Tenders in by lst March, 1887.
INSTITUTION

OF CIVIL

ENGINEERS.

SEWAGE SLUDGE AND ITS DISPOSAL.
At the ordinary meeting on Tuesday, the 25th of January, Mr.
Edward Woods, President, in the chair, the first paper read was
on “Sewage Sludge and its Disposal,” by Mr. William Joseph
Dibdin, F.C.S., F.1.C., Metropolitan Board of Works.
The author stated that as the subject of this paper was “sewage
sludge,” it was not proposed to consider other than watercarried sewage. Sewage varied according to the water supply
per head of population; quantity of subsoil water; distance
it hadto be carried before arriving at the works; number of
times it passed through pumps, &c. This latter consideration
was important, as the greater the agitation the greater the
division of the solid matters, and the consequent solvent
action of the water. It would be most desirable if measures
could be adopted for the deodorisation of fecal matters before
their discharge into the sewers, If this could be brought about a
complete revolution would be effected in the character of all
effluent waters after chemical precipitation. The main characteristic of water-carried sewage was its division into two portions, the
liquid and the solid. The quantity of the latter depended upon
the treatment the se
received in the sewers. Great agitation
meant fewer solids, and those in a finely-divided state. It was no
doubt due to this fact that so many persons were misled in their
ideas of what sewage must necessarily be. The average quantity
of suspended matter in a dry state in London sewage was about
27 grains per gallon; but in many towns it was more than double
or treble that quantity, Of the 27 grains about 54 per cent., or
15 grains, were of an organic nature. The liquid portion of the
Sewage contained, in solution, about 60 grains of solid matters,
33 per cent. of which, or 20 grains, were of an organic character.
Solubility of a portion of the suspended matters in solutions of
ime seemed to have been entirely overlooked by writers on the
subject. The use of an excessive quantity of lime, while affording
a rapid settiement of the sludge, and a more or less clear effluent,
issolved a by no means inconsiderable quantity of the offensive
matters previously in suspension. To test this, carefully washed
sewage sludge was diffused in clean water, the mixture was
agitated for five minutes, and a sample withdrawn ; an excess of
ime was then added, and the mixture again agitated for another
five minutes. The limed liquid, intend of containing less dissolved oxidisable organic matter, was found to absorb about
three times the quantity of oxygen required by the unlimed
liquid. The well-known objectionable character of the liquid
pressed from sludge, which
been treated in the usual way
with lime, was a striking instance of its action on the solid
matters, With respect to dissolved impurities and their partial
removal, the author had conducted special experiments for the
lackdation of this important point, and had tabulated the results
o Rey éxamination of varying samples of sewage and of other
pre ry The author's experiments showed that strong
solttiohe bf organic matter were moré readily amenable to
treatment than dilute ones, The results of ati exhaustive examinaion fully confirmed the fact that no practical. process of chemical
Ptecipitation was capable of removing moré thati a limited quan-

tity of the oxidisable organic matters in solution in London sewage. | precipitation was filtration. This system had been advocated in
They further demonstrated the superiority of iron over alumina | many different ways; but unfortunately the outcome of them all
for sewage purification. By the use of iron sulphate in conjunc- | was the same. Rapid choking of the filters, frequent cleansing,
tion with lime as much work was effected, on the basis of the | heavy manual labour, unmanageable popes of sludge mixed
London sewage, for £31,000 per annum as would be obtained by | with filtering material, &c. As regarded the question of sludge, it
an expenditure of £82,000 for alumina and jime. Alumina was | was generally admitted that filtration was out of the question. As
valuable chiefly for its effect in removing some of the colour from | effecting the further purification of the clarified sewage, filtration
the effluent, and thus appealing to the eyesight, while the matters | was without doubt a rational process in all respects save expense.
actually dissolved were there nevertheless. Experiments with animal If further purification was desirable, and suitable land could be
charcoal showed that when this substance was used to the extent obtained, the use of the effluent after filtration for farming was to
of £182,500 worth per annum, the benetit would be practically x#/. | be commended. In searching for a material which would remove
In order to test the differences of opinion expressed by various | the odour peculiar to all effluents, by destroying those products of
authorities as to the reduction of dissolved solids by different putrefaction which were its source, sanitarians were limited practiprocesses, and to show that no benefit was derived from the cally to chloride of lime and permanganic acid. The former was
use of an excessive quantity of chemicals, the results of a series | open to the objection that, after its first effects had ceased, ©
of experiments on solutions of clear mutton extract were an unpleasant after-odour was created. It also caused a serious
given. These results showed that the same quantity of chemicals difficulty by reason of its poisonous character both to animal
was age of removing from 46 to 90 per cent. of the total and vegetablé life. On the other hand, permanganic acid was
oxidisable matter, according to the strength of the solution, harmless; it had no odour of its own to set up in place
and that a large increase in the quantity of the chemicals of the one destroyed; it was an instantaneous and complete
was of no advantage. These considerations pointed to the deodoriser; and in doing its work was itself destroyed. Its
general conclusion, that where it was intended to treat sewage method of action was the reverse of that of antiseptics, for it
by chemical means the following rules should, as far as prac- destroyed the putrescent matters presented to it. The objection
ticable, be observed, viz: That the sewage should be diluted that the quantity of permanganate that could be added within
as little as possible; that the flow of sewage should be adjusted, financial limits was only a trifling quantity of that required to
so that the agitation of the particles in suspension should be oxidise the whole of the matters in the effluent was true, but it
of a minimum character; and that, unless absolutely necessary, only dealt with the first stage of an oxidation scheme. The
no pumping should take place before precipitation. The peculiar matters in an actual putrescent state were the only ones which
conditions affecting the metropolis were exceptional. The want of required immediate destruction, and these were but insignificant
fall, combined with the necessity for removing the excreta from compared with the total organic matter present. Consequently,
densely-populous districts with the greatest rapidity, combined to the quantity of permanganate required was only a fraction of
insist upon a modification of these rules. The various methods what would be necessary for its complete destruction. Aeration
—
from time to time for separating the sludge from the had recently been put forward under the title of “ oxidation.”
iquid sewage were next discussed. The sum and substance of This was a misnomer. True, the ultimate cbject was oxidation ;
nearly all of them was comprised in the use of lime, either alone but if the idea was to be retained, that a very partial aeration
or in conjunction with the sulphates of iron and alumina, or of one of a strong alkaline cffluent was equivalent to complete
or both of those salts, alone or in combination with charcoal. The aeration of a neutral effiuent, free from actual putrescent
author objected to an antiseptic treatment of sewage, and dis- matters, a powerful blow would be struck at the system, which,
cussed the question from the bacteriological point. The method when properly carried out, was incontestably one of the utmost
generally pe pted for applying lime to sewage was to use it in the importance. Of the various systems of aerating large bodies of
form of ‘milk of lime,” in which condition only a small portion water when artificial means were necessary, there could be little
was dissolved, and the remainder was in a solid form, in which doubt as to the superiority of the aquarium or “ jet” system.
state it was chemically inactive. If the whole of the chemically By this means air was introduced into the water in an
effective strength of the lime was to be utilised, it must be in exceedingly fine state of division, instead of beingin large bubbles,
solution and not in suspension. If this precaution was ohserved, asin the blowing system. The numerous patents taken out for
a few grains of lime would effect as much work as three or four the utilisation of sewage sludge showed that the subject was one of
times the quantity when used in the usual form of ‘‘milk of lime.” peculiar fascination. The idea pervading the minds of inventors
When it was considered advisable to increase the effect of the lime, seemed to be that local authorities should undertake trading
either sulphate of alumina, or sulphate of iron, or both of these operations, instead of strictly confining their functions to the presubstances, in various proportions, were best adapted for the pur- vention of nuisance. Such systems might be dismissed with the
pose. Alumina salt afforded a less coloured etiluent than iron, observation that, if an inventor had a process by means of which
while the latter was apt to lead to deceptive appearances when used he could more than repay the cost of working expenses, doubtless
in excessive quantities, In choosing between the salts of alumina he would pursue the usual course adopted by business men, and,
and iron, it was desirable to bear in mind the different chemical after obtaining the sludge for nothing and paying working exchanges which took place with the hydrated oxides of these metals penses, put a handsome sum in his pocket. If the quantity of
when precipitated by lime. Oxide of alumina was precipitated sludge were small, and suitable land available, it should be dug in;
only in the fully oxidised form. On the contrary, oxide of but when land was unattainable, or, even if attainable, unsuitable,
iron was precipitated as ferrous oxide, or the lower state of other means must be adopted. The recent successful introduction
oxidation, and ferric oxide or the higher state, according to the of sewage sludge presses, for converting the sludge intoa semicondition in which the sulphate existed. The peculiar pro- dry portable form, at first sight appeared to be eminently suited
perty of hydrated ferrous oxide was that it rapidly changed its for the purpose. Doubtless they were so under many conditions.
condition from a lower to a higher stage of oxidation in the If farmers wanted the sludge for manurial purposes, the presses
presence of air. The salt known as protdsulphate of iron, or more were all but necessary. For small quantities they were managegenerally as “‘ green vitriol,” afforded ferrous hydrate. This was able, and, as far as the subject would permit, cleanly. Strenuous
rapidly converted into ferric hydrate by combination with the efforts had been made to redute the cost, but apparently without
oxygen dissolved in the water. Jn this condition it had the success. Unfortunately, the hopes of sanitariats and agriculturists
remarkable power of parting with the oxygen thus taken up, and on this point seemed to be doomed to disappointment, and in
of giving it to the sewage matters. Having thus béen reduced to place of the farm, in many cases the furnace appeared to be the
the ferrous state, it was again ready to combine with fresh atmo- ultimate destination of the unwholesome matter. Beyond doubt
spheric 6xygen, which it again yielded up to the sewage, and, the wants of farmers should be mést carefully cdnsidered. So lon
acting as a carrier of the dxygén dissolved in the sewage liquid, as they removed the sludge, so long should sufficient be pressed to
betame an agent for oxidising the more readily attacked foul meet their demands. When the quantity of sludgé was small, a
matters within the limits of the giiantity used. The alternative to ready and economical method of reducing it to a portable condi-
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tion was to mix it with freshly-slaked lime, as for pressing, and
then to run it out on to porous beds, and allow it to rest.
In a few days the sludge would have attained a consistenc
sufficient to enable it to be cut out with a spade and removed.
By this means the water was reduced to some 70 percent. Another
good plan was that adopted at Southampton, which consisted in
mixing the semi-liquid sludge with dry road sweepings, &c., in
which form it was portable, and in a suitable condition for the
purposes of the farmer. This system necessitated the control of
the dust-bin refuse and road sweepings by the sewage authority.
The recent Royal ©
ission r
ded the application of
sludge to the raising of low-lying lands, burning, digging into land,
or carrying
it away to sea. If the land wereto be raised with it.
pressing
must be resorted to. This involved the inital task and
cost of the presses, which, coupled with the cost of transit,
spreading on the land and covering with earth, made up a total so
excessive as to render the consideration of other methods desirable.
Before the pressed sludge could be burnt, the water must be
driven off by heat. This involved expense for fuel in addition
to the cost of pressing. When the dust-bin refuse of a town was
available, the object could be attained by the use of “‘destructors.”
The case of the metropolitan sewage was, however, different, as
no excess fuel was obtainable without considerable expense. The
suggestion that the ammonia, afforded by the
bustion of the
nitrogenous portion of the organic matters could be collected and
sold for the reduction of a part of the expense had been made.
Calculated on 800 tons of ‘“‘cake” per day, about £70,000 per
annum might be expected as the gross return from the sale of the
sulphate of ammonia. The cost of pressing, distillation, collection
of ammonia, conversion into sulphate, business charges, interest on
capital, &c., deducted from this sum would be such as to lead
inevitably to a financial disaster. Digging the wet sludge into the
ground, as practised at Birmingham, would be a good plan in the
case of the metropolis, if suitable land were available in sufficient
quantity. The soil at Birmingham was mostly gravel, and suited
for the purpose, whereas that in the neighbourhood of the metropolitan outfalls was heavy and sodden. Carrying the sludge away
to sea thus remained the only tangible and economical system
available. The cost of transit had of course to be considered.
Careful estimates showed that the expense would fall far short of
that which would be neeessary for the preliminary eqn of
pressing, we
of the further cost of disposing of the cake
when obtained. The great advantage of this method was that
the sludge wou'd never beseen. Precipitated in covered reservoirs,
transferred from the precipitating tanks to special settling tanks,
from thence pumped into a vessel, and discharged under water far
from land, the sludge would Seager in the most speedy, cleanly,
and safe manner that could be devised. The objections to this
system were: waste of valuable manure; possibility of nuisance
on the coast; and, delay in transit by fogs and stress of weather.
If the commercial manurial value of the sludge was a fact, commercial men might be safely relied upon to utilise it. The objection
as to the
ibility of nuisance on the coast was a mistaken one.
Some ¢
tons of ‘‘settled” sludge, equal to about 150 tons of
organic matter, would be discharged daily under water several miles
from the coast. The author critically examined the action which
would follow, contended that no nuisance could be created, and held
that the system was in accordance with both the letter and the spirit
of the recommendations of the Royal Commission. The objection
as to delay by fogs and stress of weather was trivial. If the whole
of the enormous maritime traffic of England could be carried on
with almost mathematical “+ ion, the carriage of a few thousand
tons of sewage sludge to the channel could be as readily accomplished. While it was thus clear that in the case of the metropolis
the conveyance of the sludge to sea was the only available remedy,
it by no means followed that under other circumstances, and where
local conditions were favourable, other systems were undesirable.
Each case must be dealt with on its own merits, and according to
local requirements.
:
FILTER PRESSES FOR THE TREATMENT OF SEWAGE
SLUDGE.
The second paper read was on “ Filter Presses forthe Treatment
of Sewage Sludge,” by Mr. William Santo Crimp, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E.,
F.G.S. The author observed that in breweries, sugar factories,
sewage precipitation and other works, large quantities of semifluids, or of fluids containing various quantities of solid matter
held in suspension, were produced, and it was often necessary to
separate the solids from the liquids; this object might generally
be attained by filtration, either natural or mechanical, or by
evaporation. In the case of sewage works, where chemicals were
the agent for precipitating the solids, difficulties had arisen from
the large masses of sludge to be disposed of being in a sloppy and
very offensive condition. Engineers had therefore endeavoured to
effect a reduction in the quantity, by getting rid of as large a
portion of the liquid as
ible. The earliest method tried was
that of exposing the sludge to the atmosphere in specially-constructed filters. At Wimbledon, filters had been constructed of
screened town-ashes carefully under-drained, and to further aid in
the desiccation of the glutinous mass more ashes were mixed with
the sludge. During the winter, however, evaporation was feeble.
The author found that after exposure, between September, 1883,
and March, 1884, the sludge still contained 77°5 per cent. of
moisture, and was very offensive. In hot dry weather, although
the sludge dried more quickly, there was much more risk of
creating a nuisance, unless the material was ploughed into the
ground, as at Birmingham, in its fresh condition, a method which
was inapplicable in many cases. In towns of only moderate size,
large areas were required for the exposure of the material, and this
gave rise to a nuisance after a few days’ exposure, unless the works
were remote from dwellings and highways. Machines had at
various times been introduced for drying sewage by the application of heat; but as sewage-sludge contained in its no
condition 90 per cent. of moisture, the cost of fuel had prohibited the
use of such apparatus. Millburn’s drying machine, for instance,
was stated to have been tried at Oldham by the Carbon Fertiliser
Company, when 1 Ib. of coke evaporated 6°80 Ib. of water. Thus,
in order to reduce 100 tons of normal sludge to 20 tons with 50 per
cent. of water, about 12 tons of fuel would be required.
The paper dealt more particularly with the filter-press as now
shag
|to this purpose. Filter-presses had been employed at
Wimbledon during the last two years. The present weekly production of sewage sludge at Wimbledon was 250 tons, and this
quantity was reduced by means of two of Johnson's filter presses
to 50 tons of sludge cake, containing 50 per cent. of moisture, at
a cost of 2s. 6d. per ton, for labour, lime, fuel, cloths, &c., to
which should be added interest on the original outlay, and depreciation, equal to 1s. per ton more. The precipitation of the matters
held in suspension in the sewage was effected by lime and sulphate
of alumina, the average quantity used daily being, for both
pressing and precipitating, equal to 0°91 ton. It had been ascertained that the quantity of solids which would be produced, if the
moisture were all evaporated, would be equal to f ton weekly for
1000 persons. In the case of the metropolis, assuming the population draining to the outfalls to be 3,800,000, the amount of pressed
cake produced daily, calculated upon this basis, would be 1086
tons, or 186 tons in excess of the estimate of the Royal Commissioners on Metropolitan Sewage Discharge. The actual quantity
would doubtless
less in consequence of the small quantity of
lime used ; but, on the other hand, the road detritus must form a
considerable portion of the solids in wet weather. Taking the
amount at 1000 tons daily, the annual cost of pressing would, in
the opinion of the author, amount to £45,000, exclusive of the
charge on capital
t. In
1
of the
proximity of
Wimbledon to the metropolis, where enormous quantities of stable
ye were pr
d, some difficulty was experi
in selling
the sludge, although the experiments of the author, which had
been confirm ed by Professor Munro, of the Royal College of Agri-
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New York Locomotive Works, Rome, N.Y., states that there
culture, Downton, proved that the pressed sludge was of more the
is
more
to
be
gained
by
judicious
and
regular
use
of
the indicator
value than stable manure of good quality.
many engineers believe. On nearly all steamships an indicator
In the author's experiments sludge-cake was tried with super- than
is
provided,
and
the
chief
a
is
——
required
take
phosphate and with farmyard manure, the crops grown being hay, diagrams on every voyage and include the results in his toreport,
potatoes, mangolds, cabbages, and swedes, the average production By this means he is enabled to detect defects due to wear or other
per acre being -in the case of sludge-cake 13°15 tons, super- auses and to correct them by proper readjustment. The use of
phosphate 12°60 tons, and farmyard manure 12°27 tons, while the the indicator is of special value and importance on locomotives,
unmanured plot yielded 11°72 tons, Potatoes were especially yet very few railroads have it used regularly, and many master
benefitted by the dressing of sewage-sludge.
mechanics do not recognise its full value. Mr. Harris thinks that
The conclusions arrived at by the author after careful observa- in
many bad steamers the fault is with the adjustment rather than
tion of the filter-press during the past two years were, that the the
tests of a
d air |
tive the storage
machine afforded
a ready solution to the question of the disposal pressureer. fellOnsome
from 600 Ib. to 150 Ib. per square inch ; after the
of the sloppy mass of putrescent mud produced daily in sew:
had been applied and defects corrected in the adjustment
recipitation works; that the offensive and useless masses might indicator
of the valve
, the pressure, with a heavier train, only fell from
be quickly converted into a practically inodorous manure; and a
Ib. to 196Ib. =e
‘
6 4c
that the manure was superior to ordinary farmyard manure.
vainage.—A very
amount of work is being done in thi
country as to draining farms and other land by tile drainage. in
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio this work is receiving — attention,
and it is also being introduced into otherStates.
There are expert
LAUNCHES AND TRIAL TRIPS.
engineers who make a speciality of drainage by ditch and tile, and
Last week Messrs. W. B. Thompson launched from the Caledon there is considerable interest felt in the subject. It is recom.
Shipyard, Dundee, a steel screw steamer of about 200 tons, built mended that the tile, or the top of a stone drain, should be at
for the Great Northern Steam Fishing and Carrying Company, of least 40in. below the surface of the ground, or, where the outfall ig
Hull, and named the Jubilee. She has been built to class in bad, as deep as they can be made to deliver water. The drains
Lloyd's register, and her dimensions are as follows:—Length, are placed between the rows of corn, &c., and thus drain the roots
134tt.6in.; breadth, 21ft.; depth, 11ft. The machinery, which has and secure a good crop. Wet pasty ground, and heavy clay very
been constructed at the Tay Foundry, comprises compound sur- wet in spring and very oF and hard in summer, has been made,
face condensing engines of 60 nominal horse-power, with cylinders by drainage, to yield good crops and pay many times over for the
20in. and 40in. respectively, having a piston stroke of 27in., steam cost of the work. This method of improving land is of special
being supplied from a steel boiler working at a pressure of 95 1b. importance to farmers, to render bad land available and to improve
land, but it is also of importance to towns and cities in flat
per square inch. The vessel has a raised quarter-deck extending
to the fore part of the engine and boiler space, and a sunk fore- istricts where damp and malarial land may be made healthy and
castle forward admits of very comfortable accommodation for the fit to live near and build on. Tile manufacturers are doing a good
crew. The bottom of the main hold is arranged for carrying water trade and find a constant and increasing demand for their ware;
ballast, so that the Jubilee can be readily trimmed to any desired they have shown themselves wise in not ry oes |a monopoly and
draught, no matter what the nature or extent of her cargo. The fixing exorbitant rates while there is such demand. The ditchers
fore part of the hold is divided off to form an ice-room, capable of are very expert in ditching to the grade set, but for economy of
carrying 35 tons of ice. On deck, abaft the foremast, is placed a time steam or horse-power machine ditchers are used, many of
which are ditchers and tile layers combined.
very large steam winch, specially designed for hauling in the w:
The Vermont railroad accident,—Yet another terrible disaster,
of the fishing gear with which the vessel will be fitted. On the
illustrating
in a most awful manner the — of the coal stove
forecastle deck is placed a handy windlass of the latest design,
which can be worked off the steam winch—by messenger system of car heating, occurred on the night of February 4th,
chain—or by hand. The Jubilee is ri
as a fore-and- near Woodstock, Vt., on the Central Vermont Railroad. The
aft schooner, with two masts. On the bridge is placed Montreal express, made up at White River Junction from trains
Archer's patent steering gear, and supplementary steering gear from Boston and New York, was running at a speed of only seven
has been provided aft in case of anything going wrong with the or eight miles an hour while approaching the wooden deck bridge,
bridge gear. The engine room above the quarter deck is enclosed of four spans of 140ft., and a io road span, over the Woodstock
in a strong iron house 6ft. high, surmounted by a large teak sky- river, at a height of 42ft. above the gorge, when a bad rail—the
light. The after part of this house forms the cabin companion break showing flaws in the rolling—broke, throwing the rear
way, and has a door on either side giving access to the cabin, which part of the train off the track, and the sleepers and several
isarranged to
dat
ptain, officers, and engineers, for other cars fell down on to the ice, the engine and forward cars
which two separate rooms have been provided, entering off the reaching the abutment in safety. In a very short time the overmain cabin. Cushioned lockers extend round the after-part of the turned and broken stoves set fire to the wreck, and before help could
be obtained, the whole wreck was a perfect holocaust, the flames
cabin, which is lighted by a large teak skylight.
swept up to the bridge, and that, too, was totally burnt. Between
Messrs. Forrestt and Son “gg! completed in thirteen worki
days, for the use of Mr. H. M. po African party, a stee fifty or sixty persons were killed or roasted to death, the temis littered with scattered limbs and mutilated and
whale boat, 28ft. long, of 6ft. beam, and 2ft. 6in. deep. It is built porary morgue
bodies, while charred fragments of humanity are mingkd
of Siemens’ steel galvanised, and divided into12 sections, each weigh- charred
ing about 75lb. The fore and aft sections are watertight, givinga with the twisted mass of ironwork that remains of the splendid
large amount of buoyancy to the boat. The sections are bolted cars, Investigations are pas held, and the car-heating question
together, india-rubber being used between the joints to make them is again opened by this new horror. The New York State Legiswatertight. The boat pulls ten oars, and is fitted with a large lug lature has directed the State Railroad Commissioners to inquire
sail. She will carry twenty-two men and 1000 Ib. of
on into the various methods of ‘safely heating cars, and to make a
l7in. draught of water.
Fittings are made moveable. Each of ae as soon as possible. As the Vermont State laws allow
dols. for death, and amounts at the discretion of juries for
the sections may be carried easily by two men. The little vessel
- be put together in 35 min. and taken to pieces for transport in injuries, the claims upon the railroad company will be very heavy.
Later investigations disclose some
liarities in the fracture of
min.
one of the axles, that lead to the belief that the axle may have
broken first—it is broken at the middle—and the wheels of the
derailed car-truck then shattered the rail. The closest investigaAMERICAN ENGINEERING NEWS.
tion will be made.
Elevated railroad.—The Chicago Rapid Transit and Elevated
New war ships for the United States Navy.—As a result of the
consideration of various bills for the construction of new naval Railroad Company, of Chicago, IIL, will commence the construcvessels, the sub-committee on naval affairs has prepared a Bill tion of its elevated road this season. There will be twenty-two
providing for the construction of two steel cruisers, of 4000 tons, miles of road, with stations at intervals of half a mile. The trucks
similar to the Newark, now being constructed, ata maximum cost of will be over the cable railroad, 18ft. above the surface of the
1,300,000 dols. each, to be equipped with the best type of engines street ;they will be carried by columns placed on the curb line
and boilers; also four steel gunboats of 1700 tons, similar to and set zor. apart. The entire structure will be of steel. The
y was organised in 1885, and has a capital stock of
No. 1 now being constructed, at a maximum cost of 525,000 dols.
each ; also one cruising steel torpedo boat of about 150ft. length, 12,000,000 dols.
Electric motors.—The Sprague electric motor is meeting with
at a maximum cost of 100,000 dols., to have a maximum = of
not less than 24 knots per hour, and capable of steaming 20 knots much favour, and standard types are built to facilitate manufacan hour for six hours, with armament and coal for sea service. The ture.
Underground railroad,—At Philadelphia, Pa., an underground
Secretary of the Navy advocates the pn spe of triple expansion
engines for the new vessels now being built or in contemplation for railroad, to be operated by electricity, is projected. The aos
the navy. The matter of coal economy is most important for war will be twenty miles per hour between stations ; the stations will be
ships, and for this reason especially the use of this type of engine placed every third of a mile in the suburbs, and every quarter of
is advisable; and this economy would soon overbalance the extra a mile in the city. The cars will seat thirty-eight geen each,
first cost. Gunboat No. 1, being built by Messrs. Cramp and Son, and will have side doors, In New York City a legal decision has
of Philadelphia, will have triple expansion engines designed by the been given which practically frees the Arcade Railroad Company
builders, in place of the compound engines originally contemplated. from further interference, and it is reported that work will be
Cruiser No. 1, the bids for which were all rejected as too high, commenced on the tunnel before very long. There are four
will also probably have triple expansion engines; the plans for corporations holding franchises for underground railroads in this
which are now being prepared, instead of the compound engines city, all of which are controlled by the United States Subway
Company. This company declares its intention of commencing
included in the original design.
Railroad sleeper.—One of the latest metal ties is that patented work as soon as a permit is granted by the Public Works Departby E. L. Taylor. It is of the “pot sleeper” type, consisting ment. The charter to be operated under only allows for a double
of chairs with a cross section like the lower part of an A track road ; other charters were for four tracks, two for express
(ea) ; they are made of gin. plate iron, and have a lug stamped out and two for way trams. There will be two tunnels occupying a
with
of the bearing surface to c
the inside flange of the rail. A tie space of 15ft. high, by 35ft. wide. Though well —_
bar of flat iron connects eac
ir of chairs and maintains the street railroads (tramways) and elevated railroads, the city can
gauge ; the outer ends of this
hold the outside flange of the supply abundant traffic to an underground line.
New express locomotive.—The New York, Providence, and Boston
Railroad
just had a new and improved ex
engine built, by
the Rhode Island Locomotive Works, of
vidence R.I., for
hauling the fast express on the section where the quickest time is
made. The schedule time at present for this section is 625 miles
in seventy-seven minutes ; the new engine is to make this in 62°5
minutes, including one stop. The train will consist of eight cars,
four of which will be Pullman cars. The engine is an anthracite
burner, of the standard American ‘‘ eight-wheel ” type with four
coupled wheels 6ft. in diameter, and a four-wheeled eading truck.
Its main dimensions are as follows, Cylinders, 18in. by 24in.;
drivers, 6ft.; driving-wheel base, 7ft.; total wheel base, 21ft.;
weight on drivers, 72,000 lb.; on truck, 24,0001b.; total weight,
96,000 Ib.; 218 tubes, 2in. diameter and 10ft. 5in. long.; heating
surface (tubes), 1186°6 square feet; fire-box, 165°5 square feet;
total, 1352°1.; grate area, 37°6 square feet ; boiler pressure 180 Ib.;
boiler of 4in. Otis steel.
A lake steamer.—A large steel st
was |
hed recently
at Cleveland, Ohio, for service on the lakes, she is 300ft. long, 39ft.
beam, 24ft. depth of hold. The plating is }jin. thick, and the
lightest material is Jin. iron. She is provided with numerous bulkrails ;where greater bearing surface is required this bar may be heads ; the engines are of the triple expansion type ; high-pressure
24in. ; intermediate, 38in. ; low-pressure, 6lin. ; stroke,
an inverted tee iron (1). “he advan
imed are automatic cylinder,
; the crank angles are set at 120deg. Steam reversing gear
clamping, elimination of all bolts and spikes, interchangeability of is42in.
There are two boilers of 1}in. Otis steel, they are 12ft.
parts, cheapness, durability, economy of maintenance and adapt- in provided.
diameter by 14ft. long ; each boiler has three furnaces of 40in.
ability.
e sleepers may be made as continuous longitudinals.
e ship was built by the Globe Ironworks, Cleveland,
Bradshaw's A BC Guide to the United States is being severely diameter.
steel being from the Otis Iron and Steel Company, and
and deservedly criticised; it is simply absurd. It gives but one Ohio,ironthefrom
the Cleveland Rolling Mill Company. The value is
route to Chicago, and that only from Buffalo, whereas there are thetimated
at about 200,000 dols.
about half-a-dozen trunk lines from New Yorkalone. M:
"
Water supply of New York City.—It has been finally decided to
Minn., is described as reached by one railroad only, from St. Paul.
Duluth is mentioned as vemate |by only one line, from a small construct the immense Quaker Bridge Dam for the new supply.
town, whereas it is one of the
t railroad centres of the North- The dam will form an impounding reservoir, or lake, of the Croton
t New Croton
west. In almost a majority of cases where but one route is men- watershed, and will be in connection with the
pervs out of a large number, the least important and least known Aqueduct, now in course of construction, which is to give the city
an abundant additional water suppl . The total cost of the dam,
is se
q
Regular use of the indicator.—Mr. R. Harris, superintendent of including land, &c., is about 6,750,000 dols,

none

Fes.
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more favourable terms. In some of the district brands of pig iron
a so plentiful that they need be anxious about doing too
HE IRON, CO
AND
GENERAL TRADES i; prices have been taken during the past week which are getting find
muc!
OF BIRMINGHAM,
WOLVERHAMPTON, AND very near to the old rates; hematites are also easier, and in The 31st annual report of the Manchester Association of Engineers
-| manufactured iron, although anadvance upon the low prices which shows that the society continues to make
OTHER DISTRICTS.
were ruling some time back is still maintained, makers have had respect of membership and finances, The
y
(From our own Correspondent.)
to give way considerably upon the rates they have been asking ing to its credita balance
of £2627 as compared with £2531 last
Bustness in manufactured iron since last report has exhibited| recently,
year, sho. ing a surplus of £96 on the year’s working, after vying
features of a good deal of irregularity. This arises out of the
The Henshester iron market on Tuesday was fairly well attended, the sum of £100to a member
permanently pee Brnerall Tom
difficulty of determining how far the common ironmakers intend but business was very slow. There was very little inquiry stirring work. To the membership roll during the year there have been
to adhere to the resolution of a week agoin Birmingham to advance for any description of iron, and where sales were reported they added fourteen honorary annual members and fifteen ordinary
prices 10s, per ton. There is much uncertainty as to what that were only of very small weight. For Lancashire pig iron, iron members; but taking into account the loss by death, resignation,
advance
leaves prices at. Some firms had anticipated the makers still quote 39s, 6d. to 40s. 6d., less 24, for forge and and erasure, the effective addition to the membership roll amounted
decision and Boon been quoting a nominal advance of from 5s. to foundry qualities delivered equal to: Manchester; but at these to 17, bringing the total number of all classes of members to 302,
10s, per ton on bars, hoops, and strips, since the January quarterly figures they are only booking occasional very small parcels, In viz., 27 honorary life members, 71 honorary annual members,
meeting, and such firms do not this week profess to make any district brands 39s. 6d. to 40s, 6d., less 24, delivered equal to Man- and 204 ordinary members. The annual dinner of the Associafurther advance.
:
;
chester, also remain about the average prices for the eee tion was held on Saturday at the Grand Hotel, Manchester,
Up to last week, unmarked bars might have been bought at an Lincolnshire irons; but there are one or two brands offering at cg yg boaetreed — Big po the ~~ and
price, according to the quality of the metal, between £6 and £5, 1s. 6d. per ton under these figures, and during the past week ir J. C.
ing the
pal
guest of the evening.
and, occasionally, even below this. The decision of the Birming- Lincolnshire foundry iron has been sold at as low as 38s, 6d., less posing ‘‘ prosperityto the ‘Association,” Sir J. C. Lee amatad
ham meeting must be mainly regarded as an organised attempt to 24, delivered into the Manchester district. Outside brands offer- that speaking to them as a merchant of long standing, and having
raise the price of common iron generally into somewhat nearer ing in this market were firm, but in Scotch iron makers have not an intimate connection with manufacturing, he thought
relations with the standard for marked iron, The old-fashioned followed the upward movement in Glasgow warrants, and were the mechanical engineer, to many manufacturers and merdifference between marked iron and common bars was only about sélling at prices certainly no higher than last week; except, how- chants, was to be considered as a man who destroyed assets, and
£1 per ton, but the difference has now become as large as £2 and ever, occasional sales of Middlesbrough, good named foundry who was the cause of the shrinkage of capital, and of all those
ven £2
brands of which ranged from about 44s, 4d, to 45s, 10d. net cash, things which went to make the assets of a manufacturing concern.
3 The comparative quietude in the demand is the main difficulty delivered — to Manchester, there has been comparatively little To those who did not use the best appliances he was certainly a
which makers have to surmount before the 10s, advance can be or nothing doing.
great bugbear, but to those who looked ahead and accepted the
ybtained. With a brisk market and a strong demand success
In hematites there is very little buying going on; makers are new inventions that were constantly being brought forward he was
would be assured; but at present merchants’ and consumers’ indifferent about selling except at current rates, and these con- a source of great strength, as he enabled the manufacturing portion
orders are not abundant, and buyers state this week that they sumers say they cannot afford to pay, the result being that busi- of the community to compete against the most absurd tariffs of
are paying the advance in only a few cases.
ness is for the present practically at a standstill. Nominally quoted other countries. The mechanical engineer, however, made sad
South Staffordshire cannot afford to reckon without the neigh- prices remain at about 58s. 6d., less 24, for No. 3 foundry qualities, havoc amongst those who did not move quick enough for him.
bouring, and to some extent competing, districts of North Staf- delivered into the Manchester district.
The chairman, in responding to the toast, pointed to the many
fordshire and Lancashire, and their concurrence in the Birmingham
Manufactured iron is very dull, and some of the local makers important improvements which had been effected in engineering,
arrangement has not been obtained.
report that there is no new work of any weight coming forward. especially of late years in marine engineering, and believed that it
The large number of the firms engaged in the South Stafford- Common bars are getting back to low prices, and it is only in only peace were maintained in Europe the mechanical trades of
shire trade is a great obstacle in the way of unanimity of action. exceptional cases that more than £5 per ton is being got for this country had a
t future before them. Other toasts
Nominally, common bars are advanced to £5 5s. to £5 10s.; hoops, delivery into the Manchester district, only the best local brands followed, including ‘‘
Engineering Industries,” pro
by
£5 10s, to £5 12s, 6d., and on to £5 15s,; hinge strip, £6 5s.; and fetching
, an
ponded to by Mr. Leader
Williams,
£5 2s, 6d. ;hoops average about £5 7s. 6d., and sheets £6 10s. Mr. W. Th
gasand nail strip, £5 5s.to£5 7s. 6d., andonto£516s.
‘* Success to the Manchester Royal Jubilee Exhibition,”
to £7 per ton, delivered into the Manchester district.
Sheets are less affected by the Birmingham resolution than is
C.E., and responded to by Sir J.C. meres
Le , who
There is still an absence of any appreciable improvement in the by Mr. Thos, Ash
any other section of the trade. The sheet makers had been able condition
engineering trades of this district, There are stated that the Exhibition would be the most extraordinary one
to fully anticipate the declared advance by reason of the excellent exceptions ofherethe and
ever
held
in
this
country;
and
the
section
devoted
to
mechanical
as I pointed out last week, where more
inquiry from the galvanisers and other buyers; their rices,| activity is reported ; there,
generally works in this district are barely engineering would not be the least extraordinary part of it.
therefore, remain firm at the former figures of £6 to £6
for kept going from hand but
Barrow.—The tone of the hematite — trade is steady and
to mouth. They manage to keep going, but
20 gauge ;£6 10s, to £6 12s. 6d. for 24 gauge; and £7 10s. to they
. Makers are exceedhave no work ahead, and the anxiety to replace orders as they firm, and orders have lately been well p'
£7 12s. 6d. for 27 gauge.
ingly busy, and are not only sold forward to a very large extent,
run
out
engenders
a
|
of
petition
that
keeps
prices
down
Galvanisers this week report that orders continue to arrive with not only at the unremunerative point, but in many cases work is but are increasing their output all round, with a view of meeting
a fair amount of freedom, and that they are realising more profit- taken which can only leave behind it an absolute loss.
the improved demand, and taking advantage of the improved state
able rates. Events of the past few days which have tended to
the market, especially in the face of a further tendency in the
The newly constituted Board of the Manchester Ship Canal ‘of
lessen the local supply are assisting to strengthen prices. South Company
of an advance. Prices are firm at 50s, per ton net f.o.b.
lost no time in making fresh efforts to push forward direction
Staffordshire firms quote £10 5s, to £10 10s. per ton for 24 gauge the sch have
for
of mixed samples of Bessemer iron, and 49s. for No, 3
toa
sful issue, and one or two of the leading forgeparcels
corrugated sheets in bundles f.o.b. Mersey, but some Birkenhead members have
and
foundry qualities. Stocks are large, but are not inexpressed themselves confident that before very long creasing ; they
firms are understood to be selling at £10 2s. 6d. and even £10.
held by merchants who anticipate
the project will be placed on a satisfactory footing. During the a rise in values, are Themainly
Marked bar makers are in receipt of rather more orders, but past
chief feature of the demand is Ameriweek
I
understand
negotiations
have
been
going
on
in
London
there is abundant room for further improvement, the competition with regard to the floating of the scheme, and on the Manchester can, and this may be said also of steel; but several good
of steel being severe. £7, with £7 12s, 6d. as the Earl of Dudley’s Exchange there have been various rumours as to the result of Continental orders are offering, and it is probable that during
price, remains the standard
season very heavy parcels of iron and steel will be delinegotiations. At present, however, there is no information the
Buying in the pig iron trade is rather quieter, but quotations are these
vered to American, colonial, and continental markets. There
an authoritative character, and all that can be said is that a very are
maintained at very near the recent maximum, The slackening of
indications
that a large increase in output will be brought
feeling prevails.
down of demand is due to consumers having already bought, some hopeful
with the opening of the spring season. Steel makers are
Messrs. Walter T. Glover and Co., of Salford, have brought out about
firms having covered their requirements for nine and twelve a fuel
exceptionally
well
off for orders. Rails are especially brisk, and
economiser, in which Mr. Bell has re-introduced the zi
months forward. Furnace owners, on their part, have plenty of arrangement
are well sold forward to American, Canadian, Australian,
pipes which years back was abandoned by other makers
contracts on the books, and will not depart from late rates. makers as an ofinefficient
colonial,
and
contineni.i
vuyers, while some large contracts for
form of construction. The difficulty which
Northampton pigs are 40s, to 41s. delivered; Derbyshires are
are held on account of home railway companies. Prices
in the way of the successful working of the above arrange- delivery
41s, 6d. to 42s. 6d.; and Lincolnshires 42s, 6d. to45s. The Thorn- stood
this week show an advanceof 2s. 6d. per ton, the price for ordinary
ment
has,
however,
been
successfully
ov
b:
ducing
the
cliffe —_ is quoted —_ ae ye fosmall sale for best native diameter of the pipes and allowing ample space between the heavy sections being now given at £4 5s. per ton net f.o.b.;
igs,
the competition of steel and of hematites having largel
and billets are in brisk demand at improving prices, and
so that whilst the heat passing away to the flue is made to blooms
ceospeltend the market. Hot blast all-mines are quiet 52s, bd. centres,
bars are also in good inquiry, this department of local steel works
oe , and part-mine and cinder pigs range from 42s. 6d. down impinge upon the surface of each pipe, the draught is not throttled. being busily engaged. The only department which is quiet in the
The
inside
diameter
of
the
pipes
has
been
reduced
from
4in.
to
to
steel trade is that in which plates, angles, and other classes of
Some good inquiries are again on the market for work in con- 3in., and Yin. space is allowed between the centres, which leaves steel for shipbuilding purposes are produced, but even in this
54in. between the outside surfaces of the pipes, thus allowing department there are signs of new life, and in the course of a short
nection with the Indian State Railways. They include steel trans- about
verse sleepers, cast iron —— and fish plates and fish bolts for a clear space of about an inch on each side of the intersecting pipe time it is believed there will be abetter trade. Shipbuilders and engiin the next row. The draught is thus provided with a free passage, neers are short of orders, and although there are undoubtedly some
both flat-tlooted and doubleed rails.
A new scheme has been laid before the Cradley Heath chain- and the heat as it passes away to the chimney has to strike against good orders offering they are slow in coming forward. It is confimakers for their relief, Lieutenant Mansfield Smith and Colonel each pipe. In the scrapers tor the pipes an improvement has also dently expected, however, both in shipbuilding and marine engineerStewart have this week attended some meetings, and urged the been introduced. These are made in three sections, slightly over- ing there will be an active trade in the spring, summer, and autumn
importance of procuring State-aided emigration. There were too lapping each other, and they have a double cutting edge at an seasons of the current year. Iron ore is in brisk request and prices
many workmen in the trade, and the only remedy was to emigrate a o of about 40 deg., thus giving to the scrapers the action of a have advanced to from 12s. to 13s. 6d. per ton net at mines for
to Canada, With a view of forwarding such a scheme, it was knife. They are hung on specially designed carrying bars, with ordinary qualities. Coal and coke are steady, but there is no
inclined slots, which, whilst giving the surface a free action, keeps advance in prices. Shipping is busier and there are more cargoes
decided to petition the House of Commons.
Mr. William Woodhall, M.P., in his presidential address at the them close to the surface of the pipes, and they are held in position offering, while freights are all round much better than they have
annual meeting of the North Staffo shire Mining Institute, on by a drop catch, so that they can be easily tixed or removed as been for some time. At many of the iron and steel works in the
Monday, alluded to the advantages which England
in required. These economisers are being constructed for either district advances have either been made in workmen's wages or
regard to mining and mechanical engineering, and pointed out the rapid or slow circulation, and the first which has been made has have been promised at an early date. There has been some
new conditions of trade generally. He observed that the powers been put up at the works of Messrs. Thomas Briggs at difficulty about this, however, because, although as a matter of
of production had enormously increased, and necessitated caution Pendleton. This economiser has forty pipes 9ft. in length, fact, prices of iron and steel have advanced to a fair extent, makers
to prevent the evils arising from leaps and bounds experienced and works on the slow circulation principle. It is used to heat are now main] a
in the delivery of orders booked prior to
the feed-water for a boiler evaporating
gall
per hour, the advance which
fifteen years ago,
been made. The same fact applies to the
The scheme which has been proposed by the South Staffordshire and, after a thorough test, most successful results have been iron ore trade, but an arrangement has been made with the miners
and Birmingham District Steam Tramways Company for under- obtained, the firm using it stating that it has saved somewhere which will in all probability lead to an understanding to the
taking the collection, conveyance, and distribution of goods, will over 30 per cent. of the fuel previously consumed. Another of mutual advantage of themselves and the mineowners.
be facilitated by the invention of a wagon to run on rail or road these economisers, with seventy pipes, on the rapid circulation
is now being constructed for abroad. Mr. Bell has also
which has been specially devised by Mr. A. Dickinson, the genera eo
manager of the company. The body of the wagon is similar to an introduced an.improvement in his high and low-pressure filters for
works
purposes,
which are manufactured by essrs, Glover and
ordinary railway lorry, the front wheels acting on the swivel or
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
number of the filters
bogey principle when on the road, but when on the rails the prin- Co. In these filters, and, in fact, in a
that
are
now
made,
a layer of asbestos cloth on the face of the filter
(From our own Correspondent.)
ciple is dispensed with by means of a locking-pin. The road
wheels are p!
at the ends of the main axles and the rail wheels beds has been used as a'strainer for the dirt before the water passes
THE answer of the Secretary for War to Mr. Howard Vincent's
are inside. To raise the rail wheels or lower the road wheels, the to the filtering material proper. After an extended trial, Mr. Bell question in the House of Commons on Monday has caused some
main axle is so constructed as to be made to turn by an arrange- has now decided to abandon the use of asbestos cloth, and he has doubt to be expressed here. ‘‘A Steel-maker” whom I know to be
ment of screw and ws meen thus causing the arms or projections replaced this with woven copper wire of avery fine mesh and a an expert in military material, writes to the local papers on the
to which the rail wheels are attached to be brought perpendicularly layer of openly-woven galvanised wire, which is placed immediately subject. While admitting that the War Secretary's statements was
under the main axle. The wagon has undergone a thorough test between the filter beds and the iron plates which hold them in posi- honestly made by him, ‘‘a Steel-maker” recalls ,the public protion, and the perforations of which plates have also been very con- mises held out to Sheffield steel-makers that no further exin Birmingham this week, with every success.
siderably enlarged. By this arrangement the perforations of the tension of steel-making would be permitted at Woolwich Arsenal.
The London and North-Western Railway Company is about to plates
are much less liable to become blocked up with dirt, and the He points out that the Secretary for War admits that in
undertake some engineering work outside eer
for which
layer of galvanised wire allows what may be termed a the Woolwich gun factory it is conceded they can’ cast
£35,000 have been voted. At present the traffic on the line to intervening
breathing
space between the filter bed and the plate, so that when up to 15 tons weight. In 1884 it is doubtful it they could
Aston and Walsall is much hindered by a junction with the main the filter has
to be cleansed the accumulated filth can be blown out have cast half that weight. He asserts that if the members
line to Saltley and by a crossing level, after the bifurcation, with much greater
ease. By an ingenious arrangement of valves for Sheffield would insist on having the tonnage output at the
which gives access from the Curzon-street goods station to the main the water can be passed
either one or two filter beds as gun factory for 1884 and 1887, and a similar return from the
line, @ difficulty is to be overcome by separating the Aston desired, and any numberthrough
of these filters can be connected and Royal Arsenal, they would find that an entirely new steel plant
from the main line at a point much nearer to New-street sta- one side by side, and they
can be worked either vertically or had been erected, and that by the manufacture of steel there,
tion, and by raising the Aston line upon an embankment and orizontally as desired,
Sheffield, during the last twelve months, had probably lost the sale
a viaduct, so that the Curzon-street traffic may
beneath it.
In the coal trade, except that there is some falling off in the of £300,000 worth of steel, which the Arsenal had manufactured
There willbe no engineering difficulties about the work, which
for th
lves instead of coming to Sheffield for it. ‘‘A Steeldemand
for
house
fire
classes
of
fuel,
there
is
generally
a
fairly
will necessitate the erection of a stretch of girder bridges, the
raising of the existing viaduct parallel with the Vauxhall-road, steady business doing, and pits are mostly kept on pretty near full maker” adds that the permanent officials who furnished the inforand possibly the re-building of the bridge over Erskine-street.
time. The local demand for steam and forge purposes is still only mation to the Secretary of State for War “‘ must or ought to have
limited, but this is more than counterbalanced by a continued known perfectly well that nearly 3000 tons of steel were probably
extra demand for shipment, which is taking away the surplus sup- manufactured in the departments at the Arsenal last year where
plies of the lower qualities of round coal that would otherwise be steel was not formerly manufactured at all.”
I have to announce the death of Mr. Walter Scott Davy, which
thrown upon the market, and engine classes of fuel are also moving
away without difficulty, very few collieries being at present took place last Friday.. Mr. Davy was one of the founders of the
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
firm
of Messrs. Davy Brothers, engineers, Park Ironworks. He
troubled
with
excessive
supplies
of
slack,
except
it
is
in
some
of
(From our own Correspondent.)
common qualities. Prices, if anything, show a tendency to served his apprenticeship there, and upon the firm becominga
i Manchester.—Business in the iron trade of this district remains the
limited
company, he was made a director, and took a leading part
ease
down
somewhat,
but
there
is
no
quotable
change
upon
late
ina dull, inanimate condition, and certainly no reflection can be rates, and at the pit mouth best coal averages 9s. ;, seconds, 7s. 6d.; in the management.
In 1882 he accepted a three years’ engagefound here of the improvement which is reported from other iron common round
ment
with
Barrow Hematite Steel Company at £3500 per
6d.
to
6s.;
burgy
4s.
6d.
to
5s.;
best
centres. There is a continued general indisposition on the part of slack, 3s. 6d. to 4s., and common 2s, 9d. to 3s, per ton. For ship- annum. At the
Barrow,
where
he undertook the management of the
users of iron here to operate beyond actual pressing requirements, ment prices are firm at about 7s. 3d. to 7s. 6d. per ton for steam works, he pomp, rngre-organised.
the great establishment, and on
= there is apparently so little confidence in the future
that even coal delivered at the high level, Liverpool, or the Garston Docks.
the
expiration
of
his
agreement
was presented by the directors with
OW prices do not tempt buyers, Makers, as a rule, realising that
iderably impaired
by the
The decision of the South-West Lancashire coalowners not to a cheque for £1000. His health was
_ at present it is practically useless to attempt to force business,
the application of the men for a ten per cent. advance of strain of the duties at Barrow, and since his return to Sheffield he
: stain from pressing sales, and nominally, in prices generally, a entertain
wages has been followed by a prompt abandonment of this portion has lived in comparative retirement at Silverdale, Abbeydale,
airly steady tone is maintained.
ere are, of course, sellers who, of the miners’ programme, but they still show some semblance of where he died in the 58th year of his age.
whatever the condition of the market, are compelled to seek after
In the plated and cutlery trades a large number of jubilee novelties
adhering to their proposed restriction of the output. The colliery
usiness, and in this direction there is a source of weakness which proprietors, however, will not accept — dictation from the men are bei
at nearly all the better-known establishments,
enables buyers, who have orders to give out, to place them on on this point, but it is more than probable that the men will not The re
to register any purely ‘‘ Jubilee” designs has caused
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considerable disappointment to firms, who had put themselves to
great trouble and cost to get their ng my up to a hi
standard. Some of the works which have been brought out by
silver and plated firms are remarkably beautiful, and
from
the special event which has suggested them, have high artistic
merits. It must be admitted, however, that the majority of the
artieles are entirely devoid either of originality or skill in adaptation, many manufacturers deeming it sufficient simply to mark toale
wares with a portrait of the Queen or a sceptre and the date of
Jubilee Year.
The Midland Railway Company has placed
of its rail contracts with two local companies. The price
not transpired,
but the quantity is believed to be about 3000 tons in each case.
Raw material is now at a price which makes steel rail production exceptionally difficult at anything like the rates recently
quoted—£4 5s. to £410s. per ton.
P
Cutlery firms doing a South American business find the cholera
regulations somewhat embarrassing to their representatives, who
are subjected to all sorts of inconveniences in getting to and
from markets on the La Plata river. It is hoped that the plague
will be of brief duration ; otherwise a most important market
will be prejudicially affected for the whole season. Australia
has not yet recovered from the disastrous drought of successive
seasons. Though last year was a good one, and 1887 also promises well, the squatters had mortgaged their wool in advance,
and are only now
inning to reap the benefit of the upward
tendency in price.
I had shown to me, the other day, a new thing in cutlery which
has just been placed upon the market by Messrs. William
:
Sons, and Co., of the Otto Works, Howard-street, Sheffield. It is
a butter knife for grocers’ use, being specially made to cut butter
in the lump, guaranteed not to rust with the salt and to keep the
colour. This important point is effected by its being manufactured
in a new metal, to which has been given the name of ‘Spanish
silver.” It has a bright and pleasant appearance. This firm report
— oe and cooks’ knives are in exceptionally strong
emand.
THE

NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
A SOMEWHAT improved feeling was apparent at the Cleveland
iron market held at Middlesbrough on Tuesday last. It seems as
though the fall in prices, which has been steadily progressing
for nearly a month,
at last ceased. On, and previous to the
15th imst., the price of No. 3G.M.B. had fallen to 35s. 9d. per
ton for prompt delivery, and on the 18th small lots were being
sold at 35s. 3d. Since then a reaction has taken place. Buyers have
shown more dispositionto operate, and No. 3 had risen
to 35s. 9d.,
although a few merchants are still willing to take 3d. less. Makers
will not, however, entertain these figures at all, and consequently
they are completely out of the market for the time being. For
delivery over the second quarter of the year 36s. 6d. is the lowest
price which merchants will at present take. There is but a small
supply of forge iron on offer at the moment ; merchants ask for
it 34s. 6d., and makers about 35s. per ton.
Messrs. Stevenson, Jaques, and Co.’s current quotations are :—
*‘Acklam hematite,” mixed numbers, 50s. per ton; ‘‘ Acklam
Yorkshire ”—Cleveland— No. 3, 39s.; ‘‘Acklam Basic,” 40s. ;
refined iron, 54s. to 64s. per ton.
The demand for warrants has improved, and prices are considerably higher. At the end of last week they stood at 34s. 9d.,
but on Tuesday sales were made at 36s. 14d. per ton.
The stock in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough -store
remains almost stationary. The quantity held on Monday last
was 310,798 tons, being an increase of 47 tons during the se
Pig iron shipments are progressing satisfactorily. Up to Monday
night 41,343 tons had been exported, against 26,319 tons during
the corresponding portion of January.
There is no change to notice in respect of the manufactured iron
trade, either as to demand or prices. The Stockton mills continue to be fairly well employed.
The case of the Attorney-General v. the Tees Conservancy Commissioners, upon which judgment has just been delivered by the
Lord Chief Justice and Justice Stephen, has naturally excited
great interest in the district to which it refers. The river Tees has
been the subject of special legislation for a number of years. In
1852 the present Commission was appointed under an ketwhereby the minerals were distinctly reserved to the Crown. A
second Act was
in 1858 in which they were not mentioned
at all. A third Act was subsequently passed under which the
Commissioners had power to reclaim foreshore land,
were
entitled to half the value which might be obtained for any such,
the other half being divided equally between the Crown and the
frontager. The question which has just been argued was whether
the property so reclaimed and disposed of carried with it the
minerals under it, or whether they were reserved to the Crown.
The Court decided in favour of the first alternative. It has become
a matter of great importance since salt was discovered at Port
Clarence, because bore holes can be put down upon foreshore sites
as well as upon any others.
Among shipowners connected with the Spanish iron ore trade
the greatest dissatisfaction has lately been felt at the serious delays
to which their steamers are habitually subjected at the portof
Bilbao. On the 14th inst. there were four steamers taking in cargo
at Portugalete, and eleven waiting for berths. At San Nicholas,
higher up the river Nervion, there were eight loading at the
staithes and two by lighters, whilst twenty-seven were waiting for
their turns. At the Franco-Belga depdts three were loading, and
six waiting. At Luchana, where the Oreanera ores are sh
four were under the drops and twenty-three expectant. Last y at
Bilbao, beyond which sea-going vessels cannot penetrate, three
were at the quays and six in mid stream. Besides all these which
were in the river itself, there were others outside waiting to enter.
No doubt therecent rise in ore freights has attracted an excess of
tonnage. Still the ore is wanted in England and should not be
withheld for want of sufficient shipping facilities, As the Bilbao
Port Commissioners have an abundant revenue, and the principal
mineowners are very wealthy, there is little doubt but that this
grievance will ere long be removed.
It is a curious coincidence, some people would say a judgment, that the Northumberland colliers on strike are outheing
more from want of coal than of any other
of life.
Accustomed to have it plentifully supplied at their back doors at
all times just as needed, they have no stocks or cellars full to fall
back on. Now that the pits are stopped their supplies are stopped
also. Consequently they and their wives and children are busily
engaged day by day exploring the old pit heaps for such meagre
—
of combustible matter as they may haply find there.
e coalowners have so far been generous enough not to interfere with work of this kind.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Wrrnovt a marked
ion of b
the Glasgow pig iron
market has been much firmer this week, there being a considerable
improvement in the quotations as compared with those prevailing
last week. The scarcity of coals, resulting from the continuance of
the colliers’ strike over the fourth week, made it expedient to damp
out no fewer than thirteen blast furnaces, reducing the
ber in
operation to sixty-one, as compared with ninety-four at the same
date last year. This curtailment of —,
her with fairl
shipments of Scotch pigs, has helped t'
et, notwithstand ing that considerable quantities of
have been going into the
warrant stores. The past week’s shipments were
tons against
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5866 in the same week of 1886. The United States and Italy
are our best customers, but the requirements of Germany and
France appear to be more easily met than they were a year ago.
The total shipments to date show a com
tive increase of fully
9000 tons, while the stocks in Messrs, Connal and Co.’s Glasgow
stores are 155,000 greater than at this date last year.
Business was done in the warrant market on ow at 44s, 3d.
cash. Tuesday's market was firm at 44s. 5d, to 44s. 9d. cash.
There is not much alteration in the market quotation of makers’
iron:—Gartsherrie, f.o.b. at Glasgow, per ton, No, 1, is quoted at
5ls.; No. 3, 44s. 6d.; Coltness, 57s. and 46s, 6d.; Langloan, 53s. 6d.
and 46s, 6d.; Summerlee, 55s. and 45s.; Calder, 52s, and 44s.;
Carnbroe, 48s. and 43s.; Clyde, 48s. 6d. and 44s. ;Monkland, 46s.
and 42s. 6d.; Govan, at Broomielaw, 46s. and 42s. 6d.; Shotts, at
Leith, 50s. 6d. and 46s.; Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. 6d. and
44s. 6d.; Glengarnock, at Ardrossan, 50s. and 43s. 6d.; Eglinton,
45s. 6d. and 41s. 6d.; Dalmellington, 47s. 6d. and 43s. 6d.
Merchants quote Scotch bar iron, f.o.b, Glasgow, including commission and less discount, bars, £5 5s,; hoops, £6 5s.; nail rods,
£5 10s.; angle iron, £5 12s, 6d.; boiler plates, £6 2s, 6d.; ship
plates, £6. The inquiry is not satisfactory at present.
The malleable ironworks have been working irregularly in consequence of the scarcity of coals, which continues to be a great inconvenience ;but it is expected that a full supply will soon be
obtainable.
Some of the steel works have again been idle, and others but
partially employed, also through the want of coals, In the meantime, consumers of sheets, &c., have been making purchases from
the English markets, where the prices were not so much advanced
as in Scotland. The English rates are, however, fast approximating
to those here, and are expected to be soon as high, if not higher
than these now quoted in Scotland.
There was shipped from Glasgow in the past week £4671 worth
of locomotivesfor Huelva ; one steamer al two barges, in pieces,
worth £11,075, for Rangosn ; machinery, £3350 ;sewing machines,
£5250 ; steel goods, £12,200, of which £5000 slabs went to Baltimore ; and £2670 plates to Calcutta; general iron manufactures,
£19,950.
The coal shipments are again reduced in consequence of the
colliers’ strike. There was shipped from Glasgow 8000 tons ;
Greenock, 35; Ayr, 5889 ; Irvine, 1236 ;Troon, 5630; Burntisland,
9438; Leith, 1918; Grangemouth, 1284; Bo'ness, 1581; and
Granton, 1585—total, 36,546, as compared with 61,195 tons in the
corresponding week of 1886.
Several good contracts are reported to have been received at
Kilmarnock. The Glenfield Company have contracted to supply
umping engines for New Zealand, while Messrs. Kennedy and Co.
, received an order to supply about £60,000 worth of their
water meters to the Water Company of Naples.

WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Tue turn of the tide in the coal trade of Wales has been signalled by another disaster, and thirty-seven victims to the Cwte
explosion must be added to the long list we all deplore in the _—
e returns, which keep well up, show that work is brisk.
Cardiff the foreign export is now kept to the average of 160,000
tons. Newport shows tolerably well in coasting trade, but Swansea
indicated a slight falling off, shipments totalling 22,000 tons; but
against this is to be noted the heavy consignments of patent fuel,
over 10,000 tons having been despatched during the week. I am
glad to see this trade looking up, and approaching its old figures.
Coal prospects are decidedly —— _— are decidedly per
ton better, and I expect best steam wii
quoted at the
of
this week 9s. f.o.b. The reason for this is the demand, and that,
too, for prompt supply. Plymouth collieries were exceptionally
busy this week in meeting the demand. I note, too, a good many
contracts in the market—-Irish and other railways and steamers.
House coal is in good request, Small steam is getting more
plentiful, and is slightly cheaper.
The Pontypridd, Caerphilly, and Newport Railway has been
by the Government inspector, and passenger traffic will
in as soon as arrangements can be made.
o. 1 tunnel is — taken in hand near Bath, and five miles of
sidings are to be laid down there to meet the Severn tunnel traffic,
which promises
to be in a rapidly ascending ratio.
Sir
Elliott's collieries alone in the Aberdare and tributary
valley will keep things going well, and if the coal trade goes on
increasing an alternative rou‘s vid Gloucester will be acceptable.
The American demands upon our rail works are not quite what
one wishes to see. At several of them a quantity of blooms are
being turned out, and this seems the chief requirement. Blooms
for
rica and tin bar keep things going tolerably well. As
rails, the demand is small.
ere is no movement yet of any account in connection with
Treforest Works, though
there is not wantinga sign or two that if
times improve the w
would go.
The tin-plate trade in Monmouthshire continues bad, on account
of the attitude of the men. Many works are closed. The men
divided a remittance of £700 this week from ‘‘ going” works. At
Swansea things are different. One vessel took out 1200 tons of
tin-plates this week to America. In all, the exports were over
45,600boxes. Prices are well maintained, the
t drop having
been but about 3d. a box, and now makers hold abundant orders
and are tolerably independent.
The market quotations—and at these large sales have been
effected—are :—Coke wasters, 12s. 6d. to 13s.; Bessemers, 13s. 3d.
to 13s. 9d.; cokes, 13s. to 13s. 6d. LC.; Siemens, 13s, 9d. to 14s. 3d.;
ternes, from 12s. 6d., according to quality.
The principal inquiries of late have been for Bessemer and
Siemens, with coke turning.

NOTES FROM GERMANY,
(From our own Correspondent.)
It was hinted in last report that the lowering political atmosphere
was likely to influence the metal markets here. The RhenishWestphalian iron market has, in fact, this week been so far
affected by it that buyers are holding over all important orders,
and only giving out smaller ones, which are pressing, or assuming
a waiting attitude. In spite, however, of the many fluctuations on
the Bourse, the prices have remained stable at their former level,
and in industrial circles it is generally thought that when the
atmosphere is once again free from political clouds an immediate
rise in prices will ensue, this opinion being to some extent
based on the recent stronger tone shown on all foreign neighing markets. In Silesia the iron market shows increasing
firmness, and pig iron is being delivered to the puddling furnaces and abroad with
larity in large batches at M. 47, whilst
foundry pig commands M. 53 to54p.t. As both large and small
consumers are in the market there is an excellent demand fér
wrought iron of all descriptions, including boiler plates, tube strip,
and stamping sheets both for home and export account. Merchant
bars cost M. 107°50, and common quality plates fetch M. 145 to
150 p.t. The French market, which of late has been rather fluctuating, has begun to recover, and now shows a firm front, and
strange to say, the political situation seems to have exercised no
influence on the iron market. Common plates have been contracted
for at 145f., and the price of “Convention”
bar iron is 130f. p.t.
The late lower quotations for iron in
caused the
market to be somewhat unstable, but as
ed gee were
well supplied with orders, prices have been main
Only the
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girder and bridge-building firms complain of too little work in
hand. Rolled girders are noted at 10 , angles at 115, and plates
at 120 to 130f. for No. 3 quality, while steel plates cost 1658, te
Ores in the Rhenish-Westphalian district, both native and foreign
are more quiet, nor are the prices quite so firm as they were, As
the blast furnaces have sold their first quarter's make, of course it
may be said there is a good sale for vigiron, and it is being
regularly and promptly taken away, though on the whole
the demand is quieter than formerly. Many contracts though
for the next quarter are lying ete, and only awaiting
the result of the elections to be signed.
e stock of puddling
spiegel, Bessemer, and basic pig was reduced by 7000 t. in January,
e production of foundry pig was 14,443 t. in January, and the
contracts for delivery amounted at the end of that month to
92,000 t.
¢ prices of all sorts of crude iron are well maintained,
Pig for puddling is noted at M. 48, basic at 44, Luxemburg at 34,
Bessemer at 51, spiegel at 54 and higher, and foundry No. 3, 50,
to 55 for No. 1.
quantities of Luxemburg pig are being ex.
ported to France and Belgium at 43 to 44f. p.t. The immense
stocks of this brand, equivalent to the Cleveland iron, are almost
exhausted,
iderably higher prices are in prospect for
next quarter’s make, Spiegel is still being sent abroad in
ri,
but the demand is less urgent than it has
been lately. On the whole, the rolling mills have no cause
for complaint, as they have work in hand for some time to come;
but bars, girders, and other section irons are not in the same
request they were when last reported, and it is becoming apparent
that here and there the demand is somewhat decreasing; never.
theless, the prices have suffered no diminution as yet. However,
with the advent of milder weather, it is hoped the old life will be
infused into this branch of the trade. The mills which roll boiler
and thick plates are only partially well oy op and the demand
is slow, whilst the thin plate and sheet mills are full of work,
Wire rods are as ever in great request for abroad, and a great deal
roes to America, where ft
the last month the price has risen
i to 8 dols. the ton.
The steel works are moderately engaged on other than railway
material, which comes slowly to hand; but herein there are well
founded hopes of an improvement, inasmuch as rails are being now
sold on foreign markets ata price which will permit the German
works to compete without
ering a loss. It is now denied that
any negotiations have taken a with the object of resuscitating
the defunct International Rail Convention ;but, on the other hand,
it is stated that an English-Belgian-German protective convention
—called abroad a Curtell—exists, ene ne |to the terms of which
neither of the other two is to compete in the country of the other.
comparatively high tenders for rails recently sent in, reaching
to nearly £6 p.t., delivered, looks almost like a confirmation of
this last report. It is maintained here that in materials for shipbuilding the German houses are beating the English in price by
10 to 15 marks
per ton. This at least appears to have been the
case for materials for some large emanlies now building in the
North for Hamburg firms, and for the African Steamship Company,
which Krupp and the Heerde Works took at prices by as much,
as stated above, lower than the competing English houses. The
wagon works are dragging on their existence, and the foundries,
engine shops, and boilermakers have a little more work in hand;
but prices ine not improved, and are wretchedly low.
There is, fortunately for the mineowners, a continually increasing
demand for industrial coal, and the still severe weather works in
the same direction to the advan
of the house-coal mines. Cokes
are in better demand at enha:
prices, and those of coals are
well maintained. The mines of Silesia produced last year 16,000,000
metric tons of coal. Upper
Silesia delivering 81
Lower Silesia
19 p.c. The average selling price of the coals from both districts
was M. 4°25 p.t. at the mines ; that for Upper Silesian coal being
M. 3°88, and for Lower Silesian, M. 5°89 p.t. The coal is not firstclass, labour is cheap and mines not deep, which will account for
the comparative cheapness of it.
At a meeting of mineowners and colliers at Bochum, Westweer with the exception of one voice, it has been unanimously
ecided to entirely exclude black gunpowder and ty lamps from
the coal-mines of that important district; and as
adhesion to
this decision on the part of the other coal-fields is assured, and the
assent of the Government to it is certain, it will soon become the
law of the land. This is probably the first time such a sweeping
measure has been carried out, and the noteworthy part of it is that
it has been carried out by private initiative voluntarily instead of,
as is usually the case here with such matters, by Government interference or police regulation.
At the Vulcan Machine Works and Shipyard, near Stettin, where
vessels and engines for the Chinese Government are being constructed, a not very common accident has just occurred, by which
five workmen were severely injured, namely, through the bursting
of the high-pressure olnier of an engine which was being tried.
It will be remembered that some time back it was related in THE
ENGINEER that the fly-wheel of a fan-blast on board a torpedo boat,
constructed by the above firm, also flew to Mages whilst the
boat was exercising in China waters. In thi
mnection it
may be mentioned that judgment has just been given, on
the third trial, in favour of two widows whose husbands lost
their lives by a similar accident. The matter was carried
through three instances, the two last of which were lost by
the firm—ironworks and foundry proprietors at Diisseldorf—who
are mulct in damages. It appears the
engine at a works was suddenly stopped, and the — in question thereupon flew to pieces,
killing two men. The
who made the castings and their foreman moulder were both summoned to answer the
nst
them. The court held that, as there was a flaw found in the casting—the pulley—which it was alleged led to the accident, both
were answerable, as they ought to have previously known that the
flaw existed.
is is a salutary lesson, as everybody knows who
has had any experience with German castings how much the quality
of them needs improvement in every particular; and it may now
be hoped that more care will be exercised in making them in the
future.
It will not be considered quite out of place here if the results of
the first trials of basic slag as a dressing or manure be given. They
are authentic, and emanate from the hain. Laboratory at
Brihl, near Cologne. It was in the cultivation of beetroot for
sugar that the first experiments were made, with the following
results, which certainly are calculated to create the basic slag into
a considerable article of commerce. The percentage of sugar in
the roots was in the undermentioned proportions: With superphosphate once applied, 49°06 ;basic pms, 48°85 ;without phosphoric acid, 48-11 ; stperphosphate twice applied, 46°83 ; bone ash
once applied, 4626 ;caperrnonaete as top egy 46°97; basic
slag twice applied, 47°50 ; coprolite twice applied, 46°80;coprolite
once applied,
45°67; bone ash twice applied, 43°78. Both in
quantity and quality the basic slag has shown itself to be excellent,
and as seen above, is only excelled by the superphosphate. And
the second year’s results are expected to show up still better.
Just on closing this the news reaches me that at the Bismark
Works, Schwientochlowiz, Silesia, a fly-wheel has burst, killing
two and wounding six workmen.
Tue first serious work on the foundations of the new
Hawkesbury Bridge, for which Messrs, Anderson and Barr have
the contract, began early in October. On January Ist, 1887, one
ier was down 12ft. in the solid, with 25ft. of concrete in it and
Pott. of the iron shell in place, and another caisson nearly ready for
launching.
American Engineering News says :—“ Progress
has been somewhat impeded by the usual transportation and other
delays socommon with new works
of
itude at remote localities.
This is the bridge which British builders are constructing for
American contractors.
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2411, Revotvinc Apvertiser, T. H. Lidstone, Ply|purchase consideration is £4500 in_fully-paid
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
mouth,
AMERICAN NOTES.
| shares and £2500 in cash. The subscribers are:—
2412 AtracuMent of Fire-pars to Grates, H. E.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Condensed
from
the
Journal
of
the
Commissioners
of
Shares.
Hoole, Sheffield.
Patents,
*R. A, Dalton, Coventry, manufacturer.. .. ..
2413. Bex-nives, &c., J. Lee, London.
New York, February 11th,
Rotherham, Coventry, silkdyer .. .. ..
2414, Suirts, &c., G. Brown, R. Straughan, and W.
Tus brokers report a freshening up of inquiry *A.
*W.
Hillman,
Coventry,
cycle
manufacturer
..
Application for Letters Patent.
Dotchin, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
for American pig iron, with occasional inquiries *G. B. Cooper, Coventry, cycle manufacturer
Suspenpinc a Map from a Watt, J. Wigmore,
of
tents have been “communicated” the 2415,
for Bessemer ps and slabs and billets. The Mrs. F, M, Hillman, Coventry ..
os ve
Knowbury.
name
address of the communicating party are 2416,
trouble in the American market at present is that F. M. Herbert, Coventry .. .. «- oe os os
Sares, E. G. Wood, Birmingham.
printed
in
italics.
ee
te
ttt
te
|
Thos,
Mabbutt,
Birmingham,
gun
maker
..
..
large buyers have a good deal of material already
2417. Fink-EXTINGUISHING Sprink.ers, J. H. and J. W.
Mth February, 1887.
Galloway, London.
contracted for, and are not willing to take the
The number of directors is not to be less than
Fire Grates, H. 8. Moorwood, Sheffield.
risk of buying for more remote requirements, | five, nor more than ten; the first are the sub- 2321. Tyre Writinc Macuines, H. J. Allison,—(&. M. 2418,
2419. Dywamo-ELectric Macuines, F. Bosshardt.—(A.
because of the probability they entertain that scribers denoted by an asterisk, and Mr. N. H.
Hamilton and L, Goldsmith, United States.)
L. Hillaire-Deshois, France.)
ton, London.
yrices will react, Present quotations are:—2ec. Herbert; qualification, ten shares. The company 2322, Buckies, J.
2420. Trr-curs for Umprevias, &c., T. Widdowson,
2323. SLIDING SasHes, J. Hookham, Eastbourne.
to 2°25 for bar iron, 2°40 dols, to 2°60dols, for in general meeting will determine remuneration.
Sheffield.
24. ROLLER with Se_r-actina Coover, C, Seck, Ger- 2421.
Horsesnoers, W. Tuffee, London,
nails, 39dols, to 41 dols. for steel rails, 24°50 dols,
many.
2422, Trusses, J. Mareille, Liverpool.
for old rails, 34 dols. to 35°50 dols, for puddle bar,
Salt Boring Company, Limited,
2325,
Temunes
W.
H.
Dorman,
Stafford.
2423. Treatinc Ruea Bark, &c., G. I. J. Wells and 8.
250 for ordinary plate iron, and 3°50 to 4c. for
2326,
WHEEL
Fexioes,
W.
H.
Brassington,
Manchest
L, Howard, Liverpool.
On the 14th inst. this company was
registered, 2327. Pencit Cases, 8. Bott, Birmingham.
steel plates, according to quality. Foundry irons with
CoMBINATION of a TRANSPARENT GLass CLocK or
a capital of £1400, in fourteen s
of 2328, FiLusn-our WaTeR-cLosets, J. Morley, Upper 2424,
range as usual from 20dols. to 21 dols. for No. 2, £100 each,
Diat Face with a MovaBLe ADVERTISEMENT, C.
to
bore
for
salt
on
land
at
Greatham,
Saltley.
and 21 dols. to 23dols, for No, 1, The business Durham, and to erect works for the producti
Walker,
London.
29. H
, G. H. Taylor, Sheffield.
Pocket Antiseptic INHALER, F. W. Loxton and
for the past week, both here and furnaces and of brine and salt. The subscribers are :—
2330. Epors of the Necks of Giass Borties, J. T. 2425.
A. McSwiney, London.
mills, has been rather light, and to-day’s indicaCreasy,
London.
°
8
2426. Apptyinc the Power to Steam Vessexs, F.
tions are that there will be no rush for additional C. T. Casebourne, C.E,, West Hartlepool, engi2331, Umprewias, &c., F. Nash, London.
Reeves, Northam
supplies until after March Ist. A large amount |ee
2332. Rack for SHowpoarp, J. K. Richards, Whit- 2427.
SE Sere
re
Strainers for Teapots, &c., 8. W. Kemish,
church,
of business is poing into the locomotive works and | J. W. Cameron, West Hartlepool, brewer
j
London.
2333. Borter Exp.osion Preventer, 8. Kilby and H. 2428.
car works, and the millowners in Western Pennsyl- | C, Furness, West Hartlepool, shipowner .. ..
Locks and Door Fasreninos, Sir G. H. Chubb,
Mobbs,
Northampton.
shipbuilder Batok ae
H. W. Chubb, and H. 8. Ball, London.
vania and throughout Ohio are reporting a great | M. Gray, West Hartlepool,
2384. Fine Enoixes, J. C. Merryweather and C. J. W. 2429,
Hart!
1, cashier ..
Rovi-noiper,
&c., for PhotooRaPHic CAMERAS,
deal of inquiry, and in consequence of this quota- || J. T Newbegin,WestWestHartlepool,
Jakeman,
on,
clerk ..
J. R. Gott, London.
tions for spring and early summer delivery are | T. H. Tilly, West Hartlepool, solicitor
ren
st2335. Swing Cover for Hot-water Juos, E. Taylor, 2430, VENETIAN Buixps, F. W. Unterilp, London.
very firm. A good many large consumers are | Registered without special articles,..
Birmi:
Prevention of Exriosions of BaTn and other
2336. STEERING GEAR for Vevocirepes, J. Reeve, Lady- 2431.
apprehensive that another period of activity will |
Boriers, J. Foord and W. W. Paddon, London.
w develope itself about the middle of March, and
2432. Compounp Steam Enarnes, R. R. Bevis, jun., and
Sandown
Pier
Extension
Company,
Limited,
2337.
Arracninc
Door
Koss
to
Sprxvies,
E.
Taylor
J.
D.
Churchill, London.
crowd prices up from 1 dol, to 2 dols. per ton on
and 8. Davis, Birmingham.
2433. Hycromerers, &c., P. Calliburcts, London.
This company proj
to acquire the pier and 2338.
finished and rolled iron. Copper is quoted to-day
Hotpinc
Drinkine
Giasses,
&c.,
F.
Hill,
Dublin.
2434.
Hyprav.ic
Presses, L. R. Bodmer, London.
other
works
and
buildings
belonging
to
the
liquiat 11°15; tin, 22°50; lead, 44; and spelter, 4‘55c.
Orenino Botties, E. W. Thompson, Sheffield,
Arr-TiGHT Packine for Doors or Wixpows, G. B.
dators of the Sandown Pier Company, Limited. 2339,
2340. Srrauvers for Tea Pots, &c., A. E. Furniss, 2435.
Thornton, Glasgow.
It was registered on the 11th inst., with a capital
Sheftield.
Dressinc Bass for Brooms, R. J. Hickton,
of £10,000, in £500 preferred of £10 each, and 2341. Sropeinc Tuses Burst by ExTerxat Pressure, 2436.
London.
H. T. B. Sanderson, Durham.
1000 ordinary shares of £5 each, The subscribers 2342.
NEW COMPANIES.
2437. Furnaces for Burxine Lie, F. Labbé, London.
Se_r-actine
Mu.es,
J.
Moorhouse
and
J.
Ashton,
2438.
Perroteum
Motors, G. A. and Y. List and J.
are ;—
Shaw.
‘
Kosakoff, London.
Tue following companies have just been regisPref. Shar es.
Tar for use in Lavatories, J. T. Edwards, Bir- 2439.
SepaRatine
and
Sirtinc Graty, &c., J. SchleJ. Joliffe, Bonchurch, Isle of Wight, builder, &c. 1 2343.
tered :—
mingham,
singer, London.
Ww. = Wooldridge, Sandown, Isle of Wight, soli2344, CotLar Stuns, C. H. Wilson, Birmingham.
2440. InveRTED Gas Lamps, D. W. Sugg, London.
Bridlington Quay Pier Company, Limited.
1 2345.
Baxer’s
Ovens,
D.
McArthy,
Glasgow.
1 2346. Securrsa Inpia- RUBBER Tires to BicycLe 2441. Feep-water Heaters and Punrirters, T. Seale,
Isle of Wight, clerk ..
Registered on the 12th inst., with a capital of R. H. Cole, Sandown,
ion.
3, Temple-gardens, solicitor ..
1 Whee s, W. R. Foster and F. H. Sprang, London.
£30,000, in £5 shares, to take over the provisional F.R. J.E.Webster,
Merauiic Packine for Pistons, H. H. Lake.—
Webster, Hornton Lodge, Kensington,
Preventine the Burstine of the Keservorr of 2442.
order for the construction and regulation of a
(7. Tripp, United States.
1 2347,
ACROPTOY ARGO
on ce 0s ot ce ee
Perro.eum
Lamps,
E.
Sundborg,
London.
2443.
K States, &c., E. J. J. Dixon, London.
pier at Bridlington Quay, Yorkshire, for which J. Jobson, 3806, Southampton-street, CamberEconomisine Gas in Raitway CarriaGes, E, de 2444,
Cases or Ho.ipers for Pens, &c., J. Spear,
2
ae
1 2348,
application is now being made to the Board of ey
Pass, London.
London.
R. Loveland, 4, Hare-court, Temple, barrister .. 1 2349,
Trade. The subscribers are :—
Perroteum
Lamp
for
Rartway
SionaLuine,
W.
2445.
Exposine
Piates to receive PHotoGraPuic PicSha:
hares.
Henley, London.
Most of the regulations of Table A of the
tures, A. H. Loring, London.
W. T, Spark, Higher Broughton, Manchester,
Biancninec CeLery, P. Haddan.—{i/. G. Lee, 2446.
Removat
of
Syow from Streets, W. Duncan,
Companies’ Act, 1862, will apply to the company. 2350.
engineer se oe oe ne oe oe oe oe oe
United States.)
jon.
Cc. F. Minchin, C.E., Higher Broughton, ManGas Licutino, J. Russell and J. 8. 2447. Stee
and Iron, C. Scheibler, London.
Upper Yang-Tsze Steam Navigation Company, 2351. Prorectinc
ees
errr
°
eo #e
,
London.
Separatinc CeeaM from Mitx, W. Smith,
R. H. Heenan, C.E., Brooklands
Limited.
2352. ANTI-FRICTION JOURNAL Boxes, A. J. Boult.—(W. 2448.
London.
W a RY €
G. D. Mertens, 2, Victoria Mansions, ee
8. Sharpnecks.)
This company was registered on the 12th inst., 2353.
2449. CxyuTcH Mecnanism for Drivinc the FerepM. Noel Ridley, C.E., 2, Victoria Mansions ..
Divipep
Car
Axes,
I.
W.
Lewis,
London.
MOTION
of SEwinc Macutnes, H. Birch, London.
with
a
capital
of
£10,000,
in
£100
shares,
whereof
R. Fowler, Hillsbrough, West Dulwich... .. ..
BLEACHING VeceTaBLes, &c , A. J. Boult.—(H. K. 2450. Hypraviic
Arraratus for DrepGinc OPpERaninety are ordinary shares and ten are deferred 2354,
E. C. Wicks, 50, Mervan-road, Brixton, 8.W.,
de Paslowski, France.)
tions,
D.
T. Fender, London.
PO ate
o°
tt
et shares, to acquire steamships and employ the 2355.
Rune Spixnina Macutnes, G. W. Shoemaker, A. 2451. Distrisutinc
ELecrricity, 0. T. Bléthy,
same in trading between any port or ports in Harvey, and E. Miles, London.
Registered without special articles.
London.
China or elsewhere as the company may from 2356. Pittow Brocks, A. J. Boult.—(£. S. Newton, 2452. Arrixinc Cory, &c., Su1etps in Position, J.
United
States.)
time to time determine, The subscribers are :— 2357. Trimmine the Sotes and Heexs of Boots, H, H.
Nicholls, London.
Hunting and Company, Limited.
2453. Lirr-up Winpows of Raitway, &c., CARRIAGES,
Shares.
This is the conversion to a company of the
Lake.—(C. H. Trask, United States.)
Cc. F. Archer, London.
J. Little, 18, Park-street, W., merchant
.. 10 2358,
FLower
Ports,
G.
A.
Burrough,
London.
business of Henry Hunting, of Bath-lane, New- *A.
2454. Gas Lamps, L. N. Loeb.—(S. Hamburger and Co.,
8. Morris, 25,
underwriter ..
5 2359. Gravine Docks, &c., R. Turnbull, London.
castle-on-Tyne, manufacturer of machinery for *H.
Canada.)
*J.
McGrigor,
C.E.,
78,
Queen
Victoria-street
3
Dritune, &c., N. Brown.—(B. Fischer, Gerwood-work
rposes. It was registered on the J. A. Maitland, 21, M
lith February, 1887.
-lane, merchant...
5 2360.
morn?
16th inst., with a capital of £5000, in £10 shares. E. F. Duncanson, 1,
ington House, Leaden2361.
Fricrion
Crutcnes,
W.
R.
Comings.—(J.
Mac2455.
Carpine Exorves, W. Brown, Bradcord.
hall-street, merchant
i. ae ae
The subscribers are :—
donald,
United
States.)
2456,
SeparaTine
Steam for Liquips, J. E. MatthewTill, 24, Commercial Sale-rooms, broker... ..
Shares. E.
Friction Ciutcnes, W. R. Comings.—(J. Macson, Sheffield.
"A. B.
» 8,
-gardens, Kensington. . now2362,
W. J. Cowen, Newcastle, decorator. .
2457. JEYE’s ANTI-CORROSIVE CompouNnD, O. Jeyes,
donald, United States.)
A. Tilfer, Newcastle, engineer .. . ..
B ing!ham. "
The number of directors is not to be less than 2363. Cement, D. N. Arnold and W. Young, London.
Hi. ae
ee enginecr.. .. ..
Sapp.e Sprines, J. R. Trigwell, London.
2458, CLarionets, D. J. Blaikley, London.
two, nor more than five; the first are the sub- 2364.
E. George, Newcastle, estate agent.. ..
2365. AvuTomaTic Se.iinc Apparatus, M. Sielaff, 2459. Mixine of PoospHatic Compounns, A. Campbell,
scribers
denoted
by
an
asterisk.
The
company
c. Duffell, Newcastle, draper ..
U
Park.
in general meeting will determine remuneration, 2366. Det
ELIVERING Pr EPAID Goo ps, H. H. J.J. A Avery, 2460. Cooxinc Rances, M. Cockburn, Glasgow.
W. H. Smithson, Newcastle, engineer *
ee
et
et
2461. Bepsteaps, &c., I. Chorlton and G. L. Scott,
London.
Winfield’s, Limited,
2367. Cranes, H. J. Coles, London.
Manchester.
Registered without special articles.
= Tea and Corree-rots, T. Grimwood, WoodEnarxes, &c., J. Thomas, London.
This is the conversion to a company of the 2368. Gas
Foipine Tricycies, G. W. Courtier, London.
Hy. Miils and Sons, Limited.
business of R. W. Winfield, of Birmingham and 2369.
2463.
INTERNALLY Storrerep Borrties, D. Rylands,
2370.
Crossinc
Ports,
&c.,
W.
R.
Anderson
and
J.
jon.
This company proposes to trade as manufac- Holborn Viaduct, manufacturers of every variet
London.
- 2371, Steam Boriers, E. Scott, London.
2464. Causinc ProvecrTiLes to Strike Surps, W. Clark,
turers of, and dealers in, iron and steel plates of metal work, including brass and iron
Kxittinc Macuixes, H. H. Lake.—(C. A. Shar,
London
and bars, and will carry into effect a certain steads, art metal work, tubes, pipes and wires, 2372.
United States.)
2465. Carns, Larus, or Lacs, W. H. Tetley, Bingley.
scheme of arrangement of the affairs of Henry chandeliers, gas, oil, and electric light fittings of 2373.
2466.
Carp Setrixe Macuines, W. Walton and J. T.
Gra,
G.
Epstein,
London,
all
descriptions.
It
was
—
on
the
llth
Mills, resolved to be entertained by a special reso2374. Army Rirce Bore Rervector, F. A. Tull and 8.
Fallows, Manchester.
lution passed at the adj
first meeting of the inst., with a capital of £160,000, in £5 shares,
F. Huxley, London.
2467. Hixerne the Lins of Baskets, &c., T. Humphreys
2375, Sowinc Grains, W. P. Thompson.—(G. W.
and
8. J. Heys, Manchester.
creditors of the said Henry Mills on the Ist inst. The subscribers are :—
Shares,
2468. Parer, P. W. McGrath, Bradford.
Kirkpatrick, United States.)
It was
on the 10th inst., with a capital
1 2376. Sprvpies and Bousters for Spixnrnc MacuINEs, 2469. ARTIFICIAL Fires, C, Kempster, jun., ShrewsE. Spencer, M.P., 4, Brick-court, Temple
of £10,000, in £10 shares, with the following as *J,
Arnold Trinder, 47, Cornhill, solicitor .. . -. 1 H. H. Lake.—(C. H. Chapman, United —
first subscribers :—
F. E. Hersee, 144,
enhall-street, manager of
2377. ELecTRO-MAGNETIC Brake Systems, G. F. Card, 2470. Tosacco Pirss, E. Galloway, near Leeds.
Shares,
a Re a
ae ae ae ee 1
on.
2471,
&c., T. Sutcliffe, London.
G. Perry, Walsall, rollturmer .. .. .. .. «. 1 *A,aa
OC. "Mitchell, 44, Cannon-street, steel pen
2472. Pepats for VeLocipepes, N. G. K. Husberg, Bir2378. Dressinc Bags, &c., M. Wolfsky, London.
J. Bennett, Walsall, ironwork manager. .
1 mere!
rE
ib da ig bel eae ay 1 2379. Om Lamp and Gas Burners, C. Crastin,
bg ee
B. Perry, Walsall, merchant .. .. ..
1 R. ~ aaa 1, New-square, Lincoln's-inn, soli2473.
Dryino
Leaves
of Piants, &c.,J.Dick, G
we
London.
G, POU re
ora de op.) xe
1 ¢
on! ae ae cel* eh: 66 ee: <¢e ‘en 96 1 2380. Grass Borries, W. B. Fitch, London.
2474, Reeutatinc Fivuip Pressures, J. McL. McMurJ. Rees, Walsall, stocktaker .. .. ..
1 H. P. Gordon,
Hatton-court, E.C., stockbroker. . 1 2381. Matcu Box, G. Hampton, London.
trie,
Glasgow.
J. Bridgewater-Crowther, Walsall, roller
1
J. Crozier, New Malden, Surrey..
<a
1 2382. SHUTTERS
Puorocrapnic Cameras, E. T. 2475. AUTOMATICALLY WorkKING Raitway S1GNats, J.
W. Pymm, Wednesbury, bricklayer...
1 W. The
Perken, London.
B. Gay, Cheltenham.
number of directors is not to be less than
The subscribers are to nominate the first direc- three, nor more than eight; qualification, fifty 2888. Arm Support for Boox-kerrers, R. Hynitzsch, 2476. HyprocaRBon O11 Lamps, J. B. Fenby, Sutton
jon.
e!
tors ; the number is not to be less than three, nor shares ; the first are Lord Beaumont, C. W. Torr, 2384. Lusricators,
J. G. Tongue. —(The Nathan 2477. Osrarntnc MoTIvE-POWER from the ComBUSTION
more than seven; qualification, ten shares. The 8. Thompson, F. Simms, and Octavius F. Thom
Manufacturing Company, United States.)
of Perroteum, &c., A. 8. Jones, Ipswich.
company inge meeting will determine remu- son, The remuneration of the board will
Sarety Snap Hook, I. M. McKay and H. E. 2478. ComBIneD Metatiic Bepsteap and Seat, J.
neration.
Mr, Henry Mills is appointed managing determined by the company in general meeting, 2385.
Stafford, London.
director
forfive years, atasalary of £208 perannum, —
that the minimum be £5 5s. to each 2386. Cup and Batt Vatve or Tar, W. B. Press, 2479. STAND or Houper for Cur Friowers, B. Lane,
London.
and a commission of 5 per cent. on the net profits irector for every board meeting, and £3 3s. for
TRaNsFeRRING Suips from one Leve. to 2480. TorLeT Sponce Baskets or Hotpers, G. Rodger,
divided amongst the shareholders in any year.
each committee meeting, in addition to travelling 2387.
ANOTHER on CanaLs, &c., E. J. Lloyd and W. Salt,
London.
expenses,
2481. Gatvanic Batteries, &c., R. Marsh, Liverpool.
ion.
a
Gas Light Company, Limited.
2388. Precipitants and in the TREATMENT of SEWAGE, 2482, PorTLAND CEMENT, W. Tuffee, London.
_ This company proposes to
uire the patent
2483. Puotocraruic Suutters, H. E. Davis, London.
A.
London.
2484. STRAIGHTENING STEEL WIRE, J. Thornton and W.
FansorScreens, E. A. Cocke, London.
rights of _Dr. Gal han von Welsbach, for incanKrno’s CoLLeGE ENGINEERING SocrETy.—On 2389.
2390. ELecrrotyticaL TREATMENT of Ores for ExWalker, London.
descent lights for increasing illuminating power Tuesday,
February
8th,
Mr.
J.
R.
Brydges
read
a
ConpENSING STEAM, J. J. Moffat, Birmingham.
TRACTING
Gop
and
Sitver,
H.
Liepmann,
London.
of gas and other light and bnebguediesing paper on “Telephones.” In this paper the author 2391. INHALING Apparatus, H. C. F. Stérmer, 2485.
2486. Rotter Bearinos, J. H. Adams, London.
agencies. It was registered on the 14th inst., gave a short historical account of the invention
2487. Doas or Rests for Frre-1nons, C. Meason, Birion,
with a capital of £500,000, in £5 shares, The and evolution of telephones, describing the most 2392. Paits or Tuss for containing Butrer, H. H.
mi
"
pure
consideration is £300,000, payable
2488, Steer, W. Macfarlane, Leeds.
Lake.—(James McAdam, United States.)
of those in which electricity isemployed. 2393.
Winpows of Raitway Carriaces, G. A. Nuss- 2489. Rims of WHEELS for VELocIPEDEs, &c., W. Bown,
£60,000 in cash, £100,000 in fully-paid shares, important
He
stated
that
the
Greeks
most
seatably
used
baum, London,
ion,
and £140,000 in cash or fully-paid'shares, at the acoustic tubes in some of their mysteries, and that
2490. Spokes of WHEELS for VELOCIPEDEs, &c., W. Bown,
option of the directors, The subscribers are:—
16th February, 1887.
travellers tell us that the Chinese used instruments
ion.
Shares.
would now be called mechanical telephones. 2304. Harness to Jacquarps or Dospies, P. Edelston, 2491, Lamp Brackets, W. Bown and R. B. Chalmers,
Captain M. McT:
Catford, Kent .. .. .. 1 which
Manchester.
London.
About 1837 two events occurred which gave
t 2395.
J. A. Ke
raham-road, Dalston, ac2492. Hanptes for Bicycies, &c., J. Pasfield and F, J.
Toy, M. A. Wier, Upper Norwood.
impetus to telephony. In America Mr,
FLame Extincuisuers for Usk in O01. BURNERS,
» London.
made the discovery that a magnetic bar rapidly 2396.
G. K. Trench, 0.E., 11, Derwent-grove, SE. |.
2493. Recorp Ractive Giasses, F. J. Biggs, London.
G. Oxley, Gateshead-on-Tyne.
.
ner- » Dalston, accountant
magnetised and demagnetised emitted sounds, 2397. Reversinc the AcrTion of MacHineRY in 2494. Securinc, &c., Suips’ Boats, W. Andrew,
T, H, Smiles, C.K., 33, Stansfield-road, Brixton. .
and that these sounds corresponded to the number
London.
Morion, J. Winder, jun.,
= e ——, te ay
Park-road..
of currents producing them. Early in 1876 Bell 2398. CrrcuLaTion and PuriricaTion of WATER in 2495, Sarety Lamps, E. H. White, London.
2496.
Sirtine Crnpers, E. Dummer, London.
SteaM
Borers,
T.
Rawson,
Sunderland.
and
Gray
independently
and
simultaneously
inMAT
ettt
at
2497. Sarety ATTACHMENT for Watcues, A. M. Clark.—
WaTER-CLOsETS, W. J. Moore, Cheltenham,
telephones by which transmission of speeh 2399.
2400, ScHoot and other Sia’
C. W. Price, London.
(A. D. Martin-Pouget, ang a
The number of directors is not to be less than vented
could
take
place
perfectly,
and
later
in
the
same
2401.
Securine
Bepciotrues,
H
.
T.
Weston,
Sheffield.
2498.
Protective VarnisH, W. Dick, London.
three, nor more than ten; qualification, 100 year Edison brought forward an improved trans- 2402. Opramsine BicarBonaTe of Sopa, C. Wigg, 2499, ForGine
ProvectiEes, C, Fairbairn and M. Wells,
shares, or equivalent stock; the subscribers are mitter, establishing a new type of instrument. In
on.
toappoint the first. The remunerationof the board 1878 Professor Hughes exhibited his microphone, 2403. TREATMENT of Spent Copper Liqvips, &c., C. 2500. Steam
Traps, C. Richard, London.
will be at the rate of £500 per annum for the chair- from which invention freely given to the world the
Nhe Liv
2501,
Securtine
Currs on the Arms, E. H. Anderson,
man, and £250 per annum for each other director.
2404, ELevators, W. Adair, Liv
1.
jon.
ter number of transmitters now in use are =
ATTACHABLE
HaME
Drarr
Lock,
R.
Larkin,
2502.
Swircwes
for ELectrric Licutine, G. V. Fowler
erived. The author then proceeded to define a
and E. W. Lancaster, Bi
‘ham.
Py
Machinery Company, Limited.
telephone, and to describe various transmitters and 2406.ye.Speep Inpicators, T, A. Garrett and W. Lucas, 2503. Bat, Lawn Tennis, and Stick Rack, H. M.
‘his is the conversion to a company of the receivers. The author then concluded his remarks
on,
Turner
and
E.
W.
Glanville,
London.
business of Hillman, Herbert, and Cooper, of the by stating that practically an induction coil should 2407. Securine Lamps to Ve.ocireves, T. E. Bolton 2504. Furniture of Locks and Larcues, J. Pollock,
and E, Gilyard, Manchester.
London.
Coventry, manufacturers of balls be used when the resistance in the line and receiver
2505. Exrensipte Roors, &c., E. Horbaczewski,
becomes so serious as to swamp the variation of the Sim:. Gest
GLass Movi
Movements,
London.
Fw,F, W, Av Avr, Biraingham e
on the
purposes.u
"Tt was
rolon
10th inst, resistance in the microphone. The paper was 2410.
Removine Op Caps from CaRTRIDGE Cases, J. 2506. Apparatus for Conveyine Grats, J. B. Stoner,
with @ capital of 3,000, in £10 shares. The fully illustrated by numerous diagrams,
T. Cooper, Birmingham.
London.
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2507 Grass
Snow Carns, J. Baird, Glasgow.
2508. MoRTISING MACHINES, J. Sutherland, Glasgow.
2509. CarRyinc Artists’ Canvasses, I. Carruthers,
2510. Preventixe Ow from Leavine the Reservoir,
W. W. Meadows, London.
—. S Lamps, 8. A. Johnson and W. R. Oswald,
don.
2512. Vermin Trap, W. F. Lotz —(H. Abbott, United
States.
2518. Towser Roors, R. R. Little and J. Hall, London.
2514. PortaBLte ArticLeE of Furniture, T. Opel,
2515. Sroprprsc and Sreermsc Suirs, H. Kranz,
London.
2516. Lavuscaurse Boats from Suips, H. Kranz,
London
2517. TELEGRAPH Pores, D. Wilson, Londan.
2518 Reversine Apparatus, J. Russell, Manchester.
2519. Treatinc Corres, H. W. Hart,
2520. , ap Enorxes, T. Browett and i. ‘Lindley,
2521. ne for Sarcuets, &c., T. R. Weidemann,
London.
17,165. Mick, C. A. Wahlin,A. Forssell, and F. L.
Enquist.—(4. T. Prieff, Sweden,—{Received
ed February
18th, 1887. Antedated August 19th, 1886, under
International Convention. ]}
18th February, 1887.
2522. Preventine Fausirication of Receipts, J. H.
Betteley and ht. J. Rastrick, London.
2523. Guys, A. C. Koerner, Paris.
2524. Tent Poiss, H. Francis and A. E. Carey, Liver2525. Toy Musicat Boxes, J. Manger, London.
2526. Meratuic Roitiers for Maneres, J. T. Key,
Sheffield.
2527. The Unus Capsuxe, J. Forster, pm
2428. STRAIGHTENING ANGLE Iron, T. . Haswell,
= Cy.inpers, C. H. ae. Mancheste'
. Props for Mixes, H.Hiibbert and Ww."“Horsfield,
No
2531. Gas Stoves, A. Hill, Bi
ham.
2532. Kwure, J. Brailsford, Sheffield.
2533. MaTTREsSEs, T. Hanson, Halifax.
2534. Cements, J. W. T. Stephens and R. Clark.
Cardiff.
2535. Crostisc Doors, G. J. Harcourt and E. Shaw,
Bristol.
2536. Sipe Temp.es for Looms, W. Nelson, Lancashire.
2537. Door Knoss, J. Walker, Birmingham.
2538. Rucers, W. Leggott, Bradford.
2539. Wear of LeaTHERs on Comprnc Macuings, A. W.
Drabble, Bradford.
2540.
- ngiagraees Newspapers, T. G. Dawson, York2541. Sarery Lamp, G. Thew, Bolton.
2542. Cures for Sprines of Carriaces, G. Skidmore,
esbury.
2543. Dovcuinc Tus, J. Howie, Glasgow.
2544. Exevator, C. G. Doran, Cork.
2545. Lampe Extincuisner, W. G. Cloke, Peckham,
and R.
. Can
J:
2546. Disptayrye Bui of Fare, A. W. Hosking, Manchester.
.
2547. FIRE-HOLDERS, A. W. Parkes, London.
— ScREW-PROPELLERS for Surps, A. J. Sedeley, Lonion.
2549. Prvotinc Fan-ticnts, &c., W. J. Payne, Lonjon.
2550. Vertical Steam Borers, R. and W. Astley, Man2551. Hosts, S. Kirkham, London.
2552. Tor Tips, G. Burton, London.
2553. TREATMENT of Sewace, A. Angell, Middlesex.
2554. Exvetopes, H. W. 8S. Brown.—(@. A. Seychelles.)
2555. Suutrers, W. D. Richmond, London.
2556. CENTRE Boarps for Boats, F. B. Crowe, Norwich.
2557. a
Lace with Beans, W. C. L. Unwin,
ion.
2558. Poisuuxe, &c., Toses, R. J. Edwards and A.
Edwards, London.
2559. Fork Rest, F. Bennet, London.
2560. Raitwar SLEEPER, Cuairs, &c., F. A. Durnford,
Lewisham.
2561. Ratcnet Wueer Feep, J., J. 4., W. K., and G.
8. Baker, London.
2562. Prixtine Biocks, E. Ward, G. and
J. H. Lock,
J. Bowden, and H. G. Wells, London.
— ELECTRICAL PRIMERs, G. Stuart, Ni
itle-on
2564. Prevenrinc Coprer VESSELS — ATTACHED
when used for Evaporation, A.
Clark.—(M.
Honigmenn, Germany.)
~~ Cooirmse Iisoore, A.MI.Clark.—(H. A. Brustlein,
rance.
2566. Srup anv Fastener, B. Baden-Powell, London.
2567. Junctios-Box for Etecrricat Conpuctors, E. W.
Beckingsale, London.
2568. CioTnes Pea, L. Libby, London.
2569. Mettixc Syow on Roapways, O. Richter,
London.
2570. Locxine Apparatus for Rattway Ports and
Sienats, J. Saxby, J. 8S. Farmer, and P. Black,
London.
2571. Extractor Mecuanism for Guns, C. D. Abel.—
(W. Lorenz, Germany.)
2572. SucaR-cane Mitts, C. D. Abel.—{(7. Roussélot,
The Antilles,
2573. Biocks, P. Jochum, London.
2574. Strop-cocks, R. T. Baines, London.
19th February, 1887.
2575. De.iverr of Prepaip Articies, F. Foster,
Lond ion.
= ey
the Tension of Warps in Looms, T.
5
, Weston.
2577. SeLr-actinc Muss, B. A. Dobson, Manchester.
2578. Fiurp Mereks, &c., H. Frost, Manchester.
2579. Fiurp Meters, &c., H. Frost, Manchester.
25680. INTERNALLY StorPeReD Borries, D. Rylands,
Barnsley.
2581. Lamps, W. Davis and A. W. Turner, Birming2582. Screw Prore.ier,A. Langdon, Lincolnshire.
2583, CHENILLE Macuines, T. J nston, London.
2584. Hypraviic Cranes for Suips,A. B. Brown,
-—<..
2586. Leap,&c.,aoe
HOLDERS, 3. Appleby,- Birm
2587. Hoists, J. Boardman
’
a Hetites.
2588. ARMATURE, L. Hanson, Halifax.
2589. Warmine Disues, &c., F. Bennett, London.
=> Roormnc Tires, E. = Poole, Weston-superare.
2591. EARTHENWARE Tea-pors, J. Hollins and E. C.
King, Longport.
2592. Ropes, G. H. Hebblethwaite, Halifax.
2593. STEAM- -TraPs, J. Boardman and D. Halstead,
Halifax.
2594. Ancnors, F. D. Taylor, Birmingham.
2595. APPLYING BRAKE MECHANISM a CARRIAGES, J.
K. Starley, London.
2596. Wrencues, &c , J. K. Starley, London
a
CoxcexTariox: of SutpHuric Aci, R. Fullarton,
2598. * stem Gas-Licuters, T. P, Hewitt, Liverpool.
2599. argaeeaaaineed Macuise Fitters, W. Fager, Liverpoo!
2600. Fotprxc Hoops of Barovucnes, &c, J. Clinch
and J. Coleridge, London.
= Automatic Hoist Guarp, H. Ramsay, Pollok2602. ALuMiInium, C. A. Burghardt
and W. J. Twining,
Manchester. ”
2603. Tricycies, &c., R. J. Powell
and 8. Watts, Bath.
2604. Teacuinc the ‘Rupimexts of Music, A.
5
2008, M ULTIPLE E Expansion En ENGIN: Ww. Y.
and P. Ferguson, Glasgow
=
tated
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2606. Se.r-extincuisuine Sarety Lamps, G. 8. V. Godry,
on.
2607. Sunsuapes, &c., A. C. Henderson.—(M. Colin,
France.
2608. Supportive TARPAULLNs of Ventcies, J. Henderson,
Ww.
2609. ExtinautsHers for Ou. Lamps, W. Snelgrove,
London.
2610. Bait Castors, G. W. Heath, London.
2611. Grinpstongs, &c., J. G. Gibbon and T. Moore,
London.
= Pure Covpuiines for Arr, &c., Brakes, J. Manson,
2613. CoMPRESSING Hay, Srraw, &c., J. 8. Hoodless,
Lond jon.
2614. IncanpEscenceE Lamp Howpers and SwitcHes,
H. F. J
on.
2615. Exrractine, &c., Fat, &c., W. Biittner, J. G.
Haller, andI.Magnus, London,
2616. Fexcinc, F.
2617, TwIN-scREW Surps, T. R. Oswald, London.
2618. Piates, &c., F. Bennett, London.
= Givinec AtarMs of Fire, H. MacDonnell, Lonion.
2620. Lock Nuts, D. Wilson, London
2621. SappLe Frames, C. ’D. Abel. —(W. Withelmy,
Austria.)
2622. Apparatus for Cooiinc, W. T. Ramsden and T.
oy, London
2623. Moror for Driving Sewinc Macuiyes, J.
jon.
2624. Dress Cottars, J. G. Tongue.—({0. Engau, Germany.)
2625. Feep Water Heaters, R. R. Little and J. Hall,
London.
2626, Sroprers for Jars, &c., J. H. Johnson.—(Z.
Fournier, France.
2627. Eves of Nerepces, E. R. Villegas, London.
. TREATMENT of Dynamite, &c., H. 8S. Maxim, London.
2629. Agratine Devices, J. Dixon, United States.
2630. Curipren's Toys, G. F. Liitticke, London.
2631. Locomotives, C. Tellier, London.
2632. Lase.s for Borries, D. Minvielle, London.
2633. Treatinc Waste Propucts from the ManuracTuRE of Gas, Coxe, &c., T. Lishman, London.
2634. PHoroGRAPHER’S LanTerRN, F. Bishop, London.
2635 Ture Over the Leaves of Books, &c., P. F.
Murphy, London.
2let February, 1887.
2636. Moutuprece for Cicars, &c., J. Close, Birming2637. Warer-cLosets, J. Duckett, London.
2638. DenraL, Encine and AtracuMents, J. 8. Campbell, Paris.
2639. Metat Rowxocks for Boats, J. Cosens, Southampton.
2640. Eve Protectors, W. Vale, i.
2641. HypRo-ELECTRIC BaTrery, G. W. Rhodes.—(Z.
Lambotte, Brussels.)
2642. Corrro_iine the Grixpixe of Carpinc Encine
Fiats, J. M. Hi
m, Manchester.
2643. Surps’ Anchors, W. Rose, Birmingham.
2644. Cueckine Apparatus for Cass, &c., W. Hutchinson,
2645. Decorations for Metatiic Bepstreaps, J.
Brookes and H. Garner, Smethwick.
2646. MeTaLLic Bepstreaps, J. and H. J. Brookes and
H. Garner, Smethwick.
2647. Ree._inc and Wixpixe Frames, W. Noton, Old2648. Knirtinc Macuarixes, J. Schmitt, J. B. Coblenzer,
and C. G. Rommenhdller, Berlin.
2649. Rack Puuzey, D. F. Sorfleet, London.
2650. Dutcn Oven, &c., J. Lee, Blac
1.
2651. Drawinc Pens, W. Riddiough, Bradford.
2652. Ruuine Pens, W. Riddiough, Bradford.
2653. BREECH-LOADING SMALL-ARMS, T. Woodward,
Birmingham.
2654. Proputsion of Air for VentiLatixe, &c., C. W.
Crossley, London.
2655. Ho_per for Cork and Vent-rec for BARRELS,
C. Smith, Northampton.
2656. Coax Stoves, &c., J. andJ. Lind, Liverpool.
2657. FasTENING KNops to Sprnp.es, R. T. Grocott,
Longport.
2658. Money Cuecks for the use of GcaRDs upon
Tramways, &c., W. H. Edmunds, Birmingham.
2659. CarpBoarRpD Boxes, J. M. Baines and H. Taylor,
Bradford.
2660. ARTIFICIAL SALMON Fry, 8. Alleock and Co.,
2661. Venetian Siinps, C. W. Fuchs Berlin.
2662. Puorocrapnic Fim Paper, L. Warnerke
>,bilverhouse, London.
Sream Morors, Ww. Schmidt, Germany.
Sroprerine Bort.es, G. Bradley, London.
=. Rescuinc Persons from Burxine Buripines, J.
A. Avery, London.
2666. Frre Hose, J. C. Merryweather and C. J. W.
Jakeman, London.
= ARMATURE KEYLEss Winper, J. Brecknell, Lonon.
2668. Repratinc Woop Carvine and SHaPInc MACHINE,
A. J. Smith and T. J. Roome, London
2669. METALLIC wna hem
Posts, 5
8. FT. Detien, London.
2670. we nenenng =
2671. Papiocks, G.
Birmingham.
2672. Bicycies, R. Havin! South Hornsey.
2673. PorTaBLE HaNnoIne Eurcnaxr's Berta, H. J.
Carter and J. Aynsley,
2674. OLeacinous
OL
VAPOUR Lanes, W. H. Luther and
Glasgow. 'W. W. Ford, London.
2675. VELOCIPEDES,
2676. SusPENDERs for1UmBRELLAS, &e., H. Whitfield,
2677. Gavoces for Steam Generators, T. Gautreau,
on.
2678. Tues for Steam Generators, T. Gautreau, London.
2679. Expiosives, C. Roth, London.
2680.. TREaTMENT of Ammoni1acaL Liquor, A. A. Croll,
ion.
2681. Inox, W. F. Richards and J. Roberts, London.
2682. Roiiep Wire, &c., J. Coninx, London.
2683. Feep Apparatus, E. Blakey, London.
2684. Truck WHeets and Bearinos, G. H. Denison
and W. Ward, London.
2685. Door-cLosinc Appliances, R. Adams, London.
2686. Firexrpte Batu Brusu, J. Moore and C. F.
Molony, London.
2687. Sewine Macutnes,J. Bithr, London.
2688. —— for Trusses, &e., J. Achard-Milhet,
2689. ——_ Presses, J. Jordan and E. Howard,
I
| 2690. Torninc and Screw-cuttine Latues, E. Blakey,
2691. Improvine the “Ser” of Suirt Fronts, H. C.
Seddon, Lon
2692. oem the WeicHts of Packages, E. Carr and
W. Snelgrove, London.
2693. Raiway Courtine Apparatus, C..L. Hancock,
London.
2694. New Composition, A. M. Clark.(M. P. £.
Gérard, France.)
2695. Textice Fasrics, A, M. Clark.—(M. P. E. Gérard,
France.)
2606. Packixa MareriaL for Piston and SrurrineBoxes, J. Y. J ohnson. —(J. M. Guibal, France.)
2697. Muxers’ SAFETY
E. Patterson and W. H.
Strype, London.
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
(From
the United States’ Patent Office Official Gazette.)
368,788. INCANDESCENT Etectric Lamp, Thomas A.
Edison, Menlo Park, N.J. w*Piled November 9th,
1882.
Claim.—(1)
The coiledor looped carbon filament of
an incandescent electric lamp provided with inter-
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mediate eae for the coils or pow yssubstantially valve and one of the walls of the valve chamber, sub.
as set fo
(2) In_an incandescent electric moe stantially as described. (4) In a blowing engine, a
the combination, with the coiled on teaped
fila- valve chamber having a series ,of removable covers
ment, of a number
res attac
to the coils or
loops and all sealed in the glass stem of the lamp, sub(353,783)

cp:

stantially as set forth. &) In an incandescing electric
lamp, the long and fine flexible carbon filament made
in one piece, in combination with leading-in wires
connected to the ends of the same, and intermediate
supports, substantially as set forth.
354,009. Freep-warer Recutator, F. Cook and B.
Thoens, New Orleans, La, tet May _ mead
Claim.—(1) In a feed-water
t
provided with recesses or sockets, in combination with
tion, with the boiler, of a we
2
~
communication with ‘the steam and water space at its a valve having swinging links pivotally connected
upper and ower end, respectively, a steam chamber thereto and a spring interposed between the valve'and
within the regulator cham having communication
with a pipe leading to the pump, an inner chamber
within the steam chamber having lateral open
a
double conical obstructor moving vertically in
in the ends of the inner chamber, a float connected
with the obstructor, aad guides for the float in both
ends of the regulator chamber, the conical obstructors
beinga little less in diameter than the openings in

ZKdadacaidddicaa
the cover and seated in sockets, substantially as
described.
354,563. Device ror Cootinc THE CYLINDERS oF
CoMPRESSORS FOR AIR AND OTHER Gases, Willian
De Courey May, Philadelphia, Pa.—Filed June 3rd,
1884.
Claim.—(1) The combination, with the compression
cylinder having at or near its longitudinal centre a
water inlet and . water supply communicating therewith, of a pair of pistons arranged one on each side of
said inlet, and a closed air-tight vessel arranged
between the pistons, substantially in the manner and
for, the purposesdescribed. (2) The combination o

which ow move, substantially asRate mor
feed-water
tor having in
connected to boiler above and below thete lin
float resting on water-' — a double or single cone be
regulating the supply of steam to steam pump, a
double steam c! ber around the cone or cones, the
inside chamber being provided with an w
and a
lower steam opening, Loryside holes for exit of steam,
-age?oe leading to steam pump
the
ich pipe opens into the
or outside
dees encircling cone or cones, substantially as
described, and for the purpose specified.
354,231. Comprnep SuBSOILER AND PLANTING ATTACHMENT, W. F. Reeves, Miltonvale, Kans, — Filed
September 25th, 1886,
Claim.—The
bination of the standard A and
vertically slotted coulter B, formed of a si
the subsoil bladeC., secured to the sole “ofthe coulter,
the vertically adjustable tubular guide D, having an

the compression ieee divided ny
in
two com
of different diameters, and ha
an aperture Teading into the interior between sai
compartments, and a water supply communicating
withcaaaias oakof differen ay adapted to
the
ive compartments, an inlet. and outlet
trolling the
and d
of
and from the interior, substantially in the
manner set forth.
354,605. Portasie or Traction Enarye, 7. A. Long,
Howard, Pa.—Filed June 14th, 1886,
Claim. —Q) In a traction or portable engine, the
combination of the a the
¢ sta’
screw secured
to the forward end th
a nut provided with an
internal screw thread em external teeth arranged

yetrapand
BLow1nG adr P. L. Weimer, Lebanon,
Pa. —Filed April 12th, 1886.
Claim.—(1) In_a blowing
e a valve ha’
movement at a Sw
of its seat in
combination wi
al
and
ed with a foot or proj
the
wi is ina
the back
of the
valve, whereby
the rise of the valve is controlled, substantially as described. (2) In a blowing engine, a
valve having
e
from its
back,in com
tion with
links attached
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MORBID ANATOMY OF SHIPS.
A yor inconsiderable proportion of the cases which
come under the consideration of the Wreck Commissioner’s Court consists of total losses of ships which disappear mysteriously, so that no particulars regarding the
cause of loss are ever determined. Casualties of this
description admit of as many explanations as those
accounting for the losses at sea which occur under the
observation of suen who survive to describe them. Collisions, in which both vessels are lost with all hands, are
doubtless a frequent cause of unexplained maritime disasters ; and so are fires, soeeeinas, sendin explosions
of cargo, and sudden leakages.
h and all of these are
known to be casualties of frequent occurrence, and
evidence regarding them is tendered every week at Courts
of Inquiry. That similar accidents should occur at times
under circumstances precluding such evidence seems,
therefore, to be a melancholy certainty.
Now, of these possible causes of mysterious disappearance, there are some which appear to be inevitably
associated with traffic upon the seas, so that no manner of
human forethought and prudence can prevail against
them. Storms are ever contingencies of this kind, and
however sacealy a ship be built and
equip
it yet
seems impossible to provide against all the dangers involved in a violent storm at sea. For, although ships
commonly do weather the most furious gale when they
have plenty of sea room, yet now and again a combination
of circumstances occurs such as will prove fatal to the best
work of men’s hands. Fogs and snow-storms are prolific
sources of disaster by collision, and it is difficult to see
how such risks can be wholly removed from the long list
of those to which a ship is exposed. Scientifically
calculated proportions and judicious stowage will doubtless minimise the danger of capsizing ; careful selection of
coal and keeping it dry will go far to avert explosions at
sea; fires may
prevented by taking prudent precautions, and strandings avoided by watchful navigation.
But, when all has been done which is humanly possible,
casualties at sea will still continue to occur, and some of
these will be of the class usually described as “ totally
lost and never heard of.”
It is not our pur
to discuss the many causes of loss
at sea to which reference has been made; but rather to
consider another source of casualty which it is to be
feared has not hitherto received the attention which is
demanded by the frequency of its occurrence. Everyone
knows that ships built of wood are very liable to “ spring
a leak ;” and many suppose that, because this is the case,
a similar misfortune might as reasonably befall an iron or
steel ship. That vessels built of iron and steel do occasionally spring a leak is only too true, but the cireumstances which lead to such a defect are totally distinct
from those which lead to leakage in a wood ship. The
leakage in the latter might be due to decay in the caulking, or to starting a butt by straining ; but neither of
these causes should be looked to in order to explain leakage in an iron or steel ship. The caulking of the latter
should rather be improved by the corrosion which increases with the vessel’s age ;while if she is strained at
all so as to admit water, then something more serious than
a leak might be expected to result. So rigidly are the
parts of an iron or steel ship united to each other that no
water can be admitted into her by straining without rivets
being sheared or plates torn, and if either of these events
oceurred the foundering of the vessel would soon follow.
It is not alleged that casualties of this kind have never
occurred, for unfortunately the contrary is the case ; but
such a disaster can in no wise be attributed to the effects
of age, wear and tear, such as will sometimes account for
the destruction of a wood ship’s fastenings. When an iron
or steel ship founders through straining the loss is due
either to weak construction or bad workmanship. As a
er ag: rule, then, whenever such a ship is reported to be
eaky, it may be averred that straining is not the cause ;
for when straining produces a leak. it produces a fracture
also, and a fracture will in most cases result in total loss.
In saying this it is not implied that an iron or steel ship
is never submitted to undue stresses, or as to be, technically, strained. Butts of plating do, no doubt, at times
show indications of movement when examined in a graving dock, and such movement may occasionally be due to
undue tensile stresses ; although in most cases they result
simply from local flexibility. But to su
that water
has ever
through such butts into the vessel without
the cement on the inside of the plating being disturbed is,
of course, wholly out of the question.
Despite these common-sense necessities of the case, it is
not unusual to come across reports of iron and steel
vessels—especially steamers—laving suddenly sprung a
leak and been therefore abandoned by their crews. In
such cases it has been often assumed that the loss was due
to straining, whereby a butt or other joint was opened in
the bottom plating, and this, too, under circumstances
such as the lost vessel and others similar to her had _previously encountered successfully, Now, whatever may be
the real causes of these disasters, there can be no doubt
that they are at the root of a large proportion of those
casualties regarding which no =. tha is attainable in
consequence of the loss of all on board. No better means
can be afforded for the solution of this problem than the
frequent examination of iron and steel vessels when in
graving dock. Some of the phenomena witnessed upon
such occasions are painfully suggestive of the causes of
many losses at sea which are never heard of. The particulars of two or three of these, without mentioning the
name of ship, locality or date of incident, will perhaps be
of interest and = in the consideration of this important
subject. The first case is that of a new iron ship which
arrived in a home port, after a voyage of about three or
four months’ duration, in a very leaky condition, so that
she had to be kept afloat with steam pumps, while her
cargo of raw sugar was being discharged. Subsequent
examination showed that inferior cement,
largely adultered with ashes, had been cut up by rivets, its,and
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pieces of wood rolling about in the limbers on the out- iron was being struck. The bottom plating was, indeed,
ward
e of the vessel, and that on her homeward wholly
by corrosion at the place which was struck,
e the fermented drainage
of the “ green sugar” had but so hard was the cement that only by many and vigordissolved her plating throughout its entire thickness in ous blows was it broken. But cement was cement in those
many places, while the thickness was considerably reduced days, and not the adulterated mixture one sometimes
elsewhere. Had the homeward passage of this vessel been of comes across in this degenerate age. Moreover, sharp,
much longer duration, it would . been impossibleto keep fresh-water sand was used in mixing such cement as that,
her afloat, and had the sea in that case been too stormy for aud not the dirty saline substitute now too commonly
the crew to escape in boats, it is very doubtful if the real employed.
cause of the disaster would have been suspected by anyA careful and frequent study of what Mr. W. Denny,
body, while it is equally probable that an inquiry in the of Dumbarton, has very aptly styled “the morbid
wreck courts weal have resulted in the decision that she anatomy of naval architecture,” will reveal some very
was overladen or unstable. The case just quoted is, of important truths in connection with the construction and
course, an unusual one, although it is worth remarking upkeep of ships. The necessity of using good and
that a sister ship by the same builder, aud engaged in the properly mixed cement is one of these, and the importsame trade, was, within an interval of a few weeks, found ance of keeping the ceiling in good condition is another.
to be in a similar condition. From this it may be inferred Both of these have been illustrated by what has already
that, given inferior cement, hard substances rolling been said. But it is equally important to preserve
between the frames, and a sugar cargo containing molasses, perfect and easy accessibility to all the parts of an iron
the durability of the bottom plating of an iron or steel or steel ship, so as to make it not only possible to examine
ship may be measured in weeks and days. Indeed, it is them, but also to render it probable that they will be
doubtful whether even the hard substances lying loosely examined throughout. It is to be feared that the disbetween the frames are essential conditions for bringing agreeable task of crawling through the slimy deposit in
about maritime disasters in this way, for inferior cemeut the bottom of a cellular ballast tank space is calculated to
will ultimately wear away by the mere motion of the lessen the probability of a frequent and careful examinabilge water, and this inevitable wear is only hastened by tion of such parts being made; but as there are two
hard substances rolling upon it. If ship masters made a bottoms to such ships, and as part of the cargo can get
rule of always carefully lifting ceiling hatches of iron and into the cellular bottom, the risk is not a great one. The
steel ships, and examining the condition of the cement wear and tear by corrosion in the machinery space of
before loading a sugar, or indeed any cargo in a foreign steamers would be much greater than is usually the case,
were it not for the quantity of grease which is always
port, the risk due to this species of casualty would
much reduced. In this country an annual examination present and found adhering to floors, reverse frames,
of the cement is generally insisted upon by Lloyds’ engine seatings, &c. Below the boilers, especially when
Surveyors; but during the time that an iron or steel sailing the latter are leaky, corrosion goes on at a very rapid
ship is usually absent from the United Kingdom or a rate, but it rarely extends beyond the boiler bearers,
European port, a great deal of mischief may take place keelsons, reverse frames, and floors. This is, however,
below the close ceiling without the same being ge rege wholly due to the presence of cement, and the rapidity
by those on board. Cases sometimes occur in which a with which the other parts in the vicinity are wasted
rivet, nut, or small bolt continually rolling from side to affords an additional reason for making frequent examiside in a frame space has been found to have not only cut nations beneath the boilers and stoke-hold floor plates,
through the cement but also to have scored a deep groove especially in the neighbourhood of copper pipes. The
t as
in the garboards; while instances in which the rivet average durability of a marine boiler is fully as
heads in butt straps and plate laps have been wholly or that of the bearers and frame beneath it, so that whennearly worn away are not at all uncommon. When one ever a steamer’s boilers are renewed it invariably happens
comes across a phenomenon of this kind the importance that heavy repairs are required to that part of the hull of punching plates from their meeting surfaces becomes which is inaccessible when the boilers are in place.
From the foregoing it will appear that among the
clearly apparent, for only the slightly increased diameter
of the rivet on the inside of the ship prevents it from losses at sea which are not distinctly accounted for, many
are, doubtless, due to other causes than those which are
falling out when the head is worn away.
But sugar is not the only corroding cargo carried in iron | commonly assigned. It will further appear that in many
and steel ships, and loose rivets and nuts are not the only /such cases the casualties could have been avoided by
foreign substances which are known to cut up the cement | using good cement in the first instance, and by making
between the frames. This will be seen by considering a | frequent examinations of the cement afterwards.
second illustrative case, which is that of an iron steamer
employed for many years in the coasting coal traae, with
only one voyage to Spain for copper pyrites, made rather
THE DRAINAGE OF FENS AND LOW LANDS
less than a year previous to the date of the examination,
BY STEAM POWER.
to which reference will now be made. The steamer in
By W. H. WHEELER, M. Inst. C.E.
question suddenly “sprung a leak,” so her master said,
and was placed in graving dock in order to discover the
No. IV.
nature of the damage which it was alleged had been
Cost or Pumpine Stations,
sustained by straining at sea. When the dock was dry it
The cost of erecting a pumping station depends
was found that water was flowing out of a small hole in the
bottom plating, and upon lifting the ceiling in way of the |upon so many circumstances peculiar to the locality
can be given. Generally the
same the cause of the leakage was at once revealed. The |that no definite fi
ceiling had been allowed to decay in places, so that cost may be taken for buildings and machinery at
|
from
£70
to
£80
per
horse-power of water lifted.
portions of the copper pyrites, which once formed her
cargo, had fallen through upon the cement. The rolling |Allowing for an annual average rainfall of from 25in. to
motion of the steamer had caused the pyrites to wear | 30in., “2 dread wer would drain about 150 acres with a
making the cost per acre about 10s. The main
away the cement until sulphide of copper, immersed in lift of 5ft.,
bilge water, rested upon the vessel’s iron plating. Under elements to be taken into consideration are the quantity
an conditions as these it inevitably happened that the | of water to be lifted—depending principally on the rainthe height the water has to be
sulphur left the copper and attacked the iron, forming a |fall and the area misled 4
‘red pasty substance, which was quickly washed aside by |lifted, and the nature of the foundations required. Frepinay
Sr
much
greater
quantity
of water has to be lifted
the rolling bilge water, leaving a clean surface of iron for
further attack. In this way the bottom plating of the | than that due to rainfall from the soakage from other
steamer, in both cargo holds, was worn in deep pits, of | districts through badly constructed banks. If the district
which happily only one extended through the plate. If |is small the proportionate cost would be greater, but an
this sha 5 a4 however, been making a somewhat longer | increase in lift would be less in proportion, as adding
ed |little to the cost of buildings and general arrangements.
voyage, so as to admit of many holes being co
through the plating, then abandonment would have been The cost of erecting the Lade Bank engines in ‘Lincolnnecessary, and in that case the survivors would doubtless shire, in 1868, was £17,000; the area of land drained,
have persisted in asserting that she really “sprang a leak 35,000 acres, The pumps were calculated to raise 700
by straining.” If the crew had taken to the boats, and tons of water 5ft. high per minute, equal to £71°75 per
the latter had been swamped, so that no one survived, this horse-power of water lifted. The cost of the two stations
would have been another of the missing ship mysteries, at the Wexford Harbour Reclamation Works was £91710
which are explained in the Wreck Courts as being due to for buildings and machinery at the north station, where
the pump was erected—being £37 for machinery and
well decks, overlading, or au inflammable coal cargo.
In the case just considered the leakage was clearly £54 10s. for buildings ;and £40 per horse-power for the
scoop
wheel and engine—the cost of the buildings not
traceable to two acts of neglect, viz, that of the ceiling,
in the first instance, by not keeping it in proper repair; being given in this station. The cost of an iron scoop
and that of the cement, in the second place, by not sub- wheel with curved blades and horizontal engine, erected
mitting it to as frequent an examination as is possible. by Messrs. Appleby, for the drainage of the Upwell disBut are not boththese very common subjects of negligence? trict, in Norfolk, was £2400—equal to £65°38 per horseDo not shipowners often grumble at being called upon to 3 of water lifted for the machinery, and £27 for the
driven
repair and renew ceiling, urging that no structural strength uildings—together, £92°38. peor gsr ny
is contributed by it, and forgetting how essential is per- by octal piitoble engines, housed in wooden buildings,
have
been
erected
in
the
Fen
districts
at
from
£70
to
£80
fectly close ceiling, from bilge to bilge, to the safety of, a
ship? Do not shipmasters often place stiffening under per horse-power of water lifted. In Holland the cost of
the main hatchway, when a part of the cargo is out, with- erecting pumping machinery for horse-powers varying
out allowing themselves time to look at the cement, and from 14 up to 500 during recent years has averaged £92
urge as an excuse that “the cement was looked to out of per effective horse-power* for scoop wheels, the amounts
varying from £58 for the largest machines to £106 for
the country
?”
Portland cement has often been described as the very the smallest. The buildings ea cost £4671 per horsepower,
and the machines £46°3. For centrifugal pumps
life of an iron or steel ship, and considering that, as a
rule, the tendency to wear and tear from corrosion is much the cost has been £36°8 for machinery, and £342 for
greater on the inside than on the outside of their plating, building—together, £71. The variation in cost for pumps
the substance in question is fairly deserving of the con- has not been so great between the larger and smaller
fidence re
in it. If the cement is good and well machines as that for wheels. The cost of erecting screwlooked after, the inside surface of the plating from bilge pumps is given at from £76 to £100 for buildings and
to bilge can suffer no injury whatever from the usual acid machinery—the average being about £94 per effective
water lying in the limbers. Ships have been known to horse-power, the power varying from 120 to 130-horse
“float upon their cement,” one case in particular being that power.
The annual cost of maintaining a pumping station
of an ol
nger steamer, which when examined in graving dock bystriking the bottom with a hammer, yielded varies with the accessibility of the locality as affecting the
so dead a sound at one place, that a closer inspection was “2Abstract
of report of M. G. Cuppari, “On Pumping Engines in
made, revealing the unlooked for fact that cement and not Holland.” Trans. : Instit. Civil Engineers, Vol. xxv.
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per second; R, equals hydraulic mean
price of coals, the efficiency of the machinery, and the ning more than sixteen hours a-day. While it is velocity in feet
skill and care of the engine-man. From statistics pre- desirable to provide adequate power, any unnecessary depth in feet; F, fall of surface in one mile in feet;
pared by the author as to the cost of maintaining excess of expenditure should be avoided as adding to the C, a constant, varying from 0°91 in rivers and large
pumping stations in the Fen land, the average cost for the dead weight of capital on which interest must be paid. streams with considerable depth of water to 0°60 for
three years 1881-2-3, which were very wet, and during On the other hand, it is never desirable to put too much small drains in good order, If the drains are encumbered
which several floods occurred, was 16°25d. per acre strain on an engine, and a machine that is well master of by weeds, the contour of the hydraulic mean depth should
throughout the level, or 186d. per acre per foot of lift, the work will run more economically than one that is be multiplied by 1°7. The surface velocity in the centre
of the stream, as found by floats or by a current meter,
of which 1-47d. was for coals only. Taking the larger much
In calculating the work to be done, the height which must be multiplied by 0°80 to find the mean velocity of
districts, in which from the engines being of a_ better
distance ordinary streams.
character the proportionate consumption is less, the cost the water is lifted is taken as the vertical
for coals only was found to be about 1d. per acre per foot between the surface of the water in the drain bringing
of lift. These amounts were obtained as the result of the the water to the pump, and that in the main drain or
figures given by eleven different stations, draining about river into which it is discharged. If the water is disBARR AND LANGLEY’S RAILWAY POINTS.
120,000 acres of land, with lifts varying from 6ft. to 14ft., charged through horizontal pipes—as in one form of the
the cost of coals being about 16s. per ton delivered.? centrifugal pump—an allowance has to be made for the
THE accompanying engraving illustrates a view of a new mode
During the same period, the cost of working thedarge friction.
of working points, and locking them in both directions by one
Consideration must be given to the fact that this lever. The cost is less than that of the usual mode of having
engines and scoop wheels at Podehole for draining
Deeping Fen was 10°58d. per acre, of which 756d. was height may vary considerably in the course of the day, two levers for this, and the man in the box has not so much to
for coals. Taking the average lift of the water at 5ft., owing to the outfall being a tidal stream, or from the do. The cost of manufacture is less, and it iseasily maintained.
water having levelled itself up on the drain during the There are several fixed and working well on the Midland Railway.
this gives 151d. per acre per foot of lift for coals.
In the engraving A is a plate, supported and sliding on the bea B ;
The average working charges of the engines and centri- night, when pumping was not in operation.
fugal pumps at Lade Bank for draining the East Fen for
If the pump used isof the turbine form its position in the C is a bar connecting the switches; D is a stud or roller fixed
the same period—1881-83—was £1089, equal to 7°46d. per ar well should be sufficiently below the lowest surface in bar C, and working in slot E; F, F, are projections on plate
acre. The av
rainfall was 30°27in. a year. Taking to which the water is to be pumped to prevent its drawing
the average
lift at 4ft., this is equal to 186d. per acre per air,as withinreasonable limitsthe depth of the pump below
foot of lift. The cost of coals at this station would pro- the surface does not add appreciably to the work to be
lil
bably be about 14s. per ton. For the years 1871-72, in done. It is desirable to keep the pump low enough, and
[
lal
x
Ra
which the average rainfall was 28°25in., but was not so the covering over the pump sheesh not be less than 2ft.
continuous nor the floods so high, the cost was only £532, If the main interior drains areof sufficient capacity the incliao
U
equal to 363d. per acre ; the average lift being taken for nation in the surface of the water should not exceed 3in. per
that season at 3ft. 9in.; this gives rather under 1d. per acre mile, and even 2in. is sufficient to bring the water to the
per foot of lift.
pump. The surface of the water in the drains for effectual
At the Wexford Harbour reclamation pumping station drainage shouldbe at a sufficient distance below the land to
for the years 1881-83 the average rainfall was 4034in., allow the drain pipes to disc’
e freely from the lands
the average lift 5ft. Gin., coals 18s. per ton, the cost was situated at the
test distance from the pumps. In allu26°3d. per acre for coals for the scoop wheel, and 18°65d. vial soils this will be from 3ft. to 3ft. Gin., and this, plus the
ol to
al
for the centrifugal pump, respectively 4°76d. and 3°38d. amount to be allowed for the surface inclination from the
per acre per foot of lift.
lowest point, will regulate the level at which the water
should be kept in the main drain.
EnGInE DRatrys.
0
9
main drains leading to the engine, and especially
In designing pumping machinery for draining land, care theThe
main engine drain, act not only as conveyers of water
must be taken that the power supplied is adequate to the to the
pump, but also as reservoirs to collect the water
work to be done. This will depend on the amount of when the
is not running, and should therefore be
rainfall in the particular district, and the proportion of it larger thanengine
the calculation would warrant if merely A, which bolt in corresponding holes in the bar C. Plate A is
that has to be lifted in wet seasons. As every ton of founded on their
discharging capacity. When steam is moved by means of the hand-lever in the signal box, first withwater lifted represents the money value of the coals conone of the projections F from a hole in bar C, then
up it is bad management to allow the engines to drawing
sumed in effecting this, it is obviously desirable that all onee
moving the switches over; the Stn ann F, enters the
still for a time for the water to gather, be- other
high land water that can drain off by gravitation should stand
hole
in bar C_ and securely }
switches in their new
the drains are not of sufficient capacity to position. The
switches are thus unlocked, then moved into
be excluded from the drainage district by catchwater cause
it supplied. The pumping station should be their new position and again locked, all by the one movement of
drains and banks. The pumping machinery should be keep
as near the centre of the district as practicable. the lever.
adequate to the maximum rainfall of wet years, as it is lacedmain
engine drain will then be of shorter length,
at such times, when the outfall stream is full, that the ande the
minor drains arranged in a more effectual way as
benefit will be most felt. In winter the loss by evapora- feeders than
MARITIME
EXHIBIpumping station be fixed at one end of THE INTERNATIONAL
tion and absorption by vegetation in wet weather the district ;ifthethedrains
T ION AT HAVRE.
falling into it from both directions
amounts to scarcely any perceptible quantity; there will require less fall than
Le Genie Civil publishes an account of the Exhibition which
they had traversed the
remains then only the natural soakage into the ground, whole length. The depth of ifwater
running in a drain is to be opened at Havre in the course of some few weeks.
and when the outfall streams are perhaps nearly bank- should bear a fair proportion to the width
The principal object is to further the efforts that are being made
of
the
drain,
full and nearly all the surrounding land saturated, there
cial and maritime relations
the progress of the water is impeded by an to extend and facilitate the
can be very little reduction to be made from the rainfall otherwise
undue amount of friction from the contact of the water of the country, especial prominence being given to the imports
from this cause.
and
exports
of
the
colonies.
The
latest
inventions relating to
the sides and bottom. In the smaller drains, say construction, to the fitting out and propulsion
In the fen districts of Lincolnshire the average with wide
of ships, will be
at the bottom, it should never be less than 2ft. extensively represented, as will be seen by the
succinct list
rainfall of recent wet years has been 32°39in., of 3ft.
given further on. The Exhibition will be international in
which 17°52in. was due to the six winter months, in depth, and increasing as the drain widens.
The
power
which
causes
water
to
move
in
a
river
or
to
all
industries
relating
to
the
marine,
to
fishing and
September to February, which, spread over this period,
gives an average daily rainfall of ‘091. Taking the drain is that due to gravity or the difference in the level electricity, and national in exhibiting only such products as are
periods of excessive rain which occurred during the same of the surface ofthe water. The velocity is governed by the imported and exported by the French colonies, Nearly every
of vessel, from the small pleasure yacht to ships of war,
time, extending over periods of from six to thirty succes- rate of inclination of the surface and not of the bottom type
will be afloat in the basin, which will be surrounded by covered
sive days, the greatest average fall per day has been 0°40in. of the drain. The velocity of the water due to gravity galleries
a }romenade, which will afford the visitors full and
for fourteen days on one occasion only, the next highest is checked’ and retarded by the friction of the water pleasant and
opportunity of observing the movements of the vessels.
being 0°29 for six days, both of which occurred in the against the rubbing surface with which it comes in con- The two sides of the basin are connected by a foot-bridge. The
tact,
this
rubbing
surface,
consisting
of
the
sides
and
same year, 1883. The average fall was 0°23in., each
building, on the Place du Théatre, is completed; it is
bottom of the drain, weeds, sides of bridges, or other main
extending over sixteen days.
light and elegant in appearance while being solid of structure,
The quantity which was allowed for by the old impediments. The greater the body of water as com- and its decoration, as yet incomplete, is in oriental style,
fen engineers was the water arising from a continuous pared to the area of rubbing surface, the greater effect harmonising well with that of the building. The general
ments are under the direction of M. Bénard. The space
rainfall of a quarter of an inch of rain in twenty-four the surface inclination has. The proportion of rubbing
hours, making no deductions for soakage or evaporation. surface to area is termed the “hydraulic mean depth” allotted to exhibitors in the covered galleries already amounts
This calculation was also adopted by Sir John Hawk- of the stream, and is found by dividing the area by the to 15,000 square metres, although the opening is not to take
shaw for the engines erected for the drainage of the East contour of the stream or length of the sides and bottom place for two months, and many of those who intend to take
in the Exhibition have not yet had their full demands.
Fen, and by Sir John Coode as the maximum quantity to in actual contact with the water. A deep stream there- partAmong
the exhibits: likely to attract the greatest interest
be lifted by the engines proposed to be erected for the fore has a greater velocity for the same inclination than may be mentioned
the following :—The pes even on board
The most effective form is when the
drainage of the North Level. A large fall of rain at any a shallow one.
which
will
be a complete naval hygienic exhibition. The bert
particular period does not necessarily produce a flood in depth is about half the mean width of the channel and the work of the professional schools, and an important group of
flat districts. When rainfall ae a season of dry discharge will then be at the maximum. This proportion, products from the colonies and the protectorate countries, exweather, it takes some time to saturate the land; and however, is never attainable in Fen drains, the width gene- hibited by the town of Havre. The ChamberofCommerce will
owing to the large capacity of the arterial drains, their rally being from four to six times the depth. Every par- exhibit powerful and ingenious salvage apparatus, models of
machinery, and a plan of Havre and its factories. The
small declivity, and the level character of the land, it ticle of water in a flowing stream being ies to move, the
partment of Roads and Bridges will contribute models of
occupies some time before these become fully charged. whole body of water from the surface to the bottom is in
motion
;
but
owing
to
the
retardinginfluence
of
the
bottom
hydraulic
appliances for the working of the bridges and gates
On the other hand, if rain falls after a continuance of
wet weather, the land, together with the drains and and sides, the velocity is greatest in the centreof the stream, of locks, showing the newest systems. The Bureau Veritas will
show
a
very
large collection of models of ships. The General
already charged, and any exceptionally heavy rain, and at a small distance below the surface, and its least along
Company a cabin, such as is fitted into their new
although even for a short duration, is at once suc- the bottom of the channel. The mean velocity of a stream Transatlantic
The Chargeurs Réunis, modelsand plans of thesteamers
ceeded by a flood, as the drains cannot carry off the excess is generally taken as four-fifths of the surface velocity in steamers.
of
their
fleet.
The Forges et Chantiers de la Méditerranée, a
in their surcharged state. Moreover, a much larger per- the centre. A channel with numerous bends, and full torpedo-boat engine, an electric boat, artillery, &c. The
e-ntage of the rain flows off the land when it is in a satu- of hills and holes at the bottom, presents a large area for Atéliers et Chantiers de la Loire, an engine for a despatch boat,
friction. If the same quantity of water that enters a marine boilers, &. The other large shipbuilders of Havre will
rated condition.
Taking the rainfall in the Fen district as a guide, it stream leaves it at the lower end, it is evident that the exhibit windlasses, hoists, steering machinery, and other applimay be estimated that provision should be made for a same body of water must pass throughout its whole length, ances connected with vessels. The general exhibits will com
daily rainfall equal to about three-quarter per cent.—0°76 whatever the difference in the area of the section at prise everything connected with the commercial and naval
—of the average annual rainfall of a wet season. A different parts ; the water increasing in velocity when the marine ; all direct appliances, as well as the products of the outquarter of an inch of rain represents 25} tons per acre, area is small, and decreasing when it is large, the surface side industries which have any relation to the subject. Power
to 400 horses will be at the disposal of the exhibitors, also
which, multiplied by the number of acres and the height inclination varying in proportion.
The object to be sought in laying out a drain is to pro- a@ gas engine of 30-horse power. Electricity will be very largely
to be lifted, gives the work to be done from which the
and the facade, gardens, and principal galleries will
actual horse-power of the engine required can be calcu- vide such a channel that the water shall be moved along represented,
lighted by it.
lated. Thus, for example, taking a district of- 1000 acres its intended course with such ease that as small an be The
new
works
in the port, which are nearly finished, will be
with a lift of 5ft. and daily rainfall of }in., which is equal inclination and area shall be used as possible. Every found interesting to the visitor, and will show, as will the Exhiis a waste of bition, the immense ay ee which has been made at this, the
to 393,860 !b. lifted 5ft. every minute, equal to 1,965,300 increase beyond what is absolutely n
foot-pounds, which, divided by 33,000, the unit of 1-horse land and expense in excavation. The method of calcu- first French port on the Channel, both as
its importance
power, equal to 6-horse power. Adding to this 50per cent. lating the velocity of a stream is by a formula deduced and the perfection of its machinery. To relieve the severity of
vity, reduced by an exhibition devoted to special subjects,
avaried and attractive
for the work to be done in overcoming the friction of the from the effect due to the action o
ne theoretical programme has been prepared which offers to the public a
machinery, and leakage of the pumps, gives 12-horse power. the amount of friction Femnerentil
This is on the supposition that the engine during extreme velocity, V, is found by multiplying the square root of succession of fétes, concerts, and regattas to be continued
floods is running night and day, which in cases of emer- the product of the hydraulic mean depth, R, by the slope throughout the season.
gency is generally done. If the work is required to be done of the water line, S, by 100. The result, (V=100,/ B.S.)
in less time the power required will be proportionately must be reduced by a coefficient varying with the nature
Tr is said that an important discovery of stream tin has
larger. It is, however, safer to calculate on not run- of the stream, and determined originally by experiment
er bens= at ner ef
distance «8;spoanetad from =
% “ Report on the Improvement of the River Ouse,” by W. H. Wheeler, checked by practice. Or putting the formula in the
Annan river.
it
go up
M.LC.E. 1884.
simplest form, V=(,/Rx2F)C, where V equals mean 121b,
oftintothe dish.
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THE BARRY DOCK AND RAILWAYS.
Tue Barry Dock now in course of construction is situated in
the Bristol Channel, about seven miles from Cardiff, and within
its port, the name being derived from that of Barry Island, on
the land side of which the dock is being constructed. The
enterprise is the outcome of a long-felt want for further dock
and railway accommodation for the coal district to the north of
Pontypridd, comprising the Rhondda, Merthyr, and Aberdare
Valleys. This feeling, which had been growing for some years,
at last culminated in a scheme promoted by the principal
colliery owners and traders of the district, assisted by landowners
who were interested. The work which is being carried out
consists of a dock at Barry Island, Glamorganshire, and a railway connecting it with the coalfield, making with its branch
lines a total length of about twenty-seven miles.
A Bill seeking the necessary powers for carrying out this
scheme was introduced into Parliament in the session 1883, but
was rejected in the second House, though powers were obtained
the next’session, 1884, and work forthwith commenced. The
first contract was for the dock, a part of the railway being let in
October, 1884, three months after the royal assent had been
given. Since that date rapid progress has been made, the work
being carried on by night as well as by day. And it is expected
that the dock and railway will be opened for traffic in the
latter part of the year 1888.
Barry: inlet offers a most favourable site for the dock.
Hitherto, it has been little used as a harbour, except by small
coasters and pilot boats the great drawback being that the
channel was dry at low water, although there was a considerable
—_— at high tide. The range of tide at springs is about
t.
The dock itself, as will be seen on referring to the plan, is in
the channel between the island and the mainland, where the
ground being naturally of a low level, renders a considerably
smaller amount of excavation necessary, which, in a work of
this description, is a large item.
_ Then again the shelter afforded by the island to the shipping
in the dock is very great, the land, especially at the eastern end,
being of a good height above sea level, while the south-eastern
portion of Nell’s Point gives complete shelter f the entrance
from winds in a westerly and south-westerly direction, the
prevailing quarter in this part of England, and the only
direction in which there is a long fetch of open sea, The
anchorage also outside Barry is good, and ships can come
straight into dock from deep water, in which matter Barry compares favourably with its neighbours, Cardiff and Penarth,
where ships entering or leaving are obliged to thread a
harrow gateway, the navigation of which is somewhat risky.
Although the tide runs very strongly in the Bristol Channel,
Nell’s Point,
to the west of the entrance, has the effect of
deflecting the current and causing slackwater off the mouth of
the breakwater, and will make the entrance into the dock perfectly safe. The distance between the heads of these breakwaters is 35ft, clear, and a deep channel will be dredged leading
up to the basin entrance. The entrance into the basin is 80ft.
in width, with adepth of water over the side of 37#ft. at springs
and 29}ft, at nea;
This will allow of the largest class of
ships being docked. The scheme,asauthorised by Parliament,
Consistedof a 40 acre dock, a basin of 7 acres, a lock leading

from the basin into the dock of 500ft. in length, and a timber
pond of l5acres. But it was found that for a comparatively
trifling increase on the original estimate a much larger dock,
viz., of 62 acres, could be made, by widening and extending the
dock to the southward, leaving only a short passage between the
basin and dock, at the same time placing the lock on the west
side of the basin. This arrangement has been adopted and is
shown on the accompanying sketch plan, with the addition of a
mole running down the centre of the western portion of the
dock, which will add considerably to the quay space.
The basin is 600ft. long by 500ft. wide, with an area of about
7 acres. It is proposed not to construct the lock at present,
but to use the basin as a large lock when necessary. The
passage leading from the basin to dock is of the same width as
the entrance, viz., 80ft., and with the same level of site. The
dock, with 62 acres of deep water area, the bottom being 2ft.
lower than that of the side, will be for the shipment of coal,
though every facility will be given for an import trade. In those
portions of the dock devoted to the coal trade, viz., the Mole and
the north-west side, the sides will be constructed of pitched
slopes, the jetty carrying the coal staithes being made to project as far as the toe of the slopes. These staithes will be placed
at various distances apart, varying from 174ft. to 300ft., with
the object of suiting all classes of ships.
On the southern side, the greater portion of which it is proposed to devote to the import trade, an upright wall will be
built to enable a vessel to disc!
its cargo at any point
alongside. The eastern side of the dock and the basin quays
will be set apart for the timber trade, and is in close proximity
with the timber pond, which will be twenty-four acres in area.
The numberof tips in the dock will be twenty ; those on the north
side being at a high level, and worked on the gravitation principle, the loaded trucks running down by their own weight from
the main line of railway to the tip. The remainder of the tips
will be fed by sidings on the quay level.
The total length of quayage in the dock is 3400 yards—nearly
two miles—and in the basin 680
s. The lock, when constructed, will be 680ft. between sills, with a width of 65ft., the
depth of water over sill being the same as in the case of the
entrance.
The railway portion of the scheme consists of a main
line 18? miles in length, commencing at East Barry and terminating by a junction with the Taff Vale Railway at Hafod.
There are also other junctions, another with the Taff Vale at
Treforrest, south of Pontypridd, and two with the Great
Western at Peterston and St. Fagans. In 1885 a short line was
authorised connecting Barry with Penarth, and consequently
with Cardiff. This line was very necessary, as the trade of
these places will be intimately connected with that of Barry.
Amongst other works connected with the railway there will be
one tunnel of 1540 yards in length, commencing about five
miles from Barry, while a shorter one of 1327 yards in length
will be constructed about two miles from the termination. The main line will be carried across the river Ely
on a stone viaduct consisting of nine spans each of
45ft., the height from water level to rail level being
65ft. Another viaduct 14 miles from the termination will be
92 yards in length. The whole of the contracts for the dock
and railway have been let, Mr. Thomas Walker, of Westminster,
having obtained that of the dock works and the main line of
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railway up to a point nine miles from the commencement, with
its branches. Messrs. Lovatt and Shaw, of Wolverhampton,
that portion between nine miles and a point 144 miles from the
commencement ; while the remainder, consisting of about six
miles, is in the hands of Mr. John Mackay.
In 1886 the Barry Dock and Railway Company obtained
power to purchase the remainder of the foreshore to the east of
the dock, which space will be available for any future extensions
which may be necessary for the development of the trade of the
district. As the works approach completion the land abeut the
dock will be leased for the construction of graving docks, works,
&c., which will give every facility for the repair of the vessels
connected with the port. The dock will be furnished with the
most modern appliances for the loading and unloading of vessels,
and everything will be done to ensure quick despatch. The
staithes, cranes, capstans, &c., and the machinery for the dock
gates will be moved by hydraulic power. The engineers carrying out the dock and railway as far as Treforrest are Messrs. J.
Wolfe Barry, T. Forster Brown, and H. M. Brunel. Mr. J. W.
Szlumper is constructing the railway northward of Treforrest.
ADAMSON’S SPRING BOLLARDS.
TueEseE bollards—illustrated by the accompanying engraving—
have been constructed for working wire and other hawsers and
stream cables, for warping or mooring purposes, or for towing,
and have been found to effect a great saving in the tear and
wear when compared with the old system. The bollard consists

SECTION THROUCH A,B
END VIEW
of a base plate B on which is cast a strong centre bridge C, and
heavy ears E at either end, through which are passed longitudinally two strong wrought iron bars D secured by screwed nuts.
Between the end snugs, and held in position by the longitudinal
bars and bevelled bottom flanges, is placed the bollard proper
having a free fore-and-aft motion, and controlled by strong
springs resting against the centre bridge of base plate. The
springs are of Timmis’s section, and are very strong.
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Lowest. Standard.
Highest.
Wages Paid per Week in Chemical Works at Saint Helens,
IN GREAT BRITAIN.
s. d,
8s d.
8s. a
Manufacture of carbonate of soda and caustic—
Machine Shops :—
No. VII.
8.
8. d,
Drillers, brass ...
. £1782
30 5
Average earnings of men per week of 72
Liverpool.—Though situated in one of the most. exten4
iron...
21 3
22 3
30 5
Set
Peer
ron
OF
ee
Finisher, brass ...
32 4
33 «5
39 «6
sive manufacturing districts of the world, Liverpool
Manufacture of sulphate of soda—
%
iron ...
32 64
33 «5
34 6
Furnacemen per week of 72 hours...
PEE
He
is not, strictly speaking, a manufacturing town, and its
Fitters, brass
28 6
31 5
37 «6
Potmen
00
00 9 ’
ote
45 7
industries are chiefly connected with ships, ships’ stores,
>» iron
28 6
31 5
37 «6
Labourer
per
week
of
60
hours
...
2
0
Labourers
24 3
24 3
23 3
and machinery of various kinds. There are, however,
Manufacture of sulphuric acid—
Grinders, brass ...
—
. 3 6
“=
Enginemen
per
week
of
7
days...
26
5
brass foundries, iron anchor, cable, and chain works, boiler
7
iron ...
—
. 34 6
—
Foremen
”
”
mo»
49 7
works, iron foundries, shipbuilding and ors 4yards,
Pattern makers...
Di sen
oe
34 6
Kilnmen
”
”
”
9
80
5
Planers, brass ...
Pe
34 6
steam engine and sugar mill manufactories, which are all
Stonebreaker—
.
iron
ok
34 6
extensive, and ina smaller place would constitute its staple
(greemiy old men)
hy ein
et eg
Screwers, brass
..
& Ss
27764
lers
ee
ae
a
trades. In the three towns of Birkenhead, Bootle, and
.
iron ...
D . ne
27 64
Labourers (youths)
2 eh
er
18 3
Liverpool containing, within their defined boundaries a
Slotters, brass ...
3... DB 4
34 «6
population of nearly three quarters of a million, this is
ta
iron...
. . =
34 «6
Wayes Paid per Week of Forty-eight Hours in Salt mines in Cheshire,
Turners, brass ...
5... 4% 6
37 «6
not the case; and Liverpool cannot be considered as
Lowest.
Standard.
Highest,
3.
iron
S.... 6s
37: «6
8. d,
s 4.
8 d,
representing the industries of Lancashire. Unskilled
Bargemen ...
=
30 5.
_
workmen here find employment as dock labourers by the
oe
ae
18 3
— ; ae 4
Wages
Paid
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Week
of
514
Hours
to
Men
Employed
tn
connettion
day or
of the day as wanted, and, as a rule, do not
Engine
driver
...
...
_
:
—
=
e with the Corporation of Liverpool.
make a full week’s work. There is a tendency towards a
Engineers of barge ...
.6<
—
Lowest.
Standard. _ Highest.
ge ent A Oe
_
a464~:”
better understanding between capital and labour, of
s. d,
s. d,
s. d,
Salt boilers...
21 3
244 «. 0 5
which in this locality a long immunity from strikes may
Borough engineer's departSmiths... ...
18 3
23...
BB 4
regarded as evidence. Trades’ unions are gradually
ment—
Labourers ...
12 2
oe on eS
Blacksmiths
... ... ...
-33 4
~
receding from the hostility they assumed towards
Engine-drivers ... ... ...
_
30 6
—
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Tron Shipbuilding in
employers, and the relations between employer and
Foremen- district ...
a
40 7
_iverpool.
employed are in consequence becoming much less strained,
Paviors
-32 6
-Lowest. Standard. Highest.
if not entirely altered, to the advantage of all concerned.
Gaugers_...
—
35 «6
nters ...
5
: BO.
2
Carpente
BS...
BD
Workmen's co-operative societies, which so greatly flourish
Pitch-boiler
-26 3
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
Tenvers for the construction of the Bunbury Railway,
Australia, and the erection of a post-office at Perth, are to be
invited.
Tur Panama Company has bought thirty locomotives
in Belgium, eighteen of the St, Leonard Company and twelve of
the Cockerilh Company.
A report on the progress of the Tay Bridge has just
been issued, from which it appears that the contractors expect to
be able to finish the work within three months,
Ay effort is to he made to construct a railway between
Kimberley and Pretoria, and English investors should see that, if
called upon, they support the English and not the Boer Company.
Tue South African railway revenue for 1886 exceeds
that for 1885 by over £11,000, but is short of estimate by £54,000.
The Colonies and India says, “there is a heavy falling off on the
Kastern line,” and asks, ‘* Why!” Most people answer, ‘Give it
up.
Tux Channel Tunnel Railway Company voluntarily and
others per force enable a select few to continue the new boring at
Dover, the depth of which is now 500ft., and the operations, which
“are made with a view to ascertain whether the geological strata
conform with those of the French coast,” are being continued. The
discovery of coal is mentioned as one of the objects of the
boring.
On the 2ist ult. the new Hooghly railway bridge,
which forms a connecting link between the East Indian and
Eastern Bengal lines, was formally opened by the Viceroy, in the
presence of the Lieutenant-Governor, and they have called that
too the “Jubilee Bridge.” Sir Bradford Leslie has been the engineer
of the Hooghly Bridge, illustrated in THE ENGINEER of the 23rd
January, 13th Fobraayy, and 20th February, 1885.
Ara recent meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences,
a paper was read on “The Inauguration of Railways in France: its
true Date,” by M. Léon Aucoc. It is pointed out that the proposed
celebration in 1887 of the fiftieth anniversary of this event rests on
an historical error, The first line actually completed was that
between Saint-Etienne and Andrezieux, 23 kilometres long, opened
on October Ist, 1828; that is, nine years before the assumed date,
1837.
Ix his report on the accident which occurred at
Corbett’s-lane signal cabin on the 21st December on the SouthEastern Railway, a
ewes Hutchinson, the Board of Trade
inspector, says:—“The present collision, like the recent one
between Farringdon-street and King’s Cross, again demonstrated
the superiority of an automatic over a non-automatic brake;in both
cases the vaeuum pipes being broken on collision, the brakes
became inoperative, and the Pp
of the train ceased to be
arrested; with an automatic brake the fracture of a pipe would
have been of no consequence.”
Tur Birmingham Gazette publishes a letter which has
been addressed by Mr. Ruskin to a Cumberland gentleman who
had communicated with him respecting the Ambleside railway project, in which he says:—‘‘I do not write now further concerning
railroads here or elsewhere. They are to me the loathsomest form
of devilry now extant, animated and deliberate earthquakes, destructive of all wise social habit or possible natural beauty, carri
of damned souls on the ridges of their own graves.” In this Mr.
Ruskin's remarks
are consistent with his previous notoriety-securing
passage’ concerning this ‘‘ machine and devil-driven England.”
TuREE miles of the Penang tramways were opened for
traffic last month. An additional six miles—which will complete
the entire undertaking—will be opened soon, the latter running
into the best and most populous portion of the country districts
which surround Penang. The line has been constructed and
equipped by Messrs. Kerr, Stuart, and Co., of London. It is
regarded as one of the most needed and useful means yet accomplished for developing the trade and industries of the Straits
Settlements. Jt is, we understand, a well finished and well
equipped railway. The cars are divided into four classes, and are
run by locomotives —
constructed for the purpose, The
plant and rolling stock are of English manufacture.
Tue Americans are again waking up to the notion that
heating cars by steam is a
bility, but in this matter their aversion to improvement would do credit to the most obdurate of old
Eastern nations. Heating cars by steam from locomotives has been
done over and over again, but America is now discussing the possibility of the thing. Some say the draught of steam is too much
from the locomotive; some who have tried it say the firemen do not
notice the difference. Some now object that the |
tive —_
become disabled from being fixed in the snow, and so deprive the
train of heat; and so it is proposed to place a small emergency
boiler permanently connected with the steam-heating s
in
the bag,
car, and kept shut off, though full of water in winter
and fuel in the fire-box ready to light.
In a recent number of the Fortnightly Review, Professor
Arminius irae 4gives an interesting account of the Tra:
Railway. After describing the use of
htha as a fuel for working
the line, he refers to a system which might be adopted with advantage on some of our colonial railways. He says:—‘‘In a country
where there are no roads, where no fences, no gates and_no watchboxes are required, it was quite sufficient to place a watchman’s hut
every twelve and a-half versts. Such a hut is built in the form of
a barrack, and serves as the dwelling-place of several workmen and
watchmen. By its side is erected a small tower, from which the
can be surveyed for some distance right and left. But in
order to inspect more minutely the state of the permanent way, to
try the rails, and to remove obstacles, two men start daily from the
barracks, La. aveversts in each direction up and down the line.
For this
each barrack is provided with two horses. On
their journey out one rides and the other walks; on their return
journey the one who rode walks, yielding the horse to his comrade,
who now in his turn rides. By thisclever arrangement the
tion of the
line of railway does not require more than 110 or
oyea nar fhouses—anda by no means contemptible economy
8 effected,” |
Tue shares in the angel eupet ee were eagerly,
taken up by the public, the £3,000,000, in 150,000 shares of £
each, being subscribed within two or three hours, and, it is said,
five or six times over. The company has been formed under the
Supervision and with the support of the Secretary of State for
India, for the purpose of carrying outa contract with him by which
the company takes over the existing Nagpur-Chattisgarh
Railway
from Nagpur to Nan
—149 miles—converts it to broad gauge,
and constructs other lines, embracing in all a system of railways
784 miles in length. The interest upon the share oo(ye is payable
in sterling at the rate of 4 per cent. per annum, and is guaranteed
under contract by the Secretary of State for India in Council, with
the addition of one-fourth of surplus profits, These railways
wi
be on the Indian standard gauge of 5ft. 6in., and will extend from
hear Seetarampore on the East Indian Railway, about 138 miles
from Caleutta,
to Nagpur, the north-eastern terminus of the
Great Indian Pi
Railway, 520 miles from Bombay, with a
branch—161 miles—northwards from Bilaspur to the Umaria coal
mines, where it joins the existing line between Umaria and Kutni,
a station on the er branch of the East Indian Railway,
e contract contemplates the Umaria and Kutni line being also
taken over by the company,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
MISCELLANEA.
Tue University of Bologna has decided to celebrate its
It is proposed to construct a dock at Deal for commereight hundredth anniversary in the spring of 1888. The exact date cial purposes, and as a refuge for vessels in distress on the Goodwin
of its foundation is not known, but of course that does not matter, Sands.
the Octenary can be held all the same. Authorities on the subject
SUBSCRIPTIONS are invited for the Hotchkiss Ordnance
ree that an important school was established at Bologna in the
eleventh century. Afterwards the University took a great place as Company, which has been formed to acquire and carry on the
the chief centre for the study of judisprudence, and there also business of the late Mr. B, B. Hotchkiss. The proposed capital is
£800,000, in shares of £10 each.
anatomy was for the first time scientifically studied,
TeNbERS are being invited by the borough of KingstonSome time ago it was poperted that oil springs had
been discovered in Trinidad.
It seems, however, that the dis- on-Thames, for the sewage disposal works, and contractors willing
covery has not turned out to be so good as was expected. Mr. to tender for the erection of sewage disposal works, or for providing
Newsam reports that on going to the place he found two small engines, machinery, &c., are requested to send their names to the
= about the size of a washhand basin, full of liquid, several oorough surveyor by to-morrow.
ttlesful of which were taken and sent to the Government
WE have received from the publishers of the Timber
analyst, who has reported that the liquid contains about 75 per Trades
a new tape which is made specially for measuring
cent. of oily matter, similar to that found at the Pitch Lake. A round Journal
timber or other commodities, the speciality of this tape
large pond of it is said to exist in the neighbourhood of Mon being that
the contents of Ift. are marked on the back, thereby
Effort and several other places, notably the Oropouche Lagoon.
showing the cubical contents without calculation.
In the Report of the U.S. Geological Survey on the
Art Northwich, last week, a startling subsidence occurred
mineral resources of the United States for 1885, it is stated that in Castle Stone, one of the main thoroughfares. The foundation
the total mineral product is valued at 428,521,356 dols., an increase of a coachbuilder’s shop, together with about ten yards of the
of 15,306,608 dols. over 1884. Among seventy mineral substances adjoining footpath, sank into a deep pit, which soon became filled
cited, coal is the most important, showing a total value of with water. Shortly afterwards a pit four yards in diameter and
159,019,596 dols, An increase is shown in the production of coke, Saree deep was suddenly formed in the Hartford Volunteer
natural
gold, silver, copper, zinc, quicksilver, nickel, aluminium,
rill-shed.
lime, salt, cement;
te rock, manganese, and cobalt oxide,
THE Aldershot Gas and Waterworks Company is about
while the production of coal, petroleum, pig iron, lead, precious
stones, and mineral waters decreased. According to the Report, it to increase its water supply, and Messrs. Le Grand and Sutcliff, of
is probable that the total output of 1886 was much greater than London, have commenced boring another artesian bored tube well,
which will be 74 in. in diameter, and from 250ft. to 300ft. deep.
that of 1885, and even larger than that of 1882.
will make the fourth of a series of artesian tube wells which
A PAPER in the American Journal of Science, on “The This company
has had sunk, the entire supply now being obtained
Muir Glacier,” by G. Frederick Wright, contains an exhaustive this
by
the
tube well system.
oy
this interesting glacier, which lies in the Alpine region of
THE Stevens Indicator, which is the name of the journal
Alaska at the head of Muir Inlet, Glacier Bay, in 58 deg. 50 min.
N. lat., 136 deg. 40 min. W. long. It forms a frozen stream some published by the Stevens Institute of Technology, has appeared in
5000ft. wide by 700ft. deep, entering the inlet at a mean rate of | a new form as a quarterly, and the first number gives an article on
40ft., or 140,000,000 cubic feet, per day, during the month of the general prosperity and work of the Institute, followed by
August. The vertical front at the water's edge is from 250ft. to articles on the Institute’s electrical and steam engine testing facili300ft., and from this front icebergs are continually breaking away, ties, and on several subjects of engineering interest relating to
some many hundred feet long, vith a volume of 40,000,000 cubic matters outside the Institute.
feet. The glacier appears to be rapidly retreating, there being
TuE Winchester House Company, of Old Broad-street,
indications that even since the beginning of this century it has
receded several miles up the inlet, and fallen 1000ft. or 1500ft. City, has just started a hydraulic passenger lift of exceptional
size. It has a total travel of 90ft. and a solid steel ram measuring
AccorpDiInG to the report of the British Iron Trade 5#in. in diameter by about 95ft. in length. Two other lifts in the
jation, the production of pig iron in the United Kingdom building have a travel of 80ft. each, and all work at a speed of
during 1886 amounted to 6,870,665 tons, as compared with 250ft. per minute. They are on Stevens and Major's hydraulic
7,250,657 tons in the previous year, thus showing a decrease of — system, and are made by Messrs. Archibald Smith and
379,992 tons, The decrease in 1885 on 1884 amounted to 278,309 stevens.
tons; so that the decrement of make for the two years has been
Iv connection with the water supply of Sydney the
658,231 tons. The make of 1886 has been the smallest of any year
since 1879, when the production amounted to 6,009,434 tons, and aqueducts at Simpson’s Creek and Elladale Creek, half a mile from
is only 129,000 tons above the output of 1872. The United King- the cataract, have been completed, and the water admitted. The
dom is not, however, singular in showing a reduced output of pig aqueducts are 8ft. in diameter, and capable of conveying
iron in 1886. There has been an even greater reduction of make 150,000,000 gallons of water per day. Two other aqueducts on the
in Germany, and Belgium and France both show a decreased pro- line of the canal at Mullaly Creek and Ousedale Creek are now
duction as compared with 1885. In the United States, on the ready for the reception of water. The last contract was recently
other hand, the make of 1886 has been 1,640,017 tons above that of let for laying five miles of 6ft. wrought iron pipes from the Sydney
side of Prospect to Potts Hill.
the previous year.
Art the last ey
of the Meteorological Society, a
As papers are sometimes read before the Royal Society
paper was read on ‘‘The Influence of Weather on the Proportion that are interesting to engineers, it may be mentioned that the
of Carbonic Acid in the Air of Plains and Mountains,” by Dr. W. Council of the Society have decided that the publication of the
Marcet, F.R.S., and M. A. Landriset. The authors give an account ‘*Philosophical Transactions” shall henceforth be in two independent
of some experiments which they have made on the proportion of series, one (a) containing those papers which are of a mathematical
carbonic acid in the air at Geneva and on the summit of the or physical character, the other (/) those of a biological character ;
“Dole,” the highest point in the Jura chain, the difference in that the papers in each series form a yearly volume, and that each
altitude being 4193ft. The results of these experiments show: paper shall be also published separately in paper covers as soon as
) that in fine clear weather on a mountain chain of moderate it is ready for publication.
Alpine altitude, and in the adjoining valley or plain, the atmoTue Dover Harbour Bill was read a second time in the
sphere holds the same mean proportion of carbonic acid at both
rae and (2) that when the summit of a mountain chain is ina House of Lords on the 28th ult., by a majority of five. This is
og, a circumstance which frequently happens in an Alpine district, a private Bill, promoted by the Dover Corporation ; and it proposes
the air in the fog contains a smaller proportion of carbonic acid to transfer to the Corporation the property which was vested by
a public Act in a Board created for the purpose. No precedent
than it would hold in fine, clear weather.
be found for such a measure. By the new Bill, the property
Ar a recent meeting of the Berlin Physical Society, could
the Board is to be transferred to. the Corporation, who will be
Dr. Richarz, speaking on the formation of peroxide of hydrogen of
able
to
any surplus arising from the harbour to the ordinary
by electrolysis, said if a current were conducted through diluted expensesapply
town. The direct profits arising from a harbour
sulphuric acid, then there was formed at the positive electrode a ought notoftothe
be
expended on anything except the harbour itself.
strongly oxidising substance, formerly taken for peroxide of hydrogen, but demonstrated by M. Berthelot to be per-sulphuric acid,
On the 23rd inst., Messrs. Joseph L. Thompson and
5207. In experiments on the electrolysis of concentrated solutions Sons, Sunderland, launched a steel steamer of 3800 tons deadof sulphuric acid with wire-sha (capes | electrodes, the speaker weight carrying capacity. This vessel is of the following dimenhad obtained in the solution,
beside per-sulphurie acid, ozone and sions, viz. :—
, 312ft.; breadth, 40ft.; depth of hold, 25ft.;
peroxide of hydrogen, and assumed that all three bodies made their built on the longitudinal cellular bottom system, under special
Pp
at the positive electrode, The following experiment survey for the highest classification, and also under the regulation
served as a proof:—A 40 per cent. sulphuric acid solution was of the Board of
le for passenger certificate. Six steel bulksubjected to electrolysis, and thereby, on account of too great heads are fitted, the main deck being of steel fore and aft, and the
attenuation, no geo of hyd
n, but only per-sulphuric acid, upper deck of steel for half the vessel’s length, which is also
came to view. If, now, into the 40 per cent. sulphuric acid 60 per covered with yellow pine. ‘The engines are of 1400 indicated horsecent. acid were poured, after the electrolysis was finished, then did
wer, of the triple expansion type, being built by Messrs. Thos.
peroxide of hydrogen show itself in the fluid.
ichardson and oy of Hartlepool, having all the improvements
Ar the last meeting of the Physical Society, Professor recently applied by them to engines of this type.
Reinold read an abstract of a paper on ‘‘The Continuous TransiIv a toa on in the House on Monday on the
tion from the a to the Gaseous State of Matter at all
Mr. Jackson said: ‘‘ Lord Monck’s
Temperatures,” by Professor W. Ramsey and Dr. Sydney Young. Shannon
recommended that the Shannon should remain under
The authors find the relation between pressure and temperature of Commission
the
care
of
the
Commissioners
of Public Works, who, while maingases and liquids at constant volume expressible by p = bt — a, taining the navigation, should regulate
the depth of water, so far
where b oul @ are constants, and therefore conclude that the as might be in their power, with a view primarily
drainsge
isochers—i.e., curves connecting p and ¢ for constant volume—are of the country. This recommendation is, and tohas thebeen,
straight lines. At temperatures below the critical point the scrupulously attended to. The Lecarrow Canal was constructedmost
by
isotherm during
e from the
us to the liquid state is a
Commissioners as a temporary measure, and solely for
serpentine curve intersected by the horizontal line of vapour pres- the Shannon the
execution of the works, but was treated for a
sure corresponding with that temperature, the two areas between facilitating
as part of the navigation. There being no traffic, it was
the curve and straight line being equal. By experiment and few years
up fifteen years ago, and is now in great part choked with
extrapolation, the authors find that the loci of the apices of the given
weeds
and
silted. I have communicated with the Commissioners
serpentine curves, corespondia with different temperatures, of Public Works
learn that, the water surface being on a level
intersect at the critical point.
above results are proved for with Lough Kee, and
the riparian owners and tenants could not be
ether and carbonic dioxide, and the authors believe them to be benefitted unless Lough
Kee were lowered, and this could not be
true for all stable substances.
done, looking to the necessity of insuring the preservation of the
Ar a recent meeting of the Berlin Physical Society, Dr. legal navigation depth, without incurring enormous expenditure.”
Weinstein reported on his deductions from observations of the
Tue Lords of the Committee of Council on Education
earth’s current in the telegraph lines of the German Empi
He
said the earth’s current showed an intimate relation to the earth’s have decided to make arrangements for the admission of a limited
magnetism, and especially to the declination. He failed to discover number of persons employed in art industries to study in the
a relation in the earth’s current to the period of the sun’s rotation, South Kensington Museum, Library, and Schools, without the
although such a relation was asserted for the earth’s magnetism. payment of any fees, for periods of from two to nine months
to circumstances. Detailed rules with regard to these
The latter, too, was a point which the speaker doubted, and that according
because he had been unable to confirm the relation, which was working studentships will be sent on application to the department.
likewise affirmed, between the aurora and the sun’s rotation. It Briefly the conditions may be stated to be that the designer and
was true he obtained an average period of about twenty-five days, workman, for whom admission is sought, shall show that he has
but the minima amounted to twelve and the maxima to thirty-seven sufficient power of drawing and sketching to be able to prove by the
days, and between such extremes a mean was not allowable. For opportunities afforded that he is actually engaged in some art,
the earth’s current likewise he found minima of twelve days and industry, and that the proprietors of the works in which he is
maxima of thirty-seven days, and this result ap)
d to him to engaged undertake to maintain him while he is studying at South
conflict with the assumption of a connection between the earth’s Kensington. When admitted the working student will be set,
current and the sun's rotation. He conjectured that in the case of under direction, to study in the museum and art library from
the earth’s magnetism single values deviating too strongly from one examples relating to the industry in which he is employed, and he
another had been united intoa mean. Be it further related that will also receive instruction in drawing and designing in the art
the intensity of the earth-current proved itself to be nearly propor- school, suited as far as may be to his special case. They have
tional to the length of the lines. In the discussion following this taken this step with a view to render the museum of more special
address, Dr. Brix spoke of the earth plates which had been intro- and direct use to the country, and they trust that the valuable
duced in the lines used for measurements of the earth-currents, and collection of examples of applied art which has now been brought
which had hitherto proved so little disturbing that for the present together may thus be more fully yee and taken advantage
of by the directors of industry in the country.
the introduction of unpolarisable plates had been stopped.
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170
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
REPORTS.
Cost of production in Europe and America. — The United
States Consul at Tunstall reports that while in a certain
Macclesfield mill 144 hands are employed in throwing 500 lb. of
Canton silk, the average earnings of each being 9s. 5d. a week,
an American mill employs 84 hands only in throwing from
1050 Ib. to 12001b. of the same silk. Half of this product was
turned into sewing silk; and this half had to be subjected
to another process and dyed, as against the Macclesfield amount
of throwing alone. American average earnings of 22s. 11d. a week
give cheaper result than English average earnings of 93. 5d.
Nothing is said in the report of the quality of the work,
At a shoe factory near Frankfort-on-the-Maine the price
paid for making the uppers for ladies high-top button gaiters is
given at 104d. per pair. In Lynn factories the cost of the same
labour is 5}d, per pair, or nearly 54 per cent, less. A whole
boot finished and packed in boxes costs in Lynn 1s. 4$d., which
is far below the costin Germany. The actual earnings per week
of the hands employed as taken from the books of the factories,
are at Lynn 37s. 6d., against 14s. 6d. in Germany. The method of
working in the two countries explains this seeming disparity. The
whole problem can only be made clear by statistical comparison
concerning different countries. A knowledge of the conditions
and methods of work, prices of labour and commodities—in fact,
of the general world of
ily one of the essen‘ce—158i
tials in collecting these data. Frequently manufacturers
wilfully mislead, and give statistics which, if accepted and made
use of, cause annoyance. For instance, a German manufacturer
of sewing machines gives the cost of labour covering the whole
machine, including the woodwork, at about 6s. Another gave it
at higher than the machine can be bought for at wholesale,
Both intended to mislead, but for different objects.
The results of inquiry, always bearing in mind the limitations
of space and time by which they were controlled, are :—There
can be no doubt of the superiority of American labour, its
greater efficiency and productiveness, even when not aided by
machinery. There cannot be much doubt that American manufacturers are quicker to adopt and change machinery whenever
the expected results promise adequate returns. American workpeople take more quickly to machinery, and do not make the
factious and obstinate opposition which new inventions meet
with even in England. The domestic industries of Europe have
no footing in the United States, while on the Continent much
work is still done by methods which cannot be easily uprooted,
being outgrowths of a natural disposition, the development of
plodding, toiling generations, while in America everything is
more of the nature of creations, superimposed upon new, uncultivated soil. We enjoy all the advantages, and suffer the disadvantages of these conditions.
Chili.— Means of developing British trade. — This subject
involves a great many more elements than would appear at first
sight. The cause of British trade declining in Chili during the
last twelve years is, perhaps, to be attributed to British manufacturers themselves. The Exhibition of 1875, which brought
into competition the manufacturing product of nearly every
country, ought te have shown to British manufacturers what
they should do so as not to lose ground, and secure the development of their respective trades in future. The British section
contained an expensive assortment of agricultural and other
machinery, hardware, industrial tools, &c., the greater portion
of which was dearer and not so well adapted to the wants of the
country as the American exhibits of the same class, which compared favourably with ours. The British section should have
comprised specimens of all the goods which form the great mass
of British exports, instead of which it wasa poor show, and did our
manufacturers very little if any good. American manufacturers
exhibited a very good selection of almost everything they produce suitable for exportation, with little competition from the
British section. American carriages were first introduced into
Chili at this Exhibition, and they are so suitable to the climate
and taste of the country that thousands of them have since
found a ready sale. British carriage builders could easily compete with Americans, but have not done so up to the present.
The French section was a brilliant display of articles of art and
luxury, which found a ready sale in Chili; and although British
manufacturers favourably compete in the production of these
articles in Europe, and consequently might do so anywhere else,
there was scarcely an articleof thekind in the Britishsection. The
Belgians, Italians, and Swedes, favourably competed with British
manufacturers in many things, from matches to earthenware
and glass) The Germans exhibited only samples of those
articles which find a daily sale in the Chilian markets because
they are cheap and necessary, and they have done a thriving
business in those articles ever since. The Chilian Exhibition of
1875 was the commencement of a new era in the competition of
foreign manufacturers and merchants exporting goods to Chili.
British manufacturers have not during the past eleven years
taken the trouble to discern the means of competing with
other countries in the importation and sale of articles which
they could produce at the same price if they would adopt the
same system, and not remain under the belief that
ly else
can produce goods similar to theirs at the same price. Other
nations have proved the contrary in the most practical manner.
The root of the evil may be attributed to two prime causes,
and also other important ones of a secondary nature. The fact
is that British manufacturers as a rule refuse to produce
articles in ordinary use of an inferior quality irrespective of
markets. It is well known nearly everywhere that British goods
are superior im quality to those of other countries,
also more
durable, but more expensive. The great mass of consumers
being the poor and uneducated classes, ignore this fact, and
only purchase what is cheapest. As an example, theAmericans
do a large trade in hardwarein Chili. They can sell a porcelain
lined saucepan at 2s. 4d. Jess than the price of an English one.
The iron and porcelain of the former are thinner, and will
break, crack, or wear out sooner; but the user overlooks the
fact, and only sees the cheapness. Belgian and French earthenware and glass are ina somewhat similar position. Belgian glass
is sold 24 per cent. below the cheapest English rate. The
Belgian glass is probably inferior in transparency
and thinner,
but it sells, and drives the British article out of the market,
being simply a question of price, without regard to quality,
and, through its inferiority, will probably be broken and replaced several times whilst the English article would remain
whole. The same is the case with American ploughs, agricultural implements, hardware, and various other importations
from various countries. The only remedy for this state of
things is that British manufacturers must make special goods
for given markets, they otherwise run the risk of being driven
out of them altogether. The second cause alluded to in the
report is concerned with the high wages and short hours of the
British workman, and suggests that the only practical solution
of the question is by the co-operation of employers and employed
by interesting the latter in the proceeds of their industry—a
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system which works well in some countries. Among the other
causes to which the decline of British trade may be attributed
are the want of competent and energetic travelling agents,
ignorance of the language of the various countries canvassed by
those already abroad, and the consignment of goods to other
than Englishmen, who have not the same interest in the introduction and sale of British wares. There are agents and merchants of every nationality in Chili, and if they do not go to
their respective countries to supply the wants of this, it is a
proof that they find more suitable articles elsewhere; and no
effort on the part of our consular and diplomatic officers to investigate and remedy the causes to which British manufacturers
apparently attribute the loss or stagnancy of British trade
abroad, even if they could discern the truth, would be of any
avail to help them, as thes? officers can only suggest.
Until British manufacturers do as those of other countries
do, or better even, this aid will be fruitless, Another cause
of the decline of British trade in Chili is that several
manufactories have, during late years, been established in
the country, chiefly by foreigners, which profitably compete
with similar foreign goods imported,
ese are principally
refiners of cane sugar and beetroot sugar production, which is
now being worked successfully on the German system. The
sugar is of bad: quality, but is all sold. There are several
breweries, biscuit bakeries, cheese dairies, furniture manufactories,
match manufactories, paper mills, rope yards, spirit distilleries,
&c. A few attempts have been made by the Chilians themselves
to establish native industries, in the belief that with first-class
machinery alone the desired object could be accomplished.
These attempts have failed through the principal element
required, the skilled workmen, being left behind. There is a
vast field for the employment of British capital in Chili in the
establishment of numerous industries which would not only pay,
but pay well. There is a natural motive power in the various
rapid rivers which would have been a fortune to the inhabitants
but for their indolence. There is but one woollen cloth factory
in Chili. situate in Santingo, and doing a small profitable business.
The cloth is much inferior to British made. There is room for
half a dozen of these establishments, the raw material being
plentiful in Chili and the Argentine Republic. There is not a
cotton manufactory in the country, all the cotton is obtained
from Central America and Peru, the larger quantity of which is
sent to England and France, returning manufactured ;commissions, freights of both voyages, insurances, &c., being a dead loss,
the product has in consequence to be sold at a much higher price
than its real value. Numerous other industries might be mentioned, but the foregoing instances are sufficient to indicate to
British capitalists what may be accomplished by the introduction of capital, machinery, and werkpeople to establish native
manufactures. Special privileges are granted by the Chilian
Government to enterprises of this nature, which privil
may
be obtained by anyone who guarantees the fulfilment of the
conditions in agreements entered into with the object desired.
One of these privileges is that foreign artisans so introduced
into the country enjoy all the advantages granted to ordinary
emigrants.
Java : Cultivation of sugar.—tIn reply to a letter of the West
India Committee, asking for information respecting the above,
the production of sugar in 1875 was 195,590 tons, In 1880 the
quantity produced had risen to 213,843 tons, and in 1885 to
372,494 tons, the average production for the years 1875-85
being 248,920 tons. The yield of 1885 thus increased 90 per
cent. over that of 1875, and 37°5 per cent. over the average.
The production has taken great strides since 1880, owing to the
erection of new mills during the prosperous years 1881-83. The
yield of 1884, 386,413 tons, was an unusually abundant one,
owing to exceptional fine weather ; the decrease of 13,919 tons, or
3°6 per cent., in 1885, was caused by a smaller yield per acre, and
not to any reduction im the acreage planted. The 1886 crop is
probably equal to that of 1885, and the acreage planted for 1887
is about the same as in the two previous years, so that the production will only differ as it may be influenced by climatic or
unforeseen causes. Two new mills are being erected, at present
the production is stationary, and will probably remain so for
at least a couple of years. Statistics bearing upon the price at
which sugar can be produced at home have lately been coliected
from all parts of the island, from which it appears that the
crop of 1885 was free on board 11s. 6d. per cwt. The present
crop is expected to cost less, owing to further economies in the
manufacture. In some individual mills the cost free on board
does not exceed 8s. 9d. per ewt., and in others 10s. 3d. per cwt.
The cost of production includesan export duty of 14d. per cwt.,
and there are other taxes varying in different districts, running
from 83d. to 1s. Ogd. per ewt. A measure has just been
abolishing the export duty, and reducing some of the other
taxes,
The United States Minister at the Hague in reporting on the
same subject takes a different view of the case. The considerable
fall in the price of cane sugar has long threatened a crisis in the
sugar industry of the Dutch East Indies. For some time the
price has remained much below the cost of manufacture.
Between 1874 and 1885 the impo:ts of raw cane sugar from
Java into |
per cent.; owing to this condition of affairs many financial institutions of Holland which
have made
advances to the sugar interests are no longer
willing to 4
ue their assistance, consequently the sugar
industry is on the verge of ruin. The sugar interests for
some time have been petitioning the Government for relief—
usually for the reduction or the complete temporary abolition of
the rents due from the manufacturers to the colonial Government ; a reduction of the-cost of carriage of sugar by the
State railways in Java; advances to be made to the manufacturers by the State. In the opinion of the Colonial Minister
the Government should neither abolish nor reduce the rents,
nor decrease the cost of carriage by the State railways. The
Government being convinced that the general interests of the
State require as far as possible the maintenance of the culture
of cane sugar, has submitted to the States-General two projects
of law.
ing to the first the Governor-General of the
Dutch East Indies will be allowed to grant to manufacturers
who have a contract with the Colonial Government a delay in
the payment of their rents, subject to an annual payment of
6 per cent. on the amount due. The second project allows
advances to be made to manufacturers who freely follow the
culture of sugar. The amount of these advances is not to
exceed the sum of 1s. 3}d, for each hundredweight
upon the
estimates of the harvest for 1886.
The United States Consul-General at Havana transmits a
translation of an article from the Journal des Fabricants de
Suere, giving an account of the financial measures proposed
by the Government of Holland to save the planters of Java and
the Dutch bankers from the crisis brought upon them by the
great development of beetroot sugar in Europe, and states that
the bankers and planters of Cuba and Porto Rico are ina similar
condition to those of Java. The article enters more fully into
the question than the report of the United States Minister,
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states that the condition of the planters in Java is desperate,
and that salutary measures must be adopted without delay.
The stoppage
of the sugar industry in Java would throw half a
million of labourers out of employment, who would go to increase the large number of Malay pirates. In consequence of their
close connection, a commercial crisis in Java would be followed
by one in Holland. In addition, the Dutch bankers have lent
the planters sums amounting to over £8,250,009. The ruin of
the planters in Java would therefore bring about the downfall
of the largest bankers of Amsterdam and Rotterdam. The
Dutch Ministry has decided, as a measure of relief, to purchase
from the planters five-eighths of their produce at the price of
13s. 14d. per ewt, At present prices this imposes a sacrifice on
the State of 1s. me
ewt., or upon the total production of
over £1,500,000.
vances are tou be made to manufacturers
on the security of their crops, and a colonial bank is to be
established which will give special attention to loans to planters,
PUMPS FOR THE INDIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
THE engines, boilers, and pumps illustrated by our engravings
on pages 168 and 169, are a made for the stations of the
Indian State Railways under contract late in 1886, The specification describes them as six-horse power engines and _boilers,
with pumps for supplying water for the use of locomotives from
wells 100ft. dee
The engine and boiler and the pump in
position ina well are shown at Figs. 1, 2, 3, 9, 35, and 36, on
pages 168 and 169, together with Figs. 4 to 8, showing the
frame casting of the engine, with guides and bearings. The
steam cylinders and engine details are shown at Fig. 20 to
Fig. 29, page 169, and pump details are shown in Figs. 11 to 19,
page 168. In description of our engravings we may take
particulars from the specification :—
“Each of the pumps is to have 27ft. of suction and 99ft. of
delivery pipes, in 9ft, lengths, also two short lengths, one of 4ft.
and one of 6ft., two quarter bends and one T-piece, and all
necessary pump rods and guides for connecting the engines and
pumps, the pumps being about 80ft. below the engine. The
general dimensions of the engines, boilers, and pumps are as
follows :—Diameter of steam cylinder, 8in.; length of stroke,
10in.; diameter of boiler, 3ft. 2in.; height of bviler, 7ft.;
number of conical water tubes in ditto, two; diameter of pump
barrel, 6in.; stroke of pumps, double-acting, 12in., changeable
to 8in.; number of pumps, double-acting, two. The pipes are
to be fianged and machined on the face. The bolt holes to be
drilled to template, and for which a sufficient number of jin.
bolts, with 10 per cent. extra, are to be supplied, Each engine
one steam cylinder 8in. diameter, with a stroke of 10in.
The cylinder is made of cold-blast metal, as hard as can be bored.
The cylinders of the pumps, pistons, valves, seats, and guards
are of gun-metal, and the piston-rods of copper, fitted with gunmetal nuts. The pumps are
to give one revolution to
four of the engine. The large wheels have two crank-pin bosses
in each, one at 4in. and the other at 6in. from the centre, so
that by changing the crank-pin from the one boss to the other,
the pumps can be worked either with an Sin. or 12in. stroke, as
desired. Our engravings give the whole of the details, with
their dimensions, so that it is unnecessary to describe the pumps
at length.
The boiler is to be of the vertical type, and works at a steam
pressure of 601b. per square inch. The shell is in two plates,
gin. thick. The longitudinal seams in the shells are lap-jointed
and single-rivetted, and the vertical seams butt-jointed and
double-rivetted, with inside and outside butt strips, each strip
7fin. wide by yzin. thick. The top plate or crown of the boiler
is 4in. thick, in one piece, flanged round the edge for rivetting
to the shell, and in the centre for rivetting to the vertical tube.
The fire-box shell is one inch less in diameter at the top than at
the bottom, and is in one plate Zin. thick and welded in the
vertical seam. The crown is yin. thick, in one piece, domeshaped, and flanged round the edge for rivetting to the fire-box
and in the centre to the vertical tube. The fire-box has two
conical water tubes each ,';in. thick, welded on the sides and
flanged at the ends for rivetting to the shell of the fire-box ;
suitable hand-holes with wrought-iron doors and straps are
fitted to the boiler shell for cleaning the tubes. The vertical
tube between the fire-box crown and the top of the boiler is jin.
thick, the vertical seam welded and the top end fitted with an
angle iron, to which the chimney is fixed. The fire-hole and
foundation rings are formed of forged rings machined on both
sides, All openings in the boiler shell are fitted with wroughtiron rings. The ring round the man-hole is jin. thick, 4in.
wide, and double-rivetted. The other rings are 3in. wide, and
single rivetted to the shell. The chimney is bell-mouthed, and
made of best boiler plate, No. 5 B.W.G. in thickness,
Each boiler has the following fittings attached. One stop
valve complete, the spindle, valve, and seat of gun-metal; two
Ramsbottom’s spring safety valves, on one casting, with gunmetal valves and seats; two gauge glasses, with gun-metal
fittings and brass pipes to convey the water into the ash-pit;
one gun-metal blow-off cock, with wrought iron handle ; one
wrought iron blow-off pipe; one gun-metal fusible plug seat,
and twelve spare plugs; one Bourdon’s pressure gauge up to
80 Ib. and brass pipe, and all necessary steam and exhaustpiping; two sets of fire-bars, and one set of firing tools, consisting of one poker, one pricker, one rake, and one shovel ; one set
of wrought iron case-hardened spanners ; and all other fittings
for the proper completion of the work. All cocks on the boiler
are to be of the description known as Dewrance’s, and packed
with asbestos.
An Exuisitors’ Cius has been formed in cofneetion
with the Manchester Royal Jubilee Exhibition. A meeting of
exhibitors will be held at
Victoria Hotel on Tuesday, the 8th
inst., at 4 p.m., and those desirousof joining the club should communicate with Mr. Fletcher Tonge, Pendleton, Manchester.
SPANISH ORDNANCE.
—TheSpanish Gov
th Aafinital y come
tothe decision of ry one
steel works and constructive shops
and foundries wherein to make its own ordnance and war material as
shall make the country entirely independent of all foreign assistance.
Until 1885 the only steel manufactured in Spain was cemented and
puddle, mostly used up by the producers themselves, but in October
of that year a Bessemer steel works was started at
However, the cholera breaking out soon after, the works were stopped
until 1886, when in July of that year the works had orders on the
books for 18,000 tons of rails, which in quality and price came into
re Sepeery with the English ones, which hitherto had been
chiefly used in the country. In consequence of an arrangement
with a plate-rolling mill in the Asturias, at which steel is not produced, the Bilbao Company has put itself into a
ition to
make steel armour yeas and others for industrial purposes,
though the former will most likely be only of the thinner descripmen. Now that >
et bance-4are to me established,
these, together with the Bilbao one,
make it possible that
England will lose another good customer from the tnhappily
already too long list, which is much to be deplored.
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7
SWING BRIDGE OVER MASNEDSUND, BETWEEN
THE ISLES OF FALSTER AND SEELAND, DENMARK.
Tus bridge, like the railway of which it formsa part, has been constructed with a single line. The river over which it passes is
190 m. wide. On the south side the bottom slopes gently
to an average depth of 7 m., near the quay of the station of Masnedsund, which stands on the border of the Sund
on the north, The bed to the depth of 16 m. is composed
of a firm clay, mixed with quantities of boulders; this has
rendered the work uf excavation very difficult. The piers are
sunk into this bed, and good foundations obtained ; their depth
is 11 m. below the sea level. Below this bed is a second,
formed of a less resistant clay, 25 m. deep; and under this,
again, is a third stratum of hard limestone. The foundations
are thus well calculated to resist the blows of the blocks of ice
driven by the current, which at times is very strong in this
place.

concrete of which the piers are made is as follows :—Portland
cement 1 part; sand, 3
; broken stones, 6 parts. The
rest of the masonry is built of well-burned bricks cased with
granite. The base of the piers is protected by a cylinder of
heey iron about 5 mm. thick, The whole of the masonry is
id in cement, The foundations of the abutments were made
in coffer dams. The foundations of the piers were built in the
iron cylinders, which are loaded with a ring of masonry of
0°60 m. thick, which was supported on the inside of the cylinder
by small iron brackets. As the cylinder descended the earth
was removed from the inside.
To dig up and extract the
materials from the inside of the cylinder, a Priestmann’s
excavator was used, but not very successfully, in consequence of
the compactness of the bed and the great quantity of boulder
stones ; often it was found necessary to loosen the earth first by
means of dynamite. When once the desired depth was attained
they proceeded to fill up the cylinder with the concrete ; the
designs given—Figs. 1 to 5,
172—show clearly the construction of the girders and framework in all their details.
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AND CRANE

FOR ERECTING AND MOVING
GIRDERS.
The currents being strong, the bridge has been made 187 m.
long, so as not to encroach upon the free passage of the
water more than is necessary.
e swing span is in the middle,
and is 55 m. long; the fixed portions are 66 m. long
respectively. The ordinary form of quadruple lattice of
6°3 m. deep, forming an engle with the horizontal line of 45 deg.,
has been adopted for the fixed spans. The parabolic form
has been given to the girders of the swing bridge; firstly,
because it corresponds to the theoretic weight curve ; and, above
all, because it presents the smallest surface to the wind. This
is all-important in order to facilitate the working, because if the
direction of the wind made an acute angle with the bridge, one
of the arms of the turning-bridge would be sheltered by the
fixed part of the bridge, while the other would receive the
full pressure.
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MECHANISM

Ww
AND CATCH FOR END OF SWING

SPAN.

The fixed girders are on either side of the swing bridge, rest
on cast iron plates fixed to the masonry, while the ends on the
abutments rest on cast iron expansion chairs and rollers of
0°28 m. diameter, the construction of which is shown on
172. It will be seen, Fig. 13, that a partly circular form
been given to the ‘rollers, that they might not exceed in
length that of the supporting plate, while the same facility of
expansion was given to the girders. It will be seen, also, that
the mechanism employed to produce the rotary movement of
the swing span is enclosed in the central pier, and protected
by a wall of 0°75 m., which is
tected in its turn by iron
+ Pf fixed on to the girders.
is arrangement was adopted
on account of the small depth which had to be dealt with.
When the bridge is shut the two ends are lowered by means of
excentrics worked by two screws, which prevent the bridge from
turning, and drive the iron bolts into the sockets fixed on to the
piers, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 annexed. When there is no
wind one man can work the machinery, but a very little wind
increases the difficulty of the work.
The girders were temporarily connected upon a wooden
staging, and mounted by means of a crane moved on rails.
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END OF SWING

The swing span rests on sixteen rollers, which turn upon a
circle having a central pin of 0°32m. in diameter. A part of
the weight of the bridge has been thrown upon this pin in order
to relieve the rollers, The bridge is worked by means of two
vertical wi
, Which set it in motion, by means of a
pinion gearing with the large horizontal wheel, 17 m. in diameter, which rests on the surface of the centre pier.
From an architectural point of view the bridge is well
designed, At its extremities are placed Gothic turrets, and on
either side of the opening portion of the bridge also turrets have
been erected to do away with an unsymmetrical effect produced
by the difference in form of the girders. The north abutment
is founded on a slope of 0°40 m. 60 piles, with an abutment of
concrete 1°50 m. thick, crowned with blocks of dressed granite
0°30 m. thick, The south abutment is on a slope of 350m. A
depth of 1°50 m, of concrete has been sunk ina cradle of pine,
and on the bed thus formed a block of hard brick masonry has
been built, which, in its turn, is protected by a wall of
granite,
The piers are oval and protected at the foot by starlings for
breaking the ice. They are 13°50 m. long and 6'30 m. wide, the
central pier being 8°50 m, in width, The composition of the

It would lift 3000 kilogs., as shown on Fig. 1 above. As soon as
the bridge was finished it was tested by an ordinary locomotive
with twelve trucks laden with rails bein;
over it. The
weight a
to 1 ton per 032m. run. The result was
satisfactory, the greatest deflection being 28 mm.; and on the
bridge being opened the drop of the free extremities was found
to be 12mm.
When the bridge is open the movable girders are very
liable to be hit by the passing ships. To prevent this two
dolphins have been constructed above and below the bridge, as
shown at Fig. 5 above, which serve to support the two ends of the
bridge during the
of a
e dolphins are each
supplied with a
lighthouse.
e expenses of constructing
this bridge have been as follows :—
Masonry of the piers and abutments
3 00
loon teemnewtihe GAR SEE RE SORA
EN
240,000
Dotphine5 fog vi," ee ees oe
16,000
Administration and sundries ..
$1,000
Po RAR
a
ee
8
These sums represent 47f. per 100 kilos. for the ironwork; 100f.
the cubic metre for the masonry. The total weight of the
framework is 508,000 kilogs., which may be divided thus :—
Kil
For the two fixed spans .. ..
For the swing-bridge and the mechanism ..

2,600 of steel.

This bridge will much shorten the distance between the isles
of Falster and Seeland, and do away with the inconvenience of
transhipment. Our engravings and particulars are taken from
Le Geme Civil.
MILITARY AZRONAUTICS.
A Question recently asked in the House of Commons elicited
in reply the assurance that the subject of fuller development of
the use of balloons in military operations was still actively
engaging the attention of the authorities at Woolwich. Further
evidence that endeavours are being made to attain practical
success in this direction is afforded by the fact that very recently
two balloons, constructed specially for military purposes, have
been supplied to the Chinese Government, properly instructed
persons having been sent out to China to direct the officers of
the Celestial army in their use. It is a good many years since
the probable useful employment of balloons in warfare began to
occupy the attention, not alone of our own War Department,
but of that of nearly every country of the Continent of Europe,
as well as of those of North and South America. In France,
special attention has been directed to this branch of military
service, and we have heard from time to time of alleged successes
in the steering of balloons achieved by a special commission of
French officers. But, nevertheless, in spite of all the endeavours
made, but very little seems to have been really accomplished.
We seem to be as far off from securing the main desiderata of a
military ballooning service as we were on the day that the
question was first started. Until the leading obstacles
which oppose themselves to the full solution of the problem set can be overcome, the use of balloons in war must
be of very limited and, comparatively, valueless application.
Hitherto, it may be strictly said, we have not advanced beyond
the mere possibility of viewing an antagonistic position by
the means of captive balloons. No doubt, under many circumstances, such a facility is valuable, but it is far below the full
standard of efficiency that is aimed at. Now, to secure that
standard much yet remains to be done that must prove to be
most difficult of accomplishment, even if it may not prove to be
wholly impossible of ultimate attainment. Until the power of
steering some sort of rial machine under conditions which
shall always render it safe from the effects of hostile attack is
secured, so long must a military balloon be held to be only and
solely a sort of elevated watch tower. In that capacity, as we
have said, they will undoubtedly be of service; but it cannot be
kept out of view that even that service will always be one
exposed to very considerable risk. For in these days of rapid
improvement in the arts of military and naval attack and defence
it is sufficiently evident that the attainment of the former
quality more than keeps pace with that of the latter. Guns,
hitherto, have overcome all armour that can practically be applied
—at least to ships—while their power of future development is
to all intents and purposes unrestricted. This cannot be said
of the armour designed to withstand them. Its use is circumscribed by considerations which do not limit the development of
the attacking arm. The same relations appear to us to hold good
as regards military balloons. These may be said to be mainly
—so long as they are what they are—instruments of statical
defence only; as much so indeed as if they were solid watch
towers of great height. Against them may be employed the
marvellous powers of modern artillery, and a single lucky shot
may at any time deprive an army corps of its means of zwrial
observation. As long as power of control of movement is
denied to us, so long must military ballcons—at all events
while operating in the neighbourhood of a hostile foree—remain
captive during their use. It is an old saying that “history
repeats itself.” In the naval warfare of our preceding generation the most efficient projectile was what was known as
“chain shot.” With it was accomplished what in the days of
sailing vessels of war was the main object of attack—the
destruction of masts and spars. Similar projectiles discharged
from the long-range guns of modern times would have a great
chance of severing the rope by which a balloon is held captive ;
or should this not offer sufficient resistance to enable it to be
cut through, the balloon must at least be overset, and its occupants thrown to the ground. Balloons are costly things, and
no more than a limited number of them can be expected to be
in reserve. We may be sure that whilst attempting to perfect
balloons as means of observation, sight will not be lost
by military men of the means whereby they may be
crippled. Attack will probably—following the rule we have
pointed out—become the superior of the defence. Now,
so far as we are able to judge, there has hitherto been in the
construction of balloons for military purposes an absence of all
consideration of this postulate. With existing examples of
these, if attack is successful, there is no escape for the occupants of the machine. They must either be carried away to
within range of an enemy’s influence, or must incur a certain
and frightful death. Means of escape for them from either one
or the other alternative, unless the power of immediate descent
is provided before the force of the wind carries the balloon outside the circle of protection, there is none. We would suggest
therefore that those charged with our military balloon experiments now being carried out should turn their attention to
some means of provision for escape. Parachutes ready for the
use of each individual in the car might at least be provided;
but the time during which escape might be possible would probably be very limited. Means, we think, could be devised
whereby the severance of the rope holding a balloon captive would
at once simultaneously free the globe from gas and convert the
collapsed silk into a parachute of sufficient size to ensure a safe
and nearly vertical descent to the earth. For we can scarcely
afford to restrict the ascent of balloons of observation to the
existence of conditions which must invariably render them safe
from attack. To do so would be greatly to diminish their usefulness. So long therefore as we are debarred from controlling
the movements of free balloons, so long must we anticipate the
result of attack, and be prepared by every means possible to
obviate its worst effects.
THE death took place last week of Mr. Samuel Fox, of
Samuel Fox and Co., Stockbridge Works, Deepcar, near Sheffield,
in his 72nd year. Mr. Fox was a native of
well, and the son of
a weaver’s shuttle maker in a remote hamlet in the hills. He went
to Sheffield, and served an apprenticeship in the steel trade, working with great energy and industry until he acquired sufficient
capital to start in business on his own account at Stockbridge.
There he invented what is known as Fox’s paragon frame for
umbrellas. Up to this time the ribs of umbrellas had been made of
whalebone or solid steel. The whalebone was unreliable, and the
steel was heavy. It occurred to Mr. Fox to groove the rib, and
thus by its hollowness secure elasticity and lightness, He had
made a fortune before many other manufacturers knew what he
wasdoing. Finding that the French fiscal arrangements interfered
with successful trading in France, he established works at Lille,
where a large and lucrative business has been carried on.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Registered Telegraphic Address «ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or containing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
communications,
* = a undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we
must therefore request correspondents to
ies,
*,* In order to avoid trouble and oe Labeog.oyoc necessary to
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all
cases, be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer
to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received
us may be forwarded to their destination.
No notice will be
of communications which do not comply
with these instructions.
J. 8. Burton (Newcastle-on-Tyne).—A letter lies at our office for you.
E. M. (Llanelly).—The best non-condensing engines use about $b. of coal
per horse per hour; the best condensing engines, about 2h lb.; the best compound
ng engines, about 141b, A pound of coal will evaporate
pe 6 lb. to 11 lb. of water, according to the quality of the boiler and of the
coal,
W. McG. (Workington).—(1 We do not understand your question. What do
you mean by the “force” of a fly-wheel? Do you want to calculate the controlling power of the fly-wheel—that is to say, the range of variation in the
speed of the engine during any revolution? (2) You will find the information you need about the pumping engine in the “ Proceedings” of the Institution of Civil Bngineers, vol. izxxrvi.
W.—The result you aim at could not be attained, because no hydraulic or
other machine can be made togive a useful effect equal to 100 per cent. ofthe
power
Lonit. Theoretically, any body, be it water, a stone, a mass
of earth, de., in falling from a given height, does as much work as would
suffice to raise it to the height from which it originally fell; but there is no
surplus left to overcome friction and other sources of waste.
R. T. C.—You would not gain any advantage by forcing cold air under the
grates of
ing furnaces, Many years ago hot air was so applied by
Messrs, Fox, Head, and Co,, Newport Mulls, Middlesbrough, with a considerable saving of fuel. The load on your girder may be taken as distributed, and the stress in tons on the flanges will be ah W being total
weight in tons, including weight of girder, L = length, and D = depth,
both in feet orboth in inches, D must be taken as the "depth between the
centre of area of the flange sections, excluding rivet holes. Taking a factor
of safety offour, you may put a stresa of, say, 4°5 tons per square inch of
—- bsé’ flanges, Your upper flange will have excess strength.
»
.
CASTOR OIL PRESSES.
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—I shall be very much obliged to any of your readers who will give
me information concerning the method of.extracting oil from the castor
bean which has been found to answer best in practice.
March Ist,
H. Orcwarp,
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Tae ENGINEER canbehad, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
the office on the following terms (paid in advance):—
Half-yearly (including double numbers)... .. ..
Y ered Byes terhancerbegry ee es. - £1 98. Od,
it ocewr, an extra
two shillings and sixpence
annum will
be made, THe ENGINEER registered tertreneniecon ahead.
A complete set of Tak Enarseer can be had on application.
Foreign Subscriptions for Thin Paper Copies will, until further notice, be
received at the rates
given below:—Foreign Subscribers paying in advance
at the ublished rates will receive THE
pielme and post-free.
Bubsertuptions sent by Pi
order must be accompanted by letter of
advice to the
¥
Paper Copies may be had, if preferred, at
i
rates,
Remittance by Post-office order. — Australia, Belgium, B
British
bia, British Guiana, Canada, Cape of Sood Hepe, Dena
France, Germany, Gibraltar, Italy, Malta,
tius, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, New
, Ro
Switzerland, TasWest Coast —
West Indies,
Remittance by Bill
and Algeria,
Buenos A
Greece, Ionian Islands, Norway, Panama, Peru, Russia,Spain, Sweden,
Chili,
£116s, Borneo, Ceylon,J:
ingapore,
6d.. anilla,
Sandwich Isles, £2
58. vere, and
mauamaiies
Pe
ADVERTISEMENTS.
The chargeforAdvertisements of four lines and under is three shillings,
for every two lines
rds one shilling and sixpence;odd lines are
charged one shilling. The line averages seven
When an advertisement measures an inch or more the charge is ten shillings inch, All
si advertisements
the country must be accompanied sf Post-office
in payment. Alternate advertisements will be inserted with all
Practiea
, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case.
AU except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition.
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six
on
o'clock on Thursday Evening in each week.
ters relating to Ad
and the Publishing Department of the
are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold
saul
letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tue ENGINEER, 163, Strand.
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MEETINGS
NEXT WEEE.
Socrery or Encrveers.—Monday, March 7th, at the Westminster Town
: Ordinary
4 ng to be
—"B
Floors; their
Design, Weight, and Cost,” by E. Olander, A.M. Inst. C.E., of which the
following is a oo i
t difference in bridge floors makes comparative analysis desirable-—Old and new methods of estimating | on
railway bridge floors—Timber floors—Iron-plate floors—Comparison of
wi , strength, and cost—Modern
th floors—Analysis of various
8eC
of “ distributive le:
"Road bridge floors,
Socrery or Arts, John-street, Adelphi, London, W.C. — Monday,
March 7th, at 8 Bt Cantor Lectures. ‘ Building Materials,” by W.
Y. Dent, F.C.8., F.1.C. Lecture IV,—Asphalt described - Timber: causes
which promote its decay--Methods edagnek for its preservation—Description of the creosoting process—Painting. Wednesday, March 9th, at
8 p.m.: Ordinary meeting. ‘‘ Railway Brakes,” by William P. Marshall ;
Sir Frederick Bramwell, D.C.L., F.R.8., vice-president of the Society,
will preside,
Tue Society or TELEGRAPH ENGINEERS AND ELectRIcians.—Thursday,
March 10th, at 8 p.m. agy= to be read :—‘‘ Reversible
Batteries
and their Use for Electric Lighting,” by Desmond G. FitzGerald, Member.
Society or Arcuirects.—Tuesday, March 8th, in the Freemasons’
Tavern, Great Queen-street, W.C., at 7 o'clock p.m,: Ordinary mee’
Paperto be read :—“ Registration,” byR. Walker, A.M.I.C.E. (Cork).
JETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.—Monday, March 7th, at Burlington
House. Papers to
read:—‘‘M. Hermite’s System of Electrolytic
Bleaching,” by Messrs, Cross and Bevan, I. “‘Castner’s Sodium Process;”
II. ‘A New Method of Elevating Liquids specially applicable to Acids,”
Apel4th.
by Jas, Mactear. . The discussion will be taken on0April
Gero.oaists’ napa geen tage og|at University College, Gowerstreet, W.C., this evening, when the following ay will be read —“A|
:.—“
Revision of our Lower
es,” by G. F. Harris, F.G.8., &c. The chair
will be taken at 8 p m.
Lonpon AssociaTION OF FoREMEN ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTSMEN.—
Saturday, 5th inst., at the Cannon-street Hotel, at 8 p.m.: Quarterly
meeting. Paper to be read :—‘ The Modern Marine Engine and Boiler,”
by Walter Swanson, late chiefengineer of the s.s. Inverleith.
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THE RATING OF MACHINERY,
Tue recent decision of the Superior Courts in the
appeal of the Tyne Boiler Works Company against the
Assessment Committee of the Tynemouth Poor Law
Union, upon an assessment made by the overseers to rate
machinery assumed by the appellants to be exempt from
such liability, has placed the question of the rating of
machinery upon so unsatisfactory a footing, so far as
the interests of industrial and manufacturing enterprise
are concerned, that it has become imperative some steps
should be taken to alter the state of the law as
it has been laid down by the Court of Appeal. No
preceding judgment in the Upper Courts has been
so searching and far-reaching in its consequences, in
regard to the rating power of overseers, as it has conclusively established the fact that henceforth all machinery
—light or heavy, whether movable or attached to the
geal or for whatever industrial purpose it may
used—must be taken into consideration as enhancing
the rateable value of the premises on which such
machinery is found.
The judgment given by the
Master of the Rolls has been made to decide,
amongst other cases, the one known in the Manchester Court of Quarter Sessions as the “Whitworth
Case,” in which the firm of Sir Joseph Whitworth
and Co. had appealed against the assessment made
by the overseers upon some light machines hitherto held
exempt from liability to be so
Practically, as
the Tyne, Boiler Works case was under argument at the
time, the Court said that if judgment were given then
the ruling of the Bishopwearmouth case must be upheld against Whitworth and Co. By mutual consent
therefore the arguments were not proceeded with, and
eventually upon the judgment given recently in the Court
of py
the Tyne Boiler Works case, the Whitworth
case was decided against the appellants. This case will
not be carried to the higher Courts, as the terms of the
last judgment preclude the possibility of any suecess
attending such a step; and at this time the only
easement that can be hoped for lies in the passing of an
Act of Parliament strictly defining what class of
machinery shall be exempt from rating. The Iron
Trades Employers’ Association, whose headquarters are
in Manchester, has taken a prominent part in endeavouring to secure a legislative remedy for the existing unsatisfactory state of the law, and a Bill with this object
in view was prepared for presentation to the House of
Commons in the session of 1886; but other matters so
much occupied the attention of the House that it was
impossible to proceed with the proposed measure. A
Bill has now been drawn for presentation at an early date
in the present session which it is considered will meet all
the required purposes. This Bill proposes to enact—
(1) that “in estimating for the purpose of assessment to
the poor rate, borough rate, or any other rate leviable
upon penny rateable to the relief of the poor, the
rateable value of any tenement or premises occupied for
any trade or manufacturing purposes, the annual value of
the machinery in this section specified upon such tenement or premises shall be taken into consideration; that
is to say (a) fixed motive powers, such as waterwheels and steam engines, and the steam boilers,
donkey engines, and other fixed appurtenances of
the said motive powers; (b) fixed power machinery,
such as the shafts, wheels, drums, and other fixed
appurtenances which transmit the action of the motive
wers to the other machinery,
fixed and loose; (c) pi
or steam, gas, and water. (2) Save as in the last section
provided, no machinery or plant, whether attached to the
tenement or premises or not, shall be taken into consideration in estimating such rateable value.” This Bill has
received a most hearty support in the different centres
where the ironmasters have branch associations, and in
these districts petitions have been signed in favour of the
Bill, in which it is set forth that the petitioners, being
engaged in industrial and manufacturing enterprises
greatly affected by the present uncertainty as to the
operation of the law in regard to rating, pray that the
ouse will passtheabove Bill, and will thusremovetheexisting uncertainty in the rene of the law, and, subject
to the exceptions named in the Bill, will ease the manufacturing enterprises of the kingdom of a very onerous

|

burden which seriously affects the cost of production in
the several trades in which the petitioners are engaged.
A PROFESSOR ON ENGINEERING LITERATURE.
Tuar professors of physics have a very solid contempt
for engineers is pretty generally understood. To this we
need take no exception. The feeling is reciprocated. On
both sides its expression is restrained at once by native
courtesy, and the circumstan¢e that facilities for expressing
it are not plentiful. Now and then, however, the professor gets his chance, and he takes it. A notable example
is afforded by Nature of last week. In it will be found a
review of Mr. Anderson’s treatise on the conversion of
heat into work. The review is signed with the initials,
“P.G. T.,” which are sufficient to identify its author. It
is indeed impossible to believe that any one other than a
sar of physics could have written it. If the author
1 confined his attention to the work which he reviews
we should have said nothing about the matter; but he
uses the book simply as a pag ce which to hang a diatribe
on engineering literature.
hat, for example, do our
readers think of the following? “ From the purely
rominent
scientific point of view, there are two
faults in the majority of such works as those
before us.
The first is the habitual use of a special ‘vernacular,’ not
quite so outrageous, perhaps, as ‘ pidjin’ English, but
quite on a
with a ‘wire,’ a ‘cable,’ an ‘aniline,’
and such-like monstrosities of recent American origin.
Were the words of this vernacular different from those
of strict science, our only complaint against their use
would be that we should have to learn what would be
practically a new language; but they are, in the main,
the same words, and yet each stands for other than the
accepted meaning.” ,We fancy that this will be news for
engineers, The
ge as it stands is not very clear. Lest
the reader should be at a loss to understand what
“P. G.T.”
means, he goes on to give examples. We find from these
that engineers perpetrate the enormity of writing
about pressures in terms of tons or pounds per square
inch, “Thus,” says the critic, “we constantly find pressure given as so many tons
per square inch; sometimes
the word ‘square’ is omitted.” “ What,” the distracted
engineer may ask, “am I to say?” “P. G. T.” will not
enlighten his ignorance. He only vouchsafes to tell us
that “tons per square inch, or pounds per square foot,
refer to matter and not to force. They measure, in fact,
what is called surface density.” At the outset of his
review, “ P. G. T.” tells us that there are a few exceptional
books on engineering, the majority written by the late
Professor Rankine, which are free from such defects as
those pointed out above. Yet Rankine has not hesitated
to talk of pounds on the square inch or on the square
foot. It is difficult, for example, to open his treatise on
the “Steam Engine and other Prime Movers” without coming across the expression. However, to attempt to justify
the use of words which are properly employed and
perfectly understood would be mere waste of time.
Having so far explained what the first defect of
engineering literature is, “ P.G. T.” goes on to define the
second. It is yet more grave. “It consists in the fundamental misuse of well-settled scientific terms which the
author of an engineering book usually perpetrates
whenever for a moment he deserts his vernacular and
passes from the applied to the pure part of his subject.”
Before giving examples of this grave defect, he incidentally attacks Mayer, and succeeds in introducing a
very ingenious hyperbole. Here it is:—“ This shows how
deep a root has been taken by the extravagant laudations
of Mayer, which were so common twenty years ago, but
which have long since been thoroughly exploded.”
Laudations which can take root and then be thoroughly
exploded are not things to be spoken of lightly, we take
it. They may be relegated to the company of the birds
of the air which, according to Sir Boyle Roach, lived from
hand to mouth.
Having fired his, shot at Mayer,
“P. G. T.” once more
es Anderson in hand. It
seems that this gentleman is so ignorant that he has
actually written: “Dividing 3,942,400 foot-pounds per
minute by 33,000 foot-pounds, we get 119°4-horse power.”
This expression strikes “P. G. T.” as synonymous “ with
dividing £500 a year by £50, we get £10 a year, which
contains Pssst” tethe same absurdity.”
Reading this, we are in doubt as to whether “ P. G. T.”
really has any idea what the expression means. As a
matter of fact, Mr. Anderson is strictly correct when he
says that 3,942,400 foot-pounds are to be divided by
33,000 foot-pounds to get the horse-power. What does
33,000 mean ? Simply the number of foot-pounds of work
done in one minute, which is equivalent to a horse-power ;
and Mr. Anderson is guilty of no inaccuracy or improper
use of terms in stating what the figures 33,000 are intended
to convey. This becomes much more apparent if instead
of the mutilated sentences quoted by “ P.G.T,” we give
the whole. “It is frequently more convenient to s
of the rate at which work is hing done than of the total
work performed. The unit rate of work for large quantities wm been taken at 33,000 foot-pounds per minute,
and is called a horse-power. The work of getting up the
speed of the train occupied six minutes ; hence the rate of
work was 22:854,400 oot-pounds or dividing by 33,000
6 minutes
foot-pounds we get 119°4 horse-power, which the locomotive exerted in producing the accelerated motion of the
train.” Nothing can be more neatly put than this,
“P.G.T.” to the contrary notwithstanding. We cannot
give all “ P. G. T.’s” illustrations. Our readers must rest
satisfied with one here and there, unless indeed they read
the whole in the columns of our contemporary. Here
is another :—“If bodies are elastic...
The whole
of the energy of the striking
body is expended
in producing motion in the a struck.”
is, in
“P. G. T.’s” opinion, is so bad, that nothing which follows
can surprise him; and yet the statement may be perfectly true. It is a fundamental truth that at eve
instant of the impact of two bodies the sum of their
momentums (M, v, + M, »,) of the two bodies is the
same as before the impact took place. Let the conditions
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of collision be such that the striking body is brought to a
state of rest, then the body struck must be put in
motion, and will carry away with it the whole of the
energy previously in the striking body. This, as Mr.
Anderson shows, is proved by a well-known experiment.
Two ivory balls are suspended from a frame, one of the
balls is drawn to one side and permitted to strike the
other ball. The first ball is brought to rest, the other is
set in motion.
After all, it is at least pleasant to find that in
“P.G.T.’s” opinion Mr. Anderson’s work “may be
made, even as a whole, thoroughly useful to those
habituated to the persistent inaccuracies of the ‘ vernacular,’
but to effect this it must be Seereney purged of statements analogous to the three last-made quotations.” Of
the three we have given one. The other two are of still
smaller moment.
;
Before taking leave of “P.G.'T.,” it may be as well to
point out that to every profession belongs what may be
termed its own vernacular. The lawyer and the physician,
as well as the engineer, have their own language. To
attack engineers, writing for engineers, because they use
terms and methods of expression perfectly understood in
the profession, is not hypercriticism; it is simply impertinence. The assertion that engineers in general write
inaccurately comes with a very bad grace from the
physicists, who are open at every turn to the charge of inaccuracy, because no two of them employ certain important
words in the same sense or with the same meaning. We
may cite two or three examples. Thus, some physicists use
the phrase “ potential energy,” others will have none of
it, and employ the phrase “energy of position.” To one
set of men there is nothing wrong or absurd in the word
“attraction ;” others, in common with Newton, hold that
attractiun has no existence; while a third set employ it,
it is true, but with strict limitations. The word “force,”
again, is a well-known example of difference of opinion.
Professor Tait has defined it in terms which are acce pted
as accurate by none but a limited number of his own
pupils and admirers.
Finally, we may be excused
if we hint that, with all its defects, the literature produced by engineers has done more real good to the world
than the literature of school men. Whatever a select
few may think to the contrary, an investigation into the
cause of the economy of the triple expansion engine
is
more likely to prove valuable to the world than Sir W.
Thomson’s demonstration that the sun cannot continue to
warm and light the earth for much more than 6,000,000
of years. George Stephenson did more for the human
race than all the professors of science the world has
ever seen put together. The professor is useful in his
sphere. He is honoured and honourable. The world is
conteut for the most
to take him as being worth to it
what he say she is, and it follows that the life of a professor
is usually that of a man whose lot has fallen in pleasant
places. But as a rule he does not understand engineers,
their methods, or their language, and he never shows to
worse advantage than when, as in the present case, he
takes it upon him to criticise them.
He will find
pleasanter employment in carrying out investigations,
and explaining, after the engineer has, Columbus-like,
broken an egg and so made it stand, why it stands. His
wisest course will be to let the engineer go his way in
peace, and confine his attention to his own work. Ne
sutor ultra crepidam.
Let us not be misunderstood.
There are engineers, in the fullest sense of the term, filling chairs in our colleges all over the kingdom; to those
gentlemen what we have said does not apply. They were
engineers before they were professors.
Indeed, they must
share with Mr. Anderson the contempt of “P.G.T.” Are
they not engineers using a vernacular?
FRENCH TELEGRAPH CABLES.
Tae student of metaphysics who examines closely into
the question of why England obtained her commercial
supremacy will probably come to the conclusion that
something besides iron and coalfields enters into the solution. Too little attention has been paid to the effect of
the inherent gambling spirit which imbues the AngloSaxon race. Anything in the shape of speculation is
sure to find friends, and the more hazardous the risk,
with, of course, correspondingly
t returns if successful, the more favour it meets with amongst certain portions of the speculating fraternity. Of ahem days history
tells us how argosies filled with merchandise were sent
out to trade in known, and at the time of starting,
unknown markets. They were to find new markets if
unsuccessful in their bartering in the old markets. Spai
sent her legions to despoil the natives and hold them in
subjection. English merchants risked their capital to
found new factories or centres of trade, from whence too
they ultimately subjected the natives. The one commenced
with mili
occupation, the other ended with it. The
one ruined the countries over which it obtained sway, the
other rendered those previously unknown countries of
some account in the civilised world. The trait of the
English character to which we have referred will perhaps
account for the nation having in several directions taken
the initiative in important work, and developed industries
which have become the envy of other nations. This success has led other nations into a fierce competition
with us—a competition to which there can be no objection in the abstract, if carried out on the ordinary commercial lines; but in many instances the competition is
not a fair one, and is fostered and bolstered up by appeals
to the taxpayer. One such case is in its inception, and
will bear consideration.
The submarine cable industry has invested in it between
thirty and forty millions sterling. It employs some
thirty to forty of the finest ships ever built in the yards
of Great Britain, equipped with apparatus evolved during
thirty years’ experience to a state of almost absolute perfection. This is hardly exaggerated lan
e when it is
stated that a thread of about lin. in diameter is found
and picked up from the bottom of the sea some two or
three miles below the ship’s keel, examined, mended, and
replaced. Why has this industry developed in English
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hands? The answer is simply that France and America
in the fifties and sixties thought the risk too great, and
refused to assist with a maravidi. After the experience
has been bought, after the work is mostly done, France
has lashed herself into jealous fury, and would at once
jump into the shoes of the English companies. Therefore the Minister of Posts and Telegraphs, M. Granet, is
supporting a Bill in the French Chamber, which has for
its ostensible object the connection of France to her
American colonies without the aid of an English line.
The real object is to ruin the English companies, and to
attempt to foster the manufacture of cables in France.
No doubt such an industry might be fostered, but at what
cost?
About 1845 the Brothers Brett, of Hanover-square,
made overtures to the English Government to telegraphically connect England and Ireland; the negotiations were not successful.
i
pc y, _propositions were addressed to the Frenc
ion Belgian
Governments, with the result that lines from Dover to
Calais, and from Dover to Ostend, were ultimately laid.
Successful in these enterprises, which returned excellent
dividends to the speculating investors, the Brothers Brett
extended their operations. Working under the auspices
of the Governments of France and Piedmont, they formed
a company to connect Europe telegraphically with Africa,
again being successful. The Brothers Brett were ably
seconded in their work by English engineers and capitalists, but they got no aid from foreign investors. Hence
cable factories arose in England, and have since flourished.
Thirty years ago messages of twenty-five words cost
8s. to Calais, 12s. to Paris, 22s. to Berlin, 22s. to
Vienna, and to other places in proportion. Coding
was then unknown, and a message was in plain English. Now a message to New
York costs 6d.
a word,
and one word is perhaps used instead of fifty ; cases are
known where it has been used instead of a hundred.
|The aim of these pioneers was to join places which
would bring business to the company and a return to the
shareholders. Colonial dependencies, mother countries,
politics and politicians, were unthought of, except so far
as they could aid in making a company prosperous, the
promoters of the companies being far-si hited enough to
see that such costly undertakings could not succeed
unless they were virtual monopolies. The value of cable
connections was acknowledged, and various Governments
—
sole rights of landing to the pioneer companies.
ence up to the present time the Submarine Cable Company is practically the monopolist of telegraphic traffic
tween England and the Continent, as are other companies to other parts of the world.
Political considerations are being pushed forward at
the present time to the extinction of commercial considerations, and companies which have, upon the faith of
Government concessions, expended some millions of
money, are threatened by State-aided competition. A
certain Count d’Oksya has received the support of
M. Granet for a project to lay cables from Paré, in Brazil,
to the French colony of Cayenne, thence to Paramaribo,
Martinique, Guadaloupe, Mona, Puerto-Plata, to New
York, where the line joins the Brest Atlantic cable.
Several of these colonies are already under agreements
and paying subsidies to lines already existing—lines
which can carry five hundred times the traffic they are
now called upon to carry. Cayenne is almost the only
lace not connected with existing cables. That colony
been connected, but the cable failed, and the company
is said to have lost £300,000 over the failure. The commercial value of cables direct from France to Guadaloupe
and Martinique can be estimated by the fact that the number of messages the year before last averaged less than three
r day; the returns of last year are not yet complete,
ut the average has not increased. The French nation is
asked to pay £40,000 a year for twenty-five years to a
company to be floated, as soon as the promise is obtained,
with a capital of just over £1,000,000.
This company is to lay cables of French manufacture
between the places mentioned; and the staff is to be
wholly French. Suppose the cables laid. The first thing
done would be to try and force business by lowering the
rates; and of course a company practically formed by a
Government would not hesitate to force its rivals from
the field. Hence the project, if carried out, presents a
bad outlook for the existing companies. It should be
said that the promoter of this scheme is not a Frenchman
at all, but is said by M. Granet to be a Pole; and how
the French company was to be all French, yet controlled
by a Pole, could not be understood by the French
haiatber, which referred the project back to the Budget
Committee.
The tale thus briefly told is only one indication among
a a number that tends to show English capitalists
how keenly this question of competition is to be fought
out. Political unrest in France
es it convenient to
push the ery, “Everything of this country and for this
country,” without considering whether the work under
discussion is really possible in the country. In the case
mentioned, we believe there is a saving clause, which will
permit the company to go outside France if the work
cannot. be completed otherwise in a given time; and
undoubtedly this would be done if a company alone were
concerned.
But when a Government
ly provides
funds it will readily extend the time initially allowed,
especially as the delay would arise from having to build
factories, construct machines, teach men, build on and
in experience in handling them under special conditions.
e principle involved is that to which attention is
directed, as not one but many industries may find their
prosperity waning under similar influences.
SHIPOWNERS AND THE TRIPLE-EXPANSION MARINE ENGINE.
Tue triple-expansion marine engine may now fairly be
said to cave passed the ex vimental and entered on the
practical stage; and this fact is very generally, although
not universally, recognised by shipowners. A number of
well-established instances are on record which prove
beyond a doubt, that vessels fitted with machinery
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adapted for a ear
pressure of about 150]b. are
—
of performing long voyages with perfect ease and
ety, and with a very considerable economy in the
matter of coal. With this fact before them, and stimulated no doubt by the extreme difficulty of making
anything out of their vessels, owing to the low rates of
freight obtainable, shipowners are considering in what
way they can obtain the benefits which are to be had
from the adoption of the improved system. Many ships
are almost new, and of the enormous number built within
the last ten years, the greater part are still serviceable so
far as the condition of their boilers goes. What will be
done with such ships is not easy to foresee; but it is
likely that the newest of them will be kept running for
some time at least, even if they do no more than make
ends meet. When the freight market feels the effect of
the more economical working of the improved vessel, as it
sooner or later must, then the position of the older ships
will be worse than it is now. In fact, they will find
themselves “out of the running” altogether,
A few shipowners still maintain that they can doas well
with their old type compounds ; but the number is rapidly
diminishing, and the best commentary on such an opinion
is the fact that the screw engines in course of construction
throughout the country are almost, if not quite, exclusively of the triple-expansion type. This being the case,
the course of an owner intending to build is tolerably
clear. He has only to specify three-crank triples in order
to have the best that modern engineering can give him,
and the price he will have to pay should be very little, if any
more, than he has been paying for similar powers. If,
however, he has a fleet of ships which suit his trade,
and which he cannot afford to sell at the prices
obtainable just now, he must face the problem of how best
to make them suitable for present circumstances. Two
courses are open to him: (1) He may clear out the existing engines and boilers and replace them by an entirely
new set of machinery; or (2) he may fit new boilers and
alter the old engines so as to adapt them to the increased
pressure. As this latter course appears to be the one
most easily carried out, and is certainly the least costly,
we will examine it somewhat carefully. Before doing so,
however, it may be well to point out that as steam at
150 1b. pressure when used in properly designed tripleexpansion engines has been found to be more efficient by
about 25 per cent. than steam of 75 1b. used in ordinary
compound engines, it is possible to reduce the size of the
boilers proportionately, assuming, of course, that it is not
intended to increase the indicated horse-power. For the
same reason the coal bunkers may be reduced in capacity
to a like extent without interfering with the distance to
which the ship may steam without coaling. Any plan of
alteration which is to give the best results to the owner
must take into account the possible increase of carrying
capacity which may and JF
to be obtained in this way.
In this connection, too, it is proper to remark that owing
to the greater efficiency of the steam at the increase
pressure the diameter of the low-pressure cylinder may be
considerably reduced—for example, a triple-expansion
engine having a low-pressure cylinder 53in. diameter will
be found to develope as much power as an ordinary compound engine with a low-pressure cylinder 60in. diameter,
the piston speed being the same in both cases.
Assuming that it is desired to-convert a set of twocylinder compound engines into the newer type, there are
practically only three ways in which change can_ be
effected. All of them, as a matter of course, contemplate
the complete removal of the old boilers and the fitting on
board of new boilers suitable for the increased pressure
of, say, 1501b. per square inch, The first and simplest is
to place a new high-pressure over one of the existing
cylinders, so that one of the engines of the pair becomes a
tandem engine, and the former high-pressure cylinder
becomes the intermediate cylinder. Secondly, a new highpressure cylinder may be placed in advance of the existing
cylinders, complete working parts being, of course, added
with it, including crank-shaft, bed-plate, and valve gear ;
and thirdly, two new high-pressure cylinders may be
arranged over the existing cylinders, each having an area
equal to one-half of the total high-pressure cylinder area
required, both taking steam direct from the boilers, and
both exhausting to the old high-pressure cylinder, which
now becomes the intermediate cylinder.
e first-mentioned plan need hardly be discussed at length here, as it
is open to the grave objection that the engine over which
the new high-pressure cylinder is placed is subjected to
strains considerably in excess of what the various parts
were originally designed to bear, unless, indeed, the power
be very much reduced under the new arrangements. For
this reason alone, if not for others, this method of
alteration is regarded with some doubt, although new
engines properly designed and of this type have been
made and are working satisfactorily.
ere are, however, many cases in which engines may be altered in this
simple way, with perfect safety and to advantage.
e second mode
of conversion mentioned above is not
so easy to carry out, as it involves a considerable addition
to the weight and number of working parts of the engine,
as well as an extension of the foundation for the purpose
of
ing the new engine. A considerable amount of
valuable 8
is also
taken up by the additional engine,
and to
e room for this addition bulkheads or bunkers
must be taken down and refitted, platforms and floors
must be altered, and many things done which cannot well
be estimated for, but which are certain to add seriously
to the cost of the work. It is worthy of note also that
unless it is intended greatly to increase the power developed at sea, all the working parts will be much too
heavy for the work they will be called on to perform. In
explanation of this, suppose a pair of engines of the
inary type which have developed regularly 900 L.H.P.,
and which hive been recompounded by the addition of a
third cylinder and crank in advance of the old set. As a
two-cylinder
engine, each crank and connecting
rod had
to transmit 450-I.H.P. or thereabouts, while as a threecylinder —
each set of working parts has to pass
only 300 LH.P. In other words, the entire engine is
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33 per cent. too heavy for its work. These drawbacks,
however, may not be equally serious in every case, and to
shipowners who do not object to carrying the extra weight
and losing the carrying and paying space, the threecrank method of conversion may be satisfactory,
The third mode of roe we appears teofferdistinct
vantages. The parts
are comparatively light an
7 overhauled, No alteration is required to be made
in engine-room bulkheads, or bunkers, although possibly
in some cases it may be necessary to raise the engine-room
skylight a little, As the bunkers may be considerably
reduced, it will be possible in the great majority of cases
to move the boilers nearer to the engines, and throw the
whole of the space thus gained into the main hold, either
by shifting the main bu khead, or by making water-tight
doors through it, In this way a most valuable addition
js made to the carrying power, and consequently to the
earning
power of the vessel, a point by no means to be
neglected in these days of keen competition. There are
alao minor points of advantage which may be touched on;
for instance, the high-pressure pistons and gear generally
may be made interchangeable, the least advantage of
which is that one-half the cine weight of spare parts
gives full protection against disablement. Asthe boiler
pressure is admitted to both hi h-pressure cylinders, envines of this class
are very “handy,” a point which will be
appreciated by owners whohave had torepairdamagecaused
by the refusal of engines to goaheador astern when required.
There is another way of altering existing engines which
finds favour in some quarters, and which consists of four
cylinders of different diameters arranged tandem-fashion
over the cranks, the whole forming a quadruple expansion
arrangement. This plan has a number of the merits possessed by the triple expansion two-crank arrangement;
but it is not as yet proved that any further saving which
it may effect will compensate for the greater weight of the
boilers necessitated by the higher pressure proper to the
quadru sle system.
All these methods of recompounding have their advocates, and much discussion has taken place as to their
relative merits. For instance, a decided superiority is
claimed for the three-crank engine on account of its
possible greater smoothness in running: but we have
seen no satisfactory explanation given or attempted as to
why there is reason to expect greater efficiency. Certain]
a mental comparison between three-crank steamers such
as the Umbria, America, City of Rome—which last vessel,
by the way, has a perfectly balanced three-crank engine—
with the Germania, City of Berlin, Furnessia, or John
Elder, shows no obvious gain from the mere employment of three cranks, and we very much doubt if any of
them run much below 2} 1b. of coal per indicated horsepower per hour. Some peopts appear to suppose that
crank shafts will last much longer in the threefold engines
than they have hitherto done in the ordinary compound
design ; but it should be remembered that crank shafts
do not usually fail because of the twisting moments,
but because bending strains are produced by the
bearings getting out of line, either through unequal
wear in the
i
or because, as an eminent shaftmaker once put it, the shaft was not strong enough
to keep the hull in shape. We remember the
case of a three-crank engine, carefully designed and
constructed, in which, after a year of continuous work, the
forward bearing was found to have worn down ,3;in.
Each of the remaining five was worn less and less, the
farthest aft of the six showing little or no wear beyond
what might have been expected. This case would seem
to prove that engines with six main bearings are not
more likely to keep in line than those with four.
There are many other points of interest in connection
with the whole subject of the triple expansion system
which may be profitably considered. i” the present
article, however, we have endeavoured to select those
which more immediately concern the shipowner.
GAS PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION,
A YEAR ago we noticed in THE ENGINEER the accounts of one
of the gas companies in the heart of the Durham coalfield; and
the publication of another year’s balance-sheet enables us to
supplement the remarks then made. The company is the
Bishop Auckland Gas Company, and it is advantageously situated
for the cheap purchase of coal. Its revenue is from the sale of
gas, about £4812 yearly—the bulk of it being sold at 3s. 6d. per
1000 cubic feet, but a portion being sold for public lighting. In
all there were carbonised by the company during last year
3619 tons of common and 33 tons of cannel coal. The coke
yielded was 2438 tons; the tar, 198 tons; and the ammoniacal
liquor was 291 tons. The gas sold, apart from that for public
lighting, was 25,696,300 cubic feet. Thecompany
has a practically
closed capital account, the expenditure on that account during
the whole of the past year being only £31, whilst this was more
than met by the sale of some surplus land: The dividends paid
for the year are on the original capital at the rate of £84 per
cent., and on the additional capital, £5 per cent. These are
very handsome dividends at a period of dulness such as the present, but they are based on a sale of gas at what must be considered a high price. The coal, including depositing’ at the
works, cost, on the average, about 6s, 8d. per ton, a price which is
less than that of some companies using more, and there are
none of the other items of the cost of production which seem
heavy. The coke was sold, after deducting the cost of cartage, at
about the same price, but other residuals made about the low
rates which have for some time been current. The high price
of the gas must check its use, and must condemn the mains
and pipes to idleness during a large part of the day. The gas
companies have yet to learn, in a
ber of inst
i
that a lower price for their production would so stimulate the
sale that there would be better results to the shareholders than
under the
mt system of a higher price and a limited sale.
When in the metropolis there is the probability of handsome
dividends out of the sale of
at 2s, 6d, per thousand cubic
feet, there should be the ability at least to sell it at that price
Just about the centre of the gas coalfield; and it should
not be forgotten that the electric light increases in use, and the
high price of gas fosters that increase. At no
period in recent
history has the price of gas coal been so low as it at present
is;
and at none has there been the probability of such cheap manufacture. The high prices for residuals have passed away, it is
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true, but in other respects the gas companies are better placed scale. The temperature, however, falls at the same
than ever they were, and if they are wise they will cultivate time, because saturated steam cannot have a
ter temthe trade by producing and selling cheaper than they have been perature than that due to its pressure. This fall in
doing, both in large and small areas,
temperature, however, does not affect the water, which
will go on giving off steam, its own temperature being
higher than that of the steam in the cylinder. A certain
proportion of the water will thus be re-evaporated. The
LITERATURE.
amcunt admits of easy calculation once the conditions
On the Conversion of Heat into Work: a Practical Handbook are known. Let us suppose, for example that the preson Heat Engines. By Witttam Anperson, M. Inst. C.E. sure at the moment the cut-off valve closed was, let us
London: Whittaker and Co.; and G. Bell and Co. 1887.
say, 100 1b. absolute. Now, a pound of water under this
In 1884 and 1885 Mr. Anderson delivered before the pressure will contain 328 units of heat. Let the presSociety of Arts a series of lectyres, intended to popularise sure at the end of the stroke be 201b. absolute; 1 lb.
the doctrine that in heat engines the work given out is of water under this pressure will contain 228 units, The
due to the conversion of the molecular motion of heat difference is 100 units, and this must go somewhere. It
into the visible motion which it is intended to produce. is actually expended in converting a portion of the water
These lectures he has collated, corrected, and published into steam. ‘The latent heat of 11b. of steam at 20 ib.
in the form of an octavo volume of 252 pages, fully pressure is the equivalent of 953 units, and as each pound
of water can give up 100 units, it follows that about oneillustrated,
As the book is intended to be practical, in the sense tenthof a pound will be evaporated without drawing on the
that it —_ how the laws of heat as defined by Carnot cylinder at all, But the cylinder in its turn cannot help
and others are applied in practice, its
contain no parting with its heat to the water, and thus astill larger
recondite oreonlee Those who desire to read treatises quantity will be converted into steam. The exhaust port is
on the mathematics of heat will find all they want in the now opened, and the temperature falls to that of the contreatises of Rankine, Clerk-Maxwell, or Clausius. In denser; more of the water remaining in the cylinder inpoint of fact, the-results of the investigations of the men stantly flashes into steam, and the metal also parts rapidly
we have just named admit of being put into very simple with its heat during the time the exhaust port is open.
statements and propositions. It is only necessary that During the period of expansion and the period of exhaust
the student should have sufficient faith in his teacher to themetal must loseall the heat represented by the quantity
accept what he has to tell him without demanding a proof of steam condensed at the beginning of the next stroke.
on every page. Mr. Anderson, however, does not make All the re-evaporation which takes place during the
heavy demands on the faith of his readers, because when- exhaust period is not wasted, and, as we have said, Mr.
ever it is desirable he explains clearly why certain pheno- Anderson holds it to be sufficient to represent the whole of
mena occur. He begins with a brief investigation of the the heat converted into work. It would be quite worth
laws of motion. Next he considers the principles involved while to discuss the bearings of this proposition, though
in oscillations or vibrations. Then follows a chapter on to do this would, however, lead us far from Mr. Anderson’s
the properties of gases. The fourth chapter deals with book. It must suffice to say, that if a cylinder gives back to
Carnot’s laws, sources of heat, and the properties of fuels. the steam all the heat it has taken from it, no loss under
The fifth chapter takes up the blast furnace, and contains certain conditions need be incurred by cylinder condensaan admirable investigation of the action of a gun as a heat tion. In a word, the metal of the cylinder will simply play
engine. The sixth chapter deals with heat engines the part of a fly-wheel. It will take up pisieminers 2:Ans 4
roper, while in the seventh and last he considers various one part of the stroke, and give it back at another; but it is
us of the steam engine and their characteristics. tolerably clear that this condition can only be fulfilled if all
From beginning to end the book is written for engineers, the water thrown down at the beginning of the stroke is reand it is therefore likely to prove more useful to engi- converted into steam before the end of the same stroke.
neers than any work with a similar object produced by This opens up the whole question of the value of jackets.
a non-practi
man for students of physical science. It must suffice to mention the fact here.
Certainly not the least interesting portion of Mr.
It is not improbable that this proposition may be disputed by some of our readers; yet we think its truth Anderson’s book is his investigation of the behaviour of a
admits of demonstration.
In order to prove this, it is heavy gun as a heat engine. ‘The investigation has to all
not necessary that we should digress far from our prin- intents and purposesoriginated with him altogether. Ithas,
cipal object to consider the nature of the training which as a matter of course, been understood for many years
an engineer should receive. It will be admitted that that the efficiency of a yun depends on the amount of the
men who know nothing of the theory of heat have built heat due to the combustion of the powder converted into
very good steam engines.
It cannot be shown that work, but a thorough explanation of what takes place on
those who know the theory of heat as taught by Ran- the heat engine basis has not before been published in a
kine or Clausius, let us say, have built better steam book. The explosion of a pound of powder developes
engines than those who know little about it. It seems about 1300 units of heat, of which not more than 712 can
clear, therefore, that for the pu
of the engineer it be realised, or about 245°5 foot-tons per pound of powder.
is quite unnecessary that he should waste time in acquiring The work done by the discharge of a 10in. gun repreinformation which can be of no use to him in his sub- sents 27,035 foot-tons of external work, and 4011 tons of
sequent career. In other words, there is a certain amount internal work. The available energy of the powder fired
is 73,658 foot-tons; the difference is expended in heating
of knowledge of heat which the engineer should
and this seems to be very satisfactorily supplied by the the gun. Mr. Anderson mentions and explains the
curious fact that a gun does not begin to recoil until after
book before us.
It would serve no good purpose to consider the contents the shot has left the muzzle. On the whole subject he
of the volume step by step. The space at our disposal supplies a great deal of valuable information, and it will
will be best funsbeved if we reserve it for the considera- not’ out of place to say here that long since he insisted
tion of one or two propositions which may be taken as on th. necessity for carrying the strength of guns further
originating with Mr. Anderson, and the soundness of forward than was the practice. Recent failures of guns
which may or may not be open to question. One of have confirmed the accuracy of his opinions.
In reading Mr. Anderson’s work we have detected in a
the most remarkable, and certainly the most generally
interesting, is nothing more or less than a new theory few places small inaccuracies of statement. None of
of the steam engine. Mr. Anderson does not put it these, however, are of any consequence, or in the least
forward as a new theory, but that it is one there can detract from the value of the volume. There was no doubt
be no doubt. This theory is that the whole of the felt at the time Mr. Anderson was lecturing that he was supwork done during expansion in a steam engine with a plying a want; and this volume, being more generally availmetal cylinder is done by the heat surrendered by the able than his lectures, will serve even a better purpose. In
metal. It has long been known that the curve of an nothing is the book more admirable, we think, than in
indicator diagram very closely approximates to an iso- the absence of superfluous matter. There is almost
thermal. After pointing this out, our author goes on: always a tendency manifested by lecturers to ‘say too
“Since the pressures in expanding have varied as the much—to spin out their teaching to a wearisome point.
ordinates of an isothermal curve, it follows that the tem- This fault Mr. Anderson has avoided, and we have no
perature of the steam has not altered, and consequently hesitation in saying there are young engineers—and a good
none of its heat has been converted into work; but the many old engineers, too—who can read this book not only
heat which has been so converted must have been derived with profit but pleasure; and this is more than can be
from an extra volume of steam which was condensed on said of most works on heat.
the relatively cold surfaces it came in contact with,
Almanach fiir die K.K. Kriegs Marine, 1887.
which surfaces again gave it out as the volume of the
steam increased, and so compensated for the waste caused
Tue edition of the Austrian Marine Almanack for this
by the conversion of some of the heat into work. In year has certain important additions, which were necessary
other words, the surfaces of the cylinder acted as carriers to bring this Menthe es little work up to date, chiefly the
of heat from the boiler to the expanding steam.”
new guns of England and France. The work is well known
Now it has long been known that re-evaporation tends for the value of its information onGerman matters, and the
to raise the toe of a diagram. Indeed, the circumstance number for 1886 was well up to date in most respects.
that an indicator traces an isothermal would be inexplic- We happened, however, to feel the inconvenience of
able on any other hypothesis ; but this seems to us to be the newest French guns not being in it, as although
the first time that it has been plainly stated that the they were shown in our own naval gunnery book, that
whole of the heat converted into work is derived from work was confidential and could not be quoted. We are
the walls of the cylinder, its lid, and the piston face. The therefore pleased to find them in this year’s Almanack, as
total quantity of steam condensed in the performance of well as the new British guns; and we are glad to comwork is very small—very much less than that which is mend this work to our readers as one that is now
usually condensed in the cylinder of a steam engine during recognised as a valuable book of reference by the authothe full pressure part of the stroke ; and there is, there- rities in this country.
fore, nothing improbable about Mr. Anderson’s view.
Let us consider for a moment what takes place in an
engine cutting off at, say, one-fifth of the stroke. During
IRON AND STEEL SHIPBUILDING IN 1886.—The total amount of
the first fifth of the stroke it takes steam from the boiler, shipbuilding launched in 1886, as per returns received from the
and of this, say, 20 per cent. is condensed by the cool metal. several ports of construction in the United Kingdom, was 481,233
being a decrease of 59,138 tons on the tonnage launched in
We have then at the moment when the cut-off valve closes tons,previous
year.
a mixture of steam and water in the cylinder, all at the theENGINEER
STUDENTS’ AssociaTION.—The members of the
same temperature, and the water is only prevented from Association of Birmingham Students of the Institution of Civil
flashing into steam by the pressure. As, however, the Engineers held their fortnightly meeting at the Colonnade Hotel
—
on its way the pressure- continues to on the 24th ult., the President, Mr. E. Pritchard, in the chair. A
was read by
Alfred Hill, West Bromwich, on ‘‘ Waterall, and the heated water then gives out steam. paper
works and Water Supply,” in which he described the ancient and
That which takes place in Lamm’s hot water loco- modern
methods of
wells and deep borings, also the conmotive on a large-scale here takes place on a small struction of water towers;
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As We -HOOPED CRANK AXLES, LONDON AND
BRIGHTON RAILWAY.
Ir has been pretty clearly proved that the hooping of a crank
strengthens it very materially at that part which, from the narrowness of the gauge, is made weaker than it ought to be. In
addition to this, it provides, in nearly every case, for the safety
of the crank should it break in the usual place through the web,
as the engine runs home without causing any delay or damage.
The ordinary plain heavy hoop, which Mr. Stroudley has used
for the last seventeen years on some classes of engines, interfered with the balancing of other high-speed engihes, which had
not been fitted with the e hoops, and he has therefore devised
the present balanced hoop which we illustrate to counteract
this
The engraving shows the crank for Band C class—express
passenger and goods engine—with its hoops in position, and also
the manner in which the hoop itself is forged and smithed, by
which it will be seen that it is an extremely easy hoop to make.
The crank is turned on the outer ends of the webs to the mean
centre ; that end nearest the axle is left in this form, but the
crank pin end of the web is slotted to a circle set somewhat
excentric to the crank pin, so as to reduce the overhang as far
as possible. These hoops are planed on both sides, and bored
for the circular end, the other part of the inside being slotted.
The hoops are made ;,in. shorter than the crank web, and are
heated up to a dull red, and are shrunk upon the crank. It
makes a very nice-looking piece of work and does not disturb
the original balance of the engine, at the same time it is not
more costly to make than the ordinary crank hoop, except the
trifling extra piece of metal, whilst we are absolutely sure that
the weld could not possibly affect the total strength of the hoop
itself.

fore the bottom hole is fixed somewhat above the top of the firebox, and at same time the usual working level is near the centre
of the glass. This is not possible in the usual gauge. (6) The
water passages being very short and of large diameter, are not
liable to get stopped, and are easy to clear out, (7) All the nuts
and screws are of large size and made of Whitworth’s standard.
(8) The whole gauge can be taken off and refixed in a few
minutes, without even taking out the glass. The makers
have used these water gauges and cocks on all their portable
RADIAL

DRILL

AICMT HAND CRANK
TO 4€A0

|upon an internal column cast with the base. The radial arm is
|arranged to rise and fall upon the internal column by means
of a screw driven by gearing placed on the top of the column and
reversed by lever and shaft shown upon the radial arm. The
}saddle is moved along the radial arm by screw and bevel gear
| worked bya handle. Thecast steel spindle is 2in. diameter running
| in a castironsocket,
with taper neck, and lock nuts for adjustment.
Self-acting feed motion 1l0in. deep by screw gearing, and
three-speed cone. The feed is stopped or started by the positive
ING

MACHINE

MESSRS. G. BOOTH AND CO., HALIFAX, ENGINEERS.
4
i

EDDINGTON

AND STEVENSON’S WATER
GAUGE.
Messrs. Eppixctoy anp Stevenson, of Chelmsford, have
introduced a new water gauge and cocks, which will be readily
understood from the engraving, and for which several advantages
are claimed. (1) They are without any reduced neck between
the glass and the boiler, making them very strong and practically impossible to break—a very important point in portable
engines, They also bring the glass much closer tu the boiler,

clutchonthehandle shaft. The wear of the nut for the feed screw
is compensated by a gun-metal wing nut fixed on the feed
wheel, the nut being adjusted by set screws. When used for
drilling girders the machines are placed preferably in
sets of four, as shown by the small plan, each being
RADIAL DRILLING MACHINE.
9ft. 9im, apart, a distance which is sufficient for one
to work where the other left off, thus enabling the
Tue accompanying illustrations show a very useful radial drill
to drill a hole anywhere on a girder 18in. wide and
drilling machine, which has been recently designed to drill the attendant
4lft.
without moving the same, But when the girder
rivet holes in girders, wagon framework, &c., constructed by exceedslong
this length it can be moved longitudinally, as it is carried
Messrs. G. Booth and Co., Halifax. The machines havea radius upon bogies
running on rails placed upon the floor of the shop.
~
. —-3 sn ears
By using this class of machine the girder need not be moved
---- $ 9.--—-+4
transversely for every row of holes, as is required when using
the multiple drill, thereby saving time and trouble in setting
the girder under the drill spindle. The machines are strong and
proportionately geared to withstand the heavy work of a bridge
and girder yards. The shafts are of Siemens steel, and the
principal bearings bushed with gun-metal, and the necessary
gearing of cast steel.
464
DRILLING GIRDERS.
of 6ft. from centre of pillar to extreme centre of spindle, and
Ow the 23rd ult. a fly-wheel at a rolling mill in Marwill admit an article 5ft. under the spindle, which will allow of chiennes,
weighing about 90,000 kilogs., broke, and _ a second
a girder being built up and the rivet holes drilled while it is in fly-wheel, and the two wrecked the iron roof of the building,
position. The machine is single geared, driven by four-speed cal
great havoc. Three workmen were killed and thirty-five
cone running in brackets at the base: it is on the column severely hurt. Nine boilers were at work, and some fear arose
principle, the external column being turned, bored, and fitted, that they might explode,

and traction engines for some time pe with very satisfactory
results. The arrangement will be clearly understood from the
drawing.
+64
+e

and therefore out ‘of the way. (2) For locomotive, traction,
and portable engines the main part is cast all in one piece, and
the glands are perfectly true with each other, thereby avoiding
the principal cause of breaking the glass. (3) The glass is
inserted in a very simple way, one screw makes the joint at
both ends simultaneously. (4) They have much fewer parts
than the ordinary gauge. (5) The absence of glands, and the
bottom waterway being made on the bevel, the water can be
seen in the glass until it gets below the opening to boiler, there-
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was the so-called “Roman” cement, first made by mixing the
voleanic tufa of Puzzuoli, near Naples, with ordinary slacked
Tue light draught river steamer, illustrated above is one lime. This tufa in its composition closely resembles burnt clay,
recently shipped by Messrs. John Birch and Co., of Liverpool. and hence the idea of mixing clay with chalk aid then burning
This craft is intended for regular service on the Moesie and the mixture gradually developed in succession to the burning
Lematang rivers, between Palembang and Moeara-Erim—the of natural calcareous stones, such as the septaria nodules of the
total course being about 143 knots. Owing to the shallowness in London clay beds, from which the English-made Roman cement
some parts of these rivers it was imperative that the draught was first produced. This comparatively easy step was patented
when loaded should not exceded 2ft. 6in., and in view of the by Mr. Aspdin about the year 1824, who started works at
frequent bends in the rivers a greater length than 90ft. was not Leeds, thus laying the foundations of the present enormous
permissible, The steamer was therefore built to the following trade now principally centred round the valleys of the Thames
dimensions :—
h between perpendiculars, 90ft.; breadth and Medway. The process as it at present exists may be
moulded, 17ft.; depth at side, 4ft. 7in.; draught of water, esti- briefly described as follows:—Chalk is mixed with the requisite
circular basin of
mated with about 20 tons weight of fuel, cargo, and passengers, quantity of clay in a “wash mill,” a 1
2ft. 6in. Speed in nautical miles per hour at the above draught brickwork, in which a series of heavy iron drags or harrows are
of water, 74 knots. The hull is built of mild steel and divided caused to rotate by the motion of a central spindle, to which
by four 'thwartship bulkheads into water-tight compartments, they are suspended by radiating arms. Water is run in, and
tlte deck being sponsoned out forward and aft, as shown in the the two materials gradually disintegrate and thoroughly mix.
illustration, space being provided on deck for twenty deck pas- The mixture, in the state of thin slop, known as “slurry,” runs
sengers and two horses, and in the holds for nine tons of cargo out of the mill as it is formed, and is led off to large settling
and passengers’ luggage. All the woodwork, including the deck, tanks or ponds where it is allowed to remain at rest. The
is of teak. The light deck, in continuation of the deckhouse finely divided chalk and clay settle down to a stiff mass
tops between the sponson houses, carried on angle steel beams, at the bottom, and the water is run oft; a series of tanks
forms a covering to the engines and boiler. An awning extends being so arranged that each one is ready for subsequent treatover the whole vessel, this being carried by tapered galvanised ment about six weeks after it has been filled. The stiff
iron poles, The accommodation and deckhouses consist of a light mass, or “compo,” left behind when the water has run off,
teak deck house, 1]ft. long by 13ft. wide, fitted forward, con- is in many works removed and ground in an ordinary
taining four state rooms for first-class passengers, each state- mortar mill, after removal from which it is loaded on to drying
room fitted with a sofa berth, 64ft. by 2}ft., and with usual floors which are heated, either with waste heat from kilns or
fittings. A similar house, 16ft. 6in. long by 6ft. 6in. wide, is coke ovens, or by special furnaces arranged for the purpose. A
fitted on the top deck with cabins for captain, engineer, and shed open at the sides protects the drying compo from rain, and
owner, fitted in the same way. The berths are fitted with it gradually solidifies into masses containing only a small he
cane bottoms, in lieu of the usual cushions, this arrangement centage of moisture. These masses, varying from the size of a
conducing more to comfort in a tropical climate. The house aft man’s head to that of a fist, are placed in a kiln with alternate
on the main deck is fitted at the fore-end with benches for six layers of coke. A fair sized kiln will hold 70 tons of dried
second-class passengers, and at the after end with six bunks for slurry, 15 tons of coke, and a small quantity of brushwood to
the crew. In the sponson-houses are arranged a galley, small act as kindling.
pantry, and two baths and water-closets. The engines are nonThe fire is now lighted, and by the fourth day, or in, say,
condensing, capable of developing 80-horse power, and have ninety-six hours, the 85 tons of material have reached a temtwo cylinders, each 124in. diameter by 30in. stroke. The paddle- perature closely approaching that of molten cast iron, and have
wheels are 9ft. 6in. diameter, working on each side of the boat. also diminished in weight to about 30 tons, plus the weight of
The boiler is of the locomotive type, built specially to pass the the ashes of the coke (about 15 cwt.). The kiln requires
Dutch Government regulations. The vessel was shipped in a day to cool, another day to unload, and the 30 tons of hard
pieces, after having the hull and machinery properly’ erected cement clinker is ready to be crushed, and then ground into a
and fitted together in the shops, to Batavia, at which place she marketable product. In addition to the above process, there
will be put together and steam to her destination, a distance of are two modifications of the preliminary part of it in use, known
some 200 miles.
respectively as the “semi dry” and “
processes.” These
apply a less quantity of water iri the mixing of the materials,
the object being to do away with the settling tanks, and thus
save space and labour. The treatment of the product in the
ON RANSOMES’ IMPROVEMENTS IN THE
kiln is, however, the same in all. It will be as well here to conMANUFACTURE OF PORTLAND CEMENT.
sider what has happened during the burning described above, and
By R. J. Friswe., F.LC., F.C.S,
the first striking factisthe enormous decreasein weight. Firstly,
PoRTLAND cement is composed of lime, silica, and alumina in the whole of the combustible portion of the coke has gone,
proportions approaching 60, 23, and 8 respectively ; the remain- mostly in the form of carbonic acid; secondly, the 70 tons of
ing 9 per cent. consisting of various non-essential substances, slurry has diminished to about 30 tons.
such as ferric oxide, 3 to 5 per cent.; calcium sulphate, 1°0 to
As far as the coke is concerned, assuming that 95 per cent. is
3 per cent.;clay and sand, 1°5 to 2°5 per cent.; together with carbon, the conversion of this into carbonic acid has involved
varying quantities of magnesia, potash, and soda,
i
the consumption of nearly 88 tons of oxygen, equal to nearly
between them about 2°5 per cent. It is what is known to tech- 166 tons of air; next the slurry has lost 40 tons, 38 tons being
nologists as a hydraulic lime or mortar, ic, one that > gomc carbonic acid, and the atmosphere has thus received from the
the valuable property of hardening under water, which it owes kiln some 90 tons carbonic acid, 128 tons nitrogen, and about
tothe more or less intimate combination between the lime, 2 tons of water in the shape .of steam, When the last of the
silica, and alumina present.
coke has burned. .away, thefe is. left in. the kiln 30 tons of
The original of this now world-renowned building material cement clinker at a temperature of over 2000 deg. Fah., the walls
LIGHT DRAUGHT RIVER STEAMER FOR JAVA.

of the kiln have also, for some distance from the interior, been
heated to the same degree, and before anything can be done this
mass must have become cool enough for removal. It
is obvious that the heat retained after the clinker is formed is
lost during this cooling process. The value of this heat is considerable, and would probably be equal to nearly one-third of
the total coke consumed. In other words, it may be assumed
that to reheat 30tons clinker with the brickwork of the kiln would
take five tons of coke. If this heat could be utilised it would
effect a saving of, say, 2s. per ton of cement made. Another
defect of the process arises from the large size of the lumps of
slurry put in. Owing to this they invariably consist of (1)
an over burnt exterior skin, (2) a properly burnt inner part,
(3) if at all large, of an under burnt kernel. AIT these are
of necessity ground together ; it is impossible to do more than
make a very rough selection for the mill.
The clinker now cooled and ready for the mill is extremely
hard. It has first to be crushed by a Blake’s or other crusher
to lumps about the size of a walnut and these have to be
ground under millstones. The extreme hardness of the material
necessitates constant redressing of the stones to such an extent
that at least a quarter of the stones in a cement mill are always
“up” undergoing this process. Thus, while the steam power
required to deal with so refractory 2 material is a very heavy
item, it is obvious that the maintenance of the mill in a
thoroughly efficient state involves a constant and serious outlay.
Another defect arises from the ash of the coke, which being
inextricably mixed with the cement clinker, is therefore ground
with it and acts so far as an adulterant.
Returning to the kiln, we find that each firing involves the
heating of the cold walls of the kiln to the necessary temperature, and again cooling them to the point at which it can be
unloaded and again loaded up. The kilns have to be built of
enormously massive masonry, to withstand the strains and
Packing caused by these constant violent changes of temperature.
To keep them in repair involves very heavy outlay, and the first
cost of a 30-ton kiln, of about 20ft. diameter and 35ft. to 40ft.
high, with walls tapering from about 3ft., with its fire-brick
lining, is extremely heavy. The ground space occupied by it is
also very large.
It will be seen from the above that the processes of burning and
grinding the cement are by far the most costly of all the
operations involved in its manufacture, and that they are beset
with defects, both scientific and practical, of a very serious
nature. It is evident that if any great imiprovement is to be
effected in the manufacture, that to these portions of the process the most serious attention must be directed. It is therefore to this part of the work that Mr. Ransome has directed his
attention; taking as his guiding principles economy of fuel,
space, and labour, he has devised the following process.
The slurry prepared by any one of the methods now in use, is
dried on a floor heated as usual or by waste gas from subsequent
processes, The soft, friable, and easily-crushed blocks are now
reduced to coarse powder, and are then ready for burning. The old
kiln is totally abolished, and in its place a cylinder of boiler plate
is used. This is lined with good refractory fire-brick set in
fire-clay, and about every fourth row bricks is set up on
end, thus producing a number of parallel longitudinal feathers or
ridges extending completely through the cylinder from end to
end. The outside of the cylinder is provided with two smooth
rings or rails of iron. In the centre a third rail is wrought into
teeth, into which a worm rotated at a slow speed gears. The
two rails rest on friction rollers, and the whole cylinder
being set at an angle with the horizon is caused to rotate
slowly. This construction, though sounding somewhat formid-
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able, is in practice extremely simple, and similar machines, of what was required. In fact, I felt convinced that the add these substances together, when we shall have the following
known as “black-ash revolvers,” or “revolving black-ash fur- producer could have supplied two half-ton revolvers. There results, again, for the sake of clearness, omitting the non.
ingly here exhibited a consumption of about 2 ewt. essential substances :—
naces,” have long been, and are now, in daily use in alkali works. was
Remmi eaeslag. ‘
Fostiont cements,
The cylinder is mounted on the top of a brickwork chamber slack per ton of cement, produced instead of the usual 7 to
9
divided by interior walls of brick. The two outer chambers are 10 ewt. coke per ton of cement clinker from the kiln. The re- Alumina and silica .. 52°34 . 51°12 +» 50°08 .. 30°99 . 30-92
filled with bricks piled in loosely, chequerwise, so as to present sults derived from this plan of gas firing are therefore :— Ba
RAN. _.
36°88
40°45 . 5900 4. 55°57
(1) Possibility of working with regenerative furnaces, thus From this it will be seen that in the slag the ratio of lime to the
a large surface.
We will now suppose a cylinder to be started, and describe dhe saving all heat passing from the revolver. (2) Use of about 3 ewt. two other bodies is about 39 : 51, while in the cement it js
operations. Agas producer being in working order and delivering cheap slack per ton of cement instead of 7 cwt. coke. (3) Com- 58:31. A simple calculation will show that on this basis the
its gas at a regular rate, it is lighted and the flame passes through plete combustion of all fuel, the steam injected being decom- 39 + 51 = 90, or, including the other bodies, 100 parts of slag
the cylinder, which iu the courseof a few hoursattains awhite heat. posed by the red-hot cinders, and producing carbonic oxide and requires the addition of 56 parts of lime = 100 parts of calcium
The waste heat from the revolver has also passed
h and hydrogen. In all ordinary furnaces great quantities of fuel are carbonate, i.e., dry chalk or limestone, to give a substance yieldheated the right-hand division of the regenerator to abright cherry lost, in the shape of cinders inextricably mixed with the ash or ing a good cement. The only difficulty is the hardness of the
red. A shuntvalve is now opened,causing the waste gases to pass mineral matter of the coal. (4) The cement is kept entirely free slag, but this is overcome by Mr. C. Wood’s method of running
through the left-hand regenerator, while the gas from the pro- from fuel ash.
it into water, when it disintegrates, and yields a slag sand,
In addition to these the revolver gives us the following which is easily ground with the chalk after separation of a little
ducer is caused to flow through the heated right-hand chamber,
and thus arrives at the moti of the revolver already intensely advantages :—(1) Economy of space, two revolvers with their entangled iron by sifting. Attempts have long since been made
and one in reserve, covering 900 sq. ft., turning to produce this cement in the ordinary kiln, but have been abanheated. The result of this is that an immediate economy of |appurtenances,
ap)
fuel is produced, and to avoid overheat it will be
to out the same weight of cement as eleven kilns covering 4400 |doned , as the mixture has no coherence, and the lumps fell to
reduce the gas supply. During the whole operation the air feet. (2) Continuous day and night working, and hence economy pieces as soon as they got hot, and choked upthe draught, putting
cooling, and subsequent re-heating of the fire out.
necessary for combustion is also heated by passing down a of fuel lost by
separate division of the regenerator, where it receives heat from the kiln walls. (3) Economy of repairs, which are simple and
This friability, disastrous in the kiln, is no defect but rather
the walls of the outer compartments. As soon as the right- cheap. (4) Less frequent need of repairs, as the continuous heat virtue in the revolver, so that in this matter the two inventions
hand chamber begins to cool, the furnaceman reverses his shunt involves no racking like the alternate heating and cooling. supplement each other, and the revolver thus brings a new
y in grinding, a granular cement material to the fore. It must, of course, be understood
valve and the fresh gas is turned through the hot regenerator, (5) Economy in first cost. (6) E
while the waste combustion products are heating that which has sand being produced instead of lumps of clinker, whereb that slag cement cannot be made to compete with chalk-clay
cooled down. The effect of this method of working is thus to crushers are quite abolished, and the wear and tear of the mill. cement except in the neighbourhood of iron works. In the
return into the furnace the heat which in ordinary methods of stones greatly reduced. (7) Economy of hand labour. Revolver South ot England the cost of carriage of the slag prevents it
work goes up the chimney. No startling innovation occurs save cement can be handled on the American elevator system. from being used, as clay is to be had on the spot. There is,
in the applicationof the method to cement
ing.
erative (8) Impreved quality from (@) non-mixture with fuel ash ; however, every reason to believe that the slag cement may prove
furnaces are in use all over the world, and an intelligent furnace- (6) no over-burning nor under burning. (9) Increased control a profitable manufacture in the iron districts where the cement
man will learn how to manage one in a few hours.
over quality of cement, it being possible to stop, increase, or revolvers could themselves be fired by means of the blast furnace
We have now to turn our attention to the cement which, diminish the flow of crushed slurry and to vary its quality at gases which are now everywhere being utilised as fuel.
taken from the drying floor, we described as crushed to a coarse any time. (10) Freedom from loss by accident. The ordinary
Careful tests of the new material have been made, from which
powder. The powder is litted by any convenient mechanical kiln once charged and fired must burn out, whether charged it would appear that slag cement attains its strength more
arrangement to a hopper, placed at the upper end of the revolver; wrongly or rightly, while,asbefore stated, any error in material rapidly than does ordinary Portland, for it was found that
from this it falls in a steady shower through the flame, to the can be rectified in a revolver as soon as discovered. (11) Perfect Ransome’s had a breaking strain of 1440]b. on an area of 2}
lower side of the cylinder, and lodges between the feathers. As control of temperature. And lastly (12) power of varying tem- square inches in twenty-eight days, while the Portland reached
the advancing side of the revolver rises it is lifted until the perature according to nature of material. On the other side there 1325 Ib. only in two years. The result is even more striking if
feather attains such an inclination as to shoot it off again are the inherent defects of the kiln process, which need not short periods are taken, as the following shows :—
through the flame to the bottom once more, but, owing to the in- here be recapitulated, having been fully treated already, and,
Portland 2} square inch
Ransome’s slag cement
cline, several inches nearer to the lower end. As the revolver moreover, being indicated by contrast in the above summary.
area, 1231b, per bushel. 2} square inch area, 120]b.
per bushel,
moves on this operation continues again and again, the powder is It will have been noticed in the description that the time occuIb,
Ib.
z
the cylinder is
constantly lifted and shot through the flame in showers, pied by the crushed slurry in passing
510 ..
740
gradually getting nearer and nearer to the lower and hotter end about half an hour. Compared with the time occupied by the 12000aa SERA ae on. 4. x
ie
o- 870
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of the cylinder, until at last it falls out into a receptacle at the kiln process, this will seem to the practical cement maker a very
lower end. In practice it is found desirable to rotate the short—perhaps too short—a time toeffect the necessary changes.
It is therefore evident that this process is well worth the
cylinder at such a rate that any given particle of cement takes It must, however, be remembered that a very great part attention of cement makers in our iron districts, while the
about thirty minutes to travel from one end to the other, during of the kiln operation is taken up in warming the large revolver process of burning must before long come into universal
which time it has been lifted and shot through the flame about lumps of dried slurry, which, like all earths, are very bad con- use,
ductors of heat. This is not needed in the revolver, as the
fifty times.
The powder has now arrived at the outside of the furnace, and coarse powder almost directly attains the heat of the cylinder.
having been delivered on to a floor to cool, is at once ready for The small size of the particles also permits the rapid liberation
RAILWAY LEGISLATION.
grinding, that is, it is in the same state as the clinker after of the carbonic acid from the chalk, and after that is done it is
RalLway companies have been in the habit of contending that
being seven days in the kiln. Unlike cement clinker, however, not necessary to keep them heated, the necessary combination they are bound to carry only such goodsas they profess to carry,
it does not consist of lumps weighing from 14 lb. downward, of the lime and clay taking place as soon as the particles are an instance of which is to be found in the fact that after a colliery
and as hard as granite, but of a coarse, roughly agglutinated sufficiently hot, and this occurs long before the end of the owner had succeeded in an action against a railway company,
sand. Nor does it consist of an overburnt skin, a properly burnt cylinder is reached.
the latter ceased to carry coal. A recent decision of the Court
inner portion, and a possibly under-burnt inmost part, but if It must be remembered that a great part of the time taken of Appeal has somewhat modified this pretension by holding
the operation has been properly carried out, each fragment has in the kiln is necessary, by reason of its construction and the that the words, “bound to provide reasonable facilities for
been heated to exactly the proper degree. How exactly this great mass of matter it contains, to the upper portions of which carrying,” mean, bound to carry at reasonable times and
heat can be regulated is well known to all who have ever used a the fire can only reach after the lower parts have parted with on reasonable terms, but not as common carriers, In the case
regenerative furnace. Again, the fuel used is gaseous, conse- most of their carbonic acid and moisture, which as they pass of Dickson v. Great Northern Railway Company, an action for
quently no mixture of coke ash has taken place, and the cement upward prevent the layers of coke above from burning. Much injury done to a dog, which was resisted by the company on the
of the moisture also condenses in the upper part, only to be again grounds that it was not a common carrier of dogs, and that
is really and in fact what it professes to be.
So much would have been achieved had the new process been driven out when the fire reaches it; this does not take place in would not be responsible for damage
or loss beyond £2,
introduced with a furnace which had to be cooled in order to the revolver, the gases rushing quickly past to the regenerator and unless the value over that sum was dec’
, and a percentage
remove its contents, but—and here comes in a source of meeting only a moderate quantity of cold powder on its way in. of £5 per cent. was paid upon the excess, it was held that
immense saving, not only in fuel, but in repairs—this is not an It is also almost needless to again point out that at least one- though the railway company was not bound to be a common
seventh of the time is taken up in loading, another seventh in carrier of dogs, yet being bound by the Railway and Canal
intermittent but a continuous one. The revolver once
goes on night and day delivering its hourly quantity of properly cooling, and a third, together nearly half, in unloading. Of the Traffic Act, 1854, to afford reasonable facilities for the conveyburnt cement until its firebrick lining requires renewing, remainder it is beobserved that most of it is used in the gradual ance of dogs, it could only limit its liability in respect
an operation that only has to be performed occasionally. There advance of the fire upwards, so that it may be safely stated that thereof by reasonable conditions, and that the above-mentioned
is no constant loss of time and heat during cooling, loading, and the lower layers of the kiln are sufficiently burnt a few hours condition was not just and reasonable within the meaning of
unloading, as with the kiln, but the hourly delivery of a ton of after the start, and from then to the complete burning of the the Act. In delivering judgment Lord Esher, M.R., observed—
cement enables a works with two cylinders to turn out 336 tons upper part they are simply lying idle. Could they be removed, “In effect therefore what the company do in the case of dogs,
ef cement per week, a quantity that eleven kilns of the usual as is the case in the revolver, they might be at once ground; but which they are bound by statute to carry on reasonable terms.”
capacity could not produce in the same time. As a matter of this removal is, from the nature of the method, impossible.
Lindley, L.J.:—“ The wmportant point is that railway comIn addition to the method of burning just described, Mr. panies are bound to carry goods and animals which they have
prudent practice the inventor advises that a spare cylinder with
its regenerators should always be ready, so that a works using Ransome has introduced another improvement, which, however, facilities for
i
The defendants are bound to provide
two cylinders would, as a fact, have three. In such a works, as is available only in certain districts. This is the intro- reasonable facilities for carrying, and are, in other words, bound
soon as a revolver
was seen to be in such a state
as to require duction of a new material in cement making in the form of to carry at reasonable times and on reasonable terms.” Lopes,
attention to its lining, gas would be turned on to the standing blast-furnace slag. This is, as is well known, produced in enor- L.J.:—“ Since the passing of the Railway and Canal Traffic Act,
furnace, and in a few hours it could take up its duty, allowing mous quantities, and notwithstanding innumerable attempts to 1854, railways cannot, in my opinion, absolutely refuse to carry
the shut-down revolver to be repaired without any stoppage or utilise it, it isin truth a valueless waste material, costing the traffic which they have facilities for carrying, even if they did
diminution of the output. It is needless to say that the re- ironmaster large sums either for carriage to sea or for land to not profess to
and did not generally carry such traffic,
lining of a kiln is a very different matter, involving the loss of deposit it on. The ores used mostly for the production of iron but should be compellable to carry it, not as common carriers,
consist of the carbonate of that metal mixed with silica and but with the liabilities of ordinary bailees, and subject to
its services for many days.
The next question to be considered is the economy of fuel alumina. The latter are removed by the addition of lime, in reasonable conditions limiting that liability.”
effected by the use of gas producers. Instead of consuming the shape of limestone, to the furnace charge. The lime comcoke, these require only to be fed with slack, coal dust, or any- bines with the silica and alumina to form a fusible substance.
thing that will burn, fed in at intervals through a hopper. A This continually runs from the furnace and constitutes the slag
Liverroot ENGINEERING Society. — The usual fortnightly
two-cylinder works would require for its daily service probably in question. It contains the same elementsas Portland cement, meeting
of this Society was held at the Royal Institution, Colquittone gas producer, capable of converting about 6 cwt. of slack per though in different proportions, as the following analyses will street, Live
1, on Feb
23rd; Mr. John J. Webster,
hour into gas. In addition, there should be one similar pro- show:
M.LC.E., president, in the chair. A paper was read by Professor
slags.
Portland cements.
ducer in reserve kept going at only one-fifth of its full power, Ferrous oxide .. Middlesbrough
Hele
Shaw.
The
author
commenced
by remarking that one result
072.. 3%4.. OG1.. 8°41... 5°46 Ferric oxide. of all the elaborate researches and investigations
upon the theory
its gas being utilised under the boiler or drying floors; it would Manganous
le 035 .. 102... trace... -- .. —
of the steam engine had been to reveal the
complex nature of the
thus always be ready in case of a breakdown to take up its full Alumina .. .. 24°69 .. 20°72 .. 22°28 .. 692.. 800 Alumina,
problem. It was true that the main features of the theory of this
40°00 .. 36°88 .. 40°45 . 59°90 . 55°57 Lime.
production and supply the revolvers in motion. These pro- Lime
the most important of all prime movers had long ago been stated
M
8°55 .. 425... T21.. O82
O77 Magnesia.
ducers are chambers of brickwork, ia which a portion of the Silica
27°65 .. 30°40 .. 27°30 .. 24°07 . 22°02 Silla,
by Rankine and Clausius, but in spite of many new and interesting
fuel burning gasifies the rest, a small jet of steam being blown Potash .
046... 050 .. 000... O78
1:18 Potash.
facts which further experience has revealed, there were a number
092 .. 000 .. 000.. O87 .. 170 Soda.
in to assist the operation. They consume the whole of the coal, Soda .
of important points concerning which, at the present moment,
+» 195... 134.. 200.. O67 .. 0°41 Sulphur.
nothing escaping but ashes, and thus alone effect a great Sulphur
great differences of opinion existed. To the careful testing of
026...
000..
000.
saving in the stoppage of the waste of cinders inevitable under
steam
engines, and the systematic way in which these tests had
Neglecting the non-essential constituents, we have then a been carried
ordi
circumstances. Numerous first-rate makers exist, and
out in recent years, was due the clearer views now
the use of gas producers is daily extending in the country, even body containing silica in nearly the same proportion as does held on many points of steam-engine economy, and it was by conlime in nearly two-thirds the proportion, and alumina tinual work of this kind that the still doubtful points could alone
in places where coal is raised either on or in close proximity to cement,
be decided. The object of the paper was to
and place before
the works. Their value as economisers is
i
in all in nearly a threefold proportion.
If it be admitted
that the functions of the alumina and silica the Society a concise statement of the methods
adopted and the
furnace operations requiring intense local heats. In steel and
results
obtained
by
those
who
had
devoted
attention
to the subject,
in
cement
are
reciprocal!
or
nearly
so,
it
follows
that
we
may
glass-melting industries employing heats like that of the cement
and
this
meena:
in
point
of
fact,
to
a
practical
statement
our
kiln, it isasserted that, coupled with the use of regenerators, a 1 On this point much has been written and many conflicting theories present view of the theory of the steam engine itself. It wasof now
saving of 50 to 70 per cent of the fuel formerly used is
suggested (Chem. News, 4 p. «4 en marng A ees ame the recognised that the efficiency of the steam user or engine must be
su
when, as long ago as
e preThe only use for which their value is disputed is for steam most
ible the useful effect
uminates of calcium, and showed that the separately examined, and also that when
raising, though in works where they are required for other purthe loss of friction in
hydraulicity, while the latter had that property of the steam must be determined, apart
poses, even here they would effect savings in fire-bars and in when
the ratio of alumina to lime lay between one and three molecules the mechanism of the engine. There were thus really three sets of
of alumina; but he divided the
into two separate efficiencies, the product of which represented that of the
wages. Their cost is small, they occupy little room, they can
an retaemai Lire La pee antag
ane gent, steam engine as a whole. The author proceeded to discuss the
be placed at any reasonable distance from the place where the Neds
fe
tion, the latter by combination
with hydrate of lime. determination of these under the three heads’:—(1) The transfer of
gas is to be burnt, so as to be in close proximity to the coal siding,
i
Jour., Vol. cexv.,
588-552, and heat, (2) the transformation of energy, (3) the transmission of
and elaborate paper on th power, and illustrated the methods ado
any labourer can shovel the slack into them, and they do not reby diagrams and actual
results agreeingsubstanquireconstant skilled supervision. As we have before stated, there
results obtained by himself and other observers. The meeting on
ou
are several forms in use, that of Wilson being one of the best.
March 9th will be devoted to the discussion of the paper.
On the occasion of my inspection of Mr. Ramsome’s exand silica. The three Middlesbrough slags, iftreated as suggested, would
perimental furnace at Grays, Essex, the revolver was furyield cements approximating to the following proportions —
nished with gas from a small
ucer, built by the works’
Silica.
Alumina.
Lime,
bricklayer,
which was gasifying
2 cwt. slack per hour; this
)SS
rs aoe
: a oo os
No. 1
oo 08 oe
- %..
15.
62
a
supplied the furnace, but the valve was partly shut
No. 2
oo ee
1 19
.
18
60
No, 8
oo oe oo as e WB ae
14 sc
oe
down to control the gas, which was, nevertheless, in excess Thus showing considerable latitude intherelative proportions ofalumina
:
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MANUFACTURE OF STEEL CHAINS
WITHOUT WELDING.
new process for the manufacture of chains without welding
a Prem some little time ago by M. Oury, chief of the Maintenance Department of the Marine at Cherbourg. After various
trials in the arsenal, a factory has been built at Massaelidre, near
TTerre-Noire. The inventor beingdead,
theFrench patent has been
taken up by a company. The Oury system consists in cutting
links into a bar of metal cast and rolled in form of a
chain
the
cross With equal arms. The metal employed has 0°178 per cent.
of carbon, and 0°452 per cent. of manganese ; its tensile strength
is 47 kilogs. per square millimetre, and itselongation is 10 per
cent. toa length of 200mm. The metal will not temper. The
bars employed are about 7m. long, and have a transverse
section, the form and half-size of which, for a chain of
18 mm., are shown in the sketch,
Fig. 1. This steel weighs about
15 kilogs. per metre run.
The company is supplied with
the bars ready rolled, from the forges
of Terre-Noire.
We have only,
therefore, to consider the various
transformations through which the
bar passes. The first operation is
performed hot, with a double
cutter. The cutter is placed at
the door, and operates on the bar
as it is withdrawn from the
furnace; it passes between two
tools which act at the same time, the one descending, the
other rising, and producing the notches A, Fig. 2.
The notches are 90mm. from one another from centre to
centre, and the distance between them is regulated with exactiTHE
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interior of the rings, then with a pointed chisel to break the practice.” Now to begin with, the theory referred to is not any
adherent parts of the links by a blow. The rupture takes place nl hypothesis of Zeuner's, but is simply the logical result of
e application of the particular conditions obtaining in the case
at the part weakened by the nick C. The links thus detached,
of saturated steam to the well-known and accepted laws of the
the chain is in form, Fig. 7.
mechanical
theory of heat. The particular formula quoted by me
The seventh operation is done hot. It consists of shaping
adiabatic expansion of steam in presence of water has
n
the detached links by a stamp of 550kilogs, The four last for
developed by Rankine, Clausius, and Zeuner, and the results it
operations all relate to finishing and perfecting the work. A gives may be verified by anyone with the requisite mathematica]
link of weldable steel is used for joining the ends of the chains

302022
26
2+
1618i@1210
FIC.7
to each bar. This weldable steel has a tensile strength of
50 kilogs. to 55 kilogs. per square millimetre, and its elongation is
20 per cent. to 24 per cent.
64
The following figures will show the results of experiments :—
ONLY
Four pieces of chain of three links of 18 mm., presenting a double
section of 510 mm., have been submitted toa strain of 15,700,
w
»
ad
“4
22,300, 21,200, and 20,700 kilogs., being 30°8, 43°7, 41°6, and
40°5 kilogs. per square millimetre. The two first were broken, knowledge and tables of the usual quantities applying to steam
and of hyperbolic logarithms.
and the two last were found equal to the test.
In Rankine’s work on the steam engine, page 384, § 281, the
formula in question is given, it is essentially the same as those of
A. pange
Zeuner and
Clausius. Rankine and Clausius, however, assume the
— A
specific heat of water to be constant, the result being that
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
V
4
SF can be expressed by J hyp. log. T, where J is the specific
=
'
We do not hold ourselves responsible ' the opinions ot our
Correspondents.
heat of water. On
385 and 386 of the above-named work
may be read under the heading § 283, ‘‘ Liquefaction of Steam
Working Expansively”:—‘‘ . . . It appears
by computation
SLIDE VALVE FRICTION.
the volume ~ given by Equation 3 or Taeatice 5 of Article
Sir,—In your issue of January 28th, on page 78, I observe an that
282 is less than v in all cases which occur in practice, from which it
_/\
ay
interesting description of some experiments which have been made follows
when steam expands in driving a piston, and receives no
lately on the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad, in the heat fromthatwithout,
is liquefied.” And further on:—‘‘ The
ae
On
United States, on the resistance of slide valves. The Lailroad principle just stated a portion
as to the liquefaction of vapours by expanGazette, dated New York, December 31st, 1886, says:—‘‘
The
tude by the machine. When the notches are completed over method by which the amount of friction was ascertained was sive working was arrived at contemporaneously and independently
by Professor Clausius and the author of this work in 1849,” The
the whole length of one arm of the cross, it is re-heated and simple and ingenious, and leaves little room for error.”
are mine. Rankine, it is true, says nothing of re-evapornpassed under the cutter, which acts on the second arm, and
I am glad to see that the apparatus which I suggested and italics
tion
it will be noticed that he makes use of the expression,
produces the notches B exactly midway between the cavities A. sketched, and which is illustrated and described in a letter of mine ‘*for ;but
all
which occur in practice,” by which he probably
The second operation is performed without heat. A workman published in THe Encrxger of April 24th, 1885, page 316, has so means whencaseslittle
or no liquid water is present at the commencemarks the place where the oblique incisions are to be pierced ; soon borne fruit.
ment
of
expansion.
however, to the proportion of
In the apparatus as sketched by me provision was made for water present at any According,
these incisions are 45mm. apart. The boring is done by means taking
pressure, subsequent expansion will
diagrams simultaneously from each side of the piston in cause either condensationgiven
or
evaporation.
Through a considerable
the hydrostatic cylinder, and in order that no error from different range of pressures, when the proportion of water
to steam exceeds
areas might arise, I showed the slide valve rod—acting as piston about
half,
re-evaporation
commences,
but
the proportion varies
rod in the hydrostatic cylinder—passing through both levers. In according to the pressure.
Be
coke
the sketch pion by you on page 78, it would seem that the resistThe formula, of course, applies either to expansion or compresfF
|
ance when moving in one direction only is measured, but it sion,
may be used to ascertain the quantity of water which
appears to me far preferable to take di
s from both ends of must and
present at any given pressure in order that at another
the cylinder, and to find from these diagrams the variations of greaterbe given
|O
ae
‘|
the whole of the steam may be compressed
’
’
resistance which occur, and the precise points in the travel at into water. eae
In reference to this matter you say that it is quite
pe Sener |
which they occur.
a
from
Mr.
Bodmer’s
letter, but you will see on again reading
In the results given nothing is said as to the size of the valve,
that I have gnome Anoticed this point. I think you
but merely that ogpetes resistance of an ordinary unbalanced thewill letter
Fic.s
admit
that
what
I
have
stated effectually dis
of the convalve was 990 Ib.
is, with a travel of 6in., and on an engine
that with a falling pressure there can only be re-evaporaof small vertical machines and American twist drills, worked by making five revolutions per second, gives a speed of 300ft. per tention
tion.
In
the
course
of
your
article
occurs
the
passage,
‘‘
If Zeuner
boys ; the drills are 7 mm. in diameter and 35 mm. in length. minute, or 297,000 foot-pounds, or 9-horse power. The power thus be right, then it is clear that when steam is compressed in
nce
lost appears to be thought lightly of, but it is not so insignificant, of a large quantity of water the line of compression will be made
The space between the incisions being 45mm., a bar would and
a loss of fuel of from 25 1b. to 301b. of coal per up of straight lines and curves.” This--if I may be permitted to
contain 7$2* = 155 links ; the loss at the two ends, however, hour,represents
an
amount
which
many
locomotive
engineers
go
to
considerit—is quite a mistake ; the line of compression will be a
reduces them to 152 or 153. The third operation is done hot able expense in first cost by
pounding in the endeavour to save. say
with a double mortice cutter, furnished with curved punches. But it is not from this point of view
that I consider the saving to perfectly continuous curve. If the curve +} d, Fig. 1, represent
Each branch of these curved punches has a section straight be effected by reducing the friction of slide valves to be important. expansion or compression on the assumption that no changes take
in the relative proportions of steam and water present, then
on the inside, and of a long-shaped demi-ellipsis on the outside. In the letter referred to, which with your permission I will quote place
if a sufficiently large proportion of water be present at the beginThe punches produce the shaded cavities D in the bars; here, I said :—“ It is — needless to state that the excessive ning
of
the expansion, a )c would indicate on an exaggerated scale
slide valves, besides being costly in
their length is the same as that of the spaces between the friction of large unba
working, leads also to cost in design, the excentrics, straps, and all the course of the true adiabatic curve; up to acertain point P
gear have to be much heavier than would be necessary if friction
could be reduced ;and in marine engines and inside cylinder locoFIC.i.
motives the space occupied by broad excentric straps can ill be
. There is
ther loss produced by this great friction
Waa
ee
which is not measured by the mere horse-power
required to drive
the sheave inside the straps. This loss is occasioned by the loss of
travel of the valve consequent on the spring and eventual wear
and tear of the valve motion. From this cause valves may easily
LLY Lia”
lose, after wear has taken place, yin. or even in. travel, whereby
the diagram is seriously ected.”
I think that the above argument will be admitted to show that
the loss from slide valve friction is more serious than has hitherto
been considered to be the case, and that it is not measurable in
FIC. 4
terms of brake horse-power, treating the excentric straps as brakes, evaporation takes place, after that re-condensation ; at where the
STEPHEN H. TERRY.
two curves intersect, the proportion of steam to water has fallen
oblique incisions C, Fig. 4. The distance between the two
Local Government Board, Whitehall, S.W.,
to its original value, and from thence to ¢ is less than the latter.
branches of each punch is a little less than the thickness of the
February 15th.
Within ordinary ranges of pressure, this evaporation and subsearms of the cross; these tools raise by the fraction of a milliquent re-condensation only occurs when the ratio of steam to water
metre the arm placed vertically under the instrument before
is near 0°5, and the evaporation is very slight, the adiabatic curve
CYLINDER
CONDENSATION,
during this period approximating very closely to that for a constant
hollowing out the cavities D. Only a little less than a quarter
your leader on the above subject in your impression proportion of steam to water. In general there is either continued
of the depth of the bar : hollowed Kgee heey)
first tranny ji forSir,—In
February 4th, there are some remarks and criticisms on a letter condensation or continued evaporation, according to the initial
The fourth o
tion deepens an
e cavities D, an of mine
which call for a reply. Before discussing in detail the quantity of water present.
gives an oval form ‘
to the links by wedging back the metal. This various questions
raised, allow me to say that I think you have
It is tolerably clear that if instead of having a non-conducting
operation is similar to the}peer eyone, the punches only being somewhat
misunderstood the purpose I had in view when writing
we have—as in practice—one in which heat is at different
replaced by larger ones.
ter the second punching only a line my previous letter. In your impression of January 7th you cylinder,
= of the stroke abstracted and communicated to the working
noticed the fact that condensation and re-evaporation actually take uid, condensation and pager may be much intensified, and
place in steam cylinders, and stated that “‘ there seems to be good the latter will commence with a smaller proportion of water present
reason to believe that the presence of water has in some obscure than will be the case with a non-conducting cylinder.
way a
powerful influence on the condition of steam,” and
In the following table, for various initial values of x ranging from
remarked
that the phenomenon had not been theoretically 1 to 0 at seven atmospheres pressure—absolute—the succeeding
explained, and appeared to be somewhat shirked by scientific values assumed during subsequent expansion
are given. The initial
writers.
values of x, the ratio by weight of steam to water, appear in the
In my letter I attempted to show that as a matter of fact the horizontal line A. In column 1 the figures apply to steam assumed
effect of the presence of water in contact with steam had been to be in the pure, dry, saturated condition when expansion comtheoretically ee
by certain writers, and I mentioned in mences. It will be seen that as the pressure decreases condensathis connection Rankine and Zeuner; I further pointed out that tion increases, until at the moment when atmospheric pressure is
the results obtained from their formula—which are essentially the reached, 11 per cent. of the steam has been conde
. On the
same—agreed in their tendency with the facts mentioned by you, other hand, if on starting x = 0—that is, only water under a
and showed that both condensation and re-evaporation might take pressure of seven atmospheres is present, by expanding down to one
place during the expansion of steam in a non-conducting cylinder, atmosphere, nearly 118percent. is evaporated. If therefore we
and that the occurrence of these phenomena was greatlyi uenced wish to convert the whole of the contents of the cylinder into
by the quantity of water present with the steam at any given time. water, by compression from one to seven atmospheres, 88} per cent.
It isobvious that if re-evaporation can take place in a non-con- of these contents must be in the liquid state.
cylinder—where there is no communication of heat from
In columns 4, 5, and 6, the values of x for initial values near 0°5
external sources—it will be still greater in those which are steam- are given, and those which recur during the course of expansion
Fic.s
Fic.6
jacketted, in which heat may pass from the jacket to the expanding are underlined ;the point at which this recurrence takes place is
of space remains between the two cavities
—Fig. 5 . The
that where the adiabatic curve intersects the curve for a constant
In your leader the following passage occurs :—‘‘ We cannot name proportion of steam to water. Columns 7, 8, and 9, represent
fifth operation is done not with a swage or die, its object
is to give by stamping and transfer, form to the links. Every a single author who, writing on heat or steam, asserts that con- continuous evaporation.
and re-evaporation, and then condensation again, can
In table No. 2 will be found the actual volumes assumed by the
bar is heated and passed twice under the swage. The cavities densation
placeina steam engine. Such a sequence of phenomena is steam—lkilog. (1) Expanding adiabatically from an initially dry
have now been deepened, and only a thin fin of metal take
not
referred
Clausius or Rankine, and until we are put into condition ; & expanding so that it remains in the dry saturated
remains, For the sixth operation
no heat is required
; itis Se of tothebypoe
ge ares data on which Zeuner’s theory is condition ; (3) expanding from a completely liquid condition. I
done by two workmen, whose business it is to drive out the
we must,
with all deference to Mr. Bodmer, hesitate to will be seen that condensation makes a noticeable difference in the
thin fin D with » hammer,to cut off the exterior and accept the statement as true of any conditions
which can existin expansion ratio, Rankine’s well-known formula for the expansion
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of originally dry steam is purely empiric, devised with the object
of facilitating practicalpec’ae Da and the results agree a)
ximately with those obtained under the same assumption by the
accurate formula.
I venture to think that you have overlooked an important point
in the passage from Clerk-Maxwell which you quote:—‘ Hence
for any tem
ture there is a determinate vapour density, and
therefore a determinate pressure.
. . At this
the
liquid will be in equilibrium with the vapour. At all greater
pressures the vapour will be condensed; at all smaller pressures
it will evaporate.” .
This applies only to constant temperature, that is to say, if
while maintaining a given temperature, the pressure be increased

advanced beyond Rankine’s rule of ag me. by means of trial and
error, the line of resistance for varying loads fall within the middle
third of the Vouseoir joints. For convenience in applying this
rule, I lately attempted to calculate for varying loads that line of
resistance which should most nearly coincide with the neutral line;
but the resulting integrals were of such complexity as to be useless
for practical p
and I abandoned the attempt.
In conclusion, ‘‘ J. M, D.” may assure himself that if the arch
problem was capable of solution without taking account of the
relative yielding of its constituents, it would not have remained
for him to do so,
H
MarTIN,
February 28th.

No. 1.—Values of x (Ratio of Steam to Water in 1 kilo).
2
3.
4
5.
6.
1-0000
"8000
0° 6000
0°5370
0°5130
0° 5000
0° 9896
0-7942
0°5988
0°5373
0°5136
05011
0-9784
0° 7881
05077 | 05878
0°5149
05026
0-9643
0-775
0°5955
05374
05150
05083
09478
0-77
075929
0°5370
0°5157
05042
09257
0° 7572
05886
05355
0°5153
05044
08913
07359
05806
05317
0°5130
65029
0° 8602
0-7160
0-718
0°5264
05090
orm? =|
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7.
0-262
0-262
0°0010

a.
| 0°8032
| 03068
| 00047

be
0°8557
| 03686
00107

or diminished, condensation or evaporation will be the result.
The isothermal curve of saturated steam is obviously a horizontal
straight line, as so long as the steam is in the saturated condition
—in contact with water—there isa determinate pressure for a given
temperature. The temperature being constant, constant pressure
must follow.
Although there is much more that might be said on the subject,
more especially with regard to the conditions obtaining in practice,
I do not venture to
further on your valuable space. I
have purposely dealt chiefly with the theoretical aspect of the
ease, and I think it will be seen that in this instance theory does
not follow limping so far behind experience as sometimes happens,
and as your remarks seemed to a iy
G. R. BopMER.
11, Delahay-street, Westminster,
March Ist.
(Mr. Bodmer is at cross purposes with us. What we intended to
convey is that a small quantity of water seems to possess abnormal
powers of condensing steam during the time that the steam port is
open. This may or may notbetrue. Mr. Bodmer deals with what
takes place after the steam port is closed ; that is to say, during
the period of expansion. We have not space this week to consider the points he raises.—Ep. E.]}
THE ELECTRIC LIGHT AT WHITELEY’S.
Srr,—In your issue of the 18th inst. we note the account of the
installation of the electric light at Mr. Whiteley’s, Bayswater. We
are pleased to learn that these engines, by Messrs. Joseph Richmond and Co., Bow, are
ing so perfectly steady. We say
** pleased” advisedly, inasmuch as you write so highly of the very
mirable arrangement for regulating the pene under the ef
trying conditions of machines being continually thrown on and off,
and we are the inventors of this motion, it having been patented
by our Mr. W. Rye, in 1876. Throughout the greater
of
West Lancashire, and many places abroad, in Germany, Holland,
Austria, and India, we have fitted this, our cut-off, in cases where
extreme regularity of driving was essential, and are in a position to
state, with an equal measure of success. In addition, we ongted
this arrangement to our engine in the Oldham Exhibition, 1884,
which then drove the electric lighting, and to which a Moscrop’s
recorder was attached, the record of which was highly satisfactory.
From the accompanying rough tracing, the work in which was put
in in 1884, you will perceive the close similarity our arrangement
bears to that of your illustration, and to say the least, it seems a
most remarkable coincidence that Messrs. Richmond should have
hit upen a novel system so absolutely identical with our own.
The copies of diagrams—absolute copies—herewith will compare,
we think, very favourably with those taken from any class of
engine having an automatic cut-off. In conclusion, we beg to
leave to your high sense of justice the publication of this letter,
and thank you in prospective.
‘
WoOoLSTENHULMES, RYE, AND Co.,
Oldham, February 22nd.
W. M. Rye, Manager.
THEORY AND PRACTICE.
Sir,—Allow me to draw your attention to a point which doubtless has often occurred to you or been already pointed out in your
columns, but which cannot well be repeated too often where
remedies are available, viz.—That when any branch of science
comes to a practical deadlock it takes long years to prove that the
direct causes are ha
rd and unsystematic treatment of the
subject with which new doctrines and discoveries were ushered in
and received. The remedy, of course, being a complete chapter of
research, with elimination of all mere hints and guesses,
J. H. WILLIAMS.
THE ARCH PROBLEM.
Simr,—I am afraid that, in spite of the confident tone of its
initial sentences, ‘J. M. D.’s” letter, contained in your last issue,
can hardly be said to mark any advance in the pod9 question ; in
fact, like the rustic at the dinner party, I feel we are ‘‘no
forrader.” The theorem advanced by him seems correct, if for
curvilinear, which might mean tangential, is read horizontal
thrust, but seems no improvement on known graphic methods, and
is, moreover, insufficient of itself to solve the arch problem, of
whose real difficulty ‘‘J. M. D.” appears in blissful i
Given three points on the line of resistance which “J. M. D.”
assumes, viz., A C B, there is not the slightest difficulty in drawing
the curves; but, as is well known, this assumption is simply begging
the question, for it is the determination of any three points on the
curve that constitutes the sole difficulty of the problem; for since
any number of lines of resistance or linear arches are theoretically
possible, the question is which of these is to be taken, and
**J. M. D.’s” researches afford no light on this, the crucial point.
It may be remarked here that the accurate solution of the arch
problem is really of much greater complexity for masonry than
for metallic arches. In the case of the latter, one has ahomogeneous material of constant elasticity to deal with, and can consequently, either by applying the principle of work or by Culman’s
method, obtain an approximate solution; but the masonry arch
presents what appears to be a hopeless conundrum, as far as
obtaining an exact solution is concerned; for not only has the
cement a different modulus of elasticity from the stone, but it
would also — from some stress-strain curves in my possession
that the modulus for the stone itself varies immensely for not very
different loads.
Up to the present, in designing these arches we have not
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to registration should have been left to be decided in the one way
— out. It would be wrong to suppose that a department of
tate would exercise their discretion unreasonably, and, if neces.
cary, they would refer a case to the Court, It was not their duty
to do so, and if a case were submitted to them in which the point
had been clearly decided already they would not send it to the
Court, but generally they would do so, If a reasonable question
were raised, and the Board did not feel competent to deal with it,
they would exercise their discretion and send the case to the Court.
As to section 90 of the Act of 1883, the position of it showed that
its object and effect were to remedy defects in the register, and to
enable the Court to remove from it what could not be the subject
of trade mark, It was altogether a different —_—. whether a
particular thing was a
ie mark proper to
registered, It
would be a strained interpretation of the Act to say that on such a
question there was an appeal from the Comptroller to the Court
when another mode of appeal was pointed out in the Act, The
appeal must be dismissed with costs,
rds Justices LinpLEY and Lopes delivered judgment to the
same effect, pointing out that the public was protected by the
power given to the Comptroller to obtain the assistance of the law
officers, and the fact that the Board of Trade could obtain the same
assistance, and that it was unreasonable to suppose that a department of the State would use their powers otherwise than fairly,

AMERICAN ENGINEERING NEWS.
(From a Correspondent. )
ee
3.
“ee
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Railroad excavator and wrecker,—The Vulcan Ironworks, of
Toledo, O., have brought out a new and improved machine for
0°4324
0°5578
0-796
avi || |2°7282
10°31
doing all kinds of railroad excavation, filling, ditching, &c. It is
operated by horizontal duplex hoisting engines of 50-horse power;
0° 4484
0°5874
0° 8598
1°6504
31715
11°96
the crane, swing circle, and chains are of steel. It is carried on an
iron car, running on two four-wheel trucks of ages form ; the
0°0724
00199
0-0365
0-190 | 0°4420
442°00
axle bearings are om Wy 8in., and the machine is self-propelling.
The excavator can
dle from 1200 to 2000 cubic yards per ten
hours. The improvements are a pair of duplex engines to force and
BURTON-ON-TRENT SEWAGE ENGINES,
hold
the
bucket
into
the bank; a pair of independent duplex
Str,—I observed in your last issuean illustration and description engines for swinging the
a patented crane, most of cast
of the Burton-on-Trent sewage engi
and it is to be regretted steel ;an improved form of crane;
friction gear having great power, and a
that more complete details and data were not placed before — steel — arm and attachments,
A pile driver attachment can
readers. Another source of disappointment to me individually is
fitted,
the fact that the entire credit of me goad the engines appears to be Division
of
profits,
—
Several
firms,
more especially in New
be divided between Mr. Mansergh and Messrs, Gimson absolutely.
land, are experimenti
with, and some have adopted, the
I have no desire to take undue credit to myself, but I do request system
of
giving
the
employés
an
interest
in the business. In
to be allowed to affirm that I had more real responsibility regard- March, 1886, a St. Louis, Mo., manufacturing firm
issued a circular
ing the actual construction and subsequent good cored of these to the effect that after allowing 7 per cent. interest
capital
engines than any one else. It is quite true Mr. Mansergh, using invested, the remainder of the years’ profits would beon divided
an American phrase, prepared a ‘ skeleton” specification, and he equally upon the total amount of wages paid and capital employed,
undoubtedly interested himself in matters of a minor nature. In each employé to get his proportion
ding to the
t of his
the early stage of my duties, however, with Messrs. Gimson, the year’s wages,
is applied to persons who should serve the
contractors, two or three tracings from the first of my drawings company
for
at
least
six
months
of
the
year,
and
who
had
not
were submitted to Mr. Mansergh for his approval and signature, Giadeanged for good cause. A representative chosen by the been
men
but ina day or so they were returned, with the intimation that held a contract to this purpose, and was authorised to 1
the responsibilities should rest with the Leicester firm, which books at the end of the year. In January, 1887, the head oft the
the
virtually devolved upon me. I am not acquainted with the exact firm declared an amount of 4828 dols, for apportionment, the labour
amount of admiration Messrs. Gimson may lay claim to, but at troubles having made the result considerably below the estimated
any rate, I have a letter of theirs wherein they award me all amount. There were 150 employés who shared the dividend,
I desire confirmatory of my statements, for which I am in this receiving 5 per cent. of their annual wages; of these over 90 per
instance deeply grateful.
to leave their share as an interest in the business,
I have written these few lines with the best of intentions, cent. el an interest-bearing
certificate. The plan will be followed
hoping that any one who may only occupy a moderate position like receiving
year, and adopted as a permanency; one-tenth of the profits
myself, and perchance be placed in similar circumstances, may this
will
go
to
a
provident
fund,
one-fiftieth
library fund, and oneat least not be denied a few crumbs of comfort from the rich tenth will be set aside to meet losses or topaya dividends
in unfavourman’s engineering table.
W. WALKER,
able
years,
A
firm
at
Norriston,
Pa.,
has
made
an arrangement
Smethwick, March 2nd.
for the present year under which each workman who remains with
the firm one year will receive an addition of 5 per cent, to his
wages; those who remain nine months will receive 4 per cent., six
months, 3 per cent.; and three months, 2 per cent. of the total
LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
amount of their wages. Employés giving a notice one week before
leaving will receive a proportional percentage. By this system the
IN THE ROYAL COURTS OF JUSTICE.—COURT OF APPEAL, men have an interest in the business, it is to their benefit to work
well, and it forms a tie between the parties of ‘‘capital” and
(Before Lorps Justices Corton, LINDLEY, and Lopes.)
labour,”
IN RE THE TRADE MARK ‘ NORMAL.”
A new steamship line to Mexico.—Messrs, L. Hueter and Co., of
THIs appeal from a decision of Mr. Justice Chitty raised a Hartford, Conn., have contracted with the Mexican Government
wenewg of considerable importance on the construction of the for the establishment of an international steamship line between
‘atents, Designs, and Trades Mark Act, 1883. Shortly stated, the San Diego, Cal., and *pag in Mexico and Central America, to run
question is whether a person whose application to register a trade as far south as San Jose, Guatemala. The vessels will sail under
mark has been refused by the Comptroller is entitled—on such the Mexican flag, and will receiveasubsidy from the Mexican Governrefusal—to apply to the Court as a person ‘‘aggrieved by the ment of 8000dols. for each round trip for five years, 6000 dols.
omission, &c.,” under sec. 90; or whether, as pointed out by during the next five and 4000 dols. during the remaining ten years
sec, 62, the refusal of the Comptroller is subject to epoca! to the of the contract. Three first-class ships will be put into service,
Board of Trade, whose decision is to be final, unless the Board of and the first one will leave San vou 7 in August.
Trade shall think fit to refer the appeal to the Court. The Normal
Irrigation of alkali lands in California.—Professor Hilgard has
Company had applied to the Comptroller in June last for registra- issued a pamphlet, published from the State printing office at
tion of the word “Normal” as a trade mark in respect of sub- Sacramento, Cal., treating of the effect of irrigation upon the
stances used as food or as ingredients of food. Acting under alkali and adobe lands and the need for under drainage. The
instructions from the Board of Trade not to register mere same troubles that have been experienced in India are threatening
‘* dictionary words” as “fancy words” capable of registration as irrigation in the southern part of the State, and the Reb plague that
a trade mark within sec. 64 (1)(0),the Comptroller had refused to afflicted India has already made its appearance. He thinks that
register the word ‘‘ Norma!,” and the company, feeling that it was the — as well as the quantity of irrigation water should be
hopeless to appeal to the Board of Trade under sec. 62 (4) from considered. Continuous irrigation has raised the water table, so
such refusal, had applied to Mr. Justice Chitty-for registration as that only from half to one-third the quantity of water is now
“a person
iow by the omission, &c.,” within sec. 90 of the needed ; but there is danger of a superabundance of water forcing
Act of 1883.
e preliminary objection having been taken by the roots near the surface, while the alkali will also be brought near
law officers that the Court had no jurisdiction to deal with an the surface and cause various evils tohealth, and would ultimately
application for registration which
been refused by the Comp- render the land unfit for cultivation unless relieved of the accumulatroller, unless the applicant had first appealed from the Comp- tion of alkali. He urges the establishment of a more definite system
troller to the Board of Trade and the Board of Trade had refused of irrigation.
the appeal to the Court, as pointed out by sec. 62 (4) and (5) of
Locomotives for the New York Elevated Railroad.—The New York
the Act of 1883, Mr. Justice Chitty held that the objection must Locomotive Works, at Rome, N.Y., are building twenty-five new
prevail, and from this decision the present ap
was brought.
engines of the same general type as the more recent ones, but with
Mr. Aston, Q.C., and Mr. Chadwyck Healey appeared for the several improvements. The cylinders are 12in, by 16in., and the
appellants; the Attorney-General and Mr. Ingle Joyce for the fire-box is of the Belpaire type. The boiler barrel is 42in. in
Board of Trade.
diameter, and 67gin. in length, the smoke-box is 33in, long. The
high, the
Lord Justice Corton, ingiving judgment for the Board of Trade fire-box is 50in. ong inside at the bottom, and
said Mr, Justice Chitty, without going into the merits, had decided crown. being stayed to the boiler by lin. stays, 2lin. long; tho
that the matter submitted to him could not come before the Court side stays are fin. The dome is 20}in. in diameter, by 25}in. high.
unless it were referred by the Board of Trade, The question was
Railroad prospects.—The prospects are decidedly encouraging,
whether sec. 90 of the Act of 1883 gave an
licant for registra- but though companies are — incorporated, contracts being let,
tion of a sao ey: who had been Rp
y the we § aes and preparations being made all over the country, it is yet too
right to go to the Court at once.
e
{ argumen
nD early for a boom in actual construction. The Chicago, Santa Fé,
that sec. 5 of the Trade Marks Act, 1875, acknowledged the right and California Railroad Company—a company
controlled by the
of an applicant who had been refused by the registrar to
to Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fé Railroad Company—has let large
Mr. Arthur Brothers, of Keokuk, Ia.; Miller, Loomis,
the Court, and it was said that it could hardlybe supposed
thatthe contraets:to
Act of 1883 would take away a right, and therefore it was to be and Gill, of Chicago; Shephard, Winston, and Co., of St. Paul,
A
ements have been
inferred that sec. 90 of the Act of 1883 must have been intended to Minn., and other big ee
do the same as sec. 5 of the previous Act. But that argument made for the construction of the line from Colorado into Mexico,
really had nothing to do with the matter. The right wassimply a toconnect with the Mexican National Railroad; the office is at
Col. The first company organised under the
right under the Act of 1875, and the question was whether the Colorado Spri
, to form comAct of 1883 gave the same right. The words of the enactments charter of the Mexican Central Railroad
Company,
were different. In the earlier Act there was a specific reference panies to build branches, is the Central Mexico Rai
branches. _Conto refusal to register, and no other provisions as to appealing which will build the Tampico and Guadalajara
from the registrar. Theaj
was necessary
to the Court in that tracts for a continuous line from Battle Creek, Mich., to St. Louis,
case; but in the Act of 1883 that consideration could not apply. Mo., have been let to Wm. Dallin, of Chicago, All the railroad
If the Comptroller refused registration there was aque dto appeal contracting firms are preparing for a heavy business; the new
to the Board of Trade, and it would be difficult to
e out that trunk line, extension and branch, will probably make an enormous
te.
an applicant would be “
ieved ” when he came to the Court.
A special mode of remed
his grievance being provided by an vara homeo tet fomeeee that re pat, eomtancted, for
ir total output are taking lower prices, but theruling prices,
appeal to the Board of
e, it would be wrong to say he was
aggrieved if he came first to the Court. But it was urged that the are high. Steel rails are active, 39 dols. to 40 dols. per ton at
2°20 to 2°25 cents;
Act of 1883 could not mean that there was to be an appeal only to en ee eee 2°75 cents; spike
es, 2°40 to 2°60 cents ; steel
the Board
of Trade, because there must be cases of law and of dis- bolts and nuts, 3°10 to 3°55 cents;
puted facts which the |
tribunals must be better able to deal | angl les, 2°60 to 2°70 cents; tees, 2°75 to 3°00 cents; beams and
2°45 to 2°60 cents; steel tank
with than the Board of
le. It was, however,
to be observed channels, 3°3 cents; rene
to 3-00 cents: shell plates, 2°7 to 2°8 cents; steel shell
that the Act did not commit large powers to the Comptroller and plates, 2°90
3°25 to360 cents, Structural
ironisdull, butwill probably
to the Board, and it was not unreasonable that questions relating plates,
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marked on trade of South Stafforddhire by the asa. aah to
India, Australia,
and other — markets common iron branded
as best Staff
, is being increased by the circumstance that
Belgian and German iron is also being sold to native Indian merchants as best Staffordshire. The New British Iron Company has
lately despatched a direct representative to India to expose to
native merchants and buyers these nefarious practices, and to
ascertain the exact necessities of the market. Its representative is
already at work in India, and before he returns visits will probably
be paid to the chief Australian cities,
Kethe annual meeting of the Mill and Forge Wages Board held
in Wolverhampton on Monday the announcement was made that a
number of important firms had during the year ceased to be
members. The committee considered this state of things to be
serious, since the Board could only be of service so long as it
represented a fair majority of the employers and operatives. But
it was pointed out that Staffordshire was not alone in this difficulty ;
the North of England Board was in the same position. The operative section of the Board intimated that formal notice will be given
in a few days for an advance in wages. A sub-committee was
er to consider the question of extras paid in the mills and
01
ectric-light engineers are finding an increased call for dynamos
and wate 2 of a
design. ¥ot only are ra one
wing for lighting an
wer purposes, but an exten
e is
at sg Manrae drve
India, Spain, Holland, and Germany
are all buying. The Elwell-Parker a
, Wolverhampton, are
very busy, and are employing some 250 <d Among the export
work which they have recently
ted were
lators
and dynamos of 70-horse power to supply 400 or 500 incandescent
lamps for the lighting of a Spanish cotton mill ; and a dynamo of
25-horse power for 100 incandescent lamps for the lighting up of a
native Indian palace. The country work now in hand at these
works includes accumulators and dynamos for Woolwich Arsenal.
Other valuable home and foreign work is early expected.
Steam pump engineers are obtaining some good orders from
collieries in the North of England and South Wales, and large
pumps are also being purchased on export account. The late
sage reduction in standard prices of something like 33} per cent.
as doubtless assisted to bring out orders and reduce stocks in
makers’ hands, but it has reduced profits to a considerable extent.
Messrs. Joseph Evans and Sons, Calwell Works, Wolverhampton,
have just obtained the contract for a large pumping engine to be
erected in the South of England for railway dock work, which will
-raise 2000 gallons per minute, The colliery pumps which they
have in hand on order have a capacity varying from 10,000 to
30,000 gallons per hour, and will lift up to 1000ft. Within the last
few days the firm have despatched a 2lin. double-acting plunger
p, with high and low-pressure steam cylinders, to the
epdeehed Waterworks. The pump has a capacity of 85,000
gallons per hour; and the firm have also booked a further order
for another large pump for a waterworks in one of the North-West
Provinces.
Complaints are made of the continued severity of American and
German competition in hand pumps in the Colonies, India, and on
the Continent, This is the more remarkable, since the quality of
the English goods is indisputably superior.
At a meeting of the Brierley Hill ironworkers, held on Monday,
it
to hold a national conference, but the details were
THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES notwasto decided
be arranged until the feeling of the trade had been
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND ascertained.
OTHER DISTRICTS.
A miners’ conference held this week at Walsall resolved to
demand an advance of 6d. per day or shift on thick coal or 3d.
(From our own Correspondent.)
on thin. The Cannock Chase men were given to the 10th
Tue demand for manufactured iron continues restricted. Neither inst.r day
to formulate their demands,
merchants nor consumers seem to have orders of any magnitude
to place, Under these circumstances it is not surprising that
makers find a good deal of difficulty in obtaining better prices.
The advance which was declared in Birmi
a fortnight ago
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
cannot be said to have
into an accomplished fact. Rates
(From our own Correspondent.)
are not much altered in actual business upon those which previously prevailed,
Manchester.—Business in the iron trade of this district remains
The firms who are best off are those who, in a considerable in a completely stagnant condition. In the face of the —
measure, anticipated the Birmingham restriction by quoting downward tendency of prices in the large iron centres of Glasgow
prices up upon the excessive minimum. That price is £5 5s, for and Middlesbrough, which necessarily has a depressing effect upon
common bars and strips, and £5 10s. for hoops.
the market here, buyers are disinclined to operate, and, as a rule,
Until there is a manifest improvement in the demand it is — small hand-to-mouth orders are given out. So far as local
evident that the determination to force up prices can meet with
district makers of pig iron are concerned a tolerably firm tone
but little success, The bulk of the firms would be well satisfied if is still nominally maintained, as they are well sold that they
yg Bey get a 5s, advance.
are under no i
iat
ity to press sales, but there are
ked bars keep at £7 to £7 12s, 6d. ; second quality marked low sellers in the market, in odd cases even amongst the makers,
bars, £6 ;and common, £5 5s. to £5 10s., nominal. Hoops are £5 but principally omar second-hand holders, who with the con10s, to £5 12s, 6d., and crown sorts £6 5s. Hinge strip isabout £6, tinual weakening of the market become mcre and more anxious to
and common strip £5 5s.
realise, and iron can be bought at fully 1s. 6d. per ton under prices
Sheets continue to wear a cheerful aspect, since the demand that are nominally quoted as list rates. Hematite makers, although
from the galvanisers and from other buyers keeps up well. Speci- at present selling little or nothing, are also firm, more firm indeed
fications are rather more plentiful than a week ago, and the mills than the makers of common pig iron, and it is only in warrants or
are pretty much in full swing. Prices are steady on the basis of second-hand parcels that any really low-priced lots are to be got.
= peer a 6d. for 20 gauge ;£6 10s. for 24 gauge ;and £7 10s, In manufactured iron trade drags on very slowly, and for prompt
specification makers are willing to take very low prices.
or </ gauge.
3 bom mney maintain a pretty firm position. Firms who are
There was about an ave
attendance on the Manchester iron
inclined to make concessions are told by strong makers that they market on Tuesday, but business was extremely slow. The inquiry
are “‘ practically giving away 5s. to 7s. 6d. per ton” in so doing, for pig iron was of the smallest possible dimensions, and it was
since merchants will give full prices when compelled. The top price very exceptional where sales exceeded small hand-to-mouth
for galvanised sheets, f.o.b., Liverpool, is £10 10s,, but other firms
reels. For Lancashire pig iron quoted rates remained at 39s. 6d.
are selling at £10 5s., and, as regards Birkenhead makers, £10.
40s, 6d., less 24, for forge and foundry qualities delive:
ual
The pig trade is pretty much stationary. The extent of new to Manchester, but local makers are only booking occasional orders
business is small. Sellers of imported sorts will here and there where an advantage in the rate of carriage enables them to meet
accept 1s. reduction from recent maximum rates. Northampton buyers on a lower basis of prices than the above. For district
pigs are 39s. to 40s.; Derbyshires, 402. to 42s, 6d.; and Lincoln- brands 39s. 6d. to 40s. 6d., less 24, delivered equal to Manchester,
shires, about 42s, 6d., all delivered. There is also some little is also in one or two instances still the nominally quoted list price,
ving way by hematite sellers from their recent quotation of 60s. but for Lincolnshire iron the actual average selling price is more
or forge sorts, delivered ;but the Barrow Company in particular nearly 38s. to 39s., less 24, and it could be got at even 6d. per ton
decline to make any ¢
under these figures. Outside brands offering here are decidedl.
. Superior steel upon a modification of the Siemens-Martin process easier to buy than last week, but Scotch and Middlesbrough
is now being turned out at the works at Corngreaves, near Bir- makers do not follow weno the downward movement in warrants.
mingham, of the New British Iron Company. The company can
Hematites are being held by makers at about 58s. 6d., less 24,
cover almost any quality, oe a Babee 24 tons to 54 tons per for No, 3 foundry qualities delivered into the Manchester district,
square inch tensile strain. Metal
ing the former strain, and but warrants and second-hand lots could be bought at considerably
suitable for smithy bar purposes, shows under test 36 per cent. under this figure.
elongationupon 8in.,and a reduction of fractional area of 61 or 62
In manufactured iron the only activity that is being maintained
per cent., while metal of 54 tons strain shows an elongation of 13 is in sheets, and for these prices are steady at about £6 10s. to £7
per cent., and a reduction of area of 29
cent. The metal is of per ton delivered into the Manchester district. For common bars
such quality that it is being supplied to theAdmiralty in bar form. the demand is extremely dull, and both local and North StaffordThe company are manufacturing steel plates possessing the
shire qualities can be
ht without difficulty at about £5 per
feature of having a very hard centre and a very soft exterior. The ton delivered into this district ; hoops average about £5 7s. 6d. per
productis not the result of plates put in juxtaposition, but the ton delivered.
metal is rolled all together.
e and strong room manufacturers
Here and there amongst engineers there are reports of more
find it specially valuable. After performing upon it the varied inquiry stirring, but the weight of actual new work coming forfitting and drilling work required, the plates are heated red-hot ward is still very small, and it can scarcely be said that, taking the
and Ehenged into water, after which they cannot possibly be condition of trade generally, there is as yet any real improvement.
—
tinental and American aaeandens are expected to be
The Council of the Iron and Steel Institute has now formally
mers,
announced its cordial acceptance of the invitation to hold the next
Another material which is engaging increased attention at Corn- autumn meeting in Manchester, and the dates fixed upon are the
greaves Works is a a composite iron and steel which
14th, 15th, and 16th September.
the facility of welding which attaches to iron in situ, while the
The Manchester Exhibition buildings continue to make satisace yd= the steel Brae a much higher “~ =
ry progress towards completion, and the machinery section is
c
r wear.
For
neering purposes, including boiler now practically ready for the reception of some classes of exhibits.
making, chain making, axle making, rivet manufacture, and other It seems that there is some rumour that the Prince of Wales is
pospenes, the composite material is, it is claimed, valuable. One- coming over to open the Exhibition, and that if the Manchester Ship
neh rounds made into chains have been tested to destruction at Canal arainet has by that time been successfully launched, his
43°55 tons, which is 31 tons or 262 per cent. over Admiralty proof. we prune
ome will also during his visit to this city cut the first
In the process of manufacture a case of iron bars is placed within
of the

ive soon as the building season opens. Wrought iron pipe is
abi and will be in greater demand as
ins Thing 0
the vast number of waterworks projects now in
. ‘Hardware
termination of the coal handlers’ strike has improved the condition
of the market, and some of the big companies are taking immense
con:
;
for anthracite have advanced, and bituminous
will be advanced next week, Wheat and provisions are quiet.
The Stock Exe’
es have been i:
.
Central Rail
of New Jersey.—A company has been organised
as the “‘ Jersey Central Improvement Company ” to provide means
for the development of the2 sone in which the receiver's funds
cannot be invested, The
in interest will soon have control.
The new company’s capital stock is 1,000,000 dols., and 350,000
dols. has been issued in payment of stocks and bonds of the
Cumberland and Maurice Railroad, a recent addition to the Central
system,
Hydraulic mining.—The Federal departments and Congress have
nek’ the usual methods employed in hydraulic mining to be
unlawful, and have decreed that the work of restoring the navigable streams shall not be entered upon until there is cessation of
these methods ; the
Secr tary of War has been directedto proceed
in the Courts to enjoin hydraulic miners from washing
ris into
the stream, The substitute for Senate Bill 51 proposes a system
of restraining dams for mining débris by appropriators of water
for mining el ag A defect of the Bill is that it does not
require the holding back of matter in suspension, and frees the
hydraulic miners from liability for di
caused by the same,
whereas it is the fine matter that is deposited in the slow currents
of the valleys, and, besides seriously filling up the Sacramento
river at Sacramento, is threatening the tidal waters of San Francisco Bay. The works are to be constructed under the approval
and supervision of engineers or of a State engineer. On the whole,
however, the Bill is inimical to the rights of people in the low lands,
and is meeting with very strong opposition.
Rocky Mountain Tunnel.--Mr. Pomeroy, President of the Atlantie and Pacific Railroad Tunnel Company, at Denver, Col., has
contracted with Thomas Vernon, of
land, for the completion
of the tunnel for railroad service. The tunnel, which was commenced for mini
seven years
ago, begins at_the base of
Mount Kelso, in the main range, sixty miles west of Denver, and
will passthrough Gray’s Peak, 4400ft. below the top of the Peak.
Gold and silver veins wil! be reached. It will be 25,000ft. long,
and is to be completed in 1890. First mortgage bonds for
2,000,000 dols. will be issued, and will be taken up by the English
contractor.
Electric street railroad system.—Mr. Stephen D. Field has designed
a new system of street railroad for electric power. There is an
iron conduit 8in. high under each wheel, the conduits being spiked
to wooden cross ties and held to gauge by tie bars. The wheels
have a centre flange and two treads; the inner one of a little
smaller diameter takesa bearing at curves, and thus slip isavoided.
In - bring ‘gu fod)Sonne cea
chuante,
ip Railroad.—On February 17th the Bill passed
the Senate bya vote of 46 to 7. An amended substitute offered
by Mr. Vest was adopted. This authorises the incorporation of
James B, Eads and eighty other persons as the Atlantic and
Pacific Ship Railroad Company, the capital stock not to exceed
100,000,000 dols.—£20,000,000. When 10 per cent. is subscribed
and 10 per cent. paid in, a meeting is to be held to elect directors,
the stock subscri
for not to
ignable until the paid-in
capital amounts to 5,000,000 dols, I ,
requirements as to
stock are not comp ied with in two years the charter is to expire.
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Brakes,” was read by Mr. George Kiernan, before the Manchester
Association of Engineers, on Saturday. It had been found, he
said, by experience that the system of utilising the atmospheric
air in the pneumatic brake, for working a continous brake was the
most convenient and gave the best results. In this country there
were, a
three kinds of pneumatic brakes in operation—viz., the Westinghouse com
air automatic, and nonautomatic vacuum, and Gresham’s non-automatic vacuum and Gresham’s automatic vacuum. The latest Board of Trade returns showed
that vacuum brakes were in use on 4092 engines and 24,035 carriages,
and compressed air brakes on 4760 engi
and 14,369 carriages.
In a general way Mr. Kiernan admitted that anon-automatic brake
gave coup ped canal 4 dinary practice, but, besides being
Ininus the great advantage of automaticity, it was not quick in
action, and therefore could not bring a train to rest in so short a
distance as would be accomplished by an automatic brake. The
questionas to the distance in which brakes would stop a train
was one of the utmost importance, but it was very difficult
to answer, as there were so many varying conditions that
might influence a stop. Experiments which were made with
two trains similar in every respect except the brakes, each train
consisting of an engine, tender, and twelve six-wheeled coaches,
with brake blocks on four wheels of each, on the same day over
the same road, showed that one train running at fifty miles per
hour and fitted with the compressed air brake was brought to
rest in 20 seconds, or in a distance of 280 yards ; the other fitted
with a vacuum brake was stopped in 18
ds, or in a dist
of
253 yards. One of the most important points in a brake was the
aulceatiin with which it could be brought into action, and Mr.
Kiernan maintained that a brake should always have its full power
at command whatever calls might previously have been made upon
it. In the discussion which followed, the Gresham brake was
spoken of very highly as the simplest by far, and that in the
various arrangements which had been devised to secure automaticity in its simplest form the inventor had attained as near perfection as possible. |
The cause of the extensive subsidences of land which have been
going on for some years past in the Cheshire salt district was
dealt with in a paper, read before the Manchester Geological Society,
on “uesday, by Mr. Thos. Ward. After tracing the commencement and growth of these subsidences during the —- century, and
showing how their rapid and alarming extension during late years
had been coincident with the rapid development of the salt trade
of the district, and the enormous increase in the quantity of salt
rock extracted and brine pumped up by the numerous works, Mr.
Ward dismissed altogether the assumption, which had been formed
a few years back, when an attempt was made to get an Act of Parliament to secure compensation for the injury done, that these subsidences were due to physical causes. Theonly practical conclusion was
that these subsidences were the direct result of the operaticas
carried on by the salt works in the district, and as the limits of the
beds of salt were not known, and the water reached the salt beds
from all directions and traversed them to the pumping stations, it
was impossible to say how far thesesubsidences mightextend. For the
damage which was caused to property on the surface by these subsidences there was no remedy in law, asit was impossible tosay which of
themany brine pumps scattered over the large saltarea wasoceasioning any particular injury, and this being so, it was evident a great
injustice and wrong was being done to these property owners. In
the discussion which followed, general concurrence was exEnt with the conclusions set forth in the paper, Mr. Mark
tirrup, F.G.S., stating that if there had been no saltworks in the
neighbourhood there would have been no subsidences, and according to the amount of brine pumped up so would these subsidences
increase, and this would continue until the salt beds had been
pumped out.
In the coal trade there is a decided falling off in the
demand for the better classes for house fire consumption, but
otherwise there is a fairly steady business doing, and the large
quantity of the second pa lower qualities of round coal still being
—— prevents any pressure of surplus supplies in these on the
et. The local demand for iron-making and general trade
purposes is, however, only indifferent, and slack, except for mill
purposes, is only in poor demand. Pits are still kept going pretty
near full time, and except a little weakness in best
ces are
steady at last month’s rates. At the pit mouth best coal averages
9s.; seconds, 7s. 6d.; common house coal, 6s.; steam and forge
coal, 5s. 6d.; burgy, 4s. 6d. to 5s.; best slack, 3s. 6d. to 4s.; and
common, 2s, 6d. to 3s. per ton. For shipment, 7s. 6d. is very
readily got for steam coal, and about 9s. per ton for seconds, house
coal delivered at the high-level, Liverpool or the Garston Docks.
The miners in the South Lancashire district having wisely abandoned their applications for an advance of w
have now so
modified their proposed restriction of the output that it is not likely
to give rise to any very serious objection hype from the day
wagemen at the pits, who will be considerable sufferers if the proposed change is carried out.
Barrow.—The trade in hematite pig iron is steady, and a good
inquiry has been experienced during the week; but the sales have
chiefly been on the part of speculators, who have done business as
low as 46s. per ton and up to 47s. per ton, but these reductions in
prices have not in any way been brought about by any weakness
of tone in trade, but by the exigencies of circumstances incidental
to holders of iron. Makers are firm in their prices, and quote 50s.
per ton net f.0.b. for mixed parcels of Bessemer iron, and 49s. for
forge and foundry No. 3, and they are prepared to wait until
trade can be done at these rates, as they have so many orders in
hand and have practically sold their make for some months to come.
Very large shipments of pig iron are being made to America, the
Colonies, and the Continent, and there is also a heavy shipping
trade in rails, blooms, billets, &c., for the same markets. Steel
rails are this week quoted at an advance in price—£4 6s. 3d. per
ton net f.0.b., for sedaiiry heavy sections, instead of £4 5s., at which
business was done last week. Some large sales of rails are repo:
to have been made to India and America at about £4 5s. per ton,
and rey roain rene of negotiation. creinenne in eae is
especiallygood, and plenty of inquiry is to
, especially from
America. Makers pe pu é up thelrprices for this class of steel,
and they will very probably secure the advance because the
demand is so active.
e fact of the matter is that rails pay a
heavy import tariff, and blooms are
ed as unfinished
goods, and are therefore admissible at a low figure, giving
the Americans who use them an advantage over those
who buy the manufactured rails from this country. There is
not much doing in hoops, bars, or wire. Steel casting is a poor
trade at present, and forge work is quiet. Finished iron is in
uiet demand, and last week’s prices are ruling. In shipbuilding
there is a very
r business doing. No new orders have been
booked during disswottt, and the local yards are becoming more
and more empty, The pros
of new contracts is, however,
better than it was, and it is thought probable that during the
resent month a few orders will
in the hands of local
uilders. The demand for iron ore is steady and brisk, and prices
are firm at from 12s. to 13s. 6d. per ton at the mines. Several old
pits which have been closed for some time are being reopened, and
the output of ore is being increased. The coal trade is steady,
and in coke a larger business is doing, but prices are not better
than they have been. Shipping is better employed than for some
time past, and the probabilities are in favour of a brisk season’s
trade. Last week there was shipped from Barrow 6778 tons pig
iron, 2260 tons bars, 1804 tons blooms, and 1210 tons of rails.
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
SHEFFIELD is still concerned about the production of steel at
Woolwich. Some light has been thrown on the subject by the
replies of Mr. Stanhope to questions put by Mr. Mundella and Mr.
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Howard Vincent, the members for the Brightside
the business for which they have long contendedin
divisions of the cu’
capital. Mr. Mundella asked the Secretary
aa a trade will a return to the Nery eae“
of State for War to state the total amount of steel
i or
worst situated
i
the Government factories at Woolwich
in 1884, 1885, and 1886, and
what had been the heaviest weight of any small casting in each
those years. Mr. Howard Vincent inquired about the nature
of the
undertaking givenby Mr.
gas making is gradually diminishing as the spri
of the steel trade—whether
it a
to large
wae a trades unions at N.
stl
the gun forgings required by the War Department.
was not
icit in his
i
His return showed the outputat
Woolwich thus:—In 1883-4, 1564 tons; in 1884-5.
1885-6,
2279 tons. The heaviest si
casting
in each of
two years
was about 19 tons, and in the last year about 12 tons,
He
informed Mr. Vincent that the undertaking
given applied to forgings of all sizes, and in the coming financial
shipyards the orders booked last
year,he proposed, subject to unforeseen contingencies, to give to
the trade nearly three-fourths of all the gun forgings in
F om that without replacement by
ing to
These
are widely different from those given at Sheffield.
i
t is scarcely so good as it was for the
en a special interest in this subject, went |business.
sonyfarerty
as to mr
sa
t9in certain dedepartments ofWoolwich
i Arsenal building ind
. Various efforts recently made to raise capital
from the
public for the purpose of buying existing steamers
chabaienh tabann aie hag, =gewager ee ges
improvements
been manufactured last year.
e also
esti
the loss to at low prices or building new ones with all
altogether successful. It seems clear that small
Sheffield thereby at £300,000. It is perfectly clear that Mr. have
Stanhope’s figures and these statements cannot be reconciled. It investors, at all events, have not forgotten thé losses of the past,
and convertibilityof public stocks
will be interestingto learn what will be said of the Government and they still prefer the safety
undertaking
in regard to gun forgings. It would be unreasonable to the risk of shares in shipping, whatever the prospects of high
to expect that Woolwich should not make steel ; but it isclear, even
land ironstone mines, known as the Boosbeck
from the War Secretary's explanation, that the Arsenal authorities
are rapidly increasing
the
uction, the increase from 1698 tons
in 1884-5 to 2279 tons in 1
being by no means inconsiderable.
The Midland Railway Company
has not yet
i
for the wholeof the steel rails required. One
firm—Messrs,
Steel, Peach, and Tozer, Phenix Bessemer Works—have taken
5000 tons; but it is understood that the company requires atleast
four times that weight. Values are steadily
going up, consequent
on the i
d quotati
for raw material. It is expectedby
several firms that this year will see steel rails at £5 to £6 per ton
at works. Of course,
a collapse of the
i demand would
disappoint that expectation;
but in addition to America, a large
trade
is expected to be done with India
and other dependencies.
Two deputations from Sheffield have waited on the Home Secreee
ee
since prSera on The first,
on Friday, was from the Federated Trades Council ; and the second, been consid:wanes dagen: by trade depression. For the last four
pier work
on Monday, from the Sheffield Town Council. I accompanied both years they have been engaged in constructing extensive
a smali town on the coast a little to the north of the
deputations. They asked for a Royal Commission to inquire into at Roker,
of the river.
fraudulent marking of Sheffield and other British
é mouth
has for long been
Town Council, by the casting vote of the Mayor,
i that the The rocky point called Raven's Wheel, which
to safe navigation, is being gradually
removed. The
Royal Commission, if appointed, should ing
into mal
i
Eindrance
ites and sillsof theold docks are being altered,
and the graving
in other trades besides those of Sheffield, and it was to
docks enlarged, to
suittheneedsofthe times.The Com
this resolution that the deputation
proceeded to London.
to have a graving dock capable ofaccommodatinga
the Home Secretary did not definitely decline to recommend
li hope some daytons
burd
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24 per cent. This came into effect on the Ist of
was generally supposed that a 5 per cent, reducticn
been necessary, seeing the downward market which
has ruled
so long. Enginemenand stokers
will have to suffer the
same reduction on and from April Ist.
In tin-plate there is a healthier sign in the Pontypool district,
aes
hear that the men and masters are coming to
terms,and so will have a slice of the good fortune that is now prevailing in the Swansea district.
despatch from Swansea last week was heavy, including
1400 tons tin-plates for Baltimore, and 500 tons forNew Orleans, In
all the shipment totalled up 66,000 boxes, Cokes and Bessemers
from 13s. 3d. to 13s. 9d.; Siemens, 14s, to 14s, 3d.; and at
ordeals eatie of business is being done. Siemens plates
cf
in price,
season for a good demand i
y
now opening,
and a great deal of tact will be required $0 place
forward business even at existing quotations, Stocks in Swansea
are lessening rapidly.
The
inquest on the Cwtch colliery disaster will take place about
the reg of the month. No theory as to the cause seems as yet
tenable.

NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent. )
ALTHOUGH the political situation has this week
in had its
influence on the iron markets of this country to the extent of
keeping back all but the less important orders, still nearly all the
prices have remained unaffected; indeed some, especially for
steel manufactures, have gone u
The momentary
ition
of the iron trade may be saidto at most at a standstill in
its
and that now the happy result of the elections
is known, a favourable turn is with certainty to be prognosticated. The Silesian market continues very buoyant, and the
works maintain a firm price for pig iron, and will only
contract for the third quarter at enhanced prices.
e newly
made arrangement of the common office for the undivided sale of
all the wrought iron made is already bearing fruit, and commercial
bars have attained the price of M. 111 p.t. ; also the neighbouring
market of Austria has an advance in pricesto record, As regards
the Rhenish-Westphalian market, the sale of ores, favoured by the
ay
ae railway rates, is good, and on the whole,
prices have been maintained, although there has been a slight
tendency to a downward pressure in consequence of the
less firm quotations of late on the Spanish ore market, which,
however, are now advancing again a little, and shipments
ing. The demand has also latterly been quieter than it
was a week or two back. Th
the reluctance of buyers to
come forward for the moment, the pig iron market has become
quieter, but as the works are all well sold forward for this and
next quarter, there is at present no likelihood of prices becoming
weaker. Spiegel costs from M. 50 to 59, according to contents in
3f
ig is notedat 46 to 48; basic, 42 to 43, and
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
and
sometimes
higher ; Luxem’
, 43 to 46 ; Bessemer,
49 to 52 ; and
another tabled by Mr. Mundella. It is probable that both Bills
foundry,
49 to 55 to 56 p.t. Forge
pig is very firm, and only to be
(From
our
own
Correspondent.)
will be referred to a Select Committee, with the result of strengthent at higher prices far ahead, ot See
more
ing the measure
to become law.
pig iron warrant market has been much
remaining,
it is in project toi
present
production
A very remarkable man has passed away in the death of Mr.
shortly. Neither = nor foundry iron are somuch sought after
as formerly,
but the prices remain stable. Basic and
mer
Samuel Fox, founder of the firm of Samuel Fox and Co., and a
imi
, with a capital of ee
eee
ig arein full request, at prices rather rising than the reverse.
Ihe total
tt of pig iron for the month of January was
i
Works, Deepear, near Sheffield. More than
half a century
ago Mr. Fox came to Sheffield from Bradwell, a reoman 3
144,295; Bessemer, 31,267; basic,
mote hamlet in North Derbyshire. He was apprenticed to the steel reported slow, and the
, 38,312 t.; January, 1886, 296,896 t. The
; and
considered very cheering on Change.
of the firms
who 80,008
of
work
that
can only take new orders
trade, and afterwards saved sufficient money to start on his not
rolling
mills
are
so
to put out furnaces during the colliers’ strike are now —which, by the way, are not coming they
in so briskly as heretofore, for
own accountat Stockbridge. His staff at first consistedof were obliged
ting a
ion of these. Considerable additions are being the reasons often before given—at two months’ term of delivery,
i
i
and a =e Struck pyFane f
to the stock in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Glasgow stores,
and in such conditions, of course, the prices can be well maing
F
tained. For this month in the year both bars, girders, and other
F Ly
sectional
irons are in great de
, and are noted M. 105 to 110;
E
it
H He Es ! ;H
Fe sem 106 to 113; girders, 108 to 110; hoop, 110 to 115; Bessemer
:
E:
if
illets,
112
to
125,
and
even
130
is
here
andthere paid; iron boiler
and an immense fortune was made,
f
plates, L.Q., 145 to 148; common Q., 135 to 140; steel do., 140 and
the umbrella notion which is known the
up to 160 and even 165;charcoal plates 140 to 145; iron wire rods ordiParagon Frames.” A branch establishment a
naryQ, 112; steel ditto, 110 to 112; drawn wire in iron and steel, up to
blished to get over the tariff restrictions
130; steel sleepers, 115 to 125; steel rails at last tendering 120and
found very vexatious. Mr. Fox, in the
of
cleared a goodly pile out of crinoline steel, and he in s 4
odd p.fg.; complete wheels and axles, 300 to 320; axles, 230 to 235;
steel tires, aa
a
Boiler plates are firm at the noted
ions of steel
wire to the cotton
and woollen ae
prices and rising rather
falling, and latterly the demand has
which were remarkably lucrative. The compan E § a
much increased, so at last they also have begun to feel the improveless than 10
cent., and for years has paid 15 per
ment which has set in. The same may be said of sectional irons
shares, which are £80 paid up, are now at £146. Mr.
all sorts. As for wire rods, what with the demand from abroad
chased a
estate in Oxfordshire and another in
steel works of Lanarkshire are again of
and
for home use for wire drawing, nails,
rivets, and screw
Riding, where he died last Friday, in his 72nd year.
ing trim, after being in many cases partially making,
&c., for which it is used, and the prices for which manuMr. Charles Belk, J.P., President of the ChamberBFR
holly
ee
by
scarcity
of
coals
during
the
colliers’
facture
has
become
remunerative
again,
the
mills are so full
merce, who was suddenly struck down a
fortnight ago
at a
=}in hand are fair, but there are many conditional of orders that they have been obliged to close their
for a
house, is still ina very weak way. The blood-vessel whichily
rv
43
prices of iron and steel were while, but at the same time it must be noted that books
98
orders have
upon his lungs gives serious trouble to the doctor,
&
respect
of which merchants were not preparedto become seldomer than they were. Steel railroad materials
i
i
account of the material drop in quotations. firm as to price, otherwise there is little to note in particular. areA
of his condition, but private information is not so gratifying.
7 4 ers will, at least, be kept back until it is seen whether small order for 2750t.of rails and 2880t.of sleepers was given out
i
B
last week by the Government at Cologne. Noforeigners bid. The
lasting upwards of four weeks, and Freeway Seer a large lowest
was M, 122, and for sleepers M. 115p.t.
ul
the
mining
districts, the colliers’ strike was
ught to an at works. er580t.for ofrails
and crossing sleepers M, 118 p.t. at
THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
at the close of last week, the men returning
to work on a pro- works. One hundred point
covered
wagons are to be tendered for soon
that within ten days a conference of employers and work- at Berlin, otherwise
(From our own Correspondent.)
the
works
off for orders, The
men’s representatives should be held, to discuss the circumstances machine and boiler-making shops areandbadly
are receiving a
THE improvement in the tone of the Cleveland pig iron trade of the trade, and the demandof Se an ee
ee few more orders than lately was the case, foundries
which
is so far encouragwhich was noticed on Tuesday, the 22nd ult., did not continue
are now becoming plentiful,
and the prices are rapidly falling ing, but prices are still much depressed.
it
long. Merchants were then asking 36s. per ton for prompt deds the old level, but it will be some time before e shipping
The ice in the rivers
has been a great hindranceto the coal and
livery, but by the end of the week a reaction
had set in, and at trade is brought fully back to the ports.
coke trades, otherwise the business is rather more satisfactory both
the market held at Middlesbrough on poy Bag lower prices
in house and industrial
coal and coke, and the minersare no longer
were accepted. No 3 g.m.b. was offered at
6d. per ton by
inclined to book for long delivery ahead, especially for coke, which
several sellers. For delivery to the end of June 36s. 6d.
quoted, but less would have been taken for a good order, pao of
is
expected
soon
to
command
a better price.
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
iron has fluctuated less than No, 3. The demand for it is fairly
In Belgium orders are coming to hand in
but
moderat
well maintained, and last week’s price, viz, 34s. 6d. per ton, is
(From our own Correspondent.)
racee
larger orders are more rare than they were. The
still paid. Makers who have not much in stocks will not, howCockerill Company has one order in hand for the
ma Canal
THE
latest
great
colliery
i
n
g
,
the
Albion,
a
f
iles
from
ever, take less than 34s. 9d.
for twelve locomotives, and others for Russia and Spain
Pontypridd, has been a =teneveng 4ft. stones, ook: olen won Company
Messrs. Stevenson, Jaques and Co.’s current. quotations :— there
Thastengines, whilst another works has eighteen steam engines
a few days ago. This may be said to end the ‘deep sinkings for
** Acklam Hematite,” Mixed Nos., 50s. per ton; ‘‘Acklam York- of
to
deliver,and
on the whole the machine factories are satisfactorily
Glamorganshire
steam coal. I question
if there is any more
shire "—Cleveland—No. 3, 39s. per ton; ‘‘Acklam Basic,” 40s. untaken
have remain any!pretty reper nay Booeyfortground of any importance ; so the celebrated smokeless night pallhae
per ton; refined iron, 54s. to 64s.
ton.
syndicates prices for wrought iron have
been mainWarrants, which realised 36s. 14d. at Glasgow last week, had
tained at for merchant bars, 100; aT 100; angles, 115; iron
fallen by Tuesday last
to 35s. 1}d.; at that price
some sales were
plates,StoNo.i 2.Q., 120to 130; No. 3Q., 150; merchant sorts, 170;
e.
B & in steel, 165 f. p.t.
The stock of pig iron in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough effected in some cases at 3d. per ton advance. Present quotations
In France mixed lots of wire rods, No, 2
, for drawing out
store is now again rapidly increasing. On Monday last the total >
50f. p.t. Steel ingots 95, blooms 105, billets 110 to 112°50,
pes
§& Th
The export
e is looking
ing up. The vigour
of Dowlais
accumulation amounted to 312,388 tons, or 1590 tons more than a management
basic
pig
49f.
p.t.;
girders
in
Paris
are
140,
and
merchant
bars
is
strikingly
shown,
and
At
is
questionable
whether
week previously.
old rails 90f. p.t.
yers are holding aloof. The foundries
the briskness
there has been paralleled
for a long time. Its
There is nothing new to be said in respect of the finished iron despatches
tarily
better
employed,
but,
as
everywhere
else,
prices
of
coal,
blooms,
tin
bars,
sl
and
its
receipts
of
trade. The demand is as poor as ever, and prices
are tending iron ore, coke, &c., keep up a constant ferment. One day last
i by no means satisfactory.
downwards,
10,000 tons of ore came to port, and of this
Ww
Another of those accidents has occurred not long after the boiler
Statistics showing the quantities of pig and manufactured iron
UFR
i, examined and hydraulically tested at an ironworks at Dortand steel exported from Middlesbrough during February were
¥one consignmen'
et feetwee!k of 3000 tons stee steel m
killing one and injuring five workmen by its explosion.
issuedon the Ist inst. The pig iron exports amounted to 52,620 blooms
for Baltimore.
It
a vertical one, and fortunately the
of steam was
tons, which is 1000 tons more than
during January. The principal
Trade
lly,
iron,
steel,
and
coke,
shows
distinct
im;
not
high
at the time, or from the nature of the explosion it is
destinations were as follows, viz. :—To
tland, 22,238 tons ; to
unfortunately, in all matters of steel are still low. believed it would have completely wrecked the works and destroyed
America, 8450 tons ; to Wales, 5700 tons; to Holland, 4405 tons; ment. the increase
in vl foreign ore, pig, and coke, makers many more lives. Again,
week a botler burst in the same disto Sweden, 3687 tons, and to France
1445 tons. The shipmentsof are only a slight shade
better off. Some quotations
are still about ict, demolishing a saw mill and killing three men. This otf
manufactured iron and steel reached 35,901 tons, being
2000 tons £4 10s. steel rails, certain
specification,
sales have been effected shows that, even where a strict Government inspection is enf:
,
more than during January. India was, as usual, the best
. at £4 5s,
it is no absolute remedy for these disastrous explosions.
17,961 tons of railway material having been sent thither. British
are being sent
A new
factory for making the repeating rifles for the
Burmah took 3256 tons; America 1900 tons, and Egypt 1127 The coke trade is brisk, and large quantities
cree ie hy dena weg uirements. Small
coal is in brisk anencian pes of the Austrian army is Thott to be established
tons.
rates. Little of the best oan be had under 5s, at Buda-Pest. The capital is £300,000, with a like sum in priority
The continuance
of the colliers’ strike is having a more
and more lemand at improved
disastrous effect upon the Northumberland
trade. All coalThere was a
ing of the Sli
Scale Committee, Coal- shares. The Loewe Company at Berlin is entrusted with the inents and the mountings
of the establishment. The
owners in other districts are finding a benefit, and, indeed, they owners’ Association, in
on Sa
y, when it was announced ternal arra:
are absorbing among them without trouble and without effort the that the last audit showed a necessity for a reduction of wages to Union Bank at Vienna finances the affair.
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2789. Sprina, J. Robertson, London.
THE PATENT JOURNAL,
2790, Diax, W. F. Mason,
Tricycies, W. Butcher, Kent.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of 2791.
2792, Cuatxine Cues, C. Sandall, Bristol.
Patents,
= LirnooraPruic Prixtinc, W. Bramhall, ManApplication for Letters Patent.
2794. STOPPERING Borties, R.
# Goldanten, Manchester.
Tap,J.Wedge, Winches
Pd
tents have been “communicated”. the 2795. Stor
LUBRICATING VALVES, J. — ‘and E. C. Mills,
name
address of the communicating party are 2796.
Manchester,
printed in italics.
2797. Souirarres, &c., G, Pritchard, Birmingham.
22nd February, 1887.
2798. Compisep Roiuine, &c., MacHINE, J., P., A., F.,
and A, Cave, Rushden.
2098.
pte mealand Hanp Bac Comprnen, H. Friederberg, 2799.
Riu Latcues, P. Stringer, Wednesfield.
2800.
Sermnnina, &c., Fisrous Mareriazs, J. Gullery,
2099, Paper Enve topes, E. 8, Norcombe, W. E, Reeves,
and J, G. Stevens, Edgbaston.
2801.
es &ec., R. C. Jay, London.
2700. Bicycies, &c., H. Pipe, London.
Parrerns for MaRKixc Our WEARING APPAREL,
2701. Roap Wike STRANDED Ropes, G. W. Westgarth, 2802.
F.
C.
Noar,
Manchester.
-on-Tyne,
2803. Back for PuotocRaPH Mirror Frames, W. D.
2702. Cuucks for Larnes, H. W. Tonks, Birm
Wilkinson
and F. Fowler, Birmingham.
2703. ExtincuisHers for O11, Lamps, &c., F. R. Baker, =,
ig Pa
Poncues, R, and J. Porter, J. E. Morgan,
2704. Securina Bau Castors to Inon Bepsteaps, &c., 2805. SAFETY SasH Fastener, E. Lloyd,
T.
ton, Manchester.
2806.
VENTILATING
WaTERPROOF GARMENTS, B, Kempbas — Corrine and Fittie Macuryg, J. Cheshire,
ia
RANGES,
onan
iGeomeen'’
Ra
M. Shaw, w, @ Glasgow.
2706. i Strong, &c., Smasner, E. 8. Norcombe, 2808. Pumps, A. Lewin, J.London.
Birmingham.
Axte and Box, A. C. Henderson.—(E. Jean2707. Ain-riant Stoprer for Borties, &c., J. E. 2809.
ningros,
France.)
Mellor, Nether
2810, Drivina Gear of Exvevators, G, Cottrell and J.
2708, Gas LicuTiNe, . G. Marsh,Te coma
X,
on.
2709. Fase GRATES, W. Hoyle, Halif:
2811. Door Knoxs or Hanpies, J. and W. W. England,
2710. FicTerina
ines, J. A. Ghiatine, London.
London.
2711.
Fitrerinc
Macurnes,
J.
A.
Crocker,
London.
Tyivae and Unrtyine of Parcets, J. Whyte,
English and Foreign Patents Company,
2712. Evecrrica, Mai. Iypicators, H. J. Allison.— 2812.
London.
Limited.
‘A,F. Hochstadter, United States,
2813. Ventizatine, &c., Buitpines, R. W. Hellyer,
aris.
Lusricators
for
Enuines,
W.
Grimes,
ManLondon.
This company was registered on the 18th inst.,
ches!
Creansinc, &c., Spun Faprics, J. A. Berly.—
with a capital of £5000, in £1 shares, to acquire, 2714.
VALvE Gear of ora Enaines, G. H. Baxter 2814.
(Messrs. G. Lombard et Compagnie, France.)
work, and develo
patents and inventions,
and J, Weir, Edin
2815. Conpensers, A. H. Byng, London.
and to dispose of the same, The subscribers 2715. Savina Lire at re 8. Hart, Hull.
23816.
Water Waste Preventers, J. T. Harris,
are: —
2716. Connectinc MretaL Cig: 8. Hart, Hull.
Shares. 2717. Sarety Vatves, &c., H. Hitchen, Halifax.
2817.
SEL¥-Lockine
Bots, H. J. Moore, London.
W. M. Bullivant, 72, Mark-lane, merchant .. .. 100 2718. Automatic TipPING ‘scoop, W. Malcolm, Glasgow. 2818. Imrration TURKEY
Carvers, &e., E. Edwards.—
W. B. W t, CE. Spore geet a, eee 2719. Pencits, W. Routledge, jun., Carlisle.
(A. F. Keuller, Belgium.)
T. A. Mi
100 2720. Tin Piates, J. A. Maskrey, London.
2819.
OperatinG
Evecrric
Lamps, H. Nerlinger, GerA. T. Dacre, 60, Queen vi‘storia,street, engineer. 100 2721, Exvecrric Batrerizs, C. G. Curtis, F. B. Crocker,
many.
8. 8.
m.
8. Wheeler,
J. B. Martin, V
Mansions
os se
100 and8.
Pavine, A. J. Boult.—(M. Runkel and F. Bisson,
78,
2,Castixas, J. Banham and 8. W. Wilkinson, Shef- 2820.
Harold Brown, 7, Walbrook, solicitor ie. aa og
———.)
8. G. Spreat, 4, Belsize-square, solicitor.. |. 1. 1
Pruvtine of Tries, &c., W. H. Turner, London.
2728. Automatic Detivery of Goons, &c., C. F. J. B. 2821.
2822. Fastenina Bitis on WALLS, &c., A. C, Morgan,
Registered without special articles.
London.
2724.
Convertinc
Reciprocatixc
into
Rotary
Motion,
2823.
Cutts for Castisc Merats, J. R. Whitney,
oting Ss to 2°25. Nails
are 2°40 dols. to 2°60
. C. Sellars, Liv
London.
dols, Wrought iron pipes have been —Grant Envelope Machine Company, Limited.
2725. Preventinc Dravents of Arr between the 2824.
Serrine
os Poists and Sicnars, H. Wil24 per cent. Wrought iron pipe contracts
are
Sasues of Winpows, D. H. Cheetham, Eccles.
This company proposes to purchase from Sidney 2726,
Supper, J. Blakey, Hali-ax.
for two months, Several large lines will be built ee
2825. icinie neti Macuines, J. G. Statter,
Grant
and
Walter
Whitfield
Bostwick,
27
ui.
Fouxpatioxs
of
Carbs,
8.
Roberts,
H.
Law,
and
as soon as the weather will allow of outside operaLondon.
at of an unregistered agreement of the
‘urry, Halifax.
J
2826. VeLocipepes, M. Reilly, London.
tions. Locomotive builders have booked orders
the lettersfmotee No. 1:
13,614, dated 2728. STOPPING Borr.es, W. Ball, Stalybridge.
2827. Insecrors, J. Thiry and G. Chantrenne-Soiron,
for 100 en
within two weeks; three weeks Tsth,‘October
2729.
MeTaL
SELF-aDJUSTING
Tir,
&c.,
G.
K.
1884,
and
No.
11,200,
dated
2nd
alone
orders in ten days for’sixty engines.
Dundee.
2828. Puncuinc and Riverrina Macuines, R. H.
for een in envel
Th car builders have been crowded with orders, pe om 1886,
Post Carps, H. Johnson, London.
Tweddell, J. Platt, and J. Fielding,
It was constituted on the 17th hak, 2730,
—.
Segemene Brooms to HaNpies, M. J. Booker, 2829,
and in several cases have been obliged to refuse machines.
FLUID Pressure Apparatus, R, H. Tweddell,
a capital of £75,000, in £1 shares, with the
new offers until present work was completed. with
J. Platt, and J. Fielding,
following
as
first
subscribers
:—
88
Ten
Cuests,
R.
R.
Rowntree,
Londo
2830. Removine Fisre from Corrox Seep, J. Y. John25,000 tons ofRoy:
were ordered within
2738.
Courtine,
&c.,
RaiLway
Canaan,
G.
W.
son.—{M. Crawford, United States.)
a few days, and brokers in this city are now
2831. Disinrectine, &c., J. H. Harford and W. W.
ae for heavy deliveries of steel Tails ini the Walter Jameson Waterlow, 24, Birchin-lane,
grea Weamnaee for Suints, E. Dummer, London.
Reeves, London.
pers est, where a number of —
8."A.
Grant,
Wiaton-garden,| 2735. Meratuic Wnaeevs for Carriaces, &c., J. K. 2832.
.
ran’ “it,“kirby
yy-8streci,
Frames, &., used in Bernives, 8. W. Abbott,
mechan’ enginee:
1 Starley, London.
vail
enterprises are not yet suppli:
e
London.
Richmond, 30, Kisiy-ciresi, Hatton-garden,
2736, Arracninc Tripops of PaotrocrapHic CAMERAS, 2833.
aa for all kinds of railway Ame neon will J. engineer
Lamps, H. Fricker.—(R. M. Wanzer, Canada.)
1 H. Bolden, London.
2834.
Treatment
of Iron Orne, H. Gardner.—(X. J.
pre upon the capacity of makers, Car-wheel J. Norris Pimm,
P
12,"Garlick-‘hill;envelope manu2737. CAMERA STaNDs, H,
, London,
United States.)
puilders and axle makers are very busy, and the
pa
oe
he
00
1
2738,
FEEDING-BOTTLES,
A.
Wilesmith,
London.
2835.
Evecrric
Batreriss,
V.
ie, London,
demand for palace cars is keeping the works at f
“Broadley, Bowes Fark,‘elerk 3.
1 ba» Printina CHronocraps, A. Guye, jun., Lon- 2836. TransmiTTiIne PrimaryG. Motion
into SeconDaRY
Chicago overcrowded.
WW
» 40,
sapien
1
on.
Morioy, E. Frankenberg, London.
ford, clerk. 1 2740. Extractive Metats from Ores, M. Constable,
Merchant steei is also ruling high, and as the Thos, Winter, 19, ovrnses-veod,
24th February, 1887.
and J. R, Bingle, London.
production is no more than will be wanted for
The number of directors is not to be less than 2741,
Sorrenine Water, C."E. Gittins, London.
2837. Sprinc Be.tows, &c., Pumps, J. Leckie, Gourock.
actual consumption, the steel makers are looking three,
nor
more
than
seven;
the
subscribers
are
2742.
Viponmes
for
Bripogs,
H,
T.
Shaw
and
C.
Chit2838.
Curtixc
OvaL
Discs, A. T. F. Rose, Birmingforward to a year of unusual activity. Crude to appoint the first; qualification, 100 shares;
London.
iron for mill purposes is selling at 19 dols, to remuneration, £750 per annum, and one-tenth of 48.gon
3
H. T. Shaw and C. Chittick, Lon- 2839. EpucationaL Puzzie, &c., H. and F, Reason,
19 i
A good ~~: See _b ~ in the the net profits remaining after payment of 10 per
London.
we. ae Macurnery, H. T. Shaw and C. Chit- 2840. Furnace Bars, &c., D. Russell, Leeds.
possible im:
tions
iddles
Londm@m.
2841.. INTERNALLY STOPPERED Borres, W. H. and W.
though the a
makers profess to poed cent. per annum dividend.
t,and W. Giffard, Manchester.
san qo MecuanisM, J. a a, lane
the possibilities as very remote.
2746. MecuanicaL Counter,E. F.
ber.{S. J. 2842. Nozzies, J. Roberts, Staly
National Underwriting Association, Limited,
Kilby, Caleutta.)
2843. SanrTaRy Warnn-cvossr /Apparatus, T. Kemp,
ng Sy igh Gray, Glasgow.
This company
proposes to transact business as 2747. Comrurroaat
Camera Stanps, M. O. Hund. ok. Caliz-Tous- 2844. Heatrep Air Enornes, A. Koerber, London.
underwriters and marine insurers in all branches. 2748.
saint,
ae
2845. Device for Kxirrinc Macatyes, T. Walker and
NEW COMPANIES.
It was registered on the 18th inst. as a compan
2749. Gas Fue, A, J. Boult.—(i/. W. Brookes, United
A. Hamer, Leicester. 4
,
States.)
2846. VeLvets, &c., J. W. Hall and E. Lord, Manlimited by
tee to £5 in respect of eac
; bin following companies have just been regis- policy issu
chester.
2750.
Cratn
Cleaners,
W.
E.
Sergeant
and
J.
H.
Cook,
The subscribers are :—
London.
2847. Revotvine Seat, A. Weir and A. Weir, Glase
H. Radcliffe, Cardiff, shipowner.
2751. Lupricatinc Devices, A. J. Boult.—(0. H.
gow.
Adjustable Horseshoe Syndicate, Limited.
R. aang aeSt. Mary
Axe, shipowner.
Warren, United States,
2848. PLoven Panes, W. Kimberley, Birmingham.
*H.
Hooper,
Cardiff,
2752.
Exricuine
Gas,
J.
Seibel,
jun.,
London.
2849, Gas Sroves, A. Hill, Birmingham.
This company
on the 19th inst.,
Remepy for CuHorera, &c., A. J. Boult.—(A. T. 2850. AuToMATIC FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS, J.
with a ca italof£20, , in £1 shares, to uire
7. visa ae patie
wher, 2753.
Estabrook, United States.)
B. Hannay, G
"
and wi
patent rights and other monopolies ; *D. G. Pinkney, edadena chip
Printinc the Transrers for Cuina, W. H. 2851. Automatic Switcu or Cut-our for ELectricaL
zc Motnte’, oo, Leadenhall Sees, tipowahe. 2754.‘urner,
but the particular invention to be acquired by
Crecuits, T. Parker, Manchester.
CHARGING CARTRIDGE SHELLS, A, J. Boult.—(H. 2852. SecurRine an AccuraTE Fit in ArtiriciaL Denthe company is not mentioned in the memoThe first court consists of the subscribers 2755,
tures, W. R. Bennette, Birkenhead.
T. Hazard, United States.)
randum of
iation of the company. The sub- denoted by an asterisk, and Messrs. J. R. Christie, 2756.
Printinc Transrers for Caixa, W. H. Turner, 2853. Metau Corners for Boxes, E. Crowe and L. W.
scribers are :—
Thos, and Philip Morel, John Dent, G. Roberts,
Stone, Banbury.
Shares, C, Furness, and A, M.Hay.
= Excavatrna, T. ae. » Sanaa
2854. PuLieys or Drums, A. House, Openshaw.
£6
2, Harrington-strect, N.W., shortILWAY SwitcHes, P.
tice. (R. A. 2855. — CHAIR-KEYS or FASTENINGS, J. ireland,
Tobell,
United
States.)
i.a. R.Liverage, 45, Swinton-street, King’s
T ENTILATION, V. Bondi, Vienna.
2759, CLINICAL THERMOMETER, E. 8. ighi, London. 2856, Tv
law
Patent Warp Polishing Company, Limited.
2857. Ciosinc the Mourus of Borries, J. McEwen and
2760. MusicaL Boxes, &c., A. Eisen, London.
—
4l, Holly-street, Daiston, acPropu.sion of Sues, W. Macgowan, Glasgow.
D. Rylands,
ey.
on the 18th inst., with a capital of 2761.
EVAPORATION of Sat, &c., in Ciosep VessELs, = Sroprerine Bort.es, F. Gartside, ae
A. ‘Hal, 28,
The “Avenue, Acre-lane, ‘Brixton,
gage in £1 shares, to acquire ‘the letters patent 2762,
H. E. Newton.—(4. Miller, United States.)
2859. Pumpine Enaines, H. Davey, H
ws ee ~
y
oh ua. bs es ‘aed,
No. 7939,dated 15th June, 1886, granted to John 2763.
PuorocrapHic Deve.torine Disnes, R. E. 2860. AUTOMATICALLY Raisin lawaas, i Davey,
Burn, for pale oonin the method and appaHeadingley.
Atkinson, London.
Park, Bawerds he.t. hetdge
‘ee
ratus for
threads; and also to 2764. Sprynine and Twistine Corpacer, E. M, Fulton, 2861. Arr-cuns, C. Lane, Croydon, and W. J. Jeffery,
Ww. Alexander, 23, St. George’s-road, Peckham,
London,
acquire a ms Bs yh and stock-in- lt
TRansmittine Gear for E.ecrric Motors, J. Y. 2862. Preventina Expiosion in KitcHEN Boiers, 8,
of Mr. Burn as a ker and dyer of cotton and 2745.
H. J. Kidd, 13,Tevlot-street, ‘Bromley-by-Bow,
Johnson.({W. H. Knight, United States.)
London.
other threads.
e‘cideoteans are :—
eet
2766. DecantTaTion Apparatus for Puriryinc WaTER, 2863, ManuractuRINe Dyes, &c., R. H. W. Biggs.—
(C. M. De Lahorie, Paris.)
The
number of direct iebakbd Joonthan R. Gaunt, Fareley, near Leeds, worsted spinner 1 J. Y¥. Johnson.—({La Société G. Boone et J. Nory,
France.)
2864. Vatves for IyrLatinG Lire-BELTs, R. D. Kay,
tus, nor more than seven; the subscribers are to J. H. Mitchell, Bowling, near Bradford, —
1 2767.
DISINTEGRATING or PULVERISING MACHINERY,
London.
act as ee oy until others areogg AE
; quali- R, Moore, Bradford, wool stapler ..
mr
1 W. Boulton,
2865. InrermMixine TinsEL with Srraw Parr, H.
London,
pemmm ia shares; remuneration,£
per F. D. Moore, Bradford, wool stapler .. .. .. 1 2768.
Sprague, London.
&c., A. Line, London.
T. Peel, Bradford.
1 2769. Saucepans,
jum.
CoNSTRUCTING 'GRaves, E, Edwards.—{P. Jac- 2866. ScurcHinc or DecorticaTinc Macurxes, E. M.
G, Townend, Bradford, stuff manufacturer...
1 quieaux,
France )
, London.
J, Burn, Bradford, manufac ee
1 2770. TRANSPARENT
GRAINED FiuMs for LITHOGRAPHIC 2867. SELF-CONTAINED Sprypies for Spinnine, <e.,
Frsrous Marteriazs, S. H. Brooks, T. Goodbehere,
ripen Railway Company, Limited.
The number of directors is not to be rinethan
as Sampson B
‘ood and Co., London.
and F. G, Goodbehere, London,
nor more than seven; the subscribers are
This compan peaponse to enter into a contract three,
Twist Lace Faprics, A. and F, H. Lees, London.
the first; qualification, 250 shares. The com- 2771. Woven re on Lace Macuines, E. Dave- 2868,
with the paar hsof State in Council of India, ini pany
2869. STEEL WIRE SKELETON HINGES and SPRING
in
general
meeting
will
determine
remunera2772. ENomwe - Ae H. H. Lake.—(A. D. Quint,
Hinegs,8. 8. Bromhead, London.
the form scheduled to an agreement of 22nd inst. ion,
2870. ape ghAir to a Hich TEMPERATURE, J. A.
United States.)
between the said Secretary of State and Robert
Eaton.
H. Shaw, India.)
2773. Perroteum and other Lamps, H. H. Lake.—
Miller; and under the same, to construct, main2871. Lear- es for Music Stanvs, &c., A. Cary,
(A. Stewart, United States.)
tain, and work the railways and works from time
Star Patent Fuel mp Limited.
2774. Mounps for Meta Castines, A. E, Outerbridge,
London,
to time constitu’
the ‘undertaking ” defined
2872. CompLeTe ATMOSPHERIC TUBULAR PNEUMATIC
London.
This com:
ire the Star me 6. Tricyciss,
4 yee
com: rei was
red on
Action for Oreans, J. R. Cousans.
B. Greenand 8. Lee, London.
lle a G. Crastin and A. B. Cunningham, 2873. SreEPING or SoakING WHEEL for BoTrLe Wasue
with a ca)
of
,000, in Compressed Fueleke deoate the Maindy 2776.
Ironworks—at Cardiff, and the business of com1nG, A.J. T. Wild, London.
£20 shares. The subscribers sae
London,
Un
of the Warp or Caary in Looms, E. 2874. ‘GRINDING MILLs, H, Al
pressed fuel manufacturers carried on in connec- att Uswinprxa
2875. AUXILIARY Pickine Strap for Power Looms,
F. Brulé, London.
istered on the 2lst 2778.
*Samuel Hoare, M.P., 7,Hereford-gardens, W. .. L tion therewith. It was
CaR-COUPLING,
R.
Haddan.(G@.
Kramer,
United
I. Sowden, Bradford.
oe
C.'H. Dickens, 75, ot
inst., with a capital
of £25,000, in £100 shares,
2876. Corina Mecuanism for Rotiirs Mints, P. M.
with the following as first subscribers
:—
Justice.—(F. H. Daniels, United States.)
2779. Harvesters, LaV. W. Noyes, London.
2877. Kneapine Dove, G. Puchmiueller and Friedrich
2780. Steen,J. Dahl, Londoi
Lo: ms,
C.
B.
O,
Clarke,
4,
St.
Dunstan’s-alley,
E.C.
P
Westendorff, trading as Petzold and Co., London.
2781,
Musicau
InstruMEnts,
P,
Boehm,
London.
*A. H. Cam
, 63,
Sy
's
Bush.
»
coal
factor
2782, Hanno, H. H. Lake.—(W. W. Batchelder, 2878. Emproiwery Stitcn, E, Cornely, London.
*Colonel F. 8, .
8. R. Clarke,4, St Dunstan’
y; coal factor
2879.
CLearine Away Fos, R. Ballard,
Somerset
Uni
tes.)
<
432, ? Commercial-road,E., clerk...
2880. SurGicaL InstRUMENTs for the Soak of
hag coesng J. H, Knight, London.
G, iller, 27, Au
Clarke,
Vale, Forest-hill’
Strictureof the Uretura, E, D. Maddick, London.
2784. Locxtne Points of Raitways, G. Edwards, Lon. eutenant-Colonel
A.M.Christie,6,Russell-road Kensington|. 500 tw.
Neil,
2,
Frith-villas,
Forest
Gate,
clerk
2881. Fitter, B. J. B. Mills.-(J. Rétif, France.)
E.Manyat,i Horion Surrey.. 250
Stoney Down Co’tage,—_
2882, Finuinae and Finisminc CartRipce Cases, G.
2785. Stor Buiocks, W. J. Gaultier, Middlesex.
on tt
eteett
gids number of directors isnottobelessthan “thamstow, accountant sy” 60 'we |
Hone, London.
2786. FLoor Boarps,8, P. Wilding.—(G. Vogel, Germany,
2883. FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPLIANCES, F. Moore,
more
ie; qualification, fift
The number of directors is a
OT ya
on,
shares, or equivalent stock;‘etmuneration, £2000 three, nor more than five; the first are Hy. Kent,
23rd
February,
1887.
2884, InsurnaANcE Devices, W. W. Walker and E, A.
pote say The first six subscribers, and Lord J.8, Tamburini, and J. H. Insole; qualification, 2787. Coa, L. Anderson, London.
McAdam, Liverpool.
nce and John Cleghorn, Esq.,
are the first 10 shares. The com
in neral meeti'
2788, FoLpina Hosiery, &c., C. Cresswell, Notting- 2885. Measurina the Distance between Batis on a
“will determine pl
”
™
Brtuiarp TaBLe, C. W. Engelhardt, London.

AMERICAN NOTES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
New York, February 18th.
THE latest motesfrom the Interior, as far west
as Chicago and St. Louis, point to a little a pi
in the heavy demand that has been‘
froi
week toweek since the opening of the ear, The
reason for this temporary falling-off is due to two
or three*causes, the chief one being that all
buyers throughout the country purchased actively
during January in. Cg to provide themselves
with material ag
which they
thought they saw pond wai The very effect of
this activity in buying was to crowd prices higher
than they
would have gone. The
advance which was thus crowded compelled consumers to draw out of the market ~ the time
being, and we are now in the midst of that lull.
It may continue two or three weeks, but in the
meantime preparations are being made for the
heavy —s and summer trade for railway
equipments
pliances of all kinds, and for
machiner pd
orwiht faokeries, and mines, The
bene file
ed new demand
— Seeares “4
yrices for
w
uring
spring.
early
Mr of the large establishments are now supplied
with orders that will run themup to May lst;
while in the case of the rail mills he orders now
in hand will extend at least to October 1st.
Reports just received from several Southern
States show that a multitude of industrial establishments are sprii
up, and that the machinery for most of them is coming from points
north of the Ohio. The large machinery establishments f New York, Philadelphia, and of
some of
New England States have their contract hockeeee ae
a ee a
dae
The prices
uring the wee
ve
been
held at the fi
ruling on February Ist, excepting in ol oe
in billets andslabs
Foreign makers
it necessary to shade
prices
pe
dol., in order to meet the yon soa

Barvowdale Pinibege Mines and Manufacturing
Company, Limited,
This com:
to acquire certain plumbago ‘aise weieeel tota an agreementof the
12th ult., between John Shepherd Sawrey and
Thomas North, It was incorporated on the 18th
inst., with a capital of £65,
in £1 shares,
Power is taken to trade as blacklead and pencil
manufacturers, and as makers and dealers in
—
and other blackings for metal founders,
e subscribers are :—
Shares.
Charles Clifford, C B., Cannock Stafford .. .. 1
A. H. Evans, 27, Throgmorton-sstreet
1
M. 8. | Catford |
1
A. R. Robertson, DashwoodH
7
1
J. 8. Sawrey, 20,Bueklerabury,amainen
:
Sear
tae:
1
tered accoun’
The number - tien is aw tobeies Bo
three, nor more than seven; qualification,
200
shares, or a
nding amount of stock;
remuneration, £1
per annum, and a further
sum of £500 out of the balance of profits remaining after pa ment of 10 per cent. >
and a
further £500 when 20 per cent. is paid,
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Carson for Fitterixe, &c., G. F. Marshall, Lon- 3079. Oprarnine Contours from aes and INani- end, the chaos: |,ihe ene being formed with an
2886. Breecu Action for Fire-arms, E. Palliser.— =n. 4
(Cc. G. Harston, ag
MATE Ops
J. Hunter,
er
inclinei, and the choe ee
2984, Feeprne Borries, J. Lakeman, London.
3080, Baste Mxat, T. 8. Archer,Teatbe.
2887. Marxune Soap, C. kins, London.
2985, A Mernyene Buive, O. Imray.—(The Farbeerke 3081. Curvomerers, W. F. Stanley, Surrey.
2888. Sroprive Borries, C. Wilkins,
vormals Meister, Lucius and Briining, Germany.)
2889. Comprvep Pencit SHARPENER, Porrt PrRorector,
3082. Furnrrure Castors,H. D. Booth, Surre
2986, Corset, B.
London.
and Ink Eraser, J. Kelway, jun.,
bs Packiva GLanp and box. D. Gillies. jun.,
2087. CREATING Seavest in Steam Borers, M. A.
2890. Kxrre Boarps, D. B. orley, Londen.
ion,
2891.. PuorocRaPHic ALBums,C. Lunn, London.
3084. INTERNALLY Stoprerep Borr.es, T. P. Greene,
2892. Comprnep CHAIR —wakg and ‘aon, W. E.G, 2988. Gloves, G. W.> ea London.
jon.
2989, Borrom CuamBer for Fue. Economisers, Sir E. 3085. AvTromatic Lever, A. Fehlen, London,
F
London.
Green, London.
2893. Curaxtsa Currants, &c., R. W. Penrose,
3086. ApsustinG Necxtiz to Cottar, W. Tierney,
2900. Derermininc Speeps at a Distance, J. G.
ion,
Statter. London.
23894, Wixparis, &c., W. H. Tooth, Lond
3087. Dynamo-ELectRIc Macuines, E, Wilson, Ger2395, Warton Esca PEMENTS,
Edward tke Kaiep, 2991, Marine Governor, J. G. Lorrain.—(F. Finlayson
man
aad G. A, Gosselin, India.)
Germany.)
3088, , enna Manures, H. Stevenson and J, T.
2396. AvTomaTicaLLY Svuppiyrsa Craars, &c., E. 2992. Hanp-power Saw Beycues, H. H. L. Lewis,
Hazeldine, Lond ion.
Edwards.—(C. Bach, Switzerland.)
3089, THERMO-CHRONOGRAPHIC Apparatus, F. A. da
y Razors, B. J. B. Mills.—(4. S. Aloe,
2807. RoTary Exare, J. A.Wade and J. Cherry, 2993,
Silveira, Brazil.
«Lait States.)
Sit
London.
3090. Cov
—“epaaes ‘for Hay Ricks, &c., R. St. J. Allison,
to side and from top to bottom, substantially as set
2898, mao ed Apvertisine Exvevorr, A. H. 2904. Rivertine Borer Prates, H. H. Lake —(Z, L.
forth.
=
re P.
London.
he
&c., H. H. Lake.—(E. L. Sibley, United 3092. Ummren.as
2899. Sreaw Gavenasens and Ewserss, J. Neil, ey wets,
and Parasos, P. W. Davis, London. $54,849. Bert Geanino, Benjamin F. Barnes, Rock.
States.)
3093, Gun Mountixes, J. T. Williamson,
Jord, 1lt,—Filed Mareh tnd,1886.
2900. EN MAKING-MACHINES, F. Lundgun,
3094. Preparation of Foop for ANIMALS, E. Wylam,
26th February, 1887.
Claim, — combination,in a belt gear train, of an
jon,
untoothed pulley and a toothed pulley of less diameter
2901. Dryvmve Correr Beans, H. H. Lake.—({Ad. F 2996. Latcn Lever Key, D. Campbell, London.
3095. Sprinc Cups, T. B. Heathorn, Westminster.
2997. Arracnine CaLKs ‘to Horse-sHoes, 8. A. Ward, 8096, PHoTOoRAPHIC Cameras, J. E Brown Nee ag
Drousberg, Holland.)
Sheffield.
2902. Arrrxinc Pieces of Nacre, &c., toWoop, &c.,
3097. Lirrine Gear, E. Pohl and J. Jungk, London.
2998. VaLve Boss, H. Roberts, Sheffield.
J. F. Pouget London.
3098. ELecrric Canpies, B. J. B. Mills.—{4. Million,
2903. Connective Murr to Boas for Lapwgs’ ATTIRE, 2909. Briguerres, L. A. Brode, Glasgow.
France.)
3000. Sarery Courier, A. H. de Wind, Comber.
J. Jacobs, London.
3099, Gas and other Lamps,
R. H. Hughes, London,
2004, Revisiso Ous, &c., D. G. Joy, Kingsten-upon- 3001. Preventine the Ixriow o: Water into Damacep — PapPieR-MACHE HoLiow Vesses, &c., P. Cook,
iw.
Sarps, W. Mackie, Turriff.
WIxpow-BLIND Frrrrxes, W. Lord, London.
2905. Dirrusisc Apparatus, H. H. Lake.—({La Com$101. keTS for BrnaRD TaBies, G. Atkins, sen.,
30038. ADVERTISING Baby ARRIAGES, R. Phillips,
pagnie de Fives-Lille, France.)
and E. J. Surl, London.
2906. ComMUTATING Swircuns for Evecrric Crecurts,
3102 Diapuracm for Acoustic TeLEPHones, J. Cotton,
3004. Rotter Springs, O. Bradley and G. Whalley,
Bradford.
E.W. Beckingsale,
Bradford.
2907. LowERING COFFINS into t
Graves, C. A. Schubert,
3103. WasHING mors, ©R. Laws, London.
3005. Heartine, ate Toots, C. Burgon and C. D. 3104. Music Stanps, &c., W.L. Harrow and L. Pratt,
London.
Da
Sheti
London.
25th February, 1887.
3006. emery “Meratuic Bepsteaps, J. Brookes, 3105. Covers for Booxs, O. W. L. J. Nordenfalk,
nme
London,
2008. Meraurc Capsuces for Botrries, &c., C. Ches- hg
3007. Compinep
Bep and Cort, W. Stead and C. Bussey, 3106. Lusricators, E. Tate and 8. Smirke, London.
ht, London.
Halifax.
3107. Bara and Lavatory Fittines, H. Hunt, London,
2900. Feep-water Heater, A. MacLaine, Belfast.
3008.
PLovex
Coutters,
J.
Brawn,
Birmingham.
3108.
Acruatina Pweumatic Brakes, J. Fairfield,
2910, Ficrerrve Marteria.s, J. C. Thresh, Manchester.
Trousers, J. T. Steen.—(J. J. Macky, New
2911 Poutsuinec, &c, Fett Hats, &c., W. Morgan, 3009.
Zealand.)
S100,NGINES
Beanies or
orM Motors,A,Spiel,Loudon,
Manchester.
3010. Steam Boer Furnaces and Fives, E, Earn- $110. Caces of Hots, &c.,
H. Lake. —(M. Ross2912. Srove Grates, J. Barber, Sheffield.
shaw, sen., T. Davies, and E. Earnshaw, jun., Manbach, Germany.)
2913. Cooxixe Rancgs, D. Cowan, Glasgow.
than the untoothed pulley, as a ne cg belt
2914. Hypravuiic Packise Macutvery, E. Durden, 3011. INDICATORS, E. W. Wrigley and R, Patterson,
smaller pulley
tea it
a
Manchester.
substantially an
Manches'
2915. Ficrer Presses, J. Critchlow, T. Forester, W. 3012.
Law
ScaFroips,
Raiways,
T.
Keeling,
Liv
FoR
ATTACHMENT
Forester, H. Forester, and L. Forester,
§Sarety
AMERICAN PATENTS. 854,880. Amon,
3013. Secriona, Warer Boi.ers, J. Keith, G
.
sone, SYalespoo Boe iss,
2916. Pickers and Pickixe Sticks, D.
‘ton, 3014.
safe al
en or
Reversion of Bar FRAMES” for Brernives, R. (From the United States’ Patent Ofice Oficial Gazette.)
Grose, jun., Bodmin.
crain. 0) a ca
divided into con2917. Sewinc Macutxes, W. E. Hickling, Leicester.
354,636. Car Covrua, Har
Harvey Haddan, Peekskill,
3015. VeLocipepes, J. Barwell, London.
2918. Vapour DrstRiBurixa Kits, A. T. Winn and 3016.
ble sections, ee Sete oe coeaial ton
N. Y.—Filed April 29th, 1886,
CenrrirveaL Pumps and Fans, R, R. Evans,
W. E. Hainsworth, Dewsbury.
the pu
of a
2919. Boxes or Cases, J. Jeffs and R. Rear, Man- 3017. PERAMBULATOR —— T. R. Voce, Birmingham. safety car coupling,of the for
followi
its: a
chester.
draw head provided with a longitudinal
tinal
Surrs’ Loes,W. M. Walters, London.
2920. Recexverative Gas Furnaces, D. Rylands and 3018.
chamber
i,
said
chamber
having
a
pr
oe
3019 Pacxrne for STEAM and other Enorxes, W. ParR. Potter, Barnsley.
a coupling linkinnearly
a horizontal position
2921. Wasninc Macnixes, J. Summerscales and H. C. 3020. AGAZINE Fire-aros, A. J. Boult.—(A. N. Rus- supportlength
to receive a sliding block and spring,
x.
sell and A, Brill, United States.)
at its outer end in a semicircular
2922.
Barrets, &c., G. Appleyard and L 3021.
SourTamRes or STUDS, F. MelIlvenna, Manchester. anderating yor gd a, provided with
Shaw, Conesbrough.
3022. ANTI-VIBRATION FRAME, &c., for Bicycies, W.
2923. Currixc Movu.prses, J. Kershaw, Bradford.
C. Burton, Rochdale.
= Locxixe Botr Heaps, G. V. Jameson and E. W. 3023.
EVAPORATING, &c., Liquips, W. A. Keay, Kent.
Suppty of Ligurp to CHEMICAL
2925.
Dovste Hook for Traces, &c., G. L. 3024.
Prant, &c., M. Schwab, London.
and H. 8:
, London.
pe Covers. for FoorBaLs, W. R. Thomlinson, Glasee
ee
a
J. Bowman, sen., and J. Bowman,
2927. CanpLe Suapes Apparatus, A. B. Lloyd, New- 3026.
jun., Glasgow.
castle-on- “Tyne.
Compositions, E. Tuteur and W. J.
2928. Strreve Learner Bar, P. A. Martin, Birming- 3027. LearHer
A
e, London.
\\ eetWi 7
ESS
SOON \\
we HyproxyLamin, F. Raschig, London.
2929. CuLiesper, A. J. Rudland, Wolverham:
Preparixc Fisres for Paper-makine, J. B.
2930. CuRVILINEAR Piayryc Macnines, B. C. Tilgh- 3029.
\
wee
Mt =f
weMON
Spence, London.
ComPpREssinc APPARATUS.
Weldon, Lond. n.
mandery& "Hirst
E. en:
Birmingham, 3030.
2931.
Hee Pan,
Pap, Duckenfield
3031. Lupricant, A. G. Wass, VP,
Looms for >
D. Barbour, J. Christie,
3032. Fire-Lticuter, W. T. Lane, London.
ox
Ecevatorsfor Grain, &c., P. McVane, London.
<G Exciosep Gas Lamps, G. E. Webster 3033..
3034. AvTomaTic BRAKE for FoUR-WHEELED V EHICLES,
and F. H. Bright, age 4%N.8.W.
H. Douglas-Willan, London.
2934. Secret Bepsteap,G. R. Barnfather, Newcastle- 3085.
Larcnes, W. A Peirce, London.
upon3036. Borr.es, &c., 8. Holman, London.
2935. Prepare Steer for Rotter Bars, J. Dickson, 3037.
ec
H. H. Lake.—{J. H. Brown, United operating together as herein described and set forth.
Sheffield.
States.
2936, ae of Brewers’ Grar, G. Epstein, 3038.
Tire ror Traction Enoies, FE. Huber,
Locxine Rartway Swrrenes, H. H. Lake.—(d. 354,702.
Marion, Ohio.—Filed October 7th, 1886.
K. Whitner, United States.
2937. —_—_ of oa’ G.
and A.
Claim.—A_ tire for traction or portable engines,
2938. Rockixe Horses,&c. Gime ood Lines, 3039. Ink for Markiyc Liven, J. Hickisson
having a series of
el transverse
or diagonal cleats
Layland,
London.
3040. Breecu-Loapinc Frre-arms, G. B. de Overbeck, secured thereon,
said cleats having their opposite
2939. BustLes,
T. P. Taylor, London.
2940. HanpLes for Gomant, T. H. Heard, Sheffield.
3041.
Sevr-srvprvc
Harvestinc
Macuivery,
M.
J.
Seal. Pavixe, C. 8.Lumle: ‘andJ.N
Oliver, London.
2942. Cups for Frxisnisc Woven Fasrics, D. P.
Smith, London.
HH HiW,
ce
28th February, 1887.
26g. PREvENTINe Accipests in Mixes, E. RobertV- \\¥ili
il =
Ww,
2.
3042. Artistic CHromo Design ApvERTisING, T.
ie
2944. Lips for Saeet Merat Keas, &c., A. Read, LiverPerry, London.
pool.
3043. Ecevator Buckets, J. B. Sutton, Manchester.
~~)
‘i
¥ Hi
W
i s\ vl
2945. Hyprocarson Gas from Coat, G. E. Saville, 3044, Frxuvc Rartway Ratts in the CHAIRs, G, Sykes,
Manchester.
At
2946. Recervixe Corxs Parp in Osxrevses, F. 8. Lees, 3045. Hicnh Pressure Taps, G. F. Belling, Manor
\ 1 !iD
ly
London.
Essex.
y
2947. Topoccan Siepces, W. Stobbs, E. L. White, and 3046.
isteRING Eartuquakes, &c., T. Gray.—{J.
W. Bullard, Lo
Milne, Japan.
2948. Comprnep Potand Tank Gas Furnace, J. Yel- 3047. Drivinc
i, W. Morgan, Birmingham.
on.
a
Z
a 2Freep Vatves forhes on Steam ENGINeEs,
-il
2949. Macazixe Guns, P. Hawkins, London.
Shuffiebottom,Du
2950. Lamps,H. J. Grafham,
3049. SMALL-ARMS, W. Tranter
ter, Birmingham.
2951. Surps’ Bertus, E. Lawson and E. W. de Rusett, 3050. Grinpixe the Revoivixa Fiats of Carpina
scalloped, serrated, or otherwise indented, the
Excrves, J. Macqueen,W:
eeeTCH, &e., C.
J. Woodward,
Lond: jon.
2952.
w
yt Markino ovr the Gaseee of Lawn Tennis, J. natte in position on aaageiaend a Sleat,
2953. Wisp Morons, C. Haw
cabstentiahhy anastforth.
:
2954. TRANSMISSION tor Tractios, &c., M. Immisch, 3052.
So.Warke
aes AppaRatvs, R. Hallewell, ManWaTER-HEATING
‘792. Spoxe Socket, Charles 8. Kershaw, Shera
ah tae
‘
urne,
N.Y.—Filed
May
6th,
1886.
. Post Carps, A. H. Farrow, London.
3053. DAMPING, &c., TextiLe Fasrics, J. J. Ashworth,
and of less
diamet
the
diamet r of the suid
soe. Securine
the Mourusof Baas, D. A. B. Murray.
Rochdale
Claim.—The combination, with a felly and pared chamber,
the sleeve fitted on the piston-rod between
em Cleary, New York.)
3054. Testine the Srrenctu of Yarn, J. Berkeley, ofa clip divided diametrically
and
the
Decorationof Tits, &c ,T. White, London.
d A
the f pa
Sia. Cupen for Tiu1s, &c., R. K. Day and R H. 3055. Fire-pars for Furwaces, &c., T. Crook and G. adjacent shoulder of the spoke,
and
with
it, London.
2959. ComBINED BELL-PusH and Automatic Swircs, H. 3056. Commutrator, H. Aylesbury and J. Milne,
C. Choeg , London.
2960, MEcHaANicaL Musicat Ivstruments, A. Schmidt,
7. Commutator, H. Aylesbury and J. Milne,
ion.
2961. TeLecrapuic Wrririxg conten, H J. Haddan. 3058. Guarp Corpoys for Prorectixe Suips, &c., T.
—-(B. F. Christiansen, Denmark
Fa
, Paris.
2962. a =forSreax GEXruAToRs, J. ¥. Johnson. 3059, HaND-HOLE PLates for CLosixc Oririces, W.
and Cormerais, France.)
Fairweather.—({The Babcock and Wilcox Co., United
2a, Propocriox ftCasaum, A. and L. Q. Brin,
Slates,
3060. Sorvm for Leatuer Gio, &c., BackBanps, T. Ww.
2964. Prirtixc M
J.
, Lond
2965, WieexsofCarriaces, &c., F. Bird, London.
XTRACTOR and Eraser, W. Timms, Dar3061.
2966. Sutpnate of ALUMINA, ¢. J. Hood and A. G.
Salamon, London.
3062. CoLour Prixtixnc Macuixe, A. J. Storer and C.
= STEAM Boriers, J. A. Batley, London.
Freund,
flanges embracing the end of the spoke, and with
8. Currers
for So_es, @c., of Boots, A. V. Newton. 3068. Heatine Co1zs, J. Keith, Glasgow.
cubasians eqemith Uethe Oily ah om ite sides of
eu. and H. C. Keats, Germany.
3064 Pweumatic APParatus for Sicnauina, D. the
spoke, substantially
as shown and
2960, Cases for ToBacco Pires,J.8. Raworth, London.
2970.
&c., used in Looms, T. Stone and J. 2065.
Topacco Pires,
oS Secknte
Pore J.C. andC. W. White, Glasgow. 354,732. Movutp ror Castixc Carns, William PenBurnett,
n
3066. New Game, M. A. Weir, Upper Norwood.
man, Gateshead-on-Tyne, Durham, England.—Filed
2971, Fricrioxav >ag
Pitt, London.
3067. SuppLyine O1Ls to Burners, J 3. Fenby, Sutton
December 19th, 1884,
2972. Baxer’s Ovens,C. . Harding and A. Hunt,
Cold: field.
Gaim.—{1)Thecombination of« cradlec, ewermould
3068, Cureckine Fares, E. Ashort, » Livi
upper mould
2973. Fosisnina, &c., Hats, C. Vero, London.
3069. APPLYING BRakE to Tramcars, G. T. Budd, Ply- the
mectionsbeingformedwitha
2974 Motors, he Smith, London
ith.
ame on aygens J aeaen Com itn
2975. Lawes,H. R. and i. Hume, London.
ADLOCKS, J. Marlin and H. Taylor, Bloxwich.
tions
pee h and archole i
2976. INCREASING, &c., Power of ILLumixation Lamps, 3071. Detivery
of Articies, F. Foster,
between
set forth. (2) The
3072. Savery Apparatus for Lirts, 8. and T. Newton,
bination of
«cmd, tower
upper
3073. WiNpow-sasH Fastener, J. Knowles
and Sons,
, London.
CovPLine Lixxs, B. Bhodes,
Willenhall.
—_ en reat T. Pa hr
2980. Automatic Werr Covnrer
for Looms, W. Rigg,
se ee on
. Suxet Meat
Bradford.
sor. Wixpine Yary,
Makant and
2981. Savery ApsustasLe Srat, M. J. Oliver and T.
London.
Treleaven, London.
3077. STEAM-ENG
8.
2982. Puccuniemh, OL P. F, Jensen,T. Ballard, and J. 3078. a
Errectine
ALE
1aaRs, C,
Jensen, London.
London.
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works are all lifted up, and in order to have the same measure the Board of Trade was required to communicate
THE TYPES OF SOME NEW CRUISERS.
original stability the
belted ship must have more beam with the company and any objectors to the classification
Tux Reina Regente, a Spanish armoured cruiser of about than the internally protected ship. This involves more and schedule for the purposes of arranging the differences
5000 tons normal displacement, was recently launched at weight, probably more horse-power to drive the ship, between them, and then to “settle the said schedule and
Clydebank. This vessel is what Sir N. Barnaby calls the more cost, and more liability to be hit by plunging shots, classification in such manner as shall appear to the Board
“internally protected type,” that is to say, she has a thick and has the further disadvantage that the increased of Trade to be just and reasonable.” The settlement, of
armoured turtle-shaped deck, extending from side to side height of centre of gravity of the ship makes her con- course, would have been only provisional, as it had to be
and protecting the internal vital parts of the vessel. She dition more dangerous as soon as the side ceases to keep submitted to Parliament for ratification, and, if petitioned
is the largest of this type which has been built in this out water,
against, would have been referred to a Joint Committee
country, the nef larger ships built anywhere being those
We may see the effects of some of these considerations of both Houses, before which any objectors would have
constructed by the ItalianGovernmentin Italy; but as they in comparing these two desi
The speed of the Reina been able to appear. Still the powers of the Board would
are of about 12,000 tons displacement, and are intended for Regente is two to two and a-half knots more than that of the have been very considerable, and the officials might have
the line-of-battle, they are of a totally different class to belted cruisers. She has four 21-ton guns against two of exercised them in an arbitrary manner. The railway
this vessel. The Reina Regente is 330K, long over all, and the latter, and her radius of action is eeababiy 20 per companies, it will be remembered, strongly protested
50}ft. beam,and herfully equipped displacement is 5600 tons. cent. in excess. As to first cost, there can be no doubt against the proposals, and it is probably with a view to
Messrs. Thomson were selected by the
Spanish Government which is the cheaper ship, for compound armour at £80 conciliating them that alterations have been made. Lord
to build this cruiser after the Spanish constructors had ed ton very soon runs into thousands of pounds. These Stanley of Preston, who has charge of the Bill, is more
received competitive designs from all the leading European
acts are for our readers’ consideration, to enable them to polite and ceremonious towards the railway companies
shipbuilders. The chief points of the design seem to have judge of the merits of the two types of ships, and we than Mr. Mundella was. If he would attain the same
been the high speed guaranteed,
knots, the powerful
ope in a future issue to give detailed plans of both types. object in the end, he has the grace to say “by your
armament offered, four 21-ton, six 5in., and about twenty
leave” in the first instance, and he gives obstructing
464
small guns; the large radius of action guaranteed, 13,000
companies more time to get out of his way. He distinctly
ee
knots, and the very minute and protective system of subdirects the Board of Trade to make terms with a company
if possible, and if no agreement can be arrived at there is
division above the protective deck. We have been
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favoured with an inspection of the plans of this vessel,
to be a delay of a session before any Bill to enforce the
Tue new Railway and Canal Traffic Bill is a modified arrangements imposed by the Board can be introduced.
which we hope at a future date to publish, and have
been struck by the extent of the subdivision in this ship. version of the Bill introduced last year by Mr. Mundella. There is even a quite comical piece of politeness in this
Between the protective and the main deck the space is In one respect, at least, it is an extended version, as it nart of the Bill, which, after providing that the Board of
divided into no less than eighty-three water-tight com- deals much more fully with canals, On the other hand, Mrrade shall present to Parliament a kde of its own, on
partments, each of which, in addition to being made use of its scope is limited to goods traffic, whereas Mr. Mun- failing to agree with any company, goes on to say that, in
engers’ fares also, This limita- the session after the report has been sent in, “the railway
for a
either coals or stores, is in direct communica- della’s Bill dealt with
tion is probably intended to facilitate the passing of the company may apply to the Board of Trade to embody in
tion with the main pumps of the ship.
The consideration of the value of this ship as a fighting Bill by diminishing the opposition of the railway com- a Provisional
er the classification and schedule which
machine opens up the whole controversy of the value of panies, and by narrowing the scope of discussion. Pos- in the opinion of the Board of Trade ought to be adopted
side armour, about which so much has already been said sibly the change is prudent, and there is certainly by the railway company.” This considerateness is quite
and written. In our own Navy we have the internally an ample field of conflict in the ground covered by the touching, although its effect is somewhat marred by the
protected type, represented by the Thames, Forth, Bill as it stands; but whether the public will be satisfied succeeding statement, to the effect that, in the event supMersey, and Severn, and several earlier vessels; but in the with what we presume is intended to be simply a post- posed, the Board of Trade shail, “and in any case may ”—
latest cruisers ordered for us the Admiralty haye.seen fit ponement of the regulation of passengers’ fares is another the iron hand here shows through the velvet glove—
to depart from this type and to build seven vessels known question. In several respects attempts appear to have embody the scheme in a Provisional Order, to be followed
as belted cruisers, in which a belt of compound 10in.armour been made to meet objections raised by railway com- by a Bill to confirm it. The Government can scarcely
is fitted for about two-thirds of the length of the water-line. panies and the public respectively to the provisions of the hope that the railway companies will be reconciled to the
The last of the five built by contract was launched this old Bill, while on some points the revisers have not made interference which they detest. The only inducement
week on the Clyde.
These vessels are 320ft. long as good use of their opportunities as might have been which can bring any of them to assent willingly to a
over all, and 56ft, beam, of about 5000 tons displace- expected. As Mr. Mundella’s Bill was read a second rearrangement under the circumstances proposed, instead
ment, having a speed of 18 to 184 knots per hour, and it time in the House of Commons without a division, there of standing by the conditions of their special Acts, is
is therefore very interesting to see what variations are was, no doubt, a natural disinclination on the part of the their desire to get terminal charges made legal without
Government to depart very widely from its main dispute. Nor are they alone in objecting to come under
involved in this difference of principle in the two classes a
of vessels. Dealing first with the quality of the pro- eatures; but it is certainly remarkable to find in the new the control of the Board of Trade, for the more extreme
tection, we have in the Reina Regente a dome-shaped Bill two or three provisions in respect of which there was of their opponents last year protested against that
deck 4#in. thick on the sloped part and 3}in. thick on the last year a perfect storm of denunciation, especially tribunal as not entitled to the confidence of agriculturists
flat part, extending from the water-line at the middle among bodies supposed to be in sympathy with the party and traders. No one at present, however, has suggested
line of the ship to about 6ft. below at the side. In the al yo in power. Possibly the Government may have a more fitting agency for making rearrangements with
belted cruiser we have a 2in, deck on the flat carried right had better reasons than are apparent for retaining por- the companies. The Railway Commissioners were proout to the side of the vessel, and terminated by a belt of tions of the Bill which most people expected to find posed, it is true; but it would clearly be improper for
However this may be, the Commissioners to frame the laws which they are to
10in. armour extending from 1}ft. above the water-line expunged or materially altered.
to 4ft. below. Hence, to penetrate vitally the Reina we think it will generally be admitted that the new Bill administer.
is
an
improvement
upon
the
old
one,
great
as the difference
The clause relating to undue preference is the one
Regente it is necessary to get through the thin side of
which will excite most discussion, as was the case last
the ship, and through 4fin. of steel plates standing at an of opinion in relation to some features of it may be.
As a matter of course, the Bill proposes to reconstitute year. The new clause is more explicit than the old one,
angle of about 25 deg. to the water level; or to get
through 3}in. in the flat. Inaddition to this, the bunkers and perpetuate the Railway Commission. In the pro- though it is doubtful whether it would in practice have
for constituting the new body, we come to one of any greater effect. It names districts and foreign goods
of ae 8ft. to 10ft. thick, may have to be penetrated.
In the belted cruisers 10in. of compound armour, backed the most important changes in the measure, as compared as well as traders and classes of traders, when laying down
to the rule that the burden of proving that a lower rate or
by 6in. of wood, has to be penetrated direct, or 2in. of with that of last year. Mr. Mundella a
steel on the flat. In the latter case coal protection may appoint three Commissioners, one to be a judge of a different treatment does not amount to undue preference
superior
court,
and
the
others
“practical
men
of
business.”
shall lie on the railway company. This amplification of
be afforded by the side bunkers, but in the case of penetrating the armour this is not so. We think the protec- To this it was objected that the two “laymen” would the circumstances of possible undue preference will please
tion from penetration is slightly in favour of the belted become mere assessors to the judge; and although Mr. agriculturists and traders, no doubt; but then they will
cruiser as far as the side armour or sloped
deck respec- Mundella protested against that idea, his Bill clearly be disgusted to find in the new Bill the identical subtively is concerned; but on the flat, which in our opinion made the judge the sole arbitrator in all questions of law. section which excited among them such a storm of
is the most likely to be hit, the protection of the Reina In the new Bill the Chief Commissioner is to be “of indignation when it appeared in Mr. Mundella’s Bill.
Regente is 60 per cent. better. there is a further point experience in the law,” but not necessarily a judge, and “Tn deciding whether a lower charge or difference of
in the question of the quality of protection of the internal the two others laymen, one of whom must be experienced treatment does or does not amount to an undue prefervitals of the two ships.
he
belted cruisers have, on in railway business. However, as there is a great deal ence,” the sub-section declares, “ the Court having jurisaccount of their greater beam, a much larger deck area to be said in-favour of the judicial element adding weight diction in the matter, or the Commissioners, as the case
liable to be hit, so that the chance of penetration is to the decisions of the Commissioners, the Government may be, may, so far as they think reasonable, in addition
arrange for it in a somewhat cumbrous manner. It is to any other considerations affecting the case, take into
increased somewhat in proportion to the area >
It may be noted in passing that the distribution of pro proposed that, in addition to the regular Commissioners, consideration whether such lower charge or difference of
there shall be three ex-oficio, who would attend in treatment is necessary for the purpose of securing the
tection at theends of the two vessels is very similar.
The question of the quality of the protection of the cases where important points of law were involved. traffic in respect of which it is made.” If these words
buoyancy and stability ofthe ship is one which has been They are to be judges of the superior Courts of England, should be made law, they would clearly legalise preferso often gone over without a satisfactory solution that Scotland, and Ireland respectively, each to attend when ence rates on foreign goods under certain circumstances ;
very little that is new can be said about it. But there is necessary for his own country only. Thus the legal and there is no point on which railway reformers are so
1 new Commission will be stronger determined and united as in declaring that nothing can
this to be remembered, that whatever the merits of a belt element in the pro
of side armour to preserve buoyancy and stability on than Mr. Mundella proposed to make it. This would justify a railway company in carrying bee gn goods more
account of its shot excluding power, it must cover an not be a defect if, as might well have been arranged, there cheaply than British goods of the same or a similar kind
area which may reasonably be expected to be subject to should be never more than a single appeal from a decision are carried. If low rates are essential to securing the
being submerged and emerged by the motion of both the of the Commissioners, and that only on a question of law. foreign traffic, and do not pay a railway company, it is
sea and the vessel. In the bel cruisers at their normal As it is, adouble appeal, first to a superior Court and then, argued, the company receives no benefit, while home prodraught the armour extends 1}ft. above a still-water line, under certain conditions, to the House of Lords, is retained ducers are injured. If the low rates do pay, the same
so that above this point the vessel’s side is exactly the in the Bill, though Mr. Mundella was prepared to expunge rates on British goods sent in similar quantities and
same as a cruiser of the internally protected type; and if it last year. The locus standi given to public bodies and equal distances would also be remunerative. We have
water gets freely upon the armoured deck of the former associations in making any complaint which the Com- never seen asatisfactory answer to this argument, and
vessel, it is quite as fatal to their stability as it is in the missioners can deal with is the same in the new Bill as in even if there be one, our agriculturists and traders are
case of the latter, if not more so. Further, the belt of the old one. The provisions defining the jurisdiction of determined not to be handicapped to the advantage of
these vessels extends 4ft. below the water-line, and con- the Commissioners, too, remain the same on all important their foreign competitors, against whom they find it
sequently in smooth water an angle of roll of 8 deg. points, except that there is a new clause empowering difficult under the most favourable circumstances to hold
brings the lower edge of the belt out of water. In the them to require traffic facilities, notwithstanding agree- their own.
A new clause, requiring railway companies to exhibit
Reina Regente the protection does not begin to emerge ments not confirmed by Act of Parliament, by the Board
of Trade, or by the Commissioners. They are empowered at stations lists of rates, and to sell at a reasonable price
until a roll of 134 deg. is reached.
So far we have only been dealing with the normal load to adjudicate on disputes concerning station accommoda- lists of local and through rates and charges and traffic
line, but when the two vessels have their bunkers full of tion, tolls and rates, and rating appeals, to award damages, classification, will give much satisfaction to the public.
coal, and not about half full, as is assumed, at the normal to compel companies to make mutual arrangements for The only other new features of the Bill are those relating
line, they will go down about 2ft. further in the water. carrying into effect orders for traffic facilities, to apportion to canals, in reference to which the measure is greatly
The belt of the English cruiser then becomes submerged, expenses between railway companies and applicants for amplified. The traffic regulations relating to railways
and the protection to stability must depend in her case as works, such as bridges or subways, and to arrange diffe- are made applicable, as far as possible, to canals, and the
much as in that of the Spanish cruiser upon the sub- rences between any company and the Postmaster-General. Board of Trade is authorised to exercise arbitrary powers
nese new
e is retained as provisional arbitrator over the bye-laws and general arrangements.
division and the water-excluding
power of the coals The Board of
and stores in the spaces above the armoured deck. between railway companies and the public, but with less proposals will scarcely be submitted to by the railway
Hence it a
to us that in these two cases the pro- summary powers than those accorded in Mr. Mundella’s companies without a hard fight against them, and they
railway com- certainly appear to confer extraordinary power upon the
tection of the buoyancy and stability depends very Bill. By the new as by the old Bill, every
much upon the same thing ultimately, viz., the water pany is required to submit to the Board ofTrade within Board of Trade. To prevent. an increase in the control
excluding power of the coals and stores. But the twelve months of the commencement of the proposed of railway companies over canals, by which competition
belted cruiser has much more weight and cost spent Act, unless an extension of time be granted for a special is already to a great extent annihilated, there is a clause
upon her in order to fit the armour belt. But reason, a revised classification of rates and charges and a prohibiting the acquisition of any canal interest by any
to railway company, or individual connected with the commore than the question of cost and weight of belt is revised schedule of maximum rates and charges pro
involved, for in fitting a belt the weights of the upper be adopted in future by the company. Under the earlier pany, without statutory authority. On the whole as we
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said at the beginning of this article, the new Bill is an
improvement upon the old one; but it still contains provisions of doubtful expediency, and there is certain to be
a stron; ——
to it, so that, bearing in mind the
state of affairs in Parliament, we should say there is a
..very poor prospect of its being made law during the
present session.
ewe
vee
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
REPORTS.
Argentine Republic
— Raising coal.— Coal is said to have
been discovered north-west to the town of San Juan, and the
district is said to extend over 124 miles between the Cerros de
Zonda to Huuco and Valli, Fértel, Pié de Palo, and Sierra de la
Huerta. The national engineers are about to examine and
report thereon.
Germany — Agricultural machinery at Altenberg.—
An exhibition was held to collect and make known in Germany the
industries and products of the little duchy of Saschseu Altenberg.
It deserves attention as a sign of German enterprise in the
remote districts, and as an indication of the way in which foreign
productions may be brought under the notice of the rural
population of Germany. In the agricultural department great
interest was attracted by the machines, specimens in operation
being shown by German houses from Leipsic and Magdeburg.
Among the exhibitors from the latter city was an English firm,
which has established a factory there. The machinery in general,
though inferior in finish to American make, was of good workmanship and very serviceable, at the same time being much
cheaper. The following are the names of the principal exhibitors
of agricultural implements, with the prices, as far as they could
be ascertained.—Fanning
mills: Carl Altendorf, Goessnitz ;
Louis Barthel, Nobtz ; Robert Barthel, Gnadschuetz ; H. Lang,
Mannheim. Feed and turnip cutters: Carl Altendorf, Goessnitz ; feed cutters, £3 15s. to £5 4s.; turnip cutters, £2 2s. to
#2 14s., H. Lang, Mannheim ; feed cutters, £4 16s. to £7 6s.,
E. Nauendorf, Mouselwitz ; feed cutters, £3 2s. to £4 16s.,
Schmidt and Spiegel Halle; mowing
machi
imitation Woods,
Carl Altendorf, Goessnitz, about £17 14s.; ploughs and harrows,
M. Dittrich, Muelsen; M. Froehlic, Schoenberg; Gross and Co.,
Eutritsch, near Leipsic, Acme Pulveriser (imitated) £4 16s. to
£5 4s.; drills, hand, £4 3s. to £7 18s.; drills, seeders, £10 8s. to
£22 18s. ; harrows, iron, one-horse, £1 17s. to £3 2s. ; harrows,
iron, two-horse, £3 15s. to £5 0s.; rollers, iron, £7 18s,.to
£10 16s. ; rollers, wood, £6 5s. to £7 15s. ; steel ploughs; £2 12s.
to £6 5s.; steel ploughs, two furrows, £2 3s. to £2 6s. ; steel
ploughs, three furrows, £2 10s. to £2 16s.
ing machines,
C, A. Klinger, Altstadt, £104 3s. to £116 13s. ; E. Nauendorf,
Mouselwitz, small machines, £50 to £62 10s. ; Garrett, Smith,
and Co., near Magdeburg, engines, 6-horse power, £196 17s. to
£204 13s. ; 8-horse power, £243 15s. to £250; 10-horse power,
£283 6s. to £291 13s. ; machines, £166 13s. to £208 6s.
Canal and harbour works, Frankfort-on-theMain, — The
River Main has been canalised from Frankfort to Mayence,
where it enters the Rhine, a distance of twenty miles. Harbour
works at Frankfort being partly finished, this town seems: to
have entered upon a new phase of its history in becominga
Rhine port and accessible to vessels of over 1000 tons. Vessels
having no longer to unload their cargoes at Mayence into the
small Main craft, Frankfort can enter into new business channels,
and share in a trade from which it had in late years been excluded through its inability to use the great facilities of navigation by water. To restore the ancient property of Frankfort,
Herr Cuna, Government architect and engineer, proposed to
canalise the river from Frankfort to Mayence by five movable
weirs, which would give the necessary depth of 8ft. 3in. up to
Frankfort. The cost of this canalisation is about £275,000.
After a great many delays the work was commenced in 1883.
The cost of the canalisation having been provided, the town of
Frankfort had to provide funds for the harbours and accommodation required by the trade likelyto be attracted by the improvement of the river. Mr. W. H. Lindley, architect, had charge
of the planning and erection of the works at a cost of near
£325,000. The natural harbour formed by the river has been
provided with a lock at the entrance, also deepened, and provides room for from fifty to sixty of the largest Rhine craft to
unload into spacious docks, secure both against floods and ice
drifts. The goods can be stored in five large warehouses, or can
be forwarded by rail to the central depét of the different lines
now building in close vicinity. This central depét will cost
£1,500,000, and will be the finest structure of the kind in
Europe. Customs formalities can be carried out on the spot;
the Customs warehouse will be large enough to store
quantities of goods for short periods, so as to allow of these
being parcelled out into smaller lots for transit in different
directions. One of the beneficial effects which the Main canalisation is sure to produce is to reduce the price of coal. From the
river Ruhr, and directly from the mineral beds, coal can now be
shipped by water to Frankfort and then in smaller craft further
up the Main. It was chiefly owing to the difference in rates of
freight that Frankfort was unable to compete with the Rhine
ports. Freights on shipments of goods from Bremen, Hamburg,
Rotterdam, are higher than those to Cologne, Mannheim,
Mayence, and other Rhine ports. The disadvantage being now
overcome by the canalisation of the Main, Frankfort with its
pecuniary resources will surely extend and increase its’ foreign
trade in a large degree, and will in course of time become an
import mart for cotton, foreign produce, grain, and petroleum.
It is a circumstance that deserves to be noticed that in Germany,
in the wake of the development of a large system of railways,
public opinion reverts to the old waterways, and favours their
utilisation by means of canalisation and improvement. Following the examples of Belgium and France, canals are either built
——" in many directions, and the rivers are getting better
utilised.
Finland, British trade with—Finland, which lies within
easy reach of England, is almost entirely neglected. Very few
English commercial travellers ever appear, and some of those
who do are such
bad lingust
that they are at a great disadvantage in the struggle for orders. Most of the English firms
trading with Finland are represented by German agents and
travellers, who cannot be expected to have British interests at
heart. A traveller in Finland need not necessarily speak
Swedish, but a good knowledge of German is requisite. British
traders should send their representatives to Finland in February
if possible, but in no case later than the first week in March, or
they will be anticipated by Germans, who are to be found in
Finland in March. In spite of the absence of British energy
and enterprise, the trade between England and Finland is
steadily increasing. Although it is hardly advisable at present
for Englishmen to establish themselves in Finland, any sound
English house which opened a branch in Helsingfors, and
adapted itself to the business ways and customs of the inhabitants, would in course of time succeed, for the capital of
Finland is a rapidly increasing and very thriving town. Many
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Finnish merchants will willingly deal with English houses in
preference
to German, if the former will carry on business in
the same style and afford the same facilities for igagree that
other nations do. British firms should be careful in choosing
only good and trustworthy Finnish houses for their agents. The
principal imports into Finland from Great Britain are cement,
chemicals, coals, coke, earthenware, firebricks, hardware, iron
and steel of all descriptions, such as bars, hoops, rails, roofing
sheets, shipbuilding plates, tubes, and various kinds of
machinery. There is special room for the bap 5 Ca of the
trade in building materials, cheap machinery, and
ware.
Russia: Tradeof Azof ports in 1886.—This report contains
much of interest connected with agriculture, coal and iron
mining, shipping, trade, &c. The imports into Rostoft and
declined in value from £461,770 in 1885 to £341,655
in 1886, a fall of 26 per cent. The exports of cereals, which are
the largest part of the whole quantity, diminished in the same
period nearly 45 per cent. When the crops in this region fail
the purchasing power of the people fails also. Russian agricultural machinery is increasing rapidly, and owing to its cheapness must always find favour with the peasantry and small
farmers. The fact must be no longer ignored that the days for
importing foreign machinery are fast diminishing. If this market is lost, perhaps the next best thing is to bring British
capital and energy to Russia, and thus secure a portion of the
trade. There is much to be said against following such a course;
but it is
erable to seeing foreigners occupying the position.
The British must not be blind to the activity that prevails in
other countries, and the perfection arrived at in the manufacture
of many articles. For instance, American hay forks and horse
rakes are made with teeth of a superior quality to those made
in England; American latch locks are highly finished solid
articles, and sold at half the price of English locks. Their hand,
horse, and wind-power pumps are much superior to similar
articles of English make. Grindstones from Nova Scotia find a
sale here. Nothing is beneath the notice of the ubiquitous
American or German, while English commercial travellers are
rarely seen in these parts. In the case of ploughs, for years the
leading English manufacturers would not make one so often
pointed out as being the implement in demand for South Russia,
because it seemed to them an inferior article. At last Messrs.
Ransomes, Sims, and Head, consented; but improved it, thus
completely ignoring the purchasers’ tastes. Messrs, Howard
then took the matter up, and their Anglo-Bulgarian plough
meet more the requirements of the country; but its present
price places it beyond the reach of the peasantry. Germany and
Sweden here stepped in, studied purchasers’ tastes, and in some
instances imitated English patterns; and what with the
increasing quantities made in Russia, England has completely
lost the plough trade in this part of Russia. Other articles,
such as cutlery, files, hardware, taps and dies, tools, are imported
from Germany; scythes from Austria; shovels from America
and Sweden.
The Russian Agricultural Exhibition will be held at Kharkoff
this year, opening
on September 20th (October 2nd), and
closing on October 10th (22nd). There will be nine different
divisions, but foreigners are only allowed to exhibit in divisions 1 and 6, cattle and live stock, agricultural implements and
machinery, which are sub-divided into the following groups :
—(1) Implements for cultivating the soil, ploughs, &c.; (2)
corndrills, distributors, &c.; (3) implements used after the seed
has come up, different kinds of harrows, &c.; (4) implements
used in gathering and reaping crops ; (5) implements for cleaning and thrashing grain ; (6) apparatus and implements for preparing cattle food ; (7) machinery for screening grain, buckwheat, and millet mills, oil presses, &c. Models of, or full-sized
apparatus for
drying grain ; (8) all kinds of hand tools used in
agriculture, scythes, sickles, &c.; (9) every kind of garden apparatus and tool for cleaning and drying fruit; (10) implements used
in forestry ;(1]) motive power, locomotives, machinery driven by
wind, &c.; (12) pumping apparatus and machinery, fire hoses, &c.
The charges are 6s. 0d. for every 49 square feet of covered space,
and 2s. for every 49 square feet of uncovered space. Exhibitors
constructing their own stands, upon giving notice to the Council
beforehand, will be allowed space free of charge. Exhibitors
wishing to sell any article publicly or privately must state so on
the invoice. One per cent. of the amount realised is to be paid
to the Agricultural Society. The Executive Council may refuse
to admit any article not conforming to the regulations. On the
recommendation of juries, gold, silver, and bronze medals will
be awarded, also diplomas for medals and certificates of honourable mention. Goods not taken away from the Exhibition
within three days after its close will be sold for the benefit of
the Agricultural Society. During the summer of 1887, prior to
the opening of the Exhibition, trials will be made of different
agricultural machinery, as mowers, sheaf binders, buckwheat
and meal mills, and combined horse and steam thrashers up to
5-horse power inclusive. The trialsofmowers will be held from
the 3rd (15th) to 7th (19th) June; for sheaf binders, 20th June
(2nd July) to 5th(17th) July; and thrashers and mills from the
15th (27th) August to the 20th August (2nd September).
Persons wishing to enter their machines for trial must give
notice to the Council of the Kharkoff Agricultural Society for
mowers and sheaf binders not later than 20th May (1st June),
and for thrashers and meal mills not later than Ist (13th)
August. Competing machines must be delivered at the place
appointed by the Executive Council a day before the trials
commence.
Machines not delivered in time will not be
allowed to compete.
The cost of delivering, removing,
and setting up machines at the place appointed for
trial must be borne by the competitors.
Prior to the
trials grass and wheat lands will be allotted to mowers and
sheaf binders for preliminary trials, and competitors may
utilise these tracts on the day before the trials come off. At
the preliminary trial one shock of sheaves will be granted to
the thrashers and 36 1b. of buckwheat and millet to the mills,
Each mower will be tried over 8°1 acres of land on level and
sloping ground and the sheaf binders on 10°8 acres both of
spring and winter grain. Horse thrashers up to 4-horse power
are to thrash ten shocks of sheaves of both spring and winter
grain; steam thrashers of from 2} to 5-horse power, twentyfive shocks of each of the above descriptions of grain. Bullocks,
horses, and workmen will be provided gratis at the trials. The
animals for working the machines will be drawn by lottery for
both halves of the work to be done by them. The first prizes
will be awarded to machines which have received not less than
four and a half marks, second four, and the third
for three and
ahalf. In making the comparative valuation of all classes of
machinery under trial the juries will make use of the five ball system: onespecifies
bad; two, fair; three,satisfactory ;four, good ; and
five, excellent. During the summer there will be trials of
certain machinery, viz., buckwheat and millet mills, combined
horse and steam thrashers up to 5-horse power, mowers and
sheaf binders. Persons desirous of becoming exhibitors must
give a preliminary notice to the Council of the Kharkoff Agricultural Society, not later than the 1st (13th) May, 1887, The
trials of mowers will be held from the 3rd (15th) June to the
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7th (12th) June ; for sheaf binders from 20th June (2nd July) to
5th (17th) July ; and thrashers and mills from the 15th (27th)
August to the 20th August (lst September). The detailed
regulations form the subject of a separate report. The coal
and iron industries for this province yearly attain greater
attention, New companies are being formed which will
commence operations this year. In spite of the alleged
depression
trade, the output of coal from the Donetz
Basin has greatly increased, though prices are still unremunerative. The colliery owners actively set before the Government
the drawbacks their trade experiences. Amongst the concessions sought are an increase of the duty on foreign coal to about
7s. 4d. a ton, and out of half the sum raised from that source
to subsidise the Russian coasting vessels at a rate per ton of coal
transported by them. Great activity prevailed at the New
Russia Company's Works during the past year in all departments. A large pit is being sunk close to the Hugheseo
station on the well-known Alexandrofka seam, from which it is
expected that coal will be shortly obtained. Another large pit
is being sunk at the works on the Lieven seam, through which
the celebrated Smolyanoff coking coal will be reached at a depth
of 227 yards, The powerful pumping machinery for this pit is
made by Messrs. Hathorn, Davey, and Co., of Leeds. The
company are preparing by these additions to meet the great
demand for coal expected upon the completion of the port of
Marinpol—this port was begun last year. Colliery owners are
pressing for the speedy completion of the works so as to ship
their coal, which they seem confident will drive the English
article from the Black Sea. The only effect of the present duty
has been to tax the consumers to an amount far beyond that
obtained from the duty imposed with the view of fostering
Russian mining industries. ‘I'he amount to be expended on the
works this year is £136,000. The project of connecting the
Sea of Azoft with the Black Sea by cutting a canal through the
isthmus of Perekop is again under discussion, though the advantrade in general may derive from the canal are doubtful ;
the coal trade may derive some benefit from it, the canal giving
a shorter sea route from Marinpol to Odessa; but it is a
question whether the dues and expenses of the transit will be
so comparatively light as to enable the colliery owners to largely
undersell English coal, which is now quoted at 16s. 4d. per ton
cif. The present high rate of exchange tells against the importation, but the freight is only 8s. 4d. per ton, whereas the
average rate of coal for such a comparatively short distance as
is from 5s. 9d. to 6s, 10d.; and it must be borne in
mind that the Russian colliers will have no return freight to
Marinpol. It is said that some of the Russian coal is equal to
the best Welsh, but the quality delivered does not bear out the
statement, and it remains to be seen whether the friable Russian
article can command the same price as Cardiff steam coal, or
even Newcastle. Another consideration is that the canal traffic
will cease for three months in winter, through the Sea of Azoff
being unnavigable through ice. A new collier fleet will have to
be brought into existence, and there are many other interests
which will militate against the successful working of the scheme
The blast furnaces have been under reconstruction, and are
greatly increased in capacity. Two of the furnaces are in full
operation, the average production of each being from 600 to 700
tons a week. A third furnace will be ready for blowing in
early in the spring. Additional machinery has been erected to
meet the increased capacity of the furnaces. The steelworks
have been greatly augmented by the erection of additional
Martin-Siemens melting furnaces, and a powerful new cogging
mill, all of which will soon be in full operation, The merchant
mills have been considerably enlarged to meet the demand for
merchant iron, and new shops have been erected specially for
the manufacture of rail fastenings, the excellent quality ot the
New Russia Company's material being much appreciated by the
various railways in the country. The works are now provided
throughout with electric light—a valuable improvement and a
great convenience.
Quicksilver near Nikitofkastation, on the Koursk-Kharkoff-Azoff
Railway, is now being worked by a company. A pit 280ft. deep
is being sunk provided with the
y
hinery for
the production of quicksilver, and buildings and dwellings for
the miners are in course of erection, all of which will shortly be
completed. The ores are expected to yield 1 per cent. of metal.
The samples which have been sent to the University of Kharkoff are pure, and in quality not inferior to foreign. The yearly
importation of quicksilver has been about 50 tons, at an
average price of £240 per ton, but now on account of its
anticipated cheaper production it is thought the demand will
increase.
ere are many projects on foot, some of which if
realised will do much towards developing the trade of the
country. The scheme for joining the river Volga with the Don
has advanced a step, surveys and plans having been made.
The advantages this waterway would confer on Rostoff and
Taganrog are innumerable. The branch line from the RostoffVladikavkaz Railway to Novorossisk was in July last opened as
far as Ekaterinodar on the Konban, from whence large quantities of grain have been sent to Rostoff this autumn. When the
line is completed to Novorossisk that place will become the outlet for the produce of the Konban country, greatly to the
prejudice of the ports of Temriuk and Yeisk, especially the
former, will then be frequented by small coasting vessels only.
The construction of a harbour at ‘Taganrog has been decided on
at a costof £82,500, and the work will be commenced in the
summer, The trade results of the past year were unsatisfactory ;
cial tr
tions on account of the failure of the
harvest, were limited. The tonnage of shipping of all countries
fell off. The decrease in British shipping was 146,394 tons,
or 42 per cent., compared with 1885. Great stress is laid
upon the necessity of complying with the Russian Customs
regulations in the minutest detail, as the slightest neglect, however inadvertent, is punished by heavy fines, and redress afterwards is nearly impossible. Several complaints have been made
against British steamers for short delivery of cargo. The
honesty of British shipmasters is not disputed, but greater
attention is claimed on their part in discharging and lightering,
and unless an improvement takes place preference will be given
ultimately to other flags, the outturns of which are more satisfactory. In an appendix is given a list of the more important
firms on the Sea of Azoff, so that manufacturers and merchants
can bring their catalogues, price lists, &c., directly before those
interested. All communications, printed or written, especially
advertisements, should be either in German or Russian, English
being comparatively useless.
South KEnstIncToN MuskuM.—Visitors during the week ending
5th March, 1887:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 8492; mercantile marine,
Indian section, and other collections, 3191. On Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday, admission 6d., from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.:
Museum, 779; mercantile marine, Indian section, and other
collections, 182. Total, 12,594, Average of corresponding week
in former years, 15,936. ‘Total from the opening of the Museum,
25,447,767.
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MAGAZINE AND REPEATING ARMS.
Captain W. H. James, late R.E., read a paper on “M
ine
and Repeating Arms” in the United Service Institution on Friday
week, At the present time this subject is of the first importance
to our army, and consequently, in the present state of Europe, of
great importance
to us as a nation.
Captain James began by raisi the question of : the value of a
——~ or repeating arm. ‘With the Soper rifle forty-three
well-directed shots have been fired in a minute.” ‘‘ What more,”
he asks, ‘‘can be desired in war?” This he answers as follows :—
“The advantage of a magazine arm is that it enables
a sudden
shower of bullets to be
in at a
t when i
d
intensity of fire will decide the victory. The sudden intensity,
this conversion of the shower of bullets into a blinding rain, is to
be obtained from the magazine rifie alone. _It is for this gain that
we face the additiona! complication due to the repeating action, it
is for this great quality that the nations of Europe are 5
millions of money in the re-armament of their infantry, and that
we too must follow their example. The magazine rifle has two
advan:
Besides the one above mentioned, there is the moral
support which it gives to the soldier, who feels that he has a reserve
of power constantly at hand. No breech action, however rapid, can
give the same rapidity so long as the magazine supply lasts. Ina
properly constructed magazine rifle the time taken to press the
cartridge into the barrel is eliminated. Drawing back the action
cocks throws out the old case, brings up a fresh cartridge; closing
the breech pushes the cartridge home, which is therefore never
touched by the man’s hand, nor has he to take it from pouch to
the breech. No single-loader can give that confidence which a
man feels who has five or more shots at his instant command. A
repeating rifle, therefore, is of advantage both on the offensive
and defensive. Troops, whether acting on the one or the other,
have to pass thro
that supreme moment when the combat
trembles in the balance, and to both alike the = quality of
the ng arm is of the highest importance.
Taking the case
of two lines holding one another in close action, if one is sudden]
enabled to quintuple its fire-rate, what,” Captain Jamesasks, “ will
be the fate of the other? At times when
ise is of moment,
such as counter-attacks, it is also of the utmost value. To sentries,
to small bodies of men acting by themselves, such as reconnoitring
parties of cavalry, the use of a repeater is of the greatest assistance. Magazine arms were used with considerable eftect both in the
American Civil War and the Russo-Turkish. In the former it was
said that one man armed with the Spencer was equal to five with
the ordinary muzzle-loader. In the latterthe Winchester did
service to the Turks, who not only armed their cavalry with it, but
on occasions their infantry used it also for the close defence of
works, as at Plevna. Fire should be by volleys alone, the frequency of which will depend on the range and object; but on the
offensive the final rush should be prepared by the use of the magazine, which should be reloaded the
t the position is carried.
On the defensive the magazine may be similarly employed, but possibly a little more often and earlier, ¢.¢., at longer ranges when it
can be rapidly loaded ; for instance, at the advancing
uring
their rushes, when they are so much more visible and form so much
better targets than when lying down tofire. The fire during these
transitory moments should be intensified, because good results may
be obtained from it. In fact, generally, either on the offensive or
defensive the magazine is chiefly for the close combat, though
occasionally it may be used at longer ranges ;but it would rarely
employed for real long-range fire, for it would probably give rise to
a great expenditure of ammunition without correspondingly
adequate results. Against favourable targets, which from their
nature are exposed only for a short time to fire, it maybe made use
of. For example, against masses of infantry, the staff of the
enemy, cavalry or artillery unlimbering. But it will always
remain chiefly reserved for the decisive stage, when its proper
employment may decide the issue.”
Captain James holds that repeaters will increase the expenditure
of ammunition, but not to any large extent. He thinks, however,
that the cartridge should be lightened to enable more rounds to be
carried, especially because firing at long ranges, up to 1500 _
has increased the demand on the ammunition. Captain James
greatly doubts the feasibility of supplying ammunition to the
fighting line in action, and he contemplates the men’s kits bei
carried for them while each man carries 100 rounds on him ; at least
forty or fifty rounds per man are carried in a regimental supply.
Germany, soon after the war of 1870-71, adopted the Mauser
rifle, and after various trials the Mauser magazine rifle succeeded it, which is now in the hands of five army corps, and will be
supplied to the whole German Army before the summer. The
dimensions of this and of the most important arms at present under
trial are given in Table A, herewith.
The Mauser, like other magazine arms, is intended to be used,
generally, as a single loader, with the magazine shut off. The
latter is beneath the barrel and holds eight rounds, as well as one
in the elevator and one in the barrel, thus providing the soldier
with ten rounds at any critical moment.

Name of rifle.

Mauser .. ..
Kropatscheck |.
Lobel...
Mannlicher
Jarmann .. ..
Enfield-Martini
Vitalit ein aie
Vetterli
Hebler
Gutdes
Pieri ..

| Weight.

Calibre.

Weight
Of
bullet.

Tb. on.
10 2
9 143
—
9 §
10 14
9 5
—
10 8
9 144
=e
=

in.
0° 433
0° 433
0-307
0° 433
0°307
0° 400
0-414
0-414
0-307
0-323
0-323

36
836
—
871
337
BS4
312
312
225
264
as
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central position under the bolt chamber, in front of ihe tle
guard, in which four cartridges packed in a special card
x
are pushed from above. This change is ayowedly only a temporary
expedient pending the introduction of an improved and probably
smaller bore rifle. It only ,costs 11 franes per piece. Russia has,
like other nations, experimented with
rifles, but has not
yet definitely settled on a pattern.
introduced Evans’
repeater into her navy—a specimen of w
jtem is in themuseum.
It is distinguished from all others by the
number of cartridges
it holds, viz., thirty-five, which are pla
the butt. It is, however, not likely to be introduced into the
y. In the meantime,
it is stated in the Times of the 19th
that a form of
attachable magazine has been introduced
Berden rifle, which
holds two cartridges, and which can be fitted with a metal case
containing six others, or eight in all, and that this apparatus, whateverit may be, can be fixed in less than ten minutes
to the rifle.
Sweden has for some time had the Jarmann rifle, with the magazine
under the barrel, - in id Swedish :
i 6 but it —_ not
possessany special
uliarities or a:
ts actionis shown
in the Pm Switzerland has for some
had the Vetterli rifle,
which has a rim-fire cartridge, and is
now on the first rank
of weapons. Portugal has recently adopted the Guedes rifle with
the Kropatscheck breech and repeating action. This rifle is distinguished from all the others mentioned by its small bore and high
initial velocity. It will be seen therefgre that every continental
nation has either definitely adopted, op is experimenting with a
view to deciding on some form of magazine.” It is happily now
decided to arm the British infantry with a magazine arm also.
Trials will be made with the Lee Burton and Lee improved arms,
but no arm is definitely adopted.
The lecturer then remarking that the conditions to be fulfilled
by a good service rifle are not those of one for match-shooting,
asked :—“ What do we want our rifle todo? To shoot well and
closely at ranges up to 1500 or 2000 yards ; to have a flat trajectory
within the decisive fighting zone, say 600 yards. These two conditions, other conditions being equal, require—(A) A high proportion
=, a8 near unity as _ possible,
of weight to area of bullet (<¢., Ww
(B) A high muzzle velocity. The recoil depends upon the weight
of the bullet, the weight of the rifle, and the amount of powder.
To fulfil A without unduly increasing recoil and maintaining B as
high as possible, it is
ry to have a long light bullet, in which
the proportion Ww is kept low, ¢.¢., a small bore is a necessity. If
we could use 500 to 600 grains of lead, as is done in some match
rifles, we could have a bore of 0°45in., but then the c!
of
powder raya |to obtain a flat trajectory would be so large
and involve so heavy a weapon that the soldier could not use
it ;for the fire-arm must not be heavier than 9 to9}lb. These
facts have induced many experiments in England and also abroad
with a view to ascertain whether it was possible to design one
which should combine as much as possible the qualities of the
express and long-range rifle. Among others who have followed out
this line of research are Lieutenant-Colonel Bode in Germany,
Major Rubin and Professor Hebler, formerly an artillery officer in
Switzerland. The latter has published a work called ‘“‘ Das Kleinste
Kaliber oder das Zukiinftige Infanteriegewehr,” which the lecturer
recommends to the attention of all who take an interest in this
subject. The two latter have for some years carried on experiments
with small-bore rifles, and both alike directed their endeavours to
find out a projectile which should take the grooves well, not lead
them, and yet not wear the barrel. With very long projectiles
driven at high velocities through a quick twist, 7 ha is the danger
that the projectile, if too soft, will strip ; if too hard, will wear out
the barrel. Messrs. Rubin and Hebler both determined that the
best form of projectile was lead covered with a thin shell of harder
metal; the former and also Colonei Bode chose copper; the latter,
steel. In firing, the thin steel jacket is not cut, but merely pressed
into the lead, which consists of 97 per cent. lead and3 percent. antimony, and is attached to the steel by a thin coat of tin. The clean
close-fit surface of the steel polishes out the bore every time and
removes fouling, and hence it is unn
to use the lubricator;
and as the steel is so thin, it has not half the wearing effect of a
really hard lead bullet ; and, as a practical fact, a Hebler rifle has
fired 1500 rounds without showing the slightest degradation.
Latterly the steel shells have been nickel-plated, which still further
improves the shooting and does away with any liability to rust.
A steel-covered bullet has greater penetration than others.
An extensive series of experiments conducted by Dr. v. Beck
show that in traversing the
body, whether of man or animal, it is
much less liable to deformation. Colonel Arbuthnot has stated
that the reason why the calibre of 0°4 had been chosen was that
with smaller bores the shooting was not so regular. This view
does not agree with that held on the Continent, for although Germany and Austria have kept to their present bores of 0°433in. for
reasons of economy and rapidity of transformation, because the existing barrels can be used for the new repeater, it is by no means certain
that the former at any rate will not eventually adopt a smaller
bore of 7 to 8 mm., while it is almost certain that France will do

TaBLE A.
| Twist of
Powder | ising in
“PATB | calibres.
|
a
11,,in 5030
80
—-_
|;
—
77
1 ,, 68}
77
1 ,, 55
ee ot
85
i, &
62
ih - |
55
1 4 15
88
ee
e
69
1}, 36 |
83

.
ad
W

a'4
3-416
—
8°47
82220
2-017
3°726
27982
2-932
—
—

No. of
Muzzle cartridgesin
|_velocity. “‘magasine.
feet.
@ ane
1410*
Eight { gyn
Seven
.
1430
Eight |
—
Five }
1437
| 1586
Eight
t The Vetterli, the pre1570
—
sent arm, weighs
Four
1430
9 1b. 9oz.
1427
Eleven
and breech
—_
1942
1673
Unknown
action same as Kropatscheck.
Five
2057

Recently a charge of 89} grains of compressed powder and a | so, and in Austria economy alone prevented the adoption of a
steel-covered lead bullet have been introduced.
e thin steel- calibre of about 8mm. To have a rifle which shall fulfil the most
covering prevents fouling in the bore, and gives very
ect rifling. necessary quality in a good military arm, viz., flat trajectory, a
The balance of the Mauser rifle is bad and variable, being affected small bore 1s an absolute necessity. The highest points of trajecby the carriage
rriage of rounds all aleng under the barrel. France is tories of bullets whose yare 2-093 and 2-914 are for 1000 yards
likely to adopt the Lobell repeater, with a calibre of only 78 mm., |
or 0°307in., and a magazine beneath the barrel open ight rounds. 28-7ft. and 35°64ft. Captain James seven years ago
a
sf has for some years been armed wiith the Kropats- | calibre of 0.38in., and would now in the light of su
The French Navy
uent
check repeater, somewhat resembling the Mauser.
| experience hope to see one of 0°32in. calibre, with a ball of
36 grains, and a charge of from 90 to 100 =~ To the objec‘* Austria has definitely adopted the Mannlicher rifle. This rifle 336
presents several peculiarities worthy of notice. In the first place, tion that light bullets are carried laterally by wind, Captain
the bolt is withdrawn by a straight backward motion, which James answers that most targets of men have great lateral extenrenders it much quicker than one in which it is necessary to make sion, but very little depth. Thus a flat trajectory is of the first
a turn as in most bolt rifles, and hence it can be worked without importance. With regard to stopping power, Captain James
taking it down from the shoulder. The cartridges are carried | observed : ‘‘Stopping a man depends largely on where you hit
packed in tin frames containing five, which are placed in the case him. A kitchen poker which grazes an Arab’s ribs will not stop
placed under the bolt chamber, and whence they automatically fall | him so well as a 50-grain bullet through his head, or through the
when empty. The cartridges are carried
packed in these frames, |lower half of his trunk.” He referred to the medical records of
two being wrapped round with paper, and thus issued to the soldier. the Franco-German War; Sir William M‘Cormac’s ‘‘ Work Done
The frames weigh 385 grains each, i.e., roughly the weightof a | under the-Red
” Dr. E
h’s work on “ Military Surgery,”
bullet, and cost less than a halfpenny to manufacture. When these }and Dr. Beck’s “Experiments with Small-bore Bullets.” From
cases are placed in the rifle, ¢.g., when arranged for magazine | these it appears that rapid moving long bullets with angular
action, it cannot be fired as a single loader, although there is no | velocity enough to keep them point foremost will, striking
reason why more than one round should be fired. The cartridge | half-way down the femur, go through and split it up into the
used is the same as that employed for the Werndl rifle, the weapon — hip-joint, involving amputation at that point.
hitherto in use in the Austro-Hungarian Army. Experiments are, | As to the powder. Great strides have been made in the last few
however, being made with an improved cartridge giving a higher years in the manufacture of
wder, The sharp almost, detoinitial velocity. In Italy experiments have been pi cted for nating action of the old form has given place
to slower burning
some years past, and it has
n finally determined to alter the ; compositions, which give equal velocities. with less pressures: In
Vetterli rifle, which is an ordinhy'y form of bolt-gun, in accortlance small bore rifles, wheré the number 6f Expansions allowed td the
with the system known as tht Vitali. A mpgazine is fixed in a charge owing to the gréat length of tht barrel is large, veryslow burn-
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ing powders can be used. With such powders the recoil becomes
more a push than a blow, and is consequently less felt. Greater
charges can thererefore be fired. On the Continent a large number
of experiments have been made with compressed powder, with
which the charge can be made more uniform, and hence more
uniform velocities obtained. Compressed powder has one great
advan
viz., it occupies less space for the same weight, and
hence gives a better shaped cartridge. With
rd to this latter
point, viz., the form of the cartridge case, with
charges and
small-bore
, the case becomes very ‘‘ bottled ;” thisisclearly
shown in the case of the Martini-Henry and Hebler cases. The
truncated cone shape is a far better one. This case is much less
likely to stick, as it has not got the long narrow neck, and moreover, when once it is started itcannot do so, as the surfaces of the
cartridge and chamber come apart. This form is no more difficult
to make than the bottle shape. Smokeless powder offers great
advantages. A considerable amount of attention has been given
to this question on the Continent. Advancing lines would no
longer
be indicated by their smoke,
the def
8 of a
position
would no more be compelled to cease fire to obtain a view of the
ground in front of them. The composition of these experimental
forms of powder is kept a profound secret. The French have
lately been trying a white powder, which is said to have given
astonishing velocities. The next pointto
ider isthe magazine,
i.e., the reservoir from which we draw our stream of continuous
fire. All forms of magazines can, so far as their position is concerned, be divided into four classes :—(1) In the butt. (2) Under
the barrel. (3) Over the barrel. (4) Under the breech. No nation
has the first named, oes Russia, in the Evans repeater. The
second has been ado;
in France, Kropatscheck; Germany,
Mauser; Switzerland, Vetterli; Sweden, Jarman; Portugal, Kropatscheck. It has the advantage of giving room for a number
of cartridges, but the very
t disadvantage, which it shares
with first position, of being difficult to load. Moreover, the balance
of the rifle is altered each timea shot is fired. The German rifle
is very faulty in this
and is, when the magazine is filled,
an extremely awkward and ill-balanced eon oo besides being very
heavy, waking 11 lb. Moreover the barrel is extremely awkward
for the soldier, and in the case of those weapons which have the
magazines on one side it is bad for aiming, especially when the
sun is shining from the opposite side to that on which it is fixed.
These three forms of ritle, viz., the Burton and the Lee Burton,
and the Owen Jones, have such magazines, Underneath the breech
is, on the whole, best. The rifle is more compact and far better
balanced. Its sole disadvantage is the fact that it is difficult to
—-. for more than about five cartrid
These rifles, viz., the
Mannilicher, the Schulhoff, the Pieri, and the Lee, and the improved
Lee, all have this form of ——
All hold five cartridges
except the Schulhoff, which
take ten arranged round a drum
likea revolver. As regards the sation of fixed or attachable
magazines, the former are generally preferred as more certain to
be available. Rifles with large magazines are apt to be heavy and
awkward, and the magazines take some time to charge. A longcontinued fire is quicker from a small and easily charged magazine.
Lastly, as to action. The bolt has proved the best, especially
when a straight pull only is necessary for firing, as the air is less
disturbed by such movement than by a twist.
In the discussion which followed General Bray, Colonel Hope,
Mr. Lowe, Major Mackinlay, Colonel Arbuthnot, Colonel Hale,
Colonel Fraser, Admiral Selwyn, Admiral Boys, and Admiral
Colomb took part. The general feeling was in favour of a maguazine arm with a fixed magazine, small bore, and consequent flat
trajectory. Colonel Hale urged that the control over the magazines
could only be kept in the hands of the commanding officerby
having them removable and attached by word of command,
Colonel Fraser, on the other hand, preferred fixed magazines.
He objected to steel-coated bullets, because it appeared that they
do not spread in penetration. The Boers’ bullets in the Transvaal
war, owing to spreading, proved fatal in 50 per cent. of cases of
wounds.
CoMPARATIVE Raitway Rates.—The following table is a compecieen of the railway charges on rails for equal distances in
lgium, Germany, and England :—
| Belgium, | Germany. England.
Distances for comparison,
Per ton. | Per ton.
Per ton.
s. a, | s d.
s. d.
Ebbw Vale
to Bedford
6 5
10 0
7 6
”
Boston
7ll
13 11
1 2
”»
Brecon
211
| 26
68
a
Cambridge
7,
1 -— eo
16 8
”
Crewe
‘
5
7i
12 6
9
Derby...
6 5
911
10 0
x
We i. as
77
5 1
2 6
°
Leicester ..
6 7
10 10
15 10
ae
Lincoln
a
13 6
17 6
=
Nantbrook ..
.
4.
24
”
Northampton ..
610
lll
|; Wb 0
n”
Oxford os) of
611
7 8
12 6
i
Peterborough ..
7 4
44
6| «1510
a
Rugby .. ..
67
10 6
13 4
a
Stafiord |.
611
7 8
10 0
“
Thrapstone
7 2
13 1
16 0
n
We MB cn
69
ll 4
13 4
eS
Wolverton
6 11
12 2
13 4
a
Worcester ..
5 4
56
| 68
Average of 19 distances ..
6 2
10 2h
13. 5h
Pe
ee e e
1°000
1°634
2162
Tue BurNnieY Patent Casz.—In the Chancery Court of Lancashire, at Liverpool, on Monday week, judgment was given by
Vice-Chancellor Bristowe in the important patent case of Procter
and Bennis, which affected the construction of mechanical stokers.
The case was recently heard at Manchester, and
ied several
days. The plaintiff, James Procter, resides at Burnley, and the
defendant, Edward Bennis, has works in London and elsewhere.
Messrs. Cross and Winkworth and Greenhouse and Shaw were also
made defendants as having used the alleged infringements of the
laintiff's patent, which was dated the 3rd of June, 1875, and was
forfourteen years. The —_ = a
wae a
of
tappets, spri
pushers, and doors for the
mechanical distribution
ee poy ee oA aaa it was charged
against the defendant that
he had substantially infringed the patent.
e Vice-Chancellor said
the defendant’s objections were three—first, that the plaintifi’s
specification was insufficient and misleading; “caeres that the
jaintiff’s invention was not new, having been anticipated, especially
y one Church in 1829, and by the defendant himself in 1875; and
finally, that in any case the defendant had not infringed
the plaintiff's patent. His Honour held at once that the plaintiff's specification was sufficient; and after an exhaustive review ofChurch’s
invention and of the defendant’s, and a careful consideration of the
case, he also held that there
been no anticipation of the
plaintiff'sinvention. He fully appreciated the argument, supported
as it had been by reference to certain cases, that the plaintiff must
show an infringement of the whole combination, and not of a part
only ;but after mature consideration he held that there had been
by the defendant only a colourable departure from the plaintiff's
invention. He had taken the Poe and marrow of the plaintiff's
invention, and therefore must take the consequences—an injunction,
and an inquiry as to the damages, with costs. As to the co-defendants, the Vice-Chancellor held that the plaintiff, by his conduct in
allowing them to go on using the defendant’s machines, had lost
any remedy he might have against them, and the action against
them would be dismissed with costs, Mr. Jones, for tho defendant,
having intimated an intention to appeal, the Vict-Chancellor
suspended tho injuriction for a month, an atcount to be takén in
thd meantime,
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results of which may only go to prove the unsuitability of the site side of the puddle wall, 3ft. thick. The object was, that should the
under consideration as regards area, &c., The loss due to evapo- puddle become fissured and leaky, the drought so created would
ration,
to Mr. Hawksley, in this country, amounts toa carry with it particles of
peat which would choke up the cracks
‘Tue construction of dams, in some form or other, may probably mean ofaccording
about 15in.; this and the absorption must vary with the
so reduce the leakage that the alluvial matter would gradually
rank amongst the very earliest of engineering works,
orks of geological conditions, and therefore to arrive at a satisfactory con- and
settle
over
it
and
close
it
up.
same diagram will be noticed
this character are not infrequently referred to in the accounts of clusion regarding the amount of rainfall actually available for curved lines, which are intendedOn tothedelineate
the way in which the
the earliest historians ;but it is to be feared they are not always storage, careful gaugi'
have to be made of the stream affected, earthwork of the embankment wasmade up. The layers were 3ft.
verfectly trustworthy. The subscribers to the Mudie of the period and these should extend over a lengthened
period, and be com- in thickness, laid in the curved layers as indicated.
}
Rad to be considered; and their taste for the marvellous was probably pounded with the rainfall. A certain loss of water, in times of
It is a moot question whether in making an earthwork embanknot much inferior to that of our own day. When |wwe od excessive floods, must, in designing a dam, be ever expected, and ment
dependence,
as
far
as
staunchness
is
concerned,
should
be
Herodotus describes the reservoir of Moeris as formed for the con- under favourable conditions may
estimated at 10 per cent. of placed — the puddle wall alone, or upon the embankments on
trol of the river floods of Nile-nourished
t, and of another the total amount impounded.
either
side,
and
especially
upon
the
up-stream
side
in
addition.
constructed by Nebuchadnezzar at Si
of 140 miles in circumAs regards the choice of position for the dam of a reservoir,
the former idea prevails, then it can be of little
ference, we must make allowances,
ut there is no question as to supposing that it is intended to impound the water by throwing an Supposing
as to how or of what material the bank on either side
the existence in the East at the present day, and
tially in obstruction across a valley, it may be premised that to impound moment
is
made
up—whether
of earth or stone—placed in thin layers
India and Ceylon, of the remains of what may correctly be termed the largest quantity of water with the minimum outlay the most
tipped in banks of 3ft. or 4ft. high; but the opinion of the
stupendous works; and the date of the construction of which, as favourable conditions are present where a more or less broad ormajority
of
engineers
to be in favour of making the
regards India, is in many cases pre-historic. In Spain also the valley, flanked by steep hills, suddenly narrows at its lower end, banks act not merely seems
as buttresses to the puddle wall, and
Moors, whose occupation of the peninsula terminated in the thir- forming a gorge which can be obstru
by a comparatively short throwing the whole onus, as it may be termed, of staunchness
teenth century, have left reservoir dams of great magnitude dam, The accompanying condition is that the nature of the upon that, but also —— the responsibility and lessening the
situated mostly in the south-eastern provinces of Murcia an soil, ¢.e., the character, strata, and lie of the rock clay, &., as the chances of rupture thereby. But to insure this, the material
Alicante, and many of which are still serviceable,
case may be, is favourable to assuring a gi
foundation. In
of the very best description for the purpose. Stones, if
In India and Ceylon the greater
of the
t dams or Great Britain, as a rule, dams for reservoirs have been constructed must be at
all—and in the author’s opinion they should not be—
bunds are now in ruins, and this can occasion but little surprise, of earthwork with a puddle core, as deemed by the majority of allowed
should
be
small, few, and far between. Let those that are sifted
considering the meteorological condition of these countries. In English engineers as more suitable for this purpose than masonry. out be thrown
the tail of the down-stream slope, they will do
Ceylon, for instance, the whole rainfall of the year occurs within a Earthwork, in some instances combined with masonry, was also a no harm there,into
but the layers of earth must not approach 3ft. in
yeriod of six to eight weeks, and often amounts to as much as 12in. form usual in the ancient works of the East already referred to; thickness, nor 1ft.—the
maximum should be 6in.—and this applies
in the twenty-four hours, and has been known, comparatively but it would appear from the experience of recent years that also
to the puddle. Let the soil be brought on Oyesay, one-horse
recently, to reach nearly 19in., the latter an amount only 2in. or masonry dams are likely to become as common as those of earthspread in Gin. layers, and well watered.
e traffic of the
3in. less than the average rainfall of Lincolnshire for the whole work, especially in districts favourable to the construction of the carts,
will consolidate it, and in places where carts cannot traverse
year. In London it is only 25in., and in the wettest district in fornier, where the natural ground is of a rocky character and good carts
it should be punned. In the Parvy reservoir dam a roller was
Great Britain, viz., Cumberland, averages not more than 70in. per stone easily obtained.
employed for this
It comprised a small lorry body
annum. ‘The rainfall in Bombay is from 80in. to 100in. per annum,
‘As to the stability of structures of masonry
for this
as
about a
and a-half of stone, with two axles, on each
and throughout India may be taken as from 50in. to 130in., compared with earthwork, experience would seem to leave the holding
of
which
was
keyed
a
row
of
five
or six wheels.
varying, as is the general rule, in direct ratio with the altitude, question an open one, Either method is liable to failure, and there
At the Oued eared dam in Algeria, 95ft. high, constructed
and limi
to afew weeks in the year. Notwithstanding this, certainly are as many cases on record of the destruction of masonry
twenty-three years ago, the earthwork layers were deposited
there still exist in the Madras Presidency a not inconsiderable dams as there are of those constructed of earthwork, as instanced about
normal to the outer slope, and as the bank was
up the
number of ancient bunds which serve their intended purpose at in Algeria within the past few years. As regards masonry dams, water
was admitted and allowed to rise to near the temporary
the present day as well as ever. Slight mistakes did occasionally the question of success does not seem so much to depend upon crest, and
as
soon
as
the
bank
had
settled,
the
earthwork
conoccur, as they ever will till no more dams are wanted, as is proved their design as far as the mere determination of the suitable profile tinued another grade, and the same process repeated,
by the remains of some works in Ceylon, where the failure was or cross section is concerned, as that has been very exhaustively
evidently due to error, possibly due to the instruments being out investigated and fairly agreed upon from a mathematical point of
(To be continued.)
of adjustment, as their base is at a higher level than the bed of view,-but to be principally due to the correctness of the estimate
the stream at the point where water from the latter was to be of the floods to be dealt with, and a sufficient provision of byediverted to afford the supply.
wash allowed for the most extreme cases ; and lastly, perhaps the
Among the most remarkable of these ancient works is the Horra- most important of all, the securing a thoroughly good foundation
Tue NewcastLe Boiter Insurance Company.—The eighth
Bera tank, the bund of which is between three and four miles in and a careful execution of the work throughout.
length and from 50ft. to 70ft. in height, and although now in ruins
These remarks equally apply to earthwork dams, as regards annual meeting of the Newcastle-on-Tyne Insurance Company was
would formerly impound a reservoir lake of from eight to ten miles sufficient —
of byewash, careful execution of work, and held on the Ist at the offices of the Company, Grey-street, the
long and three to four miles broad. There is also the Kala-Weva security of foundation, but their area of cross section, supposing chairman, Alderman Gray, presiding. The statement of affairs
again showed thisto be a prosperous and carefully conducted
tank, with a bund of twelve miles in length, which would, if per- them to be water-tight, on account of the flatness of their slo
fect, create a lake of forty miles in circumference. Both of these and consequent breadth of base, is, of course, far in excess of that undertaking. There are about 4000 boilers throughout England
ruined works are situated in Ceylon. The third embankment merely required for stability; but in these latter the method and Scotland insured in the company, the directors of which were
of a similar character is that of the Cummum tank, situated adopted for the water supply discharge is of the very greatest able yesterday to announce a dividend of 10 per cent. Their
report, with a balance-sheet and engineers’ report, were submitted
in the Madras Agere and which although ranking amon;
importance, and will be again referred to.
the earliest works of Hindoo history, is stillin such a condition
Before commencing the excavation for the foundations of adam, and unanimously adopted.—The chairman fully explained as to
as to fulfil its original intention.
ne area of the reservoir is it is most essential that the character of the soil or rock should be the continued improvement in the financial position of the comabout fifteen square miles, the dam about 102ft. high, with a examined carefully by sinking a succession of small shafts, not pany and the unprecedented immunity from any claims, showing
breadth at the crest of 76ft., and of the section shown in the mere borings, along the site, so that the depth to which the trench the great care exercised by the company’s engineer, Mr. W. Bb.
diagram. The bywash is cut in the solid rock altogether clear of will have to be carried and the amount of ground water likely to Campbell, the result being that the paid-up capital of the comident to the engineer evoked
the dam ; the outlet culverts, however, are carried under the bank. be encountered can be reliably ascertained, as this portion of the had more than doubled. An
We will now consider generally the methods employed in determin- work cannot be otherwise estimated, and as it may bear a very expressions of regret, and gratification that he would soon be able
ing the site, dimensions, and methods of construction of reservoir large proportion of the total expense of construction, and in cer- to resume his important duties, which had, in the interval, been
dams adapted to the varying circumstances and requirements of tain cases may demonstrate that the site is altogether unsuitable well performed by the secretary, Mr. W. B. Jackson, the assistant
engineer, and extra staff. The retiring director, Mr. Davidson,
modern times, with a few referencesto some of the more important for the pro)
pu
works constructed or in progress, which it will be endeavoured to
The depth to which puddle trenches have been carried for the Mayor of Gateshead, was re-elected on the motion of Mr. John
make as concise and urdened with as few enumerations of purpose of penetrating water-bearing strata, and reaching impene- Lamb, seconded by Mr. John Howden. Messrs. J. A. Batty and
d
as p
trable ground, in some cases has been as much as 160ft. below the Thos. Gillespie were re-elected auditors of the company for the
The amount of the supply of water required, and the purposes natural surface of the ground, and the expense of timbering, ensuing year.
to which it is to be applied, whether for household, manufacturing, pumping, and excavation in such an instance can be easily
ENGINEERING Society, Krine’s CoLLecE, Lonpon.—At a general
or irrigation uses, are amongst the first considerations affecting imagined. This may be realised by referring to Fig. 4, giving a meeting
held on March Ist, Mr. P. T. Gask read a paper on
the choice of the site of the reservoir, and is governed by the cross-section of the Yarrow dam, in which the bottom of the trench ‘* Lubricants
Lubricating Appliances.” The author
n by
amount of rainfall available, after deducting for evaporation and is there only 85ft. below the ground surface. In the Dale Dyke a few generaland
remarks upon the growing importance of the quesabsorption, and the nature of the surface soil and vegetation. The dam, Fig. 2, the bottom of the trench was about 50ft. below the tion of lubrication,
and the decrease of expenditure consequent
next important point is to determine the ager of the dam, ground surface.
upon the adoption of an efficient method. The requirements of a
having regard to the suitability of the ground for affording a good
There is one other point which should be mentioned in conneclubricant were then given, and a
tus for finding the
foundation, and the impound
t of the requisite body of water tion with the form of the base of the puddle trench, that instead good
“‘body,” the “flashing” point, and the liability to “gum” of can
with the least outlay on embankment works,
of cutting the bottom of the trench at the sides of the valley in oil being described. Great stress was laid upon the use of an
It has been suggested that the floods of the valley of the Thames steps, that it should be merely sloped, so that the puddle, in set- easily
lubricant, as many large and disastrous fires have
might be controlled by a system of storage reservoirs, and notice ting, tends to slide down each inclined plane towards the bottom resultedoxidised
from this cause. A remedy is found by mixing mineral with
was especially drawn to this in consequence of the heavy floods of of the valley, thereby becoming further compressed; whereas, animal and
vegetable
oils, as the former is entirely freed from that
the winter of 1875. From evidence given before the Royal Com- should the natural ground be cut in steps, the puddle in setting
author briefly alluded to the various lubricants,
mission on Water Supply, previous to that date it was stated that tends to bulge at the side of each riser, as it may be termed, and danger. theirThequalities
and the uses to which they are suited. John
a rainfall of lin. over the Thames basin above Kingston would —_ so cause fissures. It will be noticed that the slopes of these giving
Bell and Sons’ asbestoline was stated to have proved very efficient
omitting evaporation and absorption, a volume of 53,375,000,
earthwork dams vary from 7 to 1 to 2 to 1.
in many cases, as also their gas engine cylinder oil. The two rival
gallons. To prevent floods, a rainfall of at least 3in. would have to
The depths to which some puddle trenches are carried has been systems of railway axle lubrication were discussed and some
be provided against, which would mean the construction of reser- objected to by some —
and among them Sir Robt. Rawexperiments bearing upon this subject given—a greater
voirs of a storage capacity of, say, 160,000,000,000 gallons. Mr. linson, as excessive and unnecessary, and, in the opinion of the interesting
force being required to start « train with oil as lubricant than with
Bailey Denton, in his evidence before that Commission, estimated latter, the same end might be obtained bygoing down to a depth, ero
but
less force to keep it in motion. The question of
that reservoirs to store less than one-tenth that quantity would say, of 30ft. only, and putting in a thick
of concrete, and also ubricators was then discussed, and the ordinary forms described.
cost £1,360,000, and therefore a 3in. storage as above would require carrying up the concrete at the back of the puddle trench, with a The
advantages
sight feed lubricators for steam cylinders
an outlay of, say, £15,000,000 oes and it will be seen that well for collecting water, and a pipe leading the same off through was pointed out, ofas using
they admit of the most accurate adjustment,
in. is by no means too great a rainfall to allow for, as in July of the back of the
to the down stream side. An arrangement of a model of Messrs. Tangye’s lubricator being exhibited, it being
1875, according to Mr. Symons, at Cirencester 3:llin. fell within this kind is shown in the Yarrow dam, Fig. 4.
kindly lent by that firm. The paper concluded by a description of
twenty-four hours. Supposing serious attention were to be given
The thickness of the puddle wall varies considerably in the the lubricating gear of an Otto gas engine.
to such a scheme, there would, without doubt, be very great diffi- different examples given in the di
s before you, a fair average
culty in finding suitable situations, from an —ee and Jand- being the Row bank of the Paisley Waterworks, Fig. 6; and
New STEEL Works AT MIDDLESBROUGH.—On Friday, at the
owner's point of view, for the requisite dams and reservoir areas,
although in instances of dams made early in this century, such as invitation of Messrs. Dorman, Long, and Co., of the Britannia
In Great Britain and many European countries rain gauges have the Glencorse dam—Fig. 5—of the Edinburgh Waterworks, the and West Marsh Ironworks, Middlesbrough, a large party, inbeen established at a greater or less number of stations for many puddle was of very considerable thickness, and it would appear luding the
bers of the leading firms of the Cleveland district,
years past, and data thereby afforded for estimating approximately rightly so. This practice does not seem to have been followed in visited the Britannia Works for the purpose of witnessing the first
the rainfall of any given district or catchment basin, The term many cases, as, for instance, again referring to the Dale Dyke dam, tapping of a portion of the extensive steel furnaces which the firm
‘* watershed” is one which it appearsto me is frequently misapplied; Fig. 2, where the thickness of the top was only 4ft., with a batter have recently added to their large plant on the Marshes at
as I understand it, watershed is equivalent to ‘what in America is of 1 in 16 downwards, giving a thickness of 16ft. at the base. For Middlesbrough. Both the leading partners, Mr. Dorman and Mr.
termed the “‘divide,” and means the boundary of the catchment a dam 95ft. in height this is very light, compared with that of the De Long, were present and received their visitors, whom they
area or basin of any given stream, although I believe it isfrequently Vehui dam at Bombay, of which the engineer was Mr. Conybeare courteously conducted over the splendidly laid out plant, which
made use of as meaning the catchment area itself. When saying Fig. 7—where the ey wall is 10ft. wide at the top, with a embraces all the newest appliances for iron and steel making, most
that the rain gauges already established in most of the older batter downwardsof 1 in 8, the Baun reservoir—Fig. 8—of Mr. of the latter having been erected from the designs of Mr, Richard
civilised countries afford data for an approximate estimate only, it Bateman’s design, where the puddle is 8ft. broad at the top, and Howson, the eminent engineer in this speciality. We have preis meant that an increase in the number of points at which obser- other instances. The same dimension was adopted for the puddle viously announced in these columns that the firm was erecting a
vations are made is necessary, previous to the design of a reservoir wall of the Harelaw reservoir at Paisley, by Mr. Alexander la, Siemens-Martin steel plant, and we are now able to state that on
dam on the catchment area above, the waters of which are proposed an engineer of considerable experience in dam construction.
Friday they started their new furnaces. This addition to their
to be impounded, and should be continuous for a series of five or six
There appears to be a question as to what the composition of works consists of three Siemens-Martin 18-ton furnaces, of a
ears, and these must be compared with the observations made puddle should be, some advocating a considerable admixture of capacity of about 200 tons of steel per week, each ~~ pe by
with the old-established rain gauges of the adjacent district, say gravel with clay. There is no doubt that clay intended for puddle seven Wilson's tent gas producers.
The process, as iswell known,
for a period of twenty years previously, and modified accordingly. should be exposed to the weather for as long previous to use as allows of any desired quality of steel to
made from hematite
This is absolutely necessary before an accurate estimate of the possible, and subject to the action of the air at any rate, of sun- ores, thus rendering the products especially suitable for shipbuildaverage and maximum and minimum rainfall can be arrived at, as shine if there be any, or of frost. When deposited in the trench ing and engineering work of all classes, The firm are busy with
the rainfall of each square mile of gathering ground may vary, it should be spread in layers of not more than Gin. in thickness, cut the erection of three more furnaces, which will be at work in the
the
t being affected by the altitude and the aspectas regards transversely in both directions, thoroughly watered, and worked course of a few weeks, and which will enable them to have an outthe rainy quarter.
ut of about 1200 tons per week. This is very important to the
by stamping.
But this information will be of but little service to the engineer
The position of the puddle wall is, as a rule, in the centre of the Pieveland district, as it will render it independent of outside
without an investigation of the loss due to evaporation and absorp- bank and vertical, but laying a thickness of puddle upon the inner supply. The party, in viewing the works, noticed the particularly
tion, varying with the season of the year and the more or less or up-stream slope, say 3ft. thick, protected by a layer of gravel light but exceedingly strong roof of the steel department, the
degree of saturation of the soil ; the amount of absorption depend- and pitching, has been advocated as preventing any portion of the columns of which, instead of being of cast iron, as is usual, are
ing upon the character of the ground, dip of strata, &c., the dam from becoming saturated, There are, however, evident objec- made of rolled joists of the firm’s well-known manufacture. While
Pea oe ay area being, as a rule, by no means equal to the tions to this method, as the puddle being comparatively unpro- these are of very neat and light appearance, they are much
typographic area of a given basin, From this cursory view of the tected, would be more liable to damage by vermin, such as water- stronger than are ordinary cast iron columns, It is the intention
preliminary investigations necessary canbe realised what difficulties rats, &c.; and in case of the earthwork dam at the back, settling, of the firm to continue the manufacture of girders, of which they
must attend the design of dams for reservoirs in newly settled or as would certainly be the case, unless its construction extended have obtained a —— in steel. It is thought that steel girders
uncivilised countries where there are no data of this nature to go over a very lengthened period, the puddle would be almost certain will be very beneficial both to the engineering and building trades,
on, and where, if maps exist, they are probably of the roughest to become fissured and leaky; in addition, the comparative amounts allowing, as it will, lighter sections to
used, with increased
description and uncontoured; so that before any ~_— can be of puddle used in this manner, as compared with the vertical wall, strength and consequent actual saving in first cost. The visitors
even discussed seriously special surveys have to
made, the would be so much increased. With the puddle wall in the position were afterwards shown the plant for the rivetting together of rolled
adopted, unequal settlement of the bank on either side is joists which make various combinations of girders suitable for
1 Paper, with sieht obtxeviotion, read by Mr. David Gravell, Assoc. usually
architectural and
ineering purposes whero extremely heavy
toaffect the puddle; being vertical.
i
M. Just. C.E., before
Society of Civil and Mechanical Engineers. The less Liable
would bo interesting to refer to the embankment df tht Bann, weights have, to becarried, inte party word. next esdortetl “over
Paper brings together in 4 convenient form the scctions and salient facts or ItLough
Island; Reavy reservoir, Fig, 8, designed by Mr. . Bate- the department for the finishing complete—kneeing and ¢ambering
concerning many dams, It was illustrated by numerous diagrams from
hiroae ehgravitigs have been prepared, some of which are given on man, now nearly fifty years ago, where a Jayer of peat was adopted —bulb tees for deck beams. The firm will continue to roll iron in
both on the slope, loin, thick, and in front or on the up-stream their West Marsh Works, where they have two mils,
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the history of the Welsh coalfield. _The downcast—the winding
WINDING ENGINES AND WINDING DRUM.
—pit is 19{t. in the clear of the brickwork, and the upcast is
On the 12th of October last year was started the permanent 17ft. The permanent winding machinery was erected during
winding engine at the Lady Windsor Pit, Ynysybwl. The Lady the sinking.
Windsor Colliery is situate in the Clydach Valley—a mile below
We illustrate the winding engines constructed by Messrs.
Old Ynysybwl—in the direction of Pontypridd. Mr. Beith, Daglish and Co., St. Helen’s. The steam cylinders of these
M.E. (Beith Brothers), started sinking on the 16th June, 1884. engines are 42in. diameter, and the piston has a stroke
In sixteen months and four days from that time he reached the ° of 7ft. The piston rods are of steel, carried through
lowest seam. There are three coals which it is contemplated | both ends of the cylinder, and are 6}4in. diameter at the
to work almost imnediately. The No.1 coal, at a depth of |front end and 5}in. diameter at the back end. There are
541 yards, is 6ft. Sin. thick; the No. 2 coal, at a depth of | two valve boxes to each cylinder, each valve box containing two
559 yards, is 7ft. 6in. thick; and the No. 3 coal, at a depth of | gun-metal equilibrium valves; the steam valve has an area of
601 yards, is 9ft. 10in. thick. The whole series is of the finest |95in., and the exhaust valve an area of 113in. The valve
quality smokeless steam coal. The shaft has been sunk to a | spindles are of steel, 1jin. diameter. These valves are worked
total depth of 630 yards. The Schiele fan for ventilating the |by excentrics on the drum shaft, with an improved arrangement
colliery is guaranteed by the makers to deliver 300,000 cubic | of the reversing link motion. The arrangement for opening and
feet of air. The sinking was, it is said, an unexampled feat in | closing the valves is the patent of Mr. Geo. Heaton Daglish, and is

an adaptation of the motion of the slide valve to that of the lifting
valve. The radius rod of the link motion is connected by suitable levers to a long sliding bar working in frames on the top of
the valve boxes directly over the valves. On this bar is fixed a
cast steel cam for each valve, working through a lifting box
screwed to each valve spindle, and which has a cast steel roller
under which the cam works, These cams are fixed on the bar
in such a position as to lift the steam and exhaust valves of
each box alternately, and being loose on the bar and secured by
a bolt, are capable of the nicest adjustment, and are made of
such a form as to lift the valve rapidly, and will also close the
valve in its return stroke, should there be any tendency to stick.
The sliding bar is carried on antifriction rollers so as to make
the reversing motion as easy as possible to the engine-manThis arrangement of valve gear has now been at work for ten
years on other engines made by the firm, and has given great
satisfaction bothin the speed attained by the engines, the easy
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handling by the engine-man, and by the almost total absence of
wear. The crossheads, connecting rods, and cranks, are all of
the best hammered scrap iron, The crank pins are steel, 9in.
diameter, and 12in. long. The foundation plates are 18in. deep,
and l4in. thick. The slide blocks are 28in. long, and Qin.
wide, with adjustable slippers on the bottom side. The bear- |
ings of the drum shaft are 18in. diameter and 30in. long.
The winding drum illustrated on the next page is made _
entirely of Siemens-Martin steel, with the exception of
the two main bosses of cast iron, which fit
on the drum shaft ; and is constructed under
the method patented by Mr. Geo. Heaton
Daglish. It is made on the spiral conical
principle, and is 18ft. diameter at the base of
the cone, and 33ft. diameter at the top of the
cone. The spiral grooves on the face of the
cone are made of a specially-rolled section of
steel to suit the rope. The cone is formed of
strong frames of T-section, without any plates,
and well tied and braced together. The face
of the cone is curved in such a way as to
allow the grooves to be fixed at uniform pitch,
and, at the same time, to give ample tangential clearance to each succeeding coil. Distance pieces are rivetted between each coil
on every frame, so as to reduce the strain of
the load on the rivets of the coil. The
gross load starting from the bottom of the
shaft is twelve and a-half tons.
At present there are six boilers placed in
position, but five only are used. When the
colliery is in full work it is expected that as
many as twelve boilers will be required. The
fan, it should be added, is 14ft. 6in. diameter.
It is worked by a single 26in. cylinder engine,
with a 4ft. stroke. Arrangements have been
made in the construction of the engine-house
for duplicating the engine power if necessary.
The engine-house itself is spacious and lofty,
and though it seems to be lightly constructed,
is yet so firm and solid that the vibrations of
the immense drum are scarcely felt.
_ The large arches at the pit bottom, opposite four roadways, are 22ft. 6in. in the clear,
and about 16ft. high. Humble’s detaching
hooks are used for winding. They are safeguards against over-winding. The cages for
carrying the coal up to the surface are spacious
enough to take two trams of the size used by
the Ocean Company, so that four tons of coal
are raised at each lift. The main outlet for
the coal will, of course, be the downcast shaft,
at which the winding engine is, but coal can
be worked through the upcast shaft, some
little distance off. This has
been a main outlet
hitherto, but for the future it will be chiefly
used as a ventilation shaft. The coal will be
sent to the ports vid Aberdare Junction. About
a mile of double sidings is to be laid down
by the company. The first sod of the colliery
was cut by Mr. Morgan Joseph. It is computed that at least £150,000 have been spent
on the colliery. Mr. William Jenkins, Ystradfechan, will be
the chief manager; Mr. W. Bevan, assistant manager; and Mr.
John Talbot, surveyor. Mr. Jacob Rees, Treorky, was the
architect, and Mr. George Wilkins was the contractor for the
masonry.

for the use of contractors, and is also well adapted for collieries,
ironworks, and many other purposes, and is neat and strong.
This locomotive, as will be seen from the illustration, is
of the saddle tank type, and is fitted with inside cylinders of
special hard cylinder metal, 12in. diameter and 18in. stroke.
This engine is of the usual 4ft. 84in. gauge, with six wheels
coupled, 3ft. diameter, with a short wheel base of 10ft., the
tires of the driving wheels being turned thin to facilitate its
passage round sharp curves. The axles are of the best Bessemer

stayed direct to the shell, the stay bolts, which pass through
the shell plate, taking hold of the stirrups fixed to the fire-box
crown, 80 that the upward expansion of the fire-box when raising
steam is freely permitted. The internal fire-box is made of
selected copper plates, the crown, sides, and fire-door plate, being
Zin. thick, and the tube plate }4in. The tubes are of solid
drawn seamless brass, 75 in number, and are lin. diameter.
The heating surface is of ample capacity. The boiler is constructed for a working pressure of 140 lb. per square inch, and
is fed by two Giffard’s No. 5 injectors, which
are amply sufficient for the pu
The tank
is placed on the boiler barrel, and will contain
600 gallons of water, and is securely fastened
to the frames and smoke-box. The pistonrods are of steel, 2in. diameter, and the connecting and coupling rods are of the best
forged scrap iron, and are fitted with heavy
gun-metal brasses. The coupling pins are of
steel, 3in. diameter, and 2}in. long.
This engine is fitted with a powerful screw
brake acting on all the wheels by means of cast
iron brake blocks. There is also an adequate
sanding arrangement on each side of the
engine worked by levers from the foot-plate.
A coal bunker is placed on the foot-plate with
a capacity of 20cwt. There is also a weather
board and awning over the foot-plate, as
shown in the illustration; and the engine is
supplied throughout with the usual fittings,
the feed, jet, and warming pipes being of solid
drawn copper. The weights are evenly balanced, the engine is well painted and finished,
and weighs, empty, 15 tons 16 cwt., and about
204 tons when in working order.
THE LAY TORPEDO.

On Saturday last, March 4th, a trial of the
Lay torpedo took place off Brightlingsea, which
was attended by officers of the Royal Navy and
Royal Artillery and Engineers and others
interested in the question. The Lay torpedo
is the invention of Colonel, or Mr. Lay—we do
not know which designation he prefers. The
inventor employed a spar torpedo with considerable success in the American war, and
has now given his attention to the question
for many years and made a great number of
experiments. The torpedo with which we are
now concerned is a locomotive one, impelled
by carbonic acid gas and steered by electricity.
The speed can be
before it starts
within certain limits. After it is once started
it cannot be altered. Thus, it can be set to
run for 300 yards at a rate of 25 knots an hour,
or, on the other hand, for seven miles at the
rate of five miles an hour. These are the extremes. The torpedo which was tried on Saturday was arranged to run two miles and 400ft.,
cable of this length being wound up in its inWINDING DRUM, BLACK ROCK COLLIERY.
terior. This torpedo was 23ft. long, it weighed
steel, 5in. diameter, and the journals are 5in. diameter and 6in. | 1} tons. It was cylindrical in form, except that its head
long. The wheel tires areof the best Bessemer steel, 2}in. thick was of the usual sharp conical shape. The propeller was
on the tread, and 5in. wide. The framing consists of two solid in the head; it had a rudder astern and a single keel.
wrought iron plates, fin. thick, 2ft. Sin. deep, and 18ft. 8in. In the fore part it is capable of carrying a charge of
long, running from end to end of the engine, well stayed together 150 Ib. of explosive. The cylindrical form is adopted to
with cross stays. The boiler barrel is made of the best Siemens- | enable the wire to be coiled conveniently without risk of
i in motion, seeing
Martin mild steel plates, gin. thick, 10ft. 94in. long, and 2ft. |fouling. This, of course, entails some sacrifice
CONTRACTOR’S LOCOMOTIVE.
10in. diameter, the longitudinal seams being all double rivetted, | that the tapered stern, common to fish and fish torpedoes, has
We give above an engraving of a tank locomotive engine, and the shell well stayed with strong gusset stays. The outer | been established from. the time of Sir Isaac Newton as the one
designed and constructed by Messrs. Peckett and Sons, of the shell of the fire-box is also made of the best Siemens-Martin that offers least resistance, and it also moves with least disturbAtlas Engine Works, Bristol, which has been specially designed mild steel plates Zin. and yin. thick. The fire-box crown is ance through the water. The speed to be attained was 15 knots.
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The motive power, that isthe carbonic acid gas,isapplied by means
of the ingenious spherical engine, of Messrs. Heenan and Froude,
THE
FORTH
BRIDGE.—PIVOTTED
GIRDER
AND
CAGE.
of Manchester. The torpedo is intended to be worked either
from a fixed base or from a small boat, which might take it
out to any required spot before starting it. The main object
of the Lay torpedo at present is coast defence. With this view
TOP DIAPHRACM
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it was tried both by the Turkish and Russian Governments,
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though the pattern employed was one of earlier date than that
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tried on Saturday.
Hobart Pasha has written a paper on a trial by day andalso
by night for the Turkish Government. The place selected was
the Bosphorus, whose strong and varying currents furnished a
severe test of the steering powers of the torpedo. Two boats
were anchored 90ft. apart in line up and down the stream. The
torpedo, Hobart Pasha states, was started from a small tug and
ran at a rateof 9 knots, passing straight between the boats in
about five minutes from the time of starting without wasting
cable. The torpedo was not considered to be visible in any contn
spicuous way. In fact, nothing could be seen but two guide
rods which stand up to enable the operator to direct its course,
At night small white and red lamps were carried on the guide
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rods, with screens shutting the light off from the enemy. The
distance between the boats which were anchored in the stream
was diminished to 60ft. The torpedo ran between them as on
the previous occasion, and was unseen by the men in the on.
ry
boats until it passed between them. Hobart Pasha relates
that on this or on another occasion, it is not quite clear which,
two boats were moored twenty yards apart at a = chosen
nearly one mile from the shore, on which was placed the battery
WZ”
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for firing the torpedo. In spite of complicated currents the
me aL
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torpedo was run at the rate of 9 knots between these boats, then
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made to turn round and return to the starting point on shore.
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This complete steering power is the feature specially claimed
for the Lay torpedo as compared with the Brennan or others.
BOTTOM
This enables it to be employed for work for which the Whitehead
OLAPHRACM
would,it is urged,
be useless. For example,in a stream subject to strong and constantly varying currents it would be guess
work, and in fact chance work to a great extent, to project a
torpedo whose course could not be altered after starting. To
hear
2tea9r
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allow for the effect of both speed of torpedo and of ships armed
it would be very difficult, and if a strong unknown current also
comes into the question the problem becomes one which, practically, it would be hopeless to attempt. Hobart Pasha was a
notorious disbeliever in the powers of torpedoes. His commendation of this one is therefore the more re
Talking to the representatives of Messrs. Balfour we objected
to the low speed of the torpedo, as run on this occasion, that is
15 knots. The reply was a fair one, namely, that in attacking a
moving ship there is no necessary relation between
the speed of the
ship, the torpedo moving at right angles to the course of the ship.
We instanced the case of Spezia Harbour, where the entrance
is guarded by a torpedo battery on the south-west bank
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some distance inside St. Maria. Here there is little or no
wpe
current, and the case is comparatively a simple one, and it is
possible that torpedoes might be actually kept as
lying in the water ready, and started at vessels as they came
nearly opposite to them. This, we think, is
ps the most
formidable way in which they could be used. As to vessels
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lying at anchor, it is probable that they would not be caught in
such a position without fenders, crinolines, or netting guards of
some kind. It is urged that although the first torpedo might
be exploded by the netting, a second one following would find
its way
the breach made by the first. This we do not
believe. Immediately after the first explosion the breech would
cease to be visible, and the second would have to be very close
on the heels of the first to get through, and complication of
steering wire and the débris of the first explosion would, we
think, make the chance of success very small. It is not proposed at present to carry the Lay torpedo with fleets, so that its
most promising function at present, and that in which it best
so low—in October, 1886, when the total was 6634, and in The Fairfield Company has five vessels on hand representing
acquits itself, is the guarding of channels.
The trial on Saturday was unfortunately unsuccessful. January, 1884, with 6672 tons. What may thus appear from one 13,000 tons, all of which are in the later stages of construction.
Colonel Lay started the torpedo, working it from a small rowing point of view a lamentable state of matters, is in another and Messrs. Napier and Sons will launch on the 10th inst. the
boat, but immediately it was apparent that something was more philosophical way of looking at it, matter for satisfaction. Galatea, the second belted cruiser built by them for the British
wrong. The torpedo moved for a short distance and stopped, It is in slow and steady production that the prospects of ultimate Government, and are beginning work on a steamer of 3500 tons
and nothing more could be done at the moment. Moreover, the solid revival will be more surely realised. During the month for Messrs. Thompson and Co., of Aberdeen. The tonnage of
torpedo was not running properly. It was too high in the water, of February just closed, orders for new vessels have been booked vessels on hand throughout the Govan yards amounts to 37,000
and far too visible, and it had a list over to one side. It is intended to the extent of 18,000 tons, and there are a few inquiries in tons, about the same as at the beginning of the year, and some
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to be only a few inches below the water, and we gather from the market of which more may soon definitely be heard. Of the 12,000 tons less than at the corresponding period in 1886. Altohand throughout the
the description that the depth is in a measure affected by vessels secured, by far the larger proportion are steamers, thus gether it is computed that the vessels on
the speed. This may account for the visibility of this torpedo providing employment for the sister industry of marine engineer- various districts number about seventy-five, and aggregate some
perhaps. As it was it did no sort of justice to itself. ing, which for long has been feeling the depression even more 120,000 gross tons.
We understood a distinguished naval officer to observe that keenly than shipbuilding, owing to the number of sailing ships
number of competitors in the field.
on service he would hang a captain who allowed himself built and to the
Co. of Port Glasgow, noted for their large
———
to be struck by such a thing. The explanation offered Messrs Russell and
THE FORTH BRIDGE.
of the misfortune is that, owing to wrong information, the output of sailing tonnage, have recently commenced work upon
attempt was made at low tide, when the water is full of weeds, twosteamers, the first they have as a firm had to do with.
In the engravings published in Tae Enarger of the 4th and
same
firm
are
understood
to
have
also
secured
the
contract
for
and that the screw and wire had become entangled in weeds,
11th of last month, illustrating the North Queensferry steel pier
and a short circuit was set up. Awkward management or mis- three additional sailing vessels, one of 1700 tons for a Glasgow now in course of erection, the cages in and by which the rivetting
takes of this kind must be distinguished from faults in the firm, and the other two of 1600 tons each for a firm in London. together of the plates of the vertical and the inclined 12ft. tubes
design of the torpedo itself. It was so unfortunate that a Messrs Caird and Co., of Greenock, are busily occupied with the is performed were shown in several places. We now, through the
number of spectators should be invited to see an unsuccessful largeP. and O. steamers ordered some time ago, and Messrs. courtesy of the engineers, give a perspective view, with a plan
attempt made by Colonel Lay himself, that there is
of Scott and Company have commenced to build a first-class and some details of one of these rivetting cages. From these it
over-rating the significance of it. No one would d
on a steam yacht of about 100 tons for a Highland gentleman. will be seen that attached to the strong ring at the top and
ed of late; bottom of the cage is a vertical girder which carries one part of
single torpedo, and it seems improbable had there been more At Dumbarton matters are not much im
that all would have failed, even under unfavourable circum- but a fair amount SE wath’ bbob Gv Moelin, acuity on the rivetting apparatus, while the other part of the rivetting
stance. We hope to witness a more successful exhibition of the compared with its opposite neighbour Port Glasgow. Messrs. machine is attached to the similar pivotted girder in the
Lay torpedo shortly. In the meantime we say, unhesitatingly, Birrell and Stenhouse have been commissioned to build an iron centre. Sections of the outer and inner vertical girders are
that the behaviour must be very different in more than one sailing vessel of 1700 tons, an order which enables them to seen in the plan above, with details for their attachments.
-respect from that of last Saturday’s torpedo. The torpedo resume operations in their yard, which has been entirely closed In our
ive view the outer rivetting girder happens
must be very much less visible, and it ought to be started for some time. Messrs. W. Denny and Bros., in addition to the to lie behind two angle-verticals of the cage, but the position
promptly at a given signal, and shown to be well inhand. If at light-draught work on hand for Indian river traffic and other of the rivetter is shown. The whole cage, including its inner
this stage of development Colonel Lay does not exhibit on a heavier work, have secured a steamerof 1300 tons for the British and exterior parts, is raised from within as the work proceeds,
show day something that acts promptly and certainly, we shall India Company. Messrs. McMillan and Son have three steamers
be inclined to think that he is beset with the infirmity of the late of about 2500 tons for aGreek firm on hand, and a-passenger
Mr. Babbage, who could not be got to perfect one thing because steamer for Canada, which they have just launched. At Clydehe was constantly tempted by greater future possibilities which bank the launch of the cruiser Reina Regenté reduces the THE JUNIOR ENGINEERING SocieTy.—On Friday evening, 25th
iety on ‘‘ The
amount of work on the stocks considerably, and will result in ult., Mr. W. J. Tennant read a paper before this
some new unworked design presented to his view.
fining perpetual motion, the
the dismissal of a large number of operatives unless,asisexpected, Fallacies of Perpetual Motion.”
author
considered
it
should
be
more
precisely
termed
‘‘the inexsome new work for the Spanish Government is forthcoming.
source of power,” this being what perpetual motion men
Two contracts have been secured for the Whiteinch district; haustible
were
really
aiming
at,
geen
of
these
absurdities
continuing
THE CLYDE SHIPBUILDING TRADE.
one a steel screw steamer of 3000 tons,
by Messrs. C. Connell and to flow in almost daily,
ing the idea to be by no means
Co., and the other a 2000-ton sailing ship by Messrs. Barclay, exploded.
The
consideration
of
principles
opposing
was next
THE state of the Clyde shipbuilding and marine engineering Curle, and Co. In all there is an aggregate tonnage of 13,780
ee
upon. It was impossible to conceive a machine which
industries has recently been undergoing a gradual improvement, tons on hand at Whiteinch, as compared with 6280 tons at the touched
should be capable of giving out Legspars, | an excess of energy
berths which have been long vacant again becoming occupied, beginning of the year. Messrs. D. and W. Henderson and Co., above that energy which was utilised
ive it motion. Reference
and yards which have been closed again resuming operations. of Partick, have secured the contract to build for the Allan Line was made to Bernardi’s thermomotive wheel as an illustration of a
Speaking generally, the new work secured, or on hand, more than a steamer of 3000 tons for transatlantic service. Several other direct heat engine, after which an investigation was made of some
makes up for the rate of output. During the past four months, important Clyde firms tendered for this vessel—a full specifi- examples of so-called perpetual motion machines, the obvious
bei
inted out. Models of several
vessels aggregating about 45,000 tons have been launched, while cation of which was furnished by the owners to all who tendered causes of failure in them
the orders booked for vessels of all kinds during the same period —and it is understood Messrs. Henderson's price was a very low were exhibited. Spence’s spinning bar and the culminating
exposure
of
the
fraud
in
the
discovery
of secreted mechanism
represent nearly 81,000 tons. The output for the month just one. In the yard of Messrs. A. and J. Inglis, Pointhouse, a
the contai
case were described, the author concluding
closedis remarkably small, consisting of six vessels of 6799 tons ; steamer of 5000 tons is being laid down on the “spec” prin- bybeneath
demonstrating
the
impossibility
of
the
existence
as much as 5000 tons of which are made up by the contribution ciple, mainly with the view of affording employment to the tible source of power, since the creation of energy ofby ananyinexhausof Messrs. J. and G. Thompson in the new Spanish armoured men out of work. Messrs. Alex. Stephen and Sons, Govan, have agency would involve the suspension of the laws of Nature.human
An
cruiser Reina
té launched by them. Only on two recently booked an order for a steamer of 2000 tons, making the interesting discussion followed the reading of the paper, after
occasions within the past decade has the monthly output been number of vessels on hand six, and the tonnage about 15,000. which a cordial vote of thanks was accorded the author.
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
Tue directors of the Great Northern Railway have
elected Mr. Reginald Wigram, of the firm of Messrs, John Fowler
and Company, engineers, Leeds, to a seat at the Board.
Great faith in the value of railways is shown in South
Africa, It is reported that a public meeting has been held at
Estcourt, Natal, approving the extension of railways, even at the
imposition of fresh taxation.
Iv is reported from New York that Mr. Jay Gould has
acquired the control over the St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad. When this line is annexed to the Missouri Pacifie system it
will afford an unbroken route between the Mississippi River and
the Pacific Ocean.
Tur Lieutenant - Governor of Ben
is going to
Purneah to open a section of the Assam and Bebar Railway, and
then to Rhawulpore to open the new waterworks in that city. He
will probably make over his office to Sir Steuart Bayley, K.C.8.L,
C.LE., early in April,
Tue discussion on Mr. W. P. Marshall's
paper on
‘‘ Railway Brakes,” read on Wednesday at the Society of Arts, has
heen adjourned to Monday evening next, 14th inst,
e secretary
of the Society will be happy to send a card of admission to anybody interested in this subject on application, Sir Frederick
Bramwell will again preside,
Tuere is no truth in the statement published last week
in the Railway News, that “‘ Mr. T. W. Worsdell, chief locomotive
superintendent at the North-Eastern works, at Gateshead, has
been appointed to a similarly important
position on the London
and North-Western line. Mr. Worsdell will be succeeded by Mr.
Holden, of the Great Eastern Railway, who served his apprenticeship under the North-Eastern Railway at Gateshead.”
Some Colonial tenders seem to permit of considerable
profit or considerable paring. The Colonies and India says: -‘*The
Queensland Government, upon a reconsideration of the tenders for
the Cairns and Herberton Railway, has decided to accept that of Mr.
John Robb, who consented to reduce his tender by about £25,000.
The amended tender is under £300,000, and about £200,000 less
than the highest of the four originally sent in.”
SomE engineer probably feels relieved, or ought to,
says the Railroad Gazette, over the miraculous escape from a
terrible wreck of the train under which a 60ft. iron bridge fell
last week on the Cleveland and Pittsburg Railroad, because of a
defective bridge foundation. All the conditions were present for
a disaster as fatal as, and more discreditable than Ashtabula,
except high
and a very heavy train. No one was even
injured badly, but the accident was one of the most notable ones
of the week, Fire broke out instantly, which, as no one was hurt,
could be put out,
Writixe upon the collision which occurred on the 4th
of January at Shotts Ironworks sidings on the Caledonian Railway, Major Marindin says:—“ It is thus evident that this collision
of a passenger train with an empty wagon, which might have had
most disastrous results, arose from a collision between two engines
on an ironworks’ branch, and a second collision between one of them
and some empty wagons on a siding, and that the servants of the
Caledonian
lway Company are in no way responsible for it.
The continuous brake with which the train was fitted does not
appearto have had time to do much to avert the collision, but,
being automatic, it remained on, although the leading brake pipe
on the —_ was broken by the collision, and probably, by its
action on
carriages, had some effect in keeping them upon the
rails, and lessening the shock of the collision.”
Rererrine to the statement that it is proposed to
make over an important section of the Punjab Railway system to
the management of the East India Railway, and to transfer to
the East Indian the line from Ghazial
to Saharunpur, the
Judian Engineer says:—‘*This measure will entirely alter the condition of railway traffic in the province. It will materially affect
the convenience of the travelling public. It will seriously interfere, so far as we can see, with the development of the Punjab
generally, The object of the proposal is apparently to facilitate
railway traffic between the Punjab and Calcutta, and to tap, for
the benefit of the Bengal port, districts which have hitherto sent
their surplus produce to Karachi. In other words, the commercial
prosperity of the East Indian Railway is to be promoted at the
expense of the line that connects the
jab with its natural seaport in Sind.”
In mentioning that the first through express from
Adelaide to Melbourne reached the latter town on January 20th,
the Colonies and India says:—‘‘ Through railway communication
between Adelaide and Melbourne is an event not to be lightly
passed over. This was initiated on January 19th, when the first
express train was despatched in the presence of some 400
ns
on a journey that will be for ever memorable as a red-letter day in
the history of the two colonies. The distance between Adelaide
and Melbourne as the rail
is 500 miles, and it can be accomplished in nineteen hours. ‘This is a revolution which cannot fail
= ~~ for pe hag i Rved —_ ~ = continent.
e railway is
idly lai
ughout, an bendy
§
especially the first class, are fitted up most luxuriously.
e
English mails will in future be landed at Adelaide, and passed on
to the other colonies over this line—an operation which will save
many hours in their delivery.” It is somewhat illustrative of the
matter of course way in which engineering works are now accepted
that a new road 500 miles in length should be opened almost without comment.
THE non-automatic vacuum brake has now become
not only untrustworthy in case of need, but has itself been the
cause of accident. In reporting on the collision which occurred
on the 21st December last at the Citadel Station, Carlisle, when
the London and North-Western down limited mail train from
London to the North, instead of stopping at its usual place on the
down main line, passed rapidly — the station, and was still
moving at a speed of about twelve miles an hour when, at a point
about 300 yards north of the usual stopping place, its engine came
into collision with a Midland Company's engine, Major-General
Hutchinson says :—‘‘ This collision between the down limited mail
train and an unattached engine was mainly due to the failure of
the vacuum brake, with which all the fourteen vehicles composing
the train were fitted. On examination of the vacuum brake
arrangements of the mail train soon after the collision it was found
that the brake pipes between the engine and tender were completely blocked with a plug of ice, extending for about a foot on
each side of the junction of the pipes.
occurrence of this
collision gives rise to the question whether some im
ent
cannot be introduced into the tell-tale arrangement for
brakes, by
which it may be at once made manifest to the driver whether or
not the brake pipe is clear, instead of a vacuum being indicated
which may not exist. The hig
of the automatic brake
arrangement advocated by the
of Trade over that now in
use on the London and North-Western Railway is also made manifest; for had the automatic arrangement applied to the whole of
the mail train instead of only to the three brake vans, and had it
been En by either one of the three guards, the train might
easily have been stopped at the proper place when the driver,
finding that the vacuum brake would not work, gave the brake
whistles, To meet the difficulty of the formation of ice in the
brake Pipes, the London and North-Western Company have issued
special instructions to be attended to during frosty weather,
which instructions, if properly carried out, will no doubt suffice.”
The life of drivers and guards on the London and North-Western
will soon be one continuous study of special brake instructions,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
Tr is said that at the south heading of the New York
Croton Aqueduct Tunnel, from the 22nd to the 29th of January,
re 90ft. were driven in very hard gneiss and quartz in twelve
8)
“We learn,” says Nature, “from Italy that the idea of
boring a tunnel between the peninsula and Sicily has been revived.
The estimated cost is said to be seventy-one millions of francs, and
the time
required for completing the work would be from four to
six years. It is stated that the depth of the sea is 160 metres.”
Accorp1NG to the official report of the German Patentoffice, just published, the number of applications for patents rose
from 5949 in 1878 to 9991 in 1886; but whilst in the former period
only 25 per cent. of the applications were disallowed as not
ntable, they increased in the latter to beet odcent. In
18 6, 4008
patents were sealed, whilst 5983 were disallowed.
Aw American paper says :—“ Dr. Kauffmann has been
experimenting for the Russian Government in solidifying petroleum for use as fuel. As reported, his process is to heat the oil and
then add from 1 to 3 per cent. of common soap and boil again for
half an hour, The soap dissolves and then turns the liquid into a
putty-like mass which is as hard as stiff tallow when cold. The
ee ageis difficult to light, burns slowly without smoke but great
heat, and leaves about 2 per cent. of a black, hard residuum.”
Tue number of telegraph offices in Germany has nearly
doubled during the last four years, during which period 4415 new
ones have been opened, the total number of 5014 in 1880 having
been increased to 9529 in 1884. The total length of telegraph lines
has increased from 121,520 miles to 150,040 miles during the same
period, an addition of 28,520 miles, The telephonic service, which
was introduced into Germany four years ago, now counts 58 central
offices, 7311 subscribers, and a network of upwards of 10,000 miles,
A GREAT many attempts have been made in New
Zealand to produce from local materials a really good hydraulic
cement, of the character of Portland cement. The Colonies and
India says :—‘‘ Success seems to have at last attended these efforts,
as Messrs. Wilson and Co,, of Mahurangi, near Auckland, are now
turning out an article which has stood tests to which it has been
subjected in competition with the imported article. Reference ma
be made to a series of experiments by the Inspector to the Lyttelton Harbour Board, in which the Auckland cement only broke at a
stress of 588 lb to the square inch.”
.
Iv an official report recently made to the Commissioners
of the State Reservation at Niagara, Superintendent Welsh says
that examinations show the ave’
recession along the contour of
the Niagara Horseshoe Fall since 1842 to have been 2°4ft. per year.
At the point where the acute angle is formed the recession from
1842 to 1875 was over 100ft., and from 1875 to 1886 more than
200ft. The wearing away of the American Fall since 1842 has been
but slight. The heights of the falls above the level of the water
were determined by the engineers of the United States Geological
Survey on August 17th, 1886, as follows:—American Fall, 167ft.;
Horseshoe Fall, 159ft.
Cuemistry has revealed much that enables us to agree
that there ismore in a ton of coal than is obvious. Besides gas, a
ton of zas coal will yield 1500 lb. of coke, 20
. of ammonia water,
and 140 Ib. of coal tar. Destructive distillation of the coal tar
gives 69°6 lb. of pitch, 17 lb. of creosote, 14 lb. of heavy oils, 9°5 Ib.
of — yellow, 6°3 1b. of naphthaline, 4°75]b. of naphthol, 2°25 Ib.
of alizarin, 2°4]b. of solvent naphtha, 1°5 1b. of phenol, 1-2 Ib. of
aurine, 1°] 1b. of aniline, 0°77 lb. of toludine, 0°46 lb. of anthracine,
and 0°91b. of toluene. From the last-named substance is obtained
the new product known as saccharine, which is 230 times as sweet
as the best cane sugar.
Mr. H. A. WHEELER notes that in the copper mines of
Keweenaw on Lake Superior, now among the deepest in America,
that usually a descent of 50ft. to 55ft. vertical is equivalent to an
increase of temperature of 1 deg. Fah., with exceptions to this rule.
At the Superior mines the average gradient is chont 100ft. to the
—
‘his is exceptionally low, but the variations among the
different mines is very striking, ranging from 76-5ft. to 122ft. per
degree, The rock in the mine gives no explanation, as the ideal
divergence is in rock of the same character. He thinks the proximity to the lake seems to offer the true solution of the puzzle, as
the mines nearest the shore have the lowest gradients. yh of the
mines are near the lake with its water at 38°8 Fah., and the Osceola
mine, five miles away, shows the highest gradient of 76°5ft.
Mr. Burcuarp, American Consul in Honduras, reports
that the pita plant, which has never been cultivated, grows spontaneously and in apparently inexhaustible quantities by the margin
of every river and
m, and, indeed, anywhere below the altitude
of 2000ft. It can be had for the cost of —
The fibre is
susceptible of a thousand uses. The people of Honduras convert
it into thread for ‘sewing boots and shoes, and into nets, fish lines,
and cordage. The finest hammocks and most costly are also made
of it. The small quantities which have been sent to this market
have been manufactured into handkerchiefs, laces, ribbons, false
hair, and wigs. The difficulty is to decorticate the plant without
rotting or otherwise injuring the fibre. The New York Herald says,
‘*The man who can do that will be able to take fortune at the
flood.” We may ask, will not the machinery used now for Rhea
fibre treatment suit the requirements !
At a recent meeting of the Physical Society, Mr.
James Swinburne read a note on ‘Professor Carey Foster's
Method of Measuring the Mutual Induction of Two Coils.” The
author described an ap
devised last summer for measuring
mutual induction by a null method, thus dispensing with a
ballistic gal
t
The induction in the secondary coil is
balanced by an opposite effect produced by a variable known
fraction of the Lage «dene passing through one wire of a
double wound coil of known mutual induction, the other wire of
which is joined in series with the secondary coil and galvanometer.
In a preliminary trial, using an ordinary reflecting gal
5
it bok found that instead of no deflection being observed, two
kicks in opposite directions occurred when there was iron in the
circuit. A new galvanometer with heavy needle is now being
constructed to overcome this difficulty. A null method of finding
the ohm by means of a differentially wound heavy needle galvanometer is suggested in the latter part of the note.
Tue last volume of the “Transactions” of the American
Society of Mechanical
ineers, recently issued, contains a discussion on the best me
of drilling holes in plate glass. Mr.
Ashworth ieciteot Selah chaos ona > the —_ ee
steam
jet in drilli
les through
an
. Towne stated that
that ahnyundoubtedly, the best iathen where the work is to be
done in large quantities and can be sent out to be done. But for
doing the work in small quantities in one’s own establishment, he
instanced the method employed in the works of the Yale and
Towne Manufacturing Company for drilling holes seven-sixteenths
of an inch in diameter through glass one-eighth of an inch thick.
The best tool for the work was ‘found to be a brass tube y$zin.
thick, the cutting agent being emery, No. 5 H, and the lubricant
simply water, which they had found as efficient as oil or turpentine,
and much less troublesome. Thus the workman was able to drill
thirty to forty holes per hour, the drill being run at 2000 revolutions per minute, and the drilling of forty holes through the oneeighth inch glass using up about one inch of the tube. Mr. Towne
added that it was important to keep the emery well washed and
cleaned, that is, with the dust removed from it which results from
the abrasion of the glass,
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Ir is stated that an important and extensive discovery
of asbestos has been made in the Umsinga division, South Africa.
A sAMPLE of coal from a seam near the Tongaat River,
on the coast of South Africa, has been received at Natal. The
specimens are said to be excellent.
Tue six-horse engines, boiler, and pumps for the Indian
State oni og illustrated and described in our last impression,
were made by Messrs. Hayward Tyler and Co., Luton.
Ir is stated that the utilisation of the flood waters of
the Murray for irrigation purposes is to form the subject of an
agreement between Victoria, New South Wales, and South
Australia,
Tue contract of Messrs. Johnston and Shaw, at £204,786,
for the construction of the second section of the Watt’s River Aqueduct, has been
pted in
ction with the Yan Yean water
supply of the Adelaide Public Works Department. Tie section is
twenty-one miles long, and must be completed within two years
and three months.
Ir seems that the electric lighting in the House of
is dependent upon one boiler. The feed to this choked,
or something of the sort happened last Friday, so there was no
electric light. ‘There was, however, time to substitute other lights
in the rooms where the electric light is used before the incandescent
lamps were extinguished.
Tue directors of the Bristol Water Company have just
accepted a tender for the construction of four large filter
s at
Barrow. Mr. Oliver is the contractor, and has in hand the
reservoir works now in course of construction near the site of the
filter beds. Three of these beds will be constantly in use while
the fourth is being cleaned. This work, including the mains and
other subsidiary works, will cost nearly £30,000.
Messrs. ALEx. Witson anp Co., of the Vauxhall
Ironworks, Wandsworth-road, have just completed a triple
expansion surface-condensing launch engine for the Admiralty,
which up to the present time is the smallest in the service. It is
fitted in one of the service launches at Devonport Dockyard, the
high-pressure cylinder being ws i6in. diameter, and the indicated
horse-power attained on the trial being 72 I.H.P.
Mr. A. E. Garwoop, Mem. Inst. C.E., who was formerly
with Messrs. Winans Bros. during the construction of railways in
Russia, subsequently engineer-in-chief, locomotive and carriage
department, Losova and Sebastopol Railway, and more recently in
a similar position on the Egyptian Government —— has joined
the firm of McConnell and Lowthian, of Great George-street,
Westminster, as a partner.
Oxe of the largest grab-dredgers made by Messrs.
Priestman Brothers is about to be sent to the Panama Canal,
by order of Messrs. Fontan and Tedesco, of Paris. This dredger
is to be used for lifting blasted rock. The Canal Company’s
engineer inspected one of these machines working at the new
entrance o1 the Royal Albert Dock lifting the blasted concrete
of the wall which was blown up last year, as described in our
pages, The trial was so far satisfactory that he recommended
the ——— of the company to adopt this system on the Panama
Canal.
On hy menean March 9th, Messrs, Edward Withy
and Co., Hartlepool, launched a steel screw steamer from their
yard. The dimensions of the vessel are 275ft. by 37ft. 2in. by
20ft. 7in., and she will carry a very large deadweight cargo. Her
bridge, quarter, main, and topgallant forecastle decks are of steel
and iron, the chart-house, galley, engine-room, cabin skylight,
bulwarks, rails, &c., are of iron. She has also four watertight
bulkheads, and is fitted with Withy and Sivewright’s patent
double bottom for water ballast, all fore and aft.
e steamer
will be fitted with triple expansion engines by Messrs. Blair and
Co., Stockton-on-Tees.
In accordance with arrangements made with the
Admiralty, the Cunard steamer Etruria will be altered and rendered fit to take her guns asa cruiser previous to resuming her
sailings next Saturday weektoNew York from Liverpool. The
Cunard Company will thus supply two crack vessels for the new
service—the Etruria and the Umbria. The Etruria, which arrived
at Queenstown a few days ago after an extraordinary run of six
days and five hours from New York, has, counting outward and
homeward voyages, accomplished 6250 miles in 325 hours, or
upwards of 19 knots per hour. The Umbria now requires only her
guns to be an efficient cruiser.
Senor Jose Pasos, writing on the proposed Ni
Canal to the Times, says:—‘‘Some short time since both French
and English newspapers published the statement that the Senate of
the United States
issued a decree authorising the formation of a
company for making the Nicaragua Canal, under the control of the
Government of the Union, in conformity with the existing treaty
between both Governments. The President of Nicaragua has by
cable ordered me to deny the existence of the treaty referred to
with the Government of the United States stipulating a control
over the Canal; and, as representative of the Nicaragua Government in England, I have to declare that my Government in granting any concession, or in undertaking the work, will not omit any
means to secure the strictest neutrality of the route for the benefit
of the maritime Powers having an interest in the free passage
thereof. There is no doubt that the treaty which has been alluded
to, in announcing the decree of the American Senate, is the one
known by the name of Zavala Frelinghuisen, made in 1884, and
which lapsed shortly afterwards, inasmuch as it was not ratified by
the Senate of the United States.”
Ever since the iron ore traffic, occasioned by the
prota mes of steel and iron manufacture in Ayrshire, was comme
at Port Glasgow about five years ago, the Harbour Trust
of that town have made every effort to meet the growing
q
ts of the trade. During the past month, it may be
stated, the traffic at the harbours has exceeded that of any other
preceding month since the iron ore traffic commenced, about 1000
tons of iron ore per day having been despatched by rail. In
order to yea
the ——— arriving — — — the
necessary despatch, it was found expedient, when the
e was
commenced, to make additional Pe ar: and this the Trust
ffected at the outside of the then existing harbour, the new wharf
constructed costing about £2500. The borrowing powers of the Trust
becoming exhausted about this time, application was made and
Parliamen’
powers obtained to borrow to the extent of
£100,000,
ereupon the Trust set about the improvement of
the existing harbour by deepening and otherwise rendering them
more convenient and useful. According to plans prepared by
Messrs. Bell and Millar, of Glasgow, the entire-side of the east
harbour was
ened and a wharf constructed at a cost
of about £3000. In pursuance of this scheme of improvements,
a jetty, forming the outmost wall of the mid harbour, has been
wharfed in a like manner to the above at a cost of about £1500.
To facilitate the working of the railway traffic, large additions
have been made to the lines of rails. At present a new wharf is
being made round the walls, dividing the mid from the east
harbour, the estimated cost being £2000. Excepting the firstmentioned extension, the whole of the work of improvement has
been done by unemployed tradesmen under the direction of the
Trust officials. While the harbours have thus been placed in condition for carrying on a largely increased traffic with the utmost
promptitude, a means of employment has at the same time been
provided for large numbers of the local unemployed.
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application.”
*.* In order
to avoid trouble
and confusion, we Tod Cansei
inform correspondents that letters
of inquiry addressed
to the
A considerable portion of the Blue-book is occupied by
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all
considerations about patent agents. One of the recomcases, be ———, bya large envelope legibly directed by the
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mendations of the Committee is that a roll of patent
writer
to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that
agents should be formed, but the advantages of the
answers received
us may be forwarded to their destination,
THE REPORT ON THE PATENT-OFFICE.
scheme are not quite obvious. Perhaps, too, the patent
of communications which do not comply
On the 30th December, 1885, the Board of Trade agents themselves might regret being placed under the
with these instructions.
W. H. C.—Cite the work from which you quote.
ieee
a
Committee,
consisting
of
Sir
Farrer
Herschell,
autocratic authority of the Board of Trade. Weall know
J. B. (Doncaster).
— Your letter is clearly of the nature of an advertisement.
A. A.—The Great Eastern was built by John Scott Russell, at Millwall, from the Earl of Crawford, and Baron Henry De Worms, M.P., what happened to the frogs who asked for a king. Many
the designs of Mr. Brunel, in 1856 and 1857.
to inquire into the duties, organisation, and arrangements hard things have been said about
agents, but it is
Exorveer.— You can find all the engravings and description you want in of the Patent-office, under the Patents, Designs, and rather amusing to read Mr. Clark patent
Hall’s strictures on
the back numbers of Tak Encineer.
Trade
Marks
Act,
1883
(46
and
47
Vict.
c.
57),
having
J. D. (Whitwell).—We do not know of any such book, but think you may
these gentlemen.
Mr. Hall holds that many patent
ry fh thing at sy Leadenhall-street.
special regard to the system of examination of the speci- agents are not competent, from “both want of knowledge
E, C.
(Cannon-street).— We should not ourselves have called it a Ramsbottom
valve, but as we have quoted the specification of the engineer to the Indian fications which accompany applications for patents now ofpatent law, and want of scientific or technical knowState Railways, we have, of course, allowed his choice of nomenclature.
in force under that Act. After this Committee had met
Some are possibly objectionable on other grounds.”
Brown Rappge.—For driving gas engines where space is available we do not on two occasions it was, by another order of the Board of ledge.
Mr. Hall has evidently made good use of his time to be able
know of any better system than Dowson's, as carried out by Messrs, Crossley.
There is no small satisfactory coal-yas plant which would answer for a Trade of the 3rd of March, 1886, reconstituted, and to con- to criticise, seeing that in his evidence he states that he
single dwelling-house,
of Lord Herschell (then Lord Chancellor), the Earl of was appointed examiner only in 1884, before which time—
D. 8, (Sutton Bridge).— Your invention for stopping ships has been patented sist
over and over again in various forms, It has the great defect that at wode- Crawford, Baron Henry De Worms, M.P., Sir Bernhard from 1878—he was an indexing and abridging clerk. Two
vate speeds the resistance offered to the water is so small that the device is Samuelson, Bart., M.P., Sir Richard Webster, Q.C., M.P., years seem
to be a short period in which to become a compeuseless for the intended purpose.
tent judge of the scientific and legal acquirements of gentleH. P. T, (Chicago).— You will probably find what you require in the “ Text- and Mr. C. T. D. Acland, M.P.
The Committee was appointed because numerous com- men practising a difficult profession. We do not quite
book on the Mechanica of Materials and of Beams, Columns, and Shafts,”
by Manafleld Merriman, It is published in New York by Messrs, John laints had been made concerning the working of the know what Mr. Hall means by the words “ objectionable
Wiley and Sons, Rolled joists or beams are dealt with,
tent-office. The Committee examined a large umber on other grounds,” but they admit of a disagreeable
MACHINERY FOR GALVANISING SHEETS.
of witnesses, but it does not ap
that there was any deduction bein drawn.
We do not hold a brief for °
(To the Biitor of The Engineer.)
thorough investigation made. Ths charges against the patent agents, but it ought to be borne in mind that
Sir,—Will any of your readers give me the names of manufacturers of office have been general and particular. The Committee whilst there are solicitors languishing in gaol, and even
above?
x
directed their attention more to the general than the clergymen suspended for improper conduct, no patent
OATMEAL MILLING,
ge
Their report with the minutes of evidence agent, so far as we recollect, has ever been added to the
(To the Kditor of The Bngineer.)
Sir,—I shallbe
if you will allow me to ask, in your correjust been published. The evidence is dreary ranks of convicted felons, or even misdemeanants. On
spo
column, what is the best book on oatmeal milling, giving con- reading.
When it does not consist of vague suggestions the other hand, it is not to be denied that patent agents
—
erection of machinery.
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arc
or remarks, it relates to minutie of official
- are not in all cases as careful as they ought to be. The
cedure,
which
have no interest for the general public; Institute of Patent Agents could
iydo more useful
PUMPS FOR INDIAN STATE RAILWAYS.
even for inventors or patentees indeed it is of little or work than exercising a salutary discipline throughout the
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
31r,—Noticing your article in last week’s number giving illustrations no value. Here and there it is enlivened, as, for body. No doubt the interests of clients must be looked
of the 6-horse power engines and
ps for the Indian State Railways, example, when Mr. Imray entertained the Committee after; and a man will do for a client that which perhaps
wethoughtit might
be interesting to your readers
to know that
as these
umps are placed about
below the engines, the timber rods shown with an amusing account of how he was asked by the he would not do for himself. But the spirit of enterprise
Replying to Lord should be kept within bounds. This remark is sugn your drawing have been substituted by
t iron
p rods with Patent-office to amend a title.
roller
having sliding guides fixed on
sean We send Herschell, he said: “I sent in a s ideation with the gested by a specification which lately came under
‘e to illustrate.
title ‘Universal Drill.’ Your lordship must know that our notice, which, although prepared by an agent
in machinery a great many things are called ‘ universal’ bearing a greatly respected name, was drawn with
when they are applicable to a great many purposes; it is a lofty disre;
for the statutory requirements, and
Ocn,—fthane to0 to(T‘0the‘poe
itor=>
of The Engineer.)
i
of useful infomation given in
juery column, the common technical name amongst engineers. My which, in point of fact, is not a specification at all in a
Sri youKindly afdtott by
me tfthere areany known meane title was ‘Universal Drill.’ There were actually four or legal sense, seeing that the document omits the name and
of trea’ brass that
prevent
little flaws and seamsfi
the
of brasses exposed to heavy
vy com pression and wear? In five letters passed as to whether the indefinite article ‘a’ description of the applicant and begins at once with the
cases, as 4 brass locomotive axle-boxes with underhung
the |or ‘an’ should be ut before ‘universal ”—‘a universal’ words, “This invention consists,” &c. That such a speciNow, I think that is very frivolous.” fication should have been accepted is a standing proof of
weight of engin ~ on the
=
satend
right
the or ‘an universal.’
ex
against the the futility of the system of examinations now carried
metal, Fils worn brass hosted eoan tyThscpatintig oe oil to We agree with Mr. Imray; but the complaints
pice
paps spe
to a veryordinary porousmetal Would Patent-office
are
of
a
more
serious character than that which on.
ip on
more
others,
would annealing or
In conclusion, we say that the recommendations of the
other treatment
to counteract it?
some of the new allege we have just quoted. The operation of the new law
do not suffer so from Coupland venenbaan, oliceaeh t face seen
& some- has led to the filing of specifications drawn by men—and
cannot be taken as a sufficient answer to the combronze large connecting-rod brasses, women—who have evidently no idea of whata specification report
laints which have been incessantly brought against the
should be in order that it may comply with the law. Mr.
tent-office during the last two or three years. It was
Imray cited one case in which the inventor’s claim runs put forward as one reason for framing the Act of 1883,
as follows, “The sole right of manufacturing and selling that the essence of the enactments relating to patents,
the above article in the Thited Kingdom of Great Britain —_ and trade marks, could be contained
in a
and Ireland and the Channel Islands, and all rights single statute. But there have already been two Acts,
Yearly (including
two double numbers) ..
£1 9%. Od.
granted
by
the
Patent
Law,
also
the
power
to
proceed
and
a
third
is
now
required,
to
be
followed
by
a
ComJf credit occur, an extra
two shilli
nd sep
will against any person —
imitating, or selling the mittee to see how the thing works, and which may recomFes eee eet rae er
A Siaeat
complet
set ofeTae ExGineer can be had on application,
same under any other name.”
The most practical evidence mend yet another Act. The soundness of nearly every
FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—Madame Boyrveau, Rue de la Ba
BERLIN.—Asuer and Co., 5, Unter den Linden,
VIENNA.—Measra. Geroip and Co., Booksellers,
LEIPSIC.—A. Twietmever, Bookseller.
NEW YORK.--Tae Witmer and Rooers News Company,
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criticism which we have penned on the original Bill is
being demonstrated by the course of events.
FRAUDS IN THE IRON TRADE.
Aut who have at heart the commercial reputation
of Great Britain cannot but view with dismay the
revelations recently made in connection with the iron
trade. It has been proved beyond a doubt that the practice is by no means uncommon of stamping inferior
makes of finished iron with imitations oF well-known
brands.
A circular, issued last year by the South
Staffordshire Ironmasters’ Association, states plainly,
as the result of proved facts, that it has been the practice of unscrupulous dealers to mingle a small quantity
of genume iron, every rod or bar of which is brand
with a large quantity of a cheaper make, not possessing
the same strength or intrinsic value. In one instance
that has come to light, only four tons of the genuine
quality of iron were used in sixty tons of chain specified
to be of high-class branded iron; and in another, all the
iron in a chain was of a quality inferior to that specified,
although a certificate of test was given by the maker of
the chain. The value of such a certificate will be dealt
with below, meanwhile we will show how the chain is
made up so as to consist apparently of the high-class iron
stipulated for. It is the practice of leading ironmasters
to have a well-known brand stamped upon every bar; and
this brand an unscrupulous chainmaker takes good care to
reserve intact upon as many links as possible, and if each
var were stam
twice over, by mistake or otherwise,
his purpose would be all the better served. The remaining links are then made up of unbranded and inferior,
though not necessarily bad iron, and it is left to be
inferred that they are ig Ta of those portions of
the rod in which the brand does not occur, or that the
brand has been obliterated at the weld.
There are sufficient Government testing houses about
the country to warrant purchasers in refusing to accept a
certificate from any private or unauthorised testing house,
for the value of a certificate depends upon its being given
by an independent and entirely uninterested party. It is
by no means uncommon, as documentary evidence exists
to prove, that a chain is delivered with a very officiallooking certificate of test on a printed form, but signed
by the same person as superintendent of the testing
house who is also manager of the works where the chain
was made. Nota bad guarantee—although not absolutely
sure—that the brand and quality of iron desired in a chain
or other article is really used, would be for the purchaser to
ascertain from the ironmaster that the necessary quantity
of iron of the desired brand and quality had =
been
supplied to the manufacturer of the chain or other article.
There should be no misconception or misapplication of
trade terms, and the broker should not be allowed to put
his own interpretation on time-honoured appellations.
“Best Staffordshire iron” has hitherto been held to
mean iron made from the pure ores and coke of that
county. But now the practice is by no means unknown
of importing the less pure Northampton ore and Derby
coke, adding, perhaps, a little of the genuine article to
save the conscience, and then calling the resulting metal
“best Staffordshire iron,” because it was made in Staffordshire. Then, again, “ best best best” means, or should
mean, “thrice worked iron;’ but brokers have now the
air of wishing it to be thought that “treble best iron ” is
simply synonymous with a good quality of iron, and poohpoohing the acceptation of the words in their obvious and
hitherto accepted sense.
A proof that the term “best best best” is applied in
this loose way is afforded by a circular recently sent round
to manufacturers, offering to supply small quantities of
“treble best” steel, with consignments of iron, tomeet
requirements and save two deliveries. Now what can
this term mean as applied to steel? There is certainly no
third or even second working in this case, and yet the
term is used unblushingly asa bait to the consumer to
accept what purports to be an extra quality of steel. It
is high time that trade terms should cease to bear a fictitious or conventional signification. Most people are
now aware that “merino” goods are made from a mixture
of wool and cotton, instead of from the fleece of the
merino sheep. But it would prevent all misconception in
such a case, when the term is used in the trade instead of
the true sense, to stipulate that the word in question be
printed between inverted commas, just as limited liability
companies are obliged to print the word “limited,” or its
abbreviation, after their title. This would be far simpler,
and afford a far greater protection to the public than such
a statement, printed in very small letters, as, “This is
sold as a mixture of coffee and chicory.” By all means
let producers and merchants call their goods by any name
they please, mahogany instead of stained deal, gold instead
of aluminium bronze, or leather instead of
r; but let
it be at the same time obvious to the public that these
are only trade terms, instead of an indication of their
true quality.
Not very long ago a well-known iron-making compan
received an order, which, however, they honestly declined,
for supplying a quantity of the cheapest iron they could
make, branded “Best Staffordshire refined.” If this
order had been executed, not only the company, but all
honest ironmasters in Staffordshire would have lost in
repute. In some far-off country, like India, for instance,
whence it would be difficult to verify the matter, the
broker would be free to reason somewhat in the following
manner :—“ Staffordshire produces the best iron in England; this is evidently best Staffordshire by its brand;
you see what it is worth. Now try mine, which does not
pretend to so high a quality;” and then he would have
every facility for getting offhishands a consignment of iron,
good, perhaps, in itself, but certainly far better apparently
through the unfair comparison, with, ef course, a considerable profit to himself, while the really excellent iron
of Staffordshire would henceforth be excluded from that
market. Again, specifications of ironwork often provide
that certain parts shall consist of such-and-such a brand of
iron, “or iron of equal quality.” Now, the appreciation
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of what is a quality equal to that named should certainly
not be left to the merchant who supplies it. If a particular brand or quality is specified, the reason is, probably,
that the engineer knows what it is capable of standing, or
that it is suitable for a particular pur
Therefore
the wiser course would be to insist upon having that particular brand and no other. If, however, ie has no
particular wish in the matter, it will be sufficient to
stipulate that the iron be capable of standing certain
tests at an independent testing-house, without mentioning
a special brand merely by way of ornament to the specification, and with no intention of insisting upon that brand.
hat we have pointed out with special reference to the
iron trade also applies, in one respect or another, to many
other branches of industry, viz., the attempt to palm off
an inferior article to the one desired, specified or paid for.
If people want a cheap and inferior article, by allmeans
let them have it, but openly, and not under false colours. It
is, however,
too bad that they should believe they are getting
a good quality when in reality it is a bad one, which they
only find out when it fails to fulfil the desired object. So
many and so various are. the “tricks of trade” that we
fear but limited results will be achieved by a prosecution
here and there, when some specially barefaced proceeding
is brought to light; but it is just as well that the eyes of
both makers and consumers should be opened to frauds
which are habitually practised, so that they may take
precautions for protecting their interests.
+64
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THE EIFFEL AND JUBILEE TOWERS.
THE notion that “ they manage things better in France” than
we do here is by no means always verified. A vehement protest
from leading artists and literary men in Paris has been issued
against the construction of the Eiffel Tower. But the tower is
to be built nevertheless, and M. Lockroy, the Minister of Commerce and
iculture, ridicules the opposition which has been
offered to it. The work of preparing the foundations is already
in hand, and the giant structure, 1000ft. in height, is apparently
destined to become an accomplished fact. London has been
threatened with a gigantic tower, less lofty than “the hideous
thing ” about to be reared on the Champ de Mars, but apparently
more hideous still in regard to its design. Cecil-court, St.
Martin’s-lane, was marked out as the spot where the “ Victoria
Jubilee Tower ” was to be erected. The material was to consist
mainly of brickwork, and the height was to be 420ft. Architecturally the design was of awful ugliness, but commercially
the enterprise was expected to prove satisfactory, as it was
reckoned that thousands of persons, in the course of a year,
would pay for admission to enjoy the commanding view to be
obtained from the lofty summit of the structure, the ascent
being facilitated by an hydraulic lift. But in London we
have a matter-of-fact body called the Metropolitan Board of
Works, and a prosaic statute designated the Building Act. The
projectors of the tower made application to the Board for authority to proceed with the structure; but the Board had an
opinion of its own upon the subject, and considered the tower a
very undesirable edifice to be erected in such a locality. Perhaps
some people will be surprised to find that the Board had so
much taste. Certain it is that the authorities at Spring Gardens
looked upon the tower as a monstrosity, and as calculated to
interfere with the architectural effect of Trafalgar-square. In
short, the Board refused to sanction the structure, and if the
legality of this decision can be maintained, London will owe to
this quiet interposition on the part of the Metropolitan Board
its deliverance from the impending danger of having a most unsightly structure erected where it would especially offend the
eye, and where it could not possibly be hidden. A tall, gaunt
edifice, loftier than St. Paul’s, would dominate all London, and
would obtrude itself on the field of view for miles round the
metropolis. Such a pile of brickwork would be an impertinence, and a source of perpetual vexation. The Society of
Architects, when they heard of the hapless project, sent a
memorial to the Metropolitan Board, protesting, in the interest
of art generally, against the erection of the proposed structure.
More fortunate than the artists and literati who protested
against the Paris tower, these memorialists found their prayer
granted, and the official sanction withheld. Unless the authority
of the Metropolitan Board in this matter can be successfully
disputed, London is rescued from the infliction of the Jubilee
Tower ; but Paris must groan beneath the shadow of the iron
version of the Tower of Babel, to be finished by the end of 1888,
and to cost £194,000. Frenchmen have profound respect for
the Lord Mayor and Corporation ; some portion of their regard
may be now bestowed upon the Metropolitan Board,
SPANISH IRON EXPORTS.
One of the features in the iron trade which is of great
importance is the growth of the Spanish iron trade. It is
shown not only in an enlargement of the exports of ore from
Bilbao, but in the fact that there is now a trade from that port
in pig iron—a trade which, if small in comparison with ours, is
not inconsiderable. In the first two months of the present year
the iron ore shipped from Bilbao was over 610,000 tons, or more
than 80,000 tons ir excess of the shipments during the corresponding period of the previous year. In the same time there
were sent out of Bilbao between 17,000 and 18,000 tons of pig
iron, about half of which was sent foreign and the remainder
coastwise. This quantity of pig iron is smal] when put against
the shipments from Glasgow, and still smaller when it is compared with those of Barrow or Middlesbrough. Still it is a not
unimportant commencement of the crude iron trade for a
country like Spain, which is far behind in metallurgy. It is
remarkable, when looked at from one point of view, that there
is this year so large an increase in the exports of iron ore from
Bilbao—remarkable because it has been stated that some of the
mines of the great foreign owners are showing such signs of
exhaustion that they are looking to other countries to find
supplies. But the increased export is simply the responee to
the higher prices for iron ore, and to the beginning of the rise
in the ocean freights. The higher freights at the time when
the Baltic is usually stopped have brought a plentiful supply of
tonnage—a supply so large that the turns of the steamers at
the wharves have been very long. There has been the desire
to make the most of the advance in the price of ore, and the
enlarged number of furnaces in blast using hematite ores has
made that large import into the smelting countries needful. It
is doubtful whether the export of iron ore from Bilbao will continue to advance in the future as it has of late. There is not
only that question of the duration of the supply we have hinted
at, but there is the certainty that Spain will want to smelt more
of her ores in her own domain. She needs to buy from us coke
and coal for the purpose, so that the change from selling her ores
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to selling crude iron is not one which is entirely a loss to ug
though for part of the quantity of hematite iron needed she
becomes a competitor with us in the non-producing markets,
Still the total output of iron, as we have said, is insignificant.
that sold in the crude state and sent out of the port of Bilbao
was last year about 100,000 tons, and this year it promises to be
a little more. But that quantity is simply about six weeks’ ship.
ments from our own river Tees, and it is certain that in our own
land, with the deficient supply of native hematite iron ores, we
are increasing our production of steel-yielding irons. Whilst
therefore we may look with interest to the progress of the
youngest of metallurgical nations, we may notice that her pro.
duction of pig iron must of necessity be limited by the largeness
of the sales of iron ore, past and present; and we need have little
fear that while she sells so much ore, and has to import her fue]
for smelting, she will become much of a competitor with us in
the markets needing crude iron,
THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
A beruTation from the Agricultural Engineer's Association
recently had an interview with the Implement Committee of
the Royal Agricultural Society of England, and urged a number
of reasons for a reduction in the heavy charges which of recent
years have been enforced for space at the annual shows, and also
for descriptions of the exhibits in the official catalogues. At the
Seciety’s monthly Council Meeting, on March 2nd, Mr. J,
Hemsley, Chairman of the Committee, mentioned that they
deferred offering any suggestions until they had an opportunity
of fully discussing the whole subject. A letter from the Agricultural Engineer's »Pereira urging a fuller representation of the
mechanical department on the Society's Council, was then readand
referred to the Selection Committee, whose duty,we understand,
is to select names for the approval of the Council as vacancies
occur. Both these matters are of great interest and importance to
agricultural engineers, and we hope soon to be able to record a
satisfactory outcome. At the same meeting the Hon. Cecil Parker,
as chairman of the Dairy Committee, brought forward a recommendation that in the trials of the one-man cream separators at
the Newcastle Show in July next sufficient milk should be supplied, as required, to charge each machine, and that these twenty
gallons of milk should be served out and dealt with by each
machine, two men to be allowed to each, and not more than one
man at.a time. In Nottingham there does not appear to be a very
enthusiastic response to the appeal made by the local committee
for the necessary fund which must be obtained before the Royal
Agricultural Society can accept the invitation already given tohold
a show there. The Duke of Newcastle is willing to increase his
subscription to £100 if others will do the same; but the Duke
of Portland declines to give more than he has already promised,
and the Duke of Rutland, Lord Galway, and some other landowners, refuse to subscribe to the fund. As Mr. F. 8. J. Foljambe says, “the benefits likely to accrue to the town from the
visit of the Society are hardly appreciated.” The Town Council
have been asked to authorise the giving of the required guarantee, on the understanding that every effort shall be used to
prevent the Corporation from suffering loss,
THE HUNDRED AND TEN TON GUN.
Tue 110$-ton Elswick breech-loading gun was again fired in
the Royal Arsenal last Thursday, March 3rd. Three
rounds were fired, The first was with a charge of
850 lb. of German prismatic powder; when a velocity of
2142ft. per second was obtained with a pressure of 194 tons
per square inch. The second round was fired with a charge of
960 lb. of Waltham Abbey power, giving a muzzle velocity of
2104ft. for a pressure of 15°7 tons. The third round was fired
with 850 Ib. of German powder, with a velocity of 2149ft. and a
pressure of 19°9 tons. These are remarkable results, The projectile weighs 18001b.; and the total energies of these three
rounds therefore are, respectively, 57,326, 55,250, and 57,630 foottons. These are the largest amounts ever yet registered, though
it must be noticed that the enormous energy calculated, viz.,
61,190 foot-tons, due to a velocity of 2216ft. per second, has not
yet been achieved, although a charge of 9601b. has been employed.
Looking at the reports of Krupp’s 112-ton guns, we are inclined
to think that we did not give him credit for the full weight of
his projectile, which appears to be 2028 lb. This, with a velocity
of 1900ft., gives an energy of 50,780 foot-tons, or about 6850 foottons less energy than in the case of the British (Elswick) gun.
It will be observed that the pressure with the Waltham Abbey
powder was so low as to encourage further efforts, we think.
LITERATURE.
The Steam Engine. By Grorce C. V, Hotmes, Whitworth
Scholar, Secretary to the Institution of Naval Architects, &c.,
London : Longmans, Green, and Co. 1887.
Tue number of treatises on the steam engine published in
Great Britain within the last half century is very large;
so large that the world may express some wonder that an
addition to this library should be deemed necessary.
Those, however, who are most familiar with existing
treatises on the steam engine best know that in each
and all there is some
drawback, some want which
impairs its usefulness. Rankine,
for example, is too mathematical, and too unwieldy in his methods for mechanical
engineers ;Rigg’s admirable book is too large and too
costly for the greater number of students; Professor
Cotterill is too abstruse; Mr. Sennett is too limited in
his range. Mr. Holmes has in the volume before us
endeavoured to avoid the defects of other writers. The
book, an octavo of 528 pages, is of moderate size. The
price is small enough to place it within the reach of the
student who has not much money to s
It is well
printed and fairly well illustrated. All these are points
in its favour, po |suffice to excite a friendly interest in a
reviewer ; nor will a perusal of the book disappoint the
a pena which may be formed of it. It
been
well planned, and is well executed. Mr. Holmes makes
no claim to originality—he tells us so much in his preface ;
yet the statement that the work is not original must be
taken with a pinch of salt. There is a good deal to be
found in it that cannot be found in other treatises on the
steam engine, as we shall show further on. In his preface Mr. Holmes points out that there are some important
points put into an accessible form for beginners. These
1) “The Science of Thermodynamics,” (2) “The
Influence of Inertia and Momentum in Quick Running
Engines,” (3) “Geometrical Methods of Working Slidevalve Problems,” and (4) “The Investigation of the Causes
of Loss of Efficiency in Steam Engines.” Concerning the
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first hitherto little has been said in the smaller treatises
on the steam engine, the student being supposed to get
himself up in_ heat with some such book as Clerk
Maxwell’s. The only author who f has dealt at all
exhaustively with the effects of inertia and momentum
ina book is Rigg, to whom Mr. Holmes acknowledges
his indebtedness. As to the geometrical slide-valve
roblems, Mr. Holmes has adopted
Zeuner’s method. It
will be enough to say of this that the number of English
drawing-offices into which it has found its way is
extremely small. Concerning the fourth point, next to
nothing has appeared in book form worth reading since
Mr. Isherwood published, nearly a quarter of a century
ago, his masterly preface to the second volume of “Experimental Researches in Steam Engineering,” a costly work,
which has been little read in this country. It will be
seen, therefore, that Mr. Holmes has to a large extent
covered ground which has been comparatively unoccupied,
A book on the steam engine resembles a ship being
victualled for a long voyage; the space is limited—the
number of things which it is desirable or n
to
take on
is unlimited. That caterer will give most
satisfaction who makes the best selection. Something
must be left out. Care must be taken that no one thin
is in excess. Mr. Holmes has, as we have said, selec
judiciously. He has, however, done more than this; he
a on the whole, put what he has to say in an attractive and intelligible form before his readers. He does
not presuppose that they know much, and this saves
unpleasantness subsequently,
hn the space at our disposal it would be useless to
attempt to give an exhaustive review of Mr, Holmes’
book. We shall better serve our readers if we deal with
some of the more interesting statements, arguments, or
ropositions which it contains. In doing this we shall
lowe occasion to take exception to certain things which
can be supplied or corrected in the second edition, which
we have no doubt the work will soon reach.
In dealing with the laws of steam, our author confines
himself almost entirely todry steam. Now, unfortunately,
the engineer has little or nothing to do with dry steam, and
the lack in the bookof nearly all information concerning the
laws of vapours, which are quite different from those regulating the behaviour of dry saturated steam, is to be regretted, A great deal of space, comparatively, is taken up
with Pambour’s theoryof the steam engine. To this wedo
not object; but the student of average intelligence will
not be satisfied with Mr. Holmes’ explanation of an
important point. De Pambour’s theory is based on two
propositions. The first is that when an engine is running
at uniform speed the resistance of the load is precise]
equal to the total effective pressure on the piston. Wit
the second proposition, which is that the steam made in
the boiler is equal exactly to that used in the cylinder,
we need not concern ourselves, The first proposition is
obviously based on the theorem that action and reaction
are equal and opposite, so that a force is always measured
in amount by the resistance. If, now, the student asks
how it comes to pass that a steam engine works at all
when the load opposed to the piston is precisely equal to
the driving pressure intended
to overcome that load, he
will get no answer from Mr. Holmes. He contents himself
with saying, that if the average pressure on the piston were
reater than the resistance, the motion of the piston would
ve accelerated ; if it were less it would be retarded. This
is, of course, not only reasoning in a circle, but makin
an untenable assumption.
According to the laws o
motion, the driving force on a piston never can be in
excess of the resistance for even an infinitesimal fraction
of a moment of time, and for this reason the cause of
acceleration must be sought elsewhere. Mr. Holmes has,
however, this to be said for him, that he teaches what he
was taught. Perhaps we have the merit, if such it be, of
being the first to call his attention to a distinct and
flagrant defect in the teaching of mechanics. In dealing
with train resistances, Mr. Holmes does not allude to the
curious fact that the bulk or volume of a train largely
affects the resistance due to the atmosphere even on a calm
day, when flange friction is not called into play. In
dealing with combustion, we notice that he regards the
principal source of waste in smoke as the carbon suspended
in it, and does not insist, as he ought, on the circumstance
that the chief source of waste is the loss of unburned
carbonic oxide; nor does he point out that this may take
place to an enormous extent in fires burning without
smoke. Giving the theoretical evaporative value of a
pound of coal at 15 lb. of water, he adds that no boiler in
ee, can approach this performance. He has forgotten
rd Dundonald’s experiments with the boilers of the
ss. Janus, which evaporated over 141b. of water from
212deg. In considering the efficiency of boilers, he
regards the transmission of heat through the plates as a
function of the conducting power of the metal and the
difference between the temperature inside and outside the
plate only, saying not one word about the important phenomena of receptivity and emissiveness, as explained by
Peclet in his Traité de la Chaleur. These, and a few similar
omissions, which it is not necessary to particularise, are
the principal defects we have detected in the book.
_ The eleventh chapter is the most important, we think,
in the volume. Itis really a treatise in itself on the principal causes of loss of efficiency in steam engines. It is
very interesting, and, on the whole, has been carefully
and cautiously written. When there is ground for so
much diversity of opinion it is not to be supposed that eve:
one will agree with the author’s conclusions, but few will
assert that he has not written what is worth reading.
We see that he accepts the heat trap theory to explain
the economy of triple expansion engines.
et if he will
take the trouble to work out for three cylinders as he has
done for one, the amount of condensation which must
take place as a result of the extension of cooling area
due to the multiplication of cylinders and pistons, he will
find reason to doubt the soundness of the theory,
which, furthermore, is easily refuted by the circumstance
that the initial condensation in the small cylinder of triple
expansion engines is usually enormous. The true reason
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why triple expansion and other compound engines are
economical is that the steam which results from re-evaporation is used expansively. We fear that Mr. Holmes
dismisses the problem presented by the steam engine too
lightly. Writing for students it is, of course, undesirable
that b should plunge very deeply into such matters,
but no harm would have been done by hinting that
engineers do not quite understand everything that takes
place in a steam engine. Most anomalous results present
themselves daily; and these are still the despair of those
who try to formulate a true theory of the steam engine.
The formule given by Mr. Holmes for finding pressures
in receivers of compound engines are complex, and engineers very seldom trouble themselves with them, as the
pressures obtained by calculation never—and we use the
word advisedly
ree with those obtained in practice.
This last has settled, as far as it can be said to be settled,
the best ratios for the diameters of cylinders to each
other.
In the appendix isa very ingenious, original, and useful
steam table.
In conclusion, we warmly congratulate Mr. Holmes on
having the courage to use throughout English measures
and ee instead of the decimal system. The utility
of his
k for English students has been thereby
enormously increased.
Engineer Studies. By Major E. M. Lioyp, R.E., late Professor
of Fortification, R. M. Academy, Woolwich. London: Chapman and Hall. 1886.
We have bestowed more attention than usual on this
work, We laid it aside, in fact, for deliberate reading.
The subject is dealt with in an interesting way, and probably is made as popular as is possible consistently with
its professional character. To any reader of fortification
it is a fascinating book. The peculiarity is the manner in
which the various features in fortification are identified
with their authors. Of Vauban, Montalembert, and
Carnot, we have professional histories, and the individual
character of the men is happily connected with their
work. This gives special interest to each feature, and
would, we tlunk, enable most minds to grasp it more
readily, and put it in its place more truly.
€ wae’
the book, however, as suited to a limited class of readers.
We doubt if one unacquainted with fortification would
follow the descriptions, unaccompanied as they are by
‘illustrations. The portraits of the three eminent engineers
are very good engravings, but they are no substitute for
what we think is demanded, namely, simple cuts showing
their work. Also, we think, that all the more modern
constructions receive very scant notice, though undoubtedly the general plan and objects of modern forts
are well put before the reader. Considering who the
writer is, it could hardly be otherwise. On the whole, the
greater portion of the work is pleasant light reading for
engineer officers, The last
is more important, and
deserves careful attention.
is is the
that we wish
was longer and more full. Iron turrets and shields Major
Lloyd regards as “luxuries,” and he does not depend
much on them, but he regards iron caponiers with favour.
Machine
guns are specially recommended for flanking
ditches. The chilled iron forts have the objection made
against them that we have made ourselves, namely, the
impossibility of subsequent strengthening ; but their good
features are not noticed. It surprises us also not to find
any notice of Twydell, or even
Horsesands. This is the
very book where we should have expected to find the
former discussed.
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NavaL ENGINEER APPOINTMENTS.—The following appointments
have been made at the Admiralty:—Charles H. Pallew, chief
engineer, to the Landrail, to date March 10th; and William John
Firks, engineer, to the Griffon, to date March 16th.
THE Derby Society OF ENGINEERS.—On Tuesday last a paper
was read by Mr. Samuel Waddington, Stud. Inst. C.E., on ‘The
Westinghouse Brake and its Working,” which was freely illustrated
with drawings of the various parts and their application. An
animated discussion followed, and the paper, like many others’ of
its predecessors, was a decided success,

AMERICAN

DEMAND

FOR IRON AND STEEL.

Tue following statement, which appears in the American Iron
Trade Review, shows pretty clearly the decrease in exports and
the increase in imports of manufactured iron and steel in the
United States in 1886, as compared with 1885:—
“ The following figures as to the imports and exports of iron
and steel in the United States in 1886 are set forth in the
annual statistical tables just issued by the .United States
Treasury Department, for an advance copy of which we are indebted to the Chief of Bureau of Statistics:—
Exports,
Imports.
“The imports of iron ore
“The exports of iron ore
into the United States in 1886 from the United States in
were 1,039,433 tons, an in- 1886 were 2041 tons, an
crease of 166 per cent. over increase of about 100 per cent.
over 1885,
1885,
“Our pig iron exports
“Our pig iron imports
footed up 361,768 tons in 1886, footed up 8849 tons in 1886,
or 146 per cent. more than the or 42 per cent, more than the
previous year.
previous year.
“ We exported no scrap iron
“Serap iron was imported
in 1886 to the amount of in 1886,
13,821 tons. Thisis an increase of 451 per cent. over
the imports of 1885.
“The exports of bar iron in
“The imports of bar iron in
1886 fell off 8 per cent. from 1886 fell off 3 per cent. from
1885, when they footed up 1885, when they footed up
1,866,389 Ib.
70,502,419 Ib.
“From 7484 tons of steel
“From 2138 tons of steel
rails in 1885, our imiports in- rails in 1885, our exports decreased to 41,581 tons in 1886 creased to 2117 tons in 1886
—or nearly 184 times more in —being 34 times more in 1885
than in 1886.
1886,
“We exported no cotton“There was a falling off of
nearly one-half in our im- ties in 1886, and cannot
ports of cotton-ties in 1886 manufacture them to advanfrom 1885. In 1885 they tage under the present unjust
were 41,151,329 Ib.; in 1886, ruling of the Treasury Department.
23,120,328 Ib.
“We exported no steel
“We increased our imports of steel hoops, bands, hoops, bands, strips, sheets, or
strips, sheets, and plates 80 plates in 1886. Of band iron
per cent. in 1886, over those we exported 404,546 Ib., an
of 1885. The
are :— increase of about 22 per cent.
1885, 5,288,507 Ib.; 1886, over 1885. ~
9,549,427 Ib.
“Our exports of steel in“A large increase in our
importations of steel ingots, gots, bars, and rods in 1886
blooms, slabs, billets, “ and were 173,058 Ib., a falling off
bars was to be expected, but from 1885 of 70,350 Ib,
it is somewhat surprising to
learn that we imported in
1886, 334,403,640 Ib.—an_ increase over 1885 of nearly 400
per cent.
“We manufactured no tin“Large as were our imports of tin-plates in 1885— plates in the United States
512,056,092 Ib. — they were in 1886, and consequently
12 per cent. larger in 1886, exported uone, nor can we
until adequate protection is
viz., 577,217,362 Ib.
afforded.
“We exported no wire rods
“Of wire rods, we imported in 1886, 306,802,528 Ib., in 1886, but our exports of
or 454 per cent. more than in wire aggregated 8,669,655 Ib.,
an increase of 31 per cent.
1885.
over 1885.
“In 1886 we exported
“In 1886 we imported
1,697,883 dols. worth of ma- 7,197,690 dols. worth of machinery. This was 75 per cent. chinery. This was about 5}
in excess of the valuation in per cent. less than the valuation of 1885,
1885.
“The total valuation of all
“The total valuation of all
our imports of iron and our exports of iron and
steel,
and
manufactures
steel,
and
manufactures
thereof, in 1886 footed up thereof, in 1886, footed up
against
41,630,688 — dols.,
against 14,865,044 — dols.,
31,144,552 dols. in 1885 —an 16,622,511 dols. in 1885—a
increase in 1886 of 334 per decrease in 1886 of about 10
cent.
per cent.
The large importations of several of the articles enumerated
above were necessitated by the heavy home demand, which
could find no adequate supply from American mills and furnaces,
even though run to their fullest capacity.”
It is evident that English manufacturers of rails, iron or steel
sleepers, wheels, axles, tires, springs, and other manufactured
iron and steel could, in spite of the tariff, find a good market
for their wares in the United States, Canada, and Mexico.
Numerous ingniries are made by those unable to procure early
delivery of such material; but owing to the fact that few
English firms advertise, or take any pains to make American
railroads and consumers conversant with their names, many
orders are lost to English makers. It is anticipated that
12,000 miles of railroad will be constructed in the United States
during 1887, and it is therefore evident that not only will that
country be unable to supply all the material required, but that
no surplus will remain for export to her immediate neighbours,
Canada and Mexico. In both these countries, and especially in
the latter, English makers are not so hampered with restrictive
tariffs and are on an equal footing with American makers, who
have, of course, to pay a higher price for ore and labour.
Many of the larger machine tools—both iron and woodworking
—in Canadian railroad shops and factories are of American
make, These tools are procured in the United States because
they are not made in Canada, but an enterprising English tool
maker could easily secure many orders were he to visit Canada
personally and ascertain carefully the special requirements of
Canadian users.
Wrought iron spoke wheels with steel tires and Mansel fastenings are fast supplanting chilled cast iron wheels under the best
sleeping and passenger cars on both American, Canadian, and
Mexican railroads. Large quantities of these wheels have been
imported from England, but great complaints have been made
at the quality of the tires, A firm that could supply wrought
iron car wheels with good steel tires and axles could do a very
profitable business in the United States. Both Krupp, of Essen,
and Cockerills, of Seraing, have entered the business and are
selling numerous trial orders of wrought iron wheels for both
cars and locomotives in the United States. Cast steel wheel
centres with steel tires, as used on many English railroads, are
as yet unknown in America, though cast steel is largely used
for locomotive crossheads and other similar parts.
A favourable opening for steel sleepers presents itself in
Arizona and New Mexico, where timber is scarce and decays
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rapidly. English steel rail makers will always find a market in are each to be divided into twenty-one water-tight compartments by
the United States as long as the quality of English rails is two longitudinal and six transverse bulkheads. The frames and
superior to the soft and hastily made rails turned out by the See Perera ae teNeener a)6in. apart from centre to centre,
d horizontally.
nerally is to be jin. thick,
majority of American rail mills. The construction of 12,000 with inside
and outside penemach finthick. The longitudinal
miles of new railway means an enormous consumption of steel angle bars of
the
sides
and
bulk
3
are to be 4tin. mh
by
rails in addition to the large quantity wanted foreach, in two lengths. All covers in the top, bottom,
125,000 miles of railway now in operation in the United Btates, din.
are to be treble rivetted and
as chain rivetting; the
A little enterprise and the strictest attention to the quality of euter line at each end of the cover is to have alternate rivets
their products will secure a large share of this trade for English omitted. The angle bars of the frames and bulkheads are to be
rail makers,
2}in. by 2hin. by yin. The manhole covers are to be fitted with
rings for lifting, and any other ironwork to make them complete.
==
The rivet holes in the 4}in. by 4}in.by }in. angle bars are —
jin. diameter, and are to be arranged for double rivetting.
CONTRACTS OPEN.
BENGAL

AND

a
RAILWAY—GANGES |
FERRY.
THE work comprised in the sinkaget includes the construction,
supply and delivery in England, or in Calcutta, of the whole of the
steel work and iron work for two steel landing stages, each 100ft.
long, 40ft. wide, and 6ft. 8in. deep, together with the windlasses,
chain cables, and anchors for mooring the landing stages, with
duplicate moorings, forpore yw trains across the Ganges. Two
steel pontoon bridges,
long from centre
to centre of the
bearing rollers, 13ft. wide, and 5ft. deep, and two sets of steel
approach girders, together with all bolts and spikes for securing
the planking and timbers, all rivets, bolts, chains, rails, &c., to
—— the construction of the work in India, with an addition
50 per cent. to the net number of rivets, and of 10 per cent. to
che net number of bolts required, for waste.
The construction of the various parts of the work is shown on
five sheets of drawings, numbered 254 to 258, from which our
engravings have been prepared. Drawing No. 254 includes Group
Fig. 1, and shows the general arrangement of one landing ——
with its ~ say and approach girders. Drawing No. 255 inch
Groups Figs. 2 and 3, and shows the landing stage in detail.
Drawing No. 256 includes Group Fig. 3, and shows further details
of the landing stage, and of the connecting tes of the roadways
of the landing stage and bridge. Drawing No. 257 includes
Group Fig. 4, and shows the pontoon bridge, the platform for
connecting the landing stage with the barges using the mage |
stage. and also the standards and machinery for raising
lowering the connecting platform. Drawing No. 258 includes
Group Fig. 5, and shows the approach girders, details of
the mooring A for the landing stage, and the section
of the railto be used on the landing stage, bridge, and
approach girders. The four windlasses for the mooring cables of
each lan
stage are not shown on the dra
Full details
of the anchors, of the windlasses, and of any oe girders
required for carrying them, of the hawse castings,of the machinery
for raising the connecting ‘platforms, of the bilge pumps, of the
wheels for the approach girders, and of any other parts not fully
shown on the drawings, are to be drawn by the contractor
and
submitted to the engineers of the company for approval before
being worked to, it being the intention of the contract that it
shall include all work
y for the moorings of the pontoons
and their connections with the barges on the one side and the
shore on the other, and all —
to make the work lutely complete. Every part of the landing stages, yen ye
—- girders is to be of steel, unless otherwise
or
own on the drawings. The whole of the rivets wool Deotaghent
the work are to be of steel.
The steel and wrought iron must be of such strength and quality
as to be equal to the following tensional strains, and to
the
ry
percentages of contraction of the tested area at the point
of fracture :—
Tensional strains Percentage of
per square inch. may
in
ns
Steel
in plates either with or across the
SECTION
se nsgaa aonee i ged meal
zi
or Sas tan
31
VERTICAL MULTITUBULAR BOILER.
Steel rods for rivets not less than
25
Or more than
3} “2
rivets to be spaced 2}in. from centre to centre on each line, and
Wrought iron bars _on
the rivets on each line are to reel with those on the adjacent line.
”
”
tes.
- 2
The overlap of the longitudinal seams of the top, bottom, sides,
*”
a across the grain
18
and longitudinal bulkheads is to be 1}gin. These seams are to
The landing stages are each to be of theSPER. dimensions
:— have rivet holes yin. diameter spaced 2in. from centre to centre.
=
:
100ft. long over the end mage 40ft. wide over the angle bars
Each landing stage is to be moored at the up-stream
end by two
of the frames, and 6ft.
deep over the angle bars of the of Martin’s patent anchors of 38 cwt. each, connected to the windframes and the deck beams. bag are each to be divided into lasses by 1fin. diameter chain cables, and ‘at the down-stream end
twenty water- Meese
compartments by three longitudinal and four by two of
’s patent anchors of 26 cwt. each, connected to the
transverse bul
and*are to ; es a recess on one side to windlasses by 1}in. diameter chain cables. Forty fathoms of —
received the widen The part of the deck between the = ofAnco diameter, a forty fathoms of 1Zin. diameter, wrought iron chain
bridge
and the connecting platform
is to be raised on gi
cables are to be ae, duotond tool oe together with =
higher level, and is to be sloped to the a, level of thedock necessary shac'
&e.,
the chains to the
towards each end of the landing
The frames and deck windlasses and to the anchors. Bach|
= to have four
windlasses of a construction to be appro
otbythe engine,
beams are spaced 2ft. apart erm centre to centre. The
generally vay = om
is to be jin. thick, with covers jin.
for li
the anchors, or for adj
thepostion of the
The met
are each to be 70ft. long from ron to stage. ze... landing
stage is to be fitted with five 3in. diameter
centreof the Lomerollers, 13ft. wide over the angle bar frames, gun-metal
bilge pum
and 5ft. deep over the angle bars at the middle of the pontoons, ced e Pach bridge ty
a portable hand bilge pump of a con-

struction to be approved by the engineers. The pene is to be of a
construction suited to its being worked through t
hole of any
compartment. Sir A, M. Rendel is the engineer.
Tenders are to be delivered by noon on 21st inst. to Mr,
EL Marryatt, Secretary, 237, Gresham-house, Old Broad-street,
London, E.C,
a

lanems CHAMBER VERTICAL MULTIUBULAR BOILER.
THE accompanyingieelaal represent a new patent vertical
multitubular boiler, arranged so as to give a large amount of
heating surface with the most efficient and economical results in
working. It is simple in construction, all the parts are readily
accessible for examination and cleaning, and a good circulation
of water is secured. The fire-box has a dome-shaped top, from
which a plain flue or short-neck tube leads directly to a combustion and tube chamber, and the products of combustion pass
this into the tube and
bustion chamber
and
amongst the tubes, and afterwards esca
— through a passage
at the Opposite side to the smoke-box
chimney. The tube
and
ber is formed wholly inside the cylindrical shell, and there is a water space between its bottom and
the top of the fire-box. The tubes used are what are commonly
known as “Field” tubes, or tubes solid-welded at one end
They are fixed vertically in the crown of the tube chamber, and
hang down to within a short distance of the bottom of the
chamber. The tubes being protected from direct contact with
the fire, are much less liable to burn out than they otherwise
would be. The shell is of the usual type, with the top stayed to
the crown of tube chamber, with long screwed bolts, and there
is a door on one side of the shell in a line with the lower portion
of tube chamber for cleaning. The illustration represents a
reno 9ft. high by 4ft. diameter, having seventy tubes, but for
they are made of larger diameter and not 50
high.
bility, economy of fuel, and moderate cost, are
some of the features claimed for this type of boiler by the
makers, the Grantham Crank and Iron Company, Grantham.
LOCOMOTIVE HISTORY ON THE SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY.
By the courtesy of Mr. W. Adams, M. Inst. C.E., Locomotive
Superintendent of the London and South-Western Railway, we
are enabled to publish this week a two-page engraving illustrating the history of the ctype engine on that line between
1851 and the — tay
riod of thirty-six years. The
contrast between
‘s engine of 1851, weighing
28 tons
10 cwt., sndMr,Adams’ bogie expressesof 1880 and 1883,
is well marked. By far the larger number of locomotives on the
South-Western line has outside cylinders. The ten-wheel
tank engines, —
princi
sais gd in working traffic in and
round London, are well
attention. These are very
powerful engines, with a tractive force of 110 1b. per pound
piston pressure. It is a noteworthy fact that the engine mileage on the South-Western was for many years greater than on
any other line in thekingdom ; and onit were probably tried a
aor number of experiments than on any other in Great
ritain. The late Mr, Beattie used double grates with fire-doors
one above the other, and burned coal in early days with much
success.
He used balanced slide valves and various systems
of water-heating; and many of his devices for securing
brasses and working out details were original and good.
Mr. Adams has to work under different conditions. His traffic
is very heavy, and his engines have complied satisfactorily
with all the demands made on them.
ey are specially
remarkable for their great strength of parts, resulting in a
minimum of repairs.
Untversity CoLLece ENGIngERING Society.—The sixth evening meeting
of this ses ion was held on March 2nd, ProfessorL. F.
Vernon Harcourt in the chair. A paper was read by Mr. R. J.
Durley, Stud. Inst. C.E., on ‘‘Modern Breech- loading Guns.”
After mentioning one or two of the older forms of breec -loading
ratttation of per briefly discussed the reasons leading to the
substitu
for muzzle-loading guns, and for the use of
powd
It described the
carriages and
ed, and to
results duuined ty
bsthe
the
o chief
of ister big
pe’
illustrated
a number of
| Seomnien |followed, in
which several
members of the Society took part,

CONTRACTS

OPEN.—RAILWAY
FERRY
(For description see page 198.)
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trying the qualities of the mortar. Those parts of the buttresses
that are ex
to the action of the pad. having remained in
— condition during the past thirteen years are, I think, satis.
actory proofs that the mortar was good, and that it is not likely
to give way now, after setting for so longatime. Some of our
bridge-builders at home may possibly be able to give this gruel
mortar a fair trial, in fresh water at least, and eventually decide
upon using such for hydraulic works,
W. Mesine,
Canton, China, January 22nd.

was secured to the short arm of an intermediate lever D, the
longer arm of which was connected
by a chain and shackle to the
heavy weighing beam scales of 40,000]b, capacity. This weight
beam was suspended from the foundry crane so that it could be
raised and lowered. The arms of the intermediate lever D were
of effective lengths of 9ft. and 3ft. respectively. Steel plates were
fitted on the levers for the knife edges of the shack'ing bolts.
The fulcrum of the intermediate lever D was formed by a cast iron
cross-head with steel knife edge and two wrought iron bolts
shackled to an anchorage weight of 50 tons sunk beneath the
floor. By shifting the weight on scale beam, hoisting or lowering
AN EXTRAORDINARY ENGINE TRIAL,
as the case may be, any required load is applied to the ends of
Sir,—Under the above heading you refer in your issue of Dec
the levers to obtain the torsional movement required. As means could
not be provided for maintaining the horizontality of the intermediate 10th with some severity to a certain most unfortunate experiment
lever D, the movement of the latter is divided evenly above and tried in Melbourne some time since. As my name appears with
below the horizontal line, thus reducing the change of leverage toa some prominence in your article, and as I have some regard for my
minimum. For this purpose the lever is placed in an inclined own reputation, as well as for that of our Agricultural Society, T
position at the commencement of the test, and the change of lever- would beg a little of your space. Some months before the trial
age due to this cause at the initial and final loads is to be measured the Society requested me to act as judge in this matter. I declined
and allowed for in the computation of the results. The movement expecting that business would call me to a distant part of Australia
of the arm fixed to the shaft is so small relatively to its length, about that time. As the date approached, I found that after all |
that account need not be taken of it, provided that the movement should be in Melbourne, and arranged to be present at the trial
conduct
ding to the
is properly divided above and below the horizontal line. The which I expected would have been
amount of torsion is measured by two sight bars, each about 6ft. system adopted by the Royal Agricultural Society of England, and
long, which are firmly clamped, one on each end of the shaft, frequently referred to in your pases. Lhad at the outset offered
close to the couplings. One of the sight bars carries at its extremity to lend any apparatus I might have, and had handed over to Mr,
an arc having a scale minutely sub-divided. The other bar carries Lewis a Richards’ indicator, in perfect order and provided with
a sight tube with lenses and cross lines in order to accurately read various springs suited for all pressures up to 200Ib. per square
off the relative motion of the two sight bars. Before the load is inch. This I wish specially to mention, as er article would lead
aa mgto the levers, an equal strain is brought on the anchoring to the inference that I had indirectly contributed to the result by
chains, by adjusting the nuts on the eye bolts of the intermediate supplying bad apparatus. About two days before the trial I met
lever, and the weigh beam is accurately balanced. The two sight with a peculiar and painful accident that for a time confined me to
bars are then caretully adjusted, so that the cross of the sight tube my house. But for this I should have been present; I should have
coincides with the zero of the*scale. The weight required to done all in my power to secure a proper test on the lines of the
balance the weigh beam at commencement of test is also recorded. R.A.S.E. tests at Cardiff in 1872—the last test that I have any full
In the case of the shafts of l6in. diameter, the weight on the record of. You will see therefore that I am in no way responsible
scale beam was balanced and run out gradually to 187,600 1b. This for this most unfortunate outcome,
Lest your readers should imagine that this incident affords a
is called the “initial load,” and deflection observed on the sight
bars by this stress is recorded. The initial load is then taken off gauge of the general status ef engineering knowledge amongst us,
and the deflection again measured and recorded. For each sub- et me inform them that proper scientitic engine trials are by no
sequent operation the load on the weigh beam is gradually increased means unknown here, and that years ago I assisted at a trial of a
by 5000 Ib. as long as the deflection increases*by a uniform rate. large condensing engine, in which Donkin’s method of gauging
When the rate of deflection begins to increase, only 2000 Ib. are to the volume and temperature of the overflow from the hot well
be added on the scale beam for each observation, and each increase was fully carried out. The results of such trials as I possess partiof load is to remain on the shaft two minutes before the deflection culars of, give from 31b. to 5 lb. of Australian coal per indicated
is measured. The weight on the scale beam is then reduced each horse-power per hour in various cases, with engines of 50 to 150
time to the ‘‘initial load,” and the amount of deflection again mea- indicated horse-power, the highest result of course being with
sured. Should a sudden increase of deflection be observed the load is good condensing engines, For the credit of the engineering proincreased very gradually, and more frequent observations are re- fession, as well as for my own sake, I would desire that your
corded. Each record of the shafts, as tested, gives the exact location readers should not imagine that the experiment alluded to affords
of the bearings, lirewise the distance between the sight bars, and the any gauge of the state of engineering knowledge in Victoria,
W. C. Kervyor,
exact length of the radius of the scale from the centre of the shaft.
President Victoria Engineers’ Association.
The angle of torsion, expressed in length of are to radius 1, accordProfessor of Engineering, Melbourne University.
to Rankine, is where M = length of shaftin inches, d = diameter
Melbourne, February 2nd.
of shaft in inches, c = coefficient of transverse elasticity—for steel
10,000,000 and 12,000,000 inch pounds. Assuming 10,000,000 inch
— as the coefficient, the extremity of an arm 10ft. long on a
CONDENSATION IN STEAM CYLINDERS,
Oft. length of shaft would move through a distance of 1-97in. with
should like to say something on the statements made by
a torsional moment of 733,000 foot pounds. If the rate of detlec- Mr.Sin,—I
Bodmer
in your last impression, but I fear I misunderstand
tion is greatly less, it will indicate excessive hardness of material. him, and to avoid
controversy I must ask him one 6r two
If the deflection is greatly in excess of this moment, it will indicate questions, with your useless
leave. Quoting Rankine, he says, when steam
weakness due to flaws, as the material is known to be not very
in driving a piston and gets no heat from without, a
soft. The deflection should increase at a regular rate with loads expands
is liquefied. Does Mr. Bodmer mean to say that liquefacapplied ;a sudden increase of deflection would indicate that the portion
will take place whether work is done during expansion or is
limit of elasticity had been passed. The fracture illustrated tion
not
done!
As far as I can gather, he seems to hold that liquefacoccured without any warning, the material giving way with a loud tion is a result
of expansion only. This certainly is not what Ranreport.
kine’s words imply, Games he says “‘in all cases which can occur
In
a
future
issue
we
will
give
our
readers
a
tabulated
statement
but the cost of repairs would have been greater than all expended of the records relating to these tests, and detail the deflections as in practice.” It is impossible for a case to occur in practice in
in these tests.
e incident shows that these tests should be
which steam expands without doing work. I may add, indeed,
extended so as to ascertain the ultimate strength of the shafting, observed with the increase of load.— Mechanical Engineer,
that I do not know how steam can be made to expand under any
and a careful analysis made of the material. The proof strain to
circumstances without doing work. If Mr. Bodmer will point out
which this shaft was to be subjected was 733,000 foot-pounds, and
the way, I shall be much obliged to him.
it is a singular fact that when this official test was first applied it
Why does not Mr. Bodmer calculate from Zeuner's formule a
LETTERS
TO
THE
EDITOR.
was in every respect satisfactory, but when coupled to another
curve
showing the alternate condensation and re-evaporation and
[We do not hold ourselves responsible
for the opinions of our
shaft for convenience of test, it broke with a loud report at
re-condensation, of which he speaks! The diagrams contained in
Correspondents.
|
about 487,600 foot-pounds. The point of breakage was about
his last letter contain nothing bearing on the point.
xX.
24ft. from the application of the load, which was gradually
London, March 7th.
GRUEL MORTAR,
applied in weights of 5000]b. Great care was observed in
applying them at stated intervals without unnecessary jars. The
Sir,—I have lately seen several accounts of the use of cement
SLIDE VALVE FRICTION,
spears of the fracture of the broken shaft was crystalline, mixed with sugar for hydraulic purposes. It may not be out of
Sir, --The stereotype phrase of there being “‘ nothing new under
about the 50 square inches that held it together at the time of the = therefore for me to relate my experiences in the use of
test; the remainder presenting the same characteristic, but was ime mortar for the building of piers and other works exposed to the sun” obtains with Mr. Terry, of Whitehall, regarding what
he considers novel in the way of hydraulic
dy
ters for
dark, as if previously fractu
The thrust shafts for both the the scouring action of a roaring mountain torrent.
friction of slide valves, I used.the self-same arrangement
Atlanta and Boston were made from the same ingot, but whether
In 1873 I received instructions to consider the possibility of testing
he
lays
claim
to
so
far
back
as
1870
in
the
United
States,
but
really
tis defective one was from the upper or lower end does not appear throwing a useful bridge across the Chung-An River, at Chung-Ancall to mind the original designer, and am inclined to
of positive record.
Stu, Kueichou Province. I was told that several bridges had cannot
believe
it
was
Charles
T.
Porter.
The original physical tests made at manufactory showed as already been built there, but they had been carried away by the
intimation might not, however, be sufficiently conclusive for
folllows :—
.
current after a year or two's service only. On examination I found Mr.ThisTerry,
if he will take the trouble to refer to the Scientijic
Ultimate tensile strength in Sin. specimen .. .. .. 87,368Ib.
that there was an
lient foundation for buttresses on both American ofbutJune
2nd, 1877, page 340, he will see his supposed
Final elongation in per centum of original length of Sin. _18°30 per cent. shores, the river flowing through a rocky channel just at that place. invention
illustrated
and described. The contribution is by John
Area of fracture of test piece in per centum of original
I therefore came to the conclusion that the failure of the former C, Dean, of Indianapolis,
Indiana, U.S.
y, WALKER,
area ..
is oh
56°00
per cent. bridges
might
be
due
to
the
bad
quality
of
the
mortar
used,
so
I
Elastic limit in pounds per square inch .. .. .. .. 46°300 per cent, sent in an estimate for the building of the bridge, using foreign
Smethwick, March 7th.
Appearance of fracture.—Fibrous crystalline—material ductile.
a elongations were regular for equal loads, applied up to point of cement for the masonry. General Chou Tawu, who had volunailure.
teered to defray the expenses of building the bridge, as well as
RAILWAY ROLLING STOCK.
The analysis of the test piece showed, carbon 0°38, manganese 0°82.
for the material, feared that the cost of cement would be too
Sir,—For some years now the various railway rolling stock
It is to be borne in mind that these results were obtained from great if imported from abroad, and it would also cause a delay of companies have been cutting each other's throats, and taking
Sin. test pieces, and in addition to the above, test pieces were bent twelve months at least before the work could be commenced, so he ook any price for the sake of keeping their men together.
cold, quenched, &c., before the acceptance of the shafts by the advised me to do the best I could with the material at hand—that They have been making no profits, and in some cases have been
is, material procurable in the province. I said that I could do losing money, and the railway companies and others have been
Inspector of the Advisory Board.
In order to make the requisite test it became necessary to very well with all native material excepting mortar, and thatI having their stock made for 10 to 20 per cent. less than they could
improvise a machine. This was accomplished by resting the shaft thought could not stand long in water, and the bridge must give build for themselves, Is it not time that this should cease and
A in two ordinary pillow blocks, secured to heavy timber founda- way before long. I was then recommended to use rice that things should once again be put on an equitable footing!
tions strongly bolted together. These ‘bearings were placed as gruel for mixture with the lime, and after a few minutes’ There
is now plenty of work for everybody, both already given
near as convenient to each end of the shaft, ond a central one was consideration I decided to try it, and made a model of the bri
come. Several of the big railway shops are well sup; outliedandwithto orders
used when shaft exceeded 26ft. in length. Cast iron pedestal that night. Four days afterwards the bridge was commenced
for carriages and wagons, and now is the time
plates, B, were placed between the pillow blocks and the wooden masons and blacksmiths were brought from all parts of the country ‘or the managers to put their heads together, and say, We
do work as quickly as possible whilst the water was low. Lime will once more be paid for our skill and industry.
foundations.
o cast iron arms, C, of 10ft. effective length were to
was slacked with gruel—made by boiling a very glutinous rice,
March 8th,
GENERAL EXPENSES AND PROFIT.
called Vo mi‘, in river water, and reducing the whole to the consistency of ordinary
mol
or thereabouts. Fine
vel was
then added in proportion of one of gravel to nine of lime; then
BURTON-ON-TRENT SEWAGE ENGINES.
mixed up into passably stiff mortar, and used in the ordi
way.
Sir,—We notice Mr. Walker's letter in your last issue. After
By the time the buttresses were built, the chains for the bridge
the
main
design
of the Burton engines
been settled, and
were ready, and they were laid without delay. Ten chains were
by Mr. Mansergh, we engaged Mr. Walker as our chief
stretched across and anchored to the rocks on both sides; eight approved
draughtsman,
In
that
capacity
he
made,
under
our idance, the
of the chains serving for the roadway, and two—one oh each side— greater part of the requisite detail drawings, as we
expect
for guards; planks were then laid across and tied down to the any chief draughtsman to do. He did this work to should
chains, and the traffic over the bri
commenced within four tion, and after labving us we gave him a testimonial toourhelpsatisfacto
months from the starting of the w
the water rising at the secure a situation for which he was applying, and in which a him
knowsame time and acting upon the masonry. The position of the it of similar machinery was n
GIMSON AND Go.
bridge, being on the highway from Peking, through Knei-Chou
ine Works, Leicester, March 8th.
Province, to Yun-nan, has a continuous
c over it all the year
round ;thousands of on mules going over it as carelessly as if it
was a solid masonry bridge, the oscillations being
ter when a
STEEL.—On the 21st and 22nd of February Mr. Ewing Matheson,
few persons are on it than when a great many mules are
M. Inst. C.E., delivered two lectures to the officers of the Royal
at the same time.
Engineering, Chatham. The
My model was made for a span of 190ft., each chain ——e 210ft. Engineers at the School of Military
long, but it was finally decided to reduce the span by building the first lecture was on the modern methods of making steel, particubuttresss a little further into the bed of the stream, so as to have larly in reference to the Bessemer open-hearth, and basic systems,
the modes of
a better foundation. I have not seen the bridge for years, but a the differences between steel and puddled iron, and
i characteristics
friend of mine who crossed it last spring says that it is in excellent testing. The second lecture described the
purposes,
condition, with the exception of a few stones just under beyte x 4 of stecl, the wide range ofi available for differentwheel
tires
hes, as exemplified by the kind of steel used for rails,
secured to the ends of the shaft, one on each coupling, by well which have worked loose at a place that the current never
fitted bolts and cross key in the regular bolt holes, and key seat of so that the looseness of the stones cannot be ascribed to the action bridges, ships, axles, and eee the papper cage’ 7 os at
in
)
using
0
precautions
to
the
bridges,
the cogpli
$san iron coupling was made for the screw end of of the current on unsuitable mortar, The fact is, the chains were
deterioration by rust. , Tis Ieotured werethi first, of a
¥
er shaft.
a
as
3
wee stretched Wer the buttresses beforé the mortar hail had tim’, to dpldtna
properly, and th ittion 6f the chains in being stretched prd- setics #5 be piven durin the spring oy the différont engineers and
One ot the arms C was stationary, being securely again td set
tht grountl by htavy weights of about 40 tons, The other arm C bably disturbed them, sd that they never had a fair chance of scientists oh a variety of subjects,

TESTS OF STEEL SHAFTING.
WE have watched with more than rey |interest the progress
of the tests now being conducted at the New York Navy Yard,
upon the steel shafts originally designed for the new U.S. cruisers
building under the direction of the Naval Advisory Board. These
tests were authorised by the Navy Department solely to ascertain
if the views entertained in substituting iron for the steel shafts
were based upon sound reasons. It is to be hoped that after the
present official tests are completed, that some of the sound shafts
may be broken, so as to obtain reliable data of the ultimate strength
of
e steel forgi
and also that a careful chemical analysis
may be made of allthatprove defective.
In the Mechanical Engineer for August 21st, 1886, vol. xii., No. 4,
39, we give to our readers a full description of the manufacture of steel shafts, from the ingot to the turning lathe, and we
are somewhat surprised to observe the complete failure of so large
a shaft as that of the Boston at so low a stress. That there was
any error in the dimensions or design of this shaft will not be for
one moment entertained by our readers, on referring to our issue
of May 29th, 1886, vol. xi., No. 11, page 126, where the relative
strength of these shafts, solid and a. is considered. Nor is
there any doubt but that shafting of this size can be made in this
country; but the breakage of the Dolphin’s main shaft, and subsequent defects discovered in her thrust shaft, raised reasonable
doubts in the mind of the Advisory Board regarding the other
shafts of similar manufacture. Extended
physical tests failed to
convince the Board of their reliability,
while there was not
sufficient information to justly condemn them, yet. the risk of
acceptance was too great to be assumed, unless they could be
actually submitted to a twisting stress sufficient to prove them.
This course involved so great a loss of time that the Navy Department authorised the substitution of iron shafting, and ordered a
test of the steel shafts, the loss of all failing to pass the prescribed
tests falling on the contractor, and those coming up to the
standard to be accepted as duplicat
The
t of proof
strain agreed upon was that the steel shafting should be subjected
to a twisting stress equivalent to about 2°] times the mean twist
of oe engines at —
me "
is
=
is engraving fairly presents the breakage of the 16in. stee!
shaft of the Boston. It is well that it did not occur in the thrust
bearing while at sea. The danger is fully understood by engineers
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Swan Garden Works, Wolverhampton, of Messrs. J. Lysaght and power of electricity, not only for lighting, but for the purposes of
doing work prove hecollieries whee could now only be accomCo., are in
lar operation on galvanising sheets.
.
Orders in the galvanised sheet trade are not over abundant, and plished by steam and compressed air.
An important question of contract in the iron trade was decided
the revival which some time ago a
has hardly been maintained. The Australian demand keeps much quieter than had in the Birmingham County Court on Wednesday. In an action
inst a Birmingham
been anticipated, and orders from India are militated against by brought by a Walsall firm of ironmasters
the excessively low prices attached and by the low rate of exchange. steel consumer for breach of contract, His Honour decided that
From South America and South Africa, however, some good lines the term “delivery as required” in the contract meant delivery
are being received, and the seismic disturbances on the Riviera are within a reasonable time. Considering the size of the order—only
that four months was ample
resulting in inquiries for immediate supplies to repair the ruin a small one—His Honour contended
time to allow for acceptance. The
had declined to take
which has been occasioned.
Most of the galvanising firms are moderately well engaged, and the concluding deliveries after a period of something like fifteen
some are very busy, but the call for roofing work is decidedly months, and the Judge gave a verdict for the plaintiffs with
quiet, and prices of such work have been cut up seriously, Prices damages and costs.
of galvanised sheets vary from £10 2s, 6d. to £10 10s., according
to quality delivered Liverpool in bundles of 24 gauge.
The extent of new business doing in manufactured iron is, as
regards unmarked bars, hoops, and strips, very moderate. Buyers
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
are not prepared to enter the market with rates, as now, against
them. Hest bars are without change at £7, and second qualities at
(From our own Correspondent.)
£6, while common bars are £5 to £5 5s.; hoops, £5 10s.; and hinge
Munchester.--Everything is quite at a lull in the iron trade of
strip, £6.
Plate makers report continued inactivity in demand, and sharp this district, and the past week has brought forward little or no
competition from Lancashire, North Staffordshire,and other dis- business of any weight either in common pig iron, hematites, or
tricts. Tank plates are £6 10s., and boiler plates £7 10s. to finished iron. There seems to be a general waiting for the end of
the quarter, and for the remainder of the present month little
£8 10s. easy.
Makers of small sizes of bars, both rounds and squares, are more than a very dull market can apparently be looked forward to.
firmly demanding the recent advanced ‘‘ extras,” and they have One of the most serious problems in prospect is how manufactured
met with more success than attaches to the efforts of makers of ironmakers, when they have to renew their contracts, are to meet
ordinary sizes when attempting to get the 10s. advance declared in the present position of the market. Makers of finished iron, except
Birmingham. The small sizes which are most readily commanding in sheets, have been able to establish but very little real advance
the advance are gin. and gin., upon which an extra 10s, a ton is upon the low rates which were ruling some time back, whilst the
raw material, although during the last few weeks there has been
being obtained.
The condition of the pig iron market in Birmingham to-day some retrocession in price, still stands in advance altogether out of
(Thursday) was not such as to inspire confidence among holders, yet proportion to any increased price which has been obtainable on
there was an absence of any tendency to act hastily and part with manufactured goods. Finished iron makers are placed in this
iron on terms much redu
The direction of the market is unmis- position, that on the present basis of pig iron prices, and
takeably downwards, sympathising as it does with Scotland and the prices ruling in the market for their manufactured
Cleveland. Derbyshire and Northampton pigs are weaker by 2s. goods, they can only keep their works going at a very
per ton compared with former maximum rates, and to-day’s serious loss, In the event of their not being able to get
rices, compared with those of January of last year, are better by either better prices for finished iron, or being able to place con— 2s. per ton. At that time Northamptons were 38s. delivered tracts for pig iron at much lower prices than makers are now askhere ; Derbyshires, 39s. to 40s. ; while Lincolnshires were 41s. to ing, the only alternative would seem to be the closing of works,
42s. This week: Northamptons are 38s, 6d. to 40s. easy ; Derby- and the solution of this problem is being anxiously looked forward
to in the market. Some people look upon ped geen depression
shires, 40s, to 42s. ; and Lincolns, 42s, easy.
d trade
ing forward
Hematites are likewise scarcely so strong as lately, though as only temporary, and talk of an i
rices are still 4s. 6d. to 5s. per ton better than early in 1886. as soon as the market can again steady itself. The present unematites, which at the former date were quoted at 53s. to 54s., settled condition of the market and the disturbed prospects abroad
are to-day quoted 57s, 6d. to 60s., delivered here from the West are no doubt tending to keep in suspense a considerable weight of
business which sooner or later will have to be given out, but the
coast.
Native pigs are changing hands in only small quantities at the indications are stil wanting of any real improvement in the conmoment, but deliveries are going away well from the furnaces, dition of trade generally, and the reaction which has taken place
and there is not much variation in prices, The furnaces now rllomagupon the cessation of per, Bd America only contirms
blowing number in South Staffordshire 32, in North Staffordshire what I long since pointed out in my ‘“ Notes,” that in the improve18, Shropshire 6, Derby, Notts, and Leicester 24, and Northampton ment which so suddenly manifested itself with the close of last
ear there was the serious element of weakness that it was not
15, and Lincoln 13.
ing backed up by any materially increased activity in the ironIt is gratifying that the branches of the iron trade with which
this district is most intimately associated show generally a better using branches of industry in this country.
There was about the usual average attend
in the Manchest
tone as compared with last year. According to the Government
returns issued this week, there has been a steady advance in the iron market on Tuesday, but — very little actual business doing.
Nominally quoted prices for local and district brands of pig iron
iron trade, the exports during February amounting to 275,277 were
without change from last week, some certain makers asking
tons, an increase of 48,882 tons, or 21? per cent.; and the value
£1,660,984, an increase of £49,802, or just over 3 per cent, This 39s. 6d. to 40s. 6d., less 2}, and one or two of the district brands
being
quoted at 39s. to 40s. , less 25, for forge and foundry qualities
shows that while the quantity exported largely increased, the
delivered equal to Manchester, but these figures are altogether out
price has not materially altered.
of
the
market, as there are makers of Lincolnshire iron
to
In pig and puddled iron there was an increase of £49,897, or 41 per
cent.; in telegraphic wire, £24,351, or 128 per cent.; in cast and accept Is. to 1s, 6d. per ton under the above prices, and even then
they
find
themselves
undersold
by
second-hand
parcels.
Actual
wrought, £4407.
On the other hand, there were decreases of £11,530, or about selling prices are scarcely governed by the nominal list rates, as
10 per cent., in bar and angle iron ; of £101,197, or 32 per cent., where there is actual business to be done makers are open to enterin railroad iron; of £8942, or 4 per cent., in hoops and steels. tain offers, but except occasional small sales of foundry qualities
The United States has taken a largely increased quantity of rail- there is really little or nothing doing. In outside brands there
road iron, and with other countries the poe a
been fairly have been some transactions in Middlesbrough foundry, where
sellers have been willing to give way upon the prices that makers
maintained.
have recently been asking, and good named brands have been sold
The following are the figures relating to values:—
on the basis of 44s. to 44s, 4d., net cash, delivered equal to ManMonth of February.
Two Months
chester.
1886,
1887.
1886,
1887
Hematite makers still hold on to about 58s. 6d., less 24, as their
Iron.
£
£
3
£
quoted price for No. 3 foundry, delivered into the Manchester
Pig and puddled .. 120,284 . 170,681 ., 255,287
320,058
district, but they are not booking orders at this figure, and secondee, ena, ce. «. - 109,563. .. 98,083 . 242,779
201,572
hand parcels could be bought readily at about 57s., less 24,
Rail
ve ae ee 810,870. 209,673 |. 566,042
501,64
aay
<a
8
97,644
83,848
delivered here.
Telegraphic ditto.
19,286 . 44,187
$7,909
58,579
In manufactured iron, except that sheet makers are kept busy,
Cast and wrought .. 277,560 . 281,967
616,018
646,269
business continues extremely slow, and with makers mostly very
Hoops, sheets, &c. .. 212,280 . 203,338
447,418
446,258
much
in want of specifications to keep them going, low prices ars
Oldiron
. .. . 30,840 . 96,919 . 45,870
164,587
taken to secure prompt orders, Sheets are firm at about £6 10s.
Steel, unwrought .. 76,800
207,960 .. 149,883
344,244
to £7 per ton, delivered into the Manchester district, but bars do
Hardware
and cutlery 213,494 .. 193,496 .. 445,901
442,855
Machinery .. . .. 464,362 .. 530,323 . 950,880
1,111,251
not average more than £5, and hoops can be got at £5 5s. to
Steam-engines .. .. 164,328 .. 258,844 .. 346,669
466,905
£5 7s. 6d. per ton delivered.
Tin-plates ..
.. 404,886 .. 319,932 .. 742,853
595,847
In the condition of the engineering trades there is no very
The ironworkers of South Staffordshire are entering with much material change to notice; the absence of any real weight of new
spirit into the proposed National Conference at Manchester, work coming forward is still the general La, ey and the keen
believing that their position will be much improved by co-operation competition for any orders that are to be got keeps prices down so
=. ae ranee:a other districts,
excessively low that in the majority of cases they are anything but
e Belgian girder competition question is up again. Enlargin, remunerative.
one of the Board Schools at Wolverhampton, The builder is pee
In the branches of industry largely dependent upon the engiiron girders to carry the floor and the roof such as have been neering trade, such as iron and brass founders, nut and bolt
specified by the architect. Upon inquiry I learn that the iron is makers, &c., extreme slackness continues the general report.
of Belgian manufacture, being supplied through a Birmingham
A specially designed planing machine of large size, with double
firm of bridge and roofing makers. Why they should have gone screw, and arranged to work either as one combined machine or as
to Belgium rather than to the North of England is not yet clear. two separate tools, has just been completed by Messrs. HetheringTHE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES Probably it may turn out that Middlesbrough makers were unable ton and Co., of Manchester, for one of the Government dockyards.
supply as promptly as the Belgians, and the matter was one of This twin machine is constructed to plane 15ft. long by 12ft. 6in.
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND to
urgency. Some thirteen tons of Belgian girder work are being put wide and 8ft. high. Three tool boxes are carried on the cross slide
OTHER DISTRICTS.
in, seventeen of the rolled girders for carrying the floor being of rest, and one on the face of each standard. The table is built in
22ft. to 24ft. lengths and of 16in. by 6in. size, while the thirty-two two separate pieces, each about 6ft. wide, which can be traversed
(From our own Correspondent.)
rolled joists for carrying the roof vary from 5ft. to 9ft. long, and independently or in combination, as required, and the tool boxes
A FEATUREof trade exists this week which should do something are
about 5in. by 2in. size. It would not appear
that there is any on the slide rest, which are all self-acting and each independent
towards giving manufactured ironmasters a firmer position. This difficulty
in the way of home makers relling + soasizes, nor is it at one of the other, can be worked either wholly or partly in connecis the notice which the ironworkers have handed in for a reconsidera- — thought
that
there
would
be
much
difference
between the tion with either table, or in combination with both tables, and can
tion of the wages question. No definite amount of advance is yet
English prices, Some other explanation must pro- be controlled from either side of the machine, according to the
mentioned by the operatives, but it is expected to be 10 per cent. bablyianbe and
sought.
necessities of the work in hand. The tables are traversed by steel
The ironworkers base their claim upon the 10s. advance on
Some valuable contracts are about to be placed on the market screws and steel bevel wheels geared up to a cross-shaft at the end
common finished iron recently declared. Inasmuch, however, as it by the Indian railways. Plate girders of 20ft. and 40ft. spans, of the bed. In the centre of this cross-shaft there is a coupling,
is notorious that the advance is not being obtained, it is fish — fish bolts, and spikes are required by the State Rail- by means of which the two halves of the
may be
ted
difficult to see how the men can genuinely support their ways; and the Bengal and North-Western Railway Company are or disconnected as required. Belt pulleys hineare provided
on each
notice, and the market generally looks upon it this week inviting tenders for the supply of landing stages, pontoon bridges, side of the machine, arranged with double strap bars and tappet
more as a set-off to the action of the employers in attempting to and approach girders. Iron work, including wheels and axles, is motion, by means of which the belts have only to travel their
secure a revision of the extras now paid in the mills and forges. likewise required by the Southern Mahratta Company.
own width, thus saving wear on the pulleys. The nuts
The prices which prevail now com
with those at the time of
iron pipe founders are endeavouring to secure the on the driving screw are of gun metal, made in_ halves,
the last revision in wages, namely, in January last year, when contract1 cast
for 5000 yards of mains required by the Havent sanitary
each of the screws formed into a thrust bearing,
puddting was fixed at 6s. 9d. per ton, show a reduction in bars of authority; while some Tipton and James Bridge firms are under- with
having eight collars, and one end made in the form of a loose
about Pg: ton, while hoops, on the contrary, are better by stood to be tendering for
supply of a water tower required in sleeve for taking up wear. When the machine is working as two
from 2s, 6d. to 5s. per ton.
mmon bars at the earlier riod connection with the Liverpool Corporation Waterworks.
distinct tools, there are tumblers and stops with independent
were quoted £5 10s. down to £5; and hoops £5 5s. to
Re6d.
It is stated that if the gondition of the Cradley Heath chain- action on each side of the machine, but when working as a comfor common, and £5 15s, to £6 for superior qualities. £5 Sheets,
makers does not ——e the whole of the trade will have to be bined machine the two sets of tumblers and stops are connected,
singles, have fallen 5s. Wo ton, but doubles and lattens hardly called out again.
@ poverty among them is increasing daily, and with the stopping and starting motion can be controlled from
2s. 6d. per ton. Marked bars have fallen in the interval 10s. per and the position of those in’ work is said to be rendered precarious either side of the machine as desired. All the controlling motions
n.
by
the
continued
practice
among some of the employers of the of the machine are in fact in duplicate, and when it is being
The activity in the sheet trade is fairly maintained,
the mills truek system.
worked as a combined machine they are so connected that the
mostly keep well océeupied. The current supply isandwithin
the
_A
proposition
to
hold
an
Exhibition
at Hanley next year illustra- machine can be controlled entirely from either side, or one set of
demand, and preparations are in hand for re-starting some
tive of local products, and of the appliances used in connection tools can be in the charge of a workman on one side and the other
works which, through one cause or another, have of late beensheet
put with them, has received
the assent of the townspeople, who have
in the rem of a workman on the opposite side of the
= aoe hag coma m_ aoa ‘cy Pao Sheets of pcinted a representative committee to carry the decision into set
machine. Attached to the stop stay, between the uprights, is a
re are
£6;
u
's. 6d. to
3 and 2
etfec
bracket,
carrying an arrangement for raising or lowering the cross£7 5s to £7 78, 64. porton’
in
tie
At the twentieth annual meeting of the South Staffordshire and slide, which is worked by a chain from the side of the machine,
The hrubbery Iron and Steel C\
Wolverhampton, finding East Worcestershire InstityteofMining Engineers, held at Dudley, the power being transmitted by a cross-shaft; worm gearing; and
the Ae tind for galvanisiny? ‘sheets pany,
larger than it can fill, bas on Monday, Mr. ©. H. Treglowa—Messrs. Tangye’s—twas elected screws. The dimetisioris of the machine, which coniplete weighs
; ee bn the liying down 6f tw6 Additiotial mills:but they Will
for the énsiiing yea). In his address, he trusted that he about 55 tong, A¥e as follows ‘~Letigth of table inside the dishes,
ni
réady for'a couple of months or so get. The extensive sholilddent
see thd time when advantage would be taken of thé great 15ft. ; width of the combined tables 12ft. Gif. } length of bed,

AMERICAN ENGINEERING NEWS.
(From a Correspondent. )
Soda motor.—A new form of locomotive, one caustic soda for
the production of steam, has been invented at Minneapolis, Minn.
A compound water and soda boiler is used, having a soda compartment and a water compartment, the latter having diagonal tubes
connecting with horizontal water flues in the soda chamber, The
process provides for the generation of steam by heat from the soda,
the superheating of the steam and using it in the ordinary manner,
and the turning of the superheated exhanst steam into the soda
chamber to prolong the period of its activity. The steam is drawn
from the dome, led by a pipe through the steam space over the
fire-box, and
back through a pipe in the fire-box and in the
soda chamber to the cylinders. The exhaust is discharged into the
usual breeches pipe and nozzle, but below the nozzle is a valve and
a small branch pipe leading down to the bottom of the soda
chamber, so that the superheated exhaust can thoroughly permeate
the soda. The soda motors which were built to operate the suburban trains within the city limit—steam motors having been prohibited—were far from satisfactory, though it is reported that
improvements are now being made. The above motor has probably
been designed as an improvement.
Logging vailroads.—The
following is a list of the logging railroads
in the lumber regions of the United States:—Alabama, 146 miles;
Arkansas, 104; California, 144; Florida, 176; Georgia, 225; Kentucky, 44; Louisiana, 35; Maryland, 13; Michigan, 278; Minnesota,
3; ississippi, 65; Missouri, 31; Nevada, 8; New Hampshire, 10;
North Carolina, 117 ; Ohio, 18; Oregon, 7; Pennsylvania, 166; South
Carolina, 170; Tennessee, 51; Texas, 153; Utah, 2; Vermont, 4;
Virginia, 50; Washington Territory, 100; West Virginia, 22; Wisconsin, 56. Total, 2268 miles.
Kentucky coal for England. —The Breckenridge Coal Co., of
Cloverport, Ky., has sent to Liverpool a shipment of 2000 tons of
Breckenridge cannel to be used as a gas enricher by the Liverpool
Gas Light Co. This cannel is one of the best gas enrichers, and is
widely used in this country ; if it fulfils the claims made for it there
will be a considerable market opened for it abroad in competition
with Australian shale and the best gas cannels,
Improvement companies in the South.—The resources and capabilities of the South are being developed and operated to a favourable
extent, and a considerable proportion of the practical development
is done by companies incorporated as land and improvement
companies. These companies purchase land, establish towns, mill
sites, mining properties, steel and iron works, &c.; build railroads,
wharves, &c., and deal generally in land and mineral property.
The Selma Land and Improvement Co., of Selma, Ala., has a capital
stock of 3,000,000 dols., owns 3000 acres of valuable suburban and
city property, and about 12,000 acres of rich mineral lands near the
city; also a large hotel, warehouse, river frontage and other
property. The company will build a railroad to the coal, iron, and
marble districts of the Calaba valley, will erect iron furnaces, steel
jant and a rolling mill, and operate a line of steamers and barges
|omen Selma and Mobile.
A consolidated narrow gauge railroad system.—There are in the
West several large narrow gauge railroad systems, and a project,
headed by Mr. W. J. Palmer, President of the Mexican National
Railroad Co., and interested in many other railroads, is now on foot
looking to the consolidation of these systems and the construction
of new lines to connect them into one comprehensive system. The
principal existing systems which are interested in this consolidation,
and which control minor lines, are the Denver and Rio Grande
Railroad, the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad, the South
Pacific Coast Railroad, the Texas, Santa Fé, and Northern Railroad,
and the Mexican National Railroad. There would be a uniform
gauge of 3ft. The Mexican National Railroad Co. has recently
heen reorganised with a view to its Colorado extensions, and Mr.
Palmer is now in England to perfect financial arrangements for the
construction of the necessary links. The principal extensions will
be a line 800 miles long from the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad
in Utah—near the Green river crossing—to the South Pacific Coast
Railroad at Santa Cruz, Cal., which will give a route to San Francisco; the Texas, Santa Fé, and Northern Railroad will be run
south through New Mexico to El Paso, Tex., and the Mexican
National Railroad will be built north from Laredo, on the Texas
state line, to El Paso, thus forming a continuous line northward
through Mexico and the United States. The 3ft. gauge roads in
the Western States have proved themselves practicable and economical, and the forming of a grand and comprehensive system of
a uniform gauge cannot but be of immense advantage to the Pacific
States and Mexico.
Naphtha gas locomoticve.—On the Brighton Beach Railroad,
running from Brooklyn, N.Y., experiments have recently been
made with a street car, or tramcar, operated by naphtha gas.
About 15 gallons of naphtha are carried on the roof of the car, and
the gas-generating ge is situated on the front platform, its
weight being balan:
by the exhaust machinery at the other end.
The car has attained a speed of eight miles per hour, but the inventors, Connolly Brothers, of New York City, manufacturers of
gas governors, intend to do better than this. The 15 gallons will last
a day, and naphtha can be purchased as low as 7 cents per gallon;
making a total of 1°05 dols, per day exclusive of wages. The
naphtha would take the place of from four to six horses, worth
about 1000 dols., and costing about 20 dols, per week for maintenance,
_ Nicaragua Canal.—On February 21st the Senate passed the bill
incorporating the Nicaragua Canal Company by a vote of 38 to 5,
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23ft. Yin. by 10ft. 6in.; and depth, 18in. ; height of standards, time last year. Pigs are being sent into the warrant stores at the
12ft. Sin. ; breadth at
7ft. 3in.; length of cross-slide, rateof from 400 to 500 tons a day.
Business was done in Scotch warrants in the warrant market on
18ft. Sin. ; width, 2ft. 2in. ; width of V's from slides, 9in. ; and
Monday down to 42s. 104d., afterwards improving a little to
diameter of steel traversing screws, 5in.
Asan illustration of the ingenious applicationof engineering 43s. 14d. On Tuesday transactions occurred up to 48s. 4d., and
oy, get ge domestic appliances, 1 may mention that Mr. back to 43s, Okd. cash. On Wednesday transactions occurred at
ohn J. Royle, of Manchester, has introduced a self-pouring tea- 43s, 34d. to 44s, 44d. cash. To-day—Thursday—the market began
pot, in which the
self-pouring action is
So
ti strong, at 43s.
-, but receded and closed at 43s. 9d. cash.
exercised on the tea fly aes form of lid, forming in Stocks in Connal’s, 848,800 tons.
The current values of makers’ iron are somewhat lower than
reality a cylinder and piston.
is cylinder slides within the bod
of the pot, and on the top is a non-conducting tact banc a epee they were a week ago, as follows :—Gartsherrie, f.o.b, at Glasgow,
ton, No. 1, 50s. 6d.; No. 3, 44s. 6d.; Coltness, 56s, 6d. and
hole through it to act as an air inlet. To pour out the tea the
— is drawn up, allowing the air to enter through the hole in Tes.; Langloan, 53s. and 46s. 6d.; Summerlee, 54s, 6d. and
the knob, then by closing this hole with the finger and pressing 44s. 6d.; Calder, 52s. and 43s. 6d.; Carnbroe, 47s. and 42s.;
down the cylinder the tea is forced out oe
the spout in —
Clyde, 48s. and 43s.; Monkland, 45s. and 41s.; Govan, at Broomieat
tion to the queue ote that has been let into the cylinder, law, 45s, and og gee |= th rae and bape =
Another novelty which Mr. Royle has just brought out is animprove- Grangemouth, 5
. an
-; Glengarnock, at
ment in hose pipe unions, in which the connection is made internally = = 43s.; Eglinton, 45s, and 41s.; Dalmellington, 47s. an
b
instead of externally as in other unions; the hose pipe is forced 4
The makers of Scotch hematite are disposing of all their outthrough a cone-shaped union connection, and then, inside the pi
is screwed an‘expanding ferrule which at once locks it firmly in put—that of seventeen furnaces, making about 300 tons each a
iti
dispensing with all wiring or other fittings outside week—to the local steel makers, none of it coming into the open
market.
the pipe.
The demand for coal continues to quieten down, especially in The steel trade is active as far a regards the operations at the
the best sorts for house-fire consumption, and the lower qualiities works; but there is very little doing in the placing of fresh orders,
are only in moderate demand for steam and forge purposes. although makers do not in all cases quote the full advance in prices,
Engine classes of fuel move off fairly well for mill and chemical Indeed, since the breakdown of quotations in the pig iron market,
manufacturing
but the demand for salt works is it has been apparent to all concerned that the steel prices had been
and;
extremely dull. Callieries are not working more than an average fixed at too high a level compared with those prevailing in
of five days a week, and the better sorts of round coal are plentiful but so far no formal reduction has been made, although each firm
in the market, with a tendency to ease down slightly in price, but is at liberty to make its own terms.
the current quoted rates remain without change, and at the pit- There has been much more business in the coal trade in the
past week.
mouth ave’
9s. for best coals, 7s. 6d.
ds, 6s.
Conferences of employers’ and workmen's delegates, called for
house-fire coals, 5s, 6d. steam and forge coals, 4s. 6d. to 5s, burgy,
the
of considering the present state of the coal trade and
3s. 6d. to 4s. best slack, and 2s. 6d. to 3s. per ton common sorts.
for which the
The shipping trade continues active, but if anything there is the demand of the colliers for an advance of
some falling off, and there is no difficulty in buying steam coal recent strike took place, were held in Glasgow this week. It may
be
recollected
that
the
colliers
returned
to
work
on
the masters
delivered at the high level, Liverpool, or the Garston Docks at 7s.
mising that such conferences would be called within ten days.
per ton, although 6d. above this figure is still being got in some
The first conference was held on Tuesday, and at it were sixteen
cases,
different districts of Lanarkshire, excluding
Barrow.—There is not much change to note this week in the delegates andfrom anthe equal
b
of
ters’ representatives,
state of the hematite pig iron trade of this district. The demand Airdie,
Lord Provost of Glasgow presided, and a lengthy discussion
remains good on American, Colonial, and Continental account, The
took
place,
in
the
course
of
which
it
was
contended
for the masters
and there is reason to believe it will improve; but it is probable
the men ought to work full time—-six, instead of five days a
that on home account the demand will remain quiet, as home con- that
week--as
the
restriction
greatly
increased
the
cost
of working the
sumers have not in any way responded to the improved tone which
The delegates of the men
ed that the only question
has established itself in the demand on foreign account. It is con- collieries.
to
be
discussed
was
that
of
the
demand
of
6d.
per
day
advance of
fidently expected that the inauguration of the
ing season will
and that other matters should not be gone into, The Lord
bring about a good demand on home account; but it is evident wages,
Provost
ruled
that
the
discussion
should
embrace
the
time
of emat
nt that home buyers are slow to give orders. The business
as well as the question of wages. Ultimately, the masters
doing in hematite pig iron is large; but, as a matter of fact, it is ployment
agreed
to
give
the
advance
of
6d.
a
day
provided
the
men
would
being done with P lators 8 and
hants rather than with
to work six days a week, and also take part in negotiations
ducers. Holders of stocks have either been compelled to ot te agree
for
arranging
a
method
of
settling
such
disputes
in
future
by
means
them, or have been somewhat afraid of the future, and have
a sliding scale of payment based upon the variations in prices.
therefore reduced the weight of stock they had in hand; while, of
similar conference of delegates of masters and employés from
on the other hand, makers who have been well employed AAirdrie,
and Bathgate was held on Friday. Other
and fully supplied with orders for four or five months to meetings Slamannan,
will probably be held to hear the decision of the colliers.
come have maintained quotations at 50s. per ton net at makers’
works for mixed parcels of Bessemer iron, and 49s, for No. 3
forge and foundry samples. They hold firmly to these quotations, and the easier tone which has been demonstrated
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
in the market is giving place to a lighter tone, and a
general disposition even on the part of holders to increase prices.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Inquiries from all quarters seem to indicate that a better demand
THE coal trade may be regarded as brisk, and railways are
is springing up, and with this condition of affairs it is easy to
realise that the action of holders will not
prejudice the market so benefitting by it. More than fifty locomotives are kept in steam at
Great Western Railway system, and other railways are
far as prices are concerned,
but willtend to bring makers and Ponty
buyers more nearly in harmony than they are at present. Steel penny busy.
Newport
Swansea showed an increase over late averages in
makers experience a very large demand for rails, blooms, billets
and bars, but they are nearly fully sold forward and cannot under- their exports of last week, but Cardiff was slightly below. Yet,
take any very large contracts for early future delivery. Prices are trade is tolerably sound and prices on the whole firm. Sales have
firmer, at £4 7s. 6d. for heavy sections of rails net at makers’ worksor been effected at 8s. 9d., but a larger quantity at 8s. 6d. Rhondda
f.o.b., and mild billets at £4 2s. 6d. per ton. Shipbuilders have No. 3 is firm at 8s. 6d. and will likely see a higher price. The
not be
booked no new orders, and finished ironworkers are doing but small steam coal trade is getting very busy, and I s'
a little trade. Iron ore is in full and brisk demand, at from 12s. surprised at 5s. being touched again. A good deal is selling at
to 13s. 6d. per ton. Coal and coke are in increasing demand, and 4s. 6d. Coke is in good demand at last week’s quotations. Pitprices are steady. Shipping is well employed, and a brisk season's wood has been cleared off in large quantities, and the old price of
17s. seems to be nearing. Late sales have been at 16s, 6d., and
trade is expected.
stocks are getting small.
I am glad to chronicle this general activity, which is somewhat
shared by the iron and steel trades, thoughon Monday there was
not
much done. Prices offered for rails are not entertained, and as
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
long as blooms, steel sleepers, and steel bars areindemand, makers
(From our own Correspondent.)
pay little heed to rail offers, and keep their works going with other
FuRTHER orders for railway material continue to be received by matters.
As itis, prices remain about £4 best steel. It is fortunate that
Sheffield firms. Messrs, Craven Brothers and Co., Darnail Carriage and Wagon Works, have booked an important order for roll- labour is cheap in the ironworks, a good deal of it is only at a trifle
ing stock
i
—for the Cheshire Lines Committee, to the above 2s. rs diem. Exports, foreign, have been limited this week
value of £20,000. The same firm are engaged on contracts for the so far, and have been confined to a cargo of bars for Smyrna and
Midland, Metropolitan, and Great Northern Railways. For the of iron for Rouen.
Imports of iron ore are on the increase, and the ironworks are
latter they have taken an order for 1000 sets of railway wheels.
Other firms are fully engaged on tires, wheels, springs, &¢., and getting up full stocks.
There is a good deal of fluctuation in the tin-plate trade, and
several establishments have work in hand sufficient to keep them
going for three months. In steel rails no further contracts have prices vary with rumours of the re-starting of old works and probeen placed by the Midland Company, who have now 5000 tons in motions of new companies. Last week little could be had of cokes
course of execution at the Phenix Bessemer Works. Though and Bessemers under 13s. 6d., but this week sales have been
hematites do not appear so firm, rails are gradually stiffening in effected at 13s. 3d. and inferior brands far less, though makers of
best brands hold out for higher ; offers are being made by buyers
value.
The Sheffield Town Council, at a special meeting on Monday, for as low as 12s. 3d. to 12s. 6d., but rarely taken.
Si
are much stiffer, and as much as 14s, is asked and
decided to oppose the Trent Navigation Bill now being pr
in Parliament. It is proposed by the Bill to levy a toll of 6d. per obtained. Close upon 47,000 boxes were shipped from S
last
week,
and
as a good deal of tonnage is expected in, the stocks,
ton on all goods carried on the river Trent between the Pk ad
ting in S
alone to 176,000 boxes, will be reduced.
and Gainsbrough. It was stated befure the Parliamentary Com- now
A
local
merchant
s the outlook of this trade as serious.
mittee of the Sheffield Town Council that such tolls would be
imposed on all goods carried by water from Sheffield to Hull, or Gadlys Works, Aberdare, are to be re-started, and out of the
from Hull to Sheffield, as they passed along the Trent from the thirteen works which have been idle, one by one they are dropping
point where the Stainforth and Keadley Canal enters the river to in. At present make and sale are fairly equal, but with a double
the point where the Trent joins the Humber. At the Town Council make, ‘‘ where are we?” Prices now are up a penny too high, but
meetinga letter was received from the solicitors to the Trent, if forced down a shilling per box this will be ruinous. The local
Burton-on-Trent, and Humber Navigation Company, stating that merchant suggests confining the make again, but this has been
it had been determined not to ask for any special powers with tried. The fact is that the process of weeding out, which has comrespect to the river Trent between Gainsbrough and the outfall of menced, must go on until the weak ones have gone to the wall, and
the river into the Humber, and that the Bill now before Parlia- less capital is embarked in the business.
A small strike has occurred at Cwmavon copper works.
ment will be amended accordingly. The Council held that the
The difference at Treharris Colliery is now nearly adjusted, the
letter was perfectly satisfactory, but in order to see that it was
carried out, it was necessary to present the petition against the men returning on old terms, and I am glad to hear that the
Pentwyn
men, Machen, have followed suit.
Bill. The Trent Navigation Company intend by its Bill to
One or two meetings of colliers have occurred this week with
provide for the improvement and maintenance of the navigation of
reference
to the last 24 per cent. reduction, but results have not
the river Trent from Weldon Ferry, in the counties of Derby and
Leicester, to the river Humber, in the county of Lincoln, and for transpired.
At the annual meeting of the Monmouthshire and South Wales
other purposes,
Coalowners’ Association this week Sir W. T. Lewis was elected
chairman, and Mr. Colquhoun vice-chairman. Three new collieries were added to the list of the Association, which now
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
includes fifty-five collieries, and represents an output close upon
(From our own Correspondent. )
13 million tons annually.
THE pig iron market has been irregular this week. A considerable speculative business has been done in warrants. Scotch
warrants have been sold |wend largely on several days, but the
prices were only slightly depressed in consequence.
lings in
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
Cleveland warrants have been nearly all for the month, the rates
(From our own Correspondent.)
being generally a shade higher.
In the case of Cumberland
warrants, the prices are again somewhat lower. The inquiry for
Now that the favourable results of the elections is known, the
Scotch iron for shipment continues great, and the deliveries are reserve men, after their fourteen days’ exercise with the new
nearly all those of pigs that were ordered a
iderable time ago. repeating arms, have all returned to their work, and the war
The past week’s shipments were 6988 tons, as compared with 6675 scare has somewhat subsided, the iron trade in the West has
in the corresponding week of 1886. Most of the furnaces that begun slowly and gradually to assume a firm tone
in, and if
were put out of blast during the colliers’ strike are now again in buyers, kept back fordtime through alarming causes, do not come
cperaticn, but the cutput is still much smaller than it was at this forward all at once, still a buoyant tendency is visible in all direc-
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tions, and business is oa being taken up at the
t at which
it was left a few w eeks ago. It has already
n decided
to blow in more blast furnaces in the spring or early summer,
provided the war clouds have by that time disappeared, and, in
spite of their present existence, there is an improvement in some
branches this week to note,
= the price of steel rails,
In the East district also the
le has
little of its firmness, the
pig iron market of Silesia having maintained its prices well, and
the rolling mills in the meantime having secured a considerable
influx of orders, It would, however, be a fatal blow to the works
in that district if the proposition now made and being dis.
cussed by the Russian Ministry to raise the duty on pi
iron 15 to 25 kopecs per cwt. soon came into force, nt
measure has been in contemplation for some time, and, indeed,
the Iron Industrials in Russia have gone so far as to desire
that by sew foreign iron shall be entirely excluded from the
country.
Forge pig iron has been paid for at M. 49, and foundry
as high as 54 p.t. Iron mines, long laid off, are again being set to
work, and their requirements will give the foundries and construc.
tive works a little more to do, which has long been needed,
Merchant bar iron has risen to M. 110 p.t. as base price, though
107 ‘50 is about the average selling price, with extras according to
sizes and sections. Common plates stand at M. 150 to 160 p.t,
The Belgian and French markets are reported satisfactory. The
works in the former country are well supplied with orders rf some
time to come, and the lower English notations have not affected
prices. There is every appearance of an active building season
coming. The prices of coal and cokes are unchanged,
A lamentable accident occurred a week or two ago at the Brison
Ironworks, near Charleroi, through the breaking of a fiy-wheel,
which, besides killing and wounding thirty-five workpeople, made
such havoc of the other portions of the machinery, roofing, and
perpe
that it will take some months to reconstruct the works,
and will throw 300 to 400 men out of employment during that time,
Returning to the Rhenish-Westphalian market, the deliveries of
all sorts ofiron and steel goodscontinue to take place with regularity,
and
requirements are increasing
ually as time goes on, which is
pees» the case with ores, so
that at many of the iron mines preparations are making for a more extensive output. The prices have
recovered their firmness as a consequence of the rising tendency
of those on the Spanish ore market. In the pig iron trade all is
quiet for the time being, as consumers are not seeking to contract
just now, partly because their immediate needs are covered,
partly on account of the still precarious outlook on the
political horizon, and it is _— that this torpor may continue
still a few weeks longer.
e sale is regular, and the demand has
so far increased that it is at least equal to, if it has not already
surpassed, the production, In January 293,879 tons of pig iron
were produced, and if the restriction of output is continued much
longer there will certainly be a scarcity of it in the third
quarter of the year. The prices are everywhere firmly
maintained, and when the contracts for next quarter come to be
made generally, they will in all probability rise. There
is a talk of establishing a sort of warrant stores in the
country. Thisis a step in the right direction, for the smelters
here do not like to have more than ten days’ or a fortnight’s stock
of pigs on the bank; the consequence is that in slow times of sale
there are more ardent sellers than purchasers, which causes unusual
competition, and, of course, low prices, which would be obviated
to some extent if advances on stocks in the stores could be procured. As with everything else in the country, the Government would have a say in the matter, and
— legalise
them if it do not meddle with the de
much, Ores
range
in the Siegerland from M. 90 to 118 p.t. for roasted steel
stone. Spiegeleisen from 50 to 59 with 16 per cent. Mn.; fore
pis is 46 to 50, according to quality ; basic, 42 to 43; Bessemer,
1; Luxemburg,
34 to
35°20; foundry,
50 to 55 p.t. at works, The
rolling mills are well engaged on old orders for bars, girders, and
other sorts of sectional iron. New orders do not come in so plentifully as some weeks back, and purchasers here, as with pig iron,
are taking up a waiting position. However, as the works have
still orders on the books for some weeks to come, they are not
anxious about making new contracts at present. The lowest price
fixed by the convention for bars is M. 110 p.t. The thin sheet
works are all satisfactorily employed, as far as orders are concerned, but even now the prices have not got up to what they
should
compari
to what the raw materials are cost| ing, and be thein boiler
and ap | plate mills have now enough
orders booked to keep them well at work. Fine sheets are noted
M. 135 to 145, boiler plates 145 p.t., and these prices are very firm.
There is a better demand for steel than iron wire rods, and the
works are still quite full of orders, many of them for export, for
which the price is M. 115 p.t. The production of bar iron for
February was 27,033, the deliveries amounted to 25,965, and the
orders received were 31,720t. The steel works are pretty well
employed, but railway material does not come in satisfactory
volume, therefore no foreign houses having lately competed
here, and prices having gone up to a remunerative rate, as
the last tenderings for rails, sleepers, and permanent way
accessories will show, the works are go ay again
competing in foreign markets. The Baden
way Administration gave out an order lately for 168,000 = 7000 t. of
steel sleepers, one lot - taken at M. 117, another at 1170,
and a third at 116-90 p.t. For the Wurtemburg Railway a large
order for 13,466 t. of rails and 10,679t.of sleepers has been placed,
the lots having been taken by the 8.W. group and the western, or
Rhenish-Westphalian works. The lost tenders for rails were M. 137,
rising to 145°50, and for sleepers M. 131 p.t., delivered at Heilbron
on the Neckar. The Lower Rhine works offered to deliver the
rails M. 3 and the sleepers M. 5 cheaper if sent by water instead of
rail. It must not be supposed that all the rails and sleepers which
have been ordered by the State Railways within the last few
months are for immediate use, because large portions of them are
for delivery in the years 1888 and 1889. The last two months have
been rather more encouraging for the wagon, machine, and iron
construction shops, boiler yards, and foundries, but none have
anything like as — work as they could undertake, and prices
are still very far
satisfactory.
The warmer weather has weakened the home coal trade, but
that for industrial coal,
jally for coking, as also for coke, is
increasing in volume.
rance, Luxem
, and Lorraine are
taking large quantities of the latter, so that stocks are nearly
cleared off in Westphalia. The price is low and not remunerative,
but is slowly rising. Coke costs M. 6°80 to 8-20 for best patent
sorts, and furnace cost 5°40 to 6 p.t.

Finssury TecHnicaL CoLLeck OLD STUDENT ASsSOCIATION.~The ordinary monthly
ting of the above society was held at the
College, Leonard-street, E.C., on the 2nd inst.
e president, Mr.
Alfred Chatterton, B. Sc., occupied the chair. A paper was read
by Mr. G. T. Moody, B. Sc., F.C.S., on ‘‘Rain as a Geologic
Agent.” The author referred to the vast changes wrought on the
surface of the earth by the destruction of forests, and briefly
stated the effects thereby 1ageone on the atmosphere and climate
of surr
ing reg
e then reviewed the results achieved in
the attempts to prevent the erosion of the sea shore by surface
waves, a sho
the geologic action produced by the embankment of rivers and the yy
lowdistricts, Then followed a discussion of the changes brought about by mining,
ially those due to the action of consumption of coal. In
the di
ion which followed, the —
stated tbat at the
present rate of consumption of coal the amount of CO, present in
the atmosphere would be doubled in from 700 to 800 years, and
expressed some doubts as to man being able to permanently exist
in such an atmosphere. The following members also took yart in
the discussion :—Messrs. W. E. Sumpner B. Sc., Rance, Warten,
‘ and B, Chattertcn.
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. CLOSING STRAINER Piares, H. J.“hegg27aWatford.
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
John Hargreaves and Sons, Limited.
AMERICAN NOTES.
$208 Raisinc Winpows, H. LL8. Nicol, Arbroath.
Biowine, W. A. O'Sullivan, it’Bestin,
a the Commissioners of 3205.
This is the conversion to a company of the Condensed from the a
(From our own Correspondent.)
$206. Packinc Maca ines, . Agen
business of cotton spinners and pein serge
New York, February 25th.
3207. Paper for Printineo,
igor.
3208,
VENTILATING
SHEDS, Ww.Ooo”
Wood and
BraceTue following are the latest iron and_ steel oseph Scan
Application for Letters Patent.
Beige
ed Mite
ves alet ridge
=
well,
Lancashire,
‘ quotations: —No, 1 foundry, 22°50 dols.; No, 2, Senph.
**on
Whitwort!
Lancashire.
It
was
registered
$209.
Paints,
W.
F.
Hurndall,
Liverpool.
tents
have
been
“communicated”
the
20 dols.; grey forge, 19°50 dols, Furnace ca
e and address of the communicating party are $210. HeaTInG APPARATUS, R. Fraser, Liv
26th ult., with a capital of £50,000, in
city is being increased by the blowing-in of m20theshares,
$211. InpicaTINc MzasUREMENTS of *Liquips, D. Ferwith the following as first. sub- parr dbin italics,
several furnaces that have been idle for years, soe
gusson,
let March, 1887.
3212, SUSPENDING Curtains, G. H. Perks, London.
Ordinary Bessomer is offered at 21°50 dols.;best,
$111. Fosisuine Fert Hats, J. Ashworth and J. H. 8213. Gute Drepcers and Excavators, 8. C. Harris,
22 dols. American Bessemer is in active deman wee. Hargreaves, Whitworth, cotton spinner,8
ebber,
Manchester.
at 20 dols. at furnace. Spiegeleisen is worth
Hypravuic Crayes, A. B. Brown, a.
8214. Roctsrsn Cas Tits combined with Coonrer
oseph Hargreaves, Whitworth cottonn spinner 100 8112.
from 27°50 dols. to 28 dols, Steel rail blooms
$113, Spray Lamps, J. B. Hannay,
Sranps, J, Waltho, London.
hey J, Hepeeres, Cone
he:
are wanted at from 29 dols. to 30 dols., with 30°50 Mrs.
$114. SS STRAIGHT Wine Corn Gonna, J. G. 3215. Merers for Water, &c., J. Thomson, London.
Hargreaves,
Whitworth
dols, to 31 dols. asked. 30,000 tons of Bessemer W. E.J.Whitworth,
3216. _~ Botr with AUTOMATIC INDICATOR, Ww.
Facit,
cotton
spinner
o> Paseeeaee, Kyoss to Spinpies, R. T. Grocott,
W
pig iron was bought within a few days for early R. Taylor, Oldham, accountant...
= Sosuee Yarns into Lenorus, H. Grafton.(W.
mgPpo! rt.
shipment. Steel rails are quoted at 40 dols, J.R.
i:
ereret
, Bacup, accountant
$116, Clamps, W. Clapham, Skipton-in-Craven.
R. Grafton, Egypt.)
Business has been done at as low as 39 dols,
$117,
Surecp
for
VenTiLators,
C.
Gannaway,
Glas$218.
Enorves tor hag &c., J. Holloway and A.
The number of directors is not to be lai:than
There are large buyers for railroad building purgow.
Black, jun.,
poses in the North-West and West who have two, nor more than five; qualification, £500 in 8118. WaTeR-cLoset Basins or Pans, T. W. Twyford, $219.
Street, &c., ail W. Morgan, London.
or stock; the first two subscribers are
offered 38 dols., but without finding takers. shares
3220, . eae for Waran-ccsmen,, H. L. Wethered,
8119. Sprrir Lamps, W. Atkins, Birmingham.
From best information available it isAb moe appointed permanent directors,
a. iene Door Knops to Sprnvxes, E, Taylor, 3221. ,
Bearines, A, J. Boult.—(7. W.
that large steel rail orders will be pla:
abroad
Broomell, United States.)
during March and April for steel rails to be
Stoves, &c., T. Cudlipp, London.
3222. Extinouisuine O1 or Spirit Lamps, &c., H.
delivered in the Gulf States and some lots on the Yorth Cornish (Australia) Gold Mining Com- $121.
$122. Paver Tiss, i. J. Shawcross
and B. H, Thwaite,
Dyer, London.
Pacific Coast. The inquiries of this character
pany, Limited.
erpoo!
Creaninc TraM Ratts AvtomaticaLty, J.
Sream-EnGine Court-orr, &c., H. J. Allison.—(L.
Baptiste, London.
foot up about 60,000 tons,
This company proposes to acquire mining pro- 3123.
and T, L, Dennis, United
tedStates.)
$224. Conpensinc Apparatus, H. E. Newton.—{Z.
Blast furnace capacity has increased since perties
in
ictorta,
Australia,
or
elsewhere,
and
$124,
Crayons,
H.
J,
Allison.—(H.
&.
Myers,
United
ana
Germany.)
January 1st to the —, of ——— furnaces, for such purposes will ado ana
ates.
ment of the
. GENERATION of ELecrric Eneroy, R. Dick and
Capacity has ine
er week since lst inst., ‘between
$125.
ELECTRICALLY
TRANSMITTING
ARTICULATE
SPEECH
ee
Kennedy,
Glasgow.
between
Oliver
Henry
oyd
and
raed
on
that time, At no Segin "= istory of the Geo
between Distant Stations, W. D. House, Lon- 3226. CLEANING Brusues, H. P. Nichols, London,
hite.
i company wenaie
on
country has there been so much effort to increase the "both ult.,
don,
$227. en and other Carrs, E, 8. Copeman,
with
a
capital
of
£150,000,
in
£1
3126. Gas-BURNER Reoutators, &c., W. Beal, Birthe crude iron capacity. Rolling mills which shares, The subscribers are :—
mingham.
3228, wae, W. H. Neville, London.
have been dismantled for eae are being put in
3127. Starr Notation of Priytep Music, J. Thomson, $229. CLeanine Tennis and other Batts, J, Osmond,
running order; and with all this increase in capa- G. P. T. Chave, 8 and 4, Great Winchester-street,)
Hillhead.
on.
city there seems to be a demand sufficient to solicitor. °
1 3128.
Maxine Brean, &c., G. Grout and G. Shenton, 3230. CompineD PortaBLE BorLer and CEnTRiFUGAL
absorb every ton purchased. 12,000 tons of a Elkington, 64, “Windsor-road, Holloway, : London.
pone
angEnarnz, Tangyes, Limited, and T. Jefferies,
spiegeleisen sold at from 28 dols. to 28°50 dols,
3129. Gas Cooxine Ovens, E. P. Greenwood, London.
on.
“Tate Rogers, 3 and 4, Great WinchesterScotch iron is quoted at 20°50 dols, for Eglinton ; T. oT
3130. KircHen Asu Pans, &c., R. Rowbotham, Lone
- CLEANING MacuHINEs, J. W. Sutton,
street,
solicito:
1
London.
Coltness, 23 dols.; Gartsherrie,22
22°50 dols, The
R. Svea gf Lorne-road, " Forest--gate, E,be ‘ 3131,on. FIRE-EXTINGUISHING Apparatus, T, A. Burrows, 3232.
Gas
Lamps,
J. W. Sutton, London.
consumption of tin this edfoots up 1500 tons,
oe
3233. AuTomMaTic Carson Freep, H. J. Haddan.—({L.
against 1450 last year.
e market in tin- ee B. clerk
A. Wilkinson, 69,, Caledonian- ‘road, clerk...
1 London,
Castine Rinos of Metatuic Packine, A. A.
Levavasseur, France )
has been rather quiet, Consumers and job!
W. White, 118, Queen’s-road, Peckham, mer- : 3132.
Rickaby, London.
3234, Enemas, J. Annandale, London.
°
both East and West, are buying very little. 200 chant
Secuninec Keys in Raitway Cuairs, J, G. Bell, 3235. PuorocraPH and other Auzums, C. F, Franzel,
1 3133. mdon,
tons of lead sold at 4-40, The merchant iron A. T. Angus, 60, Holland-road, W., ‘clerk
London.
3134.
Steam
Wincues,
F.
W.
Cannon,
London.
3236. Booms for Samtinc Yacuts, H. H. Lake.—(F. C.
demand has fallen off, although the consumptive
The number of directors is not to be less than 3135. Steers for Corsets, H. 8, Cowan, London.
Johnson,
United States.)
demand for all kinds of iron and steel continue at three,
nor more than nine; the subscribers are to 3136. ComBrineD Raitway CHarrs and S.Leepers, E. 8237. MaGazine
or Repeatine Rirues, H. H. Lake.—
the highest point.
Basset, London.
int the first, and act ad interim; =
(G. V. Fosbery, United States.)
3137.
Fire-escapes,
E.
Bassett,
London.
3288.
RarLway
Wacon Covup.ines, R. Claassen and P.
shares; remuneration—chairman,
£300 =
3138, Continvous FooTpoards for RAILWAY CaRRIAGES,
Koenecke, London.
pred each director, £150 per annum.
E. Bassett, London.
$239. RecrprocaTine Piston Encines, G. J.C. D’urban
chairman will be further entitled to 2 per cent.,
—
A. J. Boult.—(A. Sichel, United
Skinner, London.
NEW COMPANIES.
and each director to 1 per cent. of the balance 3139,
States.
8rd March, 1887.
of available profits after 20 per cent. dividend 3140. Propucine Inpucep Currents, J. C. Piirthner,
on,
been paid, but such additional sum is
$240, TREATMENT of Corree Porter, &c., G. Epstein,
Tue following companies have just been regisForcep Dravent Freep, R. Fraser and J. B.
London.
not to exceed in the aggregate £1500 per 3141.
Edmiston, Liverpool.
3241. Brusues, J. Feather, Skipton-in-Craven.
annum,
3142. Cigar Houpers, F. W. Jones, London.
3242. Woop Boxes, J. M
Manchester.
Bavarian Lead Company, Limited.
= FacititaTinc Escare from Wrixpows of Houses 3243. Wav Firrines, R. G.Hammond and R. Ward,
m Fire, W. Heath, London.
This is a reconstruction of the Bavarian Lead
Ipswich.
Ottoman
Electric
Works
Company,
Limited.
3144.
Hyprates
of
Barium,
&c.,
H.
L.
Pattinson,
3244.
Servninc
and
Dovsiine
Frames, W. Lumb and
Mining Company, Limited, in liquidation. It
jun., London.
R. H. Holt, Rochdale.
was registered on the 28th ult., with a capital
This company was registered on the 24th ult.,
Opener for Meat Tis, C. Price, London.
3245. Foa Signat Detonator, H. Jephson, Derby.—
of £120,000, in £1 shares, The subscribers with a capital of £50,000, in £20 shares, to esta- 3145.
Captive Mititary BaLLoons, A. C. Henderson.—
2nd March, 1887.
blish electric works in Constantinople and other 3146.
are :—
(J. Bel, Spain.)
3246. Conveyinec Luspricants to SHaker Cranks, I.
Shares. parts of Turkey and Egypt, and to secure the 3147.
Bort.e, N. C. Hamlin, London.
Morris, Bloxwich.
AdmiralJ. Stoddart, 13, Queen’s-gardens, W. ..
1 sale and exclusive right to manufacture and 3148. SYRINGE
DisTILLatory Apparatus, E. Luck, London,
= OperRaTING Kaitway Sicnat Arms, H, Williams,
John Head, C.E., 12, Queen Anne's-gate
1 supply the Shippey incandescent lamps through- 3149, Syncronisine
the Movements of Motors, J. x
J. R. Stewart, Jun. 6, Leinster-street, Dublin,
Johnson,
London.
$248.
Cunomo-uituocnaraic Printinc, A. J. Béjot,
landagent .
1 out the entire Ottoman Empire, including a secret 3150. TurasHinc Macuine, C, N. May and T. and W.
v erpoo!
process for the manufacture of carbons and
*T. T. Bewick. e: E.be Suffolk House, ‘Lawrence
Nalder,
London.
3249.
ConnecTING
BaRRELS, E. Rouse, Manchester.
Pountney-hil
eh. ha! GN. oe. oa ee
1 metallic filaments for electric lighting. The sub- 3151. Vacuum Pumprne, A. G. Brookes.(Max Gréeven 3250. ConcenTRaTING
the Power of a Scutter, T. P.
J. H. Kineaird, x‘P., 6, St. weal -green,
and Co., Germany.)
Wood, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
pian
1 scribers are :—
SI
=
Weavine
ELastic
Fasrics,
W.
Lapworth,
Lon3251. WEIGHING Macurnes, F. C. Lynde, Manchester.
E. Garcke, Bedford Park, secretary toa companiy 1 J. F. Love
Gresham-street, accountant.. 1
3252. Maxine Leap Rivers, H. Bramall, Manchester.
*A. A. Wynne, C.E., 5, Westminster-chambers .
1 E. Easton, C.E., i The
11, Delahay-street ..
1 3153. Weavino Exastic Fasrics, W. Lapworth, Lon- 3253. Sprinc Matrresses, A. Haworth, Manchester.
Beckwith, 10, Noble-street, export | merion.
3254. Mera Cup with Porce.ain Lrxine, J. Booth,
The subscribers denoted by an asterisk and A. chant
1 ber= Sroprerine Borries, &c., A. H. Storey, LonSheffield.
Messrsr H. J. Trotter and Sampson Hanbury are J. Todd, M4, Wentworth-road, Manor Park,- engijon,
ay= i
eaataamaaiaae Apparatus, W. Miller,
1 3155, NaiLmakine, H. H. Lake.—{C. Hill, United States.)
neer
the first directors; qualification, 1000 shares;
Woodward, ‘20, “Macfarland-road, Shepherd's
3156, Nam Extractors, G. J. Capewell, London.
3256. a Ciotu, G. F. Jeffery, Leeds.
minimum remuneration, £150 per annum to each H. Bush,
electricia:
2
°
1
3157.
Dressinc
Baos,
M.
Wolfsky,
London.
8257.
a
Om Stars in Looms, W. Moscrop,
director, with an additional £250 for the chair- R. Ward, 10a, Great "George- street, “electrical
3158. Givinc Currents of Evecrricity on the INsErRle.
man.
1 TIon of a Corn, P, Everitt, London.
3258. BLowine Giass by MecnanicaL Means, R. E.
engineer
Major-General W. Ryrie Alexander, Dartmouth...
1 3159. Borrue Sr.
oe. A. Watson, no age
Dunovan, F. Hazlett, andJ.Johnson, Dublin.
Lenses, H. L, H. Schroeder and J. Stuart, Lon- 3259. Curt Rout REGULATOR, J. Rouson, Walsall.
The number of directors is not to be less than 3160.
Flexible Boot and Shoe Rivetting and Nailing
don.
3260.
Butter Printinc Macuineg, R. F. ‘Kerr, Pollokthree, nor more than ten; the subscribers are to _ >
shaws, N.B.
InstruMENTs, F, O. Ferguson, MiddleMachine Company, Limited,
appoint the first; qualification for subsequent
3261. Scorcuine the WHEEts of Fire-tscapes, &c., A.
This company proposes to acquire and work directors, £200 in ‘shares or stock. The company 3162. ‘Suurries, P Haddan.—(D. Porter, United States.) J. Lyon, London.
3262. ENornes actuated by the Exprosion of Arr, &c.,
inventions relating to the manufacture of boots in general meeting will determine remunera- 3168. Corrins, H. J. Haddan,—(C. Kedl, Austria.)
3164, ATTACHING Cuasps, O. Wollenberg, London.
W. J. Munden, London.
and shoes, It was registered on the Ist inst., tion.
3165. Drain Pires,J. H. R. Rose, London.
3263. Sprines for the Sappies of VeLocirepes, E.
with a capital of £25,000, in £10 shares, The
3166.
Sewine
Macnines,
G.
A.
Crawford,
London.
subscribers are :—
3167, Burrons, W. H. Beck.—(La Société Rousselle, 3264. 8 Stovestyme
for BuRNING F FUEL, J. Roots,its, Orpingto: mn.
Shares.
Engineering Company,
fréres, Tivewn
et Cie., France.)
3265. Orn Lamps, J. Roots,
B. Booth
cial traveller... .. 100 Roorkee Foundry and
3168. Hypraviic CEMENTS, &c., 8. Trickett and J. 3266. Raisinc SUNKEN Suis,
a Walters, London,
Limited,
*S. A. Squire . ‘Garden- street, Manchester,
Noad,
London.
3267.
Purirication
of Coa Gas, c. W. Watts, London.
boot and shoe factor..
This company was registered on the Ist inst., 8169. ScALDER, &c., L. Watson, Middlesbrough-on- 3268. Wrre Cutters, &c., W. E. Norton, Sheffield.
et— dita ‘Manchester, shoe manu‘ees.
with a capital of £80,000, in £5 shares, to acquire
3269. PREvEeNTION of Draucut, &c., through Doors,
&c., J. Ellis and J. Trippett, Sheffield.
the Roorkee Foundry andaiypesmt oa situate at 3170. BaLu oy “LE = H. Hughes, London.
* Socthnan, Heywood, ” Manchester, ooikLocks, &c., J. M. Hart, London.
8270. PHotocRapHic CAMERAS, J. der, London.
Roorkee, in the north-w te
of India, 3171.
eeper
Royau a. Froa, E. G. Rolland, London.
$271. Burninc Sotip HyprocaRpon in Miners’ LAMPs,
now worked by the Public Works Department of 3172.
J. Hewitt, ‘Cheetham, Manchester, book-keeper.
J. Gilchrist, Glasgow.
MARINE TorPEDoEs, 8. H. Nealy and L. Hutchins,
the Government of those provinces, The sub- 3173.
J. G. Heywood, Salford
London.
3272. Canriaces, R. 8. “Mushet, London.
W. G. Griffith, 5d Mosteystre
seek,Manchester,
scribers are :—
~~ ea Sroprer Tap for Borries, 8. H. Musgrave,
3174. Rugostats, P. Cardew, London.
accountant
—_—
Shares. 3175. CoveRING for FLasks, &c., J. Rowley and R. 8.
cton.
*General A. Fraser, R.E., 96, Holland-road, W..
1 Brock, London.
3274. GENERATING STEAM, J. C. Stitt, London.
The number of directors is not to be less than *G.
H. M. Batten, 3, Ralston- street, SW,
3176. Factuiratina the Packetinc of Money, H. 3275. SHapes and Guasses for Gas, &c., Licuts, E.
four, nor more than seven; the first are the sub- barrister
1 Lonitz, London.
Moore, London.
1 3177. VeLocipepEs, W. Lee and D, Wiggins, London.
scribers denoted by an asterisk, and Messrs. Wm. W. B. Mahone, 9, Colville-square, Ww.
$276. Firrines for Corrace Fire Rances, E. Richard34, King William-street, merchant .
1
son, London.
Shaw, J. Boyes, C. Watkins, a Boothman, and C,A. E.E Benn,
2nd March, 1887.
Ashby, 8a, King William-street, mer- .
8277. Dressinc oom &c., C. Drobig, London.
P, Cave. The company in general meeting will
t
8278.
= a . Bown, G. Capewell, andJ. W.
Susstirute for Guass for PHotocraPHic Purdetermine remuneration.
H. Wace, 8a, King William:street, merchant .. 1 3178.
mdon.
. E. Thornton, Moss Side.
H. 8. Corfield, 3a, King William-street,
clerk .. 1 —gg
Bhan poe Manure, J. Hardwick and J. R. s270.— Hyprocarson Lamps, G. 8. Symmons
ndon,
The number of directors is not to be less than
3280.
CoLouRING
Matter for Dreina, &c., R. Chadwick
Hotchkiss Ordnance Company, Limited.
three, nor more than seven; qualification, £200 aisSavery Barre. WHEEL for Watcues, T. Morcom,
and J. W. Consterdine-Chadwick, mdon.
shares or stock, The first two subscribers and SS
8281. Takine up Excess of Ink from Printep SHEETS
ene
Nap
on
TextiLe
Fasrics,
J.
Hardy,
This company
pro
to take over the busi- in
Hy. Prince are the first directors, The
in Printine Macurnes, F. L. Gueneau, London.
ness formerly carried on under the style of Hotch- Mr.
enn
of the board will be such sum, not 8182. TRANSPLANTING TREES, T. G. Messenger, Lough- 8282. Bospuxs for Winpina Yarns and Textures, T.
kiss and Co., and su
uently under the style of exceeding
Brown and W. Pickstone, London.
£600
per
annum,
as
the
directors
ma
Favarger, Kerner, and de
Latouche, ancienne
StoraGE of Foon for Men Lrvina in CoMPANIES,
with a further sum of £400 in eac $183. Heatinc Raitway CarrisGEs, J. Langfield and 3283.
J. Nodder, Shefficld.
maison Hotchkiss, Société en Commandite, in determine,
R. L. Martland, Manchaster.
year
in
which
the
dividend
exceeds
£9
per
cent.
3284,
PRESERVING pparatus, C, A. Sahlstrém, AberParis and elsewhere, as manufacturers of and upon the paid-up capital.
8184. STopPERING
A. H. Roylance, Mandeen.
chester.
dealers in ordnance. It was ye on the
8285.
Raisina and Lowerine the Sicut Bars of Guns,
$185.
Gia
Macutves,
A.
Monforts,
London.
2nd inst., with a capital of
,000, in £10
G. Stuart, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
$186. Scorine for Bictiarps, H. Dobson and A, E. 3286.
shares, ‘The subscribers are :—
BuLiet-proor GARMENTS, A. Grassmiick,
Wynn, Ilkley.
Shares, “ Rose” Primary Battery Company, Limited. 8187.
London.
Purencse Beer, &c., J. Klein, London.
bs Hon, Sir Edward nemaponase: G.C.B., 40,
This company was
registered on the 26th ult., 3188, Sarery
PRINTING Macuines, D. Cawlaw,
Hinge for Sreps, J. Staincliffe, Oakworth. ~~ Lerrer-PRESS
we
with a capital of £50,000, in £1 shares, to adopt $189. TRouseR STRETCHER, F. R. Baker, Birmingham.
*Adaira Ww.W. W. “Hornby, 6, Roland“Houses,
ProrTectine & Froc, &c., o the Hoor of
an agreement of the 22nd ult.—unregistered—for 8190. SusTarnino HaNpLes in any Position, &c., G, 3288.
Horsss, &c., W. L. Pearce, "Londdon.
Wragge,
Gaythorn.
the
purchase
from
George
Fitzhardinge
Rose,
the
i Grenfell, 4, Savile-row |
5 letters patent for an electric battery. The com- 8191. Woop Fisuine Reet, J. Powell, Smallheath,
3289, Brac and WASHER CuTrer,A Ho; ton —
*Lieutenant-General Sir R. O . Bright, K.C. B.,
Presses for Copyrna Letrers, O. B.
Klug,
ORNAMENTING a SPIRIT FLASK, 2 L. Turnbull, 3290.
ny further proposes to manufacture and deal $192.
Normandy Park, near Guildford
London.
Sunderland.
*0. 0. Waterfield, J.P., 26, Throgmorton-street
50 in electric machinery and appliances generally. 3193.
3291. Gas, J. Howard and E. T. Bousfield Lon ion.
ARRANGING
Hooks
and
Eyes,
H.
Hartjen.—(The
W. R. Drake, 46, Parliamen t-street, solicitor
50 The subscribers are ;—
Firm of Réderstein and Walter, Germany.)
H. Williams, 46, Parliament-street, solicitor
50
4th March, 1887.
”
8194.
——
Corks from Borrves, A, da Costa,
in »Mill, Hall Park, N..
3292. Compounns for emt &c., Purposes, I,
The number of directors is not tobe less than E. W Bates‘Lee-road,
eath,
archi
tect
.
ait.
oe
tg
Motes,
J.
Holt,
W.,
and
W.
Schofield,
McMurray,
G
seven, nor more than beret qualification, £500 e‘shila, ‘oodville,
file,Putney, engineer
32938. RELEASING the Tonavues of Buckies, W. W
in shares or stock; the first are the subscribers
A. Mason, 94, Grosvenor* ‘
3196. Reps, G. P. Lee, Manchester.
denoted by an asterisk and Major-General Sir “Clark, 20, Great St. Helens, merchant .. ;
8197. SEPARATING PLATES in Barrertes,D. L, Salomons, = ‘AKING MouLps for Castinas, 8. Alleyand J. A
. Bunkkell, 46, Queen Victoria-street, surT.
Parker,
and
P.
B.
Elwell,
Wolverhampto
Sa | Stoks, R. Abel Smith, Vice-Admiral Jean
ac.
we
3198, SPINDLE ggg ooh. Morris, Manchester,
3295. Automatic Winpow WASHER and CieaneR, 8,
. E. de Fauque de Jonquitres, General C. A. veat
etPt
tt
2 ws
. Partington, 40,
4 Avenue Morceau, Paris |. et
. Chorlton and 'G. L. Scott
Leeds.
umas, Mont Theodore Favarger,
Alf
-— mney Pots, J. Taylor, London.
Keerner, and M. Jacques Creuze de Latouche; va number of directors is not to be less than $200, Baxt-cock, J. Hookham, Londo:
Looms for Weavine, R. Whalley and W. Wels,
remuneration, £300 per annum, multiplied by three, nor more than seven; qualification, 20 om.
BaTTLEDORE and CatcH Sas, W. W. Griffin, ariack born.
the number of direckene, inclusive of managing shares; the subscribers are to appoint the first; Liverpool.
[=— for Lirtina, W. James and J. Jones,
$202. TRousER SuspenpERs, C. Steer, Clifton.
remuneration, £300 per annum.
rs, and a further sum of £200.
ester.

204
2299. VenrrLatine APPARATUS, e. B. Moss, Lincoln.
3300. Msraz Foiprne Case for Hamam, &e., J.
M
jun,, Studley.
301. Press for ne a Liguips, T. Lockerbie,
London.
3302. Cookie ~~ ope&c., H. Hazleton and A. Read,
West Smethwic
3308. AvromaTic , lied and Gras Diecers, G. T.
Peters, Londen.
—- Separatine Souip Matrer from ALIzARINE, &c.,
iw.
3305. Carrte Marx, C. K. Tomlinson.—(C. P. HayBuenos Ayres.
3306. Openine and CLeanine Corton, &c., J., R., and
907.
FeeisHING ‘Corton
Corron Veuvers,
VELV: ETS, &e.,2. > R. 8.8.Colli
Col nge,
Manchester
3308. Santraky Mareriat for Bepprne, &c., H. K.
Spark and J. Warburton, Sheffield.
$309. GuiLLoTINe Macuine for Currinc Parer Baas,
J. Hall, Sheffield.
= Brake for Ramway Veuicies, R. C. Sayer,
ETALLIC Bearinc Nprinos, A. 8. Kirk and W.
Fox, London.
3312. TaBLE CarcHes or Fasteners, F. and H.
Ma‘tchett,
ham.
3313. Garpen and other Syrincrs, G. J. Williams,
Birmingham.
3314. Foorna. Boots, &c., W. R. Walsh, London.
3315. Heex Iron for Boors, &c., A. Dickinson,
London.
3316. Cork or Tar Hoxgs for Casks, T. H. W. Baldock,
3317. Preparmxe the Tors of Bu.iarp Cves, J.
Hic
Portsmouth.
= ApsusTaBLeE Bearines for Suarrixe, J. W.
3319. Hotprse Canpies in CanpLe-sticks, J. W.
3320, _—
NDIA-RUBBER, &c., R. Cowen,
3321. Tae and SunsHapgs, E. H. Harris, London.
3322. Ancnors, J., E., and J. Ford,
3323. Primark
3324. Fotprxe BepsTeaps, E. A. Gormly, Liverpool.
3325. Recutatine the DitvtTion of Gas Mixturesin
Taree Crcie Gas Encrves, J. Kerr,Kilmarnock.
3326.
Friction Washer, J. Kerr, Kilmarnock.
3327. Maxine, &c., SasHes for Wrvpows, T. W.
Helliwell,
3328. Avromatic Weicnixe Macuines, J. Entwistle,
London.
Saat Sauee te See, = Oto
verpool,
3330. Comsprvep Ratcuet, &c., A. Quinlin, London.
— Rerractory Bricks, &c., T. M. Rymer-Jones,
41,
3332. Rarmway Veuiciys, A. Reich 1 r] Of,
on-Tyne.
3333. Burrers for Raitway Venicies, A. Reichwald,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
a Servine Hor Piares, &c., 8S. H. Simpson, Lonion.
3335. BURNERS - Gas, J. Smith and A. Emley, Newcastle-on3336. a
T. Wright, gy
3337. Fasrenrves for Cases used for Borr.es,
Wright, Newton Abbot.
3338.
aces, E. Crutchloe, London.
3339. Apvertisino, A. J. Boult.—(G. Lagarde, Belgium.)
3340. SHearnse Macurves, J. H.
‘ksteed, London.
3341. Avromatic Weicumsc Macuines, &c., W. 8. and
F.i Freeman, Lond: ion.
a M
.a
= of SeLr-mnpuctiox, W.
Ayrton and J. Perry, London.
3343. Apvertisinc Books, J. Death, Middlesex.
3344. Bicycies, R. W. Smith, London.
3345. ——
w. Smith, London.
3346. LicuTmc Carriaces, I. A. Timmis, London.
3347. Locus,A. Shaw, London.
3348. Locks, 8. -—
3349. FLoorrxe,J. F. Ebner, London.
8350. Srorrnsc Boxes,8. Criffin, London.
R.
Sy
Bgcmuee 3. Daven Laon
sin.
SpARATING
Lond:on.

THE

ENGINEER.

3409. Castine Merats, &c., F. R.Schweiger and C. F,
M
Lendon.
3410. Deoporistna Cocoa-nut O11, A a London.
3411. Acruatine Preumatic Brakes, J. F. Carpenter,
London.
3412. Cakes, &c., J. C. Lunk, London.
3418. Lockine Nurs, J. Mactear, London.
3414. ExTiNouIsHER MECHANISM for Lamps, W. Snelgrove, London.
3415, Roormye Tries, J. L. Wilson, London.
3416. Ligue Fewt and ‘other Hats, B, Herzberg,
3417. Typs-writrnc Macurnes, H. H. Lake.—{J. H.
Currier, United States.)
3418. Propucine
Gas from Hyprocarpons,J. A Marsh,
United States.
3419. Inpicatine Sreep, J. Thorne and E. B. Burr,
London,
7th March, 1887.
a Rieorxc Screw, N. Arthur, Heaton.
-, Rartway Lvaaoaae, &c., Vans, R. Gray, Lincoln3422. Corset Busks, H. Vollmer.—(The Actien-Gesellschaft fur Federstahl-Industrie, eR )
23. Steam Rovunpapovuts, &c.,
. Burrell, Thetford.
ae
Jornts for Hose Pires, G. Emens, Hettone-)
3425. Smoke SHape, &c., T. Dineen, Leeds.
3426. Skin Rvs, &c., E. Wood.‘Halifax.
3427. Surrs’ Berras, c J. Fox, Birke:
oe 2 PorTaBLE Execrric Warnixc, T. F. Remer,
3429. Triptet Escape Vatves, J. Hodkinson and A.
Middleton, Hyde.
3430. Wire Rorss, J. Westgarth, Manchester.
3431. WaTER-cLosets, J. Ducket, London.
3432. WaTER.
T. Gill, London,
a Hotprast,
Anerley.
ay besH. M.
ghia Ferrybridge.
Hy Frxinc LINDS, H.
mdon.
3436. Boers for Heatinc Aan ll &e., J. H.
on.
3437. Connectinc, &c., Mepicat Cors, R. Durling,
jon.
3438. Esciatine’s Roiiers, A. Esclatine, Paris.
3439. Wasurnc CLorues, C.
mdon
= of Fire,
C. Merryweather,
London.
3441. Cock
or Tar, W. Thomas, London.
3442. Flusnine SEWERS, W. Thomas, London.
3443. Dismvrecrator, E. Wilson, London.
3444. Prewinc, Sreixine, &c., ‘LeaTHER, E. Wilson,
“ Towser Srrvucrvures for Mrxes, G. J. Goodhue,
3446. Corn PLanters and Row Cueckes, R. I. Skiles,
3447, Micirxery Triernos, A. —. London.
ELOcrIPEDEs, H. J. Ho
» Londo
a ‘Haxctnc Pocrenm, &c., on Watts, H. Day,
$450. Propucts of Comsustion,J. J. and F. G. C.
Lundy, and A. G. Christiansen, London.
$451. Rotary Wire Giccrxne MACHINES, A. J. Boult.—
(J. Hansom, United 7
$452. Lusricators, W. 8.
$458. Frre-escapes, W. E. Heath,ee
3454. HorsesHosgs, T. D.
m, London
$455. SPRING and Pry for Senveatenn, &e., . Sadler,
London.
3456. Spanners, J. C. M
3457. ig Draveut and MBUSTION, J. P. Wilson,
3458. * Is‘andOur” “yy F. Sage, London.
3459. Door, &c., Stops,F.
, London.
3460.
&ec., A. G. Collins, London.
3461. Puriryinc Water, G. Bischof, London.
3462. Seats for OrGaNs, Pranos, &c., E. Greenhow,
London.
3468. Apaprixc a Traction Enarne for use as a Roap
Rotter, 8. Ed
and J. E. Steevenson,
London.
3464. Traction Encrves, &c., 8. Eddington and J. E.
Bourrtons, H. ag
London.
3466. Musica Hoop,P. Perry, London.
‘Suan. Sy ®= —
H. Jephson, 3467. Employers’ Tevi-TALe, H. C. W. Emery,
“ae
= Terne Piares, H. J. Kirkman, Middlesex.
8468. ComprnaTion Rotter for Pens, &c., J. Spear,
- Hoox, W. Potter, jun. , London.
London.
$558. Pump, M. A.and A. Michalees, London.
3469. Evectric Prorers, C. A. McEvoy, London.
<-* Gas-sTOvES, H. J. Davies and H. C. Turner, 8470. Preventixc Water Pires from Burstinc, W.
estminster.
H. Moore, London.
3360. Srcnatiine, 8. T. Dutton, Middlesex.
3471. Preservep Foop, H. Kéchert, London.
3361. PERAMBULATORS,
pson, London.
3472. Sarery Vatve and Presscre Recuiator, E.
3362. Detective Gas, J. W. Swan,
5
eerts,
3363. Ick MacHINEs, E. de
London.
3473. PiateN Prixtinc Presses, F. X. Hélzle and C.
3364. Prucs, W. Williams,
jon.
Lendon.
— Curr forLerrers, &c., L. W. ge London.
5th March, 1887.
5. Cuarns, E. J. B. ‘Auge, London.
376. ag or Cigaretre Licut, ‘RL Sheldon,
3365. Wacon Couper, W. H. Roberts, Wiltshire.
3366. WarTer-PRoor Coats, J. 2
Cork.
3477. Barndceino Natrs, H. B. Churchill-Longman,
3367. Heatrxc Furna
J.W. Newall, London.
London.
3368. Looms, A.
8478. Arc Lamps, J. Kleiss] and A. Duffek, London.
3369. Hanpies, H. H. Tye,be
3479. Priytinc Macuives, W. R. Lake.-{P. F. A.
3370. Pex, W. J. Simmons and
Taunton.
Godchaux,
France.)
3371. CURLING Harr, W. E. Moser, Liverpool.
3372. Frre-arms, A. Hosser, London.
3373. Tar Bross, J. Studd, Norfolk.
3374. Mountisc Wire for Weavine, H. B. and A. B.
Barlow, Manchester.
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
3375. SaFreLy EXTINGUISHING Lamps, J. Rowe, London.
(From the United States’ Patent Office Oficial Gazette.)
3376. Sprisc Matrress, E. Smith, London.
3377. Mepicrna Biscuits, 8. 8. Bromhead,
don.
3378. Quormss, A. L. Reed.—{G. EB. Jones, United States.) 354 ,800. Freper ror Bacasse Router MiLis, A.
Haneberg, Koloa, Hawaii.—Filed June 19th, 1886.
3379. Steeve Livks, &c., W. E. Patterson, Birming3380. Sprrtooy, J. Bates, Sheffield.
3381. Avromatic CrrcuLaTion of WaTER in BoiLers,
J. A.
e,
Shields.
8382. Conrrotiisc Gas, R. Atherton, Newton Heath.
3383. Warer Waste Preventer, R.
Cardiff.
3384. Avromatic Gas Recu.ator, J.
Exeter.
the rollers, and spur wheels, of a reciprocating
= Hypraviic Macursery,
Ss. M
ManFeshae3 a having two points engaging with one of
3386. Cricket Bars, R. F. J. C. Allen, London.
3387. eet Roaes Se Snaien, ©. E., G. F. A., and H.
T. Mills, Cambridge.
3388. Cuarcixc Retorts, A. Lentz, Liv
3389. Deine, &., ANILINE BLacks, F. ‘owlson and
E. Weldon, ‘Manchester.
3390. Recister Grates, J. A. McKee, Belfast.
a %ne aka Mera Puates, W. Orr and P.
3392. PortaBLe Barus, C. J. Etherington, London.
3393.+. wee’ CoLtovurep Pictures, W. H. May,
on.
3394. Srorpprsc and Reversinc Encives, W. Allan,
London.
3395. VARIABLE Expansion Gear, J. Y. Johnson.—(J.
Hepworth, Canada.)
3396. Cueckine the Fiow of Gas, 8. and J. Chandler,
ane.
. Cramps, Grips, &c., T. “gor Sheffiel
So08. Sream Generators, J.G. HandC. T. Batchelor,
London.
3399. Kwire-cLeaninec Boarps, J. A. Crowe, London.
3400. DisPLayinG ApvEeRTisEMENTS, J. E. Mercadante,
Rio de Janeiro.
=> Metatuic Sieerers and Carrs, J. Livesey,
and connections between said pawl
on.
te icedbar,substantially as described. (8) In a
3402. Worxisc Breecn Buocks, &c., J. Farcot, and
tion, with
feed
Lond ion.
ee at hehe ter rock arms J,
3403. Ustversat Lock-works, C. Markmann and L. aet, K,we
having
crank
L,
pendulum
lever
M,
having
Petersmann, London.
i with points nn}, and spur wheel E, ‘all sub3404. Rorary Door Cueck, 8. Coombs, London.
3405. DewraL Suction Vatves, C. G. Knight and J. T. stantially asand for the purpose set forth.
. DYNAMO-ELECTRIC a, EB. A. Sperry,
Ford, Southsea.
Chicago, 1U.—Filed October 31st,1
. Fastrentno for Sasnes, F. Cox, London.
3407. Exve ores, M. P. Gosset, London
Claim.—(1) A field magnet for dynamo-electrie
3408, Motor, J. Papiesz, London.
machines, consistingof a core and concentric sector-

like pole piece provided with"an intervening circular
groove tovem the revolving end of an annular
armature, as described, that Boros of the sectional
Gace
pe J gp
A s = pole ey
a
substan: |
tially as and for the purpose set forth. (2) In a d
wl svaecnat
are
—
Sala
naeecnieelor eames
a circle, each part or pair of pole pieces beir 3
:
netised by a 44. or distinee core, and di faed *
admit the end of a revolving annular armature, the

Marcu
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355,110. Device ror Wetpine PLovensuarrs anp
LANDSIDEs, L. A, Weyburn, Rockford, Ill.— Filed
May 22nd, 1886,
Banerw!
a ‘Ima aa landside holder, a base,
rojecting ie sides B, fe‘or ou?
=,‘ ‘tort
begs wa
arin y proj
ng
r position while’a pl
being acy oytocoud landside, mubstangiall =,
described, and for the purpose specified, (2) A short
355,110}

areca of the
as described. (8) The combination of the back armature or yoke Cc, e cores J jecting from said yoke,
the divided
2
oe
K K}, bearing the
pane me (yo see coresx ~ 4Ge oueee
armature
n, tween
i@ pieces, substantially as } Coates,
a
354,946. Dynamo-eLectric Meenas, E. A. Sperry,
Chicago, 1U.—Filed March 21st, 1884.
landside holder enenting of a base and sides B2, the
}
Claim.—In a d
provided
pin holes C, and having
tion of the field magnet xy! a solidcore- “y with — aes surfaces
inclined toward the end BS of the
shaft-sha) ext
fitted
de holder and furnished with a heel pin, C!, bolt
D — DI, and washer D2, substantially as set forth.
355,201. Sream Conpenser, V. D. Ande rson, Clereland, Ohio.—Filed August 23rd, 1886
Claim. ”_A condenser oe ‘of a iis A, having
one or more nozzles, D,
therein, with a pipe
C' =)
SS cS
yj Re
for supplying water thereto, said nozzle or nozzles
NS
Rn }tlWi)

on said ext
lated therefrom, the antifriction balls onreieer ~1——— conductors, and the
drum-shaped arma
upon said balls and
reon, sabato
as described.
355,049. CenTriFUGAL aN,
C. Axel,
can Trenton.—Filed pts A sang1886,
aim
n a centrifugal machine, a
Oe Sa
ae on >. Ses
tition Pome tt Ym shelf, an induction orifice
at one sideo1
upper part ofsaid partiti >
and an induction orifice arranged at the opposite side
stantially as
a
a series of annular shelves and a
radial partition intersecting said shelves and extending
above and below them, the shelves being imperforate
except at alternately opposite sides of the said partition, ayn & specified. &) In a cen
machine, a se
g vessel provided with an ann’
ay constructed substantially as described, whereby
solid or unbroken sheet or dia}
of water is
oduced within the case, as and for the purpose sct
355,506. Rixc ror Spisyivc Frames, G. J. Cartir,
—e.? Mass,—Filed July 2st, 1886,
(Yetain. ‘the
having an opening through
it for tho
the seseptinn of an oil conductor, and a ring
havingan opening in or through it to coincide with
shelf, having an orifice near the inner periphery of the
vessel, acing a radial partition ad,
t to the
orifice and extending above and below the shelf, and a
ao ¢
weimrent enor planes, and a
aa=
the lower of said orifices to and
eath the B.S,ba substantially as specified.
the opening in the rail, the saidopenings being adapted
Co The comtaclion, fe, a opened
ierpeter to receive with:
ann
m an oil-conductor to supply oil
orifice leented near its outer edge, a radial portand slowly to the con
lace of the traveller runad:
t to said single di
port
ning upon the ring, substantially as described.
ine aboveandbelow*= iti the 355,512.
Power
meenee,
Bf.
Deering, Syracuse, N. Y
arranged at a side
_——
—Filed October 16th,1
Pench said discharge port
ted, sul tantially Claim.—()
The combination, with the helve and
specified.
the hammer head, of levers pivotted to the helve, and
flexible connection whereby said levers areconnected
355,101. Gas-exarve, N. B. Randall, Philadelphia, Pa. awith
the hammer head, su
tially = set forth. (2)
The combination, with the helve
the hammer head
levers pivotted to the helve, a flexible connection
e power cylinder, ofwhereby
levers are connected with the hammer
or admitting air from the air jacket to ead, and said
an
elastic
cushion
applied
to said levers,
endsof
of
bef
@ mite
er cylinder in alternation,
asset forth. (3) he combination, with
T, Joreing gas under pressure into substantially
© gas com!
the helve and the hammer head, of levers pivotted to
helve, a flexible connection whereby said levers
are connec’
with the hammer head, and adjusting
devices whereby the levers are adjusted, substantially
as set forth. (4) The combination, with the helve and
355,512]

opposite end of the power cylinder in alternation.
and means oe aa r= chargeogeme tae|described
for igniting the ex
ve ¢ e contain
iy
song ome and releasingthe prod

the hammer head, of levers pivotted to the helve, «
flexible connection whereby said levers are conn
er head, an elastic cushion applied to
and cushion are adj
substan
5) The combination with the helve and the hammer
, of levers E E’, pivottedto the helve, 0 flexible
TT etine thelower endswith
a rid mer
poner a ’, resting on aa a 8
levers,
and bridge’ ecesH Hi’, secured to the helve an
supportiug Deaperdndce said springs substantially
as setforth,
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SCREW PROPELLER EFFICIENCY.
By Professor A. G. GREENHILL,
No. VIL.
(81) The balanced rudder,—Putting 6=0, we notice
that a blade pivotted about an axis parallel to the edges,
dividing the Preadth in the ratio 5 to 11, that is divi ‘ing
the breadth / into two parts of breadth ;',/ and 44J, wi
be in neutral equilibrium when parallel to the stream;
so that a balanced rudder pivotted in this m
r will
require no exertion at first to put it over to onéside or
the other.
This principle has been employed in the design of the
so-called
balanced rudder, but the practical results are
not very satisfactory for a very simple reason ; that is, if
the rudder is very easily turned it has a corresponding]
small greg - effect on the ship—in fact, the coup
required to hold the rudder over to any given angle is
equal to the turning couple the rudder exerts on the
ship.
82) For towing a long narrow barge along a canal, the
x) which the tow-rope is silashed” stot also
divide the length from bow to stern in the ratio of
5 to 11, in order that the barge should steer as easily as
ible.
Pagan, it may be asserted that the line of resultant
thrust on the sails of a sailing vessel should cut the ship’s
medial plane in a point dividmg the length from bow to
stern in about the same ratio of 5 to 11, thus showing
the necessity of the bowsprit and its sails in order to
bring this centre of effort forward of the middle point.
If, in consequence of too much sail aft and too little
forward, the centre of effort of the sails falls behind this
point, then the ship tends to run up into the wind, and
carries “ weather helm ;” vice versd if there is too much
head sail.
Steamers have in general no bowsprit, and rarely therefore set any sail except on the forward masts, the small
mizen masts being er
for the sake of appearance,
or to seta little canvas if the steamer is required to
heave-to from the machinery being disabled.
(83) As a preliminary to the complete mathematical
investigation of the stream lines of the water past a screw
ropeller it will be necessary to determine the stream
ines of liquid when a series of equidistant parallel
blades are interposed in the liquid, but this has not been
accomplished ;afterwards we can determine any alteration due to the fact of the stream lines being wound as
spirals on circular cylinders.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.
(84) In concluding these remarks on “Screw Propeller
Efficiency,” it will be interesting to make acomparison of
them with similar conclusions made by Rankine, Froude,
and other authorities.
In the “ Trans.” I.N.A., 1878, Froude says: “Speaking
generally, one may say that it is in accordance with prevailing impressions respecting the theory of screw
propulsion (1) that in seeking to obtain from the yielding
material, water, a reaction adequate to a larger propulsive
force, it tends to efficiency to employ as
t as possible
an effective area in the propeller ; and (2) that it tends to
give maximum efficiency to this area, whether it be
e
or small, if we make it operate on the water as squarely
to the line of motion as possible, and therefore with as
short a pitch as possible, in order to avoid a useless
expenditure of power in giving rotational motion to the
water acted on.”
My conclusions in (9) and(10)are in agreement with this,
except that on my theory the propulsion is obtained from
the rotational motion imparted to the water, which can
therefore never be totally suppressed, although it may be
indefinitely diminished by increasing the revolutions and
correspondingly diminishing the pitch.
In considering the modification of these principles
when fluid friction is taken into account, Froude comes to
the conclusion that a slip of about 12} per cent. gives the
most efficient result, as against about 8} per cent. from
(35) when the numerical errors are pone. A
(85) To attain this efficiency, Mr. E. H. Parker predicts, in
his lecture on “Screw Propeller Efficiency,” March 29th,
1886, that the marine engine of the future will be smaller
and quicker running, driving a smaller propeller of finer
pitch than is customary to use now; and the extraordinary
results obtained from recent torpedo boats and the Whitehead torpedo, carrying out their ideas to their fullest
development, certainly bear out the truth of his remarks.
The marine engine of the present, making at most 60
revolutions a minute, so that x = 1,is too much on the
lines of the old slow-moving paddle engines, and requires
a large propeller with coarse pitch to develope its power.
_ (86) Again, in Mr. R. E. Froude’s paper, “The Determination of the most Suitable Dimensions for Screw Propellers,” “Trans.” I.N.A., 1886, a series of five propositions
are enunciated on p.5; they are given as theoretically
true, and I can show that my formule are in agreement
with them.
_ Prop. i. : “The performance of any given screw, adyancingat any given — through the water, and
ing at
various numbers of revolutions per minute—in other words,
es with various degrees of slip-ratio--may be represented by a di
such as that in Fig. 18, when the
abscisse indicate values of slip ratio, the ordinates of the
curve B B the corresponding thrust, and those of the curve
A A the corresponding efficiency.”
For, referring to (33, 34) and supposing u kept constant,
then the thrust T and the efficiency e will vary as
r
k
*—rppandl-9(0—7y
l-s
8
respectively, when s denotes the slip ratio; indicating the
shape of the curves A A and B B, which are consequently
yf are
f fluid friction is RI
then £=0, and the
efficiency curve becomes the dotted straight line a a, the
thrust curve being the hyperbola } 6; it will then be
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noticed. that the efficiency is unity when the thrust is zero, as an article of faith has led to erroneous theories of
Prop. ii. : “ With given slip ratio, the thrust of a given hydraulic propulsion, and costly experiments like that
screw varies as the square of the speed of advance through of the Waterwitch.
yews
the water.”
707
For, from (33)
THE MALIGAKANDA RESERVOIR.
T= 25 m(At-B) s( + 5-5,
WE recently referred to two partial failures which had
which varies as w*, when 3, p, &c., are kept constant.
oceurred to this important work constructed for the water
Prop. iii.: “With given slip ratio and given speed of service supply to the city of Colombo, Ceylon. When
varying size, the |q oing so, we stated that, in spite of the second occasion
advance, with given design of screw
thrust varies as the square of the dimension of the screw.” of failure reported, it was confidently expected that
For keeping «and sconstant, T varies as(A* — B*)~+-p*, remedial measures in contemplation would secure the
which varies as the square of the linear dimension for a reservoir
against further injury. We regret to learn,
given design of screw.
however, ‘that this expectation has proved fallacious,
Incidentally this proves that with the same pitch and and that on the occasion of refilling after those measures
variable diameter the thrust varies as A* nearly, that is had been adopted, the masonry walling cracked with a
as the square of the disc area.
loud report in so serious a manner as almost entirely to
Prop. iv. : “ With given slip ratio and given design of preclude the hope that the reservoir can ever be made to
screw, the efficiency is unaffected by variations of speed or serve its full intended purpose. It is —
rare
of size of screw.”
to hear of similar accidents occurring. When they do
For the efficiency (34) does not depend on zu or d, and is so, every endeavour should be made to ascertain their
constant when s is constant.
cause, in order to serve as warni
in cases of future
Prop. v.: (consequent upon the four preceding). “A design. The work at Maligakanda is one of great
8 le diagram, such as that in Fig. 18, will represent the capacity and size, and its cost closely approached £50,000
pe ‘ormance of any number of screws of given design but sterling; the depth of water contained in it being 40ft., of
which 30ft. stand above ground level. The reservoir is
.
\N
191ft. square, and has a maximum capacity of 9,000,000
allons. It is situate on a hill in the immediate neighabou of Colombo, and had it given way entirely
before the water could be run off, the damage to life and
property would probably have been most serious. As it
was, the prior failures referred to warned the engineer in
charge to watch the refilling with the greatest care, and
before the breach could extend the water was rapidly run
off by the means provided for that purpose.
It is needless to point out how essential it is that any
work of this character in the vicinity of a large population should be constructed with even an excess of
strength. Whenever such a location for service reservoirs can be avoided, its selection is nies much to be
deprecated; but in the instance under reference there
does not appear to have been any choice possible. Now,
so far as the design of this reservoir is concerned, there
does not appear to have been any shortcoming as to insuffiric 18
a
ciency of constructive strength. The retaining walls,
which are 35ft. high, have a thickness at their base of
21ft. 6in., and of 4ft. Gin. at the top water level. They
are
built of concrete blocks, and no accusation has been
of different sizes, advancing at any variety of speed
through the water; if the ordinates of the thrust curves brought that their workmanship is in any way defecare
taken to represent not thrust simply, but values of the tive. When completed, the weight per square foot
expression T--d* u*, when T = thrust, d = diameter of on the foundations of the walls was 31 cwt.to 37 cwt.,
and the hill has been carrying its own weight of 70 cwt.
screw, and « = speed of advance through the water.”
to 80cwt. per square foot for centuries.
e material,
For, according to (33)
therefore, on which the work was founded must be held
x
2
A?-B?
s(1+h4)-k
to have been fully adequate to the weight imposed.
T+@?v=Q245m ep
——
regards the dimensions of the masonry walling, any engiin which (A* — B*) + d* p* and & are constant for screws neer experienced in hydraulic work must admit that they
of given design but different sizes.
afford ample margin of strength. Granted this, as also
(87) In conclusion, making a comparison again between that the material built upon was of adequate solidity, to
the theory of the screw propeller as given by Rankine what cause must we look for this very regrettable
and as developed in this paper, I have assumed that the failure? It is by obtaining a satisfactory answer to that
propulsion is obtained from the rotation im
to the query that we may hope to enlarge the experience which
water passing through the propeller, while
ine takes may enable greater security to be obtained in the future,
the propulsion as equal and opposite to the backward pee we have above pointed out the serious risk that must
momentum given to the water acted upon.
be run if that security cannot be fully attained in the
No doubt the true state of things is somewhere case of town service reservoirs.
between these two hypotheses, and only experiment can
The accident is of too recent occurrence for any inteliigive the answer.
gence to have reached us of what may come to light from
As confirmatory of the slight amount of backward the official inquiry which will doubtless now be ordered ;
momentum observable in the wake of a screw steamer, but we have before us the report of the resident engineer
the following remarks of Mr. W. Froude in the discussion as to the causes to which he attributed the two earlier
on Rankine’s paper on the “ Mechanical Principles of the failures. That gentleman assigns the first of these to
Action of Propellers,” “Trans.” ILN.A., 1865, p. 31, are leakage through: cracks in the concrete flooring affecting
adduced :—“ You will find, if you will examine the the material on which the walling was founded. It does
current of a screw propeller sternward, that there is not seem necessary to us that we should go further to
neither forward nor backward motion of those particles ; establish a theory for the last failure which
but. if the ship is aided by sails so that a part of the occurred ;the whole story may, we believe, be deduced
force which propels her, and which generates the wave, from the first admission made. The Maligakanda hill is
is not derived from the ca gy solely, then the vessel composed of a mass of laterite, or indurated clay, and no
will carry a current forward
independent of the stern- better substance could perhaps be found on which to rely
ward motion got by the screw. On the other hand another than this “ cabook,” as it is locally termed, presuming it to
vessel which has to do more work than is expended on be in anormal state. But, as sand is the most trustworthy
her own resistance to the screw propeller will throw a foundation when in that condition, and the most untruststernward current,” &c.
worthy when ex
to the action of running water, so
(88) Rankine starts with the axiom that in every pro- does cabook lose its valuable property when it is subjected
pelling instrument the propulsive force is equal and to damp. It then becomes as slippery as wet clay, and it
ae to the momentum generated per second; and is extremely possible that, having become so from the
this is undoubtedly true, if we only knew where to look percolation through cracks—however apparently insigfor the momentum.
nificant—in the concrete flooring of the reservoir, the
Take the case of a railway train, for instance. Where masonry built upon it slipped just so much as it
is the backward momentum to be found? The answer of could do until it had effected its maximum limit
course is, in the Earth. According to this modern of compression on the natural soil. If this slipping
dynamical notion there is no need for the long lever of amounted to but din. it would suffice for the disArchimedes to move the Earth, as the motion of any ruption of the wall, which has now twice occurred.
body is sufficient to generate in the earth an equal and |Th ere is, however, another question of importance for
opposite momentum.
Thus in propelling a punt by a further consideration. The accident, it is suggested, may
pole, the backward momentum applied to the Earth is have arisen from subsidence of the material built upon,
but there is every reason to think that within the
equal to the propelling force.
;
In the case of a paddle steamer a visible amount of sixteen months that have elapsed since the first failure,
momentum is generated on the surface of the water, and during which the foundations have had to bear their full
we equate this to the propulsion; but in the screw pro- loads, additional evidence of such subsidence would in
peller, working under water, I have supposed in the that case have become apparent. But this has not been
present papers that the momentum is replaced by an so, and we believe we must abandon the theory of subIncrease of pressure in the water, which is gradually sidence as accounting either for the first or the third
diffused through the ocean, this increase of pressure failures. But the intermediate failure was solely due to
oe Rees ‘ous to the drag on the rails by the driving the development of cracks in the flooring of the reservoir.
wheels
of a locomotive.
These were filled in, as we stated in our recent article
On starting, the driving wheels occasionally slip; but upon this subject, with asphalte, and doubtless were
this soon
and when there is no slipping the thereby rendered watertight before the last filling with
efficiency of the wheels as agg | instruments is water was.commenced. But the mischief was by that
complete. The screw propeller, on the other hand, time done.. The cabook upon which the wall was built
always slips,a certain amount of slip being necessary to had become saturated, and—if our proposition be sound
produce the requisite thrust, and the iilieney of the —under the enormous pressure behind it, the wall
slipped forward until the resistance of the solid and cc mpropeller is correspondingly diminished.
It is agg ma to examine carefully the principle of pressed material of the hill stayed further movement.
If our.conjecture on the matter is rightly founded, it
momentum in this rsnner, as a hasty application of it
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in such mill it must be distinctly understood that they
must receive the same rates of overtime, viz., time and
a-quarter, time and a-half, and double time, as per millwrights’ rules. Should any member of the above-named
societies start in any firm, and fail to get the rate of
wages here set down, they must cease work immediately
on receipt of their first pay, unless a decided promise 1s
made to pay the rate on next pay day.
3
:
In any case where a factory, mill, or shop is paying a
higher rate of wages than is contained in the above list,
it must be distinctly understood that our members are to
get that higher rate; failing to do so they must immediately report the same to their respective secretaries or
district committee. After these rules come. into operation, any member of the within-named societies continuing to work at less rates than those contained in the
rules is liable to be proceeded against as acting contrary
to the interests of the society.
Average Wages Paid per Week in Coal Mining in the District of
anchester.
8 d.
Colliers ... . .
- 6 0
Dischargers ...
. 2020
Engineers
Pare
Se
ie
ase:
Sa
In Manchester and the larger towns in the cotton
manufacturing districts co-operative stores have by their
system of business added at least 5 per cent. to the
purchasing power of their members by supplying clothing
and provisions at low prices. Operatives generally live
in small houses situate in long, low blocks, with narrowpaved streets between. These are for the mast antdevoid
of gardens, and usually present a bare
cheerless
appearance. Great improvements have taken place inthe
dwellings of the working-classes during the last thirty
years, but yet many dwellings are small and far from
comfortable, in some cases containing only one living
room, from 10ft. to 15ft. square, with a small scullery
and two bedrooms. The larger houses have a small kitchen
and a couple of extra bedrooms.
The sanitary condition
of these houses is generally good, as they are carefully and
frequently inspected by competent officials,
the
sanitary authorities in the main do their work very
effectually. House rents vary according to locality and
size of rooms; the minimum for a four-roomed house is
2s. 7d. per week, and for one containing an extra bedroom or two 4s. 6d. per week. The average all round may
be taken at 4s. ld. per week. In the outskirts of the city,
houses with small gardens can be had at the same or
lower rents, and through the railway companies running
trains at low fares, operatives can live in a more healthy
locality as cheapas in town. Coal is 9s. 4d. to 13s. 6d. per
ton, and gas 2s. 8d. per 1000 cubic feet.
Examples of Cost of Living per Annum in Manchester.
Number in family.
4
| +
7
| £s
£8 |
ae
Bread and flour ... ... ... ...1
10 5 | 21 4
Butter, cheese, coffee, milk, sugar, ||
tea, &c,
ere ig eee
3 1 |
5
ele... Sere ee ee,
1015 | 1110
Vegetables ... ... ... .. «At 46 8
316 | 5 1
Fuelandlight
... ... ... ...
3 18
3 5 | 411
Chething P58 na ees 3 ae
815 | 13 4
NSE
ee ena oa co La
a
3°0 | M4 2
Incidentals
—
5 4
217
an
Eee
ee
eS
Income ...
6517 | 8410 | 109 7
* Railway employé uniform provided by company.
RESERVOIR DAMS.!
Ir was the practice until comparatively recently to make the
discharge outlet by laying pipes in a trench under the dam,
generally at the lowest point in the valley, or constructinga culvert
in the same position and carrying the pipes through this, and in
the earlier works the valves or sluices regulating the outflow were
laced at the tail of the down-stream bank, the pipes under the
nk being consequently at all times subject to the pressure of the
full head of the water in the reservoir. An instance of the firstmentioned method is afforded by the Dale Dyke Reservoir, Fig. 2,
where two lines of pipes of 18in. diameter were laid in a trench
excavated in the rock and resting upon a bed of puddle 12in. in
thickness, and surrounded by puddle; the pipes were of cast iron,
of the spigot and faucet type, probably yarned and leaded at the
joints as usual, and the sluice valves were situated at the outer
end of the pipes. As the failure of this embankment was, as we all
know, productive of such terrible consequences, it may be of interest
to enter a little more fully into the details of its construction. It
was situated at Bradfield, six or seven miles from Sheffield, and at
several hundred feet higher level. Its construction was commenced in 1858, the puddle trench was probably taken down to a
depth of 40ft. to 50ft., a considerable amount of water bei
encountered. This trench was 15ft. to 20ft. broad at the top, ani
of course had to be crossed by the before-mentioned line of pipes,
znd although the trench was filled with puddle and the gullet cut
in the rock already mentioned for carrying the pipes under the site
of the dam was “‘ padded” with a layer of 12in. of puddle, we can
imagine that the effect of the weight of the puddle wall and bank
upon this line of pipes would be very different at the point where
they crossed the puddle trench to what it would be
they
were laid in the rock gullet and partly protected from pressure
the sides of the latter. At the trench crossing there
bed of puddle 50ft. in thickness beneath the pie, in the
a bed of lft. in thickness, So much poypatien? +«4laying of the
pipes.
The embankment had scarcely been completed when, on i
llth, 1864, a storm of rain came on and nearly filled it
to
the bye-wash, when the bank began slowly to subside. “The
engineer was on the crest at the very time and remained until the
water was running over his boots; he then rushed down the other
slope and was snatched out of the way as the bank burst, and the
whole body of water, about 250,000,000 gallons, rushed out through
the trench, carrying with it in the course of about twenty minutes
1 Paper, with slight abbreviation, read by Mr. David Gravell, Assoc.
M. Inst. C.E., before the Society of Civil and Mechanical
The
paper brings together in a convenient form the sections
salient facts
concerning many dams. It was illustrated by numerous
from
a
engravings have been prepared, some of which are given on
page 187.
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92,000 cubic yards, or, say, one fourth of the total mass of earth- there plentiful, and a dam of this character can be rapidly con.
probably not very durable owing to liability to
work, causing the death of 250 human bei
not to mention structed, although,
decay of timber.
That represented is about 25ft. high,
cattle, and destruction of factories, dwellings, and bridges, denudi
The author has now concluded the consideration of earthwork
the rock of its surface soil, and, as it were, obliterating all the lan
marks in its course. The
test depth of the bank from ground dams, and proposes making a few remarks upon those of masonry
level to crest was 95ft., the top width 12ft., and the slopes, both or concrete, with references to some of the most important, as
on the up-stream and down-stream sides, 24 to 1, and the area of shown on the diagrams. Their stability, unlike those of earth.
work, .may be considerably inc
where the contour and
the reservoir 78 acres,
d is fa
ble by being curved in plan, convex
Mr.—now Sir Robert—Rawlinson, together with Mr, Beadmore, nature of the g
were called in to make a report, to lay before Parliament, upon towards the water, and with a suitable radius. They aro
this disaster ; and having made a careful examination of the ruins, especially suitable for blocking narrow rocky valleys, and
and taken evidence, they were of opinion that the mode of laying as such situations we | from the character of the ground,
the pipes, and in such an a spose way, was faulty, and that be liable to sudden and high floods, great care is necessary
subsidence of the pipes probably occurred at the crossing of the tomake sufficient provision for overflow. When of masonry, the
puddle trench ; a fissure in the puddle was created, affording a stones should be bonded, not merely as they would be in an ordia creep for the water, which, once set up, would rapidly increase nary vertical wall where the direction of the stressisperpendicular,
the breach by scour; and that this event was favoured by the but each course should be knit in with that above and below
manner in which the bank had been constructed and the unsuita- it in a somewhat similar manner to what is termed “random”
bility of the material used, which, in the words of one engineer, work; and lastly, if hydraulic mortar be used, a sufficient time
had more the ap
ce of a quarry tip than of a bank intended should elapse after construction before being subjected to strain,
to store water.
is — of the cause — — +sage a or in other words, before water is allowed to rise in the reservoir,
not adopted universal
y engineers, the line of pipes when For this latter reason, and also the liability to damage by sudden
predhwer -being found 4 be, although disjointed, fairly in line ; floods during the progress of the works, dams of Portland
t
te, on
t of their quick consolidation, possess
and there having occurred a landslip in the immediate neighbourbood, it was suggested that the rupture might be caused by a slip advantages over those of hydraulic masonry apart from the necessity
also having taken place here,
jally as the substratum was of in the latter instance of constant supervision to prevent ‘“scamprock tilted at a considerable angle ; the formation was ing” by leaving chinks and spaces vacant, especially where large
i
e grit. This catastrophe induced an examination to be masses of stone or Cyclopean rubble is used. Again, should the
made of other storage reservoir dams in the same district, and a dam be drowned by flood during its erection, no harm would accrue
report on the subject was presented to Parliament by Sir Robert were it composed of Portland cement concrete, whereas should it
be of h
ulic mortar masonry the wall would probably be
Rawlinson.
The dam of Stubden Reserveir, of the Bradford water supply, destroyed, or, at all events, considerably injured by the mortar
also on the millstone grit, was constructed about 1859, and caused being washed out of the joints, Portland cement, however, is
considerable anxiety for a length of time, as leakage occurred in only suitable for situations where the foundation is absolutely firm,
the culvert carrying the pi
under the embankment at a point as should there be the slightest settlement fissures would certainly
a short distance on the down-stream side of the puddle trench. be produced.
portire foundations, the dam of the Puentes
This was repaired to some extent by lining with cast iron plates; Reservoir in Spain is somewhat remarkable—see Fig. 12. Its
and an entirely independent outlet was
e by driving a curved height is 164ft., and the profile or cross section is of precisely the
tunnel into the hillside clear of the ends of the dam and lining it same character as that of the Alicante dam, the latter being 135ft.
with cast iron plates; in this tunnel was then laid the main of 2ft. in height, 65ft. wide at the crest, and 65ft. at the base, and erected
diameter, and as the original culvert —_ became leaky, the water about 300 years ago. At the Puentes dam the flanks of the valley
had to be lowered, the old masonry pulled out, and the space filled were reliable, but as must be frequently the case in such situations,
the. bed of the valley was com
to a great depth of gravel,
in with puddle.
The Leeming compensation reservoir of the same water supply, débris, and shaky strata. The difficulty was overcome by throwing
with a dam of 50ft. in height, and culvert outlet, had to be treated an arch, or arches, across the valley, the abutments being formed
the
upon this
somewhat in the same manner, as although the reservoir had never by the solid rock on each side, and
been filled with water, in 1875, when it was examined previous to arching and filling in below the latter down to a sufficient depth
filling, it was found that the culvert was
ked in all directi
. with walling.
Bearing in mind the sudden and great floods to which dams
and it was deemed best to fill it up with Portland cement concrete,
and drive a tunnel outlet wring, ee hill side, as described in the constructed in such situations must be subjected, and if the valley
at the side for
case of the Stubden Reservoir.
Leeshaw dam, which was being be very narrow, the probability that sufficient
constructed at that time upon the same lines, viz., with culvert a bye-wash will be difficult to obtain, it would seem reasonable
outlet under the dam, was, at the advice of Sir Robert Rawlinson, that in the calculation for their section allowance should be made
for the possible condition of the whole length of the dam being
altered to a side tunnel outlet clear of the dam.
Some years previous to the failure of the Dale Dyke Reservoir converted into a weir over which the waters may flow without risk
there occurred in 1852 a failure of a similar character—though, as of injury to the dam, to a depth of, say, at least twice that ever
far as the author is aware, unattended by such disastrous results— probable. The topping of dams by floods is not uncommon, and if
at the Bilberry Reservoir at Holmfirth, near Huddersfield, which the extra strain thus induced has not been allowed for, their
had never been filled previous to the day of its failure, and arose destruction is nearly certain, as instanced in more than one case
from the dam having sunk, and being allowed to remain at a level in Algeria, where, although the average rainfall is only 15in.
actually below that of the bye-wash; so that when the storm yearly, a depth of 6jin., or more than one-third of the annual
occurred the dam was topped and destroyed. An after examina- total, has been known to fall in twenty-four hours,
tion proved that the bank was badly constructed and the foundaThe Habra dam—see Fig. No. 13—completed in 1871,
was destroyed by a sudden flood of this kind in December,
tion imperfect.
Besides the above instances, there have been numerous failures 1881. This reservoir, with a storage capacity of 6,600,000,000
within recent times of earthwork dams in Spain, the United States, gallons, was intended for the irrigation of a cultivated
Algeria, and elsewhere, such as that which occurred at Estrecho de bordering on the Mediterranean and the storage of floods,
Rientes, near Lorca, in Murcia, where a dam 150ft. high, the con- The height of the dam was 1167ft., and was provided with
struction of which for irrigation pu
was commenced in 1755 a bye-wash of 394ft. in length, and outlets for irrigation formed
and
leted in 1789, was filled for the first time in February, by four cast iron pipes of 3l4in. diameter through the dam. It
1802, and two months later gave way,
i
of the town was composed of rubble set in hydraulic mortar, the latter comof Lorca and devastating a
tract of the most fertile country, posed of two — of sand to one of hydraulic lime. For getting rid
and causing the death of 600
ple. The immediate cause of of the large deposits of sand to which all reservoirs in that country
failure in this case the author
been unable to ascertain. In are liable, two scouring outlets were provided of the same
file was
Algeria the Sig and Tiélat dams were destroyed in 1865, and in description as those in the old Moorish dams. The
the United States of America, at Williamsberg, Hampshire Co., calculated from Delocre’s formula, and was correct in this respect
ing the bye-wash to have been sufficient; but as it was otherMassachusetts, in 1874, an earthworth dam gave way, by which su
the flood swept over the crest to the depth of about 3ft.,
150 lives were lost and much damage done to property. In wise,
another case, viz., that of the Worcester dam, in the United States the enormous extra strain thus induced overthrew the dam and
of America—impounding a volume of 663,330,000 gallons, and caused the destruction of several villages and the death of 209
4lft. high, 50ft. broad at the crest, and formed with a centre wall persons. It must be mentioned that when the reservoir was filling
the
» giving the face wall
of masonry with earthwork on each side—which gave way in 1875, the water percolated t!
four years after its completion; here, as in almost all. other the appearance of a huge filter, which at the time was attributed
instances of failure, the leakage commenced at a point where the to the porous nature of the sandstone used in construction, but
pipestraverse the dam. In this case they were carried in a masonry which more probably was due to the washing of the green mortar
culvert, and the leak started at about
on the up-stream side out of the joints,
At the Hamiz dam, also in Algeria, the water was admitted in
of the central wall. The opinion of Mr. McAlpine as to the cause
of failure, which agrees with that of the most eminent of our own 1884, but it showed immediately signs of weakness, so that the
water engineers, was to the effect “ that earthern dams rarely fail water had to be run out and an immense retaining wall erected to
from any fault in the artificial earthwork, and seldom from any strengthen the main dam. Algeria seems to have been singularly
defect in the natural soil; the latter may leak, but not so as to unfortunate as regards the success of works of this description.
endanger the dam; in nine-tenths of the cases the dam is breached Water was admitted to the Cheurfas Reservoir in January, 1885,
and it at once began to make its way through permeable ground at
along the line of the water outlet passages,”
The method of forming the discharge outlet by the construc- one end of the dam. The flushing sluice in the deepest part of
tion of a masonry culvert in the open has no doubt many advantages the dam had become jammed, so that the pressure could not be
over that of tunnel driving through the hill side clear of the dam, relieved, and in February 30ft. length of the dam was carried
permitting as it does of an easy inspection and control of the work away, causing a flood in the river below. At some distance down
as it proceeds ; but a slight vastbe in the instance of a side tunnel stream was the Sig Reservoir; the flood rushing down topped this
probably means nothing more than the waste of so much water, dam by = and saga pie rae Allusion has been ag to
whereas in the case of the culvert traversing the site of the bank provision for scouring out sand and deposit, especially in the dams
the same amount or less, imperils the stability of the bank,
of Algeria and of Spain. The unt dant &e., Sete down
in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred would, if not attended to, by the floods is something enormous, and the question of the best
sooner or later be the cause of its destruction. I think the means fois rid of it has occupied much attention. In the
cn wy age therefore agree that the method of discharge outlets old Moorish reservoirs the flushing gallery, piercing the lower part
under the site of embankments should not be tolerated where it is of the dam, was closed by iron doors on the down-stream face and
possible to make an outlet in the flank of the hill, to one side, and blocked with timber at the upper end. When required to be
altogether clear of the dam.
flushed out, labourers passed through the gallery and broke down
At Fig. 9 is a diagram of the Roundwood dam of the the timber barrier, the silt forming a wall sufficiently thick to resist
Vartry Waterworks, supplying Dublin, which is a fair specimen of the pressure of the water for the time being, and allow of the
the class of earthwork
with the outlet pipes carried in aculvert retreat of the Forlorn Hope—if the latter had luck—before giving
under the embankment, and which perhaps is one of the most way. One method adopted in Algeria, which has the advantage of
favourable speci
of this method of construction, as the inlet permitting the sediment to be utilised together with the irrigation,
valves are on the up-stream of the dam, and consequently when this sediment being Lag Anges is to pump air down through
the water can be cut off from the length of pipes travers- hose extending to the bottom of the reservoir, the pumps being
ie theodom. A short description will be given. This damis66ft. actuatedby steamOo ytd and the sedimentthus stirred up
and run off with
water through the irrigation pipes. As an
example of one of the early t
of
dams in France,
reference may be made to Fiz.TR onwhich is shown an elevation
i ces
rk emeng © large reservoir for
about the aver: difference. The storagecapacity of the and cross
reservoir is2,400,000,000 gallons, orsufficient for ru supply sentient
Canal
to the city. The puddle wall is 6ft. wide at the top
18ft. at
I
now
to some of the most notable masonry dams in
with France, where — the finest is
ground level, the
of the puddle trench about 40ft, below existence, com!
that known as the
in connection with
St. Etienne
14ft. wide with nearly vertical sides
we Fanmel bentainn | Waterworks, constructed between the years 1859-66, and designed
by the engineers Graiff and Grandchamps. It is curved in plan,
itwith a semicircular
arch 4ft. in thickness. Through this
are laid a 33in. and 48in. main; the former for the water supply, and cones radius of 828ft. from a ee
can veins
the latter for
or for
the reservoir
onan emergency. side,
founded w
com:
granite,
‘ootings being
nage tingha +
of brickwork in cement under the centre of carried down to a depth of3ft. Bin telowthe surface of the rock.
ic mortar carried up in courses
the dam
Se
ee
ee at oe It is of rubble masonry in
the
sides
of the of 5ft. in depth. The height is 170ft. on the up-stream side, and
184ft.
on the lower side, with a breadth of 9ft. 8in. at the
crest
110ft. at the base, and the cross section is so designed
that the
is nearly constantin all
and nowhere
‘our exceeds 94Ib.to the square inch—13,392 Ib. the square foot.
The contents is equal to 52,000 cubic yards of masonry, and the
cost of erection was £36,080. The capacity of the reservoir 1s
equal to 352,000,000 gallons.
:
The reservoir di
into two tunnels—see Fig, 11—driven
. This character of work is adopted on the one above the other through a hill into an adjacent valley. The
North Poudre Irrigation Canal in N.E. Colorado, Timber is lower tunnel contains three cast iron pipes, with
a masonry stopping
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gunmaker’s worst enemy, and that it was a question of great
_ long. ‘Two of these pipes are 1éin. diameter, with reguTHE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
moment whether it was worth while to incur the risk of setting up
é ae and discharge Tito a well, from whence the water
such strain by oil-hardening at all.
directed for the town supply or into the river. The third
be
can
TREATMENT OF ‘GUN-STEEL.
In conclusion, the paper described the process of building up the
vipe of 8hin. diameter is always open, and serves to remove any
Tepoait in the reservoir, and to furnish a constant supply for the use
At the meeting of Tuesday, the 15th of March, Mr. Edward complete gun by shrinking. The formulw used at the Royal Gun
of manufacturers,
;
;
A
.
Woods, President, in the chair, the paper read was on “The Factory for this purpose, were, in the author’s opinion, thoroughly
The author drew attention to the difference in the section of the Treatment of Gun-steel,” by Col. Eardley Maitland, R.A., Assoc. _— and trustworthy. They were based on investigations by
mé and by Rankine, and were sensibly identical with the rules
Furens dam, Fig. 11, as compared with that of Alicante, and of Inst, C.E., Superintendent of the Royal Gun Factory, Woolwich.
Puentes, which is similartothe latter. These two last illustrate the
It was stated that gun-steel as used in England, and practically and formule published by Virgile in 1874. As an illustration of
ancient Moorish type, and the former that of the present day. The by other gun-making nations, was a ductile material, a test-speci- their application, an example was worked out of the shrinkage
quite recently men of which broke under tensile strain at about 30 tons per which should be given to the jacket of a 5in. gun.
Gileppe dam at Verviers, in Belgium, Fig, 14, although
erected, viz., between the years 1869 and 1875, differs veryermucsec- square inch in the soft or annealed state, and at about 45 tons per
much
very
of
is
it
as
square inch when hardened by being plunged, at a temperature of
from the Furens type, in so far
tional area in proportion to its height, but this is accounted
for’by 1450deg. Fah., into a bath of cool oil. It contained from 0°25 to
ire of the engineer,
ison, to overcome the opposition 0°5 per cent. of carbon, and from 0°8 to 0°05 per cent. of manganese. THE MODERN MARINE ENGINE AND BOILER.
eee
a meet the objections and combat the fears The specification of the British Government, No. 8, of the 2nd of
of those whose interests—and those serious ones, no doubt—would November, 1886, for gun steel was given in full; also, in the
usual monthly meeting of the London Association of Forebe affected in the event of its rupture, the body of water stored Appendix, an earlier specification, which was in force while the menTHEEngineers
and Draughtsmen was held in the Cannon-street
being 2,701,687,000 gallons, or about eight times asmuch as the data in the paper were being collected. The author proceeded to Hotel on Saturday,
the 5th instant, at 7.30 p.m. After the usual
capacity of the Furens reservoir, In addition to this, there was describe in detail the successive steps by which he had sought to
routine business, the chairman stated that the committee had
another reason, which was — sufficient in itself
to account for estimate the value of oil hardening. From a comparison of arranged
for
their
annual
festival to be held on the 30th April,
supplyfor
is
reservoir
This
thousands of results he had formed the opinion that, taking the
the extra substantiality of the dam.
Lord Thurlow had promised to preside, and they expected
ing water to the cloth factories of Verviers, on the Belgian-Ger- breaking strain after oil hardening as the datum, the limit of when
other distinguished guests. A paper was then read on
man frontier. It is curved in plan to a ius of 1640ft., with a elasticity in the unhardened state rose with the proportion of man- several
Modern Marine Engine and Boiler,” by Mr. Walter Swanlength of 771ft., and the additional strength of the structure due ganese; and that the effect of hardening in oil increased with the **Thea chief
engineer in the merchant service. Mr. Swanson stated
to so flat a curve is ages slight. It is built of rubble masonry, proportion of carbon, raising both the elastic limit and the breaking son,
that
there
better way of proving the immense improvewith ashlar facework, laid in hydraulic mortar. The total amount strain more than in the case of steel with a higher proportion of ments madewasin nomarine
engines than a comparison of the fuel
of masonry is 325,000 cubic yards, There are two weirs, at a level manganese, The condition of strain, however, of pieces tested in consumption
in
the
early engines with that of the latest triple
of 6ft. below the crest, each 82ft. wide. The total height, includ- the machine differed from that experienced by the metal when eylinder ex
ion engines. This result was very largely due to
ing the foundations, which are carried down from 8ft. to 5ft. into built up and used asa gun. For example, when the copper cylin- our better knowledge
making, for although the advantages
the rock, is 154ft., and the breadth of the crest, which carries a der of a crusher-gauge was repeatedly subjected to the same slowly- of high pressures andof boiler expansion
had long been known, it
road, is 49ft. 3in., and at the base 216ft. The outlet pipes are applied motion in a machine, no change was produced after the was only recently that reliable boilers could
be produced to carry
carried through tunnels, which are driven on the curve into the first trials, but if the cylinder were compressed to the same extent 150 lb, at sea.
present
arrang
t was
idered very
hill side a
i
ble dist.
clear of each end of the dam.
by a falling weight, or blow, subsequent equal blows compressed it
but he thought, with the improved appliances now in use,
Another very important structure is the Villar dam, Fig. 15, in still further at each trial. If two gauges were put into the chamber good,
both
for
producing
the
material
and
working
it
into
we
connection with the water supply of Madrid, and situated on the of a gun, and ten rounds fired with a suitable charge, one gauge would soon hear of boilers capable of working at 4001Ib. orshape,
Ib.
river Lozoya. The storage capacity of this reservoir is very con- being left untouched, but the copper cylinder of the other gauge and we would then require a different type of engine to300
utilise
siderable, viz., 4,400,000,000, or nearly thirteen times as
t as hang eas after each round, it would be found that the gauge
He considered in detail various types of marine
that of Farens. The height of the dam is 162ft., with a breadth which withstood ten rounds would simply indicate the highest such a pressure.
in use, aomeg tee preference to the ordinary cylindrical wet
of 14ft. 9in. at the crest. It is built on the curve to a radius of pressure attained as recorded by the gauge which had been boilers
bottomed boiler with smooth flues. He said corrugated furnaces
440ft., and the length of the dam measured along the crest is adjusted each time, If, however, an unsuitable charge had been were
very good when new and clean, but when in regular work the
546ft., of which 197ft. is bye-wash, thus describing nearly one-fifth used, and had set up a violent dynamic, or “‘ wave,” action, the
filled up with scale, and he had seen some that had
of a circle, and consequently well designed to resist pressure. The gauge which had withstood ten rounds would indicate a higher pres- corrugations
been
a
considerable time at sea with very little scale on the high
dam is built of rubble masonry in hydraulic mortar, and cost sure than that of any single round. Hence there wasa certain resem- parts, but
hollows filled up so that the top surface was nearly
£80,556.
blance between the action of suitable powder and the pressurein the straight. the
He said the marine engine had more trying duties to
The Stony Creek lower reservoir dam of the Geelong water machine. It had been noticed thatin cases of bursting, the fracture, perform than
any other, as it must be readily and easily started
supply, Fig. 16, Colony of Victoria, is interesting as being con- whether the gun were of cast iron, of wrought iron, or of steel,
reversed, whatever the weight or horse-power, and also be able
struc’ of concrete in the proportion of 1 to 84. Its erection was invariably short and granular. It was formerly assumed in and
to
work
continuously
very long periods without stoppage. He
occupied eighteen months, and cost about £18,000. It is curved explanation of this that the slow pull of the machine did not at all mentioned different for
of engines, but prefe
the triple
in plan toa radius of
t., and the greatest depth or head of represent the sudden strain put on the material when used as a cylinder three-crank types
engine,
as combining these qualities
water is 52ft. 4in. The width at the crest is only 2ft. 8in., gun. In order to test the truth of this assumption, a test
imen with economy in cost of working
better
than
any
other.
although surmounted by a heavy coping of bluestone 3ft. 3in, was screwed into blocks, one above and one below, so
t the He considered in detail the —
parts of the engine,
broad and lft. 9in. deep. There being no facility for makinga system falling a short distance, the top block was arrested, and the and
mentioned
some
of
the
difficulties
encountered
by
seabye-wash at the side, the centre of the dam is dished to form a weir weight of the lower one subjected the speci
to sudden tensile
with suggestions for their removal. He gave a
30ft. long. There are both outlet and scour pipes and valves of strain. The result of several experiments was that the elongation, —_———
description of the breaking of a screw shaft in stormy
2ft. diameter, and the capacity of the reservoir is 143,145,834 instead of being about 27 per cent., as was expected, was about graphic
weather, and how they repaired it so as to be able to steam slowly
rallons.
47 per cent. This unexpected result determined the author to try toa
about 400 miles distant, and suggested that all shafts,
: The Paramatta dam, in New South Wales, built of masonry in the result of explosives. A strong tube was pre
by being beforeportbeing
in, should be tested with a twisting strain at least
hydraulic mortar, is another instance of a dam built on the curve, accurately bored and furnished in the middle with a radial vent , twice as greatput
maximum power of the engine, and should be
and which has resisted a flood of water 4ft. in depth over the and a
radil crusher gauge. Plugs of steel, fitting the bore of the re-tested after asanytheserious
accident. In speaking of condensers, he
crest, and in the case of a dam of about 40ft. high across the tube, were screwed on to each end of a specimen; these plugs were urged the aiates of a simpler
way of securing the doors, as in the
river Wyre, in connection with the Lancaster Waterworks, made passed into the tube, the annular space around the specimen being event of a leak at sea—no uncommon
was no easy
of cement concrete in proportion of 4 to 1, there has, according to filled, in some cases with quick-burning powder, and in others with task to unscrew 70 or 80 bolts and occurrence—it
secure the doors in heav
Mr. Mansergh, frequently
been a depth of 5ft. of flow over it.
is gun-cotton air-spaced.
m the charges being exploded through
The same remarks might apply to the air-pump, whic’!
dam is built toa radius of 80ft. only, and as it measures 100ft. the vent, the plugs were driven violently out of the tubes in weather.
in many cases has no provision made for removing the valves or
along the crest, must include about the fifth of a circle.
qe directions, each carrying one half of the specimen. The examining them without removing all the gear immediately above
There now remain only two other examples of masonry dams, elongations under these tests varied from 47 per cent. to 62 per the
of the pump. After describing different sorts of airthe first being that in connection with the Liverpool water supply, cent., the fracture in all cases being silky and fibrous, With the umpcover
valves, he eulogised sas patent metallic valves as a
and known asthe Vyrnwy dam, Fig. 17, this being thrown across a
est charges of gun-cotton tried the specimens in several cases
n
to
sea-going
engineers.
He mentioned the necessity of a
stream of that name in tod North Wales. It is now under construc- broke in two places, the oxy sapear being cigar-shaped. The good, reliable reversing
apparatus, as a ship ought to be ——
tion, and when
will impound an area of 1115 acres. results of these, and of other trials with tube- Hiapedspecimens, and made to move full speed
astern
seconds, and he
The dam will be 1255ft. long, and formed of Cyclopean rubble set and with steels of soft, medium, and hard quality, had convinced seen it done in fifteen seconds from inthethirty
of the engineer comin cement mortar, and the interstices or spaces between the large the author that the remarkable shortness of fracture noticed when mencing to perform the evolution by thetime
use
patent reversing
masses of stone, which are rough hewn and not squared, is filled a gun burst was a false indication of the quality of the metal. gear. Several of the members, including of sons
with cement concrete. The proportion of the cement mortar is The true indication would be obtained by putting together the Coates, Stokes, Reid and Heath, commented on theDouglas,
paper
24 to 1.
ese masses of stone weigh from two to eight tons each, pieces and measuring the stretch.
favourably. Mr. Douglas stated that his firm—Thorneycroft and
and it is expected that the wall will be of a most solid description,
Passing from the testing room tothe works, the author proceeded Co.—had lately been perfecting a steam generator—he could not
as great care is being taken to fill up all spaces; the face next to to consider how the required material might be prodw
so as to call it a boiler—which he thought would soon be heard of. They
the water is cemented. The area of the cross section shown on the be of the most uniform quality, and in the best state for the pur- had
put one in a torpedo boat, which kept steam up easily without
diagram, which is at one of the dee
a is 8972 square feet,
. The mode of treating the ingot before forging was described, forced draught, and some of the representatives of foreign
and the height from foundation to flood level is 129ft., the breadth as also the method of making the tubes and hoops. The 68-ton Governments present at the trials were so well satisfied that they
at the base being 117ft. 9in.
gun of the English service design, of which the first had been
several similar.
chairman summarised the disThe existing dam of the New York water supply, Fig. 18, known recently successfully tested, furnished a good example of the had ordered
and after a vote of thanks to Mr. §
n, the
tiee
as the Croton Reservoir, is shown on the diagram. Its capacity is qualities required for various oe ped of the construction. The ps
e
.
364,000,000 gallons and the area 279 acres. ‘The height is 78ft. subject of erosion of the bore had been engaging the attention of
and width at crest 8ft. 6in., and is built of masonry in hydraulic the officers of the Royal Gun Factory for the last two years, and a
mortar, The face walls are of stone laid in courses of 14in. to 26in, great number of experiments had been made to ascertain the
and are vertical on the up-stream side and with a batter of 1 in 24 ualities of steel best suited to resistit. The details would be
Mason CoLLEGE ENGINEERING Soctety.—This Society, which
on the down, The hearting is of concrete for a depth of 45ft. from ound in a joint paper by the author and Sir Frederick Abel, in was constituted on February 16th of the present year, with Prothe top, and the remaining depth is in Cyclopean rubble.
.
the ‘Journal of theIron and Steel Institute,” October, 1886. The fessor R. H. Smith president, and Messrs. Hamilton,
At Fig. 19 is shown the section of the Qua er Bridge dam, which general result was that thorough forging was required to ensure and Myers vicedents, and which already numbers about
when completed will be the largest structure of the kind in the best resistance to erosion, and that it was necessary to put sixty members, held its first working meeting on the 9th inst.
existence. It is situated on the Croton river, which is a tributary three units of forging work into the metal, taking the unit of work After the report of the management committee regarding rules
of the Hudson, about four miles below the present Croton dam. as that done in doubling or halving the length of a forging. A and bye-laws had been read and accepted, the President read his
The length will be 1300ft. and the height 170ft. above the river fibrous condition was thus induced. Further, it appeared possible inaugural address, in which he thanked them for the honour done
bed, or 277ft. above the foundation.
e water bye-wash is 7ft. that gun steel, breaking at about forty tons per square inch in the him in electing him as president of the Society for the first year
below the crest, and the dam is 26ft. broad at the crest and 216ft. specimen, oil hardenedat 1450 deg. Fah., was
suited to bringing of its existence, and 2 gp out the benefit it might be in keepat the base. The capacity of the reservoir will be 32,000,000,000 to this fibrous condition, although it mattered little whether the ing up college friendships,
and as a means whereby practical and
gallons, or nearly a hundred times as great as that of Furens. The steel were high, medi
or low,
pared with the great differ- theoretical men might learn from each other. He then went on
geological formation at the site is syenitic gneiss. The cost of the ences due to much or to little forging.
to open the discussion on boiler power, which was to follow the
dam is estimated at £500,000.
In describing the different elements of which the 68-ton gun was address, and showed that the old measure of engine power—viz,
The accompanying table gives the pressures to which various composed, the author referred to the liner. This was in two we. nominal horse-power—was based on the average power that could
dams are subjected, and it may be noted with
to the weight it being found that the rear half of the bore would require lining be exerted, with the very low pressures and very low piston speeds
of water which is generally assumed as 62°41b. per cubic foot, will about three times as often as the front half. It was, nevertheless, used at the commencement of steam engineering. It has long
in some districts in time of flood
so much matter in suspen- possible that the inconvenience of the joint might be found suffi- since become nothing more than a measurement of the size of the
sion as to be increased toasmuch as 75 lb. weight, or an addition of cient to induce lining throughout on each
ion for repair. The cylinder, and a very awkward and clumsy measure of that.
20 per cent., which, it may be easily imagined, will affect the con- A-tube, one of the most important parts of the gun, was also Similarly, what is called the nominal H.P. of a boiler is nothing
ditions of stability very seriously.
described. It was to be observed that, as the breech-block geared more than a statement of its heating surface, and has no indicainto the breech-piece, the rear end of the tube was reliev from tion of what actual steam power can be obtained from the boiler.
Table of Maximum Pressures.
and the strain on it was a transverse one. We have just as real need of similarly established modes of
Lbs. per sq. in, all longitudinal pa
Towards the muzzle the A-tube was thinned down and covered measuring the actual puwer of boilers as the definite system adopted
Gileppe (Verviers) .
+ @e
Furens (St. Etienne) ..
98
with
hoops,
As
these
hoops
merely abutted they conferred no for measuring the actual power of engines. The only attempt made
ear
in the phrase “ evaporative power.”
+e 12
longitudinal
but the amount of longitudinal strain was in this direction is ex
De Ban .. ..
a
113
small
compared
with
the
cross
strain,
and it might be taken that if This is the number of pounds of water evaporated into steam by
St. Chamond..
os #8 oe
+» 154
it
at 212 deg. Fah. and
the metal were competent to resist the cross strain it would be the boiler per hour ; the feed being sup;
Alicambe .. 2. oc. 6. de eR MER TNS! 62 oe
pretty sure to
the longitudinal one. The B-tube and the the steam at the same temperature, i.¢., at atmospheric
Hamiz (Algeria)—failod .. 60 «+ o8 +s oe
157
He
proposed
to
adopt
the
same
unit
of
measurement
in the two
Habra (Algeria)—falle@. is .dcise us,00 ++ co ec «- 386
other different
of the gun were successively referred to.
The author
deserii
in detail the long series of experi- cases, namely, H.P., and compare at once the ratios of the two
A diagram comparing the section derived from Molesworth’s for- ments,
H.P.’s.
The
amount
of
heat
received
by
the
water
and steam
given in the appendix to his paper, made with the view
mula and those of Furens, Gilleppe, Vyrnwy and Quaker Bridge,
of determining the tensile stre
of specimens cut from from the furnace gases Lys minute, expressed in foot-pounds and
is given at Fig. 20, the limit of pressure assumed for the masonry mainly
divided by 33,000, should be called the boiler heat H.P., and the
ingots
hardened
in
oil,
and
unhardened,
with
and
across
the
being 93 Ib. per square inch, which is that of the Furens, the a and submitted in the ingot to varying amounts of work. quantity of heat generated in the furnace per hour, expressed in
Gilleppe being 88,
udging from the behaviour of specimens, there appeared to be a foot-pounds and divided by 1,980,000, the furnace H.P. The ratio
decided benefit to the steel in oil hardening and annealing, even ee =e is the efficiency of the furnace and heating surface
though the annealing undid the hardening; and as every nation
making great guns used the oil hardening process, it must be of the boiler, and may very well be called the boiler efficiency. As
InstrruTION or Civ, ENGINEERS’ STUDENTS.—The members of assumed that there were strong reasons for its adoption. Never- the water evaporates, it thrusts before it whatever hinders it, and
the Association of the Birmingham Students of this Institution held theless, with forgings of large size, the oil hardening was far in doing so does mechanical work, which is equal to the new volume
their fourth m
at the Colonnade Hotel, Birmingham, on less active, and very far less uniform than with test pieces; and occupied me apyby the intensity of steam pressure in pounds
If P = steam pressure in pounds per square
Thursday evening, the 10th March. Mr. J. E. Willcox, A.M. Inst. it became a serious question whether the double process of per square ine
C-E., prosided, A paper was read by Mr. F. D. Sharp, Stud. Inst. hardening and annealing acted so beneficially on the steel inch and V = volume of steam evaporated per hour, the mechaniC.E., being “A Description of the Aqueduct in:Holliday-street, as to compensate for the risks incurred in setting up internal eal work done by evaporation = P V, and this divided by 1,980,900
e oil hardening of gun steel at the St. Chamond is the H.P. rate at which the mechanical work is done
in the boiler, *
Birmingham.” After descri
the
position of the Aqueduct an strain.
the circumstances under which it var built, the author described Works, in France, where the forgings were annealed three and this may be called the boiler mechanical H.P., or B.M. H.P.
the construction and method adopted in fixing the timber —_ times, was described, and the practice at Terre Noire was He then went on to show the relation between the B.M. H.P. and
—138ft. long—by which the traffic was carried on during the referred to, On a review of the results obtained, the author, the indicated H.P. A discussion followed, which, on account of
Progress of the works; he then gave a detailed account of the having seen so many instances of fracture of steel—sometimes the time being somewhat limited, was adjourned till next meeting,
abutments, columns, girders, &c., and concluded with a description spontaneous, and sometimes under stresses quite inadequate which will be held on Wednesday, April 6th, when a paper will be
to produce the result—was of opinion that internal strain was the read by Mr, Oakes on “Cutting Tools.”
of the cast iron tank
through which the canal passed.
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COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE—VON BORRIES
Per Ib.a ——— pressure ure in cy! cylinder er 8 starti: mg .. 127°575 Ib.
SYSTEM—HANOVER RAILROAD, GERMANY.
=
=
2
- running .. 85Ib.
Heating surface:
Fire-box .. ..
78°50 sq. ft.
THE illustrations above, and on page 211, represent a form of
Tubes.
.
969°29 sq. ft.
compound engine invented by Mr. Von Borries, the mechanical
engineer of the Hanover State Railroad. The engine illustrated is
Wess c ) <b -us as: ws!) v's... Jo ee
intended for passenger traffic ;the engine differs from the goods
Fire-grate area
18°78 sq. ft.
engines in having the cylinders set further back, undoubtedly
Pressure
of steam
sae
170°7
Ib, per sq. in.
iding, as claimed by Mr. Von Borries, much of the swaying and
pitching caused by the excessive overhang of the usual German =:eight of engine,empty .. .. .. .. -. .. 76,112Ib.
engine, which has the cylinders entirely in front of the leading
om
»
inworkingorderleadingwheels 26,4321b.
wheels. The
compoundingis ee
ee
ees |
”
”
”
trailing ”
28,672 Ib.
”
”
”»
driving ”
28,672 Ib.
acting on cranks at right angles to one another.
e high-pressure|
oylindor exhausts into a receiver placed underneath the boiler|
ORR 6. i iO Si ae
SE
barrel and the low-pressure cylinder takes its supply of steam from
Our engravings are — from a volume of examples of
this receiver. The passag
ting the cylinders and the
otives,” published by the Railroad Gazette.
receiver are clearly shown in the plan and cross-section of the ** Recent
engine above.
When working compound the steam is only admitted to one
cylinder, and as, with this arrangement, the engine might often
stick on the centres and be unable to start, an
ment is made
PARTINGTON’S STEP CONE FIRE-BOX.
by which, at starting, some steam can be admit
direct
to the
low-pressure cylinder, so that the engine can start readily, even if
Tue step cone fire-box illustrated by the accompanying
the high-pressure crank is on a dead centre. This valve closes
is being made by Messrs. Partington and Co., Bradautomatically when the engine has taken one or two strokes. The engraving
The objects of the invention are to secure 5'
and
starting valve is placed in the passage between the receiver and ford.
firmness
from
the steps of each cone, and a form which makes
the low-pressure cylinder, but is not shown in the general views of
the engine, but is, however, shown in detail. The arrows show studs unvecessary, and facilitates examination and cleaning.
the direction in which the exhaust steam flows from the high to the
low-pressure cylinder when the engine is working compound. The
-. Spindle D can be operated from the cab by the engine driver. A
valve A, placed in the passage between the receiver and the lowressure cylinder, is closed, as shown, before starting the engine.
e closing of the valve allows steam from the boiler to enter the
low-pressure cylinder through the opening B and a recess in the
valve spindle. The engine thus starts as an ordinary doublecylinder engine, the high-pressure cylinder exhausting into the
closed receiver until the pressure therein becomes sufficient to open
the valve A against the pressure of steam behind it. The valve C
then closes the opening B; and the engine goes on working comund. A flap-valve may be substituted instead of the valve A.
e receiver of the locomotive illustrated is placed between the
two cylinders, and the intercepting valve is placed on the side
where the receiver is conn
to the low-pressure cylinder. In
order
to avoid excessive “‘drop” or back pressure, the cut-off in
the low-pressure cylinders should bear a fixed relation to the ratio
of the area of the cylinder.! In this case, the ratio being 1 to 2,
the cut-off should be about 4. Mr. Von Borries attempts to meet
this requirement by so arranging the lifting-arms of his weighshaft that the cut-off in the low-pressure cylinder shall not vary as
much as the cut-off in the high-pressure cylinder.
The express engine, as illustrated, is fitted with gear of the
Heusinger von Waldegg type, which is so largely used in Belgium,
but called there ‘‘ Walschaert gear.” Of course it does not matter
what kind of gear is adopted for these compound locomotives.
For each type a small alteration, according to the
ment
described above, will effectasuitable admission to the two cylinders.
Even if Joy’s valve-motion be used, only a slight alteration is
required for that
. The boiler pressure employed in Mr.
Von Borries’ engines is 170°7 lb. per square inch.
Most of the principal dimensions of the engines will be found on
the illustrations, and further particulars are given below. The
details of the engine are generally in accordance with
i
standards, but a greater length was given to the axle journals in
order to diminish wear.
It is claimed aiso that the flanged stepped cones present a
High-pressure cylinder :
greater amount of impinging surface to the action of flame, and
wo, £ jn
a ae a
ae
thus
increase the efficiency of the heating surface, while the
Stroke ..
oe e we oe oe oe oe Shim
Centres of cylinders .. .. .. ..
6ft. SZin.
increased water space at the crown of the fire-box gained by its
Centre line of cylinder to valve face
lft. 4jin.
conical form is effective in preventing priming. Expansion is
Outside lap of slide valve .. .. .. .. .. .. Agyim
allowed for by flexure at the step cones, which relieves the
Inside ,,
ae bs ws pe bet on ee
stress upon the flange of the uptake. The fire-box is looked
Lead %
w.
cs oa Gs ee eae ee
Low-pressure cylinder:
upon by Mr. John Partington, the inventor, as specially advantageous for donkey boilers where salt water is used for feeding,
NR
ints ain lose birsitansj-wpce ult a7 ee
as the liability to priming and the difficulty of removing sediment
Centre line of cylinder to valve face
-. lft. 4jin.
Outside lap of slide valve .. .. .. .. .. «. 1 yein.
are both removed. In the manufacture of the boilers with
Inside _,,
Bes
wir ae he eae Te
these stepped cone fire-boxes Siemens’ mild steel is used. The
a.
be
pa be as be op ab
vertical seams are first welded, the box is then placed under
1 An explanation of the cause of “drop,” &c., will be found in the | hydraulic pressure, and the cones or belts’ produced with one
| stroke of the ram,
enlarged edition of ‘‘ Recent Locomotives,” p. 103.

THE STEAM YACHT CHEMCHECK.
THE engravings on page 214 illustrate the steam yacht Chemcheck, and her engines, built by Messrs. Miller, Tupp, and
Rouse, Hammersmith, for cruising in the Bosphorus and
Mediterranean. She is a fine, handsome, commodious yacht,
65ft. in length, 12ft. beam, with a depth of 6ft. 6in. and 5ft.
aft. She is carvel built of teak throughout, and is copper
fastened and copper sheathed. The stem, stern-post, and transoms are of English oak, and the keel timbers and stringers of
American elm. She is decked fore and aft with 2hin. yellow
pine. The main cabin is forward, handsomely panelled in teak,
and with teak skylight and companion. Ladies’ cabin abaft
the engine-room, with two berths, panelled in teak, lavatory, and other fittings. A bulwark, 15in. in height, is
fitted round the vessel, with galvanised stanchions and rails.
The engines are compound surface condensing, with cylinders 9}in. and 17in., by 94in. stroke, and are fitted with
Messrs, Miller, Tupp, and Rouse’s patent valve reversing gear.
The air and circulating pumps are driven by an independent
engine fixed on the main engine bed plate. The boiler is of the
marine return tube type, 5ft. diameter, and 7ft. long, with
forty-six 24in. tubes, working at 80 Ib. pressure, and is fitted
with aDolphin donkey pump in addition to the engine feed
pump. The propeller is of gun-metal, 48in. diameter and 6ft.
pitch, making 200 revolutions per minute. The screw shaft is
3}in. diameter, and is bushed with lignum vite in the stern
tube. The yacht is schooner rigged, and has a 12ft. mahogany
whale boat and a 10ft. dingey hung at the davits. On her
official trial by Captain Comyn, she ran 10°55 miles an hour on
an average of four runs, the builder's calculations being based
on a speed of 104 miles an hour. The Chemcheck steamed out
to Constantinople with a crew of runners, and behaved exceedingly well in a heavy gale in the Bay of Biscay.
LATHE BORING BAR.
THE construction of this boring bar, recently introduced by
Messrs. Pedrick and Ayer, of Philadelphia, is made sufficiently
clear by the engraving itself, without much description. It has

hardened cen
an automatic constant feed by cut gears and
with a steel fi screw, the latter being fitted up with a bronze
thrust bearing, so as to keep out all lateral motion as perfectly as
possible, The bars are accurately ground to gauge.
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with the straw, and there is great danger of the rotting of the
straw or sprouting of the grain if bound up too soon after
reaping.”
ndustries of Germany.—The United States Consul at Sonne.
berg transmits the following from the Berliner Tageblatt -—
“ One of the most important chapters in the extracts from the
reports of the factory inspectors for the year 1885 is composed
of the reports on the condition of industry and the demand for
labour. These reports are of greater significance since they
confirm in general all that has been said in the reports of the
Chambers of Commerce and the foreign consulsas to the critical
condition of industry. That these prevailing and unfavourable
relations must cause a hurtful reaction on the material and social
condition of the labouring classes would be naturally true, the
truth of which is proved abundantly in the report of the factory
inspectors. One must often read between the lines to get at
the truth, for there ure in the reports very curious twists which
were made for the purpose of setting the above-mentioned
relations in a more favourable light than they really deserve,
For this reason there are in the reports many contradictions
which cannot be concealed. It must be borne in mind that the
reports were edited by the Home-office, and naturally enough
it would not wish to send into the country evidence against the
prevailing theory of political economy, The reports on the condition of industry and the demand for labour stated that in
general, as in the previous year, much work was done at reduced
wages, though this state of things varied according to the districts, and with slight exceptions in all the districts; the
number of establishments and labourers has increased, yet
the increase of labourers has been relatively smaller than
that of trade, owing to the increased use of machinery in
place of labour. The result of this tendency is @ constantly
increasing crippling of the smaller business in comparison
with the larger. This is especially the case in shoemaking
and the textile industries, the wholesale manufacturers taking
the place of hand production. In some of the districts it is
stated that the unfavourable condition of agriculture reacts on
industry, particularly machine industry. The foregoing sentences correctly sketch the general conditions of industry, but
how do the many opportunities of work which were presented
agree with this! If the increase of labour is not equal to that
of business, if in the development of industry the tendency
prevails to displace hand work by machinery, and if the smaller
establishments are thereby kept in the background in comparison with the larger ones, it is perfectly clear that the field in
which human hands are demanded must become constantly
narrower, and in that endless progression there must be a surplus
of hand labourers, The above-mentioned many opportunities
for work can hardly be considered representative of the facts.
The reports appear to find consolation in the fact that the condition of industry is not everywhere altogether unfavourable,
and in many cases has not at all reacted on the condition of the
labourers, and that the manufacturers had often kept wages at
the same rate in spite of the unfavourable conditions of business. This practice seems in many cases likely to cease. In
the report of Merseburg, Erfurt, it is stated that entire classes
of labourers have not been affected by a reduction of wages, but
both a diminution in the working hours and a reduction of
wages of contractors and jobbers in some branches appear to
be threatened. A short time ago the same things were expected
to take place among the labourers in the Rhine-Westphalian
coal industry. It should be noted that in the provinces where
ind
is most developed these relations are the most unfavourable. In the district of Dusseldorf the report is the suspension of establishments of an important nature have not occurred,
but the business was considerably less than in the previous year.
In many establishments the number of hands has been
diminished, holidays or smaller jobs have been introduced, and
in some cases the wages have been lowered, so that the entire
pay of the working classes seems to have been lowered. At
Aix-la-Chapelle the number of labourers is somewhat lessened,
but the diminution of industrial pursuits has been relatively
larger than that of the number of labourers. The result of the
diminution of industrial pursuits has been that in many cases
the number of working hours has been considerably reduced.
In the district of Leipsic the number of labourers has increased
in spite of the unfavourable condition of industry. In almost
all branches there are increased complaints of damaging competition, low prices of manufactures over productionand
, the
consequent unsatisfactory profits of industrial enterprises.
These, together with reduction of the prices of raw material,
has caused the shortening of the hours of work, lowering of
wages, discharge of labourers, and suspension of entire establishments. In Thuringia the textile industry is said to be ruined.
In Anhalt, Brunswick, Erfurt, and Merseburg, the sugar industry is in a depressed state, which naturally influences the
labourers. The same is the case with the manufacture of
machinery and mining ; on the other hand, in some branches a
brisk business has been carried on, but it is in the less important industries. It may be asserted that the increase of
business and establishments in many districts is only apparent.
The report from the district of Dresden states the business
establishments of the district have partly increased, partly been
enlarged; but these extensions must be regarded as the last
endeavours to try to reach the profits of former years. There
was an almost universal standstill, particularly at the end of the
business establishments,
year, if not retrogression of the
= manifested itself chiefly in a diminution of the working
ours.
i
The following observations of the factory inspectors of the
district of Zivikau are characteristic of our industrial relations :
“Since with every and to any extent favourable condition of
business, attempts are made to enlarge existing establishments
and to furnish them with machines capable of performing a
great amount of work, or to establish new factories by making
use of the liberal terms offered by machine manufacturers, the
production of goods must be increased above the usual demand.”
The report from the Black Forest district of Wurtemberg
states :—“ In all businesses it becomes more and more necessary
to manufacture much, so as to make anything.” That shows
that the danger of a further over-production is still imminent.
The representations of the Chambers of Commerce as to the
unfavourable condition of industry have been designated as
coming from the chief opponents of the prevailing political
economy. It cannot be said that the factory inspectors have
placed themselves in opposition to the commercial views which
maintains the right of restriction, exactly the opposite is to be
recognised as true. In spite of that they have confirmed the
reports of the Chambers of Commerce, and been compelled to
pass an unfavourable sentence on the new political economy.

The Italian operative is peaceable, content to work long hours
for a low wage, lives poorly, dwells in a flat, destitute of all
comforts and conveniences. On Sunday, speaking generally,
they turn out clean and neatly dressed. The above remarks
respecting operatives in Leghorn apply to the whole of Italy,
with theexception that wages are higher in the northern than
in the southern provinces. The average cost of living for a
native of Sicily is £8 a year, but the warmth of the sun is an
element of importance. In cities, day labourers on buildings
receive from Is. 3d. to 1s, 10d. per day of fourteen hours;
masons for the same time receive 3s. 6d. The lowest paid of all
are the agricultural labourers, who largely emigrate to North
and South America—River Plate. Strikes seem to have had no
practical result beyond embittering the relations between
employer and employed.
In Government arsenals the average hours of work per day
throughout the year are ten, and pensions may be earned, The
income-tax of 2s. 6d. in the pound spares incomes under £16,
and grants abat
ts on i
under £32, so that the pick
of Italian artisans escape it; but they are heavily affected by
indirect taxation in the shape of Customs and octroi duties, All
articles of food and drink are charged octroi duty on entrance
into walled cities throughout Italy on Government account, and
municipalities can put extra rates on such articles and on all
others. The Government octroi duties are fixed, while the
municipal octroi duties vary in different cities.
Sweden: Reduction of railway rates.—The directors of the
Swedish State Railways have authorised various reductions of
freights on these lines, as regards especially coals, iron, lime,
minerals, steel, tiles, timber, and wood. This reduction is
believed to be the forerunner of a general revision of rates.
Tangiers: Swedish Commercial Exhibition —The exhibition
of Swedish articles, which has for some time existed at Tangiers,
has led to a remarkable increase of trade between Sweden and
Morocco. The experiment is worthy of imitation by other
countries,
Austria—Electric lighting in Vienna,—* It would seem,” writes
the Consul, “that nothing is wanting but the necessary capital to
bring about the adoption of electric lighting for public as well as
private purposes to a much greater extent than Ko amg The
electric companies now transacting business in Vienna have so
little capital at their command that they are compelled to insist
upon immediate payment for all investments
on behalf of
and services rendered to their customers. I am assured by those
familiar with the subject that any electric lighting company,
irrespective of its system, could at once enter upon a most
lucrative and thriving business in Vienna if its capital were
sufficient to enable it to extend the necessary credit to its
customers. The most important electric lighting company now
transacting business in Vienna is that of Siemens and Halske, a
branch of a German firm at Berlin. It manufactures its lamps
and machines in Germany, imports them into Austria, paying a
considerable duty, and thus increasing the price of what might
be produced here on much lower terms. This firm has obtained
a concession from the Government for the building of a central
station, but it seems undecided whether it will avail itself of the
privilege. A similar state of things exists with regard to the
firm of B. Eggar and Co. From want of capital, the above and
other firms have done but a very limited business in Vienna.
In the provinces their business is more extensive, as large
industrial establishments have made use of the light. In
these establishments the price per hour for are lights
varies from 1°2d. to 3°6d., and for incandescent lamps from
12d. to *48d., according as gas, steam, or water is used
as a motor. The Imperial Continental Gas Association, which
has the contract for lighting the city, has organised itself as an
electric lighting company, and has contracted for the lighting
by electricity of the Burg Theatre, the two Imperial Royal
theatres, and the Opera-house. It is brought against the company that it desires only to be in the field so as to take proper
care of its extensive business interests against possible competition. The electric systems adopted here are those of Brush,
Déry, Edison, Gramme, Giilcher, Hopkinson, Lippernowsky,
Schmelsert, and Siemens. The arc lights used are those of
Brush, Gramme, Giilcher, Hefner, and Krizels. The incandescent lamps are those of Fox, Edison, Lane, Siemens, and
Swan. No reliable or sufficient water can be obtained for
electric lighting purposes, but there is water enough for the use
of steam engines easily obtainable anywhere in the city. The
fuel most generally used in this city is coal, the best quality of
which is sold at from 1s. 10d. to 2s, per ewt.
“The contract with the Imperial Continental Gas Association
ensures that body a monopoly until the expiration of the contract on 31st October, 1899, up to which time no other company
can lay pipes in the street. The price of gas is :—For all-night
public flame—sixteen candles—£3 16s. 5d. per annum; a half
night’s flame, £1 19s. per annum ; for private use, the price is
5s. 5d. per 1000 cubic feet ; for public use, 4s. per 1000 cubic
feet. The total consumption of gas for private and public has
been estimated at from 1,758,300,000 to 2,109,960,000 cubic feet.
The usual prices paid for ordinary labour are from 2s. to 2s. 6d.
a day, and for skilled labour of the highest order from 4s. to 8s.
a day. Iam informed that the firm of Kremenezky, Mayer,
and Co. of 59, Wihringerstrasse, Vienna, and also Mr. F. R.
Krizik, of Prague, a prominent electrician, surnamed the
Czechian Edison, take great interest in the establishment of an
electric lighting company in Vienna, and are ready to tender the
use of their establishment as a basis for more extensive operations. If American capitalists or electric lighting firms desire
to obtain more detailed information they will doubtless receive
a speedy answer to all questions,
ical or otherwise, from the
Honourable Regierungstrath Wien I. Stadiongasse, 4, Vienna,
who is an authority on electric lighting, and will gladly communicate with any American firm that may desire to profit by
his experience and thorough knowledge of the subject in
question.”
Franee—Agricultural machinery.—The United States Consul
at Rouen reports :—‘“ The persevering and systematic efforts of
makers of American agricultural implements to effect sales in
France have not been so successful in the past year as they
deserved, the low price of grain having affected the French
farmers and influenced their purcha:ing capacity. At an exhibition of mowing and reaping machines held in this district
there were sixteen machines at work at the same time, twelve
being of American manufacture, and the other four more or
less imitations of American machines. Nearly all of our best
makers were represented, and their machines as a general rule
were well looked after. It appeared to me that the English
mower and reaper, certainly an excellent machine—as it could
not fail to be, having well imitated our best machines—owed its
success to the fact that an American competing
machine
required a yard of wire not procurable in the grounds, and for
which part of the driver’s whip-lash was substituted. In
Navat ENGINEER APPOINTMENTS.—The following appointments
another case the horse attached to the machine refused to move, have been made at the Admiralty :—Geo
, chief
Theprizes
were fairly awarded,
and the Americans took their
r, to the
to the Thalia; William H. Pibworth,
iner,
share.
The
mowers
and
reapers
without
the
binders
seem
to
be
——
H.
Trubshaw,
fleet
engineer,
to
the
Iris,
to date
ths at 5s. 10d. a day are skilled men taken on for a special
not continuously employed.
preferred, as the climate
is damp and much grass is tied up

ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
REPORTS
Denmark—Labour in Europe.
— The information to be obtained from this country is exceedingly meagre compared with
that from the great industrial centres of France, Germany, &e.,
two-thirds of the population of Denmark being engaged in agriculture or maritime pursuits, and the factories being limited to
a few chiefly producing textile fabrics. One of the partners in
an extensive boiler, engine-making, and steamship building
works in Copenhagen remarks, “that in looking to see how
nations that are so heavily weighted through the enhanced prices
of coal and minerals can successfully compete with England,
the first thing that is strikingly apparent is the great difference
in the hours of work as well as in wages in France, Germany,
and other countries, compared with England, of the same classes
of workmen.” In the construction, for example, of a mill engine,
if the material bears to the cost of the machine the ratio of 2:3,
with wages to the latter in the ratio of 1:3 in_an English
machine, then for a similar engine made on the Continent, if
the material cost even 20
cent. more, and the wages cost
only half, the continental firm would have the advantage. This
brings us to the other point, i.¢., the amount of work turned
out by the average continental artisan as compared with the
English one; as far as experience in this particular branch goes,
the average amount of work done by continental workmen
does not equal that done in the same time by their English
brethren, though in some instances this isthe case. Two causes
contribute to this difference in amount of work : (1) The early
training that most of the artisans get in England renders them
more fit for undergoing steadily a heavy physical endurance
without overstraining ; (2) The style of living and the quantity
of food have great influence upon the amount of work which
can be done, and, as a rule, the English workman consumes much
more animal food, and altogether lives better than the continental
workman. These two points have more to do with the matter
than the question of innate mechanical tendencies or skill ; but
at the same time it should be remarked that a steady visible
improvement is yearly taking place in the physical endurance
and skill of the Continental workman, whilst his —
col1 e, com
tively speaking, remains stationary.
Even in
ae cunteh cheat the whole of the coal, copper, iron, and
steel, materials for boiler making and shipbuilding, whether
manufactured or raw, have to be imported from England and
Sweden, and are subject to import duties, which with freight
adds from 10 to 20 per cent. on their original cost, engines can
be built as cheaply as in England, and in a majority of cases—
to please customers—have more labour put upon them. The
same is applicable to piecework.” Two very good reasons may
perhaps be offered why England has heretofore been—and still
to a large extent is—able to compete with the world at large in
the manufacture of nearly all kinds of machinery :—(1) The
raw materials of coal and iron being obtainable at comparatively
small cost in such large quantities naturally gives the English
manufacturer a great advantage over his competitors in other
countries where these articles are only to be had by importation; (2) England, through the low cost of raw materials,
together with a cheaper money market for the supply of vested
capital and working expenses, aided also by the mechanical
businesses and natural energy of the people, has had a long
start of other nations, and when that is the case it is a hard
struggle to compete against such odds. There are good grounds
for assuming that it is only a question of time for other nations
to press upon England’s heels, and of this there is almost daily
evidence.
India—New railway in Goa.—The first two sections of the
Marmagao Railway in the province of Goa are open for a distance of 374 miles, as far as Fauvordene. It is expected that
the line will be completed in the early part of next year, and
that the works in connection with the Harbour of Marmagao
will be finished about the same time. Important results are
anticipated from placing Marmagao in connection with the
railway system of British India.
Italy—Commercial School at Florence.—By a recent Royal
decree there has been established at Florence a special commercial school to afford suitable instruction to all intending to
become Custom cr Government officials and manufacturers, and
for whom a technical knowledge of trade and commercial
geography may be
. Candidates for the above school
must have matriculated in chemistry, graduated at the Lyceum
or technical institute, or have completed their studies in a commercial school. Officials of State departments to whom such
instruction may be useful will be admitted. The course of study
lasts two years.
Shipping bounties.—According to the law of 5th November,
1885, bounties were granted on ships though bought abroad if
they were inscribed on the harbour registers up to 31st
December, 1886. The effect of the above temporary bounty
has been considerable, but in future bounties will only be
granted on ships constructed in Italy, and the amount set down
for that purpose in the Naval Estimates for the current year is
£152,000. During the first eleven months of 1886 only eleven
steamers, aggregating 4200 tons burthen, were purchased
abroad, but during the month of December eleven other
steamers, aggregating 16,800 tons, were purchased and inserted,
making a total of 22 steamers and 21,000 tons. The success of
the system is still doubtful, and it may be questioned whether
any Italian shipbuilding yard will venture to compete in spite
of bounties with British shipyards for merchant ships.
Wages and taxation of the working classes.—Signor Orlando, of
Orlando Brothers, the well-known shipbuilders of Leghorn,
states that while his firm cannot build merchant ships
as cheaply as can be done in British shipyards, that
the reverse is the case as regards ships of war, because
the complicated internal fittings of the latter require a
great amount of hand labour, which in Italy costs so much
less in wages. An instance is given of a torpedo boat copied
from a British model at a cost of 30 per cent. less than the
original. The following are the wages paid at the above shipbuilding yard per day: — Boilermakers, 2s., 2s. 3d., 2s. 6d. and
3s. 9d.; boys, 3d. to 8d.; brassfounders, 2s. to 2s. 6d.; coppersmiths, for tubes, 1s. 10d. to 5s. 10d.;} draughtsmen, to copy
drawings, Is. 10d. to 2s. 6d.; fitters, 2s. to 3s. 9d.; foremen,
4s, 2d. to 5s. 10d.; foreman, ironfoundry, 8s.; ironfounders,
2s. 6d. to 5s.; shipwrights, 2s. 6d. to 3s. 9d.; timekeepers, 2s.;
turners, 2s. to 3s. 9d. Men receiving 3s. 9d. per day and
upwards are foremen and skilled operatives. ‘The average
wages, including boys, are 2s. to 2s. 6d., but few receiving more.
The working hours are ten in summer and nine in winter, but a
deduction is made for the shorter time worked in winter. Overtime is paid for at the same rate as ordinary time. The poorer
operatives at from 2s. to 2s. 6d. per day, with a family to support, live chiefly on bread, cheese, vegetables, meat perhaps on
Sundays, dried and salted fish ; fruit insummer; wine if cheap.
1
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
A Large number of Italian navvies have left Winnipeg
for British Columbia to work on the extension of the Canadian
Pacific from Port Moody to Vancouver.
Some very important brake trials are to be carried out
at Burlington, U.S.A., in May. They will extend over several
weeks, wal comprise passenger and goods services.
Ir is reported that the Belgian Grand Central Railway
Company has undertaken the transport from Krupp’s establishment at Essen to Antwerp of 9000 wagon loads of rails destined
for China.
Orpers have been given for a survey to be made to
ascertain the best route for a railway line across the Khowa Amran
range, the object in view being a prolongation of the Quetta Railway in that direction,
Mvcu annoyance is still felt in Perth, Western Australia,
by the temporary stoppage of the Midland land-grant railway
works, in consequence, Judia and the Colonies says, of the nonarrival of the rails and complications connected with the final floating of the company in England. Most of the hands have been paid off.
Tue Russian Government is so satisfied with the results
of its railway policy in Central Asia, that it has been decided to
push on the construction of the line, now terminating at Charjui
on the Oxus, to Bokhara, Samarkand, and Tashkend. Surveys
have also been ordered for a line to run from Orenburg, on the
Ural River, by the north of the Sea of Aral, to Tashkend. By this
means the Russian advanced posts on the Chinese and Indian
frontiers would be in uninterrupted railway communication with
all parts of Russia in Europe.
In the House on Tuesday, Sir J. Gorst, in answer to
Mr. Buchanan, said :—‘‘ Some ay has been made in India as
to the engineering questions involved in the possible extension of
the Quetta Railway towards Candahar, but no formal proposal to
carry the line across the Khoja Amram range has been submitted
to the Government of India by the Secretary of State. It is therefore impossible to give the detailed information asked for. The
actual outlay on the Quetta and Bolan —" from 1884-5 to the
end of the current financial year is put at 3,85,50,000 rupees.”
Tue permanent diversion of route on the Madras
Railway at the eighty-first mile of the North-West line across the
bed of the Swarna-murkey river, the railway bridge over which
collapsed last year, is now, the Judian
ineer — being
inspected by Major W. H. Coaker, the
puty
Consulting
Engineer for Railways, in view of its being opened for public
traffic. ‘This diversion was reported to be ready for traffic about
a month ago, but the testing engine that went over it having been
turned over by the bank sinking, its use for passenger traffic had
to be postponed,” This is creditable sort of engineering, but
military railways are not often expected to be permanent.
Tue North-Eastern Railway managers have caused tests
tobe made as regards the powersof vision of their locomotive drivers.
Of nearly a thousand who belong to the northern division of the
system, and who have as yet been examined, something like a
ome have been discovered to have more or less defective sight.
These have been, or are about to be, suspended. Other positions
will be found for them suited to their capacities. It would certainly
never do to allow them to remain, risking their own and other
people's lives by their incapacity to distinguish signals, _It is‘understood that the drivers belonging to the southern division are also
to be subjected to similar tests; and it would be well if all other
railway managers were to take precautions of the like kind,
Tuk American railway accidents in January include
54 collisions, 73 derailments, and 13 other accidents ; a total of
140 accidents, in which 46 persons were killed and 137 injured.
These
accident
lassified by the Railroad Gazette as follows :—
Collisions: Rear, 32; butting, 17; crossing, 5; total, 54. Derailments: Broken rail, 16 ; loose or spread rail, 5 ; broken bridge or
trestle, 4; broken switch, 3; broken wheel, 3; broken axle, 7;
loose wheel, 1; misplaced switch, 3; cattle on track, 2; snow, 1;
land slide, 1 ; a
emg » pone nig lect a
wind, 2; rail purposely misplaced, 2; unexplained, 21 ; total, 7
Other pes BPme Boiler explosion, 3; broken —
rod, 2;
broken axle, 3; miscellaneous, 5; total, 13. Total number of
accidents, 140, The causes of collisions, where given, were as
follows:—Trains breaking in two, 4; misplaced switch, 1 ; failure
to give or observe signal, 12; mistake in giving or understanding
orders, 4; snow, 1; maliciousness, 1 ; unexplained, 32; total, 55.
A PASSENGER train, consisting of eight coaches, running
on the Dedham branch of the Boston and
vidence Railway, at
7 o'clock on Monday morning broke through the Bussey
Bridge, nearR dale. The!
tive, with three of the coaches
crossed safely, but the five others fell through to the road, 30ft.
below. The last, a smoking coach, was turned completely over,
falling upon the ,others, all being crushed. The cause of the
accident was the breaking of the bridge under the weight of the
train. Thirty-three persons are re
to have been killed and
forty to have been injured, including many women. A later account
says:—It appears that about 400 persons, chiefly of the working
class, were going in the train to Boston, most of them being women
and girls,
irty-two were killed and 114 injured, of whom many
will die, The disaster occurred on a long curving iron truss bridge
over a wagon road, crossing it a,
The cause of the fracture of the bridge is unknown, but the belief is that a coach ran
off the line and struck a member of the truss. The scene of
the occurrence is distant about five miles from Boston, The
coaches one after another fell into the chasm, smashing everything
into a wreck, which caught fire. The flames were quickly extinguished by a fire-engine that was brought up. In all six coaches
fell, one going over the embankment,
Another at the head of the
train left the line, and, though broken up, remained on the
embankment.
Iv reply to a question »n the Colombo and Kandy
Railway by Sir R. Lethbridge, Sir H. Holland said, in the House
on
y that ‘‘the
bo and Kandy Railway was constructed
by funds provided by
a loan securedon the general
revenue and assets of the colony. In addition to this, between
1856 and 1870, an ont duty was levied on the
uce and
manufacturesof thewhole island, not of Uva only.
°
te
rofit and loss account of that particular sectionof the Ceylon
overnment Railway is kept. But while the
profits earned by it
are no doubt
ble, it is largely diminished by the less
profitable extensions of the original
line. The Nannoza
extension was
exclusively on its own merits. The
anticipation of profit has not been realised, and the question of
the further extension of the line and whether such extension would
render it remunerative,
has e
the careful consideration of
my
lecessors. The
nt Secretaryof State for War declined
to give his sanction to the Uva extension because the estimates of
net earnings proved on examination to be untrustworthy. Public
opinion in Ceylon is divided on the matter, and the
tive
uncil were not unanimous, as the gentlemen representing the
native community pro’
the measure and
ied
against it, on the ground that should the line be unremunerative
the country would be burdened with a very large increase of debt.
The amount
required for the immediate extension of twenty-five
miles to Haputella is nearly seven million rupees, and no settlement will be accepted by the Uva planters as satisfactory which
does not provide for a further extension of about thirty miles
beyond Badulla, My predecessor, however, exp
his readihess to permit the extension to be constructed
by a
company
—ore —”
take a different view of the figures placed
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Ir is reported that a depth of over 5200ft. has been
reached in boring at Schladerbach, near Halle, by some Prussian
mining engineers,
Tue six healthiest _ in —
and Wales last
week were Derby, Birkenhead, Leeds, Wolverhampton, Nottingham, and Birmingham,
Some flour mills, working on the gradual reduction roller
system, and working twenty-four hours six days per week, have
engines equal to 1 indicated horse-power per ten sacks per week,
Tue deaths registered during the week ending March
12th in twenty-eight great towns of England and Wales corresponded to an annual rate of 21°6 per 1000 of their aggregate
gee mgawhich is estimated at 9,245,099 persons in the middle of
this year.
Iv London last week 2728 births and 1649 deaths were
registered. The births were 223 and the deaths 255 below the
ave
The annual death-rate per 1000, which had been 20°9
and 20-2 in the two previous weeks, rose
in last week to 20°4.
In Greater London 3526 births and ‘2024 deaths were apaeret
corresponding to annual rates of 34°0 and 19°5 per 1
of the
population,
Returns that have been furnished for the British Iron
Trade Association Report by Lloyd’s Register show that the total
pee tonnage of the vessels built and registered in the United
ingdom during the year 1886 amounted to 388,453 tons, of which
192,661 tons were in steel, 179,914 tons in iron, and only 15,878 tons
in wood. In 1886, for the first time, the tonnage built in steel
exceeded that constructed in iron, and almost equalled the total
tonnage constructed in iron and wood together.
Accorpine to the report of the British Iron Trade
Association the production of open-hearth steel in the United
Kingdom in 1886 was 694,150 tons, which is an increase of 110,232
tons on the quantity roduced in the previous year. In 1885 the
production was 108,
tons in excess of the output of 1884, so
that within the last two years the quantity of open-hearth steel
manufactured in the United Kingdom has increased by 218,900
tons. This increase is more than equal to the total quantity of
open-hearth steel produced in the United Kingdom in 1879, and is
more than double the total quantity produced in 1875.
Ar a recent meeting of the Physical Society of Berlin,
Dr. Thiesen stated that while engaged in experiments instituted by
Schellbach respecting the resistance of air, he had found an expression for the force of resistance in accordance with which a medium
with less interior friction must necessarily offer a greater resistance
than did a medium with more friction,
is induced him to carry
out experiments of his own with cylindrical rods regarding the
resistance of air. Ona hardened steel point a brass cylinder open
at the bottom and bearing at its lower end externally two conjoined
pieces, into which the steel rods 1 metre long and 1 English inch
thick could be inserted horizontally
and diametrically opposite to
one another, was able to rotate. The cylinder was set rye -and
the abatement of
consequent on the resistance of the air was
noted by each half-revolution being marked electrically. These
experiments yielded the same formula for the resistance as had been
obtained from the earlier experiments,
Tue quantities of pig iron made in the principal iron—
countries of the world in each of the years 1886 and
885 were as under, according to the British Iron Trade Association report:—United Kingdom, 1886, 6,870,665 tons; 1885,
7,250,657 tons. United States, 1886, 5,684,543 tons; 1885,
4,044,526 tons. Germany, 1886, 3,339,803 tons; 1885, 3,751,775
tons. France, 1886, 1,526,446 tons; 1885, 1,628,941 tons. Belgium, 1886, 697,110 tons; 1885, 712,876 tons. Sweden, 1886,
750,000 tons; 1885, 760,000 tons. Russia, 1886, 470,000* tons;
1885, 464,737 tons. Spain, 1886, 456,000* tons; 1885, 452,000 tons.
Austro-Hungary, 1886, 162,000* tons ;1885, 145,000 tons. Totals,
1886, 19,956,567 tons ; 1885, 19,219,512 tons. The figures marked
(*) are estimated, and there are three of the countries which are
credited with a net increased output last year of 746,055 tons, the
United States showing an increase of 1,640,017 tons, all other
countries showing a decrease.
Ar the last meeting of the members of the Agricultural Casino at Darmstadt, a paper by Professor Wagner, upon
“The Importance of Basic Slag
as a Manure,” was discussed. It
a
that the first trials Professor Wagner instituted were in
, and some of the results are as follows:—Coarsely ground
basic slag exerts a much smaller influence, whilst when ground
fine it has an effect almost equal to superphosphate, double that of
the phosphorus in Peruvian guano, and six timesas much as the
ph. in
e dust. The customer should observe the following
when purchasing the marketable basic slag. First, the contents
in phos. acid should be ascertained, and secondly the fineness
to which it is ground be examined. Four-fifths should be
meal, and the one-fifth pass through a sieve with meshes 1 mm.
square. The basic slag can be advantageously <4 to moorland, meadows with a rich soil, and to wheat land; and if so
applied, the present prejudice of some farmers against it would
soon cease to exist.
An American contemporary thus describes a watch
demagnetising case made by Messrs. Giles and Co., Chicago,
Il.:—‘‘The plan of this invention is to enclose the watch
movement in a perfect circle or box—which is made neat and compact so as not much to increase the size of the case—of highly magnetic metal, the effect of which is to make the space enclosed, in
which the watch movement plays, free from magnetic force—a sort
of magnetic vacuum—and the force, of whatever degree it may be,
is exerted on a circle from without, and equal on all sides. The
conditions are constant, so that the watch can be regulated to its
best, while a watch unprotected by this device is subjected to all
bee podmagnetic conditions, caused by the earth’s magnetic force,
the various electric and magnetic appliances at the present time
so numerous. This shield is composed of decarbonised
steel of the
finest quality, and pure copper and gold, so
as to secure
the result required, which was accomplished after many tedious and
expensive experiments.”
Writtxe on the clothing of purifiers, the Millstone says:
—‘ The simple matter of the clothing of a purifier is not universally
understood.
ere is no g
k or judgment required
in doi
this thing. It is a simple matter, and very simple arithmetic.
All
we have to know is the number of cloth over which the middlings
have passed and through which the coarsest pe |pass. If the
ea en 2 ek oes, we want to divide the bulk of the stream
then arrange the numbers on the sieve percoainaly. Say we
have middlings from No, 12 to 0 on a burr'mill, we will find that
this division will probably be made at about No. 5 or 6 cloth, so on
one hand we will have middlings tailing over a No. 6 and
i
through No. 0. These are the coarse middlings. Then we have
others tailing over No. 12 and passing through a No. 6. Now, all
we have to do is to remember we have intermediate
s of
middlings between the two extremes named: From 12 to 6 and
from 6 to 0. It is important merely that we have a tail number of
sufficient length or sufficient coarseness so that there is no waste b:
passing over. Thus we may place a tail number at the tail of eac
machine one number coarser than the coarsest middlings that ma:
pass over it. It should be a short piece, so that the very poor stoc
will not work through the cloth. It makes no difference how many
grades of middlings there are, or what the complications may be in
the arrangement of eg what kind of stock may be handled,
or anything of that kind, the principle or system is the same when
we come to arrange cloth numbers,’
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Tur Dee Oil Company, Saltney, has just secured the
whole of the Admiralty contract for oils for internal lubrication,
that is to say, for cylinder oil.
In consequence of the death of Mr. Fawcus, Mr.
Blakiston, who has for some time been engaged with the firm of
Fannery and Faweus, has joined Mr. Flannery as partner.
Messrs. W. Simons AnD Co., Renfrew, are about to construct for the Bombay Harbour Commissioners one of their 1000ton hopper dredgers. The engines for the dredger will also be supplied by them,
TELEPHONIC communication is now complete between
Croydon and London. The wire is ten miles in length, and runs
along the Brighton Railway line, a substantial rental being paid to
the Post-office for the privilege.
AN account of some experiments with the anti-friction
conveyor is given by the Aberdeen Journal as made at the Albion
Works, Aberdeen, It is stated that “One of the tests was with
an upright conveyor, which carried the wheat up some 30ft. with
as much ease apparently as when working horizontally.” This is
—
when we remember the propeller is only a spiral wire
or rod,
Miris castings are now being manufactured in Sheffield
by Messrs. Hansell and Co. We have several times referred to
these wrought iron castings, which are specially suitable for smaller
articles in place of smith’s forgings, stampings, brass and bronze
castings, or malleable iron castings, hitherto alone attainable.
pingdh
—
require no annealing, are very tough, and will weld
or
en.
A curious accident occurred at a brewery at Dover on
Saturday. The apron of a man engaged in painting some
machinery caught in a eee which was making about forty
revolutions per minute.
man was at once carried up, and the
first time he was whirled round his head struck against the ceiling ; but he clung close to the wheel, and avoided any more blows
of the kind. The unfortunate man’s shouts were heard by the
engine driver, who stopped the machinery as soon as possible, but
not before the wheel, with its living burden, had made thirty or
peed revolutions. When he was taken down he was stripped of all
clothing except his ne ig beyond a severe shaking and a few
bruises, he was uninj
Messrs. Crospy Lockwoop anp Co. announce for immediate publication an important new work by the author of ‘‘The
Works’ Managers’ Han
ik,” entitled ‘‘The Practical Engineers’
Handbook,” being a treatise on modern engines and boilers. The
same firm also announce ‘‘ Factory Accounts, their Principles, and
Practice,” by Emile Garcke and J. M. Fells; ‘‘A Pocket.Glossary
of Technical Terms in French-English and English-French,” by J.
J. Fletcher ; ** Notes and Formule for Mining Students,” by J. H.
Merivale, M.A. ; ‘*
inage of Lands, Towns, and Buildings,” a
practical treatise by the late G. D. Dem i; and the following
new volumes of a new series of “‘ Hand a s for Handycrafts,”
‘*The Woodturner’s Handybook,” and ‘‘The Watch Jobber's
Handybook, by the same author.
Two new borings for salt are in progress on the south side
of theTees, below Middlesbrough. The first is being made by Messrs.
Pease and Partners, commonly known as the Middlesbrough
Owners, The site chosen is a field belonging to them adjoining
the Guisbrough branch of the North-Eastern Railway. The contract for boring has been let to the Cumberland Diamond Rock
Boring Company, and the depth at which it is expected salt will
be found is about 1000ft. The second hole is on land adjoining the
Imperial Ironworks at Southbank, which have for long been standing idle. The depth to which this bore hole will be carried will
probably be about the same as in the other case. The thickness of
the seam of salt is 80ft.
“A Sree, Manager,” writing on soft bayonets and
Japanese swords, rebuts the idea that the Japanese have any metallurgical supremacy. He admits, however, that they are quite as ingenious as the heathen Chinee, and tells a story in proof thereof. A
Sheffield manufacturer was requested to supply the Japanese
Village with tools, to replace those damaged by the fire.
e was
shown a number, which, on examination, he fancied he had
seen before. “ Are these Japanese?” he asked. “Oh, yes; we
can’t get them elsewhere.”—‘‘ And these?” ‘‘ Yes.”—‘‘ Well,”
said he, ‘‘ you have pretty nearly defaced the name, but you have
not entirely effaced the trade mark. These are my manufacture,
and you bought them at ——, in —— street ;” and, adds ‘‘ A Steel
Manager,” the attendant admitted the fact.
A paper on stability of ships, by Mr. J. A. Rowe, is
published in the Shipping World, where, however, it is observed:
-——‘* It has often been remarked how freely Lloyd’s surveyors read
papers and join in discussions at the meetings of Naval Architects
and other scientific gatherings, and how very reticent the staff of
the Board of Trade is upon such occasions. We are somewhat at
a loss to account for this difference. The scientific knowledge of
the staffs is not, perhaps, so widely different ;and we are driven
to the conclusion that the reticence of Government officials must
arise out of the fact that a premium is set upor silence by the
chiefs of the Board of Trade. Mr. Mac-Farlane Gray and Mr.
John A. Rowe are among the exceptions to the gener.’ rule. Men
possessed of so much scientific knowledge and practical experience
should not hide their light under a bushel; and we ap
to the
Board of Trade to take off the muzzle, and proclaim that the dog
days are over.”
A sEconD-cLass torpedo boat sank at Portsmouth on
Saturday, after —F on the previous day been fired into from a
machine gun on
the Excellent. The object of the experiment was to ascertain the effect of machine-gun fire on torpedo
craft in action, with the conditions in favour of the machine gun.
Accordingly the boat was moored broadside on at a distance of 200
yards, and ten days ago, when three rounds were fired, all the
shots missed, although the Excellent was stationary, and the
distance of the range was known. On Friday four rounds were
fired, and the boat was struck in the bows. She sank on Saturday
afternoon, twenty-six hours after the attack. Theo result of the
experiment is regarded as favourable to the to:
lo boat, which
could have discharged all her weapons after she had been fired
into. The boat is now being raised, and will be handed over to
the Vernon authorities, who will fire at her from another torpedo
boat while in motion and at an unknown distance,
Accorp1nNé to the official report of the recent disastrous
accident in a coal mine in Belgium, it appears there were 209 workpeople engaged below at the time, a very few saved themselves, but
already 140 coffins have been prepared for those bodies already
brought up or still buried in the débris of the levels and workings.
Many fourteen years old children of both sexes were amongst the
killed. Still 1000m. of level have got to be cleared before
reaching the point of explosion,in spite of incessant labour performed by miners from adjacent collieries, and it would appear
most difficult to get air into the places. It is mentioned as a
peculiarity of the
ident that, simultaneously with the ignition
at the point of explosion, each and every place in the mine, some
of which, as is shown, areabove half amile and more, distant from the
point of ignitionofthegases, was filled with them, and they suffocated
the people at work in the different places, as well asburning those near
the seat of the mischief. The damage done is incalculable, the
claims on the sick fund amounting alone now to 30,000f. per annum
and the men at the other neighbouring collieries belongmg to the
company refuse at present to go down again to work,
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TO CORRESPONDENTS,
tions Aff
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butionofMicro:
- is easy to see that this evidence is, to a large extent,
Registered Telegraphic a, 1"eseetenmees NEWSPAPER,
incomplete; andthe verdict is proportionately reduced in
value. Popular interest has centred round one portion
*.* All letters intended for insertion in THE protege or conof the inquiry, and it will be instructive to consider that
taining questions, must be accompanied by the name and address
at some le
because the circumstances illustrate what
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of | Pa:
we have just said concerning the incompleteness of the evigood faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
dence and the value of the verdict based on it. The point
‘ecan wu
‘urn dane
drawingsor man uscripts
ipts; we
oa SIs
eincihite totenuis
in question is the price to be paid forthe engines of two new
must therefore request
to keep y
men-of-war, the
Renown and the Sanspareil. Tenders
ENGINEER
*,.* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we
it necessaryto _THE
were asked in April, 1885, for the construction of these
inform correspondents that letters of inqui:
two
ships
and
their
engines. The conditions were that
public, and intended for insertion in thi.
umn, must, in all
cases,
be accompanied
by a large envelope legibly directed by the
the engines must not indicate less than 8500-horse power,
MARCH 18, 1887.
writer to hi if, and bearing
a ld. postage stamp,
in order that
but that more might be given. Whatever the power
answers received
us may be forwarded to their destination.
ADMIRALTY CONTRACTS.
contracted for the engines must exert it, or 2 penalty
of communications which do not comply
of
£12 for each horse-power deficient would have to be
THE Lords of the Admiralty deemed it necessary to
W. B. N.—“A Treatise on Belts and Pulleys,” by J. Howard Cromwell, Ph.B. appoint a Committee to inquire into the working of the paid. Fifteen tenders were put in, ranging from £587,854
London: Triibner and Co,
existing system, or want of system, followed in placing to £610,800. In the end the contract for the Renown
InpicaTtor.—Get a Richards’ indicator, old pattern. The makers—Messvs. contracts
for naval stores, ships, engines, coal, and sup- was given to Messrs. Sir W. Armstrong and Co., the
Elliott, Strand—will send the proper springs if you state the pressures.
W. G.—You can see the printed specification of any published patent in the — of all kinds. The — of this Committee has just engines to be made by Messrs. Humphry, Tennant and
Library of the Great Seal Patent-office, Southampton-buildings, Chancerybeing £604,000,
nm
made
public. We do not propose to reproduce the Co. ; the total cost of ship and engines
lane, without charge of any kind.
A. G.—The total expansion isfound by dividing the space filled in the firat report or the recommendations and suggestions which it that of the machinery being £99,000, the engines to
cylinder with fresh steam from the boiler, into the space filled in the low- contains. Those within the official veil need not be told indicate 10,000-horse power.
The contract for the
pressure cylinder at the moment the exhaust port opens.
D. B. H.—The section you show is badly designed for cast iron. It would what they are; to those outside they would be to a very Sanspareil went to the Thames Company. The engines
have a breaking strength of but 15 tons in the centre, or 30 tons if di
large extent entirely unintelligible. We shall act to to indicate 10,000-horse power, and to be made
A rolled girder of similar depth, and weghing, say, 70 lb, per yard,
by Messrs. Humphry, Tennant and Co.; the total
purpose if we confine ourselves to considerin
carry safely a distributed load of about 26 tons, or say 18 tons at
cost to be £601,000; the engines to cost £97,000.
certain special points. The methods heretofore adop
A SLEEPER.—The precise
form proposed by you has not, we believe, been
but partial punching-out and bending-up to
chair or > ae by the Admiralty have been in very many respects as bad The Admiralty Committee consisted of Mr Arthur B.
quite common, The objection to the system is that the clip or ir80
often breaks, The iron er steel that is good enough, or has been worked as they can be. The result has been waste of money, Forwood, chairman; Mr. J. P. Corry, Mr. B. Hingiey,
enough, for the sleeper does not appear to be 80 for the clip or chair, A stores, and time. But we fail to see that, even if all the Mr. W. Pearce, and Mr. G. FitzGerald. Mr. Pearce is
broken clip means a useless sleeper, and to prevent breakage the clips have to recommendations of the report were carried out, they the representative of the firm of John Elder and Co., and
2 madeshort and strong. You might get yours taken up, but it is very queswould do more than alleviate matters. They could he very sharply cross-examined Sir N. Barnaby and Mr.
ionable.
not cure a disease which appears to be quite in- Wright concerning the circumstances under which tenders
DRUG MILLS.
separable from the existing system of Government were asked for and orders given for the engines in question.
(To the Editor of The Bugineer.)
by Party. Putting on one side the strictly naval It will be seen that the higher tenders were accepted, and
Sir,—Will omebeeeseomelgive me the address of a maker of hooded mills
airs of the Admiralty, and directing our attention the Committee report on the matter as follows :—“ In advisfor
ng poisonous substances?
LONIAL,
solely to what we may term its constructive capa- ing the Board to accept these higher tenders, the late on
Mr.
city, it is easy to see that the Board differs in no way fessional officers, Sir N. Barnaby, K.C.B., and
QUARTZ -CRUSHING MACHINES.
in its functions from any ordinary board of directors Wright, C.B., with the concurrence of the present acting
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
engineer-in-chief,
Mr.
Sennett,
submitted
that
the
1500
Srr,—Would any of your readers kin
ve me the maker's name and carrying on manufacturing or trading operations. It is additional horse-power represented £15,000 in each vessel,
clear that such a Board should be composed of men
address of the “Sutherland Gold Quartz ¢ ?" and oblige V. E. F.
fe ener with the nature < the work to be done, and or £10 per indicated horse-power. In estimating the
ing business capacity and great experience. If the relative prices of the several tenders they stated that they
COIR FIBRE MACHINERY.
Disst evs to manage several quablichanenis in various had deducted this amount from the tenders recommended
(To the Editor of The Bagineer.)
parts
of
the country, care would be taken to prevent these for acceptance, thus placing one £1800 below the lowest
Sir,—We should feel o!
if you would kindly give us the name of
a
maker
of machinery for com
or dressing
establishments from clashing; and as far as is consistent offer—viz., that of Messrs. Palmer, and the other about
Civerpool, March 15th.
ws
HS. V.
with the ruling conditions—the environment, so to speak, £1200 in excess. This valuation of the additional power
of each establishment—the system of work adopted in was perfectly arbitrary, a mere matter of opinion, and
COMPOUND ENGINES.
one would be adopted throughout. It is not too much to uite at variance, according to the evidence given to the
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
mmittee, with the intrinsic cost of its attainment,
“7
that the method under which Admiralty work of
Srr,—-I believe there is a
simple method of calcula‘
rx
sure betwi
ylind
os x caponisnese tetose the all kinds is carried on has nothing in common viewed by the addition it required to the engines and
shops in the North, It is not quite accurate, but is a good approximation, with that which we have indicated. The construc- boilers. One witness of large experience estimated the
I shall be very much obliged to any of your North-country readers who
tion of the Board of Admiralty changes with the extra cost at only £2000. In confirmation of this view, it
will tell me what the rule is,
A Souruern Enorveer,
Southampton,
March 15th.
accession to power of each
political find and with may be stated that subsequent to the ram. of the
few exceptions the Lords of the Admiralty have no tenders, but prior to a decision thereon when it became
6-H.P. ENGINES AND PUMPS FOR THE INDIAN 8TATE
experience whatever as specialists in the work they known, much importance was attached to an increased
RAILWAYS.
4
are called upon to perform. The result is, of course, power. Messrs. Elder and Co. offered to provide this
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
:
that
they are helpless in the hands of officials. These -addition without extra charge. Messrs. Palmer and Co.
Srr,—We note that y you say y that the 6-H.P. engines, boilers,are,and
ane Pee
Without their also proposed to increase the guaranteed power to 9000
for the I
State Railways—illustrated in ond issue of
‘ith gentlemen = get or a
were made by Messrs. Hayward
and Co,
may be quite correct; experience
L.H.P. free of cost. Both the accepted tenders stated on
special know
the Board of Admiral
and we are finishing six sets of same for the Indian State Rail
could not get the work done py Every man who ra their face that the extra charge of the engine-makers for
The tracing sent you on the 9th shows the
ent of well
in our case,
GLENFIELD Company, KILMARNOCK,
a seat on the Board knows that there are abuses of all the additional 1500 indicated horse-power was £8000.
kinds to be remedied. Of the precise nature and operation Accompanying some of the other tendefs were communiof these abuses he has no idea whatever. He feels that cations from engineers indicating their opinion that the
ROWING CLUBS,
would develope a larger power than
(To the Editor q The Engineer.)
it is incumbent on him to do something, and in nine cases engines as speci
out of ten, with the best intentions in the world, he does that called for in the specification. It is extraordinary
more harm than good. The proverbial tinker in mending that these:important particulars were not brought under
one hole in a kettle makes two others; so it has always the notice of the Board ; had they been, the fallacious
es, the Secretary
of State wishes been with the Admiralty. Nothing short of an ative character of“the*’valuation of £15,000 in respect of each
'y
of the sort is authorised
by the Waroffice, and that the ——- views with strong disapproval an: change will operate for good, and of this there is not ship for this extra power as given by the officers would
attempt
to collect
subscriptions
from contractors.
J just now the smallest chance. The present First Lord of have been patent.”
Evan CoLvitLe NEPEAN,
This statement ap
to us to be very unfair to Sir
the Admiralty may do what in him lies. It would require
Director of Army Contracts.
War-office, Pall Mall, 8,W., March 15th,
years to carry out the sweeping reforms necessary. He may N. Barnaby and Mr, Wright. Something seems to have
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been kept back. In the first place, Sir N. Barnaby and
Mr. Wright were not mistaken in considering that the
extra power which could give the ship an extra speed
was worth £10 per horse-power, and nothing is said in
the passage which we have quoted concerning the fact
that the contractors for the engines ran the risk of losing
the whole or part of the £15,000. For example, if the
engines on-:y indicated 8500-horse power the contractors
would be penalised to the extent of £18,000. The
evidence given. by one witness to the effect that the
difference between 8500-horse power and 10,000 would
not exceed £2000 seems to be of very doubtful value,
because he did not fully understand the conditions, The
statement that Messrs. Elder volunteered to give the
additional power without extra charge must be taken
with large qualifications. In the first place, the price to
be paid to the firm on their first tender for the engines
was £105,000 for 8500-horse
power, or £8000
more than Humphrys; Tennant, and Co. charged for
10,000-horse power. In the second place, Mr. Pearce put
his firm out of Court. The original tenders were opened
on the 16th of April, 1885. Mr. Pearce put in three
tenders subsequently ;No. 1 on the 17th of April, No. 2
on the 17th of April, and No. 3 on the 18th of April. It
is obvious that the Admiralty could not consider tenders
made by one firm after the tenders made by other firms
had been opened. It must remain an inscrutable mystery
why Mr. Pearce’s alternative tenders were not sent in
until the other tenders had been opened, aud what were
the causes that induced him tomodify his original offer with
such promptitude. Now Mr. Pearce, be it remembered,
was one of the Committee, and his examination of Sir N.
Barnaby and Mr. Wright was so adverse that it evoked
the unfavourable comments of the Times. Mr. Pearce
feeling himself injured, has written a long letter to that
journal defending himself, and incidentally mentionin
that he had tendered no less than forty-seven times, an
never had got an Admiralty order. To assume that
Mr. Pearce could, under the circumstances, and try as he
might, be an impartial judge of the conduct of Admiralty
officials in the letting of contracts would also be to
assume that he is more than human.
We intend
no disparagement when we say that Mr. Pearce should
never have been placed in the trying position in which he
found himself when he became a member of the Committee. The report is, however, not more unfair to Sir N.
Barnaby and Mr. Wright than it is to Messrs. Hum
Tennant, and Co. It will be seen that these gentlemen
are charged with something akin to very sharp practice
indeed. “The tenders accepted were one at £94,000, and
one at £95,350, the former being from the same firm—
Humphrys, Tennant, and Co.—who in August obtained
by negotiation £112,000 for that which in February following, after competition, they offered at £94,000.” The
£112,000 refers to the machinery of the Trafalgar. It is
difficult to understand how Mr. Pearce permitted this
statement to be made, because he, at all events,
must have_ understood the facts and the bearing
of the facts, although the other members of the
Committee did not. Messrs. Humphrys, Tennant, and
Co. have very properly pointed out since that (1) the
engines are fuc simile, and therefore much cheaper to
repeat; (2) the boiler arrangement is entirely different.
In the Renown and Sanspareil the heating surface is
distributed in eight boilers and four stokeholes; in the
Trafalgar it is distributed in six boilers and two stokeholes. Not only does this make a substantial reduction
in the cost of the boilers themselves, but it very much
reduces the cost of the boiler mountings—forced
draught
fans and engines, feed engines, copper piping, and stokehole outfits. This very important factor in estimating
the relative cost of the two contracts is entirely omitted
in the report, although the engineering officials refer to it
in their evidence. There is a considerable saving—indeed,
a very large saving—on the cost of the crank shafts and
propeller shafting of the Trafalgar, and there are other
matters of less importance, all tending still further to
reduce the cost. The only fault comn.itted by Sir N.
Barnaby and Mr. Wright seems to have been part of the
existing system, and consisted in asking firms to tender
who were deemed unlikely to fulfil the conditions.
Messrs. Harland and Woolf were among those who
tendered. Mr. Wright being asked to explain why they
were asked if they were deemed unable to compete, gave
an answer which illustrates what we have said concerning
the influence of political
party feeling in Whitehall—
“They were asked to tender because there had been a
talk about justice to Ireland.” This kind of thing would
be ludicrous if it were not deplorable.
Toward the end of Mr. Pearce’s letter before alluded
to will be found a remarkable statement, which we cannot
pass by without comment :—“ Is it not preposterous that
Great Britain, with her magnificent mercantile marine,
has not a single ship of war that can cross the Atlantic
at fullspeed? In fact, I cannot recall a single British
armourclad that could reach New York at all under her
own steam power. And this state of things exists while
the journals of to-day record that the Cunard liner
Etruria crossed the Atlantic at an average speed throughout of 19,4, of a knot per hour! Why cannot the nation
boast of a similar performance on the
of her Navy?
The fault lies in the existing system of divided responsibility, and it is to this point that the Committee has
chiefly directed its inquiries. A careful perusal of the
evidence will show that in every case of purchase and
contract the responsibility is shifted from one to another
—a part rests here, a part there, and even the temporary
clerks or copyists appear to have sometimes an important
share of the responsibility, especially when something has
gone wrong.” We need scarcely point out that the
Etruria could not carry armour and maintain her present
speed, to say nothing of heavy guns; that, in fact,
there is nothing in common between an Atlantic liner
and an ironclad. This is not the question we wish
to raise, however, but this: The engines of the Etruria
are rather more powerful than those of the Renown
and Sanspareil.
It would be very instructive if Mr.
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Pearce would tell us what price was paid for them by heaviest ever urged
inst a railway company,
the Cunard Company. There is reason to believe that the have never had Byles a all like it brought +»
a TE ala
Admiralty always pays a great deal more for machinery English res Ye What may be the verdict in the case
than would be paid by private firms, The reason why last reported
we are unable to say, but if it turns out
we shall perhaps consider another time.
that the bridge which gave way was, as is said, a new one
structurally, the responsibility of those who
it as
UNITED STATES RAILWAY CATASTROPHES,
sound and sufficient will be indeed tremendous,
Ir goes without saying that a very large number of
On February 5th a fearful event took place at White
so-called railway accidents occur every year in the United River, on the Central Vermont Railway. Not far from a
States. This is what is to be expected in a country with place called Hartford is a bridge over the White River,
an enormous gross length of railway, much of which has Ata point 510ft. from the abutment at the south end of
been made as cheaply as possible. It is only in compara- the bridge, while the train was moving at a speed of less
tively limited districts close to great towns that elaborate than twelve miles an hour, the rear sleeping car was
and costly systems of signalling, &c., are to be found. thrown from the rails, but kept the an
until it
Under the circumstances, what may be called small came upon the bridge, when the rear end swung to the
accidents— minor catastrophes causing the loss of few if right side of the track to the deck of the bridge, and
any lives—may be re;
ed as, to a certain extent, thence to the frozen river below, a distance of 43ft.
excusable, on the ground that they are unavoidable; but, drawing with it the sleeper and the two. coaches in front,
unfortunately, railway catastrophes at the other side of all of which were crushed in the wreck upon the ice,
the Atlantic are not always trifling. Within a compara- The coupling between the Boston coach and the combinatively short period four of a
uliarly dreadful nature tion mail and smoking car, broke or unclasped, so that
have taken place.
In one, known as the Republic the rest of the train was saved. Some of the cars immedisaster, a collision was followed by the roasting alive of diately took fire, and within fifteen minutes of the time
many passengers, under circumstances of unmitigated they fell to the ice they were all enveloped in flames,
horror. In the second, some twenty persons met their which reached and set fire to the bridge, which soon fell
deaths by being swept off an unprotected platform at the alongside the burning cars, the wind blowing the flames
side of the elevated
railway into the street, some 30ft. of the burning timbers directly upon them. The intensely
below ; and on Monday a bridge gave way near Jamaica cold weather—18 deg. below zero—added to the peril of
Plain, on the Dedham branch of the Boston and Pro- those who survived. Twenty-four passengers lost their
vidence Railroad. The accounts which have reached this lives, and five train men; besides thirty-six passengers who
country
by telegraph are, of course, not yet complete, are known to have been injured. The cause of the calamity
Enough is known, however. At seven o'clock a local was the breaking of a 60Ib.steel rail with a flaw in it. It
train, com
1 of seven cars, all filled with working has often been denied that American mills produce inferior
people, left Dedham for Boston. As the train was pass- rails, but there seems to be very little doubt that the
ing over a bridge about a mile from Jamaica Plain, a statement is quite true. But, granting that a broken
suburb of Boston, the bridge gave way, whether from rail threw the sleeping car off the track, it by no means
structural weakness or from exceptional accident, is not follows that the train, running at but twelve miles an
certain. It is said that the bogie of one of the cars broke, hour, should plunge on to the ice-bound river below. In
and that the car struck an abutment with such force as a distance of 510ft. there was ample time to have pulled
to break it away. In any case, a gap was made in the up the train, had the brakes been of the right kind and
roadway, and four of the cars were precipitated through properly used. Even though the train had not been
it, falling a distance of 50ft. The
first car which fell, a stopped, still, if the biidge had been properly made, no
smoking carriage, was overturned, and the three others evil consequences would have ensued. The committee
dashed down upon it, breaking through it, and smashing appointed to inquire into the circumstances acquit the
it to splinters. All the occupants of this car were either company, but they add a very significant rider:—*It
killed or terribly injured, and few of the people in the seems proper speaking upon this matter, to advise all
other carriages escaped
without severe injury. While the the railroad companies to take into consideration the
work of rescuing the unfortunate passengers from the most approved methods in vogue anywhere for the
débris was proceeding, reminiscences of the late White better
equipment of their bridge approaches where
River disaster suggested the fear that the wrecked car- needed, with strong buttresses, flaring safety beams, or
riages might take fire. Accordingly a fire-engine from other practical devices to diminish the fatality of this
Roslindale, a place in the neighbourhood, was brought class of accidents, Such reasonable precautions should
with all speed, and this played upon the débris so eftec- be taken before rather than after the occurrence of any
tually as to prevent any outbreak of fire. The list of fatal calamity.”
killed and injured is a long one. Thirty-two persons were
It is more important to ascertain whether any steps can
killed, actading both men and women, and about forty or will be taken to prevent such catastrophes in future,
injured. Among the latter are several of whose recovery | than it is to consider precisely in what way those that are
there is no hope at all. Of the dead, twenty-seven have| past have been brought about. The Lailway Review,
been identified and five are unknown. Most of the bodies | published at Chicago on February 26th, says :—“The times
were fearfully mangled, some being decapitated.
call for decided reform in these and similar matters, and
The three events which we have named cannot pro- the fact that there are other roads that are liable to conrly be called accidents in any sense of the word. tribute any day another Republic horror with the
othing of a similar kind occurs when proper precau- same conditions that the Baltimore and Ohio management
tions are taken to carry passengers in safety. Only two afforded—except in the matter of the brakes—strengthens
inquiries have yet been held. One deals with the White rather than weakens the spirit of the verdict above
River disaster, to which we shall refer presently. quoted.” Since these words were written the Boston
The second deals with the Republic catastrophe. catastrophe has taken place. It is more than probable
The coroners verdict is long and outspoken— that it is by no means the last contribution to the dark
too long to reproduce here. It will be remembered history of American railways. We may rest assured
that a goods train stopped, the engine breaking that nothing will be done just yet. Some compensation
down, and that it was run into by the express following may or may not be paid but the railways are, after
close on its heels. The verdict of the coroner states that all, the masters of the situation. There are indi“The freight engine was in an unsafe and unserviceable cations, it is true, that the people of the United
condition, and the officials of the road had been notified States are indisposed to submit much longer to the
of this fact, but still allowed it to be used. The engineer tyranny under which they groan. The Railway Bill
of the freight, Edward 8. Kiler, was not intoxicated, but already dealt with in our columns may be regarded as a
was worn out with sixteen hours and fifty minutes’ con- step in the right direction, but something much more
tinual duty with a green fireman and a poor engine. He than this is wanted. If the railway companies and their
had plenty of time to get to Republic from Seneca siding, officials will not of themselves take proper precautions
but his engine was so poor and unserviceable that it died to secure human life, then the Legislature must interfere
on the track at the point of collision.” This is terse and to compel them to do their duty. A thoughtful paper
idiomatic language, quite to the point. The verdict then appeared last July in Harper's Magazine, which brings
goes on to say that the goods guard in charge of the train heavy charges against the railway system of the United
did not go back, as he ought to have done, to warn the States. These charges go far to explain such deplorable
express, although he knew it was due in ten minutes. The events as those on which we are commenting. The
coroner could not pass overthe burning of the wrecked train, writer, Mr. R. T. Ely, says: “The first consideration,
and he says: “I further find that the heating apparatus then, to be borne in mind in any attempt to understand
used on passenger cars of this division of the Baltimore and the nature of the railway problem is this—the railways
Ohio Railroad is dangerous in the extreme to the lives of must become still more completely our masters or they
ea go thereon in case of accident, wherein cars are must be reduced to complete subjection to us as their
crushed or overturned, and that they are contrary to and masters. There is no middle
ground. We are dealing
in violation of Section 335 of the revised statues of Ohio. with the problem of economic iberty.” In another place
The lighting of the cars is dangerous, and on account of he says: “Look to California and you will find a Legisthe unlawful and unsafe manner in which the cars of lature which is said to be the tool of the Central Pacific,
limited express train No. 5 were heated and lighted, the and we discover a Railway Commission unable to enforce
loss of life was increased. And I do further find that the laws of the land. In Ohio ros learn that the
bescaer Frederick and others os - a
Sa Standard Oil Company, a creature of the railways, controls
through gross negligence
on the
of the officials an the Legislature in opposition to the interests of the
managers of this division of the Boitimore and Ohio Rail- people. Nor do even our municipality escape this malign
road Company, of Garrett, Ind., in sending out engine influence.”
Something will probably be heard concerning mechaniNo. 923 upon the railroad the morning of January 3rd,
1887, when they well knew that “a was in an unfit, cal imperfections, Scientific evidence will be called in;
unserviceable, and dangerous condition, and through blame will be attached to unfortunate subordinates, and
gross negligence on the part of conductor L. F. Fletcher so the evil hour will be tided over; but the truth will
as conductor of freight train No. 26 in failing and neg- remain, whether it prevails or not. The catastrophes
lecting to properly flag and signal the limited express which disgrace American railways are simply the result
train, and in hiling and neglecting to fully protect his of bad, irresponsible management. They are entirely
train and the limited express, and through
negli- unnecessary. They are perfectly avoidable. They would
would do their duty
gence on the part of the owners, officials,
managers not occur if the railway a
of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company in having by the public. It may be said that all this is no affair of
a sense this is true; in another sense it is very
upon the limited express train at the time of the collision ours,
inferior, ineffective, and unsafe brakes.” The Loughridge much our affair. The world will not be slow to say that
brake, as used on the Baltimore and Ohio, is simply a such things are a disgrace to engineers. This is not true.
ineers, in the proper, honest sense of the term, do not
ight-air brake, similar in principle, though different in
detail, to the original non-automatic Westinghouse air design, make, or permit to be put up, bridges which break
brake. This, as has been well remarked by an American on They will not run trains which are devoid of
contemporary, is a “terrible indictment;” probably the everything which can secure safety, while they are replete
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with those which mean death. Such things are a disgrace
to the men who
themselves off as engineers, and pose
before the world as the best, the wisest, and the most
clever of mankind; either knowing the while nothing of
their profession, or mean and dishonest enough to prostitute their talents and abandon their convictions for the
sake of a little gold. Such things are a disgrace to
railway directors, to whom human life is of no
value; and lastly, they are a disgrace to a great nation
which permits its children to be slaughtered wholesale,
because it is too indolent or too corrupt to compel
the railway companies to do their duty.
METHODS OF PAYING WORKERS IN MACHINE SHOPS,
Ax.rnovuen there is a good deal of literature extant on
the subject of labour and wages, it is so scattered that
the person who addresses himself to the task of studyin
the matter finds that he must consult many essays aa
pamphlets, and then, by a process of mental digestion,
endeavour to form his own opinion. In these high-end
times it is important that every source of information on
any useful or important subject should be as accessible as
possible, and that the literature of it should be as explicit
and as concise as it can be made. The wages question, at
all times an important one, becomes more so every day,
especially in an old country like England; and if any
man possessed of the requisite ability would address himself to the task of preparing a treatise codifying the
various systems by which wages rod be paid, even in one
branch of engineering industry, such a book, if well done,
would, we venture to think, help to make the relative
commercial position ef employers and employed more
clear to each other, and perhaps tend in some degree to
reduce the number of labour disputes, those progenitors
of strikes and lock-outs which, if the workmen of Great
Britain could once be brought to see it, are slowly killing
the trade of the country and strengthening foreign competition against it. We cannot, within the narrow
limits of an article like this, attempt to do more than
sketch the outline of the principles on which wages are
or may be paid, and state in general terms the arguments
for and against each system. Taking, then, a machine
works employing, say, a thousand hands, and with a
certain capital invested. The owner of these works may
pay his operatives in several ways. One is by time,
the hour being the standard; for although wages are
paid weekly, a week’s work means, and must mean, so
many working hours. Under this system the result to
the master depends upon the industry of his men. If
they are idle, they are idle at his expense. This, it will be
obvious to the meanest intelligence, is opposed to every
principle not alone of justice, but of every propriety or
fitness of commercial business. ‘The time worker sells his
time to his employer, and it is nolonger his. The master
must rely to a great extent on the honesty of his men.
The old adage tells us that the eye of the master does
more than the hand of the servant. Just so; but the
age of miracles is past, and a master cannot have his eyes
everywhere at once. The only safeguard he has lies in
his practical experience of what constitutes a fair day’s
work, and in dismissing the man who, after due warning,
fails to render it. ‘The real remedy against idleness is to
convince the workman that his master’s interest and his
own are identical. Every act of malpractice that
in any way tends to impoverish his employer must in the
end damage the man himself also. A ot ake employer
must be ever a bad paymaster.
Another system, and one that masters have been compelled to adopt to a large extent, is that of piecework,
By it the workman has the control of results largely in
his own hands for a time. We say for a time, because
there is room here also for a dishonest worker to do his
employer a great deal of injury before his character is
found out. The most vigilant foreman or works’ manager
cannot always detect scamping; and besides this, even
where it is discovered, the time question comes in, and a
waster or two found in the execution of a job done under
a penalised, or even under a bonused order, causes loss to
the firm, tends to injure its reputation, and ultimately to
injure the workmen themselves, by driving work elsewhere by failure to be up to time.
A third system of payment is that of co-operation.
Superficially regarded, this system has a very inviting
aspect. It seems to contain the one thing wanting. It
tends to make the identity of his own interests with those
of his employer plain and convincing to the workman.
In fact, he is no longer a workman; he becomes a partner,
and one also on very favourable terms, for while, on the
one hand, he shares the profits, he has no anxiety about
capital invested, he is free from the many cares and business worries which literally in many cases harass the life
out of his employer. Two defects are, however, present
with this system—one is somewhat the same as that
present with the collection of the income-tax. It involves
a certain mfraction of privacy. No one quite relishes
making known to outsiders the amount of his income, but
the co-operative system of wage paying involves; of
course, an audit of the books on behalf of the men. The
second defect is due to the modern nomadic disposition of
workmen themselves. In former days workmen had an
esprit de corps, an attachment to and pride in. their
a
a
a healthy rivalry existed
between shop
and shop that has altogether vanished now. The system
of co-operation involves, as a necessary condition of its
successful application, permanence of relations between
workmen and particular shops. The Clearing-house is
one of the marvels of modern business, but we doubt if
even it could deduce or accurately determine the bonuses
due to a workman who runs a lathe in Newcastle for two
months, a planing machine in Manchester for three months,
and spends the rest of the year between a machine shop
in Liverpool and another in Foals,
A fourth system—one adopted in certain American
shops, especially those worked by companies—is that
which we may call the share system. Under it any man
or boy who is sufficiently thrifty can purchase a share in
the concern, We believe that a share may in some shops
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be bought for so small a sum as a dollar, and the investor
is id hisdividend as faithfully as is the largest shareholder in the concern, This has the advantage already.
shown to attend the co-operative system, and has the
additional one besides of tending to some extent to check
the movement of workmen. The man’s heart is with his
treasure. Incidentally with this system goes, we understand, promotion by purchase. Other things being equal,
the man holding most shares will be made a leading
hand, a foreman, or so forth, over the head possibly of an
older man who is a smaller investor. This system ought
in some respects to work well, although in others it is
highly objectionable. To estimate the value of a foreman
by thenumber of shares he holds seems to be radically
bad. The possible argument against the system that
labour disputes are numerous and acrimonious in the
States, which some persons may advance against it, cannot
be received until it is shown that disputes arise in cases
where it is in operation.
Thus we have, as we said, endeavoured faintly to sketch
out certain systems of paying wages, and have confined
our remarks to a single branch of industry. We have not
adverted to the system of paying wages in kind, commonly known as the truck system. It is a relic of a rude
and semi-barbarous state of society, when hardly any
standard form of currency was generally available, and
therefore the primitive system of payment in kind was of
necessity adopted. Yet even now in certain districts, and
subject to proper supervision and restrictions, the truck
system “y! very well be an advantageous one to workmen; and legislation has done much to clear it of abuses.
The tables we are now publishing of British wages
and cost of living will, we trust, prove valuable
both to employers and employed; but we cannot end
this article without expressing a hope that some competent person or persons will undertake the task of
preparing a good concise treatise on the various methods
of wage paying and their operation, both as affecting
British trade in general and also the relations between
capital and labour between employers and employed. It
is a subject that might well occupy the attention even of
a Royal Commission. Meantime we would—as gentleness
of speech and pen is the rule now-a-days, even when circumstances indicate that forcible language is alone appropriate—invite trades’ union agitators to take into consideration whether it would not be sound wisdom to
realise that fact which is patent to all who regard these
things with an unbiassed mind—that the main interests
of the working man are and must always remain identical
with those of capital owners.
404
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OPEN-HEARTH STEEL IN THE NORTH-EAST.
THE north-east of England was slow to take up the openhearth steel manufacture on a scale of any magnitude. This
was because the use of iron in shipbuilding lingered in that
district, owing to the class of vessels mainly built there. In
1884 there were produced in that district 22,000 tons of iron
plates monthly, whilst the total output of open-hearth ingots did
not exceed 1400 tons monthly. But the rapid increase in the
use of steel for shipbuilding forced on the manufacturers of the
north-east the production of that material most in demand,
and in response the output of steel-plates has gone up rapidly.
As we have said, the production of open-hearth ingots in the
north-east was on a limited scale in 1884—it was, exactly speaking, 16,400 tons for the year asa whole. But in the first-half
of 1885 it shot up to 4470 tons per month; for the second
half of the year it was 8100 tons—the total for 1885 being
75,504 tons. And in the last year that increase has been continued. For 1886 the production in the north-east district
was 124,100 tons, and now that district stands third in the rank
of the producer of ingots by the process named. Other furnaces
are building, and with the completion of these and with that
increase in the demand, it may fully be expected that in the
current year there will be a further increase in the production.
Of course that increase is in large di
at the cost of the
manufactured iron trade; but it is needful if the north-east
coast is to build vessels of the type and kind needed, that it
should produce sufficient steel to meet its own requirements.
It is noticeable that the open-hearth furnaces were built first at
some little distance from the }orts where the bulk of their output may be expected to be used—at inland centres, such as the
Consett Works, the Weardale Works, and others; but they
have now been erected on the Tyne, the Tees, and their extension to other ports is merely a work of time. A few years have
brought down the price of steel plates from £20 per ton to
between £6 and £7. It is evident that as the output increases
there will be, on the whole, a further downward tendency in
price, and thus the use of the material will be facilitated either
wholly in substitution for iron, or with the use of a little of the
older form of the metal. But the growth of the production of
the open-hearth steel in the north-eastern district is one of the
most remarkable of the proofs of its metallurgical success, and
that in the face of the tendency to use the iron which could be
roduced with little admixture to the pig from the local ores.
e growth in some districts was under other conditions; in the
north-east it is simply the reply, slowly at first, to a changed
form of demand.
THE RATING OF MACHINERY.
In these days when our home industries are gradually being
destroyed by the competition of freely-imported foreign manufactures, it is not unreasonable to expect that some effort should
be made by ourselves to render the process of extinction as
gradual as possible. The Papermakers’ Association are petitioning the House of Commons that in any Bill which may be
introduced to amend the law of rating, not only may all uncertainty be removed as to the nature of the hereditaments
liable to be rated, but that all machinery of the nature of personal chattels, the mere furniture in fact of a mill or manufactory, shall be expressly exempted from local and imperial
taxation. There is no doubt that the cost of production in
this country is much enhanced by the burden of rates and
taxes upon mills and manufactories, which is becoming every
day more serious, and from the pressure of which our foreign
competitors are to a large extent exempt,
ALTERATIONS are at present being made in the fortifications at Tynemouth, which will render the defences of the Tyne
the most powerful on the north-east coast.
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THE AMERICAN EXHIBITION, LIMITED.
We have been asked of late for information as to the
scheme under which the American Exhibition is being promoted in London, We have ascertained that it is being
organised by a joint stock company, and an inspection of the
file of documents relating to it registered at Somerset House
affords the following information:—On the 1st January, 1885,
an agreement was entered into bet
John Robi
Whitley
of the first part, General Charles Benjamin Norton, of Boston,
Mass., of the second part, and the American Exhibition, Limited,
of the third part; the short effect of which is as follows:—
Messrs. Whitley and Norton agree to assign to the association
“the goodwill of the scheme relating to the Exhibition,” and
the benefit of all negotiations which are recited to have been
made by them for the purpose of the Exhibition, and in return
for this Messrs. Whitley and Norton (and a Mr. Applin) are to
receive, inter alia, the moneys and salaries, and to hold the
appointments to which we shall presently refer. About the
same time, namely, on the Ist January, 1885, the company was
incorporated by the name of The American Exhibition, Limited,
under a memorandum of association, signed by the following
persons, who subscribed for one share each, viz.:—John Robinson Whitley, 7, Poultry, Director-General of the American
Exhibition; Charles Benj. Norton, 7, Poultry, E.C., Secretary
of American Exhibition; Ronald Gower, Stafford House;
Edward A. Farrington, care of J. S. Morgan and Co., gentleman, of no occupation; John Priestman, European Manager, of
Bradstreet’s Agency, 84, Newgate-street ;Edward Bates Dorsey,
1 First Avenue Hotel, London; Vincent A. Applin, Solicitor,
» Poultry.
The memorandum declares the capital of the company to be
£100,000, divided into 1000 shares of £100 each, with power to
issue any part of the capital for the time being unissued, or any
additional capital, with preferential rights or privileges, including preferential claims in the event of winding up of the company. The articles of association filed with the memorandum
provide (Clause 51) that the original capital shall be divided
into 500 preferred and 500 deferred shares, the preference
shares to have priority over the deferred shares to the extent
provided by the articles. The deferred shares were to be allotted
as fully paid up, to Messrs. Whitley and Norton, pursuant to
the agreement to which we have referred, in consideration, we
presume, for the goodwill of the scheme. All further shares
which may be created under the powers to increase capital, it
is agreed, shall be divided in the same proportion into preferred
and deferred shares, and all such deferred shares are to be
allotted to Mr. Whitley and General Norton as fully paid up,
also, we presume, as further consideration for goodwill.
e
borrowing powers of the company are to be exercised only with
the consent of Mr. Whitley and General Norton (Clauses 58,
59), and debenture bonds may be issued at a premium or discount. The articles further provide (Clause 99) that, until
the company shall be wound up, Mr. Whitley shall be “‘DirectorGeneral and Executive Commissioner,” with a salary of not
less than £1500 a-year. In addition he is to be chai
of the “Executive Council.” Mr. Applin is appointed secretary to the Company at a salary of not less than £350 per
annum, and General Norton is to be secretary at the Exhibition, for which he is to receive £1000 a year. All these
salaries are to be paid by monthly instalments. In addition to
the above remuneration, it is provided that a lump sum of
£5875 is to be paid forthwith to Mr. Whitley and General
Norton as the agreed amount of remuneration, and of office
rent, salaries, wages, and disbursements, &c., in connection with
the scheme anterior to the incorporation of the company. How
this amount is ascertained does not appear, and we do not
know. As our readers are no doubt aware, yearly returns
have to be made of the shareholders of limited companies and
number of shares issued, with the amounts called up on the
shares. We find, therefore, that up to the 15th May, 1885,
650 shares were taken up, on which £58,570 was represented to
have been paid, though from this sum £50,000 should be
deducted as representing the 500 deferred shares only nominally
“paid up,” and £2830 was represented as unpaid at the date of
the return.
On the 14th January, 1887, 996 shares had been taken up, on
which calls to the extent of £37,703 6s. 8d. had been paid on
the preferred shares and £11,896 13s. 4d. was still due. The
deferred shares are déalt with as representing £50,000 “considered as paid.” It should be said that on the 15th January,
1887, the nominal capital of the company was increased by
£50,000, represented by 5000 new shares, 2500 of which, under
the agreement, would, we presume, be given as paid-up shares
to Messrs. Whitley and Norton. By this last return the largest
shareholder is still Mr. Whitley, who is given as holding 597
shares. The next largest is Mr. Russell, of Boston, Mass., with
100; then follow Mr. F. L. Ames, of Boston, Mass., 70; Mr.
Farrington, 50; Mr. Hy. Wynne. of 7, Poultry, 50; Mr. Thornton, Chislehurst, 30; Mr. Landreth, of Bristol, Penn,, 20; Mr.
Hemenway, of Boston, Mass., 10; Mr. Carson, of Chicago, 10;
Mr. Mackay, of 62, Wall-street, New York, 10; Messrs. Price
and others, 10; Mr. Andrews, of New York, 5; Mr. J. Cunard,
5; Mr. Dayton, Cincinnati, 4; Sir Norman Pringle, 3; Mr. Price,
1, St. Helen’s-place, London, 2; Prof. Skeat, 2; Mr. Sparhawk,
Philadelphia, 2; and sixteen other shareholders of one share
each. The original shareholders who started the company are
returned thus:—Mr. Whitley, 597—including, apparently, the
500 deferred shares—Gen. Norton, none; Lord Ronald Gower,
1; Mr. Farrington, 50; Mr. Priestman, 1; Mr. Dorsey, 1; and
Mr. Applin, 1.
The “Executive Council” are Lord Ronald Gower, Mr.
Farrington, Mr. Priestman, Mr. Dorsey, Mr. Applin, Mr,
Whitley, and General Norton.
As far as we are able to judge from the data given by the
Company itself, the whole of the paid-up capital on the 14th
January last was £37,703 6s. 8d., out of which will have been
paid £5875 to Messrs. Whitley and Norton and all salaries due
to them and Mr. Applin up to that period, as well as current
expenses. The balance, even if eked out by payment of calls
then unpaid, and increased by the £25,000 of new capital,
should it have been subscribed, seems to us a very small sum to
provide for the proposed building and n
fittings for so
ambitious an exhibition as its promoters have promised us.
Such of our readers, however, who are interested in the matter,
will be able to form an opinion for themselves, and each one by
application at Somerset House, upon payment of one shilling,
may have details which we have not considered it necessary to
record here.
Detta METAL VaLvEs.—The three following steamers were
fitted with Beldam’s corrugated valves in Delta metal :—s.s. Kent,
after steaming 170,000 knots, the valves are still in good working
order; s.s. Rewa, now on her eleventh voyage to Calcutta with the
same valves; s.s, Sussex, the same valves have been in use for over
two years, still in good working order.
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The Aston Company.—The Birmingham and Aston Tramways
Co. takes
ence as neve iheoldest in the field, and having,
WHILE
visiting
the
works
in
connection
with
the
persis
indeed,
steam working in the Midlands capital. This
Tue death
on Sunday last is announcedof Mr. Marriott ham meeting of the British Association, last year, we frequently companyoriginated
has
also
achieved the greatest financial success of any
i
i
to the Gas, Water, and availed ourselves of the many lines of tramway worked b in the world, having
carried about twelve million
ngers
locomotives, principally those of Kitson and Co., and were mu
since it
working at the end of 1882, and having already
struck with the smartness of the working, the absence | repaidin dividends about 60 per cent. of the capital, while £5
of nuisance, and the lowness of the fares. Through the | shares now realise £12. The current working expenses, includ.
MARRIOTT OGLE TARBOTTON.

e,
Wakefield, who survives him, together with two sons—one of
whom at present holds a Government appointment in Canada
—and two daughters. In 1859, the Notti
tion
appointed him surveyor. In the latter part of 1860 cre
pared a report “ upon the drainage above Nottingham,
on
the whole question of the river Leen, the Tiaker’s Leen, and
Meadows drainage.” This was Mr. Tarbotton’s first great
undertaking of importance in Nottingham, and the report
was exhaustive and convincing, and led to the introduction of a
system of drainage which has since largely conduced to the health
of the inhabitants residing in the low-lying part of the town,
besides preserving the river Trent from becoming little short of
of a huge open sewer. The new and elegant Trent Bridge was
erected from Mr. Tarbotton’s design, and opened in July, 1871.
In 1872 Mr. Tarbotton became engineer of the Nottingham and
Leen District Sewerage Board, and evolved the elaborate system
of drainage which has proved so beneficial to the town, in addition to which he had control of the whole of the works
connected with that great and expensive scheme. When the
Corporation had it in contemplation to acquire the gas and
water undertakings, Mr. Tarbotton was instructed to inquire
into and report upon both matters, and it was, relying largely
upon his advice and assistance,
that the Town Council became
proprietors
of the gas and water. Shortly after
his
connection a
Nottingham, Mr. Seti a
a
system of
taking regular meteorological o
vations, which has
been continued ever since, with the result that reliable and
valuable data have been formulated concerning the weather,
rainfall, and natural phenomena of the locality. The University
buildings in Horsefair Close are built
much upon the plans
and after a design submitted
by Mr.
Tarbotton
to the Town
Council for public offices and municipal buildings; in fact, his
handiwork can be traced in most of the great improvements
which have marked the development of Nottingham during the
last twenty years. In 1880 the growth of the town and the
magnitudeof the gas, water, and sewage farm concerns made it
imperative to reorganise the Borough Engineer’s department,
and Mr. Tarbotton was appointed consulting engineer to the
Corporation. During
the last seven years he has devoted his
energies mainly to developing the capacity of both the gas and
water undertakings, in order that they might keep ahead of the
requirements of a rapidly increasing population. The new
pumping station at Papplewick was perhaps the greatest of Mr.
Tarbotton’s engineering achievements, although the construction of the reservoir at the top of Park-row and the erection of
the huge gasometer at Radford were works of considerable
magnitude and difficulty. All of Mr. Tarbotton’s work was
goud from an architectural point of view. He was essentially
an artistic engineer, and left nothing behind him crude or
sesthetically imperfect. The Papplewick pumping station, which
he completed a week before his death, is on a classic model. He
was a member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, an accomised scholar, and a refined gentleman, and is sincerely regretted
all who came in contact with him to whom these qualities
appealed,
LocoMoTIvE ENGINES ON THE SOUTH-WESTERN RaILway.—With
regard to the new engines, we may supplement the information we
gave last week, that they were designed to meet the increased
~ op trains caused by the -—— t of old
+" by
vehicles o'
ter carrying capacity.
Pay tongs te
cent. deat aythan those of PM. Beattie’s time,
the an
7ft. lin. and 6ft. 7in. express engines haul from fifteen to nineteen
hes without the
as ist:
of a pilot, whereas in the old days
very few of the main line ex
trains left Waterloo without two
engines, which, of course, added considerably to the expenses of
the locomotive department. The average speed of the fastest train
is 444 miles per hour.
THE Late Sir W. P. ANDREW.—Sir William P. Andrew, C.LE.,
of St. Bernard’s and Chalesfield, whose death in his 8lst year
occurred on Friday last, was born in Aberdeenshire,
and was
educated at Edinburgh and Oxford. Sir William Andrew’s career
in this country more than forty years ago by the publication
of a work on Indian railways, Childe wisdodiested tothe Oousb of
Directors of the East India Company, and allowed his capacities for
engineering to become known. He served in early life for a short
period in India and submitted to the Home
Government his
schemes for the defence of India, which afterwards met with
approval, He was founder of the Scinde, Punjaub, and Delhi
Railway Company, and took an early and prominent
in
promoting railway and telegraphic communication with India.
Among the works of which he was the author were “Indian Railways,” 1846; an essay on the Scinde Railwayin relation to the
routes
to India. In 1856 he concluded an arrangement with the
Home Government for the establishment of my ye communication with India, and in the following year he advocated on
strategic grounds the construction of lines to the Bolan and the
Khyber. In 1873 he led the discussion on the question of the gauge
of Indian railways—a subject he had already treated in ae any
—at the meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers, when a
resolution
in favour of his views with regard to a gauge of 5ft. 6in.
was
by a large majority (‘‘Proc.” Inst. Civ. Eng., vols xxii.,
xxxili.,and xxxv.). In treating of the connection
of the Khyber and
Bolan Passes with the railway system of India, the won |
~ong 13th, 1878, me My = pen so . istently advoca’
y Mr. Andrew, repeatedly brought
us, been adopted
at the commencement of the
steed Gatibee os ans
ventured to insist u
vast sums would have been spared in the
hire of
we should have been spared the ignominyof
feeling that a British army, nominally on active service,
occupied five weeks in covering less than seventy miles.” The scheme of Sir William Andrew's life was the Euphrates Valley Railway; and though he failed in recommending this
ject, the
impetus he gave to railway communication in India may be
estimated from the fact that in 1848, before a mile of railway was
the external trade of India was £25,000,000; in 1883, with
000 miles of —
the external trade was £147,837,920. He
ceased, from 1856 to the day of his death, to urge the advanof the Euphrates
Valley line as an alternative to that of the
In 1879 Sir W. Andrew was chairman of the Stafford
ittee for promoting the construction of a railway from
Gulf to Constantinople and the Mediterranean. Sir W.
3FFthe last took an interest ineverything
ing to the
, and’ he
a Fellow
of many scientific societies. He was
ted in 1882, when hereceived the Companionship of the Order
Indian
ire. Hiemeariod, frst,hiccondin, Alice, dx iter
oF
Captain A:
w—she died in 1840—and, secondly, in 1843,
F , daughter of Mr, Raeburn,
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GENERAL™ PLAN.
introduction of the inspector of steam tramways to the Corporation, Mr. Henry J. T. Piercy, we have been put in direct
communication with the general managers and engineers of the
several companies, who have put complete information at
our disposal, so that we are enabled to lay before our readers a
tolerably comprehensive account of the working by steam of the
Birmingham tramways. Out of fifty miles of tramway in and
about the town, thirty-threeare worked by steam,at a profit to the

ing driver and conductor, are only 4d, per car per mile, or a little
over 8d. when taking into account interest on capital, depreciation
and sinking fund, the whole working expenses only amounting
to about 53 per cent. of the receipts. This company was originally
promoted by Mr. Charles Allarton Edge for working on his
grooveless rail system, which was illustrated jin THE ENGINEER
of 30th January, 1880. Having barely escaped a fatal accident
from his cab’s wheels engaging in the grooves of the Camberwell
NORMAL DEPTH
OF EROOVE

SECTION THRO’
TRAMWAY POINTS SHEWING
RAISED CROOVE

MOVEABLE

TONCUE— cag
OL T
SLIDING

LONGITUDINAL

SECTION

DETAILS OF EDGE’S TRAMWAY POINT.
shareholders and with great convenience to the inhabitants
generally, while the very few accidents recorded were such as
would have happened with animal traction, the companies being
fully exonerated from blame. Three companies, known generally as the Aston, the Central, and the Midland, work the
whole or part of their lines by that which is, up to the present time, the cheapest of all tractive as it is of motive power,

BARKER'S RAIL.
The accompanying plan shows the tramways worked bysteam
in and around Birmingham, the longest being that of the Midland Tramway Co., extending as far as Dudley, with a loop to
West Bromwich. A uniform gauge of 3ft. 6in. has been adopted
throughout the Birmingham tramway system. The lines are
worked in penny stages, the conductor collecting separately for
each stage; and the cars seldom carry much less than their full
complement of passengers,

tramways, Mr. Edge invented a wheel which projects pins into
holes in the grooveless rail after the manner of feathering floats
in a paddle wheel, A two-mile line in Germany was worked on
this system with technical success for nearly two years, but in
the face of financial failure, Mr. Edge, still engineer to the company, abandoned the grooveless rail for the Aston line, although
it had been sanctioned by the Town Council. The Aston line,
from Old-square, Birmingham, to beyond Aston Park, shown by
plain dotted lines on the general plan, has 64 miles of route
and 9 miles of single way, with a maximum gradient of 1 in 11
for a short distance and 1 in 14 for a quarter of a mile, the
curves having a 40ft. radius. The way was originally laid
with Barker's rolled steel rails, of which a section is appended;
this stood very well for horse traction, but was more severely
tried by steam working. About half the line is now laid
with Gowan’s grooved girder rail, of which a section is
also appended, of 66 lb. or 88 lb. per yard, according
to the traffic. For the 88 Ib. rail the fish-plates are 1ft. 6in.
by 4in. by }in., with four holes for fin. bolts, The whole
way is laid in concrete with light cross ties and no timber.
There are triangles for turning at both ends of the route, so as
to save the necessity of uncoupling. The sketches above give
a section through the points showing raised groove on which
the wheel flanges mount, and also details of the movable
tongue with sliding bolt for locking it in the desired position.
Both these improvements, which have been devised by Mr.
, are found to give excellent results in practice. The
line is worked by engi
for the whole length, with the
exception of a short feeding section worked by horses. All
the engines are by Kitson, of Leeds, with air condensers on the
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roof, and the latest improvements, They are driven by one |reversible backs. Mr. Nicholson has originated a very useful drawing down a 3in, square bar. A ane
has been
man only, the conductor looking after the car. The cars, by measure in tramway working by providing the cars witha se down for forcing wheels on their axles.
res are heated
y
a
special
gas
stove
for
being
shrunk
on
the
wheels,
an operaStarbuck and Co., of Birkenhead, carry sixty-two passen,
gigantic letter, indicative of the route, so that the several cars
viz., thirty inside and thirty-two on the top. Outside caaseligant can be distinguished from a distance. Some lamps are also tion which is performed from first to last in twenty minutes.
Some
wheels
are
now
being
made
in
which
the
treads
are
rolled
are protected from the sun and dust, and ina
t measure |being constructed for
ing out the same idea at night.
on the rims. Some new engines are provided with water
from rain, by a roof. The platforms are set 4in. lower than | These lamps, and also those of the railway type by which the governors,
which
are
to
be
fitted
to
all
engines
as
they
come
those of the other companies, thus giving an additional 4in. | cars are lighted, will be supplied by Pope’s gas, the plant for for repairs. The gudgeon pins are forged on the small ends in
of
height to the roof without diminishing from the height of the generating which and compressing the atmosphere is now put
rods at the depét, thus ensuring trustworthiness.
body. This is a judicious
improv
t, for it must be admitted | up at the depdt, of which a plan and description are given below. connecting
Brasses
that
have
become
worn
are
done
up
by
running
into
that the roofs of Birmingham cars generally are so incon- | In the case of cars which do not run to the principal depét a
veniently low as to make the taking of one’s seata matter of fourteen hours’ or two working days’ supply will be sent along them Richards’ white metal, which is plastic when hot, and has
some difficulty, especially when having to
sixteen other ‘the line in plate iron reservoirs like egg-ended boilers, Where given excellent results. Glands are also rebushed with this
metal, which, when worn, can be simply melted and recast
passengers. The care are also 6ft. 3in. wide, whereas those of possible the company arranges for subsidiary depdts at all the by
labourers. The dep6t is well laid out, and must conduce
the other companies are only 5ft. 9in.
greatly
to the efficient working of this extensive tramway
A 2k minute service is given during
system.
the busy part of the day. The fifth
The
total
expense for engines last year was 5°ld. per tram
annual report, bringing the accounts
mile, fuel costing 1°52d. per tram mile. The total expenditure
to June 80th last, shows that the
was 8°99d., wi ichis to be reduced during the present year to
receipts for the year amounted to
8°15 per tram mile. The former figure is about 14d. higher
£17,971, and the total expenses, inthan the cost of working the Aston system; but the receipts
cluding depreciation, to £11,961,
are also correspondingly higher. The difference in cost arises
leaving a balance of £6010, which
from the higher wages me by the Central Company. At the
permitted of 10 per cent., free from
last annual meeting
Mr. Pritchard, who is chairman of the
income-tax, being divided.
The
Aston Company and engineer for the Central Company, observed
engine miles run were 286,528, and
that the low working expenses of the former company were
the passengers carried 3,095,540.
largely due to the efforts of a director, Mr. Wilson, who was
The Ceniral Company.—The Bir
consequently asked to accept a seat on the Central board.
mingham Central Tramways Com.
The Midland Company.—The Birmingham and Midland Steam
pany, which there isevery reason to suppose will eventually
Tramways—the title adopted by this company—constitute
annex the systems of the other two companies, has now in
a light or
railway, extending, as they do, from
operation by steam the following lines :—Perry Barr, 2 miles
Summer-row, near the Town Hall, Birmingham, to Dudley, a
4 furlongs; Lozells, 2 miles 1 furlong; Saltley, 2 miles; Small
distance
of
eight
miles,
with a loop to West Bromwich, two and
Heath, 2 miles 5 furlongs; Sparkbrook, 2 miles 6 furlongs;
a-half miles long. The track is laid with grooved girder rails,
Moseley vid Camp-hill, 3 miles 1 furlong; Moseley vid
and
there
are
eighteen
engines, by Kitson ; six by Thomas
street, 2 miles 4 furlongs; total, 17 miles 1 furlong. In
iGreen and Sons; and twenty-three cars, some holding thirty in
tion to these tramways the Midland Company has bought from
and thirty out, made by the Oldbury Carriage Company, and
the Aston Company a loop line for separating the up and down
others, holding thirty in and thirty-two out, made by the Startraffic on the Saltley line. This has
been passed by the Board
buck Carriage and Wagon Company, of Birkenhead. A seven
of Trade for steam working with the rest of the company’s
minutes’ service is now afforded after noon, the traffic
tramway system. Also, in addition to the above, the company
having been greatly developed since working was begun in 1884.
has arranged to work by running cable two lines, one to Handsy
During the year ending June 30th last, 201,784 engine miles
Ta
worth and the other to Selly Oak, All the above-named tramwere run, and 3,022,232
gers were carried. The total
ways, belonging to the Central Company, and also one to Kingsreceipts were £13,247, and the expenditure, including depreciaheath passed for steam working, are shown on the general plan
tion,
was
£2747,
permitting
of
a
5
per cent. dividend.
by full single lines, Besides its steam-worked tramways the
company has four lines at present worked by horses, but which
NICHOLSON’S BUFFER COUPLING.
will, there is little doubt, be eventually worked by steam. It
has also bought up the omnibuses on a dozen lines, thus conMAGNESIA IN PORTLAND CEMENT.
verting opposition into an auxiliary. The lengths of tramway outlying termini, as they are found very convenient for keeping
.» out of the public tho
hfare.
now in operation, reduced to single lines, are:—Steam traction, the mess of oiling,
Iv a recent discussion on “ Concrete Works for Harbours,” at
20 miles 5 furlongs 2°6 chains; horse traction, 15 miles 4 fur- Triangles are employed for turning when it is not possible to the Institution of Civil Engineers, mention was made of the
longs 0°6 chains; over other companies’ lines, 7 furlongs run round. At Moseley the cars run round the village green. presence of magnesia in cements, and the danger incurred by
37 chains; total, 37 miles 6°9 chains, The way is laid A regular service varying with the importance of the traffic is structures built with a material in which it is present to any
except the smallest extent. There is no doubt that magnesia
entirely with Gowan’s
ved girder
is frequently present in cement, and that as its dangerous
rail, 7in. high, and weighing 98 Ib.
properties cannot be got rid of in the ordinary process of manuto the yard, laid in concrete with
ae
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facture, care must be taken to prevent an excessive quantit;
cross ties and without any timber.
being present in the cement. But this can be done by a p omar f
Mr. E. Pritchard is engineer of the
\
lines, and Mr. Charles J. Nicholson
\
process of testing, such as all manufacturers use more or less,
and
all engineers should use thoroughly; and if Sir John Coode’s
resident engineer and general manSIDE ELEVATION
or Mr. Faija’s system of testing be employed, the safety or the
ager. His movable point, shown by
danger of the cement for constructive purposes will be proved
the annexed illustration, is used
in forty-eight hours. The chemical cause of any failure will not
throughout.
The loose movable
be shown, but if it can be demonstrated that the material can
tongue A is secured by the cap piece
or cannot be safely used in concrete or buildings, this isall that
B in its place on the radius pin C;
is necessary for practical purposes. The disintegration of
while D is a wedge, driven between
cement, or cement mortars, or concrete, may be caused—
the cap piece and the body, for keepand no doubt is frequently caused—by the presence of
ing the latter in position, and E a
free lime, which, if in excess, will produce expansion and
locking latch to ensure the tongue
destruction in the same way as is the case when an
remaining in its proper position
excess of magnesia is present, though from different causes.
during the passage of the engine and
In volume Ixxxvii. of the “Proceedings” of the Institution of
car, A! is a bolt to prevent the
Civil Engineers, at page 462, will be found a paper describing
tongue from rising off its seat; and
failures in works built with cement containing magnesia to the
A? the radius pin on which the lockextent of from 16 to 28 per cent.
ing latch rises and falls. The tongue
The demand of engineers for higher and higher tests for Portmay be taken out readily for repairs
SECTION ON LINEF.C
SUCTION ONLINE.H.! SECTION ON LINE.J.k
land cement tend to produce a highly limed cement, and so
and renewal without removing a single
increase the danger of the presence of free lime; and if this
sett, all that is required being to withNICHOLSON’S MOVABLE POINTS.
demand is to continue—and there seemsto be no present sign of
draw the bolt, drive out the wedge,
and lift off the cap piece. The locking arrangement holds the given on each line throughout the day, and it is found that a any abatement in it—the test must be more and more carefully
tongue in position during the passage of the vehicles, thus regular, steady traffic is developed progressively. During the carried out, otherwise it is certain that many structures will be
preventing them from taking the wrong roads. This point, week ending 4th September, by no means a
y busy week, built with material which has the elements of destruction in it.
which may be made in any length and adapted to any section the average service on all the steam-worked lines was 15°87min.; It was mentioned in the discussion referred to above that
the usual size of briquette used is that having a section of 2}in.
of rail, is constructed by Messrs. F, H. Lloyd and Co., of Wed- and 16,924 car miles were run.
This is, however, scarcely the case at present, the briquette of
nesbury. Thanks, in a great
lin. section having come into almost universal use on account
measure,to this point, thirty-one
|
y
of its increased handiness, the ease with which a large number
engines and cars are got out of
of moulds can be filled from one gauging of cement—in itself a
the running sheds in 1 hour 7
PORT HOPE ROAD
—
great advantage—and the much smaller space occupied by the
min., including coupling. The
briquettes both in the bath and when stacked for reference. If
rule for laying points is the same
SHOP
SHOP
the maximum tensile test required were not more than 750 Ib.
as the English rule of the road.
TINWANS
BRAZIERS
on the 2}in. section, or 333 Ib. per square inch as stated in the
If running on a curve to the
discussion referred to, there would be no difficulty in meeting
left the loose point should be on
ow
the demands of engineers, and at the same time guaranteeing a
the right, and vice versd, because
ROAD
=
sound and safe cement which would increase greatly
the tread of the wheel passing
ye Ses JOIN ERS| perfectly
in strength with age; but unfortunately tests of 450 Ib. to 5001b.
over the loose point holds it
SHOP
Nie\w
a
a\o
persquare inch are frequently asked for, and as theseareminimum
down with the weight of the
£\C
A Sala’
! ly wnas23i" 1| 1
tests it is necessary to provide a material which shall have, as a
vehicle. The lines are laid out
EE
TIAIAlY
rule, a considerably higher strength; and it is not unusual to find
for steam working, which was
LAKE
cement
that gives a result of 700 lb. per square inch at seven
begun in December, 1884, but
days after gauging, and even higher tests are sometimes prothe arrangements for compreduced up to 1000 Ib., and the material from which these
hensively working the whole
fos ene
samples are made is generally found to be free from danger. But
system will not be complete for
TTs
the risk in the manufacture of a cement to stand such a high
another
six months. At present
test is much greater than when a moderate test is required, and
over a hundred vehicles are out
—
«Yo
whereas the cement of comparatively low initial strength will
every day, of which more than
certainly increase very considerably in value with age, that
fifty are engines by Kitsons,
having a high initial value will not increase much in strength
Beyer and "Feleks and the
BEberieay
(
with age, and will, not unfrequently, lose in strength after a
Falcon Carriage and Engine
moderate period of time has elapsed ; and it is a question worthy
Works, Loughborough. They
CRAFTON ROAD
of careful consideration whether it is better to secure a high
are all direct-acting, with air
(
initial strength with a possible and probable reduction of that
condensers and water tanks, the
strength in the future, or to be satisfied with a lower initial
drivers, about fifty, being all eeeer
||
oe
strength, say 380 Ib. per square inch, with a large increase of
Manchester, Sheffield, and Lin;
CENTRAL COMPANY'S MAIN DEPOT.
permanent strength to come. The proportions to be used in the
colnskire Railway men.
_ Mr. Nicholson’s patent coupling was described and illustrated
The principal depét, a plan of which is appended, covers mixing of cement must depend largely on the nature of the
in Tue Enoinexr of 23rd January, 1885, but it has since been about two acres of ground, and will eventually provide running materials at hand, and should be tested by experiment, but as
so improved and simplified that we now illustrate its present accommodation for sixty-four cars and seventy engines, as well as a the object to be aimed at in the use of sand is to fill up vacant
form in the positions of coupled and uncoupled, with a section repair shop. Mr. Nicholson does not trust to spare parts, spaces with a mortar strong enough for the purpose, the amount
through the buffer. The buffer has a concave surface, as because, if they are made to template for a new engine, they of such vacant spaces should be tested in several samples by
cag to receive the conical ye *)we oe eat the drag- will not fit an engine that has been running six months. Accord- filling a measure with the broken stone, gravel, slag, or whatink is supported on a stop formed
by partially cutting away ingly, plant is laid down for doing all
ible repairs ‘to the ever material is to be used, and adding water until the measure
the flange of the buffer. The weight of the drag-link is found engines, so that even
a new engine could be turned out if it was is quite full; then the measure of the water will represent
sufficient to keep it in its place, because it is always in tension worth while. Besides the smithy and machine shop, there is an roughly the measure of the sand and cement to be added, and if
while subject to shocks. The sixty cars were built by the erecting shop with overhead traveller and pits for seventeen the quantitybe large in proportion tothe whole it is obvious either
Falcon Company, some of them being “ garden-seated ” on the engines.
i
There are two of Onions’ patent forges of the cast-iron that the material must be changed or an increased proportion of
top that is to say, the seats are placed transversely and have portable type, and a 56lb, Massey steam-hammer, capable of cement used,
:
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
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ENGINEER.

miles an hour is passing over 88ft. per second, it will be seen that
one second of time, or even a quarter of a second, in the quickness
of application may make all the difference between life and death.
on to the triple valve, Mr. Marshall assumed that it does
f
not work as it is intended; in short, to quote the words of Mr.
T. E. Harrison in his report, Mr. Marshall attempted to make it the
of the air-pressure system, yet in actual practice, and as
a fact, the triple valve gives as little or even less trouble than any
mechanical apparatus on a railway.
Mr. Marshall next
ed to inform the members of the
Society of Arts that the automatic air brake could not be regulated, it must be put full on, and taken off, and put on again.
Now it is not necessary for me to tell the readers of THE ENGINEER
that the brake can be and is regulated on every train upon which
it is used—except, of course, in case of emergency when full
power is instantly required.
It will be remembered that in October last, when the Congress
of the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants was held at
Brighton, that the Brighton Company very courteously placed at
our disposal a train fitted with the air brake for examination, and
all the points relating to quickness of application, graduation, or
regulation, time of releasing, and wv
to slip-carriages,
were fully tested by sixty practical railway servants who came as
delegates from all parts of the United Kingdom, and if defects or
weak
ts had existed they would most certainly have been
8
y discovered and brought to light. Mr. Marshall in his
paper referred at length to the use of brakes on the Rocky Mountains and other long inclines, and considered the automatic airpressure would not be able to control a train under such circumstances; and drawing an opposite conclusion, he appeared to imply
that automatic vacuum would be applicable. Now, as a matter of
fact, the most important incline in this country over which automatic vacuum trains run is the Lickey incline between Birmingham
and Worcester on the Midland Railway, two miles in length, not
one, as stated by Mr. Marshall, and on a gradient of 1 jn 37.
i
to page 93 of the Midland Railway Company's
Appendix, the following order will be found :—‘* Working of fast
mger trains down the Lickey incline between Blackwell and
er
ig Although some of these trains will be fitted with the
automatic vacuum brake, guards must apply the ordinary hand
brakes when descending the incline, in the same way as if the trains
were not so fitted.”
In writtingto you upon the brake question, I have no wish to
either attack or defenc , or to compare the merits of the two best
brakes; but as Mr. Marshall has made some incorrect statements
which may tend to retard the adoption of efficient brakes, it is
only right that a few facts should be placed before your readers.
40, Saxe-Coburg-street, Leicester,
CLEMENT E. STRETTON,
March 12th.

CYLINDER CONDENSATION.
Sir,—In reply to the inquiries of your correspondent ‘ X.,” I of
course assume that the steam does work in expanding; the results
would be quite different if this were not the case. If “X.” will
refer to my letter of February 4th he will find that I do not state
that condensation, re-evaporation, and re-condensation, again take
place ;my words were as follows :—‘‘It will be seen that in expanding from 7 to 4 atmospheres re-evaporation takes place "—
ervey Eee already present, owing to condensation during the
admission period, or priming, or both—“ On further expansion to
1 wn
there is re-condensation to the original value
2,= 0513.”
In my last letter of March 4th I stated that in the cases where
there were evaporation and re-cond
tion—when the proportion
of steam to water was near 0°5—the deviation from the initial value
of « was very small, so that to any ordinary scale the adiabatic
curve would be scarcely distinguishable from the curve for a constant proportion of steam to water, and for that reason I did not
draw it; the values of x under these conditions are, however, given
in the calculated tabular stat
t in col
4 and 5, and the specific volumes can easily be found from them for any given pressure.
Specific volume = x x {Specific volume of dry steam -volume of
lib. of water } + volume of 1b. of water.
The two curves shown in my previous letter bear on the question
in so farthat they are the two extremes of the series of adiabatic
lines for steam and water. In the one instance pure steam only is
initially present, in the other only water. For any other given
initial condition, any point of the curve is easily constructed
from the two curves shown, as follows : a! horizontal straight line
intersecting both curves is drawn, and the portion between the
points of intersection is divided by the required point in such a
manner that the distance between the latter and the curve for
water only being initially present, bears to the whole distance
between the points of intersection
d on the line—the
ratiox. For example, suppose a point of the‘adiabatic curve for
an initial value of x, = 0°5 is required ; a line is drawn parallel to
the co-ordinates on which the volume is measured, intersecting the
two curves respectively in A and B, the required point P will halve
the distance A B. If x, =0°75, then A P: A B = 075.
Roughly speaking, within the
given the curve x, = 0°5
forms a sort of boundary, on one side of which there is evaporation,
on the other condensation during expansion. In no case, however,
does the adiabatic curve absolutely coincide with the curve for a
BURTON-ON-TRENT SEWAGE ENGINES.
constant proportion of steam ; but it approximates very closely to
the latter when the initial value of zis near}. G. R. BopMEr.
Str,—Pardon me troubling you again for space in order that I
14, Delahay-street, Westminster,
may reply to Messrs. Gimson. In my first communication I was
March 14th.
content to suggest that one or two atoms of credit were due to me
concerning the construction and ultimate economical working of
GRAIN DRYERS.
the Burton-on-Trent sewage engines. My humble claim has been
Sir,—It will probably interest your numerous readers,
ially replied to, and it is on this account that I crave your indulgence.
the agricultural engineers, to know that the Minister of Agriculture Messrs. Gimson observe that after a “main design” had been
and Commerce of this country has issued a circular—a copy of accomplished by them, I was engaged under their guidance—the
which I herewith enclose you—inviting an international competi- italics are my own—to execute the greater part of the requisite
detail drawings.
tion of machines for drying grain.
In a letter I have by me, dated April 22nd, 1886, they opeclty
In the northern part of Italy the principal element of food of the
agricultural pa is either ‘‘ polenta”—a kind of stiff maze that I ‘was in their employ as chief draughtsman, during whic
pudding—or bread made from the flour of the Indian corn. This time I made the full set of drawings and details for the Burton
crop having to be harvested at a period of the year when engines.” I do not see how they can wriggle out of this awkward
dry weather is not to be depended upon, it results that the corn is statement. The words are exactly their own, and can never be
often converted into flour in a damp state, rendering it very recalled.
I may explain, however, that the “main design” alluded to was
injurious to the health, and resulting in its being the principal
cause of the dreadful disease called ‘*‘ pellagra,” and it is mainly on merely a superficial copy obtained by one of the firm from the
Woolf
engines at the Cropston Waterworks—just such a design as
this account that the Italian Government has promoted this comone might expect from an elementary training visit paid by college
petition.
youths
on Saturday afternoons, with a limi
restriction, suitable
A committee has been appointed for
ducting the trials and
awarding the ‘prizes, which are four in number, and divided as to the generalities contained in Mr. Mansergh’s specification.
The meagre information laid by Messrs. Gimson before me can
follows, viz., two diplomas, each with 2000f. added ; two diplomas,
each with 500f. added. The Minister of Agriculture will also best be described by saying that no sectional drawings of the
purchase two of the machines to which prizes shall have been valve gear or other important mechanism was in their possession at
awarded. As thisis certainly not the only country where the want all excepting, I think, that of the fly-wheels. The general arrangepleted and signed by me, and the illustraof such a machine is being felt, it seems to me that it should be ment drawings were
very much in the interest of the British agricultural engineer to tion which appeared in your paper peculiarly happens to be one of
them. It would be very unbecoming if I endeavoured to obscure
take this matter up and try what he can do to secure
the trade.
The trials will take place within the grounds of the International the reputation of the Leicester firm, but I am bound to state that
Millers’ Exhibition at Milan during the month of May next. The the stipulated duty of 85,000,000 foot-pounds, imposed under heavy
cost of the trials will be borne by the committee. No charge will penalty by Mr. Mansergh, was a source of great anxiety,
be made for space, but exhibitors will have to pay for any fixing, especially to the senior partner himself, who informed me that the
should such be required, and deliver their
free to the had nota vestige of data from previous experience to fall back
Exhibition. For the transportin Italy the Italian Railway com- upon. They were the first engines of the kind ever built by them,
panies will accord a reduced rate of freight. Applications for and the duty realised exceeded 100,000,000 foot-pounds. The
admission should be sent to the committee, at 21, Portici real point at issue therefore is, did Messrs. Gimson ‘bring about
Settentrionali, Milan, before the expiration of this month, but it these satisfactory results? I leave the answer to your readers.
Smethwick,
h 14th,
W. WALKER,
is ope that this time might be extended to forei competitors,
ith regard to the International Millers’ and | hee Exhibition, to be opened in this city next May, it is much to be regretted
THE ELECTRIC LIGHT AT WHITELEY’S.
that so few applications for space have been received from EngS1r,—Having noticed the communications which have ap;
land. It has
n warmly supported by the German, Ausirian,
and Swiss engineers, several of them having the intention to in the pages of THE ENGINEER, February 25th and March 4th,
exhibit complete roller mills in actual work.
relative to the cut-off motion as applied to Mr. Whiteley’s engines,
In Italy as well as in England the new system of roller grinding we cannot but agree with Mr. Rye that it is a remarkable coinciis being largely introduced, but I am sorry to say Englis dence that the system so nearly approaches that which appears to
engineers are doing very little if any of the work. As an have been used by him. We, however, can assure the writers of
adjunct to the Milling Exhibition, there will be an Exhibition of these letters we have neither seen nor heard of this arrangement
Electric Lighting and of machinery or apparatus connected there- of cut-off being used before, and until these letters appeared we
with. Milan is, I believe, already one of the best electric-lighted were under the impression that the idea was original.
cities in Europe, not only as regards the street lighting, but also
JOSEPH RICHMOND AND Co.
Kirby-street, Hatton-garden, London, March 10th.
in its public and private buildings. Even its far-famed ca’
has just been lighted by the electric light. It therefore promises
to be a very interesting Exhibition, and should be worthy the
attention of the English electrical engineers.
SUGAR IN MORTAR.
Milan, March 12th.
JOHN WHITMORE,
Sir,—At Swatow, in 1872, I saw the Chinese using sugar in shell
British Vice-Consul,
lime mortar and concrete. On inquiry I was informed that this
had been done from time immemorial. The walls of houses and
godowns from foundation to roof are frequently made of this
RAILWAY BRAKES,
concrete heavily rammed into the spaces prepared for it between
Sm,—In last week's EncrInger, under the heading of Railway planks
properly supported.
Matters, the fact was recorded that on Wednesday, the 9th inst., a
Here, where there is stone lime in abundance, I have not seen the
per was read on “Railway Brakes” before the Society of Arts, natives
rerg |sugarin mortar.
D. Marr HENDERSON.
y Mr. Marshall. Some portions of the paper relating to the proShanghai, February 2nd.
gress of the brake question were interesting and instructive, and
there can be no doubt that the author was perfectly correct when
he came to the conclusion that of all the brakes described there
are but two worthy of consideration, namely, automatic air presTHe BririsH Association. —At a committee a
held
sure and automatic vacuum ; but when he commenced to compare
the merits of these two ‘‘ best” systems, he aj
to take for recently at 22, Albemarle-street, the principal officers for the
Manchester
meeting
of
the
British
Jeondities;
to
begin
on
granted certain statements and theories, and then to build upon
this erroneous foundation further theories, and ultimately deduced August 31st, were selected. The President will be Sir H
Roscoe,
M.P.,
F.R.S.
The
presidents
of
the
various
sections
a series of conclusions having for their object an attempt to prove
be as follow:—Section A, Mathematics and Physics, Sir Robert 8.
that automatic vacuum was the best medium for working brakes.
Mr. Marshall having described the construction of each system, Ball, Astronomer Royal for Ireland; B, Chemistry, Dr. Edward
assumed, without producing a particle of evidence, that automatic Schunck, F.R.S.; C, Geology, Dr. Henry Woodward, F.R.S.; D,
phy, General Sir
air and automatic vacuum brakes were equal as to the time Biology, Professor A. Newton, F.R.S.; E,
required to put them on. I was not called upon to take
in the Charles Warren, R.E., G.C.M.G.; F, Economic Science, Dr. Robert
discussion, but if the opportunity had been afforded I should have Giffen ; G, Mechanical Science, Professor Osborne Reynolds, F.R.8.
been somewhat inclined to doubt the fact. Having been present For Section H, Anthropology, a president has not yet been obtained. The Manchester
ing promisesto be one of the most
at nearly all the important brake experiments in this count
during the past eighteen or nineteen years, I can safely say that brilliant, socially at least, ever held. A very large sum has alread
and other entertainments will
have never found a brake so prompt in action as the Westinghouse; been subscribed, and the excursions
liberal scale. One of the public lectures will be
and when it is remembered that an express train running at sixty be on an unusually
iven by Professor
H. B, Dixon on ‘‘The rate of Explosionsin
1 As. published the diagram is shown at
t
es to its proper _ ;” the lecture to the “ operative classes” will be by Professor
position ; the pressure a nahh
he tm
George Forbes,

Marcu

18, 1887,
——

LAUNCHES AND TRIAL TRIPS.
The s.s. Era, designed by Sir E. J. Reed, and built and engined
by Palmer's Shipbuilding and Iron emg 6 was tried, on the 10th
inst., at the measured mile off the Tyne.
e principal dimensions
of the vessel are:—Length between perpendiculars, 27]ft.;
moulded breadth, 37ft.; depth of hold to main deck, 15ft. 6in., the
vessel being built on spar deck rules. She has been built of steel
to the highest class at Pioya’s, and is capable of carrying 2000 tons
dead weight of oil below main deck.
e pumping arrangements
for delivering oil are very complete and fitted on main deck, the
“Wi
i
plant” being bopage of eerie =I1000 gallons per
inut
ines are triple compound, with cylinders 21in,
34in., and 57in. diameter with 39in, stroke, steam being supplied
at 150 Ib, by two single-ended boilers, 12ft. 6in. diameter and
10ft. Gin. long, fitted with Foxe’s furnaces.
e vessel is also
fitted with direct steam windlass and donke boiler, both of
Clarke, Chapman, and Parson’s manufacture,
ere is also a complete installation of electric light with Holmes’ dynamo, driven by
a Tangye vertical engine placed in the engine-room. On the
measured mile, on a mean of four runs, the vessel averaged 10:89
knots, with 73 revolutions and 26in. vacuum, developing over 1100
indicated horse-power on a load draught of 17ft. 5in. mean, there
being a strong east-north-cast wind and heavy swell. Mr. P. Hall
was
on behalf of the builders, and the trial was conducted
by Sir Edward Reed’s officers, Mr. John Hudson and Mr, Robert
Baggallay.
On Tuesday, the 8th inst., the s.s. Auckland, constructed by
Earle’s Shipbuilding and Engineering Company, Hull, for the
Humber Conservancy Commissioners, for salvage and towing
purposes, was taken on her trial trip. The vessel is built of steel
the 100 Al class, her dimensions being 132ft. by 22ft. by 11ft.
6in., and her scantlings are considerably in excess of rule. She
has a flus, deck of chequered plate, and a strong wood belting is
carried round for chafing. Large catheads are built into the ship
at each end for taking heavy lifts, and she has other efficient
appliances, including a steel foremast of large diameter and two
powerful steam winches. A horizontal pump fitted as a fire engine
1s fixed in the engine room with deck connections, and she has also
two Drysdale’s 12in, centrifugal pumps and a portable one of
smaller size for salvage purposes,
e engines are compound, 18in.
and 36in, diameter by2lin. stroke, supplied with steam from a
large steel boiler made in accordance with the Board of Trade
rules for a working pressure of 90 1b. per square inch. The run
was made to the Newsand Light and back at an average speed of
upwards of 10 knots, the engines working remarkably smoothly
and indicating 370-horse power, which was considered highly
satisfactory.
On March Ist the steam tug Midge, built by Messrs. Forrestt
and Son, of Limehouse and Millwall, for the Crown Agents for the
Colonies, went on her official trial trip at Long Reach, Greenhithe.
The vessel is built of teak and is of the following dimensions
:—
Length, 48ft.; breadth, 10ft.; depth, 5ft.’ The engines are of the
high-pressure type ; cylinders, Sin. diameter with a stroke of 10in.
Marine multitubular boiler. The mean speed attained on the
trial trip was 9} miles per hour. Messrs, Matthews and Wingate,
who re
nted Sir John Coode, expressed themselves highly
satisfied with the speed, seaworthiness, and the high — of the
workmanship and material throughout the vessel.
e Midge is
intended for towing purposes at Castries Harbour, St. Lucia,

Tae Late Mr. R. M. OrpisH.—We regret to hear that by tho
death of this eminent engineer his family has been left in distressed circumstances, It will be seen by an advertisement on
another page that a committee has been formed to collect subscriptions, and we are glad to call attention to the fact that contributions may be sent to Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph, and Co., bankers,
Charing Cross, to the Ordish Fund account,
SoutH KEnsincton MusruM.—Visitors a the week ending
12th March, 1887:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 8652; mercantile marine,
Indian section, and other collections, 3038. On Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday, admission 6d., from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.:
Museum, 812; mercantile marine, Indian section, and other
collections, 163. Total, 12,665. Average of corresponding week
in former years, 16,274. Total from the opening of the Museum,
25,460,432,
GEOGRAPHICAL INsTRUCTION.—In a recent number of La Gazette
Géographique, M. Kaltbrunner published an article in which he
gave statistics of the various societies for geography and the allied
sciences in the world. According to continents, the number of these
is as follows:—Europe, 91; Africa, 5; America, 9; Asia, 9;
Australia, 2; giving a total of 115. France heads the list with 28,
then comes Germany with 23, then Italy with 8, Switzerland with
7; Austria with 6, and Great Britain with 4. The total number of
periodicals ——- of
phy as a principal or accessory subject is 263, of which 214 are published in Europe, 14 in Africa, 19
in America, 15 in Asia, and 1 in Australia. France again heads
the list with 79, Germany has 42, Great Britain 18, Italy 13
Austria and the United States 11 each. Many other interesting
details respecting membership, amount of subscriptions, of Government
asi:
&c., are given. In Great Britain, Germany, and
France the average subscriptions per member are 70f., 35f., and
15f. respectively. Thus France has a lot of ee
at
societies, and publications, and teachers. Great Britain, which
does, and has done for hundreds of years, more practical geography
than any other country, does it without these; or the few that
we have are of the best sort.
Carrain James BucHaNan Eaps.—The death is announced of
Captain James Buchanan Eads, the distinguished American engineer, well known by reputation in this country through his construction of the St. Louis Bridge, his Mississippi works, and his
ro
Tehuantepec
Railway. He was born at gc tom
i; lana, on May
23rd, 1820. On leaving school he was employ: 1
in a store, os | er eg became a clerk on a Mississippi
steamboat. He devo
his leisure to the study of engineering,
and in 1842 constructed a diving-bell boat for the recoveryof
cargoes of sunken steamers. For nearly twenty years he studied
the question of the improvement of navigation, but without practical result. In 1861, however, he was consulted by President
In
as to the best means for opening up the navigation’ of the
Mississippi, and he designed and completed for the Government a
squadron of eight light-draught ironclad vessels for service on that
river. They were the first ironclads constructed by the United
States, and’ they were completed and made ready for their guns
within 100 days. They were first employed in the capture of Fort
Henry. Captain Eads next designed and constru
six ironclad
vessels, heavily plated, and Lady |the turrets worked by steam,
this being the first
lication of steam to the manipulation of
heavy guns. Between 1867 and 1874 he designed and constructed
the great steel bridge across the Mississippi
at St. Louis. He was
then intrusted with the important task of improving the channel of
the Mississippi below New Orleans, which was seriously obstructed.
In the space of five years, by his ingenious operations, he secured a
channel 200ft wide and 26ft. deep, with a central depth of not less
than 30ft. hog= Eads also advocated the application of the
jetty system to the improvement of the channel of the Mississippi
as far north as St. Louis, and this undertaking has now been carried
out. One of the most important projects advocated by Captain
Eads, however, was the construction of a ship railway across the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec. He asserted that this would be cheaper
in construction and maintenance and more convenient for commerce
than the Panama
In 1884 he resigned
his position in connection with the Mississippi Improvement Commission. Mr. Eads
became or
a member of the Hastitution of Civil Engineers in 1869.
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trades continues severe, and the testimony this week of the chair- this dissipation of energy. The total result was the humiliating fact
AND
GENERAL TRADES man of Muntz’s Metal Company, Birmingham, is that there is not that out of the whole stream energy which they had brought into
THE IRON, CO
WOLVERHAMPTON, AND much probability of this competition at
mt becoming much existence from the coal, they as engineers were only able to utilise
OF BIRMINGHA
d jah: ting in all their engineerless, though a little arrangement which the company have lately about one-tenth. What
OTHER DISTRICTS.
entered into may take off the sharpedge. The process of manu- ing work was that they should bring greater scientific knowledge
(From our own Correspondent.)
facturing seamless copper tubes in operation at these works, under to bear on their work, and with it a more truly scientific habit of
invention of Mr. 'T. BudworthS
the ae
manager, is, mind which estimated and measured everything, and took nothing
Ws are rapidly approaching the April quarterly meetings, and the
the opinion of the directors, very valuable. It enables for granted, however plausible it might seem to be. In the
trade is slow in responding to ironmasters’ efforts to bring about a in
them to produce a better tube at a lower price, and so to obtain erection of gearings, &c., and the thorough testing of the efficiency
more vigorous demand in anticipation of those gatherings. The orders
ter use of the dynawhich otherwise would not be received.
But the economy of machinery, they really wanted a far
recent declaration of advanced
prices has done little to improve of the process
does not make up for the severe general competition. mometer, so that accurate returns might | yon’ and tabulated,
makers’
position, In some directions it has had a distinctly oppowhich
would
very
quickly
settle
many
of
the
as to the
Messrs.
G.
Kynoch
and
Co.,
the
well-known
ammunition
site tendency, by causing orders to be withheld, and it has been makers, of ae cigar have just secured a Government contract best methods of driving, and carry the questiondisputes
out of the reach
taken advantage of by the ironworkers to put forward a claim for for the supply of 1} millions of cartridges for the Martini rifles; of opinion into the clear region of scientific fact about
there
higher wages, for which, in reality, there is no valid ground,
f also for a million solid drawn cases for cartridges of the same could be no dispute. In the course of his paper which
Mr. Dixon
Orders at the mills and forges continue of a hand-to-mouth
The rejection by the Government of certain cart- referred to the results which have been set forth as attainable by
character, and even sheets are hardly so buoyant as a few weeks description,
supplied last year is attributed by the directors to an unfair means of electricity as a medium for the transmission of power,
back, though the tendency to decline is less conspicuous here than ridges
the cartridges having been made for rifles, but having been and also drew attention to the rapid rate at which our supplies of
in the matter of bars and some other merchant descriptions of test,
put
into
a machine gun and fired at the rate of some hundreds a coal were being exhausted. In the discussion which followed the
iron, ‘To get business, makers, whose order-books are becoming
president, Mr. Ald. W. H. Bailey, cast considerable doubt upon
rather bare, are prepared to consent to something rather nearer minute.
The
New
British Iron Company obtained damages at the Bir- the statements which were put forward as to the electricai transbuyers’ terms than heretofore.
mission of power, and stated plainly that he did not believe all
ingham
Assizes,
amounting
to
100
guineas,
from
a
firm
of
iron
dn ‘Change in Wolverhampton yesterday and in Birmingham
s manufacturers, for fraudulently marking goods with the that was asserted on this point, and questioned very much the posto-day (Thursday) it was reported that some bar makers were company’s
sibilities of its being worked in an economical manner except
well-known
“B.B.
Lion”
brand.
A
Basingstoke
firm
of
accepting from 2s. 6d, to 5s. per ton less than the maximum rates boiler makers was last year supplied by the defendants with pan- under
special conditions, As to the question of the exhaustion of
of a fortnight ago. Probably, in certain cases, the report is cor- headed rivets st
coal supplies, he did not think that we should, after all, suffer
d
with
the
New
British
Company’s
brand,
rect, but with the bulk of the firms the market cannot be said to but which ultimately proved to be made of inferior iron falsely our
very much injury if our coal supplies were used up. It was mainly
have eased so conspicuously as 5s.
°
a question of carriage, and when we deduc
all the cost of
;
While marked bars remain at £7, and the Earl of Dudley's brand marked,
improved automatic stop block for use in mines, and which getting, it did not really represent a bgt important advantage we
at £7 12s. 6d., second quality bars are £6, and common keep at wasAndescribed
possessed.
At
the
same
meeting
of
the
society
new
before
the
North
Staffordshire
Mining
Institute
on
£5 5s, downto £5. No change can be noted in hoops, which stand Monday, has been invented by Mr. W#Scott, the especial features members were elected—one life honorary, eight seventeen
honorary, and
at £5 7s. 6d. to £5 10s. for common, and £6 5s, for superior sorts; of which is its perfect reliability and its economical use. The eight ordinary members.
and nail and hinge strip are unaltered at respectively £5 to £5 5s, block, which can be made of steel, iron, or wood, is fitted at each
As a further step towards carrying out the Manchester Ship
for the former, and £6 for the latter.
tostop the cage at the proper place for caging the load on Canal project to a successful issue, private circulars have been sent
The steel trade is brisk and prospects are regarded as hopeful. lift
out
in the district setting forth the policy which the board of
either
side
of
the
dip.
The
cage
and
balance
can
also
be
fitted
Blooms, billets, and tin bars are being delivered into the district
an improved drag and catch-hook, to prevent destruction to directors intend to pursue, and to which they will invite support.
freely from other steel making districts, and there is very little with
In
my
“‘ Notes” next week I may possibly be able to furnish some
plant
in
case
the
rope
should
break.
giving way in prices. Steel plating bars are quoted £6 10s., and
particulars as to the result of this appeal.
basic steel of local manufacture isquoted at: plates, £6 10s.; bars
A
limited
company, under the title of Hampton's “‘Special” Ingot
£5 10s.; sheets, singles, £7 10s.; and channel and other engineerSteel Company,
been formed for the purpose of establishing a
ing sections, from £6 upwards, Soft steel boiler plates are quoted
new
steel
works
at Manchester. It is proposed to purchase a comby other local firms at £7 to £8 per ton; soft steel blooms and
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
lete
Bessemer
steel
plant now ran, Bas the premises of the
billets, £5 15s. to £6 ; and heavy steel sheets, singles, £9 to £10.
anchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway Company, which,
(From our own Correspondent.)
The demand for ordinary sheets is not over brisk at the moment,
when
in
full
working
order, is stated to be capable of producing
and business is doing on the basis of £6 7s. 6d. to £6 10s. for
Manchester.—Except that one comes across a good many people
to 800 tons of steel ingots per week, and to either rent or pursheets of 24 gauge. Sheets of the Woodford brand are named as who talk in a more cheerful tone, and which may be taken as an 600
chase
premises
adjoining
in connection with the works of the
£7 for singles, £8 10s, for doubles, and £10 for lattens. Crown indication that there is a better feeling on \he market, it can Ashbury Railway Carriageand and
which consists of
Woodford qualities are £9 10s, £11, and £12 10s. respectively. searcely be said that there is any actual improvement in the the whole of the tire mills, boilers,IronfourCompany,
steam hammers, engines,
Double best are £12 10s., £14, and £15 10s., according to gauge; general condition of trade. There is perhaps rather more inquiry
&c., with the buildings and sheds. The company
has the
while for treble best an additional £2 per ton is quoted for the stirring amongst users of iron, with the prospect of an increased furnaces,
of ey, the right to a patent belonging to Mr. Thos.
respective ga’
Mild steel sheets are £13 for 20 gauge, weight of work coming forward in the future, and in some cases —
ampton
and
Mr.
John
Facer,
for
the
manufacture
of
special
steel
£14 10s. for 24 gauge, and £16 for 26 gauge; while charcoal sheets rather more work has recently been got, but the present actual
by an improved method, which consists in casting parallel
are £16 for 20 gauge, £17 10s. for 24 gauge, and £19 for 26 gauge. state of trade continues most unsatisfactory, For present require- ingots
ingots
in
groups
in
divided
moulds,
in
sizes
varying
from
3in.
square
No alteration has taken place in the value of galvanised iron ments very little iron is wanted, and where business is done it is
upwards, similar to the moulds used in casting crucible steel
during the past month, but the demand keeps brisk, and the latest mostly at prices that do not pay, so far, at least, as the oo is and
ingots, and by which method it is stated the ordinary process of
news of the state of the Australian markets is of an improved concerned ; for forward delivery there are buyers in the market, cogging
and billeting is avoided. Mr. Thos. Hampton is to act
sort.
but, as a rule, they offer prices that makers do not care to entermanaging director and general manager of the proposed new
The plate mills are very quietly engaged. The increased use of tain, and the result is that actual operations are restricted to the ascompany
for a period of five years.
steel instead of iron boiler plates explains the shortness of work in most limited dimensions.
In the coal trade there is steady business still being done genetwo or three instances, and it seems clear that if old customers are
The atendance on the Manchester Iron Exchange on Tuesday
The recent cold weather has helped up the demand for
to be retained a new departure at the local plate mills will be was about an average one, but the market was extremely dull, and rally.
house fire coals, and there is still a fairly active business doing in
necessary,
it was only in —_ exceptional cases that transactions of any weight
coals for shipment, which
comp
te for the restricted
Native pigs are changing hands only in limited quantities, and were reported. For Lancashire pig iron the average price was the
local demand for steam and iron-making purposes. Engine classes
the make now appears to be slightly in excess of the demand. about
to 40s., less 24, for forge and foundry qualities, delivered of fuel move off moderately well. Pits generally are working
Two large makers of common pig iron at Tipton and Bilston equal to Manchester, but makers were open to offers where there pretty near full time, and although there is some underselling,
keep up their full rate of svalaating, and they are reported was actual business to be done ; the same may be said with regard quoted rates remain without change. At the pit mouth best coal
to have good orders in reserve. Prices range from 37s, 6d. for to district brands, which in one or two cases are also quoted at 39s. averages
9s.; seconds, 7s. 6d.; common house coal, 6s.; steam and
all-mine forge to 31s. 3d. for common.
to 40s., less 24, delivered here, but there are makers of Lincolnshire
coals, 5s. 6d.; burgy> 4s. 6d. to 5s.; best slack, 3s. 6d. to 4s.;
Northampton pigs are now 38s, 6d. to 39s, 6d. per ton, and iron who would readily accept 1s. to 1s. 6d. per ton under these forgecommon,
2s, 6d. to Pa ton, with steam coal for shipment
Derbyshire about 40s., with superior qualities 42s, 6d. Lincoln- figures to secure orders, In outside brands offering here there is and
from 7s. to 7s.
r ton, delivered at the high-level,
shire are 41s. to 42s.; hematites, with the exception of the Barrow keen competitions with Scotch iron, some brands being offered at ranging
or the Garston Docks.
pimp
and another or so special brands, are to be had again 1s. to 1s. 6d. per ton under makers’ quoted prices, and in Middles- Liverpool,
The
proposed
restriction
of
the output by the miners in the
this week at 2s, 6d. per ton under the late maximum, making the brough iron g.m.b. foundry can be got at 43s. 4d., with special south-west Lancashire district seems
fallen through as anyselling price 57s. 6d.
named brands quoted at 44s. to 44s, 4d. net cash delivered equal thing like acombined movement, and tothehavewhole
matter is treated
An estimate of the ungotten coal in the Tipton mines drainage to Manchester.
by the colliery proprietors,
district shows that 55,000,000 tons of the best coal is still availAlthough makers of hematites do not give way to any appreciable withOn indifference
Friday
last,
11th
inst.,
Messrs.
J.
F.
Waddington
Co.
able, which, if worked in “y: years at the present low price, will extent, prices in the open market are easier, and good No. 3 successfully launched from their shipyard at Seacombe and
steel
realise an annual income of £300,000,
foundry qualities can be bought without difficulty at about 57s. to cargo barge, 55ft. long, constructed to carry fifty tons dead aweight.
Constructive engineers hereabouts do not at the present time 57s, 6d.,
24, delivered into this district.
The barge is for river traffic abroad.
complain so much of the extent of work offering as of the small
In manufactured iron trade generally continues very dull. In
protits which can be realised, consequent upon excessive competi- exceptional cases makers have sufficient work to keep their forges
Barrow.—There is a firm and steady tone in the iron trade of
tion, There was never a time when contracts were so much cut up fully employed, but the finished ironworks generally throughout this district, although, as a matter of fact, speculators are still
as now, and when so small a difference between competing firms this district are only kept going very indifferently.
here makers underselling the market. It is also evident that other districts are
decided the destination of a contract, irrespective almost of the are not absolutely in want of orders they hold out for £5 2s. 6d. as somewhat below the west coast in quotation for hematite pig iron.
important question of reputation. Inquiries are upon the market their quoted price for bars delivered into the Manchester district, Buisness has been done at Glasgow and elsewhere from 45s. 9d. to
for roofs and gasometer work, but the bridge work is not so but for
t specifications
tokeep works going £5 per ton is 47s. per ton net at twenty days, but in this district mixed parcels
plentiful. Most of the large firms in the district are keeping their acce}
readily ; hoops average £5 5s. to £5 7s. 6d. and sheets of Bessemer iron are quoted at 50s. per ton net f.o.b., and 49s. for
yards steadily employed, but nearly all of them would be glad to £6 10s. to £7 per ton delivered into the Manchester district.
No. 3 forge and foundry iron, These prices have been now mainsee more orders on the books for forward execution.
Amo
engineers there seem to be a few more inquiries stir- tained for more thana month. It is evident that the cause of this
_ Messrs, Morewood and Co., Birmingham, report that their roof- ring, and here and there some firms are better supplied with work,
ition is to be found in the fact that makers hold large orders for
ingyard is now full of work, both for the home and the export to secure which prices have had to be cut excessively low. It can ematite and are working on them without booking many new
trades, and that prospects are fairly favourable.
scarcely be said, however, that there is as yet any greatly increased orders, in the hope and belief that prices will soon advance.
Messrs, Rubery Brothers, St. George's Works, James Bridge, weight of orders coming forward, and engineering and machine The fact that when the market showed signs of considerable
have just aT the roofs for the new dept, at King’s Hill shops are still generally short of work. tone for the past and permanent improvement in September and October last,
extension of the Central Tramway Company, Birmingham. Messrs. month issued by the various trades union societies connected with speculators rushed in and bought large parcels, while a
E. C. and J. Keay, constructive engineers, Birmingham, have the engineering branches of industry are again more hopeful in satisfactory position at the time was helping up prices for legititaken to the bridge and roofing works at James Bridge, formerly tone as to the prospects of trade, and show a continued decrease in mate trade must be accepted as the cause of the —present
in the occupation of Messrs. Carter, Ford, and Co., and are now the number of members on the books in receipt of out-of-work depressing tone in the market. Holders of iron are in fact at preexecuting contracts at the new works.
support. The returns of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers sent in possession of the market, and although makers are hopeful
Some further inquiries are on the market from the Indian rail- show a considerable decrease in the unemployed members in the that they will be able to secure better prices shortly, it remains to
i, companies, the most important being for Bessemer steel rails Manchester district, there being now 25 per cent. less on the books be seen to what extent the action of holders of iron are likely to
and other work for the East Indian lines, and for steel and iron- than was the case a couple of months back; but this is largely influence prices. Makers are, however, sold forward, generally
work for bridges of 150ft. and 160ft. spans, together with galvanised accounted for by the fact that at the commencement of the year speaking, till July, so that for the moment they are not feeling the
sheets, cast iron pipes, &c., for the Indian Midland lines.
there was a considerable numver of men who had been stopped for effects of the fall in prices. Stocks are largely held. Very good
A large order for cast iron pipes will shortly be given out on the holidays, and had not been taken on again. Apart from this, inquiries are to hand from America and the colonies, and there are
account of the Lichfield Waterworks, and hopes are entertained however, the returns show an unquestionably better demand for still undoubted evidences of a brisk season in reference to the
that it may find its way into this district.
labour, although it cannot be said that it is as yet of any very foreign trade in hematite pig iron. The steel trade remains in an
The demand for railway fastenings and for engineers’ and coach marked character generally, the number of unemployed on exceptionally active state, and orders are freely offering for rails,
and carriage nuts and bolts does not show much movement, and the books throughout the branches of the society being still blooms, and billets ;in fact, more orders are in the market than
among the Darlaston makers, which is the great centre of the about 74 per cent. of the total membership, which is only a makers can cope with. This is owing not only to the large demand
trade, there is much complaining of the scarcity of work. At decrease a ebout 4 per cent. since the commencement of the which has arisen on American and colonial account, but from home
James Bridge, however, Messrs. Simpson and Wood and one or two year. The report of the Steam-engine Makers’ Society indicates a sources. Several good home orders have been booked during the past
other firms have lately received some good repeat contracts from fairly improved tone as to the amount of new work coming forward, few weeks for forward delivery. There is a good prospect of the
certain of our home railway lines for nuts, bo!ts, and spikes, and and the inquiry for men is rather better; judging, however, from continuance of good trade in rails and blooms, although there is
also some entirely new contracts, likewise for home railways.
the number of men who are actually a it can scarcely be said no doubt that America will lead the van in this demand, and at the
The patent process for making solid-drawn copper tubes, intro- that the condition of trade generally really shows any very marked same time supply herself vr aeBoer the heavy steel goods which
duced by Messrs. Ralph Heaton and Sons, the Mint, Birming!
improvement, and the number of unemployed on the books of the are so largely on order here.
e shipbuilding trade remains very
and which has been fully noticed by THE ENGINEER, has prov
society remains practically the same as last month, averaging quiet in tone, and no new orders have been received. Iron ore is
& pronounced success, and the firm are putting down more madineny about 4 per cent. of the total membership in receipt of out-of-work in unsteady demand at from 12s. to 13s. 6d. per ton, but raisers
to execute the orders, which are being received much faster than donation. The report of the Boilermakers’ Society shows a con- are not pressing sales, and they are not disposed to sell in any
they can execute them. As an evidence of the manner, in which siderable decrease in the number of unemployed on the books, bulk until they see what is the ultimate effect of the present
the invention is appreciated on the Continent, the patent rights there being about 300 less than last month in receipt of out-of-work activity in trade generally. Engineers are not busy either on
have been already sold for several States, and negotiations are support ;whilst there is a large increase in the number of new marine or general account. Mr. J. T. Smith, who recently retired
going on with other countries for securing the right of working members admitted during the month. The Moulders’ Society also from the general management of the Barrow Hematite Steel Comthe patent. Numerous manufacturers haye been over to Messrs, reports a decrease in the number of unemployed. The returns pany, is about to leave Croslands, Furness Abbey, in April, and
Heaton’s establishment to see the process in operation, and, with- received through the various societies from the shipbuilding centres take up his residence at Rhine Hill, Stratford-on-Avon. He
out exception, have expressed their surprise at the marvellous are decidedly better; locomotive builders and tool makers are also still remains a director of the Barrow Steel Company. The Duke of
results so simply obtained. It would appear that a revolution reported to have received fair orders in some cases, and from some Devonshire, through failing health and advanced years, has retired
7 the mode of producing those seamless tubes has really been important industrial centres the returns are beginning to report from the chairmanship of the Barrow Hematite Steel Company
e
trade as good; but generally the condition of the trade is still only and the Barrow Shipbuilding Company, and the Marquis cf
Sixteen lange copper tubes, formi
of the metal trades’ we as moderate.
“ “4
Hartington succeeds him in these two important posts. His
triumphal arch about to be erected i a abba on the occasion
n interesting paper on ‘The Conservation of Energy” was was the first president of the Iron and Steel Institute, and has
of the Queen’s visit, have been produced in this way, and will read by Mr. 8. Sa
lg Kendal and Gent, ietete always taken a deep interest in the iron and steel industries. It is
weigh over 14 tons, Eight of the tubes are over 20ft. long, and are before the
bers of the Manchester A
iation of Engineers hoped that the active and direct interest taken by the Marquis of
5in, in diameter, and the others are 12ft. long. In the erection of at their meeting on Saturday. Mr. Dixon in his paper traced the Hartington in the trade of Barrow and the Furness district may
the arch—which is to cost close upon £1000—more than 200
stream of energy prea re §in the first place from coal on to its lead to satisfactory results, and that the Duke of Devonshire, now
metal tubes of brass, copper, or iron will be employed in
work, pointed out how this stream of energy was wastefully dissi- that he has handed over to his son the arduous cares of a business
er with rods or plates of metal, and if the day be sunny the pated at various points, and gave a comparative estimate of the life, may long be spared to take even a silent interest in the great
effect willbe brilliant. The foundations are of bronzed iron,
responsibility which rested upon boiler makers, steam and gas industries his enterprise and capital haye been mainly instrumental
Competition in the ships’ metal sheathing and copper tube engine makers millwrights, and engineers, as workers in metals, for in bringing into life in Furness,
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Business
was done in the warrant markets on Mondayat
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
48s, 74d. to 43s. 9d., and back to 43s,
cash, On Tuesday
the
(From our own Correspondent.)
cash prices varied from 43s. 5d. to 43s, 2d. cash. On Wednesda;
business
took
at
43s.
14d.
to
43s.
3d.,
and
back
to
43s,
THE peinainn) event of the week has been the announcement To-day—Thursday —transactions occurred at 43s, 1d. to 43s. 2}d.,2d.
ponetenor Peo Sons, —_ — mo Works, ~—_ closing
with buyers at 43s. 14d. cash.
contemplate doubling
thei
i
re]
is confirmed by a
Cleveland and Cumberland warrants have this week been somecircular issued to the Frere Ser.my
* what
lower
on ‘Change in Glasgow.
The Brightside Steel Works—Messrs. Wm. Jessop and Sons The current values of makers’ pigs are:—Gartsherrie, f.o.b. at
Glasgow,
per
No. 1, 50s.
6d.; No. 3, 44s. 6d.; Col
56s. 6d.
during thegrea’peeranaest
re)
creelconticoullouek in
ts aen
hionbelstate
dick auuiag
46s, ;
n, 52s, and 46s. 6d.; Summerlee,
and
the year, but in the closing months there was an increased demand and
44s,
6d.;
Calder,
52s.
and
43s.;
Carnbroe,
47s.
and
42s,;
Clyde,
for the company’s manufactures, and the hope is entertained that 48s,
and 43s.; Monkland, 45s. and 41s, 6d.; Go
this improvement will be maintained throughout the year.
law, 45s. and 41s. 6d.; Shotts, at Leith, 50s. and
; Carron, at
Messrs. Newton, Chambers, and Co., have just completed the Grangemouth,
52s. 6d. and 44s, 6d.; Glengarnock, at Ardrossan,
i
i
wrought iron gasholder
llington,
46s, 6d.
for the Hastings gasworks, with the fittings and connections. The 49s. and 43s.; Eglinton, 44s. 9d. and 41s. ;
i
engaged
five tier cast iron tank
One
or two fair orders have venga eae age we distric’
awd for
and wrought iron gasholder,
100ft. diameter, for La Plata,
South
idge work and railway s'
t some
general engiAmerica. Thereis a good demand for gas work at present from ae
are still Bary pte of employment. The steel
various parts of the country,
and the Thorncliffe Company havea works arefirms
nearly
all
very
fully
employed,
and
there
are
additional
share of the work.
for shipbuilding expected to be placed without much delay.
memorial —_— has been erected in the Sheffield Parish orders
In the course of the past week there was shipped from G
Ww
Ie Church to the late Mr. George Wilson, J.P., of Banner Cross,
screw steamer of small size, and a barge, for
‘tta, valued at
chairmanof Charles Cammell and Co., Cyclops
Steel and Iron- a£4800
;
machinery,
£2000
worth
;
sewing
machines,
£5070;
steel
works. Mr. Wilson was one of the most remarkable men who goods, £5200 ;and general iron manufactures, £20,050.
ever crossed
the border. He came to Sheffield some thirty years Several fresh shipbuilding contracts have been placed with Clyde
ago, and became closely identified with its great steel and iron builders,
including an Allan line steamship of
dimensions, to
industries. Hisex
busi
pacity, couph a
fitted both for cargo and
, With Messrs.
D, and W.
for organisation and for themanagement
of men, soon brought him to be
Henderson,
and
a
patent
Senoer
doug
ot
1000
tons for the
the front,
and in a few years
he was the keystone of an establish- Bombay Harbour Commissioners, with Messrs. W. Simons
and Co.,
ment which is known
world over, ultimately becoming chair- of
Renfrew.
man and managing director. His great ability de’
and
has been a very considerable improvement in the shipping
extended the business until the company employed 10,
work- diThere ent
of the coal trade.
ple, by whom he was
led with feelings
of lo
no means certain that there will not be additional trouble
e did much
to make
id what it is, and when he was
suddenly witht isthebyminers.
conference of masters’ and workstruck down in the midst of his activities in November, 1885, the men’s delegates forThe adj hire, which
place in Glasgow at
whole community mourned his loss. The Archbishop of York the close of last week, broke up without took
having come to an ~ nl
inaugurated the ‘‘ George Wilson” memorial pulpit—a magnificent ment. While the masters were submitting
conditions of labour
example of the wood carver’s art—which was erected and presented and insistingu pits being kept going six days,
instead of five,
by his widow, who is further placing a memorial font in the a week, the d
withdrew, stating that
lesall Church, of which d
d was
churchward en. M r. they could not even ofdi the mensuchabruptly
pi
Is. On Monday the
Wilson, in addition to the many incidents which made upabrilliant Associated
coalmasters,
who embrace fully 90 per cent. of the outbusiness career, will be remem!
as the first who
ived and
of the district, posted the following notice at their collieries on
carried out the bold policy of transferring the steel rail trade from put
Saturday
:—‘‘It
is
hereby
that colliers’ wages at this
the interior to the coast. His policy, which was much controverted colliery will be advanced 6d. intimated
day, from and after Monday first,
at the time, has
successful. At Workington, in Cumber- on condition that the pits beper worked
as heretofore, six days a
land, Messrs. Cammell and
Co, carry on a great ex
trade in
The coalmasters of Airdrie, Slamannan, and Bathgate,
rails, which would have been impossible, owing to railway rates for week.”
have
offered
to
give
the
advance
of
6d.
per
day if the men agree
the raw material
and finished goods, if the manufacture
had been to work eleven days a fortnight.
4 inland.
At
the
annual
meeting
of
the
Mining
Institute
of Scotland, held
t is commonly supposed that the Sheffield grinder never reaches in Glasgow—Mr. Jas. 8. Dixon —
-—Mr. Henry Aitken was
a mature
A pleasant exception is Samuel Crawshaw, who was
inted
vice-president,
and
Messrs.
F
.
G.
Rowan,
C.E., John
entertained
at dinner, on attaining his 70th birthday, last Monday
M.E., and H. Mungall, coalmaster, were elected members
evening. Mr. Crawshaw was apprenticed as a pom oggrinder at of the ill,
council.
The
chairman
reported
that
he
had
taken
part in
Messrs. Joseph Rodgers and Sons fifty-six years ago, and is still the conference with the Home Secretary on the Mines’ Bill,
and
regularly employed by the firm. His father was the first grinder he
glad to say that the Bill had been very much modified, and
who workedat his trade after having attained his 60th birthday. thatwasmany
of
the
suggestions
of
the
committee
of
the
Institute
Mr. Crawshaw om at the Old
Wheel, and moved with his
father and a well-known Sheffield grinder named Whittington to had been adopted.
the first steam wheel ever started in the town.
THE

NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THERE was a good attendance at the Cleveland iron market held
at Middlesbrough on Tuesday last, but business was almost at a
standstill, as neither buyers nor sellers seemed anxious
to operate.
For
pt delivery merchants asked 35s. 3d. per ton for No. 3
g-m.b., but small lots changed hands at 35s. 14d., and even at
Sales, however, at any figure were few and far between. Consumers are well covered for immediate delivery, and producers
think they will realise better prices by waiting for two or three
weeks, when the navigation season will commence. For delivery
to the end
of June
9d. to 36s.
ton is offered,
but sellers
show no inclination to
Makers are virtually out of the
market. Few will quote at all, and the remainder
still talk of 39s,
for No. 3. Forge iron is quoted at 33s. 9d. to 34s. per ton.
Messrs. Stevenson, Jaques and Co.’s current quotations :—
** Acklam Hematite,” Mixed Nos., 50s. per ton; “ Acklam Yorkshire "—Cleveland—No. 3, 39s. per ton; ‘‘Acklam Basic,” 40s.
per ton; refined iron, 54s. to 64s. per ton.
The demand
for warrants is by no means active,
either at
Middlesbrough or Glasgow. The current “ed is 35s. 14d. per ton.
i
the Iith
14th inst.,
Middlesbrough
storewas,
waa,on
ofthe’
inst.
313,000 tons,
beinging anan
— rte
we ene
patna: ay:
im
nt
en place in the shipments of pig iron
from Midwe yy nag 2 total quantity sent away from
Ist
to the 14th of
inclusive was 28,875 tons, against 24,537
tons in February, and 10,109 tons in January, corresponding
periods being taken.
Finished iron makers are still experiencing no improvement.
The Stockton works are fairly well supplied with orders, but specifications are difficult to obtain, and no advance in price can be
secured. Common
bars and ship plates
are offered at £4 15s. per
ton, and angles at £4 12s. 6d.—all free on trucks at makers’
works, less 24 per cent. discount. Puddled bars are quoted at
£3 2s. 6d. per ton net.
The miners who are thrown out of work by the ray gsof the
Boosbeck mine have done something practical in the way of
getting royalty owners to reduce their royalties. The men sent a
deputation, headed by Mr. Joseph Toyn, to wait on some of them.
a were so far successful that they induced Mr. J. T. Wharton,
of Skelton Castle, one of the largest and richest royalty owners in
the district, to intimate that he would consider a reduction in
royalty of 2d. per ton, if that would be a sufficient relief. The
men are following the matter up with the lessees and with other
royalty owners. They think that if all would do the same as Mr.
Wharton it would pay to re-start the mines,
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THERE has been a fair business in the Glasgow warrant market
this week, with frequent fluctuations in the quotations. But the
tendency of prices has, on the whole, been slightly downward. The
past week's shipments were larger than usual, being 10,690 tons,
against 6009 in the same week of last year. The inquiry is at
present limited, however, and as the stocks are increasing, and the
output ae ~ tiene Seether yrogaie if not i
there
has been little or no encouragement to speculative buying. The
result has been a rather depressing state of the
et, out of
which it is not easy to see how it can immediately be brought. Our
principal customers for Scotch pigs at present are the United States
and Italy, to which countries much more iron is being sent than at
this time last year. But the continent iseasier satisfied, and the home
requirements are also below the average. We are likewise importing less iron from Cleveland, and scarcely any at all from Cumberland. The Spanish ore im
trade is, however, brisk. Probably
the larger proportionof the current imports of this ore are made
up ofpurchases
that were made several months ago, yetmerchants
p
this week that there were good inquiries in the market.
Prices
of campanil ore delivered on the Clyde are 13s. 44d. to
enti sah wget
See ty eA ey Ore freights
from Bilbao are down to 6s., being
3d. to 6d. less than they were a
week or twoago,

WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE ordinary quarterly meeting of the Miners’ Provident Society
was held on Saturday last in Cardiff, Sir W. T. Lewis presiding,
ae
es
eS fee eee ee some
details will be of interest. During the
uarter there was an
——_ of cma e came of 1864, =: is —— e!
liers are now
find g it a great support.
e amount of relie
id in various ways gives an insight
into the disasters that take
and which are only to be e
in the employment of
,000 men and the output of 13,000,000 tons of coal annually.
During the quarter the society paid £4640 to disabled members
alone, then £250 on the death of members, £672 to widows, and
£685 to children. Previous to the existence of this society all the
support had was from the parish and voluntary aid. Query, should
not ratepayers aid the i, I note that landowners are coming
forward very freely, and
Mr. Crawshay Bailey, by his annual
subscription of £100, has followed the good example of the Marquis
of Bute.
The industries of Wales are more satisfactory. Coal is in much
better demand, and while the exports are well maintained at all the
ports, there is a decided movement towards an advance.
that this week has witnessed several advances as ‘‘ prompt deliveries,” for owing to the weather many pits have been seriously
affected, and the snowdrifts have told on the output.
The Cardiff foreign coal output last week was nearly 163,000
tons, and a good deal of activity has been shown at docks
on
rail. At the Bute Dock the Marquis has se the extension,
which adds much greater facility. The docks could now grapple
successfully with a large northern coal contingent from the Monmouthshire valleys if the fates had willed it. The Cardiff and
Monmouthshire Bill is to come on again.
I hear that during
last year half a million
tons of coal from the
Rhondda Valley passed over Sir George Elliott’s new line.
Newport, Mon., at a late =
me pleasing indications of
improvement. Nettlefold’s new industry
do
t things. The
tin-plate works which formed a substantial hed steed to Newport are re-starting one after the other, and the new lines forming,
activity at docks, &c., show a formidable rivalry to Cardiff, —_
cially as Monmouthshire coal is improving in estimation, and is
cheaper. The extension of the electric telegraph to mines is proing. A few weeks ago a successful experiment
was carried
out in the Rhondda. This week some of the collieries of the Plymouth Mortgage Company will be fitted with it. Mr. Hankey has
no expense of late in the improvement, and in developing
the capacity of his collieries, showing that though in work—the
principal since 1804—there is a good acreage left.
The success of the new colliery near Pontypridd, the last of the
deep sinkings, is assured. Neither the 3ft. nor the 2ft. 9in. turned
out well, but the 4ft. has been represented
to me as magnificent,
the seam really being 6ft. 2in.
The iron industry, though not so active as that of coal, has some
better signs, and though cargoes for
foreign and colonial destinations are still limited, yet the mills are
ier, and more rails
are being made. Improvements, too, are going on. I note at
Blaina that another patent
blast furnace is in erection, and protection
for the men from
the weather has been carried out.
The Pontypool tin-plate works are now going again, and the
confederacy, which has cost £1000 of the tin-plate workers’ money,
of G
, iscoming
to an end.
The
e is not quite so brisk as one would
wish to see, though
Swansea
ignments keep up. Coke sheet wasters are from
12s, 3d. to 12s. 6d.; ordinary cokes fetch 13s. to 18s. 6d.; Bessemers
about 13s. 3d.; Siemens from 13s, 6d. to 14s.; charcoals from 14s,
to 15s. 9d. The lowest price touched for cokes in the past has
been 12s.; the highest,
There is some anxiety felt at Swansea
about the future, and it isexpected that when the Monmouthshire
works
are in full drive again the difficulty with buyers will be increased. American agents
ing to hold back.
are even now
The Castle W
which Messrs. Nettlef
are erecting for the
manufacture
of the higest classof ial mild steel, &c., are now in
a forward state, and a
i
them
may be of in
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side of this viaductisthe staging which carries the cupolas and
converters, next to which is the
house, containing the blow.
ing engines, On the other side
this engine-house there is a
iding for coal trucks, from which the coal will be unloaded into a
series of bunkers with sliding doors at the bottom, from which it
will fall into small wagons and be taken in these directly over the
charging hoppers of a series of nine blocks of Siemens’ newest
typeof gas producers. In front of these
ucers, and fed by a
;
of them, is the range of boilers, the remainder
of the gas
taken in flues round the works
to the various heating furnaces,
The pig iron will be unloaded on the top of the cupola staging,
and w
melted will fall from the cupolas into the converters,
ont, thence through the ladles into the ingot moulds at the bottom
of posting pit Immediately
op osite the
it are the
i gg re-heating the ingots, which then pass to thecogging
mill, which is specially arranged for the economical
uction of
billets and other small sections in long lengths,
billets and
will be taken from the
ing rolls and cut up under the
ears by means of live rollers.
From the shears they pass to the
finishing mills, of which there are four, all designed for rolli
wire of various sizes, —
hoops, and the various pa |
sections for ge age
ages esne ns
The works
are designedwith a view
to taking
advan
of the natura’
features
of the site. ial the mterlale one i
"
at the high level, and pass downwards and forwards until the
finished article is loaded into trucks. There will be no unnecessary
lifting or moving. The necessary smiths’ and fitting shops complete the works. The offices are on the opposite side of the road,
and comprise ample accommodation. A little higher up the valley,
on the site of the old Tydu Tin-plate Works, Messrs, Nettlefolds
have erected a commodious building, in which they are making for
the H.P. Horse Nail Comers, of London, their celebrated H.P.
brand of horse nails.
is company was forced by an adverse
<n, in an action eh see them by ay owners of
jacent property, an
y the very largeand continual!
increasing alecad for their nails, to pest ie their old premises |
Battersea, in London, and they then made arrangements with
Messrs. Nettlefolds to undertake the manufacture of these nails at
their new works, For this purpose only the very finest brands of
edith lois don tied ste baie 00 odie to proper sections
at the lower w
and are sent to the upper ones to
cut into
nails by the H.P, Company's patent machinery,
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE Rhenish-Westphalian iron market is still labouring under
the influence of the threatening political clouds, though the peaceising result of the elections and the Emperor's speech have
d a somewhat soothing effect ;but still its tone is unsettled, and
this checks speculation and enterprise, so that of late only here and
there small orders have been given out, whilst the larger ones are
being kept back. However, this is of little consequence for the
moment, as all kinds of works have plentyygf ordersto go on with for
a considerable time to come, In a few
business
improved
during the week, but this is not sufficient to enable a favourable prognostic
for the future
to be made. Hopes are now concentrated on the
coming
spring demand. With few exceptions, prices have been
maintained
the beginningof last month, and have in some
cases risen. Industrial shares have, on the other hand, become
weaker, and show at the Bourse
a fall of met r cent. The
Silesian market was, of course, also aff
, but the last
rts
show returning confidence, and the lai
iron merchants hive
raised their prices for wrought iron of all kinds, A boiler plate
and sheet iron convention is now about to be formed there, on the
same unified principle as that for bar iron, with a common bureau
for sale and collection of orders; so the prices of these articles will
also shortly be put up. The market in Belgium is quiet and
satisfactory, and the ironworks are well supplied with orders for
the
t, while the machine and constructive iron shops would
be glad to see more work come in. Great interest is being shown
in some trials with a new system of permanent way, invented by
M. Sandberg, by which rails 9m. long, weighing50 klos, per metre,
are used, and a double duration of life is claimed for the rails by
the system, which is a sorry look out for the steel works. The
French market seems to have recovered its former tone, as one of
their industrial journals says, on account of the result of the
German elections, If so, its confidence is in advance of that of
this country. In spite of all this the base price of merchant bars
can only be quoted at 135 to 140f. p.t.
Ores in the Rhine-Westphalian districts have been obliged to
succumb to the
of circumstances, and prices have not been
able to maintain their former height, though the fall is only about
3d. to 4d. per ton. Spanish, on the contrary, are a little dearer
as the export of them has increased. Siegerland stub-stone is
now quoted M. 9°00 to 9°20, roasted 12°50, brown iron ore 9°20 to
9°50, and glance 10°00 to 16°50 per ton on trucks at station. Of
the pig iron market there is little more to be said than in last
report, as nearly all the blast furnaces have sold their make up to
the beginning of the third quarter. Under these circumstances
there can therefore be little question of prices receding at present,
and when sales are effected, in spite of the quiet state of the market,
with few exceptions, they are ~s maintained. To the exceptions
belongs forge pig in the Siege
, which was put uptoo rapidly after
the improvement set in, and has had to give way a little lately, but
which seems now again on the point of recovery, as customers
appear to be getting a little more confidence in the situation, and
are inclined again to purchase. Spiegeleisen keeps up its ~— as
so much goes abroad; forge, Bessemer, and basic, are well called
for. The first is noted M. 53 to 59; the second, 49 to 56; the
third, 49 to 52; the fourth, 42 to 43; and Luxemburg forge, 33°60
to 34p.t. Very few new orders are now coming to the rolling
mills and forges, but still they are fully employed night and day
on
t quantities of
ers, angles, h
and wire rods.
The yank. emt wish first to dispose of the stocks they laid in at
cheaper rates in November, December, and January before entering into new engagements at enhanced prices. On the 8th inst. a
convention of the principal Rhine-Westphalian rolling mills was
definitely agreed to, and a uniform selli
of bar iron of all
sorts adopted, which it is hoped will ultimately embrace all the
other rolling mills of the wep
Boiler and other plates are in
better
request, and M. 145 and above is easily obtained for them
and thethinsheet works are still as well employed as ever, an
een
ge The wire rod business is in all respects
a satisfactory one, and there is little new to relate, except that
again exceptionally large quantities have lately been shipped
to America, and that prices, demand, and deliveries
have
not slackened. The export price is M. 105 to 110, and
the inland one 115 p.t.
ers for steel railway material
have come to the works in sufficient volume to keep this branch
busy for a time, but the American demand for wire billets
has lately shrunk considerably, The following are the base prices
per ton on trucks at works :—Good merchant
M. 100 to 110,
sometimes higher; angles 110 to 118, and poe ome 98 to
100, and
;
108 to 115; iron and steel
billets, 112 to
125, and 130 in icelshed enaen; Gout bellor plates, 145 to 148;
do., 135 to 140; thin sheets, 135 to 140, and for certain
brands 2to6hi er; heavy plates
in iron and steel, 140up to 160,
some works
165; drawn wire, 130; steel rails, 122 to130;
sleepers, 120to 125; wheels and axles, fi
300 to 320; axles,
to
The machine,
boiler, and construcd wagon works, are, as a rule, not
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8575. Drivine Gear for Bicyciz, J. Whittle, Preston
African Republic, and to take over ten raged
of
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
AMERICAN NOTES.
3576. Rock Dritis, R. Thompson and H. Giteon jun.,
the said + «
ly constructed. It
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
(From our own Correspondent.)
red on the 8rd inst., with a cnet af
of Condensed from the ae the Commissioners of $577.
Wicket, A. J. Altman, London.
,000, in £10 shares. ‘The subscribers are:—
New York, March 8rd.
— TricyoLe ae JE. Lage Lae
3579.
MBINATION WHEEL Locks, J.
yfield,
To-DAY’s quotations for foundry iron are 22 dols, Ww.a
21, Gotha-street, South Hackney,
Application for Letters Patent.
Hemel Hempstead.
to23 dols. for No. 1 and 21 dols. for best No. 2.
Soseune' Ei
Invicatinc Licut Gear, J. 8. Comrie
*,* When dares have been ‘‘communicated” the 3580.
The mill owners are buying very little forge iro’ G.eocetary
H.
47,
“
Waitertonroad,
Westbourne
London,
“mame and address of the communicating party are 8581.
and will not cover the —
ents for the secon
TaRPAULIN for Wacons, &c., F. P. pler,London.
; 61, Almack-road, Clapton,
quarter of the year until about the close of the E. J. Church
3582. Bicycies, &c ,A. Hunnable, Lo
ove March, 1887.
clerk
month, Meanwhile, they will be ooto —
3583, TREATMENT of AL! umina, A. A.Croll,iELondon,
J.
M.
Alprovidge,
72,
Lenthallroad,
E.
3584,
Canp.esticks,
J. Brindle, London.
mine the probable course of prices.
— 4 G. BE. D.
480. Lire Buoys, W. Schermuly, London.
» 10, Clarendon- villas, oid
3585. Lire Couiars, &c., R. D. Kay, London.
anticipate a slight reaction, hough tFpgroun
$481. Pianorortes, A. L. Krom, London,
Charlton,
accountant
,
3586.
Cabinets,
J.
T. ‘Hoytt and J. R. Anderson,
8482.
Lamps,
C.
Warren,
London.
for this belief are not well ‘taken, The furnace A. Evans, 89, Brook-street, “Commercial-road,
8483, Castors, H. B. "oy Birmingham.
output is about 20,000 tons per day; but despite
Sasi Putters, E. 0. Eaton.—{Partly communi8484. Spinnina Cotton,H. Stevenson, J. Webb, and 3587.
this heavy production, ape - almost unknown J. Owen, 12, New North-street, W.C., clerk.. .. te
cated by J. Lancaster, New York.
8.le
Mancheste! Tr.
3588. Merrie Drsates-s.euret0 ACHINEs, G. Tangye
excepting in consumers’
and they are not
The number of directors is not to be less than 8485. SpinniNG Corton, D. Nicholls, Manchester.
effe
heavy. All of the finer ‘ca of foundry and three, nor more than thirteen, one of whom may 8486.
Door Cuecks, &c., G. F. Newman, Birming- 3589. haa
Betts, J. W. Teufel.—(W. Teufel,
forge iron in both Eastern and Western markets be appointed by the King of Portugal. The subare now contracted for from two to four months. scribers are to appoint the first directors, and are 3487. Hyprocarson, &c., Lamps, D. B. Morison and 3590. Lapies’ BREasT ag Ww. a
London.
G.
J.
Purser,
Birm
Some of them are practically sold up for the to determine their qualification and remuneration, 8488. Door SpRINo, 8. Hill, men aro
3591. Provectites, H. H.
e.—(G. F. Simonds,
entire season. Prices for the second quarter's and are themselves to act as directors ad interim. 3489. Harr CLIPPERS, TL. P hipps and W. Burman,
United States.
3592. Maroarine, &c, H. N. Hillman and G. B.
supply will be fixed on the Ist of each month. The first solicitors and the secretary will also be Birmingham.
Kleinpass, London.
Large lots of English Bessemer pig have been conpointed by the subscribers. The three largest 8490. Ink-ERASERS, M. W. Samuel.—(S. V. Essick, 3598.
Printinc Macuines, W. 8. Foord, London.
United States.
tracted for this week. The sales will foot up chavcheldens for the time being who are not
Hose Coup.ines, J. C. Hudson, London.
30,000 tons. Brokers have been unable to close +ea will _ ——— comelies ~ 8491. PATENT a, Smoxina Pipe, H. Koppen- 3594.
3595. VENTILATING Apparatus, R. 8. Ash,
¥
hagen,
we
lots of steel rail blooms and billets, but the purposeof consultingan
ng wi
e
CoLLaPsiBLE Knapsack, &c., H. J.
, London.
Sritcuinc Macuine, T. W. Mar- 3596.
deal of business has been done that bes well on such matters as may be submitted to 3492. Dexven-noLe
3597. Breap Raising and Bakine in Ovens, T.
mdon.
Rickett,
Southampton.
on reached the ee
Western narree o them by the board.
8498, Cooxinc-RaNGEs, J. C. Parker, Glasgow.
Macuines for MAKING MeTat TimBer HaNcErs,
vania buyers are now
about closing contracts
3494. Fitna INTERNALLY-STOPPERED BorrLes with $598.
ae
ee
and J
AERATED Liquins, A. E. H. Lozé, Live:
steel in billets, blooms, and slabs. AFagrn soe ‘s Liverpool Cool Air Drying. Company
Com
(Jennings 8495.
di
“see &c., NEWLY-mMabE Bricks, W. Don- 3599. Music Case
about establishing a line of eS transport
Patents),
and Bac Comsrnep, W. J. Downes,
nell
manganese ore from Cuba to Philadelphia or ciel ars oncaren
London.
the “4 inst.,- a capital of sii.Honse-cou.ans W. Harley.—(S. B. Davis, United 8600.
Baltimore. The Lake Superior mining companies
Boots and Sxogs, A. Keats, London.
to carry on business as
States.)
PRESSES, J. and A. Keats, London.
will have sold a full year’s production, and are pe ers of all Mengeof goods
3497. BicycLe Raitway System, E. M. Boynton, po Courtine
and
materials.
The
Lockine and Reveasine the Facuxa Pointsof
making their final preparations for active operaLondon.
ribers
are:—
Si G. Edwards, London.
tions as soon as the weather permits. The rail$498.
Jupiter
Lear
Turner,
J.
and
J.
G.
Shaw,
Shares.
3603. RatLway Car CouPLers, "?. Hadian.
(J. &.
Blackburn.
road bridge builders will place contracts during ~ H. Hale, St. Andrew's Wharf, — rnacet
Andrews, Canada.)
499. FILTERING Water, &c., J. P. Jackson, Liver- 3604.
the next four weeks for about 20,000 tons of matetreet, cement manufacturer..
—_—
Buoyant Sarety Swimminc Dress, L. Grtinrial, according to estimates given. Beams and 7 Kimber, 3, Roland-gardens, BW
felder,
London.
3500. Bicycies, J. Brusie, London.
Webb” 8, George-yard, Lombard-street,
gp peneana TeLecrapHy
and TeLernony, C.
channels are = at 3°30, which is about the *Wm.
8501. Fixinc aMeta.iic TasLet to Supports in the 3605.
metal merchant.
Selden, London.
selling price. = es, 2°30. ’Plate iron is in very as
Earth,C. E. and J. R. Clive, Birming!
re
100,
South
Hill
Park,
Hampstead,
STOPPERS for Borries, &c., F. McIlvenna and A.
active demand at 2Merchant bar iron will pro8502. MetaL Hanpiz, C. E. ‘and J. R. Clive, Bir- 3606,
servi
a
eehoseld,
London.
ag
bably advance 2 ols, per net ton. American *A. L. Sacre, 00, Queenn Victoria-street, ‘engineer
VELOCIPEDES, Cc. M. Linley and J. Biggs,
3503. Teacuine the PLayino of the Piano, 8. Gilham, 3607,
furnaces are declining to book orders excepting at *S. Slater, 32,Queen Victoria-street, accountant
London.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
8S838
full prices, Bessemer is 18 dols. to 19 dols. for AJ. Slater, 32, Queen Victoria-street, accountant 83
3608. Dynamo-ELecTRIC Macutngs, J. D. F. Andrews,
8504.
Sewino
Boots,
F.
A.
Hinks
and
W.
H.
Dorman,
London.
American. Steel rails are quoted at 40 dols, to
The number of directors is not to be less than
Stafford.
3609. DyYNAMO-ELECTRIC or MAGNETO-ELECTRIC Ma4l dols. The mills are almost bare of stocks in three, nor more than seven; a
25 8505. Canp.estick, T. R. Weston, London.
Apparatus for Suips, A. H. Farrow, 9610.
old rails and
scrap. Very little is being shares; the first are the subscribers denoted by 3506. —
. Cuies
Ciips for
for AxLes,
AXLEs,ke,&c., H.Partridge,vgagbeston.
done outside of the daily current demand in tin on asterisk, and Messrs. Fredk. Braby, Bushe
3611. Lavine ELectricaL Conpuctors UNDERGROUND
Wats ofHouses, &c., J. Pope, Folkestone.
and tin-plate. Stocks are sufficient and —
ge, Teddington, and H. Wilson art, of
of % 3507.
G. Forbes, London.
8508,
Lire-savine
Seats
for
Suips,
J.
G.
W.
Aldridge,
are firm. The tin-plate consumption will
probably Neville-trest, Onslow-square. The company in Sou
pton.
10th March, 1887.
exceed last year’s by from 5 to 7 per cent.
general meeting will determine remuneration.
3509. Buttons, E. Brill, Manchester.
3510. VeLocirepes, H. J.Lawson, Coventry. _
3612, Lactnc-nooxs for Boots, &c., F. Moore, jun.
3511. Steam.
. Hunt,
Birmingham.
Mechanical Appliances Syndicate, Limited.
Step Lapvers, &, "AE Kitson, Skipton--in- 3613. TrRaveLLinc Fiat Carpine Enotnes, H. StevenThis company was registered on the 9th inst., 3512.
Craven.
sun, F. W. Ewen, J. Webb, and 8. Hallam, ManNEW COMPANIES.
with a capital of£20,000, in £10 shares, to acquire 8513.
Drivinc Betts, J. K. 4g Glasgow.
chester.
patent for improvements in door stops or 8514. MANGLING MAcuINes, H., J., and W. Whittaker, 3614.
Steam Traps, W. Hartcliffe and W. H. Malkin,
Tue following companies have just been regis- letters
checks, The subscribers are :—
and T. Bradley, Halifax.
Manchester.
3515. Locxine Nuts, 8. D. Blogg, London.
8615. Harmonious CoLourine, C. H. Wilkinson,
Brazilian Coal Company, Limited,
anchester.
F. J. Dove, Stud-street, Islington, contractor .. 10 8516. Rim-Locks, W. Sturmey, Birmingham.
Pavements, R. Thomson, Glasgow.
3616. Brass-mounTING Iron Bepsteaps, T. Perry and
In England, Rio de Janeiro, and elsewhere in T. F. Rider, 181, Union-street, preety con- 10 3517.
3518. Propucine Rippep, &c., "PATTERNS = ROLLED
Son and H. W. Hawkins, London.
South America, this company proposes trading as Rev.tractor
> Guass, A. . Brogan and A
Mallock, 3617. SEPARATING U1Ls of DirreRENT SpeciFic Gravi8. W. D. Fox, 49, Bedford: dens, W... =:
coal and fuel merchants, ahacinaten, shipowners, A. cae
—_ A.rag F. Craig, A. Neilson, and J. Snvudgrass,
simeenan’ ake -road,
1
andchandlers, bankers, and as manufacturers Cc.
3519. Propucrxe <7 &c., PATTERNS beos ROLLED
‘okenhouse- buildings, “char.
PLaTE
a
D.
Brogan
and
A.
M.
Mall.ck, 3618. WasHinc, Bortinc, and Rixsinc Macuines, T.
tien
10
dealers in ice, distilled water, and salt. It tonedaccountan
we
1 G
Bradford, Manchester
istered on the 9th inst., with a capital of C. J. Plint, en Aly Peckham
3619. Cuvrss, T. bradford, Manchester.
ae Jets, J. Cockburn, Glasgow.
£50,000, in £100 shares. The subscribers are :— H. V. Johnson,3,Torrens-road, Brixton-hill :. 1 3520.
PuLLEys and Drums, R. R. Gubbins. London.
The number ‘ofdirectors is not to be less than 3521. Manuracrurino Cuan, A. A. C. Suggate, Lewis- 3620.
Shares.
3621.
Hyprants, &c., for Supptymse Water, C. G.
A. F. B
Monte Video, ~ wagers og oe ee
three, nor more than seven. Most of the regula- 8522. Tapes, M. Wells and T. Walls, London.
Schmidt, London.
John Cory,
iff, merchant .
Mr ie 30: ae tions of Table A apply.
$523.
Preventine
the
BREAKING
of
FEEDING-BOTTLEs,
3622.
Curtain
Rops, E. Griffiths, London.
R.
x
,»™
t
» 20 tee
46
J. W. Brown, London.
3623. Borne Size, J., E., andJ.Pickup, Manchester.
iff,
t
oe
2
bag = Carpinc Enotes, R, Wilson and J. Wood, Lon- 3624. Hince for LADDERS, J. B. Summerscales
and J.
Patent Process Dyeing Company, Limited.
4 a > Cardiff,if,merchant
‘.
°
2
ion.
Rhodes, Halifax.
oxey Cardiff, merc!
2 This com
was registered on the 2nd inst.,
Textite Fasrics, W. M. Riddell,
Cory, Cardiff, m
2 with a capital of£5000, in £10 shares, to acquire 3525. Looms, T. C. Barraclough.—(B. Arnold, United as —
rights of Ely Sutcliffe and George 3526. Sucar, A. E. Major, London.
3626. Siipinc Pocket Kytre, G. Roe, Dublin.
‘cle
ialinl of eas isbeetto behit: than the patent
Boats,
P. Allen.(M. Muret, 3627. Hauace Cup, J. Hill, Derby.
three, nor more than seven; the subscribers are Edward Sutcliffe, for improved means of dyeing 3527. Proretuine
Zealand,
3628. ApsustinG the TeNnsION of WIRE Matrresses W.
the first ;qualification, two shares. The directors slivers of woollen, worsted, alpaca, and mohair, _New Action
for Orcans, H. “omy oe London.
m and W. Heffernane,
will not be entitled to any special remuneration for the purpose ommaking ‘coloured yards, The
. Sarety Vatve, 8. J. White,
on.
; ar ad REGISTERING and Recorpine Apparatus, G. W.
subscribers are:—
for their services.
Puorocrapuic
Fits,
A.
J.
Boult.—(G.
Eastm
3580.
.
Shares.
United States.)
sean Lappers, T. Jones, Sedley.
3631. Dry Asupits,
&c., P. J. Preston, Batley.
uct Slate and Slab Quarry Company, *G.ph me Collyhurst, Manchester, machine
3582, Lamre,
Leynen:Houguoria,
Liverpool.
PS, J.
J. A-Hi.
ynen-.
ve
3632. Perrectine LETTER- PRESS MACHINES, G. ,
Limited.
*E. Ashworth, Coliyhurst, Manchester, ‘machine
Bradford.
8583.
Rartway
SIGNALLING,
A.
M
Clark.
(0.
D.
Gould,
Vv Onited States.)
on the 8th inst., with a capital of mak
3633. Stor Motions for Looms, H. Butler, London.
‘manufae£25,000, in £10 shares, to acquire and work *G. A. J. Schott,Bradford, “fancy yarn
Twistinc Macurvegs, L. Binns, London.
3634. Hyprau.ic Lirts, C. F.
hed’. 60 Ach
17 8534.. LATERAL
hr aged Action Cyciists’ SADDLE, A. 3635. Spinnine, &., MacHINEs, A McCulloch, A.
mines and quarries in England and Wales, The on
Bradford,
merchant
ih
i
ar
Carrie and D. Ogilvie, Dundee.
“—
Smith,
Lo
subscribers are :—
7.Ergin,
E
Wat se
ee
3636, Music Stanps and Stooxs, W. 8. Riley, Birming8536. D1iaMonD ae -PLATE, B. Walchner, London.
8)
. Foster,
share! BE oaks ew ee OE 8537.
Susrainrinc WInpow-sasHES at any DeEsIRED
J. mere
Gould Sopa, aChurch-stree' t,ven
. al ‘ ;Reese
“9 we
1 oan"an
W. Burnet and D. Petrie, London.
3637. Lamps, W. Andrew and A. W. Turner, BirmingWinpowFasteners, E. Dummer, London.
pson, Settle, Y
otel keeper...
«eo 1 The number of directors is not to be less than 8588. Steam
FeEep-waTer Traps, J. G. Tongue. +H. 3638. Watcu Key, J. Daling, Glasgow.
+5 oe Lian!
quarry manager.. .. .. 1 three, nor more than seven; qualification, 10 3539.
Creamer, United States.)
3639. SELF-ACTING TWISTED Heaps, J. Appleyard,
H. 0. H.Uchat Llanberis, quarry manager oe 1 shares; the first three subscribers and the vendors 8540.
Sarety
Razor, J. G. Tongue.—(F., 0., and R.
Bradford.
R. H. Brooks,
chester, cashier.. .. .. .. 1 are the first directors.
oon ae New York.)
3640. Macazine Repeatinc Riries, A. H. Oakden,
o> on, Ce tham,
Manchester, bookREATING Ponues for Dyerne, W. Walker and J. Grimsby.
1
Drenchfield, London.
3641. Cocoa-nut Cake, J. Williams, London.
J. rs Srostiealt, Clayton, Manchester, salesman 1 Regenerative Electric Light Company, Limited. 3542.
J. Rettie, London.
3642. Pickers used in a 7 Weavine, J. Ingham.
This company was
on the 7th inst., 3548. ARITHMOMETERS,
The number of directors is not to be less than
, H.
——,
ton,Bradtora.
SELF-GENERATING aac R. Wallwork and
a capital of £50,000, in £1 shares,to
i
A. C. Wells, Manches
3643. Gas Lamps,
two, nor more than four; qualification, 10 shares. with
. Lasers, 8. J. Belson, London.
3644. Rotary Pumps, x Cooper, ee.
the sole license for Great Britain and Ireland,
Most of the articles of Table A apply.
8545.
Mosicat
Boxes,
E.
de
Pass.—{C.
Paillard
et
Cie.,
3645.
a
Rags,
C.
Wilcock,
London.
other than Scotland, of the following letters
and ‘Hxeus for
x Boots, &., W. FillingHampton's “‘ Special” Ingot SteelCompany, Limited. patent:—No, 1464, dated 27th March, 1882, for 3546. ee <a W. J. Downes, London.
the patent process of Felix de Lalande, for elec- 3547. SecuRELY Fasteninc Envevorss, E. J. Oliver, 3647. panies oa — Liguips, C. H.
This
3“
tric
piles
or
batteries;
No.
40,
dated
Ist
January,
London.
Roeckner,
F.
L.
Roeckner,
and R. L.
steel ingots, and for
for such purpose will oll 1884, for improvementsi Ivanic batteries, and 3548. Decorticatine Fisrovus Piants, H. H. Lake.—
Tynemouth.
the Bessemer plant belonging to Thomas Hamp- the
3648. Borters, F. Wilkins, London.
(BF. Si
United States.)
wlll oethe products therefrom. The
ton, of Barrow-in-Furness, recently acquired from compan
ATTACHMENTS for ExtrncuIsHING O11. Lamps, J.
hase such of the 3549. Sranp for Smooruine-rrons, H. H. Lake.—(R. 3649.
the Manchester, Sheffield, and Limcolnahire Rail- assetsape gem
H. Barry, London.
Crommer and A. H. Philips, United States.)
y of te Standard Electric 8550.
way Company;"and also a lot of land at Open- Light es py
TorPEpo,J. P. Gibbins, London.
3650. Sprinc Bauances, B. Field, London.
veer
mpany,
—
as
=
Frioatinc ELEctrro Automatic Ming, J. P. 3651. TesTixa the STRENGTH of Iypivipvats, T. V.
shaw, near Manchester,
Ceotane
the a of
e 8551.
Gibbins, London.
Riordan, London.
the Ashbury Railwa:
atiees Company, necessary for the businessof the com vr '
ee
Meratuic Dises, &c., J. P. Smith, a
from PuotocraPHic Necativss, N. 8.
Limited, with
wi the Ta Mill
Mile
and prnd buildings subscribers are :—
Shares.
wn,
y:
— ‘thereon. It was registered on —2nd
3558.
Reocutatine
the
Suppiy
of
Gas
to
GasALiErs,
J.
3653.
ce
for Srzakinc Tuses, 8. Smith,
inst., with a capital of £50,000, in £20 shares. os.ee
Sto!nor-“oadWest Kensing- , Breeden, London.
The subscribers are:—
2654. Loox Nur, G. A. Goodwin
and W. F. How,
A-4clerk
_
1 8554. Lucirer Matcues, J. Fraser, London.
8555.
CoupLinG
SHaFts
to
DRIVING
bois,
J.
RichardLondon.
Shares. R._Toulson, Wellington- road, “West “Croydon,
*8. C. ae. J.P., 47, Higher Ardwick, Man3655. Ear Trumpets, A. J. Boult.—({Z. 4. Williams,
<
1 son and W. D. Wansbrough, London.
United States.)
H. A. Neeve, Bushey Green, Catford, clerk. ns 1
9th March, 1887.
¥
Livesey, Bosden, near oe oviiny
3656. FRAMEWORK FeEncrna,Chantel’
F.
Livepock.
a =ee Stanford-road, New Southgate, ‘
3556. Inpicatrxa LaBet for Keys, J. R. Cleave, 3657. Lusricators, W. S. Chan
_
bert spay ony
igoer Bi
Broad
roughton,
imBennett, Sunny Banic, West Norv
clerk. 1 London.
3658. ALTERNATING CURRENT ates tm ogyR. Dick
and R. Kennedy, a
aD sce dys
1
, Victoria-street, indsor, ‘ 8557. MecuanicaL WaLkine Toys, R. L. Grainger,
Railway Carriage
Iron lamcaay
oe
ee aa
1 clerk .
we o_— Razors, F. Lawrence.—(G. Rein, St.
, Cheetham, ‘engineer ‘
uis,
8558. MEASUREMENT of Mitk, J. Ralls, Brid
1 Registered without specialarticles,
T. Hampton, Barrow-in-Furness, steel “manufac:
3660. neg 9 the Action of ~ Sra G. F. Red8559. Cure for ToornacueE, &c., F. Kellet, lin.
fern.—(N.
eo
1 Windsor Hemp and Wire Rope
3560.
Houpers
for
ELectric
LAMps,
E.C.
Warburton,
Ro Company, Limited.
E. Morris, Bradford, Manchester, clerk...
8061.Honseaoe A.
vies and J. P. Baillie,
1
beJaffrey, Withington, near Manchester,
8561. ROLLERS for Dyerne, &c., Fasrics, A. Birch,
This
company
was
gage
on
the
8rd
inst.,
ns
&c., TexTiLte Fasrics, W. Baxter,
1 with a capital of £15,000, in £10 shares, to trade Manchester.
8562. Eg mo Bia Lamp, W. G. Ackerman and
The first ese vihieaiiann aredippotated ‘dee as hemp and wire rope manufacturers in all ont
. Best, Brid
a
Paper, &., J. Wetter.—(H. Stamm,
tors; qualification, £500 in shares or stock. The branches. The subscribers are :—
8563, CovERING RoLLnns,P. Bowden, aia
company in general meeting will determine re3564. MARKING Cicars, O.
wom Beat and SHoz Macurivery, J. H. 8S. Evans,
L. Lace, Cardiff, engineer
10 3565. MeasuRiNG InpicaTor Carbs, W. Kimiee Livermuneration.
on.
H. T. Box, Cardiff. ‘cementmanufacturer ¢ ae,
3665. Comprxe Macurnes, J. Pickles and H. W. WhiteJones,
:
«
. head, London.
Brusu, H. Ainley, Halifax.
ae Bay and East African Railway Com- J.W. H.T. Plews,
A
&
Steam Enoines and Generators, H. Turner,
8567. Frets forViotins,&c.,W. Ritchie, London.
pany, So.
J. E. Gunn, Cardiff,
°
de.
1 3568. ee oecoagG. &.Sitting, Lenham.
verpoo!
company proposes
uire a concession J. M
, Cardiff, traveller .. .. .. .. .- 10 8569,
Ps,
— Hocking inof FresH Water from Sart WaTER,
10 3570. Borine Toots, v Som, Birmingham.
ned by the Portuguese Govesanient on the W. F. illet, Cardiff, architect .. Bes
iverpoo
Liquip Fue., W. P. Thompson.—{/. D. Smead, 3668. Joints for STEAM Press, &c., 8. H. Smith and H.
4th December, 1883, and the benefits and conThe number of directors is not tobe‘Tessthan 8571.
United States.)
Lane, London
ditions of a contract of the same date between five, nor more than seven ; the subscribers are to 8572.
Lamps, A. Horne, Liv
3669. EXTRACTION, &ec., of Metars, C. B. Schultze,
the said Government and Edward McMurdo, for appoint the first; qualification, £100 in shares or
London.
Suretp for Lamps, J. L. Parker,» Rengpert.
the construction and working of a railway from stock. The company in general meeting will 8573,
=
Fastentnes
for
Winpows,
B.
Cassidy
and
J.
3670 Cast Steet, F. H. op and H. White, London.
Delagoa
Bay to the boundary line of the South determine remuneration,
3671. ILtumInaTiING Gxass,J. Breeden, Lonaon.
.

224
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3672. Draw or Biow-orr
VaLve or Cock, 8.Wilkerson,
London.
8673. Prosecrites, A. V. Newton.—(A4.Mpyre
3674. Compensatine for the Recor of Guns, A.
Newton.—(4. "Nobel, France)
EXPLOSIVE ComPounns, A. V. Newton.—(A. Nobel,
8676. Deronators, A. V. Newton.—({4. Nobel, yeoaee)
=. Measvrerne Pomp, W. B. F.
H. Ginkins, D. M. Rowland, J. P.
ae a le
son, London.
3678. Treatine the Srep of the Frurr of a Cerrarx
Tree, 8. H. Levi, London.
3679. Sream Presses for Lace Goons, C. J. Cox,
London.
3680. Dressine &c., Prassava, &c., H. E. Ludbrook,
Londoa.
3681. VariaB_e Cut-orr Gear, A. H. Charters, London.
3682. Rounpabovuts, F. Savage, — ig.
3683. GRINDING Sees,ARTICLEs, 8.
odges, Street.
3684. AnririciaL
Ear Drums, H. H. Lake. -(F. Hiscox,
saa States.)
3485. Converine Grain, &c., J. ae, London.
3686. Sewmxc MACHINEs, C.
3688. THERMOPILEs, G. E. Dorman, Stafford.
11th March, 1887.
3689. Sunracinc Curvep Giasses, W. H. Beck.—({la
Société F. ena gy — France.)
3690. Riu
ens, Birmingham.
3691. Rautway Wacon Covr.inas, &c., C. F. L. May,
3692. Orzratine TraP Levers of Twistrxc FRAMES,
P. — jun., London.
3693. Picker for Power Looms, R. Ashworth,
= Cusuion Carriers for Szats, G. and E. Woods,
3695. Rarsrxa, &c., Sensnnyen otOn. Lamps,
E. Rutter
and G. Foggs, Gi
3696. Daruermonscen Inox, &., C. B. Phillips,
Chester.
3697. Potato Masuer, 8. E. Jackson, Oldham.
3698. Gummine, &c., ENvELopEs, J. Anderson, New-Tyne.
3699. E.ecrric Arc Lamps, L. Hanson, Halifax.
3700. Fasric for Surcica., &c., PURPOSES, T. Barker,
$701. Heatrsc Frep-watTer, &c., A. MacLaine,
t.
3702. Vetvets, &c., J. Cook, Eccles.
8703. Suueps for the Heaps of Inrants, T. Needham,
3704. TREATMENT of Cupreous Prrirss, J. andJ. Har=.
Robinson, Liverpool.
——
Sream-arnr Enoives, W. Schmidt,
s708. Covers
Go of Suirs’ Hatrcuways, &c., T. R. Fox,
Tranmere.
8707. eg oe oo Dome for Lamps, C. E.
Postlethwaite,
Lond
3708. Cooxrwo Rancrs, G. G. Brodie, Aston, and J. D.
Prior, London.
8709. CLips for the Insipes of Cicar, &c., Cases, H.
, London.
3710. Specuuus, J. W. McCall, Lond
s71L. —
for Wixpow fo, Cc. F. Snee,
sri BorsStoppers, T. Archer, jun., Newcastle-one.
3713. Drawrse Raw Woo., W. Spence.—{P. Dubois,
France.)
és
= Trouser Protectors, H. 8. Dean, London.
Wi
London.
3717. Uppers of Boots, W. H. and W. Poole, Southsea.
3718. a/c, Rack’ for Soap, &c., J. D. Tucker,
3719. Sreermso Fiax, P . Parsy, London.
8720. Trx OPexeRs with Corkscrews, W. Oates, Shef3721. WrxpLasses
or Horstrne Apparatus, W. Seeglitz,
8722. Rartway Carrs, &c., T. and C. Dodsworth,
7
IG the D;ESCENT of C.AGES, J.J. Holcroft,
.,
London.
3724. Acruatisc Wixpow Buinps, &c., G. Dyson,
$725. WaconettTes, &c., W. G. Wright, London.
es LyHaLation of MEpicINaL or other MATTERS,
he
Buckets for Contarsina Cement, &c., J. M.
, London.
3728. CompouND STEAM
ee
A. V. Newton.-+J.
Bricsson, United States.)
3729.
ae Liquip
to Steam Boruers, A. Mayhew,
3730. aananeiits
App.
for Testisc Paysicat StReNoTH, J.
M. O'Kelly, London.
3731.ye — and Om Motor Enorxes, F. W.
3732. aad ened W. A. G. Schinheyder, London.
3733. MounTiING ay A. Moncrieff, London.
3734. Kxirtivc Macuixery, H. J. M. Me lor, Notting3735. Exvevopes, C. S. Musgrave, London.
3736. ABDoMINAL Betts for REDUCING CorPULENCY,
L. Schaffer, London.
8737. Roary Vatves, D. Purves, London
3738. SreeL and Ixcor Inox, P. M. Justice.—(H. T.
Rode, Germany.)
3739. Toy, A. e Mora, London.
3740. Mortar Mitts, W. Eddington, London.
3741. Exrractine Tix, O. Hehner and T. H. Cobley,
3742. Fe.rs,G A. Herdman, London.
3743. Sucar Tonos, &c., H. A Couchman and H.
Armstrong, London.
3744. VaLve-Gear, J. Richardson and B. R. Rowland,
London.
3745. ILtomination Devices, G. E. Forrest, London.
3746. Feepine Torrepogs, W. C. Storey and G. Poore,
London.
3747. SuBMARINE Vesseis, W. C. Storey and G. Poore,
=
H. H. Lake.—(A. C. Saxton, United
3749. ELEcTRICAL Apparatus, M. Kotyra, London.
12th March, 1887.

rmingham.
8756. SAFE” ‘CacE, Cc. $ Elliott, Sheffield.
3757. Havyeotnc Doors.
. Pilditch,
3758. PEN-HOLDERS, z L Petit, Bloxwich.
3759. Horse-sHoe, J. Nunn, Middles
3760. Music Desxs, W. 8. Riley, B
3761. nen age A. Leeming, Hi:
62. Puuueys,&.
E.
8763. Securinc ty ofBoxes, A. Milne, Newcastle-onTyne.
3764. Gas, J. PsShaw and J. €. — Manchester,
3765. Tits, J. E. Farrow, Birkda)
3766. Scarr ‘ADJUSTMENT, F. L.Steer, London.
3767. Arc Lamp, J. Lea, London.
8768. Siicine BREAD, J. Darli ing, Glasgow.
8769. PREVENTING OVER-“WINDING, T. Smith, Lanca3770. Bus, C. B. 8. Webb, Colchester.
8771. Trex Trap, J. J. Arnold, Lincoln.
3772. Trimminc Lamp Wicks, W. HL Morrison, London.
3773.. Seer Mera Boars,J. White, London.
3774. Ware. Tirzs, W. Fox, London.
3775. Cyctes, M. Hedderwick and R. *. Crawforl,
Glasgow.
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$776. Seounrne RusBer Trees to CHANNEL-SECTION
Merat Tings of W.
F. and C. Forder, ——.
a Cooxrne Ranaes, 8. B.Goodwin,
W. Barsby an:
Pochin, London.
a Martcnes, &c., W. W. Walkerand E. A. McAdam,
ene Ventiiators for Hats, C. A.
e, London.
3780. P
F: Puseeseha
3.Lowe
Lento
3781. er hy G. E. Dorman,8afford.
3782. Execrric TeLecrapas, E. Edwards.—(D. Kunhardt, Germany.)
8783. Morse Esra, E. Edwards.—(E. Cassalette and D.
Kunhardt, Germany.)
3784. Execrric RAILWAY Sienats, E., D. Wells,
London.
3785. Juncrion and TrsTinc — fur ELectRicaL
Conpuctors, E. W.
3786. Daaews for Reep a
W. G. Ackerman and G. H. Best, London.
sist. BurnisHinc Macuine, W. W. Horn.—(@. B.
Kelley, United States.)
8788. Propucine Morive-power, R. G. Laird, London.
$789. ReocisTer and other Frre-crates, H. Hunt,
London.
3790. Evecrricat Station Inpicator, F. B. Nicholson,
London.
3791. Prorection of Fow1s, &c., from Vermin, R.
Haddan.—({C. Haunstrup, Denmark.)
$792. Execrrican Fire Atarum, H. 8. Petit and H.
8. Bresson, London.
$793. Rerriceratine Apparatus, J. Imray. — (la
ss Générale pour la Production du Froid Procedes,B.Fizary,
)
3794. Nove. TRANSPARENT ProrecrivE ENAmeEt, T.
on.
3795. Toot Hoiper for Lares, &c., G. ~—e. London.
8796. GENERATING ELECTRICITY by the Direct Com-

pe gy CGouvetee tenMascense Connyecmns Winns,
ter, Providence, R.I.— Filed October
1th, issa
Claim.—Ina coupling for electrical emturins
the combination ~ Spee
weese!
tee weon be a
together and having
flared openings at

poe aeas described.
355,585. Hanp Dritt, D, A. A. Buckand
A, A
Cheshire, Conn.—Filed August 26th, 1886,
Claim.—A ratchet :aes= which= Scien |e
of Snlester consize cecup-sha)
seats and
positely arranged bevel gears
engage i
an
in
2 bevel pinion, a reciprocable lever which is
perfora “RatPet
>
pivo' upon the axis of the gears, and two spring- desc
Bh... said all'smay be pom
“4
lubricant for gradual delivery.
$55,810. Srreer or orner C
cago, 1U.—.

PRESSED Arr, A. P. Kapteyn,
on,
8798. VeLocirepgs, F.
Lond
3799. Markine
for Scorrne at Briuiarps, T.

14th March, 1887.
3804. Fitrerme Apparatvs, J. Howes, Live
3805. Exrmvcuisners for Lamps, F. R.
er, Bir=
CYCLES, wtD. Bohm, London.
3807. Preventive SNaRLine during Winpinc Corton,
J. and W. Schofield, Waterhead.
3808. Gas Encives, R. McGhee, Shawlands.
3809. Sem1-DurLex Screw Prope.ier, M. and T. H.
Scarth, Southwick.
3810. Burnine Ons, &., J. Howie, Glasgow.
ssi Ouramune Besoroctry,. ae ys Ireland. re
SHowixe Nase
G.
AMES, St,
> on
LOCKS, dc,c., G.I
Sit4. Qiewrte
teSince,
3815. Compreation Ware, T. Harrison, Arnside.
$816. Ingatinc Vapour of CaLoripe of Ammonium, J.
W. Pownall, Manchester.
3817. Fire Grate, 2 Wright, Manchester.
3818. Suspenperfor Picrures, &c., G. E. Mewis,
London.
3319. Inxstanps, &c., A. Davis, London.
3820. Spuvwixe Jute, &c., W. R.
, Glasgow.
3821. Damprnc Dust in Moves,H. W. Martin
and J.
$822. Hearrn for Fireriaces, W., T., A., and H.,
London.
3823. Exvectro-macNeTic Marrve Governors, G. A.
Smith, London.
3824. Certars Core for Toornacue, W. Wilson,
London.
3825. Contixvous
Pr, W. Sap, Bow Sarees.
3826. SeLF-acTine
8. Bromhead, London.
3827. —
nde APPARATUS, H. R.
Landon,W. T. W. Thackeray, and J. Richardson,
3828. Cases for Jewetiery, T. P. Hughes, London.
3829. Pumps,
E. Htibner, Liverpool.
3830. Couptixes for Ramtway Carriaces, &c., W. G.
3833. LUBRICANT, A. G: Wass,
Lon
3894. Ont Lanes, be.AA aceite a “4 R. Johnstone,
and
H. W. Paul, Lond
$835. Grarino Cuxesn, F. Fissi,
F
London.
3836. Sewinc Macuuxeryfor Hem Sritca, J. Heggan,
jon.
3837. Arracuisc Butrows to Ciors, W. Martin,
London,
3838. Lirtinc Jacks, G. King, Lond:
3839. Insecrors for "Paxpixe Sreax Borns, &e.,Ww.
8. T
3840. Mecnanisy.of‘Locxs, 8.andA.Collett, London.
3841. 14a Water, J. Cumming, F. N. Fennell,
and G. F.
London.
3842. Bout for Fisu-piates, &c.,J.J. Bodmer, London.
3843. REFRIGERATING pee G. Downing.—(H.
T. Baeschlin, France.
ay
Rees and 8. H
London.
3845. aes or Boxes, G. T. Tasman, London.
3846. Linx-motion,F. R. Cox, London.
3847. Boots and SHOES, H. Effiandt, London.
3848. Fitrerixo Apparatus, C. J. Biihring,og BEAR
ExpLosion of StEaM BorLers,
J. V. Marchesson and J. Nicolas, France.)
3852.
aRnyY Enotes, C. Gite. ILondon.
3853. Bor_ers, H. Corden, Londo:
3854. WeicHinc Macurnes, F. — London.
3855. Courtine Apparatus for the Suartsof V EHICLES,
J. A. Berg, London.
one. hang patsFi
of CaRponisaBLe Mareriau, T. V.
a +rang Prates for Boots and Sxors, G. Randall,
on.
3858. Drawise
Corks from Borries,W. H. Mason.
—{J. Bloeser, United States.)
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS,
(From the United States’ Patent Office Official Gazette.)
355, . Device ror Fasteninc RvusBer Tires To
HEE, J. A. Turner, Passaic, N.J.--Filed July
22nd, 1886.
Claim.—The combination, with a soft or flexible
rubber tire, of piecesof hard rubber containing fasten-

Le
metal top in which are embedded and hermeticall
a hy ttm eh
a
substantially
as and for the

and for the purpose
Tursme Waren Waee., P. H. Holmes,
697. PNEeuMATIC pa. J. Mabbs, Chicago, $56,124.
Gardiner, Me.— Filed April 26th, 1886.
1. —Filed August 5th,
adj
removable
step and cam
Claim.—(1) The combination, with an elevator shaft shaft ief.—Vi
adjusting
the same, both locked in position
besing direct connection at its lower end with air on theforvoke
by a removable cap. Hollow shaft with
mpressing mechanism, of an elevator
car fitting and
otk in said shaft and an air passage
throug!
- said car and discharging into the shaft above

) POCLELEE SIL IIE TA
one opening in lower concave end and another slightly
above the same, to
it constant flow of waterto
the step and
the shaft for cooling.
356,229. Fier ror Srixyina Macutnes, L. B. Leigh,
ass,
5 886.
the same, substantially as described. (2) The ame
nation, with an elevator shaft, ha
connectiona‘
its lower end with a flue, C, for com
car B, fitting and
in
reortube, E, passing
the car and
below and above it, and shut-off or bi anyF, gubstantially as described.
355,729. Reavtator ror ELectro Macneric Motors,
W. L. Stevens, Dorchester, Mass.—Filed April 26th,
1886.
Claim.—In a motor
lator, the combination, with
an automatically moved or operated contact arm, of a
rheostat having a series of contact or terminal plates,
555,729)

&

»
and
Cc,
inating
in eyes ¢¢, ed
ond
pees tan caeeee
H
= Page Bee
combination, wi
paw hab
od bw fe
th‘flacloselytotho spindle, aubstan
tially as rome
356,261. eal Voutaic Batrery, J. B..Pearce,
Maidenhead,
8, England.—Filed August 19th,

aay epi and
chlorine eg ciroulating
ingofthe” nt
during t
the battery, substantiallyas herein set forth.

te
the first plate of the series being much longer than the
= ZZ
Zia
others, dw all the
4
intermediate
FT tae
Va casssrie
set forth.
sn
Os
AAANAANAAAAANAAN
MSO
SSD
356,099. Tarust Bespmma Journat Box, G. M. Clark,
Higganum, Conn.—.7siled
thy tem a 3rd,1886.
a vessel or
Claim. mek e combinat
as herein- ag wer Ba battery com
a lanid-tight joint teite vertical wall, the
ir,thew
mass of granular carbon resting on said solid carbon
wi by sepulibens variations
senate. Se, Renee ee
et
tobothofforce, said
will
contacts tion, the
stil slottioda arranged aoe
rim or felly to both said
‘seats. (2) The combination, ridpartition,eo0quia lution of a
vulcanised
nonpeo ard means for passing a,
as
escribed, of a
, box, a pair of sordid shafts each
amet |aemass of granular carbon wubstantially 8asBou
'
’
‘cup-shaped scat and occupying portionsof said box, Setforth,

Marcu

25, 1887.
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way on the river or outlet side being provided with a upholds this rule. If there is any variation it is better to
THE DRAINAGE OF FENS AND LOW LANDS
as this prevents useless liftin
self-acting door E, which closes when the wheel stops. increase the angle of e;
BY STEAM POWER.
On the inside of the rim are cast iron
fastened of the water at the point of discharge, and more is gain
By W. H. Wueerer, M. Inst, C.E.
on in segments, and geared into these is a pinion keyed on the egress than is lost on the ingress side. Some of the
No. V.1
on to the shaft of the fly-wheel of the engine, which gears —_— wheels,however,
are omer so that the an pe
into a pinion working on the crank shaft. In some of egressis double
t of the
le of ingress.
e
Tue Scoop WitEEL.
wheels at Katwijk, which are of fa construction, are
wheels
a
eo
wheel
F
is
fixed
on
the
shaft
of
the
wheel,
Tur “scoop” or “float” wheel has been in use as a in place of the toothed segments. The former plan occu- made tangential to a circle concentric with the wheel,
machine for lifting water from very ancient times. That
and having a radius of 5°25ft., the diameter of the wheel
the Romans used it for this
is aging by the disbeing 29ft. 6in. This gives the angle of ingress with the
covery at the Tharsis mines, in the South of Spain, a few
water at mean level 20 deg. 30 min., and the angle of
years ago, of a scoop wheel which had been exhumed in
egress 42 deg. The wheels at Podehole for the drainage
the excavations then being carried on. This wheel was
of Deeping Fen, the larger of which is 30ft. in diameter,
made of oak, of light scantling, put together with oak
have scoops which incline from the radial line 35 deg.,
pins, no nails being used in the construction ;and although
being tangential to a circle 5ft. in diameter. The scoops
it must have been underground for nearly two thousand
are 6ft. Gin. long; the ends for a length of 18in. are bent
years, the wood was in a good state of preservation.—(Mr.
back from the straight line about 6in.
J. Lee Thomas in “ Trans.” Inst. C.E., vol. xxxii.)
In order to avoid the undue lifting of the water, and
Mechanical power for drainage purposes in the Fen
also to facilitate the entry, wheels, both in this country
country came first into use about 200 years ago, when
and in Holland, have been fitted with curved scoops made
scoop wheels worked by horses were used by the Corporaof sheet iron, the rest of the wheel also being generally of
tion of the Bedford Level. Horse power was superseded
iron. At normal levels these wheels work send but when
by wind. In 1726 an Act was obtained for the drainage
the internal water level alters, the convex part of the
of Haddenham Fen by the use of windmills workin
scoop strikes the water, and any advantage otherwise
scoop wheels, after which time their use became genera
Ue
gained is lost. Wheels with curved floats should always
throughout the Fen land, also for the drainage of the low
Tn
be provided with a. shuttle to adjust the flow of water.
land along the Trent and in other parts of the country.
Uy “lms VX|* o
The variation in the level may, to a certain extent, be
<Srearent
In Holland scoop wheels still largely exceed all other
thus provided against. Curved wheels provided with
TATE
kinds of machines for lifting water from the low lands,
a proper adjusting shuttle may be run with a greater
SECTION AA
and in Italy they are considered by some of the ‘principal
speed than with flat scoops, as the water escapes off the
engineers as more effective for this special purpose than
scoops more readily, and will work effectively if run at a
any machine yet invented.
less space, but the wheel is more difficult to repair speed on the periphery of 9ft. per second. Curved wheels
Scoop wheels have done emgene’
good service in the pies
in case of damage to the teeth. In some wheels the may also be made of less diameter than those having
drainage of the land. When well constructed, and for framework,
straight scoo
Wheels with curved ladles are in use
the rim, is made in four castin
situations where the height to which the water has to be two forming including.
side of the wheel, and are bolted together at Zuidplas, Holland, for the Up-well and Out-well
raised is not great, and where there is not much variation and keyed to one
district in the river Ouse, and at Ravensfleet and Sturton
the axle.
in the lift, they are effective and useful machines. The
A large number of the scoop wheels in the Fenland on the Trent.
slow speed at which they travel fits them for being driven were
designed
by
Mr.
J.
Glynn
and
made
by
the
Butterley
older wheels made in Italy had the scoops straight
by windmills or the slow-speed beam engines by which Company. These have a cellular casting or disc keyed on andTheradial.
These wheels were of low efficiency, dashing
these were succeeded. They are simple in construction,
and to the axle. The spokes are each in one casting through the water about as each scoop entered and left the water.
easily repaired by the aid of such mechanical skill as is the width of the wheel, bolted through the disc and transreadily obtainable in country districts. They are not versely to the rim. The wheels of more recent construcliable to get out of order when laid by, or easily damaged tion have had each spoke made in a separate casting
by floating substances brought to them in the water.
to the dise and to lugs cast on the
To the mind of those living by the side of the rivers boltedthetransversely
spokes being connected by struts and bolts.. The
and drains of low flat countries, and accustomed to the rim,
rim
is
cast
with
sockets,
are fixed with pins oak
slow practices of an agricultural life, there is a sense of arms or “start posts.” inTowhich
the start posts are bolted
power and solidity about a massive beam engine with its boards, from lin. to 14in. thick,
at the circumslowly revolving fly-wheel and heavy beam rising and ference from lft. to 3ft. apart. varying
of small width
falling, driving a ponderous
water wheel lifting a large mass have only one start post, and Wheels
the
boards
are placed
of water, for which the small
parts of a centrifugal pump lengthways parallel with the post. In wider
wheels
and its rapid movements sane ts a poor substitute. They there
two or more start posts, the boards bein
are, however, exceedingly cumbrous, the wheel, weigh- laced are
in the opposite direction. These boards are call
ing as much as one-fifth of the total body of water lifted |Pindifferently
“scoops,” “ladles,” “floats,” “paddles,” the
at each revolution. The larger wheels, of say, 30ft. in former
being adopted by myself, as that most
diameter, weigh from thirty to forty tons, and therefore generallyterm
in use.
require very heavy foundations and expensive masonry
The
axle
in
the old wheels is carried on bearings
work for the wheel race. The slow speed engines used resting on the masonry
of the trough, and not provided
for driving wheels are themselves as ponderous as the with any means of adjustment
by packing. The
wheels, and also require heavy foundations and a large gudgeons in the old wheels have except
no means of adjustment,
area of buildings. If engines of quick speed are used the and are generally unnecessarily large,
increasing
fricloss of efficiency due to the gearing necessary to reduce the tion. In more modern wheels the gudgeons are the
kept in
velocity of the engine to that of the wheel absorbs con- their place either by a shoulder running close against
the
siderable power.
lummer blocks or 24 screws bearing against the ends.
As generally constructed scoop wheels are very wastee
trough
in
which
the
wheel
revolves
is
made
ful of power, and badly adapted to meet the alterations masonry, carried up as high as the centre of the wheel.of
in the level of the water due to the falling of the
invert is made to the same radius as the wheel. The
level on the inside, as the water is pumped out of the The
or space between the wheel and the trough at
drains, or on the outside due to the rise and fall of the clearance,
the
sides and bottom, varies from ;in. in the best
tide, or of flood waters in non-tidal streams, As the angle machines
to fin., and even more, in the older ones.
at which the scoops enter and leave the water seriously Owing to the
large diameter of the wheels and their great
affects the working of the wheel, even in the best con- weight, it is necessary
the foundation should be rigid
structed machines, there must always be a loss due to and the wheel very that
adjusted, as the slightest
variation in the level. The unnecessary height to which settlement causes thenicely
wheel
to grind against the
|
some part of the water must be lifted also throws undue sides. Even with thorough adjustment
is always
BOILER
work on the engines, although it is not so regarded by all loss of water, owing to the space which there
must
be
left
ENCINE
engine-men. Professor Airey mentions a case of a wheel between the wheel and the masonry. In order to prevent
which he visited, the attendant on which’ took con- this loss, some wheels have rims or shroudings on the
siderable pride in his wheel because it lifted the sides, which partially or wholly enclose the water. If
water well up into the air, regardless of the fact only
partially shrouded, only a portion of the leakage is
that the steam power by which all this water was stopped,
if wholly, a difficulty arises in providing for
tossed in the air had to be paid for, and was so much the escapeand,
the air contained in the
between the More recently the practice of some of the Italian engiwaste of aggayy" Trans.” Inst. C.E., vol. xxxii.) two scoops,of which
consequently do not become fully neers has been to make the wheels of iron, the scoops
There is also loss from leakage of the water between charged.
being inclined at about 60 deg. to the radius and formed
the wheel and the sides and bottom of the masonry
The scoops are generally flat boards bolted to the with a double curvature, a sliding iron shuttle being protrough in which the wheel revolves. In the event of the start
posts
and
dripping
from
the
radial
line
at
an
angle
surface of the land drained becoming lower—a frequent varying from 20 to 40 deg. Owing to the variation in vided so as to‘admit the water to the lower part of the
occurrence—it becomes necessary to deepen the drains both the external and internal water-levels, it is impos- wheel only—“ Trans.” Inst. C.E., vol. lxvvi., p. 402. At
and lift the water from a lower level, involving the sible to fix the scoops at such an angle as that they should Gouda, those of the scoop wheels erected in 1857 were
subsequently changed to wheels having curves with the
owering of the wheel, or the lengthening the scoops, and
enter and leave the water in the way most favour- concavity towards the outer water, one having the conreconstructing the masonry breast of the course, an always
tothe discharge. The larger the angle which the scoop cavity towards the inner water, and two with the water
expensive and difficult work, owing to the foundations able
forms with the surface of the water the better the scoop nearly flat. The difference in the delivery of these wheels
being generally built upon piles.
enters,
and the better hold it gets on the water; and the was slight, the first-named giving, on the whole, the best
Most of the old scoop wheels employed in the drainage larger the
angle of egress the better the water leaves the result. These have since been changed to fiat scoops. As
of landare unnecessarily wastefulof power. Sir G.B. Airey, scoops;
the more the angle of ingress is a matter of experience, wheels with flat scoops give the
then Astronomer-Royal, who examined one of these improvedconsequently
the
becomes the delivery. If the angle best results when all circumstances are taken into
machines at work, for the drainage of a large district in of ingress be worse
too
small,
much of the scoop comes in consideration.
the Fens, was of opinion that four-tenths of the power contact with the water too
on first entering, and instead of
The inlet and outlet courses for the. water are conapplied was wasted, which might be saved by a proper drawing it gently forward,
it back, causing a dis- structed of masonry, the wall of the engine-house generarrangement of the parts, in which opinion he was con- turbing element detrimentalbeats
to
the
discharge.
If
the
firmed by Sir W. Cubitt. Many of the wheels do not angle of egress-be too small, the water does not drip off ally being placed on the inner side and the shafting from
the engine passing through an opening. ‘The outlet
give off a useful effect of more than 30 per cent. of the the
scoop readily, but a portion is carried up with it above channel is provided with either single or double selfpower applied.
of the surface of the water, the height to which acting doors, ae Ngee to the size of thechannel. These
By improvements recently effected in the engines the level of
the extra water is lifted in some wheels due close automatically when the wheel stops. In some cases
and wheels used for the drainage of Deeping Fen, more the
to
this
cause
being as much as 6ft. to 8ft., while the these doors are placed close to the wheel in a set-back in
than double the quantity of water was raised, the con- remainder is lif
from 2ft. to 3ft. The undue work the masonry. A disturbance is thus caused in the flow
=
of coals being at the same time reduced 42 per thrown on the engine
from this cause may be realised of the water by the alteration in the size of the channel
cen
|
when
it
is
considered
the lift of these wheels seldom and by the water striking against the framing of the
The scoop wheel in its simplest form—Fig. 1—consists exceeds 10ft., and isthat
frequently
only half this. The loors and the angles of the masonry. To ensure an even
of an axle, upon which are fastened discs, to which angle at which the scoop is xt should
regulated by flow and prevent eddies the outlet channel should have
are attached radial arms A, terminating at the other end the relative mean levels of the internalbe and
external the same width as the wheel, and gradually widen outin the rim B, upon which are fastened arms with boards water.
:
wards to the outfall drain. The sides should be smooth,
called “scoops,” C. The wheel revolves in a trough, conThe
most
common
rule
is
to
fix
the
scoops
so
that
and free from any projection or recesses, and the door
nected ‘with the drain on the one side and the river or angles of ingress and egress with the mean internal their
and
place of discharge on the other. The scoops beat or lift external water levels should be equal. Inspector Beijer removed to some distance from the wheel. The breast of
the water from the lower to the upper side, the water wick, the engineer of the Zuidplas and Haarlem recla- the raised outlet cill should be rounded off. When the
level of the water in the outfall drain varies much in
1 For article No, IV., see Tae ENoreer, March 4th.
mations, who has paid much attention to this matter- height and the wheel is run with a large load of water
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and show besides the modes of arming and protecting
the principal armour-clad ships now in existence or being
built. Indeed, it is difficult to think of any matter pertaining to the construction and navigation of ships that
has been omitted in the work.
M. Hauser’s book is, without doubt, a most valuable
treatise and a meritorious production; but in our opinion
it falls short of what a text book should be, just inasmuch
as it is so profuse and exhaustive. The chapters on the
construction of the hulls of iron and steel ships are all
that could be desired, and if the author were to produce a
book containing only chapters 21 to 35 inclusive—or 158
out of the 577 ae would render a good service to
the youngshipbuildersof France; few of whom we imagine
are prepared to pay 80 francs for two massive volumes
which treat largely upon subjects that do not properly
belong at all to i,
naval construction, For instance, 138
es and 55 plates are devoted wholly to
wood shipbuilding, which at the present time can be of
little more than historical interest to anybody. It is
true that a wood cruiser has just been launched at Rochefort, but she will probably be the last of her race, and the
wonder is that she has been built at all. The conservative prejudices which permitted a wooden corvette to be
built in the Royal dockyards within the
past twelve years
and wooden armour-clads to be built in France even two
years later should ere this have disappeared, and
LITERATURE.
especially in the country which first successfully employed
Cours de Construction Navale professé & U Ecole d’ Application du mild steel in war-ship building.
The work is evidently intended primarily for the use of
Génie Maritime. Par A. Havser.
is: E. Bernard et Cie.
students under training for the 1
dockyards, and
1886.
Navat architecture was scientifically studied in France perhaps a subordinate purpose is that of a book of
for at least a hundred years before similar methods were reference for the guidance of the constructive officers in
applied to the development of ship construction in this the several arsenals. To those who desire an acquaintcountry. During our wars with France in the eighteenth ance with the details of mercantile shipbuilding the
century, their ships were, in most cases, superior in form volumes will be of but little service. Here and there
and sailing qualities to our own, and it was not unusual reference is made to the rules of Lloyds’ Register and the
to model new line-of-battle ships for the Royal Navy upon Bureau Veritas ;but to collect the scatterea grains of
the lines of those captured from the French. Our successes information relating to such details as concern the private
in those naval wars are attributable rather to our seamen shipbuilder, it would be necessary to toil through
than to our ships. The superiority of French naval design an enormous quantity of, to him, comparatively uninwas largely due to the energy and intelligence of Colbert, structive reading. It could scarcely be expected that
the celebrated Minister of Louis XIV., who, finding the a professor engaged in the instruction of Government
French Navy to consist of only four or five serviceable pupils at a national arsenal should be in a position to
vessels, took such steps as led to the production within write usefully upon the construction of ships intended for
little more than ten years of a navy which baffled the commerce. This has more than once been exemplified in
combined fleets of Spain and Holland, and claimed the the shipbuilding literature of our own language. The exmastery of the Mediterranean. The first frigate built for amination papers which are set to the students of naval
the Royal Navy—the Constant Warwick—was copied b: architecture at our science classes every year show unmistakable evidence of their origin at the Admiralty office.
Cromwell’s Chief Constructor, Phineas Pitt, froma Frenc
vessel of that type which visited the Thames ; and Sir It is much to be regretted that this should be the case;
Anthony Deane, who became Chief Constructor in 1686, and remembering how small a-proportion is borne by the
found himself compelled to imitate the best French warship tonnage, built every year, to the tonnage of new
models, such as that of the well-known Superbe, of seventy- merchant shipping, the attention usually given to the
four guns, in preparing designs for the Navy. This latter, both in text books and examination papers,
wholly inadequate.
practice was followed until close upon the beginning of the —
. Hauser’s description of the methods and processes
present century, and ceased only when the Government
had provided means for giving our constructive officers a of shipbuilding adopted at the French dockyards points
scientific training such as had so long been afforded at to a degree of elaboration and nicety excelling even that
of our own Government establishments. He is careful,
the French technical colleges.
But although the British Schools of Naval Architecture however, tostate that the private shipbuilders of France
of 1811, 1848, and 1864, have provided us with such con- do not usually pursue the same laborious and, certainly,
structors as Peake, Reed, Barnaby, and White, besides a unprofitable courses. The amount of pains expended
score of others, scarcely less distinguished, France has upon iron and steel shipbuilding very often varies in the
nevertheless held her own in the race of scientific develop- inverse ratio of the workman’s experience and skill; for
ment, and her naval constructors are among the first in a man who is constantly performing the same kind of
the world. In 1858 she initiated armour-clad construc- task is able to dispense with many precautions which
tion by laying down the Gloire, while, in 1873, M. de are indispensable to the success of his less practised comBussy, the eminent French constructor, commenced to petitor. Extreme division of labour is one of the chief
build the Redoubtable of steel, and thereby inaugurated causes which lead to the rapid and economical production
the steel age of shipbuilding.
It was not until 1875 of ships in our private shipyards; and many of the
that our first steel ships of war, the Iris and Mercury, methods explained in the work before us are unknown in
were laid down, and the employment of steel in those the Clyde and in the North of England, simply because
ships is distinctly traceable to the visit made by Sir N. the necessity for them has never been experienced. Even
to be exercised in the
Barnaby in 1874 to the French dockyards. The barbette with all the care that ap
system of mounting ordnance in armour-clad ships was French dockyards, they meet with a greater proportion of
first adopted in France, and in many other important failures than would be tolerated in this country. The
particulars our neighbours across the Channel
have in author at one place counsels the ordering of a greater
recent years shown themselves to be as enterprising and number of beams than are required for an iron ship in
ingenious as ever they were in all that relates to the order to provide for those which are spoilt in forging
science of naval design. The transition from wood to their knees ; and when describing the success experienced
‘iron afforded us from the first a great advantage in the in the use of mild steel, he points to the failure at the
building of mercantile shipping, and that advantage is shipyard of only fifteen tons out of 3190 asa satisfactory
still maintained. France does not compete very strongly result. Mr. Ward, of Messrs. Denny and Co., at Dumwith us for the production of the world’s merchant barton, informed the Institution of Naval Architects last
shipping. Our mineral resources are greater than hers, year that of 48,000 tons of mild steel wrought upon
pieces,
and our workmen produce more cheaply, notwithstanding their premises, donsisting of about 350,000
often
that their rate of wages is much higher than is paid in only twelve pieces'had failed, and that his firm
France. War-ships cost more per ton to build in France lost more than four times that amount in a single iron
than in our own dockyards, notwithstanding the reputed vessel. M. Hauser claims that the iron and steel shipidleness and wastefulness of the latter establishments, and building of France will stand comparison with that of
even with the advantages of a Government subsidy mer- this country in regard to quality, although not in respect
to quantity. But upon looking over what he has to say
cautile shipbuilding in France is not a growing industry.
Whatever cause may be assigned for the decline of the about rivetting, which is so important an item in iron and
shipbuilding industry in France, it certainly cannot be a steel ship construction, we are not disposed to concede
want of excellent technical schools, nor a deficiency in the that claim. It seems that zigzag rivetting is still adopted
literature of naval architecture. The work before us is for the bottom plating in French dockyards, both in the
an evidence of what has just been stated. If all that is laps and butts ; and M. Hauser sees an advantage in one
contained in M. Hauser’s book is taught at [Ecole ofthe lap rivets passing through the line of the butt
d@ Application du Génie Maritime, then both professors and —which is scarcely avoidable with this system—inasmuch
pupils have plenty todo. This “course of construction” as it serves as a stop-water thereat. A butt that requires
is in two large volumes, one of which contains 577 pages, a stop-water at each extremity should not be permitted
quarto, of letter-press, and the other is a still larger book, in the bottom plating of a vessel, and the attitude assumed
containing 340 plates, showing 1771 distinct figures. The oF Lloyds’ Committee towards the zigzag arrangement
59 chapters into which the work is divided refer to of rivetting is a sufficient condemnation of that system.
a several other particulars we fail to agree with
wood, iron, steel and composite construction. The book
describes in the most detailed manner all that can well be M. Hauser’s teachings on practical shipbuilding; as, for
to his me ete of horizontal watersaid upon laying-off, building, launching, rigging, fitting, instance, in re;
armour-plating, equipping, painting, docking, pumping, tight doors, which, as is well known, were largely conventilating, surveying, repairing, and even Tocaicin -up tributory to the loss of the Oregon. Had vertical doors
of ships. We learn in it all about the tides, modes of lift. been fitted to the bunker bulkheads of that vessel they
ing sunken ships, the construction of docks, basins, patent could not have been jammed by a few pieces of coal ; and
slips and floating docks ; the making of masts, spars and even if not completely closed, they would have been
sails ; the fitting of cabins, store-rooms,
ines, shell- sufficiently so to have effectually kept the machinery
rooms, and chain-lockers ;the stowage of anchors, and space free from large quantities of water. But, on the
even such minor details as the fittings of cook-houses, whole, the portion of the work devoted to practical shipbaths, and latrines. The plates illustrate all these things, building’in iron and steel is both sound and instructive.
the scoops as they come round churn up and move round
a large quantity of water without discharging it. The
wheel thus becomes choked, and’ does not part with -its
load as efficiently as it otherwise would. To obviate this
movable breasts have been fitted to some of the old
wheels, which can be raised or lowered to suit the level
of the water. The wheel at Podehole has thus been
altered (see figure). On the breast of the outlet cill an
iron plate has been fitted in a recess cut in the masonry.
This plate is hinged to another plate which lies on the
floor of the outlet channel. By means of a segmentaltoothed rack geared into a pinion on the windlass this
movable breast can easily be raised or lowered, and the
cill of the discharging channel adjusted to the height of
the water. A similar arrangement has
been carried out
in the large wheel on the Hundred Foot River, and the
discharge in both cases has been very greatly improved.
Experiments made by the superintendent of the latter
wheel showed that with the same pressure of steam in
the boiler, and other circumstances
being the same, the
number of revolutions of the wheel—5Oft. in diameter—
increased about one-third, or from 31 in three minutes,
with the movable breast lowered, to 41 in the same time
when it was raised its full height of 4ft., making a total
rise of 8ft.
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The chapter on rivetting is particularly valuable, and most
exhaustive ;but we gather from it that there is a much
greater — of practice in France than in this countr
in regard to the sizes and spacing of rivets. Even each
arsenal is a law to itself in this particular. M. Hauser
very properly advocates the use of machine rivetting,
wherever it is practicable to do so ; but, judging by what
he says of the frequency with which he meets with malformed rivet-heads, we conclude that in this particular,
too, British workmen have an advantage over their Gallic
fellow-craftsmen.
No
portion of M. Hauser’s work is more interestin
than
that in which he details the history of the steel
question, and explains the chemistry of mild steel. His
work is, however, incomplete, insomuch as he has omitted
to record the valuable experimental results attained in
this country or any equivalent for them. No treatise
upon the use of steel in shipbuilding is educationally
complete which omits the investigations made since 1875
by the British Admiralty and Lloyds’ Register of
Shipping. The longitudinal system of framing war ships
is descri
in all its many varieties, and it is to
be regretted that the author has not provided
ually valuable and complete data respecting the
cellular system of framing merchant ships. The description of merchant ship ballast-tank construction is
similarly incomplete and unsatisfactory.
Upon the
subject of launching M. Hauser is a most explicit
authority. We are not aware that so much upon that
subject a ever been written before. Many modes of
launching are described, some of which seem to be
‘saterrd to French shipbuilders. At all events, the
unching of a ship appears to be looked upon as a much
more formidable task in that country than in this.
Failures do sometimes occur in launching British-built
ships, but they are extremely rare. It is comforting to
find that even in France the same troubles are at times
experienced. M. Hauser very properly looks upon the
calculation of stability in the launching condition as
a prudent, and indeed necessary, preliminary condition for
a safe and satisfactory launch of a ship.
Regarding what is written in this book upon docks,
basins, patent slips, anchors, chains, cabin and hold
fittings, pumping, flooding, drainage, sail-making and
rigging, we do not purpose making any comment except
that much of it appears to be of an antiquated character,
while a great veal is undoubtedly up to date. It
surprises us, however, to see so much space devoted to the
construction of wooden masts and spars, while so little is
said about masts, yards and bowsprits made of iron and
steel. One rarely or never sees such thing as a large
mast or yard being made of wood in this country
now-a-days, but the construction which is with us an every
day occurrence finds scarcely any treatment in this large
work. It is quite possible that, as in England, the Royal
dockyards a Venlo are behind the merchant builders in
many respects, and that this is one instance of the kind.
In a work prepared by a sub-director of a Government school of naval architecture we may reasonably
expect to find a great deal about armour-clads, guns,
torpedoes, cruisers, and the like. It is so in this instance.
The text and illustrations referring to purely warlike
material are most copious and instructive. The work
will doubtless be carefully studied at Whitehall, and we
commend the attention of their lordships to the following
sentences which occur on the last page of M. Hauser’s
book. “C'est donc plut6t sur mer, que par l’attaque de
ses ports, que l’on cherchera A frapper l’adversaire dans
sa richesse,
S$ ses ressources vitales: des croiseurs,
plus rapides que les
uebots, doivent poursuivre sans
relache le pavillon ennemi. C'est surtout avec eux que
Yon pourra conserver pour son usage, en les interdisant
aux autres, les grandes routes de l’Ocean.”
Exterior Ballistics. By James M. Incauts, Capt. 1st Artillery,
U.S. Army. New York: D. Van Nostrand.
WE do not pretend to have done justice to this book.
It calls for months of study, and the application of high
mathematics. We can now, however, state that those who
devote themselves to this branch of work speak most
highly of this book. Professors Bashforth and Greenhill
both have expressed strong opinions in its favour. The
work is done in a good shape, and is rather in advance of
any hitherto published ; the method of Siacci in which
the (A) function of altitude is employed, being embodied
for the first time in a work in the English language. The
writer appears to have largely employed the data suplied by Mayevski and Russian authorities, although
iain Greenhill, and Flogel and Krupp are fully quoted.
Major Mackinlay has reviewed this work favourably in
the “ Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution.”
We are almost tempted to hope that the number of
American artillery officers who read it easily is very
limited, as we fear that the mathematical standard 1s
higher than in our own service.
WATER-RAISING

MACHINES.

Ay interesting experiment has lately been made in
Messrs. Cail’s workshops. The trial was of an apparatus,
the outcome of a laboratory machine,adescription of which
was given in 1882 at the Académie des Sciences, and more
recently at the Société de Physique. The elevation of
water has for a long time been effected by rotar
machines. They all consist of a fixed case, in which
winged
discs raise water by centrifugal force. The height
attained by these machines is at the most30metres. Messrs.
Gwynne and M. L. D. Girard have each successively
invented machines. That of the latter has attained a
water elevation of 40 metres. M. F. de Romilly has
since obtained by his laboratory machine a water elevation of 200 metres. This machine, of very simple construction, is formed on different principles from the
others. It is the outer casing which revolves, and in this
cylinder a fixed tube bearing an especial ajutage or
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ig. 1, plunges into the circulating water. ‘The
poorly a inrotation, the liquid under the action
of the centrifugal force forms a ring clinging to the
interior wall, just as the milk does in a cream separator.
The tube T presents its orifice to the current, and thus
receives the water as it whirls
within its circle. The water
rises in this tube to a height
corresponding to its speed. It
is seen by this that the height
to be attained is only limited by
the speed.
Several circumstances may
present themselves in practice.
The turbine may be Sad on
the level at which the water
enters, its only work being to
throw it toa determined height.
This is the most simple case.
If the water runs
in above the level of the rotating case, the fall of
water can be utilised to increase the ascending force,
or the water level may be below that of the turbine
and necessitate suction, as will be seen further on. One
of the most important parts in a machine of this kind is
the lubricating apparatus. This has led the inventor toa
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particular arrangement, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. A good
result has been obtained by employing two small turbines
RR placed upon the axis itaelfwhich it has to lubricate,
each enclosing one of the points of the axis and the
hollow fixed screw, They work like the large turbine.
The oil is conducted from the small turbine into the
hollow screw by a small tube, from thence to the extremity
of the axis, which, by its rotation, throws it into the
small turbine, from whence it returns to the hollow screw
in increasing circulation. A sight feed lubricator is inserted
into the tube LL, that the passage of the oil may
be seen.
These small turbines turn in a contrary
direction to one another, whatever may be the plane in
which the large turbine revolves—Fig. 2. The inventor
has, besides, invented two suction apparatus. The first is
formed on the following principle :—If a jet of liquid be
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litres. By the second method the same pneumatic
results can be obtained by employing a suction tube
called a “spirelle”—Fig. 4—which plunges into the water,
and is provided with a slot running in the direction of the
circle ;one of the edges of this slot should be ;4,mm.
lower than the other. The other end of the tube communicates with the emptying receptacle.
There is one objection to the use of this machine, which
Le Genie Civil calls a pneumatic machine, and that is the
necessity of largely increasing the volume of the jet in
order to have a
ter periphery for carrying off the
gas. The single jet has therefore been replaced by a
series of small circular orifices, to the whole of which the
same circumference must be given. To find out what
number of orifices are equal to a given section, they proceed as follows :—
R, the exterior circumference of the annular channel
or groove ;
a, breadth of the channel;
r, circumference of the small orifices;
n, their numbers ;
We get—
R=nr,
«Rt —2x(R—-a)* =ner'*,
Thus—
2 Ra —at*=nr*,
Dividing by the first equation, we get—
a?
2a —
=7;
a* being very small, may be dispensed with, = and finally
obtain
r= 2a
then
r= R.
2a
For a machine of 10-horse power 2400 orifices would
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made to fall upon a surface of the same liquid in sn
the air is drawn into its depth in numerous bubbles,
which afterwards rise to the surface; but if the level can
placed above the jet, the bubbles, once produced,
coming from below, cannot return to their original level.
If a liquid jet be drawn into the tube A, the air or the
gas which surrounds it will be separated from it in the
chamber F—Fig. 3—which is interposed between the
supply tube E and the driving tube A, and into which the
tube T penetrates, communicating with the emptying
recipient. The liquid which is then made use of, returns
to the turbine and repasses into the tube A indefinitely, carrying with it fresh air or gas bubbles.
With this arrangement the exhaustion can be done
with mercury.
At 700 mm. of mercury it can_ be
carried off in eight minutes into a receptacle of 5 hecto-

FIG.SA
be required, an impracticable number. A more practical
solution will have to be found, but meanwhile the
apparatus working as a pump gives very satisfactory
results.
In the apparatus which has been constructed and
tried, the design of which is given in Figs. 5 and 5a, very
satisfactory
results have Ces obtained in dealing
with small volumes of water; what its capabilities might
be under further experiments are yet to be determined.
The most important organ of the apparatus is the
ajutage at the end of the raising tube A.
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
REPORTS.
Chinese native cloth at Pakhoi.—Pakhoi is the port of import
of a district lying just within the tropics—a district neither
populous nor rich—in which the common people are but imperfectly acquainted with European manufactures, and their
costume consists almost universally of cotton cloth. This cloth
may be divided into three kinds—foreign cloth, such as grey
shirtings and tea cloths; homespuns of Indian yarn ;homespuns
of imported Indian or Chinese raw cotton. The consular
report contains description and prices of the various kinds
of native cotton cloth in use in this district. Eight samples
accompanying have been sent to the Manchester Chamber of
Commerce. The conclusion states that Chinese dyeing makes a
wonderful difference in the closeness of the texture and the
length of the material. The undyed stuffs contain no China
clay, plaster of Paris, and such like abominations. Manchester
goods, to take their proper place in this as in other markets in
China, must be honest stuffs, such as Chinese peasants can wear
and wash for
Italy: Customs duties.—The following decisions, affecting the
classification of various articles which have been the subject of
disputes, have recently been given by the Italian Customs
authorities :—Copper plates, perforated for bottom and sides of
ships, Category xii., No. 186), 4s. Ofd. per cwt. Fittings of
carriages of iron, cast or nickeled, Category xvi., No. 297a,
£1 4s, 04d. per cwt. Iron articles having the appearance of
tubes, but not being actually tubes, Category xii., No. 18lab,
4s. 94d. per cwt. Iron locks, not polished, Category xii., No.
18lab, 4s. 93d. per cwt.; if ornamented with other metal,
5s. 84d, per cwt. Iron in the form of rails not intended for
railings, but for the construction of machines for weighing railway wagons, the iron having been subjected after rolling to a
special process at the ends, Category xii., No, 181a, 4s. 94d. per
ewt. Iron rods which after having been rolled are bent in the
form of a circle, Category xii., No. 18la, 4s. 9$d. per cwt.
Mowing machines, Category xii, No. 198c, 2s, 54d. per cwt.
Weighing machines, composed chiefly of wood, Category xii.,
No. 198¢, 2s. 54d. per cwt.
Russia: Industries and manufactures.—Russia has been for
tov long looked upon as a purely agricultural country, and after
having suffered severely from competition with America and
Australia, has had to consider other means of utilising her
natural resources. The industries of Russia have made enormous progress lately. There has been a steady decren$e in the
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importation of manufactured products, caused partly by the
heavy import duties now charged, but also to a great extent by
the increased ability of the home manufacturer to supply goods
of a satisfactory quality, especially in the cotton industry,
whether as regards cheapness, originality of design, or quantity.
The British Consul-General in Persia has re
that Russian
interests are threatening to drive English
out of the
Persian market; but this is partly due to the fact that English
manufacturers think it sufficient to send a very poor class of goods
to that country.—These optimist views of Russian industry
should be compared with those contained in the report on
Russian trade for the year 1885, in page 123 of THe ENGINEER
for 18th February, 1887, which states that the manufacturing
districts of Russia, instead of developing, are suffering from
great depression, and the manufacturers are calling for protection agaifist the internal competition of Poland.—Metallurgic
industry is represented in Russia by 143 establishments for
casting metals, employing annually 4036 workmen, and
producing goods worth £242,000. There are 41 manufactories for rails, employing 11,500 operatives, and turning out a
value of £1,589,700; 261 manufactories of machinery, employing 41,300 men, and producing goods valued at nearly
£4,000,000; 61 nail and wire factories, employing 3754 hands,
and producing goods of the value of £879,200; 254 manufactories of various articles in metal, employing 11,500 hands, the
aunual produce amounting to over £750,000; 182 factories for
bronze and copper articles, employing 5820 workmen, with a
production of £713,300; 33 bell foundries, with a production
worth £115,000; and 47 establishments for gold and silversmiths’
work, employing 1364 workmen, with an estimated annual production of £216,300. The value of the product of metallurgical
industry has gradually fallen from £5,029,100 in 1882 to
£4,971,100 in 1883, and to £4,606,000 in 1884, diminutions of
1°2 and 8°4 per cent. The report contains details similar to the
above respecting the other industries of Russia. The total product of the various industries of European Russia in 1884 may
be stated as having been worth £152,145,300 from 33,815 manufactories, employing 932,094 workmen. Compared with 1879,
the number of manufactories has decreased by 959, or 93 per
cent., whereas the value of the production has increased
£23,109,100, and the number of workmen employed 71,065.
France.—Steam communication with Brest.—In this part of
France all branches of cc
ce have been during the past
year decidedly depressed, almost stagnant, and asa rule unprofitable. Capital has not been forthcoming, speculation has been
abandoned, and confidence in the future disturbed, while there
is at present no appearance of an early and permanent improvement. The imports at Brest show a decrease of nearly 4 per
cent. and the exports of 10 per cent., and with the exception of
L’Orient, both exhibit an important diminution at nearly all
other ports in the district. Trade between Great Britain and
this district cannot fail to be considerably increased by the
establishment of direct and frequent steam communication
between Brest and a British port. The opening of such steam
communication will probably at the commencement be a losing
business, but after a time it cannot fail to prove profitable,
not only to the shipowner, but to traders in general; for the
three departments of this district could after a little time
produce large quantities of articles required in England, such as
cattle, horses, farm produce, &c. Considerable correspondence
with English and Welsh merchants and shipowners has taken
place on the subject, and the fullest information and statistics
have been furnished them ; but none of them have appeared
disposed to commence an undertaking not yielding immediate
benefit, which cannot be expected here, as the trade will have
to be created. British shipping at Brest, as elsewhere in France,
continues to labour under peculiar difficulties in consequence of
the monoply enjoyed by shipbrokers. The exorbitant charges
made by shipbrokers and sanctioned by the French Government
fall almost exclusively on British shipowners, and this is owing
to the want of a knowledge of French on the part of the British
shipmasters, because, as established by a judgment of the Cour
de Cassation, any shipmaster knowing enough French to
prepare his ship’s manifest and make the necessary declaration
at the Custom House in that language is free to dispense with
the services of a shipbroker ; but while most foreign shipmasters have an elementary knowledge of French sufficient to
transact their ship’s business at the Custom House, the British
shipmaster, as arule, has no such knowledge. The consequence
is, that the foreign shipmaster who wishes to escape the trouble
of personally entering or clearing his ship, can make a bargain
with one of the shipbrokers and have his business done for a
mere trifle, while those shipbrokers invariably decline to make
any reduction in their charges to British shipmasters ignorant
of the French language.
Holland—Extension of trade with.—The United States Consul
at Amsterdam, having asked a Dutch merchant for his opinion
as to the best means of extending American trade with Holland,
received a lengthy reply dealing with various kinds of goods:
—“On the whole, there seems an extensive field here for
the American manufacturers, if they would turn out the goods
more generally suitable to the taste of the public. Good serviceable tools are too high in price, and can but in few, if any,
instances compete against the good and best makes sent from
England. The cheaper goods have been found to be so poor
that they are hardly any longer saleable. It appears to be a
great mistake, if not a folly, for industries to seek to overcome
competition by asking lower prices for their products of much
inferior quality, as when American manufacturers brought out
cast iron axes, hammers, and hatchets, which would fly to pieces
as soon as put to any hard use, with the result that the business
in these articles soon terminated. As for the rest, American
cast iron ware is in most respects superior to any other, and
many good models have been copied by English and French
artificers, and now find ready markets. It is a mistake that a
majority of American houses will only sell for cash against bills
of lading. Purchasers on a small scale for the retail trade prefer
to let the business alone to paying for the goods before they
have a chance of seeing them. A credit of from one to three
months, such as your manufacturers and wholesale dealers
extend to the home trade, would ensure a large increase of their
exports. The establishment of sample exhibitions on a large
scale, at the principal centres, would prove very beneficial, and
the expense of commercial ‘travellers carrying samples would be
saved. Articles intended for the markets here must be of
recognised solidity, soundness, and taste; and at such prices
and on such terms, &c., as similar goods can be procured elsewhere. Cheap and poor goods must be shunned ; our public
here, like elsewhere, will pay good prices for good articles.
Your manufacturers and merchants in the pursuit of foreign
trade should not disdain to realise that there is yet many a
thing to be learned from the
people of Europe in similar occupations, and that if they would often send young folks over here
to perfect themselves in certain industrial pursuits, and become
familiar with and learn to appreciate certain of our tastes and
wants, the results would be most satisfactory.”
Norway—Line of steamers to Newdastle--The Government
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has proposed to the Storthing that a subvention of about £2770
per annum should be granted for the maintenance of a periodical steamship service between Bergen and Newcastle, with
the object of exporting Norwegian produce. Efforts are bei
made to induce the Government to divide the subsidy between
Bergen and Kragerée, a port about eighty-eight miles 8.S.W.
of Christiania, with a view to the establishment of a line of
Norwegian steamers between that place and Grimsby and
Hull.
Russia— Withdrawal of sugar bounties—Countess M. Branitsky has given orders for the closing of two of her large sugar
manufactories ; the one at Selivonsky, turning out annually about
40,000 tons ;the other at Kojamsky, about 24,000 tons of beetroot. The planters who supplied these works have been
informed of this resolution. News has also been received in
Kiev, from Smiéla, that Count Bobrinsky intended to close two
of his sugar manufactories. Hence we see that, owing to the
withdrawal of the bounties and the present crisis in the sugar
trade, two of the most solid producers of beetroot sugar are
guing to cease work.
Sweden—Formation of a General Export Union.—A society
called the Swedish General Export Union is being formed,
which will endeavour to open commercial relations with foreign
markets. It is proposed to appoint commercial agents abroad
to distribute catalogues of objects of exportation, and to form
exhibitions so as to bring foreign consumers in communication
with Swedish manufacturers. With the assistance of the Norwegian and Swedish Consuls abroad, the union will establish in
Stockholm an Export Pattern Museum, calculated to bring to
the notice of Swedish industrials the kind of articles which find
a sale abroad. The support of the Government has been
promised to the undertaking.
Switzerland
— Appointment of Industrial Secretary.— The
Swiss Government have determined to grant an annual subvention towards the salary of a new official, to be nominated by
the combined Swiss Industrial Associations, with the title of
Industrial Secretary, whose functions will consist in the examination of the social condition of the working-classes, under the
supervision of the Federal authority; in the institution of
inquiries in all cases where they ap’
necessary ; in the preparation of statistics of wages, and in the examination of
questions of insurance—in fact, to act as an agent between the
Federal Government and the industrial classes. His duties are
to be purely economic and in no way: political, neither can he
interfere in matters properly appertaining to the Government,
nor in the internal administration of the Industrial Associations
who are to be entirely unfettered in their selection of the
secretary. That official, though placed in communication with
the Federal Department of Commerce, will not be in any respect
under its orders. The Government at the same time reserve
the right to make such modifications in this institution as experience may suggest to be desirable.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
{We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
Correspondents, ]
THE RIACHUELO BRIDGE.
_ Sir,—Several queries as to the above bridge, illustrated by you
in October last, aving received attention, I venture to submit a
few —— which <2 en to me to be = paces, in the hope of
receiving the same courteous treatment that other co
have been accorded.
ss
(1) I note a remarkable resemblance between this bridge and
recent American practice. In fact, I should designate it an
Sen bridge oy gue Pa is American in outline and
general arrangement of parts, but agrees with
lish practice in
the ratio of the depth to the span, and in ovine Sinton instead
of pin joints. I have before me particulars of an American bridge
of nearly the same span. -264ft.—which carries a double line of
railway, and which has girders 45ft. deep, nearly twice the depth
at the Riachuelo. An approximate calculation that I have made
leads to the conclusion
that had the Riachuelo girders been made
40ft. to 45ft. deep, they would have required for equal strength
20 per cent. less material. Now, my first query is,
t countervailing advantage is there to justify this reduction in depth, and
consequent excess of material necessary to secure equal strength?
(2) I notice in the side elevation given on October 29th, p. 344,
that the vertical members are stiffened with what is known as
“ladder bracing.” This form of bracing is very common in
to me that
Australia, but I confess I never liked it. It ap
as the function of this bracing was to keep the column from bending, it should be designed on the same lines as the web members
of a girder, and that it was justas absurd to have crooked diagonals
in the panels of a strut as in the panels of the main girder.
Animated by this idea, I constructed several iron models of struts
and tested them to destruction, and found, as I expected, that the
ordinary ladder bracing yielded very easily, the extended diagonal
of each panel becoming straighter, while the compressed diagonal
became more crooked, as shown in the dotted lines on the accomanal
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panying diagram. By inserting a single straight diagonal—instead
of two crooked ones—in each panel, these diagonals running from
a to b, b toc, c tod, and d toe, I found that with rather less metal
and decidedly simpler and easier construction I obtained fully
25 per cent. more resistance to longitudinal compression. In view
of these results, I should like to inquire whether this form of
bracing possesses any practical advantage to compensate for its
deficiency in point of strength.
(3) The compression members of the web, including the great
terminal compression diagonal, are braced in a plane transverse to
the length of the bridge by a series of plates with alternating gaps.
Now, I must say that this seems to me
isely a’
to eonstructing an ordinary plate girder with every alternate plate of the
web left out. Would it not have been just as cheap to extend the
bracing plate from end to end of the member, or, if it be preferred,
insert a properly arranged system of latticing such as has been
atepted for the transverse distance pieces connecting the two top
booms ?
The preceding are my principal difficulties in connection with
the Riachuelo Bridge, and I should be very glad to know whether
the points I mention have been considered by the designers, and
whether there are any valid arguments in favour of the features
that appear to me objectionable.
W. C. Kernort, M.A.,
Professor of Engineering, University of Melbourne.
January 27th.
[It will be seen that Professor Kernot’s letter is not on the same
question as that upon which we closed the correspontlence on the
4th ult, With respect to ladder bracing for struts, it may be
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questioned whether one system is not as good as the other, for the
stresses to which such bracing is exposed are in practice never great
a to call upon it to prevent large deformation of struts.—
Ep, E.]
:
PORT OF ROSARIO DE SANTA FE,
Sir,—The following paragraph appearsin the Reporter of Rosario,
dated the 20th inst :—
_:
e
“Thecoil
of the heavy woodwork of thenew mole that is being
constructed by the railway, near the goods sheds at the Central
Station, on Wednesday, has been the topic in railway and maritime
circles here ever since. The foundations were made apparently
strong enough to stand for generations, and yet, as it seems they
had been reared upon quicksands, they suddenly gave way all of a
heap, and could not have made a more successful wreck had the
sinking been the work of an carthquake. If we are to look on the
bright side of such a catastrophe we can only congratulate all concerned that the collapse took place when it did, instead of a few
months hence, when the new mole would doubtless be covered with
men and goods.”
This is not the first accident of a similar nzture that has happened
to the moles of the Central Argentine Railway ; some years ago an
iron mole constructed by the company met with a somewhat
similar fate. A mole constructed by Mr. Casado, the chief owner
of the Western of Santa Fé Railway, suddenly disappeared in a
similar manner. Two moles belonging to the late Mr. Castellanos,
the founder of the first colony in the Province of Sante Fé, were
similarly destroyed, and two remaining moles constructed by the
same gentleman have only been maintained at a considerable and
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most influential residents, who, instead of being in the van of all
necessary and reasonable
ive measures, are in reality the
only obstacles to every kind of reform—I mean the notables, or
gentry of Canton.
The Viceroy had no real objection to the erection or establish.
ment of a ang organised works for the supply of good water to
the population of Cantcn, providing the works were undertaken in
a manner likely to prove satisfactory in every respect, without
entailing any expense on the Government, nor placing any unnecessary burdens on the people. He left the matter of water
supply to the decision of the local gentry, and these have condemned the —— as being fraught with serious dangers to the
lives of the inhabitants.
The gentry have urged as a plea for the non-introduction of
waterworks in Canton, the stupid, and very childish reason, that
with a water supply as that proposed, it would be possible to
poison the whole of the population, as it is without any means of
averting such a calamity in case of foreign invasion.
Now thisI
think proves to be a sign of a guilty conscience amongst the gentry,
It is well known that they once tried to poison the whole foreign
population, as well as the garrison of Hong Kong, by introducing
arsenic in the whole of the bread supply. A great deal of the
former supposed unhealthiness of Chusan and | Kong may
also be due to attempts at poisoning the water and food of ail
foreigners, but it is nevertheless a fact that those attempts failed
in their principal object, that is, to destroy foreigners—wholesale
as it were, Tn deouign invader would be so foolish and unnatural
as to attempt the wholesale destruction of an immense population
like that of Canton, by poison or otherwise; and if it were
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constant outlay. In fact, there is more than sufficient evidence to attempted, there are means available for frustrating such schemes.
show that these fixed moles are not suitable for the Port of Rosario, It isno doubt high time the modern schoolmaster were abroad in
owing to the false nature of the foundations and the destructive | Canton to enlighten the gentry.
There are three plans available for the water supply of this
floods of the river Parana.
In the year 1871 1 proposed to construct a floating stage, immense community or population. The first is a system of resersimilar to the landing stages at Liverpool, a tracing of which voirs in the White Cloud Mountains or neighbourhood for the
is enclosed. The plan is too limited to show the positions of retention of rain-water and the storing of itjin the wet season to
the Central Argentine or Mr. Casado’s moles; the former is a last out during the dry season. The second method is the boring
little higher up and the latter lower down the river, in front of the of several artesian wells in various parts of the city and suburbs,
rt highly | the which can easily be done at a reasonable cost, and without the
tive railway stations. The captain of the
approved of the project, inasmuch as the stage would be immediately use of iron pipes laid down under the pavement in the streets,
in front of the centre of the town and property belonging to the leaving the water supply to be delivered by water carriers as at
National Government Custom House, &c., and could also be con- present from the nearest artesian well. The third method is the
nected with the railway station by train or rail, As, however, I had pumping and purifying of river water from some place west of the
not sufficient influence, and the project apparently clashed with the | city and suburbs, and the delivery of the same through pipes laid
interests of the Central Argentine Railway, it was not proceeded in the wees a streets to several stations, whence it could be
| fetched y carriers, as at Shanghai. The second plan would probably
with.
As the Central Argentine Company is now constructing a tunnel | be the best if a constant supply of water could be depended upon
to connect its station with the port, it would evidently be advan- at all seasons, even in cases of great and long continued drought.
tageous to have an efficient landing stage that would cost less, and, That, however, is a matter of great uncertainty in a place like this
judging from past experiences, be more durable than the fixed with a population of a million and a-half or so of human beings.
moles now being constructed. I may further add that I proposed The third plan is, I believe, the one likelier to prove satisfactory in
to secure the land ends of the bridges of the floating stage on iron every respect—that is, there is an abundance of water at all times
cylinders similar to those fixed in the year 1854 to ca
the } of tae year, and it can be purified and rendered thoroughly wholesouthern railway bridge across the Riachuelo, and now also being | some by artificial means. Any quantity of it can be delivered in
erected to carry the new Ensenada Railway bridge across the same | any part of the city and suburbs where pipes can be laid, and a
stream, of which illustrations have recently been published. The | sufficient pressure can be given the water in the pipes to make it
sin:ple construction of the bridges to connect the stage with the available for the extinguishing of fires by simply applying hose to
shore, as shown in the cross section, I copied from a bridge that | hydrants in the street. I hope that the Cantonese will take these
W. Mesyy.
was built years ago near Wellingborough, to carry the Midland | matters into their serious consideration.
Railway over the Peterborough branch of the London and North- | Canton, China, February 14th.
Western Railway.
JAMES HapDock.
Buenos Ayres, January 23rd.
AN EXTRAORDINARY ENGINE TRIAL,
P.S.—As you appear to take an interest in engineering matters
Sm,—Under the above heading in your issue of December 10th,
in this
of the world, I send you particulars of the tenders 1886,
you
publish
an article on an engine trial at Melbourne, As
sent in for the construction of the syphon to convey the sew:
of the individuals interested, I wish in justice to myself to set
from Buenos Ayres across the Riachuelo, excluding names and odd one
right
a
few
inaccuracies
which have crept in, probably on account
dollars and cents :—First tender, 642,300 dols.; second tender, of the information supplied
you being incomplete. The indi287,900 dols.; third tender, 289,700 dols.; fourth tender, 427,700 eator borrowed from Professorto aden
for use on B.’s
dols. The contract has been let for 300,000 dols., being consider- engines ; the Professor did not send me tobyuseme it;wasit was
in perfectly
ably above the engineer's estimate.
good order, and the spring was not too strong, as you will see
from the diagrams in the accompanying article from the Victorian
Engineer, which are reproductions of those actually taken. The
WATER SUPPLY IN CANTON,
brakes were of no value at all as tests, but for that Jam not responSir,--We have quite recently had a revival of the question of sible, having gone to the show merely to take charge of the indiwater supply for this large city, but it has ended like the first time cator in use on B.’s engines. When the stewards and judges disin nothing being done. The water supply available at present is covered that A. had omitted to provide an indicator—he had one,
scanty in quantity and vile in quality. It is neither fit to drink or I believe, but had broken the spring—they requested me to attach
wash in. It is hard and of a rusty-looking colour, and imparts the one I had to his engine, and much against my will I did so,
that colour to everything that it touches, as effectual as if it was a having with the instrument by chance a sougine that would cone speed of B.’s engine may have
permanent dye. People who are obliged to drink it become subject nect it with A.’s cylinders.
to a most unpl
t skin di
which looks like common itch, been reduced from 180 revolutions to 120, but of that I know
but which is not so easily cured, and constantly re-ay
s in some nothing. The only record of the speed was taken by the judges,
part of the body. There is a small supply of clear-looking water who made it 170 revolutions. The decimals in the report refer to
i
, a8 you
supposed. I fail to see anything monstrous in such
available at times which is said to be good, but is not so in reality.
It is obtained from various small springs at the foot of the White an arrangement, although the usual method may be to calculate
Cloud Mountains. As these mountains are covered with graves it in horse-power per hour. There was no provision made for
and are simply an extensive burial ground, especially on this the separating the fuel used for getting up steam from that used in
southern side, it is evident that the water derived from springs at running the engines, and they were only run for half an hour.
its foot cannot possibly be very good. Having percolated through The fuel was wood, as no other was allowed on the ground, Natuthe graves of the dead before reaching the springs it is natural to rally the trial was a failure, as far as a comparison of pounds of
suppose it to have acquired some unpleasant properties not at all fuel per horse-power was concerned, but if it were sufficient to comcalculated to increase the healthiness of the population which has — the quantity used for getting up steam and running the engines
or half an hour, then it was a success, as this was conscientiously
nothing better to drink.
The river water again is also exceedingly unsatisfactory in done, and the only part that the indichtor played was to compare
various ways. Flowing as it does through many large and populous the power of the engines. As to the value of any trials of this
towns, it receives various animal, vegetable, and mineral elements sort there is little question. In country places here, where portable
of a contaminating nature, not at all pleasant to think of, before it engines are most used, fuel is plentiful and can be had for nothing,
reaches the homes of those who have to use it. It is, however, the and an engine that burnsa fraction of a pound per horse-power
vantage ;but an engine
most reliable source of supply, and if properly treated by filtration, per hour less than another has no speci
and thoroughly purified according to the most approved modern which is simple, has its working parts easily replaced, is strong,
over
scientific methods, would undoubtedly prove satisfactory to this and costs less to purchase and maintain, has many advan
immense population, whose greatest desire is to have an abundance another. As to the judges, they are quite able to defend themof good water at reasonable rates. Unfortunately for the majority selves, and’could no doubt onfnin their reasons for the course they.
of the population, they are enslaved by the caprices of a few of the took, You may add “ scandalous” to your description of the cor-
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in the Melbourne papers, if you please. My only part
he nes A defend myself from a personal attack; but I do not
ee how it affects the nes of colonial engineers as a body,
I am the only colonial engineer that took
for aspartfarinasit,1 amTheaware,
any
society concerned was the National Agricullatter I do not
of Australia, The
tural Society of Victoria—not
James B, LEWIS.
recollect having heard of before, e,
Melbourn
Works,
Prince’s Bridge
THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE,
Sin,—Although Mr. Marshall's paper on ‘Railway Brakes,”
read before the Society of Arts, is hardly worthy to be noticed on
account of its great number of absurd statements, and its utter
neglect of practical considerations, still the chief point developed
in his paper is so totally erroneous that I think it only right to
refer to it for the benefit of those who are not so well acquainted
with brakes, and who would perhaps be liable to jump at
-onclusions.
-_ point to which I wish to refer is Mr. Marshall's description
of the action of the triple valve of the Westinghouse brake, which
he characterises at poamers Jima re eae theoretical. In other
words, Mr. Marshall contends that the Westinghouse brake cannot
be regulated in practice. Now I have had this brake, amongst
others, under my supervision for some tere and during that time
have condu
many experiments both alone and conjointly with
Government officials on Continental railways; the results of these
experiments, as well as the thorough tests in daily working, have
convinced me, and lead me to say that the Westinghouse brake,
by virtue of the triple valve, is capable of being applied to all
degrees of intensity at the will of the person controlling the
brake valve. I have for hours watched the working of the
brake on a stopping train by means of pressure gauges
attached to brake cylinder reservoir, and train pipe, and
by a repeating triple valve moving conjointly with the one
working
the brake on the experimental coach, cut in section to
show its movements ; and it was thereby proved that, in ordinary
station stops and slows, and when running down long and steep—
2 per cent.—inclines, the brake was being applied, just as the driver
wished, either very coy or with full power, and to any degree
between. This is not an idle, speculative assertion, nor one based
on theory, but it is the performance of a mechanical contrivance
which I have over and over again seen myself, and it can be seen
by anyone who wishes to become clear on the subject. I have
known most experienced engineers who formerly were hostile to
this form of brake, say, after this ocular demonstration, “ how well
it—the triple valve—works ” and “how well it regulates.”
My experience has been extended to the working of this brake
on some of the most ae lines of Europe, lines which abound
in long and steep inclines; and I have not only had the opportunity
of observing, but also of working trains fitted with the Westinghouse brake running over these roads. I have never found the
brake power got exhausted, as Mr. Marshall assumes. If he were
intimately acquainted with the working of the Westinghouse brake
he would know—his experience would teach him—that before the
brakes are wholly released the reservoirs are by means of the
triple valve recharged ; and that therefore there is not the slightest
objection to take the brake off occasionally, should this be found
necessary. There is, however, a wide difference between taking
off the brake occasionally and a manipulation as described by Mr.
Marshall which is theoretically just as absurd as it is practically
wrong.
JOHN PLACE.
London, March 22nd,
[Mr. Place slays the slain. It is quite certain that the action of
the Westinghouse brake can be regulated with perfect ease and
certainty. Such regulation takes place, for example, thousands
of times daily on the Metropolitan lines of the Brighton Company's
system. Mr. Marshall must get hold of facts before he can express
valuable opinions,—Ep. E.]}

ENGINEER

closed under the new law, but in which its essential features have
not been adequately claimed. In such a case usually it will be
found that no amendment is possible that will make the patent
cover the invention properly. I believe I am correct in stating
that the Institute of Patent Agents wanted the law altered so that
an
ded specification might claim anything that was originally
described in it, but the Government would only allow an amended
specification to claim as much as, or less than, but certainly not
more than, it originally claimed. This makes all the difference in
the world, as any experienced patentee must well know.
The less a man knows, the more likely is he to prove a read
victim to the idea that it is true economy to save the few pounds
he would have to pay for a patent agent’s services. Of course
there is great danger of his getting into the clutches of some disreputable person. Inventors of the poorer class especially run
this risk.
But if the roll of patent agents that has been suggested
should be established, and due care taken to make it known
amongst the working classes how to set about selecting an agent,
it is to be hoped this diffi¢ulty will be overcome. The specifications
that go to prove the utter fallacy of the notion that it is economical
to dispense with the services of an agent are unfortunately only too
numerous.
In conclusion, then, for the reasons stated, I desire to say that I
regret the use that has been made of the name of the Institution
of Mechanical Engineers before the Board of Trade Committee. I
fear it is calculated to entirely mislead the public as to the opinions
of many members who, like myself, neither are, nor ever have
been, patent gt but who have had enough experience to know
that the official arrangements at the Patent-office, or any arrangements likely to be made there, are and will be necessarily such as,
if trusted to, will end only in disappointment, and probably ruin to
many deserving patentees who may be led to imagine that the
official examination will ensure the efficiency of their specifications
and the validity of their patents,
Adelphi, March 22nd.
M. Inst. M.E.

THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS AND THE
PATENT-OFFICE,
Sir,—In the recent report of the Board of Trade Committee on
the Patent-office, I see that a certain member of the Council gave
evidence as representing the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.
The following is an extract of the evidence stated in the report to
have been given by the gentleman in question:—‘“‘I can speak
with all praise of the very pleasant, bps an business-like way in
which assistance is given to those who prefer to take out their own
patents ;and I think it only due to the office that it should come
as from the Institution of Mechanical
ineers that this has
given general satisfaction to patentees and inventors if not to
patent agents.”
As a memter of the Institution, I think this is a matter that
demands some explanation. Unless I am mistaken, when a
number of members some years ago desired to have some action
taken ve Patent Law, the Council did not accede to the request,
because, as was understood, they were advised that it was not
within the province of the Institution, notwithstanding that not
long previously meetings had been held and resolutions adopted on
Patent Law,
If I am right, as I believe I am, how did the Council get over
the difficulty in regard to the action taken recently before the
Board of Trade Committee! In the next place, I would like to
know how many of the Council were present when the member
above referred to was authorised to appear and make the representations he is reported to have made to the Committee? So far
as I can remember, no general meeting of the members of the
Institution was called to consider the matter. Therefore I fail to
see how the member of the Council who appeared before the
Board of Trade Committee can be said to have represented the
Institution, even though he may have represented the views of
some members of the Council. Had I received notice of a meeting of the members of the Institution, I for one should certainly
not have voted in favour of any such statements as were made
before the Committee, because I consider the attempts to induce
inventors to apply for their own patents have been in the highest
degree mischievous, disastrous to patentees, and most inconvenient
to the public; and the evidence of the Comptroller and DeputyComptroller of the Patent-office tends to confirm this view. I believe
the member of the Council to whose evidence I have referred is
a patentee, though whether he employs a patent agent or not I do not
know, For my own part, although my education and experience
have been such as to qualify me quite as well as most engineers are
qualified to take out my own patents, yet notwithstanding the
experience I have had as a patentee—and a not altogether unsuecessful one—I have always abstained from trying so dangerous an
experiment. Ihave usually found that educated inventors have
realised the advantages to be derived from the assistance of an
experienced adviser, who, being constantly
ied in deali
with inventions and patents, must
rily know many things
that even the well-educated patentee will not have had the opportunity of learning. Undoubtedly, every inventor who prefers to
take out his own patents is entitled to do so, just as every man is
entitled to make his own will or to draw up the conveyance
of his own house or other eet But as I understand the
matter, it was more he gee ly for inventors of the poorer class
that the law was altered, with a view of enabling professional services to be on age with, and, regarded in this light, it seems to
me perfectly clear that, on the admission of the authorities themselves, and on the face of the report of the Board of Trade Committee, the attempt has been, as might have been expected, unsuccessful.
erefore, surely it is only honest to warn unwary
inventors, especially those of the poorer and less educated classes,
that except by obtaining the assistance of persons specially conversant with Lymer matters, they run serious risk of losing their
inventions and their money in their attempts to obtain patents.
There have been many cases in which an invention has been dis-

RAILWAY ROLLING STOCK.
Sir, —It would be interesting and instructive to know where your
correspondent ‘General Expenses and Profit” gets his facts
from.
Well-managed wagon and car builders have made—or I should
say paid—5 per cent. dividends, and in some cases much more, for
years
t. What is the equitable footing your correspondent
wants! I maintain, and I think you will agree with me, that if we
are to carry out ‘‘the survival of the fittest” idea, it would be
absurd to throw away the so-called benefits obtained by competition, unless we, at the same time change the whole method of
anarchial competitive working for the orderly co-operative
method. What is required to be understood is the fact that there
is too much capital invested in the manufacturing of rolling stock.
Here are the solid facts:—(1) All the large English railway
companies now make their own stock. (2) European countries
are now closed tous. (3) European countries compete with us.
a Se railway work requiring rolling stock is now being inaugura
Taking your correspondent’s letter as showing the correct facts
of the case, the best question for ‘‘ General Expenses and Profit”
to put is whether the capital invested for profit had not better be
withdrawn from a failing trade, and whether the profits, about
which he is so much concerned, are possible only because the
possessors of capital take advantage of buyers’—railways and others
—and producers’—designers and workers—wants and necessities.
If ‘‘General Expenses and Profit” desires to form a “corner” in
rolling stock he will find it an impossible task. Nothing but a
system of universal co-operation can meet the ever increasing
national difficulty, which removes the whole subject from the
sordid field of mere “ profit mongering.”
:
FaBIAN.
Birmingham, March 17th.
ENGINE DRIVERS’ EYESIGHT.
Sir,---In your last issue, under the heading of ‘‘ Railway
Matters,” ‘reference is made to the testing of the eyesight of
engine drivers. No one could for one moment think of allowing a
man to be on an engine who could not distinguish signals, or see
for any necessary distance in front of his train. Unfortunately
there appears to be no standard test adopted for all railways, and
on some lines the test is theoretical, and not practical. In all
parts of the country meetings of engine drivers are being held
and resolutions passed requesting that they may be subjected to the
most careful practical tests—that is, that both by night and by day
they shall be taken on the line to see signals at any required
distances,
At the present time numbers of men who can see signals and go
through a practical test entirely fail to tell the names of certain
shades of coloured wool. They are then said to be ‘colour blind.”
But in fact this is nothing of the kind; they can see the colour,
but are ignorant of the name, and this ignorance causes them to
be suspended from duty and reduced to some lower position at a
very great loss of wages.
nfortunately, instances have occurred and been brought to the
notice of the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants, in which
the tests have been ‘‘ unfairly applied,” in order to remove certain
men from their engines. This naturally has caused a very strong
feeling amongst the men who suffer, and it has formed the subject
of a resolution by the committee of their Society. Having been
requested to reply to the paragraph referred to, I shall be much
obliged if any of your correspondents will express their opinions
upon what is the proper test for the eyesight of an engine driver.
CLEMENT E. STRETTON,
Consulting
ineer Amalgamated Society of
ilway Servants.
40, Saxe Coburg-street, Leicester, March 22nd.
THE VALUE OF SCIENCE TO THE ENGINEER.
, Sir,—Permit me to address a few words to your readers on the
above question. I have been prompted to write you after reading
the interesting articles bearing on the subject in your last two
issues, At the outset it is necessary to state that science means
nothing more than an orderly knowledge of nature and natural
law. Engineering is quite a different thing—it is an art —and is
concerned with the question, ‘‘ How a thing may be done.” In
other words, science is theory, so long as it is not transformed into
the practice of the engineer. The reason that science does not
reveal or anticipate the results of experience or practice is owing
to the fact that our knowledge of the former is imperfect. Practice
is perfect science. Hence the workshop mechanic may often
enlighten the learned savant in virtue of his more intimate
acquaintance with actual nature. The artisan’s science is genuine,
although, perhaps, somewhat confused. There is all the difference
between a professor of physics or pure thoretic science and a professor of practical engineering. It is a remarkable fact that the
very men who ought to be able to lead the way—our college
engineers—are barren of invention. What is the cause of this
deficiency?
I venture to think it is not the presence of their science or
mathematics--the more the better—but the absence of other essentials, a want of knowledge of the requirements of the day, and that
complete acquaintance with technical science which can only be
obtained by a workshop training. Take the greatest inventors of
the present century, with few exceptions they have been men
combining a knowledge of rule-of-thumb and science, but the latter
without the unnecessary refinements of the schookroom, Consider such names as Armstrong, Siemens, Whitworth, Bessemer,
and a number of others easily nameable.
I was gratified to read your candid criticism of Mr. Holmes’s
work on “The Steam ol the point. raised respecting the
starting of an engine and De Pambour’s theory brings home
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to_us again the old question we discussed some two years ago
—Newton’s third law, which seems destined to remain an
insoluble riddle, at any rate until some light is thrown
upon the nature of force. With an engine running with a
uniform velocity the power and resistance are manifestly equal;
to start on or accelerate the motion from zero to uniformity
demands that the power exceeds the resistance by a small residual
force. The discovery of the reactive force to this moving residua
force is the problem of the ‘‘ mystic law.”
What engineering students
require are a few plain books written
by practical men--men who would lay before them so much of the
science of the art as may be embodied in the first principles. Let
Newton’s first law be thoroughly explained, and it cannot fail to
afford the beginner an unbounded field for inquiry. I shall
never forget the first time the true tenour of that statement dawned
upon myself, Let us leave the transcendental questions to the
universities, the modern practical engineer has no time for such
things.
STEPHEN Eppy.
Colchester, March 16th.
BURTON-ON-TRENT SEWAGE ENGINES.
Sir,—But for Mr. Walker’s letter being so absurdly untrue wo
should not have troubled you further in a matter of such small
general interest. We deny that Mr. Walker did more in connection with the Burton engines than would be —_ from any
head draughtsman. The design is our own, and the results as to
economy—shown by the tests—though very satistactory have been
surpassed by other beam pumping engines of our make. Though
we wish to withdraw nothing from the testimonial which we gave
to Mr. Walker to help him in applying for a special situation, we
are very much surprised at the use he now makes of it. We shall
not again trouble you on this personal question.
Leicester, Mareh 23rd. *
GIMSON AND Co,
[This correspondence must end here.—Eb. E.]
MISSISSIPPI LEVEES.
THE following is from the report of Mr. Wm. Starling, chief engiay, 4 the Mississippi Levee Commissioners at the meeting held
t Jan
—
“Tt has doubtless not escaped the observation of the members of
the board that very great and rapid advances are being made in
completing the levee system on both sides of the river. The upper
district of the Mississippi will have the present season an almust
perfect line of levees, built to a height 31t. above high water, with
crown of 8ft. or more and standard slopes. The Arkansas levees
will be rebuilt, raised, and strengthened against the coming high
water, with the exception of three great gaps, and even they will
doubtless be closed during the next year. This prospect should
naturally turn our
s to our own imperfect system, not calculated at all for such a state of things.
What may be the effect of these wholesale closures upon the
high-water line is a matter upon which there is the widest diversity
of opinion. It was claimed by Humvhreys and Abbott, as the
result of elaborate investigations, that the levees would have to be
increased enormously in height. Their proprtions, calculated for
a grade lft. above high water, were :—From
la to Helena, 7ft.
above their present height. Thence to Island 71—near Concordia
—the height should be gradually increased to 10ft. Thence to
Napoleon, to be gradually reduced to 8ft. Thence to Lake Providence to be gradually increased to 1lft. Thence to the mouth of
the Yazoo, to be gradually diminished to 6ft., which height should
be maintained to Red River.
This computation was based on the great flood of 1858. In 1875
a board, composed of army engineers and civilians, was appointed
“to investigate and report a permanent plan for the rec
tion
of the alluvial basin of the Mississippi River subject to inundation.”
This board was
posed of G
ls Warren and Abbot, Major
Benyaurd, and Messrs. Sickels and Hebert. They had before
them the additional experience derived from the great floods of
1862, 1867, and 1874. Their conclusions were substantially the
same as those of Humphreys and Abbot.
General Comstock, by a different method of reasoning, comes to
a not very dissimilar conclusion. In his opinion, the
pletion of
the levee system would raise the flood line at Columbus 3ft., at
Fulton 10ft., at Helena 4ft., and at.Lake Providence 10ft.
Diametrically opposite to these is the view taken by Captain
Eads. This distinguished engineer thinks that the levees need not
be raised at all, that the increased velocity obtained by confining
the waters would cause such a scouring of the channel as to accommodate the increased volume.
The majority of the Mississippi River Commission appear to
think that a height three feet above the flood of 1882 would
probably prevent an overflow, though they do not profess to speak
authoritatively upon this point.
Between these widely differing opinions there is room for the
greatest latitude of judgment. It accords with our experience,
and it is the part of safety to assume that there will be an increase
in the height of the high-water line whose exact amount we do not
know, and to be prepared for this emergency by strengthening and
raising our levees to the utmost extent that our means will allow.
This enlargement is especially demanded in that portion of the
district extending from the extreme upper end thereof to about
Greenville. Below this point there are long stretches that are
already high and strong enough, and the work of enlargementwould be comparatively light. lt need not probably extend in
any event much below Mayersville, as here the influence of the comparatively low water at Vicksburg is felt, this low water being due
to the absence of the return flow from the breaks
in the Yazoo
front which formerly played such a prominent part in raising the
flood line at that point.
The contracts at present in force provide for raising the levees
from Coahoma line to Shelby’s below Mound Landing, to a uniform
grade 3ft. above the high water of 1882, but with a crown of only
2ft. This would answer against a sudden flood wave which should
quickly subside, but not against a prolonged high stage like that of
1882. The flood of 1886 was not in reality as great as that of 1882
or 1884, or even 1883. The river did not reach the same height at
Cairo, nor remain high so long. Moreover, the Arkansas and
White rivers were very low. Yet at the head of the district, and
at various points the flood line of 1886 was the highest ever known.
This may fairly be attributed to the partial rebuilding of the
levees above us and opposite to us, unless some other cause be shown
to exist. Had such.a volume as passed Cairo in 1882 been precipitated upon us last year, our defences would probably have been
found too weak and too low. Still more would this be the case in
the future, with not merely casual gaps closed, but with lines
perfected on both sides of the river.
It is therefore respectfully suggested to the board that they
consider the propriety and feasibility of a general policy of enlargement such as that sketched above, for which estimates will be
presented if required.”
.
A MEETING of engineers and others was held at the
offices of the London Chamber of Commerce, 84 and 85, King
William-street, E.C., on Thursday the 17th inst., Sir Bernhard
Samuelson, Bart., M.P., in the chair. Letters were read from a
number of important firms, including one from the Secretary of the
Engineer Employers’ Association of Manchester, approving of the
movement. On a resolution proposed by Mr. E. H. Carbutt, in his
capacity as President of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
and seconded by Mr. James Howard, it was unanimously agreed to
form an Engineering and Allied Trades’ Section in connection with
the London Chamber of Cx
Sir Bernhard Samuelson was
unanimously elected chairman of the section and comniitteé, which
nomination he aveepted.
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TxE Dolphin donkey pump, which we illustrate by the
accompanying engraving, comprises some interesting details, It
has a deep steam piston, in which are two passages communica.
ting one with each end of the cylinder, and with corresponding
passages in the cylinder casing. The piston is partially rotated
at each stroke by a pin projecting from it, carrying in its end
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hardened steel ball, which works ina cavity in the fly-wheel, as
shown in the section, Fig. 2. By the rotation of the fly-wheel,
the piston, in addition to the reciprocating motion, receives a
partial rotary motion which presents the steam and exhaust
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CONTRACTS OPEN.
TRINITY HOUSE SPHERICAL AND CONICAL BUOYS.
THE work to be executed under these contracts consists in the
construction and supply of 1 first-class, 2 second-class, 16 thirdclass, 14 fourth-class, and 5 fifth-class steel spherical buoys ; and
secondly, of 1 first-class, 1 second-class, 15 third-class, 12 fourthclass, and 6 fifth-class steel conical buoys, as shown in the several
engravings given herewith. The tenders are to be delivered at the
Trinity House on or before Monday, the 28th inst., to the Secretary of the Corporation of Trinity House, and marked ‘‘Tender
for
,” ke.
The first-class spherical and conical buoys are 12ft. diameter; |
the second-class, 10ft. diameter; the third-class, 8ft. diameter;
the fourth-class, 6ft. diameter ; and the fifth-class, 5ft. diameter.
The whole of the plates and angles are to be of Siemens steel, to
bear a strain of 30 tons per square inch of original area, and show |
a mean contraction of not less than 50 per cent. at point of fracture. The wrought iron to be of fine fibrous quality, to bear a
tensile strain of 22 tons per square inch original area, and show a
mean contraction of area of 20 per cent. The buoys are to be
single-rivetted throughout, the pitches being shown on the drawings. The manholes, manhole rings, mooring eye, mast sockets
to be as shown on the drawings, the dimensions varying with each
class. Of the spherical buoys the plates have the following thicknesses :—First and second-class: Spherical portion and bulkhead,
jyin.; waist, j,in.; bilge, gin.; sides of concave bottom, }4in.;
crown of bottom, fin. Third, fourth, and fifth-class: Thicknesses
the same, except that the sides of concave bottom are gin., and the
crown of bottom gin. Of the conical buoys the plates are :—
First and second-class sides and bulkhead, ;4in.; crown, jin.;
bilge, #in.; sides of concave bottom, }in.; and crown of same,
#in. Third, fourth, and fifth classes: Plates same, except coneave
bottom Zin., and crown gin. A 2in. gun-metal plug and socket
has to be provided for testing purposes, the test being water pressure to 5 lb. per square inch.
PFEIL’S

“RETORT”

MANGANESE

STEEL.

HW

HALF PLAN

stresses slowly applied. The steel proved, however, to be of the
very toughest kind, for it would withstand being nicked and bent
round away from or closed up at the nick. Bolts up to jin.
were tested by holding the nut fast in a vice, and then hammering the bolt until it was bent down at the screwed part
through an angle of 130 deg. and then taken out and doubled
down, and closed up with a heavy hammer on an anvil. The
screw threads were thus jammed up and compressed upon each
other on the inside of the bend, and opened out to double their
pitch on the outside ; still the steel did not break.
The material is being used for piston and other rods, and in
slabs for forging and welding into screw propellers for torpedoboats. It has also been tested for shields and armour-plate
purposes by the Woolwich authorities, with results that show
that its toughness and general behaviour are uniform. The
following table is from a report on tensile tests of three pieced
of manganese steel round bar, by Professor Alex. B. W. Kennedy.
In each case the “remarks” are, “finely granular in centre,
edges silky.”
Limits
:
Breaking
ss
|S
Dimensions.
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a x s2S\52z
S sé & ef
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Messrs. Prem and Co., London, are making bolts and nuts, bars
and plates, and various articles, from an extremely tough soft } From this table it will be seen that steel combines toughness
manganese steel which is made under their own immediate super- 4 and elastic strength in a most remarkable degree.
vision. In their large stocks of engineers’ requirements Messrs. | Some tests were also made with hooks forged of S.C. Crown
Pfeil and Co. are no longer keeping iron bolts, studs, and nuts; all | iron and this manganese steel, with the result that the iron
are replaced by these very mild steel bolts and nuts, and nearly hooks opened out equally with a pull up to 8 tons. With
all the engineering establishments of note, as well as our load in excess of this the iron hook opened faster than the
Government works, are using these bolts and nuts and steel. steel hook, and ceased to hold as a hook with 11°7 tons. The
We recently tested a number of these bolts by very rough and steel hook was still serviceable, and showed no signs of distress.
very severe trials in order to satisfy ourselves that these bolts
were really strong as against the very heavy stresses and strains
to which they are sometimes subject in practice, and to see
Royal AGRICULTURAL SocteTy.—We are requested to state for
whether the steel of which they are made would withstand the benefit of intending exhibitors at the forthcoming show at
bending, hammering close, and severe testing by hammeritig in Newcastle in July next, that the latest day of entry for machinery
various ways, or whether the steel would only withstand heavy and iniplements is Friday, the Ist of April.

ports alternately to the passages leading to the top and bottom
of the cylinder—see Figs 2 and 3. This motion enables the
piston to take the place of the ordinary slide valve and excentric.
The engine will run either way indifferently, according to the
connection made between
the steam ports and passages, a three-way cock
being fixed to change the
connection between steam
and exhaust where a reversing motion is required.
A large number of these
pumps has been sent out
during the last fewmonths,
and has, we are informed,
given the greatest satisfaction.
It is found
that the partial rotation of the piston keeps a splendid surtace on it, and the simplicity and fewness of the parts render
it most suitable for a donkey pump, which has generally to
bear the roughest usage. This partial rotation also reduces
the rubbing friction both of the piston and of the ptimp plunger.
Messrs. Miller, Tupp, and Rouse are the makers.
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AND

AMALGAMATOR.

CONSTRUCTED BY THE READING IRONWORKS COMPANY, READING,
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WILLIAMS’ ORE CRUSHER AND AMALGAMATOR | raised by an elevator, consisting of cups fixed to an endless
chain passing over a suitable wheel worked by means of friction
THe above engraving illustrates a new machine which has palls. These are actuated by a lever, which in its turn is moved
been made by the Reading Ironworks Company. The machine | by a stud upon the prolongation of the piston-rod. Ina report
consists of an inverted cylinder 8fin. diameter and Qin. stroke, |on the machine, Mr. Barnes Kinsey, M. Thst. C.E., says :—*“ This
attached to a cast iron
standard, and having something of the appearance of
NEWS
BEAM
BENDING
AND
PUNCHING
a” ordinary steam hammer.
(For description see page 237.)
2
ereibes
a 8 stdBes » Oh
Which crushes
the ore between it and the
anvil beneath. The steel
aan and anvil are enclosed
within a cast iron box or
“mortar,” which is provided
= three mouths, within
which are fixed steel grids
arranged either vertically or
adjustable to the angle most
suitable for the ore to be
treated. In front of these
grids is a wrought iron rej
movable plate which confines the pulp that splashes
through the grid when the
machine is at work. Water
pipes are so arranged that
jets of water pany he os
upon the quicksilver baths
and grids and interior of the
mortar, The hammer or

the thickness of ore upon the anvil was so reduced that the
|stamp might fail its proper distance, when the stud would again
|engage the lever, and the elevator cups discharge into the
|mortar. The thickness of material between the stamp head and
| anvil is therefore always uniform and constitutes a most important and valuable feature
of the machine. The mortar,
MACHINE.
as before mentioned,
is provided with three oo
Cray
wiih:anoeony
ray wi
y battySoy
which a considerable quantity of gold is caught before
reaching the — or —gamator; there are
also
three baths inside the mortar
ce this —
hr grids,
yeing movable, can be set @
any angle required to suit
= or a _ pony
altering the mesh.
Justment is provided wherever
necessary, the power being
regulated to the work to be
done. The machine, was
driven during my inspection
S : eee
vertical
viiler 0}
-horse power
nominal, manufactured by
the Reading Trouworks, and
is well a for = purpose,
Indicator diagrams

ofsteamateean Waneth
setieiet aeeginion
benea the.
e pisten
piston
-power.
which compresses the air
quantity of ore crushed was
contained in the upper part
at the rate of 12 ewt. per
of the cylinder, the ingress
hour, equal to 14 tons per
and egress of the air being
day. This result was obcontrolled by suitable valves.
|||
ine aT oT
i
tained with grids having a
The stamp falls with a force
| oll ‘ll
¢
mesh of 64 holes per square
due to its weight, plus the
o
~ al
e
.
inch, and I estimate that had
pressure of the compressed
ilgy Bb
the grids been the ordinary
air above the piston. Steam
:
© hr * (7
mesh of 90 holes per square
A
ais,
sd
inch,
the duty would have
isadmitted to the cylinder
i
hil oN
by a slide valve and sliding
been equal to that of a 10gif
tn
‘ St
plate of special construction,
(w= hi
=z
head cam stamp mill, which
tie latter being moved by a
H
SS
requires 10-horse power
nominal to drive it, and will
small auxili
cylinder,
which governs the admission
sath
=
ENS
theoretically crush 10 tons
of steam beneath the piston,
.
=
=
=——<
Jonn® Swain esr
per day; but being liable to
and,allows for variation in
—=—e
=
:
Near
Te
clog owingto the irregularity
the thickness of ore in the
F +;
of feed in machines of the
mortar. The slide valve is
\
\
‘
cam type, the blow of the
moved by an arrangement of
et
:
stamper and consequent
levers and link attached to a prolongation of the piston-rod |feed motion is very neat and effective, as it automatically pre- |useful effect are reduced. This cannot take place with Williams’
which works through the top cover of the cylinder. The | vents the mortar ever becoming too full, for should it do so, |patent stamp, the rapidity of the blow causing the water to act
hammer or stamp is therefore raised by steam alone, without the | then the piston and stamp head would not fall so far by reason |upon the ore in a much shorter time and thus assisting disintappets, cams, or other arrangements used in stamps of ordinary | of the increased thickness of stuff upon the anvils, and conse- | tegration, which in the cam stamp is retarded through the
construction, and friction is thereby reduced. The ore to be | quently the stud on the piston-rod would not engage the feed |stamper resting for a longer period upon the stuff. The large
crushed, being first broken to pass through a 1jin, mesh, is |lever, The feed wheel would therefore remain stationary until | size of the mortar in the Williams’ stamp combined with the
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arrangement of the anvil face below the water line is very effective. A splash is produced each time the stamper falls, driving
the crushed ore or pulp against the grids and at the same time
cleaning them, and as the angle of the grids can be adjusted to
the material under treatment, an excellent result can be obtained.
The whole of the mortar can be cleaned in fifteen minutes. An
effective arrangement has been devised by means of a tray fixed
on the top of a mortar beneath the steam cylinder for collecting any oil or grease that may run down from the moving parts
or cylinder, and preventing it getting into the mortar. The
wear of the anvil and stamp head is considerably less than in
cam machines, and is allowed for by a screw adjustment by
which the cylinder and stamper can be lowered in a few minutes.
The weight of the machine is 4} tons, as compared with about
12 tons average weight of a ten-stamp mill with iron frame of
ordinary pattern. The ore pulp is delivered on tothree tables,
which are covered with amalgamated plating; and either of them
may be thrown out of use by sluice plates, and thus enable it to
be cl
Ripples are provided
d without stopping the
hi
for collecting the mercury. The tables deliver the pulp to a
patent agitator amalgamator, which consists of two parts. The
first is a horizontal tapering cylinder or drum, having ripples
formed within it for the reception of mercury and plating. It
revolves slowly on the edge of amalgamator No. 2, which is kept in
motion by a spur gear and chain worked from the automatic
feed gear of the stamp. Amalgamator No. 2 is in the shape of
a crinoline revolving on a vertical shaft. The top is formed into
a pan about 3ft. diameter and 3in. deep for the reception of
mercury. The sides hang down about 3ft., and are formed with
small channels for mercury, the spaces between them being
filled in with amalgamated plating. The whole rests upon an
iron pan, which also serves as a foundation plate. On the top
of the vertical shaft is a receiver for exhaust steam, which is
distributed through a series of removable pipes bn to the surface of the mercury contained in the top pan. This is kept in
a constant state of ebullition by the steam, enabling the
mercury to come in contact with eee of the pulp, this
important point being greatly facilitated by the warmth produced. The ends of the distributing pipes are fitted with
copper nozzles.to act as collectors, and there are also a number
of hollow amalgamated copper balls which float in the top pan
and act in a similar manner.”
PRIVATE BILL LEGISLATION.
Srxce our last résumé substantial progress has been made
with the various Private Bills, especially in the House of
Commons, and a fairly good record will probably be made when
the Easter recess interrupts this part of the legislative work.
Up to the present time the following schemes have been dealt
with and read a third time in the Commons:—The London,
Brighton, and South Coast Railway, the Midland and SouthWestern Junction Railway (No. 2), the Rhymney Railway, Clyde
Navigation, East Huntingdonshire Water, Kirkheaton, Dalton
and Lepton Gas, Manchester, Bury, Rochdale, and Oldham
Steam Tramways, Barnet District Gas, Belfast Main Drainage,
Carlisle Gorporation, City of London Municipal Elections,
Hillhead and Kelvinside (Annexation to Glasgow), London
Street Tramways Extensions, North Metropolitan Tramways,
Skegness Chapel, St Leonards and Alford Tramways (Abandonment), Southend Local Board Bills.
:
The second reading stage has been
by :—
The Kilsyth and Bonnybridge Railway, Kirkcaldy and District
Tramways (Abandonment), Furness Railway, Bexley Heath
Railway, Bishops’ Castle and Montgomery Railway (Abandonment), Mersey Railway, Pontypridd, Caerphilly, and Newport
Railway, Tunbridge Wells Gas, Cathcart District Railway, Great
North of Scotland Railway, Liverpool, Southport, and Preston
Junction, Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway, North
Eastern Railway, West Lancashire Railway, Dublin Southern
District Tramways, South-Eastern Railway, Leeds Suburban
Railway, the Lilangammarch and Neath and Brecon Junction
Railway, the Clyde, Ardrishaig, and Crinan Railway, the Westminster (Parliament-street, &c.) Improvements, the Brentford
and District Railway, Farnborough District Water, Great
Eastern Railway and Felixstowe Railway and Dock Companies,
Great Northern Railway, Farnborough District Water, Downham and Stoke Ferry Railway, Metropolitan District Railway,
Limerick City and Port Railway, Pudsey Gas, Ambleside Railway, Basingstoke Gas, Blyth and Cowper Gas, Caledonian Railway, Chelsea Water, City of London and Southwark Subway,
Clissold Park, Corporation of London (Leadenhall Market
Approach), Dublin Southern District Tramways, Easingwold
Railway, Edinburgh Improvement, Evesham, Redditch, and
Stratford-upon-Avon Junction Railway, Felixstowe and Bawdsey
Ferry Railway, Great Eastern Railway, Harrow, Ealing, and
Willesden Railway, Highland Railway, Kanturk and Newmarket
Railway, Kensington Vestry, Lincoln, Hornsby, and Spilsby and
East Coast Railway, Liverpool Water- Improvement, Llangammarch and Neath and Brecon Junction Railway, London City
Tithes, the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board (Various Powers),
Newark and Ollerton Railway, North-Western and. Ealing
Railway, Over Darwen Corporation, Plymouth, Devon, and
South-Western Junction Railway, St. Austell Valley Railway
and Dock, Southampton Harbour, Stratford-upon-Avon, Towcester, and Midland Junction Railway, Sutton District Water,
Thames Tunnel (Blackwall), Wakefield Corporation, Westonsuper-Mare Improvements. Weymouth and Meleombe Regis
Corporation, Willesden Local Board Bills.
In the House of Lords the Belfast Corporation (Logan
Bridge), Bristol Corporation, and Northampton Gas Bills have
been read a third time and passed, while the following have
obtained a second reading:—The Bristol Consumers’ Water,
Barry Dock and Railways, Millwall Dock, North-East Somerset
Railway, Golden Valley Railway, Lynton Railway, Greenock
and Port Glasgow Tramways, Chesterfield, Hasland, North
Wingfield, and District Tramways, Belfast Main Drainage, Trent
Navigation, Haslingden and Oswaldtwistle Tramways, and
Sheffield Water Bills.
In the Commons, the Uckfield Water Bill has been rejected.
With regard to the proceedings of the Select Committees, the
most generally interesting, and one of the most important
results has been the passing by aHouse of Commons Committee
of the City of London and Southwark Subway Bill. In 1884 a
Bill was passed authorising the construction of a subway from a
point near the Monument, under the Thames, and on to the
Elephaut and Castle. This project was vigorously proceeded
with, and is now nearly completed ; but so feasible did the work
prove, that it was decided to apply for Parliamentary powers to
extend the line from the Elephant and Castle to Kennington
and Stockwell. The proposal was opposed by the Metropolitan
Board of Works, the London Tramways Company, and the
Southwark and Vauxhall Water Company; but the Select Committee ultimately decided in favour of the extending Bill, sub-
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ject to the insertion of clauses for the protection of the water
company’s mains and the sewers of the Board of Works. The
whole tunnel is to be used for a railway, with a double
line of rails, and worked by an endless cable, The total
distance to be tunnelled is rather over three miles, and
the estimated cost is £550,000.
The ng { is to be
lighted by electricity, and the passengers will ascend or
descend by means of hydraulic lifts similar to those in use
in the Mersey Tunnel, there being stations in King Williamstreet, at St. George’s Church in the Borough, at the Elephant
and Castle, at Kennington Park, at Kennington Oval, and at
Stockwell—the southern terminus. The machinery for operating
the endless cable will be near the Elephant and Castle, and if
more ventilation be required than the current caused by the
trains
ing simultaneously each way, a fan will be erected at
oue of the intermediate stations. The project when completed
will revolutionise the across-river traffic, and probably yet
further extensions will soon be promoted. The work already
executed
been accomplished with remarkable skill and
rapidity under the direction of Mr. J. H. Greathead, C.E., the
engineer. The cuttings are made below the level of the water
and gas maius, running at 40ft. in depth under the streets and
15ft. under the river. There are two tunnellings, but beneath
Swan-lane, owing to the extreme narrowness, one has been
constructed over the other. The Thames was tunnelled in
about four months.
In curious contrast with the advance of this Thames tunnel,
is the progress of that projected beneath the river at Blackwall.
The Bill has passed the second reading in the House of Lords,
but it has yet to come before a Select Committee, and judging
from past experience in respect to this scheme its passage is not
likely to be over smooth. For example, at a recent meeting of
the Metropolitan Board of Works, the Parliamentary Committee
reported that an important alteration of the circumstances connected with the Bill had taken place since it was prepared and
deposited for introduction into Parliament. Great objection
was raised by the Thames Conservators to the works of dams
and other works in the channel of the river on the ground of
the impediment they would cause to navigation. The solicitor
had accordingly made inquiries upon the subject, and he was
doubtful whether Parliament would consent to the navigation
being interfered with to the extent which would be n
if the tunnel were to be constructed as originally e
The engineer, in conjunction with Sir F. J. Bramwell, Mr. B.
Baker, and Mr. H. Low, had considered the objection, and the
possibility of injury to the property and docks on the north side
of the river, and had arrived at the conclusion that the tunnel
might be constructed by means of atmospheric pressure without interfering with the navigation or damaging adjvining
property.
3
;
Among the measures which have stuck fast is the Channel
Tunnel (Experimental Works) Bill, which has only been read a
first time. How much further it will get cannot yet be conjectured, but the promoters do not intend to relinquish their
efforts. Referring to this scheme at a meeting of the SouthEastern Railway Company, Sir Edward Watkin said the directors wanted to keep it alive till the people of England some
morning awoke to the desirability of putting an end to the toil
and difficulty of crossing the Channel by allowing people to go
under it. It was simply a dry Bill, which would cost £50 or
£100. If the South-Eastern Railway were continued to the
Continent, he asked what would be the price of their ordinary
stock the day after this was done. One large financial house,
when the work was shown to be practical, before Lord Wolseley
and others condemned it, bought nearly half a million of the
stock of the South-Eastern Railway. If the tunnel was to be
made, he wanted it to be an extension of the South-Eastern
Railway. In the course of some discussion, he stated that coal
had been found by the borings made at Calais, and they were
trying to find coal by using the tunnel machinery now. The
shareholders approved of the Bill being pushed forward, but the
chances at this moment seem very much against success.
The Leeds Suburban Railway Bill, which, as mentioned above,
has been read a second time in the House of Commons, has for
its main object the construction, at a cost of about £50,000, of
railway communication between the central and the more distant parts of Leeds, and Roundhay Park, an extensive and
highly popular resort. At the same time the proposed line will
give better access to the northern and more healthy suburbs of
this crowded town, and will serve other useful purposes. It
will commence by a junction with the North-Eastern Railway
at Ormondthorpe, and proceed vid Killingbeck and Seacroft,
the total length of the new line being nearly three miles ; but
by means of running powers over the North-Eastern system,
the entire length will be nearer five miles.
A large and important question has been occupying the
attention of the House of Lords’ Committee during the last two
weeks, and has attracted the greatest amount of interest among
engineers, scientific experts, and municipal authorities. Two
Bills have been introduced respecting the Sheffield water supply,
one by the existing company, the other by the Corporation.
Both are referred to Lord Derby's Committee; but they are
taken separately. The first seeks authority to enable the Company to continue—owing to the non-realisation of the expected
growth of population—a certain increase of rates authorised in
1864 for 25 years; to construct additional works, and to raise
£100,000 for the purpose. The object of the Corporation Bill
is the compulsory purchase of the company’s undertaking ;hence
thespirited contest witnessed in theCommittee-room. Mr. Pember,
Q.C., on behalf of the company, whose Bill was taken first, explained that the increased rate was intended to enable the company to pay a fair dividend ; but so far from the population increasing it had decreased, and several large manufacturing firms
had removed their works, and as a result of this decline the company’s dividends had fallen from 54 per cent. and 74 per cent. to
24 per cent. This fall was largely due to the bursting of a
reservoir in 1864, which caused serious loss of life and involved
the company in heavy liabilities for compensation, and this had
brought about the
powers granted in 1864. The com
had
expended £2,000,
in providing Sheffield with
the water
required, and he rey waa that now for the fifth time in
twenty-five years the
Corporation was striving to deprive the
company of their und
ing. This view he =~personage by
stating that the Corporation only advanced the Bill when they
heard of the company’s notices, and declaring that their
design was to prevent the increased rates being perpetuated,
and ‘then to force a sale on them. This, however, Mr.
Pope, Q.C., on behalf of the Corporation, denied, asserting
that the Corporation were animated by a genuine desire to
on the water supply for the benefit of the town, and that
whether the rates were continued or not they would equally
desire to do so. We do not propose to follow the inquiry in
detail, but some portion of the counsels’ speeches, and the
evidence will interest our readers. Dealing with the projected
new works, Mr. Pember explained that although the water was
pure and soft, and therefore excellent for domestic purposes, the
pipes in general use were of lead and, to some extent, ill conse-
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quences had ensued. The company were not liabie on that
account, their responsibility ending with an efficient supply of
good water; but they were willing to deal with the difficulty
as though they were responsible. They were prepared to
erect works for silicating the water before delivery, and
thereby rendering it insensible to the action of the
lead, while only making the water slightly harder
and not materially depreciating it for domestic use.
For
the process new works would have to be constructed, at
an estimated cost of £100,000; but all that the company
desired in this respect was to beempowered to increase the rates
sufficiently to meet the interest on the outlay, and to cover the
working expenses, Several prominent civil engineers ‘had been
examined. Among these are Mr. Hawksley, Mr. James Mansergh,
Mr. George H. Hill, Mr. Thomas Fenwick, Dr. Pole,
Mr. John Ayres, Sir Frederick Bramwell, Mr. Charles Gott,
and besides these a number of chemists, analysts, architects,
and other authorities have given evidence. In the course of
his evidence, Mr. Hawksley, who had been professionally
associated with the Sheffield works, while giving important
testimony as to the works, advanced some opinions which
caused considerable amusement-——-for example, when he described himself as the most experienced engineer on this subject
of any man living; and referring to a report by Sir Robert
Rawlinson, on the effect of the accident upon the pipes,
declared that that report was incorrect, and he challenged
another examination. With reference to the real matter of
inquiry, Mr. Hawksley said the entire system of works
now existing at Sheffield embraced a drainage area of 15,200
acres, deducting the surface of the reservoirs, which yielded
nothing, owing to the extent of evaporation. That area
would produce about 19,000,000 gallons per day. On that
was charged a compensation to the millowners of 9,125,000 .
gallons, It was, to the best of his knowledge, the largest proportionate amount of compensation ever given to millowners,
It would not be given at the present day. It amounted to
nearly a half of the yield of the drainage area. Parliament
never gave more than a third now. The making of reservoirs
large enough to render this enormous compensation possible
greatly increased the burden of the company. As to the
question of the average cost of water supplies, he calculated that for a gravitation supply from hilly country
the cost was about £160,000 per 1,000,000 gallons of
daily capability. In the case of the Sheffield company, notwithstanding
their disadvantages, the water supply had not
cost more t
this. The cost was, in fact, a little under
£160,000 per 1,000,000 gallons. If they had not to provide
such an enormous amount of compensation water, but only the
usual proportion, their 10,000,000 gallons available water would
become nearly 13,000,000. They were giving nearly 3,000,000
gallons more than they ought todo. Multiplying £160,000 by
thirteen—the number of million gallons they would then have
available—would give them something over £2,000,000, whereas
the present capital of the company was only about £1,800,000,
The average expense of procuring and distributing a gravitation
supply of 1,000,000 gallons a day, from a distance of ten miles,
was rarely less than £160,000, and not unfrequently a larger
sum. Sheffield being left by the millowners with only
10,000,000 gallons per day, if they took 400,000 people as being
supplied in their district, and if, as was contemplated, Sheffield
became a water-closeted town, that would allow 25 gallons
per head per day. At present Sheffield was using something under 20 gallons per head, but then the trade supply
was not a full one, and water-closet supply amounted to little.
The Corporation contemplated fitting the whole town on the
water-closet system. They had a capability of supplying about
80,000 more peuple than they at present supplied. They found
they had a charge upon them of 320,000 people, but one in
twelve of the ordinary houses were empty, and they had made
allowance for this in the above figures. So far from a reserve of
80,000 being too large, it compared rather unfavourably with
what all the great Corporations were doing now. Manchester
was adding to its present supply of 25,000,000 gallons daily
50,000,000 additional; and Liverpool was making a reservoir to deliver 40,000,000 gallons daily, the present supply
being 12,000,000 or 13,000,000. Leeds was making reservoirs which would give from 20,000,000 to 25,000,000
gallons a day, although they were only using 10,000,000. Glasgow
was making tunnels between twenty and thirty miles in length,
to bring in 50,000,000 gallons a ben|in addition to its
present supply. The company
, however, power to
make further works in the Ewden Valley, which would
supply about 200,000 people additional. There was a drainage
area of 6311 acres there, and it was charged with a compensation supply of only the usual one-third. It would afford a
supply of about 5,260,000 gallons. In their calculations of
population they had only taken the ascertained increase during
the last two decades, which had been, in round numbers, 2 per
cent. annually. So that it would be seen their’ sources of
supply would be used up in ten or twelve years, and in all probability they would have to begin other works four or five
years before, in order that the reservoirs might be ready and
filled with water.
Sir Frederick Bramwell, in the course of his examination
said he did not think that the reservoir storage was excessive,
and he pointed out that gravitation reservoirs were not works
which could be made in a short time, or works which could be
made bit by bit. They must place their dam at the point
which nature pointed out as the cheapest and best, even though
they impounded far more water than for a time they needed
If the
ration acquired the waterworks to-morrow they
would ety. ma to go to work without both Daledyke and Damflask reservoirs. a vas of opinion, however, that the amount
of compensation which the company had to give was excessive.
Witness added that if the ratio of increase of population
which took place between 1851 and 1861 had continued
up to the present time, Sheffield, excluding the outlying
townships, would have had a population of 400,000, and
including the out-townships 440,000, to have been supplied
with water. He thought it would have been imprudent
on the part of the cornpany if they had not made provision
for the increase. With regard to the allegation in the
Corporation petition that the ey of water was inadequate
and unsati
; with a view of finding out whether that
was so or not, he visited Sheffield on the 26th of February, and
without giving previous warning to twenty-three different places,
and made separate examinations into the supply. He heard a
few complaints made, but they were susceptible of explanation,
and the result of his examination showed generally that the
supply was satisfactory. There was a difficulty in the Sheffield
water supply owing to the different elevations. There was a
difference in some cases of 200ft. of pressure owing to the elevation. In consequence of the differences of elevation the lower
portions of the town had a very heavy pressure indeed, and
therefore the necessity for good fittings and for the company’s
regulations. The maximum pressure was 420ft, and the
minimum 120ft,
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
has been
Tue railway to Quetta, vid the Hurnai route,
material for 100 miles of line is being
completed. Railway Valley,
collected in the Pishin
An Imperial Ukase was promulgated on the 19th inst.
ordering the expropriation of land for the continuation of the
Transeaspian Ralwsy as far as Samarcand,
A TELEGRAM from Berne, on Monday, states that the
Cantons of Vaud and Valais have voted the}sum or 5,000,000f.
towards the construction of the Simplon Tunnel.
y
Tue Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal has formall
opened the dMunipore-Purneah section of the Assam-Behar Railway.
He expresse the hope that a few years wouldingwitness
complethe
Assamthewith
tion of an unbroken line of railway connect
North-West Provinces on the left bank of the Ganges,
On Tuesday the chairman of the Select Committee
appointed by the House of C
;
ider the Ambleside
Railway Bill intimated that the committee, while syupetians
with the desire of the inhabitants of the district to have improv
railway facilities, had resolved, not being satisfied with the financi
‘
aspect of the scheme, to throw out the Bill.
Tue train mileage on the North British Railway during
the half-year ending January 31st last was—
nger trains,
9.968,099 ; and goods and minerals, 3,332,980.
omotive power
cost, inclusive of all charges, £157,677 2s. 8d., of which
£38,397 17s. 4d. was for coal and coke. Maintenance of way
and works—438 miles double, and 579°5 single line—cost
£114,743 2s. 10d. or about £114 per mile,
Certaln railway works have been ‘some time definitely
settléd in China, although everything concerning them has been
purposely kept as quiet as possible by the few who are in the
secret, and it is curious to see how little bits of information are
snatched at by correspondents, A telegram from Shanghai, dated
Monday, states that the Viceroy, Li Hung Chang, has given his
sanction to the construction of an important railway joining Lotai
Taku and Tientrin. The work is to be entrusted to Chinese labour
and rape pnyand the foreign promoters there are much chagrined.
This is only in part true.
Iv reporting on the collision which occurred on the
27th January, at Blue Anchor signal cabin, near Spa-road Station,
on the South-Eastern Railway, Major-General Hutchinson says
this this collision occurred peng
dense fog, between the two
down main line passenger trains belonging to the Brighton Company. ‘The sudden occurrence of fogs, such as the one soon
after the commencement of which the present collision took place,
again draws attention to the great advantages to be derived from
the general adoption of some thorough reliable mechanical or
electrical system of fog—or, in other words, audible—signalling.
The South-Eastern Company alone employ no Jess than 130oftheir
station staff and platelayers as fog signalmen in their London dis
trict, and the other companies having termini in London must also
have large numbers told off for the same purpose. There is, of
course, considerable difficulty in promptly assembling these men,
as they live in many cases at some distance from their posts.
They have to be taken from their regular duties, and are paid
extra wages while employed as fog signalmen.”
Sreakine of the Sheba Steam Tramway Company’s
difficulties, the Gold-field Times, published at Barberton, says :—
“To form and float a company, having for its object the construction of even a small railway line, without first calling in a
competent engineer to survey the proposed line and to frame an
estimate of the capital required to complete it, is somewhat akin
to the proverbial rashness of those who go to war without first
counting the cost. That so astute and thoroughly business-like a
man asMr, Samuel Marks should have been led into such an error
is nota little singular, and can only be accounted for on the supposi
tion that having more than once constructed tram lines for his
extensive works on the Diamond Fields, he thought himself comtent to — the experiment here without profezsional advice,
orgetting that the flat uniformity of the country around Kimberley is very different from the rugged country theoagh which the
Sheba tramway has to run. The result is unfortunate, as Mr.
Shaw's survey proves that more than double the capital with which
the company was floated will be required to complete the line and
to place it in working order.”
Ir is stated that General Annenkoff, the constructor of
the Central Asian Railway, will immediately commence the construction of the railway through the territory of the Ameer until
the holy town Samarkan, in the Russian
kestan, is reached.
The importance of the Central Asian Railway, General Annenkoff
states, ‘‘will mainly be shown in time of
;” he does admit that
‘of course it will also be of good use in time of war in Asia.”
Within a few years, the immense Russian cotton manufacture,
General Annenkoff is convinced, will become completely indendent of the foreign markets. ‘‘The great plantations of best
t American cotton which have been taken in hand in the Terghana territory—the southern province of the Russian Turkestan
and also in Bokhara and Khiva, and which are pushed forward
with the
test energy, will supply the Russian cotton manufacture with all that it wants.”
General Annenkoff states that
“everything is ready in Bokhara for the railway construction.
Numerous
Bokharians have been engaged as workmen.” The
General adds that he ‘‘never met with peasants knowing better
than Bokharians how to cultivate the ground, and the irrigation
system of Bokhara enables the peasants to inundate their fields
within a couple of hours and to lead the water away
in in
another couple of hours. The irrigation system is placed under
the protection of the people.”
A GENERAL classification of the accidents on the
American railways during last month shows :—
Collisions. Derailments. Other. Total. P. ¢.
Defectacfrap@ .. wn. 1s oe Wir —
Be BD
Defect of equipment .. —
oe os Meee
« e
Negligence in operating 22 ..
Say ae oe OR) a>
Unforeseen obstructions 2 ..
Tw
9
8
Maliciously caused
ao
8s.
4
3
Miscellaneous , .
-.
—-. 2
2
1
Unexplained ..
2.
B.S
36
Total ..
. 54
-. 8
13
140... 100
The number of trains involved (not the number of accidents) is as
follows :—
Collisions. Derailments. Other. Total.
P.c.
Passenger .. ..
o¢ tna
ep ee OC os Oe a
Freight and other 72 .. .. 88 .. .. 5
sm... &
Total... .. 108 .. .. 73 .. 18 .. 168 .. 100
The casualties may be divided as follows :—
Killed :
Collisions. Derailments. Other. Total. P.c,
Employés. .
oot OS et we Swe ce So Bs
Passengers .. .. 15
1
_
Pre
passers .. .. —
oe
4
, Pe
24
15
FG we 46 .. 100
Injured :
Employés.. .. .. 81
35.
6. 73 . @B
Passengers .. .. Il
54
— . 6 . @
1
eT
i
_
_—
_—- ew
@ .. 4. 80
6 .. 187 . 100
Twenty-three accidents caused the death of one or more persons
each, and forty-four caused injury, but not death, leaving 73—52
per _ of the whole—in which the injuries were too slight to
repo!
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
In the manufacture of pig iron in Spain the number of
works engaged is thirty-eight.
-THE magnetic declination at Greenwich at the present
time is about 17 deg. 53 min. west.
At a recent meeting of the Paris Biological Society an
apparatus was shown made of iron and glass, in which a pressure of
1000 atmospheres can be developed
for the purpose of studying the
influence of pressure on animal life.
Tue total production of pig iron in the United States
during 1886 was 5,684,543 gross tons, as compared with 4,044,526
tons in 1885. The production in the latter year was, however,
under that of cach of the four previous years.
Tue total quantity of basic iron, Mr. Gilchrist states,
made during 1886 in the United Kingdom may be taken at 333,000
tons. As regards spiegeleisen and ferro-manganese, the total production in 1886 appears to have been 193,712 tons, which is an
increase of 52,215 tons on the production of 1885,
M. Fioran pe VILLEPIGNE has devised, in Paris, an
instrument, the autographometer, which, Nature says, records
automatically the topography and difference of level of all places
over which it passes, It is carried about on a light vehicle, and
those who wish to use it have nothing to do but to haul it, or have
it hauled, over the ground of which they desire to obtain a plan.
In the course of a lecture on whales Sir William
Turner, Professor of Anatomy in the University of Edinburgh, said
in all probability the Longniddry whale could propel itself through
the water at the rate of twelve miles an hour, and the sperm whale
was said to be capable of driving itself along at the same rate of
speed. He had asked Mr. John Henderson, of Glasgow, the wellknown builder of the Anchor liners, to assist him in arriving at the
horse-power which must be exercised by one of these great whales
so as to acquire a speed of twelve miles an hour, and he put the
case of the Longniddry whale before him. It was 80ft. long,
weighed about 74 tons, and had a tail 18ft. to 20ft. across from the
extreme ends of its flanges. With these data Mr. Henderson calculated that a whale of the dimensions mentioned, in order to
attain a speed of twelve miles an hour, would require to exercise a
propelling force of 145-horse power.
Tur following account has been given of an experiment
recently performed at the University of Wooster by Prof. W. Z.
Bennett. Carbon dioxide was generated in a cylinder of Bessemer
steel under a pressure of 3000 lb. to the square inch. From thence
it was allowed to escape into a condenser in the condition of solidified gas, resembling snow flakes in appearance. The temperature
of this solidified gas is 168 deg. F. ratezero. A small quantity
of this gas was then gathered and pressed into a so-called ‘‘snowball,” on one side of which was a small depression. The ball was
_—— in a red-hot crucible, upon which the intense heat of a
junsen burner was playing. A little mercury and ether were
dropped into the depression on the ‘ gas-ball,” and notwithstanding the intense heat, the mercury was immediately~- frozen.
Professcr Bennett then advanced one step higher by setting the
ether on fire, but still was enabled to pick out the frozen bulb of
mercury. An instance of this last step, in which mercury was
frozen in a flame as well as over a red-hot crucible, has never been
—
in science, and was perfectly original with Professor
nnett.
AT a recent meeting of the Physical Society Mr. Shelford Bidwell described some experiments which seemed to show
that the electrical resistance of suspended copper and iron wires
alters with the direction of the testing current. The apparatus
used consisted of a metre bridge with coils of 100 ohms in the gaps
adjoining the standard wire, the other two arms being two suspended wires united at the top, to which point one terminal of
the gal
ter was joined. A commutator placed in the battery
cireuit served to reverse the testing currents. When a wire is suspended vertically the stress increases from below upwards, and the
author believes the observed effects due to the absorption of heat
by the current as it passes from a stretched towards an unstretched
yet of a copper wire, and the evolution of heat when it passes
rom an unstretched towards a stretched part. As the apparatus
was arranged, the current
up one wire and down the other,
heating the one and cooling the other, thus disturbing the position
of balance. If iron wires were used the heating and cooling effects
are reversed. Professor 8. P. Thompson suggested loading the
wires at different points in order to vary the stress without using
such long wires.
THERE is no complete record of the quantities of iron
ore produced in the United States in 1886.
e ——_ from
the Lake Superior mines have been returned at 3,480,967 tons,
which is an increase of 1,052,481 tons on the quantity re oY in
the previous year, The ~~ of iron ore for 1886 were 1,039,433
tons, which is an increase of 648,647 tons on the imports of 1885.
These two items of increase make up a total of 1,701,128 tons,
which would be oan to a production of 850,000 tons of pig iron
at 2 tons of ore to the tonof pig. Both Lake Superior
and imported
ores will be under this average, and may not exceed 1°8 tons per
ton of pig, but the average of the United States as a whole is about
2 tons, and that is a convenient figure to adopt. But the increase
in the make of pig iron over 1885 was not less than 1,640,000 tons,
so that ore must have been got from other sources to the extent of
about 1,500,000 tons, which figure may be regarded as the measure
of the development of the iron ore resources of the United States,
other than those of the Lake Superior region, during 1886. The
increased production of iron ores in 1886 in the United States may
therefore
ut at 2,500,000 tons—-an increase altogether unprecedented in the history of the iron trade of that country.
A Paper on “ Problems in Mechanism Rageting Trains
of Pulleysand Drums of Least bed for a given Velocity Ratio,”
was recently read by Professor H. Hennessy, F.R.S., before the
Royal Society. As trains of wheels, pulleys, and drums are frequently employed in machinery for the transformation of large and
small velocities of rotation, it appeared desirable to inquire
into the conditions which would favour the greatest economy of
weight of the parts forming such trains. Eighty years since Dr.
Thomas Young had arrived at a theorem for the minimum number
of teeth in a train of wheels and pinions with a given velocity
ratio, and when the pairs of wheels and pinions are similar. By
investigating the question of minimum volume or minimum weight
of trains the author has been led to the following results, which
are fully demonstrated in his paper, namely, that for a train of
cylindrical pulleys com
of similar pairs the ratio of the diameter of a large to that of a small pulley should be as 19 to 10. For
drums composed of hoops supported by discs of the same thickness, and with the breadth of each hoop equal to the radius of the
small drum, the ratio of the diameters should be 11 to 5. If the
hoop was supported by spokes whose volume taken ——— would
be half the volume of a complete disc, the ratio would be 51 to 20.
With regard to a train of pulleys, it was shown that a single pair
ssing the same velocity ratio as a series with the ratio of
iameters found for minimum volume, the latter would be considerably less than the former. Thus, with five pairs whose velocity ratio would be nearly 243, the volume would be less than the
one-twenty-sixth of a single pair possessing the same velocity ratio.
A model constructed in brass of such a train, with all the large
pulleys 1°9in. in diameter, and all the small lin., weighed 18°34 oz.
A train of four pairs of drums illustrative of the last problem
solved weighed 18-788 oz., the large drums being 2°55in., and the
small lin. diameter, while all the hoops were in. broad. The
yelocity ratio of this train is 42°2825, or a little more than 42}.
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MISCELLANEA.
News was received
yesterday of a terribl fatal
explosion in the celebrated Bulli Colliery, New South Wales, bywhich eighty-five miners are entombed.
_ Messrs. WHITTAKER AND Co. announce for early publication
a comprehensive ref
book on ‘ Technical Schoo! and
College Buildings,” by E. C. Robins, F.S.A,
THE spring meeting of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers will take place on Monday, the 16th, and Tuesday, the
17th, of May, under the presidency of Mr. E. H. Carbutt. The
Institution dinner will take place on the 17th.
Tue fifteenth meng of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers will
held in the City of Washington,
D.C., about the middle of May, 1887. The exact date and further
details will be the subject of later announcements.
Messrs. GEoRGE Enwarp AND Sons, Glasgow, have just
completed and-fitted in the tower at the works of the Singer
Manufacturing Company, Kilbowie, a clock with four illuminated
dials, which are composed of iron and glass, are each 26ft. in
diameter, and weigh in all about twenty tons. These are believed
to be the largest clock-dials in the United Kingdom.
THE proposal to widen the Birmingham and Worcester
Canal, and to construct a ship canal through Gloucester, will be laid
before the Birmingham Town Council at their next meeting, when
a committee will doubtless be appointed to report on the project.
A complete survey is,being made, and the engineers find that the
engineering facilities are even greater than they anticipated.
Tue Wolverhampton Chamber of Commerce, at their last
meeting, accepted an offer of the London Chamber to appoint a representative on the deputation to wait upon the Board of Trade, with
a view to urging the adoption of a decimal coinage in this country.
They likewise approved of the proposal of Mr. C. E. Howard
Vincent, M.P., to establish an Imperial School of Commerce, in
connection with the Imperial Institute, for the commercial education of youths,
SeconpDary batteries are evidently becoming practically
as well as commercially satisfactory, for, in the report of the
Electrical Power Storage Company to be presented next Thursday,
it is stated that ‘‘the profit arrived at by the result of the working
of the year and by certain interests becoming marketable is
£35,937 11s. 3d.,” though when the balance of profit and loss of
last year is deducted the actual profit left is £13,525. It is stated
that at the Newark Works in America a large number of batteries
are made,
In the Recorder’s Court, Rangoon, on the 4th of January,
1887, judgment was given in the case of C. R. Cowie v. Hetherington
and Co., rice mill owners, Rangoon. The Recorder stated that on
the 10th November, 1871, Robert Douglas and Louis Grant left at
the office of the Commissioners of Patents in the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland a provisional specification for a certain
invention—that is to say, the invention of improvements in utilisin
the husks or shellings of grain as fuel, and in furnaces ~ i?
therefor. The Letters Patent of 10th November, 1871, and
10th May, 1872, for the said invention, were extended and made
applicable to British India, and were registered in Calcutta on the
26th October, 1872. The defendants’ case is that they are using
Douglas and Grant’s invention, as assigned to them, and not that
of the plaintiff, Mr. Cowie. The judge concluded: ‘*I find that
the defendant has not infringed the patent rights claimed by the
plaintiff in any of the particulars assigned, and I direct that the
suit be dismissed, with costs.” This is a matter of importance to
rice mill owners.
In the report on the water mane to London durin
February, Mr. William Crookes, F.R.S., Dr. William Odling, an
Dr. C. Meymott Tidy say :—‘‘ The condition of the supply of water
to the metropolis during the past month, in respect more particularly to its degree of freedom from turbidity, has been far more
satisfactory than it was during the month of January, when, owing
to the occurrence of a sharp frost, supervening on floods brought
about by the thawing of a heavy snowfall, the action of the filter
beds in general was much impaired, just when most called upon,
with the result of more or less turbidity being met with in some
portion of the first fortnight’s supply of water. During the
month no sample of Thames-derived water has been found otherwise than clear and efficiently filtered; while only one sample of
Lea-derived water, out of the total 168 samples of water examined,
has had to be recorded as ‘ very slightly turbid.’ In respect also to
its smaller proportion of organic matter, and more complete freedom from brown tint of colour, the supply of last month has shown
a decided improvement, although, indeed, the proportion of organic
matter present even in the January supply was not excessive for
the time of year.”
ARRANGEMENTS have been made for a series of lectures
and demonstrations in the Parkes Museum for the instruction of
sanitary inspectors, Tuesdays and Fridays at 8 p.m. The lectures
will be:—April 15th, Introductory Lecture—‘‘General History,
Principles, and Methods of Hygiene,” Dr. Alfred Hill, M.R.C.S.;
April 19th, ‘‘ Ventilation, Measurement of Cubic Space, &c.,”
Captain Douglas Galton, R.E., C.B., F.R.S.; April 22nd, ‘‘ Water
Supply, Drinking Water, Pollution of Water,” Dr. Louis Parkes;
April 26th, ‘Drainage, Construction,” Professor H. Robinson,
M. Inst. C.E.; April 29th, ‘‘ Sanitary Ae
Professor W.
H. Corfield, M.A., M.D.; May 3rd, “Scavenging, Disposal of
Refuse and Sewage ;” May 6th, ‘‘ Food—including Milk—Sale of
Food and Drugs Act,” Mr. C. E. Cassall, F.C.S., F.LC.; May 10th,
‘‘ Infectious Diseases and Methods of Disinfection,” Dr. R. Thorne
Thorne; May 13th, ‘‘General Powers and Duties of Inspectors of
Nuisances—Method of Inspection,” Mr. J. F. J. Sykes, B.Sc.,
M.R.C.S.; May 17th, ‘‘ Nature of Nuisances, including Nuisances,
the Abatement of which is Difficult,” Mr. J. F. J. Sykes, B.Sc.,
M.R.C.S.; May 20th, ‘Sanitary Law—General Enactments, Public
Health Act, 1875, Model Bye-laws,” Dr. Charles Kelly; May 24th,
‘* Metropolitan Acts, Bye-laws of Metropolitan Board of Works,”
Mr. A. Wynter Blyth, WRCS., LS.A.
Ar the meeting of the Royal Meteorological Society on
the 16th inst. a = was read on ‘‘ Marine Temperature Observations,” by Dr. H. Mill, F.R.S.E. After briefly sketching the
principal historical methods of observing temperature beneath the
surface of the water, Dr. Mill discussed in some detail the relative
merits and defects of the two instruments now in common use for
this purpose. The self-registering maximum and minimum thermometer on Sixe’s principle, even with the addition of an outer
bulb to protect it from pressure, has certain inherent defects. It
merely shows the highest and lowest temperatures passed through
the indices are liable to be shaken from their proper position, an
it requires long immersion in order to attain the temperature of its
surroundings. Mr. J. Y. Buchanan has shown how by the use of
mercury and water piezometers the actual temperature at a given
point may be obtained, no matter how the temperature between
that point and the surface may vary. Such instruments have not
been much used, and new a modification of the mercurial outflow
thermometer, patented by Messrs. Negretti and Zambra as the
“standard ro tee thermometer,” is largely used. When fitted
in a frame which admits of the thermometer registering at a eS
cisely known depth, admirable results are obtained by it.
e
manner of using these thermometers in the Scottish frame, and of
conducting temperature trips in comparatively shallow water, were
described, and the best ways of recording the observations and
elaborating the results were alluded to, the work of the Scottish
marine station on the Clyde sea area being taken as an illustration,
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ARMED CRUISERS FROM THE MERCANTILE FLEET.
Tue plan for what is called the “Reserve Fleet of the
Navy,” recently announced and already acted upon by
the British Government, very closely corresponds with
the ideas and anticipations expressed in an article on
“The Future of the Auxiliary Fleet,” which appeared in
Tue EnGtIneer as far back as November 13th, 1885. At
the period when we wrote, a Committee had just been
formed at the Admiralty, consisting of the Parliamentary
Secretary, Mr. C. T. Ritchie ; the Controller of the Navy,
the Director of Transports, and the Director of Naval
Construction, Mr. W. H. White.
These four were to
advise on the best means of utilising the mercantile
marine as auxiliary to the Navy under the contingency of
war with a maritime Power. The war scare regarding
Russia had died out, and the Accountant-General of the
Navy had on his books the record of more than half-amillion expended for the hire, fitting, and unfitting of
fourteen merchant steamships which a been hurriedly
chartered for armed service and afterwards given up again,
the entire process occupying about six months. The
ships had been hired, not merely that England might
have the benefit of their service, but through fear that
the enemy would come into the market and purchase the
vessels right out. Such a procedure on the eve of hostilities had been clearly predicted, and was at last apprehended. But the large outlay involved in thus checkmating a possible foe, and the fact that when all this
money had been spent the same thing might have to be
done over again, naturally excited
some feeling of
dissatisfaction. There were certain advisers who argued
that merchant steamships could never be turned to
account as armed cruisers, however well they might suit
for transport service. A current of opinion set in, which
threatened to prejudice the entire scheme of an auxiliary
fleet. It is quite evident from what is now transpiring
that these views had some weight in official quarters.
ry an they have not prevailed to such an extent as to
set the mercantile fleet altogether on one side. The idea
of an auxiliary fleet, instead of being allowed quietly to
drop, is entering on a new and important phase. The
time has arrived when it is necessary either to go forward
or backward in this matter, and fortunately for the
interests of this country it has been decided to go forward.
In our previous remarks on this subject, we used these
words: “To practical minds an essential defect of the
present system for securing a powerful mercantile fleet as
auxiliary to the Royal Navy consists in the absence of
the golden bait—a subsidy.” But we owned that to subsidise all the 400 ships and more that were entered on
the Admiralty list was too much to expect. Hence we
calculated on a system of selection, saying: “If there is
to be a subsidy, it is extremely likely that we shall see
the large and fast steamships retained on the list, and the
remainder practically struck off, though perhaps nominally
retained.” We further remarked that if placed in a position to offer an immediate and direct reward, “the
Admiralty might be able to bring about the construction
of ships with twin screws and with under-water steering
gear.” This latter expectation is now fully realised in the
arrangement made by the Admiralty with the White Star
Company. The published correspondence between the
Admiralty and the Treasury, and referred to in the
memorandum by Lord George Hamilton on the Navy
Estimates, shows that the company just named has
agreed to build in the course of the next eighteen months
or two years two steamships of large size, of exceedingly
high speed, provided with twin screws, having their
engines and boilers placed below the water-line, the
steering gear to be protected, and the hull to be divided
into numerous compartments. Concerning these ships,
we are further told that: “In regard to capacity, they
would be capable of conveying fully 2000 men, whom they
could land at Bombay, vid@ the Suez Canal, in 14 days, or
vid the Cape in 22$ days.” It is stated that their coal

+

235

capacity would be such that “at a cruising speed” they
could probably keep the sea for a long period, probably
not less than three months. In order to secure that these
vessels shall be at the service of the Government for war
purposes when required, the owners are to receive a subvention, involving an annual charge of about £6500 for
each vessel, so long as they “me the mails, or £8500 °
should the mails be withdrawn.
]1e subvention is to be
continued for a period of five years, or thereafter, until
notice of termination has been given. The speed which
these ships are to be capable of maintaining appears to
be 17 or 18 knots. Fittings for guns are to be built in
during construction, and half the crew of each ship when
manned is to consist of men belongiug to the Naval
Reserve.
In addition to the construction of new ships, on plans
which meet the Admiralty requirements, there is the
question of utilising existing vessels, possessing certain
qualifications. The White Star Company has entered
into an agreement with the Admiralty by which the
company places at the disposition of the Government,
without any charge, the vessels of its existing fleet,
at a fixed price, less an allowance for depreciation,
for purchase, and at fixed rates in the event of hire,
the Admiralty having the option of this pre-emption
at any time. The vessels named as included in this
arrangement are the Britannic, Germanic, Adriatic, and
Celtic, the initial value being £130,000 each for the first
two, and £100,000 each for the others. The Admiralty
appear, however, rather to look upon these vessels as
adapted for transport service. They are spoken of as not
possessing the high speed that the Admiralty seek to
obtain, but are said to be “undoubtedly fast ocean-going
vessels,” The probability is that if purchased by a foreign
Power they would be utilised for something more than
transport service, and the same result might occur even
under our own Admiralty.
But we proceed a step
further when we consider the case of the Cunard Company. Here we find the Admiralty securing the service
of such splendid ships as the Umbria, the Etruria,
and the Aurania, the first two having a speed at
sea of 18 knots an hour, and the third falling little
behind. The Admiralty are to have these vessels at their
disposal, for purchase or hire, on terms already fixed, an
annual subsidy to be paid, which is to be reduced by onefourth so long as the mail contract lasts. The necessary
platforms and fittings for carrying guns are to be put in
at once. Half each crew is to consist of Naval Reserve
men, and the owners are to take charge of the gun
mountings required.
Under this arrangement it is
believed that “all three vessels could be fitted, armed,
stored, and manned as armed cruisers, within a week of
arrival and discharge of cargo at Liverpool.” The proposed
armament consists of four guns on the poop and forecastle,
and eight on the upper deck. The annual expenditure for the retention of the three vessels is reckoned at
about £5400 each.
The extent to which this system is to. go is another
question. The Admiralty, in addressing the Treasury,
say that such steamers as they require are not likely to
be constructed in any considerable numbers.
It is
thought that probably ten will be the maximum number
at all likely to be placed at the disposal of their lordships
within the next five years, and the maximum annual
charge on that basis is reckoned at £50,000.
Lord
George Hamilton, in his printed statement respecting the
estimates, remarks that only a few of the richest and
best-conducted passenger lines can afford to build such
vessels as are ‘adapted for war purposes, and the profits
derived from their employment in recent years has been
small. Hence the First Lord contends that unless some
inducement is given by the English Government to continue the building of such vessels, they must diminish
in number, whereas abroad, by subsidies, their construction is directly encouraged. His lordship remarks with
great force, “It is neither to the credit of the country,
nor for the advantage of our marine, that vessels of this
class should mostly be under foreign flags.” Assuredly
the sum of £50,000 per annum—if that is all the
Admiralty contemplate within the next five years—is no
great venture.
A fleet of “Royal Naval Reserve
Cruisers,” as Mr. Forwood describes them when writing
to the Treasury, would indeed be cheap at this price. Of
course, this is only the retaining fee; but the bargain is a
singularly good one for the nation. It is stated that the
retention of such a fleet will “limit the necessity felt by
their lordships for the construction of fast war-vessels to
protect the commerce of the country.” In a_pecuniary sense the nation will gain not only as concerns the first cost of such vessels, but also in
respect to their annual maintenance. With these considerations to weigh with the Government and the nation,
it is to be hoped that a fair commencement has now been
made for providing a reserve of armed cruisers drawn from
the mercantile marine, and assured for service under the
British flag in the event of war. Hitherto, the Admiralty
have been in the unfortunate position of getting merchant
ships built or altered in such a manner as to render them
in some degree available for war purposes, but with the
possibility that all the trouble and expense would simply
avail to prepare ships for the enemy’s use. It were almost
better to leave things alone than to incur this risk, and
the only practical answer has been to disburse large sums
of money at a crisis, so as to prevent the ships from passing
out of our hands. Patriotism may be relied upon to a
certain extent; but transactions of this kind cannot be
entirely prevented in the absence of an actual bond to the
contrary. The enemy would make his purchase at a
suitable season, and would most likely employ an intermediary. That foreigners, friendly or otherwise, can
appreciate the latent powers of our ocean steamers, is
shown in the case of the America, belonging to the
National Line, which was bought a short time ago by
the Italian Government, the intention being to adapt her
for the purposes of an armed cruiser, for which her speed
was thought to render her specially available. This ship
was fitted by the British Government as an armed cruiser
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in 1885. Her hire was more than £26,000; her fittings
cost above £3000 ; it took nearly £6000 to put her back
to her former condition; and other expenses were incurred,
making a total of nearly £37,000.
For the mere hire of
the fourteen cruisers in 1885 we paid £407,000, a sum
which would go a long way in such annual payments as
are found sufficient for a retaining fee. The cost of the
new system is moderate ; that of the system which it is
evidently destined to supersede was found to be extravagant, and the issue uncertain. In the case of the America,
the ship is gone from us in little more than a year after
she cost the Admiralty so large a sum.
When we see what foreign Powers are doing in the
shape of war preparations, it surely becomes the Government of this country to turn to the best possible account
a source of strength so peculiarly our own as that which
arises from the possession of an unrivalled mercantile
fleet. Our commerce’ is too large to be carried on under
convoy ; the neutral flag cannot furnish us with “ contraband of war,” which may mean flour or grain, or anything
else essential to our existence. Under these circumstances,
a policy which prepares our great passenger steamships
for warlike service against future Alabamas is one for
which the nation will have every cause to be grateful,
should England become involved in a naval conflict.
Lord Brassey, speaking at Birkenhead in 1882, when
a member of the Board of Admiralty, said : “ Unless. we
could rely on the mercantile marine to help us, it would
be impossible to accept the responsibility of protecting
our commerce with the present estimates, or indeed with
any estimates which Parliament could. be induced to
vote.” Lord Brassey doubted whether a system of subsidies would work well, but if that plan were adopted, he
considered that it should be given only fora limited term,
and under exacting conditions, including seventeen knots
as the lowest speed that should be accepted.
While
entertaining these views, Lord Brassey nevertheless
refers in his “Naval Annual” to the absence of “a positive
tie,” such as would bind the owners of the fast steamships
to keep them on the Admiralty list, and he speaks of this
as one of the defective elements in the existing arrangement. Steps to remedy this defect among others are now
being taken, and when we look at the state of affairs
abroad, it must be acknowledged that what is being done
to form an efficient auxiliary fleet comes not an hour too
Soon.
HIGH-SPEED ENGINES IN CARGO BOATS.
THE most obvious method of effecting a material
imprevement in the propulsion of merchant ships is to
reduce the weight of their machinery. It has been calculated that each ton of cargo space ought to earn £10
per annum. Each ton of machinery, coals, and boilers is
therefore worth £10a year. Ina paper read last year by
Mr. F. C. Marshall and Mr. R. L. Weghton before the
North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, it is stated that the weight of engines, boilers,
with water, spare gear, &c., in the merchant service is
480 lb. per indicated horse-power, while in the Navy it is
360 1b. We need not consider the case of torpedo boats
or even of fast cruisers, because the conditions under
which they work are peculiar. There can be no manner
of doubt that marine engine builders are thoroughly alive
to the advantages to be gained by reducing weight. If
then weight be not reduced, there are ostensibly good
reasons for the fact. It is worth while to consider what
these reasons are, and whether they have all the force
that apparently they must have.
In the first place, we find in considering ordinary
practice that there is no uniformity as to weights. Thus
on the Clyde engines and boilers of 600-horse power
weigh 125 to 130 tons, and on the Tyne 150 to 156 tons.
Different builders give different weights, so that it may
be taken as proved that there is nothing resembling a
hard-and-fast connection between weight and power.
The obvious way to reduce weight is to augment the
piston speed, because the strains due to the action of the
steam will remain constant; only they will be repeated
more frequently in a minute. Professor Greenhill has
recently shown in our columus that the finer a screw
propeller is in pitch, and the greater its speed of revolution, the more efficient it is likely to be; and important
practical illustrations are available to support
his argument:
Thus, for example, the steamer, John O. Scott, had her
propeller reduced in diameter and area. *The engines
made ten revolutions more per minute, and the consumption fell from 15 tons per day to 13 tons. It is perfectly
well understood indeed that in the propeller no obstacle
will be found to running engines at a high speed. If a
difficulty exists then it must be sought in the engines.
Now there are three ways in which greater piston speed
can be got. One consists in increasing the stroke, leaving
the revolutions untouched. Another consists in increasing
the number of revolutions leaving the stroke untouched.
The third plan is a combination of the other two. It is
clear that the maximum length of stroke is fixed to a large
extent by the depth of the ship; because to augment
length of stroke, and at the same time sltorten the connecting rods, is very bad policy. On the other hand,
it must be remembered that the shorter the stroke
for a given power, the greater, other things being
equal, will be the trouble caused by momentum and
inertia; not because these must of necessity be increased as
the stroke is diminished, but because the number of times
they come into action is increased. Thus if one engine
runs at fifty revolutions per minute and thumps
each
time the crank passes the centre, there will
one
hundred thumps per minute, while an engine of similar
power running at double the speed would thump two
hundred times per minute. A mean must be struck. In
dealing with compensation for the influence of inertia and
momentum it is very commonly assumed that they cause
no loss of efficiency if they are properly handled. This
is in a sense quite true; but it is not true in all senses of
the word efficiency. The momentum and centrifugal
force of revolving weights can be balanced by revolving weights, and wil] represent no loss of .any
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kind. But the momentum of reciprocating parts can
only be controlled by cushioning, and cushioning
can be carried to such an extent as seriously to
reduce the power of an engine. This is objectionable,
although no loss of fuel is incurred. To make this clear
let us take the case of a pendulum, which is strictly
analogous to that of the reciprocating masses in a steam
engine. The pendulum starts from rest at one end of its
excursion. It is compelled to move by a maximum effort
of gravity gradually diminishing; and after it has passed
the centre point of its stroke, just where its vis viva is a
maximum, gravity begins to retard it, and ultimately
brings it to rest. In like manner the piston of a steam
engine is started from rest at each end of its stroke by a
| maximum effort of the steam, which effort diminishes as
the steam expands. Toward the end of the stroke fresh
| steam is admitted to oppose the further progress of the
| piston, and this steam is compressed and driven back into
the valve chest, or even into the boiler. Now, a pendulum
is quite incapable of doing any work, because its momentum
is perfectly balanced by gravity, and it is always brought
to rest without any shock. It would be quite possible to
run a steam engine at a very high speed indeed without
shock, but the engine would be as incapable of doing
useful work as the pendulum, because the retardation
would be effected by admitting steam at about half stroke
on each side of the piston in turn. In the case of the
normal steam engine, however, part of the retardation of
the piston, and, fortunately, by far the largest part, may
be obtained from the resistance of the load. The momentum acquired during the first part of the stroke will then
be expended usefully during the latter half of the stroke,
and cushioning will only be needed to make up the difference, so to speak, between the retardation force
actually required and that available.
The difticulty
of properly balancing an engine and the risk of loss
by A. ma augment rapidly with the number of
revolutions and the piston speed per minute; and,
in one word, more skill is needed to design a high-speed
engine than will suffice for a slow-running machine.
Besides this, or rather as a consequence, the parts of the
high-speed engine are made lighter, and special devices
are needed not only for effecting lubrication but for preventing the various parts of the engine from working
themselves adrift as a result of vibration and jar. The
materials employed must be of better, or at least more
expensive quality. Thus, for instance, instead of cast
iron pistons, pistons of forged steel ag are demanded;
ports and valves must be larger, and the gear for’ working the valves augmented in dimensions, even while those
of pistons and cylinders, &c., are being reduced. Special
devices are needed, too, for taking up the momentum of
the slide or piston valves. All these things mean
money; and so it follows that a really satisfactory
high-speed marine engine will cost more than a
slow-speed engine of the same power, and will also be
more expensive in maintenance and lubrication. It must
moreover be remembered that a slow-running engine will
bear a great deal of neglect and hard usage which a highspeed engine will not stand. The one resembles the
patient donkey, the other a high-bred horse. It is very
easy during discussions, or on paper, to claim all manner
of good qualities for the high-speed engine. If, however,
we consider the conditions under which the machinery of
most cargo steamers is worked, it will be seen that the
shipowners have some reason for adhering to old practice.
The cargo steamer cannot be made to pay unless she is
worked hard, and the consequence is that little or no time
is allowed to the limited engine-room staff to make necessary repairs and adjustments. Only those behind the
scenes know the condition into which engines are
often unavoidably let to fall, and this while they are
making long voyages. Still, they keep going, and earn
their living; but it will be readily understood that
better and more refined mechanism might, under the
like conditions, break down totally. We do not wish it to
be understood that we assert that high speed engines are
quite inadmissible in our mercantile marine; all that we
are doing is considering the known facts which tend to
prevent their adoption. We may sum these up in a few
words by saying that such engines are popularly
supposed to cost more at first, and to have larger maintenances expenses, and to be more liable to break down,
than heavier and slower running machines, and this to
such an extent that the risk and loss incurred by their
adoption would be greater than the gain of fifty or one
hundred tons of cargo-carrying capacity would cover.
On the other hand, attention is directed to the engines
in the Navy, and shipowners are told that they have an
example set them there which they will do well to follow.
As a matter of fact, however, there is no analogy between
the man-of-war and the cargo or passenger steamer.
Be the power of the engines of the latter much
or little, it has all to be put forth, day after day,
for long periods of time. A cargo steamer may run
for eighteen or twenty days at full speed without even
stopping her engines for a moment. No one supposes
that engines in the Navy could do the same thing. Asa
matter of fact these last have less to do than any other
engines. Once the six hours’ trial trip is over the engines
go into retirement. To the end of their days they will
never, the chances are, be run again at full speed, unless
indeed after a thorough overhaul. When one of our
fastest ironclads has run at full speed to New York without a stop, we shall be prepared to admit that a valuable
lesson is taught by Admiralty practice tomarine engineers,
but not till then. That improvements will be effected in
the engines of cargo steamers we have no doubt, and that
changes will be made in the direction of reducing weight
and augmenting speed seems to be as certain as they are
desirable ; but there is a limit in this direction which
should not be hastily
passed, unless indeed it can be
shown that new entice ani methods of construction
are available to an extent which is not just at present
apparent. The conditions affecting passenger and mail
steamers are somewhat different from those controlling
practice in cargo boats, and they are more favourable to
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the development of high speeds, and it is, we think,
probable that it is in this class of vessel that advances are
most likely to be made in the first instance with success,”
OUR EXPORT OF COAL,
THE export coal trade, despite the effect of strikes, compares
very favourably with that of a year ago, but it is in spite of
many changes. There has been a change in the places whence
the coal has been shipped, and in the destination there has also
been a change. The Northumbrian ports have lost a very considerable part of the trade, and the Scottish ports have also
felt the effect, but the dulness thus marked in the exports is
more than counterbalanced by the increase in the shipments
from Durham, Yorkshire, and Wales. In all, our exports of
coals and coke for the past month were 1,525,787 tons, whilst in
the corresponding month of last year the shipments were
1,380,000 tons only. Thus there is an increase of 10 per cent.
in the shipments, despite the strikes. This is ons featureof the
trade, but another is the fact that Russia, and Sweden, and
Germany have each taken less than they did in the same month
of last year, but to the countries in the South of Europe there,
has been an increase; and it is to the general result rather than
to the details that the greatest attention will be given. But
still in the falling off of the exports of coal to some of the
northern countries of Europe there is a fact which is worth
examination, and which will have its etfect on the future of the
coal, and especially in part of the coalfields. There has been
and will be a growth in the production of German coal which
will become increasingly a factor in the trade to those northern
regions. In his work on “Coal and Iron,” Mr. Pechar traces
the growth of the output of coal in Germany from 130 tons
per ininer for the year 1848 to over 200 tons; and though this
fact is not one which is often referred to, yet it is none the less
potential in regard to Germen coal, and it is to this is due in
great degree that the production of German coal rose in less
than forty years to about ninefold what it was, and continues to increase. In this country we have the advantage
of holding the home market untouched. We hear now and then
of threats of invasion of England with foreign coal, but it is
usually found that any driblets of coal thus either actually sent
in, or threatened to be sent in, are cannel coal or some other
special quality for purposes other than fuel. But Germany herself needs to import considerably over 2,000,000 tons per
annum, and the largest part of this is from England. Indeed,
nearly all the coal-producing countries import a fair quantity
of coal, though in several instances there is an export which
partially or wholly counterbalances the import. But Great
Britain supplies its own needs, and has a not inconsiderable
quantity out of its production to expert. That quantity is oneeighth of the total, whilst over a considerable period of years
Germany has ranged between a fourth and a sixth in proportion,
but the quantity is far less than that of this country. It is an
export which is growing, and so is our own, but there is
a fact which does not appear on the surface which makes the
preponderance here greater. The coals shipped for use of
steamers engaged in the foreign trade do not appear in the list
of exports, but they approach 6,000,000 tons yearly on the
average, and thus it may be said that we are rapidly approaching
a shipment in that way, and as exports, of one-sixth of our
total output, apart from that sent to Lreland and to the Isle of
Man. But we ship a large part of our coal to countries, as we
have said, which are producing more and more of their own
fuel. If we are to maintain the extent of our coal export, we
shall have to find new customers, for in time Germany and
Russia will produce nearly all they need. It is true that the
consumption of coal grows in most lands, and grows especially
with the change from sail to steam of the fleets. This will prevent
the loss of custom being felt so much, and it will develope the
demand for coal. But still the position of the export coal trade
is one that will need the attention of the coalowners in the
search for new districts.
ENGINEERS AND THE LONDON CHAMBER OF COMMERCF,
We give on another page a short account of a meeting held
last week at the London Chamber of Commerce for the purpose
of forming a section for the engineering trades. London was
late, some five years ago, in following the example of the
northern towns in establishing a Chamber, but since that time
the new organisation has made rapid progress in furthering its
intended objects. Manufacturers and traders are singly at a
great disadvantage in dealing with official bodies, foreign Governments and others, and the strength of union is obtained by
forming associations of this sort. The various branches of the
produce trades, as well as those connected with wool, leather,
metal, and other leading commodities, have been already
formed into sections for dealing with the special matters pertaining to them, and it may be expected that a strong body
representing most of the varied aspects of commercial
London is now fairly established. Although several of
the leading engineering firms were already members of
the Chamber, it seems to have been felt that till a distinct
section was formed to deal with their special questions, the
organisation was incomplete, and this gap is now filled by the
meeting of last week. Railway material, agricultural, and
other machinery, mining plant, steamships, and other products
of our engineering factories, form a considerable proportion of
the total exports of the country, and a large part of the colonial
and foreign loans raised here are expended in such merchandise.
No one more than engineers have to do with foreign undertakings, and the keen rivalry of continental competitors, aided
by the activity of their consular and other agents abroad,
must be met by similar enterprise here. Such foreign
questions as customs’ tariff, concessions for public works,
the obtaining of consular reports, and, at home, the equally
important questions of railway rates, . sea freights and
technical education, can only be dealt with effectually by
organised representative bodies. Our readers will agree with
us in thinking that so long at the engineering trades were
unrepresented in regard to these matters, the London Chamber
of Commerce was vbviously incomplete. One important function undertaken by the Chamber is to facilitate the substitution
of arbitration for litigation in the law courts. Commercial
questions are continually arising which depend on usages of
trade, and when, as among engineers and manufacturers, or
between engineers, merchants, and officials, such questions are
complicated by technical and scientific considerations, an ordinary court or jury is quite unable to deal with them. There
are difficulties in the way of arbitration which have hitherto
greatly hindered this means of settling disputes, not the least
being the want of agreement between the parties in the choice
of arbitrators. The London Chamber of Commerce has, among
its other objects, the choosing of suitable men of standing and
special knowledge for this duty, and the keeping down the
expenses, Engineers, when inserting or agreeing to arbitration
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clauses in their contracts, might well go further, and stipulato
that the choice of arbitration shall, if occasion arise, be left te
the president of the Chamber.
IMPORTATION OF BRITISH MARKED GOODS,
TyerE is no mystery about the importation of Britishmarked goods from abroad, 'The Custom House authorities,
although anxious enough to do what is right in the interests of
just trading, have managed by one of their General Orders, dating
back to 1883—-which came into force in January, 1884—to
arrange their regulations 80 as to practically favour the foreigner.
By the 39th and 40th Vic., c. 36, 1876, it was prohibited to
import goods bearing any name, brand, or mark of English
manufacture. This section was altered in 1883 to “name and
brand,” “name and place.’ Acting under this order the
Customs authorities decline to notice such goods as do not bear
both name and place, or name and brand, though the marks
put upon them poiut directly to intent to deceive, For
example, goods may come in marked “Brown's Steel,” or
“ Joseph Rodgers and Sons’ Cutlery,” though not an ounce of
the steel was made by Brown, and the cutlery was never inside
the famous “No. 6.” A Sheffield steel firm finding that thei
steel was being imported into this country marked “
:8
steel” brought the fact under the notice of the Custom House.
They contended that their name being a registered trade mark
the goods ought to be seized on importation, The Custom
House decided against them, and forwarded a copy of the
General Order. It would be interesting to know why the provisions of the Act of 1876 were over-ridden by this General
Order, which seems to have widely opened the door for’ fraudulent dealing. Imitation may be the sincerest form of flattery,
but this class of compliment is expensive.
WILLIAM DENNY.
Tue principal topic in industrial and commercial circles
throughout Glasgow and the West of Scotland for the past week
has been the sudden and lamentable decease of Mr. William
Denny, shipbuilder, Dumbarton. This sorrowful event took
place on the 18th inst. at Buenos Ayres, South America,
whither the deceased gentleman had gone about eight months
ago, partly on business, but mainly to recruit his health, which
nad been far from satisfactory for some considerable time.
Some two years ago Mr. Denny was prostrated by a serious
attack of typhoid fever, from the effects of which he had never
completely recovered. The journey to the River Plate was
undertaken, as has been said, with a view to benefitting his
health; but being of such an ardent nature in all that concerned
the business prosperity of his firm, he overtaxed his strength
so seriously that his health broke down, his mind became
unhinged, with the result that he terminated his life with his
own hand, The details of his death were not known in this
country till some days after the melancholy event. Of the Institution of Naval Architects, Mr. Denny was one of the best known
and most esteemed members, his share in the deliberations of
that Institution being at once extensive and important. The,
meetings of the Iron and Steel Institute have on more than
one occasion been enhanced in interest aud value by the part he
took in the proceedings, and the same remark applies to the
meetings of the Scottish Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders. The Institution of Civil Engineers, the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers, and the Royal Society of Edinburgh, also
claimed him as a member, and will share in the general regret.
Mr. Denny was in the prime of life, having just entered his
fortieth year. He was born at Dumbarton in 1847, and received
his elementary education in the Burgh Academy of his native
town. From thence he went to Edinburgh High School,
where under the tuition of Mr. John Carmichael, one of the
most celebrated teachers of his day, he received a classical
education. In his seventeenth year he entered the Leven Shipyard, much like an ordinary apprentice, and during a period of
three years served stated terms in several of the practical
departments, finishing up with the drawing-office. Mr. Denny
had no regular mathematical or scientific training; what
knowledge he possessed in these departments of learning, he
acquired by self-tuition, principally during the morning and
evening hours, before and after engaging in hard physical
labour. Mr. Denny always looked back upon this period of his
life with just pride, and it was largely owing to his experience
in the workshop, and his coming closely into touch with working-men, that his well-known sympathy with them and hearty
co-operation in all that concerned their social and intellectual
interests were so great. At the comparatively early age of
twenty-three he was admitted a partner of the shipbuilding
firm, and shortly afterwards of the engineering firm, of Denny
and Company, a distinct business of which his father, along
with several others, had been the founders in 1851. After
becoming a member of the shipbuilding firm, he displayed such
4 grasp of practical detail, due to his training in the various
departments of the works, coupled with such marked abilities
as an adminstrator, that in a short time be was made managing
partner and intrusted with almost the entire control of
the affairs of the shipyard. Under his spirited and energetic
rule, many important improvements were made in the conduct of the works in the shipyard. One of the first matters
to which he directed his attention was the system of payment of wages by result, or, piecework. This system, now
80 universally followed throughout shipyards and engineering
works, was at that early stage instituted by him in various
departments of the shipyard,
and to the success attending it
there was due its rapid extension in other works. He published
a pamphlet on the subject, entitled “The Worth of Wages,”
conspicuous for its grasp of the principles underlying the labour
question, and for its lucid exposition of the soundness and
equity of the principle of payment for work by the piece. Later
on he inaugurated a unique system of premiums for inventions or
improvements made by workmen in machinery or modes of work,
which has been attended with very suceessful results as regards
the interests of both employers and employed. As evidence of
this, it may be stated that during the comparatively short time
it has been in vogue nearly 200 of the many claims made by
workmen for improvements have received awards varying from
£2 to £12, representing in all the disbursement by the firm of
nearly £1000. Similar schemes have subsequently been introduced into several other industrial establishments on the Clyde
and elsewhere.
Realising the need for extended premises and thoroughly
modern appliances, if the firm were to keep abreast of the
developments of marine architecture, Mr. Denny as managing
partner inaugurated, about four years ago, a system of extension and rearrangement of their premises, which has scarcely
yet been completed. Comprised in the scheme were the
enlargement of the area to almost double its previous dimensions, the readjustment and increase of building berths so as to
accommodate vesels of the greatest length, the formation of a
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new tidal dock and the erection of the most powerful shear legs
now manufactured, the introduction of narrow gauge portable
railways throughout every part of the premises, the introduction of the electric light throughout the offices and workshops,
the substitution of powerful hydraulic punching, pressing, and
rivetting machines for those worked by steam, the introduction
of a telephone system embracing every section of the works as
well as the residences of members of the firm, and the provision
for accomplishing portions of the work of vessels’ outfit, such as
electric lighting, upholstery and saloon decoration, formerly
contracted for outside the works.
- Many of Mr. Denny,’s principal achievements, however, were
connected with matters which though having risen in the conduct of his firm’s business yet had a wide bearing and marked
effect outside this limited sphere. A few of these may be briefly
alluded to. One matter is the investigation of speed and
resistance of steamships. As early as 1874-75, adopting what
in a few cases had been carried out in Government vessels, he
instituted the system of trying merchant steamers for speed
progressively, on the measured mile, and recording the results
graphically in such a way that the power required to propel the
vessel at any other intermediate speeds than those for which
the results were obtained could be at once measured, and an
analysis of other elements made. This, and other advantages
which need not be named, caused the practice to be followed by
other private shipbuilders, until now it is almost universally
adopted by firms of good standing. In 1875 Mr. Denny
embodied the results of experiments of this nature in a
paper, for which he was awarded a gold medal by the Institute of Shipbuilders and Engineers of Scotland. Appreciating
the value of the experimental work with ships’ models of the
late Dr. William Froude, F.R.S., as regards throwing independent light on the nature of resistance, enabling a trustworthy estimate to be made of the propulsive power required
for proposed ships, and affording additional knowledge of a
ship’s characteristics as evinced on trial, Mr. Denny established
an experimental tank in connection with the works similar to
that of the late Dr. Froude. No other private mercantile firm is possessed of any feature of a similar kind, and
doubtless the exclusive knowledge acquired by its means will
ultimately place the firm in a better position than their competitors to predict and obtain speed results with the smallest
expenditure and with the least sacrifice of other desirable
qualities. While speaking of these special facilities for acquiring the best results, reference may be made to the unusually
large drawing staff employed by Messrs. Denny—the outcome, like many other features in the yard, of the ardent love
of science and method on the part of the late managing partner.
This feature in the organisation of the yard is one to which the
utmost importance has been attached by Messrs. Denny, and in
its maintenance a very large sum is expended annually. The
staff includes many gentlemen who have brought to the work
of the drawing-office all the advantages of a University training,
and the larger number are students or past students of the
Naval Architecture and Science classes held under the auspices
of the Government Science and Art Department, an agency for
education in which the late Mr. Denny took very great interest,
and was instrumental in improving as regards the naval architecture branch. The analysis of stresses to which vessels are
subject at sea, and the best means of providing against such
without unduly weighting the structure, was another
favourite study of the deceased. Early in his professional
career he took exception, in an able paper read _ before
the Institute of Naval Architects, to Lloyd’s method of
fixing scantlings, and advocated an alternative method aiming
at a more minute and evenly-graduated scheme of scantlings.
The criticism since kept up through other channels, has been
the means of causing modifications to be made in the Registry
rules as to scantlings and construction. At a very early stage
in the introduction of mild steel as a shipbuilding material
Mr. Denny took the matter up with great spirit, and did much
by personal advocacy,as well as by its actual employment in the
shipyard, to further its extended use. Early in 1879, while yet
the Admiralty were hesitating to make large use of the new
material, Mr. Denny secured the order for a large steamer which
the enterprise of builders and owners alike determined should
be constructed of mild steel entirely, and have steel boilers.
This was the Buenos Ayrean, the first steel steamer employed
on the Atlantic service. In order to meet the stringent conditions laid down by the registration societies as to the strength
of material, as well as to satisfy all concerned, a powerful
testing machine of the best make was introduced into the yard,
and large numbers of experiments were conducted. The results
of these, as well as of the working of the new material into the
actual ships—of which several were soon in hand—were communicated to the Institution of Naval Architects in 1880, in a
paper on “Steel in the Shipbuilcing Yard.” Mainly through
Mr. Denny’s representations,a serious hindrance to the development of steel shipbuilding was removed when it was arranged
that the registry tests would be conducted before the material
left the steel works, in place of when it had arrived in the shipyards, The economical aspect of the subject did not of course
escape Mr. Denny, and in two or more papers read before the
Iron and Steel Institute and the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers he discussed the economical advantages of building
in steel. A further matter worthy of notice in connection with
the deceased is his share in the development of the modern
system of fitting water-ballast cellular bottoms in steamers.
Adopting it about seven years ago in four sister vessels for the
British India Steam Navigation Company, Mr. Denny, on behalf
of. his firm, subsequently raised the important issue with
the Board of Trade as to whether the tonnage of these
vessels should be measured to the top of the inner bottom,
or, as this body insisted upon, to an imaginary line, halfway down the double bottom—in fact to where the top of
the ordinary floor would have come. It was maintained by
Mr. Denny—and the Court upheld the contention—that as the
register tonnage was meant to be a measure of the space available for cargo carrying, the top of the ceiling on the inner
bottom was the only equitable line of measurement. The successful action of Mr. Denny in this matter removed a serious
hindrance to the general adoption of the cellular water ballast
system. The important subjects of overloading and instability
of cargo steamers, to which attention has been so forcibly
directed of late years, were always matters of deep concern to
Mr. Denny. Aided by the large staff at his command he did
much, by actual experiment, with vessels in the finished state
and by elaborate calculations, to simplify the intricate problem
of stability. The system of inclining vessels to ascertain the
position of centre of gravity and of the metacentre has been
followed by his firm for many years, and using the results of
these inclining experiments as a basis, the elaborate and complicated problem of stability has been worked out for many of
their vessels. Mr. Denny was a member of the Load-line
Committee.
Mr. Denny’s was a singularly active life, for not only in

matters connected with the business of his firm and the
furtherance of the profession he loved so well, but in affairs
concerning the educational and social improvement of he
people he laboured with untiring enthusiasm.
He was
instrumental in forming the Dumbarton School of Art;
and, with his father and other friends, contributed
funds for its accommodation in the Academy-buildings.
He was a prominent member of the Philosophical Society
of the town, and read papers on various subjects at its meetings. The co-operative and benevolent societies of the town
had his warm sympathies and assistance. In these, and indeed
almost all the institutions of the burgh
— educational, benevolent, and social—he took a lively interest and contributed
ungrudgingly to their support. All with whom he came in cuntact, either as a man of business or in any outside capacity, at
once recognised in him a high-principled and courteous geutleman. With the officials and foremen of the works he was
on excellent terms, and he had the faculty in rare degree of
inspiring them with the same enthusiasm for work and study
by which he was himself actuated. His death in the very
prime of life, and in the midst of many projects charged with
great consequence to the firm, the community of Dumbarton,
and the shipbuilding profession generally, may well be deplored
as a decided public loss. His death supplies another example,
if one were wanting, that the man who overworks himself
shortens his life, and is very far from having found true wisdom.
THE FASTEST BOAT IN THE WORLD.
THE application of twin-screws to torpedo beats is practically
a new departure, for although twin-screws have been suggested
and even used in fast launches capable of carrying a spar torpedo, they have never been adopted or even tried on a large
scale in torpedo boats of the first class. The more interest
therefore attaches to the trial trip made on Tuesday last of a
twin-screw torpedo boat, one of two built for the Italian
Government by Messrs. Yarrow and Co., of Poplar. This boat
has the following dinensions:—Length on water line, 140ft.;
beam, extreme, 14ft.; draft, 5ft. 4in.; displacement, 100 tons.
Steam is supplied by two locomotive boilers, one forward and
one abaft the engine room. Either boiler can supply either
engine or both. The screws are driven by two pairs of compound engines, indicating over 1400-horse power combined.
Condensing water is supplied by centrifugal pumping engines,
arranged to pump out of any compartment in case of leakage,
while ejectors and hand pumps are fitted to each of the main
compartments. This boat is fitted with no less than ten watertight bulkheads, and Yarrow’s patent water-tight ashpan
arrangement to both boilers, by which the fire is prevented
being put out in case of water entering the stokeholes, and the
boat can run 50 or 60 knots after the stokehole is flooded,
an advantage the importance of which cannot be over-estimated.
Double steam steering gear is fitted to work either rudder quite
independently of the other.
The armament consists of two bow tubes and two at a very
small angle with each other on a turntable aft for side discharge
simultaneously, to ensure at least one torpedo hitting. She also
carries two quick-firing Nordenfeldt guns. Cabins are fitted
for the crew forward, petty officers right aft, and a saloon, lavatories, &c., are provided for officers further amidships.
The trial trip took place in the Lower Hope, below Gravesend.
The weather was very rough, the number of people on board
thirty-three, equipment complete, and load carried 12 tons.
Steam ,.
Revolu.
Second
pressure V@cuum ateog Speed.
Mean.
mean.
knots.
knots.
knots.
1
135
27
365
22-641
2
129
27
364
27°272
24°956
3
128
264
365
22°360
24°816
24°886
4
130
263, 370
27°692
25-026
24°921
5
131
265
372
22°360
25 °026
25° 026
6
132
27
364
27 °692
25° 026
25° 026
Means’
130
263
366
—
-—
24°964
This is practically a speed of 25 knots, or 28 miles per
hour. This is the greatest speed ever attained through the
water by any ship or boat, and is a wonderful performance. We
shall have more to say concerning this Italian torpedo boat;
meanwhile we may point out that our own Government would.
use only a necessary precaution if they took care to provide this
country with an adequate number of similar boats.
STEAMSHIP OROYA.
WE this week publish the first of a series of engravings of one
of two large steamers (sister vessels) built by the Barrow Shipbuilding Company for the Pacific Steam Navigation Company.
The vessel is intended to ply between London and South
Australia under the Orient flag. She was launched in September last, and sailed from London on her maiden voyage on
February 17th. The vessel is 460{t. in length, 49ft. in breadth,
and 38{t. 3in. depth, moulded, and has a gross register tonnage
of about 6200 tons. She is fore and aft rigged with four masts.
The hull has been constructed on the longitudinal doublebottom principle, fitted with four complete closed-in-decks, all
fore and aft, and promenade decks extending to the ship’s.side.
Her superstructures consist of a short poop and forecastle, and
a long range of ’midship deck-houses. The deck erections and
various ‘tween decks have been fitted up to accommodate 126
first, 154 second, and 412 third-class passengers, and have ample
accommodation for officers and crew. We must postpone more
minute description until we publish further engravings.
BEAM-BENDING

AND PUNCHING

MACHINE.

WE illustrate on page 231 an improved angle and beam-bending
and punching machine, which has been made from improved
designs for Messrs. D. New and Co.,of Bishopsgate-street, London,
and Melbourne, for one of their Australian customers.
The principal feature and novel improvement in this machine
is the adjustment given to the side stops, which have a transverse movement from 12in. outwards, at the same time being
adjustable in a direction parallel to the plunger. This arrangement allows of any bend being immediately set, commencing
from almost a straight line toa mostacute angle. The machine
is capable of bending up to 6in. angle iron, and 10in. beams, and
will punch holes lin, diameter through lin. thick. It is entirely
self-contained in one.massive casting, forming a very solid and
powerful machine. It is complete with steam engine, stop
motion to both ends, and punch stripper. Its total weight is
63 tons,
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HYDRAULIC

SEPARATORS AT THE MECHER.
NICH MINES.
In describing these separators, the American Engineering and
Mining Journal says:—* The problem of handling and cheaply
concentrating very large quantities of low-grade material has
seldom been so successfully solved as at the mines of the above
company. The amount of material daily treated is about 1400
tons, which contains 2 per cent. only of lead in the mass. The
handling of such a mass has chiefly been made possible by the
introduction of the automatic hydraulic lever separators, of
which the accompanying cuts will explain the action. The
hydraulic separator, as will
seen, consists of a boiler-iron
rectangular tank, the lower portion of one narrow side of which
is run bevelled to the bottom. The whole apparatus rests oy
two |——_| iron girders, The tank is divided vertically by the
partition plate w into two main chambers E and B. The front
chamber B is lower than the rear chamber, and is connected on
top with the inflow and outflow launders G. In the bottom jt
is formed like an ordinary Spitzkasten, with perforated bottom
plates. This compartment is also lined with wood throughout
to resist the wear of the ore. The rear compartment E is again
divided half way down by the partition Z into two smaller
chambers A and C, also of equal height. The water to run the
machine is admitted through the pipe a into the compartmeut
A, in such a manner that it will have to pass through the perforated plate u, as shown by the arrows, before entering the
body of the machine. This is done to prevent impact of the
falling column of water having any effect on the working of the
machine. The compartment C is, in its upper portion, lined
with wood, and fitted with a wooden plunger or float S, which
is suspended by the rod F to the lever h, whose fulcrum is at i,
on the rod or support ¢, which, as shown, is bolted to the tank
| in the front of the compartment B. At the point d, on the
| lever h, is suspended the plug valve v by the stem e. This plugvalve is fitted to the opening of the conical perforated bottom
of the compartment B, and regulates the discharge through the
pipe q into the receiving-trough r. The operation of the machine
is as follows :—The material to be concentrated is run through
the flume G, and falls into the front compartment B, in which
it is met by an upward current of water, which, coming from A
and C, is forced up through the perforated bottom b, thus
2
>

table to rise and lower by hand, admitting 18in. deep at lowest,
THE DENNIS FULLWAY VALVE.
and rising 16in. The weight is 32 cwt.
Our engraving is a front view of the tool, showing the
THE above illustrations show fully the construction of the
Dennis patent fullway valves, which are now being manufac- balancing gear and the long heads in which the drill spindles
tured in cast iron in sizes
from 2in. to 12in. by Mr. A.
WILKINSON AND LISTER’S DRILLING MACHINE.
G. Mumford, Colchester, who
has purchased the entire sets
of patterns and sole right to
manufacture.
This valve
possesses
many advantages.
It gives a straight fullway equal
to the area of the pipe, and in
the act of closing, owing to its
peculiar construction, clears its
seats thoroughly from all dirt,
grit, or deposit. This valve can
be fixed in any position, the
spindle can be taken out, the
cap removed, the whole interior
of the valve can be examined,
and the gland can be packed.
Each and all of these operations can be performed without
damage or trouble whilst the
valve is under heavy pressure.
The valves and valve seatings
are faced with gun-metal, and
the working nut and screw are
also gun-metal.
The construction of the valve will be
readily understood from the
engravings. It will be seen that
it is really a double valve, the
faces of which are pressed to
their seats by the automatic
action of the screw between
them.
AUTOMATIC DRILLING
MACHINE.
THIs machine has been
designed by Messrs. Wilkinson
and Lister, of Keighley, to meet
the requirements of machinists
and others who require to drill
quantities of small holes up to
lin. diameter, in numbers of
articles which are alike and
require holes of the same depth.
Proper holders are fixed on the
table to secure the work, the
spindles are then set to drill
any required depth, a maximum
of 6in. The machine then feeds
itself to the depth, and releases
the feed motion, returning clear
of the work, which is replaced
by another of the same article.
Each spindle may be set to feed
different depths, so that one
;
class of work may be done on one spindle and another on the
next. The machine is entirely self contained, being driven
direct from the main shaft and provided with stop motion. The
spindles are 13in, apart, and 1 jin, diameter, with 6in. feed. The

are revolved. The gearing rotating the spindles being at the
back of the framing is not seen. A tool of this kind cannot fail
to prove useful in many shops. It is an examp'e of the tendency
now apparent to use special tools for special operations,

ka

HYDRAULIC SEPARATORS
causing a separation of the lighter from the heavier particles.
e pressure of the water column is maintained and regulated
| by the plunger S. Thus, when the richer ore-grains settle to
| the bottom, and gradually cover up the perforations, they check
| the upward current of water, and cause the column to rise,
| lifting the float S, which in turn, through the lever h, raises the
| valve 6, whereby the accumulated concentrators are discharged
into the trough r. This discharge lowers the head of water,
/and immediately closes the valve v, when the whole operation
begins again. The machines are placed generally in batteries of
three, and are really continuous automatic jigs, as well as sizingboxes, each one of the three compartments taking a size smaller
| than the one preceding it. The amount each battery will treat,
| of material ground to 5 mm. size, is from 216 te 243 cubic feet
per hour, with an expenditure of 1215 cubic feet of water. The
| size of the perforations of the bottom plates, the volume and the
| height of the water column, are regulated in each machine to
| suit the sizes to be treated. At Mechernich they have 124 of
these machines in operation. Of the resulting materials, 98
per cent. is in coarse grains averaging from 20 to 24 per cent. of
lead, which is re-crushed and treated on the slime-tables, and 2
per cent. of fine ore ready for the furnace, having a tenor of
from 55 to 60 per cent. lead. In cases where the mineral to be
concentrated occurs free from the gangue in grains varying from
1 to5 mm. in size, the concentrates resulting from these machines
fully equal what can be obtained from ordinary jigging ; and by
curtailing the amount of material fed to each machine, almost perfect concentration is attainable. The advantage of these machines
lies principally in their simplicity and enormous capacity in canes
where a preliminary concentration can be made to save from 50
to 75 per cent. of the crushing expenses, which are always the
chief item of cost in all concentrating works.
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On concluding a series of lectures on “Basic-slag
Dr. Grupe Licht
Manure,” held at the Rhenish Agricultural Casino,
=
hical sketch of Sidney Gilchrist Thomas, ending
a short bi
hold 4
the remar' that agriculturists in Germany wouldof aever
process which
memory in thankful remembrance as the inventor
caused basic slag to be produced.
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ON REVERSIBLE LEAD BATTERIES AND THEIR
USE FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.’
By Desmonp G, Fitz-GrraLp M.S.T.E,
Wuen the cheap production of electrical power by means of the
dynamo machine was first realised as a fait accompli, there were
many who naturally, but somewhat rashly, assumed that cheap
electrical power would immediately become generally available for
electric lighting in private dwellings and for many other applications on a small scale. These anticipations, we all know, were
doomed to disappointment—most of us have found it impracticable
to introduce electrical power into the household; and the privilege
of making use of the most beautiful, cleanly, and hygienic means
of artificial lighting has hitherto been denied to us. It may be
interesting at the present moment—when the lead storage battery
js claiming renewed attention—to glance bricfly at the grounds for
the sanguine anticipations which were formed soon after Werdermann brought the machine of Gramme into this country, to recall
some of the main causes of their non-realisation, to examine
critically the accepted views as to the chemical and _electrochemical reactions involved in the working of reversible lead
batteries, to estimate the probable extent to which such batteries
may be improved, or the room there may be for improvement, and,
lastly, to consider, at least in its primd facie aspect, the question
as to the practicability of wae’ g J the original anticipations into
effect by means of an improved form of reversible lead battery.
It is admitted by high engineering authority that, with steam
engines of improved construction and of not less than 300-horse
power nominal, it is quite practicable to obtain a horse-power-hour
mechanical by the combustion of 2b. —a of good coal.
Allowing 20s. per ton for such coal, the cost of the fuel to develope
this quantity of energy would be considerably under one farthing
—214d, Putting the commercial efficiency of the dynamo machine
roughly at 70 per cent., the cost of the horse-power-hour electrical
woul
less than one-third of a penny—‘306d. Taking everything into account, Sir W. Siemens in 1882 could not estimate the
cost of production in London ata higher figure than nine-tenths of
a penny--"895d. There are incandescent lamps that will yield a
candle-power for a |2} watts expended; and, taking the horsewer electrical as 736 watts t would thus be equivalent to the
illuminating power of 294 standard candles. The price in London
of the gas to produce this illumination for one hour may be estimated at about 24d.; and in London gas is cheaper than in most
other localities, It was natural that figures analogous to these
should arouse sanguine anticipations in the electrical engineer—
* And duller should we be than the fat weed
That rots itself in ease on Lethe’s wharf
Were we not moved at this ”
But when, in this country and elsewhere, the requirements for
domestic electric lighting came to be practically considered, it
was found on the one hand that—in spite of the capabilities of
the individual celebrated amongst our Parisian confréres as le
jardinier de M. Preece—no private individual would, as a rule,
willingly incur the prime outlay, trouble, and comparative expense
of a small steam or gasengine and a dynamo machine; and, on the
other hand, that the cost and difficulty of laying down leads’
pede pe even a populous district with electrical power from a
central station was a very serious consideration. After 1882, when
electric lighting was made a stalking-horse by the worst sort of
pane wad promoter, it was clearly seen that this mode of supply,
involving an investment of capital even larger than that which had
gradually been made in gas, would be out of the question for
many years tocome. I have no doubt that it will ultimately be
adopted to a large extent—but this will not be, I think, in the lifetime of those of us who have
the middle-age ; nor do I think
that the distribution of electrical power from central stations will
at any period altogether supersede the method of distribution,
by means of elements in which electrical energy has been stored,
to which I shall my advert.
The electro-chemical means at present available for the
storage of electrical cnony cannot, either from a scientific or a
practical point of view,
regarded as perfect; and it seems
certain that they will be considerably improved in future years. The
trite saying that the storage battery is still in its infancy is perhaps
not inapplicable; but it would be a mistake to ignore the fact that
important improvements have been made in this apparatus since—
seven years ago—the cell of Gaston Planté was first modified by
Camille Faure. Under the headings of ‘“ Storage Capacity,” and
‘Weight per Horse-power-hour,” I have jotted down from my notebook, in tabular form, some figures, subject to correction and
TABLE I. —Storage Capacity of various Secondary Cells.
Per Ib, of Pb. Per kilo. of Pb.
Name of cell.
ny.
| Watt— |Kilogram- Watt
.
Authorit y:
Foot Ibe.’ yours, |meters. hours.
Planté ..
. 12,000 | 4°52 | 3,664
10
Faure oo oe uc ee ME Tere
5,495
15
E.P.S, L plates -. .. 48,000
(%)18-09 (?)| 14,600 (2) 30°8(?) Howard.
Rn
agp BHO 186 |11,010
30 (?) Hospitalier,
oe:shan
} 31,800 12
9,540
26 Fitz-Gerald.
. , o
formy armor Cold) Goss
25 | 2,018
5-5 Prospectus,
z
_ Ath:
{cidform)serial: 30,798
15:
12,110
33 Fitz-Gerald.
it“Union” call f 47,170
> om 17°8
=
14,67130°16 _G, Forbes.
TABLE IL.—Weight per Horse-power-hour Capacity of various
Secondary Batteries,
:
El
tsonly. Cell complet:
Name of battery. .———
| Authority.
| Lbs, |Kilos,| Lbs, Kilos, |
er
oe] ve
oe
396 =—-180 | Reynier.
Toure...
|
aa
88
40 Faure.
(ola “aan m ee
ad
165
75 Sir W. Thomson.
”
oO
_. an ee
oe
198
00
‘
”
(new model . .
os
134 61 }Reynier.
E.P.S.
§
oe
138 60°4
otus,
L plates .. his
6a
110-50 ||:Reckenzaun.
» 8 ii etioe bo 30
135 61°3 | Fitz-Gerald,
fine posve.| 50°6 | 23
117°5 -53°4| R. Tamine,
ve | Idem,
476 io
ae Planté form) 105
pe
“old fora) TY {| 42 | 9-1]
76 | 34:5 | Fite-Gorald,
Lithry arneal— ’ {| a | 19
| G. Forbes,
7o | 81's |
em mr
which in some measure illustrate this improvement,
although there are other points of equal importance which
require
to be taken into comuek. The “lithanode””
tioned in these
tables were the subject of a paper which I read at the British
Association Meeting at Birmingham, and which will be found in
the Hlectrician of September 10th last year. It is peroxide of
lead—with more or less sulphate of the metal—in a coherent and
highly-conductive form, having generally
a specific gravity between
70 and 79, I shall have occasion again to refer to this material
presently.
In Table I., I have taken the liberty of placing a note of interrogation after the values, relating to the stotage capacity of the
lates formerly manufactured by the Electrical Power Storage
mpany, taken from the paper read by my friend and old pupil,
Mr. F. G. Howard, in June, 1885, at a meeting of
at the Institution of Civil Engineers. No doubt Mr. students
Howard
referred to the total storage capacity, instead of the useful capacity,
of these plates; but even in this case the value given woul
1 The Society of Telegraph Engincers andElectricians,
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to be much too high. Certainly the plates now issued by the Electrical Power Storage Company are at least equal to those manufactured by them two years ago; and at the present moment the useful storage capacity claimed by them per |b. of battery is, I believe,
three ampére-hours on a rough average. In the smaller cells this
value may be surpassed—in the larger it is scarcely attained. The
present ‘‘thin-plate” electrical power storage cells have a capacity
of 2°8 ampére-hours per lb. of battery. In practice, as for instance
at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, this value we know is not
always even approached. Now, taking the high value of three
ampére-hours per lb, of battery, the horse-power-hour cell would
weigh 1291b. But, according to the values I have called into
question, 41 lb. of lead in the battery would suffice to produce the
horse-power-hour ; and this lead would constitute only one-third
of the total weight of the battery—a ratio which is far too small,
and requires to be increased to at least one-half.
A high ratio of stored energy to weight is not always the most
important consideration in a reversible lead battery ;and the few
data I have collected in tabular form would have been of greater
interest if I had specified in each case the rate of discharge, since
it is well-known that the useful capacity becomes diminished as
this value is increased. I will to some extent remedy the omission
by stating, in
rd to the lithanode battery, that when the rate
of discharge is about 446 ampere per lb. of plates, or ‘257 ampére
r lb. of battery, theuseful capacity may be as high as 9°32 ampéreead per lb. of plates, or 5°3 ampere-hours per lb, of battery. But
when the rate of discharge reaches ‘64 ampére per lb. of plates,
or ‘86 amptre per lb. of battery, then the useful capacity falls to
8°6 amptre-hours per Ib. of plates, or 4°8 ampére-hours per lb. of
battery. These results have already been far surpassed in the
laboratory ;but they are probably the maxima hitherto obtained
on a practical scale.
Whatever may be said of the lead storage battery itself, it is
uite certain, I think, that our electro-chemical knowledge in re!ation to it is “in its infancy.” We should be thankful even for
small mercies in this direction, for very few electricians or electrochemists have given any real attention to the matter, which is one
of vital importance to progress. But we should be re
wate
ful to Dr. en. Gladstone and to the late Mr. Alfred Tribe, who
ve a great deal of careful labour to ‘“‘The Chemistry of the
ondary Batteries of Planté and Faure.’ I am glad to say this
before criticising, to the best of my ability, some of their conclusions from which I venture to differ—or to imagine that I differ.
In the first place there is a little matter—perhaps a lapsus—
of no great importance perhaps in itself, but which seems to me
of importance by reason of the detestation in which I hold anything in the form of white sulphate—non-conducting sulphate—
in the negative element of a lead storage cell. In their little
work, under the above-mentioned title, Messrs. Gladstone and
Tribe x ¢ oer the following question and answer :—“ In a Planté
or Faure battery, the mass of peroxide which is in contact with
the—negative—metallic lead plate expends its energy slowly. How
comes it to pass that if the same mass of peroxide be brought into
connection, through the first Jead plate, with another lead plate
at a distance—in the same electrolyte—it expends its energy,
through the greater length of sulphuric acid, in a tenth or a hundredth part of the time? Theanswer . . . . is doubtless to
be found in the formation of the insoluble sulphate of lead, which
clogs up the interstices of the peroxide, and after a while forms an
almost impermeable coating of high resistance between it and the
first metallic plate.” Now, it appears to me that this suggested
explanation involves a misconception as to the conditions which
are favourable to the passage of the local current, of which the
direction is from the metallic support to the peroxide through the
electrolyte and from the peroxide to the metallic support by simple
conductive contact. Not that the resistance—electrolytic—between
the supporting plate and its peroxide is common both to the local
circuit and to the main circuit ; for there must be a simple conductive contact between the plate and the peroxide at one or more
points—otherwise the detached layer of peroxide would become
inactive, and there would be no current in either circuit—and the
main current would pass wholly through this contact, as indeed
would the local current in its passage from the peroxide to the
support. But it is evident that the local current, under the
given electro-motive force, will be inversely as the sum of the
=n in its circuit, and that one <n sea
See
which opposes its passage from the peroxide to the support—must
be gaslicdees otherwise the main current would e impeded.
The remaining resistance in the local circuit—that which opposes
the passage of the local current from the lead support to the
peroxide through the electrolyte—must evidently be very considerable in order to comply with the conditions under which the
current in the main circuit may be ten or a hundred times greater
than that in the local circuit. In my view, the electrolytic resistance in the local circuit would be diminished instead of augmented
by interposing even an almost impermeable—but more or less
moist—coating of sulphate of lead between the peroxide and its
support, excepting at one or more points where the peroxide and
the lead would be in perfect contact. To maintain perfect
unbroken contact everywhere between the layer of peroxide
and the lead supporting-plate would, I think, be the best
means of diminishing local action, by augmenting the electrolytic resistance in the local circuit. And this, in substance,
was the burden of the paper read by Messrs. Drake and Gorham
at the British Association last year.2 The clogging up of the
interstices in the peroxide might, I am ready to admit, be beneficial, provided this unbroken contact were maintained. It may
be observed, however, that the suggested explanation appears to
be further disproved by the figures given by the authors of the
work referred to—page 6. During the first two hours, when the
quantity of sulphate formed is a minimum, the quantity of peroxide
reduced by local action is only 3°6 per cent. per hour. In the
next hour, when the quantity of sulphate must have augmented,
the percentage of peroxide reduced is shown to be nearly 8; and
in the following hour it rises to about 10. It is true that this percentage afterwards diminishes, but this may well be due to a
diminution of the electro-motive force acting in the local circuit.
Passing to a matter of more general importance, the equation
iven by the writers I have named as applicable to the batteries of
lanté and of Faure—and presumably also to all lead secondary
batteries with the same electrolyte—is substantially as follows :—
Pb0, + 2H,80,+ Pb= ———~—’
PbO + H,S 0, + PbSO, + HAO.

the quantity of sulphate which has been produced from the peroxide? Because, if not, I might be setting up imaginary antagonists
rw incurring unnecessary trouble in endeavouring to overcome
them.
The authors of the work already referred to make use of the
expression given above: ‘‘The final result being sulphate of lead
in both plates.” Dr. Gladstone, moreover, has explained that,
“When we stated that sulphate of lead is finally the only product
of the discharge, we were referring to the disappearance of any
peroxide, and did not mean to imply that in actual practice the
whole of the spongy lead is usually converted into sulphate.”
Mr. Tribe, in the Hlectrician of July 10th, 1885, wrote that ‘“‘One
of the conclusions was that both the peroxide of the negative
plate and the finely-divided lead of the positive were converted
into lead sulphate during discharge.” Mr. George F. Barker, in
his paper read at the Montreal meeting of the American Association for the Adv
t of Sci
, says: ‘*My experiments
with the Faure battery confirm entirely these of Gladstone and
Tribe as to the formation of lead sulphate.” ‘‘On examining the
plates, lead sulphate formed the entire coating upon both of
them.” Mr. C. I Kingzett states that “ As fast as the monoxide
of lead, produced by reduction at the negative pole during
discharge, forms, it is converted into sulphat
Upon complet
discharge, then, there remain two supports of Mee potree with
sulphate of lead.” And Professor Oliver Lodge says: ‘‘The use
of peroxide alone—without any support of lead—looks hopeful ;
but, when the cell is discharged and the peroxide reduced, the
plate will no longer be a conductor—and it does not appear
probable that such a cell could ever be charged up again.”
is
conclusion, I may here state is emphatically disproved by the
‘‘Jithanode” battery plates now before you, most of which have
been charged and discharged down to the potential of 1°8 volt
—a great number of times, without losing their conductivity or
exhibiting the smallest patch of “ white sulphate.”
Mr. G. F. Barker further observes that, ‘‘ Obviously, so long as
any peroxide is present, the electro-motive force is constant.”
The same experimenter also makes the following very suggestive
note, showing that one at least of his cells had been, apparently
accidentally, worked upon an improved system. He says: ‘“‘In
one of my Planté cells the peroxide is beautifully crystalline and
very hard. Not a trace of—free—sulphate has been formed in it
apparently, though it has been in use for six months, and has
been frequently charged and discharged during that time.” On
the other hand, Messrs. Gladstone and Tribe state—/oc. cit. p. 32—
in relation to the negative plate: ‘‘At the conclusion of the
action, we have always found more or less of the substance unaltered. Thus, as one instance, after a discharge lasting five days,
and approximately complete, we found that only 68 per cent.
of the bmer was lead sulphate.” And Mr. J. Swinburne—in
the Electrician of July 10th, 1885—makes an important observation
in the same direction. He says: ‘‘ The appearance of the coating
of an ordinary discharged peroxide plate does not prove the
absence of sulphate, for only a very small proportion can be
sulphate. Some years ago, when I made a large number of experiments on batteries, I found that in no case more than six or seven
per cent. of the coating is used, even when the cell is completely
run down. The expansion of the peroxide of lead in becoming
sulphate perhaps blocks the coating up.”
Let me at once observe that if Mr. Barker were right in
stating that the electro-motive force is constant so long as any peroxide is present, I should have no difficulty in accepting the abovementioned formula as the electro-chemical equation applicable to
lead secondary batteries. But, like Mr. Swinburne, I have found
that long before the whole of the peroxideisexhausted the electromotive force has fallen practically to zero. If the formula be true,
as the electro-chemical equation of the battery, why should there
be any fall in the electro-motive force before the peroxide is
exhausted? Is it because the peroxide becomes ‘‘blocked up”
or clogged, or so diluted by the inert material, that the support
becomes rapidly ‘‘ polarised” by hydrogen? If so, the formula
may be true. But on open circuit, when there can be no
polarisation, and with a strip of solid peroxide without support,
we should, if the formula be true, obtain the full electro-motive
force corresponding to the nature of the chemical reaction
indicated by it. We should expect this so long as any peroxide
remained
— certainly when only 25 per cent. of the quantity
originally present had been consumed. For, a true “battery
equation” is of course independent
of the resist
of the circuit,
and indicates a definite electro-motive force. Conversely, if the
electro-motive force alters—temperatureand certain other conditions
remaining the same—we know that the given battery equation no
longer applies, that the original chemical reaction has given place
to or has become complicated by another chemical reaction.
I take two strips of platinum, to be used as negative elements with
a positive of spongy lead in an electrolyte of dilute sulphuric acid.
One platinum strip (A) I coat with a paste of electrolytic peroxide
of lead ;the second strip (B) I coat with a paste composed of
one part of electrolytic peroxide of lead and one and one-third
part of sulphate of lead—equivalent weights roughly—mixed
together and with water. The couples are circuited, consecutively,
through 60,000 ohms and a reflecting galvanometer of high resistance. The A couple, as soon as the negative becomes moistened
by the electrolyte, gives a steady deflection of 130 divisions,
corresponding to an electro-motive force of about two volts. I
short-circuit this couple for 30 sec., or for ten times this period—
of course the deflection falls to zero; but, when the short circuit
is broken, the spot of light moves back to 130 within a few seconds.
The B couple gives 128 divisions, falling steadily within a few
minutes to 72 divisions, corresponding to rather more than one
volt—this through a resistance of over 60,000 ohms. I shortcircuit this couple for one second ; on breaking the short-circuit
the deflection is 20 divisions, becoming in five minutes 67 divisions.
A strip of plain platinum gave a detlection of 56 divisions, failing
in five minutes to 42. It must be admitted that the result
obtained with B was somewhat better than this ; nevertheless, the
effect of the sulphate in reducing the efficacy of the peroxide is
sufficiently striking. Still more so is its effect in the case of solid
peroxide—lithanode—not in contact with any other simple conductor within the electrolyte. But in order to judge of the effect
in this case we must be able to analyse the lithanode chemically at
the outset, and also when the electro-motive force between it and
spongy lead has fallen to any given extent.
(To be continued.)

The compounds bracketted together react, however, upon each
other, so that the final result may be expressed by
Pb 0, + 2H, 90, + Pb = 2 PbS 0, + 2H, 0;
the final result being sulphate of lead on both plates.
is equation is very simple, and has been generally accepted as
entirely satisfactory. As an expression merely of the chemical
results observed, aftera certain percentage of the peroxide has
become reduced, it is perhaps unassailable. As an electro-chemical
equation, applicable during the whole period of the discharge of a
lead secondary battery with the given electrolyte, it is impossible, I think, to accept it. I will endeavour to lay before you
the difficulties I have found in the way of its acceptance. But in
the first place it will be expedient to consider whether there has
been any intention of putting forward or accepting the above
formula as an electro-chemical equation, expressing the reactions
on which the efficiency of the battery is dependent. Has there
actually been any assumption that the whole of the peroxide is, or
may be, converted into sulphate of lead? that a large proportion
of isolated sulphate of lead, ‘‘ white sulphate,” is necessarily produced in discharging the battery? that the reduction of the
peroxide takes place, not in two or more stages, but continuously ?
and that the electro-motive force of the battery is independent of
: na al lo
1 Their work, utider this title, is published by Macmillan.
2 “On the Treatment of Secondary Batteries,”

THE METAL TRADES DisPLays AT BirMINGHAM.—The magnificent Metal Trades’ Arch, which formed one of the conspicuous objects on the occasion of the Queen’s visit to Birmingham on Wednesday, stands as a striking monument to the unbounded resources of the town. The structure has been made
from the plans of Mr. T. W. Camm, of the firm of Messrs. R. W.
Winfield and Co., and it is composed of materials supplied by no
fewer than thirty leading firms. Of the three arches, the central,
or main arch, has a span of 15ft. rising to an internal elevation of
20ft., whilst the minor arches have a span of 6ft. 6in., and a height
to the centre of the arch of 15ft. For a fortnight previous to
Wednesday, 200 workmen had been constantly engaged initserection.
The Gunmakers’ Arch was another striking object of the Queen’s
visit. It was constructed from designs prepared by Mr. J. S.
‘Holliday, of Birmingham. Composed of all descriptions of implements appertaining to War, the central arch had a span of 24ft.,
while the width of the whole structure, including two subsidiary
arches, was 61ft. The keystone of the central arch rose to a distance of 27ft. 6in., while the height of the superstructure from
the ground was 39ft. Among the contributors to the materials used were Messrs. Hollis and Sons, Webley and Son, C.
Osborn and Son, Bonehill and Co., Kenriedy and Co., Mold and
Son, the National Arms Company, and Cooper and Goodman,
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THE ENGINEERING TRADES AND THE LONDON
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
A MEETING was held on Thursday at the offices of the London
Chamber of Commerce, King William-street, City, to consider the
advisability of forming an engineering and allied trades section of
the Chamber. Sir Bernhard Samuelson, M.P., presided.
The President of the Chamber—Mr. Tritton—stated that the
basis on which it was established was one which the Council
believed insured a thorough representation, and at the same time
a means of mutual inter-communication between the different
trades and sections of the commerce of London. They had now
between 2300 and 2500 members from every important trade, and
seventeen trade sections had been formed. Each committee had a
chairman and vice-chairman, and the chairman of the committee
had a seat at the Council of the Chamber. They had alliances
practically all over the world. They were exceedingly anxious to
do what they could to further the trade interests of Great Britain
in foreign countries by bringing pressure to bear in one or two
quarters: They were persuaded that the representatives of
foreign Governments did no more abroad to support the trade
of their countries than the representatives of our Government did
to support British trade. That point had been continually before
them, and it was one of which, he imagined, the representatives of
the engineering trade would take considerable note, their exports
being so large. It was for them now to say whether a section
to represent their interests should be formed in connection with
the Chamber.
The Chairman then read letters in support of the proposal from
Mr. W. J. Ruston—Messrs. Ruston, Proctor, and Co., Lincoln—
and from Mr. E. Hutchings, the secretary of the General Association of Master Engineers, Shipbuilders, and Iron and Brassfounders, Manchester. He afterwards observed that, so far as
the technical aspect of the question was concerned, there were
probably no more powerful organisations in the world than the
Institute of Civil Engineers, the Institute of Mechanical Engineers
—the president of which, Mr. E. H. Carbutt, he was glad to see at
the meeting—and the Iron and Steel Institute; but none of those
Institutions had a directly commercial object. What they did was
to try and keep this country to the front as the engineers of the
world, but while we were in that position the commercial aspect
still remained to be attended to, and in connection with that
matter he trusted that considerable advantage would be derived
by the alliance now proposed with the London Chamber of
Commerce.
Mr. Ewing Matheson—Matheson and Grant—said he thought
that there were many among the London engineers, especially
those who were concerned in foreign trade, who felt the necessity
of some such organised body to speak and act on their behalf when
occasion arose. There were questions in connection with foreign
tariffs, Government contracts abroad, and many other matters
with which they as firms or individuals seemed powerless when
speaking alone, but concerning which they would, by means of
a properly constituted representative body, be able to make themselves heard.
Mr. Carbutt expressed his belief that if the proposed section
could be organised on the same strong footing as the scientific
institutions connected with engineering, they would be able to
induce the Government to do more for them. They did not want
our ambassadors or eftachés to act for them, but they asked that
our ambassadors should keep them alive to what was going on
abroad respecting matters in which engineers were interested.
The Government were doing a great deal in regard to that subject
in the reports they were ge i from the consuls, but they
always wanted directing. No Government could possess all the
requisite knowledge, and if engineers were to do anything it was
necessary that they should organise themselves. He was glad that.
the London Chamber of Commerce had taken up the matter. He
then proposed—‘‘
That this meeting approves of the formation of a
Trade Section in connection with the London Chamber of Commerce, to represent the various branches of the engineering trades.”
Mr. James Howard, Bedford, seconded the motion, observing
that the proposal had commended itself to him from the outset.
He could judge of the influence that such an organisation could
exert on foreign tariffs by the experience gained by the Agricultural Engineers’ Association, who, through a proper representation of the facts, had prevented in more than one country in
Europe either the imposition of new duties or the increase of
existing ones. It would be useful also to collect information as to
what was going on in several countries which are customers of
England for engineers’ products. The reports of the consuls were
not of the most reliable character, and some of those which had
been published seem to have been inspired by persons who were
interested in pushing German or American wares.
Mr. George Buchanan, of Bucklersbury, supported the motion,
which was carried unanimously.
The meeting then proceeded to the election of a committee of
the section, and the following gentlemen were appointed with
power to add to their number :—Sir Bernhard Samuelson, Bart.,
M.P., chairman; Charles Appleby, John Bayley (Brown, Bayley,
and Dixon, Sheffield), Alex. Buchanan (Handyside and Co.), Sir
Samuel Canning, E. H. Carbutt, Henry Chapman, Major-General
Clarke, Alfred Giles, M.P., James Howard, Bedford; Ewing
Matheson, G. E. Moberley (Ransomes, Sims, and Head, Ipswich),
E. A. Pontifex (Pontifex and Wood), R. C. Rapier, T. H. Richardson (Belckow, Vaughan), Sir R. M. Stephenson, Col. the Hon. Le
Poer Trench, R.E. (Edison’s Indian and Colonial Electric Comany), Joseph Hartley Wicksteed (Buckton and Co., Leeds), E.
Williams (Merryweather and Sons).
Mr. C. Appleby proposed, and Mr. Carbutt seconded, a vote of
thanks to the chairman.
It was subsequently arranged that unless the secretary of the
Chamber, Mr. Kenric B. Murray, should find it necessary to call
the committee together earlier, the first meeting should be held
on the 28th proximo.
WAKEFIELD WATER SUPPLY.
THE town of Wakefield will this year be placed in possession of a
new water supply from the Rishwerth Moor, the strata of which
consists of shales and millstone grits, and is, in fact, a similar
gathering ground to that enjoyed by Leeds, Bradford, Halifax,
and Hudderstield. The reservoir for the supply is known as the
Ringstone, and is located four. miles south-west of Sowerby Bridge.
At the end of November it contained 200 million gallons of water.
Its actual holding capacity, however, is 300 million gallons, and the
surface, when the reservoir is entirely full, reaches a level of 994ft.
above the sea. The Ringstone reservoir covers 47 acres. The
water is gathered over a distance of nearly five miles by an open
conduit which runs along the base of the Rishworth moors—an
extensive tract of land forming part of the Savile estates, situate
from 1000ft. to 1500ft. above the sea level, and having an average
rainfall of about 45in. The conduit in question intercepts and
carries to the reservoir all the surface water, which would otherwise find its way into the Booth Dean Clough, a mountain gorge
forming one of the tributaries of the river Ryburn. Along the
course of the lower reaches of the Clough, as well as further down
on the Ryburn, there are several mills. The rights of the owners to
a head of water are provided for. By means of a massive bye-wash
or channel of escape at the entrance of the reservoir and dams at
different points of the catchwater, all overflow water is discharged
into the lower reaches of the Clough. The area of the surface
whose waters are intercepted and carried away to Ringstone is
about 2000 acres, and besides this large expanse there are also
about 1200 acres which may be utilised whenever necessary. From
the reservoir to Wakefield a distance of seventeen miles has to be
traversed, The water will come directly from the west by Sowerby
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Bridge, Mirfield, Dewsbury, and on to a storage reservoir which is found amblygonite, lepidolite, and spodumene, which minerals
located in a secluded situation on the Tingley side of Ardsley. Mr. contain the largest amount of lithia. A German firm gives orders
Filliter, the engineer, has urged filtration as tending to improve for twelve tons of the minerals per month, and firms in England
the quality of the water—to make it pleasanter to drink and more and France are making inquiries and procuring samples. Silver
agreeable to the eye. The Corporation are accordingly endeavour- and lead ore is mined in Maine.
ing to renew their powers for the purchase of land for the purpose
Poughkeepsie Bridge system of rvailroads.—The great cantilever
of filter beds, leaving for subsequent decision whether it is desirable bridge now being constructed across the Hudson River at Poughto incur the additional expense of filtration, according to their keepsie, N.Y., will be a greater feature in railroad arrangements
experience of the unfiltrated water when it reaches the town. than was contemplated. Its construction was intended to afford a
Kirkhamgate, between Ardsley and Wakefield, is the place selected direct route between the coaltields of Pennsylvania and the manufor the probable filter beds, Powers are also being sought to con- facturing districts of New England, without the roundabout way
struct a small reservoir to hold filtered water at Lindle Hill, near by Albany to the north, New York to the south, or the ferryage at
Alverthorpe, in order that filtration may be continuously performed Newburg, where the river alone separated the railroad systems,
day and night, irrespective of the variation of the quantity sup- Since the project became definite and construction has commenced,
plied to the town. Whether water be drawn direct from Ardsley several short connecting lines have been chartered to unite the
or from Lindle Hill, it will reach Wakefield by gravitation, and no bridge with various railroad systems, but a scheme is now on foot,
pumping will be necessary ; in fact, Lindle Hill has a greater eleva- backed by a powerful syndicate, to form a new through route from
tion by 70ft. than the Field Head reservoir, from which water at New England to the West. The syndicate has acquired a controlling
present flows to the town. Pumping would only be necessary in interest in the Hartford and Connecticut Western Railroad, and the
case the borough should grow at its extremities. The contractors ma includes the extension of the Massachusetts Central [Railroad
for the Ringstone reservoir were Messrs. Metcalfe and Sons, Brad- »y the Boston and Lowell Railroad Company and the building of
ford; for the Ardsley reservoir, Mr. Donkin, Newcastle; and for certain links to connect the lines with the bridge ; on the west side
the Moss Moor catchwater, Messrs. Baker and Sons, Chesterfield. a line will be built to the Pennsylvania anthracite coal-fields, and
The cast iron pipes were supplied by Messrs. Cockrayne, connections will be made with the Philadelphia and Reading RailGrove, and Co., Middlesbrough, and were laid by Mr. 8. road, Lehigh Valley Railroad, Jersey Central Railroad, Pennsylvania
Jowett, Brighouse. The site was selected because of its Railroad, N.Y., Lake Erie and Western Railroad, N.Y., Ontario
elevation, and because it formed part of a valley whose and Western Railroad, N.Y., Susquehanna and Western Railroad,
conformation favoured the construction of such a reservoir. and other systems. The projected route from New England to
Operations, however, had not proceeded far when they were the West would be 100 miles shorter than existing routes. Work
stopped by a claim against the Corporation for £70,000 made by is progressing rapidly on the bridge piers, and the iron and steel
Messrs. Holliday, of the Ardsley Colliery, on the ground that the for the superstructure is being delivered, The rival Hudson River
construction of the reservoir would entail loss upon them by pre- Bridge schemes crop up occasionally but the Poughkeepsie Bridge
venting the sinking of a contemplated shaft, and because of ititer- is now a definite item for consideration.
A new system of submarine tuennel.—The Submarine Tunnel and
ference with their rights of way. The matter went for arbitration
before Mr. Baker Foster. The umpire’s award was made in two Tube Company, of New York, operating the Hall patents, has
forms, but practically the claim was reduced to £9000 for the been awarded the contract for the railroad tunnel, seven miles
privileges the Wakefield Corporation absolutely required, and long, under the Northumberland Straits between Prince Edward's
£4000 in addition if the authorities afterwards desired certain Island and New Brunswick, and the plans and specitication have
advantages not up to that point demanded. The physical defect | been prepared. The tunnel consists of an iron tube built up under
encountered, which largely brought about these proceedings, was water as it progresses, and avoiding heavy excavating. The work
the extension for a very great distance, and far beyond expecta- is done in a large iron caisson, in which is a steam engine and all
tion, of old coal workings. This required an alteration of the appliances. As each ring is completed the caisson is moved fororiginal scheme, and instead of the supposed necessity for a small ward. At first this movement was designed to be by a hauling
puddle-trench across the valley, as is usual in such cases, a ring- chain, but hydraulic jacks are now used, butting against the end of
trench of puddle has had to be formed round the reservoir, reach- the tunnel. The rings are in sections for large tunnels, and the
ing down to the old coal-workings, so as to cut them off effectually end rings enter the caisson by a stuffing-box, in which the packing
from the reservoir, The Leeds Mercury says the reservoir is consists of a rubber tube, into which water is pannped. This
expected to be completed in the course of the summer ; and as all system has been successfully applied to the laying of water mains
the other works are in readiness, Wakefield will soon be placed in under water.
Elevated railroads in Brooklyn, N.Y.—Since the opening of the
the enjoyment of a serviceable water supply, which, it may well
be hoped, after all their doleful experiences, will reward the Brooklyn Elevated Railroad there have been numerous schemes
inhabitants for their patience and undaunted perseverance under ~ forward, and in some cases work has been commenced, only to
»e stopped by the inevitable and endless litigation. The commisso many difficulties.
sion appointed to consider the question of rapid transit approved
certain routes, but did not much help on the practical result.
AMERICAN ENGINEERING NEWS.
Work has, however, now been commenced finally on the Union
Elevated Railroad, and will be pushed to completion. The first
(From a Correspondent. )
section to be built will be from the depdt of the Long Island RailA new system of cable railroad.—At Chicago, Ill., the Chicago road
to the Brooklyn Bridge, but the tracks will not, at any rate
West Division Railroad Co. is experimenting with a new system of
yet, connect with the railroad tracks on the bridge, as the cars
cable traction, on a section 3000ft. long, which is a radical departure aswould
to be fitted with cable grips in order to use the present
from systems now in use. The iron conduit is 7‘5in. deep and 6in. bridge have
cable railroad over to New York.
wide, laid on the wooden cross-ties ;it is held in place by brackets,
Ammoniacal
gas locomotive,—An experiment with a fireless motor
to which are attached stay rods secured to the track stringers. The for street railroads
was made at New Orleans, La., March Ist, by
cable is a lin. wire rope with ‘‘ buttons” 34in. diameter, fastened
Standard Fireless Engine Company. An extensive plant has
at intervals of 8in., while at intervals of 6ft. are placed buttons pro- the
been
established
for
the manufacture of the gas, which is forced
vided with small wheels so that the sag of the cable will not drag
reservoirs placed under the seats of the car, and operates an
on the bottom of the conduit. On the car, between the carrying into
engine
driving
the
car
wheels. The operation is controlled from
axles, is a “ sprocket” wheel 18in. diameter on the pitch circle, with the front platform. The
company operates the patents of P. J.
seven sprocket arms ; this wheel is fin. thick at the centre, and 4in. McMahon.
at the rim, so that the arms can enter 5in. into the conduit through
Another
cable
railroad.—The
first section of the cable line at
the fin. slot; on the same axle, and bolted to this wheel, is a brake Brooklyn, N.Y., has been completed,
but the cars are being
wheel for a strap brake 3}in. wide. When the driver keeps this hauled by horses as yet till the engines have
been working for some
brake off, the cable merely causes the sprocket wheel to revolve on time, so as to eliminate the chances of any unforeseen
The
its journals; as the brake is applied the car moves, and when it is cars are of Pullman build, very large and roomy, but hitch.
very heavy,
hard on, so that the sprocket wheel cannot revolve, the car is carried requiring special teams. The grip levers are placed so
on at the full speed of the cable. The details for traversing curves obstruct the front platform, as they do on the New York asline.notTheto
and changes of grade have been fully worked out, as well as the line is controlled by the Atlantic Avenue Railroad Company.
minor details of construction. The sprocket wheel can be raised
Oil production.—A Bill has been introduced into the Pennsylvania
clear out of the slot and the car drawn by horses. The cost of Legislature
providing that no oil or gas well shall be drilled within
track, equipment, plant, Kc., complete, for heavy city traffic, is 300ft. of boundary
lines of property, except on the line, when the
estimated at 20,000 dols. per mile.
yield
will
be
This is to restrict the oil production, as now
A large railroad contract.—One of the most important railroad when a well isdivided.
sunk
near a boundary it drains from the adjoining
rojects is a line 500 miles long, from Minto, Dak., across Dakota tract, so that the owners
thereof are compelled to sink a well on
Territory to the Great Falls of the Missouri river in Montana,
where it will connect with the Montana Central Railroad, thus their side to prevent the production being drained off.
forming a new route from the mineral regions of Montana, which
will be developed by the ramifications of the Montana Central
Railroad to St. Paul, Minn., and Chicago, Ill., by way of the St.
Paul, Minneapolis, and Manitoba Railroad. This line is under conLAUNCHES AND TRIAL TRIPS.
tract to Shepard, Winston and Co., of St. Paul, who will have
Oxy March 12th Messrs. Oswald Mordaunt and Co. launched
grading commencenced in April.
at
Southampton
an iron sailing ship of about 2500 tons net register,
A new torpedo boat.—General Berdan has submitted a model of
to the order of Messrs. R. W. Leyland and Co., and of the
his newly-invented torpedo boat to the House Naval Committee. | built
dimensions
:—Length, about 320ft. 6in.; breadth,
following
The intention is to render protective netting ineffective. Vertical 4lft. 7in.; depth of hold,
vessel is full rigged, and
torpedo tubes are placed on the sides, and the torpedoes are con- built to class 100 A Lloyd's.24ft.SheSin.has The
back aft, long bridge
nected to cables hung from the bow. The vessel is provided with deck amidships for accommodation a turtle
captain, officers, and
a long sliding bowsprit. When this spar touches the ship to be apprentices, whilst crew is housed in foreof end
of same, whilst on
attacked, it is forced back, reversing the engines and firing the bridge deck a large deck house is fitted for chart-room
and wheel
rocket charges in the torpedo tubes. The torpedoes start downIron deck house is fitted forward of bridge for petty
ward, but the cables cause them to assume a horizontal position at house.
officers
and
galley.
Two
double
powered
winches
are
fitted,
and
such a depth as to be below the guard net, and they then incline one portable winch for working cargo, &c., long monkey forecastle
upwards and strike the vessel, exploding by concussion. The boat for working anchors. The vessel has becn built under the super
is intended to attain a speed of 25°5 knots per hour.
of Captain Enright. The vessel was gracefully
A new trunk railroad system.—One of the greatest railroad deals, intendence
launched and named Toxteth by Mrs. Green, sister of the Mayor
and one that has agitated all railroad and financial circles, has of
Southampton.
recently been consummated. This is no other than the transfer of
On Saturday the s. s. Haitan, which has been built by Messrs.
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad from the Garretts to Mr. Sully,
Dixon and Co. for the Douglas Steamship Company, of
who now has control of a trunk system aggregating 16,000 miles Raylton
Hong
Kong, left Middlesbrough Dock on her trial trip, which was
of track. This system now comprises the Baltimore and Ohio very satisfactory.
She is built of steel on very fine lines,
Railroad, the Central Railroad of New Jersey, the Philadelphia
intended for good speed, and of the following dimensions :—
and Reading Railroad, the Richmond and Danville and the Rich- being
Length
overall,
284ft.;
32ft.; depth of hold, 24ft. Conmond Terminal Systems, the East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia structed on the three breadth,
deck rule, she has a clear upper deck of
Railroad, and the Georgia Central Railroad. The control of the teak, with deck house aft,
bridge,
and forecastle. Double bottom
Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph Company is included in the deol.
water ballast on cellular system throughout. The whole of the
Ever since the disagreement between the Baltimore and Ohio Rail- for
"tween
decks
from
end
to
end
is
fitted
for passengers. The afterroad Company and the Pennsylvania Railroad Company there have end for 120 second-class, She is specially
and ventilated for
been various rumours of an independent line for the former road carrying tea cargoes, of which she can loadfittedabout
tons, and
from Philadelphia to Jersey City—opposite New York—but has large cargo ports in the ’tween decks as well as3000
on
now the question of access to New York is settled, as the deck for convenience of loading. Her steam winchesgangways
are
comPhiladelphia and Reading Railroad and Jersey Central Rail- pound. The engines with which she is fitted are of the latest
road will form the route. The transfer has given great sur- triple expansion three-cylinder type, capable of developing 2000prise, as the road was a family possession of the Garretts, and had horse power, and supplied with forced draught to the boilers. The
always been considered out of the market. It is probable, however, engines
perfectly on the trial trip, and produced a speed
that Robert Garrett will retain the position of President. The of over worked
14} knots average.
transfer having only been announced on March $th, there is, of
course, lack of details but abundance.of rumours; all the interested
parties are disposed to be reticent, Wall-street is more agitated
over this deal than it has been for a long time, partly because
TneEne have been more floods in Queensland, bringing
the deal is so stupendous and partly because of its wide-reaching
e Colonies
effects, the limits of which cannot yet be grasped. The Baltimore with them loss of life and great injury to property.
and
India says the latest reports from the Logan and the Albert
and Ohio system comprises 2592-27 miles of track, of which 840°5
are on the main stem. Of actual lines of road the system ircludes Rivers show that in one place about 260 people were reduced to a
the line from Baltimore, Md., to Wheeling, W. Va., 379 miles; state of starvation, and were destitute of clothing or shelter. On
branches owned, 75°75 miles ;branches leased, 113°5 miles; other the Upper Logan the watercourses rose 120ft. The Waterford
lines controlled by lease or ownership, 1038-04 miles; other lines bridge was all right, but the Logan railway bridge, which cost
operated, 86°25 miles; Ohio river bridges, 3 miles; total, 1695-54 £12,000, was swept away. Mr. John Brown, sawmiller, was
miles. The company was incorporated in 1827 in Maryland and drowned at Swan Creek, near Warwick. The water rose there 30ft.
in half an hour. The shores of Moreton Ba y were lined with dead
Virginia.
Minerals for Envope—At the tourmaline deposits in Maine are cattle, pigs, and fish of all descriptions,
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THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Iy reporting upon the present condition of trade in this district it
must be remembered that we are nearing the end of the quarter.
Such a period is never one when much activity can be expected,
particularly as regards shipping orders. There is no denying that
the extent of business being done is becoming somewhat less.
The advices from a few of the colonial and foreign markets are,
however, of a more hopeful sort, since they speak of stocks running
low, and it is considered certain that consumers must go in for
replenishment before much time elapses.
‘ocal consumers are taking good supplies of sheets for working
up purposes ; bars for hurdle and fencing, and other uses ;and
strips for gas tube and nail manufacture. It is upon this class of
custom that some of our works are now mostly dependent, and it
is keeping them running with fair regularity. Some nice orders
are just now about for sheet and plate iron to be used in the construction of iron railway goods wagons for the Indian railways,
Prices of finished iron are not stronger, but no surprise can be
expressed at this, since the rates for pig iron areeasier, Best bars
keep at £7 for first qualities, £6 for second branded sorts, and £5
as the minimum for common descriptions. Prices of hoops vary
greatly, but £5 7s. 6d. to £5 10s, may be mentioned as about a
good average. Common strips are £5 to £5 5s. North Staffordshire and Welsh common bars can be bought delivered in this
district at slightly under South Staffordshire makers’ prices.
Ordinary sheéts continue to occupy a better position upon the
market than any other branch, and prospects are more favourable
for these makers than for any other, though there are indications
of increasing competition. £6 is about all that can be got for
singles, while doubles are £6 7s. 6d. to £6 10s., and lattens in
proportion.
:
1
‘
This week’s Australian mail is the most satisfactory that has
been received for some time past. Advices from Melbourne notify
the improved demand for galvanised iron and all classes of iron
goods, Heavy sales have occurred in galvanised iron roofing, and
all the Staffordshire brands are dearer from 2s. 6d. to 5s, per ton
upon the rates ruling at the despatch of the preceding mail,
26 gauge corrugated iron being worth £16 10s. to £16 15s,
The demand for best tin sheets is fairly brisk, and the chief
makers are pretty fully employed. They report that customers
are in a hurry for deliveries, alike home and export. Orders are
just now upon the books for Australia, Germany, Holland, the
Vnited States, and other distant countries. Messrs. E. P. and W.
Baldwin quote Severn singles, £11; B., £12; B.B., £13; and
B.B.B., £14 per ton; while the shield brand is £10 for singles.
Siemens steel sheets are £12 up to 24 gauge, and Bessemer ditto,
£11. Messrs. Baldwin are just now preparing to enter upon the
manufacture of larger sizesof terne and lead sheets than they have
hitherto taken up.
The supply of ordinary galvanising sheets on the market is likely
to be soon increased. It is understood this week that the Regent
Ironworks, Bilston, lately owned by Mr. Geo. Onions, have been
purchased by Mr. Thos, Hipkins, of Wolverhampton, and will be
restarted upon sheet iron manufacture. The works of the Thos.
Bishton galvanising concern at Wolverhampton have been repurchased by their old proprietor, Mr. Thos. Bishton, so that a
stoppage will be avoided.
‘The pig iron trade is perceptibly weaker, more especially
imported Midland brands, which have declined generally from
1s, 6d, to 3s, per ton. Northamptons are 38s. to 3¥s. per ton, and
Derbyshires 3s. to 40s., with superior sorts 42s. 6d. Lincolnshires
are without much change at 41s, to 42s, The Barrow brand of
hematites is almost the only hematite pig upon the market which
maintains former maximum quotations, namely, 60s. per ton for
forge sorts delivered here. Other vendors are prepared to accept
57s, 6d. per ton. Best Staffordshire pigs are 52s. 6d. now ; part
mines, 37s. 6d, to 42s.; and common, 30s, to 32s. 6d.
The East India Railway Company is enquiring for some good
work, including cast iron plate sleepers, cast steel crossings,
Bessemer steel tish-plates, iron panel plates, and the like; and the
Bombay, Baroda, and Central India Railway Company require
a supply of cast iron sleepers and fittings, and other railway
materials,
A contract for 1700 tons of cast iron pipes is about to be given
on account of the Aberdeen Waterworks.
Steel castings of a superior description are just now being turned
out upon the Bessemer principle by Messrs. F, H. Lloyd and Co.,
James Bridge Steel Works, near Wednesbury, who also manufacture tool steel of all grades and qualities. The castings include
work suitable for hydraulic and general engineering purposes, such
as cylinders, cranks of all kinds, crossheads, clutches and crabs,
crane wheels, couplings, bevel wheels, spur wheels, and pinions of
every description ; punching and rivetting bears, kc.; as also
forgings for railway and tramway purposes, ironworks and collieries, marine engineers, bridge builders, and wagon and agricultural engineers, Of peculiar merit are the company’s steel castings
forged for the purpose of giving additional strength and guaranteeing perfect solidity. There is great advantage in forging some
of the castings, though it is wholly unnecessary in the majority of
the castings turned out. It is claimed, however, by the firm that
all the castings they make, whether of soft, medium, or hard
temper, would bear forging treatment if required. Indeed, the
castings may be smithed or forged as desired.
_ Messrs, Lloyd and Co. are turning out tubular coils of wrought
iron and steel of unusual size and strength for ice-making machines,
some of them going a length of 400ft. without any visible joint,
and possessing a diameter of as much as 20ft. The tubes used
very in size from jin. up to 4}in. internal diameter.
An important paper on “Scientific Ironfounding” was on
Saturday read before the members of the South Staffordshire
Institute of Iron and Steel Works Managers at Dudley by Mr. T.
Turner, Assoc. R.S.M., F.C.S., of the Mason College, Birmingham.
After expressing a belief that cast iron from its singular adaptability was not likely to be superseded by the new material
steel except for engineering purposes, the author attempted to
dispel the fallacy which existed among founders that a hard iron was
indispensable to strength. He explained in general terms that hard
castings were brittle, and deficient alike in crushing, transverse, and
tensile strengths, that at certain degrees of softness the maximum
strengths are obtained, and that when very soft the metal,
though deficient in strength, yet worked with the utmost facility.
By a proper application of this knowledge, the founder might
produce his iron at any desired strength. Dealing with the
chemical composition of iron, Mr. Turner spoke of the great
influence which silicon had upon iron, and said that by a perfect
knowledge of the action of this constituent the founder might
produce any desired quality of iron economically. from analyses
which he made he found that the components of a typical foundry
Iron were as follows :-—-Graphite, 2°59 per cent.; silicon, 1°42 per
cent.; phosphorus, 0°39 per cent.; sulphur, 0°06 per cent.; manganese, 058 per cent.
Mr. Turner urged upon ironfounders the
necessity of having a sound scientific and mechanical knowledge,
and said that there was always a good opening for the supply of
foundry iron of a known chemical constitution.
_ Ata meeting of the Cannock Chase Colliery owners and miners
in Birmingham the employers have declined to grant the request
of the men fora 10 per cent. advance in wages. A circular has
been issued to the colliery owners in the old South Staffordshire
colliery districts where ironworks’ coal is mined, by the miners’
officials, asking for a reconsideration of the wages question, but
little is likely to come of the movement,
One of the unfortunate lines on which continental competition in
hardwares is based is this week afforded by a traveller of experionce, who has made exhaustive inquiries into the system pursued
on the Continent, and finds that manufacturers who closely copy
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Birmingham and Sheffield patterns and numbers are enabled to
sell their goods at prices appreciably under those of native articles.
The Admiralty are this week making inquiries for their customary spring supplies of hardwares from manufacturers in the
Birmingham and South Staffordshire districts. Sample goods
have been sent to the Chambers of Commerce hereabouts.
A case of first-class cultivating tools has been prepared for the
Adelaide Exhibition by Mr. Edward Elwell, of Wednesbury Forge,
Wednesbury, containing among other articles, hoes, grubbing
mattocks, pickaxes, hammers of all kinds, spades and shovels,
American axes, American hatchets, lath hatchets, shingling axes,
hooks, and bills. The goods are of a style and finish likely to
meet with most approval from Antipodean customers.
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Manchester.—The close of the first quarter presentsa strong
contrastto the hopeful prospects with which the year opened.
Except that prices See not got back to the old low level, business
seems to have relapsed into almost as depressed a condition as ever.
For present actual requirements there is comparatively very little
iron really wanted, as in most cases consumers are still covered by
the deliveries they have yet to come in under contracts placed some
time back, and the persistent downward movement of the market
during the past month naturally influences them to hold back as
long as possible from further purchases. Makers, of course, where
they have still deliveries on account of old contracts to keep them
going, are following a similar policy from their point of view, and
are abstaining as long as possible from showing any anxiety to
secure further orders. The market is therefore in this position,
that to a large extent, just for the present, makers and users
of iron are waiting one upon the other to see who will have to
give way first, with this disadvantage, however, to makers, that
some of them are not in a very strong position to hold out, whilst
there are second-hand holders of iron prepared to come in
below their prices, and take what business there is to be got.
This is gradually forcing down the prices for which makers have
been holding out, and without openly attempting to push sales
there is a disposition to entertain offers at considerably under the
nominally quoted rates. Buyers are, however, very indifferent,
and where offers are made they are mostly for forward delivery,
and at prices cut sufficiently low to discount the possible further
fall in values, These, however, are conditions on which makers are
not prepared to entertain business, and consequently what there is
doing is chiefly in small second-hand parcels which buyers are able
to pick up cheap to cover any urgent pressing requirements.
These remarks apply chiefly to common pig iron. As regards
hematites, makers are perhaps in a better position ; and although
they are undersold by merchants and dealers they show very little
disposition to give way to any material extent, but all the same
the market is decidedly in the favour of buyers. Finished iron,
which never got up to anything like the same extent as the raw
material, seems to be gradually losing even what little advance was
obtained, and as regards ironfounders, they have been and still
are quite as low as ever. Makers of steel castings and forgings
have also been unable to follow the advance which took place in
hematites, and their position remains as unsatisfactory as ever.
Indeed, where they have had to buy at the advanced prices their
position has been so much the worse.
There was only a very slow iron market at Manchester on
Tuesday, with a continued weakening tendency in prices. Inquiries
of any description were very few, and mostly small in weight. In
pig iron the business doing was extremely limited, and although
nominally quoted rates for local and district brands were about the
same as last week, the prices at which orders could be actually
placed were low. For Lancashire pig iron makers still quote about
39s. to 40s., less 24, for forge and foundry qualities, delivered equal
to Manchester, but they are open to offers, and to secure orders in
the open market they would have to take considerably under their
quoted rates. Much the same may be said with regard to district
brands, There are still quotations of 39s, to 40s., less 2}, for forge
and foundry, delivered here, but these prices are altogether out of
the market. Lincolnshire iron can be bought from makers at 38s.
to 38s. 6d., less 24, and even these prices are above what buyers
are offering. In outside brands there is continued keen underselling, especially in Scotch, and Middlesbrough is easier to buy,
although quoted rates remain at about 43s. 4d. for ordinary truck
iron and 44s. for special-named brands of foundry, net cash,
delivered equal to Manchester.
For hematites there has been some inquiry, and makers still
hold to about 58s., less 24, as their quoted price for No. 3 foundry,
delivered into the Manchester district, but where there is actual
business to be done prices are cut down below this figure, and 57s.,
less 24, represents more nearly the actual selling price in the
market.
In manufactured iron business continues extremely quiet, with
prices if anything easier. Common local made bars can be got at
£4 17s. 6d. per ton, and good qualities of both Lancashire and
North Staffordshire bars only in exceptional cases fetch more than
£5; hoops average £5 5s. 6d. to £5 7s. 6d.; and sheets range from
£6 5s, to £7 per ton delivered into the Manchester district.
Some slight improvement is perhaps noticeable in the condition
of the engineering trades, but it is not of such a character as to
make itself appreciably felt, and where there is any new work
giving out it is still competed for at excessively low prices. Nut
and bolt makers, who are largely dependent upon engineers, in
some instances report that trade is worse.
During the past week I paid a visit to the Ordsal Works of
Messrs. Hulse and Co., Salford, to inspect several new machine
tools they are just completing and which have been specially
designed for heavy work in steel. One of these was a patent
duplex pit lathe, capable of operating on objects of steel or iron
up to 12}ft. diameter and 3}ft. in length, or up to 9ft. diameter
by Sft. long, and admitting &ft. long between the centres. This
lathe is composed of a heavy and powerful headstock, with a
large steel spindle and 9ft. face-plate geared at the back, with
internal and external teeth, through which is transmitted a great
variety of speeds and wheel powers up to a maximum of 200 tol
in the latter. Supporting the headstock is a deep base-plate,
planed and grooved throughout its upper surface to receive the
several tool rests provided, and also the sliding bed which is
movable along it and carries the loose headstock. A novel feature
is introduced in another grooved base-plate inlaid in the deep
base-plate mentioned above, and whose upper surface is of the
same level, and is grooved like it. This inlaid plate is movable
longitudinally within the pit, and may be fixed at any required
distance in front of the face-plate. It receives the two slide beds,
each carrying a slide rest and tool. These slide beds and their
slide rests may be placed across the lathe for surfacing work, or
may be fixed in lines on opposite sides of the centres for turning
cylinders and for the largest and smallest objects to be operated
upon in the lathe. Self-acting motion is imparted to the several
slide rests, both for simultaneous and independent action,
and it is applicable to each slide rest wherever it may be
fixed at the time. This lathe will cover an area of about
420 square feet, and weighs between 50 and 60 tons, It has
three heavy slide rests and tools, viz., two duplex supported by the
base plates, and a single slile rest supported on the carriage of the
slide bed. The duplex tools are calculated fortaking
the heaviest cuttings off steel castings and forgings, and the lathe all through has
been specially designed for use in steel works. Another tool deserving special mention was a large radial drilling machine, also designed
for operating in steel. This tool weighs between 20 and 30 tons, and
is provided with a large steel spindle powerfully geared and adjustable, so as to drill at an angle with the perpendicular. The drill
spindle will operate through a radius of 10ft., and through a height
of about 8ft. The main frame which is tall and massive is firmly
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bolted to a deep base-plate, tee grooved throughout its face. It
carries a vertical slide movable vertically : by power, and in its
turn carries the massive radial arm and drilling headstock. The
radial arm is adjustable horizontally around its trunnions by worm
ear, and vertically by power readily brought into action or averted.
The drilling spindle has a variable self-acting down-feed and likewise a quick-returning upward motion, either of which can be
readily applied as required.
The last effort put forward by the promoters of the Manchester
Ship Canal to secure the requisite capital for carrying out the
scheme places the project on a more business-like footing than it
has hitherto been presented to the public. In the private circular
to which I referred last week the facts are plainly and briefly
stated, and to the inhabitants of Manchester and the surrounding
towns and districts it is stated emphatically that the time has come
when they must decide whether the Ship Canal shall be made or
not; and the directors wish it to be distinctly understood that
unless upwards of three millions be raised in Lancashire and the
neighbouring counties the Ship Canal cannot be made. The issue
is thus placed definitely before the people of Lancashire and the
neighbouring counties, and it rests entirely with them and the
support they are prepared to give whether the scheme is carried
out. If upwards of £3,000,000 is raised locally, it is understood
there will be no difficulty in raising the remainder of the capital in
London.
In the coal trade a fairly steady business is being done in all
descriptions of fuel, the better qualities of round coal are in fair
demand for house fire consumption, tolerably large shipments are
still being made of the lower qualities, which, supplemented by
the local demand for steel and iron-making purposes, is moving off
present supplies, and engine classes of fuel are generally meeting
with a ready sale. With few exceptions pits are kept on pretty
nearly full time, and although prices are not in all cases absolutely
firm at full rates, there is no material giving way at present. At
the pit mouth best coal averages 9s.; seconds, 7s. 6d.; common
house‘ coal, 6s.; steam and forge coal, 5s. 6d.; burgy, 4s. 6d. to 5s.;
best slack, 3s. 6d. to 4s.; and common, 2s. 6d. to 4s. per ton, with
steam coal delivered at the high-level, Liverpool, or the Garston
Docks, ranging from 7s. to 7s. 6d. per ton, according to quality.
Messrs. J. F. Waddington and Co., of Seacombe, have just
secured the order for atwin-screw ferry steamer for the new Ferrystation on the Mersey ; she will have a saloon on deck, and promenade deck, smoking cabin forward, and will be a handsome vessel.
Barrow.—There is an easier tone in the hematite trade this
week, and makers have reduced prices to the extent of 1s. per ton.
Mixed numbers of Bessemer iron are quoted at 49s. per ton net,
f.o.b., and forge and foundry No. 3 at 48s. per ton. There is,
however, business being done at a lower figure than this by speculators who are clearing out their stocks; but this does not materially affect the position of makers, who are busily employed on
orders which will furnish them with work for some months to
come. The trade in Bessemer iron continues large, and as steel
makers are sure to require even fuller deliveries, it is evident that
a much larger trade will be done with them during the remainder
of the season. Ordinary hematite qualities are in fair average
demand. The business doing in both descriptions of metal is
mainly on foreign account, and as the home demand has not
responded to the full extent to the American improvement,
it seems probable that to America and the Colonies we
must look for the maintenance of the improvement in trade
which has been brought about. The inquiries from these
sources are very good, and assurances have been received from all
quarters of the continuance of the demand, and of a general
improvement all round in the trades which draw their supplies of
pig iron from this country. Steel makers are in receipt of
numerous inquiries for rails, and they maintain the firm position
they have occupied for some time as to prices, £4 7s. 6d. per ton
is still quoted as the market price for ordinary heavy sections of
rails net at makers’ works or f.o.b. Soft billets are in heavy
consumption, and makers are well soldforward. Prices are steady
at 44 2s. 6d. per ton net f.o.b. Blooms are in demand cn
American account, but there is not much of this class of steel on
sale. The Moss Bay Iron and Steel Company have incurred a loss
on the past year of £15,000, thus reducing the amount of undivided profits at the credit of the profit and loss account to £2201.
The company have also, however, £7482 at the credit of the
reserve fund, making a total of £9683, from which it is
proposed to deduct £6000 for depreciation as in former
years, leaving the balance to the credit of the reserve func.
The Barrow Rolling Mills Company has recomntenced its works
at Barrow. One furnace was lighted on Monday and the second
will be put in blast in abouta month. The Barrow Hematite Steel
Company has these works under its management, and when both
the furnaces are in blast it intends to put one of the furnaces at
the Hindpool Works on blast for the production of spiegeleisen.
All the furnaces at Barrow are now in blast except two. Ship
builders are in receipt of no new orders, and engineers, ironfounders,
boiler-makers, and others engaged in the general trades are doing
but a poor business. Iron ore is in steady request, but prices are
somewhat easier. They are now quoted at from lls. to 12s. 6d.
per ton net at mines. The Garside Mining Company, whose mines
were closed a few months ago owing to a drift of sand filling up
the workings, is recommencing operations in the upper seam of
metal. Coal and coke are in steady demand at unchanged rates.
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE Committee appointed to report on the organisation of the
manufacturing department of the army visited Sheffield on Wednesday, the 23rd inst. The members present were the Earl of
Morley, chairman; the Hon. Guy Dawnay, formerly SurveyorGeneral of Ordnance; General Goodenough; Mr. Woodall, M.P.,
Surveyor-General of Ordnance in the Liberal Government; Mr.
tuston, Mr. Carbutt, Mr. Hickman, Mr. Burnett, and Mr. Albert
A’Beckett, secretary. They visited the works of Messrs. John
Brown and Co., Messrs. Charles Cammell and Co., Messrs. Thomas
Firth and Sons, and Messrs. Vickers, Sons, and Co. The Committee had an opportunity of inspecting the capabilities of the
Sheftield firms for the production of military material. At the
Cyclops Works the Committee visited the Grimesthorpe forging
shops, where marine and gun forgings were in various stages of
manufacture, and examined the huge hydraulic forging press
which is now rapidly approaching completicn. Among other works
they saw large forgings for H.M.S. Trvfalgar, one specimen being
a hollow shatt 60ft. long; and the turret of H.M.S. Renown, build
ing by Sir W. G. Armstrong, Mitchell, and Co., Newcastle-onTyne. The Committee afterwards proceeded to Manchester.
A few orders for steel rails continue to drop in, but the railway
companies are slow to place their work, evidently in hopes of lower
values ruling later. There has been a little less activity in the iron
trade ; but it is not a reaction sufficient to justify expectations of
quotations falling. The Midland Company has placed a small
order—some 3000 tons--with Messrs. Charles Cammell and Co., the
price being understood to be about £4 7s. 6d. per ton. This company took an order some time ago for 10,000 tons, the quotations
being £4 5s. per ton. Both figures are regarded as moderate, considering that the orders have been placed on a rising market.
Several tenders are being asked for on colonial account, chiefly for
India. There is no cessation in the call for rolling stock, particularly in carriages, and fresh orders have again been received for
wheels, tires, axles, and springs.
The Altofts Colliery explosion excited much interest, not only
in the colliery districts, but in official circles. It is expected that
the new Mines Bill, to be introduced by the Government, will
make the use of powder in coal-getting an offence. This anticipation has caused colliery owners and managers to turn their atten-
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tion still more earnestly to other means of conducting their work.
I had one appliance explained to me on Monday. It is called the
“patent improved multiple wedge,” and can be used for getting
either rock or coal. It is claimed for this invention that it is an
improvement on the old “‘ plug-and-feather wedge,” and that the
saving of slack over that got by —— is from 10 to 20 per
cent. The feather, or wedge, of the old plug-and-feather arrangement is divided into two
so that they may be driven up
separately and alternately, thereby doubling the expansive power
obtainable with the same driving force, and also providing for the
introduction of a third wedge when required.
e hole required
is very much smaller than for any other wedge designed for this
purpose ;it is further stated to be the most powerful and simple
in construction known, and to have given satisfactory results
wherever tried.
An interesting invention was shown to me at the premises of the
Hardy Patent Pick Company, a self-lubricating pedestal. Anyone
down a mine must have observed the waste which goes on in lubricating the corves. By this invention one «pplication of oil is
sufficient for two or three months. A cup holds from two to three
ounces of oil, and it is packed with felt or lambswool. The axle is
pressed upon this oil, which is being continually absorbed from the
wool to the axle, thorough lubrication being thus effectively
secured. It can be readily understood that so long as the oil
remains in the cup the axle must be well lubricated. The Nunnery
Colliery Company has adopted this contrivance with success, and
the company has orders in hand for 1600 sets. It reports a very
lavish demand from the East Indian railways for hammers, picks,
spades, &c.; and for patent picks from South America and other
parts. The Canadian demand for mining tools, shovels, spades,
picks, and similar goods, is remarkably gratifying.
Messrs. Charles Cammell and Cd. expect to have their heavy new
forge machinery at the Grimesthorpe Works in complete working
order during the present year. The company has had an exceptionally prosperous year during 1886, its net profits having been
£118,072, which with the unappropriated balance brought forward
from the previous year, made a total of £140,728 available for
dividend. After paying 74 gs cent. dividend on the ordinary
shares and the full dividends on the preference shares, there
remains sufficient to add £25,000 to the reserve fund and carry
forward £38,978. The net profits last year were £104,073,
£23,000 was carried to the reserve fund, and £24,431 brought
forward. The result is regarded by the shareholdersas exceedingly
satisfactory.
Mr. Thomas Jessop, J.P., presiding at the annual meeting of the
company which bears his name, stated that there had been during
the latter partof 1886 a revival in the demand for the old-fashioned
steel with which the name of ‘‘ Jessop” has long been associated ;
but he stated that the price had not been what they could have
wished owing to extreme competition, the American firms themselves cutting in at very low rates. Sheet steel has been so many
in request that the company re-opened the Soho Works in Pondstreet. I hear that there is now some languor in the American
orders for steel. The new steel department at Jessop’s for the
production of stern posts, rudders, and other castings for marine
purposes, has not been fully employed of late, the British Government not giving out any orders, but other countries are.
A short time since an account appeared in THE ENGINEER of
** Mitis ” castings in wrought iron or steel. They are now being
fully
factured by Messrs. Hansell and Co., at their
Canal Works. Messrs. Hansell have long been connected with the
steel casting trade, and are special licensees, along with Messrs.
Seebohm and Dieckstahl, of the several patents held by Mr. Nordenfeldt, of ammunition repute. The demand has been so gratifying that I understand a considerable extension of the plant has
been determined upon forthwith.
THE

NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THERE is no improvement to record in the Cleveland pig iron
trade. Scarcely any business is proceeding, and prices still tend
downwards. Encouraged by the gradual fall in values, consumers
continue to hold off ;and speculators will not operate. At the
market held at Middlesbrough on Tuesday last prices were about
6d. per ton lower than they were on the 15th inst. Merchants
offer No. 3 g.m.b., for prompt delivery, at 34s. 9d. per ton, and a
few sales were made at that figure. Generally speaking, consumers
were not willing to pay more than 34s. 6d. for prompt, and 35s. 6d.
for delivery over the second quarter of the year.
akers are still
occupied with the orders they booked in January; but they will be
compelled to enter the market again shortly. Their hope is that a
better state of things will prevail when the shipping season has
fairly commenced. Forge iron is somewhat scarce, and has not
fallen in value quite so much as No. 3; the lowest at which it can
be bought is 33s. 6d. per ton.
Messrs. Stevenson, Jaques and Co.’s current quotations are :—
**Acklam Hematite,” Mixed Nos., 47s. 6d. per ton; ‘‘ Acklam
Yorkshire ”—Cleveland—No. 3, 37s. 6d. per ton ; ‘‘ Acklam Basic,”
37s. 6d. per ton ; refined iron, 50s. to 65s. per ton.
Business in warrants is quite stagnant ; the price quoted by
“ange on Tuesday was 34s. 9d. per ton, whilst buyers offered 3d.
ess.
It is expected that the stocks in the entire Cleveland district
will showa substantial reduction by the end of the month, but
the particular accumulation in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s hands at
Middlesbrough is increasing rapidly. On Monday last they held
315,938 tons, being 3248 tons more than a week previously.
The stormy weather of the last few days has greatly interfered
with the Tees shipments, which are little in excess of what they
were in February. The quantity sentaway between the Ist and
2ist inclusive was 43,253 tons, as against 41,343 tons last month.
Iron manufacturers still complain that they find customers
unwilling to pay the prices lately quoted ; and in many cases they
have to make substantial concessions before they can secure orders.
The spirits of shipowners and shipbuilders on the North-East
Coast are somewhat elated by the statistics of British shipping
for the month of February, which were recently issued. It appears
that the removals from Lloyd’s Register by losses, and by sales to
foreigners, are now far in excess of the additions by the building of
new ships. Last month twelve steamers of a total capacity of
10,078 tons were added to the register and twenty-seven of a
capacity of 21,306 tons were removed. Of wooden sailing vessels
no fewer than 145 disappeared from the register. Taking all the
vessels belonging to the United Kingdom and Colonies, there wasa
net loss of more than 27,000 tons during February. It is argued
that this cannot go on much longer without an improvement in the
freight market. It is clear also that the idle vessels at our own
various ports are likely to find employment as soon as the shipping
season fairly commences.
Great complaints continue to be made as regards the weighing
out of coal cargoes at certain foreign ports. A steamer left Tyne
Dock a short time since with coal for the Mediterranean. The
quantity certified to be taken out of her at the end of her voyage
was 60 tons less than what was put into her in the Tyne. The loss
of both coal and freight fell upon the owners. It is difficult to
know how to deal with what appears to be systematic dishonesty
when it occurs at places beyond the jurisdiction of English law.
The only way to meet the case would be for the shipowners to combine and boycott all consignees who conduct their business in this
reprehensible way.
_The Northumberland coal strike still continues unsettled. The
North-Eastern Railway traffic receipts for last week clearly showed
the loss of trade from this cause. Passengers, merchandise, and
cattle yielded higher figures, but loss of mineral traffic neutralised
the benefit entirely, and caused a diminution in the total receipts
4a
Nevertheless, the current half-year shows an increase
of £38,290,
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There is no doubt that the Northumberland miners, and especially the non-union men, are now suffering very severely, A new
feature has been developed by the women and children at several
of the pit villages taking the law into their own hands. The
bjects of their animosity are the few men who are still at work,
not so much in the way of hewing coal as attending to propping
roofs, keeping the railways in repair, and otherwise maintaining
the pits in working order. Great crowds of women and children
have congregated at the pit mouth, in several instances, in order,
as they say, to see these ‘‘blacklegs” home. They are usually
provided with culinary and other instruments, with which to constitute a mock band of music. By aid of these and their own
lungs, they manage to make the homeward journey of the unfortunate objects of their wrath sufficiently unpleasant. But they have
not been content with such comparatively harmless methods, In
several instances serious assaults have been committed, and severe
injuries inflicted.
Many of the miners have expressed a
that the dispute
should be referred to arbitration, but an appeal having been made
to the members of the union generally, their replies have shown
that so far they are determined to continue the fight and not to
arbitrate.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent. )
THE pig iron trade has been quiet and the market depressed
throughout the past week. Inquiry for pigs, both for home and
foreign consumption, is very slow at the moment, and the values
of both warrants and makers’ iron have been declining throughout
the week. The past week’s pig iron shipments were 6110 tons, as
compared with 7142 in the corresponding week of 1886. One
furnace has been put in blast by Messrs. William Dixon, and the
total now in blast in Scotland is seventy-two against ninety-five at
the same date last year. Between 2000 and 3000 tons have been
added during the week to the stock in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s
Glasgow stores, but it is understood that no additions are being
made to makers’ stocks, which are believed, on the contrary, to be
in some instances slightly decreasing.
Business was done in the warrant market on Monday at 43s. 24d.
to 42s. 1ld. cash. On Tuesday transactions occurred at 42s, 9d. to
42s, 4d. cash. On Wednesday business took place from 42s. 5d. to
42s. 1d. cash. To-day—Thursday—transactions occurred at
42s. 1d. to 42s. 4d. cash, closing with buyers at the latter price.
The current values of makers’ pigs are as follows :—Gartsherrie,
f.o.b. at Glasgow, per ton, No. 1, 50s.; No. 3, 44s.; Coltness,
55s. 6d. and 45s. 6d.; Langloan, 52s. and 46s. 6d.; Summerlee,
54s. and 44s.; Calder, 52s. and 43s.; Carnbroe, 47s. and 42s.;
Clyde, 48s. and 43s.; Monkland, 44s. and 40s. 6d.; Govan, at
Broomielaw, 44s. and 40s. 6d.; Shotts, at Leith, 50s. and 45s.;
Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. 6d. and 44s. 6d.; Glengarnock, at
Ardrossan, 49s. and 43s.; Eglinton, 44s. and 40s, 6d.;
mellington, 46s. 6d. and 42s,
Steel merchants report that business is in a somewhat backward
state at the moment; but the steel works are well employed. There
is practically no change in prices. From Canada advices are to the
effect that it is probable a considerable quantity of steel will ere
long be meoteched there for railway bridge building. In the past
week 674 tons of basic steel billets made at Glengarnock were
shipped coastwise from Ardrossan. The Glengarnock Works,
which belong to Messrs. Merry and Cuninghame, are now working double shifts, and it is said the firm have sufficient orders
booked to keep the works fully employed for several months. The
Siemens works also continue actively employed.
In the past week there was despatched from Glasgow four locomotive engines and tenders, valued at £11,000 for Calcutta,
and one at £655 for Adelaide; machinery, £5200; sewing
machines, £5672; steel goods, £9200, most of which went to the
United States; and general iron manufactures, £20,200, of which
pipes, bars, tubes, &c., to the value of £8180 went to Bombay;
£3600 to Adelaide ;and £2150 to Melbourne.
The coal trade has now largely recovered itself after the colliery
strike, and the shipments of the past week were fairly satisfactory.
They compare against a week last year when much interruption
had been experienced from the weather, and the increase is therefore more apparent than real. Still they undoubtedly show that
the trade is returning gradually to its former proportions. At
Glasgow, 17,528 tons were shipped; Greenock, 1112; Ayr, 6565;
Irvine, 1720; Troon, 3940; Burntisland, 18,513; Leith, 1197;
Grangemouth, 8301; Bo'ness, 3082; and Granton, 2293; total,
64,251 as compared with 47,055 tons in the same week of last year.
The inland demand is also fairly active and the prices are still
maintained at a considerably higher level than before the strike.
An adjourned conference between delegates representing coalmasters and colliers in the districts of Airdrie, Slamannan, and
Bathgate, was held in Glasgow at the end of last week, when it
was jointly agreed that the pits be kept open eleven days a fortnight, the day’s work being eight hours; that fourteen days’
notice be given before a strike or cessation of work, or before an
advance or reduction of wages; and that the principle of a
sliding scale is agreed to, and that a meeting be held to deal with
this matter a fortnight hence. As the delegates of these men
agreed to these conditions the masters promised them an advance
of 6d. a day, to begin from 11th instant.
No arrangement has been adopted between the coalmasters and
colliers of the greater part of Lanarkshire ; but although certain
of the men’s agents threaten to bring about another general strike,
it is hoped that some such agreement will be reached as that which
has been adopted at the other districts named above. In some
parts of Ayrshire the miners are adhering to the full policy of
restriction, whilst in others they have agreed to be guided by the
arrangements that are adopted elsewhere.
It has been agreed at a meeting of the Scottish Miners’ Federation to recommend the miners of Scotland to ask the co-operation
of the miners of England and Wales in having a general cessation
of work for a week or a fortnight during the spring, the intention
being to have a brief holiday to allow of the glut of coals being
cleared out of the market.

WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
ANOTHER great colliery speculation is on the carpet, the amalgamation of the Ocean Company with Davies, Scott and Co.—capital
£800,000 in shares of £100. This will be all taken up, so that the
public will have no hand in it. When formed, the project is to
sink in the vicinity of Aberdare Junction. The winning of the 4ft.
at the Albion Colliery, and the success of Penrhiwceiber, make the
rospect of the new sinking almost a certainty. I was under the
impression that the virgin tract would have been taken by one of
the neighbouring companies. Now this may lead to rivalry
between railway interests; but one thing is certain, that however
the mineral is worked off, whether by a connection with the Taff,
Barry, or Great Western, the sinking operations will be conducted
with skill and vigour.
Welsh coal affairs are occupying the judicial powers. One is
now sub judice, sol can only refer to it as before the court with
thorough confidence in the result—the West Rhondda. The others
in which the Plymouth mortgagees are interested, has been
decided, £112,000 in dispute. Mr. Hankey has done good
public service in keeping on the Plymouth collieries, and a wage
expenditure of little short of £100,000 annually has naturally been
of great benefit ;so it is to be hoped that an amicable arrangement
may now be entered upon to work the disputed minerals. The
coal trade has not been quite so brisk of late, and Cardiff, Swansea,
and Newport have been more or less affected by the severity of the
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weather, which has told on output as well as upon export, Cardiff
in —
5
n consequenee of a fulling off in demand, prices of best coals
have not been so good, and 3d. to even 6d. a ton abatement has in
some instance taken place. Prices vary from 8s. 3d. to 8s. 9d. at
present, best screened f.o.b, Cardiff, but secondary can be had at
all times from 7s, 6d. Rhondda coals touch the highest figure
No, 3 selling well at 8s. 9d., in some few cases at 8s. 6d. Small
steam continues at 4s, 3d, Enormous trains may be seen journeying
down to Cardiff, as in a late spurt in the coal trade there was a
great excess in production.
The troubles of coalowners came to the front last Saturday at a
hearing before the Merthyr Guardians of an appeal by Harris’
Deep Navigation against the rating of the colliery. This colliery
is rated on 10d. per ton, and the contention was that it could not
be let at that,
uring the whole of the time the colliery has been
working, since 1879, it has made no profit. This was the statement of Mr. Brown, the engineer, and Mr. Morgans, the general
manager, who further said that the royalties had been reduced
this year to 6d., but then he did not think it would pay, leaving
shareholders out of sight altogether. The pressure in the pit is
enormous, being the deepest sinking in Wales, and this alone
entails an expense of £2
a year. After a careful hearing the
matter was adjourned, the chairman, Mr. Rhys, stating that the
rating had been arranged by Sir W. T. Lewis and Mr. Hedley, and
if oe &began reducing the
ts there would be no end of
appea!
In the Aberdare parish alone last year there has been a
oe eat rating of £1391 in consequence of the reduced output of
coal,
The falling off during the last week is, I think, only temporary,
Probably with better weather the clearances from the ports may
again increase. Swansea is already looking better. Coke is not
in much demand. Pitwood is becoming a drug again.
The inquest upon the sufferers from the Ynyshir Colliery Explosion was opened after the adjournment on Monday at Porth,
Rhondda, before Mr. Rhys. Mr. Bosanquet attended from the
Home-office, and Mr, Simons is watching the case for the company,
Watts and Co,
‘
On the subject of colliery explosions it is b
ing a matter of
belief with mining engineers that dry coal dust plays a greater
part even than
The quantities found are never in such large
volumes as to play the havoc they do. The pockets or collections
of gas set the train on fire, and the great quantities of dry coal
dust extend and increase the mischief. Where watering is systematically done explosions of any extent are avoided.
The iron and steel works are moderately busy, though no substantial cargoes are recorded on export lists.
e principal railmakers report things as easy in their direction, but, fortunately,
varied home demands and some foreign orders keep the mills going.
Close attention is being paid to economic working, as it is felt that
in that direction a small benefit po Jbe gained, since buyers are
slow in conceding any. Prices of rails, about £4 5s, to £4 10s.
The tin-plate works have been rather quiet within the last week,
though some of the Swansea firms must have been doing well, as
63,000 boxes were sent away. Prices are the same as I have
recorded for some time :+-Cokes and Bessemer sheets, 12s. 9d. to
13s. 6d.; Siemens, 13s, 6d. to 14s.; wasters, 12s, 6d.; ternes, 12s. 6d.
up to 14s,°
Stocks are falling, and one or too Glamorgan works are likely to
slacken make. As for the Monmouthshire works, it seems almost
impossible to have a general re-start. There is Abercarne, for
instance. The men are resolute in refusing to accept Mr. Whitehouse’s proposals, and as they get 10s. per week for remaining idle,
the obstinacy is likely to become chronic.
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent.)
To all appearance the depression, which has for the last few
weeks lain upon the Rhenish-Westphalian iron market, is vanish
ing, and the latter gradually assuming its former normalcondition;
and this conviction is strengthened by the fact that all industrial
shares have of late risen in value. In the business of the week
there is little alteration to note beyond what was last reported.
The firm tone of the market, in spite of political affairs, has
been maintained all through, bred creates a feeling that
the iron industry has entered a definite stage of improvement. It is true that in some branches a slight reaction
for the worse has taken place, but this is only where prices were
at first forced up in too great a haste. The tenacity with
which the pig iron producers have maintained their prices has
caused the wrought iron works to unite in order to be able to do
likewise, which has put them into a position to hold their own with
nhanced
prices against the buyers. The reports from Silesia and
the south-west group of works indicate satisfact
rospects for
the future. In Silesia the prices have remained firm, though the
near prospect of the increased Russian duty on iron which
will greatly curtail its export, had of course a rather depressing effect for a time; but efforts will be made to
send so much more to Austria and the Danubian States,
which will be a a.
; so in the end prices of wrought iron
began to improve a little, and increased sales are confidently looked
forward to next month. In Belgium the condition of the iron
market continues satisfactory, but that of the iron districts of
France is unstable. Pig iron is in urgent request in RheinlandWestphalia, but yet the parcels are only of small bulk and for
immediate consumption. The stocks of forge, spiegel, Bessemer
and basic pigs have all declined markedly, whilst the production
has remained stationary, and the next six months’ make of
foundry pig has been contracted for, which are satisfactory
features in the trade. The prices remain unchanged, as well as
those for wrought iron on the base of M. 110 p.t., and the rolling
mills are well employed on current sorts.
ere is no change
either as regards thick plates and thin sheets ; the price of the
latter, however, will in all probability be raised as the building
season approaches. Steel of different sorts is still being exported
freely, the notations having undergone no change, but hopes of
improvement are anticipated when the International Rail Convention, which it is still insisted upon is under negotiation, comes to
be a fait accompli. At Bromberg—East Railway—the Silesian
works tendered for rails as lowest price M. 125, and a Rhenish
works 121 ; at Frankfurt again 120 was the lowest offer for steel
sleepers per ton, all at works, The wagon works, machine shops,
and foundries are in the same unsatisfactory position as last week,
and the brassfounders have during the month been affected like
those in other branches by the uncertainty in the political outlook,
the prices being such as to leave no profit at for phosphor bronze,
M1°60 ; bronze, 1°50 ; and red brass, 1°50 to 1°60 per ko.
The coal and coke prices are firm, and the latter slowly advancing.
Te appears that by a new regulation of the Coalowners’ Association in Westphalia it will now be possible for the majority to
dictate a restriction of output, which can be enforced legally, and
at a meeting on the 21st inst. it even proposed, as a beginning, to
curtail the production of coal as against 1886 by 2°83 per cent.
from the Ist of April this year. Any mine re. e stipulated maximum output is to be fined 20 per cent. of the Government taxed value of the coal raised, the fund so collected to be
applied to the establishment of an hospital for those who have
received injuries in connection with the mines. This plan may at
last restrict the cut-throat competition now existing, and raise the
prices above loss.
It a
rs that quite recently the Bochum-Union Company
Westphalia, has been in negotiation to join the Terni Works,
but an arrangement did not take place, so now the company
has associated itself with the firm of Tardy and Kenech, of Savona
where a large steelworks is to be established close to the harbour
of that town; therefore two rivals have lately sprung up where
till recently, none was in existence.
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3940. Rartway Carriace Roor Lamps, H. Defries,
Hiirter, of Coblenz; also to deal in carbonic or
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
London.
other gas and products derived from mineral or
Ratcuet Dritt Braces for Encineers, J. Thorp,
medicinal waters, It was registered on the 16th Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of 3941.
Aston.
atents,
inst., with a capital of £50,000, in £1 shares, The
a
New Lock Bort, &c., A. A. Bayliss, Wolversubscribers are :—
mpton.
to’
Shares.
3943, Measurine ELectric Currents, W. H. Douglas,
Application for Letters Patent.
Birmingham.
*J. T. Schipper, 10 and 11, King-street, Covent*,*
When
patents
have
been
‘
communicated”
the
Steam Generator Fives, T. Oldham, Mangarden, art publigher .w o.oo oe ce oe
name and address of the communicating party are 3044,
chester.
*A. 8. Norris, Warwick Lodge, Shepherd's Bushprinted in italics.
3945. Sivent Tires for Roap Venicies, J. Macqueen
yh.
Cae
ae Dee
ee eee
14th March, 1887.
Longsight.
T. 8. Hopcraft, 31, Palmerston-buildings, conHeexs for Boors, &c., J. Baldwin, Bradford.
3859. Estimatine Liquip or Sotip Bopies, &c., W. J. 3946.
3947. Gas Motor Encines, H. Campbell, Halifax.
P. W. Jamieson, 5, Norfolk-street, contractor ..
Lovibond, London.
a :-epeomead Fives and Fire-boxes, H. P. Fenby
*E. W. Williams, East Tilbury, Essex, contractor
3860. TreaTiInG Leatuer, H. Golding, London.
8.
E. Fanning Gye, 9, Great St. Helens, merchant. .
8861. ATracHING and ReELEAsinG Oxvects, 8. Betje- 3949. VENTILATOR,
G. Quinn, Glasgow.
H. A. Whiteley, 67, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, solicitor od
mann, London.
3950.
GoverNiING
the Fire in Stoves, J, Inshaw
3862.
Distiiine,
W.
A.
G.
Schénheyder,
London.
The number of directors is not to be less than
WHEELS for Raitways, &c., T. W. Rammell and eeAston.ea Bott, A. Barber and G. Walker, Bradthree, nor more than seven; qualification, 500 3863.
R. Capper, London.
shares; the first are the subscribers denoted by $864.
PkePaRING Netrie Sravks for Spinnino, T. E. 8952.01 Envevores, J. L. Greaves, Bakewell.
an asterisk; remuneration, £250 per annum, and
Schiefner, London.
3953. Reversinc Gear of Stream Encines, W. H
a sum equal to one-tenth of the annual net profits 8865. Compinc Apparatus, T. E. Schiefner, London.
Tonkin, Manchester.
after payment of 10 per cent. interest on the 8866, Sprnnrna Macuines, T. E. Schiefner.
3954. Canat Locks, J. Rowley, Manchester.
share capital.
15th March, 1887.
8955. Divipinec and Measurine Doveu, J. O'Connor,
Dublin.
26164. Suprportinc CouLapsiste Beps, &c., F. H. 3956.
4 Srarters, A. J. Boult.—(B. C. Pole, United
Street and C. Ellis, London.—19th February, 1887.—
Leipzig Crystal Palace Company, Limited.
States.
(Note. —This application having been originally in- 3957.
Sewinc Macuines, W. F. Hart.—(C. 8. Larrabee
cluded in No. 2616, dated 19th February, 1887, takes
This company was registered on the 15th inst.,
and B. Fischer, Germany.)
under Patents Rule 23 that date.
with a capital of £100,000, in £10 shares, to pur- 3867.
Cast Meta Pires, T. Chilton, Manchester.
Storpperina Borries, &c., T. and J. Brooke, 8958.
chase the Crystal Palace, situate at Leipzig,
3959.
Steeve Ciaspers, H. H. Holt, London.
Sheffield.
—
A. J. Boult.—(A. M. Phelps, United
Saxony, and to continue and develope the same. 3868.
Brakes for VenicLes, H. and F. Oakes, 3960.
States.
The subscribers are :—
Sheffield.
VenTILATING APPARATUS, E, M. Young and G. B.
Shares, 3869. ANTI-coRROSIVE CoaTincs for MeTaLiic Sur- 3961.
Moss,
Lincoln.
*E. Becker, Lei: , banker
sae ee me 1 races, W. R, Hutton, E. Fischer, W. Struthers, and 3962, Marxkno off Live on the Sicut of a Rirxe, R. H.
C. D, Steiner, Teddington, secretary .. .. .. b T. J. Smillie, Glasgow.
Munro and F. J. Rooker, London.
F. W. Mifion, 69, Pulford-street, Pimlico, clerk..
1 3870. Guipe Pixs of MouLpers’ Boxes, J. Crossley, 3963.
Propucine Motive-power, H. Tapp, London.
Sheffield.
E. Dreyfus, 8, Vernon-place, Bloomsbury-square,
3964. REFRIGERATORS,
J. West, London.
dealer
in works ofart .. .. 1. 21 «+ o
1 8871. Currinc Partrerns of Wootten and other 3965.
Paper, W. Jones, London.
J. R. P. Gurney, 29, St. Martin’s-road, Stockwell,
‘ Fasrics with Automatic FreEDING ARRANGEMENT 3966. Stampinc
SHowER AppaRatvs, J. Tattersall, Keighley.
and ApsusTABLE Knives, T. 8, Sykes, Liverpool.
DO
ee eae
eee
eer a ee
ws
A. Urry, 7, Trafalgar-road, 8.E., clerk
1 8872. ExpLosive Sues, E. St. J. Christophers, oeurn.Pickers, J. Dawson and H. Armistead, BlackNEW COMPANIES.
W. Steinert, 192, Queen’s-road, Dalston, transTwickenham, and B. Dunk, Isleworth.
Cuains for VELociPEDEs, W. Shave, Berkshire.
lator
tea
M
e
O
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3873. BoorMaKER’s KNEESOCKET, J. Bowling and R. P. 3968.
3969. NosE-Bacs,G. P. Lempritre, Birmingham.
Tue following companies have just been regisGreenwood, Leeds.
x
The number of directors is not to be less than 8874.
CARTRIDGE-LOADING Macuine, H. I. Dixon and
tered :-—
for Timinc the Bor.ine of Eaas, J. 3970.
G.
Simpson,
Sheffield.
three, nor more than seven; qualification, 50 JergerMeter
and R. W. Stephens, Devonport.
Abbey Patent Hard Shot Company, Limited.
ScaRF-PIN Protector, G. W. Pridmore, Birmingshares; the first are Messrs, E. Berthold, R. 3875. AuTomaTic ExtineuisHers for Oi Lamps, J. 8971.
ham.
Duggan,
Liverpool.
Kaestner,
E.
Becker,
J.
Jaeger,
and
A.
Rossbach,
This company proposes to give effect to an
Pencit SHARPENER, G. Asher and J. Buttress,
SmaLiL Lock Stitch Sewinac Macuines, W. 8. 3972.
agreement of the 2nd September for the purchase all of Leipzig. The board will be entitled to one- 8876.
Birmingham.
Frost, London.
of a patent of Mr. Theodore Cordes, of 31, Exeter- tenth of the surplus profits remaining after pay- 3877.
8973. GLazEep Roors, W. Duncan, London.
VeLocipepes,
W.
W.
Woolidge,
Brockley.
— Castinc for ARMOUR PLates, 8. Siemang,
street, Gateshead, for the manufacture of shot ment of 4 per cent. dividend, and after 10 per 3878. ELecrric ALARM CLocks, H. Boardman, Brad- 3974, mdon.
(No. 9524, A.D. 1886). It was registered on the cent. of such profits has been paid to the
ford.
Cast Iron, 8. Siemang, London.
3879. Macuinery for Siortinc Key-seatine, G. 3975.
11th inst., with a capital of £5000, in £5 shares. managing or resident director.
3976. Gas-BURNERS, C. M. Walker, Surrey.
Benson, Stockton-on-Tees.
The subscribers are :—
3977.
PenHoLpers, W. E. Hunnex, London.
3880.
PEARLING
or
ORNAMENTATION
of
SurFaces,
M.
Shares.
3978. Puriryrnc Coat Gas, G. Anderson, London.
Bouché, Birmingham.
T. Telford, Newcastle .. .. .. .. «
ee
Tea Canister, M., C., F., A., F. Billing, and T. B.
Schmidt-Douglas Electric Company, Limited.
3881. Printinc Macuine for Prixtinc Desians upon 3979.
W. E. Foggin, Newcastle, wire-worker ..
Burdett,
London.
Footpatus, T. Johnson and G. Gledhill, Halifax.
This company was registered on the 12th inst.,
T. R. Bambridge, Gateshead, engineer ..
Lapy’s Ripine Sxirt, C. W. Davis, London.
GrinpInG Miiis, R. A. Lister and G. 8. Rich- 8980.
W. C. A. Holzapfel, Newcastle, merchant
with a capital of £50,000, in £10 shares, to pur- 8882.
3981.
CLEANING
Corn, E. Edwards.—(— Laurent
mond,
Dursley.
J. Howe, Gateshead, printer
a
Srérves and — Collott, France.)
chase the business of electrical engineers, con- 8883. Pickinc Sticks used in Looms for WEAVING,
R. Foggin, Newcastle, wire-worker..
8982. VeLociPepes, G. G. and H. R. Tandy, London.
and manufacturing electricians carried
C. B. Brook and J. Clough, Bradford.
A. Rhagg, Newcastle, solicitor ..
taet tractors,
tet
at
Fire Grates, A. M. Clark.—(D. P. and A. K.
on by F. T. Schmidt and R. C. Douglas, at 3884. FasTENING on Door Knobs and holding Wrnpow- 3983.
Lewis, United States.)
The number of directors is not to be less than Hustlergate, Bradford, trading as Schmidt,
BLIND Corps, F. Hinde, Higher Bentham, near 3984.
MAKING CicaReETTEs, P. Vauselle, London.
Lancaster.
five, nor more than seven; qualification, £50 in Douglas and Co, The subscribers are :—
3985.
CarTripces,
G. A. Farini, London.
Macuinery for Harpeninc Fevt Hats, H. 3986. Trap to CatcH
shares or stock; the subscribers are to appoint
Shares, 3885.
ANIMALS ALIvE, J. O. Spong,
Jepson, Ashton-under-Lyne.
*F. Hungerford, Halifax, cotton spinner
the first.
London.
3886.
Be.tine
for
Drivinc
Macuinery,
F,
Gill
and
T.
*I. Hordern, Huddersfield... .. .. ..
3987. PREPARING VARNISH, J. A. Bigsby, London.
E. Robson, Durham.
,
*J. Haley, Cleckheaton, card maker
3988.
FLurp
Pressure
Motors,
W. Donaldson, London.
3887. ExpLopers or Detonators for Foo Sicna.s, G. P. 3989, Fn pgay Cy.tinperR Encrines,
*E. Pye, Bradford,
coal merchant .. .. ..
P. Brotherhood,
Anti-Oxide and Colour Company, Limited.
Lempritre, Birmingham.
JF. Schmidt, Bradford, provision merchan
mdon.
3888.
Cap
Spinninc
and
Twistinc
Macuinery,
G.
This company was registered on the 14th inst., I, D. Taylor, Halifax, chartered accountant.. ..
8990. MIcRO-TELEPHONIC TRANSMITTERS, C. Clamond,
Clegg, J. Thomas, and W. H. Harrison, Halifax
London.
with a capital of £50,000, in £10 shares, to trade T. England, Lightcliffe, near Halifax, solicitor .. we
8889. ConsTRUCTION of Main Dratns, &c., F. F. Abbey, 3991. Grixpinc MetALs, J. Hampton and 8. Partridge,
as manufacturers, vendors, and dealers in paints,
Huddersfield.
The number of directors is not to be less than
London.
colours, and chemical compounds, The sub- three, nor more than seven; Mr. F. T. Schmidt 3890. Exrractinc Stream, &c., from Buiipines, J. 3992.
AxLE-BOxEs, J. Donnelly, W. McLaren, and A.
Taylor, Bury.
subscribers are ;:-and the first four subscribers are the first; quali- 8891.
Trask, London.
WATERPROOFING of Paper for Packie, &c., T. 3993.
Shares. fication, 10 shares; remuneration, chairman, £100
Hanpies for CuTLery, 8. Staight, London.
Worth,
Droylesden.
W. Cooke, Handsworth, manufacturer... .. ..
3994. CoLtourtnG Martrers, H. H. Lake.—(A. Leonhardt
per annum, and each ordinary director £50 per 3892. DuL_cimeR Betts, C. Simmonds, London.
J. R. Lee, Colmore-row, Birmingham, colour
and Co., Germany.)
annum,
3893. Lua, &c., Saris, A. Macandrew, Glasgow.
WIG?
an. Sa nk. Ge ha ae od | id hoe
3995.
Gratn, G. Little, London.
3894. Compinep Nait Trimmer, Buttron-Hook, &c., 3996. DisINTEGRATING
A. N. Lee, Colmore-row, Birmingham, stained
Rai. Joints, A. W. Itter, London.
W. T. Taylor, London.
Se
cis Gat ae oki on ce 1
3997.
CompinED
SNow
Prioveu and Metter, J. H. W.
3895.
PorTaBLE
BaND-STANDs,
E,
Atkey,
jun.,
Newport,
8. Lloyd, Sparkbrook, Birmingham, ironmaster. . 1
Stringfellow, London.
Isle of Wight.
NAVAL ENGINEER APPOINTMENTS.—The followJ. Simson, 78, Great Queen-street, colour manu3998. AppLicaTion of Exectrric Licut, F. J. Chary,
PinHoLe Topacco Pires, J. Long, London.
IAS CoGo-) we ie oe ke est Sa WE os 1 ing appointments have been made at the Ad- 3896.
London.
I. Davis, London,
8. W. Wainwright, Colmore-row, Birmingham,
A. D. Whormby, engineer, to the 3897. Quixts,
3999. Heatine Arr for Furnaces,E. Albin, London.
VeLociPEDEs, H. Rollbiihler, London.
ee
er
rrr ae
ee 1 miralty:—W.
4000. Ciips for Neckties, A. E. Beck, London.
Rattler; J. A. Reynolds, engineer, to the Red- 3898.
3899. AmMBuLANCcES, A. Fitzwilliam, London.
A. E. Wenham, Colmore-row, Birmingham, charF. Worth, engineer, to the Forward; 3900. CompuunD Steam Encines, &c., T. J. Simmons,
tered accountant se "sé 06 te oe Os
1 wing;
17th March, 1887.
London.
Charles J. Cock, ——, to the Indus, addiTable A of the Companies Act, 1862, will apply tional; Leonard Backler, assistant engineer, to $901. Macuines for CLEANING Borties, M. Hickey, 4001. Sor Wixpow Firrinos, E. H. Ledger, BirmingLondon.
to the company.
ham.
the Canada; Francis Ford, engineer, to the 3902. Srups for Sotrtarres, F. C. Stevens, London.
OperaTING Derrick Cranes, R. L. Hattersley
Defiance; and R. B. Priston, chief engineer, to 39038. Lamps for Burninc VotaTiLe O11s, A. H. 4002.
and R. Hall, Keighley.
the
Satellite,
reappointed
on
promotion
(to
date
Griffiths
and
A.
Robins,
London.
4003.
HinGes, D. J. Fleetwood, Birmingham.
Hartmann’s Sanitary Wood Wool Company,
3rd
inst.
).
3904,
BaRRELs,
R.
Stone,
London.
4004. WaTeER Heaters, C. A. Haworth and I. Mason,
Limited.
3905. Compinc Macuinery, H. H. and A. H. IllingManchester.
SANDBERG’s
GOLIATH
Raits.—The
Journal
de
This company proposes to manufacture wood Liége mentions that on Tuesday morning Messrs.
worth, London.
4005. Artistic Porrery, A. Fielding, Longport.
3906. GRAIN-BRUISING, &:., Macuines, H. Dietz, 4006. PREPARING MALLEABLE Iron, D. McCorkindale,
wool and wood wadding in all forngs, and surgical Cockeril
commenced to roll Mr. Sandberg’s
London.
Mossend.
or medical instruments, dressings, and appliances, Goliath steel
rails of 50 kilos. per metre, or 3907. Guass-LINED Meta Artictes, T. E. Halford and 4007. KnuckE Joints, J. Aylward, Coventry.
and to carry 6n the business of pharmaceutical 100 lb. per yard,
R. Morant, Chiswick.
4008. Ware Leap, W. D. Weissenburg, London.
Belgian State Railways. 3908.
and other chemists. It was registered on the The rails are rolled for
Fiur
Pressure
Motors,
J.
H.
Bosustow,
4009.
Sarety Lamps, B. E. Clarke, Heeley.
from ingots weighing nearly
15th inst., with a capital of £65,000, in £1 shares.
London,
as ConvEYING TELEGRAPH WiREs, A. F. Stoddart,
making two rails of nearly 30ft. in length. 8909.
The company propose to purchase certain letters aTheton, fastenings
Spiitrinc
ALmonps,
&c.,
J.
L.
Collier,
London,
tol.
and joints proposed by M. 3910. Wueers for Roap Carriaces, &c., W. Bown, 4011. WasHinc
Macurne, J. Gullery, Bdfast.
patent of Paul Hartmann and Albert Hartmann, Flamache fre being
made at the same train of London.
4012. Securtne Corks in Bort.es, F. Foster, London.
and also the exclusive license of Albert Essinger rolls. Tests were being
3911.
+
ae
E.
W.
Jones,
T.
H.
Norman,
and
G.
Smith,
4013.
Musty
Brewers’ Casks, C. Lesne, London.
made to prove the
to sell wood wool in Great Britain and her Colonies.
mdon.
4014. Fotpinc CLotu, C. King and 8S. Oldershaw,
strength of the rails, some of which are to be
The subscribers are :—
Locks for Doors, J. J. Bourne, London.
Leicester.
Shares. ut down at once on the trunk lines between $912.
Torsion Sprine, B, D. Shaw and A. W. Hayward, 4015. Recorpinc CurRENTs of Evectricity, T. Parker
iége and Verviers, and on the Plateaux de 3913. ndon.
Vernon Smith, 87, Tavistock-square .. .. ..
and J. H. Woodward, Manchester.
E. J. Lezard, 2, Oxford-gardens, W., merchant .. 1 Herve line,
3914. Despatch Tube Systems, A. J. Boult.—(J. F. 4016. WaLk1ING-sTicKs, 8. Simmons, London.
T. E. Pearl; 42, St. George’s-street, Peckham...
1
McLaughlin,
United
States.)
4017.
Rinc Dovsiinc Frames, H. Rothwell, Man“THE
ENGINEER”
ON
THE
DIMENSIONS
OF
W. Skelhorn, 82, Hatton-garden, jet omnament
DespatcH TuBe Systems, A, J. Boult.—(J. F. chester.
ED
os cask ed ss es 4a. 00 ~ PHYSICAL QUANTITIES.—In a brief book notice 3915.
McLaughlin, United States.)
4018. Removinc Vapour from CaRRIAGE Winpows, A.
H. Vaudean, 16, Hatton-garden, diamond dealer 1 —ante, p. 387—I commented on the grave error 3916.
Saw Sets, T. Williamson, London.
age,
S.
8. 8S. Alexander, 51, St. Augustine-road, Camdenpotential energy in terms of horse- 8917. TeLEPHONE Recisters, C. Witternberg, London. 4019. Syrinces, J. Challender, Manchester.
square, diamond merchant . .. .. .. «
1 of measuring
= UMBRELLA Hoipers, H. T. Munns, Birmingcomparing it with the allied absurdity of 3918. SHow Cases, &c., F. Sage, London
W. E. Byas, Leyton Park, Essex .. .. .. .. 1 power,
3919.
VeLocipepEs,
A.
J.
Boult.—(—.
Haase
and
—.
m.,
measuring distance in terms of s
- I also
Stamm, Germany.)
4021. Heatinc ain, W. P. Thompson.—{/. D. Smead,
The first directors are Messrs. Wynn Westcott, cited the following passage
:—‘‘
Dividing 3,942,400
Ionrt1nG Expiosive Cuarces, A. J. Boult.—(Z.
United States.)
M.B., J. T. Powell, M.D., J. White, J. D. New- foot-pounds per minute by 33,000 foot-pounds, we 3920.
Bagger, United States,
4022. Sopium, C. Humfrey, Liverpool.
ton, Albert Essinger, and Albert Hartmann; get 119°4-horse power;” and I put beside it the 3921.
Stowine,
&c.,
Suips’
Boats,
J.
B.
Wilson,
4023. BURNING OFF QO1t Paint, W. H. Swingler, Birqualification, 50 shares; minimum remuneration, allied absurdity :—‘‘ Dividing £500 a year by £50,
Glasgow.
min,
"
£100 per annum to each director, with £50 addi- we get £10a year.” I thought it superfluous to 3922, INSTANTANEOUS SuutTters, J. R. Gotz, London.
4024 UnperGcrounp or Surrace Raitways or TRAMLuBricaTiInG Bearinos, F. W. Durham and T. ways, J. Urie, jun., Glasgow.
tional for the chairman.
point out the nature of the mistake, but I judged 3923.
H.
Shaw,
London.
4025.
Sewinc
Macurnes, A. Anderson and R. A. F.
poy for THE ENGINEER, in a leader of March 3924, MeasuRinG, &c., PAPER.—(The Fabric Measuring
Pollock, Glasgow.
4th, 1887, has made a somewhat excited attack
and Packaging Company, United States.)
4026. CHanoine the Leap of the Beaters of a CENTRIHydraulic Rapid Boring Company, Limited.
on this and other of my statements, remarking: 3925. Botsters, &e., H.
Lake.—(J. Booth, United
FUGAL MAcHINE whilst in Motion, A. R. Tattersall
‘This company was registered on the 4th inst., ‘We are in doubt whether ‘P. G. T.’ really has
States.)
and J. Kerr, Belfast.
with a capital of £10,000, in £10 shares, to pur- any idea what (sic) the expression means.” To 3926. Sewine Macuines, H. H. Lake.—(The Esser Em- 4027. MeasuRING of ALTERNATING or INTERMITTENT
ELECTRO-MOTIVE Force, R. Dick and R. Kennedy,
chase the patent rights of Olaf Terp, for boring this charge I plead guilty ; for if I were myself to broidery Machine Company, United States.)
Paper-PuULP Screens, C. Russell and P. H.
Glasgow.
and well sinking, together with the general engi- divide 3,942,400 foot-pounds per minute by 3927.
Cragin, London.
4028. Mera.iic Hinces, G. J. Dean, Glasgow.
neer’s business of the said Olaf Terp. The sub- 33,000 foot-pounds, the result would contain the 3928.
SEAMING
MacuHINeERY,
H.
H,
Lake.—(C.
A.
Shar,
4029.
Meters for Recistertnc the Fiow of Liquips,
scribers are ;—
unit of time alone, and could certainly not express
United States.)
‘
Cc. C. Barton, London.
Shares. horse-power. It might be angular velocity, per- 3929,
Lock
Nuts,
A.
B.
Ibbotson,
London.
4030.
ADVERTISING
PRINTED or other ADVERTISEMENTS,
Olaf Terp, 251, High Holborn, engineer... . .. 1
&e., Tea, J. Doughty.(F. W. Plows,
G. J. Rhodes, London.
It is true that if I were to divide 3,942,400 me i
John Drew, 245, High Holborn, contractor... .. 1 haps.
4031. Revotvine Fiat Carpine Enotes, J. Shepherd
T. Richardson, 36, Old Broad-street, merchant .. 1 boy gp per minute by the mere number 3931.nau,Tin-oPENER, &c., T. and J. W. Marns, London.
and H. Midgley, London.
E. J. Drew, 5, Winchester-road, Highgate, engi- ‘ 33,000, I should probably obtain the result 119°4- 8932. TRANSFERRING Coa, &c., from ONE LEVEL to 4032.
HoLpEer for Brusnes of Execrro-motors and
en
eRe
a a a
ae
ee
horse power, But THE ENGINEER will ascribe all
P.
B. Westmacott, Newcastle-uponDynamo-Macutnes, M. Immisch, London.
T. R. Cadman, High Holborn, contractor .. .. 1 this to the pedantry of the “professor,” for its ANOTHER,
e.
4033.
CASEMENT Stay, R. Ninnes, London.
J. R. Cadman, jun., Bowes Park, N., contractor 1 article goes even farther in absurdity than does 8938. ELectric SIGNALLING INstRUMENTS, T. Norden- 4034. EARTHENWARE,
&c., Pipes, J. G. Killey, London.
E. Bishop, Bowes Park, N., builder . .. .. 1 the passage quoted above. It leaves out the
felt, London.
4035. ComBrnaTion Bo.tina and Lockine Device, F.
Gas-moTror Enarnss, 8. Griffin, London.
J. J. Gibbons, London.
The subscribers are to appoint the first direc- ‘per minute” and says the author ‘‘is strictly 3934.
>
Sreerine
of
Cycies,
&c.,
J.
G.
Jelley,
Lon4036.
ExrractinG
Tannin
from Bark, C. C. Horsley,
tors; remuneration, 100 guineas per annum.
correct (sic) when he says that 3,942,400 footLondon.
pounds are to be divided by 33,000 foot-pounds 3936.on. Lookine Hinge, &c., E. L. White, London.
4087. Pumpine Liquip, J. Murrie, Glasgow.
get the horse-power.”
for Fourier, and =: —e of Freres for Pur, A. Wilkinson, 4088. Camp or FreLp Ovens, J. Downham, London.
Imperial Springs of Germany and Natura Mineral to
mdon.
4039. Canoprep Stove Grates, T. Watson and T. P,
dimensions of physical quantities! I wonder
Water Company, Limited.
Moorwood, Sheffield.
what THE ENGINEER would assign as the result of
16th March, 1887.
4040. Guarp for Drums in THrasHING MacurInes, G.
This company proposes to import mineral dividing 10
per minute by 2 eggs. Would 3938. Curmney Cowt, W. H. Day, Isle of Wight.
H. Shaw, London.
waters, and especially from the wells near Nieder- it, or would it not, be 5 eggs per minute ?— 3939, SHORTENING the FERRULE Joints of FISHING-RODS, 4041.
VESSELs used as Measures for Seeps, J. Beeston
mendig, in Rhenish Prussia, belonging to Henry P, G. T.—-Nature.
F, W. Adye, St. Albans,
London,

AMERICAN NOTES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
New York, March 11th,
Tue American iron market is somewhat dull.
The receipts of tin-plate so far this year are
208,000 boxes; Straits tin, 2000 tons; English
tin, 50 tons ; and Scotch pig iron, 9000 tons; bar
iron, 1182 tons; scrap iron, 2828 tons, Very
heavy receipts of unwrought steel will be received
during the next sixty days. Three large lots of
foreign material were unloaded at Philadelphia
last week. Brokers here and in the Interior have
instructions to secure at certain prices large lots
of old rails and steel, but up to present writing
have not been able to make satisfactory terms.
The movement in metals has been checked.
Receipts of domestic spelter since January Ist,
743 tons; lead, 3809 tons, against 1405 for the
same time last year. The exports of copper since
the first of the year foot up 720,000 lb., against
3,593,342Ib, for 1886, and 5,841,938 Ib. for same
time 1885. The market is weakening, and
scarcely any copper was sold this week, The
stocks of lead on March Ist were 927 tons, against
984 tons a year ago. Stocks of spelter, 2412 tons,
against 111 tons a year ago. Stocks of foreign
zine, 20 casks March Ist, against 23 a year ago.
Antimony, 1 cask, against 126 casks a year ago.
Stocks of old rails at New York are 216 tons;
scrap iron, 2748 tons; steel rods, 4445 tons;
Swedish iron, 2552 tons. Stocks of foreign pig
iron at Philadelphia, 1295 tons; Baltimore, 452
tons; Boston, 323 tons ;New Orleans, 525 tons.
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4042. VessELs used as Measures for Szeps, J. Beeston,
London.
4043. VessELs used as Measures for Seeps, J. Beeston,
London.
4044. CanpLe Suapes, &c., W. Farquhar, London.
4045. Reciprocatine Saws, J. Tille, London.
4046. Wixpow Fasteners, P. A. Chinnery, London.
4047. Lusricators, R. J. Elwell.—(H. Murray and A.
Paterson, India.)
4048. Wasners, &c., for Tuse Sroprers, J. R. Fotheri
mdon.
4049. Strrrups, A. Maclure, London.
4050. CarTripcrs, A. Greenwood.—{The Schireizerische
Industrie Gesellschaft, Switze gry
4051. Carper, &c., Looms,M. C. Crompton and H.
Wyman, London.
4052. Lictina of —
TaBLes by Gas, G. J. Panzetta, London.
4053. SMELTING in Bast Furnaces, E. Fisher and J.
P. Cramp, London.
4054. Coatinc Pieces of Metat, &c., F. Elmore,
London.
4055. Wricninc Macurnes, A. J. Boult. -(C. Dornbusch,
Saxony.)
4056. Eyecror Mecuanism of Hammercess, &c., Guns,
W. Anson, London.
4057. Macazine Fire-arms, A. Greenwood. — (The
Schweizerische Industrie Gesellachast, Switzertand.)
4058. Strarvers used in MAKING PaPER, J. Thompson,
London.
4059. Rotary Grinpino, &c., Apparatus,J. Heath and
F. Joslin, London.
4060. PorTABLE Pumps, A. G. Melhuish, London.
4061. a ey
—~ eames &ec., A. 8. Tanner and A.
P. Godart, Lond
4062. Porovs — “Cc. D. Barker and F. C. Hills,
ndon.
4063. TREATMENT of Mik, W. L. Wise.—(C. A. Wakdin,
A. Forssell, and F.'L. Enguist, Sereden.)
4064. CRUSHING Mutts, J. W. Chenhall and F. Clench,
London.
4065. Means for Extincutsnine Or Lamps, J. Prosser,
London.
4066. Vatve Gear for Steam Hammers, A. Davy and
W. J. Benton, London.
4067. Uritisisc Waste Meta Tvusine, J. T. Onions,
London.
4068. Funnets for Frttise Lamps, &c., J. A. Medien,
London.
4069. Rutisc Macarnes, A. G. Dawson and F. E.
Adams, London.
4070. Comprnep Encrves and Dynamos, M. H. P. R.
Sankey and P. W. Willans, London.
18th March, 1887.
4071. Buixp Puttey, G. Rieunier, Shropshire.
4072. TURNING LEAVES in
Ks, &c., R. Shanks,
Aberdeen.
4073. Strarvers, H. J. Rogers, Watford.
4074. IysurrNc the AccuraTE Grixpine of DRILLs, R.
Hodson, Blackwall.
4075. Sart Grater and Hoxper, C. Gaul and T.
Wolstenholme, Bradford.
4076. Vatves or Pives for OvtLets of Tanks, J. Davy,
Skipton-in-Craven.
4077. Hixces for Doors, &c., E. T. Hirst, Leeds.
4078. Sprsnrnc Tackie for FIsHING, 8. "Allcock. —{A.
Ekmeant, Paris.)
4079. Prorection of Hovses, J. Enright, London.
4080. Macuines for Brarpinc Garments, &c., J.
Shuttleworth and V. Ashworth, Halifax.
4081. FouR-WHEELED VELocIPEDE, M. Doubleday and
H. A. Bettney, Lenton.
4082. Workixc MopeL of Co-onpIvaTE Puanes, C. E.
Haggerty, Middlesbrough.
4083. Skip and Brake for Wacons, &c., G. Bramall,
Oughtibridge.
4084. AUTOMATICALLY Movinc Ecos out of BorLinc
Water, J. Holt and J. B. Brooks, Birmi
4085. Macurves for BrusHinc ARTICLES of Hosiery,
&c., 8.J. Pegg and J. T. Edmonds,
icester.
4086. Propucina Sounp CopPrer CasTINes in Sanp, &c.,
4087. Seats, A.
t, Radmoor.
4088. Oprarstnc ALUMINATE of Sopa, G. Milligan,
Oxford.
4089. Rartway Foc Sienat, G. F. Attree, Brighton.
4090. Date InpicaTors or CALENDARS, J. J.
tt,
ingham.
4091. Novev cin of ApverTisinc, W. H.
McDougall, Bonnyri,
4092. Kops, E. Philips,‘Birmingham.
4093. FasTexers for tNE Cases, &., W. and G.
Saltmarsh, London.
4094. BUCKLES, T. Evans, Birmingham.
4095. VELocrPEDEs, R. E. Phillips.—(A. H. Overman,
United States.)
. DIFFERENTIAL LUBRICATING Apparatus, P.
squtbert, London.
Brivces for ELEVATED Rariroaps, &c., G. H.
gt London.
4098. Fritiincs, R. and L. Azulay, London.
4099. Drivine Suears for Ciirprnc Horses, &c., W.
Clark, London.
4100. RuLER, J. Stebbing, London.
4101. BaLancine Stipe Vatves, G. H. Wilisch and C.
H. Scott, Sheffield.
4102. Rocxixe or OscrLLaTinG Horses or Carrs, E.
Davies, London.
4103. Hanpies for Curtery, &c., T. H. Heard,
Sheffield.
4104. Makixsc METALLIC TRANSVERSE RatLway
Sieerers, D. Evans and J. H. Wicksteed, London.
4105. Maxinc Metatitic TRANSVERSE RaILway
S.eepers, D. Evans and J. H. Wicksteed, London.
4106. Couptines for Rampway Rouire Stock, T. D.
Swift, Liverpool.
. Fountain Pens, J. Schmackelsen, ee
4108. BorTLe STorrer, R. and A. Miles, Stourbridge.
4109. BurciaR ALARMS, R. Haddan. —(G. Schleicher,
United States.)
4110. Hat Susrenpers, J. Reid, Glasgow.
4111. Hor Arr Enoryes, R. 8. Lloyd, London.
4112. Evecrric Lamps, H. Weber and R. Schefbauer,
on.
4113. Barsep Wire Fencino, H. Bénten, London.
4114. Protecrixc Batrertes, L. R. Davis and M.
Shearer, London.
4115. Rapp Frrinc Guns,J.Rogerson and A. Downie,
London.
4116. Execrric Incanpescent Lamps, A. F. St. George
and C. R. Bonne, London.
. Wixpinc CLOTH on Routers, J. Cowburn and C.
Peck, Manchester.
4118. Gas Burners, H. Tallmadge, London.
4119. Cuarns, A. Spencer, London.
4120. Cuarns, A. Spencer, London.
4121. Cuars, A. Spencer,
don
a ConTROLLING Pressure, J. L Thornycroft, Lonon.
4123. Vatve-cear, H. B. Merton, London.
4124. Cueckinc Payments of Money, J. Simpson, London.
-— 'Waist--BaNDs, C. Lunnand H. P. Robinson,
Lon
4126. Execrrotysis, M. andE. Bernard, London
4127. Drittinc Macurves,N. C. Pond, M. O. "West,
and E. Simons, London.
4128. SUSPENDING ARTICLES, C. 8. Proctor andS. Comp-
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4139, OvERW. Beasly, London.
4140. Stamprne, H. C. Gover, Highgate.
4141. Cigarettes, W. Taylor, London.
4142. Tune PLayine Tops, W. H. Duncan, Coalbrooke.
4143. Prorector, C. Rubens, London.
4144, Srone Breakers, R. EF
t, Manchest:
4145. Kyrrrine Macuixes, J. M.,J., A.J., and 8. A.
Gimson, and W. J. Ford, Leicester
4146. Harmontvums,I. and T. Binns, Manchester.
4147, Frre-extTincuisHEr, T. Witter, Manchester.
4148, yee a Constant PLANE in STEAMERS,
A. H. Broadbent, Fairfield.
4149 Prayixa REED Instruments, W. G. Ackerman
-and G. H. Best,
port.
4150. InDIA-RUBBEX Horsestockina, &c., J. H. Elvery,
Dublin.
Frre-PROoF Fioors, &c., J. M. Robertson,
Glasgow.
.—“~2. ABOLISHING the Use of Laces in Foorsatts, J.
neen,
4153. MECHANICAL TELEPHONE, T. H. Churton, Leeds.
4154. Cisrerns, W. H. Wildig, Chester.
4155, CarRpING mye J. ‘asmith, Manchester.
4156. Winprne Yary, I. C. Schofield, Elland.
4157. Lacs, &e., E. ry , Liverpool.
4158. €omes for’Lace ACHINES, E. Cope, a
4159. Fiurp Motor Cy.inpers, C. ~ ng Crosby
4160. Gas Baas, C. G. Beechey, Londor
4161. a Stoves, E. A. and J. D. Rippingille,
4162. oo for Fires, W. P. Thompson.—{J. C. Lang,
United States.)
4163. ae Burns, &c., to RoLtErs, E. Summerfield,
mn!
4164. CatrLe Criss and Sueep Trovens, J. Batchelar,
London.
4165. ScHOoL nome and Sears, A. Drysdale and G.
Gilmour, G
4166. Lawn a &c., Rackets, R. F. J. C. Allen,
London.
4167. Rotiryc and Unrotiine Maps, &c., T. P. Johnston, Glasgow.
4168. Ralsixa, “ke.-» Liqguips, J. H. Johnson.—(F.
Romain, France.)
4169. APPLYING ADHESIVE SuBsTANCE to Paper, O. D.
is, London.
4170. Revotvinc Heavy Masses of Mareriat, F.
Berry, Sheffield.
4171. Securine the Corps of Birnps, J. R. Earnshaw,
on.
4172. Opentne, &c., the Twist in Faprics, R. R.
Roberts, London.
4173. SELF-ACTING Mu es, W. Royle, London.
ae em Neckties in Position, E. C. Walker,
ton.
4175. cc &e., Wixpows, &c., J. J. Bourne,
ni
4176. Maxine Jam by Steam, J. Whittaker, London.
4177. Arracutnc Neckties to Cottars, G. Morgan,
London.
4178. Rorary Atpum, T. W. Nagington and W. H.
Ww
London.
4179. MANUFACTURING CARBON Conpuctors, T. V.
Hughes, London.
4180. ComBinep WEIGHING and ADVERTISING MACHINE,
W. 8. Oliver,
don.
4181. CRANKS, G. Sant and 8S. Farnsworth, Derby.
4182. Rartway Carriaces, H. H. Lak e.{C. W.
Smith, United States.)
41 oe Hearixo HorticvLturRaL Hor-Beps, J. Siem,
ma
4184. Breakino in Horses, H. H. Lake.—({L. Guinet,
France.)
4185. Srop-cockxs, R. Thompson, London.
4186. Screw Wrencues, H. H. Lake.—(M. H. Seymour,
Canada.)
4187. Stop-va.ves, F. W. A. Kirsten, London.
4188. Wasninc Macure, 8S. M. Walcher, London.
4189. Tennis Racquets, J. F. Gilmore, London.
4190. Freezinc Apparatus, H. Gonne, London,
2lst March, 1887.
4191. Rotiic very Tarn GauGcEs -4Inox, L. and W.
R. Lysaght, and J. Lakin,
4192. Avuromatic Car Brakes, A. ?. Massey, London.
4193. Burtprnc GiassHovuses, H. Stevenson, Knebwi
4194. Water-cLosets, W. Skinner, Sheffield.
4195. Cases for Storrnc Botries ConTatninc AERATED
Water, W. Bannister, Skipton-in-Craven.
4196. ScHoo. Desks, &c., W. Woolard, Stev
4197. Hor-waTter Borters, W. L. Milne, London.
4198, a
Drawtsc Parer to SKETCHING
Boarps,W. W. C. Verner, London.
4199. CHLORINE and HYDROGEN, re and L. Q. Brin,
London.
4200.L_Avene Vacuum Vent-Pec, 8S. G. Mason,
4201._
Acip, J. Taylor, Glasgow.
4202. WasHinc Racks for PHotocraPHic NeEGaTIvEs,
G. F. Blackmore, London.
4203. Preparine a Dry SaccHARATED Extract of Tea,
T. Kerfoot, Manchester.
4204. Cramps, W. Hayhurst, Burnley.
4205. Encrxe Packrne, D. G. Cresswell, Manchester.
4206. ELectric Low-waTeR ALARM, — Scholes and
— Whitehead, Manchester.
4207. Stream Jet ConpenseErs, J. Hall, Manchester.
4208. Steam Encrves, J. J.
mter, London.
= a
Carriace Courtine, 0. Lewis, Car=10.FoorSToot, J.nae
en, and W. C.
arker,
4211. caeenentiean, J. Billon-Haller, og
4212. New Game, W. T. Black, N
ptor
4213. E.ecrric PoRTABLE Lamp, A. Friedlinder,
London.
4214. TeLecraPHic Inpicators, J. G, Alison.—(Z.
Lambinet, France.)
4215. VELOCIPEDES, T. Ashburn, London.
4216. CarTRIpGEs, O. Rowe, London.
4217. Sanp Bra
G. R. A. Gutmann, London.
4218. Treatinc HoLtow Meta Cyiinpers, W. Hope,
London.
4219. AccumuLators of Execrricity, C. Desmazures,
London.
4220. Measurinc Exrectric Currents, J. W. King,
on.
4221. Suspenpine Currs in Position, F. W. Mugford,
an
Wanstead.
4222. Reew Houper, J. Frank, London.
4223. CompineD THIMBLE and Scissors, H. 8S. Paget,
Harrow-on4224. ORNAMENTAL and other Desions, &c., A. Oldroyd, London.
4295, Evectricity Motors, G. Hookham, London.
4226. METALLIC SicNat and other Posts, C. Potter,
W. H. Deakin, and W. Holland, jun., London.
4227, SUBMARINE VESSELS, G. Poore and W. C. Storey,
London.
4228. ExTraction of eee C Netto, London.
4229. BLow-pires, K.
W.Holzhauer, London.
4230. UMBRELLA FASTENERS, nV iaddan 4H. Rosenberg, United States.)
4231. pone as and Turninc Macniyes, H. G.
4232, BOILER Waren. Avary, F. R. Stevenson, London.
4233. BREAKING
and Cavsnixe Quartz,J.W. Chenhall
and J. Ris
4234. CONCENTRATING com, J. W. Chenhall and J.
4130. Spoots, 8. H. Hote, Somersetshire.
Richardson,
on.
—_ eae MACHINERY, Ross and J. Bilbie, Middle- 4235,
AUTOMATIC Covup.ines, C. Lock, London.
Fioor-cLoTa,
&c., J. Tait, London.
4139." Rattway Covup.ines, J. P. Ketteringham, J. 4236.
Horsesnoes,J. Bigg, London.
Farrell, P. W. Mulvihill, and 8. J. Perrault, London, 4237.
4238. Drittinc Macutnes, 8. Beeching, London.
4133. SuLpuuR, J. Y. Johnson.—(C. Dubois, France.)
4239.
Drivinc
Gear
for the VaLve Motion of Moror
4134. STea EXOINEs, C. W. Thompson, London.
Enotnes, C. D. Abel.—{Blohm and Voss, Germany.)
4135. eS
. J. Haight, London.
4240. Transmitrine and Recervinc Apparatus of
4136, Hoor-paps,E. F.Collins, London.
PRINTING ee
hee
8. Steljes, —,
4137. SecuRING Rope, ., J. 1, Hopper, London.
4241, PyRo-sULPHATES,
:
19th poe 1887.
4242. ARTIFICIAL Maseunta,vy! Hotmman,
pean.
4243. CoLouRinG MatrersW.
W. Majert
4188. Evectxic Circuits, A. C. Cockburn, London
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Wepcr ror Minine Coat, J. 0. Watson
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS 356,564.
teh,aA, Sipe, Fairmont, W. Va.—Filed February
(From the United States’ Patent Office Oficial Gazette.)
Claim.—An improved article of manufacture,
for breaking down coal, consisting in the cylin.
462. ApJusTABLE GuipE for Banp Saws, C. Gail, wi
der A, formed of the two semi-cynindrieal independent
Chicago, Ill.—Filed July 23rd, 1886.
Claim.—{1) A saw guide consistin, of guide holder
A, screw-threaded and — guide plug F, having
compressible jaws, screws ij, bearingin
ves in
the plug, and the adjustable a K, snes the
KK KC
plug, and operated as described. (2)Asaw guide conL.
GMa
y
S
n
oyw
SY

sisting of de holder A, screw-threaded and grooved
guide plug F, having compressible jaws, —— iandj,
and adjustable nut Be surrounding the plug and
extending beyond th
erence of the holder A,
as set forth. (3) In : saw guide, the combination of
the holder . the movable wearing Flate or ring M,
and clamps N with the ape plug F and means for
adjusting it
it,substantially as described.
356,466. CentrirucaL Creamer, R. C. Hansen,
Uttersler, and M. H. Brunn, Horslund, Loliand,
Denmark.—Filed May l4th, 1884.
Claim.—{1) In a centrifugal separator, the combination, with the rotating vessel agnor
A,
ee7. at the top,
of a cover D, securedto the open top of the vessel A,
and provided at its eye with the annular chamber F,
jhapedin cross section, and
with its
open side toward the axis of rotation, anda pipe 9,
extending from the outer wall of the chamber F along
the under side of the cover D, and termina‘
near
the outer wall of the vessel A, whereby the heavy
liquid is conducted from the periphery of the vessel

sections a al, each having a tapering groove 4 4! to
form the central rectangular recess ¢, the wedge B
within said recess, and having ane ilar shape in
cross section and a longitudi:
aperture, the
loose washer E on the shaft, ae ee a bearing, as
set forth, the collar F on the shaft adjacent to the outside of the said washer, and the set screw for the said
collar, substantially as set forth.
356,596. Horse Hayraxe, P. P. Mest and G. W.
Startzeman, Springfield, Ohio.—Filed March 17th,
1886,
Claim.—(1) In a wheeled hayrake, the rocking rakehead having the wheels journalled on its end and the
draught frame hinged to the front of said rakehead
near its end, in combination with the central rod or
brace L, connected with the rakehead and draught
frame, substantially asdescribed, whereby the springing or hemr 3 of the head inabackwa direction is
eee (2) The rocking wheeled axle having the
th attached in combination with a draught frame
jointed thereto, the central rod or brace, and a slotted

——— at one or both ends of said brace, as
In a rake, the rocking axle, the operating
rnappliedthereto, the draught frame jointed to the
A into the chamber F, substantially as set pam,
. 2axle,
lever mounted on the draught frame, the
In a centrifugal
tor, the
bar
connecting
lever with the arm on the axle,
rotating vessel A, of a cover D, provided at en
eyewith and the rod or said connecting
the axle with a plate
the annular chamberF
-shaped in cross
which the lever is pivotted, whereby the parts are
and arranged with its ‘open side toward the axis of to
in position to secure the proper action of
rotation, a pipe g, extending from the outer wall of maintained
lever. (4) In combination with a rake-tooth
the chamber F along the under side of the cover D, the
passing th
‘h, asupport for the clearing device,
and terminating near the outer wall of the vessel A, consisting
of plate O, bent midway of its length to an
whereby the heavy liquid is conducted from the peri- angular form,
end provided with the lo ——
phery of the rotating vessel into the ~y gm F, and slot to receive one
the tooth and the opposite en
a stationary discharge
or conduit
outward to ride upon the tooth.
into the chamber F, w
356,597. Burren ror Gas Compressor Vatves, M.
The combination, with the drum A, having an in’
L. Mitchell, St. Louis, Mo.—Filed October 22nd,
annular depression c?, of a cover D,
ided —— 1885.
annular chamber F, and a pipe g, e ding from
Claim.—(1) In a on compressor having a dome or
chamber F toward the depression c?, aaeeatally es chamber,
the combination of a buffer secured in such
set forth.
dome or chamber with a discharge valve adapted to
toward the said buffer, such valve having a
468. MacuIne ror WELDING Pipe, C. P. Higgins, move
recess or di
ion therein corresponding substanPhiladelphia, Pa.—Filed June 18th, 1886.
tially to the buffer head, and adapted to receive such
Claim.—{1) In a a
for welding rectangular buffer
head when the valve moves up to the same,
——combinationof a
of external flanged substantially
as
described.
(2) In a - compressor
= wm
and sw
eas exterior surfaces
a dome or valve chambe
bi
of
of the pipeto
to welded with a mandril having its having
a
buffer
located
within
such
dome
or chamber witha
acting
composed of a pair of cylindrical
rolls
valve adapted to hold and retain a portion
having toeirenea, located in a common plane with and disc!
of
the
liquid
admitted
S|
it
to
the
chamber
and
to
parallel to the axes of the exterior rolls. (2) In a present the retained liquid to the head of the buffer,
se for wel
rectangular pipe, the combination of a pair of external flanged rolls embracing and whereby the valve is prevented from coming in con-

S SS
supporting the exterior surfaces of the pipe to be
welded with a mandril —:its acting surfaces composed of a pair of cylindrical rolls
upon each
other
t their entire length,an
g their
axes located in a common plane ith andparallel to
the axes of the exterior — o> “machine
.
for
welding rectangular pipe, the combination
a pair
of won beflanged i np ag Se
and Loupperting
su
the
exterior weecon of the pipe to be
with a
— having its
surfaces onugaend of a Pair
lindrical rolls, and mechanism, substantially such
~ escribed, for edjusting
said rolls toward and from
each other, and ha
their axes located in a common
plane with and
lel to the axes of the exterior
rolls,
356,566. Compinep O11-can, WRENCH, AND TOOL FOR
Bicycies, D.C. Wilgus, Los Angeles, Cal.—Filed May
17th, 1886.
Claim.—In a combined wrench and oil-can, the oilcan and wrench-handle consisting of the flat hollow

SSssssssssssSss
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the buffer head until it has displaced the
tact with
liquid
retained by i oie substantially as —=
set fort! 8) In a gas compresso
- purpose
the combinacooling, sealing, and Meyers —
e discharge valve
tion of a buffer secw

case
A, the threaded sheath H, attached
to and pee
the concussion occasioned by the forcing of the valve
ing part
of one side
of the case, and eo"
Q attached
to and forming
the other side of the case. up to the buffer head, substantially as decribed.
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NEWCASTLE

EXHIBITION.

Ty idea of the holding of an Engineering and Mining
Fxhibition in Neweastle-on-Tyne is a happy one, for few
districts have had so much to do with the development of
the mining and engineering industries as Tyneside. It
is the earliest home of mining for one of the greatest of
our minerals—coal; it is the centre of a vast lead industry ;
to it there early gravitated the railway system; and for
more than seventy years it has been associated with the
construction and development of the locomotive. In that
period, also, the North-eastern district has been reconstructed by engineers—rivers have been deepened, harhours made, means of communication by land and sea
provided, the deeper working of mines rendered possible
and safer, and the whole surface of the land changed.
The population has increased, the industries have been
widened in area and variety, and a mass of factories,
forges, and furnaces has arisen.
These, then, furnish
of themselves ample field for the exhibits of a
Mining and Engineering Exhibition.
But there is
centred at Newcastle a useful and a comparatively
old institute—the North of England Institute of Mining
and Mechanical Engineers; and from it sprang the
idea, first, of an exhibition which would have been
more confined in its area than that to be held. The
original proposal met with approval; but it was felt that
it was desirable to widen the area both of the exhibits
and of the parts from whence they were to be drawn; and
thus there was in the end evolved the Exhibition to be
held, which may in some degree claim to be international.
In some sections there will be novelties—that of the
model coal mine may be said to be one embodying a ve
happy idea for a coal-mining district—and in others such
as that in which the exhibit of the Armstrong Company
is, there will be a completeness rarely attained previously,
s) that the carrying out of the idea may be said to he
already giving ample promise of success,
In April last year a meeting for the promotion of the
Exhibition was held in Newcastle, its basis settled, and
the sectional committees and guarantee fund agreed upon.
A site was fixed p sagy aa Bull Park—and the Corporation placed it at the disposal of the executive, whilst an
additional space was granted a few months later. As
President of the Exhibition, Lord Ravensworth was
chosen, and as President of the Executive Council Mr.
John Daglish, whilst the first hon. secretary was Mr, Theo.
W. Bunning, and the latter Mr. John H. Amos. In
August the plans proposed by Mr. William Glover, vicepresident of the Northern Architectural Association, were
adopted, and in September they were finally passed. The
contract for the erection of the building was let to Mr.
Walter Scott, of Newcastle, the amount being £21,000;
and in February last formal possession was given to the
committee. The four courts of the building will form a
quadrangle, in the centre of which pleasure grounds,
promenade, fountains, and a band-stand are arranged.
The four courts—east, west, north, and south—thus
arranged give the quadrangle a length of 346ft., and a
width of 270ft.; and around the sides of the quadrangle,
and extending 9ft. into the open interior space, is a
verandah, There was an old reservoir on the site, and
this will be utilised, the south-west corner being devoted
to life-saving, fire-extinguishing apparatus, and hydraulic
exhibits. An ornamental lake will afford facility for an
erection that will be one of the attractions of the Exhibition—at any rate, to local sight-seers—a representation of
the old bridge across the Tyne prior to 1771. This, with
its shops, utilised as at Edinburgh, is expected to afford
to many an indication of a structure which has historic
and other associations of interest. This old Tyne bridge,
planned and supervised by Mr. Messent, of the Tyne
Commissioners, is looked upon as one of the “show” pieces
of the Exhibition.
:
The entrance to the building is from the Gusforth-road,
just on the outskirts of Newcastle, and within a mile and
a-half from the central station. The entrance is a classic
design, constructed of wood, and having a frontage of
150ft., with a portico, 50ft. long, extending to the length
of the curve. A pediment with clock and dome, 64ft. in
height, surmounts the entrance, and there are also two
side turrets, each 70ft. high. The entrance lobby is 50ft.
long, by 40ft. wide, opening into a large crush-room. The
Exhibition offices are arranged; on the north of the
entrance, cashier’s, post-office, parcels, change-office, stores
and ladies’ cloak-room; and on the south side, general
office, offices of the superintendent, assistant superintendent, honorary secretary, and council-room.
Passing
through the entrance lobby, the crush-room is 150ft. by
59ft., and this forms the entrance to the North Court,
which will be carried out in three spans of 50ft. in width,
with a lean-to 20ft. in width. At the end of the
North Court is the organ and concert-room, forming an
avenue from the enclosed area to the mining exhibits.
The Western Court, with a central span 50ft. in width
and 35ft. in height, is for the machinery in motion, and
the boilers and electric lighting machinery will be placed
to the west of this. The South Court and East Court are
similarly constructed, and to the south of the former will
be the theatre, art saloon, dining-rooms, kitchen and
canteen. The covered area for the Exhibition is about
241,000ft., and for mining operations there are some
59,000ft. covered.
Here it may be desirable to state that the exhibits have
been grouped into fourteen sections. The first is that
important one to the North, “Coal Mining and Products,”
which is subdivided into three classes for the working
model of a coal mine, mining appliances, and safety
Fee: and the treatment of coal for coking, the
iree being under the chairmanship of Mr. G. B, Forster,
Mr. Lindsay Wood, and Mr. David Dale; whilst the
Section of safety appliances has for chairman Mr. James
Willis. The second division is for metalliferous mining
and products, the classes including iron ore mining, blast
furnaces, and foundries, iron manufacture, steel manufacture, lead, copper, and sundries, and lead manufacture, the
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amalgamated engineers, boilermakers, iron shipbuilders,
and miners, whose numbers are great, have for the most~
part abandoned their old-time policy of striking to attain
their objects, and almost invariably refer all matters in
dispute to a board of arbitration or conciliation consisting
of two members representing the employers, two members
representing the employés, and an umpire. This plan
differs from the one in general use by the absence of a
sliding scale. The benefit of this system of arbitration to
both employers and workmen is incalculable, and it is
owing to it that the great coal and iron industries have
been up to recently so free from the demoralisation
attendant upon strikes. At the present time the system
of arbitration in this district, as in others, shows signs of
breaking down, and there are strikes going on, the most
important being that of the colliers, numbering over
14,000, to resist a proposed reduction of wages to the
amount of 15 per cent. In 1878 business in all branches
was much depressed. Shipbuilding, one of the greatest
pillars in Newcastle’s gp
hy was in a languishing
state, the coal trade was suffering, chemicals were lower
than they had ever been, ironworks were short of orders,
and in everything there was a dulness that seemed insuperable. A
ual improvement took place until the
middle of 1883, when business never was so good. Manufacturers of all kinds increased their production, new
shipyards were established, and old ones enlarged, the
other trades regained their former prosperity, and wages
were everywhere increased. This improvement did not
last. There was too great an eagerness to get into all
sorts of business, and the inevitable results followed.
Trade began to fall off, buyers decreased, the entire
business community considered that everything had been
overdone, and there was a rush in the opposite direction,
with a result that in the middle of 1884 the condition of
trade on the Tyne was worse than in 1878, and has not
yet recovered. The relations existing between employers
and employed are of the most amicable nature ; employers do not, as a rule, simply require the regular
attendance of their employés and the faithful discharge
of their duties, but interest themselves in the home life of
their workpeople in many ways. In speaking of the
habits of the working classes, it must be understood that
in this district there are a great many miners whose hours
of work are necessarily _—e, and blast furnacemen,
glass workers, and iron puddlers, whose work is done in
shifts. This system throws men into greater temptations
than does the system of a continuous day’s work in the
strictly manufacturing districts. All things taken into
consideration, the working classes here may be safely said
to be steady and trustworthy.
Wages Paid per week of Fifty-four Hours in Newcastle-on-Tyne—
General Trades.
Lowest. Standard.
Highest.
8.
8s. d.
s. d.
Bricklayers...
—_—
33 9 «.
_—
Carpenters ...
_
33 9~«.
_—
Masons
oe
_
33 9
—
Blacksmiths
oe
32 5
_—
Strikers ...
_—
i8 3
—
Horseshoers
o
2 2
26 1
30 5
Ironmoulders ... ... ... 21 10
32 4
39 10
os
Darlington... 28 10
29 11
—
NS.
dss sow. leas
-—
ee x
-Labourers ...
10 3
14 2
18 3
Wages Paid to Members of Trade Unions.
Highest.
a <¢,
a &@
Carpenters, Sunderland, per hour
—
. 0 8
Masons,
a
ie
xt
ee
Ironfounders, Gateshead, per week ... 26 0
36 0
Wages Paid per Week of from & fty-four to Eighty-four Hours %=
2‘actories or Mills in Newcastle-on-Tyne in the Chemical Trade.
Lowest. Standard.
Highest.
8.
8s. d.
8s. d.
Boilersmiths, per week of
fifty-four hours ... ... 22 10
27 4
32 5
Enginemen, per week of
eighty-four to ninetyfour meta. .... .. .. o 4
29 5
30 5
Millwrights
28 4
30 5
32 5
Platelayers...
_
25 0
-—
Smiths...
.
27 («0
29 5
32 5
Strikers ...
aa Sine
—
22 10
la
Gyo occ ed WS ., TSS
19 3
Bull: Furnace House, per Week of Seventy-two Hours.
Lowest. Standard. Highest.
d.
8s. d.
8s. d.
Bogie mixers and revolvers,
perton ... .
_
12
a
Tanks ...
22 3
24 3
26 4
Bleaching Powder, per Week of Seventy-trro Hours.
WAGES IN GREAT BRITAIN.
Lowest.
Standard.
Highest.
No, IX.
s. d.
s. d.
s. d.
Chambermen
30 5
45 10
60 9
Neweastle-upon-Tyne.—Newcastle owes its prosperity to
Lime
burners
35
4
38
0
40
6
its convenient situation upon a tidal river, and to the imLime timpsers ...
30 5
45 10
60 9
mense stores of coal in the neighbourhood, which, besides
Stillmen
30
5
45
10
60
9
being largely exported, have stimulated a variety of indusBlack Salt, per Week of Seventy-two Hours.
tries dependent on their use. The river for a distance of
Lowest.
Standard.
Highest.
ten miles from its mouth is lined on both sides with
s. d.
s. d.
8s. d.
chemical works, furnaces, manufactories, quays, and shipDrawers of carbonate
—
. 2 3
-building yards. Besides coal mining, there are within
Limestonecrushing,perton
—
.. 0 3
_
Pans on revolver work
— « Ses
-the town or its immediate neighbourhood numerous blast
Chambers—
furnaces and important malleable ironworks, anchor and
Burner men, fifty-six hours 23 3
25 4
2 4
cable works, engineering and machinery shops, lead works,
Column men,eighty-four,, 25 0
25 5
26 0
manufactories of files, nails, shovels,
spades, and ordnance
works. All these branches of manufacture are very exWhite Alkali, per Week of Seventy-two Hours.
Lowest.
Standard. Highest.
tensive, and
great facilities both from the abun8
s. d
8s. d.
dance and cheapness of coal as well as from the means of
NI
ri
ise:
fas
Nise
en
_
30
—
transport. The principal exports are chemicals, coal,
Dissolvers ..._ ... per ton
—
0 6
—
coke, hardware, iron, lead, pig and sheet, machinery. The
Evaporating
1F eG baie
_—
23 3
Grinders
... per ton
—_
0 44
—_
imports include chemical
substances and ores. The
Mothers
Sethcna, Aico
—
23 3
—_
various industries and trades in the North of England
are most powerfully organised, and these associations are a Wages paid per week of Fifty-four Hours in Railway Companies
power in the community. Their influence is very great,
Works in Newcastle.
and marks itself on every possible occasion. In some
Lowest. Standard.
Highest.
Ss.
8s. d.
8s. d.
societies rates of wages are fixed and maintained by the
Engineering
department
:—
united action of the members, who not only determine
Game
Ki ca. 5. SEDO
eR -Oe.. SDS
what wages they shall receive themselves, but also what
Inspectors ...
eS
oe
50 8
shall be
paid to those who are not members of their
Nayvies, pickmen
18 8 ... 2210
27 («0
organisation. The largest associations, such as the
shovellers ...
18 8
22 10
27 +0

chairman of the division being Sir Lowthian Bell. The
third division is for machinery, including in its classes
steam, compressed air, locomotives, tunnelling, and sundry
machinery, Mr, W. Boyd officiating as chairman. Marine
engineering and machinery and naval architecture is
divided into the two classes of marine engines and boilers,
and a aOR the chairman being Mr. John Price, of
Palmer’s Shipbuilding and Iron Company.
The fifth
division is that for civil, military, railway, and hydraulic
engineering, Mr. Thomas Wrightson, of Stockton, being
chairman. In the sixth division are grouped matters
connected with the building industries; Mr. Addison
Potter is chairman.
The next division is the very
important one to the Tyne of “ Chemical Industries,” the
chairman being Sir C. M. Palmer, and the divisions soda,
&e., glass, and paints, oils, &e, The eighth division is for
fisheries; the ninth—under the chairmanship of Mr.
Jacob Wilson—is for agriculture, horticulture, and arboriculture—and one of the classes includes on
ee
and another carts, wagons,
lery, and
stable appliances. Division 10, for hygiene, has Mr. Jas.
C. Stevenson, M.P., for chairman, and groups
in four
classes, warming and ventilation, sanitary appliances, gas
lighting and manufacture, and other modes of lighting,
and electric lighting. The eleventh division is for food,
the chairman being Mr. John Robinson; and it is followed by sundry industries and products—rope, canvas,
woollen, silk and lace, hats, boots, leather, paper-printing,
coachmaking, india-rubber, tobacco, and other industries
—Mr. John Philipson being chairman. The art industries
are grou
under the chairmanship of Mr. C. Mitchell;
and finally, Division 14 is devoted
to science and education, Mr. Thomas Hodgkin being the chairman.
It is as yet too soon to say much as to the exhibits,
but the mining exhibits are, under the care of the North
of England Institute and Mining and Mechanical Engineers, expected to be very full, both in interest and
variety. The model of a working mine will be built up
with coal, and will be about 150 yards long by 50ft. wide.
Electric safety lamps will be placed in it, and it will
show in fac simile the workings of a coal mine, the
methods of haulage, of winning, &c. A lead mine is appropriately added. Amongst the mineral exhibits specimens of ore, of coal, and of coke made by various methods,
are in course of delivery. In the locomotive class there
will be shown one of Worsdell and Von Borrie’s compound
engines, already described in THz ENGINEER; and some
massive exhibits from the Elswick Ordnance Works—in
the latter, it is expected the new rapid-fire naval gun of
the firm. In the art sections two pictures are to be lent
by the Queen from Buckingham Palace and Windsor
— “A Florence Gallery,” by Zoffany, being one,
and the “Wolf and the Lamb,” by Mulready, the
other. The Prince of Wales has also promised contributions to this section; and from Lambton Castle
sixteen pictures by Sir Joshua Reynolds, Sir Edwin
Landseer, Calcott, and others, are to be sent by
the Earl of Durham; whilst from the galleries of Mr.
Carl Bolckow, Mr. Henry Morton, and others, paintings
will be sent. The art display will be unquestionably the
richest that has yet been shown in the North of England.
These, then, are the outlines already discernible of the
Royal Mining, Engineering, and Industrial Exhibition,
“ International and Colonial,” at Newcastle, the story of
which is above stated. There have been slight and sectional exhibitions in the north-east previously, but there
has been none either with the promise or the claims to
support of that to be opened by the Duke of Cambridge
on the 11th of May. In the land of the Stephensons, the
Hawthorns, and the Hedleys such an Exhibition must be
expected to be complete, especially in its engineering
sections; and in that large shipbuilding district which
has been made famous in some thirty years there ought
to be a grouping of naval engineering and constructional
models such as Liverpool could not pretend to give. The
area in which this Newcastle Exhibition is, is a tolerably
populous one, though it cannot compare with the places
where similar shows will be held concurrently; but to
the mining and mechanical class, from the Tyne to the
Tees, there should be an educational influence in the
Exhibition which should make it of value to the district
for long, and might fairly be expected to contribute in
no small degree to the further development of that district,
which in mining, metallurgy, and engineering, has played
no unimportant part.
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disposal, and for that reason two regulators, containing together
1000 cubic metres of air, are attached to the above-named air
receiver. These two regulators are made of cast iron 1°25 mm.
diameter, are each 400m. long, and are connected to a water
tank placed 51 m. higher, by a sort of syphon pipe of 600 mm.
diameter, so that when irregularities in the quantity of air
pumped occur, it is kept nearly of the same pressure as that in
store.
The 100-ton hammer stands in the middle of an iron building
of nearly circular form, 50 m. in diameter, so that besides this
there is room for four Siemens gas welding furnaces, two on
either side, and the two cranes for the service of them. By
this arrangement the hammer is perfectly free, and can be easily
worked from both sides of the anvil. As above stated, the
hammer has a falling weight of 100 tons, has a stroke of 5m.,
an air cylinder of 1°92 m., and a piston rod of 360mm. diameter.
The anvil block weighs 1000 tons, is cast in one piece, is
4°42 m. in height, area of base 42 square metres, and area of top
93 square metres, The hammer and all its parts are very
massively constructed, but especially so the standards, and it
weighs 287 tons. It is necessary that it should be very strong
and solid, because above and over the ceutre of the cylinder the
standards are brought together in order to carry a vertical pivot
in the centre line of the hammer, on and about which the two
cranes turn round in acircle of 42°2m. diameter. One of the
cranes has a lifting power of 100 tons and the other of 150 tons.
The chain blocks can run up to within 1°75 m. of the anvil and
away from it 20°4m., and so carry the objects to be forged
from the furnaces to the hammer in a very convenient manner.
All the movements of the cranes are produced by compressed
air, which is conducted tw the several points required through
the pivot above the hammer, and both thecranes and the hammer
work admirably with this motive power.
The compressors deliver air sufficient to allow the hammer
to make two strokes per minute. The air regulator containing
1000 and the hammer consuming 14 cubic metres, at 5°5 to 6
atmospheres pressure, it can therefore make 70 strokes even
the compressors should be standing still. It will be seen that
between the heats the compressed air could be used as an
accumulator if desired. For fear of disturbing the brickwork
of the furnaces, which are placed as near as possible to the
hammer, through its concussion, the foundations of the former
have been completely isolated from that of the latter.
The arrangements of this forge and of the works in general,
with the unimportant exceptions of those for lifting up the
heavy forge furnace-doors and for manipulating the blocks of
steel backwards and forwards from furnace to hammer, are considered to be as perfect as any in Europe, and taking into
account that the technical management is excellent and the
crude iron tools employed are of the best, there is no reason
why it should not be able to hold its own in the manufacture
of big guns and armour-plates against all foreign countries. So,
at least, the authorities think. Of course compressed air as a
motive power has frequently been used for many purposes
before, but this last application of it will serve as a reminder
that, where an abundant supply of water isavailable, and therefore an unavoidable waste of power is permissible, there are
places where com
air could be advantageously employed
for iron and other works, and in the above circumstances it has
in some respects for these advantages over steam, which upon
consideration will occur to most readers of THe ENGINEER.
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RAILWAY

DISASTERS IN THE UNITED STATES.

Tue American railroad journals are,
as was to be expected,
giving full details of the catastrophes—we cannot call them
accidents—which have recently taken place in the United
States, and concerning which we have recently written, The
reports which reach us make the case even worse for American
engineers than we expected. The failure of the bridge on the
Boston and Providence Railroad claims attention first. The
action taken in the matter by the Engineering News bears testimony at once to the energy of the United States press and the
curious laxity which is manifested by officials. “When,” says
our contemporary, “the first report of the Boston and Providence catastrophe reached this city we engaged Mr. William
Pritchard, a practical bridge engineer and experienced bridge
inspector, to go to Boston and critically examine the structure on
our behalf. He reached the ground twenty-seven hours after the
accident, found that the fragments of the wreck were being
rapidly removed by a large gang of men, spotted at once the
broken hangers as the probable cause of the disaster, noted
that they lay neglected at the point where they first fell ;
noted also that they began to rust badly by a day’s exposure in
clear weather, and that snow was coming on, which might
destroy their value as evidence; noted also that they might be
scrapped with the rest of the wreck ;asked a workman to knock
them free for him with the sledge, which he did; carried off his
relics, with a long string of other relic hunters to the nearest
express office, and expressed them to this office, all within an
hour.” We have here a curious picture of American life. We
need scarcely say that if an English engineer was caught in this
country running away with portions of a railway bridge which
had caused loss of life by its fall, he would find himself in
— for theft in an exceedingly short space of time. Here we
ve what may be of the last importance to the railway company on the one side and to the claimants for compensation on
the other carried off bodily by an irresponsible individual.
Verily they manage these things strangely on the other side of
the Atlantic.
The bridge in question is now known as the “ tin bridge.” It
seems to be almost incredible that a railway train should ever
have been permitted to run over such a structure, We give on
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this page a plan and elevation of the trusses. Mr. Pritchard has
prepared a report, from which we make the following extracts.
These, taken with the engravings, will give a clear idea of what
the structure was like :—
“ As copies of the original plans and drawings could not be
obtained, and as the bridge is a complete wreck, it was difficult,”
says Mr. Pritchard, “ to obtain exact information, and the plan
of the bridge and elevations of the trusses were made from
es and measurements made from the members left in the
wreck.”
“ The bridge was originally a wooden Howe truss, built for
double track, but with only a single track over it. In 1869 one
of the trusses was replaced by a wrought iron one—marked B
on the plan—by C. H. Parker, the other wooden truss being
retained, Finally, in July, 1876, this iron truss was shifted to
the opposite side of the bridge from which it had originally
been, and another wrought iron truss of entirely different
design and dimensions was built—marked A on the plan—and
the two trusses united together by laterals into one bridge.
The first built truss, B, was a double intersection Pratt truss.
It measures 104ft. centre to centre of end pins, and had sixteen
panels of 6ft. 6in. each, and a depth of 12ft. 6in., centre to
centre of pins. The end posts and top chord were built of

- eo

plates and angles as shown. The intermediate posts were 8in.
I-beams. The diagonal rods have one pin end connected to the
top chord, and one screw-end connected by a casting to the
bottom chord, and the bottom chord consisted of four 6in. bars,
varying in thickness from jin. to jin.”
“Truss A measured 104ft. centre to centre of end pins, had
four panels of 26ft. each, and a depth of about 16ft.”
“Tt had pin connections, diagonal end posts, and built closed
columns, with cast-iron connections.”
“The bridge was about 18ft. or 20ft. wide. The track curved
slightly, and was so much to one side that over three-fourths
of the load came on truss A.”
“The floor-beams were double, deeply-trussed, and composed
of I-beam and round rods. They were suspended from the top
chord of truss A, but rested on the top chord of truss B, thus
eliminating the effect of their different height.”
“The stringers were composed of I-beams and rods, and
rested on the floor-beams. The writer’s memory of the top
lateral system is that it consisted of round rods about one inch
diameter with bent eyes connecting with the floor-beam pins.”
“Truss A was apparently connected by a rod to a point in the
Boston abutment near the end of truss B. One end of the
rod remained anchored to the abutment after the accident.”

SS

“The floor-beams nearest to the Boston abutment were suspended from the top chord of truss by two hangers. One
end of each of these hangers went between the two beams
which composed the top-chord of the floor-beam and connected
toa pin in the floor-beam. The other end went into casting
at the intersection of the diagonal end post and top chord and
connected with the chord pin. One of these hangers had been
| almost completely fractured for some time, as is shown by the
very rusty appearance of the fracture.”
“The fracture of the other hanger was mostly bright, but had
bad flaws in it, and the welding of both hangers was defective.”
“ When in position, the hangers were nearly covered from
sight, making proper inspection very difficult.”
“ At 7.15 a.m. on March 14th, 1887, the bridge was broken
down by the passage of a train consisting of a locomotive, eight
passenger cars, and one combination car, having smoking and
baggage compartments. The locomotive was one of the most
powerful type in use for the suburban ser'vice, as we infer, a
17 x 24 engine, with perhaps as much as 60,000 Ib. on the
drivers, or even more.
“The ruins of the bridge show the mark of a very heavy blow
received at the top of the planking post, about one-fifth (?) of
the way from the northerly end of the north-westerly truss
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that is, about at the top of the joint box where the bad hanger
was.
These hangers were duplicates of each other and worked
together on the same pin, supporting the floor-beam at the first
panel point—over the inclined end-post—of the northerly, or
newest and most loaded truss, counting from the further or Boston
abutment. These hangers are shown by ABCand D, at the bottom
of page 247. A B show the fracture at the loop-weld of the most
defective hanger; dotted portions show old and much rusted surfaces, including the so-called weld. The only fresh fracture is on
the extreme edge of B, undotted. A bad crack extends up and
down almost through B. The weld shows exceedingly bad metal
and workmanship. C D show the two fractured ends of the other
hanger, which came from the same pinas AB. The dark portion
in C shows an old and rusted surface of very bad iron peculiar in
appearance. The remaining surface is irregular in texture, and
is covered with large, fiery crystals of badly worked iron.
Beyond the fracture is imperfectly shown the supposed weld;
this is a burned, striated surface, showing conclusively that
there never was a weld connection between the two portions of
the loop. D shows by dotted surface an old, rusted break, the
remaining face being likewise filled with large fiery crystals;
but on the whole this fracture shows the best metal of the four
breaks. Long splits, as shown, extend backward from the
fracture, and the inner and outer faces of the loop show the
original piling of the scrap. The hanger A B cannot have been
strained at all for years, as even the thin edge of bright metal
left was defective. In the hanger C D, the weld was so defective
that C—the main stem—must have had upon it practically all
of the load. The fracture in D—about opposite the centre of the
pin—may have been due to an impact or other secondary cause
in the general wreck.
The American Railroad Gazette has also something to say on
the subject:—‘“ The engineers who viewed the wreck, and
whose testimony is reported in the Boston papers, seem to have
been unable to decide of what type the bridge was, or whether
it was of any type. One at least of the trusses had oblique end
posts, the track being supported on timbers between the abutment and end of the top chord. The periodical inspection of
the bridge, which seems to have been more or less regularly
attended to, was done by the ‘ bridge superintendent’ of the
road, who, so far as the acceunts show, is not claimed to be a
civil engineer. The reports indicate that the road has had no
regular civil engineer in its employ, the superintendent
engaging outside parties whenever he felt the need of advice or
help in that line.” This is a nice way to manage an important
railway. It seems that the Railroad Gazette did not appropriate
any of the bridge, and that in so far its information is incomplete. It holds views identical with our own, namely, that
even if the train or part of it had left the rails first, this could
not suffice to break down a properly-constructed bridge.
“The evidence so far received points conclusively to the
breaking down of the bridge as the one cause of the disaster.
Whether or not any accident to the train preceded the fall of
the bridge and precipitated what was sure to come, we cannot
tell; but that the bridge has stood so long is a marvel, and a
splendid tribute to iron as a material of construction. What
torture it has endured in that wretched bridge! The bridge was
a thing of shreds and patches; the trusses of two different
designs; one of them, and the horizontal trussing, having been
by an engineer whose bridge work long ago had its death blow.
One of his bridges fell in 1874 under a test load, and a number
of them were afterwards removed from another road as
dangerous.” This is a terrible indictment, far worse than
anything we have said.
The Engineering News also publishes a report and engravings
from photographs of the Woodstock disaster. It will be remembered that on the 4th of February a train running on the
Central Vermont Railway approaching the White River left the
rails and ran on to the bridge in this condition, finally falling off
the bridge on to the ice below, a distance of 42ft. Then the
cars took fire, and we need not detail what ensued. There
appears to be no doubt whatever that the cause was a wretchedly
bad steel rail, rolled in the United States from, it is said, a
German bloom. It is, of course, a favourite boast with
Americans that they can turn out more rails in a given time
than English rail makers. In this case the more haste the less
speed. United States steel rails are rapidly acquiring the reputation of being nearly as bad as the iron rails rolled in old
times in Wales, which would break in two or three places if
they were thrown out of a wagon. The engravings given by
eur contemporary show that a large portion of the head
separated from the web. In fact it behaved very much as a
bad casting would have done, Asa matter of choice we would
ourselves prefer to run over a good cast iron rail.
The lesson taught by these things is one that those may read
who run. It is that unless railroads are designed by competent
men, and are then made and worked honestly, the public will
from time to time be slaughtered in heaps. Whether this
circumstance is, or is not, taken into account by the great
railway monopolists of the United States wecannot pretend to say.
But we may and do say that such events should act as a warning
to our own colonists and lead them to have as little as possible
to say to American railroad engineers or their works. There
are in the United States, beyond question, most talented, highly
educated, and honourable engineers. It can hardly be said,
however, that these gentlemen ever get a fair chance. They
are pushed on one side by men less scrupulous, and colonists
are more likely to have to deal with the last than with the first.
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
REPORTS.
France: Trade for 1886.—The last of the monthly Customs
returns for 1886 has been issued, and completes our knowledge
of the main features of French commerce during that year.
The information is broad and general, and wanting in those
accurate and full details which cannot be obtained till October
next. As regards exports and imports of food products and
materials for manufacture, 1886 showed an increase over 1885;
while in manufactured goods increased values of exports were
slightly reduced by decreased values of imports. This shrinking of imports of manufactured goods is a feature discouraging
to those who supply the French markets from abroad, and of
this shrinkage British trade has borne a great deal. Imports of
food products were in 1885 £57,269,960, and in 1886 rose to
£61,143,600, an increase of 6°75 per cent. Exports of food products were in 1885 £29,458,040, and in 1886 £30,816,720, an
increase of 6"1 per cent. The causes of both heavier exports and
imports is an increased demand for and chiefly an enlarged business in one particular commodity, in the case of exports, sugar,
the value of which increased from £1,400,000 in 1885 to
£2,600,000 in 1886, or 86 per cent. Any prosperity indicated
by increased exports is dearly purchased by burdens imposed
by the State, for the French not only levy excise duties on
home-made sugar, but they pay a drawback on an article that
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has not paid the excise. The increased value of the export of per cent, manganese, from £2 5s. to £2 8s, per ton. The cause
sugar in 1886 was £1,200,000. The loss to the State in the of the great stagnation is no doubt to be laid mainly to the
same year from unearned drawback and unpaid excise is caleu- excess of the supply over the demand, and as long as this
lated to have exceeded £1,280,000; but some think this is com- continues a change for the better can hardly be expected,
pensated by the fall in sugar. The imports of materials for In the Rhenish and Westphalian furnaces the over promanufactures were in 1885 £77,972,160, in 1886 £80,291,040, duction has kept within fair bounds, In the first nine
an increase of 3°1 per cent. The corresponding exports were months of 1886 there was a decline in the production
£24,459,880 and £26,181,480, showing an increase of 7 per cent. of 2°07 per cent., while the total production of Ger.
In some cases prices have improved. Merchant iron, which was many during the same period increased 4°75 per cent. In
from £4 lds. 9d. to £5 3s. 10d. per ton, rose to from £5 1s, 9d, the Sieg district the prospects are likewise discouraging,
to £5 5s. 10d. per ton at the close of the year. There is Formerly the iron industries of other countries derived their
evidence of a better tone in the temporary imports of iron, supply of spiegel iron from the Sieg district, but the introduction of the Thomas process has much interfered with the sale of
which show the following increases
:—
spiegel iron. Thomas iron is now used as a substitute to a con1885.
1886,
Increase.
Tons.
Tons.
Tons.
siderable extent for selected puddling iron. The depression in
Thien 4. ss «s ee SR SC. lt. Se
1609
the iron and steel trade of England has been, and is still,
11,830
77,662
..
5,882
«+ «+
Pig 5
equally bad; but whilst the production of pig iron in England
has been on the decline, the production of Germany has been
$8,493
101,932
13,439
constantly increasing. For a number of years England was the
Not all materials have benefitted in price by the recovery of || chief
for the production of pig iron, but lately Gerbusiness. Copper is down to from £41 10s, to £45 5s, 6d. per many country
been making the strongest efforts to gain the foreton, and zine to from £15 13s. 6d. to £15 17s. 6d. per ton. | most has
rank
in
this industry. These efforts have not been
Freights remained very low, those to Bombay, Burmah, and
but whether Germany will be able to keep up this
Java being lower than in 1885. Railway traffic has slightly || unsuccessful,
keen
competition
length of time is questionable, espeimproved, though the returns from January to October were | cially as Germany foris any
dependent largely on its export trade,
£1,180,000 below the corresponding period of 1885. In the which has for some time
become more and more uuremunerafirst nine months of 1886 there was an improvement in the tive and unsatisfactory. Many
works in Germany are not fully
traffic ou canals and rivers, the increase being, on the former, employed,
and
are
working
at half-time, but as a rule the manufrom 8,000,000 to 8,600,000 tons, and on the latter from || facturers are averse to dismissing
workmen, which measure is
6,300,000 to 6,600,000 tons. English freight steamers now ply only resorted to after all possible means
retain them have
direct between London and Paris, thus avoiding transfer- been exhausted! The diminution of the todemand
is
ment of goods. Shipping shows a slight improvement, the easily accounted for by the large number of railways forand iron
other
tonnage of all ships in and out of French ports being 12,419,848 undertakings being finished. When new lines were constructed
tons in 1886, against 12,338,383 tons in 1885. Foreign
States, especially in 1882, when 11,596 miles were
tonnage increased by 61,000 tons, French tonnage by 20,000 in the United
great activity prevailed in the iron and steel trade of
tons, which is not much, taking into consideration the £480,000 projected,
but recently the demand for such purposes has
paid annually by the State as premiums on shipbuilding and Germany,ceased,
Attention is very ‘closely directed to those
voyages. In manufactured goods the imports of 1886 were almost
countries
where
the means of locomotion are either deti£22,323,160 against £22,753,720 for 1885 ; the corresponding cient or altogether
and on some recent occasions
exports were £67,815,760 and £63,421,120—an increase of German manufacturerswanting;
secured some valuable contracts
£4,494,640, or 7°1 per cent. Imports were stationary in carriages in China and Japan. have
One of the chief inducements for
and cutlery, increased in chemicals, metal wares and tools, and Germany to adopt a colonial
policy is the necessity of
much decreased in machines and machinery. Exports were having a fresh outlet for her exports;
and although this
stationary in cutlery, machines and machinery increased in | movement is not unpopular, it is very problematical
whether
metal wares and tools, and decreased in chemicals. On the much German capital will be invested in such undertakings,
whole, the tendency toa more healthy development of manu- notwithstanding the rate of interest at home becomes more and
factures and trade is apparent, and although makers still com- more reduced. Conventions have recently been agreed to
plain that the rising demand is not accompanied by a serious
wire manufacturers of the Rhine provinces and Westadvance in price, business is beginning to thrive after a long among
phalia and the spiegel iron manufacturers of the Sieg district, to
depression.
tix
prices
and lower production, It is premature to say whether
In 1884 English and German cutlery, both a very small supply,
conventions are likely to succeed. Experience has shown
were level in the French market ; in 1886 the Germans imported | such
that
they
very rarely lead to much good, as many refuse to take
twice as much as the English, 14°36 against 7°18 tons. The
in them. The establishment of an association of German
general depression of the import trade in machines and part
iron
and
steel
for the promotion and protection of the
machinery was not felt in many branches in which England is iron and steel makers,
industries, is of much importance and value. This
interested. The supply of English agricultural machinery rose body has not long
been in existence, but has done much useful
from £55,920 to £57,640, carding machines from £17,440 to work, and the organisation
is successful. One of the special
£18,480, cleaning cotton and wool machines from £10,920 to objects
of
the
association
is to assist in bringing out good laws
£13,000, looms from £47,880 to £50,120, and machines not as to insurance against accidents,
as to benefit the workmen
specially classed from £101,280 to £116,280. The following in all industries. The associationso has
succeeded in effecting
table shows the weights of sume of the British imports into similar benefits for workmen in respect
of sickness, This
France in 1885 and 1886 :—
association
has
effected
the
reduction
of
railway
rates to a mode1885.
1886.
rate scale, though that is perhaps chiefly due to many members
Tons.
Tons.
Copper and copperore .. ..
6,559 .. .. o- 9,200
of the association being members of provincial railway councils
Pe 25 we 2s meee ws 08
ne te ae
73
and railway boards. To promote the use of German iron in
De. S Ge ck oe os es “Sh EE we sn? gc ee
shipbuilding, &c., the association has communicated direct with
+» tube a6! ei Se,
1,940
1,436
all establishments counected with such work, and has expended
BRE. os be as
1,619
2,512
Ships ..
6,455
20,791
large sums in bringing out sample books of the manufactures
a
906
1,300
of iron. With regard to commercial treaties and public tenders,
Germany—Iron and steel industry in 1886.—The iron and steel the association has neglected nothing to promote and protect
industry has never been so bad, and the recent improvement in | the interests of the German iron and steel industries, and has
the Rhenish and Westphalian provinces has scarcely made any struggled with all its power to crush out free trade, and introfurther progress. The greater activity in some branches of the duce instead a system of protection, a policy which is held to
trade has not led to any advances in prices, all contracts or be a blessing to Germany.
orders having been taken on the same unsatisfactory prices as
Santo Domingo: Trade of Puerto Plato for 1886.—If business
before. Consumers consider a further decline uncertain, and has been dull here during the past year, the cause is not any
supply their wants at present prices, while manufacturers have | falling off in trade, but the general depression common to the
not felt warranted in refusing to contract for business. This | rest of the world. In British shipping there is no improvemore active demand has given a somewhat firmer tone to prices, ment. The Liverpool steamer has resumed her voyages between
and the less unfavourable accounts from the American, English, this port and New York, and runs regularly; but this is a case
and Scotch markets have likewise strengthened the market. of the British flag carrying foreign merchandise, the German
The iron trade generally is passing through a critical and severe and Spanish companies still exclusively monopolising the carryperiod. At present some companies and manufacturers, unable ing trade. Much has been written lately about the deteriorato cope with the financial difficulties of the situation, may be tion of British trade, especially in distant countries. Blame is
forced to close their works altogether. Prices are at an exceed- laid at the door of her Majesty's servants abroad, who, it is said,
ingly low level, as the annexed table, showing the market value do not always extend to the British commercial traveller the
of the stock of some of the leading iron and steel companies, support he is entitled to, and the commercial traveller is
proves,
described as inferior to his foreign compeers in introducing
1872.
1874.
1880.
1885.
1886,
British manufactures, especially into intertropical countries.
Aug.
While much of what has been said regarding the superior capaAachen Hingen ..
m7 1. BB... &
16
23
bilities
of foreign commercial agents may be true, it is but fair
Arenberg :
356
320 .. 82
— ee 130
Borussia ..
ee
410
236,
96
O4
49
to state “that [ have met during the last two years three or
Bonifacius .. ..
166
oe .. @
65
o
four British commercial travellers representing the Three
Bockhum Gusstahl
230
90 .. 3
109
93
Kingdoms, and I do not recollect ever having seen any foreign
Commerrer .. .. .. 155
Ss. @
39
13
Dornersmarckhutte .. 101}
49}... 72
28
29
traveller who could excel them either in commercial or linDortmund Union
<< = « “ oc
58
37
guistic
attainments.” When British manufacturers realise the
Eschweiler
; 96
62
61 .. 42
39
fact—and they are beginning to do so—that they must produce
Gelsenkirchen
143
137
122 .. HB op 107
cheap and tawdry goods to suit the pockets and tastes of their
PE «5 os ssluew: Tae
33
1m =. GW ~« 18
Hiberina. .
os oo
81
100 .. «Sih.
4
distant customers, then they will derive larger profits, and their
ES
144}
72]
Oh .. 30h.
18
agents will be able to surpass their French and German rivals.
Konigs Laurahiitte .. 229
134
196.
97} . 64
Work on the Samana railway has been vigorously pursued,
Konig Wilhelm .. .. 125
fe)
34
31
30
Louise Tiefban .. .. %
68
ay
35
32
twenty miles additional having been laid last year; and if
Miirkisch Wesfalisch .. 122
Sti}
8s
63
78
nothing happens to retard matters, the road will doubless reach
Menden-in-Schwerte .. 138
60} . 80
214
i
La Vega, the chief town in the province of Cibao, by the end of
Phoenix ..
oe
222
122}
S4
74
53
the present year.
Pluto on «ewe so Bee
219
76
46
41
Rheinische Steehlwerke
=
212
163
Tarnonitzer .. .. .. 273} ..
ee
ee
The following have been the average prices of iron per ton in
Sournh Kenstncton MuseuM.—Visitors during the week ending
the leading markets of Germany between the years 1879 and
March 26th, 1887:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
1885, both inclusive :-—
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.:; Museum, 7917; mercantile marine,
Markets
1879, 1880, 1881. 882. 1883. 1884. 1885, from
Indian section and other collections, 2929. On Wednesday,
Berlin
esd. £€s3.d.£ ad. £8
£34.£38.d.£3.d Thursday,
and Friday, admission 6d., from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.:
Best Scotch
foundry .. 3140..4 36..4 16..4 36..4 26..3150..3 96 Museum, 832; mercantile marine, Indian section, and other
English No.3 215 6..3110..3 46..3 76..38 26..2 18 6..2 136 collections, 122. Total, 11,800. Average of corresponding week
Breslau
in former years, 14,992. Total from the opening of the Museum,
Foundry
216 6..8126..3 20..3 96..3 36..8 00..2166 25,483,614,
Puddle ..
2116..38 66..2156..3 60..2 17 6..2146..2 80
BristoL NATURALISTS’ Socrety, ENGINEERING SeEcTION.—-The
Dortmund
Bessemer pig 3 40..318 6..3 90..3100.3 06..2130..2 56 fifth meeting of the current session was held at University College
Westfalisch
on Tuesday, Mr. F. J. De Soyres presiding. The hon. secretary,
puddle
213 0..8 86..2170..38 50..2176..2100..2 40 Mr. N. Watts, reported that, in accordance with a resolution
Dusseldorf
sed at a previous meeting, he had seen the President—Mr.
Best German
found'y .. 8 26..4 70..8 18 0..8 15 0..3126..8 56..2180 tharles Richardson, C.E.—and that gentleman had kindly consented to read a paper on the Severn Tunnel at a future meetBest German
ines” was read by Mr. G. W.
puddle .. 2160..4 86..2190..8 46..2176..2100..2 46 ing. A paper on ‘Stationary
Sutcliffe. This paper, though useful to students, did not contain
The present prices are, for selected puddling from the Sieg, anything
new.
£1 18s, to £2 per ton; from the Rhenish-Westphalian district,
£1 19s. to £2 1s. per ton; spiegel iron, with from ten to twelve
' See English report from Germany, Encrnzer, 14th January, 1887, yp. 22.
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
MISCELLANEA.
In the manufacture of pig iron in Spain the number
THE Bath and West of England Society’s Show next
Tux first sod of the Plymouth, Devonport, and South- of workmen
employed
is
6579,
near
year
will
be
held
at
Newport.
was cut on Tuesday afternoon
Western Junction Railway
navistock. The line is an extension of the narrow gauge system
More coal has been found in Queensland, including
Ir is stated that the Porte contemplates giving further
from Lidford to Plymouth and Devonport.
seams from ld4in, to 14ft. in thickness, on the Iris River and extensive orders for Krupp guns,
Irswich has four tramway lines, or a system divided between Iris and Maryoorough.
Tue Naval and Colonial Exhibition, which it was
into four sections, If these pay, tramways anywhere will pay, for
Tue production of iron ores in Italy during 1884—the proposed to hold at Islington this year, will not be held.
in some parts of the day the cars are nearly an hour apart, and latest
year for which statistics are published—is returned at
upon
rely
one
no
make
to
apart
far
sufficiently
are
they
Tue Institution of Naval Architects has been invited
generally
225,368 tons, of which 166,566 tons were exported, chiefly to Great
them.
Britain and France, leaving 58,802 tons for consumption in the to Sunderland for its meeting towards the end of this year.
Tux report of the Ottoman Railway—from Smyrna to country.
Mr. Joun Jarvinez, of Nottingham, is making leather
Aidin—congratulates the shareholders on the fact that the earnings
Tue production of coal in Germany during 1885 is belting the ends of which are cemented together with Jardine and
for the half-year ended with December last have, for the first time returned
Arthur's
joint, which is a long birdmouth and wedge, instead of the
tons of the ordinary descriptions, and
in the existence of the undertaking, been sufficient, after meeting 15,355,000 attons58,320,000
of brown coal. The average price of the former is usual long scarfe.
all fixed charges and liabilities, to pay a dividend on the share yiven at 5°23 marks—l
mark
=
1s.—per
ton,
as
compared
with
THE new dock at Blyth was opened last week by the
capital. The rate of distribution proposed is 4 per cent.
‘27 marks in 1884 and 5°30 marks in 1883.
Blyth Dry Dock Company. The dock measures 335ft. in length,
A CoNSTANTINOPLE correspondent of a contemporary
163ft. deep, 42ft. broad, 62}ft. at the cope, with a gate entrance of
Tue
total
tonnage
of
ships
removed
from
the
register
of
telegraphs that negotiations have been going on for some time
United Kingdom during 1886 is given by Lloyd’s Register at 45ft., while the outside entrance is 50ft.
between the Porte and a French group of financiers for an exten- the
tons, This is 62,893 tons less than the tonnage built in the
Tue Thames Conservators have framed a bye-law to
sion of the railway from the Bosphorus to Ismidt as far as Angora. 325,560
United Kingdom during the same year. It is, however, remarkable sa
the pollution of the upper river by house boats and steam
Another group of English, German, and French capitalists had that
while
tonnage added was so much greater than that
unches,
vessels will be required to make the necessary
tendered for the same extension. The former proposals have now a eg thethenumber
of vessels lost was 618 more than the number amos gagandandthese
arrangments to enable them to comply with the
been definitely rejected, and as the Sultan is convinced of the a
.
ye-law,
urgent need ofthe railway in order to prevent famine and to ‘‘give
As a method of cracking glass with certainty, the
work to the unemployed,” it is believed that the project of the
Messrs. Miuyer’s Safe Company, Liverpool, have
latter group will be immediately accepted and the works proceeded following is given by E. Beckmann:—“ A scratch is made with a recently
completed the lighting of their new erecting shop, and
file; at both sides of this, pads of wetted filter paper are wrapped also the adjoining
with,
and fitting shop, with the electric light.
the object, leaving a space of a few millimetres between The work has been machine
Tur construction of the Birmingham Cable Tramway, round
them. The tiame of a Bunsen or
blowpipe is applied to this Power Company. carried out by the Giilcher Electric Light and
which has been in contemplation for some months, has been begun space,
when the crack will be carried round from the scratch midthis week. The whole line will, it is hoped, be ready for use in
At Par, Cornwall, a process, described as the “ extracfour months, The cable will run in a concrete trench, and the way between the two pads,”
of iron from China stone by means of electricity,” has been
iron yokes for strengthening the trench and carrying the pulleys,
Ar a recent meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences, tion
for
time under experiment by the St. Austel Mining Company,
as well as the pulleys themselves, and other mechanical arrange- a paper was read on the direct fixation of the gaseous nitrogen of and some
plant
now being laid down for the permanent application of
ments of the line, are supplied by Tangye’s. The line rails and the ——— by vegetable soils with the aid of vegetation, by the processisupon
a commercial scale,
the central slot rails through which the grippers of the cars will M. Berthelot. Having already described the results of the experipass, are contracted for by the Barrow-in-Furness Steel and Iron ments made at Meudon on the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by
THE Surveyors’ Institution, the Association of MuniciCompany, Mr. J. Kincaird and Mr. E. Pritchard are the engineers, certain argillaceous and vegetable soils, apart from the action of pal and Sanitary Engineers and Surveyors, and the London Saniunder whose general supervision and according to whose designs vegetation, the author now gives the results of the experiments tary Protection Association have appointed representatives to
the whole of the work will be done,
simultaneously carried on with the aid of vegetation, and under the attend the Conference of Architectural, Engineering, and Medical
conditions suitable for the natural development of plants. Institutions on the Sanitary Registration of Buildings Bill.
Ix concluding a report on the collision which occurred ordinary
In this case the amount fixed was only 4°67 and 7°58 grms., as
on January 27th, near “A.B.” signal cabin, a short distance from compared
TueE Belgian Society of Engineers announces an Exhiwith 12°7 and 23°15 in the absence of plants. From these bition,
London Bridge, on the South-Eastern Railway, Major-General
on April 9th, of indigenous building materials, eximportant conclusions are drawn with regard to the cepting totheopen
Hutchinson says :—‘‘ The length of time which occurred before experiments
In addition to the special and periodical exhirapid exhaustion of the soil under the prevalent systems of forced bitions, threemetals.
some of the fog-signalmen, who had been engaged in heme
of which have already been held, this new but active
culture.
all the morning up to 1 or le again reached their posts, an
society is forming a permanent collection of engineering objects.
the comparative ignorance of Leet of the duties which he had to
Ar a recent meeting of the Berlin Physical Society, Dr.
Tue Secretary of the American Treasury has issued a
perform, furnish a further argument in favour of the adoption of a Lummer
the experiments of M. Macé de Lepinay, who circular inviting correspondence upon the best methods of building
mechanical or electrical system of fog-signalling, to the a vantages by a new described
method
had
determined
the
wave-length
of
the
ray
of
railroad
cars and heating the same, and constructing steam vessels
of which I drew attention at the end of my report on the collision light D,, ascertaining, as he had done, by weighing, the volume of
which occurred on the same evening near the same spot, about an a quartz cube, the size of which was determined in units of the so as to prevent loss of life and property by fire. Sketches or
drawings
are requested from parties offering suggestions. A report
hour and a-half previously, and to which remarks I would again wave-lengths, and from the volume of the cube finding the length
will be made to Congress at the commencement of the session in
refer.”
of the light-wave. He showed a series of inaccuracies in the December,
Tae expenditure of the South Staffordshire and Bir- measurements of M. de Lepinay, and, in view of the fact that the
Dr. E1sEnMANN, of Berlin, has found that an acid solumingham District Steam Tramways Company has during the past wave-lengths of the rays of light were now measured with a preyear been decreased £2050. The receipts amounted to £18,841, cision of 1-60,000th, whereas the determination of the centimetre tion capable, when used in a zine battery, of being regenerated by
mere
exposure to the air may be obtained by forming a solution of
or £3291 more than the expenditure. At the annual meeting on was affected with an uncertainty of 1-4000th, he purposed inversely
Tuesday it was stated that the patent road and rail ous eal ascertaining the length of the centimetre from the wave-length. 30 gr. of tungstate of soda and 5 gr. of phosphate of soda, dissolved
in
350
gr. of water, with the addition of a small quantity of sulThe
mode
of
procedure
should
be
the
same
as
that
made
use
of
by
been received, and that a regular service of goods carriage would
shortly be established. The general manager’s report refers to the M. de Lepinay, yet several improvements in the measuring and phuric acid. The phosphate is added to increase the solubility of
the
tungstate.
weighing
were
stated,
such
as
the
speaker
hoped
to
be
able
to
great saving—no less than 40 per cent. of fuel—which is anticipated
from the adoption of a new steam condenser. The working ex- effect later on.
AccorpING to reports, around natural gas posts at
penses have been reduced to just under 8}d. per mile run, and the
near Pittsburg, Pa., within a radius of ZOft., grass has
Speakine before the Berlin Physical Society on the Sewickley,
directors announce that they intend to do their most to develope
been
green all winter as in summer time. For over a month
the goods traffic. At present the company is not paying any disadvantages of the oxy-hydrogen lamps, Dr. Koenig recently pansiesas planted
near these posts have been in full bloom. A market
explained
a
new
lamp
constructed
by
Herr
Linnemann,
in
which
return to the ordinary shareholders.
aid of the gas,
the unsteadiness in the light, arising from the fact that in the gardener is raising asparagus in the open air by theheretofore
grown
Tue number of locomotives built in the United States common lamp the flame burned now in the burning tube and now and proposes to test its use in beds of nectar
in
greenhouses,
during 1886 is estimated by the Car and Locomotive Builder at 1802, outside of it, was avoided. In the new lamp the coal gas or the
of which 1527 were built in contract shops, and 275 in railway hydrogen issued from a ring-shaped opening in the burner, while
To
counteract
the
difficulty
of
captive
balloons
blowing
shops, at a total cost of probably 15,000,000 dols. The Car Builder the oxygen in the centre was admitted through a —
tube
wind, Mr. E. Douglas Archibald, of Tunbridge
says that while the production of locomotives in 1886 was large and did not come into contact with the burning gas till outside of down inhasa strong
devised a combination of kite with balloon, for military
compared with that of the previous year, yet it was not equal to the the burner. In the middle of the blue flame was seen a bright Wells,
or
scientific
observations
and signalling. As the ‘ earth-line,” which
natural increase of railway rolling stocks, and thinks that ‘nearly
int which gave the heat-maximum. Instead of the lime cylinder,
of phosphor bronze or electro-plated steel wire, is attached
1000 locomotives ought to be broken up annually to keep the or Linnemann used in his lamp zircon plates, which, at the place consists
to
the
side,
instead
of
to
bottom, the kite-balloon cannot be
remaining stock within the age that the engines could be run of the bright point, gave a highly intense constant light. The turned round or depressed the
into a horizontal position, as is the case
without ruinous expenditure for repairs.” These considerations, speaker made use of this light in order, with the aid of the optical with ordinary captive balloons.
together with the certainty that there will be a very large amount bench of Prof. Paalzow, to demonstrate by projection a long series
of railway construction during the present year, ought to put the of ph
Messrs. W. H. ALLEN AND Co., of York-street Works,
in cc
-tion with the doctrine of the polarisation of
locomotive builder into a very comfortable state of mind.
light. For all teaching purposes and demonstrations this method Lambeth, have entered into a contract for the supply of some of
the
largest dock pumping machinery that has ever been sent out to
of
representing
the
most
important
optical
phenomena
could
not
As mentioned last week, the cantons of Vaud and
the East. It consists of two 36in. pumping engines for the
Valais have voted a large sum towards the construction of the be surpassed,
Whampoa
Dock, Hong Kong, capable of delivering about 150 tons
Simplon Tunnel, It is stated that the Simplon can be tunnelled
At a recent meeting of the Physical Society Professors of water per minute, with engines developing 500-horse power.
for £200,000 less than either of the other peaks. The distance Perry
The
whole
will weigh nearly 60 tons. This will give an idea
and
Ayrton
read
a
note
on
“
Magnetic
Resistance.”
Two
from Paris to Milan by way of the St. Gothard is 1059 kilos., by iron rings about 6in. diameter, made from the same bar of best of the rapidplant
development of engineering in our Eastern Colonies.
Mont Blane 1102, by the St. Bernard 1031, and by the Simplon Swedish iron about jin. diameter, were wound with insulated wire
Tue
Cutlass
have arrived at the following
only 940. The distance to be travelled under the Simplon would in
two halves, so that a current could be sent round either or both resolution :—‘‘ ThatCommittee
be 20 kilos., as compared with the 15 kilos. of the St. Gothard
the Committee are unanimously of opinion
and the resulting induction measured by the throw of a that the converted 25}in.
Tunnel. A strong argument in favour of the Simplon route is that halves,
cutlasses
and cutlass sword bayonets now
galvanometer placed in series with a few convolutions of in use in the Navy should be immediately
the lines of access are already in existence. The cost of the work, ballistic
withdrawn, and that the
wire wound round the outside of the main winding. One of the old
supposing the Simplon route to be adopted, is estimated at rings
unaltered
cutlasses,
of
which
30,000
in store at Weedon,
and the other had a small air space of about should be issued to the Navy. That if thearetriangular
£2,120,000 fora single line, or for a double line, £2,520,000; and ‘8mm.wasinacontinuous,
bayonet will
plane
perpendicular
to
that
of
the
ring
and
passing
it is thought that six years would suffice for its completion.
fit
the
Martini-Henry
rifies
in
use
in
the
Navy,
the requisite
through its axis, as if the ring had been cut byasaw. The primary
should at once be issued ; otherwise that the Enfield-MarIr would appear that the Abt system of combined object of the experiments which were made by Messrs. Aldworth, number
tini sword bayonet should be issued to replace the converted cutlass
traction and toothed-rail mountain railway—already described Dykes, Lamb, Robertson, and Zingler, of the Central Institution, sword
which they recommend should be withdrawn.
and illustrated in THE ENGINEER—was beginning to attract was to determine whether there was any appreciable “ surface That thebayonet,
cutlasses and sword bayonets should be harpened and
magnetic
resistance.”
The
results
do
not
show
any
such
resistance,
attention abroad.
The first railway of the kind was that
pointed
before
they
are issued.”
established at Blankenberg in the Hartz Mountains, which at last and the relative resistance of air and iron as calculated from the
A new gun for the Royal Navy, inventea and manuwill enable the treasures of that country to be brought into com- unsaturated parts are about as 1200 to 1, a number agreeing fairly
»etition with those from less inaccessible districts. Engineers from well with those obtained by other experimenters. From this the factvred by Sir William Armstrong and Co., at Newcastle-uponingland, Germany, Austria, Italy, Norway, India, Dutch East India, authors conclude that for small distances magnetic resistance of air Tyne, has just been tried at the range of the company at Silloth,
and Venezuela have already visited and examined it, and only last is proportional to length, When the magnetising current was Cumberland. The gun is a 30-pounder, and its weight with
week a Government Commission from Austria, consisting of some passed round the one-half of the divided ring on which the test carriage is 92cwt. It is specially designed for the purpose of
of their foremost engineers, came to report upon it, with an eye to coil was wound a greater induction could be obtained than by any repelling torpedo attacks, and it is stated that it can be worked
its adoption in Bosnia. Also Mr, Arthur Bliss, secretary, and Mr. other way of magnetising, and this the authors do not attempt to much quicker than the guns of the present size. The carriage is
James Mallow, locomotive superintendent of the Puerto Cabello explain.
fitted with Vavasseur’s patent automatic machinery, and the gun
Railway in Venuzuela, have lately paid it a visit, and after a great
be instantly elevated or depressed or swung round toany given
time ago experiments were made at Fort Scott in can
point. The trial proved very successful. The gun was fired by
deal of opposition, on account of the Feil system being there in theSome
manufacture of sugar from sorghum. A report on these electricity, and the velocity of the projectiles, as taken by an
vogue, it has been decided to adopt the Abt arrangement in that experiments
presented to the U.S. Department of Agrichronograph, connected by wire with the muzzle of the
country. It is also said that the plan is to be carried out fora culture by Mr.wasH. lately
W. Wiley, to whom the conduct of the work was electric
gun, was ascertained to be 1900ft. per second. Proof shot, common
railway in Afghanistan, However that may be, the Union Com- intrusted. The results
were very discouraging, and the failure is shell, and shrapnel shell were used, and the firing charges conpany of Dortmund is now making 47,000 metres of toothed rails
attributed
by
Mr.
Wiley
to
the
following
causes:—(1)
Defective
tained 91b. of pebble power. The gun will shortly undergo
for new railways for abroad on the system.
machinery for cutting the canes and for elevating and cleaning the
In the “Nationality and Railroad Policy” of the late chips and for removing the exhausted chips. (2) The deterioration another trial before the officials of the Admiralty at Portsmouth.
Tue first meeting of the London Commission for the
Baron Von Weber, published in 1875, occurs the following passage: of the cane due to much of it becoming over-ripe, but chiefly to the
~—“It cannot be denied that the rates of railroads form an impene- fact that much time would generally elapse after the canes were Melbourne Centennial International Exhibition was held on the
trable chaos, in which the worst forces of secrecy, discrimination, cut before they reached the diffusion battery. The heavy frost 24th ult. at the offices of the Agent-General for Victoria. The
improper motives, work without restraint, but in which, most of all, which came on October Ist, 1886, injured the cane somewhat, but Chairman said that it was the intention of the Victorian Governfalse logic has its domain. But, on the other hand, neither can it not until ten days or two weeks after it occurred. (3) The ment to hold an Exhibition of an international character on a very
be denied that all attempts to purify, to organise, and to ——— deteriorated cane caused a considerable inversion of the sucrose in extensive scale in the city of Me!oourne next year, beginning
tise have had for their sole result to make this chaos still more the battery, an inversion which was increased by the delay in August Ist, in commemoration oi the centennial of the first settlechaotic. And this is not only because, as pessimist antagonists of furnishing chips, thus causing the chips in the battery to remain ment in Australia. The present permanent buildings, erected for
the railroads claim, with only partial justice, because the obscurity exposed under pressure for a much longer time than was necessary. the 1880 Exhibition, which were very ornamental and solid strucof the system of rates is not unwelcome to many railroad manage- The mean time required for diffusing one cell was twenty-one tures, would be added to by annexes, the total area proposed to be
ments, but simply because it is no more possible to systematise minutes, three times as long as it should have been. (4) The covered amounting to over 1,000,000ft. The chairman further
railroad rates than the market prices of bread and meat. The process of carbonisation, as employed, secured a maximum yield of stated that it was of immense importance to British manufacturers
utilisation of railroids, whether Government or private roads, is a sugar, but failed to make a molasses which was marketable. This to be well represented at this Exhibition, when it was considered
commercial operation, in which demand and supply, value in use trouble arose from the small quantity of lime remaining in the that the British import trade with Australasia, which had a total
and cost of production play just the same part as in every other filtered juices, causing a blackening of the syrup on concentration, population of 3,500,000, actually amounted to £32,000,000 ;whereas
commercial operation. Now, since the cost of |p aeeees the and the failure of the cleaning apparatus to properly prepare the the United States, France, and Germany combined, with a gross
transportation everywhere varies like the selling price of goods, the chips for diffusion. With regard to the future, Mr. Wiley is of population of 133,000,000, imported during the same period
Australasia, thérefore,
demand and supply of transportation, the infinite permutation of opinion that the chief thing to be accomplished is the production £53,000,000 of British merchandise.
these values make any logical and universally just systematisation of a sorghum plant containing a reasonably constant percentage of imported some twenty-three times as much per head of the.
population
of the rates @ priori a labour of the Danaids.”
eryStallisable sugar.
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THE OROYA.
In our last impression we published minutely detailed
sectional drawings and plans of the Oroya, built and engined
by the Barrow Shipbuilding Company. Above we illustrate this
fine ship as she appears afloat. In future impressions we shall
publish additional engravings showing the machinery, &c., of the
vessel,
THE GERMAN

ARMY

MAGAZINE

RIFLE.

of the great cities of America have been long known, but to the
works executed within the last few years at Berlin little atten| tion has been drawn. The considerations which influenced the
| State in the conception and in carrying out the plans were chiefly
| strategic. Its aim was to unite the lines of the east and west,
| in order to facilitate action in the event of mobilisation. Pre|vious to 1870, Berlin did not possess even a circle railway.
| Moved by the difficulties experienced in amassing the troops in
that year, the Government undertook the construction of the
Ringbahn, which was opened by sections, dating from 1872.
This work was finally supplemented by the creation of the
Stadbahn, or metropolitan railway. It was commenced in 1875,
and inaugurated in 1882. By means of this line, which crosses
the Spree three times, the trains traverse the capital from east
to west without changing lines. Over the whole course the line
is elevated. The viaduct is of brick, except the passages
over the streets, and the bridges, which are for the most part
of metal. There are four rails within a breadth of 16 metres.
The two lines to the north are reserved for the service of the
local trains, which run also over the Circle ; those to the south
are devoted to the passenger trains of the great lines, and to
those of the suburbs, The two services are entirely distinct.

wat’

of 500 to 600 m. The bridge over the Spree is of
masonry between the Bourse Station and the great station of Friedrichstrasse; the iron bridge over the Spree,
immediately after leaving the Friedrichstrasse Station; the
metal viaduct over the Humboldstrafen, before the Lehrter
Bahnhof ; the iron bridge over the Spree, before the station of
Bellevue. Besides these bridges the metropolitan line has sixtyfive crossings over the streets. These are mostly iron bridges,
some of metal arches, but the greater number made into
straight girders, which are generally six in number. The width
of the bridges lengthwise is the same as that of the viaducts,
about 16 metres. In these cases the light is sufficient for the
short passage, but near the stations, where the rails diverge, the
width of the viaduct is increased, so that a single bridge would
have darkened the street too much; the lines have therefore
been supported by two distinct bridges, between which the
light passes freely. The manner in which the rails have been
laid over the bridges presents certain peculiarities worthy of
| note. Two systems have been tried; by the first narrow
troughs of iron plate, 10 millimetres thick, were placed in the direc| tion of the rail. These troughs are filled with ballast, and the
sleeper or bar which supports the rail is placed therein. Fig. 7

THE new magazine rifle with which the German army will
shortly be entirely provided is known as the M. 71-84 gun, It
is the Mauser gun of the model of 1871, with the addition of a
repeating mechanism which was definitely adopted in 1884, as
the result of studies carried on simultaneously at the German
military school and at the fire-arm manufactory at Spandau.
The system for closing the breech is that of Mauserof 1871. The
breech is seen to open at the side, like the Gras gun, and the pin
hammer, formed of a metallic spindle, is pushed forward by a
spring. Two important improvements have been made. The
trigger is continuous in its action, which favours the conditions
for accurate aiming, and the extractor automatically throws out
the empty shell after discharge, while formerly it was necessary
to withdraw it from the breech by hand.
THE
GERMAN
ARMY
MAGAZINE
RIFLE.
The method of operation of the repeating mechanism is clearly |
shown in the accompanying illustrations, which we take from
the Scientific American. The magazine chamber is bored in the
wood under the barrel. The cartridges are inserted therein, end
to end, behind a spiral spring, which pushes them toward the
rear, into a receiver or socket, which is pivotted on the axis G,
WY)LULL RG,reeeeeeeneeeeeeeeeee
and which is represented in one of the figures as dropped to
“—™— FY
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receive the cartridge coming from the magazine, while in the
other figure it is shown as raised, to bring the cartridge to the
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opening of the barrel, into which it will pass by the forward
a
en
eee
movement of the movable breech, which drops the socket at the
same instant to receive a new cartridge.
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The action of the socket is regulated by a spring which tends
to tip it up, but its action may be stopped by means of a little
lever which extends through to the outside, at the left side of
the arm. When the lever is inclined toward the butt, the
repeating mechanism operates as described above, but if it is left
vertical, the socket is thrown out of action, and the gun must be
loaded by hand, with a single cartridge at a time.
SSLyqea i
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The new arm is ordinarily to be used under the last-named
ecccccmemmmmn
\\ 4 11 111)'
conditions, as the Germans do not consider rapid fire necessary
except under special circumstances, as in the service of advance
posts, or when it is necessary to repel an attack of cavalry at
close range. To this end, the magazine should always be filled
at the beginning of an action, but should not be used until the
critical moment arrives, The magazine contains eight cartridges.
With one in the socket and one in the breech, the new gun can
be discharged ten times, without being newly charged, in 20 sec.
or 30 sec.
The number of reserve charges is therefore less than the Colt
gun (fifteen shots), or than the Suisse Vetterli (thirteen shots), The length of the line between the stations at the extremities | illustrates this disposition. The results have not given great
but the number is thus reduced to obviate the fiiconvenience —the Schlesischer Bahnhof and Charlottenburg—is 12°145 kilos. | satisfaction ; imbedding the rails into the narrow trough is very
which arises from the inaccuracy of fire if the centre of gravity The curves vary between 280 and 500 metres in radius. The |difficult to effect, and it is almost impossible to maintain the
is thrown too far forward by a long magazine.
vary from 0°002 metre to 0°008 metre—see Fig. 6. | normal level on the curves. The second method has proved
The Mauser gun, 71-84,'with its bayonet, is 70in. in length, gradients
several structures are divided into the following lengths:— , much more successful. The whole bridge is covered with rectand weighs when empty about 1241b. The official notice from The
of masonry, 7°964 metres ; viaducts and iron bridges, | angular plates of iron, which are arched inversely; these supwhich this information is derived fixes its range at about 650ft. Viaduct
1°823 metres; walled embankments, *675 metre; simple earth- | port a thick bed of ballast, on which the lines are placed in the
on a single foot soldier, at a quarter of a mile on an object the work
embankment,
metres ; total length of line, 12°145 ordinary manner, The water runs off freely at the bottom of
size of a section of infantry, and at three-eighths of a mile for a metres. The Figs. 1°683
7 and 8 show the parts of the viaduct each arch, and if necessity arise the rails can be easily removed.
still larger body of troops.
executed in masonry. The chimneys a belong to the heating Figs. 9 and 10 show this method clearly.
There are ten stations on the line; the five marked with an
of the archways, which are let out as shops and workshops. Only
a limited number of lateral streets parallel to the viaduct exist asterisk are for the service of the main lines and for local traffic,
THE METROPOLITAN RAILWAY OF BERLIN. at present. Others are, however, planned for both sides, and the others for local service only. They are as follows:—1,
will increase from year to year. The rents obtained for the Schlesischer Bahnhof* ; 2, Jannowitzbriicke ; 3, Alexanderplatz* ;
At the moment when Paris is contemplating the construction arcades are as high as those in the best quarters of Berlin. The 4, Borse; 5, Friedrichstrasse* ;6, Lehrter Bahnhof ; 7, Bellevue;
of a metropolitan railway, a short description of the last metro- bridges over the streets and river are of very different types. 8, Thiergarten; 9, Zoologischer Garten*; 10, Charlottenburg*.
politan line that has been made will be of general and practical The principal may be mentioned as follows:—The viaduct near The stations are all remarkably well planned as regards the coninterest. The following particulars are drawn from a pamphlet the station of Jannowitzbriicke, which is of brick. To avoid ' venience of travellers. The line being elevated, there are necescostly purchases of property, the viaduct at this point has sarily two storeys to the stations. On the lower one, level with
by MM. Paul Gaudin and Jean Zuber :—
The underground railway of London and the elevated lines been set into the bed of the Spree itself, over a length the street, are to be found the ticket offices, waiting-rooms, and
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a
sensible
elevation
(y),
greatest
in
the
centre
of
the
race, and
revolutions
that
the
speed
of
the
paddles
is
x,
A
stream
flowing
buffets. No luggage is allowed by the local trains; it is
the velocity ¢ will
from the paddles, covering the increasing in shallow water, which could only be found em irically
admitted only at the large stations from the main line, and it is with
The thrust of the paddles for a given area of race § will be given
whole
breadth
of
the
canal,
the
surface
of
which
is
not
on
the
same
raised by hydraulic lifts to the upper level. A passenger
can level as that of the water ahead of the paddle, but is elevated by the formula
book his luggage to any of the principal hotels in Berlin, or it above
it by a small quantity, which we can readily calculate. For,
can be sent to any destination from thence. The stations are assuming such an elevation, since the race forms a nearly level
T=wS € e®) + y),
built of brick of different colours, granite and sandstone being uniform stream, the pressure at any depth will be greater than
employed only for decorative purposes. The framework, of that at the same level in the undisturbed water by the amount y, the first term being the usual formula, showing the change of
second, and the second expressing the effect of the
and, neglecting the friction of the sides of the canal, the water will momentum per
very light metal, is ecvered with corrugated iron.
The corresponding additional energy (w S y +) is
The two largest stationsare those of Alexanderplatz—illustrated move along the bottom, past the paddle against the head y. Thus elevation.
employed
partly
in elevating the race and the water below and
on page 254—and Friedrichstrasse. Our engravings are so the velocity of the stream at the bottom of the canal is diminished —_ in generating
the kinetic energy of the counter current,
fully illustrative of the former station that it is only neces- from V to « where
‘hese
corrections
in the usual theory of paddles, though theoreti.
y2-w=2gy.
sary to call attention to the handsome appearance of the
cally
interesting,
are
practically unimportant, on account of their
roof, which is pivotted at the centre and at the springings. The same reasoning applies to points at any depth below the race, =e, and from the imperfection of our knowledge of the
if the broken water produced by the paddle does not mingle ac’
The bed-plates upon which the springing pivots rest are, and
with
the
stream
below,
the
velocity
«
will
be
the
same
at
all
Combining the cases of the frictional wake and the paddle race,
it will be seen from the transverse section, Fig. 2, tied depths, and the whole effect of the paddle is to increase the velocit,
into the masonry by inclined bolts. The rails, which weigh of the water forming part of the race from V to z, and to diminis we are naturally led to consider the action of a propeller on the
27'1 kilogs. per metre, are of steel of the Vignoles type, and the velocity of that not forming part of the race from V tou. Let resistance of a ship. This question is one of great importance ;
but it also is one of great difficulty, and in venturing to make
supported by longitudinal sleepers of the Harmann system. S be the sectional area of the race, then, since A + hy is evidently some
observations upon it I must not be understood as attempting
These steel sleepers are 0°310m. wide at the base, and their total the secticnal area of the compound stream astern of the paddle, more than
a few suggestions in anticipation of the experimental
depth is 0°066m.; they weigh 25°37 kilogs. per metre length. A + by - S is the area of the stream below, and therefore
investigation, by means of which alone real knowledge can be
The rails are fastened by two cramps, which are united bya bolt
Q=AV=Sr+
(A+ by -S)yu,
obtained.
—Fig. 12. This fastening is repeated at every 15m. The rails which may be written
In the first place, the elevation of the rates may compensate, or
(A+by—-S8)(V-u)=S(w-V)+by.V;
as well as the sleepers are connected by fish-plates. Transverse
even more than compensate, for the depression of the frictional
wake, and thus we are led to conclude that so long asa paddle
angles placed every 4°5m.—two per sleeper—maintain the gauge combining which with the preceding equation for y gives
works in water which has no wave disturbance, but only frictional
of the rails. When first used the metallic permanent way was
299 ~gw—v
(A+by
re
S(e-V)+by.V. ,
not only does it necessarily augment, but it may actually diminish
considered in Germany to be the most perfect system. There is
now, however, a disposition to abandon it; the rails are said to The difference between V and « will be very small, and the pro- the resistance of the ship. The same conclusion applies with even
greater force to a jet propeller discharging a jet of water through
sink unequally, the level cannot be preserved on the curves, and duct 4 y will be small compared with A — S, except under circum- an
amidships below the surface. The jet occupies less room
stances to be noticed presently, and we therefore obtain writing thanorifice
they wear very rapidly if the traffic is great.
before entering the ship, water flows in from altsides to take
The block system is employed on the line, the blocks taking v - V =a V where gis the “* ———
its place, and in accordance with the principle explained in the
place at the local stations. The signals are given by semaphores
case of paddles, there must be a counter current around the jet,
and transmitted by electricity, after the system of Siemens and
and the surface level astern must be elevated. Thus the effect of
re y2
y se
Halske. The locomotives used on the Metropolitan are such as
the jet may be to reduce the resistance of the ship, and, at
A-S-3b.—
any
rate in shallow water, to reduce it by a sonstiale amount,
are found on all the German lines. For the local service tender
g
engines with four coupled wheels are used. Two kinds of car- This result shows that the change of level was rightly assumed to If the Prargsoa work among waves, no doubt the case is different,
riages are now in use; the chief features are given in the follow- be an elevation and to be small, except when the velocity of the In the first place, the paddles alter in a complex way the waves in
stream approaches a certain critical value to be refe:
to which they work, and as those waves are still in contact with the
ing table :—
ship's side, the resistance of the ship must be directly affected.
presently.
‘
Old Type.
New Type.
We may now imagine the water to be at rest in the canal, and But besides this, the counter current rising from below, as already
Weight of the engine .. ..
. 40tons .. .. 345
the paddle shaft to travel along the bank with velocity V) by a described, must be thrown into a state of wave motion by the
Number of coupled wheels ..
4 oe
4
Number ofaxles .. .. ..
3
8
well-known mechanical principle the motion of the water relatively action of the sides of the ship, and thus absorbs energy, producing
Weight on each axle
13°333
11°566
to the paddle remains unaltered, and we conclude that the stream a corresponding resistance. This last is the cause of augmented
Diameter of wheels
-s
1594
1°330
of water driven astern by paddles at the surface is oo
by resistance, which Rankine recognises in his paper read before this
Diameter of cylinders ..
0°360
0°350
acurrent below, moving in the opposite direction with velocity Institution in 1865, and it evidently is a true cause, though it must
Stroke of piston .. .. .. ..
0 580
0°550
be admitted that the reasoning by which his formula is obtained is
V-—u,
approximately
given
by
the
formula
Pressure, atmospheres... .. .
10
10
difficult, and far from satisfactory. However this be, it is certain
The old type engines were supplied with apparatus to prevent
V= “= gy.
Vv
that it is not the most important cause of augmentation, for it is
the escape of steam and smoke; these have, however, been suponly concerned with wave resistance ; whereas we know that augpressed, the steam being found unobjectional, and coke being Such a current is necessary to fil] up the space originally occupied mentation occurs at speeds such that wave resistance is of minor
the only combustible used, but little smoke is emitted. It may by water forming part of the ruce which now occupies a smaller importance. We must therefore look for some other more potent
also be remarked that whistles are but little used as signals, in sectional area, in consequence of its increased velocity. It will be cause, and in screw a liers there is such a cause, which was
in what follows as the ‘‘ counter current.” At the same insisted on strongly by Teenie, though Rankine seems never to
order to avoid annoyance to the inhabitants of the adjacent | described
the paddle race is elevated by the small quantity y found by have distinctly recognised it. Under certain circumstances the
houses. The local trains are composed of second and third- time
the
formula
given above, in which the slip-ratio is expressed, as is effect may occur in other propellers than the screw, and it will be
class carriages; they are of lighter construction than those of the sometimes convenient,
in terms of the speed of advance. If the instructive to consider a case of this kind.
main lines. There are two separate and distinct services under speed approach the critical
value
Return to the paddle working in a canal, and observe that at
different administrations—(1) The local service and circular
low speeds there is no disturbance ahead at all ; the resistance of a
A-5S,
trains—Stadt and Ringziige—which run over the two northern
Ve=
f= 2
small boat moving on the surface in front of the paddle would
lines of the Metropolitan. (2) The main lines and suburban
therefore not be affected. But now suppose the paddle shaft
trains (Fern and Vorortziige) which run over the southern lines the values of y and V—ware no longer small, but this is easily to advance at a much greater speed than the critical speed V,,
of the viaduct. The speed is limited to 28 miles per hour. The explained : the velocity in question being the rate of propagation referring to the formula for y, we see that the race would be
stoppages are from 10 to 30 seconds. The trains run every ten of a wave of translation in a canal of section A-S. At this ee depressed, not elevated ; and the water below, instead of moving in
t the opposite direction, will move in the same direction as the race.
minutes, in the morning and evening, and on féte days every five; | any disturbance tends to produce a wave, as is well known.
ter speeds a depression would be formed, not an elevation. Thus the whole body of water in the canal is set in motion by the
this is the maximum speed. The present service consists of
he
case
where
the
depth
is
great
will
be
considered
further
on,
paddle, the water at the bottom moving astern like the water at
280 regular trains and 72 occasional—tvtal, 352.
but it is more convenient first to study a modified form of the same the surface, but with less velocity. But if this be so, the water at
The main line and suburban trains only stop at thelarge stations question.
the bottom cannot be imagined to be set in motion suddenly
of the Metropolitan ; they are limited to the same speed, and
Case II.—Instead of supposing the paddle race to be a immediately below the paddle, its acceleration must commence
only resume their higher rates of velocity on quitting the city. stream
of small depth covering the whole breadth of the before the paddle reaches it. Thus the whole body of water in
The number of these trains which run over the line is 112 per canal, we may imagine it of the same depth but of much the canal is set in motion, and its surface consequently falls for
day in the winter months ; they all carry luggage, and have smaller breadth. The stream contracts in act of formation, as some distance ahead of the paddle. The velocity of the water is
four classes. These trains are for the most part postal ; the before, but the space left is filled with water, which flows in accelerated before reaching the
dle, instead of remaining
postal service in Germany is of considerable importance, as laterally instead of below. Otherwise the same reasoning applies, undisturbed. The resistance of the small boat would then be
packages are sent to all parts of the empire without limit as to and the value of y obtained will be the mean elevation of the water greatly augmented, and the augmentation is due to the direct action
of the propeller, and not to the action of the sides of the ship on
size or weight. Goods trains do not pass over the Metropolitan | level, which probably would be no longer uniform.
water surrounding it, which is the sole cause of
This case is specially interesting, from its application to the the distur
Viaduct—they all run on the circle. The population of Berlin analogous
case of the frictional wake of a vessel. If we imagine | augmentation that Rankine appears to have admitted, And there
by the last census, taken in 1885, was 1,315,547, the increase a board moving
must
be
a
similar
in every case where the nature of
endways
through
the
water,
with
its
lower
edge
on
being at the rate of 3 per cent. per annum. The local traffic is the bottom of the canal and its upper edge above the surface, we | a propeller placedaugmentation
at the stern of a ship is such that it draws
25,000 to 30,000 passengers per day. The numbers during the have a narrow, deep current, which may be re
nted by an water through it at a greater speed than it would pass through if
last four years have been :—In 1882, 8,524,348 ; 1883, 10,116,826; “equivalent uniform wake” at the rear of the board. If the the propeller were not working. The foregoing problem is of
1884, 9,157,762 ; 1885, 10,196,028. An exhibition, which took board move with velocity V, and the wake glide over it with the course purely ideal, but I believe its
ideration will suggest to
place at Berlin in 1883, accounts for the large numbers in that smaller velocity 7, the same reasoning which in the paddle race us the most important, if not the sole cause of the great augmentayear. The third-class prices are 25 centimes between each indicates an elevation now shows that a depression exists, and this tion of resistance which a screw propeller usually produces, If we
station, and 50 centimes for the whole course ; second-class depression will be given by the same formula for y. It is in this returnto the case of a low speed of advance, and imagine the
tickets are 25c. higher. Workmen’s season tickets are issued at way probably that the velocity of the water gliding over the board paddle replaced by a screw ne with a moderate slip ratio,
is prevented from diminishing indefinitely when the length of the there is nothing at first sight which distinguishes the action in the
a lower rate, but must be used before eight a.m. or after four p.m. board
is increased. According to Froude’s report on this subject, two cases; and we might suppose that, as in the paddle, there
As before stated, the Metropolitan railway was made by the the diminuticn
friction by —_ of board observable up to would be no disturbance immediately ahead of the propeller, so
State ; its first cost amounted to 93,856,250f. divided thus :— length of 50ft. of
is hardly perceptible beyond, and this may be that a small boat there would offer no additional resistance. On
Purchase of property, 43,998,750f.; construction, 49,857,500. ; accounted for by supposing that a slope of the surface exists, reflection, however, it is seen that the column of water passing
total, 93.856,250f. From this total should be deducted the sum which might, perhaps, roughly be calculated by the usual hydraulic through the screw rotates, and that its pressure is therefore dimiof 10,000,000f. produced by the sale of lands not utilised. The formula for the slope of a stream of velocity v coupled with the nished at the centre; water is sucked through the screw, its
velocity is accelerated for some distance ahead of the screw, and
whole expense for the whole 12 kilogs. may be stated then at value of y obtained akove.
Without attempting such a calculation, I simply remark that a this acceleration cannot be confined to water at the depth of the
84,000,000f.—being 7,000,000f. per kilog. The annual expense
is 4,500,000f. ; the receipts, deducting the amount taken by the slope i of the surface must exist, and that therefore the frictional centre of the screw, but must extend to the surface, the level of
of a vessel is not merely dependent on the wetted surface which will consequently be lowered. The small boat will thus
main lines, is 4,000,000f. The adverse amount of 500,000f. resistance
but must also include a term A i, where A is the displacement. have an augmented resistance. Yet these effects at moderate
should be charged to the account of the main lines, which also This
is
what
called the “indirect” frictional resistance, slips are probably very small, as I have attempted to show in a
all belong to the State; drawing profit from the community, and described Rankine
as due to the “‘heaping up” of water at the bow. paper published in the ‘Annual of the Royal School of Naval
they must participate in the charges.
It ap
to me, however, that it ought to be considered as due Architecture” for 1873. There will, as in the paddle, be a counter
The first considerations which led to the creation of the to Ty mgr astern. It must be remembered thata slope of lin. current below to supply the room left by the contraction of the
Metropolitan railway were chiefly strategic ; it was therefore in
t. is equivalent to a resistance of nearly 1lb. per ton, and propeller race, and ~— a corresponding elevation as before of
installed at greater expense than would otherwise have been would therefore greatly add to the resistance of a vessel at moderate the surface astern.
But this elevation will be small, and may con8.
kine attempted to calculate the complete frictional ceivably even be changed into a small depression by the broken
necessary, but the advantages gained by the civil inhabitants of
Berlin have been very great. The facilities given have induced resistance, including both the indirect part and also the effect of water which may probably exist around, but outside, the race.
many to quit the city for the suburbs, where they are better curvature, +ihis ‘‘ augmented surface formula ;” and though this Thus the thrust of the screw will nearly, but not exactly, be repreno doubt is a short cut to the solution of a very intricate sented by the sternward momentum of the race,
and more cheaply housed ; the construction of the line then is formula
If, now, we suppose this screw at the stern of a vessel with fine
I believe that it is based on sound principles, and that it
a source of satisfaction, even though the cost of its construction problem,
is
worth
careful examination as a semi-empirical formula for run, so that the access of water to the screw is absolutely unimbe a charge upon the State.
ded, there can be no difference in the working of the screw. At
frictional resistance only, or for total resistance at low speeds,
The constant of the formula no doubt is less than Rankine sup- east, we may make this supposition as a first approximation,
posed it to be, because no allowance was made for the diminution although, as will be seen presently, it may not be ebekunely exact.
ON THE
CHANGES
OF LEVEL
IN TEE of friction by length of surface ; but it may be questioned whether But the stern of the ship will sink slightly, and her resistance will
the total neglect of indirect resistance in estimating the surface be augmented, while the speed of advance of the screw has to be
SURFACE OF THE WATER SURROUNDING friction
of a vessel does not introduce an error of equal or greater taken as the difference of the speed of the vessel and the speed of
A VESSEL PRODUCED BY THE ACTION OF magnitude
in defect. I may perhaps here be permitted to suggest the wake which follows her. This is the problem investigated
A PROPELLER AND BY SKIN FRICTION.*
that it would be very useful if the Greyhound experiments could experimentally by Mr. R. E. Froude, in his valuable paper read
in 1883, while the theories of Rankine and Froude represent
By Prof. J. H. CorrertLt, F.R.S., Associate Member of Council. be repeated with a full-sized vessel of a different type, and with a here
kind of wetted surface, to see if such low co-efficients of with tolerable completeness the mechanical principles involved.
On watching the action of paddles it may often be noticed that different
These theories, no _— are wy Be ect, considered as
surface
friction
are
really
permissible
as
are
sometimes
assumed
the paddle race appears to be elevated above the level of the for calculation purposes,
hen friction is neglected the principle solutions of a mathematical problem, being not even approximate,
surrounding water. It is the object of this paper to show that of comparison is capable of strict
but it is only by except in extreme cases between which the case of an actual screw
some such elevation must generally exist.
ie reasoning em- repeated experiment that we can demonstration,
convince ourselves that it is lies, but as far as they go they are well supported by facts, It is
ployed also shows that a depression is produced by skin friction, ss. notwithstanding the disturbing
been made on
influence
of friction, to be regretted, however, that experiments have not
and suggests some observations on various questions at present and discover the necessary corrections. It is a delicate and
intricate screws with much narrower blades than are used in practice, in
imperfectly understood. In two simple cases a calculation may be — which a single set of experiments is hardly sufficient
order to see if the constant in Froude’s theory is not considerably
to
made with tolerable exactness, and it will be convenient to ecide.
greater for an element forming part of a long, narrow blade, than
by
idering them.
Returning now to the case of a propeller, we observe that the for a completely isolated element. Similarly, experiments on
Case I.—Suppose water flowing uniformly in a canal with velocity action
screws with very large blades are
required, to see if the thrust of a
of
actual
paddles
is
a
combination
of
the
two
ideal
cases
V, the sectional area being A, and
quently the quantity
greater than that given by
above. The water necessary to fill up the space left by the screw under any circumstances can
Q = V Ain cubic feet per second. Let the breadth of the stream given
contraction
of
the
race
may
flow
in
from
below
or
laterally.
Yet
Rankine’s
formula.
at the surface be b, and suppose a paddle with floats of this length, there can be little doubt that the counter current is chiefly below.
Everyone, however, who has considered this question must have
mounted on a shaft rotating in fixed bearings, at such a number of Theoretically its velocity may be insensible in deep water, but it felt that when the access of water to the screw is impeded in any
appears probable that it has some sensible value near the race ; if way, its action at once becomes py |different, and Mr. Seaton
- * Read at the twenty-eighth session of the Institution of Naval
so, and if there be no broken water below the race, there will be a told us last year that in vessels with a full stern the proportions and
Architects,
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‘mension of a serew for maximum efficiency become entirely
Giflerent. On aoe ot the preceding reasoning the cause of
this becomes clear.
en the effort of the screw to draw more
water through it than naturally passes through by the motion of
in any way, the level of the water
hindered
1s
vessel
the
between the screw and the stern of the ship is lowered to a much
greater extent than before by the same speed of rotation of the
race ond the stern of the vessel sinks further, thus causing a
greatly increased augmentation of resistance. Not only is this the
case, but the action of the screw is altered on account of the sensible difference of level between the surfaces of the water ahead
and astern of the screw. For if the depression be y, the thrust of
a screw race of area $ is increased by the quantity w$ y, just as
was the case in paddles when the race was elevated above still
water. In the paddles the energy exerted by this augmentation
of thrust was employed in elevating the race or generating the
counter current, but here the increase of thrust corresponds to an
increased turning couple which generates energy of rotation in the
race, ond further increases the depression. In this way the
depression and speed of rotation of the race act and react on
each other, so that an amount of “centrifugal action” originally
small produces a sinkage of the stern and an augmentation of
resistance which is relatively large, and which is greater the
greater the difficulty the screw has in supplying itself with
water.
The action may, perhaps, be increased thus :—The depression at
the stern of the ship is analogous to the ‘‘ negative wave of translation” considered by Scott-Russell. It is well known that such a
wave cannot exist alone, but is always followed by a train of waves
which rapidly exhausts its energy unless maintained from some
external source, and it is therefore probable that the screw in these
cases generates its own system of waves, which become a part of
the wave resistance of the vessel. The crest of a wave must lie
immediately astern or actually above the screw, as is sometimes
distinctly visible, and this possibly may once more increase the
thrust, the speed of rotation of the race, and the sinkage. If it be
considered how small a slope corresponds to the total resistance of
a vessel, it will not be surprising that that resistance may be augmented 50 per cent. or more by the accumulated action of the
causes here described.
It thus appears that the thrust of a screw for a given real slip
may be augmented as well as the resistance of the vessel, and when
it is so, it is clear that the real slip cannot be deduced from
the experimental value of the thrust by Mr. R. E. Froude’s method,
and it is possible that a sensible augmentation may take place,
even in vessels with a fine run. Further, at high speed, when the
wave resistance of the vessel is large, it seems possible that the
ordinary wave system of the vessel, apart from augmentation, may
have the effect of augmenting or diminishing the thrust of the
screw, So again the wave system of the screw, by interference
with that of the vessel, may increase or diminish the efficiency of
propulsion. In considering this question, attention has been too
exclusively fixed on the action of the screw on the vessel ; the reflex
action of the vessel on the screw may be equally important, not
only in altering the virtual speed of advance, but also in causing
a difference of level in the surface of the water ahead and astern.
Again, the velocity of the water gliding over the screw blades
depends only on the real speed of advance and slip, and it is a
necessary consequence that when the thrust is augmented the
friction of the blades is virtually diminished, so that the slip of
maximum efficiency is diminished and the value of the maximum
efficiency increased. Further, the effects of centrifugal action
depend on the square of the slip, and therefore the augmentation
should be more important at large slips than at small ones, This
explains why it is that large dameters and broad blades are
economical in cases where the augmentation is large. And
moreover, we can understand why it is that vessels with a full
stern can be propelled with tolerable economy by a screw, notwithstanding the enormous augmentation it produces, for there is a
com]
tion in diminished slip and friction. This remark also
apples to the action of the screw in driving water out of the
‘deadwood ” which Froude describes in his remarks on Rankine’s
paper of 1865. The general effect of this must be nearly such as I
nave already stated.
To sum up what has been said, it appears that the augmentation
of the resistance of a vessel by the action of a propeller is of two
distinct kinds. The first is due to the disturbance of the wave
system of the vessel by throwing additional water into a state of
wave motion or by the direct action of the race. This is probably
small at low speeds when the wave resistance is small, and only
becomes important at speeds at which wave resistance is the ruling
element of the resistance of the vessel. It occurs in all propellers
alike. The second is due toa propeller at the stern of the ship
accelerating the water which maple it before entering the propeller. This occurs principally in screw propellers, and is then due
to the rotation of the race. In a Whitehead torpedo it is the sole
cause of augmentation, because in a deeply submerged body there
is no wave resistance. It consists in a lowering of the pressure in
the whole mass of water lying between the screw and the vessel,
thus ping the resistance of the vessel and the thrust of the
screw. In a Whitehead torpedo the two effects are, perhaps,
nearly equal, It is by far the most important part of the total
augmentation of resistance at low pln 1gor when the supply of
water to the screw is impeded. Any augmentation of thrust in
the screw is not represented by sternward momentum, and the
corresponding augmentation of the turning couple on the screw is
employed in accelerating the rotation of the race.
In order that a propeller may be of maximum efficiency, it must
be placed at the stern of the ship, in order that it may, as Froude
has explained, operate on water forming part of the frictional
wake ; but we now find that while doing this it must draw no
water through it which does not naturally flow through it by the
motion of the vessel. It is probable that this condition is satisfied
much more nearly by the screw turbine than by an ordinary
screw, and therefore that the augmentation is much less, And
this may explain how it is that Mr. Thornycroft, in his screw
turbine, has
been able to approach, if not to equal, the efficiency
of a screw asa propeller. Any kind of pump when used as a propeller labours under great disadvantages, because the water
which supplies it is in rapid motion, and the object is to produce
an increase in that velocity, which should be small to avoid loss
by slip. Hence the hydraulic losses are necessarily much larger
in proportion to the useful work than when the supply water is at
rest relatively to the pump, as it is when the pump is employed
for ordinary purposes. But if the augmentation is diminished,
evidently there is a compensating advantage, and we may ho
for great economy in applying it to vessels with full lines in which the
augmentation is so large. At least, we may expect this to be the
case in smooth water, but it must be admitted that the power of
adaptation to conditions which are subject to rapid and a
variations which an ordinary screw propeller possesses is not likely
to be obtained in any other way.
Note.—The theory of the action of a screw in a closed pi
which it exactly fits has been considered by Professor Greenhill in
some papers published in THe ENGINEER commencing May, 1886.
Taking a screw of large blade area and uniform pitch, he imagines
it to work in a pipe through which water is flowing in a uniform
stream. The mean velocity of the stream cannot be altered by the
action of the screw so long as the pipe runs full, and it is assumed
that all particles move at the same speed. Hence the water
suffers no change of axial velocity, but acquires an angular velocity,
which is readily shown to be the same for all particles, so that the
water finally rotates as a solid mass at revolutions x s, where x is
the revolution of the screw and s the slip ratio. The thrust of the
screw is thus wholly represented by a pressure head generated in
the pipe, and the energy exerted in turning the screw shaft is
employed one-half in this way and the other half in generating
energy of rotation in the water. The distribution of pressure in
the pipe, however, differs so widely from that necessary for
equilibrium as to suggest that, instead of the blades having a uni-
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form pitch at different radii, they should have a pitch diminishing
from centre to circumference, according to a certain law, in order
that the desired result of uniform axial motion should be obtained.
It may be doubted even whether any form can be found which will
satisfy the required condition at moderate slips. A blade of
uniform pitch, then, working at a moderate slip, throws back water
at the circumference in a closed pipe as well as in open water,
but in the closed pipe there will be a counter current through
the centre of the screw, so that the mean velocity, and consequently the total momentum, remain unaltered. The thrust
of the screw therefore is wholly represented by a pressure head, though that head is far less than if all particles
of water had the same velocity. In an ordinary screw
propeller, as explained in the text, by far the greater part of its
thrust is represented by sternward momentum; it is only when
imperfectly supplied with water that any large part is represented
by difference of pressure. In the same papers a theory of the
action of a screw with narrow blades is explained, from which it
follows that the thrust of a screw varies as the square of the slip,
This appears to me a distinctly retrograde step, and inconsistent
with the result obtained for a screw with large blades. The true
theory of a screw with narrow blades is given by Froude, in his
paper read before this Institution in 1878, but it may be useful
also to refer to a paper by Sir F, Knowles, in the “‘ Proceedings ”
of the Institution of Civil Engineers,” vol. xxxii., with Froude’s
remarks in the discussion thereon. Froude’s assumption that the
ressure on a screw blade varies as the sine of the slip angle has
cen objected to; but it rests on a very solid basis of fact.
Objectors have hardly considered how small the slip angle is ; in
ractice it can hardly exceed 10 deg., and in general it is much
ess. The angle itself may be substituted for the sine with equal
approximation. The constant, however, probably varies at different
»oints on a screw blade. On these and some other points raised
»y his papers the writer is unable to share his views ; but everyone interested in the subject must be indebted to Professor Greenhill for showing, by a forcible example, that difference of pressure
between the supply and discharge water of a screw must have
great influence on its working, {tis a point which has been too
little considered in reasoning about screw propellers.
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meridian from the pole to the equator, and oe by a fulerum
in latitude 45 deg.; then 288 Ib. at the pole will equilibrate 289 Ib.
at the other end of the balance of the equator.
ithout requiring
a balance with se long an arm, we can have 289 Ib. at the bottom
of the shaft of a mine weighing the same as 288 lb, at the surface,
provided the shaft is of sufficient depth.
‘*Some years ago, being troubled myself with this confusion of
language, I wrote to Professor Maxwell to ask him for a good
illustrative example of the correct and incorrect use of the word
‘weight,’ and received the following characteristic reply on a
postcard :-—‘Compare St. John xix. 39, doe Alrpas pwn with
the A.V.—authorised version—and keep to the original Greek.’
The translation in the authorised version is ‘about a hundred
pounds weight.’
‘*Here we see that Maxwell recognised the ambiguous nature of
the word ‘weight,’ and advised its omission wherever possible ;
but the exigencies of language compel us to use it; and in fact,
we shall generally find writers, even after the above incorrect
definition of weight, ae subsequently to use the word in its
ordinary meaning of daily life.
“T wish to repeat that writers on dynamics only create confusion
in appropriating the word ‘ weight’ to the sense of the force of
attraction of the earth on a body, as we never speak of ‘a force
weighing so many pounds; and I wish to support the language in
ordinary use by engineers and practical men as perfectly correct in
using the wont 3‘pound’ or ‘ton’ side by side in two senses, first
as meaning the weight—or mass—of a
y, and secondlyas meaning the force with which the body is attracted by the earth; one
being sometimes distinguished as a pound weight, and the other as
a pound force.
“‘If we use Prof. James Thomson’s admirable word ‘poundal’
for the British absolute unit of force, this slight confusion of terms
will disappear, although engineers will still continue to think in
gravitation units of force, as gravity is the one universal force from
which there is no escape ; and I fear it will be impossible ever to
persuade them to think in C.G.S. units like the centimetre,
gramme, dyne, erg, &c., which, though admirably adapted for the
minute measurements of experiments in physics, are unsuitable for
large magnitudes.
“Tn conclusion, let the equation W = M g be dismissed from the
text-books, as leading to statements such as, ‘The mass of a body
weighing W pounds is ¥ ; the true equivalent equation being
UNITS OF WEIGHT, MASS, AND FORCE.
W = M, and therefore unnecessary ;and with it let the confusing
‘astronomical unit of mass’ disappear, and introduce instead the
THE following letter appears in Nature for March 24th. We ‘constant of gravitation’ in our equations. Let us also recognise
have referred to it at some length on another page :—
that the — idea of ‘weight’ is the same as ‘mass,’ and form
‘Your reviewer, of the well-known initials ‘ P. G. T.,’ has taken our dynamical definitions on the usages of ordinary language.
exception to sume of the a
employed by Mr. Anderson
‘* Woolwich, February 28th.
‘*A, G, GREENHILL.”
in his book ‘On the Conversion of Heat into Work,’ particularly
to the expressions of ‘ pounds on the square inch’ and ‘tons on the
square inch,’ which he says would define a superficial density if
TENDERS.
used in their proper sense ; and it is this opinion I wish, with your
permission, to dispute, as I think ‘P.G.T.,’ and mathematicians
CORPORATION
OF
LEICESTER.—FLOOD WORKS.
generally, are at present in this endeavour to avoid one ambiguity
List of tenders for the construction of a stone weir, 500ft. lo
in dynamical language only creating greater confusion.
canal
lock,
with
flood
basins
towing path walls; and oth ec
‘*T presume that ‘P. G. T.’ would have been satisfied with the works in connection therewith, and
on the river
r, Leicester, for the
above expressions provided the word ‘ weight’ had been intro- Corporation
of Leicester, according to plans, specificatior, and
duced somewhere ; but let us examine carefully what is implied
quantities
by
Mr.
J.
Gordon,
M.1.C.E.,
borough
surveyor :—
by ‘weight’ as used in ordinary language.
&£ s. d.
“Turning to the chapter on elementary dynamical principles in
C.
Baker
and
Co.,
Bradford
..
46
eo.
27,468 18 7
Maxwell's ‘Theory of Heat,’ we find that ‘the word weiyit must
em Chatwin, Sleaford .. .. .. .. .. 25,900 0 0
be understood to mean the quantity of the thing as determined by
J. Woodiwiss, Cullingworth, Bradford .. .. .. 24,542 14 11
the process of weighing against standard weights.’ And again:—‘In
ee
ae
el
a
NE
ar
a rude age, before the invention of means for overcoming friction,
Jno. Fell, Leamin;
Oe ak 2 ce
23,731 18 ¢
W. J. McKenzie, Wandswoth, 8.E.
23,697
the weight of bodies formed the chief obstacle to setting them in
Pg eo
eas
Sasa
21,97
1
motion. It was only after some progress had been made in the
Whittaker Brothers, Horsforth, near Leeds
21,767
art of throwing missiles, and in the use of wheel carriages and
8S. and W. Pattinson, Sleaford .. .. ..
floating vessels, that men’s minds became practically impressed
B.
Cooke
and
Co.,
Battersea
..
with the idea of mass as distinguished from weight.’
Nelson and Co., Cardiff .. ..
‘
ee)re ~
“The language we employ, including the use of the ambiguous
Jas. Dickson, St. Albans.. .. .. ..
Pickthall and Sons, Merthyr Tydvil ..
word ‘ weight,’ was formed in this rude age before the discovery
C.
Braddock,
Southport
..
..
..
..
of true dynamical principles and before the theory of gravitation,
E. Tempest, Leicester and Keighley .. .. .. ..
and now, in order to avoid ambiguity, the mathematician uses,
Jas. Evans, Birmingham (accepted) .. .. .. .. 17,883 ROCSCCROwWO#SO
aQorooro
toro
wherever it is possible, the word ‘ mass’ for greater precision, where
an ordinary person would use the word weight.
SOUTHAMPTON WATERWORKS.
“ But unfortunately for his principle the rules of language do
not permit him to be consistent, and he is compelled to speak of
Contract No. 1.—Supply and delivery of about 1000 tons of ca st
‘ weights and measures ' and of ‘bodies weighing so many pounds or iron pipes, &c.:—
£. - fl,
tons’ instead of ‘ bodies massing so many pounds,’ or ‘ masses and
Stanton Ironworks, Nottingham (accepted)
4315 0 0
measures,’ which might be mistaken for a political phrase.
J. and 8. Roberts, West Bromwich.. .. ..
4446 13 9
‘“The word ‘ weight’ will, then, be found to be used in ordinary
Cochrane,
Grove,
and
Co.,
Middlesbrough
..
4509
2 6
language in most cases in the same sense as the word ‘mass,’
R. Maclaren
and Co., Glasgow... .. .. «.
4560 7 6
introduced with laudable intention by the mathematicians to avoid
T. Edington and Sons, Glasgow
4907 11 3
confusion; but unfortunately some mathematicians introduce
D. Y. Stewart, Glasgow .. ..
4752 10 0
ag fen Company, Clay Cross
4848 4 2
greater confusion than they remove by —
the word
R. Laidlaw and Son, Glasgow... .. .
4936 0 0
‘weight’ to the subsidiary sense of the word, undistinguishable by
T. Spittle, Limited, Ne rt.Mon. . as en, ao ee 0
those ignorant of dynamics, namely, the force with which the
And
four
tenders
received
not
in
accordance
with
advertisement.
earth attracts the weight.
Contract No, 2.—Laying and jointing 11,500 yards water
“Thus we find in ordinary treatises on dynamics, after an effort
at the definition of the mass, the weight of a body defined as ‘the mains, &¢.:—
£ 8. ad.
force with which it is attracted by the earth.’
H. W. Gould, Southall (accepted) ..
2020 13 6
‘As Maxwell says, ‘The only occasions in common life in which
J. W. Pickthall, Yeovil Pee a
2156 18 1
it is required to estimate weight considered as a force is when we
W.
H.
R.
Hill
and
Co.,
Plymouth
..
2196
16 0
have to determine the strength required to lift or carry things, or
Deville Forrest and Co., London . ..
2393 19 1
when we have to make a structure strong enough to support their
J. Crook and Sons, Northam, Soton
2512 16 0
E. Folliott, Southampton .... ..
2554 6 O
weight.’ Herein is comprised in general terms the whole province
J. Crook, Portswood, Soton .
3120 14 2
of the theory of engineering, and consequently the engineer
And one tender not in accordance with advertisement.
always employs the gravitational measure of forces.
‘*The force with which the earth attracts the standard weight is
AUTHORITY AND WIRRAL
taken as the gravitation unit of force; and for brevity the force WIRRAL RURAL SANITARY
HIGHWAY BOARD.
with which the earth attracts a pound weight—the mathematician
Tenders received for the construction of Church-road, West
would say a pound mass—is called the force of a pound, abbreviated again to a‘ pound.’ Hence we have steam pressures, gun- Kirby; Mr. Charles H. Beloe, M. Inst. C.E., and Mr. Robert
powder pressures, moduli of elasticity, tenacities, &c., as well as King, engineers:—
2ea24
the expressions objected to by ‘P. G. T.’in Mr. Anderson’s book,
A. W. Peen, Gladstone-villa, Matthew-street, Seacombe
expressed in pounds or tons on the square inch, without creating
COU
Gx ex nate ca cd Te ioe oe OOM
any confusion in the mind of the practical man; and we find the
Joseph Price, Great Meolse, Cheshire .. .. .. .. 7 8
words ‘pound’ or ‘ton’ used side by side, now in the sense of
Joseph Jones, 25, Oxton-road, Birkenhead ..
«. 435 15
R. Malabar, 1, Rapport: “road, Seacombe.. .. .. «. 438 10
weight or mass, and now in the sense of force; as, for instance, in
J. McCabe and Co., 88, Lambeth-road, Live: he?
the statement, ‘A train, weighing 100 tons moving against a
Thos,
Catterall
and
Co.,
Phoebe
Anne-street,
Liverpoo
resistance of 20 lb. a ton, is drawn by an engine exerting a pull of
William Vaughan, Longsight, Manchester ., ..
oO
2 tons, Ke.’
W. F. Chadwick, 14, Great Howard-street, Liverpool.. 510 16
‘* But when the practical man opens the ordinary text-book on
John Taylor, Clarendon-road, Garston, near Liverpool 530 0
dynamics, then the confusion begins. Take, for instance, the
James Evans, Parkgate, Cheshire .. .. .. .. .. 538 1
Frederick Walkden, Brazenose-road, Liverpool, N. .. 546 8
familiar equation W = Mg: what does it mean? The writers tell
W. Maddocks and Co,, 11a, Castle-street, Liverpool .. 596 11
us that W means the weight and M the mass of the body.
KAowoooervouoegses
Engineers’ estimate ..
.
Having defined ‘weight’ as the force with which the body is
attracted by the earth, the writer implies that he is keeping to
WIRRAL
RURAL
SANITARY
AUTHORITY.
the statical gravitational unit of force, and therefore his unit of
Tenders received for the construction of new roads and sewers
mass is the mass of g pounds, if W, the weight, is measured in
pounds. But, after detining a pound asa unit of mass, he — at Hoylake and West Kirby; Mr. Charles H. Beloe, M. Inst. C.E.,
to take M as the weight in pounds, and then the equation W = Mg engineer :—
aa 4.
means that the earth attracts M pounds with a force of W poundals
A. W. Peen, Gladstone-villa, Matthew-street, Seawhere W = Mg.
—
is: mes ee. 8G ae ee ee ee
ee
“The confusion is intolerable—‘ most tolerable, and not to be
John Riddell, Whetstone-lane, Birkenhead... .. .. 2631 0 0
endured ’—and entirely due to the erroneous mathematical definiMalabar and Poole, 1, Rapport-road, Seacombe. .
2742 6 5
tion of the word ‘weight,’ combined with straining the units of
John McCabe, 88, Lambeth-road, Live
1
2991 16 5
William Vaughan, Longsight, Manchester .. . .. 299910 0
mass and force so as to fit into the equation P = M f, when absoJohn Taylor, Cl
don-road, Garston, near Liverpool 3050 0 0
‘lute units are not employed.
Thos. Catterall and Co., Phoebe Anne-street, Liverpoel 3146 1 6
‘“'To show the absurdity of the definition that ‘the weight of a
W. F. Chadwick, 14, Great Howard-street, Liverpool 3276 0 0
body is the force with which it is attracted by the earth,’ take the
Frederick Walkden, Brazenose-road, Liverpool, N... 3295 0 0
question, ‘What is the weight of the earth?’ According to this
Sterling and Swann, Chester-street, Birkenhead .. 3390 0 0
definition, the answer is ‘Zero,’ but ordinary people would calculate
J. Nuttall, Bradshaw-street, Moss-side, Manchester 3439 18 7
Smith Brothers, Hoylake, Cheshire .. .. .. .. 8445 0 0
the result in millions of tons, from the data of the mean radius
William Hope, Earle-street, Liverpool... .. .. .. 3544 0 0
and the mean density.
Holme and King, Crosshall-street, Liverpool .. .. 358414 1
‘Take again a question of a similar nature: ‘Prove that 288 lb.
Anwell,
Dyson, and Wainwright, Stonyford, Lisburn,
at the pole weigh the same as 2891b. at the equator.’ To realise
a
er
eer
Sere
ere
this question we must imagine a balance constructed of which the
James Evans, Parkgate, Cheshire ., ..
8591 0 0
Engineer's estimate ..
oe
3410 6 5
arm is curved into a quadrant of the earth, reaching along a
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The pneumatic ejector—Advantages of compressed air as a motor—Three
typical examples of the system, Eastbourne, the Houses of Parliament,
enley-on-Thames—-Other a eget
CuemicaL Sociery.—Thursday, April 7th, at 8 p.m. Paper to be read:
—* Researches on the Constitution of Azo and Diazo-derivatives, Diazoamido-compounds,” Part IL., by R, Meldola, F.R.8., and F. W. Streatficld.
Parkes Museum or Hyoiene. — Wednesday, April 6th, at 5 pm.
Lecture on “ Metropolitan Sewage Disposal,” by J. Bailey-Denton,
M. Inst. C.E.
CHESTERFIELD AND MIDLAND Counties InstiruTiON OF ENGINEERS.—
Saturday, April 2nd, at 2 45.: General meeting. Paper for discussion by
A. H. Stokes, entitled, ‘‘ Notes upon the Report of the Royal Commissioners on Accidents in Mines.” Excepting safety lamps, already fully
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
discussed at the preceding meeting, itis proposed to take the several
heads seriatim, viz.: (a) Methods of working and ventilation; (6) falls of
weel: THE ENGINEER roof
*« * The Publisher begs to announce that ofnextGood
and sides; (c) spontaneous
bustion ion; ; (d (d) :niscell
mine acciAdverFriday.
instead
Thursday,
on
“rill be published
dents; (¢) fire-damp; (f) coal dust; (y) explosive agents and particular
tisements intended Py that number must be forwarded not later than methods of using them; (/) shaft accidents. A paper by Messrs. Kirksix o'clock on Wednesday evening.
land and Barnett, on ‘‘ Apparatus for Preventing Overwindings in Collieries,” will be read or taken as read,
Norts-East Coast InstiruTion oF ENGINEERS AND SHIPBUILDERS.—
Wednesday, April 6th, at 8 p.m., at Newcastle-on-Tyne: General meeting.
CONTENTS.
Di
ion on “ The
tion and Efficiency of the Screw Propeller.” The
following meetings will complete the session :—April 20th, in Newcastle,
per on “ Triple Expansion v. Compound Engines from a Shipowner's
Tue Enoineer, April 1st, 1887.
Pant of View,” by J. P. Hall; May 4th, in Newcastle, closing business
ries
meeting.
EXHIBITION... .. ..
NewcasTLE
Waces
1s Great Britain. No. IX.
THE TERNI STEEL WORKS... .. «1 os ee oe
Ramway DIsASTERS IN THE UNITED StaTES .. .. .. .. ..
‘AgsTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND Diplomatic Reports. No. XII...
THE
ENGINEER.
RarLway MATTERS 5G Mage ea e e ae bit ise The os) bar lay
Nores AND MEMORANDA
MISCELLANEA.. 2 cs se 00 0 ce oe oe oe
MerropotitaN Raitway or Beri. (Ilustrated.)
APRIL 1, 1887.
8.8. Onova. (Illustrated.) . . 1. 22 0s ce os
GerMaN ARMY MaGazine RIFLE ..
On THE CHANGES OF LEVELS .. .. ..
THE
TREATMENT
OF GUN STEEL.
Unrrs or Mass, WEIGHT, AND FORCE ..
TENDERS «<4 2s se 06 0 ese 06 ov
CotoneL Maitianp has contributed an important
Leapinc ArticLes—Treatment of Gun Steel .. .. ..
paper to the Institution of Civil Engineers on this subject,
The Colonial Conferences—Professors and Text-books
and the discussion upon it was a long one.
It gives
TigeAWO oe. Si) 60, Goa. Fe ) ise | we) “0 168 08)
INsTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS
‘
results obtained by Colonel Maitland by a series of
Larcr Rapiat Deity. (Tlustrated.) ..
experiments suggested by his knowledge and experience,
SHEFFIELD WATERWORKS CONTEST... ..
AMERICAN EXHIBITION, LIMITED .. .. .. «. «see
and carried out in a systematic way, and presented to us
Four-cutTer Woop-PLaninG Macuine. (Illustrated.) ..
with a weight that would hardly belong to such experiBerruon Pontoon Bripoe. (Illustrated.).. .. .. ..
ments conducted elsewhere.
We do not mean that
MERCHANT SERVICE AND 1HE Royat Navy
aa
a
ee eee
the actual conditions necessary to conduct the experiTae Inox, Coat, AND GENERAL TRADES OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND OTHER DISTRICTS... .. .
261 ments might not be found in many establishments; but
Nores FROM LANCASHIRE ..
ein tae
261 the combination of special experience and surroundings,
Notes FROM SHEFFIELD .. .. .. «.
. 261 with absence of interested motives, gives to the Gun
Nores FROM THE NORTH Or ENGLAND ..
. 262
Wasa COUGAR
sk bs ee se ve
-. 262 Factory experiments peculiar weight when well carNores FRoM WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES ..
-. 262 ried out. Men like Sir W. Armstrong may institute
Nores From GERMANY
a Ae uke ek
-. 262 experiments which may end in results entailing changes
AMERICAN NOTES ..
.. 263
New CoMPANIes
oe
.. 263 bringing inconvenience and expense to their establishTur Patent JOURNAL.. . ..
. 263 ments, and they may be public-spirited enough to publish
SeLecTED AMERICAN PATENTS ..
264
ParaoraPpus—South Kensington Museum, 248—Bristol Naturalists’ such results, but we have not a right generally to look
Society, 248—Naval Engineer Se aor me 260—Finsbury Technicai for this. The head of a large company may find that the
College, 260—Institution of Civil Engineers, 262—The Pavement of public can only be benefitted at the expense of those
New York, 264.
whose interests are more specially in his keeping, and in
such a case he is not free to act; and thus the information we are justified in looking for from large firms
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
is necessarily limited, however great and _publicRegistered Telegraphic Address “ ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
spirited may be the men at their head.
In a
LONDON.”
*,*" All letters entended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or con- Government department this difficulty does not exist.
taining questions, must be accompanied by the name and address The country alike finds the money for the immediate
of the writer, not n:cessarily for publication, but as a proof of working of the department and benefits by the results,
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous however general and remote may be the character ef the
communications.
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we advantages obtained. On the other hand, we should
seldom be justified in expecting systematic and exhaustive
must therefore request correspondents to keep copies.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to research to be undertaken in a Government department,
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the because the five-years’ system would seriously interfere
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all with it. A superintendent would seldom come to the
cases, be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that department at the moment when experiments were
answers received by us may be forwarded to their destination. specially called for, and with definite plans for organising
No notice will be taken of communications which do not comply them; and by the time these had shaped themselves his
with these instructions,
period of oftice might be running short, and the wisdom
ENGINEER.—-We believe that Mr, Kirtley’s metropolitan engines, on four of imperfectly attempting work that must be left to
driving wheels and a Jour-wheeled bogie under the tank, weigh 46 tons full.
The ten-wheeled tank engines on the London and Tilbury line weigh about others to continue might be questionable, even if a super53 tons full.
intendent had the heart to undertake it. It need hardly
A. Z.—If you are a good mathematician, Rankine’s “ Applied Mechanics” be
added that very few of our authorities at the Warwill suit you. Several recent works on the steain engine have been reviewed
in THE ENGINEER. Jf you read those reviews you will have no difficulty in office are capable of appreciating work of the character to
selecting for yourself.
which we refer, and the remembrance of his imperfectly
finished investigations might be as likely to haunt him as
KNOWLES’ AIR PUMPS.
to
give him pleasure while possibly commanding artillery at
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Can any of your readers say whether there is an air pump known Portsmouth or elsewhere. Colonel Maitland has had some
as that of Knowles ?
L. B. R.
extension of his time, or we might have been tempted to
London, March 18th,
complain of the immorality of encouraging the country to
expect
this class of work to be done on the five-years’
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Tae ENGINEER can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country system. To come to the paper, however.
at the various railway stations; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
The general quality of gun steel used in England, Gerfrom the office on the Jollowing terms (paid in advance):—
many, and France, Colonel Maitland describes as a “ ducHalf-yearly (including double numbers)... .. £0 148. 6d.
tile material” breaking at about thirty tons per square
; Yearly (including two double numbers) ..
-- 21 Se Od,
Jf credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and suxpence per annum will inch in the soft annealed state, and at about forty-five
be made. THE ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad.
tons when hardened in oil. Gun steel contains from
A complete set of THE ENGINEER can be had on application.
Foreign Subscriptions for Thin Paper Copies will, until further notice, be 0°25 to 05 per cent. of carbon and from 0°05 to 0°8 per
received at the rates given below:—Foreign Subscribers paying in advance cent. of manganese. The French steel is higher in carbon
at the published rates will receive THE ENGINEER weekly and post-free.
Subscriptions sent by Post-office order must be accompanied by letter of and tenacity than that used in England and Germany.
advice to the Publisher. Thick Paper Copies may be had, if preferred, at As noticed above, Colonel Maitland’s paper should be read
a increased age m
emittance by Post-office order, — Australia, Belgium, Brazil, British in fuil, and our object here is not to give it in an abbreColumbia, British Guiana, Canada, Cape of Good Hope, Denmark, viated form, but only to call attention to certain features.
Hawaiian Islands, Fevpt, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Italy, Malta, On the building up of a gun and the support mutually
Natal, Netherlands, auritius, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, New
South Wales, New Zealand, Portugal, Roumania, Switzerland, Tas- afforded by one -* to another some important principles
mania, Turkey, United States, West Coast of Africa, West Indies, are put forward. For example, Colonel Maitland takes
Cyprus, £1 16s. China, Japan, India, £2 0s. 6d.
Remittance by Bill on Lendon.—Austria, Buenos Ayres and Algeria, the case of pieces of steel cut from a soft forging, which
con hha ees Saree, cage Peru, Russia, Spain, Sweden, have an elastic limit of 11 tons, and which break at
.
meo
on, Java, and Si.
.
Sandwich Iales, £258
ae
nee 27 tons. If one of these be strained up to 26 tons, it will
in future have an elastic limit of 26 tons, while still
ADVERTISEMENTS.
*," The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings, breaking at 27 tons. An oil-tempered specimen of the
for every two lines afterwards one shilling and sixpence; odd lines are same might have an elastic limit of 25 tons and reach
charged one shilling. The line averages seven words. When an advertise- 38 tons before yielding. Consequently, it would be easy
ment
measures an inch or more the charge ten shillings per inch. All to have the same elastic limit for these two pieces of metal
single advertisements from the cowntry must beis accompanied
by a Post-office
order in payment, Alternate advertisements will be inserted with all with widely different margins before rupture. Both
pracheal regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case. might be made not to stretch till 25 or 26 tons were
All except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition.
reached, while one would break at 27 tons and the other
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six only
at 38 tons. The bearing of this principle on the
o'clock on Thursday Evening in each week.
Letters relating to Advertisements and the Publishing Department of the building up of guns is very important, for any portion of
paper are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ; all a gun which may be strained beyond its elastic limit will
other letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tax ENGINEER, 163, Strand.
simply take the higher elastic limit of the supporting
metal next to it, and the whole structure would be in this
respect in harmony. It follows from this that the great
MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
Tue Institution oF Crvit ENGINEERS, 25, Great George-street, West- point to consider is the breaking strain, allowing a suffiwinston 5. —Seasion 1880-67.psuesday, April 5th, at ohn: Onliaeny cient margin of safety between it and the working presx ‘aper
read
a view
;—"
i
Machinery,” by E. A.to Clowes.
ree sure. The effect of oil-hardening increases with the
eee or EnGIneERs.—Monday, April 4th,oFat Spee
the
Westminster
Town proportion of carbon present, and manganese increases the
1: Ordinary meeting. Paper ‘to be read:—‘'The Shone Hydropheumatic Sewerage System,” by Edwin Ault, of which the following is limit of elasticity in the unhardened state.
: synopsis :—Leading principles of good sewerage—Difficulty of treating
The nature of the stress on the metal attendant upon
ogether sewage and rainf: —Objects and claims of the Shone system
firing has been investigated in a very interesting way.

FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—Madame Boyveau, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN.—AsuHER and Co,, 5, Unter den Linden,
VIENNA.—Messrs. Geroip and Co., Booksellers,
LEIPSIC.—A. TwieTmeveR, Bookseller.
NEW YORK.--Tae Wittmer and Rocers News Company,
31 Beekman-street.
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Colonel Maitland mentions that if the copper cylinder of
a crusher gauge be used in a gun for a number of rounds
it is set up precisely in the way in which it would be by
the maximum pressure occurring during the firing. Thus
the crusher of a gauge put in for that single round would
register exactly the same result as the one that had been
exposed to the action of the firing of the whole series.
The same result would be produced by subjecting the
gauges to statical pressure—that is to say, the maximum
pressure would be registered, and repetition would have
no effect; Under a blow it would be otherwise; the
repetition of blows even lighter than one which had
already set up the cylinder would set it up further. So
far then the pressure in the bore resembles statical rather
than percussive action. It is possible, however, by the
employment of an unsuitable charge to develope violent
dynamic or wave action—at least this is the statement of
Colonel Maitland; and when this “wave” action, whatever it may be, is set up, the copper gauge piece which
has withstood the ten rounds will inaicate a higher pressure than that shown previously by any or all of the
previous ten rounds.
Colonel Maitland sought to trace the exact reason for
the abrupt, short fracture characteristic of a burst gun,
while test pieces taken from it show elongation and
fibrous fracture.
The cause generally assigned was
the suddenness of the fracture of the gun. Fracture
produced by falling weights, however, far from being
short, Colonel Maitland found, was accompanied - an
extension of 47 per cent., when 27 only would have been
produced in a testing machine. In consequence of this
he placed a cylindrical test piece, surrounded by powder or gun-cotton, in the axis of a tube. The cylinder
had enlarged plugs, so as to close both ends of the tube,
and the charge of powder or gun-cotton was fired through
a vent placed half-way along the tube. The plugs were
blown out of the ends in opposite directions, and the
cylinder was broken, but with an elongation varying on
different occasions from 47 to 62 per cent.; a result which
Colonel Maitland can only attribute to the distribution
due to the fact that the time is too short for the effect to be
localised at one weak place. Attributing shortness of fracture possibly to the tube form, Colonel Maitland found that
tubes of metal, when broken by plungers driven into
their bores when filled with water or by powder or guncotton charges, always broke off short, if at all; some
did not break at all, but became so deformed that the
pressure ceased to exist.
On the behaviour of a gun steel casting when cooling,
Colonel Maitland made an equally interesting though less
novel investigation. He took samples evenly distributed
in eighty-four different positions, and found that while
the proportion of carbonnear the sides, bottom, and top, did
not greatly vary from the average of the whole, the carbon
in thecentre partleft the bottom and roseintothe upper part.
The eighty-four test pieces formed twelve horizontal rows
of seven each. The great accumulation of the carbon was
in the second, third, and fourth test pieces in the second,
third, fourth, and fifth rows; while the carbon was
specially deficient in the second, third, and fourth test
pieces in the eighth, ninth, tenth, and eleventh rows;
the top, bottom, and sides apparently solidifying before
the carbon had the opportunity of moving, and the centre
part between the accumulated and deficient portions
being nearly in a neutral state. The manganese seems to
have accompanied the carbon in its distribution.
On the effects of working, Colonel Maitland found that
“thorough forging ” greatly increases the power of steel
to resist erosion. With this in view the breech halves of
bores have been lined with thin metal specially worked.
Interesting results are given of tests of oil-hardened and
unhardened test pieces in different stages of working, and
also of a plan of testing the metal of tubes by forcing it
open with taper mandrils driven in by a steam hammer,
also of the testing of the breech piece, and various tubes
and parts of built-up guns having their position and functions specially kept in view. The beneficial and evil effects
that may be produced by oil hardening and annealing
are discussed at some length, and it is evident that
Colonel Maitland is inclined to discontinue oil hardening
with large guns. He is in favour of rather more carbon
than Sir W. Armstrong, and has hopes of good effects
from manganese, tungsten, or chromium.
It is a matter which might be most usefully discussed
whether the softer steels would not make not only the
most trustworthy guns, but in the end the most economical
uns. They would cost a great deal less than the oilardened guns, and it has not yet been proved that very
tough mild steel would not withstand erosive action as
well as the harder steel; but whether this be the case
or not, we could probably afford to make six soft steel
guns for every four hardened high steel guns, and should
have a more trustworthy article. At least we might
expect so; and we say this because such anomalies exist
as to the modes of fracture of steel that it is impossible
to be certain. For instance, the steel which will extend
26 per cent. under gradually increased strain will extend
from over 47 per cent. under a strain which produces fracture in a fraction of a second. The same steel in a gun
will break off more like cast iron than anything else,
especially as regards any extension that it will show.
This very great extension under instantaneously applied
load is not what would have been expected, at least until
——
recently, for in testing iron specimens it
used to be considered essential to apply a load slowly if
the greatest ultimate strength and extension were to be
obtained. The great elongation which Colonel Maitland
obtained in the test pieces pulled asunder by means of
gunpowder was probably due in some measure to orthogonal ——
or there can be little doubt that a pressure of from 15 to 20 tons per square inch, acting ina
radial direction upon the test-piece, may have materially
assisted in the contraction which accompanied elongatior.
On the other hand, the steel in a built-up gun is in pieccs
whose sectional area is such that the contraction cannct
freely take ~_ and hence there can be but little extension, Clear y there is something in the nature of the forces
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that act in the rupture of steel or iron when built up
into a gun structure, of which very little is yet
understood.
THE COLONIAL CONFERENCE,
Amone the noteworthy incidents of this Jubilee year,
the conference on colonial questions announced to commence next week in London is likely to take a prominent
place. To engineers in this country, and the numerous
trades dependent on them, the progress of our colonies,
their capacity for extensions, and the development of
their natural resources, are matters of supreme importance, and the more so as foreign countries continue to put fiscal impediments in the way of international trade. At the present time therefore, when
the subject of Imperial federation occupies a good deal of
the public mind, and when action in this direction is
looked upon as a possible remedy for depressed trade, it
might be well to take advantage of the present gathering
of eminent colonists in London to bring forward any
questions concerning our relations with them which need
discussion. Among these questions is the position taken
up by our colonies in regard to purchases from the Mother
Country. This is partly a matter of legislation; there
are the natural promptings of self-interest on both sides;
and beside and between these two causes is that of colonial
public opinion, which in many cases is able to act with
considerable force, though unexpressed in legal enactments.
The self-government of the colonies is generally held
up as one of the valuable results of British rule; but be
that as it may, the dependencies still governed from
Downing-street are, although numerous, unimportant
when compared with the fully-fledged colonies. Leaving
India out of the question, Natal and Ceylon are the
biggest of what are known as Crown Colonies; while
Canada, Australasia, and more recently the Cape of Good
Hope, manage their own affairs with a ministry responsible only to their local Parliaments. There is truly a
governor in each colony, with a veto on certain questions;
but among those on which the representatives of the
people have the freest scope is the levying of duties on
imported merchandise. In this matter the Government
at home interferes only to insist on similarity of treatment
to all comers—-that is to say, it will not allow the colonial
Legislatures to “discriminate” by giving advantages to
any one country, Great Britain included, over another.
Within this limit, however, there is ample room for the
exercise of tariff vagaries, and we regret to find that there
is in some of the colonies a tendency towards a protection
of a mischievous kind. We have no desire to dispute the
right of the colonists to impose duties on imported rails
and locomotives. Some of the colonies, however, are not
coutent with these duties, but, obeying the mandate of
manhood suffrage exercised in favour of the local factories,
seem inclined to prohibit the importation altogether of
certain articles. Thus while merchants are free to import
and the public free to buy the English-made goods they
require by paying the prescribed duty, engineering
material used only by public bodies under parliamentary
control can be shut out altogether by a clause in the
specification stipulating that the material shall be made
in the colony. It is seldom that such conditions are
expressed in direct terms, but they are none the less
imposed. In Queensland, last December, several bridges
were purchased at prices 50 per cent. higher than those
at which contractors were willing to import English
structures, on the condition that the bridges were to
be made in the colony.
In New South Wales
locomotives and rolling stock were not long ago
ordered from local manitfacturers at prices far in
excess of those quoted by English firms, including the
duty; but when the working men found that springs,
tubes, axles, tires, and other important parts had to be
bought in England, and that the profit was reaped only
by their masters, they relaxed their zeal in this direction,
and we are glad to see that in the elections just taken
place there has been a strong reaction in favour of the old
policy of moderate tariffs. But there is still at Sydney
asin Melbourne a large class who in regard to public purchases yearn after restrictions which do not apply to
private business.
We drew attention recently to the conditions of contracts for railway material in Victoria
— conditions
imposed by the influence of merchants to the great disadvantage of the colony. In purchasing 50,000 tons of
steel rails, it was stipulated that the reception and testing
should take place in the colony instead of, as usual, at the
place of manufacture, thus preventing direct dealing with
makers in England. We would point out that if the produce of loans raised in Europe for public works in the
colonies is spent in paying abnormal prices for the
material of construction, it simply means that instead of
the money being, as stated in the borrowing prospectus,
all invested in remunerative public works, it is largely
applied as bonus wages to colonial working men, for which
temporary benefit the colony is burdened with interest in
perpetuity. In such evasions of the spirit of agreements
there are, we regret to say, examples nearer at home in
the action of France. In the commercial treaties with
our neighbour certain duties on —
goods were
agreed to as against the duties put on French wines and
silks. Under these agreements Manchester and Bradford
can send their goods to France, but English engineers are
deprived of their share of trade by the simple expedient
adopted by the French Government of stipulating that all
the material, not only for arsenals, but for railways, shall
be of French manufacture. We do not dispute the right
of France or any other country to act thus, but not in the
face of direct or implied treaty engagements.
Last week we reported the establishment by the
London Chamber of Commerce of an Engineering Section.
We commend to the notice of this “a the grievances
we have described, although probably the action or pressure of the united Chambers of the country would be
more appropriate and effectual. We fear that the federa
tion of the Empire as advocated by Fair-Traders here, by
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which English goods should be admitted to the colonies
on better terms than foreign goods in return fora preferential free reception here of colonial produce, is yet
far from realisation. Judging by the feeling in the
colonies, as expressed in their Legislatures, we doubt very
much if they would deem the terms we could offer
sufficiently worth their attention, The more the pity.
PROFESSORS AND TEXT BOOKS.
Nor long since a review of Mr, Anderson’s book on
heat appeared in the pages of our contemporary, Nature.
This review was signed with the initials of Professor
Tait, of Edinburgh. By far the largest portion of the
review consisted of a criticism of the terminology used
by engineers. To this criticism we took exception. Professor Tait—or shall we say “P. G. T.?”—replied in Nature,
and we transferred that reply to our columns last week.
It will be seen that the reply in question is very brief.
One of the passages to which
Professor Tait takes exception is, “ Dividing 3,942,400 foot-pounds per minute by
33,000 foot-pounds, we get 119°4-horse power.” “TI put
beside it,” says our critic, “the allied absurdity, ‘Dividing
£500 a year by £50, we get £10 a year.” It is almost
a waste of time to point out that there is no alliance
whatever, absurd or otherwise, between the two statements. In the case of the steam engine, we divide the whole
number of foot-pounds per minute by the number of footponte per minute which represent a horse-power. Proessor Tait has no objection to 3,942,400 foot-pounds being
divided. His objection appears to be wholly to the use of
foot-pounds as a divisor, “It is true,” he says, “that if I
were to divide 3,942,400 foot-pounds by the mere number
33,000, I should probably obtain 119°4-horse power.” To
be consistent, he should maintain that a number
can only
be divided by a number, and that therefore the use of the
words “ foot-pounds” as applied to the dividend in the
sum is an absurdity. We still maintain that the use of
the words in connection with the divisor is strictly accurate, and finds its analogy in a thousand-and-one relations
of ordinary life. Taking, for example, the distance from
New York to Liverpool as roughly 3000 knots, and finding
that a steamer makes 400 knots a day, in order to find
the duration of the voyage we divide the whole number of
knots by the number of knots per day, and get 7°5 as the
number of days. If we proceeded to divide 400 into
3000, we should have an indefinite expression which
would convey no meaning.
When we say that we
divide the total number of knots by the knots per day,
the whole becomes lucid and intelligible. It has remained
for Professor Tait to find such an expression misleading
and absurd. Yet in his own mind whenever he has occasion to use 33,000 as a divisor, he associates it mentally
with foot-pounds per minute, and he cannot help doing
this, because apart from foot-pounds per minute, the
figures, 33,000, have no meaning whatever in connection
with a steam engine.
Concerning the expression pounds or tons on the square
inch, Professor Tait has also hard things to say of engineers. Possibly he would be satisfied if the word
“weight” was always added, and engineers said that a
locomotive engine boiler carried a pressure of 175 Ib.
weight on the square inch. We are, of course, quite at a
loss to know what would be gained in accuracy or anything
else by adding the word weight. Perhaps Professor Tait
now and then goes into a shop to buy, let us say, tobacco.
Does he always ask the shopman for “ one pound weight,”
or for “a pound?’ When he is walking, does he ask,
should he lose his way, how many miles “long” it is to
Edinburgh? We trow not. In fact the whole contention of Professor Tait is so absurd that we should not
notice it at all were it not that even pedantry in excelsis
like this acquires a kind of importance when it is displayed
by a man possessing a high reputation.
We are pleased to find that an engineering professor
will not permit Professor Tait to have it all his own way,
Professor Greenhill has replied to Professor Tait in the
pases of Nature, and we reproduce his reply on page 253.
rofessor Greenhill, it will be seen, has had the courage
—and much courage was needed—to assail the teaching
of text-books on one point, the equation W=Mg. But
the text-books are open to be attacked on a hundred
wee and the sooner the attack takes place the better.
hey have all proceeded from the pens of a very few men
whose statements, however ambiguous or confusing, have
been received as infallible; and the wretched student has
had in only too many cases to blunder his way along a
road which is not only not properly lighted, but abounds in
itfalls. It is impossible within reasonable limits to
handle even the hundredth part of the contradictions and anomalies which beset us at every turn,
simply in most cases because the teacher does not
think for himself. Original thought is the one thin
most lacking in our universities and schools of technica
instruction. We do not say that it is wholly lacking;
far from it, but we do say that few men would dare,
while occupying a professor's chair, to point out the
curious contradictions contained in the text books which
he himself gives to his pupils. We want in the present
day a second Descartes, a man to whom personal authority
in matters scientific or mathematical was nothing; a man
who taught that “if you wish to know the truth you must
train your mind to form correct judgments.” In the nineteenth century one man writes a text-book, and five
others follow his example. They use the same cards
shuffled over and over again. How many of the authors
have asked themselves, is this or that statement true? If
it is true, is it clear? Is it such that the student for
whom the vook is written can make no mistake? Professor Greenhill has, it will be seen, called attention to
one point. But he has hardly put the case strongly enough.
How many students are there who realise the truth that
if a projectile or a fly-wheel were deprived of weight, that
is to say, if the action of gravity ceased while it was
in motion, the shot would be as powerful to pierce armour
and the fly-wheel to regulate an engine as ever? In how
many text-books of science is the difference between mass
and weight fully set forth? How often is the student
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taught that the weight of a body has no more to do with
its vis viva or its momentum than a two-foot rule has to
do with the length of a board? The rule supplies a convenient method of measuring the length of the board,
and ee gives us a convenient standard of mass. That
is all. Take, again, the incessant use of the word
“attraction” in text-books, Yet if one body can attract
another, then is Newton’s first law untrue, and every
professor of science in the kingdom knows this, or ought
to know it.
Again, how many text-books ever attempt to reconcile
for the unhappy student the third law of motion as taught
by Newton, and the laws of applied motion in general
as taught by the writers of the text-books? The third
Jaw is simply that every force is precisely, accurately, and
at all times balanced, by a force equal and opposite. This
we find taught on one page. That it is true there is no
doubt, so far as human experience goes, because we have
no means of measuring any force directly. We can only
measure the opposing force or reaction. We cannot
measure any unknown weight « save by opposing some
other force W, whose amount we do conventionally know.
We cannot tell the force exerted on a square inch of the
surface of a boiler by the steam within it; but we can
ascertain by means of a spring what is the reaction
balancing that force. In all cases it is the reactions, not
the actions, which are the known quantities. Seeing,
then, that the forces operating on any portion of matter
must always be in
equilibrium, the wretched student. is
placed on the horns of a dilemma. In one chapter of his
text-book he is taught Newton’s third law. Further on
in the book the pupil is taught all about accelerating
forces. If he asks how a force already accurately
balanced can produce motion, and why the reaction should
not produce motion as well as the action, what answer
does he obtain? He is told that force is a cause of motion,
and so on, It should be clear to the meanest intelligence
that if the one statement is strictly true, the other must
be strictly false. Either these two are apparent contradictions admitting of reconciliation, or they are not. If
they are, why is not the explanation given? If they are
real contradictions, ought not the teaching of the text
books to be modified ? eer can any student be supposed
to make head or tail of the curious jumble rot him
concerning forces reactions, potential energy, &c. ke? It
would be useless to continue our list.
Professor Tait, and many other professors as well,
will act wisely if they put their own houses in order
before they set about teaching engineers the proper
use of the English language. There is growing up
among us, we are happy to say, a new class of professors
of the applied sciences, if we may use the words,
who manifest a strong tendency to think for themselves. These are men who refuse to accept a statement
as true, or to shut their eyes to an anomaly or contradiction, simply because it has never been disputed before.
In these men we see the promise and potency of real
advance in science. It is to such men the world must
look for the wresting from nature of more and more of
her secrets. Such men follow the old apostolic rule,
“Prove all things; hold fast that which 1s good,” and
they will have their reward.
LITERATURE.
Recent Locomotives, Enlarged Edition, Including a Chapter on
Compound Locomotives. Published by the Railroad Gazette,
Broadway, New York. 1886.
In 1883 our esteemed contemporary the Lailroad Gazette
mublished in a large thin volume engravings of seventy
sonar
American and European. These were reprints, collected in a convenient form, of engravings
which had appeared during twelve years in the Mailroad
Gazette. The present volume, published late last year,
contains some 300 additional engravings and descriptions
of fifty more locomotives, ascompared with its predecessor.
Nothing at all like this work has been published in this
country. Our contemporary does for the United States
what Tue Exorseer does for England.
It publishes
everything
new in locomotive practice; and although that
practice in the United States is not as varied as it is here,
novelties of a more startling character are produced from
time to time—as, for example, Fontaine’s locomotive,
Plate 48, with an extra pair of driving wheels on the top
of the boiler. This engine, after a short career, was
rebuilt as an ordinary locomotive. In the United States
there are practically no single engines. There are always
two or more pairs of coupled driving wheels. An attempt
was made some years ago to introduce the single system
on the Bound Brook line. It appears not to have given
satisfaction, for it was soon broken up and sold as scrap.
This is not very remarkable, as the engine was a curious
nondescript machine, with an equalising beam between
the single pair of driving wheels and the trailing wheels.
An arrangement was provided by which more or less of
the load could be put on the driving wheels by shifting
the fulcrum of the equalising beam, on a plan yer by
Mr. W. H. Henzey. “Owing to the financial difficulties
of the company for which it was built,” the builders took
it back and sold it to Mr. Eames, who brought it over to
this country to work with his brake. It can, under the
circumstances, searcely be said that the single engine has
had a fair chance in the States.
The volume before us reflects great credit on Mr. D. H.
Neale, by whom it has been edited. The plates are very
ood, and well printed; and the text sup lies all the inomadion needed in explanation. It will of coursebe
understood that this is not a treatise on the locomotive.
It is something more useful, however, than a mere treatise
is likely to be. We may explain that its pages inBritish
clude descriptions and diagrams of numerous
locomotives collected from our own and other English
will
locomotives
in
journals. Those who are interested
find this a valuable book, both for reference and instruction
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Government subsidy which rose from £60,000 to £145,000
ver annum. No fuller justification of the soundness of
rdner’s views is needed, and we feel certain that Lord
Ravensworth was ignorant of the truth.
Lord Ravensworth contrasted the performance of the
Great Western, a ship of 1340 tons burthen and 440
nominal horse-power, steaming at an average of eight
miles an hour, with the Etruria, which with a consumption of twelve tons of coal per hour, made on the average
of nine recent trips eighteen knots an hour, He next
referred to the two new vessels, the Transpacific and the
Ormuz, as examples of modern shipbuilding of the
highest class, and stated that the latter had made the
run to Adelaide in thirty-one days. He hoped that the
Great Eastern, in which vessel he had always taken
much interest, had a new career of usefulness opened to
her, as she was to be put on the Australian trade. He
then dealt at some length with the causes of depression
in the shipping trade, partly due, he said, to over production and partly to the great size of mo lern steamers, and
saw with pleasure that there were indications that rash
speculation in this direction was at an end. He concluded
by drawing attention to the possibility that we might
yet have aluminium made as cheaply as steel, which it
could readily supplant for shipbuilding with benefits
impossible to exaggerate, and terminated a very interesting discourse with a recognition of the services rendered
by the gentlemen, lecturing under the auspices of the
onourable Company of Shipwrights.
Sir Nathaniel Barnaby then read a paper on “The
Merchant Service and the Royal Navy,” which will be
found in extenso in another
page. The discussion was
opened by Admiral Sir John
ay, who said that as far
back as 1868 attention had been devoted to the question
of utilising the merchant navy for defence. We could
not possibly have men-of-war enough to defend our
enormous commerce, Sailing ships would in the event of
war be quite useless, and would
kept in port. Slow
steamers must be employed to feed the country, and as
these could not be convoyed under modern conditions, the
only way to work them would be to make them follow
specified routes, and to keep these routes patrolled by
suitable armoured vessels.
If our coaling stations were
properly protected, and we took care that the enemy could
set no coals, his wings would be clipped, and we would
iave little to fear. A good intelligence department to
keep us apprised to the enemy’s movements, and adequate
defences of our coaling stations, were essential features in
national defence: As for ships, we wanted above all things
speed. We had not, he was sorry to say, a single vessel able
either to catch, run away from, or fight the Italian war
ship Italia or her fellows, which would go at 18 knots.
Yea.gran Fitzgerald endorsed much that Sir N. Barnaby
said, but not all, It was right to organise in good
time. He would like to know, seat what would be
the legal status of an Atlantic steamer if abroad when
war broke out. It seemed to him that she would have to
find her way home to be regularly commissioned, or else
she might be captured as a pirate if she attempted to
fight. As regarded the condition of seamen, that he
considered a politico-economical question. He certainly
did not like the idea of bringing the mercantile marine
and the Navy both under the one head. He held, with
Admiral Sir John Hay, that the protection of coaling
stations was of paramount importance. As for the Italia,
she was not an ironclad at all, but a tin kettle, in which
they could bore holes with a 6-pounder. He did not
see the necessity for making British ships fast, that they
might run away. Hitherto running away had not been
the national policy. Mr. W. H. White agreed to some
extent with Sir Nathanial Barnaby, but he also held
that the utilisation of ships for warlike purposes
must not be so managed as to interfere with their
commercial career.
For a long time Admiralty after
Admiralty had been trying to induce ships’ owners
to modify their vessels to fit them for fighting,
but until now they had never been offered a sixpence
of compensation. He hoped the present step would be
repeated, and he felt sure it would lead to good results.
Admiral De Horsey held that it was possible to go too
far, and by building up delusive hopes on the aid to be
rendered by the merchant marine neglect the Navy.
He thought it would be found that none of the ships
would be ready in time, for modern naval warfare would
be short, sharp, and decisive. He could not approve of
the notion of appointing a Secretary of State to rule over
both the Navy and the mercantile marine. Mr. Martell
pointed out that the last Government, having induced
shipowners to spend considerable sums on bulkheads, and
to meet Admiralty requirements, actually refused to
charter ships so fitted during the Egyptian war, although
they were lying cocaine and took instead ordinary
ships. This he regarded as mischievous breach of faith.
If they would only extend a little more power to Lloyd’s,
they would not need a special Marine Secretary of
State. Mr. Absolon spoke ou the question of bulkheads. He said that a modern cargo
boat could not be
made to pay unless loaded down to the lowest safe load
line, and thisleft so moderatea marginof buoyancy that the
bulkheads must be numerous, else one compartment would
hold water enough to sink her, and this multiplication oi
bulkheads made a most inconvenient ship. After one or
two remarks from other speakers, Sir. N. Barnaby replied,
explaining that he did not mean to hamper the mercantile
marine in any way ; that he would bring it into alliance
with the Navy, but certainly not make it subordinate to it.
After a vote of thanks had been passed, a short paper
by Mons. L. De Bussy was read, on

Tne twenty-eighth annual meeting of the Institution of
Naval Architects began in the hall of the Society of Arts,
‘ohn-street, Adelphi, on Wednesday, the President, the
Earl of Ravensworth, in the chair. There was a moderate
attendance. Weadd with pleasure that the number of
papers was much smaller than usual, the holding of a
summer session relieving the tension and dividing the
work of the Institution.
The report of the council was read. It will be seen
that it was eminently satisfactory :—“ cai
the year
which has just elapsed, 148 new members and associates
were elected, which is equivalent to an increase of members of about 25 percent, in a single year. The condition
of the finances reflects the general condition of the Institution’s prosperity. Theabnormal increase in the number
of members was due principally to special circumstances.
In June last the council received a letter from Sir David
Radcliffe, the mayor of Liverpool, inviting the Institution
to hold a sun.mer meeting in that city during the last
week in July. The invitation was accepted, and the
second summer meeting held by the Institution proved a
signal success. This summer meeting was the principal
cause of the large increase in the numbers of the Institution, no less than forty-five members and thirty-eight
associates having been elected on that occasion. The
council announces with much pleasure that it has received
an invitation from W. T. Doxford, the president of the
North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, and from the mayor and Corporation of Newcastle-on-Tyne, to hold a summer meeting this year at
Newcastle-on-Tyne and Sunderland. The invitation has
beenaccepted,
and the meetings of which particulars will in
due course be announced, will take place atthe endof July.”
After the transaction of routine business, the election
of members, &c., Lord Ravensworth delivered his address.
He began by saying that the Institution must place on
yecord their sense of the great loss which they had experienced by the death of their valued and esteemed
colleague, Mr. Denny, a man of the greatest energy,
ability, and zeal. He had always taken a prominent part
in their discussions, They valued his opinions, and his
loss would be felt over a very large circle, and especially
by the students, to whom he had set a brilliant example.
Proceeding to deal with other matters, he said that the
past year had been, from a shipping point of view, the
worst on record, The present year, if not more promising,
was, at least, different, in that it was not uneventful,
being indeed Jubilee year ; and he did not think he could
better employ the time at his disposal than by glancing at
the progress which had been made in steam navigation during
the last fifty years. Lord Ravensworth began by repeating the strange old fallacy that Dr. Lardner then regarded,
and justly so, as a great authority on the steam engine,
had pronounced the idea of establishing steam communication between England and America as impossible. It
is worth while to put the facts before our readers. Dr.
Lardner never said the thing could not be done; what
he said was, that in the then state of the steam engine it
could not be made to pay. At the meeting of the British
Association in Bristol in 1837 the question was specially
discussed. The Edinburgh Review, published after the
Bristol meeting, contains an article setting forth what
Dr. Lardner did say, in which we find the following
passage :—“* The conclusions to which he arrived were
wriefly that in the present state of the steam engine, as
applied to nautical purposes, he regarded a permanent
and profitable communication between Great Britain
and New York by steam vessels, making the voyage
in one trip, as in a high degree improbable. That
since the length of the voyage exceeds the present limits
of steam power, it would be desirable to resolve it into
the shortest practicable stages; and therefore that the most
elegible point of departure would be the most western
shores of the British Isles, and the first point of arrival
the most eastern available port on the Western Continent, and that under such circumstances the length of
the trip through it would be fully up to the present
limit of the application of steam power, would not exceed
it, and that we might reasonably look forward to such
a degree of improvement in the efliciency of marine
engines as would render such an enterprise permanent
and profitable.” “What,” says Dr.
Lardner in his
“Treatise on the Steam Engine,” “I did affirm and maintain in 1836-7 was that the long sea voyages by steam
which were contemplated could not be maintained with
that regularity and certainty which are indispensable to
commercial success by any revenue which could be
expected from traffic alone, and that without a Government subsidy of considerable amount, such lines of
steamers, although they might be started, could not be
permanently maintained.” Our readers will pardon a
ae which we feel to be due to the memory of a very
able man. Need we add that what Dr. Lardner said came
true to the letter? Lord Ravensworth, in the course of his
address, went on to speakof the pioneer voyagesof theGreat
Western and the Sirius, but he said nothing concerning
their subsequent history. Asa result of the voyages, eight
steamers were soon after put on the line between England
and New York. These were the Sirius, the Royal
William, the Great Liverpool, the United States, the
British Queen, the President, the Great Western, and the
Great Britain. The Sirius was almost immediately withdrawn. The Royal William shared the same fate after
two voyages; her remains now lie in Kingstown Harbour,
serving as a coal hulk. The Great Liverpool in a single
season cost her owners £6000, and she was removed to
the Mediterranean. The owners of the British Queen,
after losing £100,000, sold her to the Belgian Govern- Tuer Resutts or A SERIES OF PROGRESSIVE SPEED TRIALS
ment. The United States went to the
Mediterranean
CARRIED OUT AT CHERBOURG ON A ToRPEDO Boat.
under the name of the Oriental. The President was lost,
The
which is made use of in France to deterand the Great Western was laid up in winter, and, after mine theformula
speed corresponding to a given power is
involving her owners in tremendous losses, was sold.
There was no successful Atlantic steam navigation until
vam, /EBP,
Mr, Samuel Cunard, a Canadian, took the matter in hand,
and kept a line of mail steamers running, supported by a where v is the speed in knots, B* the area of the midship

section in square metres, m the coefficient of efficiency,
which had to be determined for the various speeds. The
experiments were all carried out on the same day, in identical circumstances of weather, sea, and draught of water.
Each of the results is the mean of three runs on the
measured distance. In order to eliminate the influence of
the variation of the current, the figures obtained on the
intermediate run were doubled. Thus were obtained the
results given in the following table, which are given
exactly as they were obtained, and without any correction :—
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An examination of this table reveals two interesting
peculiarities—(1) The value of m, which is very small at
low speeds, increases up to 11 knots; (2) this value attains
a minimum at 17 knots, and increases slightly for higher
speeds. The first peculiarity must no doubt be attributed
to the fact that the efficiency of the engine in mechanical
work on the shaft diminishes in proportion as the speed
of revolution is decreased. It cannot be doubted that if
the power actually transmitted to the screw, instead of
that indicated on the pistons, could be introduced into
the formula, the efficiency measured by the coefficient m
would be greatest at the low speeds. This first
peculiarity, then, appears to proceed from circumstances inherent
in the motor. The second, on the contrary, evidences a
diminution in the resistance of the hull when a certain
speed is exceeded, and is, in consequence, particularly
worthy of attention.
The discussion which followed was of no importance.
Mr. White said that experiments previously made went
to show that up to 10 knots the power varied as the
square of the speed; at 13 knots it varied as the 3:4
power; but from 16 to 19 it augmented further only as
the 1°5 power, the resistance being reduced as the speed
augmented, owing to the influence of the waves accompanying high-speed boats, as had been explained by Mr.
Froude.
After a vote of thanks, Mr. Biles read a paper on
“The Twin-screw Torpedo Boats Wiborg and Destructor,”
both of which have been fully described and illustrated
in our pages. It is therefore unnecessary to reproduce
the paper in full here.
The Wiborg was built at Clydebank for the Russian
Government. The conditions laid down were :—({1) Speed
to be 20 knots per hour upon two trials, each of three
hours’ duration. (2) The weights on board at these trials
to be a load of 15 tons, representing armament, torpedoes,
stores, men, and equipment, and an additional 14 tons of
coal, or 29 tons in all. (3) Between the two full-speed
trials a consumption trial of 12 hours’ duration to be
made, to show that, with the trial weight as above on
board, the vessel could steam 1200 knots at a speed of not
less than 10 knots per hour. (4) The armament to consist of two five-barrelled Hotchkiss 47 mm. revolving
cannon, with 500 rounds of ammunition to each gun.
(5) The torpedo tubes to be three in number, two
through the bow and one on de:zk, each 19ft. long. (6)
Metacentric height to be not less than 1°75ft. (7) The
pumping power to be sufficient to eject at least 520 tons
of water per hour, independently of the pumps for surface condensers. (8) The bunker capacity to be sufficient
to give vessel a radius of action of at least 2000 knots at
10 knots. The dimensions selected to fulfil these conditions were :—Length on water line, 142ft.; beam moulded,
17ft.; depth at middle of deck, 9ft. 6in. The total complement of the boat is twenty-two, four of whom are
officers, and are accommodated in the after part. The
clear deck area per man for the eighteen men is 9 square
feet, and the space per man is 120 cubic feet. The living
compartments are placed in communication with the
forced draught fans, so that as long as the stoke-hole
ventilators can be kept open, these compartments can be
well ventilated. The condition of lightness of hull and
machinery which must be fulfilled in order to obtain the
high speed desired, taken in conjunction with the conditions as to subdivision and habitability already mentioned, make the percentage of surplus buoyancy very
high, and consequently a vessel of this character is very
lively in her motions. This liveliness is not compatible
with comfort, and consequently tends to detract from the
habitability of the vessel. The results of the consumption trial showed that, with the 45 tons of coal which the
bunkers would hold, the vessel had a radius of action of
over 4000 knots. The results of her behaviour at sea, as
reported by her commander, showed that she could safely
go through heavy weather, but whether her crew could
remain in working condition long enough to traverse
4000 knots at 10 knots, which would be about seventeen
days, can only be determined by continued trials. On
her speed trials, details of which are given at the end of
this paper, she attained 19°96 knots with nearly 41 tons
weight on board, and she attained 20°6 knots with
nearly 34 tons weight.
These speeds are the mean of
the speed on the three hours’ runs as deduced from the
revolutions. At a later trial, with bunkers full and all
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stores and equipment on board, ready for sea, she attained
a mean speed of 18°55 knots. The total weight on this
trial was about 70 tons. Both these vessels were lighted
throughout with incandescent electric light, and had a
search light of 12,000 candles. The Destructor was built
for the Spanish Government, and is a vessel 192ft. long
on water line, 25ft. beam, and 12tt. moulded depth. Her
displacement fully equipped for sea, but with coal sufficient to steam 2050 knots, is nearly 400 tons. The conditions to be fulfilled in this vessel weresimilar in character
to the Wiborg. (1) The speed to be 22} knots per hour
upon two trials, each of which to be of three hours’
duration. (2) The load at the trial to be 43 tons of
stores, outfit, and equipment, 37 tons of coal, and 8 tons
of fresh water for boiler service; a load of 88 tons in all.
(3) Consumption trial of 12 hours, to show that 37 tons
will drive a vessel at least 1500 knots. (4) The armament to consist of one 9cm. gun, four 6-pounder rapid
firing, two 47 mm. revolver Hotchkiss, five torpedo tubes,
two in the bow, one in the stern, and one in each broadside, each 15ft. long. (5) Metacentric height not less
than 3ft. (6) Pumping power to be 2000 tons per hour.
(7) Bunker capacity to be sufficient for radius of action of
3500 knots. The vessel is divided into thirty-nine watertight compartments. The engines in this case are in
two separate engine rooms, and the boilers are in four
separate compartments.
Coal protection is afforded
round the machinery and the boilers by the bunkers;
but in addition, abreast of the engines, the bunker bulkheads are formed of steel plates jin. thick, which are
placed there to protect the machinery from machine-gun
fire. Forward of the boilers and magazines is placed a
curved bulkhead l}in. thick to give protection from
raking fire. The general arrangement of the vessel may
be seen from the plans. This vessel at her trials on the
Clyde attained a mean speed of 22°56 knots for three
consecutive hours. The mean I.H.P. developed was 3784
and the mean revolutions of the two engines 292°0. On
a subsequent three hours’ trial the mean speed was
22°68, the ILH.P. and revolutions corresponding being
3829 and 292°3. At the consumption trial the vessel
was run at a mean speed of 11°6 knots for eleven hours
on a total consumption of 57ewt. This was obtained
by using only two boilers, and the result corresponds to
a radius of action of 4929 knots at 11°6 knots. The
mean I.H.P. over the eleven hours was 297, so that the
consumpt corresponds to 1°95lb. per I-H.P.
per hour.
The consumpt of coal at the full-speed trials,
which were
made with a mean air pressure of 2}in., was 2°4]b. per
I.H.P. per hour. There is no doubt that a much lower
rate of consumption per I.H.P. per hour was obtained
between these two speeds, but no means were taken to
measure it. The consumption at full speed is not as high
as might have been anticipated, and it gives the vessel an
estimated steaming power of 540 miles at 20 knots. Asa
matter of fact she ran on January 24th and 25th from
Falmouth to Muros—just beyond Finisterre—in twentyfour hours, a distanceof 495 knots, which is at a mean speed
of 20°25 knots. The Wiborg has compound engines,
working at 1301b. boiler pressure. The Destructor has
triple expansion engines, working at 145lb. From an
estimate of the weight of steam used per I.H.P. per hour
in these two cases, taken from a considerable number of
diagrams, it appears that in the compound the consumption is 19°0 1b., and in the triple it is 15°33 lb., or a saving
of 19°3 per cent. in favour of the latter, neglecting any
advantage due to the small difference of pressure.
The discussion which ensued added nothing of value
to the paper. A general approval of the design was
expressed by Mr. Thorneycroft. Mr. White said that the
nearest thing in the British Navy to these boats is the
Rattlesnake, with a speed of 195 knots. Mr. Marshall
asked for information as to vibration, which he understood had been found excessive. Mr. Schwan was in
doubtas to the value of bulkheads of such very light
seantling. Mr. Biles in reply said that each bulkhead
had been tested by filling the compartment with water,
and that it was tight; whether it would remain so was
a question of the attention given to the ship, every
portion of which was galvanised.
Something had
been said as to the chance of the rudder fouling,
but as there were two screws, one on each side,
they would be fouled before the rudder. As to protection, Mr. Thorneycroft was quite right that none could be
provided which would keep out bullets fired square at
the plates, but sloping plates and coal were no doubt of
much value. Asto vibration, he might say that they had
expected more power than they got; but when the screws
of the Destructor made 310 revolutions, the intended
speed, the vibration was synchronous with the boat, and
became too violent; so they tried a great number of
screws, and at last settled down to 292 revolutions, at
which speed the engine action was not rythmical with the
boat, and the vibration was arrested and not excessive.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Biles concluded the proceedings for the day. In the evening the annual dinner of
the Institution took place at the Holborn Restaurant.
On Thursday morning the proceedings commenced with
the reading and discussion of a paper, by Mr. Dixon
Kemp, entitled, “ Fifty Years of Yacht Building.” The
discussion turned very much upon what the older school
would call a sensible boat, what another school would
stigmatise as a skimming dish, and what another calls an
‘*up-ended soap-box, loaded at one end with lead and
capped at the other with sails,” or a board on edge. All
are in disagreement, because they do not agree that the
yacht that is best for matches is not the best for cruising.
The second paper was by Mr. V. B. Lewes, on “The
Corrosion and Protecting of Iron and Steel Ships,” and
..of the contents of this paper it mjght be said that “ what
is true is not new, and what is new is not true.” The
third paper read was by Sir Nathaniel Barnaby, on
“Fuel Supply in Ships of War,” in which the effects of
the different policies of different Admiralty Boards were
explained as regards the restriction of coal bunker, and
therefore of steaming capacity. In the evening the meeting was resumed at seven o’clock. Of this day’s proceedings we shall give some notice next week.
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THE SHEFFIELD WATERWORKS CONTEST.
THE large tool which we illustrate, manufactured by the | THE contest aroused by the two Bills which we described in
Universal Radial Drill Company, of Cincinnati, O., is a recent our last issue, dealing with the Sheffield water supply, condesign which furnishes oneof the most powerful tools of the kind | cluded in a somewhat unexpected manner. The general outline
ever built. The first one was furnished for the Brooklyn navy- | of the present company’s Bill and the Corporation Bill we have
yard. In describing it, the Railroad Gazette says the tool| already indicated, but we may repeat that while the former
differs from the similar machines of smaller size built by the| sought to continue indefinitely certain existing high rates, and
same firm in having a quarter circle—fan-shaped—base and| to enable the company to construct new work for counteracting
outside pillar, the base being of unusual size to accommodate very the effect of the leaden pipes upon the water, the Bill of the
large work. The outside pillar is moved by a pinion engaging in | Corporation aimed at compulsorily purchasing the present
the circular rack on the periphery of the base, and can be bolted undertaking.
rigidly to the arm and base for extraordinary work, or entirely
The first measure having been laid before the Select Comremoved to admit work, otherwise too large, to get under the mittee, and evidence for and against having been tendered,
spindle. The arm has a bearing 32in. in length around the Mr. Littler, Q.C., presented the case for the Corporation.
column, and a deep strengthening web on top, in order to make He argued that, having regard to the events and circumstances,
it very rigid under working strains. The spindle frame is moved | in connection with the waterworks undertaking and_ its
along the arm by means of the crank at the left of the feed | management by the company, as well as the policy of vesting
worm-wheel, thus enabling the operative to stand immediately the water supply in the hands of the local authority, it was
at the spindle while bringing it to the desired point. The expedient that the Corporation's Bill should be passed. The
machine will drill or bore a number of holes parallel with each feeling was growing in the public mind from year to year that
other—vertically downward—anywhere within the range of the the local authorities were the proper persons to control water
arm, and as the spindle is geared with unusual power, has supply ; and the result had been that in every case, with the
a quick return and is counter-balanced, it is well adapted for exception of Newcastle and London, the waterworks of towns of
heavy boring.
| at least the size of Sheffield had passed into the hands of the
The column which carries the arm, driving gear, frame, &c., | local authority. There were many reasons why water should
is bored and fitted over a stationary stump, bolted fast to the be in the hands of a body which did not hold the water undersole plate. The stump has sufficient length of bearing to prevent taking as a matter of profit but as a matter of duty. One of
the column from swaying, and is provided with an adjustable these reasons was that water ought to be supplied abundantly,
pivot, bearing upon an elastic diaphragm in the column, which, and to the poorer inhabitants as cheaply as possible, because
when the bolts in the flange at the lower end of the column are the cheapness or dearness of water made a great difference in
slackened, takes the weight of the machine off the flange bearing the percentage of mortality. But the first duty of a company
and allows the column, with the arm, &c., to revolve easily was to make the largest possible dividend for its shareholders,
through the entire arc. For ordinary drilling the bolts in the and to let the consumers take their chance as long as it comflange need not be tightened, but when extraordinary rigidity is plied with its statutory obligations. Other reasons for confiding
required a partial turn of the wrench will bind the column fast the water supply to the Corporation were found in the necessity
to the sole-plate. The sleeve which carries the arm and gear for flushing the sewers, watering the streets, and carrying out
frame is fitted snugly to the column and may be raised and completely the water-closet system in the town. It was felt
lowered by power. It is provided with clamping bolts. The that this last object would be impossible of attainment
table has both horizontal and vertical faces, and is provided with unless the water supply was in the hands of the Corporation.
planed T slots.
He further contended that if there had never been compulsion
The counter-shaft consists of a frame with a horizontal shaft before in the case of waterworks this was a case where it should
begin.
But it was not exactly without precedents, and these he
and T and L pulleys, and a pair of cut mitre gears to connect
proceeded to cite and describe. The Corporation of Sheffield
with the vertical shaft at the centre of the top of the column.
were
prepared
to do anything right and just, and if there were
The spindle, feed screw, elevating screw, and all shafts are
special conditions which appeared fair to their lordships the
made of machinery steel, and the feed worm is made of hardened any
would at once accept them. The Corporation could
tool steel. All thrust bearings are provided with phosphor- Corporation
not tell if there were any such conditions desired by the combronze washers.
pany. The Corporation had never been able to get the company
The leading dimensions of the machine are :—
:
to come to any understanding. But here, where the Corporation and company were face to face before those who would
Column
a i
oft. 6in. by 15in,
Radius of arm.. —
Sit
hold the scales of justice evenly between them, the Corporation
1lft. 5in.
Height within.counter-shaft
declared
their readiness to do what was right and just in the
Height, including shaft
18ft.
matter. The learned counsel mentioned the attempts made in
Height of table from base .
25in.
1864, 1868, and 1876 to come to an agreement with the comSizeoftable .. ..
28in. by 28in.
Floor space for base ie
10ft. Gin. by 12ft. 3in, pany for a transfer of the undertaking. He then said the CorColumn to centre of spindle 1. ..
6ft.
poration were actuated by an overwhelming sense of public
Do. with outside column removed ..
6ft. 10in.
duty and public necessity. They believed that the rejection of
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their Bill would have a serious effect, not only upon the health thick. The cutters are speeded at some 6000ft. per minute on | transversely into two halves—its leng+h when carried is reduced
of Sheffield, but upon its commercial prosperity. They were sup- 1 their cutting edges; and for working undercut mouldings the | to half that of ordinary pontoons. (2) Though much wider it
| shuts into one-seventh part of its beam—i.e., a pontoon which
ported by the inhabitants, not only in their opposition to the side-cutter spindles are arranged to angle.
company’s Bill, but in their promotion of their own Bill.
is 7ft. wide when open is only 1ft. when shut. (3) For light
| bridges the halves may be used singly, and so double the length
Mr. Gott, C.E., Mr. Hawkesley, C.E., and Sir F. Bramwell were
of
bridge that might be formed of any number of whole
examined, besides a large number of municipal representatives,
THE BERTHON PONTOON BRIDGE.
ss
| pontoons. Our first engraving represents a carriage loaded with
and in the end the chairman, Lord Derby, announced that the
Committee have come to a decision that it is expedient that the | Sir Howarp Dovotas, in his celebrated and standard work on |one complete unit of a pontoon train, consisting of one duplex
works of the Sheffield Water Company and the control of the “ Military Bridges” expressed the opinion that if the Berthon | pontoon 26ft. by 7ft., six baulks, 20ft. long, twenty chesses—
water supply should be transferred to the Corporation. They |
have come to this conclusion on the grounds of public policy,
but they do not consider that there has been any proof of mis;
THE
BERTHON
PONTOON
BRIDGF,
management or failure of duty on the part of the Sheffield
Water Company, and they think therefore that the terms of
purchase should be not only fair, but liberal. They are therefore of opinion that in fixing the price at which the company’s
works should be taken over, the arbitrator should calculate the
value as though the additional 25 per cent. expiring in the year
1889 had been continued for five additional years. They are not
prepared to extend the time over which the sinking fund should |
extend beyond the period of sixty years. The result of this|
decision is that the preamble of the Sheffield Water Company's
Bill is not proved, and the preamble of the Corporation Bill is |
proved, subject to the conditions named.
THE AMERICAN

EXHIBITION, LIMITED.

WE have received the following letter, giving information
supplementary to that contained in the article which appeared |
in our number of the 18th ult.;:—
Sirn,—As to the resources of the American Exhibition, I beg |
to inform you that the Association, not seeking to secure any
credit, but paying cash in all of its transactions, has not created
a capital for a larger amount than it needed to carry on its
affairs, and therefore the allotments of shares have only been
made at such times and for such amounts as the Association
required, At this date, of the preferred shares of £75,000,
£60,000 have been allotted, and the cash realised from these |
shares has either been spent in work of preparation and building, or is available now. We shall, as required, allot the
remaining £15,000 of preferred shares. We have received, and
are receiving, from the sale of space and concessions other large
sums, which will amount before the Ist of May to at least
£20,000. You will see therefore that instead of £25,000, which
is the amount of capital you concluded from your analysis of
the records at Somerset House, the Association has had up to
date for its work, that the Association will have £95,000 to
prepare for the Exhibition.
ne
The deferred shares are to be used in paying the salaries of
the chief officers of the Exhibition—I am, Sir, your obedient
servant,
JNO. GILMER SPEED,
Secretary of the Exhibition.
FOUR-CUTTER WOOD-PLANING, THICKNESSING,
AND MOULDING MACHINE.
We illustrate above a somewhat new form of wood-planing
machine, by Messrs. M. Powis, Bale, and Co., engineers, Appoldstreet, London, E.C., who have designed it to take the place of
heavier and more expensive machines for certain classes of work.
With the object of securing strength and freedom from vibration in working, the main frame of the machine is cast in one
piece. The wood is planed or moulded on all four sides at one
operation, and is fed through the machine by means of five
rollers, all of which are giooved. The pressure of the feed rollers
and rate of feed is readily adjustable to the nature of the work
being done. The cutter-blocks are of steel and planed, so as to
form back irons to the knives. The knives are arranged spirally
on the blocks so as to give a shearing cut, which is an improvement, especially when wide or difficult wood is being worked.
The table is readily adjustable to varying thicknesses of wood,
and is fitted with an index plate. The bearings are of extra
length, and in the countershafts are made to pivot. The machine
illustrated is adapted to plane, mould, joint, tongue, groove,
rebate, and thickness any kind of wood up to 18in, wide by 4in.

SloSy)
PONTOON BRIDGE IN PLACE.
boats could be made light enough they would be admirably |planks—l0ft. by lft., twelve bearers, oars, cables, anchor, &c.
adapted to the purpose of pontoons for bridges. This condition |Total weight, including the carriage, 2 tons 4 cewt. Our second
is now fulfilled, for they are actually only about half the weight |engraving represents the carriage unloaded and standing on the
of those in gencral usé. The new collapsible pontoon possesses | light bridge. To make the above more clear, let it be underseveral very great advantages: (1) Being duplex—i.c., divided | stood that each carriage load comprises a pontoon and all kinds
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of superstructure for a heavy bridge 20ft. long and 10ft. wide,
or a light bridge 40ft. long, 5ft. din. wide, which admits of guns
and military wagons being drawn across by hand, the horses
following singly. By order of the Ministre de la Guerre in Paris
several officers of the French army went to Romsey a few weeks
ago to see these bridges thrown across the river Test and
crowded with men and wagons; and there is no doubt of their
adoption. The displacement of each 26ft. by 7ft. pontoon is ten
tons.
THE

MERCHANT

SERVICE AND THE ROYAL
NAVY.!
By Sir NATHANIEL Barnaby, K.C.B., Vice-President.
THE Shipwrights’ Company did me the honour to ask me to give
a lecture as one of the recent Mansion House series, and 1
posed to take this subject. I was prevented from making afinal
arrangement in the matter, and the lecture was never given.
Within the last few days the Council of this Institution has asked
me to read a paper here on the es I had chosen for that lecture. I do so with the advantage that since I pre
the paper
the First Lord of the Admiralty has laid before Parliament
posals which are a distinct advance in the course’ I had desired to
advocate. I had wished to support Lord George Hamilton and
Lord Charles Beresford in the policy they had indicated in recent
public statements—a policy which sought for some organisation in
the mercantile marine in order to increase the power of national
defence. The necessity for organisation arises from the following
factst—(1) A fast mail or passenger steamer may be as efficient a
factor in a naval war as an ordinary war cruiser which has cost a
quarter of a million sterling, and has a crew of 500 or 600 men.
There are certain services which she may perform much better
than the regular warship, by reason of her greater size and superior
travelling power. For engaging with a regular ship of war the
inferiority of existing merchant ships of the best and most powerful type is obvious; but on the other hand, their superiority when
properly armed to other merchant ships unarmed, or, say,
of less size or speed, must be admitted. (2) Excepting these
few fast mail and passenger steamers, merchant shipping is
incapable of offering any resistance whatever to an enemy
possessing speed and a small armament. High steam speeds
at sea have wrought this great change in the military character
of trading ships, viz., that all sailing ships—and we have 8000 of
them of 100 tons net and upwards—have become absolutely helpless; and of the nearly 6000 steamships of 100 tons gross and
upwards, more than nine-tenths would be incapable of offering any
resistance against a single ship of the superior class included within
the remaining tenth. This superior class has, by comparison,
acquired a value far higher than was ever possessed by a trading
ship in the days of sail power. In those days the fighting value of
the armed Indiaman was fully recognised. There is no reason
why, in a naval war, many a brilliant passage of history may not
be associated with ships which are not reckoned as part of the
‘‘Navy.” These ships will certainly force themselves into prominence, either in our hands or those of ourenemies. (3) Provision
is made by the State for a reserve of seamen who are drilled
periodically, and paid by it, and are liable to be called upon to
serve ina war. But there is no link of any kind to connect the
useful ships with the trained men. By organisation, these superior
ships under our own flag may be made a real State possession, and
they may be manned mainly by men trained in the Royal Navy,
seamen and marines. They may be made available for immediate
service on the outbreak of war at any part of the world where they
may happen to be by the action of the Commander-in-Chief on the
station. Without organisation, the ships may be found to be seriously defective in some points of detail in construction, which owners
would have gladly corrected had they been advised and encouraged
to do so. . Without organisation, ships from which such defects
have been removed may find themselves put on one side in State
employment in favour of others in which they flagrantly exist, and
even in favour of ships belonging to a foreign Government. Without organisation, ships of the highest speed, and carefully built,
may be found at time of need, when the Commander-in-Chief on a
foreign station imperatively needs their services, to have not a
single trained officer or seaman on board. Thousands of Royal
Reserve men may be found in ships having no defensive power
whatever, and none in the few ships which have so high a value.
These are, unfortunately, the actual facts. Not only the Postoffice, but the Admiralty itself, employs ships which the Admiralty
officers have declared to be seriously defective in structural
security. And as to the men, it will be found that the most
splendid ships now under the English flag have not a single Royal
Naval Reserve man in their crews. How does this come about !
By the following arrangement :—There are some 250 ships designed
and built for fighting. Including the Royal Naval Reserve, there
are some 80,000 officers and men for service atioat in these ships.
This personnel and matériel, known as the British “‘ Navy,” isplaced
under the control of a Cabinet Minister and a powerful Naval
Beard, to whom the defence of our maritime
ions is
entrusted. There are under the same flag, but built for commerce,
near 14,000 ships of 100 tons and upwards, with crews of some
300,000 men. This is known as the merchant service. It is under
the control of ‘‘The Lords of the Committee of Privy Council
appointed for the consideration of matters relatingto trade and
foreign plantations.” They are described in all Acts of Parliament, deeds, contracts, and other instruments by the official title
of ‘The Board of Trade,” without expressing their names. The
Lord Chancellor and the Speaker of the House of Commons are
both members of this Board, so also are the principal Secretaries of
State, but no one connected with the Royal Navy is included.
Even the First Lord of the Admiralty is shut out from the long
list of members.
Of the thirteen millions of money taken for the Navy, the only
appropriation touching the efficiency of the mercantile marine in
its military aspect is the retaining fee, and the expense of periodical
drill for 15,000 men. The high State officers named above as constituting the Board of Trade inspect all passenger ships and give
certificates that the hull of the ship is sufficient for the service
intended, is in good condition; and that the partitions, Kc., are
in the condition required by Act of Parliament. Acting on this
certificate, passages are made, and the Admiralty itself employs
for the transport of troops ships having this security and no other.
But what is the real worth of the certiticate? It is in evidence
that since 1862 the Board of Trade surveyors have had no power to
require given water-tight partitions to be fitted in the holds of
passenger steamships, although the Board has had no doubt as to
the necessity for proper and sufficient water-tight partitions, and
has had no doubt that the proper authorities would insist on their
being fitted in all steamships employed in the conveyance of
mails,
Whatever may have been the expectation of the Board of Trade
in leaving builders and designers unfettered in this respect, it is
quite certain that her we he mails are now carried in, ships
having no such sufficient bulkhead division; and that the Postmaster-General does not trouble himself to ask whether they have
or not. The ship that has such division has no advantage whatever
in the postal service over one that has not. We are, then, in this
position :—The Admiralty and the Board of Trade are agreed that
certain structural provisions should be insisted on in mail and passenger ships, and yet the latter issue certificates of fitness to ships
having no such provision, and the Post-office and the Admiralty
eu:ploy the ships.
Sir Thomas Farrer may be quite right in contending that the
Board of Trade should not tic down builders and designers by
general statutory regulations, but should leave them free to pro1 Read at the twenty-cighth session of the Institutionof Naval Arch’
tects, March 20th, 1887.
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vide the necessary strength and security in their ships. But this | (2)the payment of 20s. per ton—gross register tonnage—per month
license is inconsistent with the practice of giving certificates of or each particular ship when and so long as it is employed by the
fitness without proper general examination, and notwithstanding Government ; (3) the ship to be taken at the entire risk and expense
that the builders have violated the specia! condition which is of the Government when exclusively employed by the State ; the
agreed on all hands to be essential to reasonable security. There value of the ship to be determined by the current building rate of
are hundreds of British steam passenger ships of large size, classed the time she is accepted for the auxiliary fleet, and a rebate of 6 per
at Lloyd's, and running with Board of Trade certificates, of which cent. per annum to be made for depreciation of value; (4) each
it may be confidently said that they would inevitably sink if a hole ship is at first to be placed on the list for a period of three or tive
a square foot in area were made in the bottom plating only a few years, subject afterwards to twelve months’ notice ;(5) when a ship
feet below water. How easily such a hole may be made in an iron is taken over for employment by the Government, it shall be for a
or steel plate of bottom we all know. If the Board of Trade gave period of not less than six months; (6) an agreed number of the
no such certificates the evil might be expected to right itself. The crew shall at all times consist of Naval Reserve men ; (7) if a ship
Government might then inquire into causes of loss without being is carrying H.M. mails when it is proposed to annex her to the
hampered by the certiticates of their own officers. I feel confident auxiliary fleet, the approval of the Postmaster-General is to be
that wreck inquiries would then throw light on causes of loss cbtainel.
This seed, for which we had to thank Mr. Ismay, was planted at
which are now accepted as inevitable, but would soon be seen to be
capable of remedy. The voluntary associations for classifying the Admiralty nine years ago. It was recommended that £50,000
ships would thus have their hands eres and would be able should be taken in Navy estimates for securing thirty selected
to insist on proper subdivision as a condition of register on their ships for the year. It was pointed out that in course of time we
books. Surveys, assignment of load-line and freeboard, certiti- might hope to get in such ships twin-screws; a double bottom in
cates, and classification for the guidance of merchants, under- the centre part of the ship; better subdivision into compartments;
writers, and poet)
should be left to the admirable voluntary and more breadth amidships, so as to get deeper coal bunkers
associations formed by joint committees of underwriters, shipowners, abreast of the machinery for its better protection. Under the cold
and merchants. The rules of Lloyd’s Register for freeboard have shade of the Admiralty the seed has taken nine years to make any
been virtually adopted by the recent excellent Load Line Com- appearance, although it received constant attention. If it has
mittee, and the Committee of Lloyd’s Register might well be taken nine years to put forth the feeble shoot over which we are
entrusted with the assignment of a load line, just as they now rejoicing, when may we expect to see a robust and well-developed
assign the spacing of the frames, and thickness of the plating in system! It has needed the forcing provided by the events attendthe hull. Ships not classed as to load line would be in the same ing the anticipated war with Russia, and the recent action of the
‘ost-office as to German ships, to get so much as Lord George
position as those not classed for structure.
8
1, little as it is,
The committee of Lloyd's Register now class one-third of all the Hamilt
I am afraid that no Board of Admiralty can deal with this ques.
classed shipping in the world. To it and to similar institutions
the Government might will entrust the care of shipbuilding, keep- tion fully and fairly. It is impossible that such a body can be
ing its own hands free while watching the course taken by them, trusted to find money out of naval votes for what is not regarded
and instituting searching inquiries into the causes of losses which as the Royal Navy. What I think is wanted is a Secretary of State
might appear to have been avoidable. But while the system of for the Navy, who would unite the interests of the ‘* Merchant Shipsurvey and certificate by a Government department may thus be ping” and the ‘‘ Royal Navy,” and form a truly naticnal marine,
seen to be inconsistent with proper inquiry into the causes of loss,
the advantage of modern legislation in improving the efficiency
and comfort of officers and crews cannot be questioned. The
LAUNCHES AND TRIAL TRIPS.
efficiency and well-being of a body of men six or seven times as
On Wednesday, March 23rd, Messrs. Lobnitz and Co., Renfrew,
numerous as the seamen and marines in the Royal Navy is a very launched
first of a series of hopper barges which they are
serious matter. Experience has shown that commercial interests building the
the Suez Canal Company, to be employed on
cannot be made to cover this ground satisfactorily. Notwith- the works forof the
Canal. These hopper barges are built of iron,
standing the benefit conferred by the Mercantile Marine Act of and are 135ft. long,
by 25ft. beam, by l14ft. deep. They
1850, the Merchant Shipping Act of 1854, and subsequent Acts, are propelled by two pairs
engines, working the
very much remains to be done before the lot of the sailor in his twin propellers independently,of compound
collectively fully
housings and surroundings on shipboard can be made to compare 300-herse power, Atter the launchand theindicating
hopper
barge was moored
at all favourably with life on shore,
in
the
builder's
wet
dock,
where
she
will
receive
her machinery,
Those who have acquainted themselves with forecastle life know
by the same firm, and be rigged and titted out for her
how seriously the health of the men suffers from leaks in decks constructed
voyage
to
Port
Said.
Messrs,
Lobnitz
and
Co.
are
building for the
overhead, and condensation upon the bare iron plating, left bare to same cempany a very large and powerful dredger,
specially
avoid the worse plague of vermin which soft wood lining fosters. designed
for
the
removal
of
the
hardest
strata
to
with in
Our maritime interests are much more dependent on this efficiency the Canal. They have also under construction bea dealt
large
crane
and well-being than on that of either our Army or our Royal Navy. pentocn, designed fer discharging machinery and heavy gvuods
Is it well to entrust it to such control as it now has?
trom
large
transatlantic
steamers,
and
conveying
these
to
the
Ought there not to be a Secretary of State for the Navy, baving
in the harbeur of Colon.
the care of this vast interest, with the assistance of competent men, wharf
On
the
23rd
inst.,
Messrs.
Joseph
L.
Thompson
and
Sons,
such as may be found all over the empire! Might not the “ Royal Sunderland, launched the steel single-screw passenger steamerof
Navy” be regarded not as the Navy, but as a highly specialised Lancashire Witch, which has been designed C Mr. Joseph R.
department of the British Navy, presided over, as at present, by a Oldham,
of Water-street, Liverpool, for the Liverpool and Isle of
Board of Admiralty, but subject also to the Secretary of State for Man passenger
trade. The vessel is 235ft. long, 30}ft. broad, and
the Navy?
204ft.
deep
deck, and is very fine, the co-efficient of
These steamships, built by private enterprise, are an extension displacement to toshelter
load line being “48. The engines, by Mr. John
of the Queen’s dominions. Each of them is a new British territory, Dickinson, of Sunderland,
tri-compound, 23in., 37in., Glin. by
often very rich and populous. Nor does there appear to be any 36in. stroke, and there are are
two extra ios double-ended boilers,
reason to limit their increase in size. It is conceivable that steel with twelve Fox furnaces, and
6000ft. of heating surface. The
ships will be built richer and more populous than many a famous engines must make 130 revolutions
drive the vessel nineteen
English town—ships not only carrying for traders, but trading on miles an hour, the stipulated speed. to The
is being very
their own account; and providing for permanent residence as well handsomely fitted up, and is expected to be onvessel
her station by the
as for transport. Such ships must be armed and garrisoned, and first week in May next.
must unite the mercantile and military elements within themselves.
The twin screw launch named the Anna, for service on the West
We have not reached this stage yet, but we have reached the
of Africa, was launched from Messrs. Cochran and Co.'s
position that certain ships built by private enterprise have great Coast
Bidston
Wharf Yard on Saturday, the 26th inst.
national value. Their transfer to a hostile flag would be a grave
A
large
of the new tonnage building has adopted Mr.
national misfortune. It is unendurable that this value should not Wasteneys proportion
patent anchor, combined with the method of
be recognised by the State authorities. No care is taken to foster stowing themSmith's
up
the
pipes. This system dispenses with all
its valuable national features, or to preserve its national character. ‘*catting and fishing” hawse
gear, and six new steamers of large dimenWar-ships are built and maintained at the expense of the State sions are about to be fitted
in this manner.
which would be of less value in a war, but nothing is done to
Messrs. Edward Finch and Co, launched on Saturday into the
economise the national resources, which are in private hands, by Wye,
at Chepstow, an iron rcrew tug steamer, built to the order of
maritime organisation.
the
of Carlingford Lough, Greenore, Ireland, named
The steps that have already been taken by the Admiralty are the Commissioners
Mourne.
The dimensions of the vessel are as follows:
said to have had excellent results in improving the character of the Length, 85ft.; breadth,
19ft.; depth, Sft. 6in., and she will be
passenger ships built within the last ten years. The time has now
with compound surface-condensing cnyines of 250 indicated
arrived, it is to be hoped, for organisation. To Mr. Ward Hunt, fitted
horse-power,
and
with
a
special
crab winch driven by a set of three
Mr. W. H. Smith, and Lord Northbrook is due all that has been
engines for careening buoys, sctting moorings, Kc., in the
hitherto effected. Lord George Hamilton has an opportunity cylinder
which he appears to be disposed to use. He deserves the best harbour.
The steel steamer Cabs Perias, built for the Spanish line of
wishes of all who know the conditions under which the next great Messrs,
and Co., of Seville, was launched from the shipnaval war must be fought, and who realise the impossibility of building Ybarra
yard of Messrs. Joseph L. Thompson and Sons, North
protecting our slow shipping by regular ships of war. To provide Sands, Sunderland, on Monday afternoon, the 28th ult. The vessel
an efficient armament for the fast merchant shipping, and to is of the following dimensions, viz.:—-Length over all, 260ft.;
organise it, is the immediate pressing need of the British Navy, breadth, 36ft.; depth of hold, 23ft. 6in., built on the longitudinal
and of the Empire. The organisation must include the gag
t double-bottom system, under special survey for the highest classiof seamen and marines already trained in the Royal Navy; the fication. The steel used in the construction is of the Siemensseamen for the ship work, and the marines for the domestic work Martin process, and manufactured by the Consett Steel Company,
on shipboard. The full pay and pension provision for such men as Blackhill. The main saloon will be panelled with floral designs,
may be thus engaged might be found by theState. By this means
floor being laid with tesselated tiles. Accommodation for
the number of warrant, petty, and non-commissioned officers and the
twenty first-class passengers, with ladies’ cabins, lavatories, and
men might be greatly increased, without a corresponding increase bath-rooms, are most complete and elegantly furnished. The
in war shipping. To effect this it is desirable that the close and engines, which are of the triple-expansion type, are being built by
vital relations between the ships and the men of the two great Messrs. Blair and Co., Stockton, and are of 700-horse power. The
divisions of our floating Empire should be recognised, and that deck
machinery consists of five double horizontal steam winches,
their present administrative separation should cease.
crane to facilitate the loading and discharging of the vessel,
It has been admitted that the best of the merchant ships are jib
also steam steering gear, and direct steam windlass with Wasteneys
exceedingly defective in their provision against vital injury from
patent stockless anchors, The masts are of iron, and of
shot, and in collision. The best that it has been possible to Smith's
the pole description. The whole of the vessels launched by Messrs.
accomplish, under existing conditions, still leaves these ships with Thompson
this year are of steel, besides over 10,000 tons of shiponly one propeller, and with an exposed steering arrangement ping now in progress, three of these being built on the web frame
from rudder head to steering wheel.
th these defects are avoid- and longitudinal plate intercostal system, thereby dispensing with
able without loss of commercial efficiency, but owners cannot be the hold or orlop deck beams.
expected to run risks as to commercial efficiency, and to accept
On the 26th ult., Messrs, Oswald Mordaunt and Co., Southpossible increase in engine-room expenditure, at their own sole ampton, launched a steel screw steamer, the Bonita, of about 1650
expense. So also in the matter of subdivision into compartments, tons gross register; length, extreme, 270ft.; breadth, extreme,
the best that has been done in ships like the Oregon falls far short
3in.; depth, extreme, 21ft. The vessel has been built for the
of what might be done without loss of efficiency, but with 34ft.
Linéa de Vapour, Serra Bilbao, She has a long bridge extending
some increase in cost of building and maintenance. Owners are over engine and boiler space, with saloon in front of it, captain,
known to be ready to build ships with two screws, with protected officers, and engineers’ accommodation being under same, crew and
steering gear, and with far better subdivision, if the Government firemen under topgallant forecastle. The engines and boilers are
would admit that these are matters of national interest, and would by the same firm, triple expansion, with cylinders 2]}in., 35in.,
treat them and their ships in that spirit.
and 55in. diameter, by 39in. stroke. Double-ended steel boiler,
In a paper explanatory of naval estimates, recently issued by the constructed for working pressure of 150 1b, per square inch,
First Lord of the Admiralty, there is a section upon the utilisation
of auxiliary resources, It is there stated that the White Star
Company had expressed their willingness to build two vessels, to
NAVAL ENGINEER AprorIntTMENTS.—The following appointments
be approved by the Admiralty, of a speed and strength superior
to any merchant ship afloat, with engines and _boilers below water, have been made at the Admiralty :—William J. Pettit, chief engiwith fittings for guns built in during construction, and, when neer, to the Excellent, additional, to date April 9th, and Henry J.
:
manned, with half crews of Naval Reserve men. By the payment Lock, chief engineer, to the Mutine, to date April 7th.
Fiyspury TecHNicaL CoLiece.—A meeting of the Old Students
of an annual subsidy the use of these ships will be obtained, under
an agreement for five years, at a price fixed beforehand, both as Association was held on March 23rd, at the College, when Mr.
regards hire and sale. This arrangement with Mr. Ismay, and a Bertram Chatterton read an exhaustive paper on ‘‘ Hydraulic
similar one made with the Cunard Company for three of their Motors.” The discussion that followed was supported by Messrs.
ships, are the tinal outcome of a aoeeeut made by Mr. Ismay in Humphreys, Webb, Pettigrew, A. Chatterton, and others. The
1878. At that date he offered the following terms:—He was chief interest appeared to centre in the advantages the lecturer
willing to make an agreement with the Admiralty for the transfer had claimed for hydraulic motors over electrical motors, and it was
of certain ships for the purposes of the State in time of war as agreed on all sides that while for extremely heavy work water
follows: (1) The payment of 10s. per ton—gross register tonnage power was unrivalled, it was quite out of the ficld for lighter work
—pér annum as a retainer, when not employed by the Admiralty ; requiring, say, only one or two horse-pbwer.
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GENERAL TRADES
THE IRON, COAL, AND
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent.)
e close of March, the iron trade of South Staffordshire is
of
pob "Specifications are being held back because of the close to
the quarter, and new orders are small. The accounts brought
‘Change in Birmingham this afternoon, and in Wolverham ton
yesterday, indicated a temporary slacknessofbuying all round.
The quarterly meetings are fixed for April 13th and 14th, Prices
are not likely to show much change. The tendency of the market
in most branches will, it is clear, be in favour of consumers, The
trade concerns itself at the moment more upon the extent of
demand which merchants are likely to exhibit than upon the
pies
¥
precise prices which may rule.
The current quotations of the best iron houses are indicated by
the list of Messrs. William Barrows and Sons, as here :—Bars,
round, square, and flat, £7; best bars, suitable for chainmaking
and other purposes, £8 10s.; double best, suitable for superior
chains, bars, and the like, £9 10s.; plating hars, £7 10s.; best
angle, tee, and rivet iron, £9 ; and double best, £10. Boiler plates
the firm quote £8 10s., £9 10s., £10 10s., and £14 10s., according
to quality ; and sheets, £8 10s. for 20 gauge, £10 for 24 gauge,
and £11 10s. for 27 gauge. Hoops are quoted £7 10s.; best, £9;
:
4
and wide strips, £8 10s.
The list of John Bagnall and Sons is now :—Bars, lin. to 6in., £7;
6lin. to 9in., flat bars, and 44in., £8 10s.; 48in. to 4fin., £9; 4fin.
and 5in., £9 10s. As to rounds, only the large sizes are:—5jin.
and 5jin., £10; Sgin. to Shin, £10 10s; 5Zin. to Sjzin., £11; 54in.
and 6in., £11 10s.; 6Jin. to 64in., £12 10s. Hoops and angles are
quoted at £7 10s., and rivet iron at £8 10s, to £910s., according to
quality. Sheet quotations are: —20 gauge, £8 10s,;24 gauge, £10;
and 27 gauge, £11 10s.; but these quotations are hardly more than
nominal, Boiler plates are £8 10s., £9 10s., £10 10s., and £11 10s.,
according to quality.
Prices of ordinary qualities of finished iron may be gathered from
the rates of the Pelsall Coal and Iron Company, which are as
follows: P.C. bars, £5 5s.; P.C. hoops, £5 10s,; Crown bars, £6 ;
Crown hoops, £6 5s.; Crown sheets, £6 10s.; Charcoal sheets, £13 ;
hinge strip, £6; gas strip, £5 5s,; nail strip, 24in. wide to 13
gauge, £5 5s.
"
The sheet makers announce that they are only receiving specifications of urgent importance. This applies particularly to merchants
but it is hoped that when April is fairly turned the shipving trade
will show improvement.
.
The negotiations which have been proceeding for the purchase
of the Manor Ironworks, Bilston, of Messrs, Stephen Thompson and
Co., under the will of the deceased proprietor, have now, it is understood, been pretty much carried through on behalf of a new company. The new concern has at its head a large London merchant
firm, and the capital is set down at £40,000. Best thin sheets and
tin-plates will continue to be manufactured.
Some of the galvanisers keep pretty briskly engaged upon export
orders. Prices are easy, varying from 24 w.g., packed in bundles,
delivered Liverpool, from £10 2s. 6d. to £10 7s. 6d., and even
£10 10s. per ton. Plates are without revival, at £6 10s. for tank
sorts, and £7 10s, to £8 10s, for boiler qualities,
The demand for pig iron rules tame, but some expectation is
entertained that there may be a little brightening up between now
and the date of the quarterly meetings. Prices are without much
change, any tendency to alteration favouring buyers. Hematites
from the West Coast were an average of 57s. 6d. delivered ; Lincolnshires, 41s. to 42s.; Derbyshires, 39s. to 40s.; and Northamptons, 38s. to 39s. For some superior Derbyshire brands nothing
less than 42s. 6d, will be accepted, Deliveries from native furnaces
are scarcely so brisk, but production is proceeding steadily. Prices
are 52s. 6d. for all mines, and 30s, to 32s, 6d. easy for common,
Reports from Canada and Australia indicate that there is an improving demand for Staffordshire manufactured iron, and with the
approach of summer an increased trade is looked upon as likely to
ensue.
The Iron Trade Wages Board has been called together for next
Monday in Wolverhampton, when the men are expected to ask for
an advance in wages.
ey have not yet, however, come to any
definite decision as to the amount they should claim, and looking
at the condition of trade, it is regarded as pretty certain that the
arbitrator will give no advances,
Nor is much more success likely to attend the movement among
the colliers for an advance, In the present state of trade, the
chances of the colliers are yd problematical.
The present condition of the iron trade is commented upon in
the annual report of the Wolverhampton Chamber of Commerce,
presented on Wednesday, where it is remarked that ‘since
August a general and steady improvement has taken place, and an
advance of from 5s. to 10s. per ton on pig iron has been freely paid.
Makers of finished iron, with the exception of sheets, have not
benetitted to anything like a proportionate extent, but as they are
generally covered by pigs, bought at the lowest rate, with a better
demand and slightly higher prices, their position is decidedly improved,” It is observed by the Chamber that large orders are
coming from the United States into this country, and that if no
financial difficulty should intervene to prevent the realisation of the
large Indian and United States railway projects, ‘‘it may fairly be
anticipated that we shall have a share of the orders, and that a
good trade will be done, at better prices than have been obtained
for some time.”
The question of foreign competition in the hardware trades is
also dealt with by the Chamber, who record such competition
to be severe from Germany, the United States, and Belgium, and
toa slight extent from France also. The Chamber lays special
emphasis upon the necessity for wider technical education,
A little more activity marks the demand in the Birmingham
railway carriage and wagon building trade, but competition is
so severe that profits are exceedingly fine. The Indian and South
American lines are at present the best customers, and the new
railways and extensions which are in contemplation in the
Colonies and abroad hold out hopes of increased work later on.
The Midland Railway Carriage and Wagon Company has
secured an order valued at about £30,000 for 325 wagons for one
of the Indian lines. The wagons are made almost wholly of steel
and iron, the proportion of wood employed being very trifling.
This contract will keep the company’s Shrewsbury works fully
going for some time, and the company speaks of prospects in other
directions as favourable.
Messrs. Brown, Marshall, and (o., Britannia Works, Birmingham, have received a contract from the Indian Midland Railway
for about 300 wagons also built almost entirely of iron and steel.
The company has also about 40 saloon carriages in hand for South
America, and it considers that the prospects of business are
rather better. The Birmingham Railway Carriage and Wagon
Company is almost entirely engaged upon work for South
America. The Metropolitan Railway Carriage and Wagon Company, Saltley Works, Birmingham, has received a few more
inquiries of late, chiefly on export account, but the prevalent
competition robs the business of much satisfaction.
The Indian Midland Railway Company are inviting tenders for
the supply of rolling stock oe bridgework, including carriages and
steel and ironwork for bridges of 100ft. span.
The heavy ironfounders and constructive ironwork manufacturers
are rather busier and railway accessories are in request by some of
the London export merchants.
Tho favourable Australian mail alluded to last week has benetitted
various manufacturing concerns engaged in the mctalliferous trades
of the district to a cousiderable extent, and the next few mails will
se ~ with much interest to see that the present promises are
upheld,
a5
,
The Birmingham Chamber of Commerce, in their report presented on Wednesday, comment with satisfaction upon the recent
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action of the Foreign-office in forwarding to Miersiagione and
Sheffield specimens of edge tools now in use in China.
e Council
rd this new departure of the Foreign-oftice in the interests of
British trade as an earnest of further efforts in the same direction,
‘which is greatly to be desired.”
The attractive iluminations at Birmingham on Wednesday night
which followed the visit of the Queen to that town included a
werful display of electric light at the silver plating works of
essrs, Elkington and Co, The lamp was one lent by the Giilcher
Company, having a candle power of 7000, and was maintained by
a current from a Siemens direct-action generator, driven by one of
Tangye’s 14-horse power horizontal engines,
The Cradley Heath chainmakers have entered on the thirtyfourth week of their strike with a determination not to cease playing until all their d
ds are
ded. Some of the operatives
are, it is declared, working at reduced rates, and unless an arrangement is speedily made they will all be called out again.
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Manchester.—Tho depression which has recently characterised
the iron trade of this district increases, and the hopeful prospects
of two months ago have quite disappeared.
The continued
rsistent downward tendency of prices reported, with occasional
uctuations, from the ruling iron centres of Glasgow and Middlesbrough, would almost seem to warrant the belief that the market
is gradually getting back to its old low level, and there is a conjuent want of confid
in the future which operates as a check
upon the small weight of business which might otherwise be
possible. Buyers hold back as long as possible, in the expectation
that prices may be still lower; and although there is the possibility
that the renewal of contracts for next quarter, which sooner or
later will have to be given out, may give some stimulus to trade,
the position of users of iron is almost, if not quite, as discouraging
as that of the producers. Finished iron makers are but very
rly off for work, and are losing even the little advance they put
upon their prices, whilst engineers and machinists, although there
has been a considerable talk of revival, are still for the most part
only indifferently employed from hand to mouth with work taken
at prices that have to be cut quite as low as ever. It is therefore
very difficult to see where any real improvement can be looked for,
at least for the present. Certainly there is no sufficient volume of
increased trade in prospect that would overcome the pressure of
over-production which, even with the present restricted output, is
still the chief weight upon the market; and with the available
means of production either lying dormant or _— rtially in
operation throughout the iron trade, and nearly all branches of
industry either directly or indirectly allied with it, it would require
an enormous expansion of demand over a very wide area to place
trade all through on a really strong and healthy footing.
There was again only a very slow business doing on the Manchester iron market on Tuesday. At prices considerably below
what makers were asking there was some disposition to operate in
pig iron, and at excessively low figures occasional sales are
reported ;but quoted list rates are little more than nominal. In
Lancashire pig iron makers still quote about 39s. to 40s., less 24,
for forge and foundry qualities, delivered equal to Manchester, but
beyond a very small sale now and then to regular customers they
are doing little or nothing; at present local makers are not disposed to formally reduce their list rates, but they are open to
entertain offers at less money. For district brands prices are very
irregular ;there are quotations still as high as 39s. 6d., whilst other
makers are openly quoting 37s, to 38s., less 24, delivered equal to
Manchester, and there are sellers at even under these figures; but
there is so little actual business doing that prices are really not
fairly tested. Outside brands are offering in this market at lower
rices than last week. Scotch makers are now coming down to the
oe underselling prices which merchants have been quoting for the
last week or two, and in Middlesbrough iron there is continued
underselling, good No. 3 foundry brand averaging 43s, 4d., with
some makers asking 43s. 10d., net cash, delivered equal to Manchester.
Although the steel trade continues fairly good, hematites are still
only in very indifferent demand, and good No. 3 foundry qualities
where actual business is done do not average more than about 57s.
per ton, less 24, delivered into the Manchester district.
The manufactured iron trade remains without material change ;
there is still only a very slow business doing, and although some of
the principal forges are kept about fully going there is a good deal
of cutting to secure work, The minimum quoted price for good
qualities of bars delivered into the Manchester district remains at
£5 per ton, but this is not being firmly adhered to in all cases
where favourable specifications are offered, and some local bars can
be got at £4 17s. 6d., with hoops averaging £5 5s, and sheets £6 5s.
to £6 lds, per ton.
An attractive feature of the Manchester Royal Exchange during
the
t week has been a large model of the Manchester Ship
Canal, 36ft. long, and prepared under the supervision of Mr. E.
Leader Williams, the engineer of the Canal, for the Royal Jubilee
Exhibition. This model is perhaps one of the most complete of its
kind that has ever been constructed ; it gives a bird's-eye view of
nearly 300 square miles of country through which the canal passes,
and represents a distance of 35 miles ; practically the whole of
Manchester and Salford is shown at the one end and portions of
Liverpool and Birkenhead at the other. Between these points the
course of the canal is traced from the proposed docks at Manchester to its outlet at Eastham into deep water at low tide, and
the river Mersey, as far as the landing-stage at Liverpool, is shown
exactly as it was last December at low water. The model is on a
scale of 12in. to the mile, and is complete down to the minutest
details of an ordnance survey.
e contour of the surrounding
country is accurately reproduced ; the various rivers, canals, railways, and roads are also distinctly defined, and the Canal with its
several locks, swing bridges, &c., has been carefully modelled
exactly as it is proposed that the scheme shall be carried out. The
whole has been artistically coloured, and it enables the entire
course of the Canal and its surrounding features to be taken at a
glance with more clearness than the most lengthened description
could convey. This model will be accompanied at the Exhibition
by another on a larger scale, showing the proposed docks, wharves,
and warchouse accommodation at Manchester.
An interesting paper on ‘‘ Indicator Diagrams,” illustrated by
upwards of 100 actual diagrams, ey photographed and shown
on a large screen by means of the oxy-hydrogen light through a
lantern, was, on Saturday last, read before the members of the
Manchester Association of Engineers by Mr. James Hartley. At
the outset of bis paper Mr. Hartley remarked that a great many
owners of steam engines did not appear to know or to care anything
about the condition of their engines, provided that they kept
turning, whilst others, who devoted some little attention to the
subject and used the indicator, failed to see the importance of the
indicating being carried out as accurately and as carefully as was
possible, so as to obtain good diagrams; they were satistied if it
was seen by the diagrams that the valves appeared to open and
close at the proper time, and did not care to enter into the equally
important question as to whether or not any internal leakages were
taking place, or whether the steam was being used economically
or applied as it ought to be, which could only be ascertained by a
careful comparison with the hyperbolic curve of the curve of expansion of the diagram, for it was well known that without the application of that curve they were utterly unable to read the diagrams
correctly. After describing and explaining the various diagrams,
Mr. Hartley, in the course of his concluding remarks, described
the various points which, in his opinion, were requisite in an
efficient and economical compound engine. In the first place, he
Said, particular care should be paid to the proportions of the
cylinders for the load they had to drive, as well as to the
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relative proportions of the cylinders one to the other, and as highpressure steam was now used, each cylinder should be steam
jacketted both at the ends and sides, the receiver, if any, being
also jacketted. The steam for the jackets should be generated in
a special boiler, and of a higher pressure than the steam used to
drive the engine, and as high a piston speed obtained as could with
safety be adopted—as in engines with a high piston-speed, everything else being taken into consideration, there was not the same
initial and permanent condensation taking place in the cylinders.
It was also necessary that automatic expansion gear should be
applied to the high-pressure cylinder, and an expansion gear that
could be adjusted any time by hand applied on the low-pressure
cylinder. It must also be remembered that, notwithstanding the
adoption quite recently by some firms of high-speed single-cylinder
condensing engines, with jacketted cylinders, such engines were
not at all suitable for high steam pressures. Further, that the cost
of such engines, of the same power, was equal, if not more, than
the cost of a good compound engine; and he maintained that if
ee engines were made on the lines he had laid down, it
would be utterly impossible fora single-cylinder engine to approach
them in any way.
e discussion on the paper was adjourned to
the next meeting.
In the coal trade there is some quieting down, but it is chiefly
owing to buyers holding back with the close of the month in the
expectation of some giving way in prices, and it is questionable
whether there is really much less business actually in the market.
In a few cases there
been little giving way in best coal, which
is more ditficult to move than any other class of fuel; but apart
from this, list rates remain practically unchanged, and at the pit
mouth prices average 8s. 9d. to 9s. for best coals, 7s. 6d. seconds,
6s. common house coal, 5s. 6d. steam and forge coals, 4s. 6d, to 5s.,
burgy, 3s. 6d. to 4s. best slack, and 2s, 9d. to 3s. per ton for common
sorts.
The shipping trade continues fairly active, and good qualities of
steam coal, delivered at the high level, Liverpool, or the Garston
Docks, average 7s, 3d. to 7s. 6d. per ton.
Barrow.—There is nothing new to report in the hematite pig iron
trade. There is a falling off in the demand on American account,
and it is noticeable that buyers from that quarter are slow to place
orders before the effect of the new inland tariffs in that country on
the carriage of imported goods is fully ascertained. It is believed,
however, that in a very short time the basis of carriage on American
railways will be so settled as to induce a better trade in British
goods, in which hematite makers will certainly participate. There
is every prospect, in fact, of a renewal of the brisk demand from
America in the course of a week or two. The demand for iron on
home account is small, comparatively speaking, except in regard to
the large tonnage required for steel conversion purposes, but on
Continental and Colonial account a fair business is doing. The
value of pig iron as quoted by makers is 49s. per ton net f.o.b. for
parcels of mixed numbers of Bessemer iron net at makers’ works,
or f.o.b, at local ports, and No. 3 forge and foundry iron at 48s. per
ton net. Sales have been made by holders of stock at from 44s. 6d.
to 46s, per ton, but these have been in needy cases chiefly, and are
no guide to the actual state of the market so far as makers are concerned, The latter are well sold forward all round, and can afford
to wait until prices come up again and the demand improves. The
steel trade is brisk, and the demand for rails, blooms, and billets is
very well maintained. Rails are quoted at 2s. 6d. per ton less than
last week for ordinary heavy descriptions. The foreign and
especially the American demand for rails is brisk, and blooms and
billets are in very great enquiry, not only from America, but from
the Colonies. Shipbuilders are very short of orders, and no
enquiries of any moment have lately come to hand. Finished iron
is very quiet. Engineers are short of work, and short time is being
worked, not only by them, but by iron-founders, boiler makers, and
others. Iron ore is quoted at from 11s, to 13s. per ton. Coal and
coke dull. Shipping quiet, but likely to be busier.
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
A QUIETER tone is evident in the hematite pig iron trade, though
rates delivered here remain at 56s. per ton. ‘The languor which
followed the ‘‘ boom” of January is not very serious as yet, and
competent judges believe that there will be a reaction shortly.
Stocks of all kinds throughout the world have been worked down
to the bone, and these must be replaced. Still, it is doubtful if
any permanent improvement can take place until the shipbuilding
is busier, and the accounts from the shipbuilding yards are not at
all encouraging, though freights have latterly improved. There is
a fair demand for steel blooms and billets for export, and crucible
cast steel is also in pretty active request; but sheet steel has been
quieter since January, and orders are lighter.
Further orders in railway material have been placed. Messrs.
Craven Brothers ard Co., Darnall Carriage and Wagon Works,
have obtained orders for 500 sets of wheels and axles for the North
British Railway Company; the Central Argentine Railway has
booked a similar order for the Central Argentine Railway ; and the
Great Northern Railway has given to the Leeds Wheel Company
an order for 500 sets of wheels and axles, The tires and other
work for these orders have all been placed in the Sheffield district.
There is a brisk business doing in carriage building for various
English, Scotch, and foreign companies. It is expected that this
class of work will be in increased request during the summer and
autumn, several companies having avoided adding to rolling stock
for a very long time.
In engineering specialities there is much more doing. The success of the Transvaal gold tields has revived the demand for pulverising and separating machinery. Messrs. Askham Brothers and
Wilson, of the Yorkshire Steel and Engineering Works, report a
spirited demand for the Askham patent centrifugal pulveriser.
Another interesting invention is the patent separator. Most
materials, after being pulverised or ground, require to be graded,
which hitherto has been done by revolving screens, or an exhaust
arrangement with stive or dustchambers. With revolving screens,
the wear and tear on the fine woven sieving is very great and
costly to renew. Where the exhaust arrangement with stive
rooms is used, a large space is required, and then the stive room
fails to collect the whole. There must be some outlet, and consequently a loss of the very finest material. The patent separator is
an apparatus, self-contained, wherein a current of air circulating
continuously through a descending stream of ground material,
separates the finer articles from the coarser, the latter returning
to the pulveriser to be further reduced, For mining and other
purposes the machine must be invaluable. Messrs. Askham_ Bros,
and Wilson have sent examples of both machines to the Adelaide
Exhibition.
The Committee on the organisation of the manufacturing departments of the army had the opportunity last week of seeing on the
premises of Messrs. John Brown and Co., Atlas Steel and Iron
Works, the making of a large compound armour-plate on the
‘* Ellis” system, the flanging of » marine boiler front plate by the
large hydraulic press, the armour-plate planing shops, the Pessemer
provess, and the Siemens-Martin foundry ; but the chief object of
attraction was the large hydraulic press now being erected by the
company for making steel forgings for guns, shafts, and other
purposes. This press, which is of enormous size, is expected to be
ready for work about Easter. The power is obtained by a pair
of engines of about 1400-horse power, and there are two overhead
cranes in connection with the press, capable of lifting 150 tons each.
A Reuter’s telegram announces the burning down of Messrs.
Sanderson Bros.’ steelworks at Geddes, near Syracuse, New York;
the damage being estimated at 220,000dols. Private telegrams
received here show that the damage was less serious than was at
first supposed. It is known, however, that the main buildings of
the works have been burned down; but the whole .loss is fully
covered by itisurance. The message conveyed the impression that
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contracts on hand will not be greatly delayed, and that the damage
can soon be ropeized. Messrs Sandersons’ American works were
established in 1876. Owingto the heavy duties imposed at the
United States’ ports, the managers of Messrs. Sandersons’ works in
Sheffield found their American business falling off, and they transferred the manufacture of English steel to the States in 1876. The
new company took over all Messrs.
ersons’ stores of steel in
America,
uired the right to use their name, trade marks, and
goodwill, and produced the same qualities of steel as the Sheffield
tirm had hitherto done, using the same brands of Swedish iron,
and employing skilled workmen from Sheffield. They acquired
the Geddes steelworks at Syracuse; and the capital was rather
over £100,000.
THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE outlook in the Cleveland pig iron trade is still decidedly
dismal. Reports from home centres and from America are discouraging in the extreme, and prices continue to fall. Consumers
have already secured what will satisfy their immediate wants, and
do not care to commit themselves further until they see what effect
the opening of the shipping season is likely to have upon the
market. There was a fair attendance at the market held at
Middlesbrough on Tuesday last, but it did not lead to much actual
business.
ing last week the price of No. 3 g.m.b. was steady,
at 34s. 9d. per ton for prompt delivery; but on Tuesday merchants
lowered their quotations to 34s. 6d., and had not a little difficulty
in finding buyers at that figure; indeed, some small lots were sold
at 34s. 3d. per ton. For delivery to the end of June consumers
offer 35s. for No. 3, but no seller has as yet accepted. Forge iron,
which was 33s. 6d. last week, has fallen to 33s, 3d. Makers do not
yet accept the above prices. They prefer to keep out of the
market altogether, in the hope of doing better when the time
arrives for them to be compelled to book fresh orders.
Messrs. Stevenson, Jaques, and Co.’s current quotations are :—
“ Acklam hematite,” Mixed Nos., 47s. 6d. per ton; ‘‘Acklam
Yorkshire ”"—Cleveland—No. 3, 37s. 6d. ; ‘‘ Acklam basic,” 37s. 6d.;
refined iron, 50s. to 65s. per ton.
Not much business is being done in warrants either at Middlesbrough or Glasgow. Some holders have been obliged to sell at the
best price obtainable, and quotations are consequently lower than
for makers’ iron. The price current on Tuesday last was 33s. 9d.
per ton, or ls. less than a week ago.
A considerable quantity of iron is still being sent into Messrs.
Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough store. The increase last week
was about 5000 tons. But notwithstanding this, it is expected
that the returns of the total stocks will show a substantial reduction at the end of the month.
The shipments of pig iron from the Tees have improved greatly
during the past week. The quantity sent away between the Ist
and the 28th of March inclusive, was 59,146 tons, or about 7000
more than during the corresponding portion of February.
Finished iron manufacturers have made no alteration in their
quotations ;but they do not find it easy to secure orders unless
they make substantial concessions ; for the demand is still slack,
and specifications against existing contracts are far from being
plentiful.
The locomotive drivers, foremen, and cleaners in the service of
the North-Eastern Railway Company have been somewhat exercised in their minds as regards the eyesight tests to which they are
all being subjected. Two deputations have already interviewed
Mr. Worsdell on the subject, and have reported the result of the
meeting to their constituents held at the Temperance Hall, Gateshead. As it is the first time that tests have been applied generally
and systematically on the railway, it has been agreed that all
doubtful cases shall be re-tested in order to make it absolutely
certain that no injustice is done. It is expected that those men
who are finally shown to be unfit for driving will be employed to
look after steam cranes and other work wherein their defects will
not entail risk to others. Mr. Worsdell has said that no injustice
is intended to the men and none shall occur. After considerable
discussion a vote of thanks to Mr. Worsdell was unanimously
carried, for the courteous way in which he received the deputations
sent by the men and considered their side of the question, as well
as that of the company, before the public.
Mr. Larssen, who is known as the inventor or perfecter of the
new process of making Portland cement out of Cleveland blast
furnace slag and slaked lime, has, in combination with other persons
interested, rented a small factory situated above the bridge at
Stockton-on-Tees. He will therefore commence the manufacture
of slag cement on a small scale, but sufficiently large to demonstrate its value, and to introduce it as an article of commerce.
The factory is near the furnaces of the Tees Bridge Iron Company,
and from them grey slag in a granulated condition can be obtained
in almost unlimited quantities. Lime can be procured from
Weardale or from Forcett, both within a twenty miles radius. The
finished product can be put into barges at a wharf close by, and
from thence into vessels lying in the lower reaches of the river.
Professor Unwin has been making various experiments and tests
with briquettes and cubes made of slag cement alone and with an
admixture of sand. The results, so far as at present ascertained,
are that the new cement is at out equal to the old when the age of
the specimen is comparatively short, but superior to it in proportion as more time is allowed for setting. Mr. J. E. Stead, public
analyst, of Middlesbrough, has also made several experiments,
which seem to confirm entirely the above results.
The progress of Mr. Larssen’s experimental manufactory will be
watched with the keenest interest. He expects to be able to
reduce the cost of cement by nearly one-half. If that be so, it
will work a complete revolution in the trade. Cleveland will
become the great centre of manufacture. Immense quantities are
now annually made on the banks of the Thames, the Tyne, and at
Hartlepool; and inasmuch as concrete structures are gradually
taking the place of masonry in pier and harbour works, in heavy
foundations, and even in buildings of a certain class, it is clear
that more and more will be wanted every year. It is to be hoped
the prevailing dulness of the iron trade in Cleveland, which has
been somewhat mitigated by the establishment of the salt
industry, will be finally dissipated by the utilisation of slag ona
large scale for making Portland cement.
On the 25th inst. an important deputation “composed of Cleveland mineowners, and miners’ representatives, waited upon the
Home Secretary to endeavour to impress upon him their views
with regard to certain provisions of the new Mines’ Regulation
Bill. These views, in which both employers and employed agree,
are that safety lamps, instead of naked lights, are absolutely needless in the Cleveland mines, there being nothing there of a
carbonaceous or combustible nature in association with the ironstone. Almost all the accidents which do occur are caused by
falls from the roof. ‘To provide against these, constant examination
and a good light is essential. The enforced use of an obstructed
luminant, such as a safety lamp, would therefore tend to produce
more, and not less, danger. Considerable discussion also took
place as regards shot firing under various circumstances, In the
end, Mr. Matthews undertook to give the views of the deputation
his very fullest and most favourable consideration.
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sion was aggravated this week by reports from the United States,
which hold out little expectation of our iron being wanted in an
increasing degree there. Old furnaces are being repaired and new
ones built in such numbers as to leave no doubt whatever
of the determination of the Americans to supply their
own wants. So far we have shipped to the United States
this year nearly double the quantityof pigs that was sent there inthe
same period of 1886. But ironmasters and merchants report that the
demand at present is very quiet, and apparently inadequate to keep
up the improvement in the shipments at a later stage in the season.
Another thing that tends towards depression is the comparatively
large addition that is being made to the stocks in the warrant
stores. It is said, indeed, that the stocks in makers’ yards are on
the increase, and that the iron that is going into store does not add
to the aggregate stocks in the country. But while this may be
so the production is being increased, three additional furnaces
having been put in blast in the course of the past week.
Business was done in the warrant market on Monday at 42s. 2d.
to 41s. 9d., and on the following day a further decline took place
to 41s. 6d. On Wednesday the tone was better, with aslight
improvement in prices.
The values of makers’ pigs are all lower this week, the quotations
being as follows :—Gartsherrie, f.o.b. at Glasgow, per ton, No. 1,
48s. 6d.; No. 3, 43s. 6d.; Coltness, 55s. 6d. pe oO 6d.; Langloan,
51s. 6d. and 46s.; Summerlee, 53s. and 43s. 6d.; Calder, 51s. 6d.
and 42s. 6d.; Carnbroe, 45s. and 41s.; Clyde, 47s. and 42s.;
Monkland, 43s. 6d. and 40s.; Govan, at Broomielaw, 43s, 6d. and
40s.; Shotts, at Leith, 49s. and 45s.; Carron, at Grangemouth,
52s. 6d. and 44s. 6d.; Glengarnock, at Ardrossan, 48s, and 47s.;
Eglinton, 43s. 6d. and 39s. 6d.; Dalmellington, 45s, 6d. and
41s. 6d
The hematite pig-iron trade keeps active, and several additional
furnaces have been put upon this kind of pig to supply the wants of
the steel works. The arrivals of Bilbao ore are necessarily large.
Rates of freight from Bilbao to the Clyde are reduced, the latest
fixtures being at 5s. 10d.
Some of the malleable iron makers report that business with
them is becoming uncomfortably slack, and that it is very difficult
to obtain fresh orders.
Messrs. Neilson, who a short time ago were understood to be
negotiating for a siteat Motherwell, for the establishment of a new
Siemens steel works, have arranged to place the works much nearer
Glasgow, in the neighbourhood of Rutherglen. This situation will
on all accounts be themost suitable. It is expected that the erection of the necessary buildings, and the acquisition of the plant,
will be proceeded with at once.
The past week's shipments of iron and steel goods from Glasgow
embraced two small steel steamers and engines, valued at £6000,
and four steel barges, £7400, despatched to Rangoon; machinery,
£3860, of which the greater part went to Bombay; £5000 steel
goods, and £24,010 general iron manufactures.
In the coal trade there is now considerable activity. During the
strike supplies for home use had been quite exhausted, and as a
consequence the coalmasters have been busy with the home trade,
in which they have been obtaining comparatively good prices. The
export branch is also gradually improving. During the past week
there was shipped from Glasgow 20,117 tons, Greenock 237, Ayr
8250, Irvine 2634, Troon 8975, Burntisland 19,694, Leith 678,
Grangemouth 10,612, Bo'ness 4501, and Granton 3125—78,823, as
compared with 71,235 tons in the corresponding week of 1886.
The colliers are now working fairly well eleven days a fortnight,
notwithstanding that some of their agents have been denouncing
the men for accepting the employers’ terms. These terms are
certainly favourable to the colliers, as they have got the advance
of wages for which they came out on strike, besides being allowed
a full day’s holiday every two weeks.

WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
AN export of close upon 170,000 tons of coal from Cardiff alone,
and corresponding briskness at the other ports, have naturally
raised the spirits of coalowners and shippers, and a good deal more
hopeful animation is the result. Prices are firm, with an upward
tendency. Present quotations for best steam f.o.b. at Cardiff,
8s. 9d. No. 3 Rhondda maintains its price—8s, 6d. to 8s. 9d., and
any change, seeing the lessening area of this coal, must be for the
better. It has been in constant development from the first levels
in the Rhondda Valley, now about fifty-five years. Small steam
coal is rather a drug on the market at present, and if the slackness
—
a good deal will have to be tipped. Present prices, 4s.
to 4s. 3d.
Monmouthshire coals are 8s. f.o.b. Newport.
The attention of the ruling powers to Welsh mines has been
shown by the appointment of Mr. Gray, a Welsh-speaking inspector
of collieries.
Swansea industries are in a fairly good condition, and the tinplate business maintains its moderate prosperity. The make slightly
exceeded demand last week, and former business quotations were
at the lowest figures lately published. Coke and Bessemers are
selling at 13s. the best brands, but in some cases sales have been
effected from 12s. 6d., the prices lately quoted for wasters. For
wasters there is more vigorous enquiry than for any other quality,
showing the wish of buyers fora cheap article. In fact makers
have, I am assured, had large orders offered if they could be placed
at about 12s. 3d., but these are generally refused.
The stocks now held in Swansea amount to 152,000 boxes, and as
sales are about 40,000 a week, buyers have not much chance in
forcing trade. The new steel works in connection with the Morriston and upper tin-plate works have been started.
The tin-plate industry in the Monmouthshire district is partial,
many works being still closed. There was some dissatisfaction
shown last week at the relief being small. It is a great pity it has
not been stopped. A large number of men will prefer idleness and
10s. a week to accepting the conditions of Mr. Whitehouse, which
in my opinion are very fair.
Lead mining is becoming a feature in the Caerphilly district.
This is the southern crop of the carboniferous limestone. I hope
that the prospects will be realised. The northern crop of the
limestone was tried many years ago but yielded little.
I have not much of a satisfactory character to re rt in connection with the rail trade. Steel rails are not in g
demand, and
the railworks are by no means so busy as they could be. The only
consignment of note during the week has been 1000 tons rail to
Gothenberg. Importations of foreign ore continue, and average of
late 13,000 to 14,000 tons per week. The expectation seems to be
that rails must be had shortly. These could be disposed of now if
makers were not so fixed to quotations.

NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent,)
THE dark political shadows, which for some time past have
hovered over the German iron markets, especially that of Rheinland-Westphalia, seem to be gradually disappearing, prices have
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
remained through the week, in most cases, stationary and
(From our own Correspondent.)
firm, and confidence is returning. The belief is that with the
THE past week has been one of further depression and lowering spring business will settle down to be as good—perhaps better—
of prices in the pig iron trade. It is now more than ever apparent than it was before the alarming political situation became apparent.
that the activity which characterised the first months of the year Buyers are still holding back somewhat, but producers are not
was largely speculative. Despairing of making a profit within a much encouraging them to place orders just yet, because they are
reasonable time, weak holders have been throwing their iron upon still supplied with enough work to go on with; then again the
the market, with the result that prices have been falling constantly, Rhenish bar convention, the Luxemburg Bureau, and the South
week after week, throughout the month of March. The depres- German group of works are endeavouring to put up the prices, so
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if they succeed in this they would be unwise to force sales at
present prices,
The wrought iron convention in Silesia is doing good work, and
the rolling mills are now all well employed at satisfactory prices
and the position of other branches is favourably reported upon.
In anticipation of the higher Russian duties on iron stocks are
being increased over the border, in which plates and heavy sections
of wrought iron participate to a large extent, and iron mines are
being bought on Russian account. Puddle pig costs M. 48 to 49
best brands of foundry 52 to 54, bars 107-50 to 115, and plates
cost 150 to 160 p.t. There is also considerable activity again displayed on the Austrian market. Prices are firmly maintained and
are easy of obtainment from buyers.
In Belgium orders come in with regularity to the works, and
most of them have for the next few weeks enough to carry on
with steadily. The convention prices are rigidly adhered to, and
buyers are unable to get any concessions whatever. The thin
sheet convention has been prolonged for six months, and for sheets
of 0°0015 to 0:0019m. gauge 160 to 235f. p.t. are quoted. Pig
iron is also in good request, and in cases where a slight reduction
in price is obtainable an export trade can be done. Most
of the make till the end of June is contracted for. Large
orders are in expectation from Brazil. A large waterworks
order for Buenos Ayres has already fallen to the Belgian works,
The machine shops report a satisfactory business just now. Girders
are firm at 105f. p.t. The Cockerill Company has just taken an
order for 1000 tons of steel rails for Spain against the English
houses, which were 1f. to 2f. higher in price, The Belgian Consul,
Hagemans, reports that many large ironworks are being established
in South Russia
In France the tone of the iron market begins to be firmer. The
rolling mills are pretty well employed, Common pig iron is quoted
from 30f. to 40f., and mixed numbers 40f. to 50f.
Jire rods are
neglected. Girders are noted at Paris 135, merchant bars 140, and
No. 2 plates 150f. p.t. The production of forge pig was in 1886,
1,196,563 ; foundry, 311,287; bars, plates, and rails, 767,214; raw
and wrought Bessemer and Martin steel, 466,913 t. The production
of coal in the same period was 20,014,597 t. The import of coal
was 8,366,205, or 445,284 t. less than in 1885, The import of coke
was 1,059,282, against 1,131,980 t. in 1885.
Returning to the Rheinland, there is considerable activity both
in the native and foreign iron ore market, and consequently the
prices are firmer at from M. 8°80 for raw iron ores to 12°50 for
calcined steel stone. New orders for crude iron are a little more
abundant, and are likely to increase before the new quarter begins,
There is no question about the furnaces selling all their make for
that term, and it may well be that pig iron will become scarce in
the next month or two, but it is certain to be so in the third
quarter if no fresh furnaces are blown in, which, however, is under
consideration, In the Siegerland forge pig has won back again
the mark it lost last month, and now stands at M. 47, while
Rhenish is noted at 48, basic 42 to 43 foundry for the three Nos,
49 to 56, Bessemer 49 to 51, spiegel 53 to 57, according to its contents in Mn., Luxemburg forge 41 to 43, and No. 3 foundry 42
p. t. at works. In the month of February 137,664 t. of forge and
spiegel pig were produced, 30,729 t. of Bessemer, 72,041 t. of basic,
and 30,295 t. of foundry iron, or 270,726 t. in all. As regards the
rolling mills, it is simply to repeat that they are still satisfactorily
employed as a rule, while some are exceptionally busy, and have
work enough for some time tocome. Buyers of girders and sec| tional iron for structures are coming forward a little more freely
now that the building season is about to commence. The works
belonging to the convention stick pertenaciously to their baseprice of M. 110 p. t., but from the free works the same iron
may be bought a little cheaper. Sheets enjoy a regular sale
at M. 135 to 140, while plates are not quite so much
in demand, at 145 to 148 for 5°5 mm. gauge, and thicker.
The wire rod mills have still plenty of orders on the books,
but some of them would gladly see more come in, as the
demand from abroad has of late decidedly diminished. In drawn
wire there is a good deal to be desired ; still, a moderate business
is being done, and prices are everywhere maintained, especially
the export ones. The steel works are pretty busy, and as there
—— to be no more foreign competition when tenders are sought,
the prices are becoming once more remunerative. Steel and iron
billets are quoted M. 112 to 125; plates, 140 to 160; steel wire
rods, 112°50; wire, 130; rails, 125 to 130; sleepers, 120 to 125;
tires, 215 to 220; wheels and axles, complete, 300 to 325; axles, 235
to 240; and light rails, 108 to 112, and less p.t. Angles cost M. 112
to 115, hoops 108 to 115, and heavy wrought iron scrap M. 117 p.t.
The machine, boiler, and bridge-building shops and foundries are
receiving fresh orders, and a few of them report satisfactorily,
while there is nothing favourable to relate of the wagon works. It
should be mentioned that the above are market base-prices for
buyers of not less than 300 tons at one time.
There is no alteration at present in the coal or coke prices, but
| there is likely to be some shortly, as what follows woul indicate.
English readers will be perhaps surprised to learn that the outcome
of the late coalowners’ meeting on the 2Ist inst., at Bochum,
mentioned last week, is that, practically, it will be the
Government in the future which decides what the restriction
of output shall be for the Westphalian mines, Two extensive old collieries protested that they would have recourse
to the courts, but they were peels by the announcement
that the statutes of the Association had received the sanction
of the Government, and had thus become law, and an appeal to
the courts could not avail them much. From some, however, the
sensible remark was heard that Government interference was questionable, and that industries should be left to take care of themselves. Whether under such circumstances prices can be raised
and kept up for any length of time remains to be seen, but as a
beginning the arrangement is only to last for a year from April Ist.
The restriction is to be 2 pC, and the fine 15 p.c. instead of 2°83
and 20 p.c. erroneously given last week.
It is announced that the Schwarzkopf Company, Berlin, has got
an order for torpedoes for the Japanese Government to the
amount of three millions of marks, which with that for Italy,
formerly given for seven millions, makes £500,000 for torpedoes.
It would be very pleasing to hear that English manufacturers were
engaged on similar orders, and not being overhauled by foreign
competitors,
INSTITUTION OF CIvIL ENGINEERS.—The Institution of Civil
Engineers held their annual dinner on Wednesday evening in the
Hotel Métropole, under the chairmanship of Mr. Edward Woods,
president of the Society. The guests present on the occasion were
General Sir Michael Biddulph, K.C.B., R.A., president of the
Ordnance Committee ;Admiral the Earl of Clanwilliam, K.C.M.G.,
C.B.; Mr. Leonard H. Courtney, M.P., chairman of Committees
of the House of Commons; the Hon. Alfred Deacon, Chief Secretary for Victoria; the Hon. J. W. Downer, Q.C., Premier of South
Australia; Mr. P. H. Edlin, Q.C., J.P., Deputy Treasurer of the
Middle Temple; Sir Samuel Griffith, K.C.M.G., Premier of Queensland; Mr. Edward I’Anson, president Roy. Inst. Brit. Arch.;
Sir Horace Jones; Mr. John Mews, Master of the Clothworkers
Company; Mr. Richard Moon, chairman of the London and NorthWestern Railway Company; the Right Hon. A. J. Mundella,
M.P.; Mr. H. W. Parker, president of the Incorporated Law
Society; Dr. Riley; Mr. W. 8. Savory, M.B., F.R.S., president of
the Royal College of Surgeons; Professor G. Gabriel Stokes,
D.C.L., president of the Royal Society; the Right Hon, Lord
Sudeley; the Right Hon. Lord Thyrlow; the Hon. T. Upington,
Attorney-General for the Cape; Mr. V. Sydney Woods; Sir F.
A, Abel, C.B.; Dr. Percy, F.R.S., president of the Iron and Steel
Institute ;Sir W. G. Armstrong, C.B., F.R.S., past president ;Sir
F. Bramwell; Sir J. Erunlees, F.R.S.E.; Sir C. H. Gregory
K.C.M.G.; Sir John Hawkshaw, F.R.S.; Mr. Hawksloy, F.R.5.
Mr. Forrest, secretary ;and about 180 others,
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4333. Locks, J. J. Bourne, London.
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
4334. Pioments, T. Kenyon, Manchester.
Bei, T. Lawless, Manchester.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of 4335.
4336. Pumpina Apparatus, P. W. Fritz, Berlin.
Patents.
4337. Spinnina Corron, W. Nuttall, Rochdale
4338. Gas Compressors, J. B. Hannay and A. Murray,
Application for Letters Patent.
Glasgow.
*,* When patents have been “communicated” the 4339. JointiNG for Pires, D, Baxter, jun., Glasgow.
Closets, H. W. Buchan, Glasgow.
name and address of the communicating party are 4340,
4341.
Cuarrs, J. Hunter, H. Hamilton, and R. Crawprinted in italics.
ford,
Glasgow.
15,016a. Broacues for Screw Stoprerep Botrt.es, A. 4342, Bicycies,
&c., F. W. H. Durant, Bradford.
C. Farrington, Diss. 19th Nov., 1886.—[Received 4343. Rotary Encines,
Plymouth.
March 22nd, 1887. This application having been 4344. Warpine Macurnss,T. Lambert,
H. Ainley and J. Hollingoriginally included in No. 15,016, 1886, takes under
worth,
Halifax.
patents Rule 23, that date.)
17,166. Encrne and Boiter, P. C. Stievenard, Valen- 4345. ConsuMPTION of FvuEL, &c., E. Entwistle, Blackciennes.—[Received March 22nd, 1887.
tedated
EXTINGUISHING Fires, J. H. Radcliffe, Oldham.
10th September, 1886, under International Conven- 4346.
4347. Testinc Top Rotiers of Spinninc Macuines, J.
tion.]
Jucker, Manchester.
4348, WEAVING TINNED Srex_, P. J. and J. F. Dowling,
22ad March, 1887.
London.
4244. Frames for Portasie Structures, A. W. Tour- 4349.
Grinpinc Carps, G, H. B. Goldthorp, and
gée, London.
G. Etty, Halifax.
4245. Boiter Furnaces, E., E., and A. W. Bennis, 4350. Cases, T. Jones, Sedgley.
Liverpoo
4351.
CuRRENTS
of Arr, &c., G. Quarrie, Birmingham.
4246, Currine Butron-no.es, J. W. Reed, Liverpool.
Hoes, J. W. Yates, Birmingham.
4247. Sauer Lamps, T. Taberner and J. Hart, Liver- 4352.
4353.
CarpinG
Enornes,
J. Fell, Manchester.
poo
Warmine Rooms, &c., J. Heginbottom, Oldham.
4248. Back-PRessuRE VaLves, H. Holden and R. G. 4354,
4355. Distyrectants, E. R. Blundstone, London.
Brooke, Salford.
4356. Boots and SHoes, J. H. Smith, London.
4249. Cricket Bats, W. J. Tanner, London.
Bearrne Surraces, A. Hill —(A. Hill, India.)
4250. Borries for Gasrous Liquips, D. Rylands, 4357.
4358. AuTomaTiIC SaMPLE DELIVERING Macuine, H. R.
Barnsley.
Hayes, London.
4251. Cap for Borties, &c., J. Holmes, Keighley.
4359.
GOVERNMENT, &c., MEASURING RuLE, E. A S
4252, Lawn-Tennis Rackets, W. E. Kay, Manchester.
Burt, London.
4253. SELF-ACTING SHUTTLE CHANGE Motion for POWER 4360. EXAMELLED Spoo.s or Bossins, 8. D. Keene,
Looms, J. Jucker, Manchester.
Providence, U.S.
4254. SypHoN WATER-WasTe PREVENTER, M. Syer, 4361. STRAIGHTENING and CuttTinG Stee. Wire, J. M.
ndon.
Wood and F. Smith, London.
4255. SypHon WATER-WastTe PREVENTER, M. Syer, 4362, PREVENTING SMOKE, &c., in Steam Borver FurLondon.
naces, W. Gaskell, London.
Leeswood Smelting Company, Limited.
4256. SIGNALLING between Po.ice in Cities, &c , J. C. 4363.
TREATMENT and UTILISATION of ALKALI WASTE,
Wilson, London.
A. Shelmerdine, Liverpool.
Registered on the 18th inst., with a capital of 4257.
Putieys,
E.
E.
Marsden,
Manchester.
4364.
Bate Fastenrnos, E. Barrow, Liverpool.
£10,000, in £1 shares, to carry on the business of 58. DRILLING S£ED, &c., J. H. Jackson, Dunley.
Dyerne Loose or Spun Corton or other Fisres,
a smelting, mining, trading, and metallurgical 259. Ramtway Cakriace Winpows, J. W. Ashton, 8. 4365.
E. Booth.—( W. A. Fourness, Belgium.)
Bramwell,
and
J.
C.
Walker,
Manchester.
company.
The
subscribers
are
:—
4366. Wirinc of Hat-sHapes and Bonnet Suapes, L.
NEW COMPANIES.
Shares. 4260. Furnaces, W. 8. Sutherland, Liverpool.
yy, London.
4261. Woop Winpow-sasues, J. Millar, Newcastle-on- 4367. Drarntnc Macuines, A. Le Blanc, London.
Rigmaiden, Seaforth, iron merchant... ..
THE following companies have just been regis- A.W. H.Keek,
Tyne.
Walton, solicitor.. .. .. .. «2 «
4368. APPLYING SCREWED and Cvuprep Sprinc Batu
tered
4262. Fixinc Door Kyops to their Sprnp.es, E.
T. Spalding, 33, Seymour-street, Liverpool, salesBEARING to Castors, &c., J. Cheshire, Hockley.
Summerfield, Birmingham.
man
oe oe on oe oe o oe as oe oe
4369. Derectinc and Measurinc ELectric CvrRkeENTs,
Cadogan Electric Light Company, Limited.
4263. Trimminc Lamps, J. B. Cairns, London.
E. F. Mahony, 20, London-road, Liverpool,
P. Jolin, Bristol.
4204, STEERING-GEAR for VeLocireDEes, G. Robinson 4370. Treatinac Siac, C. Brand and E. W. Jones,
This company was registered on the 21st inst., SE, at habe tnle Ab 40-60. he oman Lae
and T. E. Bolton, Manchester.
Lockhart, Bixteth-road, Liverpool, metal
London.
with a capital of £30,000, in £5 shares, to enter R. WIE,
4265.
AUTOMATICALLY
DELIVERING
Goops
in
EXCHANGE
68 e s: enre ee. «e966 60 me a
4871. Caustic or CarsonaTep Sopa, &c., A. Delhaye,
into contracts for electric lighting, and for the H. W. Bretherton,
for
Corn,
O.
Melachrino,
London.
34,
South
John-street,
LiverLondon.
supply of electric energy. The subscribers are:—
ee 4266, AUTOMATIC SYRINGE, C. A. Clapham, Shipley.
Pool, SCGOUMPAMIE.. 2. se oc 26 «0 00 ov rr
CoaL-cutrinc Macuines, T. and R. W. Bower
267. MANUFACTURING DouBLE CarzonateE, A. Fromen- 4372.
Shares. J. Allonby, 23, Old Hall-street, Liverpool, tea
and J. Blackburn, London.
tin,
London.
|
eee
ery eee e - 9 ° «ae 1
J. Sayer, 25, Norfolk-road, Brighton, engineer ..
4373.
AUTOMATIC
SIGNALLING Apparatus, A. J. Boult.
UMBRELLAS, J. Mackenzie, Glasgow.
B. Verity, jun., 137, Regent-street, gas engineer..
—(A. Berghausen, Germany.)
The number of directors is not to be less than 4268.
4269. CoLLAPsiBLE HanbLe, T. Robb, Glasgow.
§. Haynes, 60, Fernlea-road, Balham,
gas engineer
CaRTRIDGE Cases, T. R. Bayliss and
three, nor more than nine; qualification, 200 4270. ADJUSTABLE Support for Lamps, J. H. Rouse, 4374. MeTatiic
J. W. Humphrys, Boston-road, Hanwell, clerk .. Remon
Breakspeare,
London.
Mulden, U.S.
shares. The remuneration of a director is not to
C. J. White, 86, Knowle-road, Brixton, newspaper
4375. InsuLatTinG ExecrricaL Conpuctors or WIRES,
Yeast, A. Walker, London.
proprietor .. 2. os os os ce oe oe oe
H. Weber and R. Schefbauer, London.
exceed 10s, 6d, for each meeting. Mr. G. M. 4271.
T. Fawkes, 33, Denzil-road, Neasden, brassworker
1 Hinton is appointed first manager and secre- 4272. Looms for Spiirrinec Fustians, J. Rayner, J. 4376. Brxpers and Printers’ Ink Ducts, W. Allen and
Hilton, and H. and W. H. Eckersley, London.
Wm, Webb, 11, Austinfriars, solicitor .. . .. 1 tary.
C. Wolfe, London.
4273. TRANSMITTING Rotary Power through FIxep 4377.
ENDLEss Cuatn Sic.e for Mowers and ReaPers,
The number of directors is not to be less than
Curves, F. 8. Willoughby and J. J. Royle, London.
8. 8., S. P., S. M., and J. H. Turner, 8. T. Martin,
three, nor more than five; qualification, 100
4274. Benpinc Meta.ic Tuees, F. 8. Willoughby and
and J. H. Burt, London.
Malaga Waterworks, Limited.
J.J. Royle, London.
shares; the subscribers are to appoint the first;
4378.
TRaNsMIssION
of PoweR by Enpizss Rores or
Venetian Buinps, J. Lindley, London.
Be ts, P. M. Justice.—(W. H. Dodge, United States.)
remuneration, £150 per annum,
This company was registered on the 17th inst., 4275. ScarF
Pins, J. Howcroft, London.
4379.
Tue
InpicaTiInG
CANDLE Lamp, W. Snelgrove,
with a capital of £250,000, in £5 shares, of which 4276.
4277. Mow1ne, &c., Storrs and Banks, N. Vincent,
on.
20,000 are £7
per cent. cumulative preference
London.
DupLex Press Coryine Loox, J. Labruyetre,
D. C. Green Ventilating and Engineering Com- shares. The ordinary shares will be entitled to 4278. MANUFACTURED Wuitinc, &c., W. Corbould, 4380.
London
pany, Limited.
London.
£5 per cent. per annum of the profits until
Briquettes, &c., of ARTIFICIAL FUEL, R. Auton,
AuToMaTIC VENTILATING VaLves, H., H. B , and 4381.
London.
This company was registered on the 22nd inst., £100,000 of debentures are paid off, and after 4279.
J.
8.
Watson,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
4382.
Drivine Potters’ Latues, E. T. Nixon and E.
with a capital of £60,000, in £5 shares, to take such payment, to the residue of the profits re- 4280. INEXPLOSIVE SrEAM-BOILER, F. Casse, London.
. Lawton, London.
over as a going concern the patents, stock-in- maining after providing for working and mainte- 4281. Lamps, W. H. Bulpitt, Birmingham.
4383.
Spinninc
MacuINeRy, W. Mair, Glasgow.
trade, business, and goodwill of Messrs. Green nance expenses and the preference dividend. 4282. ScutcHinc Macuiyg, J. B. Black, Antrim.
4384, Tannino Hives, H. Jumelle, London.
and Sterkman, trading as the D. C. Green Venti- The company proposes to acquire from Messrs. A. ~.on. DisryFectants, A. Dupré and C. N. Hake, Lon- 4385. MareriaL for Wrinpow Butnps, A. N. Ford and
Scott
and
Co.,
of
Paris,
concessions
from
the
J. A. Archer, London.
lating Company. The subscribers are :—
Brackets, H. Leeming, Manchester.
4386. Pipes, &c., J. Bordenave, London.
Shares. Municipality of Malaga for the construction of 4284.
285. Heatinc Rooms, A. W. Dresser, London.
4387. MountInc Guns, T. Nordenfelt, London.
H. F. Green, 21, Marlborough-road, Chiswick,
waterworks and the supply of water to the town 4286.
BuGcLe
to
be
used
as
Broocn,
&c.,
J.
Totton,
4388.
RepeaTinG Fire-aums, E. R. Butler, London.
RTE
OP
eae
er a
neighbourhood of Malaga. The subscribers
Belfast.
4389, TREATMENT of Furnace SxacG, G. J. Snelu,
J. F. Blyth, Newland Park, Sydenham, engineer 1 and
are:—
4287. TyPEe-wRiTER, W. Hewett, London.
mdon.
W. A. Granger, 78, Benthal-road, Stoke NewingShares. 4288. Brackets, H. A. Done, Sutton Coldfield.
4390. Fare InpicaTiING Apparatus, H. PF. Lake.—(W.
hb.
Cr aa
ey ee ee 1
J. Newell, 80, Colen
treet,
tant
4289. Morpant, W. G. Young, London.
F. Nedler, Germany.)
W. Halls, 19, Athelstane-road, Bow, clerk .. .. 1 J.H. Davis,
Beckenham .. .. 2. «2 «+ + oe
4290. Wacons, F. A. Durnford, London.
E. Buckland, 38, Farrant-avenue, Wood Green,
E.
T.
Collis,
Cloudesley-road,
Barnsbury,
clerk
..
4291.
Spanner,
8S.
8.
Bromhead,
London.
March, 1887.
engineer
i Pou
ee ee, ae Gee ee ee 1 C. W. Jones, 124, Cassland-road, N., accountant. .
4292. PHorocrapHic Apparatus, W. W. G. Webb, 4391. DELIVERING 24th
J. Allen, Seward-street, St. Luke's, royal mail
a GIVEN Quantity of Liquip in
Hawes, 25, Mansfield-road, N.W., clerk .. ..
Crewe.
ce a.ail SO a eT aeTe Pe ee
1 F.D. Dod,
EXcHAnce
for
an
EquivaLEnt
in Cor, ’. J. Sendell,
51,
Bennerly-road,
Wandsworth,
clerk
..
4293.
Ovens,
F.
G.
Davis,
Birmingham.
J. Tolley, 66, Cannon-street, architect .. .. .
1 R. 8. Tomlin, 80, Coleman-street, secretary to a
Carlisle.
4294, CARTRIDGE-LOADING Macuineg, J. Erskine, Scot- 4392,
SELF-ACTING SPRINKLERS, J. W. Brewster, J., and
OUUNENGEEE TRU SED ss: dq AS nS ce ee os ethtee
The number of directors is not to be less than
T. Green, Manchester.
4295. FIRE-LIGHTERS, J. Maynes, London.
three, nor more than five; qualification, 100
Registered without special articles,
SpeeD Gear for Bicycves, &c., J. H. Fingland,
4296. VELocIPEDES, R. E, Phillips.—(4A. H. Overman, 4393.
shares; the subscribers are to appoint the first;
Keighley.
United States.)
remuneration—chairman, £300 per annum, and
4394.
WaTERPROOF AsPHALTING, J. W. Stansfield,
Heatinc Metat Forornos for their Expansion
each ordinary director £200 per annum. Mr. Otto Patent Tive and Wheel Company, Limited. 4297.
Manchester.
and Conrraction upon their Szats, G. B. Nicoll, 4395. Cop Weavinc Suutties, D. McG:
x, Dundee.
Hy. Francis Green is appointed managing
London.
4396. FIRE-EXTINGUISHING Apparatus, J. B, Hannay,
This company proposes to acquire the invention 4298. Fans, 8. 8. Allin, London.
director for five years, at a salary of £500 per
lasgow.
of Edward Charles Frederick Otto for improve- 4299. Gas Stoves, T. W. Ballard, London.
annum.
4397.
Mou.pine,
&c.,
Sucar,
H.
W.
Walker
and T. L.
PLumpers’ Traps, A. E. McKechnie and G. W.
ments in the fixing of tires of velocipedes and 4300.
Patterson, Glasgow.
Wicks, London.
other vehicles, for which provisional protection 4301.
4398.
Toots
for
MANUFACTURING
METAL
WHEELS,
E. W.
PerroLeumM
and
other
Lamps,
E.
C.
Ribbans,
General Contract Corporation, Limited.
has been granted. It was registered on the 17th
Warriner and A. H. Marriott, Sheffield.
London.
This company proposes to promote and float inst., with a capital of £50,000, in £1 shares, with 4302. CrEaTING MoTive-power, J. Coward, 8S. Swyer, 4399. REMovinc Broken Enps of Wire Srokes, E.
Jackson, Malton.
new companies and to carry on business as con- the following as first subscribers :—
I, Seltzer, J. Aarons, J. J. Cummins, and 8S. Levy, 4400.
Trap Twistinc Frames, E. Morley, Halifax.
London.
tractors for public works, and as builders or engi- *G. Singer, Coventry, manufacturer .. .. Shares.
4401, New Suare in Paper, M. W. Utting, Liverpool.
4303. SeconpaRy Batteries, W. Main, Brooklyn.
neers. It was registered on the 22nd inst., with *H. Magnus, Ingatestone, Essex .. .. .. .... 200
4402.
of Corns, &c., E. Leon, Manchester.
Excentrics for imparting ReEcirrocaTING 4403. Cure
a capital of £100,000, in £1 shares. The sub- R. Gunston, Loughborough Park .. .. .. .. 200 4304.
Rotary Encines and Pumps, J. McE. Ross and
Motion, T. J. Simmons, London.
J. McDowall, Glasgow.
scribers are :—
*J.
H.
Nunn,
266,
Goswell-road,
manufacturer
..
200
4305.
Macuines
for
CLeaninc
TaBLE
Kwives,
J.
4404. Arr In.eEts for Drarys, J. G. Killey, Brockley.
Ord. Founders. J. , Reeves, 124, St. George’s-avenue, N.,
Pinchbeck, London.
4405. Gutters for Surrace Drarnace, J. G. Killey,
H. de Jersey, 4, Tokenhouse-buildcler:
- sh am es 60 66 es se @2 2
4306. Tennis Bats, B. Azulay, London.
Brockley.
15
ings, financier . . «2 se co 0
C. J. March, 15, King-street, E.C., chartered
4307.
Toot
for
Pressinc
and
Stamprnc
IRREGULAR
4406. ComBrnaTION Furniture, H. R. W. C. Eppen,
E. O. Preston, 4, Tokenhouse-buildQUUOUIIIED 05 cs cc 0c 0c cs 56 65 00 2 Suapes, W. R. Comings, London.
London.
= a er
et 2
ee 30...
J. R. Oakley, 86, Sarsfield-road, Balham .. .. 1 4308. New Form of Game or Pastime, A. H. Williams 4407.
RENDERING AMBER WASTE AVAILABLE for MANUH. J. D. Preston, New Broad-street
and E. L. White, London.
The number of directors is not to be less than 4309.
FACTURE, A. Trebitsch, London.
eee
ey eee
Be og see
Recutaztnc
the
Fiow
of
Liquips
Passine
4408. Recutatinc the Licnt of Gas Brackets, F.
three, nor more than five; qualification, £200 in
P. Dickinson, Willesden Green .. .. 45 .. —
through
FLEXIBLE
Tues,
F.
Marshall,
London.
Garon, Southend.
C. W. Langton, 57, Brixton-road «wg 201 ww =
shares or stock; the first are the subscribers 4310. Securtne the Tips of UmMBRELLAs to the Stick
StorprerinG Bott es, A. H. Storey, London.
R. Barnes, 45, Finsbury-pavement,
Trip Rios, A. H. Williams and E. L. White, London. 4409.
denoted by an asterisk; remuneration, £300 per
4410. Automatic RanGE Finper, T. Rickard.—(F. B.
Se,
ee Ore
Sr
4311.
Seconpary
Barreries,
H.
H.
Lake.—_({A.
V.
annum.
Mr,
C.
F,
Otto
will
join
the
board
after
Parkinson,
Italy.)
E. Willmott, 118, Cable-street, E.,
Meserole,
United
States.)
the allotment of shares.
Borroms for Fire-Boxes, &c., T. H. P. Dennis,
GO ac te 00. ee ce ew ee ce Ba =
4312. Grinpinc Mower Knives, H. H. Lake.—(R. 4411.
Chelmsford.
Dutton, United States.)
The subscribers are to appoint the first direcStop-mortion for the SuuTrLe-BoxEs of Looms, J.
4313. PLumBers’ Traps, A. E, McKechnie and G. W. 4412.
tors; qualification, £50 in shares or stock. The
Haydock and W. Rossetter, London.
Wicks, London.
Strand Electric Lighting Company, Limited.
VeLocirepes, W. E. Crowther, London.
company in general meeting will determine
4314. Tittinc Vatve, R. Haddan.—(W. H. Campbell, 4413.
4414,
Pocket Sewinc Macuine, W. C. White, London.
remuneration.
United States.)
This company was registered on the 19th inst.,
4415. Lock Bott, T. Latham, London,
with a capital of £30,000, in £5 shares, to gene- 4315. FasTteninc for Stay Busks, R. Haddan.—(C. 4416.
TRANSMITTING
Motion to Pumps, T. Bower, P.
Herschenbein,
Austria.)
rate and on ly electricity, electric light and
W. Bower, J. Blackburn, and F. Mori, London.
Stem Winpinc and Setrinc Mecnanism for 4417.
Hercules Dredge Company, Limited.
power for public and private purposes, within the 4316.
Openine, &c., SasHes, J. Hill, London.
Watcues, E. Beaumé, London.
This company proposes to acquire the patent Strand district and the parish of St. Martin’s-in- 4317.
4418, Sui and other Cuairs, J. Rowan, Glasgow.
Gas Burners, R. K. Boyle, London.
4419. JacquaRD NEEDLES, J. Jardine and C. H,
and other rights of the Hercules dredge or Exca- the-Fields, and other metropolitan parishes and 4318, UNIVERSAL SPANNER, J. Deboo, London.
Crawley, London.
4319. SrincLE-actinc Enoines, J. D. F, Andrews, 4420.
vator, and to secure and work concessions for districts, The subscribers are :—
ie
Rartway Coup tines, J. A. Northmore and F. C.
London.
ES) res.
pearl, sponge, and coral fishing, and for dredging
Davy, London.
4320. Guns, H. 8. Maxim, London.
Coles, 88, Tresillian-road, St. John’s, engiand digging for diamonds and precious stones. John
4421, Domestic FirepLaces, E. Dummer, London.
4321.
Door
Locks,
F.
M.
Tarsuel,
London,
ry
S
k
e
a
rere
ear
1
It was registered on the 18th inst., with a capital 8. C. Hannah, 49, Walterton-road, St. Peter's
DELIVERING Goops, 8. Stanbridge and G. L.
4322. DyNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES, J. and E. Hopkin- 4422,
Lyons, London.
of £100,000, in £10 shares,
e subscribers
son, London.
Cte
aaa
1
4423. Borters for Steamsuips, J. R. Thomson and J.
are :—
23rd March, 1887.
P.
G.
Ebbutt,
Lennard-road,
Croydon
..
..
..
1
. Biles, Glasgow.
Shares. A. O. Paulsen, 51, Welbeck-street, W., acT. Heather, London.
F. O. Stevens, 8, Beaufort-terrace, Nunhead-lane,
I
ee
ae ae ha r os 468. 90 1 ™ Door Springs and Cuecks, F. Smith, Birming- 4424, ADVERTISING,
Fitter Presses, H. E. Newton.—(W. Baur,
RT,
ds ue ce ce oe. de te ae es
*J. B. Verity, Weybridge, electrical engineer .. 1 4324.am, Raipway and Tramway WHEELS, C. J. Nichol- 4425.
United
States.)
5 nee 24, Kidbroke-grove, Black8. Heeo 31,
“street, Covent-garden,
. son, Birmingham,
4426. WHEELS and Tires, H. Parkin and H. Webb,
cler eel ee Ss se, acecen aa 4h. . 0%
4325. Storprers for Botties, W. A. Ross, Belfast.
London.
A. F. Smith, 5, Myddleton-square, N., contractor
*J. V. Whitaker, 12, Warwick-lane, E.C., pubAUTOMATICALLY OBTAINING ARTIFICIAL CURRENTS 4427. Gate Hino, D. J. Olinger, London.
H. J. Fearnley, 64, Dynevor-road, Stoke NewingWE Sate Ven! Wants en ca. ean 64. sus .<6 1 4326.
of
Arr,
W.
A.
Ross,
Belfast.
4428. Meta Pirss, J. A. Brinell, London.
Sr
erry ery mere ee ee ee
4827.
Cutmneys,
C.
J.
Henderson,
Edinburgh.
4429, Facitiratine the Suipprne of Coat, Sir W. T.
The number of directors is not to be less than
R. 8. Fowler, jun., 40, Glenarm-road, Lower
Propuxsion of VessELs, R. Knox, Manchester.
Lewis and C. L. Hunter, London.
three, nor more than six; qualification, 10 shares ; 43828.
Fa
rae
a “se
WATER TUYERE, R. Griffiths, Staffordshire.
4430. MononypraTeD Sutruuric Acip, J. Brock.—
Cc. 8. Y. Melton, 62, Mount-street
the first are the subscribers denoted by an 4823.
4330.
Socks,
J.
Booth,
Birmingham.
(Partly communicated by George Lunge, Switzerland.)
. Highbury ‘New
T. W. A. King, 5, Ferntowerasterisk,
and
Mr.
J.
8.
Crace
Cunnington;
re4331.
Connectinc
Enps
of
Tapes,
F.
K.
Adcock
and
4431. Coarep Canvas, J. L. Pound, London.
ee
ATK,
N. 2. ce ce oe
muneration—chairman, £200 per annum, and
s
up, Bradford.
4432. Givine First Motion to Tram-cars, C. Pilcher,
4332. TrEaTinG Liquors, J. France, Halifax.
Registered without special article“
each ordinary director £100 per annum.
London,

AMERICAN NOTES,
(From our own Correspondent.)
New York, March 17th,
Tye receipts of iron and steel and its products
from abroad are light, and comparatively little
business has been done by brokers or importers,
on account of a general unsettled feeling in
American iron circles. The Pennsylvania iron
makers have refused to book orders for summer
delivery at 80c. below current quotations. The
weekly output will reach 140,000 tons by May Ist.
Merchant a mill output has been increased by
the resumption of a few mills which have been
dismantled for several years. Mill prices are 2°20
for refined and 2‘10for medium iron, Puddled bars
sold this week at 33°50 dols, at works. Shipbuilders have placed orders for large lots, and
the yards generally are busy on contracts for
coastwise tonnage. All reports from the interior
agree that the expansion of mill-house, bridge
and railroad building will help to keep up a steady
demand for all products of furnace and rolls,
The machine-shop capacity is crowded, and orders
for locomotive engines during the week are
reported at forty-two. Very heavy shipments of
ore are being made, and Lake ore and Lake
copper developments are being pushed as rapidly
as the weather will permit. Copper is 104, lead
4:40, tin 22°40. The demand for wrought and
cast iron pipe is stimulating new pipe manufacturing enterprises, Two blast furnaces are to be
built in Virginia this year with a combined capapacity of 300 tons per day, when the cost will
not exceed 10 dols. per ton. Freight rates to New
York, 3°50 dols,
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Lancashire

and Yorkshire Self-winding Clock
Company, Limited.
This company proposes
to acquire certain rights
under the por ds catans dated 25th November,
1884, No. 15,500, granted to W. P. Thompson,
for improvements in clocks and apparatus for
actuating and controlling same by electricity,
being a communication from Chester H. Pond, of
Brooklyn, New York; also the letters patent
dated 20th June, 1885, No. 7548, gran
to
C. H. Pond, for improvements in synchronisers.
It was registered on the 23rd inst., with a capital
of £6000, in £1 shares, with the following as first
subscribers:—
Shares.
D. Boyd, Reform Club, Manchester, merchant .. 1
F. Myers, 65, Victoria-street, Liverpool, mechanicalengineer .. «+ + «2 oe os os os 1
C. P. Bennett, 27, Lombard-street, merchant .. 1
J. A. Lund, 49, Cornhill, watch manufacturer .. 1
J. F. Sandeman, 52, Queen Victoria-street, secre- .
PG. Morrison, 52, Queen Victoria-street, sales1
man
on. ps ee 6p. 09 £e 08
J. Boyd, 50, Bow-lane, merchant
whee
1
The number of directors is not to be less than
three, nor more than seven; qualification, 200
shares; but this will not apply to Mr. J. A. Lund,
or such other director as may be appointed by
the London Board, under an agreement of the
9th ult. The subscribers are to appoint the first
directors; remuneration, £500 per annum, and
also 10 per cent. on the amounts divided as dividend, in excess of 10 per cent. per annum.
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4433. Curr Butrons or Soirrarres, H. H. Lake.—(F.
F. Campbell, United States.)
4434. TREATING and SEPARATING REFUSE METALS, J. E.
a
, London.
4435. ee Mopgts, A. J. Boult.(&. Ferrari,
Italy.
4436. Suprptyrsc Stream to Compounp Enorves, R.
Morgan, Liverpool.
4437. SeELF-BrInpING Harvesters, A. Stark, London.
4438. Dryrnc Matt, &c., O. Imray.—(F. W. Wresebrock, United States.)
25th March, 1887.
4439. Furnaces, &c., G. Wilton. Silverton.
4440. ExpLosive Compounps, R. W. Punshon and H.
J. Maclure, London.
4441. SmokeLess Gunpowper, H. J. Maclure, London.
4442. Suprortinc a Corp for Pictrurss, &c., G. F.
Meakin, Kingston-on- ey
4443. Specracies, G
Dublin.
4444. Looms, J. Holden, ow he ng
4445. Strrrvups and Buck.es, J. M. Fletcher, Cheadle,
4446. Recisrer Doors and Bowers for Stoves, H.
Pearce, London.
4447. Merasvrine, &c., Currents of EL&ctTRICITY,
P. B. Elwell, Manchester.
4448. UMBRELLas and Parasos, L. Hall, London.
4449. Heatryc Tartors’ and other Irons, J. Thomas,
Bodmin.
4450. Kerrces and Pans, E. P. Hetherington and C.
Carter, Manchester.
4451, SHEpprinc Motions, R. Bulcock, London.
4452. SprnpLe Srups used in Looms for Weavine, W.
Towler, London.
4453. PortaBLe Warprose, A. Haward, Manchester.
4454. Looms for Weavinc TURKEY or Loorep TOWELS,
A. Lister and W. Carter, Halifax.
4455. Composition for Preventinc IncrustaTIon in
Stream Borers, D. N. Salmond, Bradford.
4456. Stop Motions for DovsLinc and TwisTinc MacHinery, A. H. Dixon and W. J. Gradwell, Manchester.
4457. Revievine the Strain A Ropes and ae,
T. Archer, jun., and C. W. Wilson, Gateshead-o.
rne,
4458. Brick-makrxe Diz, W. Barker, Durham.
4459, CuLtivatine, &c., by Steam Power FIeELDs containing Hick Lanps, J. N. Stovin, Welton, near
Lincoln.
4460. E.ecrro-pynamic and DyNaAMO-ELECTRIC MaCHINES, T. Parker, Manchester.
4461. Manvuracrcurrsc Imrration Skrys, &c., G.
Ambler, Bradford.
4462. Stop Exp for PRINTERS’ Gates, C. Lawson,
Dublin.
4463. Soit-PirE Connections for WATER-CLOSETS, &c.,
H. W. Allan, London.
4464. SELF-vENTILATING Pipe for WATER-CLOSETS, &c.,
G. Lawrence, Huddersfield.
4465. Execrricat Reckonixc Macuine, J. Rettie,
London.
4466. Maxine and PReParRixG UMBRELLA FRAMES,
W. Beer, London.
4467. BuULLets or ProsectiLes, H. Geary, London.
4468. Cumey Tor or Cow1, J. Morris, London.
AERaTED Waters, W. K. Birkinshaw.
4470. Snips with their Ancnors, W. Tinmouth,
London.
4471. Box Orroman, E. Smith, London.
4472. ELecrro-peposiTion of Copa.t, 8. P. Thompson,
London.
4473. InvaLips’ or other ConvERTIBLE Covucues, E.
Mines, Liverpool.
4474. Panter Brot, C. Kranz, London.
4475. Hose Covrtines and Appiiances, E. Mould,
London.
4476. TRaNsFERRING Boats from One Lever to
ANOTHER on CaNa.s, 8. Lloyd, London.
4477. Vuucanisers for Dentat and other Purposes,
C. F. Rutterford, London.
4478. Supportinc TeLecrapn, &c., Wires, C. Maynard,
London.
4479, VentiLatTine Apparatus, R. J. Shaw, London.
4480. Cream Tester, P. V. P. Berg and 0. Sorensen,
London.
4481. Pianororte Actions, P. M. Justice.—({T. Cahill,
United States.)
4482. Pranororte Actions, P. M. Justice.—(7. Cahill,
United States.)
4483. Srretcuinc Trousers, &c., 8. D. Blogg, London.
4484. Locwoop Extract, C. D. Abel.—(0. Korschelt,
Germany.)
4485. ORNAMENTING Giass, &c,, A. M. Clark.—{C. J.
Brunetti, France.)
4486. Carpet Stretcuers, J. R. Price, London.
se .—aeen, Breeze Dust, &c., W. H. Lindsay,
mi
4488. Meta Pates for Boots and Sos, G. Randall,
London.
4489. Fences, J. Lysaght.—(7. Davey, Victoria.)
4490. RecENERATIVE Gas Lamps, O. Seegriin, London.
4491. Prope.ter, G. F. Redfern.—(A. Polfroy, France.)
er = —
Matrers, H. H. Lake.—{K. Ochler,
FETMANY.
4493. Boot Protectors, W. R. Clark, London.
4494. Steam Geverators, H. Nurse, London.
4495. Key for Ticnrenrnc Rams in Ramway, &c.,
Cnatrrs, A. Denuit, London.
4496. ApprTion to Evectric IycaANDESCENCE or GLOW
Lamps, A. Barker, London.
7. Screen and Heat Reriector to Faci.itaTe
Cookine, W. Stobbs, London.
4498. SkeLeToN Frame for SupporTinc CookING
Vessets Heatep by Or Lamps, H. Fricker.—({R. M.
Wanzer, Canada.)
4499. Lock and Sarery Cuaiy, W. H. Beck.—(A.
Loyer, France.)
26th March, 1887.
4500. Mowine and Reapixc Macuryes, 8. B. Bamford,
Uttoxeter.
4501. Macuixves for Spixninc Fisres, &c., J. A.
Leeming, Halifax.
4502. Tap or Cock for Brrr, &c., Casks,C. H. Dainton,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
4503. Proputsion of Veunicies for Roap or Rait, J.
Ebneter, Birmingham.
4504. Roiiers for the Mountine of Maps, 8. Bolton,
Oakworth.
4505. Conveyrnc Liquips to GrixpinG Stones, C. G.
ini ght, Southsea.
4506. Frictionat Brakes, D. D. and W. D. Napier and
A. Kelly, London.
4507. VenicLes Drawn by Anm™ats, F. Bosshardt.—
(P. A. Lasternas, France.)
4508. Hanp Pap, J. Ashworth, Manchester.
4509. WasHine, &c., TEXTILE Marteriats, E. and G.
E. Sutcliffe and the Patent Process Dyeing Company, Manchester.
4510. Exvevores, M. L. Hall, Manchester.
4511. Gas Encryes, C. Ridealgh, Sunderland.
4512. Mrvers’ Sarety Lamps, T. Marshall, London.
4513. Carts, 8. W. Drury and R. Smith, Sheffield.
= Hooxs
=
for Warprozes, &c, J. Buckland,
‘aunto!
4515. "INCANDESCENT Ex.ecrric Lamps, W. Maxwell,
4516. —o— for Hotpixc Watcues, &c., M. Myers and
E. Hunt, Birming!
4517. ForMATION of KETTLES, &e., P. A. Martin, Birmingham.
4518. Rerarsrnc CLotues on Livesto Dry, W. Stobbs,
London.
4519. Securinc Ratts to Stee, Sieerers, 8. W. Wilkinson, London.
4520. Drititinc Macuryes, G. Lohf, London.
4521. Bripte for Painters’ Brusnes, T. Murphy,
London.
4522. Buryers for Burninc Orr Lamps, J. W. Newall,
London.
4523. Ferrues or Tips for Umpre.ias, W. T. and J.
H. Stubbs and J. aa Manchester.
4524. BREAKING Fax, &c., W. Raux, London.
4525. Boots, &., J. White, Liverpool.
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4526. Fett Hats, J. H. Neave, Liverpool.
4527. ELecrropes, L, Epstein, Liverpool.
4528. FinisHine ty LATES CoaTep with Tix, H.
F. Taylor and W. P. Struvé, London.
4529. STRING FasTentne for Mat Baas, &c., J. Cowdy
and
mer, London.
4530, SAccHARUM for Brewers, J. W. Bailey and J. A.
R. Greaves, London.
4531. PULVERISING Sonn , C. Tod, London.
4532. Exvecrric Venicie, M. R. W
London.
4533. Evecrric Locomotives, M. R. Ward, London.
4534. Arracninc Rartway Cuarrs to SLEEPERS, W.
Davison, London.
4535. Gas ConseRvaTORY BoiLers, G. Shrewsbury,
London.
4536. Dryinc Curtanss, &c., C. O. Wolff, London.
4537. Hepp.es, F. O. Dathe and C. W. Gohler, London.
4538. Fasteners for SecuniInG QUADRANTS, E Nunan,
London.
4539. Cast Iron Axte Puttey, J. C, Evans, Wolverhampton.
4540. Giazinc Horricutturat Buitpras, 8, Taylor,
London.
4541. Rattway, &c., Lamps, 8. T. Dutton and A. Cay,
London.
4542. SIGNALLING UNDER Water, &c., 8. Taylor,
mdon.
4543. AmaLcaMaTinG Apparatus H. Moon, London.
4544. Meratiic Winpow Sasues, &c., J. I. Williams,
London.
4545. ELecrricat Measurine, &c., C. D. Abel.—(Siemens
and Halske, Germany.)
4546. DynaMo-ELEcTRICAL Macutves, C. D. Abel.—
(Siemens and Halske, Germany.)
4547. Dyernc Yarns and Fasrics, R. Chadwick and
J. W. Consterdine-Chadwick, London.
4548. CenrraL Fire Carrrivce, J. Y. Johnson.—({la
Société Francaise des Munitions de Chasse de Tir et de
Guerre, France.)
4549. ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT Lamps, A. Featherstongi jun., London.
4550. Reetinc Mecuanism, F. H. Daniels, London.
4551. Reevinc Mecuanism, F. H. Daniels, London.
4552. Ancnors, W. H. Gales and H. J. Huthwaite,
London.
4553. Evecrric TeLecraPy Apparatus, W. Dickenson,
London.
4554. Firinc of Orpnancr, W. Kieser, London.
4555. a
Feep Reocviator, &c., E. R. Blood,
4556. Praves Printinc Macuives, A, M. Clarke.—(B.
Lavaissiére, France.)
4557. Taste Tors, A. M, Clark. J. Wertheim, Germany.)
4558. Marxine Lives on BLacksoarps, J. R. Spratling,
London.
4559. Sprivos, T. le Poidevin, London.
28th March, 1887.
4560. Sream WasHinc Macuines, G. W. Harris, Leeds,
4561. Rerarine the LuBRICANT on VERTICAL SPINDLES,
J. Gamble, Belfast.
4562. Licntinc, &c., Gas Licuts, F. T. Schmidt ?
Bradford.
4563. Maxkrixa Looprep Banpinc, E. Whalley, Manchester.
4564. Traction of Tram-cars by Gas Morors, T.
Sington, Manchester.
4565. Brake for Savinc Rim Banps, R. Winkley,
Accrington.
4566. REcovERY of Om gy oe from STEAM
Enotnes, &c., D. Hollis, N. Wood, G. G. Rhodes,
J. 8. Critchley, Bradford.
4567. Prorecrinc Biackieap, &c., T. H. Taylor,
Manchester.
4568. Sarery Apparatus for Mivxe Caces, &c., J. T.
a Sheffield,
. Esector of Birpinc Breecn-Loapine Gun, W.
or Brighton, Birmingham.
4570. Scottopine Lace, &c., T. Foster, Farnsfield.
4571. Zoxcs for Gatvanic Batreries, W. E. Heys.
—(J. Beattie, United States.)
4572. Carpinc Macutnes,J.Nasmith, Manchester.
4573. Curriye the Eyesof Neep.es,R. R. Beard, Birmingham.
4574. Furnaces, F. Friedenthal, Presto
4575. Suppiyixa Fiuip to WRITING Pos, 8. Harrison
and J. Mara, Manchester.
4576. EXTRACTING ALUMINIUM from Atumina, D. G.
ae 8S. T. Montague, and O. L. B. L. Bourgerel,
Faris.
. Exectrric, &c., Batreries, H. C. Beland, Lonwe
4578." Pomsn, J. Baird, Glasgow.
4579. Pruxtine, &c.; Gorton FAnrics, T. Hardcastle,
Manchester.
4580. -~ crores Yarns, T. H. Blamires, Huddersfi
ae Umepretia, &c., Hannes, H. Workman, Wooditer.
am
for Prantnec Metars, W. W. Hulse,
4583. Dyes, Disisrectants, &c., R. H. W. Biggs,
London.
4584. Exrractinc Tix from Scraps, R. H. W. Biggs,
London.
4585. Tooru-brosues,C. G. Knight, Southsea.
wae — for PHotocrapPuic Piates, E. H. White,
4587. Steam GeNERATORS and Furnaces, J. Waters,
London.
4588. Steam Generators, J. Waters, London.
4589. Promotine Forcep Comsustion, J. R. Thomson,
Glasgow.
4590.
Van- -BOXES, R. Neal, London,
4591. Sizmvc, &c., Macutves, E. Brook and J. Vickerman, London,
4592. Type-writtnc Apparatus, M. A. Wier, Upper
Norwood.
Stone-DREssInc Macurines, W. Murray, London.
4594. Fastentnc Doors, E. 8. Sturdy, London.
4595. BaLancinG VenIcies, J. Lefert, Middlesex.
4596. Vessezs, 8. E. pet o London.
4597. Ort ae 5 Wilson, London.
4598. WaTer Baks, Elliott, ‘Newbury.
4599. FLORAL Deminssuaee, ay Maitland, London.
4600. Sauts, C. F. Dahl, Lond
4601. FURNACES,
;
4602. Steam ConDENSING, J. Gilmour, G
4603. Dentist’s InstroMENTs, H. B. Gill,
4604. SupMaRiNE Boats, H. Middleton, —.
4605. Pavino, A.J.Boul
M. “W ie Londo: = )
4606. Pavine, A.
spain.
4607. Presses, R. M.
X. Jord’Bp
4608. Stream Boi.ers, W. Ol d, pear aa
4609. Exrractine Goip, J. C. Newberry and C. T. J.
Vautin, London.
4610, Lamps and Wicks, A. 8. Yanez, London.
4611. Cross-cut Saws, N. Neudey, London.
4612. eee for Drivine Suarts, A. B. Perkins and
J. Cotton,B:
4613, FIRE-EXTINGUISHERS, B. Loeb, jun,, London.
4614. EnaBLinc Persons to Remain without DaNcEr
in Rooms Fittep with Smoke, &c., B. Loeb, jun.,
London.
4615. Brick for Buitpinc, R. Haddan.—(Z. Clerici,
qitaly.
4616. Measurinc Lines, R. Haddan.{F. Thiband,
France.
4617. Toou for Dressine Fur, H. een
- gas
4618. MULTITUBULAR — P. Han
4619. Monry Receiver,
J. M.” O'Kelly and H. J. C.‘Sommerville, London.
4620. SHeet Meta-Boxes, W. 8. Llewellyn, London.
4621. Boor for Horses, &c., E. Grimshaw, London.
4622. OpeNtsc and Ciosinc Winpow CasEMeENts, &c.,
J.
4623. yorEnisa —_ Ciosixa Wixpow CasEMENTS, &c.,
J. W.Frit
4624. ‘Fusreean &e:; of Vesse1s, H. E. Newton.—{J.
States.)
4625. HiNGEs, W. A. are 7 London.
4626. Fitter Pumps, C. A. Koellner, London.
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4627. AppLyinc Bronze to Paper, W. B. Silverlock,
London.mn.
4628. Cartrivogs, J. Schulhof, London.
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
(From the United States’ Patent Office Oficial Gazette.)

1, 1887.

eines, Canieting
ingpipes,, supply and discharge pipes,
disch
k,
a reservoir L, of a weighted
piston, M shetantislly as set forth. (5) The combination, with the cylinder of a hydraulic engine, of a
reservoir communicating with said cylinder independently of the supply, discharge, and circulating pipes

356,667. Dynamo-ELecrric Macuine, S. H. Short,
Denver, Colo.—Filed May 6th, 1886.
Claim.—{1) In combination with a ‘single = sean
$ ad - 0-elec’
one de
machine or motor, two inde; 7
ent field magnets having pole pieces on each side o!
the armature, one pair being the = pieces of a magnet with its coils in series with the armature and the

line, and the other pair being the pole pieces of a field
magnet whose coils are in a shunt taken from the
terminals of the machine, substantially as described.
(2) fhe combination, with an nen sewefA, of the field
— M, having a ‘pole on each side of the armature,
being ‘wound with coarse wire in series with the
armature and line, and a field magnet M}, merge FR
fn on each side of the armature, but wound sedwire, and in a shunt taken from the terminals of
hine, substantially as described.
356,'751. Srraw-cutter, J. Dick, Canton, Ohio.—Filed
"August 23rd, 1886.
Claim.—(1) In a straw or feed-cutter, a knife extending across the su;
opine
rting frame, in combination with
a pairof shafts se pre erearnthe — planeof
the said knife and
— to said
—_, substantially as Loontved. (2) The combination of the frame
oblique dises C Cl, connecting bars united at their ends to op; te faces ofsaid
discs, a knife or cutter secured to one of said bars, and
oblique shaftsBy
which said discs are mounted,
substantiall oo
(8) The combination, with
a series of ives extending across the supporting
frame, of a pair of shafts setvair of doveto the cutting
plane of the knives, and a pai
—the ends of the knife bars and set obliquely thereto,
substantially as described. (4) The com
tion, with

and supply tank of said cylinder, and adapted to
receive or to supply the volume of fluid displaced by
the piston-rod from and to said cylinder, substantially
as descri
356,'754. Rowen casa, T. H. Duffy, Chicago, Il.—
Filed May 11th, 1886,
Claim.—{(1) The combination of the wheel D, having
= agitating blades C, with the semicircular scraper
d. (2) The combination of
aa elevator ‘with a semicircular scraper adapted
to be drawn along a sewer, substantially as described.
(8) The coniinaiien of the sc ne A, having the
driving and agitating wheel C with the elevator
B, constructed and operating, substantially as set
forth. (4) The combination of a scraper A, driving
wheel D, and drive chains a, with the shafts G F

:
elevator chains or belts /, and elevating buckets 9,
substantially as specified. (5) The bail or frame H and
I, in combination with the scraper A and elevator
> substantially as described. (6) The combination of
beter d and
A, driving wheel D, Roving the agitating
and rope J, whereby the agitator is rotated
as
4 4 ——— is drawn along, substantiallyas set
forth. (i) The combination and arrangement of the
scraperA, the elevatorB, and driving wheel D, with
the rope J, bail H, and chain I, substantially as
specified. 357,149. Piuncer ror Deep-wett Pumps, J. D.
Howard, Zincite, Mo.—Filed October 9th, 1886.
Claim.—In a plunger for lift pumps, the combination
of a piston-rod having its lower end ane enees,
a ee abe
— said screw-thread, a second or up;
screw-thread ry rtion above said shoulder, an
collar above said upper screw-threaded portion and
having a nut upon each of said screw-threaded portions, a plunger composed of an upper and a lower
portion secured thereto, said upper portion being
cylindrical in shape and having its upper and lower
edges bevelled outwardly and having an annular
groovenear itspan
w
end, and having vertical slots
leading from sai:
ve to the interior of said cylin-

the frame B, carrying trough A, and
d, of
oblique shafts ¢ cl, ae dises C Cl, theknife bars
D. —saonee pivotally at their ends to——- faces
of th
and the knives securedto said knife bars,
po or iyasdescribed. (5) The pete ong with
the frame B and the discs C Cl, set obliquely thereon
of the knife bars D, the knives
thereto, and
the pins E, connecting atte votall: ioaetim,
substantially as set forth. (6) The com
tion, with
the frame of a straw-cutter and the feed trough
> eg of a pair of = set paces ap. Ato the di
end of the
h and carrying obli at dises,
commneting bars jointed at bm ends to
of said discs, and a knife secured to oneo! al cae
substantially as described.
357,147. Hypravutic Enainxz, C. EB. Foster, Washington.—Filed Janvary 7th, 1884.
we tt
ctype
com
aalination, soe
¥
—— one der, vertical radiating wings connecting said cylindrical
su
,¢
pes and su
ion with theig hub,gssaid hub ng
being secured
age Bey
of a Harauie engine,
piston-rod between the collar and the nut
a valve device closing communication with ‘the supply upon
upon
the
u
screw-th: ed portion, Neer) am
pipe when the a
wateris to circulate, of a joer said groove,
the a bmp of sai P
water tank or
pendent of the supply
an: ringa shoulder upon ts
tank pipe ey communtatingwith the cylinder, and “petannular-shaped
outer edge and whe with a number of
ee Se
Oar
or taking up s us
ting
arms
having
re-Sanhenting wings, two circuwater in the circulating
e water frees one ale of lar valves, and an inverted
conical washer, the said
the piston to the other,
tingofthowateras setforth (2 lower portion valves, and washer
being secured upon
—s e provided with means for conn
the piston- -rod between said shoulder and the nut upon
opposite ends of the cylinder and for > song com- its
lower
end,
aoetation with the¢supply when the ton is to be
— by the load, in
ation with a discharge
and a su enoental reservoir ——.
i the supply
and pipes, and arrangedto THE wer bd New Yorx.—General Newton is
a project looking
receive the surplus water when the water circulates, reported to
of the entire cit; = New
when the water is discharged, towards Pad
ite, asphalte, or wood.
estiied, aThe
pay
Fay York with eith
mate given inclu es about 6,000,000 sq. yds., ond the
cylinder,
clove
wane of8
a estimated cost is 5,000, 000dols. No city in the country
di
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THE DRAINAGE OF FENS AND LOW LANDS
BY STEAM POWER.
By W. H. WHEELER, M. Inst. C.E,
No. VI.}
In 1868 Mr. Samuel Naylor, the superintendent of the
Morton Car drainage district on the Trent, took out a
patent for a somewhat similar arrangement, which is thus
described in the patent specification: “ At the end of the
channel or chase of the wheel is formed a face, and at the
bottom thereof, in a horizontal axis, is arranged a flap or
valve constructed so that it will float, and join
at
intervals. This ~- floats in the water, allowing the
water in the wheel to pass it in an upward direction.
When the level of the water falls by the stopping of the
wheel, and the flow tends towards the wheel, the flap
floats up to its face and makes a tight joint, and so prevents the return of the water—Patent specification,
11th March, 1868, No. 839.” The difference between Mr.
Naylor’s plan and that already described is that the
former is self-adjusting, and also supplies the place of the
self-acting doors placed across the outlet. The wheel for
draining the Morton Car district in the Trent has been
fitted with this arrangement. Mr. Naylor also included:
in his patent a curved guide for causing the water to
enter at the under side of the wheel, so that the scoops
should not “come in contact with the water until they
have ceased to descend, and are travelling horizontally, or
nearly so, on the under side of the axis.” The blades or
arms in the wheel are curved backwards, or in the
opposite direction to that in which the wheel revolves, so
that the water may leave them advantageously on the
rising side of the wheel.
The wheels at Katwig, in Holland, have been fitted
with a somewhat similar arrangement to that here
described, the floor in front of the wheels being movable,
and hung on hinges, so that it can rise up automatically,
and have an adjustable breast, suitable to the varying
level of the water in the outlet.
Very few of the old wheels have been fitted with
shuttles to regulate the supply of water to the wheel.
With a varying height of water it is not possible, without
this arrangement, to work the wheel to the best advantage. By means of the shuttle the depth of immersion
of the scoops can be controlled, and the wheel prevented
from being overloaded.
The shuttle is also useful in
adjusting the load either at first starting, before the
wheel has got into full swing, or, in the case of a tidal
outfall, in diminishing the supply to the wheel as the
height of lift increases with the rise of the tide. The
shuttle consists of a wooden framework, with a sliding
door fitted in the raceway close up to the wheel, sloping
at such an angle as to be tangential to the circumference of the wheel. The door is provided with friction
rollers, which work on a frame in the side next the wheel,
and is provided with a balance weight and lock and
pinion for moving and adjusting the shuttle. A shaft
can be carried into the engine house and geared to the
pinion, so that the shuttle may be adjusted in the engineroom, a flange with float being also placed there to show
the height of the water.
The diameter of the wheel is regulated by the “head
and a
that is, the distance from the lowest point of
the ladles to the maximum height to which the water hag
to be lifted. Sig. Cuppari quotes a formula of Mr. Forster’s
for calculating the diameter D = 9°82 ¥ 7 + p, in which
iis the immersion of the scoops, or the dip, and p the
lift = 9°82 ¥ H, in which H = the height from the lowest
point of the wheel to the highest external level to which
the water has to be raised, the measurements being in
feet. The constant in the formula gives a larger diameter
than is generally to be found in either the Dutch wheels
or those in use in the Fens. A constant of 8°75 gives a
result more nearly approaching the Dutch and English
practice. The wheels at Zuidplas, which have curved
a
and are of recent construction, have a dip of
3°28ft., and a head of 11°8 = H 15°08, with a diameter
of 32°80ft., equal to about 8°5 times the square root of
H. The wheels at Katwig erected in 1880 have a head
and dip of 11ft., and a diameter of 29°50ft., equal to 8°92.
Taking twenty-five of the principal wheels in England
having an average extreme head and dip of 15:0ft., the
mean diameter is 34°0ft., equal 8°77 the square root of H.
The new wheel at Wexford Harbour has a diameter of
40ft. for 14°50ft. head and dip, equal to a constant of 10,
or slightly greater. Wheels with curved ladles require a
less diameter than those with flat.
The Italian wheels generally have a larger diameter in
—
to the lift than the Dutch or English. The
argest wheels in Holland do not exceed 33ft. in diameter.
In England the largest diameter is 50ft., and several
examples of wheels 35ft. and 40ft. exist. The limit for
efficient working may be taken at 36ft. It is not advantageous to use scoop wheels above 12ft. When the height
is greater than this, centrifugal pumps are more effective
and economical in working. Before the introduction of
pumps, where the lift was great, it was usual to divide it
into two, and to employ a double set of wheels, one
working at some distance behind the other.
In 1872 a patent was taken out by Mr. G. Hamit, the
superintendent of the Haddenham
Drainage district, to
meet the case of alterations required in existing wheels
owing to the subsidence of the soil. By his proposal he
claims to save the expense of increasing the Sameter of
an existing wheel, with the consequent lowering to the
masonry of the trough. His invention is described as
consisting of “the application of an auxiliary wheel at
the entrance to the wheel race to feed the water to the
scoop wheel, the efficiency of which is, moreover, increased.
This auxiliary wheel is provided with curved blades, and
is rapidly rotated, the water being admitted to it through
a sluice protected by a grating”’—patent specification,
3764, 1872. So far as the principle is concerned, there is
perm new in this, as examples of double lifts already
existed in the Fens. The object sought could be obtained
1 For article No, V., see Tar Enorveer, March 25th,
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more efficiently by lengthening the scoops, as has been
done in Deeping ¥en and other places. The existing
machinery of the old wheels being well and strongly constructed, is easily adapted to the increased work by 9
alterations, and by using steam at a higher pressure.
By
judicious alterations to the engine and wheel a large
saving of coals may be effected, notwithstanding the
increased work.
The greatest quantity of water raised by seoop wheels,
so far as the author’s experience goes, is at Katwig, the
six wheels raising each over 333 tons, or a total of 2000
tons a minute, 4ft. high, or 1200 tons 7ft. high. The
reatest quantity of water lifted at one station in EngSed is at Deeping Fen, the larger wheel raising 300 tons
a minute to a height of 5ft., and the two 560 tons a
minute. The wheel at the 100 Foot River in Norfolk discharges 120 tons a minute at a height of 17ft., and 200 tons
at the ordinary lift of 13ft. The two Italian wheels
at Adria discharge 300 tons a minute each, the maximum lift being 10ft. The Egyptian wheels recently
erected at Atfeh, on the Nile, can each discharge 254 tons
a minute, or a total for the eight wheels of 2030 tons.
The speed at which wheels with flat scoops run should
not exceed 8ft. per second at the periphery. When this
is exceeded, too great an impetus is given to the water,
and
of it is lifted higher than necessary. The best
results are obtained with a slower rate of speed than this.
The slower the speed the less the water is dashed about.
It is, however, contended by some makers of wheels that
a slow speed involves additional friction from the gearing
required to reduce the speed of the engine to that of the
wheel. In the old engines the number of revolutions of
the engine to those of the wheel was 3 or 4 tol. This
has been increased to6 or 7to1l. A high velocity, it is
also contended, has the advantage of the head due to the
velocity with which the water leaves the wheel, provided
the outlet channel is of suitable form. Thus with aspeed
of 8ft. per second, the water will pass through a regular
and smooth waterway into an outfall, the surface of
which is nearly 1ft. higher than the water at the wheel.
Wheels in England having a diameter of 30ft. generally
make 4 to 44 revolutions a minute, equal to a speed of
6°27ft. to 7ft. per second. Some of the Dutch wheels run
at as low a speed as 3°46ft. per second. Four of the new
wheels at Atfeh make 2°29 revolutions a minute, and the
other four 1°91 revolutions, equal to a speed of 3°93ft.
and 2'95ft. respectively. Wheels having curved scoops
can be run at a higher velocity than those with flat blades.
Where the discharge is into a tidal stream, wheels are
regulated to run at varying speeds, according to the
height of the water in the outfall, so as to adapt the
power of the engine to the varying lift.
The work done by a Scoop wheel is measured by the
uantity of water lifted in a given time. To ascertain
this it is nec
to know the head and dip of the
scoops. The “dip” is the depth the scoops are immersed
in the water when vertical in the troughs. The “head”
is the difference in level of the surface of the water on
the inner and outer side of the wheel. The cubical quantity of water lifted each revolution is ascertained
by
multiplying the mean circumference of that portion of
the wheel which is immersed by the width of the scoops
and by the length of the immersed part. From this must
be deducted the space occupied by the start
posts and
scoops. Mr. Wilfrid Airy, who paid considerable attention to the performances of scoop wheels, and published a
pamphlet! giving the result of his investigations into their
working some years ago, considered that a deduction
should also be made for leakage of the water which falls
from the wheel in the “clearance,” or space left between
its sides and bottom and the masonry. He estimated
this as equal to an amount due to the area of such clearance multiplied by the velocity due to the head, or height
the water was lifted. Thus taking a wheel 30ft. diameter,
with scoops 4ft. wide, and having a clearance of }in., the
lift being 5ft. and the dip 5ft., the calculation for loss
from this source would be as follows :—The area between
the scoops and the masonry would be 50+5°0+4°0-x bin.
=‘583ft. The velocity due to the head 8 ./5 = 17°89ft.
per second. The area multiplied by the velocity gives a
quantity equal to 625°7 cubic feet a minute, cr nearly
11 per cent. This is greater than is found to be the case
in practice. If the theoretical velocity as found above be
reduced 30 per cent., to allow for the friction of the water
against the sides of the masonry, it would bring the
result more in accordance with the results which have
been obtained from the best constructed wheels. Signor
Cuppari states that the actual discharge of the wheels at
Zuidplas, which have curved scoops, is 92 per cent. of- the
theoretical. The author has seen these wheels at work,
and does not consider their work as calculated to give out
the best results.
Taking the dimensions as given above, the gross discharge of this wheel would be 5764 cubic feet per minute,
found thus :—Mean diameter of the immersed part of the
wheel 30ft. Oin.—5ft. Oin. dip=25ft. Oin., of which the
circumference is 78°54ft. Area of the scoops 50x 40=
20ft. Oin.; 78°54x20°0=1570°80. Deducting the area
occupied by the scoops and start posts, 129°80ft., gives
1441 cubic feet for each revolution of the wheel. This
multiplied by four, the number of revolutions, gives the
discharge as 5764 cubic feet per minute. If the leakage
be taken as that due to 70 per cent. of the theoretical
quantity found above, say 438ft., the net discharge
would a 5326 cubic feet per minute. The lift being
5ft., the horse-power in water liftea—W. H. P.—would be
5326 x 5 x 62°5 _ 50.43
33,000
;
The power required, in addition to that for lifting the
water, in overcoming the frictional resistance of the
machinery of the engine and wheel, and also for useless
work in lifting water too high, varies considerably.
Mr. Airy estimated the percentages of loss due to
unnecessary lifting of the water, friction, and other causes
1 “Remarks on the Construction of the Course and Design for a New
and Improved Scoop Wheel,” by W. Airy. 1870.
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as follows:—From 1
e, 8; unnecessary lifting of the
water, 19; friction on the gudgeons, 5; resistance from
the shape of the course, 8; a total of 40 per cent. To this
must be added 10 to 15 per cent. for the friction of the
gearing, making a total loss for the wheel alone of 55 per
cent. There is no doubt that in many of the old unimproved wheels the loss from the working of the engine
and wheel amounts to 70 ongcent. of the power applied;
on the other hand, in the best wheels, this has been
reduced to 20 per cent.
Messrs. Watt and Co., of the Soho Engineering Works
Birmingham, who have had considerable practical experience in the working of scoop wheels,
having altered
several of the older wheels in the Fenland, and thereby
added largely to their efficiency, are of opinion that the
merits of the scoop wheels are not sufficiently valued.
Having carefully measured the quantity of water flowing
down the feeding drains, and taking the power of the
engine as indicated at the cylinder, they have found an
efficiency of 75 to 80 per cent. in wheels with flat scoops
and worked by beam engines using steam at a pressure of
from 201b. to 25lb. on the square inch. The details of
one of these trials will be given in the description of the
100 Foot wheel. Messrs. Watt consider that in a Scoop
wheel the flow being continuous from the feeding drain to
the actual delivery, as good an effect should be obtained
in a well constructed wheel as with a reciprocating pump,
where the motion of the water is not only changed in
direction, but where frequently masses of water as between
the pumps and air vessels or other i have to be put
in motion. Their experience gained from fitting up 460
waterworks, leads them to rely on obtaining with such
pumps 80 ~ cent. of effective work. With regard to
the loss by leakage, Messrs. Watt entirely disagree with
Mr. Airy. They consider that in a well-made wheel the
loss from this cause is practically nothing. The head
that causes the leakage they consider is only that between
the level of the water in one space between the scoo
and the level in the next succeeding space, and that the
general motion of the wheel and the upward current of
the whole mass of water practically overcome the leakage.
Further, they consider that in calculating the discharge
of a wheel a greater quantity must be allowed for than
the exact dip of the scoop, as owing to the velocity imparted to the water by the outer diameter of the scoops,
combined with the gradual contraction of the feeding
drain increasing the velocity of the water, the cavities
between the scoops are filled from a fourth to a fifth
more than the actual dip. The other deduction from the
gross power applied for friction of the gearing between
the motor and the wheel for the fy orp and for water
lifted too high they consider
as much overrated.
Mr. Korevaer, in a paper read before the Dutch Institution of Civil Engineers, gives the useful effect of four
Scoop wheels and engines in the Netherlands at a mean
of 67 per cent. of the indicated horse-power, the greatest
being 69°6, and the least 60°0, the lifts varying from
3'66ft. to 6Oft. At Katwig the ree
* varied from
33 to 70 according to the height of lift, the mean being
50. At Gouda, with curved scoops, the percentage was
56°3 per cent. with the wheels as recently altered to flat
scoops, and with new engines an efficiency of 81:97 per
cent. was obtained, the lift being 5°80ft., and the quantity
discharged 598 tons per minute. Mr. Huet, in his
description of the Scoop wheel at Adria, in Italy, which
has a diameter of 394ft. and width of 64ft., with a lift of
from 4ft. to 6ft., states as the result of working that the
——— of horse-power of water lifted to the indicated
orse-power is 72 percent. In the Wexford Harbour
trials, when the wheel was first started, the percentage
of useful effect was 68°2.
THE INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS.
THE annual meeting of this Institution was resumed on
Thursday, the 31st ult. The proceedings of the previous
day we published last week. The first paper read on the
Thursday was by Mr. Dixon Kemp, entitled
Firtry YEars oF YAcuHT-BvILDING.
This paper was of much interest to yacht builders and
yachtsmen. It reviewed the changes that have been
made in the half-century past, and showed the effect on
Fs and performance generally by departure from the
older notions concerning form, and the effect of the old
adherence to the cod’s-head and mackerel’s-tail theory in
this respect.
The few yachts above 20 tons in existence fifty years
ago, were modelled after brigs, schooners, or cutters of
the Royal Navy. The brigs were about the size of those
of the Royal Navy, and were considered superior in point
of sailing qualities. One of the best known of these
brigs was the Waterwitch, built by Mr. Joseph White, of
Cowes, in 1832. This brig had a great reputation for
eee and weatherliness, and beat H.M.S. brig Pantelon
about four miles in a six hours’ sail to windward. The
Waterwitch was purchased by the Admiralty, and subsequently Mr. White built other brigs for the Royal
Navy, notably the Daring. This vessel and the Waterwitch performed the best to windward in a strong wind
and head sea in the experimental sailing of 1844.' The
cutter rig was so vastly superior in point of weatherliness
that its adoption for
almost all yachts intended for racin
was a matter of natural selection. Between 1815 an
1837 there was seldom any time allowed for difference of
size, and the result was that with anything like a breeze
the largest vessel came in first and won. As there was
no tax of any kind on any of the dimensions there was no
inducement on that score to alter the proportions of
length, breadth, and depth from the prevailing Admiralty
type. These proportions were from 3 to 3$ beams to
length of water-line, and the
test transverse section
was placed ahead of the middle of length, varying in
distance from one-tenth to one-fiftieth of the length.
e
1 Vide Parliamentary Paper, No. 394 (B), 1845.
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centre of buoyancy was generally situated at about the than the other, then her rating would be smaller, and she
centre of length, and it appears to have been an aim of would receive a compensating time allowance. Although
the designers to _— the displacement of the fore-body lead keels had some years previously—about 1846—been
and after-body equal. The upper horizontal water-lines introduced as a means of increasing stiffness, after shifting
of the bow were short and full, and the load water-line ballasttowindward during match sailing had been abolished;
aft was generally full, but the buttock or vertical lines but up to 1870 no yacht was to be found with more than
were long and flat. The Fair Rosamond schooner of this about a tenth of her ballast on the keel, and the majority
cod’s-head type was designed by Mr. Fincham, and built had none at all. A better knowledge of the good effect
in 1846 by Mr. Campe, of Gosport, for the late Duke of of concentrating the ballast in the middle third of the
Marlborough. Mr. Fincham stated that the centre of length of the vessel rapidly led to a larger quantity of
buoyancy of the Fair Rosamond was ‘004 in terms of the lead being placed outside, until at last the whole ballast
length abaft the centre of length, and that she would have was placed outside on the keel. This lowering of the
performed better in a head sea had her centre of buoyancy ballast, and consequently of the centre of gravity, enabled
been farther forward. In 1847 he designed the Novice the designer to dispense with a considerable quantity of
schooner for the Earl of Desart, and placed her centre of breadth and add to the length, for any given tonnage,
buoyancy ‘°01—9in.—ahead of the centre of length. There until in some of the smaller yachts the length has been
is no doubt that Mr. Fincham was much mistaken in equal to 6$ beams, and in the larger, 5}
us. The
attributing so much subtle influence to slight variations power to carry an effective quantity of canvas in narrow
~in fore and aft
itions of the centre of buoyancy. yachts has not, however, been entirely due to placing the
About this time the theory of the late Mr. John Scott
last outside; for any given nominal tons the displaceRussell—that the bow should be longer than the stern— ment has been largely added to this. These large addibegan to be accepted as nearer the truth than the old tions to the displacement, whilst the power for getting
theory of the cod’s head; and in the year 1847, whilst through a head sea may have been increased, have had a
Mr. Fincham was designing the Novice, a very remark- prejudicial effect on the attainment of high speeds, mainly
able vessel was built on the Thames as an exponent of on account of the enormous wave-making it induced.
Mr. Scott Russell’s theory.
This was the Mosquito Thus, so recently as 1880, the Arrow has been driven in
cutter, of 59ft. water-line and 15ft. 4in. beam, built by strong winds as fast and sometimes faster than the ForMr. Mare, of Blackwall, and launched in 1848. The mosa or Sameena, and with very considerably less wave
Mosquito was like one of the cutters of the period turned disturbance. The lead keel of one of these long narrow
end for end; her bow was long, and showed considerable yachts, it should be explained, is in breadth about onehollow, and her after-body was short, showing great ful- third of the main breadth of the vessel, and in weight is
ness both in the horizontal and buttock lines.
er mid- equal to about 0°5 of the total weight of vessel in a yacht
ship section was placed 4ft. 6in. abaft the centre of length like the Galatea, to 0°7 of the total weight in a 3-tonner.
of water-line, and her middle of buoyancy was 2ft. abaft The Americans did not much alter this centre-board type
it. According to the old practice, the Mosquito should of yacht and keel yacht during the period between 1845
have had no good qualities at all, especially in stron
and 1885. Accordingly, when in 1885 the owner of the
winds; but the fact is, she excelled in all the jor | British cutter Genesta challenged for the cup won by
qualities claimed for the blutf-bowed craft; she was faster the America at Cowes, in 1851, the Americans set to wor
than any other yacht of her length, on any point of sail- to produce a compromise yacht, but distinctly more
ing, and in a strong wind to windward was a marvel American in type than British. This yacht in section was
compared with other yachts. However, so strong was of the broad V character—very like the America of 1851
the prejudice against the “long, lean
w,” and —with almost twice the draught of water that the ordiso alarming the predictions—that some day the Mosquito nary shallow centre-board yacht had. Beyond this, she had
would take a dive and never come up again—that no one nearly the whole of her ballast outside, in the form of a
could be found to try the experiment on a more extensive lead keel, supplemented by a centre-board of considerable
scale. It thus seemed likely that the old type would be area. This yacht was named Puritan, and, so far as can
continued in spite of the Mosquito having, in a superior be judged, she defeated the Genesta on her merits. The
degree, all the good qualities it was contended a yacht same fate befel the Galatea last year, the Americans
should have. So far as can be learned, the first American having built another yacht of this new type to meet her.
yacht race took place just fifty years ago, and it does not
The discussion on this paper was not of much importance,
appear that any yachts existed in the States before 1835, chiefly because most of the speakers seemed to be of
and those built subsequently, up to the year 1844, were opinion that a vessel made for speed cannot deserve the
small schooners.
In the year named, however, a name of yacht. They seem to have a notion that there is
remarkable vessel was built by Hoboken named merit in adhering to the old notion as to form, for any
Maria, on the lines of the flat-bottomed coasters. She purpose whatever, and that the modern yachts won the
was 100ft. on the water-line, with an extreme beam of races because they are not yachts but something uncanny.
26ft. 8in., and draught aft of 5ft. 3in. She was fitted They seem to resent the notion that a vessel of proporwith a centre-board which dropped 16ft. below the keel, tions other than those of fifty years ago, and with ballast
and also had a small one aft to prevent her griping. She outside instead of inside, should be compared as yachts
had a long hollow bow, and was sloop rig el,with jib and with the yachts that do not win races. They consequently
mainsail only. The foot of her mainsail was 92ft. long devoted a good deal of ingenuity in inventing unappreciaand the foot of her foresail or jib 70ft. This vessel may tive names for the modern vessel.
The Yacht Racing
be said to have been the original of the American centre- Association rules also came in for a good deal of obloquy.
board yacht; but although she showed extraordinary There is no advantage derivable from an adverse
speed and weatherliness there appears to have been a con- criticism of form or of proportions, when its basis has
viction that more depth of body and less beam would be nothing more definite than the speaker’s notions as
better for good sea-going qualities. At any rate George to what are “reasonable,” or are “not excessive,”
Steers—the son of a Devonshire shipwright who had and so on. Mr. Dixon Kemp’s paper was followed by
settled in New York—produced the keel yacht America, one by Mr. Vernon B. Lewes on the “Corrosion of Iron
which was destined to have such an important influence and Steel Ships and their Protection.” Neither the paper
on British yacht building and sail-making.
In the nor the discussion upon it added anything noteworthy to
America the principles so successfully carried out in the the
papers, which commencing with that by Mallet
Mosquito were embodied with equal success; she had a (“Trans.” Inst. N.A., vol. xiii., p. 90) and followed by those
long and somewhat hollow bow, a short run, and the centre by Mr. J. Farquharson and Mr. W. J. Norris in the same
of buoyancy was considerably aft of the middleof length, as “Transactions,” and by numerous other papers before the
will be gathered from the accompanying table :—
Institution of Civil Engineers, Iron and Steel Institute,
and niany other societies.
Mosquito.
America,
Feet.
Feet.
The next paper read was by Sir Nathaniel Barnaby on
Length on water line ...
59-2
87°3
Breadth, extreme
... .. ... 153
222
Fvet Suppiy in Suips or War.
Draught. of water, extreme
... 11
115
This paper was an explanation of the reasons for the
Soo agg of beam to length .... 0°257
0-254
excess in draught of water of some ships for which the
Midship section aft centre of
“— in terms of length of
author is responsible, and including the Imperieuse and
Ls
Se
ear
0-071
Warspite.
Centre of buoyancy ditto ...
0032
0-041
He contended that the question of fuel supply underThe America visited us in 1851, and achieved a remark- lies the case, as it does that of the other vessels which
able success at Cowes over our schooners. This success have been said to be too deeply immersed; and to make
was no doubt mainly due to the qualities of her hull, but the matter clear he gave, as it was officially given to him,
the unusual flatness of her sails contributed greatly to a comparative statement of promise and fulfilment in the
her fine weatherly qualities. The immediate effect of the case of these ships, as follows :—
America’s success was rather startling; almost every
H.M. Ships Impérieuse and Warspite.
yacht in existence at that time was lengthened by the
As designed.
28Impérieuse
completed
bow, her masts raked, and sails laced to the booms; and
May, 1886.
the principles which had been so strikingly exemplified in
Tons
Tons.
i
3574
..._ 3700
the Mosquito three years before were now adopted as a
fe
armour and backing
1501
1505
new discovery of infallible merit. This marked the coma
machinery
=
1210
1316
mencement of a new era in yacht designing, and the suba
armament...
365.
525
sequent development of yachts into the now fashionable
ae
Fee
ore,
400
type has shown no considerable departure from the prinee
general equipment (430
men) ... ... .:. ... 550 (507 men) 569
ciples observed in the design of the Mosquito. As soon,
however, as yacht racing became a general summer
Total tonnage
7600
8015
pastime, a rating for size became a necessity, and the size
Ft. in
Ft. in.
test adopted was simply the registered tonnage of the
Mean draught of water ... ... ... 24 11
.-. 25 104
day, or what we now
know as builders’ measurement.
Depth .of armour below load watera.
eR
S
REE
9
. »
This measurement is (LU — 4 mx BxB_
this took
Height of armour above load watereee
eee
le
no account of depth, but assumed that it always equalled
Speed in knots per hour ...
oO ...
171
half the breadth. Frequent competition, and the teachThe
114in.
excess
in
draught
of
water
is
made
up
mainly
ings of investigators of naval science, impressed yacht
builders very forcibly with the fact that the element of of three items :—
127 tons, or 34 p.c. on the original estimate,
size which gives speed is length; and that if two yachts Excess on hull...
2
machinery... 106 ,,
”
”
were of equal tons, but one should happen to be longer
aa
armament...
160
,, 44 ,,
”
than the other, then the longer boat would be certain to
prove the faster, all other things being equal, such assail The First Lord of the Admiralty informed Parliament
spread, stiffness, and fairness of lines, &. Or if two as follows:—“ At the time the design was
suffivessels were of equal length and one measured fewer tons cient allowance was not made for the number of comple-
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ment, weight of guns, machinery, and engines. If fuller
consultation had taken place between the designer and
the officers responsible for these weights and details
before the ship was laid down, a more accurate estimate
could have been made, and the extra weights afterwards
found necessary would have been anticipated. Regulations insuring this co-operation have now been made.”
The Controller, and the First Sea Lord concurred as to
the design in all stages, but his first estimate was for
guns of 9°2in. of 18 tons. The guns actually made for
the ship were 9°2in., but they are 24-ton guns. The
final result is as follows:—“ With the important exception of being more deeply immersed than was anticipated,
the Impérieuse in her trials fully realised the expectations
of her design. Notwithstanding her deep draught, she
is now, taking the essentials of speed armament, and
armour into consideration, if not actually the most powerful, one of the most powerful ironclad cruisers afloat of
her tonnage.” The deeper immersion to which he refers
is not, however, the 114in. coinciding with the 400 tons of
fuel, but that caused by an increased coal supply. With
400 tons of fuel the ship has a knot higher speed than
was promised, her main deck gun ports are more than
12ft. out of water, and the barbettes over which the
heavy guns fire are from 20ft. to 25ft. out of water.
As to stability, she may be immersed 20in. deeper, with
900 tons of fuel, and she has a range of 84 deg. To so
lofty a ship 1l4in. is an insignificant extra immersion,
Lord George Hamilton goes on to say :—“ The principle
adopted by successive Boards of Admiralty since 1870 cf
selecting as their legend weight of coal, in new ships that
they proposed to build, an amount considerably less than
that which the bunkers were constructed to carry,
originated when compound engines began to be used im
her Majesty’s ships. The substitution of improved
engines for the older types effected such an economy of
fuel in relation to the engine-power developed, that a very
much less quantity would carry a ship so fitted the same
distance as a ship of identical form and size with the
simple engines previously in use. This seems to have
influenced the Admiralty to a ge when designing new
ships, as the legend weight of fuel, a quantity which gave
as great a radius of action as was possessed by earlier
ships, though it was at the same time decided to provide
for exceptional conditions by the construction of reserve
bunkers. Thus, although the position of the belt may
have been correctly calculated for the weight of coals
it was at the time decided to carry, and which was
adopted as their deliberate policy by the then Board of
Admiralty, the same is undesirably low if coals to the
full stowage—which is the policy of the present Board—
are put on board.” It comes to this, then, that the ships
are designed according to the policy of one Board of
Admiralty, and their conformity with the design is to be
tested by the different policy of another Board. This is
exactly what has been done. The whole question of
whether 400 tons was to be the normal quantity of fuel,
and 900 tons the bunker capacity, was debated before the
ships were begun. When they are completed, and after
their responsible designer has left office, a new Board
refuses to accept the 400 tons, and puts 900 tons on board
for the trials of the ship. This would give the Impérieuse
560 tons for her full Sauer capacity. No one can contend that the coaling facilities for British ships
are
inferior to those possessed by other Powers, or that for
fighting on equal terms with other ships there is any
reason why they should carry more fuel. But the Board
of Admiralty is not content with the Impérieuse as being in
fighting condition until they have added to this amount in
fuel a weight equal to that of the designed armament of the
ship. Can anyone contend that the whole weight of the
armament of an armoured ship of war can be wisely added
in fuel after she has on board as much as her rivals’
The proper full bunker capacity of the Admiral class,
judging from the most recent French ships, would be
700 tons, but their bunkers will hold 1200 tons. According to the policy referred to, 500 tons will be adaed to
that carried by their rivals. This 500 tons would have
enabled us to increase the armament of the ships by
60 per cent. at the load draught of water.
ho, in
designing a ship, asks Sir Nathaniel, would deliberately
increase the fuel in this manner? What he might do is
to provide as much space for fuel as
ible, taking care
not to sacrifice efficiency, and remembering that fuel can
be made to assist in giving stability and in resisting shot
as truly as, although less efficiently, than armour. This
it was the deliberate intention of the Board of Admiralty
of 1881 todo. This policy the present Board declines to
accept. It fills the bunkers, and then objects that the
ships are evidently deeper than had been anticipated.
he French ships of recent type—Bayard, Turenne,
Duguesclin, and Vauban—which are of near 6000 tons
displacement, only carry 400 tons of fuel, according to the
most authentic public statements, and that the average
amount does not exceed 7
cent. for such ships ge
rally. The ruling fact is, that no more of the weight
of
foreign ships at their load draught is devoted to fuel than
the amount he had given; and his contention is, that this,
and not the opinion of any sailor, shipowner, or other
person, however eminent, should decide the quantity for
British ships.
Thus it will be seen that Sir Nathaniel Barnaby is
inclined to measure the coal necessities of British menof-war by those of foreign
nations; but almost everyone who spoke in the discussion upon his paper took
the view that British ships have a larger area of operations and responsibilities than those of any other
nation, and pe. to carry
the means of remaining longer
at sea and of repeating long runs without being forced
to find a coaling station. Captain Colomb, R.N., pointed
out that instead of comparing or measuring the coal
capacity on our ships with that of foreign ships, we ought
to measure it by reference to our geographical distribution. He mentioned cases of loss due to want of coal,
and said that the Shah was prevented from following the
Huascar for that reason.
Mr. W. H. White did not
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think that Sir Nathaniel had been happy in his choice of
a subject and of place for its discussion, but he sympathised with him as to the facts ; and Captain Anderson
and others emphasised the reasons given by others for
insisting on the paramount importance of coal as a main
;
element in a fighting ship.
On Thursday evening three papers were read, one being
that of Professor Cotterill, F.R.S., on the “ ong of
Level on the Surface of the Water surrounding a Vessel
yroduced by the Action of a Bnet ges and by Skin
‘yiction.” This paper we published in our last impression. In the discussion upon it Professor Greenhill
entered at some length into the subject, dealing more
especially with the note which Professor Cotterill
appended to his paper, specially referring to the papers
by Professor Greenhill, which have lately been from time
to time published in our columns.
Professor Cotterill’s paper was followed by one by Mr.
G. A. Calvert on the forces acting on the blade of a screw
propeller. This paper contained a good deal that is of
interest on the subject, and dealt especially with the
results of experiments with a variable and adjustable
blade moved rectilinearly through water at different
known velocities by apparatus which recorded the pressure
on the blade at different angles and speeds by means
of an adaptation of a Richard’s indicator, the apparatus being carried upon a frame travelling on rails
over the water, and downwardly projecting a vertical
blade. The discussion upon the paper was brief, and it
did not seem that those who are —
acquainted
with the performances of screws hoped for much from
the experiments and deductions from them, although
their indirect value was acknowledged. The last paper
real was by Mr. A. Spyer, “On the Machinery of Small
Steamboats for Ships of War.”
This was chiefly a
historic paper, and does not call for any special remark.
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shortly afterwards by Breguet, were not destined to do much
more than mark an attempt to obtain trustworthy recording instruments. They had a double hand, the lower part of which
had in it a small reservoir filled with ink, into which the point of
the upper part dipped, the action of the mechanism causing this
int togo through a hole in the bottom of the reservoir and
on a small dot of ink on the dial. Breguet’s arrangement
differed from Rieussec’s in having a stationary dial, the hand
travelling in the ordinary manner, whereas that of the latter had
arotary dial with a fixed hand. Both of these contrivances
were very complicated, and were never held in much favour for
obvious reasons.
The first mechanical advance in the construction of stop
watches was marked by the improvements of Winnerl, whose
inventions established the principle of the action of all the
chronographs subsequently made. The first of these, of
which Fig. 1 is an illustration, was invented about the year
1830. The hand is stopped at will by the pressure of a stud in
the case, and released by the pressure being removed, when it is
instantly brought to the point it would have travelled to had it
not been arrested; C represents the seconds wheel, whose
arbor B is hollow, having its upper end shaped to form the
inclined planes); the arbor a a', to whose pivot the seconds
hand is fixed, and which carries the ferrule g, goes freely through
a hole in a cock, which is not shown in the drawing at a, its
lower end fitting loosely into the arbor B, and the pressure
upwards of the spring h, which is actuated by a lever communicating with the pressing stud, holding it firmly against the cock
until the pressure is removed. On the release of the stud, the
spring A presses the ferrule g downwards until its point,

the wheels z and A into gear again, when the hand is started.
The spring d holds the ratchet wheel steady; the springs s and
r produce the ratchetting action, and the springs n, k, and m!,
actuate the levers. The accuracy and promptness of action of
this chronograph depend on the wheels being strictly proportional, the correct planting of the lever m, the careful adjustment of the lever stops, and the form of the heart. The action
and correct shape of this piece are shown enlarged in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 shows a minute chronograph, the action of which will
be understood from the former description. The arrangement
of the levers, &c., differs slightly from the usual form, the
drawing being copied from a movement of a new calibre recently
invented and patented by Mr. C. H. Golay, of 46, Myddeltonsquare, E.C. The minute chronograph hand is carried on the
cam-wheel shown—above the centre—which is kept from rising
from the plate by the pressure of a very weak spring, not shown
in the drawing. The only objection to this form of watch is in
the increased complications it involves in a place where there
is never any room to spare. Fig. 5 is an illustration of a new
combination by Messrs. Baume and Co., in the shape of a jointsplit seconds and centre-seconds chronograph.
Although acting in a similar manner to the ordinary chronograph, this one differs from it in several important particulars.
The extra wheels are mounted on the top plate at the back of
the watch, which is a distinct improvement, as allowing of more
room for the motion wheels, &c., under the dial. The wheel on
the seconds wheel axis and the intermediate wheel which goes
into and out of action with the cam-wheel which carries the
chronograph hand are cut with very fine teeth, instead of being
serrated in the usual way, the latter wheel being pivotted into

Fig. 4
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Most engineers use stop watches or chronographs, A description of these instruments will not, we think, be without interest
and value,
Watches for recording short intervals of time have been in
pretty general use for various purposes ever since the advance
in the horologist’s art rendered it possible to gauge such intervals
with any degree of accuracy. But the numberless methods for
effecting this object which have from time to time been invented,
and many of them reinvented, differ very little from one
another, save in details and arrangement, and it is only
necessary, or indeed practicable—besides describing the construction of the principal watches of the kind now made—to
give a summary of the arrangements which are sufficiently distinctive to warrant a description, or which differ in principle.
In this latter respect there has been practically no variation
since the cam action was invented by Winner], a well-known
French horologist, nearly sixty years ago. Before the year
1822 the only arrangement for stopping a watch from the
exterior of the case was by means of a slide having a thin piece
of metal attached to it, which, when the slide was pushed
round, intercepted the fourth or seconds wheel. This piece was
also made to come against the rim of the balance, which is
even now held to be a good arrangement by many people, who
imagine that a minuter subdivision of time is thereby rendered
possible from the fact that the balance is arrested in whatever
position it may be at the instant the slide is pushed round.
But this is a fallacy, the train wheels with which the hands are
connected, and consequently the hands themselves, are at rest
during nearly the whole of each vibration, advancing by jumps
when released by the action of the escapement, and the intervals
of time between the jumps are regulated by the number of
vibrations the balance makes in a given time.
What is known asa 14,400 train, 7.¢., one allowing of that number ot vibrations being made by the balance inan hour—gives divisions of a quarter of a second ; and an 18,000 train gives divisions
of one-fifth of a second ; the latter being the train universally used
in all the modern stop watches. There is no way of dividing
the intervals between the beats, and the only mode of obtaining
smaller divisions is by increasing the number, as it is called,of
the train. But the variation in this direction is necessarily
restricted, owing to the difficulty of obtaining good timekeeping
results from watches with excessively fast trains. Thus, the
instruments for measuring the velocity of projectiles manufactured by Messrs. Dent and Co., of the Strand, register
twentieths of a second, and have 72,000 trains. They are constructed to go for six hours without rewinding, but are merely
useful for these special observations, and are not intended to be
used as ordinary timekeepers.
But if it were possible to construct a trustworthy timekeeper
with a stopping action which would register infinitesimal periods
of time, there would be nothing gained by it. In the first place,
one-fifth of a second is found to be as short a space as our perception will allow us to appreciate, and is therefore quiteas
small a division as is required for any mechanical measurements;
and secondly, however perfect in its action the mechanism
itself may be, our means of actuating it cannot be so prompt,
and is as likely to produce an error one way as the other. The
first departure from the primitive stop watch was the independent centre seconds—a few of which watches are still made
in answer to a small demand for them—but its place has
virtually long been taken by the chronograph, the modern improvements in which will doubtlessly finally displace it altogether. This watch has a second, or auxiliary train of wheels,
the last arbor of which carries a “flirt” which takes into a tooth,
or leaf, of a pinion of six on the axis of the 15-toothed escape
wheel ; the flirt thus makes a revolution at every second, and
the independent seconds hand, which is carried by a wheel
which runs freely on the centre arbor under the dial, beats full
seconds. The stopping of this hand is effected by a piece which
intercepts the flirt, holding it free of the pinion on the escape
wheel axis, and the normal train is not interfered with in any
way. But, although there is no reason whya properly constructed watch of this kind should not perform very well with
careful treatment, with rough or careless usage it is very liable
to get out of order, and being, from its complications, difficult
to repair, is not well adapted for general use. The intermittent action of the independent train and the impact of the
flirt on the escapement are likewise constant sources of irregularity ; the centre seconds hand should therefore never be kept
going when not required for observations.
The ink-marking chronograph, invented by a Paris watchmaker named Rieussec, in 1822, and its moditication, patented
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traversing one or other of the planes, falls into the notch 7, when a carriage or lever, which acts concentrically with the former;
the arbor a a’ is carried round with the wheel C. The spring h thus the intersection or depth of these wheels with one another
is prevented from pressing on the ferrule g by the corner « is not altered by the action of the lever. The cam-wheel is
falling on a small projecting cock or tongue.
serrated, the teeth of the intermediate wheel spanning either
But this plan, besides being inadequate to present public| two or three of the serrations, according to the designed finerequirements, is objectionable on account of the greatly increased ness with which they are cut. The action together of the
height of the movement and the very thick pivots it entails for toothed and serrated wheels is, if anything, easier than that of
the seconds wheel. Winnerl’s second invention was a further | two serrated wheels, and there is not so much risk of dust and
development of the cam action, and was the immediate precursor small particles producing irregularities in the going or causing
of the chronograph proper. Its action is the same as that of | the hand to jump backwards or forwards on the wheels coming
the foregoing, save that it allows of the addition of a normal into action. This arrangement was first introduced in the
seconds hand; it is shown ina modified form in conjunction Longines machine-made chronographs, of which the above-named
with a seconds chronograph, as at present made by Messrs. firm are the sole consignees.
Baume and Co., of Hatton Garden, in Fig. 5.
The split seconds mechanism is a modification of Winner's
In 1844, the late Adolphe Nicole, of the then firm of Nicole plan. The split seconds hand may be made to coincide with
and Capt, of Soho-square, invented and patented a split seconds the chronograph hand, or stopped at will by pressing on a pushwatch, in which the additional seconds hand could be made to piece at P. The arbor of the wheel A goes freely through the
arrive at and start from a given point instantaneously, which is hollow arbor of the cam-wheel of the chronograph, and carries
the distinctive feature of chronographs, as compared with other the split seconds hand at p, Fig. 6, the arbor of the cam-wheel
stop watches; and in 1862 he patented the chronograph as now | carrying the chronograph hand on the prolonged pipe a, and
generally made. Fig. 2 shows the mechanism of an ordinary going through a hole in a cock beneath it in the watch. On
centre seconds chronograph. The chronograph hand is carried the cam-wheel arbor is a second small cam h. The lever L
on the prolonged pipe of the serrated wheel A, which runs draws the cog-wheel round, which opens or closes the clips C,
freely on the centre arbor under the cock H, and carries the which are shown holding the wheel A. When the split seconds
cam h, At the end of the pivotted lever B are the two wheels z hand is stopped by the wheel being held by the clips, the
and i on the same axis, the latter of which is in constant gear chronograph hand continues to travel until stopped by the
with the fourth wheel f, which carries the normal seconds hand, observer, the weak spiral spring s having a small roller i at the
and the former is shown gearing with the wheel A.
end to minimise the friction, allowing the cam A to turn.
On pressing a push-piece at P, the jointed claw g, at the end
On the clips being opened by a second pressure on the pushof the lever L, draws the cog-wheel C round, and the tail of piece at P the wheel A is released, and the action of the spring
the lever B being raised, the wheel z, is thrown out of gear against the cam h brings the wheel A round until the hand on
with the wheel A, and simply turns with the wheel i, which is its arbor coincides with the chronograph hand, when the two
geared with f, and the chronograph hand stops; at the same hands act as one. The reason for having the two clips is to
time the lever m falls against the circumference of the wheel A ; prevent as much as possible the side pressure on the arbor that
and prevents it from shifting. On again pressing the push- one only would produce. This cam action is a better plan than
piece, the cog-wheel is drawn round a little further, the lever m the usual one, where a long spiral spring is employed to bring
1s raised and the lever /falls on the heart-shaped cam and brings the hand to position, as the number of revolutions on the dial of
the hand to zero, The third pressure of the push-piece allows the chronograph hand, or of the centre seconds hand, as the
the tail of lever B to fall between two of the cogs, and throws case may be,is not limited ; but, as in all these complicated
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Starting upon the basis of these figures, I have estimated the corre| sponding particulars for a vessel of the protective deck type, which
| fultils,as nearly as possible, the same essential conditionsas the belted
| cruisers, except in the matter of side protection. The comparative
| assumptions upon which this design is based are—(1) Length and
draught of water to be the same ; (2) armament to be the same,
| carried at the same height above water; (3) protection to be the
same thickness on the flat as the deck of the belted cruiser ; the
| sloped part to be at an angle of 28 deg., and its thickness,
measured horizontally, to be the same, viz., 10in.; (4) crew to be
the same; (5) metacentric height, in intact condition, to be the
same, viz., 2ft.; (6) speed to be the same ; (7) the capacity of coal
‘bunker above the protective deck is the same ; (8) forms to be
| similar. Upon these assumptions, the principal elements of the
design will be as follows :—
Desien 2.
Ft. in
|
Length between perpendiculars
300 0
Breadth, moulded .. .. .. ..
53 9
j|
ERS Suis ex se. <u GR ee Te ee os. NERD
|
NN
EE
er ar e n
ae eee
Displacement .. .
——
4790 tons
Thickness of belt on slope = 4 Gin,
|
Thickness of belt on flat = 2°0in.
Height
above
W.L.
at
centre
=
Oft.
Oin.
AND)
COMPARATIVE
EFFECTS OF BELTED
Depth below W.L. at side = 6ft. Oin.
INTERNAL PROTECTION UPON THE OTHER
Norte.—Before and abaft the distance that the belt extends in
the belted cruiser the decks are assumed to be of the same
ELEMENTS OF DESIGN OF A CRUISER.'
character and thickness in the two ships.
By Mr. J. H. Bites, Member.
Armament, same as belted ships.
Coals, normal supply = 500 tons,
THE question of the best method of protecting cruisers is a subCoals, full supply = 1000 tons.
ject which has caused a considerable amount of discussion. The
Speed = 18} knots.
widespread interest in naval circles which this question naturally
LH.P. = 8250.
arouses must be my excuse for venturing to bring this subject |
Weights, approximate—
before this Institution. The belted type of protection may be |
Provisions, stores, outfit, armament, and auxiliary
ee
660
described as a belt or strip of vertical armour, forming the side of |
Machinery and engineers’ stores. .
5
the ship in the vicinity of the water-line, and surmounted by a flat
SER 56 Se 65 a on. oh
ry
deck of about one-fifth of the thickness of the belt, forming with
Hull and conning tower. .
the belt a shield over the machinery and magazines of a ship. The
ee
as
en
ac
as
S
internal type of protection is usually represented by a steel deck
extending from side to side of the ship, but, instead of ending |
4690
Margin of displacement = 100..
4790
with a belt of armour, it is sloped down at the side, joining the '
arrangements, the workmanship requires to be very perfect
throughout to ensure a satisfactory result, and such a watch as
this will only perform well in the most careful hands.
The foregoing comprise most of the principal methods of any
practical value which have been adopted by manufacturers
since the introduction of stop watches, and although a great
many others have been, and are still, made, they are all more or
less either modifications or complications of the same devices.
In conclusion, it is necessary to warn intending purchasers of
the utter worthlessness of the great majority of the commoner
kinds of chronographs which are at present being put in the
market. The utility of such a watch depends on the accuracy
of its performance as a combined stop-watch and a good timekeeper, and these qualities are dependent on such a careful
adjustment of its several parts as is incompatible with a hurried
and competitive system of production, and which the makers of
these low-priced watches have ncither the desire nor the means
of attending to.
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ships ;(2) or adding about a six-tenth of a knot to the speed of the
ship; (3) or adding one 9°2in, gun and two 6in, guns to the armament. But it may, perhaps, be claimed that, in the comparison of
the two types, the condition of equal draught of water should be
set aside in favour of that of equal displacements. This would
make available a very much larger
t of displ
for
additions of the nature of the above. Dealing only with the
second one—increase of speed--and adhering to all the other
assumptions, excepting the equality of draught, which is replaced
by equality of displacement, we are led to the following as the
elements of the design :—
Desian 8.
Ft. in,
Length between perpendiculars
- 800 0
Breadth, moulded .. .. .. ..
53 0
tan
ee ee e t oe nk
ee
er
eee, eae Lok ae eet ee ca ee
ee ee
Se
ee
5000
Thickness of belt on slope = 4*6¥in,
ae
Thickness of belt on flat = 2-0in.
Height below W.L. at centre = Oft. 10in,
Height below W.L. at side = 6ft. 10in.
Nore.—Decks at ends same as before.
Armament same as belted cruisers,
Coals, normal supply = 500 tons.
Coals, full supply
= 1000 tons,
Speed = 200 knots,
1.H.P. = 11,600.
Approximate weights—
Provisions, stores, outfit, armament, and auxiliary
IES:
Get lea as Nn gg “cn os te te! es a
Machinery and engineers’ stores..
= 1125
NT
Shas ah vhs ae 96
= 670
Hull and conning tower ..
= 2035
at
eee
= 500
5000
Thus an increase of speed of a knot and a-half may be obtained
in the internally protected type over the belted cruiser, on the
above assumptions, at the same displacement. In the Design 3, if
the protection be added to instead of the power of machinery
being increased, about 44 per cent. may be added to the thickness
' of the whole of the deck plating. The question of relative cost
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outside bottom at approximately the same point that the bottom | Thus, on above-named assumptions, we have 100 tons more | of the two types is of importance. The Aurora's estimated cost
of the armour does. The sloping part of the deck at the side available displacement. The debatable points of the above is, for hull, £215,550, and for machinery £64,000, or £279,550
of the ship is usually thicker than at the middle. If the thickness assumptions are Nos. 3 and 7. With respect to 3, it may be The cost of hull is made up of what may be called the armoured
of the internal deck be properly chosen, it is evident that the pro- | objected that no credit is given to the plating behind armour and the unarmoured part. The former consists of the conning
tection of the machinery and magazines from the effects of shot | and the backing, nor to the fact that the outside armour is steel- tower and protecting tubes, which in all the comparisons in this
and shell fire may be made equal to that of the belted type. But faced ; but we have to set against these the fact that a plunging paper are assumed to be the same—the armoured deck and the
the essential difference between these two types lies in the fact shot might strike the 2in. deck in the belted cruiser, in the part armour and backing on the side. I think the unarmoured part of
that in the vicinity of the water-line, for a small height, the belted which is occupied by the sloped deck in the protective deck cruiser, the hull will cost £169,500; the conning tower, protecting tubes,
ship offers resistance to penetration, which would be followed by and penetrate the former when it would failto penetrate the 4fin. &c., which are the same in all the cases, will cost £6000, and the
the admission of water, while the protected ship practically offers deck of the latter ; also, the coal protection in the latter is likely armoured deck and side will cost £40,000. The hull is £82°7 per
none. Assuming that it is desirable to have a belt, which some have to be greater. Taking these facts into consideration, the fairest ton, and this rate may be assumed without great error for the hulls
and magazines seems to me of the other designs. From this basis the cost of No. 2 design is
very emphatically stated to be of vital importance, it is desirable comparison for protection of machinery
estimated to be, for hull, £162,919; for conning tower, Xc.,
to investigate the effect that the adoption of such a method of
£6000, and for protective deck £10,125, or a total of £179,044.
protection has upon the speed, cost, and other qualities of a ship,
Fic J
=
The
machinery in this case is £62,060. Total cost of vessel is
which, but for the adoption of this belt, would have had an equally
OF METACENTRES Je ONE FOOT
£241,104, against £279,500 for the belted ship. It is therefore
good protection to her machinery and magazines in the form of an DESIGNS NBG CURVES
A
4s
4c
evident that, as a question of first cost, the internally protected
internal curved deck.
ship is £38,396 cheaper. In other words, a vessel of much greater
To make a definite comparison, I have selected the latest ty
size and increased powers of offence and defence can be built for
of belted cruiser which the English Admiralty have built, viz., the
the same money of the internally protected type than of the
belted type. I have determined the elements of the design of a
FiC.2
Kees
vessel of about the same first costas the Aurora upon the same
Susy
| ta
BELTED
CRUISER
data
as above, and they are shown in Table A, Design 4, the
Estee
4
ARMOUR DECK
other three designs being placed with this one for facility of
NOTE: IN CONCITIONS B&.OPARTS ARE RIDDLED
fees
|
comparison
:—
2
3
|
|
B
=
415
“ile
No.1. | No.2
No, 3.
No, 4.
g°* 343
i
Length.. .. «. «300
3800 | 300
816
S& q= 385
ws
Breadth
-o
S6ft,
Oin,
58ft.
Yin.
|
53ft.
3in.
Soft.
Oin.
4\6
S:S z8
ED. «sc 2% 0»
37ft. Oin, 34ft. Sin. | 34ft. 3in. 37ft. Gin.
~ ae wy
|
Draught, mean ..
21ft. Oin, 21ft. Oin, | 21ft. Oin. 23ft. Oin.
NE.8 "ge
|
Displacement .
5000
4790
5000
5800
Oe
S Sari}
:
stb t tf:
:
Thickness of belt ..
10in.
4°69in,
4°09in,
5° 63in.
Aurora type. The particulars of these vessels have been already =5
Pe Ce)
Se
Thickness of backing.
din,
_
-SS * eS iyBh
a] S| NS ARR ge =
OU
published, but, for purposes of reference, they are given here :—
Top of belt above or, above
below
rs
RS:
Ft. in.
below water .. .. lft. Gin.
Oin.
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From the above it will be seen that for about the same cost a
vessel of the internally protected type can be built with 20 Fog
cent, more protection on the slope, 50 per cent. more on the flat,
two more guné of the heaviest calibre, 50 per cent. more coal, and
a knot more speed. The belted ship has the advantage of the
reduced length and draught, but this can be also had in the intersmaller size, with the additional
nally protected type, as in the cost.
f
advantage of a greatly reduced
We are now naturally led to ask the question—(1) Is the adoption of the belt worth the extra money paid for it, with its accompanying sacrifices? (2) If the money is to be spent, is the belt worth
the sacrifice of speed, protection, and armament which is entailed
in its adoption! The protection of the machinery and magazines
from shot and shell fire is not very different, I venture to think, in
the two cases, The only other question is that of protecting the
buoyancy and stability of armour, but it is extremely difficult to
see es a narrow strip by armour projecting, on an average, a foot
and a-half out of the water, and 4ft. under it, can be said to be
likely to help to exclude water from a ship, in which the side, both
above and below these points, will hardly keep a rifle bullet out.
The sea is not so respectful toa naval architect's load-line as to
make its surface conform to it at all times; and it is difficult to
understand how any naval officer would agree to sacritice anything
in order to have the assurance that his ship's side might not have
a hole in it at the average still water load-line, but was liable to
have one that a horse and cart could drive through at a foot and
a-half above that line.
ia
The question of the effect upon the stability of the two types by
penetration of the unarmoured side, immediately above the
armoured protection, may be seen by reference to the figure.
The metacentric diagram in each of the four cases discussed is
given. It is assumed that the normal amount of coal is on board,
that the reduction of weights of stores, &c., due to having been at
sea some time, is compensated for by water ballast. It is also
assumed the compartments shown in the figure are damaged, and
that in order to keep the ship upright the corresponding compartments on both sides are in communication with the sea. It is also
assumed that the motion of the sea and the ship is sufficient to
cause the water to enter freely the holes made in the side. In
these conditions, and on these assumptions, it will be readily seen
how much remaining stability there is in each case, The metacentric heights are shown on the same assumption as above,
excepting that it is assumed that the vessels have each their full
quantity of coal on board. The following table shows clearly the
amount of metacentric height, with the same amount of riddling
in each case :—
No. 1. | No, 2. | No.3. | No. 4.
Load condition, intact—A .. .. .. 20 | 20 oe 2-0
Load condition, riddled—B.. .. .. O°44
on | 055 , O86
Deep load condition, intact—C .. .. 19 | 20 |20 | 2°0
Deep load condition, riddled—D.. . 0°37 | O48 | 08 | 1°05
ON REVERSIBLE LEAD BATTERIES AND THEIR
USE FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.!
By Desmonp G, Fitz-GeraLp M.S.T.E.
(Concluded from page 239.)
A CONVENIENT and, with due care, an accurate method of
determining the percentage of lead peroxide in ‘‘lithanode,”
or any other active material containing this oxidant, is to add
cautiously the finely-powdered material to the solution of a
known weight of crystallised protosulphate of iron, acidulated
with somewhat more than half an equivalent of hydrochloric acid,
until the solution no longer gives a blue coloration with a drop of
potassic ferricyanide solution. It is advisable to triturate the
powder in a mortar containing the acidulated ferrous solution at a
temperature over 100 deg. Fab. Of course, it is generally possible,
especially after a rough preliminary trial, to add at once sufficient
of the powder to nearly convert the whole of the ferrous salt into
ferric salt; afterwards the powder is added in minute portions
until the blue coloration is no longer produced. If too much of
the powder be added, free chlorine and a distinct brick-red
coloration are observable. In regard to the numerical data, 7°8
grams of the ferrous salt (Fe 80,7 H,O) are equivalent to ] gram
of chlorine or to 3°36 grams of Pb O..
I took a fragment of one of my cld lithanode plates (marked X),
of which the capacity was about 16 ampe?re-hours (at a potential
not lower than 1°8 voit), and found by the above methou that it
contained 70°77 per cent. of PbO, 1 then made use of another
similar fragment of the plate as a negative element, until the
difference of potentials between it and spongy lead fell to 1°8 volt.
This fragment having been washed, and slowly dried at a low
temperature, was reduced to powder and found to contain 55 per
cent. of the PbU, originally present. Only 22-2 per cent. of this
quantity of peroxide had become reduced, 77'S per cent. was
apparently unaffected; and yet the reaction upon which the
electro-motive force is dependent had become in some way modified,
since the electrometric indication on open circuit had undergone a
permanent diminution to the extent of about 10 per cent.
The weight of peroxide present in 1 1b, avoirdupois of the
original plate was ” ° (07 ~ 1130 In becoming exhausted to
the extent of no longer giving with spongy lead an electromotive force above 1°8 volt, 1 lb. of the plate will lose 2°5 oz. of
peroxide, To what number of amptre-hours does this weight of
peroxide correspond {
The amp?re-hour equivalent for silver, according to Lord
Rayleigh’s latest determination, is 62°137 yrains; this equivalent
for peroxide of lead would therefore be :—
so.yoe , 239 (i.e, mol. wt. of Pb O,) = 68°75 grains,
C2197 * 516 (ine, twice at. wt. of Ag.)
Now, the number of grains in 2°5 oz, avoirdupois being 2°5 x
37°5 = 1094, the number of ampére-hours corresponding to 2°5 oz,
of Pb O., or to 1 1b. of the ‘*X” lithanode, will be
1094 15°9,
Fa
68°75
It may be admitted, therefore, that when, as in the case of
lithanode, local action in the negative element is entirely eliminated, the yield of the battery in ampére-hours is strictly proportionate, as might have been anticipated by theory, to the quantity
of peroxide reduced in each cell, This experimental result is
interesting from other points of view than that of the electrochemical equation of the lead storage battery. From the present
standpoint of practice, 16 amptre-hours of useful capacity per
pound of negative element is a splendid result. With lithanode of
more recent manufacture it has been surpassed, but it has never, I
think, been approached with any other form of negative element.
And yet, from the theoretical standpoint, what a poor result—
4 oz of peroxide utilised in 1 1b, of negative plate containing
11} 0z. of the peroxide! It is not likely that we shall stop here;
there is ample room for further improvement.
It might perhaps be expected that I should suggest a battery
formula in substitution for that to which I have objected. Iam
sorry that I am unable to do so, nor even with any degree of
confidence to attempt an explanation of the fact that so large a
percentage of the peroxide present in a negative element should
remain useless and inert for all practical purposes. I have
thought it possible that the residual peroxide of lead might be in
1 The Society of Telegraph Engineers and Electricians.
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a state of combination, that a comparatively inert sesquioxide of
lead might be formed according to the equation—
2Pb 0, + 2H, 8 0, + Pb= Pb,
0; + Pb SO, + H, 80, + H, 0.
But although this view, on the assumption that the sesquioxide formed may resist or be protected from the action of the
sulphuric acid present in the electrolyte, may explain the
recovery of apparently exhausted plates when they are left in
contact with the acid, I have not been able to bring it into
general accordance with the results of experiment and with those
obtained by chemical analysis. It should be mentioned, however, that, although it is in opposition to the experimental results
obtained by Gladstone and Tribe, this view is in some measure at
least contirmed by those obtained by Shenck and Farbaky. These
investigators found that, in charging a lead secondary cell, 2:23
grams (34°426 grains) of H, SO, became liberated per ampeére-hour
current; and that, in the discharge of the cell 2°25 grams (34°736
grains, of the acid enter into combination. Now the ampere-hour
equivalent of sulphuric acid is 1826 grams—28°192 grains; and we
may assume that at least this quantity enters into combination with
the spongy lead positive in the production of the ampere-hour
current. There would remain, F seer only 34°736
— 28°192=
6°544 grains of H.SO,, or ‘23 of the equivalent, to combine with
monoxide of lead reduced from the peroxide in the negative
element. The ampére-hour equivalent weight of oxygen would
be derived from this element, an ampére-hour equivalent of lead
monoxide would be produced ; but only ‘23 of the latter equivalent
would become converted into sulphate, leaving ‘77 of the equivalent
inadmixture
orin combination with residual peroxide of lead. Having
had some experience of the behaviour ot sulphate of lead when
used as a depolariser, I have thought it possible also that this salt
might undergo an initial effect of reduction; but this view again
has not been confirmed by any experiments I have been able to
make. Whatis required is discussion on these matters: this will
probably provoke other suggestions which may lead to the extension of our knowledge.
I fear I have already trespassed too far upon your attention;
but I have yet to submit to your consideration, as briefly as may
be, a scheme for the supply to private householders, who may be
desirous of adopting the electric light on a small scale, ot the
electrical energy necessary to realise their wish. This would be
supplied from central stations, but without any outlay for
insulated conductors beyond the “‘ wiring” of the actual domiciles
to the extent rendered necessary by the number and position of
the lamps required, in the form of charged plates—the positives
being cunveyed in a closed receptacle and in a damp condition,
and the negatives in a dry state. Sulphuric acid also would
be required ; the quantity per horse-power hour electrical being,
according to the accepted theory, 3°12 lb. of H, SO, I think,
however, that it will be found that considerably less than this
quantity—say 2 1b, of the strongest commercial acid—will suffice.
This acid would be supplied by the carboy; and a measured
quantity would be added to each cell when the exhausted elements,
are replaced by fresh ones. For each horse-power hour electrical
supphed—corresponding, we will say, to three 20-candle lamps
maintained incandescent for five hours—we should have, in the
stage which the practical solution of the problem has at present
reached, to transport about 40]b. of battery plates. it may
be safely said that the total weight to be transported
would be under 45 1b. The maximum distance to which this
weight would require carriage would probably be under half a
mile—for it would be more economical to multiply stations than to
augment this distance. On the return journey, the exhausted
plates and their receptacles, praetically the same in weight, would
have to be conveyed. One ton weight of plates distributed
would correspond to at least 56-horse power hours electrical.
The question is, What would be the cost, under conditions of
practice which admit of considerable latitude, of distributing
this weight of material! Upon the answer to this question depends the extent to which this system of distributing electrical energy covld be commercially developed. A
small percentage of the general public, if safeguarded trom all
trouble, would be willing to pay even as much as Is. per horsepower hour electrical. A very large percentage indeed, I am convinced, would pay 4d. for the same quantity ot available electrical
energy. Anywhere between these two limits a considerable amount
of business might probably be done. Nothing but an actual trial
of the system, on a small scale perhaps, but extending over a considerable period of time—so as to give some scope to the capacity
for organisation, which has accomplished such marvels in our postal
department—will give a conclusive answer to the above question.
It is easy to suggest figures which would show the system to be
absurdly impracticable ;but, as I have elsewhere observed, it would
be easy also on the same lines to show that the milkman, who, anywhere in his district, will send horse and cart, man and can, to
deposit even a ha’p’orth of milk at the area door, must be financially
in desperate case. But there may be some, here or elsewhere, who
have had experience of work analogous to that which 1 have in
contemplation ; and their opinion, as well as the suggestions they
might possibly offer, would be entitled to respect, and might be of
considerable value. The following table was given by Professor
Forbes in illustration of his remarks during the discussien of Mr.
Fitz-Gerald’s paper upon the tests he had made of the cells with
lithanode plates made by the Union Company.
Union Cell.
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on account of the availability of water power to drive the
dynamos. A conduit, 8ft. in diameter, conducts the water into a
horizontal cylindrical chamber 9ft. long and 9ft. in diameter. In
this chamber are two 30in. Victor turbines, running at 240 revolutions per minute, and developing 550-horse power. These wheels
are vertical, and the horizontal shaft passing through the chamber
has a belt pulley 50in. wide and 6ft. in di.meter, from which the’
dynamo is driven. By this arrangement the trouble and loss by
bevel gearing is avoided.
Railroad building by electric light.—The St. Paul, Minneapolis,
and Manitoba Railroad, which is about to construct 580 miles of
road, from its western terminus in Dakota, westward to the Great
Falls of the Missouri River in Montana, and thence ninety miles to
Helena, will push the work night and day. Steam track laying
machines will be used. There will be three gangs of men, which
will work in alternate shifts, and a powerful electric light plant
carried on the construction train will be used to enable the work
to proceed at night. This arrangement is necessitated by the
immense freight rates on rails charged by the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company, the only road that could convey the rails to
the western end of the new line, which practically prohibit the
work of track-laying being started at the Montana end. The
entire line is to be completed in November. Full particulars are
not yet to hand, but the work will be watched with considerable
interest.
Ottawa Ship Canal.—lt is reported that the Deminicn Government will give a large subsidy to the project to shorten the water
route from the west to the sea by means of a route from Georgian
Bay to the Ottawa River ; a cana) about twenty-one miles long
would have to be cut from Lake Nipissing to the river, and the
channel from the bay to the lake would have to be made navigable
as well as the Ottawa River. It is claimed that this would give a
shorter and cheaper route for grain from Canada and the Western
States. It is objected that it would seriously injure the Welland
Canal interests, and that it would freeze early and thaw late.
American papers, commenting on the scheme, revert again to the
old project for a canal large enough to pass the largest lake craft
across the base of the Michigan peninsula. Lake Krie, however,
will probably long remain the route for the grain fleets and other
lake marire.
Train communication.—The Westinghouse Air Brake Company is
introducing a pneumatic system between the conductor and the
driver on passenger trains, to replace the now almost universal
bell cord attached to a gong in the engine cab, by which the conductor signals to stop and start the train.
New York State canals.—The Assembly—New York State Legislature—has passed the Canal Bill by a vote of 87 to 37, and its
passage is now almost assured. The appropriation is for 550,000
dols. for lengthening the locks and making other improvements on
the State canals. Some of the lock enlargements have already
been made under former appropriations, this work-being rendered
necessary by the increase im the size of the grain vessels and the
growth of the traffic.
Steel for the Navy Department.—On March 22nd the proposals
for steel plates ana forgings were opened by the Secretary of the
Navy at Washington. The following proposals were received for
4500 tons of steel armour plate : Bethlehem Iron Company, Bethlehem, Pa., 3,610,707 dols. 50c.; Cleveland Rolling Mill Company,
Cleveland, O., 4,021,560 dols, The proposals for 1310 tons of steel
gun forgings were: Cambria Iron Company, Johnstown, Pa.,
851,513 dols. 90c.; Bethlehem Iron Company, Bethlehem, Pa.,
902,230 dols. 70c.; Midvale Steel Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,
1,397,240dols. The contracts will be awarded about April 5th.
The Secretary has declared himself very well pleased with the
result of the bidding, and has spoken very favourably of the
Bethlehem Iron Company. This company’s is the only bid covering
both classes of work, and it has addressed to the Secretary an
explanatory letter.
Basic process patents.—The suit of the Bessemer Steel Company
to gain possession of the basic steel process patent of Jacob Keese
has been decided by a division of the patents. The process has not
been widely used as Bessemer ores have been available, but the
process will probably be adopted for southern ores.
Locomotive firing.—As a result of experiment made by Mr. Steffe,
travelling engineer of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Co.,
it has been ordered that at the end of a trip the fireman is to
sprinkle the fire with a little soft coal or coke so as to keep the
fires in until the next run, instead of drawing the fire and relighting.
Chicago sewage disposal. —Rudolph Hering, the engineer
appointed to specially investigate the great question of disposing of
the sewage of Chicago, has presented two plans, the first to utilise the
canal, and the second to extend the west branch of the Chicago River
toa junction with the Depplaines River. This plan will, by cutting
through the elevation between Chicago and Lochport, divert the
water now flowing to the lake into the opposite direction, and
secure sufficient dilution of the sewage to prevent offence to residents along the river west of the city. This plan will not interfere
with the existing system of sewers. An approximate estimate of
the cost is 15,00U,0U0 dols., and the work may be carried out in
seven or eight years.
Arthur Kill Bridge.—The construction of the bridge across the
Arthur Kill, between New Jersey and Staten Island, has been
tinally authorised by the Secretary of War, on the original plan of
four spans with a draw span. The Staten Island Rapid ‘Transit
Railroad Company has issued 5 per cent. bonds for 2,500,000 dols.,
which have been endorsed by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Rate of Discharge, Amptres per Ib.
Capacity, Amptre-hours of
Company, which latter company will use the bridge as a means of
of Plate Cell.
Plate Cell.1h
access to its newly-acquired property on Staten Island for freight
|
and stockyards, &c., as well as a water front and passenger depot.
oes
Or41
92
5°5
Cottonseed oil machinery.—The Southern Cottonseed Oil Company
has awarded a contract to the Smith and Vaile Company for eight
0-88
0°53
71
4°3
mills of 150 tons daily capacity, and to the Carver Cotton Gin
Company for other plant, with all the patents on this kind of
12
0°72
62
8°7
machinery. This will give the company practical control of the
1°5
0°90
5°5
3°38
improved process of making the oil. The produce of the seed is
about 3,000,000 tons per annum, of which all but about 500,C00 tons
S Rca Me,
is used for fertilising. The mills will be erected at different parts
of the cotton belt. The contract aggregates over 250,000 dols.
AMERICAN ENGINEERING NEWS.
Dominion notes—A company has been incorporated by Montreal
capitalists to build a railroad from a point on the Canadian Pacitic
(From a Correspondent.)
Railroad
near Ottawa, to James Bay, the southern part of HudLocomotive performance.—The following report for January is
Bay. This road would open up a region rich in lumber and
issued by the master mechanic of the Norfork Southern Railroad: son
minerals.
The Government has promised to subsidise the scheme
—Passenger mileage, 3480; freight mileage, 7530; switching
bridging the St. Lawrence at Quebec, to connect the Canadian
mileage, 2907 ; total, 13,917. Cost per mile in cents for repairs, for
Pacitic
Railroad
with the Intercolonial Railroad. The new line to
1°05; for wages, 3°86; for fuel, 4°84; for oi] and waste, 0°31; the sea for the Canadian
Pacific Railroad will run from the present
total, 10°06. Cost of coal, 2°60 dols, Miles run per ton of coal, terminus
of
the
International Railroad, near the boundary, across
53°68 ; per pint of oil, 15°08. Average
ber of p
ger cars Maine to Mattawamkeag—128
it will connect with
per train, 3,);; average number of freight cars per train, 20%; the Maine Central Railroad. miles—where
railroads are projected in
five empty freight cars equal three loaded. There are eight Maine to run to Mattawamkeag. Several
Part
of
this
line
is contracted for.
engines, six of which are in service. The average mileage of each
serviceable engine is 2213. Miles of road, 74.
Utilising the water power of Niagara.—The Niagara River
Hydraulic Tunnel, Power, and Sewer Company was incorporated in
1886 for the purpose of utilising the water power of the Niagara
TENDERS.
River by means of a tunnel from a point about a mile above the
Falls to the water level below, the available head being about
BIRMINGHAM CENTRAL TRAMWAYS COMPANY,
120ft. At the upper end the tunnel is 16ft. diameter, 20ft. at the
LIMITED.
middle section, and 24ft. at the outlet; its length is two and a-half
miles, Lateral tunnels will be run from the river to the tunnel,
List of tenders for the construction of an omnibus shed, Kyotts
and in these laterals will be the wheel pits for the turbines, the Lake-road; Mr. E. Pritchard, M. Inst. C.E., and Mr. J. Kincaid,
main tunnel serving as a tail race. The plan provides for 238 mills M. Inst. C.E., engineers
:—
of 500-horse power, the charge to be about 10 dols. per horse-power
£
per day,
‘he total cost is estimated at 2,250,000dols. or
T. Rowbotham, Birmingham ..
ae
‘
720
Innes and Wood, Birmingham .. ..
.
663
3,000,000 dols. with land. Land has alreay been purchased and
J. Hartley, Birmingham ..
<3 6
.
.
620
laid out for mill sites, fronting on the river and the tunnel line, and
J. Moffat, Birmingham .. .. ..
°
87
for streets, docks and warehouses, and railroad facilities.
Currall and Lewis, Birmingham ..
P
558
A large water power plant.—The Cowles’ Electric Smelting
J. Fell, Leamington .. .. .. .. a re ss i. a = 556
and Aluminium Company has located its plant at Lochport, N.Y.,
Jacob Biggs, Birmingham (accepted) .. .. .. .. + +. 54l
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THE construction of the Toussaint L’Ouverture and her armament
marks an interesting stage in the history of naval construction
in France. She is, according to Annales Industrielles, the first war
vessel which has been turned out of a French private yard completely equipped. The Toussaint L’Ouverture is a light despatch
boat, destined for coast defence and maintenance of order in the
ports of the island of Hayti. The demand of President
Soloman’s Government was for a despatch boat of 500 tons
displacement, a minimum speed of twelve knots, carrying three
pieces of artillery, fitted with simple and strong propelling
machinery, and sufficiently rigged for sailing. The construction
of the vessel was entrusted by M. Simmonds, Consul-General
of the Republic of Hayti at Paris, to the Company of Forges et
Chantiers of the Mediterranean, and has been built and armed
by them in their yards at Havre, the instructions given being
fully carried out. The dimensions of Toussaint L’Ouverture
are:—Length between the perpendiculars, 50 m.; greatest
width, 7°50m.; depth over the keel, 4°20m.; draught
of water amidships, 2°90 m.; draught astern, 3°25 m.;
displacement, 500 tons. The hull is made entirely of soft
steel. The stem of the boat forms a sort of spur, the projecting part of which is a little above the water line. This
arrangement has been adopted with the aim of diminishing the
weight of the fore part of the hull, and to facilitate the firing of
the 16 centimetres gun, which will be mentioned further on.
The vessel is flush decked, and the guns are protected as shown.
In the centre of the deck, besides the house, there is a galley of
iron, which supports the bridge. Between decks aft are the
quarters of the commander and officers, and in the fore ’tween
decks is large guard-room for the crew, a saloon and two cabins
for the master, and a store-room for the boatswains. The hold
aft contains the purser’s store-room, the sails, ropes, and provisions, and in the fore hold are the steward’s room, the water
tanks, the chain locker, &c., the powder and shell rooms, and
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|the general magazine. The engines, of about 800-horse power,
| can easily produce an average speed of 13°50 knots, being 1°50
| knots above that stipulated for in the contract. This rate of
speed is valuable in a ship of this kind, it being necessary that
she should be brought rapidly to any particular point.
| The engines of the Toussaint L’Ouverture are of the inverted
| overhead compound type with two cylinders, driving a bronze
screw of 2°65m. in diameter, and of 3°38 m. pitch. The two
cylinders rest on one side on cast iron columns, and on
the other on the condenser, which carries the guides. The
cylinders are respectively 0°66m. and 1°55m. in diameter,
and their length of stroke 0°600 m. The valves are worked with
Stephenson’s links. A small especial steam cylinder placed on
the condenser enables the engine to be moved easily. The condenser is tubular ; circulation is obtained by means of a centrifugal pump. Beams, deriving their motion from the pistonrods, work two air-pumps, two feed-pumps, and the two
bilge-pumps. The engine is supplied with steam by two tubular
cylindrical boilers in a_ closed stoke-hole, and a_ forced
draught is produced by a fan. The boilers are loaded to
5°50 kilog. The artillery of this despatch boat comprises :—
One gun of 16c. Canet system, mounted on a carriage with a
central pivot placed on a raised platform in front of the foremast, destined for firing in pursuit and laterally. Its range is
| 236 deg.; with a vertical angle — 7 deg. to + 28deg. Two guns
of 12c. bore, Canet system, also mounted on central pivot car|| riages. They are placed on caponiers, as shown in the deck plan,
| so as to be able to fire ahead, astern, and on the broadside. The
| horizontal range is about 165 deg., with a vertical angle of — 3deg.
to + 28 deg. Two double-barrelled Nordenfelts are placed each at
the extremity of the bridge, and each having a range of 180 deg.
The Canet guns are of the 1885 type. The body of the gun is
of ringed steel, with one sleeve for the 12c. guns and one sleeve
with a row of rings for the 16 c. guns. From the point of view
| of transverse and longitudinal resistance their construction is
! exceptional. The gunners are protected by shields of steel
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plate fixed to the carriage. Each piece is provided with eighty
rounds, and each mitrailleuse with 600. The following table is
| a résumé of the principal given numerical quantities of the 12c.
and 16 c. guns and their firing properties
:—
12 c. guns,
16c. guns.
Calibre in millimetres .. .. .. «. 20
oo
164%
Total a of the chase
oo -«« os OCDGR .. 4940 m.
Weight of the projectile . .. .. .. 21k.
oe 54k.
Initial velocity . . .. .. «- « 608m,
oe 620m.
Vis vica at the muzzle 5 bese
400
ee
1057 °3t
Energy of powder per kilog... .. .. 444
és 48°13
Energy metal perton .. .. .. .. 191°
ee 212°6
Vis vica per centimetre of circumference of projectile . .. .. .. .. 107
oe 20°6
Thickness of iron plate pierced
197mm. .. 314mm.
J
ere
=|
ees 5000k.
Weight ofcarriage .. .. .. .. .. 600
ee
1100
Weight of shield,&c... .. .. .. «. 1100
oe 2400
Total weight of gun and carriage... .. 4200
oe 9500
The velocities indicated in the table have been obtained with
brown .prismatic French powder. The position of the guns
enables firing to take place ahead with three pieces, and astern,
and on the beam with two. The extent of the guns’ range and
their size assure, then, to the despatch boat a considerable
offensive power in comparison with her dimensions. The gun
carriages having a reduced recoil, it has been necessary to
strengthen the hull under the guns by special appliances. The
trials of the guns at sea have done no damage whatever to the
hull in spite of its great lightness. The defensive power of the
boat is dependent upon watertight bulkheads, her small displacement not permitting armour protection. The engines and
boilers are further protected forward and abeam by watertight coal bunkers as high as the upper deck. Seven transverse
water-tight bulkheads also reach to the upper deck, and the
lower part of the hull is divided into sixteen water-tight compartments. The several openings which it has been necessary
to make in the bulkhead, in order to communicate with the
engines and the coal bunkers, are closed by water-tight doors,
which can be shut from the upper deck, The deck-house has
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double-cutting principle lead to an important consequent
| advantage, viz., that a rough casting may be brought into truth
| with fewer times traversing over than is ordinarily requisite,
that is to say, that irregularities which would cause unequal spring
upon the finishing tool are practically got rid of in the first
traversing over instead of in the second.
Enough has now been said to call attention to the saving that
| may be effected by cutting on both strokes, assuming that no
| counterbalancing inconveniences attend it, and assuming that
the machine can be made as efficient for the backward as for the
forward stroke. It is needless to say that if the conditions here
assumed had been easy of achievement the practice of double
cutting would have been general at the present time, which it
is not. These favourable conditions, however, appear to be fully
=—————
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realised by the arrangements of the machine illustrated herewith. Upon the tool slide of this machine the ordinary flapping
tool-box is entirely dispensed with, and a strong tool-stock of
cast. steel is bolted directly upon the slide. This tool-stock
carries at its lower end two strong oscillating tool sockets which
form the subject matter of English and foreign patents by Mr.
J. H. Wicksteed, of the firm of Joshua Buckton and Co., and of
Mr. Joseph Angus. These oscillating sockets hold the tool in
such a way that either tool is firmly held against its cut, but is
as free asa pendulum in the contrary direction. The self-acting
feed to the cross slide is made substantially as Whitworth made
his, and it gives an effective traverse to the tool-box at the end
of each single stroke. The two cutting tools are back to back,
and follow in identically the same track, so that at each traverse
the one tool is cutting a track in which the other tool follows with-

two storeys, and is made of steel-plate 10 mm. thick. The
lower storey contains the steam steering apparatus, and the
upper storey serves as the commander's quarters, and contains
speaking tubes, the steering-wheel, and the compass.
The Toussaint L’Ouverture is capable of carrying 120 tons of
coal, a quantity which would enable her to traverse a distance
of 3000 miles at 10 knots. Although the despatch boat is
especially constructed for steam navigation, she is sufficiently
rigged for sailing ; the surface of her sails is 500 square metres.
The boat obeys her helm with the greatest facility ;at full
speed she describes a circle of about 200 metres in four minutes.
The helm is worked by a steam motor of the Dunning-Bossiere
system. There is a steam hoist which can be used as a windlass. The Toussaint L’Ouverture carries a steam launch made of
steel plate 8°50 m. length, and capable of a speed of seven knots.
This boat fully armed weighs only 2000 kilogrammes with its
engine; it is constructed without ribs, after a new system,
which secures to it great rigidity in spite of its small weight.
The Toussaint L’Ouverture was constructed, armed, and
equipped in ten months after the order was giver for her. Hull,
engine, and guns were all executed by the Company of
‘orges et Chantiers, and all the materials and divers objects
used in her construction and armament are exclusively French
products, ,She was handed over completely fitted, so that on
sailing out of the port of Havre she was absolutely ready for
service,
During the transit from Havre to Port-au-Prince the despatch
boat, experienced bad weather, which tested her nautical
qualities, She rises well to the sea, ships no water, and rolls
but little. The whole voyage, in spite of several days of storm,
was accomplished at an averge speed of over ten knots. During
the voyage her engines acted perfectly.
The Toussaint L’Ouverture, as before stated, is the first specimen of a war vessel constructed entirely in a French private
yard ; and the care with which she has been designed and constructed by a company the excellence of whose work is univerRally recognised, has induced us to publish a description of her
in some detail.
BUCKTON’S DOUBLE ACTING PLANING
MACHINE.
Ir is somewhat remarkable that although the late Sir Joseph
Whitworth introduced his jim-crow tool-box some half century
ago, yet at the present day probably ninety-nine planing machines
out of every hundred in use are made to take the cut in one
direction only, and to return idle, though at an increased speed.
There is, however, one type of planing machine in which it is
true that cutting both ways is commonly practised, and that is
the plate edge planing machine ; and here.a turn-over tool-box
is usedon the same principle as Whitworth’s jim-crow, only
that it is generally thrown over by hand to avoid the complication
and trouble of maintaining the cord which Whitworth used for
automatically reversing his tool-box. Withtheexception, however,
of this turnover tool-box used in"plate edge planing machines, all

arrangements devised for planing on both strokes have failed to
come into any extensive use. Yet the desirability of cutting both
ways, both to save time and to produce better work, as will be explained, is so obvious that very costly planing machines have been
constructed having a complete double set of uprights and cross
slides facing each other in order to take advantage of the principles. These advantages are more than might appear at first
sight, and may be enumerated as follows :—(1) The belt power,
consumption of oil, and wear and tear, usually incurred in running
back the idle stroke at an increased speed, is utilised for effective
work, (2) The time consumed by the idle return stroke, which |
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amounts to from 25 per cent. to 50 per cent. of the total time,
is employed in shortening by that percentage the time during
which the work occupies the machine. (3) By cutting with a
separate tool on each stroke of the machine, the number of cuts
taken by one cutting edge in traversing over a given surface is
reduced by half, and hence less imperfection of surface arises
from the wear of the tool as between the first and last cut on
the surface. (4) As the tools cutting in opposite directions
enter the work and break through it on opposite sides it happens
that each tool in turn chips away the scale at the edge of the
work as it leaves it, and thereby leaves clean metal for the other
entering tool to strike upon, These two last properties of the

out rubbing upon uncut work. The cross slides, V’s,and uprights
of all good modern machines are amply strong enough to take the
stress of the cut in either direction with indifference. In practice
there is not the slightest difficulty in supporting the tool against
the cut as efficiently in one direction asin the other—Whitworth
found no difficulty in this. The difficulties in using the Whitworth semi-revolving tool have been the maintenance of the
cord, the nice adjustment of the tool to be symmetrical with
the axis of the semi-revolving box, and the expensive shape of
the tool itself. In the tool-box under notice each tool is of the
ordinary shape that can be laid against a grindstone and formed
with a proper entering angle both sideways and on the bottom.
No nice formation of the tool is required, as there is an independent adjustment in each socket holder.
| In setting the tools one tool is first secured in its holder and
| set down to make a cut; all that is necessary for the adjustment of the other is then to drop it into the groove of the cut
so made, and fix it in that position by its own independent set
screws. It will occur to engineers that it might be a delicate
operation to set two broad-edged finishing tools down to the
same level with such a degree of nicety as would produce work
that required no hand scraping for sliding surfaces, and it is an
open question whether it be not better to take the finishing
cut with one tool only, The patent oscillating socket, however,
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and the other arrangements of the machine are peculiarly petitors are represented by clever travellers taking notes of all
favourable for taking a broad scraping cut even if used in one they see. In cutlery our imports have fallen off from the
direction only. The provision for feeding the traverse at each pressure of the duty, the improvements made in the higher
end of the stroke gives the command of an exceptionally wide grades of French manufacture, and from the quantity of cheap
self-acting traverse, and the position of the axis on which the German goods, marked as English steel, sold) by German
tool socket oscillates in relation to the edge of the tool is such travellers, In ironmongery, the Germans are also beginning to
that when the tool is dragging idle on the back stroke over the compete with us; while in agricultural implements the American
untinished surface of the work, the rub that takes place does| article is preferred to ours, as being cheaper in price, simpler in
not affect the edge of the tool, but only that part of the tool | construction, and consequently more easy to repair. “In my
which is immediately behind the cutting edge. At the first report for 1885, L observed that fixed exhibitions or depots of
touch of the tool on the back stroke the edge lifts clear, and the models and samples of British manufactures at certain well
rubbing at most only acts as on a whetstone, ie., parallel with chosen centres for foreign countries would be of more advantage
the relief angle at the bottom of the tool, with no tendency to than those arranged on board ships visiting different ports. I
rub away the cutting edge. In order then that in all cireum- remain of the same opinion still, Nothing has been done here
stances the utmost gain of time may be effected, Messrs. Buckton on the subject. There is one thing that all in Great Britain
construct their new machines with gearing that can be instantly must always bear in mind, namely, that they are being more and
changed either to give a uniform rate for both strokes of the more confronted everywhere by energetic competitors in their
machine or to give a quick return motion whenever it may be several branches, well educated for that work, and accustomed
required, either for the finishing cut as alluded to, or for cases to closer and more economical modes of living than ourselves,
United States—Trade of Charleston for 1886.—The exports
where in planing up to a stop there is no liberty for the necesto foreign countries decreased, last year, while the imports from
sary over-run of the tools.
It may be stated, however, that by the use of modern self- foreign ports to Charleston increased. With reference to British
hardening tool steel it has been found that the ordinary quick shipping, though the number of sailing and steam vessels was
return on most planing machines is not too quick for cutting, larger in 1885 by nine ships, the tonnage of 1886 exceeded that
and many existing machines have been fitted by Messrs. Buckton of 1885 by nearly 1000 tons. It is probable that a much larger
with the double cutting arrangement without making any altera- number of steamships would seek Charleston as a port of loadtion to the rate of quick return. The character of the tool ing if there was a greater depth of water on the bar, it being
stock favours the use of high-class tool steel, because the stock doubtful at present whether vessels drawing over 16ft. can cross
obviates the necessity of using a large bar of steel, and a com- the bar except at very high tides. It is hoped that the work
paratively small piece may be held in the oscillating sockets on the jetties will progress this year. Congress has appropriated
money for the purpose, and much is expected from the work if
which support it close down upon the work.
We need only say further that the tool stock is so designed as it is ever completed. The depression in foreign freights conto be suitable by fixing it at an angle for surface planing, side tinued during last year. It seems impossible for vessels to run
planing, or planing at any angle. It is reversible upon the slide, and make any profit, and there is very little sign of improveand can be adjusted in any direction, as the illustration clearly ment. The rates of cotton freights for 1884-5 left a small
shows. In the figures A and B are the tools, C and D the rotat- margin, those for 1885-6 left none. Steamers carried cotton
ing tool holders, E the stop against which the tools butt, F the to Liverpool at 10s. 3d. a bale. Deducting 5s. 1d. a bale for
compressing, insurance at press and stevedore, there was left
pull-off spring.
6s, 2d. to pay coal, wages, port charges, and expenses at Liverpool. The same state of things applies to sailing vessels, and
the rates of freight apply equally to naval stores, phosphate
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
rock, &c. The value of manufactured
is in South Carolina
REPORTS,wD.
has increased from £3,487,484 in 1880 to £6,239,908, a difference
France—Trade of Cherbourg in 1886.—The trade of Cher- of £2,752,312, or nearly 80 per cent. The principal manufacbourg in 1886 shows a diminution from the years immediately tories are 29 cotton mills, employing 4889 hands, having a
preceding, but bearing in mind the withdrawal of the daily capital of £1,060,833 and a production of £1,174,962; 14
steamers to Weymouth, the trade may be considered to have fertiliser mills, with 1154 hands, a capital of £604,270
maintained a fair amount of steadiness. The cessation of the and a production of £744,645; 813 lumber mills, with
Weymouth steamers is a mistake, though perhaps the service 6598 hands, a capital of £678,514, and a_ production
might have been conducted more economically. One of the of £1,299,307. There are also 44 foundries and machine
main reasons for cancelling the agreement with the Great shops, with 974 hands, a capital of £134,029, and a producWestern Railway Company was that the reduced tariffs granted tion of £187,395. The bulk of the products of the South
to the trade rid Cherbourg, injured the carrying business of the Carolina mills goes by rail to Baltimore, Charleston, New York,
Quest Railway of France with Granville, Havre, Honfleur, and and Philadelphia, and a large portion of the goods so sent is
Saint Malo in a greater degree than compensated for the advan- exported to China, South America, and other countries, The
tages that railway company derived from the increased business | cotton used in the manufacture of the goods is bought almost
connected with Cherbourg. The discontinuance of the steamers entirely from the planters in the vicinity of the mills. This,
to Cherbourg has not benefitted the trade at the other ports, together with the cheapness of labour, the low cost of living,
consequently it is presumable that the large amount of produce and some of the mills being exempt from taxation, either county
conveyed by the Weymouth route was not such surplus produce or State, enables the manufacturers to compete with those of
as had that route not existed would have been conveyed to other sections. Some manufacturers think that the Southern
other ports, but was in part created by the facilities of transport | mills could not compete with foreign factories without a conwhich those steamers afforded. A re-establishment of the | tinuance of the protection afforded by the United States tariff.
service would tend to develope considerably the producing | The most important industry comparatively recently estapower of the country. The vessels entering Cherbourg in 1886 | blished is the manufacture of commercial fertilisers. This
were 612, with a tonnage of 224,757 tons, against 775 witha industry sprang into existence a very short short time after the
tonnage of 268,172 tons in 1885. The vessels cleared from discovery of the agricultural value of the phosphate rock on the
Cherbourg in 1886 were 601 and 226,061 tons, against 802 and coast, and in the rivers of the State. In 1870 there were two
272,450 tons in 1885. Of the tonnage entering and leaving factories of artificial fertilisers, with a capital of £72,966, and a
Cherbourg, British formed 52°6 per cent., and German 38°5 per production of £88,520. In 1885-6 these had increased to fourcent. The new line of steamers of the North German Lloyd’s teen factories,a capital of £812,500,and a production of £744,645.
between Bremen and New York made experimental calle at The shipments of fertilisers, exclusive of those manufactured by
Cherbourg on their outward voyages in the last months ' the cotton seed oil mills, increased from 150,000 tons in 1885,
of 1886. The Royal Mail steamers from the West Indies, to 196,814 tons in 1886. The various kinds of manures are
and the Hamburgh and New York steamers have called | known to the trade as acid phosphates, acidulated rock, or discontinuously throughout the year. The service of the solved bone fertilisers, and guanos, They contain ammonia,
London and South-Western Railway Company's steamers has phosphoric acid from ground phosphate rock, potash, and
been augmented to five vessels each way weekly. The deepen- | sulphur. The ammonia is obtained usually from the Western
ing and dredging of the outer channel and port has constantly States and the cotton seed oil mills in South Carolina, the
and steadily progressed thoughout last year. The work in the phosphate rock in the vicinity of the factories, the potash from
port is very heavy, for after the removal of the mud the bottom | Germany, the sulphur from Sicily and Spain. The phosphate
is rock, which is worked upon by hand labour, chiefly by Italians, |rock deposits are the most important and valuable mining
who are employed in a large bell or coffer dam assisted by steam | interest of South Carolina. The rock is found on land
machinery. The rock is a laminated schist, easily divisible, but and in the streams. The land rock deposits are the property
carrying on the work under water is very expensive. The new of companies or individuals and pay no royalty to the State.
broad and deep entrance to the commercial floating basin is now The rock in all navigable streams is worked under license from
completed,
but is not open,as the channel thereto requires deepen- and pays a royalty to the State of 4s. 2d. a ton. The royalty
ing on the entrance or northern side. The work is expected to be forms an important part of the State revenue, and in 1886
completed in the spring, when vessels of larger beam and heavier amounted to £40,850. The land rock occurs at various depths,
draught can enter the floating basin, and no longer have to and is obtained entirely by surface mining, the limit of
discharge their cargo in the roads. The enlargement and economical excavation being 10ft.; the production has increased
extension of the eastern jetty to the deep sea has remained in from 18,000 tons in 1868-70 to 294,000 tons in 1886, and the
abeyance for want of funds. So far as the trade of Cherbourg total quantity excavated from 1868 to the end of 1886 is
is concerned, this is the most important work contemplated; 1,991,000 tons. The river or stream rock is found at the
and if it had been further carried out, the great expenditure bottom of various rivers and streams, and is raised by hand
being now incurred in deepening the outer channels and piers with tongs or by powerful steam dredges, the latter method
might have been in some measure obviated. It was intended | furnishing the bulk of the supply. The production of river
that the jetty should be first formed and eularged by the refuse | rock has increased from 1989 tons in 1870 to 191,174 tons in
derived from the deepening of the port ; but instead the stones | 1886, and the total quantity raised between those dates
from the port are thrown outside the breakwater to strengthen is 1,592,256 tons. This added to the amount of land rock
it, and are likely to be swept into the sea on the first severe | gives a total of 3,583,256 tons, which, at an average selling price
storm, as the immense weight of water heaped upon the break- | of £1 5s. per ton, gives £4,479,070 as the value of the product
water would in retiring carry away such rubble. It is only by of this industry. The discovery of phosphate rock and the
placing heavy rocks outside that the breakwater will be per- | manufacture of fertilisers from it, has marked a revolution in
| southern agriculture. Waste and worn-out lands have been
manently strengthened.
France, Havre—Impediments to British trade—The impedi- brought back into cultivation and nearly into their original state
ments to an extension of our trade are two-fuld, those arising of fertility. The great increase in the cotton production of
from the pressure of Customs duties, or from the preference the South is due chiefly to the use of fertilisers, which forces
given to French over English goods, and those arising from the crop to maturity much earlier than formerly, and enables
waut of energy on our part. As an instance of the first causes, cotton to be produced on land not previously planted. Grain
orders have been issued forbidding foreign firms from tendering of all kinds benefits by its judicious use, and it has been used on
for the cement used in the new docks, unless it was found that sugar-cane with most satisfactory results. The credit of the
there was a coalition among French manufacturers to charge an city of Charleston, its banks, and the State of South Carolina,
excessive price, or that the quality fell below the standard. In seems to be in a very excellent condition, the bonds and stocks
my last year’s report I stated “that the visit of a commercial being constantly iu demand and sold daily.
United States.— British trade with New Orleans.—With regard
traveller from the United Kingdom was a rare occurrence.”!
Further inquiry among dealers in agricultural implements, to the opinion that consular officers abroad have not, as a rule,
cutlery, and ironmongery of all kinds, leads me to believe that | been prepared to give their assistance in the promotion and
while pushing German travellers are most numerous, a singular | development of British commercial interests, there is rather a
want of energy exists among our manufacturers. Catalogues disinclination on the part of the British merchant to make use
and price lists are well enough in their way, but being printed of the consul. “During fifteen years I have not received
in English, cannot be compared in usefulness to a clever traveller | more than twenty letters on commercial subjects, half of them
speaking the language fluently and able to explain all details. relating to shipping. All were answerd to the best of my
Our manufacturers must bear in mind that while they trust ability, with the addition that I considered it part of my day’s
solely to catalogues in the English language, their foreign com- , work to give the information required. When the World’s
Cotton Centennial Exhibition was in preparation I did not
‘ receive an applicatiop for advice or assistance from the British
1 Commercial Paper, No. 5, April, 1886, page 123.
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manufacturer, The advice and observations in my last report
have been several times reproduced, but, so far as I am aware
led to no result. Instead of proving that I am wrong, I must
persist in my views. The British merchant, spoiled by a long
career of prosperity, is not quick to make changes in the con.
duct of his business, or to accept new methods, It seems as if
he has not fully realised that British consuls are no longer
allowed to trade, and have become his allies instead of competitors.” In Mr. Helyar’s report on the depression of trade in
the United States, he says that French and Germans are supplanting the British in New Orleans, “ the latter not meeting
American requirements.” This is not all the truth. Several
of the few articles of import left to us are not put up ina handy
and saleable manner to meet American requirements, and in all
others merchants do not seek to find out what is required, “|
have not heard of or seen a British commercial traveller in New
Orleans during the last fifteen years, Latterly I have
received by post many price lists and illustrated trade
magazines, which are of no use, our men of business hardly
caring to accept them. What they require to see is the
thing itself.” As an example, a firm in an extensive
line of trade, finding that the transport of their samples was
very expensive, had them photographed on a large scale, and
provided their traveller with a book of these illustrations,
Their business immediately fell off ;buyers used to the thing
itself could not understand, or would not trust its asserted likeness, and the old system had to be re-adopted. Here a further
advance than excellent illustrated advertisements is required.
The thing itself must be shown—the storekeeper wants you to
do to him what he has to do to his customers—let them know
by touching that the goods offered have the qualities claimed
fur them. The success of the “Comptoir Industriel Belge” is
due to its possession of samples and the carefully prepared
estimates it has ready of all the expenses attendant upon importation. Nine advertisements out of ten in our trade journals
end with such phrases as “ special terms for shippers on application ;‘or send for price list, postage free,” leaving an ordinary
purchaser entirely in the dark, and involving a delay of a month
before he can be enlightened. “If the British manufacturer had
valued my advice—a real test of its worth being the success of
the Belgians —and had applied to me, I could have pointed out
a means whereby goods could have been presented to this
market and sold by sample at no greater expense than the commission of a commercial traveller at home.” A trade could be
done in ironwork, as the following shows :—A large brewery
required additional cellarage, the roofs of which were to be constructed with wrought iron girders ; these were imported from
Belgium duty paid for £520 less than the estimate furnished
from Pittsburg in a contract of £3125. Cotton ties are indispensable for the export of cotton, Last summer some New
Orleans dealers had a conference with Sheffield manufacturers
respecting a direct importation by the consumer of these ties,
and everything was settled but the terms of credit. Sheffield
wanted its money as soon as the goods were on board ship;
New Orleans wanted credit until they were delivered. No agreement having been cometo within twenty-four hours,a German firm
steeped in, accepted the New Orleans terms, and secured the contract. Among thearticles recommended for this market are cottonspinning and weaving machinery, fine cutlery, designs for street
pavement cleaning and drainage, draining pipes, traps, tanks,
valves, machine tvols, stable fittings and utensils, steam cranes
and winches for loading and discharging ships from the wharf.!
“With little difficulty, and no deviation from my duties as consul,
I could assist our manufacturers to establish an agency in this
city, first to ascertain what description of goods can favourably
compete with native productions and imports from continental
countries, and secondly to sell them by sample direct to the
retailers.’’ There is no room for the commission merchant, jobber,
or any other class of middleman. Although American industry
has expanded in a wonderful manner, expecially in the past ten
years, the quality of the goods produced has not improved.
They are handily put up, ingenious, and showy, but economies
have been introduced for which durability is sacrificed, expecially in textile fabrics.
British shipping in 1884 increased
41 vessels and 68°987 tons, the highest amount ever reached.
United States—Mobile—Advance of trade in Alabama,—Since
1885 Alabama has made unparalleled progress, owing to the
development of the great natural advantages and mineral wealth
of the State. The coalfield of Alabama consists of several fields
8860 square miles in area, divided by long, narrow valleys holding
inexhaustible beds of limestone and brown and red iron ores.
In the heart of this region are the cities of Anniston, Florence,
Sheffield, and Tuscaloosa, grouped around at short distances, Birmingham has increased in population from between 700 and 1000
in 1871 to 40,000. In November, 1880, the first furnace was
erected. To-day there are twelve furnaces in full blast, fourteen
more building, the capital aggregating £1,250,000, twenty-three
factories and foundries. ‘These, with a number of other
enterprises, promise to make Birmingham the centre city
of the South. Though British shipping in Mobile fell off
slightly in 1886, business as a general thing has been satisfactory. Industrial affairs have much improved; the regular
line of steamers to and from Liverpool enables us to export
double the amount of cotton, and the agent of the line promises
an increase of steam tounage in the future.
United States.—Pensacola.—Reqular steam communication with
Liverpool.—During the past year there was a falling off in the
arrival of British vessels through owners refusing to accept the
low rates of freight. New life seems to have been awakened,
and there are many projects in view for the advancement of
Pensacola and the extension of her export trade, and it is
expected that the place will shortly be doubly prosperous. It
is the opinion here that with direct regular steam communication between Pensacola and Liverpool, or some principal port in
the United Kingdom, Brazil, and other parts, a brisk import business would be established between this and other southern and
western markets direct with the United Kingdom and Brazil
and other parts.
GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY, WOLVEMHAMPTON, STAFFORD-ROAD
JuNIOnN ENGINEERING Society.—A meeting of this society was
held on Wednesday, March 30th, under the presidency of Mr.
Joseph Armstrong, when a paper was read by Mr. E. Yates on
‘“‘Dynamo-Electric Machinery.” Through the kindness of Messrs.
Elwell, Parker, and Co., who supplied storage batteries, the room
was efficiently lighted by the electric light. A number of dynamos
and motors of various designs, together with a Fopapsobi supply of
electrical apparatus, were exhibited at work.
‘Ihe paper dealt in
an interesting and exhaustive manner with the principles and
advantages ot the different forms of dynamos; and, in addition,
some valuable information was given as to their practical working.
After an address from the president, the meeting terminated with
the usual votes of thanks,
1 For
a more detailed report on this subject, see Commercial Paper
No. 5, April, 1886, pages 171—181,
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
Tax Bombay Tramway Company, on the Jubilee day,
carried no fewer ‘than 54,635 passengers,
Tu new railway from Cintra to Lisbon was opened on
Saturday, the trains being very much crowded,
Tre new railway between Stanthorpe and Wallangarra,
New Zealand, has been opened. ‘Traffic was, at receipt of last mail,
gradually being resumed on the railways, as the damages caused
by the floods were repaired.
Tux third section of the direct line from Melbourne to
Ballarat—viz., from Parwan to Bacchus Marsh was opened on
February the 15th, with great ceremony, by the Governor, Only
seventeen miles remain to be constructed to complete the direct
line to Ballarat.
Tux American hebdomadal railway bridge failure
occurred last week on the Norfolk and Western Railroad, _Asa
goods train was passing over a bridge near Liberty, Virginia, the
structure gave way, and the train was precipitated into the roadway below. Five workmen, who were engaged in repairing the
bridge at the time, were killed, and several others were injured.
A sTEEL safety car is now being constructed at the
Eastern Railroad repair shop in Kast Boston which is warranted to
prevent all serious consequences to passengers in it from any kind
of railroad iron. It is cylindrical in section, and is claimed to be
lighter as well as safer; but the American journal that describes
it says, ‘‘we are unable to see how it would materially add to
safety.”
Tur American Engineering News says:—-The Bussey
bridge disaster is having its effect on the railroad companies,
several of which have instituted careful examinations of their
bridges. The chief engineer and bridge builder of the New York
Central and Hudson River Railroad have been inspecting the
bridges on that road, and have ordered alterations to be made in
some cases,
Ir is expected that the Gunduck Bridge of eight spans
of 250ft., to connect the Tirhoot State Railway with the Bengal
and North-Western Railway near Hajipur and Sonpur, and giving
one unbroken line of metre gauge communication from Baraich
and Nipalgang and the Gogra opposite the old capital of Oudh,
down to Mozufferpre, Mokameh, and the eastern parts of Durbanga, will be completed this month.
Brazit has 5597 miles of railroad. The Argentine
Republic has 3994 miles, of which nearly half is controlled by the
State and the Province of Buenos Ayres, the rest being owned by
private companies. Bolivia has 23 miles of railroad ;Chili, 1377.
Of the Chilian railways the State controls rather more than onethird. The railways of the United States of Colombia are 140
miles in length, and are controlled by private companies. Paraguay has 45 miles of railroad, and Peru 1560, Uruguay 270, and
Venezuela 372 miles.
An English firm, Messrs. Barton and Grindford, having
applied to the Secretary of State for permission to undertake the
construction of two lines of railway from a point near the Ramiswaram Canal to Madura and Tuticorin, and also to survey any new
lines of railway, the question was referred to the Madras Government, who have replied that there appears to be no objection to
the concession sought, provided the terms under which it is
granted do not prejudicially affect existing interests, or tend to
prevent other capitalists coming forward.
Tue purchase of the Hoosac Tunnel by the Fitchburg
Railway Company has stimulated a movement to revive the charter
of the long proposed Williamsburg and Northampton Railroad.
The absorption of the tunnel by the Fitchburgh will, it is claimed,
shut out other roads from a participation in its benefits, and they
now wish to get a connection tothe West independently of it. What
is wanted is the liberty to consolidate with a through line in contemplation from Rotterdam Junction to Duluth, north through
Canada, so as to avoid competition with the New York companies.
The line is laid out from Soult Ste Marie to Duluth. Boston is
thus 300 miles nearer Duluth than now, and the main line of the
road would be 1200 miles long.
Iv answer to Sir B. Samuelson, on a question concerning
the Indian railway revenue, Sir J, Gorst said, in the House on
Tuesday, that the excess of payments over receipts in the revenue
account of Indian railways is estimated in Sir A. Colvin’s budget
for 1887-8 at Rs. 1,38,37,000, or less than a million sterling. The
myments are enhanced by the fact that capital for the earlier
ies was borrowed or guaranteed at 5 per cent., and that interest
is being paid on lines which are not yet opened. The general
result of the working of Indian railways is not unsatisfactory.
During the last year for which the returns are complete the net
earnings on State lines amounted to 5°53 per cent. on the total
capital outlay; on the Great Indian Peninsula to 6°72 per cent.;
on the Bombay Baroda to 8°07 per cent.; on the Rajputana Malwa
to 6°97 per cent.; and on all the railways opened in India together
to 5°91 per cent.
THE Pennsylvania Railroad Company is spending much
money on the straightening of its tracks to avoid the dangerous
curves in the Bergen Cut in Jersey City. This bill was cut through
at an enormous expense nearly twenty years ago, and the old
entrance into Jersey City shortened by two or three miles. But to
meet the requirements of the then situation a curve with a 45 deg.
intersection angle was made in the rock cutting. Last year work
was commenced with the purpose of avoiding this curve, including
a new cutting and heavy embankments across the meadow land,
It is in the last-named portion of the work that the difficulty and
expense is met with, At certain points many thousands of tons of
earth filling have been swallowed up. At Merseles and Pryorstreets this filling disappeared as fast as putin, and the first surface
indication was the forcing up of the muddy land adjoining the
sroposed embankment to a height of 18ft. above the normal water
evel. Sundry houses have been tilted on their foundations and
adjoining lands affected to such a degree that the railroad ——
has been compelled to purchase, at very heavy figures for suc
unstable real estate, and now the company owns a wide strip of
land on each side of its road for a very considerable distance.
Speakine of the Delagoa Bay Railway, the Natal
Mercury says:—‘‘The taking over of the Delagoa Bay Railway enterprise by an English company agrees with the information already
communicated to us from a local quarter, and although Colonel
M ‘Murdo, the original concessionnaire, is reported to have failed
in the fulfilment of his engagements, we think it will be found that
the new ty 8 is practically identical with his, under another
name. No one who has studied the question can be surprised that
means have been found to continue this undertaking. Its prospects of financial success are much too seductive to suffer its
permanent postponement. We are not in a position to say what
the aggregate capital of the 230 companies that have been created
in connection with the gold fields may be, but it must run into
millions; and the subscription of half.a million for railway construction ought to be a very rapid process, That amount, if
ically expended, will construct say fifty miles of line—probably as far as the Komati, or across the unhealthy belt of coast
country. If it be taken to Barberton it will be landed in a sort of
cul de sac, escape from which will be quite as difficult as the ascent
of the Drakensberg at Van Renen's Pass will be in Natal. If it be
taken by an easy route to Pretoria, it will leave Barberton on one
side. Moreover, before Pretoria can be reached by any route
another million will be wanted,”
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
MISCELLANEA.
In the manufacture of pig iron in Spain the number
Mr. H. 8S. Rivines, M.A., M. Inst. C.E., has been
of tons produced reached 124.363 in 1886.
appointed Engineer and Surveyor to the Walthamstow Local Board,
Noye of the eighty-five men entombed in the Bulli
From a solution containing nickel, cobalt, zinc, manganous and ferric chlorides, with tartaric acid and excess of Colliery by the explosion on the 23rd ult. have been rescued alive.
ammonia, potassium ferrocyanide throws down all the metals except This will, no doubt, prove a heavy blow to colliery work in New
the iron. A clear filtrate can be obtained after boiling, but the South Wales,
precipitate cannot be washed, A solution containing 000004 gramme
Municipality of Lucknow have decided to place
of manganese and 0°01 gramme of ferric chloride per c.c. gives a twoTue
pontoon bridges across the river Goomtee, one at the Martiniere
distinct precipitate.
and the other at the Gao Ghat. This will considerably facilitate
A PAPER was read at a recent meeting of the Paris locomotion throughout the city.
Academy of Sciences on a correlation between earthquakes and the
largest dredger yet constructed in the Colonies for
declinations of the moon, by M. H. de Parville. A systematic theTue
Melbourne Harbour Trust was recently successfully launched
study of lunar and Peano I §phenomena continued fora quarter at Footscray.
She was built by Messrs, Foreman and Co., and
of.a century, leads the author to infer a distinct relation between has a carrying capacity
of 1200 tons,
lunar declination and earthquakes, the general law being that the
Iy London 2736 births and 1588 deaths were registered
disturbances occur either at the equilune, the lunistice, or exactly
during last week, Allowing for increase of population, the births
when the sun and moon have the same declination,
were 41, and the deaths 375, below the average numbers of the
PortLaND cement mixed with a solution of calcium last ten years, The annua! death-rate per 1000 from all causes
chloride is claimed as an excellent repairing mixture for the declined last week to 19°7.
runners of cement mills, as a substitute for the lead now commonly
Mr. Epwarp Woops, President of the Institution of
used, Setting begins in three or four minutes, and in so doing
it expands slightly. The American Kugineering News says the Civil Engineers, will give a conversazione on Wednesday, May 25th
stones can be put to work within one hour after repairing. When —Derby day. It will take place in the South Kensington Museum,
oped hardness and very quick setting is required, the cement may by the Lind permission of the Lords of the Committee of Council
ve used pure ;otherwise an equal mixture of cement and sharp sand on Education.
will answer every purpose,
THE output of new shipping on the Clyde during March
to 24,000 tons, against 8158 tons in the same month of 1886.
THE following is the record of the sinking of a well amounted
For
the first three months of the present year the aggregate tonnage
near Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, where oil and natural gas were launched
is 45,770 tons, compared with 28,558 tons in the same
found :—Gravel, 54ft.; bed rock, 36ft.; slate rock, 60ft.; coal, 4ft.; period of last
year.
slate rock, 30ft.; sand rock, 40ft.; slate and black sand, 45ft.; hard
sand rock, 20ft.; slate, 5ft.; mica and iron ore, 15ft.; salt water
A ust of the members of the Institution of Civil
sand, 20ft.; slate and sand, 88ft.; salt water sand, 35ft.; sand and Engineers, corrected to the Ist inst., shows that there are on the
slate, 43ft.; salt water sand, 30ft.; slate and shale, 145ft.; salt books 1568 members, 2275 associate members, twenty honorary
water sand, 110ft.; slate, 100ft.; sand with gas, 20ft.; oil and sand, members, 484 associates, and 949 students, together 5296, being an
15ft.; slate and shale, 85ft.; slate and gas shale, 80ft.; slate, 65ft. ; increase of 196 in the past twelve months, or nearly 4 per cent.
slate and shale, 170ft.; gas in shale, 1125. Oil was found at 650ft.
Ir is proposed to open the new suspension bridge at
Gas veins were struck at 880ft., 1080ft., 1145ft., and 1360ft. The
—_ was 15ft. thick, and very compact. Total depth of well, Hammersmith towards the end of next month. The Prince of
Wales is expected to open the bridge. It has been stated that the
2440ft.
foundation stone of the new bridge at Battersea will be laid the
Ara recent meeting of the Physical Society a lecture same day, but this is incorrect, as no additional bridge at Battersea
experiment, to show that capacity varies inversely as the thickness is contemplated,
of the dielectric, was pate werty Professors Ayrton and Perry.
Tue Great Eastern Railway Company’s last new
The authors cousider it easy for students to see that, other things
remaining constant, capacity is proportional to area, Taking this steamer, the Cambridge, built by Earle’s Shipbuilding and Engineering
Company, Hull, is 280ft. long on the water-line and 31ft.
as proved, a condenser is arranged such that the area A of the
insulated inner coating varies as the thickness ¢ of the dielectric, in the beam, the compound engines give out-2350-horse power, and
the
vessel
attains a speed of 14 knots per hour. She is titted with
and the potential difference between the coatings is found by
: capacity
+ _ siipatial
quantity , and the incandescent electric light throughout.
experiment to be constant. Then since
Tue great strike inthe coal trade in Northumberland has
both the latter being constant, therefore the capacity of the con- prevented any adequate attention being given to a smaller one at
the Hebburn colliery, in the county of Durham. The miners there
denser is constant. But by the construction of the apparatus Ai have been on strike for more than three months, and have, in consequence, lost about £13,000 in wages alone; neither is there any
constant, and it is assumed that capacity varies as A, therefore immediate prospect of a settlement being arrived at.
capacity must vary inversely as ¢,
A CORRESPONDENT writes: to the Times from 9, Upper
For the estimation of nitrates in water by means of Thames-street, April 5th :—“ An interesting proof of the purity
aluminium, Mr. 8. Harvey has adopted the following plan, after of the water supplied by the New River Company was presented
considerable experience with the method:—70 c.c. of the water by the emission from a tap here to-day of a fish 3in. long and
is mixed in a bottle with 30c.c. of 10 per cent. aqueous soda, a about 4in. diameter. The tank from which this passed was cleaned
— of aluminium foil, about 0°75 gramme, is put in, the bottle out ten days ago.” This is no doubta remnant of the result of the
is closed with a stopper carrying an open tube filled with glass filter-bed failure that took place about two years ago, and shows
beads, and the whole placed under a bell jar until the reaction— that such failures should be prevented at any cost.
which is aided by warmth—is complete. The contents and
At a meeting of the Society of Engineers, held on the
washings are made up toa definite volume, and, if possible, Nesslerised directly, otherwise they must be distilled, &c. In cases 4th inst., a paper was read on “The Shone Hydro-pneumatic
Sewerage
System,” by Mr. Edwin Ault. The author introduced
where free ammonia has to be expelled from the original water,
the 70c.c. is only made slightly alkaline at first, the 30 ¢.c. of soda his subject by a general consideration of the conditions and difficulties
of
successfully
dealing with sewage, especially the difficulty
being added subsequently. After keeping some time, a reduction
in the quantity of ammonia is observed in waters which have not of reconciling proper sizes and gradients of sewers with economy
in
the
depth
of
the
sewers below the surface. He urged the
been previously boiled, this is presumedly due to a re-oxid«tion.
Accurate results are obtained. Cane-sugar, or salts of iron, cal- advantages of separating the rainfall from the sewage proper, and
showed how the Shone system enabled the engineer to overcome
cium, or magnesium, do not affect the result.
these difficulties. The automatic action of the ejector and the
At a recent meeting of the Berlin Physical Society, Dr. house sewer flushing tank was then described by the aid of
Sprung described the barograph designed by him, which avoided diagrams.
the errors of the older balance-barometer, first constructed in 1760
THE opening of a new bridge at Stockton took place on
by Samuel Moreland, by making the barometer work on a resting Monday.
The new bridge crosses the river Tees at a distance of
horizontal beam, which through horizontal automatic displacement
20ft. above the old bridge. The latter has five arches, but
of a sliding weight was kept always in exact equilibrium. The about
the
new
bridge
only three—viz., a centre opening of 110ft.
travelling vertical tread-wheel constantly marked its position on the span, and two sidehasopenings,
each of 85ft. span.
e crown of the
writing table of the instrument. Seeing, moreover, that this centre arch is 18ft.
above zero of the tide gauge adopted by the
displacement of the tread-wheel was effected by a clockwork, any Tees Commissioners, being
the
same
height
as
the
crown of the
disturbance that might arise from its rubbing against the barometer centre arch in the old bridge. The crowns of the side
arches are
was
pletely precluded. The automatic equilibration of the 16ft. above zero. The old bridge was built under the powers
an
beam of the balance was produced by an electric current. The Act obtained in 1761, the twelfth Parliament of Great Britain,ofand
speaker had quite recently instituted a series of the most various the work was commenced about the year 1763 and was completed
experiments, by which he demonstrated how the registering balance in 1771. The new bridge is 60ft. wide between parapets, divided
aa by him was with great advantage available for a large into a roadway of 40ft., and two footpaths each of 10ft. Mr.
number
of physical investigations; how, for example, he was able Harrison Hayter and Mr. Charles Neale, MM. Inst. C.E., have
by his balance to permanently register the state of the quicksilver been
the engineers; Messrs. Whitaker Bros., Horsforth, the conin the barometer; the progress of the evaporation of alcohol; the tractors.
discharge of a fluid from a capillary tube; the change of intensity
in an electric current ;the evaporation of water through a clay-ball ; Tue fashion for “land yachts” seems to beon the increase.
the changes of density in the atmospheric air recorded by the They certainly afford a pleasant and innocent way for those who have
variations of rise on the part of a large glass ball; and phenomena plenty of money and leisure to get rid of any excess of those blessconnected with permanent change of weight. The registering ings. Messrs. Atkinson and ie
the well-known coachbalance, which was being executed by the mechanician Fues in builders, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
have just completed a very
Berlin, allowed, in short, a large series of physical processes to be commodious and handsome “house upon wheels.” The vehicle
automatically recorded, and would prove highly useful in many resembles somewhat the one called the ‘‘ Wanderer,” in which Dr.
physical investigations.
Gordon Stables made a tour in the North some two years ago; but
in external ap
nce it is much more elegant and less van-like.
Tue origin of dry chalk valleys and of Coombe rock The
framework is built of English ash, the panels being of yellow
formed the subject of a paper recently read before the Geological pine, for the sake of lightness. It can be divided at pleasure into
Society by Mr. Clement Reid. He had observed that the Coombe two rooms, has Gothic windows and doors, two on each side, one
rock differs from anything commonly seen in the strongly glaciated back and one front, and is well ventilated. It is fitted with cookdistricts of the Yorkshire and Lincolnshire Wolds. As in these ing apparatus and every household convenience, whilst the roof is
localities, the seaward slope of the South Downs is broken by the specially arranged for the secure stowage of luggage. The wheels
line of a partially buried sea-cliff before passing under the low-lying are furnished with a good brake. It is understood to have been
drift areas, Subsequent to the formation of this sea-cliff, a mass of built to the order of a gentleman, who takes special pleasure in
angular flint and chalk detritus spread out from the Downs over fishing expeditions.
the low lands, being seldom found far up the valleys. This is the
A writer in an American News Letter tries, as follows,
Coombe rock, which passes further on into a mixture of angular
flint and loam, and at a still greater distance into almost clean to give a clear idea of Oakland water :—“ The City Council of Oakbrick-earth. It is not of glacial origin, neither is it marine, nor is land has decided to continue the present water rates, which will
it a gravel formed by ordinary fluviatile action. The rolling outline average about a cent a slab. A slab, as defined for the purpose of
of the Downs, and the steep-sided dry valleys point to conditions the ordinance, isa piece of water 3ft. long, 2ft. wide, 6in. thick, and
which have passed away. However much rain may fall, the upper of the standard consistency, which is a little firmer than that of
parts of these valleys are always dry, and no running water can be oatmeal mush, and not quite so firm as that of calves-foot jelly.
found where the incline of the bottom of the valley exceeds the In former years— up to 1884—Oakland water was paid for by the
slope of the plane of saturation—never more than 60ft. per mile. roll, but the present system is simpler, for the liquid had to be
The author discussed the various explanations which have been measured in the slab, gs now, before rolling. An effort was made
offered. In suggesting an origin for the dry valleys and Coombe this yearto substitute the coil as the unit of quantity—all conrock, he considers that the fauna and flora, both at Fisherton and sumers to use fin, faucets, and a coil to be as much of the outpush
Bovey Tracey, point to a great degree of cold, from 20 deg. to as couldbe wound upon a reel of stated dimensions. The notion
30 deg. lower than what now prevails in the South of England. The was abandoned on account of the liability of the health-giving fluid
—_— would thus be frozen to such a depth as to modify the to disruption. In certain states of the weather it is so damp that
rainage system of the chalk, There would be no underground it parts like a rotten hawser, and at other times it is brittle and
circulation. The summer rains would immediately run off any snaps when bent. But it is found that, after being pulled out of
steep slope, often in violent torrents. These would tear up the the pipes by an ingenious appliance which the company sells for
layer of rubble already loosened by the frost, carrying down masses that purpose, it will sufficiently deliquesce to take the shape of the
of unthawed chalk too rapidly for solvents to have much effect. No containing vessel—a process called slabbing, the vessel being comCoombe rock is found in valleys that have a greater slope than monly of such shape and dimensions as to enable the consumer to
measure the water, and check the company’s meter,”
100ft. per mile.
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EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL ARMOUR.
On Friday, the 1st inst., Mr. J. H. Biles read before
the Institution of Naval Architects a paper which is not
more interesting in itself than remarkable for the importance of the discussion which followed its perusal. The
paper itself will be found on another page. It deals, as
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will be seen, with the question of the best method of
protecting those high-speed, semi-armoured, ships, on
which it is universally agreed Great Britain must mainly
rely for the protection of her merchant fleets in case she
goes to war. Such ships must be very fast, and carry
a good supply of coal; they must, too, be moderate in
price and handy. These conditions limit their dimensions, and the quantity of armour which they can carry.
Two systems of using armour are in use. In the belted or
externally protected cruiser, a strip of armour-plate,
seldom more than 6ft. wide, is carried round the ship, or
at least round the most vital portions of her, at the water
line. Thisis the external system. A ship protected on the
internal system has a thick steel deck, which slopes down
at each side joining the hull at about the level which the
bottom edge of the belt would take. A glance at the
diagrams on page 268 will make the peculiarities of the
two systems more intelligible than a page of description.
Both systems have their advocates; and both were
represented on Friday in the hall of the Society of Arts.
On the one hand were Sir N. Barnaby and Mr.
White, ex-Chief Constructor and present Chief Constructor of the Navy; on the other side were ranged
two admirals and a post captain; around these
skirmished smaller craft. Mr. Biles put his paper into a
tentative form; he did not assert; be asked questions.
Sir N. Barnaby had one answer to give; Admiral
Sir John Hay another answer. The merits of the question are easily got at. It is not like a host of other questions connected with ships and guns, hard to understand,
or difficult to form an opinion about. Mr. Biles shows
very clearly that when internal protection is adopted a
very considerable advantage may be gained in the offensive powers of a ship of war. This advantage presents
itself in various ways. Mr. Biles has no fewer than three
alternative designs, from which a selection may be made.
In the discussion no one seemed to quite see that the
internally-protected ship had greater powers of offence
than her rival with a belt. The various points in her
favour were recognised, but they were not valued by the
naval men present. They seemed to think it was much
more important that a cruiser should be safe herself than
that she should be able to do much injury to an enemy. Mr.
Biles pointed out that one of his ships could carry twice
as many ere |guns as a belted cruiser, but this did not
appear to strike admirals or captains as a thing of much
importance. This is aremarkable phase of naval opinion;
and we are glad to find that neither Sir N. Barnaby nor
Mr. White would admit that the naval officers present
were representative of the drift of opinion among officers
of the English Navy. Putting fighting powers on one
side, the two types of ship may be regarded purely from
a mechanical point of view. The whole question is, which
can
sunk most readily by an enemy’s fire. Before
sinking either one or the other may be capsized. This,
however, is merely a detail. It may be said of the internally-armoured ship that she would capsize before she
sank, and that the belted ship would fe sce sink without capsizing; but this would make very little difference
toacrew. The chief contention of the advocates of the
belt is that the internally-armoured ship can be riddled
at or about the water-line by the projectiles of small
quick-firing guns, say 6-pounders, that water could then
get in above the deck, make the ship top heavy, and
upset her. That as regarded heavy guns, a 2in. steel
horizontal deck would be better than a 4}in. inclined
deck, because if there was a plunging fire the angle of
impact on the inclined portion of the deck would be more
favourable to penetration than the horizontal position of
a 2in. deck would be. The answer to this is that the
small guns could not make holes very quickly inaship’s side.
That the lower angle where water could lodge, can be provided with cork or some similar material which would
retard the entrance of water; and that in the meantime
the ship could do a good deal of fighting and possibly
beat off or sink her enemy. While as regards heavy guns
there was, in the first place, no danger of plunging fire
save from forts which cruisers would not attack, and that
battles would not be fought at sea when the ships were
more than 1100 yards apart, and this is the range of a
10in. gun with 1 deg. of elevation.
Captain Fitzgerald is an admirable speaker, and he was
beyond question the most powerful foe the internal
system had ; yet he seemed to forget that his own argument in some respects cut both ways. He began by pronouncing the Aurora type of belted cruiser as a burlesque,
and we really think he is not far wrong, seeing that the
ship when ready for sea has the top of her armour belt
18in, under water. He argued very forcibly that there
was very little to be feared from big guns at sea,
because there was first the great difficulty of hitting a
ship at all, evenif she could be seen clearly. If there was
a stiff breeze blowing, the gun platform would be unsteady, and it would be difficult to take aim; and if it
was calm, in three minutes after the action began the ships
would all be wrapped in an impenetrable cloud of smoke.
The chances, too, were 1000 to 1 against any projectile
hitting a plate at right angles, and even 8in. or 10in. of
armour would be a tremendously powerful protection
against very heavy shot striking at an angle. The
belted cruiser would be better off than the internallyarmoured ship, because machine guns could not sink her
and big guns could not hit her. But quick-firing guns
could destroy the internally-armoured ship by admittin
water, which would capsize her. Captain Fitzgerald helc
that the armoured deck would do more harm than good,
because it would not let the water down below, where it
could be got rid of. Concerning water-line protection, it
was pointed out by another naval officer that it was little
wanted, because conoidal-headed projectiles always rose
on hitting the surface of the sea. It was remarked that
during the bombardment of Alexandria not one shot fired
from the forts touched a ship if it previously touched the
water, all rising high in the air and going over the ship.
It is to be feared, however, that if the shot struck first
anywhere near the ship it would not rise time enough
to miss her; and it seems to be probable that at close
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quarters a gun sufficiently depressed would easily punch
a ship below a belt 6ft. deep.
Sir N. Barnaby and Mr. White defended the internallyarmoured system with as much ability and success as its
attackers manifested. Sir N. Barnaby pointed out that
naval progress had been very rapid since 1885, and that it
was a suggestive fact that not a single belted cruiser had
been built byany of the Great Powers since that year. All
the cruiser class were protected by armoured decks. It
was scarcely to be supposed that such a man as Admiral
Brin, the Chief Constructor of the French Navy, was a
fool. Naval officers continually ignored the question of
cost; but no naval constructor, public or private, could
do this. In fact, how to get most power, offensive and
defensive, for a given sum, was the problem. Mr. White
showed that, as far as quick-firing guns were concerned,
the chances were that the belt would soon be no better
off than the inclined deck. Already a 401b. gun had been
made which would fire as many as fifteen rounds in a
minute, and 6in. quick-firing guns are — made. No
one could put a limit in this direction.
Furthermore,
there is no mystic virtue in a 6ft. armour-belt; and if a
ship of the Aurora class rolled only 8 deg. she would
bring the bottom of her belt out of water, and of what
use was it then as protection? and under all circumstances, the belted ship must cost a great deal more than
the protected ship.
It may be asked, how does it happen that so great a
ditference of opinion exists on a question of such vital
importance ? The answer is that nobody knows, as the
result of actual trial, which system of protection is the
best. It is purely a matter of opinion from beginning to
end; and it appears to be very remarkable that scarcely
any attempt has ever been made to set the matter at rest
by experiment. Years ago, when there was a keen discussion about the Inflexible, certain small models were
made and tested in a tank on the Admiralty premises
near Trafalgar-square. It was then shown that in still
water a certain form of deck-protected ship was quite
safe, although her sides were riddled, so long as the water
was calm. When it was agitated the curious fact came
out that the water got into the ship faster than it escaped
as she rolled, and accumulated on her deck till it stood
above the level of the water outside; then the model capsized and sank. At a very moderate cost the question
could be settled. Let a miniature hull be built, say 50ft.
long and all in proportion ; let this be fitted with a belt,
say of lin. armour, taken out into the Solent when it
was rough enough to make her roll 8 deg. or 9 deg.,
and fired at say with a Gardiner or Nordenfelt or some
gun incapable of getting through the belt, though it
would pierce her skin. Let a similar craft be protected by a deck, and attacked in the same way. In less
than half-an-hour an enormous amount of valuable
information could be obtained in this way for an outlay of,
say, £1000, or the hundredth part of that of one of the
ships which we go on building without any practical data
to guide us in deciding which system is the better of the
two. In gunnery experiments very large sums are spent
without hesitation. Is the Admiralty less desirous of
arriving at the truth by actual experiment than the Waroffice is ?
THE GREAT EASTERN.
Tue history of the Great Eastern is full of surprises.
It is always that which is most unlikely to happen to her
which occurs. Not long since we recorded her sale by
auction in Liverpool for £26,000. It was stated that her
purchasers were going to fit her out for the Australian
trade, and that she would at once be sent from Dublin to
Glasgow to be fitted with new engines and boilers, and
to undergo thorough renovation. Lord Ravensworth in
his address to the Institution of Naval Architects spoke
last week of the bright future before her in that Australian
trade for which she was specially built. Yet at this
moment the Great Eastern is lying in her old berth in the
Sloyne at Liverpool, and. unless something else at present
quite unforeseen takes place, she will once more play the
undignified part of a floating music hall. It seems that
although she was certainly sold, as we have stated, the
transaction was not completed. Her owners then cast
about for the next highest bidder, who at once took her.
He is, we understand, a Manchester cotton spinner, and
he paid £25,500 for her. It is no secret that Messrs.
Lewis made a considerable sum out of the ship last year,
and the knowledge of this fact has no doubt induced her
present owner to follow their example. The ship left
Dublin on Sunday evening under her own steam and in
tow of two Liverpool tugs, the Brilliant Star and the
Wrestler, and arrived in the Mersey without accident on
Monday, after a passage of only thirteen hours. Mr.
Reeves, formerly her chief officer, has been made captain.
Mr. Jackson is still chief engineer. We cannot at present
explain the fact that she went more than twice as fast as
she has done vecently, her engines making as many as
36 revolutions a minute, save on the assumption that while
lying at Dublin, much of the enormous growth of seaweed
on her bottom died off, as will sometimes happen as a
result of change of water. Her engines and boilers too have
had a good overhaul by Mr. Jackson, and this may account
in part for this improvement. It is much to be regretted
that the scheme of using the ship forher legitimate purpose
has not been carried out. It is not, however, yet too late.
The Great Eastern was not a success in Dublin, for
one reason, that a beer and spirit licence could not be
obtained for her. It is said that notice has been given at
the Birkenhead police-court that any application for a
licence of a similar kind will be opposed. Whether the ship
will be as popular a resort without as she was with a
licence we cannot pretend to say; and we may add
that all our predilections are against her degradation to
the status of a floating music hall. The greater her
failure as such, the greater the chance of her being put to
a better use; and it may help to that desirable end if we
say here something concerning the way in which she
could be rendered a commercial success as a trader.
It may be taken as proved that the present value of the
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ship is about £26,000. Mr. De Mattos gave, we under- to build small vessels, especially on the Clyde, where yachts,
stand, £27,000 for her, and he bought her by auction. barges, and dredgers have been built in larger numbers than
The last sale gives nearly the same figures. If we assume usual. Thus, the class of ocean-going vessels which have of
that there are 10,000 tons of iron in her, we may also late been built have been very considerably over the average.
They have been built very cheaply, and in order to enable the
assume that if broken up it would not fetch more than owners
carry at a profit at the present low rates of freight.
£3 a ton at present rates; but even if we say £4, we have The facttowill
its influence on the shipbuilding of the immeas a total but £40,000. To break the ship up would be a diate future. have
If we look at another official record—that of the
herculean task ; we very much doubt if it could be done Registrar-General of Shipping—we shall find that for the latest
for the difference between £26,000 and £40,000; month reported on, the averageof the vesselsadded to the registers
her engines would only sell for old iron, being of the United Kingdom and the colonies was far above that of
entirely worthless for any other place than the foundry vessels removed from the registers. In that month there were
once they were taken ‘out of her; as for her boilers, added61 vessels of all kinds—steam, sailing, iron,and wood ; these
the less said about them the better. In one word, she were 21,641 tons; whilst the removals were to the extent of
would not pay to break up. On the other hand, by a 49,510 tons, but they numbered 204, so that the average size
comparatively moderate further outlay, she might be was much less. The number of the vessels in the mercantile
made the finest trading ship afloat. There are two navies alike of the United Kingdom and of the colonics has been
of late, but the numerical loss has been far larger than
harbours at all events into which she can always get-— thinned
of the tonnage. In a sentence, our commercial fleets are
namely, Milford and Sydney. There are others, of course, that
more and more tending to larger average size, and this in spite
but these will do; and the ship could trade between these of
the registration of numbers of fishing vessels and allied
two ports. By taking out her paddle-engines, she would craft. It may be on the whole believed that this thinningof
bé relieved of a weight of 850 tons. The removal of her the fleets is an advantage, because it is certain that large numpaddle-engine boilers would further lighten her, and bers of vessels are broken up and otherwise removed which
would give in addition an enormous stowage space. By could not be considered in any way as efficient. But it is
using her both as a cargo and a passenger ship, the whole probable that in time we shall find the need for some vessels of
of the upper portion could be utilised for emigrants, let moderate size, and if so our shipbuilders may have orders of the
us say, and the lower decks for cargo, of which she kind they were wont to have.
could carry nearly if not quite 20,000 tons. She would
AMERICAN RAILWAY GUIDES,
possess the great advantage that, notwithstanding she
was a cargo ship, she would be nearly if not quite as
In our “American Engineering News,” an unfavourable comfast as any save a few of the most recent additions ment was made upon an English guide to American railways,
to the Australian fieet. There is every reason to believe and as a result of inquiries on the subject, we learn from the
that she has been driven at 14 knots by about 6000-horse writer of the article referred to that the “ Travellers’ Official
power. We are inclined to think that the power has Guide,” of which he has sent us a copy, seems to be the most
been over-stated, and we have it on good authority that generally useful guide to the United States railways. The
she has more than once attained a speed of 15 knots. Let American railroad systems are so numerous and so interwoven
us assume, however, that her speed is to be 13 knots, or by traffic and running power arrangements and leases, that in
to obtain anything approaching an accurate idea of the
about fifteen miles an hour. Assuming the power order
facilities it is necessary, not only to refer to the main
required to vary as the cube of the speed, if 6000-horse travelling
town
and
city index given in this guide at pp. 525—582, but to
power gave 14 knots, then about 4800 would give 13 knots consider the
maps and to refer to the time-tables of the roads
—say 5000-horse power. Now, good compound engines mentioned, As one instance our correspondent takes Chicago,
of this power ought not to burn more than 2 1b. per horse as connected with which neither the Pennsylvania nor
per hour, or, say, 4°55 tons per hour, or 108 tons a day. N.Y. Central and Hudson River railroads are mentioned ; but
Allowing the trip to Australia to take forty days, we both these roads (among many others) run through trains from
have 4320 tons of coal—say 5000 tons for the trip. The New York to Chicago, the latterby way of the Michigan Central
In fact,
Etruria burns about this quantity in the run to New R.R., and the former over lines in its own control.
York and back.
For each ton of coal burned in nearly every road from New York has a connection ; but these
the Great Eastern about 15,000 tons of cargo and |can only be made out, even for approximate accuracy, by a
3000 passengers could be moved about 3} miles. | thorough investigation. Another guide he mentions is the
which consists of two parts—(1) a list of 80,000
There is, we need hardly say, nothing afloat which can | “Monitor,”
places, with railroads, express companies, &c., and (2) a weekly
compare in economy of fuel with this. Taken on another | bulletin
of
time-tables
and other information. The subscription
basis, we may compare her with an ordinary cargo boat. | is 6 dols. per annum in
advance. There are others, but the
In such a vessel about 3000 tons of grain can be moved “Traveller's ” and ‘‘ Monitor ” are the best, and there is no one
at 9 knots an hour for 600-horse power—that is 5 tons | that gives the indirect modes of access, but for a thorough
of cargo per horse-power. Reducing the speed of the | knowledge of the travelling facilities these are necessary. The
Great Eastern to 9 knots and about 2000-horse power, we | only way to obtain these is from the individual publications of
have 9 tons of cargo moved at 9 knots per horse-power; | the companies. Fares are rarely given ; the reason for this is
so that in the relation of coal burned to cargo moved she that, unlike English arrangements, the fares are ever varying,
would be nearly twice as economical as any other vessel | owing to competition. As a rule, there is a peaceable arrange| ment, but should one line cut rates, the others follow suit.
afloat.
The important question is, What would the necessary | In 1884 there was a New York Chicago rate war, which resulted
|
a west-bound rate of 1 dol., the average being from 15 dols.
alterations cost? Much, of course, would depend on | in
to 20 dols. On the N.Y. Central “ Limited,” which makes the
what was done. A very large part of the present screw |run
in twenty-four hours, the fare is 25 dols., exclusive of
engines could be used. For example, the crank shaft, some | expenses
for meals—in the dining-car—and sleeping berths.
2ft. in diameter, is asplendid job, and no difficulty need be | There are some steamboat routes in great favour, one of which,
met with in working innearly the whole of the present fram- | as an instance, is that to Boston by boat up Long Island
ing. If the engines were only to be compound, two of the | Sound to some railroad point, and thence by rail, avviding the
existing cylinders might be left where they are, two high- | long route round Cape Cod. Of these the Fall River Line,
pressure cylinders being substituted for the others. If | running in connection with the Old Colony R.R., is the best.
triple expansion were adopted, then new engines would |These boats are floating palaces, and strongly built for the
be wanted, but the present crank and screw shafts would occasional rough weather they experience. Leaving one city in
answer perfectly. The present screw would have to be the evening, passengers are deposited at the other next morning,
removed, and one of smaller diameter and less pitch put without the fatigue and noise of a long railroad journey.
in its place. All things considered, we believe that for
about £75,000 the Great Eastern could be entirely renoTHE RAILWAY BILL AS AMENDED.
vated and remodelled inside. Her owners would then
THE opposition of traders and agriculturists to the Railway
have for, say £100,000, a ship without a rival. Her and Canal Bill will be greatly strengthened by the alterations
freights might be cut so low that she would always have made in the measure by the House of Lords. They will not
cargo enough, and her speed and moderate fares ought to like the strengthening of the legal element in the Railway Comattract plenty of passengers. Sum up the matter how we mission, although we fail to see any objection to having a Judge
may, there appears to be a good case for further investi- in place of a man “ experienced in the law” who is not a Judge.
gation and inquiry as to the prospects of success for such Still less will they approve of the alteration in subsection 6 of
a ship in the Australian trade, and the opinion of mer- Clause 24, directing the Board of Trade to make new schedules
chants and others in Melbourne and Sydney ought to be and classifications “on the whole equivalent to” the old
obtained.
Something would be gained even if the maximum rates and charges, instead of leaving it to the
of the Board to allow such rates and charges as seem
opinions of unprejudiced experts were adverse. We judgment
“fairly applicable” to the circumstances, subject to the
might then rest content to regard the ship
as an utter approval
of
Parliament. What will be said of the omission of
failure, aud not object to see her sunk and filled with Clause 29, authorising
the Board of Trade to hear complaints
concrete to play the part of a breakwater. Until, how- from the customers of railway companies, and to endeavour
ever, such an opinion has been expressed after full dis- to arrange the disputes amicably, is doubtful. In our opinion
cussion, we must continue to regard the ship as fit for omission is desirable, as the proposed interference of the
something better than a music-hall and dancing saloon.
Board was extremely annoying to the companies, and could not
have done much good, seeing that the Board would have no
power to do anything beyond reporting cases to Parliament, if
an
amicable arrangement could not be made. The powers of
THE SIZES OF STEAMERS,
the Board of Trade to arrange charges and classification to
Lioyp’s returns of ships built under their survey have been submit to Parliament are not affected by this alteration. With
compiled for the first two months of the year, and they show respect to the striking out of Clause 29, requiring the publicathat the increase in the average size of the vessels built, which tion of rates and charges and their exhibition at stations, it
were in progress last year, is still continuing. The whole of the appears to us a great mistake. As it stood, the clause was
vessels launched in the first two months of 1886 averaged 1412 declared by representatives of the companies to be impracticable,
tons, whilst in the previous year the average over the same area and it might possibly have needed modification. But it is of
and period was 952 tons only. In the present year the average the utmost importance to the public to be able to ascertain
is 1307 tons only, which is slightly less than this year, owing to without difficulty what the rates on different classes of goods
the falling-off in the average size of the sailing vessels. But for various distances are ;and it is a pity that no attempt to
when we come to the steamships apart from sailing vessels the meet this want is to be made. After all, however, traders and
remark made above is fully justified. The steamers launched agriculturists will be more annoyed at the refusal of the Lords
in 1886 averaged 1439 tons each, whilst those launched in the to make the-changes in the Bill than at anything which they
same period of this year averaged 1661 tons each. The num- have done. The right of a double appeal from a decision by the
ber of the steamers built last year in that period was 15 per Railway Commissioners, which gives an enormous advantage to
month, whilst this year the number was 16 per month, so that the largest purse, has been confirmed so far. Worse still, the
the average may be said to be fairly drawn; but the sailing subsection to Clause 25, proposing to legalise undue preference
vessels this year are much fewer in number than they were a on the excuse that it is necessary in order to obtain traffic, has
year ago. The conclusion, then, is that the large demand for been retained on a division by 49 votes to 11. This decision, if
sailing vessels has been for the present gratified, and that the confirmed by the House of Commons, will render the Bill
demand in shipbuilding is for a class of steamers which on the obnoxious to the vast majority of the customers of railway
average are larger than they were. In degree, this is due to companies, as it will authorise and extend the unfair advantage
the fact that there has been for some time a tendency to take at present illegally given to one town or person to the disadadvantage of the low price of iron and steel by building large vantage of another, and the handicapping of the home producer
“liners.” But concurrently there has been an equal tendency for the benefit of the foreigner. It is probably safe now to
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regard the Bill as doomed to be shelved for the present session,
as the most determined opposition will certainly be offered to it
in the House of Commons,
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER EXPLOSIONS IN THE UNITED STATEs,
Locomotive boilers explode pretty frequently in the United
States, even on railroads that are esteemed as first Class.” Eveij
new engines frequently blow up, showing that either the design
or the material, or the workmanship, or all three, must be bad,
There is little excuse for an old boiler blowing up, as hydraulic
testing and proper examination will reveal its dangerous condition, but there is absolutely no excuse for the explosion of « new
boiler. Yet cases such as that quoted below are of frequent
occurrence ;-—“ A large new passenger engine, the William H.
Sayre, on the Lehigh Valley Road, jumped the track near
Hazelton, on the atternoon of February 26th, and was overturned, and immediately afterward the boiler exploded, completely demolishing the engine. The engineer and fireman of
the locomotive were badly injured, and the life of the latter is
despaired of. The engine had been completed at the Hazelton
shops here only three days before.” A new Wootten engine
built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works blew up while running
an express train on the Baltimore and Ohio on Sept. 26th, 1886,
A few days afterwards a new boiler blew up on another road
paying a good dividend and carrying a large number of passengers. Even the incomplete newspaper returns show fully thirty
locomotive boiler explosions per annum, which are therefore
about ten times as numerous in the United States as here,
taking the relative number of locomotives into account ; and
still Americans maintain they are the best railway engineers in
the world. With marine engines which break down, bridges
that tumble into fragments, and locomotive boilers that burst
on all sides, it seems difficult to prove the statement,
ENGLISH GIRDER MANUFACTURE,
THE advance of the steel age, which has placed so many ironworks hors de combat, is just now showing itself in a wholly
new direction, and it is only in keeping with past experience
that the new development should date from the north-east
coust. Constructive engineers and architects are now to be supplied with steel instead of iron rolled girders and joistsof native
manufacture. In the competition which North of England
makers have of late been conducting against Belgian girders
intended for the English market, it has now been found that the
terms of the contest are such that native makers must retire if
they are not to lose money. The inferior quality of the Belgian
iron compared with the English product is enabling the
foreigners to accept prices which are impossible to North of
England makers. It has now therefore been resolved to pretty
much discontinue the competition as against the imported iron
girders. But a vigorous attempt is to be made to gain the
market in another direction by the manufacture of steel girders
and joists. Messrs. Dorman, Long, and Co., who have just
dete: mined upon this departure, estimate that steel girders will
carry, weight for weight, 40 per cent. more than girders of iron,
yet the increase in cost is only 25 per cent. A further obvious
saving in the use of steel over iron occurs in the matter of
carriage. The new Siemens-Martin steel works which the firm
have started will ultimately have a capacity of 1200 tons of stcel
per week, and more than thirty different sizes of steel joists
will be turned out. This new move in the progress of steel
versus iron is very suggestive.
LITERATURE.
A IMistory of the Theory of Elasticity and of the Strength of
Materials, from (Galileo to the Present Time. By the late
Isaac Topuunter, D.Sc., F.R.S. Edited and completed for
the Syndies of the University Press, by Kant Pearson, M.A.,
Professor of Applied Mathematics, University College, London,
Vol. L., Galileo to Saint Venant, 1639-1850. Cambridge, at
the University Press. 1886.
Tus is a book that should be in the hands of the theoretical engineer and architect engaged im the scientific
designs of structures; for although intended by Dr. Todhunter to be only a history of the mathematical theory of
the subject, analogous to his other histories of the “Theory
of Probabilities,’ the “Calculus of Variations and
Attractions,” and the “Figure of the Earth,” yet the
editor, Professor Pearson, has been unable to exclude the
work of practical men like Tredgold, Barlow, Hodgkinson, Vicat, Gerstner, and the Iron Commissioners, concluding that the mathematical theory of the strength of
materials originated from the practical problems presented to these men for solution.
Dr. Todhunter would have begun the history with
James Bernouilli, 1695, but Professor Pearson carries it
back to Galileo, 1638. At this rate we should like to see
what Albert Durer and Leonardo da Vinci wrote on the
subject. Galileo’s treatment of the problem of the beam,
built into a wall at one end, and supporting a weight at
the other, is exactly the same as that now employed for
determining the bending moment, or breaking moment,
as it was formerly called. For a long time, however, the
compression of the material was neglected, and the
neutral plane taken in consequence in the bottom plane
of the beam; and Dr. Todhunter is very sarcastic in his
references to Tredgold, Barlow, and the English writers
for perpetuating this error long after the foreign theorists
had assigned the true theoretical position. Nevertheless,
theory and experiment have always been at variance in
the fiexure of beams, and it is only quite recently that
Professor Unwin has cleared up the difficulty by showing
that Tredgold and Barlow were after all not so very
incorrect in their reasoning, as the difference of the
modulus of elasticity for extension and for compression,
which Professor Pearson calls the stretch and squeeze
moduli, now revealed by his experiments, has the effect
of throwing the neutral plane into a position somewhere
between its position formerly pointed out by theory and
that assumed by practical men. Lamarle, however, in
1845, seems to have been on the right track, but his
writings have not received the attention they deserve.
Dr. Todhunter speaks of the perusal of English textbooks on practical mechanics of the first half of this
century as a dispiriting and hopeless task, but appears to
enjoy the metaphysical speculations of pure theorists on
the constitution of matter, and on ether, molecules, and
electric affinities. It is interesting to find, notwithstanding these predilections of the author, the names most
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honoured y engineers—like Bramah, Clapeyron, Fair- opening. The “A BC” gives a short description of the ing, and in effect simply a continuation of the central
rooms referred to, and a great deal of ingenuity has avenue, will be a Grand Hall, so arranged that it can be
bairn, Moseley, and Stephenson—as having contributed dark
by theory properly connected by experiment to the been displayed by the deviser, who has got so many per- open for promenading purposes, or isolated, as circumadvance of the subject; many of these experiments being fectly fitted rooms into so little space. They appear to stances may require. It provides sitting accommodation
carried out while the design of the Britannia tubular be all that can be desired by the photographer who wishes for about 3300 persons. At the south-east angle of the
bridge was under discussion. — The name “ tubular” still to use them for nothing greater than th: development of main building, substantially constructed galleries for fine
applied to this bridge is historically interesting as record- his plates. The hints given on portraiture merit the art exhibits are situated. ‘These comprise a main picture
ing the fact that in Robert Stephenson’s first design of attention of many amateurs, and at the same time a gallery 150ft. in length by 36ft. in width, a sculpture
the bridge the cross-section was circular or elliptical, careful study of the chapter on lenses will not be amiss. gallery of the same dimensions, and eight other galleries,
afterwards changed to the rectangular sectionin con- ' We may say in conclusion that the whole is carefully and varying in lengths from 100ft. to 50ft. There will be
four main entrances to the buildings, one on each side in
sequence of Fairbairn’s experiments and theoretical rea- very well illustrated.
the centre of the length of the main avenue, and one at
soning.
Students of Rankine’s works should consult the Triangulation and Measurements at the Forth Bridge. By each end of same. The buildings generally are proposed
ReainaLp E, Mippieton, M. Inst. C.E. London: E. and to be constructed of timber, with the exception of the
“ Handbuch der Mechaniks,” by Gerstner, Prague, 1833,
fine arts section and the principal dome, which will be of
F. N. Spon. 1887.
and will find Rankine’s method of mathematical treatment of applied mechanics anticipated by Gerstner to a In books on surveying, levelling, and setting out of engi- brick and malleable iron respectively. The architectural
vreat extent; but Rankine appears not to have studied neering works of large base, few, if any, afford a complete treatment is Oriental in character, a style well adapted
the German writers, perhaps from ignorance of the lan- account of the various steps taken im a special case of for this class of building, and one which lends itself
gauge, or he would have found that Gerstner had antici- importance. This was done by Mr. Middleton in the readily to execution in wood. The main feature is the
pated him so long ago as 1802 in the treatment of the articles published in Tue Enoinrer of the 8th, 29th, and large dome, round which are grouped four octagonal
Flanking the south
trochoidal waves in water. The principal ie of this 15th of October, 12th November, and 3rd December of towers, surmounted by minarets.
history is naturally occupied with the analysis of the last ycar. ‘These articles are reproduced in this book and east entrances are square towers with dome-shaped
purely theoretical investigations of mathematicians like with additions, presenting the whole ina handy form, terminations; and similar towers break up the long length
Navier, Poisson, Caneby, Lamé, Stokes, and Saint-Venant. but the author ~ not, as he should, given the
book an of the great avenue, giving interest to the design, and
adding greatly to the picturesque effect of the whole
Of these, the name of Saint-Venant is perhaps best known index.
composition.
to engineers, from his researches on torsion and on the
A noteworthy feature in connection with the site and
effect of the shearing stress, the great crur in the theory
BOOKS
RECEIVED.
with the scope of the Exhibition is the intersection of the
of beams.
The work of the most practical interest by Stokes is Joint Seientitic Papers of James Prescott Joule, DCL, FRS, grounds by the river Kelvin, which it is ager to place
Published by the Physical Society of London, and Messrs, Taylor at disposal for the more effective exhibition of objects
a discussion of the effect on a beam or bridge of a load and
Francis, 1887.
connected with shipbuilding, shipping, and marine inmoving rapidly along it, undertaken about 1849 in conTriangulation and Measurements of the Forth Bridge. By Regi- dustries. The reach of river which can be utilised for this
sequence of the failure of some railway bridges. In small nald E, Middleton. London: E. and F. N. Spon. 1887.
purpose is some 1500ft. long, 90ft. wide, and 6ft. average
bridges this is an important consideration, but may be
Key to Engines aud Engine Running: a Practical Treatise upon
disregarded in structures like the Forth Bridge, where the Management of Steam Engines and Boilers, By Joshua Rose, depth. Practical demonstration with small craft or
working models of larger types of vessels, with lifeboats
the weight of any train is relatively so insignificant, the M.E. London; Sampson Low and Co. 1887,
chief effort of the structure being directed to keeping
Notes on the Lithology of Gas Coals, with List of Commercial and life-saving apparatus of all kinds, can be given and
Axalyses; By James Paterson, C.E., F.G.8. London: Walter witnessed to advantage.
itself from collapse by its own weight.
From the prospectus of the Exhibition, which has just
The mathematical theory of elasticity is built up from King. 1887.
Colonial and Indian Exhibition. Reports on the Colonial Sections been prepared, it appears that, as regards object and scope,
an assun ption of Hooke’s law, as geometry is built upon
of
the
Exhibition,
Issued
under
the
supervision
of
the
Council
of
the
forthcoming display will be very similar to other
the foundation of Euclid’s axioms. While, however, a
Society of Arts, and edited by H. Trueman Wood, M.A. undertakings of a like nature held within recent years.
geometrical theorem is true, whatever be the scale to the
London: W. Clowes and Sons, 1887.
One important deviation, however, from accepted usage is
which the figure is drawn, we cannot assert the same of
A Practical Treatise on Petroleum, comprising its Origin, Distri- the stated intention of not issuing awards to exhibitors.
a mechanical theorem, the law of mechanical similitude bution,
Chemistry, Mining Uses, and Transportation, By Benjamin
being much more complicated, small bodies being rela- J.Crew. London: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, and Rivington. Whether this may or may not interfere with the success
of the project as an exposition of the highest and best to
tively much stronger than large bodies.
1887.
Journal of the Iron aud Stecl Institute, 1886. No, 2, London: which we have attained as a nation of manufacturers and
Au interesting application is given of this law of
shopkeepers, results alone will show. The objects of the
E.
and
F.
N.
Spon.
1887.
mechanical similitude by Euler to the growth of trees;
Laxton’s Builders’ Price Book for 1887 ; contain ing about 72,000 Exhibition are declared to be the promotion and fostering
and at the present day it is this law which guides the
engineer, as the ships, guns, and bridges he is called upon Prices, Originally compiled by William Laxton. Seventieth of industry, science, and art by exciting inventive genius
to a still further development in arts and manufactures,
to design are made of constantly increasing size. A limit edition. London: Kelly and Co, 1887.
The Plumber aud Sanitary Houses. A Practical Treatise on the and to stimulate commercial enterprise by inviting all
must very soon be reached, and for the same reason that Principles
of Internal Pluwhing Work, or the Best Meaus for Ejfec- nations to exhibit their products both in the raw and
the limiting size of the birds of flight is reached in the tually Excluding
Noxious Gases from ovr Houses. By 8. Stevens finished state. Examples of the manufactures by which
comparatively insignificant size of the eagle.
Hellyer. Fourth edition. London: T. B, Batsford. 1887,
and the surrounding districts have become
Recent experiments of Wohler on the fatigue of metals,
Locomotices and Locomotive Building: a Brief Sketch of the Glasgow
and of Unwin and Kennedy on the elastic limit of metals, Growth of the Radvoad System and of the Various Inprocements (un famous—chemicals, iron, and other mineral products,
prove that Hooke’s law can only be supposed to hold Locomotive Building in America; together with a History of the engineering, shipbuilding, electrical and scientitic applibetween comparatively small limits, and further, that we Origin and Growth of the Rogers Locomotive and Machine Works, ances, and textile fabrics—will be exhibited both in
must take different moduli for extension and compression. Paterson, New Jersey, from 1831 to 1886. New York: W. 8S. Gotts- process of manufacture and in the finished state,
while similar and more varied exhibits may be exAn interesting appendix by Professor Kennedy directs berger.
The Separate System of Sewerage: its Theory and Coustruction. By pected from other parts of Great Britain and from the
attention to these facts, and explains their modification Cady
Staley and G, 8. Pierson,C.E, New York: D. Van Nostrand. Continent. America, India, and the Canadian, Australian,
in the theories and formule of the mathematicians,
London: Triibner and Co, 1886.
and other colonies have given hearty promises of
Professor Pearson has taken great pains with the
Avithuetic for Schools. By Rev. J. B, Lock, M.A. London: Cape
support. The division and enumeration of the several
editing, having really re-written the book as left by Dr. Macmillan and Co, 1886,
classes inte which the exhibits will be divided are very fully
Todhunter, and given great attention to uniformity of
detailed in the prospectus. There are asmany as twentyterminology and notation; and we hope he will not be
two different classes, under each of which are numerous
deterred from completing the subsequent volume to bring
the subject up to date, as the present volume, we repeat, THE GLASGOW INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION. sub-sections, covering practically the whole field of
industry, science and art. In addition to the general body
is indispensable to all designers of large structures in
SomE important steps in the practical carrying out of of exhibits there will be sections devoted to exhibits of
steel and iron,
this undertaking have just been completed by the selec- wonan’s industries and the work of artisans. Locally the
of a design for the Exhibition buildings, and by the scheme has received the heartiest support, and a general
Algebra for the use of Schools and Colleyes. By WILLIAM tion
preparation of a detailed prospectus of the scheme. In re- council elected from the body of subscribers to the
THomson, M.A., B.Sc., F.R.S.EL Professor of Mathematics, sponse
to the Executive Council’s invitation forcompetitive guarantee fund are working with enthusiasm to further
Stellenbosch College. London: Sampson, Low, Marston,
Searle, and Rivington, Cape Town: J. C, Juta and Co., designs of proposed buildings, some twelve sets of plans the interests of the undertaking. The guarantee fund
were sent in some weeks ago, and the result of adjudication now reaches considerably over £230,000, and is daily
1886.
them has just been made known. Premiums of £150, growing. This large fund is certainly tangible evidence
Tuis is an excellent treatise on Elementary Algebra, suit- upon
£100, and £50 were offered for the best three sets of of the hopeful light in which the undertaking is regarded
able for students in university matriculation examinations, designs
that might be submitted—the author of the suc- by the moneyed and commercial classes of Glasgow and
and containing sufficient of the subject for practical cessful design
have the right to carry through the work the West of Scotland.
purposes without venturing too deeply into purely ab- of erection at to
the rate of 25 per cent. on the cost of the
stract theorems. Had it appeared two or three years ago buildings, which
was limited to £30,000. These conthis book would have commanded a great sale in this
were demurred against by a considerable number
country, but now the field is already occupied by the ditions
CavuTiIon.—A person giving the name of Philip Barry has been
Glasgow and other architects, who maintained the comtreatises of Charles Smith, Hall, and Knight, and also of of
mission ought to be 5 per cent., and the total cost con- appealing for alms among civil engineers, stating that he is a
Prof. Chrystal, to whom the present work is dedicated, siderably
member of the Institution, and is well known to the secretary,
more
than
stated;
but
the
Committee
adhered
both of which assertions are unfounded.
all covering very much the same ground, and planned on
to their first conditions. On this account the number of
similar lines.
LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTScompetitors
was
much
smaller
than
it
otherwise
would
Prof. Thomson goes at once, with as little preliminary have been. The firm which has been awarded the first MEN.—The thirty-fourth anniversary dinner will take place on the
30th April, 1887, at the Cannon-street, Hotel. Chairman, Lord
definition as possible, to the practical applications of the premium
£150 is that of Messrs. Campbell, Douglas, Thurlow ; deputy-Chairman, Mr. William Beardmore, of the Parkalgebraical operations of addition, subtraction, multipli- and Sellars,of architects,
Glasgow, associated with whom is head Forge, Glasgow.
cation, involution, division, evolution, factors, greatest Mr. James Barr, C.E., for
set of plans bearing the
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.—The sixth meeting of the
common measure, least common multiple, fractions, motto, “ Bishop’s Palace.” their
Running this hard for first association of the Birmingham students of this institution was held
indices and surds, necessary to the worker for the place came the firm of Messrs.
at
the Colonnade Hotel on the 4th.; Mr J. W. Gray, M. Inst. C.E.,
Burnet,
Son,
and
Campmanipulation of algebrical expressions, and wisely spares
vice-president, in the chair. A paper was read by Mr. E. Dodd,
us the metaphysical disquisitions that usually hamper bell, Glasgow, with a set of plans bearing the motto, Student Inst. C.E., upon “The Past and Present Telegraphy,” in
“Tndustry, Science, and Art,’ Mr. Burnet, it will be which the author gave an outline of the history of the first telethe way.
being the architect for the recent Edinburgh graph line constructed in England, and also described the various
The remainder of the volume is devoted to the solution remembered,
Exhibition.
improvements made in batteries, wires, insulators, poles, and other
of single and simultaneous equations, with numerous
The site for the buildings, which has been granted by instruments.
practical illustrations, Part IT. being presumably intended
JUNIOR ENGINEERING Society.—On the 25th ult. a numerouslyto begin on the binomial and its kindred theorems. The the City Corporation, is one of exceptional beauty and attended
meeting of this society was held, when a paper was read
illustrative examples are carefully selected, and a complete convenience, comprising about sixty acres of the western Mr. W. Chas. C. Smith, ‘‘ On Torpedo Boats and Machinery. The
— of Kelvin-grove Park and the slopes of Gilmore leading characteristics of torpedo boats—lightness, limited dimenlist of answers given at the end of the book,
ill, on which stands the imposing edifice of Glasgow sions, high speed of machinery, and great manceuvring power—were
University. The buildings themselves will cover about first enlarged upon, and their sizes and types classitied. The necesThe A BC of Modern Photography. The London Stereoscopic ten acres of ground, and will consist, as per Messrs. Camp- sity of the adoption of a standard type was receiving the attention
the maritime Powers, but opinions as to the utility of torpedo
Company, London. 1887.
bell, Douglas, and Sellars’ design, of a main building 880ft. of
boats had been considerably altered since the experiments on the
TuosE who have just taken up, or are about to take up, long by 360ft. maximum breadth, a machinery annexe, condemned
ironclad Resistance had been carried out. The value
that most interesting branch of modern art, Photography, 300ft. long by 250ft. maximum breadth, and a further of the torpedo as a destructive agent was stated at some length,
will find in the “A BC,” published by the
London annexe for electric lighting machinery of 140ft. long by and a description was given of some recent experiments with it;
Stereoscopic Company, a a
and interesting little 50ft. broad. The general plan of the main building re- after which the author proceeded to point out the risks to which
volume.
Many amateurs who have no friend to help sembles the Crystal Palace at Sydenham in this respect, torpedo boats are Sy seat and their means of defence, stating
that the question of the
y armament to resist machine gun
them in the selection of their apparatus will derive from that it has a great central avenue along its entire length, attacks
had been considered, but owing to loss of speed occasioned
this book good advice and trustworthy guidance. The intersected by transverse avenues. These main avenues by the additional weight, had not been adopted. A detailed
company perhaps refers more particularly to its own are 60ft. in width,-and at their intersection a dome 80ft. account of several boats and engines then followed, including the
manufactures, but then from its long-established “might,” in diameter, rising to a height of 110ft., is placed. On aoa |of Messrs. Thornycroft, and the torpedo boat catcher of
their respective performances being given, and
it has perfect “right” to do so, and as it gives to its pur- either side of the central avenue are a series of transverse Messrs. Yarrow,
drawn with other types of marine propelling machinery.
chasers free access to a model suite of dark rooms, &c., courts, of a uniform width of 50ft., and varying in length comparisons
The paper
luded with a reference to three types of submarine
we have no doubt that many will take advantage of ‘this from 80ft. to 120ft. At the east end of the main build- boats, the Nordenfelt, the Nautilus, and Peacemaker,
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HODGES’ EXHAUSTING AND BLOWING FANS. | forms a substantial bearing for the fan spindle E, On this boss
revolves the driver C C, driven by the handle H, which carries
THe accompaning engravings illustrate Hodges’ system of in slots two small steel spindles, on which the roller wheels D
hand-driving gear for fans as applied to a fan and to a forge. revolve; the smaller rollers X X are pressed outward against the
From the engravings it will be seen that the fan spindle is | ring A by two spiral springs F F; the larger rollers D are pressed
driven and runs in equilibrium, which reduces the friction and on to the fan spindle pulley by the tension spring F!, which gives
wear toa minimum. Fig. 1 is a section of a fan and the driving an equal pressure on opposite sides of the pulley. The fan and
gear; Fig. 2is a perspective view of the gear and fan; and driving gear are thus self-contained, and being independent of
hig. 3 shows the gear and fan with a forge, as made by Messrs. | the framing, can be attached to any existing forge. They are
Hudge and Co., London. From Fig. 1 it will be seen that a in use in several places, and, we are informed on good authority,
projecting ring A is cast on the side of the fan casing, the inside | work very easily and produce a strong blast.
of which is turned true, together with the central boss B, which |
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bearing springs consist of twelve steel plates 900mm. x 100 mm.
x 10 mm, = 354 x 4 x jin. The top plate is turned up so as
to engage in the link—made of best iron and screwed in the
lathe—by which the springs are adjusted. These engines have
neither compensating beams nor counterweights to the driving
wheels. The grate and heating surfaces are proportioned to the
diameter of the cylinders. The fire-box wrapping plate is made
of iron plate 12 mm.—4in. thick ;and the boiler shell of 11 mm.
thick, with lapped joints, the horizontal joints having double
seams of rivets. Both safety valves are placed on the dome, one
| weighted by a plate spring acting directly and the other by a
| spring balance. The engine is provided with a Westinghouse
| brake acting, by four blocks, on the coupled wheels; but a hand
wheel and screw are provided in case of derangement to the air
cylinders,
The engine shown at the bottom of the page is a six-wheel
coupled passenger engine for steep gradients, having the leading
dimensions as follows :—
Diameter of wheels..
17m.
= 5ft. Tin.
Diameter of cylinder
0°45.
= 18in.
Sireke... 2. 2. oe
06m,
= Ift. 11jin.
Diameter of boiler ..
13m,
= 4ft. 3in.
Number of tubes
226
Length ofdo, .. .. ..
3°5m.
= 11ft. 6in.
Outside diameter of tube
0°045m.
= 1‘77in.
10°92m.q.
118 square feet
Fire-box heating surface
98°463m.q. = 1060 square feet.
Tube heating surface
5°58m.c. = 194 cubic feet.
Boiler capacity. .
er
12,800 kilogs. = 12 tons 12 cwt.
Weight on leading wheels ..
14,
= 14 tons 3 cwt.
Weight on driving wheels ..
Weight on trailing wheels ..
12,300 ”,, = 12 tons 2 cwt.
Weight in running order
39,500 ,, = 38 tons 17 cwt.
Weight of engine empty
35,800 ,, = 35 tons 3 cwt.
As in the previous case, there is a central longitudinal frame
besides the two outside ; and the inside cylinders are inclined
at an angle of 1 in 9 with the horizon. Each cylinder has its
separate steam chest. Engines built before 1882 have only one
side cover to the valve chest; but those constructed after that
date have two, one of which, forward, serves for the customary
inspection of the slide valves, while the second is rendered
necessary by the use of slide valve buckles in one piece. The
slide valves are of guu-metal, many engines of this type being
fitted with the double admission Trick valve. The slide valve
is kept tight against the valve face by a plate spring attached
to the frame. Stephenson valve gear is employed. The axlebox bearings are cast in gun-metal containing 84 per cent. of
copper and 16 of tin. The wheels have their spokes forged
| without counterweights; and the tires of Bessemer steel, are
attached to the wheel rim by threaded bolts passing through
the rim and entering 15 mm, into the tire. The axle-boxes are
entirely of cast iron with wedges for taking up the wear. The
| outside bearing springs measure 900 mm. = 2ft. 114in. between
the links, and consist of thirteen plates 100 by 10 mm. = 3°9 by
0°39in. and yield 8°4 mm. = 0°33in. per ton. The spring for
the axle-box in the central frame has four plates 610 by 75 by
10mm. = 2ft. by 3in. by 0°39in., and bends 12mm. = 0°47in.
per ton. There are no compensating beams. Latterly
inverted springs have been substituted, made of twentytwo plates, 100mm. by 10mm. = 4in. by gin. and 15m.
= 4ft. llin. long, with. a flexibility of 22mm. = 0°86in.
per ton.
The internal spring has necessarily been
| somewhat modified, and now consists of five plates of 100 mm.
by 8mm=4in. by jin. and 660mm.=2ft. 2in. long. It is
| finished with a curve of 30mm. = 1°18in. and a flexibility
of 21mm. = 0°8in. per ton. The new long outside bearing
springs of the leading and driving wheels have been provided
with compensating beams, as shown by the drawing. The thick| ness of the front, side, and roof-plates of the copper fire-box has
in recent engines been increased from 12 mm. to 14mm.="47in.
to ‘55in. The copper tube plate is 25mm.=lin. where the
tubes occur, and 14 mm.=*55in. elsewhere. The boiler and outside fire-box plates must stand a minimum breaking strain of
| 33 kilogs. per square mm.=21 tons per square inch in the direction of the rolling, and 28 kilogs.=18 tons transversely, with
elongations of 9 and 5 per cent. respectively ;and the copper
used in the fire-box must stand a minimum strain before frac| ture of 22 kilogs. per square mm.=14 tons per square inch, with
| an elongation of at least 22 per cent. Wilson safety valves have
| lately been fitted to the fire-box wrapping plate, and Westinghouse air brakes act by six blocks on the six wheels. Locomo| tives of this type are capable of easily drawing 80 tons up a
| continuous gradient of 1 in 62 at a speed of 55 kilos. =34 miles
an hour.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
Correspondents. |

A LARGE CASTING.
THE accompanying engraving, reduced from a photograph, shows
a very large and fine casting, made by the Hyde Park Foundry
Company, Glasgow. It is one of two large cylinders for a compound diagonal marine engine, and has been made to the order of
the Fairfield Shipbuilding and Engineering Company—John Elder
and Co, Each cylinder required 40 tons of melted metal to cast
it, and if perhaps we except the cylinders of the Ireland, Holyhead mail steamer, they are the heaviest ever made, Our
engraving shows the cylinder without the liner, the working
diameter of which inside is 112in., with a stroke of 72in. The
finished weight of the cylinder with the liner in, lids, &c., will
be about 42 tons. The slide valve weighs 59 cwt. The casting
reflects much credit on the Hyde Park Foundry Company, which
has had large experience in this kind of work, having turned out
some of the heaviest castings ever made for marine engines for
the Navy and merchant service.
BELGIAN STATE RAILWAY

LOCOMOTIVES.

Ix connection with the Railway Congress held at Brussels in
9, to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the opening
of the first railway in Belgium, we published a table giving the
leading dimensions of the various types of locomotives in use on
the Belgian State railways.) We have already reproduced the
1 See Toe Enoinerr of February 19th, 1886, p. 142.

ENGINEERING IN CANTON,
Srr,—There now appears to be a revival of commercial activity
in progress at this port, which may benefit foreign trade to a
small extent at least. I have met a Mr. T——, who has just
ordered a set of mining pumps from a firm of engineers and
machinists at Hong Kong, and intended for use in the far-off
| Province of Kuei Chou. The mineral wealth of Kuei Chou is very
| great, and might be worked with some chance of profit if there
Tony Sway?
were any roads by which machinery could be brought into the
Province and the produce of the mines exported to suitable
markets. At present the lack of water communication, and even
drawings of four of these engines;* and we now publish on the pre- ordinary land roads, is a great drawback to every mining underceding page those of two more, viz., the passenger tank engine | taking, and numerous capitalists have already reason to be sorry
with four coupled wheels, and the passenger tender engine with | of their enterprise.
Here in Canton a spirit of genuine enterprise, mixed with a consix coupled wheels for steep gradients. The former, at the top
siderable amount of mere speculation, has manifested itself in
of the page, has the following leading dimensions :—
various
ways. The one grand thing, however, is mining, I hear
Diameter of coupled wheels.. .. 1°45m.
= 4ft. 9in
that no less than eighty-two mining licences have been granted to
Diameter of cylinders .. . .. 0°32m.
= 12}in
|
various
companies by the Mining-office within the past few months,
ee
ee
0°46m.
= lft. 6in.
| and some machinery has already been ordered for use in some of
Mean diameter of boiler
1:078m.
= 3ft. Gin.
No. of tubes...
145
| the localities selected for mining operations.
Length of tubes .. .. ..
2°75m.
= oft.
Many of these mining companies will no doubt prove ruinous
Outside diameter of tubes ..
0°045m.
= 1‘77in.
concerns. The law forbids foreigners, and even native Christians,
Fire-box heating
surface
:
5'874m.q. = 63 square feet.
from having any interests in mining affairs; and when -we take
Tube heating surface
49°3248m.q. = 538 square feet.
into consideration the fact that modern mining requires the greatest
Capacity of boiler ..
2°827m.c. = 100 cubic feet.
amount of intelligence procurable to make it a successful operaCapacity of tanks ..
3°6m.c.
= 135
9
tion, and that the ordinary heathen lack those very qualities that
Capacity of coal bunkers
oe 1200 kilogs. = 1 ton 3cwt.
Weight on leading wheels ..
‘3s 9600 ,, = 9 tons Scwt.
are indispensable, we must be prepared to hear some discouraging
Weight on driving o
-- 11,600 ,, = 11 tons 8cwt.
news from the mining districts before long.
Weighton trailing ee eo eo 10,700 ,, = 10 tons l0cwt.
Repeating arms have been inquired for lately, probably for use
Total weight in running order ..
31,900 ,, = 31 tons 6cwt.
Tungking, where the Knights of Righteousness are giving the
Weight of locomotive empty
26,000 ,, = 25 tons ll cwt. in
French troops more work than they expected to have of late.
This engine has three longitudinal frames; but the axle-box Various kinds of breech-loaders and ammunition are also in
of that in the middle has no spring ; and the inside cylinders demand from Yun-nan, and armourers’ tools for Kuang-Si. Copper
are inclined 1 in 33. The valve gear is that of Walschaert, in smelting furnaces and coining machinery have also been inquired
which the slide valve is actuated both by the crosshead and a for; and the manufacture of copper cash is to be undertaken
single excentric ; the slide-valve rod being guided by the without delay in various quarters.
The native mints are of the most primitive order. Cash, native
stufting-box of the steam chest, and by a bracket on one of the
or brass coins, are made by pouring molten metal intomoulds
slide bars. By way of experiment, some of these locomotives copper,
instead
of stamping, or impressing the device and superscription on
have their slot links, slide-valve frames, slide-valve rod guides, the prepared
discs by machinery of a suitable kind. The
crossheads, pistons and axle-boxes castin phosphor bronze. The coins made in metal
the old-fashioned native style have to be ground and
trimmed
by
hand,
and
thus require a lot of labour to do very
2 See Tne ENGINEER of September 11th, 1885, p. 197, and April 28rd
imperfect work. By the use of proper machinery, time and lab» r
1886, p. 320.
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would be saved, and a better class of coins made than those produced by the native method. Counterfeit or false coins would also
be more difficult of production. At present it is not unusual for
the very men who are engaged in making coins for the Government
to go home and make some on their own account in the evening:
The counterfeit coins are smaller in size and made of baser metal
than those made by the Government, but they pass all the same, a
certain number of them being strung together with the real coins
on strings containing one hundred each. The difficulty about the
matter is that there are so many different sizes of Government coins
made, in different provinces of course, and different qualities of
metal, varying from nearly pure copper, and bronze, down to half
copper, half zinc, brass, or even of a lower grade of alloy.
An order for six new armed revenue cruisers has been given to
one of the Hong Kong shipbuilding firms, I am told. The cruisers
are for use in these waters, where smuggling is rife and flourishing,
owing to the excessive venality of the officials and the lax manner
in which the laws are administered. The cruisers are to be about
100ft. long, and built for swiftness rather than for fighting qualities,
The price is said to be very low, or rather reasonable, for Hong
Kong. Nearly all the material required for their construction will
be imported from Britain, I believe, and the frames will probably
come out ready-made, to plans, and they can thus be put together
very rapidly when the whole of the material has arrived. There
are now several establishments in Hong Kong where vessels of 150ft.
long can be built in a substantial manner.
W. Mesyy.
Canton, China, February 2st.
OLD BRASSES,
Sir,—Seeing that no one has as yet replied to the query
addressed to you by ‘‘ W. A.,” in your issue of the 11th inst., I
will, with your permission, endeavour to supply the information
sought.
1am not sure that I thoroughly understand all that ‘W. A.”
says, but I think that I have grasped it sufficiently to give a
practical reply. First let me remind ‘“‘W. A.” that gun-metal is
by no means malleable, and therefore will not submit to be
hammered when in a heated state. The apparent change in the
metal which ‘‘ W. A.” suggests to have taken place is no change
whatever. The change from the comparative silky appearance to
the fibrous state is due to fracture having taken place when hot,
and not to any fault or defect in the casting itself. Whether from
want of lubrication or owing to bad fitting, clipping of the journal
by the bearing, or any other abnormal friction producing heat,
these semi-fractures, together with the apparent change in the
metal, is sure to be the result. Each vibration of the engine,
either from the thrust of rods or the compression of weight, acts
as a blow upon the bearing when in a fragile state, and so produces
the innumerable small semi-fractures, into which the oil rushes,
—and hence the ‘‘spluttering,” &c., when re-heated, as pointed
out by ‘‘W. A.” Phoshor bronze or any other bronze or alloy for
engine bearings is not proof against these evil effects under conditions just named.
Perhaps it may here be necessary for the information of some of
your readers to define the meaning of “clipping,” the word being
technical as here used. It is that state into which a loose brass or
a solid box eventually gets by wear, when the two extremities of
the semicircle of the bearing cease to be in contact with the
journal, it having passed below these two points. If an engine be
not lifted in due time, and the two sides of the bearing eased or
freed, the evils pointed out by ‘‘ W. A.” are almost sure to follow.
March 29th.
FoUNDRYMAN,
THE RIACHUELO BRIDGE,
Srr.—Will you kindly allow me to make the following reply to
Professor Kernot’s letter, which appeared in your issue of the
25th ultimo, (1) As to the posadle, design of the bridge. I am
~glad to hear that there is a remarkable resemblance between this
bridge and recent American practice, as this fact points to the
conclusion that American bridge designers appreciate and follow
good examples. I have used this form of truss and general
arrangement of parts, where circumstances permitted of my doing
so, for many years. If Professor Kernot will refer to Fol. 29 of
the ‘‘ Minutes of Proceedings ” of the Institution of Civil Engineers,
Session 1869-70, he will find in a paper entitled, ‘‘Studies of
Iron Girder Bridges, recently executed, illustrating some applications of the Modern Theory of the Elastic Resistance of Materials,”
a full description and detailed drawings of a30 metre bridge, designed
by Professor Reilly, the author of the paper. A glance at this
example will, I think, at once satisfy him as to the origin of the
general design and arrangement of parts I have adopted, and will
also, I trust, convince him that he was somewhat hasty in designating the Riachuelo ‘“‘an American bridge Anglicised.” It was
my good fortune, now some twenty years ago, to be engaged in
working out the details of the 30 metre bridge referred to, under
the immediate supervision of Professor Reilly. So this can hardly
be called a recent design.
Next, as to depth, I have found that in long, or moderately long,
about one-tenth of the span is practically the most economical
epth. If it is increased much beyond this, the metal saved in the
booms is more than compensated for by that lost in the web, in
which metal has to be sacrificed beyond that required to resist the
direct shearing stresses, to ensure the necessary stiffness in the
compressive members. Consideration should also be given to the
practical difficulties of erecting girders of 40ft. and 45ft. deep. I
am perfectly aware that some of the American bridges are much
deeper in proportion, but in view of the constantly recurring
notices in the press of failures of railway bridges in America, with
disastrous results, bridge designers should, in my opinion, be
cautious in blindly following American practice, simply because it
is American, but should remember that there are undoubted]
good and bad examples in America, just as there are in Englis
practice. (2) With reference to the so-called ladder bracing, I
quite agree, Sir, with your editorial note. The form of bracing
adopted is one that is simple of construction, and amply strong
enough for the duty it has to fulfil. Professor Kernot seems to
entertain rather confused ideas—judging from the analogy in his
third query—as to the work required from stiffening bracing and
that from a web plate ; possibly he tested the model struts he
speaks of by submitting them to bending, and not to compressive
stresses. (3) As to the bracing of the compressive members of the
web in a plane transverse to the length of the bridge, Professor
Kernot’s analogy is not a happy one. The web of an ordinary
late girder has to transmit the shearing stresses to the abutments.
e plates under consideration are introduced to prevent the
channel irons bending, and at the same time to give transverse
stiffness to the truss, considered as a whole, they do not transmit
direct stresses.
y. HvucH Woopcock.
Victoria-street, Westminster.
April 5th.
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reminds me of the lines in ‘ Azim, Prince of Tartary,” in ‘The
Bab Ballads ” :—
“ His gentle spirit rolls
In the melody of souls,
Which is pretty, but I don't know what it means.”
Mr. Kirkman favoured the world, however, with a capital interpretation of Herbert Spencer's detinition. Here it is:—‘‘ Evolution is a sticktogetheration of matter with an accompanying
unsticktogetheration of motion, during which matter undergoes a
change from a not-well-marked-out-not-stick-together-all-alikeness,
to a well-marked-out-stick-together-not-all-alikeness, during which
the motion undergoes a like change.” There is an old and vulgar,
yet expressive saw, to the effect that “fine words butter no
parsnips.” I would have it hung up conspicuously in every classroom tor the benefit of teacher and pupil alike.
It is not with the use of inflated sentences, however, that I
wo.ld now concern myself, but with the circumstance that professors appear to be unable to make up their minds to teach
physics aii in the same way. There are certain broad, yet well
defined things, about which they cannot well go astray—as, for
example, the rate of acceleration due to gravity, But take the
words ‘‘acceleration of motion” away from g, and we have vagueness
and confusion. I may cite as another instance of want of similarity
of conception, the fact that Professor Tait defines force in a way
quite different from other teachers. Thus a pupil who was educated
in physics by Tait might not be able to pass an examination anywhere save at Edinburgh. Again, there is no more commonly-used
phrase than ‘‘ centrifugal force,” but Tait says that there is no such
thing, and that the words are monstrous.
An inspection of not a few examination papers, and a familiar
acquaintance with almost every text-book of physics which has
been published in the last twenty years, and extended experience
of students and their difficulties, enables me to write with some
contidence on this subject. Physical science is badly taught in
England, and it will continue to be badly taught until more
common-sense is used by the teachers. I could easily name several
exceptions. I am personally acquainted with one professor of
chemistry who stands head and shoulders above other teachers,
Three professors of physics and engineering I class among my
personal friends. With the teaching of none of them am I quite
satistied, but there is this to be said, that all three denounce the
methods they themselves use, and say as an excuse, “ We have no
chance ; we have only one object in life, viz., to enable students to
pass examinations.”
Iam nota professional grinder, though I have helped students
out of their difficulties, 1 have made puzzles as clear as the sun
at noon-day by a rational treatment of student and puzzle alike.
I can speak with some authority on this subject, and I say that a
more rational method of teaching physics is needed than is used
now. The key to the whole lies in the fact that beyond the range
of our own senses we can have no knowledge of anything.
We may imagine we have, but we have not. Now as far as physics
are concerned, the great thing we have to deal with is energy,
and all the information we possess on the subject goes to show that
energy is not only the cause of motion, but motion itself in some
shape or form.
So long
as caloric was held to be a thing—an entity—progress
was impossible. The moment it became known that heat was a
mode of motion, the whole aspect of one form of energy was
changed. The tendency in the present day all round is to extend
this view. Thus, for example, light is regarded as a mode of
motion, and it is admitted that electricity and magnetism
sibly
are. Some ‘ive years ago the president of the North of England
Chemical Society more than hinted that chemical action is a mode
of motion. As soon as this view comes to be fully adopted, we
shall have physics taught in a straightforward, intelligible way ;
not till then.
J.
London, April 4th.
PROGRESS IN MACHINERY.
Sir,—If exhibitions are to produce ultimate results, it appears to
me prizes ought to be offered, and duly published, somewhat on
the following lines :—Thus : Class L., Quick Speed Motors: Possible
points, with marks awarded, at
Exhibition :-—
"
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For larger and slower machines, it might be better to have the
marks obtainable somewhat differently arranged, say in Classes
II., IIL, and IV., &c., to suit the different views of buyers. The
principle, however, would still remain about the same, the public
would not be invited to criticise the verdict of juries in the absence
of evidence of how the award was arrived at.
J. V. A.
Preston-road, Southport, April Ist.
THE DATES OF PATENTS,
Si1r,—In the official journal of the Patent-office, No. 338, the
application for a patent 1s advertised to a firm at Haarlem, Holland,
No. 17,167, 1886. This application was received March 25th, 1887,
and ante-dated September 28th, 1886, ‘‘ under International Convention.” Is it fair that the citizens of Holland should have the
privilege of ante-dating a patent in this country, when patents are
not granted to either natives or foreigners in Holland? Then
should the Comptroller ante-date a patent without giving the date,
name, and country of the prior patent upon which this ante-dating
is based? Should not this right of ante-dating be left to the
courts of law in case of infringement? The patentee claiming the
privilege of ante-dating his patent [should be asked to produce in
court the foreign patent upon which he bases his claim to have his
English patent ante-dated.
The English and foreign patent should be for the same invention,
and the foreign and British specifications of the invention should
be identical. If they are not, there is an opening fer fraud in
ante-dating an English patent, which may be a larger or different
invention from that of the foreign patent. I think the Comptroller
takes upon himself too much—more than he ought to do—in antedating a patent. I do not see the necessity for ante-dating English
patents under the Convention. If a foreign patentee applies for
an English patent let him do so in the ordinary course, and should
his patentbe infringed, then let him claim the privileges under
the International Convention, and produce his foreign patent or
patents as the ground of such claim against publication prior to
the date of his English but subsequent to the date of his foreign
patent. Instead of the Comptroller ante-dating a patent, would
not it fully meet the case if the application or patent was advertised, and the
lete specification, when printed, had remarks
to this effect:—“The applicant claims all privileges under the
International Convention based on his patent in—say, for instance
—France. No, —, and dated —.”
JL,
Manchester, March 31st.

PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS.
Sir,—I see with pleasure that you are using your pen in the
cause of the student. The discussion between Professor Greenhill
and ‘‘G. P. T.” cannot fail, I think, to have a good effect. The
things which we have to learn in physics are, after all, very simple,
and would be easily learned if they were adequately taught. It
would seem, however, that many text-books have been written on
the same principle as that produced by the old alchemists, Truth
is hidden under a mist of words and formule to which it is difficult
to find the key. An amusing instance of the abuse of language in
this way is supplied by Herbert Spencer’s definition of evolution,
which may be new to some of our readers. Here it is:—‘‘ EvoluENGINE DRIVERS’ EYESIGHT.
tion is an integration of matter with a concomitant dissipation of
Sir,—Referring to Mr. Stretton’s letter on this subject in your
motion during which the matter undergoes a change from a definite issue of March 25th. On the railway I am connected with the
incoherent homogeneity to a definite coherent heterogeneity, eyesight of all drivers and firemen is tested periodically, the
durizg which motion undergoes a parallel transformation.” This method adopted being as follows :—Cards with sixteen to eighteen
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black spots in. square, and placed irregularly, are exposed in full
daylight 15ft, from the man under examination. He is required
to count the spots with each eye separately, and if he can do so
accurately his sight is considered right for distance. At the same
distance—15ft.—he is required to distinguish, with each eye separately, red, blue, green, yellow. A bundle of coloured wools is
then placed before him, and any colour, say red, is selected, and
he is told to pick out of the bundle colours to match it. He is
tried in a similar manner with green and blue, The black spots,
fin. square, correspond at a distance of 15ft. with a surface 2ft,
square at 600 yards.
With regard to Mr. Stretton’s remarks, as to men not being
fairly tested. In my experience every care is taken, and in many
cases men who had Youbtful sight have been tested over and over
again, and if there was still any doubt, they have been sent to an
eminent oculist for his opinion. I quite agree with Mr. Stretton
that many men can distinguish colours perfectly well, but are
ignorant of their names; but I think that if you put a decided redcoloured wool into a man’s hand, and tell him to select a similar
colour from a bundle of wools, and he selects a bright green and
tells you that they are both the same colour, I think it must be
admitted that such a man would be colour blind, at any rate for
red and green, and therefore unfit to have charge of a locomotive
engine. I have known several instances of this kind,
1 have found that about 97 per cent. of the men examined had
good sight. This may be accounted for by the fact that all
drivers have their sight tested when joining the service, and any
lads with defective sight are not employed in that capacity.
M. Inst. M.E,
April 4th, 1887,
THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE nearer we get to the quarterly meetings—and these come off
next week--the slower are orders in arriving at the finished ironworks. This, however, is only a natural state of things, and does
not therefore excite any surprise. The extent of business done on
the Wolverhampton and Birmingham exchanges this week has been
light, and the gatherings themselves have shown a disposition on
the part of ironmasters to anticipate the Easter holidays,
The sheet makers, who have hitherto been well occupied, are now
being infl
by the 1]
i demand. The quietude of the
Australian buying is affecting makers somewhat seriously, the
galvanisers being decidedly less active than awhile ago. The trade
with South America and India is curtailed by the unfavourable
rates of exchange. Prices keep at £6 easy for singles, £6 5s. to
£6 10s. for doubles, and £7 5s. for trebles. Plates are unimproved
at £6 10s. for tank sorts and 47 10s. to £8 10s. nominal for boiler
qualities.
Marked bar prices at the quarterly meetings are likely to continue at £7. The list of Messrs. W. Millington and Co., Sunmerhill Ironworks, stands at: bars, £7; small rounds and squares,
£7 10s.; yin. bars, £8; jin., £8 10s.; No. 5, £9; ,hin., £9 10s;
No. 7, £16 10s.; No. 8, £11 10s.; and No. 9, £13. | Best bars they
quote £8; double best, £9; and treble best, £11. Plating bars and
cable iron, £7 10s.; and best ditto, £8 10s.; with double best,
£9 10s.; rivet iron, £7 10s.; best, £8 5s.; and double best, £9 lis.;
angles, £8 to £8 10s.; and on to £910s., according to quality.
Boiler plates and sheets, £8 10s.; best, £9; double best, £10; and
treble — boiler plates, £12.
The New British Iron Company quotes :—Slit rods, £6 5s, for
Corngreaves, £7 C.G.C. brand, £7 10s. Lion, £9 best Lion, and
£11 10s. best charcoal. Steel rods are £8, and iron horseshoe
rods £6 10s, £7 10s., and £%, according to quality. Hoops the
company quote £7, £8, and £910s, Steel hoops are £8 10s., and
best charcoal £8,
The price of common bars keeps at £5 to £5 5s.; gas tube strip,
£5 upwards; and hoops, £5 7s. 6d. to £5 10s, Ordinary nail rods
| are also £5 5s, to £5 10s. Puddled bars are quoted by some
strong firms at £3 7s. 6d. to £3 10s,
The heavy purchases made some time ago by pig iron consumers
are causing less new business to be done just now in pigs than is
customary before the occurrence of the quarterly meetings. Most
consumers are well covered, and they do not care to further
operate to much extent at present. Sellers, too, on their part,
are abstaining from pressing for orders. The furnaces have plenty
of contracts to run at, and makers are therefore . indendent. Prices are fairly steady at 38s, to 39s. delivered for
Northamptons, and 39s, to 40s. for Derbyshires. Best native sorts
are 52s, 6d. now, medium 40s., and common 30s. per ton.
The old-established firm of Messrs. J. W. Sparrow and Sons
have decided to blow out the only blast furnace remaining at Millfields, near Bilston, of the forty-seven furnaces which were in blast
twenty years ago. There is also a probability that the firm's
Bilston Mill Ironworks will also be closed, preparatory to their
retiring from the trade.
There is no trade feature so conspicuous at the present time in
this district as the way in which steel is coming to the front to
supersede iron. While I have to report decreasing activity at the
ironworks, I have to note a co
nding increased activity among
the stcelmakers, On all hands there is a better demand for the
new metal, and prospects of the steelmakers may be said to be
good, For constructive engineering purposes than for other more
general uses steel is steadily maki htnny. Some makers are
booked with their full make ah
for some months to come, and
fresh orders are continually arriving.
The demand is occasioning preparations for an increased output
at several of the chief works, and everything promises well for this
year. The preparations that are being
e by one of the most
important concerns in the district for going into the Siemens steel
trade with increasing vigour will, when completed, I am credibly
informed, give to the concern a capacity of output not far short of
1000 tons per week.
The Basic Steel and Ingot Company, Bilston, is meeting with a
largely increased demand for plates, bars, and channel and angle
sections. Much of its product is being used up by the constructive engineers of this district in work which they are at the present
time undertaking for India. The metal is also being rolled into
sheets for working up and stamping purposes. The company is
making an enlarged turn-over weekly, working its basic converters with more rapidity than before. It is also progressing
with its preparations for entering upon Siemens basic steel
manufacture. It will commence with one 8-ton furnace, and
hopes to make a start in six weeks’ time. Twoadditional ingot reheating furnaces are also being built to facilitate an increased output in the mills.
Basic steel prices of native manufacture are at date. Plates,
£6 10s, to £7 Tos; bars, £5 10s. to £6; and angles and channel,
about £6. The sizes of bars go up to 13in. for plates, 6in. diameter for rounds, and 5in, for squares, while angles are up to ten
united inches,
At the works of the Staffordshire Steel and Ingot Iron Company, a
machine plant has just been erected for the reduction to a fine
powder of basic a x for fertilism purposes. This is practicallya
new industry, not only for the district but for England, since,
although slag is being exported in large quantities from the works
of the North-Eastern Steel Company, Middlesbrough, for this
urpose, the product is exported almost whollytoGermany, where,
y special plant, it is reduced to an exceeding fineness, sufficient
for agricultural purposes, and is exported back again to this
country, where it is commanding a price of 30s. per ton, delivered
in the Thames, and is having a large sale.
The plant has been supplied by Messrs. Morris Brothers, engineers, of Doncaster, and is very similar
to that employed in grinding
super-phosphates. It consists of one preparing mill fitted with
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's patent separator ; one magnetic separator ;and one Morris
We Wobd'sroe ryfine mill. The whole is driven by a powerful
compound engine by Robey and Co,, of Lincoln, of about 30 nominal
horse-power, or 80 actual horse-power, | The process of pulverising
the slag is divided into three stages—first, the slag is fed into the
preparing mill in its rough state, and is reduced to about yoin.,
and any pieces of steel exceeding that dimension accumulating in
this mill are taken out at intervals. During this preliminary
reduction a quantity of fine slag is produced, and is extracted by
the separator before the reduced material passes to the second
stage, during which a magnetic separator extracts the small pieces
of steel. The reduction of the material at the last stage enables it
to pass through a mesh of 10,000 holes to the square inch—an
obvious advantage, since the value of the material greatly depends
upon its fineness,
Ses
f
.
An extensive plant for similar purposes is also, I understand,
being erected at the North-Eastern Steel Works, who intend to
supply the ground material to home agriculturists, instead of
allowing the Germans to do the trade,
Great hopes are excited among iron and steel masters and
engineers concerning the extensions of the Indian railways. The
opinion is gaining ground that those extensions will work greatly
to the benefit of this district. Reports are in circulation that at a
comparatively early date orders “ for many thousands of tons” of
iron and steel work for the empire will be upon the market. These
reports are assisting considerably just now to buoy up makers’
hopes of the future of the trade.
At the present time there is a good deal of work being turned
out in this district of one sort or another for the Indian lines, conspicuous among which is heavy bridge and railway wagon wheel
and axle work.
The Patent Shaft and Axletree Company, Wednesbury, is
understood to have some capital orders under execution in its
wheel and axle departments for South American, Indian, and other
distant railways.
;
Admiralty machinery requirements are scarcely so actively expressed at the moment, either in Birmingham or in the surrounding
townships, as they were in the autumn; still there is good ground
to hope for a distinct improvement when the contracts about to be
placed for dockyard necessities have reached the makers’ hands.
Where current briskness is noticeable it has reference in much part
to torpedo-boat needs—engines and steel boilers coming to the fore
in this relation. Messrs. James Archdale and Co. and Messrs.
George E. Billiss and Co., both of Birmingham, stand well in the
Admiralty and arsenal work they are and have been doing for the
British Government and for foreign Governments,
Small-engine power is still much sought after for multifarious
uses, Spiel’s petroleum engines, which Messrs. A. Shirlaw and
Co., of Birmingham, are making in great numbers, are more than
ever in request. Messrs. Blaiberg and Marson, also of Birmingham,
encouraged by the demand for handy motors, have taken up the
agency for the “Elland” gas engine of Dempster and Sons; and
the steady growth in the adoption of electric lighting more than
upholds the former demand for the “‘Giilcher” electric-light
system, which has for some time past been affording good work to
Messrs. W. and J. Player, of Birmingham.
The war authorities at Woolwich have intimated to the Wolverhampton Chamber of Commerce that all rejected goods, sent
under contract, shall be returned securely packed to the manufacturer. This is a welcome innovation in the ordinary practice of
the contract department, since manufacturers have occasionally
sustained serious loss and inconvenience through careless packing.
The new arrangement, however, does not entitle the contractor to
damages in case of loss,
;
oa
The operatives engaged in the Birmingham building trades—
numbering between three and five thousand—are turning out on
strike against a reduction in wages of ld. per hour. Attempts
have been made to settle the question by arbitration, but the great
difficulty has been in the refusal of the masters and men to recognise each other's adjudications,
The chainmakers of Cradley Heath, alleging that a section of
the employers are enforcing a further reduction in wages, have
determined to call the whole trade out again on Monday week.
Satisfactory progress is being made with the construction of the
central station of the Birmingham Compressed Air Power Company, and in the course of the next two or three months operations
will have been so faradvanced that consumers will be supplied with
the new motive-power to the extent of 6000 LH.P. Already
applications for 3500 J.H.P. have been received. As the area for
supplying compressed air is limited under Act of Parliament to
about one and a-half square miles, the operations of the company
will at first be confined, but on their enterprise being attended
with success, steps will doubtless be taken to acquire powers for
extending the area.
At the central station the air will be compressed to a pressure of
four atmospheres by large air-compressing engines, to be supplied
by Messrs. Fowler, of Leeds, and will be conveyed in mains
through the principal streets of the locality, and from these mains
service pipes areto be taken to the premises of the company’s
customers, The works will have a railway siding from the Midland
line, from which coal will be tipped direct on the charging platforms of thirty-one of Wilson's 8 cwts, patent gas producers.
Underground flues will carry the gas from the producers to the
furnaces of the boilers, The steam injection to the gas-producers
will be taken from a separate boiler, and will be governed by air
pressure,so that when the air pressure rises the steam injection
will be reduced and the fires under the boilers lowered throughout
the whole range, and vice vervu.
When the station is completed there will be fifteen enginehouses, built in rows, of strong concrete walls, in the spaces
between which will be placed forty-five Lane’s patent water-tube
boilers. Each engine-house will be constructed to receive one
triple-expansion beam air-compressing engine of 1000 I.H.P.,driving six single-acting air-compressing cylinders, coupled to
opposite ends of the beams, and capable in the aggregate of
delivering 2000 cubic feet of air per minute at 45lb. per
square inch above atmospheric pressure, The free air will be
drawn into the compressors from the top of each enginehouse through casings, in which will be inserted filtering
screens to clear the air of solid impurities. When the full
15,000 indicated horse-power is at work, six million gallons of
water will be used daily for the feed, for condensing, and for
cooling the air cylinders, The mains will vary in diameter from
Jin, to 24in., and will extend about 18 miles, ‘They will be placed
in concrete troughs, supplied with removable covers, as near as
possible to the surface of the road; and means will be adopted by
which, in the event of the bursting of a pipe, the general supply
shall not be interrupted. Service pipes will be connected in the
usual manner, and Forster’s patent joints will be used, so as to
allow for expansion, contraction, and for any subsidence or other
disturbance. Consumers will have the air supplied through meters
of the character of Beale’s gas exhauster, corrected in the readings
according to the varying pressure,
Full
iculars Ay Ba issued on behalf of the Birmingham
Town Council of the pro;
new waterway between Birmingham
and the Bristol Channel. The original scheme contemplated imsrovements between Birmingham and Worcester, but discussion
as led to an enlargement of its scope by including improvements
downwards to the sea by making a new entrance to the port of
Gloucester at a point
upon the Severn, which shall command ample
depth of water at all tides. The whole cost of the work, including
the purchase of the undertaking of the Sharpness New Docks and
Gloucester and Birmingham Navigation Company, will be
£1,890,000. Considering that the present weight of goods, estimated at 5,000,000 tons annually carried to the ports by rail
from this district, will probably be augmented by 500,000
tons per annum, it will be seen that this expenditure will be
amply compensated by increased profits. At the annual meeting of the Birmingham Chamber of C
ce, the President,
Mr. Elliott, alluded at length to the question of constructing
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canals between Birmingham and the ports, Unless such canals
were provided Birmingham would, he contended, soon cease as
a manufacturing town to exist. He believed that many of the
railway rates were not excessive, but the companies had, by
refusing to revise the present system of classification, failed to
meet the manufacturers in respect to goods of great weight conveyed to the coast for shipment.
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Manchester,—Business for the present is practically in abeyance,
and until after the holidays and the ensuing quarterly meetings
there will be little or nothing doing. During the past week the
iron market has again been extremely slow in all departments, with
prices weak and irregular. In pig iron, operations are only practicable at excessively low figures, and there is continued underselling both in common and hematite qualities. ‘The position of
the finished iron makers remains unchanged, and certainly without
improvement. Amongst engineers slackness of trade continues
the general complaint; boiler makers and locomotive builders are
perhaps rather better off, but it is on work taken at excessively low
cut prices, and in the general condition of the engineering branches
of industry there is still no real improvement that can be reported.
Brass tounders report a rather better demand, both locally and for
export, for boiler fittings, but in other classes of goods this branch
of trade is still very quiet; nut and bolt makers, who a short time
back were getting busier, report trade again quiet, with only a
very slow demand generally ; and with ironfounders trade continues
in a very depressed condition, all descriptions of castings being cut
down to wretchedly low prices. In steel castings and in steel work
generally there is a fair amount of activity, and the prices in this
district are mostly well employed,
There was only a very slow iron market at Manchester on Tuesday,
and a general dearth of inquiries of any weight. Prices were
almost untested and practically unchanged from last week, but
there is a continued weakness of tone. For Lancashire pig iron
prices remain nominally at about 39s. to 40s., less 24 per cent., for
forge and foundry qualities delivered equal to Manchester, and
about the same figures are also still quoted for one or two district
brands, but these prices are altogether above the market, and are
only got on occasional small special sales, Lincolnshire iron can be
bought as low as 36s. 6d. to 37s. 6d., less 24 per cent., delivered
here, and the quoted prices of most of the makers are not more
than 6d. per ton above these figures. In outside brands offering
here there is continued underselling, and both Scotch and Middlesbrough ironmakers are gra‘lually being forced to follow the downward course of the market. For hematites some makers still hold
firmly to late rates, but there are re-sale lots offering in the market
at a couple of shillings under the quoted list rates. Some of the
principal tinished ironmakers are still kept fairly employed, but
the very slow demand in the market causes an increased anxiety to
secure any orders that are to be got, and prices in all cases are not
being very firmly held to where there are anything like good
specifications to be got. For delivery into the Manchester district
bars average £4 lis, 6d. to £5; hoops, £5 5s.; and sheets, £6 5s.
to £6 15s. per ton.
The ordinary monthly meeting of the Manchester Geological
Society, held on Tuesday, brought forward a number of questions
of special interest to mining engineers. The chair was occupied
by Mr. Joseph Dickinson Hill, Chief Inspector of Mines, and there
was a humerous attendance of mining engineers connected with
collieries in the Lancashire district. After a short discussion on a
a read at a previous meeting by Mr. G. H. Kinahan, on
‘*Marsh or Natural Gas,” Mr. Geo. i. Hollingworth exhibited
specimens of Mr, Hunter Spence’s patent solid water-tight cartmdge cases for glycerine dynamite Fiasting. The object of these
cases, he said, was to overcome the difficulty arising from leakage
in water cartridges, which had proved so great an objection on the
Continent as to have led to an abandonment of the use of the
water cartridge. The cartridge cases which he had shown were,
by a special process of manufacture, made perfectly watertight by weaving them without a seam before they were
vulcanised, so that there was no stitching of the sides, which
was one of the principal causes of leakage. The chairman
remarked that the great secret of the water cartridge was that the
cartridge should be kept isolated in the centre of the water, and
not allowed to fall to the bottom or lie against the side of the case,
as in such a position the cartridge was not safe. In the Settle
cartridge this difficulty was overcome, as the cartridge was held in
the centre of the water, and this was the only safe method of using
a cartridge. From all the experiments made with the Settle cartridge, he had never seen a spark given off. Mr. Hall, Inspector of
Mines, observed that if there was a difficulty in preventing the
water from leaking out, they ought to seek a remedy. The chairman added that there had been so many explosions from gunpowder
that it was quite evident something would have to be done, and the
only efficient remedy seemed to be the use of high explosives, protected by the water cartridge. Mr. Cookson remarked that he had
not been able to do the work with a water cartridge that he
could do with gunpowder.
Mr. J. S. Burrows said they
got a better result with bobbin gunpowder than with dynamite,
‘There was no doubt a loss of power owing to the cartridge not
titting tightly, and the water round the cartridge would also have
a tendency to deaden the force of the blow. The safety lamp
question next occupied the attention of the members, Mr. Wm.
Duxbury, C.E., exhibiting and explaining the ‘‘ Argus” safety
lamp, which has been the subject of recent experiments at
Shettield. Mr. Mark Stirrup, one of the hon. secretaries, read a
description of a new French safety lamp, styled the Cambassédés, and Mr. Thew, of Farnworth, near Bolton, exhibited and explained a new lamp he had invented. Some
little animated discussion arose between the representatives of
wire lamps, of which there are now so large a number in the
market, one speaker observing that on an average two new safety
lamps were now being brought out every week, but the time of the
meeting had been so much occupied that there was no opportunity
for discussion, which had to be adjourned, the chairman observing
that one of the great needs of the district was an efficient testing
apparatus, when anyone on the payment of a certain sum could
have his lamp put to an independent and effective test. This was
an important question, which he hoped would be taken up by
someone.
On Saturday last a presentation of plate, subscribed for by the
members of the staff of the Duke of Bridgewater's trustees, was
made to Mr, George Fereday Smith, the general manager, to
commemorate the completion of his fiftieth year of service under
the trustees. The presentation consisted of a centre bowl for a
dining table, two ewers, and two small fruit dishes, all in solid
silver, with the following inscription
:—‘“‘ Presesented to George
Fereday Smith, M.A., J.P., D.L., by the members of the staff of
the Duke of Bridgewater's trustees, asa tribute of esteem and
respect, on the completion of his fiftieth year of ‘service as general
manager of the landed, mining, and commercial interests of the
trustees.” The presentation took place at a meeting held in the
Court House at Worsley, Mr. George Bowker, of the colliery
department, presiding, and the Hon. A. Egerton, the acting
trustee and superintendent, in a highly eulogistic speech, making
the presentation in the name of the members of the staff, who were
all present.
business continues fairly steady in the coal trade of this district,
and although prices are not absolutely firm, it is only in isola
cases that there have been any actual reductions in price since the
commencement of the month. For house-fire coals the demand still
keeps up, and except in some of the best sorts colliery proprietors
generally are moving away their present output without much difficulty. The common classes of round coal are also moving off
fairly well, owing to the demand for shipment being maintained, if
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not with quite the same briskness as a few weeks back, still sufficiently good to relieve the market from any pressure of surplus
supplies of common round coal which would otherwise be thrown
upon it by the indifferent local requirements for steam and
ironmaking purposes; engine classes of fuel are also generally
moving off pretty freely, and although at some collieries slack is
rather plentiful, it is only in very exceptional cases where colliery
proprietors find any great difficulty in moving off their present
supplies. In most cases pits are being closed from Thursday until
Tuesday next for the Easter holidays, and this has caused a little
extra pressure during the last few days, but the actual condition of
trade may be said to remain without material change. Of course,
as the season advances there is the natural declining demand for
house fire consumption, but the protracted cold weather has prevented this from so far having been felt to any really appreciable
extent, and, as a rule, collieries have still sufficient orders to kee
them going about five days a week, and prices, althoug
there is, perhaps, more disposition to meet buyers with some
slight concession, rather than allow business to pass into other
hands, are tolerably steady at late rates. At the pit mouth some
of the best qualities of Wigan Arley might possibly be got at
8s, 6d. per ton, but the average figure still remains more nearly.at
9s. per ton ; seconds Arley and Pemberton four feet coals average
7s. 3d. to 7s, 6d.; common house coals, 6s.; steam and forge coals,
5s.’6d.; burgy, 4s. 6d. to 5s.; best slack, 3s. 6d. to 4s.; and common
2s, 9d. to 3s. per ton. For shipment, 7s. 6d. is still quoted for
good qualities of steam coal delivered at the high level, Liverpool,
or the Garston Docks, but 7s. 3d. is becoming a price which is
being taken pretty freely, and orders are being competed for more
keenly than they were.
Barrow.—There is no improvement to note in the position or
attitude of the hematite pig iron trade of the Furness and Cumberland district. Asa matter of fact, the quieter tone noticed last
week is somewhat more evident. There is a quiet demand from
America, and it is not expected to improve for some little time,
as the difficulty as to carriage previously noted renders it imprac
ticable to do much business with British makers. There is, however, a good demand for hematite in America, if once this question of inland carriage is settled so as to enable British makers to
compete on favourable terms in that market. There is a fair
inquiry for iron on colonial, continental, and home accounts,
and it is probable that with the orders already held,
and the business offering from various sources, makers will
be able to keep in full blast the furnaces which have been
blown in during the past few months with a view of increasing the
production. Speculative sales are damaging the position of makers
at present, as these are being effected at a few shillings per ton less
than makers are disposed to accept. The quotations of makers,
however, have this week been reduced to the extent of 6d. per ton.
Parcels of mixed numbers of Bessemer iron in equal weights are
offered at 48s, 6d. per ton net, f.o.b., prompt delivery, and No. 3
forge at 47s. 6d. per ton. Stocks of iron are large, and are likely
to increase unless heavy shipments are made in the early spring
months, and of the latter there is every prospect. Shipping is
beginning to be busier, especially to America and the colonies.
There is a full maintenance of activity in the steel trade, and
there is no scarcity of orders for the three chief articles produced
—rails, blooms, and billets. Makers are, however, well sold of the
first and last-named goods; and as to blooms, they are not in a
position to offer any great tonnage, owing to the fact that the rail
mills, which are busy, are consuming a very large proportion of the
blooms made. The value of rails is quoted at £4 6s. per ton
net f.o.b. for ordinary heavy sections, the rate last week being
£4 5s. per ton. There is still a quiet demand for shipbuilding
material of steel. Shipbuilders have not secured any new contracts, although overtures are taking place which it is believed
will cause an increased activity in this branch of industry. At
— very few orders indeed are in the hands of builders. The
usiness doing by engineers—either marine or general—is very
small, but with a revival of shipbuilding an improvement is expected in the subsidiary industries of the district. Iron ore finds
a brisk market at from 10s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. per ton net at the
mines, The coal trade is improving, and coke is in fuller request.
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE ironworkers in the Sheffield district have been holding several meetings of late in Attercliffe, which is the headquarters of
the industry in this quarter. They are very reticent about the
business for which they have met; but it is pretty well understood
that it has to do with the re-arrangement of working, which practically means higher wages. An ironworker who attended the
gathering tells me there was a very large representation from all
districts, except Parkgate, and that the reports presented as to the
state of trade were most gratifying, with the exception of Sheffield. Another meeting is to be held prior to the conference fixed
to take place at Manchester.
Sheffield trade with the United States; continues to in ease in
value. For the quarter ending March last the exports reached a
total of £205,787 19s. 114d., against £121,971 8s. 6d. for the corresponding quarter of last year. Steel was exported to the value of
£72,897 14s, 10d., and cutlery £44,767 13s. 104d., against
£62,272 lls. 3d., and £36,181 ls. 74d. for the quarter ending
March, 1886. For the previous quarter, ending December 31st,
1886, the total value was £180,928 10s, 8d., of which steel was
exported to the value of £73,474 12s.; and cutlery, £48,783 13s. 84d.
A large portion of the steel was in bloomsand billets. The demand
for sheet steel has fallen off considerably for the States since
January. There was a good demand up to the end of the year.
One of the oldest and best known of the Sheffield plate businesses
has been disposed of during the week.—Messrs. Creswick and Co.,
silversmiths and platers, of Sheffield and London, who received the
medal for the Sheffield plated trade in the great Exhibition of 1851.
Their mark—six arrows crossed—was registered in 1877, under the
Trades’ Mark Registration Act, 1875, and has been used since the
year 1807. In the report of the Select Committee—House of
Commans—on gold and silver hall marking, 3lst July, 1878, it was
stated in evidence, ‘‘I could give you the name of a first-class
Sheffield house—Messrs. Creswick and Co.—who work under a
distinct trade mark, ‘six arrows crossed.’ It is well known in the
trade as ‘ Creswick’s Plate.’ That isthe very best electro-plate you
can buy.”
The Seite mark has been sold for £115—a moderate figure, considering the reputation it had attained. The finished goods were
about the finest I ever saw, not only in quality, but in beauty of
design and adaptability of the articles for the purposes they were
intended to serve.
The Rotherham Guardians have been stipulating for British
girders to be used in the new workhouse hospital, with the result
that they have got into a little difficulty. The architect, Mr,
Tacon, reported that the contractor was unable to obtain girders
of English manufacture for the building. He was told that they
did not roll the section required—l4 g.b. The contractor said
English girders ran up to 12in., but when they got beyond that
size there was difficulty in getting them. It was suggested that
steel ones should be taken, but it was added that steel ones could
not be got. Some of the guardians expressed doubt of the inabilty
to obtain English girders, whereupon the contractor offered to
hand over the money to get the English manufactured girders,
adding, “perhaps some of you can get them.” Ultimately the
matter was referred to the Building Committee.
Sheffield armour-plate makers are again called upon to stand up
for their compound plates against French all-steel plates. As far
backas November 29th last, it was stated that the ‘‘ War-office
were asking for 18in. steel. plates, and no one could be found in
this country to make them.” This charge is refuted. After inquirine of both firms
am informed that the Government has
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never asked for 18in. steel plates, and that the moment they ask
for 18in. or any other steel plates, their order will be taken and
executed. About twelve years ago steel plates were made for our
Government—a section of a Qin. steel plate can be seen at the
Cyclops Works—and the results, after trial, were not satisfactory.
This caused the Government to adopt compound armour, which,
they contend, has more than held its own against all steel plates in
all trials. Special mention is made of Spezia. There the compound armour was cracked, while the projectile went clean through
the all-steel plates. It was stated that this was an advantage for
all-steel, as the hole was a clean perforation, and could be
“plugged.” But then the live shell was inside the ship. Surely
the duty of a plate is to keep the shell out. It had better die
in the doing of it than not do it. Its mission is to keep the
shell out of the ship, otherwise the vessel might as well not be
armoured at all. The difficulty with steel plates is this :—If made
hard to resist the projectile, they go to pieces; if made soft, the
projectile goes clean through. Ifa soft plate is wanted, such as
the steel sample sent to Spezia, the Sheffield firms had better go
back to iron ; but as they aim, not at letting the shell in, but at
keeping it out, they find compound armour the most effective.
Even in France the compound armour is preferred to Schneider's
plates, by a ratio from 1880 to 1886 inclusive, of 14,957 tons in
favour of the Sheffield plates against 7860 tons of the Creusot. As
for the statement that ots is adopting all steel plates, it is only
necessary to remind the world of the arrangement made between
Messrs. Charles Cammell and Co. and the Russian Government, by
which the plates for the Russian marine are made on the compound
principle—one-half at Sheffield, and one-half at Kolpino, near St.
Petersburg. This arrangement has several years to run.
Good Friday begins the Easter holidays, which will be utilised as
usual for stocktaking by several of our largest firms in the iron and
steel industries. Business in some departments of the lighter
trades is again quiet.
THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
A SOMEWHAT better feeling has been noticed in the Cleveland
pig iron trade since the middle of last week. The reports of
Increased business done at Glasgow and the satisfactory nature of
last month’s shipments have had a favourable effect upon the
market. The demand for warrants has suddenly increased, especially at Glasgow. On Tuesday, the 29th ult., the price was as low
as 33s. 9d. per ton, but by the 31st sales were effected at 34s. 9d.
and 35s., and these figures have been so far maintained. Makers’
iron is also firmer, but it does not fluctuate to the same extent as
warrants. Last week business was done at 34s. for prompt
delivery, but on Tuesday 34s. 6d. was the lowest accepted. Buyers
are now freely offering 35s. for delivery to the end of June, but
makers will not entertain any such figure.
The stock of pig iron in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough
store on March 31st was 323,923 tons, being an increase of 11,535
tons during the month. At Glasgow on the same date their stock
amounted to 856,966 tons, or an increase of 10,847 tons.
The shipments of pig iron from Middlesbrough were last month
highly satisfactory, the total quantity sent away being 67,896 tons,
as against 52,620 tons shipped during February, and. 8000 tons
more than in March, 1886. Scotland, which imported 33,492 tons,
was the best customer; and, Germany took 10,893 tons, as against
756 tons in February. The United States took 5010 tons; Holland,
4465 tons; Portugal, 3500 tons; Italy, 1640 tons; and Belgium,
1174 tons. Manufactured iron and steel exports were about the
same as in February, the total being 35,791, as against 35,901 tons
previously. India received 9162 tons; Turkey, 4406 tons; and
America, 3700 tons.
Inquiries for finished iron are fewer than ever, and, except as
rezards bar iron, prices are slightly weaker. Makers have the
utmost difficulty in getting sufficient specifications to keep their
mills in regular operation.
The electric installation at the Newcastle Exhibition will include
a novelty in the shape of an electrical smithy. It will be there
shown to the public that iron and steel can be welded by means of
the heat derived from electricity. Bars of iron so united will be
placed in a testing machine, and it will be shown that the weld so
obtained is as strong as any other part. The difficulties and
expense of electric welding are, however, likely to be too great to
admit of the extension of the system to ordinary commercial purse. There will also be an electric railway in the exhibition
grounds; and the model lead and coal mines, which are now being
constructed, will be lighted throughout by electric lamps.
The deputation of mineowners and miners, who endeavoured to
convince the Home Secretary that the Cleveland district might
safely be excluded from the operation of the new Mines Regulation
Bill, as regards the use of safety lamps, and the special provisions
as to blasting, seems te have been successful as regards the latter
point. The text of the Bill, which has now been printed and
circulated, contains a provision that “ stratified ironstone mines in
the lias formation are exempted from the special provisions as to
blasting.”
A meeting of the Cleveland Institution of Engineers was held at
the rooms of the Institution, Newport-road, Middlesbrough, on
Monday evening, the 4th inst. A paper was read by Mr. R. H.
Froude, of London, on ‘‘ Dynamometrical Measurement.” Three
systems were described, namely :—Ist, the ordinary fiy-wheel
brake, with a spring at one end, and a weight at the other; 2nd,
the hydraulic brake, invented by the late Mr. Froude, of Torquay,
father of Mr. R. H. Froude; and 3rd, a system of pulleys and
weights, whereby a proportion of power taken from a main shaft by
a particular machine can be exactly ascertained. The hydraulic
dynamometer was described at considerable length, and its principles explained. It was aptly defined as ‘the yery worst centrifugal pump which could possibly be devised.” The blades of the
fan and the internal surface of the casing are of such form that the
maximum resistance to the rotation of the former is given by the
latter. The power imparted to the fan is really expended in
heating the water, a constant flow of which through the casing is
maintained. The spindle of the fan is driven by the motorto be
tested. The casing, which is delicately suspended or supported,
tends to be rotated with the fan. Its rotation, however, is resisted
by a spring acting at the end of a lever attached to it. The pressure on this spring in pounds, multiplied by the circumference in
feet of a circle, whereof the distance from the centre of the fan
spindle to the point in the lever at which the spring acts is the
radius, and divided by 33,000, gives the dynamometrical horsepower. If the number of revolutions of the engine being tested
can be maintained about constant, and if the spring remains steady
at one indication, it is obvious that the dynamometer must be
a simple, convenient, and effective one. Inasmuch as the fan does
not touch the casing, there is no internal friction whatever, except
what is due to the weight of the fan upon the journals. The whole
thing being exceedingly small, light, and compact, in proportion to
the power it is able to absorb, it can be very easily carried about
and applied to different motors. After an animated discussion, a
hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Froude was moved by the President,
Mr. Howson, and carried unanimously.
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stocks that has been getting more pronounced week by week. It
was alleged some weeks ago, that although the quantity in the
warrant stores was undoubtedly increasing, a partial decrease was
at the same time being effected in the private holdings of the
makers. Now, however, when a number of additional furnaces
have been put in blast, this position cannot be maintained, and
the depressing effect of the increase of stocks is aggravated by the
fact that the stocks are at the same time being steadily augmented
in the North of England. This week’s advices from the United
States are likewise unfavourable for our market, the demand for
Scotch iron there being slow, while a portion of the arrivals is
being sent into store. The past week’s shipments of pigs from
Scotch ports have been very small, amounting to sted tons,
as compared with 5655 in the corresponding week of 1886.
Business was done in the pig iron market on Monday at 41s. 10d.
to 41s. 6d. cash, sellers being at 41s. 104d. cash at the close. A
good effect was produced by the issue of the Cleveland ironmasters’
returns, and the prices subsequently became firmer.
:
The current as of makers’ iron are as follows :—Gartsherrie,
f.o.b. at Glasgow, per ton, No. 1, 48s., No. 3, 43s.; Coltness, 55s.
and 45s.; Langloan, 51s, and 45s. 6d.; Calder, 51s, and 42s,; Carnbroe, 44s. 6d. and 40s. 6d.; Clyde, 46s. 6d. and 41s, 6d.; Monkland,
43s. and 39s. 6d.; Govan, at Broomielaw, 43s. and 39s. 6d.; Shotts,
at Leith, 48s. 6d. and 44s. 6d.; Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. and
44s,; Glengarnock, at Ardrossan, 47s. 6d. and 41s. 6d.; Eglinton,
43s. and 39s. 6d.; Dalmellington, 45s, and 41s.
The arrivals of Middlesbrough pigs at Grangemouth for the past
week were 7960 tons, against 6865 in the same week of last
year.
“ The output of hematite pig iron in Scotland is being increased,
and the quantity produced is nearly all going into consumption at
the steelworks, there being very little of this iron in stock.
Although the principal steel works are very busy with the
execution of contracts at present on hand, the prosvects of additional work are not very bright at present. There has accordingly
been a little slackening of price, strip angles being quoted by
makers at £4 17s. 6d. No doubt some large contracts now running
are as low as £4 15s.; but since the improvement of trade began to
foreshadow itself in the autumn of last year, the lowest rate
quoted for angles until now has been £5. It is expected that an
order for steel rails and sleepers for Brazil will be placed in Glasgow
by an agent of that Government, who is here at present also ordering
some machinery.
e iron and steel goods shipped from Glasgow in the past week
embraced machinery to the value of £7400; sewing machines,
£2186; steel goods, £7050; and general iron manufactures,
£22,500.
The coal trade continues fairly active, although the requirements
of shippers are more easily met than they were a week or two ago,
in consequence of the larger outputs at the collieries. The past
week’s coal shipments were, at Glasgow, 25980 tons ; Greenock,
112; Ayr, 7873 ; Irvine, 3433 ; Troon, 5375 ; Burntisiand, 12,252,
Leith, 1904; Grangemouth, 7135 ; Bo'ness, 5698 ;Granton, 1813;
and Port Glasgow, 200—total, 71,875 tons, against 59,384 in the
corresponding week of last year. Prices are rather easier at the
ships’ side, and the price of household coals has been reduced 6d.
r ton.
go
representing the coalmasters and miners of the districts of Airdrie, Slamannan, and Bathgate Cove, at a meeting held
in Glasgow, agreed upon a sliding scale for the regulation of wages
and the avoidance of strikes. The agreement is that at the end of
each three months the wages shall be advanced or reduced by ld.
per ton for every reduction or addition of 3d. in the price of coals,
the scale to remain in force for a year to March 3lst, 1888; and
that the average prices of coals be ascertained by an accountant
mutually chosen and paid by both parties. It was agreed that the
scale should only be put in force if the men and masters at the
whole of the collieries should be induced to agree to it.

WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
CoaL and iron have been in little demand this week, but orders
come to hand freely.
In the matter of coal, there has been a greater briskness at
Swansea than at Cardiff comparatively, while Newport has remained about the same «
nal, The ‘‘drop” in the foreign coal
exports at Cardiff last wee.. amounted to 30,000 tons, so the slackness can be well imagined, and the consequent depression in coal
circles. Prices, too, have fallen, which is a bad sign. Best steam
coal, screened, has been sold for 8s, 3d. f.o.b. in Cardiff, and some
of the weaker coals for fully 1s. less. As for small steam, my fear
that a good deal would have to be tipped is being realised, as being
less costly than wagon hire. The price has declined to 4s., and
does not seem likely to stay at that.
I note that a large house colliery near Pontypridd is in the
market.
In the Monmouthshire district a little more animation has been
shown in the coal trade, especially in the neighbourhood of the
tin-plate works which have been re-started. «
Iam glad to note that Mr. Whitehouse’s tin-plate works have
been re-started. The strike has lasted twenty-three weeks, and
great suffering brought upon families and upon the district generally. The men have gone back at the old rate of wages. These
re-startings are not without an adverse influence on the Swansea
tin-plate trade, in particular as they afford reasonable excuse to
buyers for ‘‘ holding back.” Swansea has shown a more weakened
trade of late, but so long as stocks are low and makers firm, I do
not apprehend any harm.
The shipments last week included 1100 tons of tin-plates to New
York from Swansea, and I see seven large vessels will load next
week. That plates are wanted is evident, buyers offering to give
large orders; some for prompt, others for forward deliveries, at a
reduction; but this week makers are stubborn, and prefer quietness to animation with no profit. The prevailing quotations are,
cokes and Bessemer, 12s. 9d. to 13s.; Siemens 13s. 6d. to 14s,
Charcoal sheets range from 14s. 3d. to 15s. 9d.; ternes fetch
13s. 6d. to 13s. 9d. Coke wasters are as usual in demand, and
cases have come to my hearing of sales effected at the same price
as cheap brands, namely, 12s. 3d.
In iron and steel little has been done, but agood deal is expected.
Some makers are of opinion that a few weeks will bring about
a change, others that it will only come later on. All agree that
mills and furnaces are to be busy. I was pleased to see renovating
measures going on at Treforest last week; that, and renovating,
and preparing at other works, with the large purchases of foreign
ore going on, show what is coming. Coupled with this, too, cokes,
furnace and foundry, keep firm in price.
A consignment of 1100 tons of rails for America, and 1000
sleepers for Vera Cruz have been the chief exports this week, with
small “parcels” of bar for Carthagena, Santos, and elsewhere.
A meeting of Rhondda steam colliers was held Jast week. The
7} matters were brought forward by Mr. W. Abraham,
-P., but one only appeared of any consequence, and that a
recommendation that the workmen examining collieries should do
so in their usual state, and not after the management has “ put
them in order.”
Discussion on the Ynyshir accident continues, and I find that the
belief is extending that watering coal dust should be more
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
thoroughly done.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Another of the old house coal leases has just run out—the WingTHERE was a marked improvement in the Glasgow warrant field—but some acres are left at the extremity, and will be won,
market towards the close of last week. Prices had fallen so far doubtless, from another taking.
Rhymney Valley house coal trade is good, and the steam coal
that an impression was created that they might possibly have
reached the lowest point for the present, and this induced a certain output of Sir Elliott’s pit ranks with the best.
The colliery plant and machinery of the Bishwell Colliery,
amount of speculative buying which sent up the quotations in two
days about 1s. perton. This week, however, there has been a Gowerton, are to be sold eonsequent upon the abandonment of.
of Swansea, and, I
relapse due to various causes, Among these is the increase in the that colliery. This is in the wae ves
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imagine, near the spot where coal was first worked in Wales
A.D. 1305, under a charter of De Breos,
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our ewn Correspondent.)
CONSIDERING the situation of the iron markets in general, it is a
happy circumstance to be able to report that those of this country
are still enjoying a moderately good business without any change
in prices having yet taken place. Formerly values were at once
affected by the quotations on the English markets, but that has all
changed now-a-days, and like it is in other countries, it seems that
only the demand from America has any influence on those of this
country.
The iron market in Silesia is represented to be in a very healthy
state and some of the works are preparing to blow in more furnaces
in order to supply the increased domestic consumption of the
puddling works and rolling mills, The latter have received a large
influx of orders, and a tendency in wrought iron prices to rise is
visible, and for many articles considerable contracts have been
entered into, For puddling iron M. 48 to 49 is being paid; for
foundry pig, 50 to 54; and tor castings, 140 to 150; for wrought
iron, 110 to 113; and for plates, 150 to 160 p.t. The foundries and
mechanical workshops are pretty busy, caused in part by the
renovations and new arrangements being carried out at several
blast furnaces and other works. Through disagreement the newly
established wrought iron convention has already been in danger of
collapsing, but fortunately an arrangement seems to have been
patched up again, It is quite extraordinary that sound business
men can still be found, after all the experience already gained in
the matter, to pin their faith on such conventions as a panacea for
the evils arising out of competition.
In Belgium the iron market and the general run of business is
completely satisfactory, which, however, cannot be said of that of
France ; it is therefore pleasing to be able to note that the neighbouring market of Rheinland-Westphalia is so stable. The iron ore
trade is developing favourably, the sales are gradually increasing,
and therefore it is justly expected that they will soon reach a price
which, after a long period of loss, will allow the mines to be again
worked to a profit. The deliveries of Spanish ores are not so brisk
as they were. Since the fears of war have disappeared, pig iron has
been in betterdemand at pretty tirm prices, The turnaces
have soldall
their make forthe second quarter, and some have contracted for their
output for the next six months, and indeed even for a year. Forge
pig is in special request, and is here and there bps |scarce,
and there is every appearance of its becoming so generally in the
course of the quarter. Also in other sorts there is a good demand,
except for spiegeleisen, which is somewhat neglected just now, but
this is looked on as only temporary, as, generally speaking, there
is great activity in the steel branch. The prices have remained
stationary, with a tendency to rise. In wrought iron, merchant
bars, girders, and construction iron of all sorts have the preference,
and so many new orders for bars have been to give out that
some works are asking twelve weeks for delivery at M. 112, and
even 115, although 110 is the base price of the convention.
Girders are noted M. 110, and angles 120 p.t. This state of things
is, however, exceptional, for as a rule there have not yet been many
contracts made even at the base price, and generally it is only for
small lots that this price is obtained. Thin black sheets are still
in moderately good request, and are noted up to M. 140 in the
Siegerland, and 115 in Rheinland-Westphalia, while boiler plates
are in the same position as last week, the mills being moderately
engaged, a few very busy, and prices maintained at M. 145 p.t.
There are no stocks of very thin sheets either at the mills or in
merchants’ warehouses ; so in spite of the season for this = rend
being over, the prices are not expected to fall. The Western
group of ironworks produced in February 25,766 tons, and sent
away 26,387 tons of bar iron in the same month. The fall in the
American market has had its influence on some of theiron wire rod mills
here, inasmuch as the demand has slackened a little. Still steel rods
appear in America to hold their own, as their price of 42°50 dols.
has remained stationary for the last few weeks, whilst pig and bar
iron have fallen considerably. The works are still well supplied
with orders for abroad, and these prices are rather on the rise
than otherwise. The steel works are well employed, though there
is nothing remarkable to note about them this week. They are
busy making billets for America, but, as in the case of wire rods,
the orders are not so frequent as they were a short time back.
The prices of rails, sleepers, &c., are unchanged, The machine
and boiler shops, foundnes and constructive works, are moderately
employed for the moment, as many works have determined to
increase, repair, or renew their appliances.
Great things are expected from the restriction in the coal output,
but the advantages ot it will only be felt gradually when the coal
and coke industry again revive in full force, which, however, now
appears on the point of being realised if no replacing take place in
unison with some of the chief foreign markets, Gas coal costs
M. 6°40 to 7°80; furnace coal, 5°40 to 6°00; lumps, 7°60 to 8°40;
good slack, 5-20 to 6°00; patent coke, 7°40 to 8-20; ordinary coke,
6°80 to 8°50; breezes, 6°80 to 7°80 p.t. at pits.
On the 25th ult. the second of the armour-plated corvettes for
the Chinese Government was launched from the Vulcan Shipyard
at Stettin. The two vessels built here are the sister ships to those
furnished by Messrs. Sir W. Armstrong and Co. on the Tyne.
From the published accounts it would appear that shipbuilding at
Stettin is not very profitable, as the two first vessels built for the
Chinese Government and the six for the Bremen-Orient Line were
a dead loss to the Vulcan Company.
Another example of the restless activity—it might be said
mania—of German firms to establish branch manufacturies abroad
is to be seen in the Griison Company having commissioned a
Captain E. A. Piorkowski to proceed to Pittsburg and Philadelphia
to endeavour to purchase a suitable works wherein to manufacture
his chilled cast iron specialities, Up to now it has often been
believed that America was par excellence the land of chilled castings.
Whilst on the subject of cast iron turrets, it may be noted, though
perhaps taken cum grano, that whilst paying his congratulatory
visit to the Emperor, Crown Prince Rudolph of Austria, has been
inspecting military works of various kinds in this country, and
amongst other visits, he paid one to the Artillery Shooting-ground
of Kummersdorf, where he was present at some trials made against
a “homogeneous” steel armour-plate, manufactured by the Hoerde
Company, of Dortmund, with a 15 cm. gun at a very short
range (distance not given). So farso good. The following part of
the paragraph announcing this feat is literally translated, ‘‘In
spite of greatly increasing powder charges, the plate resisted a
number of shots most excellently and proved itself enormously
superior to the compound plates, so that the Prince, and especially
the military experts, could not withhold their candid acknowledgments.” After this, Sheffield must look to its laurels and will be
put upon its mettle.
CHROME STEEL PRoJEcTILES.—Messrs. Holtzer and Co., of
Unieux, have delivered 200 of their chrome steel 12in, armourpiercing projectiles at the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich. The projectiles have been quickly completed, look well, and have
the
firing test at Shoeburyness—on Saturday, March 26th last—well;
i.e, they have got through l6in. of compound metal. Messrs.
Holtzer and Co. claim to be the inventors of chrome steel projectiles. We hardly know if this claim would be conceded by other
makers of shot. Most of them now depend on the effect of
chromium to obtain uniformity of quality. Krupp is said by other
makers to use chromium, but we can answer for the absence of it
in the Krupp projectiles that performed so well at Spezia last year.
Our representative at the Spezia Griison trial sec
fragments of
the projectile, brought them home, and got them analysed, with
the result that about 0°87 per cent. of carbon was found, but no
chromium,
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AMERICAN NOTES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
New York, March 25th,
THE subsidence of orders and
inquiries during
the past two weeks has created some apprehension among furnace and millowners throughout
the country who are about completing their
winter connacts, as to whether the igh—— of
prices reavhed since February
1st will continue.
As yet, no weakness is observable. In fact, telegrams to-day exhibit an advancing tendency in
structural irun, wrought pipe, Bessemer pig, and
old rails, Chicago tharkets are sho
greater
activity av che spring season is at
though
Lake navigution will not open until about ‘May Ist,
Business cuntinues at restricted
portions, on
account of the absence of fi
freight rates.
Much business is transacted on the basis of prices
at shipping points. The Railroad
missioners
have Tee named by the President. The supervision of the rates of 130,000 miles of railways
scattered over such a territory as the United
States is a problem of no small proportions,
The iron trade continues rather light, although
crude and finished products are held at full winter
quotations, and buyers show no anxiety to order
for summer delivery. The pig iron production is
increasing every week by the blowing-in of new
or repai
furnaces,
Foundry quotations are
22 dols. for No. 1; forge iron is 19 dols. to
19°50dols. Merchant steel for tools has advanced
10 per cent. Steel rails for winter delivery could
be had at 38°50 dols., though makers are not
soliciting orders. Old rails are weaker under
heavier foreign offeri
Scrap in cargo lots is
quoted at 23 dols. for shipment. Transactions in
foreign material are light, and buyers will await
developments before placing orders for more than
current requirements, There is great activity in
real estate throughout all the
er cities and
towns, and this indicates great building activity,
with a consequent active demand for iron, steel,
lumber builders’ hardware, and building material generally. Blocks of houses are frequently
‘‘run up” in sixty to ninety days, and heavier
work, such as mill work, is done with unusual
—
In Boston, New York, and Philadelphia
about one hundred million dollars will be expended
in new buildings, Every industrial establishment
is crowded, and fresh business at good rates is
daily offering.
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nie on the pet tm shares, they will be CondensedTHE
from the weg
of the Commissioners of
£1000, as
entitled to such sum not exc
they may determine; qualification, £ 00 in shares
or stock,
Application for Letters Patent.
Ld When gett have been “‘communicated” the
Matlock Waterworks Company, Limited.
name
address of the communicating party are
printed in italics.
This company was originally constituted by the
29th March, 1887.
Matlock Waterworks Acts, 1860 and 1881, and on
the 30th ult, was registered as a limited company. 4629, sores of Swine Frames, J. A. Macmeiken,
The capital is £7600, divided into 800 shares of London.
AuToMATIC FiRE-ALARM, J. Holmes, Skipton-in£5 each, and 360 shares of £10 each, all of which 4630.
Craven.
are taken up and are fully paid.
4681. SELF-cLosina WaTER-GaucE Firrinos, R, W.
Bell, B lord,
Zaruma Gold Mining Company, Limited.
4682, Routine Macuines, G. K. Birge, London.
E. Calone, M. E, Bourgeois,
This is a reconstruction of the Great Zaruma ae yooton,Ranae,
London.
Gold Mining Company, Limited, carrying on 4634, Pressino Bricks
and
Tixes, &., T. C. Fawcett,
operations in Ecuador, South America. It was
Halifax
yyy on the 30th ult., with a capital of 4635. ‘TELEGRAPHIC Cat, Apparatus, C. L. Baker and
F.
B
,
Manchester.
£300,100 in £1 shares, with the following as first
4636. Execrric Sarety Pistot, E. Hollanders, Portsubscribers
:—
sea.
Shar
4687. ConverTIBLE Soras, &c., W. G. Hudson and C.
F, J. Manning, 40, Glenthorne-road, Hammertham.
R. Feay,
smith, so!
Macuines for Launpries, J. Heselwood,
J. B. Broad, 43, Norcott-road, Stoke Newington..
1 4638. WasHinc
c
"
C. W. Mo
, 68, Jeffreys-square, Clapham, acCompinep Winpow Lirt and Wepor, J. W.
rh Peis cz "Fo,ii e200 oe Baa Se ee : 4639.
and W. Carmichael, Parton.
a 4
, C.E., 76,Finsbury-pavement.. ..
SHEDDING Motion for Looms, J. and E. Horrocks,
LB geen 280, nat
. gp ete:
: 4640.
Bradford.
. P.Cooper,2, Maitland, Lower Clapton.,
Lire VesseL, W. Holderness, Ulverston.
E. E. Venables, 13, Copthall-court is casei aera see 1 4641.
4642. Mountinc Door Kyoss to Spinpies, E. Taylor
The number of directors is not to be less than
and 8. Davis, mn Be
three, nor more than nine; the subscribers are to 4643. Snatcu Biocks, T. J. Turner and M. Douglas,
e.
appoint the first, and act ad interim; qualifica- 4644. Cy.tinper
Brakes of LirHocraPHic PRINTING
tion, 500 ordinary shares; remuneration, £1000
Macuaines, G. Brayshaw,
8.
per annum.
4645. ADJUSTABLE SPANNERS, T. Norman, Sheffield.
4646. Gas Bor.ine Stove, A. Hill, Birmingham.
4647, Potato Roaster, T. C. Greaves, Manchester.
4648. Priwary Batreries, C. L. Tweedale, ManTHE FINEST FIBRES.
chester.
Paper, T. McDougal and F. Lindley, Glasgow.
At the meeting of the Physical Society, March 4649.
or Ainina CLoTuEs, &c., T. Wilde,
26th, a paper was read ‘‘On the Production, Pre- a
tion, and Properties of the Finest Fibres,” 4651. Brusnes for Brusuinc Cur Pire Fasrics, T.
y Mr. C. V. Boys, M.A. The inquiry into the
Schofield and F. Barker, Curnbrook.
4652. Cigar and CIGARETTE Cases, &c., W. H. Ireland,
pee and properties of fibres was
Birmingham.
y the experiments of Messrs, Gibson and 4653,
ConTROLLING the Pressure of Coat Gas, J. J.
Gregory ‘‘On the Tenacity of Spun Glass,”
Butcher, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
described before the society on February 12th, and 4654.
Raisina Liquips, G. 8. Hendry and A, Faulds,
the necessity of using such fibres in experiments
—
on which Professor: Riicker and the author are 4655. Boxes Composep of Carppoarp, L. Gunn and J.
Perry, London.
;
“pet.
various methods of producing organic 4656. Knire and Boot CLeanino Macuine, G. Litting,
Stevenage.
fibres such as silk, cobweb, &c., and the mineral 4657.
R. A. Townsend, London.
fibres voleanic glass, slag wool, and spun glass, 4658. WueEe.s,
Artistic Motro Carp for ATTacHING FINGER
were referred to, and experiments shown in
Rivas, W. G. Pilcher, Southsea.
which
masses
of
fibres
of
—
wax
or
Canada
4659.
Motive
Power
Enornss, J. Maynes and C. L.
NEW COMPANIES.
Watchurst, London.
balsam were ce by electri ving the melted
4660,
VaLves
for
Steam
Enoines, J. Maynes and C. L.
substance.
In
producing
very
fine
glass
fibres,
THE following companies have just been regis- the author finds it best to use very small quantiWatchurst, London.
Compound Esornes, T. W. Worsdell, London.
ties at high temperatures, and the velocity of 4661.
the Corks of Borries, A. D. Mestre,
Alvarez Patent Life Raft, Jury Rudder, and Sea separation should be as great as possible, The 4662, Securrne
n.
Equipment Company, Limited.
oxyhydrogen jet is used to attain the high tem- 4663. Steam Enoines, W. P. Thompson.(G. Smith,
United
States.)
perature,
and
several
methods
of
obtaining
a
great
On the 25th ult. this company was registered, velocity have been devised. The best results 4664. Evecrric Furnaces, W. P. Thompson.—(B. H.
with a capital of £25,000, in £1 shares, to acquire obtained
and A. H. Cowles, United States.)
are given by a cross-bow and straw 4665.
the British patent rights of Captain ¥. lvarez, arrow,
BicycLe Lanterns, F. P. Prindle and C. H.
of which a thin rod of the
granted for a jury rudder and life-saving appa- substanceto tothebe tail
Koyl, London.
drawn
is
cemented.
Pine
is
used
ratus. Power is taken to carry on business as for the bow, because the ratio of its elasticity to 4666. FeLt Hats, &c., A. Fielding, Manchester.
Batrery So.vtions, W. P. Kookogey,
general shipbuilders, repairers, brokers, mer- its density—on which the velocity attainable 4667. —
on.
chants, &c. The subscribers are :—
.
depends—is great. The free end of the rod is 4668. Loapisa CartTripcE SHeLis, G. M. Peters,
London.
held between the fingers, and when the middle
*W. Price, 58, South John-street, Liverpool, shipApverRTisinG, A. Bruckner, London.
_
eae
1 part has been heated to the required temperature, 4669.
4670. IxcanpEscence of Gas Frame, W_ Cluse,
*J. B. de Abaitua, 85, Jordan-street, Liverpool,
the
string
of
the
cross-bow
is
suddenly
released,
London.
marine superintendent .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 thus projecting the arrow with great velocity, and 4671.
Cocks or Caps, E. C. Urry, London.
*B. French, 39a, South Castle-street, Liverpool,
Lamp, T. G. Pinn, London.
I
8s. 405 96. ten: Las ahh ah. 5h)
1 drawing out a long fine fibre. By this means 4672. Door
of Water-TIGHT BuLk#eEaps, J. H. Shar*C, 2. Gruchy, 34, James-street, Liverpool, sail- ‘ fibres of glass less than yy}zzin. in diameter can 4678.
rock,
Liverpool.
be made,
:
4674.
Prerarino,
&c., Fisrous Materiat, T. Bentley
*J. J. G. Little, 138, Islington, Liverpool, merThe author has also experimented on many
and 8. Makin, London.
minerals,
such
as
quartz,
sapphire,
ruby,
garnet,
4675.
Watcues,
O.
Imray.—(Waterbury Watch ComJ. C. Harker, 28, Chapel-street, Liverpool, steamfeldspar, fluorspar, augite, emerald, &c., with
ny, United States.)
or less success. Ruby, sapphire, and fluor- 4676, AutomaTic BRaKE MecuHaniséM, G. Westinghouse,
*H. J. Gell, Liv
overlooker .. ..
1 more
London.
W. C. Munro, 18,
y-street, Liverpool
1 spar cannot well be drawn into fibres by this pro- 4677.
Luxx Motion for Steam Enornes, 8. T. Price,
but quartz, augite, and feldspar give very
on.
The number of directors is not to be less than cess,
satisfactory
results.
Garnet,
when
treated
at
low
4678.
Boxes, &c., for ALIMENTARY and other Susthree, nor more than seven; qualification, 100 temperatures, yields fibres exhibiting the most
stances, D. Clark, London.
shares; the first are the subscribers denoted by beautiful colours. Some very interesting results 4679.
Raisina, &c., SHutrers, &c., J. de Burgue.—(J.
an asterisk, and Mr. Isidore Alvarez; remunera- have been obtained with quartz, from which
EB. Blache, France.)
tion, 10s. each per meeting.
Ripinc Breecues, &c., W. W. Crisp and R. L.
fibres less than ygyhzzin. in diameter have been 4680.
Wood, London.
obtained. It cannot be drawn directly from the 4681.
Spixnina
Corton, &c., J. White and T. Randall,
crystal, but has to be slowly heated, fused, and
South Wales Import Company, Limited.
London
cast into a thin rod, which rod is attached to the
Cup for use when Lutina Pipe Jornts, A. C.
At Cardiff and other places this company pro- arrow as previously described. Quartz fibres 4682.
Emery, London.
poses trading as iron ore and roy Bee im- exhibits remarkable properties, as it seems to be 4683. Sasu or Door Latcu, B. H. Holmes, London.
porters. It was registered on the 30th ult., with free from torsional fatigue, soevident in glass and 4684. Stopreriye of Borties, W. C. Wood, Nunhead.
4685.
Furnaces and GraTe Bars, E. W. V. Duzen,
a capital of £25,000, in £10 shares, with the metallic fibres, and on this account is most valuon.
following as first subscribers:—
able for instruments requiring torsional control.
CuLoraTes of the ALKALIES or ALKALINE EARTHS,
Shares. The tenacity of such fibres is about 50 tons on the 4686.
H. Gall and Viscount A. de Montlaur, London.
*P. Morel, Cardiff, shipowner ..
248
uare
inch.
In
the
——
on
the
fatigue
4687.
GeneRaTING
Gas, A. A. Harwood and M. D. V.
A. R.Chenhalls,Cardiff, clerk..
1
was experienced in Tassel, London.
Re Ly
i ae ea ke
1 of fibres great difficulty
+ magnetically
TyPE conTAINING CHANNELS, J. C. Mewburn.—
ng a
neutral, and 4688,
W. Rut Cardiff, accountant. .
1
(A. A. Low, United States.)
J. Wood, Cardiff, clerk.. .. 5... 2.
1 sealing wax was found the most suitable.
Opsects, L. Preussner, London.
G. Williams, Cardiff, clerk.. .. .. ..
1 An experiment was performed illustrating the 4689. MARBLE-LIKE
Topacco Pires, G. H. Batley, London.
*T. Morel, Penarth, shipowner.. .. ..
247 fatigue of glass fibres under torsion, and diagrams 4690.
4691. Toorn Brusues, G. F. Horsey and E. H. Horsey,
The subscribers denoted by an asterisk are the exhibited showing that the effect of annealing
London.
them is to reduce the sub-permanent deformation 4692. Hot-arn Enarves, R. L. Howard, E. Howard,
first directors,
and R. 8. Lloyd, London.
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for ENoINes or Pumps, G. W. McQuaker,
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iw,
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for
4695. PREVENTING or EXTINGUISHING Fire, K.McLennan,
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Ly
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,000, divided into 92,500 torsional measurements, the author believes that
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Murray, United States.)
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London.
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4698.
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and
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J. Wightman, 17, Villa-road, Nottingham |. .. 200 in length, has been for about nine months doing 4708. Ruppers, R. Fleming, London.
Cc. W. —— 8, Cleveland-gardens, Hyde Park, ose a fair goods traffic. Manihari is a point on the
Boxes, F. W. Powell, London.
8
ee oe 60: .@t. me ee oo ee oe
left or north bank of the aan. opposite SahibMrasurine Distances, W. T. Unge, London.
A. Smith, 3, Myrtle-terrace, Tottenham, clerk .. 1 pani station of the East Indian Railway (loop
. Frre-escape, T. Melville, London.
W. Taylor, Blend -terraca, Plumstead Common
1 ine.) These two points are connected by a steam
Serrine ovt Courts for Lawn Tennis, &c., C.
and D. Pearce,
London.
.
The number of directors is not to be less than ferry. From Manihari the new line runs northExpiostve Compounn, C. D. Abel.—(H. Schénefive, nor more than ten; the subscribers are to ward a distance of fifteen miles to Kattiyar, 4718.
weg, Germany.)
appoint the first, After payment of the pre- which was the head-quarters of the staff of
- 4714.
Execrricaa Siena Bet, F. A. Amoric,
ference dividend, the directors may receive such neers and other railway servants, and also a
London.
4715. Piano Pepat, O. Schmidt, London.
remuneration as the company in general meeting junction.
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4716. Stoppers, &c., for Hottow Vessers, H. L.
Phillips, London.
80th March, 1887.
4717. Givixo Leapine Action to Hossy Horses, W.
Woulds, Lincoln.
4718. Puotoorapnic Camera, C. Cushworth, London.
4719. Hiyoes for Extension Strep Lappers, A.
mondson, J. B. Moorhouse, and T. A. Proctor,
Skipton-in-Craven.
4720, Ci@aretTre Case, J. Howson, London.
4721. Macuines for Grinpina Twist Drits, J. W.
Newall, London.
4722. Licutina, W. and F. W. Wright, Manchester.
4723. Raitway Sionat Appuiances, C. J. Howe, Sunderland.
4724. Pays and Kertzes, 8. Morley, Horsforth Wood4725. song ARRANGEMENT, T. N. Armstrong and
le
Ww.
4726. MULTIPLE Pry Fasrics, H. Hardwick, Manchester.
4727. Tosacco Pires, W. P. Smith, B
4728, Cup or Hoiper for Suspenpine Bituiarps, &c.,
W. Buttery and J. H. Smith, London.
4729. Fastenine Necxtigs, J. Clegg, London.
4730. Hanpwritina, E. Cockersoll, os ee
4731. Ciosinc Bottizs, C. E. and W. P. Cherry,
jton-upon-Hull.
4732. BorLer Tube Stopper, T. Dixon, jun., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
4733. ExtincuisHer for O11 or Spirit Lamps, R. L.
, Taunton.
4734, TRimmine Fincer and Tor Naixs, C. McDermott,
4735. Meter for Drawine any Sratep Quantity of
O11, &c., J. Ralls, Brid
.
4736. Sun Suapes, &c., J. W. Stark, Barrow-in-Furness.
4737. Sprinc Matrresses and their Frames, W.
Waterhouse and T. W. Blantern, Birmingham.
4738, SIGNALLING Apparatus, T. D. Weir, Glasgow
4739. Brace.ets, I. Greenbury, Edinburgh.
4740. Dameine Paps, J. 8. Downing, Birmingham.
4741. Fiats employed in Carpine Encixes, J. Hall
and J. Ripley, London.
4742. Pressine CLoru and other Fasrics, J. Longtain,
4743. Automatic Bo1iLer Freep Reocuators, T. Parker.
EB. Dumas, France.)
4744. Supportinc, &c., Exements in ELecrric
BATTERIES,
is, London.
a —
Macuixes, J. Dalby and W. Hunt,
on.
4746. Pumps, J. West, London.
4747. STOPPERING Bort.es, &., J. Leytz, London.
4748. Makino Ivrusions or Decoctions, F. W. Gibbons,
London.
4749, Preventine the Emission of FLame and SMOKE
from Cuimyeys of Furnaces, A. M. Clark.—(P.
Oriolle, fils, France.)
4750. SLITTING or CuTTING and Dampino Paper, W. W.
y and M. Hart, London.
4751. Licutine, E. Davies, London.
4752. Lec and Foor Poutice for Horses, &c., E.
cock and W. H. Crawcour, Nottingham.
4753. PepesTaL, &c., Vatve C.osets, R. G. L. Burn
and J. Macdonald, London.
4754, STONE-BREAKING, N. J. Gorgeon, London.
4755. Drawine Macuines for WooL.en, &c., THREADS,
J. Y. Johnson.—{J. Jmbs, France.)
4756. Cases or Hoipers for Penciis, &c., J. Spear,
ndon.
4757. — &c., Enorves, E. Casper.—(A. E. Tavernier,
rance.
4758. THREE-LEGGED Compass, G. F. Redfern.—(A.
nton, France.)
4759. Motors for Uritisine the Force of Water, W.
H. Sleep, London.
4760. Rounpasouts, G. F. Liitticke, London.
4761. BittiaRp TaBLzs, F. Barrett and T. F. Garrett,
London.
4762. BosBin-NET or TwisTt-Lace Macaines, A. C.
Henderson.—(H. S. La Serve, France.)
4768. Heatina, &., Raipway Carriaces, R. Ashton,
chester.
“ Morpauntine, Dyeinc, &c., Raw Cotton, G.
on
4765.agenburg,
Deck Seat,London.
J. W. me
Glasgow.
4766. Benpina Leap, &c., Pipes, &c., W. E. Heath,
London.
4767. Dentat Forceps, H. H. Leigh.—{G. Poulson,
Germany.)
4768, ADJUSTABLE QuaDRanT, T. D. Ogden, Manchester.
4769. Woo. Compina Macuines, W. R. Hamilton,
London.
4770. Foipinc TaBLes and Seats, R. Haddan.—(Simon
and Vivenot, France.)
4771. Hatr-pins, P.
Stéphany, London.
4772. Water Meters, J. W. Stawitz, London.
4773. Doon Cuecxs, A. J. Boult.-(@. 2. Elliott,
United States.)
4774. Dutcu Ovens, D. Rogers, sen., D. Rogers, jun.,
J. Shaw, and J. Owen, Liverpoo!
4775. DETACHABLE HANDLE Bars for VELociPEDEs, &c.,
A. J. Boult.—(P. Focke, Germany.
4776. Fork for STEERING WHEELS of Bicycies, &c.,
. M.
ers, London.
4777. Drivine Gear for TaBLe Macuines for Swe,
&c., P. A. Dohis, London.
4778. Automatic and other Guys, H. 8. Maxim,
London.
4779. Automatic Con Freep Apparatus, for InpICaTING Weicut, &c., M. R. Marelle, London.
4780. REFRIGERATING, Propucinec, and Urtinisine
Cop, R. Matthews, London.
4781. Exvectric Batreriges, The Electrical Power
8
Company and H. W. Butler, London.
4782. Loapine Guns, G. B. Rennie, London.
4783. Diminisnine the CLickine Noisr in TREADLE
Sewrno Macuines, C. Kahn, Germany.
4784. Gas, H. B. Sheridan and E. Rawlings, London.
8lst March, 1887.
4785. Topacco Pipe, O. C. Mootham, Bournemouth.
4786. Kwrrtisc Macuines, G. Riley, Leicester.
4787. Bepsreapbs, I. A. Read, Manchester.
4788, TypE-wrirers, G. J. Purser, Birmingham.
4789. Beps, I. Choriton and G. L. Scott, Manchester.
4790. Test Vatve, W. Robertson, Dublin.
4791. MecHanicaL Toys, G. Cole, London.
4792. Gass and Woop Letrer, z Edmett, London.
4793. GILL-BoxEs, W. Gawthorp, J. Reddihough, and
8. Wade, B: ‘ord.
4794. Boots, J. Sainty, Norwich.
4795. Motor WHEEL, F. F. Lee, Salisbury.
4796. GuN, ProyecTILE, &c., R. Low, Dundee.
4797. Ratsine Beer, J. Crawford,G Ww.
= ScrEENING CINDERS
from AsHEs, R. Soans, North4799. BrusHine Yarns, &c., C. Bi
Manchester.
4800. ComBINED Motor, &c., W. H.
ott, Thurles.
4801. Coverine for Gonas, &. RB. Unite, Birmingham.
4802. Enp for ReauLatine Distances, &c, J. R. Elliott,
Taunton.
i
4803. Air-T1GHT StopreRs, J. T. Mantle, ne
4804. S:
Carriers for Macic-Lanrerns, W. J
Coles, London.
4805. ConveRTING Reciprocatine into Rotary Motion,
8. Dobson, Manchester.
4806. Laces, J. Halliwell, Manchester.
4807. CartrincEs, E. R. Butler, Germany.
4808. RecuLatine Horizontat Swineof PHOTOGRAPHIC
Cameras, C. Sands and J. J. Hunter, London.
4809. InsuLaTING ELEctrricaL Conpuctors, E. Tortora,
on.
4810. Preventina the Wastina of Canpies, G. H.
Elphick, London.
4811. Fium Motors, C. Hawkins, London.
4812. MecuanicaL Ovens, R. Goburth, Germany.
4813. Take-up for Sewina Macurnes, A. F. Wileman,
Ealing.
4814. Motor Enorne, J. Roots, Gunnersbury.
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4815. Covrtixe Apparatus, J. Y. Johnson.—{La Compagnie des Appareil§ d’Acerochage Automatique des
Wagons de Chemin de Fer, France.
4816. Brttarp Cvss, J. H. Smith,
don.
4817. Frower Sranps, E.
, London.
4818. Metat CovereD Roors, 8. Taylor, London.
4819.. Meat Toaster, J. J. Furney,
4820. Roturye Roaps, T. PerkinsandJ. E. 8. Perkins,
London.
4821. Opaque Grass, E. Moore, London.
4822. Opaque Guass, E. Moore, London.
4828. Gatvanic Batrery, C. H. Cathcart, London.
- GENERATING ELECTRO-MAGNETIC CURRENTS, O. C.
. Ross,
jon.
4825. Paper Cuttrinc Macurines, H. J. Salmon, J.
Ca) , and W. H. Duffett, Manchester.
4826. CapsuLine of Borr.es, G. Y. Simon, London.
4827. Comprvep Envevore and Lerrer SHEET, H. H.
Lake.—(J. P. T. Guillot, France.)
4828. SyHurries, G. Langlands and W. Webster,
Glasgow.
4829. ScCREW-PROPELLER Bossxs, T. Dobie.—(J. G.
Dodbie, India.)
4830. Dvptexine Neepie TeLeocrapns, J. Fleming,
G
Ww.
4831. Lusricators, M. H. Smith-Krohg orSmith-Krog,
Middlesex.
4832. Execrnopes, H. Liepmann, Middlesex.
4833. Faprics, T. Stevems, London.
4834. Trousers STReTcHER, W. W. Horn.—{E. C. Weston, United States.)
4835. Brick-makinc Macuine, T. Le Poidevin, London.
4836. Barres, P. E. Establie, London.
4837. Reoavrator, A. E. Barker, London.
4838. Movutprne Macutnes, G. Guntz, Washington.
4839. Mov_pine Macurnes, G. Guntz, W:
n.
4840. Inpicatinc Payment, J. L. Daviesand C. H.
Fitzmaurice, London.
4841. Cvrrino SHovet Pcates, L. Wache and R. James,
London.
4842. Openrno Borries, A. Alexander, London.
4843. Motors, E. Stevens, London.
4844. Screw Converers, L. Rissler and H. Reinhard,
London.
4845. Removinc Roots from Grary, L. Réesler and
H. Reix
mndon.
4846. Coatmnc Iron with Tix, A. Gutensohn and E.
Cox, London.
4847. Drivine Gear, J. C. Stevenson, J. Marshall, and
M. F. W. Bristed, London.
22444. Latcues, F. Taylor, London. 12th Feb., 1887.
(Received April 2nd, 1887. This ap;
tion having
been
y included in No. 2244, a.p. 1887, takes
under Patents Rule 23, that date.)
lst April, 1887.
4848. Watcn Protector, R. H. Padbury, London.
4842. Switcues, H. Tipper, Bi
¥
4850. Lamps, F. W. H. ak B: ‘ord.
4851. Fire Drawer, T. Baker, Cardiff.
4852. Socks, W. Sutcliffe, Halifax.
4853. Macurvery for Rottixe Rows, D. Elliott and W.
= Ainslie, Leeds.
4854. Destroyrno Insects, N. Procter, Derbyshire.
4855. Cramp, W. B. and N. N.
Manchester.
= Coverine Ro.iers, T. Briggs and KE. Webb, Manester.
4857. Sores for Sxoes, R. Kieserling, Barmen.
4858. Pouttices, C. Westrook, Sheffield.
4859. Heatrxa, A. Fehlen, London.
4860, DELIVERING ARTICLES AUTOMATICALLY, C. Ingrey,
Middlesex.
4861. Racks, J. A. Gordon, G
4862. NEEDLE THREADER, J. Darli , Glasgow.
4868. Brewrne, F. Faulknerand W. Adlam, London.
a Cooxrxe Apparatvs, T. G. and R. C. Smith, Lonion.
4865. Casks, C. Godbolt, London.
4866. Lamps, T. V. Hughes, London.
4867. Tea Urns, H. C. Willmott, London.
4868. Ice-makinc, H. M. Thomas, London.
4869. VeLocipepss, G. H
London.
4870. Botrie Houpers, J. H. Middleton, ~~
4871. Fasrexies for METALLIC TRUNKS, W. B. W
son, London.
4872. Sapp.es for Bicycies, J. F. Whitehead, London.
4873. Borie Rock, &c., J. A.McKean, London.
4874. Gas Ovens, 8. Leoni, Londan.
4875. Gas Lamps, C. T. Robinson, Lonion.
4876. Fives, A. J. Boult.—{G. Custer, J. S. Napier, sen.,
and N. Napier.)
4877. Hotpers for Newspapers, A. Novotny and W.
m, Liverpool.
4878. ExaBLine a Constant Watcu to be Kept by the
May at the Ware: in Respect to the Sipe Licurs
of Suirs, 8. A. Johnson, London.
4879. HermeticaLLy SeaLep Cana, T. Dence and J. J.
Mason, London.
4880. Rixes for Sprsyinc Macuives, P., R., and J.
Eadie, Manchester.
4831. Propuction of Hyprocren Gas, W. Majert and
G. Richter, London.
4882. FLouR-DREssinc Macurxes, 8. Samuel-Atkins
and R. Driver, London.
4883. ScHoot Baas, J. Spear, London.
4884. Gas for Licutrne, G. F. Redfern.—(A. Goutierre,
Belgium.)
4885. Securrye FLexis_e Tuses on Hose Covpiixos,
N. Howitt, London.
4836. Licutine and Heatina by Gas, J. Wybauw,
London.
4837. Deracuinc Coat, T. and R. W. Bower, and J.
Blackburn, London.
48 8. Oprarnisc Hypro-carsons from Gases, F. Friedlander and J. Quaglio, London.
4839. Trasaino and Cuttine Sucar-cane, T. Tomli
.
on.
480. AvTomatic Friction Corp Rack, W. Fraser,
London.
4891. AvToMATIC ADJUSTABLE Button, W. Fraser,
London.
4892. Lusricator, W. Fraser, London.
4893. ApyusTABLE ALaRM Eco Timer, W. Fraser,
London.
-: Meraiic Boxes, W. H. Lloyd and J. Wylde,
on.
4895. Picker and Suvrrix Cusnioner, J. H. Paige,
ndon.
4806. Lasts, E. Newberry, J. W. Sharp, T. BH. Salmon
and F. Jackson, London.
‘
‘
@nd April, 1887.
4397. 5 He na for Savixc Lives at Sza, E. 8. Cope, London.
4898. Fixinc Hanpies to TapLe Cut.ery, H.J. Perry,
Brighton.
4899. Macuines for Poncuino, &c., W. F. Gilmer,
London.
4900. Lusrication of JournnaL Bearrnos, N. Rix,
Colney St. Albans.
4901. Pocket Guarp, W. J. Orwin, London.
4902. Stipinc Guarp for Firepaces, &c., M. W. Maydon.
4908. Corp-HoLDERS for Burxps, &c., J. J. James,
Birmingham.
4904. Awnixes for Venicies, T. M. Norris, Liverpool.
4905. Dvernec and Printixe, A. Ferrie, Manchester.
4906. Drivinc Merry-co-Rounps, &c., J. Rushworth,
rye Se
s
4997. Or. Lamps and ExtrnovisHers, E. Sherring, Manchester.
‘
4908, Catt Betts, A. Nicholas, Birmingham.
4909.
m and Titt Be.is, A. Nicholas, Biram.
4910. Macuixes for Brusuine,
&c., Leatuer, H. T.
Roberts, Halifax.
411. Removat of Reruse, E. Vigers, Stoke-uponTrent.
T
4912. Betts for Drivinc Macuixery, M. Gandy,
Liv.
Ll.
4918. MovaBe Stups, A. Reynolds, Birmingham.
4914. Switcnes, R. D. Smillie, Glasgow.
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4915. Propuction of Protoorapas in CoLours, W.
Trenemen, London.
4916. Drepoine Apparatus, D. Cunningham,G Ww.
4917. AxLE Putters, W. Hawkins, W. Fisher, and A.
ia
Winer
4918.
Winca, J J. th, Keighl ey.
4919. Or Lamps, W. Devoll, Eni mn.
4920.
“LOADING SMALI-aARMs, T. Woodward,
Sutton Coldfield.
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
(From theUnited States’ Patent Office Oficial Gazette.)
356,834. E.ecrric Motor, W’. W. Griscom, Haverford
College, Pa.—Filed August 25th, 1885.
Claim.—(1) In an electric motor, a field magnet, the
cores of which are ex
ed so as to form a divisible
box or casing ala] to contain
all the working
of the machine, as set forth. (2) In an electric motor,
the two-part box field magnet core a a, having field
cores A, suitably faced to receive the armature, and
having tra
air
ages Al, and vent-holes A?
A%, and provided with the hinge a! and a suitabl
fastening, as set forth. (3) In an electric motor, the
combination, with a two-part box field magnet divided
on its central line and suitably
ed
with the hollow extensions R R, of the armature
shaft and the removable bearings H HI, fitting
into
adapted to be securely held within the
ections R R when the box is closed, as set forth. Pa)
n an electric motor, the combination, with a coinmutator, a suitable armature and field magnet, of a pair
of commutator brushes, an adjustable support there-

Aprit

the latter may be communicated
th the inter.
mediate magnet to the anpeert C2, (2) The combination of a lever C2, a lever L, for a derived-cireuit
net, and an intermediate
t by whose magnetic
influence the lever C? is
ed, ” so that movement
of the lever L may be communicated to it. (8) The
combination of the lever or support C2, a lever or support L, controlled by a derived-circuit magnet, and
an intermediate main-circuit magnet by whose magnetic influence the support C2 is kept in mechanical
connection with support L, so that movements of the
latter will be communicated to lever C*.
356,957. Device ror Trimmine THE Enns oF Tunes,
EB. Q. y Delgado, Brooklyn, N.Y.—Filed June 26th,
1886,
Claim.—{1) The tool D, having a head /, provided
with an annular recess m, in its inner face, cutters g
ae oer meet said eget by a
cutter or cutting projection J,
to
project centrally from within
recess, substantially
as and for the purpose specified. (2) The tool D,
page behead ¢, provided with an annular recess m.
in = ner face, cutters g around the outer margin o!
sai
recess, a reaming cutter or cutting _
jection /, arranged to project centrally from within
said recess, and an outer stem extension or shank s,
essentially as and for the
herein described. £2
In a combined hand tool and holder for removing the
from or finishing the cut ends of tubes or pipes,
the combination of an arm or jaw adapted to slip over
the pipe and to hold on to the same, a pressure lever
attached to said arm or jaw, a
frame carried
by said lever, and a rotatable finishing — tool
having its bearings in said swinging frame and provided with means for rotating it, substantially as
specified. (4) In a cembined tool and holder for
finishing the cut ends of tubes or pipes, the combination of the eye or sleeve-like arm B, having a clamping

8, 1887.

pinion ¢ and the bevel wheel } and the crank a and
the shaft in bearings at the top of the standard p and
356,990

connecting the crank and bevel gear, substantially
specified.
$57,191. Revier Vatve ror Enoine Cycinpers, 7,
M, Fell, Tenafly, N.J.—Filed June 14th, 1886,
Claim.—(1) In an automatic cylinder relief valve, the
combination of the cylinder with the piston jand the
valves, the valves and ene being wholly contained
within the cylinder, substantially 1s descri
(2) In
an automatic cylinder relief valve, the combination

mat

for, said support being also provided with a contact
device adapted to close a circuit between the bin
posts when the brushes are in their position of leas
sufficiency, at zero, a wheel to be driven, and a brake
normally opposing the movement thereof, a pivotted
lever, and a retracting
and
hanical connections between the brush-holder and the lever, and
the lever and brake, whereby the movement of the
lever by the operator will carry the commutator
brushes away from their normal position at zero, and
at the some time remove the brake from the wheel
and allow the apparatus to start, and when released
said
will automatically return the brushes to
zero and close the by-pass circuit and simultaneously
eprlythe brake to the machine being driven, as set
01
356,902. AnMaTURE For DyNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES,
&. Thowson, New Britain, Conn.—Filed May 25th,
1883.
Claim.—{1) An armature core or body consisting of
thin or flexible iron ribbon or tape set edgewise to the
axis of the armature, and formed, as described, at one
or both edges so as to compensate for the difference in
the length of its inner and outer circumference. (2)
An armature made up with flat wire or tape set on
edge and curved to the outline of the armature, said
tape having a sinuous or indented surface upon its
inner portion, as and for the purpose described. (3) An
armature core made up of tape or ribbon set edgewise
and crimped, curved, or corrugated at its inner portion,
so as to lessen the circumferential space covered
thereby. (4) In an
armature, the
bination, with a
frame having longitudinal bars or ribs, of flat ribbon
or tape wound edgewise thereupon, as and for the pur-

pose described. (5) In an armature, the combination,
with the longitudinal supporting-ribs, of the ribbon or
tape wound edgewise upon the same and given a
crimped or wavy form by impingement upon the ribs.
(6) An annular or by armature core or carrier
formed of a helix of thin iron plate or ribbon set on
— concentric with the armature shaft and having
ts
jive turns i 1 ted from one another. (7) A
hollow cylindrical armature core com
of
spirals or helices concentric with and suitably supported upon an armature shaft, and having their convolutions respectively insulated from each other, so
as to prevent
the circulation of induced currentsin
the core when said core is provided with induction
coils and rotated in a magnetic field. (8) In a dynamodrical armature, the
of one or more helices
jpted to receive armature coils traversing said
helices parallel with the shaft, and means for sup—s the said cylinder and induction coils upon the
t.
356,908. Exrecrric Arc Lamp, E. Thomson, Lynn,
Mass.—Filed July 8rd, 1885.
Claim.—{1) The combination, with a derived-circuit
magnet and a support C?, sustained thereby in

position dependent upon the strength of current in
said derived circuit, of an intermediate magnet by
whose magnetic influence yt on C2 is mechanically
connected to the derived circuit magnet, so that
movements of the armature or equivalent. portion of

proj
¢, the pr
lever C, the links A h, and
collar i, and the rotatable cutting tool D, provided
with means for rotating it and ha
inner and outer
cutters fg, essentially
as described. (5) In a combined
tool and holder for finishing the cut ends of tubes or
pes, the combination, with the clam
arm B,
ever C, and swinging frame ih, of
rotatable
cutting tool D, having means for rotating it, and provided with an annular recess m, and inner and outer
cutters or cutting jecti J g, adapted to o; te
upon the inside and outside of the cut end
ion of
the pipe, substantially as described. (6)
cylinder with the ton, the adjustable valve
bined tool and holder for finishing the cut ends of ofrodstheattached
thereto, and the valves, substantially as
tubes or pi: the bination of the rotatable cran! shown and described.
(3) In an automatic cylinder
i handle : with the pressure lever C, the clamping | relief valve, the combination
the cylinder with the
jaw or arm B, a swinging
frame carried by said lever, ston, the valves, the rod, andof means
for cushioning
and a finishing cutting tool
for rotation he same, substantially as shown and
within or
said s
frame by the crank (4) In an automatic cylinder relief valve, the described.
combinaor handle E, essentially as herein set forth.
tion of the cylinder with the piston, the valve, the
and cushioning piston, and the cushioning
357,220. Water Moror, W. J. Mingle, Lancaster, Pa. valve-rod
cylinder in the cylinder
, as set forth. (5) In an
—Filed March 30th, 1886.
automatic cylinder relief valve, the combination of the
Claim.—(1) In a water motor, a wheel having a cylinder with the piston, the valve, the valve rods
jecting from the cylinder, and the exhaust and
series of peripheral buckets, each of which is provided
with two curves m and ml, arranged in the same verti- Inet ports, as setforth. (6) In an automatic ——
calme transverse to the axis of the wheel, one of relief valve, the combination of the cylinder having
said curves being outside of the other, and their the main piston and adjustable piston rods, the
curvature and inclination saying in order that each cushioning pistons and their cylinders, sobstantially
may receive a distinct cen
stroke of the water jet, as set forth (7) In an automatic cylinder relief valve
substantially as set forth. (2) A motor wheel provided the combination of the cylinder having a piston with
with a series
of buckets having
ings / through
the rods at each, end the cylinder heads provided with
inner parts of their sides, in com
tion with a series stuffing boxes on their outer sides, and a cylinder on
sf defiectors — in proximity solely to the solid the inder side, as set forth.
outer parts of said sides, in order that the water 357,204. Riverrinc Macuineg, J. F. Webster, Springescaping through said openings may not strike them
Reld, Ohio.—Filed January 25th, 1886.
and retard the wheel, substantially as set forth. (3) Claim.—(1)
The combination, with a positive recirocating press having a rivetting tool therein and a
ble under said press, of an anvil secured on said
table, said anvil being so constructed and supported
that it is adapted to yield under an undue preasure of
said press, substantially as and for the purpose set
forth. (2) In a rivetting
hine, the
bination
with the reciprocating press, of the rivetting tool
therein, a yielding anvil adapted to receive the pressure of said press, a table under said tool, and an
auxiliary supporting table provided with a guide
having an overhanging flange thereon, substantially
as described. (3) The combination, with the positive

The Z-shaped jesinage guard Z, in combination with a
spindle or shaftwhich it is recessed to fit, and a spring
which bears
it said guard, substan lyas set
forth. (4) Incombination with the wheel and casing
of a water motor, a curved stationary deflector
vided with a rearwardly age Ege late which
gradually diverges from said wheel, and a second
curved deflector
just beyond this guide plate,
substantially as set forth. (5) In combination with
a water motor wheel and casing, a series of deflectors
provided with
ide plates ‘gradually diverging from
the periphery of said wheel, substantially as set forth.
356,900. Motor ror OPERATING CENTRIFUGAL MaCHINES, G.
Laval, Stockholm, Sweden.—Filed
Claim.{1) The combination, with the vertical
i, of the hollow base ‘4, the vertical standard1Ps
the bracket ¢t, extending out from the side of the
standard and containing the bearing for the shaft i and
su
ing the casing uw, the bearing at the lower end
of
shaft, and a small pinion /, with fine teeth
thereon, the wheel ¢ within the base k,
ng into
the pinion ), the vertical shaft d and
gs for the
same, the bevel pinion c and bevel wheel 6 and the
crank a, and the shaft in bearings at the top of the
cting the crank and bevel gear,
substantiallyas specified. (2) The combination, with
the vertical shaft i, of the hollow base /, the vertical
standard p, the bracket t, extending out from the side
of the standard and contain:
ng for the
shaft i, the shaft 9, coupled to e shaft i, and a small
pinion f, with fine tee thereon, and the bearii
within the hollow base for the shaft g, the wheel ¢
within the base i,
into the pinion /, the vertical shaft d and
rings for the same, the bevel

reciprocating press, of the table under said press, an
elastic anvil adapted to receive the
re of sai
, and a clamping deviee on said table adapted to
old the work in
tion thereon, substantially as set
forth. (4) The combination, with a positive recipro‘
cating press having a rivetting tool therein, of a table
under said press, and an,anvil on said table, said anvil
being made in two
, one of which is adapted to
yield under the
ure of said press, substantially
as specified. (5) The combination, with the positive
reci
ting press having a rivetting tool therein, of
a table under said press, a yielding or elastic anvil on
said table, and a - clamping lever ada
to
mark the point of rivetting and hold the work in position, su
tially as and for the purpose set forth,
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or 7ft. external diameter, the width of the chambers ness to a knife edge, bringing the separate currents of
THE DRAINAGE OF FENS AND LOW LANDS
should not be less than 18in. on the square, and the dia- water into each side of the disc without producing an
BY STEAM POWER.
meter of the core one-third nearly of the external dia- eddy or reflux. The arms are radial for two-thirds of
By W. H. Wa#eEzExER, M., Inst, C.E,
meter, These conditions allow four threads for a screw, the length, and curve off towards the periphery in an
No, VIL?
whose spiral angle varies between 20 deg. and 30 deg.; opposite diréction to the line of rotation, in order to
three threads between 40deg. and 50 deg.; two threads direct the water into the sweep of the case and prevent
Tue ARCHIMEDIAN Screw Pomp.
for 60deg. The threads of the screws of the pumps upon it rushing against the outer side of the discharge pasTusk pumps, although frequently used for lifting which he experimented, and which he considered was the sages. Two rings D—see also Fig. 4—one at each side
water from drains for the purpose of cleaning them out, proper form to use, were made developable, by which
and other similar purposes, have seldom been applied in term he meant acurved surface that would be unwrapped,
this country for the permanent drainage of land. They laid flat, and inside a plane. The surface of the spiral
derive their name from Archimedes, the Syracusan, who thread, as ordinarily used, lying at right angles to the
lived 287 B.c., and invented this machine, during his stay surface of the core, and such that if laid out flat the
in Egypt, for draining and irrigating land. The were external edges would have more surface than the
subsequently used by the Romans. The Dutch have inner. Screws developed from a flat plate hold more
used them very extensively in Holland for raising water water than those having threads at right angles to
for the drainage of the Polders,
the surface of the core, and are easier to construct.
The screw pump consists of three parts. A solid cylin- The effect of the internal frictional resistance with a
der in the centre, called the core, to which is attached pump 3ft. in diameter, 10ft. lift, and running at twenty
one or more spiral screws, and sometimes an external case. Sorchitons a minute, he found to vary from 44 to 8 per
The number of screws running round the core varies cent. of the useful effect realised. The gudgeons being
from one in the simplest machine, to three or four in 4in, diameter absorbed 12 per cent. of the power applied.
those of larger character. The ends of the core terminate The best machines give off a useful effect of 85 per cent.
in gudgeons which revolve in bearings, the lower one of the power applied. For the most economical machine
fixed under the water, and the upper on a beam spanning he considered that the spiral angle should not be less than
the delivery opening. As the efficiency of this machine 30 deg. nor greater than 40 deg.; and that the limit of
is not affected by the speed at which it-runs, it is suitable height at which these pumps can be worked advan- of the arms, form the bearing surface. The suction
passages F F branch off from the suction pipe G at the
for being driven by steam, wind, or hand power. In tageously is 10ft.
point g. The bottom part of the casing E is thinned off
small pumps a crank handle is attached to the upper
CENTRIFUGAL
Pump.
to a knife edge, as shown at g, in order to prevent any
of the core, and on this a pole with an eye through the
centre, bushed with metal, is attached, the pole having
In giving the following description of the centrifugal obstruction to the water. A space is left between the
cross handles at each end. One man works at the handle pump, the subject has
been confined, as far as practicable, passage and the case to carry the suction pipes F F over
on the core, and one or more at each of the handles on to pumps with low lifts adapted for drainage purposes. the enlargement of the discharge passage in a straight
the pole. It is reckoned that one man can raise in an Although the principle of the centrifugal pump was line to the openings in the centre of the dise A, at which
hour at the rate of 1738 cubic feet of water 1ft. high, known more than one hundred years ago, and pumps of | point they curve into the top of the openings. The disthe pump making 40 revolutions a minute. If worked
by machinery, the pump is driven by a spur wheel at the
top geared into a bevel wheel and shaft.
Ihe water level on the inlet side may vary without
affecting the efficiency of the pump, except so far as the
increased weight is concerned, due to the greater length
required to meet the variation. But any change in the
level on the delivery side immediately affects the efticiency, These pumps are not therefore adapted for use
where there is much change in the level of the water into
which they discharge. The angle which the pump forms
with the horizon when fixed varies according to the ideas
of different constructors, but generally it may be taken
that the most efficient position for the pump is when the
angle of tilt is rather less than the spiral angle. Thus,
for a machine having a spiral angle of 40 deg. the angle of
tilt for the pump should be 30deg. The spiral angle is
the form which the screw assumes with reference to the
core, and is the angle made by a tangent drawn to the
spiral on the cylindrical core, and a vertical line parallel
to the axis of the cylinder. This angle varies from 30 deg.
to 60 deg. The Romans usually made it 45 deg. In
eee effective machines it varies between 30 deg. and
40 deg.
sol
The discharging power of these pumps varies so much
==
i
with the different circumstances under which they are
WX
4 z Cet
worked, i someon on the number of threads, the angle
3 é ee
oesAsie'
Pee
oe
ey rie:
at which they are placed, the angle at which the pump
SyASS SAE PONS
works, and other matters, that it is difficult to give any
precise formula for the quantity discharged. Upon pumps
working under nearly similar conditions the discharge is
J
as the cube of the diameter, and approximately it may
be taken that, under favourable pets vem a pump Ift. in
diameter will discharge 0°32 cubic feet of water for every
revolution. The number of revolutions varies according
Fig. 3a—DUTCH SCREW PUMP FOR DRAINAGE WORK.
to the kind of power applied and the size of the pump.
Small pumps of about 1ft. in diameter may be run at
sixty revolutions a minute, the larger not reaching more this description were made and used experimentally fifty | charge passage is sprung from the periphery of the disc
than twenty. For drainage purposes it may be taken years since, it was not until the great Exhibition of 1851 in the form of a helix or volute, commencing at the top
that these pumps can be run at from twenty to forty that they were brought into prominent notice. At the of the case E and gradually increasing till it reaches the
revolutions a minute.
They have been used in British Association meeting held at Birmingham in 1849, full size of the discharge pipe E'. That part of the
Holland to lift the water 15ft.
Mr. Korevaer, a Mr. J. G. Appold exhibited a model of a centrifugal pump casing E which contains the impeller A is made of
Dutch engineer, who has investigated the matter, pump. By an exhaustive set of experiments, principally the same shape as the profile of the impeller, and similar
places the limit of height at 14ft., and the limit of dis- directed as to the best form for the fans, Mr. Appold in section and of just sufficient size to permit the impeller
charge at 3500 (98} tons) cubic feet
per minute, The gradually improved the discharging capacity, and was to revolve, the bearing rings D being accurately fitted
ten screws erected at Katatbeh, in Sovee, discharged enabled to exhibit a pump at the Exhibition of 1851 to the turned.recesses in the casing. By this means the
137°5 tons a minute each, making five to six revolutions a which formed one of the chief features of interest, the usual side plates’ on the discs of centrifugal pumps are
minute. The screws were enclosed in iron cases, but were public being astonished at the immense volume of water not required, the peculiar form of the pump casing
ut in motion by a machine which appeared, both from
found unequal to the weight of water they had to carry,
and were consequently removed. Where the amount of its size and simplicity of form, to be quite inadequate to
water to be lifted much exceeds the useful capacity of the result attained.
Practically the form of pump shown at the Exhibition
these pumps it is customary to couple several together, all
worked by the same engine. The useful effect of these is the pump of the present day, no material improvement
pumps is about the same as scoop wheels, and varies, having been since effected. Although the general prinaccording to construction, from 50 to 85 per cent. of ciple on which the pump acts is simple, the determining
of the proportion of the different parts, and of the effect
Ae peer applied.
ne Dutch screw pumps are constructed to work with- of the shape of the fan, is van ea 4difficult, requiring
out an external casing, the wheel revolving in a semi- complex calculations, the data for which are so scanty as
cylindrical trough of masonry. The weight of the water to render them not to be relied on unless checked
is thus borne on the masonry, and the screw is relieved of by actual experiment. There are two types of cen~ strain. An example of one of these pumps is given in trifugal pumps, one of the form exhibited by Mr.
Appold at the Exhibition with horizontal spindle, the
ig. 3A.
Mr. W. Airy, in a paper contributed to the “Trans- |her of the turbine form with vertical spindle. The first
type
of pump is almost invariably fixed above the level
actions” of the Institution of Civil Engineers in 1871
(vol. xxxii.) gives the results of experiments carried out of the water, and consists of an outer iron case of a
circular
form, in which revolves a disc with a certain
by him to test the relative merits of screw pumps of
different construction. The results he arrived at were :— number of blades attached on each side of it, generally
(1) That the smaller the spiral angle, z.c., the quicker the six. The water enters at the centre, and is discharged at
spiral, the flatter must the machine be laid to the horizon the circumference. The blades are cast on a centre boss,
to produce its best effect. (2) That in an equal number of on which is keyed a steel spindle working through two acting in the place of such plates, consequently the fricrevolutions the quicker spirals will lift much more water stuffing-boxes cast on the case, the driving power being tion of the disc A is reduced. The whole of the disc aad
than the slower ones. (3) That there is a great difference geared to this spindle. To the case are attached the arms are steel in one casting. The spindle passes through
two stuffing-boxes cast on the casing E, to which are
in the effect of the machines according as one end or the suction and delivery pipes.
The following description of a centrifugal pump is fitted gun-metal glands. A driving pulley is attached
other is upwards. The advantage is greatly in favour of
the end of the spindle. Valves are placed at the
the machine when placed so that the acute angle taken from a paper read by Messrs. J. and H. Gwynne at to
bottom of the suction pipe to retain water when the
which the thread makes with the core is downwards. the British Association meeting, held at Norwich in 1868, pump
is not at work. The area of the disc is equal to
and
partly
from
the
patent
specification
of
the
Ler
With regard to the number of threads, Mr. Airy is of
area of the inlet and outlet pipes at all points. As
opinion that every machine should have as many thant patented by them in 1868. Fig. 3 shows front and side the
pumps, when working at their best speed, discharge
as the conditions of ordinary workmanship and con- sectional elevation of this pump. The pump consists of these
revolution three times the cubical contents of the
venience will allow. That for screws of any size, say 6ft. an outer case E, with a dise or impeller A, having six every
arms or blades B cast on a centre boss. A centre plate C disc, the discharge passages are three times the cubicai
springs from the boss and gradually decreases in thick- capacity of the disc By asimple arrangement the dis1 For article No, VI., see Tar Enarverr, April 8th,
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for the steam from the engines.
The points essential to a good pump, and common to all
makers, are that the shape of the vanes should be such as
to facilitate the movement of the water so that it should
enter and leave without shock, and should therefore
—
as nearly as practicable with the path described
by any fillet of it from the interior to the exterior
of the fan. All a
of direction in the connections
with the pump should be as gradual as possible, and all
enlargements or contractions in the passages avoided.
The passages throughout should be proportioned so as to
have a gradually increasing velocity in the water until it
arrives at the circumference of the fan, and then to have
a gradually decreasing velocity until it issues from the
discharge pipe. Ample space must be allowed in the
case, the larger the os in the case the better the
water passes off. The chief attempts of makers to im— this form of pump have been in the form of the
lades. All agree that these must be curved—the form
of the curve varies with the ideas of the different makers.
At the trial at the Exhibition of 1851 the Appold pump
with curved arms of the form shown in Fig.5 havea
Fic.S
nla

maximum duty of 0°68, while the same pump with the
arms made straight and inclined at an angle of 45 deg. to
the radius gave a duty of only 0°463, and when the vanes
were made straight and radial this duty was further
reduced to 0°243. This pump had a 12in. fan with
internal width of 3in. in two divisions of l4in. each. The
central opening for the admission of the water on each
side of the fan was 6in. in diameter. The quantity of
water discharged was 2100 gallons per minute at a height
of 8°20ft., and 681 gallons at a height of 27-60ft., the fan
nee 828 revolutions in the former case, and 876 in the
atter.
The ey having horizontal spindles, from the ease
with which they can be fixed, are eminently adapted for
temporary purposes or for drainage in places where it is
not considered desirable to cut through a river bank. For
drainage areas pumps of this type are preferable to
those which are submerged, owing to the greater facility
of access to the fan should it become choked with weeds,
ropes, or other mattér liable to be twisted round the
blades. Substances which escape through the protecting
gratings, which will readily pass through the openings in
large pumps, frequently get wrapped round the fans and
spindle of the smaller pumps; and if not actually bringing the pump to a standstill, seriously affect the efficiency
and throw a greater strain on the engine. The action of
a small centrifugal pump has been known to be completely
stopped . ' eels which had become twisted round the
spindle.
To remove these impediments without taking
the case to pieces a hand-hole is frequently left in the
cover, and so fixed on with screws as to be readily
removable. Pumps of this description require charging
with water before they can be s
is can be done
by a small donkey pump, or by exhausting the air by a
steam jet. In the latter case the end of the outlet pipes
is provided with a foot valve, which in all cases is necessary to prevent the back-flow water when pumping is
stopped. In the former case a valve opening inwards
is
placed on the inlet, which has also a perforated rose
bucket or rose at its termination to prevent, as far as
possible, the entrance of foreign substances. In some of
the —
pumps a special air pump is provided for
charging the pump. In order toavoid unnecessary lifting
of the water the discharge pipe is carried down below
the lowest level of the water on the outer side. The lift
is then not greater than the difference of level of the
inner and outer channels,
THE INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS.
Iy our last impression we brought our report of the
proceedings of the Institution of Naval Architects down
to Thursday night. On Friday morning the first paper
read was that by Mr. Biles, which we published last week.
We then also dealt with the discussion. The second paper
read on Friday was by Professor Jenkins on
Tue SuirtTine or CARGOES.
This paper was an investigation of the limiting angles
of refuse or grain. The determination of the initing
angle for the different species of grain or other homogeneous cargo occupies but little time or labour. Quite
recently the author made some measurements of the angle
of repose of three kinds of bulk cargo, in the Queen’s
Dock, Glasgow, with the following results:—Wheat,
23} deg.; Indian corn, first kind, 26} deg.; Indian corn,
second kind, 28} deg.; peas and beans mixed, 27} deg.
It will thus be seen that the angle of repose for grain
cargoes is not greater than the angle many of H.M. ships
of war have been found by careful observation to roll
through, and hence on board such vessels grain having a
free surface would shift from inclination alone. But
probably steam vessels which have but little stability,
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when laden with cargoes such as the above, seldom roll
through such large angles as would involve shifting, if
shifting were governed
by the inclination solely as in
still water; and if this be so, the shifting that so freuently takes place must be due to some cause or causes
t combine with the tendency which gravity creates
to enable the surface particles to roll down hill before the
inclination is reached which limits their motion when
under the action of no forces but those which gravity and
frictional resistance to motion supply. The author then
proceeded to give an elaborate mathematical investigation
of the effect of the motion of a ship on grain cargoes.
The discussion which followed was of little interest or
importance. Mr. John said it was a paper of value, and
that the behaviour of grain cargoes did no doubt justify
the Board of Trade policy in the matter of shifting
boards. Mr. Martell pointed out that since cargo steamers
had been built of greater beam in proportion to their
depth than was at one time customary, there had been a
t reduction in the number of losses at sea, Shifting
should extend from deck to kelson, because
n cargoes will shift bodily. It was a curious fact that
geheavy bodieslying looseonadeck would inthe course of
a voyage work up through the grain,so as to be found lying
on the top or under the upper deck beams when she came
to be discharged.
After a few remarks from other
speakers, a paper was read by Mr. A. Denny on
Tue Practica APPLICATION OF STABILITY CALCULATIONS,
It would be very difficult to make this paper intelligible
without large diagrams. The gist of it is that Messrs.
Denny supply to the owners of ships built by them a
number of di
s on which are marked numerous
curves, these curves being calculated for each ship, as a
result of inclination experiments made before the ship
leaves the hands of the firm. A species of long heavy
pendulum or clinometer is provided and secured to one of
the deck beams; the suitable diagram having been selected
is secured on a board at the back of the pendulum. If
the ship having a certain cargo in her is then inclined
again, by filling one or more boats on the chocks,
the captain has only to note the place where the straight
edge on the pendulum cuts a curve on the diagram, to
know how far his stowage is proceeding properly—that
is to say, whether he wants more dead weight below or
above, so as to combine the greatest safety with ease of
rolling. In practice, for a steamer of about 5000 tons
gross, it was found sufficient to use two 30ft. lifeboats on
each side; this gave an inclining moment to either side
of about 224 foot-tons. It having been decided to perform an inclining experiment, the captain rigs up his
pendulum and affixes his diagram to the board. He then
sees that all his moorings are slack, all gangways, barges,
&c., free of his ship, and finally—and this is the most
important condition—that there is no free water in the
bottom or bilges of the ship. He then, unless the initial
list is serious, say more than 2 deg. or 3 deg., adjusts the
pendulum frame by means of the quadrant until the
wooden baton coincides with the middle vertical line on
the diagram. The boats are filled on the one side, and
the point to which the baton moves on the board is
marked on a horizontal line corresponding to the mean
draught of the steamer; the boats are then emptied on
the one side and filled on the other, and the
point to
which the pendulum moves
again marked; finally, the
boats are emptied, and it is observed whether the pendulum comes
back to the vertical, as of course it should.
During the whole of the inclining experiment no moving
of weight or pumping operations must be allowed, and if
many people are on heard they should be instructed to
remain still and in the same place all the time. In one
case cited, the steamer was fitted with water ballast, and
it was found that 300 tons of this ballast could have been
removed with safety. The captain, however, from reasons
altogether apart from stability, preferred to retain the
ballast; hadit been otherwise, and the ballast been removed, a distinct gain in the economy of working the
steamer would have resulted. This steamer, when inclined, had a metacentric height of 1°45ft., and has since
completed her voyage to the colonies successfully.
. Martell, in opening the discussion which followed,
said that this system supplied a want which had been felt
for years. Many ships were lost because of the ignorance
of their captainsas to the proper mode of stowage. It
was true that curves of stability had been supplied to
captains, but it was quite unfair to them to expect them to
—_ the time necessary to use them. Mr. Benjamin feared
that the diagrams would prove just as troublesome and
misleading as anything which had been used before. He
thought a Taylor’s clinometer would answer every purpose just as well. The next paper read was one of more
importance, “On the Performance of some Recent HighSpeed Screws,” by Mr. Linnington. We give this paper
in full on another page.
e discussion was opened by Mr. Blackmore, who
stated that he had for years used twin-screws, one a little
in advance of the other, and of such dimensions that the
paths of the blades overlapped a little. Small screws
worked well, however, because they got their water freely,
being well away from the dead wood. The overlap helped
steering, because the water was thrown better against the
rudder. Mr. John said the twin-screw system was yet in
its infancy, and data concerning it being wanted, Mr.
Linnington’s paper was specially valuable. As to pitch,
he knew of a case where the pitch was as much as 1°5
times the diameter, and that was increased with
great
advantage in two small boats. He did not know why it
was that a large pitch did better with twin-screws than
with a single propeller. In the Iris, great as the success
had been, * would like to see a screw of still greater
pitch tried.
Admiral De Horsey said that results
obtained in calm water were no criterion of the results
to be had in a heavy head sea. There must be something
against them in this way which kept the mercantile
marine from using them. Mr. Spyer held that each ship
should have her propeller designed for her of the best
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diameter, pitch, and number of revolutions, and that the
engines should then be designed to fit the propeller. In
men-of-war the engine speeds were much greater than
would be tolerated by shipowners, and consequently the
twin system, demanding a small screw, it had a much better
chance of success in the Navy than in the mercantile
marine. The position of a screw had a great deal to do
with its efficiency. In the case of H.M.S. Invincible,
moving her screws further aft by a short distance ha
given er half a knot extra speed. It was a curious fact
that there was a difference of nearly a knot an hour
between the Nelson and the Northampton, although they
were nearly alike in most respects.
He knew of a case in
which a 48ft. pinnace had her twin-screws shifted further
aft only 7in.
ith 10 per cent. less horse-power, she then
went 0°3 knot faster.
r. Barnaby asked if, in designing
a pair of screws to transmit, say, 8000-horse power, each
screw would be made of the same size as a single screw
intended to transmit 4000-horse
power? The smaller the
screw the quicker its pitch might be. Thus, in ge
boats it was as much as 1°64 of the diameter. The plates
of the hulls right over the twin-screws of ships were
found to be pitted and corroded in a curious way. How
was this pak veeae’ Was it that the screws drew down
air, which attacked the plates?
Mr. Hill said that as managing owner of a line of very
large steamers fitted with twin screws, they might like
to tonsomething of his igneg The ships he alluded
to were the Ludgate Hill, the Richmond
Hill, and the
Tower Hill. They were 4000-ton ships, of 2500-H.P.
each, and they had been a great success. He had built
two large tug boats, the Game Cock and the Storm Cock,
and it was needless to say how high a reputation they
had. He was glad to hear that the four great Atlantic
liners just ordered would all have twin screws. As to
the difficulty of coming in and going out of dock, about
which much had been said, there was really nothing in
it. It was forgotten that the twin screw ship was so
handy that she did not run the same risk as the single
screw. As to making screws overlap and cutting a hole
in the dead wood, it was quite unnecessary, and only
weakened the stern frame.
e found no disadvantage in
running the propeller close to the dead wood. The tops
of the blades in his boats only cleared it by a few inches.
He had tried the experiment in the Game Cock of cutting
Tin. off the length of each blade, so reducing the diameter
by 14in., but he had to piece the propeller up again. The
twin screw was a great advantage in passenger ships.
Two of his ships had broken down, and come on with one
engine. Once a cylinder was broken when a few hundred
miles out, but the ship was only one day more on the
voyage than she ought to have been.
Mr. W. H. White said that as to docking, the best
answer to objections was that while two tugs were required for single screw ships, none was needed for
vessels 420ft. by 47ft. The screws were 15ft. in diameter. In the case of vessels 65ft. beam, with 15ft. twin
screws, they were fully protected.
Mr. Linnington, in reply, said that there was more
power of selection of place with twin screws than with
single screws, the latter being tied to position by the
rudder post. Although it was true that smaller screws
were fitted to the Iris than those originally tried, ag the
best result was got with the original diameter, only with
the blade area altered. As to pitch there was no fixed
rule ; excellent results had been got with a pitch as great
asd x 2:2. In reply to Admiral De Horsey, he said
that experience proved that the twin screw was better at
sea than the single screw. As to Mr. Barnaby’s question,
that opened too wide a field for discussion to be answered
then.
After a vote of thanks, a paper by Professor Thurston,
on “ Forms of Fish and of Ships,” was taken as read.
Two papers, one on “ New Method of Using Paper
Sections for the Determination of Cross Curves of Stability,” by Mr. J. H. Heck, and the other by Mr. Benjamin, on “Stability Calculations by Means of the Planimeter,” were read and discussed together. The latter
described a method of using the planimeter to calculate
cross curves instead of the integrator.
The discussions which followed were of no engl
interest. This brought the proceedings to an end at a
late hour.
COMPOUND

v. TRIPLE EXPANSION MARINE
ENGINES.
We have repeatedly stated that the superior economy
of the triple expansion as compared with the two-cylinder
compound engine was due in large measure to the high
pressures carried, and we have = so far as to suggest
that shipowners would do well
before they embarked on
a large expenditure to ascertain what higher pressures
weal do in the way of economising coal with twocylinder engines.
Mr. Charles Jones, of the firm of John Jones and Sons,
Liverpool, has tested the soundness of this view on a
practical scale, and has courteously placed the results at
our disposal. On page 287 will be found a sheet of
diagrams, which will well repay careful examination.
They have been taken from the engines of the cargo
steamer Bentinck. The ship is 232ft. 7in. long, 29ft. 2in.
beam, and 16ft.lin.deep. On page 288 will be found a sketch
showing with sufficient clearness the — arrangement.
The engine is triple compound of the tandem type, the
cylinders being respectively 15in., 20in., and 46gin. in
diameter, with a stroke of 2ft. The safety valves are
loaded to 1601b. The pistons are Jones’ patent, which
have run in other steamers 100,000 knots on one adjustment. The high and intermediate valves are piston
valves, with Mr. Jones’ special arrangement for balancing
by different diameters, so that the wear and tear of the
excentrics and hoops is reduced toa minimum. For the
last four years Mr. Jones has adopted the excellent plan
of draining off the water of condensation produced in the
first cylinder, instead of letting it be passed on to the
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(For description see page 286.)
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low-pressure cylinder. In the Bentinck the mechanism between the two cylinders, and in any case the heat-trap
for effecting this is quite automatic. The water is with- action, for which so much is claimed, must have taken
drawn from the bottom of the intermediate valve casing, place to the fullest extent in the high-pressure cylinder.
The thanks of engineers and shipowners alike are due
and conveyed straight to the hot well, with the result
that the temperature of the feed-water is raised 12 deg., to Mr. Jones for carrying out this most interesting experiwhile dry steam is supplied to the low-pressure cylinder. ' ment. It must not be forgotten that the data obtained
The engines of the
Bentinck are so arranged that the extend over many months and numerous voyages, and
high-pressure cylinder can be shut off from the boiler, that what we have placed before our readers is nothing
and thus the engines can be worked either triple or but a specimen of the results obtained.
double-cylinder. The ship has been worked on alternate
voyages beth ways for some time. The result is that
when the engine is working triple, the coal per indicated
STEEL AND STEEL-FACED ARMOUR.
horse-power is slightly reduced, as compared with the
In the American Army and Navy Journal of March 12th
quantity needed when she is working double compound.
But the knots per ton are augmented in the latter case, and is an article dealing with the question of steel and steelthis is the only test of economy for which the shipowner aced armour in its present aspect, and also a leading
article on the principal features see out. The article
cares anything.
The first three cards have been taken when working is unquestionably written as an answer to all that has
triple expansion. All the particulars are given with the | recently been published in America in favour of steel
diagrams, and need not be repeated here. It will be seen |armour. It is no doubt contributed by the advocates of

— High Pressure 15 dia.

GENERAL

ARRANGEMENT

OF ENGINES AND

that the engines indicated’ nearly 324-horse power on
1°75 lb. of coal per horse per hour.
The remaining cards were taken on two voyages, and
are dated July 6th and August 2nd, the engines working double expansion only. They are very suggestive
and interesting when taken with the accompanying particulars. Thus we see that on July 6th, with a draught
of 15ft. 8in. aft and 14ft. 10in. forward, she made 9°7 knots
with 130 lb. pressure and revolutions seventy per minute.
The horse-power was 472. Three-quarters of an hour
earlier in the day she’ was making 9 knots only with sixtyfive revolutions, and 378 indicated horse-power, the
steam being cut off earlier in the stroke in the latter case.
The consumption for the twenty-four hours was 8 tons.
On August 2nd she made, when the expansion was
least, 542-horse power with 140 1b. steam and seventy-two
revolutions per minute. But the ship was quite light,
drawing only 10ft. forward, and the speed was 10°2 knots.
The coal consumption remained the same as on the
previous voyage, 8 tons in the twenty-four hours. On
her last trip the ship steamed 29 knots per ton of coal.
It will be seen from these particulars that there is
practically no saving whatever effected by working triple
in the case of the Bentinck. The figures we place before
our readers are taken from the daily work of the ship,
and the cards, we are assured by Mr. Jones, are average
cards. Personal predilections have nothing to do with the
matter. Indeed, most engineers would prefer to build
engines with three cylinders rather than engines with
two. There has been no cooking of diagrams or preparation of figures.
It may perhaps be objected that the difference in diameter between the high and intermediate pressure cylinders
is not as great as that usually adopted, and that with more
common proportions a better result could be got from the
triple expansion engine. We confess we cannot see how
this can be. There is a tolerably fair division of power

BOILER, &.S. BENTINCK.

steel-faced armour, and must be regarded as putting that
side of the question forward. We may be glad to get
this, however, after the course of articles we had written
on the opposite side. The main value, however, of all
such contributions depends on the facts brought to our
notice—facts such as can be definitely contradicted or
made good on further investigation.
e article referred
to gives the processes of manufacture of solid steel armour,
which, it seems, are as follows :—(1) Running off from a
Siemens furnace; (2) heating in gas furnace and
forging under an 80-ton block hammer; (3) shaping
by hammering, or hydraulic pressure and annealing.
(4) trimming; (5) oil tempering; (6) finishing by planing.
It is stated that the first contract for Sinanl steel plates
made by the French Government with Creusot bears
date July 19th, 1880, and was for the Terrible. Since
then the armour for the Furieuse, Admiral Baudin, Formidable, Grenade, and Fusié has been ordered from
Creusot, as well as various plates for the trial of ———
The ninety plates for the Terrible were delivered
in five
lots, weighing in all 1700 tons. Each lot was tried at
GAvre, and reported on as follows :—Ist lot, “ very satisfactory;” 2nd, passable; 3rd, “very satisfactory;” 4th,
passable; 5th, passable. There were, however, eighteen
plates rejected for cracks (“tassures”). Of the first lot,
two broke when just going to be fixed on the ship’s side
at Brest ; of the 2nd lot, one cracked at Brest and three
at Creusot; 3rd lot, one cracked at Brest and five at
Creusot ; 4th lot, four cracked in course of manufacture;
5th lot, one plate cracked at Brest and one at at Creusot.
Owing to the dismay caused by the discovery that
the plates were liable to have internal cracks of which
there was but little indication at the surface, the
“fall test” was instituted, which consists in dropping
each plate 2} m. on a cast iron floor. This caused
the
rejection of several, without giving absolute security. To
avoid this evil the plates were then made much softer,
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consequently the projectiles penetrated them more easily
and they only obtained the verdicts of satisfactory enough
and just
ble, and many rejections still occurred.
Later on harder plates were made to test projectiles,
These are only passed if one of them taken from a lot of
150 or 200 passes without fracture through a forged steel
plate, whose thickness is at least equal to the diameter of
the projectile.
On December 8th, 1884, out of five plates 30 cm. and
five plates 25 cm. thick, four plates were rejected on the
dropping test, and the verdict on firing was only
“middling.” On July 6th, 1885, out of nine plates, three
were rejected for cracks in working, and two after the
fall test. These were replaced, but on firing the plate
was rejected. The eight plates were then by special permission re-worked and tempered, but three were rejected
on the fall test. Thus nine plates were rejected out of a
lot which began as nine ; the remainder arising from the
additions stood over as doubtful. On March Ist, 1886,
out of seven plates 55cm. thick, four had been rejected
for cracks, but the firing test plate had not yet been
selected, and the fall test had not been finished. On
March 8th, 1886, two plates 12 cm. thick, three plates
16 cm., and two plates 20 cm. thick, were submitted.
They were more free from cracks, but the test plate fired
at was rejected at Givre. The steel is said, when comparatively hard, to contain 0°4 per cent. carbon and from
05 to 06 per cent. manganese. Such plates are those
most liable to crack internally, and yet are easily perforated by steel projectiles. If the plates are made
harder, cracks become very frequent, and the proportion
of rejections fatal. It is therefore urged that the steelfaced plate is the armour of the future in France as elsewhere, and it is said that out of 16,500 tons of such plates
ordered for the French navy the report “very satisfactory” was obtained four times, and “satisfactory” to
most of the other lots; whereas it is urged that subse-sy to the softening which was found necessary to save
the solid steel from cracking, “very satisfactory” was
never obtained, and “satisfactory” only six times out of
fifteen trials.
We have given in the above the main facts in the
article referred to. It will be seen that what we have
stated as to the cracking of solid steel plates is here
repeated in much more detail, and figures are given which
are much worse for the steel. These we only give on the
authority of the Army and Navy Journal. It may be
added, however, that we have recently received information as to a striking success just achieved at Shoeburyness by an experimental steel-faced plate of Brown’s when
attacked by the best steel projectile that can be obtained
abroad, which promises great things for steel-faced
armour. The fact is, that a very hard face and a very
soft back appear to be absolutely necessary. The former
is necessary to break up the projectile; the latter is necessary to enable the plate to resist “through fracture.”
The combination of these two appears to us to be impossible in solid steel of uniform character throughout,
because no hardening and tempering processes can set up
the required difference in front and bang
BOILER CONSTRUCTION.
At the usual monthly meeting of the London Association of
Foremen Engineers and Draughtsmen, on Saturday, the 2nd inst.,
the President, Mr. Wm. Powrie, read a paper on ‘‘
nt Improvements in Boiler Construction.” He described the various stages
through which a marine boiler had to pass, taking for illustration
a boiler 16ft. diameter made of steel throughout. Such aboiler
would have about 460 plain tubes and about 180 stay tubes about
2#in. diameter outside, and if the shell plates were l}in. thick,
would weigh, when complete, about 27 tons.
The manufacture of steel plates has been so much improved
of late that there is now no difficulty in obtaining plates of firstrate quality and uniform texture throughout, up to 30ft. in
length, 74ft. in width, and any thickness required. Tmhe plates are
all tested at the steel works and carefully annealed before dispatch,
so that when they come into the hands of the boiler maker they
are er tough and reliable all over. The shell plates are not
heated at all after shaping, and are bent cold to the exact curve by
a powerful set of vertical rolls. A short piece at each end is
necessarily flatter than the centre, but the plates are got long
enough to allow of these being cut off after bending. Before
bending the outer shell, plates are marked off in the centre for the
em of the inner butt strap and the space cut out to the proper
vel by a shaping machine, so that when the plate is in position on
the boiler an accurate housing is secured for the strap without
straining the plate by age and hammering. The end plates
have all the holes for stay bolts, tubes, &c., accurately measured
off to j,in. by steel measuring tapes, the whole being in strict
accordance with the drawing, so that should a plate get damaged
afterwards it is easy to supply a new one to fit correctly.
The whole of the holes for rivets, bolts, tubes, &c., are drilled,
unching being now entirely discarded for
work, and it is
‘ound that for this class of work drilling, besides being better, is
less a
than punching where — tools are provided.
The tube holes are bored out to a standard template with as much
accuracy as a shaft bearing, and the rivet holes are all countersunk to standard gauges. The plates are all carefully fitted
together, and the high places, especially at the corners, chipped
and filed until they bed fairly together, or so near that the screwing up of the service bolts completes the fit. When the shell is
fitted and bolted together complete it is lifted bodily on to a
special machine to have the rivet holes drilled all round. These
machines are fitted with four or more drilling headstocks, and so
arranged that by moving various hand levers the boiler is turned
round into any position, and the drills moved readily and set to
point to the centre axis of the boiler.
One man can set and work two drills, and the efficiency of these
machines may be judged from the fact that in drilling lin. rivet
holes through two plates, or 2}in. of steel, the men make very
good wages at 7d. per dozen holes.
After the rivet holes are drilled the plates are all taken apart
and the joints carefully scraped, and the burrs taken off to prevent
anything keeping the plates apart when rivetted up. The rivetting
is all done by hydraulic power, which is an immense improvement
on hand work, and secures the —
filling up of the holes by
therivets. The plates are held in close contact by the outer piston
or trunk of the machine, while the centre piston carrying the
snap crushes down the rivet end to form the head, the steady
pressure swelling out the body of the rivet so that it fills the hole
throughout. One of Tweddell’s machines, worked by three men
and a boy, will close and finish 300 rivets per day, and the quality
of the work is all that can be desired. Boilers made in this
fashion — little caulking, and at 200 1b. pressure, the leaks are
trifling and easily stopped,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RAILWAY MATTERS,
MISCELLANEA.
THE number of tons of wrought iron made in Spain in
A TRANSLATION of M, Gaston Planté’s work on “The
TE new Midland line doubling the road between LanStorage of Electrical Energy,” by Mr. P. B. Elwell, will shortly be
caster and Newcastle has been completed, and will, it is expected, 1886 was 1909,
soon be in use.
The production of pig iron in Germany during 1886 has published by Messrs, Whittaker and Co.
erect
to
been returned at 3,339,
tons, as compared with 3,751,775 tons
Proressor A. B, W. Kenwepy, of the Engineering
Tue Canadian Pacific Railway Company pro
y Mountains in 1885. The make of 1886 was thus less than that of 1885 by Laboratory, University College, London, has taken chambers at
a cable road under some of the worst spots in the
to prevent interruption of the service by snowslides.
411,972 tons, This is the first time for many years that there has 3, Princes-street, Westminster, for increased convenience in the
conduct of his professional work.
A propos
of the more than usually frequent bridge been a decrease in the production of pig iron in Germany.
A _NEw secondary element has been described by Mr.
failures in the States recently, the New York Sun gives the
TueE sale by auction on the 19th inst. and the two
following:—‘‘ Chairman of the Board: ‘The master mechanic M. Kalischer, which consists of iron—or carbon—and amalgamated following days of the land and premises, and of the plant,
reports the Deep River bridge unsafe. : Directors—without a lead in contact with mercury, in a solution of lead nitrate. When machinery, and tools of the Monk-street
ineerii a the
dissenting voice—‘Give it a new coat of paint.’”
charged, the iron—or anode—becomes poe and coated with Wreath Quay Boilerworks, Monkwearmouth, Sunderland, is
lead peroxide, which protects it from the liquid. During discharge announced by Messrs, Wheatley Kirk, Price, and Goulty.
Iv March the railway and canal companies brought into the
peroxide is reduced. Electromotive force on open circuit = 2
the metropolis 669,297 tons of coal, against 702,729 tons in the
Tue great war ship built under the name Renown by
corresponding month of last year. For the three months of the to 2°5 volts; on closed circuit = 1°8 volts, falling dightly after a Messrs,
strong, Mitchell, and Co., for the British navy, was
current year there is a decrease of 26,257 tons in the total quantity time. The lead plate has to be renewed.
launched
Saturday last, and named the Victoria in honour of
carried as compared with last year’s corresponding figures,
THE average
price of pig iron in Germany varies from the Queen’son 50th
year of reign. Her length is 340ft., breadth 70ft.,
a
minimum
of
32°8
marks
per
ton
in
Alsace-Lorraine
toa
maximum
Tue death is recorded of Mr. 8. J. Claye, railway wagon of 50°8 marks in Silesia. In 1885, 851,126 tons of pig were pro- mean draught 26ft. 9in., displacement 10,500 tons and horsepower
12,000.
builder, of Long Eaton. He was originall in the service of the duced to sell at less than 34 marks, being about 24 per cent. of
Midland Railway Company, after leaving which he started a wagon
whole ; 902,654 tons more were produced to sell at an avenge Tue “Cold Water Committee” of the Bath Town
works at Long lien in the Erewash Valley. He also established the
of 44°9 marks, being about 25 per cent. of the whole. The Council have recommended the borrowing of £12,500 for work in
works at Barrow-in-Furness when trade was good about 1872-3,
average of the pig iron of Prussia as a whole was 46°1 marks, and connection with the water supply. Of this sum, £8949 is for the
completion of the waste water meter system, and the remainder for
A.rnovuGH a good deal of interest is shown in the pro- the average of Germany as a whole was 44°8 marks,
Mr. A. R. Binnie M. Inst. C.E., of Bradford, reports
peood new line of railway to Ashbourne and Dovedale, and it is
Tue Ordnance Department of the Washington Nav new mains.
the expenditure of this amount on the waste water system will
oped that the active sympathy of the landowners, as well as onc Yard has been making test of “ Lithonia” as a paving material. that
be
the
most
economical
course.
of the railway companies, will be given to the scheme, it will pro- The Engineering and Mining Journal says that, compared with
bably be opposed by Ruskinism, because it is a charming district Richmond granite, it stood the crushing test as follows: Richmond
Wuitst the steam tug Mary Usher was at sea off the
and has been the haunt of some of the most celebrated
English
four cubes crushed at from 68,275 1b. to 83,900 Ib. ad Tyne on Tuesday morning looking for vessels, a loose piece of wood
writers in times gone by. Whena journey to the Highlands was a granite,
square inch ; Lithonia, two cubes crushed at 76,8001b, and 83,4001b., between the engine and the paddle beam dropped to the bottom of
feat, Boswell said, ‘‘He who has seen Dovedale has no need to and two more were not crushed at 85,000 Ib., the practical limit of the boat, and was then caught and forced through it by a lever
visit the Highlands of Scotland.”
of the engine, making a hole through which the water poured, and
the machine. We are not told the composition of Lithonia.
For the Oxford and Cambridge race, the London and
In a general way, aluminium may be said, according to sank the tug. The crew made their escape ina boat with difficulty,
South-Western Railway Company last year carried 6900 passengers Mr. Edward D. Self, Stevens Institute of Technology, to improve and were subsequently picked up.
from Waterloo, and this year 11,400 went down, making a differ- the qualities of every metal to which it is added in small quantiMessrs. Yarrow AND Company have beaten, with
ence in the receipts of £155 8s., which does not seem much for ties, It increases the strength and lustre of the softer metals their second torpedo boat for the Italian Government, the percarrying 5500 en gd even so short a distance. Twenty-one and renders others much less liable to corrosion, It alloys with formance of the first, recently recorded in our pages. This second
ordinary specials were run and two to Barnes Bridge, the latter
all the useful, as well as precious, metals. When alloyed boat was tested yesterday—Thursday—in the Lower Hope, and
conveying 850 passengers. This was in addition to the usual extra nearly
iron, it cannot be entirely separated in a metallic form. Iron attained a mean speed of 25°101 knots, or nearly twenty-nine miles
trains run on Saturdays, and also exclusive of the through bookin with
containing
7 or 8 per cent. of aluminium becomes brittle and an hour in rough squally weather; with the tide, she ran over
from Cannon-street, At least 23,000 people must have oaniall crystallises over
thirty-one miles an hour past the shore,
in long needles.
through the Waterloo gates between 1 p.m. and 2.30 p.m.
WE mentioned some time since that some trains on the
ConcERNING
the
saponification
of
fixed
oils,
Mr.
A.
H.
A writTER in the Shefield Weekly Telegraph says :—
has collected, grouped, and tabulated analytical results Glasgow Underground Railway had been fitted up with an
‘San Francisco to St. Pancras! That is the way the American Allen
automatic system of electric lighting, by Mr. T. P. Carswell, C.E.,
obtained
by
various
investigators
in
the
examination
of
a
large
can book by the Midland line. He does not even ask for an inof fatty substances by Keettstorfer’s saponification method. of the North British Railway Company’s engineering staff. It has
surance ticket for this little trip of 7000 miles, His luggage is variety
Oils consisting of olein mixed with comparatively small quantities we understand, now been arranged to have the whole of the
taken in charge at the American starting place, and he is not of
stearin
or palmitin, whether of animal or vegetable origin, carriages illuminated in this manner throughout the entire length
troubled with it again until he arrives at his objective point in neutralise about
the tunnnels, from the College to the Finnieston stations, at an
the same quantity of potash—from 18-93 to 19°66 of
England. At Liverpool he walks from his cabin in the steamer to percent, Oils from
:
crucifertus plants require 17°02 to 17°9 per initial cost of something like £5000.
his sleeping berth in the Pullman cars. He is whirled away to cent. of potash to neutralise
Vegetable drying oils require
Tue Duke of Bedford has just established a fire brigade
London at a oot unattainable in the ‘fast’ continent from which 18°7 to 19°6 per cent. These them.
numbers
are
not
characteristic,
but
he comes, and steps from the platform into the entrance hall of show that linoleic acid must have a higher atomic weight than is at Woburn Abbey, and a trial of the brigade’s new engine—one
‘‘Greenwich” type—took place on
St. Pancras Hotel.”
generally supposed. With marine animal oils, also, the numbers of Messrs. last.Merryweather’s
e Duke attended and timed the proceedings.
Tue record of train accidents in February given by the obtained are not characteristic, varying from 18°51 in cod-liver oil Thursday
In
seven
minutes
five
seconds
steam was raised to 1001b., the
Railroad Gazette includes 57 collisions, 67 derailments, and 8 other to 21°88 in porpoise oil, which contains much valeric acid; marine working steep and in one and a-half minutes the water was
require only from 12°30 to 14°74, much less than thrown through a l}in. jet over the abbey; 2000ft. of hose were
accidents ; a total of 132 accidents, in which 55 persons were killed waxes, however,
and 106 injured, These accidents are classified as follows :— the marine oils. "The butter class contains—butter fat requiring used, and the water supply was taken from a lake 800ft. distant.
Collisions: Rear, 24; butting, 31; crossing, 2. Derailments: 22°15 to 23°24, cocoa-nut oil 24°62 to 26°84, palm-nut oil 22°00 to
Broken rail, 9; loose or spread rail, 2; broken bridge or trestle, 4; 24°76 per cent. of potash. The various mixtures of palmitin,
On Tuesday, the 5th inst., the Italian cruiser Dogali
in, and olein require from 19 to 20 per cent. of potash for had her official trial off the Tyne. This vessel was built by Sir
broken switch, 2; broken frog, 1; broken wheel, 4;.broken axle,
5; broken truck, 1; broken parallel rod, 1; overloaded car, 1; their neutralisation. Beeswax requires 9°2 to 9°7, Chinese wax W. G. Armstrong, Mitchell, and Co., at Elswick, and may fairly be
cattle on track, 1; snow, 3; washout, 3; land slide, 1; accidental 6°5, castor oil 17 6 to 18°15, Japan wax 21°01 to 22°25,
considered to be the fastest cruiser afloat. She is fitted with twin
obstruction, 5; malicious obstruction, 2; wind, 5; unexplained, 17.
screw engines of the horizontal triple expansion type, having
Proressor HELMHOLTZ recently demonstrated the great cylinders
Other accidents: Boiler explosion, 1; broken yes el rod, 1;
of 30in., 45in., and 73in., with a stroke of 33in. During
broken axle, 1; miscellaneous, 5; total number of accidents, 132. cohesion of an air-free column of water. A syphon-shaped glass the trial they worked extremely ae,
running at
tube, the longer leg of which was closed and the shorter one open, 154 revolutions, and indicating 7600-horse power.
The unexplained are as usual very large in number.
mean speed
was filled with quicksilver, and above the quicksilver there was of the vessel over the measured course was 19°66 knotse@ per
hour.
Ir is understood that three great railroad-buildin
superposed a small quantity of distilled water. If the filling was
firms have combined and taken a contract to build for the St. Paul, effected without admission of air, then, on the tube being placed
Barserton paper thinks it likely that electricity
Minneapolis, and Manitoba Railroad, 700 miles of road between in an upright position, the water adhered to the closed end, and willA presently
be in favour there for the transmission of power to
Mouse River, in Northern Dakota, and the Great Falls, in Mont
column, which was longer great distances at small expense. It is suggested that the drivingits dhesion supported the =
U.S. From Great Falls the road will continue south to Helena, as than the barometer height.
speaker now brought the open
may be obtained by water-wheels on the Kaap and Queen’s
the Montana Central. The construction is to be pushed as few end of the syphon tube into communication with an air pump, and power
rivers, and electricity generated there by a dynamo, and thence
lines ever have been—50,000 men, if they can be had, being put ca
umped out as much as down to 2mm. pressure, but
by wires to motors in the various parts of the fields,
on as soon as spring opens. As this road operates in connection even then the cohesion of the water supported the quicksilver transmitted
where it would be utilised for driving gravitating stamps and other
with the Canadian Pacific, it will be a formidable
titor of the
Only by shaking was the water column shattered, and
of machinery erected as near as possible to the reefs. The
Northern Pacific, for not only Montana business, but that of the the quicksilver immediately sank. If there was no shaking, the forms
in the transport of quartz would be large, whilst it is claimed
Pacific Coast. Practically, this scheme will bring the Montana apparatus continued for an unlimited length of time unchanged. saving
that the cost of transmitting the power is very trifling, and the
ranchmen into close proximity with the sheep and cattle dealers in
contrivance should serve the purpose of electrolysing air-free loss of energy in transit hardly appreciable.
Manitoba, from whence the vast resources of that country may be water and ascertaining the strength of the current under which
distributed throughout the Dominion.
A sinevLaR and decidedly novel form of danger has
gas bubbles developed themselves by electrolysis. The experiment
that on the transmission of a current of 2 volts the water recently threatened the Mersey Railway. Some weeks agoa ship
WE never can tell, says the American Railroad Gazette, showed
named
the Locksley Hall, while making for the Birkenhead Docks,
continued
adherent.
The
depression
of
the
quicksilver
column
what arguments will have weight with some men. The latest in consequence of gas development occurred, however, in an foundered
in mid-stream. A considerable length of the masts,
number of the Memoires de la Société des Ingénieurs Civils gives a experiment
however,
remained above water and so caused a serious obstruction
with
a
current
of
2°15
volts,
and
in
another
with
a
long discussion of the project for a metropolitan railroad in Paris,
and danger to the river traffic. It was therefore proposed to blow
and the most serious reason given for an elevated rather than an current of 2°18 volts,
up the shi by dynamite or other explosive, but it was found that
underground route is that ‘‘the people of London are very diffeIn a report on the influence of the ferrous oxide in the vessel
sunk exactly over the Mersey Railway tunnel, and
rent from those of Paris. In London, for two-thirds of the year, basic
cinder
on
the
growth
of
plants,
Mr.
J.
M.
H.
Munro
that an explosion could only be made at grave risk to the tunnel.
the climate is gloomy, cold, and unwholesome, above as well as
experiments supplementary to those which formed the That method was accordingly abandoned, and the common-place
underground ; the streets are almost always muddy, and these describes
of a note some time since. Seeds of various sorts—barley, plan of unloading the ship by divers, and then hoisting her, was
reasons which make the underground way quite endurable there subject
white turnips, clover, white mustard, garden cress—were sown in oaeet to, the tall masts of course continuing to impede the
do not apply to Paris.” Another speaker reasoned that Parisians mixtures
o
en soil with basic cinder in order to ascertain traffic,
“would rather be swallows than moles.” It would be well for the whether the
e proportion of ferrous oxide in the basic cinder
promoters of the New York underground railroad to stop and think exercises any unfavourable
A PLAN proposed for transporting natural gas long
influence on germination or growth.
of these things.
In order to _ this question to the severest test, enormously distances substitutes for the forcing process an exhaust at low
pressure
and in large mains. The Engineering News says:—‘“‘ Fans
exaggerated
doses
of
basic
cinder
were
employed,
namely,
10
per
SrveraL Spanish railway contracts are about to be
given out. On the 14th inst. the Board of Public Works at Madrid cent. of the mixed soil, 252 aed cent., 50 per cent., and pure basic would be located ten to forty miles apart according to the unduost of the seeds tried germinated even lations of the line. These would be about 16ft. in diameter, and be
will place the contract for the construction of a railway from Ferrol cinder without any soil.
to Betanzos; the Government guarantees 303,054,813 pesetas to be in the pure basic cinder, and some of the plants lived until starved boxed into the conduit ; a 20-horse power engine would drive this
All the other mixtures produced fan at about thirty to fifty revolutions per minute. The pipes
id in eight annual instalments. A sum of 145,260
tas will for want of nitrogenous f
is also prove to be deposited. On the 20th inst., also at Madrid, a con- plants which flowered and seeded in due course—the barley plants would be sheet iron and 5ft. in diameter. Aa
; in ascending a
cession will be granted for the construction of a railway in the in the mixture of equal parts of basic cinder and garden soil were — in which two lines of pipe would be
Island of Porto Rica. The cost it is estimated will be about actually better than those grown in garden soil alone, and pro- il the lower pipe would be provided with burners to heat and
9,929,000 pesetas. Likewise, on the 20th, tenders will be received duced full ears of grain of unimpaired germinating Sage Since rarefy the gas; and after the summit was passed an upper pipe
ic cinder is an alkaline substance containing free lime, it is only would discharge a spray of water over the gas mains and thus conat the Colonial Office in Madrid for the building of the following
The risk of explosion and scarcity of water on hilllines of railway:—From San Juan de Puerto Rica to Mayaquez, natural that in the three strongest mixtures fewer seeds germinated dense the
than
in the three weaker mixturesor in garden soil alone. The tops would geckalilep interfere with the carrying out of this latter
vid Arecibo and oy
length 195 kilometres; from Rio
Piedras to Humacao, length 96 kilometres; from Ponce to Maya- conclusion arrived at is that the ferrous oxide contained in basic scheme.”
quez, via San German, length 90 kilometres; from Ponce to Hum- cinder is without injurious influence on germination or growth.
Tue following are the chief particulars of the new
acao, vid Arroyo, length 125 kilometres; and from Caguas to
Tue Sonnblick Observatory, in the pone of Salzburg, graving dock at Esquimalt, the English naval station, near Victoria
Humacao, vid Juncos, length 50 kilometres. The Spanish Govern- Austria,
in
British Coulmbia, which has been under construction for some
is
the
highest
in
Europe,
ey
|
10,177ft.
above
the
level
of
ment guarantees 8 per cent. upon these lines,
the sea, It was established chiefly through the exertions of M. years past and is now nearly completed. Length on coping, inside,
_ Tue Government of New South Wales are advertising ea aren proprietor of the mines in that district, in conjunction from gate to head of dock, 450ft.; length on floor, 430ft.; width on
in the United States for tenders for sixteen passenger and twenty- with the German and Austrian Alpine Club, and the Austrian coping, inside, 90ft.; width on floor, 41ft.; width on coping, inside,
eight freight engines. It is reported that allthe locomotive works Meteorological Society. Observations at such elevated stations of outer invert entrance, 69ft.; width on coping, inside, of inner
are full of orders. Up to the end of the fiscal year, June 30th offer much that is of interest. In the Meteorologische Zeitschrift for invert entrance, 65ft.; depth from coping to inverts, 33ft. 6in.;
1886, the United States had sent 125 locomotives to Australia an February last, Dr. Hann gives an interesting account of the first depth from coping to floor, 36ft. 6in.; depth from coping to floor
New Zealand, but nearly all the orders have been obtained duri
three
ths’ observati
The mean temperature in October of Saiecn-beeth, 36ft. 104in.; depth from high-water level, spring
slack times, as American makers cannot compete in price wit was 25°9 deg Fah.; in November 15°3 deg., and in December 8°1deg. tides, to inverts, 26ft. 6in.; inclination of floor, 1ft. in 400ft. The
England during average times. Commenting on this, the Railway In October, the decrease of temperature with height during the baro- dock is built of hard sandstone, backed with Portland cement
ews says the total American —e of locomotives for the last metrical minima was, generally, rapid. But during the barometrical concrete. The inner abutment of caisson-berth is faced with
twelve years have been :—1875, 79 locomotives, value 996,639 dols.; maxima it was a slow in the lower strata, up to about 5900ft. ; nite. The caisson gate is of wrought iron, known as Kinipple’s
atent Travelling Caisson, arranged to slide into a recess between
1876, 44, 561,559 dols.; 1877, 53, 568,802 dols.; 1878, 98, 1,016,97 then an increase of temperature with height frequently occurred.
4dols. ; 1879, 78, 567,802 dols.; 1880, 60, 466,313 dols.; 1881, 99, The periods of high pressure were generally warm intervals on the the inner and outer inverts on one side of the dock, and is provided
,123 dols,; 1882, 133, 1,455,717 dols.; 1883, 219, 2,219,081 dols.; Sonnblick, and the periods of low pressure were cold intervals. It with a folding or lowering bridge. The masonry of the dock is
1884, 282, 2,819,946 dols.;1886, 85, 732,408 dols.; 1886, 52, 333,393 is noteworthy, however, that the cha
of temperature with completed, and the caisson gate is in course of erection on the dock
dols.; total number of locomotives, 1277 ; total value, 12,631,252 height, in the strata between about 5900ft. and the summit, was floor. After completion of the latter, there will only remain the
dols. In addition to the above, locomotives have been exported to almost independent of the conditions of weather, being nearly con- removal of the coffer dam before the structure can receive a ship
Mexico and Canada, for which no returns have been made to the stant during the whole month, and amounting to about 1°3 deg. for docking. The main pumping machinery consists of two lift
Bureau of Statistics. The locomotives have been distributed about Fah, per 328ft.-100 metres—while in the lower regions, from about umps, 4ft. in diameter and 5ft. stroke, and was manufactured by
as follows:—To Russia, 4 per cent.; England and all English roel to 5900ft., it a oe pw and g deg. = Watt and Co., of Birmingham. An independent auxiliary engine
colonies, 29 per cent.; Spain and Cuba, 10 per cent.; Mexico, 14 per gene’
speaking, the same ra’
of decrease of temperature operates a small drainage pump and hauls the caisson back and
forth.
cent.; South America, 37 per cent, a
,
—
Obtained in November and December.
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the brakes on the train were in bad order, and were set not to |successor of Mrs. Jarley’s waxworks. The price of admission is
work on at least one of the cars. As all ordinary precautions | a “ dime,” or 10 cents.
appear to have been neglected before the accident, it might | The cheap cost per mile of American railroads need no longer
naturally be imagined that the negligent brakeman would be |be matter of surprise when a presumably first-class American
punished after the event, on the principle of locking the stable | railway, said to be the longest in the world under one managedoor after the horse is stolen ;but even that consolation is |ment—5300 miles—exhibits on its main line such utter neglect
of the most common and obvious precautions. The wonder is
| that passengers ever survive a journey, or tolerate such barRAILWAY ACCIDENTS IN AMERICA.
| barous and reckless management. As a sequel we may add that
| another pin-connected railway bridge, quite new, has tumbled
Here is another example of the beauty and perfection of
| down, killing eight men.
American railway engineering. In explanation of the following
extract from a railway newspaper published in New York, it may
|
be noted that the Rio accident referred to occurred toa limited |
express train running between Chicago and Minneapolis on the
LANGDON AND WADE’S EXCENTRIC GRIP
Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway. A goods train was |
LEVER.
shunted in two portions at Rio, a small station, to let the
THE accompanying engraving illustrates a reversing lever for
express pass. Contractor’s points were used, and the goods train
locomotives, in which the usual notched segment is dispensed
brakemen left one of the trailing points set for the siding
with, the lever being held in place by two clutches which act
instead of the main line. The only signal (?) was a small switch
like
the well-known silent feed in saw mills. The engraving
light set some five feet from the ground. The driver of the
explains itself. The position of the lever admits of being fixed
with the greatest nicety. The driver grasping the handle has
only to open his hand to secure the lever in any place. The
|
excentric
grip pawls are actuated by spring bars which keep
SIDING
them down in the grooved cue. The arrangement has been
tried with satisfactory results, and patented by Messrs. Langdon
and Wade, of Hornsea, Hull.
THE SS. OROYA.
WE give above engravings of one of the boilers of the s.s.
Oroya, which explain themselves. A double-page engraving of
the ship appeared in our impression for March 25th.

—
EXFRESS
MAIN LINE
Ania
_2"Stl
LEADING WHEELS
¢ EXPRESS ENCINE
SIDING

DIAGRAM OF POSITION OF CONTRACTORS’ POINTS, RIO
ACCIDENT.
Position of movable rail set for left-hand siding at time
of accident.
— — — Position when set for main line.
pennese Position when set for right-hand siding.
express naturally saw nothing wrong until he was within a few
yards of the wretched switch, the high covered goods cars hiding
the light from sight owing to the line being on a curve. The
engine struck the wrongly set contractor's points, and of course
left the rails and ploughed over the sandy ballast until the
train came toa stand. There was, as will be seen, no collision,
and the cars were not telescoped or turned over, and it was
considered probable that no person was killed or even mortally
injured by the shock. The stoves and lamps, however, set the
cars on fire, and in less than five minutes about seventeen passengers were burnt to death. It will thus be seen that no lives
would have been lost had anyone of the following ordinary precautions been observed :—(1) An elevated switch indicator clearly
visible above the roofs of the high covered cars; (2) a distant, or
even only a home signal interlocked with the points; (3) proper
switches used, as is everywhere the practice except in the United
States, where contractor's points are nearly universal ; (4) the
guard of the goods train seen personally that a main line switch
was set right for a fast express ; (5) a safer method of heating
than the ordinary badly secured and brittle cast iron stove.
It was freely stated at the time the accident occurred that

|
|

END ELEVATION
FRONT ELEVATION
LANGDON AND WADE'S EXCENTMIO GRIP LEVER.
denied us. An American paper states:—‘The Rio accident
was caused directly by the criminal carelessness of a brakeman
in neglecting
“
5 to close a4 switch. " That man ought. to be now in
the penitentiary as a slight punishment for hurrying a crowd of
human beings
into eternity7? and particularly
4
et 2 as an example" to
other railroad men. But, instead of being in durance, he is at
large, figuring as a hero, After passing through a trial that
was a mockery of justice, he was set free, and was for some time
exhibited in a dime museum in Milwaukee as an object of
| curiosity or admiration |” A “dime museum ”’ is the American

BELGIAN STATE RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVES.
Contrxvutnc the series of types of engines used on the Belgian
State Railways,! we this week reproduce on page 294 the
drawings of two goods engines, types 28 and 29, which differ
from one another chiefly in the diameter of the wheels and the
weight. The wheels of No. 28, at the top of the page, are
| 145m, = 4ft. 9in. in diameter, while those of No. 29, at the
bottom, are 1'3m.=4ft. 3in. in diameter. The former weighs
32 tons empty and 35 tons in running order, while; the corre| sponding weights of the latter are about 6 cwt. less The other
leading dimensions of both engines are as follow :—
|
Diameter of cylinders ..
. 045m, =1ft. 5fin.
ee
aa er
o"ém.
=1ft. 1ljin.
Diameter of boiler ..
13m
=4ft. 3in.
Number of tubes
226
ee
+. 851m
=11ft. 6in.
Outside diameter of tubes ..
-» 0045m. =1}in.
box heating surface
- 10°92m.q. =118 sq. ft.
7) 98°463m.q. = 1060 sq. ft.
4
heating surface
Capacity of boiler ..
5°58m.c. =195 cu, ft.
While the lighter engines are used on the level, the heavier
| are employed on steep gradients, easily drawing a load of 230
tons at a speed of twenty miles an hour. These engines have
no brake, but are fitted with Lechatellier’s apparatus for dis| charging water from the boiler into the chimney. This is used
| when descending gradients without steam, to prevent smoke and
sparks from being drawn into the cylinders, owing to the
draught created by the water at boiler pressure, which is converted into steam directly it leaves the boiler.
Nava ENGINEER APPOINTMENTS.—The undernamed have been
| awa.
dals for long service and
conduct :—T. Metcalf,
nr ate artificer, ofthe on boron aye E. Little, chief engineT00m artificer, of the Egeria; 8. R. Algar, chief engine-room
|artificer ; Goveye aac ay ph naga eae Roasea 4
tana
also Denny,
been made
at
the toAdmiralty
ricker and JohnlaveT. H.
chief engineers,
the :—Milj}
Excellent,
|jaditional, for torpedo and Lyriranlie pei
the Vernon and
| Excellent, to date April 12th; ‘ Charles Allsop, engi
mgineer, to the
Rupert; William C. Fincham, engineer, to the’ Asis, additional ;
| William H. James, assistant-engineer, to the Tamar.
| —————_____.
we
| 1 gee Tux Excineen of September 11th, 1885, page 197; April 23rd,
| 1886, page $20; and Sth April, 1887, p. 278.
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PIER AT SALTO, ON THE RIVER URUGUAY.
Tue Salto Pier is situated on the river Uruguay, and constructed by the North-Western of Uruguay Railway Company
to meet the growing wants of the town of Salto, which is the
terminus of the railway. It was urgently required to facilitate
the landing of passengers and goods at this important town,
and it is said to be the finest in the Uruguay Republic. The
shape of the pier is that of the letter T. The superstructure
consists of lattice girders of nearly 42ft. each in length, and
3ft. 94in. in depth. The bracing had to be of the most substantial description to meet the heavy stresses that occur when
the pier is sometimes submerged to a depth of 15ft, during

s’COVER HALF ELEVATION OF MAIN GIRDER
floods, with a rapid current. The designs were those of Mr.
Allan Wilson, M. Inst. C.E., and the works were carried out by
Mr. J. J. Gardiner, the company’s resident engineer. Although
some difficulties had to be contended with, the works nevertheless were carried out with rapidity, and the finished pier has
given every satisfaction. The superstructures of the pier, and a
bridge built under the same engineer near by at the same
time, were erected in the different yards under the supervision
of Mr. H. Conradi, London.
The pier is carried upon cast iron columns, braced together
with wrought iron rolled joists, wrought iron stays, and tie-rods,
with screws on the latter to tighten the bracing when required.
The lower lengths of the columns are screwed into the sul-

stratum. The columns are 2ft. in diameter, with suitable caps
and 42ft. apart from centre to centre longitudinally and 20ft.
transversely. They are made up in corresponding lengths of
12ft. and 6ft., with external flanges, face-jointed and bolted
together. The columns are filled with concrete. The general
features and dimensions will be readily gathered from the
above engravings. The erecting was done day work, and
the total cost of the pier was about £5000 ; the ‘wrought iron
being about 183 tons, cost £3000; cast iron, 65 tons, £500;
erecting the 248 tons, £1040 ; concrete, planking, turntables,
&c., £460. These figures are approximate only, but they give
some idea of the cost of such work made in England and erected
in Uruguay.
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SOME RECENT HIGH-SPEED TWIN-SCREWS.'
By Mr. E. A. LINNINGTON.
One of the most interesting and valuable features in the development of naval construction in recent years is the great advance
which has been made in the speeds of our war shi
This advance
has been general, and not confined to any particular vessel or class
of vessel. From the first-class armou
fighting ship of about
10,000 tons displacement, down to the comparatively diminutive
cruiser of 1500 tons, the very desirable quality of a high s)
has
been provided. These are all twin-screw ships; and each of the
twins is driven by its own set of engines and line of shafting, so
that the propelling machinery of each ship is duplicated throughout. The speeds attained indicate a high efficiency with the twinscrews. In all ships, but more especially in high-speed shi;
success depends largely upon the provision of propellers suited for
the work they have to perform ; and where a high propulsive efficiency has been secured there is no doubt the screws are working
with a high efficiency. The principal purpose of this paper is to
record the particulars of the propellers, and the results of the trials
of several of these high-speed twin-screw ships.
*
The table gives the leading particulars of several classes of ships,
the particulars of the screws, and the results obtained on the
measured mile trials from a ship of each class, except C. The
vessels whose trials are inserted in the table have not been selected
as showing the highest speeds for the several classes, Excepting
C, they are the ships which have been run on the measured mile at
or near the designed load water line. On light draught trials
s
s have been attained from half a knot to a knot higher than
those here recorded. No ship of the class C has yet been officially
tried on the measured mile, but as several are in a fo’
state,
perhaps the actual data from one of them may be obtained
before this paper is bound in the “Transactions.” All these
measured mile trials were made under the usual Admiralty conditions, that is to say, the ships’ bottoms and the screws
were clean, and the force of the wind and state of the
sea were not such as to make the trials useless for purposes of
comparison. On such trials the indicated horse-power is obtained
from diagrams taken while the ship is on the mile, and the revolutions are recorded by mechanical counters for the time occupied
in running the mile. Not less than four runs are made duringa
trial extending over several hours. The indicated horse-power in
the table is not necessarily the maximum during the trial, for the
average while on the mile is sometimes a little below the average
for the whole of the trial. The revolutions are the mean for the
two sets of engines, and the indicated horse-power is the sum of
the powers of the two sets. The pitch of the screw is measured.
The bolt holes in the blade flanges allow an adjustment of pitch,
but in each case the blades were set as nearly as possible at the
pitch at which they were cast. The particulars given in the table
may be taken to A as reliable and accurate as such things can be
obtained, and for each ship there are corresponding data; that is,
the powers, speeds, displacements, revolutions, pitches, and other
items, existing at the same time.
‘
There are a few points of detail about these propellers which
deserve a passing notice. In Fig. 1 is shown a fore-and-aft section
through the boss. It will be observed that the flanges of the
blades are sunk into the boss, and that the bolts are sunk into the
flanges. The recess for the bolt heads is covered with a thin plate
having the curve of the flange, so that the flanges and the boss
form a section of a sphere. This method of construction is a little
more expensive than ex:
flanges and bolts; which, however,
render the boss a huge churn. With the high revolutions at which
these screws work a spherical boss is extremely desirable, but of
course the details need not be exactly as shown in the illustration.
The conical tail is fitted to prevent loss with eddies behind the flat
end of the boss, and is particularly valuable with the screws of highspeed ships. The light hood shown on the stern bracket is for the purpose of preventing eddies behind the boss of the stern bracket, and to
save the resistance of the flat face of the screw boss. The edges of
the blades are cast sharp, instead of being rounded at the back, with
a small radius, as in the usual practice ; the object of the sharp edge
being the diminution of the edge resistance. The driving key
extends the whole length of the boss, and the tapered shaft fits
throughout its length. These points of detail have been features
of all Admiralty screws for some years.
The frictional resistance of screw propellers is always a fruitful
source’of inefficiency. With a given screw the loss due to friction
may be taken to vary approximately as the square of the speed.
This is not to say that the frictional resistance is greater in proportion to the thrust at high than at low speeds. The blades of
screws for any speed should be as smooth and clean as possible, but
for high speed screws the absolute saving of friction may be considerable with an improvement of the surface. There is no permanent advantage in polishing the blades. No doubt there is some
advantage for a little time, and probably better results may thereb
be secured on trial, but the blades soon become rough, and shellfish and weed appear to grow as rapidly on recently polished blades
as onan ordinary surface. These screws are of gun-metal: they
ae +ag to the ships in the condition in which they left the
oundry.
It appears that within certain limits mere shape of blade does
not afiect the efficiency of the screw, but with a given number of
blades and a given disc, the possible variations in the form or distribution |ofThe
a shapes
given area
such ofthatthese
different
resultsaremay
be
pealed.
of theare blades
propellers
shown
in Figs. 2,3, 4. It will be seen the shapes are not exactly the
same for all the screws, but the differences do not call for much
remark. Fig. 2 shows the blades for the A screw; C and D have
morsame form. Fig. 3 shows in full lines the blades of the B screw,
and though very narrow at the tips, they, like A, are after the
Griffith pattern. The blades of E a F are of a similar shape, as
shown in Fig. 4, and approach an oval form rather than the
Griffith pattern.
The particulars of these propellers would be considered incomplete without some reference to their positions with respect to the
hulls. When deciding the positions of twin screws, there is room
for variation, vertically, longitudinally, and transversely. For
these screws the immersions inserted in the table give the vertical
positions. The immersion in A is 9ft., showing what may be done
in a deep-draught ship with a small screw. Whatever the value of
ef immersion may be in smooth water, there can be no questi
that it is much enhanced in a seaway. The longitudinal
itions
are such that the centre of the mt is pre one-fifth of the
diameter forward of the aft side of the rudder post. The positions
may, perhaps, differ somewhat from this rule without appreciably
affecting the performance; but if any alteration be made it would
probably be better to put the screws a little further aft than forward. The forward edges of the blades are from 2ft. to 3ft. clear
of the legs of the bracket which carries the after
ing. The
transverse positions are decided to some extent by the distance
between the fore and aft centre lines of the engines. As regards
propulsive efficiency it would appear that the nearer the screws
are to the middle line, the less is the resistance due to the shaft
tubes and brackets, and the greater is the gain from the wake in
the screw efficiency; but, on the other hand, the greateris the
augment of the ship’s resistance due to the action of the screws.
Further, the nearer the screws are to the hull the less are they
exposed ; but experience is not wanting to show that the vibration
may be troublesome when the blades come within a few inches of
the hull. Instead of balancing these considerations, it is more
satisfactory to state that.the average of the clearances between the
tips of the blades and the respective hulls is about one-eighth of
the diameter of the screw. An interesting and noteworthy fact in
connection with these propellers is the wide differences in the
pitches and revolutions, though the products of the two do not
greatly vary. Such differences are extremely rare in the mercan1 Read at the Twenty-eighth
Sessiion of the Institution of Naval
Ni
artis
y-eig!
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tile marine for similar
, but in war ships they are pe gen
from the conditions of the engine design. As a general rule, with
(revolutions x pitch) a constant, an increase of revolutions and
the consequent
decrease of pitch allow a diminution of disc and of
blade area; other modifying conditions, such as the thrust, slip,
number, and pattern of blades being the same.
The screws for E and F are interesting, because with practically
the same speeds and slips there is a considerable diff
in the
revolutions. It will be observed that F is a vessel of finer form
and alittle less displacement than E, and therefore has the less
resistance. ae E has the greater resistance and the screw
pite’
the smaller diameter’
the higher revolutions permit the use of a
smaller screw ; but from this example the jnfluence of the high
revolutions
in diminishing the sizeof screw does not appearso great
as some empirical rules would indicate, The screws for A and B
are also worthy of attention. Although the ship A has a much
greater resistance than B, the screw of the former is much the
smaller both in the blade area and the disc, A’s screws, however,
in addition to 22 per cent. more revolutions than B, have a much
larger slip, and the blades have rather a fuller form at the
tips.
Compared with the practice in the mercantile marine, the
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slip question, though an adequate treatment of it would require a
separate paper of considerable length. The ancient fallacy that
small slip meant a high screw efficiency was supported by the great
authority of the late Professor Rankine. Experience proved that
considerable slips and efficient screws were companions. ‘Tho late
Mr. Froude offered an explanation of this general rule in a per
read before this Institution in 1878, and gave a curve of efficiency
with varying true slip. In Mr. R. E, Froude’s paper last year there
was a form of this curve, with an arbitrary oh mak for the
slip, devised to illustrate in one diagram the wide conditions
covered by his experiments. In the screws now under consideration
the values of the diameter
—— - vary only from 1°2 to 1°34, and for
these the abscissa values for tho same slips do not differ much,
a 3the mean value and bringing the slips to a common scale,
Fig. 5 is obtained, which would approximately represent the
relation between the efficiency of any one of these screws and its
true slip, if this curve were applicable to full-sized screws propelling actual ships.
The slips in Fig. 5 being real and true are not the slips of commerce, which are the apparent slips such as those given in the
table. Let us endeavour to split up these real slips into the
apparent slips and another item, the speed of the wake, We then
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revolutions of these screws are very high, and from the cpeing
remarks it may appear that much larger screws would be requi
for a merchant ship than for a war-ship of the same displacement
and speed. There would, however, be several items favourable to
the use of small screws. Fora given displacement, the resistance
would be less in the mercantile ship, and with the lower revolutions the proportion of blade area to the disc could be increased
without impairing the efficiency. Thus in passing from the war
vessel to a merchant ship of the same displacement, there are the
lower revolutions favourable to a larger screw, but on the other
hand, the smaller resistance, larger proportion of blade area, and
the coarser pitch, are favourable to a diminution of the screw.
The ship B has a very large screw at 88 revolutions, but the tips
are very narrow. If the blade were as dotted fora diameter of
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at once meet with the difficulty that the wake in which the screw
works has not a uniform motion. Complex, however, as are the
motions of the wake, the screw may be assumed to work in a cylinder of water having such a uniform forward velocity as will produce
the same effect as the actual wake on the thrust of the screw. It is
then readily seen that the real slip is the sum of the apparent slip
and the speed of the hypothetical wake. To make this clear, let
V be the speed of the ship, V, the speed of the screw, i.¢., revolutions x pitch, and Vy the speed of the wake ; then—
Apparent slip = V, — V.
Real slip
= V,- ant of ship with respect to the wake.
”»
= V, - (V - Vw) =(Vs — V + Vw.
9”
= Apparent slip + speed of the wake,
If the apparent slip be zero, the real slip is the speed of the wake ;

Particulars of some Recent High-speed Twin Screws.
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16ft., the same work could be done with the same revolutions, but
with a little coarser pitch and a little more slip.
There is something to be said for large screws with a small prong 2 of blade area to disc. For instance, two-bladed screws
ve frequently given better results than four-bladed screws of
smaller diameter, neglecting, of course, the question of vibrations.
Twin screws, however, should asa rule be rod as small as possible
in diameter without loss of efficiency. The advantages of small
twin screws are the shorter shaft tubes and stern brackets, deeper
immersion, and less ex
as compared with large screws.
e
exposure of the screws is usually considered an objection, but perhaps too much has been made of it, for those well qualified to speak
on the subject consider that careful handling of the ship would, in
most cases, prevent damage to the screws, and that where the
exposure is unusually great, effectual protection by portable protectors presents no insuperable difficulty.
The slips of these screws vary from 10 to 174 per cent., which is
certainly not an extensive range, considering the widely different
working conditions. Slip as an indication of the efficiency of the
screw is not’only an interesting subject but it is often one of
importance. In these ships, however, there is nothing about the
slips which would give rise to any doubts as to the fitness of the
screws for their work. I should
to say a few words upon this
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| and if the apparent slip be negative, the real slip is less than the
speed of the wake. The real slip is greater than the apparent slip,
and can never be a negative quantity.
From Mr. Froude’s model experiments it appears that this speed
of wake for the A class of ship amounts to about 10 per cent. of
the speed of the A screw. If this value is correct, then the real
slip is (10 + 17°6) per cent., or 27°6 per cent. This is shown in
ig. 6, where O is the point of no slip, being 17°64 from the point
of real slip. Slips to the right of O are positive apparent slips,
slips to the left are negative apparent sli
The vessel F would
certainly have a wake with a speed considerably less than that of
A’s wake. From the model experiments the wake for F is about
one-half that for the A class, or roughly 5 per cent. of the speed of
the screw. For ship F, 0’ is the point of no apparent slip, and the
real slip is (5 + 11°4 or16°4 per cent. For E, the point of real slip
is approximately the same as for F. For B, and D, the positions
on the curve would be about the same, The ship B has a higher
of wake than D, but the screw D has the greater poperent
slip. The influence of the number of blades on the scale for the
= has been neglected. If this efficiency curve were 6 emer oadto
full-sized screws propelling actual ships, and if the determination
of the wakes were beyond question, then we should have a proof
that our screws were at or near the maximum efficiency. But as
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we know from the Hay) weearyerndefficiencies that the screws have
high and not widely different efficiencies on these ships, we may
argue the other way, and say that there is good reason to consider
that at least the upper part of the curve agrees with experience
obtained from actual ships.
Now take Fig. 6 and consider the general laws there represented.
Take the spoodof the wake as 10 per cent. of the speed of the
screw, which is probably an average of widely different conditions,
including many single as well as twin-screw shi;
Then this curve
shows that considerable negative slips mean inefficient screws ; that
screws may have very different positive slips without any appreciable difference in their efficiencies ;and that very large positive
slips and inefficient screws may be companions; for instance, a
screw with a large positive slip in smooth water is frequently inefficient at sea against a head wind, which increases the resistance and
necessitates an increase of slip. I venture to say that these statements, taken in a general manner, are not at variance with
experience obtained from the performances of screw ships, Before
it is possible to satisfactorily decide if this curve applies in a general
manner to full-sized screws propelling ships, we require the results
of trialsofvarious ships where the screwsare working about the region
of no slip. Model experiments teach that the scale for the slip
varies with the design of the screw, and that with a given screw
the speed of the wake—which decides the point of no apparent
slip—varies with the Mg of ship and with the position of the screw
with respect to the hull. Remembering these disturbances, it is
not improbable that it may be
ible to account for or explain
what at first sight may appear departures from the curve,
LEGAL
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SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE, —COURT OF APPEAL.
(Before LonDs Justices Corton, LINDLEY, aud Lopes.)
HARRIS v. ROTHWELL.
JUDGMENT was given in this case last Tuesday week, which has
been recently argued before their lordships on appeal from Mr,
Justice Chitty, and raised the important question whether the
deposit of a specification in the German language in the library of
the Patent-office in such a way as to be accessible to the public
constituted such prior publication as would avoid a patent subsequently obtained in this country. It appeared that the plaintiff
was the owner by assignment of a patent obtained in 1880 for
certain improvements in knitting machines. In 1877 and 1879
certain specifications and drawings of German patents for knitting
machines were deposited in the London Patent-office for public
inspection. The specifications were in the German language, and
for the purposes of the case it was assumed that if in English they
would, together with the drawings, afford sufficient information to a
competent workman to enable him to carry out into practice the
invention which was the subject of the plaintiff's patent. Entries
were duly published in the Patents Journal of the German specifications among those in the list of foreign patents, and they were
referred to and classified as knitting machines. A foot-note was
appended to the list, stating that the specifications, as well as the
list of applications, might be consulted at the free public library of
the Patent-office. The question for the opinion of the Court was
whether, under these circumstances, there was sufficient evidence,
if not rebutted, to prove the oes of the German specifications
in this realm prior to the date of the plaintiff's patent, so as to
avoid the same. It appeared that the two German specifications
had been actually open to inspection in the Patent-office library,
the one during some two years and a-half, and the other during some
forty days previous to the date of the plaintiff's application. Mr.
Justice Chitty, before whom the case came early in the Michaelmas sittings, in answering the question in the affirmative, held that
the German specification had, under the circumstances, been so
published in this country, prior to the date of the plaintiff's patent,
as to have become sev of the stock of common knowledge. The
drawings and by ications had been placed in the Patent-office
library and made accessible to anyone who chose to go there, and
it was not necessary to show that any person actually did go to the
library and inspect the documents in question. The fact that
these documents were in German did not affect the result, as it
could not be assumed that the information was given in a language
which was unintelligible to the public, From that decision the
plaintiff had appealed.
Mr. Aston, Q.C., and Mr. W. R. Bousfield a
red in support
of the appeal; Mr. Romer, Q.C., and Mr. T. i. Goodeve for the
respondent.
Lord Justice Corton stated that as he had had the opportunity
of seeing, and entirely concurred in, the judgment which had been
—
by Lord Justice Lindley, he did not propose to deliver a
ormal judgment.
Lord Justice LinpLEY read the following judgment :—The
question in this case is in substance whether, under the circumstances stated in the special case, the plaintiff's assignor was the
true and first inventor of the aanbel invention claimed by the
plaintiff. The plaintiff establishes a primd facie case by proving
the patents, and he thus throws the burden of proof on the defendant, and it is for him to prove, if he can, some prior use of the
invention in this country, or some prior publication, in his
country, of some intelligible description of the plaintiff's invention.
This point was settled in “Amory v. Brown”—L.R., 8 Eq., 663—
and, indeed, long before. In the present case prior use is not
alleged. Prior publication is what is relied upon. The special case
states in effect that before the date of the plaintiff's patent there
existed in the library of the Patent-office two copies of two German
specifications, each of which, with the drawings annexed, contained
a description of the plaintiff's invention. One of these specifications
had been in the library more than a year; the other had been
there about six weeks. The existence in the library of these German specifications was not only known to the librarian, but attention
had been called to the fact of their existence in the library by the publication in the Journal of English translations of their titles. Moreover, the specifications themselves were in their proper places in the
library, and anybody wanting to use them could have done so,
Whether any one other than the librarian did in fact ever see them is
not known. It ap
to me that on this evidence the burden of
showing that the English patentee was the first inventor in this
a. again cast upon the plaintiff; and that unless he can
show that the German specifications were not, in fact, seen by anyone whocould understand them, the defendant is entitled to succeed.
If the case were being tried by a jury, I am not sure that the
Judge might not direct them to find for the defendant on the issue
that the patentee was the true and first inventor. But on the
present occasion it is unnecessary to decide this, and, without
going so far as to say that the Judge ought to give such a directionIam clearly of opinion that the Judge ought at least to tell
the jury to find for the defendant on the issue that the patentee
was the true and first inventor, if they thought that the German
specifications had been so published in this country as to have
become known to any one here; and to guide the jury on this
int the Judge ought to tell the jury that the invention having
een laid before the public in this country in the way and for the
time mentioned in the
ial case, the invention ought to be presumed to have become known in this country in the absence of all
proof to the contrary, Even if the case had turned solely on the
publication of the second of the two German specifications, I
should not be prepared to say it would be wrong to direct a
verdict for the defendant. But the only question, assuming that
it would not be right to go so far, which could be properly left to
them would be whether in their opinion the German specification
had been published in this country long enough before the
plaintiff's patent to have become known here. But this question
really admits of but one answer, and I cannot suppose that any
jury would find that six weeks were not long enough for such a
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. If the two German specifications had been in the
ish language I have no doubt that the defendant would be
entit.ed to succeed. It is familiar law that proof of the
description in English of an invention in a book published in this
country is fatal to the validity of a subsequent patent for the
same invention. In such a case no evidence is necessary to show
that the book was in fact read or referred to. Proof that it had
not been sold or circulated might no doubt be given, and if such
— were given the publication would not be fatal to the patent.
is was pointed out by the then Master of the Rolls (Sir G.
Jessel) in ‘* Plimpton v, Malcolmson” (3 Ch. Div., 559). The same
rule is applicable to the proof of a publication—by enrolment in
the Patent-office—of an earlier specification of the same invention.
Although in this case there are not many copies published, but
only one copy, still proof is never el that the specification
has been actually seen by the public. No doubt specifications of
patents are open to the observation that they stand on peculiar
grounds; and that the second of two patents for the same invention must be bad in we of law. But the cases of ‘Oxley v.
Holden” (8 C.B., N.S., 666), “Bush « Fox” (6 H. L. C.,
707), and ‘Betts 7, Menzies” (10 H. L. C., 117), not to
mention others, show that what is material in these cases is
to consider what was disclosed to the public in the earlier
specifications. In order to show that a patentee is not the
true and first inventor of his patented invention it is not necessary
to show that he learnt it from a prior publication existing in this
country. It is sufficient to show that the invention was so described
in some book or document —
in this country, as that some
~— people may be fairly supposed to have known of it. This
is the result of ‘‘ Househill Company v. Neilson” (1 ‘ Webs. P. C.,”
718 N), ‘Stead v. Williams ” (7 ‘‘ Man. and Gr.,” 818), and “ Lang
v. Gisborne” (31 ‘ Bea.,” 133.) ‘Plimpton v. Malcolmson”
(3 Ch. D., 531) and “ Plimpton v. Spiller” (6 Ch. D., 412) are not
— to this view of the law, for in those cases there was evidence
which satisfied the Court that the one copy in this country relied
on as a prior publication had not, in fact, been laid before the
public, and was not known to exist. It is necessary next to consider the effect, if any, of these specifications being in German and
not in
lish. The fact that German is understood by many
ple in this country, and that persons who can read and translate
rman can easily be found by those who want their assistance,
must, I think, be treated as common knowledge and be judicially
noticed, although not stated in the special case. There are very
few reported cases relating to the anticipation of a patent by the
existence in this —
of a description of the invention in a
foreign language. His lordship then referred to ‘‘ Heurteloop’s
Patent” (1 ‘“ Webs. P. C.,” 553), ‘‘ Lang v. Gisborne” (31 “Bea,”
133), the observations made by Lords Brougham and Campbell in
‘* Househill Company v. Neilson” (1 ‘‘ Webs. P.C.,” 733), which,
in his lordship’s opinion, were not inconsistent with Lord Romilly’s
view (in 31 ‘‘ Bea,” 133), but merely went to show that a foreign
publication not known in England would not invalidate a patent,
** United Telephone Company v. Harrison” (21 Ch. D., 720), and
**Otto v. Steel” (31 Ch. D., 341), before the late Mr. Justice Pearson, and proceeded:—In the case before us the German specifications were in the very place where every one in search of information on the subject to which they related would expect to find them,
and to which he would go for information. It may well be that
some person in this country may have seen these specifications and
have obtained information from them which he is entitled to use;
and in my opinion it would not be right to assume that there is no
such person. No doubt the difference in the times during which
the specifications were open to the public makes a difference in the
probability of knowledge being actually gained from them; but six
weeks is quite long enough to enable ay on the look-out for
information to acquire it, especially when they are told, as they
were by the lists published in the journal, that the specifications
were in the Patent-office and could be seen there. I attach but little
importance to the fact that the German specifications were not in
the Patent-office at the time when the lists in the journal were
published—the specifications arrived shortly afterwards. The
conclusion at which I have arrived, and which in my judgment
is most in accordance with the authorities and the principles which
underlie them, may be thus expressed. Primd facie, a patentee
is not the first inventor of his patented invention if it be proved
that before the date of his = an intelligible description of his
invention, either in English or in any other language commonly
known in this country, was known to exist in this country, either
in the Patent-office or in any other library to which the public are
admitted, and to which persons in search of information on the
subject to which the patent relates would naturally go for information. But if, as in the “Plimpton” cases and in ‘‘Otto v. Steel,”
it be proved that the foreign publication, although in a public
library, was not, in fact, known to be there, the unknown existence
of the publication in this country is not fatal to the patent. The
plaintiff cannot prove what under the admitted circumstances he
must prove in order to sustain his patent. The decision appealed
from was therefore right, and the appeal must be pwr 4
Lord Justice Lopss said he had arrived at the same conclusion
as the rest of the Court, but not by the same process of reasoning.
I think the existence of these German specifications in the library
of the Patent-office, where they were unreservedly accessible to
every one, was in itself conclusive evidence of a prior publication.
The Patent-office is open to the public, and anyone of the public
m: ight have seen these specifications. Whether they were proved
to ave done so or not, in my opinion, is immaterial. If a previous
plete specification for the same invention is proved to have
been enrolled in the Patent-office, that in itself, without any proof
that any one had ever seen or heard of it, is conclusive evidence of
rior publication. I presume on the ground that a document
escribing the invention has been filed in the Patent-office, a
document accessible to all, and therefore the public could not be
yo from using information which they already
ssed,
n “ Hindmarch on Patents,” p. 33 (first edition), it is laid down
that ‘‘if the public once becomes
of an invention by any
means whatever, no subsequent patent for it can be granted either
to the true or first inventor himself or any other person, for the
public cannot be deprived of the right to use the invention, and a
patentee for the invention could not give any consideration to the
public for the grant, the public possessing everything he could
give.” This, in my opinion, is a correct statement of the law and
applicable to this case. I do not attach any importance to the fact
that the specifications were in the German language. I agree with
what has been said by Lord Justice Lindley on this point. The
appeal must be dismissed.
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afterwards, 1780, King Charles III. of Spain had the ground explored, with a view to making a canal, In 1804 Baron Humboldt
advocated piercing the Isthmus; and in 1825 a concession was
actually granted to Baron Thierry, who, however, did not bring it
to any practical result. In 1830 a report on the possibility of constructing the canal was made by Messrs. Lloyd, an English engineer, and Fallmare, a Swede, and published by the Royal Society
of London, This report was, however, not as detailed as it might
have been; and, moreover, it was asserted that a difference of level
existed between the two oceans of over 9ft., which has since been
found to be fallacious. The error was no doubt caused by the
difference in the rise and fall of the tides, which is a great deal
more than 9ft.
Some years after this report was published—-namely, in 1843-44
~-a French engineer, Napoleon Garella, made an exact survey of
the Isthmus, with the view of constructing either a railway or a
canal, But his labours had no practical result. By this time the
idea of cutting through the Isthmus, or of constructing a railway,
had been taken up by a number of people. Prince Louis Napoleon
Bonaparte, then a prisoner in the fortress of Ham, beguiled his
time with the study of a canal through Lake Nicaragua and the
river San Juan,
is project was, however, never brought to a
practical issue. In fact, although the French engineers and
capitalists had been turning their attention for some years to the
question of constructing a canal or railway across the Isthmus,
their projects came to nothing; and eventually an American comne got a concession and started the present Panama Railroad.
e question of a canal then fell aside until the Suez Canal had
been successfully opened. The United States Government were
the first to take the matter up, and in 1871 sent a strong staff of
engineers to Panama to survey and report. However, no serious
attempt to grapple with the subject was made until the meeting of
the Geographical Congress of 1871, held at Antwerp, when the
possibility of constructing a canal across the Isthmus was much
discussed, The question was again considered ut the next congress
in 1875. The immediate consequence of these important discussions
was the formation, in 1876, of a French committee for the study of
a canal across the Isthmus, with M. de Lesseps at the head of it.
About this time Mr. Napoleon Wyse formed a company to defray
the expenses of an exploration and survey of the ground, and went
out at the head of an expedition for this purpose, and ended by
obtaining a concession from the Columbian Government. This concession was then submitted to the French committee, who called
together a congress for the special consideration of the different
projects and schemes for constructing a canal, The congress was
composed of 136 members, of different nationalities, and their
labours were considerable, for they had no less than fourteen
different projects submitted to them for consideration. After much
deliberation, this congress selected the project of Mr. Wyse for a
canal, without locks, from Colon to Panama, estimated to cost
1,070,000,000f., or, allowing interest on money during construction,
1,200,000, 000f.
M. de Lesseps undertook to form a company, and the works were
commenced in 1881. The ground was accurateiy surveyed, and
the general plan and sections definitely fixed.
e canal is to be
74 kilos. long from end to end, including 5 kilos. of dredging
through the shallow estuary at the Panama end. The width of the
canal at bottom is 22 metres, at top water 40 metres, and the depth
of water is 9metres. The slopes are nominally 1 tol. From the
Colon end it follows the valley of the Chagres river almost to the
watershed at Culevra, a distance of over 50kilom. But in order to
do so, the river Chagres has to be deviated over a length of about
30 kilom. This is one of the great difficulties of the canal. The
river C
drains a very large area, and during the rainy season
is subject to sudden and considerable floods, This is natural with
a rainfall of 3 metres perannum. It is on record that in one day
of twenty-four hours, in November, the rainfall was 165 mm., or
6} English inches. With such a rainfall over the great drainage
area of the Chagres river, it is not surprising that the river at times
rises 8 metres in the course of a few hours. The usual flow of the
Chagres is 13 metres per second in dry weather; but during the
rainy season it rises up to 134 metres, even during storms to 600
metres.
The deviation of the Chagres is a difficulty apparently not foreseen, and an expense not provided for by the early surveyors. It
is in reality a necessity for the preservation of the canal, as the new
bed will act like a huge ditch, and receive the surface drainage
during the rains, which otherwise would rush into the canal—to
say nothing of the trees, rocks and silt brought down by these
floods. The new bed of the river is to be 40 metres wide by 5metres
deep. In order to deal more effectually with these excessive
floods, it had been pro’
to dam up the valley at the head of
the Chagres, and thus form an immense reservoir. This project is
for the time abandoned. It would involve a dam about 1445
metres long by 45 metres in height, with a cube of about
10,000,000 metres; and this would have to be constructed in the
face of the floods rushing down the upper valley of the Chagres,
unless the whole dam were constructed during one dry season,
which is scarcely possible. At this point, known as Gamboa, the
canal leaves the valley of the Chagres and crosses the watershed at
Culevra. From the Culevra on to the Pacific Ocean no special
difficulties have to be overcome. On this side of the watershed
the river Obisbo and its confluents are regulated and deviated to
form a ditch, just as the river Chagres is on the Atlantic slope. In
fact, the deviations of these and other rivers and their tributaries
are so arranged as to form two continuous smaller canals on each
side of the main ship canal, and this may be considered as indispensable for its safety.
For some kilometres before reaching the Pacific ocean the canal
runs through swampy _. very little above sea-level and eventually joins the sea at
Boca or mouth of the riverGrande. Unfortunately the water is very shallow here, and the last five kilometres have tobe dredged through a bed of sand forming a wide bar at
the mouth of the river Grande. Although the work has been commenced all along the line, not one length of the canal is anything
like near completion. I had the opportunity of visiting most of
the sections, and with the exception of the Colon end and a short
length at Gorgona, where the canal follows the present bed of the
river Chagres, not one of the cuttings is down even to water-level,
and many have merely had the surface removed. At Colon the
entrance to the canal has been constructed by making an embankment which protects it from the north winds, and has reclaimed
ground, formerly a swamp, on which the pleasant little settlement
called ‘‘Cristophe Colomb” has been built. From the entrance
the canal has been dredged %o a depth of 6 metres for a length of
4} kilom., and is open for small steamers. Three very powerful
steam dredges are now at work hapsgene the canal down to
9 metres. After this comes a length of ground almost untouched,
owing to disputes with the contractors. Then comes a length of
6 kilom. on the old bed of the Chagres, where dredges are at work
deepening. These dredges have a power of 180-H.P., and raise
about 3000 cubic metres in the twenty-four hours, This seemed
to me to be the best conducted work on the canal.
From this on, all the earth in the cuttings ismoved by hand labour,
with the narrow gauge railway known as the “ Decauville,” or by
the steam navvy or excavator, with full-sized railway wagons.
The engineers advocate the latter, because they can get more
work done; but some of the contractors prefer the former method.
The steam navvy Osgood at work on the Tavernilla section moves
300 to 360 cubic metres in ten hours; this section is almost level.
At Soldado ahill of about 65 metres in height is being removed
by immense blasts of dynamite.
(To be continued.)

NOTES ON THE PANAMA CANAL!
By R. Netson Boyp, M. Inst. C.E.
THE following
r does not purpose to be an exhaustive
description of 1 ene Canal. I only submit a few notes,
gathered on the spot, which therefore may have some importance
at the present time, when any trustworthy information regarding
the progress of the Canal has especial interest.
Before entering on the description of the works, it may not be
out of place to remind the meeting of the origin of this great
undertaking. The Panama Canal—or, to give it the official title,
“La Com
ie Universelle du Canal Interocéanique ”—was constituted in March, 1881, with a capital of 1,200,000,000f., or say
£48,000,000 sterling, and the works were at once commenced, and
have been carried on without cessation up to the present time. The
idea, however, of piercing the Isthmus of Panama is by no means
a recent one, The early Spanish discoverers pro’
to cut through
the narrow tongue of land which separates the two oceans; and
Cortez had the subject investigated, and proposed to make a canal
at Tehuantepec. This was about the year 1525. Many years
Honcgs’ EXHAUSTING AND BLowi1ne Fans.—In our last impresthe name of the makers of these fans was incorrectly given as
we before the Civil and Mechanical Engineers’ Society, March 30th, sion
Hodge, instead of Hodges.
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LOCOMOTIVES.

(For description see page 290.)
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Form of Velocity Anemometer,” by W. H. Dines, B.A., F.R. Met. Soc.;
& Paeaen of Two Maximum Pressure Registering Anemometers,” by
G. M.
pple, B.Sc., F.R. Met, Soc.
Society or Arcuitects.—Tuesday, April 19th, at the Freemasons’
Tavern, Great Queen-street, W.C., at 7 o'clock p-m.: Ordinary meeting.
Paper to be read:—‘‘Law Af ecting Archit
n Relation to the
General Duties,” by C, H. Robertson, solicitor to the Society.
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DEATHS.
On the 8th inst., at Maura, Bournemouth, ALEXANDER Bassett, Mem.
Inst. C.E., of Baynton House, Llandaff, Glamorganshire, aged sixty-two
years.
On the 2ist March, on the voyage home, on board the s.s, Assam,
Henry Danoerrietp, M.1.C.K., manager and engineer-in-chief P.W.D. of
the Bhownagar Gondal Railway, Kattiawar, in his forty-third year.
Indian papers, please copy.
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Registered Telegraphic Address “ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
LONDON.”
*,* All letters untended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or containing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
communications.
*.* We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we
must therefore request correspondents to keep copies.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all
cases, be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received by us may be forwarded to their destination.
No notice will be taken of communications which do not comply
with these instructions.
J. R.—Consult the indexes which you will pind at your disposal in the Patentoffice Library.
EARLY STANDARD GAS THREADS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sirn,—Can any reader tell me what was the standard gas thread before
Whitworth’s came into use?
J. W.
Manchester, April 14th.
STEEL RUST.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Could any one of your correspondents kindly inform me, through
the medium of Tue Enorveer, what will stop the rusting of a SiemensMartin steel
, which I have made for a customer of mine to boil clean
water in? When it is boiled it is entirely useless through discoloration
by rust.
AntT1-CoRROSION,
“Halifax, April 10th.
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Tue Enoinger can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
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Remittance by Bill on London.—Austria, Buenos Ayres and Algeria,
Greece, Ionian Islands, Norway, Panama, Peru, Russia, Spain, Sweden,
Chili, £1 16s, Borneo, Ceylon, Java, and Singapore, £20s. 6d. Manilla,
Sandwich Isles, £2 5s.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
*," The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings,
for every two lines afterwards one shilling and sixpence; odd lines are
charged one shilling. The line averages seven words. When an advertisement measures an inch or more the charge is ten shillings per inch, All
single advertisements from the country must be accompanied by a Post-office
order in payment. Alternate advertisements will be inserted with all
practwal regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case.
All except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition,
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six
o'clock on Thursday Evening in each week.
Letters relating to Advertisements and the Publishing Department of the
paper are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ; all
other letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tak ENGINEER, 163, Strand,
MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
Tue InstiTUTION oF CrviL ENGINEERS, 25, Great George-street, Westminster, 8.W.—Session 1886-87. Tuesday, April 19th, at § p.m.: Ordinary
meeting. Paper to be read with a view to discussion :—‘ Water Su
from Wells,” in the London Basin, at Bushey (Herts), in Leicesters ly
and at Southampton, by Messrs. Grover, Fox, Stooke, and Matthews ’
respectively.
Society or Arts, John-street, Adelphi, London, W.C. — Tuesday,
April 19th, at 8 p.m. Foreign and Colonial Section : ‘‘South Africa,” by
Major-General Sir Charles Warren, G.C.M.G. Wednesday, April
» at
ope: Ordinary meeting. ‘“ Electric I
tion,” by A.
k
. H. Preece, F.R.8.,
preside,
MerTEoROLOGICAL Sociery.—Wednesday, 20th instant, at 7 p.m., by
| ry ta of the Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers, at 25
reat George-street, Westminster: Ordinary meeting. be go to be read :
—‘ The Storm and Low Barometer of December 8t! and 9th, 1886,” by
Charles Harding, F.R. Met. Soc.; ‘‘ Report of the Wind Force Committee,”
drawn up by G, Chatterton, M.A., M. Inst. C.E., F.R. Met. Soc.; “A New
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EDUCATION AND PATENTS,
Axovut 16,000 inventions now find their way every year
to the Great Seal Patent-office. This is over 300 per
week, or, say, fifty per day. A great many of these are
little more than crude ideas, never getting beyond the
rovisional protection stage; others are not very new.
liminating these inventions which have no pretension
to vitality, we shall not be far wrong if we say that at
least 3000 patents are granted every year in Great
Britain and Ireland for inventions which are, or appear
to be, so important that considerable sums of money are
spent on their development. What comes of these inventions? The answer must be, we think, that nothing
comes of them. We venture to say that the number of
tents being worked at all—we shall not say at a profit,
ut being worked—is very much smaller than most
ople imagine. If a census could be taken, it would be
pound, we think, that there are not altogether 3000 patents
worked, and that the number worked at a profit is possibly
not 500. The steam engine is an excellent test.
Notwithstanding the vast host of patents which have been taken
out for improvements in it, we shall not be far from
the truth if we say that not more than about
thirty patents are really being worked. There are
five different high-speed engines, all the subjects of
patents, in moderate use.
There are about half a
dozen patents in connection with locomotives in use, and
perhaps as many, principally relating to valve gear, concern the marine engine. Some of these refer to stationary
engines as well. There are three or four patent pistons
in use, and the same may be said of valves, and that is
about all. In pumping engines there are perhaps a dozen
more, which we do not include under the head of steam
engines. There are hundreds, if not thousands, of patents
in existence for boilers and boiler furnaces. The number
in use is under a score. What is true of the steam
engine is true of most other things. It is quite possible
for any engineer, manufacturer, railway company, shipowner, &c., to carry on business or trade with perfect success without using a single patented invention. Why is
it that so much energy is wasted in inventions which are
useless? Before going further it is well that our
meaning should be made perfectly clear. When we
say that there is but a limited number of patented
inventions in use, it must be understood that by “patented
invention” we mean an invention the patent for which is
in force. There are a great many things in use which
were at one time patented, but the patents for which have
lapsed either by flux or time or for some other cause. If
we assume that there are twenty patents for steam engines
in force this year, and that there will be the same number
in force in fourteen years from this date, then it is clear
that these last cannot be the same as those in existence
now. The fact remains that although avery few new
inventions come into use every year, the whole number is
probably pretty constant. As new inventions are born old
ones die; but the infantile mortality among patents is
something enormous.
It is worth while to consider to
what it is due.
A careful examination of the facts proves that the
reason why so many patents are taken out lies in the
ignorance of the inventor. We mean nothing invidious,
but no other word than ignorance will so plainly express
that idea which we wish to convey. A man of, we may
suppose, considerable natural talent and well educated as an
engineer makes an invention. The chances are a hundred to
one that the invention produced by such a man will be
new. He turns the thing over in his mind for some time,
anticipates objections and difficulties, and provides as far
as possible for them. As soon as he has got thus far he
takes out either provisional protection or a complete
tent. Now be it observed that up to this point he is
ignorant whether the invention will be mechanically a
success or not. This ignorance is due to the circumstance
that the thing patented being new, no direct experience of
any kind is available concerning it. The patent secured, the
inventor proceeds to educate himself—that is to say, he
has the thing made and tried, and then he finds, to his
surprise and disgust, that it will not work at all; something has been forgotten or overlooked, or a new fact is
discovered, and the patent is of no use. Then begins the
vane of the inventor to overcome the obstacles which
stand in his way. Patent follows patent as he progresses,
and at last the finished result is ready to ising: bake the
world, and is probably extremely unlike the original. All
the earlier patents are valueless lumber; they are allowed to
drop, and not unfrequently the inventor would be well satisfied if the earth would open and swallow them up. Here,
then, we have an instance of the way in which ignorance
influences the numbers of patents taken out.
ere is
nothing like an illustration for making a meaning clear.
Here is one, which came under our own notice. A novel
and extremely elegant method of working the slide valves
of steam engines was devised. It was
upon a wellknown principle of mechanics, applied in this direction
for the first time. Into details we cannot enter, for the
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inventor is still working in the same field. It will suffice
to say that it appeared
to be as certain that the slide
valves could be worked in the way suggested as that the
sun will rise to-morrow morning. The inventor was a
cautious man. “This thing,” said he, “is too good to be
true. To sweep away excentrics, link motions, &c. &c., at
one blow is more than I have a right to expect. Let us
try it on asmall scale.” It was tried accordingly on a
model of reasonable dimensions. The results were quite
disappointing, and in a way not anticipated. Certain statements made in text-books, and on which the invention was
based, wereonly true under conditions which donot obtainin
steam engines. This was virtually a new discovery, and
opened up an entirely new path for research, interesting
enough from one point of view, but certainly not from
that of the inventor. If he had taken out a patent, that
would have gone to swell the list of examples of wasted
energy. Now, every year large numbers of patents are
taken out by men on a much more slender basis than that
which the cautious man just referred to had to go upon.
As a rule, inventors are always prophets. Nothing short
of the prophetic spirit could induce them to believe as
they do in the future of their inventions. But it cannot
be too often repeated that no one should prophecy unless
he knows. If, then, the inventor would take the troubie
to try his invention before he patents it, there would be
fewer inventions taken out. It may be urged, of course,
that the inventor has no facilities for trying it until it is
patented. This is occasionally quite true, but it is not
always, not nearly always, true. This makes no difference. The moment a thorough-going inventor has had an
inspiration he rushes off to the Patent-office. He never
stops to think that the chance that any one else will hit
on precisely the same thing is about as strong as that two
men in a crowd will be identical in features. He is in a
fever until he has made himself safe. That done, he can
begin to try to find out whether the idea which he has
spent less or more money in patenting is worth anything.
In nine hundred and ninety-nine cases out of a thousand
it is valueless. But it would be too much to expect him
to wait as much as a week to find this out.
Even when a good thing has been invented and patented
it may not prove a commercial success, and this for reasons
which are, we think, little understood by either inventors
or the public. The consideration, however, of this aspect
of the question we must postpone for the present. Our
object will be served at this moment if we can succeed in
inducing inventors to believe that ignorance may be the
cause of waste of time, money, and energy; and that in all
cases it is bad policy to be too precipitate in taking out a
patent. A great deal has been heard about “racing for
the seal,” the more recent “value of a date,” and soon. Our
readers may rest assured that these things apply only to
very special cases, and that the general public of inventors
have nothing whatever to do with them.
METROPOLITAN SEWAGE DISPOSAL.
TwWENTY-TWo years have elapsed since “Sir Joseph
Bazalgette—not then possessing the title which he now
so deservedly enjoys—read a paper before the Institution
of Civil Engineers, descriptive of the great main drainage
works of the metropolis. The whole of the main drainage
scheme was then complete, with the exception of the
northern low-level sewer, which was being formed in
conjunction with the Thames Embankment and the new
street to the Mansion House. At that time and subsequently, keen discussion arose as tothe proper destination
of the London sewage, and projects for the utilisation of
the vast discharge pouring from the outfalls at Barking
and Crossness were ardently pressed upon the notice of
the public. The names of Mr. Thomas Ellis and Colonel
Hope will be remembered in connection with the era when
irrigation was popular, followed by those of Messrs. W.
and R. Sillar, when chemical treatment was espoused.
Now we arrive at another phase of the subject. A Royal
Commission under Lord Bramwell has made sundry
recommendations as to the measures required for delivering the Thames from the pollution caused by the discharge of the London sewage at the outfalls, and the
Metropolitan Board has resolved on carrying out a plan
which partly corresponds to the proposals of the Commissioners, but which nevertheless departs from those
proposals in an important particular. The project
adopted by the Board, and the works designed in connection with it, have been described at considerable
length in our columns. The sewage is to be treated
chemically at the outfalls, the effluent is there to be discharged into the river, and the solid residuum is to be
carried away beyond the Nore in steamships constructed
for the purpose. On the other hand, Mr. J. BaileyDenton and Lieut.-Colonel Jones, V.C., have for some
time past been pressing on the attention of the Home
Secretary and the Metropolitan Board a plan which they
have devised for conveying the whole of the sewage to
Canvey Island, a low-lying tract on the Essex shore
between Thames Haven and Southend, the distance
of the latter place from the island being four and a-half
miles. In defence of the scheme of the Metropolitan
Board, a paper has been recently read at the Institution
of Civil Engineers by Mr. W. J. Dibdin, the Board’s
chemist ; the reading of the paper and the subsequent
discussion occupying four weekly meetings. ‘The title of
Mr. Dibdin’s paper was “ The Disposal of -wn Sludge,”
but the treatment of the subject involved considerations
touching the whole sewage problem. Following this, we
have now a lecture of considerable length and much
ability delivered a few days ago by Mr. J. Bailey-Denton
ata meeting held at the Parkes Museum of Hygiene,
Professor Corfield occupying the chair. “Metropolitan
Sewage Disposal” formed the title of the lecture, which
may be looked upon asa rejoinder to the paper read a
short time previously by Mr. Dibdin at Great Georgestreet. The rival plans are thus brought before us in a
very complete and authoritative manner.
To enter into all the details of this controversy would
involve far too large a demand upon the limits of our
space and the patience of our readers. We can but touch
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upon a few salient points, ae those who are disposed
for the enterprise to wade through the various documents
devoted to the subject. Mr. Bailey-Denton objects to the
scheme of the Metropolitan Board as placing insuperable
obstacles in the way of any future plan for turning to
account the “reproductive properties of the London
sewage.” This declaration seems a little too absolute. It
would not be impossible to divert the sewage effluent
from the outfalls, and deliver it on the land a few miles
distant. There would be extra cost, of course, but this is
the method by which Mr. Bailey-Denton himself proposes
to deal with the effluent at Canvey Island, supposing the
farmers in the neighbourhood were willing to receive it.
Canvey Island is described by him as affording remarkable facilities, first, for the deposition or treatment of the
sewage solids on its surface without nuisance of an
kind, or any occasion for removal from the site of deposition; and, secondly, for the utilisation of the liquid
sewage by irrigation on the island, or on lands in Essex
and Kent. The area of Canvey Island is stated to be
4383 acres.
Two-thirds would be appropriated to the
deposition of the solid matter, leaving therefore only 1460
acres for the purpose of sewage irrigation, or little more
than one acre for the sewage of 3000 of the present population. Accordingly, if the sewage is to be utilised, it must
have a wider area of distribution than the island affords.
Whatever manurial value there is in the solid residuum
will be capable of preservation at Barking and Crossness
as well as at Canvey Island, though in the latter instance
there will be the advantage of being farther from town.
Mr. Bailey-Denton still believes in the agricultural value
of sewage, but contends that an expert is required in
the practice of sewage farming, and adheres strongly to
the opinion that intermittent filtration should always be
combined with wide irrigation as a safeguard. Sound as
this theory may be, the enormous volume of the London
sewage and the unwillingness of farmers to employ
sewage as a fertiliser, are considerations which have
induced the Metropolitan Board to shape its plans without reference to agriculture. It is quite possible that if
Mr. Bailey-Denton had all the London sewage conveyed
to Canvey Island, he would find that what he could not
make use of himself he would have to cast into the
river. It was Colonel Hope’s theory that his great main
sewer, which was to lead down to the Maplin Sands,
should be tapped on the way to supply contiguous farms.
But nothing ever occurred to show that the farmers were
likely to become his customers.
Mr. Bailey-Denton is unsparing in his ridicule of the
idea that the pollution of the Thames by the discharge at
the outfalls can be prevented by subjecting the metropolitan sewage to “homeeopathic doses of 3°7 grains of
lime and 1 grain of sulphate of iron, with a sprinkle of
permanganate of soda per gallon.” The lime, it should
be observed, is to be applied in a state of solution, and
experience gained at Leicester is considered favourable to
Mr. Dibdin’s plan. The precise quantity of 3°7 grains
per gallon is, of course, obtained by calculation from
a larger volume, and is based on an average. A very
serious point in Mr. Bailey-Denton’s lecture is where he
makes it appear that Sir Joseph Bazalgette is dissatisfied
with the chemical formula, and has given evidence condemnatory of the scheme adopted by the Board. This
curious view of the case is derived from the report of the
roceedings before the Select Committee appointed by the
Seem of Commons in February last year, to inquire into
the condition of the river Lea. Yet on referring to the
Blue-book, we find that Sir J. Bazalgette gives evidence
quite in the contrary direction to that signified by Mr.
Bailey-Denton. Sir Henry Roscoe, interrogating Sir J.
Bazalgette, said : “I believe you have had a purification
system lately adopted by the Metropolitan Board under
your care?’ To this question Sir Joseph Bazalgette
replied in the affirmative; whereupon Sir H. Roscoe
inquired—“ May I ask whether you are satisfied with the
results of the experiments on the 9,000,000 gallons that
are now in operation ?” Sir Joseph replied—“ Yes, I think
they have been very satisfactory.” Yet Mr. BaileyDenton says in his lecture that at the time of the Lea
inquiry, “the tentative proceedings” of the Board in
reference to the London sewage “evidently did not
satisfy Sir Joseph W. Bazalgette, who had taken part in
the whole of the proceedings of 1884-5.” This singular
contradiction between the views ascribed to Sir J. Bazalgette and those which he actually expressed arises from a
lack of discrimination in dealing with his evidence. Sir
Joseph drew a broad line of distinction between the Lea
and the Thames. He said: “I cannot bring myself to
believe that a river whose flow depends upon effluent
sewage, preserved, you may say, by manganate of
soda, can be a desirable thing to live near, or
can be a state of things that can exist without serious
complaint arising.” But the Thames is not a river
“whose flow depends upon efiluent sewage preserved b
manganate of soda.” Sir Joseph states that at each ebb
tide 2500 millions of cubic feet of water pass the outfalls on
the Thames. But the Lea he describes asa river “ which
has little or no water flowing down it,” and he insists on
a “vast distinction between turning the effluent into the
river Thames and turning the effluent into the river Lea.”
The fact that this distinction governs the evidence of Sir
Joseph Bazalgette has been overlooked by Mr. BaileyDenton, so as to make the engineer to the Metropolitan
Board appear as condemning a plan to which his
own name is attached, and with which he is practically
identified. An argument on which Mr. Bailey-Denton
lays some stress is, that the Metropolitan
does not
possess the necessary qualifications for deciding on such a
question as the treatment of the London sewage. No
doubt on such a subject the Board ought to seek for the
best professional advice. On the one hand there is Sir J.
Bazalgette, and on the other, Mr. Bailey-Denton. So far
as chemistry is concerned, there is Mr. Dibdin and Dr.
Dupré, supported by Sir F. Abel, Professor Odling, and
Professor Williamson, the last-named having been a
member of the Royal Commission under Lord Bramwell.
Against these, Mr. Bailey-Denton puts Dr. Frankland,
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Dr. Alder Wright, Professor Attfield, Professor Dewar, edges; nor does it in any way anticipate the contingency
and Mr. Bernard Dyer. The general opinion among the of destructive settlement in the ground.
It has
chemists on Mr. Bailey-Denton’s side is that Mr. Dibdin’s already
proved a powerful weapon in the hands of
chemical scheme is “ inadequate.” ne such er
se
A
builders, who find it an easy task to test an
authorities ranged in o
ition, it is perhaps
onable old drain by plugging it, and work upon the fears of the
for the members of is Beet to Brodse on deciding for householder to incur an expense which is frequently out
themselves what they shall do. The point in dispute is of all proportion to the necessities of the case. As a
mainly as to the chemical process. If that treatment is matter of fact, there are very few drains in London which,
sufficient to rescue the Thames from pollution there is no even if originally laid in the most conscientious manner
need to dispute the matter any further. If it is not before this test came into fashion, could now stand it if it
sufficient, and if no reasonable modification will make it were applied with any head of water in the soil pipes,
adequate, then the case for the Board breaks down. So
There is not the least prospect of this ordeal of hydraulic
far as engineering goes, there is no doubt that Sir J. pressure being relaxed in any way in the future, and we see
Bazalgette’s pumps and tanks will work correctly ; neither no reason why it should be. On the contrary, we think
need we doubt the engineering excellence of the Canvey there is every reason to suppose that a test which is so
Island scheme. It is when we get into the realm of essentially efficient will have a wider application, and
chemistry that controversy rages most fiercely, and with that those modifications which are now applied to soil
ipes, manholes, and manhole covers, will soon be
the least prospect of reaching a satisfactory conclusion.
Connected alike with engineering and chemistry there ooked upon as obsolete.
We believe the hydraulic
is yet another element, namely, finance, which cannot be test, made very much more severe by having the head
entirely excluded from view. Mr. Bailey-Denton con- of water carried up the soil pipe, will soon be applied to
tends that his plan will prove to be the cheapest; but the drainage as a whole, including manholes and everythat depends in a great measure on the quantity of thing immediately connected with the drains, such as the
chemicals considered necessary for purifying the sewage. manhole covers. If this is to be the future of domestic
If we take Mr. Dibdin’s present estimate, or anything sanitation, the purists who have not realised these probaapproaching it, the cost of his plan appears much less bilities, and are at present contenting themselves with a
than the Canvey Island scheme. Mr. Bailey-Denton and number of details that cannot stand the test which
Lieut.-Colonel Jones have made a formal offer to under- they already apply to the drain itself, are only advising
take the purification of the sewage at Canvey Island for their clients to adopt arrangements which will soon be
an annual payment of £110,000, without any advance of looked upon as equally defective with a drain which
capital by the Board, the freehold of the entire island to cannot hold water.
become the property of the Board at the expiration of
This question is not likely to remain much longer in
fifty years.
But certain conditions are a
¢war yee | abeyance. Now that cast iron pipes have received the
one of considerable weight, namely, that the Board shal sanction of the highest authority, and have been largely
be at the cost of delivering the sewage into the island at and successfully adopted in practice, there is no reason
a height of 13$ft. above the surface of the ground. why the material should not be applied throughout. At
When estimating the expense of conveying the sewage present the rule is to lay the cast iron drain up to the
of the metropolis to Thames Haven, Sir J. Bazal- point at which it passes through an inspection chamber,
gette calculated the cost at £3,366,000, adding thereto when it is carried on in half-channel pipes made of glazed
an annual charge of £37,400 for pumping.
Reckon- earthenware set in cement. At this point the continuity
ing 3$ per cent. on the capital outlay, we get a of the material is not only broken, but another material
further item of £117,810. Thus, if we take Thames is introduced in the form of bricks, of which the manhole
Haven as equivalent to Canvey Island, and add together is constructed, when again a return is made to cast iron
the subsidy, the pumping, and the interest on capital for in the cover, which is rarely, if ever, subjected to a
conveying the sewage down the river, the total annual hydraulic test at all. This incongruity of materials
cost to the Metropolitan Board for the Canvey Island leads to a modification of the test to meet the deficiencies
scheme becomes £265,210. That we are not very far of the different parts, but this method of squaring the test
wrong in this reckoning is indicated by the fact that Mr. to the circumstances is not likely to be tha.or upon very
Bailey-Denton himself has estimated the entire cost of the favourably when contrasted with a system in which the
Canvey Island scheme at £198,000 per annum, including entire arrangements are carried out in the more efliinterest on capital. On the other hand, the
esti- efficient material and to which the severest form of test
mate the cost of their scheme at £118,000 per annum, may be applied throughout.
including everything; and it is an argument with Mr.
e believe it will be found in practice that this
Dibdin that if, after the lapse of some twenty or thirty complete cast iron system is in every way more conyears, the Board felt compelled to carry the effluent to a venient and satisfactory, while the additional expense is
point lower down the river, the saving effected in the small. An opportunity is afforded for having the whole
interval by the cheaper plan would defray the extra cost drainage system of a house constructed accurately to
ultimately incurred. Obviously, if there were any seri- drawings, as is usual in other engineering constructions,
ous expectation of carrying the outfalls further, it would and of homogeneous materials, instead of being laid
be the better plan to do so at once. Amid all the objec- piecemeal, and of heterogeneous materials dependent
tions urged against the chemical process, it is satisfactory upon a great many contingencies for their etticiency.
to know that the solid portion of the sewage is to be kept The inspection chambers being all cast from patterns
out of the river. This cannot fail to produce some im- modified to the particular requirements of each case,
provement in the state of the stream. The perman- fall into their places, and are connected without the
ganate is intended to deal further with the efiluent. necessity for any greater skill than is required in the
if the chemical dose now contemplated is really too laying of street mains, and when the work is finished it
small, there is a considerable margin—as between the two can be subjected to a test which would burst a brick manschemes—on which to draw for a further supply of hole into fragments, The arrangement accordingly also
chemical materials. We can only regret that Mr. Bailey- rovides a much better current of air through the drain
Denton and his colleague should have bestowed so much bor ventilation, and has the additional advantage of
labour thus far in vain. In the face of the ratepayers, being more expeditiously carried out. This is obvious
we can hardly see how the Metropolitan Board can go to when the comparatively small number of parts are
Canvey Island, or even to Thames Haven, while there is ready to put into their places before the ground is
any reasonable chance of success at Barking and Cross- disturbed. We know of a case in which operations were
ness. The Board has to guard the public purse as well commenced in a house of an average size on a Monday at
as the public health, and while the latter consideration is noon, and completed upon the following Friday. As the
imperative, the former has still to be remembered. Mr. work included the removal of the old drains and the subDibdin himself has owned that if Canvey Island were stitution of a complete new iron system, together with
close to the outfalls he would be glad to use it; but it is new soil pipes, closet apparatus, ventilating pipes, &c., the
far away, and the cost of getting to it is very considerable. advantage in point of time as compared
with the old
Mr. Bailey-Denton endeavours to show that the Board’s method, which under ordinary circumstances would have
scheme is bad. This is hard to prove. He can more taken about three weeks for its completion, is selfreadily show that his own scheme is good; but it is rela- evident. Not only is there a saving in house rent, but
tively dear, and that is a fact which most people can frequently in the heavy cost of a household having
appreciate.
to live at an hotel or in apartments while the work is
being carried out. With regard to the efficiency of the
RECENT ADVANCES IN DOMESTIC DRAINAGE.
complete system, the water standing in the soil pipes to
THE letter of a correspondent who recently asked for ad- the level of the first or second floors, and filling all the
vice in the laying of earthenware drain pipes gives us an drains, including the inspection chamber, is a guarantee
opportunity of makinga few remarks upon therapid change which speaks for itself.
of ideas which is taking place among sanitary experts
The Foundling Hospital, which has yee
had its
with regard to the materials to be employed for domestic sanitary arrangements remodelled by Mr. Scott-Moncrieff,
drainage. It is now many years since Sir Robert Rawlin- is an interesting illustration of how cast iron drainage,
son advocated the use of cast iron drain pipes, at least in in addition to its other advantages, can be applied so as
the case of London houses, where it is often necessary to to take advantage of existing sewers; and we have little
lay thej drain through the basement. His views have doubt that within a comparatively short period the combeen confirmed not only by the experience of those who plete systems of homogeneous materials to which we have
have adopted the system, but by the pressure and direc- referred will be looked upon as being no more than is
tion of recent methods of testing, which, if carried out to necessary to comply with the obvious requirements of
their logical issues, will render earthenware drain pi
domestic sanitation.
and brick-built manholes of the usual form meatier
obsolete.
THE NEW NORTHUMBERLAND RAILWAY,
The necessity for some rapid and efficient means of
testing the soundness of drains and their connections when
WE believe that a section of the Alnwick and Cornhill branch
laid through houses, has led within the last three or four of the North-Eastern Railway will be opened for part traffic in
years to the use of water as a test, instead of strongly the course of the next few weeks. The line has been described
——- essences or smoke. The modus operandi consists by us in outline some months ago; but it may be desirable to
in simply plugging the drain at the point nearest to its add a few later facts as to it. Up to the end of 1886 there had
outfall to
s the street sewer, which may be accessible been expended on the line £353,126 12s.; and it is thus the
from a manhole or from the trench itself before being most costly of the works in course of construction that the
Railway has in hand. In the current half-year
filled in, and filling the drain with water. This test has North-Eastern
the expenditure was at the rate of £3400 monthly,as estimated ;
done more than anything else to insure not only a high and
after the end of this half-year a further expenditure is constandard of workmanship in the laying and jointing of templated of about £10,000 ; so that it will be seen that the
the drain, but also in the quality of the materials used, total cost of the line, accomplished and expectant, is about
including the cement. It provides no assurance, however, £394,000. And very naturally there is the desire to bring a
that the joints are clean, and that no obstructing ridgesof rt of the line into use as early as possible, for goods traffic at
cement have been allowed to adhere to their interior east, and thus to allow that traffic to commence the slow growth
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ressions for determining the stresses in every member by value of the book depends, however, upon the method
both methods are, however, given for each of the twelve itself, and its capabilities for extended application accordhaving regard to
classes into which all framed girders, or trusses, are divided ing to individual requirements; and,
by the author. These classes are illustrated by diagrams the progressive nature of the knowledge of the resistance
ob about seventy different forms, among which the dia- of materials upon which the data for examples depend,
to have acted wisely in presenting it to
grams of the bowstring and crescent girders—Figs. 48, the editors ap
and 62—are unfortunately misplaced, and owing to their the public in its present form. Evidently designed onl
position at the head of their respective classes, are some- for the use of practical an ere who are already well
what apt to mislead the reader. The examples include acquainted with the general features of the subject, the
several forms of roof truss which might with advantage book is remarkably free from extraneous matter, and is
have been omitted; as the specific treatment required by throughout illustrated by numerous examples fully worked
roof trusses, on account of the inclined wind forces to out, which materially assist the reader in following the
which they are subject, is not dealt with, and the general formule, which are often complex, and necessarily involve
formule are for this reason not applicable to them. In the use of the calculus. Viewed as a whole, it exemplifies
dealing with the internal resistance of solid beams, the in a striking manner the effect of the American system of
author assumes that the neutral axis coincides with the competitive designs, and the lesson it teaches of the
centre of gravity of the cross section, and introduces the exhaustive study of the causes which produce economy in
modulus of rupture, or ultimate unit resistance of the design, is not to be disregarded if this competition is to
STRING RAILWAY BRAKES,
material to cross breaking, for which experimental values become general,
Ir will be remembered that on more than one occasion string are given, in order to obtain the moment of resistance of
has caused the failure of the vacuum brake by getting into the the section. This, although a satisfactory practical solution
Lithology. By E. H. Williams, Jr. New York:
Jeak-off hole in the piston. There are, indeed, various reasons— for the forms of beam in general use, has the disadvantage A Manual of Wiley.
London: Triibner. 1886.
some of them, no doubt, based on prejudice—which induce of requiring special experimental values of the modulus in
Tuis is probably the smallest text-book on the subject
railway men to regard with dislike the use of string about a the case of
beams
of
unsymmetrical
section.
Ina
chapter
railway train as a means of securing the safety of passengers, devoted to an elaborate investigation of deflection problems of rock structure that has yet appeared. By the use of
We are ashamed to say that we are ourselves not exempt from
small type and a careful selection of matter, the author
this weakness, and we therefore object to the instructions a useful approximation is given for the deflection of girders has contrived to compress within 125 pages of 3in. by
which have just been issued to drivers on the Manchester, of varying height—such as the bowstring—the author 5in. effective surface an account of the composition and
finding from numerous examples that for open girders of structural character of the principal classes of rocks,
Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway :—
the same central height the total deflection is nearly in according to the definitions current in this branch of
Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway,
Locomotive and Carriage Department.
the inverse ratio of the areas of figure of the girders. For knowledge at the present day. The main object of the
Office of Superintendent,
the
strength of struts, the author derives from the equa- book being to enable students to identify rocks without
March 22, 1887.
Norice to Drivers.
tion to the curve of the bending strut, formule for the elaborate means of investigation, all allusion to microSo long as it is found necessary to usea tricoupling to form a brake con- breaking weight of the general form :—
scopic structure is avoided, so that it cannot be put in
nection between the engine or tender and the front vehicle of the train, it
will be your duty to see it is effectually secured by string or otherwise
dp= 5Sade
comparison with such manuals as those of Rutley and
so as to prevent the possibility of the
pling working loose and
e“T+e
Jannetaz, and still less with the more elaborate works of
becoming disconnected,
ar*
You are given to understand that for the future I will accept no excuse
Rosenbuch and Fouqué; but for its own limited purpose
whatever for such failure.
(Signed)
Tuomas PaRKER,
in which a and care constants and / and ¢ the length of it is likely to prove very useful.
We do not know what “ otherwise” is intended to mean, but the strut and radius of gyration of its cross section ; and
it has at least the merit of not rendering the use of string impe- it will be interesting to those who have followed the
yative. There is thus a certain latitude left to drivers, who can recent trainof thought on this subject, to notethattheterm
THE MANCHESTER ROYAL EXHIBITION.
use, say, @ handful of waste wedged between the pipes; or a unity
in the denominator in this well-known form, arises
shoe-string might be employed at a pinch, or a foot or two of
Tue holding of an Exhibition in Manchester was first
lamp-wick, On the whole, perhaps, some small strips of calico from the assumption that the direct or axial pressure due
and a paste-pot would be best; once the paste dried, which it to the load reduces the effective resistance of the cross suggested about five years ago. It was thought, in view
would quickly do when running rapidly through the air, the section to bending.
of the great success of the Art Treasures Exhibition in
Having thus dealt with the preliminary problems, the 1857, and as that was the only Exhibition partaking of an
joint would be hermetically sealed.
author proceeds to investigate the determination of the international character that had been held in Manchester,
weight of a bridge to carry a given live load, the height that something might be done to give an impetus to trade,
and number of panels being assumed. By means of the which was then, as it is now, not in a very flourishing
LITERATURE.
formule already established the weight of each member condition. The proposal, however, fell flat, as it was felt
is expressed, in terms of the total panel dead load W, and
although successful Exhibitions had been held in
Mechanics of the Girder. By J. D. Crenore, New York: the live panel load L. Summing these expressions, the that
London, Edinburgh, and other places, Manchester was
John Wiley and Sons. London: Triibner and Co. 1886,
weight of the girders themselves is obtained in the form : not quite in the same
ition in respect of general
Weight of girders =
G=aW + b.,
In the full title of this book, “ A Treatise on Bridges
holiday attractions, and these considerations explain to a
and Roofs, in which the necessary and sufficient Weight in which a is the sum of the reduced numerical values of considerable extent the failure of the efforts which were
of the Structure is calculated, and not assumed; and the the coefficients of the unknown dead load W, and 0 is then put forward. The various Jubilee celebrations in
number of Panels and height of Girder which render the the reduced numerical equivalent of the weight resulting one form or another recently projected all over the
Bridge Weight least, for a given Span, Live Load, and from the known live load L. From this and the weight country again brought the proposal to the front, to be
Wind Pressure, are determined,” the author claims for his of the floor, wind system, &c., computed in the ordinary this time crowned with so large a measure of success that
book the solution of problems of which the importance way, the weight of the girders is obtained by a simple even the most sanguine amongst the promoters of the
will at once be apparent to those who desire to be guided equation. In order to determine the best number of present Exhibition could scarcely have anticipated. The
in every step of their work by the rigorous application of panels and best height, the author obtains a similar project was first revived by letters addressed to the
mathematical laws. Exact methods for the determina- expression, in terms of powers of an unknown value of editors of the local journals, and on the 11th of Junea
tion of the stresses —
in a given structure by any the height A, for the bridge weight corresponding to a largely attended public meeting was held in the Town
combination of loads are not indeed wanting; but their series of different panel lengths; and by differentiating Hall, when it was resolved that it was desirable to conapplication is rendered unsatisfactory by the fact that each of these equations with respect to h, obtains, for sider the advisability of holding a National Exhibition
the weight of the structure itself, which in large spans is each panel length, that value of 4 which renders the of Arts, Science, and Industry to commemorate the
no inconsiderable part of the total load, has to be guessed bridge weight least. Introducing this value of i, the Jubilee year of the reign of her Majesty the Queen, and
at, or at best derived by analogy from the weight of minimum weight for each panel length is obtained, and a committee was appointed to make the fullest inquiries
similar structures; and a suitable example is often diffi- by comparing these the most economical proportions for as to the feasibility of the proposal and to report to a
cult to find in the case of bridges of large span or novel the girder are determined.
future meeting. The committee set to work with a
design. In determining the form and proportions of the
Simple and conclusive as this process may appear in the determination not to enter upon the project rashly, but
structure itself, the designer is still more dependent upon abstract, it is, as the examples show, exceedingly labori- no time was lost, and on the 19th of July a second public
experience and judgment.
ous in practice, and has its weak points. These, although meeting was held in the Town Hall, when the committee
From the nature of the problem it can hardly be not essentially fatal to its utility, demand careful conresented a report, and a detailed scheme prepared by
expected that a perfect solution by practical methods, and sideration, oo the introduction where necessary of special sir Joseph C.
as the suggested basis of operations.
of universal application, will ever be obtained; but a coefficients. For instance, the whole of the material This a was distinctly favourable to the holding of
partial solution, if based on sound principles and correct required for joints, attachments, excess of practical over an Exhibitio n, and the scheme proposed was divided into
reasoning, must be of considerable value as an aid to the required section of bars, and the like, is covered by a seven sections :—(1) Industrial a
as shown in textile
establishment of general laws of economic design. Such general addition; which is, in the earlier examples, taken fabrics, pottery, metal work, &c., original drawings for
a solution at least we have in Mr. Crehore’s work; and as as from 2 to 24 per cent. of the imposed dead load only, manufactures of various kinds, examples of ancient
such it is worthy of careful examination by those while the excess on the girders themselves is entirely fabrics and designs, and architectural designs. (2) Indusinterested in the design of bridges. The degree in which neglected. The author also assumes for all the verticals trial processes, such as textile machinery, engineering,
reliance can be placed upon the formule proposed must in a bridge a common ratio of length to radius of gyration and general plant, and machinery in motion. (3) Chemical
be a matter for fadividual judgment, as engineers are by —a condition generally incompatible with good design of and collateral industries. (4) Handicrafts—workers in
no means agreed upon the data which are indispensable the parts. It may also be objected that as the stresses brass, iron, wood, ivory, needlework, &c. (5) Representafor the construction of any formula for obtaining the arising from dead and live load are necessarily kept apart tion of Old Manchester and Salford, in which the handiprs nyof a structure, and which depend upon the design in summing the expressions for the weight of the girder, craft work of Section 4 was to be performed, and a model
of the parts and their connections, and even more upon the saving in weight of web members due to the neutra- of the proposed Manchester Ship Canal, showing docks,
the choice of a uniform or variable working stress.
lisation of live load counter stresses by dead load main locks, waterways, &c. (6) Fine arts. (7) A botanical
Apart from the solution of these problems, there is stresses is neglected. But the author, while admitting section. The original idea was that the Exhibition should
much valuable matter in Mr. Crehore’s book. In order this, justifies it on the ground that it is usual to insert be confined to a radius of fifty miles round Manchester,
to obtain general formule with a common notation and more counters than theory requires; and it will be found, but in the end wiser counsels prevailed, and ultimately it
applicable to all classes of girders, the author has—in‘the on examining any ace
4example, that the error in- was decided that it should be held on a scale that
introductory chapters I.-VII.—dealt with the theory of volved is relatively small, amounting in bridges of never previously been attempted in the provinces. A
external force, stress, and strain, from the beginning. moderate span to about 5 per cent. of the weight of the guarantee fund, amounting to about £130,000, was very
The statical problems relating to forces acting in one plane, diagonals, or, say, 1 per cent. of the total weight of the quickly secured, and the next step was to appoint a
the nature of moments, and the means of measuring them, girder. On the other hand, some of the most serious thoroughly representative committee, with Sir Joseph C.
are first investigated, and then applied to the particular ifficulties which attend the solution of the problem are Lee at its head, Mr. C. P. Scott, the editor of the Manchester
case of beams; and the thorough and searching nature of successfully dealt with. Proper allowance is made for Guardian, as hon. secretary, Mr. A. A. Gillies as the
the author’s treatment becomes evident in the manner in the increase of the weight of the longitudinal joists or acting secretary, and Mr. Lee Bapty, who had acted in a
which every possible case of each general equation is stringers with the panel length, and also for the increase similar capacity in connection with the Liverpool Exhiseparately expressed in a convenient tabular form—a in the weight of the wind system as the height of the bition, as general manager. The site selected was a
feature which will render the book especially convenient
irders is increased, and the total weight of the transverse vacant space of land adjoining the Manchester Botanical
for reference. The relation between the external forces
ams in a given span is shown to diminish with the Gardens, and competitive designs were obtained for the
applied to a structure and the strain developed in its number of panels, not only because a greater proportion of Exhibition building. At a meeting of the guarantors,
parts is next investigated. Consistently with the sys- the load is directly carried by the abutments, owing to held on August 13th, the design of Messrs. Maxwell and
tematic nature of the work, but contrary to the very the increased length of the end panels, but also because Tuke, of Manchester,
was
accepted for the main buildings,
—
practice, framed structures of the most complex the greater load on a single beam permits of greater and that of Messrs. Darbyshire and Smith, of Manind are studied before solid beams and plate girders; depth—assuming the beams to be equally well pro- chester, was afterwards accepted for the Old Manchester
as in reality affording a more simple determination of the portioned.
and Salford section of the Exhibition. For the Exhibition
relation between external forces and the resistance of the
Sufficient has been said to give a general outline of the buildings the selected plans, whilst providing for a
material. In determining the stresses on framed girders, author’s method, as seen in the preliminary examples structure of effective ornamental design, were exceedingly
the method of moments is principally used, and is shown given in Chapter IX. The remaining two chapters form simple and compact in their arrangement, the ground
to be preferable for verielile loads to that of shearin
the commencement of an elaborate application of these plan taking the form of a Latin cross with lofty
forces, since with the latter method every change of |
a
to the twelve classes of girders, left in an un- nave and transepts and low buildings supporting it
necessitates a recomputation from the beginning. Ex- nished condition at the author’s death in 1884, The on each side. The general outline of the main

which is usual with lines through agricultural districts. The
line, it may be remembered, is the outcome of a struggle for
the ‘possession of the northern part of the centre of Northumperland; it starts at Alnwick, rising to @ considerable height
above the sea level at the top of Alnwick Moor. There are
some deep cuttings in the southern part of the line, and between
Lemmington and the Cheviots there are some very pretty
glimpses of scenery. But it remains to be seen whether the
jine will develope a remunerative traffic, for, between the two
termini, there is no town of importance, nor any large population.
It may be expected that there will bea considerable agricultural
traffic during the coming summer ; and it may certainly be a
wise policy to open it, so as to secure, if possible, the full extent
of the benefit which may be reaped from the coming Royal
Show at Newcastle. And, in some future time, the line might
become a section in another route from the north-east to the
west of Scotland ; but at present its promise is that of a local
branch only.
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building may be given as consisting of a central nave
THE COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXHIBITION
1022ft. long and 56ft. high, with a transept across
REPORTS.
the centre 370ft. long and the same height, and two lower
Ir the English and the Indian and Colonial manufactransepts near the ends of the nave 60ft. wide. At the
intersection of the nave with the central transepts is a turers and producers allow themselves again to be
dome 90ft. diameter and 140ft. high, and at the inter- ‘wheedled into providing all that is necessary to constisection of the nave with the low transepts are square tute a splendid exhibition for the benefit of a South
pavilions of a lower altitude, the s
between the Kensington clique, it will not be because they have
nave and the arms of the cross being filled with exhibition not been sufficiently warned that if they do so it will
courts in
bays 30ft. wide. The contract for the erection be at their cost and for the showmen’s gain. The
of the buildings was let early in September, to Messrs. main chance of any solid benefit to be derived from
R. Neill and Sons, of Manchester—whose tender of a little the last Exhibition lay in complete reports which,
over £44,000 was the lowest sent in—the land to be distributed broadcast or sold at cost price, would have
covered according to the contract being 84 acres. Since placed every importer, every user of Colonial and Indian
then, however, a considerable enlargement of the first plans products, in possession of information as to their occurhas been found absolutely imperative, and the further rence, properties, and cost. This was in fact acknowextensions which have beendeemed necessary have probably ledged when in the preparation of “the scheme for the
pretty nearly doubled the original estimate. Perhaps in no Colonial and Indian Exhibition, which was approved by
section of the Exhibition has the pressure for increased H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, there was included a prospace been more felt than in that devoted to engineering. vision for the preparation of reports on the exhibits of
In so important an engineering centre as Manchester it the various colonies.” This is a quotation from the
was of course expected that this branch of industry would “Reports on the Colonial Sections of the Exhibition”
be strongly represented, and the committee set out by just published by Messrs. Clowes, whose names have been
roviding 6400 square yards of covered space. It was, associated with the publication of the catalogues of the
owever, very soon seen that they had altogether under- Exhibitions, and from which a great loss resulted,
estimated the importance of this particular section of the according to the statement made in the accounts pubExhibition ;they had to more than double the space lished by the “ staff.”
With the exception of but a few inventions, the reports
originally allotted, the area of the building now set apart
for engineering exhibits and machinery in motion, together are confined to the colonies, India not being specially
included.
It was evidently seen, when the scheme for
with the boiler house and the electric lighting department,
being not less than 168,000 square feet, which is the the Exhibition was being drawn up, that reports which
largest covered space that has been set apart in any woula have placed new information in the hands of
previous Exhibition for this special branch of trade, and importers and manufacturers, and told them what mateeven with all the inc
accommodation that has <n there were to be had, and given some hints as to
been provided, the applications sent in by exhibitors have how and for what they were or could be used, would
n far in excess of the space which the committee recommend themselves to the exhibitor classes, and hence
have had at their disposal. This has necessarily led they were told that a “provision for the preparation of
e. It is not clear whether the
to numerous complaints, as not only have many important reports” had been
engineering firms been unable to get the space they have Prince of Wales “approved” the scheme of the Exhibition,
or
the
“
provision
”
in principle, or the “ provision”
applied for, but a very considerable number of applicants
have been unable to obtain any space at all. Under such of a handsome sum likely to make it possible to place in
conditions as these a committee is, of course, placed in a the hands of the leaders in British commercial and manuvery difficult position, but they have endeavoured to give facturing industries much very valuable information.
the preference to exhibits presenting some new features Whatever he approved, the result is the same. The
which would illustrate the progress that is being made in reports are a disgrace to the authorities, and an inthe various branches of engineering. For this section of sult to the Colonies. Here into less than 500 pages
the Exhibition an entirely separate building, 510ft. in is crowded all that could be said concerning the pronto
length and 210ft. broad, with a gallery running round, ducts of all the Colonies of the British Empire.
from which visitors can obtain a bird’s-eye view of all this number of octavo pages is all that South Kenthat is being shown, has been devoted to machinery in sington has to tell the British trading and manufacturing
motion, whilst an adjoining building, 180ft. by 180ft., will communities of the products which the colonists all over
accommodate machinery of a stationary character. In the world sent in profusion, and at enormous cost, to
this portion of the Exhibition very rapid progress is provide us with evidence of what they have to place
being made, and it is in a more
advanced stage than, at the disposal of the world. The vast mineral wealth
perhaps, any other section. Already a considerable of Canada, New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland,
number of heavy exhibits have been got into position. South Australia, Western Australia, New Zealand,
Messrs. Craven Bros. have erected at one end of the Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Ceylon, Straits Settlelarger building a 2l-ton crane, which is being used to ments, West Indies, Gold Coast, &c., everything that is
unload the boilers and other machinery as they are deli- to be said of the present state of the mining indusvered at the railway siding, and the boiler-house is being tries, and of the prospective mining operations, all is
fitted with ten of Messrs. Galloway’s boilers, each 30ft. comprised in about fifty pages, and without one map or
by 8ft. Close to the boiler-house is a building in which illustration of any kind. This report is well done, what
the dynamos are put down, and these, which will supply there is of it; but the author being confined to the space
electric illumination for the whole of the buildings and of a pamphlet, and denied any engravings, could not
grounds, are to be worked by twelve powerful engines. possibly > justice to the subject, or make his report
Gas is also being laid down, but this is only to be used really valuable in the United Kingdom, or of any importfor pilot services or for some special or local purpose. ance, from a business point of view, to the Colonies.
Another important section which has been added to the Provision for reports, forsooth! a fine provision that did
Exhibition is that devoted to Irish industries, for which not provide for a single necessary engraving !
The reports on the timbers are very little more than
a special building covering 40,000 square feet, and adjoining the main structure, has been provided. The whole catalogues. The author, Mr. T. Laslett, has already pubExhibition now embraces about 11 acres of covered lished much of it in his book on “Timber and Timber
buildings and about 13 acres of land, in addition to the Trees.” The provision for reports did not include proadjoining laid-out gardens of the Botanical Society, vision for one experimental fact concerning the strength
which are included as a portion, and form a very and weight of the timbers described. A second report on
attractive feature of the Exhibition grounds. In this this subject is by Mr. Allan Ransome, who in some
portion the representation of old Manchester and measure repeats Mr. Laslett, describes the result of
Salford is being erected, and a large fountain for cutting up some of the woods and timbers with his
the display of the electric light, similar to the foun- machines in his works, and adds some useful figures contains which were so important an element at the London cerning the shrinkage of wood dried by the cool air
Exhibitions, is being laid out. We have dealt specially process. Mr. W. Anderson wrote the report on the
with those portions of the Exhibition with which the machinery, but instead of the report which Mr. Anderson
interests of our readers are most closely identified ; but would have liked to have prepared, it is only a bare
in the various other sections the Manchester Exhibition abstract of it. Fourteen and a-half pages comprises all
will assume an importance which will surpass anything that the Commission, with the assistance of the Council of
to say of the
that has been attempted in previous provincial efforts of the Society of Arts, thought it nec
Colonial Empire.
the kind, and the art section will and etn be the most machinery and implements of the British
There
was
altogether
a
large
quantity
of
machinery
and
valuable that has ever yet been brought together in any
single collection. The building operations have been implements in the Exhibition as made by colonial makers
somewhat impeded by unfavourable weather, but very for colonial markets and users. Of agricultural machinery
satisfactory progress has been made, and with the excep- alone there was enough to have demanded the very careful
tion of afew minor details, the Exhibition buildings them- attention of a specialist for a considerable time, and his
selves may now be said to be practically finished. The report, even if sparingly illustrated, would have occupied
main portions have been ready for the reception of exhibits half the pages of this whole volume. There was much
for some time past, and the engineering and machinery that the English eye disapproved, and it was for the
section is ina very forward state. Most of the heavy reporterto show why the colonists in different parts of
exhibits have been got into position, and although it is the world liked this and that machine and this and that
more than probable that some firms who are preparing implement better than the similar things usually made in
special exhibits may not be able to comply with the com- England and not liked in the colonies. In the report on
mittee’s professedly stringent requirement that everything machinery there is not even a diagram, and the author
of a heavy character shall be in position by the 15th of has to attempt to convey in a dozen words a notion of the
the present month, after which date the open spaces in the peculiar bevel epicycloidal gear of the mowing. machine
walls which have been left open for the reception of such exhibited amongst many other things by the Massey
exhibits it is announced are to be bricked up, there is Manufacturing Company of Canada; and in half-a-dozen
every prospect that before the formal opening next month lines the very clever differential velocity gear of the
by the Prince of Wales the Exhibition will be in a condi- shaping machine shown by Messrs. McKechnie and
tion which may be described as practically thoroughly Bertram, of Canada.
The High Commissioner for Canada specially asked
complete.
that a report on the musical instruments shown in the
Exhibition should be included. This fact is mentioned
At the Reschitza Iron and Steel Works, already in the introduction to the reports. The report thus
described and illustrated in THe Encrnggr, the puddling furnaces specially asked for, and for which presumably “provision”
and rolling mills are now electrically lighted. A department is was made by the High Commissioner of England’s oldest
being added for the ane of steel plates, and a new shop is colony, occupies less than two pages at the end of all;
being put up on the left bank of the Berazva for large iron bridges
as a pesa new boiler shop. The Pieler safety lamp is now used and out of this three lines are used by the author to say,
in the collieries for making exact observations of the disengage- “T much regret that, owing to the late period at which I
was called upon to make a report, all the more important
ment of fire-damp.
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instruments exhibited by this firm had been sold oy
removed.” Thus under the shadow of the South Ken.
sington Education department, aided by a special Com.
mission and the machinery of State, that which was
to be learned from the gathering together of England's
colonists from all over the world has been lost. Not one
pow was spent to secure the information which was to
obtained from the materials our colonists lavishly laid
at our feet—information they wished us to gather, and
for which our manufacturers and merchants ask. After
the colonists had made the show, South Kensington
thought little of promises; the promise of “ provision for
the preparation ofreports” had obtained what was wanted,
but the fulfilment of the promise would no doubt have
conflicted with the liberality of the clique toitself. Nothing
was left. The products of the world were taken to South
Kensington, but the showmen can give no account of their
stewardship. And yet a few profess to wonder that the
Imperial Institute makes so little headway.
KURRACHEE HARBOUR BOARD.—SHIP WHARF
EXTENSION.—GIRDERS AND JOISTS.
THE work carried out under this contract was the supplying and delivery on board ship in one of the ports named in the
form of tender, 225 main girders, and 918 floor girders, with flitch
plates, joint plates, stays, bolts, rivets, and other fastenings, as
descri'
below, to form the superstructure of a screw pile
wharf 1200ft. long, of which 624ft. is straight, and 576ft. is on a
curve of 4800ft. radius. The following description is from the
specification :—‘‘The girders are to be rolled joists of English
manufacture, and to be of good and tough iron of fibrous structure, or of steel of approved quality, and are to be subjected
to the following tests:—One in every twenty of each sort to be
selected by the engineer is to be supported at both ends over an
opening of 15ft. 2in., and loaded in the middle, the joists of the
main girders with a weight of 20 tons, and the floor girders with a
weight of 12 tons, on the removal of which there shall be no permanent deflection. One of the main girders and four of the floor
girders from every lot offered for shipment shall then be
further weighted until they give way by crippling or fracture,
and if in doing so they break or cripple with a less weight
than 30 tons or 18 tons respectively, or if in doing so
they give evidence of any unsoundness or other imperfection, the whole quantity offered may be rejected, the contractor to replace the broken or crippled girders. The wrought
iron in flitch plates, stays, and washer plates to be of quality
satisfactory to the engineer, of good fibrous structure, and capable
of sustaining a tensile strain of 20 tons on the square inch under a
blow struck by a heavy hammer. The straps bolts and nuts, and
pins to be of the best approved scrap iron, the rivets of the best
rivet iron. Al! the fitting and other workmanship throughout is to
be done in the best and soundest manner. The main girders will
be placed transversely to the wharf, and each line of three
girders will rest on four pile caps 16ft. apart from centre to centre.
They are to be in lengths of 16ft. 64in., 16ft., and 17ft. 8hin., the
ends at the face and back of the wharf are to be bolted down to
the pile caps each by ljin. bolts as shown, and the ends which
meet over the intermediate piles are to be bolted to the caps each
a two similar bolts. Templates of the pile caps will be provided.
e girders are to be of the section shown on the drawing, and are
to consist of a rolled joist 14in. deep, 6in. wide at top and bottom,
and weighing not less than 601b. to the lineal foot, if of iron, and
of a weight giving equal strength if of steel, strengthened with
flitch plates 10in. by #in., rivetted on the top and bottom by fin.
rivets at distances of 4in. The rivet heads on the under sides are
to be counter-sunk where the girders rest on the pile caps, andon the
upper sides where the floor girders rest on the main girders, and for
a distance of 4ft. from the inner ends of the outer rows of girders,
There are also to be ribs or stiffeners of angle iron 44in. by }in.,
accurately cut to fit the form of the girder, rivetted on each side at
three points on each girder, as shownonthe drawing. The girdersare
to be fished at the junctions by plates 12in. by lin. by 4in., prepared to be rivetted one on either side of the ribs. These plates
are to be cut and the rivet holes made in them and in the girders
to one uniform pattern, so that they will be interchangeable for
any position of the same form of girder. The floor girders are to
be also of rolled beams, but without flitch plates. They are to be
12in. deep, 5in. wide at top and bottom, and to weigh not less than
42 lb. to the lineal foot if of iron, or of a weight giving equal
strength if of steel. There are to be twelve lines in the width of
the wharf, except for six bays, as shown on the drawing, where
there are fifteen, and the girders are to be cut in different lengths
for each line for the 576ft., which are on a curve, the line nearest
the face being 16ft., and that nearest the back 15ft. 10in., the
others being in proportion according to their distances from the
face of the wharf. Fer the straight part they are all to be léft.
The girders are to be prepared to be bolted down,to the upper
flitch plates of the main girders by two #in. bolts in each end, with
heads of a form to suit the flange of the girder. The joints are to
be fished, each with two plates _ by 6in. by 4in. and eight fin.
rivets. The floor girders are further to be stiffened at each crossing of the main girders by an angle iron stay 2hin. by 2hin. by gin.,
bent at the ends, as shown on the drawing, and secured to the
web of the floor girders, and the upper flitch plate and flange of
the main girder by a #in. bolt in each. The bolts are to be fitted
with tapered washers to suit the slope of the under side of the flange.
Five hundred wrought iron plates, 9in. by 4in. by gin., bent to the
form shown on the drawing—enlarged view at D—and provided
with two holes for the bolts which will pass through the planking
to secure the inner rail of the 35-cwt. crane line, are to be provided.
The ends of the plates are to be bent to suit the under sides of the
flanges of the floor girders, and the central part bent upwards so
as to be jin. below the top surface of the girders. The holes are
to be Jin. diameter, and placed at such distance apart as may be
directed to suit the width of the foot of the rail. Four hundred
and fifty plates, 14in. long, formed of a channel iron, 5in. by 2in.
by }in., and bent as shown on the enlarged view at C, are to be
provided for the outlet rail of the crane line except for the 96ft., on
which there are to be three lines of girders, and for this portion
100 washers, 64in. by 4in, by jin. of the form shown on the
enlarged view at E, are to be provided. Proper holes in
each case to be punched to receive the ends of the holdingdown bolts. Eight hundred and seventy wrought iron plates,
Shin. by 3in. by #in., are to be provided to place under the
rails of the crane lines. They are to have holes in them to receive
the hook bolts on either side of the rail. One hundred similar
plates, but 8in. wide and with four holes in each, are also to be
provided to be placed under the joints of the crane line rails, Two
thousand three hundred hook bolts for securing the rails of the
crane lines, as shown on the drawing, are to be provided. The
heads are to be made to fit the flanges of the rail, a template of
which will be supplied.
The following bolts are to be provided for securing the timber
work as shown on the enla:
view at C, viz., eighty strap bolts
with nut and washer at one end to
through wall, planking,
and curb to the side of the fender; 250 bolts gin. diameter, 12in.
between head and nut, with washers for bolting the above to the
fender; eighty bolts each with two nuts on one end and a washer
to secure wall to floor girders through head of angle iron stay
horizontally ;and 240 bolts lin. diameter, and 1ft. llin. between
head and nut, each with two washers to pass through curb, planking, and wall vertically.
The portion of the wharf shown dark, on the general plan
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given herewith, is to be erected complete, with stays, joint
plates, &c., on the contractor’s premises, The parts so erected are
to be made from the same patterns, templates, or models, as the
corresponding parts of other portions. Before it is exposed to
corrosion, the whole of the ironwork is to be coated with boiled
linseed oil, applied hot, and as soon as it shall have been inspected
and parrot at the factory, all the parts, with the exception of
the bolts and rivets, are to be scraped clean, and covered with two
coats of best anti-oxide oil paint.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
Correspondents. ]
LARSSEN’S SLAG CEMENT.
$1n,—Referring to the paragraph in the letter from your correspondent from the North of England in last week's ENGINEER, on
the above subject, I shall be obliged if, in justice to myself, you
will be so good as to give publicity to this letter.
About twenty-two years since I made various experiments with
blast furnace slag with a view to making cement. I had no ‘pulverising apparatus, except an ordinary pestle and mortar ; nevertheless I succeeded very well. I took some of the resulting
»roduct
to a Mr. Francis, of Nine Elms, London, as I was then
fiving at Battersea. He asked me to bring him a larger quantity,
and to tell him how it was made, promising to reward me if he was
then satisfied. I went down to Weedon, in Northamptonshire,
rocured some slag from some fnrnaces there, delivered it to Mr.
‘rancis’ works, and told him how to make it into cement. My
a was to grind it exceedingly fine, in the proportions of onesixth lime and five-sixths slag. titeotinn in a few weeks, I found
the end of a building had been plastered with it in Mr. Francis’s
yard, and the work appeared hard and sound. I was somewhat
elated at this, but Mr. Francis told me the cement was of no use
to him, as it was too slow-setting, and he could pay me nothing for
it. I have never seen him since.
In 1868 I came to Middlesbrough. I there met Mr. Norie,
the foundry foreman at the Tees Ironworks, I told him what I
had done about cement, gave him a written prescription, and made
a sample for him. He showed the whole to Mr. C. Wood, manager
of the same works, and the latter gentleman soon after, I believe,
took out a patent for something similar. At that time Mr. Michael
Croft, a plasterer, of York, was plastering the Middlesbrough
Exchange, then building. I Pant |him some of my cement, gave
him directions how to make it, and sent some slag to his a at
York, He made some cement, and plastered the end of a building
there. In the first letter he wrote me he said it was slow in
setting; in the second that it had set very hard; and in the third
that it was as hard as cast steel. In a fourth letter he said he‘had
ot some cement from Mr. Francis, of Nine Elms, that it was slow
in setting, but set very hard, and he believed it was the same kind
as | had sent him. I did not take any patent out.
The revolving barrel, which has been mentioned as being
essential to the process, is not new, Nearly fifty years since I was
working in a foundry owned by Mr. Lisle, at Cardiff, at which the
machine for grinding coal dust for blacking was identically the
same as that now said to be used by Mr. Larssen. A similar
machine has been used for many years for grinding dry colours.
OHN THOMAS, Sen.
369, Newport-road, Middlesbrough, April 5th.
RAILWAY ROLLING STOCK.
Sir,—-Fabian, sen., who flourished about the year 220 B.c.,
wrote a book, which it is said was compiled entirely upon hearsay
evidence, and “Fabian, jun.,” your correspondent, is evidently a
careful imitator of his great p
nitor.
I have read ‘‘Fabian’s” letter two or three times, and I must
say that I can make neither top nor tail of it. I suppose he knows
what he means, but certainly none of your readers will ever find
this out from his description. He starts his letter with condemning
what he calls my facts and finishes it with accepting them altogether. He says, ‘ Less railway work
uiring rolling stock is
how being inaugurated.” But how does he know this? It may be
80, but it isa moot point, and not by any means to be disposed of
by a short sentence, @ Ja Sir Oracle. India and South America
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are always prospecting new lines, and are taking an immense deal
of allfdescriptions of rolling stock and material from this country;
and I believe that owing to the wants of these and other customers
the volume of trade done by the various rolling stock companies
is as great as it has been almost any time this last twenty years.
Then he says, “‘ All the large English railway companies are now
making their own stock.” Well, in answer to this, I shall
merely remind him that two of the large English railway comnies have given out large orders for carriages within the last
ew weeks.
en he complains ‘‘that there is too much capital
invested in the manufacture of rolling stock.” Yes, so there is;
but has he only just found this out? It has been perfectly well
known to those in the trade for many years, and those companies
who were wise reduced their capital considerably, while others
have gone on struggling to the present time with this millstone
round their necks. And the trouble has become even more acute
of late years, because time back a great deal of money was profitably employed in financing wagons, &c., on deferred purchase to
— owners; but since the great railway companies have been
uying up freighters’ trucks this outlet for capital has been
greatl in Pesom4 But when he asks me the question whether the
waite: tevented for profit had not better be drawn from a failing
trade, I must tell him simply, first of all, I don’t admit that it is a
failing trade. People must always have carriages to ride in and
— for the conveyance of goods, and there are more carriages
and wagons being built at the present time than-there ever was
before. So I repudiate the failing trade rw my in toto.
‘Fabian” says he maintains, and he thinks you wil agree with him,
that if we are to carry out the idea of the survival of the fittest,
it would be absurd to throw away the so-called benefits obtained
by competition ; but who told ‘‘ Fabian” that we are to carry out
the idea of the survival of the fittest—and what does he understand by it? If he means that the ten or twelve railway carriage
builders in this country are to go on working for nothing till they
have ruined half their number, and that afterwards they are to
re-imburse themselves by raising their profits, and rise, Phoenixlike, on the ashes of their defunct competitors, then I do not
understand ‘‘ Fabian,” nor should I attempt to follow out such an
impracticable and immoral idea. Impracticable, because he and I
might be dead and buried before we had effected the destruction
of the supposed weak ones; and immoral, because it is opposed to
the live-and-let-live spirit of the age. But I must now give up
following ‘‘ Fabian” into the world of cloudland, where he seems
to be so much at home, and return once more to the object of my
letter of the 11th inst., which was written simply to
certain G. M.’s, whose number can be counted on one’s fingers,
that the time seemed opportune for putting a little extra percentage on prices for new work, and thus increasing the present very
small margin of
GENERAL EXPENSES AND PROFIT.
Birmingham, March 30th.
PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS.
Sir,—With your permission, I should like, if possible, to ascertain what goodpurpose can be served by the remarks in a letter
headed ‘‘ Professors and memenos which appears in your last
issue signed by a correspondent ‘‘J.”
I
his production with some care, and tried to the best of
my poor ability to discover what really was the purport of it, and
to give him credit for such a case as he had made out. So far as
it seems possible to elucidate a definite and
ted
from
the somewhat disjointed and irrelevant seatences which he has
strung together, they appear to consist of a declamation against
professors of physics and their teaching generally, and of a proposal to substitute for them and it the working result of a magnificent generalisation in Bae soe science, which he now brings
before the world for the first time, and which shall no sooner have
been fully adopted than straightway the teaching of physics will
become all that could be desired.
ow if this scheme of ‘‘J.’s” be feasible, we must all—more
especially those who are students—prepare to incur no small debt
of gratitude to him for such an admirable advancement of the
educational efficiency of our country. For, be it observed, it is no
small and insignificant project that “J.” has proposed to himself
in this calmly superior and confident manner. He aims at nothing
less than entire renovation, by his way, of our — method of
eins hysics, so
as to render the paths of learning easier and
more pleasant to tread than ever yet has been supposed possible !
He states that learning physics is, after all, a very simple affair, if
only it were adequately taught—taught, that is to say, as ‘'J.”

himself would doubtless teach it if he had time; but that, unfortunately, it is not so taught in
land, and will continue to be
badly taught until teachers use a little more of the common sense
of which he is presumably a fortunate possessor, and which he
employs in so palpably admirable a way. And he goes on to
remark that he has at length discovered the key to the whole
position ;so that when his views and his new method come to be
adopted, our professors will be able to make up their minds to teach
‘‘all in the same way "—‘‘J.’s” way, we must suppose—with the
desirable result—which does not now obtain—that mayhap even
—_ educated in physics by Tait will be able to flutter like
utterflies from college to college, and pass examinations with an
ease and certainty hitherto unknown to these benighted men, at
least outside of their own college at Edinburgh.
Why, then, do we not rush to accept the pro
ls of the sagacious and altogether admirable ‘‘ J.” ? Why do we listen to the
inadequate teaching, the incoherent confusion of speech, of such
men as Professor Greenhill and Professor Tait, when ‘‘J.,” in his
magnanimous philanthropy, waits only to show how physics is one of
the simplest things on earth to learn; waits to “ make our puzzles
clear as the sun at noonday;” and with the aid of the new principle which he has dhicorated: viz., that “‘ beyond the range of our
own senses we can have no knowledge of anything,” he will be
happy to supply us with “the key to the mist ”—as he so well puts
a of ed and formule under which truth is at present
hidden.”
Why, I repeat, are we not sitting at the feet of this great high
priest of science? Who, despite his claims to the eternal homage
of mankind, stoops to honour with his friendship no less than
three professors of physics and engineering, notwithstanding the
fact that he is dissatisfied with their teaching! Happy professors!
Magnanimous ‘‘ J.”!
y? Because we find that when ‘‘J.”—the student’s newlyfound guide, philosopher, and friend, the man who poses as a very
oracle of wisdom, from the infallibility of whose responses there is
no appeal—comes to talk the language of po which to him
ought to be as ont as his mother-tongue, he falls into errors so
apparent, so ridiculous, so grave, that even one of Tait’s
po r misguided pupils, who could not pass anywhere save in Edin
h, is
able to see the absurdities of them. And on finding that ‘‘ J.”—
from whom, if from anyone, he might have expected rigid exactness in terminology—is not even so accurate as some of the muchdespised professors who teach physics thus inadequately, is reluctantly forced to acknowledge that hope has at last quite died out
of his heart, and is obliged to return to the husks that Tait
supplies.
t us examine the preliminary inoculating dose of physics
which has been meted out to us. ‘‘J.” says there are certain
broad, well-defined things about which the poor professors cannot
well go astray, and he cites as an example, ‘“‘the rate of acceleration due to gravity.” Now it surely cannot be possible for ‘‘ J.”
himself to go astray on such a very simple point as this, on which
he says it is impossible for even professors to make a mistake.
Such, however, is the case. Nothing could be more absurdly
redundant than the word ‘‘rate,” when placed before “ acceleration” in this way. Acceleration means rate of chai
of
velocity. When, therefore, ‘‘ J.” says ‘‘ rate of acceleration due to
gravity,” he virtually says, rate of rate of change of velocity due to
gravity. This surely is on up to “‘ J.’s” standard of excellence ?
But let us give our attention to the quite supreme effort he
makes in the next sentence. He says: “But take the words
acceleration of motion away from g, and we have vagueness and
confusion.” This
is an algebraic equation pure and simple. We
have: g — acceleration of motion = vagueness and confusion.
Now, remembering that acceleration of motion equals mass x
acceleration (= M g, say), we get: g - M g = vagueness and cona new and striking exfusion, or g = ee Sa
pression for determining g without any recourse to experiment. _
Then, again, ‘‘J.” gives it as his opinion that ‘‘as faras physics
are concerned, the great thing we have to deal with is energy.”
He appears to have forgotten what doubtless one of these wretched
professors taught him in his youth—that energy is never found
except in association with matter. I suppose he has not noticed
that statement in ‘‘almost every text-book of physics which has been
published in the last twenty years.” In any case, the properties
of matter form no part of ‘‘J.’s” new and improved curriculum.
Assuming, then, that physics can be treated as a term synonymous
with energy, ‘‘ J.” now goes on to enunciate the sweeping general-
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isation already alluded to, which is to effect a grand revolution in
all the methods of teaching adopted in the schools. He declares
that energy is motion ! and concludes from this that when all forms
of energy are treated as cases of motion we may expect to have
intelligent and reliable teaching in our colleges and schools, but
not till then. Now I think we might fairly have expected ‘‘J.,”
the professor's patron and critic, and the student’s friend, to know
that energy cannot possibly be motion. Energy is proportional to
mass and velocity squared ;motion or momentum varies as mass
and velocity simply. To say that energy is motion is as absurd as
to say that a square foot is a linear foot.
It seems to me that it would have been much better if ‘‘J.” had
held his peace, and let the professors and students alone. I do
not think the students will thank him in any way ; and certainly the
professors will not heed him, until, at least, he learns to make use
of more accurate scientific
If our professors are to be
overhauled, it must be done by men who at least know what they
are talking about !
~ rN,
Edinburgh, April 12th.
THE KAPUNDA AND ADA MELMORE,
Smr,—The Times of the 31st ult., in a leading article, criticises
the action of the Wreck Commissioners’ Court for not dealing more
severely with the officers of the Ada Melmore for their neglect in
not apg ee pe:lights in accordance with the regulations of the
Board of
e, and for breaking the rule of the road, thereby’
producing one of the most disastrous collisions since the Northfleet
was sunk by the Murillo in 1873. In the evidence it was shown
that the unwritten custom of keeping side lights for frequented
waters prevailed on board the Ada Melmore, the captain stating
that he always had his lights ‘‘ put out ”—meaning displayed—on
sighting another ship. The logic of this is truly Irish, for supposing that other ship to be conducted on similarly parsimonious
principles, neither vessel would see the other, and it is probable
that many vessels posted as missing have thus met their fate. This
most dangerous custom of sailing without lights prevails more
widely than long-shore folks have any idea of, and there isno gainsaying that such a breach of the law requires more drastic treatment than any legerd
in in
tion with certificates.
The majority of such offenders do so with impunity in consequence of the difficulty of detection ; it appears to be nobody’s
business to bring them to justice, and when, as in this case, criminal
carelessness has led to lamentable loss of life, a punishment entirely
inadequate is all that the law entails. On shore, if a weary railway
ones makes a mistake ; ifa driver, guard, or fireman—working
a line whose directors are interested in improper brakes—can be
proved guilty of an error vf judgment ; if a colliery engine driver
overwinds, the law deals out to such offenders criminal sentences,
in the event of loss of life. At sea all these matters are viewed
differently. A captain neglects the most obvious precautions—
suggested in this case not only by the Board of Trade, but by
common sense also—and does not display his lights; from this cause
the two vessels approach more nearly than they would otherwise
havedone. His first mate, ignorant of the elementary rules of the
road, luffs into a ship containing more than 300 people, and sinks
her in a few seconds. What sentences do they get? The captain
has his certificate suspended for two years, being meanwhile supplied with a first mate’s certificate ; whilst, as to the first mate, he
gets off scot free.
Passing over the harrowing details of the disaster, by which
most of those who perished were drowned like rats in a cage, the
single women doubly locked in, unwilling martyrs in the cause of
morality, without even a chance of joining in the struggle for the
twelve lifebuoys which the Board of
e considers sufficient for
300 people, we come to the question not asked by the Wreck Commissioner,—Why did the Kapunda sink so rapidly?
Lioyd’s register states that the Kapunda had but one bulkhead
—a collision bulkhead—placed near the bows, and intended only
as a protection from the effects of an end-on collision, and of no
use whatever should the vessel, as in this case, be struck aft of the
bulkhead. It appears to me to be a very grave question whether
emigrants—who, unlike rps Apassengers, cannot individually
choose their vessels—should be shipped under any circumstances in
vessels with less than three bulkheads.
Had the Kapunda been provided with three, or better, four,
bulkheads, there is every reason to believe that most, if not all,
the passengers could have been transferred to the Ada Melmore,
and possibly no such transference would have been necessary, as
the vessel would have remained afloat long enough for them to
have been rescued by some other vessel.
The bulkhead question is no novelty; it has been well threshed
out. The efficiency of well-constructed bulkheads is admitted,
and yet here we have a case in which a vessel with only one bulkhead is chartered to pany
emigrants, whilst num
of well
bulkheaded vessels are to be had. The bulkheads of the Oregon
kept her afloat long enough to get every passenger into the boats,
and but for an obstruction which poomented the closing of a watertight door, she would be afloat at this minute.
I had hoped that other more powerful pens than mine would
have dealt with the ship lights and bulkhead
question; and let no
one flatter himself that it is no business of his, for this is a matter
which concerns every one who
to sea. Some six years ago
the technical press was largely instrumental in causing the adoption of more
powerful pumping machinery on ey first-class
steamships.
e question of lights and bulkheads remains yet to
be pressed on, and it would add to the grief of those who have lost
friends in the Kapunda if the disaster and its warnings should pass
~- into oblivion without any lesson having been learnt from it.
TEPHEN H.
RY, A. Mem, Inst, C.E.
Local Government Board, Whitehall, 8. W.
EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY.
Sir,—The action of Mr. Geagh ». ourselves, tried last week before
Judge Harrison and
a special jury at the
Antrim Assizes, being,
we think, of more than usual interest to the engineering trades and
employers generally, it has occurred to us that you might consider
it worth while to give your readers a short résumé of the case, the
more so that the ordinary newspaper reports hardly bring out the
al points on our side as Gude aswe imagine they deserve.
This action
was brought under the Common Law, not under the
Employers’ Liability Act, and was for injuries undoubtedly suffered
by the plaintiff through the breaking of a chain which carried a
balance weight. The machine was a large self-contained drill, of
which the spindle was balanced by a weight of about 94 cwt. suspended by two § chains.
The evidence given for the plaintiff went merely to prove the
fact of the breakage and its result, while no evidence whatever
could be produced of negligence on our part. On our side it was
— that we employed one of the best makers in the kingdom—
essrs. Smith, Beacock, and Tannett, of Leeds—to manufacture
the machine, that the chain had a factor of safety of 19, and therefore greatly in excess of all recognised rules, and that no external
=e
could have detected a defect in the link that
roke.
The case was three times beforeajury, and before fifteen judges
altogether ; on the first trial the jury di
on the second
they found a verdict for the plaintiff with
but the
judge having referred the point of law on which we relied to the
full Bench the verdict was reversed, whereupon the plaintiff
appealed. The Court of Appeal, through some misunderstanding
of the evidence, ordered a new trial, giving us the option of taki
the case into the House of Lords, nd we elected for the new tri
which was the one just decided, as we considered that it would be
better to have the misapprehension which some of the judges
evidently had as to the facts removed by the evidence clearly given
in the new trial. The result has been a clear verdict in our favour,
and being as we think strictly in accordance with the evidence,
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should form an important and valuable precedent in all future
cases where actions are brought against employers for the conof accidents beyond their control.
Had the plaintiff approached us at the outset in _ other way
than by the medium of a solicitor’s letter there would probably
have been no trial, as we felt for his misfortune, although caused by
no fault of ours ;but in justice to ourselves and other employers
we could not do otherwise than resist by all means in our power
the attempt to enforce by ead “apne oga claim which we considered neither legally nor morally tenable.
However, as we have now had the case decided in our favour,
we have adopted the s
tion of the Court, that the plaintiff
should receive a substantial solatium.
HARLAND AND WOLFF.
Iron Shipbuilding and Engineering Works, Belfast.
April 11th,
THE HORSE-POWER OF STEAM.
Srr,—At the recent launch of the Victoria Sir W. Armstrong i$
reported to have stated her engines were of 12,000-horse power.
If a horse-power is the raising 33,0001b. one foot in one minute,
I must ask you to allow me, with all vee, to inform Sir William
his reported statement is a mistake.
How he arrived at his estimate aa not, but the usual method by the well-known little
instrument, the indicator, I know well, and equally well know it
furnishes us with no guide relative to the mee oe
of our
engines. It often appears to me one of the marvels of the age that
such a reputed intelligent body of men as our engineers have not
seen, in estimating the horse-power of an engine by the indicator,
that they actually assume the work upon the engine to be
equal the raising a body of water of the weight of the steam
upon the piston, and with a velocity equal the motion of the
piston. r am sure when this is once
pointed out to the
more intelligent of your readers, they will at once perceive
the assumption upon which they work is the precise equivalent to placing a 501b. weight in each scale of an ordinary
balance, and expect to see the one weight raise the other. But it
is equally evident, if a 501b. weight is placed in one scale and a
40 1b, in the other, the heavier weight will surely raise the other.
It is so with the piston of the steam engine; the work upon the
engine must sbechataly be less than the equivalent of an equal
weight of water raised to the weight of steam pressure and velocity
of the piston; for it is only from the absolute fact that the weight
of the pressure of steam being more than the equivalent of the weight
of water to be raised that renders motion of the piston at all
ible.
And when, as we often find, the piston velocity very high, this shows
clearly that the work—or the assumed weight of water being
raised—must be immensely below the weight of steam pressure
upon the piston. I believe I need not say more to show the
extreme fallacy of the ordinary indicated horse-power of the steam
“natbourne.
R. SHEWARD.
[We publish Mr. Sheward’s letter because it puts into force an
idea entertained 4 very large numbers of engineers. Nevertheless,
it is strictly true that by the third law of motion as every force is
counterpoised by another equal and opposite, the resistance offered
by a piston to the steam is at all times and under all circumstances
aa | equal to the driving force. This is Pambour’s well= pegs referred to in most text-books of the steam engine.
ENGINE DRIVERS’ EYESIGHT.
Sir,—Your corrspondent ‘‘Mem. Inst. M.E.,”
e 280, last
week, gives details of the ‘‘dot and wool” test, and remarks that
if a driver can pass it “‘his sight is considered right for distance.”
The absurdity of a A hitb h. test is clearly shown by the fact that
some men who fail to pass the dot and wool test can see signals at
any required distance; whereas, some who have successfully
those tests can only imperfectly see the railway signals.
ithin
the past fortnight meetings of railway servants have been held at
fully a hundred railway centres, and in every case the following or
similar resolution has
n
:—‘‘That this meeting of railway servants is of opinion that, whilst good eyesight is of the
highest importance to enginemen, it believes that the only really
useful test should be of a practical kind, and consist of ability to
rege at long distances, by day and night, the signals they have
to obey.”
**Mem. Inst. M.E.” in his letter states that he has known several
instances of colour blindness. My experience is quite contrary, for
during the past twenty years I have only met with one case of a
man who could not tell the difference between the various flags and
railway signals. It is most important that a driver should have
good sight, but at the same time it is of great importance that the
test should be practical and fair, and that it should not be
employed as a means to remove certain men from their work as
drivers,
CLEMENT E, STRETTON,
Consulting od Amalgamated Society of
ilway Servants.
Head Offices A.S.R.S., 306, City>
London, E.C., April 12th.
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of origin is given, are divided into:—({a) Hand presses, (b) Machines,
The word ‘‘machines” is here used in tae’ aiatet’s es Of
course a press is a machine, but this word has been adopted as a
concise description of a press that is more or less automatic. The
wonderful degree to which the apparatus of printing has been
rendered automatic is shown by a table, from which it appears that
to print a single sheet by the hand press ten separate and distinct
operations are necessary; on an ordinary cylinder machine with
flyers these are reduced to two, while in a rotary web-machine the
whole operation is performed by the self-acting mechanism. Under
the denomination machines, then, there are four classes, The
characteristic in the first class, or single-cylinder machine,is a
cylinder impressing a forme of type on a flat bed. In the second
class, or rfecting machines, two cylinders are employed to print
the two sides of the sheet, which is carried successively under each
cylinder, impressing the two formes of type also on a flat bed. In
the third class, the cylinder as a means of impression is dispensed
with, and a flat plane or ‘‘ platen” used, as in the hand press, and
the machine prints on one side of the paper only. In the fourth
class—the rotary machines—the impressing, as well as the printing,
surfaces are revolving cylinders.
Beginning with platen
hi , it is
ry to state that the
idea of the inventor, Frederick Kinig, was, in 1803, merely to perform the inking by means of leathern rollers, and to propel the
type-forme backwards and forwards underneath them. His ideas
bad reference to an improved press rather than to a new machine,
Kinig was undoubtedly the “inventor” of the first machine ever
made ; but it was not a success, and the platen machine as a practicable appliance was first introduced by an engineer, a My. Brown,
though it was not patented, and was capable of printing a doublecrown sheet on one side only. Soon after the introduction of this
machine, others of a similar type were brought out; but the
Napier machine nearly superseded them all, owing to its general
excellence.
In 1811 Kénig invented the first single-cylinder machine, in which
he adopted a cylinder for giving the impression, the type being on
a flat
, & train of superposed cylinders or rollers, two of which
had end motion for distributing the ink, and the use of tapes to
carry the paper. Improvements on this machine were made under
the auspices of Mr. Walter, of the Times, the result of which was
that on the 28th of November, 1814, a newspaper was for the first
time printed by machinery. ‘The chief feature of these improvements was that an increase of speed was obtained by feeding in
sheets alternately at the two ends of the machine. In 1818 the
late Professor Edward Cowper invented several important improvements, among them being a flat distributing table, on which the ink
was uniformly distributed by rollers made of a glue and treacle
composition, having an end motion as well as a rotary motion, and
inking rollers having a simple rotary motion. Subsequently, in
conjunction with Applegath, Cowper constructed a machine for the
Times with four cylinders, The true principles of this class of
machine were now ascertained, and the next step was to adapt them
to the printing of fine book-work. This has been done by a succession of inventors, the chief of whom will be found named in the
chronological synopsis,
In 1814 Kénig took out a patent for an apparatus, by means of
which the sheet, after being printed on one side, is conveyed toa
second forme, there to be printed on the other side. This machine
resembled two single-cylinder machines placed with their cylinders
towards each other.
e sheet was conveyed from one cylinder to
the other by means of tapes, the track of the tapes resembling an
horizontal C/D, so that, in the course of its track, the sheet was
turned over, and a different side presented to the second cylinder
to that which encountered the first. This system has been followed
in perfecting machines ever since Kinig’s time. In 1818 Cowper
applied some very important improvements. At the first cylinder
the sheet received the impression from the first forme, and at the
second cylinder it received the impression from the second forme.
In order to make register, the intermediate drums were raised or
lowered by means of screws arranged for that pu
Thus the
sheet was sent in a little sooner or later as required, after printing
the first side. The credit of having improved this method, by
causing the cylinders to rise and fall and facilitating the making of
register, is due to the late Mr. David Napier. He, in 1824, added
to his machines the contrivance called ‘“ grippers,” which conveyed
the sheet from the laying-on board through the machine.
A rotary machine of the fourth class, which indeed foreshadowed
nearly every fundamental element of the most advanced machinery
of the present day, was patented in 1790 by William Nicholson, but
never actually built.
e first to make a rotary machine were
Bacon and Donkin, who in 1813 devised an A aromy in which the
types were fixed on a revolving four-sided prism, and the ink
applied by an adjustable roller, the sheet of paper being —
on another prism so formed as to meet the irregularities of the
type prism. The inking apparatus being defective, good work was
not possible. The machine is noteworthy from the fact that the
roller for the first time was to be clothed with glue prepared so as
to lessen its tendency to become hard by exposure to the air.
(To be continued.)
LAUNCHES AND TRIAL TRIPS.
On Thursday, April 7th, Messrs, Edward Withy and Co.,
West Hartlepool, launched the steel screw steamer Rockcliff, built
to the order of George Horsley, Esq., of West Hartlepool. The
dimensions of the vessel are 300ft. by 38ft. by 20ft. 3in. and she is
fitted with a long raised quarter deck, poop, bridge, and topgallant forecastle. Her deadweight carrying capacity will be very
large. The main, poop, top gallant forecastle decks are of steel
sal inet,the bulwarks, rails, engine-room and cabin skylights, charthouse are of iron, five steel water-tight bulkheads, and she is fitted
with patent improved cellulardouble bottom for water ballast all fore
and aft. She is also fitted with four patent steam winches, windlass, two donkey boilers, Davis’ combined hand and steam steeri
gear amidships, right and left-hand screw gear aft, and is rig;
as a two-masted fore-and-aft schooner with iron pole masts,
The
cabin accommodation for the captain and officers is fitted up in the
poop and constructed of hard wood. The steamer will be fitted
with triple expansion engines by Messrs. T, Richardson and Sons,
Hartle 1,
On March 28rd the sea trial trip of the steam yacht Thalatta,
built by Messrs, Philips and Son, of Dartmouth, for Mr, Frank
C. Capel, of London, took place, the run being from Dartmouth
to Cowes, a distance of 94 knots. This yacht is of teak with oak
frames, having a length of 90ft., with a beam of 17ft., the run
from Dartmouth to Cowes being covered in 94 hours in a heavy sea.
It will be remembered that on the 23rd March the weather in the
Channel was very boisterous, the Weymouth and Guernsey boat
deeming it prudent to remain in harbour on that day, while sailing
vessels were kept at their anchorages owing to the storm cone
being up at all the stations on the south coast, and it says a g:
deal for the sea-going qualities of the Thalatta that the trip was
rformed in such good time, the engines never having been eased
uring the whole run, and while the passage was what would be
called a lively one, the quantity of water that reached the deck
was inconsiderable in such a sea. The engines of the Thalatta are
by Messrs. Alex. Wilson and Co., London, the cylinders being
bin, and 27in. diameter by 16in. stroke, indicating 180-horse power,
and are fitted with Payton and Wilson’s patent circular bcaneed
and double-ported slide valves. These valves are meeting with a
great success, and as Messrs, Wilson and Co, have been —s them
for the last six years, they have now
the experimenta.
,
and from their lightness as com
with piston valves are worthy
the attention of all marine engineers, and indeed of all those using
steam at a high pressure,

PRINTING MACHINERY,
At the meeting on Tuesday, the 5th of April, Mr. Edward
Woods, President, in the chair, the paper read was on “ Printing
Machinery,” by Mr. E. A. Clowes.
The universal law of development and progress in nature, with
the survival of the fittest, is strikingly mar Ee in the eens! of
letter-press printing machinery. The little hand-press of four
hundred years ago has developed into the huge power-press of today by successive and sequential stages. In the middle of the
fifteenth century, printers
an appliance which would
print on one side of a sheet of foolscap only; and at the present
time they have an apparatus that prints on both sides simultaneously
from reels of a atfive miles long, at the rate of 100 yards per minute.
The former worked at the rate of less than 200 impressions per hour;
the latter gives 10,000 copies of the Zimes per hour.
Yet it is
possible to trace the gradual evolution of the one from the other;
and it is the object of this paper to indicate how, by successive
steps of improvement, a stage of perfection has been arrived at
which could not have been conceived even in the wildest dreams of
the first printers,
In order to estimate — the conditions of the problem, the
elements which presented themselves may be recalled. There was
the surface to be printed from—one containing designs of letters
or pictures in relief. This was to be covered with a | agg or
ink, sufficiently thin to coat even the finest lines of the esign, and
sufficiently tenacious to be transferred to paper. There is, also,
the apparatus by which the ink may be impressed on the paper,
that is, the press or machine. The earliest representation of a
ress is dated 1507. There isa — screw, with a long pin for a
ever. The head of the press and the table bear the pressure
between them. The t
orme is laid on a “‘table,” which is run
in and out, under the platen, by means of “gene or bands, a drum,
and a handle. The principle involved is the use of a flat board or
plate moved parallel to itself, and so brought to press on a forme of
type laid on a hard flat surface.
is kind of press was, with
modifications, in general use for about three hundred years, and its
main principles are continued up to the present day, although the
pressureis obtained in various ways, as fully described in the
printed introduction to this paper. Presses have, however, been
Tue Ottawa Board of Trade has discussed the Ottawa
superseded, for all but exceptional work, by “‘ machines,” the origin
of which it is now necessary to trace.
Ship Canal scheme and warmly endorsed it, Steps are being taken
In the chronological synopsis the various machines, whose date to bring it before the Government,
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ter importance than
chester and elsewhere were anxiously sought out by iron and steel of the district. But two matters of yet
s—economy of proNOTES FROM GERMANY.
masters waiting for orders, The favours which these buyers have any he had mentioned remained in their
distributed have not, however, been of great account, and t bey did duction and excellence of manufacture. To achieve the objects
(From our own Correspondent.)
much
attention
should
be
paid
to
improvements
in the mills and
not
speak
of
having
many
lines
of
value
to
place
just
yet
in
any
of
Tur condition of the iron markets of this country has not. the iron departments.
forges, and more particularly in the —
furnaces, Mr. R.
ially altered in the course of the week, nor have the weaker
Smith-Casson,
manager
of
the
Earl
of
Dudley’s
Round
Works,
Alike
at
the
Wolverhampton
meeting
yesterday
and
at
the
peneve 4shown on some of the principal foreign iron markets, Birmingham meeting to-day—Thursday—however, sellers offered a alluded to a patent which had been taken out by Oak
Mr. A. E.
here looked upon as only transitory, been able to affect fairly firm front.
are
which
Tucker
and
Mr.
Harbord,
members
of
the
institute,
for
ey
were
indisposed
to
admit
that
the
quietude
it unfavourably as yet, a circumstance which, under the general which characterised the meetings in the way of new buying must tuting basic slag for sand for the bottoms of mil] furnaces. Hesubstihad
aspect of affairs, must
dered
satisfactory. Prices have be accepted as an inevitable indication of the character of the experimented with the new bottom at one of his own furnaces, and
been, gener
generally, very firmly maintained,
ag ande from all the d
d which is likely shortly to appear. As the quarter wears found that it answered remarkably well, the flue cinder making an
: dustrial districts a very hopeful tone is distinctly pr
d, on better
things are expected. There is therefore a reluctance to admirable fettling, and the iron ery altogether free from crystal.
pags that the political horizon has begun to assume a fill up order-books
finished iron and steel at any prices which Other members spoke favourably of the new practice.
more friendly appearance it is calculated that business in merchants care to for
American competition in the door-lock trade in the Australian
offer. Sellers prefer to wait a little, and to act
the iron industry, a little sooner or a little later, must take with caution.
and New Zealand markets is increasingly severe. Certain large
a further upward turn. During the late political crisis, buyers
establishments
at Willenhall, where machine plants have been put
The
gatherings
assembled
in
the
belief
that
the
standard
quotawere not willing to come forward and give the enhanced tions for raw and manufactured iron were to remain unaltered. down at great expense,
to manufacture iron locks for the
rice which just before had been declared, but now they are This has proved to be the case, for all-mine pigs have been colonies, are now unable especially
to get orders to keep the machinery going.
gradually emerging, and in the 8.W. districts, where the works re-dec
Consequently
one
of
the
chief
firms—Messrs.
H. and T. Vaughan—
at
52s.
6d.
to
55s.
for
hot
blast
sorts,
and
about
75s.
to
are very well occupied with orders, are ready to pay an advance of 80s. for cold blast sorts. Marked bars are re-announced at £7, have this week despatched one of their members
M. 5 p.t. for — and bar iron for constructive p
The with the customary 12s, 6d. additional as merchant’s premium for tour through Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania, onanda lengthened
Canada, to
reports from Silesia are of the same tenour. Pig iron is going off the Round Oak brand of the Lord Ward house.
ascertain what are the secrets of the American success, and to
in satisfactory quantities at M. 48p.t., and the demand for all for bars has ruled since April, 1886, and is quoted by suchis standard
bring the increased capabilities of English manufacturers more
firms
as
sorts of wrought iron, as
girders, and plates, is very brisk.
New British Iron Company, Messrs. Wm. Barrows and Sons, prominently to the notice of these export buyers.
The prices for steel articles are very firm, and some sorts have the
Considerable expectation has been aroused throughout the sword
Messrs. Jno, Bagnall and Co., Messrs. Noah, Hingley, and Sons,
gone up M, 2 p.t.—and, in fact, the enhanced prices have had the and
trade in Birmingham touching the contract which is to be given
others.
effect of quickening the general demand.
out
by the War-office for 150,000 Enfield-Martini sword bayonets
Messrs.
John
Bradley
and
Co.
still
price
all
bars
above
fin.
at
The Bel ian iron market has continued unchanged and is very
10s. ; hoops they quote £8 10s., which is 20s. per ton above the and 150,000 leather scabbards ; 30,000 are required for newport:
firm, whieh can especially be said of wrought iron, the receipt of £9
March
31st, 1888, and the remainderto be spread over two or t!
standard
of
the
market;
and
sheets
and
plates
£10,
which
is
30s.
the large order for Buenos Ayres, for which no less than thirtyon other best makers. Rounds and squares up to gin. are years, at the discretion of the Secretary for War.
three firms tendered, having had not a little to do with this. The advance
The Birmingham builders are still indisposed to resume work at
quoted
£8,
a
rise
upon
other
firms
of
20s.
per
ton.
base price of plates has been fixed at 130f. p.t., that is to say, the
Most of the business that the superior bar makers are doing is the reduced wages, and they do not seem desirous of facilitating a
same price is now charged for plates for d
tic cc
ption as
_— second-class qualities, for which the quotation remains speedy settlement by arbitration. Names have been submitted to
for export, in order not to favour foreign constructive works, in
them by the employers for selection as arbitrators, but they have
at
£6.
which was hitherto the case when export goods enjoyed the
, apparently in the belief that their decisions will
The mitre iron of Messrs. Philip Williams and Sons is quoted :— been all rej
benefit of 5f. p.t. The machine shops are pretty well employed all Bars
not
be wholly disinterested.
of
gin.,
round
or
square,
or
}in.
to
~yin.,
round
or
square
;
through. The St. Leonhard Company has secured an order for and flats lin. by gin. or gin., £6 15s, Strips from l4in. to 6in.
The
ironworkers
West Bromwich, Oldbury, and Smethwick
four locomotives and 200 wagons of all sorts for Brazil. Steel rails broad, £7 5s.; and angle and plating bars also £7 5s.; sheets of districts are looking offorward
with confidence to the forthcoming
have gone up in the last three months 10f. p.t., but Bessemer pig 20 w.g. are £7 15s.; 24g., £8 10s.; and 26 g., £9 10s, Wednes- national
ting
at
Manchester.
They believe that, ‘‘if properly
has gone up higher in proportion. The prices of Pig iron vary from bury Oak qualities are quoted £1 less than mitre.
entered
into,
the
conference
will
prove the foundation of prosperity
40f. to 42f. p.t. Lump coal costs 19f. to 23f., and semi-bituminous
for
the
iron
trade,
and
will
effectually
establish an equality of
akers
of
unmarked
bars
and
hoops
and
strips
reported
that
small cual 5°50 to 7°50 p.t., and is very firm at these prices.
their order-books are getting worked up pretty closely. There has wages in the North and in the South,”
The French iron market has been quiet; the works have just therefore
been
no
disposition
this
week
to
shorten
the
usual
length
enough in small orders to keep on with, but the prices are not quite of the Easter holidays. At some of the mills and forges, includ
satisfactory, and there is great trouble to maintain these.
of the sheet works, operations which had been crease |
cost 130f. to 140f., the former price only for large lots at short certain
Friday and Saturday were r
d on Wednesday, but at man:
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
delivery. The tenders for 5564t. of steel and 881t. of wrought on
works
nothing
done until to-day, and not a few mills will
(From our own Correspondent.)
ironwork, estimated at 2,546,480f., for the machinery section of remain idle untilwasnext
The orders which have been placed
the Exhibition building, were to have been awarded a fortnight at this week’s meetings, week.
Manchester.—This
has been so much a broken week owing to the
which will be received during the next holidays that it is little
ago, but no decision was come to, because the prices offered ex- few days, will provide and
more than guesswork to arrive at any consomething
for
the
men
to
begin
upon.
ceeded the estimates. This is considered a healthy sign by the ne - cannot be said that in any direction requirements bulk clusions as to the real condition of trade so far as they can be
ironmasters, and hopes are now entertained that this will stop the
based upon actual business operations. mers works and
ely.
downward tendency of prices. Old rails can be bought for 75f. p.t.
have, for the most part, been cl
for three days, and
of unmarked iron favoured buyers, Very little trace was collieries
As regards Rheinland-Westphalia, both the ore and pig iron nowPrices
the quarterly =e ollowingso closely upon the holidays,
observable of the resolution of last February advancing prices with
trades have r ined
hanged. The demand has continued 10s. per
business
has
been
practically
at
a
standstill
for
the
greater portion
ton. That effort has failed in consequence of the lack of of the past week. So far as the Bepmeyan f meeting
regular, and, if anything, has been rather more brisk. As a sign the requisite
held at
demand for the iron. The only result of it at this Middlesbrough on Tuesday has afforded any means of judging,
of increased confidence in the future, it may be noted that really week’s meetings
was that ironmasters were in a state of some prospects of improved trade are not very encouraging, andtheit
serious thoughts are now entertained of blowing in fresh furnaces, uncertainty upon the
wages
question.
The
men’s
claim
for
a
5
per
though it must at the same time be said that the production covers cent. advance has to be argued before Sir Thomas Martineau, remains to be seen whether the Birmingham meeti
will bri
the demand at the present time. The prices on the whole are the Mayor of Birmingham, as arbitrator to the W:
any better results. As regards the outlook here I fin
Board ; but there forward
same as those last reported. The —— iron business continues is very little expectation that Sir Thomas will grant
few who speak very hopefully of the future; there is an absence of
any
advance
to show satisfactory features, The works are, as before, still well during the present state of trade.
anything tangible in the shape of actually increased trade in
employed on bars of all sections, and since it may be said that
and although the feeling as to the future is not desponmerchant bars are £5 10s., and common £5. Hoops are prospect,
the convention is now firmly constituted, it will not be long £5General
6d. easy, and strips for gas-tube making and for similar uses, dent, there is a more or less general want of confidence.
before the base price of M. 110 p.t. will be everywhere £5 7s.
There
was
a moderate attendance on the Manchester iron market
to
£5
5s.
per
ton.
e
extras
for
small
sizes
of
bars
determined
{
easily obtained from buyers, whereas at present this is only upon in February were re-quoted by sellers this afternoen in Bir- on Tuesday, but
business had not got back into its ordinary groove
possible of attainment from those who did not cover them- mingham, and their efforts met with some degree of success, after the holidays,
and there was practically little or nothing
selves before the rise was declared. Girders are likely to Makers quoted :—Squares and rounds, gin., an extra of 5s. per ton; doing, with quo
prices simply nomial. So tar as the very
advance rapidly now the building season has set in, especially Hi, Nos. 1 and 2, 10s, extra; Nos. 3and 4, 15s.; No. = 25s. ; limited operations could
afford any means of judging, it may be
as the Moselle and Saar
group of works have raised their prices
6, 35s.; No. 7, 55s.; No. 8, 75s.; and No. 9, 100s. extra said that the general aspect of trade remained extremely dull, with
already M. 5 p.t., as above mentioned. In plates there is no pero. ton.
a continued weakness in prices. The persistent downward tendency
alteration to note, Thin black sheets are at this season rather out
from the Glasgow market, and the excessively low figures
Sheets, as had been expected, showed more buoyancy to-day reported
of course, but yet the Siegerland mills are able to keep full on with
which both Scotch and North of England warrants are quoted,
them, and so no stocks are on hand. The building season is likely than any other denomination, Yet there was less animation than at
has
necessarily
a depressing effect, and buyers are encouraged to
to cause the prices of the roofing gauges to rise.
e present price a couple of months ago, and the contrast with the marked activity hold out for much
prices than makers are willing to entertain.
which opened the year Lancashire makers lower
is M. 135 to 140 p.t., but for later delivery by contract higher which existed at the quarterly meeti
of pig iron have reduced their list rates 1s, per
prices are demanded. The wire rod trade is slightly dull, and was very conspicuous. The galvanisers have become much quieter ton, and this has por
to effect a few sales to
jal cusprices not buoyant; but as the works have orders for some on export account, and the orders placed with the black sheet tomers; but so far as tradethem
of anything like a general character is
ices, however, were concerned, they are still quite
time on the books, and indications of brighter prospects are ironmasters are a er deal curtailed.
out
of
the
market,
and
in
district
w.g., £6 7s. 6d. to £6 10s. nominal for 24¢.;
not wanting, there is nothing disheartening in the con- steady at £6 for
even the minimum prices quoted by makers of Lincolnshire
dition of the business, for still there is a moderate demand and £7 5s. for 27g. Production is being kept pretty level with brands
iron,
which
are
considerably
below
what
local
makers
are
from abroad, and, indeed, from home consumers as well, but the demand, and makers have good hopes of improvement with the fail to meet the present views of buyers. In outside brandsasking,
there
buyers are rather slow in coming forward. Wire nails are noted advance of the season.
underselling, and for
tch iron makers’ prices are
The position of steel to-day was much better proportionately is continuedfollowing
M. 135 to 140 p.t. In steel railway material there is little new to
the low cut prices of merchants and dealers;
relate. The lowest tender for
tons of rails at Breslau on the than that of iron. A brisk demand is expressed for both native gradually
whilst representatives of Middlesbrough houses, although they still
6th inst. was M. 115 p.t. Those of the Rhenish Works and of and also imported makes. Plates, bars, channels and angles, hold
to late quotations, are more open to entertain offers.
Cockerill and Co, were rather higher. It may be noted here that sheets, billets, and blooms, all sold well. Local steel masters
leading hematite makers are in most cases still holding on to
the International “abstention” arrangement lapsed at the end of reported their order books better filled than for a long time past, lateTherates,
are undersold by merchants, whilst warrants
March, so now foreign competition is again possible, much to the and those from other districts spoke in high terms of the activity are offered butat they
an altogether disproportionate margin below the
which
they
are
experiencing.
chagrin of the native works. The last lowest tender for steel tires
Steel rail and steel on poems were sapere’ very good, prices quoted by producers,
was M. 202°50, whilst others ranged from 204 to 234°50 p.t. The
ices of native steel were strong at
In the manufactured iron trade business continues of a hand-toDortmund Union Company it is reported has received, or with prices advancing.
to keep about fully
expects to receive, orders for 20,
tons of rails from £5 15s. to £6 for soft blooms and billets of excellent quality, £7 to mouth character; some of the forges mai
Japan and Buenos Ayres. From a trustworthy source it £8 for superior mild boiler plates, and £9 to £10 for soft sheets employed, but there is a general shortness of work, and as a result
would appear that there is no truth in the near approach of an for deep stamping. Basic steel bars were £5 10s. to £6; plates, of so much eagerness to secure such orders as do come upon the
market, that prices are not in all cases very firmly adhered to.
International Rail Convention, but that for months past negotiations £6 10s, to £7 10s., and other sorts in proportion.
have been going on, and that everything is so far
that if The American demand was much discussed. There was no Quoted rates are no lower, but there is a disposition to meet
some principal works could be induced
to join, it might at once denying that it has declined, and that our home markets are less buyers who have favourable specifications to effer, and to this
come into existence. Up to the present time only two works— buoyant in consequence, but the hope, in certain quarters amount- extent prices may be said to be easier.
The returns just issued for the past month by the ote
Krupp, and the Horde Co.—have made steel ship-plates in this ing to a belief, was expressed that we shall again see a revival of
trades union organisations connected with the engineering branches
country, but now the Heesch Co., of Dortmund, is about to manu- American buying.
The pig iron market is without much animation. Sales of 500, of industry again show a decrease in the number of unemployed
facture them, and to this end is adding Siemens-Martin furnaces
and a heavy train to their present establishment. The machine and in some cases of 1000 ton lots, have been made this week in members, whilst from the various districts in most of the important
and constructive shops and foundries are not well employed, as a various directions, but heavy contracts have been the exception. industrial centres reports are sent in of a gradual improvement in
rule, only here and there some have a good deal of work to do, but Forward orders have been Pv geay by some buyers, but the bulk the condition of trade. This is nowhere very marked, and it is
still not enough to keep all the departments going. The position have not been anxious to add to their existing responsibilities. only in exceptional cases where trade is yet returned as actually
of the wagon works is pretty much the same as before, except that Midland imported brands have shown more life than native makes, good; but the men seem to have got the conviction that trade is
the State
just given out an order for 550 of different kinds at and sellers are not wholly unsuccessful in their efforts to keep up undoubtedly better, and a very uneasy feeling has sprung up with
to wages. So far wiser counsels have prevailed, but it has
Magdeburg.
e brass foundries have been moderately well off for prices at the full level of the past few weeks. Compared with the
orders during the month of March, especially those which make — of a — of months ago, however, this week’s figures were only been with very great difficulty that in one or two districts the
men have been restrained from setting on foot a movement for a
tuyeres and the like for blast furnace purposes, which were quite own all round,
Prices of pigs varied greatly, but 38s. 6d. to 39s. may be men- return to the rate of wages ruling prior to the reduction which
| on these articles, The prices, however, remain very low, as:
tons was rendered necessary by the depressed state of trade at the
M. 1°65 for aaa bronze, 1°60 for bronze, 1°65 to 1°70 for red tioned as continuing about the average for ordinary Nort!
delivered,
and 39s, 6d. to 40s. for ordinary Derbyshires.
me commencement of last year. With regard to employment,
brass, per kilog.
Og.
It is stated that the largest cannon in the world, now superior Derbyshires were firm at 42s, to 42s, 6d., as also were the returns of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers show a
being manufactured by Krupp, is to weigh 143,000 kilogs., is to certain Lincolnshires. For some Midland brands no quotation substantial reduction in the number of members in receipt of
havea calibre of 40c.m., and a length of 16m. It is to fire two could be obtained by consumers, sellers being still off the market. out-of-work support. In the Manchester and Salford district it is
sizes of shells, one of which is 112m. long, weighing 740 kilogs. ; Bessemer hematites were strong at 57s. 6d. to 60s. delivered from 23 per cent. less than a couple of months back, and throughout
the other, 1°60m. long, weighing 1050kilogs. The brown prisma- the West Coast. Native pig makers reported brisk deliveries at the whole of the society there is a reduction of 2 per cent. as comred with the returns at the commencement of the year, there
tic powder charge is to be 480kilogs., and with this the lighter 87s, 6d. to 40s, and 42s. for part-mines, according to mixture, and
er now only about six per cent. of the members in receipt of
shell is to have an initial velocity of 735 m., and the heavier one of 30s. to 32s. 6d. nominal for cinder sorts.
The galvanisers held a meeting this (Thursday) afternoon and re- out-of-work donation as com
with about 8 per cent. in
640m. at the muzzle. The former is to pierce a wrought iron plate
January. The returns of the Steam Engine-makers’ Society show
of 1:142 m., and the latter one of 1°207 m. in thickness. As given, solved to make alteration in price for the ensuing quarter.
The death is announced, on 7th April, at Torquay, of Mr. a reduction of about 1 per cent. upon last month in the number of
the charge and shells seem out of all proportion t« the size of the
William Barrows, eldest son of the late Wm. Barrows, of Himley, members on donation Tonctt, and in this society there are now
gun and its assumed performance.
Staffordshire, aged 62 years. The deceased was identified with only about 34 per cent. of the members actually in receipt of outthe firm of Messrs. Bradley, Barrows, and Hall, of the Bloomfield of-work support. The Moulders’ Society, in its report for the past
and other works at Tipton, Staffordshire. They once made 1000 tons month, also shows a reduction in the number of unemployed
of bars a week for the Australian markets.
e firm is now known members. These returns are, of course, very satisfactory, but the
THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES as
William Barrows and Sons. At the time of his death Mr. reports which I am able to gather as to the actual state of trade
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND Barrows was the proprietor of a hotel at Torquay.
do not bear out the conclusion that it is in any really much better
OTHER DISTRICTS.
The annual meeting of the South Staffordshire Institute of Iron condition, and with a few
ial exceptions the engineering works
and Steel Works’ Managers was held at Dudley, on Saturday, in the district are only indifferently off for orders. There is no
(From our own Correspondent.)
when the president, Mr. G. B. Wright, in his inaugural address, doubt here and there a temporary push of work which gives an
THIS has been the week of the quarterly meetings. The attendances said that the causes of the present unfavourable condition of the appearance of improvement in
e, but employers generally are
have been fairly
, though iron and steel masters from distant South Staffordshire iron trade might be looked for in a question- in no really better position, and the orders they are able to get
parts of the kingdom have not been present in such numbers as on able fiscal ag |of Government, a defective system of currency, have still to be competed for at excessively low prices.
some former occasions, The fact that the meetings have fallen in on extortionate demand on the part of railway monopolists, or the
The annual report of the Boilermakers’ and Iron Shipbuilders
the middle of Easter week has also militated somewhat against short hours of labour in this country. These were matters of great Society, of which I have obtained a copy, can scarcely be said to
their success, Merchants from London, Liverpool, Bristol, Man- moment, and each or all of them possibly vitally affected the trade show very encouraging results from a pes Dp union point of view,
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The general secretary, Mr. R. Knight, in his introductory statement, points out how the list of
ployed
bers ‘‘shows the
terrible effect” of the depression in trade. During 1884 they had
an average of
per cent. unemployed
members, the aoe
year it rose to
, and last year the average of unemploy
members was no less than about 28 per cent. The present
position
of the society may be brietly stated as follows:—At the end of last
year the number of members had fallen from 27,695, at which it
stood at the close of 1885, to 25,341, being a decrease of 2344
bers; the in
for the past year amounted to £67,839,
whilst the expenditure had amounted to £84,260, being an excess of
expenditure over income of £16,421, and the balance of funds in
hand at the close of the year had been reduced to £21,895, one of
the chief items of expenditure being £38,967 in out-of-work support to members, and it may be added that during the past three
years this benefit alone has cost the society £148, 245.
The first ballot for the election of general secretary to the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, in the place of Mr. John Burnett,
who has accepted a post under Government in connection with the
recently formed Labour Bureau, has just been completed, and Mr.
Robert Austin, of Manchester, stands at the head of the list with
a majority of upwards of 2000 votes over his nearest competitor,
Mr. John Anderson, of London, who is acting as secretary pro tem.
Mr. Austin has, however, not secured a sufficient majority over the
whole number of votes, and a second ballot will be n
;
I understand that the promoters of the Manchester Ship Canal
are well satisfied with the result so far of the appeal they have
made to the district for support; the amount of capital
uisite
to be subscribed in Lancashire and the surrounding district before
the scheme can be financed in London has, however, not yet been
promised, and the canvassing for shareholders is still being most
energetically proceeded with. The mayors of the various important
Lancashire towns are calling meetings at which the scheme can
be publicly explained, and in this way a large measure of support
is being secured, whilst the model of the proposed canal, of which
I gave a description recently, and which is being shown in various
places, has proved a most attractive feature.
In the coal trade, apart from the interruption which has been
caused by the holidays, thereis little or no change to report. There
is still a fair demand generally, and with the exception of best
house fire coals colliery proprietors have no great difficulty in
moving away their present —
With the advance of the
season there is the natural tendency towards weakness in prices,
and although quoted rates are no lower, colliery proprietors do not
allow small concessions, if they are found necessary, to stand in
the way of business. At the pit mouth best coal averages 8s. 9d.
to 9s. ; seconds, 7s. to 7s. 64; common coal,
3d. to 5s. 9d.;
burgy, 4s. 6d. to 4s. 9d.; good slack, 3s. 6d. to 3s. 9d.; and
common, 2s, 6d. to 3s. per ton.
The shipping trade continues fairly good, with steam coal
delivered at the high level, Liverpool, or the Garston Docks,
averaging 7s. 3d. to 7s. 6d. per ton.
Barrow.—There is again a quieter tone in the hematite pig iron
trade, and orders are offering very slowly from the sources which
have represented for the past few months the chief features of the
demand. Americans who have bought largely have withdrawn
from the market, so far as any practical demand is concerned. It is
known of course that large deliveries of pig iron have to be made
during the season to America and elsewhere in respect of contracts
entered into already, and there are many who share the opinion
that the present will only be a lull in the demand and that in a
very short time a revival will setin. It is, however, noticeable
that this quieter tone is resulting in a large number of speculative
sales, and as a consequence a tendency to lower prices is shown.
Parcels of Bessemer ironof mixed numbers are quoted at 48s. per ton
net. f.o.b., and No. 3 forge and foundry iron at 47s. per ton. Speculative sales have been done as low as 44s. 6d. net, but these are
chiefly instances where needy sales have been made and where no
guarantee of brand can be had. Stocks of iron are large, but not
unwieldy. The make of iron has been further increased by the
relighting of furnaces. Makers are justified in increasing the output by reason of the fact that they have entered into so many
engagements for forward deliveries. The steel trade is well employed, and the demand is still maintained for most of the descriptions of this metal which are produced in this district. The market
for rails is especially good, and orders are still offered from America,
the colonies, and the Continent. Only a fair demand exists,
however, on home account. The mills are busily employed
night and day, and the probabilities are that throughout
the remainder of the year there will be a continuance of
this activity. Rails are quoted at £4 6s. per ton net, at makers’
works, for parcels of ordinary sections prompt delivery. Forwards
are dearer, but makers, generally speaking, are so well sold forward that they are not in a
to take many of the orders
which are offering. The trade doing in bars, billets, and blooms
is still good, but merchant steel is quiet, and orders are slow in
offering. Shipbuilding material in steel is quiet, and shipbuilders
themselves have very little to do. No new orders have been booked
during the past few weeks, though several are pending. It is
hoped and believed that the shipbuilding industry, which at present
is the quietest branch of local trade, will show a revival in a few
weeks, and that although the opening of the year has been very
dull, a good year’s trade will be shown at the end of December.
Engineers
are still in a quiet position, and are short of orders.
Iron ore has still a
market, and prices are still quoted at
from 10s. 6d. to 12s, 6d. per ton at mines, according to quality. Coal
and coke firm and steady.
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Tue Government are asking for tenders for exceptionally large
quantities of military material—cartridges,
50,
cases; fuses,
12,500 cases ;30,000 common shells; 12,500 steel shells; and 7500
case shot. The cartridges and fuses cencern Birmingham more
than Sheffield; but the shells touch a trade to which local firms
are giving very close attention at present. It is no secret that the
success of the Firminy and Holtzer shells has been unacceptable to
Sheffield makers, who have set themselves to meet and
t the
Frenchmen. A local company of high repute has solved
the difficulty—not by war, but by arrangement. They have
purchased the English right of reproducing Firminy shells,
and are now manufacturing these projectiles for the British
Government.
Another company, which has been engaged
in shell experiments for many years, and has a great renown
for steel in one of its most important adaptations, were
not content with this method of meeting the foreigner. They
were invited to purchase the secret of a French shell fora large
sum of money, but declined to do it, and have at last produced a
steel projectile which they claim has passed a triumphant test. I
am informed that a 6in. shell produced by this Sheffield company
was fired at Shoeburyness under Government conditions and
auspices, against a Qin. compound armour-plate, and passed
through unbroken, and that it afterwards entered 3ft. of granite,
where it remained embedded. On the same day a Qin. French
shell, bearing a well-known name, failed to penetrate a 12in. compound plate. The Sheffield manufacturers contend that their 6in.
shell fired against a Qin. plate was subjected to a much more
severe test than a Qin. shell against a 12in.
pound p)
Sheffield firms are now employed on the production of steel shells
for the War-office.
The armour-plate makers, of course, are actively engaged in
meeting the new conditions imposed by the increased power of
steel projectiles. Messrs. Charles Cammell and Co. have produced
an experimental plate which has stubbornly resisted the French
shells; and Messrs. John Brown and Co, had another experimental
plate fired at last Thursday by a French projectile, with the result
that the projectile was broken by the blow, and failed to penetrate
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the plate. I ath informed that it is not correct that any steel projectlles made at Sheffield on the French system have yet been
tested at Shoeburyness. Those referred to as being roo
|
tested against compound armour were not made on the Frenc'
system.
"Sheffield is further interested in another speciality of warmaterial.
The War-office are now inviting Sheffield firms to tender for 150,000
sword bayonets of the Enfield-Martini pattern, 1887, and 150,000
leather scabbards. The latter concern Walsall more than the
cutlery capital; but the sword bayonets revive an old and interesting question. For many years Sheffield has supplied the steel with
which Birmingham artificers fabricate the sword; and it has been
a matter of marvel that in a town where the delicate manipulation
of steel and knowledge of its peculiarities have given it renown the
world over the complete production of swords should not be a local
industry. They may not be cutlery, but surely swords should
come under the official definition of cutlery— ‘goods with a cutting
edge.” The manufacturers’ reply has always been that Governments were so variable in their requirements. No sooner did —
put down plant to make swords than another eng was adopted,
and they had their expense for their pains.
e Government, by
asking for 150,000 sword bayonets of a certain type, answer this
observation ; and it is just on the cards that Sheffield may add
sword and bayonet making to her other industries, At present
one large firm—Messrs. Joseph Rodgers
and Sons
ionall
make fancy swords for Eastern rajahs; but as a trade it can scarcely
be said to exist. The War-office intimate that they want 30,000 of
these sword bayonets by 1888, and the remainder within two or
three years, at the discretion of the Secretary of State for War.
There is no doubt Sheffield can do the work. The question is, Will
the Government pay the price? A reliable sword cannot be produced at the figure the Government has been paying at Solingen.
Until this point is made plain at headquarters, good swords are out
of the question.
During March last the value of cutlery and hardware exported
was£257, 180, against £248,632 for March of 1886; for the quarter the
tive values were £700,
035 and £694,533. Itisinteresting tonote
that the decreasing markets during March were confined to France,
Spain and Canaries, Foreign West Indies, Brazil, and Australasia.
The mostgratifying feature is the revival in the business done with
British Possessions in South Africa, which extends to other developments of the metal industries. In unwrought steel the exports
last March reached a total of £207,577, against £125,476 for March
of 1886. The United States is again responsible for the greatly
increased business, having taken a value of £135,939, against
£42,009 in March of last year. For the three months, the total
value was £551,821, against £275,359. Of this amount the United
States have had no less than £354,924, as compared with £92,508
for the first quarter of 1886.
THE

NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE quarterly meeting of the Cleveland iron trade was held at
Middlesbrough on Tuesday last; but owing to the Easter holidays
the attendance was poor, and scarcely any business was done.
Merchants as well as makers are now assuming an attitude of
reserve, which causes prices to remain firm, at about the same
level as prevailed during last week. For prompt delivery not less
than 34s. 6d. per ton is the present ruling quotation, and some
sales were effected on Tuesday at a slightly higher figure. For
delivery over the remainder of the half year 35s. is named, but
consumers are waiting to see what the immediate future brings
forth before committing themselves further. The price of forge
iron is 33s. per ton.
The demand for Cleveland warrants is again quiet. The price
current at Glasgow on Tuesday last was 34s. 6d. per ton, as against
35s. a week previously. Middlesbrough holders will not, however,
accept any reduction.
There is no change to report in respect of the finished iron trade.
The demand continues slack, and prices are extremely low. Orders
for bar iron are fairly numerous, but not more than £4 15s. per
ton free on trucks, less 24 per cent. discount, can be obtained.
The holidays have to some extent interfered with shipments;
they are, however, now
ing satisfactorily. Pig iron exports
between the Ist and the 9th inclusive reached 18,516 tons, and
manufactured iron and steel 12,447 tons.
The accountant of the Cleveland Ironmasters’ Association has
just issued a certificate, showing that the net average price
realised for Cleveland pig iron during the first quarter of the present year was 32s. 52d.
per ton. The wages of miners wil in
consequence be advanced 2} per cent.
The value of
s exported from Middlesbrough—exclusive of
coal and cok
uring the month of March was £172,845 being an
increase of £28,747 when compared with March, 1886. The goods
shipped at Newcastle were of the value of £164,823, or £
less
than from Middlesbrough.
The Cleveland Ironmasters’ statistics for March were issued on
the 4th inst. They show that of the 155 furnaces built only 91
were in blast. Of these fifty-one were making Cleveland and the
remainder hematite, speigel, and basic iron.
e total quantity of
Cleveland iron made was 111,650 tons, and of other kinds, 99,974
tons. The output of iron of all kinds was 211,624, an increase of
26,137 tons upon the output for February. The stock in Messrs,
Connal and Co.'s store was at the end of the month 323,923 tons, or
11,535 tons more than on the 28th of February. The total stock
in the whole district on the 3lst of March was 636,155, which
represents a decrease of 15,222 tons.
A gigantic meeting of the Northumberland strike hands was
held on Easter a at Horton, near Cramlington, for the purpose of considering what aid or comfort they could get in their
present difficulties, by entertaining Socialistic theories. The
attendance was estimated at 6000 or 7000, including many women,
who seem almost as ardent and enthusiastic as the men. The first
resolution, which was carried unanimously, was directed against
the local coalowners, whose conduct in attempting to reduce
wages was stigmatised as infamous; and towards interesting working men throughout the country, so that they might contribute
more largely towards the continuance of the strike. The second
resolution, which was moved by Mr. Hyndman, and carried with only
one dissentient, pledged the meeting to “organise for a free labour
system, in which the land, capital, and all industrial resources shall
be owned by the community and used in co-operation for the good
of all.”
ere seems no doubt that these preposterous notions
are for the moment favourably regarded by the usually shrewd and
sensible Northumbrians, and if so, they may lead to future mischief. The Socialistic orators who add
the meeting seemed
equally hostile to landed, to manufacturing, and to
ing capitalists. They regard them all as simply parasites, monopolising
the instruments and opportunities of industry, and applying to
their own advantage the wealth which should belong to manual
labourers, chiefly or solely. The old-fashioned idea that a capitalist is simply a person who himself, or whose forefathers or
friends, have, on the whole, spent less than they have earned, is
never mentioned, and does not seem ever to have occurred to these
gentlemen. Nor do they remind their hearers of the fact that if
capitalists did what enormous numbers of working-men do, viz.,
spend every Saturday night all the money they have in the world,
and even get into debt as far as ever they can
credit, they
would immediately come down to a dependent condition. Nor are
they ever heard to tell the poor, foolish, suffering, miners that
their only hope is to imitate capitalists instead of abusing them.
If they were to avoid strikes, keep at work on the best terms
obtainable,
nd every week something less than they earn—if
any of them did this, nothing
:ould prevent such from becoming
capitalists
too, and so being hited above want and distress, They
would certainly then be subject to Socialistic vituperation, but
would be in a position not to mind it.
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NOTES FROM SCOTLAND,
(From our own Correspondent. )
BUSINESS was suspended from Thursday of last till Tuesday of
the present week, and the holidays were thus for the first time
kept in the iron market at the same time as in England, The
same arrangement was carried out in the Stock and Royal
Exchanges, and the advantage of the change is
t in comparison
with the old plan of keeping open when business is stopped in
England, and closing for the spring holidays at a time 584 the
markets are open across the border. This week the iron trade has
been without much animation. The volume of trade continues
very limited. Both the home and export demand for pig iron are
unsatisfactory. ‘Two furnaces have been put out of blast since last
week, and there are ten fewer in operation than there were at this
date last year. Yet it is believed that the output is still in excess
of current requirements. Considerable additions continue to be
made to the stock in the warrant stores. The Fred week's pig iron
shipments from Scotch ports aggregated 6970 tons, as compared
with 7031 in the corresponding week of 1886.
In the warrant market speculative business has been limited in
Scotch, Cleveland, and Cumberland iron alike, and the prices have
a drooping tendency.
e current norms values of makers’ iron are as follows:—
Gartsherrie, f.o.b. at Gl
w, No, 1, 488. 3d., No. 3, 43s, 3d.;
Coltness, 54s, 6d. and Peps tetPag 50s. 6d. and 46s,; Summerlee,
58s. and 43s, 6d.; Calder 51s. 6d. and 42s. 6d.; Carnbroe, 44s, 6d’
and 41s,; Clyde, 47s. and 42s; Monkland, 43s, and 39s. 6d.; Govan,
at Broomielaw, 43s. and 39s. 6d.; Shotts, at Leith, 49s. and 45s.;
Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. and 44s. 6d.; Glen
ock, at
Ardrossan, 48s, and 42s.; Eglinton, 43s. and 39s.; Dalmellington,
44s, 6d. and 41s.
The week’s arrivals of Cleveland pig iron at Grangemouth were
+ Ae as compared with 6062 in the corresponding week of
year.
A very good shipment of Glengarnock basic steel took place last
week at Ardrossan, 1008 tons billets having been despatched coastwise.
The iron and steel goods shipped from Glasgow in the past week,
in addition to pig iron, were a marine engine, valued at £11,500,
despatched to China ; half-a-dozen locomotives, with duplicates,
£10,000, for wy A machinery, £2100; sewing machines, £1401;
steel
£10,100, of which £5930 were slabs, billets, and
blooms for Baltimore ;£1560 billets and plates for Halifax; and
smaller quantities of goods elsewhere; general iron manufactures,
£16,100, of which £3550 were sheets, bars, tubes, and pipes for
Calcutta, £3300 ditto for Melbourne, £2840 plates, bars, and tubes
for Italy.
_ The coal trade is busy, and although the shipments have been
interrupted to some extent this week by the holidays they
have been somewhat large. The os
are now ample for
shipment and home consumption, and the prices are therefore
somewhat difficult to maintain.
It is doubtful whether the efforts that are being made to arrange
a sliding scale for the regulation of the colliers’ wages and the
prevention of strikes will be successful. Many of the best type of
working miners are in favour of such an agreement, but unfortunately the paid leaders of the men have taken up an attitude of
opposition to such an arrangement. They object to the colliers
working twelve, or even eleven days a fortnight, on the ground
that they would put out too much coal, with which the market
would be flooded, and both wages and prices reduced in consequence. On this account they are now agitating fora five days’
week, and also endeavouring to get the ironstone miners to join
the movement for an advance of wages.
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
SLACKNESS prevails in most of the Welsh industries, tin-plate
being, sage the one showing most life.
Coal is duller than ever again, and prices drooping. Possibly
the holidays may account for some degree of dulness, but certainly
not for all.
e keen competition raging amongst coalowners is shown by
the quantity of coal from Monmouthshire that is sent into Cardiff.
Monmouthshire coalowners, in opposing the Cardiff and Monmouthshire Bill, said that the legitimate port for their coals was Newport.
If this be so, why is so much now sent to Cardiff? I might name
a dozen firms whose trucks are well represented at Roath sidings;
and as this coal is offered for 1s. less than Cardiff coal, the situation is not improved.
Prices of best steam on Saturday were 8s., Rhondda is offered
for 8s. 6d., and this coal, No. 3, hitherto has been very firm at
8s. 9d. f.0.b. at Cardiff. Small steam shows a better condition,
and prices, from: being a
at 4s., are now again up to 4s. 6d.
This is due to the small demand for large coal. Another industry
linked with coal, that of pitwood, is beginning to suffer again. In
one week prices fell from 1s, to 1s. 6d., and present market price
is only 14s, 6d. to 14s. 9d.
House coal prospects at eeese are not so gloomy as one would
imagine, a property containing 250 acres being now in the market.
The Gowerton—Swansea—colliery plant is to be disposed of next
week, This week a large mechanical and engineering works and
foundry near Pontypridd will be brought to the hammer, and, in
face of the improving district, will certainly command a good deal
of attention.
The Midland Great Western Railway of Ireland are asking for
tenders for 30,000 tons best Welsh coal.
The most prominent feature at the Monmouthshire and Glamorgan works is the make of bars for tin-plate ; rails are not in good
demand, though makers are fixed in price. One of the principal
managers told me a few days ago, our price is so-and-so, and if
buyers won't give, we won't make, but keep the men going at something else. There is no falling off in the consignments of foreign ore,
and a good deal has come to hand of late. Tiynvi and Blaenavon
have been large purchasers.
Repairs are going on at Treforest Steel works, and I hear that
‘as-soon as possible a restart will be made. Mr. W. F. Lewis, one
of the’ principal proprietors, has, I regret to hear, been ordered
abroad on account of indifferent health.
Tin-plate has shown more firmness during the last few days, and
it cannot be denied but that a pleasant change has come over the
condition of things. A few weeks lately buyers pressed their orders
upon the attention of makers at every price but reasonable ones.
If needy makers offered ordinary coke at 12s. 6d., they were met
with tenders for 12s. 3d., and in some cases 12s, 44d. was accepted.
Now buyers are conceding 12s. 9d., and best brands are selling
more freely at 13s. Bessemer steel plates with coke tinning range
from 13s. to 14s. Wasters of this class are sold at 12s. 6d.
Siemens are advancing. Little can be had under 13s. 6d., and
the best are sold at 14s, 6d. In all respects,
idering that
Monmouthshire plates are now competing with Swansea, the trade
really looks healthy.
Newport coasting trade, coal, showed only 21,000 tons last week.
At Swansea exports and imports gave a fair amount of briskness to
the port.
In Penarth Roads a ship has been sunk for some time, imperilling
navigation, especially as the buoy fixed over it has been blown off.
It is expected that this week the “ torpedo” will be put to work.
A new dock in connection with Grangetown, Cardiff, and the
canal is being floated with good promise. It is intended, | hear,
for the timber trade chiefly, which is increasing.
Gloucester must do something with its arrangements at Sharpness if it is to retain anything of its old timber connection. There
are rumours afloat that this is intended,
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5006. Srzam Pumps, W. Clarke and J. B, Furneaux,
London Battery Company, Limited.
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
AMERICAN NOTES.
London.
5007. Pipes,J.Schuller, London.
Gateneeh
from
the
Jemnel
of
Ge
Commtestonse
of
This
is
the
conversion
to
a
company
of
the
(From our own Correspondent.)
5008. ScuTcHING Macuines, V. Stekl, London.
business carried on at 83a, FarringdonNew York, April ay electrical
5009.
CHarcine, &c., CHeMicats and Liquips used in
byMr. A. W. gy trading as the
SECONDARY BATTERIES, J. T. Armstrong,
brokers in this city report inquiries from street,
Application
for Letters Patent.
London Battery Company.
registered on
5010. MuttipLe CyLinpeR Enornes, the Hon. R. C.
oun wena and poverhayaSs 29railroad builders the
4th inst., with
acapital of Lio,¥000,sin
ini £5 shares, ++—_—
tents have been “‘ communicated” the Parsons, London.
supplies of rails, by ym Paul,afca The subscribers are :—
for large
address of the communicating party are 5011. Borries for containing AERATED or GASEOUS
and
purprinted initalics.
Liquips, H. Barrett, London.
or
two
5012. ArtiFiciaL Fue, G, F. Redfern.—(A. Robert,
A. .x. ne 88a, entaghn- speek, 80,000 tons of English rails, <=
welother
2nd April, 1887.
three
north-western companies are in the
Belgium.)
7
Rorary
Enornz,
8,
Tetley,
Elland.
to
5018.
Liquip Meters, G. Teideman, London.
“Gt
Shenton
ton,
17,
Croven-street,
W.C.
Raat
50,000
from
for
be,
market, or shortly will
Brnocutar Eve Protector, C. Latham and L, 5014. Foor or Base for Crutcues, &c., R. Willis,
Armstrong, Park Hill, Claghars Lad
60,000 tons of English rails, for delivery in that hy
gn London.
London.
Watts, 74,
‘tonFulham, clerk ..
section. Makers of bridge-b uilding materials J.. C.W. How:
4923. Gas Enarnes, T, Sturgeon, Londo:
5015. Sreamand other Mortive-powER Enaines, W. Ross,
ard, 84, Fopstone-road, 8.W..
of bridge EJ. Burcombe,
“=Macuines for FILLine BOrrums, R L. Howard,
have inquiries this week for 20,000 tons work.
London.
18, Scawfell-street, Hackney,
eal
|haa
ad
“- Scissors, &., B. Neumann and E. Ktihne,
iron, part of it for elevated railroad an under-A clerk
*B. Hallett, 5, Bentinck-terrace, Regent’ 's Park.
1 4925. Sraiwo Sapp.zs for Vetocirepes, J. Harrington,
company has been organised to build
London.
5017.
inc by CENTRIFUGAL Pumps and Egquvtground railway in Philadelphia, and also an
The number of directors is not to be less than 4926.
VALENT WATER-RAISING AppaRaTus, C. A. Jensen.
Ravacavcme Writrneos, W. C. Hall, London.
elevated road,
two, nor more than five; qualification for 4927. Srreer Pavine, J. Wilson, Glasgow.
—(J. Welman, New Zealand.)
The demand for foreign material is very light: ordinary
4928,
HorsesHoeg,
G.
Ellis,
London.
directors,
200
shares.
Tle
company
in
5018,
SyRincE
or Enema Pires,A.J.
er, London.
receipts are heavy. Large su—_ of ore 1 general meeting will determine remuneration.
5019. Stoprers for
od, Magen Xe
4929, TYPE-WRITER, B. Baden- Powell, London.
being received from Cuba and Spain. It is
B. Pfeiffer, London.
4930, RaiLway SLEEPERS and Cuairs, J.G. Crampton,
London.
5020. Ark Feeps for Pararrrxe and other Lamps, 8.
bable that within thirty days a renewa "of
Rozinay, London.
4981. Seeckaeme a Barrery, M. Bailey and J. Warner,
Ocean Coal Company, Limited,
American demand for British products will \
mdon,
developed. American foundry iron is m 18 dole This company was
5th April, 1887.
registered
on
the
Ist
inst.,
4932.
APPOINTMENT
REGISTER,
J
London,
91 dols. to 22 dols., and forge iron
i at from 18 dols.
a capital of £800,000,
in £10 shares, to carry 4933, ImrraTion LEATHER pos agA. 5. Boult. —(F. H. 5021, CLop Crausner,I. Morris, Bloxwich.
to 19 dols. Plate iron is 2he., but this price is with
Lieker, Canada.)
business as colliery proprietors, coal and coke
5022.
Brooms,
&c.,
8. Hall, Leeds.
shaded where large orders are placed. The sheet on
merchants, coal washers and coke manufacturers, “3 Buss for Storme Grain in Burk, J. Wilson, 5023. BurnisHEeR,M, A. Appleton and F. A. Binney,
mills and pipe mills are crowded with orders, and The
Manchester.
subscribers are :—
4985.
"
Lookxo
Devices,
A.
J.
Boult.—(J.
H,
Westman,
rices are very firm for both large and small lots.
5024.
CLeanine
CLoruss,
J. Petty, ep
ee
Shares.
Canada.
Stent
Mont.
y
5025. ELecrric CaBLEs, {. H. Dun
jvery indication points to a renewal of heavy *D. Davies, Broni
4986. WasHING Sanp, J. 8. Gardner, Liverpool.
5026.
Burnine
Liquip
HyprocaRgons,
W.
G.
Seams,
demand,y eapeckiiy Seta of the heavy railway shire
4937. Drain Traps, A. J. Boult.—(/J. Maguire and R.
building that is being and will be prosecuted in *E. Davies, ‘Plas Dinian, Montgomeryshire |.
Carrol, Canada.)
Howell, Berriew, Montgomeryshire |
all sections of the country. Ship lots of og *A,
4938. StRETcHING the Wines of Pranorortes, A, J. BORe, On
IL Cans,
Gas,WW.1 olddeld, GlasgoWw.
*M. Joseph, M.E.,
e
c
Cresswell, London.
are offered at 23 dols.; steel blooms, 30 dols. to Ww.
5029. Zinc,R.A yee
and M. Milburn,G
Gann
Dolgelly,
~
+a
ar
ae
4939. Brakes for Roap Veuicres, A. J. Boult.—(G. C. 5080.
30°50 dols. Slabs and billets are 32 dols. to *T. Webb, ©
CLosine Borries, J. Cammack and H. . Greer,
colliery proprietor a
we
,
United
States.)
Liverpool.
32°50 dols.; 20 per cent. spiegeleisen, 27°50 dols. *W.
ettt
ae
a 4940. SEL¥-ACTING Mecuanism, R. Wallwork, Man- 5031. Tea Bry, R. Ludlow, Birmingham.
Jenkins, Treorkey, mining engineer . .. bt
5000 tons of Bessemer pig have been ordered for
chester.
The number of directors is not to be fe than
Eye Suapes, G. P. Lempriere, Birmingham.
Boston delivery at 21 dols, Small lots of copper five,
ComrorTaBLes, H, E. Newton.—(F. L. Palmer, 5032,
5033. Proxtine Macuinz, T. obnson and G. Gledhill,
than eight; qualification, 50 4941.
are selling by yd 10he.
rts since shares;northe more
United States.)
ax.
first
are
the
subscribers
denoted
b
January Ist, 1,060,000 Ib., as against 4,566,000 lb. an asterisk, and Messrs. E. 8, Hett and D.
4942. Stop-cocks, R. T. Baines, London.
5034.
Wincu, 8. Howarth, Burton-on-Trent,
4943. BLinp Recu.ator, A. Kingshott, London.
at the same "date last year.
5035. Vauve, H. Jefferies, Stourport.
Scott. The company in general meeting will 4944. Inpicatinc the ARRivaL of Trains, A. King- 5036.
ag RY E.G.
bury.
shott, London.
determine remuneration.
Locks,G. Asher and J. Buttress, Birmingham.
4945. Separatinc Corton Waste, &c., H. A. Davis, 5037.
5088. |Pony aetna G. . Frith, Eastbourne.
London.
TrEaTiInG Fisres, W. B. Nation and J. J.
4946. Moups for Castine Diamonp Too.s, R. Haddan. 5089.
Patent Safety Lamp Attachment Company,
Worswick, London.
NEW COMPANIES.
—T. A. Jackson, United States.)
5040. Rope Grip, J. Williams, Walsall.
Limited.
4947,
AUTOMATIC
DampeR
Recutators,
R.
5041.
TrEaTING Fisres, W. B. Nation and J. J.
THE following companies have just been regis- This company proposes to carry
on business as
W. Noyes, United States.
Worswick, * ondon.
tered
lamp sso A and extinguisher mukers, and 4948. Uriuisina the Hear of Exuavsr Sream, R. 5042.
BILLIARD Tases, W. Buttery, Lond
Had J. J. Ibs, France.)
for such purposes will — an unregistered 4949.
5043. Hammer, E. de Pass.—(M. gp old
<=
)
Beaconsfield Waterworks Company, Limited.
Buoyant Case, A. N. Wood, London.
5044, Fire-Licnter, W. R, A. Cole, Lond
opens of the 28th of February, for the pur- bas a
PLANTER,
H.
Kendall
and
T.
L.
Magruder,
5045.
Heatine Carriaces, W. Taylor, Halifax.
This company proposes to construct, maintain,
of certain inventions referred to therein.
mn!
Puriryine Gas, J. M. A. Fournier, London.
aud work waterworks at Beaconsfield (Griqualand It was incorporated on the 2nd inst., with a 4951. Stove Pire Drum, W. W. Horn.—{K. W. Lotz, 5046.
5047, TYPE-wRITER,
P. Thompson.—{J. 8. Jurey,
West), Cape of Good —— or elsewhere in South capital of £2000, iin £1 shares. The subscribers
United States.)
United States.)
Africa. It was
tered on the 5th instant, are:—
4952. APPLicaTIoNn to Tga and other Baas for Purposes 5048.
Brick Macurnes, C. L. Emens, London.
of
Denotinc
Lire
InsuRANCE,
A.
W.
Foster
and
L.
with a capital of £00,000, in 175,000 ordinary
Shares.
5049. Inpico, 8. J. Simpkin, London.
Oxford, London.
oe
and 25,000 deferred shares of £1 vach. The sub- E. Hurd, 61, St. Mary Axe..
SEwinG-MACHINES, A. Schofield and MclIlvenha,
4953. Bieacuinc Frerovus Susstances, A. Brin and 5050.
H. D. Cunningham, ew Barnet, engineer .. oe
London.
seribers are:—
L.
Q.
Brin,
Westininster.
J.
H.
Brodie,
61,
St.
Mary
Axe,
merchant
ee
5051. Hanpirs for Canes, G. Mitiller, London.
8
4954.
JaPANNING,
&c.,
various
ARTICLES,
F.
Crane,
R.
A.
Cunningham,
4,
Billiter-street,
merchant.
.
5052. HyprocaRBON Enoives, E. Crowe, Banbury.
W. G. Soper, Bury-street, St. raed aad mermdon.
A. E, Cunningham, 19, Burlington-chambers ae
— Bats, A. J. Altman, London.
chant
.
4955. Couptines for Rartway Veuicves, H. H. Lake. 5054.
T. D. on 2, Randolph-crescent, —_—
Lappers, W. C. Fletcher, London.
F. L. Thom, &, “Addison- road ‘
J.
ers, Germany.
garden
5055. Davits,C.Douglas, Sunderland.
T. Allen, C.E., Thurlow, Clapham
4956.
HARVESTING
Macuings,
J.
Howard,
E.
T.
Boustf.
%.
Regus,
Loughton,
Essex..
tet
tt
ttt
et
5056. Watcnes, A. H. Potter, London.
H._Palmerstone, Pe Kewton House, Teddingfield,
and
G.
Gibbs,
London.
Racks, T. Coulthard andJ. Bradshaw, London.
Registered without special ltl,
4957. Hanp Lirrer for the Conveyance of Stok and 5057.
5058. STEps, ’W. C. Bruce and W. David, London.
A. ,
Ipswich, ‘merchant |.
ee
InsuRED Persons, E. C. Hammond, London.
= Havace-ciips, J. Powell, R. 8. Jordan, and G
G. F. Rogers, 5, Great Winchester- street, ‘elec4958.
Frep-waTeR
MEASURER
for
MARINE
and
other
htly, London.
trical engineer
Provincial Gas and Lighting Works, Limited.
Stream Encivegs, J. Heslop, London.
sees.
‘wW-NUTS, Messrs.5 ee Jones, and Bayliss
ht, 72, "New Bond- -street,lategeneral
Or Lamps, C, Warren, oe
and
R.
Howarth, Londo
“manager uth African Telegraphs
~ This company proposes to construct and main- 4959.
4960. Boxes for Matcnes, E. W. Jones and T. H. 5061. COMBINED
CEE rom_— CaRRIAGE SpRINGs,
Norman, London.
The number of directors is not to7”lensthan tain works py As cent tore of gas and elecJ.
Ivall,
SPINNING Yarns from Fiax, &., A. T. Lawson, 5062. LotionLondon.
five, nor more than seven; the subscribers are to tricity, and to carry on business as coal and coke 4261.
for the TrEaTMENTof Foot Rot in SHzep,
London.
W. Hunsley, Londen.
appoint the first; qualification, £250 in shares or merchants and dealers in building materials. It 4962. BroucHams, &c,, W. Botwood, Ipswich.
5063. STITCHING TOGETHER SHEETS of CARDBOARD, J.
stock, After 6 per cent. per annum dividend is was registered on the 4th inst., with a capital of
Wetter.—(C. L. Larch and Co., Saxony.)
paid (free of income-tax), the board will be £20,000, divided into 25 founders’ shares of £1
4th
April,
1887.
5064, SUPPORTING APPARATUS for LAMPS or CANDLES,
shares of £25 each. The
sntitled to £1500, tu be increased to £2000 after each, and 799
C. Bachoffner, London.
Stgam Borer and other Furnaces, J. Bancroft
payment of 8 per cent, dividend in any year, with founders’ shares will be entitled to one-half of the 4963,
5065. STEAM TRICYCLES, L. D. Copeland, London.
and W. Wild, Manchester.
a further sum of £500 for each 1 per cent, divi- net profits remaining after payment of £7 per “—. Warenrnoorixo LeatHER, &c., J. N. Pickering, 5066. Grape Suaar, A. Seyberlich and A. Trampedach,
cent,
per
annum
dividend
on
the
ordinary
shares,
London.
heffi
dend in excess of 10 per cent. per annum,
The subscribers are :—
4965. RecuLatinc the Suprry of Frep-waTer to 5067. Propucine Copies of Writrnos, &c., E. de Zucon.
Stream Enarnes, A. MacLaine, Belfast.
Shares.
5068.
SMALL-aRMs, G. G. M. Hardingham.—(F.
von und
4966.
Pumpina
Enorves,
W.
H.
Bailey,
Manchester.
Home and Export Serew Cork Bottling Company,
Founders’. Ord. 4967. Worxixc Drop Boxes of Looms for Wravine,
zu Zwergern, L. Dill, and A. Strauss, Germany.)
Hy. Lm sa 23, Martin’s-lane, Cannonimit
5069. SupporTine Trees, H. P. F. Jensen, London.
A. Sowden,
ax.
stree
4
This company proposes to uire the rights
4968. Loom SHuTTLE Tonavues or SKEWERS, E. Booth, 5070. Spinners’ Carp Room Cans, T. Brown and W.
H. “tipi, 5, Tokenhouse- ‘yard,
Pickstone, London.
C. r.
and interests of "ounsiee Mack Taylor and J. stockbro
to
5071. Hotpine Siipine SasHes at Various HEicnts,
4969. Urnina.s, J. Shanks, G
Ww.
Anthon085, dated. Turner to the letters patent, E. R. Painter, 156, Larkhall-lane, Clapivesey, —
4970. Roastine Corree, B, Tupholme, Sheffield.
ham, accountant
No, 8625, dated 16th July, 1885, for improve= . Wilkinson and J. L. Cutler,
4971. Dry Grixpine, &c., Macnines, W. Barraclough, 5072.—
8. Mayne, 156, Larkhall lane, Clapments in bottle stoppers, and in ‘certain —_y R. ham,
ra da
accountant
il
rights for the same invention granted a
=
perenne
and Fitimse Borrtes, F. Foster,
&
EALDS
for
Weavina,
J.
Parkington,
ManH.
Arms,
95,
Devonport-road,
‘Shepmdon.
It was het on the 4th inst., with a conteal herd’s Bush, railway traffic manager 2
for CaBLE Tramways, &c., J. Biggs,
4973.OV EARLE for ConTarninc AERATED Waters, J. = a
of £25,
in £1 shares, with the following asfirst J. A. Son t, 17, Usha Park-road,
Nixon and J. Royle, Manchester.
subscribers :—
swic
5075. PEnciL nae 5H. Hewitt, London.
4974. Giass SLeEpers, D. Rylands, Barnsley.
Shares. E. J. Robinson, 7,John--street, “Adelphi,
Marshall, London.
Castine and
LING GLASS SLEEPERS, D, 5076. EXTINGUISHING
*E. P. Bull, Eastcheap-buildings, fruit broker ..
surveyor
to
aeco
to~ bag lands,
oor
7. Loopinc MECHANISM 4 4 Sewine Macuryes, A.
—. Caralampi, ‘Albert-gate ”Mansions, merJ. R. %New Lodge, Clapham Park,
‘ 4076.3Pans Barnsley.
Anderson.—{J. G. Greene, United States.)
for HEATING On, &c., J. V. Wilson, Man5078. ree Sewinc Macurnes,A, Anderson.
iter.
*C. E. B. Sanders, Chigwell, Essex, accountant.
prwoe 1
ofthe board isi iato nen 4977. eee Mecuanism of VeLocirepEs, H. Pipe, —(J. G. Greene, United eg
H. B. Altwater, Rosebank Epping.
5079. Harrows, F. Nishwitz,
£2 2s. for each attendance at a board or comW. F. ‘Altwater, 75, Mark- han was merchant .
J. I.E.
_
for Exectric Lamps, F. T. Schmidt, 5080. PRropucixe PHoTocRAPHIC a
F. W. pn he Grosvenor-road, preg New
mittee meeting, and such further sum as the com- 4978.
ae London.
Bradford
ord,
Park,
pany in general meeting may determine. Most 4979.
. Emsossine ‘itaras, &c., W. E. Hickling, London
Pistons, R. Welford, Sunderland.
A. W. Rixon, 10, fet
ny“solicitor...:
elolen of the regulations of Table A apply.
E. Hickling,
4980. Maxine and BREAKING E.ectricaL Circuits, F, 3082.ENGRAVING on Woop, Metat, &c., W. E.
London.
The number of directors is not to be less than
T. Schmidt, Bradford.
Mrtat SLEEPERs for Rat and Tramways, F. H
4981. WasHinac Woo. and other Fisres, D. and H. 5083,
three, nor more than six; qualification, £100 in
Gill,
London.
Pure
Alcohol
Company,
Limited.
Smith, Bradford.
shares; the first three subscribers and Messrs.
C. M, Taylor and A. P, Turner are the first
This company proposes to acquire patents a eg em\ Bortom Grate for Ranaes, &c., M. 5084. WasHING ee, W. N. Twelvetrees and C.
directors, The company in general meeting will relatingto processes or apparatus for distilling, as us:Cuunsa Prayine
IBLE Gas:Youene, D. W. Sugg, London,
the Game of Hockey, F. H. amen
determine remuneration.
5086. ANTI-VIBRATOR for Bicycias, &c., R. Thackray,
refining, rectifying or purifying alcohols, or other
mn
Bradford.
— and especially the patents of Ivar Axel sat—— Bossrys, J. V. Eves and 8. Hanna, 5087.
SasH Lea oe for Wixpows, W. Townend and
erdinand Bang and Marie Charles Alfred Ruffin.
P. Ullathorne,B:
Johore Company, Limited.
DupLex, &c., Rance,J.Thompson, Kendal.
It was registered on the 4th inst., with a capital 4985.
CovERED Bortoxs, G.¢ Heidmann, E. Hottges,
BUFFERS for RAILWAY Ro.uine Stock, T. Wass 5088.
of 4986.
This company proposes to
uire property in of £525,000, in shares of £10 each, 50,
and
C, Egen, Lo
and P. Wheeler, 3irmingham.
Johore, or elsewhere in Malay Poatens 5 Archi- which are ordinary shares and 25, 000 deferred ; 4987.
1. .HoLDERS my"Hsscum, &c., T. J. Hewson,
Copyine Music, W. H. Stevens, Leicester.
on,
ro :_ to cultivate tobacco, pepper, sugar, the former to be entitled to 10 per cent. per 4988. Sewine, &c., ‘Macuines, A. J. Boult.—(J. W.
5090. Suprortine Srocxixes, H, H. Lake.-(C. NX.
Whitney, United States.)
fibreind
po
en gambier, and other produce. It was annum preference dividend. The subscribers
Chadwick, United States.)
4989. —
Liquips, D. Simpson, Edin- 5091.
on the Ist inst. with a capital of are :—
Srzam Borter and other Furnaces, H. H. Lake.
Ord. 8)
£900,056, divided into 60,000 ordinary shares of
sae L. Walker, United States.
10, Brea Borters and Furnaces, J. W. Walters, 5092.
St. Stephen's Mansions, ee:
£10 each, and 96 deferred or founders’ shares of L. a
Switcnes for ELECTRICAL Purposes, B. Egger,
£leach. The subscribers are:—
London.
yg > ggeamea FIRE-EXTINGUISHER, H. N. Morgan, 5098. CrrcuLar Knirtinc Macuings, P. Haddan.—{J.
35, Half. Moon-street, ‘Piccadilly | .
Shares. V.P, |Muller,
cherademe,
35,
eeeanens
Piece.
*F. C. Rasch, J.P., Danbury
100
B. Schroeder, United States.)
4992. Doe Carts,
A. G. Margetson
and W. 8. Hek, 5094.
CURVED.Pri R. Haddan.—{Messrs. Oldenhoff
*Lord Augustus Loftus,"COB:
B., 9,Queen's-gateLondon.
Dene, 66, Coleman-street
io:
ae
and Uhlig, Germany¥)
place
-» 100 7,
4998.
CoaTina
Piates
with
ee
&c.,
W.
H.
Rickard
A.
Rui
n,
66,
Coleman-street
..
5095.
Gas Enarnes, J. Y. Johnson.—(La Société des
- Suart, 29, Great St. Heien’s, ‘shipowner.. +» 100 George Earl Church, Dashwood House, ‘engineer |laa
and
T.
J.
Rickard,
N
eal
~~
*E. J. Gray, 87a, Mincing-lane ‘colonial broker.. 100 C. M. Vergo, 32, Montague-square, Hyde Park . 1 4994, CoNNECTING-RODS, i isowdl, J. Buleock, and |Nai ag et Ateliers de Construction Diederichs,
F. G. Dawson, Dunton House, Gravesend,
nce.
Cc.
,
Burnley.
Dynamo Eecrric Macuinery, G. Kapp,
The number of directors is not to be nn than
CoMBINED CHRISTMAS-CARD and Post-caRD, &c., 5096.
B. shipper
Bromhead D. Sayle, 17, Fore:“street, ‘merchant 100 three, nor more than seven; qualification, 50 4995.
London.
W. Rainey, Sevenoaks.
J. Edwards, Beechwood, kastbourne..
as ae 28 shares; the subscribers are to’ appoint the first; 4996.
InxsTaNnpDs,
A.
Hi
m,
London.
6th April, 1887.
A. Cheyne, "Thatched House Club...
100 remuneration, £1500 per annum.
4997. Doors and Wrxpows for the PREVENTION of
J. H. Burt, la, Laurence senayens?hill,
4 ‘iron merDravents, F. E. Pontifex, London.
5097. PREPARATION of VEGETABLE Fisres, R. H.
chant ..
es
100
4998.
ArTracHina,
&c.,
the
LaTreRaAL
MovemMENT
of
an"
er,
London.
w. Ephraim Death, 20,Buck b ury, € gine «» 100
ETECTING the REMOVAL ¢ i or DocvTELEscoPic SIGHTs, W. J. Jeffery, London.
J. W. Braithwaite,E
ne,
100
H Betteley andR.
4999. Maxine Desians of CrocopiLe and other Skins,
H. J. Bovill and J. A. Broder, Chiswick.
J. Rastrick, London.
The number of directors issaat to “ ons than
THE AMERICAN EXHIBITION.—The Times is 5000.
5099, Fer, &c., Hats,W. H. Blackwell, Lancashire.
Fire a
J. L. Lobley, ae
three, nor more than seven; qualification, 100 requested by the United States Legation to me ee
Bearines, &c., J. Whitehead, - bg PLANING Macutnes, T. N. Robinson, Manordi
Reger the first are the subscribers say that the statement which appeared on the
on
chester,
denote: by an asterisk and Messrs, Martin H. 12th inst. in a London newspaper,gh
and M. and
to
effect 5002. —_ Biastinc Operations in Mivss, E. Morris, 5101. WeiaHine Apparatus,J.C, Watking
on.
Pirie, 20, Grafton-street, and Hamilton Dunlo)
J. Fidler, Bradford.
that the President of the United tates will 5008. Paps
the lags DISCHARGES ro Spinninc and Winpina YARN, ms Maitland,
of 7 Bishopsgate-street ; remuneration, £
—_ the American Exhibition — inaen by of bypm forc.AnsorBina
D. am, ton
itleton.
per annum each, and £250 r annum extra for
ph on the 9th of May, is erroneous, neither
E. J. shaw,, Walsall.
. Fastentna the Enns of Wiam, &c., R. W. James 5108. ApMITTING AIR to
the chairman, and in addition one-twentieth of
resident nor the Government of the United
and W. Sturcke, London
‘ord.
5104. Envetopss, B. C. Fryer,
the net — vf any year in which 15 per cent. States having any connection whatever with the 5005.
5105. SHuTTLEs, &c., for PowrR Looms, H. Fildes
Steam
or
PowER
Pumps
W.
Clarke
and
J.
B.
dividend is paid.
Exhibition,
Furneaux, London
Cheshire
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5106. Securrnoe the Heapstocksof SELF-acTING MULEs,
8107. Baxps for Packrxa Hats, J. E. Ogden, Manchester.
5108.
on-' Dram Guieys, J. McN. Rimington, Newcastle5109.
wcrnc Basic SuLpHo-cyanmpes of ALvurnivum, &c., J, Hauff, Manchester.
5110. Crock EscaPEMENTS, W. H. Douglas, Birming5111. Fasreninc Broom Hanpies into Broom Heaps,
W. P. Fox, Sheffield.
5112. Maxine Sreex Prees, J. Riley, aoe.
5113. Wasnrne, &c., Woven Fasrics, D. Stewart and
R. Walker, Glasgow.
5114. Cooxine Rances, D. Cowan, Glasgow.
5115. Stoves, D. Cowan, G@
Ww.
5116. Jornt for Connectrxc METALLIC TUBES or Pipss,
N. G. Haran, Glasgow.
a
DisencaGine Surps’ Boats, A. Macpherson,
Ww.
5118. Cieantno Boors, &c., W. Jack, Monquhitter.
5119. Maxine Rorgs, &c., A. James, Birmingham.
5120. Suprpiyinec a Cicaretre, &c., 7 Droprina a
Haurrexny into a Recepracie, R. 8. Smith, Not5121. aas for Fiour, L. Gunn, London.
5122, —~ acminmmmeaeed Evements, G. E. Dorman,
taffo
5123. Tent Pros, G. H. Stuart and R. P. Bradbury,
Liverpool.
5124. Evaporatine Liquors containing Satts, G. I. J.
Wells.—(8. Pick, Galicia.)
= THERMO-ELECTRIC Evewents, G. E. Dorman,
‘ord.
5126. Caeckrxc the Recerpr of Money, J. M. Black,
London.
5127. Suaprsc, Currine, &c., CiGARETTes, O. Melachrino, London.
5128. Evecrricat Arc Lamps, A. Grundy, London.
5129. VeLocirepes, J. M. Taylor, London.
5130. FurnisHine Evecrric Power at a Distance, E.
A. Williams,
jon.
5181. Ce-acrinc Apparatus for Rartway Sicna.s, J.
Cockburn, New Malden.
5132. Lacrxe Stops, W. R. Comings, London.
5133. Stopper for ScREw-NEcKED Borr.es, A. Johns,
chester.
5134. Steam, &c., Pressure Vatves, A. G. Brown,
London.
5135, Compounp Enorves, A. G. Brown, London,
5186. Pencrt Suarpenver, 8S. F. Rhodes, London.
5187. Evecrropatsic Bett, H. J. Dale, London.
—; ae Fasteners for Doors, &c., H. E. Hutchins,
on.
5139. Fiusnine Apparatus, P. Born.—(L. Maring,
Switzerland.)
5140. Gatvanic Bartreries, W. H. Quarterman,
ion.
5141. Briscurr for Horses, &c., A. Thorpe, London.
5142. Dre for Makino Eve-bars, J. F.
ey,
London.
5143. Revotvise Ssutrries in Sewinc Macurnss, R.
addan.—(F. Engel, Germany.)
5144. gaan ADVERTISEMENTS, &c., 8S. Townsend,
mdon.
5145. Water Morors, 8. S. Allin, London.
5146. Gioves, L. P. Guignié, London.
5147. Currine Fries, A. Dixon and J. Reid, London.
5148. Preparrne Frerous Supstances for SPrNnine,
W. Clissold, London.
5149. Szamine Macurves, B. Hague, London.
5150, Wasuine Woot, J. and W. McNaught, London.
5151. Mecuanism for Grixpine DRILLS, W. Ford-Smith,
London.
5152. Composition for Fastenrnc Woop, &c., to IRon
ecKS, &c., G. F. H. and R. I. Clark, London.
5153. Covertna Iron Decks with Woop, G. F. H. and
R. I. Clark, London.
5154, Recenerative Gas Lamps, 8. Chandler, sen.,
8. Chandler, jun., and J. Chandler, London.
5155. PorTLanxp Cement, J. W. Hooton, London.
5156. Bett Puuueys, A. B. Perkins, Bradford.
Tth April, 1887.
5157. Sarery Vevocipepes, J. Strobel, London.
5158. Marxrinc Soap, H. W. Lowden, Reigate.
5159. Tricycies, J. Parr, Leicester.
5160. Preparinec Frames, 8. Dyer, Belfast.
5161. Smoxe Consuminc Apparatus, J. W. Hartley,
Stoke-on<= STEEL Prxvep Coverinc for Rac Macuuyes, T.
. Harding,
e
5163. Measvurine Cots, J. L. Stewart, 8S. Greenwood,
and J. Overend, Bradford.
5164. Currinc Stone, F. Butterfield, London.
5165. Kiiw Furnaces, J. Davies, Manchester.
5166. AnTLINE Dyerne, J. Davies, Manchester.
5167. Frower Horper, C. J Bosanquet and W. A.
Tomlinson, Lincoln.
5168. Force Pumes, J. Weir, Glasgow.
5169. Cooxinc Rances, J. C. Parker, Glasgow.
5170. Dyermma Hanks of Yary, J. M. Hampson,
Manchester.
5171. Paper Hanornos, N. W. and R. N. Helme, and
R. Stockdale, Manchester.
5172. Crocnet Neep.es, C. R. Greenhill, Redditch.
—
&c., G. Salter and J. Walker, Birming5174. Latcnes, A: Foster, Wolverhampton.
5175. Macnurxe for Siznve Worstep Warps, R. Gledhill,
Bradford.
5176. Papiocks, D. and I. Waine, Birmingham.
5177. Pistons, J. Rimmer, Sheffield.
5178. Lock Nuts, E. C. Ibbotson, Sheffield.
5179. Dropprxc Semi-Liquip Susstances in the ManvFACTURE of Conrections and the like, R. Morton,
Glasgow.
5180. Securtnc CoRks in Mrverat Water Bort es, G.
8. V. and F. G. V. Godfrey, London.
5181. seg tae the Fiow of Liqurps in Press, E. F.
m, Liv
s
5182, Deposrtinc Tanks for Water PuriricaTion, &.,
T. W. Barber, London.
5183, Ascertaintne the Sreep of TraveL of Suor,
G. T. Teasdale-Buckell, London.
5184. Boor and Spor Macuinery, W. Ross and J.
Bilbie, London.
5185. Fasteners for Scarrs, &c., A. Rhodes, London.
5186, BRUSH-HOLDERS for DyNaMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES,
A. P. Trotter and W. T. Goolden, London.
5187. Fiexrste Woop Cover for Biorrine or other
, F. J. Smythson, London.
5188. SypHos WATER-waSTE PREVENTER, M. Syer,
mdon.
5189. Fiurp Meters, A. Schmid, London.
5190. Exrernat Stoppers for Borries, J. A. Latham,
London.
5191. Sicnatiisc Apparatus for Rattway TRarys,
F.
Haller, H. Rosenthal, and L. Volger, London.
5192. Wat Pocket, A. Tuck, London.
5198. GENERaTION and DisTRrBuTion of ELECTRICITY,
G. A. Grindle, London.
5194. Mrtuivery Trimuinos, A. Tompkin, London.
5195. CoLLectinc the Droppines of Horses inSTREETS,
. Phillips, London.
5196. Brace or Troussr SusPenpEers, R. Lewis,
London.
5197. SareTy Hyprocarson and other Or Lamps,
8. A. Johnson and W. R. Oswald, London.
5198. Tope Currers, A. J. Marquand and 8. Williams,
London.
5199. Distrrevtion of Exrecrricat Eneroy for Purposes of Locomotion, W. Lowrie and C. J. Hall,
London.
5200. SmoorHine TextrLe Fasrics, J. L. Anderson,
London.
5201. ORNAMENTAL CLOISONNE-MOsAIC Work, C. J.
Heaton, London.
5202. MecuanicaL Morton for Tarcets, &c., J. 8.
Fairfax, London.
5203. Gas Enaives, A. C. and J. Sterry, London,
5204. WaTeR-cLosets, &c., G. Price, London;
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5205. Treatment of Fasrics, H. H. Lake.—(La Société
Gillett et Fils, France.
Incanpescenr Gas-BURNERS, F. L. Rawson and
C. 8. Snell, London.
5207. Mounrine and Workine DisapreaRine Guns, A,
Moncrieff and W. Anderson,
jon.
5208. Securmne Rais, &c., to SLEEPERS, H. LindsayBucknall, London.
= lhWrence for Axte Caps and Nurs, W. March,
n.
5210. Sussectine the Person to ELEcTRIC CURRENTS,
rraillier, London.
9th April, 1887.
5211. Disinrectrine Apparatus, N. A, and L. A.
Skelsey, Dewsbury.
5212. Dyeinc Apparatus, A. Goldthorp, Wakefield.
5213. Wixpow-BLinp RoLLER Enps, C. Homer, Bir5214. SELF-CLOSING Braceets, H. Drew, Germany.
5215. Sarety Perroteum Lamps, F. J. Wehner, Germany.
5216.
Brakg, T. F. Simmons, London,
5217. Curtine Cuarr, J. Keeble and C. E, Mumford,
a
5218.
Howpers for Wixpow Burxps, T. Hughes,
5219. Boxine, &c., Guoves, &c., J. Boultbee, Bir5220. Towexs, &c., G. W. and E. Wilson and F. Nelson,
Manchester.
5221. Ventitatina Leatuer, J. Eaton and W. J.
Battersby, Manchester.
5222. Compass and Writina Penci., J. Satchwell,
5223, Locks for Venicies, &c., H. P. Lavender,
Wednesbury.
— Se Fastenryes for Smaci-arms, J. Cox,
5225. Hanp Fire ExtinouisHers, J. E. Long, London.
a Sree. or Merat Barrows, &c., J. McMenemy,
iw.
5227. Fire Extinovisnuers, J. H. Lynde, Manchester.
5228. Sockets for Exrecrric Cottar Lamps, W. H.
Bayley, Walsall.
5229. VenTILators, H. Waddington, Accrington.
5230. ADVERTISING and ILLUMINATION, G. Quarrie,
Birming!
5231. SHeet Metat Srructures, W. Orr and P. 8.
Brown, Glasgow.
5232. Gas Lamps, A. W. Clark, Glasgow.
5233. Inonrnc Macuines, W. Browning, Farnworthin- Widnes.
5234. VentiLators for Cuimneys, J. Bousfield, York.
5235. Damp Derecror and Hycromerer, F. W. Beck,
East Grinstead.
52836. Fixise SaDDLES upon Horsgs, &c., W. K. Paterson, Cork.
a R aeasnens of Bicycies, &c., W. K. Paterson,
5238. Sarery Stirrup Iron, T. J. Haslam, Dublin.
5239. Pickinc Banps for Looms, J. Forrest and J.
Dawson,
burn.
5240. DopLex Warerrnc Por, D. Arkinstall, Birming5241. Step-Lappers, J. W. Midgley, Skipton-in-Craven.
5242. Rrppep Srockines, W. J. Ford, New Humberstone.
5243. Saretry Pix, G. W. Herbert and 8. Guinery, Bir5244. WeicHinc Batances, Sir W. Thompson, eo
5245. Door Fastenrnos, T. Perry and Son and R.
Noake, London.
5246. Cross Steerers, A. F. L. Bernard, London.
as ———— inc Steer Wire, &c., A. Crossley and
“
>
on.
5248. Bicycies, &c., J. Rushton, London.
5249. Tape Macurnes, F. Woodward, London.
5250. Treatment, &c., of Akal, A. Shelmerdine,
Liverpool.
5251. Comprnation Vatve, G. E. Wright, Birmingham.
5252. Facititatinc ComMuUNIcATION by SPEECH between
Rooms, &c., H. P. F. Jensen, London.
5253. RecuLaTine the Discuarce of Rain-water from
Roors, J. G. Killey, London.
5254. Teeru of Carpinc Macurnes, &c., M. Duesberg5255. Vapour, W. D. Priestman and 8. Priestman,
London.
5256. Lusricatinc Appiiances for PLUMMER-BLOCKS,
W.8
uth, London.
5257. DIALKYLISED AMIDOBENZOPHENONES, C. D. Abel.
(The Farbwerke vormals Meister, Lucius and Briining,
Germany.
5258. Comprnation Toor for Openrnc Oysters, W.
Clark.—(M. A. Panon and A. BE. D. Floran de Villepigue, France.)
5259. Oxsterricat Supporter, W. Clark. —(J. J.
Stephens and EB. Scully, United States.)
5260. Recetvinc Corns, E. Page, London.
= — and Vatve Gearina, H. H. Lake.—({H. R.
lay, Uni
5262. LirHocRAPHIC and LETTERPRESS Ro.iers, W.
Simmons and G. W. Simmons, London.
5263. Music Stoots, M. Carbonel, London.
5264. VeLocrrepes, W. Smith and G. Hicking, London.
5265. Inpicatinc Apparatus for Rartway TRAINs,
G. A. Nussbaum,
don.
5266. Porsts for Tramways, W. E. Kenway, London.
5267. Treatinc Tea Leaves, &c., W. H. Gilruth,
London.
5268. Tusss without Seam, W. von Flotow and H.
on.
5269. Paper, G. Pitt.(R. P. Pictet and G. L. Brélaz,
S witzerland.
land,
5270. Uriiisine the Waste of Fiour-M1L1s, L. Rappaport, London.
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
(From the United States’ Patent Office Official Gazette.)
357,205. Commurator ror DywaMmo-ELEcTRIC MaCHINES, G. Westinghouse, jun., and A. Schmid, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Filed July 81st, 1886.
Claim. _
a commutator for Sumnoaate
e
of the seg
ormin,
the commutator, said segments being provided with

Aprit

inion fixed upon the worm-wheel’shaft and"engaging
theteeth of thea quadrant, and a spring
1
which exerts
tension upon the worm-shaft bearing to normally

} |

4

=

3

s
23 24
ate
le

3 5s
3

flexibly connected
together, substantial!
“) hean im) ~ article of manufac.
it described, tho

ly into the space between said sections and
detachably connecting the same together, substantially
as described.
357,433. Lirrinc Device ror Drop Hamers, W. g,
Ward, Plantsville, Conn.—Filed Nov. 28rd, 1886.
Claim.— The herein described improvement in drop
lifters, consisting in the combination of a frame,
revol: cylinder D, —— upon a shaft supported
u pon a
in said
©, a second cylinder E,
shaft supported in bearings movable towa and from
the sai rcylinder D, a pair of toggles at each end of

1%
7

15, 1887,

4

2

1
maintain the worm in gear with the worm-wheel,
substantially as set forth.
357,413. Hypravuic Raw, J. Richards, San Francisco,
Cal.—Filed July 14th, 1886.
s
Claim.—(1) The combination, with the
valve
of a hydraulic ram, of a deflecting shield,
a chamber for receiving weights formed integral with said
shield and secured together therewith to the valvestem, substantially as described. (2) The combination,
with a double-seated valve, of a deflecting shield
secured to the valve stem, a chamber for atk |
weights also secured to said stem, and a fulcrume
said cylinder E, one link of each pair hung upon the
axis of the said cylinder, the other link of each pair
hung w a fixed bearing in the frame, and a rod
extending from the joint of the said
les, substantially as described, and whereby, through the said rod,
the said toggles may be extended or contracted to
correspondingly force the said cylinder E toward or
from the cylinder D.
$57,511. Turorrme Vatve, J. J. Tonkin, Oswego,
N.Y.—Filed October 16th, 1886.
Claim.—(1) In combination with the steam chest
of an engine, a slide valve having both ends extending beyond the steam ports of the cylinder and provided with an exhaust passage at the centre, and with
internal steam passages extending through the central
portion of the valve over the exhaust
and
through the ends at the side facing the valve seat, a
concave supplemental valve seat of semicircular form
in cross-section on the aforesaid valve, ports in said
supplemental valve seat communicating with the
internal steam passages of the slide valve, and an
WMVM MUO UMMM
N
a
said stem, subarm carrying a weight and engaging
stantially asSandand tor
for the purposes descri bed.
(8) The
and
combination of the escape chamber having u;
lower openings, the double-seated valve wi
said
chamber, the weight holder secured to the stem of said
valve, and the weighted lever, all arranged to operate
as described.
357,423. Stream Enaixe, W. Steers, Battleborough, Vt.
—Filed January 30th, 1886.
Claim.—{1) In steam engines, the conical valve E,
having inlet and exhaust ports, in combination with
the valve plate Al, the connecting-rod C, weight A, and
spring B, and the plate Al), to which they are
attached, and cut-off D, secured to the shaft G, substantially as and for the purpose described. (2)
steam-engine, the combination of the conical valve
(357,423)
|
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oscillatory tubular or hollow throttle valve of cylindrical form riding on the segmental seat and having a
steam recei
rt and steam di
ports,
which latter are
ugh the side facing the supplemental valve seat, substantially as described and
shown. (2) The combination of the steam chest,
having the steam inlet port F in one side anda
smooth face I!, ou the opposite side, and the valve
spanning the steam chest and provided with the
breast I, bearing on the face I), substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.
357,603. Hose or Pire Covpiine, R. £. Ismond,
Chicago, IUl.—Filed August 7th, 1886.
Claim.—(1) In a hose
pling, the
bination of
Jjacsimile pieces, each complete without movable parts
and provided with a yp
om gee claw, and a
recess on one side of the coupling piece and behind
the claw, so that the parts are locked together when

H
Hx

it
E, having inlet and exhaust ports, the valve plate Al,
having three inlet and three exhaust
, as
descri and shown, the weight A, conn
-rod C,
and plate All, and three steam cylinders with their
inlet and exhaust passages, and
a
r united on one crank shaft, substantially as
scribed.
357,432. Berr ror Transmitrinc Power, F. M.
Walker, Toronto, Ontario, Canada,—Filed August
2st, 1886.
Claim.—{1) As an improved article of manufacture,
a belt composed of sections, each formed on the are of

the claws en
the receéé. (2) In a hose-coupling,
the combination of facsimile interlocking pieces having
meeting surfaces at an angle oblique to their length,
and each provided with a claw and a recess on one
side thereof, as and for the purpose set forth. (3) In
a hose
pling, the
bination of facsimile interlocking pieces meeting on a line oblique to their
length, and provided each with a claw and recess on
one side thereof, and on its engaging surface with a
pin and 4 curved groove, as shown.
357,658. Scare Beam, F. M. Ferrell, Toccopola, Miss.
—Filed May 5th, 1886,
Claim.—In a weighing scale, the combination of a
ie beam having the scale a, indicating pounds,
and inscribed with scales ede, &c., aligning with
(357,658)

arms for connection with the wires of the armature,
and insulating sheets
between the segments,
said sheets projecting outwardly between the arms of
the segments, substantially as set forth.
357,308. Reverse Gear ror Steam Enornes, G. W.
—
St. Paul, Minn.—Filed September 23rd,
Claim.—The combination of a reverse lever, a toothed
uadrant, a
journalled on the reverse lever, a
umb latch or
lever pivotted to the reverse
scale a and indicating fractional parts of the weight
lever and
to the
» & worm fixed upon a
indicated on the scale a, and the sliding weight link
shaft mounted in the bearing, a worm-wheel fixed a circle, and tes rigidly secured to the back of said F on the scale beam, for the purpose set forth, subupon a shaft journalled on the reverse lever, a spur sections and formed on the are of a circle, the said stantially as described.
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seen that the merchant vessel just built enters upon in which economy of weight might be effected in the
SHIPPING ECONOMY.
her work with much better prospects of enriching her construction of mercantile vessels without detriment to
Tue competition under which commercial transactions owners than would be possible if old modes of construc- their efficiency, but rather with the result of making them
are now conducted renders it necessary that greater tion, both of hull and machinery, had been adhered to. better carriers of cargo, and therefore more protitable to
economy should be exercised in all the departments of The cellular system, with its reduced tonnage measure- their owners. In the matter of cement, too, there is
production and distribution than was formerly practised. ment, and certain modifications in the forms and types of much room for the exercise of similar precautions. Ever
The good old days to which affectionate reference is so ships, have been contributory to the same result. But since the first application of Portland cement to the
frequently made were, in reality, times of monopoly and many of these latter are due to conflict with the tonnage inside plating of ships there has been a disposition in the
wastefulness, the cost of which was borne by consumers laws, and are not the consequence of absolute improve- mercantile marine to employ that material in an extraof the merchandise brought in ships. These were times ments in naval design. Attention will be given to cases vagant manner. Cement is cheap, and on that account
in which fortunes were quickly made by men who started of this kind hereafter. For the present we desire to limit builders have not been sparing in its use, more especially
in the right direction, but they were not times in which ourselves to a consideration of those economical develop- as the sand which is incorporated with the cement is
the varied productions of the world were most widely ments in ship construction, navigation, and control now even much cheaper. It is quite true that Portland
and advantageously distributed.
The products of in progress, which are not antagonistic to true efficiency, cement is essential to the preservation of the flat portion
foreign climes are cheaper to-day than ever they were, but, on the contrary, tend rather in that direction.
of the bottom from corrosion, and is, indeed, the “ life”
and, consequently, are more largely consumed by
“ Dirt ” has been aptly defined as “‘ matter in the wrong of the ship. But one can have too much of even a good
all classes of the population. But, while this is so, the place,” and it may fairly be alleged that materials in a thing, and this has been the case with cementing iron
inducement to carry these products across the seas ship which do not contribute to the strength and water- and steel ships. The cement has been heaped into the
is considerably diminished because of the lessened rates of tightness of her hull are as much dirt as the bilge water spaces between the frames to a thickness wholly exceedfreight which now prevail. Steam navigation and the collected in her limbers. In both cases the ship has to ing that which is even & for the due preservation of
Suez Canal have together operated in practically shorten- carry about with her weights which are unremunerative. the plating and frames from corrosion. The excessive
ing the distance which separates continents, and to that Now, although the process of scientifically distributing use of cement is justifiable when a vessel is intended for
extent have been the means of cheapening foreign pro- the materials of a ship has been so long in operation, it the West India sugar trade, as the great drainage of
duce. At the same time other causes have been at work will yet appear, if we carefully examine the matter, that molasses in such cases is a source of grave danger to the
in the same direction. Among these are the employment very much of the same kind remains to be done before frames, floors, and plating. But for other trades a thickof iron, and, latterly, of steel in shipbuilding, whereby the the ideally perfect ship, from an economical point of view, ness of an inch of good Portland cement above the rivets
cost of ships has been diminished, both as regards build- is produced. Take, for instance, the very simple matter of in butts and laps is quite sufficient, provided the ceiling
ing them in the first instance, and afterwards keeping | y, uction in scantlings towards the endsof avessel, who will hatches are lifted after every voyage and the spaces
them in repair, But, over and above all, the cheapening say that we have yet reached a scientific result? Can it be below are carefully examined. As remarked in a recent
of foreign food and other supplies has been brought about imagined that the reductions usually made in the trans- article in this journal, this course should always be taken,
by an excess of shipping tonnage over the actual require- verse and ap sapere framework at those parts are pro- and indeed is, in all well managed iron and steel ships.
ments of the world’s present over-sea trade. It is not portional to the reduction in the stresses sustained by the An appreciable advantage in cargo carrying will result
necessary now to analyse the causes which have led to this structure thereat? Then again, considering that the from a judicious reduction in the amount of Portland
over-production. it will, perhaps, be sufficient tosay that stress endured by a beam increases with its span, is it cement used in the bottom of a ship.
the state of the law whic odeede an encouragement to reasonable to make the beams of so nearly the same
So far reference has been made only to the economies
single ship limited liability companies, and sanctions the scantlings at the midships, where they are, say, 40ft. long, which may be advantageously effected in the hulls of
prevailing system of et ownership is, in the opinion and at the bow, where they diminish to only a few feet ? ships, but over and above these the steamship owner at the
of many, largely responsible for the enormous inflation in In the shell plating of a ship there is not much scope for present day must look to the saving in fuel consumption
our mercantile tonnage which occurred three or four economy of this kind, as local stresses have to be pro- resulting from the use of high pressures of steam expanded
years ago. But be that as it may, there can be no doubt that vided for, and the loss of substance through corrosion, in three or more cylinders.
Triple and quadruple expanthere are many more ships seeking employment than are both of which considerations render necessary at least a sion engines are driving the compound engine of
being sought by merchants to carry their goods; and the certain thickness of plating at every part of the bottom two cylinders out of the running, and existing steamers
consequence is that the price paid for sea carriage is so and sides without regard to the structural stresses which which fail to make a profit will have to be re-engined up
small as not to be remunerative except in exceptional may be encountered thereat. Indeed, there can be little to date if they are to be kept at work. “It is an ill
cwes. The cases here referred to are those in which a doubt that the safe minimum in the thickness of a ship’s wind which blows nobody good,” and this development
ship works upon a low capital and possesses the advantage plating has been reached, especially when the material is seems to be the only cheering prospect for marine engiof carrying a large cargo upon her tonnage, steaming steel. The use of long plates results in a saving of neers just at present. For cheapening our food supplies
economically, and meeting with good luck. Perhaps the weight in butt straps, and this form of economy is and opening out a field for further mercantile enterprise,
latter condition and good management are really conver- receiving due attention at the hands of our most enter- the improvement now being made in the marine engine
tible terms. Anyhow, fair profits are still being made by rising builders, The limit in this direction will doubt- will prove a powerful factor.
shipowners who work under the favourable conditions just iesbe fixed by the facilities available for bending and
Before concluding our remarks on this subject, it is
referred to, and, unless there isa much
greater improve- fairing the plates, and the difficulties experienced in handling desirable to call attention to one phase of modern ship
ment in trade than so far appears probable, shipowning in them. But when iron or steel decks are covered with wood, evolution which is not of a satisfactory character. Just
the future will only be a profitable occupation in so far as it is certainly questionable whether or not a continuous as the old tonnage laws, which were in operation prior to
it is conducted upon a system of corel economy from surface of plating is either desirable or necessary. Many the year 1854, induced a type of ship which was unscienfirst to last. The ship must be economically produced, years ago Sir Nathaniel Barnaby pointed out thatthe weight tific and unsafe, so the tonnage laws of the present da
she must do her work upon economical conditions of dis- of a ship’s deck plating might be considerably diminished are found to encourage the production of ships whic
placement, tonnage, &c., and she must be steamed upon without loss of strength by wholly omitting butt fasten- pay low tonnage dues at the cost of efficiency and even
the minimum of cost for fuel.
By measuring all closed in spaces for
ings, and leaving an appreciable space between the butts sea-worthiness.
It is not our purpose to advocate the production of of adjacent plates in the same strakes; for as the longi- tonnages, the Board of Trade are offering an inducement
shoddy ships. A ship may be “cheap” without being tudinal strength of the deck plating is determined by that to shipowners to build open erections on the decks of
“nasty.” Indeed, no ship is “ cheap,” in the true mean- of a transverse section along a line of rivet holes in the steamers, which are in effect water traps and probable
ing of the word, which is not thoroughly efficient. A beams, no advantage was obtained by uniting the butts sources of disaster. A spar deck or an awning deck assocheap ship is one which contains all the elements of when the latter are properly shifted. The edge rivetting ciated with a proper depth of immersion of the vessel is
advantage, and such erections should be
efficiency at a minimum cost of production. It is a ship in that case Aer be sufficient to properly unite the a distinct
in which there is nothing incorporated that is not essential plating, sothat it might develope its maximum longitudinal encouraged, subject to the proper limitations of loading
to her efficiency and safety; but at the same time it is a strength. When no wood deck is laid over the plating as fixed by the tables of the Load Line Committee.
ship which lacks nothing that man can supply to make other considerations are involved, the chief of which is But the present tonnage laws discourage these closedher what a ship should be. Now the shipping of an age that of water-tightness, making the case identical with in erections, and tempt shipowners to substitute
just passing away did not in the majority of cases exactly that of the bottom and side plating. In passenger ships, for them the most ingenious and questionable arrangefulfil those conditions—nor, indeed, do those of to-day; however, and the many other instances in which a wood ments for carrying cargo without paying corresponding
although the evolutionary processes now in operation are, flat is laid, there certainly seems to be a good reason for dues. We find, for instance, a long poop and foreeastle,
upon the whole, tending in the desired direction. The saving weight in a way which has been found to yield without iron bulkheads at their fronts, extending to
— of yesterday might be roughly classified as the safe satisfactory results in the Royal Navy. Some little time within a few feet of the central bridge house, the conaud the unsafe. The former were seaworthy, but not in ago attention was called in these columns to the disposi- tinuity of the deck to these superstructures being mainmost caseseconomical ocean carriers; the latter were neither tion evinced by one of our principal steamship companies tained by fitting portable hatches spanning the interventhe one nor the other. The unsafe ships have practically to increase the spacing of transverse frames in large ing spaces. Such vessels when loaded and the beforedisappeared. Restrictive and repressive legislation drove steamers. To any thoughtful mechanic who has looked mentioned hatches are in place present the appearance of
them from the British mercantile marine, and mercantile upon a steamer of, say, 5000 tons, framed upon the being spar or awning decked, and are immersed as such;
competition has at length altogether forced them from ordinary transverse system, before her plating was put but who will venture to describe them as safe, or at all
the seas. The safe ships remain, and when one considers on, it must have appeared an extravagant expendi- events, so free from risk as is desirable? Other instances
how strongly and honestly many of them were built, it ture of material to erect so many and closely spaced of what modern competition in shipowning, encouraged
becomes a matter for deep regret that they should be heavy girders to stiffen the plating and resist the by defective shipping legislation, leads to, might be cited;
handicapped by reason of their builders’ thorough-going comparatively unimportant transverse stresses which but this example alone should be sufficient to show that
and conscientious conceptions of what a ship should be. are endured by a long and narrow ship. When a duty lies before the Government to remove all restricWhen freights were high it mattered little if a ship compared with the longitudinal framework of keelsons tions which tend to the production of badly designed
were heavily constructed and of a bad form for carry- and stringers, the weight of material distributed in this ships. In the economical developments of the future it
ing purposes; and since to err in giving excess of way seems utterly disproportionate. The late Mr. Scott is to be hoped that ships of this kind will not have a
scantling was to err on the safe side, while the Russell saw this thirty years ago, but the force of custom place. The means at the hands of both shipbuilders and
for legitimately reducing the cost of ships
full carrying form was considered to be not so sea-kindly and the desire for cheap and speedy construction have es
as that afforded by finer lines, it consequently happens been a barrier to progress in the direction of economical and increasing their powers of earning profits are suffithat what were the crack and honestly-built ships of a few framing which has been broken through only to a partial ciently ample, and much may be expected in this direcyears ago now fail to give any return for the capital extent in ships with cellular bottoms. A 24in. or 26in. tion before the expiration of the nineteenth century.
expended upon them, while carefully managed and spacing of transverse frames might be advantageously
economically constructed new vessels leave a satisfactory departed from in vessels of large size, and all the desired
margin of profit. The truth is, that knowledge regarding transverse structural strength be —
by a judicious
MECHANICAL CREAM SEPARATION.
the possibilities of iron and steel naval construction has arrangement of web frames and bulkheads. Much weight
been growing very rapidly of late, and it is now found may be saved in this direction above the floor plates, and
In no department of agriculture has mechanical invention been
that much material hitherto employed may be wholly below that level the scope for economy of material is still more
usefully applied during the last ten years than in that of
dispensed with, while other materials should be differently greater. The floors of ships absorb a very large portion dairying.
New churns in great variety have been brought out,
arranged in order that they may operate to the greatest of the total weight of their transverse framing ; and con- and if none of them have proved much more effective than the
——— in strengthening the structure. The substi- sidering the proved efficiency of the bracket system in old barrel churn, most of them are a great deal easier to work.
tution of steel for iron during the past eleven years has supporting the weight of
o aud enduring the stresses Butter workers, cheese presses, milk setting apparatus, railwa:
brought about a very considerable economy in weight of encountered at that part of the hull when the ship is in milk cans, carriages for the conveyance and sale of milk, mi
hull, amounting to at least 15 per cent., while more dry dock or otherwise resting evenly upon the ground, testers, and numerous other contrivances have been exhibited
enlightened conceptions regarding the stresses to which it
mes an important question for the naval architect at the dairy shows, and at the meetings of all the great agrithe various parts of a ship are subjected have saved during and shipowner to decide whether or not solid floor plates cultural societies, all more or less conducive to labour saving,
the same period another 5 per cent. We have here a are a necessity. At least 10 or 15 per cent. of the weight accuracy, cleanliness, and general efficiency in the handling of
siving of one-fifth in the weight of a ship, and a conse- of a solid floor plate might be saved by cutting lightening milk and its products.
By far the most importantinvention affecting dairying, however,
quent capability of carrying an equivalent excess of cargo; holes in it without diminishing its efficiency. Machinery is the
centrifugal creamseparator, which inits most recent developwhile, let it be remembered, the material of which the for punching manholes is now in use at some shipyards, mentseemslikely
tocausearevolutionin dairy practice. Thefirstof
steel ship is built is, with all its superiority of strength and such machinery might advantageously be employed these inventions was
Lefeldt’s separator, a machine of primitive
and ductility, cheaper even than the iron of which ships in puncturing floor plates at different places along their construction, exhibited at the International Dairy Show held at
were constructed a few years since. When to the lighter length with holes of various sizes, which would reduce Hamburgh in 1877. Several improvements upon it soon came
and cheaper hull we add the saving in fuel due to the their weight without impairing their value at the part of into notice, and at the Kilburn show of the Royal Agricultural
poe eee of steam at higher pressures than formerly, the structure for which they are intended.
Society, in 1879, De Laval’s separator was introduced, and
and expanded in a greater number of cylinders, it will be
Enough has, perhaps, been said to indicate the direction attracted a great deal of attention. Other separators, such as
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Lefeldt’s improved machine, and Peterson's, have since been Kingdom. The manager of the school informs us that his experi- ' separator being used. Winter milk, it is to be observed, gives
exhibited in England, notably at the Health Exhibition ;but the ence leads him to the conclusion that241b. to291b. of milk,accord- a higher proportion of butter than summer milk ; but Colonel
Laval machine, improved from time to time in detail, has held ing to season, will produce 1 lb. of butter when the separator is Hayward’s proportion has seldom been equalled, and he is of
its own against all competitors, and is still the one most used, while 30 to 35 1b. will be required when the skimming process — that the separator gives 20 to 25 per cent. more cream
nm any skimming system. He has found that he gets 1 lb.
commonly used, in this country at any rate. It has been too is followed. It is worthy of notice that two horses, instead of a
long before the public to need description in these columns ; steam engine, as usual, have recently been used to drive the more butter per cow per week by using the separator than he
obtained before using the machine.
but a few remarks in proof of its efficiency will not be out of
Fig. |!
Without accumulating further evidence to show the great
place, as they will apply more or less to all modern centrifugal
gain of using a separator, we may state that all experts, so far
separators, and will show the importance of the latest adaptaas we have seen, are agreed in stating that it pays well to use
tions of the principle upon which these contrivances are all
|one of these machines in all large dairies. Canon Bagot, a high
based. A prize of £25 is offered by the Royal Agricultural |
| authority on dairying, ts of opinion that it pays to have a
Society for the best one-man power machine to be tested at |
separator in a dairy of ten cows if power is already at hand.
Newcastle.
He recommends a 1}-horse power engine where water power
At the Kilburn Show the late Dr. Voelcker tested the Laval |
is not available, as the boiler will give sufficient boiling water
machine on behalf of the Royal Agricultural Society, and in his
and steam for cleaning milk vessels, and will warm the dairy in
report he stated that by its use 93 per cent. of the butter fat
winter; but he does not say how many cows are requi
to
of the milk had been obtained in the cream, as compared with |
pay interest on cost of machinery, depreciation, and expense of
784 per cent., the average result of the common system of |
working. It is to be borne in mind, when considering this
skimming; or, in other words, that only 7 per cent. of butter |
question, that separated milk, being sweet, is more valuable than
fat had been left in the separated milk, against 214 per cent. in |
skim milk, which is half or quite sour, Still the outlay required
the skimmed milk. A later test, carried out at the London
to purchase a separator, engine and boiler, and intermediate
Dairy Show, gave results still more strikingly in favour of the
motion, is more than small dairy farmers are disposed or able to
separator, nearly four times as much butter fat being found in
|
disburse, and the whole form of machine is not likely to come
skimmed as in separated milk. Peterson’s, more commonly
| into general use. The knowledge of this fact has stimulated
known as the Danish separator (Laval’s being the Swedish), has |
manufacturers to bring out more economical machines.
given quite as good results, the most exhaustive test of all having |
During the last twelve months two makers have brought out
been made, we believe, with this machine. We refer to 600
|machines which will meet the
requirements of medium and
experiments carried out by Professors Fjord and Storch, of
small dairy farmers. De Laval has invented a separator to work
Copenhagen, extending over a whole year. The results, first
published in 1882, are recorded in Long’s “British Dairy
|on the turbine principle, with a boiler, but without engine or
| intermediate tackle. The cost and the space required for working
Farming.” When the separator was used, the quantity of milk
tly reduced. With a 2-horse boiler this machine,
| are thus
required to make one pound of butter was 24°41b.; when milk |
| it is said, will separate 90 gallons of milk per hour, and it is
was churned, 26°7 lb.; when cream raised upon the ice system in |
|therefore suitable to a dairy of any size, though a less powerful
thirty-four hours, 27°5 Ib.; under the same system in ten hours,
| machine suffices for a small dairy. Attempts have been made
29°5 lb.; by the cold-water system in thirty-four hours, 32°4 Ib.
to make the turbine work by water power, but at present withIt is to be observed that this victory for the centrifugal sepaout avail. As it is, the separator is a cheap steam power
rator was all the more triumphant because the ice and coldmachine. It appears to work well, though its durability and
water systems are improvements upon the old shallow-pan |
general efficiency have yet to be tested by lengthened experimethod, which was not tried at Copenhagen. It was the |
ence. It is to be seen at work on the premises of the Dairy
Danish machine too, that was used in some experiments carried |
| Supply C _ y, of Musuem- street, W.C., the sole agents of
out at the Munster Dairy School in 1885, from January to July. |
| the Laval Company in England. We give above external and
The average results of forty-three experiments were to this |
sectional drawings of this machine.
effect :—Taking the butter from separated cream as 100 Ib., the |
Fig. 1 in the next column is an elevation, and Figs. 2 and 3
butter from an equal quantity of milk set in open pans,
‘are sectional drawings of the turbine separator, the upper
skimmed after twenty-four hours, was 591b.; after thirty-six
part of which is
isely the same as isentihats Laval, only in
hours, 66 lb.; after forty-two hours, 73lb. ; and after fifty-four |
this case the
is made somewhat higher,and is formed intoa
hours, 761b. Ata single trial made in 1886, a quantity of new |
small dome at the base in which is encased the whole of the motive
milk was divided into four equal portions, one being set for
power which consists of a small steam turbine. The weight of the
twenty-four hours in shallow tin pans, a second in Swartz cans |
vertical spindle is carried by the small steel cone g, which
cooled in iced water for twenty-four hours, a third portion in |
Cooley cans cooled in iced water for eighteen hours, and a fourth | separator at the Munster Dairy School. The most remarkable rotates on the side of a larger steel wheel or disc carried on a
spindle—see Fig. 3—and lubricated by the oil
put through the separator. On thecream fromeach lot being sepa- | results, however, are those obtained by Colonel Curtis Hayward, horizontal
steam is admitted by the tube a—Fig, 2—and is
rately churned, 16 per cent. more butter was obtained from the | of Quedgely, Gloucester, who, during a period extending from feeders mm.
separated cream than from that raised under either of the cold- | October, 1885, to February, 1886, obtained from a dairy of blown up through the centre of the cone g, escaping at the
watersystems,and 24 per cent. more than from cream raised under | forty-two cows, eleven of which were of the Channel Islands ends ¢ eof the rotating tubes, These tubes have a very fine
the shallow-pan system still in general use throughout the United |breed, an average of 1 Ib. of butterto 194 1b, of milk, the Laval and smooth bore and are made slightly curved, so that if looked
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n, they somewhat resemble the letter S ; thus, as the
—_
o go out in a straight line, the reaction on the
tubes gives the spindle its rotary motion. When the steam
leaves the points ¢ ¢ it is immediately carried off by the exhaust
pipe i. When the speed—6500 revolutions per minute—has
been got up, the milk to be separated is run into the bowl n, so
that it falls into the small cup r, whence it is immediately drawn
through the small tube leading therefrom towards the sidesof
the bowl, which is filled with milk up to a point vertical with
the neck piece. The skim milk, being the heavier body, is
thrown the furthest outwards, and is to be found at the widest
part of the bowl; whereas, the cream, being of a fatty nature,
is displaced by the heavier milk, and therefore forms in a layer
neck of the
on the inner surface, or in a vertical line with the level
as the
bowl The skim milk is conducted to the same
cream by means of the tube 8, whence it escapes through a small
opening ¢ into the lower tin cover, provided with an outlet spout.
The cream is thrown off through a small niche in the upper rim
of the bowl at u into the upper cover also provided with an outlet spout, These spouts can be turned round to deliver in any
direction, though shown one above the other in the woodcut,
and are kept in position by an adjustable arm. The bowl and
spindle 0 are in one piece, simply resting in l. The bearing p
is hung in rubber so as to run smoothly; m m being oil
feeders.
" Messrs. Hedges and Sons, of Littlecotes, Winslow, have a turbine separator in use, and appear to be fairly satisfied with it,
though they state that whereas, with 53 lb. pressure on the old
form of separator, produced by 60 lb, in the boiler, they could
attain a speed of 6500 revolutions per minute, they get only
6100 to 6200 revolutions of the new machine. Probably this is
ample, as we believe that anything over 6000 revolutions will
suffice for the best results. Messrs. Hedges are able to separate
90 gallons of milk per hour with the turbine separator.
The other new separators to which we have alluded are handpower machines, At the last London Dairy Show Messrs, Freeth
and Pocock, of Wandsworth-road, exhibited a separator worked
by two men.
e manufacturers are Messrs. Watson and
Laidlaw, of Glasgow. Now, the great desideratum is a hand
power separator to be worked by one man. The Royal Agricultural Society offer a prize for such a machine, to be exhibited
at Newcastle next July, while a gold medal is offered for the
same by the Bath and West of England Society. The stipulation in each case is that the machine shall be well within the
power of one man ; but we notice that in the regulations issued
tu exhibitors by the “ Royal " it is stated that two men will be
allowed to work the machine during an hour’s trial, though only
one at a time. Messrs. Watson and Laidlaw, we understand, have
such aseparator nearly ready, which is to separate 25 gals. of milk
per hour. The machine which was exhibited at the Dairy Show
works with a separate windlass and an intermediate motion, an
unnecessarily cumbrous arrangement.
Many people are sceptical as to the possibility of any machine
being produced with which the speed of 6500 revolutions a
minute can be kept up for an hour ata stretch by the power of
one man. The Dairy Supply Company exhibit at its warehouse
two machines, invented by De Laval, which can be worked for
a time with ease by one man, as we can testify from actual experience, only forty revolutions of the crank per minute being
necessary for communicating the necessary speed to the cylinder.
But it is one thing to turn a machine for ten minutes, and quite
another to keep on turning it for an hour without stoppages,
which are inconvenient for more reasons than one, as wil be
presently explained. Thesmaller of the two machines, of which
we give a section in Fig. 4, is vertical in form, and separates
25 gals. of milk per hour.
By turning the handle at the back of the machine, motion iscommunicated to the cylinder on spindle F through the gear wheels L,
and friction gear M,and N. When this handle is turned forty
times to the minute the cylinder is made to rotate6500times. The
speed having been got up, the milk is run from the feeding
cistern into the small receiver A fixed on the top cover, which
is provided with a loose float to maintain an even level and
prevent overflowing. The milk then runs through the straight
tube in the bottom of the vessel A and falls into the small
cup D fixed in the bottom of the cylinder, whence it escapes
through a small tube towards the sides. There it forms into a
wall of milk around the sides B, the centre of the vessel being
always empty, as the centrifugal force keeps the liquid against
the sides. The skim milk, being heavier gravity than cream, is
driven furthest outwards, and is therefore to be found nearest
the sides B; and the cream is formed in a layer on the inner
surface of the milk, and in a perfectly vertical line with the neck
of the revolving cylinder. A small tube is fixed inside the neck
of the cylinder and reaches down to the side B, where it terminates, and this end being open, the skim milk is forced up
to the same level as the cream, and escapes through a small hole
pierced in this tube through the side of the neck into the lower
tin tray, whence it escapes by the lower spout. The cream
escapes through a small notch in the top of the cylinder into the
upper tray, and thence from its spout. These trays can be moved
round, so that the spouts deliver in any position. The machine
is arranged on the principle of a spinning top, the cylinder and
spindle F being in one piece and simply resting in the socket H.
The top bearing E has an elastic ring K around it to enable the
machine to be run smoothly
and without vibration. G is simply
a guard, and does not touch the spindle ; O and P are footsteps.
The whole is mounted on a well-designed casting J.
The Laval horizontal hand-power separator separates 35 gallons
of milk per hour. Its working principles are similar to those
of the vertical machine ;but the cylinder is placed in a horizontal
position.
:
The question whether either or both of these machines can be
worked in ordinary practice by one man is of so much importance that we have made inquiries on the point of two dairyfarmers who are using them. One, a lady, who is using the
smaller, or vertical machine, says: ‘‘ One man can work it ; but
we have two, one to relieve the other, so as not to be obliged to
stop the machine.” The meaning of this we take to be that
one man cannot work the machine for the requisite time without
stopping. In we of this, our correspondent informs us that
the saving in labour through using the separator is very great,
and that she would be sorry to be without one. In this lady’s
dairy 20 gallons of milk per hour have been separated by the
smailer machine, and the quantity of butter produced is said to
be “greatly increased,” and the quality improved, by using a
separator. From 66 gallons of milk 31 lb, of butter have been
produced, which is at the very satisfactory ratio of 1b.
of butter to 17 pints of milk. The horizontal machine,
though the larger of the two, appeared to us on trying it to
work more easily than the other, and this impression has been
confirmed by information received from a dairy-farmer in
Ireland who has tried both. On being asked, however, whether
one man could work it, he replied :—“I have in my service the
finest and strongset man I know (well over 6ft. high), and he
has often tried and failed to keep up a speed of forty revolutions (per minute) for even half-an-hour.” Two hands, however,
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work the machine easily, the same informant states. Indeed,
he says that a man or a strong lad, helped occasionally by a
woman, can work the machine. After all, it appears, then, that
one man will suffice if the dairymaid be at hand to relieve him
for a few minutes occasionally, and the necessity of providing
an occasional relief to the workman is as nothing in comparison
with the great advantages derived from the use of the machine.
Still it would be better if the machine could be so far improved
upon that one man could manage it without help. In otherrespects
this gentleman finds his hand-power separator entirely satisfactory. In a month’s trial he found that he obtained 12 per
cent. more butter than under the Cooley system without ice.
With respect to the need of keeping on without stopping, we
may explain why that is of importance for more reasons than
one. In the first place, the milk has to be separated at the
temperature at which it came from the cow, and consequently
has to be worked off as fast as it is supplied by the milkers, if
heating is to be avoided. Then the Laval separator has to be
— after each stoppage before starting it again, and that is
rather a tedious operation. De Laval is a very ingenious
inventor, and his first hand-power machines are highly creditable. They do their work admirably, it appears from the testimony of those who have had experience in the use of them;
quite as well, they believe, as the large steam machines. Possibly the separators may be made to work with less expenditure
of power. This seems all the more likely, because the larger of
the two machines works more easily than the smaller. If by
having the separating cylinder in a horizontal position more
work can be done with less power than with the vertical
machine, it is easily conceivable that some other device may be
discovered for diminishing the force required. If not, we
should imagine that a small turbine separator will be more economical to work in all but the smallest dairies than a handwer machine, especially as a dairy must be heated somehow
in cold weather, and at all times hot water is required for
cleansing operations. In one way or another, there is but little
reason to doubt, the great advantages of the mechanical cream
separator wil] be brought within the reach of the smallest, or
all but the smallest, dairy farmers, so that, ten years hence,
as one writer has well put it, the use of the skimmer will be as
uncommon as that of the flail is now.

PRIVATE BILLS

IN PARLIAMENT.

Srvce the appearance of our last notes on the work in the
Committee rooms, we find that the London, Hendon, and
Harrow Railway—Abandonment—Bill has been passed in the
Commons unopposed, and the Bexley Heath Railway Bill has
been approved in the Lords aftera slight resistance. The Flamborough Head Tramways Bill, for the construction of a tramway
of 3ft. gauge from near Flamborough Head Station to North
Sea Landing, has also been passed by a Lords’ Committee;
and the same Committee passed unopposed the Manchester,
Middleton, and District Tramways Bill, extending by one year
the time for constructing the works authorised in 1885.
In consequence of difficulties having arisen between the promoters of the proposed Harrow, Ealing, and Willesden Railway
and the Board of Trade, the Select Committee of the House of
Commons, which has been inquiring into the merits of the Bill,
decided that they could not proceed further with the consideration of the scheme. The Bill was therefore rejected, and
the Committee proceeded with the North-Western and Ealing
Railway Bill, which is a competing scheme with the Harrow and
Willesden Bill. This was also thrown out.
After a long deliberation the Hybrid Committee upon the
Hyde Park Corner (new streets) Bill decided to pass the preamble, but to so amend the Bill as to exempt the Metropolitan
Board of Works from any cost whatever, and to throw the cost
of maintenance upon the parishes of St. George’s, Hanoversquare, and St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields in the proportion of twothirds and one-third respectively.
The Hull, Barnsley, and West Riding Railway Bill having
been before a Commons Committee as an opposed measure,
subsequently became unopposed, and in that form came before
Mr. Courtney, the chairman of Committees. Mr. Courtney
pointed out that whereas in the original Act the company were
granted three years, after the purchase of lands, in which'to
complete the works, they were now asking for four years. He
fixed the time for the completion of works at 1892, instead of
1893, as proposed. Thus altered, the Bill was ordered to be
reported to the House.
The Easingwold Railway Bill also came before Mr. Courtney
unopposed, The promoters sought for power to incorporate a
company to make a line two and a-half miles in length, having a
junction with the North-Eastern Company's main line at Alne,
and terminating at Easingwold. It was proposed to pay interest
at the rate of 4 per cent. out of capital jsteat construction, but
Mr. Courtney reduced the amount of interest to 3 per cent.
With this alteration the preamble was
3
The Mersey Railway Bill was likewise dealt with by Mr.
Courtney as an unopposed measure. Power was sought by the
Bill for extensions of the railway on both sides of the Mersey,
forming a connection in Liverpool with the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway and in Birkenhead with the joint railway of
the Great Western and the London and North-Western Companies. Another provision of the Bill is that there should be a
joint ownership of the Wirral Railway between Park-station
and Bidston Junction and Bidston and Upton. Clauses had
been inserted in the Bill which had removed the grounds of
opposition by the Liverpool Corporation. A clause in the Bill
proposing to authorise the payment of interest during the construction of new works, Mr. Courtney declined to decide the
point himself, but presented a full report of all the circumstances to the House, and leave the House itself to determine
the question. During the consideration of this clause Sir
Douglas Fox, engineer to the railway, stated that at present the
company could not carry goods traffic, but they would be able
to do so by the proposed extensions. The company had not
raised any capital under their Act of last year, but they had
apart from that issued authorised capital to the extent of
£1,085,000, and had practically spent about £2,000,000, the
original estimate having been £866,000.
The Wakefield Corporation have promoted a Water Bill,
which came before, and was
by, the Commons Committee to whom measures dealing with police and sanitary
matters are referred. Up to 1877 the town was supplied by the
Wakefield Waterworks Company, the water being taken from
the river Calder, which was not famous for its purity. The
Corporation, when proposing to construct works of their own,
were compelled to buy these waterworks, which they did in
1877. In 1880 they promoted a scheme for obtaining a supply
of water from the moors by the construction of reservoirs.
These reservoirs proved more costly than had been anticipated,
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owing to their having run into some old coal workings. <A
puddle trench had consequently to be constructed at a cost of
£46,000, which was not previded for in the original estimate.
The Corporation now applied for borrowing powers for £97,300
to enable them to complete the works. There was no formal
opposition to the Bill, but the Local Government Board was
represented for the purpose of securing the insertion of amendments. The only point of difficulty was the term to be allowed
for the repayment of the loan. The Corporation asked for
sixty years, and in the end the Committee granted fifty years,
having regard to the exceptional circumstances of the case, and
to the fact that they had in the similar cases of Darwen and
Weston-super-Mare allowed thirty years and forty years.
Towards the end of last year the Mersey Docks and Harbour
Board took the necessary steps to promote a Bill in Parliament
for the purpose of giving them power to extend the time during
which they may construct a double line of overhead railway
along the line of docks from north to south. They also sought
additional powers for the construction of two alternative routes
for short distances, namely, between Prince’s Dock and Canningplace, where it is proposed to make a detour along Back Goree
—four and a-half furlongs—-and between Wapping and Brunswick Docks by way of Chaloner-street and Sefton-street for a
length of five furlongs. The progress of the Bill through the
House of Commons and the House of Lords will now be rapid,
inasmuch as the threatened opposition of the Corporations of
Liverpool and Bootle, the London and North-Western Railway
Company, and the trustees of the Bridgwater Navigation has
been withdrawn, The measure has already passed the House
of Commons’ Committee, and, after being read a third time, will
be referred to a Committee of the Upper House, so that the
whole matter will be disposed of by the month of August. The
Dock Board will then have five more years to consider the question of whether they will go to an expense of £650,000 in constructing the projected line of railway.
A curious contest arose before one of the Commons’ Committees over a portion of an Omnibus Bill promoted by the
North-Eastern Railway Company. Certain clauses proposed to
authorise the construction of a railway 3 furlongs 8 chains and
6 yards long in Hull to connect the company’s line with that
of the Hull and the Barnsley Company. Mr. Bidden, Q.C., who
represented the promoting company, described the matter in
this way :—In 1880, when the Hull and Barnsley Company were
promoting their Bills, they promoted a railway which the Committee might take as identical with the railway now introduced
to their notice. They promoted that line for the purpose of
forming a connection between the North-Eastern system and
the Hull and Barnsley system, so that traffic from the NorthEastern might flow over their system and into the Alexandra
Dock. That line was sanctioned by Parliament at the same
time as the rest of the Hull and Barnsley undertaking. The
line was actually constructed, and the rails were laid, so that
the line was a complete line with the exception of half-a-dozen
rails at one end and the signals. But at the time when it was
all but completed the Hull and Barnsley Company, being in
financial difficulties, called in the gentleman who had been called
the Sir William Gull of the railway world—Mr. Forbes—to give
them the benefit of his experience in the working of the line.
One of the first things Mr. Forbes said to them was—“ Good
gracious! Don’t you see that instead of this railway being a
feeder it will be a sucker? The traffic will go over the NorthEastern line instead of over your line. For heaven’s sake don’t
finish it. Don’t put another rail in.” Acting upon that advice
the company did not finish the line. The North-Eastern
pressed them to do so, but they declined. It was not a question
of money, because even the impecunious Hull and Barnsley
Company could spend all the money necessary to complete
the line, but it was the deliberate determination of policy
in the interests of the Hull and Barnsley Company. Under
the circumstances the North-Eastern had an interest in
having the line completed. They were therefore asking
Parliament to give them power to acquire and finish this
line. Although the matter was put in the technical form of
making the line, yet it was really meant compulsorily to acquire
and take from the Hull and Barnsley this railway which they
had so far made. Nobody would say, on behalf of the Hull and
Barnsley, that they could not complete the line. They must
admit that the omission to complete the line was intentional and
deliberate, and that it was intended that it should not be completed. Under the circumstances the North-Eastern Company
wished to say, “ If you won’t complete it, stand aside and let us
complete it.” If the Hull and Barnsley Company would say
even now that they would complete it, and work and maintain
it, he was willing on the part of the North-Eastern to withdraw
this part of the Bill. In their petition the Hull and Barnsley
Company alleged that the line had not been opened for traffic
“ owing to the refusal of the North-Eastern Railway Company
to agree upon the terms and conditions on which the junction
shall be made and worked, cr to provide the sort of sidings
necessary to enable the junction to be used.” That allegation
was absolutely untrue. The Hull and Barnsley further alleged
that to acquire this line would bring the North-Eastern into
unfair competition with them, but when promoting their own
line they put it forward as a laudable object that traffic from
the North-Eastern should have access to the Alexandra Dock.
The learned counsel repeated that if the Hull and Barnsley
would complete the line the North-Eastern had no wish to interfere. Evidence having been taken, the chairman of the Committee
suggested that the two parties should endeavour to come to
terms for allowing the North-Eastern Company to work traffic
over the authorised junction between the two railways in Hull,
but after a few days’ adjournment it was found that no progress
had been made. The North-Eastern Company suggested the
following agreement :—“ The coal traffic to be conveyed from
collieries to which the North-Eastern have direct access by their
own lines or by lines of which they are joint owners. Traffic
other than coal traffic so defined to be carried only under
arrangements which may be mutually agreed upon between the
two companies.” The North-Eastern thought that a reasonable
solution of the question, but it did not meet the views of the
other side. What the Hull and Barnsley proposed was this :—
“The junction line and dock not to be opened (unless by special
agreement) for competitive traffic of any kind, 7.¢., for the traffic
of all places on the Hull and Barnsley Railway, or to all places
beyond, by and through which means of access over other lines,
including the North-Eastern and Hull and Barnsley, would form
a reasonable route. This junction line and dock to be opened
to the North-Eastern for non-competitive traffic only, #.¢., for
the traffic of all places on the North-Eastern Railway between
which and the Alexandra Dock the North-Eastern forms the
only route.” To this the North-Eastern Company could not
assent, and after much wrangling before the Committee, the
promoters withdrew this part of their bill, thus leaving the Hull
and Barnsley Company master of the position.
The Mersey Docks and Harbour Board (various powers), the
Leeds Suburban Railway, the Hull Dock, the Liverpool, Southport, and Preston Junction Railway Bills have been withdrawn.
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mixtures the richer portion was around the igniting centre. An | Having this in view, he introduced into the eudiometer another
indicator, whose barrel was moved by clockwork at a uniform charge in the proportion of one of gas to sixteen of the mixture
speed, gave the diagram of pressures. Fi 2 and 3 were partially consumed, without clearing out the eudiometer as on
obtained in a similar manner, with the exception that the eudio- ordinary occasions. On passing the electric spark through this
meter was divided into two equal parts by a diap! hragm of paper, new mixture the diagram No, 9, was obtained, in which the
the one portion containing pure air and the other gas and air. maximum pressure was in proportion as much, if not more,
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above its proper pressure than No. 9 was below; this, we think,
throws further light upon Mr. Clerk's theory of the double
explosion, No, 8 isthe normal diagram for j;th ratio.
Figs. 2 and 3, obtained by using the diaphragm, only calls for
the explanation that until the diaphragm was ruptured by the
explosion the ratio of gas to air was twice as great as that given,
i.¢., for mixture z'5 there would be one of gas to fifteen of air in
the one chamber, and fifteen of air in the other. On comparing
No. 2, Fig. 2, with No. 10, Fig. 1—both the same ratio—it will
be noticed how much greater the maximum pressure in No. 2 is
than in No. 10, the only difference between the two being that
in No, 2 the diaphragm kept the gas and air more intimately
intermixed. The same remark holds good for all the other
curves,
THE NEW HAMMERSMITH BRIDGE.
F With this impression we publish a two-page supplement
illustrative of the new bridge at Hammersmith. We also
publish on this page the first of some engravings illustrative of the
details of construction. With the exception of some parts of
the pier and the abutment masonry, the bridge is a new one.
The general appearance of the bridge is well shown by the
general elevation on the supplement, which also contains a plan
of the bridge, together with several views of the upper part of
the pier and abutment masonry and the wrought iron towers,
saddles, and ornamental cast iron casing. The engravings
above show to a larger scale the suspension chains, part of
the floor and parapet, and a transverse section near the
centre of the bridge. The bridge is being constructed from
the designs of Sir Joseph W. Bazalgette and Mr. Edward Bazalgette, MM. Inst. C.E., to whom we are indebted for the illus— we now publish, and others which will appear in another
ssue,
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
REPORTS.
France—Trade of Bordeaux in 1886.—Shipbuilding at Bordeaux, as in other French ports, is at a standstill, and the French
shipping bounties have not had the effect of resuscitating the shipbuilding industry of thecountry. How far these bounties, together
with the navigation bounties, may have prevented the further
diminution of the importance of the French carrying trade by
assisting shipowners in this country to run vessels of British or
other Sorcign build on foreign voy
is difficult to estimate,
but in spite of the high premiums offered, the French mercantile
nay, experienced during 1886 a diminution of 19,331 tons,
While the British mercantile navy during the samé period
increased 12,721 tons, In August last a circuldr whs stit by the
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French Minister of Commerce to the Custom-houses directing
them to admit the consignee of the ship to perform the requisite
formalities of entry and clearance unassisted by a shipbroker.
Owing to the opposition of the French shipbrokers and the
influential chambers of commerce, the operation of the circular
was suspended after a few weeks’ existence that the question
might be again laid before the Council of State, and it is probable
that the suspension of the circular will be permanent, and that
matters will be left where they were twelve months ago.
About two-fifths of British imports into Bordeaux consist of
coal—a very acceptable freight even at low rates for steamers
running between British ports and those of Portugal and Spain,
and preferable to ballast. The importations of coal into
Bordeaux in 1886 amounted to 435,150 tons, of which 434,909
tons—an increase of 15,000 tons over 1885—came from the
United Kingdom. Of thiscoal 77 per cent. was for consumption
in Bordeaux and the neighbouring district. The efforts lately
made by French colliery owners towards driving the British out
of the Bordeaux market have not been successful, though some
large industrial establishments have used French coal on
patriotic grounds. Under existing circumstances it is not
probable that the French coal pits of the northern departments will be able to compete in price with British coal
in spite of the French railway companies having largely
reduced their rates of carriage between Bordeaux and the
north. A new direct railway from Paris to Bordeaux vid
Chateau-du-Loire, Saumur, Niort and Saintes was opened
last summer, but as the time occupied is longer, and
the fare no lower than by the existing line, it is not likely
that the new railway will be much used except for short intermediate stages. The works for deepening the river Garonne off
the town, and for increasing the current lower down the river,
were continued during the year, and, it is hoped, will soon
result in providing more harbour room at Bordeaux, and also a
better navigable channel between Bordeaux and Paulliac for
the larger class of sea-going ships. The construction of more
extensive quays at Bordeaux has been further postponed for
financial reasons. The project for connecting the Atlantic with
the Mediterranean, by means of a canal from Bordeaux to Narbonne, was brought before the Government, and it is stated
that a commission to consider the question has been appointed.
An international congress of persons interested in commercial,
industrial, and technical education, and attended by delegates
from various Governments, was held here in September. Among
the prominent general results adopted by nearly all present
were the opinions, “That the establishment and further development of commercial, industrial, and technical education is
urgently necessary for the interests of the commercial and
industrial classes, and that countries in which measures have
not already been, or are not at once taken towards this end,
will find themselves hopeléssly distanced in the competitive
fields of commercé and industry ; that industrial and technical

education should as far as practicable be left to local control
and initiation, and not to the central Government ; and that
the plan upon which these branches of education should be
organised should as far as possible consist in restricting such
course of studies to a special subject.”
France—Trade of Caen for 1886.—General trade has been dull
and depressed, especially in the earlier part of the year, but
later on importations, which are always more or less dependent
upon the markets of other countries—increased in this part.
There has been a considerable falling off in the number of
British vessels trading to this port, amounting to a difference
in number of ninety-three, and in tons of 7369. The falling off
was especially apparent in the beginning of the year, but
towards the end there was an increase in arrivals, and trade
became brisker. Coal continues to hold the first place among
imports, and there has been an increase of 1000 tons over 1885.
The price of coal receded slightly in November, 1886, and
freights have, with little variation, averaged from 5s. to
5s. 6d. per ton. By steadily prosecuting dredging the depth of
water in the ports of Caen and Ouistreham and their approaches
remains about the same average of from 154ft. to 164ft. The
canal from Caen to Ouistreham, about nine miles in length,
appears to be gradually lessening in depth from the accumulation of mud moving from the shelving banks on each side
towards the centre; but some time must elapse before the
navigation for vessels of large tonnage will be materially impeded, though many take the ground on the soft mud approaching the port of Caen.
Trade of Dieppe in 1886.—The imports of coal, coke,
machinery, pig iron, &c., continue to be the same as usual. The
amount of coal imported from the United Kingdom was 313,700
tons, and of pig iron 6562 tons. The entrance to the harbour
has been considerably deepened, and the advantages of widening
the channel were very apparent during the severe gale of the
26th December last. Dredging the inner and outer channel of
the port and outer harbour to a depth of 8ft. is being continued,
and the new channel through the quarter called “ Le Pallet” is
being cut, which will give direct access to the new docks, which
it is expected will be formally opened shortly. The rebuilding
of the quay wall where the Newhaven steam packets leave their
cargoes has been completed, and the harbour improvements at
Dieppe seem to be advancing more rapidly than those at Newhaven. The works at Dieppe in course of execution include the
diversion of the river Arques and the establishment of shipbuilding yards and the erection of hydraulic machinery for the
motive power of the harbour works.
Trade of Honfleur for 1886.—The tonnage of shipping entering Honfleur decreased from 223,779 tons for 1885 to 200,327
tons for 1886, a diminution of 11 per cent. This reduced tonnage was entirely owing tb the smaller quatitity of planks, timber,
&c., imported, the merchants having ovérstockéed theméelves in
1885, Among the imports for 1886 was 4 quantity of machinery,
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valued at £10,000, for a new saw mill at Honfleur. This appears
to be a branch of trade eminently open to British commerce,
agricultural implements and machinery of all kinds being in
good demand. Although there are two lines of steamers from
the United Kingdom to Honfleur, the local steam communications require improving. “The company that has worked the
steamers between Honfleur and Havre for thirty years, instead
of progressing with the times, gives less facilities than it did
twenty years ago. For a considerable part of the year it is
impossible te go from Honfleur to Havre and return the same
day, for no other reason than an erroneous opiuion of economy
o2 the part of the directors. I am assured by many people that
i’ a proper company could be found to institute a serious and
well-managed opposition, it would meet with general support.
Of course the boats would have to sail under the French flag.”
France—Trade of Rouen for 1886.—Shipping and navigation
show an increase in the registered tonnage inwards of 45,958
tons, the principal part, 34,679 tons, falling to the British flag,
which carried 61 per cent. of the whole. In consequence of the
improvements effected in the port the dues have been renewed
and increased from 5}d. to 67d. per ton. The case of the 96d,
per registered ton of the “ Droits d’Attache” has not yet been
decided by the Court of Cassation. The important reduction
in the brokerage is decidedly of advantage for shipowners, particularly in the case of large vessels. By the old tariff all cargoes, with the exception of coal, which paid 144d. per ton,
paid 4°Sd. per ton. The following is the new scale of charges :—
Cargoes entirely or nine-tenths composed of the following.
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(Up to 1000 _— ~“~. Each ton
tons. 1509 tons, ver 1500.

:
d.
da,
d,
1. China -clay, coal, feldspath, iron
ore, pig iron, salt—steamers.. ..
144
"06
“48
Ditto—sailing vessels .. .
2°40
192
“96
2. Grain, iron, manures, seeds, and wood
—sailing vessels or steamers... ..
3°S4
2°88
1-44
8. All goods not enumerated above—
sailing vessels or steamers .. ..
4°80
28s | 144
There have been several Commissions, nautical, technical, &c.,
discussing and studying the question of the safety of the river for
navigation. A proposal is to be immediately laid before Parliament, but much will depend upon the money found by local
bedies. The river between Rouen and Paris has, since October
last, reached a depth of 10ft. 5im., an immense improvement in
the canalisation, and there are now steamers running direct
between Londen and Paris. This has considerably reduced the
freights to Paris by river. The macadamising and forming of
the new quays on to the banks of the river has been commenced, and will be continued throughout the year. The
Northern Railway Company has established four lines of railway on the new quay on the right bank; the Western Railway
Company is at once to place lines on the new quay on the left
bank. The joining of the new and old quays a length of
1542ft. is being proceeded with, and: will be completed this year.
Of the works authorised by the law of March 11th, 1885, the
petroleum basin, which will be isolated from the other shipping
by iron closures, will be completed in 1888. The plans for
other works are considerably advanced, and will be commenced
this year. The Compagnie des Chantiers de la Loire having
contemplated closing the shipbuilding yard at Petit Quevilly,an
attempt was made by the Chamber of Commerce to get the
necessary orders from the Minister of Marine to keep the yard
open. At present the yard is, to all intents and purposes,
closed, and there seems no immediate prospects of its reopening.
Engineering works continue almost devoid of orders, and, without exception, all are passing through a severe crisis, discharging workmen and reducing the hours of labour. The situation
is as bad as possible and no apparent prospect of a change.
Spain—Construetion of Waterworks at Gijon.—The Municipal
authorities at Gijon have decided to let by contract the works
necessary for supplying that town with water from Llantones, a
distance of 4°35 miles, at a maximum cost of £31,103, the cast
iron pipes and necessaries to be of Glasgow make. The conditions of contract will shortly be published in the Bulletin
Official of Asturias, and in the Madrid Gazette, about twenty
days previous to date for opening tenders. Conditions, plans,
and specifications may be inspected at the Town Clerk’s office,
Gijon Asturias, North Spain. Gijon is a seaport on the Bay of
Biscay, nineteen miles north north-east of Oviedo, with a population of about 6000.
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AND MOODIE’S SEPARATOR,

THE accompanying engravings illustrate a new form of separator, for use in flour and other milla, made by Messrs. Askham
Brothers and Wilson, Sheffield. The separator is shown in
section in Fig. 1, in which A is an outer casing of sheet iron,
circular and conical in form, into which the fine dust is thrown,
and.terminating in a spout at the bottom for delivering into
bags, casks, or to creepers, as may be desired. B is an inner casing,
into which the coarse particles fall, and can be delivered to the
right or left through the branch pipes a a by moving the valve c.
C isa movable band encircling the top of the case B, which
acts as a damper for closing the opening between the cases
A and B, and is worked by the lever
f and the rods hh; Disa
hood against which the material is thrown; E E, blades of a
fan connected by arms to the disc E!, rotating on the fan spindle
E*; F is a standard for carrying the spindle and driving gear ;
G, feed cone into which the material is fed. The material to be
treated is fed into the cone G, and falling on the rotating disc
E!, is thrown in a thin stream all round towards. the fixed hood
D. The current induced by the fan passes upwards, and carries
with it the fine particles, which are thrown into the outer case
A; the current of air, escaping from the fine particles separated
by centrifugal force, returns through the opening O in the
direction of the arrows, the same air being used over and over
again. The coarser particles which are too heavy to be lifted by
the current cf air fall into the casing B, from whence they
return by the branch pipes a a to the grinding machine to be
further reduced. The degree of fineness of the finished material can be regulated by the speed of the fan, also by the partial
closing of the aperture O by means of the damper C, which
intercepts the current of air. Different forms of hood D also
alter the quality of finished material. Every user of pulverising
or grinding machinery has experienced difficulties in separating
the fine from the coarse particles of the substance he wishes to
reduce. A miller may be sometimes producing a grist to suit
all requirements, but from various causes, the millstones getting
blunt, or the material to be ground is extra tough and hard,
and bad work and separation result, as well as a very small
output when fine work has to be done. Im Figs. 2 and 3 are
shown the arrangement of the separator in conjunction with
millstones, an arrangement which has been found in continued
practical operation to increase the output from 4ft. Gin.
millstones from, we are told, 60 to 70 per cent., without
any increase jn wear and tear or power takén to drive
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Fig. 1.
them. In these views A is the separator, B B millstones, C
elevator, a @ spouts from millstones to elevator, b spout from
elevator to separator, ¢ ¢ return spouts for the coarse particles
to millstones, d spouts for delivering finished material into bags,
&c. With the above arrangement, one separator, 5ft. diameter,
does the work for two pairs of 4ft. 6in. millstones, the runners of
which are worked as far apart from the bedstones as they will
run consistent with not ridingon the top of the material without
grinding it. The separator renders its users quite independent
of occasional carelessness or inattention on the part of the workpeople. It has no working parts which can come in contact
with the material operated upon, and is exceedingly simple in
operation, and does not require skilled labour to work it, and
costs nothing for repairs. It is not driven at a high speed, and
requires very little power to drive it, and produces a grist of any
degree of fineness required. We are also informed that it will
also deal with materials which are too damp to be graded by
sieves. With the ordinary fan and settling or stive chambers
a large space is required, and however many of these chambers
the user of the system employs, there must at the end be an
outlet, and consequently a loss of the very fine particles taken
over by the fan. It will, however, be seen that the separator of
Messrs. Mumford and Moodie’s invention overcomes this by
employing the same current of air over and over again. For
mining purposes at out-of-the-way places where sieves are now
employed, and in cement manufactories where very fine division
is becoming necessary (ride Professor Unwin's paper, read before
the Society of Chemical Industry, April, 1886), this simple form
of separator will prove of importance.

Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
| practice of using cement direct out of the sacks is the cause of
ninety-nine per cent. of the failures which occur in concrete
work, If the cement was only turned out of the sacks fora
week or two on to a clean dry floor, the particles in it of free
| lime or of free magnesia would become inert, and blowing
| cement would be unknown.
It is doubtful if the user is justified, or even wise in his own
| interests, to enter into the manufacturer's art— enough for him
if he knows whether the cement is sound or unsound—it is for
the manufacturer to determine the cause of failure and remedy
and amend his manufacture in accordance with his experience.
The art and science of manufacturing cement is not to be
learned in the time which an engineer or architect in large
| practice has to devote to it. The knowledge of the chemical
| components of a cement is but a small part of the matter; a
| perfectly proportioned cement, so far as can be determined by
| analysis, may be an absolutely dangerous one to use ; whilst, on
the other hand, a comparatively poor cement by analysis may
| be a perfectly sound cement and a safe one to use, There are
several known methods of determining whether a cement is
| sound, and any one of these in conjunction with the test of
fineness and tensile strength, will give a better general knowledge of the properties and capabilities of the cement than it is
possible to obtain by analysis, An analysis is always useful as
| a corroborative test, asitmay explain the cause of any peculiarity
| noticed during the mechanical examination of the sample, and
a carefully carried out analysis is therefore in many instances of
very great value in assisting in the determination of the quality
| of a sample, but a cement should never be bought on analysis
only,

FortH Bripck.—An important stage has been reached in
OF MAGNESIA IN PORTLAND theTuehistory
of the Forth Bridge. Flags have been hoisted on the
CEMENT.
summit of the great north pier to signalise the fact that the
vertical
colums
and their diagonal struts have been built up to
By Henry Faia, M.LC.E.
| their full height of about 350ft. above the mean sea-level between
Tue attention of engineers and users of cement has lately | high and low-water, Above this there remains only to be placed
been drawn to the effects produced in cement by the presence the ‘upper member ” of lattice-work to raise the structure to its
of magnesia. Many have spoken and written about it until extreme height of 363ft. The south pier wants only some feet of
magnesia has become the béte noir of all users of cement. Some its final height, and though the Inchgarvie, or central pier, is, by
engineers specify that the cement they use shall contain no comparison, a long way behind those on the Fife and the Linlithgow
magnesia, though some are courageous enough to admit 1 per sides of the Forth it is also making rapid progress. The great
of the main piers rise like towering clusters of masts in the
cent. It is curious that only a few years ago the greater|| tubes
middle of the Firth, What is mainly wanting now is the great
excellence of the German cement over the English was thought cantilever
whose cobwebs of steel tubes and lattice bracings
to be due to the presence therein of a larger percentage of | are to carryspans,
the railway at a height of 168ft. above high-water over
magnesia, and many German cements give an analysis of as | two clear spaces
of 1710ft. of sea and other two spaces of 690ft.
much as 3 per cent. Now, of course, it is not admitted that This work also has begun to make visible progress, the “lower
the German cements are better than the English, and the | members” already projecting for a distance of from 120ft. to 150ft.
magnesia instead of being the one thing of all others which from the bases of the piers.
made the cement, is tabooed altogether. It is to be presumed,
Tue Unirep States Navy.—Yesterday, April Ist, was an intherefore, that there is a fashion in the components of a cement as | teresting day, 4 the Army and Nary Register, in the office of the
there is in a lady’s dress, and that which is en régle to-day is | Secretary of the Navy. It was the occasion of the opening of the
| plans for the armoured battle ship and armou
cruiser, for
gauche to-morrow.
No doubt if magnesia enters largely into the composition of | which a prize of 15,000 dols. was offered by the department last
early all the heads of staff departments were present, and
a cement it produces one that is dangerous to use, but so does | year.
number of naval officers, including Commander Chadwick,
an excess of lime, or even a properly limed cement not having aLieutenant
P. Rodgers and Lieutenant Schroeder. The foreign
that lime wholly, or nearly wholly, in the form of a silicate is | plans that R.
received showed very fine workmanship. The
equally unsound ; but the difference between one, two, or three | following is were
a list of the names of those who submitted plans :—
per cent. of magnesia, or of one, two, or three per cent. of | The Thames Iron Shipbuilding Company, London, England ; the
unsilicated lime, is as nothing compared to many other matters | Barrow Shipbuilding Company Barrow-in-Furness, England ; Mr.
of composition and manufacture which tend to produce a good Watt, of Birkenhead, England; A. H. Grandjean, marine engior a bad cement. While, therefore, a small percentage of neer, St. Nazaire, France ;Captain M. S. Clayton, Auckland, New
magnesia is not harmful to a cement, to make a cement from | Zealand ; Lieutenant W. I. Chambers, U.S. Navy ; Chief Cona dulomite or magnesian limestone would be courting failure, | structor T. D., Wilson, U.S. Navy ; Constructor 8. H. Pook, U.S.
Navy; N. L. Tonns, New York City; F. L. Norton, of Washingand nobody with any knowledge of the manufacture would | ton.
fine models in half-sections were received from the
attempt it. These limestones produce some of the strongest | ThamesTwoIronworks
Shipbuilding Company, of Blackwall, Engbuilding limes, but as an item in cement manufacture they are land. The general and
description of these vessels were as follows :—
useless.
Armoured Cruiser.
Magnesia is dangerous in a cement for the same reason
eds ee Sania a
4 10in. 26}-ton guns.
Length, 350ft...
that lime is, viz., that when in its free state, it, on the addition
6 6in. 6-ton guns.
Breadth, 58ft. ..
4 6-pds, Hotchkiss guns.
Depth, 88ft. .. .. ..
of water, expands, and of necessity if there is a large quantity
4 8-pds, Hotchkiss guns.
Draft
(mean),
2ift.
6in.
~
present it will destroy the work of which it forms a part, and
2 1-pd. Hotchkiss guns.
Displacement in tons, 6000
magnesia in a cement must be more or less in a free state,
4
47mm. Hotchkiss guns
Horse-power, 12,750 .. ..
4 37mm. Hotchkiss guns.
because carbonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia on calcina- | Speed, 20 knots
4 Gatling guns,
tion lose their carbonic acid and amalgamate with the silicas |
Armoured Battle Ship.
and aluminas with which they are mixed in the formation of a
“6. 58 ON,"
2 gh ea guns,
Length, 300ft...
cement at different temperatures and after different intervals.
ft...
6 6in. 5-ton guns.
There is an old proverb which reminds one that it is imposDepth dat. oe! we
R
4 6- Hotchkiss guns,
sible to make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear ;neither is it possible
Draft (mean), 22ft. Gin. .. .. «. 6 3-pds, ——- guns.
Displacement, 6300 tons .. .. .. 2 1-pd. Hotchkiss guns.
to manufacture magnesia in a cement kiln—it must be in the
Horse-power, 10,000 .. .. «. «
4 47mm. Hotchkiss guns
raw materials of which the cement is made; and but few, if any,
Speed,
18 knots .. ..
4 37mm. Hotchkiss guns.
of the cements made in England are made from raw materials |
:
4 Gatling guns.
which contaiu any appreciable or abnormal quantity of magnesia. |We are unable to give this week a description of the plans in detail.
Most English cements will be found to contain from one to two Chief Constructor Wilson submitted a model of an armoured
per cent. of magnesia, and there is no doubt that that amount is | cruiser of the Riachuelot
with two turrets, cach Containin
well within the margin of safety. The mistakes made with two 12in, guns go arranged as fo bavo a clean sweep forward an
cement are not in its manufacture so much as in its use ; the aft, as well as a full broadside range.
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RAILWAY MATTERS,
MISCELLANEA.
Tue imports of iron ore into France in 1886 amounted
Ir is announced that the offices of the Union Electrical
Two goods trains came into collision at Palatine,
Illinois, on Sunday, attracting a crowd of spectators near a large to a total of 1,158,581 tons, as compared with 1,419,521 tons in Power and Light Company have been removed from Cannon-street
to Palace-chambers, Westminster.
burst, deluging the crowd, killing six, 1885, and 1,412,724 tons in 1884,
suddenly
whichfour,
water-{ank,
fatally
injuring
and seriously injuring others, The shock of
Tue English and Scottish Boiler Insurance Company is
Tue deaths registered during the week ending April
hoops.
tank
the
loosened
have
to
believed
is
the co'lision
16th in 28 great towns of England and Wales correspond to an now publishing an eight-page monthly periodical entitled ‘‘ Steam
speaking of Mr. Buskin’s annual rate of 20°9 per 1000 of their aggregate population, which and Boiler Insurance Monthly ” and dealing chiefly with boiler inTHe Norristown Borald, heads
a paragraph ‘‘ Disgusted:” is estimated at 9,245,099 persons in the middle of this year, The surance matters.
vent expression of opinion,
rg Ruskin calls ritiroads ‘the loathsomest form of devilry six healthiest places were Brighton—death rate 10°6—Halifax,
A LEAKING oil pipe on Saturday last caused the oil to
now extant, carriages of damned souls on the ridges of their own Cardiff, Derby, Sunderland, and Birmingham,
float on the water of New York Harbour, which caught fire from a
raves.’ John must have had his free pass taken up by the conpereg
tugboat. The burning oil field partly destroyed two New
On
Tuesday,
at
a
meeting
of
the
City
Commission
of
home.”
from
miles
fuctor when he was several hundred
ork Central Railway piers, causing a loss of 100,000 dols.
Sewers, Dr. Sedgwick Saunders, the medical officer of health,
'Tutotal number of persons killed and injured on railways reported that in the week ending on Saturday last the deaths in
Oy
Thursday
the 28th inst., Mr. Eric S. Bruce
in the United Kingdom in the course of public traffic during the year the City were at the rate of 3°03 per 1000 of the population per will give a popular evening,
lecture in Princes Hall, Piccadilly, at 8 o’clock,
1886 was 938 killed and 3539 injured, numbers which differ but annum, being the lowest death-rate ever recorded in the City of on ‘‘Science and the
Jubilee.”
The leading scientitic inventions
little in the aggregate from the list of 1885, which gave 957 killed London. The average rate for the last two years had been 14°5 per
the fifty years will be described and illustrated by experiment
and 3467 wounded. If to these numbers be added the accidents 1000 in the City, 18‘9 in the United Kingdom, and 19°7 in the of
and
dissolving
views.
which occurred on the premises, but which were not caused by the metropolis as a whole.
Tue Royal Counties Agricultural Society will hold its
movement of railway vehicles, the total numbers are increased to
In London, last week, 2626 births and 1558 deaths meeting at
ing this year during four days, from the 20th to
989 persons killed and 7407 injured.
were
registered.
Allowance
being
made
for
increase
of
population,
the
23rd June inclusive. It is intended that it shall bean unusually
On Tuesday morning, an accident occurred at Peter- the births were 146, and the deaths 277, below the average
3
large
ting,
an
are to be given in prizes—of course for
borough. The idland train from Peterborough for Leicester had in the corresponding weeks of the last ten years. “ithe annual cattle and live stock.
iust cleared Peterborough station when it was run into at a junction death-rate per 1000 from all causes, which had been 21:3, 19°7, and
Messrs. °F. Smutvester anpd Co., of the Castle Hill
ny a Great Northern engine, which caught the last carriage but
in the three preceding weeks, rose again last week to 19°3. Works,
Newcastle, Staffordshire, have just shipped a considerable
two and knocked it clean over, Mr. C. Everard, of the firm of 17°8
During last quarter the death-rate averaged 20°7, and was 3°3 consignment
of mining machinery to Australia. Messrs. Silvester
Ellis and Everard, Peterborough, the sole occupant of the carriage, pe
of
Ag
mean
rate
in
the
corresponding
period
of
the
ten
years
and
Co.
shipped a consignment last year to the same place, and
was rescued through the window, and was found to have been
77-86.
are now engaged on orders for similar work for India.
severely skaken.
determinations of the physical constant
“A peRsON,” observes the American Mechanical Engineer, ‘*v”In thetheratioolder
Tue Essex Agricultural Society will hold its annual
of the electro-magnetic and electro-static units of meeting
‘who says he is an oculist, writes an article upon the care of the electricity
7th and 8th of June, and is offering four medals for
differences
amounting to as much as 4 per cent. appear, award by onthethejudges
eyes, and says:—‘The person who wishes to keep his eyesight while the newest determinations
of merit in new implements, or subof Exner, 29,20°10°, Klemencic, stantial improvements inin case
good until late in life should allow nothing irritating to get into 30,18°10° and J. J. Thomson 29,63°10°
implements now in use for agricultural or
are not very much more in estate purposes, Competitors
them. If, in travelling, dust or cinders get in, they should be accord, A short time ago Herr F. Himstedt
must enter exhibits before May 10th.
determined
five
sets
carefully removed as soon as possible afterwards by the application of values which agree well with each other, and his final value for
TENDER for the construction of the second section of
of water along the edge.’ This is very good advice. Most people v=30,074°109 cm/sec agrees well with a very recent determination theA Watts
River
Aqueduct,
from Kangaroo Grounds to Long
leave cinders in their eyes a week or ten days, probably through by Klemencic, e=30,15°10°,
Gully, for the Melbourne water supply, has been provisionally
thoughtlessness.”
accepted
for
£204,786
12s.
2d.,
Johnston and Shaw, of
Tue make of pig iron in France during the first half of Melbourne, being the tenderers. Messrs.
In the United Kingdom during the year ended DecemWhen the contract is finished,
ber 31st, 1886, there were eight passengers killed and 615 injured 1886 is returned at 763,225 tons, as compared with 829,366 tons for Melbourne and the suburbs will have an additional supply of
from accidents to trains, rolling stock, and permanent way, the first half of the previous year. This shows a diminished make 25,000,000 gallons of water daily. The work is expected to occupy
against six killed and 436 injured in the year before; eighty-seven of 66,141 tons; but as trade was rather more brisk during the about two and a-half years.
passengers killed and 727 wounded by accidents from other causes second half of the year, this decline may have been made up by
A Lancasuirz paper records the death, on the 4th inst.,
—such as falling between carriages and platforms, getting into or the end of the year. Of the production for the half-year ending
out of carriages, and the like—which numbers may be compared June 30th last, 604,517 tons were forge and 158,708 tons were of Richard Rogerson, of St. Helens, remarking that on September
with ninety-six killed and 693 wounded in 1885. Thus the total foundry iron. Of the former, 4179 tons only were made with 14th, 1886, he completed his 74th year of servitude chiefly as turner
and cylinder borer to Messrs. Daglish and Co., St. Helens Foundry.
number of passengers killed in 1886 was ninety-five, which shows charcoal, and of the latter 2424 tons,
time of his death he was over 85 years of age, and up toa
an improvement on the number, 102, for 1885. The number of
In a “general list of Italian earthquakes,” 280 serious At theyears
ago enjoyed excellent health. He was much appreciated
injured, however, rose from 1129 in 1885 to 1342 last year.
earthquakes are noted which have befallen the Italian Peninsula few
by
Messrs.
He was married twice, and had fourteen
On.y four servants of railway companies or contractors since the year 1400. The most disastrous ones on record occurred children, and,Daglish,
some years ago, as many as forty-two grandchildren
were killed from accidents to trains, rolling stock, and permanent in the years 1169 at the foot of Mount Etna, with 15,000 victims; and twelve great
grandchildren
living.
way in the United Kingdom last year, which number shows a 1456 in the Neapolitan Provinces, 30,000 victims; 1627 in the
THE annual Sportsman’s Exhibition, which opened at
great reduction from thirteen in the previous year, while the Province of Puglia, 4000 victims; 1638 in Calabria, 9600 victims;
number injured from such causes is the same in each year—eighty- 1693 in Sicily, 93,000 victims; 1703 in Central Italy, 15,000 victims; Olympia on the 20th inst., eclipses all its predecessors. Some idea
one. The list of servants killed and wounded by accidents from 1783 in Calabria, 60,000 victims; 1805 in Terre di Lavoro, 6000 of the magnitude of the undertaking, of which Mr. H. Etherington
is manager, may be gathered from the fact that the whole of the
other causes is always heavy. In 1886 in both respects it is a little victims ; 1857 in Basilicata, 12,300 victims; 1885 in Ischia, 2515.
in the vast building at South Kensington has had to be
lighter than in 1885. Thus, while 438 servants were killed by such
to Ryland’s blast furnace returns to March seating
and that from wall to wall every inch of space has been
accidents in 1885, that number fell to 421 in 1886; and so with the 31stAccorp1neé
the total number of furnaces built March 31st, 1887, was removed,
let
to
exhibitors.
of sporting accessories is on a very
injured—2036 and 1929 being the figures for the two years respec- 853; last,
total number of furnaces in blast March 31st, 1887, 405; comprehensive scale,Thecollection
and includes every possible article from a fishtively. The number of persons killed by passing over railways at decrease
number of furnaces built since December 31st, 1886, hook to a billiard table,
a
drag,
or
steam launch. In the annexe
level crossings was eighty-one in 1886, a marked increase over 4; increasein the
in the number of furnacesin blast since December 31st, will be found from the 26th to 29th a inst.
the fifty-eight of the year before, while the number of injured is 1886, 28; furnaces
blown out since December 31st, 1886, 5; fur- —the first confined to the sporting dogs. the show of sporting dogs
small in each case—twenty-five in 1886, twenty-one the year before. naces
blown in since December 31st, 1886, 33; furnaces built since
Tue report of Mr. William Crookes, Dr. William Odling,
In concluding a report on the collision which occurred December 31st, 1886, 0; furnaces pulled down since December 31st,
on February 22nd, at Quarry Gap, near Laister Dyke, on the Great 1886, 4; furnaces being built at present time 8; furnaces being and Dr. C. Meymott Tidy, on the water supply to London, during
March, states that altogether, the water supply during the past
Northern Railway, whena passenger train from Bradford to Shipley re-built at present time, 7.
has been most satisfactory. In the case of one company’s
came into collision with one of four vehicles which a goods train
Ir is well known that the fall in electromotive force of month
a few of the samples have to be recorded as ‘“‘slightly
had shunted across the line at Quarry Gap, and which, instead of a cell
the circuit is closed, due to alterations in the layers of supply,
turbid,”
but this turbidity was entirely local, and due to an interrunning into a siding as intended, had stopped on the crossing foul liquid when
in contact with the plates, may be prevented by keeping ference with
mains in the locality from which the samples were
of the main line, and outside the safety-points of the siding, Major the liquid
in motion. Mr, A. P. Laurie has measured the electro- taken. The the
matters in suspension were, moreover, constituted
Marindin says:—-‘‘It should be remarked that when the collision motive force
and platinum immersed in iodine solu- entirely of mineral
matter.
e remaining samples, including the
occurred, the continuous brake on the passenger train being non- tion, by meansof ofcadmium
a
galvanometer,
and
finds
that
it
remains
conautomatic, was, as is too often the case with such brakes, rendered stant for a long time when the cadmium plate is kept moving by whole of those supplied from the Thames, were well filtered, clear
useless by the fracture of the pipe at the end of the engine. It is clockwork, Its initial value was 1-084 volts—by the electrometer and bright. The proportion of organic matter in the water was
to be hoped that this warning will not be neglected by the directors 1-076 volts. After two hours it fell to 1067 vo'ts—by the electro- appreciably below that of the preceding month’s supply.
of the company in considering the advisability of adopting a brake meter 1-072 volts. But a clock is hardly a desirable addition to a
WE have received a copy of “ May’s British and Irish
possessing the qualities believed by the Board of Trade to be neces- battery.
Press Guide” for 1887, which contains not only the particulars of
sary, and which have so often been proved to be so.”
all
newspapers and periodicals published in the United Kingdom
A NEW method of purification of illuminating gas and arranged
Tue railway freightage question continues to be seri- other
alphabetically and also under their counties, but it
fluids is described in a patent, somewhat curiously, it may be contains a great
ously debated by the traders and the railway authorities who con- mentioned,
deal of statistical and other information concerning
taken out by Herr F. Lux. It is based upon the prin- these, and the newspapers
duct most of the carrying business of the Birmingham and Midland ciple of alternately
periodicals of the Colonies, America,
and expanding the gaseous current, and the Continent, and theandorgans
part of the kingdom. Foundry and similar heavy work is gravely and is carried out bycontracting
societies. Amongst
the current into several streams, and the miscellaneous information is a oflistvarious
of about 190 publications
prejudiced, and no branch more so than the massive pipe or iron passing these throughdividing
of chambers, the enclosing walls of which have ceased to exist or are suspended
main branch. So severe is the competition now for the few orders which, being convoluted,series
since last year. There
continually
change
the
sectional
area
in
moving for that commodity, that unless a sensible relaxation in the direction of the current. It is claimed that the sudden changes are now it appears 2538 newspapers and class journals published in
current rates is authorised by the carriers there is ground to fear of velocity |ponsvoe in the gaseous current by this alternate ex- the United Kingdom. There are 83 daily newspapers 14 of which
that one or more foundries of this kind will have to close their
and contraction of its channel cause a most complete depo- are published in London, 45 in England, 9 in Scotland, 4 in Wales,
gates. Manufacturers think that they have at least a little room pansion
sition of the mechanically carried solid or liquid matters, which and 11 in Ireland.
to conclude that the carriers’ and their own views will more nearly we
ConnEcTION between the Manchester Post-office, .in
approximate. Under the pressure of conviction, based upon in- widest.ke aided by the insertion of baffle plates where the channel is Brown-street,
and the offices of the Sunday Chronicle and the
quiries in the several localities most affected, they are admitting
Chronicle, in Withy-grove, has been made by pneumatic
THERE is little or no reason, says the Afillstone, for the Sporting
that gate closing at the foundries will mean a serious decline in
tubes,
The
apparatus,
which is now in full working order, has
passengeras well as in merchandise traffic. Upon all hands it is grading of middlings on a reel, and every reason why they should
constructed by Messrs. Francis B. Welch and Co., of Mansincerely trusted that the railway authorities will soon see their be graded ona sieve. Yet most millers use a reel, and few have been
chester.
The
connection
by means of a 1}in. lead pipe,
way to afford the needed freightage reductions,
sieve graders in their mills, The reel makes the middlings more inclosed in an outer casingisofmade
iron, laid beneath the intervening
difficult of purification, in that it pulverises the impurities, mixes roadways for a distance of 420
Tue Pretoria Volksstem advocates the introduction into them
yards. The messages, when
the middlings and makes dust. A sieve does not make
the Transvaal of cheap ‘‘ portable” railways manufactured by the dust, with
and written out by the telegraph clerks, are placed in
does not pulverise the impurities, and does help materially in received
firm of Decauville, at Petitbourg, in France. The Colonies and the separation
cylindrical ‘‘ carriers” of felt, which fit the pipe easily and perfectly.
of
the
impurities
from
the
middlings,
and
grades
India observes that it is said these manufacturers will deliver a
fed into the Post-office end of the tube and drawn
perfectly. A sieve 18ft. long and 30in. wide will grade These are
lineof railway of six and a-half miles, 2ft. gauge, with two loco- themof most
to the office of the paper by suction. A vacuum is prothe middlings from a 250-barrel mill, if operated at a speed thence
motives of four tons, tenders, thirty passenger wagons and trucks, all
duced
in
a
chamber by means of a compact set of Sin. air
of from 250 to 300 revolutions per minute, The throw should be eee with steel
all implements, points, curves, spare wheels, axles, a double set of about
cylinder—12in. stroke—erected on a vertical engine
This machine is simple in construction, cheap as to
with
a
6in.
cylinder
and 12in. stroke, and running in direct
appendages—in a word, a complete, and even more than complete, cost, andlin.effective
in the work it does.
line. A vacuum, varying from 1ldin. to 25in. isproduced in the steel
set of materials for a railway, including packing, weighing 282 tons
in all, free for about £8000 by rail at a French port. If the
As is now generally known, that which in Germany is chamber referred to. The signal that a carrier is on its way is
ground be pnd level, the line could be laid down fit for use at known as the Thomas slag is coming very much into use for given from the Post-office by an electric bell to the attendant at
the rate of 400 yards per hour. A contemporary adds, ‘‘The ques- manure. Herr L. Blum. in ‘Chem. Zeit.,” proposes to avoid the other end of the system. He turns on the suction, and in an
tion of cheap railways on this principle for up-country extension, grinding the slag by acting on it, as it runs out of the converter, average of ten seconds the message is on the office table.
and for cross lines throughout the colony, is well worthy of con- with a jet of steam under a pressure of 2—4 atmospheres. Slag
At the last meeting of the Liverpool Engineering Society
sideration.” But it might be further added that there are two or wool is made in this way, but Thomas slag always contains a large a paper
was read by Mr. J. J. Campbell, entitled, ‘Compound
three firms in England who would supply a really useful cheap line excess of lime, so that the slag is reduced to a fibrous and powdery Engines for
Atlantic Navigation.” The author, after alluding to
at a very little above the cost mentioned, Very cheap railway mass, which needs no further disintegration for manuring pur- the
interest
that attaches to the question of the best type of
work means wasted money.
EE, Should the slag be very fusible—when fluorspar or alkalis engines for Atlantic
steamers, referred to the remark made by Mr.
ave been added—it can be run off into a wagon, and then treated Tom, of Barrow, in his
In reporting upon the collision which occurred on with
paper read at the Liverpool meeting of the
steam.
With
regard
to
the
chemical
action
of
the
aqueous
January 81st, at Inniskeen Junction station, on the Dundalk and vapour, it is found that the metallic granules are oxidised, ard Institution of Naval Architects last summer, that the large
Londonderry line of the Great Northern Railway of Ireland, Major- some of the sulphur is eliminated as H.S.
Atlantic lines had been rather behindhand. in not haying adopted
General Hutchinson says :—‘‘ The collision was caused by a carriage
the most recent types of machinery. Having described the prinINTERESTING experiments have recently been made by cipal types of engine hitherto employed in Atlantic steamers, he
having become uncoupled from the branch engine which was propelling it, at a distance of about 200 yards from the rear of the MM. Ormond and Werth, of the Creusot Works, on the inner then spoke of the large consumption of coal in these vesselsas
train to which the carriage was about to be attached. In conse- structure of cast steel, A very thin rolled plate was placed on a compared with others, proceeded to express his opinions on the
quence, the carriage—a long composite brake-carriage in which pane of glass and carefully treated with nitric acid until the iron chief causes of it, especially insufficient expansion from the engines
there was no guard—ran forward, and came into collision, at a was all dissolved, in such a way as to leave the carbon in its being too small for their power, and pointed out that the increase
F tas of about six miles an hour, or perhaps more, with the rear of normal condition, When this skeleton. was examined with the in pressure and piston speed adopted of late years had been utilised
the train, which had just got into motion and had moved forward microscope, it was discovered that the carbon is not at all dis- almost exclusively in obtaining more power in proportion to size,
about two carriage lengths, a severance taking place between the tributed evenly throughout the mass, but that the steel consists in and not in producing economy of fuel. Having indicated some of
first and second vehicles. It is hardly necessary to point out that its inner structure of tiny particles of soft iron enclosed in cells the defects in existing ty,
of engines, the author exhibited
had there been a brake connection between the engine and carriage formed by the carbon. These cells are again distributed in the several combined diagrams |solthe engines of Atlantic and other
and had the brake in use been an automatic one, the carriage woul: iron, either combined or as a collection of cells, having consider- steamers. He then described a type of six-cylinder three-crank
havo been stopped at once had it become detached from the engine, able open spaces between them, so that such a plate or sheet of quadruple expansion engine which he had spoken of at the summer
and the collision would have been prevented. To prevent couplings steel may be rolled until it becomes transparent. These spaces meeting of the Institution of Naval Architects, as being in his
jumping off draw-bar hooks, a very simplo contrivance is adopted are irregular in shape; and may in the raw material be almost opinion the best for large Atlantic steamers, and exhibited drawby some coiniphnies in the shape of a small weightotl lever attached noticeable, but they are reduced in propbrtion to the treatment to ings showing pero gre features, indicating the Various points in
to thes top df the hook, Therd seems 16 beno gootl reason why this whith thé stecl is subjected either by rolling or hanimering, a’ whith he torisidered it to possess advantages over the typés of
shéuld not be moro generally employed.”
enzinés now in use or proposed,
naturally tho homogeneity is inéreased,
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seen by Fig. 5, by the sinking of the piers TT, which causes the
lower stones to rise and the upper ones to sink towards the
aperture. The arrows show the direction taken by the derivative forces to accommodate and balance themselves in the new
arrangement of the materials unless the opening is bordered by
a frame of a materia] sufficiently resistant to preserve its form
and to set up an opposition to the course of the forces f/f, &c.,
as in Fig. 6. If instead of a circular hole, the bay be rectangu
lar, as is generally the case in edifices Fig. 7, it will be remarked
that the forces f/f are all vertical and horizontal, and that the
actions and reactions of those that are horizontal are so slight

and accidental that it is scarcely necessary to provide against
them, while those which act vertically are considerable. Under
such circumstances, strength should be exclusively given at the
top and at the bottom of the bay, Figs. 8 and 9. In summing
up these remarks the author insists that every bay should be
well protected at the bottom as well as at the top, enabling the
jambs to sustain and distribute the vertical changes in pressure
and its line of action He concludes by pointing out the greater
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BOOTH’S DRILLING MACHINE.

certain point the disorder ceases to progress, because under the
| upheaved layers—Fig. 2—the stones press against each other in
one
direction, d e f, forming an inverted arch, and the founda|
| tions from whence at first arose the dislocation of the stones
P pp bring a resisting force to bear upon the piers TT. It is
on account of these disorders, limited though not avoided,
that the following rule is to be found in all treatises:—
“The supports and sills of the bays should never be fastened
into the masonry of the jambs, and should not be placed until
the sinkings have ceased.” Economy requires that the sills, Fig. 1,
should be reduced in thickness, which if they were fixed at their
extremities would render them liable to break when what is
shown at Fig. 2 occurs. Experience shows therefore that it is

Tue annexed illustration shows a novel and compact drilling
machine, which has been designed and constructed by Messrs.
George Booth and Co., Halifax, for the Bombay, Baroda, and
Central India Railway Company. The machine has a steel
spindle 14in. diameter, which is carried in a long cast iron
socket with a conical neck running in gun-metal bearings, the
adjustment being secured by lock nuts placed beneath the mitre
wheels. The spindle is driven by mitre and double-purchase
gearing, with a three-speed cone for power, and fly-wheel and
handle for working by hand when required. The feed is of
ordinary construction and made to give a traverse of one inch in
ninety revolutions of spindle; the feed nut is of gun metal,
with an adjustable gun-metal nut for taking up the wear of the |
feed nut and to prevent backlash. The machine is fitted with an
arm which has a vertical adjustment by hand by rack and
pinion, worm gearing, and handle. Upon one end of the arm
is carried a circular table, with bolt holes for securing work, and
on the other end is a vice with a swivelling jaw for receiving
various shapes of work. The machine is capable of drilling
holes from jin. to 1,;in. diameter, and is executed in the usual
manner.

FIC.10
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advantages of iron frames for stability and capacity to maintaining the form of the bay. In many storied edifices where the
bays are above one another, it may be thought sufficient to
strongly cill the bottom of the lowest bay only, as in Fig. 10.
But it 1sfar better to do so to the upper and lower parts of every
bay, as all materials can thus be better adjusted, and the
regularity of the lines maintained.
A HIGH SPEED TORPEDO BOAT.

A TORPEDO BOAT for the Imperial Chinese Navy, by Messrs.
STABILITY OF WALLS AT OPENINGS.
Yarrow and Co., had her official trial on March 31st, and
attained the remarkable speed of nearly 24 knots per hour, as a
Tue following article has been written by M. Emile Trélat,
mean of six runs over the measured mile in the Lower Hope,
architect-in-chief for the Department of the Seine, director
three with and three against tide. To be exact, the speed was
of the especial School of Architecture, and has appeared in
23°882 knots ; and a subsequent run of two hours’ duration gave
Le Genie Civil. It contains matter of some interest, although
a mean speed of 22°94 knots, with the engines running easy.
some of the defects of which the writer complains do not
She had on board her torpedo armament complete and ballast
to represent four torpedoes, also a fair quantity of coa] and
twenty-four persons, This boat is 128ft. long, and constructed
on Messrs. Yarrow and Co.'s, rapid-steering principle, which
enabled her afterwards to make circles to both sides, having
diameters of about 230ft.
The Chinese Government possess in this vessel a torpedo
boat which, for her size, is decidedly the fastest in the world at
the present time, and, moreover, has mancuvring powers
almost unique, probably only equalled by the cclebrated No. 79,
of the British Navy, constructed last year by the same firm.
The engines are on the triple expansion principle. The
Y
Chinese Government were represented on board by Admiral
Lang, I.C.N., accompanied by Messrs. J. Birch and Co., of LiverSH,
pool, who were the direct contractors with the Chinese Government for this vessel ; and the English Admiralty by Mr. Shap| best simply to place the supports and sills between the jambs. cott, all of whom were much pleased with the results obtained.
Why should not these displacements be avoided by some appliFiC.t
ance fixed under the bays? The question is better understood
Fic.2
Tue Fortu Bripcr.—At a meeting of the Civil and Mechanica
when treated mechanically. Fig. 3 shows a well-made wall
yineers’ Society on April 13th, a paper was read by Mr. R. E.
obtain with English work, as English methods ere not always composed of resistant materials. It is stable and solid, because Middleton,
M.I.C.E., on the foundation of the Forth Bridge, in
those to which objection is taken.
round any point o all the forces fff are equal and opposite, which the writer gave a description of the general site of the
Fig. 1 shows the manner in which openings in the walls are balanced in 0. If the field of resistance immediately round were bridge, the nature of the foundation, the dimensions and form of
generally constructed, It will be seen that the courses are partially removed, the displacement of materials would follow construction of the piers, the arrangement of the wrought iron
simply discontinued at the place where the opening is required, until the forces were again balanced by new conditions set up caissons 70ft. in diameter, and in the case of the largest, 74ft. high,
except at the top, where an especial support is added, capable undera new form. For instance, in Fig. 4, the forces fff, or which, when filled with concrete, support the main piers, and the
of sustaining the weight which surmounts the bay. This has those derived from them, would continue to act on the remain- means used for excavating the hard clay and rock which forms the
foundation for the piers and caissons, In describing the caissons
been the method always pursued, and it is singular that its ing part of the wall, but the material road by which they joined the
writer explained
their construction, both in the ways in situ
imperfections have not been recognised. On looking at a nearly the meeting point being removed, their direct reactions would
the arrangements of the air tubes and locks for the removal of
finished new building, it may be observed that the stones of the be interrupted. Two results may then follow—the materials and
the
material
excavated,
and the ingress and egress of the workmen,
masonry below the bays are displaced and raised up. This which border the hole, not being fitted to maintain the place from and gave an account of the
sinking of the North-West Queensferry
deformation gradually developes as the work proceeds, When which the forces fff tend to remove them are dislocated, com- caisson at its moorings, and the means cmployed successfully to
the edifice is built of hewn stone, the displacement is scarcely pressed on one side, separated on the other side as in Fig. 5, 80 raise it and replate it in its ge ondposition, Tho paper was
perceptible, especially if the blocksare large; but if smaller| that the material path of thé direct reaction of the torces illustrated by a diagram showing the general arrangement of the
materials are used, it becomes very considerable. Beyond a becomes in a way reconstituted; but the work is then ruined, as bridge.
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TuE engine shown at the bottom of page 313 was built for the
1 in 33 incline near Liége, which was originally worked by a
stationary engine. It is a tank engine with eight coupled
wheels of 1°05 m. = 3ft. 5fin. diameter, and horizontal external
cylinders. The leading dimensions are as follows :—
Diameter of cylinder
0°48 m. = lft. 6jin.
Stroke
oo es a0 Jes
0°55 m, = lft. 9Zin.
Mean diameter of boiler
14m, = 4ft. Tin.
Number of tubes
oo eo 21.
4
Length oftubes .. .. ..
4m. = 13ft.
External diameter of tubes
0°045 m, = ljin.
Fire-box heating surface
11-293 m.q. = 121 square feet.
Tube heating surface .. .. .. 124°8103m.q. = 1345 square feet.
Capacity of boiler .. .. .. . 6°892m.c. = 247 cubic feet.
Capacity of tanks .. .. .
6600 litres = 1452 gallons.
Capacity of coal bunkers . .. 1900 kilogs. = 1 ton 17 cwt.
Weight on first pair of wheels .. 13,100 kilogs. = 12 tons 17 ewt.
secon
=
18,000 kilogs. = 12 tons 1) cwt.
s
third
in
13,600 kilogs. = 13 tons 7 cwt.
fourth
a
12,700 kilogs. = 12 tons 9 cwt.
Weight in running order .. ca 52,400 kilogs. = 51 tons Scwt.
Weight of engine empty
39,700 kilogs. = 39 tons.
The two frames inside the wheels are strengthened by cross
stays at front and back, by the smoke-box, the fire-box, and an
intermediate cross stay between the first and second axle. As
will be seen by the drawing, the third is the driving axle, and
both the driving and coupled wheels have counterweights. The
valve gear is that of Belgaire, in which the slide valve of one
cylinder is actuated by the piston rod of the other. The fire-box is
of trapezoidal section, the grate, which is above the wheels,
measuring 2°229 m. = 7ft. 3$in. long by 1°862 m. = 6ft. 1}in.
wide. The engine is provided with a sledge brake between the
second and third axle, and also with a Lechatellier injector.
A modification of this engine, shown at the top of page 313,
has been made for the heavy gradients between Spa and the
Luxemburg frontier. The capacity of the tanks and coal
bunkers has been increased, as well as the dimensions of the
principal parts, while the arrangement of working parts remains
the same. The fire-box has been lengthened half a metre, and
the diameter of the boiler increased to 1}m., which is the
greatest diameter yet given to a locomotive boiler. The leading
dimensions of the modified engine are as follows :—Diameter of cylinders ..
0°5 m. = lft. Tin.
eee
0°55 m. = lft. 9}in.
Diameter of boiler ..
15m, = 4ft. lin.
242.2
Number of tubes
os
4°01 m. = 13ft. 13in.
Length oftubes .. .. ..
0°045 m. = ljin.
Outside diameter of tubes ..
13°1 m.q. = 140 square feet.
Fire-box heating surface
135 m.q. = 1453 square feet.
Tube heating surface
9°18 m.c. = 318 cubic feet.
Capacity of boiler ..
Capacity of tanks .. ..
11 m.c. = 388 cubic feet.
Capacity of coal bunkers . .. 4°5m c. = 159 cubic feet.
Weight on first pair of wheels .. 14,722 kilogs. = 14 tons 9 cwt.
*,
second
14,722 kilogs. = 14 tons 9 cwt.
oi
third
re
15,136 kilogs. = 14 tons 18 ewt.
me fourth
ne
.. 15,300 kilogs. = 15 tons 1 ewt.
fifth
a
15,120 kilogs. = 14 tons 17 ewt.
Total weight in running order S_ 75,000 kilogs. = 73 tons 16 cwt.
Weight of engine
i empty
57,800 kilogs. = 57 tons.
The increased weight due to these modifications renders
necessary a fifth axle at the trailing end, fitted with radial axle
boxes, which permits of the engine running round curves of
150 metres = 7 chains radius. The steam brake shown in the
drawing is capable of acting at will on two or four pairs of
wheels ; a Dewrance valve works this brake and permits of
moderating its action. The engine is reversed by hand lever
direct, by hand wheel and screw, or by a subsidiary engine
called a “servo-motor.” Two compensating beams on each side
connect the bearing springs of the three first pairs of wheels,
while those of the fourth pair are connected by another beam
on each side to those of the trailing wheels. As will be seen,
the driver and fireman are well protected by a spacious cab.
The chimney is of rectangular section, and the smoke-box, of
which it forms the continuation, is of great capacity, for better
equalising the draught. In this large chamber “the exhaust
steam becomes intimately mingled with the products of combustion, communicates to them its vis viva, and facilitates their
“evacuation.” The plates of the boiler shell are 15°5 mm. = 0°6in.
thick ; and the Wilson safety valves are 107 mm.= 4}in. in
diameter. The frames, 3 cm. = 1'lin. thick, are 1°23m. = 4ft.
apart where the coupled wheels occur, and 1°186 m. = 3ft. 104in.
at the radial axle. The springs of the coupled wheels consist of
plates 1000 by 100 by 8mm. = 3ft. 3in. x 4in. x jin. and
that of the radial axle-box of sixteen plates, 1200 by 75 by 12 mm.
= 3ft. llin. x 3in. x fin. The axle journals measure 185 mm.
by 280mm. = 7}in. x llin. The first engine of this type was
shown at the Antwerp Exhibition of 1885.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
Correspondents.
S.S. BENTINCK.
Sir,—Will Mr. Charles Jones give the following additional
information, and so add to the value of the curves, Xc., given in
your number of the 15th inst.:—(1) Clearance space of each cylinder ; (2) volume forming receiver between the cylinders ; (3) which
crank leads.
,
I hope his communication will lead to this question being
thrashed out in your journal.
H. G2.
April 18th.
S1r,—I have examined with a good deal of interest the diagrams
and particulars published in your issue of the 15th inst., but must
confess’ to considerable disappointment with the result. The
deduction which is drawn from the figures is that the engines when
working triple do not propel the vessel so far per ton of coal used
as they do when working as ordinary compounds. How this can
be reconciled with the fact that less coal {s used per indicated
horse-power by the former than by the latter I do not see. If the
comparison were between two different vessels, such a result might
appear, but in an experiment with the same mee Sethink less coal
per indicated horse-power must mean a greater distance per ton.
Taking the tigures themselves, however, it appears that when
working triple 6°35 tons of coal drive the ship 8°1 knots x 24 hours
= 194-4 knots per day. Dividing this by 6°35 tons, gives 30°6 knots
r ton. Doing the same with the particulars dated July 6th,
Fase, we have 9 knots x 24 = 216 + 8 tons = 27:0 “ ton-knots,”
or 36 knots per ton in favour of the triple working. Of course,
the comparison cannot be taken as a fair one, on account of the
difference in the draught of the ship on the two occasions referred
to. These are on the 14th June and the 6th July respectively, and
are taken on account of their being the most nearly alike in speed.
While working triple the mean draught was 12ft., but when working with two cylinders only, the draught was 15ft. 3in., or 3ft. 3in.
more. Here several curious things come to the surface. First,
the indicated horse-power necessary to drive the ship at 8°] knots
is given at 325°85—it ought to be 324-7, but this isa mere slip in
the addition—while a speed of 9 knots and a draught of 3ft. 3in.
more only requires 378 indicated horse-power. Now, supposing
that the power should be required to increase only as the cube of
the speed, an increase from 8°] to 9 knots would demand that the
power should be raised to 400 indicated horse-power. How, then,
can 378 indicated horse-power drive the vessel 9 knots with the
draught increased 3ft. 3in.? Secondly, the revolutions per mile
when working triple come to 451, light ship, at 8-1 knots. Ata
speed of 9 knots with a deep ship they come out at 433, or 18 per
nautical mile less. How can this be?!
On the whole, it seems to me that the figures given are quite
worthless as throwing any light on the ‘—e oo efficiency of
triple and two-cylinder compound engines. To ensure a fair comparison it is absolutely necessary that in both cases the initial
pressures, the number of revolutions, the draught of the ship, and
the weather should be the same, all of which conditions
are violated in the case of the Bentinck. The matter, however, is of
great interest, and a volume might be written on the present
instance, but space may probably forbid more than calling attention to the ratios of the cylinders, which are 1 + 1°7 : 5°3, ora
total ratio of 1: 9°5, and to the great preponderance of the load
on the forward engine over that on the aft crank, the one
being nearly double the other—not a desirable arrangement,
especially in the case of an old engine.
GEO, RODGER.
63, Queen Victoria-street, London, E.C., April 19th,
Srr,—In your very interesting notice of the performance of the
ss. Bentinck, in the issue for the 15th inst., you remark that the
double compound gives an augmented number of knots per ton of
coal over the triple-expansion arrangement of engines. This
may be the case, but I submit that the diagrams and particulars
published therewith do not bear this out. For instance, taking the
results of the triple expansion, the speed is 8°1 knots per hour, and
coal consumption 6 tons 7 cwt. per twenty-four hours. Then
aE = 30°6 = knots per ton of coal. This is on a mean draught
of 12ft. The diagram for August 2nd, 1886, can be most easily
compared with this, as the mean draught is then 12ft.‘6in. She is
then_running 92 knots per hour, and burning eight tons of coal
x 2 = 27 6 knots per ton of coal,
per twenty-four hours, Then 92
==
Moreover, the triple expansion gets the 30°6 knots per ton against
a strong head wind and sea, as compared with the 27°6 knots per
ton against a light head wind and sea with the double compound
arrangement.
Jno. F. ELSworru.
21, Woodsley-road, Leeds, April 20th.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S ENGINE TRIALS.
S1r,—As it will soon become known that the agricultural engineers as a body have not entered their engines to compete for the
prizes of the Royal Agricultural Society of England at Newcastle
in July, 1887, 1 beg you will allow me, as president of the Agricultural Engineers’ Association, to explain some of the reasons which
have brought about this result.
TENDERS.
In November last, from a report which appeared in the papers
of the monthly Council meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society
HORNSEY LOCAL BOARD.
of England, it was understood that the Royal Society proposed to
TENDERS for the supply of about 76 tons of 2in. cast iron pipes offer the following prizes at the Newcastle meeting in July, 1887:
and examination boxes; Mr. T. de Courcy Meade, engineer
:—
—‘A prize of £200 for agricultural locomotive engines on the
compound principle ;” and that ‘“‘A prize of £100 be offered for
agricultuial locomotive engines on the simple principle.” They
Cast iron socket
also recommended that the engines should not exceed 8-horse
pipes, 2in. dia., Cast iron
power, nor weigh more than 10 tons when empty; that no maker
with turnedand examination
bored joints;
boxes—each.
or exhibitor be allowed to enter more than one engine; that no
at per ton.
restrictions be imposed as to pressure, but exhibitors should be
required on their entry forms to state the maximum pressure to be
Accepted: J. T. Roberts, Swan and
£s. d,
Zs. d
applied ;and that the engines should be tested on roads and on
Small Heath Foundries, West Bromthe brake.
ee a6. bs oh we whl es se be
489
ie
At the Smithfield Club Show in December, and prior to the
December Council meeting of the Royal Society, this matter was
Tenders for the supply of wrought iron fencing; Mr. T. de Courcy discussed
by some of the principal makers of traction engines, and
Meade, engineer
:—
the following memorial was presented
:—
Agricultural Hall, London, N.,
Contract A.
Contract B. | Contract C.
December 6th, 1886.
We, the undersigned makers and exhibitors of traction engines, are of
opinion that in the present depressed state of agriculture and the engi.
m
. Supply and Supply and
| Gupply a
erection of erection of neering trade, it is nota suitable time to hold competitive traction engine
cain teil vated about 200 yds. about 90 yds. trials. The carrying out of experiments and the construction of special
ye we oft high wrought iron wrought iron engines for competitive trials is so costly, and the trade at present is so
bad and unremunerative, that we should with regret have to decline the
Contractors.
fence, 4ft. high, continuous
| ee
with gates,
&c., flat bar fence, Society's invitation to take part in any competition at Newcastle.
(Signed)
P
complete.
4ft. high.
Joun Fow er & Co. (Leeds), P. Hornssy & Sons, Limited.
Limited.
Ciaytoy & SHUTTLEWORTH.
ee
are
te
S Lis $422) 8
jeea
Sud
Avene & PorTER.
Rosey & Co,
MarsHatt,
Sons,
&
Co.,
Watuis & STEEVENS.
els che } heh ma
3 &*
nu
Limited.
Ransomes, Sims, & JerCuas. Burret. & Sons,
FERIES, Limited.
|
ape
Limited.
Ruston, Proctor, & Co.
s.d.\£a.d.j€s.djs,d. £58. d.
s. d.
Accepted: Brookes and
|
As
will
be
seen
from
this
memorial,
the
time selected by the
Co., “ Priestfield,”
R.A.S.E. for these trials was considered very unfavourable, and
Wolverhampton
56106005150) —
-—
the makers hoped that the Royal Society would have seen fit to
consult with them upon a subject of such wide importance to themAccepted: E. C. and J.
Keay, Corporationselves and the public generally, and to arrange, at any rate, for
street, Birmingham.| — |
410 310 0
lll
deferring these trials for a time. However, the matter came before
the R.A.S.E., and from the report of the Council meeting, as well
as from the prize list which was subsequently issued, it became
Mr. Lastert, late timber inspector, to the Admiralty known that the Society had determined still to offer prizes for
and author of a well-known book on timber and timber trees, died engines at Newcastle, but had decided to depart from their original
suddenly at Woolwich station on the 6th inst. of heart disease.
intention of confining these prizes to agricultural locomotives, the
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revised prize sheet issued in December being as follows: —‘‘ Class 1:
Portable agricultural engines, self-moving or otherwise, on tho
compound principle, not exceeding 8-horse power, £200, Class 2:
Portable agricultural engines, self-moving or otherwise, on the
simple oe a not. exceeding 8-horse power, £100. The brake
trials of implements entered in Classes 1 and 2 will be designed to
elucidate relative merit under the following heads :—Construction:
efficiency, t¢., ¢ rtion of actual work done to work indicated:
economy of fuel, of steam, of lubricant ;perfection of combustion :
price.” It was also announced that the traction engines would
not be tested on the road.
This altered prize sheet came before the makers while still at the
Smithfield Show, and it was decided again to memorialise the
Society, and to ask them to postpone the trials for at least another
year, as it was not thought practicable to carry out the trials in a
satisfactory manner within the limited time at dispesal; and the
conditions and regulations in reference thereto in their opinion
were not definitely set forth, The memorial was as under ;—
Agricultural Hall, London, N.,
December 9th, 1886.
To the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.
We, the undersigned firms, regret to find that the RASS, still contemplate holding trials of portable engines, sel!-moving or otherwise, at
the Newcastle Show.
We would most respectfully urge that when prizes are offered for such
an ——— and cilenaibe class of machinery, a great deal more time
should be given between the announcement of such prizes and the date
of the trials, and that at the same time as the prizes are announced the
full conditions and regulations should be clearly stated.
Regretting that we should in any way appear in opposition to the
Royal Agricultural Society, we have come to the unanimous conclusion
that we cannot compete at Newcastle, the time being altogether insutii.
cient, and we would recommend that the trials should be tponed for
at least another year, and that the conditions—as to which we think it
would be desirable that the agricultural engineers should be consulted—
should at once be made known.
Trusting the Society will, in its own interests, as well as in those of the
public, decide to postpone the trials,
.
We are, yours faithfully,
Joun Fow.er & Co. (Leeds),
Ruston, Procror, & Co.
imited.
Gispons & Rosinson.
CLayton & SHUTTLEWORTH.
Baruows & Stewart.
Ave.ine & Porrer.
Wo. Foster & Co., Limited.
Rosey & Co.
Farmer, Rosey, Brown, &
MarsHatt, Sons, & Co.,
0.
Limited.
Woops & Co.
R. Hornspy & Sons, Limited.
Rp. Garrett & Sons,
Ransomes, Sims, & JEr- James CouLtas.
FERIES, Limited.
Brown & May.
W. N. Nicnoison & Son.
E. R. & F, Turner.
Cuas. Burret, & Sons, Tue Reapina TRonworks,
Limited.
Limited.
FREDERICK Savace.
Epwarpb HumPHRIEs,
WALuis & STEEVENS,
Wa. ALLCHIN.
P.S.—Will you kindly address your reply to Messrs. John Fowler and
Co, (Leeds), Limited, Leeds.
It will be seen that this memorial was signed by practically all
the leading makers ae
with very few exceptions, the
entire industry of agricultural engineering, as it was felt that the
time allowed between the announcement of the prizes and the
holding of the show was altogether inadequate for such an important trial as the one proposed. The conditions of the second
prize list were also made to include portable engines as well as
agricultural locomotives, classes of engines which are very dissimilar and have to work under totally different conditions; and
further, the agricultural locomotive engines were no longer to be
tested for traction purposes, the very object for which these engines
are designed. It was therefore considered that it was very essential that the conditions under which the trials should be held
should be more carefully considered.
By postponing the trials for another year the Society would certainly have secured the competition of a large number of the firms
most experienced in the building of both these classes of engines,
and by a consultation of the Society with the Agricultural Engineers as to the conditions to be laid down at the trials, such a standard might have been arrived at as would have been of great use in
determining the relative merits of the engines, and have tended to
secure their greatest efficiency.
By adopting the course here suggested the Society would have
been studying the best interests of their principal constituents, viz.,
of their members, and the rot a mel community at large, as
they would thus have secured such a competition among the makers
of these classes of engines, based on a thoroughly well considered
prize-sheet and conditions, that the results would have carried that
weight and importance which trials conducted by such an important
Society as the Royal should at all times deserve.
Such trials involve great expenditure of time and money, not
only to those who take part in them, but to the Society itself, and
the Agricultural Engineers much regret that in consequence of
the reasons already given they should have felt compelled to
abstain from the forthcoming competition, and appear in any way
in a position of seeming antagonism to the R.A. SE
Henry D. MARSHALL, President.
Agricultural Engineers’ Association, 342, Strand,
London, E.C., April 21st.
TWIN SCREWS.
S1r,—Will you allow me to correct your report of my remarks
upon Mr. Linnington’s paper, read at the Institute of Naval
Architects, upon twin screws, which appeared in your issue of last
week. I did not say that ‘‘the smaller the screw the quicker the
pitch might be,” but that the higher the speed at which a vessel was
intended to be driven, the smaller the diameter of the screws
required to be for a given horse-power, and the greater the pitch, and
that in a very fast twin-screw torpedo boat the pitch was as much
as 1°82 diameters. The injury to the hull plates of the Inflexible,
immediately over the screws to which I alluded, was not of the
nature of “ pitting and corrosion.” The plates were driven bodily
in. The screws were very close under the counter, and the theory
was, as I understood, that the centrifugal action of the screws upon
the water had —
the effect. Now, M. Marchal, of the
French Admiralty, has observed the action of a screw in the
phosphorescent water of tropical seas, and he states that the column
of water projected by the screw was distinctly illuminated, and
was approximately cylindrical. It seems probable that so long as
the screw works in solid water, that is, without air, there is very
little dispersion of the water. The suggestion I made was that it was
when the screws were first started ont when they were driven astern
that water was thrown out radially and caused the damage.
When going astern the speed of the ship is seldom sufficient to
enable the screws to get enough water, and they generally cause
a depression in the surface immediately above them and draw
down air, This causes them to race, and centrifugal dispersion takes
place.
Syp. W. BaRNaBy.
Chiswick.
MODULI OF EXTENSION AND COMPRESSION.
Sir,—In your review of Todhunter’s work you give the credit
to Professors Unwin, Kennedy, and Pearson for first discovering the
difference between the moduli of extension and compression, and
speak of it as oy in oh proved by their researches. It was long
ago ponery dproved by the yoy researches of Hodgkinson,
although he failed to see the importance of the discovery. I,
however, so rw |ago as 1872 published a work on solid beams, in
which I worked out a formula for the loads and deflections of
beams involving the values of both these moduli. To myself
belongs solely the honour of first pointing out this difference, and
not to the gentlemen named by your reviewer. They must be
well acquainted with my book, and will, I am sure, without hesitation acknowledge that the whole credit isdue to me. That no
mention of my work has been made by Todhunter is no doubt due
to his never having seen the book.
WILLIAM DONALDSON.
2, Westminster-chambers, April 12th.
(For continuation of Letters see page 319.)
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Channel should be exceptionally favoured, and it is easy
ADVERTISEMENTS.
*” The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings, to see that if other places round our coast were to be profor every two lines afterwards one shilling and sixpence; odd lines wre vided with harbours of refuge on the same munificent
charged one shilling, The line averages seven words.
hen an advertisement measures an inch or more the charge is ten shillings per inch. All scale, not six millions, but over one hundred millions of
single advertisements from the country must be accompanied by a Post-ofice pounds sterling would be needed.
order in payment. Alternate advertisements will be inserted with all
There are two principal answers to Mr. Yeo’s proposal ;
practical regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case.
the first is that harbours of refuge would not secure total
All except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition.
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six immunity from shipwrecks; the second is, that the
o’clock on Thursday Evening in each week.
amount of additional security which they could provide
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
Letters relating to Advertisements and the Publishing Departinent of the would not be worth the expenditure demanded. As
paper
are
to
be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ; all regards the first point, some interesting particulars were
*.* With this week's number is issued as a Supplement a Two-page
other
letters
to
be
addressed
to
the
Editor
of
Tuk
ENGINEER,
163,
Strand,
Engraving of the New Hammersmith Bridge. Every copy as
produced by Baron de Worms. He showed that in one
issued by the Publisher contains this oe om. and subsense harbours were more likely to bring about shipwrecks
scriders are requested to notify the fact should they not receive it.
MEETINGS NEXT WEEE.
than to prevent them; and it is not difficult to underTue Institution or Civit Encrveers, 25, Great George-street, West- stand the reason. If a captain knows that a storm is
minster, 8.W.—Session 1886-87. Tuesday, April 26th, at & ago Ordina:
CONTENTS.
meeti:
Paper to be further discussed :—“t Water Supply from Wells,’ brewing, and that if he is caught on a lee shore there is
Basin, at —— (Herts), in Leicestershire, and at SouthTue Enoreer, April 22nd, 1887.
PAGE in the London
harbour to run for, then he will take good care to
by Messrs. Grover, Fox, Stooke, and Matthews respectively. no
Gurepina ECONOMY .. «2 oe es oe oe oe
. 805 ampton,
Friday,
son
at 7.30Js m,: Students’ meeting. Paper to be read :— keep away from land as far as he can. If, on the conMecHanicaL CreaM Separation. (Illustrated.)
. 805 ™ sel ills 29th,
and their Machinery,” by Alfred Chatterton, B.Sc., Stud. trary, he knows there is a harbour to which he
PRIVATE BILLS IN PARLIAMENT .. os oe eee te ee ee oe BOF Inst.
EXPLosion OF HeTeROGENEOUS Mixtures oF CoaL Gas AND AIR.
Society or Arts, John-street, Adelphi, London, W.C. — Tuesday, may run, he will not take proper precautions, and
(iliustrated.) §. 1. ae. oe ce. ce te ce 0 ce oe ee 0s OO April
26th,
at
8 p.m. Applied Art Section: ‘‘ Ornamental Glass,” by J. will chance being able to make the harbour. We
New HamMMersMITH BRIDGE, memmenpcenng 4 be eb FNS oe 56?
ungerford Pollen; Colonel Donnelly, R.E., C.B., vice-president of the have only to look at the reports which appear in
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DipLomatic Reports. No, XIV.
309 Society,
will
preside.
Wednesday, April 27th, at 8 p.m.: Ordi
MuMFORD AND Moopie’s Separator, (Illustrated.) .. .. .. . 310
the daily press after any heavy gale to learn that by
ting. ‘* Appli
for Saving Life from Fire,
:
Errect OF MAGNESIA IN PorTLAND CEMENT .. .. .. ..
310 Shean.
April 29th, at 8p,m. Indian Section: “ Village Com- far the greater proportion of ships come ashore at or near
RaiLway Matrrers—Nores AND MEMORANDA—MISCELLANEA
811 munities Friday,
in India,” by J. F. Hewitt.
Boorn’s Drittine Macuine, (Illustrated.) .. ..
312 Civ, AND
MecuanicaL Enorneers’ Sociery.—Wednesday, 27th inst., some harbour or port, to the shelter of which they were
Srapitity oF Wacts at Openinas. (Illustrated.) ..
$12
7 p.m,: Ordinary meeting. Paperto be read:—“‘The Use and Care running. Furthermore, the number of lives lost altoA Hiom-speep Tompepo Boat... .. 8 22 06 cs oo ce os oe
312 ofat Chains
for
Lifting and Hauling,” by Henry Adams, M.I.C.E., F.S.1.
by ships being wrecked on the coast of England
Types OF Bevoian State Rarway Locomotives, (Illustrated.)
313
Tue Soctety or TELEGRAPH ENGINEERS AND ELectRicians.—Thursday, gether
WE ba fe ni n on, ak. ool ae be OM ke 8s ke te! om a
April
28th,
at
25, Great Sacrgecnrest, 8.W., at 8 p.m.: I. “ Measuring the is very small. Baron de Worms brought forward very
Letrers To THE Eprror—S.8. Bentinck—Twin Screws—Moduli of
Coefficients
of
Self
and
of
Mutual
Induction;”
II.
‘
Driving
a
Dynamo
interesting
statistics on this subject. He had a return
Extension and Compression—The Royal Agricultural Society's “4 with a very Short Belt,” by Professors W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S., and John
prepared which threw a great deal of light on the question
Engine
ey FEE
a
rea
oe
Perry, F.R.8., Members.
Metropolitan Sewage Disposal—Painted and Tarred Ro
Proas to how far harbours affected the amount of loss of life at
on and Engineers—Engine-drivers’ Eyesight—Domestic
sea. This return was a statement showing the number of
MEET 50 po me 09,80 -e 00 00, «9 ae
Inspecting
ion E es—Railway Rolling Stock oo ce os Om
sea casualties attending with loss of life during the five
Leapina Articies—Harboursof Refuge .. .. .. .. «2 «. «. 815
THE
ENGINEER.
years ending June 30th, 1885. It showed the whole of
Sanitary Registration of Buildings—Sir J. Bazalgette and Mr.
the life lost from British ships in that period, both excluBailey Denton - 8
Experiments with Ships’ Models .. .. 316
Hydraulic Mining and Californian River Beds .. .. .. .. .. 317
sive and inclusive of collisions. Exclusive of collisions,
ee
aes
ey ey es
. 817
APRIL 22, 1887.
14,188 lives were lost, of which only 3751 were lost on or
MODERN FLOUR-MILL MACHINERY .. .. «. os
.- 317
Nores ON THE PANAMA CaNAL. (Illustrated.) ..
-- 318
near the coast of the United Kingdom; and deducting
HARBOURS OF REFUGE,
InsTITUTION OF CrviIL ENGINEERS .. .. .. «.
. 320
from
this 1158 lives lost in 210 vessels missing near the
AMERICAN ENGINEERING NEWS
320
Ir is a favourite doctrine with many persons that there coast of the United Kingdom, there were 1993 lives lost
LerrerRs FYROM THE Provinces, &c.—The Iron, Coal, and General
Trades of Birmingham, Wolverhampton, and other Districts .. $21 is no evil in existence for which there is not a remedy, on or near the coast from stranding, foundering, and all
Notes frora Lancashire—Notes from Sheffield “Srp
ae
and that the remedy is not applied simply because some othercauses, except collisions, during five years. Examinin
Notes from the North of England—Notes from Scotland—Notes
individual, or party, or government, will not, out of sheer the facts as they bore on that portion of the coast referr
from Wales and Adjoining Counties—Notes from Germany
par
i
es as Se
er aie
rversity, or stupidity, or ignorance, apply it. The to by Mr. Yeo, it appears that, taking a wide margin—
New CoMPANIES
ob 6s 8
1olders of these tenets have no broad or comprehensive namely, a line from St. David’s Head to the Land’s End and
Tue Parent JOURNAL... .. .. « -~
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS... .. 2. 22 20 cc oo oe 0s os S26 grasp of matters. They never realise the truth that, to half way across St. George’s Channel, including, as it does,
Paracrapus—The Forth Bridge, 310—United States Navy, 310—German use an old adage, the.remedy may be worse than the = of the highway to Liverpool, without including colShipbuilding, 320—Lighting Omnibuses with Gas, 322—Launch of a
disease, or that its application may bring about other isions or missing vessels, 289 lives were known to have
Steamship at Goole, 322—Naval Engineer Appointments, 824.
Two-paGe SuPPLEMENT OF THE New HaMMERSMITH BRIDGE.
evils of still greater importance and moment. We recollect been lost in that district in five years, or about fifty-eight
being told at the time of the Plimsoll agitation that it yearly. For the purposes of comparison he then cited a
was better that the whole carrying trade of Great Britain contiguous district, namely, the quadrilateral bounded on
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
should be transferred to France, Germany, and America, the south by a line from St. David’s Head to Carnsore
Registered Telegraphic Address ‘ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
than that the life of one British sailor should be lost ;and Point, county Wexford, and on the north by a line from
LONDON.”
*.* All letters untended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or con- we have no doubt that the proposition was put forward Fair Head, county Antrim, to the Mull of Cantire. This
taining questions, must be accompanied by the name and address with perfect sincerity and conviction of heart. This may would include all the traffic from Holyhead to Dublin, all
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of be regarded as an extreme case, but it is only so because the trafiic in and out of Liverpool, Fleetwood, Barrow,
good faith. No rotice whatever will be taken of anonymous the absurdity of it is so glaring. Things quite as absurd &c., and all the traffic in and out of Belfast, Stranraer,
communications,
daily, but they do not attract attention because the and the ports along the west coast of Scotland, including
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to occur
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the absurdity is, toa certain extent, veiled. One of the most the Clyde. Excluding lives lost by collisions and missing
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all recent examples is supplied by the demand made in certain vessels in this vast area, with its capacious ports on both
cases, be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the quarters for the construction of harbours of refuge round sides of the Channel, with their great facilities for refuge,
writer to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that our coasts. We are told that for lack of such harbours 390 lives were lost in five years. From this it appears to be
answers received by us may be forwarded to their destination, “thousands” of lives are lost, and that the nation in tolerably plain that an abundance of harbours of refuge
No notice will be taken of communications which do not comply general and the English Government in particular are would really do very little for the reasons we have stated,
with these instructions.
G. 8.—The book you want is‘ Fuel and Water,” published by Charles Griffin guilty of something little short of murder because they to prevent wrecks. Indeed, it is well known that some of
and Sons, Breter-street, Strand,
will not spend some five or six millions of pounds sterling the most disastrous wrecks which have taken place on the
MANGANESE.—We must refer you to Dr. Percy's “ Metallurgy.” We can on the construction of such harbours. The demand has coast of Great Britain could not have been prevented by
pwhlish your question, f you wish,
Take, for example, the loss of the Royal
VALLEY. — Divide the total coal burned per hour by the indicated horse-power, at last been heard in Parliament, and the answer to the harbours.
The quotient is the coal per horse per hour,
is complete.
Charter, on the north coast of Anglesea. It certainly
REFRIGERATOR.
— There are numerous freezing powders, which can be obtained demand
On
Tuesday
evening
Mr.
Yeo
moved:—“
That
having
was
not
the
want of a harbour which wrought her
of any chemist. If these are not what you requare, send more particulars.
Sattor.—You must serve an apprenticeship for three years mm some works regard to the recent fearful sacrifice of life in the Bristol destruction. She had just passed one—Holyhead—and
before you would be eligible. You are too old to enter the Navy as a pupil. Channel, and to the constantly recurring losses of life and was making for another—Liverpool. That there are inT. W. H.—There is no general rule for the length of connecting-rods, except
that the longer they are the better, See any of our sectional engravings of property around the coasts of the United Kingdon, it is, stances in which the presence of a harbour might have
locomotives,
in the opinion of this House, urgent that her Majesty’s saved life we do not for a moment dispute, but the proE. W. H.—No special article on gas-fired steam boilers has appeared in Tue Government
should immediately take action to diminish portion which such cases bear to those in which safety
Enorneer. If you will say what information you require we will
endeavour to supply it.
these losses by the construction of suitable harbours of could be equally secured by keeping away from a lee
refuge.’ The debate, or rather the discussion, which fol- shore are very small. That the full value of a harbour of
RAIL TOPS OR SPEAR HEADS.
lowed, served to make certain points clear which have refuge may be realised, it will be necessary for each ship
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
been obscured. Indeed, it was only necessary to state to carry one with her, say, as part of her cargo.
Sir,—Would any of your readers kindly give us the address of a long
the case clearly, as it was stated by Mr. Yeo, to render
The second objection to the construction of harbours of
foreign maker of rail tops or spear heads?
M. 1.8. C.
Manchester, March 81st.
its weakness apparent. The broad contention is very refuge is their cost. It was pointed out by Baron de
simple. If a ship is caught in a gale of wind, she Worms that as seventeen British harbours had cost
MACHINES FOR DRILLING BICYCLE HUBS AND TRUEING
wants a harbour in which to seek for shelter at £23,000,000, it was not improbable that £6,000,000 was
WHEELS.
once. Failing such a harbour, she will be cast on a lee far too low an estimate. It was, however, pointed out
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
shore
and wrecked. Mr. Yeo said that proposals had that this outlay included the sum spent on the construcSix,—Kindly allow me to inquire through the
ium of your col
the name of the makers of machines for trueing wheels and drilling hubs been made for the construction of harbours of refuge in tion of docks, &e. That, in short, the seventeen harbours
of bicycles,
A. 8. all sorts of places, but “it was to the Bristol Channel were commercial harbours, not harbours of refuge pure
Italy, April 17th.
that he wished to call the attention of the House. The and simple. But there is no difficulty in seeing that a
STEEL RUST.
trade of the Bristol Channel had increased enormously in harbour without docks, &c., would be very little used.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
years, and this was, no doubt, largely due to the It is just as likely that a pecuniary profit could be
Sir,—In reply to ‘‘ Anti-Corrosion,” let him get the rust scraped and well recent
rubbed off ; give a coat of “‘turps ;” before coat is dry give a coat of best great development of the coal trade of Cardiff and New- made out of a lifeboat station as out of a harbour of
sand and finest Portland cement, mixed with lime water—not whiteThe Bristol Channel was, no doubt, very dangerous. refuge. Consequently, Mr. Yeo is in this dilemma, that
wash, but lime in solution, in which is mixed a teaspoonful of chloride of
e coasts were iron bound, and vessels caught in a if his harbours are to cost but £6,000,000, they cannot
lime to a bucket of the wash. When set, water may be boiled in vessel.
Of course, the first quantity may have the effects of the “ turps,” &c. storm had no harbour to run for. He wished briefly to have docks and warehouses, and therefore will earn no
The portion of the vessel not exposed to the fire may get other coats of the call attention to recent disasters in this channel. The money; while if they have these things they will no
wush without the use of the ‘“‘turps.” The wash must be applied as loss of life was above the average. There had been more longer be harbours of refuge pure and simple, but comquiclely as possible, so as not to be setting before completion.
Cork, April 20th.
R. HARTLAND,
than fifty vessels lost in three months, the loss of life mercial harbours, which must cost a great deal more than
being from 350 to 400. It must not be supposed that the £6,000,000, and which would without doubt prove very
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
vessels lost were old or badly found ships. They were bad investments.
Tur Enaineer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country of
the highest class, and were well equipped. They were
There is something very taking and benevolent in the
at the various railway stations; or it cam, if preferred, be supplied direct
caught in a storm, were unable to weather it, and idea of constructing refuge harbours round our coasts,
from the office on the Jollowing terms (paid in advance):—
Half-yearly (including double numbers) ..
-. £0 14s, 6d,
foundered for want of a harbour of refuge.
He but hard facts tell heavily against the scheme, which was
Yearly (including two double numbers) ..
». £1 98. Od.
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and suxpence per annum will did not think they had a right to fold their arms further weighted by the circumstance that Mr. Yeo had
be made, Tur ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad,
when they knew that this loss of life might be prevented.” no definite scheme to suggest. After all his was little
A complete set of Tue EnGineer can be had on application.
He then proceeded to state the cost, which he took at more than an abstract resolution. It is very easy to think
Foreign Subscriptions for Thin Paper Copies will, until further notice, be £6,000,000,
the repayment of which, if spread over ninety- and to say that it would be a good thing to have plenty
received at the rates given below:—Foreign Subscribers paying in advance
at the published rates will receive THE ‘Tecate weekly and post-free, nine years, would be met by a yearly sum of a quarter of of harbours all round our coasts. It does not compromise
Subscriptions sent by Post-ofice order must be accompanied by letter oy a million, which would be sufficient to provide for interest, anyone to utter this benevolent wish, and we are not
advice to the Publisher. Thick Paper Copves may be had, if preferred, at
the repayment of capital, and for maintenance. On the surprised to find that about eighty members of Parliaincreased rates,
Remittance by Post-office order. — Australia, Belgium, Brazil, British other er the sum expected to be received in the way of ment voted with Mr. Yeo, while eighty-six voted against
Columbia, British Guiana, Canada, Cape of
Hope, Denmark, tolls each year would amount to something like £300,000, him. If he wishes to have the subject fully handled, his
Hawaiian Islands, Egypt, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Italy, Malta,
Natal, Netherlands, Mauritius, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, New leaving an annual balance in favour of the undertaking of proper course is to prepare a definite detailed scheme for
South Wales, New Zealand, Portugal, Roumania, Switzerland, Tas- £50,000. This reads almost like the prospectus of a new the construction of a harbour of refuge in some special
mania, Turkey, United States, West Coast of Africa, West Indies,
limited company.
Mr. Yeo did not say where the place, and then ask the House to grant money for its
Cyprus, £1 16s. China, Japan, India, £2 0s. 6d.
Remittance by Bill on London.—Austria, Buenos Ayres and Algeria, harbours in question were to be placed, but we gather construction. The scheme can then be discussed on its
Seseee, lontan ee
ee begene Peru, Russia, “ey Sweden, that he intended they should be constructed in the Bristol merits, and we venture to think that the majority against
>
reo, Ceylon, Java, an
re, £2 0s.
Man:
Sandwich Isles, £268.
einen
~
el, There is, however, no reason why the Bristol such a proposal will be very large. We need scarcely say
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that the whole question has been discussed over and over
again, with results unfavourable to the construction of such
harbours. Thus, for example, it has been shown that an
expenditure of a million sterling on Filey would
perhaps
have saved fifteen lives in a considerable period. thefacts
always come out the same way. The value of harbours
of refuge as a means of saving life is very much exaggerated. Their powers of earning money would be of the
very smallest, and if it could be shown that they would
earl money, private enterprise and capital would at once
provide them. The benefits they would confer on the
nation would not be nearly worth the sum which they
would cost, and which, if available at all, might be spent
to far greater advantage on other national objects.
THE SANITARY REGISTRATION OF BUILDINGS.
THE extent to which Government ought to interfere
with private action, where such action affects the wellbeing of any section of the public, partly or wholly unable
to protect itself is and probably must remain, a debateable question. Control Y the State in supercession of
individual management under such conditions, has both its
advocates and its opponents, and weighty arguments can
be and often are adduced on both sides. Ina free country
what is commonly designated as paternal government is
usually deprecated; but instances have arisen in the
past
history of this country wherein compulsion by law has had
to be applied to remove domestic evils and check abuses.
What may be called sanitary legislation is of necessity
to some extent an assumption by the State of duties that
properly belong to individuals. The house-owner who lets
out a house, or a block of houses as tenements, ought
presumably in one sense to be the best judge of how to
manage his property. The law, however, calls on him to
comply with certain sanitary rules, not only for the sake
of his tenants’ health, but also, inferentially, for the protection of the health of the community at large; and that
this legislation has done good is shown by the RegistrarGeneral’s statistics of death rates. State intervention in
matters of this sort has two grounds of justification ; one
of these is that a proper knowledge of sanitary work can
only be acquired by a special study of the subject, involving time and labour, such as the general body of householders cannot be expected to devote to it; and secondly,
that sanitation to be of use must be systematically carried
out, and therefore cannot be entrusted to mere individual
action.
A Bill was introduced into the House of Commons
during its last session, and was read a first time, which
marks an advance on all existing sanitary legislation. Its
title is, the Sanitary Registration of Buildings
Bill. It
was introduced by Mr. Rica, the member for Dundee,
and supported by Sir Henry Roscoe, Sir Guyer Hunter, and
Dr. Farquharson. It provides for the compulsory sanitary
registration and inspection of every building intended to
be used as an asylum, college, hospital, hotel, or lodginghouse, and also to give opportunities for volun
registration and inspection in the case of all other buildings
whatever. At its first reading the Bill provided that the
administrative staff should include sanitary registration
authorities generally, identical with existinglocal sanitary
authorities, and also of a new
y of “licentiates in
sanitary practice.” The first were to receive and register
the reports of the second, who were to perform the duties
of inspection and to issue the certificates which in the
case of the specified buildings are, after the passing of the
Act, to be compulsory. Asat first drawn the Bill excluded
Members of the Institution of Civil Engineers, of the
Institute of British Architects, and of the er Institute
of Architects in Ireland. So obvious a defect had of course
to be amended; and all members of these bodies who shall
have passed an examination conducted by their own
governing bodies; civil engineers and architects of three
years’ standing, who shall prove to the satisfaction of the
Local Government Board that their work has been bond
fide, and has included sanitary construction; medical
practitioners, registered as qualified in sanitary science,
medical officers of health, and persons otherwise qualified,
as the Local Government Board shall direct arenow included.
From one or another of the foregoing classes the owners of
the buildings in question must get their sanitary certificates, and these cannot be given tillthe buildings satisfy the
tests laid down and stipulated for in the Bill, ana recognised as elementary by every sanitary authority.
Penalties can be inflicted for the occupation of uncertified
buildings, and for the issue of false certificates. The 1st
of January, 1888, is proposed as the date after which it
shall be unlawful to occupy an uncertified hotel, school,
&e., and after every five years the building must be reexamined and a fresh certificate issued. Such is the
essence of Mr. Lacaita’s Bill.
It was fortunate for the promoters of this Bill that it
never reached the second reading last session. Its introduction seemed to have been characterised by undue
haste; its provisions had not apparently been laid before
the great legalised urban or other duly authorised sanitary authorities, as, for example, the Association of
Municipal and Sanitary Engineers and Surveyors, which
issued a circular calling attention to the prominent defect
referred to above, and directing attention to the evils
attending on spasmodic attempts on the
part of private
societies and individuals to vary the Public Health Act
without consulting the legally constituted authorities.
We have received a copy of the Bill as now being promoted, and also a report of a meeting of a Sanitary Registration Conference held recently at Argyll-place, Regentstreet. The principle of the proposed Bill was approved b
the conference, which then adjourned, on the understanding that at a subsequent meeting the details of the Bill
will be discussed. We are glad that before again introducing a Bill of so wtoemned a legislative nature, opportunity is being afforded to those best fitted and most
competent to aid in its formation to discuss its provisions.
The Bill as at present draughted seems moderate, and not
likely to prove vexatious in its administration; and if it
appears to interfere too much with freedom of private
action, such interference is more apparent than real, and
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is not inconsistent with powers already vested in governing bodies for the protection of public health and safety
of public life and limb. As we have only the Bill before
us as a first draught, it is perhaps premature to criticise
it closely. We may, however, suggest that a clause
might be introduced bringing buildings about to
be erected within its operation, somewhat on the
basis of Lloyd’s registration of ships built under their
supervision, with the difference, of course, that sanitary
provisions alone would come under its operation. We
would also suggest the omission of Clause 10, which
is, in fact, a specification, and therefore- too inelastic
to constitute practical legislation. Circumstances alter
cases in architecture as well as in other matters. It is
also a discourteous reflection upon the competence of the
professional experts who will have to administer the Bill
should it become law. The principle of the Bill has our
approval, but as a matter of course, before its principle
can be made law the Bill itself must be thoroughly discussed and its provisions scrutinised. It isa very paternal
legislative proposal indeed, and is open to the same objections that are common to all laws empowering the State
to interfere with private action; and we question whether
sanitary engineers will be especially eager to support it.
The primary objection is the removal, to a considerable
extent, of that responsibility which of right should be
borne by the individual, and undertaken by the State.
The granting of certificates for a term of five years is too
long a peri
To be at all effective the certificate should
rather take the form of a license, or else be put on the
basis of, say, a pilot’s or ship captain’s certificate, and the
building in question ought to be “eo at least once a
year; and where such inspection detected defects, the
owner should be notified thereof, and if they were not
made good, then the certificate ought to be suspended
until they were. It by no means follows that because a
building is in a sanitary state to-day that it will continue
so for any specific time. Frost often bursts water-pipes;
floods burst sewers; careless servants choke drains and
sink pipes; foreign matter finds entrance into watertanks, decays there, and poisons water supply. Of course,
it is impossible effectually to guard against these things,
but yearly or half-yearly inspection will do much more
service than that at quinquennial periods.
Another defect in the Bill as now draughted is that it
does not fix responsibility with sufficient accuracy. It
says,—“ Any owner, lessee, sub-lessee, or occupier” shall
be liable if the building is not certified. It does not,
however, state which of these four partics is to be prosecuted in the first instance. This will have to be
amended. It almost seems a piece of irony to include
hospitals in an Act of this kind ; but the law has not, or
ought not to have, any terrors for the innocent, and
the hospital authorities therefore need not fear, mg a
at the same time the discoveries made concerning the
foundations of a certain hospital at a not very remote
date point to the possibility that even temples of healin
are not necessarily or invariably what they might be wel
presumed to be. There does not seem any very apparent
reason either why the actual operation of the Act should,
if it become law, be postponed for three years as in
Clause 11. Does it imply that all the buildings now
existent which it will affect are so bad that not less than
three years’ notice is required to set them in order? A
power of appeal is included in the Bill. We foresee one
good likely to accrue from the Act if it become law, and
that is that probably it will have the effect of strengthening the hands of sanitary engineers in their dealings with
jerry builders, and among other powers compel them to
so arrange their pipes men| drains as to facilitate inspection. Builders sadly need a little of the training that
mechanical engineers have to get before they are fit to
design machines—namely, to make the various
parts as
accessible as possible.
Engineers are more humbleminded than builders; they recognise that the best laid
of their plans “gang agee” at times, and must be put
right, and the means of doing so are provided for as
much as circumstances will admit. The builder appears
to think that his work will outlive the Pyramids,
and pays no thought to possible repairs. Hence, in most
cases the fracture of a pipe, the repair, however trivial, of
a drain, almost always involves an amount of incidental
work in searching out, first, the pipe or drain, then the
place where it is damaged; and a subsequent replacement of bricks, plaster, earth, wood, paper, and paint
wholly out of proportion to the actual damage needing
repair. It is one thing to find the basement of a house
flooded with sewage or other water; how to find the
source of damage is in most cases quite another, and as
difficult as the discovery of the North-West passage.
There is no reason why this should be so, and if sanitary
engineers had adequate powers matters would not remain
in so objectionable a condition. If Mr. Laicata can contrive to introduce a clause into his Bill to provide means
to compel an accessible method of fitting pipes and tanks
within houses generally, and also to compel builders to
supply the owners of every house built by them with a
proper drawing, showing clearly the exact position of
every drain and pipe pertaining to, but outside it, such
clause will, we venture to believe, receive the hearty
support of every engineer and householder.
SIR J. BAZALGETTE AND MR. BAILEY-DENTON.
Iy another column we publish a letter from LieutenantColonel Jones referring to a passage in our article of last
week on “ Metropolitan Sewage Disposal.” The question
at issue has reference to the opinion expressed by Sir
Joseph Bazalgette concerning the chemical treatment of
sewage, when giving evidence last year before the Select
Committee of the House of Commons on the pollution of
the river Lea. In his recent lecture at the Parkes Museum
of Hygiene, Mr. Bailey-Denton described Sir J. Bazalgette as making certain statements to the Committee inicating a want of faith in the chemical treatment which
the Metropolitan Board proposed to adopt at the main
drainage outfalls. On the contrary, we made quotations
from the evidence showing that Sir Joseph declared him-
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self portent satisfied with that mode of treatment, so far
as concerned the London sewage, in relation to the Thames,
But it was another matter when Sir Joseph was questioned as to the discharge of a sewage effluent into the
scant and sluggish stream of the river Lea. We pointed
out that Mr. Bailey-Denton had failed to distinguish
between that part of Sir Joseph’s evidence which had
reference to the Lea and that which dealt with the
Thames. Lieutenant-Colonel Jones now says that we
have ourselves misunderstood the evidence given by Sir
J. Bazalgette, and have overlooked the fact that Sir
Joseph proposed an enlarged dose of chemicals for the
treatment of the Lea Valley sewage, even though he
designed to discharge it into the Thames about one mile
from the Metropolitan outfall at Barking. But the exlanation of this is given by Lieutenant-Colonel Jones
imself in his quotation from Question 1446, where Sir
Joseph is asked, concerning the sewage of the Lea Valley:
“ Will it be sufficient to deal with it chemically, in the
same way as the sub-committee recommended as to the
sewage of London?’ Sir Joseph is quoted as saying :—
“My opinion is that it will’ This alone sufticientiy
—— our point—namely, that it was wrong to cite Sir
oseph as condemning the SS
= of the Metropolitan Board. But why did Sir Joseph propose to apply
more chemicals to the Lea Valley sewage, even though it
went into the Thames, than he considered necessary for
the London sewage? He went on to explain that the
chemical treatment he had proposed in the case of the
Lea Valley sewage was in deference to the views of other
people who might differ from him. He therefore adopted
the higher estimate, in view of the possibility that a
smaller expenditure would afterwards be found sufficient.
What Sir Joseph proposed to do with the Lea Valley
sewage
is one thing, and what he approved in the case of
the
London sewage is another thing, for the simple
reason that different considerations governed the two
questions. In the former instance he was conciliating
ca.
In the latter he was forming his own conclusion, which we still contend was favourable to the plan
which is being adopted, whereas Mr. Bailey-Denton
inadvertently made it nage otherwise. Sir J. Bazalgette
objected to any chemically prepared effluent going into the
Lea; but with regard to the Thames he declared the results
arising out of the treatment of 9,000,000 gallons of
London sewage daily by Mr. Dibdin’s plan to be “very
satisfactory ;” and his reply to Question 1446 shows that
if left to himself he would be prepared to adopt the same
plan for the treatment of the Lea Valley sewage, providing it went into the Thames, and not into the Lea.
We acquit Mr. Bailey-Denton of all intentional misrepresentation. It is not always easy to get at the real meaning of evidence recorded
in a Blue Book, and the controversy which has arisen may in this instance be of some
service in the way of elucidation.
SPEED EXPERIMENTS WITH SHIPS’ MODELS.
A proposaL has recently been made by Professor Philip Jen
kins, who now occupies the John-Elder Chair of Naval Archi
tecture in Glasgow University, to the effect that the shipbuilders
and marine engineers of the Clyde should unite together to
construct a tank where the models of vessels proposed to be
built by the subscribers might have their curves of resistance
and other qualities determined. The proposal has already been
publicly made several times—amongst others by Mr. William
Pearce, of the Fairfield Works, when delivering the opening
lecture of the course in connection with the Naval Exhibition
held in Glasgow in 1881 ; but notwithstanding a pretty wide
concensus of opinion as to the desirability of some such tank
being established, the matter seems nevertohave been carried any
further. The revival of the subject now by Professor Jenkins
will perhaps lead to its being more fully and satisfactorily discussed, if not to practical steps towards a realisation of
the scheme. It is unnecessary to refer at any length at this
time to the value of model experiments as exemplified in the
case of the Admiralty tank established and conducted at Torquay by the late Dr. William Froude, and now under the management of his son, Mr. R. E. Froude. A recent and very
sufficient proof of the importance which the Admiralty attach
to this work, and the practical uses to which the investigations
and results may be applied, is the construction of a new tank
and the re-organising of the existing apparatus and staff at
Haslar, near Portsmouth. The dimensions of the old tank were
280ft. long, 36ft. wide, and 10ft. deep. The new one is some
400ft. in length, 20ft. in width, and 9ft. deep. Indirectly the
merchant service has derived much benefit from the tank
worked under the auspices of the Admiralty, but being carried
on primarily for investigation with Government vessels, and as
the types of merchant vessels differ in so many essential respects
from vessels of war, it is obvious that the benefits of such an
establishment cannot to any great extent be taken advantage of
in the interests of the mercantile marine. A set of conditions
obtains in merchant ship design, concerned with changes of
loading and draught and economical working, which are almost
or altogether foreign to war ships, and renders the determination of the most suitable form and the most efficient propelling
machinery for the former class of vessels a matter of greater
intricacy, and perhaps of greater consequence, than for the
latter class. wach useful information is undoubtedly derived
from the system of trying vessels pi
ively on the measured
mile, but to take the full benefit which such trials are calculated
to yield, they should be supplemented by experiments with
models. By such means the combined efficiency of ship, engines,
and propellers, as ascertained by measured mile speed trials, can
be dissected and pretty accurately apportioned to the respective
elements constituting the total efficiency. One of the first
private firms of shipbuilders to recognise the important aid
which experiments with models may be made to yield in ship
design and in the economical application of motive power was,
as is well known, Messrs. Denny, of Dumbarton. The establishment of a tank similar to the one at Torquay in connection with
their shipyard was effected in 1882, and the work of experiment
has been carried on ever since with results which it is understood are gratifying to Messrs. Denny. It would certainly be a
satisfactory state of things, and one from which incalculable
benefit would accrue to naval architecture and marine engineering, if every firm of importance were similarly equipped
; but
on economical grounds this may be considered quite out of the
question. The alternative therefore of having a tank pees
by the general body of shipbuilders and
ineers, of which
they might all avail themselves in common, is a project more
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likely of realisation. The difficulty, however, of instituting and
carrying on a tank which would at once afford general benefit to
the subscribers as a body, and secure for individual firms the
exclusive advantages due to their own especial experience, skill,
and enterprise, is very formidable. Another fruitful source of
difficulty would be the adjustment of the administration, &c.,
so that the interests of competing firms could be equally
attended to in times of great hurry with proposed vessels,
iling these
method of satisfactorily r
Until some probable
apparently contradictory conditions can be pointed to we are
afraid no substantial progress will be made in the matter,
HYDRAULIC MINING AND THE CALIFORNIAN RIVER BEDS,
Tue hydraulic system of mining is the cause of a great deal
of contradictory statement in the Mining and Industrial Advocate of San Francisco and other journals, and a very interesting
series of articles on “ Mining Débris in Californian Rivers,” by
Mr. A. J. Bowie, jun., and others, by Mr. P. M. Randall,
has been published by the journal mentioned.
Some of
those who have entered the controversy contend that the
water level in the Sacramento, Yuba, and other rivers, for
instance, has been materially raised by the mining débris, and
beneficially so from the farmers’ point of view. Others contend
that the change of level is due to natural land washings very
little affected by the hydraulic mining operations. From an
estimate made by one mining engineer, it appears that the sediment carried into the rivers by deep placer or hydraulic mining
is not more than 5 per cent. of the mass of material worked;
but as the quantity of hydraulic material washed per year in
the Yuba basin, for instance, is 22,326,500 cubic yards, the
5 per cent. represents 1,116,320 cubic yards of sediment carried
into the Yuba River. This sort of thing, coupled with the
denudation of forest lands, must, if continued, produce effects
on the rainfall and floods of the Californian rivers which will
some day be disastrous.
464
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LITERATURE.
The Portable Engine: its Construction and Management. By
Wiiut1aM Dyson WansporoucH. London; Crosby Lockwood
and Co, 1887.
Tuere is an unmistakeable vacancy in engineering
literature for a good work on the
portable engine. At
present all we have are a work by H. Weber, “Der Bau
der Locomobilen,” and an article in “ Perel’s Handbuch
des Landwirthshaftlichen Maschinenwesens.” But these,
besides being not all that could be desired, are inaccessible to the majority of English readers. The work now
before us does but little to meet the existing want, but
it must be admitted that this is not its primary object.
The author states that it is designed for the use of buyers
and users of steam engines generally, as well as for those
more directly engaged in the construction and management of the portable engine. As might be expected, the
attempt to unite the requirements of buyers and constructors has not been attended with the most satisfactory
results, at any rate from the constructor’s point of view.
Chapters L., IL., III., [V., and VL, give an elementary
description of the high-pressure steam engine and the locomotive boiler, units of connection, construction of the engine
and boiler, and hints to purchasers. Instructions for the
management and maintenance of the engine in working
order appear
to be well adapted for the service of users,
but are not likely to be of very much use to constructors.
On the other hand, chapters V. and VI., on the slide valve
and the indicator diagram, would probably be of service
to the latter class, but appear to be of too high an order
of difficulty for the former.
Exception must also be taken to many of the statements made, and to a peer want of breadth of view.
For instance, we are told with regard to rivet joints that
a common proportion in
portable engine boilers for
80 lb, pressure and under, is to use for ¢ plate § mvets
at 2in. pitch. Now, as a matter of fact, several eminent
firms are using far better designed joints than this. In
one case# plates have } rivets at 1Zin. pitch. Again, as to
boiler tubes, sizes fin. and $in. smaller in diameter than
those given as a standard are now largely used with the
best results. Presumably, in neglecting the weight of the
valve, &c., in the calculation for the leverage of a safety
valve, the author had in view the object of making the
matter as clear as possible to the non-professional reader.
It can hardly be that this practice is followed by any
leading firm. With regard to the statement that most of
the best engines are now constructed with a separate box
for the stop, throttle, and safety valves, of course there
is room fora diversity of opinion as to whose the best
engines are, but certainly this is the practice of very few
of the firms who can be considered to lead the trade. The
use of the separate box very much simplifies the cylinder
casting, and is doubtless in some respects an advantage
in working. But, on the other hand, the consequent
increase in the number of steam joints and of holes in
the boiler are highly objectionable, more especially, of
course, with high pressures. While agreeing with the
author as to the use of separate liners in cylinders, it
should be pointed out that a large number of really good
engines are made without. No doubt the saddle construction for crank shaft brackets makes a good stiff job,
but it is heavy and cumbersome, and uot in our opinion
equal to the wrought iron brackets used by Messrs. Marshall and others,
With regard to exhaust pipes inside the boiler, it may
he remarked that, in spite of the objections thereto, one
firm, Hornsby’s, has consistently adhered to this construction, as well as to their steam dome and enclosed cylinders
for many years, and with good results. It must of course
be borne in mind that comparatively little heat is transmitted through a surface having steam on both sides of it,
and the quantity that does in this case pass, and is imparted to the exhaust, is not altogether wasted, as it beyond
doubt serves to reduce the back pressure in the cylinder
by giving a freer exhaust.
In the brief historical sketch some reference to the
labours of Howden of Boston, Dean of Birmingham, and
Cainbridge of Market Lavington, might, with advantage,
have been incorporated. The work is illustrated by
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wood-cuts of typical details, and by two plates represent- mand the confidence of those accustomed to British-made
ing a portable engine in side and end elevation and plan. machines. The German-made machines met with a more
extensive patronage from British buyers, as the figures in
this article demonstrate.
Topographical Drawing and Sketching. By Lizutenant HENRY
To trace British roller milling from the fountain-head,
A. Reep, U.S. Army. 4to., pp. 129. New York: Wiley, Mr. G. A. Bucholz may be said to be the father of.the
1886, London: Triibner and Co,
roller system, as now known. In 1862 Mr. Bucholz took
TuE author, who holds the position of assistant professor out a patent—No. 3113—for “An improved mode of
of drawing in the United States Military Academy at manufacturing semolina and flour, and in apparatus to be
West Point, has been induced to write this work to supply employed in such manufactures.” The apparatus in these
American students with a complete and fully illustrated early days of high grinding were very crude, and the
treatise of native origin, in rapid methods of hill a Rn system, like Collier’s system, was pretty much a
shading, which shall present the subject of topographical failure, owing to the impossibility of getting suitable
sketching in a form suited to the requirements of a begin- machines made; but there is no doubt that the Bucholz
ner. This he has done by searching every available modus operandi or flow sheet of gradual reduction milling
source, both native and foreign, for new information, was the same as is now followed by all the British milling
and such as the publications of the United States Coast engineers, and, asrecently remarked by one of the leading
Survey, and the different manuals in use in the military millers, “Mr. Bucholz laboured, and others entered into his
schools of France and England. The result is a very labour.” Mr. Proctor Baker, of Bristol, who is known as
useful volume containing full details of the routine of one of the ablest millers in England, recently wrote that
map making and drawing (apart from ae carefully “Mr. Bucholz just missed a big thing.” It may be interestdescribed and illustrated: ut which,asmight be expected ing to state here that a son of Mr. Bucholz designed the first
from the nature of the case, contains but few novelties call- automatic roller mill plant in the world, and carried out
ing for notice here. The author speaks, apparently with his invention with perfect success at the mills of Messrs.
some favour, of a labour-saving contrivance, which consists Barlow and Sons, of Bilston, in 1879. This great improvein electrotyping a tasteful arrangement of signs on thin ment made the roller system popular in Great Britain, as
copper, which is then mounted ona roller and when inked it enabled the millers to work the roller plants in the
is passed over the surface of the plan that it is desired to most economical manner.
When this first automatic
ornament, when the result is obtained in at most one- roller plant was started by Mr. Bucholz in 1879, very
tenth part of the time spent in drawing by hand. The little interest was taken in the new system, and the milltypographical execution is exceedingly good, except as stone kept its place in the mills. To convert the thirty
regards the plates, which are mostly
printed on sheets million quarters of wheat ground annually into flour,
from jin to lin. smaller than the height of the page, there were about twenty thousand
pairs of millstones at
giving them a shabby appearance quite out of keeping work in the United Kingdom. All this plant has been
with the text. All the leading problems in contouring rendered of little value by the rapid substitution of the
and hill shading by different methods are fully illustrated, roller system. The value of the millstone mill plants in
but finished maps are restricted to a single example, taken 1880 could not be much under £6,000,000, and no other
from the French African Survey, which is so overloaded British industry could show a parallel case of the greater
with heavily printed contour lines in colour as to be proportion of the machinery becoming so quickly of
almost useless for ordinary itinerary purposes. There are practically no value. From 1878 to 1882 not more than
some useful hints in the latter part of the volume, as twenty mills were fitted up in the United Kingdom on
sketching in mountain countries, which are likely to be of the roller system, and most of that number were done by
value to many besides military students. Oddly enough, Mr. Henry Simon, of Manchester. In 1883 the great
the only example given of eye-zketching without instru- rush in roller milling set in, and in that year about
ments is one ofa reconnaissance sketch made by an officer sixty complete roller plants were erected. From a careful
on the Duke of Wellington’s staff in 1812, before the and exhaustive inquiry we find that the cost of the new
Battle of Salamanca.
machinery for the sixty roller milling plants amounted to
about £1,000,000.
Of this sum, 65 per cent. went
into the
kets of the German engineers, 20 per
cent. to the.American, and 15 per cent. only was
MODERN FLOUR MILL MACHINERY.
spent in British-made milling machinery.
In 1884,
over 130 mills were erected on the roller system at
In an article in Tue Eneinzer of the 17th December a cost of about £2,500,000, and this huge sum was
last we described the modern flour mill, and it will be distributed as follows:—Germans, 60 per cent.; Ameriremembered that we stated that an enormous amount of cans, 20 per cent.; British, 20 per cent. A large proporcapital had been sunk within the last six years in tion of the American machines were wheat-cleaning
equipping the British and Irish mills with the roller or machines. In 1885 over 200 mills were erected on the
gradual reduction system. In this article we propose roller system, at a cost of about £3,500,000, divided
pointing out how an expenditure of something like among the home and foreign engineers as follows :—
£9,000,000, in the very short period of six years, has been Germans, 50 per cent.; Americans, 10 per cent.; British,
distributed among the British, German, and American 40 per cent. Last year about 160 mills were equipped
flour mill engineers.
with the new roller system, at a cost of about £2,500,000,
The importance and extent of our flour mill industry and this sum was spent as follows :—Germans, 30 per
appears to have been very imperfectly realised by the flour cent.; Americans, 5 per cent.; British, 65 per cent. In
mill and general engineers, and the result has been that addition to securing the largest portion of the work at
the recent extensive requirements in flour mill machinery home, we are pleased to be ale to report that the British
have to a very large extent been met by foreign manu- milling engineers have booked the lion’s share of the
facturers. It is matter for serious thought that while orders in Australia, India, and South America.
Great Britain has been for over half a century the world’s
From the above figures it will be seen that the
workshop, very few of the new industries that have American trade has, in milling phraseology, about “tailed
ripened into such splendid maturity upon our soil have off,’ and the German-made machines imported in 1887
had their birth in this country. The industrial genius of will be a very small percentage of the total.
Great Britain is known to be sluggish in the earlier stages
The Germans, however, will be found to be very forof the development of any complete revolution in the midable competitors in all the foreign markets, as they
method of manufacturing any special product, but when can sell at very moderate prices very fairly constructed
the minds of those interested are at last awake to the machines. There isa good market to be opened up for
importance of the matter, in a few strides our manu- modern milling machinery in Spain, Portugal, Southern
factures out-distance those of the tountry who may Russia, India, Australia, and the South
American
have given them the lead.
Numerous instances of Republics. The numerous mills in France will no doubt
this description will at once suggest themselves to be ultimately transformed from the millstone to the roller
the reader who possesses a knowledge of the history system, but France will in this, as she does in most of
of industrial progress.
There is no more striking her other engineering requirements, confine the demand
case in this connection than the recent development to purely French-made machines. In general engineering
in roller milling. It is true that the use of rollers supplies the British engineers have not been very successin doing the work of millstones dates as far back as 1820, ful in developing a steady business in the French markets,
when Collier, of Paris, erected a flour miil fitted with and we have no reason to doubt that the milling engineers
rolls instead of stones. A few years later roller mills would find it not less difficult to secure French orders on
were erected at Venice and in Switzerland, but all of any very extensive scale. The future therefore, we think,
these mills failed, and reverted to the old millstone for the milling engineers lies in the countries above mensystem. The first complete successful roller mill plant tioned, and, as we have said, the Germans will be the
was the Pesth mill erected in 1867. This was a very only rivals. That they must not be under-estimated in
large concern, as it was fitted with 210 pairs of rolls. the calculation will be clear from the following which has
Roller milling from that date spread on the Continent, come under our notice:—Quite recently an ingenious
and from 1870 to 1880 all the high-class brands of flour machine which is likely to be largely used in flour mills
used in this country were imported from Hungary. This was invented, and the patentee asked quotations for the
is perhaps as good a place as any to dispel the very general manufacture from two English and two German firms of
opinion that America gave the British millwrights the engineers. Duplicates of drawings and specifications were
lead in roller milling machinery. The Americans by the sent to the four firms with the following result :—One
loudness of their claims to many improvements succeeded German firm quoted £22, the other £25, and one of the
fora time in gaining some credit as the pioneers of all English firms £37, and the other £42. The detail estiuseful inventions, and particularly of all inventions in mate of the first English firm is before us, and explains
milling machines and mill systems. It is a fact neverthe- why the cost was so much higher than the German
less that complete roller mill plants were at work in figures. First, the price of the materials ; secondly, the
England before they were introduced into Americ2, and cost of labour; thirdly, shop charges, with one-third part
British millers and milling engineers are little indebted to of the total of the first three items added for trade
their American brethren, as, in addition to our home expenses. The shop charges were made up as follows :—
engineers being before the Americans in roller milling, 60 per cent. on turners’ wages, 30 per cent. on fitters’, 15
the gradual reduction system is to be found carried out in per cent. on pattern-makers’, and 20 per cent. on cara much more elaborate and scientific manner in British penters’. It is also clear that the entire cost of the
than it is in the American mills.
patterns were charged on the first machine, although in
In the early days of roller milling in this country some the event of the order having been secured there would
of the American firms made strenuous efforts to get a have been a large number to place.
large share of the orders for milling machines; but the
home millers never took kindly to the machines of
American construction. There was no denying tliat the
ane of many of the American machines was good,
Tuk spring meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute will
ut the design and construction were not such as to com- take place on the 26th, 27th, and 28th of May, in London.
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immense and difficult work cannot be accomplished under six
years, as estimated by men acquainted with the circumstances
and competent to judge.
Then, again, taking the first or present rate of excavation, we
are not allowing for the greater difficulties of the work as the
depth increases. Up to the present time all earth moved has been
close to the surface, and most of it has been moved by level roads.
Later it will be necessary to raise the earth 29}ft., and the tips
will be further away, so that as time goes on we ought to reckon
on a smaller and not a larger rate of excavation, It appears clearly
impossible to complete the canal under six years from Ist January,
1847 ¢
and judging from all I have seen and heard, I am inclined to
think that it will take nearer twelve than six years,
With regard to the cost some figures will be interesting. First
as to wages. These vary for labourers from 1} dols. to 2dols., say
és. to 8s.; and for artisans, from 3 dols. to 4dols., or 12s, to 16s.,
so that work of any kind is most expensive. The cost of blastin
and moving a cubic metre of rock may be fairly taken at 16s., an
a cubic metre of earth at 8s. Now, taking the remaini
120,000,000 cubic metres to be excavated at one-third rock ani
two-thirds earth, the total cost of moving this will come to
1,280,000,000f. ‘To this must be added the office and general
expenses of Paris and Panama, the cost of repairs, and the interest
on capital during construction, and these cannot be taken at less
than ¥'000,000, . for ten years; so that the ey
required,
roughly calculated, will amount to about 2,200,000,
. This estimate, founded on data ind
dently
collected, is corroborated by
others, and some even put the amount above this.
The money already spent can only be surmised, but it must be
very considerable, It is generally believed that more than
the original capital has been already spent. Assuming that
1,000,000,000f. have been absorbed by the existing works, interest
on capital, &c., the amount of capital eventually required will be
over #00, 000,000F.., say £130,000,000 sterling.
Of course it is quite possible that in less time and at less cost a
ditch from end to end with water por from the Pacific to the
Atlantic may be made, but not the canal as designed, 294ft. deep.
The impression made on the mind by a visit to the canal is a sad
one. It seems as if the success of Suez was to be tarnished by the
failure of Panama, and the brilliant reputation earned in the East
lost in the West.
The Suez Canal has been followed too closely for awork constructed under very different circumstances, The engineers at the
head of Panama have been those of the Suez Canal. The section
is much the same, and a great deal of the early machinery was
similar to that used at Suez, though quite useless at Panama. The
difficulties were underrated by the early surveyors, and the rate of
wages miscalculated. Now there is uncertainty and hesitation
about the plans to be adopted, and an eager but tardy straining
after economy.
It is quite evident that more capital than had ever been contemplated will be required, and if this is not subscribed by the
shareholders, it is very possible that this great work, organised by
the master mind of Suez, will be completed by other hands,
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out the wet, it occurred to me as a practical ropemaker to try and |
devise a means of coating ro
with a substance that should be
impervious to water, sar es detracting from the strength of the
rope, or adding perceptibly to its weight, and I have invented and
patented a machine as per specification and drawing sent you herewith, and which does its work perfectly.
The rope K is first drawn around a coiling wheel A and then
down under a roller B! situated in a tank B containing the preserving solution; it then passes up through a pair of brushes C over
another roller C!, thence along through a pair of reciprocating
inting brushes D ; it then
along through another pair of
rushes G. In such ropes which it is found advantageous to coat
whilst in strands, and before being completely made, that part of
the machine marked F, and described
as a drawing-out frame from
the painting machine, may be converted into a rope-making
machine as now in general use.
The substance which I use is a guy acm of boiled oil and
other ingredients, and I maintain that a hemp or manilla ro
coated with this and left in water for twelve months would, at the
end of that time, be as strong as when first placed there, and
would be no heavier. Encl
is a copy of a certificate received

eee

no discussion. If so, he must try again. It is not for me to
suggest,
As I have no doubt he has seen by this time the mistake into which
he has fallen concerning ‘‘rate of acceleration,” I shall say nothing
about it. If not, then I would refer him to Professor Tait.
Finally, I would observe that the tone of his letter might have
been better. Youth, however, excuses much.
J.
London, April 19th.
ENGINE DRIVERS’ EYESIGHT AND COLOUR BLINDNESS.
Sir,—As this subject is being discussed in your columns, I beg
leave to offer a few remarks upon it. Mr. Stretton, in his letter
published in your issue of April 15th, speaks of the absurdity of
the theoretical test. I think he is somewhat rash in using such an
expression, and it looks as though he wrote it without forethought
or inignorance. I do not intend to go into the distance tests at
any length, but may mention that in Germany a most varied and
thorough test is applied, actual semaphores and signal lights being
used, and the examination is conducted by day and by night. The
point I wish to touch upon is the colour test. Mr. Stretton seems
to wish—if I construe his letter rightly—for a more lax test as

i
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from Messrs. Lloyd's Proving House Company, giving particulars regards the examination of locomotive drivers’ eyesight. Now I
of a test made there on the Sth inst. The rove tested was of the | don’t think any test, if properly carried out, too severe for colour,
t, especially in England. Men
same quality and make throughout, and the broken pieces can be when trying a man for such a
pected by anyone interested in the matter. This coating will | may pass many tests now applied, and still fail at the critical
not wear off, but will last as long as the rope itself, and is in- |moment. It is well that, to prevent this, such a test as Prof.
| Holmgren’s wool test, though theoretical, be resorted to. The
expensive,
e advantage to large users is obvious—such as shipowners, rail- |part of this test where the person being examined must arrange
way companies, and for ropes used in the fishing trade. As the pre- | the different shades of the several colours, is sure to bring out the
servative can be produced in any colour, any one firm or company |truth as to whether he be colour-blind or not. Toa man with
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
could have all their ropes made one particular colour. For yachts abnormal colour vision the different colours or lights appear
(Continued from page 314.)
a perfectly white rope would have a very pretty effect, and when | white or grey, as the case may be, and such a man may, by
the rope got dirty it would only require wiping with a wet cloth to | education and use, call the colours by their right names, and until
bring it back to its original colour, I send you also a small sample accident reveals his defeat, is looked upon as one possessing normal
METROPOLITAN SEWAGE DISPOSAL.
of white and yellow hemp rope, which has been so coated, and vision. It would be quite possible for him to pass the “‘flag” or
be —— to supply any further particulars if you require “lantern” test satisfactorily. Dr. Keysermentions a case wherea man
Sir,—In your article on the above, in THe ENGINgER of 15th shall
name a red light at 3ft. distance but at 30ft. called it green.
inst., you make ‘‘a very serious point” of what you describe as the them. I may say that the coating always keeps the rope soft and could
A colour-blind person may pass all right for a time, and if a driver,
result of Mr. Bailey-Denton having overlooked certain parts of Sir pliable.
|
may-treat
his signals in the proper way for years before his defecCopy
of
a
certificate
reevived
from
Lloyd's
Proving
House
Company,
Limited,
Joseph Bazalgette’s evidence, which you quote from ‘‘ Proceedings”
tive vision is detected. He sees all lights as white or grey, and
ipton.
of the Select Committee on the Lea; and I therefore lose no time
only
distinguishes
them by their intensity. It can be easily underLloyd's
Proving
House,
in drawing your attention to a fact which you appear to have overTipton, Staffordshire.
how a brighter reflector, a clean spectacle, a smoked glass,
looked, and upon which my partner's statement was justly based,
Sth April, 1887. | stood
or
sudden
change
in
the atmosphere may, lead toa serious mistake.
in order that you may have the opportunity of putting the matter
This is to certify that the ropes tested to destruction for Thomas Oliver |
of Breslau, mentions a case of a locomotive driver runright in your next issue.
and Co. as per particulars herewith, were delivered to us in one piece, one || Dr. Coher,
for thirty years before being found to be colour-blind.
It will, I think, be admitted that the question, whether an end of which was tarred, and the other end coated with paint or similar ning
In 1880 the Minister of Public Works in Belgium ordered a most
That the piece of rope was cut in our presence and each end
engineer is ‘‘satisfied” or not with a proposed remedy for an material.
thorough test for colour-blindness to be made on the State Railways
the rae pry results:—
admitted evil, can best be determined by his future carefully pre- tested separately with Painted
end
broke
at
4}
tons
at
a cost of 32,000f.— each man had to pass three distinct tests.
pared plans and estimates in a very similar case, because second
Tarred end » Under 2 tons.
By the above remarks I hope I have shown that there is more in
thoughts would hardly induce kim to introduce a much more
Erastvs R. Isrrt, Supt.
the
question of testing drivers for normal vision than Mr. Stretton
expensive remedy if he were satistied—of course, taking the word
3}in. cir. bare, and was made from Russian hemp, seems to think ; and though he may have only met one man during
to mean belief that the remedy would practically suffice—with the andThewasrope handwasspun.
test was thrice repeated, with exactly twenty years who could not distinguish various coloured flags and
cheaper one previously pro)
; and Mr, Denton stands on solid the same results, and This
the bits of rope sent you are Deny cut off railway signals, I fully believe that had he gone more minutely
ground in drawing his conclusion from such data in preference to that which was tested on
the Sth inst.
Tuomas W. OLIVER. | into other cases and used such means as doctors and professors,
regarding the engineer’s explanation of his views while undergoing
West
Bromwich,
April
9th.
| who have made colour-blindness their life study recommend, he
cross-examination as quoted by you. Sir Joseph Bazalgette will
_ would doubtless have made some discoveries, as the North-Eastern
hardly thank you for Saving attention to the ‘‘singular contra| Railway officials have done during the last few wecks.
PROFESSORS
AND
ENGINEERS.
diction,” for overlooking which you charge Mr. Denton with a
In 1879 the German Railway Union examined 11,066 drivers and
‘lack of discrimination in dealing with his evidence.”
Sir,—It would be exsy to reply at considerable length, if you firemen, and found eighty colour-blind, or at the rate of ‘72 per
Now, the fact which you appear to have overlooked is that Sir
accord the space, to “J. 'T. N.’s” letter, but it would not be cent, the total number of men examined was 85,996 of which *62
Joseph Bazalgette’s proposed outfall for effluent of the Lea sewage, would
expedient to adopt such a course, Your correspondent is obviously per
cent. were found colour-blind.
JOHN PLACE.
after treatment with ten grains of lime and eight grains of sulphate a young man, and has, I fancy, passed an examination or two with
London, April 16th.
of alumina, and with land treatment to follow, is not into the Lea, credit to himself. Possibly he is a Whitworth scholar. He is a
as your remarks imply, but into the river Thames, ‘about one favourable specimen of a type with which I am quite familiar. At | Srr,—In your impression of the 8th inst. is an interesting letter
mile from the metropolitan outfall at Barking.” The true present he knows very little apart from that kind of knowledge from ‘‘ M. Inst. M. E.,” relative to the testing of engine drivers’ eyeexplanation of the ‘singular contradiction ” i, TPthink, to be necessary to pass examinations—that is to say, he has read very sight. It wouldI think be thankfully received if ‘‘ M. Inst. M. Se
made as follows:—(1) That Sir Joseph's well-known and often little. If, for example, his reading bad been at all extended, he | would kindly state the size of the cards containing the black spots
expressed opinion is that the discharge of crude sewage into such would
known that the proposition that all energy is due to | lin. square ; also what test he uses for night blindness—hemeraa river as the Thames, heretofore at Barking, and in future at motion have
originate with me, but that it is at least as old as | lopia—which, as is well-known, occurs very frequently amongst
Thames Haven, is the right and only necessary measure for his the daysdidof not
Descartes, and that it is held as an article of faith by | railway officials,
H. C.
own Board to adopt ;but that he is in duty bound to uphold as some of the ablest
and most advanced thinkers of the age ; were I | Riga, Russia, April 13th.
“satisfactory” any palliative form of treatment which may to quote their names
it would but occupy space, and convey little
happen to be favoured by his employers until they see fit to information
your correspondent. I gather from his letter that
change their minds, (2) That in preparing his plans for the he holds thatto there
DOMESTIC DRAINAGE,
sources of energy with which motion has
Lea Valley Sewage Sir Joseph Bazalgette did not think it likel nothing to do. This are
be possible, just as there is no inherent | _Str,—In your leading article of April 15th, on ‘‘ Recent Advances
that an independent body charged with the duty of dealing with impossibility involved may
in
the
proposition
that
somewhere
in
space,
Drainage,” I see you mention my ‘‘drain plug,” which
sewage at Barking would be satistied with what must appear to
is curved ; but it is certain that we have no evidence of energy inwasDomestic
patented for the purpose set forth, but it was never at the
anyone holding his views—the harmless chemical delusion of his space
apart from motion, and I have explicitly stated that we have no || time
thought
the pressure would be applied from the second or
colleague, Mr. Dibdin.
of anything which we are not, or have not been,
of a house to the drain by charging the rising pipe as well
_, Question 1446, however, clears up all doubt, as follows, from knowledge
told by our senses. it is a very old proposition that motion || astirstthefloor
drain, as this pressure could never occur in practice, as the
Proceedings” of the Select Committee:—‘
1446, Will it be can
be
caused
only
by
motion,
This
has
often
been
stated
in
your
sufficient to deal with it chemically in the same way as the sub- columns by various correspondents, and I think that “J. 'T. N.” will | water would first come out of the lower outlets, such as gulleys in
committee recommended as to the sewage of London! My opinion have no difficulty in seeing that, if this be true, energy can have || areas or water-closets in basements; but the usual and ful) test is
is that it will ;’ [why not! when he, Sir Joseph Bazalgette, has no existence apart from motion. Lest “J. T. N.” should once to apply the plug and fill to the lowést outlet, and any drain above
tely.
so often stated his opinion that the discharge of crude sewage more, through lack of reading, fall into the error that these views that outlet tested se
I quite endorse the reason for iron and the use of it below a
would suffice] “but as other people may differ from me in that are
mine alone, I would refer him to Mr. G. T. Rontanes’ Rede house,
but not in every case for long. stretches in outer courts, for
respect, I thought it better, in laying the estimates before the Lecture
for
1885,
where
he
will
find
the
following
passage
:—‘“‘
The
committee, to put before them the most comprehensive and expen- fundamental axiom is that energy can neither be created nor this reason—the house drain, on account of fatty matter, does not
sive system, so that the cost may not be susceptible of being destroyed ; that just as motion can produce nothing but motion, so rust, but drains with water only, such as rain water, will quickly
; and again, | think iron manholes a stretch too far when any
increased, but possibly of being decreased.”
motion can be presen’ by nothing but motion.” I rust
contractor will guarantee to build brick to hold the pressure
It is true that this great subject of metropolitan sewage disposal conversely
that he will admit that Mr. Romanes is a man who is capable | needed.
Having aniron drain under this house and seen its action,
has been complicated by many misunderstandings, which must try fancy
of
thinking
lucidly
and
of
selecting
his
subjects
of
belief.
I make it a point to show it to any one who is interested, and will
the patience of any one who wishes to unravel the truth; but when
The proposition I started with is that natural philosophy, | be
happy to afford any information in my power. J. BOTTING.
you recognise the fact that Sir Joseph Bazalgette laid formal using
the
word
in
a
very
extended
sense,
is
not
properly
taught,
plans an estimates before different authorities for two distinct
that it is not properly taught because the teachers adopt | 6, Kaker-street, Portman-square, London, W., April 19th.
systems of treating sewage before discharge of effluent into the and
propositions and statements as true in substance and fact,
Thames at points only about a mile apart, you will surely hasten to certain
truth of which sometimes does not admit of demonstration, |
WHAT IS A FITTER?
remove the stigma of misrepresentation implied against Mr. the
while
in
other
cases they are manifestly untrue, or simply metaphyDenton by your remarks, evi ently made onker the im
ion sical propositions
or abstractions. I could name many examples; Sir,—It appears that the ideas of many of the metropolitan
that the Lea sewage was proposed to be discharged after the more one
must suffice. I do not know whether “J. T. N has read magistrates on trade nomenclature are very vague. We read that
costly treatment into the Lea, and not into the river Thames.
optics, I take it for granted, however, that he has. Now, the John Jones or Michael O’Rourke, of ‘‘Sweep’s-walk, Chelsea,” ‘‘an
ALFRED 8. Jongs, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E,
undulatory
theory is taught as being true in substance and fact; engineer,” was brought up as drunk and disorderly or for an
Havod-y-Wern Farm, Wrexham, April 16th.
yet every prism, nay, every drop of water in a rainbow, gives assault, The proper trade designation would probably be engineer’s
it the lie. In other words, the undulatory theory can on no labourer, foundry labourer, gasfitter, &c.; im no case engineer.
Men employed in erecting engines are ‘“‘engine fitters” and
existing assumption explain the dispersion of light.
PAINTED AND TARRED ROPES.
ineers in the proper sense of the word at all.
It would be waste of space to discuss such questions as these at ‘erectors,” not
‘ Sir,—It is a well known fact amongst ropemakers, though not to large, even if pe Sir, placed the whole ENGINEER week after week | The recent case brought before Mr. Bennett, of the Hammerhe majority of users of ropes, that a rope which is tarred is not at the disposal of your correspondents. If, however, ‘‘J. T. N.” | smith Police-court, illustrates this system of brevet rank in a
eoston a$ an untarred rope, for the strands in passing throuyh will narrow the discussion to a single point in the teaching of | delightful manner. Some labourers employed on the American
thé boiling tar lose At least a third of their strength, whilst a third science, I shall be happy to discuss that point with bim, he main- | Exhibition building claimed fitter’s wages of the manager, and
isgated to thtir weight. Now as tarred ropes are bought by taining
that the teaching is Sound, I maintaining that it is unsound. very tiearly got their claim recognised, ds the magistraté called
ure¥$ with thé idea that they wear longer than untarred, and keep It may bo that he will bit on a subject about which there can be |for a dictionary, and found that a “fitter” is ‘one employed to
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adjust or make right.” The manager, however, urged the But neither of these exactly solved the problem. Hence, in 1862,
the construction of the Walter web-printing press was undertal-en
» SO the
a
istrate would not be guid ed by Joh
by Mr. John Cameron Macdonald, the present manager of the
8. H. T.
were adjourned for technical evidence.
times, aided by Mr. —— Calverly, the chief engineer. It is
Surbiton, April 20th.
about 19ft. long, 6ft. wide, and 7ft. high. Each roll used in
rinting the Times is about 8000 yards in length, and weighs 800 lb.
INSPECTING TRACTION ENGINES,
e paper is
from the roll over hollow damping cylinders
Sir,—In THe ENcrnger of the 7th of January, just to hand, perforated
with small holes, through which steam condenses on
there is an
tof an
accident to a traction engine made by J.
blanket covering, by which it becomes thoroughly wetted on
Fowler and Co., caused, as stated in your paper, by the fire-box the
sides. The paper is then squeezed, and goes to the printing
stays giving way, and the pressure was then too great for the both
appliances, consisting of four large cylinders, arranged one above
boiler to stand. This subject has caused me much thought ron the
other.
The two outside carry the re
while the
for in this colony there are a great many of these engines at work,
in the middle are the pressing cylinders.
e@ paper, after
and with the os of one maker, none of the others have two
between the rollers, is led between the upper printing and
made any provision for the inspection of these stays. As all boilers passing
pressing cylinders, when one side of it is printed upon ; it is then
are under Government inspection in New Zealand, the trouble is steam
sm the two pressing cylinders, and afterwards between
how can inspectors see through half an inch of boiler plate and the lowerSepressing
and om printing cylinders, when it receives
know the condition of the inside of the boilers, more especially fireimpression upon the other side. Provision is made for taking
box stays? Sounding may reveal a broken stay, but certainly not an
up
the
set-off
by
means
a metal cylinder pressing
inst the
a wasted stay. The only way I can see out of the difficulty is to lower impression cylinder,ofand
licking up the superfluous ink on the
have holes cut in convenient places for inspection and afterwards
thereof, while any accumulation of set-off is prevented by
closed with screwed plugs or doors ; and if my recommendation covering
rubbing-bar affixed to its circumference. After
having been
is of any weight, I would strongly urge all makers to give this a rinted
on both sides, the paper passes to the cutting cylinders.
bject
i
tion, as it cannot increase first cost much, and it
machinery
is
so
adjusted
that
a
knife
catches
the
paper
exactly
will be the means of saving much trouble and perhaps life.
between the sheets, and, the paper being held hard on each side
Christchurch, New Zealand,
GEORGE CROLL,
by
a
spring-bar,
cuts
it
in
two,
all
but
a
couple
of
tags
near
each
h 7th.
Inspector of Machinery.
end, which are left for the purpose of pulling the sheet on between
two sets of running tapes, until it is caught by a pair of small
rollers, which are driven at a greater s
than the rest of the
RAILWAY ROLLING STOCK.
These immediately
tear the sheets apart where they had
Srr,—I am sorry that ‘“‘General Expenses and Profit” should machine.
been
all
but
separated,
and
the
tapes
hurry
on
the complete newsresort to personal i
> in di
ing one of the most prominent
until a frame, like a huge comb, flings it down on a board.
questions of the day, viz., production for profit. All that I stated paper
All
the
manual
labour
required
is
supplied
by
two
boys, and a man
in my letter as facts was compiled from a collection of information who attends to the machine. Folding apparatus has
applied
bearing directly on this subject, extending over thirty-five years, without entailing any diminution of speed, which isbeenabout
ten
which I would willingly give in extenso, but that it is too long for a
perfect copies of the eight-page paper per hour.
letter. What I maintained in my previous letter was that well- thousand
Mr.
Hippolyte
Marinoni
supplied,
in
1867,
to
the
Echo,
a
machine
managed rolling stock concerns have paid good dividends for years which +s gd invented for printing the J’etit Journal. Two
past. Putting on one side the puerile method adopted by ‘‘Gene- copies
of the paper were printed on one sheet, and these were
ral Expenses and Profit” in rod with this question, I beg leave afterwards
severed. The speed was 10,000 revolutions per hour.
to point out that it is badly-managed rolling stock concerns that
sheets were used, involving the labour of six feeders. The
are chiefly feeling the present depression in prices in consequence Single
stereo-plates
fixed on two rotating cylinders. The apparatus
of the competition resulting from too much capital being invested for delivering were
the printed sheets was very ingenious; but, as will be
in the trade. This is the bad management I refer to. There are seen,
this
machine
was not so much advanced as the Walter Press,
numbers of capitalists in this position who should withdraw their in so far that it necessitated
layers-on.
capital—or remnant thereof—or otherwise accept the natural
The
Walter
Press
may be regarded as, in the main, the ‘type of
results of ‘‘ over-production for profit,” viz., low prices.
subsequent web-rotary machines, which differ from it but in
Your correspondent instances India and South America as now accessories.
The ‘‘ Victory,” its chief rival, was brought out in 1870,
taking large quantities of railway material; this is an indisputable
among country newspaper proprietors for its being
fact, but the question that ‘General Expenses and Profit” raised in It gainedinfavour
price, and possessing folding arrangements, an important
his first letter remains unaffected by this fact. He deplored the cheaper
feature
in
places
where the newsvendors require to receive their
want of a sufficiently large margin for general expenses and profit, copies ready folded.
In 1871, Messrs. Foster, of Preston, introand I pointed out in my reply the chief cause for this, which your duced
a
machine,
also
adapted, from its
parative cheay
, to
correspondent generally accepts. Railway rolling stock concerns the circumstances of provincial
It printed from movable
should, if it be possible, at once make any sacrifice to remove type, and obviated the necessityjournals.
of
a
stereo
plant
and
staff.
The
what your correspondent calls “the millstone” from their necks ;
was held on the type-beds, as in Hoe’s type-revolving machine.
this is the chief portion of good management. If the rolling type
In 1872, Messrs. Pardoe and Davies brought out a rotary machine
stock trade is not in a failing condition, why does your corre- —called
printing periodicals from type or
spondent complain about lowness or absence of profit? If it is type and thecuts‘‘Whitefriars"”—for
combined. Four cylinders are arranged round a
temporary, why complain? If it is permanent throughout the semicircular frame,
the
two
in
the centre being used for the
e, it must be failing. It is absurd to propose self-evident
while the two outside receive plates, which are not cast
facts that ‘‘ people must always have carriages to ride in,” for the impression,
to
a
curvilinear
form
but
bent.
This
machine is also built to print
point is brought forward as to who shall build the carriages as well from a continuous roll. In 1873, Messrs.
Hoe, of New York,
as the wagons, which your correspondent seems to have passed over. introduced
a
rotary
hine,
which
claimed a
of fourteen
The “‘survival of the fittest” means nothing more than the th
d perfect sheets per hour. The roll of paper was above the
words represent, viz., the fittest to survive the
cial war type cylinders,
which
were
fitted
on
a
horizontal
frame.
The
now carried on under the fiag of competition, whereas I would
impression cylinder was of three times the diameter of the
desire to see the trading community not fighting, but working second
first,
and
was
placed
underneath.
The
object
of
making
this
upon universal co-operative lines.
cylinder larger was to obviate the set-off, the impression bein
I do not accept the novel and quixotic definition given by your given
on
three
different
portions.
The
sheet
having
been
prin
correspondent regarding the ‘‘ Pheenix-like” action of his profit by the inner forme, passed under the cylinder to the outer, and
gleaners. The whole process of competition as carried out in
two cutting cylinders, which were of the same
trade is immoral, judging from a standard of high ethical policy, thence between
as the type cylinders. In the same year Marinoni also
and I beg leave to traverse “the live-and-let-live” statement of diameter
brought out a rotary machine. Both of the makers of the fastest
‘*General Expenses and Profit,” for the general experience of myself machines
had thus abandoned their former principles and adopted
and many other engineers with whom I have discussed the subject
of the Times rotary web. Marinoni’s is simple in design.
is that the ‘‘live-and-let-live” spirit is entirely absent in operations that
Four
cylinders
are arranged one above each other.
e two centre
of bartering or in dealing with the absolute producers of all ones are the impressing
cylinders, the stereo-plates being fixed on
wealth.
the
cylinders
at
the
top
and
bottom.
The
inking
appliances
are at
Your correspondent refers to certain general managers who
and bottom.
could, as I prefer putting it, form a ring for the increase of prices, theThetopexcellence
of
the
work
done
by
rotary
machines
is
patent
and they might be “‘counted on one’s fingers.” There are over every reader of a daily paper. Mention should be made, however,to
forty wagon and carriage builders in this country, and there is
two machines specially designed for printing cuts or engravings
none of the “ live-and-let-live ” policy in their business, the whole of
requiring extra care in working, and abundance of inking. One of
being based upon strict ‘“‘commercial” principles.
is the ‘‘ Ingram” machine, introduced by the proprietor of
I beg leave of your kindness to allow me the space to recommend these
Jilustrated London News in 1876. In order to obviate the
to such of your readers who may take any interest in the subject the
of bending the stereo-plates of the cuts to the sharp
to read ‘“‘Communal and Commercial Economy,” by John Car- disadvant
corresponding to that of the ordinary rotary machine, in the
ruthers, M.I.C.E., late chief engineer for New Zealand Govern- curve
“Ingram” the diameter of the printing cylinder is largely increased,
ment. It is published by Stanford, Charing-cross. I was fortu- even
it capable of containing two, three, or more copies
nate in seeing it recommended by a correspondent in your columns. of therendering
cuts. “The inking apparatus includes an increased number
It is a thoroughly good guide, and I advise ‘‘General Expenses of inking
and
distributing
The other isa German machine,
and Profit” to study it carefully, and to leave literature dated which prints an illustratedrollers.
serial at Stuttgart. The paper is not
220 B.c. alone when dealing with practical difficulties of the com- damped before printing; instead
of that, super-calendered, halfpetitive system.
FABIAN.
sized dry paper is wes j To prevent ‘‘set-off,” there is a web of
Birmingham, April 20th.
“set-off”
r wound on a spindle like the printing paper. After
being used, it is dried and sent through the machine again and
again.
The culminating
point in
to speed, has, so far, been
THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
attained by Messrs. Hoe, of New York, the most recent of whose
machines seem altogether fabulous in the extent of their output.
PRINTING MACHINERY.
One prints and delivers folded an eight-page paper like the Standard
at the speed of twenty-five thousand
per hour. Another prints
(Concluded from page 300.)
eight-, ten-, or twelve-page papers, delivering them folded, to
In 1816 the late Professor Edward Cowper patented a method of either half-page or quarter-page size, at the rate of twenty-four
printing from curved or bent stereotype-plates, which were fixed thousand per hour. For ten-page and twelve-page papers, the inset
upon the impression cylinder of the machine. The cylinder of two or four
is printed on a suppl
tary
hine inside,
revolved under inking rollers, which alternately ran on the naked and is then directed to and folded with the main web of er.
cylinder, and on the stereo-plates fixed on a part of it. The And another prints eight-page newspapers, delivering them folded
machine was intended for continuous sheets. Sir Rowland Hill in to either half- or quarter-page size, at the rate of eleven thousand
1835 patented improvements in the same direction. He proposed, per hour. It also delivers two-, four-, eight-, or sixteen-page sheets
however, to use tapering types to be fixed on a cylinder, an unfolded. A four-page paper like the Hecho would be turned out,
expedient which was essentially impracticable. The first rotary completely chek’ a Roth sides, at the rate of nearly fifty
machine, actually available and put in operation for printing thousand per hour by this apparatus. If it were imagined possible
hewspapers, was invented and patented in 1848, and is known as to print an edition of such a paper on the Columbian press of the
Applegath’s vertical machine. It may be pointed out that all the year 1817, it is a simple matter of calculation that this one hour's
essential principles of rotary printing were discovered before the roduction would entail the labour of two men for no less than four
year 1850—the printing, the inking, the bending of the plates, the aundred hours, or forty working days. Machinery has, it must be
folding and taking-off, the web of paper, the means of cutting it admitted, undoubtedly debased certain industries. The machinelaces of Nottingham are vastly inferior to the patient hand-work of
and of damping it.
In 1857 the Times adopted the ‘‘type revolving printing the Irish or Belgian lace-weaver. Machine-made furniture cannot
machine,” manufactured by Hoe and Co., of New York. It was be compared to mediawval examples, created by the chisel, hammer,
not unlike Applegath’s machine, but the cylinders were horizontal. and saw of the cunning craftsman. But in regard to printing, the
Single sheets were taken in by grippers, conveyed out after printing conditions are about the reverse. The newspaper of to-day is
by tapes, and deposited by self-acting “‘flyers” upon boards. The incontestably better printed than that of a century ago, worked off
distributing surface of the main type cylinder being lower, or less by the laborious process of the hand press. In all technical
in diameter than the forme of types, passed by the impression- requirements popular literature is superior to that of the last
cylinder without touching. The manner of fixing the type on the century. The impression is clearer, the inking more uniform.
cylinder was by means of wedge-shaped column rules, something Whatever some people may say, in their adulatiun of the produclike the keystone of a bridge. This expedient had been patented tions of the medixval printers, there are books now issued from
as far back as 1847. The speéd was limited by the ability of the the press which surpass in nearly every valuable characteristic the
feeders to supply the sheets; complication was caused by having most belauded achie
ts of the Aldi, the Estiennes, or, coming
ten different feeders.
down later, of Baskerville, Bulmer, Bodoni, and the Didots. ImIt was now felt, at the Times office, that until the printing-press provements in style have gone hand in hand with improvements in
was simplified, so as to be available for printing on both sides at one methods, and the development of printing machinery has been as
operation a roll of paper which fea require no laying on, the satisfactory in its results from an wsthetic as from an engineering
most important results dérivable from stereo-plates had not been point of view. The wonderful progress made during the past
secured. Mr. J. A. Wilkinson, of New York, had a tofary web seventy or eighty years has promoted, to 4 degree which it would
machine at work as fat back as 1840; ahd the Bullock Press, be impossible to realise, the freedom and prosperity, the intellipatented in 1863, was put into operation soon after in Philadelphia. gence, and the happiness of the nation.
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AMERICAN ENGINEERING NEWS,
(From a Correspondent. )
The lake shipbuilding trade.—-The lake shipbuilding yards are
very busy and are crowded with orders, At Buffalo, NY, the
Union Dry Lock Company is building two of the largest boats in
the lake marine ; they are the Owego and Chemung, for the Union
vant pass Company, and were designed by Geo. B. Mallory, the
naval architect, of New York. They will cost 300,000 dols. each,
cary Sar eae of freight, and are to have a speed of 16 miles
per hour. The average s)
of the fastest boat now on the water
is 13 miles per hour,
@ Owego will have a double bottom,
forming a water ballast compartment the entire length of the vessel,
She will have a triple expansion marine engine of
5
cylinders, 28in., 42‘5in., and 72in. diameter, stroke 54in. She will
have six steel boilers, steam labour saving apparatus of every kind,
and will be the best , gee vessel of her kind. She is entirely
of steel, 351ft. long, 41ft. beam, 25‘5ft. deep. R. Mills and Co. are
building a steamer with a freight capacity of 2000 tons. At Cleveland, O., sixteen new vessels are in hand, six are built of steel and
fifteen are steamers ; the steel boats are being built by the Globe
Shipbuilding Company. The largest is the Cambria, for the Mutual
Transportation Company, 297ft. long, 39ft. beam, 24ft. moulded
depth. She has a sectional wheel 13ft. in diameter driven by a
triple expansion engine with Ties 24in., 38in., and 6lin. diameter and 42in. stroke, and 1500-I.H.P. She has seven hatches
and several steam hoists, &c., to facilitate the rapid handling of ore,
At Detroit, Mich., the Detroit Dry Dock Company is building eight
vessels, one is of steel with a freight capacity of 2650 tons,
304ft,
long, 40°5ft. beam, 26ft. deep, draft 15°5ft.; two of the
ships will have triple expansion engines. There are several
vessels of less importance, and all the yards are busy. The
following is an estimate of the work now in hand :—Cleveland,
0., 16 vessels, 36,500 tons, 2,340,000 dols.; Bay City, Mich., 9,
18,600, 1,060,000 dols.; Detroit, Mich., 9, 16,200, 1,301,000 dols.;
Buffalo, N.Y., 3, 7600, 735,000 dols.; Trenton, Mich., 3, 5800,
315,000 dols.; Milwaukee, Wis., 2, 4500, 270,000 dols.; Grand
Haven, Mich., 1, 2500, 130,000 dols.; St. Clair, Mich., 1, 2400,
130,000 dols.; Marine City, Mich., 1230, 120,000 dols.; Baraga,
Mich., 1, 1600, 35,000 dols.; Mt. Clemens, 1, 200, 4000 dols.; totals,
47 vessels ;aggregate tonnage, 98,200 tons; total estimated cost,
6,460,000 dols.
An express train safely lighted and heated.—The Boston and
Albany Railroad Company on March 30th ran the first thoroughly
safe train. The train was the regular express from Boston to New
York, leaving Boston at 4.30 p.m.
e cars were lighted b
incandescent electric lamps, the Julien sto
battery being Dm |
one in each car, with sixty cells, weighing about a ton, and giving
a twelve-hours’ supply ; the lights are 16-candle power each. The
heating was effected on the Martin system. Steam is taken from
the boiler of the locomotive and is led through the train by a main
pipe running the entire length of each car. From pipes running
along the sides of the car a double return pipe extends under each
seat, the water caused by condensation passing down to a trap.
The steam can be shut off from any one car without affecting the
rest of the train, and there is no appreciable effect on the performance of the engine. The cost of equipping a car with this heating
apparatus is 200 dols.
New York Underground Railroad.—This company has formulated
an immense project for making New York a
t railroad centre
and for facilitating its large freight traffic.
Under this project the
existing Grand Central Depét at Forty-second-street will be
abandoned, and an immense union depét, for passengers and
freight, erected at Morrisania with extensive yards, sheds, &c.;
this will be the terminus of the New York Central and Hudson
River Railroad, the New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad,
the New York City and Northern Railroad, and the New York and
Harlem Railroad, which now run to the Grand Central Depét.
The Suburban Rapid Transit Railroad, which is the extension,
north of the Harlem river, of the New York Elevated Railroad—
Second Avenue line—will also connect with the new depdt. An
eight track line is to be built along the New Jersey shore to connect with all the trunk lines centreing there, and crossing the
Hudson river by a cantilever bridge at Fort Lee will form
aon
route to the new depdt, crossing the Harlem river by a large steel
bridge. To facilitate the freight traffic of the city an elevated
railroad will be built along the water front streets on both sides of
the city, with sidings and switches into the warehouses of all the
large railroad, ship, and transport companies, as well as into all the
large factories, warehouses, &c. The underground railroad, which
is the ostensible purpose of the company, will be a double track
line, for passenger traffic only, from the Battery to Forty-secondstreet, with branches to the most important railroad ferry houses
at which street it will connect with the present tracks from the
Grand Central DepSt, over which the trains will run to the new
Morrisania depdt.
Coast defences.—General Henry L. Abbott has been lecturing on
the necessity of increasing the coast defences of this country, and
ro ata quarters it is being urged that immediate steps should be
taken.
Government ordnance foundry.—Plans are being considered by
the Secretary of the Navy for the oy of the ba ar
Navy-yard as an ordnance foundry.
ost of the large machine
tools must be procured from abroad, so that it will be two years
before large guns can be turned out, but in the meantime guns up
to 6in. calibre can be made. Captain Rush R. Wallace will be the
jant.
©
d
McCormick will be inspector of
ordnance, and A. G. Menocal, civil engineer.
Locomotive cylinder proportions.—The Master Mechanics’ Association has issued a circular to railroad master mechanics asking
what rules they recommend for calculating the dimensions o
cylinders for
nger locomotives when the boiler pressure
diameter of and weight on drivers are given, with recommendations
as to departures from these rules in the case of freight and switch
engines. The circular asks the reasons for the adoption of these
rules, demonstrations of their correctness by results, whether the
diameter of drivers is taken when new or half worn, and what percentage of boiler pressure is assumed for average cylinder
pressure.
A railroad for Santo Domingo.—The Government of Santo
Domingo has granted to an American company, composed of New
York capitalists, and headed by General Horatio C. King as president, a concession for a railroad, with land grants amounting to
about 500,000 acres and exemption from taxes. The company has
been organised as the Santo Domingo Central Railroad Company.
The main line will be from Barahona on the south side to a port
on the north side, a distance of 150 miles. Branches will be built,
making a total length of about 250 miles.
GERMAN SHIPBUILDING.—In the “‘ Germania ” shipbuilding works
at Kiel work is being actively proceeded with on the large contract
booked by the company some time ago for the Turkish Government.
This is for torpedo-boats and ‘‘catchers” of the types now most in
favour by our own Government. The order includes nine torpedoboats of about 128ft. long by 15ft. 9m. beam and 3Sft. 3in. deep,
one 140ft. long by 15ft. 61n.
m, and two chasers of considerable
size—one 230ft. long, and the other 180ft. long. Recently the company has turned out a first-class cruiser, preliminary speed trials
with which have yielded the gratifying result of 214 knots per hour,
and that with very inferior coal.
is vessel is 318ft. long by 32ft.
broad, a remarkably narrow beam for the noes when compared
with our new cruisers of the ‘‘Orlando” type. Her midship section
is fine, but the water-lines are straight, and tending to fulness
rather than otherwise. The speed attained is certainly noteworthy,
and reflects credit on the firm producing the vessel. ‘The “Cermania” Shipbuilding Company, whoké engine works are in Berlin
aré cortainly preésing forward in thé éémpetition for the supply o
war ships for the Great Powers,
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THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Few ironworks began the week after the holidays with a large accumulationof orders. Mostly, the millsand forges have been deticientof
enough specifications to afford full employment to the hands, Those
which have resulted from the sales effected at the quarterly meetings
have proved to be under the average ; but as some buyers who
sana attend the Wolverhampton and Birmingham meetings were
last week absent in connection with their Easter holidays, it is hoped
that now that these customers know what were the prices determined upon, they will not continue the waiting policy which they
had begun to adopt before the meetings came off.
The suspension of me ryJon account of the United States is the
chief feature of current business, Indents are conspicuous by
their absence, and speculative offers are at much too lowa figure to
arrest the attention of makers. Home customers, availing themselves of the position, are likewise seeking to buy at impossible
figures. Reasonable terms receive prompt attention; and on
such terms valid requirements are promptly satisfied. And certain
of the orders which have this week been received demonstrate the
narrowness of stocks in the possession of both merchants and
manipulators alike of iron and of steel.
Few commodities have been quicker to respond to the demand
for easier rates than certain brands of high-class hematite pigs.
These were easy to buy to-day—Thursday—at a good half-crown
ander the prices confidently asked at the quarterly meeting in
Wolverhampton. This week 52s, 6d. easy would buy such iron.
Nevertheless there were firms who make a medium quality of such
iron who neither yesterday in Wolverhampton, or to-day in Birmingham, would accept any less money than they were before
asking. In such case earlier sales embrace their total output for
some few months to come, though all their available furnaces
should be kept going.
As before, so also now, these makers when forced to quote, asked
prices that it was known would be rejected. By the time the
orders now in hand are worked off, ‘“‘the Yankee—they intimate
in the phrase of the market—will come on again.”
There is an active enquiry this week for double-sawn crop ends
of steel rails. These are ends of rails freed of their fangs and
suitable for reheating and slitting up into numerous oblong sections
which the cutlers and the rest in Sheffield and Birmingham display
much ingenuity in adapting to requirements before Secheaget by
steel made for the purpose.
This article has lately been selling at 60s. a ton, and the demand
has been so considerable that the market is practically bare of it,
yet consumers decline to give a price 5s, under that figure.
Though at their meeting in Birmingham last week the galvanisers
resolved to make no alteration in prices, there is yet a somewhat
severe competition going on, and the makers of the black sheets find
it imposible to realise the prices of a fortnight ago. Doubles have
this week rarely realised £6 7s. 6d., galvanisers protesting that
£6 5s. is too high a rate, while for trebles they are even less
inclined to give £7 5s.
Medium iron bars are less pressed at the moment by steel bars.
These last are somewhat stronger this week, £6 5s. being now
firmly demanded, But soft steel bars, on the contrary, are somewhat lower, and are to be occasionally bought at a little over £5,
the price of common iron bars, which in their turn are a shade
weaker.
The demand for common tin-plates for export is scarcely so brisk
in this district as before the termination of the strike in Wales.
Inasmuch as 12s, 6d, easy per box is now being accepted free on
board in Swansea, Staffordshire, and,Worcestershire, tin-plate firms
are out of the competition for sheets for the United States required
in such services as petroleum cans and meat and fruit tins. The
same applies also to the Russian and a portion of the Australian
trade in the same article. Yet a fair business is at the same time
under execution for Australia in the higher qualities, and in sheets
for stamping and for working-up purposes of the quality usually
rolled by the tin-plate firms,
Tinned sheets of the ‘‘ Cookley K,” brand are 26s.; Cookley SS,”
24s.; ‘‘Cookley,” 238.; black ‘‘Dibdale,” 8s.; ‘‘ K.B.C.,”
9s.;
“Crown,” 10s. 10d.; ‘*C.SS charcoal,” 14s. 10d.; ‘‘Knight’s charcoal,” 18s, 10d.—all per box at the works,
Knight's Crown bars are £7 ; plough bars, £9 ; and charcoal bars
£15—also at the works.
The quotations of Messrs. E, P. and W. Baldwin at date are :—
Severn singles, £10; Wilden B., 411; BB., £12; singles, £11.
Upon doubles an extra 20s, to 30s. per ton is quoted, and upon
lattens a further 20s, to 30s. Charcoal sheets are £15; best charcoal £18, and extra qualities £21,
Local iron and steelmasters are encouraged to hope for a better
export demand as the year advances by the nature of the Board of
Trade returns for March. These manifest that the iron and steel
trades still show a steady and improving advance, the total quantity exported for the month being 342,934 tons, against
255,210
tons for the agen reg month of last year, an increase of 87,724
tons, or 34 per cent.
e value was £2,115,050, an increase of
£320,387, or 15 per cent.; but the prices have not proportionately improved. In pig and puddled there was an increase of
£87,795, or 62 per cent. ;in bar and angle, &c., £14,337, or 13 per
cent.; in wire, £1723, or 34 per cent.; telegraphic wire, £37,135,
or 103 per cent.; cast and wrought, £45,644, or 13 per cent.; old
iron, £63,672, or 141 per cent.; and unwrought steel, £82,101, or
65 per cent. Railroad iron, on the other hand, shows a decrease
of £35,746, or 11°6 per cent, The following are the figures
relating to values :—
Month of March.
Iron.
1886,
1887.
£
£
Pigand puddled.. .. .. .. «. «. 141,878 .. .. 229,678
Bar,
1, GO, cc ce ce ce ce oe BOB ARR:.. .. 1SB,008
Railroad... a
eS.
Se
me
eR
Telegraphic ditto .. .. .. .. .. 86,166 .. .. 78,800
Castand wrought .. .. .. .. .. 847,868 .. .. 898,512
Hoops, sheets; &c. .. .. os o +s 818,256 .. .. 246,911
NOIR Ss ants o> oc
45,007 .. .. 108,679
Steel, unwrought..
125,476 .. .. 207,577
Hardware and cutlery
248,682 .. .. 257,180
Machinery .. . ..
564,252 .. .. 651,631
Steam engines
268,580 ..
255,084
The following are the figures showing the tonnage of iron
shipped :—
Month of March.
1886,
1887.
Iron,
Tons.
Tons.
NO
Gere
ee
Bar, angle, &c. ue om ok ee ee nn” cs, on Te
ee
ay
58,776 . . 57,745
Wire
PO Y
8,572.
8,479
Hoops, sheets, &c
25,502 .
27,516
Tin
na! neh
28,150 .
83,598
Cast and wrought
81,880 .. .. 84,609
nag
15,520 .. .. 86,190
STEEL.
i, _ a
earn
es
©
Steelandironcombined .. .. .. .. 2,187 .. .. 1,210
The iron main business is ata low ebb, and prices are sadly cut up.
Not a little of the quietude is traceable to the indisposition of the
Board of Trade to permit free My any: by the metropolitan
water companies at a time when there is every prospect of the
several concerns being taken over by the municipalities or by the
Government ;and pressure has had occasionally to be put upon
the Board of Trade. That authority has had to be told that
unless
they relax their restrictions the companies will be in the position
of men who will be subjected to pains and penalties for not doing
that which such restrictions preclude them from doing. Orders
are now under execution for mains which could not have been
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bought if the water companies had not taken this action, and the
Board of Trade had not judiciously yielded.
A ~ 4 uantity of wrought and cast ironwork is being required
by the Huddersfield Corporation in
tion with a contemplated
wholesale market, which is to cover an area of 2655 square yards.
It is anticipated that next week a general strike in all branches
of the Cradley Heath chain trade will be declared.
The Birmingham, Tame, and Rea District Draii
Board are
being congratulated upon a new development which is just now
occurring of their system. It has long been felt by the Works
Committee that when the success of the system of irrigation by the
effluent sewage had been demonstrated on the farm of the board,
other agriculturists in the neighbourhood would be desirous of
sharing in the advantage, and that by that means a wider area
would be available for the final filtration of the effluent through
the soil, A commencement has now been made in this direction
by an arrangement with an agriculturist whose lands adjoin those
of the board to irrigate fifty acres of such land.
A meeting of the Walsall Chamber of C
ce was held on
Monday, when a communication was announced from the Waroffice requesting the Chamber to ascertain whether the publication
of prices in tenders accepted by them would be of advantage to
the contractors themselves and to the community at large. It was
decided that before a replywas sent the secretary should communicate with the chief manufacturers in the district, and obtain their
opinion upon the matter.
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Manchester.—The depression in the iron trade of this district
seems to increase rather than decrease, and the second quarter of
the year has opened with only a very discouraging outlook. There
is a continued absence of new work of any weight coming forward,
and makers and users of iron seem to be each waiting to see which
will have to give way the first. So far as the market in its present inanimate condition affords any means of judging, it is
unquestionably in the favour of buyers. Makers are, of course,
expecting that very shortly consumers will be compelled to come
into the market to renew their contracts, and they are holding on
as firmly as possible to present rates; but these keep them out of
the market, and in the meantime their position is being weakened
by the underselling of merchants and speculative operators, who
are prepared to entertain any business that is offering at considerably under current rates, whilst consumers, seeing the downward
course that prices are taking, simply buy from hand to mouth.
The chief source of weakness is, no doubt, the excessively low
figures at which warrants are now being quoted, and which are so
far below the prices asked m3 makers, that speculators are
encouraged to “bear” the market; and makers, as they have to
seek for orders, are being forced down in their prices, which seem
to be gradually getting back to pretty near the low rates that were
ruling prior to the close of last year.
The Manchester iron market on Tuesday brought together about
an average attendance, but business was extremely slow, and where
sales were made lower prices had to be taken. For pig iron there
was little or no inquiry of any weight. Lancashire makers,
although they have come down slightly on their quoted rates, are
still quite out of the market. For forge and foundry qualities they
are quoting about 38s. to 39s., less 2}, as their minimum for
delivery equal to Manchester, but there are Lancashire brands to
be bought from makers at about 37s, to 37s. 6d., less 2}, and there
are some sellers at even 6d. per ton under these figures. For outside brands makers’ quoted prices remain much about the same as
last week, but in most cases they are prepared to entertain offers
at about 6d. under the list rates, and there is keen underselling
both in Scotch and Middlesbrough iron where business can be done.
Makers of hematites are still holding on to about late rates, but
they are being undersold by merchants and dealers to the extent
of quite 2s, to 3s. per ton.
In the manufactured iron trade business is still very slow, and
makers generally have great difficulty in finding sufficient work to
keep their forges going. Quoted prices remain on the basis of £5
per ton for good qualities of bars delivered into the Manchester
district, but where there are anything like fav
ble specifications
for prompt delivery to be got makers are not very firm in holding
out for their full prices, and in a good many cases £4 17s. 6d. per
ton is being taken rather than allow orders to pass.
From some of the machine tool makers I receive reports of an
improvement in trade, and here and there firms are getting
decidedly busier, but this is not at all general, and the prevailing
reports are still anything but encouraging. There are very few
engineering works that are what may be termed fully employed,
in most cases a Hy but very indifferently supplied with work,
and any orders that are got are competed for quite as keenly as
ever, with the result that work is frequently taken at unremunerative prices, simply to keep the shops going.
The engineering section of the Manchester Exhibition is now in
so forward a state that a very fair opinion can be formed as to how
this important branch of industry will be represented, and a brief
outline of the general characteristics of the exhibit will be of interest.
The superficial area covered by this section of the Exhibition is
about 150,000 square feet, independent of the large boiler-house,
in which ten 30ft. by 8ft. Galloway boilers have been laid down,
whilst the number of exhibitors is about 400. The boilers are
already under steam, and they will supply motive power to four
separate engines, which have been put down respectively by
Messrs, Hick, Hargreaves and Co., Musgrave and Co., Woods and
Co., of Bolton, and Messrs. Daniel Adamson and Co., of Hyde;
and these engines, which are capable of transmitting upwards of
1000-horse_ power, will furnish the power for the machinery in
motion. The whole of the main driving is by rope, the power in
several instances being transmitted from shaft to shaft by
means of double belts, and there are six ran
of shafting running the whole length of the building, 510ft., to give
motion to the exhibits along their respective lines. To prevent
radiation of heat, the steam pipes in this section are carried in a
culvert outside the building, and at every 30ft. there are branch
connections, The chief feature of this section of the Exhibition
will, of course, be the display of textile machinery, and this occuies a bay 50ft. wide, running from end to end of the building.
ere the various manufacturing processes in connection with
almost every description of fibre will be shown, and cotton will be
treated from the scutcher to the loom, with all the most modern
improvements in the various intermediary processes of manufacture. After the cloth leaves the loom, the several processes of
sizing and finishing will be shown, with the most recent
improvements in calico-printing machinery, one machine printing simultaneously in ten different colours, Gas engines
will form a very important section, and amongst them
there will be several new inventions which have never
been seen before, whilst in the grounds outside will be seen
apparatus for making the Dowson economic gas, the paraffin patent
gas, the Mansfield gas, and other interesting processes,
ps
will form a prominent class in this section, the chief makers
evidently endeavouring to outvie each other in the size and quality
of their respective exhibits. In heavy machine tools there will be
some of the finest examples that have ever been brought together,
and which will illustrate the enormous progress that has been
made in the development of s
and accuracy of work; whilst in
the lighter class of tools quite a number of novelties
are being
shown. Steam hammers are being shown by the best known
makers, and there will also be a
display of the most approved
types of fuel economisers, Confectionery and jam-making
machinery, the manufacture of hats, brush making, eo
shoe making, and other manufacturing processes will beshown in
operation ;and in corn grinding there will be illustrations both of
roller milling and stone dressing. In the still machinery section
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there will be a number of very fine exhibits, some of them partaking of an educational character, and such as have not been seen
in any previous Exhibition. Amongst the most interesting will be
a series of exhibits showing the process of iron and steel manufacture from the ore to various descriptions of finished goods, and
there will be a magnificent display of six splendid locomotives
supplied by the principal makers in the country, showing the
most recent progress in this branch of railway engineering, and in
contrast to these will be a model of the old Rocket, made by Mr.
Webb, of Crewe. The very forward condition of this portion of
the exhibition, which is probably in a more complete state than
ne! other section, is an evidence of the energy with which the
exhibitors have set themselves to work to bring together
what will be the finest display of engineering appliances
and machinery that has ever been collected in one Exhibition, and is very creditable to the management, which has
been in the hands of Mr. R. H. Jackson, who held the position of
assistant-superintendent at the Inventions Exhibition, and had
the entire charge of the machinery section at the recent Liverpool
Exhibition. In no previous Exhibition has so important a section
been so far advanced a fortnight before the formal opening ; and I
may add that the work of getting the various exhibits into position
has been
tly facilitated
by the portable railway, about a mile
and a-half in extent, which, with turntable, points, crossings, &c.,
has been laid down in the Exhibition by De Cauville, of Paris, and
which, when any particular road has been temporarily blocked, has
enabled exhibits to be carried without difficulty by other routes to
their destination, and thus prevented numerous delays which would
otherwise have been inevitable.
In the coal trade there is a steady business doing, and with the
fom ones that in the better pre + cet coal a aa
little givng way, prices generally are
being well maintained.
At
the pit pA Testhouse-fire coal averages 8s. 6d. to 9s.; seconds.
7s. to 7s. 6d.; common house coal, 5s. 9d. to 6s, 3d.; steam and
forge coals, 5s, 3d. to 5s. 6d.; burgy, 4s. 6d. to 4s. 9d.; best slack,
3s. 6d. up to 4s.; and common, 2s. tid. to 3s. per ton.
For shipments the demand continues fairly good, and delivered
at the high level, Liverpool, or the Garston Docks, prices average
7s. to 7s. 3d. per ton.
The question of miners’ wages is again coming to the front, and
it is not impossible that with the close of the present month some
reduction on the rates now being paid may be put in force.
Barrow.—There is again a weaker tone to note in the hematite
pig iron trade. The demand has fallen off, especially from American sources, and there is not so much doing on home account, but
makers are well placed for orders, and it is probable that activity
in an industrial sense will be maintained at the iron works in the
district for several months to come, notwithstanding the fact that
large stocks are held at makers’ works and elsewhere. But the
eat weight of iron in hand is for the most part held by secondand dealers and speculators who are disposed to clear out at lower
prices on a falling market. This is one of the most unfortunate
features of speculative sales. They help a market up, certainly,
but they do a great injury to trade when prices are declining, and
when negotiations with producers are necessarily cut off by the
lower rates at which holders of stock are inclined to sell. Prices
are now quoted at 45s. per ton for mixed numbers of Bessemer
iron, net f.o.b., or at makers’ works. But holders of iron
are asking 42s. 6d. upwards. Of course special brands are fetching
the full figure, and some of the largest makers who are well
employed, and have plenty of orders in hand, are still quoting
47s. 6d. per ton. At present makers, generally speaking, are doing
no business at all.
e question is whether the iron market is
declining to the low position it beld last autumn before the advance
in prives, consequent on an improved demand, set in. There are
many reasons to believe that for at least six months this will not be
the case, as makers are independent of orders, and baxbagcan only
deal with large holders at present prices, while stocks altogether
do not represent more than the deliveries of three months. The
steel trade is briskly employed on heavy goods, but a weak trade
is shown in merchant qualities of metal. Rails, however, have
declined in price, and makers’ quotations for heavy sections, which
a month ago were £4 6s. per ton net f.o.b., are now £4 1s, 3d. net
f.o.b. Billets, which are in good demand, are quoted at £4 per
ton. Shipbuilders still occupy a very inactive position, and not
only are the yards practicall
, and next to no work proceeding,
but the prospect of new orders is very poor, while the engineering,
boiler making, and kindred branches are in ar. equally unsatisfactory
position. The iron ore trade is quite firm, although prices show a
slight decline. Speculative sales are quoted at 9s. 9d. to 10s. 9d.
per ton net at mines, but some of the largest raisers are not in a
position to quote at all. The coal and coke trades are fairly
employed, and there is a general good demand for steam qualities.
Shipping is much more busily employed, and
shipments of
Mar are to be made during the season. A new line of steamers
under the management of Messrs. Tapscott is about to ply between
Barrow and Montreal, chiefly with rails and other classes of steel.
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Is it generally known that under former patent laws Government
claimed the right of ss anything they chose, of British
invention, without acknowledgment or reward! Eleven years
a Sheffield manufacturer, who has made himself a name in the
manipulation of steel, secured a patent for the production of
common and shrapnel shell and other similar projectiles, which
were cast the shape and thickness required, and were not liable to
be over-heated.
Forging was dispensed with, and the walls were
greatly reduced in thickness. They were subjected to most severe
tests, some of them indeed being fired three times over without
bursting or breaking up, and nearly double the charges could be
inserted therein.
Years passed, and nothing further was heard
until two years ago, when the patentee discovered that the Service
had adopted the principle. Since that date, the inventor assures
me, the common and shrapnel shells have been almost, if not
entirely, manufactured of steel, and are made so to-day to the
extent of probably 2000 tons per year. He never received the
slightest acknowledgment for his pains, and when, with a view of
attempting legally to enforce his claims, he consulted counsel he was
referred to the fact that Government under former patent lawsclaimed
the right to take what they chose without paying anything. for it.
Inventors are more fortunately fixed now. The
iser projectile,
which was made in cast iron—soft iron body with a chilled
point—obtained for its inventor considerable honours and
some £25,000 in cash. For many years it was regarded as
an admirable projectile, but it is now unavailing against
compound plates. Originally, the common shell was also
cast in a softer cast iron, as well as the shrapnel shell.
The increased power of the
, and the increased powder charges
forced into the common and shrapnel shell burst them, and it was
impossible to increase the thickness to fit in the guns, for they
were already too thick by half internally to get strength, and the
thicker they were made the less charge they carried. Various
schemes were devised to overcome this difficulty. Some shells
were forged and made out of sheets and plates, and built up; but
none
ded until the Sheffield steel manufacturer hit upon his
scheme, for which, as I have said, he did not even receive thanks,
So far as known, prior to the date of this invention, none were ever
supplied cast hollow in steel. When supplied as forged the
hollow chamber and plug-holes for charging had to be drilled
out of the solid, and all the forged and built-up shells had to
pass through various forging and mechanical processes. They
were practically useless. If made sufficiently hard to penetrate they were too brittle, and broke up; if made softer,
they failed to
penetrate and ‘“‘set up,” like a dumpling.
All these difficulties were overcome, after great cost and
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much thought; and steel armour-piercing
projectiles were also employers. They held a meeting on Tuesday last, and decided to
made hollow and lighter, and could = supplied more cheaply and reopen the pits forthwith to all in favour of recommencing work at
the reduction originally demanded. It was further agreed thata
quickly than other steel shells. Being cast in steel they
reduction should be made in the wages of deputies
ter
tive and cohesive —
and were no doubt the proportionate
off-hand men, and that a sliding scale should be formulated
steel projectiles known until
advent of the French projece@ executive committee of
tiles. The inventor
_ come SS, Gaene ee
oe for the future regulation of wages.
unrecognised in any way;
to a
unkindness,
the the colliers have also met to consider the situation, The wages
Govseninnnh, Setiandal
ing English firms who could make committee have resigned their positions, and new ballot papers
manufacturers—Firminy and have been issued to —— — eligi desire to elect a new
they are still in an uncompromising
Still, he has continued to give close attention wages committee, or whether
observers are of opinion thatthe
tothesubject, with
the result that he has again come to the front with mood, Outside and disinterested
a steel shell, for which he claims very distinct advantages. Atrialof strike is on its last legs, and that a week or two at the furthest
his new shell has been made, and I have already
given
broad will be sufficient to terminate it, and that on the employers’ terms.
results
inTa ENGINEER, Briefiy, thisGin, steel
shellof Sheffield Had the colliers left their case in the hands of their officials at the
manufacture
through a
compound plate on the same beginning, they would have obtained much better terms, and
day as a Yin. = shell, four times the weight, failed against a would have avoided all the loss and suffering which have occurred
12in. plate. A steel shot weighing 4001b., a chilled shot and a since through their unreasoning obstinacy.
cast steel shell of similar
ts, were recently
againsta The shipbuilding trade on the north-east coast seems in a some10}in. compound plate on
the Nettle gunship at Portsmouth. what uncertain and variable condition. At Stockton-on-Tees, six
Locally, manufacturers complain that these experiments
are unfair. steamers are in course of construction. There are, however, many
One of them, ‘‘A Steelmaker, who is also an
iner,” puts the idle berths, and not sufficient orders on the books to replace the
case thus in the Sheffield 7
:—“ A 6in. — are tyne) vessels in hand, when the time comes for them to leave Thepert,
At Whitby a number of shares in local steamers have just
is expected to go through a
compound
whi
three other, foreigners’, shells, weighing 4001b., each, cannot sold by auction. One-sixty-fourth share in the Everilda, a steamer
of 1950 tons carrying capacity, was sold for £132. A similar share
ve andi BgmentiiSe in tye
such e:sperinents,
imen
does the
the in the Matthew Bedlington, built five¥ ne ago, and having a
Whyy does
ox an English makerto do with
a 100 Ib. shot what capacity of 3100 tons, was sold for £251. Several other shares
a foreign maker cannot do with a 400lb.? Any one will perceive which were offered were not sold, but the reserve prices were very
nearly reached.
% unfairness Brice tte Se 4 of ary emg gyag
— the various exhibits which are now arriving day by day
peaking in Brightside,
weel
e Right Hon.
+ Mundella, M.P., made a vig
protest against the Government pro- at the Jubilee Exhibition at Newcastle-on-Tyne is a magnificent
pound express |
tive from the Gateshead railway shops.
duction of steel at Woolwich on a large scale. He stated pretty
distinctly that an arrangement had been come to whereby the It has been made under the superintendence of Mr. Worsdell,
Sheffield manufacturers by making extensions to their
uctive and to the design patented by himself and Herr von Borries.
powers, were not to have the Woolwich authorities as rivals; and The high-pressure cylinder is 18in. in diameter and the low-presyet, unknown to their superior officers(Mr. Mundella declared) sure one 26in., the stroke common to both being 24in. The
very large extensions
been made at Woolwich. This is a driving wheels are 6ft, 8in. in diameter. The valve gear is
question which is not likely to rest here. Our Sheffield firms are now arranged on David Joy’s patent system. The engine is magnifited, and is altogether a fine
imen of
— -ey etn gece Amara ee
with the result cently painted and d
modern
lish mechanical engineering. Messrs, John Fowler and
t they are rapidly a
ing a
ciency for producing
have sent a special
Pp
tive fitted with
steel
i cuameelied karan orekgnfirms. They will naturally Co., of
expect the Government to carry out their part of the contract, and a crane. The latter is worked independently of the propelling
not deprive them of work with which to keep these large appliances power, and is capable of lifting three or five tons, me to the
gearing used.
e same firm have also sent two compound semiin operation.
; and a narrow
During the first quarter of the year the Yorkshire collieries have portable engines, with automatic expansion
largely increased their
to Hull, as well as their export gauge locomotive suitable for miniature railways with light traffic.
business from Hull. For the quarter, the Yorkshire collieries sent A large road locomotive from the works of Messrs. Richard Garrett
to Hull 361,352 tons, being an increase of no less than 91,736 = Sons, of Leiston, Suffolk, has just been placed in the West
rt.
tons on the corresponding quarter
of 1886. The coal ex
during the same period was 150,431 tons, as compared with 71,689
tons in the quarter ending March, 1886. The
t increases
are
shown by France, Germany, Italy, and Sweden and Norway.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent. )
THE pig iron trade of Scotland is fairly active as far as the
deliveries and shipments are concerned. The past week's shipments
THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
were comparatively good, amounting to 9160 tons, as compared
with 7683 in the same week of last year. Itis also noteworthy
(From our own Correspondent.)
that the export season to Canada has begun, a shipment of 607 tons
ALTHOUGH the shipping season has fairly commenced, and having
been maga to the Dominion in the course of the past
exports are i
i
tisfactorily, the Cleveland pig iron trade week, while
2150 tons were sent to Russia. It is hoped that the
is in no better condition. The outlook is in fact exceedingly navigation
now being open to these countries, that we shall see an
gloomy, and prices are still tending downwards.
increase
in
the
exports. During the week two furnaces were put
The market held at Middlesbrough on Tuesday last was thinly in blast at Eglinton
and one at Langloan; while one was put out at
attended, and only a few unim
t transactions took
Ironworks, which are now completely idle, and it is not
Certain speculators who bought in January, and are unable to hold Quarter
expected
that
smelting
of ordinary pig iron will be resumed there.
any
, are selling at the best price they can obtain, and this
total number of furnaces blowing is 79, as against 77 in the
tends to weaken the market. The value of No. 3 g.m.b., which The
preceding
week
and
97
at
the same date last year. Considerable
on the 12th inst. was 34s. 6d. per ton, fell towards
the end of last additions continue to be made
to the stock of pig iron in Messrs.
week to 34s. 3d.; and on Tuesday 34s. was accepted se
Connal
aud
Co.'s
G
ww
stores,
delivery. Neither buyers nor sellers are
ting for forward
Business
was
very
depressed
in the
tive warrant market,
delivery, and it is di
t to say what price would be taken.
declining to 41s, cash, from which some recovery
Makers are still able keep out of the market, and in view of the the quotations
place.
fact that they are reducing their stocks, ee
does not
The current market values of makers’ pigs are:—Gartsherrie,
seem a very bad one. Forge iron is still qu
at 33s.
per ton, f.o.b.
at G
w, per ton, No. 1, 48s., No. 3, 43s.; Coltness, 54s.
but slightly less has been taken.
and
44s, 6d.;
joan, 50s. 6d. to 46s.; Summerlee, 52s. and 43s. ;
Stevenson, Jaques, and Co.’s current quotations are:—‘‘ Acklam Calder,
51s.
and
42s. 6d.; Carnbroe, 44s. and 40s. 6d.; Clyde, 47s.
hematite,” Siewk Nos., 45s. per ton; ‘‘Acklam Yorkshire”—Cleve42s.; Monkland, 42s. 9d. and 39s.; Govan, at
ielaw,
land—No. 3, 36s.; ‘“‘Acklam basic,” 36s.; refined iron, 48s. to 63s. and
9d. and 39s.; Shotts, at Leith, 48s. 6d. and 45s.; Carron, at
Warrants are weaker than makers’ iron. The price current on 42s.
Grangemouth, 52s. and 44s. 6d.; on
at Ardrossan, 48s.
Tuesday, both at Middlesbrough and Glasgow, was 33s. 10}d. per =
a
42s, 9d. and 38s.
9d.; Dalmellington, 44s. 6d.
ton, but buyers were scarce even at that low figure.
For the frst time for several months the stock of pig iron in The malleable iron makersof Lanarkshire complain that business
Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough stores has begun to
getting slack, and that orders
come to hand slowly. On the other
decrease. The quantity held on Monday last was 329,669 tons, is
the activity is well sustained in the steel
e.
= represents a
reduction of fifty tons during the preceding hand
The —
Institute of Scotland has had under consideration
wee!
the
Mines
Bill,
and
has
resolved
to
signify
approval
of it, subjectto
Shipments are increasing satisfactorily. Between the Ist and
18th inclusive of the present month, 45,769 tons of pig iron were certain modifications.
shi
at Middlesbrough, which compares favourably with the
SRLStons
shipped in ‘the corresponding portion of theprevious
mon
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
The finished iron trade is still in a discouraging
condition.
Fresh orders are scarce and prices are no better.
esday the
(From our own Correspondent.)
quotations given were as follows, poate | aT £4 10s, per
ton; common bars, £4 12s, 6d.; and angles, £4 7s. 6d. All free on _ Wir the ending of the holidays, a little better tone has prevailed
in the coal trade, and exports generally are looking up. Some
trucks at makers’ works, Jess 4 per cent. discount.
The demand for steel is quiet and prices are as follows, viz.:— collieries are doing well, and maki aayebony oe In the Rhondda
n totalling closely up to
rails, £4 2s. 6d. per ton; ship plates, £6 5s.; and angles, £5 15s.; valley this week the Clydach Vale
1800 tons a day, and the manager thinks in a short time to bring
subject to the usual terms and conditions,
The Cleveland district ye oelost one of its ablest engineers by it up to 2000 tons. In the face of such enormous results from one
the death of Mr. Samuel
frey. He had been somewhat deli- colliery it is no wonder that trade flags now and then, The coal
cate
for years, and in 1880 made a voyage to New Zealand for the there is 7ft. 6in. thick, and resembles a quarry.
Great improvements are being carried out in the Plymouth
benefit of his health, with en
ing results. The long-continued
east winds which have recently
ed proved too much for him, os and a great increase may be expected soon from the
and he died of pneumonia on the 18th inst. Mr. Godfrey came
uth pi
originally from South Wales, his father and
dfather having The coal trade seems improving in respect of quantity, but prices
revailing in respect of best steam from
both belonged to the same profession as himself. It is said that are stationary, oo
to
. f.0.b, Cardiff. In some instances sales have
the latter was the inventor of the cataract which is so important a detail of the
ish engine.
At the age of been effected at 8s. House coal is slightly drooping in price. No.3
twenty-four, Mr. Godfrey was selected by the late Mr. John is quoted 8s. 6d. f.0.b. Small steam from 4s., with a trifling imVaughan as his chief mechanical engineer, and the field of his provement in demand for best samples.
In the case of the Abercarn colliers a strike has been brought
operations was thenceforward Middlesbrough, Witton Park, and
the neighbouring colliery districts. When Messrs. Bolckow and about. The os been worked at night every alternate week,
Vaughan handed over their business to the limited company which and the day shift men complain that by this their wages have been
still bears their name, Mr. Godfrey remained as chief engineer lessened, and the pit too much crowded. Unless an arrangement
under the late Mr. Edward Williams ; and it was then that he had is brought about, the hands will be brought up forthwith. Some
to bear the chief responsibility of the arrangement and construction are up already.
Newport coal trade has been slacker, on account of the holidays,
of the Eston Steelworks. Altogether, he was in the service of
Messrs. Bolekow, Vaughan, and Co., for twenty-six years; and when the coasting total being only 17,000 tons. Swansea, on the other
he left, a handsome service of silver plate and
guineas were — vad m busier ; total last week, coal exports, close upon
J
8.
presented to him, as a testimonial from the other members of the
A mass meeting of colliers has been held at Tredegar, addressed
staff and the workmen. Mr. Godfrey died at the age of 54, and
by Mr. Abraham, M.P. The subjects discussed were the Mines
leaves a wife and nine children to mourn his loss.
lation Amendment Bill, some clauses of which were approved,
The
t strike in the Northumberland coal trade seems
gradually approaching anend. Last week the ae
sent a and some, as Mr. Abraham pomted out, objectionable, as the
formal communication to the workmen’s executive, declining to ner er = the hf interests of - ieries, such as a te
meeting passed resolutions
approving
of short
submit the question to arbitration. Fresh ballot papers were then weig'ighing.
issued, to ascertain whether the strike should
continued, or pay: Inthe Merthyr district a mass meeting of colliers has also
n held, with the object of —
unionism amongst the
whether the executive should be empowered to make the best
ere is some degree of signifi cance
terms they could for a settlement. The result of this ballot colliers of England and Wales.
was a decided majority in favour of a no-surrender policy. in pedmovement, but so far it cannot be stated that paid agitators
is decision was come to in spite of the fact that eleven are at wo!
The iron trade is moderately good; demand for steel rails not
weeks have already been lost. The subscriptions received
; for bars, tin and merchant, better. Swansea im:
from various quarters have proved totally inadequate, and so
the sufferings of the colliers are now intense. The
ballot showed
rom OEGa.
Poompectswo woud. aappear r tolera
Sclauhhy
gith,sock. thee
that although a majority were in favour of continuing the strike, a Sioa
very respectable
minority would be glad to
to work
on
is im
mg hetye legar,
the bestterms obtalnabis. This wast ofunatinity ansong thomen wi
has been naturally regarded as a proof of weakness by the large quantities, \Treforest steel works are being repaired. I

Apri,

22, 1887.

regret to hear that Mr. Godfrey, engineer, of Middlesbrough, who
had a good deal to do in the fitting up of Treforest, and was consulting engineer at Cyfarthfa, is dead.
The character of the tin-plate trade may be
ed as rather
perplexing, the make increases steadily and the sales increase, but
prices have a tendency to droop. This is due to the needy portion
on the list of makers who cannot afford to make for stock, and
thus accept reduced fi
Prices for ordinary cokes are anything above 12s. 3d.
‘ew advances are had by 3d., the general
course is by 1}d., and 12s, 44d. to 12s, 104d. includes pretty well
the business done. Best brands by the principal makers command
13s. ; Bessemers’ sell at this, and in some few cases at 13s. 3d. ;
Siemens’ command 13s. 6d. to 13s, 9d., and even 14s, Over 47,000
boxes were shipped from Swansea last week, and the stocks there
now are nearly 30,000 boxes less than at the
beginning of the year,
Swansea impo!
650 tons of pig last week, and 137 tons of scrap
Preparations are active in Cardiff for the season in improving the
route to Weston and putting on new lines of steamers.
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent. )
THERE is little change to note this broken week as regards the
iron markets of Rheinland-Westphalia. If anything, the demand
has somewhat slackened, but it has been possible to keep up the
prices pretty well, and to all present appearance they seem likely
to remain stationary for some time to come, unless the share com
— to force business, begin again to sell at any price. This isa
, and working with other
people’s capital, with facilities for
creating fresh funds
as the original ones are exhausted, which isnow
being freely done, makes it very difficult for private works to
hold their own, which if they do not see their way to do, will
ultimately determine many of them to cease working altogether.
This
is not the case yet, but judging from the
t might well
happen, if by any chance the Gale Tactent of katoving should
take a down
tendency. It is questionable if prices are even
now paying.
The ore trade here is not so brisk as it was, and on the Spanish
market there is the same dull tendency. Rubios superiores cost at
Bilbao
6s. 9d. to 7s.; and Campanil 7s. to 7s. 3d. p.t. The piz
iron market is quiet, nearly the whole of the output for the secon
— being now sold, and no alteration in prices has been made
own,
The prices of rolled iron have generall been maintained at
M. 115 for girders, 110 for bars, and 1: p.t. for angle iron,
» which are not always realised
quoted notations be it remem
in practice,
there seems now no prospect in the immediate
future of —
taking place, although the works are still well
employed.
Thin black sheets have not been somuch called for, and
the prices, as lastnoted, rather tend to weakness,
@ non-arrival
of American and the tardiness in giving out domestic orders causes
dulness to prevail in the wire rod branch, but still the mill owners
cannot yet complain of want of work. The steel works are moderately busy, one or two of them so much so as to be obliged to
work overtim_ A complete go .
asthe
A new tra
inging into life here, namely, the importation
from abroad of at vm cinder in great quathien It is statedthat
some of the basic steel makers have already contracted for it over
the year 1888. The machine and boiler shops and foundries have
secured a few fresh orders, but as a whole a are only partially
employed. The reports from Silesia are stil very favourable.
There
as well as in the West the consumption of pig iron seems to
have outstripped the production, necessitating the near blowing in
of fresh furnaces. The rolling mills as also the iron foundries have
constant and full work for some time ahead.
The Belgian market is momentarily quiet. The works have still
sufficient orders in hand to keep on with ssages The demand
from America has slackened materially of late, and is beginning to
be felt; nevertheless, a brisk busi
is prophesi d for the coming
months. With few exceptions the foundries and constructive ironworks are well employ
Forty-seven tables have just fallen to
their lot, but a large order for
plates has been carried off by
Krupp, which is causing considerable vexation in industrial circles.
In France, with the exception of Paris, the iron market is looking up a little. In Paris, priccs, which have been moderately
well sustained for some time, are now weakening through competition amongst the merchants themselves. Girders are offered at
122°50f. and merchant bars at 127°50f. p.t. The ironworks maintain their quotations rigidly, and orders, if moderate in a are
coming
ly to hand in the three chief iron districts of Nord
Ardennes, and Haute Marne. Prices have risen 5f. since last
month, and wire rods are noted—for No, 20 mixed 150f.; thin coke
sheets, 150f.; and mixed, 155f. to 160f. p.t.
It may quiet alarmists who live in dread of German rivalry if the
exports of iron goods for the month of February last are given.
They were—pig iron, scrap, blooms, puddled bars, and ingots,
5: t.; iron and steel
of all sorts, with the exception of
er
14,921 t.; and machinery, 10644 t.; in all 21,219 t.,
against 20,025 t. for the same month last year. It must also be
remembered that a good arp of this goes to Austria and that
part of Russia where Eng
does not come into competition.
An old project of constructing a bridge over the Danube at
See
ae about to be realised. It will probably be financed
by the Landerbank.
Italy is making industrial efforts just now. The first iron rolling
mill established is close to the gates of Milan at Rogerado. Up to
this it has rolled rounds and squares from 4 mm. to 110 mm., out
of old foreign rails. There are five furnaces and 120 men at work.
All the soathinesy is of Italian origin.
LicHTING OMNIBUSES WITH Gas.—The Metropolitan Railway
Company is now running one of its three-horse omnibuses
between Portland-road and Charing Cross lighted by means of
the Pintsch’s Patent ooaged Company’s apparatus, like that
employed on a larger scale in the Metropolitan and other railway pee ag’ e experiment has been a complete succcess;
a fine
y light is obtained, and the application of the system
will probably be greatly extended in a short time.
LAUNCH OF A STEAMSHIP AT GOOLE. — On the 13th inst. the
ss, Emden, which has been constructed for the Yorkshire
Coal and Steamship Company, of Goole, for their continental
trade, was launched from the yard of Earle’s Shipbuilding
and Engineering Company, at Hull. She is designed to
embody all the requirements of the service for which she is
intended, as well as the most modern improvements, and the
dimensions are as follow:—Length, 220ft.; breadth, 32ft.; and
depth, 13ft. 6in. She is built to Lloyd’s highest class for iron, and
has topgallant forecastle bridge
and poop, a considerable portion
of the two latter being available as shelter for deck
‘oand
cattle, and water ballast is provided in main and after holds. A
comfortable saloon, ladies’ cabin, and state rooms are fitted amidships under the bridge for the passengers, the entrance to which
accommodation, together with steering house, are in a house overhead; and the captain and officers are berthed aft under the poop,
and the crew forward. The ship will be schooner rigged, with
two pole masts, and when completed will have a smart ap
ce.
The hatches, winches, &c., are carefully
to afford the
utmost available dispatch in working
and she has powerful
steam
of Harrison's make.
e engines, which have
also been
e by the builders, are on the triple-com:
d, threecrank
aos have cylinders 214in., 34in., and 52in. diameter,
36in. stroke, supplied
with steam of 1501b, pressure from a
1 boiler of large size.
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5863. SasHes of Rattway Doors, &c., W. Farquahar,
Economic Fuel Company, Limited.
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Norfolk.
This company was registered on the 6th inst., Condensed from the Jowrnal of the Commissioners of 5364. Bars for Furnaces, &c., A. E. Scott, London.
5865. Acoustic or Tone TeLecrapny, W. T. Barnard,
with a capital of £25,000, in £1 shares, to acquire
Patents.
London.
the goodwill of the business of importers from
5866. Ammunition for Rirtes, &., G. A. Farini,
Belgium of patent fuel, now carried on by Arthur
Application for Letters Patent.
Lond on,
Coombs, at 5, Crosby-square, and the business of #,# When peta have been ‘‘communicated” the 5867. Guns, G. A. Farini, London.
manufacturing the ‘‘ Economic” fire-lighter and
SEALING PackInG Cases, A. D. Penfold, London.
name and address of the communicating party are 5368.
5369. Lamps, W. W. Harverson, London.
fire reviver, now carried on by Arthur Coombs, at printed in italics,
5370. Scorine Pork, W. H. Edwards, London.
Copperfield-row, Bow. The subscribers are :—
5871. Metauiic Boxes, W. B. Williamson, London.
12th April, 1887.
Shares.
5372. Ax.es, G. Harrison, London.
J. Allen, Kingston-crescent, Portsmouth .. .,
5271, Evecrrica. Tyre 8
J. D. Dallas,.London. 5873. Smoke Preventinc Apparatus, 8, Proctor and
J. Dakin, 27, Iffley-road, Hammersmith, clerk ..
ae
for
Tramway
Enorves,
J.
Darbyshire,
G. A. Maltster, London.
Captain o. Howard, West ene i Surrey .. ..
lord,
5874. Water-tTicut Doors, J. W. Shepherd, ee.
A. B. Gasson, 82, Folkestone, Dover, clerk..
5273.
CompounD
Expansion
Encines,
R,
Montgomery,
5875.
Locx-stircm Sewixnc Macuives, D. Jones,
R O. R, Russell, 5
t-terrace, Rich
d
don,
ard Lancashire Fusiliers .. Sgn teSein
5274. Execre:c Ciock, R. Rendell.—(A. B. Jones, United 5876. MeTaLtic Picgon-HoLe Cases, A. J. Boult.—(J.
J. Munro, 47, Ossian-road, Stroud-green, acF. Lash, ’ Canada.
COMME
‘se ce 0+ ce ts (00 90 06 oe
sans.,
of Ruas, Mats, &c., E. A. Packer, 5377.° SEPARATING
AsHEs, R. Clague, Liverpool.
J. Marshall, Kingston-on-Thames .. .. .. .. etet
5878. Treatment of Yeast, F. J. von der Ropp,
5276,
IMPROVEMENTS
in
CycLometers,
C.
V.
Boys,
LonLondon.
The number of directors is not to be less than
9. TriruRaTING CrLinpers, J. R. Alsing, London
three, nor more than five; qualification, £100 sat Houmathe Ruppers of Vessexs, D. W. Porteous, 5380.
Fasteninc Neckties, J. Winter, sen., London.
in shares or stock; the first are Messrs. P. E.
5381. Corn Tester, T. J. Walsh and L. Wild, London.
Beachcroft, Gustave Hubert Weltzmann, and 5278. Gennes Tyre Serrer, W. Gordon, Banffshire.
5382. CompinepD VeLociPeDE and Rest for Guns, &c.,
Henry de Grelle; remuneration, 10 per cent. of 5279. AXLE-Box, R. Hodgson, amc. &
. J. Watts, London.
5280. Fixine Sueets for Roorrye, C. J. Latter, LonRDEONS, &c., J. O. Herold, London.
the net profits,
on.
5884. Steam Cooxine Apparatus, J. Beck, London.
5281. Prope.uine Boats, F. W. Allchin, Northampton. 5885. Lusricators for Steam Encines, R. Haddan.—
5282,
Runes,
W.
Farquhar,
Norfolk.
(W.
H.
Craig,
United States.)
Exetor Patent Steam Carpet Beating Company, 5283. Frames for Borrues, J. E. Bingham, Sheffield
5386. Fasrenines for Cottars and Currs, J. Carter,
imited.
5284. Sprinos for Pistons, W. E. Frith, Sheffield.
London.
gage on the 6th inst., with a capital of 5285. Winpow-Biinp Racks, W. H. Dalby, Birming- 5387. New Game or Pastime, R. Crawford, Brighton.
5888. Automatic Detivery of Preparp Goons, G.
£1000, in £5 shares, to provide gas, steam or
Fire-escare, C. Ward, Londond
3
Jeffery, London.
other power for driving a carpet beating machine 5286,
5287. OBTAINING Warmru, H. J. Newcome, Shenley.
5389. Knirrinc Macuines, H. H. Lake.—(Z. Boessneck,
or machines, The subscribers are :—
-nmalae Knozs to Spinpies, G. Woolliscroft,
Germany )
Shares. 5288, >on.
5390.
MatcH-mMaKInG Macuines, C. J. Donnelly
F. Pollard, Exeter, public accountant .. .. .. 65
IxpicaTinG Sicnaxs, P, Williams and W. Powles,
London.
J. 8. Lawdon, Plymouth, marble merchant.. .. 65 5289.
London.
5891.
Too.
for Manuracturine the Mai in Weavine,
S. Simmons, Pleasant-grove, York-road, King’
5200. Wrinorna Macuine Roiiers, E. Malbonand R.
J. Stevenson.—(B. Absous, France.)
cross, dyerand cleaner .. .. .. «6 «. +
Slater, Longton.
5892. Locks and LatcHeEs, W. A. Brailey, London.
J. Tulledge, Pleasant-grove, York-road, King's5291,
VeLocipepes,
H.
J.
Lawson,
Coventry.
5393. BLeacuine and Disinrectine Liquor, E. Hercross, dyer
and cleaner .. .. ss «+ «+ +
5292. Erecrric Morors, H. J. Allison.
he Baxter
mite, London.
W. Harvey, Pleasant-grove, York-road, King’sElectric Manufacturing and Motor Co., United States.)
eee
ee ee ee
14th April, 1887.
5293.
ELecrric
Motors,
H.
J.
Allison.—(The
Baxter
E, Mitchell, Plymouth, commission agent .._ ..
Blectrie
Manufacturing
and
Motor
Co.,
United
States.)
F. Sanders, clerk of the Devon County Orphan
Journat Boxes, H. J. Allison.—(7T. Metirath, 5394, Racket Presses, C. Hunt, Westminster.
rw 5294.
Asylum... .. «
oe
5395. MecHANICAL Horses, F. H. Ayres, London.
United States.)
5396. SionaLLinc Apparatus for StreeT TRAMWAYS,
5205. WasHING Macuines, J. Collet, London.
Registered without special articles,
W. 8. Thompson, Dundee.
5296, Fire-proor Paper, L. Bastet, Middlesex.
5297. BREECH-LOADING Orpyance, A. J. Boult.—{7. 5397. TeLescoric Spout, Whillock Brothers, BirmingYates, United States.)
Kimberley, Potchefstroom, and Pretoria Railway 5298.
5398. Matcu-soxes, J. W. Nasmith, Manchester.
Vatve Gear, W. Wright, London.
Limited.
52¢9. Empossinc Macuines, G, Valiant and J. Nesbitt, 5399. Wepce for Winninc Coal, &c., G. W. Elliott,
Sheffield.
London.
This company was registered on the Sth inst.,
5400. Snake Cuain Pump, J. Bartlett and J. Bartlett,
W. Fox, Cheshire.
with a capital of £1,800,000, in £10 shares, to 5300. Lamps,
Shipton Gorge, near Bridport.
Piuos, G. M. Marchant, Huddersfield.
apply for such legislative powers as may be neces- 5301.
Powper, J. B. Fabre and L. Bergel, Lawrence 5401. Securrne Rows of Hooks to Frames, B. Shaw,
sary for the construction, maintenance, and work- 5302.
ax.
Pountney-hill.
ing of a railway or railways in Cape Colony, the 5303.
DyNaMo-ELECTRIC Macuines, H. W. Ravenshaw, 5402. VeLocipepes, J. L. Garsed, Halifax.
5403. VeLocipepeE SappLe Sprines, H. J. Lawson,
South Africin Republic, the Orange Free States,
W. T. Goolden, and A. P. Trotter, London.
Coventry.
or other parts of Africa, and to apply for and 5804. Cytinpers, A. Hitchin, Accrington.
5404. Foo Sicnatirne for Rartways, T. H. RichardParine Cannes, H. J. Garnham, Middlesex.
obtain Government subsidies, grants, guarantees, 5805.
son, Brasted.
Step Lappers, C. Fenwick, London.
aids or other assistance in furtherance of such 5306.
5307. GroLocicaL StratiFicaTion J.T. B. Ives, Toronto. 5405. Mecuanicat or other TeLEPHones, J. M. Porter
objects. The subscribers are :—
and J. Blakey, Leeds.
5308.
Puotocrapuic
Fixas,
8.
H.
Fry,
Surrey.
Shares. 5309. ELecrric Conpuctors, H. Flad, Middlesex.
5406. Dryinc Paper, W. Bertram, Glasgow.
J. Cass, Claremont, Bradford, stuff manufacturer
1
5407. Looms for Weavine, J. Mathieson, Manchester.
Locks, &c., E. E. Deacon, London.
G. Reed, 79, Queen-street, Cheapside, merchant. . 1 5310.
ARTIFICIAL Barr for CarcHine Fisu, A. Dudgeon, 5408. Beer Encrnes, R. Machin, Chesterfield.
E. Haslehurst, 11, Billiter-square, shipbroker .. 1 5311.
5409. Winpinc, &c., Macuines, W. Gallimore, ManLondon.
H. Byron Reed, M.P., 15, Collingham-place, 8.W.
1 5812.
chester.
Rorary Motors actuated by Exastic FiLvuip
Lord R. H. Brown, Reigate, Surrey ee Aer
1 PressurE,
5410. Coach or CARRIAGE TubvuLaR Spoke WHEEL, J.
C. A. Parsons,
on,
Sir John Brown, Endcliffe Hall, Sheffield
1 5318. Gas WasHers,
Williams, Wigan.
H.
and
F.
C.
Cockey,
London.
R. C. Grant, C.E., 32, Walbrook .. ..
1 5314, Carryinc &c., CanpLes in CanpLesticks, E. 5411. Bessemer and other Incot Mou.ps, F. Herbert
and C. G. Jordan, Newport, Mon.
Edw:
(A. Laurent, France.)
Registered without special articles,
5412.
Treatinc Provenper for Horses, &c., J.
5315. RENDERING WovEN Fasrics WaTerPRoor, N,
Hamilton and T. Hamilton, Wishaw.
Dubois-Mauduit, London.
NEW COMPANIES.
5413.
Factne
for the Keys of Pianorortes, &c., W.
5316.
Feeprinc
Water
into
Steam
Boers,
T.
White
Lumsdon and Company, Limited.
Spencer and 8. Spencer, Longport.
and W. Shedden, Glasgow.
BREECH-LOADING OrpNaNcE, W. H. Driggs and 5414. Biixp Corp ADJUSTMENT, H. W. Bean, WellingTHE following companies have just been regisThis company was registered on the 9th inst., 5317.
S.
Schroed
boroug!
.
, London.
tered :—
with a capital of £5000, in £10 shares, to
i
Uriiistnc Execrric Currents, &c., J. E. 5415. InpicaTinc the Motions of Looms, J. Fletcher,
the business of chain and anchor manufacturers 5318.
Dixon and Corbitt and R. 8. Newall and Co., and
Ashton-under-Lyne.
Watson, London.
ironmasters,
carried
on
at
the
Strand
Iron5416.
Carpinc Enoives, W. Knowles, London.
imited,
Parer Borties, G. A. Wilkins, London.
Monkwearmouth, Durham. The sub- 5819.
5320. Paver Boxes, &c., G. A. Wilkins.—(L. H. 5417. ConpEnsine Steam, F. Hocking, Liverpool.
This company proposes to trade as manufac- works,
5418.
Lawn Tennis, W. C. Owston, London.
scribers
are
:—
Thomas,
United
—)
turers of rope, cord, and twine from metallic,
5821. WHEEL-TIRES, H. H. Lake.—(La Société des Forges 5419, ApMIxTuRE of Ferrous SuLPHateE, T. Thompson,
fibrous, and other materials, wire workers an J. Lumsdon, Sunderland, chain and anchor manuet Laminoirs D’ Epinay, Mons,
urg’
5420. Printinc on Grass, &c., T. W. Hogg and P. J.
drawers, telegraph, telephone, and electric light pa
5322. Gas Burners, J. Mactear,
don.
ae Ce
ee ee
ee
Jackson, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
5328. Brakes, D. H. W. J. N. O'N. Nealeand P. Everitt,
cable manufacturers, lightning conductor and C. Lilburn, Sunderland, shipowner.. .. ..
6421.
Currine
Keyways, J. L. Stewart, 8. Greenwood,
London.
J.
Y.
Short,
Sunderland,
shipowner
..
..
«.
electrical yey manufacturers, and for such C. Hutchinson, Roper, Sunderland, shipowner ..
and J. Overend, Bradford.
5824. Mrxine Tap, E. Delaroche, London.
pu
will take over the businesses and assets J. W. Taylor, Sunderland .. .. .. «2 os oe
5422.
Tricycies,
H. Pipe, London.
5325.
Camp
Stoot,
F.
Alff,
London.
of the
ership firms of Dixon and Corbitt and R. Thompson, Sunderland, shipowner .. .. ..
5428. VeceTaBLe SHeppER, J. W. Thompson, London.
5326. Sprinc Matrresses, A. McFarland, London.
R. 8. Newall and Co., the Teams, Gateshead. It *J.
5424. Muyer’s Pick, 8. 8. Bromhead.—(D. Mel.
8. Barwick, Sunderland, shipowner.. . .. Sr
OrerGr 5327. Speep Inpicartors, R. Willis, London.
Wallace
and
J.
Mace,
New Zealand.)
was a
on the 6th instant, with a capital
ELecrric and other Cxocks, A. L. Parcelle,
The first directors are Messrs. Samuel Story, 5328.
5425. Dryinc Paper, W. Bertram, Glasgow.
London.
of £120,000, in £10 shares, 6000 of which are pre- M.P.,
Colonel E. T. Gourley, M.P., J. S. Bar- 5329.
5426. ORNAMENTATION for BuiLp1nos, W. R. Maloney,
WaTerrroor Garments, J. F. Carter, London.
ference shares, The subscribers are :—
on.
wick, J. Sanderson, M. Hudson, jun, W. 8S. 5380. Gas-BURNERS, P. Haddan.—(W. M. Jackson,
Shares. Byers,
5427. Points for Tramways, J. Kincaid, London.
United States.)
and J. Lumsdon. The company in general
*F. Dixon, Gateshead, hemp and wire rope manu5831. Saw-cuttixc Apparatus, R. Haddan.—(C. C. 28. Bae Tirs, J. B. Bradshaw, Sheffield.
meeting will determine remuneration.
i
Pe
ae ee
es
5429. Bricks, &c., F, Wallbrecht, London.
Harris, United States.)
*J. Corbitt, Gateshead, hemp and wire rope manu5882. Encravine Buttons, R. Haddan.—(C. R. Bannihr, 54380. Conveyinc Mepicrnat Martrer, A. J. Boult.—
(A, J. Spinner, United States.)
United States.)
R. Dixon, Newcastle, hemp and wire rope manuMercadillo Copper Mining Company, Limited.
5481. VeLocipepes, J. W. Radford and A. Litchfield,
5833. Date Iypicators, C. Ltitgens, London.
ne
ee
ea Ore
ee eee
London.
Upon terms of an agreement of the 30th ult., 5834. Borrtine Macuings, J. Walch, London.
M. Corbitt, Gateshead, hemp and wire rope manuCLostnc Buno-Hoves, L. V. Dumesnil and J. B. 5482. Continvovus DisTiLLation of Farry Bopres, W.
this company proposes to purchase from Senor 5335.
P. Thompson.—(La Société Industrielle de Glycerine et
Zerre, London.
-C..Leddell,
8.W."
ell, C8,
C.E., 34, Abingdonatroat,
on-s!
Ame 7!
Don Juan Macveigh the Pitan mining property 5336.
Acides Gras, Paris.)
ReGuLaTING Apparatus for Gas Motor ENGINES,
*J. G. Gordon, Lindore, Glamorgan, steel manusituate in the village Mercadillo of Sopuerta dis5433. TREATING CoTTON-sEED O11, W. P. Thompson,
W. Bernhardt, London.
WON cd. ss be 3k Sok 65, a. th
trict, two miles from the railway to Portugalete 5337. Puriryine Crupe Sprrir, I. A. F. Bang and M.
Liverpool.
J. Simpson, M.E., Heworth, Durham .. .. .. ee
5484,
Couptines for Hose and other Pires, W. Mullan,
C. A. Ruffin, London.
Harbour and the Bilbao River, Spain. It was
The number of directors is not to be less than registered
Liverpool.
on the 9th inst., with a capital of 5338. LEARNING to PLay on the Piano, V. Wedelstaedt, 5485.
TRAWLING Nets, J. Bolton, Liverpool.
three, nor more than seven; qualification, 300 £30,000, in £1 shares, The purchase consideraLondon.
Roratine SLIDE-vALVEs, J. Southall, 5486. PictoriaL Toys, H. J. Graham, London,
shares; the first are the subscribers denoted by
is £20,000 in fully-paid shares, and £3000 in 5339. Workina
5487. VeLocipEpes, V. P. Fevez, London.
ion.
an asterisk ;remuneration, £100 per annum each. tion
cash, The subscribers are:—
5340. Writmnc TaBLe, Work Taste, &c., L. Anidjah, 5488. OVERHEAD Rai.ways, W. P. English, London.
Shares.
5489. Sarery VaLveE, C. Bendy and F. J. Giblett,
London.
Eclipse Portland Cement Company, Limited.
bgh ey a Leneeatet cts, merchant .. : 5841.
London.
as Be.ts, F, L. Rawson and C. 8, Snell,
.
Ousele:
10}
Sree
5440. PreventiInG ANIMALS from RunninG away, W.
ion.
This company proposes to acquire letters patent W. Cook Boott, Farmers’ Club, Inns’ of Gourt
C. Niblett and G. E. Hesse, London.
5342,
Coatine
the
Interiors
of
Boxss,
G.
A.
Wilkins.
and foreign concessions granted to Mr.
Robert SEOGU NRE
gg ne ee, on his oe 1 —(L. H. Thomas, United States.)
5441. Removat of Scae, W. D. Player and T. Instone,
Stone for improvements in the manufacture of J. Price, 101, Leadenhall-street, accountant.. .. 1 5343.
London.
Musica. Instruments, H. H. Lake.
1 —+(0.MecHanicaL
plaster and cement, It was
registered on the 7th J. Martin, 58, Lombard-street, merchant
5442. Reception of Corn Counters, &c., J. 8. Wallace,
H. Arno and A. E. Pailliard, United States.)
A.
Martin,
72,
Bish:
te-street
..
..
..
1
London.
inst., with a capital of £10,000, in £10 shares, 8. Matthews, 72,
opsgate-street, clerk ..
1
5443, Steam Enornes, J. Bremner, London.
The subscribers are :—
13th April, 1887.
5444, Tires and Frxino Tires to Venicies, J. Thom,
Shares.
The number of directors is not to be less than 5844, Batu Gioves, J. Fox, Harpurhey.
London.
*R. Stone, Lewin-road, Streatham, merchant .. 1 four, nor more than eight; qualification, 50 5845, Storine Packets of Sweets, J. D. Churchill and 5445.
THe RicumMonp Lanpinc Brow, A. Sullivan and
E. i aa Ferne Park-road, Hornsey, shipping
shares; the subscribers are the first; remunera. J.
London.
J. T. Beckett, Richmond.
5846. Winpow Fastener, G. Gregory, Dundee.
tion, £52 10s. per annum each.
5446. Stoprers for Botries, J. Munro and J. Thom,
*8. J. Barrell Prior, 5, Lawrence Pountney-hill,
5847. Buttons, E. Brill, Manchester.
London.
5848. VELocIPEDEs, W. Schréter, Manchester.
5447. Reoutatine the Tension of the Warr THREADS
E. Apeeien, 2, Warwick-villas, Wood-green,
—
INDOW FasTENtNGs, W. Macvitie, Sutton Coldof Lace Macurnes, J. Jardine, London.
Vacuum Furnace Company, Limited,
.
5448. Roastinc Corre, &c., H Maddocks, London.
Mrs. 8, Stone, Lewin-road, Streatham .. .. ..
This
company
proposes
to
acquire
the
patent
5350.
Corn
Grinpinc
Mitts,
A.
E,
F,
Chattaway,
5449, SELF-actine Motor, G. Jeffries, London.
R. Stone, jun., Little Hunock,Grays, clerk of works
5450. Sprnnine TexTILeE Materias, &c., J. Fayollet,
rights of Orel Dighton Orvis, for ieapooveanenta Birmingham.
Henry Peat, 9, Russell-square, B
ms
ee
E. Dervieu, and J. Van der Zee, London.
means of consuming smoke and gases in steam 5351. Wrypow-sasH Fastener, G. F. Williamson, 5451.
The subscribers denoted by an asterisk are inboilers
Guns, T. Nordenfelt, London.
and other furnaces, It was
istered on 5352, SprnpDLes and Bearrnos used in Rive SPrinnine, 5452. Quick-F1IRING
Sprnninc cnd Dovsiine Corron, &c , W. Bodden,
appointed the first directors, ata salary of £200 the
7th
inst.,
with
a
capital
of
£50,000,
in
£10
&c.,
T.
Ashworth,
Manchester.
F, Ashton, and A. Kay, Manchester.
per annum each, to be increased tu £300 per shares, with the following as first subscribers :— 5353. Sream GENERATOR, STEAM SUPERHEATER, and 5453.
Susstirute for Corsets, A. Leffler-Arnim,
annum when the net profits exceed £3000,
Stream Heat Prorecror ComsBinrd, S, Elson, Oldham.
London.
- INCANDESCENCE Gas Lamps, B. H.. Thwaite, 5454. Orenrne CorKED or other Borttes, J. 8. Garlick,
R. Brougham, 15, Hans-place, 8.W., engiNewcastle-on-Tyne Machinist Company, Limited. Hon.
\verpool.
London.
MOER.. cc 0s cess de 6h ee ce oe te 1
1.
5455. PERAMBULATOR Brake, C. Kranz, London.
The Grove, Weybridge, wine merchant
1 5855. Corsets or Stays, M. W. Utting, Liv
This company was registered on the 9th inst. A. Castle,
Leach, Haverhill House, Bolton .. .. .. 1 5356. OpenmnG and CLosina Raitway and other Car- 5456. Lamp Burners, R. Haddan.—( Messrs. Schuster
with a capital of £3000, in £1 shares, to trade as *J.
RIAGE Winvows, 8. Henshaw, Ashton-under-Lyne.
and Baer, Germany.)
Kenneth
Powles,
5,
Guildhall-chambers,
solicitor
1
cycle manufacturers and repairers, The sub- G. Lund, 5, Hanover-square, secretary to a club..
1 5857. Inpicatinc or Recorpine Pressure, G. Smith, 5457. Measurine, &c., Liquips, H. C. W. Emery and
scribers are :—
Ww.
G. A. Collum, London.
J. Railton, Woking,
way
Mis <0 6s 00 &
for Cuarcine Arr and Liquor into STILLs, 5458. Vic—e Jaws and Face Prats, R. G. Fitge,
T. J. Chaliners, 91. tsledon-yoad, .,accountant..
1 5858.
J. Bowie, Newcastle, engineer.. .. ..
J. Harvey, G@
5
London.
500
The
number
of
directors
is
not
to
be
less
than
5859.
BLEACHING
Fisrous
MarTeriAs,
J.
and
F.
M.
F. N. Tait, Newcastle, agent |. |. |.
5459. NoN-FERMENTIBLE CEMENTITIOUS Bopy, A. Schuh100 three, nor more than seven; the first are the subGibson, Edin!
R. 8, Holme, Newcastle, merchant..
mann, London.
10
2 R. Heenan, Newcastle,
10 scribers denoted by an asterisk, and Captain J. 5360. Sropprine and Srartinc Tramcars, &c., H. 5460. DExTRINE or SoLuBLe Starcu, A, Schuhmann,
Booth, Edinburgh.
J.J. boc, mag Newcastle, clerk ..
on.
10 Harcourt Ivory, and Orel Dighton Orvis; quali- 5861.
Microscopic
Stipe
Hoxpers,
T.
H.
Simmonds,
.
Lumsden,
Newcastle,
confectioner
..
5461. Lanp Torpepo, W. J. Brewer, London.
5 fication for su
uent directors, 50 shares;
mo« Dale, Gateshead, clerk
London,
oe wens
DynaMo-ELECTRIC Macutines, W. H. Scott and E.
5 remuneration, £500 per annum, and in addition 5862.
Uritisine the Visration of a Trarn to Propuce
G. Hall, Newcastle, agent .. .. .. ..
A. Paris, London.
2 thereto, one-fifth of all profits in excess of suffiMovVEMENT in an ADVERTISEMENT, H. C. Aldom, 5468, Sewinc Macurnes, H. H. Lake.—{G@. H. Wilkins,
Registered without special articles.
cient for £10 per cent, dividend.
United States.)

AMERICAN NOTES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
New York, April 8th.
Brokers representing large purchasing interests
have recently been furnished with estimates of
quantities of material that will be wanted for
engineering and railroad building requirements
for the summer season. It is probable that
within the next six weeks contracts for about
50,000 tons of steel rails will be placed for southwestern delivery. It is also probable that the
steel makers of Penna. and Ohio will be in the
marlet for large lots of steel to be delivered at
New York and Philadelphia. The placing of
these orders will be delayed a week or two longer,
and perhaps a month, The new freight rates
have gone into effect throughout the country,
WwW
have been advanced in several branches of
the iron trade, Labour agitations are threatened
for a further advance to be made in June.
American manufacturers are alarmed at the
remarkable increase in British iron and iron ore
importations. The figures for January and February foot up 464,869 tons, against
268,828 tons
fora like period last year—an increase of about
73 percent. Of this year’s importations 546,108
tons were ingots, blooms, &c., 48,640 tons pig
iron, 40,204 tons of on ig20,517 tons steel rails,
3003 tons of hoop steel, 39,169 tons tin-plate,
and 22,011 tons iron rods. The March importations will also be heavy, but the greatest rush
will come in during this and next month. Just
at present comparatively few orders are going
abroad; but a careful study of the situation shows
that the foreign demand will continue heavy,
unless prices abroad should reach prohibited
limits. American steel rail makers would not be
sorry to see prices advance abroad, and are already
anticipating such a result by increasing the cost
of steel rails in small lots for summer and fall
delivery.
Last year's copper production throughout the
United States was 156,373,421lb. A very heavy
part of this came from Lake Superior, namely,
79,728,838lb. From Montana and Arizona
73,000,000 were produced, From the Southern
States the shipments were 29,811]b. Railroad
building is being vigorously pushed in all sections
of thecountry. The mileage
so far this year foots
up 700 against 300 miles last year, and 165 miles
for same time in 1885, The year of the greatest
construction was in 1882, when up to this time
11,088 miles had been constructed. The increase
in the production of pig iron last year over 1885
in this country was 1,640,017 gross tons, and the
increase this year will in all probability exceed
these figures. The demand for all iron and steel
products is sufficient to preserve prices at the
te
rates, which are 21 dols. to 22dols. for
yest foundry at tide water, 19 dols, to 19°50 dols.
fur best forge. Steel rails are difficult to obtain
for summer delivery at 40dols. Old rails have
dropped to 22 dols. for shipment.
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5464. Lirnocrarnic Pictures, &c., L. Bertling,
London.
5465. Pennoupers, H. Pound, London.
5466, IxcaANDESCENCE E ecrric Lamps, W. Clark,
London.
London.
14,9834. MecuanicaL Devices Startep by ELecTricity, E. W. Serrell, jun., Paris.—18th November,
1886. [Received 15th April, 1887. This application
having been originally included in No. 14,983, 1886,
takes, under Patents Rule 23, that date.)
17,046a. Foop for Horses, &c., J.P. Larieux and H.
Gregoire, London.-—-29th December, 1886. [Received
15th April, 1887. This application having been
cstgtusiioy included in No. 17,046, 1886, takes, under
Patents Rule 23, that date.)
15th April, 1887.
5468. Arc Lamps, T. Crabb, London.
5469. Conpensers, A. Dickinson, Birmingham
5470. DeTeRminaTion of the Dip of Rocks, P. F. Ken, Manchester.
5471. Fasteners for Wixpow Sasues, &c., J. R. Dedicoat, Birmingham.
5472. AuicnMent of Suarr Bearinos, E. Stinton,
Ipswich.
5473. ComprResseD Fvet, J. Laidler, Sunderland.
5474. CompREssED Fuet, J. Laidler, Sunderland.
5475. Guipinc BicYCLE-STEERED TricycLes, A. J.
Lewis, London.
5476. Uritisation of Waste Propucts, &c., D. Burns,
Carlisl e.
5477. Cooxine Rances, &c., D. Cowan, Glasgow.
4478. Prorectine Screw Prope._ers from CorRosIoN,
D. A. Cormack, Leith.
5479. Fiusminc by Water, G. Haslilow, London.
5480. CommunicaTinc Motion to Straw ELEVATORS,
&c., W. T. Carter and J. Keeble, Bury St. Edmunds.
5481. Bearrines for the Leos of BituiarD TaBLEs, &c.,
J. Ashworth, Manchester.
5482. Waist Betts or Banps, D. B. Harris and W. H.
Walker, Birmi
b
5483. Fastenrne Neckties, J. H. Kenny, London.
5484. Mepia of GLopes, R. Scott, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
5485. THERMODYNAMIC Enorves, J. Hargreaves, Liverpool.
5486. Diecine, &c , Poratogs, &c., J. Hope and R. A.
, Liverpool.
5487. Screw Batance Brake, J. H. Waite, Crigglestone, near Wakefield.
5488. Hotpers, &c., for PHoroGrapus, &c., H. Whitfield, Birmingham.
5489. SELF-cLosinc INDIA-RUBBER VaLveEs, G. Chapman,
Warrington.
5490. Hanp Grenapes, 8. W. Wilkins, Edinburgh.
5491. Macurye for Maxine Coverep Bvrtronxs, G.
Heidmann, E. Héttges, and C. Egen, London.
5492. ConverTiING ReciprocaTinc Motion into Rotary
Moron, G. F. Liitticke, London.
5493. TyPE-wRiTEers, R. W. Anderson, Liverpool
5494. InstrUMENT for Krtiixc Burps, &c., W. Moffatt,
‘ow.
5495. SHutties, D. McGregor, Glasgow.
5496. Maxine “CapropHore” FLower-pots, J. H.
Witty, Loudon.
5497. Cases for DispLayinc Provisions, &c., G. French,
London.
5498. Meraiic Hanp.es for Curtery, &c., E. Brown,
Sheffield.
5499. Fasrenrnos of Braceets, J. Cook, Birmingham.
5500. Coke and other Forks, &c., W. Slater and J.
Trippett, Sheffield.
5501. PorTaBLe Hurpies, W. Snaydon, London.
5502. Feepinc Mecranism for Sawinc Macuives, J. R.
Jex-Long, Glasgow.
5503. Writine Desks, &c., A. C. Thomson, Glasgow.
5504. OBTAINING the OxrpEs of Merats, A. L. Keeport,
London.
5505. DyNaMo-ELEcTRIC Macuines, H. W. Ravenshaw,
W. T. Goolden, and A. P. Trotter, London.
5506. ExTINcUIsHING Fiames of Om Stoves, W. G.
Cloke, London.
5507. BeerLe Trap Cover, H. Beare, London.
5508. VENTILATED Boots and Suogs, E. Irons, Northampton.
5508. Exvecrric Arc Lamps, A. J. Boult.—(P. J. VF.
Létang, France.)
5510. Pees for Jorstnc Woopwork, H. and E. Rielle,
verpoo!
55 11. Pixs and Jormts for Broocues, &c., F. Taylor,
Live
1.
5512, Hotpers for Sacks and Bacs, D. W. Kinghorn,
Liver 1.
5513. SypHons, G. W. Arper, Liverpool.
3514. Rery-HoLpers, L. 8. Tambling, Liverpool.
3515. CELLULOID ATTacHMENT for GLassEs, J. Steele,
Liverpool.
5516. Fiyrine Tarcet Traps, J. B. Bennett and F. W.
Samuels, Liverpool.
5517. Sarery Recepracie for Money, T. Ekroth,
Liverpool.
5518. CoLLectinc and Removine AsHeEs, J. W. Wood,
Liverpool.
5519. Gas Apparatus for the CarBonisaTIon of CoaL,
J. Elliott, London.
5520. Hypravtic Lirts, W. R. Green, London.
5521. Sewrxe Macurves, W. Webster, London.
5522. Beatine or Stampine Fiax, 8. Kidner, London.
5523. Harpentnc Surraces DuraBLe for Soes of
Boots, &c., L. and A. H. O. Otto, London.
5524. Omy Cremicat Preparation for Russian
Leatuer, G. Delfos, Londun.
5525. Stays and Corsets, M. G. Totterdell, London.
5526. ELevators or Lirts, F. L. Edoux, London.
5527. PRosgecTILes or SHELLS, C. T. Cayley and R. 8.
Courtman, London.
5528. ~oeeeael Pup, T. Goodall and T. Webster,
maon.
5529. SypHon Bort ies, F. Foster, London.
5530. Gas Propucers, A. Harris, London.
5531. Triis, R. K. Day and R. H. Ward, London.
5532. Disinrectant, E. Edwards.—(J. Jeger, Poland.)
5533. Vipratinc Execrric Motors, A. L, P.
e,
London.
5534. ELecrric Synchronous Movements, A. L.
Parcelle, London.
5535. PRESFRVING ANIMAL, &c., SupsTances, A. P.
, London.
5536. Faciuitatinc the Conveyance of Parcr.s, E.
. Fosbery, Brighton.
5537. TELEPHONES, H. J. Maclure and R. D. Bowman,
London.
5538. TorPEDogs, W. J. Brewer, London.
5539. Game of Dominors, G. Freytag and Berndt,
London.
5540, ATracHING Heticat Bars to an AXIAL SHart,
J. Harper, London.
16th April, 1887,
5541. Axes, &c., W. M. Riddell, London.
5542, SHELLING Peas and Beans, A. J. Boult.—(C. P.
and J. A. Chisholm, Canada.)
5543. Castor Riyos, &c., F. and H. Matchett, Birmingham.
5544. SoLirarres, Steeve Links, &c., F. R. Baker,
Birmingham.
5545. Heatinc Cements, &c., 8. Snell and A. W.
Sanderson, Birmingham.
5546. Lamps for Vetocirepes, S. Snell and A. W. Sanderson, Birmingham.
5547. SPANNER and Pers, 8. Snell and A. W. Sanderson, Birmingham.
5548. Sewinc Macuines, Holloway Brothers and J.
Carter, Stroud.
5549. ORDNaNcE, E. Maitland, London.
5550, KNEE Cap, H, Fisher, London.
a
Hooks for Lowerixc Boats, W. Kennett,
yth .
5552. ADJUSTABLE Reamers, J. W. Newall, London.
5558. RecuLaToRs for Feepinc Bortues, J; B. Hickley,
Southampton.
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5554. Driviye Gxar of Wasurna, &c., Macurves, J. P.
— Banp for Drivine Spinpies, &c., W. Taylor,
5556. Heatrne Water, A. Hill, Birmingham.
5557. Fish Lanpinec Apparatus, G. Durham, Stockport.
5558. SHUTTLE Tips, J. Sellers, Manchester.
5559. Sream WasHinc Macuines, W. Gordon, Edinburgh.
5560. Propucine Patrerns on Grass, A. D. Brogan
and A. M. Malloch, Glasgow.
5561. WasHinc and Starcuinec Macuines, J. Bowie,
ion.
5562, GreneratinG, Distrisutine, &c., ELEcTRIcitTy,
W. Maxwell, London.
5563. Motor, C. Martin, London.
5564. STRAW-LINED Topacco Pires, J. H. Dale, London.
5565. UmBretia Frames, J. Weeks, London.
5566. Gas Heatine Apparatus, H. P. Miller, London.
5567. Lygaer, J. Gibbs, London.
5568. SecurinG Music on Music Rests, J. H. Richards,
ham.
5569. _—— Seats to Lamp-posts, J. Palmer, Liverpoo!
5570. TaBLe-Tops, &c., 8S. B. Sutcliffe, London.
5571. Rotiers of Grinpine and CrusHINc MILLs, W.
N. Nicholson and W. Mather, London.
5572, Ratsinc, &c., RoLier Burnps, G. Furness,
London.
5573. Fricrion Ciurcu, W. W. Horn.—{J. C. Potts,
United States.)
5574. Gas, W. W. Horn.—(A. L. Allen, United States.)
5575. Krronen Casinet, W. W. Horn.—(A. BE. Irvin,
United States.)
5576. Drittrse Cuuck Prats, J. Charlesworth and
G. H. Batley, London.
5577. Fasric, H. H. Lake.—(B. Brown, United States.)
5578. Sienars, H. B. Berdoe, London.
5579. Gurra-percHa, W. H. Hope, London.
5580. Sewrnc Macuines, 8S. Hahn, London.
5581. Musicat Instruments, W. Cluse, London.
5582. Decoration in Guass, J. W. Scott, London.
5583. Batrerres, H. Liepmann, London.
5584. Pumprnc-enoines, J. D. Wardale, London.
5585. Posrrion of Bopres, J. 8. Warburton and H. J.
Sanderson,
on.
5586. Varnisn, F, Crane.—({J. Hale, United States.)
5587. Sawrne Macurnes, J. Hamilton, Derby.
5588. Vatve, J. C. Simpson, Hull.
5589. Boots, H. H. Lake.—(C. D. Wood and A, Seaver,
United States.)
5590. NaPHTHALOL, E. Merck, London.
5591. Larrs, F. L. Edoux, London.
18th April, 1887.
2. Looms, T. Valentine and J. Hunter, Belfast.
Yarn Presses, T. Coleby, Manchester.
. Sirpe Vatves, J. Magee, Glasgow.
5. Fiats, J. Macqueen, Manchester.
“3. CoLourING Paper, J. Bromley and T. Harrison,
5597. Weicuinc Macutnes, J. Jacksonand P. A. Martin,
Birmingham.
5598. Locomotives, R. W. Mewes, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
5599. Case for Burrer, T. Bartle.—(l. K, Bryant,
United States.)
5600, Ice Macuines, J. Dauber, Germany.
5601. Hee. Protector, H. Urmson, Oldham,
— ae, W. B. Hatfield and C. Wingfield, Shef5603. Wneexs, E. and A. E. Dearden, Sheffield.
5004. Swives, H. Tipper, Birmingham.
5605. Stays, M. Ehrenfeldt, Shettield.
5606. Lurts, B. Jones, North Devon.
5607. Distriputine Trape Carbs through the AGENcY
of an Automatic Mopet, J. E. Kingsford and A. T.
Hope, London.
5608. Tea-pots, &c., W. H. Pike, West Newcastle.
5607. Ancnor Doo Leaver, W. G. Clarke, Limehouse.
5610. asa Ee sag &c., M. Flurscheim and T.
Bergmann, London.
5611. Gasatiers, &c., J. Eaton and J. Huband, Bir——5612.
PLant Protector against Frosts, 8. Fusenot,
Pari
‘aris.
5613. FLexis_e Pipe or Hose Coup ine, F. M. Hale,
London.
5614 Avromatic InpicaTine Licuts for Suips, F. R.
Francis, London.
5615, ComBrneD UMBRELLA, WALKING-STICK, and BILLIARD Cue, H. Maffert, London.
5616. Sarery Tap for Gas, &c., A. Watt, Manchester.
5617. Sprvninc, &c., Corron, &c., J. Lisle and E.
Hazlehurst, London.
5618. Ficurep Ciotu, D. Greenhalgh, London.
5619. Waterrino Cans, &c., J. Ludlow, Birmingham.
5620. InpicaTiInc MuscuLarR Power and DELIVERING
Goops in Excnance for a Corn, F. Mosser, London.
5621. Sutent Bat Vatve, J. Davies, Croydon.
5622. Coatinc Piates with Try, &., W. H. andT J.
Rickard, London.
5623. Wueets for Raitway Carriaces, W. M. Riddell,
London.
5624. Tasies, C. Bradbury.—(Grimme, Natalis, and Co.,
Commandit-Gesellschast auf Actien, Germany.)
5625. Ciocks, H.
vorsen, Live
5626. Hoistinc Macuivyes, R. Schultz, London.
AMALGAMATION of GoLD, A. Woodhouse, Lonon.
5628. Om Lamps, M. Moska, London.
5629. PartiTieneD Boxes, M. H. Glover, London.
5630. Keertnc Puiates, &c., Warm, H. de la Rue,
London.
5631. Sarety Pixs, F. Savory, London.
5632. Preventine the Siippine of Locomotive Drivinc
WueEE s, J. Gresham, London.
5633. Exastic Seats, &c., for Cuarrs, C. Wittkowsky,
London.
”- Furnaces of Steam Borzers, T. Hollings, Lonon.
5635. Steam VessEts, G. A. de Penning, London.
5636. Furnace Grates, P. F. Oddie, London.
5637. ELEcTRICAL CONTROLLING APPARATUS, A. Siemens
and E. F. H. H. Lauckert, London.
at get Heatep Direct iy, G. E. Dorman,
>)
5689, Castors, F. T. Heath, London.
5640. Doc Suips, E. W. Edwards, London.
5641. Nicut-Licuts, J., J. W., G. P., and H. J. Broad,
and G. C. Fowler, London.
5642. ELecrricat Switcn, W. J. Ormston, London.
5643. Evectricat Switcn, W. J. Ormston, London.
56442 Navication of AERIAL Vesseis, W. N. Hutchinson, London.
5645. Curr Buttons, H. H. Lake.—(F. F. Campbell,
United States.)
5646. Evevators for Grain, J. Schl
r, London.
5647. EXTINGUISHER Mecuanism for Om Lamps, A.
Gray, London.
5648. Breakinc Execrric Circuits, J. H. Holmes,
London.
5649. Repuctnc MaTeriat for Makine Paper, C. Barataud, London.
5650. -= aees the Muscies of Pianists, C. Magnus,
on.
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
(From the United States’ Patent Office Official Gazette.)
357,695. Suspension Device, G. W. Woodward,
Brooklyn.—Filed May 8th, 1885.
Claim.—(1) A self-balancing lamp su
for spring
suspension devices,
of two
or plates
having their adjacent edges pivotally connected
together at the centre of their
whereby the
upper bar or plate may assume an
ed position

22, 1887.

without changing the horizontal
tion of the lower containing a wick, so that when oil is exhausted in
bar or plate, Substantially as ined, (2. The com- one reservoir it may be supplied from the other,
857,813. Corrzr Key, W. P. Brown, Zanesville, Ohio.
—Filed June 16th, 1886,
Claim.-—(1) A cotter key having its two ends bevelled
in opposite directions, whereby the point of one end
(357.813)
Cpe
will overlap the bevel of the other end, as described
and shown. (2) * divided Key the oct of wal
resent, when c
together, projecting poin
oles past each other to permit the insertion of a
spreading tool between them.
357,862. Sprixc Hor ror Grain Driits, SEEDERS,
c., R. B. Sheldon, Shorteville, N.Y.—Filed September 8rd, 1886.
Claim.—-(1) The herein-described lever D, having the
pivot ¢ and studs ¢ formed integral therein. (2) Asa
(357, 862)

bination, with a drum of the counterbalance spring
acting in conjunction therewith.
357,730. MerHop oF AND MEANS FoR BLASTING OUT
Rock Corners, 7. Murdock, Middleton, Conn., and
S
Knox, Allegheny, Pa.—Filed July 22nd,
886.
Claim.—(1) A drill body of less diameter than its
lower working end, provided at that lower end with a
mainly round teral expansion and with a V-s
eng pee lat y from this rounded expansion,
substantially as described, and for the purpose set forth. (2) The process of blasting out the
357,730)

new article of manufacture, the herein-described link
D, cast complete in one piece with the grooved body,
the central tr i
the notched arms at one end,
and the pivot c and stud d at the opposite end.
AND CooLING JOINTS FOR
MAKING
or
Manner
858,005.
Execrricat Conpuits, B. Williams, Chicago, Ill.—
Filed November 2nd, 1886.
Claim.—(1) The method of cooling the cement used
in making the joints of electrical conduits by the
substantially
introduction of water into thefor passages,
forming and cooling
as specified. (2) A device

“22+ 32.
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joints of electrical conduits, consisting of the plug H,
provided with a packing at one end and at the other
end adapted to 7's; with a rod, in combination with
GyUj,
a tube I, and rod J, adapted to engage with the plug
H, substantially as and for the purpose specified.
YY
291. Exastic Tire ror Wueets, £. C. F. Otto,
Peckham, London,— Filed July 14th, 1886.
corner of a piece of rock, which consists, First, in
Claim.—An elastic wheel tire composed of a tubular
drilling a round hole in the rock at the proposed rubber, a corrugated or wavy spring wire drawn
corner; Secundly, with a drill having an expanded
foot fitting to the hole and a lateral cutting wing
cutting a V-shaped groove in the wall of the hole;
Thirdly, with a like drill aes a like groove less
than half the circle distant from the first groove; and
Fourthly, exploding a blast in the hole, all substantially as described, and for the purpose set forth.
357,768. Manuracture or Screw Bots, C. Furbish,
Brooklyn, N.¥.—Filed July 30th, 1886.
Claim.—The method of producing a screw or bolt
which is adapted to receive a nut having either a right
or a left-hand screw-thread, consisting in forming a
through the rubber tube and the ends of said wire
joined, the rubber being under compression lengthwise upon the wire, substantially as specified.
358,306. Ancuor, J. Tiebout, Brooklyn, N.¥.—Filed
December 2rd, 1886.
Claim.—{1) In a
el or anchor, a shank consisting si oncom anited by a pivotal connection,
in combination with a sleeve encom
said shank
and movable thereon, substantially as shown and
described. (2) In a grapnel having two or more flukes,
the combination of a shank composed of two sections
joined by a pivotal connection, a sliding sleeve encom-

(257,768)

blank having two opposite arc-shaped
ons and
intermediate je as pone A in cut
a thread
upon such blank, and in pe pm e
ering
portionsof the thread by means of dies, substantially
as specified.
357,847. Srixpte anp Bearinc THEREFOR, 0. H.
McKelvin, Louisville, Ky.—Filed May lst, 1886.
(357,847)
8
|
MDW,
N
EZ ti
“a
Kr
», +
the shank and movable thereon, and means,
such as described, for securing said sleeve, substantially as shown and described. (8) The combination,
with the shank-sections A B, of a pivotal connection
whereby one section A can be turned about the other
in one direction, three or more fluke-arms carried by
the section A, a pin ¢ on said section, and a sleeve
movable on the shank and provided with a groove
adapted to engage with the pin, substantially as shown
and described.
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NavaL Enoineer Appointments.—The following
appointments have becn made at the Admiralty :—
James M. C. B
tt, chief engi , ty the Rattlesnake, to date A)
lst; Henry 8. Rashbrooke, engineer, to the Undaunted; Ric’
T. Serle, engineer,
to the Black Prince; William L, Wishart, engineer, to
the Indus, additional; William Castle, inspector of
machinery, to the President, additi
for service at
the Admiralty, todate May Ist; Alfred
of machinery, to the Hibernia, additional, as chief
Brief.—The upperend lower bering portions formed engineer of Malta Dockyard, to date May Ist; an
with oil reservoirs,
are connected by a
yw arm “avid J. Bennett, engineer, to the Defiance, addition

—————
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by Messrs. Galloway, who, in a separate building at the
THE MANCHESTER EXHIBITION.
further end of the machinery section, have erected a comOw Monday last, the Manchester Exhibition was thrown pound engine of 200 indicated horse-power, driving
open for private view, and the representatives of, the dynamos for illuminating the fountains, and also a superpress were specially invited to make an inspection of the posed horizontal compound engine of 185 indicated horsebuilding and its contents. We have already given a power for working six ram pumps, which furnish water at
a sufficient pressure to throw the jets the necessary height
general description of the Exhibition and thespecial objects to make an effective display. These fountains, it may be
its promoters have in view, from which our readers will mentioned, are on a much more extensive scale than any
have formed a fair idea of its leading features, and it must which have hitherto been constructed, either for London
be admitted, considering the magnitude into which it has or elsewhere; and by the present arrangement the whole
grown since the project was first set on foot, and that only of the various water jets and electric lighting, with applisix months have elapsed since the erection of the building ances for varying the colours, are worked by two men,
was actually commenced, it was certainly a bold step to which is a great improvement upon the London Exhibiinvite critical inspection more than a week before the tion, where about twenty men were employed under the
formal opening. It would have been altogether exceeding fountains for the purpose of manipulating them and the
the bounds of any reasonable expectation which could be coloured lights in connection therewith.
based upon previous experience of Exhibitions of anythin
As to the general features of the machinery section, it
like similar importance if the visitors had anticipa
is scarcely necessary to say that in the centre of the
finding every exhibit in position and all the arrangements cotton industry, the most prominent is the large and
in working order. As a matter of fact there was the varied display of all descriptions of machinery connected
noise and bustle of workmen pe,
on every side, and with the manufacture of textile fabrics, and a are not
in some sections many of the exhibits were so far from confined to cotton, but embrace the manufacture of
complete that but little conception of their ultimate real woollen and silk. These exhibits embrace every process
character could be formed, whilst some of the important of manufacture in actual operation from the raw material
portions of the decorative work were in an unfinished state to the finished goods, and a most complete and interesting
that robbed the building of much of the imposing effect pam, of the silk industry is presented from the eggs,
it will ultimately assume, Sufficient advance had, how- arva, and moths of the various kinds of silkworm,
ever been made to give a very satisfactory general idea of through the various processes of reeling, throwing, spinthe appearance the Exhibition will present in its com- ning, and dyeing, up to the manufactured fabric in all its
leted state, and the marvel was that so much could have varied forms. Printing machinery of all the most modern
an effected in so short a space of time,
and improved types is also very largely represented, and
In what we have to notice with regard to the Exhibition, there is a varied collection of miscellaneous machinery
we shall of course confine ourselves chiefly to those por- altogether too numerous to specify. In the engineering
tions in which our readers are most directly interested, department, the pump makers make a very good show,
and deal specially with the section devoted to machinery and locomotive engines form a very prominent exhibit;
in motion, general engineering work, machine tools, and other — exhibits include steam hammers, fuel econoexhibits connected with the iron and steel trades and misers, and the large driving engines put down by Messrs.
allied branches of industry. This is the most interesting, Hick, Hargreaves, and Co.,
Messrs. John Musgrave
aud, at the same time, the most advanced section of the and Sons, Messrs. John and Henry Wood, of BolExhibition. With few exceptions, every important exhibit ton, and Messrs. Daniel Adamson and Co., of Hyde.
was in position, and most of them cere in working Machine tools are fairly well represented by wellorder, a result highly creditable alike to Mr. H. R. Jack- known makers in the district, but there are several of
son, the superintendent of this department, and to the the leading firms who are absent. The iron and steel
various exhibitors who have so well responded to the industries are strongly represented by most of the
appeals of the committee to have everything in realiness leading firms in the country, Lancashire, Yorkshire, Scotbefore the formal opening ceremony. We shall not in land, and the North of England all contributing important
our present notice attempt a detailed description of any exhibits, foremost amongst them being Sir Joseph Whitof the varied exhibits, but give a few further general par- worth and Co., who have a most imposing collection of
ticulars beyond those we were enabled to supply in our well-known productions. Chief amongst these are
previous article, and a short sketch of the most charac- a hollow propeller shaft, 55ft. long, 18}in. diameter, with
teristic features of the machinery and engineering section a 10in. hole, and a collar at one end 34in. diameter; a
will be of interest. The machinery in motion department complete set of forgings for a 68-ton gun, consisting of
of the Manchester Exhibition, which is the largest tube, 264 tons; breech piece, 18 tons; B tube, 17 tons;
covered area ever devoted to the purpose, is 546ft. long five hoops, 40 tons; and breech screw, 234 cwt., making a
and 210ft. wide, and is made of seven 30ft. bays running total weight of 102 tons; and a weldless steel boiler ring,
the whole length of the building; there is also a gallery 12ft. diameter by 6ft. 6in. long. One or two of the Shef10ft. wide and 12ft. above the floor, running round the field firms also show some very massive exhibits, and
entire section, and the total superficial area is 143,980ft., Wm. Jessop and Sons have a cast steel spur wheel 16ft.
of which 76,500ft. is occupied by exhibits, which is inde- diameter; a cast steel crank shaft, weighing 8 tons; a
pendent of an adjoining building, 180ft. square, devoted cast steel fly-wheel shaft, 7 tons; and a cast steel cylinder
to engineering exhibits of a stationary character. To cover, 3 tons. The brief summary we have given will
show the importance of this section of the Manchester serve to indicate in some degree the general character of
Exhibition, it will be interesting to compare it with the this section of the Exhibition, and in subsequent notices
area assigned to machinery in the three Exhibitions held we shall deal in detail with such of the exhibits as are of
during 1886 in London, Liverpool, and Edinburgh. In special prominence or novelty.
London the area thus set apart was 25,000 square feet;
in Live
1, 45,000 square feet; and Edinburgh, 17,000
square feet; so that the area allotted to machine
NOTE ON TORPEDO BOAT TRIALS.
in the Manchester Exhibition is more than _ half
as much again asin the other three Exhibitions put
By RoBert MANSEL.
together.
In this building the columns supporting
From Tue Enoixeer of the Ist inst. I learn that
the roof are constructed to carry the main shafting,
which is driven by four engines, developing about M. De Bussy has favoured the Institution of Naval
200 indicated horse-power each, and these engines each Architects with a paper giving the results of speed trials,
drive three lines of shafting of ne length, the total carried out at Cherbourg, upon a torpedo vessel ; also, the
amount being 2880ft. This length of shafting affords further information: “The formula made use of in
another means of comparison with previous Exhibitions.
At the Paris Exhibition of 1878, in the English section France to determine the speed corresponding to a given
there was 964ft. of shafting; in the Woollen Exhibition power is
at the Crystal Palace, 618ft.; at the Inventions Exhibi*/LHLP.
v=m
if
Be ,
e
tion, 800ft.; and at the Liverpool Exhibition, 600ft.
There is therefore in the Manchester Exhibition three
times the quantity of driving accommodation that has @viously, by cubing the members of this formula, and
been provided at any previous Exhibition. The steam is modifying, we have:
a
provided by ten Galloway steel boilers, 30ft.long by 8ft.
diameter, of 40-horse power each, and working to
~~" EF
1001b. pressure, and capable of evaporating 80,000Ib. in which, if we write m* = C, Bt = A, and J.H.P. = E,
of water per hour. These boilers are set in one row, and we
should have
make a very fine exhibit, running across one end of the
building.
From the boilers there is a main range of
C= Av
E°
steam pipes 830ft. long, varying from 12in. to 7in. diameter, supplying steam to the electrical section, the That is to say, the old-fashioned Admiralty mid area
engines, and the exhibits in the machinery section, and formula, with all its long-recognised imperfections, I
the engines and electric light arrangement for the fairy fear, not in the least mitigated by the remarkably naive
fountains and illuminations in the ground.
There is a expedient of substituting, for the well-known venerable
return exhaust pipe the whole length from 10in. to 20in. coefficient C, the cube of its cube root.
diameter, which is taken up to the boiler chimney to
As shown in my letters published in THz ENGINEER
carry away the exhaust steam, and these pipes are placed during last spring, the old formula is based upon a true
in a culvert outside the building to prevent as much as mechanical principle, but has been rendered valueless by
possible the radiation of heat, always a great drawback being associated with a false hypothesis, viz., in a steam
man Exhibition. Adjoining the boiler-house is the chief vessel the resistance varies with the speed, in the ratio
dynamo Se
where the electricity is generated of the products of the square of a lineal dimension by
for 546 arc
lamps, of which 470 are inside the Exhibition the square of the speed. Every carefully conducted set
buildings, and 3500 incandescent lamps for the illumina- of experiments upon a steam vessel can be put into a
tion of the grounds. To drive the dynamos ten engines shape to elicit what is the true law of this important
have been put down, developing altogether 1200-horse fundamental quantity; and M. De Bussy’s data furnish
power, The most prominent amongst these is a pair of one other to the many proofs I have adduced as to its
specially designed vertical engines, by Mather and Platt, real form and value.
each indicating about 125 horse-power; then there is a small
That the resistance varies as the square of a lineal
pair of vertical engines by Davey and Paxman of their dimension is so approximately true, that the slight error
ordinary type; a small vertical engine, a compound engine this hypothesis involves may be neglected, in view of the
and a pair of high-pressure engines by Hornsby; a com- gross errors arising from the second or speed factor; and,
ses and a single low-pressure engine by Robey; one of since, in similar-shaped solids, the square of a lineal
uston and Proctor’s engines; and a pair of compound dimension is equally well represented, by the two-third
engines by Yates, of Blackburn. The whole of the con- power of the displacement, by the immerged mid area, or
tract for the illuminated fountains has been carried out wetted surface, either of these three elements may be
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employed without influencing the comparative results of
progressive speed trials—
(L)
'
a.
ee
being the Admiralty mid-area formula. I have shown
that a factor of the form
Log.-? ae
vt 3 he
multiplying the second member, is capable of reducing it
to a quantity, represented by c, which is constant, so long
as the conditions of trial, other than the power and speed,
remain the same. That is to say, we have
A
(II.)
c= a log.-' av,
or, resolving for E,
Av
(III.)
E=- “7 log.-' av.
The curious fact to note is, that the quantities a and ¢
remaining constant, under conditions, these conditions
are not constant. Thus, in fine full-powered vessels, we
have distinct evidence of each of these assuming three
values, for low speeds, medium, and high speeds, respectively. The doctrine that the resistance varies as an
increasing power of the velocity, under the square at
low cases 3and above the square at high speeds, is simply
an indefinite, empirical way of assuming some kind of a
relation between what ought to be two perfectly definite
experimental facts, viz., the speed of the vessel, and the
power expended to produce that speed.
M. De Bussy has stated the mid section of the vessel
experimented upon to be 22 square feet, and other data,
as reproduced in the following table :—
No. of
| 8
| Revolutions. | Power.
trial.
nots.
Per minute.
Horses.
1)
aa.
one
64°15
9°33
3}
8°91
|
126°16
42°44
3
10°20
145°73
62°19
4
10°94
157°99
67°33
5
12°89
|
186°57
120°93
7)
14°58
|
215°37
184°23
7
16°80
|
253°97
300°58
9}
|
18°20
275°68
377°40
9
| 19°30
293°32
443°65
cap
|out the method of investigation given in my
letters in THe Enoineer last spring, it will be pars |
for experiments (1), (2), and (3), we have the relation
between power and speed, sta
in general terms by
Equation I1I.—the mid area formula—
22 v log.-' 0888 v
aaa:
eet ae
Again for (3), (5), (6), and (7), this relation is changed
into
22 v log.-' ‘071 v
fon
op ea
No. (4) contains a latent error of observation, which
places it in contradiction to all the others; but not to
diverge into side issues, pass it over for the present, and
for (7), (8), and (9) the foregoing relations are changed
into
22 v log.-' °0425 v
E = - ——
a
re
hg Ss *@®)
The crucial test for the truth of these, is to calculate by
them the tg required for the respective speeds, and
compare them with M. De Bussy’s data, as follows :—
Formula (a).
Tete apaele 6 op 08: ae [0+ ee
4°70
891
| 10°20
Productby ‘0888
=| +4174 | -7912 | 9058
[PO eran
=|
6721 | -9499 | 1-0086
Rs
= | 1°3424 | 1°3424
1°3424
Subtract
|
Log. 29°04 ...
=| 1°4630
1°4630
1°4630
Oe ty 8.
ROR.
9689
1°6205
1°7938
=
931
| 41°74
| 62-2
=
9°33 | 42°44 ~~ 62°19
By trial data
Trial speeds ..
Productby ‘071
ee
eee
a
Subtract
Log. 19°11
Sum log. E
EB
.. «.
By trial data ...

Formula (b).
| 16°80 ;
++ 10°20
12°89 (ss
1°1928
7242
9152 | 1+0852
=| 1:008 | 1°1103|
1°1638| | 1-2253
13424 | 1°3424
ST yee
1°3424
|
|
}!
=| 1/2814 | 1-2814| 1°2814/ 1-2814
| 1:7938 | 270865 | 22600} 2°4791
=| 622
|192°0
| 182-0 | 301-4
= |62°19
| 120°98 | 18493 | 300°58

Formula (c).
Trialspeeds ..
-| 1680 | 18-20
Productby 0425... ... =|
°7308!
—*7917
Log. 0 ue as os ee = | (1°2258 | «12601
Log. 22...
=!
11-3424} 1°3424|
Subtract
|
Log. 6°61
=|
°8202)
-8202
Sum log. E ...
2°4708 | 2°5740
at
pate?
= | 300°8
375°0
By trial data
= |300°58 | 377-49

| 19°30
8395
|©1°2856
1°3424
"8202
| 2°6478
444-0
| 443°65

Contrasting these figures, no one can well deny their
remarkably close agreement. Each equation satisfies the
conditions for wate. in its own group, but would exhibit
great discrepancies if applied to speeds in any of the
others; and, in this way, it is made evident that the relation between power and speed, when extended over a
large range of speeds, is not, as usually assumed, capable
of being represented by one single curve, but is built up
of the parts of three related curves, of the same species,
with entirely different constants. That these are neither
random nor gness-work figures will he hest shown be
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appending the process for finding these constants for the
mean values in formula (6) as follows :—We first calculate
the values of the expression log. ar for the speeds for
which this formula holds good, thus :—
Trial speeds .. .
10°20 | 12390 | 1458 | 16°80
Log. 2 . .
= | 1°3424 |1-3424
|1°3424 |1°3424
Log.v...
= | 1°0086 | 1°1103 | 1°1638 | 1°2253
Subtract
|
Log.E ...
= | 17937 | 2°0825 2°2653 | 2°4780
Algebraic sum
=|
*5573| *3702
-2409| -0897
Now divide the difference of the first and last of these by
the difference of their speeds; we obtain
eases = eae = 071 = a, as in formula (6)
Next trial speeds... ..
Product by O71...
Add sums, asaboye
Sum, or log.¢... ...

.. .. 10°20
12°89
1458 | 16°80
... =|
°7242| *9152 |1-0352 |1-1928
... =
°5573| *3702
*2409| -0897
... = | 1°2815 |1°2854 |1°2761 |1-2825

Average value = 1°2814 = log. c .*. ¢ = 19°11, as in formula (5).
The reasons for this process will be obvious by a reference to Formula IL; since, by it, log.c = log. + + av.
In an exactly similar manner, with the low and high
speed groups, we obtain the values for formulas (a) and
(c). Formule of this transcendental character are ve
sensitive; and the small errors of observation, which
unavoidably occur in all such experiments, are at once
made apparent by their disturbing effect upon the calculated formula values of the quantities log. E. and log. c.
There is a curious relation, however. The variations
arising from errors of observation equally affect each of
these quantities, one result of which is: if, for all the trial
speeds, we sum the values of log. E and log. c, as given by
their formule, and from this sum deduct the sum of the
observation values of log. E, the residue will be the value
of the same multiple of the average value of log. c as the
number of speeds for which the calculation is made.
Thus, referring to the foregoing figures, for the mean
speed trials, we have :—
Formula
Formula
Trial
values.
values.
values.
Log. E.
» Bo
Log. E.
1°7938 ... 1°2825 ... 1°7987
2°0865 ... 1°2854 ... 2°0825
2°2600 ... 1°2761 ... 2°2653
2°4791 ... 1°2825 ... 2°4780
51254
Mean value
Sums 8°6194 +5°1255 -8°6195 =°-“*= 1-2814 = log. c
4
Also the number of speeds, as divisor of algebraic sum.
This furnishes a useful collective check upon the
numerical operations, and it is also obvious that the sum
of the formula values of log. E is practically the same as
the sum of the logarithms of the observed diagram values.
In one of his many thoughtful essays, Mr. Herbert
Spencer has advanced this proposition—“ Inquiring into
the pedigree of an idea is not a bad means of roughly
estimating its value,” which I venture to enlarge by the
sisnile—the author and his idea somewhat resemble complementary colours, which, by their contrast, mutually
intensify as well as complete each other. Let me illustrate
by an idea which for a long time has been current amongst
mechanicians, but with its origin, value, and applications
often very much shudhéuteel. I refer to the idea, in
the case of a machine—say, for example, the steam engine
of a vessel—developing power and doing work at different
velocities; the indicator pressures are diminished by a
quantity, special to the particular case, but which is constant, or uninfluenced by the rate at which the work is
done. Now, exactly forty years ago, in the first course
of lectures upon the general theory of mechanics, which
the present incumbent of the Chair of Natural Philosophy
in Glasgow University delivered to his classes, pointed
reference was made to this principle, as an acce
fact
of mechanical science, and the name by which it was
designated, that of “Morin’s constant.” On the high
authority of Sir W. Thomson, this distinguished savant’s
researches in this department of science had entitled his
name to be permanently associated with the principle
referred to. I am therefore not surprised to findi
in your
issue of February 18th, a correspondent—* W. S.,” Liverpool—has, very properly, called attention to this principle as having been long known; and as to the reference
he has made to a paper of mine in “1876,” or, it might
have been, to long anterior ones, where this principle
been referred to or employed. I should be sorry if the
impression were conveyed that I had advanced any claim
to its discovery. All I have done has been to show that
by its proper application to the theory of marine propulsion we were furnished with a fertile and efficient means
of investigating one of its most obscure phenomena.
A reference to the papers of the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland will show, in the spring
of 1875, when speaking to the question, “The Difficulties
of Speed Calculation,” I made the following statements :—
The first error to be met was this, “In every steam
vessel the power expended by the engine in working
itself, is in constant ratio to the gross indicated power,”
and to effect this, I stated, “we must obviously reduce
the mean effective pressure on the piston by a pressure
which, in each case, ought to represent the pressure
necessary to work the engine, unloaded, at the speed of
trial. Friction of the load and subsequent losses in the
engine may then be considered as a constant fraction of
the gross indicated power.” This, obviously, is Morin’s
constant ; only obtained by a somewhat involved
process. In the spring of 1876 I published a direct
method of determining this quantity, which at the same
time involved the true law of the resistance ; the value
indicated by my earlier attempts, being founded upon the
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age of the resistance varying as the square of the
velocity, gave, necessarily, an erroneous value ; although |
in effect it was the same as a method published at the
Institution of Naval Architects by the Tate Dr. Froude,
about a fortnight subsequent to my publication of the
correct solution. By this, the direct explicit value of
Morin’s constant is,
1
m _ 21,010 E
d*s N° Log.(a-n)V"
In which E and N are the observed indicated horse-power
and revolutions of engines corresponding to the speed V
of vessel ; a and n, two small quantities depending upon
those elements, and capable of bah determined by two
distinct experiments under the same conditions ; also, in
the case of compound engines, d and s the diameter and
stroke of the high-pressure cylinder respectively.
The formula involves the values of Sead 8, which have
not been published in the report of M. De Bussy’s trial
data, and we are therefore unable to apply it to the
present case. In old times we read of mighuoe bondsmen
constrained to manufacture bricks “without straw,” and
we may safely conclude the resulting bricks were somewhat inadequate as to quality. I shall simply offer a
sample with the “straw” not wanting ;and approximate,
as nigh thereto, with M. De Bussy’s data, as the circumstances will warrant.
From the Admiralty trial data tables we obtain-—
H.M.S. Heroine, 7th September, 1882.
Trial speeds. | Revolutions. | {Indicated
power.
oe
(1
13°12
| 113°2
1466
(2
| 12°43
108°1
1243
(3
11°47
97°1
922
(4)
9°16
76°2
471
The remaining necessary data are d = 36, s = 2°5, whence,
log. oS ales 1°1881; and I calculate the quantity (a—2)
= 081 very nearly ; hence,
|
|
True
@
(2)
@ |
~~ for
Trial speeds
1312 |
Value of 081 V =| 1°0627,
Add. log. N x =| 2°0538
“8 =|-1 . — Add. log. 21,010
Sum... ... ... =|
Subtract from
eS
ae
Leaves value,
log.m... .. =|
-*. Morin’s constant
=

1243 |
1°0068
2°0338,
1 . neat=

47 |
9291
1°9870
1 . 1061 —

916 | 1250
7420 1°0125
1°8820 2°0338
T
ai —1°1881
Re
1°1881

2°3046 2°2287, 2°1042 1°8121 2°2344
|
|
3°1661, 3°0945 2°9647, 2°6730 3°0945
|
|
°8615
°8658
°8605
°8609
°8601
|
7°27
7°34
7°25
7°26
7°25

In the foregoing, each trial gives its own value in testimony to the truth of the mechanical principles involved in
the formula; and the very exception shown by the slight
excess of value in (2) is only an indication that the
reported s)
12°43, for that trial, is slightly erroneous,
and that the data belong to the speed 12°50! Thus, in
the last column, taking this for the speed, we get m=7°25,
and the average for the whole four experiments 7°26,
which certainly is as near constancy as we have any right
to expect.
Again, the relation of power and speed in this vessel
will be seen to be: -!
E= a5a Vlog.: ~0851r V;P
and since the displacement is given at 3724 tons, taking
the s
of (2) at 125 knots, we have the following cal—
practically in perfect agreement with the trial
ta.
Trial speeds ..
siz | 1250
naz | 916
Product ‘0851 V =| 1°1165 | 1°0638
“9781
“7795
Add. log.V, .... =| 1°1179 | 1-0969 | 1°0518
“9619
Add. log. D' “> =| 2-1043 | 2-1043 | 2°1043 | 2°1043
Subtract
Log. 14°83...
=| 1°1712 | 1°1712 | 1°1712 | 1°1712
Log. E
.. =| 8°1675 | 38-0938 | 2-9630 | 2-6745
Also check.
Formula.
oud
tag 8.
Trial.
3°1675
nang ents > gta
3°1661
30938
3°0045
29630
29647
26745
26730
11-8988
11-8983
Ew.
.. = M70
1241
918
472 horses.
Bytrial
°° = 1466
1243
922
471 ,,
To return to M. De Bussy’s data; on forming the
values of the ratios E ‘for trials (1), (2), and (3), we
N
obtain :
(1)
(2)
(3)
Log. E
.
9694
16278
1-7937
Log. N
sa
18072
2°1009
2°1655
Log. ratios... = -1°1627
— 15269
— 16302
The difference of the values of the first and last of these,
divided by the difference of their speeds, viz.: oe = "085.
Now, calculate the values of (a-—z) V for these trials,
and subtract this from the foregoing ratios, we obtain :
Trials.. ..
~ @)
®
%
Trial speeds
470
91
10°20
Product
085
=
“3995
7574
"8670
Ratios as
above ...= -—1°1627 —15269 -1°6302
Differences= —2°7632 —2°7695 -—2°7632. Average value -2°7653.
In an exactly similar way for the following we obtain
(a —n)= ‘067; and the differences,
Trials (3)
(5)
(6)
(7)
—2°9468 -2°9480 -2°9552 —2°9476. Average value —2°9404,
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And, again, for (7), (8), and (9), we have (a—n)="0425.
8
9
Trials ts
Differences
— 1°
-1 $o20 -1 $596. Average value —1°3606,
Hence, it follows “ Morin’s constant” is only constant,
under conditions and changes pari passu with the values
of the quantities @ and ¢ of our formulas. Thus, at low,
medium, and high s
the above average values show
that its values are in the proportions 1 : 1°525 : 3°94, or
about four times
ter at the high speeds than at the
low. As previously noted, the want of the special values
of d and s for these cases prevents the actual
value from
being determined.
A REMARKABLE

TRIAL TRIP.

Some years have passed since we gave an account of the
trial trip of a torpedo boat built by Messrs. Yarrow and
Co. That trip was remarkable, for it lasted three hours,
during the whole of which period the boat was driven at
full speed without hitch or check, and the speed attained
was the greatest during the time that has been achieved
through water. In a recent impression we gave some particulars of the trial trip of a boat built for the Italian
Government by Messrs. Yarrow and Co., which attained
the highest speed known, namely, as nearly as possible
28 miles an hour. On the 14th inst. the sister boat made
her trial trip in the Lower Hope, beating all previous
performances, and attaining a mean speed of 25°101 knots,
or over 28 miles an hour, The quickest run made with
the tide was at the rate of 27'272 knots, or 31°44 miles per
hour, past the shore. This is a wonderful performance.
In the following table we give the precise results :—
Boiler.) ccivor,
Ibs,
1 | 130
2
1380
3
130
4
130
5
130
6
130
Means, 130 |

Ibs.
2
32
32
32
32
82
32

| Revs.
Vacuum) i 4
,
™
2s
28
28
28
28
28
2s

|
| 373
|
| 372°7
|
372
37
375
|
37
| 8744

Speed.

Means.

| ond
nicane,

Knots
Knots
Knots
|per hour. |per hour. |per hour,
| 22-64
|
|
24°956
27°272
| 24°992
|
25°028 |
22°784
25°028
25°028
27°272
25°138
25°248
23°225
25°248
25°248
27°272
| 25°101

The boat is 140ft. long, and fitted with twin screws
driven by compound engines, one pair to each propeller.
These engines are of the usual type constructed by
Messrs. Yarrow. Each has two cylinders, with cranks at
90deg. The framing, and, indeed, every portion not of
phosphor-bronze or gun-metal is of steel, extraordinary
precautions being taken to secure lightness; thus the
connecting rods have holes drilled through them from
end toend. The low-pressure cylinders are fitted with
slide valves. The high-pressure valves are of the piston
type, all being worked
the ordinary link motion and
excentrics.
he engine-room is not far from the mid
length of the boat, and one boiler is placed ahead and the
other astern of it. Each boiler is so arranged that it will
supply either engine or both at pleasure. The boat has
therefore two funnels, one forward and the other aft, and
air is supplied to the furnaces by two fans, one fixed on
the forward and the other on the aft bulkhead of the
engine-room.
The fan engines have cylinders 5}in.
diameter and 3}in. stroke, and make about 1100 revolutions per minute when at full speed, causing a plenum
in the stokeholes of about 6 in. water pressure.
uble
steam steering gear is fitted, for the forward and aft
rudder respectively, and safety from foundering is provided to an unusual degree by the subdivision of the
hull into numerous compartments, each of which is
fitted with a huge ejector, capable of throwing overboard a
t body of water, a body of water equal to
the whole displacement of the boat can be discharged in
less than seven minutes. There is also a centrifugal
pump provided, which can draw from any compartment. The circulating pump is not available because it
has virtually no existence, a very small pump on the same
shaftas the centrifugal being used merely to drain the
condensers. These last are of copper, cylindrical, and
fitted with pipes through which a tremendous current of
water is set up by the passage of the boat through the
sea. Thus the space and weight due to a circulatin
pump is saved and complication avoided. The air an
feed pumps are combined in one casting let into the
engine-room floor quite out of the way, and worked by a
crank-pin in a a disc on the forward end of the propeller shaft. This is an admirable arrangement, and
works to perfection.
The armament of the boat consists of two torpedo tubes
in her bows, and a second pair set at a small angle to each
—Yarrow’s patent—carried aft on a turntable for broadside firing. There are also two quick firing 3lb. guns on
her deck. The conning tower forward is rifle proof, and
beneath it and further forward is fixed the steering
engine, and a compressing engine, by which air is compressed for starting the torpedoes overboard and for
charging their reservoirs. A small dynamo and engine are
also provided for a
a search light if necessary.
The accommodation provided for the officers and crew is
far in advance of anything hitherto found on board a
Sa
he weather on the morning of Thursday, the 14th, was
anything rather than that which would be selected for a
trial, or indeed any, trip on the Thames. At 11 a.m., the
hour at which the boat was to leave Messrs. Yarrow’s
yard, Isle of Dogs, the wind was blowing in heavy squalls
from the north-east, accompanied by showers of snow and
hail. The Italian Government was represented by Count
Gandiani and several officers and engineers. In allthere
were about thirty-three persons on
board. The displace-
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ment of the vessel was as nearly as might be 97 tons. A
start was made down the river at 11.15 a.m., the engines
making about 180 revolutions per minute, and the boat
running at some 114 or 12 knots. During this time the
stokehole hatches were open, but the fans were kept running
at slow speed to maintain a moderate draught. The fuel
used throughout the trip was briquettes, made of the best
Welsh anthracite, worked up with a little tar. The
briquettes were broken up to convenient sizes before being
put in the bunkers. This fuel is not of so high evaporative efficiency as Nixon’s navigation coal; but it is more
suitable for torpedo boat work, because it gives out very
little dust, while the coal in closed stokeholes half smothers
the firemen. Watering only partially mitigates the evil.
Besides this the patent fuel does not clinker the tube ends
—a matter of vital importance.
During the run down to Gravesend the small quantity of
smoke given out was borne down and away from the tops of
the funnels by the fierce head wind, and now and then a
heavy spray broke on the bows, wetting everything
forward. In the engine-room preparations were made for
taking indicator diagrams. Noattempt was made to drive
the boat fast, because high speeds are prohibited by the
river authorities on account of the heavy swell set up.
The measured mile in the Lower Hope is on the southern
oank of the river, about three miles below Gravesend. Just
as the boat
ed the town, in the midst of a heavy rain
squall, the stoke-hole hatches in the deck were shut, and the
dull humming roar of the fans showed that the fires were
being got up. The smoke no longer rose leisurely from the
funnels, tecame up now with a rush and violence which
showed the powerful agency at work below. A rapid
vibrating motion beneath the feet was the first evidence
that the engines were away full speed. As the boat
gathered way she seemed to settle down to her work, and
the vibration almost ceased. The measured mile was
soon reached, and then in the teeth of the north-easter
she tore through the water. The tide and wind were
both against her. Had the tide and wind been opposed,
there would have been a heavy sea on. As it was, there
was quite enough; the water, breaking on her port bow,
came on board in sheets, sparkling in the sun, which, the
rain squall having passed, shone out for the moment. As
the wind was blowing at at least thirty miles an hour,
and the boat was going at some twenty-six miles an hour
against it, the result was a moderate hurricane on board.
It was next to impossible to stand up against the fury of
the blast without holding on. The mile was traversed in
less than 2} minutes, however; but the boat had to continue her course down the river for nearly another mile
to avoid some barges which lay in the way, and prevented
her from turning. Then the helm was put over, and. she
came round. There was no slacking of the engines, and

astern of her the water leaped from her rudder in a great
upheaved, foaming mass, some 7ft. or 8ft. high. Brought
round, she once more lay her course. This time the wind
was on her starboard quarter, or still more nearly aft.
The boat went literally as fast as the wind, and on deck
it was nearly calm. The light smoke from the funnels,
no longer beaten down by wind, leaped up high into the
air. Looking over the side, it was difficult to imagine
that the boat was passing through water at all. The
enormous velocity gave the surface of the river the
appearance of a sheet of steel for lft. or more outside
the boat.
Standing right aft, the sight was yet
more remarkable.
Although two 6ft. screws were
revolving at nearly 400 revolutions per minute almost
under foot, not a bubble of air came up to break
the surface. There was no wave in her wake; about 70ft.
behind her rose a gentle swelling hill) Her wake was a
broad smooth brown path, cut right through the rough surface of the river. On each side of this path rose and broke
the angry little seas lashed up by thescourging wind. Along
the very centre of the brown track ran a thin ridge of
sparkling foam, some 2ft. high and some 20ft. long,
caused by the rudder being dragged through the water.
There was scarcely any vibration. The noise was not
excessive. A rapid whirr due to the engines, and a rhythmical clatter due to the relief valve on-one of the portengine cylinders not being screwed down hard enough, and
therefore lifting a little in its seat at each stroke, made the
most of it. The most prominent noise, perhaps was the hum
of the fans. Standing forward, the deck seems to slope
away downward aft—as indeed it does, for it is to be noted
that at these high speeds the fore foot of the boat is
always thrown up clean out of the water—and the whole
aspect of the boat; the funnels vomiting thin brown
smoke, and occasionally, when afire-door is opened, a lurid
pillar of flame for a moment; the whirr in the
engine room; the dull thunder of the fans, produce an
impression on the mind not easily expressed, and due in
some measure no doubt to the exhilaration caused by
the rapid motion through the air. The best way to
convey what we mean is to say that the whole craft
seems to be alive, and a perfect demon of energy and
strength. Many persons hold that a torpedo boat is
likely to be more useful in terrifying an enemy than in
doing him real harm, and we can safely say that the
captain of an ironclad who saw half a dozen of these vessels
bearing down on him, and did not wish himself well out
of a scrape, has more nerve than most men.
The second mile wasrun in farless timethan that in which
what we have written concerning it can be read, and then
the boat turned again, and once more the head wind with
all its discomforts was encountered. Events repeated themselves, and so at last the sixth trip was completed, and

the boat proceeded at a leisurely pace back again to
Poplar. Mr. Crohn, representing Messrs. Yarrow on
board, and all concerned, might well feel satisfied. We
had travelled at a greater speed than had ever before been
reached by anything that floats, and there was no hitch
or impediment or trouble of any kind.
The Italian Government may be congratulated on possessing the two fastest and most powerful torpedo boats
in the world. We believe, however, that Messrs. Yarrow
are quite confident that, with twin screw triple expansion
engines, they can attain a speed of 26 knots an hour, and
we have no reason to doubt this.
FLOATING STEAM CRANES.
THE increase in the dimensions of sea-going steamers has so
far exceeded any estimates which could have been made, even
less than a generation ago, that many wharves and docks of
comparatively recent construction have a depth of water altogether insufficient for vessels to be berthed near enough to the
quay for discharging or loading, and but few of these have been
designed with a view to the ultimate use of the powerful cranes
which are required for dealing with the heavy and bulky loads
which are now of constant recurrence. Where these conditions
exist floating cranes seem to offer greater facilities than any
other system of lifting machinery, because in most cases they
can be used without interfering with the existing equipment or
arrangements, and the crane illustrated is one of the types which
have been most successfully used.
The crane illustrated by the accompanying engraving is capable
of lifting toaload of 20 tons; the crane revolves entirely round,and
the point of the jib describes a circle 70ft. in diameter; the height
is about 70ft.,and it will clear a vessel when moored close alongside
the pontoon and standing many feet above water level. The pontoon is 80ft. long and 30ft. beam; the depth is 8ft., the draught
being 4ft. 3in.,and, as will be seen, the foregoing dimensions admit
of the crane being laid between the vessel and the quay, and
reaching to the centre of the largest vessel frequenting the
port on the one side where there is deep water, and delivering
on the quay on the other side. But as the crane may be moved
to any part of the harbour where its services are required, it
may be moored on the opposite side, and aid in loading or discharging or in manipulating heavy packages independently of
the quay, or in effecting repairs to machinery, removing old and
slipping new masts, and so forth. Cranes of this type provided
with their own propellers will be referred to later on, but as
tugs are always available, and there is ample space for
mancuvring when the crane under consideration is used, it was
deemed undesirable to incur the additional outlay for the propelling engines and accessories. The machinery for working the
crane is arranged horizontally in the manner designed by Mr.
C. J. Appleby, M. Inst. C.E., many years ago, and adopted by
the builders, Messrs. Appleby Brothers, Limited, this being
compact and very accessible, and giving a better distribution of
strains than any other construction. The necessary stability is
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obtained by altering the position of the balance-box, and by
admitting water ballast under some circumstances which will be
referred to later on; and by using one or both of these means, the
pontoon is always on an even keel, whatever may be the
position of the crane and load. The balance-box is run in and
out by gear driving a long screw, and working in gun-metal
nuts ; the power is transmitted from the crane engines, and the
lever for working this gear is alongside those for working the
other motions. The counterweight having been adjusted for
loads within given limits, noalterationis needed until this limit has
been exceeded, when of course a further adjustment is necessary.
The space between the floor and the bottom plates forms a
closed tank extending over the whole area of the pontoon, and
a valve worked from the deck admits water into this tank for
increasing the immersion, and affording a larger margin of
stability in rough water. The structure is divided into eleven
water-tight compartments, all firmly braced together, and in
one of these is a centrifugal pump, driven from the crane
engines, for emptying the water ballast tanks when desired.
The roller path is formed of a strongly-ribbed casting, which is
secured to wrought iron girders extending down to the floors,
and it is machine-faced on its upper surface, on which the friction rollers revolve. These rollers are fitted with steel pins,
and are fixed below the jib and the balance-box, and all being
driven, it is immaterial, so far as the turning motion is concerned, whether the preponderance of weight is on the lifting
chain or at the back end. Steam is supplied from the boiler,
which revolves with the crane. The engines and gear are of the
usual type, and there are three speeds of lifting, or, by altering
the reeving of the chains, four speeds. There are two speeds of
turning, giving a traverse respectively of about 80ft. and 160ft.
per minute at the point of the jib. Capstans, fair leads, &c.,
are fixed on the deck, and sides are provided with the usual
timber rubbing pieces.
The crane was tested in the works of the makers, Messrs.
Appleby Brothers, at East Greenwich, with its maximum load,
and after this had been done, and the parts marked, the
machinery and pontvon were taken apart for shipment and
re-erection at destination. Seeing that cranes of the kind
referred to may be used with advantage where other quickworking lifting machinery could not be conveniently employed,
it is proposed to recur to the subject, and give examples of
cone3 types of floating cranes, with a brief record of working
results,
WAGES

IN GREAT BRITAIN.
No. X.
Nottingham.—The staple industry in the district of
Nottingham is that of hosiery and lace. There are in
addition, coal mines, iron foundries, and machine shops,
chiefly for the supply of articles required in the various
factories and mills, brass works, and wire works. <A
fairly good feeling has prevailed between employer and
employed, occasional strikes have taken place, but they
have been of minor importance, and have resulted in little
good to the operatives. As in nearly all other districts,
there has been a perceptible falling off in the staple trade
of the town, not only with foreign countries, but also in
the home trade. Co-operative societies are not common,
and those that have been started have not been very
successful. The condition of the working classes is fairly
good, their wages being sufficient ordinarily for the purchase of the necessaries of life, and in many cases much
more, and the various members of a family can generally
secure employment. Females to the number of several
thousands are employed in this district, principally in the
hosiery and lace factories and warehouses, as well as in
their own homes.
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Nottingham.—
General Trades,
Lowest.
Standard. Highest.
s. d.
s. a.
8. d,
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Wages paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Lace Factories in
Nottingham,
Lowest.
Standard.
Highest.
s. d.
s. d.
s. 4d,
Smiths
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Prices Paid per Week of Fifty-four Hours in Foundries and Iron
Works in Nottingham.
68. a Drillers ...
25 3
Fitters
30 3
Holders up
24 2
Moulders
32 5
Patternmakers
32 5
Planers ...
25 3
Rivetters
29 2
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Labourers
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Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-four and Sixty Hours to Railway
Empleyés in Nottingham.
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Wages Paid in connection with Coal Mines in the District of
Nottingham.
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Highest.
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s. d.
s. d.
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Rent averages 4s. 6d. a week; coal is from 8s. 10d. to
16s. 8d. per ton; gas is 2s. 6d. per 1000 cubic feet.
Sheffield.—
The prosperity of Sheffield is principally
dependent on the manufacture of steel and the application
of it to various uses. Up to the present time Sheffield
retains its supremacy in steel manufacture, especially in
heavy descriptions, notwithstanding foreign competition.
The heavy branch of the steel manufacture includes
armour-plate, axles, large castings for engines, rails, steel
shot, steel for rifles, and tires. The cutlery trade embraces almost every variety of instrument and tool, edgetools, engineering tools, hammers, knives, mathematical
instruments, saws, scythes, shovels, spades, surgical instruments, brass, &c. The manufacture of engines and
machinery is also largely carried on. Among other
industries may be enumerated bicycle making, brass
founding, iron founding, and manufacture of grates and
stoves. The cutlery of Sheffield manufacturers is not all
made upon their own premises. A very considerable
proportion is given out to workmen, who hire small premises
and who work for different makers, or work is contracted
for by “little masters,’ who employ few men, have inexpensive places, and work for small profits. They have
usually but little capital, and are liable to fall into difficulties, and thus to become dependent upon those who
employ them. From these causes it is difficult tosay what
goods ofa particular pattern cost, different makers varying
in their estimates. The feeling between employer and
employed may be said to be an armed neutrality tending
to more “or less friction or jealousy, but not seriously
hindering the prosperity of the various branches of trade.
Organisations for their own protection exist among the
workmen in nearly all trades, though much of their power
has been diminished, and lock-outs and strikes are fewer.
Wages Paid per Week in Sheffield.
Lowest.
Standard.
Highest.
s d
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Wages Paid per Week in Ivon Forges, Foundries, and Machine
Shops in Sheffield.
Hours. Lowest. Standard.
Highest.
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s. d.
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Wages Paid per Week to Railway Employés in Sheffield.
Hours.
8. d.
se ¢@
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Wages Paid per Week in Steel Works in Sheffield.
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Wages paid per week in the manufacture of cutlery, tools, dc.,
Lowest.
Standard.
Highest.
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In this district co-operative societies have been moderately
prosperous. They offer great advantages in the purchase
of the necessaries of life, and they would prove a great
benefit to the labouring classes if they could be induced
to avail themselves of the opportunity. Rents vary
according to locality. The dwellings of a large number
of the working people in the older parts of Sheffield
consist of two rooms, one below and one above, with an
attic. These are often situate in back alleys and crofts
where the sanitary conditions are unfavourable, and let
for 3s. 2d. a week. The modern improved industrial
dwellings consist of two room below and bedrooms above,
with an attic, at a rent of from 3s. 8d. to 4s. 2d. a week,
according to locality. The average rent of four-roomed
houses is from 3s. 7d. to 5s. ld. a week. Houses of six
rooms are from 4s. 8d. to 7s.a week. Large numbers of
the working men are unmarried and lodge in the abovementioned ee paying from 2s. Id. to 2s. 6d. a week.
Coal is from 10s, 2d. to 15s. 3d. per ton. Gas is 2s, 2d.
per 1000 cubic feet.
Examples of Cost of Living per Week in Sheffield.
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InsTITUTION OF CiviL Enarneers.—The association of the
Birmingham students of this Institution held their seventh meeting
of this session at the Colonnade Hotel, Birmingham, on Thursday
evening, April 2lst, Mr. C. Hunt, member of the Institution of
Civil Engineers—vice-president—in the chair. Mr. H. L. Tarbet,
student of the Institute of Civil Engineers, read an interesting
per upon the Wellington—Somerset— Waterworks, as designed
+ Mr. E. Pritchard, member of the Institute of Civil Engineers.
The water supply is obtained by gravitation from springs at Westford to the pumping station—about 450 yards distant—whence it
is pumped into a circular iron tank on the top of a brick tower,
and then distributed in the town. The pumping machinery and
engines are in duplicate, and each engine can work separately
each or both set of pumps. Dowson’s patent economic gas yo
ratus is adopted to drive the gas engines. The paper was illustrated by large diagrams, and an interesting discussion followed its
reading.
JuNIOR ENGINEERING SocieTy.—A paper on ‘Steam Jacketting”
was recently read before this Society by Mr. R. G. Bleasby, who in
introducing the subject said that although the steam engine had
been in use for upwards of 100 years,we had even yet but an imperfect acquaintance with its theory. Of late years a few authorities
had investigated the matter from a practical standpoint, and had
produced results of much interest and value. The chief cause of
steam engine inefficiency, incomplete expansion, continued to exist,
because increased expansion entailed loss by condensation. Greater
economy than at present was to be sought in using a cylinder
material of far less conductivity for heat than that now in use.
From a correct indicator diagram and knowing the quantity
of feed-water used, the author showed how the existence of cylinder
condensation could be proved, and proceeded to explain by figures
the improbability of the change of No men of the cylinder
walls taking place through the whole thickness of the metal, owing
to the very short time allowed for the change and the slow rate at
which the passage of heat occurs. A passing reference was made
to waste gas and hot air Bongos the superiority of steam jackets
over them being shown,
r eg
neficial results of steam
jacketting were graphically indicated. Some practical considerations in the design, construction, arrangement and ma
ment of
steam jackets were touched upon and examples given, the author
ctnthoting by observing that considerable economy was attainable
from the use of efficient steam jackets,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA,
MISCELLANEA,
RAILWAY MATTERS.
speciaL meeting of the Midland Railway Company
Accorpine to Herr A. Sauer (Zeit. Kryst. Min.), amorMr. R. Sexnerr has been appointed engineer-in-chief
" As for Friday, May 6th, to authorise the directors to subscribe phous carbon is widely distributed throughout the mica schists and of the Navy.
phillites of the Erzgebirge. It is not identical with graphite or with
£100,000 to the Dore and Chinley line.
Mr. Samue, Swarsrick and Mr. Henry Dever have
anthracite. He finds that it is identical with the amorphous carTux London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Company bon described by Inostranzeff, and suggests for the substance the been appointed by Mr. Justice Chitty joint receivers on behalf of
has built a nice new station at St. Paul’s, but it is so arranged that name of graphitoid. The analysis gave the following results :— the debenture holders of the Hull, Barnsley, and West Riding
Junction Railway and Dock Company,
passengers arriving from the hymn! |are dropped out into the Ash, 73°85 ; C., 24°85; H,0., 1°01; H., 006 ; Total, 99°77.
bad the weather, they must remain until
street, where, however
A NEw dredger, recently built for the Whitby Harbour
ALLOYED with a small per cent. of silver, aluminium trustees,
they can get into a cab.
commenced operations a few days ago in the presence of a
loses much of its malleability, but with 5 per cent. of silver it can large concourse
Tux body of Mr. William Golightly, district engineer be
of interested spectators. This is the inauguration
worked well, and takes a more beautiful polish than the pure of a long-contemplated
on
improvement. The new dredger has been
of the Midland Railway Company, was found on ofWednesday
metal,
With
3
per
cent.
of
silver
it
is
very
suitable
for
philosodeceased
the
head
the
built
by
Messrs,
isons and Co., Renfrew, at a cost of £6700.
Derby,
Tunnel,
Matlock
the
in
the line
instruments, being harder and whiter than the pure metal,
being badly injured, It is supposed that he fell from afirst-class phical
Ir
is
understood
that the report of the Royal Comand
is
not
tarnished
even
by
sulphuretted
hydrogen.
ith
small
compartment, in which his overcoat was found.
amounts of silver, it appears very suitable for scale-beams, and is mission of the Colonial and Indian Exhibition will be presented in
Some goodironand steel and bridge work is being required now frequently used for this purpose. The alloy containing 5 per the course of the next three weeks. After providing for a small
by the Bombay, Baroda, and Central India, and tke Indian Midland cent. of silver has often been suggested for coin of small denomina- deficit, not exceeding £3000, on the Inventions Exhibition, and a
reserve amount to meet claims during the statutory period of six
Railway Comparer The Bombay and Central are invitiug tenders tions, as it is hard, bright, and retains its lustre in handling.
years, there will be a surplus of £25,000.
for the supply of Bessemer steel rails, springs, axles, cast iron
WHEN crossing the Atlantic, Professor Dennis, of New
chairs, and other iron and steel work; and the Indian Midland are
Accorp1N¢ to the Bulletin du Musée Commercial a native
York, recently made some observations to test the purity of the
requiring materials for a bridge of 250ft. span.
ocean air.
He had previously prepared capsules of sterilised gela- of Japan has recently invented a new process by which paper may
Tue Birmingham ChamberofCommerce,incommon with tine.
One which was exposed in a state-room on the main deck of be manufactured with seaweed. eed made in this way is very
similar Chambers throughout thecountry, has received from Mr. E. C. the steamer developed 500 points of infection in eighteen hours; strong, almost untearable, and is sufficiently transparent to admit
Nepean, Director of Navy Contracts, a letter requesting the Cham- one exposed in the cabin on the main deck developed only five or of its being used as window glass. It takes all colours well, and in
ber to ascertain whether it is the opinion of the leading manu- six points in ten days; a third, hung over the bow of the ship for many respects resembles old window glass, This appears to have
facturers of that district that the prices quoted in the accepted ten days, remained uncontaminated. We are not told what much of the character of celluloid.
tenders for Army and Navy contracts should be made public.
happened with other capsules, whether any in the state room
A new form of draught and dust excluder is being
Unper the head of trespassers, in the Board of Trade showed but slight contamination, and whether any outside showed made by Mr. T. J. Porter, of Fleetwood, which is fastened on the
report of accidents and casualties in the United Kingdom last year, contamination.
inside of the jam of a door in such a manner that while it effecexcludes dust and draught, it does not affect the closing of
there is again an improvement, 285 killed—80 of these were suicides
Tue production of Bessemer steel ingots in the United tually
—against 305 last year, and 91 injured ; against 126. Of other States
door. It consists of a mouldable material enclosed in a narrow
during 1886 was 2,269,190 gross tons. Of rails, the output the
persons not coming in the above classification there were 52 killed is computed
cloth
strip.
It is neat in appearance, and, after dipping in hot
1,562,410 gross tons. The production of B
easily applied and moulded to fit the opening to be
and 7] injured, against 41 and 74 respectively in the year before. steel ingots inat 1886
was 698,670 tons more than that of 1885, while mo
covered,
Tur Canadian Minister of Railways reports that the the production of rails had increased by 602,939 tons. Of Clappconnection between, the Dominion Government and the Canadian Griffiths steel the output in 1886 is returned at 46,371 net tons, as
Tue proprietors of Olympia have published a guide
Pacific Railway has been formally severed. The company is now compared with 21,647 net tons in the previous year. The number and show book of their great hall at Kensington and of the shows,
the sole owner of 3037 miles of line between Port Moody and of converters completed at Midsummer, 1886, was fifty-eight. exhibitions and so forth, that are tobe held there. This show book
Quebec, All the loans granted by the Dominion Government have Assuming that this number was at work during the year, the of Olympia, as far as concerns the selection and composition of the
been repaid, including one-third of the last thirty million dollars, average production of ingots per converter would be 40,845 tons. text, is done by Mr. R. H. Dunning, and is well done, but it is
which were cancelled by the reconveyance to the Dominion of Sixty-nine per cent. of the total make of ingots in 1886 was con- published in the most awkward and absurd form, namely, a circle
seven million acres of land.
verted into rails,
of 9in. in diameter bound toa projecting piece of straight only
about 3in. wide.
Tue Italian Mediterranean Railway Company is now
On January 22nd last Professor Tyndall delivered a
inviting tenders for the supply—in different lots—of 2000 railway most interesting discourse on Thomas Young, and this is now pubIr has been arranged that the Geological Field Class,
covered wagons, open trucks, and neeage vans, 4000 pairs of lished in pamphlet form. As a really great pioneer in modern which has again been formed for studying systematically the geolowheels, and 2000 springs of various kinds, A certain preference science and scientific investigation and formulation, Young was one gical features of the country near London, under the direction of
will be given to the tenders of Italian firms. British firms desirous
the greatest of Englishmen. His lectures on Natural Philo- Professor H. G. Seeley, F.R.S., King’s College, will meet on alterof sending in tenders should apply for details to the company at of
are far too little read, and this may be said as much of nate Saturday afternoons in May and June, commencing on May
their head office in Milan; they may also apply to Mr. John Whit. sophy
many
who are occupying the position of teacher as of those who 14th. Particulars may be had from the principal mapsellers in the
more, British Vice-Consul in that city.
are learners. Young tirst used the term exergy in his lectures on City, or from the honorary secretary, Mr. W. W. R. May, 16,
Errorts are being made in Scinde to induce the ** Collision,” and some of those who are so much interested in Bethune-road, Stoke Newington, N.
Government to construct a railway 240 miles long from Pali on the dynamic terminology might read his eighth lecture as quoted by
Tue Duke of Bedford has presented the Bedford VolunRajputana line to Hyderabad, vi4 Umarkote. It is urged that the Professor Tyndall with advantage. Young said, ‘‘ the term energy teer Fire Brigade with a Merryweather steam fire engine of the
line will present no engineering difficulty, and that, by shortening may be applied with great propriety to the product of the mass or Greenwich type, costing, together with a large quantity of hose
the journey from Delhi to Kurrachee by fifteen hours, it will prove weight of a body into the square of the number expressing its and gear, over one thousand guineas. At a recent trial at Woburn
The force thus estimated well deservesa distinct Abbey the engine raised steam from cold water in four minutes,
of great mercantile and strategic importance, as well as a valuable velocity. . .
srotection against famine. A meeting in favourof making the line denomination.”
and to 1001b. pressure in six to seven minutes; it delivers 750
ae been held, and memorials to the Government prepared.
per minute, discharges a powerful jet to a height of 170ft.,
Proressor Di Lecce, of the Campidoglio Observatory, gallons
throws two, four, six, and even eight effective streams of water
Rome,
has
published
in
Atti
della
R.
Accademia
dei
Lincei,
ser.
4,
Masor-GeneraL Hurtcuinson has reported on a “slight
simultaneously,
and can easily be drawn by two horses.
accident which occurred on the 3rd inst. at Youghal terminal vol. i, a discussion of the meridian transit observations of the sun’s
In a lecture delivered at Liverpool last Saturday, Mr.
station on the Cork and Youghal branch of the Great Southern and diameter taken at the Observatory during the years 1874-83. From
Western Railway of Ireland. No passengers or servants of the May, 1876, the observations were made by projecting the sun’s image W. Sugg, after reminding his hearers that one-fourth of all the
company were injured,” and ‘‘no damage was sustained by the on a screen, so that two or more persons could observe simul- gas rent might be saved by using good burners, said that the small
train.” The report says:—‘‘ This accident would not have occurred taneously, and thus determine their “personal equations” from Aladdin burners, with a consumption of 2}ft. of Liverpool gas,
had the points and signals at Youghal station been properly inter- observations made under precisely similar circumstances. Alto- placed on a pedestal or a chandelier, give down an effective light
locked. The continuous brake with which the train was fitted did gether, 5796 transits were observed on 2213 days, giving an average equal to that given by twenty-eight candles. As compared with
good service in enabling it to be stopped before any carriages left of 221 days per annum. The mean resulting horizontal semi- this, the ordinary burner using 5 cubic feet per hour for sixteen
the rails.” Surely Major-General Hutchinson did not go all the diameters of the sun, collected in biennial groups, show a pro- candles was referred to. But a still greater improvement is said to
gressive diminution, which, taking into consideration Auwers’ have been made by the Cromartie burner, which gives fifty candles
way to Youghal to tell the country this?
researches on the subject—-Nature, vol. xxxv. p. 496—are most for 4 cubic feet per hour.
Ir is stated that during last year forty-five American probably due to change in the habits of the observers, as the table
At a meeting on the 26th inst. of the Bath and
railways, with 7687 miles of line, 170, 140,500dols. of bonded debt, and of mean annual personal equations given by Professor Di
203,969,200 dols. of capital stock, were sold under foreclosure and Legge would also lead us to infer. The mean values of the West of England Society, the report, in the shape of a series of
transferred to new owners at greatly reduced valuations. This horizontal semi-diameter at mean distance found from each recommendations, of the special committee appointed to consider
total of about 374,000,000 dols, far exceeds the record of fore- observer's transits are respectively as follows:—Di Legge, 961':329 the working of the two departments known as “plant” and
closure sales for oor eee year. The total of the sales during + 0"011; Respighi, 960"-760 +0’-013; Giacomelli, 961"°307
+ 0"-012 ; “works,” was presented. The committee, among other alteraeleven years included 373 railways sold, with 36,696 miles of line, coe,ag 961356 + 0°°014; the combined mean value being tions, recommended the amalgamation of the two departments, and
the increase of the secretary’s responsibility and remuneration.
and 2,152,000,000 dols. of capital, this being about 28 per cent. of
The recommendations, with a few slight modifications, were
the entire American railway plant. The ‘abore amount did not
include foreclosure sales impending at the beginning of the present
Ar a recent meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences adopted, and an addition of £200 a year was unanimously voted to
year, nor that of the Reading Railway, so that the record for 1887 a paper was read on ‘‘ The Relations that Exist between Cyclones the secretary.
is also expected to be unusually large.
and Concurrent Storms and Hurricanes,” by M. H. Faye. From
At a meeting of the Lowestoft Town Council a letter
attentive study of the synoptical storm charts of the United
the Deputy-Mayor, Mr. W. Youngman, was read, submitting
In a report on a collision which occurred on February an
States Signal Service, the author is able to confirm the conclusions from
the
for the Jubilee Bridge which he proposes to erect over
14th near Werrington Junction, on the Great Northern Railway, already
by M. Marié-Davy from the meteorological observa- the design
Ravine, Belle Vue Park, and asking leave of the Lowestoft
when the slip carriage of a down express became detached, and tions madedrawn
at
the
Paris
Observatory
so
far
back
as
the
year
1864.
upon the train being stopped suddenly at a point 1324 yards north It is shown (1) that tornadoes, hurricanes, and hailstorms are Council to make such erections as are necessary for the foundations,
of Werrington Junction signal-box, this carriage ran into the rear poreswJ secondary phenomena directly associated with the central &c., on the south side of the Ravine. The letter further says:
the same is completed, I desire to present it the Corporation,
brake-van, at about 11 a.m., at a speed probably of about 20 miles
movement ; (2) that in the United States their trajectories “‘ AfterI hope,
will be pleased to do me the honour of accepting it.”
an hour, injuring passengers and guards, Major Marindin says :— cyclonic
no general relation either to the isobars or to the normal who,
Mr.
Youngman
he had advertised in THE ENGINEER for designs
“This accident furnishes another proof of the value of an auto- have
atmospheric currents: (3) that these relatively short trajectories and tenders for said
the bridge, and received half a score designs and
matic continuous brake, for with a train so fitted the accidental are
to the vast cyclonic trajectories at the moment when applications. The
one which he submitted was drawn by Mr.
slipping of a coupling ought to apply the continuous brake all theseparallel
phenomena arise ; (4) that they all lie on the right flank
through the train, so as to bring the whole to a stand before the of thelocal
cyclone itself, which may thus be regarded as a complex R. M. Parkinson, of the Eastern and Midlands Railway.
front portion of the train could leave the slip carriage for a suffi- meteorological
system
accompanied
on
its
right
side
by
whole
Messrs. CoLLieR AND Co., of Salford, have just concient distance for any serious shock to be caused by the collision colonies of destructive tornadoes and hurricanes with their atten- structed
a lathe specially adapted for turning locomotive wheelsafter
between the two parts.’
dant waterspouts, hailstorms, and torrential downpours, all moving they are fixed on the axle, and it is arranged to turn the sides and
Tue Postmaster-General has addressed to all railway together across seas and continents. The whole movement is tread of the wheel at one setting of the rest. The machine consists
companies in the kingdom a communication calling attention to the regulated by the simple law of the mechanics of fluids, which of a strong bed which is sunk level with the floor line, so that the
yh of the Post-office Act prohibiting the carriage of letters determines the formation of spirals or vortices in the upper atmo- wheel can be passed into the lathe without lifting. The heady railway companies, and calling upon them to observe the law in yay regions. The surprising variety of the physical effects pro- stocks are made proportionately strong to deal with wheels up to
this respect, A contemporary says “ the effect of this will be to uced by the movement is simply due to the descending vortex, 6ft. diameter whilst fixed on their crank axles, and the spindles are
prevent companies from carrying, as they have been accustomed which, as in our electric machines, suffices to bring into contact, provided with steel anti-friction washers, to prevent end-thrust.
to do, small parcels of which the majority have been parcels con- and set in violent motion, atrial masses lying far apart, with their The loose headstock is movable on the bed by means of rack and
taining news for publication in the newspapers. ‘The result of this consequent differences of temperature, and aqueous particles either pinion to suit different lengths of axles, and the face plate can be
will be that a very large proportion of the news now sent by train frozen or in a state of vapour or of positive or negative tension.
run at the same or different speeds, to enable, if required, a tire
will have to be telegraphed, thus involving an enormous additional
to be turned at one face plate whilst a wheel is being bossed at the
A WIGHLY interesting series of experiments on the erst other. The feed motions are self-contained with the bed, and give
expense to newspaper proprietors, and the public must lose considerably in the way of news.” This cannot be meant, for the permanent gases has recently been successfully carried out by M. two cuts to one revolution of the face plate. The compound rests
public will surely send its parcels by what means it chooses, and Iszewski. The more permanent gases have not only been lique- are provided with double swivels, to enable the sides and treads of
will not stand an imposition of this kind by its own servant and fied at pressures averaging only 740 mm. by aid of excessively low wheels to be turned without moving the saddle or rest on the bed.
establishment. It is much more likely that the intention is to stop temperatures, but the boiling points, melting points, and densities
On Monday evening, in the House of Commons, Mr.
the practice of traders of sending private instructions and orders of these so-called gases have been determined at atmospheric pressure. The glass tube in which the condensation was effected was Henniker Heaton asked the Postmaster-General whether he was
in this way.
surrounded by a bath of liquefied ethylene, which could be caused aware that in Paris cartes télégrammes similar to postcards are issued
Tue designs for the proposed railway bridge across the to boil by reduction of its pressure, and, by use of a specially con- of various values inclusive of reply cards, which are collected every
St. Lawrence, at Quebec, have been prepared by Sir James Brun- structed air pump, was reduced in temperature to — 150 deg. C. five minutes from special boxes and transmitted by pneumatic
lees and Mr. A, L. Light, M. Inst. C.E., Government engineer, of When this point was reached the gas to be liquefied was admitted tubes to the General Post-office, and whether he would consider
the Province of Quebec. The St. Lawrence at the point selected is into the tube from a Natterer cylinder containing the gas at about the advisability of introducing this system into London and other
only 2400ft. from shore to shore. But as the great depth of water 40—60 atmospheres pressure, and was readily liquefied. A hydrogen large towns. Mr.
Raikes said ‘‘I am aware that in Paris, as also
prevents the construction of piers in the centre, the cantilever thermometer was used to determine the temperature of the liquid, in Berlin and Vienna, there are systems of pneumatic tubes, by
principle has to be adopted for the superstructure. Two massive and the boiling point of methane at atmospheric pressure was found means of which letters, telegrams, and cartes télégrammes are dispiers of granite masonry will be built at a distance of 500ft. and to be -164deg. C., that of oxygen - 18} deg., nitrogen — 194-4 tributed. The question of adopting such a system in London has
240ft. from the shores of the river in a depth of about 40ft. of deg., carbon monoxide —190deg., and nitric oxide —153°6 deg. been considered by my predecessors in office, and they came to the
water, and on these the enormous cantilever ironwork will be The melting point of carbon monoxide was also determined to be conclusion that it was not desirable, either in the interests of the
erected. The piers will be built sufficiently high to allow the masts — 207 deg., and that of nitrogen as lowas —214deg. M. Oslzewski’s public or of the Post-office, to establish it.” The predecessors in
of the largest ocean steamers to pass under the centre span. The nearest approacl to absolute zero was — 225 deg. for solid nitrogen. office never have of themselves concluded that any new thing was
dimensions of the*bridge will be as follows :—Length of centre— Thedensity of methane at 736mm. and — 164deg, was found to be desirable. They objected to everything, including the 6d. telegrams,
cantilever—
1442ft.; length of northern shore span, 487ft.; 0°415, that of oxygen at 743mm. and —181-4deg. was 1°124, while which have proved a great success in every way. In Berlin people
length of southern shore span, 487ft.; total length of bridge and that of nitrogen at 741 mm. and ~- 194-4 deg. was found to be 0°885. have been able for years to send letter messages by about an
approaches, 8460ft.; height from high-water mark to bottom of The densities were determined—Natue says—by reading off the hourly delivery by pneumatic post for 3d. In London we have to
bridge, 150ft,; height of piers above high water, 150ft.; extreme position of the liquid meniscus in the tube, volatilising a portion by pay 6d. at least for a few word telegram not much quicxer.
height of top of cantilever above high water, 408ft. The centre means of an aspirator, and again reading off the height of the Fortunately for Mr, Raikes, on Monday night he added: ‘I have
span will be 290ft. shorter than that of the Forth, which has a span column, the volume of the volatilised portion being measured by not looked into the matter myself, but will take an opportunity of
of 1730ft.
the amount of water running out of the aspirator.
doing so.” Let us hope he will do so before he makes up his mind,
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HAMMERSMITH
BRIDGE—DETAILS
OF
SIR JOSEPH BAZALGETTE AND MR. EDWARD BAZALGETTE, MM. INST. C.E., ENGINEERS.
(For description see page 309 )
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HAMMERSMITH
BRIDGE—CHAIN
SADDLES
AND
SIR JOSEPH BAZALGEITE AND MR. EDWARD BAZALGETTE, MM. INST, C.E., ENGINEERS]
(For description see page 309.)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
Correspondents. |
NEWTON’S THIRD LAW,
Srr,—In the very excellent letter of Mr. Eddy, in your issue of
the 25th March, he says of an engine “to start on, or accelerate,
the motion from zero to uniformity, demands that the power
exceeds the resistance by a small residual force.” Why did he say
that? He also says, ‘‘with an engine running with a uniform
velocity the power and resistance are manifestly equal.” Very
true. The resistance is the friction, the disturbance of the surrounding air, &c., and, say, sawing a plank, which is fed regularly.
Inertia of the working parts at uniformity is not resistance. Supposing the power to be constant, let the plank be pushed on to the
saw harder and harder until the engine is stopped. Is there an
instant from uniformity to zero at which the resistance is an
imaginable fraction greater or less than the power? The momentum
of the engine cuts no figure in the result, for it is power with its
resistance the same as the other. Suppose the plank to be withdrawn, motion would increase to a point of uniformity again.
Sawing would be no part of the resistance, but inertia of the parts
would be. Disturbance of air, friction, &c., would increase until
uniformity was reached, when inertia would once more cease to be
resistance. If inertia were the only resistance the engine would be
accelerated to infinity. It would be accelerated because action
and reaction are equal, for in no other condition than change of
motion does inertia become resistance. In other words, if the
power be constant and inertia is the resistance, acceleration is
required to enable them to equal each other.
Mr. Eddy, doubtless, is fully aware of this, and hence I am at a
loss to know why he should say that in acceleration “‘the power
exceeds the resistance by a small residual force ;” and it seems to
me that the application of the word ‘“‘mystic” to either of the
three Newtonian laws is to put upon language an unbearable
strain.
I, LANCASTER.
Chicago, April 8th.
ARMOUR PLATES, SCHNEIDER ?. SHEFFIELD.
Str,—The Sheffield Independent of the 2nd inst. has just reached
me, and it is with feelings of unbounded astonishment that I read
therein the startling announcement that the Government is going
to the firm of Schneider and Co., Creusot, for armour plates. This
is a pretty pass to have come to. It was bad enough with German
swords and cartridges and ‘‘Ferminy” shells; but this last
announcement is a “poser.” It is on our naval supremacy that
our position in the world is at the present time said to chiefly
depend, yet for such indispensable material for the construction of
our ships of war as armour plates, we are reduced to the plight of
application to a foreign firm, and their manufactory, too, in a
country which is the chief rival of England upon the seas. ‘This
plight is all the more pitiable and incomprehensibleas we have
hitherto laid to our souls the flattering unction that in manufactures
of iron and steei we were able to beat all comers, in quality at any
rate.
:
It appears to me that, notwithstanding the pressing need there
is for us to be in advance, as far as possible, of all rivals in the
manufacture of naval war material, that the inherent conservatism
of our manufacturers and authorities cannot be roused until these
rivals are not merely equal to, but actually inadvanceof us. Then
there is a hysterical, spasmodic abandonment of the old and adoption of a new régime, which, in its application to the navy, costs the
country millions in cash, and exercises a disturbing feeling of
distrust and anxiety, having a reflex influence extending to every
part of our national life, which cannot be estimated. The critical
point once over, back we go to the same lethargical mode of progression, and the same thingis in different matters done over
and over again. No steadily progressing spirit seems to animate
us in the least.
To take the case in point. The Creusot plates are, so faras I can
gather, made wholly of steel, as against our system of part steel
and part wrought iron, and it is contended they give better
results on trial than ours. Well, Sir, this is only what might have
been expected. We have discarded wrought iron for steel in the
manufacture of ship plates for the mercantile navy, and, as shown
in the case of the collision of the Arizona with an iceberg, with
eminently satisfactory results. We have also our boiler plates
made of steel, for a oe ge where alternations of temperature are
of daily occurrence and the metal subject to heavy and almost
constant strains ; and in this case also the result is calculated to
inspire confidence in the material used. Yet, for a purpose where
the most extreme test of the endurance and strength of the two
metals can be met with, we adhere to a conglomerate of the two,
and the result is that our plates are beaten in the test, and well
they may be.
I am, perhaps, writing with a preconceived prejudice against the
compound plates, for in the year 1880, when I was employed in one
of our armour-plate works in Sheffield, I advocated the construction of plates upon the “‘whole-steel” system. The reasons for
this advocacy were the same then as I hold now, and briefly summarised are these: If steel, containinga percentage of carbon of
from ‘7 to ‘9, is to be depended upon as a material for the front of
an armour-plate, where the shock of impact of the projectile fired
against it is most severe, I believe that, @ fortiori, a mild
steel backing would be better than a wrought iron. A mild
steel, one containing not more than about ‘15 per cent.
carbon, is far less likely to be injured by overheating or any other
casualty it may be subjected to in manufacture, subsequent to its
being cast into the ingot, than the harder steel composing the
front plate; whilst the advantage the mild steel has over
wrought iron in strength, and consequently in power of resisting
penetration, is nearly two to one. (2) The union between the two
main parts of the plate. The hard front and soft back would be
much more complete if these two
were both steel than it is ia
the present system. I do not believe that the temperature of the
steel used as the bond of union in our plates, as at present manufactured, is sufficient to ensure a uel on I have seen enough
cases of unsoundness in this respect in the works; whilst the way
in which the whole of the steel front has parted from the
backing, in the testing of a plate at Shoeburyness, fully just
me in this.
Again, and perhaps this is to the Constructors to the Navy as
important a point as any other, the cost of production is much in
favour of the whole steel plates. It stands to common sense
that plates made—as is quite practicable—from steel, Siemens or
Bessemer, which can be made at the present time for £5 per ton in
the ingot, and of which three blows or casts would be sufficient for a 30-ton — can be made more cheaply than plates
largely composed of wrought iron, which will cost quite the same
sum as the steel in ingot form, when in the form of rolled bars,
which have to be faggotted and welded in three or four stages,
growing in size each time, until the size required has been obtained.
Indeed, it is the amount of time and labour expended in the making
of the wrought iron backing which causes the platesto beso expensive, as the material and manipulation expended on the steel part
of the plate would cost nothing near the prices paid per ton for
plates at the present time. The rapidity of production of the two
— of plates would also be far in favour of the whole steel
lates.
. I have said that I advocated the manufacture of these plates
seven years ago. My views were not adopted, and perhaps the
reason is not far to seek. It is scarcely likely that the patentee of
the compound plate would care, almost as soon as he hel dootinel
his method of production, to forego his reward in the shape of the
royalties on his patent, and being the managing director of the
company, it was pretty easy for him to esis x others that his
process was calculated to give the best results. Who was right I
leave outsiders to judge.
1 [Not to our knowledge.—Eb. E.}
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The fact appears to be that the two large armour-plate producing
firms in Sheffield have, so far as the manufacture of this speciality
is concerned, degenerated into branch establishments of the Woolwich Arsenal. They have a monopoly of production, with the usual
evil result of all monoplies; they have nothing in the shape of competitors to spur them to increased efforts, and as they are reaping
a substantial profit as things are they do not seem to care to take
the initiative. I wonder how they would prosper if they evinced
as much apathy in connection with the other departments of their
works as they do in this. I would not have rushed into print
on this subject except for this, what 1 call the crowning insult to
our steel-making imtustry. I recollect a correspondence on this
subject in the columns of the paper where I have seen the announcement of the Governmental intention in the autumn of last year. I
only saw part of this correspondence, not receiving the daily papers,
but quite enough to show how little the heads of these Sheffield firms
troubled themselves in the matter. Now comes the announcement
of the predicament in which we are placed, and although I do not
care to be one of those who say ‘‘I told you so,” I cannot help a
kind of satisfaction at seeing my views so completely verified.
The remaining question is, what is tobedone? I ama Sheffielder
myself, and should deeply lament the loss of prestige to the old
town should she lose this manufacture, and I would not be dependent upon a foreigner for straws for a purpose of such vital importance as our Navy if I could pale it. The only thing to be done
seems to me for our authorities to let these manufacturers understand that if they do not know their own interests sufficiently well
to keep pace with foreigners in the production of a class of article
for the manufacture of which they, as I have said, hold the
monopoly, that the Government will not nurse their interests for
them by continuing this monopoly. Such an announcement would,
1 think, be enough. I do not for one moment believe that with
the same material to work upon the French can beat the Sheffielders in the quality of the finished article; but I do wish that
my townsmen would show more facility in investigations and improvements.
SHEFFIELDIENSIS.
April 11th.
THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S ENGINE TRIALS.
Srr,—I have read with much surprise the letter which appeared
on this subject in your last issue, signed by Mr. H. D. Marshall, as
president of the Agricultural Engineers’ Association. I think I
never read a letter that more obviously said everything except that
which the signatories really thought. The real reason for the
action taken by those who have signed the documents emanating
from the Agricultural Engineer's Association is fear. All can see
the back seat which they each think might be theirs as a result of
the trials. The mettle, Sir, has left the firms who did battle years
ago, and won the laurels on which they built a great trade.
Jealousy is now greater than courage, and transparent excuses are
given as reasons for supporting a policy which has already done a
good deal of harm. Tike first reason given for asking a further
stponement of the trials is trade depression. This surely should
S a reason for welcoming the trials as a chance of showing to
thousands of old engine owners that they possess engines so wasteful that it would pay them to put them on the scrap heap, and to
show intending buyers that England still builds the best engines.
The second reason given is that there is not time enough in which
to prepare an engine for the trials. This, Sir, is not a reason, but
an excuse, for the signatories to the petition of December were
ready with it as long ago as when it was first known that the
R.A.S.E. proposed to offer prizes. But even if the Agricultural
Engineers’ Association had had no notion whatever of probable
trials until December or January last, is that any reason for refusing to enter? The time would be equally long for all, for the
‘“‘Jeading makers” as well as those who by inference are not leading
makers. The world will not be misled by this excuse. Does any
one of the ‘‘leading makers” suppose that trials are wanted of
engines so different from what are offered now that firms who can
make from three to eight or ten portable engines per week want
more than six months to make a show engine? Are the engines
which the leading makers now turn out admittedly so bad that
they want more than six months for experimental work to find out
how much better an engine can be made? If this is the case, it is
high time that trials were made so that the makers of engines so
bad were induced to mend their ways. The third reason given,
namely, expense, is perhaps also an indication of the expectation
by these makers that so great a change for the better is possible.
It is, however, no more a reason for refusing to enter the competition now than it was a dozen or twenty years ago.
As to postponing the trials for another year for consultation with
the Agricultural
ineers’ Association, and with those so experienced in building the classes of engines referred to, it is very much
open to question whether any benefit would be derived from any
such consultation. The requirements are very definite, and the
Royal Agricultural Society may not wish to be fettered by any
reference to what may be considered by the leading makers to be
the requirements. The Society may get what the world wants
from others who cannot boast of such great experience.
I think, Sir, that no good can be done by postponing these trials,
and the reasons urged against them show that firms who have
greater facilities in every way now than they had twenty years
ago must have some other reasons or fears that are not sufficiently creditable for publication. I hope, Sir, that there are
firms who will make a good show on the Newcastle trial ground
with a
CompouND ENGINE,
Lincoln, April 25th.
Sir,—I have perused the astonishing circular issued by the
portable and traction engine builders of England with wonder. I
am not surprised that they do not intend to compete; I am surprised that they should issue a circular.
The whole document is indeed a most remarkable production, In
the first place, why do Messrs. Richard Garrett and Sons sign it ?
It is quite well known that the Leiston firm never has competed
as a matter of principle. Are we toassume that the firm has changed
its mind and would have entered an engine if more time had been
allowed for building and testing it, or that times are too bad to let
the firm incur the expense! I have no reason to doubt the perfect
istency of the firm ; and I am well assured that in no case and
under no circumstance would it have competed in the yard of the
Royal Agricultural Society. Messrs. Garrett have, in point of fact,
placed themselves in a false position by having anything to do with
the circular.
Next let us take the excuse put forward. Why was it thought
necessary to make any excuse at all ; was it considered to be due
to the engineers themselves, or was it held to be due to the Society¢
Surely nothing was simpler or easier than for the various firms to
refrain from entering engines for trial. There the matter would
have ended. The true reason has yet to be stated ; but the fact is
that heaven and earth has been worked by certain persons to prevent others from competing. I write with full knowledge on this
subject.
Next let us consider the nature of the excuse, that time enough
has not been allowed. Now I know as well as most men what a
rtable engine or a ‘‘racer” or a traction engine is, and I say that
it is simply nonsense to assert that even a racer could not be
built and tested in six months, and much more than that has been
available. But again, what is this wonderful engine to be which
might be produced if only great firms had eighteen months to do
it in?
hy, Sir, circulars have been distributed at the Smithfield
Club Show and other shows, claiming
for compound portable
engines an unparalleled economy.
ere figures are given,
which go to show that the compound portable or semi-portable engine
is one of the most economical forms of steam engine ever made.
I will not give any of the figures from these circulars, because your
readers would at once identify the firms in question, and this might
seem invidious. I am not attacking particular firms, but the whole
Agricultural Engineers’ Association as a public body making a
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public statement. The figures of merit put forward in these cir
culars have never yet been tested for
by any ind
dent
witness. Why should the firms oublishing these circulars
decline to permit an independent test being made by such men
say, as Sir F, Bramwell, Mr. W. Anderson, and Mr, Cowper?
Is it not because they are afraid that the results obtained on
their own brakes and in their own yards will not be obtained
on the Royal Agricultural Society’s brake? The circular talks of
bad trade, &c, I cannot imagine a more certain way of killing
trade than the public refusal of a great body of manufacturers to
permit any public test to be made of the merits of the goods they
are selling to the world, The effect of the publication of this
circular will, I fear, be most regrettable, and this will be discovered
when it is too late.
One thing is mapenent, new and energetic young firms will go in
and compete and carry away the prizes. I wonder how the Agricultural Engineers’ Association will look then, when its members are
told to stand aside and make room for younger men in the markets
of the world?
Ipswich, April 25th.
OLD PorTaBLe,
PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS,
Srr,—In my letterof April 15th I charged “‘ J,” with three gross
inaccuracies in the use of scientific terms. How has he justified
himself ?
(1) Concerning ‘‘ rate of acceleration,” he says he has no doubt I
have by this time seen the mistake into which I have fallen with
regard to that. But I ask, How am I to see this mistake if “J,”
will not have the goodness to point it out? He refers me to Professor Tait. Well, I look up Thomson and Tait’s “Elements of
Natural Philosophy, par. 34, and I find—‘“‘ Acceleration is the rate
of change of velocity, whether that change take place in the direction of motion or not.” The only conclusion I can come to, in my
poor misguided way, is that ‘‘ rate of acceleration” is rate of rate
of change of velocity, &c.—a most obvious absurdity.
(2) Limplicitly invited him to explain the meaning of the sentence
he used—*‘ But take the words acceleration of motion away from y,
and we have vagueness and confusion.” This, however, he has
apparently not seen his way to do, since he makes no allusion whatever to. the matter.
(3) I ventured to question the truth of his statement that ‘‘as
far as physics are concerned, the great thing we have to deal
with is energy,” hinting that there was such a thing as
matter inviting the consideration of the physicist; that, in
fact, without matter energy could not exist; and I even
went so far as to say that his statement that ‘‘energy is
motion” is absurd. This he deals with in the only way open to
a man who feels bound to make some answer while he cannot make
a satisfactory one, viz., that of changing the subject. We find
him no longer discussing whether energy is motion, but whether it
is due to motion ; whether it exists en from motion; whether
motion can produce or be produced by motion; and so on. He
talks of narrowing the discussion down to a single point in the
teaching of science. Well, if he will be good enough to keep the
diseussion to any or all of these three points, which are the main
ones in his first letter, the question whether a further discussion
carried on by and with him would lead to any good result might
be more easily settled. Meantime, and until he proves these three
statements to be scientifically accurate, he has failed to make good
a claim to be numbered among scientific men whose opinions are
worth hearing.
As regards my youth and ignorance, ‘‘J.” has shown a perspicuity almost amounting to second sight in discovering the former,
when it is remembered how slight was the hint I gave of my being a
pupil of Professor Tait’s. While if in my state of ignorance I am
still able to discover errors in ‘‘J.’s” wisdom, I fail to see how I
am in such a dreadfully bad way, I fancy ‘“‘J.” has no reason to
be dissatisfied with me on the latter account! The tone of my
letter was what I considered most appropriate to ‘‘ J.’s” letter.
Edinburgh, April 26th.
IT. N
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SUGAR IN MORTAR.
Sir,—About the end of 1886, a discussion arose in THE ENGINEER
on this subject, Among many suggestions then and subsequently
made therein, I have failed to notice the results recorded of
co
experiments with saccharine, CgH, NH—i.c., a compound not a
SO,
sugar at all. I write therefore to inquire if no better results are
obtainable by the use of orthobenzol sulphonic iodide or if the
turning of a colour in coal tar extract into sweetness, would not
tend to throw more light on what at present seems to be rather
in a hazy and recondite condition, especially as regards ancient
modesof mixing mortars.
8. M
April 25th.
ENGINE-DRIVERS’ EYESIGHT.
Sir,—I can assure your correspondent, Mr. John Place, that the
action which the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants has
been obliged to take, in order to protect its members from serious
injustice, is not ‘‘rash,” nor has such an important matter been
discussed ‘‘ without forethought or in ignorance.” On the other
hand, the Society possesses and has ac’
upon valuable and complete information given ao Fos crema officials, and practical
men. Mr. Place states that in Germany ‘‘actual semaphores and
signal lights are used, and the examination is conducted by day
and by night.” This is just exactly the practical test to which the
men in this country wish to be subjected. Your correspondent
goes on to say that I wish for a ‘‘more lax test as regards the
examination of locomotive-drivers’ eyesight.” It is perfectly clear
that he either has not read or places a very wrong conclusion
upon my previous letters. As I have said before, the Society
desires the test to be ‘‘ practical,” and it is a fact that such practical test with actual lights and signals will in some cases be even
more difficult and more hard to pass than the present theoretical
test.
A man may be perfectly able to see the spots on the card, and
sort the various colours of wool, and yet be unsafe to be upon an
engine, as he may be unable to see signals at the required distance.
To prove this I may quote the case of a driver who passed the
theoretical tests, and was-said to be perfect for express work ; yet
he knew himself that he could not see the signals, and he, fearing
an accident, applied to be removed from a main line engine to a
shunting engine. Now in this instance the theoretical test proved
to be absurd, and if this man had been subjected to a proper
practical test, his defective sight would at once have been found
out. Suppose he had not had the good sense to give up main line
work, he would, having passed the ‘‘ theoretical test,” have continued as an express driver, and perhaps long ago have caused a
serious accident.
Mr. Place says there is more in the question than I seem to
think. Would he be good enough to tell me to what he refers,
because nothing in his letter tendsto prove the assertion. Because
some men fail to know the names of various shades of wool, it must
not be thought that they are colour-blind, they are only colour
ignorant. Asa matter of fact it may be mentioned that some men
who have failed to name the colours, have now received instructions from some of the girls in a Berlin wool shop, and from
painters, and are now able to pass the theoretical test without difficulty. Another very important matter is the time when the test
should be made. Ought a driver to be tested before he goes on
duty, or after he has beenat work ten or twelve hours?! Cases
have occurred in which a man could see the ‘‘ dots” and pass after
twelve hours of duty, but when again tested at the end of seventeen
hours’ work he failed. Of course the effect of wind, dust, and
especially overwork, must at the end of a very long term of duty
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seriously impair the sight of a driver. On several lines in this
. ry the “ practical test” with signals and lights is
ed,
comin practice is found to be highly efficient, and I trust it may
become general, in place of the unsatisfactory and purely theoso much object,
retical tests to which the men CLEMENT
E, STRETTON,
Consulting Engineer, Amalgamated Socicty of
Railway Servants,
Head Office, A. S. R. 8., 806, City-road, London, E.C.,
April 23r .
TENDERS.
NEW MAIN SEWERS.
of about
Contract No, 1,—Ssetion IV.—For the construction
sewers for the Corporation of
2 miles of new main brick and »ipe and
drawings by J. Gordon,
Leicester. Quantities, specification,
M, Inst. C.E., borough surveyor:—
4 204,
1 3
12,187
James Dickson, St. Albans (accepted)
Sheffield =... +e ee ee ee oe 612,281 111
Eyre,
Frank
Reuben Clarke, Sheffield.. .. .. «. «. oe «+. 12,986.19
7
s. and E. Bentley, London .. .. .. .. +. «+. 12,00012 8
, Small and Sons, Handsworth .. .. .. «. «. 13,335
13
6
Chas. Baker and Sons, Bradford... .. .. .. .. 13,809 1 1
Hy. Hilton, Birmingham =. . «. 4. ee ee ee W411 2 2
Nelson and Co., Cardiff .. .. «e ss «+ «+ of 14,120 0 0
Enoch Tempest. Leicester .. .. «2 «+ «+ «+. 14,486 5 1
Jno. Hill, Sheffield .. .. «1 «1 ss oe oF « 14,560 5 6
B. Cooke and Co., Battersea... .. .. «.. «. «. 15,25615 6
J. W. and J. Neave, Leytonstone., .. .. .. «.. 15,770 9 1
Geo. Law, Kidderminster .. .. .. «s «+ «+ 16,164 2 7
Jno. Pickthall and Sons, Merthyr Tydvil.. .. .. 16,560 4 6
Wm. Meats, Nottingham... .. .. .. «- «+ o» 17,131 19 6
Innes and Wood, Handsworth
17,178 108 05
17,902
and Parker, Cardiff.
Geen
A. Mellott, Lom@om .. 2... oc ce ce oo oe 18,888 7 8
Jno. Edmondson, London .. .. «.. «. «- «+ 19,828 9 5
James Evens, Birmingham .. .. .. .. «.. «. 20,641 7 «1
C, Braddock, Southport .. .. .. .. «. es « 21,511 16 2
HARBOUR

WORKS IN ALGOA BAY, CAPE
COLONY. '
By WILti1aM SHIELD, M, Inst. C.E.
ALGoA Bay, on the south coast of Africa, is the principal harbour
of the eastern province of the Cape Colony, possessing a partially
sheltered anchorage and good holding ground. The harbour works
which have been carried out there, from time to time, for improving
the access to Port Elizabeth, which is situated in a bight formed by
Cape Recife, at the western side of the bay, furnish an example of
failure and remedial works on a sandy coast,
Port Elizabeth is the principal commercial port of the Cape
Colony, its exports and imports being nearly equal to those of all
the other ports taken together, including Cape Town. The values
of its exports and imports for the thirteen years ending with 1882
were £35,201,718 and £33,349,661 respectively, as compared with
£42,539,259 and £14,585,164 for all the other ports; and the
tonnage of the vessels entering and leaving the port increased from
86,784 tons and 83,617 tons respectively, in 1864, to 825,157 tons
and 838,241 tons in 1882.
Cape Recife extends about 6 miles to the southward of Port
Elizabeth; and Point Padrone, forming the eastern extremity of
the bay, lies about 43 miles to the eastward. The port is sheltered
by land from §.S.E. round by W. to N.E. It is exposed between
N.E. and E. by 8. to a fetch varying from 10 to 43 miles; and
from E. by S, to 8.8.E. it is open to the Indian Ocean, The port
is also exposed to very heavy rollers raised by south-west winds,
which wheel round Cape Recife, and prove more trying to sea-works
than waves produced by south-east gales. Westerly winds occur
throughout the year; gales from the north-west are most common
during the winter; and east to south-east winds are prevalent
during the summer, from September to March. Westerly gales are
generally the most violent; but very heavy gales occasionally
blow from the south-east. The heaviest rollers approaching Port
Elizabeth come from east—magnetic—to 20 deg. south of east, and
cause an almost constant surf upon the beach, making landing
somewhat difficult. The highest waves observed by the author
were about 20ft. from trough to crest, in a depth of about 23ft.
Currents.—Numerous current observations were made by the
author, with floats offering very little surface to the wind, and so
adjusted generally
as to indicate the current at a depth of 7ft.;
and the direction and force of the wind were noted during the
experiments. These observations, extending over about eight
years, proved:—(1) That there are no appreciable tidal or other
Lelasd caroeiie in the vicinity of Port Elizabeth. (2) That such
currents
as occasionally exist, with the exception of the shore
Wiis
aon
somes
natissanae
ate
eee
currents, are surface currents produced by the wind, which change
their direction and velocity with the wind. (3) That the shore
currents are due entirely to wave action, and extend seawards in
proportion to the height of the waves. (4) That in consequence of
the exposure of the bay to south-east winds, and also owing to the
direction of the rollers, the set along the coast is very frequently
from south to north, especially in the season of south-east winds;
but during the prevalence of north-westerly, northerly, or northeasterly winds in the winter, the set is in the opposite direction,
and with westerly winds, and in calm weather, there is often no
current at all.
Sand-Travel.—The travel of sand along the shore is frequently
from south to north, With westerly winds, however, sand accumulates upon the beach, and still more with northerly and northeasterly winds, as they check the tendency of the waves to pass the
FyRees
Aro
rane
sand on. This movement of sand does not extend beyond the
action of the waves, and it is most readily checked by any impediment to its pi
}
Tides. Thepaeeed line at Port Elizabeth is the average how-water
of spring tides; but good spring tides frequently fall 15in. lower,
and have a range of 7ft.; whilst exceptional tides fall 18in. below
it, and rise 8ft. The ordinary range of neap tides is from 2ft. to
24ft.; but sometimes the variation in water-level is less than 12in.
The Agulhas current, outside the bay, appears to exercise a considerable influence on the tides, for so accelerated by easterly or
south-easterly winds, it draws the water out of the bay, increasing
the fall, and diminishing the rise of the tide; and when
retarded by westerly or south-westerly winds it has the
reverse effect. The wave disturbance produced by the volcanic
eruption in the Straits of Sanda—distant about 5000 miles—on the
27th of August, 1883, reached Algoa ~~. between 4 p.m. and
5 p.m. that day; three distinct waves,
which appeared between
7.05 and 10,15 p.m., swung the ships anchored in the bay almost
broadside on to their cables; and the undulations recorded by the
self-registering tide gauge at Port Elizabeth showed a series of
rapid rises and falls, with a maximum variation of water level of
5ft. 4hin. between 8.19 and 9.2 p.m., which did not entirely dis— from the tidal diagrams till about five days after.
Breakwater.—The want of shelter at Port Elizabeth from the
south-east led to the construction of a breakwater, which was commenced in 1856—page 338, Fig. 1. This breakwater had a total
length of about 1700ft., and consisted of a straight arm, 46ft.
wide, projecting out from the shore, with a return outer arm,
or shield, 63ft. wide. The deck level was 8ft. above high
water, The first 330ft. from high-water mark, composed of
stone walls with rubble filling between, was completed in August,
1857. The remainder of the breakwater was formed of pilework, with a rubble wall on the exposed side, and rubble filling
on the harbour Fenn Sao 338, Figs. 2, 3, and 4. The pilework was
commenced in June, 1858, and had been extended 740ft, in September, 1860, into a depth of 17ft. at low water. In February,
pe Hap sg +: ga Eng., vol. lxxxviii., Part ., from which our engray-
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1861, Mr, Warren, the resident engineer, reported the formation crete per day. After the completion of the crest wall, it was
of a dbank 3)ft. high, on the north side, at the outer end of backed up with rubble, and a line of rails was laid on which a 7-ton
the work. The filling in with rubble was
d in November, steam cranc travelled, which fed and trimmed the bank with large
1861, at the seaward end; 21,021 tons out of 26,000 tons required stone and concrete blocks. The bank eventually assumed a slope
to fill the breakwater up solid to low-water level had been of about 4 to 1, at which it has stood for a considerable time. The
deposited by the end of July, 1862, and the pilework of the shield cost of the concrete in the apron was £1 9s, 10d., and in the
was commenced in April, 1862. The straight breakwater was crest wall £1 3s, 14d. per cubic yard. The greater cost of the
accordingly becoming a nearly solid structure, almost before the lower wall was due to its being tide work, and requiring extra
commencement of the shield. In September, 1862, Mr, A. T. precautions against the sea during construction. The total cost of
Andrews, M, Inst, C.E.—then resident engineer at the Table Bay the retaining bank, including the raising of the 16} acres of reHarbour Works-—-advised that no more stone should be deposited, claimed land, amounted to £64,514; and its construction occupied
as he considered that sand would collect in the still water about three and a-half years, having been commenced in May,
under shelter of the breakwater, and form a dangerous sboal, 1877, and carried on, under the author’s supervision, simultaneously
but that the shield might be filled up with rubble as designed. with the removal of the breakwater.
Removal of the old breakwater.—The removal of the breakwater
In April, 1863, Mr. Bourne—then colonial railway engineer—
recommended that the breakwater, as well as the shield, should was commenced in September, 1869; and by March, 1871, a partial
be filled up with rubble as soon as possible to quay-level, leaving opening, extending 138ft. inland from the shield, had been made.
only a length of 300ft. or 400ft. of pilework next the stone In 1876, the rubble and piles had been partially removed along a
approach, at the sbore end, to be filled up eventually if experi- length of 500ft. altogether—582 ~ and a large quantity of sheetence proved that no injury from silting was liable to result. ing having been drawn out by hydraulic presses and levers, and
Silting in harbour.—The Harbour
followed Mr. Bourne’s 169 piles sawn off under water by divers. The drawing of the piles
advice, so far as regards the outer portion of the work; but was very laborious, as they were — roughly squared, and they
instead of stopping the stone filling as soon as sand began to were held so tight by the angular rubble that the ]#in. chain cable
accumulate in the harbour, carried it on as rapidly as possible to attached to them was often broken. The removal also of the
the shore, in the hope of preventing the drifting sand, which fol- rubble below low water, prior to the construction of the retaining
lowed up the filling, from coming in through the opening. The bank, was rendered very difficult by the deposit of sand, which
closing of the breakwater was completed in July, 1865; but seri- could be only partially arrested by screens of sheet piling with
ous silting up still continued on the north side, and by November canvas and dams of sand-bags, As many of the stones in the
the deposit in the harbour formed a junction with the advancing shield weighed from six to seven tons, a steam crane was procured
beach. Though the portion of the harbour used by vessels of 400 capable of lifting them. The iron-wood piles of the breakwater,
to 500 tons had been little affected by the accumulation of silt up however, were so much eaten by the teredo that they were quite
to February, 1866, the beach continued to advance both north and incapable of carrying this crane, which was a heavy machine.
south of the breakwater. In October, 1867, the low-water mark Accordingly fresh piles were driven into the rubble alongside the
had advanced 750ft.; in December, 1868, it was within 200ft. of old ones, but could only penetrate about 5ft. or 6ft. into the
the shield; and by June, 1869, it had extended beyond the sea mound. The staging thus formed was therefore not so rigid as
face of the shield, completing the destruction of the harbour— could have been wished, so a short length of it was specially braced
page 338, Fig. 1. A bank also had formed to the north-west of and strengthened, and the crane was lashed on it when not at
the shield, which, in 1869, rose to within 3ft. of low-water spring work, in preference to bringing it back along the whole length of
tides, and presented a serious obstruction to landing on the beach. the breakwater, till its work on the shield was completed. The
the remaining portion of the breakwater, being
Sch
of impror
t.—Sir John Coode, Vice-president Inst. rubble along
was removed by hand cranes, The rubble was only
C.E., was consulted for the first time in 1868; and he arranged smaller,
removed down to 5ft. below low-water spring-tides in the shield
for Mr. Charles Neate, M. Inst. C.E., to inspect the site. Mr. and
7ft. in the straight breakwater, as at this depth it forms a reef,
Neate, during his visit, recommended that an opening should be
which heavy seas break, and in a measure protects the landing
made at the east end of the straight breakwater, to arrest the on
beach.
subsequently broken off by a 19-0z. dynamite
rapid advance of the sand, and the construction of a jetty with cartridge,Thepi piles were
in a 2in. hole bored in the pile at the level of
the timber taken from the breakwater ;and this work, having been the
lowered
rubble,
and
by electricity. Double-headed 80 lb.
approved by Sir John Coode, was carried out for a time under the rails, which tied many of fired
the piles together, being attached to them
direction of Mr. A. T. Andrews. In 1870 Sir John Coode recom- by lfin. bolts, were detached
by two dynamite cartridges, weighmended the following works :—(1) The opening out of the straight
together 4°80z. The removal of the rubble was liable to be
breakwater by removing all the rubble for a length of 500ft., ing
by the accumulation of sand during fine weather and offand drawing such of the piles as were not required for stopped
winds; whereas rough weather, which stopped the diving
seewtee a viaduct. (2) The construction of a retaining bank, shore
drove the sand away. The best time for work was after
1600ft. long, to the south of the breakwater. (3) The forma- work,
rough
weather from the south-east, or after a strong westerly
tion of an outer harbour by an extension of the shield, and an
As much of the rubble as possible was removed from the
inner jetty 400ft. long. (4) Inner works, comprising an swell,
shield
under
shelter of the parapet, which was then taken away in
entrance basin, and an inner basin of 14 acres in the valley of the short lengths
as the stones supported the timberwork, and it in
Baakens River. In consequence, however, of the complex condi- turn kept together
the stones. The stone was removed first; and
tions of the case, he recommended that these works should be
timberwork was then cut away as quickly as possible, as it was
carried out in sections, so that experience might indicate how far the the
liable to break adrift and injure the staging. When the shield
desired results were or were not likely to accrue from their constru- had
been sufficiently lowered for the sea to wash over it, the waves
tion. The opening out of the breakwater was commenced in 1869,
up the rubble against the landward row of piles, and
and proved a very tedious and difficult operation. In 1875instructions heaped
formed
a bank, about 70ft. wipe, on the landward side of the
were given by the Harbour Board for carrying out the retaining
This inner row of piles was left to the last, to hinder
bank and the outer jetty forming the first section of the above structure.
the rubble being driven in-shore; and the removal of the rubble,
scheme, and the author was appointed resident engineer for these thus
was facilitated by a considerable portion of it being
works in 1876. Aftera pecuselll Unipoction of the port in December, raisedarrested,
the waves above low water. The bank of rubble, land1876, and owing to the enormous sand-travel and absence of any wards ofby the
shield, was mostly removed by small bags and spoons,
constant currents revealed by the investigations of the author, Sir guided
The total cost of removing the breakwater was
John Coode recommended that a breakwater pier, nearly parallel £38,500,byordivers.
about £26 18s. 6d. per lineal foot removed, including
to the shore, should be constructed at a distance out of about
landwards of the retaining wall. Its construction cost
3000ft., with return ends to keep off the swell, and provided with 350ft.
success which has attended the remedial works is
a fully-equipped quay, and with jetties projecting from it in a £122,438. byThe
a comparison ef the state of the port in 1876 and in
pine ig |direction, alongside which vessels of the largest class indicated
1884--page
338,
1 and 7—from which it will be seen that
could discharge and load. The breakwater was to be connected there are now two fathoms
of water, where previously to the
with the shore by an my iron viaduct carrying two lines of rail- operations above described there
was a bank of sand dry at low
way. The in-shore works comprised the construction of a retaining wall, 2100ft. long, and the raising of the land thus reclaimed ; tide.Bridge over Baakens river and other works.—A bridge carrying two
the removal of the old breakwater to a depth of 3ft. below lines of railway connects the works south of the Baakens river with
low-water spring tides—afterwards carried to 5ft. over the shield,
Midland system of railways. It crosses the river obliquely,
and 7ft. over the remainder; the extension of the jetty 200ft.; the
three spans of 30ft., and rests upon cylindrical columns, 2}ft.
and the construction of a bridge for two lines of railway across the with
diameter, founded upon concrete bases, and concrete abutments.
Baakens River. The inner works were designed to afford speedy in
Corrugated
sheet-iron, No. 24 b.w.g. in thickness, formed the dams
relief to the port, by removing the sandbanks which had been
the piers and south abutment, being stayed inside with timber
formed, and setting back the line of the beach as near as requisite for
framing,
and
weighted with rails so that the dam sank into the sand
to its original position. Before embarking upon these large works,
gravel as the excavation proceeded inside. The dams for the
the Cape Government arranged that Sir John Hawkshaw and Mr. and
were about 42ft. long, 6ft. wide, and $ft. high; and they
Brunlees, Past-presidents Jnst. C.E., should confer with Sir John piers
perfectly watertight. The author thinks that this, as he
Coode ; and they reported their approval of the scheme in July, were
novel use of corrugated iron will be found satisfactory
1880. As the general local opinion was strongly in favour of believes,
and
economical
where, as in the present instance, clay is expensive
having a dock for the port, Sir John Coode modified his design as
difficult to obtain of Fs quality, The bridge, with its
shown on page 338, Fig. 7, providing a dock with jetties under and
approaches,
cost
£4947.
he principal other works recently
shelter of the breakwater. The estimated cost of the work is
at Port Elizabeth, under the author’s supervision, com£1,170,950 ; but —- to the present time, the in-shore works alone executed
prised
the
removal
of
a
timber
jetty, 465ft. long and 60ft. wide, and
have been executed.
the construction of two wrought iron jetties, 900ft. and 840ft. long
Retaining bank ov sea-wall.—The line of the retaining bank— respectively, at a cost of about £118,000, including equipment with
page 338, Fig. 7—was designed with the view of causing the steam cranes, &c. (page 338, Fig. 7), for facilitating the work of the
waves, which impinge upon it at an angle of between 60deg. and
rt, which previously had been almost entirely conducted on the
80deg., to scour away the sandspit formed by the old breakwater,
and to clear off the sand from the rubble filling of the breakwater, Beach by means of surf-boats.
80 as to admit of its removal by divers, A bank a—page 338, Fig.
5—composed chiefly of large stone and concrete blocks, varying in
weight up to seven tons, was first carried forward at a level of
SoutH KENsincToN MusEuM.—Visitors during the week ending
104ft. above low water spring tides, and was followed up by a second April
23rd, 1887:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,
bank, J, on the land side, which was always kept a little back from from
a.m. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 10,747; mercantile marine,
the end of the outer bank for the sake of shelter. The material Indian 10 section
and other collections, 3646. On Wednesday,
was mostly tipped from wagons running on rails along the top of Thursday, and Friday,
admission 6d., from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.:
the banks, but some of the larger stones and blocks were p
by Museum, 1115; mercantile
marine, Indian section, and other
acrane, The lines of way were frequently displaced by the sea, collections, 243. Tot
15,751.
Average of corresponding week
but the expenditure on their maintenance was much less than in former years, 16,625, Total from
the opening of the Museum,
staging would have cost. Seas washing over the bank made the 25,559,901.
rubble settle down, and formed a long slope on the inside of wellA MEETING of the North of England Institute of Mining
washed quarry chippings and grit, so 1 ethers suited for concrete that the slope was kept fed with fine quarry materials for and Mechanical Engineers was held at Newcastle on Saturday last
the purpose. The material for concrete, thus collected, generally under the presidency of Sir Lowthian Bell. Mr. S. B. Coxon
contained sufficient grit to enable sand to be dispensed with. read a paper upon “‘An Improved Electric Safety Lamp, with
When the mound was sufficiently consolidated, a trench was exca- Schanschieff’s Primary Liquid Single Battery.” This battery
vated along the top in short lengths, within which blocks were makes use of a salt of mercury. The advantages claimed for the
formed ix situ, in timber boxes lined with jute sacking. These battery, which is of simple construction, are, that the
blocks form a lower wall, or apron, 4ft, wide, and from 7}ft. to electric motor foree is high and perfectly constant, that
8ft. deep—Fig. 6, page 338.
locks of 40 and 20 tons were the internal resistance is very small, that it gives a perfectly
laid alternately, and the concrete of the 20-ton closing blocks steady current, and that it is cheap and durable. Three
filled up the grooves left in the ends of the 40-ton blocks, thus lamps of different sizes were exhibited. The smallest gives a
making the wall a continuous mass, Large stones, clean and light equal to two candles for eight hours, and the largest a
well-bedded, were ag oe oyin all large masses of concrete, for light equal to four or five candles, for a similar length of time.
the sake of economy.
vels taken for a considerable period on The cost of the smallest is 17s. 6d. and of the largest £1 1s.; and
the top of the apron failed to indicate any appreciable settlement. the cost of maintenance from ld. to 14d. per shift. Mr. T. O.
Two gangs, of eight Kafirs each, mixed and deposited 41 cubic Robson gavea short description of a new sprayer for laying dust
a of concrete per day when the moulds and
were fixed in mines now in use in the Redheugh Colliery. It consists of an
orthem. After the oungetinn of the apron, the rubble behind it ordinary water tub on wheels, capable of travelling along the
was left to consolidate as long as possible before the crest wall was wagon ways. From the tub a tube projects through a stuffingcommenced. This wall was rated aein the rubble, 2ft. below the box, having at its outer end a hollow perforated spherical end.
surface of the apron, and was constructed in sections 8ft. long, Over the sphere is fitted another one also perforated, and fitted
with chamfered joints on the sea face. Each section or block, with a circular brush. The tube, external sphere, and brush are
weighing nearly 18 tons, is keyed to the adjoining ones by vertical made to rotate by means of an endless chain and gearing connected
dowels, so placed that any block is free to settle without disturbing with one of the axles of tub, and a stop valve regulates the supply
the work ;but though the work was completed more than five years of water. With this apparatus travelling at a speed of about four
ago and has been assailed by heavy seas, no settlement is visible. miles an hour, 100 gallons of water have been found sufficient to
The concreting was effected by two gangs of thirteen Kafirs each ; lay the dust in 1700 yards of wagon way, or, say, over a superand each gang mixed and deposited about 31} cubic yards of con- ficial area of 150,000 square feet.
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Remittance by Post-office order,
— Australia,
um, Brazil, British
Columbia, "British Guiana, Canada, Cape of Good Hope,
mark,
Hawaiian Islands, Key France, Germany, Gibraltar, Italy, Malta,
Natal, Netherlands, Mauritius, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, New
South Wales, New Zealand, Portugal, Roumania, Switzerland, Tasmania, Turkey, United States, West Coast of Africa, West Indies,
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
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for every two lines
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. When an advertise
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the vacuum brake to be affected by frost and water,
there being no less than forty-five such cases reported,
and we showed that those against the automatic vacuum
brake alone gave rise to no less than 243 minutes’ delay.
Considering the history of the brake question on the
London and North-Western Railway, Mr. Webb’s cut
at the Board of Trade was rather out of place. The
Board of Trade has, at all events, been perfectly consistent throughout; whereas the North-Western, having
made many changes, would not appear to have been so
CONTENTS,
well up in the necessary requirements as Mr. Webb
asserts. We have no doubt that when the repetition of
Tur Enorerr, April 29th, 1887,
PAGE
the Carlisle incident does take place, this company will
» MANCHESTER EXHIBITION.. .. «. +2 ce ce oe oe oe oe 825
OM
TRIALS .. 2. 2c seoe cece oe0s neco oeoe oeoe 826
dub it a “Board of Trade accident,” thereby following
fk ow TORPEDO BOaTTRIP
.. «. .. +
‘A REMARKABLE TRIAL
the example of those railway wiseacres who knew their
FLOATING STEAM CRANE. (Illustrated.) .. .. .. «1 1
«+. 828
B27
own requirements so well as to object to the introduction
Waces is Great Britars. so No.de X.‘06 .. «. «2 « s
$29
MATTERS
RaiLwayY
of the interlocking of points and signals and the block
Nores AND MEMORANDA
system, and who at first tried to saddle the Board of
DIIACELLAWEA«50 «+ os 00) 00 00 00 50 00 06 06 00 oe os
New HammersMITH Bripce—Cuain SADDLES AND ANCHORAGE,
Trade with the consequences of their own blunders in
(Ilkustrated.) 1 e+ oe ee oe oe ee oe te ne oe ne oe 8B
operating. We need hardly point out that it requires
Lerrers To THE Eprron—Newton's Third ee ee ar meod
no special training on railways to decide upon the prinSchneider v. Sheffield—The Royal Agricultural Society's Engine
Trials—Professors and Students—Engine-drivers’ Eyesight
ciples with which it is desirable a brake should comply,
MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
Harpour Works in AuGoa Bay, Care Couony .. .. .. ..
Tue InstITUTION oF CiviL Enorveers, 25, Great
-street, West- and as to whether it is worth saving life—if
ible—
minster, 8.W.—Session 1886-87. Tuesday, = 8rd, at 8 p.m.: Ordinary whenever it is in danger; or only now and then. Mr.
nese TRAVELLING CRANE. cayenne! 4a Peg
é
mee’ . Papers to be further discussed :—“ Water Supply from Wells,”
Leapinc ArTICLES—Mr. F, W. Webb on Railway Brakes _..
oa
in the London Basin, at Bushey (Herts), in Leicestershire, and at South- Webb boasts, in the same address, of having been conThe Working of the Explosive Acts—The Education of Engineers. .
ampton, by Messrs. Grover, Fox, Stooke, and Matthews respectively.
nected with the London and North-Western
Railway for
Our Steamships —Water Supply in the City—Locomotives for
Society or Enoineers.—Monday, May 2nd, at the Westminster Town
Ae
ae eg eh. ce? Gem oe be SERS teh ie we
Hall: Ordinary meeting. Paper to be read :—“ Refrigerating Machinery thirty-six years; but it is hard to believe that he is even
TsvWMASU. oo sc 6d 00 cb) ise Wa) ow.) 56. as 00 -cnuter
on BoardShip,” by T. B. Lightfoot, M. Inst. C.E., of which the following now an authority on the brake question, or one whose
BALLYTEIGNE AND Kitmore DrarnaGe Works. (Illustrated.) ..
is a synopsis :—Earliest refrigera’
machines for dead meat cargoes—
Lazy Tonos 1s StrucruRaAL WORK... .. .. 6. 2 ss oe we
is worth following. After repeated failures with
Machines based on compression and then expansion of air—Laws of example
Stone MouLpinc anp Dressinc Macuines. (Illustrated.)..
ApsTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND Diplomatic Reports...
sie
intrinsic energy of gases--Isothermic and adiabati
ion and various systems, another is selected which Mr. Webb
ee
ann inCarer by Siemens, Kirk, Windhausen and assures us will, under conditions which there is no guardTae Iron, Coat, AND GeneRaL Trapes or Biruincuam, WOLVERgegeee
© Nehrlich, Giffard, Bell-Coleman, Haslam, Ellis—The author's machines ing against, prove as useless as the brake the company is
HAMPTON, AND OTHER DISTRICTS...
en
Ce i Pa
aeeeegee
illustrated and described—Steamship Fifeshire, carrying about 30,000
Nores FROM LANCASHIRE ..
e
now discarding; at the same time asserting, somewhat
carcases of mutton—The Prins Frederik.
Nores vyrRoM SHEFFIELD .. .. «. «Nores FROM THE NortH o¥ ENGLAND ..
Society or Arts, John-street, Adelphi, London, W.C. — Monday, inconsistently, that they, “as railway men, are much
Notes FROM SCOTLAND 4. «1 ce ce oe ee
May
2nd,
at
8
p.m.
Cantor
Lectures:
“The
Chemis’
of
Substances
judges of what is desirable than the Board of Trade
Nores From WALES AND ADJoInING CoUNTIES ..
in Putrefaction and Antisepsis,” by J. M, Thomson, F.C.8. better
Nores FROM GERMANY
< vas 04, 40% 40
Lecture I.—General division of the a
of
‘on- or anyone outside the company.” As outsiders we, at all
New CoMPANIES .. «.. «ditions
affecting
fermentation
and
putrefaction—General
description
of
events, object to such inadequate measures for our proSEEESEEE
Launcues anp TRIAL Trips
the more —— forms of =
tati a +,
+7 , lactic, acetic,
Tue PATENT JOURNAL... .. .«.
on £¢ butyric, an
iacal
dnesday, May
at 8 p.m.: Ordinary tection, when greater safety can be procured.
SeELecTED AMERICAN PATENTS ..
It is not the action of the Board of Trade, however,
pa onl “
Agricultural Education,” by J.C. Morton; the Right Hon.
Paracrapus—Institution of Civil Engineers, 323—Junior Engineering Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, Burt., will preside.
but rather its inaction in this matter of which the public
Cuemicat Socrery.—Thursday, May 5th, at 8 p.m. Papers to be read: have to complain.
Society, 328—South Kensington Museum, 333,
Had the necessary
powers been
—*A Contribution to the Study of Well Waters,” by R. Warington;
it some years ago, many lives and a vast deal of
“The Distribution of Lead - the _— of ‘om — Bg ae semen
Dying Suddenly,” by A.
er
c= 's
ic Converter money would have been saved, and it seems not unreasonSlag,” by J. E. Stead and C, H. Middle:
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Geo.oaists’ AssociaTion.—Friday, May 6th, at University College, able to expect from the foregoing extracts that the sacriGower-street, W.C., at 8 p.m. Paper to be read :--‘‘ On the Unmaking fice is still unfinished. We may mention, in connection
Registered Telegraphic Address “ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
of Flints,” by Professor J. W. Judd, F.R.S., Pres. G.S8., &c.
with this subject, that the Railway Regulation Bill of
LONDON.”
Norra-gast Coast Institution oF ENGINEERS AND SHIPBUILDERS.— Mr. Channing is again to be brought forward, and that it
*.* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or _con- Wednesday,
May 4th, at 8 p.m., at Newcastle-on-Tyne: Business meeting. proposes to invést the Board of Trade with the power to
taining questions, must be accompanied by the name and address i
discussion on “ Triple Expansion v.
Compound Engines
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of a Shipowner’s Point of View.”
enforce their recommendations; and at a mass meeting of
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of
railway men in Manchester on the 17th inst., a resolution
communications,
approving the Bill, and authorising the chairman to sign
DEATH.
*.* We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we
a
petition to be sent to Parliament in its favour, was
On April Ist, at Ceari, Brazil, Henry Epmunp Puncuarp, student of
must therefore request correspondents to keep copies.
unanimously
passed. Mr. Edward Harford, general
the
Institution
of
Civil
Engineers,
and
a
member
of
the
Engineeri
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to Staff on the Ceara Harbour Works, third son of Mr. William H. Punc
secretary of the Amalgamated Society, prominently
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the C.E., London, aged twenty-five years.
referred to the question of continuous brakes, and_ his
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all
cases, be rors. by a large envelope legibly directed by the
remarks are worth repeating :—“The next point of the
writer
to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that
Bill had reference to continuous brakes. It was thought
answers received
us may be forwarded to their destination.
that there should be efficient continuous brakes. The
THE
ENGINEER.
No notice will be
of communications which do not comply
matter had been under consideration for along time withwith these instructions,
out
anything being done, but if the Bill became law, he
J. B.—Your belt will transmit about 9-horse power,
APRIL
29,
1887.
was in hopes that a speedy end would be put to the preH. C. H.— We regret that we are unable to supply you with the information
you want, We have no recollection of the advertisement to which you refer.
sent unsatisfactory state of the question, and that the various
MR. F. W. WEBB ON RAILWAY BRAKES,
J. D.—-The ratio of the power to the weight, in systems of pulley work where
railway companies would be forced to adopt a continuous
one end of each cord is made fast above, is found by dividing the weight by
At
the
annual
meeting
of
the
delegates
representing
2 as many timesas there are pulleys, Thus, let the number of pulleys be the members of the rere.Bi and North-Western Railway brake which fulfilled all the Board of Tradeconditions. These
conditions were clearly set forth in a circular issued to the
five and the weight 1000 lb.; then the power will be
4
o
Mutual Insurance Society, which recently took place at companies nearly ten years ago, and there should be now
a1000 500
2 250
32 1952 625
2 _ 91.05 1,
Crewe, Mr. Webb, the locomotive superintendent, no difficulty in determining whether any brake actually
Town SuRVEYOR.— You should ascertain as nearly as posmble the quantity of addressed the meeting, and took the —
of fulfilled the conditions which the Board of Trade had
water consumed per head of the population per diem in cubic feet. This alluding to the question of brakes. Mr.
Webb is re- laid down; for if that department of the Government
will give the entire sewage discharge for twenty-four hours, Take it that
rted
to
have
spoken
as
follows:—“
Then
as
to
brakes.
half of this will pass into the sewers in six hours, and then calculate the
was competent to decide the principles involved in their
number of cubic feet per second, To this must be added the rainfall,
e asked them not to depend altogether upon the construction, surely they ought to be able to state
Assume that rein falls to a depth of jin. in twenty-four hours over the mechanical
brakes, good as they were. A mechanical definitely whether they do or do not fulfil such condiwhole area of the district, and calculate the number of cubic feet per second
that will have to be provided for, Add this to the volume of sewage per thing, like human nature, was liable to fail, though they
That the department is in doubt upon this point
second in eubie feet, and you then have the total volume of liquid to be dealt had had fewer failures lately than ever. It had been tions.
is clear from the expression used at the head of the
with. Next assume any size of sewer tentatively—say, 2ft. in diameter,
Calculate by the following formula the velocity of discharge, with the ineli- suggested that to satisfy the requirement of the Board of abstract of the returns made by the companies of brakes
nation of 1 in 680, or 8°38/t. per mile :-—
Trade they should adopt an automatic brake, and he sup- which ‘appear to comply with the conditions specified in
V = 092V2 f hy.
posed they would do so. He therefore asked them, while the circular of the Board of Trade, and dated 30th
V = velocity in feet per second,
transition was going on, to take care not to be led into August, 1877.’ Under these circumstances, and finally to
f = the fall in feet per mile = 8°38.
hy = the hydraulic mean depth = the area of the sewer divided by the confusion by the two systems. At the same time, an settle the point, the society had asked the Government to
circumference, which is equal to 0°5/t. for a 2t. barrel sewer.
automatic brake would not have prevented such an accia commnittee of experts to examine the merits of
Having got the velocity by this formula, multiply it by the area of the sewer dent as they had at Carlisle last week, when an extra- a
the several brakes reported as continuous and automatic,
= 3141 square feet in this case; and if this, the product, is found to be
more or leas than the total volume of rainfall and sewage to be dealt with, a ordinarily low temperature had caused a complete block and report thereon, but that matter, like many others,
smaller or larger size of sewer must be assumed and the calculation repeated, of ice in the vacuum pipe. It did not matter what the was still under consideration. The experts whom he
The formula applies to an egg-shaped or any other form of sewer. May we
add that f you were qualified by education for discharging the professional Board of Trade officials stated. They, as railway men, would recommend were men who worked the different
duties of the post you hold, you would not be compelled to apply to us for were quite as competent as anybody outside the com- kinds of brakes daily, and were therefore most competent
information of this kind, We fear that corporations only too often make pany, and who could not possibly know all the little to decide a question of this kind. There were scores of
appointments for reasons with which professional jitness has little to do,
difficulties which they had to contend with, to devise men present who, in an hour or two, while the inventors
and that really competent candidates are thus placed at a disadvantage.
the best methods for safety. Some of the papers, were disputing with each other on the relative merits of
and the Board of Trade, made out that the London and their inventions, could settle the matter without bias or
MODERN FLOUR MILL MACHINERY. ~
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
North-Western Railway Company were most backward prejudice.”
Sir,—In your issue of the 22nd inst., under the heading ‘Modern in the matter of the brakes, but on their line the first
thata committee of practical enginemen—
Flour Mill get
you make reference to the roller mill started by continuous brake was adopted many years ago and placed thatTheis,“ee
those who have the daily operation of the various
Mr. J. A. A, Buchholz for us as being in the year 1879. As a matter of
fact, this mill was started in the middle of 1878. BaRLow AnD Sons,
on the Irish mail.” Mr. Alderman Whale, one of Mr. systems in their hands—should be allowed to make comBilston Flour Mill, near Bilston, April 27th.
Webb’s assistants, also referred to the working of the parative experiments and report the results, is a very
brake, and hoped the men would take Mr. Webb’s words
ood one, but quite in harmony with Mr. Webb’s remarks.
MANGANESE AND MANGANESE ORES.
to heart, and “always endeavour during the transition
t is abundantly clear that the railway men engaged in
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
wwe
state
of
the
brake
to
use
their
utmost
efforts
to
prevent
the
manipulation of the brakes are disgusted at being
Sir,—Being
ted in the ferro-mang
trade of Great Britain,
I should like to ask the following questions :—(1) What approximate running too far into such stations as Crewe, Preston, ignored so long, and mony very naturally feel that the
quantity of ferro-manganese containing 60 and 80 per cent. metal mangan Rugby, and Stafford—why omit Carlisle ?—which should comfort and safety al
enjoyed by some of their
respectively is consumed annually in Great Britain? (2) Can you give be treated as terminal stations, and they should always
fellows should be shared by themselves. In all brake
the proportionate parts of all the minerals used vd cng ferro-manganese of 60 and 80 per cent.? (3) Is it possible to produce ferro-manganese have a little margin left to pull up in case anythin might experiments hitherto the main object has been to ascerfrom Caucasian manganese ore independently of other m
ese ores ?
We are well
© former, as you are aware, contains 85 per cent. peroxide, or 55 per fail in the brake.” There can be no doubt from the fore- tain how soon a train could be stop
cent. metallic mangan, ‘12 per cent. silica, and ‘20 per cent. phosphorus, going that Mr. Webb and his officers view the change to aware of the importance of powerful and instantaneous
= ooll10hother minerals,
MANGANESE,
an automatic brake with no great enthusiasm, and that action, and that had this qualification been acknowledged
this the most recent experiment has as little of the as the test, the question would have been settled long
elements of permanency about it as those previously since by the adoption of the Westinghouse brake ; but an
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Tueat Enorneer canbe had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country made. The Carlisle incident alluded to by Mr. Webb, engine-driver views the matter from several standpoints
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failures of every system of brakes tried by this com- steaming qualities of his engine—in the economy of coal
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pany, that it is not unnatural that confidence should be and water—in shunting operations being facilitated and
be made, THE Enomteen toregistered iciaaneiabe pods us
entirely
shaken in their own judgment. We have not obstructed ; and that his complete control over a
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maintained, are a source of the greatest worry and delay
when the trains are long, or the joints not tight, and
steam pressure has fallen, as it does very frequently. If
such trials could be arranged, all these points would no
doubt receive careful attention from the practical men
most concerned, and some valuable and interesting information would be the result. Perhaps Mr. Webb would
use his influence to promote the wishes of the railway
servants in this respect, for there can be little doubt, to
paraphrase his aw 3:that they “as railway men are quite
as competent as anybody outside the company,” and that
they “know all the little difficulties with which they
have to contend” better than many of their officers.
THE WORKING OF THE EXPLOSIVES ACT.
Tue Eleventh Annual Report of her Majesty’s Inspectors
of Explosives, recently issued, refers to a very different
state of things compared with that which existed prior to
the Explosives Act of 1875. The trade in these potent
compounds has enormously increased, and, but for the
amendment of the law, very serious dangers would now
menace the public. But the Legislature has interposed
to such good purpose that what would otherwise have
been a growing peril is now a well-regulated industry,
concerning which much less apprehension need exist than
that which would have been justifiable a dozen years ago.
The law then im operation was absurdly insufficient.
Among other defects the Act of Parliament limited the
quantity of gunpowder to be carried in a van or barge;
but there was no limit to the number of vans which might
go in a line or which might be in a train. Colonel
Majendie stated in evidence before the Select Committee
on Explosive Substances, in 1874, that he knew on one
occasion, on a leading railway, as much as 25 tons of
powder sent in one train, being nearly half as much as
the quantity that exploded at Erith. A police officer
once reported that fifteen vehicles, conveying in the aggregate about 20 tons of powder, were detained for some time
in one of the streets near Blackwall Stairs, waiting for
the arrival of the barge to take the cargo. The proceeding was entirely legal, and there was nothing uncommon
about it. It was “the usual practice.” It happened once
that a barrel of powder tumbled out of a vehicle, and
was smashed open on the stones. The havoc -which
would have ensued had twenty tons of powder exploded in
a crowded part of London may be inferred from the
widespread mischief caused by the explosion of five tons
of powder on Board the “Tilbury” barge in the Regent’s
Canal. This disaster occurred in time to emphasise the
report of the Select Committee, presented only about
three months before. It was the custom to stow gunpowder on board ship in the midst of a miscellaneous
cargo of merchandise. On land, carriers’ carts conveyed
gunpowder as freely as barrels of beer or casks of butter,
and it was officially reported that this explosive agent
was carried with no more care than any other article of
commerce. The time had arrived when this mode of
conducting a perilous traffic could no longer be endured ;
and when we look at the variety and power of the more
modern class of explosives, there is evident ground for
thankfulness that the law received amendment and
extension when it did. Yet so vast is the field that has
to be covered, that it is only by degrees the action of the
law can be made effective in all directions. Much depends
on the local authorities, who require in most instances to
be looked after by the Government inspectors in order
that, in the first place, they may understand their duties ;
and, in the next place, be quickened in the discharge of
their responsibilities. But year by year things are growing
better, though the inspectors are stillobliged to declare that
the weak point in the administration of the Act continues
to be its careless administration by the local authorities in some districts. Excepting the factories and magazines, which are under the supervision of the Government
inspectors, together with places where explosive material
is kept to a limited amount for private use, all the places
of storage are under the control of the local authorities.
Hence it comes to pass that unless a vigilant and effective
system of inspection is maintained by the local officers,
the Act is “practically inoperative” in respect to the
greater number of places of storage for explosives throughout the country. Still there are many districts in which
the local authorities are fulfilling their duty, enabling
Colonel Majendie and his colleagues to report that the
general working of the Act is, on the whole, very satisfactory.
Increasing vigilance on the part of the local authorities
is materially diminishing the risks formerly connected
with the conveyance of explosives by road. It is admitted
to be possible that many offences against the salutary
provisions of the Act are committed and not detected, the
matter lying very much outside the purview of theGovernment inspectors. In a district in Devonshire the officer
of the local authority discovered two cases of the illegal
conveyance of dynamite. In one instance a carrier “ conveyed in a carriage whilst carrying public passengers” as
much as 200 Ib. of dynamite, and finally left the consignment unguarded in the yard of his own house. In the
other instance 60 lb. of dynamite were transmitted by a
carrier on horseback, and ultimately deposited on the
premises of a blacksmith. London is well protected in
this particular by the Metropolitan Board of Works, and
the knowledge of the fact appears to preclude any attempt
to evade the law. The railway companies take
peculiar
care of themselves in regard to this matter. The
Railway
Clauses Consolidation Act gives them power to refuse the
carriage of goods which they consider dangerous. The
manner in which this power is exercised in respect to
dynamite and similar explosives has been the occasion
of frequent remonstrance from Colonel Majendie, but
without effect. The prohibitory policy adopted by the
companies cannot fail to induce the surreptitious conveyance of explosives, thereby producing direct public
peril. The companies, on the other hand, are secure
against pecuniary damage, since if an explosion takes
place, they can plead that it arose from an infringement of their rules. That the practice of carrying
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dynamite by train, in hand-bags and _ portmanteaus,
actually exists, may almost be called an “open secret.”
We know that it has been done in the past, and we are
not aware that there is any change, however reprehensible
the practice may be. Should any disastrous results
accrue, the guilty parties would probably be sacrificed to
their own folly; but others might suffer whose consent to
share the risk was never asked, and most likely would
not have been obtained. For the present there is no
catastrophe to lament, which is perhaps sufficient to show
how safely the companies might carry all kiuds of explosives, legally manufactured, duly protected by regulations,
and conveyed in suitable vehicles. As it is, there is
reason for congratulation that no accident from the conveyance of explosives occurred during the past year. It
has been otherwise with respect to manufacture, although
the utility of the Act is well demonstrated by the reduction which has taken place in the number of fatalities
connected with the manufacture of explosives, as conducted under the statute. During the eight years
1878-85 the average loss of life in manufacture was 8°25
annually, while the actual loss in 1885 was five only.
Last year the sacrifice of life in manufacture fell still
lower, only one death being thus recorded. In the four
years immediately preceding the passing of the Act, the
average number of deaths in the manufacture of explosives was 37 per annum. The average number of deaths
per annum in the English and Welsh factories alone
during the years 1868 to 1870 inclusive, when no system
whatever of inspection existed, was 43. In considering
these figures, we are called upon to note the fact that
the number of licensed factories has risen from 55
in 1876 to 107 in 1886.
In addition to the Act
of 1875, there is the Explosive Substances Act of
1883, relative to the manufacture, possession, or use of
explosives for malicious or unlawful purposes. In these
days of dynamite alarm, it is reassuring to learn that the
Government Inspectors during the past year have endeavoured, in conjunction with the leading manufacturers
and dealers in high explosives, to effect an arrangement
whereby the difficulties in the way of the acquisition of
such explosives by evil-disposed persons for improper
purposes should be sensibly augmented.
Details, for
obvious reasons, are not disclosed, but it is hoped that
the arrangement will prove effectual for the accomplishment of the purpose in view. Four new explosives have
been submitted for examination during the year. One
of these, named Securit, has been approved, but the others,
named Kinetite, Forcite and Vril, have been rejected.
Sensitiveness to a glancing blow appears to have been
the defect in each case. This report gives us no account
of the new French explosive reserved for war purposes—
melanite. More recently another explosive has been
announced on the Continent, said to be the most powerful
yet invented. Its present location is in Belgium: Perhaps no more will be heard of it, or it may prove too
strong to be tractable. The importation of explosives
into the United Kingdom during the year is officially
reported to have been again very large, but differing
only in a slight degree from that of 1885.
The general improvement in factories under the
Explosives Act, reported a year ago, is said to be fully
maintained, affording a marked contrast to the defects
observable ten years ago. Similar commendation is
afforded in the case of magazines. In respect to stores,
continued improvement is reported, and some progress is
observed in respect to registered premises, The local
authorities are concerned in these last two matters. In
their next annual report the Government inspectors will
necessarily have to speak of the recent fatal explosion at
Cradley Heath. By Reomas of the local authorities, 200 lb.
of powder were stored in a building only six yards distant
from a dwelling-house, in a populous neighbourhood, and
adjoining a public way.
he place was blown up, two
children were killed, and four others shockingly injured.
During 1886 there wasan increase in the number and fatality
of the accidents connected with the use of explosives,
whereas there was a diminution in the number connected
with the manufacture, keeping, and conveyance of these
substances. Thus the excess occurred where the law had no
application. Altogether the deaths were forty in number,
and of these twenty-one were due to gunpowder. The
most important and fatal of the gunpowder accidents was
not immediately the result of an explosion, but was due
to the inhalation of the poisonous gases given off by fired
gunpowder. The remarkable and disastrous occurrence
at the Crarae Quarry, Loch Fyne, last September, when
seven persons lost their lives by powder gas and more
than thirty were injured, will be fresh in the recollection
of our readers. Colonel Majendie, in a long experience,
is only aware of two similar accidents. One of these
occurred in the Forest of Dean in 1872, when four lives
were lost. The deaths from dynamite last year were
fifteen. The improper thawing of nitro-glycerine preparations was the cause of some of these fatalities. In
the general list of accidents we meet with some which
seem almost whimsical in their origin, though sad enough
in their results. In one instance two men hunting rats
fired an unknown store of gunpowder in an ice-house.
The place was blown up, the men were killed, and one of
their dogs. In another case, a man, while quarrelling
with his wife, upset some detonators into the fire, causing
an explosion, by which the woman was seriously injured.
Fires and explosions connected with petroleum are mentioned in the report, and it is to be hoped that the promised legislation concerning mineral oils, founded on the
experience gained by Colonel Majendie in his recent
visit to America, will effect further protection to the
public, while yielding due liberty to trade. Concerning
the Explosives Act, we may properly conclude by
observing that it is evidently as good a piece of legislation as could be reasonably expected for such a purpose,
and the duties of the Government inspectors are carried
out with zeal and ability. Colonel Majendie is the chief,
and with him are Colonel Ford and Major Cundill, R.A.
Dr. Dupré, F.R.S., is the chemical adviser of the department. Ina report by Dr. Dupré, mention is made of the
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fact that 1886 was happily free from outrages perpetrated
by means of explosives.
THE EDUCATION OF ENGINEERS,
A paper on “The Education of Engineers” was
recently read by Mr. Henry Dyer, C.E., M.A., before the
Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland.
The subject is of very great importance, This is admitted
on all sides, but we use the words just now in a limited
sense. We set on one side the influence on the future
prosperity of this country which the training of the rising
generation of engineers may have. We do not consider
the value of success in training to those who make teaching a profession. We restrict ourselves to the parent and
the son. The importance to both of the training which
the latter receives dwarfs all national considerations,
These become of no moment in the eyes of the parent.
The son is not likely to think of them. To the man
who has no son to be educated, the influence of a
system on the future of a nation may be a subject
of considerable interest. To the parent it possesses
no interest whatever.
The result is that those who
write about education being, generally speaking, free
from family cares; or too prudent to bring their sons
up as engineers, treat the whole matter in what is
virtually an unpractical way. They may do much harm
by limiting facilities for teaching, and we doubt if they
do any real good. They are not in touch with those
whom they fain would influence; and what they have to
say does not therefore produce much beneficial effect.
ith Mr. Dyer’s paper we have no special fault to find.
Much that it contains was sensible, a good deal was repetition of an old story. The discussion which followed it
was of more value, because hard-headed men spoke, and
spoke in some cases very much to the point. We wish
now to try and put the question in a point of view too
seldom occupied by it, ada divesting it of some theory
and a
deal of clap-trap, to consider what is really
the object which parents wish to attain when they make
engineers of their sons.
The sole purpose which any parent or guardian has in
view when he makes his son an engineer is to enable
him to earn his living. In other words, he wants
to give the young man such a training that he can, when
trained, go and earn or make money. ‘This is in nine hundred oa ninety-nine cases out of a thousand the sole
purpose actuating the parent or guardian, We need not
concern ourselves with the ae
Now that professional training which will give the best “gerry return
is the best training. It is not impossible that some of
our readers will hold up their hands and exclaim that
this is dreadful doctrine, that the true object of education
is to open the mind, develope the faculties, &c. We need
not go over the old story. Whether the doctrine be
dreadful or not, it is true. The hard stubborn fact is
that if a young man, when he has finished his training as
an engineer, cannot earn money a to support himself, his training has been a disastrous failure, and this no
matter how much his mind has been developed. In the
present day everyone unpossessed of independent property
leone by selling wares of some kind.
The wares which
the young engineer has to sell are his powers of being
useful to his employer. No matter how admirable his
education may have been, unless it has provided him with
wares to sell, he must starve or live on his parents on
friends. Now the tendency of the present methods and
means of education is to turn out trained young men wh«
have nothing to sell that the world wants to buy. Mr
Hyslop, in the course of the discussion on Mr. Dyer’s paper
nut the truth very forcibly. “That the present condition,
re said, “of university education for engineers was anoma
lous must be patent to every one who was at all conversant with the subject, for who had not heard it remarked
amongst practical engineers, civil or mechanical, that the
university certificate was hardly worth the paper on
which it was written. Many sad cases of disappointment
had occurred through young men being led to place too
great faith in purely university training, and it too frequently happened that a young man of twenty or twentyone years of age, after working hard for several years to
obtain the certificate, found on presenting himself at an
engineer’s office that his diploma, of which he was so
proud, was practically worthless; that he himself was
considered to be not only useless, but rather a nuisance,
and that he was told if he wished to be an engineer, he
must go and serve his apprenticeship. Such a case came
under his own notice very recently, and similar cases
must have occurred in the experience of most gentlemen
present.” “But,” we hear it said very often, “this high
type of university education must be given, in order that
we may not fall short of the foreigner. Without it he will
beat us on our own ground.” Let us test this argument
by facts, and see what it really comes to. There is in this
country at present a very
considerable number of
Germans, all of whom
have received a high-class
training of its kind in their own country, where they
could find no employment.
What positions do they
hold here? With a few exceptions, they are employed
in drawing-offices, and they contentedly earn salaries on
which an English draughtsman finds it hard to keep body
and soul together. They are popular here because they
are quiet, orderly, accurate, temperate, and very, very
cheap. The superior education which these poor Germans
have received
bears little fruit for them at all events.
Why should it bear more for the English student? There
is no answer to this question save one. There is no
reason. The truthdis that at a university a young man
spends the best years of his life Segway what is of no
possible use to him afterwards, while he leaves unlearned
nearly everything which would make him valuable.
Here is a case in point which occurred not long since
within our own knowledge. A rane man received a
university training, and he acquitted himself well. He
obtained by interest, which he was not without, one or
two engagements of a very subordinate type as a
shedbedl eniineer. At last the head of a firm, doing a
large business, impressed with the value of a university
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education, and the apparent ability of the man himself,
determined to give him a chance, He appointed him
manager of a ——
in his works, and he gave him
a good a
"or six months he left him to himself; at
the end of that time he went into accounts, and found
that the cost of the department, in which much work was
done by the piece, had augmented by nearly 20 per cent.,
with a proportionate falling off in output. He had an
interview with the young manager; asked for explanations, and gave some. The result was that after expressing his disappointment, he gave him another chance for
three months. At the end of that time things instead of
being better were rather worse, and the young man had
to admit, with tears in his eyes, that he had undertaken
duties of which he knew nothing. “ It is,” he said, “all so
different from what one learns at college.” The end was
that he gave up engineering altogether and emigrated.
We cite this case to illustrate the proposition we have
often put before our readers, namely, that the university
or technical school teaches much which is not wanted, and
leaves untaught much that is wan
The reason for this is not far toseek. The men who teach,
with few exceptions,
never having carried on business themselves as engineers, are lamentably ignorant not only of
juch that an engineer ought to know, but of what it is an
engineer ought to know. The business of the mechanical engineer is, as we have said, to make money; and
those who carry on the work of education in technical
schools would, we fancy, be astounded if they knew how
little of the information which they spend so many years
in imparting is ever used or ever can be used in the shops
of a mechanical engineer, Their notions on the subject
are altogether too magnificent.
Mechanical engineers
ought to be flattered by the assumption that they must
have an adequate knowledge of the higher mathematics,
more than a smattering of chemistry, a thorough training
in physics, and so on, All these things are admirable in
their way, but they will not help a young fellow to make
money as a mechanical engineer unless they are backed up
and supplemented by information of a very different character. Three to five years may now be spent in obtaining
a university training, during which a great deal is, as we
have said, taught that it is entirely unnecessary for the
engineer to learn, and a great deal is left entirely untaught
which he ought to have at his finger ends. This, we
shall be told, implies that university education is too wide
and too high, Another dreadful doctrine; dreadful,
perhaps, we repeat, but true.
Let it not be supposed, however, that we deprecate all
technical instruction, and advocate a return to the old system of apprenticeship and no training. Very far from it.
We desire to see university and technical school training
altered and adapted to the purpose for which it is
intended. It must be used to supplement shop training,
not to supersede it. The weak
point in university training is that it is all theoretical,
The weak point in the old
apprenticeship system was that it was all practical. The
time which a pupil has at his disposal is limited, let us
say, to five years. Three of these may be spent in
college, certainly not more; two in the shops, with, in
addition, a portion at least of the very long vacation which
most universities grant. Each year’s training at the school
or the college should be complete in itself, and adapted
to the age and requirements of the pupil. No hard-andfast rule can be laid down as to the division of work. We
are ourselves disposed to put it thus: Whena young man
has money, so that he will, when “ out of his time,” be
able to take a junior partnership, he should spend two
years in college, two years in the shops, and wind up with
one year of college training, because, owing to his
position,
it is not probable that he will ever use his tends of the
vice or the lathe. If, on the contrary, he is likely to find
himself in such circumstances that he will have to support
himself somehow, then two years at college and three in the
shops will be best, because a good workman always stands a
chance of earning money as a fitter, erector, &c., and may
live where the college trained man would starve. This is
especially true of the colonies, In saying this we intend
nothing more than to throw out
a suggestion. Circumstances alter cases, and so much depends on the former,
that no hard-and-fast rule can be laid down for the latter.
Not only is the time to be spent in college or in the shops
an open question, but the very nature of the training
which the student is to have. For example, it is possible
for a boy to read up certain subjects, which, from an
engineer’s point of view, have little or nothing to do with
engineering, and by
ing an examination in these to
get a scholarship, and so education for practically nothing,
the subjects used to pass in never perhaps being touched
again. The whole question has been invested with difficulties and perplexities which are entirely unnecessary.
If the heads of colleges would take counsel with some of
the leading firms of mechanical engineers, it would be
easy so to modify existing courses of instruction that a
student instead of leaving college with a smattering of a
dozen things
in his head, would
ss a sound and
comprehensive training in a few of those subjects likely
to be of real use to him in after life. “It is of more
importance,” once said an authority, “that an engineer
should know the rule of three than the first six books of
Euclid, and to speak German will be better for him than
familiarity with logarithms,” It is quite possible for a
man to be an eminently successful engineer who has not
had acollege training. We never heard of a man who
had nothing but a college training to rely on being a
successful engineer,
OUR STEAMSHIPS,
THE valuable official record issued by the Registrar-General
of Shipping shows some indications that the decline in the
number and tonnage of steam ships belonging to the United
Kingdom is about to be arrested. For several months the
statistics show that there has been a heavier loss than has
been replaced, but for the latest month for which the figures
are available there was an increase. In March we added to
the register for the United Kingdom, either by building or by
purchase, 35 steamers, 3 of which were wood and the remainder
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of iron or steel. The wood vessels were of small tonnage—73
net register in the total, and the other 32 were of 25,567 tons ;
so that the total additions of steam shipping to our register for
the month were to the extent of 25,640 net tons, On the other
hand there were removed from the register 27 iron and steel
steamers and 4-wooden built. The 27 vessels had an aggregate
tonnage of 14,031 net, and the 4 had a tonnage of 67 net. Thus,
in.a sentence, 25,640 cons were added and 14,031 tons were
removed; that is as far as steamships are concerned, and it is
evident that there has been a gain of over 11,000 tons. But
there has been in the same time a loss in the sailing vessels.
There were 6337 tons of sailing ships added to the register in the
month, but the removals were to the amount of 21,760 tons,
so that, balancing, 15,423 tons were removed from the merchant fleet of ships. Although the loss of ships was a little
more than that of the gain of steamers on the month nominally,
but not in effect, as far as the United Kingdom is considered, there is also the colonial register to be remembered, and the figures as to this for the same period
show briefly a loss of nearly 2000 tons in sailing vessels, and
a gain of over 2500 tons of steam tonnage. Taking all the
items together, we find that there is a gain in steam tonnage of
about 14,000 tons, and a loss of over 17,000 tons in sailing
vessels, In exact figures, we added 36,128 tons to our fleets, including those in the colonies, and we removed therefrom 40,202
tons. Thus, when the efficiency of the steam tonnage is borne
in mind, it will be seen that the result of the month was an
addition of effective tonnage, But a very large proportion of
the tonnage added to the registers was in the shape of very
small vessels—steamers for river and special uses. Out of the
32 iron and steel steamers, for instance, there were not fewer
than 11 which were of less than 70 tons; and it is also noticeable that several of these were built a few years ago, so that
the facts would point to the registration of fishing or other craft
which had not been previously registered; and there are somewhat similar facts in relation to the wooden sailing vessels
registered. Out of 23 added to the list, there are 19 under 100
tons in the colonies, and out of 24 in the United Kingdom, 23
were under 85 tons, and many of these are old vessels now
registered. It may, then, be looked on as a fact that although
there is a comparatively large addition to the fleet, part of it is
in replacement of the vessels lost, and part of it is in the form
of vessels for special purposes. For cargo-carrying vessels, it
may be said that there is less building than needed to replace
lost vessels, and that the work now turned out at our shipbuilding yards is generally large “liners” or vessels for river and
allied uses.
:
WATER SUPPLY IN THE CITY.
Tue intention of the Commissioners of Sewers for the City to
obtain water for some establishments in the City, and perhaps
for a water supply for sale, has some reason on its side, although
the ultimate gain or the permanent value of the scheme is not
perhaps likely to be great. The fact that many thousands of
houses in the City are increasing very much in value may not be
any reason for an increase in the water-rate, though as a matter
of business there is more than one side to this question ; but the
fact that these houses are using less and less water, if it be a
fact, need not afford any reason for expectation that the water
companies should reduce the water rate. The company has to
bear the original cost, and cost of maintenance of apparatus and
materials of supply, and it was on the expectation that the
demand would grow that investors were originally found
who would speculate in the works wherewith to supply the
public with a commodity that they could only get with difficulty. If now the public find that their rents increase in
value, they need not be very much surprised if they find that
the water companies try to share in the great improvement.
There is, however, obviously no reason for an increase in a water
rate, when water supply costs the suppliers nomore than hitherto,
and hence the water company must admit that the Commissioners, a very wealthy body, have good grounds for their intention to do as much as possible without the company’s supply, by
boring wells into the chalk to get water for their own use,
fight on the subject would probably not tend to the advantage
of the water companies.
LOCOMOTIVES FOR AUSTRALIA.
An order for forty-four locomotives for Australia is going
begging on the Continent. The English agents applied to
Austrian works to build them, because the freight from Trieste
to Australia would be cheaper than from England, which sounds
oddly, considering the frequent and rapid communication
between England and Australia. The Austrian works, having
nothing to do, would gladly have taken the order under different conditions, which were of the following exacting character :—The builders were to find two sureties domiciled in
Melbourne for the proper fulfilment of the contract, were to
establish workshops there wherein to erect the engines on the
arrival of the parts, and were to guarantee that the locomotives
made a faultless trial trip of 1000 miles before the last payment took place. Setting aside the conditions, here is another
of those regretable cases where, if the negotiation had succeeded,
English works would have been deprived of orders which undoubtedly should be given to them by all that is fair, considering whence the money to pay for these things originally
comes, and now that the high colonial officials are assembled in
London, it does seem a favourable opportunity for those specially interested in such like contracts to make an endeavour to
get them put upon a more equitable and mutual basis.
+64
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LITERATURE.
Elements of Geodosy, by T. Howarp Gore, B.S., Professor of
Mathematics at the Columbian University ; sometime
Astronomer and Topographer V.S. Geological Survey; Acting
Assistant U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey ; Associate des
Preussischen Geodiitischen Institutes. New York: John Wiley
and Sons, Astor-place, 1886. London: Triibner and Co,
Tuts book, as stated in the preface, is designed to be
useful to beginners, who are expected to obtain a clear
insight into the subject dealt with from its perusal, and
to be grateful that the discoveries and writings of many
have been so condensed or elaborated as to make the
study of geodesy pleasant. In this object we think the
author hasto some extent failed. Like many who know
the instruments and tools they describe thoroughly, he
presupposes a knowledge in his readers which does not
exist; and his descriptions, while being perfectly clear to
himself, are to those less used to handling these instruments of precision, as would be the case with beginners,
somewhat involved and wanting in clearness; and this
difficulty is increased by the paucity of the diagrams and
illustrations, and the fact that most of these, where they
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do occur, are entirely without letters of reference. The
remarks on the adjustment of instruments are not very
clear, nor is the description of the correction for runs put
in its simplest form, and the formul cannot be so clearly
followed in all cases as might easily have been the case.
We do not pretend to have examined all the formule,
—that would be a work of months—but this is the impte derived from the inspection of examples taken
1ere and there through the book.
The historic sketch is most interesting, showing as it
does the advance from measurement by time—that is, by
a day’s march, or by the steps cf a camel—to the use of
instruments, which in skilful and careful hands can be
made to measure to ‘22 of an inch ina mile, these instruments also advancing from wooden rods of more or less
initial accuracy in length, to steel bands, metal rods, glass
rods, and rods made of two metals and compensated.
There are, again, the progressive improvements in the
instruments of observation, from the sector of 5ft. or
greater radius to the use of the telescope with the sector;
the theodolite with 3ft. horizontal circle to the theodolite
as at present used with 12in. to 18in. circle; and contemporaneously with these advances in the accuracy of the
instruments used are the better understanding of the configuration of the earth and the corrections to be made to
ensure accuracy.
The construction of the Ramsden theodolite with a 3ft.
circle in 1783, and the fact that this same theodolite is
still, not only in existence, but is said to be as good as
new, speaks volumes both for the care with which it has
been handled and for the value of the workmanship.
In page 19 it is stated that Schwerd concluded from
his measurement of the Speyer base that a short line
most carefully measured would give equally good results
with a longer one; and in page 49 we find, “This error in
a short line will be increased proportionally in the computed lengths of the long sides of the appended triangles
. . . . from this it may be seen that all our errors are
of an accumulative description.” These remarks seem to
contradict themselves, but such is not the intention of the
author. There is no reason why a short base line should
not be as accurate as along one, and the errors in the
long base line may reasonably be expected to be proportional to those in the short one, and the development
from the short base to a large system of triangulation
should also be simply proportional, and contain no greater
errors per unit of length. Such developments may, however, from other causes connected with the lie of the
country, offer serious difficulties. Otherwise the short
base offers the advantage that it can be repeatedly
measured and brought to the highest degree of accuracy
in the same time which would be taken up in measuring
the longer base once.
All that is said about the necessity for care and accuracy in every detail of such work as is here described is
admirable, and cannot be too strongly emphasised. The
descriptions of the Jaying of the rods, the apparatus
employed, and the number of men found necessary for
the work, are most useful, as are also the tables for finding the required elevations for stations, the dimensions of
towers, and the formule and factors at the end of the
It would have been interesting to the insular mind if
there had been found in the table of probable errors of
measurements—page 61—some mention of the English
and Irish surveys, so as to be able to compare them with
the results tabulated, especially as it is stated on page 248
that the advantage of “the results from the combination
of the American arcs is the preference it gives to Clarke’s
spheroid over that of Bessell.”
The tables showing the manner in which the record of
observations is kept are useful, and the whole book
is of great interest; and it is a pity that, in our opinion,
much of its usefulness is marred by the want of a sufficient number of diagrams and illustrations already
referred to, and to the fact that it is, in many cases,
written in a manner which is above the comprehension of
those for whose use it is designed—namely, beginners ;
and we trust that in a future edition these blemishes may
be removed.
Lazton’s Builder's Price Book for 1887. Originally compiled by
Wituram Laxton. Seventieth edition. London: Kelly and
Co. 1887.
.
A Book which has reached its threescore and ten yearly
editions needs no commendation, but as there are perha)
a few who do not know how much assistance may
gained from it in estimating, it may be mentioned that
more than 72,000 prices are given, and that these now
include electrical and electric lighting apparatus.
TRAVELLING CRANE.
Tue Paris, Lyons, and Mediterranean Railway Company has
recently erected on its boiler works at Oullins eight travelling
cranes, as illustrated on page 334, capable of lifting 6,600 Ib., and
with a span of 88m. The frame of the crane is formed with two
girders of double T-iron, of 350 mm. x 150 mm. x 14 mm., resting
at their ends on transverse girder-frames of the same form, but
of 160 mm.x120mm.x10mm., and carrying between them
the wheels on which the crane runs, The windlass or crab
is fixed, and a small carriage runs on rails on the cross girders,
and carries the load, by means of a chain with links 15 mm., or
0’6in, diameter, is made fast with a shackle at R, Fig. 1,
page 334, and passing over the pulleys P, and under the hoistinghook pulley Q, is wound on the drum O. An 11mm. chain
moves the carriage on the wheels II through the medium of
the chain-wheel E, the ends of the chain being attached at
S S, and passing round the pulleys H and T. The lifting gear is
worked by means of an endless chain on wheel J, the movement
of the carriage by a similar chain on wheel E, and the movement of the crane by a similar chain on wheel A. The brake as
shown at Figs. 1,4, and 6 is spoken of by the Genie Civile, from
which we take our engravings and facts, as of the Bourgougnon
type. It consists of a cone and toothed clutch combined, which
form an automatic clutch, in that it is automatically thrown out
of gear by the large inclined teeth when lifting, see Fig. 4, and
throws the cone into gear when a load is descending.
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CAL SECTION ON LINE AA.
valves may be made to work with extremely small force, as may
be seen at Tilbury Docks, in the two valves, 14ft. by 11ft.,
designed for Messrs. Simpson and Co., Pimlico, by Mr. F. G. M.
Stoney.
In the case of tidal outfalls, such as at Ballyteigue, the levers
with rolling segments and adjustable weights may be placed for
security from debris any desired height above high tide mark, and
parallel rods dropped down to carry the shutters ; the action is
similar, only there is nothing in the water to get choked up in
any way. The doors in opening go through a cycloidal motion,
and are lifted from the current in direct proportion to the
radius of the rocking segment, and hence a marked feature in
the efficiency of their action.
From continued observation it was found that these sluices
worked as much as fourteen hours out of the twenty-four during

sluice chamber is roofed over and the sluices are locked up from
interference.
The works were carried out by Mr. J. Dixon contractor,
Dublin, and the ironwork was supplied and erected by
Mr. E. Manisty, Dundalk Ironworks. There are many situations
| where such works as these, so successfully carried out by Mr.
_ Lewis, would prove a boon to the country and fair investment
for capital.
|
|
LAZY-TONGS IN STRUCTURAL WORK.

TuesE works, recently completed under the advice of Mr.
W. N. Lewis as engineer, reclaim from the sea some 1700 acres
of valuable slob lands, which receive the waters and alluvial deposit from a catchment area of about ten square miles. One of
the leading features of these works is the cutting of a channel,
mostly through rock, direct to the sea, avoiding a long and
tortuous course to the natural outlet from the slob, which is
here protected by a bank from the sea. By means of the
shorter direct rock cutting, a better fall for drainage is secured,
A FEW weeks back, when making some comments upon the
and the channel is of a permanent character, not likely to silt up.
Mr. Lewis wisely protected his outlet to deep water by a
| defective character of the fire-escapes in use, we suggested the
curved breakwater pier, and a tunnel has been left in a portion
| possibility of utilising the system of jointed lattices after the
method popularly known
of the channel, soas to break
as “lazy-tongs” for the
up the waves from about
Fig. &
FROM
LAND
improvement of our present
half-tide and upwards. This,
TO SEA,
means of rescue. Since
in conjunction with the
then we have received from
breakwater, produces fairly
several correspondents comcalm water in the vicinity
munications which show
of the outlet sluices—a very
that our suggestions could
necessary precaution, as this
hardly be termed novel.
part of the coast is exposed
Indeed we may say that the
to the full force of the storms
|
idea—though not scarcely
from the south and east, and
very rough seas roll in.
as “old as the hills” —has
LL
at all events engaged the
Another feature in these
Yj
attention of inventors for
works is the peculiar arrangea considerable number of
ment of the outlet sluices,
years ; while one gentleman
adopted by the Drainage
Board on the advice of
writes us that he isat present
their engineer. Thesesluices,
perfecting suchacombination
of lattices as we suggested
designed and patented by
with the ‘express object of its
r F. G. M. Stoney,
utilisation for the chief purM.LC.E., Westminster, as
automatic outfall sluices,
pose to which we directed
attention. Another corresare peculiar in their
action, inasmuch as they are
|
pondent has been obliging
acted upon by very slight
N ins
enough to take the trouble
forces, and
their range of
. N
z
to send us a tracing made
| N iN
from an engraving which
action is different from that
= ==
of ordinary flap valves, which
appeared in the Jilustrated
take a considerable head of
London News of October
water to actuate them and
11th, 1856, which represents
SLUICE CHAMBER AND OUTLET TUNNEL, BALLYTEIGUE DRAINAGE WORKS.
which at best open only
an observer elevated “by a
& few degrees, more or less. Uniformly marked and truly spring tides, and nine hours during neap tides ; but the chief series of tiers of expanding laths, each 6ft. in length,
marked gauges are erected in the masonry chambers to point of their efficiency is the extent to which they remain open worked by a wheel acting on a spindle
to a
landward and seaward of the automatic sluices, and from very while in action. As a proof of their success it may be mentioned height of 50ft. or even 100ft.”.
This machine appears
careful observations it has been ascertained that these patent that some reclaimed land was put into tillage a few months after to have been patented by Messrs. Stocqueler and Saunders
sluices commence to open when the tide is fin. to jin. lower the works were opened. The sluices were erected andstartedabout as a “patent elevator and observator.’ Their attention
than the land water, and when the tide is a few inches below the end of September, 1886, and the land was tilled in January. appears to have been given to this device to meet the
the land water the valves are full open. A few inches of the
Fig. 1 is a general section through the sluice chambers, showing demand for some means of observing more closely than was
lower edge of the valves differing in the passing current is quite the automatic flap valves shut and in a chamber landward of possible by any other method the interior of Sebastopol and its
sufficient to maintain them open, and when the rising tide pre- these ordinary penstocks, which, when occasion requires it, can fortifications during the siege of that place. The idea received
vents this outward current, the valves just as promptly shut be shut down to prevent the passage of water to or from the sea the approval of the War Department, but it was not worked out
down. When it is understood that these valves are adjustably or land. Strong protecting iron gratings are provided to the in a practical manner until after Sebastopol fell, and the invencounterbalanced in all positions, and that they have not any chambers, both landward and seaward, and convenient platforms tion, it would seem, was notin any way availed of by our authofixed pivots subject to friction, the excellent results obtained are constructed to enable the attendant to keep these gratings rities, nor can we learn that it was ever applied to any of the
will be easily understood. To describe their action simply, we free from seaweed or land débris. Figs. 2 and 3 show front views many purposes to which it was undoubtedly applicable. Among
will suppose a plain shutter carried on a pair of lever bars, of flap valves and levers. Fig. 4 shows the penstock doors the list of these claimed by the patent subsequently taken out
having a counterbalance at one end and the shutter at the made to stand pressure in two directions. There are three by Messrs. Stocqueler and Saunders we do not find any mention
other, These bars, instead of being mounted on a fixed point or automatic valves and three penstocks. Fig. 5 is a smaller made of fire-escapes. It is mainly for this latter purpose that
hinge, are carried on a segment of a circle, whose centre is section of the sluice chamber, showing the automatic valve open our second correspondent informs us he is designing an elevator
situated in the centre of gravity of the moving mass. This as it works with the current outwards to the sea. Fig. 6 is a of somewhat similar character to that above referred to ; and it
segment rolls or rocks on a horizontal roller path, but is pre- small sketch showing the masonry chamber in the rock cutting seems that, should his machine when constructed realise all that
vented from sliding by bights of chain suitably arranged which and a tunnel in a portion of the channel between it and the sea, he anticipates it will do, an exceedingly useful adjunct to
allow of rocking motion only. By this means very large flap the relative distances along the section being omitted. The our present means of life rescue at fires will be obtained. But
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the consideration we have given to the several communications
we have received upon this subject has led us to conclude that
this system of lazy-tongs is capable of far greater development
and of more extended uce than has hitherto been claimed for it
by any of those who have given attention to the subject.
Improvements in the manufacture of material, and the cheapness with which steel can now be produced, have altogether
amended the conditions under which those worked who first
endeavoured to utilise the principle. Sections of varied forms
in that material are now readily obtainable which will impart
enormously increased strength to any such combination, while at
the same time their lightness renders them particularly adaptable
to a system to which both qualities are imperatively necessary.
Now that the march of modern improvement has secured for
us those desiderata, we believe that the primary difficulties
which stood in the way of a more full adaptation of the principle
have been overcome, and we look for the exercise of much ingenuity in the endeavour to secure it. Occasionally we have come
across its practical application for securing simultaneous reversed
movement, one such instance in our memory being in the case
of Folkard’s boat-engaging and disengaging gearing, but of its
utilisation on any large scale hitherto we possess no knowledge.
And yet it seems to us that where portability is aimed at, this
principle might in numerous cases receive much more attention
than it has hitherto done, and, as we have said, improvement in
material and manufacture may well stimulate its employment
in such cases. We have seen of late years the lattice form of
construction receiving a development little dreamt of in the
past. There is scarcely a mechanical purpose to which it has
not been applied. In girder construction, both for bridges and
HUNTS

DUPLEX

STONE

ENGINEER

scrapes on the forward movement and one on the return ; the
, workman passing round to give the feed or regulate the tools,
The machine described is set to feed at the rate of 5in. per
minute, on Portland stone. This machine is also provided
with a circular saw, the teeth of which are of special construction, and can be replaced. The saw is placed on one of the
spindles, and if a very deep moulding be required, a useful piece
of stone can be saved by making two cuts at right angles. The
saw, like the cutters, feeds at 5in. per minute. A large stone
sawing machine with two circular steel blades Sit. 34in. diameter
over teeth has also been supplied to Messrs. Armitage and
| Hodgson by the York Engineering Company. This is believed
| to be the largest stone sawing machine ever made in England.

ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
REPORTS.
Italy—Iron and steel industries of Biella.—In the district of
Biella there are twenty-three firms engaged in the manufacture
of works in iron and steel—foundries, mechanical workshops,
agricultural implement makers, cutlers, &c., giving employment
to about 480 hands. The three largest establishments are in
Biella and its immediate neighbourhood. At Signor Squindo’s
| foundry and works 120 hands are employed. Heavy pieces for
Government and other works, harbours, &c., are produced.
Messrs. Canepa’s foundry and workshops date from 1842, and
employ 38 hands in the foundry and 68 in the workshops.
Carding machinery, looms, turbines, &c., are made at the works.

MOULDING

AND

DRESSING

MACHINE.
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buildings, it is everywhere employed, and standards built up of The repairing of machinery isalsocarried on. English and German
it have superseded the old wooden telegraph and signal posts in steel are used, the latter entering Italy at very cheap rates, vid
every direction. We could easily extend such a list almost St. Gothard. The files used are from Messrs. Bury, of Sheffield.
ad infinitum. The lazy-tongs is but a ready-built lattice capable | The machine tools generally are supplied by Messrs. Guller,
of extension or contraction ; there are only to be added to it | of Intra, but some are made at the works. The rates of wages
the compression and tensional members to constitute it a com- | for the best hands range for founders from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 24d.
plete structure, as strong and as serviceable as any lattice girder a day ; for smiths, on an average, 3s. 24d. a day. The ordinary
rigidly rivetted up. It is impossible not to conclude but that day’s work is about eleven hours. Signor Scheuber’s works date
we possess a facile means which could be made to meet many | from 1857, and have not any foundry attached. He employs
known wants. These means would be as applicable to economy 50 to 60 hands, makes turbines, wine and other presses, and sets
in stowage as is the Berthon folding boat, and for other wants up milling machinery. In the village of Andarno, in the Val
could be as usefully employed. For military purposes, or for di Cervo, well constructed steel safes, locks and various kinds
others akin to them, it strikes us as presenting many capabilities. | of iron work are produced. The value of the annual production
Thus, for instance, lattice girders fora bridge, of which the webs may be calculated at from £2000 to £2400, Smiths are paid
at least would be complete, could be extended over a stream in |from 1s. 8d. to 2s, 5d. per day. The manufacture of agritwo or three minutes. A rove wire cable would supply the| cultural and other implements is chiefly carried on in the
tension member, and some device for readily fitting that for communes of Netro and Mongrando. At Netro there are three
compression would transform the lazy-tongs into strong and small factories, employing from 35 to 40 hands. The manufacture
reliable girders fitted for the passage of heavy weights. We consists of scythes and other implements for agriculture, as well
sketch out such an idea in extension of the suggestions we before as for different uses. The value of the annual production amounts
offered, because, as we have above written, we think that the to between £3000 and £3200. Steel and fine steeled iron
quality of the material now at command warrants the belief | are used in the manufacture of the goods, which are sold in
that the inventive faculty might well be applied to the utilisa- Italy and exported to South America. There is another factory
tion of this well-known but little employed principle. Were we at Netro originally founded in 1816 as a bayonet and sabre
to go further into the matter, we are confident that it would be factory. The average number of hands employed is about 50,
possible to add to the suggestions we have made to a very large and the value of the annual production about £6000. The
extent ; but we may well leave further applications to the articles now manufactured are implements used in agriculture,
ingenuity of those who may be disposed to take the matter up arts, and industries, including tools for arsenals, mechanical
with thoroughness. We should be glad to have the oppor- workshops, and railways. Cast steel and steeled iron are used.
tunity of seeing and describing the fire-escape on this principle There is some export to Greece, South America, and Switzerwhich one of our correspondents informs us he is now construct- land, but the principal market is in Italy. The average wages
ing. It will constitute an effort in a direction which we should for good workmen in these factories is from 1s, 74d. to 1s, 8d.
desire to see followed up.
per day. For articles of cutlery the small but well-known
factory of Messrs. Sella at Masserano, founded in 1837, may
| be first mentioned. The articles produced are sold entirely in
| Italy, where they find a favourable market. The difficulties
which Italian manufacturers have to meet, and which tend to
DUPLEX STONE DRESSING MACHINE.
| minimise their profits, are—internal competition, the continuous
THE accompanying illustration shows a duplex stone moulding , and rapid transformation of the old methods of manufacture,
and dressing machine lately constructed by the York Engineering the general state of depression which has of late years affected
Company for Messrs. Armitage and Hodgson, contractors for the agriculture, commerce, and industry, the absolute limit of
New Town Hall, Portsmouth. Machinesof this class—Hunter’s division of labour, the disparity and variety of the articles propatent—have been used on many large works, and are well | duced in each separate factory, dearness of fuel where the availknown to engineers, builders, and contractors. The one illus- | able water power is insufficient, or cessation of credit and
trated embodies the latest improvements. The stones to be onerous taxation. To meet some of these difficulties heavy
dressed or moulded are clamped down to a table, travelling at | protective duties have been established in favour of Italian
a speed varying according to the hardnessof thestone. On each industries—a proceeding very popular among manufacturers,
side of this table revolves a vertical steel spindle carrying tool but the permanent advantages of which may be open to doubt.
Peru—Progress in.—Up to the present time the more imholders. Flat steel tools are used for dressing, and trumpetheaded ones for moulding. The tool holders vary in length to portant of the propositions laid before Congress relating to
commercial
and provincial matters have not been disposed of.
enable the exact profile to be obtained. In the machine under
notice the ends of the tools are made telescopic, which allows a Plans of the highest importance are proposed. The port of
very fine adjustment. The stones passing before the revolving Callao is promised a relief from the tax of 4s. a ton charged by
roughing barrels are reduced approximately to the required the foreign company having the monopoly of discharging and
moulding. Steel scraping plates, with the exact profile required, loading vessels. According to the laws of Peru no exclusive
are then inserted into the vertical rocking shafts. These plates privilege can be granted for a longer period than ten years.
are moved horizontally or vertically, while the table moves to and When the original concession of the company expired in 1884
fro at an accelerated speed in front of them ; the plates thus the Government granted an extension of the same for fifty
meet the stone, and the desired profile is obtained. If the stones years longer, in return for a heavy money advance, and on this
are not very large, one set can be worked by each side of the | ground of illegality the concession will doubtless be set aside.
machine at the same time ; the tools being arranged so that one European capital is offered to build a railway from Lima to the
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port of Pisco, 100 miles south of Callao, and from thence to con
struct a narrow gauge line to the city of Ayacucho and the
quicksilver mine of Santa Barba, near Huancavelieu. No
pecuniary aid is asked from the Government, the company
seeking the privilege of working the mine for a long term of
years, and giving to the State a fair percentage of the profits,
The district between Lima and Pisco is agriculturally one of the
richest in Peru, and the benefits to be derived from rapid means
of transportation would be very great. It is proposed to
extend the Arequipa system of railway--which reaches from
Mollendo on the coast to Peru on the lake Titicaca, northwardly
to the city of Cuzco and southwardly along the border of the
lake to the Bolivian frontier, so opening easy communication
with La Paz, the capital of Bolivia. When this project is
carried into execution the great bulk of Bolivian traffic to the
Pacific must of necessity pass over this line, and apart from the
commercial advantages, the Peruvian Government considers this
bond between Bolivia and Peru of the highest importance, In
this instance no demand is made on the Government for aid,
The contractors, who are citizens of the United States, require
the privilege of working the railways for a term of years, paying
the Government a fixed progressive sum per annum. A
syndicate of capitalists is being formed in New York for the
purpose of extending the Oroya railway from its present inland
terminus, ninety miles from Lima, to the silver mining districts
of the Cerro de Pasco, where famous deposits of ore are to be
drained and scientifically worked. The heavy fall in the price
of sugar in European markets, and the gradual decline of all
industries in Peru owing to years of domestic and foreign wars,
have brought down the exportations to an insignificant figure,
which, when silver can be cheaply mined and carried to the
coast at reasonable rates, will, it is hoped, decidedly increase,
If the report of a Commission engaged in examining the Cerro
de Pasco mines be favourable, the work for the prolongation of
the railway is to be vigorously proceeded with, and the heavy
machinery for the development of the mines be sent on. Other
minor enterprises are also under consideration.
The completion of the railway from Payata to Pirera, the construction of
that from the port of Lo to Moquegua, and a railway from
Tarma inland to the Chanchamayo Valley, from whence access
is easy to the Peruvian affluents of the Amazon. A society has
been formed at Lima to construct roads between the town of
Cuhuapanas, in the department of Loreto and the river
Marafion, as the Amazon is called which flows through Peru.
Such communication would open to commerce one of the richest
districts of Peru, and by the aid of steamers carry these riches
to markets now unattainable from the absence of proper means
of approach and exit. All these enterprises will bring money
into the country, and give occasion for profitable employment.
Rolling stock for the railways and plant of every description for
the mining operations will be in immediate demand. But the
period is one of expectation rather than of tangible reality, and
until the various works mentioned be actually commenced the
present unsatisfactory state of commercial and financial affairs
must continue.
Turkey—Trade of Beyrout in 1886.—The trade of Beyrout for
1886 showed a falling off for the first time for some years. This
state of things is due chiefly to temporary causes, such as bad
harvests, the calling out of the reserves, the general uneasiness
in the news of war, &c. “I would here call the attention of
British merchants to the excessively precarious condition of
much of the trade of Beyrout. The increase in imports during
the last few years is to a certain extent artificial, as the imports
exceed the consumption ; and a check of any kind will bring
disaster on those who give long credit. There are some strong
houses which would weather any storm, but they can be counted
on the fingers. As for the rest, especially those dealing in stuffs
—cotton or woollen—the less credit granted the better. German
traders are infinitely more accommodating than British, owing to
which they hold in their hands so much of the trade. It would
be impossible to do much trade with Beyrout if cash payments
were insisted on, but three months should be the outside
limit of credit.” Under present conditions it seems impossible
but that the value of imports must diminish ; but were the
country opened up bya railway, and a port made at Beyrout inconnection therewith, there isa great future before it. Cardiff coal
was imported in 1886 to the same amount as in 1885. The consumption of coal and patent fuel—briquettes—averages 10,000
tons per annum. Formerly not more than 10 per cent of this
quantity was English, but last year the quantity rose to 3000 tons,
owing to the efforts of various firms to obtain a footing at Beyrout ; and this year it is expected that more than half of the
supply will be direct from England, and that next year French
briquettes will be driven out of the market. The English article
is. better than the French, and can be delivered cheaper, in spite
of the heavy difference in cost of transport. Merchants will not
buy briquettes on speculation, but act only as commission agents.
The demand for briquettes is not likely to increase, but in view of
the formation of a gas company the import of coal will probably be
quadrupled. British iron reaches the same figureasin 1885, In the
hardware class nearly all articles come from Austria, France, and
Germany. The trade in carpenters’ tools is not very large, there
being but few used in the interior of the country, and with the
exception of frame-saws, which are fitted with French blades,
and English—farriers’ and smiths’—files, all tuols are of Austrian
and German manufacture, and very inferior. Other carpenters’
hardware is German, and of the worst description. Cutlery is
almost all German, and is mostly marked Paris or bears forged
English marks. -Horseshoes and nails are hand-made out of the
best Swedish iron on the universal Eastern model, four costing
2s. 1d. They could be stamped out by machinery at a much
lower price, and there is no reason why an attempt should not
be made to supply the market with machine-made shoes. There
is a considerable trade in lead pipe, which is likely to increase
on account of the construction of the gas works—which are
being commenced by a Paris company—but at present it is
entirely imported from France. There are several agents of
French pipe makers in Beyrout and not one English. The
Waterworks Company obtained some English pipe of first-class
quality, the price of which, inclusive of all expenses, was slightly
less than that of the French. Locks come from Austria, they
are expensive and of the worst quality, the commonest door
lock costing 2s. 1d., and are sold on commission by German
agents. English locks are not bought because English manufacturers will not cater for their customers. A lock which will
double lock is indispensable in this country owing to the shrinkage of timber, and English made locks do not comply with this
requirement. Picks are native-made, as English picks are
too heavy and large. Best London made picks cost in
Beyrout 3s. 0d., while a native pick of the same weight,
though infinitely inferior, costs 2s. 6d. Shovels are common
iron shovels, of French make, costing without handles
1s. 6d. each. The municipality has lately requested the Waterworks Company to supply it with English shovels, as they
come cheaper in the end, though the prime cost is half as much
again. The only agricultural implement is the universal heart-
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shaped hoe set at less than a right angle to its short handle. It
is native made, takes the place of fork, shovel, spade, &c., weighs
about 31b., and costs 1s. 6d, Though the Beyrout market is
not large, it would repay some attention on the part of Birmingham firms. Many French and German commercial travellers
visit Beyrout, while an English one is hardly ever seen. For this
there is a very good reason, The most important item of
British imports is Manchester goods, In Manchester are many
natives of Syria, who keep very close touch with the Beyrout
market. In the hardware line, where we have been ousted by
foreigners, something might be done by catering for the requirements of the natives.
=——
THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
OTHER DISTRICTS.
=
(From our own Correspondent.)
Tue iron exchanges in baggy 900 and Birmingham this
week met with the knowledge that there was to be no advance in
jronworkers’ wages. Thus any indecision in the matter of selling
srices Which might previously have interfered with the conduct of
usiness was removed, Sir Thomas Martineau has awarded that
the rate of wages fixed on January Ist, 1886, shall be continued
without alteration. Puddlers’ wages therefore remain at 6s. 9d.
per ton. The award is to be subject to a month’s notice on either
side.
The surroundings of the position succinctly appear in the award,
where it appears that the operatives claimed that puddlers’ wages
should be increased 5 per cent., alleging that it appeared from the
Board of Trade returns and otherwise that a marked improvement
in the iron trade had taken place during the past few months.
On the other hand, it was strongly urged by the representatives
of the employers, amongst other things, that the improvement appearing on such returns applied mainly, if not entirely, to steel,
and that no such improvement as had
n alleged existed in the
South Staffordshire iron trade.
To these considerations may be added the fact that the actual
selling price of iron, as shown by the employers’ books, is on the
average 8s, 3d.
¢ per ton lower at date than at the time of the
previous award.
Local orders rather than export ones are at present mainly
keeping the finished ironworks running. Yet it cannot be reported
that there is any vigour about buying, and specifications are this
week somewhat difficult to get in, as always occurs towards the
ond of the month. Consumers desire to limit deliveries, but keep
the month’s accounts within easy limits.
Sheets, bars, and hoops and strips are the classes of iron chiefly
selling, and the qualities run mainly upon the medium and common
priced irons. Some buyers are placing fair orders for delivery
over this quarter, but merchant orders on export account keep
slow. An improvement is anticipated with the advance of the
quarter. Prices of marked bars are without change at £7 to
£7 12s, 6d. ; medium sorts, £5 10s. to £6 ; and common about £5,
Strips and hoops are £5 to £5 5s,
Prices of sheets mostly keep at a little within £6 for singles;
£6 5s, for doubles ;and £7 to £7 5s. for trebles. Steel sheets at
£12 to £13 are in fair request by stampers and japanners.
Inquiries for galvanised sheets are fairly numerous on account of
Australia, New Zealand, South America, and India, but prices are
unsatisfactory, and many bids have to be declined ; £9 10s. to £10
per ton is now a common price for 24 gauge f.o.b., Liverpool;
£10 7s. 6d. easy is quoted by some makers, delivered, London.
The ‘‘ Woodford” brand of black sheets is quoted at date £7
for singles, £8 10s. for doubles, £10 for 26b.g., and £10 10s. for
28b.g. ‘‘ Woodford crown” close annealed sheets are, £9 10s. for
singles, £11 for doubles, £12 10s, for 26 gauge, and £13 for 28
gauge. For best qualities £1 10s. per ton additional is asked, and
for double best £3 per ton additional. Siemens-Martin steel
sheets are, £13 for singles, £14 10s, for doubles, £16 for 26 gauge,
and £16 10s. for 28 gauge. ‘‘ Woodford charcoal” sheets, £16
for 20 gauge, £17 10s. for 24 gauge, and £19 to £19 10s. respectively for the thinner gauges.
Thin sheets keep up fairly well. Messrs. Hatton, Sons, and Co.,
Bradley Iron and Tin-plate Works, Bilston, are just now meeting
with a demand for such iron and for tin-plates. In sheets, steel is
steadily encroaching upon iron for stamping and working-up
purposes, American, colonial, and Continental orders are assisting
to keep the works engaged.
The plant possessed at these works is very complete. Including
the boiler plate mill, there are some six mills in all, and the
annealing furnaces will anneal over 100 tons per week. They are
heated by Wilson gas producers, and the sheets turned out are as
soft almost as lead, and have a splendid appearance. The firm do
not go in for the large sizes of boiler-plates, but rather cultivate
high quality.
Thin iron sheets for working up pu
of single gauge are
priced by Messrs, Hatton at £10 to £12 per ton; charcoal black
sheets, £15 to £18 per ton; steel boiler plate are about £7 to £8
per ton; soft steel sheets, heavy singles, £9 to £10 for deep stampIng purposes and tinning ;and doubles 20s. to 30s, extra with a yet
further 20s. to 30s. per ton for lattens. Steel blooms and billets
the firm quote about £5 ds, to £6.
Pig iron buyers have been somewhat awkwardly caught in the
matter of recent purchases entered into for delivery over the
greater part of this year at the advanced rates recently ruling.
+hese contracts are now being delivered, and consumers are found
in the position of havingto sell manufactured iron at almost the old
unsatisfactory prices. The new business doing in pigs is very small
just now, and prices are still falling. _Northamptons are now
quoted 37s, per ton delivered, but may be had in some cases at
36s. 6d. Derbyshires are an average of 38s, easy, and best sorts are
39s. Lincolnshires have got down to 40s. per ton. Native pigs
remainat 52s, 6d. as the quotation for hot blast all mines, 40s, for
part mines, and 30s, for common,
The coal trade is tame, and prices are very low. Steam coal, for
forge purposes, is obtainable at 4s. 6d. at the pits. Ordinary forge
Is Os, to 6s, Even the best thick coal of South Staffordshire is now
getting very small prices. Earl Dudley’s forge and furnace coal,
for example, is now realising only 7s. to 7s. 6d. per ton, and his
lordship’s best slack is 5s. at the pits.
_ The consignment of mining machinery which, as already noticed
in THE ENGINEER, Messrs. F, Silvester and Co., of Newcastleunder-Lyme, have recently shipped to Australia, consisting, it may
be mentioned, mainly of a pair of high-class 50-horse power horizontal winding engines, with link reversing motion, and drum on
first motion shaft, fitted complete. The engines were builtto order,
and were a repeat contract, a similar consignment last year having
given much satisfaction.
The orders from India for both iron and manufactured goods
and machinery are still unfavourably affected by the value of
silver. Canada is steadily recovering from the recent failures, and
is sending over some good spring orders, which are welcomed in
humerous branches. A few Australian orders are a little more
valuable; but as a whole, the Australian trade keeps but
tame, and the reports of tierce competition are supported by the
character of the indents. South America continues to bulk
largely, and an encouraging demand for sawing machinery
is amongst the most favourable features of the market. Certain
native buyers are over from New Guinea, but the paper of the
country is not easily negotiable, and business is thereby impeded.
atal 18 growing in favour, and in machinery and general metal
goods more is being done with the colony than for a long time
past. For this gold discoveries are largely responsible. The
stirrings of early life are traceable in the trade with Burmah; and
men whose experience is the widest express complete confidence in
an early indication of vigour in the railway and machinery
requirements of the Kast generally.
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the discussion, Mr. Hartley urged that one of the
test sources
of loss in engines was initial condensation, and he knew firms who
had 80 1b. pressure in the boiler and only got 27 lb. to 301b. pressure in the cylinder. If such people were to compound their
engines and put on automatic expansion gear, they would effect a
very great saving. Now that high pressure was so Jargely used, it
was very essential that more attention should be paid to steam
jacketting, as this was thePas where economy must come in the
future; and it was not only the sides, but it was equally, if not
more important, that the ends of the cylinders should be jacketted
also, and he would jacket both high and low-pressure cylinders.
A numerously attended meeting of delegates representing most .
of the trades’ union societies in this district was held un Tuesday
in Manchester, and it was resolved to form a Labour Electoral
Association on the lines laid down at the Trades’ Union Conference
at Hull, with the object of raising a fund to enable industrial candidates to contest elections when vacancies occur, and to support
them when returned to Parliament. An executive committee was
formed of nine trades’ union representatives, including two representatives of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, one of the Metal
Planers’ Society, and one of the Steam Hammer-men’s Society.
In the coal trade there is a fairly steady business still being done
in all descriptions of fuel, and most of the pits are kept on about
full time, but with the advance of the season there is the usual
weakening in prices, and with the close of the month it is probable
there will be a more or less general reduction of 3d. to 6d. per ton
on present list rates, which in some instances may be accompanied
by a reduction in wages. In the West Lancashire district the
question of a reduction in wages has already been under consideration, but nothing definite has yet been decided upon. At the pit
mouth prices average 8s, 6d. to 9s. for best coals; 7s. to 7s. 6d. for
seconds, 5s. 6d. to 6s. common house coals, 5s. to 5s. 6d. steam and
forge coal, 4s. 6d. to 4s. 9d. burgy, 3s. 6d. to 4s, best slack, and
2s, 6d. to 3s. for common sorts.
Shipping is rather quieter, with steam coal delivered at Liverpool or Garston averaging 7s. to 7s. 3d. per ton.
Barrow.—The weak tone noticeable in the iron trade of this
hematite district is still noticeable, and there is not so much disposition on the
of large consumers to place orders for large
forward deliveries as was the case a short time ago. On the one
hand, large producers are independent of immediate sales; and on
the other hand, large buyers have already secured deliveries of as
much iron as they require for some months tocome. In the meantime, the trade is more or less conducted by holders of secondhand stocks, who are disposed to clear them before there is any
further reduction in |cv which some people seem to think probable. The trade doing is chiefly in Bessemer samples, and
hematite qualities are in more general use than was formerly the
case, as, owing to the low prices at which they can now be bought,
they are more generally used than formerly for a variety of purposes
where cheaper and inferior iron was employed ; 42s. 6d. is the figure
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
at which speculators have been disposing of iron, and makers, on
From our own Correspondent,)
the other hand, are asking 45s. to 47s. 6d. per ton net, f.o.b.
Manchester.—There is still no improvement to report, either in Makers are not opapating in the market at present, and are waiting
the present condition or in the outlook of trade in this district. until they are more nearly cleared of orders, or until they are in a
Business all through continues dull and depressed, and there is little position to secure fuller prices for the iron they produce. The
or no movement either one way or the other, except that the con- stocks of iron on hand_ are comparatively large, but deliveries are
tinued stagnation of the market naturally tends towards a further larger than they have been, and throughout the season some heavy
weakening of prices. Buyers either hold back altogether in the consignments of metal have to be shipped to America, the Contiexpectation that by waiting they will be enabled to do better, or nent, and the colonie’, as well as to home consumers. There is a
they offer prices which makers as a rule do not care to entertain ; steady tone in the steel trade, although prices' remain at the
and where there is any business to be done, merchants and specu- lower prices quoted last week, heavy sections of rails being quoted
lators come in at excessively low cut prices. There is evidently a at £4 1s. 3d. per ton net at works, or f.o.b. local ports,
determined effort to ‘‘bear” the market down to the low prices and soft billets at £4 per ton. Blooms, billets, and bars are in
that were ruling last year; so far the course of the market has been good demand, but merchant steel is quiet in all brands. There is
in favour of the underselling speculators, and there does not seem more inquiry for ship plates, angles, and other shipbuilding steel
to be anything at present in prospect likely to bring about a material, and shipbuilders are in a more hopeful position, having
rw healthy tone to trade which would give confidence in the booked a few orders, while others are offering on the part of both
home and foreign owners. Engineers, ironfounders, and boileruture,
The attendance on the Manchester iron market on Tuesday was makers are fairly but not briskly employed, but they are more
an average one, but business was extremely slow. There are, of hopeful of orders for the remainder of the year. There is no new
course, the ordinary current requir
ts of
Ss going on feature to note in the finished iron trade, as orders are still few in
which necessitate a certain amount of buying, but this is mostly number and are slowly offering, while prices remain at unrefrom hand to mouth, and where anything of weight is doing it is munerative rates. The trade in iron ore is steadily maintained,
only at excessively low prices. Pig iron still meets with very little and the consumption at the furnaces is quite up to recent statistics.
inquiry, some of the makers who do not care to compete at the low Prices are steady and firm at from 9s. to 10s. 6d. per ton net
rices at which iron is being offered through second hands still f.o.b. at mines. The coal and coke trades are steadily employed,
old on to about late rates, but they are quite out of the market and there is an improving demand for all classes of fuel. Prices,
and underselling goes on amongst merchants and speculators at however, are undisturbed. The shipping trade is busy, and as
mee considerably below those which makers are asking. For large cargoes have to be despatched to foreign ports during the
ancashire pig iron quoted list rates are simply nominal, as local season, it is expected this trade will continue brisk,
makers are open to entertain offers, and for large quantities
extremely low prices have been taken. For Lincolnshire brands
the average quoted prices are about 37s. to 38s., less 24, for forge
and foundry qualities delivered equal to Manchester, but buyers
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
are not disposed to pay those prices, and they are able to cover any
(From our own Correspondent.)
small pressing requirements at lower figures. In outside brands,
such as Scotch and Middlesbrough, the tone is, if anything, easier; Messrs. WM. JESSOP AND Sons, Brightside, have recently been
Scotch makers do not give way to any material extent, but their = busy in a class of work which forms a speciality of their
iron is offered freely in the tae at considerably under the quoted usiness—spur rims, wheels, and pinions cast in steel. Among late
rates, and good named brands of Middlesbrough foundry iron can be orders completed have been wheels of large dimensions for Messrs.
bought at about 6d. per ton under the figures which were being Schneider, of Creusot, France, to be used in the new mills the firm
quoted a week or so back.
have erected for the production of steel plates. Several thousands
For hematites there is still buta very poor inquiry, and there is of Jessop’s steel wheels and pinions are now at work in the Lancasome excessively low cutting in prices ; for No. 3 foundry delivered shire cotton mills. On Monday I saw a large steel casting of theirs
into the Manchester district, makers ask about 55s, 6d. to 56s. 6d., —a spur rim casting—at the Manchester Exhibition ; it weighed
less 24, but they are 2s. to 3s. above the prices that buyers offer, 14 tons, and was 18ft. in diameter. Too large to go by rail, the
and above what merchants in some cases are willing to take.
firm had to send it by road on a strong trolley pulled by a traction
There is still no improvement to report in manufactured iron, engine. Four miles past Stockbridge—a village near Sheffield—
but if anything the tendency is rather in the opposite direction. the engine broke down and delayed the journey a day.
One or two makers are busy, and very firm in their prices; but It then went straight away, and reached Manchester in safety.
this is no indication of the general state of trade, which, taking it The journey was over the great Penistone range of moorland—one
all through is very dull, with an absence of new orders of any weight of the wildest districts of the north. The landlord of one of the
coming forward, The average basis of quoted prices remains at inns in that bleak region gave the men in charge of the casting a
about £5 per ton for good qualities of bars delivered into the Man- somewhat rough experience. They intended to stay overnight at
chester district ; but when prompt orders are to be got, there is an his place, but he would have nothing to do with people who dealt
increasing disposition to come oe this figure rather than allow in such monstrous things, and turned them out of the house at
them to pass, and in some instances 1s, 3d. to 2s. 6d. per ton less ten o'clock at night. They had to sleep in a hay loft, minus the
money is taken. Hoops average £5 5s. to £5 7s. 6d., and sheets, hay, and all caught cold. After the casting has been shown in the
£6 5s, to £6 10s. per ton delivered into the Manchester district.
Exhibition, it will be used in a large rolling mill in Lancashire.
The condition of the engineering trades remains unsatisfactory ; The Thorncliffe Iron Company—Messrs. Newton, Chambers, and
whilst it is true that works here and there are getting busier. Co.—have a reputation for cooking apparatus of all kinds. They
Others report trade falling off, and depression as still the pre- have just manufactured an poeacaes
article in this line to the
dominant characteristic of nearly all branches of industry.
order of a London firm. It is intended for a railway dining car,
At the meeting of the Manchester Association of Engineers, held which the metropolitan house are building for a royal family in
on Saturday, a paper on ‘‘ Indicator Diagrams,” read at a previous Europe. The apparatus is made of cast and wrought iron, is
meeting by Mr. James Hartley, and a summary of which was given 5ft. 6in. in length, 2ft. 8in. wide, and stands 2ft. 9in. high, and
in my ‘‘ Notes,” came up for discussion, in the course of which Mr, consists of cooking ovens, boilers, hot closets, and all the requisites
W. H. Booth pointed out how, with reference to gas-engine of a first-class cooking stove. In the centre is the fire, covered
diagrams, errors sometimes arose by their being calculated as if over with a movable cast iron plate, which, in its turn, serves the
they were steam engine diagrams, instead of counting the number purpose of a hot plate for heating water and boiling purposes. To
of explosions per minute, and finding the power in that way. Mr. the left of the cook is placed a wrought iron cooking oven, which
Mannock urged that if compound engines were not properly con- can be made any size, and over this oven is a pan for making sauces,
structed and worked they had the fault of losing three times as jellies, gravies, &c. On the right of the cook are two smaller
much as a simple engine, and it was not unfrequent to find a com- ovens, one of which can be used as a hot closet, and adjoining
pound engine making good diagrams but burning an unconscion- these ovens is a large boiler for water, the latter being drawn off
able amount of ceal. Too small a cylinder for the high pressure byatap. A coating of a mixture of sand, &c., placed on the sides
was frequently the cause of considerable loss, and the ratio of four and back, serves as a non-conductor of heat, thus preventing
to one, which was adopted by many makers, was not always the damage to the external appearance of the stove and the car. On
best. The indicator, he added, might be applied for a variety of the top is fixed a plate rack heated by air. The fittings, racks,
purposes; and in fact, if properly used, might be made to tell and other appointments are silver-plated, and the ironwork is finely
them everything that was possible about an engine. Mr. Matthews finished. It is altogether an elaborate and ingenious arrangement,
remarked that it was an open question with many engineers as to carried out in high-class style, befitting the place it is to occupy
the correct size they should make the engines for the power and the people for whose comfort it is constructed.
A Sheffield firm have just had an experience of how the prohibirequired, There had recently been a good deal of discussion with
reference to triple and quadruple expansion engines. These, he tory tariffs of foreign countries operate against English manufachad no doubt, were the engines of the future, but the question turers. For nearly a century this firm has maintained an
which did not at present appear to be satisfactorily settled was establishment in New York almost as large as that in Sheffield.
the exact point of pressure at which triple and quadruple expan- Out of 57,000 dozens of files produced, America has taken over
sion could be the most effectively introduced. In replying upon 30,000 dozens, Since the last revision of the American tariff, the

An important step has been taken inthe wrought iron tube trade.
For some time past prices in this industry have been going from
bad to worse in consequence of the severe internal competition.
Rates have got down to an almost profitless level, but an improved
conditions of things is now apparent. Success has crowned the
efforts which have recently been made to re-organise the association for regulating discounts on gas, water, and other tubes.
Most of the leading firms, not only in the Birmingham and
South Staffordshire district, but in other parts of the kingdom,
including Scotland, have been induced to consent to sell on one
common standard. The best results are for the present following
the re-organisation.
In one case a few days ago, in which a large merchant house
solicited quotations for a contract of some hundreds of thousands
of feet of iron tubes, the tenders sent in from some thirty different
firms all, Iam assured, showed the same advanced figure. The
particular order under discussion has been placed in Birmingham,
a tender from this town being the favourite.
The prices of galvanised tubes, which had also sunk through
reckless competition to an unremunerative level, are now beginning
to recover a little under the agreement lately made among the
principal tube galvanisers of Birmingham and district. The
revised prices represent a rise on tubes over 1}in. of about 7s. per
ton, which brings the price to £3, but on tubes of smaller diameter
for gaswork the new list is lower by about 2s. 6d. per ton. These
advances are much objected to by some of the iron tube manufacturers, certain of whom threaten to put down galvanising plants of
their own.
The hardware trades are not very brisk at date, and makers
complain of the leanness of prices. Orders are fairly divided over
home and export markets, and in some branches, notably in galyanised hollow wares and other stamped goods, the European
markets are buying well. The goods are, however, of the cheapest
class. The colonial demand keeps much within makers’ expectations, and whether from Melbourne or Sydney, no improvement
can yet be reported in prices. The demand from East India runs
mainly upon a cheap class of work, and many orders offered have
still to be declined on account of the unremunerative prices
attached. Orders from the Transvaal are coming forward rather
better.
The small chain makers at Cradley Heath, who had returned to
work, were called out on Saturday, the masters having persisted in
their objection to recognise the 4s, list. With those who have been
on strike for thirty-seven weeks, the number now at play is 2000.
A mass meeting of the operatives was held on Wednesday, after
which the men marched round the district with the intention of
inducing those who continued at work to put down their tools,
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New York establishment has had to be closed, and the movable
property has arrived in Sheffield.
Sheffield is fairly well represented at the Manchester Exhibition.
At the private press view on Monday, I spent several hours in the
machinery department, which is a noble display, such as perhaps
Lancashire alone could show. Messrs. Thomas Frith and Sons,
Norfolk Works, exhibit crucible and Siemens-Martin cast steel
forgings for gun tubes, gun carriages, kc. Noticeable in their
exhibit is a piston-rod forged in one piece from a crucible cast steel
ingot, which weighs 3 tons 10ewt., an inner tube for a 16 centimetre gun as su plied to the French marine, which has been forged
from ajsolid’steel crucible ingot, then?turned, bored, tempered in oil,
and finished ; a tube for a 9-centimetre gun, also as supplied to the
French marine, which has been subjected to an
tionally
severe powder test by Sir W. G. Armstrong, Mitchell, and |Co., the
result being attached to the gun tube. There are also shown the
inner tube of a 100-ton gun—the fore or muzzle part—which has
been rough turned with a fin. traverse ina lathe specially designed
for this heavy class of work. In projectiles Messrs. Frith show one
made for the ‘‘ Woolwich infant”—the 81l-ton gun—in the solid
forged state, not having been machined. At the other side is the
‘‘Ferminy” shell, made on the process they have recently
acquired. They also exhibit Vavasseur’s patent centre pivot 6in.
gun carriage, a large propeller blade, a runner cut off the blade to
show the nature of the steel, and many other forgings.
Hadfield’s Steel Foundry Company, Hecla Steel Casting Works,
Sheffield, include in their exhibits of war material a steel shell for
9-2in. breech-loading gun, exhibited after it had done its work. It
had penetrated 24#in. of wrought iron, passing completely through
a 16hin. Cammell wrought iron plate, 2ft. of wood, and 84in. into a
second wrought iron plate placed behind. The projectile was
practically uninjured.
is firm also showed a 6in. projectile
which had passed through a Sin. wrought iron plate, and was so
little injured that it could be put into the gun and fired again.
Still more interesting were two 9-2in. common shells as now
supplied to her Majesty’s Government. Mr. Hadfield, the head of
this well-known firm, has made steel projectiles a study for many
years, with the result that he has invented a shell which, known as
*‘Hadfield’s patent,” has exceeded expectations in severe trials.
Among other cast steel castings for a great variety of purposes, are
shown dredger buckets, now being used in dredging the Preston
Canal, and similar to what will be used in dredging for the proposed Manchester Ship Canal, with a pair of steel wheels and axles,
which, after falling down a shaft 1770ft. deep, are only slightly
bent.
In the lighter industries very fine exhibits are made in cutlery
by Messrs. Joseph Rodgers and Sons, and in sterling silver, electrolate, and table cutlery by Messrs. Walker and Hall, Electro
Works, Sheffield, who have excelled themselves in articles which
take rank as art productions as well as for purposes of utility.
This firm have a specially admirable display in tea and coffee services, silver and gilt dessert service, candelabra, claret jugs, and
biscuit-boxes. They exhibit the portrait of Mr. George Walker,
the founder of the firm and of electro-plating in Sheffield, together
with the miniature vat and battery with which he experimented
with Mr. Wright, the inventor of electro-plating.
THE

NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Bvt little business was done in Cleveland pig iron last week, the
sales effected having been for the most part by certain speculators
who were unable to hold until prices improve. No. 3 g.m.b.,
which was quoted at 34s. per ton at the date of last report, gradually fell in value to 33s.
At the market held at Middlesbrough
on Tuesday last, however, a more cheerful tone prevailed than has
been the case for some weeks, and the belief that prices were again
about to advance was unduly entertained. There are no longer
any eager sales. The excellent shipments and the decreasing
stocks are circumstances which seem to be having a marked influence on the market, and the improvement reported from Glasgow
has also added strength. When the market opened, some sales
were made by merchants, for prompt delivery, at 33s. 6d. per ton;
but towards the close sellers were mevt 33s. 7$d., and even 33s. 9d.
Forge iron is not easily obtained, as the bulk of it is in makers’
hands. Last week the price asked was 33s. per ton, but on Tuesday
only 32s. 6d. to 32s. 9d. was named.
Stevenson, Jaques, and Co.’s current quotations are :—‘‘ Acklam
hematite,” mixed Nos., 45s.; ‘‘Acklam Yorkshire ”"—Cleveland—
No. 3, 36s.; ‘“‘Acklam basic,” 36s., refined iron, 48s. to 63s. per
ten.
Holders of warrants are less ready to sell than they were a few
days since. Last week the price fell as low as 33s. 2d. per ton, but
= Tuesday an improvement set in, and some sales were made at
4Ss.
The stock of pig iron in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough
store is now steadily decreasing, the quantity held on Monday
last being 329,396 tons, or 273 less than a week previously.
Shipments of pig iron are increasing. aera. Sas and the
United States are taking much larger — t! for some time
past. The quantity shipped between the Ist and 25th of this
month was 64,008 tons, or nearly 12,000 tons more than during the
corresponding portion of March.
There is still no sign of improvement in the finished iron trade.
Prices are the same as quoted last week, but the reduced rates have
not as yet induced fresh business.
The fresh ballot which was arranged to be taken at the different
collieries concerned in the Northumberland strike was brought toa
conclusion on Saturday evening last. Three questions were submitted to the men, viz:—(1) That a proposal be made to the
owners to accept a reduction of ten per cent. on condition that
men living in rented houses be allowed a rebate of 1s. per week ;
(2) that the newly elected Wages Committee should be empowered
to settle with the owners on the best terms obtainable ; and (3)
that the strike be continued. For the first of these propositions,
1317 votes were recorded ; for the second, 1382 votes ; and for the
third 3665 votes. At six collieries the men refused to vote at all.
The strike will therefore be continued. Notwithstanding all this,
it is generally believed that it cannot last much longer.
The accounts for March of the Tees Conservancy Commissioners,
which have just been published, seem to encourage the belief in
improved trade, thus:—Their revenue for the month was
£4956 9s. 6d., or upwards of £1000 more than was received in
March, 1886. During the five months ending March 3lst, the total
revenue was £23,758 10s. 1ld., or £4831 6s. 10d. more than was
received during the corresponding five months of 1885 and 1886.
Among the exhibits which have been admitted to the Exhibition at Newcastle-on-Tyne, free of charge, is that of Mr. E.
C. Greenway Thomas, of London. The exhibit is a model of his
floating breakwater, which consists of a series of triangular-shaped
buoys with concave sides, and moored at a certain distance from
each other. Each buoy draws 10ft. of water, and is secured to
anchors ahead and astern. The principal prow is placed so as to
face the approaching waves, and to gradually divide and divert
them right and left. A line of such buoys moored outside the
arca which it is desired to protect have the effect of causing each
wave-section to expend its force by colliding with another section.
It seems highly desirable that this promising invention should have
a fair trial somewhere where is merits would be practically tested.
Off the coast of Northumberland and Durham are to be found many
suitable places.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondenti)
Tue pig iron trade was flat in the early part of the
market improved afterwards in consequence of orders
for Scotch pigs for the United States, These orders,
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No. 1, are but of moderate size, but the market was so depressed,
and prices had for so long been steadily declining, that their rece
tion was sufficient to im
some strength to the market.
e
past week's shipments of pig iron amounted to 6969 tons, as compared with 7483 in the same week of last year. Fair shipments are
taking place to Russia, but the Continental demand is easily met.
Since last report one furnace has been put in blast at the Portland
Tronworks oftthe Eglinton Iron Company, and there is now a total
of. eighty in operation, against ninety-seven twelve months ago.
Considerable additions continue to be made to the stock of pig iron
in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Glasgow stores.
Business has been quiet in the warrant market. Prices were
about 40s. 10d. cash early in the week, but an improvement subsequently took place, and business was done between 41s. and
41s. 3d., sellers not being particularly desirous of parting with their
holdings at the current rates.
The market values of makers’ iron are as follows :—Gartsherrie,
f.o.b. at Glasgow, No. 1, 48s., No. 3, 43s.; Coltness, 54s, and
44s. 6d.;
loan, 50s, 6d. and 46s.; Summerlee, 52s. and 43s.;
Calder, 50s. 6a. and 42s.; Carnbroe, 44s. and 40s. 6d.; Clyde, 47s.
and 42s.; Monkland, 42s, 9d. and 39s.; Govan, at Broomielaw,
42s. 9d. and 39s.; Shotts, at Leith, 48s. 6d. and 45s. 6d.; Carron, at
Grangemouth, 52s. and 44s. 6d. ; Glengarnock, at Ardrossan, 47s, 6d.
and 41s.; Eglinton, 42s. 6d. and 38s. 6d.; Dalmellington, 44s. 6d.
and 40s. 6d.
The steel trade is in a fairly active state generally, and several
of the leading firms are quite busy. In the past week 405 tons of
Glengarnock basic steel billets were shipped coastwise from
Ardrossan.
At present the pipe founders are comparatively slack, and the
orders in the market, which are for the most
part of small extent,
are keenly competed for. The contract for pipes for the extension
of the waterworks of Wishaw, consisting o
lineal yards of
9in., 7in., and 6in. pipes, was closely contested - 4seven Scotch
firms—four of them in Glasgow—and between the highest and
lowest: offer—that of Messrs. D. Y. Stewart, of Glasgow, which has
been accepted—there was a difference of only £100.
There are few shipbuilding
orders being placed at present.
The latest is one for six paddle steamers and twelve flats, which
Messrs. William Denny and Brothers, of Dumbarton, are to build
for the Irawaddy Flotilla Company.
past week’s shipments of iron and steel manufactured goods
from 7 sd include locomotives and duplicates valued at £26,100
for Kurrachee, and for the same port eight steel cargo barges
worth £3850 ; machinery £14,000, the greater part of which went
to India ; sewing machines, £2100, mostly to France; steel goods,
£3000 ; and general iron manufactures, £27,000, including pipes
es gil iron to the value of £14,500 for Kurrachee and
mbay.
The Scheme of the coal trade is extending with the influx of
orders for the northern ports of Europe, the navigation of which
has now been opened. Coalmakers are cautious as to entering
upon contracts of long duration, oecause they fear a recurrence of
labour disputes. The week’s coal shipments were, at Glasgow,
22,913 tons; Greenock, 1103; Ayr, 7907; Irvine, 1767; Troon,
5431; Burntisland, 20,211; Leith, 2968; >
outh, 13,241;
Bo'ness, 9547; Granton, 1953; Port of Gl
iw, 3; and Dundee,
260; total, 88,001 tons, as compared with 82,191 in the coresponding
week of 1886. For steam coals there is a brisk inquiry, and the
prices are well maintained; but other qualities have an easier
tendency.

WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
QUIETNESS is the order of the day in most of the Welsh industries,
and low prices do not appear to have the attraction that I would
think they should have. Here, for instance, is a collection of
uotations at which some
t of busi
nm done.
looms, by far the best trade, £4 5s.; steel rails, £4 2s. 6d., ina
few cases, £4 5s.; bars, £4 15s.; pis: 46s.
The iron trade is certainly not brisk, but there is a little doing,
and ironmasters are unrelaxed in getting in stocks of iron ore,
foreign specially, as the price is low, about 10s, 6d. tolls. Santander and Bilbao are sending eee quantities.
There has not been much expo:
of late. A
to Colombo
was sent away this week. A contingent of Belgians are now
engaged at Cyfarthfa in putting up the new range of Evance and
Coppée coke ovens; these will be placed immediately in the rear of
the
mer plant.
Ironmasters say that the expected revival of the iron and steel
trade is still afar off, and in no department is there much to boast
about. A party of Chinese officials visited Dowlais last week, and
were taken over the works and hospitably entertained. It is said
that business will probably result from the visit.
Colonial business wears a slightly better look, and it is reasonably
inferred that the London meeting will have a favourable infil
The visits of the leading colonists to iron and steel works have not
been, I infer, simply from curiosity.
The tin-plate trade last week was not so good. Swansea complained in particular, not so much for lack of orders, as for tonnage
to take away stock. For instance, there was a remarkable occurrence in the fact of no consignment leaving for the United States.
Liverpool had a few, and some plates left for France, Germany,
and other places. In all, the exports only amounted to
32,915 boxes. Stocks now held by Swansea amount to 122,598
boxes. Make is now exceeding the demand, so it is not surprising
that buyers are hanging back, hoping for lower figures. These
remain at present very similar to those of last week.
Cokes are not in so much d
das B
's,and these can be
had from 12s. 6d. Best brands are still close upon 13s. This is
the figure asked, but in a few cases 14d. or 3d. reduction is taken.
Siemens command most attention of any plates, prices ruling
according to quality from 13s. 3d. Very few touch 14s.; but on
the other hand, still fewer can be had for 13s.
The make of the Newport district is beginning to tell upon the
trade, yet makers are not despondent. There is a steady increase
in the uses to which plates are applied. A movement is on foot for
the federation of the workers at the Glamorgan and Monmouthshire works. On Saturday a meeting was held at Swansea, presided
over by a Monmouthshire tin-plate worker, when the subject was
discussed and carried.
Patent fuel has been in slight demand of late. Swansea did
little last week ; and I note that the Cardiff works have been far
from busy.
Pitwood is very stagnant and prices falling; this is due to the
slackness in the coal trade. Surveyed broadly, the coal trade is
far from brisk. Some coal-owners are doing fairly well in respect
of quantity. This week I noticed some fine cargoes for India, and
various coal stations, such as Port Said. One cargo of 3500 tons,
another of 2150 tons, and a third of 2500 tons, went to Singapore,
one of 3200 to Bombay, another of 2000 to Colombo. But asI
remarked last week, when one colliery can produce close upon
2000 tons in one day, these large cargoes have but little significance.
Much more greater significance is to be attached to the rapid depletion of the coal field. The largest producer is now clearing away 1)
acres per week, and many are turning out an acre. Last wee’
showed a lessened export at all the ports, and lessened prices are
now prevailing. The ruling figures for best steam at port are 8s.
to 8s. 3d. f.o.b. Cardiff. Monmouthshire coal, from 9d. to 1s. less;
small steam, 4s. to 4s. 3d., and quietat that; Rhondda No. 3, from
&s. 3d. to 8s. 6d. I have all along looked for an improvement in
the Welsh coal trade when the Severn tunnelis in thorough developed
order, and I see that a Western contemporary eee this, and
adds that Welsh coal is now finding its way vid the tunnel to
Plymouth. Last week a train of 100 tons was taken vid the tunnel
week, but the to Exeter, and thence by South-Western to Plymouth. The
being received question is, whéther rail-borne rates can compete with those of
which are for steamers as at present arranged
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NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent. )
THE present condition of the Rhenish-Westphalian iron market
is not such as to enable a ey weed to be hazarded as to what turn
it will take in the immediate future. Both buyers and sellers are
passive for the moment; prices, however, with few exceptions
ve been maintained. The reports from Silesia sound stil] very
satisfactory. All the pig iron stocks have been cleared off the
works, and buyers must now fall back on those in speculators’
hands; and the smelters will only contract at advanced prices
which they will get, provided the forges and mills keep on as usily
as is now the case, Forge pi is noted at M. 47°50; foundry, 50 to
54; merchant bars, 115 to 20: and coke plates, 150 to 160 p.t.
The Belgian iron market is satisfactory. It is true that it is just
now experiencing a slight reactionary crisis, which usually follows
an exceptionally brisk demand, and the building season has hardly
fairly begun ; but still the works, as a rule, have regular work in
hand for two to three months to come. Pig iron is firm. Steel
not quite so much so as a month or two back ; still the works are
moderately well employed. Girders are in full demand, and it is
contemplated to raise the ene In South and Middle Italy they
are i
t request, and for Rome and Naples the quantity
required is estimated at 100,000 t. Here would, perhaps, be an
outlet for Messrs. Dorman and Co.'s steel girders. The machine
shops and foundries are pretty well engaged, and large orders arc
in pi
t. The coal trade is very satisfactory, and the export is
lively at firm pri
Coke is not quite so favourably situated, and
more than 11°50f. is not attainable. The
t coal mine, Fremeries,
is now burning, and a great catastrophe imminent.
The French iron trade is in some districts satisfactory, but at
Paris quite the reverse. In the Haute-Marne the orders being
worked off are being replaced by fresh ones, and on the whole the
iron business seems to be improving, especially in the Nord Department, since the building season has commenced, where the works
are busy. The ironfoundries are a little better off for work, but in
most cases the prices are unremunerative. In Paris prices have
fallen to those of a year ago, and merchants ask for girders 125f,
and for merchant iron 127°50, but the rolling mills maintain their
quotations steadfastly.
The demand for ores in Rhineland-Westphalia has shrunk considerably, and the foreign ore market also shows a weak front. At
Bilbao, 6s. 10d. to 7s, 3d. is the price of best sorts. Those of
the Siegerland are not materially changed. The total produce of
Germany last year was 8,489,231 t., against 9,136,340 t. the year
before. There is little
to note in pig iron. The demand
for forge has remained stationary in Westphalia, whilst in the
Siegerland it has gone back, with a prospect of lower prices.
Spiegel is not in such
request for export as it was, and
principally that high in Mn. is brisk of sale. pen |pig is also
weak, but Bessemer and basic are uncha
and satisfactory.
The best sorts of Spiegel cost up to M. 56 p.t.; best forge 46 to
47; and Rhenish, 48; foundry, 49 to 56 for the 3 Nos.; Bessemer,
51 to 52, and Luxemburg forge 37. The rolling mills in genera]
have still enough work on hand, but the demand is not near so
brisk as it was; and although the convention prices are not as high
as they ought to be in proportion to those of crudeiron, buyers are
still keeping aloof.
ore strong firms have joined the wrought
iron convention, so that it is now in a firmer
ition, and endeavours are being made to unite with that of Silesia, when it will be
possible, perhaps, to secure better prices. The sectional rolling
mills are
beginning to be very busy as the building season advances,
and the prices are being stiffened.
It istobe hoped that the strike of the building artisans, now
going on, will not depress them again. The ge millowners are
complaining of want of orders, but some are able to keep on full
time. The prices are, however, being firmly adhered to at what
they are, but they are far too low in comparison to the cost of the
raw materials. Thin sheets are falling, both in price and sale, but
special works keep full on with them. The condition of the wire
rod branch shows little alteration. There is quite sufficient
demand, so prices keep firm, and they are easily obtainable. In
the small gauges the demand is much reduced, and the prices are
unremunerative. In steel there is nothing new to report. On the
16th inst. 2822 t. of rails were awarded at Bromberg, half to Krupp,
at M. 111, and half to Hoesch and Co., of Dortmund,at 112, as the
lowest tenders, the other Rhenish-Westphalian works asking 120 to
122 p.t., all at works.
On the 12th inst. at Magdeburg
1100 sets of wheels and axles were
awarded, 550 sets at M. 295 to the Bochum Steel Works, and 275
sets to each of the works Horde and Union of Dortmund at 296 p
set. All the manufacturers, far and near, of steel spades and
shovels have combined, and are about to raise the prices of these
articles in accordance with those of the raw materials. The wagon
works are a little better off for orders just now, as a good many
tenders have been sent out by the State railway administrations,
ngst them one for 300 iron coal trucks, 36 post and passenger
coaches, and 50 covered railway vans, for which the Société
Metallurgique of Brussels put in the lewest tender, much to the
annoyance of the native works, though in all probability the latter
will receive the order. There is still much to be desired as far as
machine shops and foundries are concerned, only isolated works
having pretty much work in hand. At Halle the railway station
is to be rebuilt, and tenders for 220 tons of iron work have just been
let for M. 52,600, other tenders having ranged M. 55,780, 55,989,
and 67,611.
The iron prices are—merchant bars, base price, M. 110 and
higher; angles, 112 to 115; hoops, 108 to 115; iron and steel
billets, 112 to 125; and
ial, 130; boiler plates, 54 mm. and
thicker, 145; thin black sheets, 130 to 135; thick plates, 140 to
160 and higher; iron wire rods, 112; steel ditto, 110 to 112°50;
drawn iron wire, 125 to 130; steel dittc, 125 to 130; steel rails, 125
to 130; iron sleepers, 120 to 125; wheels and axles complete, 300
to 325; and light steel rails, 108 to 112 p.t.
In Russia it is proposed to at once raise the duty 50 kopeks
per pud on bar and hoop iron, and 75 kopeks on small sizes of rod
iron, boiler-plates, and thin sheets. For the current year 10,000,000
puds of cast iron may be imported, but after that it is to be
excluded altogether, as Russia will then be in a position to furnish
all its own requirements. It is reported from Warsaw that the
rolling mill plant of Silopp, Ran, and Loewenstein, has now been
dismounted, and is about to be transported by sea from Danzic to
the Caucasus, there to be again set to work. This is quite a new
place for modern works of this kind. If petroleum could be made
to answer, the speculation might succeed ; at any rate it shows with
the new works in Russia Proper, that Russian industry is all gravitating towards the south and south-east.
Trade returns just published show that Sweden imported last
ear from England, principally in iron and steel goods, for
9,148,000 ; and from Germany, under the same circumstances,
for 89,041
crowns. But Sweden exports to
land 112,055,000,
while to Germany it only amounts to 18,146,000
crowns. Under
these circumstances it is clear Sweden should, and undoubtedly
would, wd be Bagiish much more from England if this field were
cultivated y
lish manufacturers as carefully and as energetically as by their German rivals, and it would assuredly repay the
efforts made. In order to command success, however, it would be
necessary to send over there travellers armed with knowledge of
continental habits and lingual acquirements, not forgetting that
the usual price lists in the English language are, on the whole of
the Continent, merely so much waste paper, in spite of the well
executed illustrations. Buyers demand now-a-days every detail
in the vernacular of the country wherever business is to be done.
The traveller must also be able to give every information concerning freights, exchanges, and so forth from the shipping port to the
door of the customer. If English manufacturers would only
bestir themselves, modify their insular trade habits and education,
and be true to themselves, they need not in reality ever or anywhere fear the legitimate rivalry of Germany.
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5789, Fenpers, F. W. Kingdon, London.
Pant-y-Buarth Lead Mining Company, Limited.
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
5740. Riverrinc Macutvyes used for making UMBRELLA
This com
roposes to acquire the assets CORRE oe Sh eel afMe Copsipieeere, of Frames, J. Morton, Aston.
5741. MaNuractTuRE
of ARTIFICIAL LEATHER, H. House,
and lial ‘lites OePhe Coed-y-Fedw
and Pant-yBuarth Lead Mining Company, Limited, upon
5742,
Coverinc
Roiiters
employed in Drawino,
Application
for
Letters
Patent.
terms of. an
ment dated 12th Fe'
»
Spinnina, &c., Macuines, J. Smith, Halifax.
made with the liquidator of that company, It *,* When patents have been “communicated” the 5743.
VeLocipepes, H. J. Lawson, Coventry.
name
dress
of
the
communicating
party
are
was registered on the 14th inst., with a capital of printed in italics.
5744, Srampinea Bosses, J. Bloor, Manchester.
5745. Maxine and Drivine Naizs, W. Henshall, jun.
£25,000, in £1 shares. The subscribers are:—
—-(H. Weeks, United States.)
17,168. Frexis_te Coup.ines, D. M. Legat, London.—
8
{Received A: 20th, 1887. Antedated October 20th, 5746. Merer for Recisrerinc Fiuips, R. Gay, W.
W. Marlborough, 29, Bishopsgate-street, stock
Walker,
and W. Norris, Smethwick.
1886,
under
International
Convention.]
SAMIR ick Soe ve ae ao 5d
5747. spearese and Tramway Enarnes, F. J. Burrell,
E. J. Bartlett, 70, Bishopsgate-street, stock and
19th April, 1887.
ey
See ae ee ee ee ee
5748.
Bouts
for Doors, A. Payne, Nottingham.
5651. Roapways, &c., E, Tuthill, London.
8. otieme, 5, Ivydene-road, Hackney, secretary
5749. Removine Grease, &c., from the FEEp-waTER of
5652. Bicyciss, T. A. Aston, Birmingham.
a com:
EEE
ES PaaS
EE
MaRiveE
Boiters,
J. Turns, South Shields,
5653.
Prope.Line
VeLocirepes,
J.
A.
Stephan
and
R.
G. Hooke, 8 Bishopsgate-street, mining share
5750. Coat Boxes, J. L. Hanman, Bi
.
Southerton, Birmingham.
VENTILATING BuiLpinos, J. Horrocks, London.
5654. Hat Brockina Macuines, G. Atherton.—(R. 5751.
arChapman, 24, Lugurd-road, Peckham, share
5752.
Saws,
8.
Taylor,
London.
Bickmeyer,
United
States.)
MME: Casitas ds Sek ak Weédlian ese: bp
CARBONATE of Sopa or Sopa Asu, T. T. Mathie5655. Sorrenine and Puriryinc Water, G. E. Davis, 5753.
B. C. Hooke, 18, Winslade-road, Brixton ..
son and J. Hawliczek, Liverpool.
5656. ——_ up Banpaaes, G. F. Williamson, J. Daw- 5754.
ed
J. H. Nobbs, 81, Bishopsgate-street, clerk ..
Curtine Toxacco in Cakes, A. Paget, Radmoor.
son, an
MULTIPLE EXPANSION STEAM-ENGINEs, J. Spear, 5755. Scotia Metuop of Sewinc, D. Young, EdinThe number of directors is not to be less than 5657.
Liverpool.
two, nor more than five; qualification, £50 in 5658. Serrinc the Brims of Feit Hats, W. and J. Hors- 5756.
Curtinc Press, D. Young, Edinburgh.
shares or stock; maximum remuneration, £300
5757. Caustic Asu, T. T, Mathieson and J. Hawliczek,
field, Manchester.
Liverpool
per annum,
5659. Butron-Hooxs, J. T. B, Bennett, Birmingham.
CLEANING or GuTTING Fisues, J. Clark, London.
5660. SUGAR-CANE Mus, J. Thomson and J. Black, 5758,
Durham and Lord Byron Amalgamated Gold
5759. Mavtine Houses and Kixns, C. Last, London.
G
s
Mining Company, Limited,
5760. Woopen Boor and Sxoe Soies, H. Gebhardt,
5661.
Purniryinc
Sewace,
&c.,
G.
E.
Davis
and
G.
B.
This company proposes carrying on mining Singapore, Straits Settlement, and Siam Electrical
Aitken, Manchester.
Hose Reets for Garpen Purroses, J. Walker,
operations in Australia, and will enter into an
5662. Woven Fasrics, W. E. Gedge.—(The Hunt Auto- 5761.
Company, Limited.
London.
matic Loom Company, United States.)
agreement for the purchase of the Durham and
5762, WATER-WAsTE PREVENTERS, T. Panario, London.
Rivets, M. Arnold, London,
Lord Byron mines, It was registered on the
This company was registered on the 1th inst., 5608,
6763.
Automatic Brake for PeramBuLators, C. C.
Link-PLaTe for Locks on LeaTuer Bas, H. and
19th inst., with a capital of £100,000, in £1 shares, with a poe t £60,600, in £5 shares, to carry 5664,
Munro, London.
W. H. Sanders, Walsall.
The subscribers are :—
5764. me and Hame-cuain Fasrenino, F. Read,
on at Singapore, the Straits Settlements, Siam, 5665.
Gas
Cock,
A.
Thomson,
Lowfields.
London.
Shares. and elsewhere in the far east, the business of an 5666. CARDING Macuines, W. Cunningham, Glasgow.
5765. SwiveLuinc Siipisc Doors or Partitions, G.
A. Chenates Bicknell, H.I.M.E, 42, PelhamWw.
electric light company in all branches, and for 5667. Cummney Cow s, J. Drummond, G
Thorn!
th and E. Larmour. Manchester.
street,ot, 8.B.W. .. «2 «2 oc 08 oo of ee 0
5668.
Winpine
and
DovsLinc
Mecuanisy,
C.
Sipman,
such
purpose
to
enter
into
an
agreement
with
5766. Rapipty Lowerinc Warer-Ticut Doors on
Hi. W. Pelham-Clinton, 98, Belgrave-road .. ..
Nottingham.
Mr. Edward John Wells. The subscribers are :— 5669.
any Buixueaps, R, H. C. and G. J. C. Ball,
G. Morris Barker, 64, Sutherland-gardens, Maida
Sicht Freep Lusricators, J. L. Grandison,
n.
0!
8) »
Vale.
Manchester.
TRimMING ATTACHMENTs for S—EwinG MACHINES,
JA. Thomson, ‘90, Cannon-street, contractor 3 1 *F. L, Rawson, 11, Queen Victoria-street, elec5670. Fastentnos for Gioves, &c., W. A, Critchlow, 5767.
A. Anderson.—{
The Singer Manufacturing Company,
6. Upward, Maybank-road, Woodford, clerk .. 1 triclan .. .2 ««
ic hed we og 49
on.
United States.)
H. Foote, 11, Queen Victoria-street.. .. .. ..
d. P. F. Lythgoe, 33, Vesta-road, Brockley, ac5671. Jornts of Drain Pires, W. C. Roberts, London.
5768.
Meat Baster, L. Phillott, London.
countant .. .. ss «+ s+ 6 «8 «8 oe 1 J. :. _— 11, Queen Victoria-street, managing
5672.
Warp
Lace
Macutves,
J.
Woolley,
London.
Fire-Bricks, H. Hartland, London.
R. D. Balfour, 4, Austinfriars, broker ..
‘ | cler: i eh ak Os e , Oe ne Oh eb. 20
5673. Brusnes, J. Raper, M. Pearson, and F. Gill, 5769.
5770. Srrarner for Fish Kerrie, J. Marston and G.
Gilbert-road, 8.E., clerk .. ..
London.
The number of directors is not to be less than J. Shurmere,80,4,Fernhead-road,
Cooch, London.
Paddington, clerk
5674. Steam Motor Enornes, G. W. Newall and J. F. 5771.
three, nor more than seven; qualification, 500 A.W. Steven,
Coat
Boxes, J. Marston and W. Evans, London.
8. Rawson, 68, Cornwall-gardens, 8.W. .. ..
Blyth, London.
shares, or equivalent stock; the first are Messrs. D. Potter, 112, Chetwynd-road, N.W., engineer .. ettt
tt
tt
PuotocraPHic Mountinc Carps, L. Wolff,
5675. Inpicatine the Leve. of Liqurps in VEssELs, 5772,
London.
A, Balfour, E. P. Barlow, A. C. Bicknell, and G.
T.
Anderson,
jon.
of directors is not to be less than
and Fitterine the Water of SwimminG
Augustus Thomson; remuneration, £1200 per two,Thenornumber
A more Perrecr Combustion of Fvet, J. Platt, 5773. Hratine
is, &c., C.
er, London.
more than seven; the first are Messrs. 5676.
Sheffield.
annum,
5774. EXHIBITING Views or Scenes, B. Hallett, London.
arry Seymour, Foster, and F. L. Rawson; 5677. TaBes, &c., F. Wakefield, Liverpool.
Steam Enarnezs, L. Soulerin, London.
qualification, 20 shares, or £100 stock. The 5678. Raisino the TaBLes of CircuLar Saw Bencues, 5775.
5776. Stoppers for Borries, H. 8. Dean, London.
C. Redman, London.
remuneration of the board will be at the rate of 5679.
“Fly” Cycle Company, Limited.
Heatinc, ArERatinc, &c., NaTuRAL and ARTIPreventine AccipENTs in Ho1sts, W. H. Noble, 5777.
per annum for each director, and 5 per cent.
FictaL Waters, C. Tellier, London.
London.
This company was registered on the 15th inst., £100
upon
the
annual
net
profits
after
£10
per
cent.
5778,
and Day-tTaBLE, T. Wilkins, London.
5680.
An
OcrocnorD,
A.
Allam,
London.
with a capital of £5000, in £1 shares, to acquire dividend has been paid. The remuneration of as Dre Howper for Maxine Bricks, R. 8. Bluck, 5779. CALENDAR
— for DouBLe Gates, &c., M. Postlethwaite,
the business of Alexander Spaul, of the Norfolk the committee is to be £150 per annum, and a
ndon.
‘eterborough.
5780.
Curtisc
and
Dressinc Stone, &c., R. C.
and Norwich Bicycle Works, Norwich, with the share of thé said percentage.
5682. Securine Hooks, J. C. Hudson, London.
Thom;
and W. Spence, Surbiton.
stock-in-trade and other effects, including the
5683. LetTeR Bianks and Envevores, A. J. Boult.— 5781.
Propucine an UnoxipisaBLe Coatine on Iron
(A. Cox, Canada.
trade mark ‘‘ Fly.” The subscribers are :—
or STEEL, C. Joseph, Viscount d’Hauterive, London.
5684. Branpine Sear, &c., E. Boothroyd, London.
Shares.
CLeaninc the Borrom of Suips, J. Edwards,
5685. MERCANTILE MarTeriAL, A. J. Boult.—(E. H. M. 5782.
A Bee Dares. 0s as ue oe
oe 1
London.
Caston, Canada.)
¥.G Emms, Norwich, solicitor .. . .. . 100
5783.
Prevention of Surrocation, &c., of Persons in
5686.
Worstep
Yarns,
W.
P.
Thompson.—(D.
E.
Coe,
A. B. Taylor, Norwich,
facturer's
g
20
LAUNCHES AND TRIAL TRIPS.
Epiveptic Fits, T. Nugent, Walthamstow.
United States.)
E. T. Cooper, Norwich,
facturer’s
ug 25
anaes Tires, J. Burbridge and T. Oakley,
J. R. Pearson, Norwich, cutler.. .. .. .. .. 25
The s.s. Paris, which has been built by Messrs. 5687. ArMaTuRES for E.ectric Generators, W. P. 5784, mdon.
Thompson.—(H. W. Spang, United States.)
*W. Emms, Norwich, draper .. ..
6s. ee C. S. Swan and Hunter, of Wallsend-on-Tyne,
PuriricaTion of CRUDE ANTHRACENE, A. A.
W. P. Thompson.—(L. B. Gaylor, United 5785.
*A, Smith, North Walsham, farmer
ooo & was taken on trial on Friday, the 22nd, with very 5688. —
Vale.—({The Chemische Fabriks Actien Gesellschayt,
States.
Hamburg, ate ay |
The number of directors is not to be less than satisfactory results, the speed being nine knots 5689.
MeEcHANICAL MusicaL InstruMENTs, W. P. 5786.
Macazings for Frre-arms, R. Morris, London.
three, nor more than seven; qualification, 50 loaded. The dimensions of the vessel are 162ft.
Thompson.—({C. A. Kuoter, United States.)
5787. PREPARING SEA-WEEDs for ORNAMENTAL PuRshares; the first are the subscribers denoted by by 25°2ft. by 9ft. 9in. The engines, which have 5690. Alr-TIGHT Meta Cans, H. Rees, London.
Poses, J. R. Macdonald, Hastings.
Pocket Protectors, A. M. Clark.—(D. J. Scott, 5788.
an asterisk, and Mr. Ernest Grimmer. The been fitted on board by Messrs. Westgarth, 5691.
Automatic
DELIVERY MaGazine, W. H. Pearse,
United States.)
company in general meeting will determine English, and Co., of Middlesbrough-on-Tees, have 5692.
on.
for Burtp1ne, C. H. Shepherd, London. 5789. Franxinc
cylinders 13}in., 22in., and 36in. diameter, by 5693. SewERaGE
remuneration.
Letrers and Postat Orpers, E.
AUTOMATICALLY
Exposinc
Sprays
and
ButtonOswald, London.
24in. stroke ; 1501b. working pressure ; indicated
HOLE Fiowers, A. Gray, London.
FasTeninG for PERMANENT Wavy, H. J. Marshall,
horse-power, 364. The Paris has been built to 5694. Sounp Propucine Lock, &c., F. G. Griffith, 5790.
Inventors’ Agency, Limited.
London.
London.
trade to Paris, and is fitted with lowering masts
Compounp or VarnisH, F. Crane.—(J. Hale,
This company was registered on the 15th inst.,
5695. Sprinc Wueet for Traction Enornes, T. F. and 5791.
United States.)
J. H. Braime, London.
with a capital of £10,000, in £10 shares, to pro- and funnel to pass under the bridges.
5792. ReavLatinc Suppiy of Gas to Gas Stoves, C.
The
vessel
Fee
Cheu
was
successfully
launched
5696. Go.osHes, A. H. Scaife, London.
mote the invention and discovery of apparatus,
Sparrow and J. Osgerby, Lendon.
for Trxxino Piates, J. Abbott, London.
instruments, and p
for
cial, scien- on Saturday last from the yard of Messrs. Wm. 5697. Ports
Preparinc Pottery to Recerve Metat. Pipes,
tific, and other purposes, and to carry on the Doxford and Sons, Sunderland. She is 220ft. by 5698.
2lat April, 1887.
& H. Rowley, London.
business of patent agents. The subscribers are:— 32ft. by 20ft., with flush spar deck, and is fitted 5699.
HanpLe and Socket Connection, J. Marston, = Roastixc and Dryina Farina, &c., J. King,
an armed cruiser and cable vessel, and has
London.
Sh; ares. as
verpoo)
engines with cylinders 19}in., 3l4in., and 52in., 5700. PortaBLe Latue, A. F. Bergstrém, London.
A. pan siren, C.E., 3, George-yard, Lombard5794. Disc Pumps, J. Bowns, Manchester.
with 36in. stroke, capable of driving her 13 knots, 5701. Rotiep Gass, J. Armstrong, London.
stree id. -0: Ob 00> 66) 60 62 @8: €8. 6
795. Box orCounter Case, F, G. Heath, Redditch,
The armament consists of two 6in. Armstrong 5702. Giazine, J. Armstrong, London.
W. L. Markill, C.E., 8, Tokenhouse-buildings
Worcestershire.
Fire-KINDLERS, M. A. Haudecceur and L. E. P. 5796. Automatic DiscHaRce Vatve, W. L. Holland,
W. A. Dawson, C.E., Norfolk Co’
, Putney ..
breech-loaders, and four small Armstrongs in the 5708.
Courtois,
on.
A. Fyson, C.E., Fairfield, Richmon:
A
are
Preston.
‘tween
decks.
She
is
entirely
built
of
steel,
and
5704.
Brxpine
Evecrricar
Cut-out
Fuses,
G.
C.
Sillar,
J. L. Wanklyn, 8, West Chapel-street, Mayfair ..
5797.
PoRTABLE PHOTOGRAPHIC Camera, W. J. Smith,
the whole shell plating is of # steel plates. She
London.
mdon,
C. R. Thursby, C.E., 14, Jermyn-street.. .. ..
Birmin
*
is
expected
to
sail
shortly
for
the
China
station.
5705. GENERATION of Steam, E. Edwards.—_(E. C. Son- 5798. Moutpinc the Impression of Biocks, &c., J.
J. Parker, 43, Scarsdale-villas, Kensington ..
tt
et
te
eet
nett and A, A. Leredde, ning |
in.
The number of directors is not to be less than
The s.s. Electrician, the fifth vessel built by 5706.
Decorticatine Macuines, O, Imray.—(B. Thoens, 5799. Biinp» Roiers,
&c., J. Duggan, Liverpool.
three, nor more than seven; qualification, £100 in Messrs. Raylton Dixon and Co, for Mesrrs. Thomas
United States.)
5800.
Furniture
Nai, é. Crisp and W. Crisp, Halshares; the subscribers are to appoint the first. and James Harrison, of Liverpool, was launched 5707. Cur-outs for E:ecrric Arc Lamps, E. F. H. H.
8 a
Lauckert and H. W. Kingston, London.
5801. Botts, &c., D. Barnett and H. P. Barry, West
The company in general meeting will determine on Monday afternoon from the yard of her 5708.
Heatine Mitk, J. F. O. Qvistgaard, London.
remuneration.
builders. She is a spar deck steamer built of =
Macuines, A. I. Gravier, =Bromwich.
Corp-HOLDERS for Wixpow Buixps, J. Walker,
steel and intended for the Calcutta trade, of the
01
‘irming’ b
dimensions:—Length over all, 337ft.; 5710. Savine
Lire at Sea, J. Johnson, London.
5803. ATracHinc Expiosives to the Sipes of Suips,
Machine Decorating Biscuit and Confectionery following
breadth,
40ft.;
depth
moulded,
29ft,
2in.;
and
5711.
Printrnc
Macuines,
J.
Kerr
and
J.
N.
Wilson,
F.
P.
Warren, London.
Company, Limited,
London.
has a deadweight carrying capacity of about 4100
5804. Hat Apsuster, C. Hudson and J. W. Rockliffe,
Registered on the 15th inst., with a capital of tons with Lloyd’s freeboard. She has hood over 5712. Stream Enotes, D. Joy, London.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Sounpine Post for VioLtoncetto, &c., W. H. 5805. CorruGaTep Paper, &c., P. M. Crane and F.
£75,000, in £1 shares, to manufacture all kinds of steering gear aft, with long deckhouse, in which a
, London.
Wilkinson, Manchester.
biscuits, bread, and confectionery, and to carry is very handsomely fitted saloon and accommodaSULPHURIC ANHYDRIDE, W. 8. Squire, London.
5806. Fasrentnes for Bacs, &c., D. Graham and J. Y.
on business as refreshment contractors, The tion for passengers, and is fitted throughout in 5714.
5715. Count
s, P. J. D
lly, London.
Fulton, Glasgow.
subscribers are :—
every way as a first-class steamer for this
ial 5716. Keepmnc Casn Accounts, P. J. Donnelly, 5807.
ReaisTeRING Games, J. Brindle, Whitehaven.
8
London.
trade. She will be fitted with engines by Messrs.
5808. Tires, J. Wroe, Manchester.
*E. Herisse, 84, St. Mark’s-road, Dalston, engi5717.
Evecrricat
Sicnatuinc,
H.
H.
Lake.—(M.
G.
5809.
Orn SEED Press Bacs, T. McDonald, Halifax.
Blair and Co., of Stockton, on their triple expanFarmer,
United
States.)
J. Badger.—(C. W. Clarke, United
sion principle, having cylinders 24in, 40in., and 5718. Lastinc Boots and Sxoes, H. H. Lake.—(C. B. = tates.—
J. J. Hone, 10, Finsbury-cirens, surveyor .. ..
*T. F. Veasey, 76, Finsbury-pavement, engineer — 66in., with 45in, length of stroke.
Lancaster, United ate)
5811. TerNe and Tin-p.ates, G. Elias, London.
A. ae Lynn, 43, Ashburton-grove, Holloway,
5719.
TorteT
Paper,
H.
H
.
Lake.—(S.
Wheeler.
United
5812.
PicruRE-HOLDER,
W. D. Wilkinson and F. Fowler,
Messrs. Joseph L. Thompson and Sons, Sundercler'
i
gs See ee a
ae
tates.
Hi. J. Adkin, 10, Finsbury-square, solicitor..
land, launched on Monday, the 25th inst., a hand- 7:
AMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES, C. Coerper, 5818. Room Carovusat, M. Nobiling, Bradford.
A. Odell, 13, Kempsfoot-road, Kennington, clerk a somely modelled steel screw steamer of the folLondon.
5814, aga “Sup” or “Sturry,” T. H. Lodge,
Herisse, 84, St. Mark’s-square, Dalston, condimensions, viz.:—Length, B.P., 284ft.; 721. Hosprta, Bepsteaps, C. Drake, London.
DT
GS ce GR de ns. wks Sr Léa tee 1 lowing
Vetocirepes, A. J. Boult.—(F. Renz, Germany.) 5815. mdon.
PortLanD Cement, T. H. Lodge, London.
breadth, extreme, 38ft. ;depth moulded, 20ft. 10in. ; 5722.
Buitpinc Mareriats, 8, Pitt.—(G. Falconnier, 5816. Utitisation
of Hot Waste Gases, T. H. Lodge,
The number of directors is not to be less than deadweight yp : about 2950 tons, at 19ft. 2in. 5723.
Switzerland.)
London.
three, nor more than seven; qualification, 50 es with Lloyd’s freeboard. Classed 100 Al 5724.
Dust
Guarps
for
Car
AX
E-Boxes,
W.
8.
G.
5817.
Wrappers for O11 SEED CrusHinG, T. McDonald,
shares ; the first are the subscribers denoted by at Lloyd’s, This vessel has been built to the
er, London.
Halifax.
an asterisk; remuneration, £50 per annum each, order of Messrs. John H.
and Co., of 5725. Comprnep Covuca and Cuarr, A. Carter, London. 5818. Dryine Pie Fasrics, H. Lister, Halifax.
with an additional £50 per annum for the chair- Whitby, and is the eighth vessel built by this firm a Crosine the Movurtus of Borrtes, R. H. Barrett, 5819. Serrinc ANGLE Bars, N. Arthur, G
we
5820, DirreRENTIAL Screws, H. H. Lake.—(W. Junge,
_ hip’ hen per By be —
to one- for the same owners; she is built on the web wg mdon.
a
Puates of Iron and Sreet, A. Wilson,
Germany.)
nth of all surplus profits after allowing for
pay- frame and longitudinal plate intercostal system,
on.
ADJUSTABLE Boarps of Wrinoine and other
ment of 15 per cent. dividend.
itt
thereby dispensing with hold or orlop deck beams 5728, Eartu
Crosets, J. C. Morrell, Ealing.
ttaker, H. Whittaker, and W.
—has rai! Fagg deck, full poop, long bridge,
Whittaker, Halifax.
20th April, 1887.
118ft.,
topgallant
forecastle,
iron
decks,
six
iron
5822. Gas Va.ves, J. Breeden, London.
Mineola Steamship Company, Limited.
bulkheads, five large hatchways, and is fitted 5729. PREPARATION of Y-OXY-CHINELDINE, W. R. Hodg- 5823. CANDLEsTICK, B, Carr, London.
-—(M, Conrad and L. Limpach, Bavaria.)
= Carpontc Acip, &c., J. W. Knights and W. D.
Registered on the 13th inst., with a capital of with all the latest improvements, viz.:—Harfield’s 5780. Frepinc
Steam Borers, J. Metcalfe and E.
on.
tent windlass, four large steam winches, by
£25,000, in £500 shares, to carry on the business
Davies, London.
5825. Fire-PRooF Doors, J. Rowland, secrets
of shipowners in all branches, “The subscribers ynn of Pallion, Copper’s steam and hand steering 5731.
Feepinc
Steam
Borers,
E.
Davies
and
J.
5826.
DELIVERING
ArRTicLEs, D. 8. Dawson, Liverpool.
are :—
a combined, hang a
tent screw
Metcalfe, London.
5827. Sprrit Lamps, J. Hatfield, London.
Y
8)
steering ap
us on the Pp. ie
engines, 5782. Pans and Seats of Water-cLosets, J. Martin, = Wixpow SasHes, J. Ward and W. Jones, Mani?Hogan, 123, Front-street, New York, steveLondon.
ester.
which are Hithe triple capunien type, are being
MeN Biv, cata) ae? ae! dx ker iae, oa <6 1 built by Mr. John Dickinson, Palmers-hill
Rerarninc CARRIAGE Winpows at a ReQuiReD 5829. Icinc ConrectionEry, W. F. Miiller, London.
ine 5738.
“¥, Boga, 123, Front-street, New York, steveHetcut, A, E, Bingemann, London.
5830. Ries for UMBRELLAS, &c.,
Redmond,
Works, Sunderland, of 180-horse power, cylinders 5734.
Lirtmina APPARATUS, J. OW. Buckley and A, T.
London.
2lhin., 35in., 58in., with
a stroke of 39in. Two
*C. W. Hogan, 123, Front-street, New York,
nm, Sheffie!
=. Sroprinc Weavinc Macuines, W. B. Ball,
steel
boilers,
1501b.
working
pressure;
will
also
ns,
OES RGAE Sei gii
palit a dea 1
5785. Paar Apparatus for Barus, M. Humm,
on.
J. Benson McIve, New York, grain elevator...
1 be fitted with Dickinson’s patent steel built
mdon.
Sarety Pin, W. A. Kerr and T. Hurley.—(?
E. G. Bu
, New Jersey, grain elevator .. .. 1 crank shaft, and Blake’s donkey boiler. This 5736. SHARPENING the TeetH of Banp Saws, T. 5832.
Todd, United States.)
C. F. Bank, 71, Broad-street, New York
Duncan and D. Mills, Manchester.
.
1 vessel is intended for the general carrying trade,
MBINED GaS-MOTOR Encine and DynamoJ. McCaldin, 79, Broad-street, New York
1 and has been fitted up in every respect to meet ~~ MecHanisM used for Looms, J. Ashworth, LonELECTRO Macurnz, F. W. Crossley,
on.
on.
5834,
Extractor
MecHanism for SMALL-ARMs, H. W
The
first
three
subscribe:
i
irecof the Grain Cargoes Act 5788. CrrcuLatinc Water for Heating RalLway
tors and imanegers
rs are appointed direc the =
Holland and J. Robertson, London.
of 18 0,
Carriaces, &c., J. King, Liverpool.
5885. Contact Makers, D, L. Selby-Bigge, London

NEW COMPANIES.
ue following companies have just been registered :—
Dhu Heartach Steamship Company, Limited.
Registered on the 16th instant, with a capital
of £2000, in £1 shares, to acquire the s.s, Dhu
Heartach, now lying at Liverpool, and to employ
the same in carrying fish at Dingle Bay and other
places. The subscribers are :—
8)
G. H. Parker, 12, Tithebarn-street, Liverpool,
cotton broker =. . «s 2+ 2+ oe oe os oe
S. Lord, 1, Belgrave-road, Birkdale.. .. ..
Thos. Parker, Southport’ .. .. .. «. ws .
W. H. Seville, Liscard, cotton broker .. .. ..
Cc. P.
botham, 16, Manchester-street,
Liverpool, cotton broker., .. .. .. «. «.
A. Palethorp, 85, Gladstone-road, Liverpool,
cotton Dromer = 4. 1. oe oe oe ce oe oe
G. Charnley, 48, Beaumont-street, Liverpool,
i
cottom Weoer <. cc ce ce ot te ee
Registered without special articles,
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5836. Apmiisterinc Vapours for MeEpicinat Pur- 5927. Preventina Smoke, J. K. Broadbent and A. 6035. Jeeeeuse, C. Morris and G. Birkbeck,
Buden
, Manchester.
mdon,
Poses, K. Schulze, London.
5887. Secr-acrine Sprnninc Macurnegs, E. Edwards.— 5928. Prercinc Hoies in Wa.ts, H. F. Richardson.— 6036. LeaTHER Rotter Covers, W. Kaulh
(Cc. H.
t, Saxony.)
(R. Schneider, Austria.)
London.
5929. Looms for Weavixa Gavuzes of Doorniss, J.
5838. Rack Puueys, J. A. Schofield, London.
er,
>
5839. Wixpinc Yarns, W. T. Stubbs and J. Corrigan,
5930. PoRTABLE SuProrts for Tarpautins, H. Wil- SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
Manchester.
Glasgow.
5840. Prosectites, A. V. Newton.—(A. Nobel, France.)
5841. Conpensers for Sea-waTeR DisTituine APppa- 5981. Hotprise Brtuiarp CuHatk, H. Bonser, Bir- (From the United States’ Patent Qfice Oficial Gazette.)
ratus, G. Graveley,
e
a.
ORKING FLYER Frames, J. Heginbottom, 358,445. Macuive ror Tarrinc Marys, 0. B. Hall,
5842, SELF-LockiNe MecHanism, A. Illidge, London.
Malden, Mass.—Filed December 11th, 1886,
5843. PuorocrapHic Cameras, H. H.
ynghame,
Claim.—(1) The combination, with a pipe tapping
5983. Oven Fives, H. Whiteside, London.
London.
tooperate substantially as deomtbed
5984.
INTERNALLY
STOPPERED Bort es, R. T. Gillibrand, machine
5844. Sream Traps, R. H. Low, London.
of a stud arranged to be forced downward upon the
ion,
5845. Avromatic TracHEoTomy Tusgs, F. B. Jones,
centre of the rotary tool carrying plate, substantially
5935. Coxe and other Forks, W. Bell, Sheffield.
Bristo!
Apsustixe WipTH of Fire, R. Rowbotham, as specified. (2) In a pipe tapping machine, the com15,804a. Wepces for Wixxmse Coat, G. W. Elliott, 5936.
London.
Sheffield. 8rd Dec., 1887. [Received 14th April,
1887, and numbered at that time 5399, a.p. 1887, 5937. ArcanD Burners, W. B. Wicken, London.
5938. Remepy for a Coven, C. Schuttyser, London.
i been
m originally
ori
\yincluded
No. 1,804,
15, A.D.
having
inNo.
4.0. 5939. Lace Curtain and Wixpow Buinps, J. F. Forth,
London.
1886, takes under Patents Rule 23, that ‘ante
London.
2758a. Mecuanica Device for Operatine and Lockine 5940, VELocIPEDEs, A. —
MovaBLe Parts, P.
ustice.—(R. H. Isbell, 5941. Basrer for use with Roastina Jack, H. E.
Howard, London.
United States.) 22nd Feb., 1887. [Received 22nd
1887.
application having been uy owe 5942. Links, R. Coates and G. H. Thompson, Liverincluded in No. 2758, a.p. 1887, takes under Patents
5543. Sotes for Boots, A. J. Boult.—(J, Wiist and A.
Rule 23, that date.]
Diamant, Austria.
. Onases, J. B.
, London.
22nd April, 1887.
5945. Storprrrine Jars, A. H. Storey, London.
5846. Dryixc Liven, C. 8. Crabtree, London.
5946.
Stoprerine
Jars,
A.
H. Storey, London.
roa |
5847. CamMNeEY-Por, H.
, London.
5947. Purses, T.Cam
on,
5848, Water Taps, J. Di eld, Denton.
N
ZSKS
5048. Tea
M. Law, London.
5849. Frttrse Wasu Borers, J. Ditchfield, Lenton.
5949.
Priuars,
F.
R.
Fi
London
LAN
Nd
5850. HorsE-cottars, H. Frost and 8. Salkeld, Man- 5950. Guns, J. Platt, J., and J. Fielding, London.
NBS
Ni
chester.
Motor Enoines, W. D. and 8. Priestman, Lon5851. Appiication of Steam Power to KNITTING 5951.
don.
Macuivss, E. Shepherd, F. Rothwell, J. E. Hough, 5952. Fisurxe Rees, W. J. Kerr, London.
and T. Rothwell, Oldham.
s
Acip, A. Kern, London.
N Wy)N ty,VIIMIETTT
5852. VaLVELEss InsurrLator, G. Holloway, Birming- 5953.
5954. Prosecti_es, R. Low, Londun.
5955. Cats, G. E. Dorman, Stafford.
Z
5853. Urmisation of Sutpnate of Live, &c., E. W. 5956.
Yoon
Carriace
Sprines,
W.
James
and
8.
Duffield,
Parnell
and J. Simpson, Li
L
on.
5854. Propuction of SuLpHipe of Ammontum, E. W. 5957. CoLtour
Printino,
J.
Greth,
London.
Parnell and J. Simpson, Live: 1.
5958. DyNamo-ELEcTRIC Macuines, A. M. Clark.—(L.
5855. Motion of Loom, J. Allan,
dee.
Maiche, France.)
5856. Gasticut Governors, H. N. Bickerton, Ashton- 5959.
Seatines for Borries, W. B. Fitch, London.
under-Lyne.
5960.
Exrractine O11, &c., from Greasy Waste, 8.
5857. Mecnantsm used for Carprxe Enorves, J. H.
bination with body A, bar x, ——
above
Schofield,
Johnson.
— (La Société Alsacienne de Constructions 5961. FuLtrscBradford.
and by said body, rotary plate ¢, carrying the drillMacutnes, E. Kempe, London.
Mécaniques, France.)
tap and carrier i, and means for depressing said tools,
Counter for Guns, H. W. Holland, London.
5858. Reaprxe and Mowrnc Macurnes, A. McGregor, 5962.
of stud a,
to be forced against the centre of
5963. CuvTcHes or Grippers, J. — London.
Manchester.
said plate and to resist the upward pressure thereon,
5964, Water Heaters, A. H. Crockford, London.
5859. CLEanine Boots, W. Carey, Bridgness.
substantially as specified.
Lusricators, R. T. Baines, London.
5860. SrretcHinc LeaTHER on to Roiiers, &c., J. 5965.
5966.
ALpums,
H.
A.
M.
Dittmar,
London.
358,454. Car Seat, C. W. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith, Halifax.
J. 8. Fairfax, London.
—Filed November 25th, 1885.
5861. VeLocipepes, H. J. Lawson and W. Phillips, 5967. Arkatine Ligutps,
25th April, 1887.
Claim.—In a car seat, the combination, with a
Coventry.
vertical end piece which forms a support and consists
5862. Drivinc Clocks by MaGNeTo-ELectricity, W. 5968, Hats, J. H. Neave, Manchester.
of a frame designed and adapted to be fixed in position,
5969. Braces, F. G. Hodges, Shrewsbury.
lenheim,
m.
and having a circular groove on its upper edge, and a
5863. Uriismsc Vapour of VotaTiLe Liquips, &c., R. 5970. Iwpartine LaterRaL Movement, to Bars in movable
frame which forms the end piece of a swingWarp Macuings, J. Carver and J. Newton, NottingHarrison and W. Oliver, East Sunderland.
ing or reversible seat and the connecting medium for
5864, Bate Banp Fasteninos, H. Lindon, London.
5865. OnNamENTAL Step Lappers, A. Dormitser, 5971. Hot-water Apraratvs, T. Heaps, Huddersfield. the back and seat portions, said movable frame having
5972. Atracninc TeLEecRaPHic, &c., INSULATORS to
London.
Botts, &c., A. Johnston, Dundee.
5866. Cura, J. Blair, London.
5867. SeconpaRY Batrerres, W. Kingsland, Gunners- 5973. Fisa-pLates, W. Farquhar, Norfolk.
5974. Privtine, &c., W. R. Oswald, London.
bury.
5975. Cottectinc Furnace AsHes, R. Howarth,
5868. DentaL Encrnes, W. Campbell, Dundee.
Wolverhampton.
5869. Sarps’ Wrxp.asses, W. H. Harfield, London.
5870. Bows for Lanpine Nets, J. E. Warner, Birming- 5976. Drssiixc Potatogs, J. G. Halls, Woodford.
5977. Rocxinc Sappie, H. Morton, Manchester.
5871. Fasrenisc Wixcues to Fisuinc Rops, J. E. 5978.uu Ho_per for Carryrnc Parcets, H. A. Done,
Warner, Birmingham.
5979. Pipe Cleaner and Matcu-Box, G. W. Mohrstadt,
5872. Lamps, W. ——_. London.
"
near a.
5873. VENTILATING
mway Carriaces, N. Evans,
5980. Repeater Action for ALarm Locks, J. Cadbury
London.
and J. G. Rollason,
5874. Currinc Cueese, &c., R. Whiteway, London.
5875. Manvcracrore of Hoops, J. B. Bradshaw, Shef- 5981. Gas Morors, E. Korting, London.
5982. Fiutrer Presses, L. A.
, London.
field.
PLover Beams, J. 8. Collitt,
5876. sega Fasteners, A. Barton and C. Arnold, 5983.
5984. Composition for CLeaninc TexTILeE Fasrics,
mn
E. J. Bates, Li
5877. Paint, A. Minter, London.
notched quadrant which evters the groove in the
5985. Sprxninc Macuinery, J. Wallace, jun , Belfast. avertical
5878. Ham Pr, G. W. Young, London.
support and having also a curved slot, of a
5986. Furn, G.
Liverpool
5879. Exps of Drivixe Betts, T. Brown, London.
connecting bolt which passes through an opening in
5987.
Matcnes,
M.
A.
Whitley,
Bradford.
5880. SELF-coLLEcTING AppaRatus, H. Knight, Isle
the
vertical
and through said curved slot in
5988. SicNaLLine, Messrs. Dinnes and Middleton and the movable support
Wight.
frame, and a spring bolt having its bearJ. Henry, Aberdeen.
5881. Meat Cutrers, C. F. Leopold, London.
ings on the said fixed support and
with said
5989. Prore.iers, O. E. Pohl, Live:
"
5882. Waistcoats, H. Lewis, London.
itched
drant
substantially as shown and deFurnaces, H. Cotton and R. Moon, Liverpool.
5883. ExpLoprye Cuarces, F. W. Smith — (Messrs. 5990.
scribed.
5991, =e A. C. E. Howe, P. Foord, and W.
Kleé and Koecher, Germany.
Gvuarp Fincer, W. H. Sharood, South
q
on.
5884. Artacninc Hanpies to Brooms, &c., P. G. 5992. Srorprerep
Toledo.— Filed February 11th, 1886.
Bort es, D. Rylands and G. Bedford,
Fietcher and J. Bradnock, London.
Claim.—The
combination, with the finger having the
Barnsle
y.
5885. Sewrnc Macurxes, A. F. Wileman, London.
raised portion in front of its shank projected laterally,
5993. Fasrentnos, J. Ruscoe, Cheshire.
5886. TumBLER Siip Hoox for Horse Traces, &c., G. 5994.
forming the horns a «, which have their forward
Buckies, C. C. Ellis, London.
J. Hone, London.
edges curved, as shown, said raised portion having
5995. Pens, J. Blair, London.
5887. Wer Gas Merers, A. 8. H. Brianthe, London.
the recess a? in its upper front edge, which forms the
5996. Ripinc GaLuerigs, J. H. Small, London.
5888. Furnaces, R. Marshall and W. Clark, London.
5997. Scissor SHARPENER, F. Perrins, Birminghom.
5889. PexHoLpER and Buortrer, G. W. Norton, 5998.
Gux. B. W. Stevens,
on.
5999. PanrocraPn, —. Sielaf, M. Sielaf, M. Holcker,
5890. Hicu-pressure Tap, T. Firth, London.
and 8. Cohn, Surrey.
5891. Cusnions for Tresses, A. J. Boult.—(H. B. Niel- 6000.
CawpLe Macurnes, H. A. Biertumpfel London.
sen, Denmark.)
Sarery Wuir Socket, W. Wright and C. T. W.
5892. Connectinc the Sipes of Bepsreaps to the 6001.
Piper, Devonport.
Posts, E. Edwards.—{C. J. Gottlich, Germany.)
Damprsc Dust in Cottreries, &c., H. W.
5893. TRANSFERRING MEASUREMENT, H. Hagemann, 6002.
Martin
and J. Turnbull, London.
ion.
6003. Preservino ANIMAL and VEGETABLE SUBSTANCES
5894. Cueqves, &c., L. Simon, London.
for the Foop of Man, R. Jones, London.
5895. Bossrxs, H. H. Lake.—(H. Renard, United 6004.
Friction CLiutcH, R Heywood and D. Bridge,
States.)
f
Manchester.
5896. SULPHO-NITROSUPLPHO and other Acips, A. Kern, 6005.
Learuer Lace and Strip Currinc Macuixe,
ndon.
H, E. Newstead and W. Hartley, Otley.
5897. Bripies, C. Dannhauer, London.
ridge a’, of the ledger plate having the shank B’ seated
PLantine Appuiances, E. Buckle, Prest- in
5898. Coverines ror CLoTrH Sampxes, L. P. Leclercq, 6006. Potato
the recess, fitted snugly against the ridge, and
near Manchester.
London.
provided
with the wings 6, which are curved on their
6007.
eNsING Stream, &c., J. and G. Weir, rear
5899. Expiostves, P. M. E. Audouin, London.
, overla:
fit closely against the curved
oy za
5900. Measurinc Ruts, C. W. Price and R. Corsham, 6008.
_—
edgesof the horns, as and for the purpose set
CanpLe and Lamp Hoipers, W. B. Challice,
London.
London.
5901. EARTHENWARE Biocks and Tixgs, J. D. Doulton, 6009. Femate Attire, J. Onions and J. Cooper,
. Hor-BLast Stove, V. 0, Strobel, Philadelphia,
London.
ion.
. Puotocraruic Lexses, T. R. Dallmeyer, Lon- 6010. Rotary
Harr Brusu, F. A. Richardson, London.
im.
Claim.—{1)
Abolblaat stovecon containing regenerative
on.
6011.
Watcu
Swrvet,
W.
W.
Philp,
London.
5903. PuorocrapHic Suutrers, T. R. Dallmeyer and 6012. LeveLiinc BiLLiarD and other Tasves, E. W. work, connections thereto for an inflow and outflow of
F. Beauchamp, London.
ae London.
5904. Bait Vaives, W. F. King, London.
6013. Governors for Recutatine the Speep of Steam
5905. Drivine Apparatus, A. Gray, London.
Enarxes, &c., J. H. Street and Tangyes, London.
6014.
AvTomaTic Measure Funyer, H. O Dahms,
23rd April, 1887.
on.
6015. Paper Bags, 8. Cropper, London.
5906. ArtiriciaL TeeTH, G. H. Jones, London.
5907. Tickets for Cueckrsc the Receipt of Fares, J. 6016. Disptay and Reta Devices for Fancy Parer,
&c., A. J. Boult.—(D. J. O'Sullivan, United States.)
M. Black, London.
5908. DovsLe Rivet Screw, P. A. Bolander, London. 6017. Recorpinc Numper of Passencers, R. Foulkes
and W. Hutchinson, Liv:
5909. Forcrnc or Raistinc Beer, &c., J. and R. G. Rae,
6018. Puriryinc Hyprocarpon O11, A. J. Boult.—(D.
G
Ww.
M. Kennedy, Canada.)
5910. Teacuinc Music, M. Huddlestone, London.
or Brtiiarp Cues, A.J. Eliand F. Hughes,
5911. Pen-wrper and Ink-ERasER CommrneD, H. C. re
ion.
Ussher, Bristol.
5912. JacquaRrp MuLTIPLYING APPARATUS, F, Planchon, 6020. SpPrNnixe, $5. Meewem, C. W. Lancaster and
ion.
. rmann,
Manchester.
5913. Taxrne the Prrcu of Screw Prope.iers, W. 8. 6021, DRAINAGE of Hovses, A. Le Marquand, London.
6022. Expiosives, J. H. Johnson.—(F. Engel, GerCumming and D. Crawford, @
Ww.
waany.)
5914. Coat Vases, E. L. Millar, Bi
ston.
5915. Looms, W. H. Hacking, Manchester.
6023. Panesno, &c., Wootten and other Fasrics, T.
Holroyd, London.
5916. Hammer HANDLES and SPOKE Suarts, W. Cowley,
6024. Pressinc WooLien, &c., Fasrics, I. Holroyd,
Liverpool.
London.
5917. Or Cans, J. and G. Nickholds, London.
=
and Lips of Saucepans, &c., 8. Snell, 6025. Wirnerine, &c., Tea, W. H. Gilruth, London.
6026. Fixinc Picrunes, Frames, &c., W. 8. Simpson,
5919. DecorticaTinc, &c., Pepper Corns, F. Cross,
6027. Wixpow Fastener, A. E. Rhodes, London.
Charlton.
5920. PerpetuaL Curtinc Macutines, F, Shaw and J. 6028. Miners’ Sarety Lamps, A. Schanschieff, Gipsy
W. Senior, Halifax.
6029. Metatiic Sutrnates, W. N. Hartley and W. E.
5921. Hotpinc Woot, A. G. Klugh, London.
B. Blenkinsop, Londen.
5922. ContinuaL Heatinc Oven, &&., W. Sedgwick,
6030. SLEEPER, G. F. Redfern.—(F. Coblyn, Belgivns)
e.
&c., for Borries, H. Phillips,
5923. ConTRoLiinc the Action of PHotrocrapuic Suut- pee
on.
ters, G. 8S. Martin, London.
6082. Preservine, &c., Sensitive Piates, E. Edwards.
5924. CuaineD Wzecxs, L. Barlow, Manchester. _
5925. oe Brake, G. Kite and A. F. Williams,
don, blast, and provided with valves, a chimney connection
with a valve, a combustion chamber
5926. Brusu for Dressinc Six, F. Fleming and J. 6034. PREPARATION of AERATED Waters, L. Kec! thereto
to the stove, agas inlet to the combustion chamLondon
sy exterior
Garside, Halifax.

Aprit

29, 1887,

ber, a connection leading from the combustion ch
to the stove, and a valve in said last-mentioned —
tion,
bined substantially as and for the purpose
set forth. (2) A hot-blast stove containing regenera.
tive work, connections thereto for the inflow and outflow of blast, and provided with volves, a chimney
connection thereto provided with a valve, a combustion chamber exterior to the stove, a connection leading from the base of the combustion c ber to the
stove, a valve in the last
tioned
tion, a gas
inlet at the base of the combustion chamber, and a
partion wall = from the base of the combustion
chamber toward the roof thereof, hetween the gas
inlet and the gas connection to the stove, combined
substantially as and for the purpose set forth, (3) A
hot-blast stove containing regenerative work, connections thereto for the inflow and outflow of blast, and
provided with valves, a chimney connection thereto
provided with a valve, a combustion chamber exterior
to the stove, a connection leading from the combustion chamber to the stove, a valvein said last-mentioned
connection, a gas inlet to the combustion chamber, and
a gas burner disposed exterior to the combustion
chamber at said gas inlet and connecting with a source
of gas and air supply, combined substantially as and
for the purpose set forth. (4) Two or more hot blast
stoves containing regenerative work, connections
thereto for the inflow and outflow of blast, and provided with valves, chimney connections thereto
pootted with valves, a combustion chamber, a gas
nlet to the combustion chamber, connections ieading
from the combustion chamber to the stoves, and
valves in said last-mentioned connections, combined
substantially as and for the purpose set forth,
$58,521, Evecrricatty ActuaTep Fivip Pressure
Motor, G. Westinghouse, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa,—Filed
August 30th, 1886.
Claim.—(1) In an electrically actuated fluid pressure
motor, the combination of a helix or coil, an armature,
a valve moving rod actua
thereby, a cylinaer, a
main piston and stem working therein, and valves
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and valve stems for governing the induction and
eduction of fluid, all located in or near the same axial
line, these members being combined for joint operation to adapt the motor for lateral connection to and
operation upon a supporting post or standard, substantially as set forth. (2) The combination of helix or
coil D’, rod e’, actuated by the helix and moving in

|

uty

rene

or ncurly in the axial line of such helix, valve stems
ez’, valves cc’, spring 2, and suitable arrangement of
fluid Fpagers ports from the supply port to the main
cylinder and from such cylinder to the
i
stantiallyas set forth. (3) The bushing A, closed at
one end by plug A’. in combination with valve block
a, valves cc’, and ports s, s’, s?, and 8%, and electrically
actuated valve moving rod ¢’, substantially as set forth
358,599. Incanpescent Execrric Lamp, T. A. Edison,
Menlo Park, N.J.—Filed November 28th, 1881.
Claim.—In an incandescent electric lamp, the combination, with the open mouthed glass globe and the

glass wire support peteing cavteaty the mouth of
said globe, of a hardened plastic material applied to
the outside both of the wire support and of the globe,
— an air-tight joint beween them, substantialiy
as set forth.
358,600. Incanpescent Evecrric Lamp, 7. A. Edison,
Menlo Park, N.J.—Filed August 7th, 1882.
Claim.—(1) An i
d
t
duct
for an
electric =, composed of two or more carbon filaments joined together by electro-plating, substantially

asset forth. (2) The combination in‘an electric amp
of two or more carbon filaments joined togetherb;
electro-plating, and leading in wires connected wi
such carbon filaments by electro-plated joints, substantially as set forth.
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|engine capable of indicating over 2000-horse power. The | is only 60ft. The dome is 90ft. in diameter, and is supTHE MANCHESTER JUBILEE EXHIBITION.
'y-wheel was grooved for thirty-six ropes, and weighed ported, as, indeed, is most of the roof covering, by slender,
their | fl
complete 120
: tons.. The power transmitted by each rope clustered iron columns. The approach avenue from the
last this Exhibition was opened by
Tuesday esses
On
the Prince and Princess of Wales, | under ordinary circumstances varies with the practice of |royal entrance in Old Trafford-road forms a most im Ing
Royal Highn
d
with
opene
day
The
es.
different
makers,
but it may be assumed that 40-horse | corridor. It is 600ft. long, and is covered in for its
auspic
rable
under favou
drizzling rain, and the public began to make up their| power indicated can be safely transmitted with one rope, |entire extent. There is a broad causeway down the
minds for a dull, wet day, sloppy streets, and dripping | and so popular and flexible is the system that small | centre, and on each side there is a wide margin planted
rain | engines can now be seen using only three ro
and con- | with
exotic f
1
d other foli
i
decorations. Before ten o'clock, however, happily the
a notable contrast to
the monster “machines to | as anea whole,
presents aeteiiaine
feature thattheseforiooeamens
luxuriance ofaeae
vegehad ceased, and from that hour the
the Royal
day continued
fine |stituting
f
Agel
sohetaisiciiietie
concnl
party
time
| which we have referred above.
| tation is almost unique. This covered road is lighted
and dry overhead. = the
rk, the resi ence of ; Lord | The main building of the Exhibition claims the special |after dark by electric are lights with excellent effect.
the Exhibition ) fromU ‘Ta tton Park,
Egerton, the interior of the building presented abrilliant | attention of all who are interested in iron structures. It |Both north and south of the main building there is a vast
appearance. So far as the eye could reach every exhibit |is a remarkable example of the adaptation of means to | covered area of ground, where the aim has been to afford
to be ' protection for machinery and other exhibits rather than to
appeared to be complete and in its place. This state of | an end, The building is in the nature of things
preparedness is no doubt mainly due to the energy and temporary. Hitherto exhibition buildings, such as those satisfy the eye by architectural effect. A special area
Lec
Mr.
of
of large extent has been
experience
Bapty, the manager,
devoted on the north
side of the nave to the
who, it a be remembered, actec * a —
Irish section, which is
capacity at the Liverwell filled with exhibits
mr Exhibition last
of various kinds, some
year, When he must
of which will be referred
me acquired an extentoin a future notice, but
sive experience of the
almost all of such a
character as to show
numberlesssmall matters
that go so far to make
great excellence of workor mar the success of an
manshipand design. The
undertaking of this chalargeannexeon the south
racter.
There may
side of the main builddoubtless be many not
ing is almost wholly
very prominent features
occupied by machinery
which are not “ comat rest and in motion.
plete; but toa 1 intents
This area is separated
and purposes the Exhifrom the main building
bition is finished. The
by Talbot-road, across
managing
committee,
which is carried a footwho set themselves the
bridge of 70ft. span,
which is used by all
task of completing the
undertaking by the day
visitors arriving by rail
at the Exhibition stafixed for opening, have
sustained their energy
tion. In addition to the
Botanic Gardens, there
from the first up to the
is a considerable area
—
time, and have
cept faith with the
available for open-air
guarantors and
the
recreation. This ground
is situated for the most
public.
In many respects, as
part near Talbot-road,
and it contains detached
we havealready pointed
buildings, notably a
out, the Exhibition is
creamery,
conservatosuperior, not only in
ries, billiard-room and
extent, but in variety,
smoking - room.
The
to anything that has
proximity of the Botbeen seen in England
anic Gardens, as a
for several years. All
the
conditions
are
matter of course, suggested the provision of
favourable to its success,
HAMILTON'S BEVEL WHEEL CUTTING MACHINE:
for it possesses those
all the accessories which
made the Fisheries and
elements of attraction
which have been found so popular in London, inas- at Liverpool and Edinburgh last year, and that at New- the other recent exhibitions at South Kensington so enmuch as it closely adjoins the Botanic Gardens, and castle-on-Tyne this year, have been usually constructed | joyable as a summer resort. The grounds have been
as these will be thrown open to the visitors, it will be easy iepeipalty of wood. The disastrous experience obtained | rearranged to a great extent. A wide promenade has
to provide open-air attractions of no common order of ast year at Liverpool has, however, borne good fruit, and been formed, with a band stand at each end, and, as we
merit. The experience obtained in London is being the Manchester building will probably serve as an illus- have said, a magnificent fountain has been provided for
uti'ised to the best advantage, and the results ought to be tration of what to imitate, to as great an extent as the display with electric light.
all that the promoters of the enterprise can desire. The Liverpool building taught the world what to avoid. The
The roofs of the Exhibition building contain several
electric lighting arrangements are admirable, and the
ane already call the Manchester Exhibition “ The features of a novel kind. The architects have shown conilluminated fountains in the gardens will no doubt charm
—
The whole structure is built up of pipes and siderable ingenuity in using those forms and sections of
a host of sightseers. As we ive already explained, they tubes in a most ingenious way, and as this is the first iron that are commonly found in the market; by doing
will be worked on a simplified and improved system. The structure of the kind made on anything like so large a so the delay consequent upon the adoption of special
structures representing “Old Manchester and Salford ” scale, we describe and illustrate it in detail.
designs has been avoided, for with the exception of some
are ona scale which relegates even “Old London” to a
We are indebted to the architects of the building, small castings of a special form, every portion of the roof
second place. They are full of interest, and if care be Messrs. Maxwell and Tuke, for the working drawings of could be procured in any desired quantity. The adoption
taken that the visitor can see these old houses, gate-ways, the roofing, which are shown on pp. 346 and 351. As they of the ordinary forms of iron has, of course, been attended
towers, and market crosses, without being pestered to | give evidence of considerable skill and economy of con- with economy in two respects. The material was doubtbuy articles wholly incongruous to the suress cheaper at first cost, and if the buildroundings, they cannot fail to prove instrucing is to be taken down when its present
tive and attractive.
purpose is served, the greater part of the
It is too soon yet to speak in detail of
material will be available for the purposes
those portions of the Exhibition with which
for which it was originally made.
The whole of the columns are built up of
it 18 our special province to deal, but we
may say that the contents of the great
flanged pipes of 4in. interior diameter, having
machinery gallery fully maintain not only
a thickness of }in. and flanges of in. faced.
the reputation of Manchester, but of EngThey are placed in groups of two, three, and
land. Never, since 1862, has anything like
four, and have a very light and elegant
the display of textile machinery been seen
effect. Between the flanges are fixed cast
within our shores. It will be well, however,
iron zones, which are beaded round the edge,
and as they project a little beyond the outer
to say here at once that in steam machinery
and machine tools there are no startling
edge of the flange, they almost entirely connovelties for our readers. The exhibits
ceal the fact that so utilitarian a material as
represent the normal work of Manchester and
a steam pipe has been employed. These
the district surrounding it, and we most cerzones have a further use in some situations,
tainly have not done our duty by ourreaders =
as they are then cast with a lug, to which
is attached any tie or bracing that is
m past years if we have not kept them
required. Ordinary angle and T-iron is
pretty well informed concerning the latest
developments of steam machinery and malargely used, and it will be seen by the drawchine tools in Manchester, Leeds, Bolton,
ings that hardly any smiths’ work has been
&e. &. The word “novel” is, however,
necessary. The labour has consisted almost
after all, a term of comparison. Thus,
entirely of shearing, punching, and rivetting.
for example, the engines employed by
The arrangement of the purlins is both
simple and sound in construction. They are
Messrs. Galloway in producing the electric
light are identical in all respects with those
for the most part made of wrought iron
LEE AND HUNT'S SAWING MACHINE.
water pipes screwed in the usual way at each
quite new in design and in fact, last year
which were employed for a similar purpose at South| struction, they will doubtless be interesting, and will be end ; these are
through a purlin coupling of cast
Kensington, One point which will at once strike the referred to in detail hereafter.
iron, and are fixed in position by nuts, which are tapped
Visitor is the extended and extending use of rope gearing
The re building consists of a nave or main to fit the screw of the water pipe.
instead of toothed gear or belts in the Manchester dis- avenue, 1
Most of the tie-rods also are made of small iron watert. long, crossed at the middle point by
trict. It is not too much to say that the days of cogged transepts, surmounted by a
eful dome, which is pipes, and these are attached at the ends in a simple but
main driving ear are ended. The rope-driving system finished above by a well-proportioned lantern. Near to effective way. A piece of flat bar iron is punched with a
lends itself
admirably to cotton mill purposes. These the ends of the nave are situated two pavilions, which hole in the centre and a hole at each end. The bar is
mills rise floor above floor to great heights. The engino rise to a considerable height above the nave roof, making then bent twice at right angles, bringing the ends into
in the basement is provided with a many grooved fly-wheel, with the dome a pleasing sky line, not usually found in proximity, so that any number of flat bars can be gripped
and from this endless ropes are led to each floor, the exhibition buildings. The interior of the building when and a bolt passed through the whole thickness. The end
number being proportioned to the power required in each viewed from one erid presents a very satisfactory vista. of the tubular tie-rod is then passed through the centre
storey. The extent to which the system is pushed may be The nave has a total willth of 100ft., but as the sides are hole in the strap, and a nut is screwed on the end of the
ipe, by which the whole can be drawn tightly together
age when we say that Messrs. Hicks and Co., of partitioned off to form rows for the display of furniture
lton, not very long since sent out to India a compound and other matters, the visible width of the main avenue Ttwill be seen from the drawirgs that the suspending
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and are attached to| The whole of the lighting plant is established in the | but the condenser has been removed, as there is no water
rods are also made of drawn tubes,
the tie-rods by ordinary T pieces or junctions. The |west end of the machinery-in-motion hall. It is here that | available. We illustrate the engine on page 348.
_The cylinders are respectively 14in. diameter and 24in.
clustered columns are secured to the brick foundation by the great battery of Galloway boilers, to which reference
being bolted down to a cast iron bed plate of 1}in. thick. has already been made in our columns, is installed. | diameter, with 32in. stroke. The working barrel of the
The heads of the bolts are countersunk, so as to ensure a These boilers supply steam not only to the electric high-pressure cylinder is cast separately of specially
uniform bearing on the brickwork, and the hed plates are light engines, but for general purposes through- selected hard metal and forced into the main casting, the
The engines and dynamos are space between forming the steam jacket, which completely
secured by holding-down bolts, which are built into the out the Exhibition.
arranged in three sets close to the boilers, One set surrounds the cylinder. The outer surfaces are finished
rick Work.
” yr roofs of the low main buildings, not only are consists of seven dynamos driven by a large com- with polished mahogany lagging secured by brass bands.
all the members which are in tension made of drawnof pound engine by Messrs. Yates, of Blackburn, which The cylinders are bolted together and to the bed-plate by
we shall illustrate in an early impression.
The fly- the front flanges, the face of the bed being accurately
pipes, but the rafters and purlins are of the same class
material. The struts are of angle iron, and are attached wheel is grooved, and drives by ropes an overhead trued up, and having a projection entering the bore of
each, so as to render it
to the purlin couplings by
rivets. The shoes of the
impossible to bolt them
principals,
and what
out of line. The under
sie
tS
le
side of both bed-plate and
answers for a ridge piece,
—
cylinders is planed up,
is made of flat bar iron
e
to
formed
ensuring a perfectly true
punched and
;
receive
to
shape
bearing upon the stone
suitable
a
Hy d
:
\ as
foundation.
The slide
the ends of the pipes
bi
valves of the high-preswhich are attached with
described,
sure
cylinder
are divided
above
nuts, as
for the tie rods. The
and placed towards each
end of the} cylinder, to
dome, which is twelvesided in plan, is of gracekeep the steam passages
light
very
is
and
as
short as possible. On
form,
ful
in construction. Each rib
the back of each is an
is made up of two T
expansion valve autoirons, Which are_ tied
matically controlled by
together by ordinary
the governor, so as to vary
diagonal bracing of angle
the admission of the steam
iron 2in. X° Zim. x #, each
to the cylinder from 1 per
having a single rivet at
cent. up to 60 per cent. of
each end.
No ‘pipes
the stroke. These valves
have been employed in
are treble-ported, giving
this part of the structure,
asmart cut-off, and actubut the necessary ties
ated by expansion gear
are of steel wire rope,
of the rocking slot-link
which is so light as to
type; the link and die
be hardly visible from the
are of steel, and driven by
floor of the building.
a separate excentric, and
There are two complete
the whole construction
sets of tie wires which
being simple and durable.
cross the dome horizonThe slide valve to the lowtally, but diagonally as
pressure cylinder is of
shown on the planof the
the ordinary D pattern,
lantern, touching each
the steam chest being
other as they
f
placed between the cylinThe buildings are, with
ders and made very accesvery few
exceptions,
sible by means of covers
covered with corrugated
both on the top and at the
iron, and
no _ other
end. The pistons are made
COOPER’S TURRET LATHE FOR BRASS FINISHING.
material is used with
on an improved system,
it, except in the music-room at the eastern end of the countershaft. At one side of the central driven pulley | with internal spring rings, bored taper and secured by nuts
building, where the inside of both roof and walls is lined on this shaft, are three belt pulleys, driving as many | and cotters to steel piston rods. The crossheads are of
with thin boarding, which, for obvious reasons, is more dynamos, one on the engine side of the shaft, the others |the box pattern of cast steel. The slide bars are circular,
| on the opposite side. The other end of the countershaft |cast on the bed-plate and bored out by the same bar by
suitable than galvanised iron and ordinary brickwork.
The Exhibition buildings are situated at some distance | carries four belt pulleys driving as many dynamos, two | which the flange of the bed-plate is faced for the
from the centre of the city, but there are ample facilities |||| before and two behind the shaft. Arranged at right | cylinders, thus ensuring the guides and cylinders being
provided for reaching it by both road “me rail, The| angles to this installation are eight steam engines. | absolutely in line. The slide blocks are of cast iron, with
principal, or as it is called, the Royal entrance, is in | Beginning at the boiler-house end are a very powerful | large wearing surfaces, and made adjustable. The conChester-road, a few yards from the gates of the Botanic | ir of inverted engines by Messrs. Mather and Platt, | necting-rods are of wrought iron turned up bright, fitted
Gardens. The Exhibition is divided into two sections| of Salford. These we shall illustrate in an early impres- |with brasses at both ends, with strap,gib,and cotter at
by Chester-road, a thoroughfare 70ft. wide ; on the north |sion, and therefore reserve our description. These engines | the large end, the small end brass
bei let into-an eye
ing
side is the main building, on the south
in the rod and adjusted by a cotter.
the great machinery hall 510ft. long
The length between the centres is two
and 210ft. wide.
This will be devoted
and a-half times the stroke of the
to machinery in motion; opening off it,
engine. The slide rods are of steel,
stillto the south, isan annexe 180ft.
and work in large square cast iron
square for machinery at rest. The
guides, with large case-hardened pins.
entire building is, as we have already
The excentric rods are of wrought
stated, lighted by electricity. The
iron turned bright, and fitted to
contract for the whole of the are
straps with a T-foot and two bolts to
lighting has been placed with the
each; the other ends are fitted with
Anglo-American Brush Electric Light
brasses and cotters to take up the
Corporation ; the total number of
wear. The excentric strapsare of cast
lamps employed is 546, exclusive of
iron, extra wide, with solid oil-cups.
those required for the private use. of
The sheaves are keyed on to the crank
exhibitors, All the lamps are of the
shaft with sunk keys, and key-beds
Brush standard pattern, working with
arranged so that the sheaves can be
a current of 10 ampéres, and are
easily turned to run the engine in the
maintained by twenty-six dynamos
oo direction. The feed-pump is
inclusive of spare machines; the
bolted to the end of the bed-plate, and
engines employed
to drive the
driven by a separate excentric. The
dynamos are by Messrs. Robey,
governor is of the “Porter” high-speed
Hornsby, Davey Paxman, Ruston
type, sensitive in action, connected
Proctor, and Yates, and are arranged
directly to the expansion gear of the
to suit the requirements of the sevehigh-pressure cylinder, and driven by
ral circuits as nearly as_ possible.
gearing. The crank shaft is of steel,
The types of the machines employed,
forged solid, for the low-pressure
and the lamps fed by each, are :—
cylinder, and for the high-pressure
No. 8, 35 lamps; No. 71, 25 lamps;
cylinder has a cast iron polished disc
No. 7, 15 lamps; so that in the event
forced on the end by hydraulic presof failure of any of the dynamos a
sure, and secured with a key. The
combination of fifty lamps may be
accurately fitted steel crank pin is
easily formed for temporary purposes,
firmly rivetted in place. The centres
thus—two No. 71, 50 lamps; one No. 8,
of the cranks are 3ft., and the shaft
one No, 7 = 50 lamps.
is 8in. diameter in the bearings. The
At the Colonial Exhibition there
pedestals are cast on the bedwas no failure of a Brush dynamo
plate, the brasses in three pieces,
OPEN SPINDLE CAPSTAN REST CHASING LATHE.
during the whole run from May to
fitted with wedge adjustments both
+
November. But as accidents may happen even with the have double fly-wheels of great breadth, which carry four | horizontally and vertically. The caps are planed out
most perfect system and apparatus, the above arrange- driving bands, actuating as many dynamos. Close by is | to fit over the tops of the horns, and each secured by
ment has been adopted to reduce the risk of failure toa a pair of high speed vertical compound engines by Messrs. four bolts. The fly-wheel is 12ft. 2in. diameter by 15ft.
minimum. The conductors are carried entirely on porce- Davey Paxman, and Co., of Colchester, similar to a pair wide on the face, of heavy pattern, turned to take the belt,
lain insulators, and are also as well insulated as though | shown last year at the Colonial Exhibition, where they and keyed on to shaft. The revolutions per minute are
they were to be laid underground or fixed direct to the attracted a great deal of attention because of the solidity seventy. The bed-plate is of the strongest girder
ironwork of the buildings. The arrangement of lamps of their build, the excellence of their workmanship and pattern, made extra deep. The pedestals and slide bars
and machinery has been designed by Mr. Bryson, who | design, and the smoothness of their working. Next comes are cast on, and the cylinders bolted to the end as
carried out the electrical work of the Edinburgh Exhibi- | a double-cylinder compound by Messrs. Robey and Co., described ;the centre of the engine being placed as low
tion with great success, and has assisted the contractors | with Proel’s gear, similar in all respects to that which down as possible. The engine will indicate 120-horse
with his advice and support. It is claimed that owing| has already been illustrated in our pages. This engine power with 90lb. boiler pressure, and will work up to
to his thorough kuoiinkes of the requirements of indus- |
drives four dynamos for the Manchester and District 150 indicated horse-power.
trial exhibitions that the Manchester Jubilee Exhibi- Edison Electric Light Company, which will supply current
This engine drives three dynamos for the Edison Comtion will have not only the most perfect illumination, but for incandescent lamps.
The next engine is a compound pany, of which more presently. Beside it is a comalso the most scientifically installed system of electric of beautiful finish, by Messrs. Ruston, Proctor, and Co., pound engine of much the same size by Messrs. Hornsby
lighting that has been produced up to the present time. |of Lincoln. This engine can be fitted with a condenser; and Sons, Grantham, driving two large and two
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small gue for the Brush Company. Next comes | with 750 lamps; and lastly, the various quaint builda double-cylinder twin engine, non-compound, by ings, shops, and houses forming the unique repreMessrs. Robey, of Lincoln, driving two large and two| sentation of ‘Old Manchester and Salford,” with about
small dynamos for the Brush Company. Next to it is a |600 lamps, thus making a total of over 3000 incandescent
Hornsby twin engine, also driving two large and two| lamps. The fine art galleries, which are built of brick
small Brush dynamos. The last engine in the house is a and fireproof, contain a collection of pictures valued at
girder type single cylinder Robey, driving one large and £2,000,000, covered by insurance. Every precaution has
three small dynamos. It is worth adding that nearly | been adopted in carrying out this important section of the
nine miles of wire leads are used in connection with the | installation, and the arrangements have received the
4000 incandescent lamps. These have been supplied by |sanction of the insurance offices upon the reports received
Messrs. Walter T. Glover and Co., of Salford, the weight | from Mr. Musgrave :Heaphy, C.E., of the Phcenix office,

sockets of a special form, and above each lamp is
a 5in. opal shade, which is effective in reflecting the
light and preventing its being wasted upwards. Each
lamp is attached in the ordinary way to branch wires of
the ordinary size ; these again are connected to the large
subsidiary mains which run on each side the length of
the rooms.
These subsidiary main cables are passe:
through the walls of the galleries, where they are joined
on to the heavy main cables which are brought from the
| dynamos. Within the rooms, and also outside, are placed
numerous safety fuses and cut-outs, so that any excess

sMirTHs £O¥ ENTRY

10-INCH UNIVERSAL
of copper used being close on ten tons. It will be understood that Messrs. Galloway’s installation for lighting
the gardens and fountgaifis, as described in our last impression, is quite independent of the installation with
which we have just been dealing.
The Manchester and District Edison Electric Light
Company, which has been established in Manchester for
morethan five years, was entrusted with the
ing out of
the work for lighting certain portions of the building with
about 3000 incandescent lamps. The plan adopted by the
executive, under the advice and guidance of Mr. William
A. Bryson, electrician to the Exhibition—who occupied a
similar position at Edinburgh last year—was to divide
the incandescent lighting into three sections—first, the
fine art galleries, consisting of a series of splendid rooms,
with a total of 1620 lamps; next, the palm house of the
Botanical Gardens, to be used as a series of dining rooms,

REST CAPSTAN

LATHE.

who was deputed by the various offices interested to examine the installations. These galleries consist of fourteen rooms in all, each being of the same width, but five
being of slightly greater length, containing nine principals for supporting the roof, instead of seven, as in the
others. Of these latter rooms, the two next the larger
rooms are without a partition and form a double room.
The lamps are suspended from a neat casing, which is
attached to and under each principal in such a manner as
not to be unsightly. There are fifteen incandescent lamps
attached to each principal at a height of about 18ft. from
the floor, so that in the larger rooms there are 135 lamps
in each, and in the small rooms 105 lamps. These lam
are of the type known as the Edison-Swan, with the wellknown Swan curled filament; they are of 16-candle power,
and require a current of 0°6 ampére with an electro-motive
force of 100 to 104 volts.
hey are fitted into brass

of eurrent beyond a certain point will be prevented from
doing any
From the dynamo switch board there
are carried four pairs of main cables of large conducting
area to the fine art galleries. Two pairs of these run tv
the extreme end of the galleries—a distance of 360 yards
—and feed the farther portion of the rooms, whilst the
two other pairs of cables, feeding the first portion only,
0 to the middle of the galleries—a distance of 280 yards.
he mains are placed underneath the flooring of the
Exhibition, until they arrive at the corner of the galleries
in the east nave, where they are carried up and along the
external brickwork of the galleries, being carefully
secured.
Each room throughout the galleries is connected with two of the circuits, so that the lighting of
each alternate principal is from a different main. In the
event of any dynamo breaking down or anything happening to any one circuit, the result would
to diminish
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the number of lights by one-half, the alternate principals parted off; bolt heads can be turned and chamfered advan- applied is slotting out engine cranks. Its construction wil]
tageously, also large nuts. (3) Rapid change of tools: be readily understood from the engraving on page 345
in the rooms being left fully lighted.
In the palm house, which has been altered into the By means of the capstan rest, which carries five tools, The bed is of box section, extended to the ground with
long bearings for the shafts and leading screw, and broad
“Victoria” dining-room, a very brilliant and pretty effect there is no loss of time in changing and re-setting tools.
The next tool is a self-acting open-spindle capstan rest planed surfaces for the saddle or travelling carriage, The
has been obtained. Hanging from the roof are numerous
chasing-lathe,
designed
especially
for
making
studs,
joint
table
or bed for supporting work is a heavy casting
lamps, and amongst the foliage and ferns are others to be
seen, whilst the general effect is that of a soft clear light pins, countersunk and cheese head screws, small screws attached by lipped planed facings and strong bolts to the
on the dining-tables without offence to the eyes. There with square heads, also for heading and pointing main bed, The top is planed and grooved, and fitted with
are three pairs of main cables from the dynamo house to bolts and set screws, and turning and chamfering two strong screwed steel pillars and a cross-bar for
this section, a distance of over 400 yards, and running nuts, &c. It is claimed for this lathe that it embodies al cramping down the work to be cut. It is also fitted
alongside them and carried further to a total distance of the most recent improvements which long experience in with an adjustable gauge for cutting off exact lengths,
about one quarter of a mile from the dynamos are three the manufacture of patent chasing and open spindle lathe The saddle carrying the cutting saw is a strong casting
mere pairs of main cables, which light up “Old Man- has suggested, and thelatest addition, viz., the self-acting pene and scraped to a true surface, and fitted to the
chester and Salford.” From a mast 100ft. high two are feed, has added very much to its rate of production by ace and vees of the bed by adjustable strips. It is prolamps (worked on the incandescent circuit) are fixed, in ensuring a definite rate of cutting, and relieving the — either automatically or by hand, by means of stee]
order to give a moonlight effect to the various streets of attendant of the constant muscular exertion necessary eading screw. The rate of forward or cutting traverse
with the hand feed. The engaging motion is instan- is subject to several variations to suit the resistance of
the old city.
The various dynamos, which are utilised for producing taneous in its action, and combines the action of a solid material to be operated upon, while the return is effected
the current required for illuminating the 3000 incandes- nut held rigidly in gear and of a nut in gear only as long very rapidly by gearing. The danger of “ over-running”
cent lamps, are placed, as we have already explained, in as held down by manual exertion, and which springs out is removed by an adjustable stop to automatically disenthat portion of the dynamo room nearest the machinery of gear as soon as the pressure is removed; this gives gage the gear clutch at any point in forward or return
The saw spindle is a solid steel forging with a
annexe, and are eleven in number, three being used in reat facility in its working. The lathe is fitted with a traverse.
connection with the art galleries, with one spare, five in ast headstock, having a hollow spindle open at the sides, large flange, a conical neck running in a wae am, bronze
bearing,
fitted
with lock-nuts for adjustment, and carrying
the Victoria dining-rooms and “Old Manchester and capable of admitting a bar of iron through it or of taking
Salford,” and two spare. The four dynamos in the fine the head of a bolt within it while the point is being a phosphor bronze worm wheel, through which the power
arts section, and the engines which drive them, are lent turned. The spindle is case-hardened wrought-iron, and for revolving the saw is transmitted from the steel worm
to the Exhibition by Messrs. Mather and Platt, of Sal- is provided with a coned chuck for gripping the work on the driving shaft. The saw is of the very highest
ford. The engines are two massive vertical engines— true. The saddle is traversed on the bed by the self- quality of cast steel procurable, is hollow ground, and
ultimately intended for their works at Salford—mounted to- acting feed described above, and also by hand, and is secured to the spindle by an improved arrangement. The
gether but working separately ;each fly-wheel has twoshort fitted with a revolving capstan rest, capable of holding gearing has double helical teeth, and all the wheels are
belts, driving with jockey pulleys two dynamos. In con- five tools of forms suited to the requirements of the either machine moulded or made from machine-cut
nection with the first engine are two
Edison-Hopkinson work; by simply revolving the rest each tool can be patterns. The saws are kept sharp by an ingenious appadynamos—shunt wound—of 500 lights each, which were brought quickly into position, and is securely held in ratus carrying an emery wheel to affix to the machine,
ition while cutting. The
patent chasing apparatus is The machine shown is a “No. H,” with a 24in. saw for
in use at the Indian and Colonial Exbipition last year.
xed on the saddle at the et gs arranged that it can be ine girders 24in. by Gin., or 54 rounds or squares. A
The second drives two new dynamos of the “Manchester”
type, compound wound, each of 700-light capacity— at once fixed in position for chasing and immediately dis- wrought iron girder 24in. deep, with Gin. flanges, can be
400 amptres. These dynamos are connected to the main engaged and swung out of the way when not required. cut through in about twenty-six minutes. The machine
cables of the fine arts section through a fine and A stop is provided for regulating the thickness of nuts, would be useful to colonial iron merchants who have to
massive switch- board, which controls the various bolt heads, &c., being turned; a lever for locking the keep a large stock of bars and girders.
There is a very good display of locomotives. In the
circuits. Each circuit is protected by an automatic mag- saddle on bed when surfacing.
A third tool is Cooper’s patent turret lathe for brass Irish section will be found a fine express four-coupled
netic cut-out.
The “ Victoria” dining rooms and “Old
Manchester. and Salford “sections are divided into three finishing. In this lathe the loose headstock is replaced bogie engine, built at the Inchicore works of the great
circuits, which are carried on to the terminals of a second by a turret rest, which is arranged for six tools. Its Southern and Western Railway by Mr. Ivatt, who has
large switch-board, and by means of sliding contacts are special function is the production of brass work in great succeeded Mr. Aspinall as locomotive superintendent of
connected with three pairs of dynamos, or any one with. repetition, the tools employed having to be carefully that line. The engine is very similar to those designed
the spare dynamo. The dynamos are of different type, adapted and set for each change of work. It has 8in. by Mr. Aspinall. It is very well finished, and reflects
one large Elwell-Parker—slow speed—compound wound centres, and consists of a strong bed on standards, carry- credit on all concerned in its production. Messrs. Sharp,
for 500 lights; two Edison-Hopkinson shunt wound, each ing a double-geared or single-speed fast headstock with a Stewart, and Co., show near the railway entrance a Conof 250-light capacity; and four Edison dynamo shunt steel spindle, having conical necks carefully ground after solidation goods engine and tender for lines of one metre
wound, each of 250-light capacity. The two Edison- hardening. The screw chasing apparatus consists of a gauge, designed for heavy traffic on mountain railways,
Hopkinson dynamos have been running for the Edison tool slide, swinging on a strong steel shaft at the back and to traverse curves of 100 metres radius. The engine
Company at their central station for more than two years. of the lathe, a lever being keyed on to the fast headstock and tender combine the best features of both English
Special interest attaches to the four Edison dynamos, end of the same shaft carrying a half-nut, which, when and American practice. The engine has the American
which are of the original type, manufactured by, Mr. the tool slide is brought over, falls into gear with a short pilot or leading truck, and compensating beams, to secure
Edison himself in New York some six years ago. They guide screw driven from the lathe spindle, and carries flexibility, with steel plate frames and attachments, as
have been in constant daily work in Manchester lighting the chasing tool forward in correct pitch for chasing the usual in English practice. The boiler is of steel, the firethe Theatre Royal since December, 1882, and during that required thread. An adjustable stop secures the exact box of copper, and the tubes of wrought iron. The
time they have not worn out a single pair of brushes, diameter of thread, and an adjustment is provided for wheel centres are of cast iron, their tires, axles, and
setting the tool half an inch above or below the centre of crank pins of steel. The motion is of the link type,
neither has any interruption occurred to them.
The two switch-boards, to which reference has been theework. The turret rest, which is a turned block of actuating the valves through rocking shafts, the valves
y six tools exactly con- being placed above the cylinders. The arrangement of
made, are 52in. by 36in., and are mounted on enamelled metal. accurately drilled to
slate fixed in a mahogany board. They are provided with centric with the spindle of the fast headstock, is mounted the smoke-box and chimney is in accordance with the
an automatic “cut-out” for each circuit, and the con- on compound slides with longitudinal and transverse latest American practice, the smoke-box being extended
nections are massive, with more than sufficient metal to movements, worked by screws and handles as in a slide to allow room for ashes to accumulate without interfering
carry the currents used. They have been designed by rest, the longitudinal slide being also arranged to dis- with the draught in the lower tubes; a hopper is proMr. J. R. Williamson, and manufactured to his order by engage from the screw and move quickly by rack and vided for clearing out the ashes when standing. The
Messrs. Charles L. Baker and Company, Cornbrook, pinion. The slide can also be set at an angle for taper boiler is fed by a pump and an injector of the builders’
The cab is roomy, and provided with
Manchester. The entire incandescent installation has work, and stops are provided to secure a rapid change American type.
been carried out under the personal supervision and dire>- from parallel to taper turning. Adjusta)le stops are also doors giving access to the platforms, and seats for the
tion of Mr..J. R. Williamson, by an able staff of men, fitted to the lathe to secure an exact repetition of size for driver and fireman. The headlamp and cowcatcher are
under the charge of Mr. H. Tatis, who have had at times both boring and chasing. The turret restis secured to noticeable Americanisms in this engine; also the boiler
to carry out the operations under great difficulties, the bed by an instantaneous locking lever, and is traversed clothing-plates, which are of planished steel. The tender
especially as regards the laying of such long lengths of on the bed by a hand wheel and chain. An arrangement is carried on two four-wheeled bogies, with steel-plate
heavy main cables.
can be fitted to the lathe for taper.chasing, and for knock- frames; it is fitted with a screw brake. The workmanship and finish of both the engine and tender should be
It is too soon to attempt more than a limited notice of ing off the chasing tool when chasing into a blind hole.
the exhibits. In due time we shall describe and illustrate
Messrs. Smith and Coventry also exhibit the beautiful specially noticed.
all that is most interesting to our readers. For the pre- machine, invented by Mr. Tighe Hamilton, and already
Principal Dimensions,
sent we must be content to notice the exhibits of a few described in our columns, for cutting bevel wheels. We
Outside cylinders—diameter
15fin,
agin in its most improved form.
firms. We need scarcely say that machine tools, for illustrate and describe it
stroke ...
18in.
which Manchester is famous, are shown in abundance. A It will cut tapered teeth in bevelled wheels whether
Heating surface—fire-box ...
66 sq. ft.
7”
5
tubes _
681 sq. ft.
very fine display is made by Messrs. Smith and Coventry, straight or skew ; tapered teeth in spur, crown, and conWheels—diameter of driving
3ft. Oin.
of. Ordsal-lane, Salford. We illustrate a number of these trate wheels or racks, so that when geared in reverse,
diameter of truck...
2ft. 2in.
tools on pp. 345 and 349. First, we have a 10in. universal any convenient end adjustment of either takes up all
Wheel-base—fixed...
‘
1lft. 6in.
rest capstan lathe. This lathe hasbeen designed to meet the shake between them; teeth of ordinary form in spur or
a
ea
17ft. 8in.
requirements of marine engineers and others who require worm wheels, with the power of regulating the thickness
Weight of engine in working order:
to cut square threads quickly. It embodies all the prin- of the tooth. The machine consists of a hollow body
ND
a, ub wes ee
24 tons.
On truck ...
33 ,,
ciples and advantages of capstan rest chasing lathes, and casting, the top being spread out and formed into a slide
is at the same time a complete screw-cutting and sliding for carrying the headstock, which has a self-acting traverse
Total...
272
tons.
lathe, with a hollow spintlle so that bars can
and automatic stop motion connected with the overhead
through, gripped by the cone chuck, turned, pointed, and gear, whereby the machine is brought to a stand at the
tank ...
TeOpeite of f tank
1400 gals,gal
screw-cut; the thread can be cut with one run up or by end of each cut, remaining in this state until started
Diameter of wheels
2ft. 2in,
two or three cuts according to the finish required; work again by the operator on a fresh tooth. The spindle The tractive power of the engine is naturally high, the
can also be placed between the centres and operated upon carrying the cutter has a reciprocating movement, which, wheels being very small, and the speed low. The calcuby the chasing apparatus and capstam_rest, the lathe by an ingenious arrangement of excentric, decreases as it lated duties are :—
being capable of using five tools of varyimg
forms. The approaches a certain point, the amount of decrease being
eR
.. 1200 tons,
chasing apparatus is controlled by the same Bgrew as the regulated at will. It is by this medium that the taper
On an incline of 1im‘100 ... 7). ... ... ... 330 ,,
capstan rest, and as the latter is brought awayfrom the groove in a bevel wheel is cut. A knee bracket carries
“6
lin
175 ,,
work after the operation of turning, the chasind“appa- the table which has longitudinal and transverse slides, Exclusive of the weight of the engine and tender,
ratus is brought simultaneously into position for chain, the former having an index attached to it by means of
Mr. Webb has sent one of his compound engines, and
but when not in use it can be run over to the far side ‘| which the work to be operated upon can -be set exactly
the saddle and disengaged from the screw by a lever pro- ‘under the centre of the cutter. The table is fitted with a beside it is the reproduction of the Rocket, which
vided for the purpose. The spindle of the fast-headstock unfversal head, having a hollow spindle so arranged that attracted a good deal of attention at Liverpool last year,
is case-hardened and ground, with parallel necks running it can ‘be set to any angle, while the dividing is done by and was illustrated not long since in our pages. The
oe
show an engine
in hard cast iron steps. The saddle is fitted with capstan means of‘asworm and worm wheel, the latter being care- Lancashire and Yorkshire
we shall illustrate in an early impression, and
rest and patent chasing apparatus, guide screw, clasp nut, fully cut atid-made in halves, with means provided
for which
therefore reserve our description of it. The Manchester,
quick hand traverse and self-acting rack traverse, taking up wear.~
and Lincolnshire Company show a four-coupled
Clement’s driver, cone chuck, set of change wheels,
Messrs. Lee and’.Hunt, of Nottingham, show a good Sheffield,
top driving apparatus, and the necessary screw keys. machine for cutting cold izon or steel, which we illustrate. bogie express engine. Messrs. Beyer, Peacock, and Co.
have
a
four-coupled
engine; and Messrs. Nasmyth,
The advantages claimed for this lathe are—(1) Rapidity Samples of the work done by:this machine have been subof production: It will screw-cut large V and. square mitted to us, and we are unable to name any machine Wilson, and Co. also exhibit a four-coupled locomotive.
For
the
present
we
must
reserve detailed descriptions of
thread bolts most accurately, and more quickly than
which will execute work of a better character. The
other machine yet introduced. (2) Universality: Bolts ‘Wiaéhine will cut off perfectly square or to any exact these engines.
can be turned by the self-acting sliding motion, the angle, ard.to dead lengths, girder, channel, bulb, tee,
chasing apparatus then set to work, and the threads angle, round, sq
or any irregular section of bars. It- Tue Geologists’ Association will make an excursion to
rapidly chased; bolts with collars can be slided over and will rapidly true th
ves of very heavy corrugated the Brent Valley and Reigate to-morrow. Members will assemble
the collars turned and the threads chased; bars can be |plates or square the ends
eavy wrought jiron tubes. at Neasden Station at 3 o’clock, and will proceed thence under the
put through the spindle, turned, chased, pointed, and Perhaps one of the most useful paxposes to which it can be direction of Mr. J, Logan Lobley, F.G.S,
..
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HENDON
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MESSRS. EDWARD COUSINS AND SON, WESTMINSTER ENGINEERS,
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; cannot enter into solution, and is prevented from doing its
HENDON SEWAGE. WORKS.
work. This loss Messrs. Cousins claim to have avoided at the
THE new sewage works at Welsh Harp, near Hendon, con- |} Hen¢on works by preparing lime-water almost saturated with
structed from the designs and under the instruction of Messrs.
Edward Cousins, M.I.C.E., and Son, Westminster, were opened |
on the 23rd April by Mr. E. R. Bartley Dennis, Chairman of |
CUTLET FOR
COMPRESSED A/R
the Hendon Local Board.
Thenewsewers for the drainage of Hendon, Child’s Hill, Crickle= LIME MIXER
wood, Golder’s Green, and Temple Fortune districts, are completed, and connected with the new sewage works, and in
future the whole of the sewage from these districts will be
PERFORATED PLATE
treated at the new works, and the old tanks at present in use
will be abandoned. The total length of the sewers now in use
ACCUMULA TORS TO MIXERS
for the drainage of these districts is 144 miles. The Hendon
Local Board District contains 8382 acres, and the rateable value
TANK FOR VIXING THE /6
of Hendon is £101,000.
OF SEWACE WITH THE
The plan used at the Hendon works for the treatment of the
MILK OF LIME
sewage is as follows :—Firstly: The removal of the coarse, solid,
PIPE
BYROTATINC MIXERS
floating matter by straining. Secondly: The addition of lime
for the purpose of defecation and the precipitation of some of
LIME
OF
MLK
the organic matter in solution. Thirdly :.The removal, by
means of settlement in tanks, of the suspended matter, and
that precipitated by the lime. Fourthly: The decantation of
the clear water from the tanks, and its purification by filtration
through specially prepared filtering beds.
VALVE
SAFETY
FROM
PIPE
AIR
COMPRESSED
Experience has shown that unless sewage be previously defe2
cated, filtration through land is not effectual, because the solid
AIR_PIPE FROM ENCIWE
matter suspended in the sewage, and matters in solution readily |
removed, clog up the pores of the soil and destroy its efficacy,
both as a mechanical filter and as a purifying agent.
Lt is
therefore necessary to remove the matters which would
vy
the filtering bed, and leave only the clarified water from the
AIRENCINE
BLOWING
tanks to pass through the soil. During this passage through
the soil the organic matter in solution is decomposed by the
organisms which exist in the soil, and live upon the kind of
1048S
organic matter contained in the sewage. The result is that the
ACCUMULATOR
AIAPRESSURE
(NCH
SQUARE
TO
nitrogenous matter which would otherwise putrefy is broken up
an transformed into salts of ammonia, which are innocuous.
The treatment at Hendon, although lime is used, differs from
DIAGRAM SHOWING LIME AND SEWAGE MIXERS.
the lime treatment pursued elsewhere, and in this respect : It
has been found that the addition of what is called “ milk of
lime ” is not so effectual as if the lime is added as lime water, lime. One-sixth part of the whole sewage is withdrawn from
ause it is only the dissolved’ lime, or that in solution, the two carriers, and pumped into a continuous mixing vessel
which is effectual. All sewage is highly charged with carbonic provided with agitating arms. A thin milk of lime is added,
acid, and the particles of lime in the milk of lime combine with containing lime equal to 15 grains per gallon on the whole
the carbonic acid, and form a coating of carbonate of lime on sewage, or 90 grains per gallon on that passing through the limethe outside of the particle which is insoluble, and the lime water mixing apparatus. The lime is thoroughly dissolved,

|and the lime-water so obtained is added to the remaining five
| parts of the raw sewage, mixed by the Salmon ladder arrange| ment, and run into one of the settling tanks, where it remains in
| a state of quiescence ; another tank is then filled, and so on.
| The action of the*lime mixers for making the milk of lime may
| be described as follows, with reference to the sketch annexed:—
An air compressing engine forces air into an accumulator at a
| pressure of about 10 Ib. per square inch. A pipe is connected
| with this accumulator and the lower part of the mixer as shown.
| After the lime and water has been put into the mixers, the air
|tap is opened, and the compressed air at 10 Ib. escapes through
| the lime and water, and agitates and thoroughly mixes them.
| The milk of lime so made is then allowed to flow into the sewage
mixing tank below, where it is thoroughly mixed up with onesixth of the volume of sewage under treatment, by means of
horizontal revolving rake arms. From these mixing tanks
the lime water and sewage pass out to the points A and A
seen on the plan, where it mixes with the other five-sixths
of sewage in the channels running to the subsiding tanks.
After five or six hours’ rest, the clear water is run off by a floating
arm, which accommodates itself to the varying level of the
sewage, and the effluent is run on to the filter-beds, as before
described, for the more complete purification. The sludge, or
thin mud, remaining in the tanks is swept into a pipe, and run
into a sludge-well. In the condition in which it arrives there it
contains 95 per cent. of water and only 5 per cent. of solid
matter ; it is very putrescent, as it contains the foul matter
thrown down by the sewage, and if not dealt with would soon
become a nuisance. Up to within the last few years it was the
accumulation of sludge on a sewage works which rendered it
almost impracticable to work such a process without serious
nuisance. The sludge could not be dealt with, and as it was
run into pits, to attempt to drain the water from it—an almost impossible task—it entered into a vigorous state of putrefac
tion, and gave off all the evil odours which rendered sewage
works so unbearable. All this it is intended to avoid by the
method of disposing of sludge developed by Messrs. Johnson
and Co., of Stratford.
This method, on its most approved principle, has been adopted
at the Hendon works, and sludge-pressing machinery has been
there erected on the most modern and economical system.
The sludge is first mixed with 1 per cent. of lime in
forcing vessels, and from these it is forced into the sludge
presses by compressed air stored at a pressure of 100 1b.
per square inch. The sludge presses are so constructed that
everything forced into them must pass through a strainingcloth before it leaves the machine. Consequently nothing but
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clear water can leave the chambers, and the solid matter is
ACCURACY OF ARTILLERY FIRE.
retained between the plates, where it accumulates and, under the
pressure produced by the air, forms a firm, coherent cake;
Mayor
Mackintay, R.A., the author of the “ Official Text90 per cent. of the water originally present is got rid of, and the
sludge is brought into a condition in which it cannot liquefy or book on Gunnery,” read a paper on the accuracy of artillery fire
putrefy again, and so cannot give rise to any bad smells. at the United Service Institution on April 29th, which was disFurther, its comparative freedom from water enables it to be cussed on that day and again on May 2nd. The subject is one
readily handled, and it can be carted away and used as a manure. | of sufficient importance to bring together an unusual number of
In the condition in which it is delivered from the press it is artillerists, as is shown by the prolonged discussion. The
said to be nearly twice the value of farmyard manure ; and as lecturer divided the subject into the following sections :—(1)
at other sewage works it is sold in this condition to the farmers, Material ; (2) range finding ; (3) sights ; (4) training ; and (5)
it is to be hoped that those in the neighbourhood of Hendon will | correction of fire from observation. New type guns have
use it in the same manner. Its value as a manure has been greatly increased the probability of hitting both by increased
well demonstrated by practical experiments conducted by accuracy and flatness of trajectory. At the same time highProfessor Munro, of the Agricultural College, Downton, who | angle firing to strike ships’ decks has been shown to be a possible
regards it as a manure of considerable value. It remains to be | achievement. Range firing has been much developed on land,
mentioned that the new method employed of forcing the sludge especially for coast work, by Major Watkins’ system and instruconsists in using a fixed volume of compressed air over and over ments. At sea it is performed under great difficulties, and
again without allowing it to escape ; and it has been demon- considerable ingenuity is shown in some of the expedients
strated that at Crossness, where this system is also used, the proposed to perfect it. Sights can hardly be dealt with except
sludge is forced with an expenditure of power of less than one- }in detail. Telescopic and improved sight of various kinds,
fourth of that needed when the old plan of allowing the air to | especially Scott’s, have given good results, and are really
demanded by accurate guns. The old-fashioned guns would
escape to waste was used.
The treatment at the Hendon Works results in a pure effluent |hardly have benefitted by them, as there is no use in having one
collected from the filter-beds and discharged into the Brent, | part of a process accurate out of proportion to another.
snd the inoffensive and not altogether valueless compressed cake | Training has been developed very imperfectly—constant target
trom the sludge presses. The appliances in use at the works |practice is not what is required. In India practice, field
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Scott and General Smyth spoke on the system of biennial
practice, by which a battery obtains ‘a special supply every
third year. There is reason to think that a triennial supply,
with scarcely any every alternate year, would be a better
system. Captain Tupper, R.N., suggested firing trial shells with
“phosphide of calcium,” which would cause a smoke on the
water for some time after graze, and afford a real means of
judging distance. He also commended Hewitt’s electric sights,
Colonel Stirling supported the proposition of a summer camp at
the Needles, and with Colonel Moncrieff spoke of firing at towed
targets. Major Hay pointed out that only seven of our field,
batteries,
outof 120, had the new guns such as would be needed for
service. Major White, Lieutenant Young, Colonel Richardson,
and other officers took part; and Mr. Anderson, who described
special arrangements to prevent aiming being interfered with
by recoil in the new Russian gun mountings.
The chairman, General Goodenough, was able to inform the
meeting that, in the course of about twelve months, two army
corps would be completely armed with the new 12-pounder guns.
SIMPLE METHOD OF TRACING THE JOINTS IN
ELLIPTIC ARCHES,
M. Maurice p’Ocaene, in Les Annales des Ponts et Chaussées,
gives the following simple method of tracing the joints in elliptic
| arches :—
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| operations have for several years given the opportunity of
| firing under conditions representing those of actual war.
For a few years past Lydd and Oakhampton have furnished something in this direction for our field artillery;
some provision is especially needed for our coast artillery. A
| summer camp at the Needles is suggested by Colonel Lyons,
R.A. The judgment of effects is a branch of study itself,
especially in the case of the employment of shrapnel with time
fuzes. This, as well as the use of trial shots, was discussed.
Finally, the question which has come up lately of the need of
horse artillery was touched on. The German artillery often
were employed in a way that seems to suggest that horse
artillery with special powers of mobility is as much needed as
ever. On the other hand, although Major MacKinlay did not
raise it, the accuracy of artillery fire eventually involves the large
question of the relative advantages of light and medium field
pieces. If the fire of the 9-pounder at 1000 yards is equal to
that of the 13-pounder at 2000 yards, it is clear that a great
deal of the galloping and active movements of the horse artillery
might be dispensed with, and a field battery might be an efficient substitute. It is to be remarked, however, that the
9-pounder gun is specially censured, and its removal cried out
for as an urgent necessity. If horse artillery are armed with the
| 13-pounder or 12-pounder they become field batteries specially
well horsed ; and this is what they should be. Whatever may
be thought about the rapid movements which are so effective at
a review, and so seldom really advisable under the fire of an
enemy, there can be no doubt that for working on the flanks of
an army, and for capability of moving at any point where guns are
| suddenly called for, horse artillery of this description is very
valuable ; and in the case of forage being abundant, few would
grudge the extra supply of horses, which gives increased powers
when all goes well, and when pressure and loss comes furnishes
| a reserve which enables a horse battery to keep up to field
| battery strength and efficiency, under losses which cripple
a field battery greatly.
In the discussion that followed Major Watkin spoke, in
| answer to a question, on his system of “predicted firing.”
| This consists in following the course of a ship on a species of
| diagram, so as to be able to take a point in advance of her
| position any distance along her predicted course, and aiming at
this point so as to be able to fire by electricity when the ship is
seen to reach it. By this system the measuring accuracy is
about equal to that obtained in firing at a fixed target. Colonel
Tue Staveley Iron Co., Chesterfield, has appointed Hughes, M.P., complained of volunteers not being allowed to go
Messrs. Joseph Taylor and Co., 110, Cannon-street, its agents through more than one course and not being able to purchase
the “Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution.” Major
for London and South of England.
«

we as follows :—A duplex pumping engine for raising one-sixth
part of the sewage; a continuous mixing apparatus, with milk of
lime mixers for making the lime-water ; a blowing engine and
air stove for mixing purposes, a sludge lift pump for elevating
the sludge, a set of hydro-pneumatic forcing receivers, with
hydraulic pumps; and two sludge presses, each capable of
turning out 9 cwt. of pressed cake at an operation, which occupies about an hour. The steam is supplied to the whole by a
20-hozse power semi-portable boiler. The settling tanks are six
in number, capable of holding 651,000 gallons of sewage. The
filter beds at present constructed are ten in number; additional
eds are intended to be shortly constructed, making a total of
fourteen, fed by concrete and pipe carriers from the tanks, and
covering an area of 30,300 square yards. They are constructed
of a layer of soil 12in. deep, under which is 12in. of burnt
vallast, the whole thoroughly underdrained, the trenches over
the pipes being filled with burnt ballast, and communicating
with the Brent by a white brick effluent carrier.
The works are capable of dealing with the sewage of a population of 24,000 asa maximum. The quantity of lime used for
treatment is a little less than 2 cwt. for every 100,000 gallons of
~ewage entering the works, and about 100 Ib. of lime for every
ton of compressed cake turned out by the presses. The cost of
the whole works is about £59,000, and the annual cost of working is estimated at about £570 per annum.
The method of precipitation by the lime process as described,
-upplemented by land filtration, adopted at Hendon, was recommended by Professor Frankland and Dr. Stevenson, and
approved by Dr. Duprez. They considered that any other
addition as a precipitant is unnecessary. They consider that
lime, when properly applied, affords as good an effluent as any
other and more costly precipitant, except, perhaps, lime and
.-ulphate of alumina ; but they consider the use of sulphate of
alumina is unnecessary, when precipitation is tobesupplemented
by land filtration, and that where possible the cost of this substance should be avoided. To carry out their recommendation
for properly dissolving the lime in one-sixth the volume of
sewage, and afterwards mixing it with the remaining five-sixths,
required specially designed machinery, which has been manufactured by Messrs. Johnson and Co.,and which completely
answers the purpose.
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Let m', m®, m®... m’ (Fig. 1) be points in the quarter
ellipse A B on which it is required to trace the joints normal
with the ellipte. The tangents to the points A and B intersect
at C; we then draw the lines A Band O C. The perpendiculars to
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O A, dropped from m! m?... m7, cut the line OC at the
points L}, L?, L?.... L’. The perpendicularsto A B, carried
from the points L', L?, &e., cut the line O A at the points
N}, N?, N3,... N’. Then the lines M' N’, M? N®, &., are the
normals sought for.
NavaL ENGINEER APPOINTMENTS. —The following appointment has been made at the Admiralty:—Fleet Engineer
Reginald C, Oldknow, to the Pembroke, additional, for Chatham
Reserve.
GLASGOW INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION. —The ceremony of cutting
the first sod for the foundation of the Glasgow International
Exhibition buildings was
performed yesterday by Mr. James
King, the Lord Provost.
e site is in the Kelvingrove Park, on
the plain immediately in front of the University at Gilmore Hill.
The buildings, which will be erected from designs prepared by
Messrs, Campbell, r - and Sellars, architects, of Glasgow,
will cost about £30,000.
They show a main building 880ft. in
length and 360ft. in breadth, with an annexe for the machinery at
one end, and there will be a transverse avenue across the whole
breadth of the main building about half-way down. At the point
of intersection the intention is to erect a dome 80ft. in diameter,
which will rise toa height of 110ft. The guarantee fund is over
£200,000
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FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—Madame Borveau, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN.—AsHeR and Co., 5, Unter den Linden.
VIENNA.—Messrs. Gero.p and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—A. TwieTmMEvER, Bookseller.
NEW YORK.~ Tae Wittmer and Rooers News Company,
81 Beekman-street.
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
*,* With this week’s number is issued as a Supplement a Two
page
Engraving of the Triple Expansion Engines of the Royal Mail
Steamer Oroya. Every copy as issued by the Publisher
t
this Supplement, and subscribers are requested to notify the fact
should they not receive it.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Registered Telegraphic vr
A
ee NEWSPAPER,
*.* All letters entended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or containing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
communications,
*,* Wecannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we
must therefore request correspondents to keep copies.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all
cases, be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received by us may be forwarded to their destination.
No notice will be taken of communications which do not comply
with these instructions,
FE. W. H.—A letter arraits your application
for it.
Spence.—You will find what you require in Professor Prestwich’s “* Water
Supply, of the London Basin,” or W. Whittaker’s “Geology of the London
n
A. G.—Tin can be dissolved by several acids—as, for example, hydrochloric—
and muriate of tin is used in dyeing. Scores of patents have been taken
out for recovering tin from tin scrap, and large quantities of tin-plate
scrap are bought, expecially by Germany, apparently
for the sake of the tin.
The question is too large to handle here. Your best course would be to consult the various patent specifications dealing with the subject. You can
probably see em at the free library in your town,
STOWING ANCHORS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sirn,— Referring to the paragraph in your issue of Ist inst., stating that
“a large proportion of the new tonnage building has adop
r.
Wasteneys Smith's patent anchors, combined@with the method of stowing them up the hawse pipes,” we write to draw attention to the fact
that the method refe'
to should properly be described as “stowing
the anchors partly drawn up the hawse pipes,” and that ‘stowing them
up the hawse pipes” is a patent of which we are the proprietors. The
latest vessel fitted in our way is the Rajapuri, belonging to the Bombay
Steam Navigation Company, which went on her official trial trip the
beginning of this sani, the self-housing arrangement for her anchors
heving been tested at the same time with complete success. She is the
rird steamer similarly fitted for the same owners.
Glasgow, April 30th.
MacNico.i anv Co,
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Tue Encineer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
from the office on the following terms (paid in advance):—
Half-yearly (including double numbers) ..
.. £0 14s. 6d.
Yearly (including two double numbers) ..
-. £1 98. Od.
H eredit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and suxpence per annum will
be made. Tue ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad.
A complete set of THe ENGINEER can be had on application.
Foreign Subscriptions for Thin Paper Copies will, until further notice, be
received at the rates given below
:— Foreign Subscribers paying in advance
at the published rates will receive Tut ENGINEER weekly and post-free.
Subscriptions sent by Post-office order must be accompanied by letter of
advice to the Publisher. Thick Paper Copres may be had, if preferred, at
increased rates.
Remittance by Post-office order. — Australia, Daigues. Brazil, British
Columbia, British Guiana, Canada, Cape of Good Hope, Denmark,
Hawaiian Islands, Feyp France, Germany, Gibraltar, Italy, Malta,
Natal, Netherlands, Mauritius, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, New
South Wales, New Zealand, Portugal, Roumania, Switzerland, Tasmania, Turkey, United States, West Coast of
ica, West Indies,
Cyprus, £1 16s. China, Japan, India, £2 0s. 6d.
Remittance by Bill on London.—Aus
Buenos Ayres and Algeria,
Greece, Ionian Islands, Norway, Panama, Peru, Russia, Spain, Sweden,
Chili, £1 16s, Borneo, Ceylon, Java, and Singapore, £20s. 6d. |Manilla,
Sandwich Isles, £2 5s.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
*.* The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings,
for every two lines afterwa one shilling and sixpence; odd lines are
charged one shilling. The line averages seven words. When an advertisement measures an inch or more the charge is ten shillings
inch. All
single advertisements from the country must be accompanied by a Post-office
order in payment. Alternate advertisements will be inserted with all
practical regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case.
All except weekly advertisements are taken “subject to this condition.
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six
o'clock on Thursday Evening in each week.
Letters relating to Advertisements and the Publishing Department of the
paper are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ; all
other letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tuk ENGINEER, 163, Strand.
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MEETINGS NEXT WEEE.
Tue InstiTUTION or Crvi, Enorneers, 25, Great George-street, Westminster, 8.W.—Session 1886-87. Tuesday, May 10th, at 8 p.m.: Ordinary
mee’ . Paper to be read with a view to discussion :-—‘‘
Conversion
of Timber by Circular and Band Saws in the Saginaw Valley,” U.S.A.,”
by L. H. Ransome, Stud. Inst. C.E
Society or Arts, John-street, Adelphi, London, W.C. — Monday,
May 9th, at 8 p.m. Cantor Lectures: “The Chemistry of Substances
taking part in Putrefaction and Antisepsis,” by J. M, Thomson, F.C.S.
Lecture II.—Resolution of
lex into simpler substances during fermentation and putrefaction—Classification of common substances produced during putrefaction—Special characters of the proximate and
ultimate products. bigpe ay 10th, at 8 p.m.: Applied Art Section :
“The Architecture of London Streets,” by E. J. Tarver, F.S.A.; E. C.
Robins, F.8.A., will preside. Wednesday, May llth, at 8 p.m.: Ordinary
meeting: ‘‘ Cottage Industries in Ireland,” by Mrs. Ernest Hart; Sir
Philip
liffe-Owen, K.C.B., K.C.M.G., C.I.E., will preside.
Tue Society or TELEGRAPH ENGINEERS AND ELEctRICIANS,—Thursday,
May 12th, at 25, Great George-street, 8.W., at 8 p.m.: I. “‘ Measuring the
Coefficients of Self and Mutual Induction” — adjourned discussion.
Il. “Driving a Dynamo with a very Short Belt,” by Professors W. E.
Ayrton, F.R.S., and John Perry, F.R.S.
LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTSMEN.—
Saturday, 7th inst., at the Cannon-street Hotel, at 7.30 Be —
to be read :—‘‘ Notes on Gas Manufacture,” by Fred. A. Darlington, C.E.
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ever to be fully recouped its present rate of outlay?
Although we may hope that it would, such a realisation
must at best be doubtful. By far the larger proportion,
we believe, of our oceanic correspondence is commercial
in character. It can scarcely be expected that a reduction
in the rate of postage would affect the number of letters
of that description to any appreciable degree, for reasons
which all men of business will understand. It is to private
correspondence therefore we should have to look for the increase in the number of letters which alone would enable
the present deficit paid by the State to be ever recouped.
e have referred to the increased space which must be
demanded for the extended correspondence expected. It
is certain this cannot be given by the mail lines without
adequate remuneration in addition to the present rates of
subsidy. Although it may at the most involve some two
hundred tons instead of the twenty at present carried,
it is scarcely to be expected the extra burden will be
borne so many thousands of miles for nothing; and should
the present scale of freights improve, the imposition
might add heavily to the expenditure of the PostmasterGeneral, and, consequently, to the necessity for further
and not to be relied on extension of our Colonial correspondence. Mr. Henniker Heaton’s figures would be
assuring enough if a consideration of the other side of
the question did not prove the error he falls into of classing the cost of mail conveyance with, as we have said,
that of a bale of silk or chest of tea.

OCEAN PENNY POSTAGE.
THERE are few of us probably who do not sympathise
with Mr. Henniker Heaton’s endeavour to secure a boon
such as a uniform penny ocean postage rate would be;
BRIDGE FAILURES IN THE UNITED STATES.
but although that feeling is natural, it should not
blind us to the difficulties which present themselves in
Ow March 14th a railway bridge, variously known as
opposition to the success of Mr.
Heaton’s advocacy. It the “Tin Bridge,” Bussey Bridge, &c., fell down, and a
seems to us that throughout the whole of that gentle- number of people were killed. In our impression for
man’s speeches and writings upon the subject there is the April Ist, we gave full particulars of this and certain
omission of a most important factor in the question. He other catastrophes of a singularly appalling character
invariably cites the price paid per ton for the conveyance which pee
about the same time in the United States.
of letters as compared with that charged upon ordinary On the 16th of March we drew reasonable deductions from
merchandise, and so places pari passu in point of urgency these events, and amongst other things we warned our
of delivery the national correspondence with a bale of colonial friends, who appear to have rather a penchant for
silk or a chest of tea. Can such a comparison be in any American engineers, to be careful in obtaining bridges
way justified ? It must be recollected that a single letter, from the United States. As was to be expected, some
upon which a charge of but a few pence is made for car- of our American friends are very angry with us for daring
riage and delivery, may determine transactions involving to hint that Americans could or would build a bad bridge.
thousands of pounds. Such a single letter may be If our critics would but agree as to the grounds on which
worth in point of insurance almost the value of the we are to be blamed their remarks would perhaps
whole cargo of the ship. Now, how is that insurance a force which they lack now. The Engineering News tells
to be secured? Only by arrangements which shall assure us that it was in no sense or way the fault of American
to the conveyance of the mails both speed, regularity, engineers that the Bussey Bridge was a structure entirely
and safety.
ose qualifications can be in part insured unfit to discharge the duties it was called on to perform.
for in the case of merchandise by the et ag |system of It throws all the blame on the directors. “THE ENGINEER,”
underwriting. In the case of letters, they have to be says our contemporary, “should have studied our report of
secured by the payment by the State of heavy subsi- the Bussey Bridge somewhat closer, and it would have seen
dies to steamship companies which shall make iv that engineers had nothing to do with it, as the bridge was
the while of these to undertake the responsibility. | neither designed by an engineer, nordidtherailway company
| worth
But in some way or other the State must be re- have an engineer to care for it after erection. American
couped for the cost paid by it for such insurance. It | engineers cannot properly be held responsible for such
must be manifest that this cannot be attempted .to be work; and we must agree with our contemporary in the
done by any rate of excessive postage to be charged by statement that this was one of the cases where the
way of registration on letters sent by ocean routes. All || ‘economy’ of a rich corporation prevented the engineer
letters so sent must sink or survive together, and all cor- from having ‘a fair chance.’ The ‘nearness’ of the
respondence therefore, whatever its nature or relative im- corporation and not the engineering profession must be
portance, must perforce be compelled to contribute towards | charged with this and similar abortive bridge designs,
repaying the State the outlay it has to make to secure and the too frequent consequences thereof.” Now, it so
the greatest possible amount of security and dispatch. happens, that we expressly found fault with the railway
This point of insurance, and the cost it involves, directors of the United States, taking very much the
a ars to us, as we have said, to have been entirely over- | same view as the Engineering News. We said that there
a sed in Mr. Heaton’s public statements of his case. | were numbers of first-rate engineers in the United States,
We all can realise what the cost is. We know the but that they did not get a fair chance; in a word, we
tremendous expenditure necessary to add a speed of even | held the companies to be in fault as well as the men who,
a single knot per hour to a steamer after a certain rate of | calling themselves engineers, have neither the knowledge,
mileage has been attained. We also know how constantly |the talent, or the honesty of p»rpose of a thorough
that expenditure has to be incurred to insure the> engineer. All this our contemporary seems to have overpunctuality demanded of the mail service; and we are looked. Turning to the American Railroad Gazette, we
also all aware of the extra rate which has to be paid for find not a defence of American engineers but of American
the building and equipment of vessels to be employed in | railway directors° who—we gather from our contemporary
our ocean mail services. All these items of extra charge | --are really an immaculate set of men. We are told that
| constitute the insurance rate on every letter dispatched we have only repeated the vulgar slander of demagogues,
|beyond the seas—a rate not imposed by the necessities of when we hinted that they did not give engineers a fair
| land conveyance only. What claim has the public to be chance; and, to convince us of our error, our contemporary
entirely relieved at the cost of the State from the in- produces an elaborate table to show how much
surance it demands for its ocean correspondence? If the freights and fares have been reduced in the United
penny rate could be found adequate to afford such relief, | States since the early days of railways. We think
we could understand that it might perhaps fairly be we may safely leave our contemporaries to fight
claimed ; but even then it would be relatively unfair to out this aspect of the case between them. Even
our inland correspondence that this should be subjected in its praise of directors, however, the Railroad Gazette is
to almost the same charge as that which could be made to || inconsistent. Referring to the slaughter at Woodstock
cover, not alone the mere transit charges, but the insurance Bridge, when, it will be remembered, a whole train fell
in addition, of ocean-borne letters.
off the track on to the ice below, where those
engers
With the view of ascertaining how far it would be |who survived the fall were burned to death in about ten
possible for mail steamers to carry without extra remu- |minutes, we spoke of the bad quality of American steel
neration the increased correspondence which must be’ rails. Our contemporary assures us that we are in error;
assured in order to bring the revenue to be derived from | that steel rails made in the States do not break. They
an ocean penny postal rate up to that now obtained from | are really too good; they bend and wear out, and are, it
the rate at present ruling, we have made inquiry as to the seems, too light for their work. They are, besides, made
space usually taken up by the mail bags of one of the in too great a hurry. However, if only directors would
most important of our mail-carrying steamer lines. We use rails of proper weight, things would be all right. It
are told that it is ordinarily between forty and fifty tons. is more than hinted that in parsimony is to be found the
Assuming that half of this weight is due to letters, the reason why rails sufficiently strong are not used. It would
remaining moiety being that of newspapers, parcels, &c., seem therefore that, after all, we were not so far wrong, and
we may reckon probably on twenty tons as being the that the “demagogues” have some, ground for complaint
weight gross—the net being as low, we should say, as when their families are smashed up or burned alive.
fifteen tons—with which we have to deal. On the Eastern
The Engineering News is driven to use a tu guogue,
mails we should have to increase this bulk by about an and says that “probably we have forgotten all about
average of five times to bring the postal receipts up to the Tay Bridge disaster of December, 1879.” We
their present standard if a penny the half-ounce only was hasten to assure our contemporary that we have done
—
Instead of twenty tons, therefore, space would nothing of the kind. No subsequent event of a similar
ave to be provided for 100 tons, and even then we nature has occurred to obliterate from our memory that
should no nearer approach covering what we have termed disaster. It stands out a unique fact in the history of
the State insurance rate than we do at present. It is British railway enterprise. It was the only iron bridge
well known that our ocean mail expenses are very largely of any dimensions which has ever given way causing loss
in excess of our receipts. Would the reduction of postage of life in Great Britain; and it may, at least, be said for
to the penny so multiply the correspondence with our it that it gave way under a most abnormal stress of
Eastern Colonies, for instance, as not only to increase it weather. But let us grant that the case presented by
fivefold—at which rate of increase we should be no better the failure of the Tay Bridge was as
bad as possible,
off financially than at present—but to the largely what then? Surely our contem
y does not mean to
increased proportion which it must attain if the State is imply that because a Scotch bridge tumbled down ina
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hurricane we are to refrain from criticising American lives lost by falls of ground, and an increase in each of the relating to the working and ventilation of mines has been
practice. The contention is too absurd. We quite agree other classes. The actual lives lost in the different districts added in the introductory and final sections. The book is
with our contemporary, who, after citing the Tay Bridge, again were most in Cornwall, Devon, &c., in which district 25 exceedingly well got up, and is likely to be of some perseems to have seen the folly of resorting to such a lives were lost in the year, and least in the Midland, South- manent value; but as it is without index, table of conand West Scotland districts, in each of which one life
weapon, and admits that “this sort of ‘ you’re-another’ Western,
and headlines, it will be a troublesome one to use.
reported lost for the year. The total loss, it may be said, tents,
argument is poor business.” The action taken by our was
We strongly recommend the authors to prepare and issue
considerably below the average of the decade from 1874 to at
contemporaries is not without a spice of humour. The is1883,
least a table of contents, and if pieaite an analytical
during which 89 lives were annually lost by accidents in
Engineering News, indeed, was loudest in its denunciations these mines, and with one exception it is lower than in any year index, if they wish their book to be as useful as it
of the bridge, and everyone who had had anything to do since 1880. But the fact has to be held in remembrance that deserves to be.
with it at first. We suppose it desires to retain a the output of mineral has not been constant in the period
monoply of invective. It has not yet finished with the referred to; and taking this, the fairest test, we find that last Die Galvanostegie. By Jos. Scuascut. 8vo., pp. 216. Vienna,
directors. On the same page from which we have quoted year the death rate from accidents in and about the mines was
Pest, and Leipzic. Hartleben. 1886,
is an attack on the conduct of an inquiry into the cause of 1580 per thousand persons employed, which is higher than in Tuis treatise, forming vol. xxx. of the Electro Technical
the
two
preceding
years,
and
not
as
much
below
the
average
for
the catastrophe. “The delay,” we read,” in making public
is devoted to electrotyping, or the production of
the official finding as to the ‘Tin Bridge’ disaster is so the preceding decade as was the total number of deaths last Library,deposits
of metals on plates by the galvanic current.
astounding, and so far beyond all reasonable and rational year when compared with that of the average number for the thick
The least loss of life in proportion to the yield of the About half the volume is, oon devoted to the conexplanation on an ordinary basis, that one can only believe decade.
in the year 1876, when it was 1°217 per thousand sideration of accessory subjects, such as definitions of
that there must be some peculiar and exceptional cause for mines wasemployed,
and the highest has been in 1875, when it electric units, magnetism, currents, resistances, and
such’strange delay, or in some elaborate technical presenta- persons
was 2°049 per thousand, There is another fact which is very other matters usually contained in elementary works on
tion of the facts, or carefully-prepared piece of legislation, significant—that the number of persons employed in and about electricity ; the chemicals used are also described in
which, when it appears, will amply excuse it; yet it is hard these mines has varied very much, but chiefly in a downward a rather superficial manner. The various sources of electo see how anything can do so altogether.” This is another direction. It was 58,073 in the year 1875, and it has fallen to
such as Clamond and Hancks’
instance of how well they do things at the other side of the 44,122 in the year 1886. But it is significant that the fall has tricity used intheelectrotyping,
Daniell, Reyner, Bunsen, and Lalande
Atlantic. We ventureto hazard a guess—only a guess—at been largest in proportion amongst the females employed, who thermopiles,
and several forms of dynamo are next reviewed,
the cause of the delay. The directors who, by putting up were 4136 in number for the year 1874, and that number has batteries,
which the main object of the work, namely, the
the “tin bridge,” saved money—as we gather from our shown a decrease almost yearly down to last year, when only after
composition
of the baths required for depositing the
contemporary—now see a way to save more money. There 1437 were employed. These facts are of interest. They show different metals,
is reached. This contains brief but generare no doubt very large claims made by widows, orphans, that there has been a decrease in the number of persons ally sufficient notices
of the processes in use in different
in these mines over a long period, and that female
and other relatives against the company. Now, it is fair employed
countries,
and
wherever
it is possible to do so, the strength
therein is especially diminished; but they also
and reasonable to assume that these claims can be employment
show that there is on the whole a reduced loss of life in the of current and other details required for operating sucsettled on a far more satisfactory basis—to the company working of the mines, though the reduction has not quite kept cessfully are given in describing each bath. An ingenious
—before a damning report is made public than after- pace with the reduction in the yield from these mines. There method devised by the author of depositing brass from a
wards. Hence the delay. There is nothing so far as we is no need to draw attention to the relative safety further, for cyanide bath by the use of platinum cathodes with
know illegal in this, nor, judged by the railway standard, the figures we have given are for one year only, and it is evi- anodes
successively of copper, zinc, and good sheet brass,
is itimmoral. It seems that the five experts called in are dently unwise to draw deductions of the kind from one year's is worthy of notice. The work is admirably illustrated,
entirely unanimous, so that we agree with our contempo- working alone. Still the facts have an interest, and it is as well and contains a large amount of information in a very
rary that the delay in the publishing of the report is to show that in the past year the fatalities were much more handy form.
astounding, save on the one hypothesis, that the directors numerous in proportion to the yield than they were in other
io not wish it to be made public till the latest possible districts. Possibly the attention thus directed may have beneBOOKS RECEIVED.
results in the future in obtaining more care in mine workmoment. The delay will permit men’s minds to cool, ficial
and in thus tending to lessen the fatality of the metal
Journal of the Society of Telegraph Engineers and Electricians.
and it is always on the cards that another bridge ing,
mines
of
the
kingdom.
Vol. xvi. No. 66. Edited by F. H. Webb, secretary. London:
may fall down any moment, and so direct attention frou
E. and F, N. Spon. 1887.
the Bussey affair.
The Treatment ond Utilisation of Sewage. By W. H. Corfield,
While our statements stand a chance of being mis- |
M.A., M.D. Third edition, revised and enlarged. London;
represented, it is worth while to go over ground already
LITERATURE.
Macmillan and Co. 1887.
traversed,so that wemay make our meaning perfectly clear.
The Wood Turner's Hand ybook ia Practical Manual Sor Works “es
We have to repeat therefore that in the United States | Explosions in Coal Mines. By W. N. and J.B. Atkinson. 8vo. at the Lathe. By Paul N. Hasluck. London: Crosby Lockwood
pp. 144. London: Longmans and Co. Newcastle: A. Reid. and Co, 1887.
there are numbers of engineers of the highest ability—
honourable, competent, professional men in the fullest| 1886.
Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
sense of the term. We do more than believe this; we Iy this volume the authors, two of H.M. Inspectors of Vol. vii. 1886. New York: Published by the Society.
Isaac Pitman’s Jubilee Reporting Note-books. London: I, Pitman
know it to bea fact. Such men do not build “tin briages.” Coal Mines, havedescribed with great detail the particulars
But we also know that in the United States men are of six disastrous explosions that occurred at different and Sons, Amen-corner.
Berly’s Wniversal Electrical Directory and Advertiser. The Elecallowed to practice as engineers, and get work as con- mines in Cumberland and Durham in the years 1880, 1882,
Vade Mecum, containing a Complete Record of all the Industractors, who are not indeed without talent, but who are 1885, and which, in consequence of the great loss of trician’s
tries
Directly or Indivectly Connected with Electricity and Magnetisin.
life
with
which
they
were
attended,
were
made
the
subunfit to be trusted with the carrying out of any work on
London: W. Dawson and Son, 1887.
jects
of
special
inquiries
by
the
Home-office.
The
which the life of men may depend. Albert Smith used |
to tell a story of a Vauxhall waiter who, being asked| Cumberland accident which occurred at Whitehaven is
how thin he could cut ham for sandwiches, replied that | given as an example of a gas explosion without any addiMODERN CALAIS.
“he really did not know, but that he would undertake to tional complications from cval dust; but the five in
WITHIN four hours’ distance of Paris and opposite Dover very
cover the whole garden with four hams.” On the same Durham, at Trimdon Grange, Tudhoe, West Stanley,
and costly works are being carried out at Calais, withprinciple American engineers exist and practise, who Usworth, and Seaham, were, in the author’s opinion, important
at present attracting much attention to it, or to the advancan carry the art of sub-dividing material and workman- | essentially dust explosions, the violence of the blast being out
tages shortly to be derived therefrom for passengers and goods.
ship to an incredible extent. Asked how many bridges | most manifest in the intake air ways and at the bottom Calais is being metamorphosed, and within two years it will be one
they can build with 500 tons of iron, they may reply of the downcast shaft, so that the real damage was done of the most important places on its side of the Channel. Adjointhat they do not know, but that with four times five mainly by the explosive ignition of large quantities of | ing it, but separated from it by the canal, is the manufacturing
Pierre, or St. Pierre és Calais—which fifteen years ago
hundred tons they will equip a thousand miles of line coal dust, which, when disturbed by the first explosion, town—St.
was a mere village. St. Pierre has now 40,000 inhabitants, broad
through a mountainous district. The workmanship will became mixed with the air from the downcast and spread and
well-paved streets. An Englishman, in order to escape tlie
the
flames
against
the
direction
of
the
ventilation.
In
be on a par with the quantity of material. Such men, as
protective and even prohibitive duties on English twills, set up a
we have said, really do possess talent, and directors like | support of this view the whole of the evidence elicited at factory, and has made St. Pierre the chief producer of French
talent of this kind. It is folly to deny that many—a the different inquiries is minutely discussed and most twills. The Paris correspondent of the Times says :—‘‘St. Pierre
and Calais are about to be amalgamated, and the street, startgreat many—of the railway structures of the United lavishly illustrated with plans of the workings. The ing
the railway station, will be continued without interruption
States are worked within an inch of their lives. The | authors believe that the chief danger in dry mines con- to thefromchief
street of St. Pierre. The station will be removed to
factor of safety is appallingly little. We are told that | nected with shot firing is due to coal dust; but that if the middle of this long artery, and will have a large square in front,
this is inseparable from a new country. Perhapsso. We equal precautions were taken in such mines to those that while one side of the station will look on the new canal, branching
shall not dispute the point ;but we venture to repeat have long been the rule where fire-damp prevails, it is off from the old St. Omer Canal, which goes to Paris, and serves
Holland, Belgium, and the north, and by which merchandise can
our warning to our colonial friends, and beg them to be probable that the danger arising from the use of explo- be
into German waters, is about to be widened by 12 metres,
very cautious in dealing with men who hold that a new sives would be so reduced as to allow of greater ee. eo so sent
as to enable large vessels to enter, and convey by the most
country is bound to have bridges with amoderate margin of in their use than would otherwise be possible. The economical route goods of English and French origin. At the
greatest
source
of
danger
is,
however,
the
dust
collectin
safety. Mencan bekilled in a newas surely and as painfully |
junction of the new boat canal and of the St. Omer Canal, an
English company—as always happens when a commercial town or
as in an old country. The theory is, we submit, unsound. | on the upper part of the haulage roads, and if this coul
undergoes improvement—has bought twenty-four acres of
It is only fair to add, however, that the Engineering Nevws | be prevented from accumulating no explosion could be seaport
land,
it will build immense general and bonded warethinks that there is no danger that American practice will | originated on them, nor could dust columns act as carriers houses,on atwhich
first on four acres, and afterwards on the remaining
of
the
flame
from
one
district
to
another.
be carried out to the bitter end in, let us say, Australia.
space,
should
the
development of Calais render an extension necesOur contemporary holds that it is railway directors, and | The methods by which such dust accumulations might sary. It will possess an immense frontage, looking on the new
not engineers, who are to blame for the construction of bad | be diminished are as follows:—{1) Reduction of the harbour and the new docks—that is to say, the buildings will be
placed in such a way as to be reached by the railway, the boat
bridges ; “and as railway directors are not likely to carry velocity of the ventilating current. (2) Reduction of | canal,
the St. Omer Canal, and the new harbour, thus lying in the
their ideas of bridge construction into foreign colonies, speed of haulage, and covering tubs. (3) Damping the | very centre
of the improvements and of the two united towns. _Link
roadways.
(4)
Isolating
the
districts
by
sections
kept
where somebody else is to pay for them, the American
railways
will pass through the warehouses, and arrangements based
engineer has a fair chance, and the English colonists need free from dust. The first of these remedies would upon the latest improvements and will permit of the unloading and
have no fear of his works.” This would be eminently require the air ways to be increased in section or doubled. loading of goods with despatch and security hitherto unknown in
reassuring if only we could be certain that American cor- The second might be done by substituting endless chain France.
the other side of the present harbour is being formed the
porations or companies taking contracts for colonial work or rope haulage for that by main and tail ropes, when the new‘Onseaside
station, one of the chief features in the changes that
would give the engineer a fair chance. On this point, travelling ang may be reduced from ten to fifteen miles are to be made.
station erected on a new extended quay,
an hour to four or five miles. At one colliery in Durham which will enable This
however, our contemporary maintains a discreet silence.
the largest packet boats to come alongside in all
a spray of water playing on the tops of the tubs as they states of the tide, and which is specially sheltered by Cape Grisnez,
pass under it has been found to be very effective in pre- will be of great benefit to travellers.
The access will be easy, and
venting dust flying off from the coal. The use of tar- the unloading of cargo very speedy. Travellers will have a comMETALLIFEROUS MINES AND LIFE.
fortable refuge while this operation is going on, and thanks to the
paulin
covers
is
also
suggested
by
the
author.
The
third
WHILST very great attention has been given to the official remedy, namely, the removal or efficient damping of the link line which the Northern Railway Company is constructing,
and which will save the journey into Boulogne, ben will reach
statistics for the coal mines, the corresponding figures referring dust,
is not unattended with difficulty. An ordinary Paris in five hours and twenty minutes after leaving Dover—that
to the metalliferous mines of Great Britain and Ireland have
not had that attention which their importance deserves. In the water tub is not of much use, as it only wets the bottom, is to say, in seven hours and twenty minutes after leaving London,
even in seven hours, if the Sleeping-Car Company realises its
mines under the Metalliferéus Mines Acts not fewer than 41,122 leaving the more dangerous upper dust about the sides and
of organising trains which will Leave Paris and London at
persons were employed at the end of last year ; and alike in the and roof of the gallery. A more efficacious method is to scheme
four
in the afternoon, and arrive by eleven at night.
number of persons employed, in the total life-loss, and in the fix a small water pipe with cocks at frequent intervals
**
Two
towns are thus being formed into one, which will be the
very varying proportion of the loss of life in the different dis- along the roads for the attachment of a hose and jet. largest and best situated centre of population for commerce and
tricts, there is ample food for thought. Last year there were Coarse salt, either with or without water, has also been traffic with England along the whole of the French coast. The
65 lives lost by accidents in metalliferous mines—one more than found beneficial in some cases for its hygroscopic pro- harbour works comprise new wet docks, with a surface of twentyin the previous year. The Durham district was the safest, the perties, which cause the dust to adhere and solidify. The seven acres, and with a depth which will enable the largest ships
loss of life being one to every 1422 persons employed in and about fourth remedy suggested, that of isolating sections, is to enter and obtain all they require. One of the finest refitting
the mines; whilst the South-Western district follows with intended to be effected by arching the main roads, docks which exist has just been completed.
‘The outer harbour, which is as large as the wet dock, has a
one life lost for every 1333 persons employed. South Staffordshire which
are to be made perfectly smooth so as to afford no minimum depth of 74 metres, The dry dock, which will accomwas the least safe for the year, one life being lost in that district lodgment
modate
men-of-war or merchantmen of the largest size, can be
for
dust,
and
kept
scrupulously
clean
and
for every 150 persons employed in and about the mines, and
The length of such in places might be filled or emptied with great rapidity, an engine of 900-horse power
other districts come between. The causes of the accidents were whitewashed.
emptying it in less than two hours. The foundations now being laid
about
one
hundred
yards.
—falls of ground, 21 lives lost; ropes and chains breaking, and
the machine would be taken at first sight for a fort. More
In addition to the special discussion of the six explo- for
other accidents in shafts, 11 lives; miscellaneous underground
than 70,000,000f. will be laid out on them, the expense being
accidents, 23 lives lost; and accidents on the surface, 10 lives. sions forming the main subject of the volume, a consider- shared by the State, the department, the town, and the French
lish railway companies,”
As compared with the previous year there is a decrease in the able amount of other matter of a more general kind and the
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valves being Thom’s patent, 32in. diameter, and all the valves
are balanced by pistons attached to the top ends of the valve
spindles. Hughes’ metallic packing is used in all the stuffing
boxes of the piston and valve rods. The top halves of
the excentric pulleys are made of cast iron, the bottom
halves being wrought iron, the excentric straps are lined
with brass rings, secured by countersunk pins. The
reversing engine is on the direct-acting “push” principle,
with oil cylinder and pump fittings for working by hand. The
crank shaft, built of mild steel, was made by Vickers, Sons, and
Co., the bearings being 2lin. diameter and 23in. long, the crank
pins 22in. diameter and 20in. long. The shaft is made in three
pieces, reversible and interchangeable, and bolted together with
solid couplings, 54in. thick by 39in. diameter, the coupling bolts,
nine in number, in each coupling being 4jin. diameter. The
tunnel shafts, 20in. diameter, and the thrust and propeller shafts,
2lin. diameter, were also made by Vickers, Sons and Co., of steel ;
the propeller shaft is cased with brass for the whole length
of the stern tube; the rings were slipped on in sections, and are
lap jointed with burnt V joints. The thrust block is fitted with
horse-shoe rings of cast steel, faced with Kingston's white metal,
all the rings being separately adjustable; the bottom of the
block is used for circulating water for cooling purposes. The
tunnel-bearing blocks, two to each length, are of cast iron, lined
with Kingston’s white metal. The shafting is so arranged that
the propeller shaft can be withdrawn readily and easily, the
after length of tunnel shaft being short for this purpose. The
piston-rods, which are carried up through the top cylinder
covers, are 9}in. diameter, and made of best mild steel,
are fitted
into each piston with a cone, having a collar below and a
nut above, and all the piston-rods are interchangeable.
The connecting-rods are forged from mild steel, with
double bearings at the top ends, the lower ends being
bushed with gun-metal lined with white metal. The diameter
of the top end of the rod is 8}in., and the lower end 10in.
The condenser, which forms part of the structure of the engine,
is made of cast iron in three pieces, bolted together ; the columns
for supporting the cylinders are also bolted to the condenser.
The tubes, which are in two lengths, are 10ft. 6in. long between
tube plates, the condenser being divided in the middle into
what is practically two condensers. The tubes, fin. external
diameter, No. 18 b.w.g. thick, 5604 in number, have a cooling
surface of 11,546 square feet. The condenser may also be worked
by jetinjection. The air pumps, two in number, are 30in. diameter by 33in. stroke, worked from the low and high-pressure
crossheads by levers and links. The barrels, buckets, and seats are
made of brass, the valves being india-rubber ; the rod of manganese bronze is attached to the crosshead, and guided by strong
brackets bolted to the cover. The feed and bilge pumps, two of
each, are worked from the air-pump crossheads, with plungers
7in. diameter, and made entirely of brass. The valve-chests and
valves, of large size, are made of brass ; and to each air-pump
crosshead is also attached a sanitary pump with 44in. plunger.
The circulating pumps are of the centrifugal type, two in
number, each capable of supplying the requisite quantity of
water when the engines are worked full power. These pumps
are driven by independent compound engines, with cylinders Sin.
and l6in. diameter, and 10in. stroke. Weir's feed heater
and engine is fitted on board for feeding the boilers. An
auxiliary donkey pump of large size is also supplied for pumping
from sea and bilge to boilers and overboard, and along with two
fire engines, specially provided for fire purposes, may be used as
a fire engine and for washing decks. In addition to these engines,
a No. 7 pulsometer is fitted to draw from the sea, bilge, and
ballast tanks, and discharge on deck and overboard. A special
centrifugal pump driven by an independent engine, and capable
of discharging 200 tons per hour, is also fitted for ballast purposes. The connections to the auxiliary engines are of the
most complete description. The boilers, six in number, are of
the ordinary marine multitubular type, constructed entirely of
steel, for a working-pressure of 160 Ib. per square inch. Each
boiler is 13ft. 6in. diameter and 18ft. long, with six corrugated
furnaces, having a mean diameter of 3ft. lin. The total heating
surface in all the boilers is 17,640 square feet, and the bars are
6ft. long, giving a bar surface of 627 square feet.
During the very successful twelve hours’ trial in the Irish
Sea on January 21st and 22nd of this year, the highest indicated horse-power developed was 6751, with 64°5 revolutions
and a steam pressure in the boilers of 160 lb., the vacuum being
26in. The mean speed of the twelve hours’ run was 16°5 knots,
the mean displacement being 8840 tons, on a mean draught of
22it. 7in. The mean indicated horse-power for the whole run
was about 6500, with 64 revolutions, and this without the
64.55

HIGH, LOW, AND INTERMEDIATE PRESSURE DIAGRAMS,
8.S. OROYA.
slightest sign of heating in any of the bearings. The accompanying diagrams speak for themselves. Steam 160 1b.; vacuum,
forward, 26in., aft, 254in.; revolutions, 64; horse-power, highpressure cylinder, 1888; intermediate, 1908; low-pressure,
2649 ; total, 6445.
7
‘oan 2
The propeller, with loose blades of manganese bronze, securely
bolted to a cast steel boss, made by Vickers, Sons, and Co., is
22ft. diameter, with a pitch of 28ft. 6in. The pitch may be
varied from 27ft. to 30ft., the flat area of all the blades being
149°6 square feet.
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tures of interest. The stables are of galvanised iron, and
will, we fear, be found very hot in the summer, The
tents are the pictures of neatness, and some are even
luxurious in their furniture, carpets, &. We were very
much struck by the workmanlike appearance of the
small, wiry horses, clever-looking animals, well put
together, and apparently not half so fierce in the stables
as they are reported to be in the prairies of the Wild
West. We should imagine that these small, hardy
steeds might be imported into England with advantage
for a variety of purposes. It is quite evident that we
are very much in want of good working horses. Of
show horses we have quite enough.
The American Exhibition is sure to attract large crowds
of people, and these crowds will see much there that
they should make notes of and ey by. We may learn
much from America, and should not be too proud to do
so. America can and does learn a great deal from us,
and on those occasions puts her pride in her pocket
in a most laudable manner. Nothing in America is so
worthy of imitation as the marvellous faculty her
children possess of adaptation, and of discovering profit
and use in everything they see.

Tuts Exhibition, which will be opened on May 9th,
will probably be in some respects one of the most interesting show places accessible to the ordinary Londoner. The
wild excitement of Buffalo Bill’s Wild West is already
raising the expectation of thousands. But interesting
as the feats of horsemanship of the cowboys and Indians
indisputably are, the technical and business part of the
Exhibition will not be neglected. The building in which
the principal exhibits will be shown stretches deg West
Brompton station almost as far as Addison-road. The
roof is of galvanised iron, and supported on trusses composed of old iron rails. The trusses are on an American
system, and no English contractors would consent to put
them up, so very light and unsubstantial did they seem.
But American bridges are probably familiar to our
readers, and they will therefore not be surprised to learn
tbat the proprietors of the Exhibition erected the building themselves. No skilled labour was necessary, and
without employing any exceptional number of hands,
about fifteen pillars, with accompanying trusses, were
runupaday. The
noters, however, had great difticulty with the Metropolitan Board of Works, who would
insist on having things substantial enough to last a
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
decade, not just one London summer, which we all know
responsible for the opinions of our
is proverbially short. They certainly had their way in [We do not hold ourselves
Correspondents.
the erection of the grand stand, which the secretary considers twice as strong as is necessary. This grand stand
THE R.A,S.E. ‘COMPETITIVE TRIALS.”
will contain as many as 20,000 spectators comfortably,
Sm,—Your correspondent, ‘Old Portable,” is right. There are
and it is in front of this that the cowboys will twice a no conditions known to us whereunder we would submit to the
day lasso buffaloes, and jump bucks. <A lay shaft runs indignities of a ‘competitive engine trial” by the R.A.S.E. or
along the main building, from which mechanical power any other society whatever; and if our signature to the
of the Agricultural Engineers’ Association is calculated
will be supplied. The vessel carrying the engine for this circular
to convey a contrary impression, we hasten to correct it.
.
shaft was wrecked only the other day, and the company
We draw a very wide distinction between a “ competitive trial”
had to pay £137 salvage to have her towed into port. and an “independent test by such men as Sir F. Bramwell, Mr,
Among the features of the main building will be models W. Anderson, and Mr. Cowper.”
Leiston Works, April 30th.
RICHARD GARRETT AND Sons.
of various kinds of steamships used in the States,
especially the steam ferries and saloon river steamers, so
Sir,—In your issue of the 22nd you publish a letter from Mr.
famous for their luxurious appointments.
There will
H. D. Marshall, the president of the Agricultural Engineers’
also be an interesting exhibit of incombustible straw Association,
explaining some of the reasons why our leading agrilumber for building purposes, as well as of terra-cotta cultural engineers,
asa body, have not entered their engines in the
material. The latest developments in the following Royal Agricultural Society's trials, to be held at Newcastle in
branches of American machinery are, it is stated, expected: July next. Mr. Marshall uses the word “some,” in reference to
in milling machinery, printing machinery, woodwork- these reasons, I think advisedly. 1, myself, strongly believe
reason, not given by Mr. Marshall, has had more to do
ing machinery, metalworking machinery, agricultural another
with their abstaining from the competition than those given by
machinery, brickmaking machinery. In this last branch him
collectively. 1 quote this reason from an article published in
a 135-horse power machine is expected, which we were your issue of September 19th, 1884, on the Stockport engine
told turns out bricks “as fast as buttons.” Another trials, and when speaking of the unwise absence of competitive
feature will be a complete and exhaustive collection of trials at the Royal Society's meetings, says:—‘‘The reason why
been very plainly stated; engineers with great influence at
American mechanical toys. This is a department in has
council table have said plainly that, having got all the prizes
which the Americans have made themselves famous, and the
they needed, they did not see why the competitions should be
great things are expected of the mechanical toy stand. continued, because it was more than probable that the younger
The entire Exhibition will be lighted by the electric light, firms proffting by their experience would beat them, and so
deprive them of their laurels.”
on the Thomson and Houston system.
Other than the above I see no bond side reason why they should
The art galleries have a striking novelty about them,
compete ; their reason of insufficient time to experiment is
which will probably be adopted in future art galleries| not
sheer nonsense, as it is now nearly fourteen years since a competiwherever possible. They have no doors. In order to | tive trial of engines was held by our leading Agricultural Society,
economise wall space, the corners of the rooms have an | which is quite sufficient for many and great improvements to have
in the agricultural steam engine, and also quite long
archway which leads into four rooms at once, from whence been A
to keep the agricultural world in suspense as to who are
an anxious mamma looking for a daughter who has been enough
now
making
best agricultural engines. But fourteen years
lost, stolen, or has strayed, can at one glance, as it were, | are altogether the
insufficient for these gentlemen, who cry out—when
take in the four rooms, and thus, without rushing wildly | they see that the trials are inevitable—for more time, and make
from one room to the other, the worthy British matron this an excuse for withholding from the competition, which, to put
will be able to find her daughter without losing herself. the best construction I can on it, appears to me to be an admission
they are exactly where they were fourteen years ago. HowThe largest room in these art galleries will be devoted to that
I shall be disappointed if firms with comparatively limited
a splendid hunting trophy, which is to beat everything ever,
means of experimenting do not ecli
any performance ever
that has ever been done in that way before.
made with an agricultural engine; and if so, as I anticipate, this
The gardens are very prettily laid out, and are exten- should come to pass, I believe that such a performance will be as
sive. In one part we saw a switchback railway which will fully appreciated by the general public, and the prize will carry as
as if every firm in the trade had competed.
e
probably prove a great attraction; in another a grand much weight
of the non-competing element is sure to be that, “If they
tobogganing hill. The grounds present considerable difti- excuse
had entered their engines for trial the results would have been
culties to the landscape gardener, as they are the property different,” but in the absence of evidence to the contrary I do not
of several railway companies, the lines of which pass think it will avail them much.
The Royal Agricultural Society deserve the congratulations of
through them. The American Exhibition Company
entire agricultural community for the firm and wise course the
therefore take great credit to themselves for the very the
have
in holding these trials in opposition to the determined,
picturesque effects they have produced on them. By dint but Itaken
am glad to say fruitless, efforts of these gentlemen, and I
of building bridges and footways over the lines, serpen- hope the severe rebuke they have suffered will teach them that the
tine walks, and other devices, the railways are quite Royal Agricultural Society will neither be dictated to nor coerced
disguised. We understand that the Exhibition Company’s by any ring.
From the tone of Mr. Marshall's letter, and also the memorial,
officers have all got shares in the enterprise, although
December 9th, this body of engineers seem to take it almost
they are not allowed to sell out, for which purpose the dated
as an insult that the Royal Agricultural Society should not have
rincipal director is trustee for them. Very little money consulted them upon a subject of such wide importance to themnas been wasted in building materials. The galvanised selves and the public generally, and that by not doi
so they
iron will always sell when the Exhibition is over, and the have not studied the best interests of their members and the agricultural
community
at
large.
value of the old rails which have been converted into
This, I submit, is another absurd and presumptuous excuse set
trusses and coated with paint, will actually have risen forth
to exonerate their conduct. I think the Royal ———
when the Exhibition is closed. They were bought as old Society of England may be credited with havinga fair knowledge
iron; they will probably fetch a very different price when of the requirements of agriculturists generally, and as a bod
neon have discovered to what capital uses they can established to promote and assist in the development of the agricultural industry, they have acted very properly, and in the best
put.
of the agricultural community, by not first studying
As we walked through the Exhibition building, the interests
the interests and convenience of these conservative non-competitors,
secretary was strong in his expressions of disapproval of and
I sincerely hope and believe that the efforts of the Society
the Metropolitan Board of Works. He assured us that will be rewarded by such results of efficiency and
y as will
in the States a body with such absolute autocratic power make the absentees not only feel ashamed of their antique perwould not be permitted to exist. Evidently the fact of formances, but will show them that even by their combined power
influence the tide of progress cannot be stop ped.
having to make the grand stand twice as strong as the andElworth
EDWIN FOoDEN.
Foundry, Sandbach,
American Company considered sufficient weighs heavily
May 2nd.
on their minds. We were assured that in America, if a
body like the Metropolitan Board of Works were to
PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS,
Sm,—Perhaps if I consulted my own self-respect I would not
object to the plans of a structure on the grounds of insufficient strength, the company could call in experts in further trespass on your space by replying to ‘J. T. N.’s” flippant
in your last impression; but I do not write for “J. T, N.’s”
support of their original scheme, and the municipal letter
benefit alone, but for the class which he represents, namely, a class
authority would be compelled to give way. We thought the product of the ‘‘cram system,” who really know little of
it advisable to make no reference to the occasional failures what has been said, written, and thought by great men with great
of American bridges and other structures, nor to the ex- minds. Poor “J. T. N.” does not see that when he attacks me
and that in doing so
tremely arbitrary proceedings of some of the American he is attacking men of world-wide a
is making himself—shall I say ridiculous¢
authorities, proceedings which would not be allowed in he The
first
offence
which
I
have
committed
is
to talk of ‘‘rate of
this country.
acceleration.” ‘J. T. N.” cannot understand what this means ; to
The main building is handsomely decorated with flags, him it is tautological nonsense. Let me endeavour to enlighten
workmen are busy running up stands, and everything has him. Ifa body A has an accelerated velocity of 2ft. per second,
an appearance of activity and bustle. Things seem well per second, while B has an accelerated velocity of 4ft. per second,
second, then it is said that the rate of acceleration of B is
advanced, and there is every reason to believe the Exhi- per
double that of A. That is one meaning of the words.
bition will be ready for opening on the 9th inst.
Now as to my authority for using it. If ‘J. T. N.” will
Theencampment of “Buffalo Bill,”
or Colonel the Honour- turn to Rankine on ‘The Steam Engine and _ other
able W. F. Cody, as his real name is, presents many fea- Prime Movers,” a book of which he may have heard, he will
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find on page 19 the following
ge :—‘“‘If the acceleration be at
any different vate per second, the force necessary to produce that
acceleration, being the resistance on the driving body due to the
acceleration of the driven body, bears the same propgrtion to the
driven body’s weight which the actual vate of acceleration bears to
the rate of acceleration produced Ly gravity acting freely.” Further
down we have, ‘ Let |ddadte the vate ofacceleration.” On
e 20
“If the vate of acceleration is not constant but variable,” and
again, ‘‘The work performed in accelerating a body is the product
of the resistance due to the rate of acceleration into the distance
moved through by the driven body while the acceleration is going
on.”
Perhaps your correspondent will now withdraw his implication
that I am an ignorant blunderer, and will admit that one of the
most eminent mathematicians and the cleverest thinkers that Great
Britain has produced has given me authority for using the words,
‘‘rate of acceleration.” But perhaps “J. ip.N.” knows all about
it, much better than Rankine did, and does not agree with Rankine ?
1 do not feel called uponto answer your uncourteous correspondent
at any length, and hehas himself said that he will besatisfied if Ideal
with one of the three points he has raised. He has had his answer
concerning No.1, Concerning No. 2 I can only regret that he is
so obtuse that he cannot discover my meaning. It seems to me
clear enough. As to No, 3, it appears that I have hurt his susceptibilities by saying that ‘‘as far as physics are concerned, the
great thing we have to deal with is energy.” ‘‘J. T. N.” is angry
becauseI have relegated mattertoasecond place. Will ‘J. T. N.”
kindly tell me what he knows about this matter of which he talks
so glibly, apart from motion? If he can prove that he knows anything whatever, that any evidence of any kind concerning it or
its existence has ever reached his brain, without the direct or
indirect operation of motion, then
I promise to admit that “J.T. N.”
knows more than any other man on earth ; that he has really seen,
not the picture of a thing on his retina, but the thing itself; that
he has handled and
ined matter at a temperature of — 461-8
Fah., and that he is blessed with powers of perception akin to the
supernatural, Only, before he sets about his proofs I would ask
him to read a little paper by Professor Crookes, ‘‘ Matter Dead ;”
also let me quote Faraday for him: ‘‘What do we know of an atom
apart from its force? You imagine a nucleus which may be called
a and surround it by forces which may be called m; to my mind the
substance consists of the powers m, and indeed what notion can we
form of the
nucl
indep
tof its powers! What thought
remains on which to hang the imagination of an a independent of
the acknowledged forces ?”
_But perbaps “J. T. N.” knows more about these things than
either ‘araday, or Amptre, or a great many others.
Finally, to answer one more question. Energy is motion, and as
nothing but motion can cause motion—or else the law of the conservation of energy is untrue—therefore energy in variety is not only
motion, but is due to motion.
Perhaps ‘J, T. N.” will favour your readers with facts and
illustrations proving the contrary.
fore attempting this, however, let him. read, say, for six months. Let him turn
to textbooks and learn what professors have to say about the kinetic
nature of energy. Let him learn something concerning chemical
dynamics and kinetics. Let him, in a word, endeavour to teach
himself something of what is going on in the world of science outside the narrow limits of the class-room.
As I have said before, I do not write for “J.T. N.” alone, but
for a class of young men, the results of whose education is a
standing proof of the accuracy of my criticisms on the modern
system of teaching.
London, May 2nd.
Sir,—Your correspondent, ‘J. T. N.” is confusing Matter with
Mass, Dynamics and kinetics take no cognisance of Matter. They
take coguisance of Mass. I am surprised that so rigid a stickler for
minute accuracy should fall into the vulgar errror of confounding
Matter with Mass.
W. Suarrp.
Glasgow, May 4th.
COLOUR BLINDNESS AND ENGINE-DRIVERS’ EYESIGHT,
Sir,—As Mr. Stretton has answered my letter of 16th inst., and
asks for a few explanations, I shall, by your permission be most
happy to answer his questions,
do not desire to say much about the distance tests, but in
passing, may say I have seen men tested for distance, by better

[T—t00---—

means than the dot system. The main point of my letter was | drical, parallel, and true. The plates are to be f;in. thick, double
intended to be the colour tests. Mr. Stretton says, “‘a man may rivetted vertically on double butt straps with gin. rivets spaced
be perfectly able to see spots on a card, and sort various colours of 3}in. apart, the butt straps to be iin. thick. The horizontal
wool, and yet be unsafe upon an engine.” If this is the case, as joints are to be treble rivetted on single butt straps, gin. thick,
Mr. Stretton states, I am sure the error will be in the distance and | with gin. rivets spaced 3gin. apart, as shown. The edges of all
not in the colour. I said in my letter of 16th that “there is more plates are to be truly planed and close butted before being
in the question than he—Mr, Stretton—seems to think,” and this rivetted. The rivet-holes are all to be punched and afterwards
gentleman wishes for an explanation, which I give readily. Your made perfectly true and fair by riming, and to be countersunk on
correspondent says in his letter of 15th that ‘‘ Mem. Inst. M.E. . . the outside. At a distance of 7ft. Gin. from the heel the masts are
. . states that he has known several instances of colour blindness,” to be doubled for a depth of 5ft., with yin. plate as shown for
and goes on to say, “ my—Mr. Stretton’s—experience is quite con- taking the wedging at the level of the main deck. Four lantern
trary.” I then point out how the Belgian State Railways, made a guide bars of the form and dimensions shown on the drawing,
most thorough test of their men, and how the German Railway planed on the front and two sides, are to be attached to the masts
Union tonnd ‘72 per cent. of their drivers and firemen colour-blind ; with fin. rivets spaced about 4}in. apart. The rivets are to be
thus showing how some large railway undertakings found colour countersunk and flush rivetted on the outside. The two front
blindness to exist among their servants to a considerable extent, corners to be rounded as shown. The greatest care must be taken
that the guides are fixed perfectly true and parallel to the centre
against Mr. Stretton’s one man in twenty years.
The naming of the colours is quite unnecessary—from an ignorant line of the masts for their whole length. These are intended for
man such a requirement would be unjust ;but by all means let lantern guides; therefore perfect accuracy is indispensable. The
him arrange the shades according to intensity as Prof. Holmgren heels of the masts are to be strengthened with an internal welded
prescribes. To trust only to flags and lanterns is very dangerous, hoop as shown, double rivetted to the masts with fin. rivets spaced
as it is perfectly possible for a man whose vision is abnormal, to 4in. apart, countersunk and rivetted flush on the outside. The
indicate the colours rightly in such tests, as is most extensively upper portion of the masts is to be strengthened with a welded
spaced
pointed out in works on colour blindness; and it is this point I band as shown, double rivetted to the masts with fin. rivets
wish to lay stress upon, and to which I would draw Mr. Stretton’s about 4in. apart, countersunk and flush rivetted inside and out.
most particular attention, as it isin such a matter that theory steps A wrought iron step is also to be fitted to the inside of the masts for
carrying the topmast as shown, which is to be rivetted to the
in to help practice.
JOHN PLACE.
masts with jin. rivets spaced 4in. apart, countersunk and _rivetted
May 3rd.
flush inside and out. The topmast, which is of wood, is not
included in this specification. A manhole, with cover, is to be
Sir,—It is very satisfactory to find that a number of engine provided at the foot of the masts, as shown, and a hand-hole in the
drivers and firemen on the North-Eastern Railway who failed in upper part, as also shown. The mast steps are to be made to the
the recent ‘‘dot and wool tests,” and to whom you referred in form and dimensions shown, and to be a good close fit to the masts,
your issue of 18th March, were on Sunday, 24th April, re-examined, The necessary bolts, nuts, and other fastenings, as shown, are to
the test applied being those suggested by the men themselves, be supplied.
namely, the practical test of ability to see signals at the required
distances. And the result was that drivers who had been removed
from engines because they failed to
the dot and wool test
GORDON AND BERTHON
proved that they could see signals at 1600,750, and 500 yards. It | THE LATE GENERALBOATS.
is satisfactory that a practical test has thus been admitted to be |
the most reliable and fair, and doubtless justice will now be done
A MELANCHOLY interest attaches to two letters written by
to the men by their being replaced in their former positions.
General Gordon and in the possession of Mr. E. L. Berthon, secreCLEMENT E. STRETTON,
tary to the Berthon Boat Company, Romsey. The copies of
Consulting ry we Amalgamated Society
these letters, which we give here, explain themselves
:—
of Railway Servants,
Kartoum, 6th May, 1877.
St. Pancras Hotel, London, N., May 2nd,
My dear Sir,—Your boats are well known to me, but I know no
details of them. I send to England Mr. Geigler, care of Miss
Gordon, 5, Rockstone-place, Southampton, to buy me four or six or
eight of your boats, largest size ; the number depends on the price.
I want them quickly. I believe you supply a large-sized boat
CONTRACTS OPEN.
to H.M. Navy. Mr. Geigler will go into details as to masts, stores,
&e. kc. Perhaps if you are making boats for H.M. Navy, it may
STEEL MASTS FOR FLOATING LIGHTS.
arranged to Totme have them, and the Navy might wait.
THE work included in this contract consists in the construction be My
brothers—one at Woolwich Arsenal, the other a colonel, R.A.
and supply of six steel masts for floating lights for the Trinity —have
interest with Admiralty, and might manage it. Economy
House.
Tenders are to be delivered at the Trinity House, London,
E.C., on or before Thursday, May 12th inst., addressed to the and quicx dispatch is what I want.Yours sincerely,
secretary of the Corporation of Trinity House, and marked on the
C. E. Gorpon.
outside ‘‘Tender for Steel Masts.”
Geigler will be England (D.V.) in July.
The specification describes the masts and provides for the finding
of all material and labour in the construction of six steel masts for
Massowah, 17th May, 1878.
light vessels, and delivering the same at the Trinity Buoy Wharf,
My dear Sir,—(1) The eight boats, with all you sent with them,
Blackwall, Yarmouth, or Neyland, in accordance with the draw- have been burnt at Lardo.
ing, No. 6049, from which our engraving is prepared.
(2) I see by enclosed letters their price was £15 each, making a
masts, which are to be wholly of steel, are to be completed total of £120; but I expect there were some extras that you sent
on the contractor’s premises, and weighed in the presence of the which would increase the expense. Please make me out a fresh
superintendent. Due notice is to be given to the Corporation when lot of eight boats and a fresh lot of the extra stores. Please send
ready for inspection, and after the same have been approved by them to Suakim vié Canal. There are boats from England which
the engineer-in-chief to the Corporation, the whole of the work is trade through the Canal to Jeddah. Simla is vis-d-vis to Suakim.
to be thoroughly cleansed from rust and then painted with three I think the line is British India.
good coats in pure red and white lead paint. Samples of the steel
Please send bill for boats, for extras, and for freight to my
to be submitted for test and approval, to be of the best quality of sister, who will pay the amount.
Siemens-Landore steel, and to bear a mean tensile strain of 30 tons
Believe me, dear Sir, yours sincerely,
xe square inch of original area, with a mean contraction of not
C, E. Gordon.
ess than 50 per cent. at the point of fracture. The rivets throughout to be of steel, to be a good fit in the rivet-holes, and rivetted
as hereinafter specified. The masts are to measure 55ft. in length
A TELEGRAM from Washington reports that the
by 18in, external diameter, to be made in two plates circumferen- Nicaragua Congress has ratified the Menscal contract for the contially and six plates in height as shown, and to be perfectly cylin- | struction of the Nicaragua Canal.
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HYDRAULIC DRILLING APPARATUS.
THE machinery which we illustrate is made under the patent
of M. Mare Berrier-Fontaine, whose name has for many years
been known in this country in connection with his successful
application at the Arsenal at Toulon of hydraulic rivetting by
the aid of Tweddell’s system of machinery. In addition to
doing all the punching, shearing, forging, rivetting work, &c., a
great deal of the lifting and transport of material is there done
by hydraulic power, and amongst other machinery comprised
in this plant are several Brotherhood three-cylinder hydraulic
capstans ; and it is this engine which Mr. Berrier-Fontaine has
adapted in a very ingenious manner to the driving of drilling,
tapping, and boring tools. The question of utilising the Brotherhood or other engine for the direct driving of stationary rotary
machine tools had already been proposed by Mr. Tweddell in a
paper read by him before the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers in 1874. Of the machines from which our illustrations are taken, and which have been made by the Hydraulic
Engineering Company, Chester, under Mr. Tweddell’s instructions. Fig. 1 shows the three-cylinder engine E, attached
to a frame B, and by means of suitable gearing, driving
the drill D, a suitable feed motion is provided, and in
dotted lines is shown the holding-up bracket. Figs. 2 and 3
show a special application of the same engine to boring
out the holes to receive armour-plate bolts. As will be seen
from the illustrations, the space in which the machine can
work is very confined,
but notwithstanding
this the work was done
nine times as fastas by hand. Figs. 1,2, and 3 relate to machines
employed on H.M.S. Victoria recently launched from the Elswick Company's yard at Newcastle-on-Tyne ; and Figs. 4 and 5
show a design for cutting out the manholes, side-lights, &c., on
ships or other iron structures when erected, a lin. or 1}in. hole
having been drilled in the centre of the proposed opening, a
holding-bolt is passed through to connect the frames B B. The
three-cylinder engine E, by means of suitable gearing clearly
shown in the illustration, drives the arms A, carrying at either
end cutting tools C. This not only makes an absolutely true
and finished opening, but can do any hole from 15in. to 30in.
diameter, and by well-known modifications can cut them oval
with equal ease. In the case of Figs. 6 and 7, the drill is driven
by a Stow flexible shaft; in this case, the shaft has to be
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speeded up to run about five times as fast as the drill itself.
The gearing for this purpose is shown in the framework B, the
flexible shaft being connected at S. The other end of the Stow
shaft is fitted with the usual gearing to reduce the speed again.
This arrangement is convenient, since it allows of the hydraulic
engine being placed on the shop floor or ship's deck, while the
drill isapplied at any point within the range of the flexible
shaft. Messrs. Doxford and Sons, of Sunderland, have one of
these in their boiler-shop, and have found it very convenient.
They have continued extending its applications.
Fig. 8 shows to a larger scale the engine applied to its work
in Fig. 1, but with gearing for smaHer holes; while Figs. 9 and
10 show side and end elevation of another arrangement of
direct-acting drill. With the exception of those illustrated by
Figs. 1, 2, and 3, which work at 750lb. on the square inch,
all the machines in this country work at 1500 lb. on the square
inch ; but there is very little practical difference in the weights
of the apparatus for either pressure.
The engines are as a rule made in two sizes, viz., of either
1-horse or of 4-horse power, and weigh approximately 24 cwt.
and 14 cwt. respectively, with all gearing complete. Generally
it may be said from the experience gained—hitherto chiefly by
M. Berrier Fontaine himself—that when these machines are
used, 25 per cent. more holes can be drilled in the same time in
situ than can be done when plates have to be marked off there,
and taken to and fro to a stationary drilling machine in the
shop.
Compared with ratchet brace and hand work, the work
turned out is at least seven to eight times greater. This has
been also amply confirmed in this country apart from the question of manual speed of turn out. In one instance the cost per
dozen of drilling some holes in boiler work was reduced from
1s. 4d. per dozen by hand to 4d. by the machine. Mr. Tweddell
has also introduced many other applications, and as there are
but few works of any magnitude which are not now fitted up
with hydraulic pressure on his system, there seems a promising
field for the use of M. Berrier Fontaine's very neat invention.

ROLLING MILL ENGINE WITH VARIABLE
EXPANSION.
THE rolling mill engine illustrated on pages 349 and 352 was
constructed in 1885 to replace a smaller one of the ordinary Lancashire type at the works of Messrs. Fox, Head, and Co., of
Middlesbrough. Being confined to the position of the old one,
variation in size and in details was admissible, but not in general
form. The mills to be driven were one clutch-reversing plate
mill, with rolls 26in. in diameter by 7ft. 6in. long, and one
three-high mill, with rolls 24in. and 18in. in diameter by
6ft. 2in. long. Upon the middle of the engine crank shaft is a
fly-wheel 25ft. in diameter, and weighing 35 tons, and at the
far end is a steel pinion 4ft. 8in. in diameter by 1ft. 8in. broad.
Through this pinion the whole power of the engine is transmitted to the mills. The pressure of the steam supplied is
60lb. per square inch above the atmosphere, and the normal
number of revolutions is fifty-five per minute. The main
cylinder is 48in. in diameter, and the stroke 54in. Both body
and covers of the cylinder are steam-jacketted. The slide is of the
kind known as the Trick valve, the steam
being
double and the exhaust single-ported. The engine frames are
hollow, but exceedingly strong and massive, They are brought
direct from the front of the cylinder to the main bearings,
which are placed at an angle of 45 deg., thus ensuring the
resistance being in the line of the principal stresses. The
main crank consists of a cast iron dise containing a double
crank, of which the end out of use acts as a balance weight. It
is, however, also bored out to receive a crank pin, in case of the
other pin getting loose and wearitg its socket oval, which sometimes happens. The crank disc is hooped externally with
wrought iron, and is perforated at intervals to facilitate rotation
when required without steam.
The engine is fitted with Schaeffer and Budenburg’s variable
expansion gear. To the slide rod, outside the slide chest, a
stanchion is rigidly fixed, which transmits its motion through
an adjustable rod to a hanging lever pivotted upon the spindle
of a cylindrical grid valve. This is placed horizontally above the
TuE War-office authorities are experimentingwith a poly- slide chest, and forms part of the steam inlet connections.
cycle machine which carries twelve riders in Indian file, and carries The hanging lever is prolonged beyond the valve spindle, so
a pair of curved horns, which are jointed to it.
them easily at ten miles an hour, and hauls in addition a light as to
When in the position shown in the engraving they are united
wagon or ammunition cart,
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to the valve spindle by hardened steel catches and suitable
springs, and they and the grid valve rock to-and-fro with the
hanging lever without interfering in any way with the passage
of the steam. Between the horns, however, protrudes another
spindle, one end of which is hinged to a fixed double eye and
the other end is movable in a vertical plane by the governor,
according to the number of revolutions at which it is driven by
the engine. Until the normal or desired pitch has been
reached, the spindle remains in too high a position for the
horns to touch it as they oscillate. : The grid valve, which
oscillates with them, is so arranged in respect to its casing
that it then opens passages right and left, which permits
the steam to pass unimpeded to the main slide. The distribution is therefore left entirely to the latter when the engine is
running at or below the normal speed. But when the
proper number of revolutions is exceeded by ever so little, the
governor rises, and causes the spindle to fall, the horns begin
then to touch it alternately, and are lifted clear of the catches
uniting them to the spindle of the grid valve. The latter, being
set free, is brought by springs to a vertical position, and
instantly and completely cuts off the steam. This event occurs
once in each stroke, On the return stroke the released horn
catches the spindle of the grid valve
in, and holds it until it
is again released, if the governor spindle remains low
gh to
touch it.
The control of the speed of the engine by this system of governing is perfect, even with the great variation in resistance which is
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of the crank shaft. The plunger makes a short forward stroke,
during which it draws in the charge of gas and air; a somewhat
shorter back stroke, during which the charge
is compressed;
ignition then takes place, and the engine makes a long forward
expansion stroke, followed by a long back stroke, which expels
the products of combustion. The complete cycle is performed
in a single revolution of the crank shaft and in a single cylinder.
In the Otto engine two revolutions of the crank shaft are
necessary for a complete cycle, and the charging and expansion strokes are necessarily of equal lengths. In the Clerk
engine a complete cycle is performed in one revolution, but
then a separate cylinder for compression is required, The
advantages of Mr. Atkinson’s arrangement are obvious, supposing that it can be carried out in a mechanically perfect
way. (1) The engine in normal working receives an impulse
during each revolution which tends to regularity of speed, and
to a reduction of the weight of the engine for a given power.
(2) The control of the engine by the governor can be much
more perfectly effected than in an engine having only an ignition
in normal working every second revolution. (8) The inequality
of the charging and expansion strokes permits of a greater
range of expansion to be utilised. (4) As the cycle is completed
in half the time required for that purpose in the Otto engine,
the loss through the cylinder walls.is diminished, and more heat
retained in the gases. This renders the longer expansion valuable. In fact, but for this action. the longer expansion
would add but little to the useful work done. During the
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cator of my own, but unfortunately the lever warped from the
heat of the gases escaping round the small piston-rod. I therefore
used a Crosby indicator of Mr. Atkinson’s with a 100 Ib. to the
inch spring, which appeared to be in perfect order. The
diagrams are perfectly easy to read, though the high speed and
excessive fluctuation of pressure are trying to the indicator.
The diagrams have one singular peculiarity, which has puzzled
me a good deal. The exhaust line shows a strong wave-like
fluctuation. The waves are regularly reproduced in exactly the
same places in every diagram, and they cannot be attributed to
the action of the indicator spring. I have come to the conclusion
that these fluctuations of pressure in the discharging stroke
are due to vibration of the exhaust valve. Probably in future
engines this action will be eliminated, with a slight gain of efficiency to the engine.
The brake.—The brake was a leather strap on the fly-wheel,
with a weight at one end and a spring balance at the other.
The arrangement was quite satisfactory. The vertical circumference of the brake was 16°03ft.
The gas used.—The gas was taken from the Gas Light and
Coke Company’s mains, and the gas measured did not include
the small quantity required for the igniting flame. As no analysis of the gas was made, it is necessary to form an estimate of
its probable heat value. The most accurate estimate of the
heat value of London gas I have found is one based on thirteen
analyses, and given by Dr. Adams—“ Proc. Inst. Civil Engineers,”
vol. lxix. p. 299. According to this, the average London gas, at
ordinary pressure and temperature, occupies 34°10 cubic feet
per lb., and its heat value is 628°7 thermal units per cubic foot.
In the trial of the Rollason engine by Professor Kennedy a
sample of the gas was analysed. In computing the heat value
from the analysis, Professor Kennedy has taken an erroneous
value of the heat of combustion of hydrogen. Correcting this,
I find that the heat value of London gas from Professor Kennedy’s analysis is 627 thermal units per cubic foot at ordinary
pressure and temperature. This agrees closely with Dr. Adams’
estimate. I found the pressure of the gas delivered from the
meter to be 29°86in. of mercury, and the atmospheric temperature in the workshop was 55 deg., so that the gas used was
practically at normal temperature and pressure. The estimate
of the heating power of the gas is important, because the calculation of the efficiency of the engine depends on it, and diferent samples of gas vary a good deal in heat value, In this
respect London gas does not rank high.
(To be continued.)
TENDERS.
LEICESTER PUBLIC BATHS,
For the construction of a ladies’ swimming bath at the Public
Baths, Leicester. Quantities, specification, and drawings by Mr.
J. Gordon, M. Inst. C.E., borough surveyor:—
2ad
Hy. Black, Barrow-on-Soar (accepted) .. .. .. .. 840 0 0
8. and B. Bentley, London... ... .. .. «2 « « S48 8 2
W. Gimson
and Sons, Leicester.. .. .. .. .. «.. 85816 2
T. andH. Herbert, Leicester .. .. .. .. .. .. 92000
J. O. Jewsbury, Leicester .. .. .. .. «2 o -. 930 00
Geo. Hewitt, RT 264. bah ier) <6 ce) 6a Sed vow SERS
J. Marston, Leicester .. .. ..
a del, Cate
989 0 0
H, Hilton and Son, Birmingham
1230 410

END OF SUCTION STROKE.
DIAGRAMS SHOWING ACTION
inseparable from rolling mills. The diagrams, taken when the
xpeed has exceeded the normal, show a good clean cut-off, which
in view of the circumstance that it is done outside the slide
chest, is more than might have been anticipated. For manipulating the slide valve during the operation of starting, or whenever it may be n
to reverse for a few revolutions, an
auxiliary cylinder is placed vertically near the middle of the
outer frame. The excentric rod, which is formed with a gab
end, is lifted clear of the slide-rod crosshead by depressing the
innermost of the two horizontal catch levers. By means of the
outermost one another rod is made to connect the same crosshead with the auxiliary cylinder, and the engineman can then
move the slide backwards or forwards throughout its whole
stroke at pleasure. The caps of the main and trailing shaft
ngs are of cast steel and the principal brasses are of
phosphor bronze. The latter are octagonal in form, with a midfeather to keep them in place instead of side flanges, and they
are so arranged that they can be worn in four different positions
before being cast aside.
ATKINSON’S NEW GAS ENGINE.
Our readers will be interested in the following information,
which we take from a report by Professor Unwin, M.I.C.E.,
F.R.S., on a trial of a new gas engine, invented by Mr. James
Atkinson, at the works of the makers, the British Gas Engine
Company, Gospel Oak.
_The engine is quite new, and is only less remarkable mechanically than it is for the great stride it makes in reducing the
quantity of gas used per actual horse-power. The cycle explained
below will be readily understood from the above diagrains, showing the chief positions of the parts.
The Engine.--The engine is a nominal 4-horse power engine,
with a single cylinder serving both for compression and explosion. By a very ingenious arrangement of linkwork, the plunger
makes two double strokes of unequal length for each revolution

END OF WORKING STROKE.
OF ATKINSON'S GAS ENGINE.
trial the engine was kept continuously at work from 10.40
till 1.0, and from 2.0 till 4.35, without the slightest hitch.
Under extremely different conditions of work it maintained,
without any interference, a practically uniform speed, except
only in the last trial, in which probably the taking of
indicator diagrams interfered a little with the action of the
engine. If it is considered that this is the first engine of the
kind constructed, that some improvements in the proportioning
can no doubt be effected in a new engine, and that the workmanship of the linkwork was not as accurate as in ordinary practice it would be made, it may be taken as demonstrated that
there is no mechanical defect in the action of the engine likely
to interfere with the realisation of those advantages of the
mode of accomplishing the thermo-dynamic cycle in the cylinder
which have already been described.
The mode of carrying out the trials.—I arranged to have a trial
at normal full power, at about two-thirds full power, and at
about one-third full power. Also a trial with the engine
running without load. Subsequently a short trial was made
with the largest load on the brake with which the engine would
run. This last trial was not perfectly satisfactory, as the engine
twice began to slow down, and the brake-weight had to be lifted
for a few seconds to let the engine get away again. I suspect
that in taking indicator diagrams we just interfered with
the action of the engine enough to cause the slowing, and
that if no diagrams had been taken the engine would have run
steadily with this load. I allowed Mr. Atkinson to start the
engine for each trial, and to adjust the gas valve for the trial.
Subsequently every observation during the trial was made and
recorded by myself, or by four of my students who assisted me.
An indicator diagram was taken every five minutes, and simultaneously observations were made of the load on the brake, the
counter, the weight and temperature of the jacket-water, and
the gas consumption. The indicator diagram was taken and the
observations made by signal, and the numbers given in the
detailed tables appended show how regularly the engine was
working throughout the trials.
The indicator diagams,—I intended to use a tested Crosby indi-

Royat NationaL LiFEBpoaT INSTITUTION.—The committee of
this Institution have decided to offer a gold and a silver medal for
drawi
or models of a mechanically propelled lifeboat best
adapted to meet the conditions under which lifeboats are called
upon to perform their work. Also a gold and silver medal for
models or drawings of a propelling power suitable for the boats of
the Institution. All the models and drawings must be forwarded
to the Institution not later than October 1st next, under cypher,
accompanied by the fullest detailed explanations, and a sealed
cover containing the name and address of the competitor, not to be
opened until after a decision has been arrived at. The models and
drawings will be examined by three judges, appointed by the committee, who reserve to themselves the right of withholding ail or
any of the medals. All communications should be addressed to
the secretary, Mr. Charles Dibdin, 14, John-street, Adelphi,
London, W.C.
ScIENCE AND THE JUBILEE.—An instructive and interesting
lecture was delivered on this subject by Mr. Eric Bruce on Thursday
the 28th ult., at Princes Hall. Mr. Bruce opened his lecture by
speaking of the tremendous strides made by science during the last
fifty years. He dwelt first on the subject of steam, the progress of
which he divided into two periods, its application, from 1837 to
1850, and its development, from 1850 to the present time. He
went on.to speak of the invention of Nasmyth’s steam hammer, and
the consequent improvement in all branches of industry, connected
with steel and iron manufactures, the struggle for supremacy
between the paddle and the screw, the victory of the latter, and its
advantages as an economiser of power and space; the dwarfing of
the ‘‘Woolwich Infant” of twenty years ago, by its gigantic
successor. The lect
then expiained
briefly the construction of
the telephone and microphone, speaking hopefully of their future
development. Mr. Bruce devoted the second half of his lecture to
electricity as applied to telegraphy, as a future motor = and
as the successor of gas. Mr. Bruce wound up his lecture by showing
his own latest application of electricity, his electric war balloon for
night signalling This is an ordinary captive gas balloon, in which
is placed an incandescent lamp, connected with a battery. Bya
pre-arranged code of flashes, armies are thus enabled to communicate with each other, independently of the physical features of the
countries in which they may find themselves.
THE LATE Mr. WittiaM Hvussanp.—Mr. William Husband,
inventor of Husband’s oscillating cylinder stamps—mining—whose
death was announced a few days ago, was born at Mylor, near
Falmouth, on October 12th, 1823. Declining when a boy to be
either a sailor or a shipbuilder, as his father required, he set out on
horseback, unknown to him, for Hayle Foundry, where, after
earnestly soliciting Mr. Henry Harvey, the head of the firm, to
help him in his determination to be an engineer, he was received
as an apprentice. The first erecting work intrusted to him by the
firm was in Holland, in 1844. Messrs. Harvey had to supply the
umping-engines to drain Haarlem Lake; they chose young
Frusband for their representative, and as he quickly taught himself
Dutch, the Dutch Commissioners at once saw his peculiar fitness
to carry the drainage works all through, and they prevailed on
Messrs. Harvey to let his services be transferred to their Government. Seven years sufficed to complete this great engineering
work ; and when, in 1851, Mr. Husband returned to England, he
r
d his
tion with the Hayle Foundry. He eventually
became a partner in it, and was intimately associated with all its
undertakings till his death at Clifton, after a short but painful
illness. Besides the ore-stamping machine so well known in
foreign and home mining districts, Mr. Husband’s inventions included the balance-valve for water-works purposes, the four-beat
pump valve, a safety plug for the prevention of accidents, &c., and
only on the night of his fatal seizure he was explaining to his son a
further improvement in the Cornish pumping-engines he was
intending to patent, and a new method of ventilating mines, by
which he hoped to benefit the miners. He was twice president of
the Mining Association and Institute of Cornwall ; president of
the Hayle Industrial Exhibition, 1884 ; a member of the Polytechnic Society ; the originator and captain of the Artillery Corps, &c,
He was married, and leaves a widow and four children,
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
Tur Manitoba Railway expects to build 670 miles of
its extension to Montana, in the United States, before 23rd
November next.
Aw extension of the Dakka State Railway to Chittagong, in India, has been sanctioned. This is one of the new lines
which Sir Theodore Hope wishes to see placed in a fair way for
commencement before he leaves office.
Tue Alnwick and Cornhill branch of the NorthEastern Railway, which runs through the centre of Northumberland for thirty-five miles, and has
n constructed ata cost of
£304,400, was upened for goods traffic on Monday.
Ix reply to a question in the House of Lords on the
Quetta Railways, Viscount Cross said: “There are two railwaysto
Quetta, both starting from Sibi, on the North-Western Frontier
system. The Bolan route is now quite completed, and traffic is
working on it throughout. On the Sind-Pishin route the rails
have already been linked through, but the line is not yet opened
for traffic.”
Ir is stated that the Dutch Government contemplates
the construction of a railway on the island of Sumatra from Mocara
Kalaban to the Bay of Brandewyns on the west coast, passing
through Fort de Hock, the seat of the Dutch Government, for the
purpose of utilising the coal fields situate along the river Umbili,
which were discovered about twenty years ago. The coal is stated
to be superior in quality to the best English coal, and the yield is
estimated at 200,000,000 tons. The work on the railway is to
extend over six years, and the cost will be about 16,000,000f. It
is believed that the working of the coalfields will yield an annual
profit of 600,000f., and render Dutch India independent as regards
the supply of coal.
In the House of Commons this week Mr. Sheil asked
“the Surveyor-General of the Ordnance, in reference to the cost and
distribution of the plant of the Suakin-Berber Railway, whether
the ‘‘storing” of a large portion of this plant at Woolwich consisted
in leaving rails, engines, carriages, and trucks to rot and decay in
the open air in a lonely spot on the Plumpstead Marshes. Mr.
Northcote: Of this railway plant the rails are properly stacked in
the open, asis usual. The engines are under cover, and, having
been thoroughly overhauled and repaired, are in better condition
than when they left Suakin. The carriages and trucks are standing on rails in the open; they are kept in good order ready for use.
Mr. Conybeare asked what was to be done with this railway plant.
Mr. Northcote said that he had answered a question on the subject
already. Some of the rails were to be used in the construction of
a military railway and some were to be sold.
THE South Australian Legister of March 21st says :—
‘*A report upon the tenders for bridge iron for the Strangways
Springs and Peake Railway has been received by the Commissioner of Public Works from the Commissioners of Audit. It concluded as follows :—Percentage of difference in cost of local tender
and imported ironwork. There are two ways in which the extra
cost of the local work can be compared with the imported, namely,
the percentage which it bears (1) to the net total cost of the imported work, and (2) to the amount which might have been
retained for expenditure here. The figures already stated show
that the net cost of the imported work would be £8288 4s. 6d., and
the local manufacture £12,567 5s.; excess, £4279 Os. 6d., or 513
percent. By sending to England for the raw material instead of
the manufactured article the preceding figures show that more
than three-fifths would still have to be sent out of the colony, and
only £3217 7s. 3d.—at the outside—would be available for expenditure here. The extra cost incurred in doing so would be
£4279 Os. 6d., or 133 per cent. more than the amount retained for
expenditure in the colony.”
Amone the results of the measure of local self-government in Bengal has been the stimulus given to the development of
tramways. The Bengal Tramway Act—iii. of 1883—provides that
no project of this kind shall be authorised by the Local Government without the previous consent of the district board concerned.
Full advantage has been taken of this provision by promoters to
enlist local sympathy in favour of their projects. One of the latest
contemplates a steam tramway connecting Suri, the capital of the
Birbhoom district, with Ahmadpur, a station on the East Indian
Railway. The proposed line would be laid on the side of an existing district road, thirteen miles in length, but a few diversions
would be necessary, owing to the steepness of the present gradients.
The promoters stipulate for the use of the road free of rent, the
gift of the land required for stations and diversions, and a guaranteed contribution to a minimum dividend of 5 per cent. These
proposals were recently acceded to by the district board, with the
proviso that the arrangement should be subject to revision after
the expiry of five years, and the tariff for goods and passengers
should be framed with the approval of the board.
Writine to the Times on the Post-office contracts
for foreign letter service, Mr. Henniker Heaton says:—‘‘We at
present pay admittedly extortionate rates, and now that it is
understood we have arranged to put our mails on board at Brindisi
or Naples, the companies owning the railways to those ports can
charge us what they like. To illustrate what I mean it is sufficient
to say that for the transport of mails from New York to San Francisco, a distance of 3300 miles, en route to Australia, we pay $d. per
letter. On the other hand, for their transport from London to
Brindisi, 1200 miles, we pay the French and Italian railway companies 14d. per letter, or three times the price for nearly one-third
the distance. The character of the latter bargain is further shown
by the facts I elicited from the Postmaster-General in the House of
Commons on Friday week. He said that the arrangement commenced in 1879, and in that year we paid the railway companies of
France and Italy £67,224. In 1886 the payments bad risen to
£97,884, showing in the seven years a total increase of £30,600,
although the expense to France and Italy had practically remained
the same all through. Taking the mails and passengers together,
I find that the companies benefit even more than appears from the
above official figures. They make in the year 104 journeys of 1200
miles each, for which they receive for passengers and mails not less
than £126,000, or more than £1800 per journey and exceeding £1
per train mile run.”
TuE traffic over the great Brooklyn bridge has grown
to such great proportions that the proprietors are unable to cope
with it. The American Engineering News says:—‘ It is claimed,
with good reason, that almost the last step possible to increase its
capacity under the present system of operation has been taken this
week, in substituting four-car for three-car trains. At ten miles
per hour—15ft. per second—and ninety seconds headway, there is
only 1350ft. between trains. Allowing forty-five seconds for unloading—and no less is reasonably
possible--the next approaching
train is within little more than
ft. when the previous one is
switched away from the platform. To increase the speed to fifteen
miles per hour would diminish the headway to sixty seconds, and
bring one train almost upon another before it could be unloaded,
for to the speed of unloading, when the cases of invalids, children,
and clumsy people are included, there is a positive limit. Therefore the trains can never be run on much less than a minute headway for this reason alone, and such short headway would not now
be safe.” The same paper makes the following curious suggestion:
—‘‘ By the use of some special form of hydraulic interlocking
apparatus, however, which would introduce some form of protecting hydraulic buffer behind a disc
ing' train, of sufficient
—
receive and resist without undue shock the moderate
impact of a train approaching at ten miles per hour, such headwa
might be permitted”
.
”
;
;
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
Tue deaths registered during the week ending April
30th, in twenty-eight great towns of England and Wales, corresponded to an annual rate of 20°6 per 1000 of their aggregate
population, which is estimated at 9,245,099 persons in the middle
of this year. The six healthiest places were Derby, Brighton,
Leicester, Portsmouth, Plymouth, and London.
Iv London last week 2516 births and 1481 deaths were
registered. Allowance being made for increase of population, the
births were 329 and the deaths 238 below the average numbers in
the co’
nding weeks of the last ten years. The annual deathrate per 1000 from all causes was 183. In Greater London, 3290
births and 1826 deaths were registered last week, corresponding
to annual rates of 31°7 and 17°6 per 1000 of the population.
THE most interesting alloy of aluminium with zinc contains 3 per cent. of aluminium. It is harder than either metal, and
the brightest of all the alloys used. Ninety-seven per cent. of gold
and 3 per cent. of aluminium give a more beautiful colour to the
gold, and yet the latter metal does not lose in ductility or malleability. The introduction of small quantities of foreign metals into
aluminium improves its brilliancy and hardness without very
greatly injuring its other properties; while the properties of other
metals are almost invariably improved by the addition of small
amounts of aluminium.
ARRANGEMENTS are almost companion at Llanberis
slate quarries, Carnarvon, for the biggest blast yet known in the
principality, nearly 100,000 tons of bad rock between the upper
and lower working of the quarries being about to be removed.
The preparation of the chamber in which to place the explosive
gelatine has occupied three years, being 180ft. in length and 18ft.
wide. If a few of those who write so much about insignificant
seismometer improvements would take this as an opportunity of
testing the velocity of transmission of an impulse wave, they would
be doing some useful work, and any of them may use what seismograph they like.
THE Guide Scientifique describes the following method
of making artificial whetstones : —Gelatine of good quality is dissolved in its own weight of water, the operation being conducted in
a dark room. To the solution 14 per cent. of bichromate of potash
is added, which has previously been dissolved in a little water.
A quantity of very fine emery, equal to nine times the weight of
the gelatine, is intimately mixed with the gelatine solution.
Pulverised flint may be substituted for emery. The mass is
moulded into any desired shape, and is then consolidated by heavy
ressure. It is dried by exposure to strong sunlight for several
ours.
A cLock recently patented in France is described by the
Scientific American as being in imitation of a tambourine, on the
parchment head of which is painted a circle of flowers, corresponding to the hour figures of ordinary dials. On examination, two
bees, one large and the other small, are discovered crawling among
the flowers. The small bee runs rapidly from one flower to another,
completing the circle in an hour, while the large one takes twelve
hours to finish the circuit. The parchment surface is unbroken,
and the bees simply laid upon it, but two magnets connected with
the clockwork inside the tambourine move just under the membrane, and the insects, which are of iron, follow them.
Ar the last meeting of the Physical Society a paper
was read on a “ Thermo-dynamical Relation,” by Prof. Ramsay and
Dr. 8. Young. The paper is an extension of one presented to the
Society on February Sth, and of which an abstract was read by the
secretary. The numerical results are given, from which the authors
deduce the relation p = ) t = a for constant volume is deduced, and
additional reasons are given for believing acetic acid—whose vapour
density at ordinary temperatures is abnormal—to be a mixture of
C, Hy 0, and C, Hg, 0,, the former preponderating as the temperature rises. The authors ask the Society fora name to designate
lines connecting pressure and temperature at constant volume, and
for which they suggested ‘‘isobars” in their previous paper.
A NOTE on magnetisation, on sequences of reversals,
was read at the last meeting of the Physical Society by R. H. M.
Bosanquet, M.A. Some experiments have recently been made on
an iron bar whose magnetic properties under reversals with ascending values of current were first determined some years ago. The
magnetic resistances have again been determined, first with ascending values of current and afterwards with descending values. In
all cases the induction was measured by reversing the current.
The results generally show a greater magnetic resistance for
descending values of current, except for small inductions where the
resistance was less, when the experiments were
performed in the
above order. The paper
ludes with a mol
hypothesis to
explain the above results.
Tue daily papers are publishing a statement leading to
the notion that the fastest vessel afloat has been made by Messrs.
Thornycroft and Company, who, ‘in making preliminary trials of
a torpedo-boat built by them for the Spanish om: have obtained
a speed which is worthy of a special record.
e boatis twinscrew, and the principal dimensions are:—Length, 147ft. 6in. by
14ft. Gin. beam, and 4ft. 9in. draught. On a trial at Lower Hope
on the 27th ult. the remarkable mean speed of 26°11 knots was
obtained, being equal to a speed of 30°06 miles an hour, which is
the highest speed yet attained by any vessel afloat.” If our readers
will turn to our last impression, they will see that Messrs. Yarrow
and Co. have attained as a maximum with a similar boat a speed
of 27°277 knots, or 31°44 miles per hour.
A “Report of the Wind Force Committee,” drawn up
by Mr. G. Chatterton, M.A., C.E., was read at the last meeting of
the Meteorological Society. In this report, which is a preliminary
one, the committee have dealt mainly with that portion of the
investigation relating to Beaufort’s Scale of Wind Force and the
equivalent velocity in miles per hour. The committee have comthe velocities as recorded by the anemographs at Holyhead,
‘almouth, and Yarmouth, with the entries of Beaufort’s Scale in
the logs of the neighbouring light-ships and lighthouses for the year
1881, and they give the results in a table. After a careful consideration of the whole of the results of this investigation, the committee
are of opinion that the velocities shown by the Yarmouth anemograph, corresponding to Beaufort’s Scale as recorded on board the
light-ships, are too high, and that the velocities shown by the
Falmout
graph are probably too low.
Mr. BrecustEin, of Strasburg, recommends the following plan as the best means of steelifying wrought iron, é.e.,
producing a hard steel crust whilst the core remains soft, which can
then be used for taps, spindles, and other like purposes. An ounce
and a half of prussiate of potassium, half an ounce of borax, half an
ounce of saltpetre, and one-third of sugar of lead are all to be well
pounded and mixed together. The iron to be hardened is made
well red-hot, taken out of the fire, and covered well over with the
powder, then with the powder on it is again brought into the fire,
and when it has assumed the necessary degree of hardness, it is to
be cooled in cold rain water. Steel hardened in this manner has,
through the more intimate combination of the hard skin with the
soft core, far greater toughness than steel of the kind produced in
any other of the old-fashioned ways. For taps the temper should
be light yellow, or what is generally called straw colour. In order
to prove the strength and toughness of steel thus treated, a square
bar of 6in. to 8in. long may be taken, which has only been hardened
for half its length, and fixed with the glass-h
end in a vice.
Then with a spanner on the soft end it may be screwed round as in
the operation of cutting a screw-thread. It will then be seen that
the soft upper half can be completely twisted off the lower hard
one, which will remain unbroken and unaffected,
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Tue old-established woodworking machinery business
of Messrs. Samuel Worssam and Co. has been purchased by Mr. 8. H.
Nelson, who will carry it on with tho co-operation of Messrs,
Samuel and F, Worssam.
Tue Scottish Miners’ Federation has adopted aresolution
for the purpose of improving the condition of the ironstone miners,
which calls upon the men to federate their unions, and to limit the
output by strict adherence to ten days’ work a fortnight and eight
hours a »bog
THE 68,200Ib. anvil block, recently cast by the Otis
Iron and Steel Co., of Cleveland, for the Morgan
Engincering
Works, is said to be the largest single steel casting ever turned out
in the United States. The block is 8ft. square by 3ft. 10in. high;
78,525 Ib. of steel were melted, and this was poured in 4 min, 20 sec,
Durine April sixteen vessels of an aggregate of 9643 tons
were launched from the Clyde ./+. as compared with nineteen
vessels of 22,754 tons in April, 1886. In the past four months of
the year forty-eight vessels of 55,413 tons have been built,
compared with forty-one of 51,312 in the corresponding period of
last year.
Tue
partnership hitherto exleting Wetween Mr. George
Heaton Pactish and Mr. Harry Bolton Daglish, and Mr. Robert
Shaw Daglish, has been dissolved by mutual consent, and the
business will for the future be carried on under the name of Robert
Daglish and Co., by Mr. Harry Bolton Daglish and Mr. Robert
Shaw Daglish.
,
Tue Birmingham Compressed Air Power Co. are proceeding with the erection of their central station, and sanction has
been obtained for the breaking up of the roads, which will be begun
in about a month’s time. Of the 6000-horse power which will be
available on the completion of the works, about 4000-horse power
has been applied for.
Great preparations are being made in Amsterdam for
the Exhibition of articles of food and cookery, which is to be
opened with considerable ceremony in that city in June next. A
zreat deal of interest in the Exhibition has been excited not only in
olland, but in Germany, Belgium, and France. A number of
exhibitors are going from England.
A suaGEstion has this week been made that the projected Manchester Ship Canal should be continued through North
Staffordshire, Wolverhampton, and Birmingham. By this means
cargoes could be sent from Birmingham to Manchester at something like 4s. per ton in vessels of, say, 2000 tons, drawn either by
tug
boats or by heavy locomotives on each side of the canal,
Ow the motion of the Duke of Buckingham, in the
House of Lords, Potter's Patent Bill, Skrivanow’s Patent Bill, and
Gilbert and Sinclair's Patent Bill were referred to a Select Committee, consisting of the Earl of Belmore, the Earl of Camperdown,
the Earl of Selborne, and the Earl of Limerick, to consider and
report whether,
being bad to the Patents, Designs, and
Trade Marks ‘Act, 1883, and to the circumstances of each case, t'1e
said Bills or any of them should be allowed to proceed.
A memorr by Professor Bauschinger, of the Technical
High School, Munich, is being issued by the conference held at
Dresden for obtaining information as to the various methods of
testing materials used in building and construction generally.
Professor Bauschinger is anxiovs that the object of the
Dresden conference should be widely known in this country, and
will be glad of any advice or co-operation that those interested
may be able to give him as to how this may be best done, and also
for further information as to the methods of testing materials which
obtain in England,
Messrs. LAzENBY AND Son have just put down a waterdistilling plant, in order to use only water of absolute purity, it
being found sc much better and more economical than water not
distilled, for making extracts and clear preserves, and for the
various purposes for which it is used in this great establishment,
where the chemistry of foods is carried on daily on a scale of which
few people are aware. The adoption of this system will probably
lead later on to the universal use of distilled water in similar
works. Messrs. John Kirkaldy, the well-known specialists in distilling machinery, have been entrusted with the carrying out of
the work.
An overflowing artesian spring of great strength has
been tapped by Messrs.
d and Sutcliffe, of London, in boring
a tube well at the site of the new works of the British Xylonite
Company, near Manningtree. The tube well is 162ft. deep and
10in. internal diameter. The water from it rises to 2ft. 6in. above
the surface, and at surface level it overflows at the rate of
6000 gallons per hour. A pumping trial was made by portable
engine, and the — is stated to be over 20,000 gallons per hour.
In boring this well the first 30ft. occupied several days, being nearly
all loose ballast, but the remaining 132ft. were bored in the short
space of five days, on one of which no less than 50ft. of chalk and
flints were penetrated.
Five persons were injured last week by an explosion of
dynamite eight miles from Sheffield. A workman had one dynamite
cartridge, and what isknown
asa “ primer,” or half-cartridge. Finding the dynamite too hard, the workman placed the cartridge
under some hot shale, which lay near a fire. The heat softened
the explosive material to such an extent that turning the shale
over in order to seek the cartridge, was sufficient to cause the
friction necessary for its ignition. A blinding flash was seen by
other workmen, who, hurrying to the spot, found five persons
injured, two of them dangerously. It is feared that in each
instance the sight will be affected, the eyes in all the cases having
sustained the main force of the explosion.
In the House of Commons on Monday, on the motion
of Baron H. De Worms, a Committee was appointed to inquire
into the existing laws and regulations regarding boats, life-buoys,
and other life-saving gear required to be carried by British merchant ships, and to report what, if any, amendments are required
therein, and that the Committee do consist of seventeen members
—Lord Charles Beresford, Mr. Macdonald, Sir Edward Birkbeck,
Mr. Hoare, Mr. Howard Vincent, Mr. Donkin, Captain Price, Sir
James Corry, Sir Charles Palmer, Viscount Kilcoursie, Mr. Bruce,
Sir William Plowden, Mr. Menzies, Mr. Thomas Sutherland, Mr.
Taylor, Mr. Richard Power, and Mr, Thomas Gill—power to send
for persons, papers, and records; five to be the quorum.
Messrs. Joun Yates and Co., Birmingham, are makingan
oar in which the blade is made from the best sheet steel, highly tempered. It is put forward as being much stronger than the ordinary
wooden one, and cannot be broken without undue violence. The
handle fits into a socket running nearly the whole length of the
blade, and forming a backbone of great strength. The oar being
much thinner in the blade than the wooden one, enters and leaves
the water cleaner. The handles are made separately of the
ordinary spruce or ash, and if broken can be readily replaced. The
leathers for these oars are laced and shrunk on in six different
ways, all of which strengthen the loom, and this is an advantage
over the prevent method, as no nails or rivets are required for
fixing. The ordinary button is fastened by long nails, which very
much weaken the handle or loom in a part where strength is required. The new leathers can also be moved to suit any width of
boat, and they present several points of recommendation, but
where a slight increase in the weight of the blades of oars or sculls
is of importance the new ones may not be so much liked.
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meet with any ommest from buyers, who are only disposed to give
THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES out
orders where they can place them at very low figures ; and
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND there
is iron offering in the marketat prices far below what makers are
asking. In one or two cases excessively low prices have been taken
OTHER DISTRICTS.
(From our own Correspondent.)
for large quantities, but these are
ptional t
tions ; and
at present, in the absence of any business of importance, it is
Tur demand for finished iron is not improving, whether as to best just
or common sorts. The quietude which characterises the quarterly difficult to say what prices really are. For Lancashire pig iron
meetings seems to be becoming more pronounced. Ironmasters’ 38s, to 39s., less 24, for forge and foundry qualities delivered equal
order books present little business ahead, and current demand will to Manchester, are the nominal quoted prices, but at these figures
local makers are quite out of the market. For district brands Linnot allow of full time in scarcely any direction. Orders are kept colnshire
makers are in some instances mi red to take about
down to the satisfaction of buyers’ early necessities, and export as
36s,
6d. to 37s. 6d., less 24, delivered equal to Manchester, but even
well as home inquiries are much below the average, Buyers are
standing off the market, in the expectation that prices will further these figures do not meet the views of buyers; and in outside
brands there is a good deal of underselling going on. For hematites
ken.
"evrices of marked iron dire unaltered at £7 to £7 12s. 6d., and rices are being cut excessively low, and merchants are prepared
thereis no yp at of a change. Medium qualities range from G book orders at figures far below what makers are asking. For
£6 down to £5 10s,, and common qualities from £5 5s, down to manufactured iron the demand is very slow, and in most cases
makers are in want of work to keep their forges going. The basis
'4 17s. 6d.
f Sheets, singles, are £5 17s. 6d. for galvanising qualities ; doubles, of quoted prices remains at about £5 per ton for bars delivered into
£6 to £6 5s.; and lattens an average of £7. Plates continue dull the Manchester district, and for forward delivery good qualities
at £6 10s. for tank sorts, and £7 10s. to £8 10s, for boiler qualities. could not perhaps be got at much under this figure ; but for prompt
specification there is a disposition in many cases to take less
For hoops and strips prices vary from £5 to £5 5s.
The amalgamation isannounced of the Albion Iron Co., Batman’s money.
So faras the engineering branches of industry are concerned,
Hill, Bilston, with Messrs Tupper and Co., galvanisers, Birmingthe inquiries I am in a position to make through reliable sources
ham.
still
show trade generally to be in a very unsatisfactory condition,
The position of the pig iron trade has not improved upon the
week. Prices continue to ease, an
S are c
tly and I hear of very little new work of any weight coming forward.
Locomotive builders are working on the orders which were got a
rsuaded to stand off the market,
Northampton pigs are quoted about 30s, per ton, delivered to month or so back, but these are not being followed by further
consumers’ works hereabouts ;Derbyshires, 37s. 6d. to 38s, ; and orders. The same may be said with regard to boilermakers, who
Lincolnshires, 39s. to 40s. Native pigs are 50s, to 52s. 6d. for all are still kept fairly well employed with work in hand, but are getmines ; 37s. 6d. to 40s. for = mines ; and 30s. for common. ting very little new business. In heavy engineering work there is
Welsh hematites are 52s. 6d. delivered, and West Coast sorts are but little doing; machine tool makers are moderately well
employed, and some of the machinists are in the same position, but
about 52s. 6d. to 55s. nominal.
If the present quietude in pigs continues, it is considered certain none of them speak very hopefully as to the future, and in any
that further furnaces will be put ovt in Northampton and Derby- branch of the engineering trade it is only very exceptional where
shire--a step which should strengthen prices again. The Bestwood there is really any activity. On the other hand, the returns
Company, Nottingham, is however putting up a new furnace in received through the trades union organisations from the various
district branches are in most cases more hopeful in tone, and show
addition to the two which they have now blowing.
An ine
demand is finding expression for steel, which is a continued reduction in the number of members out of employbeing preferred over iron by buyers in many directions, The ment,
As considerable interest is taken in this district in the Rating of
tonnage of blooms and billetts rolled down in Staffordshire iron
mills into finished products is steadily augmenting, and this state Machinery Bill now before the Select Committee of the House of
Commons,
and as perhaps the most important evidence in support
of things presents a strong contrast to the sluggishness which
marks the demand for manufactured iron, Steel bars, too, are in of the position taken up by the leading engineering firms with
a larger sale, so much so that steelmasters are now becoming con- regard to the matter is being contributed from this immediate
siderably indifferent to orders for steel in a —_ y manufactured neighbourhood, it will not be out of place to give a few particulars
form, upon which their profits are less than upon the finished with regard to the question as it now stands. The Bill, it may be
stated, is a simple defining measure fixing the liability of machinery
article.
Steel blooms imported into this district are commanding £4 10s. to be rated by adopting the hitherto received theory that only
per ton, while bars are realising £5 to £6. Hoops and strips that which goes with the freehold, such as engines, boilers, shaftrolled in local works from imported blooms are selling at £6 10s. ing, steam hammers, and other similar heavy fixed plant, is thus
liable. In the inquiry now proceeding the Select Committee would
r ton.
'
a somewhat singular feature of the steel trade at the present seem to ve going on these lines. Mr. Lings, of Manchester, was
time is that notwithstanding that in Staffordshire we manufacture the first withess called, and he showed that the decision in the
basic steel, considerable quantities of basic billets are being im- Tyneside Boiler Works case made all machinery liable, and stated he
ported into this district from Scotland to be rolled into strips for knew that in Lancashire and Yorkshire the assessment committees
welded tubes, the material itself being the softest and most weld- and officers would in future rate textile machines, such as looms,
spindles, &c. Other witnesses have followed in the same tenour,
able quality in the market.
The only explanation forthcoming is that local basic steelworks and Mr. Marshall notitied to the committee that he should now
have not yet found it much worth their while to turn their attention complete his valuation of the Crewe locomotive works, and that he
to this particular branch of the trade. They are so well engaged should include all light machines. This week Mr. W. A. Edgill,
ittee, and
in the larger departments that they do not at present recognise the clerk to the Chorlton Local Board, is before the
Mr. MacPherson, who made the valuation of the machines at the
necessity for such a course,
Steel strip of exceptional quality is being rolled at the present works of Sir Joseph Whitworth and Co., is to be called. It was
time at the Earl of Dudley’s Round Oak Works. It is pronounced upon this gentleman’s valuation that the dispute arose in which the
by tube makers to be particularly good, a feature which, it is engineers of Manchester made common cause with Messrs. Whitexplained, is due to the fact that the blooms are heated in Mr. worth and Co., and opposed the assessment of the light machinery
Smith Casson’s patent gas furnaces. The operation of this patent in question. This case was eventually settled under the judgment
furnace protects the steel from the ordinary oxidising influences given in the Tyneside Boiler Works case, but it is not unlikely that
almost inevitable when heating in grate furnaces, This advantage the matter may be re-opened again before the select committee, as
are
results from the circumstances that any pressure can be put on the an illustration of the principle upon which such valuations
gas so as to fill the furnace perfectly full of flame, and the flame is made for the purposes of assessment.
Amongst minor engineering matter, I may notice an improved
peculiarly clean. An increased quantity of steel bars is also being
lawn mower, constructed upon quite a different principle to the
rolled at his lordship’s works,
In marked iron orders are being received for shoe iron from ordinary run of horticultural implements of this class, thatisbeing
Australia, and for general merchant iron from South America. introduced by Messrs, Follows and Bate, of Manchester. This is
The manufacture of charcoal iron bars has Jately been added to the styled the “Silent Gorton” machine, and it is driven by rolling
other qualities of iron turned out. Formerly the Earl of Dudley frictional gear instead of toothed wheels. In fire extinguishing
was accustomed to execute United States orders for axe, hatchet, appliances, Messrs. Rose and Co., of Manchester, are also introducand shoe and tire iron, shipments being made to Boston and other ing some improvements. One of these isa four-way jet—Knott’s
ports, but of late years the trade has got down to nil. His lord- patent—by means of which the stream of water from a hose pipe
ship's treble best crystalline iron isin increased call for engineering can be contracted or expanded as desired from }in. to 1jin. in
purposes. A 2in. round tested by the Admiralty gives a tensile varying degrees out of four different jets by simply turning a
strain of 25 tons per square inch, with an elongation of 30 per revolving plate carrying the different sizes of jets, and one importcent., and the Admiralty have admitted this iron to equal competi- ant—perhaps the most important—feature is that in changing from
tive privileges with those conceded to the celebrated Lowmoor iron. one sized jet to another the flow of water is never absolutely checked,
The North Staffordshire finished iron trade is affected by a weak and there is thus no sudden shock brought upon the hose pipe,
demand, and weaker rates. Vendors consequently are suffering which is so often the cause of bursting. Another improvement is
from precarious values, which generally forbid the transaction of a locking clip for fire ladders ; in the usual construction, when an
I
tive busi
This state of things is not observable in extra length of ladder is put on, it is simply dropped into a loose
the home trade alone, but is conspicuous likewise in foreign clip, but in this new clip, which is Hunt and King’s patent, there is
inquiries. The American spring demand, which usually at this a spring lock which firmly holds the extra length of ladder as soon
time provides abundant work for the milis and forges, is very dull. as it is dropped into the slot, and it can be liberated by simply
Prices nominally rule at £5 for Crown bars, £5 10s. for best, £6 5s. pressing down a small button acting on the spring from the outside.
The demand for shipment has quieted down, and delivered at the
for ship plates, and £6 12s, 6d. for boiler qualities, all delivered
high level, Liverpool, or the Garston Docks steam coal does not
Liverpool or equal.
‘The present prices of Messrs. Robert Heath and Sons, of the average more than about 7s. per ton.
With the reduction of the price of coal in the Manchester disBiddulph Valley Ironworks, Stoke-on-Trent, and the Ravensdale
Ironworks, Tunstall, are as follows:—Flats from lin, by tin. to 6in. trict, the wages of the colliers and day men are being reduced
by lin., rounds and squares din, to 3in., £5 5s,; best ditto, £5 15s.; about 10 per cent. The question of a reduction of wages at the
double best, £6 5s.; best bevelled from lin. by fin. £6 15s.; best collieries of the South-West Lancashire district has also been under
grooved horseshoe iron from lin., best turning to 3in. diameter, consideration, but so far nothing definite has been decided upon.
Staffordshire angle iron from 1 by 1 by } united inches, all £5 15s.; Barrow.—There is a better tone in the hematite pig iron trade
best Staffordshire angle iron, £6 5s.; double best, £6 15s.; tee iron this week, and a fuller inquiry is experienced alike for Bessemer
to 8 united inches, £5 15s.; best ditto, £6 5s.; best angle and and ordinary hematite qualities of iron, but buyers are wanting
channel, £7 15s.; bridge or tank plates, £6 5s.; best boiler, £6 15s.’ to place large contracts for forward delivery at the low rates which
double best, £7 5s,; treble best, £9 5s.; annealed tank plates or have been ruling the market lately so far as speculative sales are
sheets, not thinner than 13 w.g. or over 4ft. wide, £6 5s,; “‘ Ravens- concerned, These have been done at 42s, 6d. per ton, net ; makers,
dale 4best hoops lin. to Sin. ordinary gauges, £6 2s. 6d.; ‘‘Ravens- who for the most part are very busily employed all round, are
dale” best waved hoops lgin. to 16 w.g., £6 7s. 6d. Best half- asking from 43s, 6d. to 46s, 6d. per ton net, f.o.b., and are not
round and convex, best ovals, best cantop, gin., and lin., all negotiating any orders which are offered at lower rates, knowing
£5 15s,; bridge and tram rails, £5 10s.; wheel spoke and grate bars, that the orders they have on hand will furnish them with
£5 5s.; best rivet iron from jyin., £7 15s.; fencing wire, 0 to 4 w.g., work for fully four or six months to come, irrespective of new work.
£7 ms best boat head iron, £5 15s.; all delivered Liverpool or Stocks remain large, although those in the hands of speculators or
equal,
second-hand dealers have been considerably reduced, and now that
The pipefounders are anticipating that numerous orders will the market shows itself to be a trifle firmer, holders of these stocks
follow on the inquiries which are now being made. Among the are asking increased prices as well as makers. The demand for
orders now on the market is one for 1700 lineal yards of iron pipes steel shows an Serene and rails are in especially brisk
required for Swansea; and another for about 25 miles of pipes, request, both from home and foreign buyers. The Americans have
together with other cast iron work, in connection with the Heston again begun to enquire for terms of delivery, and it is noted that
and Isleworth Sewerage Works. The Barry and Cadoxton Gas their wants are considerable, notwithstanding the fact that the
and Water Company is seeking tenders for a large supply of Qin. American manufacturers can supply themselves with such a very
to 2in. cast iron pipes; and at Tipton inquiries are being made for heavy ge ealy-s of what they actually require; but English
about 130 tons of 30in., 24in., and Qin, cast iron socket pipes, makers, when they get favourable terms of freight, can comaha successfully with American producers, notwithstanding the
together with other work.
eavy import duties charged. Rails are firm, and ordinary
heavy sections are quoted at £4 per ton. There is a good
demand for blooms, bars, and billets, and some especially
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
heavy contracts are offering. There is a steadier tone in
From our own Correspondent.)
the shipbuilding trade, and some contracts which are being
Muanchester.—The past week has partaken so much of a holiday tendered for are likely to come into the hands of local builders,
character, and the Royal visit and the opening of tho Manchester There is a fuller inquiry for shipbuilding material in steel, which
Exhibition have so much occupied attention, that business has in itself is a gratifying proof that orders are in the market for shippractically received little or no attention. The usual Tuesday’s ping. It is probable that at Barrow increased activity will
iron market had, of course, to be susp
d,
inally it was shown in this branch of the steel trade. Shipbuilding at Barrow
held on Monday ; but there was little or nothing doing.
far as has been exceedingly dull for some time, and it is now hoped that
there 1s op|opportunity of forming an opinion as to the actual a revival is setting in, and that the large yards in the place which
condition,o' trade, makers of pig iron would seem to be holding are now practically at a standstill will soon be in full work.
iwith, if any, rather more firmness to their prices, but they do not neers, ironfounders, and boilermakers are doing a quiet
e.

Iron ore is firmer in tone, and there is a good inquiry for good
ordinary qualities, for which the quotation ranges from 9s. 3d. to
lls. per ton, there being poorer qualities at lower and better
qualities at higher figures than these. Coal and coke is poe
tone at unchanged prices. There is not much doing in the shipping trade, but prospects are very good all round,
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE defective cutlasses and sword bayonets involved an expenditure to replace them of £26,430. It was recommended by the
committee that if the triangular bayonet would fit the MartiniHenry rifle in use in the navy, the requisite number should at once
be issued ; otherwise, that the Entield-Martini sword bayonet
should be issued to replace the converted cutlass sword bayonet,
which they recommended should be withdrawn. Hence the order
for 150,000 sword bayonets, which for the moment excited so much
interest in the Sheffield district. Iam afraid the work will not be
taken here after all. In the first place, the sword bayonets were
offered to the leading Birmingham firm of swordmakers, who
did not see their way, being already full of orders, to deliver
30,000 within a year and the remainder at the discretion
of the Secretary of State for War, unless,upon conditions which
the authorities were not likely to grant. A large addition would
have been required to their powers of production, and when once
the special occasion had passed, what guarantee was there for the
new machinery being kept fully employed? This was also the
difficulty of the Sheffield firms. That they could make the blades
was not disputed—any grinder who had been accustomed to
carvers could grind sword blades. But to turn out the swordbayonets needed at least £5000 would have been required for new
machinery, and men would have to be specially set ag for the
work, When the present heavy deficiency caused by the discovery
of untrustworthy weapons had been met, what would the machinery
and men have to rely upon? The orders would drop again
to 2000 or so per year. Not only were there the blades
to make, but they had to be fitted to the rifles. This
was an engineering matter, and Sheffield cutlery firms do
not like complicated matters of engineering. They would
supply any quantity of blades, of proper material and thorough
workmanship, but there their responsibility, they felt, should end,
Another alternative has been suggested. The Government officials
have shown a desire to engage in manufacturing enterprises. Why
not turn some of the enterprise and capital they have longed to
embark in heavy castings and forgings into small arms? No Sheffield firm will undertake the 150,000 sword bayonets without some
guarantee against loss in the future—a guarantee which they do
not fora moment expect the Government will give. Why should
not the Government themselves become their own manufacturers ¢
If they do, they should leave Enfield, and establish works at the
seat of the steel manufacture. There they would find abundance
of skilled labour ready to their hand. They would have no difficulty then in the delicate operations of hardening and tempering
steel, on which the success or non-success of weapons for warfare
mainly depends. If they only knew one half of what is said by
Sheffield steel makers—employers and employed alike—who sce
how steel is tempered and hardened in some Government establishments, they would cease the effort.
Last week I gave you some idea of what Sheffield was doing at
Manchester Exhibition. Newcastle will have an equally interesting,
though a smaller show. Messrs. Vickers, Sons, and Co., show
steel crank shafting made by them to the designs of Messrs. R. W.
Hawthorne, Leslie, and Co., for the starboard engine of the royal
Italian twin screw armour-clad Sardegna, of 25,000 indicated
horse power.
Each propeller is driven by two sets of
triple expansion engines. At lower power, the after set
of engines only are used, the crank shaft of the forward sets
being disengaged by the connecting bolts being simultaneously
withdrawn from the forward coupling. Each of the six portions of
the shaft is forged solid from an ingot of Messrs. Vickers’ special
mild steel. The weight of the shafts finished is 66 tons. Messrs,
Jobn Brown and Co., the Atlas Works, have a noble exhibit. It
includes a fine piece of work in a huge marine boiler furnace front
plate, with four large furnace holes. This plate has been flanged
in one heat in one of their large hydraulic presses. Close at hand
is a superheater and plate, of unusual shape and size, flanged on
the inside and outside, and a pan 9ft. 34in. and 28in. deep, dished
out of a flat plate 10ft. 8in. diameter, in one piece. ‘This is used
for chemical furnaces. In this front Messrs. Brown show one of
their latest specialities, a Purves patent ribbed flue, which has
already received the full sanction of Lloyd’s, and is expected to
pass the Board of Trade during the next three months, when the
series of experiments for the Board, now in progress, have been
completed. Messrs. Brown and Co. also show four pieces of
armour plate which have been tested. These illustrate the progress of armour since its beginning. Among steel castings is a
large propeller blade, weighing 85 cwt., which is a duplicate of
those the company have made for the Atlantic liner America
recently sold to the Italian Government.
It was recently stated in a London paper that out of fifty patent
‘* Wallace” intrenching tools served out to a regiment last Easter
Monday manceuvres, thirty-two proved failures. I am informed,
on the authority of the exclusive makers, Messrs. Lucas and Son,
of Dronfield, near here, that the tools which broke down were not
Wallace tools at all, but were of an obsolete type, which the
Government have had in stock for a considerable time. Messrs.
Lucas are at present engaged upon an order for 7250 of the
‘‘ Wallace” tools for the British Government. This firm have just
brought out a new spanner, known as Parry’s registered spanner,
which is adapted for universal use ; it has already taken a firm
hold on the market.
Messrs. John Brown and Co. are putting down extensive plant
for the manufacture of the new ribbed flues to which reference was
made sometime ago. They have received very gratifying orders
for these flues of late.
The cutlery and plated trades are again very quiet. Railway
material is ordered as freely as ever.
THE

NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
A FAIR amount of business was done in Cleveland pig iron last
week, and No. 3 g.m.b., which was quoted at 33s, 6d. on the 26th
ult,, advanced 6d. per ton before the end of the week. But at the
market held at Middlesbrough on Tuesday last the tone was again
flat; buyers held off, and prices were easier. Makers seem more
than ever determined not to
with their iron at present prices.
They believe that there will be a substantial improvement when
the extent to which stocks are reduced is appreciated ; and as the
quantity of iron in second hands cannot be very great, buyers will,
in their opinion, be soon compelled to go to them. Merchants are
unwilling to commit themselves. Most of them refuse to accept
less than 34s. for prompt delivery ;but nevertheless on Tuesday
some small lots were sold at 33s. 104d. per ton.
Stevenson, Jaques and Co.’s current quotations are :—‘* Acklam
hematite,” mixed Nos., 45s, per ton; ‘‘Acklam Yorkshire” (Cleveland), No. 3, 36s. per ton; ‘‘ Acklam basic,” 36s. per ton; refined
iron, 48s. to 63s, per ton.
Warrants have lately fluctuated considerably more than has
makers’ iron. The price advanced from 34s. to 34s. 9d. per ton
last week, but by Tuesday iast it had again fallen to 33s. 104d., at
which figure sales were reported from Glasgow.
The stock of pig iron in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough
stores was, on the 30th ult., 329,173, being an increase of 5250 ton
for the month. At Glasgow on the same date, 866,725 tons were
in stock, being an increase of 9759 tons,
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The shipments of pig iron from Middlesbrough were last month
exceedingly good, and, indeed, far above the average. Only twice
have they been exceeded during the last two years. The total
quantity which left the river was 78,209 tons, of which 31,835 tons
went to Scotland, 11,696 tons to Germany, 7780 tons to Russia,
5896 tons to the United States, and 5712 tons to Holland. The
manufactured iron and steel ex:
were also excellent, the total
weight sent away having been 46,875 tons, or about 11,000 tons
more t
during Fel
and March. India was, as usual, by
far the best customer, 21,340 tons having been sent thither.
In the finished iron trade there is no improvement ; orders are
exceedingly scarce, and consumers can place them almost on their
own terms. Ship plates and common bars can be bought for
£4 10s. per ton, and angles for £4 5s., free on trucks at makers’
works, less 24 per cent. discount.
The accountants to the Durham Coalowners’ and Miners’ Association have just issued their certificate for the three months
ending March 3lst last. The net average selling price of coal
appears to have been 4s. 5°65d. per ton, which involves no change
in the prevailing rate of wages.
The balance-sheet of the Northumberland Miners’ Association,
for the first quarter of the present year, has been issued. Only
one copy was forwarded to each colliery, in the hope that the contents thereof would not get into the newspapers. However, the
principal items soon became known. It appears that since the
strike began £29,458 9s. 10d. has been paid out to members on
strike. Deputations to kindred associations have cost £197 13s, 9d.
The expenses of the special committee, and of deputations to the
coalowners, £28 2s. 7d. Delegate meetings have cost £79 19s.
£52 17s. 6d. has been paid for executive committee meetings, and
£22 18s. 5d. for deputations to collieries. £4676 14s. 2d. has been
received from the public, in the form of subscriptions in aid of
those on strike. The receipts from other sources are £2053 8s. 2d.,
and £1446 17s. 7d. is the balance in hand. The total number of
members of the Miners’ Association is 13,245, besides which there
are 1128 half-members.
The demand for pig iron in Russia is just now very brisk, as
buyers in that country are apprehensive that the import duty will
shortly be raised still higher. The Baltic ports being now open, it
is not unlikely that larger shipments will take place as the season
advances. It is said by some who are e'
in the Russian
trade, and who profess to understand the policy of the Russian
Government, that the duty will be increased more and more, until
English pig iron is totally barred from access to the Russian
market.
The Newcastle Chemical Company, whose works are at Gateshead, has determined to put down a bore hole for water by what is
called the American process. It is somewhat strange that in South
Durham and North Yorkshire, where so many bore holes have
been made to obtain access to the great salt deposits, that we
should be dependent on our transatlantic cousins for the best method
of developing our own resources. It appears, however, that the large
amount of attention given to boring, and the experience gained in
the States in seeking for petroleum oil, has enabled the Americans
to know how to operate more quickly and cheaply than we do on
this side of the Atlantic. One is immediately struck, when
inspecting a sinking on their system, with the extreme simplicit:
of the apparatus they use. The engine is a good one, a
small, having usually only a 12in. cylinder, and it is afterwards
retained for working the brine pump. The boring rod, which is
some 50ft. or 60ft. long, in jointed sections, is also well made. All
the rest of the machinery is as cheap and crude as it is possible to
magine, but it works well enough, and to make it more expensively would be quite unnecessary. There is only one man and one
lad employed on each shift. These do the whole of the work.
One shift starts at noon and the other at midnight. Boring by the
diamond drill does not seem to be able to compete at all with the
American system, either as regards rapidity or cheapness. One of
the chief characteristics of the latter is that when the hole is complete, and the salt is reached, almost all the appliances are
retained in their original position, as, in case of a breakage of the
pumping tube, they may be required again at any time. There
seems little doubt but that since boring can be done so cheaply and
so expeditiously, it may be usefully employed for many other purposes connected with mining and other branches of engineering.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
A SUBSTANTIAL advance took place in the prices of pig iron
warrants towards the close of last week, in
uence of the
reception of some fresh orders from the United States. Summerlee iron was advanced Is. per ton, and a number of the other
brands were raised 6d. But when the market re-opened after the
holiday on Tuesday, the tone was very fiat, and the quotations
began to fall rapidly back towards the old level.
The past week’s shipments were fairly good, amounting to
9709 tons, as compared with 10,285 in the corresponding week of
1886. And backward as the pig iron trade continues to be, it is
gratifying to state that the exports are nearly 11,000 tons greater
than they were at this date
year. The stock of pig iron in
Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Glasgow stores continues to increase by
about 2000 tons per week. An additional furnace has been put in
blast at Gartsherrie, the total now blowing in Scotland being 80,
against 95 at the corresponding date last year.
The current values of makers’ pig iron are :—Gartsherrie,
f.o.b. at Glasgow, No. 1, 47s. 6d., No. 3, 44s.; Coltness, 54s. and
44s. 6d.; Langloan, 50s. 6d. and 46s.; Summerlee, 52s. and 43s.;
Calder, 50s. and 42s.; Carnbroe, 44s. and 40s. 6d.; Clyde, 47s.
and 42s,; Monkland, 42s. 9d. and 39s.; Govan, at Broomielaw,
42s. 9d. and 39s.; Shotts, at Leith, 48s. 6d. and 45s. 6d.; Carron, at
Grangemouth, 52s. and 44s. 6d. ;Glengarnock, at Ardrossan, 47s. 6d.
and 41s.; Eglinton, 42s. 6d. and 38s. 6d.; Dalmellington, 448. 6d.
aud 40s. 6d.
The reduction of 5s. a ton in the prices of shipbuilding steel,
which has been made by the Steel Company of Scotland, brings
angles to £5 15s., ship plates to £6 15s , and boiler plates to £7.
Merchants state that they have been quoting prices as low as
- for —" time.
=
e iron and steel manufact
goods shi
from Glasgow in
the past week, embraced £3100 worth of engine partfor Bombay,
£4281, machinery ; £3696, sewing machines; £12,630, steel goods;
the greater part of which went to the United States, and £21,700,
general iron manufactures, including £10,430 worth of pipes, plates,
and tubes for Canada.
The coal trade is active, a large business being done, but the
prices of all sorts except steam coals are easier. There was shipped
from Glasgow in the past week, 33,437 tons; Greenock, 134; Ayr,
9080; Irvine, 3160; Troon, 6158; Burntisland, 13,000; Leith,
7055; Grangemouth, 12,672; Bo'ness, 6669; Granton, 4140; and
Port Glasgow, 1100—total, 96,605 tons, as compared with 93,031 in
the same week of 1886.
At a conference of masters and colliers delegates held in Glasgow, as representing the districts of Airdrie, Slamannan, and Bathgate, to consider the question of the adoption of a sliding scale of
wages, it was reported that the whole of the districts were not
agreed as to its acceptance. The matter was therefore postponed
in the meantime, but it was resolved that before any change should
be made either in wages or the terms of employment, a fortnight’s
notice should be given by either party.
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
I NOTICED last week a — rail made at Cyfarthfa some time
ago, now being placed on the Rhymney line.
Unfortunately steel
rails, however good and cheap, are not indemand. Cyfarthfa has
not made a rail this year, certainly, but other works are turning out
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a few, principally for renewals. These may be expected to increase
as the spring advances. The chief make at most works are steel and
iron bars. Cyfarthfa turns out 1000 tons a week. An interesti
consignment has just left these works in the form of a box
exhibits for Newcastle, principally steel plates, &c. It shows the
perfection to which scientific appliances have been brought when I
state that 1100 sheets — measure lin. in thickness. This character of steel make is
for coating buttons. Steel, like tin, is
evidently to figure in more varied uses even than at present. This
is good for the ironmasters, who are working at rails as no lo
the leading article. Speaking with one this week he said, “‘We
won't make rails at the price offered, and only wish every maker
did the same. Present quotations are no good either to master or
man.”
A few consignments, foreign, are reported. Puerto Cabello took
298 tons; Lisbon, 140 ; and Colombo, who is becoming a good customer, 500 tons, iron shipments this week.
For the ordinary cokes, Bessemer, and Siemens, the demand is
fairly well sustained, and as regards quantity there is not much
und for complaint. The real grievance is price.
e Swansea
or instance.
t week was one of the busiest, especially in tin
lates. The quantity exported was 51,443 boxes, and as only a
ittle over 24,
came from Wales, there was a rush upon the
stocks. Three large steamers are now loading poe for the States,
so that a good total may be expected this week again.
Prices remain unaltered. Buyers cannot force down below
12s. 6d. as a rule, and from this to 13s. have been the ruling figures.
Good Bessemers are in demand for as much as 13s. 3d. Siemens’
range to 13s.
104d. Charcoal sheets are in slight request, and may
be had foras little as 13s. 104d. Best will fetch 15s. 6d., but for
these sales are small. Coke wasters are still in demand, and sell
freely for from 12s. 3d. to 12s, 6d.
The favourite plate on the market is Bessemer steel, with coke
tinning, and for these, special, as much as 13s, 6d. has been asked,
and obtained.
Abercarne Works, Mr. Whitehouse, are in good form again,
and Monmouthshire make will soon prove a serious consideration.
But the el
t of di
tent is the one which makers fear more
than the question of demand. be paps is going on apace,
and Unionism is to be supported with a capital of £20,000. There
have been several meetings of late at Swansea, and Llanelly, anda
subscription of 1s. per week per man is to be carried out.
I would s
t a good representative meeting of masters and
men, and a sliding scale adopted similar to that which has been
found so useful in the coal trade.
Another spurt seems to be taking place in the steam coal trade.
On Saturday and Monday ten consignments of over 2000 tons each,
best steam, left Cardiff for foreign destinations. The total last
week from that port was gg, * ,000 tons, and Swansea showed
a total of nearly 33,000 tons. Newport coasting, total, 23,790 tons.
Small steam again suffers by the increased output of large, and
at 4s. 3d. it is going a-begging. Large stocks are accumulating.
Prices of steam coal remain stagnant, from 8s. 3d. to 8s. 6d. f.o.b.,
being the ruling figures. Monmouthshire coal 1s. cheaper; Khondda
No. 3 in pour demand, prices quoted 8s. 3d. Coke dull, 14s. 6d.
furnace, l6s. foundry, patent fuel better, and shipments increasing.
Swansea sent away over 7000 tons last week. Penarth Dock cleared
70,044 tons coal last week, the largest clearance which has yet been
madethere. The average is about 10,000 tons daily.
Plymouth colliers returned to work on Wednesday after a little
difference about the check weighers. Rhondda and other colliers’
tings are moving in the matter of the Mines Regulation Bill.
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE iron market in Silesia is in an especially hopeful condition
just now, for not only are all stocks of pig iron both at works and
in dealers’ hand sold, but the forges and rolling mills, steel works,
and foundries are at the same time exceptionally well off for
orders, and have contracted for their output for the current
quarter, the price for bars being at M. 120 p.t. as base price, so
there can, under these circumstances, be no question but prices will
keep up for some time, if they do not indeed rise, that is, till the
production, which has been increased by relighting fresh blast
urnaces, has overtaken the consumption, and stocks have begun
to accumulate again. The reasons for this better state of things
are the purchase of so much pig iron to go to Russia before the
duty is raised, and the firm —
of the Wrought Iron Convention, now strengthened by the accession of the largest firms, which
has brought consumers and merchants into the market, fearing
now, perhaps, higher prices in the future. The neighbouring
market of Austria is also able firmly to maintain its quotations,
and this more particularly because after the lst of July it is proposed to raise the import duty on iron.
The Belgian iron market remains firm and unchanged from last
week. The blast furnaces have contracted for nearly all their output, and both pig and wrought iron of all descriptions are in
excellent request. The prices of crude iron are now very firm, as
the cause of any former weakness has ceased, since there has been
no more over production to produce it. Steel is also firm.
Belgian and Lorraine firms have just divided an order for 900
= between them for the Italian Mediterranean Railway. The
coal trade is not so favourably situated at home, but the export has
greatly increased since the beginning of the year, which compensates in
t part for this.
The French market is showing more hopeful signs, for until
lately in Paris prices had a continued downward tendency, whilst
all over the country the reverse was the case, but now prices are
beginning to look up in Paris itself. Girders are at 130f., and
merchant bars, 140 p.t. The Aciéres de France have got an order
for 1400 t. of stee) rails for Corsica, at 130f. p.t. There is no uncommon demand for iron at the several works, but sufficient orders
came to book to keep them regularly going, and prices pretty firm.
The Wrought Iron Convention has been prolonged to the 30th of
November next. The work for the Eiffel Gower and the Exhibition
building is being pushed forward regularly. Of the coal trade
there is nothing worthy to remark.
The Rhenish- Westphalian iron and steel market does not show
Wh amegeso well as its neighbours before alluded to. There is little
change to note, demand has certainly slackened, but prices in
general have been upheld. Ores, as last reported, are still less sought
after this week again, red hematites having the call. The Spanish
market, on the other hand, is brisker with a slight upw:
tendency. Most kinds of pig iron have held their places, and Spiegel,
high in Mn., is in much better demand again, large batches having
been disposed of and contracts for the whole production for the
current quarter having been closed. In other sorts concessions
on the base prices are obtainable, which is remarkable, for there
are no stocks at the furnaces and very little stored, and the demand
is greater than the supply. This only applies to the Siegerland.
The prices at the Westphalian works have all been moderately well
maintained. In the month of March in all 315,713t. of pig iron
were produced. For wrought iron neither the demand nor the
rices have changed much, the base price having again been fixed
-f the Rhenish
- Westphalian Convention on the 23rd ult. at
. 110p.t. A delegate from the Silesian Convention attended
this meeting, the result of which will probably be a coalition
of the two. This would bring the buyers, who have been
i back so long, into the market, as further waiting
would be of no avail, when the present complaint of the
slowness with which
ifications come into the works would
cease. These conventions are so far of interest that it better
enables the works to compete against England in neutral markets,
for the reason that it is
ible for them to charge a lower figure
for exported iron than for domestic consumption, the home consumer being saddled with the difference. Boiler plates have been
a little better called for, but the price obtained does not y, 80 it
is expected the Western Conventa will chortly rales tha ticsof
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the firmly-held prices of pig iron, In peed, Fire t. of plates
were produced by the west group of wor'!
Thin gau
of sheets in the Siegerland are in less request, but a further fallin
= has not been made known. In railway material there is
ittle to note. It ap
the native works had anticipated foreign
competition at Bromberg, noted last week, so the reduced their
tenders accordingly, which were M, 111 and 112 p.t. as the lowest,
but this is an advance of M. 5 to 6 p.t. in the
there tendered
last October. At the Italian tenderings
month for the
Mediterranean Railway, the Bochum Company took 77,000f. of
locomotive and tender axles, while the native works, Terni, took
158,000f. of Bessemer and Martin steel tires. The position of the
machine and other construction works remains almost unchanged,
but Henschel and
of Cassel, have received an order for twenty
locomotives from the Italian railways, and the Germania Company
of Kiel has just taken a contract for ten torpedo boats for the
Turkish Government.
It may be useful to parties doing, or about to do business in
Italy, to be informed that A. Miazzon and Co., in Milan, vid
Carmine No. 5, are now publishing every Thursday, under the
title ‘I fallimenti monitores del commercio,” a list of firms for
the whole of Italy who have suspended
ent, and a supplement
which
particulars of all protes'
ills, The price for the
two is 25 lire yearly; for the first alone, 8 lire.
The third sea-going cargo steamer of 850 tons and 450 horsewer, built and engined by Sir W. G. Armstrong and Co., to run
tween a
and London direct, has just arrived at the former
city to begin her regular passages. She is fitted throughout with
electric lamps. It is not improbable that these vessels may be the
Sse pee of a collier fleet to carry coals from Westphalia to the
orth and Baltic Sea ports, in —
the English.
The new explosive compound, “‘
rite,” iscoming to the front,
and a factory to produce at first about two tons per week is now
being built near Witten, in Westphalia, to manufacture it. From
exhaustive experiments in actual practice, it ap
that it has
the following advantages, amongst others, above dynamite :—It is
perfectly harmless to handle, and water destroys its efficacy ; it i
much more powerful, weight for weight, and after explosion the
gases are neither dangerous nor even annoying, and used in coal
mines it does not pulverise the coal like dynamite, but acts more
like gunpowder, without its dangerous igniting flash. The inventor
is Dr. Roth. It is stated that it is a compound of petroleum and
chlorine with nitrate of potash, but Ido not vouch for the accu“<_< this statement.
foundation stone of the Schwartzkopf branch torpedo works,
at Milan, was laid on 25th ult. It copeue that the German
Government has for some time past
technical attachés
(engineers) added to their embassies at London, Paris, Rome, St.
Petersburg, and Washington, to which architects are now being
joined, and the arrangement has been useful, and given satisfaction. It is to be hoped the English Government will follow suit, if
it has not already done so.
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS’ ASSOCIATION.—The annual meeting
of the Association was held in the Memorial Hall, Farringdonstreet, E.C., on Tuesday last, Mr. Henry D. Mareball—Marshall,
Sons, and Co.—the president, in the chair. The annual report of
the council, together with the t
er’s stat
t, was
pted
Mr. Marshall was unanimously re-elected president for the ensuing
year, and Mr. J. E. Ransome, of Ipswich, and Mr. A G. E. Morton,
of Chelmsford, were likewise unanimously elected vice-presidents.
A vote of thanks was awarded to Mr. Marshall for his able services
as president during the past year
THE LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEER AND
DRAUGHTSMEN.—At the thirty-fourth anniversary dinner, held on
Saturday last, Lord Thurlow presided. The great hall of the
Cannon-street Hotel was the scene of the celebration, and the
chairman was —— ed Admiral Mayne, C.B., M.P.; Colonel
E. Hughes, M.P.; the Hon. and Rev. Canon Fremantle, Sir
Frederick Abel, Mr. Joseph Newton, C.E., and others, whilst the
room was well filled by members of the Association and their
friends. It was remarked, however, that scarcely a single employer of note in the engineering community was present—a
marked contrast to similar peep in former years. The
speeches—especially those of the noble chairman, Admiral Mayne,
and Mr. Powrie, president of the Association—were fairly up to
the average, and the contributions to the benevolent funds, including one of twenty guineas by Lord Thurlow, amount to about
£100. The deputy chairman on this occasion was Mr. William
Beardmore.
THE SporTSMAN’sS EXHIBITION.—The Exhibition which closed on
Saturday last contained a good deal that was of interest to our
readers from an engineering or a mechanical point of view,
as well as with a view to r
ti
Besides
a small
uantity of machinery not legitimately belonging to the
hibition, there was a very large quantity of mechanical
work of the best kind in the numerous bicycles and tricycles, in
the guns and rifles of various kinds, and in the display of canoes,
rowing and sailing boats, model and full-size river launches, and
everything
y to outd
recreation, The development of
the bicycle has now reached an interesting stage, and has returned
as to form to the old dandy-horse with two wheels of equal size.
Most of the makers are producing machines of this form, and there
seems to be very much to recommend it. The Coventry Machinist
Company, amongst others, showed some very nice machines of this
and other classes. Messrs. Forrestt exhibited some fine boats for
river and shore use, well made, and at moderate prices.
Society or ENGINEERS.—At a meeting of this Society held on
the 2nd of May, at the Westminster Town Hall, Professor Henry
Robinson, President, in the chair, a soy was read on ‘‘ Refrigerating Machinery on board Ship,” by Mr. T. B. Lightfoot, M. Inst.
C.E. After mentioning early applications of refrigerating machines,
the author pointed out that at the present time the only machine
in use on board ship for refrigerating purposes was that in whic
heat is eliminated by the successive compression, cooling when under
a
and subsequent expansion of
inary atmospheric
air. Though apparatus on this tener oy was at work as early as
the year 1845, it is only since 1870 that it has received much attention.
e theory of air refrigerating machines was briefly
explained, showing, first, how a perfect gas behaves during compression, cooling, and expansion; and, secondly, the effect of
aqueous vapour mixed with such gas.
ese principles were then
applied, and the construction of cold air machines described, after
which a short historical résumé was given, commencing with Dr.
Gorrie’s machine, which was at work in New Orleans in 1845 and in
London in 1856, and referring to Siemens’ invention of the interchanger, Windhausen’s and Nehrlich’s improvements, Giffard’s
separate exhaust valve for the expansion cylinder, and Bell-Coleman’s duplicate machine with interchanger. The author’s machines
for use on board ship, as manufactured by Messrs, Siebe, Gorman,
and Co., were descri
at length by the aid of diagrams. These
machines have no interchanger, and the reason for this was given.
The largest sizes g
lly have
d surface condensing
steam engines, but sometimes the condenser is made separate, as in
the case of the installation for the s.s. Fifeshire, now — —_—
built for the New Zealand meat trade by Messrs, Turnbull, Martin,
and Co., of Glasgow. The smaller machines are combined with
ordinary steam engines, and are made both of the horizontal and
vertical type, the latter, however, being specially suited for ship
work on account of the small space occupied. In addition to the
dead meat _— = pace -adedmachines are extensively — x vessels for making ice, preserving provisions, frui
samen, dl&c., and for
ing water ;also on board steam trawlers
and carriers for thep
ion of fish, especially in hot climat
They have also been applied in perp
beans for ventilating and cooling the holds. A recent application of a very small
vertical machine on
Mr. G, Gordon-Bennett’s steam yacht
Namouna was illustrated.
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AMERICAN NOTES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
New York, April 22nd,
Tue metals have been unusually quiet for a
week or two. Comparatively little copper has
been exported this year, as compared to last, and
the trade conditions seem to be o)
to rapid
increase for some time to come.
© copper producers are determined to control the production
and preserve prices.
The iron market has developed very little
strength, and the unsold capacity of American
mills is estimated at about
,000 tons this week,
The apprehensions that have been entertained
regarding the continuance of projected railway
work, have been dissipated by the recent resolutions of syndicates having railway building in
charge. At present the indications are that all
of the projected mileage will be constructed, and
the estimates of this mileage bay Bogaa 9000 to
13,000 miles of main track for this year. The
estimated capacity of the rail mills is put at from
1,950,000 to 2,000,000 tons, The new works and
the extended old works will have capacity available for early winter, and if the present favourable conditions continue, the railmakers will enter
next year with a million tons of rail contracts on
their
books. A great deal of machinery is now
in request for mining operations in the far west
and south-west. Very extensive mining operations are projected; besides this large tracts of
land are Seine bought up for agricultural and
mineral purposes. 500,000 acres of land have
just been purchased lying in the States of
Coahuila, Durango, and Chichuhua, in Northern
Mexico. The tract is traversed by the Mexican
Central Railroad, and also by the International
Road, which C, P. Huntingdon is building from
Eagle Pass to Laredo. Of this tract 1,000,000
acres is the finest cotton land in the ” famous
Laguna district. A com ~ og
chiefly of
Hartford, Conn., capitalists
ught 500,000
acres in Senora an Chibeahen, all2 000%‘and
agricultural land. A purchase of
000 acres
has been made in the western part of Chihuahua
by Utah men.
Prices of iron and steel remain firm. The
demand is temporarily restricted under the lack
of confidence as to what the freight rates may be
next week or next month. Steel rail contracts
could be placed at mill ut 31 dols. for early winter
delivery. Old rails are selling at 23 dols, to
23°50 dols, at Atlantic ports. Consumers of
billets, slabs, and Bessemer pig are waiting for
further developments. There is a very heavy
business in all kinds of lumber.
Foreign iron _is selling at 18 dols. at furnaces,
equal to about 19 dols. at mill, and foundry iron
is selling at 19 dols. to 20 dols, at furnace, and
the heavy production is all absorbed. Nails ‘have
dropped to 2°35 per keg. Wrought: iron ed
are in heavy demand for natural gas and other
purposes, and the makers of cast Pe are sold
from three to four months ahead all the way
to the Allegheny,

THE
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Gold Fields —— Company, Limited.
This company
red on the 25th inst.,
with a capital of £50
in £1s
to search
for, pi
t, and discover mining lodes, and
mining rights of every description. The subscribers are :—
w. C, Freeman, 8. Cowley-road, Brixton, ’ clerk.. 11
H. Gatsford, 184
cler
A.B. Brotheridge, 9,
Gairloch-road, Camberwell,
1
“a k
ame. Dewhurst, * 478, Liverpool-road, ‘book:
1
J. Hudkin, Belvedere, Kent, manager of a bankingcompany
.- «- «+ ss «8 «+ se es 1
8. Batsford, 89, Dalzell-road, Brixton, shorthand
1
writer
G. Rawlings, 6,"Ldine-villas, Upton Patic, estate
agent ..
1
The isis of pater wayis we to“i em than
three, nor more than ten; qualification, 100
shares; the subscribers are to appoint the first.
The company in general meeting will determine
remuneration.

a capital of £200,000, in £1 shares, The subscribers are :—
Shares.
E. A. iat, Farringdon Works, ani
1
Story:Miskelyne, MP. Swindon.
1
Win
——, rn Sergeants’- inn, Fleetee 1
J. “antonia Lancaster-gate, ‘merchant
1
A.
i, Le54, Nevern-prepare. mer- ¢
F, aa Eistree, Bets, solicitor
1
c. J. F. ew * focusses“gardens, Bw.,
merchant
e
1
The number of eter, is not to be less than
three, nor more than seven; the subscribers
are
to appoint the first, and act ad interim ; qualification,
shares; remuneration, £200 per annum
+4the chairman, and £150 per annum to each
jirector.
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THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Cette fer Or RS a a
Application for Letters Patent.
*,* When patents have been ‘communicated” the
por bya eg of the communicating party are

25th April, 1887.
6037. Rig risen 5
having an OFFENSIVE SMELL,
A.D. Hunter,
6038. Cement, G. H. Sharpe, F. W. Turner,
and E.
esnard, London.
~~ Heatine Arr, R. Haddan._(— Vaillant-Dubus,
rance.
6040, Serrinc Screws, R. Macer, London.
6041. OpricaL InsTRUMENT, J. Leiter, London.
6042. GaLvanisinc, H. H. "Lake. {(C.Swinscoe, United
6043. 4 oor or Repeatinc Fire-arms, A. Greenwe
on.
6044. Fotpina Desk, H. H. Lak.—(J. D. Richardson,
Patent Hosiery Machine Company, Limited.
United 8 ates.
6045.
TuspuLaR
Parts of Sream Borzers, 8. Fox,
This company was registered on the 25th inst.,
London.
with a capital of £10,000, in £5 shares, to acquire
26th April, 1887.
the business and assets of Messrs. John Dalby
Governor Group, Limited.
HaRVESTER Reexs, H. J. Allison.—(S&. S&. Stout
and G. W. Brand, including the patent No. 4745, 6046.
and H. G, Underwood, United States.)
This company was registered on the 25th inst., A.D. 1887, for improvements ini knitting machines.
6047. Cuxssmen, L. 8. Schmitthenner, London.
with a capital of£100,000, in £1 shares, to pur6048. Arrixinc a Kyos of a Doorn HanpLe to the
chase the Governor Group of mines situate in The subscribers are :—
iS}
Spinv.ez, A. Smith, Burslem.
Mount Sneffles, Ouray County, Colorado, ne *Wm. Lee, Nottingham, eee: act maker
6049. InvaLip Coucnes, R. Harrison, Bradford.
*W. Hunt, N
terms of an agreement of the 20th inst.,
6050, Gas Hearrtus tor Boi.ine, ’ &e., W. Towler,
*J.
Dalby,
Nottingham,
ee
with the Whitehead Mining and Smelting re *G. W. rand, Nottingham, machinist..
6051. Kwitrep Fasrics,J. Booth, Halifax.
pany, Limited. The subscribers are :—
» Gabe, Burton-on-Trent, baker a
6052. Toy Hopsy Horszs, &c., G. Taylor, Hyde.
8
6058. LirHoGRAPHIC TRANSFER Paper, J. and E. A.
a Hertz, 10, Caufield. — West ey
He
dome
Ly
Nottingham,
clothier
.
°
et
et
te
Ridgway, Stoke-on-Trent.
nm, manager of a company
Fasrics and Fisres, E. Schorah,
H 8. Foster, Glenhurst, West ‘Dulwich, ac:
The
ber of di
winmet tebetes Can 6054. a
countant
three,
nor
more
than
five
;
qualification,
75
shares
;
6055.
Avromaric Raitway Covupiine, H. L. Moody,
W. Kern, 44, Hereford- ‘road, Ba swater..
the
first
are
the
subscribers
denoted
by
an
asterisk.
bee8.Re 8, = Vue- villes,»Woodgreen, N.,N
The company in general meeting will determine 6056. =
Fastener and Lock, E. Marston,
Enderby.
remuneration,
grave-strect, King’ 8-CTOss
6057. Cask, &c., Taps, J. R. Hargrove,Bi
\.
ill, King’s
’-yard, ‘auctioneer .
6058. CasTING STEEL, B. H. Thwaiteite, Li
. Grant, 72, a
-street Within, “char
6059. Brnpine DEVICES, A. G. Boookes.— (J. F. Haskins,
ee
ee
accountan
.
Percy Ibotson and Sons, Limited.
United States.)
Registered ies sii istlditn,
This company was registered on the 27th inst., 6060. VioLtns, &c., A.Cooper, London.
with a capital of £20,000, divided into 6000 pre- 6061. a Sonumneehe teeGilih, teksJ. Balbirnie
ference ay 14,000 deferred shares of £1 each, to 6062. DenTaL pone
Salt, Middlesbrough.
Hart Brothers, Limited.
e busi
of paper and boards manu- 6063. Loose VENETIAN +Buxp
¢
LatH, W. Little,
This is the conversion to a company of the eee’ carried on by Hy. Percy Ibotson, at
business of manufacturers of india-rubber and alle Middlesex. The consideration is 6500 6064. CoKE Ovens, W. Hanson, Middlesbrough.
Coy deferred shares, £760 6s, 1d. in cash, 6065. MeTaLiic Case, L. Meyers,
waterproof goods, carried on by Messrs, Hart
Batis for Berarinos, &c., T.
, BirBrothers at Failsworth and Manchester. It was and the discharge of the liabilities of the vendor 6066.
mingham.
registered on the 22nd inst., with a capital of in connection with such business. The subscribers 6067.
Paper
Bac
Macuine,
W.
A.
Lorenz
and
W. H.
are
:—
£20,000, in £10 shares, with the following as first
Honiss, London.
Shares. 6068.
subscribers
:—
Purirication of Sink Water, R. Nicholls,
*H. P. Ibotson, Poyle Mills, board manufacturer
London.
H. Makins, Poyle Mills, board manufacturer
H. Jonas, Whalley Range, Manchester, buyer .. 1 *W.
6069. EnveLopes, C. White, Lendon.
os” z retain M. P.,1, Lowther-gardens,
J. Besso, 15, Cross-street, Manchester, shipping
6070. HorsesHoes, G. W. Heaton, London.
1 W. H. Simpson, 16,Kent-terrace,
ne insurance broker".
6071.
= Sienaxs, F. D.
and W. Stroudl
nt’s. Park
Nicholson, 100, King-street, “Manchester,
‘71,|
nee, Repent’ |
1 J.M. W.Norsworthy,
.
accountant
we x ye Sanp to Prevent WHEELS SLIPPING,
Smith,
52
Suaen
Vieloaie:
~
pret
*A, M. Hart, 33, Fountain-street, Manchester,
3
, London,
olNh
ehalel
india- rubber.F1manufacturer
res
oe 1 H.I.Ward, 1, Walbrook, solicitor ..’ ..
6073. Dryinc Ovens, R. E. eae esP. N. Martin,
pr
*M,
M hester, indiaCeylon.)
The
ber
of
di
s
is
not
to
be
less
than
1
rubber manufacturer
6074. TricycLes, W. E. Hurrell, Lon
two, nor more than five; the first are the sub- 6075.
~ Eilenberg, 2, Hart-street, Wood:“street, “EC,
Water Meters, F. W. Tuerk, = ;and J.C. and
india-rubber garment manufacturer ..
1 scribers denoted by an asterisk; qualification,
J. Hunter, London.
8. Betts, 353, rea N,, manufacturing
£500 in shares, Mr. Ibotson is appointed direc- 6076, PHOTOGRAPHIC Cameras, W. Clark, London.
jeweller.. ..
1 tor for life, and Mr. W. H. Makins for fourteen 6077. PortaBLeE Toots for Fire-arms, A. J. Boult.—
(G. W. Morse, United States.
The number “ayearn is ant tobevan than years, Any executor or administrator or nominee
ExTractinc FeRRULEs trom Tuses, H. W. Swift,
NEW COMPANIES.
three, nor more than seven, the first por the of Mr. Ibotson may appoint a director so long as 6078.
Liverpool
he shall hold 2000 shares. The company may 6079.
subscribers
denoted
by
an
i
s
k
,
and
Mr.
Burron-HoLe Sewinc Macuings, F, Egge,
we following companies have just been regis- Victor R. Levi, of Manchester; qualification, 10 advance money to the two directors at such times
London.
WATER-CLOSETS, J. V. Eves, Manchester.
shares, The vendors are appointed managing and in such manner as they may require, but not 6080.
Climax Foundry Company, Limited.
6081.
ATTACHMENT
HoLpER for Sewrnc Macutxes, F.
exceeding £600 per annum to Mr. Ibotson, and
directors for five years.
, London.
£750 per annum to Mr, W. H. Makins, ‘Such 6082, Camera
This is the conversion to a company of the
Oxscura,
8, and F, E, Andrews, Liversums may be paid out of capital, and the company
businesses of malleable and soft iron and brassHex Gold free Company, Limited.
shall not be bound to take security for the repa
founders, and manufacturers of patent boot pro6083. Box-naitinc Macaines,T. B. De Forest, London.
tectors, carried on at the Globe Works, StourCaBLE and other Rariways, W. P. Thompson.—
proposes to acquire and work ment thereof. Any sums so mee may be 4084.
(A. A. Shobe, United States.)
the two direct
t of the
bridge, Worcester, by Messrs. Benjamin Bloomer an onningclon situate in Calaveras County, cee
Distnrectinc Powper, 8. Hallsworth and R.
and Andrew Knowles, under the style of the California,
It was registered on the 21st dividend on their shares, pte that if the 6085.
Bailes,
London.
Climax Patent Boot Protector Company. It was inst., with a y~ * of £100,000, in £1 shares. profits of the first two years do not amountto - ELECTRO-DE:
tion,8. P. Th
London.
registered on the 3lst inst., with a capital of The
#2700,
the
said
directors
are
to
repay
within
four
hase consideration’ is £16,000 cash,
. REDUCING the Porst in CARBON in STEEL, E. D.
10,000,
10,
in £1 shares, with the following as first 16,000 fully-paid preferred shares, and ’3000 fally- years so much respectively of the said annual “tee London.
subscribers:—
sums
as
shall
during
such
period
of
two
years
6088.
Macrami
LACE
Appiiances,
W.
E.
Bradbury,
paid defe
shares, The subscribers are :—
have been paid out of the capital. If after the a.
8)
6089. Drivinc Gear for VeLocirepss, J. R. Hudson
*T. Bantock, Wolverhampton, eee efeta ore
two
years
the
profits
do
not
amount
to
£1350,
the
o—
de
Torre
Diaz,
41,
Moorgate-street,
merand J. W. Marshall, Sheffield.
contractor
ee
said directors are to repay so much of such sums
t
Gas Stoves, J. Galli, London.
T. H. Go ugh, Dudley, chartered accountant...
“Hon,A. i.
3 Petre, 17, Tokenhouse- yard, ‘tock
as shall in one year be paid to them out of the — Fag
*H. A. Wassell, Stourbridge
.
ome STEREO-PLATES on PrinTERs’ BLocks,
er
capital,
*B. Bloomer, Stourbridge, ironfounder.. ..
Ww.
Thornton,
82,
Mount
Park-road,
Ealing
|.
1
T. 8. Hatton, Wolverhampton, accountant.
6092, PasTING SHEETS of PAPER together, A. M. Clark.
*H. Weld Blundell, 5, Gracechurch- -street, direc“—{B.
T.
Hazeltine, United States.
R. Muras, Wolverhampton, chartered accountant
tor of the Cumberland Gold Mining Company,
6093. WroucHT METAL SLeerers, J. Edwards, London.
H. 8. Johnson, Wolverhampton, solicitor ..
io
Rendle and Company, Limited.
Limited ..
(fA
Pal + pe
6004, Stave-Makinc Macuinery, C. L. Goehring,
The number of directors is not to be lessthan J. aAA Norman, 18,“Laurence Pountney-hill,
London.
to a company of the
three, nor more than seven, the first being the
i This is ofthe conversion
tors, glaziers, builders, and -. ae for Curtine Drain Drroges, J. Harper,
oe
subscribers denoted by an
isk, and Messrs, RCC. Wyatt,88,; Leadenhall-“street, ‘merchant a
engineers
carried
on
under
the
styles
of
Wm.
J.
C,
Mardel
Ferreira,
»
_—
-road,
gs
ane
W. Jones and A. Knowles; qualification, £250 in
6006. Foop for Anima.s, A. G. Wass, London.
Edgecumbe Rendle and Co., and John Edge- 6097.
square, clerk
—
and Excavators, A, L. Blackman,
shares or stock, or £500 in ebentures ; remuneRendle and Co. It was registered on the
The number of directors is
i oat toen no than canbe’
ration, £150 per annum.
27th
inst.,
with
a
capital
of
£70,000,
in
6000
6098.
pl for Curtarn Porrs, H. H. Lake.—(W.P
three, nor more than six; qualification, 250 ordinary and 80007 per cent. preference shares
Hill, United States,
preferred shares ;the first are Sir Samuel Can- of £5 each. The subscribers are :—
Crown Point Gold Mine, Limited.
. Rovs or Poies for SuPPORTING Curtains, H. H.
J. F. C. Norman, Esq., and the subscribers
Lake. —({J. Cremer, United States.
On the 23rd inst. this company was registered, ning,
Sy
denoted
by
an
asterisk
;
remuneration,
£300
per
6100.
TREaTMENT of Diastase, G.
= London.
with a capital of £160,000, in £18
to acquire annum multiplied by the number of directors for in J. W. Clarke, “ “<tc 8.W.
6101. Tires of Bicycies, J. Thom,
and work the Crown Point Gold Mine, Grass the time being, with the addition of the fixed
6102.
Drivine
VELOcIPEDEs,
J.
Glover,
ianien.
99
Vauxhall
Bridgeroad,
¢
erk
aux!
Valley, Neva County, California, The subscribers sum of £200.
6103. Tires for VeLociPepes, J. K. Starley, London.
J.1. Hepburn
30,‘aden
nion-street, Sten clerk
are :—
6104, ELecTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, A. Le N.
T. W. Allen, 5, Wood-street, Westminster..
Shares.
Foster and F, V. Andersen, London.
F.
W.
Boer,
8,
Copthall.
thall-court,
cler!
tt
et
tt
E. T. Read, 80, Lombard-street. .
6105. Orenine, &c., Bunc Hors, J. R. Dry, London.
A.
G.
ooo,
15,
a
"Kennington,
North
of
Italy
Steam
Tramways,
Limited.
F. E. Hamilton, 83, Fenchurch- -street, clerk|
6106. Ripina Surrts, E. Davies, London.
‘htsman
W. J. Smith, 42, Lombard-street, clerk.. .
This compan
pany was registered on the 26th inst.,
—
SEPARATON of CARBONIC OXIDE from NITROGEN,
= FF sn, 248, Commercial-road, Peckham,
er.—(R. J. Henderson, United States.)
The number ofpinned is not to be less than
with a capital of £100,000, in £5 shares, to
6108.
*Wixpow
Sasnes, J. L. Shoebridge, London.
acquire
certain
lines
of
‘steam
road
railway
or
three,
nor
more
than
five;
the
first
are
the
subJ. Yuill, 65, Alderbrook-road, Balham, clerk’
MANUFACTURE of TIN-PLATES, &., A. J. Mashrey
tramway in Italy upon terms of an
ement scribers denoted by an asterisk, and Mr. J. H. 6109.
J. T. Caarrington, 2, Victoria-mansions, 8.W.,
and
P.
8.
Phillips,
London.
of the 5th inst., entered into with Francesco Andrews, of Arcade-chambers, Manchester; 6110. ArracHine Bows
enginee’
to Cotiars, &c., J. Carter,
Tt. Larking, 5, Little Exeter-street, Cheisea, clerk “
=e
—_ Radice and Vincenzo Remotti. The subscribers qualification, 20 shares; remuneration, £400 per
London.
6111. ee Water to WaTER-CLOSETS, A. Dawes,
annum.
The number of directors is not to be less than are:—
three, nor more than seven; the first are Messrs. F. % eo 27, Clement’s-lane, solicitor .. .
6112. Paaum of UmBre.as, H. Jeffery, London.
1
C. Clark, J. Hastii
D. F. Carmichael, J. E.
6113, Startine TRAMWAY VEHICLES, A. Fendt, London.
Collins, 23, Bolina-road, 8.E., shorthand d
Santander Harbour Company, Limited.
Vesey Fitzgerald,
H. Hindley, and G. P. H.
6114, CLranine Stair-Rops, J. Jones, London.
Simpson ; qualification, £500 in shares or stock; > Webber, 15, Parkvilie- road, Fulham, ‘surveyor 1
On the 23rd inst. this company was registered,
27th April, 1887.
remuneration, 300 guineas per annum to the A. N. Hum’ rey, St. George's Club, —
with
a
capital
of
£300,000,
in
£20
shares,
to
Fitter Taps, R. Gough, London.
engineer
1 acquire from the Com
chairman, and 200 guineas per annum to each oe
Santander pour 6115,
6116.
Sorrenine,
&c.,
Hives, J. Palmer, London.
Chabb,C.E., 33, King-‘street, B.C
1 Yagrandisement de la Ville, iethedebenefit
other director. The board will also be entitled oa tain
of a con- 6117. ry
UDE ANTIMONY, G. B, Williamson.—
E. J. 8.’Norto
orton, 45, Cambridge-street, d cession for the construction of a harbour
to one-twentieth of the dividends paid over and
and
(A.F. Logan, New Zealand.)
above the first £10 per cent. made by the com- C. Holland- Haynes, 3, Cambridge-roed, Teddingworks, and the reclamation of land in Santander, 6118. Brotzcrixa the Oren Enns of Craars, H. Wilson,
ton,
y toa
y
1 Spain. 5000 of the shares are to be entitled to a
port.
pany.
Macnines, J. Bousfield, York.
preferential dividend of 7 per cent. 6119. Pruvtinc
The
ber of direct ude aeh the titi then cumulative
Miners’ SaFrety
ps, W. Patterson, Low Fell.
East Lincolnshire Brick, Tile, Terra-cotta, and three, nor more than eight; the subscribers are per annum. The subscribers are :—
6121.
MercHanicaL
Cieansina of Cocoons, E. W.
vortCompany, Limited,
to appoint the first; qualification, 50 shares;
Serrell, Paris.
gy oohLOWERING
mm
ConcRETE under Water, H. H. Wake,
This compan
red on the 20th inst., remuneration, £200 per annum to the chairman
with a ca itala
o|£10, ee
in £10 shares, to acquire and £150 per annum to each ordinary director.
6123. a
ILLUSTRATING INCLINATION of the
6
certain brickfields in East Lincolnshire, The
J.
Eartu’s Axis, J.
Halifax.
B.C. C.
bo
ge
subscribers are :—
6124, Fauuers, J. C. H
, Bradf
Pahang Mining Company, Limited.
F. H. Rapley, 66, Maury-road, Stoke > Newington,
8
6125. PEELING ’OsteRs, J. Rowlatt, Wigston.
F. E. Friston, Mablethorpe, artistinterra-cotta..
This company proposes to
uire mining
Knittinc Macainery, A. Hamer, T., W. R., and
etiet
~~ 6126.
L. W. Pockett, Hogsthorps, physician ..
R. J. Walker, Leicester.
weotis on
in the toosthasien of the F. Modet, 38, Bedford-place, w.c.
J. W. Davis, Grims' jmmerchiant
Bow1s used in Mana_es, J. Oliver, Manchester.
The number of directors is not to be rat than 6127».
tari or elsewhere in the Malay
Dyerne Corron Yarns, F. A. Gatty, Manchester.
Patineula or Archipelago, and ue
to three, nor more than nine; qualification, £500 of 6128.
. W. Strachey, Mablethorpe |.
6129.
Weaver's REED Hooks, J. Clayton,
ton.
©. Boulton, Hogsthorpe,
eam facing bas
— @ concession or grant. of
from the share capital; the subscribers are to appoint the 6180. Securine
CLoruine to the Bars of CaRD FLats
Hy. Hobson, Hogsthorpe,
OT, BC. 1. ce oe ettt
ultan, .r terms of an agreement with Wm. first and act ad interim; the company in general
F. Law, Halifax.
Registered without special articles,
61381. DYEING Waare, A. U. Lewis, Bradford,
Fraser. It was registered on the 27th inst., with meeting will determine rem
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132. Apparatus for Recervine Corns or CxEcks, W.
T. Kennedy,
ee.
6133, Nicorink Trap for Topacco Pirss, J. J. Allen,
Halifax.
6134. Ruos for PeramBuators, &c., R. and W. H
Tod anchester.
6135. Pacxine for Sream pe and MacuIne
Guanps, H. Field, Li
6136. AvTOMATIC MoTIoN 3 Srorrixc Looms, E.
Smith, Bradford.
6137. Open Fire-crates, 8. Pick
ll, Derby.
6138. Lire-Boats, J. J. P. Shervell,
outh.
6139. SECURING
Meta Banps SURROUNDING BALEs
Corrox, J. W. renag T. Warburton,
United States.
6140. Carpio, J. Platt,
6141, Sewima ee Oe het Sheffield.
6142. Avromatic CarTripce Extractors, C. H. Maleham, Sheffield.
6143, Sicut Feep Lusricators, H. J. F. Beckwith,
ion.
6144. Steam Duiers, G. G. Picking and W. Hopkins,
London.
6145. Preventixe the FravupuLent Opentnc of Sares,
London.
6146. Damprnc Brusues, &., A. C. Thomson,> vei
6147. Wasurse Macurves, A.
6148. GaLLeRIEs and GLOBE Hotpers, F. XC Dixon
and 8. H. Dixon,
$149. CutuxaRy FReEEzinc and SreaMinc APPARATUS,
T. Fish
London.
6150. Wsavisc Wire Marrresses, P. J. Dowling and
- Dowling, London.
6151. Vatve Gear for STEAM Enorves, F. Bosshardt.- . R. Frikart, France.)
cue, Foran Buriprscs, W. P. Thompson.—(A.
6153. DEcantinc Liquips, J. F. yr Li
6154. Locxine Nuts, O. Jazenburg,Li
6155. Puramsutators,J. Simpson and 8. T. Fawcett,
London.
6156. Sappiz Bars, L. Rolleston, London.
6157.. ee -PLATING for Voom of Wan, &c, T. E.
6158.B RAKE, G. Scholle, London.
6159. Piovcns, A. Simpson, W. Law, and D. Arnot,
Lond
6160. Execrric Ixpuctive Transtators, W. Main,
6161. Msrattic Hurpies and Gates, S. Bayliss,
London.
6162. SHacexss for the Sprines of Carriaces, J. A.
Lond: on.
6168.
OLDERS, T. Hooper and 8S. G. Moore,
Lon
6164. Suppiyise a RequitaTep Quantity of Scent or
Prrrom
Excuancs for a
ETERMINED PayMENT,
6165. Steet or Incor Inon and Pxrospuate of Lime,
R. 8S. Casson,
on.
6166. Workrse and Inrertockixne Ratway Pornts
Sicrats, W. Smith and J, P. O'Donnell, New
Malden.
6167. Vatves for Vacuum Brakes, J. Ruxton, London.
6168. TeLEPHoNes for CuEckING Payment for the UsE
of
onrs,H. F. — London.
6169. —- y= pe
London.
5170. CLEANING
EPARING —~ ee! Pruxttro Surracss, E. O. Schmiel,Lo:
6171. Vatve Fraps
for Ar anyi F. W. Larsen,
London.
6172. Grixpinc WueEx1s, E. D.he agg London.
6173. Srext, R. A. Hadfield,
Lon
6174. Excryes and Macurnes for - MANUFACTURE of
Parser Putr, F. Voith, London.
6175. a and other SrmiLaR Piates, H. J. Alex6176. Abromamicaty Apsustinc the Pumprrc Loap
of CorNIsH
Princ Enoixz, W. Husban
6177. Apaptinc Execrric Lamps to the Hetmets of
Drvers, A.
mdon.
6178. Uritisinc the Power EXPENDeD in the THRUST
Beakrncs of Prorecrer Suarts, &c., T. Cooke and
Boyens, London.
6179. Movuntixes for Heavy OrpNance, J. Vavasseur,
6180. PRopeLiinc and STeerinc VesseExs, J. F. Green,
London
6181. Srockincs and other Knitrep Goops, W. Bown
and H. W. Cooke, London.
6182. Securine Corks in Bott.es without the Arp of
Wire, L. Dove, London.
28th April, 1887.
6183. So.rraire, E. Trow and R. J. Lewis, Birming6184. Steerinc Sreamsurps, F. 8. Willoughby, Stockport.
6185. Pexcits, &c., A. C. Durant, Bradford.
eo Or ee and Uncovp.iine of Ratrway Wacons,
Let Simpkin, Sheffield.
esr’Step LappERs and TrestLes, H. C. Longsdon,
Halifax.
= Breecu-Loapinc Smatt-arms, T. Woodward,
irmingham.
6189. Protrecror for Gas-BuRNERS, B. Thompson,
Great Yarmouth.
% ~~ of “are of Borers, J. Weir and
eir,G
=. Foo!eneoante on Rattways, F. Rosebottom,
oon Gnovn Printinc Macutxes, J. Pollard and C.
6104.Lirtrxe
Or ~ +FrasES, =D
J. Shekion
GreatSe oem
OrcaReTTe Wraprer,E.
London.
6195. Cross-TUBE ye B. K. Noy.
= =
to the Linx Somes of ENGINES,
6197, HearTu-ruc Maxine, W. Illingworth, Shipley.
er Reversinc VALVEs, M. B. Mountain, Birming6199. Pickers for Looms, W. Atherton, Bradford.
6200. Tra
F. Payne,
= pan Merers, R. Dick and R. Kennedy,
6202. ti Pump, M. E. Faust, London.
6203. Spapes, H. McC. Ale
er, ‘Cheltenham.
6204. a
Corts and TRANSFORMERS, W. J. Muller,
6205.’ Sewinc MACHINE AtracuMents, E. H. Buck and
W. Wadmore, London.
= Sabeamuan Pire and other Castinos, K. Thien,
6207. PLant Sricxs, J. de Paiva, Liverpool.
6208. Dryixo Corror, J. D. Sutcliffe and B. T. O’Brien,
Manchester.
6209. ComBINING Distyrectants with Sopa CrystTALs,
R. L. Hicks, London.
6210. SeLurnc Pusiications, C. Ly Heap, London.
—
HOLE Scissors, L. V. Rees and 8. H. Levi,
6212. Antiseptic Parts and Commopes, R. Nicholls,
6218. PanerixoPATTERNS on FLoor-cLorus, M. B, Nairn,
6214. Drivixc-wHEELs of Locomotives, C. E. Swiner6215. MARKING PATTERNS upon Crors, E. O'Donnell,
6216. Decoration for Metats, E, Haskell and G.
Williams, London
6217. HEATiNG, CurRLINe, &c., Hat Bris, J. Moores,
London.
6218. Smoxe Consummsc Apparatus, J. W. Holden,
London.
ee Ixpuction Apparatus, J. Swinburne, Chelms6220. Urinats, F. E. Mohr, London.
6221. GoveRNiIne
ELEcTRic Cremicat Action, A.
Shiper and
. L. Hamilton, London.
6222.
of Bicycte, TRICYCLE, &c., Wurzis, W.
wn,
on.
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6223. — RiTOIRES, T. R. Scott and A. F. Graves,
6224, Murat. WaEELs, H. Devien, London.
Suips’ Ripixe
W. H. Harfield, London.
6226, Watcues, F. Knoeferl,
London.
6227. Sarery Srirrvp, E. —- Rondon
6228. Bixs for Wine Borties,W, B. andJ.8. Burrow,
and T. Smith, London
6229, Sap Irons, J. 8. Brunt, London.
6230, Hurricane Martcu-sox, H. C. Braun and A, F.
Lloyd, London.
6231, AUTOMATIC. Apvertiser, H. C, Braun and A. F.
Lloyd, Lond: on.
6232. Tix Boxes, G. F. Griffin, London.
6233. Carrriposs for Fire-arms, J. P. —y London.
6234. Music Stoots, J. T. Canosa, Londo:
=. CrrcuLar Latca NEEDLE arsemen Mean J.
Watts, London.
one Furniture Castors, J. Vernon, London.
6237. Vetocrrepes, J. Ashbury, London.
6288. Piston Motor ENGINES,
eG. De Abel —(J. C. Grabner and C. Ruperti, Germany.)
6239. TREATMENT of INCANDESCENT Bons, O. Imray.
—+(C. A. V. Welsbach, Austria.)
6240. Mowrne Macuives, W. M. Cranston.—(The W. A.
Wood Mowing and Reaping Machine Co., United
States.)
6241. ScREW-sTOPPERED Bortries, &c., W. J. Wheeler,
| epee Irons, C. Clarke and F. Williams,
6243. —
Cans, &c., C. Clarke and F. Williams,
6244. —_———- Warer-ciosets, C. Clarke and F.
Williams, London.
$245, INDEXING MEMORANDA, H. A. Lee, London.
29th April, 1887.
6246. SNaFr_e-Bit for Bripies, J. C. King, London.
6247. CicarRetre Parsrs, J. F. M
m, London.
6248, Boot-cLEANING phe A. Hiscoe, Harrogate.
—. Meratiic Stanp for Pxuoros, J. A. Richards,
6250. Syrinces, E. and 8. Stokes, Birmingham.
a =
Doveraus, H. Skerrit.—(l. Fritz,
rance,
6252. Paintine in Ort and Water Cotours, T. and D.
2
Lister,
6253. NEEDLE Casg, E. R. 8. Bartleet, Redditch.
6254. Some Sa G. To
Halifax
6255. LTS,
arrison, B
ham.
een, han"
x
6256. Latcr
6257. Raxinc Hay, T. Mosley, Huddersfield.
6258. SHEEP —- H. B
, Sheffield.
ord.
6259. Pens, B. C. Fryer,
6260. Looms for Weavine, J. Bennett and J. Bullon,
Brimscall.
6261. Dryine Sucar, J. Buchanan, Liverpool.
= — Apparatus for Hosts, J.vend T.T Barker,
6263. StarTinc-GEaR for Tram-cars, W. M. Brittain,
Kingston-upon-Hull.
6264. Ratstnc the Hoops of Victorias, J. Cook, Birmingham.
6265. Sarery CLEANING Siipinc Wixpow Sasues, T.
Robson, Scarborough.
* wi Courtine, J. L. Shoenberger, Lowrenzie, U.S.
ee omySwitcues, A. C. Cockburn and E, Thomas,
6268. SELF-INDICATING Soe J. Paterson, Glasgow.
a NgEDLE THREADERS, J. 1Corbett, Glasgow.

6328. Brackets, F. F. Smart, London.
6829. ApvusTaBLE PepesTats for Smarts, W. HarPd and R. Harwood, London.
FACILITATING PIANO Piayine, F, Bosshardt.—
(@. Huard, France.)
6331. Hotpixo, &c., Sensirisep Fiims, C, D. Durnford,
urg: Swine Brive, F. O. Fisher, London.
6332. Lock
6333. Hoiprast for TACKLE, Buinps, &c., C. Curdle,
London.
6834. Increasinc Power and Sreep, J. A, Smith,
London.
6335. Fire-arms, J. J. 8
, London,
6336, Separatine Dust from Air, E. Kreiss, London.
6337. SyncuRonisinc MecuanismM, W. 8. Harrison,
ion.
6338. Brusaine Animas, H. J Haddan.—(N, Petersen
and A, Fritze, Denmark.)
6339, Preventine VeuicLes from Leavine the Razs,
I. Plou, London.
6340. —
estces, InsTRUMENTS, G. O. Hagspiel,
6341. ion &c., J. Hiekisson, London.
6342. Coxe Ovens, G. Downing.—(7. Baver, Germany )
6343. Propvision of SMALL Crart, A. Biver, London.
6344. Harness for OaRsMEN, F. F. Martin, London.
6345. VariaBLe Nozzze,R.
R. F.Derrick,yy
6346. Roormna and WaLL TILEs, A. T. Morse, London.
6347. Ancuors,J. A. Birch, London.
6348. APPLIANCES to be RENDERED INCANDESCENT by
Heat, B. Piffard, London.
6849. Reautatine the Suprriy of Liquips, Sir J. C.
Cowell, London.
6850. VeLocirepes, C. Bach, E. Kraft, M. Neuburger,
F. J. Miller, and C, Stiefet, London.
6351. Brsprinc Mecuanism of HARVESTING MACHINES,
Ww. M.
iton.—{The W. A. Wood Mowing and
Reaping Machine Company, United States.)
6352. Twistinc Straws to Make Rope, W. M. Cranston.—{The W. A. Wood Mowing and Reaping Machine Company, United States.)
6353. Wasnine Psorocrapaic Prints and P.atss,
The Hon. W. Grimston, London.
6354. Rotary Steam Enorne or Motor, P. Kirchoff,
London.
6355. Wuees of Bicycies, &c., W. Bown, London.
6356. Wmere.s of CARRIAGES, &e., W. Bown, London.
6357, PARALLEL Vices, E. Harris, London.
6358. Corkine Borries containing Brrr, &c., A.
Kempson, London.
6359. Mecuanicat Toys, G. F. Lutticke, io.
6360. Carrripcss for OrpNaNceE, G. Quick, London.
6361. Boots and Sxoss, J. Thornhilla apdion,
6362. Cicaretres, W. Morris, London.
6363. CenTRAL TELEPHONE Stations, G. F. Redfern.—
(G. Lagache, France.)
6364. Harvesters, G. F. Redfern.—(B. BE. Huntley,
United —
6865. Boors,J. Gilling, London.
2nd May, 1887.
‘orth
6366. Spapes, H. W. Reali
t
6367, Bormnc Hoes in Coat ‘Mons, C. Burnett,
Hartlepool.
6368. Prencinc ARMoUR-PLATES, A. Reaney, Sheffield.
6369. Preventine Waste in the Reraitic of Az, W.
T. Hardy, Middlesborough.
6370. Exrractine Tix from Trxvep Iron Scrap,8
Toussaint, Paris.
71. Testinc the Baxinc Properties of Fiovr, T. T.
Vernon, Manchester.
72. InsEcTORS, W. J. Cooke, Manchester.
6878. Stancn Boxes, T. a Halifax.
6874. Pickinc Baxp Cuarns, J.. Qualter and E. Hall,
Barnsley.
6375. Courtine for Pires,J. Dainton, Newcastle-on6376. WorKING Prates, 8. A. Rosenthal, Berlin.
“.F gaan Ruiers, J. Shettle, Haverford6a78ao Featuers, L. Lee, London.
6879. Box Cuurns, A. ag eee Donegal.
6380. LaTHEs,
um,
don.
6381. ClayB
F. O. i. London.
6382. SERRATED
IRE, J. ilson and 8. Berry,
on.
6383. Levets, F. Bosshardt.—(4. F. Hahn, France.)
6334. Gritters, G. Goldsmith, Loudon.
6385. Fire-pLace Heaps, C. Hunt, London.
6386. VaLve Gear, H. H. Leigh.—(J, F. Carpenter,
Germany.)
6387. Vat Gear, H. H. Leigh.—{J. F. Carpenter,
6388. Rarip Formation of Icr, B. Manfroni, London.
6389.
EP eeney a
ACQUARD Carbs, W. and
a0. SToPrreRine
G. H. Jones, London.
6391. AppominaL Be xt, J. Williams, Birming]!
6892. Foop Pate, E. W. Cleversley, London.
ms Union Jornts for CourLine UBES, M. Schleifer,
jon.
6394. era” ArracuMents, A. E. Gosnell,
Paicwvet, Mortioy,H. M. Thomas, London.
eo0e. WATER-PRESSURE ENGINE and WATER TRANSmitrer,W. H. Wells, Dorset.
6397.. MEASURING WaTER, &e., E. Edwards, London.
6398. CoaTinc SURFACES of Grass, H. va Burton,
Hanwell.
6399. Lapies’ SappLE-TREE, F, W. Mayhew, London.
6400. ELEcTRO-MaGNETIC APPARATUS for AUTOMATIC
Licutinc and Extivouisaixe of Street Lamps,
EPARING &4 Star
MIXTUREE of Tea,
EA, Corree, & Coy
oanHMJ Pgpanive.
H. B. Thornton.
6402. CuRTAIN Rrxos, Ww.oy, Tanner, London.
6403. Visratinc Bearina for Carryine the Enps of
Iron Grrpers, C. E. D. Waring and W. Boby,
6404. DECANTERS, &c., M. H. Lakin and E. 8t. L.
Walker, London.
6405. Nove. Device for the Protection of VENETIAN
Bumps, H. J. Luff, London.
6406. FiUsH and Drop Hanpies, W. West, London.
6407. Bitiiarp Batts,T. B. Sharp, Smethwick.
6408.
ae
Movements, C. and R. Adam,
6409. Dynamo-ELEcTRIC Macuine, R. E. Bell and W.
A. Kyle, London.
6410. Lime Kinys, G. F. Redfern.—(F. Martin, France.)
6411. hs uapepaa Way of Raitways, T. W. Smith,
6412. Decoratinc Giass, J. B. Germeuil-Bonnaud,
London.
6413. Motor Enornes, H. W. Bradley and F. W.
Crossley,
on.
6414. Sores Macuives, B. Rudolph, London.
6415. VaLVE-GEAR for Steam Enarves, R, Matthews,
London.
= Borers, W. Whitehead and A, Emley, Lonon.
~
6417. MANUFACTUREof ALKALIEs, J. Marx, London.
6418. Butron-HOLE Mecuanism for Sewine MACHINES,
D. Mills, London.
— IMPROVEMENTS in Lusricators, R. T. Baines,
6420. Ponpesurr Marker for Riries, E. M. Richford,
ion,
6421. ArtiriciaL Fvet, J. Hall, London.
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nuts B B the valves G G having stems F F and spiral
ringsKE around them, with stems H H extending
Panethrough the ends of the chambers, to open tl
o is backed up yrsquinat thethe
valve G when the
desc
stationary chambers , a8 above
(8) In
heater ¢
for fire Sorl: , the + 2a LL

and supply openings T T, furming valve seats U U in
the interior, with ne water2 V Varound them
in combination with th .
A’, by which the
chambers are pele Pg su tautially as described,
and for the purpose set forth, (4) Combined with the
vas supply openings TT, the winged
valves R and 8, having seats U and stems a
with guides M and spiral cringe Z,
&,|the nuts P P and
NN, gum rings
O O, and pipes W and X, substantially
as described, ‘and for the purpose set forth.
358,889. Meraiic Roorina, L.L. Sagendorph, Cincinnati, Ohio.— Filed October 2nd, 1886.
Claim,—A roofing plate provided with longitudinal
and transverse corrugations crossing each otherat right

angles, one set of — tions being curved and the
other set V-shaped, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.
sco,ces. BituiarD Batt, G. BE. Phelan, New York,
Y.—Filed August 8rd, 1886.
Kosa
aballbovine
Asa mereees of manufacture, an ivory
ery
a permanent protective covering.
(2) As an improved article of manufacture, an ivory
billiard ball having a permanent protective covering

trong, Londo!
6274. GENERATING Gas, &c., from Or, W. Wakefield,
London.
6275. Cornice Pote Brackets, F. W. Rees, London.
6276. Compasses, W. A. Murray,
don.
6277. Storr Burrows, F. Bocks, London.
6278. Sreerinc Screw-steamers, G. H. Harrison,
London.
6279. Fiurp for Writine with among ag Pens, H.
C. Glanville and W. O. Jennings
6280. CLinometEr, T. Dobie “Gn
G.aettte,
nee
~-. Grinpinc MACHINERY
atson,
of fibrous composition. (3) As a new article of manu6282. Cans, H.
, London.
facture, a ——s ivory _ composition billiard
6283. Bricks, A. rray, London.
ball. (4) The combination,in a billiard ball, of an
6284. Gas Burners, T.
ion, London.
inner ball of ivory and an outer shell or covering of
6285. ALBUMEN-MALTOSE Dietary Matt Powper, A.
fibrous composition, as set forth.
Leerbeck and J. Holm, London.
6286. Moups, J. Colley, London.
350,006. Centrirucat Pump, J. Richards, San Fran6287. a
Gotp Amaicamator, W. Bevitt,
cisco, Cal.—Fuled April 27th, 1886.
Romf
Claim.—{1) In a centrifugal pump, a wheel or runner
6288, Apsusters for Car Brakes, A. J. Boult.—(E.
having a curved or dished perforated body and a series
Corson, United States.)
of es or vanes on
side thereof, substantially
6289.
as set forth. @) In a centrifugal pump, the combinaUnited Suetr
Si Brackets, A. J. Boult.—{J. Baines,
tion of a wheel or runner tending periuated body and
6290. a
mpLass for Suips, W. H. Harfield,
ps
a ne of blades or vanes on each of its sides and a
ng having an inlet on one of its sides, substantially
6291. Roane, 3. H. Jackson, London.
as
oon forth. (») Ina a
pump, the combina6292. Detivery of Goops by the AcTIon of a Corx,
tion of a wheel or runner having a perfora’
bod
G. Jeffery, London.
a seriesof blades or vanes on each of its sides,
6298. O1t-cake, A. Greenwood and H. Lambert,
acasing
having
an
inict
on
one
of
its
sides,
and
a
London.
discharge passage communicating with the casing on
6294. Erecrro.ytic Treatment of Zinc, &c., A. Watt,
the inlet and the rear sides of the runner through
London.
of
and
smaller
areas
respectively,
subSe
Macuines, E. Kohler and M. Lachman,
vantiliy ¢as set forth. (4) In a centrifugal pump, the
combination of acasing, having
asuction pipe connected
6296. Carpinc Enoines, A. V. Newton.—(W. Decker,
toone of itssides,a wheel orrunner
upon ashaft
Germany.
6297. Racoapmc Tunes, J. Carpentier, London.
a oe—w
&c., Macuinery, E.
6299. Cur-orr of Steam in Enoine Cy.inpers, W.
Wingfield, London.
6800. a aemployed for Srurrine-poxes, W.
Bethell, Lon
6301. Lay the So.es of Boots and Suozs, W. H.
Stevens, London.
ar a Ecos, W. R. Lake.—(D. H. Rice, United
States.
6303. Hansom Caps, P. Mackenzie, London.
30th April, 1887.
6304. Vetocirepes, J. F, Haskins.—(G. D. Davis, United
States.)
6305.
J. Stevens, Birmingham.
6306. Rack of Capstan Larue, B. Barker and J. E.
Leak, Hunslet.
6307. WaTER Tap, E. Zahn, London.
6308. Garment Stup Guarp, W. E. Biome, |
Livi
6309. Firtines for Batus, E. Marston, Newcastle.
> Sewine Macutnes, T. E. Bolton and’!E. Gilyard,
ester.
6311. Srretcninc VeLtums on Banyos, &c., 8. L
Fiinkens'
>
a ~ Suoes for Horses, C. J. Jutson and F, A.
‘oul , London.
6313, COVERING Jars, H. Faulder, Manchester,
6314. a
in Foocy WeaTHer, A. Fleming,
anc’
>
6315. PRopeLLING VESSELS, 8. —_ Manchester.
=. oie for Szcurinc Raits, J. B. Armytage,
mningley.
6317. CLeansinc, &c., PLaster, T. Simpson, Kendal.
6318. Furnace Brivogs, T.
pson, Seghill
ing through the opposite side of the casing, an
6319. Hanp Brusues, J. Wi
aor socket or Suber 2fixed upon the casing, a
6820. Sarery FasTeNER pode~ mega ‘Lames, Cc. T. W.
removable sleeve or socket connected to the outer end
Piper and W. Wright,
the fixed socket,, and a main
surrounding
6321, Jackson's pe phy LE, J. Allen, Chelten- SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS. of
the shaft and fit'
within the removable socket,
(From
theUnited States’ Patent OfficeOfficial Gasette.) substantially as set forth. (5) Ina centrifugal pump
6822. Navication of Sars, W. B. Thompson, Dundee.
the
combination
of
a
casing,
a
pipe
connected
6323. Ou-Lac, W. L. Wise.—({R. Lehmann, Germany.)
to one side thereof, an external socket orchamber
6324. Macutnery for Forcine and
— beng) &c., H. J.
side thereof and composed
J. Richards, United States.)
two sections connectedby bolts, a main bearing fitting
6825. Type Writers, A. J. Boult.—(C. Spiro, United
said socket and connected —— to the outer
J and +© he cayguides CO, —_
mephd ema
- = in
section thereof by clamping bolts, and a wheel or
RAIN B BINDERS W. P. Thi ompson.—{C,
6396. Ga,
HAC. H.H, Me Meon @ shaft passing through the casing
(2)
chembere LLene SS, runner bearing,
Cormick, , jum, United Stats
substantially as set forth.
and main
provided
with extensions having openings
II
6827, Fine Grates,
W. P. V, Wallis,London.
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ELSWICK

EXHIBITS AT THE NEWCASTLE
EXHIBITION.
In a large manufacturing establishment the staff are
generally so busy on work which presses at the moment,
that it is difficult to get information calling for the devotion of much time when there seems to be no special
demand for it at any particular date. An Exhibition
brings matters toa head and we get the benefit of it, for we
may observe that for months |ag have in a leisurely
sort of way been asking for information on recent
designs at Elswick without much result. History does not
record whether it was an Exhibition which eventually
caused Mahomet to go to the mountain, but there must
have been some pressing reason, for our experience of
Easterns would lead us to believe that he would otherwise have remained commanding the mountain to come to
the day of his death. The war materiél manufactured at
Elswick then, may be reviewed just now with special
facilities; and it may be noticed that we are for the
moment ignoring the engineering works proper, to which
Elswick owes its origin. The hydraulic cranes, hoists,
capstans, bridge work, hydraulic pumps, and engines and
accumulators, are manufactured with the same success as
when Sir William Armstrong’s manufacturing reputation
mainly rested on them; but these engineering works have
been thrown rather into the shadow by the monster
ordnance factory which has grown up, and for the moment,
at all events, the latter claims our attention.
The Elswick war materiél may be classed generally
under the following heads:—{1) War vessels complete;
(2) ordnance proper sold as separate stores; (3) mountings,
carriages, &c.; (4) torpedoes and appliances. This division may not be that recognised at Elswick, but it best

ro
x>
=g
©nf
Length of gun in inches ..
Weight of gun in tons
Weight of shot in Ibs.
Weight of powder in Ibs. ..
Muzzle velocity in feet per second..
Penetration in inches. .

524
110}
1800
960
2148
83°7
“a

Length ofgun in inches ..
Weight of gun in cewt.
Weight of shot in Ibs.
Weight of powder in Ibs. ..
Muzzle velocity in feet per second..
Penetration in inches. .

teristics. The leading feature is of course the change
from the short guns suited to the quick-burning powder
of twenty-five years ago, to the long pieces by means of
which slow-burning powder is made to produce enormously greater results, while the
gun is subjected toa
much lower maximum pressure.
is is a question of
proportion in conjunction with length. In the new type
guns the pressure is ~— up to the muzzle to such
an extent as to call for greater strength in the
chase of the piece.
Captain Andrew Noble, who
took the lead in working out this question, has
illustrated the progress in gun construction in Fig. 8,
which is taken from a
r of his. The. diagrams
represent the work which is got out of 24 tons embodied
in an old type gun and 26 tons in a wire Elswick gun.
It will be seen that in the old piece, which is a 12in.
muzzle-loading gun, a velocity of 1180ft. is imparted to a
projectile which weighed 615 Ib. at the cost of a maximum
pressure of 31 tons per square inch. In the new gun,
with a calibre of 10in., a velocity of 2225ft. is given toa
projectile weighing 450 lb., with a maximum pressure of
only 17 tons per square inch, In the old gun, short as it
is, the pressure has decreased to 1°6 tons at the muzzle, so
thatinit clearly additional length would have beenamistake,
whereas in the new gun there is at the end of a long bore
still 5°2 tons pressure, so that there would positively be
more in favour of lengthening this gun than the other.
The total stored-up work or muzzle energy in the old gun
is 5939 foot-tons, and in the new 15,450 foot-tons. Hence
out of 26 tons is got more than 2} times the work on the
new system of slow powder and long borethat was obtained
from 24 tons on the old system of quick-burning powder
and short bore. In justice to the old guns, however, we
must add that the pattern existing in the service is deci-
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a single class. One of these which we notice here, because
not exhibited in any specimen in the Exhibition, is the
employment of steel riband in gun construction. This,
by its great powers, enables a gun to be made of greatly
increased strength in proportion to its weight. It is not
proposed to describe this here. We gave a section of a
riband gun in a description of the Elswick Works in 1881,
and it was dealt with in Colonel Maitland’s paper read at
the United States Institution in 1884. The advantages
claimed for the riband construction are (1) that steel in
small section may be obtained with greater strength than
is possible in any other form ; (2) that each layer may be
brought to its correct tension ; (3) that the danger due to
the existence of flaws is reduced to a minimum. Riband
is wound on circumferentially, and laid longitudinally as
in 1881, and the winding is performed by means of Sir
W. Armstrong’s machine for giving the tension required
for each layer. Italy has obtained some of these pieces
from Elswick.
Guns are now made entirely of steel.
The individual features of each piece may be best dealt
with in its own description.
The first exhibit to notice is the 110}-ton breech-loading
gun —A on table—which is the most powerful gun in the
world. At the Royal Arsenal the muzzle energy obtained
with 850]b. of German powder, and a pressure of 19°9 tons,
was 57,630 foot-tons, the velocity being as above mentioned 2149ft. A still larger amount has been estimated
for this gun, and there appears to be every reason to say
that more might be got, seeing that the pressure is not
high, and might be much increased without injuring the
gun. Krupp’s 119-ton gun on one occasion gave an energy
50,780. This is the highest Krupp record we have seen.
It is 6850 foot-tons less than the Elswick
gun. We could
better compare the results if we knew the pressure in
Krupp’s gun. Probably, however, the pressure is kept
well jHed The natural tendency to rivalry in gunmakers
is modified by the reflection that a mishap would be very
damaging. The pressures adhered to are so reasonable
that surprise may be felt that the guus are not taxed
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meets our present purpose. Under the heading of war | dedly better than that shown in this figure. The initial vevessels complete would come the Victoria—formerly called locity of the projectile of the 25-ton muzzle-loading gun is
the Renown—with her 110$-ton guns, 10in. gun, and 6in. given in the new official book drawn up in the gun factor
—— to the quick-fireand machine guns. The Dogali, as 1292ft., giving a muzzle energy of 7120 foot-tons, which
or Italy, the Panther and Leopard for Austria, and the isa decided improvement on 5939 foot-tons, but affects
Chihyuan and Chingyuan for China, as well as the Rattler the comparison with 15,450 foot-tons only in degree; the
and Wasp for England, are recent ships coming under latter remains more than twice as great as the energy of
the heading of vessels complete. Ordnance proper would the old gun’s projectile. On Krupp’s method of comparison
rw ces the 1103-ton breech-loading guns supplied for —i.e. the energy per ton of gun, the new wire gun has
the Benbow, and all the heavy guns’sold separately, noticed 643°9 foot-tons, and the old gun 237-0, or 284°7 foot-tons
hereafter, as well as the quick-firing and machine guns, per ton of gun. The proportions of the gun form the
down to the Gatling mitrailleuse. Mountings may accom- sr feature of new type guns, but immediately conwith this question is that of proportion and weight
pany guns, as in the case of the Benbow, or may be made nected
is deserves notice the more because
separately, as in the instance of two Krupp guns which of projectiles.
are being mounted for a foreign ship, together with
guns Armstrong and Krupp obtain their energies in different
being made up of the weight of promade at Elswick, or in the case of the cosmopolitan forts ways. The energy
constructed for the defence of Spezia harbour, which are jectile multiplied by the square of the velocity may
to have Griison armour, Krupp 119-ton guns, Elswick depend on en and velocity in varying proportions.
mounting and machinery, and probably Italian projectiles, Thus, in the Elswick 1103-ton gun the projectile is much
Torpedo work is quite a distinct department, which is lighter and the velocity igher than in Kru ’s 119-ton
chiefly carried out at Bear-lane Works, Southwark— gun. The weight, diameter, and expression D which exformerly Vavasseur’s. This we do not propose to notice
at this time, and the vessels complete we must leave to presses the power to keep up velocity, is in each gun
stand over for the sete The vessels are represented respectively 18001b., 16°25 and 0°42, and 2028, 15°75
by models at the Newcastle Exhibition. These we hope and 0°52, the velocities being 2149 and 1900. The Elswick
to deal with by-and-bye, but the first claim on us is that rojectile hasa great advantage at short ranges—that of
of the guns themselves.
rupp at long ones. The long heavy projectile has more
Theforegoing table particularises the guns madeat Elswick power to overcome resistance, and also owing to the
and exhibited. The 110}-ton gun is represented by a velocity being less the resistance is less. The Elswick
model, The smaller guns are actually exhibited.
e gun shows the best ballistic result; but if it be asked how
table gives the most important data connected with the it comes that Krupp perseveres in his system, the answer
guns except the muzzle energy, which is easily calculated. is that probably both a
and Armstrong are right,
That of the 110}-ton gun comes to 57,580 foot-tons. We re- for their guns are meant for different pu
he
corded the highest velocity in the arsenalat the time of trial 110$-ton gun is for the navy; the number of rounds
as 2149ft., which makes the energy 57,630 foot-tons. The carried is necessarily limited on board ship—in fact, lamentperforations on the table herewith are considerably lower ably small—and thus decrease in weight is a great object.
than we should make them. Foreign perforations are low. Krupp’s gun has hitherto been used
for coast defence,
ose given in the Austrian and other naval almanacks when long range may be an advantage and weight a
would nearly agree with these given at Elswick. Those secondary question. In short, for Britain the light proin the naval gunnery official book agree very closely with jectile and higher velocity is the best combination ; while
ours, and we have never seen reason to change our system the greater weight and lower velocity may be best for
of calculation, seeing that the results obtained in perfora- continental coast armaments.
tion with the best projectiles are generally rather more
It will be noticed as we proceed that the application of
than any of us calculate,
hydraulic power to operations connected with guns and
Before dealing with the guns before us individually, it Prope ox,is a special characteristic of Elswick. There
may be well to call attention to their general charac- |are other features which belong to individual guns or to
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rather more. The old type guns were habitually subjected to higher pressures. We are inclined to think,
owever, that it is wise to keep well on the safe side at
present. We now employ a very large charge, which is
made to act in a manner which is admirably suited to the
circumstances of the case. The powder burns slowly, and
keeps up the pressure as we have noticed above.
e are
dealing with an enormous force, which is acting as if
subject to scientific control. We cannot help wondering whether circumstances might not arise which
might cause the powder to behave differently, and then
we might have to reckon with a very different rate
of increase from what could take place in old days.
Quick burning powder was force in a bad shape, but
its very bad action gave the guarantee that it could
hardly surprise us by behaving worse. It is as if we had
dealt with a violent dwarf for which we have substituted
a docile giant. Can-we be perfectly sure that the giant
may not some day behave badly? We hope he will not.
It sg
indeed, to be very difficult to make cocoa
powder burn rapidly, but we should be glad if our
Government would make experiments with it in various
conditions, such as after being broken, exposed to dry
heat, and the like.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the 110$-ton gun as mounted in the
turret of the Victoria. In our issue of February 11th
last we gave similar cuts showing the 110$-ton gun
mounted en barbette in the Benbow.
The differences
between the two designs are simply those due to the
different method of mounting. In the Figs. 1 and 2
herewith the gun is shown held by bands BBB to the
bed cc, which moves along the slide beneath which is
pivotted or hinged in front at E, just as in the case of the
Benbow gun.
e recoil thus acts along a plane parallel
and close to the axis of the piece, whatever may be the
elevation at which it is fired. Consequently the force of
recoil is nearly constant with the same charge. H is the
turret, G the port, and D the loading gear. The
hydraulic lift is shown below the middle of the slide.
The construction of the gun we gave with a section in
our issue of February 11th. The chief difference between
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this piece and the large breech-loading guns which immediately preceded it, such as the 105-ton and 100-ton guns
supplied to Italy, is that the steel tube extends unbroken
from end to end instead of being made in two lengths.
Of course there are minor differences in detail and the
length is increased, being 43ft. 8in. in all.
The turret is rotated and the gun itself
run in and out by a hydraulic gear,
the operations of loading and working
this gun, are performed by the same
means.
The breech block is unscrewed
from its seat in the gun, withdrawn,
carried to one side to make room
for the operation of loading. This is performed by hydraulic lift and rammer, by
which the projectile and charge are in succession brought up and entered in the
bore, after which the breech block is
replaced and screwed home. The obturator is one proposed by Vavasseur, in
which copper takes the place of the
asbestos employed in the De Bange obturator.
» The 10in. breech-loading gun, B in
table, is to be mounted in the stern of
the Victoria; the figures in the table show
its powers.
It is of the same general
type as the 110}-ton gun, as are the
927in. and 8in. guns—C and D in table.
For land service these guns are made with
trunnions.
For sea service it is convenient to employ bands holding them
down, as in the case of the 110-ton gun.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the 6in. breechloading gun—F in table—mounted on a
hydro-pneumatic disappearing carriage.
The gun A B rests on the extremities
of levers C D, under the trunnions, and
E F under the breech-pivotting at C and
E on the gun, and D and F on the lower
‘carriage. At K is a recoil press, which has
two chambers. The recoil of the gun is
absorbed by driving fluid from the recoil
chambers through a valve into an air
chamber, compressing the air on the
same hydro-pneumatic principle as in the Moncrieff system, the gun descending aud disappearing behind the
parapet or wall of the pit in which it is mounted, as
shown in Fig. 3. After loading, the opening of a valve
causes the compressed air to drive back the fluid and
raise the gun into the firing position, as shown in Fig. 4.
This system of protection, which has been shown to be
very complete, as in the case of the Hercules trials, has
been adopted for coast defence, especially in our Australian colonies. This system of mounting is now being
applied to guns of 70 tons weight at Elswick.

one weighs about 8 cwt., so that the gun can be carried
on the backs of three elephants.
By this means a very
powerful weapon, discharging a projectile with a velocity
of 1920ft. per second, can be carried over country which
is impassable for wheeled carriages. This design has
existed for a few years now, and has been
wholly worked out at Elswick, being
F
>
unique. For some time we abstained from
i)
sss)
referring to it in our columns, because
we thought it was unpatriotic to suggest
the idea to Russia, the Power that with
ourselves would be most likely to be
interested in the question. Russia now,
however, has carried the principle of
taking guns asunder still further, and,
moreover, it seems very unlikely that
she or any other Power could avail herself of this particular design, seeing that
no Power but England possesses trained
elephants, and these animals cannot be
turned out by a factory. The Elswick
mountain 7-pounder gun does not appear
to be exhibited.
It took asunder in
two pieces. Each one, weighing 200 lb.,
was carried on a mule’s back. It furnished, instead of the pop-gun formerly
used in mountain batteries, a comparatively
powerful gun, giving 1500ft. muzzle
velocity, which was at the time more
esac 1 than our 9-pounder field gun.
Rifled howitzers have latterly come into
notice in connection with the attack of
ships’ decks. Our coaling stations have
been at a small cost supplied with these
weapons, which would threaten the existence of armour-clad ships if well
managed.
For some purposes in the
field also it has been found desirable to
have rifled howitzers. There is a 3°3in.
field muzzle-loading howitzer exhibited
by Elswick—M on table. For howitzers
for the attack of ships some of the
mountings
spoken of would be very
applicable, but there is no piece exhibited.
NEW 30-POUNDER QUICK FIRING GUN.
In the British service some of our old| strong guns. It was well-proportioned, of sufficient size |type guns have been made to do duty as howitzers.
to give the advantages of breech-loading, and yet managehe term quick or rapid-fire gun was devised to describe
It has been superseded, but it layed its part well a gun of-small calibre, the projectile and powder for
in itsday—so well that in the midst o the late reaction in which are combined together in a metallic cartridge case,
favour of the muzzle-loading system might be found a the loading consequently being rapidly effected, and the
reserve clause in favour of the 40-pounder.
The 4in. rate of fire considerably increased. The original 6-pounder
jointed breech-loading 25-pounder has an interest | rapid-fire gun was intended for use either on board ship
peculiar to itself. It is the elephant gun for carriage | or from a boat, and the conditions were that it should be
elephants’ backs; that is to say, it is made/|able to fire twelve rounds a minute, the gun -being
|
in three pieces, A, B, and C, Fig. 7, which are destined chiefly for use against torpedo boat attack. Of
screwed together and can be readily taken apart. Each ' late an extension of the use of metallic cartridge cases
The 63in. and 16-pounder muzzle-loading old-type
guns and the much older 40-pounder breech-loading gun
—G, N, and H in table—serve to illustrate the progress
in gun construction at Elswick. The 40-pounder we regard
as perhaps the most successful of all the original Arm-
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ELEPHANT SECTIONAL GUN
and simultaneous loading has been carried out by Sir W.
Armstrong and Co. to guns of considerable shell power
and penetration, thereby largely increasing the area
which can be effectively
defended by guns of the limited
capacity of the Seventen.
It is obvious that if a considerably increased rate of
fire can beobtained from a weapon firing a 301b., 40 1b., or
even heavier projectile, a great addition has been made to
the value of the smaller calibre guns on board ship,
whether for defence against torpedo attack or for other
purposes,
._ Considerable improvements had been effected at Elswick
in the mountings of the smaller rapid-fire gun, and sugao the possibility of extending the principle to
eavier guns, The Elswick automatic recoil mounting
for the 3-pounder Hotchkiss rapid-fire gun, R on table, has
been, in fact, the germ from which a 30-pounder and a
70-pounder mounting have arisen. The following account
of this mounting will enable its action to be understood.
The gun itself is placed on a rocking slide, which pivots

on trunnion bearings, the gun only moving backwards
and forwards on the slide. The elevation or depression
are given by rotating the slide round its trunnions, by
means of a shoulder piece attached to it. A clamping are
is fitted to the right side, so as to fix the gun at an angle
of elevation required. In front of the trunnion bearings
are screwed two piston rods, which pass through glands
into the recoil presses, forming part of the revolving
bracket. The bore of the recoil presses F, from being made
slightly conical, allows a free passage of water past the
piston at the commencement of the recoil, which is
gradually diminished towards its end. At the rear of
the trunnion bearings are two springs contained in boxes,
which also form part of the rocking slide, and being compressed during recoil, serve to return the gun immediately
to the firing position. The rocking slide is provided with
trunnions, which fit into a revolving bracket, on which the
oe is trained horizontally by means of the shoulder piece.
his revolving bracket is carried on a pivot plate, to
which it is attached by a clip ring in roteke A clamp

fixes the bracket in any position. A gun-metal pivot at
the centre of the mounting takes the weight of the
mounting, and reduces the friction when training. This
bracket carries a thin steel shield for protection against
rifle fire. Since the gun always recoils in the line of fire,
the strains of recoil never vary. From the pressures
indicated in the recoil presses during experiment, the
maximum strain was found to be 6°7 tons, and the mean
strain 4°75 tons, the total amount of recoil being 4in.
Assuming the powder pressure to be 15 tons per square
inch, a strain of 40 tons per square inch would be given
off on the stand at the centre of the gun in the case of
the non-recoil mounting, so that it is seen how much the
mounting is relieved by the adoption of a certain though
small recoil. As the gun is allowed to recoil, a guard is
fitted over the trigger in the pistol to prevent the use of
the trigger for firing. A lanyard is attached to it and
led through the brass guard in rear, so that the man at
the shoulder piece can fire by pulling the lanyard. A
knot is made in the lanyard, so that the gun cannot be
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fired if it does not return into the firing position. A rate
of fire of about twenty rounds a minute has been obtained
with this gun.
The 30-pounder rapid-fire breech-loading gun, calibre
4°724in., or 12 cm.—I on table—fires a shell of 30 lb. with
9lb. of powder. It is shown in Fig. 5. The gun is
entirely of steel, its total length 14ft. Sin, length of bore
35 calibres, and weight 34cwt.
This gun does not
exhibit the feature on which we have specially dwelt,
namely, the rocking slide, which is, however, embodied
in a later pattern, but it has other good points. The
breech is closed on the interrupted screw system, the
breech block being formed on two steps, both of which
have portions of an interrupted screw on their surfaces,
the threads on one step standing opposite to the blank
spaces on the other. This distributes better the strain
on the block, and makes the opening and closing more
rapid. The breech block swings into p
and is secured
by a small turning movement. This may be well seen in
Fig. 6, which shows the breech open. The gun is fired
by electricity, the mechanism for that purpose being
simple and ingenious. In the base of the cartridge
case is screwed an electric primer, against which a brass
pin carried in the axis of the breech block presses. This
pin is in communication with the electric wires,
which carry the current to fire the primer, only
when the breech block is closed, and secured by
turning the lever downwards against the rear of the block.
In this manner all danger of accidental discharge is
avoided, and complete security
gained. The mountin
consists of an under-carriage or slide I in Fig. 5, carri
on four rollers, and working round a central pivot. To
the front is attached a shield to protect the gunners. The
training is effected by moving a wheel and shaft H K
acting on a pinion on the left of the carriage, working in
a rack on the bed-plate, and the elevating by a similar
wheel G working a rack, pinion, and worm, also on the
left of the carriage. The shafts which actuate the training and elevating gear are both brought well to the rear,
and close to the wooden shoulder-piece against which the
firer presses, so that he has everything close to his hand.
The carriage proper works on top of the slide, the recoil
being checked by means of a hydraulic Vavasseur buffer
F. The running out is automatic after each round. This
gun has been most successfully tried at the Government
ranges, a rate of fire of eight to ten rounds per minute
being obtainable.
Fig. 9 shows the newest pattern quick-firing gun in
which the “ rocking slide” noticed above is embodied.
Here the gun A and recoil C cylinder move together. The
breech open is seen at B. The shoulder piece D enables
the piece to be fired like a small-arm, the recoil being
absorbed independently. The eight rounds of ammunition at E and eight rounds on the other side of the piece
travel with it. F is the steel shield.
Designs for a 70-pounder rapid-fire gun have been completed, in which in the main the arrangements adopted
for the improved 30-pounder with the rocking slide have
been followed. Should this gun give good results, it is
thought possible that rapid-fire guns may replace on
board ship all the lighter artillery, whether forming the
main armament of small vessels or the auxiliary armament of large ironclads. There is a 3-pounder quickfiring gun on a non-recoil carriage, in which the gun has
no movement or recoil. The carriage and mounting, probably in virtue of its elasticity, absorbs much of the
shock, and enables the gun to bear the strain, which is,
however, so much more satisfactorily dealt with in the
recoil mounting.
Hotchkiss guns have been manufactured at Elswick in large numbers, especially for the
British Government.
They are used extensively on
board ships and in torpedo boats.
Sir W. Armstrong and Co. are the English makers of
the Gatling gun, which may be described as a machine
rifle. It possesses a positive automatic feeding arrangement, and the whole mechanism of the gun is simple and
trustworthy. The gun is ten-barrelled, the barrels being
grouped round a central spindle. To the breech end is
affixed the feed drum, containing 104 cartridges; and on
turning the handle these are successively forced into the
cylinder of the gun, which contains the mechanism for
pushing them into the barrels, firing them, and withdrawing the empty cases. The gun can fire from 800 to 1000
rounds a minute, at any angle of elevation or depression.
The total weight of gun and stand is 14 cwt.
e gun is
either placed on a stand on the bulwark of a ship or boat,
or is adapted to service in the field by means of a travelling carriage and limber. A special form of field carriage
has also been designed, which enables the gun to be fired
while on the move, an important advantage in many
instances. It is specially claimed for this machine gun
that its feed does not depend upon gravity, consequently
the gun can be fired in any position without affecting the
feed—vertically if desired.
This is important in a
mitrailleuse proper, which it may be desirable to thrust
into any corner and bring to bear downward and upward
at the extreme angles in ditches of forts, and at boats in
sea service.
The ships exhibited by models and other designs we
must leave for a future occasion.

A Heavy Rott.—We observed some time ago that the Carron
Company had taken what was for it a new departure, in the shape
of opening a large foundry for heavy work. We now learn they
have quite ——- turned out their first casting, exceeding ten
tons in weight, and which is in the form of a roll for plate-bending
machine. The roll measures about 23ft. in length and 3ft. in
diameter, and weighs some 16 tons. These rolls are cast on end,
and we believe this firm have made arrangements whereby they
can cast such up to 30ft. in length and weighing nearly as many
tons. This seems to indicate a movement among shipbuilders in
avour of building with very long plates, the handling of which
demands lengthened rolls. Doubtless it is seeing this tendency
towards an increase in the size of ships’ plates that the Carron
Company has taken measures to anticipate the demand which will
be likely to follow a revival of the shipbuilding industry.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LEINSTER COALFIELD BY RAILWAY COMMUNICATION.
Ir will be fresh in the minds of our readers that three
years ago an Act was passed giving certain powers and
facilities for improving the means of transport and communication in various parts of Ireland by the construction of light railways or tramways. These have been
but partially used, chiefly because while the taxes
created by the expenditure involved would have been a
burden certainly entailed, the benefits expected as an
offset against that burden by the promoters of sundry
schemes for lines were, to say the least, doubtful. This
subject might well attract attention again, for the
reason that there has been time for the opinions of
those affected by projects for lines to ripen, and a sound
judgment tobe formed. A very few lines have been made
—they are, we believe, in practical operation—and these
ought to serve as examples and guides for the formation
of opinions as to where and how other lines might be
made with reasonable prospect of financial success. We
have before us a paper read on the 13th ult. before the
Institute of Civil Engineers of Ireland, by Mr. Henry V.
White, entitled, ‘The Development of the Leinster Coalfield by Railway Communication.” Most of our readers
are doubtless aware that, geologically speaking, Ireland
has been denuded, and all her bituminous coal, as well as
most of her iron ore, removed by some former effort of
nature. There remains, however, the anthracite coal formations, and one of the chief of these is situate in Leinster, the field having an area of over two hundred square
miles. The different coal beds are situated, basin-like,
one above another, but are much disturbed by faults.
Mr. White gives the following list of the main coals,
beginning with the lowest :—
Thickness of
Name.
No,
=
Gaeate o,. 2%
7 |
Kingscote (1ft. coal) |.
"3 \ 300
Modubeagh, or ... ...
_216
Rushes (2ft. coal)
......
1
\ 144
Wards seam or Foul coal... ...
<a
lft. coal, with Jarrow channel...
=
483
Jarrow coal... ... ...
Re
} 180
Old colliery or 3ft. coal
ot
Double seam... ... ...
7
lll
All these have been more or less worked, and there are
several more known to exist. Of these No. 3 is very
important from quality, thickness, and from being so commercially available. It varies from 15in. to 30in. thick.
It is a good, clean coal, but being soft and flaky, does not
bear carriage so well as the Jarrow, which is hard and
stone-like, and if burned with a good draught and a
moderately thick fire gives out a very intense heat, or it
will burn well in a deep square box-shaped grate with a
moderate grate.
These pits are situated about a mile from Castlecomer,
in Co. Kilkenny, and the nearest railway station is Carlow
—nine Irish or eleven statute miles distant. Next to that
is Athy, about two miles further; both these are stations
on the Great Southern and Western Railway, one of the
principal railway systems of Ireland. The author of the
paper discusses the minerals likely to give traffic to a
railway, which are coal, culm, lime, and limestone,
and brick or fireclay, on which some of the coal-seams
rest. He treats of the question of supply and demand,
and points out that the construction of a line of railway
ortramway joining the coal district onto theGreat Southern
and Western Railway would, by bringing the minerals of
the district to an existing railway, benefit alike the producers and the consumers ; ¢.g., the price of the coals at the
pits at present varies from about Is. 8d. to 20s. per ton,
according to quality; the average is 9s. The coal is used
for domestic purposes, and is, in fact, the principal fuel of
Co. Kilkenny. The other uses made of it are for malting
pu
as culm for burning lime, and some use is also
made
of it on the Great Southern and Western Railway
in mixture with Welsh steam coal. At present it is only
carried by drays and horse labour. Mr. White then proceeds to discuss the relative merits of different routes for
a tramway or light railway ; of which there is choiceof two,
namely, one to Carlow or Athy, the other to Kilkenny city.
Both routes were surveyed three years ago, when the
Light Railways Act was passed, therefore there is so
much of the work done. A third scheme is, or was, to
construct a light railway from Kilkenny city to Athy,
a near to the colliery district, which was to have a
ranch. Mr. White puts the relative cost of a railway
and of a tramway from the collieries to Tullow, a town in
the county, but beyond the town of Carlow, the length
of the line being twenty-one miles—at £120,000 for the
former, and £45,000 for the latter, and he estimates that
arate of 103d. in the pound would meet the interest on
the capital, which would be lent by the Government or
found by investors under a Government guarantee.
The paper altogether is carefully written, and forms a
useful addition to the rather scanty stock of literature
existent about Irish industries. At the time the Light
Railways (Ireland) Bill was enacted, we felt it our duty
to counsel caution on the
part of those out of whose
pockets must come the difference between the interest
demanded by the Government for its loans, and the net
rofit earned by the lines. We still give the same advice.
e have before us the fact—or at least railway directors
tell their shareholders so, and they ought to know—that
the present poor dividends cannot be increased, and this
with roads in most cases comparatively crowded with
traffic. Be the traffic of a line much or little, the capital
sunk remains sunk, it is not affected, and the interest
it returns entirely depends, under efficient management, upon the earnings of the line. Mr. White puts
fairly reasoned and moderate statistics or estimates
before his hearers or readers. He enumerates the minerals
to be carried, and the pu
for which they are useful;
but there is one point fhe oes not deal with, not from any
fault of his, but simply because he could not, and that is,
how: far these mineraJs will be used in excess of their
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resent consumption in consequence of the additional
acilities for transport afforded by the projected lines of
rail. In even enterprising countries, with plenty of
money, it is the custom of sensible investors to “look
before they leap;” and the promoters of schemes such as
those dealt with by Mr. White must bear in mind that
purely agricultural communities are not generally very
enterprising, and the people of Ireland—the peasantfarmer class particularly—are not at all of a speculative
turn. As regards the Castlecomer collieries per se, they,
we understand, are leased and worked by an English
company. We have already stated the distance they are
from a principal railway system. It is to be supposed
that both the railway company and the colliery company
have some idea of what is best for their respective
interests; and their perception of this can be very truly
gauged by the amount they are respectively ready to subscribe towards the expenses of making a portion or the
whole of either of the systems noticed by Mr. White,
This is unknown at present. One point in favour of the
mse has not been adverted to by him, otherwise than
is reference to the use of the Castlecomer anthracite as
a mixture with Welsh coal on the Great Southern
and Western Railway, and that is, its suitability
as a steam fuel in general. A good deal is said
about the large supply of water power in Ireland.
We have gone into this question a little, and the result
of our investigations inclines us to believe that its magnitude is overrated. Besides that, even if its power were
great, its irremovable character is a drawback, because
most of it is situated at out-of-the-way places, where its
employment would entail great expense and inconvenience of transport, and, moreover, in very many cases,
the works in the shape of weirs and dams necessary in
order to render it available near centres of population,
are not alone causes of first outlay, but besides this such
weirs and dams, as every engineer and landowner or occupier along the banks ofa stream very well know, would in
many cases so alter the up-stream level of the river, as to
cause or increase injury to land in flood time; and before
weirs or other obstructions could be made in rivers, all
owners of land up-stream, all fishing interests, and
certain down-stream interests also, must be reckoned
with. For these reasons and others, we say that Mr.
White would have done well if he had dwelt upon the
more extended use of anthracite as a generator of heat
for steam power. Steam coal is enormously expensive in
the central parts of Ireland. In Kilkenny it is about
26s. to 27s. a ton. Still it must not be forgotten that in
seaport towns, where manufacturing could best be carried
on, sea-borne English coal can be had at a comparatively
moderate price. At best the use of anthracite must be
limited, and, all things considered, we do not think the
construction of the proposed railway would confer any
special benefit on its shareholders in particular or on
Ireland in general.
THE NEW

TAY

BRIDGE.

THE new Tay Bridge is now nearly finished, and will
probably be opened for traffic next month. The engravings
which we publish on pages 373 and 376 will therefore be found
of interest, as showing the character of the bridge, and affording
a good idea of the appearance of some of the main girders, both
in place, and in the process of raising to the top of the piers.
The total length of the bridge is 3600 yards—a little over two
miles—and the height of the rails abuve high tide is from 79ft.
to 83ft. For full accounts of the bridge we may refer our
readers to THE Encrnger of the 10th July, 1885, in which will
be found drawi
illustrative of the piers, and the mode of
sinking the pier foundations, together with the apparatus used
for this work. An interesting paper on the bridge, by Mr.
Crawford Barlow, M.L.C.E.,
will be found in Tue Enorneer, 25th
September, 1885. Complete drawings of the bridge were given,
with details, in Tae Enorneer, vol. lii., pp. 329, 350, and 386.
There are in the bridge eighty-five spans, varying in length from
50ft. to 230ft., and the minimum clear headway for shipping is
77ft. The Act of Parliament for the undertaking was obtained
in 1881, but the contract for the work was not settled until
April, 1882, owing to questions raised by the Board of Trade
concerning the old bridge, and the removal of its ruins.
CaPELL’s Fax.—A trial of a Capell patent double power mine
ventilating fan, 10ft. diameter, was made at the Ystradgynlais
Colliery, Swansea Valley, on April 20th last, by Messrs. Heenan
and Froude, in the presence of a large number of engineers and
eee including Mr, J. W. Cotton, managing director of the
a
Company; Mr. Hort Huxham, secretary of the
South Wales Institute of Engineers; Mr. David Thomas, Nant
a
Sag
Mr. J. T. Robson, H.M.’s Inspector of Mines in
South Wales; and Mr. David Johns, Pont-y-Cymmer Colliery; and
was conducted by the Rev. G. M. Capell, the patentee, and Mr.
Charles J. Rusher, manager for Messrs. Heenan and Froude. According
to a report on the subject, the fan was built by Messrs.
Heenan and Froude, to the order of the Ystradgynlais and
Swansea Colliery Co., and was designed by them to pass 60,000
cubic feet of air at 2in. w.g., at 250 revolutions per minute. It is
10ft. diameter and 4ft. 3in. wide, of the open running, single inlet,
narrow type, built up of mild steel plate on a steel shaft, turning
in cast iron bearings, with phosphor bronze bushes, and is capable
of running at 300 revoluti
per minute.
It is now driven with
belt gear—2 to 1—bya temporary portable engine, with a steam
cylinder of 9in. diameter, and a stroke of 10}in., but is eventually
to be driven by a direct-acting horizontal engine, 14in. diameter
and 22in. stroke. The temporary engine being of insufficient
power, the fan could only be run at 146 revolutions, but the results
obtained at that speed clearly showed that the fan would do more
than was guaranteed at 250 revolutions. The air quantities were
taken by the Rev. G. M. Capell, assisted by Messrs. J. T. Robson,
Hort Huxham, and D, Johns, and checked by Mr. Rusher, assisted
by Messrs, Thos. White, John White, and D. Johns. The indicator
d
ms were taken and calculated by Mr. Rusher, assisted by
Messrs. W. G. Thompson and John White, and afterwards checked
by Mr. Capell, assisted by Messrs. J. T. Robson and D. Johns, The
air was
taken in the fan drift, which is 6ft. 3in. wide and 8ft, high
at centre, the top being semi-circular, and the sectional area being
45 square feet. The water gauge was taken at the porch door.
The instruments used were Davis’s 4in. dial anemometer and
Thompson's indicator. The revolutions of fan were 146; revolutions of engine, 73; air speed, in feet per minute, 769; volume,
34,700 cubic feet ;water gauge, 95; horse-power in air, 5°2; horsewer in engine, 7°5; useful effect, 68 per cent. The report adds
that these ‘‘results indicate that at
revolutions the air volume
would be 62,000ft. and the w.g. 3in.”
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RAILWAY MATTERS,
New railway construction to the extent of 21,347 miles
js projected in the United States, and it is stated that 15,000 miles
uired for existing
willbe laid down this year. New rails are
lines to the extent of 9000 miles,thisandyear.altogether 3,250,000 tons of
needed
be
to
said
are
rails
steel
Sir James AuLrort, of the Midland Railway, has beento
commissioned by the Government to visit the coastsof oftheIreland
railway
report apon certain proposals for the development
and im roved harbour accommodation. H.M, yacht
system
been placed at his disposal for the purpose,
Enchantress has
A FEASIBLE scheme for New York City rapid transit is the
opening up of several alleys to form a wide thoroughfare peasant
arallel to Broadway, and to construct an underground railLoe along the route simultaneously, The qo objection urged to
underground lines is their interference with sewers and pipe lines
owing to their depth ;Mr. Hazard proposes so to construct cars
with end wheels that the floors shall be but a few inches from the
rails, and by using electric motors for these cars, only a shallow
subway would be required,
Mr. E. S. SuHaw has patented a form of construction
for the superstructure of American elevated railways in which the
rails are
outside of the main longitudinal girders, and a
little below the level of the top flange, the girder forming an inner
guard rail. Transverse diagonals run from the bottom to the outer
ends of the floor beams, and are turned up vertically to form outer
guard rails; in another construction the rails—similarly placed-rest on brackets, with vertical sides for outer guards, rivetted to
the main girders, no floor beams being used.
A yew railway and dock extension were opened at
Methil, Fifeshire, on the 5th inst. The dock, which has cost upwards
of £100,000, has been constructed by Mr. R. Erskine Wemyss, of
Wemyss and Torrie, for the purpose of facilitating the export of
coal from the district, and is about five acres in extent and fitted
with Sir W. Armstrong and Co.’s hydraulic coal hoists and gate
machinery. The engineers for the works were Messrs, Cunningham, Blyth and West, M.L.C.E., of Edinburgh, Mr. E. H. Byng,
A.M.ILC.E., being the resident engineer, and Messrs. Waddell the
contractors.
Tur Railroad Gazette record of train accidents in the
United States in March includes 45vo collisions, 58 derailments, and
13 other accidents ; a total of 117 accidents, in which 59 persons were
killed and 212 injured. These
accidents a
ified as follows :—
Collisions: Rear, 20; butting, 22 ;crossing, 3; total, 45. Derailments: Broken rail, 6; loose rail, 2; broken bridge, 6; broken
switch, 1; broken wheel, 1; brokenaxle, 2 ; broken truck, 1; loose
wheel, 1; fall of brake, 2; misplaced switch, 3; cattle on track,
2; snow, 2; accidental obstruction, 1; miscellaneous, 3; unexplained, 26 ; total, 59, Other avcidents: broken parallel or connecting rod, 5 ; miscellaneous, 8 ; total, 13. Total number of accidents, 117. The causes of collisions where given were as follows:
—Trains breaking in two, 2; misplaced switch, 5; failure to give
or observe signal, 5 ; mistake in giving or understanding orders, 5 ;
miscellaneous, 5 ; unexplained, 23 ; total, 45.
A CORRESPONDENT writes that work is in progress on both
ends of the Stampede Tunnel on the Cascade division of the Northern
Pacitic Railroad, and it is expected to complete the work by the
end of this year. The rock 1s a conglomerate, easily worked, and
requiring timbering. Nearly 4200ft. have already been driven,
and the aggregate daily progress averages between 16ft. and 17ft.
The company pays 85dols. per foot to the contractor, with extra
for timbering.
Burleigh drills are used, and the power which
drives them is utilised also for the electric light system. A switchback line is laid over the mountains, which will be used as soon as
the snow is cleared until the completion of the tunnel. It will be
worked by ‘‘ decapod ” engines—tive pairs of drivers and a leading
ony truck. Apropos of tunnels, Chief Engineer Dodge, of the
oe Aan Central
ilroad, the contracts for the construction of
which road were recently awarded, has decided to adopt the
English system of bottom heading for the Wicke’s tunnel, which
will be 6000ft. in length. The contractors for the entire road,
including tunnels, &c., are Larson, Keefe, and Co., of Helena,
Monk., and the road will cost about 2,000,000 dols.
A GENERAL classification of the accidents of the United
States railways in March shows :—
Collisi
Derail
ts. Other. Total. P.c,
Defects of road... —
We se ee e
. cg
Defects of equipment 3
7
to OB ue
Negligence in operatMs os «te ee WN
5
2
24
20
Unforeseen obstrucON ch wees = an as, §
So ic =
7
Maliciously caused — .. .. 1
ee
ee
1
Miscellaneous . .
Son
-1
2
Unexplained ..
23
26
—
49
42
Tot... .. &
.
e
Sare
ae
The number of trains involved—not the number of accidents—is as
followsaca:
t
Collisi
Derail
ts. Other. Total. P.c.
Passenger... .. .. 24
a os oe 6
a LB
Freight and other.. 68
ee
Bate | Rae
rn
‘92 oa tian "65 bans “al 33 . 160 .. 100
Iv his report on the fatal collision which occurred on
February 12th, near Bridgend, on the Garngaber mineral branch
of the North British Railway, when an up goods train from Sighthill to Kipps met on the single line near Bridgend a down mineral
train from Bothwell junction to Balloch, Major Marindin says:—
‘There are, I was sorry to learn, over seventy miles of passenger
lines on this part of the North British Railway worked upon the
same system as that in use between Garngaber and Avenuehead,
and a mistake made in any one of the signal boxes on these seventy
miles of line, similar to that made on this occasion by the signalman at Avenuehead, might bring about the terrible disaster which
the meeting of two loaded passenger trains on a single line is
almost sure to result in. 1 can hardly conceive it possible that the
directors of the North British Railway, after this second warning,
can fail to take immediate steps to remedy this deplorable state of
affairs at present existing on their single lines in the neighbourhood of Bathgate and | ellen nal and on the Forth and
Clyde Railway; but I submit that, in the interests of the public
travelling on these lines, the Board of Trade should bring the
matter forcibly before them.”
_AN important report has just been presented by the
New York Board of Railroad Commissioners to the Assembly of
that State upon the question of the heating of railway cars,
e
report holds that, as a means of heating railway cars, stoves are
out of date, and that an endeavour should be made to abolish them
as speedily as possible. In the opinion of the board, serious
objections exist to the use of any kind of safety car heater inside
of or attached toa car. They do not remove the element of risk,
but only lessen its percentage. On the other hand, doubts as to
the practicability of heating cars by steam, either from the locomotive or from a separate car, are fast being dissipated. The
board has arrived at the conclusion that it would be well to require
the use of steam or hot air for heating purposes.
Regarding the
extent to which legislation upon the subject should go at present,
the board declares that the system of steam heating has been sufficiently tested to warrant the statement that under all ordinary
circumstanges trains of from three to seven cars can be heated
with steam from the locomotive without serious apprehension of
failure from the inability of the engine to furnish steam enough,
or from the danger of freezing at the couplings. Bradstreet’s adds:
Whether the same holds true of longer trains remains to be satisfactorily determined.”
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
MISCELLANEA.
Tue atomic weight of silicon has been determined by
Tue epicycloidal pulley block has recently been brought
T. E. Thorpe, F.R.S., and J. W. Young, B,A., to be 28°322 if out as a new invention in the States, but it is now called the
H=1.
‘‘ gyrating hoist.” This alteration, however, does not appear to
As plumbago alone, as a lubricant in marine engines, is affect the mechanics of the thing.
often washed away by the condensed water, Mr. J. Dewrance,
A WONDERFUL sheep shearing machine has come to light
under a patent, mixes it with an insoluble soap of lead or lime.
in Australia, The Colonies and India says :—‘ It is called Wolseley’s
sheep shearer, and the other day four sheep were shorn, the
Tue total production of coal in Belgium during 1886, patent
foreach being 5 minutes, 37 minutes, 5} minutes, and 34 minutes
according to the British Iron Trade Association’s report, was time
17,253,144 tons, as com
with 17,437,603 tons in the year 1885. respectively,”
The production of 1
thus shows a decrease on that of the
At the meeting last week of the Royal Agricultural
previous year,
Society, and on the motion of Mr. Jacob Wilson, it was carried that
Tue population in England and Wales was enumerated the show of 1889 should be held within the neighbourhood of the
and on the motion of Colonel Kingscote a special comon April 4th, 1881, as 25,974,439, and on the hypothesis that the metropolis,
was appointed to suggest a suitable site for the show in 1889
rate of increase or decrease that prevailed between the census of mittee
in
the
neighbourhood
of the metropolis.
1871 and that of 1881 was maintained, pen
in the
middle of 1886 was estimated to be 27,870,586. This means an
Tue Wolverhampton Chamber of Commerce have
increase of about 7°3 per cent. in the five years.
received a communication from the Registrar to the Railway ComIn the five years 1881-6 only one group of the counties mission, giving information as to the principa) cases in connection
of England and Wales, the south-western, consisting of Wilts, with canals which have been tried by the Commission. From this
Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset, shows a decrease in popu- communication it appears that the proportion of canal to railway
lation, and that very slight—namely, from 1,859,198 to 1,842,917, cases is very small, and the Chamber have therefore expressed the
or about 0°9 per cent. It —_— from an examination of the opinion that the facts hardly show the need for the appointment as
returns of separate counties that the population of Cornwall will suggested of a special canal expert on the Railway Commission.
account for the whole decrease in this group. Dorset and Devon
Tne great numberof earthquakes in Italy in recent years,
have also fallen off in a very slight degree.
coupled to the scarcity of wood in the South of Europe, has begun
M. E. Levassrvr, of Paris, shows that the chances of to attract
le’s attention in those regions to the application of
living long at any given age are much greater now in France than more iron in the construction of dwellings, and both the Belgian
they were before 1789.
Of 2000 infants—under one year—1186 and German firms are taking advantage of this, and are endeavoursurvived in 1789; 1460 survive at present. In 1789, 738 persons ing to introduce constructive iron, notably girders, into the
out of 2000 reached the age of 40; the number now is1110. In country; also more pig iron is being sent over there from both
1789, 144 persons out of 2000 lived to the age of 75; the number countries for the same reason. But why should not complete galnow is 360. The death rate of France is much the same as that of vanised iron houses or huts, where suitable, be introduced? and
a, being rather superior at some ages, and inferior at then English manufacturers would participate in this new field of
operations,
others.
Tue Ferro-Nickel Society of Paris is making a nickel
A contract is to be made between the firm of Nordensteel in the following manner:—The plan has reference to a new felt and the Hungarian Government for the establishment of a
sort of steel, which is said to require no hardening. It is composed small arms factory at Buda-Pesth. The capital to be invested is
of soft iron, nickel, manganese metal, or an oxide of it, aluminium, 4,000,000f1., of which 1,000,000ff. is to be paid as caution money.
wolfram, and ferro-cyanide of potassium. The steel is produced at The guarantee will be given by the Union Bank. The Hungarian
one melting. After the iron and the nickel are melted, the man- Government on its side allots land rent free to the company, with
ganese or its oxide, together with the ferro-cyanide of potassium, exemption of taxes for fifteen years and exemption of duty on all
are added. After a few minutes’ time, during which the manganese imported machinery. It also guarantees an order for 400,000
with the other ingredients are melting and the reaction is taking rifles, to be delivered in two years. The Hungarians have long
place, the mass is stirred with a red-hot rod of graphite, whereupon been anxious to have an arms factory of their own, for at present
the aluminium is added, and the stirring for a short time longer they are completely dependent on Austrian factories,
continued. The alloy is then to be well melted again, when it can
THE recently-issued Part 2 of Volume x. of the
be cast into any decided shape in the usual way, the precaution, however, being observed to paint the moulds with coal tar, ‘*Journal” of the British Society of Mining Students contains,
free from all water of ammonia, and to have them as free from air amongst other papers and proceedings, an interesting and useful
as possible,
paper by Mr. R. A. 8. Redmayne on the “double stall” method
working coal. The system, which is now extending to the north
Ir has been found by Mr. Wright that the electromotive of
of England, although it is not common, is described in its applicaforce—0°538 volt—of zinc-aluminium cells—zinc in zine sulphate, tion
collieries at home and abroad, and drawings are
aluminium in potash alum—is opposite in direction to that calcu- given toof several
An indicator for low pressure is described by
lated from the thermal data—0°938 volt; so also for other Mr. C. 8. several.
Lindsay,
the illustration showing an indicator suitable
aluminium cells, Mr. A. P. Laurie attributes these contradicto
for
taking
diagrams
from reciprocating blowers, for which ordinary
results to the well-known property of aluminium in contact wit’
of steam engine indicators are useless, The Society's
air or water of becoming coated with oxide ; and states that the kinds
“
Journal”
also
contains
notes of visits, the president’s—Mr. E. F.
abnormal electromotive force—measured by an electrometer—is Melly—address, and is much
better illustrated than formerly.
reduced to 0°14 volt on cleaning the aluminium with sand-paper.
When the aluminium plate is amalgamated, the electromotive force
As the result of arrangements made by the Chinese
becomes normal and equal to 0°46 volt ; and the plate is speedily Government
with regard to the currency question, a contract has
covered with a growth of oxide. Two aluminium wires, one cleaned been completed
Messrs. Ralph Heaton and Son, of the Birthe other amalgamated, placed ina solution of aluminium sulphate, mingham Mint, with
for the supply of the machinery to produce the
give an electromotive force = 1-08 volts. Wright in reality mea- new silver and bronze
coinage. This order represents ninety coinsured the electromotive force between aluminium oxide on an ing
presses and all the necessary machinery for fitting up a mint
aluminium plate and zinc ; and the value obtained was probably in China.
The
presses,
which are noiseless and automatic, are
due to the heat of formation of zinc sulphate—that of aluminium capable of producing 2,700,000
coins per day of ten hours. Of
sulphate + that of aluminium oxide— that of water.
these coins 100,000 are to be, if required, silver dollars. The
THE most important alloys of aluminium are the alloys | value of the daily coinage in English money is £25,650. ‘The
with copper. These form a striking series, of which the alloy of extent of the undertaking is enormous, there being upwards of
10 per cent, of aluminium and 90 per cent. of copper is the most 400,000,000 of people for whom the greater part of the whole
rominent. This compound was discovered as early as 1856, by coinage has to be struck. In 1866 Messrs. Heaton struck for Hong
r. John Percy, and its wonderful properties were soon partly Kong 80,000,000 of small bronze coins.
recognised, and it received the name of aluminium bronze, which
A NOVEL instance of taking advantage of opportunities
has subsequently been extended to other compositions containing
differents per cents. of copper. Early mention is made of the occurred last winter, when the Cleveland Mine Co., at Ishpeming,
excellent qualities of this bronze in the Comptes Rendus, where its Mich., U.S., made use of a very hard frost for exploration work.
=
for rollers is stated to have given much better results Theextremecold formed 23ft. of ice on the surface of Lake Angeline,
than ordinary bronze. It was never made in appreciable quanti- when a diamond drill was taken out upon it and several holes bored
ties until about 1867, Aluminium may contain 10 per cent. copper, in the bottom of the lake, which resulted in finding an extension of
and still retain most of its malleability, Exceeding 10 per cent. it the Lake Superior hematite running along on its north shore. The
becomes brittle, but retains its white colour up to nearly 80 per Steel Age says the lake is surrounded on all sides but the west by
cent. The 85 per cent. alloy is brittle, but has a yellow colour, and high precipitous bluffs of diorite and mixed ores. Along its south
it is probable that the change in tint occurs at or about 82 per shore is the Lake Angeline mine ; very near the north-west end is
the Superior hematite mine, and the basin of the lake was always
cent. The 10 per cent. aluminium bronze possesses a deep pon
colour and has a specific gravity of 7°7. It can be forged and supposed to contain large quantities of iron ore. The drill holes
now put down show that supposition to be correct. Probably no
shaped at a red heat, and hammered until cold without cracking.
one ever before took a diamond drill on the ice to explore the
Waite with cotton and woollen mills a high-quality bottom of a lake.
automatic engine is invariably employed in the United States because
TECHNICAL education in Yorkshire is to get some help
of the imperative necessity for uniform motion, it is no less important
that the engine for a flour mill should have a very regular speed, this year. In response to the memorial of the committee for celealthough the necessity may not be so clearly seen as in other cases brating in Dewsbury the jubilee by the establishment of a technical
mentioned. The separation of the product from the rolls into school, the Clothworkers’ Company, of London, have agreed to
different grades, and from impurities, is now largely effected by contribute a sum equal to £10 per cent. on the total amount locally
means of a blast, and the perfection of operation of this blast is contributed for the building and equipment of such a technical
much more dependent upon the speed of the engine than is ordi- school up to the limit of £1000, which would raise the local fund
narily imagined. The blast and slides once adjusted and every- from £10,000 to £11,000. In addition to this the Clothworkers’
thing working properly, the process will go on regularly so long as Company promise an annual subscription of £50 towards the mainthe same speed is maintained, but just as soon as the s'
tenance of the school. In response to an appeal by Mr. Henry
changes, the grade of the flour and the richness of the middlings, Mitchell, President of the Bradford Technical College, the Clothbran, and other impurities will be affected; we get either less workers’ Company have promised £500 towards a fund he is proflour, or flour of poorer quality, unless the slides are re-adjusted. posing to raise to pay off the debt of £8000 still remaining on the
‘Though these facts,” says a contemporary, “‘and their importance, building. The company had previously contributed £3500 to the
are generally understood by the intelligent miller, and he will also building fund as well as £500 per annum towards maintenance.
assent to the statement that the engine which, while saving in fuel, The new additional buildings of the Textile Industries and Dyeing
comes also the closest to absolute uniformity of speed, is the one Departments of the Yorkshire College, erected by the Clothworkers’
which will make the most flour of the most uniform grades and at Company, at a total expense of £30,000, have now been thoroughly
the least cost.”
completed and equipped. The cost of maintenance is £1500 per
annum.
Tue manufacture of paper bottles by a process which
is the invention of Mr. L. H. Thomas, of Chicago, is, it is said,
Tue following story is told of the designer of the wellbecoming a considerable industry. These bottles are unbreakable, known Howe truss by the American Engineering News as being
and of various shapes and sizes suited to the requirements of the especially seasonable at this time :—‘‘ We tell the tale as ‘twas told
trades and manufacturers using such articles, “They are produced to us, but in substance believe it was true. The scene was the
very much more gg ~4 than the ordinary bottles made of glass, official inspection by its directors and Officers of a railroad upon
stoneware, and tin, They are made by special machinery, and in which were several Howe bridges constructed originally of very
their manufacture a large sheet of paper, glued and cemented on green hemlock timber. Mr. Howe himself was one of the party,
one side, is rolled on a mandrel into a tube of any required length, and the liquid supplies provided had exchanged packages to the
thickness, and diameter. An outer glazed covering, which consists extent usual on similar occasions. A halt was made at one of these
of the coloured labels or inscriptions for the bottles, is then glued bridges, and an officious director felt called upon to test the strucon the tube, which is afterwards cut up into the required lengths ture according to his lights. A faulty spot in a diagonal attracted
for agiven number of bottles. The tops and bottoms, which in his attention, and a few vigorous
pokes of a stout cane broke
some cases are of wood and in others of paper, are then through the outer shell of still sound wood, and he commenced to
cemented in, and the necks of the bottles, where necks are rattle down the rotten material from within. Growing excited over
required, are secured. The interiors of the bottles are then lined his discovery, he shouted out, with a vicious poke at each clause :—
with a fluid composition, which sets hard and will resists acids and ‘Just look here; gentlemen.—Great Scot !—what holds this bridge
spirits, and which adapts the bottles for containing ink, blacking, up?’ Mr. Howe overhead the query, and feeling that his profeses, paints, and the numerous other substances now carried in sional offspring was being somehow assailed, braced himself up, and
glass, earthenware, and tin bottles and cans. Irrespective of low with virtuous indignation answered back :—‘ What holds that
cost, these bottles have the re of being unbreakable and bridge up, sir?’ Why (hic) it’s the pr-pr-principle, sir, the princiof not requiring any packing material in transit, while, the weight ple.’ And Howe was right; even the worst of his bridges had a
being greatly reduced as against that of ordinary bottles, there is pr-pr-principle to support it; which is more than can be said for
a saving in the cost of freight,
some others that have recently become prominent.”
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MESSRS. SIR W. ARMSTRONG AND CO., ELSWICK, ENGINEERS.
(For description see page 367.)
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eo with the
cracking, they are perforated by the shot as easily as the wrought ideas to the future engineer. I do not exactly
iron plates were before the adoption of the compound plate created saying that an engineer should know three or four nguages and
a revolution, and once more wrested the superiority from the the rule of three, and not bother about logarithms. I think this
an exaggeration. 1 maintain that an engineer should know
sun.
. Finally, if anything will convince ‘Sheffieldionsis,” this fact both; the use of logarithms is so easy that a boy of thirteen could
PRESTON AND THE RIBBLE NAVIGATION WORKS.
surely will, that the French Government, according to a recent master it. It is not a bad helpin some calculations of a length
statement, have ordered since the year 1880 15,196 tons of com- character. But still we are far away from the foreign engineer's
Srr,—The accompanying st the Ribble estuary will perha
who learns something of many things, which after al]
make the position of these works properly understood. The dock pound steel-faced armour-plates, as contrasted with only 7986 tons training,
makes a man apt to be everything and fit for nothing—such is the
you will observe, is entered from the new diversion. The level of of the Creusot solid steel plates. The system of a mild steel backing sad
truth.
I sincerely hope that English engineers will be in
behind
a
hard
steel
face
was
tried
years
ago;
hence
this
notion,
for
new diversion at A on plan is 20ft. below the river Ribble, which is
better siscatek than in the past, but that they will never
4ft. above the bar at Bon plan. The distance between the two places which your correspondent appears to claim originality, is nothing future
e question of cost ought to count as nothing to a nation forget the main part of the training, namely, the practical; thus
is seventeen miles. The end of the works is about a mile below new.
always
ully
compete with other nations. This subLytham Pier, and from there to the bar across the Horse Bank is like ours. It is able to pay for, and ought to get, the best of every- we shall
might be still more developed
; but being afraid to have tresseven miles; in a direct line it is about five miles. The numbers thing, and in the matter of armour, it is undoubtedly doing so. ject
passed
already
on
much
valuable
space, I must conclude, hoping to
The
German,
Austro-Hungarian,
and
Russian
Governments,
as
well
on the plan are the buoys. The depth of water in the Ribble
channel at low-water spring tides is such that a boat drawing 3ft. as our own, use compound plates exclusively, and the French, as see this interesting and vital subject discussed by pens more
than mine.
. GOBERT,
cannot get from Lytham to the sea. The bed of the river from shown above, use compound plates to practically twice the extent authorised
7, Ducie-street, Longsight, Manchester, May 10th.
Lytham Pier to the new diversion is a length of nine miles;atLytham of solid steel.
I
cannot
conclude
without
expressing
contempt
for
the
cowardice
depth to be lowered from 10ft. to 12ft.; at new diversion, 20ft.;
and 100 yards wide, and as the dock sill is only 4ft. above the bar, of “ Sheffieldiensis,” in vilifying the motives of a man now dead,
NEWTON’S THIRD LAW.
that length from Lytham to the dock will
virtually a dead and who therefore cannot answer him. It seems to me disgraceful
Sir,—I read the letter of your Transatlantic correspondent with
level; and as the channel at No. 8 buoy is something like 6ft. to make accusations of the nature he has written under the cloak
some degree of thankfulness for the gentle manner in which he
above the bar,and composed of hard gravel, how is this to be of a nom de plume.
As an illustration of the devices to which the enemies of com- dealt with me, because, after a perusal of the correspondence on
dredged !
As there are this five miles of sands and dry land when the tide is pound armour resort, I may refer to a paragraph now going the an analogous topic in your recent issues, one becomes accustomed
out, and when the tide is up high-water neap tides the top of the round of the papers to the effect that in an experiment recently to expect as natural an uncomplimentary mode of expression in
Horse Bank remains high and dry, how comes it to
that made as 10}in. ‘‘Cammell” steel-faced iron plate for H.M.S. controversy. The burden of my critic’s dissension seems to be with
Preston ever commenced to build a forty-acre dock and expend all Trafalgar, supposed to be able to withstand the fire of any guns my statement that the action of a residual force is essential to the
this money with this impassable barrier between it and the sea? up to 110 tons, was completely smashed up and splintered at the generation of motion in a body.
first discharge from a 25-ton gun,
Let us go to the steam engine again. Steam is admitted to the
which had been twelve years in cylinder; if the mga on the piston exceeds the resistance by
m BLACKPOOL
the service. This is false from any conceivable force, movement will ensue, and the s
of the
beginning to end. The = engine continually increases until the boiler becomes incapable of
referred to was not for H.M.S, keeping up the steam supply, when the extra starting force will
Trafalgar, but an experimental vanish, and the engine settle down to a uniform motion. Suppose
plate made by Messrs, Cammell, the engine to be driving a saw, and the plank pushed harder and
and the highly satisfactory results harder until the resistance exceeds the working pressure; this
obtained from it were reported additional resisting force will then subtract from the velocity
in the Times of the 9th April. A attained by the starting force, and the speed of the machines will
= S* ANNE*S
10}in. plate could not be expected fall from uniformity to zero.
DOCK
“THE
I maintain therefore that the resistance is an imaginable fraction
to withstand the fire of any guns
NAVICATION
OFWORKS
up to 110 tons. The plate in greater than the power during the stopping of the apparatus. But
LYTHAM
question
was
not
completely
further
on your correspondent says that, ‘‘ If the power be constant
NEW DIVERSION
S
smashed up and splintered at the and inertia is the resistance, acceleration is required to enable them
©BAR
THE
to
equal
each other,” and here I see the fundamental difference
first
discharge,
but
after
success2,<4,
fully resisting the impact of the between us. Mr. Lancaster finds the missing force in the inertia
~
—in
other
words, the power proper + residual force = resistance
usual
service
test
of
three
chilled
>
constrains me to leave the matter
oo ggg oadfired at a range of proper + inertia, Want of s;
oo
t., disposed at the points of a at this point, merely expressing a doubt as to the scientific proBRIDGEtriangle, which produced no priety of classifying inertia as a force.
c
°c
I ventured to call the third Newtonian statement a ‘“mystic
penetration whatever, the proPENWORTHAM
ad
IRISH
7o
jectiles being broken up into small law” because of the extreme difficulty in grasping its meaning,
fragments, the plate was attacked compared with the easy understanding of the other two. No sane
at its edges
a forged steel being would doubt the truth of the law, but there is plainly a lack
SGALE OF MILES
shell, a cast steel shell, and a cast of clearness in conceiving its true meaning. Perhaps it may to an
5
iron
shell,
all
of
foreign manu- extent prove the declaration Mr. Matthew Arnold made a year or
ea vo
two ago, that the great characteristic defect of the English people
facture. None of these ma:
;
, la
STEPHEN Eppy.
to penetrate the plate, the steel is a want of lucidity.
“we
% SOUTHPOAT
Colchester, May 3rd.
shells being completely broken up,
Pe
and the cast iron projectiles reduced to powder. This is conAUTOMATIC CALLS TO DISTANT SIGNALS.
If your readers refer to the evidence given before Parliament when sidered by competent judges to again give thevictory to armour in
Sir,—It is quite astonishing to note really how few accidents
the Bill was obtained, they will find that counsel for the Corpora- its contest with the gun.
occur
through
the negligence of the engine-drivers in paying attention said that the south training wall—a mile below Lytham Pier
Sheffield manufacturers do not require any spur from “‘Shef- tion to their signals,
when we take into consideration the number
end of these works—ended in deep water. Mr. Garlick, C.E., fieldiensis ” to keep pace with the times. If solid steel ever comes of
things
which
occupy constantly his undivided attention. A
engineer of the works, gave evidence that a large vessel could come to behave better under proof than compound armour, they will pointsman is constantly
having his attention called by bells, teleup from the sea to Lytham at low-water spring tides certainly. make it, but neither they nor the British Government are prepared phones, and other contrivances,
being prevented from
Captain Richardson gave positive evidence that the depth of the to adopt the worst in lieu of the, at present, best known defence making any considerable mistake besides
by his locking apparatus. A
low-water channel from Lytham to the sea was from four to five for ships at the bidding of mere doctrinaires.
intsman to make a mistake must be either a knave or a fool.
and six fathoms; and Sir John Coode, K.C.M.G., C.E., told the
Sheffield, May 7th.
e must indeed be careless to let a train go into a full block when
Committee that the channel from the south training wall to the sea
he has ‘‘line blocked” before him. Automatic apparatus are also
would not require any dredging, [‘‘so far as neceasary; but comparaTHE EDUCATION OF ENGINEERS,
being
from time to time brought out to remove this
ibility
tively little dredging would be necessary”] as Captain Richardson
Sir,—I am glad to see that in an interesting leader of your last also, small as it is. The driver has only his Dw to depend upon,
had already told the Committee the channel was 30ft.deep. How all week’s
although
his
attention
is
being
continually
called
to
the
working
number
you
take
up
again
this
important
subject.
You
had,
this is to be reconciled Ido not know. The actual facts and the evi- however, directed, from time to time, the attention of your readers of his engine. He has, as everyone knows, to instruct his fireman
dence given before Parliament are diametrically opposite. Why talk
this matter, and I remember having contributed to your corre- —for whose work he is responsible—attend to gradients, keep
of 30ft. deep, when there is one length at least Cone the buoys on
columns some years ago on this very same subject. I do looking back to see that the whole of his train is following, keep
that has not 3ft. The fact is that at the end of these works spondence
however, see any cause toalier the opinions I then expressed his hand and mind on his reversing lever or wheel, to work his
is a barrier five miles long of impassable sandbanks out in the not,
and
I
think
they were in perfect harmony with those you vanced engine economically and to time, besides hosts of other matters
Trish Sea.
his attention. When we add
in your last issue. The growing tendency there is to create in which are always tending to e'
The Admiralty chart corrected up to 1885, No. 1826, Lancashire every
English
university courses of engineering for the purpose of to this the rule, ‘‘ that he is to keep his attention constantly fixed
coast, confirms my plan of the Ribble estuary.
on
the
road,
and
to
keep
a
sharp
look
out for signals,” I think that
delivering
to
successful
students
certificates
or
diplomas,
does
not
G. Henry Roperts, C.E.
seem to meet with much favour on the part of the practical we have something more ~ down for his attention than is gener87, Fishergate Hill, Preston, May 3rd.
members of the profession. It is not the thing itself which is to be ally comprised in the whole duty of man. A man travelling some
objected to so much, but the way it has been carried out. No three hundred miles a working day, as many do, and keeping his
cause can be found in referring to what is done on the Continent. eyes continually on the qui vive, so to speak, has indeed a very
ARMOUR-PLATES.
The fruit of technical education as it is given abroad should alone severe tax on his eyesight. These, of course, are difficulties which
Sm,—It is much to be regretted that your correspondent, be considered. It would be indeed interesting if some of your are continual, but exceptional ones are by no means rare. Take a
‘* Sheffieldiensis,” should have rushed into print in respect of a foreign correspondents would take part in the discussion of this typical common example. A gauge glass breaks, and both driver
matter touching which he evidently knows so little. The evil of subject. I cannot perhaps deal with it so well as a disappointed and fireman have to work to replace it. I think it is, we must
such effusions chiefly consists in this—that they are copied into foreign engineer would do, as most of my time has been spent in own, to the carefulness and steadiness of the drivers that we owe
hostile prints, more particularly abroad, and circulated as convey- England. The fact of foreign engineers being employed there in it that we travel in such safety. The comparison of driver with
ing facts and reflecting the opinion of authorities in this country. subordinate positions should not be so much insisted upon. We pointsman will still admit of extension. The pointsman has ear as
as eye to depend upon, and is housed in a warm and light
If ‘‘Sheffieldiensis” does not understand what this means, the should look upon what has been achieved in their own countries b well
Sheffield manufacturers concerned do, having had bitter experience their more fortunate brethren. As a consequence thereof, it will cabin, while the driver has only his eye—for it often takes some
of the unscrupulous tactics to which their competitors do not be easily seen that a great danger arising from foreign technical hours to get the fogmen out in case of sudden fog—and that exhesitate to resort. But your correspondent ought to have known training is not to be feared. It has not much to do with the keen posed to the rigour of the weather. An automatic appliance to
better than to assume the accuracy of a statement as to the competition now raging. The cause of the rivalry between indus- open the whistle in connection with the distant signal would
a boon, not only to drivers, but to the people at large,
Government going to France for solid steel armour. The Govern- trial nations is to be found in treaties of commerce more than any- indeed prove
for now it is only the fine sheet which prevents drivers from runment knows better. They have tried to obtain a solid steel plate thing else, and in a blind free trade policy.
Since I wrote my first letters on the subject now under consider- ning past their signals. It would cause an immense saving in
from Schneider and Co. for purposes of test, but that firm knows
better than to send one. They are well aware that the result ation, I have been a good deal on the Continent. Being almost labour of fogmen, cost of detonators, waste of time, and a thousand
would do themselves infinite damage, and the Sheffield manufac- daily in contact with foreign engineers, I had +)eee to other inconveniences, and worse, which now encumber the railthoroughly study the ills wrought by a system which I am not afraid ways. Such things have, I believe, been before brought forward,
turers equal good.
and have only been discarded
use—so it was said, forsooth—
‘*Sheffieldiensis” says, ‘“‘so far as he can gather,” the Creusot to see taking root in England.
As I have been myself a greatly disappointed man, nobody will they would tend to make the drivers careless, On re-reading my
fae are made wholly of steel, and ‘“‘it is contended they give
etter results on trial than ours,” which is only what might have think that I am writing without knowing the subject. No English letter it seems rather didactic, but I hope this will be pardoned, as
been expected.” He then proceeds to argue that because steel has engineer would be considered abroad as a competent man if he has it is only intended to stir up a discussion. I may seem rather preHarowp D, SMITH.
taken the place of iron for the purpose of ship construction, and not been through some university course of engineering. He could judiced, but I am not a driver.
Crewe, April 6th.
also for boilers, therefore it must be the best for the purposes of not find any suitable situation any more than we should entrust the
young
foreign
engineer
with
a
responsible
post
in
our
Noa
oe
if
defence. It would be as reasonable to say that because the substitution referred to has taken place, therefore steel must be e has not served an apprenticeship as we understand it in England.
THE OTTO AND ATKINSON GAS ENGINES.
better for everything in which iron has hitherto played apart, I have had some bitter words with some foreign stuck-up profesSir,—Mr. Atkinson deserves praise for his efforts in the gas
which is an obvious absurdity. He further we that as the sional brethren; it is often exceedingly difficult to manage with
result of a “‘conglomerate” of iron and steel in the manufac- inexperienced men, but it is far worse when these think that owing engine field. Obviously the ‘‘Otto”’ is difficult to beat, and though
ture = armour, ‘‘our plates are beaten in the test, and well they to their theoretical training nobody else is right but they. Asa in our opinion it still remains a very long way ahead of the ‘‘Atkinresult of the system we do not find many
lish engineers in son,” yet to have crept up so far as he has done is a feat not to be
may be.”
It is difficult to treat with patience such rash and haphazard foreign companies, nor many foreign engineers in English concerns. despised. But in justice to Dr. Otto, the public, and ourselves, we
statements as these. No evidence is produced to support them, Let me add also that the high technical education now given at must ask you to give the same courteous prominence to what
and they are made as if with the deliberate and malignant object engineering schools and universities have had for results to keep follows as you are according to Professor Unwin’s account. The
of doing an injury to the Sheffield manufacturers. So far from the away from the business a great number of men who had special necessity for this we hope will appear when it is remembered that
compound plate being beaten in the test, the exact cont
is the predilection for it, but who, although intelligent, did not grasp the tests you have published are mainly interesting because they
fact, and reports accessible to your correspondent, as well as to sufficiently higher mathematics, for, as you know, it is erroneously record results supposed to be superior to those at present obtainbelieved abroad that mathematics are the basis of engineering. It able from our latest productions; while, impossible as it may seem,
others, are conclusive upon the point.
I would recommend your correspondent to read an article in the is undeniable at the same time that these same universities have they rely for comparison on trials made a number of years ago in
New York Army and Navy Journal, of the 12th March, pages 653 turned out first-rate men in other careers of a more scientific Germany, or on others made by competitors in this country behind
our backs and under circumstances of which we know nothing. It
and 654, containing information concerning the behaviour of the nature.
The foreign engineers have not created anything remarkable, and seems to us that before putting forth statements of this kind it
solid steel plates, made by Schneider and Co., which ought to give
him a different impression of the merits of the two systems, and of one may say, without exaggeration, that they borrow English ideas would have been better to have inquired what the other side had to
the conduct of the Government in continuing the use of the steel- rather freely. Let us also note that the greatest mechanical engi- say; but that is a point we can safely leave to your readers.
e cannot go into long particulars at this moment. We confine
faced plates, Asa matter of fact, solid steel plates were made by neers—not to speak of other branches—are nearly all Englishmen,
Sheffield firms so far back as 1878, of quite as good a quality and who, besides, have not had the privilege of a very special schooling, ourselves to a few salient facts. We shall compare one of our
recent 4-horse power engines with the 4-horse
power Atkinson
as suitable for the purpose as can be, or are being, made at the if they had any.
However, it cannot be denied that apart from a thorough referred to. Our engine has a 7in, diameter cylinder rt, 1bin.
present day, but the results of the official tests were unsatisfactory.
The French firm have since made no advance in the manufacture, acquaintance with their business, many English engineers are in a stroke. The Atkinson has a 7}in. diameter cylinder by Yin. or
and the weaknesses inherent in the solid steel plate remain as pro- state of deplorable ignorance. It is not necessary to know much 10}in. stroke alternately. We used one of the former here lately
nounced as then. A large proportion of the Creusot plates crack to be on the same footing as a foreign engineer, only this know- for electric lighting, and made some very careful tests at the end
before they are put upon the ship’s side when made
hard in the ledge consists of sound principles, for I am aware that in technical of last March. In comparing these with the Atkinson engine, we
attempt to resist the impact of the shot; and if made soft, to avoid schools abroad, much is taught which is of no use, but gives false have added 5ft. of gas per hour to the consumption of the latter
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our
Correspondents.
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amount required for igniting purposes was neglected in Proas the Unwin’s
fessor
tests, but included in ours :—
ai

ras FSS Heh
Gas per hour Genvenaie
|LHP. |BLP. |yor brakeHLP. |idle per hour.

New Otto 4-H.P.
75
63
24°5ft.
28ft.
42°42ft.
28ft,
5°25
New Atkinson 4-H.P, 5811
will be seen that while running idle the “ Otto” 4-horse power
an say, 33 per cent. less gas than the Atkinson, but Myhile
running fully loaded the Atkinson uses, say, 6 per cent. less than
the “Otto.” As in
‘
_enigines rarely work beyond one-half
to three-fourths of their maximum power—see report made on a
great number of Birmingham steam
es referred to in Sir F.
Bramwell’s address before the Inst. of Civil Engineers in 1885—it
will appear that the balance of economy lies largely with the
“Otto.” This is apperee®y borne out by Professor Unwin’s statement in regard to the action of the governor of Atkinson's engine
which while running idle gave gas once and “suppressed” it twice.
In the ‘‘ Otto” the ‘‘suppressions ” are often twice as numerous as
this. But even if the gas consumption were against the Otto, it
would require a very marked saving to warrant the cumbrous contrivances which Mr, Atkinson has been obliged to introduce.
Their weight, appearance, and cost of manufacture are points which
force themselves upon the attention, and must leave the “Otto” an
easy winner,
.
The gas used for our trials was that supplied by the Manchester
Corporation Works at Bradford. We have found it inferior to
what we had when our works were situated in Great Marlboroughstreet, in the heart of this city, and on sending some to be analysed
by Professor Dewar at the Royal Institution, London, he reported
it as inferior to the gas he obtained there from a London company.
Openshaw, Manchester,
CrossLEY BROTHERS, Limited,
May 11th.
PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS.
Sir,—Your correspondent ‘‘J” supports his employment of the
phrase ‘‘rate of acceleration,” by references to ‘‘ Rankine on the
Steam Engine.” His reference is certainly rather far fetched. Not
to mention that the ‘‘Steam Engine ” was published more than a
quarter
a century ago, since which time our scientific phraseology has ofbeen
thoroughly revised by Thomson and Tait, and other
logical writers ; the weakness of “ J.’s” case is shown by his
requiring to refer to a treatise on the steam engine for the definition of a term in kinematics. He takes care not to indicate what
Rankine says about the matter in his later treatise dealing
cially with that department, the ‘‘ Applied Mechanics.” I have no
doubt he has already consulted paragraph 361 of that work, where
Rankine states that “‘rate of variation of velocity is called acceleration,” and not rate of acceleration ; ‘‘ J.,” however, was desirous
of winking at this, If ‘‘J.” will refer to Clerk Maxwell’s ‘‘ Matter
and Motion,” he will find that a whole article—33—is devoted to
the very subject under discussion, being headed, ‘‘On the Rate of
Acceleration;” he will there read the dismissal of this phrase from
the termi
y of sci
For the last words of the article are
these :—“ In future, therefore, when we use the word acceleration
without qualifications, we mean what we have here described as
the rate of acceleration.”
I do not think there is anything else in ‘‘ J.’s” letter which requires answering. I ——T, failtounderstand what Mr. Shairp
means. If “‘Dynamics and Kinetics” take cognisance of mass,
and mass means quantity of matter, I fail to see how “ D
ics
and Kinetics " do not take cognisance of matter.
J. i. N.
Edinburgh, May 10th.
STREET-PAVING,
Sir,—I have often noticed with pain the suffering endured by
horses in our streets during wet weather, in consequence of their
slippery state, especially if the road is at all inclined ; and is it not
strange that so little is done to remedy this state of things? Would
not some good be done if the following plan was adopted—i.e., to
construct at the upside of the roadway, wherever there is an
incline, a causeway, the width of an ordinary vehicle, paved in the
centre with small
h stone blocks, and at the sides with long
smooth ones; thus, while no opposition is offered to the wheels,
just what is needed—a foothold—ig afforded to the horses. Only
sae laden vehicles need use this causeway ; others could run on
the ordinary pavement of wood, asphalte, granite, or macadam.
Surely considerations of kindness should warrant the adoption of
this plan, and as it is in operation on Westminster Bridge, why not
elsewhere, where more needed? Perhaps some of those who see
this, and who have influence in these matters, will do all they can
to secure its adoption. Surely they will not object, if they pity
the suffering of
dumb creatures.
i. 4
49, Southampton-street, Camberwell, May 2nd.
TOOTHED ¥V. ROPE GEARING.
Sir,—In your issue of the 6th, inst. in your notice of the Manchester Jubilee Exhibition, you make some remarks respecting the
use of ropes as against tooth weels for main driving purposes in
cotton mills, &c., and you go so far as to say that the days of tooth
gear for this pu
are ended. It is, however, too soon as yet to
make this assertion. On the grounds of first cost, economy when
working, convenience, steadiness and trustworthiness, g
tooth
gearing will hold its own—indeed, in the places where rope and strap.
driving have had the longest trial, the tendency is now to go back to
wheel gearing. I know a leading firm of wheel makers here who
have in hand at the present time some half dozen main driving
wheels or the tooth rims for them. Of course a great deal depends
on the kind of wheels people buy; in this, as in other things, there
are coo = indifferent articles,
MANCUNIENSIS,
ay 9th,
THE ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL ENGINEERS.—The followi
gentlemen, having satisfied the examiners at the examination held
in London on the 22nd and 23rd ult., have been granted certificates of competency by the Council of the Association, viz.:—C,
Adcock, Liverpool; F. E. Cooper, Liverpool; H. Dearden, Leeds;
S. W. Franks, West Bromwich; A. E. Nichols, Leeds; F. J.
Nichols, Leeds; E. W. Rich, Poplar; J. Saunders, Newark-onTrent; B, Verschoyle, Liverpool. The next examination will be
held in Manchester in October,
Institution oF Civ EnGrNgers.—The Association of the
Birmng ham Students of this institution held their usual fortnightl
meeting on the 5th; Mr. E. Pritchard, C.E., presided. Mr. W. B
Purser, in reading his paper upon ‘Leamington Waterworks,”
explained that previous to the year 1882 Leamington depended
upon range wells entirely for its water supply. From that year
until 1879 the water supply to the town was obtained by pumping
from the river Leam. In 1879 the present waterworks were opened.
The water, as eg asm to the town, is now obtained from an artesian
well 112ft. —_ rom whence it is pumped into two covered service
reservoirs, each capable of storing 500,000 gallons; the scheme is
the system known as constant service at high pressure. Leamington
rr gerne a three years’ drought in the years 1883, 1884, and
1885, when adits were driven for a distance of about 300ft. from a
small well—about 50ft. from the artesian well—in search of new
fissures to increase the supply; such driving did not, however,
materially increase the quantity of water obtainable. To ensure
greater pressure for special circumstances in times of fire, &c., a
standpost 40ft. high has been erected. The present consumption is
upon an average of 24 gallons per head per diem.
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ings came to this—that though there had been a breach of contract,
yet that the damages had not been entirely caused by the breach
of
contract by the defendants. What was the result? It was for
QUEEN'S BENCH DIVISION,
the plaintiffs to make out their case, and they had not made out
(Before the LonD CHIEF JUSTICE of ENGLAND and a Special Jury.)
any damage resulting from the breach of contract—that is, to any
SHAW, SAVILL, AND ALBION COMPANY v. BELL-COLEMAN REFRIGERAT- particular amount, it was all left uncertain. That beingso they
could only be entitled to nominal damages, and as he did not
ING COMPANY,
they were entitled to recover the costs of the prior action,
Tue trial of this action took place a short time ago, and ran think
there could only be a verdict for the plaintiffs for a farthing
through ten days. It was broughtto recover damages which it was damages,
al
the plaintiffs had sustained owing to a breach of contract
Mr. Justice A. L. SMITH concurred.
by the defendants, The defendants denied the all
breach.
The Attorney-General—Sir R. E. Webster, Q.C., M.P.—Mr.
Bigham, Q.C., and Mr. Robson oppeure’ for the plaintiffs ; Sir
THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
Henry James, Q.C., M.P., Mr. Bucknill, Q.C., and Mr. Witt were
for the defendants.
Tue twelfth annual dinner of the students of this Institution
The manner in which the vegas action arose was shortly as
follows :—It appeared that the plaintiffs, who are a well-known was held at the Holborn Restaurant last Friday evening, about
London firm owning a large fleet of steamers employed in carrying 125 being present. Mr. Edward Woods, president, who occupied
meat from New Zealand to this country, in October 1! , by letters, the chair, proposed the health of ‘The Queen and the Prince of
entered into a contract with the defendants, under which the Wales,” and was followed by Mr. F. Walter Scott, chairman of the
latter undertook to fit up, on board a vessel called the Florida, students’ committee, who proposed ‘The Institution of Civil
belonging to Nelson, Donkin, and Co., and chartered by the plain- Engineers,” and in doing so referred to the growth of its numbers
tiffs, two of their refrigerating meat chambers,
plete, as to from 128 all told in 1828 to over 5000 at the present time, includfittings, piping, connections, &c., inevery respect. The chambers ing the not unimportant body of 900 students. He asked Mr.
were placed immediately above the waterways of the vessel, one in Woods to describe his own progress in the profession, and
No. 1 and the other in No, 2 hold. These chambers were sur- concluded with a few remarks about the students’ meetings,
rounded on all sides by a wooden casing, about 10in. through, the attendance at which, he pointed out, was capable of
Fan
|charcoal, which is employed for purposes of insulation. improvement. Mr. Woods, in reply, said he owed a debt of
Conn
with these chambers are two engines, placed on the tween gratitude to the members of the Institution for placing him in his
decks,'which are used topump cold air mp
chambers, present position. The success of the Institution was mainly
and so to keep down the temperature. The Florida sailed from the dependent on the early training of its members, and no doubt the
Thames for New Zealand in January, 1884, and, having arrived out present students would do credit to it. The advantages for learnthere in due course, returned to this coun’
with a cargo of ing were now much greater than in his early days, when, owing to
frozen meat in her refrigerators. All went well, apparently, until, the absence of special schools of engineering, it was necessary for
on April 10th, an excessive amount of water in the main hold was a young man to pick up knowledge in the field and by private
reported to the ship’s engineer, whose duty it was to pump out, study. He himself had had no special training when he was first
with his engines, all accumulations of water in the bilge bottoms. appointed on the Liverpool and Manchester Railway. It was
It was found that the pumps failed to extract the water, which becoming more and more necessary to apply scientific knowultimately rose and flooded the charcoal insulating cases, and in the ledge, instead of following routine and using cut-and-dried
result a large quantity of the meat in the refrigerating chambers formule; and although students could not ym to master
was so spoilt that it was thrown overboard. The
‘o-owners had every science, they might obtain a moderate knowledge of
by Mr. R. Skelton, and
recovered heavy damages from the plaintiffs in a former action, most. ‘‘The Guests” was pro
and it was now a part of the plantiff’s case that they had defended replied to by Mr. W. Anderson, who said that it was difficult to
that action in the interests, and with the acquiescence and assist represent the numerous guests of tie new generation of engineers,
ance, of the pnw suedefendants, and the plaintiffs now claimed in but engineers were frequently ebliged to undertake jobs which
addition to damages, the costs—viz., £3000—incurred by them in their hearts sank at. Powers of speech, he said, were almost more
defending it. The plaintiffs alleged that the damage in question necessary than some scientific knowledge, and referring to what
was the direct result of the defendants’ negligence in fitting up the had been said concerning the students and their meetings and
two refrigerating chambers. They alleged that the defendants papers, said both this knowledge and the power of speaking well
had hurried over and scamped their work in connection with the upon a subject were to be attained by attending meetings, writing
woodwork of the charcoal casing around the chambers, and that papers, and meeting criticism. No one knew how little he knew
this work was so inefficiently done that large quantities of charcoal of a subject until he commenced to write upon it. Mr. E. L. W.
dust had found its way through chinks and cracks, and so finally Haskett-Smith then proposed ‘‘ The Secretaries,” and spoke of the
down into the ship's bilge bottoms. It was also alleged that the great interest they took in the students. Mr. Forrest compared
scupper pipes which were fitted by the defendants to their refri- the present great privileges of the students with the very modest
egg J engines in order to carry off from them refuse oil, water, requests of the first members of that class, who only wished to be
» were discharged direct into the ship's bilge, which was allowed to use the rooms of the Institution; and concerning the sucunusually narrow—the vessel being a tank ship—instead of in the cess or failure of an engineer, said, in the words of the very
manner usual with tank ships, through the engine room or direct artistic invitation card which the students’ committee had sent out
overboard. The consequence of this alleged negligence was, the —Aid toi et le ciel Caidera.
Mr. J. Wolfe Barry then proposed what he claimed was the toast
plaintiffs contended, to cause a c
lated and conglomerate greasy
mass, which so completely choked up the strum of the pipes by of the evening, namely, ‘‘The Students,” and traced the developwhich the bilge bott
were p
d dry that the pumps could ment of the class from the time of its starting in 1866 up to the
not do their work, and hence the flooding of the refrigerators, as present time, mentioning as one feature the growth of a feeling of
described above. On the other hand, the defendants denied good fellowship among them. He said the Council had considered
entirely that they had inefficiently or improperly fitted up these the subject of an examination for students, and he himself hoped
chambers, eitheras to woodwork, piping, or engines. If the wood they would decide to have one. Mr. F. W. Scott replied, giving
casing gaped at the joints, and so let out the charcoal, it was sug- some facts about the present state of the class and the work of
gested by them that it was due to abnormal straining of the vessel their committee. ‘‘The Local Associations of Students ” was proand chambers while on her outward voyage to New Zealand, _ by Mr. F, W. 8. Stokes, in the absence of Sir E. J. Reed, who
r. Stokes said, was unfortunately a Member of Parliament. He
owing to her having carried a cargo of heavy iron bars or rails,
It was also stated that it was the duty of the ship to have cleaned referred to the four local associations of Glasgow, Manchester,
out her bilges before leaving New Zealand—which it is alleged had Liverpool, and Birmingham. Mr. Pickering, of Birmingham,
not been done—and so to have started clean, and it was sug;
d replied,
that the choking of the pipes which led to the damage had been
caused by an old accumulation of dirt, coal dust, &c. The ship's
TORPEDO BOAT TRIALS.
logs showed ome Athat up to the date of the flooding the pum
On Tuesday the largest, and, it is believed, the fastest of the
had been regularly worked and had done their work. L ti
learned judge put it when summing up, the damage was no doubt new torpedo boats built for the British service underwent her first
caused by some refuse in the bilge bottoms choking up the strum trial for speed in the waters of the Lower Hope. The No. 80 was
of the pipesleading to the pumps. Whether its presence was due built in the yard of Messrs. Yarrow, of Millwall. There was a
to the fault of the plaintiffs or the defendants was for the jury to small company present to inspect the boat on her trial. Mr. Smale
determine. The defendants also denied that they were substan- and Mr. Shapcott were present on behalf of the Admiralty authotially the defendants in the former action by the cargo owners rities, and Mr. Gowings and Mr. Maystone on behalf of the Royal
against the present plaintiffs, as alleged, or that they—the Dockyard at Portsmouth; Mr. Crohn represented the builders.
defendants—had assisted at or acquiesced in it. The evidence was The No. 80 represents an advanced type in every particular upon
the No. 79, also turned out of this yard, and officially tried last
of a very voluminous nature, and at the close of the
The LonD CHIEF JUSTICE summed up at considerable length year. The No. 79 was 125ft. in length, with 13ft. beam, and she
and with great care, dealing with the case in a twofold form, first, made a trial speed of 22°39 knots an hour with ten tons of coal on
as tothe claim for damages on the breach of contract, and,
dly, board. The No. 80 is 135ft. long, has 14ft. beam, and is expected
on that as to the costs incurred by the present plaintiffs in defending to make 23 knots an hour. She is of special build, and has powerthe former action. The questions were entirely for them, and he ful attributes, possessing a stem torpedo gun, two stern broadside
would express no opinion beyond saying that as to the latter point torpedo guns—these guns, otherwise tubes, being the special
he did not think the evidence was conclusive either one way or the means of launching torpedoes against the enemy—and five quickother. His Lordship finally left the following questions to the jury, firing Hotchkiss guns, together with all the means and appliances
on offensive and defensive action. The
viz.:—(1) Were the defendants guilty of negligence in fitting up whereby she can ca
the refrigerators? Answer.—Yes. (2) Was the damage to the cargo vessel is built throughout of mild steel, and has a cutaway
caused by the defendants’ negligence? Answer.—Yes. (3) Was stern and a balanced rudder. She has, too, a bow rudder,
the damage caused or contributed to by the negligence of the which can be taken up at will. The vessel is powerfully enplaintiffs? Answer.—None that caused, but only such as con- gined for her size, and in her engine-room are seven engines—
tributed to the damage. (4) Was the former action defended by namely, the triple-expansion engines of 1500-horse power, a donkey
the instructions of the present defendants? Answer.—No. (5) engine, a circulating pump engine, a fan engine, a compressor
Was it defended with the knowledge and consent of the present engine, and an air engine to work Dr. Normandy’s distilling appadefendants? Answer.—Yes. (6) Was the defence of that action ratus. The engine-room is protected by coal bunkers, and is fitted
with the Yarrow patent stokehole, a contrivance by which the
by the present plaintiffs reasonable? Answer.—Yes.
ter an absence of nearly two hours the jury returned into boilers’ fire will be maintained, even with a hole in the bottom of
the boat, and she could steam under the circumstances of such a
court and answered the questions as above stated, upon which
Lord CoLERIDGE said & would allow either party to move for disaster some seventy or eighty miles. She is fitted below
judgment, and added that at the moment he could not say what with a dynamo working an electric search light. The accomwas the legal effect of the findings. His Lordship certified fora modation below provides for a crew of sixteen all told, a
saloon for officers, not large, but sufficient, and a coal
special jury.
On the 6th inst. the case came on again before Lord CoLERIDGE carrying capacity sufficient to carry the vessel at halfspeed for six days. The deck gives the great outward features of
and Mr. Justice A. L. SmirH.
The ATTORNEY-GENERAL and Mr. Rosson argued for the plain- the vessel. Her front torpedo tube, or the gun, as it is called,
tiffs, urging that the effect of the findi
was virtually in their from which the torpedo is fired, is built in the boat ; it is stationary,
favour, the finding as to their negligence having conduced to the and is protected by a turtle back, surmounted by a conning tower,
on which provision is made for a quick firing and powerful Hotchdamage being, they
contended, i
terial
Sir Henry James and Mr. BuckniLi, Q.C.—with Mr. Witt— kiss. This conning tower is protected by plates of an extra thicko gun is worked and the boat steered.
argued for the company, the defendants, contending that if any ness, for from here the to
cause of action was shown, which they denied, as all the company Behind the conning tower are two quick firing guns in échelon, that
had contracted for was to set up their machinery, which they had on the starboard being in advance of that on the port. There are
done, there could not be, according to the findings, any judgment two aft torpedo guns, which being intended for broadside use, are
in revolving tubes. They are protected by a conning tower possessfor damages.
In the result, after long arguments which occupied the whole of ing the quick firing guns. This tower is of thicker steel than in
one day and part of the next, the Court came to that conclusion— other parts. The displacement of the vessel is 105 tons with a
e speed attained on the trial fully came
that is in favour of the company, the defendants, except as to complete armament.
up to expectations—namely, 23 knots per hour—and when the
nominal damages.
Lord COLERIDGE, who had tried the case, said he had himself boat returned to Millwall the inventors and builders were congratudesired that a motion should be made for judgment that it might lated upon their new success.
Messrs. Thornycroft and Co. on Tuesday tried a new large
be argued and discussed, as he had felt himself somewhat embarrassed by the findings of the jury in the case. These findings, torpedo boat, the Ariete, one of a pair which they have been comhe considered, were abundantly supported by the evidence, and missioned to build for the Spanish Navy. The principal dimensions
their findings were these—That there was negligence on the part of the boat are:—Length, 147ft. 6in.; beam 14ft. 6in.; draught of
of the defendants, which had produced damage to the cargo; but water, 4ft. Gin. After a run from Westminster, the boat made a
that though no negligence on the partof the plaintiffs had caused the trial of speed with natural draught at Long Reach, and realised
damage, still that such negligence had ‘‘contributed” to the the remarkable mean of 15°84 knots. She then proceeded to the
damage. Now, the plaintiffs claimed £12,000 damages, and upon Lower Hope, where a series of trials were made with forced
these findings it was impossible to enter a verdict for that amount; draught. The mean of five runs gave the result of 26°18 knots, or
and, if not, then for what amount was it to be entered? The find- 30°133 miles an hour,
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
—
Registered Telegraphic Ss. oo
NEWSPAPER,
*,* All letters entended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or containing questions, must be accompaniedby the name and address
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
communications.
:
*.* Wecannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we
must therefore request
to
copies.
P. H. cher $4 Ba boilers at the Manchester Exhibition will give off
steam enough for 400-horse power each, assuming that 20 1b. of ateam per
hour will suffice for a horse-power.
’
Borer (Lancaster).—A large factor of safety, say five to one, should be provided in all boilers set in brickwork, to compensate for the reduction of
strength due to moderate corrosion,
J. R. (Stalybridge).—Good ordinary engine brass answers perfectly. Make
the brasses narrow-—about 4in, wide is sufficient—and the length of the roll
neck, Lubricate well with hot neck grease,
J. 8.— We have been assured that an atmospheric engine with a leather-lined
cylinder was at work not many years ago at one of the Horsley Company's
collieries, so that the statement to which you refer is probably true,
CLype.—Jt is impossible to ealculate the quantity of steam consumed by the
aid of an indicator alone, because the indicator takes no account of
steam lost by condensation in the cylinder, You say that the pair of
diagrams you send “‘ can be taken to show where economy ends and waste
begins.” Not 80; your cards show pretty well where waste ends, because
they are about the worst we ever saw, The valves have not
lead,
and the exhaust is throttled, You must be wasting every year in coal what
would go far towards the purchase ofa new and fairly economical engine.
ROLLING MILL ENGINE.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir, Pius O the description and illustrations of a rolling mill
a go designed by me, in last week's EnoinzEER—see
349, 852, 360
and 361—it is bu
it to state that Messrs. Wes:
. ped
Co., engineers, of Middlesbrough, were the constructors, and the success
of the engine was largely due to their good work and careful attention to
details.
JEREMIAH Heap,
Middlesbrough, May 7th.
THE MANCHESTER EXHIBITION.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
S1r,—All theironwork shown in your issue of May 6th, in the domeof the
Manchester Exhibition buildings, was made by us. We also made all the
ironwork in the nave, and other principal
's. We do not see that you
have mentioned our name in your account of the building. Perhaps you
will be good
enough to do so in any future notice you may have,
and weenclose circular giving an account of our exhibit and manufactures,
Bristol, May 7th.
Joun Lysacut, Limrrep,
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MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
Tae Instirvrion or Civ ENG INEERS, 25, Great
Westminster, 8,W.—Session 1886-87. Tuesday,
May 17th, at 8 p.m.: Ordinary
meeting. Pa per to be
th
a
view
be
read
wii
to
p>
Aner
Boy
On
the
Manuagg! ry near Middlesbrough,” by Sir Lowthian Bell, Bart., F.R.S.,
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Civin AND Mecuanicat Enoineers’ Sociery.—Wednosday, 18th inst.,
at 6.30 for 7 p.m., at the Holborn Restaurant: Annual dinner,
Socrery or Arts, John-street, Adelphi, London, W.C. — Monday,
May 16th, at 8 = Cantor Lectures: “The pong ag Mollnompe-¥ 7
taking part in Putrefaction and Antisepsis,” by J. M,
F.C.8.
Lecture
and preventing putrefaction—Physical
Att I1I.—Methods
least f of retarding
ble
to putrefacti
oe clonalaction Co
chemical methods
for the } tery of putrefaction. Tuesday,
May 17th, at8 pm.
and
ial Section :“The West Indies at
the
Indian Exhibition,”
by Sir A tus Adderley, K.C.M.G,
Wetneeney ™ 18, at 8 p.m.: Loree meeting. be
in Telegraphy. ayWw — Henry Preece; Sir Frederick Bramwell, D.C.L.,
.R.S.,
ie.
Cuemicat
Socrety.—Thursday, May 19th, at 8 p.m. Papers to be read:
—The FormationofHyponitrites,” by W.
R. Dunstan
and T. 8.
Dymond; ‘Ozone frem
Oxygen,” by W. A. Shenstone and J. T.
Cundall; ‘‘On Thermal Results of Neutralisation and their Bearing on
the Nature of Solution, and the
of Residual Valency,” po 8. U.
Acreper gy“The Action of Metallic Alkglates on Mixtures of
Salts
Alcohols,” by Professor Purdie.
Mereoro.ocicaL Sociery.—Wednesday, 18th instant, at 7 p.m., by
ission of the Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers, at 25,
pers to be read “|:
; “Results of Thermometrical Observations
260ft. above the Ground at Boston, Lincolnshire, 1882-86,” Ld William
Marriott, F.R. Met. Soc.; ‘‘ Snow Storm of March 14th and 15th, 1887, at
Shirenewton Hall, near Chepstow, by E. J. Lowe, F.R.S., F.R. Met. Soc,
DEATH.
On the 8rd May, Ricnarp Lapp, F.R. Met. Soc., F.R.A.8., late Navigating
Officer of the Anglo-American Telegraph Company's 8.8, Minia,
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THE NAVAL DOCK AT BOMBAY,
Ir is somewhat singular that so little public attention
has been directed to what we may term a fiasco as to
docking accommodation for our ships of war at the great
naval port of the East. It has only been when the question relative to the existing deficiency has been mooted,
as it has been very recently only, in the House of Commons
that the facts relative to the failure have received that
mention which it might naturally have been expected to
receive at the time that it occurred. To what cause this
immunity from public comment may be due it is exceedingly difficult to divine. It would almost seem as if there
must have been parties implicated by the failure whom
it was sought to screen, for it was not, as we have said,
until the explanation was dragged from the Admiralty by
the searching query add
in the House of Commons
that the facts in any way became generally known; and
yet, what was stated
during the course of the explanation
a reveals a very astonishing condition of thin
An
ydraulic dock, similar in principle and, we oe nth in
general design to that which has been so successfully
worked at the Victoria Docks for many years, had
been fully erected and made ready for the reception of
vessels. At the very first trial made of its capacity, it
oa to judge from the statements made in the House
of Commons, to have come to entire grief. The site for it
had been so injudiciously selected that currents, we presume
comparatively strong only, absolutely prevented safe
entry between the columns and over the pontoon upon
which the vessel making the first essay was to be raised.
It was found impossible so to direct the course of the ship
as to prevent her fouling the columns; and several of
these were carried away, or at least so deranged that they
were rendered incapable of fulfilling their legitimate
function. We must conclude, as we cannot learn that
any attempt was ever made to repair the dock, that this
first instance of failure had convinced those in charge of
it that the difficulty experienced as to safe entry at this
first trial must for ever remain insuperable. That is the
natural conclusion to be arrived at is made certain by
the further statement in Parliament that the dock was in
course of removal.
Now, it is no concern of ours to ask who was responsible for the selection of a site for this dock, which it
should have been known from the first must prove to be
totally unsuitable for docking accommodation of any
kind. We have written “of any kind;” but still more
serious was the mistake in the case of a dock consistin
of almost isolated columns, each one of which contain
intricate and easily (gies hydraulic machinery. It is
certain that with no professional requirement are engineers more generally familiar than that the entrance to a
dock should be free from causes likely to make that
entrance dangerous. We all know the caution that has
to be exercised in entering a walled dock from a tidal
river ; re in such a case, if damage does arise from incompetent handling, it is caused mainly, if not entirely, to
the ship. But in the case of the hydraulic dock it is the
vital
parts of the structure itself that receive injury, and
therefore the greater should have been the care shown in
determining the position for it in the particular instance
of the Bombay hydraulic dock or lift. It may not be
within our province, as we have above dec’
, to seek
to fasten responsibility on any individual, but nevertheless must it be evident to all who learn the facts that in
some quarter or another there has been most unaccountable laxity and carelessness. It is not as if Bombay was
a harbour but little known or not thoroughly surveyed.
We may believe, and indeed we are aware, that few harbours in the world have had their features more accurately
ascertained and recorded than has Bombay. How, therefore, was it, we may ask, that those responsible gave preference to a site which the charts must have recorded
to
be, at some
period or other in each year, exposed to
currents sufficient to prevent safe entry to the dock bein
made? The result of the error has been that the nation
purse is to be called upon to defray a very large expenditure, in substituting a substantial walled dock in lieu of the
lift, which, had it been properly placed, would have
fulfilled every need of our royal and mercantile marine.
We recollect that a good many years back a company
was formed with the object of erecting a lift, similar to
that which has now to be removed from Bombay harbour,
in that of Trincomalee on the eastern coast of Ceylon.
Although that design was, for financial reasons, never
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carried out, a careful search was instituted to find a place
for the lift which would be free from the causes which
have wrought such ruin at Bombay. It was found in
Nicholson Cove in that harbour, a place absolutely free
from every current. Had the same prevision been exercised by those responsible for the misfortune we have
referred to, it could never have occurred, We are glad
to learn that, warned by this experience, the present
Admiralty authorities are showing no imprudent haste
as to obtaining the fulfilment of their present requirements at other eastern ports. A dock suited to the
reception of our largest vessels of war is greatly needed
at Colombo, and an admirable site exists for it. But it
unfortunately happens that the psa to this is exposed
at certain seasons to the action of disturbed water. This
can only be stayed by the construction of a breakwater
additional to that which now gives the harbour such full
protection during the south-west monsoon. Such a breakwater formed part of the original design, but it has been
left uncarried out for financial reasons, as to which we
understand the several authorities are in dispute. This
must be arranged before a dock can be built at Colombo,
and it is not likely the Admiralty will come to terms
with the Government of Ceylon until the requirement of
quiet entrance is assured. They have had too grave a
lesson in the case of the failure at Bombay lightly to incur
future risk. But it is to be hoped that accommodation
between the home and colonial Governments will not be
long delayed, for the need for the dock is urgent.
THE LONDON COAL DUTY.
THE prospects of the London Coal and Wine Duties
Continuance Bill in the present session of Parliament are
by no means brilliant. The state of public business in
the House of Commons threatens to delay the Bill beyond
all hope of
ing, and the prejudice excited against the
duty on aekaoion it only too probable that the measure
will meet with rejection. Next year would not be too
late to renew the effort; but unless Parliament at once
agreesto a renewal of the coal duty, the effect will be
felt in the rates of the metropolis next year. What this
means will be learned when the Budget of the Metropolitan Board makes its appearance somewhere about
next Christmas. Dismissing the wine duty from consideration as involving only a small amount, we may
observe that the coal duty expires in July, 1889, but the
pees of the year ending at that date are all
ypothecated to the purpose of paying off an account due in respect to the abolition of bridge tolls.
Clearing off this old score leaves nothing available
for any other purpose.
Unless the Bill for the
continuance of the coal duty is
in the present
session of Parliament, the Metropolitan Board and
the Corporation of the City must shape their finances
as if the coal duty came to an end in the Midsummer of
1888. It is true, that if Parliament does not renew the
tax this year it may do so in the next, but it will not be
safe to presume on future success, Consequently, unless
the Bill speedily passes it will only be practicable to
reckon on the proceeds of the coal duty for the first half
of 1888, so far as concerns the levying of the local rates.
Thus the people of London will have a foretaste of what
awaits them in the event of the coal duty being entirely
extinguished. Either a check must be given to the progress of public works, or there must be an addition to the
rates levied by the Metropolitan Board and perhaps by
the Commissioners of Sewers.
The result will be
certainly apparent in the rates levied by the former
authority. Out of the total duty of thirteen pence per
ton on coal, ninepence goes to the Board and the
remainder to the Corporation. The total net revenue now
derived from the coal duty is about £450,000 per annum,
of which, accordingly, rather more than £300,000 goes to
the Metropolitan dey and something less than £150,000
to the Corporation. To raise an equivalent amount on
the present basis of rateable value would require an
average rate over all London of nearly fourpence in the
pound. In reality, the incidence would be rather
different. The Metropolitan Board, in order to get
£320,000, would levy a rate of 2}d. in the
pound over
all London; while the people of the City, im order to
raise £130,000, would have to bear a rate of nearly 9d. in
the pound. As the Board’s rate extends over the civic
area, the City pare iySatewould have to pay both parties,
making their total burden nearly 1s. n the pound—a
serious impost on highly-rated warehouses. The rateable
value of the Cityis only one-eighth that of all London;
but the City takes nearly one-third of the coal duty. The
loss of the coal tax would therefore be felt more acutely by
the Corporation than by the Metropolitan Board. There
is a further reason why the City should feel keenly in
this matter. A sum of £700,000 is required in order to
balance the Holborn Viaduct account, even allowing the
value of the land to be realised. This debt has to be
borne whatever else may happen, and the outlay for the
important improvements in the Holborn Valley has been
hitherto specifically charged on the coal duty of 4d. per
ton received by the civic body. The charge for this
debt must fall on the rates levied | the Commissioners
of Sewers, if the coal tax is allowed to cease, or else it
must come out of what is called the “City cash,” which
means the private or special resources of the Corporation.
In that case the ratepayers would escape, except that the
Corporation would have less money to expend for public
purposes, and would possibly leave certain works to be
undertaken by the Commissioners of Sewers, who would
levy rates to defray the cost.
It has to be remembered that the rates which will be
rendered n
in the absence of the coal tax are
additional to those which already exist. Thus if the
Metropolitan Board levy 24d. in the pound to make up
for the loss of the coal tax, their total demand on the
ratepayer will become 9d. where otherwise it would be
63d. The chairman of the Finance Committee of the
Board, in bringing up the estimates for the present year,
calculated that in the absence of the coal duty the Board’s
Consolidated rate might rise nearly to 1s. in the pound,
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We advert to these financial considerations in order to
prepare for that which more immediately concerns our
Sonn, Having so far entered into the finance of the
coal tax, we may now proceed more directly to consider
its utility. It has been described as a burden on manufacturing industry in the area in which it is levied. The
area is that of the City and Metropolitan Police districts,
and extends in some directions as far as fifteen miles
from Charing Cross. Certainly we should not be disposed
to favour a tax on manufacturing industries, unless we
saw some counterbalancing wheuntngen. The coal duty is
a tax on steam and a tax on gas. Unfortunately, society
is so constituted that rates and taxes are necessary evils.
All taxes, local and imperial, are objectionable in themselves. A police tax isa burden, yet it is better than payin
blackmail to burglars and highway robbers. The
tax in London has conferred extraordinary benefits on
local trade and manufactures. New thoroughfares have
been opened up, bridges have been purchased and freed
from toll, the Thames has been fringed with noble embankments, and the entire aspect of London may be said
to have been changed, as the result of an outlay which
never could have been borne but for the aid of the coal
duty. The execution of these enormous public works
has given employment to an army of workers, whose
wages have sustained a corresponding amount of retail
trade, the money raised in the form of a duty on coal
being returned to the metropolis in the form of permanent
public improvements and in the shape of wages and
salaries, mainly spent in the metropolitan area. We cannot but conceivethat engineers, contractors, manufacturers,
workpeople, and labourers have all benefited by the outlay
which has thus taken place, while the works which have
been constructed remain to facilitate trade, and to add to
the comfort of all who either dwell in the metropolis or
occasionally visit it. Acknowledging all this, it may be
said that London is so far improved by this time as to be
able to dispense with the fiscal aid of the coal duty. But
there is more yet to be done. Unfortunately, there are
debts to be borne, which will be troublesome if they fall
on the rates. Also there are works urgently demanding
execution which can only be carried out at great cost.
The sewage purification works at the outfalls will entail
an annual charge of £120,000. The Blackwall tunnel, if
sanctioned by Parliament, will cost £1,250,000, and will
not satisfy all demands for communication across the
Thames below the Tower.
The preservation of open
spaces and the formation of public parks are matters
which constitute the basis of many appeals in the present
day. Even if it be found that the need for great works
of improvement in the metropolis is now to some extent
met, so that the outlay in the future may be lessened, the
ratepayer may find sufficient cause to welcome the coal
tax, as affording him a substantial measure of relief.
Supposing the London coal duty to be abandoned, it
may be well to consider who will be the better for the
change, and to what extent. Will the benefit be at all
proportioned to that which the tax itself has conferred ?
Will it be equal to the extinction of bridge tolls? Will
the relief to traders and manufacturers who employ
horsefiesh be as great as that afforded by the Holborn
Viaduct?
Who can estimate the constant pecuniary
benefit accruing from a spacious thoroughfare, furnishing
a direct route where formerly the streets were narrow
and circuitous? Does anyone remember what London
was at one time along the routes now traversed by
Cannon-street and Queen Victoria-street? Of course,
the gas companies will save a large annual sum if the
coal duty ceases to be levied. The benefit will be
apportioned between the shareholders and the public,
so far as the latter are actual consumers of gas. But
the ratepayer might prefer having all the money
to himself.
We confess we are prepared to see
the coal tax go, in deferencé to the notions that are
now popular. The opponents of the tax are striking
hard at the Corporation, and prejudice is naturally
excited by tales of misappropriated money and bogus
petitions. The problem of London government is mixed
up with the question of revenue, and it is argued that
the'coal tax is not safe in the hands of men elected after
the manner of the Metropolitan Board. But Parliament
and the Treasury hold as tight a check over the
at
Spring-gardens as ever the ratepayers are likely to exercise, let the form of local government be rendered as
perfect as it may. We fancy that the most zealous
reformers of metropolitan local government would be
glad of the coal tax, if only the form of government were
altered to suit their ideas. That a coal tax is by no
means peculiar to the constitution of the metropolis, is
shown by the fact that it prevails extensively in the
provinces, amidst various forms of local government.
THE COAL TRADE STRIKE AND LONDON COAL.
Tue figures which are compiled by the registrar of the London
Coal Market show conclusively how slight has been the effect of
the strike in Northumberland on the coal trade. In the first
four months of the present year there were imported into London, from coalfields sending their produce by sea, about
1,506,856 tons, which is 903 tons more than in the same period
last year. Thus, the strike has not diminished the quantity
sent into London by sea, though it is certain that Northumberland has sent much less. But Durham and other places have
fully made up the deficiency. On the other hand, there has been
brought into London during the same period of four months, a
total of 2,534,107 tons ; whilst in the same period of last year,
the imports in that manner were 2,511,095 tons. There was
thus a falling oft in the tonnage of railway-carried coal of about
23,000 tons. Out of the total coal brought into the metropolis,
a portion is sent out again for use elsewhere. This quantity
was increased in the present year, and thus there was an apparent decrease in the London consumption in the present year
of some 49,000 tons. It is this decrease in the consumption of
coal this year which prevents the strike in the coal trade having
the effect that the men had anticipated. A year ago we had
one of the fiercest winters that have been known for long, and it
was a prolonged one also, All over the country the consumption of fuel was increased, and the stoppage, for a time, of railway traffic only affected partially the supply, and did not
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adversely affect the consumption. This year we have had mild
weather, and, in consequence, there has been a much smaller
use of fuel, not only for house but for gas, and allied uses. And
thus a coalfield, which employs some 25,000 miners, has been
idle for over three months, without apparently affecting the
trade asa whole. It is to be hoped that the lesson will not be
lost upon miners as a body. Coal is now procured from so many
coalfields in the United Kingdom, that the effect of a partial
strike is slight, and local in its character, At present the effect
of the strike is more noticeable in Northumberland than it has
yet been, but this is because from that districta very large
quantity of coal is sent to Cronstadt in the season, and the
season has just commenced. It is now that the loss of the
Northumbrian coal is found, but the loss is being met, and is
likely to be met, more fully from Durham and from Yorkshire.
Possibly, some orders may be held back in hopes of a settlement
in the more northern county; but the fact that there has been
such a meeting of the demand for coals at the beginning of the
season is remarkable, and it is another proof of the folly of the
strike. The enlarged production of coals abroad has also its
effect in the same direction ; and the more that the coalfields of
the world are opened out, the less prospect will there be in
ordinary times of the success of any sectional suspension of
labour.
THE NEW RUSSIAN IRON AND STEEL IMPORT TARIFF OF
THE 7TH OF MAY, 1887.
ALL metallic or mineral ores, with the exception of graphite
or blacklead in lumps, copper dross and iron in powder, 7 gold
kopeks per pud; cast iron in bars—pigs—scrap and turnings
brought by sea, 25 gold kopeks, and by land, 30 gold kopeks per
pud; iron of all sorts in flat or other shaped bars, except that
named below, further, “ Krimtzen,” puddled lumps—blooms—
or “ Bolwanken” in pieces and millbars, 50 gold kopeks per
pud; iron plates above 18in. wide, bars above 18in. wide or high
or more than 7in. thick, like bar iron, and that jin. to in.
broad or thick, 70 gold kopeks per pud ; steel in bars and shaped,
in pieces and scrap, except that named below, 50 gold kopeks
per pud; steel in sheets and plates above 18in. wide, steel
fashioned into shape above 18in. wide or high and 7in. or more
thick, as also bars jin. to jin. thick inclusive, 70 gold kopeks per
pud; fashioned cast iron, castings unwrought, as fire-bars,
plates, pipes, beams, columns, fittings for steam vessels,
dredgers, railroads, and for their working, 70 gold kopeks per
pud; cast iron manufactures, wrought, filed, polished, ground,
ornamented, bronzed, galvanised with zinc or coated with any
other ordinary metal, combined with wood, copper, bronze or
without such, 140 gold kopeks per pud; iron or steel manufactures, forged or cast, raw or filed on the edges and corners but
not further worked, as anchors, chains, wire ropes, nails, hooks,
bells, mortars, likewise fittings for steam vessels, dredgers,
railways and their working materials, 120 kopeks per pud;
boiler-smiths’ work, as tanks, bowls, boxes, bridges, tubes, &c.,
140 gold kopeks per pud ; wrought iron and steel manufactures,
except those particularly named, with or without parts in wood,
copper and bronze, when the articles weigh more than 5l]b.,
140 gold kopeks per pud ; scythes, sickles, chaff-cutters, garden
knives, sheep shears, spades, shovels, hoes and forks, 140 gold
kopeks per pud ; hand tools and instruments for artisans, artists,
and for factories, 140 gold kopeks per pud; machines and
apparatus, except agricultural and patterns for them, locomobiles—portable engines—tenders, steam and fire-engines, and
other fire-extinguishing apparatus, and all other apparatus not
specially mentioned ;apparatus, machines of cast iron, iron or
steel destined for factories, with or without parts made of other
metals, mechanical standards and their fittings, as also all parts
of machines, excepting those made of copper or such whole
parts as are chiefly of copper, 140 gold kopeks per pud; locomotives, 200 gold kopeks per pud. The import duty on pigiron, scrap and turnings of 25 gold kopeks and 30 gold kopeks
respectively, shall not be reduced before January, 1898.
SLAG AS MANURE.
Some interest has recently been excited by reports that siag
could be utilised as manure, and imperfectly-informed people
have therefore rushed to the conclusion that the unsightly accumulations at ironworks would be immediately turned
to useful ends. It is disappointing to find, on the authority of
Mr. A. H. Allen, the borough analyst of Sheffield, that the slag
which has recently been found valuable as a manure is not the
blast furnace slag, but a kind which has been produced only
within the last few years, and is not made at any works within
100 miles of Sheffield. “It is, in fact,” says Mr. Allen, “a
secondary product of the manufacture of steel in the Bessemer
converter by the basic process, in the manner devised by Messrs.
Thomas and Gilchrist.” This slag contained 15 to 20 per cent.
of phosphoric acid, and Mr. Allen says that no ingenuity has
been spared in rendering this important secondary product
partly useful as a manure, though the difficulties have been so
considerable that the various processes devised have all been
abandoned in favour of a method of finely grinding the slag, and
removing particles of metallic iron magnetically.
A NEW PATENT FUEL,
At the Birley Collieries, near Sheffield, an interesting
experiment is being tried in the production of “ briquettes,”
which are to be retailed at one penny and one halfpenny. In
this way it is hoped to usefully and profitably utilise coal-dust
or “slack” brought out of the pit. The briquette is a hard,
black substance, a mixture of coal dust and pitch. A briquette
of 10 1b. weight will burn from six to eight hours. Though this
new patent fuel does not burn so brightly as coal, it lasts much
longer than pieces of coal of the same size, while the heat given
out is equal to that of an ordinary coal fire. At present, coaldust is a drug in the market, and if briquettes can be successfully
placedon the market, a great difficulty will be met. On
the Belgian railways briquettesare extensively used in lieu of the
ordinary fuel, and the Admiralty have already recognised their
value.
LITERATURE.
The Mechanics of Machinery. By Avex. B. W. Kennepy, Professor of Engineering and Mechanical Technology in University College, Mem. Inst. C.E., &. &c. Macmillan and Co,
London: 1886.
THE title of this book, an octavo of 639 pages, has a
curious sound, yet it is well selected, and expresses as
clearly as a title can the speciality of the work. There
is in existence a vast number of treatises on dynamics
and kinetics, while the number of really useful volumes
on applied mechanics is very small. It would seem that
there is a cycle in the tendencies of technical authorship.
Some years ago we had nothing but treatises on
geometry, of all manner of sizes and shapes, merits and
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demerits. The market must have been glutted with
them. Next came books on strains and stresses, and
girders, and roofs, and bridges; and now in these latter
days printers and publishers are kept busy in giving the
world treatises on dynamics pure and simple, principally
remarkable for the fact that the modern author seems
to find the English language quite inadequate to express
his ideas, and so invents strange, weird barbarisms to
supply his wants. Meanwhile the engineer has been left
comparatively uncared for, There is consequently plenty
of room for Professor Kennedy’s book.
Tn his preface he explains that it is toa large extent made
up of lectures delivered by him at University College to his
students; and he defines the plan on which the work has
been constructed. “I have confined myself,” he writes,
“entirely to the mechanics of constrained motion.” At
first sight this seems rather vague, for it is not easy to
see under what conditions unconstrained motion could
possibly take place. As matter is postulated to be wholly
inert, it is at all times the mere creature of circumstances, and all motion of every kind does take place and
can only take place within certain limiting conditions.
Professor Kennedy goes on to explain what he means,
“Tt is an essential characteristic of every machine that the
path of motion of every one of its points is absolutely known
at every instant. The absolute motion of any point can be
altered, or its motion entirely stopped, but relatively to any
other point of the machine, neither the direction of motion
nor velocity of any point can be in the slightest degree
altered except by forces which involve the practical
destruction of the whole apparatus. All the motions
occurring in machines are thus conditioned by an absolute
geometric constrainment which renders it not only
possible but very easy to treat them by themselves, and in
this fashion to separate the mechanics of machinery from
the general science of mechanics, of which it forms a
portion.” The proposition to which Professor Kennedy
ives so much weight is, however, only generally true ; it
is not always true. Thus, for example, if we take the
governor balls of a steam engine, it will be found that
the velocity with which they describe their circular path
may and does vary continually with re;
to the velocity
of rotation of the crank shaft; but this does not involve
the practical destruction of the machine, and other
examples of this rotative variation of velocity will easily
suggest themselves to our readers. It is, however, quite
easy to understand what Professor Kennedy means; and
we admit at once that the truth he has enunciated in the
foregoing quotation makes an excellent basis on which to
work.
The book is divided into twelve chapters, each treating
of a different subject, and by giving a list of the subjects
we shall impart a fair general idea of Professor Kennedy's
method. The first chapter is devoted to The Machine,
the second to Plane Motion, the third to The Constrainment of Plane Motion, the fourth to Virtual Motion in
Machines, the fifth to Relative Velocities in Seconds, the
sixth to Mechanism not Crank Work, the seventh to the
Dynamics of Mechanism, the eighth to Static Equilibrium,
the ninth to Problems in Machine Dynamics, the tenth to
Miscellaneous Mechanisms, the eleventh to Non-Plane
Motion, and the last chapter to Friction in Mechanisms
and Machines.
Each of these chapters is subdivided.
Thus, for example, the first begins by defining (1) what
a machine is; (2) the principal forms of constrained
motion; and (3) relative motion. In the same way the
sixth chapter deals with (1) spur-wheel trains ; (2) wheel
teeth; (3) compound spur gearing; (4) —— gearing ;
(5) other mechanisms with spur wheels; and (6) cam
trains. It will be seen that the area which Professor
Kennedy has undertaken to cover is not only very large,
but that he has covered it very closely. Indeed, it is not
quite easy to suggest any possible form of mechanism,
however recondite, concerning which he has not said
something. It is much in favour of the book that the
author makes a profuse use of dia
s, and that these
are all well chosen, well drawn, well engraved, and well
printed. In order to impress facts on the student’s minds
our author uses both italics and large black-faced type,
and this, combined with remarkable lucidity of expression,
will go far to extend the utility of the volume.
e note
also with great pleasure that Professor Kennedy, like
Professor Rankine, has found the English language quite
sufficient to satisfy all his wants, and the student has not
to make himself acquainted with new and strange words
as well as facts novel, as a matter of course, to every
student.
He finds, for example, that the old word
“pressure” answers every purpose as wellas “surface
density.” He even retains the phrase “ centrifugal force,”
and he talks of the good old English “ton,” and “ pound,”
and “ foot,” and “inch,” just as though there was no such
thingas a centimetre, a gramme, or a dyne.
j
Those who are most accustomed to the construction of
machines will soon see that the direct utilityofmany of the
roblems which Professor Kennedy solves is very small.
is follows as a natural consequence of the fact that
machinery is, on the whole, very simple. Many machines
seem a he extremely complicated only because of the
duplication and reduplication of parts. So patent is the
truth that our author would have found it impossible to
fill the space which he has actually filled had he confined
himself to what we may term practical or applied mechanics; and we find that a large portion of the volume
is, after all, devoted to the consideration of pure dynamic
and kinetic problems. On the other hand, however,
Professor Kennedy always hastens to show, when possible,
how pure mechanics will apply. Thus, having laid down
various propositions about force, momentum, vs viva, and
so on, he then shows how all this applies to the fly-wheel.
The engineer who could carry in his head all the information that Professor Kennedy gives should never be at a
loss if called on to solve a snatianienh problem, or design
the parts of a really intricate machine. But the class
who make or design intricate mechanisms is limited. If,
then, we have a fault to find with Professor Kennedy, it
is that he covers too much ground—teaching, so to speak,
too much. This, however, is a point on which opinions
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will differ; and it is pleasant to note the thoroughness with
which our author has done his work, at a time like the
present, when there is no end to the production of slip,
;
shod, carelessly written books.
Perhaps the most interesting chapter in the volume is
the eleventh, dealing with non-plane motions. The
yeader may very naturally ask what non-plane motion is?
‘A witness in an assault case stated that one of the parties
was drunk at the time, and being asked how he knew,
replied, “ Well, sir, I know, because he went down the
street two ways at once.” The same general idea has
perhaps called into existence the well-known name,
“drunken saw.” Under the head of non-plane motions
come all these curious movements common to universal
joints and s herical engines. Professor Kennedy has
dealt with the recondite and puzzling problem presented
by universal joints and Mr. Tower's well-known engine.
The former he classifies as belonging to the “conic crank
train” type, and we really cannot sufficiently admire
the indomitable patience and skill with which our author
has investiqnaes the action of the universal joint, Our
agricultural engineering friends who make horse gears
will hardly believe it possible that no less than nineteen
rages have been written concerning two jaws, a centre
Pock and two crossed pins, yet so it is; and very stiff
reading the same nineteen pages are. It is not too much,
we think, to say that there is not another man in Eng
land who knows as much about the universal joint as
Professor Kennedy. It seems strange that the world
should have gone on all these years making and using
universal joints with fair success and yet was densely
ignorant about them, and after all the t mag ieso simple
when you know all about it. Thus men
have gone on
blindly making universal joints for horse gears without
ever calculating the stresses in the parts; and yet, as Professor Kennedy tells us, “For the balance of forces on
different links, whether adjacent or non-adjacent, it is
frequently most simple to determine the relative angular
velocity of the links, and to calculate the balanced forces
from these, remembering that the turning moments on
any links which are in static equilibrium must have
magnitudes inversely proportional to the angularvelocities
of the links.” The only excuse which can be urged for
prevailing ignorance on such matters is that after all life
is short, and the profit to be made out of horse gears is
at present very small,
The action of the Tower engine is one of those things
which no one is expected to understand, unless he has one
taken apart for him. Professor Kennedy has, we think,
done all that a man can do by the aid of type and
diagrams to make it clear. Yet we venture to say that
not one person in a hundred who reads what he has
written could, unless he saw the engine taken apart, tell
where the turning moment comes in. There is at the
bottom of the action of all mechanism of this kind a
curious law, “which may be termed, for want” of a better
title, the law of augmenting capacity, which may
be worth noting. Professor Kennedy
does not refer to
it. It is this: If inany combination ofmechanism put in
motion by a fluid or liquid, it is possible for the capacity
of a chamber to augment by the motion of the walls of
that chamber, then motion will be produced, no matter
how apparently complex and inadequate to the intended
purpose the character of that motion is. In the ordinary
steam engine the most obtuse can see that the capacity of
the cylinder is augmented by the motion of the piston;
but in several forms of mechanism, such, for example, as
Bishop’s disc engine and the Tower spherical engine, it
is impossible at first sight to see how any motion of
rotation ca) be produced, because all the forces seem to be
balanced, and the engine as likely to run one way as the
other, or not at all. But on examination it will be found
that the rotation of the engine must be followed by an
enlargement of the volume of the chamber to which steam
is admitted; and this being so, on the other hand, the
effort of the steam to enlarge the chamber will cause the
parts of the engine to assume the only motion which is
consistent with that enlargement. This motion is one of
rotation. In scheming engines of this kind, using recondite combinations, it will often be a matter of doubt
whether a Bye combination can or cannot produce
rotation.
e question can be solved in a moment by
ascertaining whether rotation will or will not cause an
augmentation in the volume of the chamber containing
the working fluid. If it will the engine will work, as
far as the principle is concerned; if not, it will not work.
Some years ago an inventor submitted to us drawings of
a very beautiful modification of the disc engine. It was
well thought out, with ample wearing surfaces, &c. ; on examination, however, it turned out that the engine could not
work, as there was only an apparent not a real change in
cylinder capacity produced by the rotation of the shaft.
Our readers will perhaps better understand what we
intend to convey if we suppose that, at a certain point in
the stroke of an ordinary engine, the cylinder cover began
to follow the piston. It is a mistake to assume that the
number of possible ways of carrying out the idea of a disc
engine is very limited; there are, on the contrary, many
ways; and this is one reason why we have dwelt on_ the
pews for example, we may cite the Fielding engine, and
est’s ingenious multi-cylinder engine, both of which are
really dise engines in disguise.
Returning after this apparent digression to Professor
a
k, we may say in conclusion that we have
not the least hesitation in recommending it as a thoroughly
goed work; and it is so because the work done by |
essor Kennedy has been good. The worst fault it has is
that it tries to teach too much ; but, on the other hand, it is
notnecessary that the engineershould master its entire contents. With the volume on his shelves, he may rest confident that he has close to him an adviser and teacher
who will help him out of many a difficulty, even if
consulted at the last minute ; while those who can spare
time to study its contents can scarcely fail to find their
powers of mechanical vision augmented, and their minds
bese er
things of which perhaps they have never
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ATKINSON’S NEW GAS ENGINE,
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1. .. Normalfull power ..
oo. se |pe Oe
| ”
‘
.
}
i
> i
5 HUEENOE cc sis igsica:" oss
0°800
4!
ae
SOL | 10°00 | 102
2
St
These efficiencies are high, which
no doubt is attributable in| 3.35 || — | 758
308 | 10-0
® }-| . valve
part to the absence of any slide
and gear. They show
2a
ae
:
eran:
bea
that there is no exceptional friction in the peculiar arrangement
ae |
if
saan
ieee
* |
oy
of linkwork adopted. On the average 0°7-H.P. is usedin driving}
3,45 | — | 751
3°24
9:44.98
pee
the engine. This result is confirmed by the amount of gas used
ope
‘
yy
|
when the engine was running without load, if some allowance is | 3-50 core. | 750
ae
S71 9 ha
es
made for the less efficiency of the explosions under such con-|
3.55 =. | 749
3°11
10-0
9
1475;
—
ditions.
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_ Tria 1.—The Engine Run at Normal Full Power,
| per min. per hour. per min,
In five minutes’ | Temperature of
Indicator
Means) — | 1501 | 87°42 | 201 | 99°8 47:75 | 52°05
g |
interval.
| cooling water, | diagrams.
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de; deg.
|
bs 23 tae 5 } I |g Suleeg)se5 5%
10.40 |Engine started
|
|
3 3
| $)
|2 3 322 Bo™ 28
H
|
Lond
|
a5 |i¢@a
1.0 |3-25 | —"|
— | — | 1ar-slaz-0 —| 150 | 14 | 87-7
8
3 | Z | 3 - bs eg 3°
° 10°37)
an 1465]
%. —| — |157” | 16 |53
Fe | See |
Cyresiank!| «uae| SS | oles |ee
11.5 | 68-00 tom
| 788 | 9°00
Tebe iso | 36 | se-6
. | ”739 || 9°40
+40 10°75)
10°75) 149-0)° —| — |144 | 15 |835. | gig} reg | 729 | 990 | 9-75 ' 125 47-5 ! —| 9 | 15 |} 35-1
11,10 |68°00
|
!
|
i
}
11.15 | 68°12 436 9°10 er 150°0) — —- bi
15 31°3
4.15 |74°0
732 | 9°88 |8-25 131-0) — |— |}125
16 85°6
“45. 10°
,
;
ee)
|
eee
ee | 135 | 18 | 82°8 | 4.90 Engine began toslow 130 1370' — |—/ 129 | 15 | 35°3
11.25
_
738 9°18 10°50} — | — | a 7
7
4.25 74°1
732
969 10°0 1430; — —| 130
15 | 34°8
|
j
}
11.80 |68-12 | 739 | 9°19 10°50) 1545) —| — | 145 | 18 pe
4.30 74:2 | 198 | 9-73 |9-0 |1480| —|—{150 | 16 | 85's
11.85 |68°12 | 738 | 9°48 ne 158'5|—| —|146 | 18 | $80 | 455 Engine begam|to slow — |— |— 8
fa
SE
ee
11.40 |68°00 | 740 | 9°50 shall 155-0} — | —/| 139 | 15 |33°8
| Zin Steer |shim.|
|
|
| 15 | go-5 |Meams| | wae
>
=. | 2°00
6 |
| 196-1
+) j47-5
a7 +m 88-6)
ea-¢ 182-1]. 15-5
= | 85-28
.
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Gas consumption per effective or brake horse-power.—The con11.55 |68°12 744.
«9°45 -:10°50, 160°0) — | —|129 | 16 | 32-5 | sumption of London gas in the trials was as follows :—
|
|
Gas used in
12.0 |68°25 | 743
9-23) 9°50] 162-0/47-0) — |141 | 16 | 82°5
Brake
Total
gasused _c.ft. per hour
| per per
r
|
|
Horse-power.
in c. ft. per hour. per brake horsemin. hour min.
| |
|
power.
Means | 68°10 | 147°80.111°38 2°09) 153°9/47°0106°9 145°9 15 | 33°32
Trial V.
. ee 5255 ..
i
Veer. Oy |
.
_—______——
Die
° ‘
4°889 ..
«. 11004
+ ee 22°51
TriaL IL—The Engine
at & Two-thirds
Full Power.
”” ar. - .
saan- - - - : ao - soos
BE OyRun CON
EES 2
- - oo
‘
|
| = ee ‘ per onswater,| ber
dicato:
eewithout load the engine
. used 37°42
- cubie: feet per
Also running
| Z
oe
3
ee
eS a eee
hour. That this is a very remarkably low consumption may be
8
a | g 1s
|
£ iz8aek Z > 2, | judged by comparison with the following results of published
ye
eea4
a | ee) all5
2Ey & pe
Zl
%F*
|
trials
other engines of about the
same size.
Taking first full
ase gS . |power oftrials
: above.
&
£
ag p4 | — | & 1s by Sefeeoe £54
to compare I. and
V.rs of the trials
B | s
se
i=¥)]
3
Be)
81833
Beeean
es 3 | =
2 (2
ig 35/2
EVISBGRsEF
.
=
per
C.3 ft.
of gasH.P.
| 6
25
z
2 " 22 sOR”
gei | Make of Engine.
sutton,
hour
perbrake
3
5
Sis 3 R25 a2282
Otto
ae
. Slaby
os Sgt
an, S28
2
g
ay] $ i= 9 S88 [5S WS
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GILES xe
. Thurston
w. 29°1
o
2 a.
2 = gs 2
- |
if
+P. ape
.. Schdttler
oe 82°4
|
=
|
*
4+H.P. ..
°
”
eo
33°4
ae
deg. deg
Clerk 4H.P. .. .. .. . Garrett .. .. .. .. 87%
12.15 |46°0
— |) —- | — | 3/47) —|108 | 14 | 31°5 | Again, taking trials of an engine run without load to compare
12.20 | 46-0 | 745 |7°18) 10°0| 150 1s
eg Er
97-2 | With trial IV. above :—
‘
4
.
ev. per
Gas used in
12.25 |46-0 | 746 |7-19} 10°5| u47]}—| —| m0 | 17 | 39-5 | Maker of engine.
sntaity.
minute.
_c. ft. per hour.
|
Otto 3}-H.P.
Clerk
e
16 ..
- &
12.30 46°0
7460 (7°55 |10°5| 1455;— —j} 80
15
-a “cue ee
Schottler
*
ss oe
|
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lerk 4-H.P.
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Very few results of trials of the gas consumption of engines run
12.40, 45°9 | 746 | 7°80 | 9-5 |145°) —/ 102
15 | 30-0 | at less than normal full power have been published, and there is
A
plas fon Pg Hs
aR
oot
pg
at least a general impression that when working at less than full
18.45 |45°7 | 750 | 4 80 | 9°5 |146 “i 1 8
icy fea
power most gas engines are extravagant in gas consumption. In
12.50 45-7 | 747 | 8°00! 10°75} 146, —| —/ 101
15 30°8 | @ paper by Witz published in the “Proc. Inst. Civil Engineers,”
|
.
|
nm
ee
a
:
|
vol. Ixxvi., 1884, I find the following results for an Otto engine:—
2.55 ad
*
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.
aa)
95
g oo
a)
ee
ee
ae
|
ial
Otto 4-H.P. Engine tried by Schittler.
1.0 || 45°7 | per
746 || «7°85
15 — ||
Gas<r
used per H.P. in
per | 10°75)
per 142°5 47 | — || 130
Actual power developed.
|
| min. hour. min,
|
|
|
q)
ec
3°98
Pe
‘os
377
Means |45°86 |149°31 91°68 | 2°08) 146°3, 47 |99°3 97°5 15°4 30°95
(2)
o
3°96
e e ef ee 820
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ee ae Ps ee Oe ee
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(3)
oo ee
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.
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Tria. UI.—The Engine Run at One-third Full Power.
=
se
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:
cra
ee
a
:
| The third of these is nearly in similar conditions to trial IIT.
| In five minutes’ interval. \Temp. of cooling water. | above
Load on
ee
|
2
Time. | brake |
Jacket | Dis- | Ini- |Riseof | Number of ignitions.—This was not determined very exactl
Revs, of Gas
“water |‘charged
ws fifigures are approximate:
catee—
7
y
| in Ibs. |counter.
ine,used
ft. | inlbs.
F. deg. ||tial
deg.F.| |F.Temp.
deg | 4,ut+ tl the fifollowing
|
mal
ian |
Full power
eee” ve
147 (every revolution)
2.380 22°75 | inal
ache
pik
120°
48° ot }
full power .. .
119
|
|
4 full powe
ee
75
2.35
—
750
5°87
9°25
1s
—
ae |
No load ..
eo ce ee
54 (every third revolution)
2.40 | 22:50 | 761
5°18
11-00
115
of
4, |The governor has therefore ample control of the engine and the
| speed is kept regular even with no load.
a
2.45 | 22°50 | 739
4°96
95
ik
ay
=
Disposal of the heat.—Taking
first trial I,ka which was the
2.50 | 2250 | 758
5-07
10°5
109
x
__| longest trial and the one in which normal conditions of working
|
| were most nearly present. In one minute 1°834 cubic feet of
2.55
— | we
5°09
10°25
il
—
| gas were used, which, at 628°7 thermal units per cubic foot, would
» 50
‘
| furnish altogether
890,000
if it could all be
3.0
22°50
5°05
10°0‘
lll
_
_
e
= foot-pounds
.
° of work
°
bes
.
rendered available. For this there is obtained
$.5 | 2250) 749
5°24
11-0
111
48 | 652 |
Foot-pounds,
}
On Waeee AOO0-EL.F. OF cc cc es nc
-» 161,337
| permin, per hour, per min.
Engine friction 0°674-H.P.or .. .. ..
22,242
|
A
|
In cooling water 2°09 x 106°9 x 772 or i
172,500
Means 22°54 | 149°9
61°56
2°04 =| 118°2
48 65°22 |
Leaving for exhaust waste and radiation ..
533,921
a ee
—
Summaryof Results ofTrial
7
oi
e
|
|
|@as used
| _ Pressures in cylinder,
|
|
Gas used|per hour, Jacket water.
Ibs. per square inch above leat
| cm se Pet
| Load on |Revs. of by meter|corrected
atmosphere.
cated | Brake |
—
Duration of trial. | brake | engine
in
for |——-———| horse. | horse
-——
| in Ibs. |per min. cub. ft |probable Quantity, Rise of Mean
Mean
Mean
wer, | Power. | Per
Per
|
per hour | error of in lbs. | temp. initial
ter- effective.
no |
| indic. brake
|
|
meter. per min.) F. deg. |
* minal. |
|
| HP.
H.P.
hm
hm, |
‘
|
I 11.0 to12.0 | 68°10
147°80 111°3S_ | 110°04
2°09 106°9 145°9
15°0 | 83°32
5°563 | 4°889
19°78
22°51
|
II. 12.15 to 1.0 } 45°86
149°31 91°68
90°58
2°08
99°3
97°5
15°4 | 30°95
4°1€0* | 3°326
21°78
27°24
III. 2.30 to 3.5 | 22°54
149°9
61°56 60°82
2°04
65°2
_
_
_—
1°642
—_
37°04
|
|
|
IV. 8.20 to 3.55
0
150°1
87°42
36°97
2°01
52°05
— | ome ig —
_
0
| __
¥ £0
4.35 | 74°08
146°C4 117°6
116°2 | 2°00
88°6t | 182°1
15°5
35°22
5°81l | 5°255
20°00 22°11
* From a five minutes’ count, I found there were 119 ignitions per minute.
+ The temperature of jacket water was rising, and
did not become constant.
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On reducing these numbers to percentages of the heat of
combustion :-—
Per cent. given by brake
:
18°12
o
lost in engine friction... .. .. ..
2°50
a
accounted for in indicator diagrams
20°62
a
given to jacket water... . .. ..
19°37
ae
lost in exhaust, &c.
60°00
Comparing these figures with those obtained in previous trials
of other engines it will be found that (1) the efficiency of the
Atkinson engine is about 3 per cent. or 4 per cent. greater.
That is, 3 or 4 per cent. more heat is converted into work in the
cylinder. (2) Lees heat is given to the jacket water and more
carried into the exhaust. This is due probably partly to the gas

;.in
an
Atmosphere.
.=:
—
sPressures
per
lbs
in
8

DIAGRAMS

FOR ATKINSON

AND OTTO

ENGINES.

picking up more heat from the cylinder during the compression
stroke. Then also the complete cycle is performed in half the time
in which it is performed in the Otto engine, and therefore less heat
is given to the cylinder during explosion and expansion. That
the gases retain the heat instead of its being given to the jacket
water increases the efficiency of the expansion. It will be seen
presently that the form of the indicator diagram is in accordance
with the deductions stated above.
Form of expansion and compression lines.—Taking card No. 10
I get the following values of the pressures and volumes in the
cylinder
:—
Pressures absolute. Volumesine. ft.
Beginning of compression
oo o- 147 .. 12 «2 . O1688
End of
na
54°7
0°0738
Beginning of expansion. .
* o ee
-» 0°0802
End of
i
cS. See
. 03102

|being nearer to an adiabatic. Hence the loss of heat to the
jacket must be rather less than the heat developed during
expansion. -This is conformable to the fact observed of the
rather low percentage of heat given to the jacket. In the Otto
| engine the curve is nearly adiabatic, so that the gain and loss of
heat are equal.
| General indications of the indicator diagrams.—I append to
| this a tracing showing an enlargement of diagram No. 10, of the
full-power trial taken at 11.50.
It is merely a good average
diagram of that trial. It shows
the general form taken by all
the diagrams, except when from
any cause the ignition was retarded. The wave form of the
back-pressure line isa peculiarity
already discussed. On this I
have plotted the Otto engine
diagram given in Dr, Slaby’s report. The diagrams are plotted
so that the compressing stroke is
identical in the two diagrams.
The comparison of the two diams shows very clearly the
better utilisation of the work
generated by the explosion in the
Atkinson engine. The expansion
line is higher, and the work
done by the expansion very considerably greater. The ratio of
expansion is 3fin. in the Atkinson engine, and only 2hin. in
the Otto,
General conclusions.—It appears therefore that the Atkinson engine works satisfactorily
through a day’s trial, with regularity of speed, and without requiring attention. It realises an
exceptional economy of gas at
full power, and at least an
|
equally exceptional economy at
reluced power. The linkwork,
though novel, is of a simple kind;
=—S
==
and [see no reason why it should
give
trouble. The valve gear is
ATKINSON'S NEW_GAS ENGINE.
particularly simple and easy to
m =1°0. The compression curve is probably within the limit work, and it is an advantage that there is no slide valve. The
of error of measurement of the di
m, an adiabatic curve friction of the engine is rather less than usual. The high piston
rising, if anything, a little more steeply, which would mean that speed, without exceptionally high crank-shaft speed, tends to
the gas gained heat slightly during compression from the cylinder economy in working and cheapness in manufacturing. The fact
sides. I take it therefore that the cold gas and air coming into that an impulse is given in normal working at every revolution
the cylinder and during the slight pause at the dead point of the increases the steadiness of running, and facilitates the control of
stroke must be heated to such a point that the transfer of heat the engine by the governor. We add to the foregoing reto or from the cylinder sides during compression almost ceases. port by Professor Unwin, the engravings of the new enThe expansion curve lies between an adiabatic and an isothermal, gine which will be found above, and which show the

| Hence since these curves are of the form pr” = constant, we get
for the value of m:—
For compression curve 547 _ 0:1888 ¥ m = 1°399.
147
0°0738
| For the expansion curve (16777 _ 0°3102 ™ m = 1305,
|
287 ~ 00802
| For an adiabatic curve m = 1°375 and for an isothermal curve
|
|
|
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SANSPAREIL.

CONSTRUCTED BY THE THAMES IRONWORKS AND SHIPBUILDING COMPANY, LONDON.

and valves; and the steam engines—main and auxiliary—
amount to fifty-five.
After the launch, Lord George Hamilton, in the course of a
speech, gave some particulars concerning the history of the ship
named. The Sanspareil, he said, was originally a French ship,
and was taken by the English in 1794. Like many other French
ships, it became one of the most effective in the Navy. In
1851 another vessel took its place and name, but although so
long a time had elapsed between the building of those two
vessels shipbuilding had made very little progress, and that
launched in 1851 was built very much on the lines of the earlier
one. The present vessel showed a
t contrast. In the
vessel taken from the French the length was 193ft.; breadth,
51 ft. 6in.; displacement, 3500 tons; complement, 814; weight of

CROSS-SECTION OF SANSPAREIL.
metal from broadside, 9601b.; weight of powder from brvadside, 200 lb. In the second Sanspareil the length was 200ft.;
breadth, 52ft.; displacement, 3700 tons; complement, 700;
weight of metal from broadside, 16401b.; weight of powder
from broadside, 320 lb.; speed, 9 knots. In the present vessel
the length was 340ft.; breadth, 70ft.; displacement, 10,470 tons;
complement, 550; weight of metal from broadside, 4750 1b.;
weight of powder from broadside, 23201b.; speed about 17
knots. The complement in this vessel was made up of 37
officers and 513 men and boys; about one-fourth of the officers
—including engineers, paymasters, &c.—and rather more than
one-fifth of the men might be regarded as non-combatant, about
110 men being employed on the engine-room staff. This proved
that during the past thirty years we had made greater progress
in shipbuilding than had been made in the 500 years preceding.

THE NEWCASTLE EXHIBITION.
Txoven the formal opening of the Exhibition by the
Duke of Cambridge, and the admission of the public, only
took place last
Wednesday, the members of the press
were, by the courtesy of the executive council, invited to
a private view on the previous Saturday, and were thereby
enabled to obtain a great deal of information before the
bustle incidental to the opening had begun. The origin
and development of the idea of holding an Exhibition in
Newcastle having been referred to already in Tue EnciNEER of April Ist, it is unnecessary that we should say
more in regard to the early history of this undertaking,
and we will therefore proceed at once with a description
of those exhibits most likely to interest our readers.
Putting aside the electric lighting installation, there is
not a very large amount of machinery in motion in the
buildings. What there is will be found in the West Court.
The steam pipes are laid underground, steam being supplied
from six boilers, four being * Messrs. Davey, Paxman
and Co., Colchester ; one by Messrs. R. Hornsby and Sons,
Grantham; and one,a vertical “Genetic” boiler, by Messrs.
T. Toward and Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne. The four firstnamed are of the ordinary locomotive type, and require
no special description ; the latter has already been illustrated in Toe
Enaiverr. Near to the boilers is the
engine, of 30-horse power, a single cylinder horizontal
with Proell valve gear, by Messrs. Robey and Co., Lincoln.
This also has been previously illustrated in THz EnaInEEr,
and need not therefore be further referred to. The
shafting driven by the engine is carried overhead on the
most unsightly cast iron standards that ever left a foundry.
Not only are the castings rough, but the design is something hideous, and withal, they are so clumsy and badly
placed as to have caused the greatest inconvenience to a
number of exhibitors. In some cases the alloted space
has been almost cut up into two by one of these standards
erected right in the middle, and in other cases exhibits,
oe laid out in the drawing-office, and prepared in
the works at home, have had to be cut up and altered on
arrival. Surely, a space is a space, and if a person applies
for an area of, say, 100 square feet, and has it allotted, he
should not have a huge cast iron standard which he has
never asked for, thrown into the bargain.
One of the most important sections in the Exhibition is
that devoted to iron and steel. Messrs. Bell Brothers illustrate the whole process of manufacture of pig iron from
Cleveland stone. Their exhibit comprises a raised model of
the ironstone district of Cleveland,
based on the Ordnance
Survey, indicating the outcrop of the minerals and their
position. with regard to the Tees, on the bank of which
river—as is well known—the smelting operations are
chiefly conducted. A map is also shown exhibiting the
relative positions of the ironstone field, the coal fields, and
the limestone beds. The quantities of the various
materials required to make a ton of pig iron are presented
in a striking manner by means of em blocks. One
measuring 10ft. 6in. by 2ft. by 2ft., the full height of the
Cleveland ironstone as it exists in the township of Skelton,
and weighing 664 cwt., gives the quantity of ironstone.
The fuel is shown in the shape of sections of the Bustey
and Brockwell seams from South Brancepeth and Tursdale

| collieries, weighin together 37} cwt., this being the
amount of raw fuel required for the manufacture of coke
used in the furnace itself. These are the seams
chiefly employed in the manufacture of coke for smelting
iron in Cleveland. A block of coke weighing 224 cwt.
shows the fuel in the condition in which it is charged into
the blast furnace. A piece of limestone from Bell Brothers’
quarries in the neighbourhood of Stanhope, weighing
11 ewt., represents the flux. Before being put in the
furnace the ironstone is roasted in kilns in order to expel
moisture and carbonic acid. Small coal is used for this
pur
and the quantity per ton of iron, viz., 3cwt., is
exhibited. During calcination the
nish ironstone
turns red. It loseslittle in bulk, though itsloss in weight
amounts to about 25 per cent. It would be impossible to
show a solid block of calcined ironstone, but the quantity
of stone, viz., 47cwt., is shown.
In addition to the
various materials charged into the top of the furnace, a
volume of air, measuring at ordinary atmospheric pressure 165,000 cubic feet, equal to a cube of about 55ft. on
a side, and weighing 104 cwt., is blown in at the bottom,
after being heated by the waste gases resulting from the
combustion of the fuel to a temperature of about 1000 deg.
Fah. The final result, viz., 1 ton of pig iron, is then
shown, the block being split so as to exhibit the
fracture, while a portion is planed. A block of slag
weighing 25cwt. completes this portion of the exhibit. » de has been made to the gas. This
amounts to 216,000 cubic feet at ordinary temperature
and atmospheric pressure, and weighs 139cwt. Summarising the above, the following materials have been
put into the furnace:—Air-—nitrogen and oxygen—
104 cwt.; ironstone, 47 cwt.; fuel, 22cwt.; flux, 11 cwt.;
total, 184ewt. And the following have come out of the
furnace:—Gas—nitrogen, carbonic acid, and carbonic
oxide—139 cwt.; iron, 20 cwt.; slag, 25 cwt.; total,
184 cwt.
Messrs. Bell Brothers also show several machines and
models in connection with mining. One of these is a
hydraulic drill for drilling the holes for blasting in Cleveland ironstone. Sometime ago, when the question of
adopting some kind of power drill was being discussed, it
occurred
to Mr. A. R. Steavenson to utilise the water
behind the tubbing, which at the bottom of the
shaft had a pressure of 215lb. per square inch. The
apparatus, illustrated on page 383, in elevation, was
rs sm designed. It consists of a wrought iron bogey,
the wheels of which can be secured by brakes 1 and 2,
worked by a wheel and handle 5, on which is fixed the
drilling gear. The water entering by the pipe p' passes
up through the cylindrical upright piece c; this upright,
though firmly secured to the bogey, being capable of
rotating round its axis by means of suitable gearing. ¢ is
a horizontal tube through which the water passes to the
turbine b. It is pivotted on a horizontal axis on the
upper end of the upright, and can also be rotated
round its own axis by the worm gearing g g'. The
turbine is fixed to the end of e, and actuates the drill ¢ by
suitable gearing, a universal joint g being provided to
rmit of the drill being set at any desired angle. Feed
is obtained by the screw p and the wheels m, m', m*, and
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vital importance of the effect thus incidentally secured.
In result, it was found from a great many repeated experiments that each variety of coal gave at different times a
close approximation to the same yield of products, so that
it was sup
that the conditions of success were fully
ascertained. When, however, the arrangements adopted
at Felling were applied on a large scale in ovens worked
continuously, defective performance very quickly showed
itself, and where a yield of five gallons of oil per ton was
expected, frequently two gallons only were permanently
obtained.
e main pipes occasionally got red hot
opposite particular ovens, and the whole produce from
the ovens beyond the spot at which the heating occurr~1
was burned. The small openings for suction in the
false bottom became either unduly enlarged, and thus
allowed small coal to get into the passages, which were
thereby choked up, or they sealed themselves up with
hardened pitch.
By degrees also the tar and fireclay
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m*, From this description it will be seen that the posi- | cent. metallic iron. Above the samples of minerals are
tion of the drill with reference to the stone to be pierced | specimens of the various descriptions of iron obtained
may be adjusted by three distinct movements: 1, round | from them, including all the qualities of Cleveland and
the vertical axis; 2, round the horizontal axis ; 3, round |hematite pig iron, spiegeleisen, containing up to 30 per
the axis of the tube e. In addition to these there is a | cent. manganese, and ferro-manganese, with up to 80 per
supplementary adjustment round the vertical axis of | cent. manganese. Several ingots are shown in Siemensthe turbine, which permits the drill to assume any | Martin, Bessemer, and basic steel of the various sizes
desirable angle with the bar e. All the motions required for the manufacture of rails, sleepers, plates,
are under the control of the attendant, who has all |angles, bulbs, ere &e. These are from 14 tons to a
the necessary handles within reach. The machine has| plate ingot of 44 tons. A rail ingot, broken through
been in operation at the Lumpsey mine since 1884, and | the centre when cold, is exhibited to show the
has given great satisfaction. Eighty, and sometimes 100 | fracture and absence of blow holes. The specimens of
holes, each 4ft. 6in. deep and 2sin. in diameter, are drilled | finished products from the ingots are very numerous, and
od shift of eight hours, producing 170 tons of ironstone. | include rails of all sections, fish-plates, steel sleepers with
e water used each day is pumped to the surface by the rails keyed in position, boiler plates, ship plates up to 3in.
mine pumps in twenty minutes.
thick, similar to those made for H,M.S, Orlando and
Another interesting exhibit is a model of an improved Undaunted, and various sizes of angles and bars. The
trough and rake, coal-washin machine. This consists of company manufactures plates up to 5 tons in weight, 40ft.
a long semicircular trough of iron, hung at one end so | long, 8ft. wide, and 4in. thick. A great variety of cold
that the other end may be depressed. Above the trough | test pieces are shown, among which are a number of steel
is a longitudinal shaft to which the rakes are fixed, and plates and angles made from Cleveland iron by the basic
which imparts to them a backward and forward move- process and tested under Admiralty supervision. The
ment. At suitable intervals are plate iron stops, fitting cold test pieces are bent until the diameter inside is not
the bottom of the trough. The crushed coal is admitted more than three times the thickness. The temper bends
at the top, and with it a stream of water, the flow of were heated to cherry red, plunged into water not exwhich is so adjustedas to carry the coal over the. to ceeding 82deg. Fah. and bent to the same radius.
of the stops, while the heavy particles of shale, &c., sin Several
pieces of plate are exhibited which have been
to the bottom and are caught. When sufficient impurities subjected to the “shot” test. In this test a shot 2}in.
have collected, the trough is lowered so as to leave a gap diameter placed on a lin. plate requires a 1 ton weight
below the stops, and a stream of water then removes the falling 30ft. before it penetrates the steel. Other samples
dirt, when the operation commences again. One man and | shown are butt straps punched and bent across the holes,
a lad are able to attend to three such washers.
| and drifting tests. Altogether this is an admirable exThe annexed cut shows a coal wedge, also exhibited by | hibit of the kind, and is well worth careful examination.
Messrs. Bell Brothers, which is intended to do the work | In the West Court the Jameson Patent Coking Comnow accomplished by powder. It has been in practical| pany
exhibits models of coke ovens and plant adapted to
operation at Tursdale for several months, and has proved | the recovery
of bye-products of coal. This process, from
fully equal to the work for which it was intended. The which so much
was at one time expected—as set
forth in our pages—produced great disappointment,
and fell almost into desuetude from the fact that in all
the large installations the results in actual practice fell
far short of those obtained with similar coal in the
LARS
ROS .
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experimental ovens at the works of Messrs. H. L. PattinYY \\
\
yy
RAY \\ S
Yy
son and Co., at Felling. For a long time the cause of
difference of yield was not discovered. Many efforts were
SENS
a
made by the company and by persons working the process to establish the identical conditions in the large
installations which had been so successful in the experiBELL'S COAL WEDGE.
mental ovens; but such efforts were for a long time
apparatus is very simple, consistin of a long wedge absolutely unproductive of benefit. The company therewhich, by means of ratchet gear, is drawn between tio fore ceased to advertise or to recommend the adoption of
pieces of steel, and by forcing them apart puts an the process, and concentrated their attention upon one
enormous pressure upon the coal.
Two ratchets are installation only for the purpose of discovering, and, if
provided, only one being used in ordinary work. The possible, remedying the defect. After long, very costly,
coal is prepared by cutting or hewing out the lower part and patient investigation the causes of failure were
of the seam, as is usual when blasting.
demonstrated to be two—first, the inadequacy of the proIn the same section Messrs. Bidow, Vaughan, and visions in the false bottom to permit the proper passage of
Co. have a large stand and case rising to a height of gas and secondly, the defective construction in the true
12ft. On the top is a model of a blast furnace, with
ttom, which permitted considerable in-leakage of air.
hot-blast. stoves, &c., complete, made to a scale of jin. to These matters in the Felling ovens had occasioned no
lft. This furnace has a bosh 24ft. diameter, crucible 10ft., trouble or anxiety, by reason of the fact that during the
and throat, 15ft., the height being 93ft., and the yield of experiments made there the ovens were very frequently
Cleveland pig iron 520 tons
per week. A similar furnace altered. At first the false bottoms were made of firebrick
making hematite pig iron, but only 72ft. high, produces laid-dry, then of side wedges laid dry, then of quarls with
1000 tons per week. Behind this model is a large steel small circular orifices widening downwards, then of quarls
plate 21ft. long, 7ft. wide, and in. thick, weighing two with longitudinal orifices widening downwards, then of
tons. Round the bottom of the platform are een special bricks of various kinds, the object. being to presamples of all the minerals used in the manufacture of serve free openings for gas, and to prevent the passage of
iron and steel, such as coal and coke, limestone-—mountain small coal to the channels under the perforated floor.
and m nesian—and Cleveland ironstone from Eston With these continual changes and frequent coolings the
mines. This stone in a raw state contains 30 per cent. floors never got into a bad state. The passages in
metallic iron, and when calcined 41 per cent. Samples of the false bottom continued free, and the true floor of the
Spanish hematite ores, used in the manufacture of oven being made of bricks set in fireclay and tar, remained
Bessemer pig iron, are also exhibited, containing 50 per impervious to air, and so prevented any discovery of the

IMPROVED JAMESON OVEN.
cement of the true floor burned out, and in-leakage of air
took place, forming, with the coal gas, a mixture which
was capable of ignition, and which, at a certain stage of
the coking process, was almost sure to ignite. The
remedy for one defect, viz., increased suction, aggravated
the other. Along with these practical difficulties the
value of oil fell to about a quarter of what it had been at
first, and a good many of the installations were abandoned.
The causes of failure were not, as we have said, at once
apparent. A meter had been used at Felling to measure
the quantity of gas taken from the coal, but this was
impracticable when the volume of gas to be measured
was large, and when the gases of each oven were not
separately cooled. One of the first indications which
would have revealed the defect was therefore not available until an arrangement was devised by which,
without actual measurement, the quantity of gas
eas in any pipe, whether hot or cold, could
approximately ascertained. This arrangement we
ee to describe separately, as it is one of much value
or many —.
By the application of this gauge it
was found that instead of obtaining about 12,000ft. to
15,000ft. of gas from a ton of coal during its coking, many
ovens with extremely small suction indicated as much as
120,000ft., the great bulk of this being air, which leaked
into the channels through the oven foundations from
which the tar cement had been burned away. Many
experiments were then tried with various cements for the
oven floors, and much time was necessarily consumed in
ascertaining whether they would bear the test of time,
and if the quenching water and the dry heat could be
continuously endured. The closing up of the suction
orifices or their undue enlargement was also investigated
and dealt with, and in result the ovens illustrated by the
exhibited model have been devised and practically tried
for about two years, first at South Medomsley—where
y;

COAL

DETAIL OF JAMESON OVEN.
progress was unfortunately stopped by a long strike—and
next at Tudhoe, where the process has been continuously
worked for upwards of three years. The perforated floor
is made of special bricks and H iron, as illustrated in the
engravings. The H irons are tied by cross-bolts in the
centre, and by the movement due to expansion and contraction against the bricks maintain constantly an open
passage for gas while practically impervious to the passage
of coal. The actual floor is constructed of, first, a fireproof cement containing silicate of soda, forming the airtight layer, and above it in the well of the oven a cement
intended merelytokeep the quenching water off the silicate
cement. By these means the difficulties of the process
have been met, and it is believed that the same results as
at Felling will now be obtained in installations of any
size. The irons in the oven bottom have been.at work
for a year, and so far as can be seen, will be quite capable
of lasting three years at least.
The Great Northern Railway Company shows a very
beautifully finished locomotive and tender of the type
used for the passenger traffic between King’s Cross and
York. These engines were designed by Mr. Stirling in
1869, since which date upwards of forty have been built
to take the place of old engines worn out. They have
been fully illustrated in Tae Excinzzr portfolio of working drawings, and it is therefore unnecessary to more than
briefly state some of the leading particulars. The cylinders are outside, and are 18in. diameter and 28in. stroke.
The engine is on eight wheels, four of which are in the
bogie, and are each 3ft. lin. diameter. The driving wheels
are 8ft. 1}in. diameter. The boiler has a total heating surface of 1045 square feet, and the furnace is adapted to
burn coals, The tender is on six wheels, each 4ft. 1$in.
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diameter. The tank capacity is 2900 gallons. The engines
were designed to take the heaviest and fastest passenger
traffic in the east coast route to Scotland, and all those
who have travelled on the Great Northern line know
how well ~~ have fulfilled their purpose. Their train
load is usually 140 tons, exclusive of passengers and
luggage, and speed fifty to fifty-two miles per hour. The
weight of the engine in working order is 45 tons, and of
the tender 37 tons, including water.
Chocolate
ing, pure and simple, hardly comes
within the scope of an engineering article, but the
attention of engineers will no doubt beattracted by the
very well finished machinery in operation at the stand
of Messrs. J. S. Fry and Sons, Bristol, the bulk of
which, we regret to say, is of French manufacture. The
pan for crushing
the cocoa beans and combining the
crushed material with sugar consists of a granite bed,
revolving at a proper speed, and two granite edge
ranners ferniched with scrapers to ensure the regular
feed of the cocoa and to keep the working parts free.
The pan is heated with gas to assist in the liberation
of the oil contained in the beans. The crushing process
is completed in a set of three horizontal granite cylinders,
turned up to an accurate surface, and brought as nearly
as possible into contact. The cylinders revolve at different
s
the chocolate being received on the surface of
the fastest, passing from thence to the intermediate, and
finally to the third cylinder, whence it is collected by
means of a scraper.
is machine also requires to be
slightly heated. Granite is used instead of iron in order
to avoid the chemical action between metal and chocolate,
which would injure the colour and character of the goods.
The demand for chocolate, cocoa, &c., in this country has
now assumed such proportions that in these times, when
orders are so difficult to procure, it would surely be to
the interest of some firm of manufacturing engineers to
take up the making of chocolate machinery as a speciality.
We are aware that in one or two instances machinery has
been made here, but we are quite correct in stating that
the bulk of the finished work in the chocolate factories in
this country has come from France. This to us seems a
most extraordinary state of affairs, inasmuch as there is
nothing special in the machinery to render its manufacture more suitable to one country than to another.
In the West Court, Mr. Suede Pickering, Stocktonon-Tees, exhibits his specialities in light hoisting machinery. In an erection some 25ft. high will be found a
complete lift on the “Standard” self-sustaining principle,
previously illustrated and described in Tue
ENGINEER.
A new feature about this is the addition of a screw brake
in connection with the automatic sustaining gear. By
this the cage can be lowered at any desired speed, yet it
is optional on the
of the attendant to use the brake,
or lower by hand over hand in the usual way, as in hoisting. The cage is built with angle iron frames, and
enclosed with galvanised wirework, which has a good
appearance, and wastes but little space. Another novelty
is a 7 cwt. hand crane, with a hollow pillar down which the
chain
on to a cup drum instead of the usual winding barrel. This arrangement considerably reduces the
gearing, and makes it compact, while the length of lift is
ractically unlimited.
The load is self-sustained on
eaving hold of the lifting handles, and to lower, all that
is necessary is to release the brake, this action throwing
out the pawl at the same time. The crane can be swung
entirely round, but can be fixed at any point by means of
ascrew. Other exhibits consist of power friction hoists,
with the usual excentric friction barrel driven by a pinion,
some of them having a hand-lifting arrangement, consisting of a spur wheel and pinion with a V-rope driving
wheel, and self-sustaining gear.

DEFECTIVE WEAPONS.
Mr. Hansury has given notice that in Committee on the Army
and Navy Estimates respectively he will move to omit the pay and
pensions of General Sir John Adye, G.C.B., formerly Director of
Artillery; General Manley Hal! Dixon, Major-General Frederick
Close, and Major-General George Fraser, former superintendents
of the Small-Arms Factory; Mr. Thomas Perry, late foreman at
Enfield Factory; Admiral Henry Boys, late captain of H.M.S.
Excellent ;and Admiral Sir Arthur Hood, K.C.B., former director
of Naval Ordnance ; these officials being the persons among whom,
as the Secretary for War stated in this House, the
sibility
must be shared for the issue to the men of her Majesty's Navy of
disgracefully defective weapons, We propose to notice this more
fully by-and-bye.
The facts of the case briefly are as follows:—It was decided to
alter the pattern of the cutlass and cutlass sword bayonets of the
Navy in 1872, the new patterns to be shorter and straighter. It
was decided that this change could be effected by altering the
arms then in the service. This was done to the cutlass-bayonet by
heating it to a cherry red, and straightening and shortening to 25}in.
length. The blades were then raised to blue heat and plunged
in water. They were tested by bending across a bridge 3gin. high.
It was found impossible to heat the blades after straightening to
red heat and then cool them down to the final blue temperature,
because of the liability to distortion in such thin me
There
was, however, a considerable measure of hardness imparted to
them. We propose to give the figures on a future occasion.
The cutlass-bayonets did not fail on service, but on board shi:
one failed, and several were tested by pressing the point till
the blade shortened 6in., being bent laterally 7in. in this process,
Under this test some of them failed to come back to the straight
line. The operation of conversion was sanctioned in 1872, when
General Dixon was superintendent at Enfield. It was continued
for many years, no fault having been found with the weapons until
afew months since. General Fraser, General Close, and Colonel
Arbuthnot all continued it during their terms without raising any
objection until the recent complaints were made, when it was discontinued. The blades are many of them without question objectionable, but it is not true that when sharp they will not transfix a
sheep clothed in a mili
cloak. It is curious that no complaints
have come in of the cutlasses, but only of the cutlass bayonets,
so faras we know. We may say at once the evil a)
to us to
have been in the first sanction of the process. y+aid it
rather furnishes one more example of the evil of the five years’
system. It is hardly reasonable to expect that a superintendent
coming to a department would attack a process carried on by
those preceding him, sanetioned by high authorities, and for a
gradually increasing number of years apparently found to give good
results in the Navy.
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across the platforms exposed to the wind and dust, from which the
AMERICAN ENGINEERING NEWS.
overhanging
canopy is no protection; but on the new plan a pas.
(From a Correspondent. )
sageway is built across the
platforms, with side doors for access to
the
steps.
At
the end of the passageway is a steel frame of the
paiees work.—With the gradual opening of the oon the
rai
companies are putting projects into practice, and every same outline as the vestibule, having a flexible material behind it,
week more ay more cotta ae advertised to let. Surveyors and pressed outward by powerful springs. When two cars thus
are out over the whole country making preliminary surveys or loca- fitted are run together for coupling the steel plates meet, and the
tions, and a large proportion of these surveys are for lines to form springs are compressed, making a tight joint, while the flexible
important connec
links in systems. On the Cascade division of connections allow of ample play on curves, &c. The cars will be
the Northern Pacific Railroad the snow has been cleared from the very free from draughts, cold air, or dust when the vestibules are
Stampede switchback, and this line will be open in May. The closed. Ascending the usual side steps, the passenger will open
Stampede tunnel is being pushed. The heavy grades of the a door in front, which will admit him to the vestibule, and then
switchback are to be worked by decapod engines—five pairs of turning to the right or left will open the usual door in the end of the
driving wheels and a leading pony truck—but the tunnel line, when car, while passing from car to car will be no more of an inconvenicompleted, will considerably
uce the grades. The Texas and ence than walking through a car. The New York-Chicago
of
Colorado Construction Osnpeny ae been incorporated to build a ** Limited” train, on the Pennsylvania Railroad, is com
line in the interest of the Fort Worth and Denver City Railroad, these cars, just put on, and three other trains are being built. The
to complete this system, which will open up Colorado to the Gulf ‘* Limited” consists of a dining car, three sleepers, and a comports. The contract for the Montana Central Railroad has been site drawing-room and buffet car, with a barber's shop, bath-room,
general finish are magnificent. The
Tet,and calls for eighty-eight miles of road, with several tunnels— &c. The upholstering and
one 6000ft. in length—and other important works. Sixty-six firms drawing-room car contains a library and writing desks, all well
It isreported
that the Mann
Boudoir Car Company has
bid for this work. The Chicago, Kansas, and Nebraska Railroad is stock
ushing on through the Indian territory to Texas, and has track- brought suit for an infringement of “vestibule” patent held by it,
Garbage
disposal.—The
disposal
of
gar’
is a serious question
ae machines at work in Kansas.
¢ Illinois Central Railroad
is almost ready to commence work on the Ohio river bridge at to large cities, and it is causing some trouble. In New York the
practice
has
been
to
load
it
into
dumping
scows
after being sifted
Cairo. An independent bridge company will erect a bridge over
the same river at Ponducal, Kentucky, which will be used by and picked over by Italians who take out all bones, paper, coal,
&c.,
and
take
it
out
to
sea,
where
it
is
dumped.
“rhe tides and
several rai
s. There have been several serious floods and washouts in New England and Northern New York, which will necessi- currents, however, carry some of it to the beaches along the coast,
or to the bars at the mouth of the bay, thus causing a nuisance,
tate a large amount of improvements on roads in these sections.
New war ships.—Plans for an armoured
cruiser and a powerful In Brooklyn the contract is let under three prices for three methods
, either by dumping into the sea, burning or carting
armoured battle ship were opened April Ist at the Navy ‘i of dis
the city can oblige the contractor to
ment, Washington, D.C.; they were submitted by Lieut. W. J. away for manure, &c.,
Chambers, U.S.N.; T. D. Wilson, Chief of Bureau of Construction, adopt such plan as it pleases. In Pittsburgh, Pa., it is proposed to
burn
it
in
specially
designed
furnaces, and the contract has been
Navy Department; Constructor 8. H. Pook, U.S.N.; Captain N.
Tonns, New York; T. L. Norton, Washington ; James Watts, of let for an experimental one of the proposed six furnaces, Experiments
are
also
being
made
in
New York with a furnace that proBirkenhead, England ; Thames Iron Shipbuilding Co., London,
England ; Barrow Shipbuilding Co., ee ; A. H. Grandjean, mises good results, and is intended to burn a load a minute, Owing
to
its
offensive
nature,
may not be used for filling-in purSt. Nazaire, France ;and Captain N.S. Clayton, Auckland, New
Zealand. The Secretary of the Navy has advertised, under date of |POS®S, as it consists of kitchen refuse of all kinds and similar matter
April 6th, for proposals for the construction and equipment of five that will decompose and cause a nuisance. The ashes, however,
a for oun 4
to be delivered by August Ist. The vessels that remain after a thorough burning may be used for such a purcomprise three steel cruisers of 4000 tons displacement, and two — and there is plenty of room available around New York for
steel gunboats of 1700 tons displacement. The proposals for each lling in vacant blocks up to the street grades, &c. If the present
vessel are divided into three classes, viz., for the construction of furnace is considered satisfactory by the New York Board of
the hull and machinery complete, in accordance with the plans and Health, ten are to be erected by the company which controls the
tents. The furnace was designed by a mechanical eugineer of
specifications furnished by the Navy Department; for the conexperience, and many interesting features are included in its
struction complete in accordance with plans and specifications ee
furnished by the contractor ;and for the construction of the hull construction which will be made public later on.
The
Westinghouse brake,—The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Comin accordance with the Navy Department on with engines and
hinery on the
tractor’s
ig
cost of one of the pany has awarded to the Westinghouse Air Brake Company a concruisers is not to exceed 1,300,000 dols., and 3,000,000 dols. in tract for the equipment of all its passenger cars with the Westinge contract is so large that the company will have
te for the other two ; the cost of the gunboats is limited to house brake.
devote itself exclusively to the manufacture of brake apparatus,
550,000 dols. each. Contracts will be awarded separately for each to
and
has
notified
the Philadelphia Natural Gas Company that it
vessel, The proposals areto include the construction, equipment,
and armament of the vessels, complete in every way and ready for will manufacture no more gas regulators and other appliances.
The
company
has
had fifty box cars built for it at the Altoona
service. The vessels may be built on the Pacific coast, Gulf coast,
or on the Mississippi, and Atlantic coast, and are to be entirely of shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and has fitted them up with
the
latest
improvements,
including a new form of coupling, in the
domestic material and manufacture; maximum speed specified,
air brake, and has made sundry tests with very satisfactory results.
19 knots per hour.
The
train
has
been
sent
to Burlington, Ia., to take part in the
Rapid transit in New York City.—The capacities of the elevated
n, and Quincy
and horse railroads are being tried to the utmost, and the trouble “brake tournament” on the Chicago, Burli
in competition with the American,
Eames, and other
increases with the growth of the city. The down-town trains and Railroad,
cars in the morning, and the up-town trains in the evening are brakes, The train includes an “‘ emergency ” car, fitted up for the
the persons making the records in allthe dangerously uick
crowded to suffocation, so much so that the brakemen can hardly use of which
will be made while the brake is under trial; it is fitted
move to open the gates owing to the crowds on the platforms of
sliding seats, padded walls, braces, handrails, &c., as it has
the cars, while the street cars carry as many passengers as can get with
not
unfrequently
happened that the persons mm
Oe tests have
a hold. pig eg the urgent need for further rapid transit
injured where such safety appliances have not
been adopted.
facilities the Mayor has appointed a Rapid Transit Commission been
Iron
production
in
1885.—Mr.
James
M.
Swank,
of
the
American
to consider the various —
and report on the best means of Iron and Steel Association, gives the following figures in his
annual
relieving the pressure,
Several schemes are put forward forfeeders statistical
report
for
1886:—Pig
iron,
6,365,328
tons
;
steel
rails,
to the elevated roads, and for new elevated roads, including one 2,968,989 kegs of 1001b.; Bessemer steel rails, 1,763,667 tons;
“*boodle” scheme, and, a justly denounced one, for an elevated open-hearth steel rails, 5255 tons; iron rails, 23,679 tons; total
road on Broadway. The most advantageous method for rapid rails, 1,792,601 tons; iron and steel street rails, 48,009 tons; Bestransit would be a system of underground railroad, several charters semer steel ingots, 2,541,493 tons; open-hearth ditto, 245,250;
for which are in existence.
e main scheme includes a four80,609 ; blister and patented steel, 2651 ; total steel
track line under Broadway, two tracks for express and two for way crucible ditto,2,370,003
tons; iron blooms, 41,909 tons; domestic
trains, with branches to the most important railroad ferries and production,
roduction
of
iron
ore, 10,000,000 tons; imports of iron ore,
accommodating the suburban districts.
tons. Iron and steel ships,26. Exports of iron and steel,
A large river cargo.—The largest load ever taken by osieaie ,039,433
dols. ; imports of iron and steel, 41,630,779 ; production
steamboat down the Mississip jireached New Orleans, La.
,recently. 4,865,087
anthracite coal, 32,236,362 ; total coal production, 106,780,033
The Joseph B. Williams had the tow made up on the Ohio river, of
tons.
Miles
of railroad built, 8648.
consisting of 39 boats and barges loaded with coal; the load
826,011 bushels of coal, or 31,388 tons. The steamer is attach
to the rear of the tow, guiding and controlling it in the current. It
would take about
freight cars and
engines to bring the
load by rail.
z
Regulation of temperature.—The National Electric Service Company TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE IN JAMAICA
operates, and is introducing very widely the Johnson heat regulating apparatus. The object of this system is the Heenan |of an
Tue following table of elevations and averages—given by Mr.
even temperature in houses, offices, and all buildings, and electricity is employed as the means to this end. In the room is placed Maxwell Hall in Nature—is not as perfect as might be wished, but
a thermometer, to which is attached a thermostat; this consists as some years must pass before it can be greatly improved, it is
of along and narrow strip of hard rubber fastened to asimilar here given as one of many results obtained by the Meteorological
strip of brass; the lower end hangs between two metallic points Service in Jamaica :—
Elevabeneath the thermometer. The thermostat is provided with a
Station.
ion Pressere. Max. Mean. Min. Range
thumbscrew, by which the temperature is set at any required
In. Deg. Deg. Deg. Deg.
degree. Should the temperature fall, even to an nae aman iii | Bo: 5s 5. kn Ft.0 .. 80°00
.. 870 .. 782 .. 710
.. 160
extent, the rubber strip contracts more rapidly than the brass, ot
06. 00. 00 0s BECO oe BURP oc OS 2c TET .. BD .. 18%
warping the strip and bringing it into contact with one of the Cine
Plantation.. .. 4907 .. 26°27 .. 68°56 . 626 .. 57°5 .. 110
points; this closes the electric circuit and sends a current overa PortlandGap .. .. .. 5477... 24°71... 600... 50°77 .. 546 .. 144
wire to an electro-pneumatic valve, which opens to allow the Blue Mountain Peak.. .. 7423 .. 23°14... 711 .. 57°7 .. 46°38 .. 24°8
escape of a small quantity of compressed air from a reservoir,
In Nature, vol. viii., p. 200, it was su
that the fall of
moving a lever which opens the furnace register in the room. temperature
8T was connected with the fall of pressure 8 P by the
When the temperature returns to the required di
, the ther- equation
mostat moves to the other point, the valve opens the other way,
8T=A.8P,
and the register is closed. This description applies to rooms heated
by hot air from a furnace in the b
it, a very
thod where A was taken equal to 3°'23.
We can now correct this expression and take
in this country, but the apparatus is —— to any method of
heating. The furnace needs only to
shaken and cleared once
ST=A.bP + pw (SP),
in twenty-four hours. The electro-pneumatic valve opens com- where A = 2°92, and » = 0°08. But these values relate to
munication between the compressed-air chamber and the chamber “ae
for minimum temperatures A = 0°96, and
above the re am grof a diaphragm valve on the supply pipe, or
= 0°40.
between this latter chamber and the electric valve for an exhaust, uw These
expressions and their connection are important, and it
when the diaphragm returns to its normal position. Telephone would be interesting to know whether similar results have been
batteries
are used, with from three to six cells, according to the
in India and elsewhere within the tropics, or may yetbe
number of valves. The apparatus is very efficient, and it is applied found
to many buildings in New York, Boston, Chicago, St.
Louis, obtained.
Computing
8T by means of these formule, and applying the
Milwaukee, and other cities.
Naval contracts.—The Secretary of the Navy awarded the steel results to the temperatures at Kingston, we have :—
contracts on April 14th. Both contracts were awarded to the
Mean.
Min.
Deg.
Deg.
Bethlehem Ironworks Company, of Pennsylvania, and included
ee
as" Ge oS OST a ae
oe
ee
1400 tons of steel gun forgings and 4500 tons of steel armourCin
ee
a
ee ee
ee
plates. The total amount is 4,512,938
-29 dols.
P
ae
oi.
nn.
48
Se
ale
l
a
s
t
veg
be
ear
ee
Street railroad tracks.—There is a Bill pending in the New York
SOU Swe ce ce 0s ce ce BEB ce co OU
State Legislature requiring street railroads—tramways—to be laid
with grooved rails. The forms of rails now in use are the centre- which are fairly satisfactory.
Putting 8P = 30in., the minimum formula gives — 311° as the
bearing or T rail, of somewhat similar section to the English bridge
, the thermometer being shaded from the sun
rail, and the side-bearing rail, which is L-shaped. Both of these temperature of
y such as the earth or moon.
forms cause considerable i
larity in the surface of the street by any spherical
Putting 5P = 30in., the mean formula gives — 81° as the mean
paving, and are very inconvenient, more especially the former, to
vehicular traffic.
How a grooved rail would answer in heavy snow- temperature of a body devoid of atmosphere, such as a meteorite
storms, &c., remains to be seen. Truckmen and others petition pursuing its course in space, or the moon, at the mean distance of
the earth from the sun.
for the new rails, and street car employés protest against them.
An expression for maximum temperatures cannot be as easily
An improved Pullman car.—The
Iman Palace Car Company
has brought out an improvement which will make travelling even deduced; but if the surface of the meteorite or the moon which is
more comfortable than at present. The improvement consists in turned from the sun be — 311°, and if the mean temperature be
making a closed passage way or vestibule between the cars. At - 81°, it follows that the maximum temperature of the surface
present, to pass from one car to another, the passenger has to walk turned towards the sun must be about + 149°,
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delivery at very low figures. The actual business doing is
THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES consequently
for the most part
i
to transactions
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND of comparatively very small hae a and consumers, who are
apparently adopting the policy of holding back from renewing
OTHER DISTRICTS.
On the 5th inst. a series of experiments were made with the
contracts of any importance, with the view of forciug makers to
(From our own Correspondent.)
machinery of the new iron twin screw tug and salvage steamer the
Earl builtfor Sir William Thomas Lewis, of Card » for the Bute DistTRIcT ironmasters are in receipt this week of rather better come nearer to their terms, are able to pick up cheap parcels suffifor hand-to-mouth requirements, So far as quoted list prices
engineers
marine
Dock Estate by Messrs. Edward Finch and Co.,centrifugal
on
t chiefly of Australia, but South cient
concerned, they are for the present little more than nominal.
marine orders frominquirieshants,
of Chepstow. The large
and shipbuilders,
are also slightly more numerous.
The mills and are
In
occasional
small special sales they are perhaps being got, but
salvage pump first underwent its trial. This pump is capable of American
forges are employed somewhat more regularly, and the feeling of apart from these
they are quite out of the market.
For Lancadischarging from 2800 to 3000 gallons per minute on a lift of 27ft., the
market is more hopeful. Forward orders are, however, at shire pig iron makers
still ask about 38s, 6d. to 39s., less 24 per
drawing through five 6in. bore suction pipes leading away from present
placed
ingly.
cent., for forge and foundry qualities delivered equal to Manchester,
the tugto any place within the range of suction that it may be
Specifications
in
the
sheet
trade
are
less
difficult
to
secure.
This
and on this basis odd sales are made to cust
s in the i
diat
desired to clear of water. The suctions are made operative is occasioned by a little increased activity am
of the works, where they have a considcrable advantage in
simultaneously or otherwise, as required, ‘by means of Finch and The demand is still insufficient to afford full work tothethegalvanisers.
mills, but vicinity
(‘os improved quintuple sluice suction chest, secured to the it is hoped that the change for the better will develope into
the
rate
of
carriage,
but
at
their
list
rates
local
makers
are
quite
someto compete in the open market, and they are prepared to
central intake of the pump, which is also fitted with an improved
substantial. Prices of plain sheets are £5 17s. 6d. upwards unable
entertain offers. In district brands prices are very irregular; there
self-acting seal valve on its discharge. The salvage outfit is of an thing
for
20
w.g.,
£6
to
£6
5s,
for
24
w.g.,
and
£7
=
and
are
sellers
Lincolnshire iron at as low as 35s. 6d. to 36s., less 24
pipes
galvanised
steel
extensive description, consisting of
corrugated sheets are mostly quoted £9 17s, 6d. to £10, per cent., of
here, whilst other makers hold out for 1s. to
pends, flexible rubber hose with steel nozzles, retention valves, &c., Galvanised
f.o.b. Live
1, for 24 gauge, but some buyers assert that
are 2s, per ton delivered
above
these figures. Outside brands offering in this
the whole having fastenings of the most approved description for placi
sec at £9 15s. Sheets of 36 gauge are Zit beto market are easier to
buy. Middlesbrough iron can be bought at
the successful execution of salvage operations under all conceivable £11 ‘Tos.Hen.
at
Liverpool,
and
28
gauge
is
£12
5s.
to
£12
10s.
Where
lower prices than last week, and in Scotch iron there is continued
conditions. A few seconds after working the air ejectorperform
the water
£11, f.0.b, Mersey. An underselling
its packed in felt cases, 24 gauge is chai
at very low
commenced to
once
at
which
pump,
the
into
rushed
advance
in
prices
is
greatly
needed
by
the
galvanisers,
and
conmaximum duty of passing 3000 gallons per minute, the force with
In hematites there is still only a very small business doing, and
sidering the large extent of the exports, such an advance should prices
so irregular that it is scarcely possible to arrive at any
which the water came pouring out of the 13in. discharge bearing occur.
month’s shipments were 2430 tons in excess of those definitearequotation.
‘In some instances there is a margin of quite
witness to its volume as it dashed burying itself far into the depths of April, Last
1886.
2s,
to
3s.
perton
makers are asking, and the pricesthat
of the river. After thoroughly testing the capabilities of the
Messrs. Morewood and Co., of the Lion Galvanising Works, middlemen are between what
to take, and all that can be said definitely
pump, the vessel steamed out of the river to run her official trial Birmingham,
supplied
a large quantity of galvanised sheets, is that the market is in favour
of buyers.
trip. She proceeded for a cruise down channel and then returned over 20 tons have
Business continues very slow, so far as the manufactured iron
toBeachley Bay, and was there run atfull _—_ with and against Kensington. in all, for roofing the American Exhibition at West
trade
is
concerned,
and
the
tendency
seems to be in the direction
the tide, the mean 7e attained being 134 knots per hour, the
Prices in the best bar trade are irregular, as a result of the of a still further falling off in the demand.
prices remain
engines developing 514 indicated horse-power, and working most competition
second and third-class houses, A few firms there much the same, makers holding to about ‘Quoted
per ton for good
satisfactorily. On the vessel's return to Chepstow her fire pump, are who will ofaccept
nothing below the £7 standard. The bulk, qualities of bars, £5 5s. to £5 7s. 6d. for £5hoops,
and £6 5s. to
one of the largest and most powerful extant, was put on trial, and however, are doing business
at
£6
10s.;
and
for
second
branded
through four long jet pipes sent up columns of water to a vertical qualities £6 is the open market figure. Between this last price, £6 10s. for sheets delivered into the Manchester district, and for
open
contracts
over
any
period
they
are
not
disposed
to
come below
height of 122ft., at which height the jets burst into feathery and £4 15s, for common bars, all sorts of rates are quoted, accordclouds of mist. The combined pumping power of the two pumps ing to the quality of material and the necessities of the seller. these figures. They are, however, most of them in want of
for salvage work is about 275,
gallons per hour, and without Middlemen were freely stating this afternoon that they could specifications, and for prompt delivery there is a more or less
question the vessel will be a most valuable acquisition to the Port place orders at £5 5s, delivered in the Thames, which is equal to general disposition to accept orders at under the quoted prices.
So far as the engineering branches of industry are concerned, the
of Cardiff, apart from its services as a fire float and tug.
£4 15s, at Staffordshire works, The North Staffordshire makers reports
of the trades union organisations—which are, however, not
On Saturday, May 7th, Messrs, Edward Withy and Co,, of West are accepting less prices than the South Staffordshire proprietors. supported
by the reports I receive from the employers’ side—
Hartlepool, launched an iron screw steamer named Lydie from - Colonial orders are also coming forward for hoops. Prices are
to show an improvement as regards employment, and a
their yard. The vessel has been built to the order of Messrs. about £5 to £5 5s. Fed ton. Gas tube strip is tame at £4 15s, continue
more
hopeful
tone as to the prospects for the future. The monthly
Burdick and Cook, of London, and will carry a large dead weight upwards, Plates sell slowly at £6 10s. to £7 10s.
.of the Steam Engine Makers’ Society, just issued,
cargo. She has a long raised quarter deck with a short raised poop,
Some surprise is expressed this week by agents that the prices of report
shows
a
decided
improvement in the returns from some dislong bridgehouse and top gallant forecastle, and is fitted with steel
blooms and billets keep up so well. They report that it is tricts, and a continued
decrease in the number of unemployed
double bottom for water ballast on the McIntyre principle. The impossible
to get makers to accept less than the Association £4 10s.
representing a reduction of more than one-half por
vessel has four watertight bulkheads, and the main, quarter, bridge figures, Orders for basic steel are being executed at local works members,
cent.
upon
the
returns
of
the previous month, the number cf
and top gallant forecastle decks, bulwarks and rails are of iron. in increasing numbers, and the output is steadily going up. The
now on the books actually in receipt of out-of-work
She is fitted with Blake’s patent donkey boiler, four steam winches metal is finding a good market among constructive engineers. members
donation
being
slightly
under
3 per cent. of the total membership.
and patent windlass by Clarke, Chapman, Parsons, and Co., patent Orders are also being filled on account of the Indian Government.
For stationary engine work [ understand there is a difficulty m
hand and steam steering gear amidships by Davis and Co., Hastie’s
In
the
Shropshire
iron
trade
some
firms
report
a
shade
more
securing
good
qualified
men,
and
in this branch of industry ae Som
right and left steering gear aft, and Wasteneys Smith’s patent activity. The wire rod business is looking un slightly, orders from
reported to be busy. The returns from districts in which an
stockless anchors hauling up into hawse pipes. The vessel is rigged India and elsewhere being rather better. This industry furnishes are
improvement
was
reported
last
month
of an encouraging
asatwo-masted fore and aft schooner withiron pole masts, and is built additional
of the manner in which steel is superseding tone, and others which were despondentcontinue
last month show bettcr
under Lloyd’s special survey for the 100 A1 class, and under the iron. The illustration
of steel rods rolled is steadily encroaching hopes of an improvement in trade. Throughout
Lancashire, with
personal superintendence of Mr. Cook. She will be fitted with upon that ofproportion
iron, even as the same transformation is going on in about three exceptions, of which the important district of Mantriple expansion engines of 155 nominal horse-power by Messrs. Germany. Wire rod prices are quoted at—Nos., 4 and 5, £5 10s. chester
is
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trade
is
returned
as
good,
with
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activity
Blair and Co., of Stockton-on-Tees.
r ton, delivered Live
Es No. 6, £5 15s. For best screw
some centres. From the North of England a temporary lull is
Messrs. Craig, Taylor, and Co., of South Stockton, launched on rawing purposes much higher figures are being obtained, some in
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the
shipbuilding
trade,
but
up
to
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it
has not
Monday afternoon a new steel screw steamer for Mr. Joseph Hoult, firms commanding at date £6 17s, 6d. per ton.
in any increased number of out-of-work members being
Liverpool. This vessel is constructed with a bottom on the cellullar
The Snedshill Iron Company, Shropshire, are manufacturing basic been feltupon
the Society. The reports I receive from employers
principle, and is fitted with four large steam winches, patent steel and rolling it down into small sizes for rod making, and they thrown
very unsatisfactory, both as regards the weight of work
donkey boiler, steel masts, Pepper's steam steering gear, Emmer- report the sale to be fairly good. Of late they have been quite continue forward
and the prices at which it has to be taken.
son’s patent windlass, lighthouses, and all the latest improvements. busy upon orders for steel and iron, bvt just now some falling off is coming
It
will
no doubt be remembered that when, at the commenceShe has a capacity for 2500 tons of cargo. Accommodation for observable. The Shopshire Iron and Wire Company, who manu- ment of last
year,
the employers in the engineering trade were
captain, officers, and engineers is on deck. Everything is facture all classes of merchant iron and wire, are quiet, the Indian compelled, by the continued
in this branch of industry,
arranged for the rapid shipment and discharging of cargo. She demand being slow, and South American business having fallen off. to put in force a reduction indepression
they were then
will be fitted with triple-expansion engines by Messrs. Carr and It is very gratifying that though Messrs, Nettlefolds, who until paying, the men, although theythewereratenotof wages
in a position to resist
Co., Sunderland, Engines, 18in., 29in., 48in., by 36in. stroke, recently occupied the Castle Ironworks, at Hadley, near Welling- the reduction, made a sort of reservation
in
it
with two boilers. The vessel was gracefully christened Benholm b ton, have transferred their iron and steel making operations from that they would not work overtime except underaccepting
return
Miss Edith Taylor, daughter of Mr. Thomas Taylor, J.P., Oakwell Shropshire to Monmouthshire, yet the extensive Castle Works are to the old rate of wages. This has since been a aconstant
Hall, Birstall, near Leeds. The builders have a similar ship also to be kept going. They have passed into the hands of Messrs. source of friction between the employers and the men, and row
under construction for Mr. Hoult.
Benjamin Talbot and Sons who will manufacture all classes of seems likely to culminate in a conflict in the Bolton district. The
The screw steamer Haverstoe was launched from the yard of merchant iron and steel.
firms in the above district have
notices to the
Pig iron keeps tame, and some difficulty is experienced in getting engineering
Messrs, William Doxford and Sons, at Pallion, on the 10th inst.
effect that on and after Saturday, May 14th, the men engaged in
She has been built for Messrs, Bennett and Co., of Grimsby, for consumers to “age deliveries, Northampton pigs are selling at the respective works will be required to work overtime when necesthe general trades, but with special adaptability for their timber 36s. 6d. to 37s. delivered to consumers’ works ; Derbyshires, at sary, and any workman refusing will be at once discharged. For
trade. She is entirely of steel, built to Lloyd’s 100 A 1 class, with 37s. 3d. to 37s. 6d.; and Lincolnshires, at about 39s. to 40s.; Staf- some time past, as I have previously pointed out, the men have
considerable additions, having double sheer and side plating, and fordshire all-mine pig is selling at 50s. to 52s, 6d.; 40s. to 45s. for been in a very unsettled state, and it is only with great difficulty
an iron centre bulkhead. The principal dimensions are :—Length part-mines ; and Jos for common ; hematites are without change they have been restrained from attempting to enforce an advance
between perpendiculars, 275ft.; breadth, 394ft.; depth, moulded, at 52s. 6d. for Welsh forge sorts; and 55s. to 57s. 6d. for West of wages; they are consequently in no temper to comply with the
2lft., with cellular bottom fore and aft.
e engines are triple- Coast makes.
overtime notice which has been posted in the Bolton istrict, and
Some splendid examples of roll casting practice have lately been it is more than probable it may be made the pretext for the comexpansion three crank, the cylinders being 2lin., 35in., and 57in.
diameter respectively, and the stroke 39in., and they are supplied turned out at the Highfields Engineering Works, Bilston, of mencement of an agitation for an advance of wages.
with high-pressure steam from exceptionally large boilers. Bhe is Messrs. T. Perry and Son. I have previously had occasion to
Mr. James Swift, the general secretary of the Steam Engine
fitted with Pepper's steam steering gear and Hastie’s screw gear notice the large rolls cast at these works to be used in the manu- Makers’ Society, has just completed the twenty-fifth year of his
aft, and four winches by Messrs. Rogers, of Stockton, lighthouses facture of linoleum in Scotch mills. During the past few months connection with the above organisation, for more than half of which
on forecastle, and all the most recent improvements for cargo pur- Messrs, Perry have despatched other examples of these castings, period he has filled the post he now holds ;and this has been made
upon one which is 13ft. the occasion for presenting him with some suitable recognition of
poses. The cabins are most tastefully constructed in hard wood in and at the present time they are e
e roll weighs over the services he has rendered. By the present and past council
the poop aft, and give most comfortable quarters for captain and long on the barrel, and 32in. in diameter.
18 tons.
officers, and a few passengers,
members he has been presented with a gold chain, timepiece, and
To meet the growing demand for steel over iron castings, Messrs. bronze ornaments as. ‘‘a token of esteem and admiration fer
Perry are about to lay down a steel casting plant. The Siemens- services rendered to the Society,” and by the branch secretaries
Martin method has been adopted on account of its trustworthi- and past or present members of the executive council with an
ness. Provision will be made for castings up to 4 tons in weight.
illuminated address, in which they record the high esteem -in
THE Havre EXHIBITION.—The Maritime Exhibition at Havre
The Great Eastern Railway are inviting tenders for a supply of which Mr. Swift is held, and give expression to their keen re-apprewas officially declared to be open by M. Goblet on Saturday last, galvanised ironwork, cast iron pipes, and hardwares, including ciation
of the many valuable services he has rendered to the cause
but only a small part of the exhibits are in their places.
nails, tools, locks, &c.
of labour for a period of twelve years.
The proposal to improve the waterway from Birmingham to the
The important question of coal dust in mines was discussed at a
THoMas StEveNsoN.—The death is announced of Thomas Bristol
Channel is being favourably received by all the public meeting of the Manchester Geological Society, held at Wigan on
Stevenson, at his residence in Heriot-row, Edinburgh, on Sunday. bodies interested
in ‘its adoption, The Worcester Chamber of Friday last. What appeared to be the most efficient means of
He had been in ill-health for some time. Born in 1818, Mr. Stehas given its concurrence to the scheme, regretting dealing with dust in coal mines that were brought out in the disvenson was a son of Mr, Robert Stevenson who built the Bell Rock Commerce
only
the
apathy
shown
the large manufacturers ; and a deputa- cussion were first an improvement in the construction of the
Lighthouse, He was engineer to the Commissioners of Northern tion from the GloucesterbyTown
Council has had a conference with colliery tubs so as to make them as nearly as possible dust proof,
Lighthouses from 1855, and during his career he made many the Birmingham Ship Canal Enquiry
Committee, when the matter and then to adopt some method of watering the roadways. With
improvements in the illumination of lighthouses. He was the was fully discussed. Among the suggestions
of the deputation was regard to watering the mine, several methods were pro
» one
author of “The Design and Construction of Harbours” and that the South Staffordshire Canal system should
included in by means of perforated water hs laid along the
ways, and
‘‘Lighthouse Illumination.” Both works are acknowledged text- the scheme—-an addition which, in view of the largebeoutput
the another by specially-construc’
water-carts that-could be drawn
bookson these subjects, A large number of papers on other Black Country, would, it was pointed out, do much to ensureof the
along the
ways; but it was pointed out that to attempt to
scientific matters, especially relating to meteorology, proceeded prosperous working of the enlarged canal.
saturate the dust would be quite impracticable, and that the
from his pen.’ Mr. Stevenson was a member of the Institution of
The dispute in the Cradley Heath chain trade is believed to be object aimed at in watering a mine was to create a very fine spray
Civil Engineers, a president of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in coming
head. Several orders are said to be coming into the which could be carried along in the air. Mr. Hall, Inspector of
1885, and was also connected with several other scientific societies. district, to.a
and the employers having reduced their stocks, some Mines, said the dust question was very important, and would
THE AMERICAN SocIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. —The sprin arrangement must of necessity by made with the men. Some firms have to be tackled in some shape or another, and he thought that
meeting of 1887—fifteenth—of the American Society of Mechanica have already conceded the 4s, list and their operatives have colliery managers made too much of the difficulties connected
Engineers, will be held in the City of Washington, bec. beginning resumed work,
with the watering of the mines.
Tuesday, May 31st, and ending Friday, June 3rd. The following
In the coal trade there is the usual quieting down owing to ‘the
papers are to be presented and discussed at this meeting :—‘‘Tests
season of the year, but there is generally a very fair business doing,
of the Com
tive Value of different kinds of Belting,” by
and although the supplies of all descriptions of fuei are plentiful
NOTES
FROM
LANCASHIRE.
Samuel Webber; “Should a Piston Packing Ring be of the same
there is no great pressure to sell. In house coals prices have given
From our own Correspondent.)
Thickness pe Point,” by L. H. Rutherford ; ‘The Education
way about 6d. per ton since the commencement of the month, and
of Intuition in Machine Designing,” by John T. Hawkins; ‘SysMaznchester.—The aspect of trade throughout the iron and various at the pit mouth average 8s. 6d. for best house fire coal, 7s.
tematic Testing of Turbines in the United States,” by R. H: allied branches of industry in this district continues discouraging. seconds, and 5s, 6d. to 6s, per ton for common; the lower qualities
Thurston; ‘ Notes for Discussion on the Limit of Steam Seaton} In the iron trade there isa persistently falling market, which of round coal for steam and forge purposes are moving less freely,
in Marine Engines,” by Chas. E. Emery; ‘Notes for Discussion destroys confidence in the future and checks business wherever the shipping demand having falling off considerably, and prices are
on Cylinder Condensation,” by Charles E. Emery; ‘‘A Method of buyers are in a position to hold back, as they naturally believe decidedly easier. At the pit mouth 5s. to 5s. 6d. per ton are about
Evaporation by Means of Exhausted Steam,” by Albert Stearns; they have nothing to lose by waiting, but possibly something to the average figures for steam and forge coal, and for shipment they
Methods of Determining Cost and Distribution of Power an gain. This applies all round, both to common and hematite pig can be got at 6s. 9d. to 7s, ag ton delivered at the high level,
Heat,” by Henry R. Towne; “A Problem in Profit Sharing,” by iron, and to manufactured iron, and the tone of the market is Liverpool, or the Garston Docks. Engine classes of fuel are only in
Wm. Kent; ‘Comparative Value of Steam and Hot Water for despondent.
moderate demand, and notwithstanding the lessened quantity. of
Transmitting Heat and Power,” by Chas. E. Emery; “Direct- F
ere was about an average attendance at the Manchester round coal now being screened, slack is rather plentiful-in the
acting Steam Veneering Cutter,” by Thos, 8. Crane; ‘‘ What are *Change
on Tuesday, but only a very slow business doing. market. Prices, if tse 2 are easier, and at the pit.mouth
the Needs of our Navy,” by H. A. Ramsay; ‘‘ Notes on Helical Occasional.meeting
transactions are reported in pig iron, but these are average 4s, 3d. to 4s. 9d. for burgy, 3s. 6d. to 3s. 9d. for best.slack,
Seams in Boiler-making,” by R. H. Thurston; ‘‘ National Defence mostly at very low cut prices. There are one or two buyers who and 2s, 3d. to 2s. 6d. for the common sorts.
e
and the Mechanical Problems which it Involves,” by Jos. Morgan, are prepared to operate pretty largely for long forward delivery at
Barrow.—The improvement which was reported last week in the
os 3 “A New Method of Making Tubes from Solid Bars,” Geo. H. the very lowest prices that are’ being quoted, but makers are not position of the hematite pig iron trade of this district has not been
a
@ programme’ also includes several excursions and disposed to commit themselves over any very extended period on maintained, and this week has witnessed a return to the position
this basis, although some of “them” are prepared’to sell for short the market held a fortnight ago. With this exception makers are
—
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firmer in their dealings, and are resisting with more activity the
efforts on the part of consumers to pull down prices. Secondhand dealers, who were firm in their business quotations last week,
are now asking 43s. per ton, although business has actually been
done as low as 42s. per ton. Makers, however, have not done any
trade at so low a price, and it is bable that before they have
disposed of the large orders they have in hand prices will advance.
Stocks are large, and are not being reduced, although large deliveries are being made both on home and foreign account. There
is a steady tone in the steel trade, and the demand for steel rails
is especially brisk, although buyers are endeavouring to bring
down prices to a point com
tively as low as that of iron. Steel
makers are, however, very
busy, and they are not disposed to sell
at lower rates, but, on the contrary, are advancing quotations—on
the one hand, because’ they know there is a good demand ; and on the
other, because sales have
been largely made forward, and the activity
at works assured for several months to come practically throughout
the remainder of the season. The rail trade is especially brisk, but
while business has been done as low as £4 per ton net f.o.b., makers
are now asking more money. There is a steady tone in the trade
in billets, and some very heavy orders are offering. Makers are
also busy on bars, and there is a good demand for tin-plate descriptions. Blooms show a quieter market. Shipbuilding material in
steel is in fuller inquiry, and there seems reason to believe that the
anticipations of activity in this department will be justified. There
are no new orders for ships or steamers, but builders are very
hopeful of good contracts coming to hand, as numerous and bord
Jide inquiries are being made which are likely to lead to the acceptance of orders of some magnitude. The engineering trade is
steadily employed, but if engineers had as much more work in
hand as they have, they could get through it. Iron ore quieter at
from 8s. 6d. to 10s. 6d. per ton net at mines. There is still much
steadiness in the coal and coke trades. Shipping is not so well
employed as it has been.
THE

NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
eral 4 iron market held at Middlesbrough on Tuesday last was
decidedly fiat in tone. Consumers evinced a strong determination
to withhold their orders until further concessions could be obtained
from producers. Nevertheless, the latter were able to maintain
their position fairly well; as they are not in immediate need of
orders, and hope for better things as the season advances. Merchants’ price for No. 3 g.m.b. was 33s. 6d. per ton for prompt
delivery, which is 6d. per ton less than it was a week previously.
As this is considerably below what makers will entertain, no sales
were, as a matter of course, made by the latter. For delivery over
next month, 3d. per ton more is asked, but there is little disposition
apparent among either buyers or sellers to commit themselves for
the future.
Stevenson, Jaques and Co.’s current quotations :—‘ Acklam
hematite,” mixed Nos., 45s. per ton ; ‘‘ Acklam Yorkshire,” (Cleveland) No. 3, 36s.; “ Acklam basic,” 36s.; refined iron, 48s. to 63s.
Shipments between the 1st and 9th inst., inclusive, have
ted
to 21,871 tons, as against 18,226, and 15,155 tons, in the corresponding portions of April and March respectively. These statistics,
together with the fact that stocks seem to be decreasing more
— than last month, are considered satisfactory.
Varrants are offered at from 33s. 44d. to 33s. 6d. per ton, but
scarcely any transactions in them have lately taken place. Grey
forge quality is offered at 32s. 9d. Railway chairs are quoted at
£2 12s. 6d. per ton, the demand having slightly improved both for
them and for pipes.
Finished iron continues in poor request. Bars and plates are to
be had at £4 10s.; angles at £4 5s.; and sheets at £6, all free on
trucks at maker's works, less 24 per cent. discount. Steel makers
complain that a lull has overtaken their trade, though for the
present they have satisfactory order books. Rails of heavy sections
are still £4 2s. 6d., and ship plates £6 2s. 6d. at works.
The Roseberry Steel Works, Middlesbrough, are about toundergo
a change of constitution and of management. The proprietors
have formed it into a limited company, the business of which will
henceforward be to make steel castings of all kinds, and fit and
machine them where required. To the old works, which have been
purchased by the new company ata very moderate price, will be
added new ones, which will gradually be built upon land recently
urchased. The total area of land owned by the new company will
about four acres. It is understood that Mr. James Butler, who
has hitherto been practical manager, will retire, and will be sucmee fMr. Shaw, who for the last twenty-five years has been
identified with similar works at Stanner’s-close, near Wolsingham.
Mr. Herbert Fox,
cial
in the old firm, will continue in a similar position in the new company. Two new Siemens
furnaces will be erected, and it is cmpected a the output will be
brought up to 50 tons per week. As Middlesbrough is now an
excellent market for the purchase of hematite pig iron, hematite
ore, and scrap of all descriptions, and as its export facilities are
considerable, there seems no reason why a thriving business in this
speciality should not be carried on.
local demand also for
steel castings is large, and increasing year by year.
The Northumberland miners have again been recording their
votes by ballot. Notwithstanding that the employers informed
them at the outset of the strike that they would not, under any
circumstances, submit the question in dispute to arbitration, the
colliers decided, by a large majority, again to pro;
that mode
of settlement. Accordingly a deputation, headed by Mr. Burt,
M.P., waited upon the owners, and informed them of the wishes
of the men. They were reminded of the owners’ original declaration, and were told that nothing short of the reduction claimed
would enable the owners to reopen the collieries. Meanwhile, the
men are suffering terribly, and are begging for relief in all directions. Atone of the collieries some of them have even recommenced operations, and have not been interfered with by the
remainder. The end cannot now be far off. Meanwhile, statistics
show how severely all connected with the Northumberland coal
trade have been punished. The foreign coal exports from the
Tyne last month were 167,000 tons less than a year ago, and the
sea ports of Blythe and Amble exported 49,000 tons less. In the
coastwise shipments the loss of trade was 32,000 tons from the
Tyne, and 15,000 tons from Blythe and Amble. The trade lost to
Northumberland seems to have been gained to some extent by
Sunderland and Hartlepool, where an increase of 55,000 tons has
taken place; and by Hull, Grimsby, and Goole, where increases of
36,000 tons, 22,000 tons, and 5000 tons a
have been
reported. There have also been considerable increases at the
various centres of export in Scotland and Wales.
The new bore hole for salt which was commenced a few weeks
since at Southbank, near Middlesbrough, on land belonging to the
proprietors of the Imperial Ironworks, has now attained a depth
of 500ft. The strata which have been successively perforated
consist of clay, marl, gypsum and red sandstone.
e hole is
now being lined with wrought iron tubing, and meanwhile other
operations have been suspended. . Arrangements are being made
for erecting the necessary pumps, salt pans, and buildings as soon
as the salt is proved.
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
SEVERAL South Yorkshire ironfounders have proceeded to Genoa,
where they have accepted engagements with an iron and steel firm.
These workmen have been employed at the P,
te Ironworks
as plate rollers, and furnacemen from the same establishment have
also gone to Genoa. Mr. Griffiths, formerly of Parkgate, is the
manager of the Genoese works, and Mr. J. Matthews, who was at
one time with Messrs. John Brown and Co., at Swinton, has charge
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of the plate mills. The firm at Genoa had a large number of
Belgians in their employ, but have decided to replace them by
Englishmen, regarding the latterasthe most skilful and trustworthy
workmen. The tonnage rates paid are said to be about double those
paid in the South Yorkshire district.
All hope of Sheffield firms undertaking the production of swords
and sword-bayonets is now at an end. I have already stated in
THE ENGINEER the chief reasons which have led to this decisi
It
is still strongly urged that as the Government cannot give a
guarantee to local establishments which would induce them to lay
down the special plant
required for the pu
, the authorities
should themselves undertake the work at Sheffield, where they
would enjoy all the advantages of abund
of skilled labour and
technical experience necessary for the satisfactory manufacture of
military weapons of this sort. Ido not anticipate, however, that
the wishes of Sheffield firms will be met in this respect, any more
than in the other.
The Yorkshire Miners’ Council—which is really the executive of
the association—have confirmed the amendments to the Mines’ Bill
passed at the Manchester Conference.
The cutlery and plated industries continue to be rather languid
both on home and foreign account.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE pig iron warrant market has been comparatively quiet in
the past week. No fresh orders from abroad of any consequence
were announced, and as the current shipments are small in amount,
there was a rather despondent tone in the market, which contrasted
sharply with the more confident feeling evoked by the recent
upward turn in prices.
The week’s shipments of pigs were 6649 tons, as compared with
9735 in the corresponding week of 1886. They embraced 1460
tons to the United States, 1202 to Canada, and
to Australia,
there being smaller quantities despatched elsewhere. Pigs have
been quoted at from 41s. 14d. to 40s. 104d. cash under warrant,
There are eighty-one furnaces in blast, as there were a week ago,
and the additions to stocks in Messrs. Connal and Co.'s stores are
about the usual amount.
Current values of makers’ iron are :—Gartsherrie, f.o.b. at
Glasgow, No. 1, 47s. 6d., No. 3, 44s.; Coltness, 54s, and 44s. 6d.;
Langloan, 50s. 6d. and 46s.; Summerlee, 52s. and 43s.; Calder,
50s, and 42s.; Carnbroe, 43s. 6d. and 40s, 6d.; Clyde, 46s. 6d.
and 41s. 6d.; Monkland, 42s. 6d. and 38s. 6d.; Govan, at Broomielaw, 42s. 6d. and 38s. 6d.; Shotts, at Leith, 48s. 6d. and 45s, 6d.;
Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. and 44s. 6d.; Glengarnock, at Ardrossan, 47s, and 4ls.; Eglinton, 42s, 3d. and 38s. 3d.; Dalmellington, 43s. 6d. and 40s.
The two vessels of 8500 tons each, which Messrs. J. and G.
Thompson, of Clydebank, have been commissioned to build for
Transatlantic passenger service of the Inman and International
Steamship Company, will help to improve the shipbuilding and
steel wen in Glasgow and the neighbourhood.
ch vessel is to
have
dation for 1
ngers,
It is reported that a firm of tubemakers in the Coatbridge district
of Lanarkshire isabout to erect rolling mills for the purpose of
—_ the iron strips, &c., that are used in the manufacture of
tu
The Scottish Miners’ Federation, which consists of the paid
agents of the different districts in union, has been endeavouring
to initiate a movement for the shortening of the hours of labour.
But so far the
mse of the miners has been _— and _halfIn the West of Scotland only a small proportion of
the colliers have kept the idle day once a week. In Fifeshire
pers were issued to the men requesting them to state
whether they were in favour of giving notice to the masters of a
termination of their contracts, so that they might be in a position
to go on short time, but a large majority of the men have failed to
sign the notice papers. The secretary of the district, Mr. Weir,
has issued a circular, in which he says—‘‘ In my opinion we never
had a better opportunity than the present to effect an improvement in the conditions and regulations of employment. The vote
thus given must be
as indicating clearly the wishes of the
men, and must dispose of the question at least, for the present.
It will rest with you now to consider whether or not you can consistently continue members of the Scottish Miners’ National Federation.” It would seem quite plain that the miners have taught
their agents that they are not pre
to enter on a policy at
present which could hardly fail to bring about another strike.
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THERE have been several cases in the district during the last few
days of collier recklessness, and in each case properp
has been meted out. In one case two colliers were working near,
and the lamp vf one went out, upon which the other took off the
top of his with a stick to relight it. In a fiery pit such as this was,
every man of several hundred might have been destroyed. In
another case, a charge having failed, the collier proceeded to
‘‘unram” the powder. In this case no time was given, and the
charge might have gone off, destroying all near.
The coal trade still shows a good deal of vitality. Looking at
the totals of the last few weeks, itis evident that Wales has had a
large share of the Tyne coal trade owing to the strike there.
The Northumbrian ports lost, it seems, 250,000 tons of coal
trade last month. Wales so far has been fortunate, for beyond
some trifling disputes, such as Plymouth and Werndda, the men
are working with excellent spirit. Prices remain low. In some
cases an advance of 3d, has been maintained, but no amount of
effort has been able to lift the figure for best steam above 8s. 6d.
f.o.b. Cardiff. Present sale prices are numerous at 8s. 3d., and
Monmouthshire coals at 7s. 9d. This means respectively 5s. 9d.
and 6s, 3d. at pit. Coalowners are again looking to quantity for
some amount of benefit. Small steam is a glut in the market, and
sales at 4s. are common. I fear that if the output continues to
increase, as seems likely, less than 4s. will have to be accepted.
A meeting of the Sliding-scale Committee was held at Cardiff
on Saturday, when instructions were issued to auditors with reference to the price of coal for the four months ae
30th.
Mr. Herbert has been appointed manager of ‘‘ Nixon’s Navigation,” and the appointment has been well received.
The poorest industry in connection with coal is now confessedly
that of pitwood, prices being down to 12s. 6d., and at the best not
more than 13s, can be obtained.
The coke trade is tolerably good, and prices are sustained for
both kinds,
Wales has seen some remarkable changes. At one time irdn was
king. Now it is coal, while tin-plate figures as a weak adjunct in
the rear. Of late, iron and steel rails have fallen from their proud
position, and it is tin-plate that ranks next to coal. But for the
uirements of tin-plate manufacturers the large steel works would
only do an insignificant trade. They are kept going ina great part
by these requirements.
Swansea last week imported 630 tons of pig iron, and 431 tons
tin-plate bars, while as
is the latter a considerable increase
on this total was brought in by rail from the Glamorgan and Monmouthshire works. In tin-plate Swansea exported more last week
than in any week during the year. The total was 81,825 boxes.
The quantity brought down from the works was only 2649 boxes, so
the stocks have been eaten into nn
The tin-plate trade is now firm again.
rices are low, and at
these figures, orders are being put in vigorously. Present quotations :—Cokes, 12s. 9d. to 13s. 3d; Bessemer steels, best, 13s. 6d.;
Siemens, 14s. Coke wasters are being po up freely for
12s, 3d, and 12s, 44d. Charcoal sheets are aboutthe dullest in
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the market. Altogether, if prices could be moved up, the tin.
plate trade would be very satisfactory. As for present prices, with
the increased works of Monmouthshire coming into rivalry, no
advance can yet be expected.
Another new works in the Swansea district is to be erected on
more important lines than any existing.
Mr, Sothern, favourably known in the Aberdare Valley for his
duct of the Miners’ School, has been appointed deputy inspector
of mines for Derbyshire and adjoining counties, vice Mr. Stokes,
promoted.
As indicated, the steel rail trade is slow, and as northern com.
petitors are offering for £4, prospects are by no means favourable,
Even at £4 10s., unless the specification is a tempting one, makers
are not disposed to accept orders very readily,
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent. )
THE demand in general is slackening in the Rhenish- Westphalian
iron market; nevertheless, prices could be upheld in most cases,
The Silesian market, on the other hand, thanks to the great
momentary export of pig iron and a hope of the junction of the
wrought iron convention with that of Rheinland-Westphalia, is
still most satisfactory. M. 50 p.t. has been easily obtainable for
prompt delivery of forge pig for Russia, and during the week
several other new contracts have been entered into and otherwise
larger lots sold, and this state of things appears likely to continue
for some little time yet to come. Also, as a consequence of the
powerful Convention, the rolling mills have been able to place all
their make for the current quarter at the high base-price of
M. 120 p.t. Also the wire rod works are nearly fully engaged til!
the end of July, and new orders are only taken at eight weeks’
term of delivery.
The Belgian iron market continues quite satisfactory. The works
have orders on hand for all the summer months, and new ones keep
dropping in, so quotations can be kept up, though not raised. Pig
iron is firm at 40f. to 50f. for the various sorts, and ordinary bars
are quoted 100f. p.t. The demand for girders is so large that an
elevation of price has been mooted. The machine shops have
some heavy orders in prospect. ‘Belgium is making strenuous
efforts to create a business with Turkey, and their representative
at Constantinople has ordered a very museum of products and
manufactures of the country to be forwarded to him, as a means
of introducing trade into the East.
The French market is less animated; still the trade is stable,
and the prices have kept their late level. Jn order to favour the
competition of the French collieries du Centre and du Midi against
the English, the railways have just lowered their coal freights
25 p.c., the consequence of which has been that the mines at
Aubin, of the Steel Works de France, have been able to secure a
large contract for the arsenal of Tarbes against the English coals.
lron ores in the Rhenish-Westphalian district are much slower
of sale than a time back, and prices have become lower, as also
have Spanish in the course of the week, though the export was
pretty brisk, and Campanil have been sold for 6s. 9d. a ton. In
the Siegerland prices range from M. 8°60 for raw to 12 for calcined
steel stone, and for brown oxides 9 to 9°30 p.t. on trucks at the
mines, which is a fall of about 3d. p.t.
e@ condition of the
market for pig iron has not altered much during the week. The
blast furnaces are busy working off former contracts, but in some
sorts the demand is not so good as it was. In Spiegel the sales
continue satisfactory, and the demand for forge pig in
Westphalia is brisk and prices are firm, but in the
Siegerland this is not the case, and the trade is lifeless, Of
foundry sorts there is nothing to remark, except that stocks seem
to be accumulating, and that prices
inally are
unch ged,| On
the 2nd inst. at a meeting of the ironmasters it was agreed to
further maintain the present prices of pig iron, and at the same
time to establish a common office for the sale of all the output of
the several furnaces on the lines of the one in Luxemburg and the
wrought iron Bureau of Silesia. This may be taken as a sign that
cut-throat competition is again thrusting itself to the front, but
would it not be much more reasonable to curtail production! It
must strike an independent observer that, ina country with comparatively only a very limited export trade, where an extensive system of railway is, so to say, completed, and where enterprises consuming large quantities of iron are of a very insignificant character,
there is in reality more iron produced than there is capability in
the country to absorb or get rid of. But instead of looking at the
matter in that light, the!production has recently been actually
increased, so that more pig iron will be produced this year than
last, when there was a reduction from former yoars. In March,
315,713 t.were made, which would equal 3} million tons per annum
without reckoning the quantity imported, which certainly seems a
very large amount under the circumstances. Spiegel costs from
M. 52 to 56, forge pig 45 to 48, and foundry 49 to 56, basic 43,
B
50 to 52, Luxemburg forge 32 to 33 p.t. free on trucks,
The rolling mills were less busy, but they are still turning out a
good quantity of bars of all sections, and there is no general complaint, but still a few works are crippled somewhat for want
of fresh specifications ;indeed, at the Westphalian Works alone in
March there was a diminution of orders to the extent 2000 tons.
As to prices, base price of merchant bars is M. 110, angles 112 to
115, girders 108 to 112, hoops 105 to 110, but these prices cannot
always be obtained, as a good deal in dealers’ hands can be bought
for less money, so buyers are hanging back, but if the Coalition
Convention can really be vitalised this waiting attitude must soon
give way. However, it is a question if the Convention will succeed,
for it seems as if the Government officials, presumably the railway
administrators, are disposed to look upon it with an evil
eye. Still, it is the only means, except restriction of make,
for combatting the prevailing competition. The plate convention met on the 28rd ult., and agreed not yet to alter
the ground price of boiler and thick plates, the former for
boiler plate of 54 mm. and above remaining at M. 145, in iron
and in steel 140 to 160 p.t. Thin sheets have fallen in price and are
now M. 130 to 135, which could be realised in conjunction with a
quiet business. A large new sheet mill has just been started in
Westphalia, which is keeping prices downto secure a footing in the
trade. Last July the wire rod convention lapsed, so now efforts
are being made to revive it, which again shows that the trade is
becoming weak again. Iron wire rods cost M. 112, steel 108 to 112,
drawn wire, steel or iron, 125 to 130p.t. There is little to note in
railway material. Some crucible steel tires were awarded at
Carlsruhe delivered at M. 340, some in Martin steel at 230, in
Bessemer at 215, and in iron at 184p.t. Steel rails are noted
M. 120 to 125, sleepers 117 to 125, light rails 105 to 112, wheels and
axles complete 300 to 325, steel billets 112 to 125p.t. Here and
there the machine shops have had an accession of orders, which
will keep them employed some time, and the domestic demand
seems improving, whilst for export there is little doing. The wagon
works have received a few export orders, which, added to the
recent inland ones, make them rather more busy, but the prices
are, as usual, below par.
3
.
Like every new thing which comes up in this country, it looks as
if basic slagas a fertiliser would soon become a drug in the market,
for another works, ‘‘The Rothe-Erde Co.,” near Aix-la-Chapelle,
has just started a mill to grind 300 sacks of 100 ks. each in ten
hours, or thirty tons a day.
.
It has just been announced here that the new law in Russia has
been published, which again raises the duties on imported pig iron,
iron, steel, and iron manufactures. They may almost be called
rohibitory duties. At the same time, the Domain and Finance
Minister is instructed to get out as soon as possible a law to prevent the further development or establishment of new smelting
and iron works on the western borders, which are carried out with
foreign materials or foreign workmen, ‘his will be a blow to the
Silesian iron industry.
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NEW

COMPANIES.
have just been regiscompanies
Tue following
tered :—
Argentine Great Western Railway Company,
Limit
nis company proposes to purchase from Juan
PRae Cc of ateo Clark, or others, the railway from Villa Mercedes of San Luis, to the City
of San Juan, constructed by the Argentine
Government and sold to Mr, J. E. Clark, and to
complete and work the said railway. It was
registered on the 29th ult., with a capital of
£1,000,000, in £20 shares. The subscribers are:
8
Peter Riddoch, 98, Leadenhall-street, ship and
insurance broker —.. «+ «+ «+ os
oe 1
1
J. Gibb, 99, Fenchurch-street, merchant
FE. C. Cartner Smith, 54, The Chase, Clapham .. 1
F. H. Rapley, 16, Maurey-road, Stoke Newington,
) eer Ve) ae, Ae 6 Be, OL ees em ee 1
{iMacalister, 14; Trcbovir-road, BW... +. 1
. Scott, Lo;
unde
on) a ex eee ee 1
1
¢ feck iCilieteed. East Dulwich, clerk..
The number of directors is not to be less than
three, nor more than seven; the subscribers are
to appoint the first, and act ad interim ; qualification, 25 shares; remuneration, £2100 per annum.
Bloxwich Iron and Steel Company, Limited.
This company was
istered on the 4th inst.,
with a capital of £20,000, in £5 shares, to trade
as iron and steel manufacturers, and to work
coal, ironstone, and other mines, The subscribers are :—
Shares.
W. Brownhill, Walsall, ironmaster ..
ne
G. Williams, Walsall, coalmaster
J. Williams, Walsall, coalmaster
oe te
FE. Brownhill, Walsall, accountant .. .. .. ..
J. W. Robinson, Walsall, commercial traveller ..
W. Hendrick, Walsall, mill manager .. .. ..
teet
E. Johnson, Bloxwich, mill manager .. .. .. attt
The number of directors is not to be less than
three, nor more than seven; the subscribers are
to appoint the first ;qualification, 25 shares, The
company in general meeting will determine
remuneration,
Darwen and Mostyn Iron Company, Limited.
This com
roposes to acquire the business,
assets and Fatalities of the Darwen Iron Comany, and of Messrs. Thomas Storey and Joshua
Tancaster, trading as the Mostyn Coal and Iron
Company. It was poy on the 30th inst.,
with a capital of £80,000, in £100 shares, with
the following as first subscribers:—
Shares.
T. Storey, Westfield, I
ter,
facturer .. 10
Edwd. Storey, Crosslands, I
ter,
fi
MT
et ae eee oo “ae od we
H. L. Storey, White Cross Mills, Lancaster,
ae
ay a a Sree
Edgar Storey, Newton-le- Willows, Lancaster, coal
NEE
«os. cae jew ide 4g 0 we eee SD
W. J. P. Storey, White Cross Mills, Lancaster,
ee
rns ey ers ee ee
F. E. Warbury, 5, Dowgate-hill, merchant .. .. 10
J. Lancaster, Mostyn, North Wales, engineer .. 10
The number of directors is not to be less than
five, nor more than seven; qualification, 10
shares; the subscribers are the first. The company in general meeting will determine remuneration.
John Powell, Limited.
This company was registered on the 30th ult.,
with a capital of £50,000, in £10 shares, to take
over the business of anvil manufacturer, Kc.,
carried on by John Powell, sen., in Oxford-street
and Freeth-street, Birmingham, and the business
of bellows manufacturer, &c., carried on by John
Powell, jun., of Birmingham. The subscribers
are:—
Shares,
“John Powell, sen., 118, Moseley-road, Birmingham, anvil manufacturer
< Sia
*J. Powell, jun., Moseley-road, Birmingham,
bellows manufacturer .. 2. 2. 2 03 se 1
*J. Cooper, Moseley, Birmingham, merchant .. 50
O. Williams, 163, Moseley-road, Birmingham,
ae
ar ee
le
ee
bee Harris, 47, New-street, Birmingham, solicitor so 40 O60. o6. O6. BO ec 00 «6 60
*T. Gilbert,
baston-lane, Birmingham .. .. 500
*J. Ford, J.P., |
a
The number of directors is not to be less than
three, nor more than eight; qualification, 50
shares; the first are the p+ I vom denoted by
an asterisk ;remuneration, £52 per annum to the
chairman, and a sum not exceeding three guineas
to each other director for every board meeting
attended.
South India Ship Canal, Port and Coal Station,
Limited.
On the 29th ult. this company was registered,
with a capital of £1,060,000, divided into 200,000
7 per cent. preference shares of £5 each, and
60,000 deferred shares of £1 each, to construct,
work, and administer a ship canal across the
Island of Ramisaram, in the Indian Ocean, with a
coaling station and harbour accommodation in
connection therewith; and to construct other
public works in Southern India. For such purposes the company will adopt an agreement of
the llth February, between Burton Grindrod,
Elliott Bradbridge, and Hy. Jenkins, of the first
hd Frangois Deloncle of the second part, and
sidore Spielman (for the company) of the third
part, for the purchase of a concession granted by
the Secretary of State for India in Council, for
making such canal, The subscribers are:—
é
Shares.
"Lord Napier and Ettrick, Selkirk.. .. .. .. 50
*General Sir J. Stokes, K.C.B., Hayward’s Heath 50
ee Sir F. P. Haines, G.C.B., United Service
Admiral Sir G. H. Richerds, K.C.B., 56, Lexhamgardens.
as
*J. Sel Montefiore, 40, Westbourne-terrace .. 50
sire
Woy Reed, K.C.B., M.P., Broadwaybei
CS.
che ae Hs de, wp se Lae sO
Isidore Spielman, C.E., 3, Westbourne-crescent.. 20
The number of directors is not to be less than
five, nor more than nine; qualification, £250 of
nominal capital, The remuneration of the board
will be determined by the company in general
meeting, provided that £4000 per annum be the
minimum,
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6512. TREADLE Mecuanism, P. L. Gerischer and F. W.
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
M. Schréder, London.
Condensed from the at
ea Commissioners of 6513. Facine Bricks, &c., A. W. Itter, London.
6514. Fires, M. Weerth.—(A. aus’m Weerth, Leipsic.)
6515, Automatic Detivery Boxes, W. H. James,
London.
Application for Letters Patent.
4th May, 1887.
*,* When B ry stedhave been ‘‘communicated” the
name and address of the communicating party are 6516. Steam Encines, W. Payton, Larkfield.
6517. MovaBLe Torcap Prorecror for Boots, M.
printed in italics,
Will
, Aberdare.
May 3rd, 1887.
6518. Curinc Various AILMents with O11s, B., W.,
and J. Weale, Ludlow.
6422, AxLeE Caps of Carriaces, &c., J. W. Widdup,
6519, Raits, W. H. Fallows, Stoneclough, near ManKeighley.
chester.
6423. ImproveMENTS in Knapsacks, H. C. Merriam,
6520. Promotine the Compvustion of Liquip Fvet, J.
Paris.
Hargreaves, Liverpvol.
6424, Pranorortes, ORGANS, and Harmoniums, E. A.
6521. PareR Fasteners, &c., E. V. Bailey, BirmingLocke, Manchester.
6425. AppaRatTus for ATTACHING to Srreer Cars, J.
6522. SteertneG of Suips, W. Welford, Sunderland.
Rhodes, Manchester.
Rotter Bearines, W. Smith, D. Marks, and R.~
6426. Improvep Hee. Dies, C. Heron and W. Ridd, 6523.
Watson, Keighley.
London.
6427. Lape for Treatinc Fiuip Merat, W. R. Hins- 6524, TURNSTILEs, G. Lowry, Barnsley.
6525. Avtomatic Lirtine INvecrors, W. McElroy and
dale, Stockton-ov-Tees,
H. Connett, Halifax.
6428. Fastener for Gates, J. Fletcher, Stockton-on6526. TaPpeiInc Macuines, J. Sugden and H. Colburn,
‘ees.
Bradford.
6429. SHuTTLe Carriers, E, Shepherd, F. Rothwell,
6527. Warp Beamixc Macuines, J. Sugden and H.
J. E. Hough, and T, Rothwell, Oldham,
Colburn, Bradiora.
6430, INsTrUMENT for Recorpina Viskations, W. H.
6528. Frre-pLaces, &c., J. Balbirnie, Sheffield.
Douglas, Birmingham.
6431. Apparatus for Curtine Suaar, 8. Vickess, Liver- 6529. FirE-GUARD Protector, H. 8. Cooper, London.
6530. Lames and Stoves, D. Ballardie and Messrs. the
pool.
Cera Light Company, Glasgow.
6432, IncreasinG the Humuprry of Air, J. Rawlinson,
6531. VeLociPEDEs, T. [ommasina, London.
Manchester,
Meat Cuoprinc Macuines, G. Macaulay-Cruik6433. Macuines for Openinc and CLeaniNo Corton, J. 6582.
shank —(Meésrs. P. Wachtel and Co., Germany.)
Elce, Manchester.
Lamps for Buryinc Sotip Hypro-carpons, P.
Steam Conpensers, J. C. Aitken, 6533.
Manchester Oxygen (Brins’ Patent) Company, esi= Improvep
Denniston,
Glasgow.
ow.
Limited.
6435. Luprovep Door Fastenincs, J, Woodfield, Bir- 6534. ComBineD Corset and Braces, J. Mackintosh,
Glasgow.
mingham.
This company «yy to acquire a license to
aseanid Carco Span Grir, R. Nixon, Liver- 6535. ‘rap for Catcuinc VerMiy, R. Murray, Glasmanufacture and deal in oxygen and oxygen 6436.
ow.
pool.
water, under Brins’ patent. It was registered on 6437,
Grasses for Mixers’ Sarety Lamps, R. and R.
Rairway Rai Jorine, 8. H. Derby, Man- 6536.
Chapman, London.
the 29th ult., with a capital of £20,000, in £100
chester.
shares, with the following as first subscribers:— 6438. ImproveD Fountains, 8. L. Bapty and I. Levin- 6537. MeTaLLic Koss for Cornice Poves, E. Cox and
E.
Cox,
jun., Birmingham.
stein, London.
Shares. 6439,
6588. SHARPENING State Pencits, T. Macdonald,
Drawine, A. Parkin, Birmingham.
*G. B. Dewhurst, Great Marlborough-street, ManLondon.
Tracinc WHEEL, T. Ballantyne, Lanarkshire.
Chesber, SUED so nc 06 20 00 ee on 1 6440.
6441. ADVERTISING Mepium, J. 8, Akerman, Waltham- 6539. LevetLinc InstruMENTS, F. St. G. Caulfeild,
*G. L. Dewhurst, Great Marlborough-street, ManEarley.
stow.
1 6442.
Cheater, SONNUINID «20. 06 cies 00 ce 60 ae
6540. StorpPeRING BottLes and Jaks, A. H. Storey,
TrEeaTinGc Goat Skins, G. Delfos, London.
ae Melville, Great Marlborough-street, ManLondon.
6443, Hat Boxes, A. H. Storey, London.
Chester, MANMA@OT .. 2. oe oe ce te we
-~. ConTROLLUNG the FLow of Gas, J. D. Noble, Lon- 6541. CaLenpar, J. P. Stubbs, London.
F. Selby Moore, Great Marlborough-street, Man6542. BrttiaRD Cue SusPenper, F. R. Wright and J.
on.
Chester, GROUND 6 10 "0c 6s on se oe
H. Smith, London.
6445. Stoprrrine Borrues, E, J. Pike, London.
J. D. Maclver, Great Marlborough-street, ManComposition Ro.iers, J. F. Haskins.—(L. &.
6446. Boor Macurinery, W. Ross and J. Bilbie, Middle- 6543.
Chenbar, Gis
50 06 és: 00 Baws 00 ~~
Hoyt,
United States.)
sex.
J. Oakes, Great Marlborough-street, Manchester,
6447. Drivisc Gear of Wasninc Macuines, T. T. 6544. Dousie-actine Rest, T. H. Martin, London.
gt
a
rr ae ae aa
6545.
PeLerine
Macuines, J. D. Harris and A. W. C.
Mercer, and T. Woolfall, London.
W. J. Crighton, Great Marlborough-street, ManShuttlewood, London.
6448. Hopsy Horses, 8. Kellett, London.
Chonter, MONNINRE © oe | oe os. ce te tee
6546. Fasrenrnes for HaANDLEs of Brooms, N. Browne.
6449. Rotary Motion, J. C.
rs, Liverpool.
—(A. Muller, Germany.)
The number of directors is not to exceed three, 6450. Steam Genwrators, J. Griffiths, Liverpool.
6547. Preservine the Fresuness of PLants, T. Reinthe first being the subscribers denoted by an 6451. VeLocipepes, A. Angior, Liverpool.
herz, London.
Frock, 8. Stern, London.
asterisk; qualification, five shares. The com- 6452.
Entarcine Tuses, J. T. Dann.—(R, and M. 6548.. Wat Coverines, S. Fisher, London.
pany in general meeting will determine remune- 6453.
6549. CHANDELIERS, R. A. McGregor, London.
Mannesmann, Germany.)
‘
ration.
6550.
Maton Licuts, D. Campbell, London.
6454. Storrerine Borries, G. H. Jones, London.
6551. Connectine FisHine Lines to Fisa Hooks, J.
6455, CoMPRESSER, J. E. Leuty,
jon,
Morgan, jun.,
on.
6456. JorntTIne Staves, 8. Wright, Glasgow.
6552. Bott for Revotvine Fire-arms, D. W. Wilson,
Casxs, 8. Wright, G
Ww.
SoutH KENstncton MusEuM.—Visitors during 6457.
London.
6458, SteeRinG Enoives, C. Henderson, Glasgow.
6553. CuEssMEN, J. J. Keevil, London.
the week ending 7th May, 1887:—On Monday, 6459. Trirop Heaps, W. D. Johnson, London.
MaGazinE PisToxs, J. Hayman.—(L. de la Bastide,
Tuesday, and Saturday, free, from 10 a.m. to 6460. Harrow, A. M. Clark.—(S, Rothchild, United 6554.
France.)
States.)
10 p.m.: Museum, 8687; mercantile marine, 6461.
6555. Licnutinc Sarety Lamps, J. Blackburn and F.
Drivise
ArtracHMEeNtT
for
Sewinc
MAcuHINE
Indian section, and other collections, 2988.
ori, London.
TReADLE Motions, L. W. McClung, London.
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, admission 6462,
6556. Lamps or Lanterns, G. Brewer.—(L. Hivet,
Printers’ Cuases, H. Megorden, London.
6d., from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.: Museum, 1000. 64638. PepaL Covers for Orcans, J. 8. Foley and J.
France.)
6557. Rott and Pision Hovusines, J. W. Schofield,
Mercantile marine, Indian section, and other
Ruse, London.
Sheffield.
collections, free, 1760. Total, 14,435. Average 6464. TREATMENT of Ramiz, &c., C. C. Kauffman, 6558.
Optaintnc Rotary Morion in Macarnes, J. C.
London.
of corresponding week in former years, 16,849. 6465.
Sellars, Liverpool.
RepLacinc Rartway Roxie Stocks upon the
Total from the opening of the Museum,
6559. Device for CLosixc the Lips of Boxes, J. Cook,
Ratts,
A.
Durieu,
London.
25,588,584.
Birmingham.
6466. Rotary Enotes, M. H. Simpson, London.
6560. Buttons, W. Corah, Birmingham.
Pump, L. J. P. Pontallie, London.
FAILURE OF FOUNDATIONS IN AMERICA.—The 6467. Preumatic
DoLiy
in WasHinc Cxiorus, R. Hartley, 6561. Hammer, H. Russell and J. Plows, London.
failure of the foundations of the capitol of Albany 6468.
6562. Sustaininc Suiiprmsc Doors, J. H. Goodwin,
Bradford.
has again been made the subject of an engineering 6469.
Sheffield.
BortLe Stoppers, F, Trotman, London.
investigation, this time by Mr. W. H. Slingerland, 6470. Sprnpies, &c., used in G1Lxs, &c., P: Smith, jun., 6563. Danpy Roits of Parer-makinc Macuines, R.
Brown, Glasgow.
who reports as follows:—The cracking of walls is London.
Hooks and Eyes, T. J. Hewson, London.
due to inequality in the settlement of the various 6471. Protectors for Boors, J. Nunnand E. O. Eaton, 6564.
6565. DyeInc VEGETABLE Fisres, O. Delhaye, London.
London.
parts of the building. At the north-west corner 6472.
Fire ExtincuisHer, E. G. Maxwell.—(W. 6566. CANDLE Lamps, E. Moore, London.
the settlement from the bench marks of 1882 is Druff,Hanp
6567. Scorine for Lawn Tennis, F. Perry, London.
United States.)
0-079ft.; from this = eastward it gradually 6473. Furnace
Bars, J. Green and J. Shipston, Old 6568. Lamps, J. C. Mewburn —(F. D. Cambessédés,
decreases until,atthe Washington avenue entrance,
France.)
Basfo:
it is only 0°013ft.; at the north-east corner it is 6474. Exastic Brarp, E. P. Alexander.—(B. Goodman, 6569. CLOSE ANNEALING Iron and STEEL SHEETS, &c.,
J. E. East, London.
United States.)
0-071ft.; at the south-east corner, 0°179ft.; and
6570. Macmine-cuns, A. J. Boult.—(4. N. Russell and
Cannes, 8. Willoughby, London.
28ft. south of this last it is 0°198ft., the maximum 6475.
A. Brill, United States.)
Apparatus for WHeeis, G. Nobes and H.
sinking on the exterior. At the south-west corner 6476. Sarery
6571. Disuxrectants, J. W. Hamilton, Liverpool.
, London.
it is 0°079ft., with a slightly irregular line between 6477. ORNAMENTATION
of EARTHENWARE, W. P. Thomp- 6572. Drivine Betts, J. Lechat, London.
this point and the last-named. In the interior
6573. Preventinc the Escare of Noxious Gases from
son.—(M. C. Stone, United States.)
Dratss, J. Kiell and W. Garland, London,
depressions below the same bench marks are found 6478. Woop-workinc Macuines, W. P. Thompson.—
6574. GENERATION of STEaM, E. N. Barnard, London.
(7. Walker, United States.)
of °041, ‘164, *150, ‘038, &c. The deflection out- 6479.
or Mepicine for Catrie, &c., G. Gilmour 6575. RarLway WHEELS, T. T. Craven, London.
ward of walls and piers has increased since 1881 to and Foop
6576. Sewinc Macuixe TrReEaDLEs, L. H. Hart, London.
R. I. Runciman, Liverpool.
the extent of }in. in the north wall of the central
TREATMENT of Cotron Seep, W. H. Stead, Liver- 6577. CoupLers for Rattways, A. J. Boult.—(7. L.
court. As to the stone ceiling of the Assembly- 6480.
McKeen, United States.)
pool,
room, which is now causing considerable apprehen- 6481. Coupiines for Tusrxc, E. C. Converse, London. 6578. CLosinG
Es, &c., A. M. Clarke.—(La Société
Vilmorin-Andrieux et Compagnie, France.)
sion, new cracks have appeared. The sandstone 6482. Jomrs for Gas, &c., Mains, E. C. Converse,
6579. Stoves, J. Lowe, London.
London.
used in the construction of this ceiling iscondemned 6483.
6580.
Tarcets
for
Riries,
&c., G. A. French, London.
J. Martin, London.
as unfit material for the stresses put upon it; repair 6484. CLOTHES-HORSES,
6581. Hoipers for E.ecrric Lamps, E. Manville and
Ranaes, W. C. Butler, London.
has so far failed, and the report recommends its 6485. Cooxinc
W. L. Madgen, London.
Sream
Motors,
J.
Bureau
and
H.
Hendlé,
removal as the only safe course to pursue,
6582. Paint or CoatinG, P. Molyneux, London.
London.
a
MetaL.ic Buckets, &c., G. Hill, London.
THE BIDS FOR STEEL ARMOUR-PLATES AND GUN 6486.
5th May, 1887.
6487. Mrvers’ Sarery Lamp, R. L., J., and J. B.
FoRGINGS IN THE UNITED StaTes.—On March
Short, London.
‘
6583. Potisuine Powver, R. Hutchinson, London.
22nd four bids were opened by Secretary 6488. Pessary, H. A. Dow, London.
6584.
ELECTRIC-MARINE
GoverRNoR, R, B. Maddison,
6489.
AzimuTH
Apparatus,
F,
8.
and
A.
W.
Reynolds,
Whitney. These tenders referred to the supSunderland.
‘
London.
plying of ‘about 1310 tons of steel gun forgings” 6490.
6585.
Picker
for
Looms,
E. Y. Walsh, Manchester.
Tar
for
Water
or
other
Fiurps,
P.
Hart,
Totand ‘‘about 4500 tons of steel armour-plates and
6586. Drivixa Carpinc Enoine CYLINDERS, G. Ashtenham.
appurtenances.” The following is the abstract 6491.
worth and E. Ashworth, Manchester.
Smoxrna Pires, H. G. Schramm, London.
6587. Engines, W. Thom and J. E. Wilding, Manof the companies competing and of the terms 6492. Pencit Cases, A. M. Myers, London.
chester.
6498, MetaLtic WeaTHER Boarpine, L. L. Sagen- 6588.
agreed to:—
Removinec Osstructions from the Pats of Tram
dorph, London.
Name of Company.
———
Gun steel. 6494.
Enarnes, E. C. Bellamy, Birmingham.
SHEets for Meratuic Roorine, L.*L. Sagen- 6589,
Dols.
ols.
AcTuaTine HEALDs, J. Spencer, London.
dorph, London.
Cambria IronCo. .. ..
-851,513°90 6495.
6590. MAGNETO-ELECTRIC CuT-ouT, W. H. Scott and
J. A. Maloney, London.
Midvale Steel Co. se
_«+ 1,397,240°00 6496. AuRIPHONEs,
E.
A.
Paris, London.
BRICK-MAKING
Macuines,
C,
Chambers,
jun.,
Bethlehem Iron Co, ..
8,610,707°50 .. 902,230°79
6591. SEED Protectine Cup, T. O. Clark, Addlestone.
London,
Cleveland Rolling Mill Co, 4,021,560°00 ..
_
Pickina Bosses and Picking Piates in Looms
6497. CrusHING or PuLvertisine Sor, H. H. Lake.— 6592,
for
Weavinc,
W. E. Whittaker and D. Bury,
The Bethlehem Iron Company agrees to provide
(D. Lubin, United States.
Halifax.
Car WHEELS, J. Rigby, London.
the necessary plant to begin the delivery of the 6498,
6593,
Currisa
Meat
by means of CircULAR KNIVEs,
6499,
CoupLine
Rattway
Veuicies,
H.
H.
Lake.—(H.
gun forgings within fifteen months—five months
G. R. Kaye, Leicester.
Tamm and L, Biihrlen, Switzerland.)
in advance of the requirements, It asks for the 3500.
6594, Oven for Bakinc Brean, &c., I. Abrahams and
CurtinG
Irons
or
Tonos,
H.
H.
Lake.—(R.
P.
reference agreed to be given to the bidder who
B. Wine, Leeds.
i
Dunn, United States.)
urnishes both classes of forgings, according to 6501, ENcinEs WorKED by Expiosive Mixtures, H. 6595. Reversine the Motion of the Parrern Carbs in
Looms, 8. Wood and W. Shaw, Halifax.
T. Dawson, London.
the naval department circular of August 21st,
6596.
Licgutina
Raitway
Trains
with
Gas,
G.
Johnand Saucers, &c., R. N. Langton, London.
1886. The company, to prove its ability to carry 6502. Cups
ston
Ww.
PREPARING FILAMENTOUS MATERIALS, T. Watson, 6597.
out the contract—a condition exacted by the 6503.
BREECH and MvzzLE-Loapixc Gun for THRowLondon.
Government—states that it has expended between 6504.
ING PROJECTILES with Line ATTACHED, R. Low,
CLuTcHING
or Lockine Devices, J. Y. Johnson.
300,000 dols. and 400,000 dols. on its forging
Dundee.
si
—(A. G. Smyth, United States.)
= and has on hand contracts amounting to 6505. Makine Paper, &c., J. Scherbel and T. Remus, 6598, INCANDESCENT Gas Fires, J. C. Bent, BirmingLondon.
00,000 dols. It states that financial arrangeW. M. Cranston.—{The Walter A. 6509, CannyiNa Parcets by Hanp, A. Gent, Cricklements have been made for 1,500,000 dols. addi- 6506.WoodHarvesters,
wi
Mowing and Reaping Machine Co., United 6600.
tional capital, and special engagements for the
ELzows, TeEs, Crosses, &c., Firtines for TUBEs,
States.)
use of patents and for superintendence have been 6507. SELF-BINDING MecHANISM of HaRVESTING MaT. Foster, Birmingham.
—
for with the largest European firms.
Burron Hoe AtracHMENTs for Sewinc MaCHINES,
Cranston. —(The Walter A. Wood 6601.
cHINEs,
A. Anderson._(The Singer Manufacturing
e latter clause is said to refer to the great
Mowing and Reaping Machine Co.,United States.)
Company, United —
French works at Le Creusot. It is a source of 6508. Gear for Harvesters, W. M. Cranston.—(The 6602.
Emery WHEEL, H. J. West, London.
Walter A. Wood Mowing and Reaping Machine Co., 6603. EQuiLiprivm
the greatest gratification to find our American
SLIpe VALvEs for Steam ENGINEs,
United States.)
firms ready to undertake this work. It gives an
D. Robertson and J. A. McKie, Glasgow.
Fisaine Rops, H. J. Haddan.--(&. Horton, 6604.
additiunal proof of what always has been very 6509.
Compinep Battery and Circuit CLoseR, M
United
States.)
patent—that the inventive and engineering 6510, SmuTrie Carriers for Sewrnc Macurnes, H. J.
Bailey and J. Warner, London.
6605. CisTERNS, J. D. Tucker, London.
nius of the country are able to cope with all of Haddan.—{G. G. and J. C. Beitzel, Denmark.)
6606. AsHES-PaNs, R. M. Somers, London.
6511. Hoxpine, &., Buinps, A. Theyskens, London.
its needs and emergencies, — Scientific American.

Charles Clifford and Son, Limited.
This is the conversion to a company of the
business of Charles Clifford and Eon of the
Fazeley-street Mills and Dog Pool Mill, Birmingham, metal merchants, brass manufacturers,
rollers of brass, copper, zinc, tin, and other
metals, wire drawers, and manufacturers of tubes,
rods, and bolts. It was
istered on the 28th
ult., with a capital of £60,000, in £5 shares,
whereof 6000 are preference shares. The subscribers are :—
Shares.
*S. Sanders, 79, Colmore-row, Birmingham,
* Hs Bond, 177, “Leadenhall-street, metal
EES
RCN
*A. Clifford, Edgbaston, Birmingham, manufaceR
FP
ay ee ee
1
H. L Smith, Edg’
, Birmingham, solicitor. . 1
*T. Cumberland, Edgbaston, Birmingham,
Ww. — Smith, Edgbaston, Birmingham, soli- A
C. G, Beale,
‘baston, Birmingham, solicitor .. 1
J. Robson Turn! ll, 130, Colmore-row, Birmingham, metal merchant .. .. .. «2 «+ «
1
The number of directors is not to be less than
three, nor more than five; qualification, 100
shares; the first are the subscribers denoted by
an asterisk, The company in general meeting
will determine remuneration.
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6607. PLoves Coutrers, J.G. Bailey and W. McIntosh,
Canada.
6608. Srorrerinc Borries and Jars, W. H. R. Kelly,
Apperiey Bridge.
6609. Lawn-TENNIS and other SHoxs, M. L. Lion, F.
Cutlan, and E. C. Barron, London.
6610. Sarety Lamps, 8. A. Johnson, London.
6611. Prope.tier, W. Hamilton, London.
6612. Raisine Water, &c., C. Burnett, =
6613. Derecrive Camera for Artists, 8. W. Rough,
London.
6614. PurLosopnica, Toys or AvToMaToNs, A. J.
Boult.—{4. A. Lagane, France.)
6615. Saretry InK-Pots, R. W. Martin, Liverpool.
6616. Nove. ViTRO-METALLIC MATERIAL, L. Cc. A.
Marguerie, Lonion.
6617. Stups and Burrons to Neckties, &c., J. J.
Garrard, London.
6618. Oprratinc the Stipe VaLves used in MARINE
and other Enoixes, H. Tipping, London.
6619. Treatise SutpHate of Baryta, &c., C. J.
Martin, London.
6620. TeLecraPpa Wire Insucators, &c., H. Koster,
London.
6621. Evecrro-morors, J. D. F. Andrews, London.
6622. Steam Traps, E. Buisson, London.
6623. Piates for Vottaic Barreriss, W. H. Tasker,
London.
6624. HovornoTat Prosecrors, J. G. Statter and S. L.
Brunton, London.
6625. Carpixc Enorves, T. S. Whitworth, Manchester.
6626. Automatic Recorpixe Titis, H. T. Davis,
London.
6627. CLEANING Knives, T. Wolstencroft and C. Cutforth, London.
6628 .RecuLatine Vatves, H. McLaren,
London.
6629. Hyprostatic Disarreartne Turret, J. Y. Jobnson.—{F. A. Sowrian, France.)
6630. KircHEeN RANGES, C. B. Winstone, London.
6631. Screws, L. E. Sunter, London.
6632. ConverTiNc Naturat Psospaates into ProDUCTS ASSIMILABLE by VeceTaBLes, W. L. Wise. (£. Solvay, Belgium.)
6th May, 1887.
6633. Propucuse OnxamenTaL Desions, W. H. Osborn,
Birmingham.
- ~- ec Taste, F. and C. Mitchell, Guild‘0
6635. PeRroraTeD Biock Fire Licater, R.N.Clifford,
Sparkbrook.
6636. Woven Wire Matrress, A. aa London.
6637. Sarery Tyke for WHee.s, C. T. W. Piper, Devonport.
6638. Grip Hook for Removinc ELEVATED ARTICLES,
J. T. Godfrey, Sheffield.
6639. Auromatic WreicHinc Macuinges, R. W. Brownhill and G. M. Duncan, Birmingham.
6640. VenTiLaTine Pipes, G. Browning, Farnworth-inWidnes.
6641. Drivinc the Cytixper of WasHinc. MacHINes,
J. Greenall and T. T. Heaton, Manchester.
6642. Kerries, G. Olliver, ee
6643. Looms for pag
. H. Brierley, Halifax.
6644. Signa Lamp, J.
, Bristol.
6645. Hay MAKING ey J. Hocky, Chard.
6646. Carpinc Enorves, J. Dugdale, Manchester.
6647. Beams for Warp PouisHinc Macuines, J. Burn
and W. H. Shepherd, Bradford.
6648. Apparatus for Doors to Exctupe DravuGuts,
&c., J. and C. Severs, York.
6649, VenTILaTING SasHes, W. Anderson, Glasgow.
6650. Securtrnec the Prerrect Comsustion of Gas, J.
Pointon, Liverpool.
6651. WarTer-cLoset Pax, H. Bensted, Maidstone.
6652. eneneee of Orn Spray, B. H. Thwaite, Liverpool.
6653. Crsper Sirter, W. F. Storey, London.
6654. Moorrnc Breakwaters, J. Holms, London.
6655. Gioves, J. B. Petter and W. J. Waterman,
London.
6656. Heatinc Apparatus, D. J. Northwood, London.
6657. PLant Tuss, D. J. }Northwood, London.
6658. Makrxc SHEET METAL ARTICLES, R., and A. Read,
and F. J. Taylor, Liverpool.
6659. Wrrine the Ris of Saeet Metat Arrictes, R.,
and A. Read, and F. J. Taylor, oe ¥
6660. Mixture for CuRING NEU RraLoia, W. J. Shepherd,
London.
6661. Hanp Locksrirce Sewrnc Macurnes, G. Pennick
and E. J. Munday, Acton.
6662. Wisprnc-up KeyLess W aTcHes, J. Robinson,
London.
6663. Wixprse-up Keyiess Warcues, J. Robinson,
London.
6664. RetrarLine Liquors, H. N. Morgan, London.
6665. Puriryrnc Gases, B. C. Badham, London.
6666, CyLixpers, L. J. Todd, London.
6667. Hanp Measvrine [ystruMENTs, J. C. Mewburn.
(L, P. Valiquet, United States.)
6668. Pocket WALLETs,
. Downes, London.
6669, Srencr, CopYInG MACHINES, A. J. Boult.—(J. F.
Lash, Canada.)
6670. Locks and Keepers, A. J. Boult.—(S. 4. Dunbar,
Canada.)
6671. Reception of Cory, &c., R. W. Vining, London.
6672. Wrspow-sasH Bavancegs, A. J. Boult.—(J. Cooney,
Canada.)
6673. PHotocRaPHic INSTRUMENTS, A. J. Boult.—{J. R
Connon, Canada.)
6674. TREATING Resrvs, &c., 8. Banner, Liverpool.
6675. Hancers for Stupinec Doors, A. J. Boult.—(R.
Clarke, Canada.)
6676, EcectricaL ApPLiancrs, A.J. Boult.—(B. McEvoy,
United States.)
6677. Pranorortes, A. Craig, Belfast.
8. PoRTABLE Lec Rests, W. Alexander, London
6679. Steam Enornes, P. Haddan.—(The Dake Engine
Manufacturing Company, United States.)
6680. CHEeckiING the Drawixe of Liguips, L. de M. G.
Ferreira and W. Winfield, London.
6681. Seconpary Batteries, R. E. B. Crompton,
Chelmsford, and J. C. Howell, Lianelly.
w= E.ectrica DistriBuTion, J. Swinburne, Chelms‘0
6683. Brakes for Bicycies, G. D. Leechman, London.
6684. SuprporTiING Stockines, &c., G. D.-Leechman,
London.
6685. ExTrscuisHerR MecuanisM for Lamps, H. and J.
Hinks and Son, London.
6686. Weicn Brinces, &c., J. Y. Johnson.—(P. Guillaumin, France.)
6687. Propuction of Azo CoLtours, C. D. Abel.—{ The
Actiengesellachast
fiir Anilin-Fabrikation, Germany )
6688. Propuction of CoLouRs,
. Abel. The
Actiengesellschaft fiir Analin-Fabrikation, Germany.)
6689. Natt, J. McDouall and E. C. F. Otto, London.
6600. [Haycock WEATHER-SHIELDS, J. A. and L. R.
Symmes, London.
6691. ExtrycuisHer Appiiances for Firat Wick O11
Lamps, F. V. Smythe, London.
6692. PLaten Printinc Press, W. Clark.—(L. F. A.
Quernell, France.)
6693. CaANDLE-HOLDERS, G. H. Phillott, London.
Tth May, 1887.
6694. Toois for Openrnec the Moutus of EARTHENWARE
Borties, &c., T. Sutcliffe, London.
6695.-Wrspow Sasu Fasteners, J. G. W. Fairbairn,
London.
Gatuerinc Feurt from Trees, R. Norton,
London.
6097. Sutpuipe of Zixc Parnt, J. Wilson, Leith.
6698. CHALK-HOLDERS for BiLLiaRD TaBies, W. Pottinger, Bristol.
6699. Wire Ropes for Cycies, &c., C. W. Hathaway,
Brixton.
6700. Mitk-scaLpinc Cookinc Rances, R. H. Williams,
Liskeard.
6701. PortLaxp Cement, B. H. Thwaite, D. L. Collins,
and D. Wilson, London.
6702. Universat Feep Sewinc Macutyes, W. Jones,
London.
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Saginaw, Mich,
6703. CASE-HARDENING the SurFaves of IRoN PLATEs, 6796. CLostne or Siopperine Bort.es, &c., P. Tissier, 359,197. Pire a an,
jon.
E. Zohrab, London
on a aa with the lever pro.
6797. Pressep or Forcep Sieerers for Raitways, J. Clan (i) fhe oes
6704. Peat, E. Zohrab, London.
vided with the integral cam-shaped arm, having the
Howard and E. T. Bousfield, London.
6705. a
PRODUCTION ofSreaw, R. Fergusson, 6798.
Grit, &c., for GRILLING and Fryino, J. B. arc-slot extending laterally through it, and the curved
Liv
Colbran
on.
6706. WeicHinc Bavance for Inpicatine the amount 6799,
a
Device for Veuicies, L. Maignen,
of MorstureE in Topacco, R. Young and J. R.
Houghton, Bolton.
encoun Fire-arms, 8. and K. Krnka, London.
6707. CLeanstnc Docs, &c., A. 8. Tyler and H. J. 6800.
6801,
CoNE-GROOVED
‘Axe for:Bat Bearives, E, de L.
Clements, B:
, London.
6708, SHeetT METAL UCKETS, J. Stevens, Birmingham. 6802. Burnixe
Cement and Lime, J. Hoyle, London.
6709. CuampBers for Dryinc Towser, G. Shepherd, 6803. Werr Currers
for Looms, P. Haddan,—(J/. N.
London.
oO
Ciiltart and H, Rénault, France. »
6710. Pap for Receprion of Corx, O. Imray.—(M. J. 6804,
Wh,Me
Sawrne or Cuttine Stone,J. Y. Johnson.—(4,
Kraus, United States.)
August, France.)
6711. Carpon Rops for ELecrric ARC Lamps, F. von
Hardtmuth, London.
712. SHEET METAL Barus, J. Stevens, Birmi
.—~ eg a Saretyen eeAg BoILeR URNACE
‘uBEs, E. Parry, Manches'
6714, Reversis_e Carpet, J. Crabtree, Halifax.
AMERICAN PATENTS.
6715. Crank and Excentric Gearinc for VELOCIPEDES, SELECTED
secured to the lower end of the lever by hangers,
(From the United States’ Patent Office Official Gazette.) spring
&c., C. K. Welch, London.
the toothed slotted jaw-head pivotted adjustably in
6716. Bicycies and Tricycies, W. Phillips, London.
the arc-slot, and the curved, shouldered, and toothed
359,055. Gatvanic Battery, H. J. Brewer, New York, jaw
6717. Stream Borers, W. Wright, Airdrie.
having the integral guard-rarm, said curved,
N.Y.—Filed May 20th, 1885
6718. Propuction of Zinc and other Su_ruipes, H.
and toothed jaw and guard-arm being
a
flexible electro-negative teeny
a gal- shouldered,between
Grimshaw and H. ee eg Manchester.
the outer ends of the jaw-head, subof a porous sack filled with pivotted
6719. Enquve Vatve Gears,J. B, Pitchford and W. T. vanic ba , consis
stantially
as specified.
granulated lectro-nega ve
, combined with a
tt, London.
carbon plug in electrical connection with one end only 359,299. Enoine Gove: men E. Verstraete, Chicago, Il.
6720. Tea-pots, &c., W. Newell, London.
of the sack, and serving as a connector for the electroFiled December 14th,
6721. Rotary Exore, T. Jones, Birmingham.
6722. Betv and Wauwtie Atracament for a SKIPPING negative material, substantially as described. The
Claim.—In a efrintnd the combination, with
Rore Hanne, F. W. Mole and T. W. Taylor, Birmain shaft, fly-wheel, and pivotted weighted arms C,
my
of the cone I, mounted upon said shaft and provided
= LaB or Incor Tiutrnc Gear, A. Lamberton,
witha spring J, for normally holding said cone in the
Ww.
direction of the fly-wheel, a pair of friction rollers
6724.
cHInc, &c., Woven Faprics, T. A. Crook,
pivotally mounted upon the shaft and bearing against
Lond on.
6725. cote, 5 Ges, Rania. ok “tenes
6726. Distrisutine O11, yu
oon, &c., P. ra"
J. Bairstow, Landon.
Vv.——. A. Beldam, Li erpool,
oe WHEELED VERICLES, J.“Brown and J. Howard,
6729. —
Temperatures, J. Pinker and A.
6730. Ops EcTs |
with the Property of Cuanatno their Cotours, M. Himler, F. Leiser, and J. Bartholdt, a
6731. Presses, A. H. Reed.—(A. Dolge, United: States.)
6732. BILLIARD Tastes, J. Kendal and M. Laval,
London.
= FourR-WHEELED Cass, &c., A. Mackenzie, Lonon.
6734. Spricixa Cases, B. J. B. Mills.—( Messicurs A.
Teste, fils; Pichat, Moret, ~ velCie., France.)
C. Possi,
| 6735.-Motor,
TYPE-WKITERS, J. R. hebhdecn, London.
6
| 6737. Textrce Freres, C. Collin and L. Bemoist,
mdon.
the bsae end cf the cone, and connections between
6738. Speakinc Tuse, W. W. Horn —(G. A, Beach,
the pivotted pulleys and ‘the lever arms C, whereby
United States.)
ba cone is forced away frum the fly-wheel by the cen6739. Apsustixe Strixos in Musicat InstRuMENTs, F.
rifugal action of said arms, an
wer-regulating
A. Serbser, London.
deviees
actuated by the lon, —
motion of said
6740. Station Gas Governors, J. K. Bartlett, London.
pulley, substantially as desc:
6741. American Sirpine Square, J, Klif, Lampeter.
6742. Screw Prope vers, H. Grafton.—{ W. R. Grafton,
359,315. Pressure Recutator ror WATER-sUPPLY
Eaypt.
seek Thee
D. C. Cregier, Chicago, 1ll.—Filed August
6743. "Rexov - Deposits of Sanp or Mup from
Rivers, &c.,B deman, London.
nO Thepene peg with the receiving and
6744. Steam BorLer Frre-Box and Borer, W. Walking- combination of the corrugated jarA, the spiral sack
a a B and base M, of the water cylinder
ton, Leeds.
therein, the zinc C, and the stopper D, provided oarair
mp}
H, and pistons G I, substantially as
6745. Cueckinc Iysrructions on Boarp Sarps, H. P. coiled
with openings F and E for thepe of ghezineand described. (2) The air tong I, in combination with
Sherlock, London.
carbon connections, substan’
as described. ~~ the cylinder’ H, connecting red J, and piston G, sub6746. Tension Devices, E. Maertens, London.
of a battery jar, ha’ a less di ti
ly as and for the purpose specified. (3) The
6747. CrrcuLaR Suction and Force Pump, L. J. P. combination
its neck than in the
of egy
jar, with @ long mo 9 combination of the cylinders F H and pistonsG I with
Pontallié, London.
electro-negative material inserted through the pipe L, substantially as and for the ——
6748. TeLePHoNE TransmiTTERs, H. J. Maclure and containing
the neck and spirallv coiled against the inner surface described. (4) The
an
. D. Bowman, London.
the cylinders F H, pistons G I, and rod J with the
6749. Coatinc Metats with Tix, &c., E. Morewood, of the jar, substantially as described.
on valve K T and pipe L, substantially as set forth.
London.
359,130.
BaLancep
Oar
Batotn,
EB.
W.
Case,
Fenton,
(5)
The
combination
of
the
piston
I with the rod R
6750. Sanp and other Movu.ps, O. Jones -{S. P. M.
Mich —Fited October 30th,
lever or rod 8, substantially as and for the purpose
Tasker, United States.)
Claim.—Q1) A hollow mstallie oar
& handle, the outer and
ee
(6)
The
combination,
with
the cylinders
9th May, 1887.
end of which is of an elongated egg shape and adapted
oe I, and pipe L, of the air pump
O and
contain either shot or other heavy material, and the
substantially as described. (7) The combina6751. Rereposes or Attar Pieces, T. A. Bennett, toinner
end
is
formed
into
a
socket
and
adapted
to
tion of the stop-gate D with the section or case C Cl
Manchester.
receive
the
end
of
the
oar.
(2)
The
combination
of
an
6752. Weichinc Macatives, T. Warsop, Nottingham.
6753. Covpina, &c., Ratrpway Rouiine Stoce, T. Ellis,
on.
6754. DyNamo-ELEcTRIC Macurnes, R. E. B. Crompton
and J. Swinburne, Chelmsford.
6755. Compositions for Coatinc the Borroms of
NaviGaBLe VEssELs, &c., H. A. Harvey, Liverpool.
6756. Ficrerrnc Spent or other Ors, T. Turner,
Presto: mn.
6757. Sarery Lamps, C. Kaberry and L. Hope,
Live
6758. Prixtine as applied to EartnHenware, &c., W. R.
Renshaw, Kidsgrove.
6759 Connectinc, &c., Gear for Surps’ Boats, G.
Rockliffe and W. Key, Sunderland.
6760. GrrpeR and Soup Bak STERN-Post for STEAMERS,
&c., J. H. Lai
.
6761. TRANSPORTING Casks, &c., J. Brown and J.
Howard, Liverpool.
6762. Drivixe Nats into Boots, &c., J. M., J., A. J., oar havinga reduced and shouldered end, a hollow
and 8. A. Gimson, Leicester
metallic handle having a socket at its inner end com6763. Cuttine Pice Fasrics, J. H. Smith, A. Goddard, municating
with the Ener interior of the handle and
L. Higginbottom, and T. Mannock,
t.
fitting upon the reduced end of the oar, secured upon
6764. Brake Cy.tixpers, G. P. Dawson and G. P. R. the same by bolts, and a filling of shot or similar
Fell, Manchester.
peasy material, as and for the purpose shown and set
6765. Batt Carrier for Lawn Tennis, R. C. Hope,
igh.
.
6766. Fotpinc Cuarr, R. C. Hope, Scarborough.
359,140. Screw Prore.ier, A. Desgoffe and L. de
6767. Sprouts for Ketries, &c., G. Dodd, Birmingham.
Georges, Odessa, Ruasia.—Filed November 29th,
6768. Smevtine and Convertine Furnace, C. Bramall,
1886.
Claim.—(1) In a screw propeller, the combination of
htibridge.
a hub having flat faces, a shoulder at one end of each
6769. Decoratine Cuina, &c., T. Stanway, Hanley.
6770. ExtincuisHine Fires in Facrorres, R. Hinch- of said faces, and a blade secured upon each face, the
ec, Halifax.
inner portion of which bears against said shoulder. and water cylinder F, substantially as described. (8)
6771. Purrixc ToceTrHer Broocues, Ear-rinos, &c., (2) In a propeller, the combination of a hub having The stop-gate 4Or section.C Cl, in combination with
T. Watkins, Birmingham.
flat faces, an oblique shoulder at one end of each of the cylinders
GI, and rod J,substantially
as set forth. ay
rb
and ai
t of
6772. FAcILiTaTING =, Srartinc of TRAM- “CARS, F.
, Cambri
the gate D, Bh. c Cl, cylinders F H, pistons Gl,
6773. InpicaTors, J. Satesen, Glasgow.
connecting rod J, and pireL, with the air pipe N and
6774. Burninc of Ors as Fuer in Furnaces, J. Lyle,
water pipe or main A substantially —— for the
purposes specified. (10) "The herein-described method
77, STRETCHERS, J. Milarvie, Glasgow.
of lating the pressure of water in mains or pipes
. Ivsectors, E. Korting, London.
for the water supply of cities, preventing the effects of
pulsations in sald mains and pipes,
aerating the
6777. Cuvrns for Maxine Butter, L. Knoblauch.—(2.
Knoblauch, Bertin.)
water therein, which consists in forcing a regu
supply. of air into the aair cylinder of a water-pressure
6778. Breakinec Fiax, J. C. Mewburn.—(E. Gavelle,
France.)
and
the excess of air from ‘said
6779. ORNAMENTING Gass, W. Lutwyche.—{(/. Valere,
air cylinder into the main or into the water cylinder
Paris.)
of the p
reg
y as described.
6780. Music Stanps, J. W. Deans, London.
359,351. ArracuMENT ror Mowrno Macuines, W. S.
6781. Fountain Pen, F. Pudney, London.
Fox, Short Creek, Ohio.—Filed October 18th, 1886.
6782. Lire-savine CoLiars and Be ts, &c., R. Coulter,
Claim.—The combination, with the finger--har and
Manchester.
the cutter-bar, of the keeper E, fixed to the finger-bar
6783. Wire Ropes, F. C. Guilleaume, London.
and
bearing upon the cutters near the front and rear
6784. Biast Pires, H. Appleby and J. G. Robinson,
on.
6785. a and Asx Suspenper for Cicars, W. H.
Percival, London.
6786. Winino Corks in Bort.es, H. J. Allison.—(N.B.
Abbott, United States.)
6787. STOPPERING Bort es, J. J. Varley, London.
6788. Fixixse Tips to Bituiarp Cues, W. Breach,
London.
6789. Dampinc Coryinc Parer, W. C. Hearn, New
Mald en,
6790. Fixinc OvernEAD Wires for Tetecrapns, Xc.,
G. A. Grindle, London.
6791. Mountinas, &c., for PuotoGRaPHic OPERATIONS,
said faces, and a blade secured to wat ofot
said faces,
Cc. Brunner, London.
6792. Drepoinc and TraNsporTinc MATERIALS, A. the inner end of which is triangular and bears against
said shoulder. @ 1In a screw propeller, the combinaVogt, London.
tion
of
3
—e
flat
faces,
a
blade
6793. Cauikine Casks, 8. Klein and A. Schattels,
faces,the rear
of which
London.
thereof, and the ng |oe- F’, located one
nt 5each other pe with the rear face upon each
6794. AUTOMATON APPLICABLE to Moxey REcEIvERS, C. areinaapetors
side of the keeper E d bearing upon the
oesaid hub and the forward
ood
»
and
H. Russell, London.
length thereof,subtes are bent or ies at different points in the Ie
6795. Fastenine for Pocket MemoranpuM Books,A. the intermediate ame of
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.
curved at an obtuse angle.
M. Clark.—(/. C. Kiggins, United States.’
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Tue portion of the electric lighting department adjoining the machinery in motion section has been reserved for
the electrical plant for lighting the Fine Art galleries,
fourteen in number, which are situated on the north side
of the eastern nave. Both engines and dynamos have
been constructed by Messrs. Mather and Platt, of the
Salford Ironworks, Manchester. The engines have been
specially designed for electric lighting work, and embody
several wesengerm. | and novel features. In their general
arrangement, and in the method of driving,
Messrs.
Mather and Platt have specially held in view the requirements of a central station installation, or a large mill
installation, where economy of floor space is usually of
primary importance. When the engines are ars
to
their full power, and the dynamos replaced by the next
standard larger size, the whole plant would be capable of
supplying current for 4000 lamps of 16-candle power,
while the total floor space occupied does not exceed 30ft.
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passages are obliquely directed within the block of the valve only. The air-pump and condenser are of the
valve, so that the ports on the off side are curved, the ordinary vertical type, fixed below the floor. The pump
edges being circular. The main valves are worked in the is single-acting, 12in. diameter, and 15in. stroke, and is
usual way with an excentric on the crank shaft. The worked by a beam from the engine crosshead. Throughcut-off valves work on the back of main valves, with out all the threads on the bolts are of fine pitch or gas
a reciprocating motion also derived from an excentric threads, and in working parts have a nut of ordinary
on the crank shaft. These valves have curved edges depth, locked with a thin one, and in addition have a split
corresponding to the curvature of the ports of the cotter through the end of the bolt. The left-hand engine
main valves, and are carried on pivots fixed in the drives two Edison-Hopkinson dynamos, both shuntslide block. The cut-off valves can thus turn about wound for an output of 105 volts, 320 amptres, at a speed
an axis at right angles to the axis of the cylinder, in of 750 revolutions per minute, equivalent to 500 lamps of
addition to their rectilinear reciprocating motion. The 16-candle power. These machines have a commercial
point of the stroke at which the steam is cut off depends efficiency of 93°3 per cent., and an electrical efficiency of
upon the angular position of the cut-off valve, which is over 95 per cent.
The improvement made in these
regulated directly by the governor through a suitable dynamos by Dr. John Hopkinson and Messrs. Mather
series of levers. This form of cut-off has given exceed- and Platt since the original Edison type is effectively
ingly good results on smaller engines. Applied to an | shown by comparing the two smaller Edison-Hopkinson
o inary horizontal engine indicatin 20-horse power, it |dynamos with the four Edison dynamos of the type
was found that when 50 per cent. of the whole load was | which are at work close by. Although ouly about one| suddenly thrown off the momentary variation in speed | third the weight of the Edison dynamos, the Edison-
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MESSRS. MATHER AND PLATT’S ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES.
by 20ft. Another essential condition of electric lighting | did not exceed 4 per cent., which was immediately
engines is a sensitive, quick-acting, automatic cut-o
reduced to 1} per cent., and that with the whole load
This is accomplished by an entirely new form of cut-off suddenly thrown off the rise in speed was 2} per cent.
valve, recently patented by Messrs. Mather and Holgate, only. The piston-rod and crank-pin are steel, and the
which is described below.
connecting-rod best hammered scrap. At the crosshead
The engines are of the vertical high-pressure con- end the connecting-rod is forked, and the wear taken up
densing type, with a single inverted cylinder, 20in. by a wedge and screw. Its length is three times the
diameter and 30in. stroke, intended to run at 120 revolu- | stroke. The crank is of steel, and balanced and covered
tions per minute, and to work with a boiler pressure of with a cast iron shield. It is shrunk and keyed on to the
1001b., and under these conditions will each indicate shaft. The crank-pin is also shrunk in. The shaft is 8in.
about 200-horse power. The two engines are entirely | diameter, bossed up to 8}in. for the fly-wheel, and at the
independent, each having a separate fly-wheel and inde- | crank end is carried in a bearing 15in. long, and at the off
pendent outer bearings, but they are connected together by | end in an angle pedestal, 12in. long and 6$in. diameter.
a bridge to give access to the cylinders and valves. The |The main bearing is adjustable both top and bottom, and
cylinders, cylinder slides, and crank bearing pedestal are | at the sides by wedges and screws, so that the brasses
cast in one piece with the trunk or frame, which is of a can be fixed in any way while the engine is at work.
box section closed entirely back and front, but open at The fly-wheel is 12ft. diameter and 30in. wide, and is prethe sides, The form is very rigid, and looks massive and
red for two 13in. belts. It was cast whole, split, and
substantial in design; at the same time, as the frame
lted together at the rim, and held with bolts and
casting is only fin. thick, it is actually not so heavy as it shrunk hoops at the boss; its finished weight is 5? tons.
pew The cylinder is fitted with a liner, which forms All the bearings, the excentrics, crank pins, &c., are lubrithe steam jacket. The valve-box is bolted on se
tely, cated from one oil tank, to which the oil is pumped from
and has double slide valves, so as to get straight: pores a tank at a lower level, into which it collects from the
from the valve-box to the cylinder.
In the main slide drippers. The cylinder is lubricated by Mather and
valves the ports are straight on the cylinder side, but the Platt’s improved sight-feed lubricator, requiring one plug
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Hopkinson dynamos give a larger output and have a
higher efficiency. The right-hand engine drives two
‘Manchester ” dynamos, compound-wound, for an output
of 100 volts, 400 ampéres, at a speed of 750 revolutions
per minute, equivalent to 700 incandescent lamps of 16candle power. The efficiency of the Manchester dynamo
is also very high. With the full load the electrical
efficiency is 94'8 per cent. and the commercial efficiency
92°8 per cent. These dynamos, as also the Edison-Hopkinson, are driven direct from the fly-wheels of the
engines with link belts, as shown by the accompanying engraving. In order to increase the lap of the
belt on the driving pulley of the dynamo, it is bent
on the slack side under a loose pulley riding on a stud
carried on an arm projecting from the dynamo bed. This
system of using a jockey pulley instead of a large belt
is very effective when it is desirable to economise floor
space. It was introduced by Messrs. Mather and Platt
some years ago for dynamo driving, and has given good
results. Careful experiments show that there is very
little friction in the arrangement and no undue wear of
the belt. The belts employed for driving the dynamo
are worthy of notice, as instead of having flat faces, as is
usual with link belts, the section is double concave, so
that the pins are not bent as the belt is bent over the
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convex surface of the poleve. At the side of the vertical
engines is a small double cylinder diagonal engine driving
a 20-horse power “ Manchester” dynamo.
his is employed for generating the current which is conveyed by
cable to Messrs.
Mather and Platt’s exhibit in the
machinery-in-motion section, where a large ten-colour
calico printing machine and an electrical singeing machine
are driven by “Manchester” motors, concerning which
we shall have more to say.
The work in connection with the illuminated fountains
has been designed and carried out by Messrs. W. and J.
Galloway and Sons, of Manchester, and it is by far the
most complete and effective installation of the kind that
has yet been erected. This firm had the contract for
somewhat similar fountains at the South Kensington
Exhibition last year, but a patent has since been taken
out by Messrs. Galloway and Beckwith which embodies
many important improvements, making the fountains
more effective and simplifying the arrangement to such
an extent that wre of
requiring about eighteen or
twenty men for displaying the various effects, this is
now performed by three or four assistants. The excavation for the fountains consists of a circular brick-lined
pit about 40ft. diameter by 8ft. deep, having benches for
supporting the lamps; this is connected with the manipulating tower by a subway over 100ft. long, which is
used for gaining access to the basement, and as a culvert
for the flow and return water pipes, together with all the
electrical leads, returns, telephone and bell signal wires,
so that by means of this subway everything is readily
accessible for examination and attention. The excavation is covered with deck of timber supported on stout
timber framing, and made watertight by being protected
with sheet lead, which is carefully puddled in clay, over
which again is a concrete bed finished with cement, forming the bottom of fountain basin. This basin is 120ft.
in diameter, and the circumference is ornamented by
twelve neat pilasters supporting handsome vases designed
by the architects. The base of the before-mentioned
manipulating tower forms a convenient store-room. The
ground floor is the office for electrician and attendants,
where the electric current can be tested and measured at
will; the first floor is arranged as a box for distinguished
guests of the executive committee and contractors, for
viewing the fountains; and the top storey is devoted entirely to the fountain operator. In this room is a system
of levers, telephones, bell pushes, &c., also signals to the
engine room, and a galvanometer, by which the revolutions of the pumping engine can be counted; thus the
operator has complete control of the whole of the working
of the fountains, adjusting the jets himself, signalling to
the engine house when to start or stop, also instructing
the attendants at the lamps and coloured slides as to
whatever combinations he may require. The water under
pressure is conveyed from the pumps by a range of suitable pressure pi terminating in a distributing box,
which is provic edwith a series of valves controlling the
different systems of jets; these valves are connected by
wires with the levers in the operating room. In the
fountain basin is placed a series of pipes in connection
with the jets, these again being connected to their respective valves. The fountains consist of nozzles, varying
from jin. to almost 2in. diameter, and are nearly 100 in
number; generally, we may say that there is one main
centre jet, with ring of jets surrounding it, then a second
circle of jets somewhat smaller than the centre one, each
of these being also encircled by its ring of jets, and an
outer ring in immediate contiguity to the sprays, which
are arranged for giving a feathery, fern-like display
which is extremely effective. To illuminate these jets
there are seventeen skylights, under sixteen of which is
provided a powerful hand-fed electric lamp suitable for
conveying a current of 60 ampéres; under the centre
skylight are fixed two similar lamps,. thus giving
a total of eighteen lamps, which are divided into
six sections of three each; the rays from these lamps
being directed by powerful reflectors through the skylights above. The total illuminating power of these lamps
is equal to that from 250,000 candles. Over each and
under the skylight are provided slides containing the
coloured glasses. These slides are arranged in a number
of systems allowing for any change or combination, the
whole of them being connected to an apparatus for controlling them; and although some effects are of course
better than others, still it is impossible to throw any
colours which produce in the mind a feeling of incongruity or discord. This apparatus is connected with the
whole of the slides by pulleys of suitable diameter, and
any one of the pulleys can be turned through a portion of
its circumference, carrying with it the slides in connection
with the same. This is effected by levers with cross-bars,
on which slide movable stops, so arranged that when any
series of slides has been put on the bar automatically
revolves, and the previous set of stops that was used
comes into operation for taking off the slides previously on.
The pumps and electric machinery are situated on the
other side of Talbot-road, a distance of some 800ft. The
former consist of a double set of three-throw pumps,
capable of delivering 200,000 gallons of water per hour,
worked at either side of a three-throw shaft, the shaft
being connected without the intervention of gearing to
the crank or fly-wheel shaft of the engine.
It was not
considered desirable to attach an air-vessel to the delivery,
as pressures varying with great rapidity from 101b. to
100 1b. to the square inch had to be dealt with. This is
met by having a ram of similar proportions to one of the
pump rams loaded by two
powerful laminated springs,
which meet any inequality that may be incidental to the
pumping arrangements. These pumps are driven by one
of Messrs. Galloway’s recently improved horizontal compound superposed engines, with 14in. and 24in. cylinders,
by 3ft. Gin. stroke, suitable for indicating 180-horse
power. This engine is fitted with trip gear for cutting
off the steam instantaneously at any point of the stroke, the
admission being controlled directly by the governor. The
electric current for the lights under the fountains is furnished by two of Messrs. Siemens’ latest design of
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dynamos, B13 size, each equal to a current of 450 form of more solid and durable construction, as, for
amperes, with an electromotive force of 250 volts when example, when framework is cast in a solid piece which
running at 300 revolutions. These dynamos are driven used to be made up of segments, This is no small
‘by horizontal twin engines of 200 indicated horse-power, advantage where machinery is subject to much constant
having the cylinders side by side, 15in, and 26in. diameter strain and vibration, liable to cause slight looseness or
respectively, with a stroke of 2ft. Gin. This engine is displacement. For not only is bad work frequently the
made in the highest style in every way, and is suitable result of such apparently trivial disarrangement, but
for running at very high speed for giving the regular breakages of the machine itself are also occasioned by it,
current to the lights. It has every appliance for continu- and consequent expense in repairs as well as loss of work
ous lubrication whilst in motion, being one of the three through stoppage. A further general improvement. is
engines which drove the outdoor lighting and fountains the use of the most suitable kinds of metal and other
at the Colonial Exhibition, where the electric lights gave material for the details of machinery, and although the
such satisfaction. Both these engines are non-condensing, advantage may seem of little importance in many cases,
as is general in exhibition work, on account of the difli- the whole effect of this better adaptation of means to
culty in providing water for condensing, and the steam ends is surprisingly great in practice. The high value,
for driving them comes from the range of ten Gallo- and, indeed, the necessity for the progress accomplished
way boilers, which supply all steam throughout the under these two heads become clearer when the fact is
borne in mind that in recent years the stress of competiExhibition.
One of the important improvements consists in so tion and the extreme narrowness of the margin between
|
arranging the apparatus for controlling the water and the prices of the raw material and of the manufactured
levers for working the same, that they are handled product, have compelled spinners and manufacturers to
directly by the manipulator in the tower, instead of | press forward more and more in the direction of high
having to be signalled down below the fountains, where speeds and enlarged out-turn, But high speeds imply
a staff of men had to be at work actuating the different increased strain on nearly all parts of the machine,
valves, The same simplification is applied to the various | requiring therefore adequate strength,and the attainment
coloured lights, as, instead of requiring a man to each set of this end with the utmost possible lightness, so as to
of slides, the whole is controlled by one assistant | save power as well as original cost of construction.
The cotton machinery occupies a large space in the
actuating the entire lot.
The whole of the details of the arrangement described centre of the great annexe where power is used. It is
above have been most carefully worked out by Mr. Beck- | excellently lighted, and the whole of the exhibits may be
with, manager to Messrs. W. and J. Galloway and Sons, examined with great facility. We purpose to notice them
Knott Mill Ironworks, and the result has been in every not in the order in which they stand, but in the more
| natural way of following the successive processes. We
way most satisfactory.
On page 396 we illustrate the locomotive exhibited begin with the improved Macarthy cotton gin of Messrs,
by Messrs. Sharp, Stewart, and Co., and described in Platt Bros. and Co,—the only one in the Exhibition—its
our impression for the 6th of May, page 350. The purpose being to separate the cotton fibre as originally
machine tools exhibited by Messrs. Sharp, Stewart, | grown from the adherent seeds with which it is profusely
and Co., in the machinery in motion section, well main- intermingled. This operation is, of course, always pertain the high reputation of the firm ; they consist of a formed on or near the field of growth; and, until the
Sellers’ planing machine, a Sellers’ screwing machine, and | invention of Whitney’s “saw gin,” towards the close cf
a sliding and screw-cutting gap lathe. The planing | last century, it was accomplished by rude and expensive
machine is of the improved Sellers’ pattern, the machine | manual processes. There are numerous kinds of machines
exhibited is larger than that shown in London in 1885, to ‘at work in the various cotton-producing countries, each
which a gold medal was awarded, being capable of planing having certain advantages, but none of them combines rv
objects up to 10ft. by 4ft. by 4ft. It has two tools on many good features as those of the machine now under
Messrs, Platt
the cross slide and one on the upright nearest the | notice, which was adopted years ago
attendant, all self-acting, and is fitted with an improved after prolonged investigation, and which has received at
'
their
hands
numerous
improvements.
It
is
not
capable of
feed-gear giving a considerable range of traverse of the
work as the saw gin; but it
tools. For Sellers’ planing machines several important |getting through so nt
advantages over either screw or rack and pinion machines | inflicts much less injury upon the staple in the process of
are claimed, their cutting speed—up to 22ft. per minute— ginning, and will turn out as much as 1201b. of cleaned
being considerably in excess of that usual with other American cotton per hour, and a larger amount of such
systems. This speed is attainable by reason of the perfect staples as do not adhere so tenaciously to the seed. The
smoothness of motion and freedom from vibration secured seed-cotton is placed in a hopper at the top of the
by the well-known Sellers’ system of driving the table | machine, the lint being carried through by leather-covered
by a spiral pinion on a diagonal shaft, gearing into a rack rollers, whilst the seeds are struck off by means of blunted
knives. The machine can be instantly regulated for
on the underside of the table.
The Sellers’ screwing machine is arranged to screw and various lengths of staple, and an advantage—obviously
tap from 4in. to ljin. It cuts screws in once passin important in agricultural districts where repairs cannot
be easily executed—is that it is impossible readily to
through the dies, and need not be stopped nor revers'
for removing work ; this insures the production of the tamper with the machine or put it out of order.
Next we come to the bale-breaker, an apparatus renmaximum of work possible in a given time. The threads
cut are perfectly true and accurate. The lathe has head- dered necessary by the modern tendency to reduce the
cost
of freight trom the producing countries by closer
stocks, 10in. centres, on a gap bed 10ft. long. The fast
headstock has wide cones, strong gearing, and a steel| compression of the cotton bale. Two of these machines
spindle in conical bearings, with special adjustment for are shown, one by Messrs. Platt and the other by Messrs.
taking up wear. The saddle and compound slide rest are | Tayler, Lang, and Co., which are sufficiently alike to be
self-acting in all motions, for screw cutting by guide- included in one general description. The solid layers of
screw and for sliding and surfacing by back shaft and cotton taken from the bale are laid on a creeper-lattice,
rack and pinion gear. The latter is exceptionally strong, which carries them forward to a pair of slowly revolving
being designed for turning out work of the highest class, toothed rollers. As the cotton passes from these rollers
and we need scarcely say that the workmanship leaves it is seized by a second pair of similar rollers revolving at
nothing to be desired.
The planing and screwing a considerably increased speed, which tear away the
machines are shown in motion. the workmanship of all portions within reach and deliver them to a third pair of
the machines is well worthy of notice. With this exhibit rollers. These repeat the process, and forward the lumps
of tools, Messrs. Sharp, Stewart and Co., show a collection of cotton over a lattice-creeper on to the floor at the
of their improved injectors, including the “ Atlas,” opposite end of the machine. Any heavy dirt that may
“ Atlas-Friedmann,” Friedmann’s patent—No. 3 size, a be released by this process drops down on the floor. The
remarkably small instrument, considering its capacity— fact that these breakers, with the attention of one labourer,
&c. Their exhibit also includes exhaust injectors, the will pull ten or twelve bales per hour, shows that a conmost noticeable of these being W. S. Tomkins’ patent siderable saving in cost of labour is obtained by their use.
improved exhaust injectors for ‘high pressures, the action Formerly this process was accomplished by hand, and it
of which is controlled by one lever, this improvement still is so in many mills. Obviously, however, the machine
rendering the injector quite as easy to start as an ordinary is more to be depended upon for thoroughness, and as it
is not costly, the bale-breaker is likely to come into general
one.
use. The one exhibited by Messrs. Taylor, Lang, and Co.,
operates alone, but that of Messrs. Platt is in combinaCOTTON MACHINERY AT THE MANCHESTER tion with a tubular arrangement through which the cotton
EXHIBITION.
is carried by atmospheric pressure. This contrivance is
UnpovstTeDLy the collection of cotton machinery at the especially desirable where the bale and mixing rooms are
some
apart, and it affords the further advantage
Manchester Exhibition is the finest ever yet brought that, distance
being drawn through long tubes by means of an
together. The abundance, perfection, and orderly arrange- exhaust fan, opportunity is given of providing for the
ment of the exhibits leave little to be desired. The deposit during the passage of heavy foreign matter, which
primary purpose of the section is, of course, the instruc- is thus abstracted from the cotton without the slightest
tion not so much of those who are unacquainted with the injury to the staple. Indeed, prwaly. it may be
processes of the cotton industry, as of those who desire to observed that a primary object of the machinist in designfamiliarise themselves with the most recent improvements ing and constructing apparatus for the preparatory stages
in construction, and in the methods of treating the of cotton spinning is to free the fibre from every kind of
staple. Still the machinery supplied by a multitude of impurity, whilst preserving as far as possible the original
makers is so well grouped, and so easily inspected, that length of the staple. With the aid of two men, the baleno person with the most elementary knowledge would breaker will pull 90,000 Ib. of cotton per week.
The next process is that of opening. Machines for
have any difficulty in carrying away a clear impression
of the high degree of efficiency which automatic instru- this purpose are shown by Messrs. Curtis, Son, and Co.,
ments have now reached in every department of the Messrs. Platt, and Messrs, Taylor, Lang, and Co, The
industry. From the bale-breaker ‘o the fine ten-colour first of these is a double Crighton opener, with two
printing machine of Messrs. Mather and Platt, every vertical conical beaters, which may be used separately or
principal operation is illustrated, and the interest shown together, and special arrangements are made for oiling
by all classes of visitors in the whole of this section testi- the bearings and for keeping the footsteps cool. This
fies to the thoroughness and excellence of the representa. class of machine, which is specially adapted to the dirtier
kinds of cotton, is so well known as to require no minute
tion.
There are a few specific novelties in some of the description. In Messrs. Platt’s opener the ordinary
exhibits to which we shall have occasion to refer more horizontal beater is adopted, and it is capable of getting
carefully in later notices; but in a preliminary survey through 30,000 lb. of cotton per week. The lint is taken
that which strikes theobserver
most is thenumberlesssmall from the stack or mixing prepared in the usual way after
through the bale-breaker and
improvements in construction which have been gradually the cotton has
adopted in recent years. These occur sometimes in the spread upon the feeder lattice of the opener, passing then
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rough two pairs of feed rollers into the cylinders, and
pacten
then to the dust trunks, over which it is
drawn by the action of the exhaust fan into the cylinder
of the opener proper, leaving behind it, as in the case of
the bale-breaker already described, many impurities on
the floors of the trunks. In this cylinder, after passing
through the ordinary cages and feed rollers, the cotton is
subjected to the action of a three-winged beater, and is
then made into laps. In order that the thickness of these
may not vary through accumulation of cotton in the trunks
oe pipes, whenever the machine is brought to a stand,
the rollers at the feeder end are started a short time
before the beater and lap portion, and of course a similar
interval of time is allowed between the stoppage of the
rear and fore portions. Messrs. Taylor, Lang, and Co.’s
opener is a very efficient machine, one of its advantages
being that the cotton is struck not by the ordinary knifebeater, but by a succession of dull blades radiating from
a horizontal axis and revolving between similar blades,
which are fixed ; and very little injury is inflicted upon
the staple, whilst the opening and cleaning appear to be
perfectly satisfactory.
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
REPORTS.
Colombia—Trade of Carthagena.—¥oreign commerce with
this country is carried on mostly by steamers, nine-tenths
of which are British, The trade with the United States
is entirely in the hands of a British line of steamers.
Last year the importations from England amounted in value
to 45 per cent. of the total importation of this port. Considerable increase in the foreign trade of this port took place
during the year, the imports being £265,570, against £167,105
in 1885, and the exports £410,627 against £194,168, Formerly
Carthagena was the only port of a for this part of the
country,all exports and imports passing througha canal called the
Dieque, connecting the river Magdalena with the bay of Carthagena. When through the silting up of this canal navigation
became obstructed, a railway was built from Savaniila to Baryanquilla and commerce changed
to that port. Now the Deque
has been reopened and two lines of steamers established from
Carthagena to Hondu, commerce is again resuming its old
channel, and the trade of this port is increasing every month,
the delay, expense, and risk consequent upon the transfer from
steamboat to railway at Barranquilla, and the lighterage in the
open roadstead of Savanilla being saved. Besides the abovementioned traffic, all the foreign trade of the Atrao and Sinu
rivers is from necessity obliged to pass through this port. The
valleys of these rivers want only capital and immigration to
make them the gardens of the world, while their mountains
abound in mineral wealth. The present Government is doing
all in its power to develope the country, opening new and improving the old turnpikes, railroads, &c., granting subsidies to
lines of steamers, &c., paying the greatest attention to gold and
silver mines, of which the country is full.
Ecuador—Trade of Guayaquil.—The light dues on ships have
been decreased to 14d. per ton register, or in all, 5d. per
ton register for every sailing vessel entering Guayaquil, the
duties on steamers being one half of the above. During 1886
the Quito Railway has been advanced beyond the bridge of
Chimbo, Cuttings through the mountains for about 5°5 miles
have been made and the road prepared for laying the rails; also
the whole of the road to Sibumbo has been surveyed. An iron
bridge imported from France has been erected over the
river Chimbo.+ Waterworks are proposed, to convey the water
from Agua Clara, near Chimbo Bridge, on the railroad, a
distance of sixty miles to Guayaquil, by pipes along the railroad
to Yagnachi, and thence to Guayaquil, crossing the river in front
of the city by pipes laid on the river’s bed. The latter work has
been pte ys for in the United States; but the whole of the
piping, &c., for the land line and for the distribution of the
water throughout the city has been contracted for in Scotland.
The work has to be provided for by the issue of municipal
bonds to the amount of £151,500; but up to the present date
none of these bonds have been taken up by the public, and the
project: is
quently in
sus;
The telegraphic lines of
the republic have been augmented by one to Bodegas or Babayhoyo, the head of river navigation on the present read to
Quito.
Russia-—Trade of Kertch in 1886.—The imports to this place
have always been very small, and those of English goods
especially are hardly worth mentioning. The want of agri-cultural implements and machinery had just begun to be felt,
and the English plough and locomobile were being freely imported when the Russian protective import duties turned everything in favour of the Moscow and Warsaw manufactures.
Ironware, especially wrought iron tubes for petroleum boring,
which are not made in Russia, have hitherto been supplied by
German firms at about 20 per cent. less than English prices, but
the tariff has pressed even on the Germans, and tubing is now
ordered from the borders of Poland, where the Germans have
established more than one ironfoundry and machinery factory
on Russian soil under Russian names, and thus getting over the
tariff difficulty.
Trade of Nicolaciff in 1886.—The imports of 1886 compare
very favourably with the previous year, but the principal items
were armour-plates and machinery for the Russian Government.
It is believed that the dredging of the Ochakoff bar, so as to
give a minimum depth of 22ft. betweert Nicolaieff and the Black
Sea, will beneficially affect. the import trade, since many goods
which have hitherto gone to the commetcial centres of Charkoff,
Poltava, and even Moscow, through other channels, will now be
received at this port. The great benefits which were expected to be
derived from fostering and protecting home trades have not yet
been felt, the consumer paying almost as much for an inferior
article of Russian manufacture as forasuperior article of foreign
make. Great progress has been made in the manufacture of
certain goods, such as cotton, linen, and woollen fabrics, but
other branches of trade are monopolised by men who produce
nothing but goods of the commonest description, charge the
highest prices, and stamp their goods with the trade marks of
well-known foreign makers,
Trade of Odessa in 1886,—There was a considerable falling
offboth in exports and imports, though the tonnage of British
shipping
was still 57 per cent. of the whole. In coal an augmentation of the duty has taken place, which has been the means
of considerably increasing the trade in Russian coal in the Black
Sea ports, This added to the high rates of exchange, as well as
the outward heavy freights during the past, rendered the importation of English coal almost an impossibility except at a loss.
The effect of the increased duty is shown by the fact that the
importation of English coal decreased from 309,275 tons in 1884
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to 117,853 tons in 1886, a reduction of 62 per cent. The Copper and pig tin followed a similar course ; but pig lead was
Russian Government continues to increase the duties on imports, lower at the end than early in the year. As to the practicaand has brought into force several stringent measures in con- bility of promoting an increased trade with the United Kingdom,
nection with vessels arriving at Russian Black Sea ports with it is the opinion of merchants here that the existing system is
cargoes. The harbour has in many places been deepened to the most efficient and the most conducive to permanently sound
22ft., and further operations will be carried on in the spring. A and profitable business that can be devised. The system is :-—
project is on foot for constructing a separate harbour at the back Having carefully studied the wants of the home market, the
of the Pratique Port for coal and petroleum. The railway line prevailing fashions and tastes, and the prices at which certain
has been carried on the Platonofsky Mole, where the Russian articles can compete with domestic manufacture, each importer
Steam Navigation and Trading Company has erected a new sends to Europe periedically—and occasionally to other parts—
building where the luggage of
ngers travelling by their a competent repr
tative who visits the manufacturing
vessels is inspected instead of being transported to the Custom establishments in his line of business, both on the ConHouse for examination.
tinent and in Great Britain, and who, after a careful and
Spain—Trade in Bareelona—Competition.—N otwithstanding full inspection, decides for himself where he can obtain the
the admission of English goods to the most-favoured nation best adapted goods, or have his orders most satisfactorily
clauses in all treaties between Spain and European nations, executed at the lowest cost. By this method alone can imcompetition is still severe, and to succeed England must pro- porting merchants succeed in supplying themselves with the
duce goods as good and cheaper than she does now. In Bar- most desirable and profitable selections, and in securing themcelona the shops display so-called English wares imported from selves against competition, whilst manufacturers are relieved
Belgium and Germany, so that superior English goods cannot from the alternative of publicly exhibiting abroad by means of
be sold at the prices asked. There does not appear to be any travelling agents or sample rooms, either inappropriate or new
new trade carried on with
The standing trade meets and popular goods, with the chance of the former being unsaleall the necessities of the place, and all that is required is to able and the latter being closely imitated before advantage can
attempt competition with the foreign local trade in those be taken of a favourable market, and they reap the benefit of
articles which are British productions, distirguished by the effecting large sales directly to a limited number of customers of
superiority of work, and better quality, and cheapness. The established credit in lieu of selling abroad, at greater risk and
Catalian purchaser prefers to give 5s. for two German pocket- expenses in collecting debts, to small traders whose liability may
knives of inferior make than the same price for an English one be more easily evaded. Exporting manufacturers and merwhich is of superior finish and material. It is even said that chants are of opinion that this system is not equally applicable
dry goods manufactured in Barcelona are exported to England tu all countries, and they establish agencies or send representaand reimported with British labels and marks. Severe as foreign tives in various parts, and avail themselves of the reliable incompetition is, its power is becoming lessened, and British suc- formation acquired through them to ascertain the precise class of
cess by no means depends on custom-house tariffs enabling goods that are in demand at any particular place, and to judge
other foreigners to enjoy advantages denied to British traders, whether they can be produced and exported at a profit. In this
but on the commercial attainments of British agents in opposi- way, in addition to frequent shipments elsewhere, a welltion to French and German. In view of the late tariffs, firms in established and growing export trade—supplemented to a certain
Barcelona worked with Spanish material and have not imported extent by imports—has for many years been carried on with
metal from England, while they could get it two-thirds cheaper Australia, the principal articles of export being agricultural
from Bilbao, The present condition of credit is uncertain, but the implements, carriages, carts, hardware—including all kinds of
customary terms are from six to nine months without security. tools, locomotives, machinery, railway cars, ranges, and stoves.
Though British trade is no longer affected by customs duties, Some of the goods are such as are not produced in the United
shorter distances, as in the case of Austria, France, and Italy, and Kingdom, but it is admitted that others sell readily though
lower freights in foreign bottoms favour goods from those not able to compete in price with those of British manufacture,
countries, English package, and the package of machinery owing to greater attention having been paid to their adaptation
and other goods are much superior to those of other nations, in quality and value to the requirements of the markets tu
being packed with care and in such a way that the portions come which they are exported.
easily to hand, and thus facilitate the putting together of the
articles. “I strongly advise the increased introduction of British
THE NEW HAMMERSMITH BRIDGE.
manufactured goods into Barcelona, and I can almost promise a
success in the speculation, being better and cheaper than native
IN our impression of the 22nd ult. we gave a two-page
goods, if the country’s wants are duly considered and studied.”
Very few goods are imported from foreign countries into engraving showing the new bridge which is now being conBarcelona that could not be so from England except spirits, structed from the design of Sir Joseph Bazalgette and Mr.
sugar, glucose. The countries which compete with England Edward Bazalgette. We then also gave enlarged views of the
are Belgium, France, Germany and Italy, and they compete piers and towers and abutments above water. In our impresstrongly in coal, ironware, and machin
France competes in sion of the 29th ult. we gave further engravings—page 330—
coal and is a rival not to be despised, our imports in coal in 1886 showing the construction of the wrought iron towers with their
being 335,000 tons, while those from France by land and sea ornamental cast iron casing; and on page 331 engravings showwere 99,774 tons. Italy imports charcoal only, which during ing the anchor chambers, saddles, saddle beds, tightening keys,
the past year amounted to 27,000 tons. British coal is used and other details. With the present impression we give, on
chiefly fur domestic cooking and heating. A great improvement page 356, sections and plan of one of the piers and of one of
has taken place in the manufacture of bolts, locks, &c., for safes the anchor chambers complete; details of the chains, susand strong boxes, which appear to be inviolable by any manner penders, and longitudinal girders, and details of the wrought
of forcing or picking. They are made with much skill and ironwork of one tower. The works as commenced were
beautifully finished. British traders are beginning to understand known as the Hammersmith Bridge alterations; but as
the situation if “I may judge by the flood of correspondence only the lower parts of the abutments and piers are being used
received by me daily from seekers for information from all parts again, and as even these have to be to a large extent rebuilt and
of England and Scotland, and which is most difficult to reply to strengthened, it is much more correct to call it a new bridge.
Part of the work consisted in building a temporary bridge, but
from want of time.”
Turkey—Trade of Damascus.—The import trade of Damascus of this we need not speak. In describing the new bridge we
shows a falling off in 1886, the total amount of the imports shall draw largely from the contract specification. After the
£625,218, against £711,883 for 1885, a decrease of £85,665. removal of the old superstructure, the first work consisted in
Underpinning the Surrey pier.—A single line of close 12in. by
The falling off is most conspicuous in British manufactures,
which diminished to the extent of £123,172, though in iron, 6in. piling was driven around the Surrey pier to enclose it in the
manner
shown upon page 392. The piles were driven vertically,
tin, and zinc there was an increase. The decrease is attributable to the stocking of the market during the previous with their heads in the finished dam at a uniform level of 3ft.
year, and also to the competition of other European countries, above Ordnance datum, and the points of the shoes to 18ft. 6in.
whose imports show an increase, but the amount of goods below Ordnance datum, or 4ft. below the level of the underimported from England is so far ahead of that from other pinning. Clay puddle was then solidly punned in layers 12in.
countries that there is little fear of British manufacturers thick, into the whole space enclosed around the pier or between
ceasing to maintain their position. As regards foreign compe- its external faces and the pile dam, and level with the surface of
tition, efforts must not be neglected on the part of British the pile heads. Against the external faces of the piles, and
manufacturing firms to promote their interests in the East in reposing upon the bed of the river, was also placed two shafts,
the same way as other foreigners. Costly and elaborately each measuring about 7ft. 6in. long by 6ft. wide, and in the
got-up circulars are sent out to this country by every post positions indicated upon the engraving, page 392, were then
from England, and no opportunity is missed by the Con- excavated through the depth of the brickwork and masonry of
sulate to bring them to the notice of native merchants the pier, to a level of 6ft. below the existing foundation landand traders, but much more could be done in the interest of ings. Two headings—each 6ft. high by 5ft. wide—were then
British trade by the periodical visit of commercial travellers. driven in opposite directions beneath the foundation landings
“ Inquiries are frequently made at this office as to whether there in the length of the pier, and as far as the internal faces of the
is any likelihood of such travellers coming out to the country extremities of the pile dam adjoining its cutwater. From the
who would be able to do business in some particular article longitudinal gallery thus formed beneath the piers, and comrequired, which shows the desire to trade with British firms ; mencing at the ends most remote from the working shafts, cross
and it is needless to say that any representation of a firm in galleries of similar dimensions were also driven under the width
England would receive very proper assistance and action from of the pier. The process of underpinning commenced against
that Consulate.” As an instance of the efforts of other nations the face of the pile dam at the end of each cross heading. The
in promoting their trade, during the whole of last spring and intended clay foundation surface was kept unexposed to atmosummer there was in Damascus a German representing an spheric influence until the time arrived for building in the
engineering firm in Berlin who endeavoured to introduce brickwork ; it was then levelled and immediately covered over
agricultural machinery into Syria, and doubtless would have with a 3in. layer of neat Portland cement for the reception of
succeeded if the thrashing machines, &c., had not broken down the brickwork. During the process of tunnelling and underduring trial. He had at the same time the offer of the contract pinning, the whole of the galleries had their sides and crowns
by the municipality of Damascus for running a tramway iv the strongly timbered with 6in. by 6in. side and head trees, the
city, and may still make arrangements for carrying out the pro- latter supported on footblocks. The galleries were also timbered
ject as soon as it is finally decided on. A few days ago, a French so as to resist any tendency to lateral movement of their clay
gentleman from one of the manufacturing firms in Lyons sides. Stock brickwork, properly bonded, with all joints fully
signed an agreement for setting up a cotton and silk factory in and solidly grouted in Portland cement mortar, was bedded upon
this city, and had returned to France for the requisite machinery. and built up from the foundation surface over the entire area
Commercial travellers representing different firms in England, within the dotted line shown on the plan on page 392, and up
and knowing one or two foreign languages, might occasionally to the level of the existing foundation landings, which were
then securely wedged with slate tightly packed between the
visit the East with beneficial results to their employers.
United States—Trade of Boston in 1886.—Considerable increase landings and the upper course of brickwork. After the headings
in the width of the pier had been filled with brickwork, the
took place both in the export and import trade. The shipping
entering the port shows an increase over 1885 of 116,146 tons, longitudinal gallery was filled in with brickwork in a similar
90,491 of which were British. Although prices continued low, manner. Upon the completion of the underpinning of the Surrey
and numerous and prolonged strikes, also heavy defalcations and pier the two working shafts, to the formation level of the new
failures, arrested business development and revival of confidence, wood roadway paving, were filled up solidly with brickwork, the
& progressive gain was perceptible in the volume of domestic whole of the clay puddle depesed around the pier, within and
industry and trade, which are now in an improving and sound without the timber pile dam, being afterwards removed to the
condition throughout this consular district. A small advance in original adjoining bed level of the river Thames, and the upper
the price of iron at the close of 1885, added to the conviction portion of the timber pile dam cut off to a corresponding level.
Abutments—The old abutments were about 4ift. 4in. in
that a large supply would soon be required, led to a large increase
of production early in the year. Though sales were active from width by about 46ft. in length. These abutments have been
the beginning, prices did not materially improve until the close increased to a total width of 56ft., and a total length of 92ft.,
of the autumn. At the close of the year American pig iron was by adding concrete to their sides and backs, the concrete being
quoted at £4 6s.; Scotch pig at £4 12s.; and steel rails at carried down to the depth shown upon the engravings. The
£7 12s, per ton ; the market was firm with an upward tendency. concrete used in the new abutments consists of one measure of
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HAMMERSMITH BRIDGE.—DETAILS OF PIER FOUNDATIONS, CHAINS,
SIR JOSEPH BAZALGETTE AND MR. EDWARD BAZALGETTE, MM. INST. C.E., ENGINEERS.
(For description see page 391.)
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d cement to six measures of thoroughly clean and up, all the chambers were built in solid with brickwork, and 60 deg. Fah., is 35ft., measured from the intersections of the
are ye ballast. It was placed in the excavations in faced with stone to correspond with adjoining work. In order centre lines of the chains on the centre lines of the towers, to
layers not exceeding 12in. in thickness. The old chain tunnels to give a fair bearing to the wrought iron bases of the towers, the centre lines of the chains at the centre of the span. The
were completely filled and made perfectly solid with Portland cruciform cast iron bed-plates—eight in number on each pier— curves of the chains of both the side spans correspond with the
cement concrete. The masonry underneath the ends of these are bolted to the wrought iron bases, and bedded in cement at curves of the chains of the centre spans, so that at equa
tunnels at the back of the existing abutments was cut away so the required level. The tops of these bed-plates are planed and distances from the piers the levels of the chains in the centre
as to form @ bond between the old abutments and the new fitted to the wrought iron work. The rollers are of hard steel, and side spans are the same. The link bars are rolled of mild
concrete placed at the back of them. Vertical chases, 3ft. wide and are fitted in stiff wrought iron frames, of 5in. by lin. bars. steel. The swelled ends are formed to the dimensions shown on
by 3ft. high by 1ft. deep, were cut in the sides of the old abut- The upper cast iron roller plates are planed on the under side and page 392. It was prescribed in the specification that all link
ments so as to form a bond for the new work, these chases not edges. Each saddle is made with ten steel plates, built up with bars which are to be placed side by side in the structure of the
being less than one-twelfth the area of the sides of the existing wrought iron packing pieces, angle pieces, and gussets. The chain shall be bored at the same temperature, and of such
abutments. The tops of the old abutments were entirely links are secured between the steel plates, the packings being equal length that upon being piled upon each other the pins
The
stripped of all macadam and other materials, cleansed, and the fin. thicker than the links, so as to give sufficient clearance shall pass through the holes at both ends without drivi
be
whole surface covered with Portland cement concrete, brought for the links to be inserted when the saddle is bolted up tight. bars shall be bored to exact lengths, and the pin-holes s
up to the underside of the new wood block paving and asphalted |The gibs and keys are steel, placed in the slots in a position to oth inch larger than the diameter of the pin. Pin-holes
footways. In front of the concrete forming the additions at |allow an equal amount of adjustment of the chains in either shall be bored exactly perpendicular to a vertical plane passing
each side of the existing abutments, whole piles 12in, by 12in. of |direction. After the chains were finally fixed in position the through the centre line of each member when placed in a
position similar to that it is to occupy in the finished structure.
rock elm timber were driven in a line with and joining on to |keys were cut off.
Ornamental cast iron casings for abutment saddles and towers. The link pins shall be of steel 6in. diameter, and turned
the old piling in front of the abutments. The new concrete was
straight and smooth to gauge, and
brought up to the back of these
shall fit the links within 74th inch.
piles. This piling was anchored with
Whenever
necessary for the prowrought iron rods—each 2in, dia41 RON 3h's Shoxfe
<—-—. 6¢ —_
tection of pin threads during erecmeter—to anchor plates bedded in
tion
of
the
chains, precautions
shown
as
the new concrete additions,
shall be taken accordingly. The
in the engravings. The inclined conpart
of
the
suspension
rods which
crete beds immediately in contact
is below the screw couplings is 8}in.
with the 12in. York landings, against
wide by jin. thick, pe ma = at
which the anchor castings bear,
the bottom, so as to form a flat
were for a thickness of about 6in.
stirrup 12}in. long by 8}in. wide
formed of fine ballast and Portland
by
gin. thick. The platform has
cement mixed in the proportion of
an inclination of 1 in 50, and the
three to one. Chain tunnels 6ft. 6in.
suspension rods hang vertically.
high by 4ft. 6in. wide, inclining at
y
The expanded forging at the lower
an angle of 30 deg. to the horizon,
ends of the suspension rods is
have been formed with a 9in. brick
rivetted to the angle irons of the
in cement lining, round which the
wrought iron plate-cross girders and
concrete has been placed. Adjoinof the wrought iron plate cantiing the shoulders of the steel
levers. The top flanges of the
forgings the dimensions of the chain
cross girders are neatly curved to
tunnels are gradually reduced by
give the carriage-way a camber of
means of cast iron taper tubes of
3in. The cross girders and cantidin, metal, each tube being 5ft. long.
levers are spaced at an uniform disheir internal dimensions at the
tance
of 8ft. from the centre to
jarge ends are 4ft. by 1ft., tapering
fa
™*X
centre.
to 3ft. 2in. by 1ft, internal dimenx
Erection of steel chains and girsions at their smaller ends. The
ders.—The steel anchorage links for
tubes are built into the concrete
connecting the abutment saddles
with their axes inclining at an angle
with the anchor forgings having
of 30 deg. to the horizon, and
been first completely erected, the
affording a perfect clearance round
method of connecting up the links
the shanks of the forgings. Each
of the new chains across the several
of the three courses of York landspans of the bridge was as follows,
ings are pinned up and_ solidly
SILVIA
as directed by the engineer's speci
built into position with the surfication :—From the towers and
rounding work, their beds being
STIWLIFIO
JV
YIACLS
abutments shall be suspended four
dressed smooth and at right
angles
S7/VL70
70
lines of steel wires, each line to
to the pull of the anchor chains.
be capable of safely resisting a pull
Upon the whole bearing surfaces of
of 90 tons. Should the contractor,
the York landings and anchor casthowever, prefer to make use of the
ings are laid sheets of lead jin.
existing
links, which would form a
thick. Two anchor chambers are
CFJWIRV
IONVIG
YIIGYII
SOAOL
“ Noy
more rigid combination than the
PETV
EP
0A formed to each abutment, and each
wire
lines—but
probably less econopair connected by circular brick
mical—the system hereafter detunnels 5ft. 6in. diameter. The
scribed may be adopted. The temchambers and tunnels are formed
porary chains to be composed of a
of brickwork in Portland cement,
sufficient number of the original
and the tops of the chambers
SYIMOL
links
as will complete two distinct
covered with 9in. York landings
pairs of catenary chain curves, each
supported on cast iron girders.
to extend throughout the length of
Upon these landings are laid the
the bridge, and on each side of the
ENTE
TE
concrete and wood carriage-way
saddles,and placed vertically at from
paving and asphalted footways.
12in. to 18in. beneath the intended
Access to the anchor chambers is
positions of the lowest steel chain.
provided by iron gratings 2ft. 6in.
Zach pair of chains to be susby 2ft. 6in., their frames being
pended from the towers by means of
built into the brickwork over each
suitable wire rope attachments,
anchor chamber. The lower ends
and to be maintained at a disof each chain tunnel are drained
tance of about 18in. apart by means
into the anchor chambers by a 3in.
=
of hollow struts. Each line of
cast iron pipe built into the conchains to be separately connected,
crete. To form an access to the
raised, and suspended from the temchain tunnels, 4in. York landings
porary apparatus connected with
rest at one eud upon the brick arch
the towers for that purpose. After
at the mouth of the tunnel, and
YZYs,
their complete erection, the four
at the other extremity upon the
lines of temporary chain shall be
projecting bases of the ornamental
stiffened and braced together
saddle casings. The saddle castings
bij
throughout the width of the new
shown on page 331 are bedded on
bridge by means of a horizontal
and bolted to the two courses of
and
diagonal system of scaffold
Darley Dale stone, these courses of
IS
poles, attached across the under
stone being carefully dressed, and
edges of the temporary link
bedded one on the other and on
chains. The steel links which
the abutments, to form a perfectly
SSOP
NOILITFS
AO
WNIGNLIING?
YIOP/I
form the under lines of permanent
IS
solid and true bearing, and to preSONA:
chains shall be laid upon timber
vent after movement. The abutpackings piled at suitable intervals
ment saddles and chains are coalong the erecting chains, and shall
vered with ornamental cast iron
be gradually connected to and from
covers, as shown on the double
the tower saddles downwards. Each
page engraving published on the
line of the permanent lower chains
22nd ult.
ese covers extend
to be simultaneously built downback 43ft. 6in. from the front faces
wards from each of the tower sadof the abutments, and partly
HAMMERSMITH BRIDGE.—DETAIL CONSTRUCTION OF TOWERS, AND ROADWAY SUSPENSION CONNECTORS.
dies, and likewise brought up from
cover the upper ends of the chain
theabutment saddles and connected
tunnels,
midway
in
the
various
spans.
It is proposed to connect the links
—The
general
design
of
the
tower
and
abutment
ornamental
Towers, tower saddles, dc.—After the masonry towers had been
removed, the old piers were prepared for the new towers by cast iron casings is shown upon the double page (THE ENGINEER, for the temporary erecting chains upon a suitable barge platform.
removing part of the masonry from the upper surfaces of the April 22nd). The average thickness varies from jin. at the The chains to be thereon disposed in such manner that when
piers, and forming solid and level beds to receive the bases of bottom to jin. at top. The cast iron casings rest upon their moored midway between the saddles, each chain may be sepathe new towers, The level of these beds is about 22ft. 8in. bases, and are self-supporting, except that they are stayed later- rately and gradually hauled from each of its extremities to its
destined position. The hauling tackle to be securely attached
above Ordnance datum, the top surfaces of these parts of the ally from, but not fixed to the wrought iron tewers.
piers being finished off at a level of about 23ft. above Ordnance
Cast iron columns for piers.—The old stone caps were removed at the towers and abutments. Following the complete erection
datum. The stone faces shall correspond with the existing work from the cutwaters at the ends of the piers, and a level bed made of the lower permanent chains and the removal of the tempoin the piers. Provision was made for anchoring down the iron to receive a group of cast iron columns of the form shown on the rary erecting chains, the under permanent steel chains shall be
towers by cutting chambers in the masonry, at the lower ends same double page. The tops of the castings have an inclination similarly used for the complete erection of the upper lines of
of the holding-down bolts, and boring holes from the top sur- of 1 in 50,to suit the gradient of the bridge platform. Whenin steel chains. Upon the completion of the upper and lower lines
face through the masonry or brickwork of the piers down into place the castings were filled in solid with Portland cement of chains, the contractor shall suspend therefrom a suitable
hese chambers. Eight of these chambers, 36in. high by 30in. wide concrete, mixed in the proportion of one of cement to seven of platform, and at the correct levels for the erection of the longiby 36in, deep, were cut in the side faces of each pier, and their fine ballast. The stanchions to support the parapet to the foot- tudinal and cross girders.
Formation of roadway platform.—The longitudinal timbers for
top surfaces dressed to a level bed 5ft. above Ordnance datum, ways are fixed to these castings.
Steel chains, dc.—There are four sets of steel links forming the formation of the carriage platform—excepting the end
to receive the bearing of the cast iron anchor plates shown at
page 392. Sixteen other chambers were cut in each pier, and the suspension chains of the bridge. Each set consists alter- timbers in each course—are 40ft. long by 12in. wide by 10in.
similar anchor plates fixed in them, with their bearing surfaces nately of eight links 9in. by 1jin. and nine links Qin. by lin., deep. With the exception of certain portions of the carriageat a level of 11ft. above Ordnance datum. Each of these cast- giving an uniform sectional area throughout the whole length of way above the piers of the bridge, the platform timbers extend
ings was connected to the bases of the wrought iron towers the bridge. The upper set of links at each side of the carriage- longitudinally between the abutments, and cover the entire
page 309—is kept at an uniform vertical distance of width of that portion of the bridge included between the susby two wrought iron bolts 1gin, diameter, passed through the way—see
holes bored in the masonry, and secured with nuts at the under 24in. above the lower sets—centre to centre. The versed sine pending rods, These timbers are disposed in the width of the
sides of the castings, After the castings were in place and bolted of the chain curves of the centre span, at a temperature of bridge, as shown upon drawings, page 309. Each timber is
Ox
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secured to the top flange of every transverse girder, which it
crosses by a jin. bolt, passing through its centre. The several
heading joints of the longitudinal timbers upon the upper flanges
of the cross-girders are in every case specially connected with
jin. bolts, Zin. wrought iron junction plates—l0in. by 12in.—
sunk flush into the surface of the timbers, and central with the
cross joints of the timber balks, thus forming an overlap of 5in.
across each joint in the length of the timber. The whole of
the plates, bolts, and nuts fur holding down and connecting the
longitudinal balks were thoroughly tarred on all surfaces previous to their insertion in the work. The whole of the timber
used in the formation of the road and footways of the bridge
is Memel and Dantzic¢ fir, and, excepting the paving blocks, is
creosoted by Bethel’s process, so as to be increased in weight
to the extent of 8lb. for every cubic foot of timber by the
absorption of the creosote; but no timber was creosoted until
after its inspection and approval by the authorised officer of the
Board. The whole surface of the creosoted timber of the roadway platform, after the timber balks were laid, was coated
with hot tar, and while the tar was still hot strips of felt, well
saturated with tar, were evenly and closely laid over their
whole upper surfaces, throughout the length of the bridge.
Wood paving setts Qin. long by 3in. wide and 5in. deep were
laid upon the tarred felt throughout the whole carriage-way
area of the bridge described.
It will have been seen that some remarkable work has been
done in the renewal of the Hammersmith Bridge, and we are
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From these figures it will be seen that while the speed has
been increased 95 per cent., the coal has been reduced nearly
5 per cent. The distance through which one ton of coal will
propel the loaded ship—and this, not mere indicated horsepower, is the test—has been increased 154 per cent. It is to
be noted that the vessel is now running regularly about one
knot faster than before. This, according to the well-known
laws, which require the horse-power tv increase at least as the
cube of the speed, calls for a very material increase in the quantity of coal consumed. Had the ship been driven at the old
speed, the daily consumption of coal would have been
17 tons or under, and the saving would thus have been over
25 per cent.
Returning for a moment to the drawings, it will be observed
that there are two high-pressure cylinders of equal diameters,
and that steam at boiler pressure is admitted to both of these
direct. Both exhaust in turn to the intermediate cylinder,
whence the steam passes in the ordinary way to the low-pressure
cylinder, and thence to the condenser. From this it will be
seen that the conversion or “ tripling” of a set of ordinary
compound engines is a very simple matter when this method is
adopted,as the shafting, valve gear, and all other working parts remain as before, excepting, of course, that the piston-rods and valve
spindles are lengthened so as to enable them to be connected
with the high-pressure pistons and valves. These last, being
of similar dimensions, are interchangeable, which is a decided
advantage in case of accident, or when spare gear is carried. All
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INDICATOR DIAGRAMS, 8.8. MANAUENSE.
indebted to Sir Joseph and Mr. Edward Bazalgette for the the stuffing-boxes are packed with Rodger’s patent metallic
drawings which have enabled us to place the work so com- packing, which has given excellent results in a large number of
vessels. In the steanier first fitted in 1884 it has run over
pletely before our readers.
100,000 miles without being repacked, and at the time of writing
is still in position without alteration.
THE S.S. MANAUENSE.
We publish this week drawings of the machinery of this
steamer, which belongs to the fleet of Messrs. R. Singlehurst and
Co., of Liverpool, and which is employed in their South American THE AMALGAMATED SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.
trade. Her dimensions are 281ft. by 32ft. by 15ft.6in. Her enTHE issue of the annual report of the Amalgamated Society
gines up to the time of their alteration were of the ordinary two
cylinder inverted compound type, and had a working pressure of Engineers has this year been delayed about a month later
than
the usual period at which it is sent out. The chief cause
of 75 lb., the high-pressure cylinder being 42in. diameter, the
low pressure 78in., and both having a stroke of 42in. The of this has, no doubt, been the resignation of the late general
secretary,
Mr. John Burnett; and the introductory remarks
indicated horse-power was about 1000.
In order to effect their conversion to the triple expansion which form the preface to the report on the present occasion
arrangement, the old cylinders were removed and four new ones afford further evidence that the hand which with so much
were substituted, on the plan patented by Mr. Geo. Rodger, of ability has guided the operations of the Society since it lost by
Queen Victoria-street, whose system has been found in a death the services of Mr. Allen, is now absent. Under the
number of instances to give most satisfactory results. The new circumstances, when the office of general secretary is still in
cylinders—Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4, page 397—are two high- what may be termed a state of transition, it is perhaps scarcely
pressure, each I7in. diameter, one intermediate, 38in. to be expected that the report could be set forth with that
diameter, and one low pressure, 60in. diameter, the stroke comprehensive grasp of the whole situation which characterised
of all being, of course, 42in., as before. One of the high- the ably written addresses with which Mr. Burnett was in the
pressure cylinders is placed over the intermediate cylinder, habit of introducing his reports; and Mr. John Wilson, the
and the other over the low-pressure cylinder, the piston-rods general secretary, pro tem., has wisely not attempted to travel
being prolonged upwards, as is usual in the tandem ar- much beyond a summary of the Society's operations during the
rangement. The whole design, both in general arrangement past year, and its present membership and financial position.
and in detail, is clearly shown in the drawings which we He gives, however, a number of facts which are sufficiently
publish, and for which we are indebted to Messrs. David significant in themselves, and will be of interest to our readers.
Rollo and Son, of Liverpool, who carried out the work In compiling this, their thirty-sixth annual report, Mr. Wilson
to the specification, and under the supervision of Mr. Geo. states that their feelings had been those of regret and satisfaction ;
Hepburn, consulting engineer to the owners. On account of the regret at the heavy strain upon their reserve balance of income,
small space occupied by the high-pressure cylinders, and from and satisfaction to know that all their liabilities, heavy as they
their position in the skylight, no alteration was required in any were, had been met, and left them at the end of the year with a
of the bunker or bulkheads, while at the same time every part reserve of £111,678. This balance, however, shows a decrease
of the engines is thoroughly accessible for examination and on the previous year of £7451, and it may be added that during
repair. No change was made in the propeller at the time of the last ten years the decrease in the Society’s reserve balance
recompounding, but experience has shown that the surface of has amounted to no less a sum than £163,592. These are facts
the blades may be increased with advantage, the power now being which of course may well cause feelings of regret, and the proconsiderably greater than before the alteration of the machinery. blem before the society, and which Mr. Wilson seems to recognise
The subjoined table gives the mean results of the last seven in some of his later remarks, is, how this ruinous drain upon
voyages with the old, and first four voyages with the improved, their resources is to be effectively arrested. Mr. Wilson has,
arrangements ; the figures being taken from the official logs :— however, one cheering fact to chronicle ; the Society is still
increasing in members and branches. At the beginning of the
7 last 4 first
year they started with 433 branches and 51,689 members, and
voyages voyages
before
after
at the close of 1886 they had 439 branches and 52,019 members,
alteration. alteration. difference.
thus giving a gain of six branches and 330 members. With
Average speed per hour, knots - 10°428 .. 11°42 .. 992 increase.
regard to their financial position, they had at the close of 1885
Average coal per day, toms .. .. 2282 .. 21°63 .. 1°19 decrease.
Distance
run per ton of coal, knots.. 106 . 12°67 .. 1°76 increase.
a reserve balance of £119,130, and at the close of December,
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1886, £111,678, showing, as — stated, a deerease of £7451
Mr. Wilson points out, however, that this decrease occurred th
the two first quarters of the year, the balance at the end of the
June quarter standing as low as £104,811, so that during the
September and December quarters their income had actually
exceeded their expenditure by £6866, which saving was
still going on up to date, and to all appearance would
continue. The total income of the Society from all sources
during the year had been £173,687, and the total expenditure
£180,964, which was equal to £3 19s, 54d. per member. The
chief items of their income had been contributions, fines, and
levies, £166,638 ; entrances, £1898; and bank interest, £2849,
With regard to expenditure, the chief item had again been jy
out-of-work and contingent benefit, which had absorbed the
large sum of £86,460, equal to a cost of £1 17s. 113d. per
member, which was considerably in excess of the previous Year,
notwithstanding that this was regarded a’ an exceptionally
heavy one, involving the outlay of £78,669 on the above benefits;
but even the heavy expenditure of 1885 was less by £7791 than
the demands which the Society had to meet in 1886. For sick
benefit the expenditure during 1886 stood at £30,462, a slight
decrease on the previous year, but superannuation benefit, which
cost £33,951, again showed an increase. Funeral benefit cost
£8881; accident benefit, £1450; and benevolent grants,
£3361. The year 1°86, Mr. Wilson points out, had been
a costly one for the Society. It opened in gloom, and
during its whole period taxed the judgment and temper
of the Council in certain places to prevent strikes in resisting
reductions in wages, and up to the present date the same
policy had been pursued even in exercising caution, now when
trade had slightly revived, in those districts where an advance
in wages had been asked for. In dealing with matters outside
the simple routine operations of the Society, Mr. Wilson takes
occasion to question the soundness of the policy from a financial
point of view of raising the reserve balance of the Society to
£3 per member whenever it fell below this figure, which it is
evident must now necessitate a considerable extra levy upon the
members if the reserve balance is to be placed upon what has
hitherto been regarded as its minimum basis, and he urges that
this isa question which may very well be discussed at some
delegate meeting. Referring to the depression in trade, he
remarks that whether this was absence of orders from abroad or
at home, the fact stood before them that it was somewhere, and
it was for their special interest that the sooner the actual cause
was discovered the better. The report of the Royal Commission
appointed to inquire into the depression of trade, and which it
might be confidently stated appeared to have been got up without the slightest tinge of class feeling, for ever disposed of the
assumption that had been made against trades' unionists, and
contained more solid and truthful information on trade and
industrial questions than would be got from parties who
were hired tu write upon any particular view. In conclusion,
he impresses upon the members the fact that the commercial, agricultural, and industrial conditions of the country
are in a transitional state; and that therefore it is their
duty to shape and harmonise their Society with such changes,
Policies and practices that suited the condition of things fifty
years ago would not do so now, and instead of clinging with a
blind tenacity to traditions as a present rule of life, let them
look upon them with a respectful veneration of what they had
done and with whom they had been associated, but no more.
If they would read wisely the signs of the times they would so
remodel their Society where such was required as to give it
growth and solidity, which would enable them to hand down to
the next generation a greater inheritance than what had been
bequeathed to themselves. There are many ways in which this
concluding advice of the general secretary might be wisely
carried out by the members of the Amalgamated Society of
Engineers, which perhaps he does not contemplate, but which
would nevertheless have beneficial results upon the conditions
under which both capital and labour have at present to seek
employment in this country.

TOO MUCH

EDUCATION,

In an article on Science and Gunnery in Nature the author commences with some remarks on the effect of cramming with what is
learned parrot-like from what teachers have learned before them.
He says:—‘‘In the last lecture which Prof. Tyndall delivered at the
Royal Institution, he expressed a doubt as to whether extensive
reading and study had not a tendency to hamper original genius,
whether doctrines handed down for generations as articles of faith,
which it would be heresy to dispute, had not materially checked the
ye of science. Had he wished to illustrate his theory, he
could not have had better examples than are to be found in the
administration of our naval and military systems. It has been a
reproach to us, as by far the greatest maritime nation of the world,
that we have no School of Shipbuilding, that, until quite recently,
naval officers have bad no instruction except such as they could get
in the practical execution of their duties, and no method existed of
testing their knowledge except such rough-and-ready examinations
as their superior officers could administer. Yet under these seeming
disadvantages the Navy and the merchant service have kept in the
forefront a progress, and have adopted all the newest discoveries
of science, or of practical skill, as fast as they have been brought to
light.
“On the other hand, the officers of Artillery and Engineers have
long been considered as belonging to the scientific branches of the
service ;they have been regularly trained in schools in which theory
and history have been taught, and the consequence seems to be
that it is most difficult to make the departments with which they
are connected move with the times. How else can it be explained
that we have adhered to wrought iron as a material for guns, and
to muzzle-loaders, long after nations esteemed semi-barbarous have
used steel and constructed breech-loaders? or how can we explain
the waste of millions in constructing fortifications of patterns long
obsolete, and which show no more originality than that exhibited
in using in some places iron ins
of stone to resist the greater
energy of modern projectiles? Not but that there have been many
men both in the Artillery and Engineers who have seen the unfitness of what we have been doing, and have energetically protested
against it, but. they have not had force enough at the War-office to
overcome the inertia due to the complacency derived from, perhaps,
just pride in a profound knowledge of books. We do not, says our
contemporary, go quite the length of Dr. Tyndall’s opinions, though
we admit that there is much truth in them ; we recognise the ditficulty of teaching in advance, if we may use the expression; but
there can be no doubt that precedent and routine have much to
answer for, and account for the reluctance of professors to admit
that many of the old methods of fortification and artillery are as
and useless as the matcblock or the old castle. Besides these
considerations derived from experience of the services, we have the
fact that most of the original inventions in the construction of guns
and carriages have been the work of civil engineers and mechanics,
who have been unhampered by precedent and
hecked by
authority, and this circumstance must be our apology, as a nonprofessional poper, for devoting some space toa discussion of the
present state of the science of fortification, especially with regard
to our own coast.defences,”
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pieces of pressed plate and tube work, a pressed flanged with uninitiated expectations. For instance, the thirsty
side frame for a North-Eastern Railway standard tender, reformer would be very wrath if, when he wanted a corkTo complete the educational institutions of the modern horns and openings and edges being all flanged at one screw, he was handed a thing very much like an ordinary
and almost phenomenal community at Saltaire, a place pressing by special presses now forming part of the plant wood or coach screw. These, however, are the names
which would have to be used by anyone who, wanting any
which owes its origin and growth to the inventive and
of the many forms of springs or other articles exhibited
business capacity of the late Sir Titus Salt, schools of art
by Mr. W. B. White, of Colne.
were deemed necessary. The work of a school of art was
Mr. John C. Willis exhibits, amongst other things, the
carried on in the Salt Schools, founded and endowed by
Sir Titus Salt in 1877, but in later years under difficulties
Fig. 8.
Fig. 9.
through want of space, and the governors of the various
ee
bequests and endowments decided to build the art and
science schools as a memorial to the late Sir Titus Salt,
Bart. These schools were completed last year, and the of this company. The cont also exhibits Mr. W.
Saltaire Exhibition was projected with a view to paying Fox’s wave line steel tire
bars for cart and carriage
for them from expec
__profits. The Exhibition was,
however, postponed until the present year, and was wheels, the object being to make a tire which in effect has
opened on the 6th inst. by Princess Beatrice and Prince
Henry of Battenburg.
:
The buildings are entirely of a temporary character,
and of wood, as
four acres out of twelve acres
devoted to the Exhibition. The main building is 475ft. in
length, and from one side of this branch eight courts of
100ft., all being 50ft. in width. Outside these buildings
are others, in which are the working dairy, nail-making
and wool-combing by the old hand method. There are
also buildings containing a fine loan collection of pic- —as concerns freedom from entering the grooves of tramtures, speye village, toboggan slide, refreshments, ways and ease of getting out of ruts—a width much
and one of Stewart’s rapid cupolas, by Messrs. Thwaites greater than the ordinary straight tire, with only a
Bros. The buildings are judiciously laid out, though the part of the extra weight. Thus an ordinary plain
inequalities of the ground made this difficult. It would tire being of the width AB, Fig. 4, has its efficiency
be difficult in the Saltaire Valley to find a level area in a tramway town much increased by the wave line form valve which is illustrated by the annexed engravings, the
big enough for a cricket-field of good size. In the office
which gives the tire special feature of which is the seat being removable
of the secretary, Mr. W. Fry, may be seen the method by
FIC.4
in effect the width and renewable without removing the case from its conwhich the disposition of the various buildings and stands c
C D with a compara- nections. The valve is shown in section in Fig. 9, and
was arranged—an operation sometimes occupying a good a
tively small increase the seating is separately shown in between the two views
deal of time. Upon a large sheet, or a number of con- 8
of weight. The pro- of the valves.
nected sheets of square ruled scale paper, the outline of D-——
jecting parts E enthe ground is first plotted, the position of the main gallery
able the wheel to PORTLAND CEMENT—TESTS AT LONG DATES.
settled by reference to the best position for an entrance, and mount a rail or rut easily instead of skidding along as the
By ReeryaLp Empson Mippieton, M. Inst. C.E.
the general position of the main courts set out. Pieces of plain tire usually does.
accompanying data, derived from the breaking of some
paper are then cut out of similar scale paper and of the
The Bowling Iron Company shows large steel castings 200THEbriquettes
at dates varying from the original seven days’
size representing all except the largest of the spaces and cylinders, and heavy gearing, as
test to 410 days, and from that to 2019 days after gauging, are
applied for. By pins these may be now moved from place well as forgings and furnaces ; and
offered
very
tentatively,
especially as regards the deductions
to place on the plan until all are arranged within the area the Lowmoor Company exhibits,
drawn from them, but may not be altogether without interest.
devoted to the buildings, and thus in the process of tenta- with cranks, furnace rings, cranks
The
initial
strength
of
the
briquettes broken, that is to say,
tive arrangement no applicants for space can be overlooked, and axles, a new wrought iron dome
the strength at seven days after gauging, is by no means high;
as they may be when the re-arrangements necessary to a rolled to section froma thick-edged
nor are the final results at any date such as are often secured, the
final settlement are made by drawing in, rubbing out, plate, as shown by the sketch Fig. 5.
minimum and maximum at seven days being 240 1b. and 563 Ib.
and re-drawing the plans of arrangement with pencil. A carpet beating machine is shown
respectively, the greatest test obtained at any date being 700 lb.
Moreover, the pieces representing the areas of stands, on by Messrs. Simon and Tullige; it
per square inch of section; but this may be explained by the
fact that the cement was not made to meet any high specificawhich gas or water, or both, or steam, are required, may is somewhat of the form shown in
tion, the grinding was such as to leave a residue of 20 per cent.
be coloured differently, and the final arrangement of all Fig. 6. It consists of a big-framed
on a sieve of fifty meshes to the inch, and the gauging was done
the exhibits thus greatly facilitated. Within the Exhi- box D long enough to take an ordipurposely so as to arriveat the minimum rather than the
bition are many objects and machines of much interest to nary carpet in at the slet at S;
maximum result; and the same cement in other hands has
engineers and auikaniilngn though there are few novel- through the centre of the box
always given tests from 20 per cent. to 25 per cent. or thereties. Machinery of different kinds for the treatment of is a long barrel or roll C, upon
higher than those from which this statement is deduced.
wool and manufacture of woollen and worsted fabrics which are fastened at intervals the light ropes R, to abouts,
But though it is desirable that these facts should be understood,
occupy more space than any other class, and, on the whole, the euds of which are fastened the parallel ropes which the comparative lowness of the tests in no way interferes with
the collection may be said to be very varied, instructive, act as thumpers, and are only seen in section at R' R'. the general inferences which may be drawn, except that it may
and interesting to the public generally, even when the At AA are two wood beams, to which are fastened be considered that the limit of strength at seven days which
art collections and many old acquaintances from the spring boards B, on to which are stretched leather gives the best final results may be raised somewhat when cement
Colonial Exhibition, and amusements are not included.
in strips. As the barrel C revolves in the direction shown is tested so as to give out its greatest strength; and perhaps,
The most striking object in the main gallery is a by the arrow, the ropes fall over from the position of the instead of this figure being in accordance with these results,
well-finished Midland passenger engine, from the designs one near the top,tothat of the rope which has hit the carpet 538 Ib. per square inch of section at seven days after gauging, it
of Mr. 8. W. Johnson, Derby, and like the engine illus- at B,the force of the thumping blow being increased by the may be increased to 650 1b. or 670 1b. for finely ground cement.
But with this initial strength there is, in these examples, little
trated by a double-page engraving in THE ENGINEER,
if any increase in cohesion; indeed, in many cases, there is a
February 6th, 1885, a splendid engine, which seen from
falling off in this respect—which is, however, compensated for
the ground level and mounted as it is on planed rails laid
by
increased strength in some cases. In eleven samples whose
upon polished sleepers on the Exhibition floor, conveys an
initial strength was between 500]b. and 600 Ib., six showed a
impression of the tremendous power and size of the
loss of strength amounting on the average to 79 lb. per sample,
modern express monsters, which does not seem to present
or 15 per cent.; while five showed an increase averaging 85 Ib.
itself in the ordinary way. The engine has cylinders
per sample, or 16 per cent.; or, taking all the samples into
18in, diameter, 26in. stroke, and 7ft. coupled wheels. The
consideration, a loss of 1 per cent.
It will be noticed that cement with an initial strength of only
boiler has a total of 1260 square feet of heating surface,
350 lb. gives equally good results at 1076 days after gauging with
110 square feet in the fire-box and 1150 square feet in the
that having an initial strength of 535 lb. broken 686 days after
tubes, and works at a pressure of 160lb. The tender
gauging; and it is not probable that the increase of strength of
carries 3250 gallons of water, or 14°5 tons, and 4 tons of
any cement would be greater during the third and fourth year
coal. The engine is No. 1757, and is named Beatrice. A
after it was made and used. All the samples of a less initial
crank is also shown with the cast iron excentric sheaves
strength than 3001b. while showing an equal percentage of
cast on by Mr. F. Holt’s method, as adopted by Mr. Johnincrease of strength, do not give anything like so good a final
son, The excentrics have been cut through, and show
result; while above 350]b. initial strength the percentage of
how sound a job is made of them, though, of course,
increase falls off rapidly, so rapidly that the final result is not so
in the ordinary way there would be much tendency
good as that having a lower initiai strength. These tests seem to
to blowing when making a comparatively small cast- speed at which the barrel C is driven. The thumps do point to the use of one of two qualities of cement, namely,
ing round a large piece of iron. There are several not fall along exactly the same line, because the ropes R' either that giving the maximum percentage of increase in
EEE
ny
Riese
advantages, as well as economy, resulting from this take a variably sinuous form as they fall over, and are strength, or that showing no increase at all in say three years
method of casting excentrics whole on shafts, not the hastened by the radial ropes R; and after the blow is in each case, the two qualities of cement being represented in
least of which is the strong form which is given to the delivered, the ropes R! slide down over the carpet. the above samples; the first by that having an average initial
part of the crank between the crank dips, as roughly The machine is simple, and appears to be effectual with- strength of 330 Ib. per square inch at seven days, and the second
by a cement having an initial strength of 535 1b. at the same
out injuring the carpets.
shown in the sketch, Fig. 1, but with four excentrics.
A machine making cut tacks is shown at work by Mr. date after gauging. It isa nice question which to prefer, and
J. Grimshaw, upon whose stand is also shown samples of the user must be largely guided in his decision by the purpose
for which the cement is to be employed, whether the material
stamped goods, which he manufactures for loom and can
for the added strength to accrue, If this be the case,
woollen machinery makers and users, many of which therewait
seems to be little doubt that the cement having a comwould be useful to makers of other machinery, but by paratively
low initial strength with a large percentage of increase
whom they are made at from treble to tenfold the cost. should be preferred, for such a cement is decidedly more reliable,
The names of many of them are not much suggestive of and there is no fear of its containing an excess of lime. The
their purpose. For instance, in Fig. 7 A is a “monkey figures in brackets are those which may be considered to reprejoint,” and B a cranked sent the full strength of the cement if tested in the most
FIG.2
monkey joint; C is a advantageous way, and are found by adding 22} per cent. to
pedal plate, and D and E the original figures.
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railways. For the larger sleepers the section is as roughly
will soon find a return
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shown in the sketch at Figs. 2 and 3, the upward corruOo
southward good for his
+170 | +65
+1°33
personal comfort.
He 240 to 300 1b.) 260 | 1463 | 430
gation being cut through for permitting the rail to sit
(318) |
| (27) |
|
would be puzzled to find
upon the main flat parts of the back of the sleeper. The
|
|
|
corrugation is wunder-cut, so that the foot of the rail is
that the piece which slides 300 to 350M} 330 |
176 | 545 | 4915 | +65 © 41°90
held on one side and a wedge or key on the other, the along tworodsand gives motion toa shuttleiscalled a picker,
(404)
| (667) |
|
outer edge of the key being corrugated, so that with the and the lever with which motion is conveyed to the cord or 350 to 400 1b,| 37
1595 | 409 | 498 | 4297 | 4°81
(454)
| (574) |
|
slight spring of the aeaar it is held tight.
lash that moves the picker, called the picking stick ;
\
|
'
i
Messrs, Perkins, Son, and Barrett make a fine display while some springs are called either pickers or fallers, and 400 to 500 Ib.) 446 |
1054 | «459
+13 | +8 | +0
of pulleys, split pulleys, and shafting requirements, and others are known as a swell, or a pig’s foot ; one form of
(546)
| (562)
Mackey’s split pulleys are near by.
stud is called a pap, and screws have various names that
535 | 686 | 530
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The Leeds Forge Company shows, amongst other fine are probably the right names, though they don’t accord 500to 6001b,! | (655)
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
For the four months of the current year there is a total
decrease of 23,000 tons in the quantity of coal brought into London
by rail and canal, but there is an increase of 903 tons in the
quantity brought by sea in that period.
Durine March tenders were accepted by the New
Zealand Government for the construction of another length of
railway through the King Country from Otorohanga, the present
terminus. A contract has also been Jet to continue the present
line of the Rotorua Railway from Lichfield to Ngatira.
Work is
also vigorously proceeding at the Rotorua end of the line, and the
railway is being constructed from the Lake to Ngatira.
Art the last meeting of the Finsbury Technical College
“Old Students’ Association” Mr. John Rance, from the Central
Institution, read a paper on “Electric Railways.” The relative
advantages and disadvantages of battery and conductor systems
were pointed out and the efficiency of reversible batteries di
d
The paper concluded with a short description of the various lines
now in operation and in process of construction, and tables were
given showing the relative cost of electric and horse traction.
THE question put by Sir Roper Lethbridge, in the
House of Commons, some time back, relative to the —,
Ceylon Railway extension, has attracted the attention of the public
in Colombo, and few, if any, were
ised at the result. The
answer given by Sir Henry Holland, it is remarked, ‘shows well
how little a change in the office of Secretary of State affects a
Crown Colony like Ceylon.” As the people are out of heart in
respect of the broad gauge, some cheaper mode of extending the
railway to Uva is recommended.
TuE long runof the Chicago limited express over the New
Central and Hudson river from New York to Albany, 142 miles,
without stop, is to be eclipsed by a 148 mile run without stop from
New York to Troy by the ‘Saratoga limited,” soon to be put on the
road by the same company. This train, tobecomposed exclusively
of drawing-room, buffet, and smoking cars, will leave the Grand
Central Depdt in New York about 2.50 p.m. on Saturdays and
arrive at Saratoga at 7.30 p.m. It will make corresponding return
time early Monday morning, arriving at New York at 12.30 p.m.
Tue boiler of a New York, New Haven, and Hartford
switching engine exploded in the Belle Dock roundhouse early
on the morning of the 3rd inst. Seven men were badly hurt and
the roundhouse was wrecked. The explosion is supposed to have
been caused by the carelessness of the engineer in allowing the
water in his boiler to get too low. The fireman, however, states
that there were four gauges—they apparently use gauge cocks and
not a glass—of water in the boiler shortly before the explosion.
The boiler was six years old, and had been recently tested by a
hydraulic pressure of 170 Ib. per square inch,
Ir is not generally known that the Great Western
Railway Company is wriggling along without a chief permanent
way and works engineer. The directors hear the notions of various
people and sit in judgment on many important questions, and, after
striking a sort of average, vote that work shall be carried out this
or that.way, that sleepers are or are not required, that they should
be turned upside down, or that structures are safe or unsafe, no
doubt generally safe. It may be hoped that nothing in the way of
a big smash will occur, because it would be rather hard on the
directors if they were convicted of negligence and culpable inefficiency for the work they took in hand.
WE have received from the ag
Railway Company,
of which Mr. Claude W. Kinder, M.LC.E., is engineer and
superintendent, a pass over the Company’s line. We have some
idea of taking a special excursion to China, with a view to the use
of this ticket, and to see whether the pretty view engraved upon it
has any original on the Kaiping line. The length of the railway
completed is twenty-eight miles, and thirty miles are in course of
construction, making fifty-eight miles in all. The stock consists of
three locomotives in use, four building; four passenger carri
in use, four building; forty-five 10-ton cars in use, ten building;
and sixty dump cars in use—making 135 in all. The line runs from
aoe td Colliery, near Kaiping, to Taku, at the mouth of the
ei To.
In reply to a question in the House on Monday on the
Skibbereen Tramway, Baron H. De Worms said :—‘‘ An ——
officer of the Board of Trade reported that the Schull ani
Skibbereen Tramway and Light Railway was fit for public traffic,
and in September last a certificate to this effect was issued, the
of trains being limited to a low rate over certain parts of the
line. It is now understood that the traffic has been stopped owing
to the failure of the engines employed. But in consequence of
representations made by twenty ratepayers of the district to the
Board of Trade, orders have been given that an inquiry shall be
heard at an early date under the provisions of the 45th section of
the Order in Council which authorised the construction of the
tramway.”
Aw accident occurred on Monday afternoon to the
Aberdeen express train, which is timed to pass Buckie at 12.25.
When it was about a mile from Port Gordon the driver noticed
that one of the rails in front was bent or displaced, and he at once
shut off steam and applied the brake.
fore the speed was
checked, however, the train ran off the metals, shattering the
sleepers and doing damage to sixty yards of the permanent way.
The train consisted of a brake van, Post-office van, and two carriages, and the engine and front van went over the embankment,
fully 10ft. high, leaving the other carriages athwart the metals.
The engine driver and stoker were precipitated into a field at the
side of the line, a
with but slight bruises; but the guard,
James Ogg, of Aberdeen, was dashed to the other end of his van,
receiving cuts on the face and being badly bruised about the legs.
Several passengers also received injury. Mrs. Rennie, of Burghead,
was cut on the face and shaken ;John Christie, of Barkhill, Buckie,
a boy, was severely cut on the back of the head; while others
escaped with slighter injuries. There were but few fy
gers in
the train. A staff of workmen under Superintendent
Elgin soon
afterwards arrived on the scene and began to clear the line.
Traffic was conducted by trains which exchanged their passengers
from each side of the wrecked express,
In reply to a question in the House on the 13th inst.
on railways in Ceylon, Sir H. Holland said: ‘The line to Nannaya
hhas been constructed, but it was sanctioned by the Government
irrespective of any further extension. In the event, however, of
the section to Nannaya justifying expectations, Badulla, some
thirty miles beyond
tale, was looked to as the ultimate
terminus. Two successive Governors recommended the extension,
and estimates have been furnished from time to time
rting to
show that the extension would be profitable, but the datagiven did
not satisfy my predecessors. In the face of the fact that the
revenue for 1886 did not reach the estimate, and that the last few
years have shown a constantly growing burden of debt, there would
considerable difficulty in varying the decision of my immediate
redecessor—namely, that the extension could not be undertaken
y Government in the present financial condition of the colony,
but that aprivate company would be at liberty to takeit up. There
is little to add to the answers given to the hon. member in April
lastFsoe4 and to my hon. friend the member for North Kensington
in March last, but I am to receive a deputation on the subject in
the course of next week and shall, of course, give careful consideration to any statements they bring before me.” He imagined that
a — company could start without the sanction of the Governmen
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
A GerMAN mathematician has, from certain measurements effected, calculated that the quantity of snow which fell in
Central Germany from December 19th to 23rd, between 50 deg.
and 52°5deg. N. latitude and between 7 deg. and 18 deg. E. longitude, weighed, Nature says, no less than 10,000,000 tons,
Aw American milling authority says :—A 12in. screw,
having a pitch of 4in., turning in a trough with a clearance of jin.
and revolving with the speed of maximum effect, 60 turns per
minute, discharges 6} tons of grain per hour, expending ‘O04-horse
power per foot run. The sectional area of the grain moved was
49 per cent. of that of the screw. At speed above 60 turns per
minute the grain did not advance, but revolved with the screw.
An endless band 28in. wide, travelling about 9ft. per second,
delivered 70 tons of grain per hour ; power expended, ‘014-horse
power per foot run.
THE paginas Genel, for the purposes of registration,
divides England and Wales into eleven districts, and it is interesting
to notice how these districts share in the general increase of 7°3 per
cent. The London Pe ulation rliecheent between 1881 and 1886
from 3,816,483 to 4,149,533, or nearly 8-7 per cent. The districts
in the north of England show a larger increase than this. Thus the
north-western district—that is Cheshire and Lancashire—increases
from 4,108,184 to 4,532,875, or over 10 per cent.; the northern,
which consists of Durham, Northumberland, Cumberland, and
Westmoreland, from 1,624,213 to 1,778,028, or 9°5 per cent.; the
county of York from 2,894,759 to 3,154,349, or nearly 9 per cent.;
and the north midland—the counties of Leicester, Rutland, Lincoln,
Notts, and Derby—from 1,637,865 to 1,771,093, rather more than
8-1 per cent.
Tue following metallic cement for repairing broken
stone was, according to Professor Brune, of the School of Fine
Arts, used in the restoration of the colonnade of the Louvre, of the
Pont Neuf, and of the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers. It consistsof a powder and a liquid. The powder.—Two parts by weight
of oxide of zinc, two of crushed limestone of a hard nature, and
one of crushed grit, the whole intimately mixed and ground.
Ochre in suitable proportions is added as a colouring matter. The
liquid.—A saturated solution of zinc in commercial hydrochloric
acid, to which is added a part, by weight, of hydrochlorate of
ammonia equal to one-sixth that of the dissolved zinc, This liquid
is diluted with two-thirds of its bulk of water. To use the cement,
one pound of the powder is to be mixed with two and one-half
pints of the liquid. The cement hardens very quickly, and is very
strong.
Former determinations of the atomic weight of gold
have been made by Dalton, Proust, and Oberkampf, in 1806;
Berzelius, in 1813; Pelletier, Javal, and again by Berzelius, in
1844; by Levol, in 1850; and Thomsen, in 1876. The numbers
obtained differed widely from each other, partly owing to the unstable character of the salts of gold, and partly to imperfect
methods of analysis. The number usually accepted is 196-2, being
the value obtained by Berzelius in his second series of determinations, from the analysis of the double chloride of gold and potassium. A special reason for undertaking a revision of the atomic
weight of gold arises from the circumstance that a higher value
than that usually assigned to this element is demanded by the
periodic law. Professor T. E. Thorpe, F.R.S,, has made the determination, and gives it as 196-594.
A DESCRIPTION of two new maximum pressure registeringanemometers was read at a recent meeting of the Meteorological
Society by Mr. G. M. Wipple, B.Sc., F.R. Met. Soc. The simplest
instrument is a modification of the Lind’s, Hageman’s, or Pitot’s
water pressure anemometers, provided with an a
tus for
registering the maximum height the water attained during the
period which elapsed since the last setting of the instrument. The
second form of registering maximum pressure anemometer is
derived from the ordinary pressure plate instrument; a circular
metallic disc of 98in. diameter exposing a surface of half a square
foot is kept at right angles to the rey Bemeans of a suitable vane.
is disc is perforated by eight circular apertures each of lgin.
diameter. Behind each aperture a disc 1#in. in diameter is loosely
held in situ by means of a bent lever loaded with a weight. These
weights are arranged so as to press upon the different discs with
pressures proportionate to the values usually assigned to wind
pressures measured by the various degrees of the Beaufort scale.
At the last meeting of the Meteorological Society a
per was read on a new form of velocity anemometer, by Mr. W.
. Dines B.A., F.R. Met. Soc. In this instrument an attempt has
been made to measure the velocity of the wind by the rotation of
a small pair of windmill sails, the pitch of the sails, being
altered automatically, so that the rate may always bear
the same ratio to that of the wind. The mechanical details are
briefly as follows :—A helicoid is fixed at the front, and a small pair
of sails of variable pitch at the back of a steel rod, and just behind
the helicoid a light fan, which can turn on the same axis, but is
independent of the helicoid and sails. If the rotation be too rapid
the fan turns in the same direction as the helicoid, and by its
motion alters the pitch of the sails so that their motion is retarded;
if, on the other hand, the friction is increased, or from any other
cause the motion becomes too slow, the fan is turned in the other
direction, and the rate is increased. The motion is communicated
to a vertical rod, which passes down the hollow pivot on which the
instrument turns ; it is kept facing the wind by a vane. It is convenient to connect the vertical shaft to the recording dial by a light
flexible wire, all that is necessary being to place the dial approximately b
th the
ter; by this means the re
of
ascending a high tower or ladder is avoided, except where oil is
required,
Dr. K. OxszEewski recently published in the Monatshefte
Fitr Chemie—viii. 69—a paper on the ‘‘ Determination of the Boiling
Point of Ozone.” It has been shown by Hautefeuille and Chappuis
that when ozonised oxygen is exposed to a pressure of 125 atmoh
and to the temperature of boiling ethylene (—102°5 deg.)
@ ozone is obtained in the form of a dark blue liquid whic!
retains the liquid form for a short time at the above temperature,
after the removal of the pressure. It seemed therefore that the
boiling point of ozone
d not be much below that of ethylene,
and attempts were therefore made by Olszewski to liquefy ozone
at the atmospheric pressure merely by the application of cold.
At a temperature of — 150 deg. no liquid was obtained, the large
proportion of oxygen present probably hindering the condensation
of the small percentage of ozone. When a lower temperature
(-181°4deg.) was employed—that of boiling oxygen -the ozone
readily condensed to a dark blue liquid. At this temperature it i:
transparent in very thin layers, but is almost opaque in layers
2mm. thick. In order to determine its boiling point, the tube
containing it was introduced into a vessel containing liquid ethylene
cooled to about —140deg. The ozone still retained the liquid form,
and only began to vaporise when the temperature of the ethylene
had risen to near its boiling point. The temperature of the ethylene
was determined by means of a carbon bisulphide thermometer,
which at the moment of incipient ebullition of the ozone indicated
a temperature of —109deg., this corresponding to — 106deg. of
the 7
thermometer. The boiling point of pure ozone is
therefore approximately —106deg. Experiments with liquid ozone
require great caution on account of the readiness with which
explosions occur. If, fur instance, liquid ozone comes into contact
with ethylene gas, an extremely violent explosion occurs in spite of
the low temperature. It is therefore necessary to exclude the
inflammable gas from contact with the ozone, and then explosion
need not be feared,
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MISCELLANEA.
Tue authorities of Swansea are acting the wise part. After
an effort to get the Government’to give a harbour of refuge, they
are going to make one themselves, The Mumbles is to be the
point chosen,
SEVERE fatal colliery casualties have been reported during
the week. One case of infringement of rules has also been punished,
This was another illustration of collier recklessness. A cage was
being lowered with its full complement of men, when another
jumped in and insisted upon going down,
Tur thirty-sixth annual meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science is to be held in New
York during the week beginning August 10th. The Academy of
Sciences has among the local societies taken the lead in arranging
for the reception of the national body, by appointing a committee
of conference to secure concerted action among the different institutions of the city.
Tue Jamaica Harbour authorities are proposing that the
whole foreshore of Kingston harbour, from the Railway Wharf to
East-street, should be bought up under an Act of the Lagidlature,
and a sea-wall, in deep water, constructed, upon which the freight
trains could run alongside the shipping for loading and discharging
cargoes. Harbour facilities are absolutely necessary to any
improvement in the trade of the country.
Tue steam dredger constructed for the Tasmanian
Government by Messrs. Kennedy and Sons, of the Derwent Ironworks, was launched on March 26th at Battery Point, in the
presence of the Governor, Lady Hamilton, Ministers of the Crown,
and Members of Parliament. This is the first iron vessel constructed
in Tasmania, is the only dredger of its special kind in the Australian
Colonies, and was designed for harbour bar operations at the mouth
of the Mersey. The contract price for the dredger was £11,000,
In reply to a question on Friday last, on the electric
lighting in the House of Commons, Mr. Plunket said, “I doubt
whether the offices of the House of Commons could be more cheaply
lighted by electricity than by gas, though in other respects the
electric light is certainly preferable ; but it is quite true that the
sresent plant is inadequate to meet any further demands upon it.
| have asked Dr. Percy to prepare for me a complete plan and
estimate for a considerably increased plan for lighting the whole of
the Palace with electricity, on the chance that I may some day
find the House in a sufficiently generous mood to vote the additional
expense ; but small additions from time to time would, I am
advised, be very expensive and I could not recommend their adoption.”
In reply to a question in the House of Commons last
Friday on the floating iron dock at Bombay, Sir J. Gorst said the
original cost of the iron floating dock at
mbay was £307,000.
The expenditure was incurred in 1868 by authority of the Secretary
of State for India in Council, and by the advice of the Government
of Bombay backed by the Government of India. He was not
aware of any of the ships of her Majesty's Navy having been
docked there. The dock had been leased to the Peninsular and
Oriental Company for five years at a nominal rent, the company
being under the obligation to keep it in proper repair. There was
no information to show that the enlargement of existing docks in
the Government yard at Bombay, as recommended by successive
Admirals in command of the Indian station, might have been
carried out at one-third of the cost of the afore-mentioned floating
dock,
AccorpD1NG
to Russian accounts, there has latterly been an
extraordinary falling off in the et
of foreign coal into the
country. The reasons given are the low course of exchange of the
rouble and high freights, caused by there beng no return loading
for the coal vessels. This causes the industry of the country to
depend upon native coal, to which end the railway companies
supply warehouse room gratis at Odessa. The coal merchants,
though, complain that the Russian is very inferior to the foreign —
meaning English—coal, and that the native railway trucks always
contain less weight than the bill of lading sets forth. It appears
certain that the present duty on coal will be increased by 2 kopecks
per pud, The coal beds of Tkwibul, near Kutais, in the Caucasus,
are now so far opened out that coal is now being brought to bank,
and in a week or two, when the wire rope railway now in course of
erection is finished, it will be regularly transported to the ports on
the Black Sea.
Dr. FRANKLAND reports to the Registrar-General the
results of the chemical analyses of the waters supplied to the inner,
and portions of the outer, circle of the metropolis during the month
of April. Taking the average amount of organic impurity contained
in a given volume of the Kent Company’s water eared the nine
years ending December, 1876, as unity, he finds the Bo senorappr
amount contained in an equal volume of water “—
by each of
the metropolitan water companies, and by the Tottenham Local
Board of Health was :—Kent 0°5, Colne Valley 0°9, New River 0°9,
Tottenham 1°5, Grand Junction 2°1, Lambeth 2:3, Southwark 2:4,
West Middlesex 2°4, East London 2°5, Chelsea 2°5. The Thames
water sent out by the Chelsea, West Middlesex, Southwark, Grand
Junction, and Lambeth companies contained in almost every case
rather less organic matter than was present in the previous month’s
samples, the absolute amount being in every case small for river
water. All the samples were clear and bright.
Tue Dorchester meeting of the Bath and West of
England Society, commencing on Monday, May 30th, will be surby only one of its predecessors in the number of entries of
ive stock and dairy produce. The grand total of these mounts up
to 1538, which is but 79 less than that reached at the great show at
Bristol last year, whose record had not been previously beaten in
the history of the Society. The progress the Society has made is
evidenced in some degree by comparing the total reached at its
last visit to Dorchester, in 1872, when the entries reached the
figure of 1121. The Prince of Wales has signified his intention of
visiting the show on Thursday, June 2nd ; an honour which will be
appreciated alike by the Society and the town of Dorchester. The
success which attended the exhibition of a working dairy last year
at the Bath and West of
Society's Show, has led to arrangements being made for one this year on a larger and more important
scale. The services of some of the most skilful exponents of dairy
operations have been secured,
Tue death is announced from Paris of the eminent
French chemist, M. Joseph-Dieudonné Boussingault. Born in
1802, the deceased was educated at the St. Etienne Shool of Mines.
On leaving there he was commissioned by an English company to
go to South America in order to discover the ancient mines which
are known to have existed there in = ages. He made a great
number of valuable researches and discoveries which were warmly
appreciated by Baron Humboldt and other learned men. But a
revolution having
broken out in the Spanish South-American
colonies M. Boussingault was compelled to leave his enterprises,
and he became attached to the staff of General Bolivar. He
thoroughly explored Bolivia and the province of Venezuela, When
he returned to France he was named Professor of Chemistry to the
Lyons Faculty of Sciences. In 1839 he went to Paris, where he
was associa
with the Academy of Sciences, and also obtained
the chair of agriculture in the Conservatoire of Art and Industry.
The di
was the author of a large number of papers on physics
and chemistry, and of treatises on “Chemistry and Physiology in
Agriculture,” ‘‘ Rural Economy,” ‘‘ Agronomy,” and ‘Studies on
the Transformations of Iron and Steel.”
M. Boussingault was a
member of the Institute.
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FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.
PARIS.—Madame Boyveau, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN.—Asuer and Co., 5, Unter den Linden,
VIENNA.—Messrs. Geroip and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—A. TwieTMEYER, Bookseller.
NEW YORK.~-Toe Wittmer and Rocers News Company,
81 Beekman-street.
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
*.* With this week's number is issued as a Su,
a Two-page
Engraving of
Compound Converted Engines of“=
s.s. Manauense. Every copy as issued by the Publisher contains
this Supplement, and subscribers are requested to notify the fact
should they not receive it.
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MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
Tue InstituTion or Civit Enoineers, 25, Great George-street, Westminster, 8.W.—Session 1886-87, Tuesday, May 24th, at 8 p.m.: Ordinary
meeting. Paper to be read :—‘‘ Accidents in Mines” (Part L), by Sir
Frederick Abel, C.B., F.R.S., Hon. M. Inst. C.E.
Society or Arts, John-street, Adelphi, London, W.C. — Monday,
May 23rd, at 8 p.m.: Cantor Lectures: “The Chemistry of Substances
taking part in Putrefaction and Antisepsis,” by J. M. Thomson, F.C.S.
Lecture IV,—Special
ideration of the chemical subst:
employed
—Antiseptics, Tuesday, May 24th, at 8 p.m.: Applied Art Section: “The
os rota of the Applied Arts and their Relation to Common Life,” by
Walter Crane; Professor Hubert Herkomer, A.R.A., will preside,
day,
May 27th, at aes Indian Section: ‘‘ Indian Tea,” by J. Berry White,
Ben, iyMedical Service (retired); Sir Roper Lethbridge, C,1.E., M.P., will
preside,
Tue Society or TELEGRAPH ENGINEERS AND ELectricians.—Thursday,
May 26th, at 25, Great George-street, 8.W., at 8 p.m.: ‘ Underground
Telegraphs,” by Charles J. Fleetwood, Member. ‘“ Driving a Dynamo
with a very Short Belt,” by Professors W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S., and John
Perry, F.R.S.
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force. Therefore the coast defence should be entirely in
the hands of the Navy. (4) That as steam and the torpedo have so altered the necessary qualifications of nauTO CORRESPONDENTS.
tical life, radical reforms are required in the recruiting
Registered Telegraphic Address “ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
and employment of the personnel. We propose to deal
LONDON.”
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or con- briefly with each of these propositions.
As regards the extent to which armoured vessels are
taining questions, must be accompanied by the name and address
of the writer,not necessarily for publication,
but as a proof of affected by the introduction of the torpedo, there is no doubt
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous this weapon attacks them in their most vulnerable point.
communications.
Ever since the commencement of the struggle between
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we guns and armour, inch after inch of iron or steel has been
must therefore request correspondents to keep
ies.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we And it necessary to added at or above the water line, to afford protection
inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the against shot and shell; while little has been done to annul
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all the effect of an explosion of a projectile travelling below
cases, be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the the surface. It is believed that by the principle of double
writer
to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received by us may be forwarded to their destination. bottoms, and cellular subdivision, the effect of a torpedo
No notice will be taken of communications which do not comply is greatly reduced over a certain portion of the hull; but
this cannot be said as regards an explosion under the
with these instructions.
Gas-FIRED Boi.ers.—A letter on this subject awaits application by machinery, which now occupies so much space. Moreover,
E. D.—As far as we understand your question, any bookseller will supply you an increase in the amount of explosive used is more easy
with the book you want. If not, you must explain more precisely what it is of accomplishment than any additional protection to the
you require,
Bive Tracinos.—
You can get the tracings you require made from your own hull by modifications of construction. Nets are a comdrawings or ordinary tracings from T. R. Saxton, Lyndhurst, Townshend- plete protection when a vessel is stationary, but of little
road, S, Tottenham,
no value when moving through the water. We are
Exratom.—ZJn our report of the proceedings of the Institution of Municipal or
prepared to concede therefore that the torpedo is-now the
Engineers, for “ BE. W. Rich, Poplar,” read “‘ EB. W. Rich, Hounslow.”
weapon an ironclad has principally to fear.
CHENEILLE CUTTING MACHINES.
Now, a torpedo of the Whitehead type must be brought
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
a distance of 400 yards before it can be applied
Srr,—Would any of your readers give names of best makers of cheneille within
with
any certainty ; and the point is, whether when carcutting machines ?—and oblige,
OLD SuBSCRIBER,
May 17th.
ried in the swift small craft, of which so many have been
acquired of recent years by all nations, this position can
DIFFERENTIAL SELF-FEEDING RATCHET BRACES.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
be attained in spite of all efforts of the larger vessel to
Srr,—Can any of your readers oblige by naming makers of dif- escape or destroy its puny antagonist. M.Charmes con—a
ratchet braces?
Ratcuet.
sidersthe destruction of the ironclad a foregone conclusion ;
ay
but we cannot allow this in all cases, and believe the
MANUFACTURE OF PILL-BOXES.
danger is diminishing now that the value of speed in large
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
as
well as small vessels has become generally recognised.
_Sir,—I should be glad if any of your readers could supply any information regarding the machinery employed in the manufacture of pill-boxes, The seventeen knot ironclad will have little to fear on the
paper ae cases and articles of that class—the address of any makers high seas from the torpedo boat, because she will be able
of such machinery,
PILL-BOx.
to retain her speed under circumstances when that of the
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
small craft will be reduced to about half. The efficiency
Tue EnGineeER can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country of our Admiral class consists chiefly in their speed, and
at the various railway stations; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
we should have preferred to sacrifice a certain amount. of
Jrom the office on the Jollowing terms (paid in advance):—
Half-yearly (including double numbers) ..
-. £0 14s. 6d,
gun power and protection in the Nile and Trafalgar, that
: Yearly (including two double numbers) ..
+. £1 98. Od,
they
might have had an increase of motive power to
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and suxpence per annum will
be made, THe ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad.
propel them at eighteen knots.
A complete set of THE ENGINEER can be had on application.
If the ironclad is superior in speed to the torpedo boat
Foreign Subscriptions for Thin Paper Copies will, until further notice, be
received at the rates given below:—Foreign Subscribers paying in advance the principal value of the latter disappears, and she is
at the published rates will receive Tux Enaineer weekly and post-free. only dangerous if able to approach unobserved and to
Subscriptions sent by Post-office order must be accompanied by letter of
advice to the Publisher. Thick Paper Copes may be had, if preferred, at attain the desired position. This might occur in the case
of a blockade, a condition of warfare which steam and the
emittance be
by Post-office
Renitianes
ofice order, . —— Australia,
Be’ um, Brazil, B ritish torpedo have almost rendered impossible. Taking all
Aus'
Columbia, British Guiana, Canada, Cape of Good
Hope, Denmark,
Hawaiian Islands, Feypty France, Germany, Gibraltar, Italy, Malta, things into consideration, we believe the danger to which
Natal, Netherlands, Mauritius, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, New
are subject through the torpedo should cause us
South Wales, New Zealand, Portugal, Roumania, Switzerland, Tas- ironclads
mania, Turkey, United mt West Coast of Africa, West Indies, to consider the propriety or notof abandoning theconstrucCyprus, £1 16s. China, Japan, India, £2 0s. 6d.
tion of vessels carrying either very thick armour or guns
Remittance by Bill on London.—Austria, Buenos Ayres and Algeria, over 20 tons weight, but it is beyond question that speed
reece, Ionian Islands, Norway, Panama, Peru, Russia, Spain, Sweden,
Chili, £1168. Borneo, Ceylon, Java, and Singapore, £20s, 6d. Manilla, should be as high as possible. We have important
Sandwich Isles, £2 5s.
interests in so many parts of the world that we require a
ea
ADVERTISEMENTS.
" The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings, large number of ships and cannot afford to pay a million
‘or every two lines
one shilling and sixpence; odd lines are apiece for them. It is quite evident, however, that our
charged one shilling. The line averages seven words. When an advertise- requirements will not be met entirely by any number of
ment measures an inch or more the charge is ten shillings
inch, All
single advertisements from the country must be accompanied by a Post-office torpedo boat flotillas and squadrons of unprotected ships.
order in payment. Alternate advertisements will be inserted with all We are quite in accord with M. Charmes that any nation
practial regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case. with a large commerce is in these days peculiarly open to
All except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition.
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six attack, and it is curious how little this seems to have been
o’clock on Thursday Evening in each week.
Letters relating to Adverti
ts and the Publishing
wrtment of the considered in the construction of our unarmoured fleet for
PPsaflare to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ;all the last fifteen or twenty years, with the result that the
o letters to be addressed to the Editor of THE ENGINEER, 168, Strand.
greater portion of it would be practically useless for the
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protection of our ocean trade. Every unarmoured vessel
of 1000 tons and upwards whose speed is less than 15 knots
should be practically condemned ; that is to say, not a
penne more should be spent on their repair and refitment,
nut all money put into new fast ships. France, under the
advice of
Admiral Aube, has to a great extent stopped
the work on ironclad building in order to push on their
fast cruisers. We should do the same if the country is not
prepared to find enough money for both. Probably, however, a war will benecessary to show our needsin this respect.
We requireto reconstruct our unarmoured fleet onadefinite
programme, which should extend over some years and be
yursued without interruption by party considerations,
he principal defect of nearly all our corvettes and sloops
is that they are too short to attain sufficient speed under
steam with the power put into them; and the supply of
fuel they carry is soon consumed in forcing such a construction through the water. To compete with merchant
steamers in their power of retaining high speeds for long
distances, we must give our cruisers somewhat similar
dimensions as regards Loe wag of length of beam.
satisfactory limit will probably be found when this is as
8:1; that is, a cruiser 280ft. long should not have a
greater beam than 35ft. Handiness in turning will be
insured with twin et pooner and a light armament will
allow a fair amount of space to be devoted to fuel. We
are not, however, now desirous of entering into details of
types of ships, but rather to impress upon this country
that our commerce could sustain severe damage immediately after a declaration of war by the depredations of
not more than two cruisers if they evaded our own vessels.
We would say also that such an evasion would not be a
difficult matter, and that the remedy is only to be found
in placing upon the seas a sufficient number of vessels
effectively to guard the well-defined trade routes to this
country.
In support of his contention that coast defence should
be entirely in the hands of the Navy, M. Charmes quotes
the example of Germany and Russia, who after some consideration have adopted this step. In this country coast
defence has been relegated to the Army, on the principle
that every man and ship belonging to the Navy would be
required away from our shores in time of war. It is
assumed that a small hostile squadron might then arrive
at one of our commercial ports and cause great destruction before it could be encountered by our vessels in
home waters. Hence elaborate fortifications and submarine mines are advocated at each of these places.
We would point out, however, that such a system, besides
being enormously expensive, cannot be relied upon, as an
enemy, if unmolested
afloat, could inflict enormous injury
without visiting the regions of either forts or mines.
The chief defence for this country is to meet the enemy
at sea wherever he may be found. In reserve we should
have at certain ports a force composed of a powerful
ironclad, supplemented by a few swift gunboats and
torpedo boats, which could be rapidly concentrated at any
given point. The whole of the coast should be divided
into districts, each in charge of an admiral, who would
have his headquarters at the principal port, and be
responsible for the defence of the coast in his district.
Such is the outline of the purely local defence we would
advocate, but s
does not enable us to enter into all
the details of its organisation. We may add, however,
that the defence of our coaling stations should be similarly
arranged,
In reference to the reforms M. Charmes advocates in
the system of recruiting men for the French Navy, he
apparently desires to modify, if not to abolish, the Maritime Inscription which enables France to have at all
times a large reserve of seamen who have served a certain
period on board ships of war. We doubt if he will find
many supporters in his own country as far as abolition is
concerned, though in view of the training that modern
weapons necessitate, it may be desirable that the period
of service before passing into the Reserve should be extended. At present in the French Navy it is four years,
but as the seamen are recruited direct from the merchant
service and the shore, they all have to undergo an extended training before being drafted into the fleet. M.
Charmes considers they leave the active service just when
they are becoming efficient, and we are inclined to agree
with him ; but it is quite obvious that a reserve can only
be obtained by some such system. We have recognised
this by adopting short service for the army, and should
we be engaged in a long naval war, it will probably lead
to some similar system for the Navy. At present we
boast of our reliance upon a reserve of Volunteers, but do
little for their organisation or encouragement.
The
Royal Naval Reserve are mostly drilled with obsolete
weapons which they would never see if called out for
active service. The Royal Naval Artillery Volunteers
find equal difficulty in making themselves acquainted
with modern war material. If such bodies have not a
distinct value in a possible contingency, it would be better
to say so plainly; but if, as we believe, under our present
system of providing armed forces for the defence of this
Empire, a Volunteer Reserve could render good service
in time of need, it should receive every assistance towards
efficiency. We may not be able to agree with all M.
Charmes’ ideas, but his work contains much food for
reflection to those who endeavour to pierce the veil in
which future naval warfare is wrapped.
THE STEAMER SUBSIDIES OF THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT.
WueEn describing the arrangements made by the
Government of Germany for establishing steamer lines
to the East, we expressed the opinion that the amount of
the subsidies granted must prove inadequate to insure
their profitable working. We on that occasion cited the
results of known cases within English experience, and
stated that, judging from those results, it was impossible
to run first-class vessels of high speed on any of the lines
of Eastern trade which, unless aided by very considerable
subsidies, could be made to pay their way. Any line of
steamers bound down under severe penalties to strict
punctuality, both of departure and arrival, must neces-
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sarily be severely handicapped in any competition for the
carrying of cargo. It is almost impossible to guarantee
that on a fixed day there shall always be cargo ready to be
taken on board a ship the stay of which at any particular
»ort is, under the regulations of a subsidised convention,
limited probably to a few hours only. It follows that
those vessels which can await a freight must
great advantages over those circumstanced as we have
above indicated. Then, again, owners of goods, unless
they are of a particularly perishable nature, care but
little whether they reach their destination a few days
sooner or later, and they will not pay enhanced freight
rates to send such cargo by boats steaming seventeen
knots in preference to those whose speed is the normal
commercial rate of about nine knotsonly. Now, we know
what is the enhanced cost of driving a
at the
greater of those two speeds. And this means that while
the slower ships can and do carry goods at a profit, such
profit is eutirely lost in the case of the faster vessels.
Add to these factors of disability the present low rates of
freight ruling in our Eastern trade—rates which we can
searcely expect in these days of fierce competition to see
materially increased—and it is easy at once to realise
why, as we have insisted is the case, vessels bound to
keep regular time, and to maintain high pe are
worsted in the contest with ships not under such restrictions.
The Germans, we observe, are beginning to be alive to
these facts—facts which have long been known to
Englishmen as the outcome of their own far wider
experience. In the attempt which Germany has of late
been making to compete with the foreign
trade of Great
Britain, and in the endeavour to stimulate the formation
of a rival mercantile marine, her Government has of late
introduced a system of subsidies to the owners of all
vessels fulfilling certain conditions. As we have stated
above, we early in the course of that arrangement drew
attention to the fallaciousness of much of the data upon
which the Berlin authorities appeared to have based their
offers. These last were, however, alluring enough in the
eyes of German shipowners to induce them to enter
largely into the building of ships to compete with our
own marine. It has not taken long to prove to these the
soundness of the contention by which we strove to demonstrate that failure must surely follow the attempt. The
subsidies granted no doubt appeared liberal to those who
had had but little opportunity of becoming acquainted
with all the details of steamship working, and with the
very heavy cost at which speed can alone be kept up.
Stimulated by the offers of the Government, our German
friends rushed with a considerable amount of haste into
the jaws of the difficulty set for them, and they are now
finding to their cost how little compensatory are the sums
paid to them for doing so. A Hamburg paper writes
that there are numerous complaints throughout Germany
about the failure of the system of such subsidies. It
specifically says that :—“ The Vulcan Shipbuilding Company, in Stettin, which built the steamers, complain of very
great losses; and the North German Lloyd Company have
not only spent their whole subsidy, but have also suffered
heavy loss. The shipowners complain that the expected
advantages have not been gained, and that German goods
were often left behind in German ports to make room for
English emigrants.” We are well aware of the fact that
the
ge money of emigrants is not upon a high scale.
How low, then, must be the rates which German shippers
are willing, or can afford, to pay for the transport of
their goods! It is very certain that they must be on an
exceedingly low scale if it is found to pay better to carry
emigrants to the exclusion of cargo—quite too low to
ensure to the working of fast steamships anything like a
profitable issue.
We do not know as yet how far these complaints which
reach us through the German press are entertained by
those who have undertaken the running of the steamers
now competing with ourselves in the Eastern trade. It
may be assumed that, as these have been running but for
a few months, time has either not sufficed to bring the
unpleasant conviction home to the minds of those who
have entered on the enterprise, or that, sanguine of improvement after a further period of trial in the scale of
freights, they are maintaining a wise reticence as to
results as yet obtained. Yet we may be certain, for the
reasons we set forth in our former article, that sooner or
later the difficulties which are evoking so much complaint
among those who have invested in German steam shipping must press heavily upon the but recently inaugurated enterprise of the same nationality. It is a matter
of public knowledge how great has been the difficulty
experienced by British owners working the Eastern trade
under high Government subventions to realise any profit.
That they have succeeded in doing so to the limited
extent that they have done is solely due to the great
practical knowledge they have brought to bear on the
subject, and to their prior occupation of the trade routes.
How, then, can Germany hope to successfully compete?
The
nger trade of the East is practically almost
entirely of British nationality, and national prejudice will
maintain it so. To secure freight against our own steamers
it must be carried by the Germans at lower rates. But
we know that these are down already to the minimum
which affords a possible paying return. To force them
still lower must but hasten the catastrophe which the
German press seems to indicate must be imminent, and in
time the weight of it must be felt more heavily by associated enterprise than it is now by the individual owners
whose complaints are already so strongly expressed.
SOLINGEN AS A COMPETITOR.
As bearing on the question of bayonets and swords for the
British army, the following facts are worth special notice. The
Solingen Chamber of Commerce reports that “the war alarm at
the beginning of the year, though bad for other trades, was good
for our specialities in arms, and that so many orders came to
hand that part of them had to be given out to manufacturers in
neighbouring towns. An officer of the Prussian army has been
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for some time in the town, inspecting the large quantities of
side-arms and officers’ swords, with signalling-whistles in them,
being made for the Government. Orders for arms are still
coming briskly to hand, especially as the competition of Sheffield
has just experienced a signal defeat. It is now no longer the
‘German Sheffield,’ but now it is ‘Solingen in England.’ The
trade in fire-arms, even those of luxury also inc
Pocketknives suffered severely from the political crisis at the beginning
of the quarter. The domestic demand was as small as the
foreign, and was particularly felt as regards the commoner sorts,
At this moment the demand is increasing, and our market is
being sought after again by North America, but the work is
being so distributed that, while one manufacturer has too much,
the other has too little to do. The North American houses send
buyers over here who certainly make large purchases, but at
such low prices that vur industry would in a short time be
almost ruined if it lasted, and energetic steps must be taken
against such a danger, which is a matter for our Commercial
Union to look to. Table cutlery, which was very dull a few
months ago, is improving and satisfactory. The knife-blade
forgers are well employed, but the scissors business is still very
bad—the orders come in slowly, and the stocks are large.”
“ Solingen in England” probably means the wretched little office
a few feet square established at Sheffield, with the object of
invoicing direct from there the cheap cutlery with that unrivalled finish which alone Solingen is able to produce, but
nevertheless stamped with the Sheffield mark, in order to take
in the unwary and ignorant purchaser.
THE NEW SUBMARINE BOAT NORDENFELT.
Tue submarine steam torpedo vessel Nordenfelt has just
completed what may be considered a most crucial trial trip as a
surface boat in making the voyage, through at times heavy seas,
from Barrow-in-Furness—where she was built-—to Southampton,
in the neighbourhood of which she is shortly to prove her use
and enormous offensive capabilities. She was during the voyage
tested by her commander in every wind and condition of wave
and sea, and by her behaviour therein she has shown that she
will be capable of being manceuvred in any possible weather,
however bad; an advantage possessed by no other torpedo boat.
During the trip no attempt was made to test the speed of the
new vessel, only one boiler being used, and that without forced
draught. The object aimed at was rather to show how far she
could be driven at a fair speed on a small consumption; and vn
the result, namely 100 miles on just over 1$ tons of coal,
Mr. Nordenfelt is to be congratulated. A higher economy than
this will, beyond doubt, be obtained with higher pressures than
it was convenient to use during this her maiden trip, and when
we mention that she is capable of carrying on board upwards of
20 tons of coal, it will be seen how wide her operations may be.
The vessel is now in Southampton Docks, having such upper
gear as was found necessary for the voyage—such as masts, side
lights, bridge railings, winches, &c.—taken off her, and is being
made to look like what she is, a submarine boat. She is then to
be taken out for speed, progressive, and other trials, the results
of which will be given in our columns.
'
LITERATURE.
The Origin oy Mountain Ranges considered Experimentally,
Structually, Dynamically, and in Relation to their Geological
History. By T. Mettarp Reape, C.E., F.G.S. London:
Taylor and Francis. 350 pp. 1886.
Mr. Reave has collected together in this book so much
that is interesting and useful, that it is not perhaps essential to its appreciation that the reader should agree with
him as to the validity of the theory of mountain building,
which it is apparently the sole object of the book to
announce.
The collated information which may be
referred to is comprised in the chapters which give the
coeflicients of expansion of different kinds of rock materials, the rates of increase of temperature at numerous
localities, the Song features of the mountain ranges of
mony parts of the world—partly from observation and
partly by quotation from numerous authors—and in a
large number of excellently illustrative lithographs of
mountain elevations, normal and abnormal contorted
strata, natural and conventional.
Mr. Reade has
evidently spread his reading over a very large area, with
the object of learning as much as possible from all those
who have written on this subject, or to find all he could,
if any, that was favourable to the hypothesis with which
he evidently approached the work. He has apparently
been struck by the observation that mountains are to a
great extent built of the sedimentary rocks, and having
some years since in his writings on chemical denudation, seen that the sedimentary building of strata
now going on is enormous, he has appealed for
an explanation of mountain building to that which has
been suggested by others before him—namely, the possible rise of isogeothems below these thickened sedimentary areas, and their consequent radial and local
expansion. He has consequently
been led to inquire into
the expansion of rock materials, and although he has not
apparently added to existing knowledge on this subject,
he has made a number of experiments upon it. From these
he has satisfied himself as to the amount of the probable
vertical expansion of a given heated area of the earth’s
crust, assuming its temperatureto be increased 100 deg. or
1000 deg. Fah. Having postulated this local rise of temrature, Mr. Reade next discovers that the writers who
ave preceded him have assumed that thermal increase or
decrease in the earth’s crust has only been productive of
tangential pressures by expansion of area, and that they
have overlooked the expansion in vertical or radial direction. He has omitted to see that the great physicists
who have dealt with this subject with so much real
ability have not written for readers to whom it would be
necessary to mention that cubical expansion is as much a
wa §as linear expansion, and they have not, moreover,
found it necessary to appeal to cubical expansion as apart
from the linear expansion, or to expansion in a radial
direction alone. Moreover, they have not supposed that
any noteworthy expansion has taken place from arbitrary
and causeless change of level locally of a supposed 3000
deg. plane in a thirty-five mile crust. They have, on
the contrary, assumed that these things do not and have
not taken place, and that, with certain exceptions, the
physical changes which have resulted from thermal
causes have been chiefly due to contraction as the
-
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common result of thermal degradation. Mr. Reade has
evidently taken great pains to make himself acquainted
with the physical concepts of those who have dealt with
the causes of the changes in the earth’s crust, but he has
equally evidently worked very much in the dark for want
of thermodynamic light on many of the problems with
which he attempts to deal. He has most completely
failed to understand the bearing of the writings of Mallet
and others, as is shown by numerous remarks throughout
his book. For instance, speaking of Mallet’s theory of
the origin of volcanic energy, he remarks that “It is
evident that a collapsing crust cannot develope more heat
than is due to the distance it falls through ;hence, taking
the crust as a whole, and supposing the entire mechanical
effect to be converted into heat for every contraction of
the radius of’ the earth of 772ft., only sufficient heat
would be generated to raise the mass of falling crust five
deg. Fah.” Inasmuch as Mallet calculated that the radial
contraction of the earth amounted to less than seven
inches in 5000 years,' and yet showed that the heat
developed by the descending crust was vastly in excess
of that necessary to account for all voleanic activity, Mr.
Reade has very strangely failed to obtain that knowledge
of the subject which most physical ee aE would consider necessary before announcing “ Mallet’s View of the
Origin of Volcanic Heat Controverted.”
For his calculations Mr. Reade assumed a co-efficient of
expansion for all temperatures concerned, but as the
expansion of the materials forming the earth’s crust is, at
the high temperature he deals with, namely, 3000deg.,
about double the co-efficient at 500deg.,* as found by
experiments on a very large scale, his estimates are not
worth much. This
alteration would, however, tell in
favour of his argument, but he has nowhere given any
facts or suggestions which have the slightest semblance
of an explanation of the origin of the supplies of heat he
wishes to call upon for local operation. Small or large,
therefore, the accuracy of the co-efficient he uses is of no
importance. There is one notion which is perhaps more
misleading than any other in Mr. Reade’s not very well
collected elements of his hypothesis. He assumes a constant supply of heat always available, but takes no notice
of heat losses. For his chief source of —
of any
isogeothermal he a
ls to increased thickness of the
crust. the siiienellalt sienthaving been deposited, and,
as he pictures them, finished, he supposes the elevation of
the isogeothermal, and with it the increase of elevation of
the crust over the area so heated. He does not apparently
see that the isogeothermal would take its new position
a
is to say, it would rise gradually with the
eposition of the sedimentary strata—and that any
increase of temperature would take place pari passu with
the sedimentation. There would thus be an earlier cessation of the sedimentary operations; the depressed area
would become evanescent, and there would be no such
elevation by expansion as he assumes.
Mr. Reade describes and illustrates many experiments
with lead plates and with stone bars, and refers to the
effects of booson iron and steel plates, but none of these
have any direct bearing on the questions under consideration. In all of them there is a definite source and application of heat, and there are mechanical conditions which
have no analogue in the origin of the forces which may
have had existence in the crust of the earth. We must
not, however, be led into following Mr. Reade up point by
int. A discussion of those which have been marked in
reading his book would occupy many columns of space
which we cannot afford. We must therefore conclude
with the remark that the theory of mountain building
does not appear to have received any advancing help in
these pages, but that the publisher’s part of the work has
been excellently done.
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COLLAPSIBLE BERTHS FOR EMIGRANT SHIPS. — There has been
on exhibition, at the show-rooms of Messrs. Barnard, Bishop, and
Barnards, Queen Victoria-street, the collapsible passenger berths
for emigrant vessels which have been invented by Messrs. F. H.
Street and C. Ellis, of Hull. Amongst the gentlemen who
inspected the berths were representatives of the New South Wales
New Zealand, and Queensland Governments, of the New Zealan
Shipping Company and the Orient Line, and other gentlemen
interested in shipping matters. The berths, which are made of
wrought iron throughout, economise room, and the small space
which, when folded up, they occupy on a vessel, is a
t recommendation. The separate bed parts are interchangeable, and the
berths are easily put together and taken to pieces. They can be
stowed away in less than half the s:
enudhny taken up by other
berths ; they can be fitted to the ship's side if required, or can be
laid on the deck, and cargo placed on the top of them without fear
of breakage or damage to cargo. Being rivetted with copper, they
will corrode. The system is also adapted to cattle fittings and
ns, and is an improvement on the old wooden pens now in use,
ing easily fixed and stowed away.
1 Phil, Trans., vol. clxv., Part 1. 2 Phil, Trons, 1872.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible re the opinions of our
Correspondents.
GAS ENGINES.
Srr,—The report of the trial of the Atkinson engine was published
without my having an opportunity of seeing a proof or revising it.
One word I should like to correct. I state that in estimating the
heat value of London coal gas, that Professor Kennedy takes an
“erroneous” heat value for hydrogen. Now, unlike Professor
Kennedy, I do prefer to deduct the latent heat of the steam produced from the heat value of hydrogen, instead of correcting for it
later in the calculation. Apart from this, I take a somewhat
different heat value for hydrogen, a quantity about which there is
not at present agreement amongst physicists. But the difference
between us is practically insignificant; and I ought not to have
used a phrase which seems to imply doubt of Professor Kennedy's
very careful, and I believe accurate, determination.
Iam glad Messrs. Crossley have given later data of the consumption of gas in the Otto engine. I am not aware that any
independent tests to which I could have referred have been made
in the last two years, and, at any rate, I gave the authority for
those quoted. I was not so presumptuous as toimply that no better
results had been obtained in their latest engines. It is simply due
to the commanding position the Otto engine has so long and so
deservedly maintained that its performance is necessarily referred
to in examining results obtained by a new motor. Messrs. Crossley’s letter is so fair and reasonable that I will not even complainof
an adjective or two, which I think could have been spared.
May 16th.
W. C. Unwr,
Srr,—As Messrs. Crossley Brothers’ letter in your issue of the
13st inst. makes remarks which might cause some misunderstanding among your readers with respect to Professor Unwin’s report
of my engine, may I ask you to kindly insert this letter.
With respect to the tests of the Otto engines used as references
by Professor Unwin, they were made by.avell-known scientific men,
they are the best records authoritatively made public, and though
7 widely published, their accuracy has never been questioned
ore.
Messrs. Crossley Brothers assert that their new 4-horse power
engine is more economical than their older engines, but there is no
published account of any trials of it by independent experts of
acknowledged position. My engine is the first of its kind, while
Messrs. Crossley’s new engine is the result of ten years’ working.
Any engineer looking at the indicator diagrams you were good
enough to publish can see at a glance how much more power I get
out of a charge of gas and air of the same volume, and if there be
any difference in the richness of the mixture that of the Otto
diagram shows more gas, because though the com
ion is higher
in my engine, the pressures after ignition are about the same in
both. Referring again to the figures Messrs. Crossley give, their
engine absorbs in friction about 16 per cent. out of the total indicated horse-power, mine less than 10 per cent. Taking these two
facts in conjunction, I feel that I can with confidence leave the
judgment as to relative economy in the hands of your readers.
Messrs. Crossley Brothers admit the superior economy of my
engine at full power; they also recognise the fact that most gas
engines work at somewhere between their maximum and minimum
loads, yet they give no particulars of their engine’s performances
at intermediate powers.
Professor Unwin’s report shows my
engine’s greatest superiority at these lower powers.
Messrs. Crossley refer to my ‘‘cumbrous contrivance.” I think
the smal] friction of my engine shows that all its parts are highly
effective. By my system of moving parts, the pumping and working are performed during each revolution, surely a less cumbersome arrangement than employing a complete separate revolution
for each function. Messrs. Crossley Brothers
ise the value
of having a working stroke at every revolution by building their
twin engines, involving a complete separate engine, to obtain this
advantage. My system further enables me to dispense with the
use of a slide, and by the ratio of expansion to greatly reduce the
terminal pressure in the cylinder and the noise of the exhaust.
JAMES ATKINSON, Managing Director.
;
(For the British Gas Engine and Rapincctiie Co.)
London, May 18th.
THE LIGHTING OF LISBON.
Sir,--I am directed by the Board of Trade to forward to you for
ene aren if you think it desirable, in the next issue of THE
ENGINEER, the accompanying copy of a despatch from her
Majesty’s Consul at Lisbon, which has been received in this
Department through the Foreign-office, on the subject of a notice
recently published by the Lisbon Municipal Chamber, inviting
contracts for the lighting of that town by gas. A translation of
the notice referred to is also enclosed herewith.
R. GIFFEN.
Board of Trade (Commercial Department),
London, 8.W., May 18th.
‘* British Consulate, Lisbon, May 7th, 1887.
“My Lorp Marais,
‘*T have the honour to transmit herewith to your Lordship a
rinted copy and a translation of a document published
ay
y the Lisbon Municipal Chamber, inviting tenders for the lighting
of the city of Lisbon by the means of gas.
‘“‘Tt is necessary to observe with reference to this that Lisbon is
at the present moment lit by gas furnished by a powerful and
prosperous company, and px
ing all the requisite buildings and
plant for the purpose.
r
“*It is therefore extremely doubtful whether any new company
would be able to offer the municipality any terms at all as favourable as those likely to be submitted by the old company.
**T have, &c.,
“ (Signed) GEORGE BRACKENBURY.
“The Marquis of Salisbury.”
‘* Lisbon Municipal Chamber.
“The Municipal Chamber of Lisbon opens a ‘concours '"—competition—for a period of two months beginning on the 9th of May
and ending on the 9th July next at noon, for the public and
wrivate illumination by gas of the existing—‘ actual ’—City of
isbon on the conditions specitied in the charge-sheet—cahier de
charges—which is lying for inspection at the Secretariat of the
Chamber in order to be examined by and furnished to persons
interested.
‘In order to be admitted to bid, it is necessary to prove having
made a provisional deposit of Reis 25,000 $000 (about £5555).
‘‘Tenders must be made in a letter, closed and sealed, bearing
the inscription, ‘ Proposta para a illuminagao a gay da Cidade de
Lishoa’—-tender for the illumination by gas of the City of Lisbon
--and the name of the bidder.
‘The tenders at the moment of being presented at the Secretariat of the Chamber will be carefully numbered in the order of
their arrival, and the hour and day of their reception wili be
registered.
“On the 9th July at noon the Municipal Chamber in public session
will proceed to open and read the tenders, and will adjudge
immediately, or the next day if there should not be present the
legal number of town councillors to deliberate, the supply of gas
to whosoever shall offer the greatest advantages, of which the
Secretary of the Chamber will draw up the proper official record—
termo—which shall be signed by the town councillors presentas
well as by the bidder who has been preferred.
‘* This official record—termo—shall be binding forthwith on the
contracting parties as if it were a public deed until the contract
shall have been converted into such a deed.
“The tender must contain a declaration that the bidder con-
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forms to all the conditions and clauses of the cahier de charges, as
the bidding will only turn on the reduction in the price of gas for
municipal purposes.
“* When the supply is adjudged, the bidder shall make within a
riod of eight days the definitive deposit of Reis 50,000 $000
about £11,110) in cash or securities of the public debt, the provisional deposit being taken into account towards the definitive one.
“If there be two equal tenders, there shall be a verbal bidding
between the competitors or their representatives, and the adjudication shall be made to the one offering the greatest advantages.
**The provisional deposits can be immediately withdrawn by the
competitors to whom the adjudication has not been made, but that
belonging to the successful bidder shall be forthwith considered as
part of the definitive a.
‘The successful bidder shall be entitled to withdraw 50 per
cent., or Reis 25,000 $000, of the deposit when the gasworks
are finished, and the remaining 50 per cent. eight days after the
supplying the gas is fully at work in conformity with the conditions
of the contract.
“The supplying of gas for municipal purposes refers for the present only to the old city, inasmuch as the contracts between the
resent gas company and the chambers of the former districts of
lem and Olivaes terminate respectively on the 31st of March and
the 1st of October, 1889.
‘* Notwithstanding, all the works, whether gasworks or the
general network of pipes, shall be established for the supply of the
present area, the whole of which will remain entirely under
the charge of the contractor, as soon as the contracts expire which
bind the districts recently annexed to the city and the existing gas
com
- The contfaiiier will be entitled at once to supply
to private
persons, whether in the old or in the recently annexed part of the
city of Lisbon.
“This concession by no means implies the exclusive right to
make gas, inasmuch as the Lisbon Gas Company at present existing
is entitled by Condition 17 of the contract of the 7th March, 1870,
te continue to furnish gas to private persons in part of the area of
the old oe
“‘Town Hall, May 6th, 1887.
(Signed)
*‘Joas AUGUSTO MARQUEZ,
“Secretary to the Chamber.”
[Translated by—(Signed) George Brackenbury. }
&
EXHIBITION BUILDINGS,
Str,—I must beg to ask you the favour of some space in your
honourable paper in reference to some observations made in regard
to the Manchester Exhibition, and in its comparison to that of last
year at Liverpool, where I was engaged from the start at Antwerp
until lately. I refer at present to the leaders in your valuable
paper of April 29th and May 6th. The writer seems to state that
the completion of the Manchester Exhibition building in six months
was somewhat extraordinary; that the Liverpool Exhibition was
mostly in wood, and that the disastrous experience obtained last
year at Liverpool has borne good fruit ;that the Manchester building will probably serve as an illustration of what to imitate to as
great an extent as the Liverpool building taught the world what
to avoid. I should feel obliged if the writer would kindiy explain
in what respect. I refer only to the structural ironwork and not
to the show itself, with which I had nothing whatever todo. The
Liverpool a as well as your honourable paper, pointed out at
the time the defects of the show and its management during its
first period, but as far as I am aware the same management
been entirely transferred to Manchester. Jn regard to the building, I visited it when nearly complete, and my impression was, in
reference to the exhibitors and the public, that the whole building
is composed of a series of hothouse compartments, far too low to
rmit thousands of visitors to circulate at the same time without
ing, perhaps, injuriously affected by the heat of the season. The
Liverpool building, which is, in comparison to the Manchester
building, lofty, was, I am told, still aot lofty enough to prevent in
hot weather cases cf indisposition through heat. The Liverpool
Exhibition building was illustrated in your honourable paper at
the time, and I wish therefore only to mention that the height and
breadth of the galleries ranged from about 33ft. to 70ft. and 80ft.,
while the Manchester building does not approach nearly half these
dimensions. As to the amount of work done in a short space of
time and its considerable difficulties, | beg to remind the writer
that, as to the ironwork, about nine weeks were allowed to transfer
it from Antwerp to Liverpool. During about four weeks out of
the nine, winds, ice, and snow stopped the work altogether, leaving
not quite five weeks to take down, to pack, to load, to cart, to
unload, and to ship again about 2000 tons of ironwork, several
hundred tons of glass, and several hundred tons of zincwork. As
means of transport there were required about 1000 carts and twelve
steamers. When the materials were at the Liverpool wharves the
unloading and carting had to be repeated. Then the erection
began, for which about twelve weeks were allowed, out of which
two were lost on account of severe weather. While in the midst
of the work the steamer sank with nearly one-third of the whole
ironwork, which had to be renewed. In spite of such tremendous
calamities, the work got on and was completed at the appointed
time for the reception of her Majesty the Queen and the public.
But besides this, there is another interesting question. If the
Liverpool building is found to be light in construction, the principal nave and dome of the Manchester building, as far as 1 have
seen, are also light. As to this point, not to trespass any further
on your valuable space, I may perhaps ask the favour of some
space at another time in reference to Professor Unwin’s highly
interesting and most valuable article on ‘‘A New View of the
Nature of the Resistance of Material to Repeated Loads,” published in yours of December 10th, 1886, as this article gave me
some assurance in reference to the stress diagramsI had taken out.
The Liverpool building, standing at a great height, was ex
to severe gales and heavy snowstorms, as I experienced last winter,
where there were about 200 tons of sncw on the main nave alone,
having fallen in one night, from a Saturday to Sunday. The Manchester building is, however, less exposed.
H. ConraDi,
13, Soho-square, London, May 9th.
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but only of mass. It forms no part of my duties to teach him
but I will refer him to a tolerably well-known book, the ‘‘ Dynamics
of a Particle,” which may enlighten him on this subject, if he can
read the higher mathematics,
» SHamRp,
Edinburgh, May 17th.
Sir,—As “J. D. N.” knows more than Professor Rankine did
twenty years ago, and I do not, of course it is useless for me to
continue this correspondence, especially as ‘‘J. 1. N.” has ingeniously
reduced the points in discussion between us to one concerning the
propriety or not of using the word “rate,” a lame and impotent
conclusion to hisattack, Itmay perhaps interest him, however, just
as any other curious fact might, to know that atCambridge they have
not yet got rid of the word ‘‘rate” in dynamics. They are not, |
suppose, quite so advanced as they are in ae
ay I venture
to suggest that the quotation he gives from Clerk-Maxwell does
not bear the deduction your corres’ ndent draws from it. This ends
a.
the matter with me as far as “‘J. . N.” is concerned,
London, May 16th.

THE LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN
ENGINEERS AND DRAUGHTSMEN,
THE usval monthly meeting of this Association was held on
Saturday, the 7th inst., in Cannon-street Hotel ; the President,
Mr. Wm. Powrie, being in the chair, and Mr. W. P. Heath, in
the vice-chair.
The President congratulated the members on the success of their
annual festival, which was held on the previous Saturday, and
stated that subscriptions to the amount of over £90 had been
promised to their Superannuation and Widow and Orphan funds,
The Right Hon. Lord Thurlow, Sir Fred Abel, C.B., D.C.L.,
&e., and William Beardmore, Esq., were proposed and elected
as honorary members of the Association. Some other business was
transacted, after which a paper was read by Mr. F. Darlington, C.E., on the manufacture of gas, entitled ‘* Notes on Gas
Manufacture.”
The paper was illustrated by numerous diagrams showing various
portions of the apparatus and plant required for the mannfacture
and storage and distribution of coal gas. Mr. Darlington gave a
concise description of the process of gas manufacture and some
account of the numerous valuable products of the coal, which are
afterwards utilised by the chemist as dyes, scents, oils, &c. He
mentioned that although gas as an illuminant was only introduced
about seventy years ago, and at first had to contend against considerable prejudice, at the present time there is in the United
Kingdom alone upwards of a a
pounds of capital employed in its manufacture, and about ten million tons of coal are
annually
required for producing about one hundred million cubic
feet of illuminating gas.
Under recent Acts of Parliament the gas companies undertake
to supply gas of what is termed 16-candle power—that is to say,
gas equal to the light given by sixteen sperm candles burning
120 grains of om ver hour—the consumption of gas being five
cubic feet per hour through a burner approved and stamped by the
Board of Trade. The quantity of gas to be extracted from a ton
of coal varies, but a fair quantity to produce is 10,000 cubic feet
r ton of coal. An average sample of common coal, yielding
0,000 cubic feet of gas, will not produce more than 134 candles,
and to bring this up to the standard required a percentage of
cannel must be ote This percentage varies in different companies from } to 3} per cent. of cannel. The structure, arrangement,
and working of the retorts, scrubbers, purifiers, &c., were described
at length, and the passage of the gas traced into the holders, where
it is stored at a somewhat higher presssure than it is delivered out
into the mains at.
The lecturer gave some interesting information on the construction and arrangement of gasholders and tanks, and stated that
where plenty of good ballast can be obtained it was found to be
considerably cheaper and quite as effective to line the tank with
walls of concrete instead of masonry or brickwork. The mixture
recommended was seven parts of well-washed ballast to one of
good Portland cement, with a small proportion of fine clean sand,
and he stated that a tank suitable for a gasholder of 800,000 cubic
feet capacity was recently built under his supervision at a cost of
about £5350. The double lift gasholder, with its columns, bracings, and fittings for this tank costa little over £6000, In gasholder construction it is necessary to make ample allowance for
the force of the wind, which in hurricanes may attain a velocity
of 150ft. per second and exert a pressure of about 25lb. per
square foot on the side of the holder. The standards therefore
should be constructed to withstand this pressure when the whole
of the holder is out of the water.
The lecturer had prepared a sort of genealogical sketch of some
of the chief products derived from the coal during the distillation
of gas. He divided the coal in the first instance into four primary
productions, viz., gas, coke, ammonia water, and tar.
e first
two of these are used as such, but from the ammonia water is produced the ammonia of commerce, from which is niade the ladies’
smelling salts, &c.; ammonia sulphate, containing 25 per cent. of
nitrogen, used for agricultural purposes; muriate of ammonia or
salammoniac, used in medicines and also for making rust joints in
conjunction with iron borings and sulphur. From tar we get
naphtha, creosote, pitch, and anthracine ;from anthracine, anthracine oil and anthraquoiniol; from anthracine alizarin 1s produced
similarto that made from the madder root and used for dyeing
Turkey red, &c. Creosote, which is principally used for pickling
wood, produces carbolic and cripilic acid, used for disinfecting
pu
, and it has the property of arresting putrefaction. Frofn
naphtha is obtained benzole, nitro-benzole, and aniline oil, and
then the aniline crystals, with their various brilliant colours of
magenta, mauve, violet, reds and blues innumerable almost. The
latest production of tar, and perhaps the most wonderful, is
saccharine, which is 230 times as sweet as sugar cane, and is sold
at 26s, per pound.

FANS FOR FORCED BLAST.
Sir,—Can any reader refer me to published accounts of any
experiments as to the proper dimensions of fans for this purpose ! WEIGHLEY New Trcunical InstiruTe.—At the last meeting of
I believe it is generally assumed that the pressure produced varies the building committee of the above-named Institute, it was
as the square of the revolutions of the fan, but I do not think thought very desirable that the interest of all past, as wellas
practice
bears this out. Mr. Kinnear Clark adopts the above view, present, students should be secured in order to make the opening
and gives a table of sizes for various pressures from a paper by Mr. ceremonies a most complete success, and with this object in view,
Buckle. These appear to be independent of the volume of air and also that of giving the general public at the same time some
4 < Molesworth, too, givesformul, which areunsatisfactory, idea of what has been accomplished by those who have passed
through the classes, the following resolution was moved and carried
think.
To put a definite case :Suppose I want a fan to run at 800 revo- unanimously. Resolved :—“ That this committee invite all pastor
present
students of this Institute and of the classes in the earlier
lutions, and to supply 360,000 cubic feet of air per hour, at a
pressure of 3in. of water, what would be diameter of fan and of building to co-operate in the opening of the new wing of the
suction pipe and the width of blades? If the pressure were Technical Institute by the loan of original works executed by them
reduced to 2in., what would be the revolutions of the same fan, the outside the classes in the form of drawings, paintings, carvings,
boiler and other conditions remaining the sameas before, and what textile or other designs, models of inventions, or improvements in
quantity of air would now be passing? What power would be mechanical or scientific apparatus, and that the committee make
special provision for the collective my | of such works in the
necessary to drive the fan in both cases ?
What I hope to get are general rules ee to all ordinary museum of the Institute. Also that a list be prepared of the
cases, and based on experimental proof. What ce is required students who have distinguished themselves as teachers or otherwise,
to pass a given weight or volume of air through a boiler of fixed and that such as do not contribute works be asked to make a report,
dimensions? How does the size of outlet affect the speed of the fan setting forth the advantages they have derived from their association as students at this Institute.” All students who are willing to
for a given air pressure !
Fan
comply with this request are desired to communicate with the
May 17th.
secretary, Mr. J. A. L.Robson, who, we are given to understand,
PROFESSORS AND ENGINEERS.
will be ready to answer any enquiries relating thereto, and to
Sik,—I am not surprised that ‘‘J. D, N.” does not understand the | receive information as to the address and success of any student
fact that pure dynamics and kinetics take no cognisance of matter, ' who has left the town and district.
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LARGE HORIZONTAL PLATE BENDING
MACHINE.
WE illustrate on page 401 a large horizontal plate bending
machine, made by Messrs. Francis Berry and Sons, of Sowerby
Bridge, Yorkshire. This machine is capable of bending steel plates
18ft. 6in. wide and up to lin, thick, cold. The rollers are of cast:
iron, with wrought iron shafts running through their centres,
the top roller being 27in. diameter; and the two bottom rollers
2lin. diameter. The top roller is balanced by weights and
levers underneath the machine, and is raised and lowered by a
large fly-wheel, and worm and worm wheel, so arranged that this
object is easily eftected. The bottom rollers are fluted from end
to end, that they may secure a better grip of the plates, and
have supporting rollers fitted underneath them, carried in a
strong framing, which is bolted to the large girders, enabling
them to resist the greatest strain. As will be seen from the
illustration, the gearing is all at one end, thus leaving the other
end entirely clear for the easy removal of cylindrically rolled
plates. This very powerful and massive machine, which is driven
by a pair of steam engines, with reversing motion, approximately
weighs 50 tons, and is well adapted for the work its design
indicates its power to perform. This machine was .made
for the Flensburger Schiffsbau-Gesellschaft, Flensburgh, and
similar machines have been supplied to her Majesty's dockyards
at Sheerness and Devonport.
THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS.
THE spring meeting of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers
took place in the theatre of the Institution of Civil Engineers on
Monday evening and Tuesday afternoon last. The president, Mr.
E. H. Carbutt, gave an interesting inaugural address, in which he
reviewed the changes and improvements that have occurred in the
construction and use of ord
and ar
t during the past
fifty years, As showing the importance of these to England and
her colonies, he mentioned that the value of British ships, and of
the freight they carry annually was estimated in 1881 to be not less
than £900,000,000, and must now be £1,000,000,000, of which it is
estimated that in the direct trade of the United Kingdom alone
£144,000,000 is afloat at _y one time ; but British interestsin seaborne commerce are really larger, for much of what appears to be
foreign trade is either British property, or security for British
advances, He then mentioned that except in the superior composition of the metal, cannon cast in the reigns of the Georges
exhibited little improvement upon those of the time of Elizabeth.
The want of accuracy in shooting is well illustrated by the
fact that in 1812, at the battle of Salamanca, 34million cartridges
and 6000 cannon balls were fired, with the result of only 8000 men
beingpat hors de combat. And as late as 1857, during the Kaffir
war, 80,000 cartridges were fired in a single e'
ment, in which
only twenty-five of the enemy were killed, The Crimean war
directed attention to the fact that our guns must be improved, and
a great amount of inventive talent was brought into the field. He
then referred to the gun of to-day, made entirely of steel, which
is provided with mechanical appliances for every movement in
forts, in turrets; or on shipboard, and said that while the ability of
many inventors has rendered all this progress possible, a good deal
of it is due to the genius and energy of Sir William Armstrong and
the late Sir Joseph Whitworth. In 1854 Sir William Armstrong
obtained leave from the Duke of Newcastle to make six rifled guns.
In these the general principle of construction was nearly the same
as at present, namely, a central barrel of steel strengthened by hoo
In 1854 Lord Hardinge applied to Sir Joseph Whitworth to make
the machinery for the production of the barrels for the Enfield
rifle. This he declined to do until he could make experiments with
a view to determine the proper form of rifling and the length of
barrel and of shot. The Government agreed he should build a
shooting gallery, in which an exhaustive set of experiments was
carried out.
ese showed what was the best pitch of rifling,
what was the best form or method of rifling, what was the best
length of projectile, what shape of projectile afforded the greatest
power of penetration, and a variety of similar matters; all these
things were removed from the region of speculation. The experiments proved, moreover, that what was true of small-arms was
equally true, mutatis mutandis, of cannon,
In 1856 France used some rifled field guns in the Italian campaign, and this was the signal for the re-construction of artillery
in Europe. In 1858 the English Government appointed a committee to examine and report on rifled field guns. Seven different
designs were submitted, and eventually the committee reported
that it was expedient to continue the experiments on two, namely,
the Armstrong and Whitworth guns. The Government became
thoroughly committed to the Armstrong system, firstly by appointing Sir William Armstrong as head of Woolwich, and secondly by
giving a guarantee to a private firm at Elswick to manufacture his
guns. This was in the year 1859; but in 1862 Sir William gave up his
appointment at Woolwich, and the Government gave up their guarantee to Elswick, which has ever since been conducted asa private firm.
In 1868 Sir Joseph Whitworth advocated the use of flat-headed
pene for penetrating armour under water and at angles.
rom the first he also advocated the adoption of long projectiles,
even five and six diameters in length. This theory is now accepted
to acertain extent, the length of the service projectiles having
increased from 1°5 and 1°8 calibres up to aeiely 4 calibres long.
The flat head has never been adopted : but in these days of comeens hard armour the racking effect of flat-headed projectiles may
worth trial.
In 1882 four breech-loading Whitworth guns of 9in. calibre
were made- for the Brazilian ironclad Riachuelo, which were
adapted to fire the modern slow-burning powder. The weight of
the charge was 2001b., and the projectile weighed 4001b. A steel
shell from one of these guns was fired through 18in. of wrought
iron armour with heavy timber and steel backing, and was dug out
of the sand 17ft. behind the face of the target, the shell being still
intact, This is the greatest recorded penetration from any Yin. gun.
Major Moncrieff invented the disappearing carriage, utilising the
recoil of the gun, originally by means of a heavy counterweight, and
now by means of a hydro-pneumatic cylinder, to bring the gun
back into the position for firing after it has been loaded underground.
In a new fort on the south bank of the Tyne Mr. Maxim is trying
a new plan of disappearing gun by mounting it on a kind of gaso— which is raised by air-pressure and sinks by its own
weig
At the fort at Dover the turret carries two 80-ton muzzle-loading
guns, and is rotated by steam power. It is the only fort of the
kind on our shores; we ought to have more. At Elswick much
larger turrets are being constructed for the Italian Government
to carry a pair of 120-ton guns, which are to be worked and loaded
by hydraulic machinery ; the turrets are to be rotated by hydraulic
power, and the magazine cranes to be worked in the same way.
Mr. a
wire gun is coming into favour. Mr. Vavasseur
has greatly improved the naval gun-carriage, and utilised the
hydraulic buffer with a water cataract to take up the recoil of the
gun. After Sir William Armstrong left Woolwich, the Government pushed on with the manufacture of the wrought iron coil
guns, A large number of new tools were designed by our best
toolmakers, aidedby Sir John Anderson, who had been appointed
inspector of
hinery. To give an idea of the amount of work
turned out, I may say that, since the introduction of rifled guns in
1859-60 down to the present time, upwards of 11,000 rifled guns
have been issued from the Royal Gun Factory, varying from
the 7-pounder of 1501b. weight to the 17Zin. muzzle-loading gun,
and from the 6-pounder rifled breech-loader to the 13}in. breech-
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gallons might probably be inte
. -A well was sunk near the
river Colne, at a bend in the valley, where the chalk spring broke
out with the greatest volume, to a depth of 300ft., thro
chalk
and flint beds. The water rose in the well to a level of about 3ft.
above the adjacent river Colne; and the volume of water obtained
from the well was much augmented by enlarging the borehole and
further sinking. Trials were made, during the operations, of the
effects produced on the water level by pumping 21,600 gallons an
hour, when the water soon regained its waaeak level on stopping
the pumps.
Mr. Fox described, in his paper, the works carried out, in the
valley of the Colne, for supplying a large district lying between
Watford and London. A well and boring were commenced in
1874, and completed in 1876, to a depth of 212ft., having pierced
20ft. of hard rock chalk, where it was stopped, owing to no greater
supply of water being anticipated from further sinking. Trials of
the yield of the well showed that it had decreased from 820,000
gallons in twenty-four hours in 1876, to 650,000 gallons in 1881;
but by lowering the pumps 20ft., the yield was raised from 900,000
to 1,000,000 gallons, which was found to have been maintained on
testing it again in 1885. Observations of the amount of water
pumped, the level of the water in the well, and the rainfull, showed
that the well and adjacent strata acted as a storage reservoir supplied by the rainfall. In order to increase the supply for an
enlarged demand, a new well was sunk, in 1885, down to the
gault, 700ft. from the surface, at an average rate of 16ft. a day.
No increase of water was obtained in the last 200ft. The flow of
water from the top of the borehole, 43ft. below the surface, into the
well had diminished from 656,000 gallons to 555,000 gallons in
twenty-four hours, at which rate it flowed steadily. The water in
the new well was conveyed through a tunnel into the old well, from
which it was pumped. When the communication was closed by a
valve, the water-level in the old well was lowered by pumping
without affecting the level in the other well, showing that the
sources of supply of the two wells were separate. From the results
obtained in sinking the new well, it would appear that a much larger
supply of water could have been obtained from the old well by
sinking the borehole 300ft. more. The supply was now 1,500,000
gallons a day ;but some new pumps could be arranged to draw 15ft.
below the present level of the old well; and by lowering the well
this amount, and ey the pumps, the yield could be increased
to from 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 gallons a day.
A borehole was sunk, in 1880, to a depth of 754ft., by the
local board of Hinckley, in Leicestershire, acting under the advice
of Mr. Plant, for seeking a supply of water from the ‘“‘Waterstones” of the Triassic formation, at the base of the Keuper
Marls. The water-line was met with 80ft. below the surface; and,
in 1883, Mr. Stooke advised that pumping should be effected with
easily available plant. Boring rods, 3in. in diameter, and 450ft.
long, served for suction pipes; and boring rods, provided with
rubbers, were used as ponees rods to a depth of 300ft. The
ump was worked with a stroke of 18in.; and 400,000 galons of water were pumped out of the bore-hole in April
and May, 1883. The water contained about 500 grains of
solids, and 40 grains of chlorine, to the gallon. A 3in. borehole was then carried 5lft. lower, and gave evidence of more
favourable water-bearing strata. A plug was obtained to separate
the upper from the lower water, as the tubing had not been carried
below 476ft. from the surface, and the pump was arranged for the
plug to act at a depth of 690ft. The quality of the water, howTHE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
ever, was no better, the solids ranging from 425 to 395 grains per
gallon. The plugwas then placed at a depth of 731ft., and afterWATER SUPPLY FROM WELLS.
wards as near the base of the original bore-hole as practicable,
At the meeting on Tuesday, the 19th of April, Mr. Edward without any better quality of water being obtained. On the plug
Woods, President, in the chair, four papers were read on the being raised, it did not appear that any water could have passed it,
subject of obtaining Water-Supply from Wells, namely, ‘Chalk and the water from the upper strata must therefore have passed to
Springs in the London Basin,” by Mr. J. W. Grover, M. Inst. C.E.; the pump through fissures in the rock.
‘*Borings in the Chalk at Bushey, Herts,” by Mr. William Fox,
Mr. Matthews, after explaining the hydrographical conditions of
M. Inst. C.E.; ‘‘On a Borehole in Leicestershire,” by Mr. T. 8. the district round Southampton, proceeded to describe the several
Stooke, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E.; and ‘The Wells and Borings of the steps taken to obtain a water supply of 3,000,000 gallons a day for
Southampton Waterworks,” by Mr. William Matthews, Assoc. M. the borcugh, at a cost of £60,000. A small 3in. boring was first
Inst. C.E.
sunk 105ft. in the chalk, just above its outcrop at Otterbourne,
In the first paper, Mr. Grover began by pointing out what a large where a remarkable convergence of water gradients, as obtained
and rapidly-increasing water-supply was required for London, and from ninety wells, had been found, with the object of ascertaining
that the Upper and Lower Greensands did not yield water in any the actual presence of water before executing further works. Water
quantity, and therefore were not available, as Professor Prestwich was found in the chalk in good quantity at a depth of 20ft. Two
had hoped, for furnishing a supplemental source of supply for the 12in. borings were then sunk in eleven days, each 50ft. from the
metropolis. He showed that the chalk was the true source, but small boring, and in a line parallel to the outcrop. On pumping
that care must be exercised in selecting a site for sinking a well continuously from both borings for sixteen days, a mean discharge
into it; and that whilst only a moderate supply of water could be of 20,960 gallons per hour was obtained with a loss of head of 9%ft.;
obtained where the chalk was overlaid with a thick bed of clay, and on ceasing to pump, the water rose rapidly to its normal level,
owing to the compression of the fissures by the superincumbent which is very constant there at all seasons. An adequate yield
weight, and the distance the water had to travel underground, a
thus been proved, the regular works were proceeded with.
large supply might be secured by sinking a well at the outcrop of having
As the trial borings had been sunk so easily and rapidly by the
the chalk, at a point near a river, which indicated a subterranean ordinary ‘‘chisel-and-shell” method, the author determined to
flow of water. Ceaenatie, there was no prospect that any large sink two bored wells, each 6ft. in diameter, instead of one large
volume of water could be obtained from the chalk under London, well sunk by hand in the usual manner, thereby gaining the advanor from the Upper or Lower Greensands, owing to the immense tage of having two independent wells, and saving the cost of tempressure upon them. The author then proceeded to describe porary pumping machinery. After executing the foundations of
in detail the various works carried out for supplying the Newbury, the engine-house, and forming a strong working floor, the wells
Wokingham, Leatherhead, and Rickmansworth districts with water. were bored toa depth of 100ft. from the surface by breaking up
A plentiful supply was readily obtained for the Newbury district the chalk and fiints by dropping down the iron 3in. boring rods,
by sinking a 7ft. well, 13ft. deep, in the valley of the Kennet, on furnished with three steel-pointed chisels, and raising the débiis by
the west side of the town. The chalk spring struck there proved the ‘‘ miser” to the surface. The chisels and the miser were given
of excellent quality, and the water was raised by pumps into two a rotary motion by manual labour, and the miser usually came up
reservoirs, at a high level, each having a capacity of 110,000 gallons, about two-thirds full. The first well was bored in thirty-three
and commanding the whole of the town.
e cost of the works had days, having been delayed by accidents ; but the second well was
not exceeded £20,000. Two wells had been previously sunk in the completed,
slightly altered tools, without mishap, in fourteen
Wokingham district to depths of 336ft. va 734ft., through the days—a ratewith
of over 5ft. per day. The wells were lined with }in.
Bagshot Sands, London clay, and Woolwich and Reading
beds, into
steel tubes, S5ft. llin. in diameter, in 6ft. lengths, with
the chalk, which failed to give an adequate supply of water, owing, mild
twenty-four 6in. holes in each length, to allow the free ingress of
in the author’s opinion, to the flowing in of the fine running sand water.
The cost of the bored wells was under £1700, whereas the
of the Woolwich and Reading beds. By sinking another well down author
estimated that a single large well, lined with 18in. brickinto the chalk, which was reached at a depth of 345ft., and carefully work, would
have cost between £2000 and £2500. The two wells
excluding the fine sands of the Woolwich and Reading beds in its
distinct, with independent pumps, any accident to one would
descent, a fine chalk spring was struck at 405ft., which rose to 30ft. being
not
interfere
with pumping in the other, and any deepening could
from the surface. The well was sunk in twelve months; and several be easily effected
without affecting the clearness of the
trials were n.ade of the yield of the well, which proved that the water in the other. inTheone author
added a short account of the deep
spring flowed more freely after pumping, owi
oubtless to the well on Southampton Common, bored
1838 and 1851 toa
fissures, giving passage to the water, being Sleaeed out and enlarged. depth of 1317ft., when it only yielded between
130,000 gallons aday. It
A lower set of pumps drew the water from 123ft. below the surface. traversed 850ft. of chalk, but did not reach
the
Upper Greensand ;
The upper pumps, capable of pumping 10,000 gallons an hour, lifted and an attempt in 1882 to deepen it being frustrated
by a broken
the water into reservoirs 144ft. above the engine-house floor, havi
at the bottom, it was finally abandoned, having involved
a capacity of 220,000 gallons; and a constant service was afforded atoolcostlying
of
£20,000.
at a capital cost of under £20,000. The Leatherhead district
included eight parishes in Surrey, having an area of 24 square
miles; but it would be possible to extend its limits, and to afford
NavaL ENGINEER APPOINTMENTS.—The following appointments
a supplemental supply to South London from the Leatherhead have
made at the Admiralty :—George Harding, chief engisprings, for which no other at all equally available source of supply neer, been
to the Thalia, to date May 12th; Richard 8. Hamrand E. J.
existed, A 12in. boring was sunk to a depth of 200ft. in the chalk, Rattenbury,
to the Thalia, to date May 12th, and to the
through flint beds containing powerful ¢
rings; and the Carysfort whenengineers,
fecommissioned ; John E. Chase, engineer, to the
yield of water at the depth reached far oe any possible Benleenes,
to date May 12th; George J. Ross, engineer, to the
requirements, the flints being continuous for the last 40ft., and Thalia, to date
May 12th ;and to the Albacore when recommisforming a natural reservoir, from which the water rose to the sioned ; and Charles
Taylor, assistant engineer, to the Thalia, to
surface when liberated by the borehole.'’ The catchment area date May 12th, and toG. the
Carysfort when recommissioned.
embraced the whole tasin of the Mole above Leatherhead, over 100
THE ‘MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL.—This project, our Manchessquare miles in extent; the water in the well kept at a level of 2ft.
to 3ft. above the river Mole, and maintained an even temperature ter correspondent says, is being pushed forward with great
of about 53 deg. all the year round. From trials made with the pumps energy, and the amount of promised capital in its district is now
drawing 15,000 gallons an hour, it appeared that 1,000,000 gallons well over three million pounds, but the promoters are .not
a day could be raised by the pumps from the surface, and by en- resting until they have capital promised to the amount of about
larging the borehole down to the great reservoir of flints below the four millions before they attempt to raise the remaining capital in
97ft. level, a minimum reve|supply of 4,000,000 to 5,000,000 gallons London. The prospects of the final carrying out of the project
could probably be obtained. A constant supply was provided from may be described as very healthy, and although it was a great
a reservoir, containing 125,000 gallons, the level of which would disappointment that the scheme had not been sufficiently advanced
command South London with a high service. The collecting basin to enable the Prince of Wales during his recent visit to Manchester
above Rickmansworth was 234 square miles in extent; and the to turn the first sod, there is a very general feeling of expectation
water rose in wen 2places bright and pure from the flint beds in that this ceremony will eventually be performed by her Majesty the
thechalk. The subterranean flow had
n estimated at 70,000,000 Queen, and that it will form the central incident of the jubilee year
;
gallons a day at Rickmansworth ; and from 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 in this district.

loading 69-ton gun. For fifteen years Wvolwich was practically the
only manufactory in the country making guns for the eg a
the guns ordered from outsiders did not amount to more than
£1
a year thoroughout that period. The threatened war in
1878, the year of the 6,000,000 vote of credit, made the Government review their position, and apply to our private manufacturers.
As typical of the two ends of the period reviewed, we have— year
1837, muzzle-loading cast iron gun, weighing 65 cwt., and firing
a 68 lb. shot with 10lb. of powder, taking ten men to fire one shot
per minute, each shot fired costing 11s, 9d.; 1887, breech-loading
steel gun with a total length of 44ft., weighing 110 tons, and firing
ashot 16}in. diameter weighing 18001lb.; which is calculated to
netrate a 34in. iron armour-plate. This gun can be trained and
ired by one man with the aid of hydraulic power ; and the cost of
every shot fired is £190.
Our largest ironclad, costing some £600,000 or £700,000, carries
only two of these 110-ton guns; but in addition it has a large
number of quick-firing machine-guns. The Benbow has an armament consisting of two 110-ton guns, twelve rapid-firing guns, and
fourteen machine-guns. There are also four torpedo ports on the
broadside, and one at the stern, all above water. The armament
of the Colossus comprises four 43-ton breech-loading rifled guns,
two in each turret, firing projectiles of 714 lb. weight with a charge
of 2951b. of powder, and penetrating 20}in. of iron at 1000 yards.;
also tive 6in. breech-loading guns, weing 89 cwt., and firing a projectile of 1001b. with 421b. of powder, and penetrating 9-7in. of
iron at 1000 yards; also four 6-pounder Hotchkiss quick-firing
guns of oil-hardened steel, weighing 7°3 cwt.; ten four-barrelled
lin. Nordenfelt guns of 4 cwt.; one two-barrelled Nordenfelt of
181 lb.; two 9-pounder muzzle-loading guns of 8 cwt.; two
7-pounder muzzle-loading guns of 2001b.; and four five-barrelled
Gardners of 280 lb., firing 330 shots in half a minute,
Reference was also made to the various quick-firing machineguns, and then to our means of supply. ‘First we have the
arsenal at Woolwich, then we have practically two other arsenals,
which, although private works, would in case of war be at the disposal of the Government. Fortunately they are separated by long
distances. Should an enemy destroy Woolwich, we should still
have Elswick left on the east, close to the seaboard, and an inland
arsenal at Manchester—namely, the Whitworth works—communicating with the west coast.”
Mr. Carbut concluded with remarks on the production of satisfactory steel ingots and forgings, and by reference to the relative
value of the steam bemmer and press methods of producing the
main parts of big guns,
The first paper read was by Mr. F. R. F. Brown, of Montreal, on
the construction of Canadian 1]
tives.
di ion upon this
was continued on Tuesday afternoon, and a second paper, by
Major Thomas English, R.E., was read on some experiments on
the distribution of heat in a stationary steam engine. The discussion upon this was adjourned to the next meeting, and a third
yaper, namely, one by Mr. John Richards, of San Francisco, on
irrigating machinery on the Pacific coast, was not reached. On
Tuesday evening the annual dinner of the Institution was held at
the Criterion, the Duke of Cambridge being among the guests, and
the president in the chair.
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portable engines employed on this work at Tansa, which,
The limit of what is to be the artificial lake is marked out with all the
haps, the makers, Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth, may
stones painted red ; these are worshipped by the natives, whether ~
be
able
to explain. After workingsome little time, the regulator
on account of the red colour or the engineer fetish I cannot say ; valve appears
to be of little use for stopping the engine. This
but we were treated to the singular spectacle of a native praying was accomplished
time of my visit by the primitive
and making offerings towhat appeared to be a very ordinary bench method of applyingat a thebrake
the fly-wheel by means of a
mark. The area,at present occupied by ateak forest, which is to be chain, I was informed that to“the
had been carefully
flooded, is eight square miles; the catchment area, from which inspected and was in good repair,” andvalve
that up to the present
the rainfall will be collected, is over 52 square miles, from time “the brake and chain was the only
solution of the diffiwhich every source of contamination will be removed. The culty.” The extensive character of the Tansa
works may be
water will be impounded by means of a dam across the river
from the amount of the contract for the dam ~ en
Tansa, which will be built to a height of 109ft. above the river gathered
which
is
30
lakhs
of
rupees,
or,
roughly,
£300,000,
contract
bed. At the time of my visit, only a small portion had been com- time for finishing the work being six years, but itthe
propleted, to store sufficient water for the work. The total length of bably finished in less, Payment to the contractorwillisbemade
the dam at top when finished will be 8700ft.; and excavations monthly on the engineer's certificate, and 50 per cent. advance
for the foundations are being rapidly completed along the whole is made on the value of materials on the ground. Of the total
length. The ashlar work will be bonded on to the solid rock, payment, 10 per cent. is deducted and reserved for continwhich is only met with at a depth varying from 20ft. to 50ft., gencies, and a lakh of rupees has been deposited on commenceon account of the trap formation, which, cropping up to ment,
the surface in places, is full of fissures. Some 4000 men
and women are at work on these foundations, the men
either excavating the earth or drilling holes for blasting, the
TORPEDO BOAT CASUALTIES.
women taking away the spoil in baskets. With the exception of the tramway which brings stone from a quarry that has
Tue following extracts speak for themselves, An inquiry is
been opened up down the river, all the labour of removing the pending, and it would, of course, be premature to express any
spoil is performed by women, who are simply provided with
on the subject until this inquiry has been concluded.
shallow baskets which they balance on their heads. This method opinion
Under the circumstances we feel that we shall best discharge
is nearly always practised in India, and in the opinion of many our duty to our readers by placing before them what has been
engineers is far more efficient than barrows, trollies, or carts, and said by contemporaries presumed to be well informed on the
has the great merit of enabling any number of coolies to be set subject.
to work ona given spot where it is desirable to move a large
“The torpedo boat mancuvres off Portland have unfortuquantity of spoil. For instance, on the Jhansi section of the nately resulted in two disasters. On Monday Nos, 43 and 66
Indian Midland Railway I found Mr. Walter Merivale, the collided. The former was much knocked about in the bows, the
executive engineer, had concentrated about 700 men, women, latter,a stronger built Yarrow craft, being but slightly damaged.
and children in a small area consisting
of a depression and a + . » + The second and more serious catastrophe was caused by
slightly rising ground which was immediately required for a store the bursting of the boiler of No. 47 during the full-speed trials
yard. The method adopted was as follows :—Fifty or sixty from Portland to Torquay and back. Unfortunately this accident
men were told off with picks and large hoes to dig up the wer | has been attended with loss of life. The boat was towed to
and fill the baskets. At the place where the earth was te be Plymouth by the Rattlesnake, and the five injured men were
sent to hospital. Two of them succumbed during the night—
H. T. Platt, engine-room artificer, and Henry Hawkins, leading
stoker. Another stoker, John Abinett, is not expected to live ;
but the other men, Henry Ferriss, engine-room artificer, and
James Bickham, stoker, will tage &recover. This has been a
sad event in a series of operations which were badly wanted to
give both officers and men experience and practice. The results
of the trial upon which the ill-fated No. 47 was engaged at the
moment of the accident are, however, sure to be valuable. A
Yarrow boat won the race.”—Army and Navy Gazette, May 14th.
“Besides Hawkins and Platt, another stoker, named John
Abinett, died at the Royal Naval Hospital, Plymouth, yesterday
morning, from injuries received by the explosion on board
No. 47
lo boat. Henry Ferriss and James Bickham, the
other two men injured, are expected to recover. The inquest
on Hawkins and Platt has been opened and adjourned until
June Ist. The Admiralty have, however, ordered an inquiry
into the disaster to be opened to-morrow morning on board the
Royal Adelaide. Singularly enough, news of a very narrow
escape from explosion on No. 57 torpedo boat was brought by
the Seahorse special service tug, which arrived at Plymouth on
Saturday. This boat wasalso oneof the fleet running between Portland and the Ore Stone. After the accident to No. 47, the rest
of the fleet at once returned to Portland, and on arriving there
the engine-room artificer of No. 57 reported to Commander
Harford that the boiler was leaking. An examination showed
that not only had the top of the boiler fallen in, but that seven
stays had been drawn out by the pressure of steam, and eleven
others were partially drawn from the plate. Commander
Harford immediately
the fires drawn ; otherwise a serious
explosion must have occurred. This is a very grave occurrence,
and will probably lead to the boilers of all these torpedo boats
being examined.””— Daily Chronicle, May 16th.
So that our readers may be aware of the torpedo boats
engaged in the present manccuvres, we annex a list of them,
together with their numbers, the builder’s name, and the officerin-charge, T. meaning Thorneycroft; Y., Yarrow; and W.,
GREAT INDIAN PENINSULAR RAILWAY WORKSHOPS, BOMBAY.
White. No. 81, W., Com. Egerton; No. 48, T., Lieut. Miller;
No. 49, T., Lieut. Ravenhill; No. 50, T., Lieut. Greville ; No. 57,
T.,
Lieut. Harford; No. 55, T., Lieut. Carey ; No. 56, T., Lieut.
portional charge per mile being made, so that first-class is deposited stood six chuprassies, or foremen, with bags of tin
12 pies, or about 14d. per mile ; twice the amount of second, tickets, and close to the work a responsible clerk sat with an Austen; No. 27, T., Lieut. Coxon; No. 26, T., Lieut. Carr;
No.
66, Y., Lieut. Madden; No. 70, Y., Lieut. Duff; No. 72, Y.,
and four times the price of third-class ; the exact fare is always assistant, having spread before him 50 rupees’ worth of money
marked on the ticket, and for the third-class both in English in copper and small silver. The covlies, or cowrie wallahs, as Mr. Barrett; No. 41, T., Lieut. Colmore; No. 47, T., Lieut.
and Persian figures; the latter class is doubtless the paying they are termed, carry a basket-load of earth on their heads, and Tower; No. 44, T., Lieut. Nicholson; No. 31, Y., Lieut. Hewitt ;
factor of Indian railways. Unimpeded with luggage, the natives as they deposit it receive one or more tickets, according to the No. 35, W., Lieut. Hamilton; No. 36, W., Lieut. Heath; No. 42,
throng at every station, taking up positions on the platforms load and the fulness of their basket; half empty baskets are T., Lieut. Armstrong; No. 58, T., Lieut. Bridson; No. 43, T.,
hours before the departure of the train, and complacently thrown down and not paid for, but they are generally full. As Lieut. Harvey; No. 46, T., Lieut. Grant; No. 45, T., Lieut.
squatting until the arrival of the next train, if, as it frequently soon as a coolie has a few coppers’ worth of tickets, he or she Thursby ;No. 34, W., Mr. Jeffery.
“G. H. Y.” writes to the Times from Devonport, May 14th :
goes to the table and changes them for their value in money,
happens, there is no room.
Instead of at once proceeding to Atgaon station, which is the and this constitutes the popularity of the system, as they can —* The calm heroism and unselfish devotion of the late George
nearest to Tansa, the site of the artificial lake and headworks of come and go as they like, and they can work fast or slow. Mr. Platt, engine-rvom artificer in charge of No. 47 torpedo boat,
the Bombay scheme, it was suggested that a visit should be Merivale informed me that one will often see a man ploughing deserves to be recorded. He was in the stokehold at the time
paid to the workshops of the Great Indian Peninsular Company in the next field leave his plough, borrow a basket, and as soon of the accident, and made his escape through the water-tight
which are situated at Parell, a small station about five miles out as he has earned an anna, or the equivalent of 1}d., run back to door into the engine-room, and thence on deck. Almost blinded
of Bombay. The general arrangements of these workshops his plough. The value of the tickets is
sv that the and frightfully burnt and scalded, his first thought was for
are shown by the accompanying plan. Repair work is only coolies can earn about twenty per cent more than their usual others. ‘Turn fire-extinguisher cock,’ he gasped to the deck
carried on in the locomotive department, but the carriages and pay, which is for men about 3 annas to 4 annas a day, women, hands, who were assisting up the ladder. This cock can be
wagons are constructed at Parell. Teak wood is exclusively used 24 annas, and children, 1 anna to 14 anna; this increase pays worked from the deck, and his motive was to save the boat.
for the bodies, the frames being made of iron, which is also ex- well, as a good deal more than a usual day’s work is obtained. When the surgeon arrived, he first turned his attention to Piatt,
tensively employed for the covered goods wagons, the sides and The excavation of the foundations of the dam necessitates a who nobly asked to be left until his groaning companions were
roof being made of iron plates fastened to a wooden frame. great deal of blasting, which is done by native labour. The attended to. After nearly six hours of intense suftering, borne
There are 3000 men in the locomotive and 2000 in the carriage contractor has one Maclean’s steam drills at work; but it is without a murmur or complaint, he was about to be removed to
department, who are all natives, the European staff consisting of doubtful whether its use is more economical than ordinary the hospital, when he asked the surgeon to allow him to remain
fifty who are foremen or draughtsmen. It is curious to see“how “jumping.” The powder is all made quite close to the work in for a few minutes as ‘he felt faint.’ At 5 a.m. the following
the various trades are exclusively taken up by certain classes ; a most primitive manner by a native who employs women to morning his sufferings ended, and his gallant spirit passed
thus the fitters are all Parsees, the
mters mostly Jews, the grind it in the ordinary flour mills which are found in every away.”
1, is certainly a remarkable fact that during the recent
tin-smiths Mahometans, and the copper-smiths and blacksmiths native hut. The proportion isas follows :—Nitre, 2; sulphur, 2;
are all Hindoos. Time did not allow more than a cursory inspec- and charcoal, 3, to which, after the paste has been dried and manceuvres two boilers, built by the same firm, should have
tion of the shops, which are low and inconveniently designed, but ground, a small portion of sharp sand is added. The cost on given way in an exactly similar manner, and it is indeed fortuat the same time have the reputation of efficiently meeting the the ground is 16s. 6d. per cwt., and the efficiency is said to be nate that the failureof the second did not result in loss of life. We
requirements of the company. Indian railway travelling is slow, a equal to the ordinary imported powder, which would come to presume the authorities will have a searching inquiry made into
the cause, which is out just to Messrs. Thorneycroft, the builders,
great deal of time being lost at stations by reason of the apparent very much more.
helplessness of the natives in getting in and out of the carriages;
In this and many other districts in India, limestone in the to the reputations of the men whose lives have been sacrificed,and
there is much, however, to interest the engineer. At one shape of small nodules, known as “kunkah,” is found in large to the country possessing no less than twenty-four similar vessels
station we see large quantities of old pot sleepers discarded quantities ; from it most excellent lime is made which is of identical construction. We shall therefore anxiously await the
for the more practical Vignoles rail; at another, in order moderately hydraulic. The burning of the lime and the pre- evidence given at the inquest, which is adjourned till the 1st of
to save a turntable, two lines run off soas to fourm an inverted J, paration of mortar is carried out at Tansa on a large scale;kilns June, in hopes that the survivors of No. 47 will have so far
the locomotive running up one siding and back on to the main have been-erected on the plan which admits of charging and recovered as to be able to attend. There is some consolation in
line by the other. A temporary road has been made from withdrawing going on at once. The lime and sand are mixed in the fact that it is better that these accidents, whether due to
Atgaon station to Tansa; a continuous string of country bullock the proper proportion by filling boxes having removable sides, unskilful handling or to defects in design, should occur in times
carts being met during the seven miles of drive; these carts are allowing the whole mass to be turned with a spade and removed of peace rather than in times of war, when the consequences
owned by the contractors for the dam works, Messrs. Glover and to the mortar mills, which are erected in batches of four edge- would be far more serious.
Co., and fetch the lime from the station. The method of driving runners to one portable engine. The charge is ground for thir404
veo
the bullocks is primitive, and simply consists of screwing their teen minutes, which is a great improvement on the native method,
tails, the driver sitting on the pole with a tail in each hand. The still adopted by the Indian Government, of mixing mortar in a
Tue Bath and West of England Society’s Show, which
animals seem little worse for this treatment, but many die in shallow circular trench dug in the ground by means of a millstone this year will be held at Dorchester, opens on the 30th inst., and
the dry season, therefore bullock transport is not so cheap as is pulled round by a bullock yoked toa pole, which works ona pivot in remains open until Friday, 3rd June, inclusive. The programme
generally imagined
thecentre of thecircle. An unaccountable accident hasoccurred to is a very full one, especially for the working dairy department.

NOTES

ON SOME

ENGINEERING WORKS AT
BOMBAY.
By KitiixsewortH Hepess, M.I.C.E.
Tue Prince’s Dock is being greatly extended, and is the most
important work in the city; also there are several extensive
engineering works in active p
in the neighbourhood of
Bombay. Of these, the new water supply of the city, which is
anticipated to deliver thirty-three million gallons daily, in
addition to the present supply, is the most important, the waters
having to be led in conduits and pipes a distance of 534 miles
from the artificial lake which is now being formed. Thro
the courtesy of the executive engineer, Mr. W. Clerke, the
writer was not only given every facility of inspecting the whole
of the work, but also has been furnished with the particulars
and details of the novel features which will be described in a
future article. A brief account of the journey and the method
adopted for securing the necessary amount of coolie labourers
may be of interest to those who are not acquainted with engineering work in India.
The magnificence of the new terminus of the Great Indian
Peninsular Railway impresses the visitor to Bombay. In outward
appearance there is some resemblance to the Caledonian-station
at Glasgow, except that the area covered by the Great Indian
Peninsular terminus and offices is much larger, and after passing
through the magnificent booking-hall with its vaulted roof and
marble columns, one is surprised to find the platforms of the
station cramped as to accommodation, and covered by a very low
roof with very deficient lighting. The railway carriages are
designed for coolness, having double roofs and sides ; the gauge
of the line, 5ft. 6in., admits of considerable interior room and
ample accommodation for five persons to lie full length at
night, the top berths folding up during the daytime; there is
also a lavatory for each carriage, with an ample supply of water,
and in some cases a shower-bath. In fact, the long journeys
which passengers have to take in India necessitate sleeping
accommodation to be afforded without extra charge. On the
Great Indian Peninsular Railway there are three classes, a pro-
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the middle points of the clips will move in the same way as points J. C. Lee addressed himself to the financial part of the subject.
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS USED IN
on the axis of the bar. Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic sketch of the Mr. J. K. Bethell, who followed, asserted that when the canal was
MECHANICAL TESTING. '
apparatus ; a a and b b are the clips on the test bar, fixed to it b: cut materials might be brought into the Potteries from Liverpool
points in its middle plane ; cc are projections on the clips, to whic’ at 3s. per ton less than the present rate of carriage.
By Professor W. C, Unwin, F.R.S.
are fixed delicate spirit levels ; d isa small screw which just touches
Tue determination of the exact distance between two fine marks the test bar ; ¢ is a micrometer screw with
uated head, which
on a standard of length is an operation of some difficulty, as is well supports the upper clip on the lower clip. In use the lower clip is
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
known to physicists. But that operation is free from many of the first levelled by the screw d ; then the upper clip is levelled by the
From our own Correspondent.)
difficulties which attend the measurements which have to be made micrometer screw, and a reading taken. The clips being always
in the engineering me
Among these the determination of accurately levelled, in a plane perpendicular to that in which the
Manchester.—Although it can scarcely be said that trade itself
the modulus of elasticity—Y oung’s modulus—of a bar by measuring four points attaching the clips to the test bar lie, the micrometer shows any really —— improvement, the iron market shows,
its change of length by stress, is one of the most important. Now readings are the distances between the middle points of the two if anything, a tendency towards a stronger tone. The reports
the bars subjected to test are usually, in the part which can be parallel clips ;and their differences are the mean of the elonga- | which have come to hand of an improvement in the Glasgow and
measured, not more than 10in. in length ; and the whole elastic ex- tions on the two sides of the test bar, or virtually are readings at Middlesbrough markets have tended somewhat to relieve the feeltension of such a bar is generally only about 0°007in. It is obvious the axis of the test bar. Readings to y5$55 of an inch can be ing of depression prevailing here, whilst rumours of the probable
therefore that measurements must be made with considerable taken.
stoppage of one of the large pig iron making concerns in the disaccuracy ani refinement to be of any value. But the bar cannot
Roller and mirror extensometr.—Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic sketch trict, and the consequent withdrawal of some of the low-priced pig
be placed in a position convenient for measurement ; and the attach- of another instrument on the same principle ; a and b are two clips iron from the market, have helped to strengthen the hands of
ments to the testing machine are more or less in the way of the similar to those in Fig. 2 ; the lower clip is supported on the test makers. This has resulted in buyers who have been holding back
measuring apparatus to be applied. The bar itself is a somewhat bar by a screw d ; the upper clip is supported on the lower by a manifesting more disposition to place out their orders, whilst
r ugh bar, the form of which must not be interfered with to fac 1 tate | stay bar with knife edges, ¢. At and mare the roller and mirror, makers have shown less inclination to entertain the very low prices
cae measurements. Then also bars of — different forms have | the axis of these being at the same distance from the knife edge which have been recently current. One or two moderate transt» be tested, flat and round, of various widths and diameters ; and of the stay bar as the set screw of the clip. A touch piece or actions have been put through which perhaps would not yet have
te measuring apparatus must be applicable to all these with equal |finger f attached to the lower clip presses on the roller. If the come upon the market, and there are inquiries stirring which are
vevdiness, Last, but not least, the work of an engineering labora- | bar extends, the roller approaches the lower clip by an equal an indication that buyers are now watching pretty closely the
tory is pressing, and measurements must becarried out with rapidity. | amount ; it turns against the finger /'; and the amount of rotation course of events, with a view to business when they are satisfied
In some cases, two diamond scratches have been made on the bar, is read by a telescope and scale. This instrument will easily read that prices have got down to their lowest point. There is, howand the distance between these measured by two micrometer | to yo0'n09 Of aninch. The roller being at the centre of the clip, ever, still so much iron in the market that buyers generally feel
microscopes. Apparatus of this kind is awkward to apply on the | its movement is the mean of the elongations on the two sides of the themselves relieved of any real anxiety as to the future, and busitesting machine, and tedious to adjust and read. A cathetometer | test bar. The author showed a third instrument on the same ness of any weight is only practicable where makers are prepared
his been used. But then two adjustments have to be made, and | principle, for obtaining the compression of small blocks of stone.
to take very low fi
two readings taken for each elongation, Also the limit of accuracy !
There was a moderate attendance on the Manchester iron market
of the cathetometer is hardly sufficient for the purpose. Very
on Tuesday, with rather more inquiry stirring, and in some
instances a fair business being done. Generally, however, trade
often mechanival magnitication by a lever is adopted. But there |
was still only dull, and for both common pig iron and hematites
are some difficulties in satisfactorily attaching a lever apparatus to
GENERAL TRADES prices were very irregular, quoted list rates, as a rule, being little
the bar: if a leverage of 100 to 1 is adopted, the fulcrum distance ‘THE IRON, COAL, AND
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND more than nominal. For Lancashire pig iron makers’ quoted prices
becomes very short and the range of the apparatus is limited.
There is also some difficulty in the calibration of the instrument to | OTHER DISTRICTS.
remained at about 38s. 6d. to 39s., less 24, for forge and foundry
determine the value of the readings. A micrometer screw is somequalities, delivered equal to. Manchester, but in the open market
(From our own Correspondent.)
times used as a means of mechanical magnification. With this there
they would have to come considerably below these figures to secure
is, again, the difficulty of suitable attachment to the bar ; and, as THE better condition of the Scotch and North of England markets orders, although on occasional special sales they are being obtained,
generally used, it is difficult to ascertain when exact contact of the | imparts to the Staffordshire market anticipations of a slightly and local makers are not anxious sellers at much under their list
brighter character. The summer weather, too, is assisting to rates. For district brands 36s. to 37s., less 24, delivered here,
screw is obtained without excessive pressure.
There isa special difficulty in measuring the elongation of ordi- improve the home demand. Fresh examples, however, which have represent the prices which makers of Lincolnshire iron would in
occurred
this week of the heavy losses occasioned by the long most cases be prepared to accept; but in some instances 1s. per
nary test bars which has been overlooked in the construction of
most of the apparatus of this kind. It is difficult to get test bars | depression, have a sobering effect.
ton above these figtires is being held for, and there is if anything
he mills and forges are rather better employed than earlier in less eagerness to press sales. Outside brands, such as Scotch and
which are rigidly straight. Even if the test baris strictly straight
it is difficult to hold it in the testing machine, so that the resultant | the month, and specifications are somewhat more numerous.
Middlesbrough iron, Were not to be got at quite such low figures
Black sheet makers are going along pretty steadily. Specifica- as would have been taken last week.
of the stress on any cross section passes strictly through the centre
of figure of the section, Now if this condition is not satisfied, the tions are, however, of a hand-to-mouth sort, and makers can see
Hematites are at present so very irregular in price that it is
bar becomes curved during the test The straightening of an a very short distance ahead. Happily order-books have several scarcely possible to get at any really fixed quotation, the actual
initially curved bar, or the curving of an initially straight one, | months’ work upon them, and less difficulty will be by-and-bye selling price being apparently determined by the special conditions
introduce errors in the measurements of very
iderable
t | experienced in getting purchasers to accept deliveries. Messrs. of each separate transaction. As an indication of the wide margin
If the measurements could be made at the axis of the bar, the | Jno, Lysaght are running both their Swan Garden and Osier Bed there is between the prices current in the market, I may mention
errors of this kind with any amount of curvature likely ,to occur |Works at Wolverhampton briskly, and are producing a larger out- that there are some local makers offering at as low as 47s. 6d., less
would not be very serious ; but this is of course impossible, The | turn of sheets than any other one firm in the entire trade.
24, delivered into the Manchester district, whilst other brands are
Hard singles are quoted this week £5 17s. 6d. per ton; doubles, quoted at 53s. 6d., less 2}, and the really selling price may be
best that can be done is to measure at the surface of the test bar.
But, in straightening, the surface of the bar on one side lengthens £6; and lattens, £6 17s. 6d. to £7. Galvanised corrugated sheets almost said to range anywhere between these two figures.
and on the other shortens, and thus introducesa not inconsiderable are about £9 lis. to £9 17s. 6d. delivered in the Mersey from this
In the manufactured iron trade the general tendency seems to
error of measurement. If, as in many forms of elongation measur- district. Last month’s exports reached 11,828 tons, which is be to quiet down. A. few works are still kept busy, but most of
jag apparatus, the measuring points are 2in. or more from the axis regarded as a capital total.
them are only indifferently employed, and orders are running out
A new galvanising works has this week been started at Tipton by faster than they are being replaced. This is naturally causing
of the bar, the errors become very large relatively to the elongaMr. Edward Bailey, of the Crown Ironworks, who has long been makers to be more eager to secure what new work there is giving
tions to be measured,
engaged in the black sheet trade. The firm are beginning upon a out, and although £5 per ton is still the quoted basis for good
modest scale, but their
hinery
is of sufficient size to treat sheets qualities of bars delivered into the Manchester district, with
4ft. wide, and in the ordinary sizes 12ft. lengths can be treated. hoops averaging £5 5s. to £5 7s. 6d., and sheets £6 5s. to £6 10s.
The plant has been laid down by Messrs. Thomas Bridges and Sons, per ton, there is an increasing disposition to meet buyers where
engineers, Wolverhampton, and is driven by two engines, one they have actual specitications to give out.
vertical, and one of the horizontal type. The new works are so
The condition of the engineering trades in this district remains
arranged as to enable the sheets to pass rapidly from hand to hand without improvement. There are a few firms who have special
through the various processes.
orders in hand who are fairly employed, but others have very little
Orders are being placed by Staffordshire brokers with North of to do; and taking general engineers, locomotive builders, and
England tirms at much less than Staffordshire prices. Tank plates, boilermakers, all through the district, they are but very indifferguaranteed to flange cold, are being bought, delivered into the ently off for work, and in these trades the outlook for the future is
Thames, at £5 12s. 6d. per ton, while the minimum price which anything but encouraging. Machine makers and toolmakers are
Staffordshire makers can accept is £6 15s. For steel plates of perhaps better off than other branches, and in some instances they
Northern make £1 per ton additional upon the price of iron is are fairly busy with work on hand, but this is not being followed
id. Local plate makers have also to meet Belgian competition. up with new orders of any weight. The monthly report of the
e Belgians are delivering tank age guaranteed quality, into Amalgamated Society of Engineers again shows a slight reduction
London at £5 17s. 6d. per ton.
e demand for Staffordshire in the number of members out of employment, but pattern makers
boiler plates continues quiet, and makers quote £7 upwards. are not in as good demand as they were two or three weeks hack,
Superior qualities go up to £9 and £10.
and the reports as to the actual condition of trade in the various
Steel is selling in increasing quantities. Formerly the output of districts can scarcely be said to show much real improvement, as it
plating bars in Staffordshire was something like 2000 tons per is - only in exceptional cases that trade is returned as really
week, This demand is now being rapidly monopolised by the ‘ood,
steelmasters, particularly those of South Wales. Steel plating
As I anticipated last week, the overtime question in the engibars are being delivered here at £4 15s. to £5 per ton, which is £1 neering trade of the Bolton district has resulted in a strike on the
part of the men. Before the notices requiring the men to work
Let Fig. 1 represent a ‘bar bent in the plane of the paper, the per ton less than is demanded for local iron bars.
The facilities which modern steel works possess for rolling every overtime when
had expired, they decided that unless
centre of curvatore being 0. Then, if measurements could be
made on the axis of the bar, between the points a b, the straighten class of manufactured product direct from the ingot are enabling these notices were withdrawn they would cease work, and they
ig of the bar would introduce an error equal to the difference of them to supply steel bars at prices scarcely more than blooms and further resolved to demand an advance of wages equal to about 74
the length of the chord a. and are acb. With any amount of billets, Blooms delivered from outside districts are quoted this per cent., being the amount which was taken off at the commencecurvature likely to occur in a test bar, this error would not be very week, £4 10s. to £4 15s. per ton; while the price demanded for ment of last year. The matter, consequently, has now resolved
itself into a question of wages, and the men are receiving the full
serious, Generally, however, the best that can be done is to tin bars is only £4 15s.
Pig iron is changing hands in moderate lots. Buyers of hematites support of their respective trade union organisations in the action
measure the distance between points a, }, on the surface of the bar.
Then, since by straightening the lines a O, b O become parallel, from the west coast express intention of remaining off the market they have taken. On both sides a most determined attitude is
the error introduced is the difference between a, b, and the arcacb; until, if possible, 52s, 6d. is again touched. Sellers give them no being shown, and the employers, who are thoroughly unanimous in
and this is much more serious. Most commonly, however, measure- encouragement. Ores are still 2s. per ton dearer than before their refusal to accede to the demands of their men, feel no apprements are made between points on clips fastened to the bar at lin. hematites went up, which means an increase of 4s. per ton in the hension about being able to readily fill their shops with any workor 2in. distance from its surface, such as a,l,. Then the error cost of production, so that there is no room for lower prices. men they may require to take the place of those who have gone
introduced by straightening is the difference between ag /, and the 57s. 6d. to 60s. is this week quoted by good west-coast firms, but out on strike. ‘The struggle has only commenced this week, and it
are ach; and this may be a serious error, even with a very small Welsh hematites may be had at 52s. 6d. for Nos, 3 and 4, and 55s, is difficult to foresee what further dedevelop
tit may
¥ or
amount of initial curvature, If simultaneous measurements are for No.1. Elaenavon hematites are quoted 55s. for forge, and whether it may not result in much wider disturbance of the relaas high a figure tions between employers and their men with regard to wages. As
taken of a, 4, and a bs, the mean of these will have no greater for No. 6 cold blast iron for chilled roll pu
error than the measurement of a}, That is, the mean of measure- as £6 into trucks at Blaenavon, or £6 10s. delivered, is being I pointed out last week, there is a very unsettled feeling amongst
ments on two sides of the bar reduces the error due to initial or realised. Staffordshire all-mine pigs are nominal at 52s, 6d.
the men in other districts, but the present impoverished condition
Lincolnshire pigs are quoted 39s. to 40s. delivered, Derbyshires of the various trades union societies’ funds may possibly prove a
induced curvature to the same amount as a measurement actually
are 37s. upwards, and Northamptons 36s. and on, Staffordshire sufficiently powerful restraint against any widespread strike being
made at the axis of the bar.
Professor Bauschinger, of Munich, a pears to have been the part mines are 40s. to 45s. according to mixture, and common 30s. entered upon.
first to recognise the importance of this double measurement easy.
So far as the saan of the Rating of Machinery Bill—of
Tote. Brown, Marshalls, & Co., of the Britannia Railway Carriage which full details have previously been given in THE ENGINEER—symmetrically on the two sides of the bar. He has always
used aqrernne in which a finger, or touch piece, attached to and Wagon Works, Birmingham, have sufficient work in hand to are concerned, they have now closed the evidence they have to give
one end of the bar, presses on a roller attached to the other keep them busy for some time yet. Among the contracts which they in favour of the measure, and they appear to be confident of sucend. As the bar extends, the roller rotates by friction against have just received is one for the carriages and wagons required for cess; but while they have received the active support of the Manthe finger. A mirror is attached to the roller; and the amount the new Delagoa Bay and East African Company. The firm have chester Corporation, they are meeting with opposition from the
of rotation is observed by noting the image of a sca’e in the mirror also secured from the Indian Midland Railway Company the largest Board of Guardians at Sunderland, which strikingly illustrates the
in England for many different points of view from which the question is regarded ‘in two
through a reading-telescope. In this way measurements to yy3455 order for rolling stock which has been pla
of an inch can be taken, To eliminate errors due to curvature, years. It consists of 205 carriages and fifteen horse-boxes, and important engineering centres. Of course, in the Manchester distwo rollers are placed, one on each side of the bar, and two sets of carriage trucks.
trict, where the proposed Bill originated, there is a large quantity
Among the contracts for railway material now on the market is of loose machinery with regard to which it is being sought to
readings are taken. ‘This involves the adjustment of two instruments and the taking of two sets of readings. But the principle is one on account of the Indian State Railways for the supply of cast obtain relief from rating; but in the Sunderland district, where
portent and no more accurate measurements than Bauschinger’s ironwork for bridge piers, ironwork for roofing, and the like ; and the bulk of the engineering plant consists almost exclusively of
for the Bengal-Nagpur line there are required 12,000 tons of steel heavy tools and other fixtures, the necessity of the measure is not
ve probably been made,
Touch-micrometer extensometer. — The first instrument used by Vignoles rails, 180,000 steel transverse sleepers, 750 tons of steel appreciated, and hence the decision to opome it.
the author was a kind of callipers. Two bars, one sliding in the fish-plates, and 180 tons of steel fish-belts and nuts,
n the coal trade business has quieted down very considerably
The industrial portion of a Jubilee Exhibition, opened at Dudley during the past week, and it is not only that house fire coals meet
other, could be set by touch to the distance between two fixed
clips on the test-bar. "A scale was engraved on silver on one bar; on Wednesday by the Countess of Dudley, contains a number of with a slow sale, but steam and forge coals and engine classes of
and the distance of the nearest division from a fixed zero-mark on scientific appliances, models relating to mining, and a variety of fuel are also in poor demand, and plentiful in the market. Stocks
the other was taken by a microscope-micrometer.
Readings machinery in motion,
of round coal are beginning to accumulate, and pits generally are
The precarious position in which the Birmingham glass trade has not working more than four and a-half to five days a week.
could be taken to y54y9 of an inch.
e instrument is easy and
rapid to use. Readings can be taken on both sides of the test-bar ; been placed by the severe competition from Germany has led to Prices, although not quotably lower, are easier, and at the pit
and the readings are direct on to a carefully graduated scale, so the consideration between the masters and men of alterations in mouth average 8s. 6d. for best coals, 7s. seconds, 5s. 6d. to ts.
the labour system. At present these alterations have not taken common house coals, 5s. to 5s. 6d. steam and forge coals, 4s. 3d. to
that no calibration of the instrument is necessary.
Screw-micrometer extensometer.—This aims at obtaining the ex- a definite shape. The men declare that no opposition shall be 4s, 9d. burgy,3s. 6d. to 3s, 9d. best slack,and 2s, 3d. to 2s. 6d.
tension along the axis of the bar by a single reading. Two clips giventonew modes or systems of work provided that wages are common sorts,
are fixed on the bar, each by a pair of steel points, one on each not reduced.
The shipping trade is quiet, with steam coal delivered at the high
A deputation of directors of the Manchester Ship Canal attended level, Liverpool, or the Garston Docks to be got at 6s. 9d. to 7s.
side, gripping the bar in a plane through its axis, If, then, these
clips can be made to preserve the same relative position to the bar, at a special meeting of the North Staffordshire Chamber of Com- per ton.
merce held on Tuesday at Hanley. Mr. L. Williams, engineer of
Barrow.—A quiet tone is still reported in connection with the
1 Read before the Physical Society.
the company, explained the course of the proposed canal, and Sir hematite pig iron trade of the Furness and Cumberland district.
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The sales which are made are mainly at low rates, but buyers of
special brands pay the full prices asked by makers. The demand
is, however, good, if makers would make same concession in prices ;
this they are not disposed todo. The selling price of second-hand
parcels during this week has been at about 42s. per ton net, but
makers are asking 44s, per ton, and for the iron they sell they
are getting this money. This price, however, shows a drop on the
week of from 1s. to 2s. per ton. Makers are busy on old orders,
and the work already in hand will furnish them with full employment during the remainder of the season. It is probable that
prices willadvance before they again decline, and the enquiry from
America and the colonies is in itself proof that large orders are
shortly to be placed if buyers and sellers can agree as to prices. It
is rather remarkable that the price of iron should go down in the
same week that the price of steel advances. The price of rails this
week is quoted at £4 2s. 6d. to£4 5s. per ton, net, f.o.b. at makers’
works.
ere is an improving demand for rails both for home and
the American markets, and in all probability some considerable
contracts will be booked at an early date for delivery during the
season. There is considerable activity at the steel mills, which are
all working full time night and day. Merchant mills are not, how
ever, fully employed.
ere is a good demand for blooms, especially from America. Prices are quoted for samples 7in. by 7in.,
£3 15s. to £3 17s. 6d. per ton net f.o.b. There
is stil a good demand
for billets, and a ful) inquiry for steel shipbuilding material. There
is not much doing industrially in the latter department, but it is
expected at jjar-ow thata large plant recently laid down for the
manufacture + all kinds of steel shipbuilding material will be put
in early operation. >
in the locality are indifferently
supplied with orders.
No new contracts have been booked lately,
but it is certain that more inquiries are offering, and some of these
are likely to lead to important contracts. The finished iron trade
is quiet. Prices show no variation, but they are considered to be
very unremunerative.
are quoted at from £5 to £7
per ton, and angles from £5 2s. 6d. to £7 5s. per ton. The iron
ore trade is not so active as it has been, and prices are againa trifle
lower,
ing from 8s. to lls, per ton net at mines for good
average qualities. The coal and coke trades are steady. Shipping
is again more briskly employed. The steamer Carmona, which
took out over 6000 tons of ps iron from Barrow for New York eleven
weeks ago, is given up as lost, with her crew of thirty-nine men.
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Ix both the light and heavy industries there is a perceptible
diminution in the orders received of late. Some classes of heavy
work are well in request, but others are not called for to anything
like the extent anticipated. In the lighter trades, particularly of
cutlery and plated goods, the business, both on home and foreign
account, is much quieter. The continuance of cold weather is not
ging the
ide people to order new goods, and hotel requirements are not at all hea
Edge tools, saws, files, &c., with
certain classes of mining and entrenching tools, have been very
active during the whole season, and the demand, both on Colonial
and Continental account, is maintained.
The enterprising preparations at several of our large firms to
meet the increasing demands of the Government in war material
are rapidly approaching completion. Messrs. Vickers, Sons, and
Co. have had their forging press in operation for some time ;Messrs.
Thos. Firth and Sons, who have devoted their attention to adding
to their hammer power, are also in work with their new machinery;
Messrs. John Brown and Co. expect to have yet es ready ina
few days ; and Messrs. Charles Cammell and Co, wil follow shortly.
In connection with these and other works, specialities are being
made by neighbouring firms. A large anvil block, to be utilised
as a powerful hydraulic ram, has been manufactured by Messrs.
Watson, Moorwood, and Co., of the Harleston Ironworks, Harleston-street. The block weighs thirty-five tons, and has been constructed to withstand an enormous pressure. A second anvil block
has been made by the same firm.
Messrs, Craven Brothers and Co., of the Darnall Carriage and
Wagon Works, Sheffield, have despatched to London this week a
ttern train, which they have completed for the Metropolitan
ilway Company. The train, which has been designed by the
builders, is composed of nine coaches, including three first-class
carria
Each coach is made of Indian teak wood ; the
are
rounded to avoid striking the tunnels, and there is a contrivance
by which fresh air is admitted—with closed windows—while at the
same time smuts and dirt are excluded. All the coaches rest on
Mansell’s carriage wheels, and are provided with central buffing
and draw gear,
in such a manner that when the automatic
brake is applied, the train can be pulled up with safety, and
without rudely jolting the passengers. The gear has been adjusted
to admit of the train taking sharp curves safely. Attached to each
wheel is a patent axle-box supplied with a door, by opening which
the guard can at once ascertain while the train is in traffic whether
the axle-box is heated. The upholstering and fittings for the
carriages—first-class, second-class, and third-class—are far more
luxurious than anything yet ee on the Underground.
Messrs. J. G. Lowood and Co., of Sheffield and Deepcar, who
have a wide reputation for fire resisting goods connected with
the iron and steel industries, have in their possession a piece of
brickwork, taken from a Siemens-Martin open hearth furnace,
which is particularly noteworthy. It had
m working in the
establishment of Messrs, Bolckow, Vaughan and Co., of Middlesbrough-on-Tees, for nearly twelve months, and had run 462 casts,
and produced 6056 tons of Siemens mild steel without rebuilding,
the sample having been at work the whole time. This firm have
sent to the Newcastle Exhibition a collection of their manufactures, including working samples of the silica bricks, built
up in the form of the back end of a Siemens-Martin furnace,
showing the gas and air ports, the parts subjected in this kind of
furnace to the most intense heat. Samples of bricks are shown
after having been in use in almost every description of furnace
where— heat is needed. Some of these samples have undergone
the ordeal of fire to the extent of 2000 tons and upwards of steel
being melted in front of them. The example mentioned is the
most extraordinary. Messrs. Lowood also exhibit aspecimen taken
from the roof of a copper refinery after being at work six months.
It shows, in an interesting way, how certain chemical properties
eliminated from the copper in a refinery furnace act upon the construction of the brickwork. The firm also include samples of their
different manufactures for the Bessemer steel process, such as converter tuyeres, ladle bricks, nozzles, stoppers, and other goods
required by the iron and steel industries throughout,
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NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THERE was a good attendance at the Cleveland iron market held
at Middlesbrough on Tuesday last, and the tone was decidedly
more cheerful than it has been for some weeks. Buyers are
beginning once again to show a disposition to operate, and prices
are stiffening accordingly. Last week, No. 3 g.m.b. was bought
at 33s. 6d. per ton, but on Tuesday last 38s, 9d. was the lowest at
which it could be obtained, and it was only certain of the merchants
who would accept that figure. Most of the others asked as much
as 34s. Fordelivery over the next three months some sellers are
prepared to take 34s. for No. 3, but in face of the improved feeling
the majority will not commit themselves so far ahead. Makers are
still fairly well off for orders and continue to keep out of the market.
A steady demand has sprung up for forge iron, and the price is
firm at 32s, 9d. per ton.
Stevenson, Jaques and Co,’s current quotations :—‘‘ Acklam
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hematite,” mixed Nos., 45s, perton ; ‘‘Acklam Yorkshire,” (Cleveland) No. 3, 36s.; ‘‘ Acklam basic,” 36s.; refined iron, 48s, to 63s,
Warrants, which were 33s. 44d. per ton last week, were on Tuesday sold at 34s, and 34s. 1}d.
e stock of Clevelan pig iron in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s
Middlesbrough store amounted
on Monday last to 328,743 tons, or
730 tons less than on the previous Monday.
t
The pig iron shipments from the Tees continue to be very satisfactory. Up to Monday night last 39,673 tons had left the port of
Middlesbrough since the Ist inst., as against 35,249 tons during
the corresponding —- of April.
have begun to speak somewhat more cheerFinish iron makers
al
fully of their future ——
Inquiries have been more numerous during the last fortnight. The amount of business actually
transacted has, however, not been large, as the prices offered by
consumers are too low. Makers maintain their quotations at the
figures last quoted, on the ground that they cannot accept less
without incurring loss,
;
During the last few days salt has again been reached in the
neighbourhood of Middlesbrough. It is only a few weeks since
that the Middlesbrough owners, a or ge of gentlemen mainly
isting of members of the Pease family, who own a considerable
landed property in and about the great iron city, determined to
try their fortune by boring for salt at a point near the North
Ormsby toll-bar. Success has crowned their efforts. The seam
reached is the same as that which is being worked by the various
other salt companies in the district. It is expected that no time
will be lost in putting up the necessary buildings, machinery, and
salt pans, and that soon a busy industry will spring up in this particular locality. Judging by the rate at which new borings are
being made and others projected, there seems to be considerable
danger
that the salt industry will soon be overdone. The present
total output of the salt works on both sides of the river is about
2800 tons per week, which, valued at 10s. per ton, represents a
weekly turnover of £1400. There is said to be about 4s. per ton
profit out of this. But it is clear that competition will tend to
reduce this margin, and that before very long the salt trade, like
many others, may not be worth doing. If people were wise, they
would wait for a time in order to see the effect of the new-made
bore holes upon the market. But they seldom or never are wise in
these matters, and they are now pretty certain to go on without
much consideration of co
uences until the profit has di
from all producers alike. The general public will be the only
gainers in the long run.
Among the exhibits at the Newcastle Exhibition worthy of
special notice is that of Messrs. Crewdson, Hardy, and Co., of the
Yorkshire Tube-works, Middlesbrough. It consists of two upright
tubes of wrought iron, tapered gradually from 3in. to lin. in diameter, joined at the top with wrought iron cross-pieces and a crossbar of l}in. tube. Below are various lengths of butt-welded steam
and galvanised tubes from jin. to 6in. in diameter, screwed and
socketted. Below and in front of these there is a profusion of
crosses, tees, round elbows, square elbows, back nuts, diminishing
sockets, flanges, eight, six, and five-way pieces, and cast iron main
cocks, ranging from din. to 4in. in diameter. In another place are
samples of strong hydraulic tubes, square oval, and fire-bar section
tubes. On one side of the stand is a tubular coil made from a
length of 70ft. without joint, and two tubular pyramids formed by
placing one tube inside the other, these varying from jin. to 6in. in
diameter. On the other side are three blast furnace tuyere coils
and a set of cast iron flanged gland and plug cocks from 2hin. to
4in. in diameter ; and in front of the whole is a barrier formed
a galvanised square-sectioned tube twisted throughout its lengt
and carried upon tapered tubular stanchions to which it is united
by wrought iron cross-pieces.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE pig iron market has been comparatively firm during the
greater part of the eames week, and the prices of warrants have
been tending upwa:
The shipments were a little larger than in
the corresponding week of last year, but not to such an extent as
to influence the market. The firmness is attributed to a scarcity
of warrants at the moment, and likewise to the strikes on the Continent and in America. Warrants have ranged about 41s. to
41s. 5d. cash. The past week's pig iron shipments were 2372 coastwise and 6015 abroad, the total of 8387 tons corresponding with
7993 last year. There is no change in the number of furnaces in
blast—eighty-one against ninety at the corresponding date.
Additions continue to be made to the stocks of pigs in Messrs.
ea and Co.’s Glasgow stores to the extent of about 2000 tons
a wee!
The current values of makers’ pigs are as follows :—Gartsherrie, f.o.b. at Glasgow, No. 1, 48s., No. 3, 44s.; Coltness, 54s.
and 44s. 6d.; Langloan, 50s, 6d. and 46s.; Summerlee, 52s. and
43s.; Calder, 49s. 6d. and 42s.; Carnbroe, 43s. 6d. and 40s.;
Clyde, 46s. 6d and 41s. 6d.; Monkland, 43s. and 39s.; Govan, at
Broomielaw, 43s. and 39s.; Shotts, at Leith, 48s. 6d. and 45s. 6d.;
Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. and 44s, 6d.; Glengarnock, at Ardrossan, 47s, and 4l1s.; Eglinton, 42s. 6d. and 38s, 6d.; Dalmellington, 43s. 6d. and 40s,
The proposal to i
the Canadian import duties on pig iron
and steel, which is expected to take effect without delay, has taken
the iron trade here by surprise. Such a thing has only been
ken of as probable for a short time; but from the tenor of
the telegraphic advices to private firme received this week from
Canada it appears that the increased duty is either already in
force or is expected to be so without delay. The amount of the
rate on pig iron is to be doubled, which will bring it up to
4 dol. 48c., or about 18s, a ton. Such a change cannot fail to be
an inconvenience, at least at first, and it may possibly reduce
materially the amount of re sent to Canada. The shipping
season has only just opened with the re-opening of navigation,
and so far there
been d
tched from
tland 4273 tons to
Canada, as compared with
in the same period of last year.
An order for 1 tons was received in G
w this week, and it
is just — that others may follow, although this will depend
altogether upon the pressure of the demand in
Our exports of iron and steel goods, either partially or wholly manufactured, is somewhat extensive to the Dominion, and some anxiety is
felt as to how these may be effected ; particularly is this the case
with orders now in progress of manufacture.
The West of Scotland Steel makers, as I anticipated last week,
have obtained orders for about 10,000 tons of shipbuilding steel for
large orders recently placed with Clyde builders. The prices have
been somewhat reduced from those formerly quoted, on condition,
it is said, that specifications be at once supplied to the makers.
There is a brisk demand for ell coal for shipment, but main coals
are not so much required, or rather, the supply is sogreat that
individual coalmasters are not able to get their output fully disof. Steam coals are in steady request, and the prices of this
quality are well maintained. The quotations of ell and splint coals
are somewhat easier.
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES,
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE coal export from Cardiff last week to foreign destinations
was one of the highest on record—190,000 tons. This enormous
total caused a great deal of activity in the Rhondda collieries, and
— in the
and Aberdare Valleys full time has been the rule
or iate.
Newport shared somewhat in the pressure, and the coasting
total was increased, but S
only retained its average. There
has been no change in quotations, and the only result of the
increased demand has been to keep prices firm, 8s, 6d, f.o,.b, now
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being the ruling figure, instead of fluctuating about and receding
to 8s, 3d.
It may now be regarded as a certainty thata fair part of the
summer trade is secure, as substantial orders are being put in
which will take some time to execute. This will give the colliers
ample work, even if it does not increase their wages, und this cannot be expected until an advance takes place. If coalowners could
get 7s. at pit for their coals an advance of wages would soon
follow. The next declaration of audit will, I expect, be “Ny
alteration.”
I find on inquiry that a good deal of difference still exists in the
cutting price of coal. The Rhondda collieries
better than the
ironwork collieries, Such is the statement, whie buyers are, of
course, dependent upon the character of the seam, and while in
one place colliers get 1s, 3d. per ton for cutting, another will be
ls. 10d. About the best results attained by colliers at present are
5s. a day wages, Colliers having a boy just passed the standard
with them, with full time, get £2 per week. This is in striking
contrast to the ironwork labourers, who rarely get more than 2s,
aday. Iam not surprised, seeing that the colliers are now fully
employed, that they have ceased from ‘‘meetings.” They are now
benefitting by their peaceful resolve not to follow the ‘Tyne lead,”
The only meeting of importance lately was held by the associated
and non-associa
coalowners at Cardiff, on Saturday, A. Hood in
the chair, when the Mine Regulation Bill was thoroughly discussed
and amendments formulated which will be at once brought under
official notice.
I am sorry to note that tin-plate workers are beginning to
**sow the wind” again. Meetings have been held in the Swansea
and Monmouthshire district, and the basis of a wide organisation
has been laid which means mischief. Gloucestershire is to be
included, and the weekly subscription of members are so arranged
as to admit of as much as £1 being paid to men on strike. This is
one of the strongest temptations to strike I have seen, Few men
can resist the temptation of idleness, coupled with a pound sterling
per week, There has been a good deal of business done of late at
the oid prices. These are—coke wasters, 12s. 3d. to 12s. 44d.;
best wasters, 12s, 6d. to 12s, 9d.; cokes, up to 13s.; Bessemer stee!
to 13s. 6d.; Siemens, which command most attention, vary from
13s. 6d. to 14s.
e There was not such a large export from Swansea last week, but
is tolerably
i and women substantial. There is a
rumour in circulation that a tin-plate works at Briton Ferry are to
be started, and this has given great satisfaction,
In rails some works are doing a good deal of business, though
rices are not remunerative at £4 2s. 6d. to £4 7s. 6d. Dowlais
eeps one mill going pretty exclusively for rails, which are run off
in lengths of three. Cyfarthfa is more ar 4occupied with tin
bar; as for steel sleepers I hear little about them ; though from a
large quantity stocked in the neighbourhood of one of the large
Welsh works it does not appear that prospects are good. American
business is looking up, but Canadian has re-awakened anxiety.
Ironmasters are contending that reciprocal trade arrangements
should be legalised. These restrictive tariffs are doing great injury.
In respect of steel, Wales is now sending a fair make of blooms,
which, but for the tariff, would, to the greater satisfaction, I am
told, of the American buyers, be converted into steel rails before
leaving the works,
The Treharris Colliery the men have begun to agitate for a concession of reduction of rents from landlords—quite a new
movement,
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent.)
UNTIL a general feeling of
political security returns, neither
industry nor commerce seems ab to rise above a sort of hand-tomouth limit, and until this is the case there appears no likelihood
of the metal markets permanently improving, for no sooner does a
favourable spurt set in than a reaction shortly after takes place.
As regards these markets specially, that of Rheinland-Westphalia
has remained much as it was last week—certainly no improvement can be noticed, and in the most favourable case it
can only be said that prices have been, as a rule, maintained,
although in a few cases they have receded, while the
demand has lessened. The Silesian iron market, on the
other hand, is better situated for the moment, as the blast furnaces and rolling mills have more to do than they can well
effectuate, cau
ly on account of orders for Russia given out
before the new tariff came into force, and partly of those for home
consumption. Every ton of pig iron available has been bought
to send over the border, and at the enhanced price of M. 51 to
52 p.t. This raising of the duty into Russia is of such moment
to the East Prussian ironworks that it is becoming a question of
removing some of the blast furnaces over the boundary into Poland;
but then comes the excessive duty on the coke from the Silesian
mines, so that the ironmasters are in a perplexing fix. They have,
however, now thoroughly established in working order their
common bureau at Berlin, and from this their inland and export
business will now be vigorously pushed. The wire rod mills and
the wire-working industries are also so well employed that further
orders are only taken when there is no obligation as to time of
delivery.
The Belgian iron market is still very firm, and pig iron maintains its price well at 40f. to 46f. p.t., and common bars are noted
100.
e talked-of rise in girders has been abandoned. The
export of rolled iron in 1886 was 470,000 t.
e French iron market is slowly improving, and prices are
advancing, except at Paris.
There is little change in the prices of ores here. On the Siegen
Exchange the prices varied for red, brown, and steel stone from
M. 8-20 to 11°80 p.t. The pig iron prices are also unchanged, and
are quiet. Endeavours are being made to ae oy production by
the substitution of brick hot-air stoves, on the Cowper system
mostly, for the old-fashioned iron ones, by heightening the blast
furnaces, and ae aes mills at the steel works, At the
same time, the State
also just reduced the railway frieghts on
iron and steel, and their manufactures by 25 to 30 per cent.
Spiegel is not quite so well called for for export, but the price has
kept up. Forge pig is in moderately good and regular demand in
Westphalia, and prices could therefore be maintained, which, however, was not the case in the Siegerland. The pig iron combination
decided at their last meeting to continue the minimum base-price
as last noted. The consumption of pig iron has not decreased, and
the lowering of prices has never, in this country at least, led to
more business. On the contrary, it gives buyersa hint to hold
back any orders they have to place, in the hope of cheaper prices
coming eventually. Most of the rolling mills have still work
oneagh to keep them moderately busy, and in nearly every case
e bar mills are most busy, but
the prices have been upheld.
some are inconvenienced waiting for
fications, though the
contracts for delivery have been made.
the whole, however, the
demand may be said to have slackened. The convention price
of M. 110 p.t. cannot always be obtained, as dealers come
in at cheaper rates, but even the convention price scarcely leaves
a margin at present price of pigs. In heavy plates no change has
taken place. Thin sheets are cheaper, and are now quoted at
M. 130 p.t. base price. The works, generally speaking, have
enough orders in the books, only a few complaining of their
absence. Stocks are not large, and during the summer, the usual
busy time, they will soon be cleared off. There is nothing new in
the wire rod department, and the same may be said of railway
material. The foundries and machine shops are in the same condition as last week, except that an order for eight six-wheeled
locomotives has just been given — the lowest tender being
M. 15,000 a-piece at the works, The brass founders were better
off last month. Sufficient orders came in from home and foreign
customers to keep them well employed, and hopes of higher prices
than the last noted are entertained, as till now they have been anything but remunerative,
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6893. Coryina Presses, T. Downie, Glasgow.
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
6894, Boot CLeaners, G. Tabberer, Birmingham,
DupLex Steam Pumps, W. Walker and W. Norris,
Condensed from the —. of the Commissioners of 6895.
Birmingham.
6896. Worstep and Yarns, A. Goldthorp, Wakefield.
6897. Srrarntinc Parer Pup, G. Hibbert, GatesheadApplication for Letters Patent.
on-Tyne.
*,* When patents have been ‘‘communicated” the 6898.
MaintTarnine Beer in Casks, G. Macaulay-Cruikname and address of the communicating party are
shank.—(H. Reichard, Germany.)
printed in italics,
6899. Dritiine Rivet-HOLEs in BorLeRs, G. Booth and
G. Pickersgill, Halifax.
10th May, 1887.
ARMOUR-PLaATES, &c., J. Willis, Sheffield.
6805. ELectricaL Seconpary Generator, C, Philpott 6900.
6901. Forwine Laps of Corron, G. Ashworth and E.
and M. C, Stapylton, Brighton.
Ashworth,
Manchester.
6806. Monuments, A. and W. 8. McCreary, London.
6807. WaTer Puririer and Fitter for Steam Boers, = le.Povu.try Coops, J. Andrew and T. Shiels, MayJ. W. Hyatt, London.
6903.
LireBoats,
C. W. Pater, Manchester.
6808, Propucina AgrateD Beveraces, 8. R. Divine 6904. Spinninc, &c.,
H. Stevensop, J. Webb, and 8.
and G, F. Morgan, London.
Hallam,
Manchester.
6809, ELecrric BELL Inpicators, J. and E, Eshelby, 6905. Movu.pine Pipes, J. Barker, Manchester.
Dublin.
6906.
CrickETING
Stumps,
J. C. Richmond, Rother6810. Hypravutic Loapine and UnLoapING APPARATUS
for Surrs, A. B. Brown, Glasgow.
60907.
Barometers,
W.
P.
Thompson.—(A.
E. Lebret,
6811. Ties, &c., to be Stampep with Ficurgs, F. E.
France.)
Reading and H. Arnold, Luton.
AUTOMATICALLY StToppinG INJECTING APPARATUS,
ba 2—- Mecuanism of Orcans, C. Brindley, 6908.
A. Horne, Liverpool.
eld.
OBTAINING SuLPHUR from IRnon Pyrires, C. F.
6813. Puorocraruic Cameras, &c., J. V. Bobinson, 6909.
Claus, South Wimbledon.
Dublin.
6910.
Watcues, E. P. Wells, London.
J. G. Statter and Company, Limited.
6814. Hotstine, &c., Macuinery, E. Shaw, Bristol.
6911. Macutyes for Puncaine, A. Beaudry, London.
&c., W. Anderson, Manchester.
Fororne Boxts, T., R., G., and A. Packer, LonThis is the conversion to a company of the 6815. Stays,
ReGuLaTinG and ConTROLLING the Speep of 6912.
don.
business of Messrs, John Grice Statter and Sydney 6816.
Gas-motTor Enoines, H. Williams, Stockport.
Heaps for Movuitpinc Macuryes, 8. Bastow,
Linton Brunton, of the Alliance oe paee | 6817. CentrirvGaL Percussion Fuze, J. H. Burke, 6913.
London.
Works, West Drayton, and of MiddletonA Southsea,
6914.
TREATMENT
of Hines for Leatuer, J. 8. Hooper.
Dalston, electric light and general and consulting 6818. GENERATING INFLAMMABLE Gaseous Vapour for
J. W. Darrow, United States.)
Heatine, H. Williams, Stockport.
6915. SuperHEaTING, &c., Gas, G. K. Cooke, London.
engineers, It was registered on the 9th inst., 6819.
Gas-moTor
Enoines,
H.
Williams,
Stockport.
6916. Muxers’ Sarery Lamps, W. Baker and J. Barton,
with a capital of £20,000, in £10 shares. The 6820. Eaves Piate, W. Gwinett, Wolverhampton.
mdon.
purchase consideration is £6400 in fully-paid 6821. Vessets for Hoipinc, &c., Liquips, J. Parish,
. Resistance Coirs, W. M. Mordey and C, E.
shares. The subscribers are :—
Webber, London.
Shares. 6822, Joints of MALLEABLE Metaiic Tupes, &c., T. 6918.
TeLecraPny, W. E. Gedge.—(A. Claude, France )
*W. Statter, Snapethorpe, near Wakefield, surgeon 100
Henderson, Gosforth.
WaTeR-cLosets, A. H. Ward, Elm.
Mrs. Statter, Snapethorpe, near Wakefield .. .. 50 6823. Guipes for HeaLp Suarts or Frames, E. Smith, 6919.
6920. CLosinc CaPsULED Borrtes and Jars, C. Laurent,
*H. B. Statter, Snapethorpe, near Wakefield
. 2
J. Aspinall, and A. B. Barlow, Manchester.
London.
Miss M. B, Statter, Snapethorpe, near Wakefield R 6824. PorTABLE HarmonivM, M. Concanen, Manchester, 6921. Markino the Frames of Umprexias, J. Willis,
E. Ablett, M.D., Whitehaven .. .. .. oe ve
6825, Gas-motor Enornes, H. Williams, Stockport.
Dee pear.
Mrs. M. E. Horsfall, Leamington .. .. .. .. 100 6826, Topacco Pire CLeaners, T. J. Porter, Fleetwood, 6922.
Gun-mounTINGs for Macnine Guns, T. NordenW. A. Statter, Wakefield, physician
oo eo
6827. Boor Fastener, 8. May, London.
felt, London.
6828.
DyNamo-ELEcTRIC
Macuines,
E.
T.
and
D.
6923.
me &c., J. Nicholas and H. H. Fanshawe,
Director's qualification, 20 shares; the first are
Higham,
London.
the subscribers denoted by an asterisk; remune- 6829. Execrric Batreries, P, Jensen. —(0. Lugo, 6924. mdon,
Screw Sream Vessexs, J. Nicholas and H. H.
ration, £60 per annum.
r. John Grice Statter
United States.)
Fanshawe, London.
is appointed managing director, and Mr. Sydney 6880. Puraative and Syrince for Same, C. Schedl. 6925.
EnpLess Wire Ways for TransporTinc Goops,
—(A,
Oidtmann,
Holland.)
Linton Brunton secretary and joint manager, at a 6831. ArtiriciAL Birps for SHootine Practice, E. R.
T. Obach, London.
6926.
Sewinc Macuiyes, R. Otto, London.
salary of £250 per annum respectively.
Day and C. H. Colt, London.
Compounp for Coveritne Exectric Wires, H. W.
6832. WueEexs for Bicycies, &c., E. Evans and T. H. 6927.
Merritt, London.
D. Davies, London.
6928.
Compound for Covertne E.ectric Wires, H. W.
Patent Letter and Enamel Company, Limited, 6833, Preparina, &c., Tea and Corree, H. Freeman,
Merritt, London.
London,
6929. Sicn and SHow Carps, J. P. Scott, London.
This company was registered on the 6th inst., 6834.
Wire, A. Mannesmann, Brixton.
6930.
Dressinc Wounps, O. Schlatter, H. Burtscher,
with a capital of £9000, in £10 shares, to acquire 6835. Steam Traps, C. and A. Edmeston, London.
and A. Schmid, London.
and work the letters patent granted to William 6836. Weapon of Artack and Derence, A. J. Myzoule, 6931.
Srups, C. F. Veit, London.
London.
Norman Sears, for improvements in the manufacMouxtine and Workinc TURRET Guns, J. FicldStRETCHING Trousers, &c., J. E. Kearne, London. 6932,
ing, London.
ture of letters and att designed for attach- 6837.
6838.
Steam
BorLer
Composition
Invector,
R.
Cham6933.
InsuLatinc ELecrricaL Conpvuctors, D. Nicoll,
ment to glass and other surfaces—No. 10,038,
bers, Handsworth.
London.
dated 5th August, 1886. The subscribers are:— 6839.
Hus Lamps used on Tricycies, R. V. Ash, 6934.
Firr-arms, J. A. Longridge, London.
London.
6935.
—
Screws from Rop Wire, J. K. Starley,
NEW COMPANIES,
Colin G. Ross, Carlton Club .. .. «2... ss 1 6840. Type-seTTING or Composinc Macuines, A, J.
don.
Boult.—(A. Lagermann, Sweden.)
R. B. B, Clayton, 88, Bishopsgate-street Within,
12th May, 1887.
how following companies have just been regismerchant .. ..
Serra
6841. Toois, W. J. Murgatroyd and J. Green, London.
te *
Major C. Ross, Arm: gene Mery
ae iam oh
1 6842. Gas-Trap Covers, A. J. Boult.—(N. Schwab, 6936. Saturatinc Sucar Sotvtions, P. J. E. Heffter,
1 United States.)
H. Weld ning ount-street, brewer .. ..
Germany.
Cast Steel Foundry Company, Limited.
Lord Kilcoursie, -P., 47, Duke-st., St. James’...
1 6843, Enricnine Seep Pants with ALIMENTARY SvuB- 6937. Paint for Stucco, R. Ripley, Liverpool.
STANCES,
uer, London.
This company proposes to carry out an agree- W. Norman Sears, 144, High Holborn, enameller 1 6844.
6938. Pumps, J. Garvie, jun., London.
Execrric Arc Lamps, A. J. Boult.—(C. M. 6939
Workine Carpine Encines, J. Heginbottom,
ment coheed’ eas with Sir Joseph Whitwell Colonel Vincent, United Service Club .. .. ..
Noble, United States )
Oldham.
Pease, Bart., M.P., and William Fowler, Esq.,
The number and names of the first directors 6845.
Brakes,
T.
S.
Brown,
Liverpool.
6940.
Gas
Lamps, R. W. Pugh, Manchester.
for the purchase
of the Roseberry Steel Works, will be determined by the subscribers, who act 6846, TyPe-wRiTING Macuings, F. Myers, Liverpool.
6941. Lamps, R. W. Pugh, Manchester.
Middlesbrough. The company was registered on ad interim, The company in general meeting 6847. Toys, 8. Bennett, Liverpool.
Drawineo Wire, M. F. Roberts, Manchester.
6848. SqueEzinc WaTeR from “ Mops,” W. David, 6942.
the 9th inst., with a capital of £24,000, in £20 will appoint remuneration.
6943. MaGNETO-ELECTRIC Macuines, M. Settle, ManLondon.
chester.
shares. The subscribers are :—
6849. Sor CartRipGEs, J. Joyce, London.
Sewinac Macuines, H. Hyndman.—{(J. Forbes,
8 hares.
6850. Hanne for Lawn Tennis Bats, &c., D. Allport, 6944.
United States.
Sir Joseph W. Pease, Bart., M.P., Gisborough
London.
6945.
Sucrion Boxes for Paper Makino Macuines, G
ID). Dale, Darlington, colliery owner .. .. «.
ELectric Grow Lamps, A. F. St. George and
Bird, Glasgow.
*J. Walton, Saltburn-by-Sea, colliery owner
THERMOMETERS,—At a recent meeting of the 6851.
8. E. Robinson, Redhill.
6046. Paper Macurne Srramner CLEANSING, G.
*T. D. Ridley, Middlesbrough, contractor
Physical Society a paper was read ‘‘On Delicate 6852.
Sicutine Guns at Nicut, A. Slatter, London.
Stewart
and J. Reid, Fisherrow.
*J. Featherstone, Middlesbrough, agent
Calorimetrical Thermometers and on Expansion of 6853. Evecrric CaBLes, R. W.
-—( Tatham and 6947. Forcinc
Macurneg, G. Weston, Sheffield.
J. A. Pease, Darlington .. .. .. .. «
Brothers and D, Brooks, United States.)
Thermometer Bulbs under Pressure,” by Professor
6948,
Suirts,
Glasgow.
W. Shaw, Wolsingham, steel works manager .. a
DisapPpeaRING Gun Mountinos, J. Y. Johnson.— 6949. Borries,J.T.D.W.Macarthur,
Grant, Glasgow.
Pickering. The reading of a delicate mercurial 6854.
The number of directors is not to be less than thermometer,
(La
Société
Schneider
et
Cie.,
France.)
6950.
Pocket
Instrument,
I. Watts, Manchester.
when placed in a bath at constant 6855. TorLeT PaPeR-HOLDING Fixture, W. W. Colley, 6951. ane Harp Svupstances,
three, nor more than six; qualification, 25 ordinary
J. F. Brinjes,
shares or corresponding stock ; the first are the temperature, is found to depend on whether the
London.
mdon.
subscribers denoted by anasterisk. The company thermometer was at a higher or lower temperature 6856. CommunicaTING between Drivers and RIpERs, 6952. Sarety BaBy Tratner,J.McHardy, Dollar, N.B.
the bath before immersion. Capillarity was
C. H. Burgess, London.
6953. Lamps, &c., H. O. A. E. Griinbaum, Stratford.
in general meeting will determine remuneration. than
suggested asan explanation, but experiment showed 6857. PERMANENT Way of Raitways, J. C. Caillé, 6054. Securinc Brackets to Bearines, A. Yates,
London.
mdon.
that the effect wasnot always greatestat the narrow 6858.
Edwin Foden, Sons, and Co., Limited.
Boers, G. Kingsley, London.
6955. Unper CLearers for Drawinc Frames, J. Butler
of the tube, and hence thisidea was discarded. 6859. Steam
Bearinos of Wasuine, &c., Macuines, T. T.
This is the conversion to a company of the yrtsusing
and T. Howard, London.
the
same
tubes
with
different
bulbs
Mercer
and
T.
Woolfall,
London.
6956. Sprincs for Venicies, T. H, Heard, Sheffield.
business of general engineer, ironfounder, thrashthe differences varied, and eventually the 6860. Fitterrine Water, &c., P. Sedlék, London.
TELEPHONIC Apparatus, C. L. W. Fitz-Gerald,
ing machine maker, and coal dealer, carried on attached
was found to be caused by exposing the inside 6861. Fastenines for Gioves, P. A. Newton.—(C. W. 6957.
London,
by Mr, Edwin Foden, at Elworth pongo Sand- effect
Stuart,
United
States.)
of
the
tube
to
air
and
moisture,
for
when
bulbs
were
Maxine Give, J. Campbell, Glasgow.
bach, Chester. It was registered on the 11th attached to new tubes without being so exposed, 6862. Kitn for Dryrnc Tea, A. 8. Tomkins, F. A. 6958.
6959.
Bearine for SHarrs of Sckew Prore.iers, M.
inst., with a capital of £25,000, in £5 shares. The the differences between the rising and falling readCracknall, and A. G. Courage, London.
P. Baxter, London.
6863, SupmaRine TELEGRAPHY, B. A. Collins, London. 6960. Ketries, W. B. Quelch, London.
subscribers are :—
ings
disappear.
Hence
for
very
delicate
thermo6864, Co_Larn Stups and Souiraires, C. E. Revill, 6961. KeyBoarp for Piayine the Banyo, G. Finniear,
Shares.
great care should be taken not to expose the
London.
London.
*T. Cliffe, Crewe, farmer .. .. ..
. «ow &@ meters
*R. Stubbs, Winsford, salt proprietor
. & bore of the tube, and calibration of a tube before 6865. Steam Borzers, T. Hipkins, London.
6962. PotisHinc Macurnes, 8. Bellotti, London.
Workinc the Sipe Vatves of Excines, W. 6963, a for Hoipinec Suetves, &c., A. M. Hart,
*J. Stubbs, Winsford, salt proprietor ..
100 attaching the bulb must not be attempted. Even 6866.
Allan, London.
*W. Stubbs, Winsford, salt proprietor .. ..
100 in the best tubes, after every —_— precaution 6867.
LEAF-TURNING MecuanisM, A. J. Boult.—(Z. Maas, 6964. mdon.
*J. Stubbs, Winsford, salt proprietor .. ..
100
Facine Pornts, F. R. Francis, London.
been taken, the author finds some parts about
France.)
*R. Stubbs, Winsford, salt proprietor . . .. 100 has
TUBULAR Sprincs, R. Gradenwits, London.
which
the
mercury
appears
to
stick,
and
in
delicate
Mowrna Macuines, H. H. Lake.—(B. Arnold, 6965.
A. Ryder, Sandbach, mechanical engineer .. .. 20 observations these parts of the tube are to be 6868.
6966.
Rertecrors,
F.C. Phillips and H. E. Harrison,
United States.)
Westminster.
The number of directors is not to be less than avoided. He also finds it necessary to gently tap 6869.
Primary Barrerigs, H. H. Lake.—(W. J. Ludlow, 6967. MaGazIne Frre-arm, H. A. Schlund, London.
three, nor more than seven; the first are the first the
United
States.)
top of the tube to relieve any friction, and has
PROPELLING VELOCIPEDES, &c., J. Bramall,
six subscribers, The company in general meeting devised
H. H. Lake.—(E. N. Todd, United 6968.
London.
a clockwork arrangement for performing = a
will determine remuneration.
6969. Frames for Looxinc-cLasses, &., G. F. Redthe operation uniformly. In the second part of the 6871.states.
TRouseR-sTRETCHERS,
H.
H.
Lake.—(R.
Cromer,
fern.(G.
F. Lebrun, France)
the author describes the want of concordance
United States.
Dumpixe Fioors, F. Kohler and W. A.
Effer’s Patent Automatic Gas Lighter Co., Limited. ot
tween two thermometers which have been com- 6872. PULLEY
xEs, H. H. Lake.—(7. L. Johnson, 6970. Kitn
bers,
London.
United States.)
This company proposes to purchase and utilise pared with the same standard, and finds it due to
6971. —
for Potatogs, &e., A. N. Hopkins,
the invention * Mr. Wilhelm Effer, of Berlin, the expansion of the bulbs not being in all cases 6873. Bacaace Cuecks, C. M. Drinker, London.
mdon.
6874.
CovpLines,
F.
Broughton,
London.
engineer, for an automatic gas lighter, the pur- proportional to the difference of pressure between 6875. TREATMENT of INDIA-RUBBER, &c., A. M. Wood, 6972. Onrarsinc DeRiveD CURRENTS from a MAIN
Execrric Current, J. C. Mewburn.—{la Société
chase to be inclusive of all patent rights. It was the inside and outside. Thermometers with large
London.
Anonyme pour la Transmission de la Force par U'Elecregistered on the 11th inst., with a capital of thin bulbs show greatest discrepancies, and the 6876.
Lirtine Furniture, E. Graetz and E. F. Reintricité, France.)
£25,000, in £25 shares. The subscribers are:—
remedy is found to be in making the bulbs more
hold, London.
6973.
Macuines for Maxine Casks, J. H. Hall and D.
Shares. rigid. Thisisdone by having a double bulb, making 6877. Mecuanism, H. H. Lake.—(T7. L. Johnson, United
Parry,
London.
M.A.Ashurne, 12, Palace-rd., Hornsey, accountant 16
States.)
from cylindrical tube instead of by blowing,
6974. Startine, &., Races, R. E. Phillips, London.
J. Zacharias, Berlin, electrical engineer .. .. 10 them
6878.
CaBLE
Rattway,
H.
H.
Lake.—(7.
L.
Johnson,
6975.
VeLocirepes,
H. T. Davis and UC. W. Dawson,
increasing
the thickness of the wallsof the bulk, United States.)
A. Zoern, 5, Wood-street-square, merchant... .. 2 and
London.
A knife-edge arrangement in the upper part of a 6879. Bangos, 8. Scuderi, London.
0. Rewinley, 64, Gresham-street, agent... .. .. 2 thermometer
6976.
Stop-cocks,
F.
H. Josten, F. G. Berndt, and F.
is described, by which the same part 6880. CrrcULAR Kyitrinc Macuings, 8. P. Kittle and
J. R. Heeley, 81, Surrey-street, agent .. .. .. 8
Westip, London.
G, Pitt, 15, Scylla-terrace, Peckham
eo Gee of the graduated tube can be used, whatever the
J. J. Adgate, London.
TeRRa-coTtTa Stoves, T. Roberts, London.
H. Quistorp, West-end, Berlin, director. .
«. 546 temperature—about which small changes are to be 6881. Winpow Frames, H. H. Lake.—(S. S. Bradshar, 6977.
6978. Rartway Burrers, W. Boucher, London.
United States.)
Licutine by Gas, D. W. Sugg, London,
The council is to consist of not less than three, observed—may be. The proper amount of the
Wire Bettie, J, E, Emerson and T. Midgley, 6979.
6980. StUFFING-BOXEs, J. C. Swash, London.
hor more than five members; the first to be mercury column can be cut off with the greatest 6882.
London.
6981. TyPE-wRiITING MacHines, R, C. Thompson and
appointed by the subscribers; qualification, £200 nicety by its use. Mr. Whipple remarked that 6883, Suippine Coat, P. G. B. Westmacott, London.
W. Spence, London.
of fully-paid shares, Mr, H. Quistorp is appointed phenomena similar to those described in the paper Sa F, Chapman.—(W. J. C. Stokes, New Zea- 6982.
Hatcnes for VessELs, F. Edwards, London.
were constantly coming under his notice, and menmanaging director.
land.
6983. VEessELs, F. Edwards, London.
tioned the pressure corrections they were applying 6885, ELectro Locomotives for Tram-cars, G. Forbes, 6984, UMBRELLA FurnitvrE, F, A. Ellis, London.
London,
to thermometers used in vacuo during some pen6985. SepaRaTine Souip Impurities from the WATER
Leadenhall Market Cold Storage Co., Limited.
llth May, 1887.
of Steam Borxers, A. Pottier, London.
dulum experiments at present being carried out.
Registered on the 11th inst., with a capital of He also described the Kew method of determining 6886. Finisuine, &e., Boors and Suors, G. Hurdle, 6986. DistrLLinc Farry Acrps, W. Sanzenbacher and
8. Tanatar, London.
London,
£25,000, in 50 shares of £500 each, to carry on the pressure correction in deep-sea thermomete'
ELectric Arc Lamps, A. Siemens, London.
6887. Water Waste PreveNTING SyPHon CISTERNS, 6987.
the business of storing commodities of all kinds. which are protected by an outer glass jacket fill
6988, Conveyixa ELecrriciry to MovaBLe VEHICLES,
Chorlton-cum-Hardy.
The subscribers are :—
with aleohol. Mr, Lant Carpenter described the J. Jackson,
R. Laurence, London.
Caisson Hypravutic Lirt, W. Henman, Bir- 6989,
Shares. first comparison experiments made at sea with pro- 6888.
Murr, &c., J. Greenbaum, London.
m
hs
Hy. Abbott, 66, Gren toss, E.C., merchant .. 1 tected and unprotected bulb thermometers. In 6889,
WaTER-CLOsETs, L. E. Sunter, London.
Damper ActuATING APPARATUS for STREAM BOILER 6990.
H. Chapman, €.B., 113, Victoria-st., Westminster
1 answer
6991.
Coatine of Woop, &c., H, Trautmann, London.
Furnaces,
T.
White
and
W.
Carson,
Glasgow.
to
questions,
Prof.
Pickering
said
therange
of
Louis Sterne, 2, Victoria-mansions, 8.W.,engineer 1
Distrigvution, R. Dick and R. Kennedy, 6992. Lamps or Lanterns, R. B, Evered, London.
J. 8. Beale, 28, Great G
-street, solicitor
1 pressure used was from0 to3atmos., and in his most = Etectric
ow.
G. F. Brooke,
Leadenhall Market, sal
ae delicate thermometer, where 200 mm. co’
nd 6891. APPLICATION
13th May, 1887.
FLEXIBLE SprnpLes to GLassJ. Loden, 14, Lawn-roud, Hampstead .. .. .. 1
1 deg. Cent., the difference between reais cutting, &c., W. O.of Bowen,
Brierley Hill.
6993. SicNaLLine by Execrriciry, H. H. Slater and
T. O. Hutton, Merlewood, Chislehurst... .. .. 1 to
— in horizontal and vertical positions amounts 6892.
BuckLes
for
Bracers,
&.,
A.
W.
Patching,
BirA.
8.
Newman,
London.
Registered without special articles,
mm,
mingham,
69904. BepsTraps and Cors, J. T. Softly, London,

AMERICAN NOTES.
(From our own Correspondent. )
New York, May 5th.
y'o-pay’s advices from interior industrial
improving
centres indicate that there is an
me
for material for railway building
demandagricultural
and
purposes, Manufacturers of all
kinds have begun to order more liberally, finding
and that
that bottom prices have been reached,
organisations are not likely to make
labour
trouble.
Disputes in Chicago have been settled,
d several points,
arbitration has been establisheat
and there is a general disposition among employers and employés to avoid any serious trouble.
‘At this time 100,000 anthracite miners threaten
to strike for a 10 per cent. advance, but they are
willing to arbitrate, and will probably be met in a
friendly spirit. The Delaware River shipyards
are well off with orders, and there is a great deal
of inquiry for coastwise and river tonnage. The
new freight law is stimulating Lake craft building to supply facilities for carrying wheat, coal,
ore, lumber, and other heavy products between
Buffalo and extreme north-western points.
The industries throughout the country are
generally ina healthy condition. The iron trade
is improving. The steel makers have practically
as much business as they can safely handle. A
large amount of foreign material is arriving in
the shape of tin-plates, iron and steel rods, and
crude steel. Very few orders are going abroad
for material, The lumber trade is very active, on
account of the heavy demand for building purposes
in all of the larger cities and towns; an excellent
season isin sight. Values will be steady, and sho)
and mill capacity will be uninterruptedly engaged.
The anthracite coal combination has practically
fixed prices for the season. ey A past
week contracts have been placed for 500,000 tons
of bituminous coal by the New England and
Eastern Railroad Companies, and manufacturers
are now placing their orders for coal which costs
at Atlantic Coast delivery points 2°50 dols. per
ton. 3000 coke ovens are being built in Pennsylyania, in addition to 17,000 already in operation.
To-day's selling prices are 21 dols. for average
No. 1; 39 dols. at mill for steel rails; 22 dols. for
old rails. Furnace production is 136,000 tons per
week. Heavy machinery contracts have been
placed this week for manufacturing establishments in the Southern States, The builders are
overcrowded with building contracts, and this
year’s work will far exceed any former year. A
number of petty strikes are in p
in the city.
The tendencyis in the direction of greater activity.

Metropolitan Carriage Company, Limited.
This company was
registered on the 11th inst.,
with a capital of £100,000, in £1 shares, to carry
on the business of carriage builders, omnibus and
hackney carriage —
livery stable keepers,
ke,
e subscribers are :—
Shares.
A. F. Stokes, 5, Birchin-lane,
BO. os ne oe? Bl
J. Woolley, 14, Bridge-ter., Paddington, auctioneer 1
8. Buttanshaw, 14, Queen Victoria-st., accountant 1
J. Walton, 11, Jamaica-road, G.E., clerk .. «
1
8. Banning, 143, Cannon-street, accountant.. .. 1
. R. Mo
17, Adam-street, Rotherhithe, clerk 1
J. R. Clifford, 138, Strand, surveyor .. . .. 1
The number of directors is not to be less than
three, nor more than seven ; remuneration, £1000
r annum, with an additional £150 for every
per cent. dividend in excess of 8 per cent. per
annum, In the event of the number of directors
being reduced, the remuneration will be reduced
7 -150 per annum for each director retiring.
ost of the regulations of Table A apply.
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6995. Wasnine Barzey, &c., R. C. Catling, Manchester.
6996, Macurixes for Scourrinc Wooten, &c., FaBRics,
C. H. Hopps and W. G. Bywater, Leeds.
6997. SappLe Bar, G. Salter and J. Hughes, Birmingham.
6998. “‘Pocker” Sewrne Macuuves, A. Schofield and F.
MclIlvenna, London.
6999. Connectixe Warp to Beams, G. D. Sykes, Huddersfield.
7000. Sprxninc and Twistine Woot, &c., 8. B. Barker.
—{R. Gill, United States.)
a. Rounyers for UMBRELLaS, &c., C. W. Bremshey,
aris.
7002. Guy Carriaces, J. T. Williamson, London.
7003. “‘ Ratsinc ” CLorus, &c., J. Booth, Halifax.
7004. Looms for Weavuna, L. F. Gaillard and A. Remy,
London.
7005. ComBrNaTiION TvuBE, Vice, and Currer, J. Hammond, Birmingham.
7006. Prope ers for Suups, 0. E. Pohl, Liverpool.
7007. Fastenines for Brush Heaps, &c., C. Stuart,
Bletchley.
7008. Skuimine Yeast from Avs, &c., W. Smith and
W. Bagshaw, Dudley.
7009. Wirtne Epoegs of Saeer Metat, H. H. Chilton,
London.
7010. Extractinc Carrripce Cases after Firine, I.
Bullock, Birmingham.
7011. VaLve for Liguip Carponic Acip, J. Fleischer
and C. Miihlich, Paris.
7012. Avromatic CasH-RECEIVING Apparatus for Gasmeters, R. W. Brownhill, Birmingham.
7013. ELectro-pLatinec Roiuers, &c., D. Appleton and
. A. Binney, Manchester.
7014. WaTeR-waste Preventers, R. D. Russell,
Glasgow.
7015. Boots and Sxogs, T. Horton, Birmingham.
7016. CarTripce Box, A. J. Lyon, Cambridge.
7017. Prorecrors for the Borroms of Boots, &c., J.
Brown, Manchester.
7018. Contro.iine the Suppty of Gas, T. Fletcher and
A. Clare, Manchester.
7019. Locks, J. Burdon, Glasgow.
7020. ArR-TIGHT MaGazines, N. J. Holmes, Lewisham.
7021. ELecrro-pyNamic and DyNAMO-ELECTRIC MaCHINEs, G. Scarlett, Liverpool.
7022. Structures for Rerarsinc Tipat Water, E.
Lightowler, Liverpool.
7023. Macurery for Lozencgs, &c., J. Hounsell, Birming! .
7024. Propuctinc Patterns on Cuots, &c., C. H.
Behnisch, Berlin.
;
7025. Apsustine the TaBLes of Saw Bencuzs, &c., C.
Redman, London.
7026. Mecuanicat Cryptocrapu, C. Hight, London,
and J. Howard, Erith.
7027. Arracuinc Kyoss to their Sprvpies, G. A. Bateman, London.
7028. CLeaninc Knives, &c., F. R. Morgan, Westminster.
7029. Hor or Cotp-waTer Pap, T. O. Clark, Addlestone.
7030. PLaTes with Composition for ELECTRIC BATTERIES,
C, Maltby-Newton, near High Wycombe.
7031. Boots and Suors, J.H. 8. Evans, London.
7032. Horsesuor, R. Gumm, London.
7033. Sewrxc Macurxes, C. W. Vosper, London.
7034. CARBURETTING Apparatus, O. W. Bennett and
8. O. Hemenway, London.
7035. Macnesium Licut for ProtoGRapHic PURPOSES,
J. Gaedicke and A. Meithe, London.
7036. STONE-WORKING Macuiygs, F. Trier, London.
7037. Lamp-posts for SigNaALLInc Purposes, H. J.
Haddan.—({W. C. Smith, United States.)
7038. Furnaces for Burnine Potrery, L. Boissonnett,
London.
7039. RecuLatine the Speep of WinpMILis, H. Sykes,
London.
7040. Comsrnep Evectricat and Pyevmatic TRaNsmission, &c., E. Guthrie, London.
7041. Fire-escapes, J. Hicks, Hastings; and H.
Hurd, London.
7042. ELecrric Arc Lamps, F. G. Chapman and F. M.
ing, London.
7043. LaBeL Casinet, H. Poths, London.
7044. Putters, G. W. H. Brogden, London.
7045. Hotpinc Carrripces, A. Greenwood.—{Sch reizerische Industrie-Gesellschast, Switzerland.)
7046. Lenses and Reriectors for Lamps, J. Thorne
and E. B. Burr, London.
7047. MeTattic Attoys, A. P. Vivian, London.
7048, Cuurns, P. Scharff, London.
14th May, 1887.
7049. Lamps, J. Gilchrist, Glasgow.
7050. Breakrye and CLeanine Fax, W. 8. Johnston,
Liverpool.
7051. Cricket Bats, H. Hibbard, Liverpool.
7052. Paper SHeets, W. O. A. Lowe, Liverpool.
7053. Fotpine Tastes, T. F. Clasen, Liverpool.
7054. Sicuts, T. Bland, London.
7055. HorsesHor Bars, J. Blackstock, Lenton.
7056. Sotrrarres, W. E. Patterson, Birmingham.
7057. VentrLator for Burtpines, T. Boothroyd and 8.
Brooke, Halifax.
7058. Gas-BuRNERs, C. H. Green, New York.
7059. Primary Bartrertes, R. W. Paul, London.
7060. SELF-DISCHARGING SewaGE Barce, F. Jordan,
Barrow-in-Furness.
7061. FrictionaL Gearine for VELocIPEDEs, S. Currie,
Birmingham.
7062. BorrLe Stoprer, W. T. Morton, London.
7063. Spoor, A. Stannard, Leek.
7064. Bank Cueques, J. T. Steen.—(J. J. Macky, New
Zealand.)
7065. Buinns, W. Fraser, London.
7066. TRANSPARENT O1L Driprer, W. Butterworth,
London.
= ~~" irae Air Gas, W. H. Beck.—(A. Krieger,
rance,
7068. SELF-HARDENING STEEL, J., H. P., and J. P. Marsh,
Sheffield.
:
7009. Panoramic ALBUMs, C. Deschler, London.
7070. Gas Cookxine Apparatus, J. F. and G. E. Wright,
Birmingham.
7071. Steam Generators, J. Birchall, London.
7072. Exrractinc Gas from SewaGE S.upce, W. J.
Lomax and M. Guthrie, London.
7073. Buue Packaces, W. Edge, London.
7074. Screw Stroprer, The Aire and Calder Glass
Bottle Works, E. Breffit and Co., and W. Walker,
London.
= Sarety Swmoomrnc Coitar, E. Chevallot, Lonon.
7076. STRETCHING Trousers, W. H. Young, London.
7077. Sprxninc Corton, J. Dodd, Manchester.
7078. Water Levet Apparatus, P. Williams and W.
Powles, London.
7079. I)yYNAMO-ELECTRICAL MACHINES, E. Wilson,
London.
7080, Loom Pickers, Y. and L. Helliwell, Halifax.
7081. Excavators, J. Garvie, jun., London.
7082. Hrexs of Boors and SHozs, F. Lebacq, London.
7083. Fasrenrnc TocrerHer the Enps of BELTs or
Banps, R. Bruce, London.
7084. Cutrine Racs, J. A. Gregory, London.
7085. MovaBLe Primers for Carrripces, &c., T. R.
Bayliss, London.
7086. Bumps of Corrucatep Smeet Metar, P.
Haddan.—(M. G. Mitter, Germany.)
7087. Sucar, W. R. Watson.—(A. Young, Haruiian
Islands.)
7088. AUTOMATICALLY ExTINGUISHING O1L Lamps, A.
Rettich, London.
7089. Lock-stitca Sewinc Macutyes, W. 8. Lockhart
and J. G. Bellamy, London.
7090. Potrery Tissue Paper, T. Phenix, Newcastle;
and G. Kirk, Uttoxeter.
7091. Dressinc Fiax, &c., T. Robinson, London.
7092, Repeatine Fire-arms, H. Pieper, London,
16th May, 1887.
7013. Jars or Cetus of Primary or Seconpary BatTERIES, W. G. Spurgeon, London.
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7094. IMPROVEMENTS in Drivine Betts, W. Tatham,
Manchester.
7095. Bicvcie, J. T. Ford, Southsea.
7096. TeLEPHONK INstRUMENTs, A, A. Campbell-Swinton, London.
7097. VaLvg Gear, E, Latham, Liverpool.
7098. Drivine Namxs, J. M., J., A. J., and 8, A.Gimson,
Leicester.
7099. Lamps, W. H. Pasley, Birmingham.
7100. Enarxes, J. H. Dewhirst, Sheffield.
7101. Wrxpow Frames, A. Lever, London,
7102. Steam Trap, J. H. Kidd, Wrexham.
7103. Watcues, 8. Walker, Liverpool.
7104. Fence, T. Miller, Glasgow.
7105. Carrripce Extractors, H. I, Dixon and W.
Beaumont, Sheffield.
7106. Seraratine Cinpers, W. Pegge, Stoke-on-Trent.
7107. Frower Horper, B. T. Ffinch and J. F. T.
Wittkugel, Karachi.
7108. Rats, W. Borrmann, London.
7109. CLorHes Wasuer, E. Faull, London.
7110. Tune Stoprers, T. Dixon and J. Dykes, London.
7111, Wixpmiits, J. F. Kilburn, London.
7112. Cocoa, D. Ker, London.
7113. Warmino, &c., Buitprines, J. Horne and §,
Hollyman, London.
7114. Fenpers, P. J. Webb, London.
7115. Diats of Watcues and Ciocks, C. Humbert,
London.
7116. Osrarstnc Propvucts of CoxpEnsation from
ALDEHYDES, &c., A. Ewer and P. Pick, London.
7117. Composition of Mercurial Soaps, J. Thomson,
mdon.
7118. InnaLinc Ammonium CaLoripe, C. 8. 8. Webster,
7119. Lixiviatinc Raw Svear, C. Steffen, London.
7120. Lamps and Lamp-purNeERS, C. Asbury, London.
7121. Focussinc the Ossect Guasses of Cameras, G.
Downing.—(L. M. Berthon, France.)
7122. Takinc Sounpines, A. J. Cooper and E. E.
Wigzell, London.
7123. Distrisutinc Manure to Trees, J. Farrell,
London.
7124. Guazixc Giass Winpows and Burbs, H. J. Snell,
mdon.
7125. Ienrtinc Fireworks, &c., A. Brock and G. J.
Mayer, London
7126. I_tcumiation or Bucket Lamps, A. Brock,
London.
7127. Moutps for Castine Pires or TuBes, M. and J.
Cornthwaite, London.
7128. GranuLatine Mitt, G. F. Redfern.—( Messrs.
Wirth and Co., Germany.)
7129. Servine Rore for the Ricoixc of Surps, T.
Johnson, London.
7130. Currisc Worm Wuaeets, J. A. Nordstedt,
jon.
7131. Horsessoes, R. G. Dixon, London.
7132. Speep Inpicator for VESSELS, J. Michel,
on.
7133. WaTER-BORNE VEHICLE, G. P. Bidder, London.
7134. AspHatre, &c, Srrvuctures, W. Giirtler,
London.
7135. Cash Mat, H. J. Haddan.—(E. Sears, United
States.)
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
(From the United States’ Patent Office Oficial Gazette.)
359,383. Borer Tuse Cieaner, C. F. Bower, Philadelphia, Pa.—Filed December 16th, 1886.
Claum.—{1) In a boiler tube cleaner, the combination
of a nvazle shell provided with a spider, 20,a defiecting plate, 24, secured to the said spider, and means
for supplying steam to the nozzle, substantially as
herein shown and described. (2) In a boiler tube
cleaner, the combination, with a nozzle of a spider
(359, 383]

20, 1887,

$59,394. Pire Connection, W. BE. Jones and H, Win- and provided with a screw plug, by which it is detach.
niatt, Bl Paso, Tex.—Filed July 18th, 1886,
Claim.—(1) Ina
connection, the heads B and D,
rain wile
thespring tet O, oubaten
as shown and deseribed. (2) Ina pine connection, the
heads B and D, in combination with the bolt C, having
the spring C! and the nut G, substantially as shown
NN
and described. (3) In a pipe connection, the heads B
l-“b bo
and D, in combination with the metal ring I and the
rubber gaskets J and the spring bolt C, substantially
as shown and described. (4) Inapipe connection, the
yy8
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heads B and D, the metal —~* I,having the grooves
I2, and the annular proj ti , n
jon with
the gaskets J and K, substantially as shown and
described, (5) Ina pipe connection, the heads B and
D, in combination with the metal ring I and the
gaskets K and the spring bolt C, substantially as
shown and descri
(6) In_a pipe connection, the
heads B and D, the spring bolt C, provided with the
spring Cl, and the nut G, in com bination with the
metal ring I and the gaskets J and K, substantially as
shown and described.
402. Loose Bett Atarm, J. Pag’, Amboy, Minn.
—Filed June 17th, 1886.
a
P
Claim.—{1) The combination, with a pulley, of a
friction wheel journalled on the same, with its —phery projecting beyond the ag sea d of the pulley,
and an alarm,
mounted on the pulley and constructed to be operated by the said wheel, substantially as set forth. (2) The combination, with a
pulley having a slot in its riphery, of a wheel
mounted on the pulley and projec
through said slot
and having a pin on one side of the wheel, a bell on the
pulley adjacent to said wheel, and a bell hammer

having an arm extending into the path of the said pir.
(3) The combination, with a pulley having a slot in its
periphery and a frame seeured to the
under the
slot, of a wheel journalled in the frame and provided
with a pin on one side, a spring-operated rock shaft,
also journalled in said frame and
vided with
a ell hammer operated by the
pin, and a
bell secured to said frame, substantially as set forth.
(4) The combination, with a pulley provided with an
aperture, a, in the rim thereof, of a loose belt alarm
formed of the friction wheel C, provided with the
pinc,the rock shaft D, arms 6 d, spring/,gong E, and
jmedepperins frame B, substantially as shown and
escribed.
359,721. Iron Beam anpD NatL-HoLpING Device
THEREOF, R. Gocht, Zittau, Saxony, Germany.—Filed
Auguat 26th, 1886,
Claim.—(1) The flanged beam A, having a horizontal
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ably secured to the shell, substantially as and for the
purposes described.
$59,'780. Curtivator Arracument, H. H. Fulton,
Indianapolis, Ind.—Flled January 8rd, 1887,
Claim, “ah An attachment for cultivators compris.
ing, in combination, a head provided with an arm
having jaws to receive a plate having an open socket
upon its outer face, whose sides provide bearings for
the shank of the tooth along their entire length, this
socket plate pivotted in the jaws of the arm at a point
near the bottom and further secured therein near the
top by a frangible pin and fastened to the socket plate

by a bolt or rivet, with means for attaching the head
to the cultivator shank, all combined substantially as
described. (2) Ina cultivator attachment, the socket
plate sp, having rear projection, p!, with openings at
adjacent corners to receive the pivot and brake pin,
the head A, having jaws j and j), to receive the projection of the socket plate, the parts united by pivotal
and flangible pins, and the tooth connected to the
socket plate, all combined substantially as described.
359,793. Pixcn Bar, C. B. Letts, Detroit, Mich.—Filedl
November 24th, 1836,
Claim.—The combination, in a device for the purpose
described, of a lever A, having a toe, a, and a rounded
heel, , bearing upon the shoe, and a metallic shoe, B,
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made in al therewith, a deflecting plate connected
to the spider and provided with an external hed, a
coupling 12. a steam supply pipe connected to a flexible
pipe that is provided with a —- a aging connected to the end of the flexible pipe, and a handle
connected to the coupling 12, substantially as descril
,389. Murrier, 7. F. Hill, Rahway, N.J.—Filed
November 16th, 1886.
Claim.—{1) In a muffler, the inner shell J, formed
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flange/!, and a vertical part above it, in combination
with bolt o and the guide block &, which is grooved on
its inner face and provided with rounded parts » and
recess nl, and guide block being bolted to said flange,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth. (2) In
combination with beam A, having on one side, at its
top, the flange f?, and on the other side, below its top,
the flange j'!, the guide block & fastened to the latter
havin; ibs r, alternative grooves rl!
part x, and recess x1, all substantially as
for the purpose set forth.
359,735. Busnixc Movutp, W. Messerle, Cincinnati,
Ohio.—Filed January lith, 1887.
Claim.—A mould for casting soft metal screwthreaded bushi:
for the faucet holes of beer kegs,
&c., which mould consists of the bottong plate A,
having a curb B, pit C, socket D, and pins B E’, and

e
having ears ¢, for attachment of the shoe to the lever,
and flanges ¢ at each end, and a removable friction
surface attached to the bottom of the shoe, substantially as set forth.
360,030. ArMaTURE For DyNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES,
W. A, Leipner, Lynn, Mass.—Filed February 24th,
1886,
Claim.—{1) The combination, with the plate or frame
provided with wedge-shaped radial recesses, the larger
part of said recesses extending toward the centre of
the frame, of division pieces having their inner ends
constructed to fit snugly in said recesses and their
outer
\y an id tf ex: .; w jath,
hy
oa en ds eke
whereby the spaces formed between saidplecesbeyond
the edge of the frame are made wider at said
than
at the ends of said pieces, and wire-wound bobbins
constructed to fit snugly in said recesses, as set forth.
(2) The combination, with the circular frame composed

water
Perl

with the passagejentirely through it, and formed with
the chamber j! and slot 7, in combination with the
casing K for the valve spring, and into which
the casing J is screwed, substantially as shown an
described. (2) The top plate B, formed with the
gland O, in combination with the shell J, spring D,
ao E, ¥e H, and valve C, substantially as
escribed. j(3)and
In a muffier,
formed with
chamber the
jl, inshell J,eter

of insulating material, of the radiating spacing <
secured thereto at regular intervals therearound, the
construction and arrangement of said spacingLeow
being such as that the spaces therebetween
be
wider at the edge of the frame than at the end of the
pieces, and wire-wound bobbins having discs or sides
composed of insulating ma’
cted to fit
snugly in said aqooms, o0set forth. (3) The combinaframe, of the spaci:
jieces
insulated from each other and the wire-woun
bins
having iron cores and sides or discs composed of insubetween

the hinged flasks F G H, provided with semi-cylindrical
bores I J, threaded matrix M M’, gate N, and counterbores P FP’, in combination with the detachable
mandrel R, having a conical portion 8, and shank T,
substantially as described.
359,767. Device ror Draintsc THE CyLtInpERS of
eg J. Briscoe, Custer City, Pa.—Filed August
> 9th, 1886,
Claim.—In a check and relief valve for draining the
cylinder of an engine or pump, the combination, with
passage
j, chamber j!, and slot/2, a shell or case having a drainage outlet and valve
bobbins D, insulated from each other and
and closed at its upper end with the pl ug L, substan: seats and two valves connectedby a valve stem, of a wire-wound
spring engaging the valve stem
said valves from the spacing pieces, as set forth.
tially
as described.
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THE NEWCASTLE

EXHIBITION,

By theengraving below weillustrate Messrs. Crossley Bros’.
t-horse power Otto gas engine combined with a dynamo,
The engine is of the most recent type, with worm gearing
for driving the slides and governor, and is fitted with
Crossley’s patent electric light governor. The dynamo is
placed on a saddle bolted to lugs cast on the cylinder
jacket, and is driven direct by a link belt from the flywheel ;a jockey pulley carried by a lever and kept up

ENGINEER.

| almost incredible extent before the material is finally
; torn asunder. Bars welded together side by side,
pe on the line of the weld, and then the punched
| hole drifted in such a manner as to prove beyond a doubt
| that the material can be welded perfectly. There are
also numerous strips of boiler plates and angles which
have been aaa and plunged into cold water,
| and have then stood a test of 27 to 28 tons per square
inch with an elongation of over 30 per cent.,and a reduction
| of area of 50 to 60 per cent. Some specimens of deep

DYNAMO

MOUNTED

ON FOUR-HORSE

409
This manure has been in use in Germany for over five
years and is much valued, and Professor
Wrightson and
Dr. Munro, of the Agricultural College, have carried out
some elaborate experiments which have proved that the
, German agriculturists knew what they were about when
they adopted it. No doubt it will make its way in this
country also, The North-Eastern Steel Company is, we
understand, completing a large milling plant for the
manufacture of this manure.
| Messrs. Henry Watson and Son, High Bridge Works

OTTO CAS ENGINE.

by means of a screw and spring being used for tightening stamping done cold are very remarkable. Tubes are
the belt and ensuring a large arc of contact on the dynamo swelled at the ends and flanged in order to show the
pulley. The spindle of the dynamo is mounted in swivel quality and to prove also that the welding can be done
bearings of the Sellars type, with a new automatic viling with certainty. Angles are opened out and doubled
apparatus, by means of which a stream of oil is kept con- over cold, showing a ductility which it would be difficult
tinually flowing along the bearing. This arrangement | to equal by any other process. The company exhibits
is given in detail below.
A little brass disc is
fitted to the spindle at
Wi
each bearing, the lower
portion of the discs dipping into oil receiveis,
which extend the full
length of each bearing.
The oil is carried round
and thrown on to a shelf,
from which it runs into
the cavities A, and so on
LEATHER
to the spindle. The spiral
grooves then carry it
through the bearing into
the receiver again. The
same illustration shows
the friction clutch for
throwing the dynamo in
and out of gear. This is
a simple oa neat device
which is found to answer
well in practice.
The
whole design is exceedingly compact, no more
space being occupied than
with an ordinary 4-horse
power engine. The dynamo runs with great
steadiness, no oscillation
in the light being perceptible.
It is capable
of properly working 45 to
48 16-candle Swan lamps.
‘ oe North - Eastern
SELLAR’S AUTOMATIC OILING APPARATUS.
teel Com
, of Middlesbrou i toche an excellent show of samples of materials made ‘of its specimens of the various raw materials they use in the
basic steel. Every specimen will be of great interest manufacture of basic steel, and also the materials used
to those who are desirous of forming an opinion as to ' for lining the converters, and they also show a specimen
which material is best adapted to the various require- | which will be of interest to many others besides those
ments of engineering, an: judging by the exhibit, | engaged in the iron and engineering industries, and that
the company appears to have left no problem as to | is their ground slag, which is now largely used, and is of
steel or ingot iron unsolved. Flanged plates are shown | rapidly growing importance
asa manure. The slag resultquite — to anything which can be done by Lowmoor | ing from steel-making by the Thomas-Gilchrist or basic
iron.
wls dished cold out of flat plate in a way which Bessemer process is charged with 17 to 19 per cent. of
would do credit to iron or steel of any description. phosphoric acid and 45 to 50 per cent. of lime, and when
Plates tortured by punching and drifting cold to an | ground very fine is found to be an excellent fertiliser.

| Newcastle-on-Tyne, exhibit several interesting novelties.
Their patent Oriental double-acting steam pump for
feeding boilers working at a high pressure, as illus' trated by the engravings on page 410, is shown in two
sizes. The first has a steam cylinder 8in. diameter and
|a pump barrel 4in. diameter, both with 8in. stroke.
The valve boxes are
formed at each side of
the pump below the feet
of the columns, the valves
being easily accessible for
examination and repairs.
The columns, which also
serve as air vessels, are
connected to each other
by a curved cast iron
web, having a_ bearing
for carrying one end of
the crank shaft, and also
a planed slot for guiding
the motion block. The
steam cylinder is bolted
to the top of the columns.
A special feature of this
steam pump lies in the
introduction of a removable distance piece between the
piston and
pump rods, which permits
the pump pistons to be
drawn out, examined and
replaced, without disturbing the steam piston-rod
or its connections. Other
important matters are the
avoidance of side strains
by the method employed
for actuating the crank
shaft, and the general
simplicity and
accessibility of all working parts.
A large pump having a
10in. steam cylinder and
jan 8in. pump barrel, both with 10in. stroke, is
|arranged for water ballast purposes, and has a
| duty of about 65 tons per hour. There is also a
|compact direct-acting duplex steam pump, which has
been at work night and day for a year, feeding four
Lancashire boilers. The design and workmanship of
|all these pumping engines are excellent. On the next page
we illustrate Miller’s patent strainer, of which Messrs.
Watson and Son are the sole makers. The paper “stuff”
is admitted by the spout at top, and flows over finelyslitted bronze plates below the horizontal arrows. Beneath
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these are flat oval discs or diaphragms, which are caused |stand, have received excellent reports of their working.
to reciprocate at great speed by the connecting rods and | Water-tight doors of simple construction and easily
shafting below, producing a disturbance which causes the | controllable are of immense importance in the arrange“stuff” to pass through the slits. All dirt and coarse ment of our large vessels of war or express mail steamers,
particles are retained on the surface of the plates and and M‘Elroy’s patent door, of which Messrs. Watson and
passes into
a dirt box as shown, while the fine “stuff” Sons are the sole licensees in England and abroad, seems
goes to the paper machine. A continuous system of dirt well contrived throughout. The door is raised by a verremoval is thus established. In this connection attention tical screw spindle geared with two worm wheels, one on
should be directed to the bronze strainer-plates manu- each side of it, and which, when prevented from turning,
factured by this firm, which have almost entirely super- act like parts of a fixed nut, so that the door can be
seded the “Ibbotson bars,” formerly used by paper- moved up or down by turning the screw spindle. By
makers. These bars consisted of a number of separate means of a cross bar and tightening bolts with powerful
pieces bolted together, the amount of opening being springs in connection with these worm pinions, the movedetermined by the thickness of a piece of sheet copper ment of the latter can be perfectly adjusted, and the door
bolted in. It was found that the vibration in working closed as gradually as may be wished ; while by means of
caused the pieces to work loose, so affecting the quality of a lever cam the pinions may be thrown entirely out of
paper. By Mr. Watson’s invention this difficulty was gear with the vertical screw spindle, and the door may be
entirely avoided. There has consequently been a great! rapidly closed. The rate of movement for the opening

demand for the new plates, which has enabled special
machinery to be put down for their manufacture, and they
are now produced with surprising accuracy.
Another interesting novelty is Fothergill’s patent nonaccumulative steam reducing valve, illustrated by the two
sections, Figs. 1 and 2. In this valve two pistons
are connected together, the areas of these being to
one another as the difference of pressure required. The
arrangement is such that when the pressure against the
smaller piston exceeds the opposing pressure against the
larger one, a passage is opened so that the steam can
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latest advance in the design and construction of marine
boilers for the supply of steam to triple expansion engines,
The leading dimensions of the boiler are as follows :—
Diameter outside, 14ft. 6in.; length over all, 11ft. 2in. ;
three corrugated furnaces, 3ft. 6in. outside diameter, each
furnace opening into a separate combustion chamber ;
working pressure, 1501b.; total heating surface, 2200
—
feet; total grate surface, 60 square feet; capable
of developing 800 indicated horse-power. The boiler is
constructed wholly of steel manufactured on the SiemensMartin process by the Steel Company of Scotland. One
of the principal difficulties marine engineers have had to
face in designing and constructing large marine boilers to
meet the requirements of triple expansion engines having
a working pressure of 1501b. and upwards, has been the
“racking” strains which are set up in a structure of such
large diameter owing to the owt
temperature between
the top and bottom of the boiler. Many devices have

FOTHERGILL’S VALVE.
been used to reduce these racking strains to a minimum,
and among the most recent is an arrangement of
pes inside the furnace, which has been patented
oy Mr. Fraser, a well-known shipowner of Liverpool, a
working model of which is shown alongside the boiler in
question, its object being to promote circulation of water
inside the boiler and produce a more equable temperature
between the body of the water at the bottom and that at
the top of the boiler. Notwithstanding such appliances
it has been found advisable in these large marine boilers
to remove all longitudinal seams as far as possible from
and closing of the door may be adjusted to a great nicety. the bottom, and in the case before us this has been accomMessrs.
Watson and Sons exhibit a patent automatic plished by the use of very large plates which the facilities
| air valve, designed to secure the effective closing of the possessed by the Steel Company of Scotland and other steeh
ventilating openings in the trunks of war vessels in case of manufacturers
have placed at the command of boilermakers.
any sudden inrush of water, which might be caused by a
shot or collision, into the water-tight compartments. A
small tank C D fitted into the steel bulkhead has a central
division, in which are rubber valve seats, one on either
side of the ventilating opening. Valves F F are hinged
| on either side of this division, to which are connected
‘ copper float-balls EE. Should the water-tight compart-

DISCHARGE”
DIRT

MILLER’S PATENT STRAINER.
pass from behind the smaller and expand into a cham- | ments, ventilated by the open shaft G G, become flooded
ber in front of the larger piston to be available for| from any cause, the inrush of water immediately causes
use at a correspondingly reduced pressure. Fig. 1 shows the float balls to close the valves F F against their
the position of the pistons immediately after the admis- | seatings. In the illustrations this is shown to have
sion of steam. Fig. 2 shows the subsequent reaction,| occurred in the left-hand compartment. The advantages
following which a balance is established governed by the Messrs. Watson and Sons claim for their invention are,
relative piston areas. The valve is so arranged that, first, that directly one compartment of the vessel beshould any steam leak past either piston, it immediately | comes flooded it is immediately cut off from the adjoinescapes by the pipe shown on the illustration. Thus no ing compartments ; and second, that the valves F F are
accumulation of pressure can occur, and the valve is a with certainty closed against their valve seats, and the
perfectly safe one. When the valves are in use the “list” of the ship does not interfere with their effectivepistons are in constant movement, and the reduction of ness, as in several other valves used for the same purpose.
pressure is very accurate. While many reducing valves | We understand that Messrs. Watson and Son are fitting
now sold vary in correctness from 20 |b, 25 lb., Fother- | their new valves to several war ships now in course of
gill’s valves have a maximum variation, as proved by | construction.
long-continued working at sea, of only 41b. to 51b. | The marine boiler exhibited by the Wallsend Slipway
Messrs. Watson are now supplying them to many of the |and Engineering Company is of the circular multitubular
leading marine engineers in the country, and, we under- | type, fired at one end, and is intended to exemplify the

FOTHERGILL’S VALVE.
The shell of the boiler is composed of only four plates,
each plate being 26ft. Gin. long by 6ft. wide, and lin.
thick, and weighing upwards of 62cwt. Out of the four
horizontal seams in the boiler, two of them are above the
centre line, and the other two are so far removed from the
bottom that the distance between them is fully 40 per
cent. of the whole circumference of the boiler. The corrugated furnaces are manufactured by the Leeds Forge
Company—Fox’s patent—and there is no seam of rivets
inside the furnaces. The old-fashioned system of punching holes is now obsolete in the best boiler work.
In the present instance all the holes have been drilled
after the various plates have been fitted in their
respective places.
he flanging of the plates has been
accomplished by hydraulic presses of special design on
Tweddell’s system. By this means large areas of plate
are heated and bent into the required shape at one operation, thus reducing to a minimum the strain on the
material, and avoiding as far as possible the local heating
of small portions of plate, which is inevitable where hand
labour is employed. All the rivetting has been done by
Tweddell’s machines. The horizontal seams of the shell
and the front and centre circumferential seams of the

May
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shell are rivetted by one of Tweddell’s fixed rivetters of
the latest type. By the use of what is known as the
« plate closer,” which forms part of the machine, the two
thicknesses of shell are held together, as in a vice,
with a pressure of 30 tons, while the rivet head is
formed in the first instance with a pressure of 40
tons, and by a simple mechanical contrivance the whole
pressure of 70 tons is then transferred to finally
close it. The principal novelty, however, lies in
the mode adopted for rivetting the circumferential
seams at the back of the boiler. This is accomplished
by the use of Tweddell’s portable rivetter, with plate closer
cattached—which is shown in situ—and which works on
the same method, and gives the same pressure on the
rivet and plate as the fixed rivetter just described. We
hope to illustrate this machine shortly.
The inside
work of the boiler, where the plates are thinner, is
rivetted by a fixed machine of less power, and the furnace
mouths are rivetted by a portable—shown in situ—of a
power suitable to the thinner plates and smaller rivets.
It will thus be seen that by the use of these modern
appliances, the entire work of drilling, flanging, and rivetting—has been accomplished by accurate mechanical processes, the uncertainty of hand labour being reduced to a
minimum, and the result isa splendid piece of workmanship, reflecting the highest credit on the designers and
constructors. The total weight of the boiler when
finished ready for filling with water will be about forty
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The tube heating surface is 214°8 square feet. At the Lancashire or Cornish boiler was naturally preferred.
tire-box end the boiler is mounted on an improved wrought But as higher pressures of steam came into vogue, the
iron ashpan, constructed to contain water to assist com- strengthening of internal flues against collapse became a
bustion, and at the smoke-box end upon a wrought iron serious —
for engineers, especially when, as in marine
feed water tank.
The feed pump is of the three and land boilers of considerable size, flues and fire-boxes
valve pattern, and works in connection with Garrett’s of large diameter were to be dealt with. To provide
improved water heater, shown in section in the that strength in a plain cylinder requires such an increase
cut below.
The pump is kept in constant opera- - “o thickness as to greatly retard the transmission of
tion. When not supplying the
boiler the water passes reat,
through the nozzle, and mixes with the exhaust steam,
The revival of the corrugated tube by Sampson Fox,
which is drawn through the annulus. The steam is con- annular corrugations, and the corrugated fire-box by
densed, and along with the water from the pump is dis- Garrett, of Leiston, are examples of the great strength
charged into the feed-water tank. In regular work the given to thin sheet metal by fluting it. Flues and firefeed valve is set so as to provide the boiler with a con- boxes made on this principle have, however, one great
stant feed, only the excess of water pumped
in & |defect—they have little strength longitudinally, and
through the heater. In this way it is claimed that the under the influence of external pressure, as in a boiler,
feed is raised to a high temperature without producing are liable to elongate like an accordion, so that instead of
back pressure on the piston. Messrs. Garrett and Sons forming a stay for the ends of the boiler, they tend to
also show specimens of the details of their boilers—such, press the ends outwards, necessitating other means of
| for instance, as the corrugated furnace. They also have staying. The “Farnley” flue, of which we give an illus'a sand and salt distributor, which may be used for spread- tration, overcomes this difficulty, for by the rapid spiral
|ing a layer of gravel 2in. or 3in. in thickness, or an
| almost invisible layer of sand or salt for slippery roads
| or tramways. The apparatus consists of a hopper, in the
| bottom of which is a slide worked by a lever and handle
| to regulate the delivery. The sand or salt is distributed
| through a trough by means of a roller caused to revolve
NOY
A
| by means of gearing from the wheels. This roller is
nH)

So
THE FARNLEY
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FLUE.

formof thecorrugations a longitudinalas wellasatrausverse
strength is given to the flue or fire-box Merely to alter
the ordinary annular corrugations by giving them a slow
seine
spiral inclination, like a single threaded
screw, would not
produce this effect; the angle must incline sufficiently
from the vertical, so that each corrugation shall form a
stiff spiral rib or skew arch running from end to end of
the flue. It will be seen by this that before the flue can
collapse or “come down,” the ends must draw together
more or less, and of course bring with them the boiler
ends, whereas in the ordinary flue with annular corrugations this is not the case, as it is evident that each or any
of the corrugations might unfold itself without in any
way supporting or receiving any support from the boiler
ends. It is also claimed by the. manufacturers that the
whirling action of the flame along the spiral flutes is of
considerable aid in the proper combustion of the gases,
The Farnley Iron Company has erected special
machinery, capable of dealing with flues up to 9ft. in
length and 5ft. 6in. diameter, and the reputation of this
company for best Yorkshire iron and for all material for
boiler work will doubtless extend to its new enterprise.
The flues are made in Farnley iron or mild steel, as
required,
B
We understand that tests are shortly to be made
AUTOMATIC AIR VALVE.
under hydraulic pressure, so as to prove the rigidity
behatons. The scantlings are made in accordance with the made up of loose rings strung on the shaft,asteel scraper of the flue against collapse and its general
highest requirements of the Board of Trade, Lloyd’s | being attachedto each of the rings, to keep the material viour under pressure, a special testing apparatus
Register, and the Bureau Veritas for a working pressure | from clogging in the roller, while clogging in the hopper being now constructed for this purpose, the very full
«f 1501b., and the boiler has been inspected by the sur- | is prevented by a stirrer worked backwards and forwards tests already made having been upon model flues only.
veyors of these societies during construction. ‘The Slip- byaconnecting rod and crank. We believe that about
way Company also exhibits a very beautiful little model, ,thirty of these distributors are in use in London alone.
worked by electricity, of a pair of compound engines as! An apparatus, interesting to railway travellers, is shown
WILLIAMS’ FERULE EXTRACTOR.
fitted by them on board the steamers Mameluke and |by Mr. Edward Clennett, an official of the NorthNedjed, belonging to the Bedouin Steam Navigation | Eastern Railway Company at Hartlepool. It consists of THE accompanying illustrations illustrate a very simple tool,
Company, of Liverpool, to whom the model belongs. The an improved arrangement for automatically raising rail- by means of which the old method of taking out boiler ferules
engines represented by the model have cylinders 37in. and |way and other carriage windows, by means of which, it with a long bar, injurious to the tubes and to the boiler, is
72in. diameter by 48in. stroke, and develope 1350 indicated | is claimed, draughts are entirely avoided. The window
horse-power at sea, with a working pressure of 100 1b. per | moves up and down in a groove, and has an endless chain
square inch. The company also exhibits a stand of photo- attached to the bottom. This chain passes round two
graphs illustrative of the progress of their practice, com- rollers, one at the bottom of the door and one half-way
mencing with the compound engines built in 1880, which | up, placed within the panelling. The bottom roller is
was succeeded by the triple expansion engine with the actuated by a coil spring, which, when wound up, has
third cylinder placed on the top of one of the other sufficient power to cause the rotation of the roller, and so
cylinders, this again being replaced by their latest design, |raise the window, but its action is controlled by a friction
in which the three cylinders work on three interchange- | strap on the top roller, which, unless released, fixes the
able cranks.
| roller, and prevents the travel of the chain. The brake
Messrs. Richard Garrett and Sons, Leiston, show a/| is put in and out of gear by means of a small knob inside avoided. The method of using the extractor is explained by
compound semi-portable high-pressure non-condensing the carriage or compartment, this, when pressed, frees the makers, Messrs. A. and H. Williams, Worthy, Winchester,
steam engine, with cylinders Qin. and 13in. diameter |the brake, and allows the spring to draw up the window. as follows:—Screw the nut partly off the spindle, slip the
respectively, having a stroke of 12in., and provided with | Instantly the pressure on the knob is removed the brake bridge back to the nut, push the round end into the tube so
—— distributing valves set to cut off steam in each |acts, and the window is fixed, The window is lowered
cylinder at half sree but in the case of the high-pres- |by pulling it down, but very little pressure is required
sure valve, having the excentric adjustable by hand, so |for this operation. In the eventof any part getting out
that the point of cut-off can be varied from } to } or % |of order, a catch is provided which will hold the window
stroke. The engine is fitted with Garrett’s improved |at the top, but which admits of it being lowered and
raised again when the knob is pressed in. The whole
| apparatus seems simple and ingenious, and costs but
| little. It has, we understand, been tried for over three
years in some of the carriages of the North-Eastern
Railway Company, and has been found to answer well.
We certainly think it deserves the serious attention of
railway men, who, judging by the tenacity with which
they stick to the leather strap arrangement, almost seem
w/8S
| to consider they have reached the end of all things in SECTION AT.A.B
| regard to carriage windows. Many travellers, however,
| think otherwise, and believe it to be quite possible to
SIDE VIEW
END ViIEw
| have a window which, though easy to move up and down,
that
the
nibs
are
behind
the
ferule,
place the finger and thumb
| will be moderately dust and rain tight, and form some
the left hand on the hollow case, and give the spindle a half
| sort of an efficient barrier between the outer and inner of
turn
with
the
right
;
this
shoots
the
nibs out behind the ferule,
| atmospheres.
pushing them over the corners E, see section, and on tightenThe Farnley [ron Company, Leeds, exhibits a new form by
GARRETT’S FEED HEATER.
ing the nut the ferule is extracted with perfect ease.
of corrugated boiler flue—Fenby’s patent—and we are
laminated spring governor operating upon an equilibrium glad to draw attention to the novel features it presents,
double-beat valve of the Sauce Wee, ferps. eded for for which the manufacturers claim—rightly, we think—
150 revolutions per minute. There are two fly-wheels, special advantages. The corrugated form in boilers and
Ir is stated that the Buffalo Electric Light Company
each 5ft. in diameter and 1lin, wide, turned on the soles boiler flues is not new, for it was suggested more than has entered into a contract with the Niagara Falls Hydraulic
and edges; they are accurately balanced, and hung one thirty years ago, as may be seen in various books on the Tunnel and Power Company to take 10,000-horse power, at 15 dols.
horse-power per annum, for lighting the city and manufacturing
on each end of the crank-shaft. The crank-shaft, which subject, and in more than one English patent long since perurposes.
route for the proposed cable has been surveyed
is of Siemens-Martin steel, is 3Zin. diameter, and fitted exposed. There was at that time, however, no special non NiagaraTheFalls,
a distance of 20 miles. Negociations are also
with a central bearing. The boiler has a Garrett’s corru- need for the strength which corrugations afford; and in pending for lighting and supplying power to other towns in the
gated fire-box, giving a heating surface of 49 square feet. ‘ the absence of the need the simple cylindrical tube of a vicinity.
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occasionally, disputes between employers and workmen
SN
sa, |ok aah sae” sanhg oat Suan | inh Se
are usually settled by arbitration, which is usually decided
Millwrights
or en? leaps meno ack Rony
Tinsmit!
bao Mads Gi yee POA oe
by representative working-men and employers. Co-operaSe
ee ee ee ee
18 9
tive societies have prospered, and not only enabled the
Wages paid to members of trades unions—
working classes to purchase the necessaries of life at a
Carpenters, per hour ... . . ... 0... 0ws
0 6}
reduced cost, but their establishment have had a good
effect on trade in general.
Wages Paid per Day of Eight Hours in the Royal Dockyards,
Established
Hired
Wages Paid per Week of Fifty-six and a-half Hours in Southampton.
workmen.
workmen.
Lowest.
Standard,
Highest.
s ds d
ad
a &@
s. d.
8. da.
8. d,
Bricklayers...
46
—
40-4 6
General trades :—
Carpenters-—Bricklayers...
21
9
31
0...
35
6
Leading men ...
6 0-6 6
a
Carpenters
26 10
ce
ae
Ordinarymen.... ... 4 6 —
2 10— 410
Masons
“Ie4
26
10
31
0
35
6
Single stationed men ... 5 0—5 6
_
Blacksmiths
AR:
31 0
35 6
Masons
siete
46
—
3 0—3 4
ace
Ce
ae
26
10
31
4
Braziers
49
—
40-5 0
Brassfounders ... ... ... 28 4
325...
6 6
Caulkers—
Coach builders ... ... ... 20 3
30 5
49 7
Leading men ...
6 0-7 0
40-5 4
OO
eas
27
10
40
7
Ordinary men
50
—
—
Horseshoers
... ... ... 20 0
4
30 5
aa
Iron
moulders
...
...
...
20
0
—
37
10
ding men...
8 0-9 6
8 0—10 0
eee... °... 4.
27 10
30 5
Ordinary men
5 0
6
4 0-6 6
Nailmakers (hand) ... ... 20 3
23 4
26 4
Engine-keepers ...
43
—
rrr
OF.
2% 5... 3 5
Fitters—
Labourers
eee
20 3
2 3
Leadingmen... ... ... 8 0—9 0 . 8 0—10 0
Ordinary, ship branch... 5 O—7 0 . 4
8 0
Wages Paid per Week in Ivon Shipbuilding Yards in Southampton.
Ordinary, steam tranch 5 O—7 0 .
—_
_
Lowest. Standard. Highest.
Founders—
s. d.
s. d.
8. d,
Leading men ...
8 0-9 0... 8 0-10 0
OS
awe
ee
33.3
39 6
Ordinary men
497 0... 4 0-7 6
|.
Ok ar
54 9
Locksmiths
ee
oe ee
40-4 6
See 5. 5. a tes Oe
19 9
21 3
Metal mills and sheathing
Rent is 5s. per week, coal is 19s. per ton, and gas
shops—
from
3s.
2d.
to
3s.
8d.
per
1000
cubic
feet.
Leading men...
7 3-7 9
~
—
Workmen
3 3-6 3
—
Sunderland.—The principal staple industry of SunderOar machines—
land is coal, which is largely exported. Lime also forms.
Oar finishers ... ...
40-5 0
an
important article of trade, a large quantity being
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No, XI.
Derby.—Among the manufactures of Derby are cast
iron, cement, lead, red and white, lead, pipe and sheet.
There are also some extensive foundries and iron and tin
forges where iron bars, plates, sheets, and tin-plates are
manufactured into gasometers, steam boilers, &c. Derbyshire is singularly rich in minerals, there being an
abundance of coal, iron, and lead, all of which are extensively worked.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opint
Correspondents. |

of our

DOMESTIC DRAINAGE,
Sir,--Since the appearance of your two leading articles on
“Recent Advances in Domestic Drainage,” and “The Sanitary
Registration of Buildings”—on pages 296 and 316 respectively of
your present volume—I have been watching your correspondence
columns with some interest, hoping to meet with some further
remarks on the subject. But with the exception of a few lines on
page 319 from Mr. J. Botting—part of which appears to be a sort
of apology for having unluckily invented a drain plug, and an
expression of regret that anyone should be so ill-advised as to
make a really practical use of so useful an implement—in which
he offers a feeble and half-hearted defence of the ‘‘ pot-and-patchwork ” system of drainage, no one seems to have though it worth
while to tackle the subject.
This is the more remarkable, as the matter is one of such general
interest that if it is mentioned ever so slightly ina mixed company scarcely a person present fails to cite some incident, coming
fairly within his own observation or recognizance, in which the
ordinary systems—or no systems—of domestic sanitation have
grievously failed, involving not only considerable annoyance and
expense, but in many cases severe illness or even death.
It does not seem to have occurred to Mr. Botting (1) that whenever it is considered desirable to test any engineering structure,
vessel, or connection, it is usual to carry that test beyond the ordinary working pressure or strain, in order to allow for deterioration
or unforeseen contingencies ; (2) that if, to use his own words,
**the house drain, on account of fatty matter, does not rust,” the
protection thus afforded is continued and extended throughout any
reasonable prolongatian of that house drain; (3) that there are
various methods, such as the Bower-Barff process, the use of Dr.
Angus Smith’s composition, &c., for protecting pipes from corrosion; (4) that our water companies, who do not convey sewage, but
water more or less pure, do not encounter any very serious inconvenience in that respect; (5) that it is of nearly
as much importance
to prevent the contamination of wells and the saturation of the
soil near a house with putrescible matter as it is to avoid bad
smells.in the house itself; (6) that a range of cast iron pipes will
have only one joint in three, or less, according to the lengths
employed, as compared with earthenware pipes, and these joints
free, as you have already pointed out, from any ‘‘ obstructing
ridges of cement ;” (7) that cast iron drains are not liable to subsidence and leakage if, as often happens, they are undermined by
rats ; (8) that when taken up, they have a sensible value as old
material ;and (9) that a slight obstruction may often be forced
through by temporarily plugging the lower outlets and filling up
with water to the level of the upper closets or other inlets—a far
simpler job than opening up the drain, especially when it passes
through the basement of a house, but, of course, out of the question if the pipes will only bear the pressure due to a few feet head
of water.
Mr. Phillipson, in a recent pamphlet, gives some amusing
instances of such stoppages caused by ‘“‘a withered bouquet,” ‘‘a
portion of dress with whalebones in it,” “lint and tow from
chemists’ establishments,” ‘‘room-paper scraped off walls by
painters,” Xc., not to mention temporarily insufficient flushing
owing to frost or other causes.
You have incidentally mentioned the advantage of having the
whole drainaze system of a house constructed accurately to drawings
ready for laying in ; but you have scarcely, if at all, indicated that
the natural division of the work, whether in building a new house
or in altering an old one, is to entrust the whole of the drainage to
the man who undertakes the lavatory and sanitary fittings—in other
words, to the plumber—and to make him responsible for the entire
system, rather than to divide the responsibility between him and
the builder, with the result that it is ‘ificult, if not impossible, to
fix the blame of any failure on either one or the other.
I can imagine the derision with which such a suggestion as the
above will be received by those who have had practical experience
of the proverbial incompetence of the “ plumber fiend;” but is
that incompetence insurmountable? Hitherto he has had every
temptation to scamp his work and no encouragement to learn his
business ;but the system of registration, extended only to competent men, whether masters or workmen, of which Mr. George
Shaw, late master of the Plumbers’ Company, seconded by Mr.
Scott-Moncrieff, has been the earnest advocate, and the refusal of
some first-class and conscientious firms to employ any but registe:
plumbers, bid fair to raise this branch of engineering—and it is,
or ought to be, nothing less than a branch of engineering—to its
proper level.
That the subject is gradually assuming its proper importance is
evident not only from the animated discussion elicited by Professor Corfield’s paper, recently read before the Architectural
Association—a full report of which will be found in the Builder of
February 12th, but also from the marked interest displayed by the
conference of architects, held under the auspices of the Royal
Institution of British Architects, during their recent visit to the
Kensington Court Estate, where the sanitary details, carried out by
the North British Plumbing Company under the superintendence
of the architect, Mr. J. J. Stevenson, have been schemed and
executed in accordance with the principles so ably enunciated in
your leading article of April 15th.
It would be both interesting and instructive if some of your
correspondents could furnish a comparative estimate, say for a
house of moderate size, of the cast iron system of drainage as
compared with what I have already called the ‘‘pot-and-patchwork”
style. Iam inclined to think that, even as regards first cost, and
neglecting the questions ‘of efficiency and future maintenance,
cast iron would not appear to any great disadvantage. As for the
brick manholes which Mr. Botting takes under his protection and
patronage, they are about the worst and most indefensible features
of the whole affair.
I will conclude this all-too-lengthy letter by a brief quotation
from the draft of the sanitary Regulation Bill proposed for adoption by the Illinois State Association of Architects:
12:
Metal sewage drains and soil pipes, if not enamelled or made of
non-corrosive material, shall be covered inside and outside with a
coat of asphaltum, and all their joints and connections shall be
made absolutely air-tight by means of molten lead or other
metallic substance, and shall be capable of sustaining an internal
—
of not less than 151b. to the square inch of surface.
Sect. 13: Every soil and every waste pipe hereafter constructed
and placed as such in any such city or village, shall be of cast iron,
or brass, or porcelain—except subordinate lateral and’ connecting
pipes not exceeding 8ft. in length, which may be of lead—and
when such pipe is put up for use, it and the joints thereof shall be
capable of sustaining an internal pressure of not less than 15 1b,
to the square inch of surface.
W. SILver Hatt,
39, Hartington-street, Derby,
Wh. Sc., Mem. Inst. M.E.
May 17th.
THE LIGHTING OF LISBON.
Str,—Before even recommending British tenderers to go to
the trouble of having the termo properly examined, referred to in
the correspondence published in THE ENGINEER, p. 402, May 20th,
1887, under directions from the Board of Trade in London and
Lord Salisbury, many of your readers will doubtless be anxious to
have some further light thrown by Mr. James Duff, or other
accredited agents, on the following points which at present seem
somewhat dark and mysterious, to say the least of it, viz.:—
(1) Why should Mr. Consul Brackenbury, as well as Dr. Giffen,
in their letters term the proposal “‘a tender for lighting the town
of Lisbon with gas,” when the former is especially careful to qualify
the invitation as one probably oniy intended for those desirous of

ENGINEER

competing for municipal wants only—this view being confirmed by
a reference to the manifesto of the Secretary to the Chamber at
Lisbon, translated by Mr. George Brackenbury, in whose mind
evidently there must exist a notion that some definite and limited
amount of business can be put into rational English by means of a
translation?
Sled
(2) If Mr. George Brackenbury be correct, and the Municipal
Corporation of Lisbon only wish to intimate that they think that gas
for public purposes ought to be provided free or at other people’s
expense, the proposition, though extreme, may not be impossible
under given conditions, neither hinted at or named, so far
as I can see. Thus, suppose a new company were to be granted a
charter to include—(1) Gas in Lisbon to be sold at fixed rational
values, according to quality, for a definite number of years—i.e.,
at least two qualities. (2) All companies to supply into Corporation mains fuel and lighting gas of fixed quality free, but repayment at fixed values to be made for all private supplies made from
Corporation mains per meter or otherwise, (3) All companies to
be at liberty to compress’ all qualities of gas to 500 atmospheres,
and be compelled to do so on demand by private consumers, and
deliver the same in proper iron bottles at or about the definite
fixed prices.
;
4
This might be made to pay clearly—i.e., with sufficient private
demand, of which no estimate appears to be given. All this tends
to show more light is needed.
TENERIFFE.
May 23rd.
THE USE OF THE WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC BRAKE ON
INCLINES.
Sir,—Referring to the paper on “Railway Brakes,” read by
Mr. Marshall before the Society of Arts in March last, the author
drew attention to the fact that when descending a pass in the
Rocky Mountains having 22 miles averaging 1 in 40, six miles of
which were of the average steepness of 1 in 27, the Westinghouse
‘* straight-air” or non-automatic system was used in preference to
the automatic, and came to the conclusion that the latter form was
not ‘‘ suitable for the descent of very long steep inclines.” We challenged this at the meeting, and stated that the non-automatic was
by no means necessary, and that on many very long and steep inclines the automatic brake alone was employed ; but having since
specially written for more positive information, we are now able to
quote the valuable testimony of several officers of four railway companies in the United States, and as the columns of the Society of
Arts Journal are not open to correspondence, we beg to ask you to
be good enough to publish the following facts. At the risk of encroaching too much on your space, we will ask you to reproduce the
following letter from the superintendent of the Colorado division of
the Union Pacific Railway in full, the gradients on this line being
longer and steeper than the others :—
Denver, Colo., May 8rd, 1887.
Dear Sir,—I am very glad to state to you that the Westinghouse
automatic brake has been in use on our Denver, South Park, and Pacific
Railroad since February, 1883, at which time we commenced to use them
on engines and cars. About June, 1884, the entire South Park equipment—consisting of 74 locomotives and about 1300 cars—were supplied
with the Westinghouse automatic air brake. Since using it I do not
know of a single instance in which any damage has occurred through its
failure, or of a time when it has not worked properly when handled by
competent persons. Its simplicity renders it very effective. It is, in my
opinion, the most perfect brake that has been devised.
I would invite your attention to the first special rule of our time tables,
and one of the most important, to wit :—‘“‘ Straight air must not be used
on Colorado Division.” This rule is rigidly enforced, and is obvious to
all who have used the automatic and straight air.
On our High Line district to Leadville we have about 19 miles of continuous 4 per cent. grade. On our St. Eleno and Gunnison district to
Gunnison City we have about 30 miles of continuous 4 per cent. grade.
No trouble has ever been experienced from the use of the automatic
brake on these heavy gradients. Although trains sometimes break in
two, yet so positive is the working of this brake, that the train is certain
to stop almost immediately.
The liability of damage to brake-rigging is greatly lessened by the use
of automatic over straight or ordinary brakes in cases of emergency.
The automatic brake is used on these districts under all circumstances,
and its operations have been entirely satisfactory. I do not feel that I
can say too much in favour of this brake. I know from personal
observations of its superiority over straight air or any device ever
invented for hand-brakeing.—Yours very truly,
J. K. Cnoate.
In addition to the above, Mr. Hackney, of the Atchison, Topeka,
and Santa Fé Railroad, writes on April 30th last from Topeka,
**We have on our road between Trinidad and Raton a grade for a
distance of five miles of 185ft. to the mile—1l in 284—and a grade
of 106ft. per mile—1 in 50—for a distance of eleven miles, There
are no sags or level track in either of the above-mentioned pieces
oftrack. ...
We have no trouble in using the Westinghouse automatic air brake in either ascending or descending these
grades.”
Mr. N. W. Sample, Supt. M.P. and Machinery on the Denver
and Rio Grande Railroad, writes on the 29th April last, from
Denver, Colorado, ‘‘ We are now using your automatic brake on
all the grades of this line, both ascending and descending—that is,
the automatic feature is used and will apply under all circumstances. .
. There is no necessity for changing over to the
plain brake, even in descending Marshall Pass, which is continuous
211ft. per mile—1 in 25—for twenty-one miles.”
Mr. T. F. Oakes, of the Northern Pacific Railway, writing on
the 29th April last, from St. Paul, Minnesota, says, ‘‘Trains of
400 tons weight are successfully handled by the Westinghouse
automatic on 2°6 per cent. grades—1 in 384—for distances of about
ten miles each at three points, to wit,
zenian, Mullan, and
Missoula,” and concludes by saying: ‘‘ Itis our intention to operate
trains after Ist of June on the switchback over the Cascade Mountains, where a 54 per cent.—1 in 18—grade is encountered, and no
difficulty is anticipated in doing so.”
Summarising the foregoing, it will be seen that the Westinghouse
automatic brake is worked both in ascending and descending very
steep inclines, as follows :—Union Pacific Railroad : 30 miles, 1 in
25; 19 miles, 1 in 25. Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fé: 5 miles,
1 in 283; 11 miles, 1 in 50. Denver and Rio Grande: 21 miles,
lin 25. Northern Pacific: 10 miles, 1 in 384 ; 10 miles, 1 in 38 ;
10 miles, 1 in 384 ; to be shortly operated, 1 in 18.
We know of no trains being controlled by any other brakes than
the Westinghouse on inclines so long and steep as those given
above. These facts speak for themselves, and form a complete
answer to the allegations of Mr. W. P. Marshall in his paper read
before the Society of Arts.
THE WESTINGHOUSE BrakE CoMPANyY.
May 24th.
Alb. Kapteyn, Manager and Secretary.
A NEW COMPLAINT.
Sir,—A correspondence has been going on some time in your
esteemed paper concerning colour-blindness, which, though the
fact be old, appears to me to have assumed the character of a new
ailment consequent upon the introduction of a new industry, for as
it is a hindrance, in a material sense, to those who are afflicted
with it, and is chronic, it may be classed with such ailments as
rheumatism, gout, &c. But that is only a
ing remark. What
I wish to point out, with your permission, is that quite recently at
Berlin another new complaint has cropped up, also consequent
upon a new industry. It appears that at this moment two parties,
a male and a female—telegraph operators—both otherwise ealthy
subjects, are being treated by the here well-known professor, Dr.
Mendel, for their special ailment, namely, the dropping off, one
after another, of the finger nails. The malady is exactly analogous
to that occasioned by working in whitelead works, quicksilver
mines, in spinal and a few other affections, The professor attributes it at present to the constant jar caused by h
ing and
pushing with the finger ends the little pointing hammer or lever in
working the Morse system of telegraphy; but further observation
and research will be required before giving a final decision.
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Possibly these may not be the first cases, and now it has been
mentioned in your widely circulating journal, others may turn up
perhaps in America,
,
Rheinland, May 24th.
THE FLIGHT OF THF PELICAN,
Sir,—One who is interested in the flight of heavy birds, and
desires to get at the facts presented, meets with numerous obstacles
which baftle his efforts. Motion is so rapid as to give but a
moment for close scrutiny, and the birds best adapted to teach
valuable lessons are often hard to approach, and not to be met
with but in out-of-the-way places.
hen viewed at a distance the
exact position of wings is difficult to determine, and the condition
of atmosphere, whether calm or windy, whether steadily flowingor
disturbed
by conflicting currents, cannot be decided with certainty.
I at length found in the common grey pelican of the Gulf of
Mexico the best subject for study that had been encountered, and
at once set about the task of reducing to weights and measures the
phenomena of translation in air presented by these birds. On the
coasts of Southern Florida they are found in abundance, and so
completely mysterious is their method of flight, that its explanation
will carry with it that of other birds of either active or silent
wings.
I was engaged about one year in the work, was starved, shipwrecked, poisoned, captured by natives as a madman, punctured
to the leg bone by the horny tail of a stingaree, and was forthwith
acquainted with pain in its most intense form; was overtaken and
overturned by a water spout, half drowned by summer squalls
wherein nothing seemed right, too much water in the air for
breathing, and too much air in the water for swimming, but at
length worked out the case sufficiently exact for practical purposes,
which was my object, and the result is herewith given.
When
going from one locality to another the pelican’s method of translation is by slow flapping, but for short journeys in the same vicinity
it has recourse to a mixture of active and silent wing progression,
either in wind or calm air. The following is made in the absence
of air disturbance, when the water of the shallows frequented is as
smooth as a mirror, and the splash of a two-pound mullet leaping
from the surface can be heard half a mile away. No progress could
be made in wind, as the motion of the bird could not be related to
fixed objects without needless and perplexing trouble. Anaveraye
bird weighs 161b. Its extreme spread of wings is 7ft., and the
total area of under surface of wing, body, and tail is 8 square feet.
The stroke, two vibrations, occupies one second. The tips move
3ft., and a liberal estimate gives 18in. of downward movement of
the entire surface for each stroke. It is not in excess of that
amount. The integument covering the wing bones from the elbow
to the body and wrist projects downwards in front, 1}in. in the
centre, tapering both ways to nothing. The wings are slightly
concave beneath, and convex above. There is no flexing nor
stretching the wings in the down and up vibrations; I am safe in
saying that they do not vary lin, in Jength during the entire
stroke. There is no twisting of the pinions during the vibrations,
If the wings were rigid boards hinged to an axis passing longitudinally through the body, and vibrating in planes parallel to this
axis, they would resemble the actual bird strokes,
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The diagram indicates the various peculiarities exhibited in
flight. The position at « represents the beginning of the first vibration from the lowest point. The inclination of the wings was 30 deg.
to horizontal, the bird being 10ft. above the water. Ten strokes
were then made, during which time the inclination was reduced to
10 deg., when the wings became silent, the space travelled being
530ft. in ten seconds on a level. The bird then floated on an easy
gradient 426ft. further in seven seconds to a position as close to
the water as
sible without touching it, ending with an inclination of 16 ey It then floated 175ft. in five seconds, with
diminishing speed and slowly increasing inclination. A sharp turn
upwards would then be made for a distance of 10ft. in one second,
ending in an inclination of 40 deg. At the instant of reaching the
greatest height the bird would throw itself over to the front to an
inclination of 30 deg., and resume its flapping, the period being
now complete.
The distance travelled was 1135ft. in twenty-three seconds, an
average of 49ft. per second nearly; and, so far as could be determined, these periods of flight might be indefinitely repeated.
The above numerical values have an appearance of exactness
which does not strictly belong to the case.
ey were not obtained
from any single period of flight. The total distance and time
given does not vary from the actual observation, but the com»onents were corrected from a great number of estimates, and are
intended to approximate an average.
The inclinations given are obviously approximations, but there
is no doubt in regard to continual changes in the order set down.
When the degree is given, a reasonable margin for error must be
allowed. The speed per second is also subject to error, but there
is no doubt that it changes substantially as stated, the overlapping
of different birds, upon each other showing wide differences in
speed, confirming the measuring and timing of the flight. The
pelican is so large and heavy, and its motion so slow, that the position
of its wings could be very accurately determined at all points of
their movements excepting when near the water, At first I supa the bird floated in contact during the low part of its period,
ut closer scrutiny undeceived me. The ripples in the shining
surface of the water were made by the air pressures beneath its
lower surface, and not by the wing feathers. The only way to
come at the inclination in this position was to wade into the water
and submerge the body to the nose, so as to get the eyes in a
normal position on the bird’s level. The pelican is a mirth-provoking creature in appearance. The position in which its head is
carried gives it an air of pompous dignity, with which its clumsy
and seemingly affected method of flight does not harmonise, so
that one is relieved from the tediousness of observation by the
comicalities of the bird observed. At nightfall they would assemble
at the kegs selected for roosting places in great numbers, and were
extremely tame, seeming to ignore my presence. As they arrived
from all directions good views could be had in every way. They
were heavy sleepers, and I have picked them from their perches as
my boat floated quietly by the marginal bushes before they could
awaken. They would frequently pass within four or five feet of my
face while prospecting for subsistence during the above described
periods of flight.
A pelican is the most exasperating bird I ever encountered. It
floats a long distance on rigid wings, with constantly diminishing
speed, then takes a quick turn upwards in which its momentum is
much lessened, and goes to flapping again. This is saying, ‘‘I am
storing up power now by the tremendous muscular exertion of my
large wings which will keep me going for an interval while I rest
them ;” and the story is well calculated to mislead. If it were not
for the multiplication table, and certain
requirements of cause and
effect not to bedispensed with, we might admit the muscular force
to be competent to produce the translation, but as it is, no such
explanation can be tolerated for an instant. The flapping is far
too weak to sustain the bird while in, the act of doing it, much
less while floating for several seconds when there is no flapping at
all. It goes without saying that there is some mechanical activity
operating here which has never found its way into any text-book,
as a brief applicationof Hutton’s tables of wind resistances to the
case will demonstrate. Besides, the flapping ought to drive the
bird in precisely an opposite direction, 13the authorities we are
lied with determine the case instead of the facts.
f the period of stroke were doubled, it would still be incompetent to buoy the bird during the downward vibration. Nothing
short of ten such vibrations per second would suffice for this work,
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invisible flappings, independent feather motions, conflicting air of them takes place, and for this purpose one of the two bodies
must be at rest. These may respectively be taken as the plane
currents, or by blank denial of fact.
I, LANCASTER.
surface of the ground; and a circular dise rolling upon it. An
Chicago.
Fa ge coperepresentation of this motion is given by the end of
the spokes of a wheel without its tire. In this case it is seen that
THE FASTEST VESSEL AFLOAT.
of the rolling body, when it is just coming into contact with
§1r,—I see by a note in your impression of the 6th inst. that an athepoint
surface, does so in a direction at right angles to the surinaccurate notion may be formed of the relative speeds of torpedo face fixed
at
rest,
leaves it in the cane tneiiien. This action
boats built by Messrs. Thornycroft and Yarrow. Referring your is very similarandin also
kind to that which occurs with the continuous
readers to an account of the trial of Messrs. Yarrow’s boat on page circle formed by the
tire.
path of a point in the rim can be
326, you point out that a speed of 27:277 knots was attained on drawn in a way visible to The
the audience by means of a piece of
that occasion, while Messrs. Thornycroft’s boat made a mean speed apparatus consisting of two circular
plates held together by a
—the italics are mine —-of 26°11 knots, a comparison which might hollow brass spindle, in which slides glass
carrying a brush.
The
lead your readers to the erroneous conclusion that the Yarrow brush traces the well-known cycloid, anof arm
which
the only portion now
boat is the swifter.
to
be
considered
is
that
where
it
directly
approaches
the
surface
I find, on looking up the article referred to, that Messrs.
part is perpendicular to that surface, and when
Yarrow’s boat was said to have made 27277 knots, but that this beneath. This
are drawn, by rolling the disc upon the are of a circle,
was with the tide! The mean speed, which of course can alone be epicycloids
same fact is brought out. One body may, however, not merely
fairly compared with Messrs. Thornycroft’s 26°12 knots, was only the
upon another, and a normal pressure be exerted, but they may
25101 knots, or fully a knot behind the Thornycroft boat. Of roll
a tangential force upon each other. It is convenient to keep
what value the fact of making a speed of 27-277 knots with the exert
these
cases separate: examples of them being respectively the
tide can be I am at a loss to imagine, as this is merely the speed of wheels two
of a railway carriage and those of the locomotive that draws
the tide plus that of the boat.
it
along.
It is to be noted that the object in the former case is to
By running in a aay eae rapid river this kind of ‘fastest
one body to move relatively to another without permitting
record” might be beaten by the veriest steam tug afloat. It is as permit
sliding
contact
of theirsurfaces, whilst in the latter case, in addition
if a passenger in a train running at fifty-seven miles an hour were to this, the object
obtain such motion. There are, however,
to walk across his compartment in the direction of the train’s many cases in whichis to
it is merely the motion of a body about one
motion at a speed of three miles an hour, and then boast of having point which is required,
such as when motion is transmitted from
walked at a pace of a mile a minute. By a report of a: later trial
edge of one rotating disc to another, and then this distinction
of the Thornycroft boat, which appears in the Daily Telegraph to- the
still
more
closely
holds,
as
the normal pressure is only obtained so
day, I find that a mean speed of 26°18 knots was attained, while as to ensure the
tangential resist
Thus the effects
the speed with the tide was over 29 knots, so that both the mean of rolling motion may bery classed
as being :—(1) To allow the relative
and the maximum speeds were considerably in excess of any re- motion of one body to another with
which
it
is
in
contact without
corded of Messrs. Yarrow’s boat,
Farr Ptay.
permitting relative motion of that part of their surfaces in actual
May 11th, 1887.
‘
contact. (2) To obtain the relative motion of such parts of the
[Our reference was to absolute maximum speeds past the shore. surfaces of bodies as are not in contact by means of statical contact
,
Perhaps our correspondent will say whether the Thornycroft boat of the parts which are.
The lecturer then proceeded to discuss, first, the cases in which
was light, or in fighting trim like the Yarrow boat.—Eb. E, ]
there was very little resistance to the motion of rolling, and also
those in which there was almost perfect development of one sur=O
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS—-WASTE OF BOLTS AND RIVETS.
!
face upon the other, and an account was given of some experiments
Sir,—In contracts for iron work for the Government and Indian in which it was found that with two brass discs rolling upon each
'‘1
State railways, and other work, it is always stipulated that there other the error was only 1 in 300,000, when the best conditions were
shall be ‘‘ an addition of 50 per cent. to the net quantity of rivets, obtained. The exact nature of the resistance which always occurs,
plane were 25, and the height 5, the parallel component of a and of 10 per cent. to net quantity of bolts required for waste.” however small it may be, was then dealt with at consider20 1b. weight would be 41b. The fall of w from a to /, a distance Can any correspondent tell me what becomes of all these rivets and able length by means of diagrams and models, and some remarkof 5ft., would be no more than sufficient to move it frome toa, bolts, for surely it cannot be that the Government workmen spoil able experiments upon the rolling of bodies were exhibited.
friction ignored—that is, to lift 20 1b. 5ft., or 41b. 25ft., requires half as many rivets as they use, and one out of every ten bolts?
In conclusion, the nature of the action which occurs when a
London, May 24th.
Wysrow.
the same force.
rolling body is acted upon by a force obliquely to its plane of
To put it in a different ai A force that will lift a weight a
rotation was discussed, and the creep of one surface over the other
given distance will lift one-fifth of that weight five times as far,
in these circumstances was clearly demonstrated by means of special
and no more; or a weight on the short arm of a lever will balance
apparatus,
only one-fifth as much if the other arm be five times as long. The
CONTRAOTS OPEN.
normal component falling from @ to } would not answer. It
INDIAN STATE RAILWAYS.—IRONWORK FOR ROOFING
requires the total weight to move one-fifth of it five times as far.
TENDERS.
In soaring we have the same result. By substituting air presFOR WORKSHOPS AND RUNNING SHEDS.
sures against the normal component we may remove the plane, and
THE
work
required
under
this
ar
comprises
the
conCORPORATION
OF LEICESTER.
hold the weight against the paralle! component, as the air friction struction, supply, and delivery in England, at one or more of the
would not suffice. There is now uniform motion on the normal ports named in the conditions and tender, of the whole of the
For the construction of about 790 lineal yards of 12in. stoneware
line, and the substitution of a parallel force to take the place of ungalvanised wrought ironwork for two repairing shops, each 112ft. pipe sewers, together with manholes, lampholes, and other works
friction, but it seems obvious that the dynamic result is the same.
and 84ft. wide ; one running shed, 112ft. long and 56ft. wide; in connection therewith, in the Wesh Leigh and Ash Leigh-roads.
If the weight were pulled up the incline with velocity sufficient to long repairing
shop, 308ft. long and 140ft. wide ; one repairing Drawings, specification, and quantities by J. Gordon, M. Inst. C.F,
give a horizontal resultant, it would require all the force developed one
:—
140ft. long and 112ft. wide; one repairing shop, 112ft. long borough surveyor
in the air pressures, and a little more, to doit. It would require shop,
£s. d
and
28ft.
wide,
all that would be developed by the total weight, asin the other
8. and E. Bentley, London (accepted) .. ..
- 343 3 8
All
bolts
and
washers
and
everything
necessary
for
the
completion
A. Turner and Sons, Bilston .. .. .. «2 «» « 37715 9
case. Motion on the soaring resultant, or horizontal, is produced of the work in India, with anaddition of 50 percent. to the net quantity
Jas.
Dickson,
St.
Albams
..
..
«2
«2
«2
««30914
4
by the normal motion, which not being present in the other case, of rivets and of 10 per cent. to the net quantity of bolts required for
Hy. Black, Barrow-on-Soar.. .. .. .. «oc «« « Bl 5.6
lateral motion would be on the inclined path ; still, this does not waste.
Jno.
Smith,
Belgrave,
Leicester..
..
..
..
..
..
404
0
2
The
above
quantities
include
the
10
per
cent.
extra
on
the
change the essential similarity of the two. So far the parallelism
Innes and Wood, Birmingham .. .. .. .. .. .. 50011 0
bolts. In addition to the above, the contractor is to
is unstrained, but the next step can be taken by the soaring activity holding-down
supply
one
ton
of
service
bolts
and
half
a
ton
of
ordinary
plater’s
alone.
to be selected by the Inspector-General for use in erection
It is obvious that the friction between plane and weight, in washers,
the work in India. The ironwork is delineated generally on two
DEATH OF A WELL-KNOWN ENGINEER.
— An engineer, well
the absence of motion, is about one-fifth that of the normal of
sheets
of
drawings, numbered F 645 and F 646, which may be seen known
has just died in America—Mr. Samuel
pressure. It is equally obvious that the force required to hold the at the office
the Director-General of Stores, India-office, and Green, inwhothe upMidlands,
to
1863
resided
at
Clay
Cross. He was the
soaring plane against the parallel component is about one-fifth of from which theof engravings,
page 413, are made. The galvanised son of Timothy Green, an engineer employed
making the
the air pressures, which equal the normal component. If we can work shown on the same drawings
is the subject of a separate Clay Cross Tunnel, and was one of the first in
engine tenters
use this amount of the escaping pressures to apply against the contract.
employed by the Clay Cross Company. Earlyin life the deceased
cry component, it will be neutralised, and we need no longer
The
wrought
iron
must
be
of
such
strength
and
quality
as
to
be
weigher of coal and ironstone with the Clay Cross firm,
old the plane in the normal line. Plane construction does this,
to the following tensional strains, and to indicate the follow- was aremained
in that occupation until he went to America,
The birds are supplied with a front ledge to the underside of the equal
percentage of contraction of the tested area at the point of and
where
he entered the service of Messrs. Wilbraham, engineers—
wings, — constructed feathers on the surface, and elastic tips ing
fracture
:—
who
were
also
natives
of Derbyshire. On the 4th inst., he died
at the rear edge to utilise the pressures under the wing for this
Tensional Percentages suddenly from heart disease.
;
purpose. These devices serve to throw an amount of normal
strains of contracpressure equal to the parallel pressure, 90deg. from the normal
per square tion of fracINSTITUTION OF CivIL ENGINEERS.—On Wednesday night
inch.
tured area. Mr.THEEward
ine, so that normal, in effect, directly opposes parallel pressure to
Woods
held
a
conversazione
in
the
Sovth
Kensington
Tons.
an extent which completely obliterates it, and leaves the excess
Museum. Although the issue of invitations was restricted, so that
Round and square bars, and flat bars under 6in.
still working on the normal line, with a velocity lessened by the
the company was more select than numerous, about 3500 were
HE © on’, 20.00.00: Mine nah «6 am, eben
20
amount of work done in cancelling the parallel component.
present.
Universal satisfaction was expressed at the return of the
Angle
and
flat
bars
Gin.
wide
and
upwards...
..
22
15
We have now departed completely from the inclined plane and
MAY ta a8 ae. a
oe ew. fad Ge we oe
10
Institution to what has now come to be regarded as the normal
weight. There is now uniform motion on the normal line which is
Plates across the grain
sat.
e0crce 38
5
locality
for
these annual réuxions. Their great advantage is that
not in the gravity resultant, and the soaring body has sacrificed a
rivet iron must be of such a quality that any rivet will stand they bring friends and acquaintances together under very pleasant
part of its gravitating force to get there. It has lost precisely that theThefollowing
conditions, and with surroundings eminently qualified to give contests
:—Bending
double
upon
itself
whilst
cold
or
red
component which is needed to push it into the vertical. If we hot without showing signs of fracture. The shank being nicked tentment of mind and body, who perhaps meet only once a year.
could conceive of an angular, pivotted device, which might be whilst cold and bent double, showing the fibre of the iron to be of When the conversazione was held in the Exhibition, nothing of the
employed on the inclined plane and .weight, to throw normal
quality. Flattening down the head whilst red hot until its kind was possible. The place was too big, the crowd was too vast,
pressure over 90 deg., neutralising the parallel component, it good
is equal to two and a-half times that of the shank without for anything like pleasant social intercourse. We congratulate
would resemble the soaring plane. The excess of the normal diameter
showing
signs of cracking at the edges. Punching through the Mr. Woods on the success of an entertainment with which every
would then be the only force acting on the weight. The fluid air shank when
at a red heat, with a taper punch, a round hole the one was pleased; and a word of recognition is due to the indefapressing in all directions furnishes just the device needed for the
of the rivet without showing signs of cracking or tigable secretary, Mr. Forrest, on whom a great deal of very hard
—- but to employ it necessitates the soaring plane, andI diameter
organising work devolved.
splitting.
now of no other method which can give it.
The edges of all plates, and the ends of all bars of all kinds,
LIVERPOOL ENGINEERING Society. — On Saturday last the
We are now in the ——— of a soaring bird, and it will work must
be
planed
dead
true
to
dimensions,
or,
where
planing
is
imposus no harm to take off our hats and do a little thinking. When sible, must be dressed off fair with hammer, chisel, and file. No members of the Society, by permission of Mr. W. King, M. Inst.
we now pull the plane laterally, or ‘‘up the incline,” what resist- rough edges fresh from the shears will be permitted anywhere C.E., visited the United Gaslight Company's works at Linacre.
ance is encountered? None conceivable but atmospheric friction, throughout the work. Wherever necessary for the division of the Arriving at the works at about 2.30 p.m., the party were met by
and for all practical purposes we may mark this down = 0. To work for transport the rivets are to be left out, but the holes must Mr. King, who took them to the office, where he showed them the
plans, and gave a short history of the growth of the workx He
pull the plane Ift., or 10ft., or 100ft. edgewise is very much the
all cases be made ready for rivetting, and the requisite rivets, then pointed out the extensions in progress and those contemsame as not to pull it at all. No atom of gravity resists such in
including
50
per
cent.
extra,
sent
with
the
work.
Half
the
number
motion; the time and space relations which existed between the of — of each kind required for end lengths in the various plated, and stated that the capacity of the works when completed
parallel and the normal components vanished with the parallel buildings are to bepunched right-handed and half left-handed, simi- would be equal to a supply of about 17,000,000 cubic feet of gas
rday.
The party then proceeded, under the guidance of Mr.
factor, There can be no relation between something and nothing. lar to the window bars shown on drawings, in order that each row of
Whether the normal be now one-fifth of the parallel motion, or purlins may break joint on the rafters with the adjacent row. The Xing, to inspect the works, where the various operations of retorting
the
coal
and purifying and testing the gas were examined with
any other multiple or fraction of it, affects the normal force only,
of the girders and trusses are to be put together in position much interest. The members then returned to the office, where
and that in the slightest degree. Neither does it affect the air whole
with bolts and nuts, and the purlins and window sills bolted to they were entertained to luncheon by Mr. King. A hearty vote of
resistances, It is indifferent to a particle of air from what direction them,
to test the accuracy of the work.
thanks to Mr. King for the courteous manner in which he had
the body comes which pushes it out of its place, It resists such
conditions of contract and character of the work are as usual entertained the members brought the visit to a close, and the
bodyin a direction normal to its pushing surface in all cases, The in The
these
specifications. Tenders, addressed to the Secretary of party returned to Liverpool after a very pleasant and interesting
reactions of free air resemble inertia reaction, being determined in State for India
in Council, with the words ‘‘ Tender for Ironwork excursion.
direction by the active force. A few particles may be pressed
Roofing, &c.,” on the envelope, must be delivered at the Indiamuch, or a greater number less, with the same result. Hence for
Civiz AND MECHANICAL EnorNeers’ Society.—The annual
Whitehall, London, S.W., before 2 p.m. on Wednesday, Ist dinner
lateral motion does not interfere with normal motion in the least. office,
of this Society was held at the Holborn Restaurant on the
June, 1887. If delivered by hand, they are to be placed ina box 18th inst.
It is obvious that the vertical of the soaring plane is on the provided
The president, Mr. E, H. G. Brewster, A.M.I.C.E.,
for
that
purpose
in
the
Store
Diguctnant,
normal line, and its horizon parallel to itself, and that these do not
occupied the chair, and a large number of members and visitors
coincide with the gravity resultant nor the sea level. The soaring
were present, among whom were Professor Henry Robinson, preplane has been pushed out of the vertical, and by bringing it back,
sident of the Society of Engineers; Mr. S. H. Terry, of the Local
so that the two are the same, it is at once seen that parallel motion
Government Board; Mr. W. R. E. Middleton, M.I.C.E.; and Mr.
lifts no weight. It is a constant falling from its own level that
W. Worby Beaumont, M.I.C.E. The usual loyal toasts having
THE
ROLLING
CONTACT
OF
BODIES.'
produces the soaring resultant. If we take two planes properly
been duly honoured, Mr. S. H. Terry proposed, ‘Success to the
constructed for soaring, and alike in all respects, and place one of
Civil and Mechanical Engineers Society,” coupled with the health of
THE
lecturer
commenced
by
stating
that
when
two
solid
bodies
them on the soaring inclination and the other horizontally in air, roll upon each other, points on the surface of one successively come the President. The President responded, and in the course of his
the latter would descend on a resultant of five horizontal to one into contact with corresponding points in the surface of the other remarks referred to one of the main features of the Society, viz.,
vertical velocity, interpreted by the direction in which its gravity in a way which differs essentially from that which occurs in sliding the cultivation of the spirit of friendship amongst engineers, the
acted. The other would do precisely the same thing, the only
and it is the nature of this rolling contact that he proposed Society being in effect supplementary to the Institution with which
difference between them being in rate of motion produced by loss contact,
most of its members are connected, but which cannot perform the
to discuss in an experimental manner.
of a gravity component from the soaring plane.
th would come
In
the
first place, it would be well to understand clearly the social functions, or meet those requirements which are the duties
down with uniform velocity, compressing and otherwise disturbi
of
the smaller society. There is a limited number of weeks and of
nature of the relative motion of the two points which come into
the air beneath. These pressures retarded at the front, push the contact
when the surfaces are such that no appreciablé distortion evenings in which meetings can take place, and _ and quespine sideways, setting up parallel motion in one case, and canceltions for which time cannot be obtained at the Institution are
ie the parallel component in addition in the other; and yet 1 Abstract of lecture delivered at the Royal Institution by Professor dealt with by the Society. Other toasts followed, with music in
physicists aro busily engaged keeping soaring birds in air by Hele
the intervals, and a very pleasant evening was passed,
Shaw, M. Inst. C.E., on April 29th. .

must be continuously downwards. The bird occupies
ped ey time in performing the — Vibration, and it is
difficult to see how great loss is prevented in this part of the stroke.
utterly failed to induce an artificial device, built as
Indeed, inI the
nearly
shape of the bird as possible, to sustain its 16 lb.
weight by any velocity of vibration I was able to give it to the
limit of strength of materials. | Momentum is not pertinent to the
localised points of resistance in still air upon
There are no could
case,
which momentum
perform duty. Flight is confined to a
yone of air between the water and a plane 10ft. above it, in which
and quiet, and its resistances
homogeneous
both
is
the atmosphere
to the motion of bodies through it are necessarily reactive only.
the
The question is not whether the momentum at the end theof bird
active wing component of the eriod is sufficient to carry
through the silent part, but ow any momentum whatever is
obtained. There is little use in being particular about the
quantity, when it is impossible to find any cause for the least atom
of it. The first thing is to ewe|the bird. If there be then motive
power left over, it may be employed in generating lateral motion.
‘As the case stands, a weight of 6 1b. is sustained in free air, and
carried 1135ft. on a path averaging horizontal by a motive power
derived from eight square feet of surface driven on still air 15ft. in
ten seconds !
é
2
$
When the fact of alternating adverse vibrations is considered,
the extreme liberality of the above estimate is apparent ; and since
the flight of the pelican was worked out I have abandoned all hope
of obtaining a solution of the phenomena from recognised mechanical authorities. When confronted with heavy bird flight or the
mystery of soaring, mechanical science in its present attitude
stands in a position of helpless and pitiable imbecility.
When selerenee is made to bodies placed on inclined planes, as
examples of the resolution of gravity found in soaring, care must
be re
not to carry the parallelism too far. If the length of the
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POWER
HAMMERS.
MESSRS. WILD AND CO., CHADDERTON, ENGINEERS.
DOUBLE
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417
openings ¢ permit the boiling water which fills the annular
space to pass below the piston when it is is near the top of its
course, The air below and the steam spread freely into the
upper part of the barrel A. On its descent the water is driven
back as soon as the piston has passed the openings c'. The dise
D!, Fig. 2, forms a guide. By the pipe B the pump communicates with the tank of boiling water, in which the water level
should be maintained a little above B, When the pump has to
work horizontally, or when the feeding-tank is at such a height
as to fill the pump, it is necessary to guide the rod, as shown in
Fig. 2. To enable the air to escape, the tube G is added, and to
this a pipe is affixed, which rises a little above the level of the
water in the tank. This pump, says Le Génie Civil, is simple,
and works with great regularity, and will be appreciated in dyeworks as well as for feeding purposes, in sugar factories and
chemical works, wherever liquids heated to boiling point have to
be raised to greater or less elevations.
464
+e+
REPAIRING TANKS AND RESERVOIRS.

\
|

THE accompanying engravings illustrate a method of repairing
reservoirs and tanks. The apparatus consists of a portable
coffer dam. One is shown as applied to the treatment of a crack
in one of the gas-holder tanks of the Consolidated Gas Company of New York. The apparatus, which we copy from the
Scientific American, was constructed and used at the suggestion
and under the superintendence of the engineer of the company,
Mr. William T. Lees.
When such a tank wall breaks, the rupture, as a rule, is vertical, and runs down nearly to the bottom, a distance of 20ft. to
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HAMMERS.

Tues hammers have been designed to meet a long and muchfelt want, viz., a hammer which shall be economical in working,
perfectly under control, strong, simple, durable, and low in price.
It is well known that steam hammers consumea great deal more
steam than is accounted for in the work done, and in consequence engineers have been constantly on the lookout for
something to replace steam hammers, and at the same time be
more economical and perfectly under control in every sense.
Fig. 1 represents a side view of beam hammer specially
designed for coppersmiths and similar trades, where it is desirable
to have a large clearance and so be able to planish a large sheet
of metal. The hammer head is chambered out with an opening
left on one side, and through this chamber there are four round
bars passed vertically, and on these bars there area pair of blocks
free to slide up or down, and to these blocks is connected the
end of a lever, as shown in plan, Fig. 2. Above and below these
sliding blocks spiral springs are placed on the bars, with about
din. of clearance between the spring and the blocks ; and it will
be seen that these springs will form an excellent elastic connection between the head and lever. In the centre of the lever
there is a sliding block or sleeve, to which is coupled the crank
pin, which may be made movable or fixed as desired. To the
outer end of the lever a screwed rod is connected by means of a
pin; and engaging in the screw there isa revolving nut, which is
rotated by means of a bevel wheel cast on it, gearing in a similar wheel actuated by the hand wheel. Now it will be quite
clear that by setting the crank pin, any length of stroke between
maximum and minimum can be obtained, according to the work
to be done, and also by raising or lowering the lever end by
means of the screw, a light or heavy blow can be given. Fig. 3
is similar in construction, but is arranged to stand on the floor,
and all the main frame and anvil is cast in one piece; and
instead of employing a round bar for a lever, a lever with a slot
in it is employed instead, but the action is just the same. Fig. 2
is designed for the heavier class of hammers, and is driven by a
crank-shaft from below, and the stroke is varied by moving the
upper end of the connecting rod. The intensity of the blow is
regulated in the same manner as in Figs. 1 and 3. The advantage of this arrangement is that the hammer load can be raised
or lowered to suit the thickness of the metal operated upon; and
if, in forging, a piece of iron has to be reduced from 3in. to lin.,
the head can be set for the larger size, and then can follow down
as the iron is reduced, and always be giving elastic and sound
blows. These hammers, as will be seen, are belt driven, and
can be driven by either gas, steam, or water power, and all that
is needed is a belt and a pulley on the main shaft, and then we
have a machine equal in usefulness toa steam hammer, far more
economical, and perfectly within the power of the workman to
do as he likes with it. These hammers require very little power
for driving in proportion to the weight, are very compact and
strong, nor have they any complicated parts about them which
are likely to get out of order.
essrs. Wild have also designed a new and improved method
of cushioning power-hammer heads by means of air, Some

ople who have had experience with spring-cushioned hammer
eads do not like them because of the liability of the springs to
break ; and in consequence they prefer an air cushion, which
may be applied when desired to any of these hammers. A lever
is also attached, when desired, for varying the intensity of the
blows, by foot, and so dispensing with an attendant. These
hammers are made by Messrs. John Wild and Co., Middleton
Junction, Chadderton.
+6
+e >s
CARRE’S BOILING-WATER

PUMP.

Tue difficulty in pumping very hot water into steam generators is generally known. Injectors do not draw, and the ordinary pumps, even when placed close to the supply-tank, are
exposed to numerous obstructions, in spite of the precautions
observed in working them. Feeding with very hot water has
been much checked, spite of its economical advantages, and as

35ft. It is usually of sufficient extent only to cause a loss of
water, not enough to exhaust the tank in spite of all efforts.
The general way of mending such is to pump out the water,
cut the brick away for a foot or two in width, and rebuild the space. Then the tank is filled again. Sometimes,
after all this has been done, the crack reopens in about the
same place. When the water is pumped out, the walls tend to
contract under the external pressure, thus partially closing the
break. Then, after repairing, when water is re-admitted, the

RI-—-->
«---—--6
hydraulic pressure, re-establishing the balance, makes the wa!ls
assume their old position, and the crack opens as before.
The tank referred to is about 170ft. in diameter and 70ft. deep.
A cast iron coffer-dam of U-shaped section was constructed in
sections, 6ft. long and 4ft. 9in. in width. Flanges, faced off and
perforated for bolts, were provided at the top of the lower
section, and at the top and bottom of the others, for attaching
them together. The bottom section was closed at the base, and
Fic 2
had a small downward extension or well to facilitate pumping.
Studs
or lugs were provided by which to lift the whole, A
a means of diminishing incrustations because of this. Of
course the water may pass through a heater after leaving the semicircular groove was carried around the edge designed to
come
against
the sides of the tank. A 2in. india-rubber hose,
feed-pump, but preliminary boiling causes the deposition of the
with fin. aperture, was provided to act as packing.
lime, which is less soluble by heat than cold.
The apparatus shown in the annexed engraving (Figs. 1 and 2)
is put forward as solving the problem; it has for some little
time been applied to several generators, and has worked with
Tue Italian Government has decided not to grant a
success, The apparatus is composed of a cylindical barrel A, subvention to the work of tunnelling the Simplon, which may, it is
said,
have the effect of causing the project to be abandoned,
enclosing another barrel c, in which the piston D works, The
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THE NEW

PROMENADE PIER AND PAVILION
AT FOLKESTONE.
On Saturday, the 7th inst., the ceremony of laying the
foundation stone for the Folkestone pier was performed by
Viscountess Folkestone. The pier, which is being contructed
for the Folkestone Pier and Lift Company, will add materially to the attractions of Folkestone, which already possesses
attractions superior to many fashionable sea-side resorts, but it
has no pier. The site of the new pier which we illustrate is at
about the centre of the best part of the town, and immediately
below the fashionable cliff promenade known as the Lees.
The communications from the Lees to the pier consist of a
passenger lift and several footpaths. The lower Sandgate road
also connects the pier directly with the town of Folkestone,
also with Sandgate and Hythe. As will be seen upon the plan
—p. 416—the appreach to the pier is a’ semicircular carriage drive
and footpaths leading from the lower Sandgate road. The
entrance to the pier is provided with two toll-houses, connected
together by a covered way or verandah, and ornamented with a
clock tower, as shown by p. 416, which also shows the entrance
gates and turnstiles. Along the lower cliff,where the pier proper

ELEVATIONS

ENGINEER

THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON SWORD
BAYONETS.
Tue report of the Committee on Sword Bayonets may thus
be summarised :—
On the adoption of the Martini-Henry rifle in 1871 a new
pattern of sword bayonet was made, and “approved by the
Admiralty. It had a straight instead of curved blade, 25}in.
long instead of 27in., and of much less breadth and thickness.
In March, 1871, Sir J. Adye, then Director of Artillery, learned
from Admiral Sir Arthur Hood, then Capt. Hood, Director of
Naval Ordnance, that in answer to a suggestion of Sir J. Adye’s
to issue 12,000 surplus Snider sword bayonets for sea service,
“that these weapons were not nearly so suitable for the present
sword exercise as the cutlass handled straight sword approved for
issue with the Martini-Henry Rifle.” Sir A. Hood added, “I
think it possible that those in store could be ground down at
Enfield to the new pattern. If this can be done efficiently and
at a moderate expense, the 12,000 sword bayonets could be so
altered and issued as required, and the Navy would then be
| supplied with a more efficient weapon for defence than at

OF PILE BRACING.

commences, there is a substantial sea wall forming the abutment
for the pier, and a retaining wall on either side of it. This wall
is already nearly complete, and will when finished, with its
wing walls and trimmed and planted slopes, form an important
improvement to the sea front. The height of the wall from the
average level of the beach will be about 12ft.
The total length of the pier, including approaches, is 683ft.,
and the breadth of body 31ft. At two points in the length of
the pier it is widened to nearly 60ft. by means of recesses, as
shown on the plan. The head of the pier is 104ft. in width, and
180ft. in length. The substructure is, as shown by the side
and end elevations on page 416 and above, composed
of groups or clusters of cast iron piles, 12in. diameter,
spaced 15ft. and 20ft. apart, and well braced with a double
system of tie-rods and struts. The system of bracing is shown
in plan on page 420. It will be seen that cast lugs are not
depended upon for strut and tie connections. All piles will be
screwed to a firm foundation at about 10ft. or 12ft. below ground
level. The groups are 65ft. apart from centre to centre, which
gives the main girders in the body a span of 50ft. In the head
tne piles are spaced everywhere 20ft. apart, and are braced in a
similar manner to the groups or clusters. The main girders are
of the lattice type, as shown on p. 420. The deck of the pier is
supported by transverse rolled joists, spaced 5ft. apart, and is
formed of 2in. planking laid longitudinally, and cambered to
give a rise of 4in. in the centre. Comfortable seating accommodation will be provided along part of the body of the pier and
around the head for about 1200 or 1400 people.
A commodious pavilion, 100ft. by 60ft., will be erected on the
head of the pier, and will be capable of seating about 700 people.
It will be suitably arranged for holding concerts and other entertainments, and provision will be made for visitors in the shape
of well-appointed lavatories, private rooms, and refreshment
bars. The roof of the pavilion is so arranged that a large
number of people can be seated upon it, on regatta days and
other special occasions. On page 420 isa transverse section of the
pavilion. A landing stage of unique construction will be provided at the head of the pier, which will be available in all states
of the tide for the landing and embarking of passengers from
steamers and pleasure boats of all descriptions. We hope to
publish further descriptions of this landing stage later on. The
engineer of the pier is Mr. M. Noel Ridley, A.M.I.C.E., Westminster; and the contractors are Messrs. Heenan and Froude, of
Manchester.
A scHEME for the drainage of the river Cillies, in
County Fermanagh, has been started. The Cillies is a large river
rising at the lakes of Carrick and Bunnahone, and running through
a large portion of Fermanagh before it empties into Lough Erne.
The inundations from this river cause yearly immense destruction
of crops, and consequently the farmers on either side of it are endeavouring to get relief by drainage. With this object they have
solicited the local M.P.’s to use their 'power in Parliament to secure
a portion of the £50,000 to be exp
d on drainage in Ireland for
the relief of the people of Fermanagh in the drainage of this river.

present.” “Will you give the necessary directions that, if it can
be done efficiently, one of the present pattern is to be altered
accordingly, and sent to the Admiralty for examination.”
“On the 25th April, 1871, Colonel Dixon, then Superintendent of the Small Arms Factory, Enfield, sent a cutlass
sword bayonet to Sir J. Adye for the approval of the Admiralty,
after having it ground down.” “Sir J. Adye then directed
Colonel Dixon to call on Captain Hood and discuss the question.
On the 5th May, 1871, Colonel Dixon reported to Sir J. Adye
that he had taken the papers to Captain Hood.”
“On the 15th May, 1871, Captain Hood wrote to Sir J.
Adye that he should object to receive the 12,000 surplus
sword bayonets unaltered; that one had been ground down
at Enfield to the Martini-Henry pattern, and he says: ‘It has
been well tried in the Excellent, and is considered to be quite
equal to the approved pattern. Therefore I am prepared to
accept the 12,000 sword bayonets, provided that they are altered
both in shape of blade and hilt to the pattern approved.’” He
goes on to say, “ As the straight-bladed sword is found to be of
far more value as a weapon of offence and defence than is the
pattern of the present sea-service sword, it will be very advantageous if the blades of the sea-service swords now in store be
ground down to the straight-blade pattern generally.”
Again it was said “the seaman’s cutlassaltered . . . . isa more
efficient weapon than the oldcutlass.”” Thepatterns wereapproved
by the Surveyor-General of Ordnance, Sir H. Storks, on July 10th,
1871. Little work was performed until September, 1874, when
—in answer to an inquiry from Admiral Boys—Colonel Fraser,
then Superintendent of Enfield, wrote on October 22nd, that if
the Naval authorities “still approved of the altered sword
bayonet, some in store had better be altered.”
On 29th September, 1874, Sir J. Adye was informed by
Colonel Fraser that the 15,000 arms could be converted for
£6000. The pattern was then again shown to Captain Boys,
then Director of Naval Ordnance, who observed that it was wellconsidered in 1871, and that the conversion should be carried
out as quickly as possible.
:
The report adds, “ This completes the official history of the
conversion of the 32,066 cutlasses and 50,511 sword bayonets, in
all 82,577 arms, and shows how they were passed into the
service.”
On 30th May, 1871, Colonel Dixon reported the cost of conversion to be about 7s. to 8s., and that there would be a saving
of about 7s. on the cost of the new sword bayonet. Mr.
Nepean, Director of Army Contracts, stated that the actual
cost of conversion proved to be 9s. 94d.; while, deducting
3s.04d. for the scabbard, the first cost of the weapons when new
was 10s. 84d.. The cost of converting the cutlass—as distinct
from the cutlass sword bayonet—was estimated at 2s., and then
on 15th July at 1s.; whereas the actual cost has been 2s. 14d.
The cost when new was from 4s. 6d. to 7s.
On 15th June, 1871, Colonel Dixon sent to Sir J. Adye three
naval swords, viz., (1) A new cutlass sword bayonet for the
Martini-Henry rifle; (9) an altered Snider sword bayonet; (3)
an altered cutlass,
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On 8rd July, 1871, Captain Hood approved generally, suggest.
ing some slight alterations of the guard and fastening, adding
“It is very desirable that the sea-service swords in store should
be altered accordingly.”
The present Superintendent of Enfield (i.e, in 1887) produced two cutlass sword bayonets of a new design of the
same length and weight as the 1871 pattern, which resisted
vertical pressure of 78 Ib. and 80 lb. before deflection, the meta]
being better distributed. The Committee remark, “It seers
extraordinary that so weak a pattern as that of 1871 should
have been designed for use as a bayonet, and that it should have
been accepted as eflicient by the Naval Authorities.” “Tye
evidence the Committee have received from practical sword
manufacturers has convinced them that the temper of the steel
of which these arms were made was in all cases deteriorated
and in some instances destroyed during their conversion,”
“This point in the history of these arms strongly illustrates the
disadvantages which arise from the periodical change of the superintending and other officers of the manufacturing departments,
at the end of five years, or some other term of office, when they
have just learned their business, General Dixon, who was in
1871, and who had been for many years superintendent of the
Small Arms Factory, informed the Committee that when called
on to convert these arms, he did so by simply grinding them
down, and that he never dreamt of putting them into the fire to
straighten them by hammering; thus the Pattern cutlass and
cutlass sword bayonet of 1871 were, according to his statement,
converted from the old curved pattern by grinding.”
“ Colonel Dyer, however, who was assistant superintendent at
Enfield from 1872 to 1875, stated in his evidence that he
worked out a scheme for the conversion of these arms, and that
finding the point of the curved arm required setting slightly
torward, he caused a portion of the blade, about 7in. from the
point, to be heated very slightly, so as to be able to bring it
sufficiently forward to compensate for the curve. He was careful to do this at a heat below that used for tempering the
blade, and for this purpose established a lead bath, so as to
make it impossible to overheat the blade and to injure its
temper. The rest of the processes was at first done by grinding
only, but it was subsequently effected by planing off the largest
portion and then grinding.”
“ Colonel Dyer and the then superintendent, General Fraser,
both left Enfield early in 1875, before the general conversion of
the arm took place.”
“ General Fraser was succeeded by General Close in 1875, and
it devolved on him to carry out the conversion of the great bulk
of the arms, upwards of 35,000 having been converted in
1875-76. He was apparently not aware of the methods pursued by his predecessors, nor has he a distinct recollection of
the details of the process, but from the evidence of Mr. Perry,
who was practical manager of that department, it appears that
the precautions against overheating arranged by Colonel Dyer
were not taken, the blades having been placed in a blacksmith’s
forge to heat them before hammering them straight.”
“Tt is only necessary to compare the conflicting evidence of
the officers, both superintendents and subordinates, who were
connected with the factory from 1871 to 1886, to see clearly
that no uniform method was adopted in the conversion of these
arms.”
** Messrs. Latham—Wilkinson and Son—Mole, and Kirschbaum, who gave evidence, assured the committee that the conversion ought never to have been attempted.”
6. No tests for carbon were made during conversion.
7. The delicacy needed for any operation of this class dealing
with arms obtained from different sources does not appear to
have been taken into account. Mr. Perry, who for thirty years
managed this department, and was in charge of it during the
whole of the conversions, stated that each arm required distinct
treatment, which vastly added to the difficulty and danger of
their conversion, and yet men had to be taken from all parts of
the country and taught sword-making at Enfield.
(&) The tests, instead of being submitted to a mixed committee of military and naval officers, were determined by
General Dixon and his subordinates, basing it on the precedent
of previous tests. “It is now evident that they were wholly
inadequate.”
The Committee doubt if every arm was fully subjected even
to the tests adopted.
“ On re-testing, 2600 have failed out of 4398 (nearly 60 per
cent.) up to February 8th, 1887, but as the test is not the same
as that by which they were first passed (being a more severe
one), no direct inference as to whether the grinders did or did
not do their duty can be fairly drawn. The inefficiency of the
arm is, however, clearly established by this re-test.”
The Committee are impressed with the difficulty of determining what the exact test of efficiency should be, They are of
opinion that for a weapon to be used in thrusting, it should at
least be considerably in excess of the full pressure that a man
can exert against a hard substance, such as a bone, pouch, or
buckle, and that the arm should stand such a pressure without
taking a permanent set.”
“This would be best tested by the vertical lever press now in
use at Enfield.
The act of springing round a curved
block will no doubt prove the elasticity of the whole blade ;
while striking on a block of wood with full force back and edge,
and striking each side on the flat, is well calculated to detect
flaws in the metal.”
(9) On the question of saving put by Sir John Adye, the
superintendents fell into a mistake, including the scabbard in
the original cost of arm.
The Committee consider “ the conversion of these cutlasses
and cutlass sword-bayonets was a most unwise step.”
They have no reason to doubt the efficiency of any supplied
to the Navy prior to 1871, but “ they believe that the converted
cutlasses and cutlass sword-bayonets, pattern 1871, with which
the Navy is now for the most part armed, are absolutely inefficient, untrustworthy, and unfit for service.”
The Committee has had abundant evidence that the arms are
badly designed, the metal in them being unskilfully distributed;
that they are inherently too weak to stand the vertical strain
which thrusting weapons should endure without bending, and
that for want of proper temper they are tov soft for efficient
service,”
The report is signed by—
H. Hussery Vivian, J. Ruston, F. Duncan, Col. R.A.,
T. Branp, Capt. R.N., E. A, Woop, Col., Inspector
of Auxiliary Cavalry.
A serious explosion of coal gas occurred on Wednesday
evening on board the German steamer J. H. Nieman, of Bremen,
lying in Penarth Docks, Cardiff. The vessel was loaded ready for
sea. Both fore and main hatches were battened down. The
explosion originated in the fore hold and extended to the main
hold, The decks forward were completely wrecked, and the fore
winch blown to pieces. One of the crew was wate |injured and
burnt, and was conveyed to the Hamadryad, hospital ship.
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA,
RAILWAY MATTERS.
Tue six healthiest places in England and Wales last
yailway from Hornsby to Hawkesbury River, week
were Wolverhampton, Leicester, Sunderland, Halifax,
one one in ath and a portion of the line between Brisbane Birkenhead, and Leeds,
and Sydney, was opened on April 7th.
Tur Derby was run this year at a somewhat higher
that the
A Revter’s telegram from New York states
tunnel beneath speed than last year, The time, as taken by Benson’s chronoPennsylvania Railroad Co. contemplates boring ofa New
graph,
was 2 min.-43 sec, The time last year was 2 min. 453 sec.
city.
York
the Hudson River, in order to reach the centre
Tue deaths registered during the week ending May 21st
circles,
Iw 1882 much interest was excited in commercial policy
of in 28 great towns of England and Wales corresponded to an annual
new
particularly among wagon and coal companies, by thewagons.
‘This rate of 20°3 per 1000 of the aggregate population, which is estithe Midland Railway Company acquiring the rivate
mated at 9,245,099 persons in the middle of the year.
the
that
result
the
with
pursued,
vigorously
very
olicy has been
turn when the
letters “M, R.” meet the seye at almost every
In London 2483 births and 1536 deaths were registered
ComMidland
the
by
issued
circular
‘I'he
rails.
the
on
is
traveller
week. Allowance made for increase of population, the births
13th, 1882, last
pany to the traders upon their line was dated February the
were
184 and the deaths 65 below the average numbers in the
number corresponding
to May 24th, 1887,
and it is interesting to know thattheupenormous
weeks of the last ten years. The annual death-rate
47,000,
of
total
of wagons thus bought reaches
per 1000 from all causes, which had been 18°3, 18-9, and 17°3 in
Canaprans are glad to hear that the Grand Trunk the three preceding weeks, rose to 19-0,
Company is about to double its tracks. It is said, with the
Tue production of pig iron in Belgium during 1886 was
volume of business now going over the read, nothing but the most 17,567
tons under that of the previous year.
e principal
careful management can prevent disastrous and costly accidents. decrease
occurs in forge iron, which would point to the conclusion
be
With the track doubled, the efficiency of the Grand Trunk will
that the production of manufactured iron in Belgium is declining,
enormously increased, The passenger and mail service can then and
that too without any compensating increase—at any rate, as
be expedited at little cost, and the freight business can be increased
indefinitely. There was the substantial increase of £283,891 in the regards the year 1886—in the quantity of steel turned out.
traffic receipts for the past half-year.
Tue provisional return of the production of manufacWE have received the following telegram from a corre- tured iron in Belgium during 1886 gives a total of 470,022 tons, as
spondent at the Burlington, U.S.A., freight car brake trials :— compared with an actually ascertained production of 469,249 tons in
‘Carpenter electro-air brake beaten all records. Loaded freight the previous year. The production of rails and plates is returned
merchant iron,
train 1300 tons, 2000ft. long, stopped at twenty miles an hour in at 112,700 tons, as against 103,087 tons in 1885.
140ft.; thirty miles, 386ft. Last car released in 1 sec. Graduation &c., the production in 1886 was 357,322 tons, as compared with
verfect. Loose coupling, but no —
Figures accurate.” 366,162 tons in the previous year.
These trials are of great interest in the States, but it is questionAr the last meeting of the Physical Society a paper was
able whether continuous brakes will be used on freight trains in
England for many years. Before the publication of our next issue read on ‘‘The Production of Sudden Changes in the Tension of a Wire
we shall no doubt receive full particulars of the trials and of the by Change of Temperature” by R. H. M. Bosanquet, M.A. A very
results with other well-known brakes, some of which do not require fine hard drawn platinum wire, four or five feet long, was used as a
suspension for a ballistic galvanometer, and exhibited peculiar
an electric attachment.
phenomena. The steel needles were replaced by brass ones, and
peculiarities investigated. When the room was warmed, the
Tur Dore and Chinley Railway moves, though slowly. the
Shetfield people are very much interested in this project. Besides needles swung round nearly 70 deg. for a few degrees rise of temopening upa
beautiful district of Derbyshire, and giving Steelopolis perature, and remained in about the same position for further
another accessible recreation ground among the hills, it will afford an rises, If it was now cooled a few degrees—3 or 4 deg. Fah.—they
ition. The author has not
alternative route to Manchester, and bring Buxton and other quickly returned to their initial
javourite localities within easy reach. It may be accepted as a found a complete explanation, but believes it to be due to unequal
sign that the work is to be proceeded with a little more quickly expansion and loose contact amongst molecules, and has devised a
Remarks and suggesfrom the fact that Mr. A. Charles, assistant to Mr. Williams, simple mechanism to illustrate his meani
secretary of the Midland Railway Company, has been appointed tions were made by Prof. Perry, Mr. W. Lant Carpenter, Prof.
Ayrton,
Mr.
W.
Shaw,
and
Mr.
Bosanquet.
secretary to the Dore and Chinley Company. Mr. Charles is an
able and respected member of the Midland staff, who will unIn a paper recently read before the Chemical Society,
doubtedly justify his selection for the office.
entitled ‘‘A Contribution to the Study of Well Water,” by R.
At a special meeting of the council of the Railway and Warington, F.R.S., the author gives the proportion of chlorine in
Canal Traders’ Association, held at the offices of the Association, the rain water at Rothamsted as 2 per million; the proportion
Eastcheap-buildings, Eastcheap, London, E.C., on the 23rd inst., of total combined nitrogen about 0°7 per million. tle urther
it was decided to hold the annual general meeting of the Associa- says :—‘‘ Of 3lin. of rain, annually falling on a bare clay soil, 17in.
tion at the Cannon-street Hotel on Monday, 13th June, at 2.30 p.m. have evaporated and l4in. percolated below 5ft. Drainage chiefly
. The quantity of chlorine
The Railway and Canal Traffic Bill, as sent down from the House occurs between October and Feb
of Lords, was considered, and it was resolved :—‘‘ That the Council in the drainage from 5ft. of soil is the same as that in the rain,
q
of evaporation. The
of this Association fully concur with Sir Bernhard Samuelson’s but the proportion is doubled in
motion to the effect ‘that no Bill for the better regulation of proportion of nitrogen as nitrates in the drainage water from 5ft.
railway and canal traffic will be satisfactory which does not afford of bare clay soil has averaged 10°7 per million. The production of
adequate protection to traders and agriculturists against undue nitrates in the soil is chiefly during summer ; the principal discharge
charges for terminals and against undue preferences,’ and will give of nitratesas drainage is in the autumn, When land is covered
with vegetation evaporation is increased, and the winter drainage
the same their heartiest support.”
commences at a later period. Evaporation being increased, the
A section of the Indian native press is against the chlorine
in the drainage water may also be retin
The drainage
extension of railways, on the ground that they only benefit British from the Rothamsted unmanured wheat land contains 6 per million
capitalists. The Bangabasi says:—‘‘The English merchants wish of chlorine ;the drainage from the plot manured with farmyard
the Government to extend railways on its own responsibility, and manure, 7°3 per million. While vegetation is active no nitrates are
borrow money from British capitalists. Their desire would be found in the drainage water from the unmanured wheat; the
satisfied if the Government would borrow forty crores of rupees, nitrates reappear in autumn, after harvest. The average proporThey have raised the question of the welfare of both England and tion of nitrogen as nitrates in the drainage from unmanured
wheat
India, They wish to prove that the natives of India will be bene- isny per million ; from wheat receiving farmyard manure, 5°8 per
fitted by the extension of railways,and that the English
le will million.
also be benefitted by it. We have already shown that the
lish
»ecople only will be benefitted. We wonder at the argument set
Art the meeting of the Physical Society on May 14th
orth with a view to betray the natives of India and the Indian a paper was read on a modification of a method of Maxwell for
Government. The extension of railways will increase the sale of measuring the co-efficient of self-induction, by E. C. Rimington.
English goods. ‘There is no necessity for raising the question of The method referred to is given in Maxwell's “Electricity and
the welfare of the natives of India. Our Government will not do Magnetism,” Section 778, vol. ii., and is called, ‘‘ Comparison of
any good to the natives, even if it has the desire todo so. It must the electro-static capacity of a condenser with the electro-magnetic
undertake work which will do good to the English people. So the capacity of a coil.” The apparatus used consists of a Wheatstone’s
railways will be extended. It is idle to talk of the welfare of the bridge having the coil in one, and the condenser as a shunt te, the
natives of India.”
opposite arm. In order that no deflection may be produced, either
for steady or unsteady currents, a troublesome double adjust
t
In a report made by U.S. Consul-General Hanna, of of
the resistances is necessary, and to obviate this the modification
Buenos Ayres, in the Argentine Republic, there is contained the
devised. It consists in placing the condenser as a shunt to
following information about new railroads in that country :—“ Vast was
part of the arm, and this part can be varied by sliding conrailroad charters have been sanctioned by the present Congress, only
tacts without altering the whole resistance of the arm, An ordinary
notab'y among them those granted to the Buenos Ayres and Pacitic resistance
balance for steady currents is first obtained, and the
and the Transcontinental Railway companies, the former 1200 miles sliders are then
until no deflection is produced on breakin length and the latter 1500 miles in length. The Buenos Ayres ing the battery adjusted
circuit. Under these circumstances it is shown
and Pacific line, on the thirty-fourth parallel, now completed and
operated to Mendoza, runs through the Uspallate Pass and that L= Ks? “4where K is the capacity of the condenser, + the
terminates at Valparaiso, in Chili. The Transcontinental road is to
be constructed on the thirty-eighth parallel. It is already built resistance between the sliders, and D and B the resistances of the
and in operation from Buenos Ayres to Bahia Blanca, on the arms in which the coil and condenser are placed. The conditions
Atlantic, and from there runs westward to Talcahuano, crossing of maximum sensibility are investigated, and also those under
the mountains by the Colorado Pass, to Antuco, on the Pacific slope. which a telephone may replace the galvanometer. In the latter it
Both of these roads are to beconstructed with English capital, upon is shown that the only possible solution is when r = B—i.e.,
an
basis of cost per mile, with a guarantee of 6 per cent. on Maxwell’s arrangement. The author believes his modification
the part of the Argentine Government, covering a period of twenty would be made much more sensitive by adopting the “‘cumulative”
_— Little or no American capital has hitherto found its way method used by Professors Ayrton and Perry in their secohmhere, though the recent organisation in New York of a reputable — and in his case neither the speed nor the “lead” need be
and powerful syndicate, with 20,000,000 dols. capital, gives nown.
assurance that our people are now ready to compete in the field for
Laptace has based his theory of capillarity on the
the rich results, hitherto unchallenged, borne off by European assumption
that there is a force of attraction between the particles
corporations,”
of a liquid which decreases very rapidly with the distance, becomTuE Darjeeling Railway, which is of 2ft. gauge, climbs ing insensible at a certain small distance known as the radius of
the lower slopes of the Himalayas and connects the great plain of molecular attraction. From this it follows that the molecular
Bengal with the mountain sanitarium, Darjeeling. The line rises forces acting on a particle are in equilibrium so long as the distance
6919ft. in 40} miles, an average rise of nearly 172ft. per mile. In of the particle from the liquid surface exceeds the above, but that
this distance 164 miles are on a continuous average grade of 182ft. if it is less, they have a resultant inwards, and consequently an
per mile. As originally laid out, 12 miles of the road—much of expenditure of work is required to transfer liquid from the interior
which followed a highway—was laid out with grades of 264ft. per to the surface. Adopting Clausius’ theory of evaporation, and
mile, and curves of 43ft, radius, but the worst gradient is now 188ft. assuming that the particles of a liquid do not differ from those of
in the case of a
per mile, and with four exceptions, the worst curves are now 7O0ft. its vapour, it is shown—Jour. Chem. Soc.—that
radius. The cost of the whole line, 51 miles long, has been plane surface the work done in moving a particle from the interior
2,800,000 yapess which at the present rate of exchange, is about to the surface is equal to that oo to transfer it from the
is work is equivalent to the
Pye to 19,100 dols. per mile. As this includes rolling stock, and surface into the vapour above it.
44 miles of the whole line are in the mountains, this figure is very heat required for the process. If the density of the liquid were
moderate, The last dividend paid was at the rate of 17 per cent. uniform up to the boundary between it and its vapour, the equation
per annum. The locomotives have 10in. by 14in. cylinders and D2 — Py = pA would give the relation between p,, the pressure in the
weigh 24,6001b. in working order, with tank containing 390 gallons interior, p, the pressure at the surface, pthe density, and A the
of water. It is proposed to use twin engines, coupled back to back. mechanical equivalent of the latent heat of evaporation of the
The freight cars weigh 20001b. and carry 80001b. The passenger — a relation which in the case of ether gives for ps, 2574 atmocars vary in weight from 900Ib. to 24001b., the diameter of the spheres! Assuming that the density is a linear function of the
wheels being 18in. ‘The line has four loops or spirals and five pressure, a similar though somewhat smaller result is obtained, as
reverses or switchbacks. The maximum super-elevation of the well as a value of p, = 2728 atmospheres for carbon bisulphide. It
outer rail is 2tin. The traffic for over five years was worked round is important, however, to mark that the above results are based on
® curve of 42-6ft. radius, extending over more than a half circle, on the assumption that no work is expended on the molecule itself in
* gradient of 165ft. per mile. The Railroad Gazette observes: “Such transferring it from the liquid to the vapour. The author also
a combination of narrow gauge, steep gradients, sharp curves, small explains on this theory the fact, first noticed by Sir W. Thomson,
cars, and big dividends is probably unique, and does
tcredit that the pressure of saturated vapour is less in the presence of a
concave liquid surface, and greater in the presence of a convex,
to the engineer, Mr. Prestage, and those who assisted him in this
eaterprise,”
:
that when the surface is plane.

MISCELLANEA.
In Greater London last week 3196 births and 1848
deaths were registered, corresponding to annual rates of 30°8 and
17°8 per 1000 of the population.
THE suspension bridge over the Rhone between
Beaucaire and Tarascon broke down on Wednesday evening while
a traction engine was passing over it. The driver was killed.
TuE membersof the North Staffordshire Mining Institute
visited last week the extensive Codnor Park Ironworks, near Alfreton,
belonging to the Butterley Company. The works were all the
more interesting, since to their ironmaking plant the company has
recently added a complete plant for the production of SiemensMartin steel of the highest class. Covering about fifty-five acres
of land, the works comprise three blast furnaces and nearly fifty
puddling furnaces, and there are engaged fifty steam engines and
over 120 boilers.
A MEETING of the executive appointed by the Birmingham committee to consider the question of an improved waterway
between Birmingham and the Bristol Channel, was held at
Birmingham a few days ago, when a draft statement of the cost of
the new work on the Worcester and Birmingham section was presented by the engineer, Mr. Keeling. This showed that the outlay would not at all exceed the estimate of £600,000, and that full
consideration had been given to the difficulties likely to be encountered on the part of the canal running into the borough of
Birmingham.
Messrs. Morrison AND Mason, Glasgow, the new contractors for the Thirlmere Waterworks, have ordered from Messrs.
Thomas Larmuth and Co., Salford, Manchester, entirely new rock
boring machinery, consisting of the patent Hirnant rock drills,
rock drill carriages, kc. It would seem from this that they intend
to push the work forward. Messrs. Morrison and Mason have
Larmuth’s machinery working in the Mugdock Tunnel on the
Loch Katrine works for the Corporation of Glasgow, and we are
informed that Messrs. Larmuth are making for Mr. George Lawson,
contractor, Rutherglen, the machinery required on the Kilty
Tunnel, Loch Katrineworks. Thisis the second tunnel on these works.
THE Hotel Victoria, a magnificent building, commenced
in 1883, and forming the latest addition to the splendid edifices in
Northumberland-avenue, as well as to the palatial hotels of the
metropolis, is now completed, and will be opened to the public
within the next few days. The building, which is close to the Hotel
Métropole, consists of nine floors, beside the basement, rising to a
height of 122ft., with a frontage of 300ft., is of Portland stone, and
the general character of the elevation may be described as chaste,
almost inclining to severity. The Grand Salle & Mangé is in extreme
length upwards of 100ft. by some 60ft. wide, thus affording accommodation for about three hundred guests. Messrs. Maple and Co.
have used some 30,000 yards, or 17 miles of carpets for the various
requirements of the Hotel. The architects are Messrs. Isaacs and
Florence, of Verulam-buildings, and the builders Messrs. J. W.
Hobbs and Co., of Croydon.
Wira regard to thestrikein the Bolton engineering trade,
there are some negotiations in progress with a view to a settlement
of the dispute, but it is very doubtful whether in their present
shape they will lead to any satisfactory issue. The employers are
in no mood to depart to any material extent from the position they
have taken up, and the course of action whith is being pursued on
the opposite side is not calculated to lead to a conciliatory feeling.
During Tuesday night a number of windows were broken at
Messrs. Wood's foundry, and it was found necessary to station a
detachment of police on the premises. A number of Scotchmen
who have been brought over by Messrs. Wood to take the place
of the men on strike have also been boycotted by sympathisers
with the striie hands, and they have found the greatest difficulty
in obtaining ledgings. In the interests of both the men and the
employers, it is, however, to be hoped that the dispute will not be
allowed to develope elements of disorder, which cannot fail to leave
bitter recollections behind them.
5
Mr. Apams, of Hill of Beath, is opening out a a new colliery in the Dalbeath Estate, in the neighbourhood of Dunfermline.
Two coupled engines are being erected on the pit bank, which are
expected to wind from 1000 to 1200 tons of cvals per day from a
depth of 150 to 180 fathoms. The first engines are 28in. cylinder,
with a 14ft. diameter winding drum, and the second pair are 24in.
with a 12ft. drum. Pumping machinery is being erected which is
calculated as sufficient to raise a ton of water to the surface at each
stroke, the two cylinders of the great pump measuring respectively
84in. and 54in. in diameter. The engines have a 13ft. stroke, and
a plunger 24in. in diameter. A crab guaranteed to lift 30 tons is
being erected near the pumping engine. Messrs. Grant and Ritchie,
of Kilmarnock, are supplying the machinery, and the steam will be
obtained from a range of large double-flued boilers constructed by
Messrs. William Wilson and Co., of the Lilybank Works, Glasgow.
The
h
y, &c., is to cost £10,000, and it is calculated that
Mr. Adams will spend about £30,000 altogether in opening up the
coal seams, which are valuable, and extend over about 150 acres.
Wuen aluminium bronze is made by a simple mixing of
ingredients it is brittle, and does not acquire its best qualities until
after having been cast several times. After three or four meltings
it reaches a maximum, at which point it may be melted several
times without sensible change. As it cools rapidly, large
castings require some care to prevent cracking, so numerous runners and a large feeding-head should be employed. The 10 per
cent. bronze fuses at about the temperature of brass containing
33 per cent. zinc, and the 5 per cent. melts at a somewhat higher
temperature. The former f aah be poured as cool as — to
produce sharp castings, and should be kept covered with charcoal
up to the moment of pouring. Considerable care must be taken in
the preparations of “ risers,” so that the metal will free itself of
impurities. The metal can conveniently be freed from slag, or
other impurities, when pouring into the mould, by the following
method:—A supplementary pot, or crucible, with a hole in its
bottom, is secured over the pouring-gate of the mould. This hole
is first plugged up by a carbon or iron rod heated to redness, and
the pot is filled with the melted metal before the plug is withdrawn. This allows the oxide and slag to rise to the surface, and
admits only pure metal to the mould. It also prevents the oxidation that a stream of metal would suffer in-_
through the
air to the “‘ pouring-gate,” as is often practised.
A SUCCESSFUL series of sanitary
demonstrations to the
medical profession have just been held in the Parkes Museum, 74a,
Margaret-street, W. The first of the series was given by Prof. W.
H. Corficld, M.A., M.D., in which he referred chiefly to the defects
in sanitary appliances, and bad materials, and workmanship,
pointing out the dangers that arise from them. The second was
given by Mr. Rogers Field, B.A., M. Inst. C.E. In the course of
his demonstration’ he dealt chiefly with house-drainage, and
pointed out the necessity for giving particular attention to all the
details of sanitary arrangements as well as to the general principles.
For if the details were improperly carried out, it might render the
drainage bad and dangerous to health, although the principles on
which it was based might be correct. He gave a description illustrated by diagrams of the drainage of the Museum, which has been
specially arranged by the Council to illustrate the principles of
house drainage, and is so constructed as to be open to inspection.
The closing demonstration of the series was given on Monday, 16th
May, by Mr. Percival Gordon Smith, of the Loca] Government
Board, and related principally to the construction and ventilation
of houses. He exhibited several recent improvements and adaptations, and also mentioned several methods of dealing with the
house refuse and sewage. The demonstrations, which have been
largely; illustrated by models and specimens in the Museum, have
been much. appreciated, there being a large attendance of the
on-each ¢
i
medical prof
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TO CORRESPONDENTS,
Registered Telegraphic Address ‘‘ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
LONDON.”
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or containing questions, must be accompanied by the name and address
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
communications.
*,* Wecannot undertake to return drawings or manuscripts ; we
must therefore request correspondents to keep copies.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to
inform corres,
that letters of inquiry addressed to the
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all
cases, be Peae e by a large envelope legibly directed by the
writer to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp, in order that
answers received by us may be forwarded to their destination,
No notice will be ta
of communications which do not comply
with these instructions.
F. H. Trow.— We have seen circular rapping and dovell plates in use, but
do not know whether they have been an article of manufacture.
F. WaLKer.—Chiely because in the opinion of some engineers the contraction
of area is more accurately measurable than the elongation, because when
expressed in terms per cent, it is more independent of the length af the test
prece.
IRON BAND STANDS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Can any reader oblige me with names of makers of iron band
stands—I mean a stand for a complete band?
W. 8. C,
May 20th,
MAGNESIA BRICKS,
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Can you or any of your readers oblige me with the address of a
maker of renee bricks, such as are used in the basic process?
May 24¢t
HOFFMAN KILNS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—I venture to ask whether any correspondent can refer me to a
gentleman who would professionally give full details of Hoffman's
circular lime kilns (Ringosen).
* CaLcium,
Hampstead, May 22nd.
PETROLEUM BOILERS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir, --Can any of your readers give the address of the maker of a steam
generating boiler burning petroleum, size about 6-horse power; where
~ — ~ working, and the cost per horse-power?
R. P.
May
COST OF STEAM.
2S
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Can any of your readers give information of what it costs to produce steam from coals and water, with the plant and labour necessary to
work all? The district of the country should be named, as coals, water,
and labour, &c., we know, vary in price in the various parts.
May 23rd.
CiypE.
CEMENT NOT SETTING.
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Will any reader explain the causes which lead to cement not
setting? I have met with several cases in which cement, taken not only
out of the same bag, but when gauged off the same board, has not set in
outside work. In one, the end of a house was coated nearly lin. thick to
render it weather-proof. Much of this crumbled off; the remainder
became as hard as iron. The cement was all out of the same lot, and the
gauging and wetting were the same. Is there anything in the working
or the cement to explain such failures?
Petros,
GRUSON TURRETS.
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
;
Str,—In the address of the President of the Mechanical Engineers’
Institution, as given in last week's issue of your paper, it is stated incidentally that at Elswick much larger turrets are being constructed for
the Italian Government, to carry a pair of 120-ton guns—which may be
as if these turrets were being made by the Elswick firm; whereas,
as a matter of fact, these large turrets are being made by the well-known
Gruson Works” of Buckaueburg, in their chilled cast iron armour,
which has stood so severe a trial at Spezia last year, with eminent success. You would much oblige by inserting this explanation in your next
issue,
. C. WARDEN AnD Co.,
Representatives of the ‘‘Gruson Works,”
Buckau-Magdeburg.
Queen-street, Cheapside, London, May 24th.
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Tue Enatneer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country
at the various railway stations; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
Trom the office on the following terms (paid in advance):—
Half-yearly (incluiling double numbers) . .
-. £0 14s. 6d.
Yearly (including two double numbers) .. .. .. £1 98. Od.
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and nxpence per annum will
be made, THE ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad,
A complete set of Tur ENGINEER can be had on application.
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Foreign Subscriptions for Thin Paper Copies will, until further notice, be
received at the rates given below:—Foreign Subscribers paying in advance
at the published rates will receive Tux Enainerr weekly and post-free.
Subscriptions sent by Post-office order must be accompanied by letter of
advice to the Publisher, Thick Paper Copies may be had, if preferred, at
iner
rates.
Remittance by Post-office order. ~ Australia, Belgium, ae, British
Columbia, British Guiana, Canada, Cape of Good Hope, Denmark,
Hawaiian Islands,
t, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Italy, Malta,
Natal, Netherlands, Mauritius, New Brunswick, Newfoun
,» New
South Wales, New Zealand, Portugal, Roumania, Switzerland, Tasmania, Turkey, United States, West Coast of Africa, West Indies,
Cyprus, £1 16s. China, Japan, India, £2 0s. 6d.
Remittance by Bill on London.—Austria, Buenos Ayres and Algeria,
Greece, Ionian Islands, Norway, Panama, Peru, Russia, Spain, Sweden,
Chili, £1 16s, Borneo, Ceylon, Java, and Singapore, £20s. 6d. 'Manilla,
Sandwich Isles, £2 5s.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
*.* The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings,
for every two lines afterwards one shilling and sixpence; odd lines are
charged one shilling. The line averages seven words. When an advertisement measures an inch or more the charge is ten shillings ay inch, All
single advertisements from the country must be accompanied by a Post-office
order in payment, Alternate advertisements will be inserted with all
practical regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case,
All except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition.
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six
o'clock on Thursday Evening in each week.
Letters relating to Advertisements and the Publishing Department of the
paper are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ; alt
other letters to be addressed to the Editor of Tae EncineEr, 168, Strand.
MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
Tue InstiTUTION oF CrviL EncingERS.—Tuesday, May 31st, no meeting,
it being Whitsun Tuesday.
Geo.oaists’ Association.—Friday, June 8rd, at 8 p.m. Paper to be
read :- -‘‘ On the Formation of Agates,” by W. J. Abbott.
ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL AND SANITARY ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS,—
The Home Counties District Meeting will be held at Portsmouth on
Saturday, June 4th. Memb
wil
ble at Waterloo Station and
take tickets at the Main Line Booking-office for the 9.30 a.m. train.
Arriving at Portsmouth—town station—the members will proceed to the
Council Chamber, High-street, where, at 12.15, Mr. Boulnois will read a
shortbprone. descriptive of the drainage works of Portsmouth, recently
carried out by Sir Frederick Bramwell, A visit will then be made to the
works, at one o'clock; return to the town, visiting the Town Hall works
to be shortly described by Mr. Boulnois,
THE
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DEFECTIVE WEAPONS,
WE publish elsewhere, in a slightly abbreviated form
the history of the conversion of the cutlasses and cutlass
sword bayonets as put forward by the Committee appointed
to inquire into the matter.
e admit that the whole
story is unsatisfactory, abundantly illustrating the need
for reform in our ordnance department. We are brought
to certain very decided conclusions from facts in the
evidence. A sword bayonet is at all times a bad substitute for the old triangular weapon. It appears that a
sword bayonet has at last been made of the weight and
length of that adopted for the service, which is capable of
resisting a vertical pressure of 80 lb. before bending.
This seems regarded as a successful achievement. The
old triangular bayonet bears 320 lb. “vertical,” that is,
longitudinal, pressure. On this subject the Royal Commission, under Judge James Fitz-James Stephen, sitting
at the same time as the Committee, speaks in a way that
deserves to be given verbatim :—
“Lord Wolseley told us that throughout the whole of
the Indian Mutiny he knew of no more than half-a-dozen
cases in which wounds were given by the bayonet. When
a charge of bayonets takes place the usual practice has
been for the party which has the weakest nerves of the
two to run away, and the weapon has thus been used
rather for the purpose of intimidation than for the purpose
ofactual fighting. The Arabs in Africa were the first enemy
encountered for a long series of years by the British army,
who fought hand to hand with swords and s
and in
fighting with whom the bayonet was actually used. A
certain number of bayonets were no doubt bent in these
conflicts ; others were struck by bullets, and others in
various ways, by other rough usage, were injured in the
course of the extremely violent hand-to-hand combats
which took place on those occasions. General Buller
particularly told us that he considered the complaints
with regard to bayonets had been greatly exaggerated.
“We learn with some surprise from Colonel Arbuthnot
that notwithstanding the unfavourable experience which
had been gained with respect to the use of the sword
bayonet, it is now proposed to withdraw the triangular
bayonet from the service, to attach to the Enfield-Martini
rifle a new pattern of sword bayonet, which is also to be
used for the purpose of chopping wood. We hope that
ot caution will be exercised in making this change.
rd Wolseley told us that though he preferred the sword
bayonet because of its usefulness as a chopper, he would
keep a certain number of triangular bayonets in store to
fight with barbarians who might be expected not to run
away from sword bayonets.
To have one bayonet for use
and one for show seems an odd arrangement. This confirms the opinion we have already expressed as to the
necessity for adding the council already described to the
office either of the Secretary of State or of the Master of
Ordnance, if appointed.”
In asking for a cutlass sword bayonet, then, the Admiralty are responsible for demanding an article which is,
under the most favourable conditions,a weak substitute for
a triangular bayonet, a weapon of perhaps 80 Ib., or at most
1001b, strength, as compared with 320 Tb. General Dixon
is responsible for submitting the particular pattern
adopted, and, so far as we can see, is responsible for the
tests adopted as sufficient to ensure a serviceable arm—
that is, supposing that a sword or cutlass sword bayonet
can be held to be serviceable; but he does not approve
of the process of conversion, afterwards followed. After
submitting the pattern, his responsibility became shared
in a measure by the naval authorities. This we know
is disclaimed by them. They contend that the trial made
of the weapon on board the Excellent only extended to
its convenience in handling at drill.
Successive superintendents might not certainly understand this, although General Dixon appears to take this
view, for the following reasons:—Weapons successively
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madetothesameexact dimensions and pattern areasked for,
in order to be tried. The only possible difference between
the successive arms sent is that of quality. There would be
no more need to send one after another of identical
dimensions, if size and shape were all that was in question,
than to send a sample of every batch that is made now.
Do the naval authorities really contend that the words,
“Tt has been well tried in the Excellent, and is considered
to be quite equal to the approved epee’ only meant
“The Excellent officers have carefully measured the two
blades, and find them identical in dimensions?” It would
be playing the fool with stores to submit such a question
to the Excellent. Surely the officers would not wish us
to regard their reports as only amounting to so trivial a
statement.
We next come to the actual carrying out of the work.
General Dixon was gone before it began. General Fraser
and Colonel Dyer appear to have done the early part of
the work. General Dixon states positively that he altered
the shape of the blade by grinding only. The Committee,
however, furnish a drawing of one blade laid over the other,
showing that the old pattern cannot be made to cover the
new one, and that the weapon had tobestraightened. Either
General Dixon must have operated on an abnormal blade
that somehow was found in the service, which appears
extraordinary or impossible, or the blade was worked
and straightened without his knowledge, which seems
more probable, however serious the supposition; or
lastly, General Dixon forgot what took place, and argued
from subsequent experience and habits of mind.
When General Fraser with Colonel Dyer commenced
operations, they found the question already settled by
high authority, and only had to consider the best means
of carrying it out. Even at this stage it would not have
been natural toraise the question. They certainly could say,
“General Dixon’s tests are not sufficient. The Excellent
officers are mistaken in thinking the converted arm
‘equal to the approved pattern.’ It is weaker. Instead of
being merely an indifferent article, such as the Navy have
always preferred, of about 80 Ib. or 100 lb. stiffness, it isa
really weak weapon, inferior to any in the hands
of foreign
navies, except the Greek naval cutlass.”
The blade cannot be straightened without destroying
or injuring its temper.”
This would have been plain
speaking and unpleasant, but it would have been true,
and so far as we know General Fraser is a man who
has never hesitated to say a true thing because it was disagreeable; but why should General Fraser suspect the
evil? He found that a conversion had been approved
and tests laid down, and the only information to be got
would be from the manager, Mr. Perry, who presumably
knew what he had done under General Dixon and continued it. We have before now pointed out the impossibility of a superintendent coming fresh to a department,
and maintaining his opinion on details of processes of
manufacture in the teeth of the
permanent manager,
backed as he must be by the men, whose future prospects
depend on him much more than on a temporary superintendent. Colonel Dyer appears to have bestowed
considerable attention to the process of conversion.
He
employed a lead bath to secure a lower temperature
than could be looked for in a smith’s fire. To suppose that the lead bath was necessarily at 600 deg.
isa mistake, and without a pyrometer of some kind the
temperature could not be known; but undoubtedly the
lead bath was a help as to uniformity, especially if
unskilled men were employed.
Mr. Perry states, however, that the lead bath was not used, so that he apparently did not know of its use. Admiralty experiments
have since shown that to bend ‘steel at blue heat is
the sure way to tear it asunder. Probably a higher
temperature than Colonel Dyer contemplated was
commonly employed. The cutlasses
their test,
which was a weak one. “They were sprung over a bridge
Mpa high, and struck edge and back on a block of wood.
They were also troughed and gauged.”
Following
General Dixon’s tests and directions conducted by the
same manager with an arm whose pattern had been a
matter of repeated discussion by the highest authorities,
it was almost inevitable that successive superintendents
would raise no question, and as years went on, and use
seemed to endorse the soundness of the decision, it was
less and less likely that a doubt should arise. The cutlasssword-bayonets apparently cho
wood for Lord
Wolseley. They drilled on board the Excellent, and they
served to frighten fairly civilised people. They passed
the tests at Enfield. They saved 114d, each in the estimates, Everyone was pleased with them until savages
were met with who, as the Royal Commission expresses
it, were extremely violent. Then it was darkly hinted
that some bayonets or sword-bayonets behaved badly.
Of this, however, there seems to be no definite evidence.
Subsequent events make us fear that if the naval cutlassbayonets were actually used in hand-to-hand struggle, that
they may indeed have behaved badly. It is, however, to
the naval officers of the fleet that we owe the discovery of
the terrible state of things existing. Captains Fitz Roy,
Luxmore, Rawson, and Cleveland give evidence as to this,
The impromptu tests to which the weapons were put are
not at all to be objected to, but we think highly commended
for the purpose in view—the discovery of untrustworthy
weapons generally. Nevertheless, the best blade can be
pressed down till it bends or breaks, and to govern manufacture, certain and regular tests must be insisted on. Captain Rawson naturally considered that bayonets that bent
permanently in a lunge at a 4in. cushion of canvas and
oakum were worthless; so were those which could be permanently bent by the grasp of the fingers. Eventually the
whole question came up in a formidable shape, one of the
most extraordinary features of the case being that the arms
are issued blunt, and naval officers appear to have a bad
conscience if they
grind them, which it appears renders
them very weak. Gaptain Luxmore resents the imputation of having done so, Yet they say they must be
ground before use in action.
What conclusion are we to draw? Primarily we
heartily endorse the opinion expressed both by the Special
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Committee on the sword-bayonets, and that expressed by
Judge Fitz-James Stephen’s Royal Commission, that the
evil of the five years’ system is illustrated by this story.
Here is the main mischief. On the whole the men concerned do not flinch from their responsibility. General
Dixon especially takes more, we think, than he need have
done.
ad he remained at Enfield, he must have become
aware that re-heating besides grinding was necessary, and
this he would apparently have objected to. On the five
years’ system General Fraser, who has spent the principal
years of his service in manufacturing shells, comes to
Enfield, and out of perhaps £100,000 worth of work on
the year, finds £1000 devoted to a process of which he can
have no experience. From the manager he learns the established system,
and established tests are carefully observed.
There is nothing to raise his suspicion. A man who had
made swords and bayonets all his life might have an eye
so trained as to take fright at the dimensions of the
blade, or he might question the soundness of the process
of conversion, but such men cannot exist on the five years’
system.
It is easy now to obtain a condemnation of a process
that is known to have given bad results, but the experience
needed to speak beforehand is a peculiarly special one. To
stand bending well, a blade must be not only symmetrical
in distribution of metal, but its crushing and tensile
strength must be fairly matched. A bent blade may get
a permanent set, because the side under tension stretches.
It may equally yield because the side under compression
sets up. This explains how a permanent set may occur in
a blade where steel may appear of mp > quality in one
respect. It is, however, impossible to discuss so cramped
a question here further than to point out that special
experience is needed, and this is the one thing that is
absolutely impossible on the five years’ system. Hence
we hold that General Fraser, Colonel Dyer, General Close,
and Colonel Arbuthnot surely canot be blamed. General
Close, for example, can fairly plead that he did excellent
service based on his general scientific and practical knowledge as a manufacturer. Ina short time he found means
to strengthen and greatly improve the triangular bayonet
and land service sword bayonet. To expect him to guess
by intuition that a weapon devised by his predecessors was
20 Ib. less stiff than contemplated, or that the tests and
methods of manufacture he finds are untrustworthy, is to
expect impossibilities.
It may be wondered, then,
why we have not specially indicated Mr. Perry, the
manager, as the one to whom the fault attaches. We
would at once say that it is not reasonable to lay much
responsibility on one in a subordinate position. He gets
little credit for what his department achieves, and he
should get little blame. The superintendent may very
well look to the manager as responsible to him, but it
is ridiculous to ask Parliament to recognise that the
supply of arms to the country fails because an artisan
who has risen to a position entailing a salary of perhaps
£500 per annum, fails to furnish a series of superintendents with the connecting links necessary to give continuity to a dislocated, unbusiness-like system.
THE CONTROL OF THE LONDON WATER SUPPLY.
TuREE years have elapsed since an officer of the Royal
Engineers wrote a concise and able treatise on “ London
Water.” The work was described on the title page as,
“A Review of the Present Condition and Suggested
Improvements of the Metropolitan Water Supply.” The
book, small and unpretending in its form, attracted but
little notice at the time. But circumstances have since
invested it with peculiar importance, its author having
recently received the appointment rendered vacant by the
death of Colonel Sir Francis Bolton, who had held the
post of Water Examiner under the Metropolis Water
Act of 1871 from the date when the Act came into operation. The induction of General A. de Courcy Scott to
this responsible office naturally excites curiosity as to the
views with which he is likely to be governed in the fulfilment of his duties, and inasmuch as he has “ written
a book” on the subject to which his duties relate, it is
equally natural that this should be looked upon as affording a clue to the predilections of the new Examiner.
Still, it must be remembered that an outside observer,
having only a partial view of the facts, is in a very different position from an authority who is able to command
information, and who can survey his especial topic from
more than one standpoint. General Scott is now gaining
an experience which he had not before, and it is quite
likely that much to which he gave expression in his irre—— days of imperfect knowledge will be considerably modified now that he enjoys better opportunities of
gaining information. It is to his sestadiieal eenieits to the
Local Government Board that we shall have to look for
the more matured views which may be supposed to
govern his official action. His duties are indeed limited
in their scope, and simple in their character; but the
opinions which he may express in his official reports will
carry peculiar weight, and may have considerable influence on the future history of the London water supply.
It may not follow that any great changes will be brought
to pass, but it will be a valuable result if extravagant
theories are corrected by the test of ascertained facts, and
unreasonable demands are made to merge in practicable
and useful measures.
It cannot be said that General Scott has entered on
his duties with any preposession in favour of the system
by which the greater part of London is at present supplied with water. We find him saying in 1884, “Instinct
with the masses, and reading and reflection in the case
of the educated, are rapidly leading to a consensus of
opinion regarding the entire unsuitability of rivers
draining thickly populated valleys for use as sources of
water supply.” Water polluted by town drainage is, of
course, unsuitable for drinking purposes. But is this
characteristic of the Metropolitan water supply? The
towns above the intakes of the Loudon water companies
are strictly prohibited from discharging sewage into the
stream.
e law is being perms 4and any exception
which remains will not be allowed to continue. The
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practical test is found in the quality of water as supplied With respect to the East London Company, we gather
to the consumer. General Scott’s latest report has refer- from the description which Major Flower gives of the
ence to the Metropolitan water supply for March works executed in recent years, that the company have
Therein he describes at some length the composition and succeeded in intercepting “all sewage likely to pollute
management of the filter-beds belonging to the seven the water above their intake.” He also refers in terms
companies who take water from the ‘Thames or the Lea. of approbation to the operations carried on by the comHe then states, “ Whatever may be the improvements in pany for the purpose of increasing the ean 3taken from
the process of filtration which a study of the question the culageemnd sete of the chalk.
Major Flower
may produce, there is not wanting valuable testimony to would like to have the entire sewage of the Lea Valley
the general efficiency of the means already in use for the carried away seaward in one gigantic outfall sewer ; but
purpose.” Dr. E, Frankland, who cannot be suspected of taking the case as it stands, we perceive how much can
any undue bias in favour of the existing supply, is quoted be done by judicious and persistent effort on ordinary
by General Scott as stating in his last annual report that lines, Despite all the difficulties which may be supposed
“the high efliciency of treatment, and consequent general to beset the conservancy of the river, the water supply
improvement in the quality of the river portion of the furnished by the East London Company, tested according
Metropolitan water supply, which has been conspicuous to the latest scientific methods, gives no indication of
for several years past, has been more than maintained unwholesome admixture.
during 1886.” Dr. Percy Frankland, the son of the foreThere are now half-a-dozen chemists and a Government
going, has tested the supply by means of Dr. Koch’s Water Examiner watching over the water supply
gelatine plate process, an has demonstrated the extra- | of London, and if anything goes wrong the fact is
ordinary efficiency of the plan of filtration adopted by not likely to escape notice. At the same time the
the companies. General Scott refers to the fact that the guardianship is none too strict, seeing that the health and
observations thus made show that the micro-organisms in | comfort of five millions of people are concerned in the
the Thames and the Lea during the past year were inter- ,| question, There are passages in General Scott’s brochure
cepted by the filter beds to the extent of 97°6 per cent. | of 1884 which advocate extensive and vital alterations
in the case of the former river, and 96°5 per cent. in the | in the system of the Metropolitan Water Supply, includcase of the latter. These micro-organisms, detected by | ing a change of source and of management.
But these
means of cultivation in suitable media, are not the| matters lie, as yet, a long way off, and it is evident that
“moving organisms” of which Dr. E. Frankland has | the new Water Examiner is earnestly resolved to make the
sometimes spoken, but of which none were seen in 1886, | best use of existing means. Nevertheless there is someso far as the Metropolitan supply was concerned. The | thing significant in the fact that a man such as General
cultivated organisms are more minute than those which | Scott,
who has committed to writing proposals for conare the subjects of direct observation. There is also the |demning the present river supply and buying off the
assurance that all microbes are not mischievous, though | existing companies, should be appointed by the Governscience has not yet found it practicable to distinguish |ment as the Water Examiner of the Metropolis. The
between the pathogenic microbes and those which are ere officials of the Local Government Board and the
harmless, If the germs of zymotic disease are living | ome-oftice have very possibly made their voices heard in
organisms, they are doubtless incapable of escaping obser- this matter, and look upon General Scott, rightly or
vation under the Koch process, though their identity may wrongly, as the precursor of a change which shall place the
not be established, and they “pass in the crowd.” But water supply in other hands than those which now possess
while we have no proof that they are there at all, there _it. Even some who stand higher than permanent officials
is the observed fact that the “crowd ” itself is extremely may have entertained the same idea, and exercised their
limited. In March last the filter-beds intercepted 98-1 influence accordingly.
per cent. of the micro-organisms in the Thames supply, |
THE TRAFFIC OF THE SUEZ CANAL.
and 99°2 per cent. of those in the supply taken from the |
Ay official return just issued by the Suez Canal ComGeneral Scott gives attention to the argument that the pany shows such a diminution of traffic to and from the
companies “ are now committed, under legislative sanction, | East by this route, that it will be interesting to consider
to certain sources of supply and certain intakes, and that |the conditions which may be deemed to be operative in
it is practically out of their power to vary them.” This, | causing the falling-off. Before attempting to do this,
however, he considers to be “only true in a modified however, it will be desirable to quote the leading figures
sense,” and he goes on to show that the purity of the| of the return. That these are very highly suggestive
supply will be greatly influenced by the use of means and will, we think, be generally admitted; and if the conappliances already within reach. A good situation for siderations we can advance pessess weight, there would
the intakes, a sufficient extent of impounding and settling appear to be a necessity for the Company to reconsider
reservoirs, and an adequate provision of well-constructed the scale of dues, or to take such other steps as may tend
and properly managed filter BeIs, are recognised as tend- | to mitigate the effects of the competition which, as it
ing to improve the character of the water before it passes seems to us, is causing and is likely, unless checked, still
into the mains. The greater the admixture of deep-well further to cause, much loss to the revenue of the Comwater with the supply, and the more rigidly the flood- pany. The return demonstrates that during last year, as
water of the rivers is excluded from the reservoirs, the less compared with that previous to it, there was a consider
will be the proportion of organic carbon in the water| able falling-off in tonnage passing through the Canal, and
received by the consumer. Fitration will scarcely touch | consequently an equivalent reduction in the transit rethe organic carbon, but while it fails in this respect, it |ceipts. The number of vessels was less by 524, the net
will directly deal with the micro-organisms. Hence the tonnage showed a decrease of 568,097 tons, and the
value of the bacteriological test, and the point is one on transit receipts a decrease of 5,680,049f., the same rate
which General Scott is very explicit. The results may of dues being levied in both years. The transit receipts
vary from time to time ; but the average obtained over | for 1884 amounted to 62,378,115f.; for 1885, to
an extended period “ will apparently be a measure of the 62,207,439f.; and for 1886, to 56,527,390f. Thus for two
efficiency of the treatment of the water, the standin /consecutive years there has been an annual decrease
resources, and the acquired advantages of individua which although but trifling during the first of them,
companies.” General Scott states that the engineers of became very marked and serious during the second.
the several companies watch the bacteriological results| It would scarcely seem warrantable to presume that
“with interest, and are each laudably anxious that those this decrease is to be attributed to any reduction in the
in particular with which they are individually concerned general volume of Eastern trade. Indeed the returns
should be as favourable as possible.” With the prospect from our colonies in the East, as well as those from all
that this mode of testing the purity of the supply “ will countries with which Europeans carry on trade in that
improve in power and efficacy,” it forms a welcome hemisphere, go to prove the contrary. As many vessels,
adjunct to the labours of the analyst, and is welcomed as if not more, left European ports for the eastward during
1886 as did so during 1884, while their aggregate tonnage
such by General Scott.
Within the last few days an interesting contribution to , was larger in the later year. There must therefore, it
this subject has appeared in the form of a paper read at would seem, have been a divergence of route adopted, and
the Parkes Museum of Hygiene, by Major Lamorock | it must be of interest to determine the causes which have
Flower, the Sanitary Engineer of the Lea Conservancy | led to that adoption. Now there is but one alternative
Board. In this dissertation Major Flower treats of the route to that by the Suez Canal, and that is by the Cape
entire basin of the Lea, and shows how effectually the| of Good Hope. If there is any degree of parity in the
process of pollution has been stopped in that part of the | bulk of the trade from European ports during 1886 when
river which is connected more or less with the water |compared with 1884, and the Suez Canal returns show
su ply of the metropolis. While the Thames furnishes that it is not securing its former proportion of that bulk,
half the water supply of London, the Lea gives rather ; it must follow of course that the long sea route is
more than one-third, springs and wells completing the |obtaining the increased balance of the traffic. It is a fact
total. From the Lea is drawn the main supply of the | worth noting that the decreased figures which represent
New River and East London Companies, and, of course, |the Suez Canal traffic occur simultaneously with, and bear
there is a general idea that the river is none of the purest. |some relative proportion to, the advance made with the
Its head waters are wholesome enough, consisting of triple compound engine. It was only during 1884 that this
springs in the lower chalk near Luton. if Acts of Parlia- |system received any extended trial, and during 1885 it
ment and lawsuits could do the river any good, the Lea | had very considerable extension. But during last year,
ought to bea model stream. It was the first river in |the results of the two previous years having fully demonEngland that enjoyed the protection of a Conservancy |strated the economy of triple expansion, every steamship
Board, and the water rights connected with it have been _owner that was in a position to do so hastened to adopt
carefully guarded. It is not a big river, and the law _ it, a very large number of existing vessels having their
few new
specifies that the navigation is to have precedence of the engines modified, while but comparatively
water supply. Whatever happens, London must not | steamers were launched the engines of which were not
drink the river dry. Certainly the people of the metro- | on the new principle.
The very important saving of coal effected by this
polis are not particularly disposed to imbibe such water
as may be found below Tottenham, though there is a change has tended greatly, we should say, towards ingreat improvement in that section of the stream. There, creasing the flow of our Eastern trade vid the Cape of
as at Canning Town, the sewage has lately been treated Good Hope. ‘Steamers bound for Australia and the
ports generally have, with but few exceptions,
effectually by means of Hanson’s sulphurous powder. Eastern
The Lea and Bow Creek have thus been robbed of their hitherto on necessitated to call in at the Cape to fill up
terrors, and it is to be hoped the improvement will be with coal. A call of that kind is at no time without
maintained. In the course of his paper, Major Flower expense, and it of course entails delay, which further adds
recites the various measures adopted to prevent pollution to the cost of a voyage. Then, again, the necessity preto the Lea and its tributaries. The list of towns is vents the ships from following the quickest course, which
extensive, and the modes of purification are various; but lies some 300 to 400 miles south of the Cape. These
the general result is satisfactory. We are told, “There delays and cost are avoided in the case of steamers which
is practically no pollution above the New River intake.” are capable of steaming their entire journey without put-
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tinginforcoal; and itmay besaid, we think, that thisadvantage has perhaps been secured to the majority of our steamships by the introduction of the cupeanen engine.
There seems to be a parallelism of occurrence between
the adoption of engines of that type and the reduction in
the nae of the Suez Canal, anc the fact cannot but be
noteworthy whenconsidering the causes operating towards
that reduction. Now, proceeding further upon this basis,
we find, if our argument has any material degree of
soundness, that the cost of working steamships by the
Cape route has been reduced by the several savings above
mentioned, while that route is quite on a parity in respect
of coal saving with steamers which adopt that by the
Suez Canal. From this we may deduce that the fees
charged for transit by the Canal are so high as to now
outbalance the advantages it offers of a lesser mileage.
It is cheaper, under the modified conditions which have
become established during the last three years, to send a
steamer by the long sea route than to send it w the
shorter passage, weighted as the latter is with the heavy
fees charged for transit through the Canal; and we ma
predict, ifsuch a conclusion may be held to be established,
that we shall, unless steps are taken which may check
such a result, see the tonnage using the Suez route still
further annually decreasing. This, as it appears to us,
can only be stayed by the reduction of the transit fees to
the point at which the balance of economy may be reestablished in favour of the shorter passage. The fees on
a 3000-ton ship now represent the cost of nearly that
weight of coal in England.
The cause we have stated must prove operative in
another way in inclining the balance of advantage
towards the Cape route. Everything which brings the
duration of the two journeys more nearly level will
induce a preference by passengers for the latter method
of reaching their destination. By the Cape they avoid
the great ‘heat of the Red Sea so much dreaded by a
large proportion of them, and the curiosity to see the
numerous places at which our mail steamers call on their
voyages palls after one or two experiences. Both our
yassenger and cargo traffic may therefore be expected to
seer more and more diverted from the Canal route as
high speed can be economically attained by the ocean
route, and it behoves the Suez Canal directors to take
the fact into their serious consideration. We note by the
return under reference that Great Britain during the
year just passed owned 77 per cent. of the whole tonnage
using the Canal. France had 8} per cent., Holland 4 per
cent., and Germany 3°69 per cent.
EFFECTS OF MINING RENTS AND ROYALTIES UPON THE
IRON TRADE,
On Monday evening last Mr. Haigh, of Barnsley, delivered an
address, in the presence of a large number of miners and the
officials of the Yorkshire Miners’ ‘Association at Barnsley, on
mining rents and royalties, and their effects on trade. The
speaker reviewed the ie relating to mining rents and royalties
in Germany, France, and Belgium, pointing out that the low
mining rents and royalties enabled them to compete successfully, and outstep our own ironmasters. He expressed a strong
opinion that they were for the most part able to compete successfully with British manufacturers owing to the easy rate at
which they could produce coal and iron ore, Turning to the
manufacture of pig iron, he said the iron and coal trades
had been depressed for more than twelve years, the consequence
being our other trades generally have not been prosperous.
When the iron trade was depressed it did not consume near so
niuch coal or coke ; that to a great extent accounted for the
depressed state of the coal trade. Whilst as a nation we were
almost the sole makers of iron and steel, and had no foreign
competitors, we could supply our home trade and other
countries without feeling the effect of these royalties and charges
quitesomuch ; but the moment we are faceto face with a foreigner
in the markets of the world, who has very small rents and
royalty charges to pay—and even these charges go into the
national exchequer to assist in meeting the expenses of the
State—we are run out of the foreign markets, and even driven
from our own. They were surprised when they saw it stated
that Belgium had received an order to supply one of their own
railway or tramway companies with 100,000 tons of steel rails,
or that a contract has gone across the water for the supply of
teu locomotives, or they learnt that the British Government
were sending thousands of tons of Belgian rails to make railways in India. The girders of St. Enoch’s Railway Station,
Glasgow, were brought from Belgium, and they also knew that
the iron used in the construction of the Court-house Station in
their own town was of foreign manufacture. Not very long ago
one of their iroumasters—Maclellan—who owned eight furnaces, had four of them standing at that very time he was
importing iron girders from Belgium and Germany with his
name on in prominent letters, which were used in the construction of the municipal buildings, and were paid for out of the
pockets of the ratepayers of one of our large cities. The speaker
pointed out that rents and royalties had to be paid, not only
on coal, but also on ironstone and lime; and that being so,
when these were added together they made a total of 6s. 6d. per
ton on every ton of pig iron smelted in Great Britain. In Germany the like royalties are 6d., in France 8d., and in Belgium
about 1s. 3d. per ton, In the manufacture of steel a further
expenditure of mineral product was necessary in the shape of
coke. On the average it took nearly two tons of coal to make
one ton of coke; two to three tons of coke are required to convert the requisite quantity of iron into steel, which brings the
amount paid in rents and royalties on the minerals used in the
manufacture of a ton of steel in our own country to not less
than 9s, 6d.. whilst the like royalties are in Belgium 1s. 9d.,
France 1s., and in Germany 9d. Thus finding that on the
minerals used in the manufacture of each ton in Great Britain
more is paid than in Belgium by 5s. 3d. for pig iron and 7s. 9d. for
steel, in France 5s. 10d. on pig iron and 8s, 6d. on steel, and in
Germany 6s. on pig iron and 8s. 9d. on steel. The speaker did
not explain how it was that in spite of all this the Belgian
workman works for starvation wages, and that for equal quality
English iron is cheaper than Belgian.
OUR STEAMSHIPS.
As we have previously given in THE ENGINEER an article on
the dwindling in the number and tonnage of steamships for a
number of months, it may be of interest to show that the latest
official report indicates a change in this respect. Confining our
attention first to the steamer fleet of the United Kingdom, we
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find that in April there were twenty-five iron steamships added
to the registry, and thirteen only were removed therefrom.
There were also five wooden steamers added, and three removed,
so that in both classes there was a numerical gain in the month.
The tonnage statistics, however, are the most important, and if
they are looked at, we find that the iron steamers added aggregated 17,999 tons net register, whilst those removed were of
11,136 tons register. The wooden steamers were of small tonnage, those added to the register being 69 tons in the total,
and those removed only 32 tons, In the month, then,
it appears that there was a net increase of fourteen steamers,
and that the addition to the tonnage was more than 6800 tons.
The colonial registers show the following results for the month:
—Two iron and four wooden steamers added to the registry,
and five and four respectively removed. The tonnage statistics
are—iron added, 672 tons; removed, 1116 tons; wood added,
37 tons; removed, 149 tons. But even allowing for the fall in
the tonnage of the colonial steam fleet, the month reveals a
large increase both in numbers and in tonnage. The gain is
scarcely so apparent in the steam power—the additions aggregate 3992-horse power, and the removals were 3086-horse power.
One of the most noticeable features in the additions for the
month to the register for the United Kingdom is the fact that
eight out of the twenty-five steamers are over 1100 tons each
net register, and that six out of the remainder are less than 100
tons each net register. As to the material of the vessels still
classed as “iron steamers,” it is noticeable that sixteen out of
the twenty-five were built of steel. There is a subsidiary table
which has some interest at the present time, naulely, that showing
the numbers and tonnage of the vessels sold to and bought from
foreigners. Five steamers were registered in the United Kingdom and the Colonies in the month which were bought from
foreigners, but all except one were built in the United Kingdom.
That exception was a wooden steamer built at Newbury, United
States of America, in 1863, which was transferred to Montreal.
The total net tonnage of these vessels was rather over 4100.
On the other hand, we sold to foreigners in the month six
steamers of about 4600 tons, and all of these were British built,
except one small wooden steamer which was sold from Adelaide
to Swanport, if that can be called a loss, for it was
a sale to a Colonial Government, but it, of course, necessitated
the removal from the register. It is thus clear that there has
been in the month—first, an addition to the total steam tonnage
of the United Kingdom, after allowance is made for its loss and
for that of the Colonies ; and secondly, that the gain is not by
purchase, but, despite a sale, slightly in excess of that of the
tonnage purchased. Of course, there is to set against that gain
as far as our total carrying power is concerned, a considerable
loss in the number and tonnage of our sailing fleet, but as
far as the month is concerned, there would be a gain on the
balance,
LITERATURE.
Dynamics for Beginners. By the Rev. J. B. Lock, M.A.
London and New York: Macmillan and Co. 1887.
Mr. Lock is a Senior Fellow and lecturer on mathematics
and physics in the University of Cambridge, and he has
succeeded in producing one of the most unsatisfactory
treatises on dynamics of the multitude which now exists.
It is not that the book is inaccurate, for as a matter of
course it is not. That is to say, the sums so far as we
have tested them worked properly, and the formule are,
with very trifling exceptions, printed correctly. In this
respect the book is a great improvement on the first edition
of Mr. Lock’s Arithmetic. The defect of the book lies in its
method. Some cause, the precise nature of which we are
unable to ascertain, prompts men to write treatises on dynamics, and asall that can besaid on the subject has beensaid
and written a hundred times already, it follows that each
fresh author is harder pushed than his predecessor to say
something new, or rather, to say old things in anew way.
The favourite method of doing this at present consists in
coining strange words and attaching great importance to
them, as though they enunciated new and mighty truths.
Mr. Lock has invented two new words, and on these the
whole book turns. Indeed, it requires no great stretch
of the imagination to fancy that, having invented the
words, the book was written on purpose to put them
fairly before the world. “We choose as our unit the
velocity of a point which uniformly passes over the distance 1 foot in the interval 1 second. We shall call this
unit velocity a velo.” This, then, is the first of the new
words. “We shall choose as our unit acceleration the
acceleration of a point which, moving with uniformly
increasing velocity, has velocity increased by 1 velo in the
course of each second ; we shall call this unit acceleration
acelo. Thus a celo is (a foot per second) per second.”
This, then, is the second of the new words.
The reader will not be slow to trace the happy effect
which a combination of the two produces—velocelo, from
which violincello is deduced as a natural consequence.
Speaking very plainly, “velo” and “celo” are neither
more nor less than scientific slang, and nothing is easier
than to suggest new words of a similar character by the
dozen. The advantage of using the word “ celo,” instead
of a foot per second, is, we suppose, that it shortens
matters a little. Carrying out this system, we may write
for “horse-power” the word “hosp,” and say that the
engines of the Etruria exert 12,000 “ hosps.” Again, the
effect of gravity acting for one second on a falling body
imparts to it a velocity of 32°2ft. per second. Why not
take a quantity of matter representing 11]b., acted on
for one second by gravity, and establish a unit, which we
may call a “gravy.” It is true that this suggests Mrs.
Todgers, but this may be excused. Is there any reason why
the British unit of heat should not be -called a “ onener?
That is, ina condensed form,1lb. of water raised 1 deg. Fah.
See how convenient it would be to write, “the thermal
efficiency of hydrogen burned in oxygen is 64,000
oneners,”and soon. The only objection which may be urged
to all this is that as every writer can adopt any name he
pleases for a unit, without regard to anyone else’s wishes,
there may be a slight tendency to confusion. It will not
do to urge that the harmony and good feeling which exists
among men who write books about dynamics is so well
marked that it is enough for one man to invent a new
name for a unit, and the whole scientific world will follow
him in admiration.
Experience, we fear, teaches a
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different lesson; and in a very few years, if the example
set by Mr. Lock is followed, someone will have to publish
a dictionary of scientific slang, without which the unfortunate tule will make little way. Thus, for instance,
last year, Professor D, H. Marshall, of King’s University,
Kingston, published a book on dynamics, in which he
uses the word “ tach” to mean unit velocity of one centimetre per second. He has no special name for the unit
of acceleration, but the unit of momentum he calls a
“ gramtach,” and the unit rate of doing work a “dyntach.”
The unit pressure-intensity of one degree per square
centimetre he calls a “ npr Professor R. H. Smith
suggests that names for the units might be formed systematically by the addition to the ordinary name for the
quantity of the invariable affix “on,” which is the root
part of the word “one.” Thus as unit names he would
employ “velociton” or “velon;”’ “acceleron” or
“accelon ;” “momenton;” “ presson;’ “tenson,” &c. &e.
For the sake of uniformity
he would change “radian”
into “radion.” Fortunately, engineers are not concerned
in these professorial divertisements.
It is very difficult to read even a little book like this of
Mr. Lock’s, to say nothing of larger works, without wondering what good purpose it is intended toserve. Whole
pages, for example, are devoted to the consideration of
the action of gravity. Now it so happens that six simple
formulz suffice to solve every problem which can present
itself to the engineer. As, for example, given the height
from which a body falls, its velocity will be eight times
the square root of that height. A stone is dropped down
a well: to ascertain its depth, square the number of
seconds, and multiply by 1671. The result is the depth in
feet, and soon. The student ought to learn these things
as he learned his multiplication table. Again, for othercases
of accelerated or retarded motion, eight more rules suffice
to solve nearly ali questions. As for example: Wanted,
the foot-pounds of work stored in a body moving with a
2
given velocity, then aoa = W,where M is the weight
of the body in pounds or tons, v its velocity in feet per
second, and 64= 2g. The young engineer who has
these fourteen rules stowed in his memory will really be
as well equipped for work in the office, or the shops, or
the field as a man who has read and fairly mastered
the whole of the principles laid down in some of the larger
treatises on dynamics. If the pages and pages of matter
written on dynamics are practically useless to the engineer, we may well ask to whom can they be of use? If
only there was time enough available to spend in acquiring
information of the kind, well and good. It would, for
example, be desirable that an engineer should have a
competent knowledge of the classics, but as a matter of
fact, there is so much to be learned about so many things,
that there is no time to acquire a competent knowledge of
all; and in nothing is the judgment of a teacher better
shown than in rejecting the useless) Mr. Wren was
one of the first to perceive this, and much of his
success has been due to the skill with which he taught
just what was wanted for a particular purpose—no less
and no more.
Mr. Lock, like many other writers on dynamics, is hazy
in some of his definitions. Take, for example, Newton’s
thirdlaw. This law means, simply stated, that action and
reaction are equal and opposite. That is to say, every
force is balanced by one equal and oe
It is also
stated that motion is caused by force. These things being
so, the intelligent student naturally asks, “ How is it that
if a force is always balanced by an equal and counterpoising force, motion results ?’? He may search most text
books on dynamics from cover to cover without finding
the answer. Mr. Lock tells his readers that “ when two
equal and opposite forces act upon the same point, the
work done by one of the forces is equal and opposite to
the work done by the other.” The word “when” here
implies an alternative. It assumes that circumstances
may exist under which two opposite forces are not equal.
But this would be a fiat contradiction of Newton’s third
law, which is that every force is at all times balanced b:
a precisely equal and opposite force. Now, Mr. Loc
states, as we have seen, that the work done by each of the
opposing forces is the same ; but if that be the case how
can a force produce motion? The student will seek in
vain for a line of explanation which may help him to solve
this problem.
Mr. Lock gives what is practically a new definition of
heat. “Heat is the kinetic energy of the minute
particles of a substance.” Is it? A few pages earlier in
the book Mr. Lock defines kinetic energy as the “ capacity for doing work which a mass has by virtue of its
mass velocity.” Combining the two propositions, we
find, according to our author, that heat is, after all,
only a capacity for performing work. This statement
possesses the merit of simplicity, but we fear it has
nothing else to recommend it.
In another place we are told that there “are several
forms of energy, of which two chiefly concern us in
dynamics, viz., potential energy and kinetic energy.” Two
or three pages further on we are told,—-“ A steam engine
does work. It is supplied with the energy of heat
obtained from the place,omer of the coal, in which coal
is stored the energy radiated from the sun countless ages
ago.” Certainly Mr. Lock does not hesitate to draw large
draughts on the credulity of his readers. May we venture
to ask how he knows that there is any energy stored in
coal other than that proper to the quantity of heat concomitant with its sensible temperature while it lies in the
bunker? Is the stored energy potential or is it kinetic?
How is it that he does not see that the energy utilised is
the kinetic energy of the oxygen gas?
We need not continue. All that is said by Mr. Lock
worth saying has been already infinitely better said b
Professor Oliver Lodge, who has produced the best small
text-book of dynamics yet written. To Mr. Lock we
award the honour of inventing the names velo and celo ;
and this will, we hope, go far to reconcile him to our
criticism,
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TORPEDO BOAT CASUALTIES.
We told our readers in our last impression the story of
the explosion of a boiler on board a torpedo boat. At
the time we went to press our information was scant.
Official, and, we may add prudent, reticence interfered to
revent anything like a detailed statement of the truth.
Since we wrote the facts have become public; and they
are far more serious and important than appeared at first
sight. The Admiralty wisely determined to test a
fiotilla of torpedo boats purchased for the Navy at various
times. The test was different from anything made
before. Hitherto boats have been tried as weapons of
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| northerly wind of the night previous, there was a heavy swell on
until well into the afternoon. The flotilla formed in six divisions,
and weighed by division, 10 min, between each division, which, on
getting under weigh, formed in single column line ahead, and made
a preliminary canter at full speed. Each boat was four boats’
| lengths from the next ahead, and the strictest orders were given
that under no circumstances whatever were the boats racing to
close this distance. As they passed through the hole in the breakwater, time was taken for each boat by an officer belonging to the
Seahorse, who was stationed there in a steam pinnace for the
uu
Our course lay between the Race and the ~~ of Port| land, and then W. by N. } N. for the Orestone Rock. tat once
| became apparent that all our calculations as to the fastest type
| were at fault, for the Yarrow boats developed superior speeds to
the rest, although from their bottle-nose snouts the way these
|boats took in water throwing the spray in a cloud over their
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THE THORNYCROFT BOILER.
attack and defence. Their sea-going qualities up toa stems, they must have been decidedly moist and unpleasant to
crews. The second division had barely started before
certain point have been made the subject of experiment ; their
No. 27—Thornycroft—Lieut. Coxon, returned with hot bearings.
but nothing was really known concerning their powers We
were now struggling past the Bill, and the sensation crept over
of endurance when steaming at full speed in charge of me—as I clung to the hand-rail, the speed of the boat and her
naval engineers. Now it is obvious that in case of motion rising over the swell and rolling from side to side, making it
actual war our torpedo boats might be called on to nasty work to hold on—that if anything happened to the box of
just behind me, the Army and Navy (Gazette would be withsteam long distances in order to repel a threatened attack, boilers
out “‘copy” from No. ** next week. Moreover as the lieutenant
and it is also clear that under such circumstances they in
charge assured me, there was just a chance that we might break
would be called upon to go from place to place as fast as down and get swamped. As I wasthinking of these things, we saw
they could go. In was decided for these reasons that the No. 41—Thornycroft—Lieut. Colmore, rendered incapable, having
boats of the flotilla should race over a distance of about broken something in her engines, and a moment later No. 50—
Greville, drew out of the line for a similar
100 miles. The special correspondent of the Army and Thornycroft—Lieut.
Leaving these boats tossing in the trough of the sea in a
Navy Gazette, who accompanied the flotilla, thus describes reason.
very unenviable condition, we struggled on to the Rock, close to
what took place :—
which the lamentable catastrophe occurred on board No, 47—Thursday morning broke fine and clear, but owing to the Thornycroft—Lieut. Tower, the exact cause of which does not
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appear to be certain, although I expect that the crowns of her
furnaces came down from lowness of water in her boilers. Such an
accident nearly happened in No, 57—Thornycroft—Lieut. Harford
where the men rushed on deck, and I understand it was solely
owing to the presence of mind of her artificer, that another disaster
was prevented. No 42—Thornycroft—Lieut. Armstrong, was
put out of action by defects developing in the engine.
room, and No, 55—Thornycroft—Lieutenant Carey, also came to
grief. Thus out of the twenty-two boats, seven, all of them
Thornycrofts, came to grief, and another, No. 45, Lieutenant
Thursby, lost a blade of her screw. The remaining boats tinished
the course, the first three being No. 31—Yarrow—commanded by
Mr. Dawe, gunner, Lieutenant Hewitt not having turned up in
time ; No, 3 —White—Lieutenant Hamilton ; and No. 46—Thornycroft-—Lieutenant Grant. The times were as follows:—No, 3),
5hours 10min. 15 sec.; No. 35, 5hours 10min. 20sec.; No, 46,
5hours 15min. Thus there were only five seconds between the
first and second boats, The Rattlesnake’s time was not taken, as
no sooner did Captain Long hear of the accident to No. 47 than he
transferred his flag to the Seahorse, ‘and sent the “catcher” to
tow the disabled boat to Devonport. The Seahorse then cruised
about picking up the disabled boats, and taking four of them in
tow, started for Portland. However, somewhere off the Bill the
hawser made fast to Nos. 41 and 50 parted, and those craft went
adrift. Very wisely, the captain left them to their fate, as the
night was dark, oat a collision might have resulted if attempts had
been made to take them in tow again. I hear these two boats had
a most unpleasant time of it, but they used their electric lights to
show passing ships their position, and soon after 1 a.m, the Seahorse found them by this means, and skilfully passing a hawser to
No, 41, towed them into harbour.
Opinions differ as to the value of torpedo boats, but it
is certain that no maritime Power could be without them;
and the fact that, out of twenty-four British boats, no
fewer than eight were rendered hors de combat as soon as
msn,Besg, worked under conditions which might—and
probably would—obtain any or every day if we were at
war, is extremely serious. The failures we have recorded
possess a national importance. It is a noteworthy fact
that all the boats which broke down were by the same
firm. There were four boats by Messrs. Yarrow and Co.,
three boats by White, of Cowes, the remaining seventeen
were by Thornycroft. If we refuse to class the failure
of a propeller as a breakdown because the boat was
still able to proceed, though at reduced speed, we find
that the casualties to the boats of the Chiswick firm
came to over 41 per cent. If out of 100 torpedo boats
forty-one are to become unserviceable within an hour
after they proceed to sea, confidence in the utility
of such craft will be weakened. It may be urged—anl
has already been urged to some purpose—that the failures
were due to the incompetence of the men in charge. If
this were wholly true it would imply a very serious indictment of the Admiralty; we refuse, however to believe it.
While we admit that had more care been exercised in the
stokeholes it is possible that no breakdown would have
occurred, we hold that any system of design or construction which renders boilers and engines dependent for
their safe working on exceptional skill and vigilance,
must be defective. Whatever the probable shortcomings
of the crews in charge could possibly have been, we think
the man cause of the failures must be sought and found in
the machinery of the boats, and even in the boats themselves, and we fancy, before we have done, that our readers
will be of the same opinion. As we know nothing yet of
the nature of the failures which took place in the engine
or boiler rooms of Nos. 27, 41, 50, 42, and 55, we can say
little about them. No. 27 had hot bearings; but they
must have been very hot indeed to stop the boat. The
bearings in a torpedo-boat engine are so comparatively
small and light, and the appliances for cooling so perfect,
that, as is known from experience, a very hot bearing can
be cooled in a very few minutes; and in a long race, such
as this under consideration, five minutes’ delay at the
outset could not destroy the chances of a boat. Putting
this on one side, however, we may confine ourselves to
two casualties, namely, the failure of the boilers in No. 47
and No. 57. In both cases the crowns of the fire-boxes
came down. In No. 47 the failure was sudden and comag? and, as we know, lives were lost. In the case of
o. 57 the failure of the crown plate was not so sudden
and complete, and no lives were lost; although the risk
incurred was awful. Why did the furnace crowns come
down? The first reply that will suggest itself to an
engineer is that they came down because the boilers were
short of water. On this point, however, there is a great
deal to be said; and in order that our readers may comprehend the whole matter, we give here two sets of drawings—Figs. 1, 2, and 3—showing the system of construction adopted by Messrs. Yarrow and Co., and Figs. 5, 6,
and 7, that used by Messrs. Thornycroft and Co.
At first sight there does not seem to be much difference between them, but there is a difference—a most
essential difference in detail. It will be seen that in
neither boiler are bridge stays used. The tops of the inside
and outside fire-boxes are secured to each other by stays.
It will also he seen by Fig. 8 that the stays used by Messrs.
Yarrow have large heads jumped
up out of the solid and forged to
Fic.8
shape ; that under these heads isa
screw thread; that the opposite
ends or points are also screwed.
The stays are turned down between
the threads, so that the threads
stand up. These bolts are then
screwed hard into place from the inside, and large
square nuts are then screwed on the ends projecting on
top of the fire-box shell. In locomotive work the crown
stay bolts always have heads or nuts inside the fire-box
on the crown stays.
Turning now to Mr.Thornycroft’s boiler, it will beseen by
Fig. 4 that he dispenses with nuts and heads. His stays are
screwed, justas Mr. Yarrow’s are, but there the resemblance ceases. The ends of thestays are rivetted over—the
crown stays thus resembling the side stays. This we
regard as an essentially weak system of construction, and
to it we believe the failure of the boilers in 47 and 57 was
partly due. The system of rivetting over cold answers well
enough in a side stay which is not more than Gin. or 7in.
long over all; but the crown stays are over 2ft. long, and
vivetting up cold has a very great tendency to do
more harm to the screw thread in the j;in crown
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else, for it is next to impossible
properly to hold up a
2ft. long to the rivetting hammer. It may be urged that a
screwed and rivetted stay is just
as strong asa screwed stay with
head and nut.
This we deny.
.
That it may be quite strong
enough under ordinary circumstances is one thing;
that it is strong enough for torpedo boat boilers does
not at all follow as a legitimave consequence.
It
will not do to assume that, because such a system of
construction may give good results in a locomotive boiler,it
must do so in a torpedo boat boiler. It has been urged
that the crown plates came down in No. 47 and No, 57
because the plates were overheated from shortness of
water. This we concede at once, but it does not follow
that the men in charge were to blame. As a matter of
fact, the crowns of the fire-boxes in torpedo boats are
often left uncovered by water for some little time.
When running before a sea, the boat will get on the back
of a wave travelling at nearly her own pace, and she will
run with her head down and her stern up until she has
outpaced the wave. During this time the crown of the
fire-box may have no “solid water” on it; but besides
this, torpedo boats are so lively and jump about so much
that in a heavy sea the crown plates are sure every now
and then to get left dry, or nearly so, for a few seconds,
unless the water is kept high in the glass. If there are
large nuts inside the
box, these serve to keep cool considerable areas of metal just round the screw threads. It
is well known that it is practically impossible to make a
nut red hot if the stay remains cool, because the sta
serves to convey away heat in a way very clearly set forth
by Peclet, Wye Williams, and others. Every engineer
will concede, we think, that if the top of a Yarrow box
became overheated, it would be likely to come down
between the stays in pockets; but it is evident that it
must be made very hot indeed before the heads could be
forced off the stays or drawn right through the plate.
Is is, we think, incontestable that the Yarrow system
must be stronger than the Thornycroft system. A leak
might be started by the crown plate cracking, but its
total disruption is to the last degree unlikely. It must
not be forgotten, however, that these are the first failures
of Thornycroft boilers that have taken place, and that the
old Lightning has given no trouble and has been very
hard worked. But the Lightning has been managed by
men of great experience.
We have little doubt that Messrs. Thornycroft’s other
failures have been due to the desire to make the machinery
of their boatsas light as possible. It isa matter of interest
toknow that the Yarrow boatsof the same dimensions weigh
nearly seven tons more than the Thornycroft boats, Of this
34 tons go to the hull and 3} tons to the engines and
boiler. For example, it will be seen by Fig. 1 that
Messrs. Yarrow and Co. raise the forward end of the
internal fire-box. They thus get room for more tubes
without raising the crown plate as a whole. The small
—_ actually raised being near the mid-length of the
iler, where the water level is not much affected by
pitching, it is always covered.
But the result of
adopting this system of construction is that the boiler
holds an extra half-ton of water. Messrs. Thornycroft’s
engines are speeded higher than Messrs. Yarrow’s, the
pitch of the screws being finer; and this we hold to be
objectionable. Nothing can exceed the skill with which
the Thornycroft engines have been designed and made;
but facts are too strong for them and the advocates of
high-speed engines. Those who hold that we may yet
have 40-knot passenger steamers may draw an instructive
lesson from the torpedo boat race of May, 1887. The
consolatory feature of the whole affair is that the boats of
Messrs. Yarrow and Mr. White did their work without
a hitch or difficulty of any kind, and it is not to be supposed that their engine-room staffs were better than those
of the Thornycroft
boats.
yom
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Particulars of Coal Tests on Board 8.8. Normandy during Passage from Dieppe to Newhaven on 6th May, 1884.
ON Ste BE A eonteee
Condition of vessel’s bottom . ,.;:. . ...ccsssssccsesessrecsseseserees Clean No. of revolutions after passi
lhe
i
Se AI SE AER 7ft. 6in. fore, 8ft. 3in. aft Total No. of revolutions ...... Paditadil ob Vake testh ghd ocdicibe
Weight of tor cond ddousenbsdecsocessessscecbossvooncevehosnesioocvere tons State change, if any, in
ing of main stop valve
State if vessel
any list to port or starboard, and to what \Nil State change, if any, in degree of expansion ...60 and 65 per cent.
State change, if any, in opening of throttle valve ............ § and
Flood or ebb sailing........ ..cccccccsserse
essere
Neap ebb ae a feed-water, ifany, was \Auxiliary 4 open for 20 min.
Booked time of starting from harbour ...
Description of coal on trial............... Stephenson Clarke’s Merthyr
Actual time of starting from harbour .......
Actual time of passing pierhead going out .
.-11.52
a.m Yh. m. Coal used for lighting up and raising steam in the boilers
Actual time of passing pierhead coming in .
-40 p.m. f4 48 to 50 lb. per square inch
3 tons
Coal used on passage .......
Actual time of arrival at harbour
4
Time detained on passage .
Consumption of fuel per hour
Cause of detention ...................0000
Condition of fire-grate ...............
.... Very good
Particulars of sails used, and time .........
Nil| Weight of ashes remaining at end of passage
...18 cwt. 2 qr. 26 1b.
Height of barometer at starting ............
30°02} Proportion of ashes to total fuel consumed
12°33 per cent.
Direction of wind ...........c.cecceesseeeeee
light |}Amount of smoke .............seseeeeeeseee-seeeeeeee WEFY little and a
State of weather
Fine | State if steam blast was used, and how long ................2..000+ il
etd = Vina eneiaceniah ae laibadag usakciachameaduaiacubin kteesitoawas Smooth pe of fire a at —= passage ............24in. fore, ao =
eight of water in boilers on passing pier:
:
istance pier!
EE
incrvcctacansess
04sanphaainais
no
ee going SNM ‘as<tashantateidcve " aa .-a he \adin.fore, S}in. aft ——— travelledby = oe ap he
a phe knots
eight of water in boilers on
ing pierhead ) -.
ms
mount of slip of
e-wheel ...........
“4 per cent.
NN sis cnntsdctertaiessctann whl ae > geeainn \rin.fore, Zin. aft! Mean indicated I
gs ehdadhinss avnsedindicesdd
ties aaadaakel 1232°
No, of revolutions before passing pierhead .
N.B.—Diagrams to be taken from each cylinder simultaneously,
No. of revolutions from pier to pier .............seccesesceeensseeeeees
if possible, every half hour,
The undermentioned Particulars to be taken every half-hour during the Passage.
4.20
Time.
12.20 ' 1250 | 1.20 | 1.50 | 220 | 250 | 3.20 | 350
VR
aS
a
Sa
oe
eee
29
No. of revolutions per minute by actual counting ...
34
17
«6-118 | «198 | 12 | 113
«16 | 128 | 123
Temperature of feed-water ... ... ... ... «deg.
117
Temperature of gases in uptake ... ... ... ...deg.. 835
785 | 670 | 825 | 700 | 750
78 | 770 | 750
'
j
!
|
Vacuum in uptake ...
esd inthe das mntttkbbioue
j
Vacuum in ash-pit ... 00...
ose ave
ove
No gaug es.
Vacuum in flame-box ..,... ose see ee ave
|
}
27
27 | 2h!
26
Vacuum in condenser
oil 108k. lolaerw enone
2,
25}
26 |
Steam pressure.
a
; 98 | a
110 | 3 | ar
80
80 | 75 | 70
Point of cut-off by valve motion ...
‘per cent.
65
60 |
«65
6 | 65
6 | 6 | 65
REMARKS.—Stephenson Clarke’s Merthyr coal. This coal was discharged direct from ship into barge and put on board
unscreened. It is of the same superior quality as previously reported. During the outward and return trips, dampers were kept
partly closed during the greater part of the passage, a sufficient quantity of steam being easily obtained. There is a very small
percentage of clinker in the ash remaining, neither rake nor pricker being used during either of the passages.
4
(Signed)
R. Scort, Engineer.
To W, Stroudley, Esq., Brighton.
Particulars of Coal Tests on Board S.S. Normandy duri ng Passage from Newhaven to Dieppe on 14th May, 1884.
Condition of vessel’s bottom ...............cssscccsssecesseeceseseseeees Clean | No. of revolutions after passing pierhead ..............
RR
RR
PS NES 7ft. Zin. fore, 7ft. 8in. aft b NI Ds OE MONI Saoo. 50<cscsccsncacctinsanssscacanecnce
EO CORD 8acon visscva ici iis ssaasscersctece posses subescminsaswecninet Nil State change, if any, in opening of main stop valve ...
State if vessel had any list to port or starboard, and to what Nil | State change, if any, in degree of expansion ............ asadiesdives i
State change, if any, in opening of throttle valve ...... gin. and full
—— Riunsls SenaauxessinAMbssescnpaavostverdevestndsatamkonasaidysaesd
NO
Cy MN
iI oc 5s cnecvbis dno sesnsseshévaeased Spring flood
Booked time of starting from harbour......................000 10.5 a.m. | os feed-water, if any, was Auxiliary } open for 20 min.
Actual time of starting from harbour .......................066+ 10.5 a.m. | Description of coal on trial ..............-sceseeeeeees S. Clarke’s Merthyr
Actual time of passing pierhead going out......... 10.10 a.m. e m. | Coal used for lighting up and raising steam in the boiler to }ae
Actual time of passing pierhead coming in ...... 2.8 p.m. f3 58 | GOT, peraquare Ichi .....,....cccccsccsensascedsvsssewedsatecbane
Actual time of arrival at harbour...................ccc0eesseeeeee 2.12 p.m. | CURE COE OM TING
ooic cn csncesansccennccancescspansesactaslauegtlted 7 tons
...30°35 ewt.
TE CUA
IIIT «05 cacscxdvis casnescosenciddssssacosnscecuetons Nil Consumption of fuel per hour
NE
RS
eer
Nil | Comdition of fixe-Grate. ...........:cccscccsecsassernacencneasnnesee Very good
Particulars of sails used, and time ................ccessceceeeseceeeeeeee Nil | Weight of ashes remaining at end of passage...1 ton 7 cwt. 3qr. 14]b.
Height of barometer at starting..................::sessseseseeseeseseeees 30°5 | Proportion of ashes to total fuel consumed ............ 15°49 per cent.
Direction of wind
...W.S.W., fresh ROI GE IID oc sa oncsssncdnenenseesabacxtpuainos Very little and light
ass
ccs ai taeaedsb kc ossaerbanannens Breezy State if steam blast was used, and how long ...... 4 open for 1 hour
a Nese ica iitias. otitis tbh sknaSeadatap times ianaisdamsatay inane Choppy | Depth of fire on bars at end of passage ............ 2in. fore, 2in. aft
Distance pierhead to pierhead ................sscesseeeseeeeeeees
knots
eight of water in boilers on
sing pier:
:
paddle-wheel ..................:s00s000 82°05 knots
an ge
On a
pte
eeied \iin. fore, l}in. aft , Distance travelled by
'
Amount
of
slip
of
paddle-wheel
...................:0ce000+
26°72
per
cent.
eight
of
water
in
boil
i
ier\
4
3
;
: aft Mean indicated horse-power
hed coming in
oo. awe ee \ain. fore, 4}in.
206859
No, of revolutions before passing pierhead ..............::.00ceeee 70 | .B.—Diagrams to be taken from each cylinder simultaneously,
No, of revolutions from pier to pier ..............:seeccescecesereeeeees 9520 | if possible, every half-hour.
The undermentioned Particulars to be taken every half-hour during the Passage.
11.10 | 1140 | 1210
12.40
1.10 | 1.40
Time,
10.40
|
4 |
38 |
38
41 |
40
38
No. of revolutions per minute, by actual counting
—... |
1% | 12 | 192
1399 | 1388 |
190
Temperature of feed-water... 0.0... 01. ue deg. | 132
Temperature of gases in uptake... ... ... ... ...deg.
1080 | 1050 | 1050 | 1050 | 1025 | 1050 | 1110
NN
el
i Gay
UE,
Dg ock aed ster. des unSdans tees \ Nogauge ||
|
|
|
|
Vacuum in flame-box
|
6
5
244
243 |
25
Vacuum incondenser .. ... .. .. se we oe in. |
25
|; m0 |
98 | 10
100 |
10 | 90
Steam pressure
6 | 6 |
65
6 |
65
Point of cut-off by valve motion
‘percent.|
65 | 6
Remarks.—S. Clarke's Merthyr coal, taken from stack in coalyard. This coal still maintains the same qualieties as
previously reported.
(Signed)
R. Scort, Engineer.
To W. Stroudley, Esq., Brighton.
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STEAMSHIP

EFFICIENCY.

By the courtesy of Mr. W. Stroudley, locomotive
superintendent of the London, Brighton, and South
Coast Railway, we are enabled to lay before our readers
a valuable statement concerning the
performance of two
vaddle steamers, plying between New Haven ahd Dieppe.
he engravings on the next page illustrate their es le
wheels, A good deal of information of a somewhat
similar kind exists with regard to screw steamers, but
very little is available concerning paddle boats.
These experiments, recorded here, were carried out
under the supervision of Mr. R. Scott, one of the engiheers set apart for the duty, and Mr. Buckwell, in the
steamships Normandy and Brittany. They were told off
for this purpose, with a sufficient number of assistants,
so that particulars might be taken with the greatest possible accuracy. The accompanying particulars of these
vessels will enable our readers to appreciate the conditious under which these trials were made :—
Length on load water line... ... ... ... 230ft.
Breadth, moulded... ... 1... .. 27ft. Gin.
DERN CRG
Foci see se ai ose fobs Si OM
Displacement ... ... ... ... «1... 740 tons
Area of immersed midship section... ... 203 square feet
Diameter of paddle wheels, measured to
centre of axis of floats ...... ~
b ig
No. of floats in each wheel
Dimensions of floats ...
vs one Ofts Thin. x OFt. Gin.
There are three floats immersed on each wheel, giving an
area of 206°64 square feet. The inner end of the float is
12in. from the side of the ship. The floats are curved to
a radius of 8ft. Gin., and have flanges 4in. deep at each
end. These paddle-wheels have been designed by Mr.
Stroudley, A boat of similar dimensions, fitted with
oscillating engines and ordinary feathering floats, did not
give a good result. Then the Brighton and Victoria
were built on an improved design, and were fitted with

Particulars of Coal Tests on Board 8.8, Normandy during Passage from Dieppe to Newhaven on 23rd May, 1884.
Condition of vessel’s bottom ............scccseceeseeees Thoroughly clean No, of revolutions after passing pierhead ................:ccceeeeeeeess 64
ie cc kes iccactigieca
sinsiessacissesncass
8;
Draught
7ft. 7in., fore, 8ft. aft Ns OE IE
bo
eR
Ree SRS ES ERE Gd17 tons State change, if any, in opening of main stop valve ............ ..Nil
ae if vessel had any list to port or starboard, and to what \ P State change, if any, in degree of expansion...65, 70, & 75 per cent.
State change, if any, in opening of throttle valve ............ 4and8
State what feed-water, if any, was supplied ..................s00ee+ Nil
Fl OP
No
c4 coinctcasasins
ca pannceneanin pacese.
Description of coal ontrial ......... ..............Tredegar steam coal
Booked time of starting from harbour .................. a
Coal used for lighting up and. raising steam in the ay
Eg
Actual time of starting from harbour .....................008
boilers to 50 Ib. per square inch .............:00086
Actual time of passing pierhead going out
3 tons 19 ewt.
Actual time of passing pierhead coming in ......... §.55 ppm. §6 14 Coal used on passage
Actual time of arrival at harbour ..............s:sccseceeecerseees 6.2 p.m. Consumption of fuel per hour ....
Condition of fire-grate
Very good
Time detained on passage ..........
Weight of ashes remaining at end of passage ............ 1 ton 12 Ib.
Cause of detention .........
Proportion of ashes to total fuel consumed
16°3 per cent.
Particulars of sails used, and
Re CE CUT FE, ha282 0S iin cSe Bi ccdscdsegessses
Height of barometer at starting ...
NNN ON WE ccs sc chicgavsbess vant tieesesescuaes
Depth of fire on bars at end of passage ....
State of weather ......
Distance pierhead to pierhead .........
inte -” icaxwe Tga ape sesease sawaeses sovdswenenadess
Distance travelled by
dle-wheel ..
eight of water
ilers on
i
ier- io):
:
dle-wheel .............
ead lceteters setoex éshecchens de pecimae f 2in. fore, hin. aft Amount of slip of
Mean indicated horse-power ..............cs-ssscssssseeeceserseseees 1
eight of water in boilers on passing pierh
.
.
N.B.—Diagrams to be taken from each cylinder simultaneously,
SIE RE i cise esa scneserncbactovasbrethsanavaticesstvesd 2in. fore, Zin. aft
No. of revolutions before passing pierhead .............sssssseeeereee: 56 if possible, every half-hour.
No. of revolutions from pier to pier ..............:csseeeeeeeeeaneeeeees 8267
The undermentioned Particulars to be taken every half-hour during the Passage.
Time,

| 12.10 | 12.40
1,10
1.40 | 2.10
2.40 | 3.10
3.40
4.10
ae
28 | 29
2 |
32
32
294
No. of revolutions per minute, by actual counting . 20} we
125 , 123 | 122 | 198 |
121 | 141
111
| 122
Tempereture of feed-water ... 0... a o.legs| 140
980
925 . 945 | 1000
970 | 930
Temperature of gases in uptake ..,
..deg.| 1025 | 1000 | 990
Vacuum in uptake ...
“anaes
mn
|
Vacuum in ash-pit ...
No gaug es.
Vacuum in flame-box
nl Sa et
|
|
255
24
7 | 26
25
26
25
254
Waremtn $0) CONOMEOF oo. se ise tec cee) cas, Me
24
65
70 | 8 | 7 | 7 | &
65
70
Steam pressure
6 | 65
70 | °% |
%
75
70
65
Point of cut-off by valve mot'on ...
«per cent.
65
ReMARKs.—As far as can be judged from ebb sailings, the Tredegar steam coal appears to be of good quality, the amount of }
clinker in the ash remaining is exceedingly small,
(Signed)
R. Scort, Engineer,
To W, Stroudley, Esq., Brighton.
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Mr. Stroudley’s
patent floats, and attained a speed of
over 17 knots as the mean of four runs between the Cloch
and Cumbrae lights on the Clyde.
The Normandy and Brittany, afterwards built, were
made 10ft. longer, and with more boiler power and higher
pressure. They performed over eighteen knots on the
same ground. The Netherlands Company were having
the Princess Elizabeth and other boats built at Messrs.
Elder’s at the time, and they adopted the Stroudley
curved float, with the result that they attained a speed of
two knots per hour in excess of the contract. A considerable number of paddle vessels have been since fitted with
these floats, all of which performed in a very satisfactory
manner. The South-Western Company has also adopted
these in its Jersey boats, and has effected considerable

ENGINEER

|over and to the starboard side of the low-pressure cylinder.
| Each engine drives a separate crank, the cranks being
|coupled at right angles by a drag link. It will be notic
| that the slip rapidly increases with the speed, which is the
|reverse of what takes place with the screw propeller.
THE TRENT NAVIGATION

SCHEME.

Wuite the Manchester Ship Canal project is hanging fire—
dependent upon the subscription of the amount upon which the
|commencement of the work depends—another internal canal
; scheme of equal importance within its less extensive limits has
come before Parliament and received the sanction of one House,
|and is full of promise as a genuine and actual undertaking.

Particulars of Coal Tests on Board SS. Brittany during
Condition of vessel's bottom .................-00ssssseeseeseeeseeneeteees Clean
I
a
7ft. 10in. fore, 7ft. 9in. aft
a
REE
RE
EE
DE ELE ED
State if vessel had any list to port or starboard and to what \ Nil
ELE
EE EE RI
ane
eT
RT COT
EE
AITO
Spring flood
Booked time of starting from harbour.......................00+ 10.5 a.m.
Actual time of starting from harbour ...................-...++++ 10.9 a.m.
Actual time of passing pierhead going out......... 10.17 a.m. > m.
3 42
Actual time of passing pierhead coming in
Actual time of arrival at harbour
st
Time detained on passage
Cause of detention
Particulars of sails used and time
Height of barometer at starting
Direction of wind
CIS
te nascincnnseCleetschenkethoceun peopedpienamn
eneeiaconpnaneaee Fine
oe tend
ieee
senebvente riteCalm
Height of water in boilers on passing pier- ) 9.
.
FRR
RP pa eat 8A
\din.fore, Zin. aft
Height of water in boilers on passing pier- } 9.
a:
EAL LAE ALD \sinfore, Sim. aft
No. of revolutions before passing pierhead ..................:::005
+++.84
No. of revolutions from pier to pier ................csscecseeeeeeseeeees 9343 |

Passage from Newhaven to Dieppe on 27th June, 1884.
No. of revolutions after passing pierhead
IE SEN GU MINNIE oie ccasra dvccshbicbaesspeansonnies
ries
State change, if any, in opening of main stop valve
State change, if any, in degree of expansion ..................
State change, if any, in opening of throttle valve
State what feed-water, if any, was supplied............ ..........008 il
Description of coal on trial ............ Stephenson Clarke’s Merthyr
Coal used for lighting up and raising steam in the), acs Binns.
boilers to 50 Ib. per square inch................0000000
¥
Coal used on passage
Consumption of fuel per hour
Condition of fire-grate .............
sc oadinannaioial
....Good
Weight ofashes remaining at end o
ge...l ton 8ewt. 1 qr. 16]b.
Proportion of ashes to total fuel consumed ............ 13°31 per cent.
IE
Oo
anno hs tc aihamsgatebneaspeeVery little and light
State if steam blast was used, and how long... open for 3 h. 40 min.
Depth of fire on bars at end of passage ............ 2in. fore, 2in. aft
Distance pierhead to pierhead ..................
64} knots
Distance travelled by tS can Ogg ach Re Rae tne ot.Aes: 82°07 knots
Amount of slip of paddle-wheel ...................0000000+ 26°75 per cent.
Mean indicated horse-powerr ...............sssss-sssssscesecseeseneees 2132-41
N.B.—Diagrams to ~ taken from each cylinder simultaneously,
if possible, every half-hour.

The undermentioned Particulars to be taken every half-hour during the Passage.
10.45
11.15 | 11.45
12.15
1245 |
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p-m.
No. of revolutions per minute, by actual counting
—.
40
42
40
44
43
Temperature of feed-water...
. ... ...
...deg.
150
145
148
154
150
Temperature of gases in uptake...
...deg.' 1350
1400
1350
1400
1425
Vacuum in uptake... ... ... ...
sos:
Yacuum in ash-pit ...
-» im.
Vacuum in flame-box
; >
4
:
:
4
Vacuum in condenser
in.
23
23
23
214
23
Steam pressure... ... ... ...
cos asst Mews
93
95
95
102
98
Point of cut-off by valve motion
...per cent.
65
65
65
65
65
Time.

May

1.15
pm
42
148
1400
23
100
6

| 1.45
| pm
| 42
OI 146
1350
4 |
«|

23
95
65

4

ReEMARKS.—Stephenson Clarke’s Merthyr coal, ex-ship Commerce. _Discha rged direct from ship into barge, and put on board
screened, and is of the same quality as previously reported. The freight brought by the Commerce appears to be much better as
regards the size of coal, the percentage of small being much less than has been the case with any previous supplies brought by sea.
(Signed)
R. A. Scort, Engineer.
To W. Stroudley, Esq., Brighton.
Particulars of Coal Tests on Board S.S. Brittany during Passage from Dieppe to Newhaven on 24th July, 1884.
| No. of revolutions after passing pierhead
SOIREE EO SOE. II
i soins asicnvnsnjesoscensvverereses
State change, if any, in opening of main stop valve
State if vessel had any list to port or starboard, and to }2 deg. to State change, if any, in degree of expansion ............
what degre
........ .inbeclahiieleeaoe ee eee eee ;starboard State change, if any, in opening of throttle valve
State what feed-water, if any, was supplied ...........................
CELE
LENE ALLA TR RL
i
Description of coal on trial
ryn, Rhymney, Merthyr
Booked time of starting from harbour
Coal used for lighting up and raising steam in the boiler to }4 Me
Actual time of starting from harbour
Actual time of passing pierhead going out......... 10.28 a.m. i m.
50 1b. per square inch
ee
Coal used on passage ................
Actual time of passing pierhead coming in
3.3 pe s
Consumption of fuel per hour ....
Actual time of arrival at harbour
ag
SET
ee Ae ae Radin ciniad ood
Time detained on passage
Weight of ashes remaining at end of passage...1 ton 12ewt. 3qr. 221b.
Cg
fh a ae
il | Proportion of ashes to total fuel consumed apieenunaal 13°4 per cent.
Particulars of sails used, and time
ETI,
ELST ERLE: Moderate ; dark
Height of barometer at starting
State if steam blast was used, and how long ...... 4 open; 45 hours
Direction of wind
Depth of fire on bars at end of passage ............ 2in. fore, 1}in. aft
State of weather
Distance pierhead to pierhead
knots
OS
eee
....81°14 knots
Height of water in boilers on passing pier- 3in. fore, 2}in. aft Distance travelled by paddle-wheel
Amount of slip of paddle-wheel ..
..25°31 per cent.
ms going out Seerenereanerteocosascttrnsasee
Mean indicated horse-power .................s:ccsecssesseeserssseees 1844°36
eightof waterin boilers on passii
ier- )5):
.
N.B.—Diagrams to be taken from each cylinder simultaneously,
head comingin .................. passing Pier’ {24in. fore, 2in. aft
No. of revolutions before
BREE INS 5 eisnovsvoncthosavecipesiad 64 if possible, every half-hour.
No. of revelutions from of to pier
The undermentioned Particulars to be taken every half-hour during the Passage.
Ti
11.0
11.30 | 12.0 | 12.30
1.0
1.30
2.0
2.30
_
a.m.
a.m.
p-m.
p-m.
p-m.
p-m.
p-m.
p.m.
No. of revolutions per minute, by actual counting ... . _ ...
34
34
334
36
36
34
34 | 33
Temperature of feed-water
we
Paes
See
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REMARKS.
— With Scotch coal itwould be more suitable for the boats. The consumption is somewhat less than with Stephenson
Clarke’s Merthyr coal.
To W. Stroudley, Esq., Brighton.
(Signed)
R. A. Scort.
increase in the speed. With deep floats on a wheel of
small diameter there is a great amount of back water
when the float is entering, and also when leaving, and it
is impossible to put a straight float into the water without
this action. The result is that they lift the water and
force it so as to fill the paddle-box; whereas in the
Normandy, when running at 45 or 46 revolutions per
minute, one could stand inside the paddle-box with a
mackintosh on, the water being onlya very fine spray, the
wheels leaving the sea perfectly clear and free, at very
little above the water line. The lever arms on the floats
are 2ft. in length, and the excentric is placed 15in. forward
of the main shaft and 2in. below its level. 3 hrs. 42 min.
is the fastest run with passengers and cargo that has
been absolutely tabulated, but taking the time from
Newhaven to Dieppe, from the paddle-shaft passing the
pan at each place, the run was made in 3 hrs. 38 min.
e engines of the Normandy and Brittany are compound,
working with a high boiler pressure. The cylinders
are placed at an angle, the high-pressure nearly horizontal

Very few preliminary remarks are necessary to explain the
object and effects of the Bill for the improvement and maintenance of the river Trent from Wilden Ferry, in Derbyshire and
Leicestershire, or one of them, to the river Humber in the
couuty of Lincoln, which has received the sanction of a Select
Committee of the House of Lords. As far back as 1700 powers
were granted to Lord Paget to make the river Trent navigable
to Burton-on-Trent. Between that time and the present many
efforts have been made to improve the carrying capacity of this,
one of the main waterways of the country, and the river is now
navigable up to a place known as Derwent Mouth, where communication with the Mersey system begins by means of a canal
belonging to the North Staffordshire Railway Company, and
this canal presents the only available means of transporting traffic
by water between Burton-on-Trent and Hull. According toa
statement put forward in the early part of the present session,
“The capital and the powers of the present Trent Navigation
Company are quite inadequate to provide efficient accommodation for the traffic for which the Trent will form when improved
a most effective means of transport, and it is therefore enough
to dissolve the present company, incorporate a new navigation
company with increased capital and powers, The capital a3 at
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present proposed to be raised is £350,000, divided into 30,000
£10 shares, The navigation of the Trent below Gainsborough
and the outfall of the river into the Humber is greatly impeded
by shoals and shifting sands, and it is necessary, with a view of
adapting the river to the requirements of modern trade, that
the channel shall be dragged, deepened, straightened, and other.
wise improved. The proposal is to enlarge the whole course of
the river, so as to enable vessels drawing 6ft. of water to cover
the entire course between Liverpvol and Hull at any period of
the year. As soon as this is accomplished, the company will
by the scheme have powers to demand the tolls and duties
wovided by the Act of 1858,” This being the scheme, the
iH for carrying it out came before a Select Committee of
the House of Lords, the Earl of Jersey presiding, and the
general scope of the measure and the nature of the opposition were explained by Mr. Pember, Q.C., in these terms ;—
The Bill (he said) was one to provide for the improvement and
maintenance of the navigation of the river Trent from Wilden
Ferry to Gainsborough, and out of along string of opponents
who had originally presented petitions against the measure, only
three were left. The promoters of the Bill were gentlemen very
largely interested in the district, and quite capable of carrying
out any undertaking they might enter into, What an improved
navigation would do was this. They proposed to bring the
whole of the traffic they could get on to the river from Burton;
and in doing so they would first of all tap Derby, because there
was the Derby Canal there, and coming down they also
came past Nottingham, with all the great trade there was
at Nottingham, with all the great colliery district just
opening out so largely, first of all up the Erewash Canal,
then up the Nottingham Canal, and away to the Crompton
Canal, running up as far as Pinxton, right away into South
Derbyshire, and then beyond, from Pinxton, running up
towards Belper, into the whole of the industrial part of Derby.
shire, giving the whole of that the advantage of a proper access
by means of the Trent to Hull and Grimsby, and the whole of
the industrial undertakings and the great docks and shipping
ports in Hull and Grimsby, and also, of course, to Goole, if
necessary, and thereby bringing them all into direct communication with sea-going places. Not only so, but by means of a
canal beyond Burton, the Trent and Mersey Canal, which went
right away through the whole of the Staffordshire district, until
it got into the Mersey by means of the Bridgewater Canal at
Runcorn, and that was in communication with all the great
canal systems, the Rochdale Canal—in fact, it was impossible to
say what part of the great industrial portions of the northern
and north-midland of England would not be put in direct communication with the eastern ports by a proper suitable inland
navigation if once the Trent was put into an efficient position
physically to carry the traffic. Mr. Pember described the different Acts which had been passed relating to the navigation of
the Trent, and having referred to the provisions contained
therein, he proceeded to deal with the petitions which had been
lodged against the present Bill. Alluding to the petition of the
riparian owners and to their statement that the deepening of
the channel of the river would be disastrous to the banks, he
said they contended that by diverting the stream into midchannel it would be beneficial rather than injurious to the
interests of the landowners. The petitioners said :— “We
apprehend that the injury to the banks already caused by the
use of steam tugs will be seriously increased by the employment
of larger steamers, such as are intended to be used, and, moreover, as regards the Newark branch of the river, your
petitioners are advised that no powers at present exist for
the use of steam tugs or steam power thereon, and they
object to such
wers being granted.”
The petitioners
were quite under a misapprehension with regard to that,
because a legal decision had been given that steam tugs
could be used. Then, with regard to the other matter, as
to using larger steamers than at present, he thought they should
have sufficient evidence before their lordships to show that there
was a right, so far as regards steamers of the size which would
be able to come up the river, and of the draught. It would be
for their lordships to hear what they had to say on the matter,
but the Trent was fairly wide, and in some places very wide, and
when the river was deepened he thought they would have little
to apprehend from the wash of steamers, Of course, in any
place where there had been a very great washing away of the
banks, it was quite possible some mischief might happen ; but if
there was any special place where anything was suggested which
was not a fanciful injury, they must consider how they could
manage to doas little injury as possible, and all their powers
were on the principle that they’‘must carry out all their works,
doing as little damage as might be. If they did not, they were
liable to an action. If they did as little damage as might be,
they were then still liable to pay compensation under the Lands
Clauses Act, and their 1858 Act. Therefore so far as that was
concerned, he thought they did not want any special provision
or protection in the Bill. As regarded the use of steam tugs on
the Newark branch of the river, he would presently put in the
shorthand writer's notes of the judgment of the Queen’s Bench
Division in that matter. It was perfectly clear that there was a
right to use steam tugs. If there was such a right, and if that
was involved in the grant of the original navigation, it was difficult to see why improving an existing system of navigation
entitled the iandowners to special compensation, which never
was granted under the old Bill. There was a very strong set of
petitions in favour of this Bill. They had a petition from the
Corporation of Nottingham; from the Corporation of Derby;
the Corporation of Burton-on-Trent; the Corporation of
Newark-on-Trent; the Derby Canal Company; the Derby
Chamber of Commerce; the Proprietors of the Leicester Navigation; the Proprietors of the Erewash Navigation; the
Colliery Owners’ Association of Nottingham, Leicestershire, and
Derbyshire ; the South Staffordshire Ironmasters’ Association;
the Proprietors of the Soar Navigation, and four hundred and
eighty inhabitants of Gainsborough as against a couple of
hundred who petitioned against them. During the early stages
of the Bill numerous local bodies and individuals were strongly
opposed to the Bill; but as time went on, and they realised more
clearly the true position, they withdrew their objections, until
a Mr. Pember said—there were only three real opponents
eft.
Evidence being taken in support of the scheme, Mr. E. M.
Hutton Riddell, a Newark banker, gave a brief history of the
old Trent Navigation Company, of which he had been chairman
for fifteen years, and he explained that the old company was
dissolved by an Act of Parliament in 1884, and new powers
were given to the company incorporated by that Act. The
attempt made to raise capital was, however, half-hearted, in
consequence of overtures which were made to the company by
the Corporation of Nottingham. The Corporation went so far
as to introduce a Bill in the Session of 1885, for the purpose of
acquiring the navigation. The measure was abandoned, but
the action of the Corporation to some extent paralysed the
efforts of the company. In the course of cross-examination,
Mr. Riddell stated that the object of the promoters was to make
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a thoroughly good waterway. The Bill would enable them to He intended having his own vessels if this scheme were carried down a million and a half of cubic feet of water per hour.
|That would only raise the level of the “ lake ” above Gainsborough
provide steam-tugs, and to make such charges as seemed to into effect.
them to be reasonable. The old company were carriers, and | Mr. Rofe, C.E., engineer to the Trent Navigation Company, | to the extent of three-eighths of an inch, and this estimate was
they proposed to take over the old company’s powers, and to || gave evidence as to the different Acts which had been passed in | made without taking into aceount certain moderating influences
construct vessels for the purposes of their business. They had | reference to the river. If the traffic, he said, was to be fully |which, in his opinion, would altogether remove that threeno intention of dealing in commodities as traders, or of con- | conducted, it was necessary to dredge the river and to have |eighths ofan inch. In fact, the company’s works would not
ducting any business except in connection with navigation. It more capital at their disposal, as proposed in the present Bill. | increase the height of the floods at Gainsborough to any
would be competent when the Act was passed for anyone to put | He believed the amount they proposed to raise would be suffi- | appreciable extent. As to the allegation that material taken
tugs on the river, and he knew people who were taking steps cient for their purposes. The riparian owners thought the | out of the river would be an appropriation of property, they
to do so. It would not be compulsory on them to use the |dredging would injure their banks, but he did not think it were prepared tu give compensation to landowners in respect of
company's tugs in the same way that it was compulsory on | would do anything of the kind. They had done considerable materials taken out of a profitable nature. The clause settled
people to use the railway companies’ engines on railways. As dredging on the river, and in one place on Lord Carnarvon’s | with the Duke of Newcastle, who stood with respect to his
to capital, they contemplated raising £175,000, and the pro- property at Stoke, where they had made a section and removed banks and the bed of the river in the same position as other
spectus they had issued mentioned that figure. This included a shoal, notwithstanding it had had two heavy floods through it, |riparian owners, was one which he would advise should be made
the sum of £42,500, which was to be allotted in fully paid-up | it had maintained its position. Where a proper channel was | applicable to them all. In his opinion they would not by their
shares as part of the purchase money of the old concern. A | dredged, it had the effect of improving the banks. The banks works raise the flood level at all. They would spread the flood
little over £80,000 had been subscribed, makinga total exceeding | for a considerable distance had been greatly neglected for many over a longer period by bringing some of the water down quicker,
£122,000, and leaving them only about £40,000 more to raise. | years past. They were in the most deplorable state at the parts and so there would be less come down at the maximum height.
They were to pay the old company £30,000 in cash, but the |
where the company did no dredging and no towing. There was The maximum amount coming down at any given moment
purchase they were making would represent a very valuable nothing in the geological formation of the bed of the river to would be less than it now was. The works they proposed to do
property. The works, freeholds, and plant they were acquiring prevent dredging ; on the contrary, it could be effectually and would tend to the protection of the banks. The injury which
had been valued at something like £100,000. The details| economically carried out. Dredging would improve the flow of was now done to them was not by any water brought down for
would be laid before them by other witnesses. He had no water, mitigate the floods, and materially assist the drainage.
the purposes of navigation, but by the floods.
Sir Frederick Bramwell, briefly examined, expressed the view
doubt the property represented the value they had given for it
Cross-examined by Mr. Bidder; He said he had been conor more. He had received so many assurances from substan- |nected with the company for some years. In 1845 the revenue that the proposed works would not injure anyone, and that, on the
tial persons that he had no doubt whatever the further capital | of the company from tolls was £8000, in 1850 £4711, in 1855 contrary the more rapid diseharge of the water would mitigate
which was required would be raised,
£3111, in 1860 £4862, in 1870 £4261, in 1875 £3469, in 1886 rather than increase the intensity of the floods at Gainsborough.
Mr. J. Abernethy said the effect of deepening and improving
Other witnesses, including Mr. W. N. Nicholson, a director of £2980. In 1835 they had their largest tol]. These were gross
the Trent Navigation Company, Mr. Samble, of Burton-on-Trent, tolls. The dividend on £26,000 was about £1300, so take that the channel would not be to raise the summer level—quite the
Mr. Salt, M.P., and Mr. Barnes, M.P., having been examined in from £2986 left a fair amount for working expenses. That would reverse. It must be remembered that this was to a great extent
support of the Bill, Mr. Henry Mills, F.G.S., civil engineer, was be a period, however, when they would be expending a large a canalised river. There were five weirs across it. They proexamined. He said his firm were engineers to a good many sum in dredging. He was associated with the 1884 Bill. They posed to remove certain shoals which existed between these
noblemen, each of whom had consented to his saying that he were now proposing to dredge the river deeper and to put in weirs, and the effect of that would be to lower the summer level
supported the Bill. They were in want of a good navigation, larger locks. They were going to deal with the same navigation, proportionately, and the flood level also. This was the inevitand felt confident that if the scheme now proposed was adopted but to treat it in a different manner. He was not the advising able result. Neither in the way of floods or summer level could
the works possibly do any harm. The effect would not be very
it would of necessity be a great benefit to the district where the engineer of this Bill, but he was the engineer to the company.
Among other experts and eminent men called in support of appreciable, but so far as it extended it would ameliorate the
collieries were situated. He agreed with what Mr. Barnes had
said, Large ironworks had been removed from this district to the Bill were the following :—Mr. Robert Robinson, civil floods. The deepening of the channel in the centre of the river
Whitehaven, which had been a great loss to the neighbourhood. engineer, Darlington, said he had inspected the river Trent and would have the effect of diminishing the wash upon the banks,
They had been removed to avoid the expense of transit to the the Trent and Mersey Canal. The Tees was a river with which and there would be a longer foreshore, over which the wave
sea. A great quantity of timber came to the colliery districts, he was perfectly familiar. Its banks were similar to those of would extend. During floods the damage to the banks would be
and at present it came by railway. The navigation was almost the Trent, and damage was done to the banks by the floods in a less. As the deepest portions of the river would be in the
valueless on account of the condition of the river. Witness similar way to that done to the banks of the Trent. There was no centre instead of as at present being irregular, and sometimes
pointed out five canals which ran through the colliery districts, traffic on part of the Tees, and he did not attribute the mischief running close to the side with great velocity, the erosion on the
and said the feelings of the owners of collieries and ironworks to the banks of a river in any sense to the traffic upon it. banks would be lessened. The works would not raise the flood
was that the navigation of the Trent, carried on in the way It was not likely that any result of consequence to the banks level at Gainsborough. The flood water would reach that town
a little earlier than at present, instead of being heaped up and
proposed would be a great advantage to them. There were would follow the use of steam tugs.
large coalfields along almost the whole line of the river Trent.
Mr. T. Hawksley, said his firm were responsible for the thrown down suddenly. In his opinion, therefore, Gainsborough
If the Trent was improved, no doubt the canals would be. The engineering portion of the scheme now before the Committee. would be benefitted. Witness was just now engaged for the
Nottingham Canal belonged to the Great Northern Railway. He was well acquainted with the river Trent, and had recently Government in reporting upon the navigation in Ireland. The
The Duke of Rutland used the Grantham Canal to bring coal made a careful investigation of it. He considered the proposed effect of removing shoals in the Irish rivers had been to lower
to Belvoir. The Trent navigation was naturally the key to all improvement essential, if the river was to be converted into the surface level during floods. He did not anticipate any
the smaller canals running into it.
one suitable to the navigation requirements of the present difficulty in dredging this river.
To illustrate the commercial effects of the project, Mr. R. P. day. It was not proposed to alter existing weirs, nor to
On behalf of the opponents of the Bill, Mr. Rundle, C.E., conCafferata, a plaster manufacturer at Newark, was examined. erect new ones. It was intended to substitute larger sulting engineer to the Doncaster Corporation, said he believed
He stated that his output averaged about 33,000 tons a year, locks, so as to enable a steam tug to go through with that the effect of the proposed works would be to bring down
and had done for the last three years. He had to compete with a train of barges at only one alteration of the locking. the water to Gainsborough with
ter rapidity and cause the
carriage from France, and it had taken about 7900 tons a year The result of this Bill, if passed, would be to enable the com- floods there to rise to a higher vik agThe works would, in fact,
from him. The freight from France to London was 4s. per ton, pany to do that which the old company failed to do from want increase the liability of Gainsborough to floods. One result
and railway rate from Newark to the Thames was 9s. 2d. The of means. The efforts which had already been made had resulted would be to necessitate the barrier wall constructed on the Lea
French plaster came from Rouen by boats. If the navigation in restoring some of the traffic. The Bill sought no powers to Marsh being strengthened and probably raised., It had already
were improved, he could compete with the French, and could increase the number of weirs, and the water would not be given way, with the result that Gainsborough was flooded. He
get the whole of the trade back to-morrow. He wasalso a brick higher than the present level, probably rather below it. There thought therefore that it was only reasonable to ask that where
manufacturer, and his kilns were adjacent to his works. At was no reason, therefore, to apprehend increased flooding. It damage was caused by these works the Local Board should
one time he did a considerable trade with London in bricks, but would take ten million cubic feet of water to raise the level receive the necessary compensation. Mr. W. H. Wilsted, C.E.,
the cost of carriage
was prohibitive. If he had water carriage “lake” or ficodlands between Gainsbcrough and Dunham of Hull, expressed the conviction that Gainsborough would
he could regain the whole of the brick trade which he had lost. Bridge, and the proposed works, if made, would only bring suffer for the increase of water, and Mr. Leader Williams, C.E.,
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engineer of the Manchester Ship Canal, expressed the opinion
that the bed of it had long been rising owing to neglect, and
that for an improved navigation they ought to deepen it so as
to permit of vessels drawing 6ft. to navigate the river. To
obtain this, necessary works would be required low down the
Trent in the shape of movable sluices, and these could only be
done after the deposit of carefully-designed plans and sections,
so as to protect the landowners. The capital would be lost
unless the navigation was so improved that it could compete
successfully with the railways from Burton to Hull. He thought
it only fair that if the promoters dredged at all they ought to
dredge to the outfall, otherwise the lower reaches of the river
would be more liable to floods. Other witnesses were examined
in opposition to the Bill on certain points, and the several
counsel having spoken for or against the scheme, the Committee
decided to pass the preamble of the Bill, subject to questions of
individual interests to be dealt with upon the clauses. On a
subsequent occasion the clauses were dealt with, and the Bill
was passed and reported to the House of Lords,

THURSTON’S PATENT AUTOGRAPHIC DIAGRAM
TESTING MACHINE, FOR IRON, STEEL, BRASS,
COPPER, Xc.
Tue illustration here given is an improved pattern of Professor
Thurston's testing machine, which gives an autographic record
of the qualities of iron, steel, and other materials of construction whilst under torsional strain. Experience has dictated that
several minor improvements were necessary in this machine to
make a perfect test, these being principally in the direction of
adding strength to the more severely strained parts. The
accompanying engraving has been taken from a photograph of
one of the latest examples of this machine, which has been
recently supplied to the Military School of Engineering at
St. Petersburg. Professor Thurston’s works on the qualities of
metals whilst under torsional and tensional strains, and his
testing experiments on other materials of construction, and on
friction, are now so well known by those interested in work of

this description that we need not here give any account of his
valuable researches in this direction. One of the first examples of
the machine under notice, made by Messrs. W. H. Bailey and
Co., of the Albion Works, Salford, Manchester, was noticed
in our issue of September 18th, 1877. The one now illustrated,
however, will convey a far better idea of its utility and application. We understand that Messrs. Bailey have an active department engaged in machines for an immense variety of testing
purposes, in connection with which this enterprising firm has
recently issued an exhaustive catalogue of testing machines and
instruments, and no doubt many of our readers will avail
themselves of the useful information afforded by its publication.
THE IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE.
THE spring meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute commenced yesterday at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Mr.
Daniel Adamson taking the chair as president. After the reading of the report of the Council for 1886, and presentation of
the Bessemer medal to Mr. James Riley for his important
services in the metallurgy of steel. Mr. Adamson read his
inaugural address. In this he firstly referred to the mechanical and physical properties of iron 99°92 per cent. pure, and
traced the difference in these properties as the quantity of
usual alloying materials or impurities inereased or varied, the
effect of various temperatures on irons and modern steels, as
first made known by himself to the Institute in 1878, and more
recently further investigated ; the modifying influence of
various other causes was also dealt with, and the inference
drawn that there need not, taking all these many things into
account, be any wonder at “cannon bursting, nor at Cabinet
Ministers making unwise speeches in Parliament when they
attempt to discuss a subject of such a refined technical character.”
Passing on to the discussion of the questions involved in a selection of steels best suited for guns, and for various structural uses,
and advocating more scientific knowledge of characteristics and
applications, though not in the most scientifically exact
phraseology, Mr. Adams urged the adoption of steels of higher
tensile strength for bridges. In this he will meet strong though
qualified support, but the makers and users of ploughs will
not, perhaps, be so ready to endorse the proposed application of
60-ton steel in the construction of this old implement, as there
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may be difference of opinion as to the value of a plough of half
the present weight for cutting furrows, say, 9in. by 14in, The
use of mild welding steels for boilers, the selection of irons for
founding uses, the increase in the weight of rails for our main
fast lines, from 80]b. to 1001b., as advocated by Mr. C. P.
Sandberg, the further use of cast steel, the use of boilers
that will carry 150 lb. to 200 lb. steam, so as to
employ triple and quadruple expansion engines, were all
in turn touched upon; and as greatly affecting the cost
of production of iron in England as compared with our
foreign competitors, the high mining royalties paid in England
were characterised as one of the chief obstacles to our driving all
competitors out of our markets, The need of cheaper conveyance was referred to as a great one, and as showing the necessity
for improved inland navigation.
The reading of papers then commenced, the first being by Sir
Bernhard Samuelson, Bart., entitled, ‘“‘ Notes on the Terni Steel
Works,” and the second by Mr. George Allan, of the Corngreaves’ Works, on “ Patent Composite Steel and Iron.”
The discussion on Mr. Allen’s paper, which chiefly described
the engineering uses of the compound steel which has already
been described, may be summed up by saying that for axles,
cranks, crank-pins, and numerous other such uses, the material
was of much importance. A paper was then read by Sir B.
Samuelson, “ On the Cost of Blast Furnaces in the Cleveland
District in 1887.” The attendance was very small,
THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
THE CONVERSION OF TIMBER IN THE PINE-GROWING
DISTRICTS OF THE U.S.A. BY CIRCULAR SAWS AND
BAND-SAWS.
Art the ordinary meeting on Tuesday, the 10th of May, Mr. Edward
Woods, the President, being in the chair, the paper read was on
‘*The Conversion of Timber in the Pine-growing Districts of the
U.S.A. by Circular Saws and Band-Saws,” by Mr. L. H. Ransome,
Stud. Inst. C.E.
During a recent visit to the United States, the author was struck
with the ease and rapidity with which rough logs were handled and
converted into lumber, and thought a short paper on the subject
might be of interest. The centre of the pine-growing district is
Michigan, and the Saginaw Valley, in that State, turns out probably
more lumber than any other timber-producing district of like extent
in the world. The saw-mills are situated on the banks of the river,
between the towns of Saginaw and Bay City. The general arrangement of all the mills is much the same. They are built of wood,
in two stories, the machinery being fixed on the upper floor, while
the lower floor, or basement, is reserved for the shafting, belting,
and foundations of the heavier machines. They are generally
situated at the river-side, the end at which the timber enters being
close to the water’s edge. The logs, which have been floated down
the river from the woods where they have been felled, are collected
in the mill-boom, a space of water enclosed to prevent them from
drifting away. A man stationed on a platform in the water guides
the floating logs one by one into a wooden trough, inclined from the
water to the upper floor of the mill, up which the logs are carried
by dogs fixed at intervals to an endless chain constantly revolving
in the trough. On arriving at the mill floor, the logs are deposited
on V-sha’
driven rollers, provided with spurs, which deliver them
on to a platform. A man standing on this platform controls, by
means of a lever, a steam log-flipper, with an incline towards the
carriage of the circular or band-saw, as the case may be. The logs
are held in position while being fixed by an ingenious machine
commonly known as a “‘steam-nigger.” Several methods of feed
are employed in these mills; but the usual plan consists of a steamcylinder fixed immediately below the floor-line, and corresponding
in length with the travelling carriage. In addition to the large
circular saws or band-saws, a vertical frame, or gang-saw, is
employed for cutting the slabbed logs into boards of any required
thickness.
In order the better to appreciate the respective merits of circular
saws and band-saws, the construction of both machines was
described, as well as of the mode of treating the saws in each case,
their relative advantages being considered under the following
heads :—{1) Rapidity of production. (2) Quality of work. (3) Power
consumed. (4) Waste of wood.
As regards rapidity of production, the circular saw has at present
a decided advantage, producing on an average in white pine 50,000
square feet of lumber, lin. thick, in a day of ten hours, while the
band-saw in the same time turns out on an average about 35,000ft.
It should, however, be borne in mind that the circular saw, having
been in use for so many years, has probably reached its utmost limit
of production, while, on the other hand, the band-saw, having been
but recently introduced for this purpose, is capable of considerable
further development. This assumption is confirmed by the fact
that a band-saw mill of the most improved construction has been
known to produce as much as 52,000ft. in a day of ten hours, the
product of one hundred and two logs.
As regards quality of work, the advantage is undoubtedly on the
side of the band-saw, for whereas it is practically impossible to run
a large circular saw at a high velocity without a certain amount of
vibration, which naturally produces a somewhat rough surface, a
band-saw, being packed immediately above and below the cut,
passes through the log in a straight line ; and moreover, as the teeth
of a band-saw are considerably finer than those of a circular saw,
they produce a smoother surface.
It is unfortunate that, owing to the question of power being so
little considered in America, and to the fact that the application of
the band-saw for logs is comparatively new, no authentic tests as to
the power required by the latter machine have as yet been made
with the indicator ;but by comparing the engines usually employed
to drive both the band and circular mills, an approximate idea on
this point may be arrived at. To drive a circular mill with a 6ft.
saw, an engine with a cylinder 18in, in diameter, a piston-travel of
500ft. per minute, and an average pressure on the piston of 40]b.
to the square inch, is generally employed. Such an engine developes
154 indicated eae ae To drive a full-sized
band mill, an
engine with a cylinder 12in, in diameter, working under similar
conditions as to Peer and average pressure, is recommended.
This would develope about 68 indicated horse-power, or considerably
less than one-half that required to drive a circular mill.
The last, but certainly not the least, important point is the
question of waste of wel:; and here again the band-saw gives by
far the best results. The amount of wood lost in sawdust per cut
by a circular saw is ;,in.; therefore, when producing boards lin.
thick, the waste is 24 per cent. A band-saw at most wastes jin. per
cut, or, when cutting lin. boards, 11 per cent. Again, to make
a board cut by a circular saw, when planed on both sides, hold u
to fin., it must be cut lin. thick; ¢.¢., pgin. must be allowed on eac
side for planing; while, on the other hand, owing to the superior
cutting of the band-saw, it is only necessary to allow z;in. on each
side for planing, showing an additional saving of #,in. per cut.
This gives a total saving of jin. per cut by the use of the band-saw.
The foregoing calculations apply to timber of such a size as can
be converted by a circular saw 6ft. in diameter; but for larger logs
it is necessary to employ an overhead saw, and as the tracks of the
two blades never exactly coincide, the boards thus sawn show a
joint, which necessitates a still further waste of wood. This objection does not apply to the band mill, which will saw through logs of
any diameter.
It is thus evident that for the conversion of pine logs, the balance
of advantage lies distinctly with the band-saw; and if this is so in
the case of com
tively small and cheap timber, it is certain that
for the more valuable descriptions of ae woods, which freq’
ly
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run to very large sizes, these advantages would be enorm
increased ; and it is not too much to say that the band-saw wie,
a& few years, be universally employed in preference to any other
machine for the wholesale conversion of timber.
ON THE MANUFACTURE OF SALT NEAR
MIDDLESBROUGH.
At the ordinary meeting on Tuesday, the 17th of May, Mr. G
B. Bruce, Vice-president, in the chair, the per read was “On
the Manufacture of Salt near Middlesbrough, by Sir Lowthian
Bell, Bart., F.R.S., M. Inst. C.E.
The geology of the Middlesbrough salt region was first referred
to, and it was stated that the development of the salt industry in
that district was the result of accident. In 1859, Messrs. Bolckow
aud Vaughan sank a deep well at Middlesbrough, in the hope of
obtaining water for steam and other pur
8 in connection with
their ironworks in that town, although they had previously been
informed of the probably conduits character of the water if
found. The bore-hole was put down to a depth of 1200ft.
when a bed of salt rock was struck which proved to have a
thickness of about 100ft. At that time one-eighth of the
total salt production of Cheshire was being brought to the Tyne
for the chemical works on that river, hence the Teovey of salt
instead of water was regarded by some as the reverse of a dis.
appointment, The mode of reaching the salt rock by an ordinary
shaft, however, failed from the influx of water being too great, and
nothing more was heard of Middlesbrough salt until a dozen years
later, when Messrs. Bell Brothers, of Pert Clarence, decided to try
the practicability of raising the salt by a method detailed in the
ne A site was selected 1314 yards distant from the well of
essrs. Bolekow and Vaughan, and the Diamond Rock-boring Company was entrusted with the work of putting down a hole, in order
to ascertain whether the bed of salt extended under their land,
This occupied nearly two years, when the salt, 65ft. in thickness,
was reached at a depth of 1127ft. Other reasons induced the
owners of the Clarence Ironworks to continue the bore-hole for
150ft. below the bed of salt; a depth of 1342ft. from the surface
was then reached. During the process of boring, considerable
qvantities of inflammable gas were met with, which, on the application of flame, took fire at the surface of the water in the
bore-hole. The origin of this gas, in connection with the coal
measures underlying the magnesian limestone, will probably hereafter be investigated.
For raising the salt recourse was had to the method of solution, the principle being that a column of descending water should
raise the brine nearly as far as the differences of specific gravity
between the two liquids permitted—in the preser* case about
997ft. In other words, a column .of fresh water of 1200ft
brought the brine to within 203ft. of the surface.
For the
—
application of this system a hole of, say, 12in. in
iameter at the surface was commenced, and a succession of
wrought iron tubes put down as the boring proceeded, the pipes
being of gradually decreasing diameter, until the bottom of the
salt bed was reached. The portion of this outer or retaining tube,
where it passed through the bed of salt, was pierced with two sets of
apertures, the upper edge of the higher set coinciding with the top of
the seam, and the other set occupying the lower portion of the tube.
Within the tube so arranged, and secured at its lower extremity by
means of a cavity sunk in the limestone, a second tube was lowered,
having an outer diameter from 2in. to din. less than the interior
diameter of the first tifbe. The latter served for pumping the
brine. The pump used was of the ordinary bucket and clack type,
but, in addition, at the surface, there was a plunger, which served
to force the brine into an air vessel for the purposes of distribution.
The bucket and clack were placed some feet below the point to
which the brine was raised by the column of fresh water descending in the annulus formed between the two tubes. In commencing
work, water was let down the annulus until the cavity formed
in the salt became sufficiently large to admit of a few hours’
pumping of concentrated brine. On the machinery being set in
motion, the stronger brine was first drawn, which, from its greater
specific gravity, occupied the lower portion of the cavity.
As the brine was rai
fresh water flowed down. The solvent
power of the newly-admitted water was of course greater than
that of water partially saturated, and being also lighter it occu— the upper portion of the excavated
ce. The comined effect was to give the cavity the form of an inverted cone.
The mode of extraction thus
the disadvantage of removing the greatest quantity of the mineral where it was most wanted
for supporting the roof, and had given rise to occasional accidents
to the pipes underground, These were referred to in detail, and
the question was started as to possible legal complications arising
hereafter from new bore-holes put down in close proximity to the
dividing line of different properties, the pumping of brine formed
under the conditions described presenting an altogether different
aspect from the pumping of water, or natural brine.
e second part of the paper referred to the uses to which the
brine was applied, the chief one being the
facture of
salt. For this purpose the brine, as delivered from the wells, was
run into a large reservoir, where any earthy matter held in suspension was allowed to settie. The clear solution was then run into
pans 60ft. long by 20ft. wide by 2ft. deep. Heat was applied
at one end hy the combustion of small coal, beyond which longitudinal walls, serving to support the pan and to distribute
the heat, conducted the products of combustion to the further
extremity, where they escaped into the chimney at a temperature of 500 deg. to 700 deg. Fah. On the surface of
the heated brine, kept at 196 deg. Fah., minute cubical
crystals speedily formed. On the upper surface of these other
small cubes of salt arranged themselves in such a way that, in
course of time, a hollow inverted pyramid of crystallised salt was
formed. This ultimately sank to the bottom where other small
crystals united with it, so that the shape became frequently completely cubical. Every second day the salt was ‘‘ fished” out
and laid on drainers to permit the adhering brine to run back into
the pans, For the production of table salt the boiling was carried on
ph weave rapidly, and at a higher temperature, than for salt in
tended for soda manufacturers. The crystals were very minute,
and adhered together by the solidification of the brine, effected by
exposure on heated flues, For fishery purposes the crystals were
preferred very coarse in size. These were obtained by evaporating brine more slowly and at a still lower temperature than
when salt for soda-makers was
uired. At the Clarence Works
experiments had been made in utilising surplus gas from the adjacent blast furnaces, instead of fuel, under the evaporating pans,
the furnaces supplying more gas than was needed for heating air
and raising steam for iron-making. By means of this waste heat,
from 200 to 300 tons of salt per week were now obtained.
The paper concluded with some particulars of the soda industry.
The well-known sulphuric acid process of Leblanc had stood its
ground for three-quarters of a century in spite of various disadvantages, and various modes of utilising the bye-products having
been from time to time introduced, it had until recent years
seemed too firmly established to fear any rivals. About seven
years ago, however, Mr. Solvay, of Brussels, revived in a practical
form the ammonia process, patented forty years ago by Meesrs.
Hemming and Dyar, but using brine instead of salt, and us
avoiding the cost of evaporation. This process consisted of
forcing into the brine currents of carbonic acid and ammoniacal gases in such proportions as to generate bicarbonate of
ammonia, which, reacting on the salt o the brine, gave
bicarbonate of soda and chloride of ammonium. The bicarbonate was placed in a reverberatory furnace, where the
heat drove off the water and one equivalent of carbonic acid,
leaving the alkali as a monocarbonate. Near Middlesbrough the
only branch of industry established in connection with its salt
trade was the manufacture of soda by an ammonia process, invented by Mr. Schleesing, of Paris. The works were carried on in
tion with the Clarence Saltworks, Jt was believed that the
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total quantity of dry soda produced by the two ammonia proImportations continue of steel and iron produced in Scotland. |into the Manchester district. The business doing here is, howcesses, Solvay’s and Schlossing’s, in this country was something |Steel sheets or plates, from jin. thick down to 20 w.g., the Scotch | ever, still only small, and there are sellers prep
to take under
under 100, tons per annum, but this make was considerably ex- |people are delivering here at under £7 per ton, after paying a | the above figure.
carriage of 15s. per ton; and wide iron gas strip, from 10in. up to
The manufactured iron trade remains about stationary, both as
coeded on the Continent.
20in., rw fare sending in at under £6 per ton. Narrow gas strips regards prices and demand; but if trade is not actually any worse,
from local makers are about £4 15s. to £5 per ton, and bedstead there is an absence of any prospect of improvement, which gives a
strip £5 to £7 per ton. Coopers’ hoops are about £5 per ton, ne tone to the market, and with many of the makers only
LAUNCHES AND TRIAL TRIPS.
indifferently supplied with work there is a disposition to cut a
while builders’ rough hoops are £4 15s,
+ , and deliveries little
under quoted rates to secure actual specifications. The
Pig iron does not show i
d nm
quoted
for delivery into the Manchester district remain
under
former
contracts
are
curtailed.
Northampton
pigs,
which
THe steamer, Shannon, one of the City of Cork Steamship Com- at the quarterly meetings were quoted at 38s. 6d. to 39s., are now at aboutlist£5prices
per ton for bars, £5 5s. for hoops, and £6 5s. to
y's liners, went down the Mersey on her official trial trip on
Monday, after having new machinery fitted to her and extensive selling at 36s, delivered to consumers’ works ; and Derbyshires’, £6 10s. per ton for sheets, but in many cases about 1s, 3d. per ton
which at the earlier date were 39s, 6d. to 40s. are now 37s. to 38s. under these figures is being taken.
alterations and improvements effected to her hull by Messrs, David easy.
Similarly, Lincolnshire pigs, which were 42s. to 42s. 6d.,
The condition of the engineering trades remains very unsatisfacRollo and Sons, Fulton Engineworks, Liverpool.
© new engines are to-day
abundant at 39s. to 40s. ; hematites maintain former tory. There is, perhaps, a little more work stirring in some
are of the three-crank triple expansion type, and have cylinders
branches, but it is so keenly com
for that it has to be taken
21}in., 36in., and 58in. diameter respectively, with a stroke of 36in. quotations of 52s. 6d. for Welsh forge sorts, and 57s. 6d. to 60s. at
excessively low figures, and it is very exceptional where engi‘The engines are of a very simple, strong, and open design, having nominal for best West-coast brands. Local all-mine pigs are 50s,
ater}Save in this district are more than very indifferently
ordinary double excentric valve gear, with all the valves placed in to 52s, 6d., and cinder sorts something under 20s. per ton.
Work at the mills and fo
in North Staffordshire is coming in employed.
line above the crank-shaft ; combined steam and hand reversing slowly,
i Hulse and Co., of the Bidsal Works, Salford, have just
and it is with difficulty that the plant can be kept running
on the revolving principle has been fitted. The condensing
four
turnsa
week.
The
export
keeps up fairly well, most completed a couple of special machine tools that are deserving of
water is supplied by a centrifugal pump, while there are two com- of the business being on colonial demand
account.
from North Staf- notice. One of these is a powerful self-acting lathe 75ft. long,
plete sets 0! duplicate air, feed, and bilge pumps; the pumps are
worked by an independent set of triple expansion engines, Steam fordshire works were quoted on ’Change in Birmingham this after- with four duplex cutting tools, carried by two sliding carriages and
is supplied by two large double-ended steel boilers, having a work- noon at, delivered Liverpool or equal: Common, £5; best, £5 10s.; compound slide rests, propelled by twin guide screws. Several
ing pressure of 1551b. per square inch, The whole of the machinery best best, £6 5s. ; horseshoe and turning iron, £5 15s. ; angles and lathes of this type have already been made by Messrs. Hulse, and
for heavy steel work they are becoming almost a standard tool.
is to the requirements of the Board of Trade. The Shannon isa tees, £5 15s., £6 5s., and £6 15s., according to quality ; bridge or The
lathe just completed is constructed to operate upon objects
tank plates, £6 5s,; best boiler, £6 15s.; double best, £7 5s.; and
vessel of 882 tons gross register, she is 251ft. between ——
60ft. long and 5ft. diameter, and the sliding carriage being protreble
best,
£9
5s.;
best
channel
and
rivet
iron,
£7
15s.;
and
28-2 beam, and 174ft. depth of hold. On her trial yesterday her
pelled simultaneously at the opposite sides of the bed, there is
mean draught was 12-3, and, with her engines running 81 revo- fencing wire, £7 5s.
Constructive engineers note with satisfaction that the Midland Rail- almost an entire absence of cross-strains, whilst great steadiness
lutions per minute, the speed was 13} knots per hour. This was
to the cutting operations. Each sliding carriage can
considered highly satisfactory. The whole of the contract has been way Co., having, in common with other companies, decided to sub- isbe imparted
traversed in either direct
independently of the other, and
carried out under the personal supervision of Mr. G. A. Calvert, stitute bridges for level crossings, the work of bridge construction is being rapidly pushed forward. One of the latest contracts each of the four tools will take a cut of 14in. deep overa }in. feed,
the company’s superintendent engineer.
On Setards last the steam-tug Jubilee, built by Messrs, Steward in this respect given out by the company is for the erection of a which, at the ordinary cutting speed for steel, is equal to about
5ewt. of cuttings per hour, or ten tons for the four tools
and Latham, Blackwall, made her trial trip with most satisfactory bridge at Bulwell.
Additional contracts are being Le
by the Birmingham per day of ten hours. The second special tool just completed
results. The Jubileeis 71ft. in length, 14ft. 6in. beam, and 8ft. 6in.
may be described as a large universal milling machine, which is
Central
Tramways
Company.
One
of
them
is
for
the
construction
indepth. She is fitted with compound surface condensing engines,
of a cable tramway between the borough of Birmingham and certainly remarkable for the multiplicity of work it is capable of
with cylinders 14°5 and 28in. diam., and 22in. stroke.
performing. It is constructed somewhat on the type of a planing
Handsworth,
and
others
are
for
the
supply
of
about
tons
of
Messrs. A. M‘Millan and Son launched from their dockyard at
Dumbarton, the steel screw steamer Albania, sister to the Ionia Bessemer steel tramway rails, 350 tons of slot beams, and other machine, viz., with bed, table, uprights, and cross slide, but with
a large vertical revolving spindle. It will drill a hole 34in. diameter
materials,
including
points,
crossings,
and
the
like.
and Thrace, both launched a few weeks since from the dockyard.
An inquiry is being made by the Cheshunt Local Board for about out of the solid, and afterwards enlarge this up to 5in. diameter;
These vessels are to form additions to the Greek Royal Mail and
Passenger Steamship Line trading throughout the coasts of Greece 1300 tons of cast iron pipes, ranging in diameter from 12in. to it will mill exterior curved surfaces up to 3ft. Rennes and 10in.
and adjacent seas, and are very handsomely fitted up for a large 36in., and similar work is likewise being required by the Oude and in depth, and with revolving cutters it will plane surfaces in vertical
planes 6ft. by lft. 6in., and horizontally 6ft. by 3ft. Another ver;
number of first and second-class passengers, and are to be fur- Rohilkund Railway Company.
The ironworkers at Great Bridge, believing that the sliding scale important feature in the machine is its arrangement also for slot
nished with all modern improvements for comfort and economy.
The Albania is of the following dimensions:—Length, 265ft.; of the Liability Corporation is unfair to a certain portion of the driling, which it accomplishes with the greatest facility to any
breadth, 34ft.; depth 21ft.; tonnage
register, about 1500 workmen, have, at a meeting held on Monday, passed a resolution length of stroke from about l}in. to 6ft. by any required width and
depth, whilst the reversing of the stroke by a specially designed
tons. The machinery, which is on the triple expansion type of in favour of the sliding scale of 1886.
The rivet workers in the Rowley, Blackheath, and Old Hill dis- but very simple motion is effected with as much accuracy as by the
1700 indicated horse-power, is by Messrs. D. Rowan and Son,
Glasgow, and is capable of propelling the vessel at a rs of 13 tricts have given notice for a return to the old 4s. list of wages. It crank action to be found in machines expressly designed for slot
knots. The shell of the Albania is the first on which the new is declared by the operatives that rivets which used to be paid for drilling.
po
is generally quiet in the coal trade of this district, but
electroetic drill, invented and introduced by Mr. F. J. at the 4s. list prices are being made as low as 2s. 6d. per cwt.,
not more so than might be expected for the time of year. The
Rowan, C.E., Glasgow, and Mr. J. M‘Millan, jun., of the builders’ showing a reduction of about 374 per cent.
falling
off
in
the demand is felt chiefly in the best classes of houseMore cases of serious rattening have occurred in the Cradley
firm, has been employed for the purpose of boring instead of
punching the rivet holes in hulls of vessels, boilers, &c. The Heath chain trade. What gives colour to the belief that these tire coal; the second qualities and the commoner sorts of round
coal
are
still
moving
off fairly well, and pits generally are not yet
outrages
are
not
committed
by
the
chainmakers
is
the
circumstance
drilling machine, which is of a light weight, attaches itself to the
plating by electro-magnets, and the drill is driven by electrical that smiths’ bellows are slit at some of the shops where advanced working much under what may be termed full time. There are,
however,
stocks
accumulating,
and these in some instances are
prices
are
being
paid.
energy —_ to a motor of suitable construction. By the adopThe Wolverhampton Chamber of Commerce has just received pressed for sale at under current rates ; but the quoted list prices
tion of these machines it is rendered practical to bore the whole
at
the
pit
mouth
remain
unchanged,
and average about 8s. 6d. for
from
the
British
Minister
at
Madrid
a
complete
collection
of
nativeof the shell of a vessel, producing work superior to anything
made locks in use in Spain, and they are to be followed by a col- best coals, 7s. seconds, and 5s, to 5s. 9d. for common coal. hongrad
hitherto ami 09:00 in shipbuilding.
The Barrow Shipbuilding fom ws launched from its yard on lection of locks used in Spain and made in France and Germany. classes of fuel are only in moderate demand, and are plentiful in
the 25th inst. the screw steamer Grangense for Messrs. R. Single- The collection is mainly composed of locks of the commonest the market, with prices at the pit mouth averaging 4s. 3d. to
hurst and Co., <a
Her dimensions are 180ft. by 26ft. eo ; but some imitations of French patterns are very good 4s. 9d. for burgy, 3s. $d. to 3s. 9d. for best slack, and about 2s. 6d.
per ton for the common sorts.
breadth moulded, by llft. depth of hold, and she is intended to work,
For shipment there is a tolerably good demand, but prices rule
carry about 300 tons deadweight and steam 10 knots at sea loaded.
low, steam coal delivered at the high-level, Liverpool, or the
She will be schooner rigged with two-pole masts. She is built of
Garston Docks, being obtainable at about 6s. 9d. to 7s. per ton.
steel and will be eligible for the 100 A class in Lloyd’s Registry of
Barrow.—The demand for hematite pig iron is quiet, and there
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
shipping. The ship will be —
by triple expansion engines
is not much b
in the i
diate future, if the present
ofKo indicated horse-power with a working pressure of 150 lb. per
From our own Correspondent.)
inquiry is any criterion. But there is no secret as to the fact that
square inch. The vessel will be cosnpleted in a few weeks, when
Manchester.—The condition of trade in the iron and allied buyers would readily purchase large deliveries for forward delivery
she will be ready to go to her station in South America. On the branches
in this district still presents no improved if they could be booked at lower prices than those which are asked
same day the builders also launched for the Metropolitan Board of aspect uponof industry
what I have had previously to report, except that by makers. It is significant that the demand for iron in the
Works, the twin screw steamer Bazalgette, 230ft. in length by 38ft.
the collapse of one of the oldest iron-making concerns in Glasgow and other markets has improved to such an extent as to
beam by 13ft. 10in. depth of hold, and capable of carrying 1000 tons perhaps
district has tended to emphasise the conviction which has been lead to an increase in quotations up to 43s. 6d. per ton, being fully
deadweight. She is built of steel, will be classed 100 A.1 in Lloyd's the
steadily growing of late, that prices have already passed the lowest 2s. over the selling price of a few weeks ago.
e business doing
Register. The vessel will be propelled by twin screw triple expan- point
at which it is possible that iron, even under the most favour- with second-hand dealers is also at fuller prices, and it is worthy
sion engines, 15in., 22in., and 33in, diameter by 24in. stroke, with a able conditions,
at anything like a legitimate return of note that there is less margin between the prices quoted by
working pressure of 1501b. per square inch and capable of steaming to the producer; canand bethismade
has brought forward some of the hesi- makers and that at which second-hand dealers Rive been doing
10 knotsa hour. This steamer is the first of a series of similar
Cayare who have been waiting for still lower prices. Busi- business than has been the case for some time past. The probavessels intended to be built to the order of the Metropolitan Board tating
ness, however, that is forced forward under such conditions does bility is that a considerable number of orders will be booked
of Works for the purpose of conveying London sewage sludge from not
represent any real improvement in trade.
main element during the earlier part of the summer season tor delivery
the outfalls in the river Thames out to sea.
for an improvement in trade is still wanting. There is no real during the latter part of the summer and the autumn months,
increase of actual requirements amongst the users of iron in the There is a good demand for Bessemer pig iron on the part of steel
district; and although no doubt the work in hand, taking makers, who are very busily employed, and who are experiencin,
it all through the various branches of industry, represents a good demand for steel rails especially. There is also a g
THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES a ve
iderable
ption of iron, there is still the inquiry for blooms, billets, and bars, and orders are well held.
ption is
iderably below even the pre- Rails are quoted at from £4 1s. 3d. to £4 5s. per ton net f.o.b., and
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND fact that this
sent
restricted
production,
and
this excess of iron over
require- blooms at £3 15s. to £3 17s. 6d., while billets are quoted at £3 18s.
OTHER DISTRICTS.
ments
must
of
necessity
continue
to
keep down prices.
ith to £3 19s. per ton net. There is a guaranteed activity in the steel
(From our own Correspondent.)
regard to the export trade, the increased Canailian tariffs will of trade throughout the season, and even the merchant steel and in
Tere is slightly more activity at the finished ironworks this course tend to check business in this direction, and they have given the steel shipbuilding material department there are hopes of
week in consequence of makers working off orders which are riseto some bitter comments on the hostile action which our
pee we The demand for finished iron is quiet, and sales
required before the Whitsuntide holidays begin. Such work being Colonies take with regard to what it is here regarded should be a improved
remain at an unremunerative price. The shipbuilding trade has
completed, makers anticipate nothing doing during the whole of mutual free commercial intercourse between the Mother Country, received no new impetus. Orders are offering, but up to the prenext week. In some exceptional
however, operations will be and the various colonial Possessions, Further than this the almost sent none have detinitely been placed. It is considered probable
resumed on Tuesday night or Wednesday.
prohibitory tariffs which have been put in force by nearly every that some new contracts will be booked shortly, not only in the
The close of the month operates to deter much new business country where British industrial enterprise has become a competitor shipbuilding, but in the marine engineering departments. Iron
coming out, and influenced by recent events, ironmasters show are becoming a very sore point whenever the prospects of trade are ore isin fair but not brisk demand. ‘The native samples are quoted
rather more determination than before to refuse profitless orders.
discussed, with the result that in many cases a very severe strain
8s. 6d. to 11s. per ton net at mines. Last week a sale by auction
Prices cannot be said to be improved. A moderate demand is is being put upon free trade principles which have hitherto been at West
Cumberland of Spanish ore of ordinary quality realised
experienced for medium and common bars, but the market is held without question. in what I have stated I am of course only in
9s.
6d. per ton. The coal and coke trades are steady, and no
somewhat prejudiced by the slackness of Australian inquiries. reflecting the tone of conversation which is very prevalent upon variation
in demand can be noted. Shipping is fairly employed,
Marked bars remain at £7, and second-class qualities at £6; "Change, but there seems to be a growing feeling that there is a
some very heavy parcels have to be delivered during the season
= sorts are £5 5s, to £510s., while common are £4 lis, want of reciprocity in our commercial relations with other countries and
to America and the colonies. The proposed alterations in the
which can scarcely be regarded as a satisfactory consummation of tariffs of Canada will not affect this district materially.
In the sheet branch the earliest restarts will be made after the our free trade policy.
holidays because of the desire which shippers express for the
There was a fairly good attendance on the Manchester iron
speedy execution of contracts. Sheets, singles, are £5 17s. 6d. market on Tuesday, with rather more business coming forward
upwards ;doubles, £6 to £6 2s, 6d.; and trebles, £7 easy, all from buyers, who had been holding back in the expectation of
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
with local delivery. Galvanised sheets are quoted £9 17s. 6d. to lower prices; but there was no really increased weight of actual
(From our own Correspondent.)
£10 for aAgauge, delivered Liverpool, but occasionally contracts requirements. For pig iron there was a fair amount of inquiry,
are accepted at £9 15s,
THERE is again some interest excited by steel making at Wooland transactions to a moderate extent were reported, but this was
Makers of thin sheets for stamping and working-up purposes chiefly due to hesitating buyers coming into the market under the wich. A correspondent in one of the Sheffield newspapers puts the
generally report quite an active business on account of country apprehension that the recent failure in the iron trade might tend case bluntly thus:—‘“‘
Are Sheffield artisans in future to be idle?
consumers, and also for the United States, Canada, Australia, to stiffen prices; and to a certain extent these apprehensions were If not, they will with all their heart and soul protest against
Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Russia, and Italy. Messrs. E. P. and justified, as some of the Lincolnshire makers were holding out for Government steel making at Woolwich. Every ton of steel made
W. Baldwin are meeting with an enlarged sale for their terne, a slight advance upon the prices that would have been taken a at Woolwich robs the working men of Sheffield of their livelihood,
lead, and tinned sheets in particular. Their present prices are:— week or so back. Generally, however, where higher prices were and costs the taxpayers of England double what it ought to do.”
Severn singles, £10; Wilden B., £11; pl B.B., £12, Upon asked, the effect was to check business, and there was no eager- This correspondent makes charges against the Government
doubles and extra 20s. to 308. per ton is quoted, and upon lattens ness to buy except at low figures. For Lancashire brands of pig management which it might be indiscreet to repeat. The
a yet further 20s. to 30s. Charcoal sheets are £15 ; best charcoal, iron quotations remain nominally at 38s. 6d. to 39s., less 23, gravamen of the charge is that the Woolwich officials ‘are
£18; and extra qualities, £21. Messrs. Jno. Knight and Co. delivered equal to Manchester, but at these figures local makers now making several thousand tons of steel yearly where steel
quote :—The ‘‘Cookley K” brand of tinned sheets, 26s.; Cook- are doing little or nothing. For Lincolnshire iron, makers are was never made previously, and as this promises to increase
ley 8.8., 24s.; ‘* Cookley,” 23s.; black “Dibdale,” 8s.; ‘‘K.B.C.,” asking 36s. 6d. and 37s. for forge to 37s. 6d. and 38s. for foundry, and replace enormously other materials, they want to introduce it
9s,; “Crown,” 10s, 10d.; ‘C.S.S” charcoal, 14s. 10d.; ‘Knight's less 24, delivered equal to Manchester, and at about the minimum at the expense of Sheffield, and only await higher sanction to carry
charcoal,” 18s, 10d., all per box at the works.
figures moderate transactions are reported. In outside brands into effect these contemplated enlargements.” The correspondent
The quotations of Knight’s Crown bars are £7; plough bars, £9; offering here Scotch iron remains the weak point in the market, adds: ‘*Complete plans and ie ure already arranged for pendand charcoal bars, £15, also at the works.
and in this underselling is going on quite as keenly as ever, with ing the needful sanction, and then the three or four Sheitield
: e new Russian and Canadian tariffs were much discussed by prices apparently tending still lower, but in Middlesbrough iron the manufacturers who have already expended vast sums to meet these
ironmasters this—Thursday—afternoon in Birmingham. The tone is firm, and for the best-named brands of foundry makers requirements will be dispensed with, and so will the workmen.
sheet makers, alike ordinary and best, are most affected. A la
uction of employment at several district collieries is being
hold to43s. 4d., net cash, for delivery equal to Manchester, although
business is done with Russia in common black roofing sheets, while there are some ordinary g.m.b.’s tobe got at about ls. perton under arranged for. Quotations for coal are still at winter prices, the
Canada and Russia also take best thin sheets in considerable lots. this figure.
leading company
selling at 14s. per ton for best Silkstone; thin
common sheet makers have most to fear, since Russia can more
In hematites some considerable buying is reported to have been seam, 12s. 6d.: brazels, 11s. 3d.; nuts, 10s. 10d.; brights, 10s. 10d.;
easily supply herself with these than with best sheets. As to the going on recently, both for home requirements and for shipment, common coal, 9s. 7d. Engine coal is making 7s. 1ld. per ton. The
Canadian usiness, best sheet makers anticipate increased overland and prices are showing more firmness; makers of the best brands summer prices come into operation on June Ist.
competition by the United States,
Saw-making is a trade which is carried on in Sheffield and in the
are holding for about 53s., less 24, for No. 3 foundry, delivered
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Hallamshire district to a large extent, A keen competitor in the
United States is Mr. Disston, of ‘‘Keystone” works fame, and at
one time it was feared Disston would sweep the board. Of late
years, however, the saw trade has signally revived here, and it is
again in many establishments quite a flourishing industry. A very
large business is done in circular saws for | -cutting, great
quantities of them being sent to the timber districts of the
States. Some observations made by Mr. L. H. R
yiin
one of the most important of these localities—Michigan—have
excited much interest here, particularly among the firms who
make a speciality of circular and band saws. He has come
to the conclusion that the circular saw is certain to be
superseded by the band saw for log cutting. Up to the present
date it has been held that the circular saw is the best for raj idity
of work, the average daily output—ten hours’ work—being $0,000
square feet of lin. white pine boards, the average output of the
band saw for the same period being 35,000ft. Mr. Ransome says
this comparison requires qualification. The circular saw, he contends, has reached its utmost limit of production, while the band
saw has yet undeveloped
powers. For instance, it is urged that a
band saw of a special and improved type has been known to cut
up 102 logs, producing 52,000 square feet of lin. lumber in ten
hours. In quality of work, it is believed, the band saw has an undoubted advantage, as its finer teeth produce a smoother surface,
while it passes through the log in a straight line. The Sheffield Telegraph, commenting on the controversy, states thatsofaras Mr. Ransome has been able to make comparison, he finds that 68 indicated
horse-power will drive a full-sized band saw, as against 154-horse
power required by a 6ft. circular. In other words, the band saw
1s worked with less than half the steam power required by the
circular saw. In waste the difference between the two saws is }in.
per cut in favour of the band saw, owing to the smaller quantity
of sawdust created by the band saw, and the smoother surface,
which does not necessitate so much waste in planing. In the
matter of band saws, one Sheffield firm at least is well abreast of
the times; and others may note the opinion expressed by Mr.
Ransome that the band saw will, in a few years, be universally
=
in preference to any other for the splitting of log timber.
essrs. Moses Eadon and Sons, of the President Works, Sheffield, who are very large manufacturers of saws, write to the
Sheffield newspapers to say that band saws have been successfully
used in this country for the past twenty-five years for sawing
every description of timber, and there are quite a number of saw
mills which are, and have been for a long time opening logs with
band saws made by them. The firm state that they are constantly
manufacturing band saws from jin. to 6in. wide. Messrs, Eadon
add that they cannot entirely accept Mr. R
’s stat
t
that band saws will in a few years be universally employed in preference to circular saws for the conversion of timber. ‘‘It is
- evident,” they add, “‘that band saws have a decided future before
them ; but circular saws have also advantages for some work that
no other saw can possess, and our opinion is that they will not be
materially affected.”
THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE improvement in the Cleveland pig iron trade, which set in
at the beginning of last week, still continues. The market held at
Middlesbrough on Tuesday last was largely attended, and the tone
was one of animation. Buyers once again showed a desire to
Ss and a slight advance in quotations took place. The
lief gains ground that before long a higher range of prices will
prevail, and sees ennai are anxious to secure all they
= at — rates.
llers, on et wt hand, are somewhat
shy, and evince
an unwillingness
to dis
of
e quantiti
- either for present or forward Adin.” As Tu ot. near
consumers had to pay 34s. per ton for No. 3 g.m.b. for prompt
- delivery, or 3d. more than last week. For delivery over three
months the price asked was 34s. 6d. These are merchants’ fi
Makers are very firm, 35s. per ton being what they demand for
- delivery over the next month or two. They will not quote for a
longer period in the present state of the market.
Stevenson, Jaques and Co.’s current quotations: — “ Acklam
hematite,” mixed Nos., 45s. od ; Ack
Yorkshire,” (Cleveland) No. 3, 36s.; ‘‘ Acklam
basic,” 36s.; refined iron, 48s. to 63s.;
net cash at furnaces.
Warrants show still more improvement than makers’ iron. Sales
were made on Tuesday at 34s. 6d. per ton for prompt cash and
34s. 74d. for payment in twenty-one days.
The stock in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough store is
gradually decreasing. The quantity held on the 23rd was 328,593
tons, or 150 tons less than on the 16th inst.
The Middlesbrough shipments of pig iron continue good, 59,680
tons having left the port between the Ist and 23rd inclusive, as
against 56,348 tons in April and 46,253 tons in March for corresponding
periods.
The outlook in the finished iron trade is slightly more promising.
There are several inquiries in circulation, but buyers hesitate to
contract, and prices are no better. Common bars and ship plates
are quoted at £4 10s. per ton, and angles at £4 7s. 6d., all f.o.t.
at makers’ works, less 24 per cent. discount.
The steel trade remains at about the same level, plates being
. obtainable at £6 5s., and rails at £4 2s. 6d. to £4 5s. at makers’
works. Foundries are fairly well supplied with orders for the
present. There is nothing new to report as regards the engineering or shipbuilding trades. The price of coal is tending downwards, but coke remains firm, and in good request.
The Northumberland colliers’ strike, which has lasted four
months, was brought to a close on Tuesday last, practically on the
terms offered by the employers at the outset. On the 19th inst.
another ballot was taken at the various collieries, to ascertain
whether the men would now agree to allow the Wages Committee
of their own council of delegates to approach the employers, and
make the best terms they could with them for a resumption of
work. Exactly the same question had been put over and over
. again and always answered in the negative. Until they had been
beaten down by long continued poverty and suffering, the men
would not allow their chosen representatives to use their discretion
in the negotiations which took place. They sent them rather as
messengers than as representatives, with power onlyto convey their
will and pleasure to the owners, which was a useless waste of time.
. Suffering has at last taught them what argument could not, viz.,
that the wages obtainable in any industry must depend on
what the sale of the commodity produ
under competition, will afford, and not on what the operatives think they
-ought to have. As soon as ever the Wages Committee had
-earte blanche to do their best, the matter became a simple
and easy one. They met the owners, discussed a great variety of
local details, pleaded for the men to the best of their ability, and
finally agreed to the 12} per cent. reduction at hard, and 6} per
cent. at soft coal collieries. So ends this great struggle. Most of
the pit villages, which four months ago were full of happy homes,
have now become scenes of misery and destitution. All this has
been borne with a quiet, stubborn resignation peculiar to Northumbrians, and worthy of a better cause. It will be years before
the effects of the strike pass away, and it is pretty certain that it
will take a good deal to make the present generation of colliers
undertake another big strike.
Another bore hole has reached the salt. It is the property of
the Newcastle Chemical Works Company, and is the eighth hole
belonging to the South Durham Salt Works. The American
boring process was employed, and occupied only twenty-eight
working days. The hole is 8in. diameter and 1096ft. deep.
A curious action has been brought »uder the Employers Liability
Act against the Stockton Malleable Iron Company, by a turner in
their employ named
Edwards.
is man was working a lathe,
dehind whith was a door in the outer wall. While Edwards was
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tightening up a nut behind the lathe, a gust of wind blew open
the door against him. He lost his balance, and his hand went in
among the cog-wheels, whereby he lost three or four fingers. He
claimed £234 on the ground that the building and machinery were
defective, and that a responsible foreman, a Mr. Pidd, was the
last who went through the door, and that he had not properly
fastened it. After devoting six hours to the case, the judge
1 up. He said there was no contributory negligence on
the part of Mr. Pidd, and he rejected the idea that the vibration
of the machinery would ever lift the latch out of its place. He
gave a verdict for the defendants, but hoped they would not ask
for costs.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent. )
Tue Glasgow pig iron market has been somewhat irregular this
week, prices of warrants fluctuating considerably, the range for
Scotch warrants being generally from 41s. 9d. to 41s. 5d. per ton;
Cleveland, 34s. 4$d. to 34s. 64d.; and Cumberland, 43s. Lojato
43s. 74d. cash. The condition of the Scotch warrant market is
not at all very encouraging. Stocks continue to accumulate at
the rate of about 2000 tons a week, and the only expectation of
an improvement in the market is based upon a_possible although
not a any probable improvement in the demand from the United
States, Warrants are strongly held, and the prices are maintained
at a height at which there is little market for the iron, which is
thus tossed from one speculative hand to another, and never goes
into consumption. The current production of makers is more than
sufficient to meet all the requirements of the home consumption
and the export demand. The past week's shipments have been
small, being 2187 tons coastwise and 4036 abroad ; total, 6223 tons,
as compared with 12,828 in the corresponding week of 1886. Of
the total, 1820 tons went to Italy, 529 to Canada, 400 to the United
States, 215 to India, and 230 to Holland. The imports for the
week of Cleveland pigs into Scotland have been 6090 tons, being
2000 tons greater than the Scotch foreign exports—a state of
things which forcibly indicates the lightness of the trade we are
doing at present.
ere are eighty-one furnaces in blast, against
ninety twelve months ago.
The current values of makers’ pig iron are as follows :—Gartsherrie, f.o.b. at Glasgow, No. 1, 48s., No. 3, 44s.; Coltness, 54s,
and 44s, 6d.; Langloan, 50s. and 46s,; Summerlee, 52s. 6d. and
43s.; Calder, 49s. 6d. and 42s,; Carnbroe, 43s. 6d. and 40s.;
Clyde, 46s. 6d. and 41s. 6d.; Monkland, 43s. and 39s.; Govan, at
law, 43s. and 39s.; Shotts, at Leith, 48s, 6d. and 45s. 6d.;
Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. and 44s, 6d.; Glengarnock, at Ardrossan, 47s. and 40s. 6d.; Eglinton, 42s. 6d. and 38s, 6d.; Dalmellington, 43s. 6d. and 40s.
Makers of malleable iron are generally quiet, with few fresh
orders of consequence offering at the moment,
e@ past week's
shipments of iron and steel goods from Glasgow embraced £5500
worth of machinery, £2200 sewing machines, £6500 steel goods,
and £37,100 general iron manufactures, the latter embracing £5220
worth of pipes, &c., despatched to Newcastle, New South Wales ;
£5280 ditto to Canada; and £5080 ditto to Mauritius.
Steel makers are for the most part doing well, although the
prices are difficult to maintain.
In the coal trade business has been good, the week’s shipments
from Glasgow being 21,908 tons; Greenock, 841; Ayr, 8258;
Irvine, 1778; Troon, 6970; Burntisland, 15,572; Leith, 1585;
Grangemouth, 21,849; Bo'ness, 11,208; Granton, 1985; and Port
Glasgow, 160—total, 92,114 tons, as compared with 89,887 tons in
the corresponding week of 1886. Prices of all sorts of coal are
without material change.
There is little or no trouble with the colliers at present. They
are putting out as much coal as is required, and in some places
more than can be readily got out of hand.
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Some time ago I intimated in this column that a resuscitation of
the silver lead industries of Cardigan and the North of Wales was
likely, and now I learn that good progress is making at Ynyslas,
on the Cambrian line, and not far from Aberystwith. The promise there is described as excellent. Old workers in this industry
will remember the Van mine, near Llanidloes, which at one time,
though sold for £40,000, was estimated at the value of a million
sterling. I expect that Mr. Conacher, of the Cambrian Railways,
will be ready to meet any emergency if this turns out a lucky hit.
This is clearly only the aged lode. From the time of Carbery
Price and Mackworth the great district has been regarded as a
rich field, only requiring capital to develope.
I am glad to find that the North Wales colliers are returning to
work.
e South Wales colliers are working well, and the run
upon the collieries continues.
I have been surprised with the novel names on locomotive coal
trucks in the Welsh valleys, showing that, on account of the strike
in the north, railways have to go farther afield for coal. The great
feeder, the Rhondda Valley, continues well worked, and the Taff
Vale line has had a busy time of it, some of the largest totals
known having been run down.
Taking the high total of 190,000 tons exported alone from Cardiff
a short time ago for foreign destination, I find that this amounted
to about a quarter of a mile! Taking the late totals of 10,000,000
tons, foreign and coastwise, exported annually, the fact is a
startling one that about 154 square miles of Wales is every year
shipped off to other countries. These countries, I note by the
return called for by Sir Hussey Vivian this week, are principally
Russia, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, France, Spain, Ttaly, and
t. The “returns” show that from Cardiff alone the value of
the coal sent last year was 3} million sterling, and the total quantity close upon 7,600,000 tons coal and patent fuel. The Newport
total was 1,971,956 tons, Swansea a little under a million.
e
smallest quantity from a Welsh port was Milford Haven, which
sent away 879 tons only.
Coal quotations remain in the old groove, notwithstanding the
great demand. House coal is quiet, small steam not much inquired
after, and I see large stocking going on in some quarters,
Patent
fuel shows a slight improvement.
There has been an improvement generally in the steel works.
More business is being done of a varied character, rails, blooms,
tin bar, and meovient ber. In old rails there is still inquiry in the
market, but scrap iron is not much sought after, and the offer of
10s. per ton made by buyers retards the demolition of the old
works, a consummation much desired. If prices went up at least
half-a-dozen of the old works would be brought to the hammer.
The demand for tin bar shows the state of the sister industry.
Tin-plate is certainly brisk, even if prices remain quiet. Last
our 70,000 boxes were sent away from Swansea alone, while the
quantity sent to stores only amounted to 29,241 boxes. There is
now held in Swansea about half the pagpany beyenwas in stock at
this time last year. Prices are the same as
week, but firmer.
Good coke brands fetch 13s. 3d., even wasters are realising 12s. 6d.
Siemens command 14s. best brands. Even at these prices sellers
are careful, and do not care to commit themselves to contracts for
long delivery. The opinion in the trade is that prices must go up.
Tin is still moving upward, and increased quotations for tin-plates
must follow. I see that charcoals and ternes are beginning to
ipping at Cardiff
if is
aabetterbetter aspect, and and thethaccession
a shipping
isshowishowing
ng
of oon vant to the coal fleet is steady and marked. Amongst
them is one named after the directing mind in the coal world of
Wales, Sir W. T. Lewis, who I am glad to see is back in harness
from a long sojourn in Germany, and fully restored to health,
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A good deal of iron ore continues to come in, principally from
Bilbao. Ebbw Vale and Dowlais are large buyers, Swansea jqyported 4000 tons iron and steel for tin-plate last week alone,
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE heavy blow which has been inflicted upon the iron industry
of Silesia does not appear for the moment to have affected the iron,
market there much. This may probably be accounted for by
almosta clean sweep having been made of a!! forge pig iron to send ty
Russia before the 13th inst., when the new iron and steel taritf
came into force ; the number of domestic orders still on the books
for rolled iron of all sorts, which keeps the works and mills quite
fully employed ; and the expectation that the coalition convention
with Westphalia will soon become a reality. The financia|
organs pretend to look lightly on what practical people
would call a calamity for a district, by maintaining the
illusory notion that, as the Russian iron industry is still very weak,
it will be obliged still to import Silesian pig, though the duty be
£3 p.t., or 130 to 150 per cent. of the value of the article. “But
when it is considered that Russia took 22 per cent. of the total of
forge pig produced in Silesia, not to reckon other sorts, wrought
iron and castings to a very large amount, that Austria is about to
raise its duties on iron too—and at present no compensating outlet
has been found for this quantity of iron, which must be suddenly
thrown into stock, or furnaces must be put out of blast-—then the
situation can in reality only be looked upon as very serious. Even
provided the new law now proposed permitted it, which as devised would not be the case, the plan of removing furnaces and
plant into Poland also has its difficulties, for the large works
interested in the scheme are so loaded with preference shares anil
mortgages that new capital is not to be procured in that way, and
to form new companies in the present state of political feeling and
tension between the two nations would be a hopeless endeavour.
Roumania has lately reduced some articles of its iron tariff—for
instance, wire manufactures from 10 to 4 Lei, and this seems the
— promising new outlet for Silesian iron at present, This again
will, of course, react on the coal mines. It is no wonder foreign
nations look with such envy on England, where, if one outlet be
closed, others can be opened up.
On July 1st next the following new iron tariff comes into operation in Austria :—Sheets under 0°4 mm. thick, 6f1. p. 100 ko., was
formerly 5fi.; tin-plates under 0°4 mm. thick, 10fl., was 8;
wire under 0°5 mm., 6f1., was 5; wrought iron tubes, 6°50f1., was
5; rivetted tanks and steam boilers, 8°50t., was 6; sheet iron
manufactures coated with zine or copper, 15tl., was 8°50; bright
saws, plane irons, and chisels, 20°50fl., was 10; screws under 5 mm.
20f., was 10; fine iron wares, 25°50fl., was 15. Metals and metal
wares are raised in most cases to about double the former duty,
but are not detailed here, as being of less importance to readers of
THE ENGINEER.
The Belgian iron market continues very firm, especially as
concerns pig iron. Contracts for the second half of the year have
been concluded and the furnaces are in full work. Forge pig is noted
42f., and foundry No, 3, 47f., which shows an advance of 4f.p.t.
since December. The machine shops have more to do, as a good
many orders have come in from abroad, and more are expected
with certainty shortly. There is no doubt that this is in a great
measure the result of the Belgians rings |cultivated, and which
they are persistently doing still, the plan of establishing miniature
exhibitions of their manufactures in different foreign countries
and places, which now-a-days seems absolutely required, for the
purchasers insist upon not only seeing illustrations, but actually
feeling the goods before “ee
and we all know how seeing
articles tempts purchasers,
e Americans understand this
thoroughly, even to sending a locomotive or tramcar to be seen
and tried before purchase. No doubt English manufacturers
would also soon reap the benefit, if they joined in each manufacturing district, and through the aid of the respective Chambers
of Commerce got up and sent abroad similar collections of samples,
accompanied, however, by a representative suitable in all particulars, The semi-socialistic workmen's strike in South Belgium has
not yet apparently affected the iron and coal markets; but if it
extends—and it has already assumed a threatening character--it
must soon do so, if not checked in time. Here is a problem to
solve almost as hopeless as trying to square the circle. Capital
does not receive the common interest of the country when laid out
in the coal mines, the workmen and their families cannot possibly
subsist on a pittance of 1s. 6d. to 2s, 6d. at most a day for ten
hours’ work in a deep mine, and the price of coal cannot be raised
if it is to be disp
of. If
y in plant and working is no
further possible, the lookout is a dreary one indeed.
In France the attempt to put up prices has failed, and the
tendency is downwards again, with business very quiet. With
difficulty 135f. for merchant bar iron has been maintained, while
girders are quoted 125f. p.t., and plates are falling in price.
The steel works complain of English, Belgian, and German prices
spoiling their export trade, Old rails are quoted 70f. p.t., but
difficult to be sold at that figure.
There is no improvement to note in the iron or coal markets of
Rheinland-Westphalia. Prices in general have been nominally
maintained, in consequence of the various conventions, The
demand for ores has been unimportant, and there is no material
alteration in prices from those last noted. In the pig iron market
scarcely any change has occurred. The export of spiegel leaves
something to be desired, and prices and domestic demands are unchanged. Forge pig keeps up its price in Westphalia at M. 48,
while the hast Megerinnd rands are to be bought at M. 45°50 p.t.
Foundry pig iron has not been so much called for, but, thanks to
the convention, the price has not receded. M. 50°20 was the lowest
price tendered for a lot for the Royal Dockyard at Wilhelmshaven,
and M. 53°40 the highest, p.t. delivered. In the month of roe
314,621 tons of iron were produced; forge and spiegel, 159,617 :
Bessemer, 36,763 ;basic, 80,067 ;and foundry, 38,174 tons. April
last year 291,221 tons were made, This year, up to April 30th,
1,200,439 tons have been produced. In rolled iron, both as
rds
price and sales, the condition of the trade is unaltered, an the
mills have sufficient work in hand, Stocks in second hands are
almost exhausted, so the convention price soon stands a chance of
being realised all round. Some contracts for the third quarter
have been made known, but still, as a rule, buyers are backward
in placing orders, for they do not seem to put much faith in the
convention, This may soon change when they learn the result of
the meeting of mill masters held on the 19th inst., when, it is
reported, satisfactory arrangements were arrived at. Of plates
there is nothing to note.
Most of the sheet works are well supplied with orders, and can keep on rolling regularly. Some are
rather short of work, and prefer slackening make to stocking,
though stocks are very low. The base price remains M. 130 p.t.
The wire rod trade, both in Westphalia and Siegerland, is good,
and prices are firm, and now it has a better chance, since pig iron
has fallen in the latter district. Also the wire works have full
employment, which, of course, has its influence irrespective of the
export of wire rods, and the demand for wire is good, so the
market was not weakened when some makers were induced to
lower their prices. It is now noted M. 125 to 130, both in iron and
steel, while wire rods cost M. 110 to 112 p.t. In railway material
there is nothing new, as prices and demand are unchanged, The
machine shops are a little better employed, and for some kinds of
castings a somewhat higher price has been obtained.
The lowest tender for coal for the State railways was M. 5:20,
and for patent fuel—briquettes—M. 6°60 p.t. The highest tenders
were M. 5°80 and 6°70
ively.
e long contracts lately
made were for coking coal M, 3°40 to 3°80, and for blast furnace
coke M. 6°80 to 7°40 p.t.
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daily more urgent, the facilities for transit across inventions and any secret process for the manu- 7218. Piscicutture, E. Schnell.—(F. Lugrin and E.du
AMERICAN ENGINEERING NEWS. the
Koveray, coventry |
East River to Brooklyn, and the North River, facture of compositions suitable for the imitation
Birp Scares, J. KE. Surridge, London.
(From a Correspondent.)
Hudson, to Jersey City, are under consideration, of ivory, wood, and other natural substances, 7214,
7215.
Licutine Suips, D. J. Morgan, London,
Co-operation On a railroad,—President Ashley, A company has been organised to build a great The subscribers are :—
Shares.
Railroad,
cantilever
bridge,
for
railroad
traffic,
across
the
18th May, 1887.
Northern
and
Arbor,
Ann
of the Toledo,
Levy, 292, High Holborn, merchant .. .
ttRiver, and a joint commission of the corpora- *M.
has instituted the profit-s ing plan on that rail7216. BrREECH-LOADING Fire-arms, J. D, Dougall, jun.
*A, H. Dean, 160, Fleet-street, publisher
ndon,
mn G.
road, with the approval of the stockholders, All tions of New York and Brooklyn has
W. Hunter, 14, Alfred-place, W., major7217. WaterR-cLosets, J. Clarkson and 8. Wilkinson,
officers and employés, except the president, will epeettes to consider the feasibility and necessity
| Oar) aesPar ar Pen
ae ey ey
London.
ticipate in the profits after being five years in of a bridge or tunnel connection across the river J. G. Clemow, 80, Coleman-street, solicitor ..
7218. Hanoina of Picrures Securety, H. Adeane,
in
year
from Grand-street, New York, to Broadway, F. L. Gardner, Buxton House, Chiswick
in any
the employ of the ae and each
London,
person in- Brooklyn. General Newton, Commissioner of J. Saunders, 14, Pembridge-villas, W. .. .. .. et
a dividend is declared,
7219.
Currinc Screws, T. M. Bear, J. Blomfield, and
which
terested will receive a dividend on his salary as Public Works, New York City, prefers the tunnel *N. Levy, 162, Westbourne-terrace, stock jobber 1 G. P. N. Burden, Colchester.
if he owned stock to the value of his salary, Any project ;he suggests two tunnels side by side as
The number of directors is not to be less than 7220, Srram Gear, W. W. Clayton, Leeds.
Pianos, H. W. Pohlmann, Halifax.
icipant disabled on duty so as to be incapaci- preferable to one large one, and would have three, nor more than seven; qualification, 20 7221. Pepats of Mecuanism
for Fire-arms, C. 0. Ellis
tated for not less than six months will receive a approaches at right angles, giving access to the shares; the first are the subscribers denoted by 7222. Esector
E, W. Wilkinson, Birmingham.
certificate of paid-up stock for an amount equal up-town and down-town districts. This Commis- an asterisk ;remuneration, £50 per annum each. =and Looms,
&c.,
for
Weavine,
G. H. Hodgson, Halito his total sa
for the previous year. In case sion will report shortly to the State Legislature.
lax.
of death on active duty, the legal representative The Hudson River tunnel scheme is being revived,
7224. Se_¥-FasTeNING Apparatus for KNITTING
Macuines,
A.
Beyer,
Berlin.
will be pumped out
will receive a similar certificate equa! to five times and it is said the worki
7225. Kwirtinc Macuines, J. Luddington, NewcastleTHE PATENT JOURNAL.
e of the intramural
the amount of salary for the previous year, On and work started soon.
on-Tyne.
retirement after twenty years’ continuous em- schemes is to build branches from the present Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of 7226.
Prerparinc Sarety Paper for Cugques, R. C.
ployment, the certificate will be for the amount elevated roads on the west side to the principal
Patents,
Menzies and C. M. King,
Ww.
of the last year’s salary. This is the first instance railroad ferries, carrying the tracks across to the
7227.
Extincuisuers
for Oi. Lamps, W. H. Pasley,
Application for Letters Patent.
in which the profit-sharing system, which has ferry houses, and connecting with double-deck
worked very satisfactorily in other cases, has been ferry boats, with the we deck on a level with *,* When patents have been “communicated” the 7228, PorTaBLe TaBLes, F. J. Bramley, Bradford.
CompResseD AiR APPARATUS suitable for GLAssname and address of the communicating party are 7229.
adopted by a railroad company.
the elevated railroad depdt. It is not stated
BLowING, S. Bunting, Dublin.
printed in italics.
Smelting Montana ores, —The West Duluth whether the present ferry boats could be fitted
7230.
System of Heatino Borers or GENERATING
16th May, 1887.
Land Co., incorporated by capitalists of New York, for this purpose without considerable and expenSteam, J. E. Barwick. Kent.
San Francisco, Boston, and Duluth, with a sive alterations to the arrangement of the engines, 7136. Baruino Waters, W. Lippert, London.
7231. CoupLines for Rattway Rowurne Stock, W.
Holland, Manchester.
capital stock of 2,500,000 dols., will erect extensive boilers, &c,
7137. Am Reouiator for Oxrocans, J. W. Gilbert, 7232.
Economisinc Beer Cleaner, R, Dixon, Middlesworks and plantat Duluth, Minn.;for the purpose
London.
brough,
7138. Sauces, &c., J. H. Payne, London.
of smelting and refining copper and silver ore from
7233,
Kine Spinnine and Dovusiina Frames, J. Edge,
71389. Coating Mera Puates with Tix, &c., D.
Montana. The great Anaconda copper mine has
Halifax.
NEW COMPANIES.
Edwards, R. Lewis, and P. Jones, London.
been sending its ore to Swansea—Wales—to be
—~ CuamPion Butron Fastener, G. Ball, Birming7140.
Gunrowper
Case,
L,
Clark
and
E.
H.
Steward,
refined, but in consequence of the heavy cost for
m,
London.
THE following companies have just been regisSarety MecuanisM of Evecrric Aro Lamps, &c.
freight, and the rivalry with the Calumet and tered
7141. Grinpinc Mitts, H. H. Lake.—(— Zonca and 7235,
;
F. C. Phillips and H. E. Harrison, London.
Hecla mine in Michigan, has induced the company
Bella,
Italy.)
Elkington and Company, Limited.
7236. Construction of WarTeER-Pipes Exposep to
7142, CoLLapsiBLE Boats, C. Henderson, Glasgow.
to seek better facilities for smelting and reduction,
Frost, J. Warwick, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Sarety Hook and Link, A. R. McCabe, and T. W. 7237.
and these facilities will be offered by the new
This is the conversion to a company of the 7143.
Ruwyers and Notcues for Umprexias, W. H.
and J. Thomson, London.
works. Work will begin at once, and by October business of goldsmiths, silversmiths, &c., carried 7144.
Welshman, Birmingham.
Oprarninc
BaromMetricaL
Reapinos,
3.
A.
the works will be ready to turn out twenty tons of on by the firm of Elkington and Co, It was
7238. Promotine the Circutation of Arr in Mary
Collins, London.
Drains, &c., F. F. Abbey, Huddersfield.
refined copper per day. This is a great enter- registered on the 18th inst., with a capital of
7239. DissoLvinc TaLiow, &c., in Water, F. Vogel,
17th May, 1887.
rise, and no expense will be spared to make the £500,000, in £10 shares. The subscribers are:—
Manchester.
Shares. 7145. Hotpinc Papers, E, B. Bucke, Colchester.
works complete, with the best plant obtainable
BepsteaD Bottoms, T. E. Wale, Birmingham.
F. Elkington, Wolverley, Worcester .. ..
1 7146. Sarety Buckie for Harness, Hon. W. E. Fitz- 7240,
and all improvements,
7241. Covertnc Wires ior TeLEGRAPHIC, &c., PuR*J. B. Elkington, Burry Port, South Wales. .
1 Maurice, Croydon.
Tron in New York.—The iron industries along A.
poses, D. Spill, London.
J.
Elkington,
28,
Cromwell-road,
W.
are
1
7147.
Fieip
Game,
F.
H.
Banks,
Birmingham.
7242,
Rops
and Pores for Curtarss, 8. Proctor and
the New York and New Jersey borders are expe- *Howard Elkington, Mold, Flint, manufacturer
1 7148. Sure-cure Piaistexrs for Burns, &c., J. H. GoodG. A. Malster, London.
riencing a decided ‘‘ boom.”
ines in operation *Hyla Elkington, Selby Oak, Worcester, manuman, Calcot.
Cement for ArtirictaL Srone-work, L. G.
SU
ca.60 ss oe Gs “ss te ee 00 we 1 bi Fenpers, W. Bondall and A. Webb, Birming- 7243.
are taking in increased forces of labourers, new
Knemeyer, London.
F. Elkington, Selby Oak, Worcester, manum.
mines are being opened and abandoned ones *H.GS
Heat Conpucrtors for Bakrne and Boixino, W.
ak ad ao. dn’ ae. ah. dg len a8 1 7150. Macntne Measure, W. O. Greener.—(G. Sinith, 7244.
reworked. ‘The ores are said to yield a superior G. M. Elkington,
F. Stanley, South Norwood.
King’s
Norton,
Worcester,
Trieste.)
quality at ay _ which purpose they = rin7245.
Stoprertne
G. H. Jones, London.
ee
eee
er
ae
ee
1
7151. Mouxps for BLowrxe Grass, 8. Bunting, Dublin. 7246. CLIPPING or Botries,
SHEARING SHEEP, &c., P. 8. Hyslop,
cipally used. A
mining property has been
ApJUSTABLE STANDARD Bracket, G. Halford,
The number of directors is not to be less than 7152.
Ssgow.
sedan near Warwick, eAby 9and Cooper,
Halifax.
New Motive Power, A. A. Clarke, London.
ewitt, and Co.—New Jersey Steel and Iron three, nor more than seven; qualification, 100 7158. Locks for Receptac.es for Cox, F. J. J. Gibbons, 7247.
7248. WatcueEs, J. Robinson, London.
Bloxwich.
Works—-are opening up a number of their mines 7. shares; the first are the subscribers
7249. Stoprinec and StarTiInG Apparatus, W. L. Wise.
Hypravtic Lirts, R. Clarke, London.
and shipping large quantities of ore. In connec- denoted by an asterisk. The company in general 7154.
J.
Nordmann, Germany.)
= men Sicut Evevators, T. Turner, Sutton Cold- 7250. Concave
Stipe Spear for Fisuina-rops, W. H.
tion with this boom there is revived activity in the meeting will determine remuneration.
eid.
Wigley,
Cheltenham.
zine-producing districts of Franklin and Ogdens7156. Manvuracturine O11 Gas, J. Keith, Glasgow.
7251. Securinc Wixpow-sasHes, H. H. Lake.—(A. H.
burg, N.J.; two companies that had, suspended Hinendelaencina Silver and Gold Mining Com- 7157. Boots and Suoes, H. E. Brown, Dublin.
Crockford,
United
pany of Spain, Limited.
work for some years have resumed operations, and
7158. Coverino CyLinpeks with Carp FILtets, N. W., 7252. Formers for States.)
PLastic Brick MANuracturE, J.
F. W. Thompson, and H. Hoyle, Halifax.
new parties are getting to work on their properties.
Upon terms of an agreement of the 9th inst. 7159.
Gollings and H. Hicks, London.
Povisn tor Lratuer, &c., H. Dell, Brighton.
7253. IncaNDESCENT Gas-BURNERS, E. Fahrig, London.
Seweraye of San Diego, Cal.—Colonel Geo. E. this company proposes to purchase silver and 7160. VeLocirepes,
W.
Wright,
Manchester.
7254.
Borrtes
for
Conrarsina Poisons, H. Poths,
Waring, the inventor of the ‘‘ Waring separate gold mines situate in the province of Guadalajara, 7161, = gaa &c., of VeLocipepes, W. C. Burton,
London.
system of sewerage,” has made his report to the Spain, known as La Esperanza, Buen Deses, and
e.
7255.
Fastentnc
for
Farm and Park Gates, G. W.
7162.
Artist's
Pauetre,
F.
F.
Atkinson,
London.
city trustrees of San Diego, Cal., after a long and Nuevo, Brazil. It was registered on the 14th
Shipton, London.
BILLIARD ScorinG Boarp, J. and 8. E. Brindle, 7256,
careful examination of the locality and circum- inst., with a capital of £60,000, in £4 shares, 7163,
Ovens, F. M. Mercer, London.
Whitehaven.
stances. Plans and specifications have been pre- 7500 of which are A, or £5 per cent. preference 7164. THreap Winpinc Macurnes, J. Booth, London. 7257. Harness Encrves of Oren Power SHED Looms,
A. Guthrie, G
Ww.
pared, and proposals are now invited for an shares; the B shares will be allotted to the vendor
Lockie the Brakes of VeLocipepes, C. Church, 7258.
Sypuons, E. Putzey, London.
enormous amount of work. The work includes as fully paid, for purchase consideration, The 7165.
London.
ConvertTinc Syrups from Sucar into Mono187,050ft. of sewer pi from 6in. to 24in. subscribers are :—
7166. Mitts for Grinpinc Furnxt, &c., W. Boulton, 7259.
SACCHARATES,
F.
Harm,
London.
Shares.
London.
diameter—with Y branches and specials, a large
Rotary Air Prore.iers, A. J. Boult.—(C. Enke,
Juncker, Colombe, engineer .. .. .. .. 50 7167. Twist Lace Fasrics, 8. Hamel and J. Ward, 7260.
timber sewage reservoir in the harbour, 24in. cast C.PaulFonteville,
Germany
)
Paris, engineer .. .. .. .. .. 50
London.
DentaL Anopyne, C. T. Arnold.—(C. W. Arnold,
iron pipe from the land to the reservoir, and 30in. A.8
deni, Paris,
tant a: #0
oo B® 7168, Lire-savine Equipments, H. Swindall, London, 7261.
United States.)
pipe thence 600ft. into deep water; the pipe to be R, Serrano,
Paris, professor .. .. .. «. «. 50
Traction WHEEL, H. W. Hyde and G. Myers, 7262.
Corpyinc Presses, H. H. Lake.—{J. H. Currier
put together and culled, floated into position and N, J. Jowanneaun, Tours, ex-notary .. .. .. 50 7169.
London.
and J. Thompson, United States.)
sunk, Proposals for the sewer work proper will 8. Freyler, Bordeaux, contractor .. .. .. .. 5 7170. Cartripogs, &c., T. Bland and O. M. Partridge, 7263.
Coupiines, H. H. Lake.—({V. M. Petit-Girard, G.
mdon.
10
be opened on May 20th; for the reservoir, iron L. M. J. Alziary, Paris, insurance agent
Freydier-Dubieul,
and X. Janicot, France.)
ipe, creosoted lumber, earth filling, &c., on
SMoKE-consumMiNG Apparatus, R. A. Gibbons,
The number of directors is not to be less than 7li1. — &c., for ExpLosive [Ncrepients, T. Bland, 7264.
London.
i 27th; and for the brick manholes and flush five, nor more than ten; the subscribers are to 7172. ndon.
Gauces for Steam Borers, J. Wetter.—(J. B. 7265. Puonic Reception of Exvecrricat Sienazs, C.
tank, on June 3rd.
appoint the first, and determine their remuneraLittle, ay mag |
7178. Cux Tips, F. J. Hardy, a Norwood.
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad Com- tion ;qualification, 50 shares.
7266.
2666 CLosinc
ng |BuLkHeEaps, J.J. Rogerson, = A. % Downi e,
7174,
ExtinouisHine Lamps, J. Parry, London.
pany. -The annual report of the company
is a
and J. A. Snowdon, London.
ExtiscuisHine Lamps, J. G. Thompson, London. 7267,
Knitrep Fasrics, J. J. Adgate and 8. P. Kittle,
remarkable and interesting paper, and shows that International Water and oe Purification 7175.
7176.
Manuracture
of
Goxp,
B.
J.
B,
Mills.—(F.
MalletLondon.
this already extensive system will adopt an exten‘ompany, Limit
Guy, France.
7268. Optaininc Oxycen, A. Hommel, London.
sion policy in accord with the favourable proGas, J. W. Corbett and R. D. Hardy, London.
MecHanicaL Rounpasovts, &c., L. C. Bourgaie,
This company was constituted by deed of 7177.
spects for railroad construction for the current settlement
7178. CEMENT,
W. Corbett and R. D. Hardy, 7269.
London.
on
the
llth
March
last,
and
was
London.
ear. Its line to Chi
the Chicago, Santa regisvered on the 18th inst. as a limited company,
19th May, 1887.
7179,
Rerricerator,
M.
Stanbrook,
London.
e and California—is under construction. A new with a capital of £100,000, in £5 shares,
7270. Carponic Acip Gas, E. W. Parnell and J. Simpof 7180. Boor and SHor Lasts, C. W. Evans, London.
lineisprojected from Ness City, Kan., to Colorado which
son,
Liverpool.
and are fully paid up, Its 7181. Lastryc Macutnes, 8. B. Ellithorp, London.
Springs, Col., a distance of 200 or 300 miles, object isareto allotted
7271. Srartinc of Tram-cars, J. H. Wilson, TipAnemometer, W. M. Walters, London.
manufacture materials tor the purifi- 7182.
according to the route; from Kiowa, a terminus cation of water
Cuarr-cuTtinc Macutnes, T. Lemon, London.
and other liquids and for gases, 7183.
7272. Cans for PREsERVED Fruit, &c., H. Faulder,
7184, Ececrric Arc Lamps, W. Mackie, London.
of the Southern Kansas line on the Indian Terri- and for the precipitation
and
treatment
of
sewage
Manchester.
7185. ELECTRO-PROPULSIVE Motors, W. H. Akester,
tory line, a line will run across the Indian Terri- and excreta. The subscribers are:—
bp ~INDIA-RUBBER THREAD, H. H. Waddington, ManLondon.
tory—c'
the Llano Estacado—and New
Shares.
ester.
7186.
Supportine
the
Roors
of
Coat
Mives,
&c.,
G.
Mexico, to E] Paso, Tex. Various branches and
7274. ARTIFICIAL MaNuFACcTUREof CoaL, F. V. Hadlow,
de Stacpoole,Galway.. .. ..
wning.—{C. Baily, France.)
extensions are contemplated which will serve as Marquis
o- 2428 7187. Lastina the Uppers of Boots and Sxoes, J. Y.
Buxted.
F. Candy, Bexley, Kent, manufacturer
feeders, and _ up new territory in Arizona and A. Angell, Southampton, analytical chemist
1888
Johnson. — (The Shoe Lasting Machine Company, 7275. Automatic WEATHER-BAR, J. Bird, Crewe.
7276. Twine, J. Wilcock and H. N. Bickerton, AshtonUnited States.)
New Mexico,
besides making a number of connec- N. F. Leopold, C.E., 13, Upper Westbourneunder-Lyne,
1080 7188. Coverinc InsuLaTeD ELectricaL ConDucTors,
ROPTROT.< cs a0 ce ce ee 0s ve
tions with other systems,
1
7277. Atcono.ic Liquips, J. Takamine, Glasgow.
J.
D.
Chew,
Woking,
surveyor
J. Tatham, London.
The New York and Brooklyn Bridge.—The J. Crew, 34, Finsbury-pavement, land ‘agent 2
7278, Treatinc Ores, J. 8S. MacArthur and &. W. and
1
7189.
Seconpary
Batteries,
W.
P.
Akester,
London.
capacity of the cable railroad is overtaxed now W. B. Hallett, Goring, Oxon .. .. .. «eo
W. Forrest, G:
we
1 7190. DisTILLinc and Matvrine ALcono.s, J. Wallace,
1 London.
= ENAMELLING METALLIC SurFaces, J. D. Watson,
during the busy hours, and various plans are con- E, 8. Jones, 27, Kildare-terrace, W. .. .. «.
7191. Connectinc Execrricat Coxpuctors, A. Bintemplated for giving
an increased capacity. Trains
The
number
of
directors
is
not
to
be
less
than
7980. Mera Sueets, &c., W. Orr and P. S. Brown,
kowski, London.
of three long cars are run at intervals of one and
nor more than seven; qualification, £100 7192,
Sg oe
Fire-REsistiInG Materiats, F, M. and D. D.
a-half minutes; but though crowded to suffoca- three,
or £500 stock. The company in general
7281. : xEs, &c., for Storace of Eaas, E. C. Bower,
Spence, Manchester.
tion, ee my dispose of the crowds at the shares
on.
7193.
Tractna
the
SHape
of
the
Foor,
L.
Giraudon,
meeting
will
determine
remuneration,
depot.
e rush is to New York in the morning,
7282, MaLLeaBLe Iron, G. Hatton, London.
mdon.
7283.
Mitt
Furnaces, J. Houlston and M. Croft,
and to Brooklyn in the eveni
All the cars
7194.
PREPARING
PERFORATED
SHEETS
for
AUTOMATIC
John Rogerson and Company, Limited.
London.
Musica Instruments, J. Carpentier, London.
now have a side door in the middle, in addition
This company proposes to carry on business as 7195. BreecH MecuanisM for ORDNANCE, T. Nordenfelt, 7284. Macuine for CLeanine Roaps, &c., J. Sainty,
to the end doors; the platforms and approaches
Norwich.
London.
iron, steel and chemical manufacturers, colliery
are improved,
and inclined planes, instead of ste
= Cover for Saucepans, J. Muirhead, BedfordHorse Hogs, F. C. Lake, London.
are being adopted at the exits to facilitate the dis- owners, farmers, and dealers in stock and farm 7196.
shire.
Howpers for BLack-LEap Pencits, &c., A. J.
persal of the crowd from thecars, Three plans for produce, It was registered on the 12th inst., 7197. ult.—(
7286. Furnaces, R. W. Anderson, Liv
1.
W.
von
Pittler,
Germany.
increasing the capacity are being considered:—(1) with a capital of £500,000, in £10 shares, The 7198. Osrarntne ALUMINIUM from its Ores, &c., W. A. 7287. SrreTcHiING Carpets, J. Borrows, Birmingham.
7288. CHECKING PassENGERS’ Fares in OmNiBUSEs, A.
Baldwin, London.
Increasing the or length and switching subscribers are :—
A. Gleaves, London.
7199. GavGe Cocks, A. J. Boult.—(D. H. Roberts and
tracks to allow of six instead of three car trains, *John Rogerson, J.P., C.E., Croxdale Hall,8
7289. Batrerine or Ratstno the Pixs of Szatskry, &c.,
W. D. McRae, Canada.)
with a central platform for exit and the present
H. Lister, Huddersfield.
steel manufacturer... .. .. «. «7200. Carp TaBLEs, T. A. Nottage, Liverpool.
side platforms for in
i—trains to start alter- *J.Durham,
E. Rogerson,
Croxdale Hall, Durham, steel
7201. Printinc Music by Hanp, J. H. Bennett, Liver- 7290. Expansion Boxes or Jorts, T. E. Mitton, North
Look
nately from each track; (2) cable switching instead
Birmingham.
1.
722. Exectric TeLtecrapus, A. J. Boult.—(J. F. 7291. Paptocks, J. Bates, Bloxwich.
of by locomotives; (3) a cable railroad on the Mrs. J. Rogerson, Croxdale Hall, Durham .. ..
7292. Conveyine SHEETs of Paper into Printine, &c.,
Downie, Stanhope, Durham, engiMcLaughlin, United States.)
carriageways. The first plan is recommended to *Alexander
Macuines, W. Barker and J. Beall, Newcastle-onep
ee et (A ee ee ee) ee
7203. ComBINeD SUPERHEATERS and HyDROCARBON
be adopted at one, and the third will probably be A. neer
8. Stevenson, J.P., Tynemouth, alkali manuBuryers, C, T. Shoen, London.
Tyne.
necessary before long.
e enormous traffic was
7204, ATTACHING T1REs toBicycLe WaEELs, H. Fowkes, 7293. SLEEVE or Dress ApyusteER, J. Whitehead, Biroh ah tt aC
eet ee es ee
not realised when the bridge and approaches were J. A.one
mingham.,
Cowen, Blaydon-on-Tyne, fire-brick manuLondon.
designed. All the trains Soon the Bass vacuum
~~
eee
7205. SELF-LIGHTING Lamps, A. J. Boult.—(W. von 7294, Gas Motor Encines, H. Williams, Stockport.
ng
eT
ee ee
7295. Cuttine Scarr Jornts on LeaTHer Banps, W.
brake, worked by an excentric on one axle of each W. Godden, 34, Old Jewry, solicitor .. .. .. 1 Pittler, Germany.)
H. Dorman, Stafford.
ApPaRaTus for Use in Gunnery Practice, J. G.
car, and each brakeman applying the brake to his
The number of directors is not to be less than 7206,
7296. CLutcH Mecuanism, W. Sisson, London.
Lorrain, London,
owncar. Extensions of the tracks at the Brooklyn three, nor more than five; qualification, 250 7207.
Fasteners for Groves, H. H. Lake.-{S. W. 7297. Carpine or Packinc Torter Pins, J. Jackson
end are being made, and the structure will even- shares. The company in general meeting will
and P. A. Martin, Birmingham.
Shorey, United States.)
cok a fine centrally located depdt facing a determine remuneration. Mr. John Rogerson is 7208.
Doa-carts, H. H. Lake.(R. W. Hare and R. 7298. Propucine Paper Boxes, &c., F. C. Leonardt,
City Hallsquare. The total receipts for April were appointed managing director and chairman for
Sproud, United States.)
72,665-07 dols., composed as follows: Promenade, five years, at such remuneration as may be fixed 7209. CoveRED Buttons, H. H. Lake.—(IV. P. Devine, 7299. Sroe Motions for Twistixa Frames, P, Smith,
jun., London.
United States.
1666-14 dols. (fare, 1c. ); carriageways, 5636'28dols. ; by the directors,
7210. CARRYING Knapsacks upon the Back, A. Soh- 7300. Cruet Frames, C. H. Bingham, Sheffield.
railroad, 65,362°65 dols. (fare, 3c., ten tickets for
7301. Looms for Cutrina Pitz Fasrics, J. Oswald,
ner, London.
25c.) The totalnumberofpassengers was 2,652,159;
London.
7211. Nat-mMakina, &c., Macuines, C. J. Capewell,
Improved Patent Ivory Company, Limited.
promenade, 272,799; railroad, 2,379,360.
7802. ParceLLine Tosacco, G. Wilcox, London.
London.
This company was registered on the 17th inst., 7212.
_ New York rapid transit.—In addition to the
Avromatic Suppty of Liquips, F. L. Rawson and 7303. DovsLe-action RatcHet ScRewine Stocks, T.
Maiden, London.
intramural transit question, which is becoming with a capital of. £10,000, in £5 shares, to acquire
E. Brown, London.
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7304. Orperatine the Kyives of Macnivery, R. L.
wenkin, London.
7305. Meratuic Fastentxe for the LeaTner Tips of
Bruuiarp Cves, W. Michalk, London.
7306. Macuine for Mixinc Doven, D. E. Thomson,
Glasgow.
7307. Suprortrne the Sappies of Brcycves, &c., W. G.
Ashford and C. H. Freeman, London.
7308. Lapets for the Frames of Umpretias, W. A.
Bindley and W. J. Gell, London.
7309. PortaBLe Sewinc Macuixg, A, W. Leader,
London.
7310. Money-Boxes, T. Goodman.—(E. Hammel, Germa ny.)
7811. Opentnc and Cosine CasEMENTtS, R. Livingston,
G
iw.
7312. Marca-nox, W. Bone, Grantham.
7318. ConTROLLING TELEPHONIC CaLLs, Impresa Mineraria Italiana and E H. Furse, London.
7314. Hats, &c., P. Haddan.—(¥. F. Hodges, United
States.)
7315. Fietp Macnets, 8. S. Bromhead.—{@. Perdretti,
Italy.
7316. W. Cole, London.
7317. Reversip_e Evecrric Barreriss, J. Kynoch and
W. Habgood, London.
7318. PortaBLte Vapour Barus, A. N. Mezzetti and
R. Whitlock, London.
7319. Convertine Meat, &c., into Purp, 8. Arnaud,
London.
7320. Preparation of FrreE- RESISTING MATERIALS,
F. M. Spence and D. D. Spence, Manchester.
7321. Srups, &c., L. C. H. Mensing, London.
7322. Wueets of Bicycies, &c., W. Bown and W.
Loach, London.
7328. Revo.tvixne Stme Vatves, R. Thompson, G.
Finley, and R. Hewgill, London.
7324. Wrapper for Music, &c., M. 8S. Bainbrigge,
London.
7325. Opentve Borries, L. de M. G. Ferreira and W.
Winfield, Ealing.
°
7326. Traverse Warp Macurnes, H. Haddan, London.
. StrrcHep Seams, L. Bendix, Liverpool.
7328. Gatvaxistne SHeetr Iron, N. 8. Burnell, Liverpool.
7329. Boxes for Orrruents, &c., J. P. Shields, Liver7350. Rerricerators, C. Baker, London.
7331. Om Lamps, J. H. Ross, London.
7332. Curtine Woop, L. Arbey, London.
7333. Prerartnec Ixpico Soictions for Dyvermse Purposes. F. E. Schmiickert, London.
7334. Scprortinc Caxpik SHapes, Sir H. C. Malet,
London.
7335. Weicninc Macurves, W. Snelgrove, London.
7336. Evectrric Swircs, A. Slatter, London.
20th May, 1887.
7337. Stamprnc Howes in Strate, 8, Oldershaw and D.
Butt, Leicester.
7338. ARTIFIBIAL Breasts, R. Bruzon, London.
7339. Carriace Seats, W. Wright and C. T. W. Piper,
Devenport.
7340. Motive Power, J. Neff, Ontario.
7341. Hrces, H. McKibbin, Belfast.
ae, Pana, E. Beaumontand R. Gledhill, Hudderseld.
7343. Rercectors, J. Whitehead, Birmingham.
7344 Lamps, J. Morton, Aston.
7345. Grinpine Corn, W. Holmes and E. E. Hart,
Keighley.
7346. SmaLi-arms, H. Smith, Birmingham.
7. GEaRING, A. Melvin, Glasgow.
’. Forks, A. E. Stayner and W. Roberts, Sheffield.
9. WHeets, R. J. Powell and 8S. Watts, Bath.
. Gas-morors, J. Faber, Berlin.
351. Toy, L. Myers, Birmingham.
. Haxpies, J. Gordon, Birmingham.
. Paper Fastener, J. Jackson and P. A. Martin,
Birmingham.
7354. Curtisc Tones, J. Jackson and P. A. Martin,
Birmingham.
a
Coms, J. Jackson and P. A. Martin, Birmingam.
7356. Leap Giazrxe, J. Armstrong, London.
7357. Carts, A. Atkinson, Leeds.
7358. Paps, R. C. Madden, London.
7359. Printine, W. J. Slous, London.
7360. Evectric Macuryes, G. C. Fricker, London.
7361. Wercnt Reorsterinc Macuives, G. Kirkman,
London.
7362. Cuarrs, W. C. and M. McEwen, London.
7363. Uriiisise Heart, C. Tellier, London.
7364. Banps, F. H. Maberly, Birmingham.
7365. Straps, G. Tabberner, London.
7366. Fastentnos, G. Tabberner, London.
= Time Keerinc Apparatvs, G. W. Parkes, Lonon.
7368. Poppiixe, R. Chambers, London.
7309. Type Writive Macuixe, W. P. Th pson.—{A.
Barker, United States.)
7370. Amatcamators, W. P. Thompson.—{J. A. Sperry,
United States).
7371. Sreves, J. B. Williams, I. Bradburn, and R.
Stubbs, Liverpool.
7372. Buocks, C. Klic and L. Collardon, London.
7373. Srrrer, R. Huntbach, Manchester.
7374. Buiocks, C. Klic, London.
7375. Trttinc Casxs, W. Valentine, London.
7376. VarwisHes, F. Crane.—(J. Hale and W. D. Field,
United States.)
7377. Varnisues, F. Crane.~ {J. Hale, United States.)
7378. Evecrric Inpicators and Bexis, W. Mosley and
J. Lewis, London.
7879. CatccLatinc Macuine, A. P. Eggis, London.
7380. Mures for Vioims, &c., A. N. . Mezzetti,
London.
7381. ManTe.preces, J. Dudley and J. Hamilton,
b
rby.
7382. OrnwamentTine Cicar-cases, &c., R. A. Green,
London.
7383. Suips’ Boats, C. Henderson, Glasgow.
7384. WatTer-meter, H. Gardner.—(W. C. Love,
France.)
7385. Comprsation Buiottixc Ruiter, M. Emanuel,
London.
7386. Tram-can with Gas Motor, O. Blessing,
mdon.
7387. Sexprnc Sampces by Post, &c., E. Tomlinson,
mdon.
7388. Sarety Pixs, H. H. Lake.—(D. A. Carpenter,
United § ates.)
7389. Securinc Dovsie Doors, &c., R. Fladgate,
London.
739. Macic Lawterns, A. Schanschieff, London.
7391. Liqguip Meter, A. Frager and B L. Michel,
London.
7392 Purirication of Sewace, H. H. Lake.—(C. Lortzing, United Stotes.)
7393. Picrure Corp Fastener, A. G. Hofstatter,
London.
7394. Primary Evecrric Batreries, J. A. Kingdon,
mdon.
7395. PortaBLE Revotvinc Hawyp Toor, H. Wicks,
London.
2ist May, 1887.
7396. Gatvanic E_ements, C. M. Pielsticker.—(F. C. G.
Miiller, Prussia.)
7397. Wire Grip, J. Harrison and A. Lilwell, Birm™m
7398. Corps used in Sprxnine, &c., W. P. Butchart,
G lasgow.Ww.
:
7399. Macuinery for Twistinc Yarx, C. W. L
ster,
Halifax.
7400. Cuanpe ier, &c., G. Page, jun., London.
7401. Brake for Carriaces, &c., C. T. W. Piper, Devonport.
7402. Stream Generators, J. Smith and D. Cowan,
London.
7403. Sprixcs for PeramBuLators, H. J. Lightbown,
Manchester.
7404. Manvracture of Hats, &., T. Rowbotham,
Manchester
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7405. Prosecrices for Riries, &c., T. Nordenfelt, 7506, Miners’ Lamps, The New Portable Electric —.
agNichol
Power Syndicate Company, D. Urquhart, an
London.
.
, London.
7406. Macuinery for Sizmsc Yarx, W. L
ter,
7507. Wire Ways, H. H. Lake.—(7. Otto Germany.)
Halifax.
7407. Macntwery for Beaminc Yary, W. Lancaster, 7508. SrorPERING Borr.es, J. Lauinger and W. Simon,
London.
7509. Rope-crippinc Apparatus, H. H. Lake.—(S. H.
7408. Fan Puoto Frame, M. Emanuel, London.
Terry, United States.)
7409. Recenerative Furnace, A. de L. Long and C.
Watson, London.
7410. Beartnes for VeLocipepes, 8. Watts and R. J.
Powell, Bath.
7411. Manuracture of Cement, A. Busch, London.
7412. SHrixkine Wooten Goons, &c., C. H. Hopps, SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
Leeds.
(From the United States’ Patent Office Oficial Gazette.)
7413. Compounp for Rotiers, F. Illingworth and W.
Atkinson, Bradford.
Sasn Lock, D. B. Hart, Passaic, N.J.—Filed
7414. MecuanicaL Excavators, G. A. Metcalf, Leeds $60,015.
August 5th, 1886.
7415. Eves of Nerepies, J. 8. Tayler and A. Harvey,
Claim.—({1) A sash lock consisting of the engaging
Great Grimsby.
piece
a,
the
>, and a suitable case for said bolt, in
7416. Printinc PERMANENT LaBELs on Bort.es, T. W. combination bolt
with the key, recessed into said bolt and
Hogg and P. J. Jackson, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
provided
with
the
g, adapted to e
with
7417. Cur Pire Fasrics, F. H. Wilke and G. A. J. the inner face of bearing
the bolt case to lock the
t in
Schott, Manchester.
when projected, and with the outer face of
7418. Bepsreaps and Sprixnc Matrresses, G. Lowry, position
the
case
to
loek
the
bolt
in
position
when
retracted,
ley.
7419. Cuurns, 8. Wright, Glasgow.
7420. Forcep Compustion in Furnaces, A. McInnes,
7421. Gas Apparatus, J. F. and G. B. Wright, Birmingham.
7422. Proxiyc Apparatus, A. Whiteley, London.
7423. Fastentnc Hanpies to Curtery, H. 8. Dungworth and A. Brooke Sheffield.
7424. Hotpine Martcues, T. Pickup and M. Edmundson, London.
7425. CuamBex, &c., Parts, F. Williams and C. Clarke,
London.
7426. Preparation of Atumrntium, &c., A. C. Henderson.—{P. L. T. Héroult, France.)
7427. Horse Ciiprers, A. McMurray, Glasgow.
7428. Puayrye on Musicat Instruments, F. E.
Ehrlich, London.
7429.. Uncoapine and Strackxina Hay, &c., H. King,
London.
7430. DeracnaB_e Hvs, T. H. B. Hitching, London.
7431. Erecrric Cuiocks, A. J. Boult.—(M. Engelhardt,
Germany.)
7432. Currinc Textite Fasrics, &c., E. Law, Liver- |
pool.
7433. Keys, L. Lenaerts, Liverpool.
7434. Recorpine Receipts, A. J. Boult.—(L. Thiele, substantially as described (2) In a sash lock, the
bolt 6 and a suitable case for the same, in combination
Germany.
with the key provided with the bearing g, adapted to
7435. Screws, E. de Pass.—(F. Purbrick, Australia.)
engage with the inner face of the case and lock the
7436. Switcu, A. B. Gill, London.
bolt in position when projected, substantially as
7437. Lusricators, J. G. G. E. Bischoff, London.
7488. Stone Saws, E. Edwards.—(l. Mardow.r, described.
Belgium.)
360,052.
Smoke Conpenser, B. Koberts, Indianapolis,
7439. Grinpinc SpHericat Batis, P. Haddan.—(H.
Ind.—Filed November 2nd, 1886.
Richardson, United States.)
Claim.—(1) The combination, with a furnace, of a
7440. CutLp’s Brn, E. F. M. Spies, London.
a conduit or breech leading from said fur7441. Grip for CaBLe Raitways, R. 8. Belisle and J. condenser,
nace to said condenser, a suction fan located in said
Lucas, London.
between said furnace and said condenser, and
7442. ArmospHeric Gas Burners, T. Littlejohns, conduit
a perforated circular water pipe arranged within said
mdon.
(2) The
bination, in a smoke conden7443. -—-——ceeneens Mecuanism for Guns, W. Lorens, cond
ser, of a pipe running around inside the walls of said
mdon.
and provided with fine orifices for the dis7444. Lypicatrne the Position of a Train on a Rat- condenser
charge of the water, and a revolving part, also having
way, A. F. A. Clepkens, London.
= Rear Drivine Sarety Bicycwes, J. Keen, Lonon.
7446. Fire Escape, J. O. Spong, London.
7447. Macutve Guns, F. Podger, London.
7448. Sawine State, J. P. de Winton, London.
7449. Buttons, D. Wade, London,
7450. Penno.per, T. J. McCartney, London.
7451. Avromatic Brakes, T. E. Kent and A. Masson,
London
7452. Tramway Tickets, L. J. Mars, London.
7453. SuBMERGED Mines, F. A. Velschow, London.
7454. ORNaMENTATION of Woven Faprics, J. Dopter,
London.
7455. Benpinc orCurvinc Metat Tvuses, E. S. Higgins,
London.
23rd May, 1887.
7454. Batt Castors, H. D. Booth and C. Copus,
London.
7457. Swimurne, J. Pilkington, Manchester.
7458. Stop Vatves, E. Morton and J. W. Manley, fine orifices, whereby the air in the
d
is
Stalybri
thoroughly wet when the device is in operation, sub7459, Sprrroons, W. E. Noble, Manchester.
stantially
as
set
forth.
(3)
The
combination,
in
a
7460. Duplex SLaB-TILTING Apparatus, T. Williamson smoke condenser, of the furnace,
condenser, the
and W. and H. Neilson, Pollokshields.
breech or conduit leading from said furnace to
7461. Dryinc Hat Bopres, 8. Christy and T. M. condenser,
a fan in said breeching, and a damper
Penney, Manchester.
an attachment which serves as a continuation
7462. Macutnes OperaTep by the Action of a Cory, having
— rear wall of said fan, substantially as set
F. C. Lynde, Manchester.
7463. Sorrrarres, &c., M. A. H. Rongier, Birmingham. orth,
7464. PHANTOM PuotocrapHic Camera, T. Prescott, 360,057. Steam Enorne, G. Smith, New York, N.Y.—
Filed July 13th, 1886.
Claim.—{1) In an engine, the piston ha
two or
7465. DouGH-KNEADING Macurxes, J. and T. Vicars more
ted parts
ble back and forth within
and J. hens un., Liverpool.
their
respective cylinders, said cylinders being made
7466. Fitters, T. Nelson, —_—_.
7467. Srups for Bate Ties, J. B. Bradshaw, Sheffield. movable upon their seats and operating as valves, and
the crank pin located at the central part of the piston,
7468. Fotpine Bepsteap, G. Taylor, Hyde.
to operate
7469. Surp-Locs and Current Merers, C. A. A. Capito. the parts being combined and
substantially in the manner shown and described.
HP. K. Prytz and G. A. Rung, Denmark.)
In an engine, the piston composed of threeormore
7470. Iwrerceptine and Esectinc CartTripce Cases, (2)
parts, the corresponding independent cylinders, movL and R. Bullock, Birmingham.
able upon their seats, the box
taining the ch
1
7471. Arr-ticut Trxs, J. Naylor, Hull.
7472. SELF-SETTING
ut, &c., Traps, W. Burgess,
alvern
7473. Sypnon Fiusners, F. B. Hill, London.
(360,057)
7474. Topwacco Pires, A. H. Smith, London.
7475. Sprinc Curtain Banp-HoLpeR, K. E. Wilson,
-wisham.
7476. CLeaninc, &c., Seep, G. A. Hartington, Roch7477. Troxtsc Macutyes, &c., W. and F. Bash,
7”
a i
mdon.
4‘ie
i
7478. Crosinc the Stiprnc Doors in BuLkHeaps, W.
be;
rNsy fi
Shearman and J. G. Galley, London.
i
i;
7479. —
Hixce for Step Lappers, J. Bun_e
n
nacransertasors 9 roars,
7480. BroncuiaL Vaporiser, &c., A. Drake and C.
, London.
7481. Tanpem Tricycies, B. Green and 8. Lee,
for the exhaust, the seats for the cylinder valves, and
Lond ion.
the crank shaft and crank pin, combined and arranged
7482. Coxe, R. de Soldenhoff, London.
substantially as shown and described. (3) The herein7483. CLeaninc Knives, C. David, London.
7484. Rotary Priusiinc Macuives, J. Michaud, Lon- described engine, comprising the crank shaft and
crank pin, a piston mounted upon said pin, and having
on.
surrounding the same and fitted to
7485. ad Cioran, A. J. Boult.—{C. A. Sacket, United a number of
States.
enter their respective cylinders, the movable cylinders
operating as valves, the box containing the steam
7486. Cooxmne Rances, F. Ashwell, London.
els and ports, and the sides or heads, allarranged
7487. CarriaGE Lanpau Heap Lock, &c., F. Lovett, c
for operation substantially in the manner and for the
Brighton.
7488. Stoprer for Botries containing Winss, &c., H. purposes set forth,
Aumonier, London.
Packinc-r1NG For Pistons, W. W. St. John,
7489. Lypicatine the Heicut of Water, W. L. Turner 360,121.
Brooklyn, N.¥.—tiled October 29th, 1886.
London.
Claim.—())
In a piston, a packing-ring cut at one
7490. _Pianorortes, G. Green and C. Savage, London. side only, having
its outer siae bevelled, so that the
7491. Lamps, M. Davis, London.
7492. Moortnes, E. C. G. Thomas, London.
7493. Fotpine Carrs, J. F. Clasen, London.
7494. Steet, P. C. Gilchrist, London.
7495. Inox, P. C. Gilchrist, London.
7496. TroucH GirpErs for -FLoors of Brivces, E.
2
Olander, London.
7497. Ivcreastne the Speep of Screw Streamers, H.
Lyon, London.
7498. Screw Propetiers, W. Bury, London.
7499. Recutatine the Suppty of Arr, C. Birley and J.
, London.
7500. IMpLemewts for CULTIVATING Lanp, D. Greig,
London.
7501. STRETCHING GELATINE-COATED SHEEts, F. W.
ate
Zimmer,
on.
7502. Locks, G. R. Boyce, London.
side bearin,
it the inner surface of the cylinder
7503. Burwers, 8. Pardve, London.
ring against the body of the piston
7504. +speared of Bye-propucts, P. G. W. Typke, and the side
shall wear in proportionate degree, substantially as
mdon.
7505. Locktnae Device for Paste-Boarp Boxes, A specified. (2) in a piston, a packing-ring cut only at
ove point and having a cross-section whose vertical
Greiffenhagen, London.

May
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side bea!
t the iston body is greater i
— thantefaceside bearing
"
against the inner
surface 0! e cylinder, an
ng its out
.
side bevelled, as shown and for he bubpene nahforth
(8)Ina piston, a packing-ring having a cross-section
whose side bearing against the piston-body is of
greater width than its face side bearing against th.
surface of the cylinder, and having its side bevelled.
as shown, and provided with a shoulder, as set forth’
(4) In pistons, a packing-ring having the side placed
toward the piston-body of greater depth than its
= %tinsme hyd Lag eo y in combination
w a
a
, 48 and for the
:
specified.
—
360,070. FLuip Pressurr AvToMATIC BRAKE MecnanIsM, G. Westinghouse, jun., Pittsburg, Pa.—Filed
November 19th, 1886,
Claim.—In a brake mechanism, the combination of
amain air Ripe, an auxiliary reservoir, a brake cylinder,
a triple valve, and an auxiliary valve device, actuated
[360,070]

tall
mY — 178 g
Perr,
gE?
i
fuSN
SS

by the piston of the triple valve and independent of
the main valve thereof, for admitting air in the application of the brake directly from the main air pipe tu
the brake cylinder, substantially as set forth.
360,085. Avromatic Cut-orr ror WaTER-vipes, W. (.
Brown, Atlanta, Ga.—Filed August 23rd, 1886,
Claim.—In an automatic cut-off for water-pipes, a
combination of the rocking fulcrums 9, 10, and 11,

the beam §&, the bolt 7, the loop 18, the bar 5, connected to the lever 3, the weight 4, and the valve,
b
tially as described, and for the purpose
specified.
360,182. Toot Surrort ror Latnes, J. R. Back,
Worcester, Mass,— Filed December 10th, 1886,
Claim —In a machine for boring, chucking, or
drilling, the
bination, with
hanism for holdin,
the work to be bored, and mechanism for holding anu
presenting a cutting tool to the work, and mechanisin
tor rotating said work, substantially as described, of
tool resi tor supporting said cutting tool between the
[360,132]

work and the tool holding mechanism, said rest consisting of a frame having u socket adapted to receive
and support the cutting tool, and hinged to a carriage
longitudinally adjustable on the ways in a line parallel
with the axis of said cutting tool, and ways forined on
the rigid f
k of the
hine and adapted to
receive said carriage, substantially as described, and
for the purpose set forth.
360,139. Cut-orr ror Water Pires, W. G. Browne,
Atlanta, Ga.—Filed August 23rd, 1886.
Claim.—{1) In a cut-otf for water pipes, the combination of the
pound
coil
posed Tome strips of different metals, 8 and 9, one end of said coil being stationary and the other having a rotary movement, as
described, the valve operating plate 7, the rotating
valve 6, its stem loosely fitting said operating plate,
but turning with it, the spring 17, and the fixed valve
seat, all arranged and operating to cause a discharge
of water through the pipe 18 by the change in the
temperature of the compound coil, substantially as

77
set forth. (2) In a cut-off for water pipes, the com
bination of the compound coil and valve operated b
said coil with the pipe 18 and valve 2, lever 3, aud
vesse. 4, to contain water to act as a weight for
closing said valve 2, substantially as specified. (3) In
an automatic cut-off for water pipes, the combination
of the compound coil 8 9, the adjusting plate 10, the
plate 7, spring 17,-valve 6, the part 13, and vessel 4,
attached toa lever3, having counterbalance 5, arranged,
substantially as described, to close the valve 2.
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THE DRAINAGE OF FENS AND LOW LANDS
BY STEAM POWER.
By W. H. WHEELER, M. Inst. C,E.
No, VIII,
Tue turbine form of pump has a vertical spindle, and
must be placed below the water, generally at the lowest
level from which the water has to be pumped, The earlier
forms were made with the fan divided into two parts
with a centre diaphragm, but pumps of more recent construction have only a single fan with one inlet at the
lower side of the disc. For the same ay of water to
be discharged this necessitates the fan being made of
larger diameter than those having the double fan, and
pumps with single fans can therefore be run at a smaller
pen oh of revolutions—a great advantage when used for
drainage purposes. The water
s to the opening in
this case through a trumpet-shaped mouth continued
downwards a short distance to prevent the pump drawing
air when the water is pumped to the lowest level. The
gradually decreasing size of the opening at the entrance
produces a corresponding increase in the velocity, which
is again increased on leaving the fan by guide blades, the
apertures between the guide blades being smaller near the
fan than above.
The use of guide blades is found to increase ve
materially the discharging power of the pump. In experiments made by Mr. Parsons, a pump, which without the
guide blades discharged 1500 gallons a minute, increased
this quantity to 5000 gallons a minute when the guides
were added, the pressure of steam remaining the same.
This form of pump is fixed in an iron case or brick well,
the outlet from which is at the lowest level to which the
water in the outlet channel is ever likely to fall, No
delivery or suction pipes are required, the opening in
the well is either protected by a self-acting valve to prevent back flow when the pump is not working, or doors
are placed at the end of the channel leading into the main
outfall drain. The pumpis hung by its spindle toa girder
across the well at the top by a gun-ametal bearing that is
quite accessible, the spindle being stayed by horizontal
guides in the well. No footstep is therefore required; the
bearings of the different parts have conical seats, and the
fan can at any time be taken out for repairs and replaced
without emptying the water from the pump well. This
arrangement secures the machine from the wear and tear
due to its exposure to the grit and dirt contained in the
water, and facilitates repairs when required. It is
necessary to arrange the well or case so that it can at any
time be pumped dry if required—a precaution, however,
that is seldom wanted. This form of pump requires no
valves, being always charged and ready for starting ;
being also covered by a considerable depth of water it is
free from the action of frost, which is liable to freeze the
water if left ina pump ex
1 to its action, and burst
the case. The friction of the water along the suction and
delivery pipes necessary in the other form of. pump are
also avoided.
The action of a centrifugal pump is as follows :—
As soon as the fan begins to revolve the blades carry
the water with them, which is then pushed forward
and drawn into the case partly by the mechanical action
of the blade propelling the water forward, and partly by
the ae action created by the rapid rotary motion
created by the fan. The vacuum created by the water
driven out by the fan is immediately filled by a fresh
supply of water from the inlet. The water driven out
by the fan is propelled along the discharge pipe, or having
no other means of escape, rises up the pump well till the
outlet is reached. A constant and continuous stream
without check or shock, as in bucket pumps, is thus
created, and the water is kept in motion along its whole
passage. The quantity of water discharged is as the
square of the diameter of the fan, and not in proportion
to its cubical contents, the speed at the periphery and the
lift being the same.
The best velocity for the water to flow through the
passages of the fan is from 6ft. to 8ft. per second. The
discharge increases with the increase of velocity, a small
increase in the number of revolutions producing a large
increase in the delivery. Mr, Parsons—“ Trans.” I.C.E.,
vol. xlvii.—states that he found an increase of fourteen revolutions—392 to 406, or about 3} per cent.—increased the
discharge from 1012 gallons to 1753—42
per cent. Up to
a certain speed the pump does not act, and the fan revolves
without lifting the water over the overflow. Unless the
speed for which the pump is intended to be run at is
attained, the machine does not work efficiently at its best,
and fuel is wasted. It is important therefore that the
engineman in charge should know the velocity for which
his pump is speeded. The formulas for ascertaining the
quantity of water discharged by a centrifugal pump are
complicated, and the coefficients vary with each particular
make. Messrs. Easton and Anderson furnish the purchasers of their drainage pumps with a diagram by which
the quantity discharged can be emeiuinel by inspection
when the lift and speed are known. If a record is kept
of the lift, and the speed and time of working of the engines
by the engine-driver, checked by locked counters attached
to the machinery giving the number of revolutions, a
means is provided of preserving a record of the quantity
of water pumped, and at the same time a check is placed
on the engine-driver.
In the centrifugal, as in all other pumps, a certain
amountof the power applied in driving them is absorbed
by friction of the bearings and resistance due to rot
of the surface of the pump, and the eddying motion of the
water; this loss varies from 30 to 50 per cent. The duty
to be expected from a centrifugal pump of the best construction used for drainage pur
may be taken at
about 75 per cent., falling in small-sized pumps
those
not of the best construction to 50 per cent. Whe ratio of
useful effect in water lifted, as compared with the indicated
horse-power, for the direct-acting pumps put up by Messrs.
J. and H. Gwynne, has been found to vary from 55 to 60
per cent. This also includes the work of the engine.
The statical height of water which these pumps will
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support without dischargin
uires a 8
which
wats in some degree An the form of the bed
Mr. Thompson-—“Trans.” LC.E., vol. xxxii.—states, as
the result of his experience, that the speed of the periphery per second required to balance the weight of the
water up to the point of discharge is equal to eight times
the square root of the given height in small pumps and
9°82 times in large pumps. In a letter which appeared in
Tue Enorneer of September 24th, 1886, Mr. C. Brown
gives, as the result of experiments made by him with

Fic.6
pumps having blades of the form shown in Fig. 6—the
water being held at a height of 45ft.—
(1) Required a speed per second = ,/2 9h.
(2
a
= considerably more.
(3)
ne
still more.
(4)
"
0°82x J/2gh.
In a description of the pump made by Mr. C. Hett, of
Brigg, for the s.s. Eldorado, in Tue Enetreer of June
18th, 1886, it is stated that Mr. Hett found a pump of his
make with 2ft. disc which gave a full discharge at a height
of 16ft. 6in. when running 190 revolutions a minute, the
velocity at the periphery being only about two-thirds of
the head due to gravity. The following formula for
ascertaining the speed and discharge—founded on Mr.
Thompson’s data—is given in Molesworth’s “ Engineering
Pocket Book” :—
S=8 ,/H in small fans, or 9°5 ./H in large fans.
8
3
~ 64
”
or 90°25
”
”
rc

JZ
/H
D=Diameter of fan in feet.
H=Head of water in feet, including head, corresponding with friction of pipes, &c.
S=Speed of periphery of fan per second.
Q=Quantity of water lifted, feet per minute.
C='12 to ‘18.
The great advantage that a centrifugal pump has over
all other machines for raising water for the drainage of
land where the lift is constantly varying, either from the
rise and fall of the tide in the outfall river or the lowering of the water in the inside drains as the pumping proceeds, is that it adapts itself to these variations in the lift
without any alteration in the speed of the engine, employment of differential gear, or attention on the part of the
engine-driver. If kept working at the ordinary speed,
the pump will discharge either more or less water as the
lift diminishes or increases.
Centrifugal pumps of the smaller class are generally
kept in motion by a strap running round a pulley on the
Fig 7.
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spindle of the pump and the driving wheel of the engine
hose of the turbine form are worked by a mitre pinion,
keyed on to the vertical spindle gearing into a bevel wheel
on the crank shaft of the engine. Direct-acting engines and
centrifugal pumps are also constructed with engine and
ump on the same base plate, the piston-rod being attached
y a short connecting-rod to a crank in the spindle of the
pump. In Fig. 7 is shown one of these pumps as fitted
up by Messrs. J. and H. Gwynne for the drainage of the
Grootslag Polder, near Andyk, the lift being 10ft. 6in. and
the discharge 75 tons per minute for each pump.
Messrs. Gwynne strongly advocate the use of.the pump
with horizontal spindle as preferable to the turbine type,
being, in their opinion, more effective, occupying only a
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very small space, and requiring inexpensive foundations,
the cost of the instalment being considerably less than
that of any other type.—‘“ Notes on Pumping Machinery
for Drainage Pu
” by J. and H. Gwynne, 1885.
Messrs. J. and H. Gwynne have erected several of these
direct-acting engines and pumps in Holland and France,
particulars of some of which will follow. For the drainage
of the Middel Polder in Holland, containing 1600 acres, a
pair of their engines and pumps were erected in 1878.
The space occupied by engines and pumps is only 21ft. by
11ft., and they are each capable of delivering 30 tons a
minute to a height of 16ft. Although these engines make
138 strokes a minute, and, when emptying the lake, worked
for three months, night and day, they have run for eight
years without anything being required to be done to them
except ordinary repairs. At the Legmeer Polder a pair
of direct-acting vertical engines and pumps were also
erected by the same firm in 1875. Each engine and pump
is capable of lifting 75 tons 17°38ft. per minute, and occupies a space 15ft. by 10ft. These engines make 156 revolutions a minute; yet, notwithstanding this high speed,
the author was assured by the superintendent in charge
that, beyond an accident to the fan of one of the pumps,
owing to a piece of wood having got into the case, no
stoppage had taken place, and the repairs had only been
slight and of the ordinary character common to all
machinery. The satisfactory working of this class of
pump was confirmed at other stations in Holland which
the author visited. The small space occupied by this
class of machinery, and the fact of the pump being placed
on the same floor with the engine, is the means of effecting considerable saving in foundations. In the case of
the pumps at Middel Polder, a road intervenes between
the engine-house and the river into which the drainage
water is discharged; the iron delivery pipes are carried
beneath this road, the usual masonry culvert under the
road being thus dispensed with.
The theory relating to the force and discharge of these
pumps, with the result of experiments in connection therewith, will be found in the
papers in the “Transactions”
of the Institution of Civil el by Mr. Thompson,
in 1871, vol. xxxii.; Mr. Parsons, in 1876, vol. xlvii.; Mr.
Unwin, in 1877, vol. liii.
With the best class of pumps with low lifts, such as are
required for drainage purposes, the following may be
taken approximately as the rate of discharge. The
amounts given are, however, considerably above those
attained by the pumps in ordinary use :—
Diameter of
suction and disWater discharged per minute.
charge pipe,
in inches.
Gallons.
Tons. °
|
a
ee
re
22°32
Me seds: cicua'..dext ae
7,000 ...
31°25
os >,
11,000 ...
49°10
30.
a. Jae -S:
80°35
36. tw
. ee a<c
89°28
a2.
--. 24,000 ...
120°33
48.
. 40,000 ... . 17857
54.
. Too...
ae
60.
... 100,000
. 446°43
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THE SALTAIRE EXHIBITION.
Amonest the processes of manufacture exhibited in
the Saltaire Exhibition there are match, pencil, and pin
making, none of which have been shown to the
public in these modern successors of the old fairs. All
these are interesting to the visitors, as illustrative of the
manufacture of articles of common use, and made by very
simple appliances, at least as far as the two first mentioned are concerned. The match making is exhibited by
Messrs. Seanor and Sons, and illustrates the ordinary
method in which the wood is cut up in guillotine machines,
and the splints, long enough to make two matches, placed,
by hand, in dipping frames, one end projecting on either
side of the frame. After being dipped in paraffin, and in
the igniting mixture, they are dried and cut in two and
packed. The dipping is not actually shown at Saltaire,
as this, and the cutting after drying, are both, if not
dangerous, at least risky operations, and such as could
not be permitted in an exhibition building. Match
making machinery made under Norris’s patent is not
exhibited; but this system of manufacture is interesting,
as it makes the splints of the proper length from the
first, and the work of putting them into frames for dipping and drying is performed automatically.
The manufacture of pins at the rate of 160 per minute
is carried on by one small machine, one tumbling barrel,
and some apparatus in which they are whitened. The
machine bears some resemblance to the French nailmaking machines, but it differs materially in two essentials—namely, in that the blank wire is thrice gripped in
making the head, and in the pointing apparatus employed.
It takes rather more than an eighth of an inch of the
pin wire to make a pin head. If the attempt were made
to upset this length of wire, and form it into a head in
one operation—that is, with one grip and one squeeze by
the snap-head die—the wire would rather double up than
thicken up in almost all cases. The wire is therefore
first gripped with about a twentieth of an inch projecting.
This is squeezed up or upset, so that it is reduced to
about one-thirtieth of an inch. The grippers then release
it, and it is pushed forward another twentieth of an inch,
and this is similarly reduced. When this is repeated a
third time, sufficient wire has been upset to form the
head, and it is finished and the wire cut off to the required
length. The headed blanks fall into a receptacle,
whence
they arrange themselves in order in the narrow slot
between two inclined and bevel-edged bars, shown in
section at A A, Fig. 1. It isa matter of no importance
how the blanks P fall, as they must find the position
shown. The slight jarring of the machine is sufficient to
cause the blanks to descend the bars A, and at the lower
end they are caught between a fixed part of the machine
C, and a piece D which hasa longitudinal reciprocation of
short range combined with a movement which separates D
slightly from C, so that the blanks P gradually pass along
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in the direction of the arrow. Below D revolves at a high
speed a cylindrical cutter about 9in. in length. This
cutter is made in a peculiar manner, and may be called a
cylindrical file. It consists of cylindrical segments E, made
from sheet steel, grooved with fine, sharp grooves like a
single cut file. This steel is cut up into lengths and bent
round into the cylindrical form E—see Figs. 2, 3, and 4—
and hardened. The ends of the cylindrical segments are

bevelled, as seen in Fig. 4, and held at the ends by collars
that catch their edges, and by intermediate collars K on
the spindles S—Figs. 4 and 3—that catch them and hold
them firmly. The ends of the blanks P are very lightly
pressed by this fine rotary file, but with the high speed at
which the file runs more pressure than the elastic spring
of the wire is unnecessary, and by the time they reach the
end of the guide pieces C D, they are well and finely pointed.
The mode of making up this cylindrical cutter is ingenious and such a tool might have many applications. The

machine which makes these pins at the rate mentioned
does not occupy a ground space of more than about 24
square feet, and is not more than 3ft. 6in. high. From it
the pins pass toa vessel containing a heated silvering mixture, and from this they pass to a tumbler, in which they
are immersed in bran, tumbled, and finished. The wire
from which they are made costs now about 74d. per lb.,
so that the total cost of 1]b. of pins is not much now
that they are made by machinery which is almost automatic. The machinery is exhibited by the Stroudwater
Pin Company, of Dursley, Gloucester.
Pencil-making, or some parts of the manufacture, is
shown by Messrs. Wilson and Co., of Keswick. This
plant again is of a very simple kind.. Cedar boards, C, are
cut up into slips, which are at the same time grooved on
one side. The sketch, Fig. 5, indicates the saw bench on
which this is done. The cedar board to be cut up into

strips P is guided by the guide G and pushed past the saw
S mounted on a spindle D. This cuts the strip from the
board C on the table T, and the small grooving saw B on
the spindle A at the same time cuts the groove in the side
=
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of the slip. The leads, most of which are moulded from
pulverised foreign blacklead, are laid with glue in the
groove, and a strip without the groove is glued over it.
After drying, the rough square pencil is passed through a
well-known form of rapidly-revolving inside or hollow
cutter, which leaves them round and smooth, according to
the condition of the cutter. After this they are sandpapered by boys, and some are polished. They are
usually made two pencils in one length, afterwards cut
into two. Comparatively few pencils are made now with
the leads cut from the pure Cumberland lead, and few
lumps of this native lead will give a piece more than Qin.
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to 3in. in length, so that the groove of a pencil made with
it is filled up with short pieces.
Amongst the machine tools exhibited is a very useful
lathe with a small planing attachment exhibited by Mr.
J. Appleyard.
essrs. Taylor, Wordsworth, and Co.
show a fine collection of Noble’s wool-combing and finishing machines, and Mr. John Perry shows a fine piece of
work in a Noble’s ring comb for one of these machines.
It is a gun-metal ring about 3ft. 9in. diameter, with six
annular rings of pointed pins set into holes drilled for
them, the distance apart of the pins varying in the
different rings from a tenth to about one-thirtieth of an
inch, the whole being set with
perfect regularity, and
probably reaching nearly sixteen thousand insertions.
Messrs. D. Sowden and Sons, S. Smith and Sons, and
G. Hattersley also exhibit looms; and Messrs. Moss and
Mellor exhibit some very clever stocking net cloth
weaving machines. Turkish towels are being woven b
a machine by Mr. Mark Leach, and Messrs. Elkana
Hoyle and Sons exhibit calendering machines, hot presses,
and hydraulic press pumps. Mr. C. E. Hall, Sheffield,
exhibits a useful continuous or intermittent hoist for
small parcels. Two of Mr. Hall’s chains carry at equal
distances small shelves or tables. Motion is communicated to the chain wheels by gearing which gives a slight
dwell at the time of the arrival at the receiving and
delivery floors of the shelves, giving time for placing
goods upon them or taking them off. All this machinery
is driven by a fine Corliss engine by Messrs. Hick, Hargreaves, and Co., from which the accompanying engraving
was taken, when only a small quantity of work was being
done. The engine has a cylinder 18in. in diameter and
4ft. stroke. It runs at 60 revolutions per minute, and is
supplied with steam from a Lancashire boiler nominally
at a pressure of 60 lb. per square inch. The engine is
exactly like that in the Manchester Exhibition.
The Exhibition is lighted by electricity, Messrs. Mather
and Platt’s “ Manchester” dynamos being used. The
whole of the
power for the electric lighting has been
provided by st John Fowler and Co., and consists
of three engines. A 40-horse nominal compound semiportable engine, capable of giving off 120-horse power.
The engine is fitted with Hartnell’s automatic expansion
gear, and runs at 90 revolutions per minute, and a piston
speed of 360ft. The boiler is of steel, and the fire-box
is
of Lowmoor iron. The boiler is fitted with Ramsbottom
safety valves, the pressure being 140lb. A 20-horse
semi-portable compound engine, capable of giving off
60-horse power; revolutions, 135 per minute. A 50horse nominal boiler, capable of raising steam for 150horse-power. This boiler is also of steel, and fitted with
Ramsbottom’s safety valve. The fire-box is of copper;
pressure, 140 1b. per square inch. A pair of 13in. by 2ft.
stroke high-pressure non-condensing horizontal engines.
Each engine is fitted with automatic expansion gear.
The diameter of the fly-wheel is 10ft. 5in., and the power
of the engines 50 nominal horse-power, capable of giving
off 150.
The belts are twelve in number, varying from
Sin. to 12in. in width, and are of double leather, and
copper sewn, the largest being 12in. for engines capable
of giving off 150-horse power.
Amongst the miscellaneous articles may be mentioned
the non-corrosive removable clear varnish for bright
goods, and black and white hard enamel paints, exhibited
by Messrs. Millard and Walker, Leeds.
ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
REPORTS.
Costa Rica—Trade in 1886.—The past year has been a peaceable and quiet one ; a good steady business has been transacted
all the year round, and there are good prospects for the future.
The foreign debt has been arranged with the bondholders, and
further capital has been raised for the completion of the Atlantic
railway to San José. So as to foster agriculture and utilise the
natural products of the country, Congress has authorised the
President to allow the free introduction of all machinery that
serves to do so. English manufacturers must look to their
laurels, if they wish to retain their position, as Germany and
the United States are fast becoming competitors in these
markets, and producing goods as cheap and equal in quality, if
not superior, to those of Birmingham. In the capital, San José,
where there is a large business done, there are among the chief
merchants and shopkeepers three American, two Colombian,
one Danish, three French, five German, and three Spanish
houses, but not one English house. English hardware has been
superseded by the manufactures of Germany and the United
States.
France—Trade of Marseilles in 1886.—With the exception of
the French vessels which have a monopoly of the coasting trade,
England holds the first place in point of tonnage, and as compared with 1885 there is an increase of seventeen vessels and
24,160 tons. Freights, hence, have been very scarce, and the
greater portion of our vessels sailed from Marseilles in ballast,
generally for the Black Sea and Spanish ports, seeking cargoes.
The British coal trade shows a large increase in imports compared with 1885. The increase is almost entirely in South Wales
coal, and arises from low prices of coals at home and exceptionally low rates of freight during the year, thus enabling merchants to compete with French collieries, both for town and
manufacturing trades and the requirements of the French liners,
&c. The demand for Newcastle coal is almost nominal, the only
importation being confined to the requirements of the Marseilles
gas works. Notwithstanding the operation of the bounty
system, the shipbuilding in this district is in a languishing
condition, and at one of the principal yards the proprietors have
been forced to discharge a considerable number of hands, though
some reduction in their numbers had taken place in 1885.
France—Production of coal, iron, and steel—Of anthracite
and coal the yield was 194 million tons in 1886, against 19 million
tons in 1885. One-third of the quantity raised was from the
collieries of the Pas de Calais, one-sixth from those of the Nord.
The yield next in importance is that of the Loire, then come
those of the Dréme and Saone et Loire. The pig iron produced
in 1886 was 1,507,850 tons, against 1,630,648 tons in 1885. The
pig smelted by charcoal fell from 29,000 tons in 1885 to 13,000
tons in 1886. Manufactured iron was 767,214 tons in 1886,
against 782,431 tons in 1885, Of this, rails fell from 4479 tons
in 1885 to 910 tons in 1886. Iron has almost ceased to be used
for the permanent way of railways. The production of steel
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fell from 553,839 tons in 1885 to 466,913 tons in 1886. Out of
this the quantities of rails turned out in 1885 and 1886 were
355,558 and 252,933 tons respectively. The department of the
Nord turns out half the total supply required by France in the
shape of manufactured iron. For steel there is an active and
equal competition between the Nord and the Meurthe et
Moselle,
France—Trade of Boulogne district in 1886.—There is a slight
falling off in the import of coal. Pig iron shows a very marked
decrease, and it seems as though the imports of this material
would gradually cease; the quantity imported through Calais
decreases, but not to the same extent. lLron ore which igs
imported from Bilbao shows a further large decrease. There is
a fall in the quantity of machines and machinery from England;
owing to the heavy Customs duty it is difficult for British
manufacturers to compete with French, and were it not for
the superiority of English machines the decrease would be
greater. Practical men assert that owing to certain English
firms giving special attention to a certain class of machines and
making them a speciality, they are able to produce them of a
sufficiently superior quality to make up for the increased cost
caused by the heavy duty, and that they can in some cases compete with the cheaper machines made abroad. At Calais the
falling off ‘n the imports of coal has ceased, and there is an
increase, but the quantity is below what it was a few years ago.
The decrease in the quantity of pig iron arriving from Great
Britain continues; it is now about half what it averaged a few
years ago. There is a further decrease in the imports of
machinery from England, owing to the stagnation in the lace
trade of Calais. At Dunkirk the importation of pig iron has
considerably diminished, and it is very probable that it will
never rise again to its old figures, owing to the increased production of France. In 1886 246 tons of Belgian girders were
shipped from this port to the United Kingdom; this was
probably owing to the merely nominal freight paid, though the
girders must have been cheaper than British ones. Of the three
blast furnaces at Outrean—a suburb of Boulogne—only one is
in blast. The blast furnaces at Marquise have been out for two
years, and the large ironworks which employed over 3000
people are nearly closed. The supply of iron ore for the blast
furnace at Outrean and the steel works at Isberqu's is obtained
almost entirely from Bilbao, arriving generally in French
bottoms. The following table gives the production of the ironworks of the Nord for 1884 and 1885 :—
1884.
1885. | 1882. | 1884.
1885,
Nature of product. quantity | Quantity | price
mites
Peles
n tons, | in tons.
.
2
a
|
|}£s a ia & 14m.4.
Bessemer steel
75,877 | 88,817
716 0' 7 8$10| 68 9
Merchant iron
208,709 | 196,905
710 4'644/)568
Sere
12,944 | 2,804 | 718 6 610 0 5 8 4
Refined iron ..
216,030 | 214118 | 8 011 297
#1180
Sheet iron
20,237
40,092 /1019 5)
TUM 6 61
Special iron ..
46,579
24,602
7741604!
520
Sheet iron has nearly doubled, while all other kinds have
fallen off. Bessemer steel shows an increase, but the quantity
produced is still below that of 1883. The prices in the above
table for 1882 show the great fall that has taken place in the
price of iron. It seems difficult to exaggerate the depressed
state of the iron trade in the North of France. The zincworks
at D’Auby-lez-Douai in 1885 produced 10,600 tons, which was
about the average quantity ; the average price was £14 14s, 10d.
per ton, a fall of 9s. 10d. per ton on the price of the preceding
year. During the year 1885, notwithstanding the commercial
depression, there was an increase in the quantity of coal raised
in the Pas de Calais; this is accounted for by the reduction in
the sale price having enabled the coal to be sent to greater
distances and compete with foreign coal. Thus, in spite of a
greatly diminutive consumption, these collieries have been enabled
to increase their output. The quantity raised in 1886 was about
6,350,618 tons, which shows a progressive increase, though the
mine at Hardinghen was not worked. In 1885 these mines employed 28,581 hands ; the total sum paid to the workmen was
£1,271,942; the average daily pay to each workman was 3s, 2d.
for those underground, and 2s. 7d. to those above ground.
Spain.—Trade of Malaga in 1886.—Though there has been a
decline in the number of ships and amount of tonnage, the
British carrying trade has not suffered any material loss, whilst
at the outports in the consular district British shipping has
increased both in number and tonnage, especially at Carthagena.
A chamber of commerce has been formed, and in addition to its
menibers, captains of vessels of every nationality, foreign merchants, shipowners, and tradesmen established in the city may
bring their suits before the chamber; but all parties to the arbitration must previously agree to be bound by the decision of
the jury, formed by ballot from the committee to hear the
case, against which decision there is no appeal unless the jury
disagrees, when the chamber may name a new jury composed of
a greater number of persons. Foreign merchants who have
been established in the country ten years, and who have paid
taxes according to their position, may become members of the
chamber, and enjoy the same rights and privileges as natives.
The commercial convention between Great Britain and Spain
has not yet materially affected the trade of the district. Something more than mere reduction in tariff of British goods is
still wanting to bring back from Belgian, French, and German
competitors the trade which they were able to divert from us
during the many years’ existence of the differential tariffs.
Unless our manufacturers employ commercial _ travellers
acquainted with the language of the country, and qualified
to study the requirements of their customers, they can hardly
regain the ground that has been lost. There are at Malagaa
number of young German clerks who on their return home
will be prepared by knowledge of Spanish for employment by
German firms having business with this country. Some such
system might be advantageously adopted at home. _British
goods coming to this market, though of better quality than
foreign manufactures of the same class, are usually considered
too expensive, and the dealers are often forced to fall back on
the cheaper wares of other countries.
:
Italy—Trade of the district of Genoa for 1886.—In English
trade shipping has again increased over all previous years, but
the increase is due only to the large imports of coal. In all
other goods the import from England has declined. “I am not
at all sanguine as to the extension of our trade with this
country in the branches which were formerly of most importance. With India trade is likely to increase considerably, but
not with England. In the metal trades, though pig iron and
tin-plates still come entirely from England, brass and iron sheets
are arriving largely from Belgium and Germany ; and int machinery, the native industry has of late made rapid strides towards
emancipating itself entirely from foreign competition by means
of arrangements with English and French firms of old standing
and great experience bringing in their capital and technical
knowledge to the assistance of the native establishments, which
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are further enormously protected by the patronage of Government, which now in all contracts specifies that native firms are
to have preference over foreigners, even where competition is
nominally open to all comers, During the past two or three
years the tendency has been for English firms to join the native
industries and share their profits, instead of competing against
them, as in the case of Messrs. Maudslay’s alliance with Ansaldo
and Co., of Sampierdarena ; Messrs, Brotherhood, with Odero
and Co., of Sestri, Messrs. Hawthorn, with Guppy and Co., of
Naples ;and Messrs. Armstrong and Co.'s establishment at Pozzuoli, Again, Messrs. Henfrey and Co., of Pertusola, have
enlarged their smelting establishment at Spezzia, and have
annexed to it a shipbuilding yard and machinery shops, at which
they are constructing boilers, engines, and steam vessels,
to profit by the Bounty Act passed last year in favour of
the Italian Mercantile Marine.
If Englishmen did not
thus come forward, Germans, French, or Swiss would; and
one of the big undertakings, the new rolling mills at Leghorn, is the creation of a French firm, who set them up as an
Italian limited liability company with the special object of
taking Government contracts. Ansaldo and Co,, of Sampierdarena, have on hand for the Government alone work which involves
a large extension of their old premises, besides the opening of a
new building yard at Sestri Ponente. They have at this new
yard a 100-ton floating crane, a despatch boat, and eight torpedo
boats, and at the old establishment they have, besides a quantity
of torpedo boat engines and locomotive engines, some very important forgings for Government, and the engines and boilers for
the 20,000-horse power Sicilia, one of the three great ironclads the
Italian Government have decided to build, the other two being
constructed at Leghorn and Naples. Odero and Co., of Sestri,
are also actively employed in making engines ;Wilson, Maclaren,
and Co,, of Rivarolo, have also been fully employed ; and Cravero
and Co., of Genoa, have built a small steamer for the Roman
trade, and have on hand four torpedo boats for the Government.
Tardy, Benecke, and Co., of Savona, have entered into an alliance
with a Westphalian firm, of Bochum, who are to put a considerable capital into these works, which are to be immediately
enlarged, with a view of undertaking the manufacture of cannon,
iron plating, and other war material. The ironworks of this
neighbourhood are therefore fully employed. The import of pig
iron has still further fallen from the small amount of 1885, and
the import of old and broken iron has also fallen off, the probability being that there were large stocks of old Government
stores and railway iron available. Manufactures of cast and
wrought iron have slightly increased, while machinery has fallen
off. A deal of the import classed as wrought iron consists
of parts of machinery imported by the local firms to be fitted
in their workships, There has been some increase in the import
of galvanised wire rope from England, which trade seemed
to be passing into the hands of the Germans, but has of late
revived. In corrugated iron and other sheeting for roofs we
have also made a stand against German competitors, and tinplates are still exclusively supplied from England. The quantity
imported in 1886 was about double that in 1885. In steel we
continue to hold our own. In brass bars and sheets, copper and
yellow metal, we are doing very little, and shall probably be shut
out of the market altogether when the new works at Leghorn—
which are to open this year—have got into full swing. The
imports of British coal have again increased, and last. year
amounted to 1,074,000 tons. Of this amount 542,600 tons were
trom Cardiff, 439,500 tons from Newcastle, the remainder being
North English and Scotch coal shipped at Liverpool. The
import of British coal to Savona has also increased, which
shows that the competition of German coal through the
St. Gothard has not made itself felt in this part of Italy, nor
has the bounty of 9°6d. per ton granted to Italian vessels had any
sensible effect on our trade, almost all this large import having
been under the British flag.
United States—Trade of Galveston in 1886.—Galveston is
still doing a steady business, and the State of Texas extending
and improving its business relations with Europe, though the

| 9ft., and inside at top, 6ft. 8in.; built to a batter of 1 in 72.
Being the fiftieth year of this tall shaft, Mr. Robert Todd,
woollen manufacturer and present occupier, is having it
repaired, and a new copper rope lightning conductor fixed up
the outside. Mr. Joseph Ball, known as a chimney and spire
restorer and lightning conductor fixer, of York Castle, Oldham
is doing the work.
In
ing out this difficult undertaking, the ascent to the
top of the shaft has been made by fifteen wooden ladders of the
ordinary type, as used by painters, specially made light and
strong for the purpose, and weighing from 20 lb. to 50 1b. each
according to their length, and of the average width of 11}in. at
| bottom, and tapered to about 10in. at top. Distance pieces of
| wood are fixed at the back of the ladders at top to keep them
|from the brickwork, thus providing a good foot and hand hold
} for the workmen.
The procedure of laddering is as follows:—The first length or
section of ladder is placed at the base of chimney shaft, and a
hooked wrought iron dog or holdfast, made from jin. round rod,
about Qin. long, is driven firmly into the brickwork 4ft. from
the bottom of the ladder, and a second iron dog driven into
shaft about 4ft. down from top of the ladder, to which dogs the
ladder is firmly lashed. The dogs are formed so as to prevent
the lashing of the ladders from slipping when any strain comes
upon them—see the annexed engraving. Having
lashed the first length, the next step is to
place a free Jadder against it. This the workman climbs until he can reach about 4ft. above
the fixed length. Here he drives into the
brickwork an iron dog, and attaches a pulley
block to the same; then one end of the rope
reeved round the sheave is brought half-way
down a second loose section of ladder placed by
the side of the first, the rope being fastened;
the second length is hauled up by workmen at
the base of the shaft until it is half its height
above section No. 1; it is then temporarily
Pd
lashed to the fixed length, and Steeple Jack
climbs up and drives another holdfast into the
BURMA STATE RAILWAYS.
brickwork 4ft. above its (the second length’s)
top. He then shifts the pulley block to the
THE drawings above illustrate the ironwork now about to be
upper holdfast and descends. Length No. 2,
constructed under contract for bridge piers on the Toungoo and
still attached to the rope at its middle, is then
Mandalay Extension of the Burma State Railways, metre gauge.
hoisted above the first length fixed, which it
The ironwork comprises fifteen bridge piers, consisting of cast iron
overlaps two rounds, and the top of No. 1 and
cylinders,
3ft. in diameter, caps, screw lengths, and wrought iron
bottom of No. 2 are then securely lashed
bracings, &c.; one capstan head for sinking piers ; five spare cylintogether, and No. 2 then forms a continuation
ders, intermediate lengths ; one spare cylinder, screw length. All
of the first fixed length. The climber mounts
the rivets and bolts required to complete the erection of the piers
--0
No. 2 length, which is still held by the pulley
in India had to be supplied with an allowance of 50 per cent. on
block and rope, and drives in a holdfast above,
the net quantity of rivets required for waste.
shifts the pulley block, and proceeds with No. 3
The columns for these bridge piers are, it will be seen, strong
w
as he did with section No. 2, and so on until
| plain cylinders, the flanges being inside, and of the section
rf
the underside of cap is reached, and here a diffi| shown to a larger scale in the upper part of the engraving above.
3
culty presents itself. In Messrs. Dixon’s
~
| * will be observed that lugs for bracing purposes are not cast
shaft, at about 10ft. down from the top, a
upon the columns or piles, but strong wrought iron bracing
stone cornice projects 3ft. The length of
clips are employed to avoid any of the dangers resulting from
ladder
coming close underneath this cornice or
F?-->
300
LINE———»-————->}
-—->-————~—
GROUND
FROM
the failure of a lug. Our engravings also show the capstan head 5-—
cap was fixed very firmly. Another length was
which is to be used for sinking the screw piles.
hauled up until its top was about 5ft. above the cornice, and
then this slanting length was secured to the length below at its
foot at intermediate points, and also close underneath the cornice, by lashings or ropes specially made. In climbing this
slanting length the workman’s back is towards the ground. A
LADDERING A TALL CHIMNEY.
| last length of ladder is hauled up and fixed above the cornice,
Firry years ago Messrs. P. Dixon and Sons, of Shaddongate | reaching to the top of shaft, and to the bottom of this the top
Cotton Mills, Carlisle, built a tall chimney shaft, which is a | of the slanting ladder is firmly fixed as an additional security,
landmark for miles around, in connection with their factory. | thus completing the laddering of this tall chimney shaft. The
This shaft is described in Bancroft’s treatise on “ Tall Chimney | whole operation of thus climbing the 300ft. was accomplished
Construction” as being of the following dimensions :—Height |in five hours.
| from foundation to top, 320ft. 6in., and from ground line,| The shaft is now being pointed with mastic about 50ft. down,
| 300ft.; outside measurement at ground line, 17ft. 4in., and| and two cracks which are on opposite sides of the chimney, and
| inside measurement, 9ft. 6in.; outside dimension at top,| extend to the bottom, are being repaired.
strangling of imports by protective and prohibitive duties continues. The average duty now imposed on European imports is
an ad valorem of nearly 50 per cent. A New York merchant
who buys £20 worth of British goods must pay in addition
nearly £10 to the New York Custom-house. The Texan wholesale dealer will have to pay £30 plus the New York merchant’s
profits, sv that before the goods reach the consumer they will
have cost at least £34 to £35. It is complained that the present
tariff not only deprives the Southern American consumer of a
cheap purchasing market, but enables the Northern manufacturers to combine and fix exorbitant prices just below the cost
of imports. The protected steel manufacturers are said to have
realised during the past year 67 per cent. profit on their united
capital of £4,375,000. The price of steel rails in America is
from £7 1s, 8d. to £7 5s. 10d. per ton. In England the price is
£3 17s. 1d., and the import duty is £3 10s. 10d. per ton. If
there was no duty £5 4s, 2d. would pay for imported English
rails for New York. The protected American manufacturers
having turned out and sold 1,700,000 tons of rails in 1886, have
pocketed a bonus of £3,540,000 clear and above the natural
cost of English rails landed in New York. The natural price
of English rails in New York, less duty, being £5 4s. 2d. a ton,
the British manufacturer, even if rails were free, would be
handicapped by a natural protective duty of £1 7s. 1d. per ton
in favour of the American rail producer. The amount of
| wages paid by the combined American ironmasters to their men
| for 1886 is said to be £1,416,667. Assuming the total output
| to be at or about 1,700,000 tons, the cost of production is therefore under 12s, 6d. per ton, but call it 14s. 7d., in which
case the natural protection of £1 7s. 1d. per ton cost of
| transport would pay the wages, aud leave a profit of 12s. 6d.
per ton, which on 1,700,000 tons would be £1,062,500.
According to the American manufacturers’ statement, the
total cost of the raw material and wages was £8,720,390,
| the total value produced was £11,628,669, leaving a profit
| of £2,908,279.

THE
TRAMWAY-TRAINS.
At a meeting of the Société des Ingénieurs Civils, which took
place on the 4th of March, the subject of “Tramway-Trains ”
was brought forward by M. Cossmann. This appellation has
been chosen to designate light conveyances which, like tramcars, stop frequently, but have a velocity equal to that of the
ordinary trains. It is nearly ten years since they were first
tried in Austria, and in the environs of Berlin; from thence the
idea spread into France, and was adopted with certain modifications in accordance with the different requirements and the
restrictions of the Legislature. To authorise a departure from
existing regulations a presidential decree was found necessary,
which was granted on the application of the Administrators of
the State Railways. The three articles of this decree related to
the length of the trains, the number of men accompanying each
train, and the precautionary measures to be observed en route
and at the stations; the rate of speed also to be determined by
ministerial orders.
The question appears to have fallen into abeyance for about two
years. At the end of that time, in 1884, the Compagnie du
Nord, alarmed at the falling off of their traffic, took measures
to reduce the working expenses of each line in proportion to the
receipts, and resolved to try the system of tramway-trains on a
branch of their Belgian line, and on two of their French lines.
The system had already been applied in a suburb of Ligge, ona
line running between that town and Maéstricht. Of the two
French lines, that between Lille and Tourcoing was considered
suitable for the trial of a single carriage tramway-train, and on
the line running from Boulogne to St. Omer, it was thought that
light trains composed of several carriages would be better fitted
to the requirements of the traffic. The happy results of this
triple experiment, which was inaugurated on the 15th of July,
1885, decided the company to develope and extend the application to several sections. The present length of way is 475 kilos.,
and the projected extensions would increase it to 800 kilos. At
the end of this year tramway-trains will be seen circulating
between the Station du Nord, St. Denis, and the St. Quen Docks,
over a single and especial line distinct from the principal lines.
The other companies are beginning to follow the example of the
Compagnie du Nord. To the East there are two lines in the
Department of Meurthe-et-Moselle; to the West it is proposed
to extend the system to the Bretagne lines, and to some branches
of the Seine valley. Since the 2lst of September tramwaytrains have been running from Villeneuve, St.
, to
Palaiseau, and an extension is contemplated between Plaine and
Pantin. The characteristics of the tramway-trains employed
over the Northern section are as follows :—(1) They are composed of an engine and one large carriage, or of a limited number of carriages—at most six—and have no brake van. For such
light trains an engine of moderate power is sufficient to keep up
a relatively high rate of speed, and this is maintained in spite
of the numerous stoppages, the number of which is regulated
by the public requirements. A driver and one guard only are
required, where the trains have but one carriage; where they
have more than one but less than seven, two men on the engine
and one conductor are requisite ; (2) the stoppages take place at
points between the stations, where there are neither signal boxes
nor ticket offices, the tickets being distributed in the train itself
by the guard as in the ordinary tramways. In establishing
tramway-trains in connection with their railways the Compagnie
du Nord has had to make two distinct provisions for their
service:—(1) In the neighbourhood of the great centres, such as
Paris, Lille, Maubeuge, the tramway-trains composed of one
carriage are worked in correspondence with the existing trains
by the addition of another line, and are confined to passenger
traffic only; (2) on the branch lines, where the goods and
passenger traffic are distinct, the ordinary trains are substituted
by light trains, composed of frum one to six carriages at most,
without a brake van ; they carry the mails, parcels, and passenger
luggage, and like the one-carriage trains, stop at intermediate
points. Being light and provided with the continuous brake,
they are able to stop and start very rapidly. These trains,
where the service requires it, can be converted into ordinary
trains by the addition of carriages, abrake van, and the ordinary
number of attendants. The company has avoided the construction of new material, and have in most cases adapted the
old to the requirements of the new service.
The engines employed are the old Stephenson locomotives,
the tenders of which are suppressed, and provision made, at the
side, for the accommodation of fuel and water, in order to leave
the passage between the engine and the platform of the carriage perfectly free. These engines are about fifteen tons in
weight, and have a tractive power of three tons. The carriages
are compused of two old carriages united, having a passage down
the centre, and platforms at the extremities. They are eleven
metres long, and contain seventy-five places in three classes,
with a compartment for the guard. The carriages used in the
vicinity of Paris are composed of three thrown into one, and
have 102 seats. The light trains have the common form of
carriages, that they may be converted into ordinary trains as
the case demands.
The arrangements made at the stations are as rudimentary
as possible ; two platforms of earth are formed, contiguous to a
crossing, and put under the superintendence of an attendant.
The number of stoppages is now forty-seven, and they are being
increased every day, in answer to the demands of residents, who
are willing themselves to bear the slight expense incurred in
installing them. The rate of speed is about the same as that of
the ordinary trains ; although there are double or treble the
number of stoppages, they are of short duration, so that but
little time is lost.
Taking the results obtained on the Lille and Tourcoing line,
the working expenses of the tramway trains of one carriage
amount to Of. 4031 per kilometre, and those of the light trains
of six carriages to a maximum of Of. 60c., while a mixed train
costs at least 70c. It will be seen then that a real advantage is
gained in substituting the ordinary trains by tramway or light
trains. It is more difficult to justify the economy of inserting
tramway-trainus into the existing service, since there is in the
first place a supplement of expenses to take into account, but
the system is to be recommended where the traffic is likely to
increase and require more trains. It should not be concluded
that this system can be profitably applied everywhere; the
question should be studied line by line to determine where it
could be adopted with advantage or otherwise. The object in
view in starting tramway-trains in Austria was to promote local
traffic. To provide for at least three or four journeys per day,
where the travellers would not exceed in number some eight
or twelve persons per journey, it did not pay to run the ordinary heavy trains; the wear and tear of the rails and other
expenses quickly swallowed up the receipts. It was decided,
therefore, to set light engines and carriages upon the rails, to
work at a reduced speed and to stop at close stages. In consequence of this reduction of speed they have been able in Austria
to reduce the tariff 334 per cent. below the ordinary prices.
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materials are
uired in enormous quantities in towns
especially where impervious paving is put down; and the
average cost per ton in the majority of towns using at least
10,000 tons per annum is as follows :—Broken stone 2}in.,
3s, 9d. per ton ;shingle or racking, 6s. 6d. per ton; fine sand,
4s, per ton—an excess of 75 per cent. as compared with the cost,
of the materials at Burnley.
Any new apparatus or novel arrangement having for its object
an improved method of preparing and producing materials for
engineering works—especially if capable of utilising waste
substances such as have been mentioned, and at a nominal cost
—will be interesting to municipal engineers in particular,
COMPOUND PASSENGER ENGINE.
Amongst some of the advantages of this or
we may
WE publish as a supplement this week drawings of the fine mention that six different kinds of material, varying in size
8, can be procompound passenger engine, built by Mr. T. W. Woradell for from fine dust to stone for concreting pw
the North-Eastern Railway, and shown at the Newcastle Exhi- duced at one operation, and automatically discharged direct into
bition. In Tue Enorseer for January 14th will be found carts or wagons at a saving of one-half the cost of the arrangeengravings of a compound goods engine, the first compound ment at present generally in use. The old-fashioned revolving
goods engine used on an English railway, and in our impression circular screen in connection with the Blake type of stonefor February 4th will be found an external elevation of the breaker does not sufficiently separate the different sizes, and
passenger engine. It will be noticed that the crank webs are this defect causes serious objections to be made by engineers and
circular discs. The chimney is extremely small. Engines of builders, especially in reference to broken stone for concreting
this type are now working the fast passenger traffic of the line purposes, and shingle or racking for paving works. On account of
with the greatest success.
the broken stone not being perfectly clean and free from small
We append a tabular statement of the principal dimensions:— particles of dust, a greater quantity of smaller material
than specified is contained in the aggregate, which consequently
Principal Dimensions of Compound Passenger Engine.
adulterates the cement and greatly reduces the strength of the
Cylinder, high-pressure :—
ft. in.
concrete; and, the shingle or racking not being perfectly clean
Diameter of cylinder ..
1 6
Stroke of piston ..
and free from finer particles and dusty substances, the asphaltic
~—
Lengthof ports .. ..
mixture for grouting will not adhere to it, and the paving is not
Width of steam ports ..
rendered impervious. One of the important features of this
Widthof exbamst ports .. .. 2. 22 oe os
machine, we are informed, is in its having a combined radial,
tom
—
istance, centre line of cylinder to valve face ..
Lap of slide valve Gk. aah oe" ae 0
oscillatory, and positive shaking action, being precisely similar
Maximum travel of valve ..
aReene in motion to riddling by hand, the material is turned out as
i
Lead of slide valve .. .. .. .. «2 «
~
clean and distinctly separate as if it had been washed.
Distance apart of cylinders, centre to centre .
Distance apart of slide spindles, centre to centre
terwmooorooor
For separating and screening sand and gravel beds, ashes,
Cylinder, low-pressure :—
and dust, the breaking machinery is dispensed with, and the
Diameter of cylinder ..
screening part of the apparatus could, it is thought, be
Stroke of piston .
beneficially and economically made use of to obviate the very
wee .. oe
Width of steam ports ..
.
objectionable and highly dangerous practice of sieving the conWidth of exhaust port .. .. ..
oe
tents of dust bins by females and youths. In producing
Centre line of cylinder to valve face
materials for concreting purposes, the machinery can be reguLap of slide valve...
a oe
Oe
Maximum travel of valve ae
lated to produce the specified proportion of sand required.
COON
IVOUwmInonw
Lead of slide valve
os
River gravel and waste materials, such as old bricks, broken
Inside clearance of valve ..
flags, and boulder can be reduced to angular fragments and used
Motion, Joy's system :—
for spreading on wood and granite pavements in wet and very
iameter of piston-rods . ..
eo ee
Lengthof slide block .. .. .. .. « «
hot
weather. More material can be dealt with than could
Length of connecting rod between centres...
formerly be done by the old breaking-machine and revolving
Wheels, cast steel :—
circular screen arrangement which previously existed in the
Diameter on tread, driving and trailing
Diameteron tread, leading .. .. .. .
town; the products are more uniformly cubical in shape, and
Throw of crank pins for coupling rods.. ..
~DO“oo
oOomaT
much less waste of material is experienced. We are informed
Diameter of crank pins for rao ney rods ..
that since the introduction of the system at Burnley, a saving
—— of crank pins for coupling rods
of £200 per year in working expenses alone has been effected
Thickness of tiresontread .. .. ..
Width of tireson tread .. .. ..
in the production of chippings or racking for paving purposes.
Crank axle, steel :—
Diameter at wheel seat
Diameter at bearings ..
Diameteratcentre .. .. .. .. «
Distance between centres of bearings ..
ARCH.ZOLOGICAL THRESHING IMPLEMENT.
Lengthof wheel seat .. .. .. .. «.
THE meeting of the American Anthropological Society of
Diameter of crank bearings .. ..
Washington on November 16th was devoted to the reading of
Lengthof crank bearings.. .. ..
Distance between centres of cranks
o‘e
two
papers bearing on the antiquity of man in America. Mr.
Leading
steel :—
G. K. Gilbert, chief geologist of the U.S. geological survey,
Diameter at wheel seat
described minutely the finding of an ancient hearth on the
southern shore of Lake Ontario, at the bottom of a well about
thirty feet deep.
Length
of bearings .. .. .. .. «.
Mr. Gilbert was followed by Mr. W. J. McGee, who described
Distance between centres of bearings ..
Trailing axle, steel :—
the finding of an obsidian spear-head or knife, four inches long
Diameter at wheel seat
eeSeoie'6
en
ae
ee
oe
4@6©ee
.|aOe
ord.6
and
beautifully chipped, in Walker River Cafion, Nevada.
Diameter at bearings ..
bj os
Mr. John Murdoch reported at the same meeting the discovery
Dismesteraicentre 3 .. .. co «+ oo
of a pair of wooden snow-goggles, like those now used by Eskimo
Length of bearings .. .. .. .. «
to protect the eyes from the glare of the sun and driving snow,
-_
Distance between centres of bearings ..
ocoooo#se
ooooroornty
woocewooo
wooseoso
ecoooo
GKO
in a shaft which his party dug at the depth of twenty-seven feet
Frames, steel :—
below the surface. Mr. Murdoch's discovery made an interesting
From centre of leading wheels to front buffer beam
From centre of leading to centre of driving wheels
connecting link in the interpretation of Mr. Gilbert’s hearth.
From centre of driving to centre of trailing wheels
“Two of these finds,” says Mr. O. T. Mason in Scienee, “were
From centre of trailing wheels to back end of frame
neolithic of the most advanced type, and located at the close of
Distance apartof frames .. .. .. 1. «2 os os
the last glacial epoch: they certainly start ten times more quesThickness of frame
ss ee
ofe
eric
Boiler, steel :—
tions than they answer.
Height of centre line from rail..
“The national museum has lately acquired two specimens
Length of barrel .. .. .. .
_
from different parts of the world, which introduce an element of
Diameter of barrel outside
- «
Thickness of plates, boiler barrel ..
confusion into archeological speculations. Both of them repreThickness of smoke-box tube plate
MOK
SLtIte
HOm
Son
sent the use of stone implements of the very rudest type by
SIE MEE. > on, 06’ -0 (90 00
~ Fs:
Diameter of rivets .
Fire-box shell, steel :—
Length outside .. .. ..
Breadth outside, at bottom .. . .. ..
~
Depth below centre line of boiler at front ..
Depth below centre line of boiler at back ..
Thickness of throat plate... .. ..
oe
ckness of sides and top plate ..
QBs
&
re
Thickness of back plate .. .. ..
~
Pitch of copper stays ..
ws Se
Diameter of copper stays .. .. ..
“>
cocooor#oews
SooooS-e!
Roof stays, cast steel, girder section
Inside fire-box, copper :—
Length at bottominside .
re)
Breadth at bottom inside .. ..
Top of box to inside of shell ..
Depth of box inside at front
tsce
Tubes, brass :—
Number of tubes .. .. ..
Length between tube plates
ae
Diameter of tubeoutside .. .. .. .. «
ARCHAZOLOGICAL THRESHING IMPLEMENT.
Thickness of tube No. 11 and No. 13 B.W.G.
Heating surface of tubes .. .. .. .. ..
peoples above savagery. One of these specimens is a tribulum,
Heating surface of fire-box
or threshing-sledge, from Tunis. It is a low sledge or drag made
Rebs cs xs
of two planks, seventy inches long, nineteen inches wide, and ten
Areaof fire-grate .. .. .. .. «inches thick, turned up slightly at the front, and narrowed like
Working pressure per square inch ..
a square-toed shoe. Three stout battens across the upper side
Weight of engine in working order :—
Ne
ee oe ae
are securely nailed down. On the under side, just where the
Driving wheels
flat portion commences, are seventeen strips of iron, like dull
Trailing wheels
knife-blades, arranged in two rows quincuncially. Along each
margin
of the under side are four similar dull blades, All the
Total weight ..
43 6 3
of the bottom is occupied with sixteen rows of stone
The tender is of the same dimensions as those of the goods remainder
teeth, sixteen in a row, arranged quincuncially and projecting
tender.
about an inch, These teeth are nothing but bits of jagged
quartz, and, if picked up independently of their environment,
hardly be regarded as wrought by human hands.
UTILISATION OF OLD SETTS, BROKEN FLAGS, would
“The other ‘paleolithic’ civilised implement is a Spanish
AND STONE REFUSE, &c.
Rallador, or grater, from British Honduras. It consists of a
A NEw departure in stone-breaking, granulating, and screen- plank of hard wood eighteen inches long and ten inches wide,
ing machinery has recently been introduced by the Corpo- into which have been driven nearly two thousand bits of quartz
ration of Burnley for converting the above-mentioned waste no larger than tiny arrow-heads, only they are not chipped in the
materials into broken stones of any specified size for concreting least, and are less shapely.
“ With such material as the Gilbert hearth, the McGee spearpurposes ;sand for mixing with the same; shingle or racking of
a cubical form for inserting in the joints of paving to be after- head, the Murdoch spectacles, the Tunis tribulum, and the
wards grouted with asphalt or cement, and materials for tar- Honduras grater accumulating around us every day, the question
paving. The cost of production is at the rate of threepence
per does not seem to be as to the antiquity of man, but whether or
ton, and all the different kinds are perfectly clean, separate and not archzology will help us in ascertaining his pristine condition
distinct from each other, and ready for immediate use, These on this continent. Dismissing the ¢riulwm—the stone furniture
According to M. Kopp, the receipts in the suburbs of Vienna in
1880 amounted 1f. 14c. per kilometre, and the ex
to 54c.
only. The speed is generally fixed at 30 kilos. per hour, and
descends in some cases as low as 23 kilos. The project has been
worked out very successfully, and the example has been followed
by Germany, France, Italy, and Belgium. In the latter country,
however, the general use of tramway trains is still under consideration; as yet they are only employed around Lidge and on
the Chirnay line,
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of them would stock an African paleolithic cabinet-—we
of oneevidence which would satisfy some minds that at the end
have
ae Jacial epoch there lived men who built fires, chipped
< .en most beautifully, and wore snow-goggles, while in the
sineteenth century A.D. men were still in the lowest story of
the stone period.”
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. ns of our
ware{ the opinio
[We do not hold ourselves in ser

TORPEDO BOATS’ BOILERS.
gin, — Permit us to point-out that although the boiler illustrated
in your last issue represents the form we usually adopt, still it
docs not show the boiler as fitted in the torpedo boats lately built
hy us for the British Admiralty ; these were not provided with the
YARROW AND Co,
in the top of the box.
drop
Isle of Dogs, Poplar, E.,
30th May.
Sin,—With reference to your excellent article of last week, I
with your remark as to the failures
should like to say that I
of two furnace crowns of direct draught to
© boat boilers, But
| fail'to see why the particular system of fire-box staying should
be adopted; it is certainly used on the Continent, in the United
States, and at home to a certain extent, but it does not follow that
it is the best for sea-going boats. I have had charge of trial trips
at sea, and have been connected with boiler ——- and construction during the best part of twenty-three years, but I should feel
rather nervous with flat fire-box crown plates, and any kind of
stays whatever. In a letter to another journal—October,
1883—I gave one reason why the crown plates should be curved in
addition to the ordinary girder stays, and withor without slings
to the shell or fire-box easing. Another reason is that the curved
top allows an average water working level at moderate ‘‘ lists” of
the boat, I notice the fire-box crowns of Messrs. Yarrow have a
set down, which I consider an important feature—it gives the
much required elasticity and stren,
What applies to a ship's
mast applies to a furnace crown—viz., that rigidity is not strength.
With crown stays screwed in plate, there should be a lock nut
on underside —not simply
through the plate with a head
or nut underside, or cold rivetted,
P. H. SaDLer,
170, Cape Hill, Birmingham, May 31st.
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There are in Canada, the United States, and Australasia many
millions of British emigrants, drawn almost without exception from
families in humble circumstances, but none the less cherishing the
memory of home ties, as men will always cherish anything which
they have loved and lost. Sir, at the risk of being considered sentimental or extravagant, I declare that the reckless, wasteful
system which wrings sixpences from the sweat and tears of these
humble toilers is not merely an economical scandal, but a national
sin. Last year from 100,000 middle-class people in Australia their
relatives in this country received in small postal orders of from £1
to £8 no less a sum than £346,615, or nearly £1000 per day.
In conclusion, let me add that I simply ask for an inquiry into
this important question, which equally concerns the development
of our vast colonial trade and the dearest happiness of large
classes of her Majesty’s subjects. 1 have proved the existence of
countless and monstrous anomalies ; I have shown that these cruel
rates can be minimised with positive advantage to the revenue,
Even those who twelve months ago stretiuously objected to an
inquiry now support me in calling for it, with the notable exception of the Post-office department, which obstinately resists it. I
appeal to you, Sir, whether the demand is or is not a moderate and
reasonable one.
J. HENNIKER HEATON.
Hotel Continental, Rue Castiglione, Paris, May 28th.
(Mr. Heaton’s appeal to us is sufficiently answered by our publication of his letter. We do not pretend to di
the sentimental
side of the question. When
Mr. Heaton can demonstrate the
soundness of his propositions on a financial basis, we shall alter our
views, not before. ‘There is really nothing in his comparison
between a rate of £2 per ton for goods, and £300 per ton for
letters. Can he state that any solvent competent company is
prepared to carry letters to Australia at 1d. rates, accepting at the
same time all the Post-office —
as to speed and time! If
he can, half his case is won.—Ep. E.]
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evaporate 2512 gallons; difference in favour of Jarrow, 4224 gallons
r ton; so that 167 cwt. of Jarrow coal are equal to one ton of
elsh. Compared in an ordinary fire, the Jarrow coal lasts more
than twice as long as the Welsh. This was confirmed in the laboratory with accurately weighted quantities, the Jarrow requiring
a and a-half times the period of the other for complete comustion.
It may be interesting for you to know that a new industry has
been started near Castlecomer in connection with the Jarrow coal,
viz., the ‘Culm or Slack Brick” Factory. These bricks, 8in. by
4in. by 3in., are made of a composition of slack, clay, and fibre or
sawdust, thus :—
Per cent,
Leinster slack.. .. .. «. «- 0 80
oe 9g 1°19 per cent.
Sp. gr., 1°21] (approx.)
av les cc co OMN
Sawdust, peat, or fibre 0°05
100
These bricks, when dry, can bear handling well, and make an
admirable fire, estimated price being a farthing each, two bricks
being sufficient for an ordinary fire for eight hours. For locomotive, or, indeed, any boiler these bricks would be invaluable, both
on account of their heating properties and being so easily conveyed
throughout the country ; the weight of 1000 equals 1 ton 6 cwt.
am at present designing a machine which will be capable of mixing,
moulding, and drying over ten tons a day. There are at present
some thousands of tons of slack at the different pits, and the daily
increase is something considerable.
I shall be glad to forward you the results of some ex riments [
am at present engaged in with the anthracite coal, w ich I have
no doubt will be of much interest to all steam users.
Lucius J. Boyp.
Boyd Ville, Crettyard, Queen’s County, May 28th.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LEINSTER COALFIELD BY RAILDOMESTIC DRAINAGE,
WAY COMMUNICATION,
Sir,—As your correspondent of the 17th has made some stateS1r,—In reading your issue of the 13th, I observed an article on ments,
which will, no doubt, be taken for what they are worth by
the ‘‘ Development of the Leinster Coalfield by Means of Railway
concerned, I beg to thank him for his valuxble opinion, and
Communication,” and as I am at present assisting in projecting a those
out what he thinks had not occurred to me; but withlight railway from Athy into the Leinster coalfields, having a pointing
encroaching upon your space, I beg to mention in one—the
long experience of the Kilkenny anthracite coal, I may perhaps out
only that he seems to forget that the drain is merely a
enlighten some of your numerous subscribers on the uses of that first—case
waste carrier or duct, and is not intended to be full, but empty,
coal, for steam generating pu’
&ec., first making a few except
in
the
event of its being at any time stopped, by fat and
remarks as regards our projected line. No doubt the ‘‘ Tramways
or other substance or obstruction, which would, as I said
and Public Companies Act of 1883” afforded facilities in the pro- sand,
in
my
short
note
April 19th, cause the water to rise to the first
jecting and carrying out of many schemes of benefit to Ireland, outlet, and there ofshow
itself, and consequently relieve the drain
still the chief reason why that Act is not used to a greater advan- of
OCEAN PENNY POSTAGE.
any
further
pressure;
the stoppage can then be got at from
is on account of the seriously defective financial arrangements the first manhole behind and
the stoppage, from the cl
side—i.e.,
sir,—1 note with lively satisfaction that although the leading
orded by it, which do not utilise in the most economical way the on
the
side
past
the
stoppage—and
certainly not by charging the
article which appeared in THE ENGINEER of May 6th criticises with security afforded by the combined county and treasury guarantee
on the stopped side, and tending to jamb the stoppage more
severity certain views attributed to me, it i manifests a friendly for the capital required for the construction of railways and tram- drain
F, Borrine.
and encouraging interest in the question of cheapening and stimu- ways in Ireland—the Government first requiring us to give them a and more.
lating our communications with the colonies, and with the outer full5 per cent. before they grant the 2 per cent. provided for in
world generally. I am gratified _to observe that the inspiring the Act. It is hard to expect in these very depressed times that
THE FLIGHT OF THE PELICAN.
principle of our movement meets with your approval, and excites any railway undertaking in Ireland could be fairly projected withSrr,—If Mr. Lancaster must go to the Gulf of Mexico and the
your s ympathy, and beg to thank you for your opening remarks to out some amendment of such an existing law.
ere
are
many
southern
coasts
of Florida for solution of problems of heavy bird
this effect.
e mighty aid of the Press as a whole has indeed places in Ireland much in need of railway communication with the
him look, next time he goes there, and see if the action
been freely and generously extended to me. The acute journalistic existing lines ;and I may certainly put first in the list the Leinster flight—let
of
the
wings
flapping
practically the same as that of a double
mind has doubtless on numerous occasions subjected my case to coalfields. Mr. White, in his well-compiled paper, brought before figure of 8, i.e., much isthenotsame
as occurs in scullinga boat with one
impartial and searching examination. But the objections, or the notice of the public many points of great interest regarding the oar over the stern, the blade being
to right and left by
perhaps I should say, doubts, raised in your article are I believe nature of the Kilkenny and Queen’s County coalfields ;but his reason of turning the oar. So also effective
is the up-and-down stroke of
now heard of for the first time in this controversy. It is well that
on the price of coal are somewhat wrong, as the highest the bird’s wing equally effective in raising its weight in both cases.
they have been raised ;but by your leave and courtesy I shall pro- statistics
price at — and for many years, is but 15s. per ton at pit’s
May 3st.
VITAL SPARK.
ceed to remove them.
13s, 4d. being considered the usual price for first-class
1. Your first point is, in effect, that I have from first to last mouth,
coal,
assumed a ton of letters to be worth no more than a ton of goods,
THE FASTEST VESSEL AFLOAT.
Professor Hull, LL.D., F.R.S., Director of the Geological Survey,
and have then proceeded to complain that the public has to pay Ireland,
evidence before the Select Committee of Industries,
Sir,—I have referred to the woth which I quoted, but
more for the carriage of letters than for that of goods. You justly Ireland, inin 1885,
said,
‘‘I
hold
in
Leinster
or
in
the
Castlecomer
there
1s
no
mention
of the load on
. Ihave reason, however,
argue that a ton of the national correspondence is far more valuable district there is room for a very large expansion of the existing coal to believe that the Thornycroft
boat was partially loaded.
than a ton of ordinary merchandise, and that an extra charge, in produce, which can be only brought about where a railway or some
May
3lst.
Fair Pray.
the nature of insurance, must be Fg for the safe-keeping and proper facilities are given for the ne of it to the various parts
rapid transmission of the former. In answer to this I have merely f the country.” His estimation is that there are 61,440 English
to say, Sir, that in no letter or speech of mine on this subject have acres in the Leinster coalfields, and 118,000,000 tons of workable
THE HEBERLEIN BRAKE.—The Heberlein automatic friction brake
I fallen into the ludicrous error charged against me; and I can coal; at ten times the a output per year, 169 years should
has been lately applied with great successtoa caron the Highgate Hill
only suppose that my utterances have been imperfectly brought elapse
the coal would ‘‘run out.” There are but two Cable
Tramway, which is under the management of the Patent
before you. That a man should seriously hold, say, a ton of rags workablebefore
seams of commercial value, namely, the Jarrow, upper, Cable Tramways
Corporation. Anopencar which carries the grippers
to be worth as much as the paper
e from them, when this
6in. to 3ft. in thickness, and Skahana, lower, a softer coal, has
been supplied at each end with a brake reel, with which. by
paper has taken the form of cheques, banknotes, orders for goods, 2ft.
lft.
6in.
to
2ft.
The
workings
are
not
much
inconvenienced
with
&ec., would be a damning fact in the event of a writ de lunatico faults, in reality there being only one fault of any serious means of a cord, the driver can control the automatic brake of an
inquirendo, having reference to his mental condition, being issued. character. The usual depth of shafts at present worked is from ordinary tramway car coupled to it behind. These vehicles having
been in use in regular traffic for several weeks, to the great satisI have consistently set forth my contention on this head as follows:
to 95 yards.
of Mr. W. N. Colam, A.M. Inst. C.E., the engineer to the
—The ordinary rate for the conveyance of valuable goods by sea is 80 The
anthracite coal has always been, and is used for steam faction
Corporation, special trials took place on May 19th, in the presence
£2 per ton. We say, let the charge to the public for letters be generating
purposes
with
very
good
results,
not
only
at
the
of
Major-General
Hutchinson, R.E., Government Inspector of
£300 per ton, or 150 times as much as for valuable goods. This different shafts in the Leinster coalfields, but in the surrounding
Railways, who afterwards expressed his complete satisfaction with
sum of £300 would be realised by the charge of 1d. per letter.
There are at present upwards of twenty boilers working the
simplicity,
efficiency,
and powerful automatic action of the
Surely the difference between £2 and £300 is sufficient to allow of towns.
including ‘‘ egg ends,” Robey’s stationary locoThe most interesting experiment was intended to exempayments on any conceivable scale of magnitude for safe-keeping, near Castlecomer,
type, Lancashire, Cornish, and many other classes, with brake.
plify
the
effects
caused
by
the rupture of the connection between
insurance, and cost of collection and delivery. The present Post- motive
pressures varying from 40]b. to 60lb.
per inch. I have seen
outside car and the ordinary type of car whilst ascending
office charge is as high as £1792 per ton. I would further observe two
boilers which have been working at 40 1b. per inch constantly the
steep
gradients.
By
good
fortune, however, the proposed simuon the subject of safe-keeping that letters are invariably sent by for the
last thirty years, fired with anthracite of the cheapest lated rupture became an actual
one, as the rope which, with a
swift Len aesteamers ; and that we may rely upon the minutest description,
without any deterioration to the plates or fiues.
e view to the experiment, had purposely
been employed instead
precautions being taken by the steamship companies to insure the bars being made
iron stand the great heat five times of the ordinary coupling and chain connections,
broke unexsafety of their
ngers, whose lives are even more precious than longer than those ofof wrought
cast.
I
have
examined
many
bars
of
different
mail bags. It follows that no expenditure beyond that involved in design, and find in using anthracite coal the thinner the bar the pectedly just as the cars were ascending a portion of the hill
keeping the bags in a water-tight receptacle is imposed on the better, having a section like an inverted isosceles triangle. The base where the grade is 1 in 10°8, thus affording the best possible
proof of the efficiency of the brake, as it brought the detached car
carrying agents,
flat surface prevents clinking toa great extent, as in the to
on the incline before it had moved backwards more
2. Your second doubt may be thus expressed :—The lowering of offering a cast
iron section there exists a trough between the bars thana standstill
about its own length.
the rate to one penny would largely increase the bulk of the corre- ordinary
in
which
the
anthracite
invariably
clinks.
In
the
United
States
spondence—which statement I am delighted to endorse—and the of America anthracite is used in locomotives, having a special bar,
Mr. WILLIAM JacomB.—The death was announced on Thursday,
increased space thus necessitated ‘cannot be given by the mail
the ‘‘ water-tube fire bar ;” this bar also serves for heating the 26th ult., of Mr. William Jacomb, the chief engineer of the
lines without adequate remuneration, in addition to the present namely
London and South-Western Railway. On Tuesday Mr. Jacomb
the
water
before
entering
the
boiler
;
in
our
temperate
clime
no
rates of subsidy.” Allow me, Sir, to assure you that this is a such bar is necessary either in locomotives or land boilers. In all had, with Major-General Hutchinson, the Board of Trade Inspector,
pardonable mistake—which I should perhaps have shared, but for cases I find that by lowering the bars in the existing boilers a little been over the lines now in course of construction under his supera fact which is within my knowledge. ‘This fact is that the com- anthracite
may be successfully used. There is an acquired system intendence between Clapham Junction and Barnes, the works on
panies in question are willing to carry at least six times the present
firing which is the most important item in obtaining good which are of a very difficult character. In the evening he returned
volume of the letters without additional charge. This fact I have for
results
from
thisclass of coal. (1) To use coal of asmall size—some to his office apparently in good health, and much pleased with the
laid before the Postmaster-General; and let me add that we do engineers in the
Jarrow are using slack at 3s. 4d. per ton and less visit of Major-General Hutchinson, who had expressed himself
not ask for a diminution of the rates on newspapers, &c., but only with
the
highest
(2) Not to fire too heavily at a time, as well satisfied with the manner in which operations were being conof those on closed letters. As the second class occupies, in com- when the thicknessresults.
exceeds a certain point the lower portion ducted. On Wednesday morning, the Ruilway News says, he was
parison with the first, only a fractional amount of space, the becomes cool, whichof bed
affects
consequently the heat is again at the office, and the afternoon was spent in making business
increase of bulk would not be nearly so considerable as might at reduced. (3) When the fire isthewellrest,
my,Ase to poke too freely, as calls at Westminster. Returning about half-past four, he sat down
first be supposed.
gives so little ash ;once it is brought to a full heat poking to go through the letters that had arrived in his absence, but was
3. You have a third and important reason for hesitation. You anthracite
is not advisable. Water in the ashpan also prevents clinking to a immediately struck down by a stroke of paralysis, from which he
refer to the great cost of a first-class mail steamer, and to the great
degree and induces a draught. Any stoker who has had never rallied. Mr. Jacomb, who was only fifty-four years of age,
expenditure coor’ |to add a speed of only a single knot per experience
was one of Brunel's favourite pupils, and under that great chief
hour ;”and you urge that the State defrays this cost by its sub- attention. of this coal can manage his fire with so little labour or carried out many works on the Great Western system. He was
sidies, and is entitled to be repaid this expenditure by means of a
also
engaged on the building of the unfortunate Great Eastern
From
the
following
careful
analysis
of
the
anthracite
recently
heavy postage rate.
by the late Professor E. T. Hardman, F.G.S.1L., &c., it is steamer, and subsequently entered into partnership with his cousin,
I reply that these subsidies are totally unnecessary. In the first made
Mr. Robert Jacomb Hood, at that time engineer and now a
clear
that
large
results
can
be
obtained
from
it.
The
new
Jarrow
place, I have personally received, and transmitted to the Postfrom Massford is an extremely fine quality of anthracite, hard, director, of the Brighton Railway Company. During this partnermaster-General, the offer of a first-class steamshi company to con- coal
dense, and homogeneous, containing very little sulphur and a small ship he was the engineer for the Tooting, Merton, and Wimbledon
vey the mails to Australasia—the longest possible voyage—for
one amount of ash, For malting purposes and corn mills it is especially line, built jointly by the Brighton and South-Western companies,
penny per letter, These huge subsidies are admittedly paid in adapted, owing to its lasting power and small traces of sulphur :— and during these operations he secured the confidence of the board
order—(1)
to maintain our commercial transport service a high
the latter company, who, on the resignation of Mr. Strapp, in
Analysis of
Analysis of of
state of efficiency, and (2) to keep always ready for the inevent
of
August, 1870, appointed him chief engineer of the line.
e was
new Jarrow
Welsh
war a fleet of the finest steamers afloat—both objects of high State
then
only thirty-six years of age—a young man for so responsible
coal,
anthracite.
policy, but ate
ae with the postal service.
a
post.
During
the
subsequent
period—especially
within
the
last
Per
cent.
Per
cent.
It isfurther to be observed that vessels are now being built fitted
a
ae eee ee
ee
87°13
few years—many most important works have been carried out,
with triple expansion ” engines, which ensure great
Volatile hydrocarbons with nitrogen,
speed, while
notably
the
oo,
“p>
of
Waterloo
station
and
the
building
of
Suenating much less coal than has hitherto been required. The
hydrogen, and oxygen.. .. .. .. 582 .. .. .. [7:44
the new offices. He also planned and carried out the widening of
eee
BIG xc ew oe | 26
tone @g., only cost £210,000, and she has carried the mails
the line from Waterloo to Clapham Junction, and was, as above
Water
(hygroscopic)
..
,s
Ter
wee
.
between ustralia and England in twenty-six days twenty hours,
stated, at the time of his death engaged on the line from Clapham
BE ee us “be ts ee
eee Kae es OO
Instead of taking the full contract’ time—thirty-seven days. SupJunction to Barnes. He was also the engineer for the line from
pose we were to Crewe the £170,000 paid annually for the Aus100-00
100°00
Fulham to Wimbledon, the bridge for which across the Thames is
— service,
e could then build sixteen vessels of the Ormuz
now being carried out from his plans. In the country he designed
Coke, per cent. ..
91°41
88-73
ot nae to provide a weekly service to Australia, to defray
the
Bournemouth Direct, from Brockenhurst to Christchurch, the
Specific gravity ..
1°528
1°369
i oe “insurance,” &e., and to establish a sinking fund
Netley and Fareham, and other useful additions to the system.
the an
3 or we could achieve a similar result with half
One ton of new Jarrow evaporated 29344 gallons of water at He leaves a widow and one son—an assistant engineer in the com,000—paid for the Indian mails,
212 deg. Fab., while the same quantity of Welsh coal will only pany’s offices—and a daughter.
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THE MANCHESTER EXHIBIPRION.
|ignited; the pressure produced acts upon the upper surface
—
:
| of the hammer piston and so forces it down to give the
Tse Manchester Exhibition may now be said to be| blow. After the blow the hammer is returned
to its
nearly, if not quite, complete ; and it is working without | highest position by means of a volute spring, so that the
hitch or impediment. Some trouble was experienced at | explosion is used only to give the blow and not to lift the
first in the refreshment department, but additional sheds | hammer. The hand lever actuating the second or
have been erected, and all trouble in this department will | charging piston is arranged to move precisely like the
soon be overcome. The attendance has hitherto been very |hand lever commonly used in steam hammers for controllarge. It is stated, indeed, that no fewer than 30,000 season | ling the slide valve, the similar movement produces
tickets have been sold. The building leaves little to be | precisely similar results, and the effort required to move
desired; it has been tried by one heavy gale, and has jt is no greater ;a boy can work the gas hammer just as
borne the test successfully.
e system of construction } easily as a steam hammer. The action of the hammer is
is so novel that it was natural some anxiety should be | as follows:—When the working lever is moved through
felt; but it will be seen, from the engravings published | jts full ranges the charging piston connected to it moves
in our impression for May 6th, that the ironwork has all | to the top of the cylinder and away from the hammer
been put together on a sound principle, and there is no | piston, and gas and air mixture flows in through an autoreason to doubt that it would endure much more violent | matic lift at syfilling the space between the pistons. At
storms than any to the fury of which it will besubmitted. | the limit of its charging stroke a small hole into the
There were at first complaints that the glazing was not |cylinder is uncovered and a Bunsen flame ignites the
watertight; we have heard little of this of late, and take |mixture through it. Under the pressure produced by the
it for granted that exhibitors have been satisfied.
,
|ignition, which in no case exceeds 701b. per square inch,
In previous impressions we have given detailed thehammer piston is driven downwards and the hammer
descriptions of the various electric light installations | delivers its heaviest blow. In the case of the hammer
in the building, and we now give above an ye
|exhibited at the Manchester Exhibition this blow is
showing in elevation the fine engines by Messrs. Mather | equal to that given by a weight of 3 cwt. falling through
and Platt, of which we have already published detailed | a height of 1ft. The return spring now lifts the hammer
drawings. We have described these engines so fully that |to its highest position ready for action again. The
we need add nothing to what we have already said.
| heaviest blows can easily be given at the rate of over
Most of the larger firms exhibit on so great a scale, that 120 per minute. The force of the blow can be regulated
to do any justice to one all the space at our disposal for |as easily and as accurately as with the steam hammer.
a week is required. This week we select for illustration | Softer blows are given by reducing the range of movethe most striking of the machines shown by Messrs. |ment of the hand lever. Less movement of the hand
Tangye, of Birmingham, which occupy a large space.
lever means less movement of the charging piston,a smaller
Probably one of the most interesting of these exhibits is volume of charge, and therefore a lighter blow. For the
the gas hammer, illustrated on page 439. In principle the very lightest blows a relief valve is provided which can
gas hammer is exceedingly simple, and we have already be opened at will. In some cases it is an advantage
described thehammerinourimpression for Sept. 10th, 1886, to the smith to control the action of the hammer
as first made by Messrs. Tangye. During the last twelve himself instead of having a boy to do so, and a
months, it has undergone modifications and improvements modified arrangement is supplied when desired, to
in detail. In appearance it is hardly distinguishable from enable him to work by foot whilst having free use
a well-designed steam hammer; but instead of steam fur- of both hands for handling the forging. With the
nishing the motive power, a mildly explosive mixture of foot gear precisely the same control over the force of the
common coal gas and atmospheric air is employed, and it is blow is attained as with the hand gear. Light and heavy
used to propel the hammer piston very much as in the cylin- blows are entirely at command. The size at present made is
der of a gas engine. The mixture of gas and air is intro- nominally of ? cwt. capacity, but the blow actually struck
duced to the cylinder above the hammer piston by means is equal to 3 cwt. fallin through lft.; so that the
of a second piston actuated by a hand lever, and is then hammer is more powerful than a steam hammer of similar

rated power. For the past twelve months one of these
hammers has been almost continuously employed in the
regular operation of the smithy doing the very hardest kind
of work, which it has done thoroughly well. It has
proved beyond a doubt that the gas hammer is capable
of severe and continuous work, just as much as the
steam hammer.
‘The economy is exceedingly good;
3000 of the heaviest blows only use 33 + & feet
of Birmingham gas, which, at 2s. 6d. per 1000 cubic
feet, costs one penny, or 4500 light and heavy blows can
be struck for the same sum. A week’s hard work will
only.cost some 4s. for gas, and there the expense ends.
There is no getting up steam or disposing of ashes; no
packing of stuffing-boxes, or condensed water dripping
rom the hammer piston-rod on the forging. The hammer
is always ready for work at any moment, day or night, for
short or lon:
riods, and it works at the same economical
rate for pons,|sasas for one thousand. It is only necessary to light the Bunsen flame, open the gas cock, and it
is ready for action.
Messrs. Tangye show a nice little horizontal engine
fitted with a novel cut-off gear, which we illustrate on
page 439. The special features claimed are that it is
exceedingly —
in construction and effective in
its operation.
nder a long series of trials its performance has, we are told, been very yo sare
An examination of the sectional drawing will enable
engineers to understand that the absence of complication
has not been secured at the cost of trustworthiness. The
cut-off valve A, which travels with the main slide valve, has
an oscillating motion which is given to it by the cams B.
The steam passes through the open end of the valveto the
eager! until the cam trips the cut-off valve and closes
the open port, at the same time opening the closed port
ready for the return stroke. The cut-off valve faces Care
loosely fitted, so that on being brought into contact with
the main valve, the external pressure adjusts them tothe
face, and before it is necessary to break this contact
steam enters by the under side of main valve, puts them
into equilibrium, and allows the valve to work freely.
The engine is regulatel by a Porter type governor,
which is coupled to ard partly rotates the spindle on
which the cams are fixed. The cams shown are excentric,
and as the load increases or decreases, so the positions of
the cams are altered by the action of the governor to
come in contact with the cut-off valve sooner or later, as
required. The governor, which is of a new design, has
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the weight supported at a point above the centre of
gravity oe umn, having anti-friction washers on the
top of it or a bearing, and also serving the purpose of a
guide round which the weight rotates.
Messrs. Tangye’s name is indissolubly connected with
the hydraulic jack. On their stand at Manchester will
be found a practically novel form of this useful machine,
which we illustrate on page 440. The hydraulic pulling jack was originally designed for the purpose of

ENGINEER.

| engine, intended for circulating through condensers
on board steamships and other purposes, which pump
we illustrate on page 442.
The pump
an 8in.
|inlet and discharge branches, with a 3ft. disc keyed
on a phosphor bronze spindle working in gun-metal
bearings. This spindle is connected direct to the
|crank-shaft, which is of forged steel, with the throw
| slotted out. The steam cylinder is 8in. diameter, with
a stroke of 8in., lagged with sheet steel, and fitted
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left-hand, and will run either way. It is started,
stopped, and reversed by a single lever. The lubrication
is very complete and effective, and unlike other engines
of the type, the exhaust steam in the case of this is not
conveyed into the space in which the crank revolves, but
into the atmosphere. The slide valve is of the ordinary
type, and is operated by valves situated near the ends
of the steam cylinders ; these valves working on a system
similar to that adopted in one shape or another by
various makers of steam pumps. The crank revolvesin the
lower part of the frame, which forms an oil bath for the
crank bearings. Cast in a piece with the frame are the
two steam cylinders, which are fitted with trunk pistons.
These are connected to the crank by strong wrought iron
connecting-rods with wide brasses and two strong
wrought iron rings, held by a steel bolt. The smaller
ends of the connecting rods are secured to the pistons
by steel bolts. The whole arrangement is substantial,
and no adjustment of the connecting-rod bearings is

12
ss
AUTOMATIC VALVE GEAR.
necessary. The crank shaft is fitted with a brass centrifugal oiling disc, which, together with the oil. bath
already referred to, ensures effective lubrication of all
the working parts. The crank shaft projects on both
sides of engine, hence the fly-wheel and driving pulley
may be interchanged.
The Marks patent self-sustaining hoist, exhibited by
Messrs. Tangye, is intended to dispense with the objectionable noise and uncertainty of the ratchet wheel and
palls, by which the load in most hoists is sustained. The
self-sustaiming principle does not increase the resistance
during lifting, from the fact that it only comes into action
as a retarding force when the load tends to run down;
j
SS
ROBSON'S GAS HAMMER.
police up large tree stumps when clearing woods, |with relief valves and condensed water-cocks. It is
orests, and other estates of timber. It has since been | bolted to a standard cast in one piece with the bed-plate,
found extremely serviceable on board steamships for |and is stayed in front with a bright wrought iron stay.
raising cylinder covers, pistons, and other heavy weights. | The piston-rod, crosshead, and connecting rod valve spindle
A large number has been supplied for this purpose of | are all of forged steel, turned bright.. The bearing sur25 tons power and under for our own and foreign navies. | faces are all oiled from a central lubricating box. It is
The construction will be readily understood from the sec- | an exceedingly compact and light pump, especially when
tional illustration. A is the cylinder, which can be made |the work it will do, viz., over 11,000 ‘gallons per minute,
of any length to suit the required lift; Bthe piston in |is taken into consideration,
ELEVATION
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one piece with the tube C; D the cistern screwed to the
tube C, and containing the pump E, which is actuated by
the hand lever; G is a small tube, through which the
liquid passes from the pump to the cylinder A; H is the
release valve. When this is opened, the liquid returns
from the cylinder A to the cistern D, and the load
descends. The small passage I and the annular space
round the tube G form a communication between the
cistern D and the upper side of the piston B. Thus the
Space above the piston is utilised, and a very small cistern
suffices for a run-out of any ordinary feng.
Speaking of marine engines, it will not be out of place
to notice here the direct-acting centrifugal pumping

|

On Messrs. Tangye’s stand will be found the curious
high-speed engine which we illustrate above.
This
|is a handy little engine, suited for a variety of purposes to which the high price and very complicated construction of many quick-speed engines have
hitherto rendered their application impossible. This
engine, it will be seen, kas none of the few working parts
exposed ; they are, nevertheless, readily accessible, but
with a view of avoiding the necessity fer frequent examination and renewal, they are made of adequate strength
and durability. The bearings are unusually long and
substantial. There are no excentrics, no piston-rod,
valve-rod, nor stuffing-boxes. The engine is right and

and the adjusting feature introduced upon the brake is a
check against overloading, the hoist being set to lift the
load for which it is constructed, and to slip round with
any greater load. We illustrate this on page 442.
Upon one shaft A is keyed a brake wheel C,
and upon another shaft B a disc D, which is slightly
excentric, runs freely. At one position of this disc,
when bearing against the brake wheel, it tends to
come in as a wedge, if the brake wheel turns in the direction which will cause the disc to move towards it; but if
turned in the contrary direction the disc will be moved
away from the brake, and it will free itself. The action
of lifting the load is that which causes the dise to move
from the brake wheel, while the lowering brings it into
wedge. A lever E on the disc admits of its being liberated
when the load has pulled it on, pulling which hard will
bring the excentric quite clear of the brake wheel, but
will at the same time tighten the brake strap F and hold
the load; and should the attendant slightly loosen this
strap by decreasing his pull, he can lower the load at any
speed at will; whereas, should he, when rapidly lowering,
let go altogether, no damage of any kind will result, as
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the excentric will simply be drawn into its fixed stop G,
and thereby gradually arrest the descent. Thus by one
hand cord the man has complete control over the lowering.
The same principle has been very successfully adopted on
cranes and travellers made by Tangyes.
On page 442 we illustrate a high-lift Colonial pump,
of the vertical double ram type, having inverted
eylinders 16in. diameter, rams 8in. diameter, and 16in.
stroke, capable of delivering 22,000 gallons of water
per hour, which on an emergency can be exceeded.
The pump barrels, valve boxes, and air vessels are cast
ae to form a standard, which is spread out at the
top to carry the cylinders and at the bottom to form crank
shaft bearings. The pump barrels are placed overthe crank
shaft, which is connected to the rams by forked connecting
rods, sweeping the undersides of the barrels. Pump mitre
valves of large area are placed behind the barrels at the
side of the standard, and communicate by large water
passages with the air vessels, which are provided for
both suction and delivery. The piston areas are reduced
on the undersides to equalise the load during suction
stroke and economise steam by means of trunks, cast
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specimens of which they show, and all of which are more
or less well known to our readers,
GAS-PIPE PIERCING MACHINE.
Wirn
required
machine
making
readers.

a view to the large quantity of work which will be
for the general illuminations of this month, the piercing
illustrated below for perforating the copper tubes for
gas illumination devices will be of interest to many
It is made by Messrs. Winn and Co., and is not only

a labour-saving, but what is more important in these matters,
a time-saving contrivance. The holes made by it are, moreover, regular in size, and are all pierced straight and true.
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ou the pistons and forming pump rams. The wearing
surfaces are of large area, and all parts are readily
accessible, and of extra strength to resist rough usage.
This pump is made to pump against a head of 400ft.
The ordinary commercial crab now so largely manufactured has many defects which become serious and
important under the obligations imposed upon users by
the Employers’ Liability Act, whereby they are made
responsible for the defects of the appliances provided by
them for the use of their workmen.
The safe working
loads of such crabs is always a matter of doubt and uncertainty due to the system which gives the load a crab
will lift. In addition to this objection to the lifting crab
as ordinarily made, the inconvenience and expense
involved in transit have always been great. All the
working parts being rigidly key
and _ secured
a skilled workman is required both to take it to
pieces and to fit together again. This causes it to be
invariably shipped in a complete form, taking up much
room and increasing the cost of freight. The Mark’s
crab, illustrated on page 442, and exhibited by Messrs.
Tangye, has been designed to obviate the foregoing
disadvantages, at the same time possessing several
other novel features.
Its main parts are so arranged
that rough usage cannot weaken them, whilst the
simplicity of construction is such, there being no
keys, pins, bolts, or cotters to remove, that one man
with an ordinary spanner can take the crab completely to
pieces and put it together again in savas te short
time. One of the crabs has actually been taken entirely
to pieces in less than five minutes. The load each crab is
absolutely safe to lift direct from the barrel is plainly
indicated by lettering cast on the sides. Speed and
safety in lowering are obtained by the same movement of
one hand lever causing the ratchet to be released and the
brake to be applied, thus obviating the dangerous
arrangement of the ordinary crab which compels the
workmen to raise the ratchet with his fingers while the
load is suspended from the barrel.
We have now noticed all that most deserves attention
among Messrs, Tangye’s exhibits; but we have by no
means mentioned all the varied products of the firm,

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
ACCIDENTS IN MINES.—PART I.
AT the concluding ordinary meeting of the Session 1886-87, held
on Tuesday, the 24th of May, Mr. Edward Woods, the President,
being in the chair, the paper read was on “ Accidents in Mines,”
Part L, by Sir Frederick Augustus Abel, C.B., D.C.L., F.RS.,
Hon. M. Inst. C.E.
Since 1835 a succession of Royal Commissions and of Parliamentary Committees had collected and weighed the results of experience,
and the views and opinions of miners, mine-managers, and scientific
experts, and as a result much improvement had taken place in the
working, management, and supervision of mines. But within the
last ten years it had been warmly maintained, by
petent
authority, that the benefits which should accrue from the existing
laws were far from being fully realised, while further and more
stringent legislation was urgently needed in several directions. In
Parliamentary debates great stress had been laid upon the lamentable loss of life due to explosions in mines, but it was scarcely
realised that certain causes of accident, which attracted but little
public attention, gave rise year after year to a proportion of deaths
far exceeding that due to explosions. In support of these opinions,
due to the late. Mr. Alexander Macdonald, M.P., the author submitted a table, compiled from the annual reports of the Mine-Inspectors for the years 1875 to 1885 inclusive, from which it appeared
that, out of 12,315 deaths, only 23°57 per cent. arose from explosions
of firedamp, while 40:77 per cent. were due to falls of roof and sides
of mine-workings, the remaining 35°66 per cent. being the results
of miscellaneous accidents. Moreover, the percentage of deaths
due to explosions was very fluctuating, specially heavy mortality
having been caused by particularly calamitous explosions in certain
years; while, on the other hand, the loss of life caused by falls of
roof and sides was not only almost always higher than that due to
explosions, but it also was nearly constant. As a result of a debate
in the House of Commons, in June, 1878, in which these facts were
prominently put forward, a Royal Commission was 3 gem to
enquire into the subject of accidents in mines. The final report of
this Commission was published in March, 1886, and during the seven
years of its existence the scientific section of the Commission, of
which the author was a member, had been almost continuously
engaged in examining and experimenting with yarious appliances
for ensuring the safe conduct of mining operations, and much
original investigation had been entered upon, the results of which
were given in the paper.
As an instance of the smaller classes of preventible accidents in
mines, due to modes of working, reference was made to the custom
po in South Wales, of allowing boys to run in advance of the
orses and trams used for haulage for the
ie of opening and
closing the air-doors. It had been frequently pointed out that the
danger arising from this custom would be obviated if boys were
stationed at the air-doors, instead of being allowed to run with the
trams. The class of accidents connected with the shafts of a mine
appeared to have been successfully grappled with. The first
‘*safety-cage” which came before the public prominently was that
of Mr. Fourdrinier, to whom a medal was awarded in 1851. Since
that time various improvements had been made in this adjunct of
the mine, particulars of which were given, as were also details of
various safety-hooks for preventing over-winding.
The sudden yielding or dislodgment of the roof or sides of a
working was a fruitful source of accident, and the variable conditions under which such movements occurred presented a formidable obstacle to anything approaching a trustworthy comparison of
the different systems practised in different coalfields for coping with
this danger. The employment of cast and wrought iron and cast
steel in place of, or in combination with, timber for propping and
securing workings, had found favour here and there, but
not
been largely substituted for ordinary timbering and arching. In
workings where powder and certain substitutes for blasting could
not be employed with advantage, and where, therefore, mechanical
PS eeram had to be used for bringing down the coal and stone, the
risk of accidents from falls would obviously be reduced by reason of
the increase of the ratio of work done to the time spent by the men
in close proximity to the working-face, Several of these mechanical
processes for getting coal were referred to, as was also the application of compressed air for the same purpose by the Dubois and
Francois method, employed in some
Belgian coal-mines, and by
the
lish and Beaumont tunnelling-machine at the Bridgwater
Collieries,
Although the efficient support of the roof and sides, and the
increased facilities for the expeditious performance of mechanical
work, contributed to the diminution of the death-rate from falls,
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the miner's vigilance in this respect must often be of little avail if
as was still frequently the case, he was dependent upon a source of
light insufficient to enable him to see distinctly the signs of a fal]
impending in his immediate vicinity. One of the chief, and most
laborious, branches of experimental investigation upon which the
late Royal Commission entered was the determination, by trust.
worthy and searching methods of experiment, of the relative merits
of the numerous varieties of safety-lamp which had been devised in
recent years, and especially since the appointment of that Commis.
sion. The author proposed to deal with these experiments and
their results in Part i of his paper ;but, in so far as these improved
lamps acted as indicators of firedamp, they were described, and the
principle upon which this application of some of them were based
—namely, the formation of a luminous cap over the flame when
placed in an explosive atmosphere—was discussed, Reference was
also made to other types of firedamp-indicators, such as those
devised by the late Mr. Ansell and others, the preference being
given to the instrument of E. H. T. Liveing, as most nearly
Po "wrod the fulfilment of the conditions essential in a firedamp
indicator,
Some experiments made ten years ago by Mr. H. Hall, Govern.
ment Inspector of Mines, in different seams of fiery coal, appeared
to have afforded conclusive evidence of the considerable extent to
which the escape of gas might be increased by the rarefaction of
the air upon the face of the coal. Experiments had also been made
in a similar direction in a coal-mine belonging to the Archduke
Albert, at Karwin, in Austrian Silesia.
The Royal Commission
carefully examined into the existing information, including the ex.
periments referred to, which bore upon the influence exerted by
variations in atmospheric pressure on the conditions of the air in
coal-mines where firedamp was prevalent. But although numerous
striking instances had occurred of the coincidence of explosions
with, or their speedy occurrence after, abnormally rapid barometric
depressions, the commissioners deprecated the adoption of any
official measures such as the establishment of observatories in
mining districts, or the issue of warnings by the Meteorological
Office. The opinion was expressed that safety in mines was much
more likely to be ensured by the increasing vigilance of the officials
and workmen than by encouraging a sense of security, which might
be very misleading, as based upon such warnings.
The sudden and violent escape of gas accumulated locally under
great pressure was next considered, reference being made to various
recorded outbursts of gas in a. and to the remarkable occurence of natural gas in the petroleum districts of the United States
and of the Caucasus. The possibility of taking measures for facilitating the comparatively gradual escape of firedamp from gas-bearing strata, so as to relieve the pressure, had received much serious
attention. The driving of bore-holes into the coal in advance of the
working face had been attended with good results. Recourse had
also been had to bore-holes driven into gas-bearing strata contiguous
to mine-workings ;but the time and cost of carrying out such operations, to any useful extent in localities where such strata were at a
distance from the workings, precluded any considerable extension
of this system. In some cases special gas-drains had been provided
in connection with goaves and other lurking-places for gas within the
mine; in other localities it had been found benetici Te carry an
airway along the rise side of the workings. Even well within the
experience of existing mining authorities,
it was the custom in
workings of limited extent to fire periodically the accumulated
mixture of gas and air; while so lately as 1879 the practice of
keeping open lamps suspended in the higher regions of workings,
to burn the tiredamp, was recognised by the authorities in Saxony,
although this dangerous course had since been prohibited in
mines where the safety lamp was prescribed. The late Sir W.
Siemens brought under the notice of the Commission an invention
of Mr. Kirner, of Freiberg, for consuming the firedamp in mines.
In consisted of a mass of porous material coated with spongy
platinum or palladium at a low red heat by a stream of vapour
emitted from a petroleum lamp beneath it, allowing the air
charged with fi mp to pass over this species of slow-combustion furnace; but its action was found ty spe feeble. Other
expedients for removing firedamp had been proposed, chiefly of
electrical or chemical nature, but not one of hon appeared to be
of a practicable character. With regard to the sudden invasion
of mine-workings by large volumes of firedamp bursting forth
under great pressure, the most that could be hoped for was some
reduction in the frequency of such occurrences, and the Royal
Commissioners laid stress upon their conviction that the only present safeguard against the — serious consequences therefrom
lay in the provision of ample ventilation.
The author then referred to the varieties of fans and mechanical
ventilators now in extensive use, amongst the largest and most
effective of which were those of Guibal and of Leeds, working in
casings and ranging in dimensions up to 50ft. in diameter; the
Waddle and Ramme! fans, open at the circumference, and ranging
up to 45ft. in diameter; and the quick-running fans of Schiele, up
to 15ft. in diameter. In regard to the improvements accomplished
in the arrangements for rapidly passing large volumes of air
through mines, the method of forcing a single current of air
through the ways and leaving ventilation to be accomplished by
diffusion had to a large extent given place, and with incalculable
benefit, to a. division of the air supply inte distinct ventilating
currents passing along separate districts. The extent to which the
air in mines, where firedamp issued from the freshly-cut coal faces,
was likely to be contaminated as regarded ventilation, had been
carefully considered by Messrs, Atkinson, Mr, Galloway, and
others. The inferences to be drawn from the various observations
were, that with the improved mine ventilation of the present day,
the air, even in fiery mines, could not become dangerosly charged
with firedamp with the gas which escaped from the freshly-wrought
coal, and from the coai faces which were being worked, and that
for such a condition of things to arise a sudden and considerable
liberation of gas, or some considerable fall of coal or stone, accompanied by a large escape of gas, must occur at or near thg working
places.
e careful examination into the effects produced by
explosions in mines bad led to a very general realisation of an
important element of danger, additional to, and poole sometimes independent of, the presence of firedamp in the atmosphere
of a mine. The discussion of this branch of the subject and of
those relatingto the employment of explosives in mines, and the
illumination of mine-workings, was reserved for the second part
of this paper.
ENGINEERING Society, Krno’s CoLtecE, Lonpon.—On Tuesday,
May 24th, ~~ were read before this Society by Messrs, R. 3.
Mytton red . J. Bonton, A.K.C.; the former on ‘‘ Locomotives,”
the latter on ‘‘Fire Engines.” Mr. Mytton commenced with a
meral description of locomotives, and then proceeded to a
etailed description of Mr. Webb’s latest pattern locomotive now
at work on the London and North-Western Railway. This locomotive is designed to travel at ~~ miles per hour, which it does
but no more, and was chosen for description because it tends to
show one way in which the compound principle has been applied to
the locomotive. In this engine two high-pressure cylinders are used,
feeding a low-pressure cylinder at the same time, thus gaining the
advantages of coupled engine without the wear and tear of coupling
rods. It was then contrasted with the new t
of American
locomotive, introduced by the “Strong” Locomotive Company, of
New York. The aps
appliances described by Mr. Bonton
in his paper were Merryweather’s patent force pumps, steam fire
engines and boilers, Shand and Mason's patent steam engines and
boilers, Jones and Shirreff’s patent rotary steam fire engine, and
the leading types of American steam fire engine.
e chief
respective advantages of Shand and Mason’s and Merryweather’s
ngines were
tioned and compared, and Merryweather’s floating steam fire engine was described. Chemical fire engines were
then dealt with. The pee concluded with a description of
various accessories to fire engines. After a vote of thanks to
Messrs. Mytton and Bonton the meeting adjourned,
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
A ratutway to Helston, in connection with the Great
THERE are 13,381 workmen employed in the ye
Western at Gwinear
, has been opened for traffic. It is iron ore mines, and the total production of iron ore in 1886 was
about nine miles in length, and has cost about £100,000, including 3,907,266 tons.
the land.
THE production of puddled bar in the United Kingdom
TERE is, it is now stated, no foundation for the report in 1886 amounted to 1,616,701 tons, which is a decrease of 294,424
that the Bokharans had declined to permit the construction of a tons on the make of the previous year.
railway through their territory. They are declared, on the contrary,
Tue American steam tonnage registered for foreign
to be anxiously awaiting it.
trades was 6000 tons less in 1885 than in 1870, and the percentage
Tux Imperial Commission, under the direction of of American imports carried in American vessels has steadily
General Paucker, deputed to take over the Transcaspian Railway dwindled from 75:2 per cent. in 1856 to 66°5 in 1860, to 35°6 per
from the contractors, has presented a report declaring the con- cent. in 1870, and 15°98 per cent. in 1886, Even during the civil
war it never fell below 27°5 per cent.
struction of the line to be perfect in every respect.
Tne Kaisar-i-Hind Bridge is now open
for traffic. It
Since 1882 the decline in prices of copper has been as
was opened by the Lieutenant-Governor and a large mee of follows in London :—
European ladies and
itlemen, and a vast concourse of native
1882 ..
.. £67 per ton.
spectators, with some
1 Cavalry, Bengal Infantry, and Punjab
Gh. <¢ se Ss) “ae Pan ae ae eee ae
”
Se
ee
ee
ee
”
Volunteers.
eas as sees. Gk Gah ae ieee ae e s
o”
Tue directors of the Midland Railway Company have
1886 ..
40} .
decided to give all the men in their employ a day’s holiday on June The above table shows that ‘the price of copper has, since 1882,
2Ist, allowing them a day’s pay therefor in
ation of the receded over 40 per cent., and has thus fallen with the increase in
Queen's Jubilee. This will apply to the men all over the line, and its use for electrical purposes,
those who cannot be spared on the 21st will have another day,
A LECTURE experiment on “ the Volumetric Relations of
Monpay, the 20th June, is now named as the day on Ozone and Oxygen” was recently delivered by W. A. Shenstone and
which the Tay Bridge will be opened for traffic. The work at the J. Tudor Cundall, before the Chemical Society. Soretand Brodie have
bridge is being carried forward with all despatch. Nearly one shown that if v be the contraction produced on the electrification
thousand men are employed, and so anxious are the contractors to of a mass of oxygen, then 2v will represent the further contraction
have the structure completed for the summer and autumn tourist that will occur on absorbing the ozone formed by means of turpenand other traffic, that the workmen are working overtime.
tine. If it be true that ozone completely dissolves in turpentine,
this indicates that three measures of oxygen are concerned in the
Tue President of the Canadian Pacific Company has formation
two measures of ozone.
e authors described an
recently said that it would be an easy matter for the company to apparatus ofwhich
have constructed for readily exhibiting
abandon the line west of Sudbury and Nipissing, and send the Soret’s observation they
to
a
class,
traffic vid the Sault Ste. Marie line. This, accompanied by the
Accorpine to the official returns of the Luxemburg
statement that the traffic on the first-mentioned part of the railway
does not amount to much, has caused much concern in Ottawa.
Chamber of Commerce, there were last year in the Grand Duchy
60 iron mines in activity, producing, with 3025 hands, 2,361,372
Iv is stated that a syndicate, composed chiefly of Bel- tons
of oolitic ore similar to that of Cleveland. Of the 21 blast
gians, has obtained from the Persian Government the concession furnaces,
20 were in blast for 797 weeks, producing 400,644 tons of
for constructing the first Persian railway. The first line will run pig iron with
1732 hands. The number of foundries, including
from the capital, Teheran, to the celebrated place of iigrimage,
t
of
the
new Dudelange Steel Works, is 7, which, with 178
Shah-Abdul-Agim, a town of 90,000 inhabitants,
it will
hands,
turned
out
2585 tons of castings, of which 2141 consisted
about 10 kilometres in length. It is said that the concession of columns, floor plates,
and parts of engines and machines, The
granted to this Belgian company has an im rtance far e:
two rolling mills at Luxemburg and Dudelange produced 28,154
any value that can be attached to any single of rail, as it entitles tons
of
finished
iron
and
steel with 401 hands,
them to the exclusive right of constructing and working a long
line from the Caspian Sea to the Persian Gulf.
A paPer on “ Magnetic Torsion of Iron Wires” was
Tue following, by a correspondent writing to the read last week before the Physical Society, by Mr. Shelford
Bidwell. This is an account of experiments made on the twisti
Times, is very much to the credit of the London, Chatham, and pe
by sending a current along magnetised iron wires, an
Dover ape J:—‘‘As complaints are so re
made
shows that Widemann’s explanation of these phenomena
against the railway companies at home and abroad, I hope you —byauthor
a difference in molecular friction at the polar and
will allow me to record an instance of prompt attention and lateralassuming
surfaces of
tised molecules—is unsatisfactory. The
courtesy on the part of one of them. While returning from the wires were
by means of a solenoid in
Continent a fortnight ago my wife lost Ler watch somewhere the axis of which the wireslongitudinally
were suspended. To obtain consistent
between Paris and London. 1 wrote to the manager of the
results it was found necessary to demagnetise the wire between the
London, Chatham, and Dover Railway asking him to endeavour to observations,
This is done by reversed currents of gradually
trace it, and offering to pay any expenses to which he might be
t of rheostat and
put. My letter was promptly acknowledged, and in two or three decreasing strength, and a simple
commutator
devised
for this purpose was exhibited.
days I received a notice that the watch was in the hands of the
Northern of France Railway, and on Friday I received the watch
Proressor Woopwarp, of Washington, declares that in
with a letter from the manager of the London, Chatham, and about
years the rock over which the falls flow, at Niagara,
Dover Railway, saying that the only expense he would ask me to will be 2200
all worn away. The area of the rock worn away at the
pay was 6}d., for postage and registration.”
Horseshoe Falls, between the years 1842 and 1875 was 18,500 square
A portion of the Blackburn Corporation Tramways, feet, equal to 0°425 acres; between 1875 and 1886, 60,000 square
between the railway station, Blackburn, and Church, a distance of feet, or 1°37 acres. The main length of the contour of the falls is
2300ft. The time pe to recede one mile, if the rate is
four miles, was i
ted on W
day, the 25th May, 1887, by 2-4ft.
per year, is 2200 years. Before this catastrophe is due,
Major-General Hutchinson, on behalf of the Board of Trade.
e
provision will be made to confine the waters of Lake Erie,
tramways were constructed under the superintendence of the doubtless
a disastrous inundation will not take place. What wonders
borough engineer for Blackburn, Mr. J. B. McCallum, and Mr. W. sowillthat
have
taken
place before the close of these 2200 years. Anyone
Lyster Holt, the engineer to the Blackburn Corporation Tramways
has visited Niagara must have noticed that the falls have
Company. The line is laid with steel girder rails 881b. per yard, who
receded
quite
a
from their original starting place. In
and paved throughout with granite setts 5in. deep. The laying passing it may bedistance
remarked that under the care of the State
commenced on February 25th, 1887, and aotaitinhendion the Niagara Falls is recovering
pristine picturesqueness. The
inclemency of the weather, the whole was completed by the date nuisances associated with it haveits been
abolished, and it is now a
of the inspection. It is therefore an instance of how rapidly
noble
State
park.
tramways may occasionally be laid. The line was successfully
opened for traffic on Saturday, the 28th May, 1887. The engines
Tue Landes Zeitung, the official journal in the annexed
have been constructed by Messrs, Green and Son, of Leeds, and provinces of Alsace-Lorraine, publishes the following returns of the
the cars by the Ashbury Railway Carriage and Iron Company, of census taken there in December, 1885. At that date the total
Manchester. These tramways now afford direct commuuication Pe lation was 1,564,355, as compared with 1,565,670 in December,
between Blackburn and Accrington, and will eventually be cona decrease of 2315 in the five years. Divided according to
siderably extended, giving great travelling facilities to an immense their , nationality,
there were, in December, 1885, 1,368,711 natives
population,
of Alsace-Lorraine, 151,755 Germans from other parts of the
FOLKESTONE seems to be waking up, and is beginning Empire, and 43,829 foreigners, whereas in December, 1880, the
of Alsace-Lorraine numbered 1,418,025 and the immigrants
to kick — the prohibitive tax levied by the South-Eastern natives
Railway Company upon travellers to Folkestone, to which the fares from Germany only 114,797. Thus, in the course of five years, the
are about three times as much as to any other place in the country. native population has decreased by 49,254 inhabitants—25,293 in
Lorraine, 13,984 in Lower Alsace, and 9997 in ty 9 Alsace—while
It is stated that the South-Eastern Company pay £25,000 per year the
immigrants from other parts of the Empire had increased by
to keep the London, Chatham, and Dover Company out, and this 36,958.
diminution of the native element is due to the everhas to be paid by the visitors to Folkestone and those who go increasingTheemigration
of the people, and the Landes Zeitung caleuthrough. A deputation of residents of Folkestone waited upon
lates
that
if
the emigration continues at the present rate the
Mr. Forbes and Major Dickson, M.P., last week, at the Victoria
station of the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway, to urge upon native population oe bars disappeared altogether at the end of
them the desirability of extending the Chatham and Dover Rail- twenty-nine years.
way, or obtaining running powers over the South-Eastern from
Tue report of Mr. William Crookes, F.R.S., Mr.
Ashford to Folkestone,
r. J. S. Forbes said that as to the views William Odling, F.R.S., and Dr. C. Meymott Tidy, on the water
of the London, Chatham, and Dover Company, he thought they supplied
to London during April, states that ‘‘the proportion of
must have been pretty well manifested when they went to Parlia- organic matter present in the water has continued uniformly low,
ment a year or two ago for the purpose of obtaining access to though not, indeed, so markedly low as in the previous month’s
Folkestone by means of a short railway from Kearsney to a con- supply. Thusthe maximum proportion of organic carbon in any
venient place near the Leas; and, of course, if they had then had sample of Thames-derived water was *179 part in 100,000 parts of the
the sympathy and the —— of the
le of Folkestone, which water; with a mean of *162
in the entire series of samples, as
they now seemed to have, he had no dou tt whatever that the Bill against
of *172 part for the previous three months’ supply.
would not have been defeated. The reason why they selected the One onlya mean
of
the
Thames-derived
samples had to be recorded as
route mentioned was that it would place Folkestone in communica- otherwise than clear and bright; but
samples of the East
tion with all the important places upon the London, Chatham, and London Company’s water, drawn from several
stand-pipe in the ComDover Railway, They had, as they knew, no inconsiderable towns mercial-road, were found to be ‘very aslightly
turbid’ from the
in Faversham, Sittingbourne, Chatham, Rochester, Sheerness, Xc.; paoenes of finely-suspended mineral matter, apparently
detached
that was why they selected that means of access to Folkestone. rom the lining deposit of the mains in that neighbourhood
by
However, they were defeated. The Chatham, as they knew, after exceptional flushings to which they had been subjected. The
a great fight with the South-Eastern, got to Maidstone, the market maximum proportion of o
i
c
carbon
found
in
this
company’s
town and the capital of the county so to speak, and thence to Ashwas ‘147 partin 100,
of water,” or one grain in
ford, and then, having got to Ashford, it got a junction with the soba
’ grains, or one lb. in 312°5 tons.
South-Eastern, but further than that they were denied anything;
— were denied running powers into the railway station at ‘Ash. Arta recent meeting of the Chemical Society a paper
ford, although they were within a few yards of it. He dared say, was read on ‘‘Ozone from Pure Oxygen,” by W. A. Shenstone and
however, that the deputation had that morning found it qui
J. Tudor Cundall. The authors describe an apparatus in which
—
to come up to London by the London, Chatham, and oxygen has been prepared and stored without the possibility of air
ver Railway by walking from one station to the other, but gaining admittance. So far as it is possible to determine the
really there was no reason why they should not have come all the — of the gas by tests, it would appear certain that it has con= a the eepscarriages - which — — rec ‘The line
ined at most xyz_ Of nitrogen.
e oxygen has been collected
as there,and supposing their
ners, the South-Eastern, were and sealed up in glass tubes containing phosphoric oxide, in conwere willingtoaccedeto thewishes afthe deputation, the eins tact with which it has been kept for periods ranging from eight
could be done and arranged for the Ist of next month. He beli
weeks to eight months. Subsequently it has been submitted to the
their estimate for the proposed line was £180,000; but they did not action of electricity, and the ozone produced has been measured.
want to fight that matter over again, although at some future In one experiment made at 10 deg. C. no less than 11°7 per cent. of
time, if pe be ragthe present means of getting to Folkestone the oxygen taken was converted into ozone. This is a very conwere not sufficient, they might avail themselves
again of the alter- siderably higher proportion than has been obtained either by
native of the present proj
In conclusion, Mr. Forbes said if Brodie or by the authors from ordinary oxygen when similar means
the people of Folkestone would, by such an expression of opinion, of electrification are employed, but not so high as was obtained by
show the directors of the London, Chatham, and Dover
way Andrews and Tait, who, however, worked in a different way, and
that they were really in earnest, then he might say the London, the exact value of whose results is uncertain in consequence of the
Chatham, and Dover Railway would themselves go to Parliament tendency of the sulphuric acid that they used in their gauges to
and apply for the Bill.
absorb ozone,
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MISCELLANEA.
Last Sunday afternoon, at 3.30, a tremendous earthslip
occurred from a mountain called the Spitze, 2435 metres high, in
the Schiichenthal, canton of Uri. Two houses with nine persons
were buried. Fortunately that part of the valley is sparsely
inhabited, otherwise the loss of life would have been considerable.
These Swiss mountains appear to be much dissatisfied with their
elevated positions.
THE grain porters at Avonmouth Docks, Bristol, have
struck work because the stevedores, for the purpose of facilitating
the rapid discharge of the steamer Warwick, erected an elevator
capable of lifting 50 tons per hour. Thereupon the whole of the
grain porters employed at the docks struck work, and said the
would remain out until the objectionable machine had been indeed.
The stevedores telegraphed to Liverpool for men,
THE Belgian Society of Engineers has opened, in the
Brussels Bourse, its fifth special exhibition, viz, of building
materials excluding metals. An interesting exhibit is that of the
Brussels Natural History Museum, consisting of thin plates of all
the Belgian marbles, ground down to one-tenth of a millimetre, so
as to be translucent, and secured between two glass plates, like
preparations for the microscope, so that their structure can be
examined with a magnifying glass.
Messrs. HarTLEy anp Svuepen, Halifax, have been
awarded a gold and bronze medal by the International Horticultural Exhibition held this month at Dresden, Saxony, and the
Russian Imperial Horticultural Society, of Riga, have voluntaril
awarded a special silver medal for their hot-water boilers for horticultural purposes. These medals make up a total number of
thirty-three gold, silver, and bronze medals and awards gained by
Messrs, Hartley and Sugden at various International Exhibitions.
A stncuLar accident took place last week at the works of
Messrs. Wilsons, Pease, and Co., of Middlesbrough. One of the calcining kilns, in a row containing seventy, suddenly burst with a loud
report, perring its contents, consisting of hot ironstone, upon the
floor below. A workman who was engaged near was unfortunately
struck and killed. The kiln was cased with wrought iron plating,
and it must have been internal pressure from some unknown cause
which caused it to give way. Nothing of the kind has ever before
oceurred in the Cleveland district.
Tue Council of the Gas Institute report that at the
last annual general meeting there were elected twenty new
members, while four associates were transferred to the class of
members, and fourteen to the newly-created class of associate
members, On the other hand, there has been a reduction during
the year just ended, attributable to deaths, withdrawals, and
removals, of forty-seven. This shows a net decrease of twentytine, probably attributable in part to the increase in the rate of
subscriptions,
THERE ought to be an important trade in coffee mills,
for it is estimated that the total production of coffee in the world
is about 600,000 to 650,000 tons, of which Brazil alone produces
between 340,000 and 380,000 tons, and Java 60,000 to 90,000 tons,
the
rtion of British-grown coffee being only about 35,000 tons,
of which India contributes 15,000 to 18,
tons, Ceylon 10,000 to
12,000 tons, and Jamaica 4000 to 5000 tons. Although numerically
very small, the productions of British Colonies and of India occupy
the front rank owing to their excellence.
Ata meeting of the Walsall Chamber of Commerce last
week, Mr. F. James presiding, it was reported that fifteen letters
hereon distributed amongst
the trade with reference to the publi
of the prices of accepted Government contracts, only five
replies had been received, of which three were strongly deprecatory
of the proposal, and two were in favour of the prices being made
known,
After some discussion it was resolved to inform the Contract Department at Woolwich that while those who were inside—
the contractors—condemned the publication of contract prices,
those who were outside wished to know what was going on.
Mvcz interest has been aroused amongst iron and steelmasters by Mr. Percy C. Gilchrist’s paper at the Iron and Steel Institute meeting upon basic slag as a manure. The efforts of the
Staffordshire Steel and Ingot Iron Company at Bilston to utilise
its slag by reducing it to a fertiliser by means of machinery
are, we understand, proving very successful. It is stated that
the whole of the make has been contracted for by the artificial
manure company. The company remarks that Mr. Gilchrist was
perfectly correct in laying much stress upon the importance of
reducing the slag to extreme fineness. The fertiliser which is now
being manufactured at Bilston will pass through a mesh of 10,000
holes to the square inch. Additional grinding machine plant
will by-and-bye be erected.
Mr. Apams, of Hill of Beath, Dunfermline, who has
carried on mining operations at Hill of Beath for many years,
recently obtained a lease of the minerals on the estate of Dalbeath,
and he has commenced sinking operations in the new field ona
scale which promises to rival anything in Fifeshire. The site of
the operations is about a mile from Mr. Adams’ works at Hill of
Beath, and the shaft in process of sinking measures 25ft. by 10ft.
The shaft is surrounded by troppean rocks, and it is anticipated
that the water supply will be heavy. To meet the water supply, a
direct working oe gy engine is being erected, which, it is
calculated, will be able, if necessary, to raise a ton of water to the
surface every stroke. The machinery is being supplied by Grant
and Ritchie, Kilmarnock, and six large double-flued Lancashire
boilers, by which the steam is to be i
to all the engines,
have been supplied by Mr. W. Wilson, Lilybank Works, Glasgow,
It is expected that the ‘‘ Dunfermline splint” seam will be struck
in the shaft at a depth of 180 fathoms. It would be difficult to
estimate the cost of the fittings of the pit, but the total —
machinery will be at least £10,000, and ere the coal has
n
1? up the expenditure may not be less than £30,000. The
whole work is being carried out under the immediate superintendence of Mr. David Adams.
Tue R.M.S. Trojan, built and engined by Messrs. J. and
G. Thomson, of Clydebank, Glasgow, for the Union Steamship
Company’s Cape of Good Hope mail service, has had her engines
converted from the compound to the tri-compound system by
Messrs. T. Richardson and Sons, of Hartlepool, and has been supplied with new boilers working at a pressure of 1601b. per square
inch. The diameters of the new cylinders are 34in., 54in., and
89in. respectively, and the length of the stroke 60in. The Trojan
went out for her trial trip at Stokes Bay on Saturday, May 28th.
She attained a mean speed of 13°9 knots per hour, and indicated
4092-horse
power, her engines working at 66 revolutions <—
minute, with a steam pressure of 1601b. to the square inch.
is
shows an additional 50 indicated horse-power, as compared with
the Trojan’s trial trip with the compound engines. The adoption
of the triple-expansion engines will add greatly to the comfort of
passengers, through the decreased vibration, while the economised
consumption of coal will be advantageous to the proprietors. The
Trojan is the third of the Union peyton f-mail steamers which
has been converted to the new system, and it is confidently anticipated that the result will be as satisfactory as in the case of the
two others—viz., Spartan and Athenian. The Mexican is now
having her engines tripled, and will be followed on her completion
by the Moor. The inter-colonial steamers Anglian and African are
also fitted with triple-expansion engines.
hilst the Trojan’s
engines were being altered advantage was taken of the opportunity
to fit her with one of Messrs. J. and E. Hall’s refrigerating
machines, whereby a constant supply of ice will be provided, and
fresh meat, pape &c., for the use of passengers, obtained in
England, will be preserved throughout the voyage. The Trojan
sailed from Southampton for the Cape of Good Hope on June 2nd.
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Society oF Enorveers.—Monday, June 6, at the Westminster Town
Hall: Ordinary meeting. Paper to be read: --“‘ Renewal of Roof over
Departure Platform at King’s Cross Terminus, G.N.R.,” by R. M. Bancroft, of which the following is a synopsis :—Construction of original
laminated timber roof, erected in 1851-2—Cause of its decay—Construction and working of movable staging, so as not to interfere with passen, traffic—Construction
erection of new —
iron ribs,
lattice and trussed purline—Comparison of weights of old timber and
new iron rib--Total weight of ironwork in the roof. The contract drawings, kindly lent by Mr. Richard Johnson, M. Inst. C.E., will be open for
GeoLoaists’ AssociaTion.—Saturday, June 4th, excursion to RickmansPUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
worth, leaving Euston at 2.15. Saturday, June llth, excursion to
*,* With this week's number is issued as a Supplement a Two-page Aylesbury, leaving Euston at 11 a.m.
Engraving of « Compound Passenger Enyine—North-Eastern
Railway.
very copy as issued by the Publisher contains
DEATHS.
this Supplement, and subscribers are requested to notify the fact
On the 24th inst, at Ashfield, Chepstow, ALrrep WitL1am Goocn,
should they not receive it.
C.E., third son of Sir Daniel Gooch, Bart., of Clewer Park, Windsor,
ed 41,
~~ the 26th inst., at 45, Fentiman-road, 8.W., of apoplexy, after four
CONTENTS.
days’ illness, Epwarp Bares, Asse. Inst. C.E. Friends will kindly
Tue Enoineer, June 3rd, 1887.
PAGE accept this intimation.
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Two-PaGE SUPPLEMENT, ILLUsTRATING A CompouND PasseNceR ENGINE, cates
in the engine, as a whole, is the same, whether one cylinder
Nortu-Eastern Raitway.
or many be used, while the surface to be heated and cooled
is very much augmented in the compound as compared
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
with the simple engine. The truth is, that the reason why
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the sadtbaplinader engine is more economical than the
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single
cylinder engine must be sought in another direction.
*,*" All letters intended for insertion in THR ENGINEER, or conwavy q vos ¥ must ook ma per’ by the _— and address Let us see what takes place in both types of steam
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writer, not necessarily for
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as a proofo machinery.
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HEATING COCKLES.
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(To the Editor of The Bagineer.)
shown by Mr. Anderson, the re-evaporation which takes
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large drying laundry ; and whether wrought or cast iron would
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Constant READER.
far larger re-evaporation which takes place during the
May 30th.
exhaust stroke results in dead loss, because the steam so
SULPHUR REFINING PLANT.
produced does no work whatever. We may compare this
(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
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however, so high that we doubt if it has ever been fully
realised in practice.
It is one thing to suggest the use of steam of 250 lb.
pressure, and quite another to put the suggestion into
shape. It is well known that very great difficulties are
experienced in dealing with steam of excessively high
temperatures and pressures. For one thing, it seems to
exert some peculiar solvent action on cast iron, similar in
certain respects to that set up by superheated steam, which
has been known so to alter the nature of a cast iron slide
valve that the metal could be cut almost like plumbago,
while long before this stage had been reached the sharp
edges of the ports, had completely disappeared. In
the case of the quadruple engine, however, it must not be
forgotten that the whole of the trouble will be concentrated in a single and comparatively small cylinder,
because, in it, and in it alone, will the high-pressure exist.
Let us take, for example, a triple expansion engine with
cylinders in the ratio of 17in., 25in., and 38in. in diameter.
e have here only a very small cylinder to deal with,
and such an engine with 120 1b. pressure ought readily to
indicate 1000-horse power. If a fourth cylinder were
added, and the pressure doubled, it is easy to see that the
new cylinder need not be more than 13in. in diameter,
and this becomes a very small affair indeed. This being
the case, exceptional methods and materials of construction become available for it, and it is worth consideration
whether it would not be better to reject cast iron altogether for it in favour of some of the alloys—such, for
example, as gun metal, which is known to work very well
at high temperatures and pressures in slide valves and
port faces. Steel liners have been tried, but the results
obtained have not been satisfactory. They were found to
be liable to crack, and we are not aware that any engines
are now running at sea with steel liners in the highpressure cylinder. If they are, the engines are of recent
construction. There is no reason, however, why, because
steel failed some years ago it should fail now. Great
advances have been made in the art of working steel, and
what will answer well in a gun chase ought also to
answer as a cylinder liner. We suggest steel, because so
far as is known, high-pressure steam has not the same
deleterious effect that it has on cast iron. Piston valves
must of necessity be used, because no one has yet succeeded
in producing slide valves, balanced or not, which will
endure a pressure of anything like 2501b. Metallic
stuffing box packing must be used. In this there is
no difficulty.
Putting the question of boilerson one side for the
moment, we venture to assert, the present state of the
mechanical arts is such that pressures of 250lb. may be
adopted with safety and economy, provided the initial
cylinder is treated specially. If, however, it is regarded as
one with the rest of the engine, disappointment and loss
will certainly ensue. What is good enough for 150 1b. is not
good enough for 2501b. The first, or high-pressure engine,
as we may call it, of aquadruple engine, must of necessity
be treated on its own merits. It will in all cases, as we
have said, be a very small affair, as regards the cylinder,
piston, &c., but it does not follow that it will therefore cost
less than the other three engines; on the contrary, it
may cost more. Itmust be regarded as a special thing,
working for itself and to itself, and exhausting
its steam
into an ordinary triple expansion engine. The designing of
the initial engine of quadruple engines presents a fine
field for engineers. We know of course that there are
quadruple engines at sea in which no special treatment has
been given to the initial cylinder, but these engines work
at pressures of not more than 150 1b.; and it is more than
doubtful if they are any better than triple expansion
engines working at the same or somewhat smaller
pressures.
AN INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION IN JAPAN.
Ar the time when we in England are experiencing
almost a plethora of exhibitions, and when we find a man
so eminent as is M. Tisza, the Hungarian Prime Minister,
stating to the Diet that the reason his Government
had declined to take part in the International Exhibition
at Paris is “because the frequent recurrence of International Exhibitions had reduced their economic and industrial importance,” the lesson to be learned from the
attempt of an Eastern country such as Japan to encourage
industrial pursuits among its own people by similar
means cannot but be of value. The extreme competition
to which English manufacturers are now subjected by the
effortsofother European countries has often been discussed,
and it would now seem that in another hemisphere altogether, wherein until late years British manufacturers have
had an almost exclusive market, they are likely to meet
with much successful rivalry by the natives of a country
which, although long famed for certain specialities of
production, has not hitherto competed with ourselves in
a large class of necessaries.
An Industrial Exhibition has recently been opened at
Oyeno, in the Japanese Empire.
If we are rightly
informed, this Exhibition is the first of its kind which
has been attempted by the highly imitative and progressive
ple of that empire. For many years past the
schools and workshops of England have been largely
attended by Japanese youths, and it was only to be
expected that sooner or later the result of such training
would make itself apparent. We have not been without
ample evidence of the fruition of the intelligent course
adopted by the Japanese Government in sending away its
youth to profit by the advanced civilisation of the West.
Shipbuilding yards and engine shops, locally established
and worked almost entirely by Japanese, have for some
years been turning out both vessels destined for the mercantile marine and others of a class fitted to take their
place in the Imperial Japanese Navy. This now consists
of twenty-five men-of-war, thirteen torpedo boats, and
nine training and guaid ships. The advance made in this
respect by Japan has been singularly associated with the
most arbitrary restrictive measures over what we in England hold to be the liberty of the subject. Thus, impressed with the advantageof the employment of steamers
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in the coasting trade, an Imperial edict has forbidden
the building of junks above a certain limit of tonnage
capacity, a step which, however repulsive to our Western
notions, will probably do much to promote advancement
in the local building of steamships. We have further
evidence of the same progressive spirit in the erection of
a fine art museum at Osaka; a manufactory of fine matting to supersede the present crude system of hand labour,
the construction of a floating dock for the naval department at Jokosaka, and the connection of the several
garrison towns and all police stations by telephone.
But the holding of the Industrial Exhibition to which
we now refer indicates a spirit of advance in the
minor branches of manufacture which cannot fail to leave
its impress on our future export trade to Japan. It is
certain, from what a Japanese contemporary reports of
this Exhibition, that Sheffield and many other centres of
our manufacturing industry will have to regard with
some concern the progress made by the people of
Japan in certain branches of work of which they have
hitherto enjoyed an extensive monopoly. Thus we learn
that in this Exhibition are to be seen reproductions, the
result of native ingenuity, of English surgical instruments, drawing and optical instruments, iron safes,
mirrors, house furniture, boots and shoes, laboratory
utensils, glass vessels, and many other items which have
hitherto been largely exported
by English merchants to
Japan. It is said of these facsimilies that they are
scarcely, if at all inferior in make and finish to the production of our own factories. Hitherto the steel prepared
by the natives has failed to come near the standard
reached by ourselves; but the result of this Exhibition
goes to prove that it is scarcely likely British pre-eminence
in this material will be long maintained. Indeed we
know that Eastern nations have long made steel in small
quantities of a quality quite rivalling, if not surpassing
in some respects the larger outturn among ourselves.
There can therefore be no reason why, aided by instruction from the West, this branch of manufacture should
not be as successfully competed in by the Japanese as has
been the case with other items. When this is accomplished we must necessarily expect to see our own export
of steel articles to the extreme East fall off very considerably, even if it be not entirely superseded by native
workmanship.
That export has been very seriously handicapped in
the past by the conservatism of British manufacturers.
They have failed to take due account of the adaptability
of their productions to the different conditions which exist
between home and local needs. We have before in this
journal directed attention to the tools which have formed
aregular export from this country to the East. These
have varied little in size and form or design from those
used by our own workpeople. They are therefore utterly
unsuited to the handling of the weaker natives of the
orient, and no allowance has been made for the different
methods by which its people ge certain handicrafts in
which those tools are used.
We may instance the case—
and it is one to which particular attention is directed by
the Japan Weekly Mail in its account of this Exhibition—
of the carpenter's trade. In Japan, as indeed throughout the East, the workman of that handicraft pursues his
labour on a level with his work, while in Europe he exercises it above it. The plane is drawn towards the workman, as is also the saw. Different forms of tools are
therefore required, and the teeth of the saw must be
reversed as to their angle compared with European
examples. To what purpose therefore is it to send out consignments wholly unfitted for native use? If we are to
meet the competition to which it is evident, as the result
of this Industrial Exhibition in Japan, we are certain to
be exposed in that country, not alone must we continueto
excel in the material of our exports, but they must be
adapted in character to the methods pursued by its working classes. There is certainly as much to be learned from
this initiatory effort of the Japanese to assemble in
review their industrial productions as there is from more
ambitious efforts of the kind among ourselves.
MINING MACHINERY AND LOSS OF LIFE.
A TELLING testimony to the value of the improvement of the
machinery in our mines is furnished in a table compiled from
the reports of the Inspectors of Mines. As our readers are
aware, the loss of life in mines is over a period of years tolerably
regular in the total, but as over that period the yield of the
mines is enlarged, it follows that in proportion to the quantity
of minerals produced the loss of life by these mining accidents
is less than it was. The loss of life in and about the mines is
given under several heads, the loss by explosions and _firedamp being stated separately, as is that by accidents in
the shafts, whilst there are other divisions. The loss of life in
the shafts of the coal mines of the United Kingdom has been
ascertained for more than thirty years, and it furnishes the
testimony of which we have spoken. In the year 1854 the
number of deaths by accidents in the shafts of mines was 290,
and it has fallen with some rapidity. In 1864 the number of
deaths was 184, in 1874 it had further declined to 154, in 1884
it had declined to 88, and for the year 1886 the number was
only 86. But as the number of men in and about the mines
had increased in that time, the proportionate loss of life was
less. ‘In 1854 there were 1°23 lives lost in the shafts of the
mines for every 1000 persons employed in and about the mines,
but with a decreased number of lives so lost, and with an
increased number of persons employed, the mortality in the
shafts had for the past year fallen to 0°16 per thousand persons
employed. And a still more striking comparison can be made
—that of the proportion of the total loss of life which is supplied
by the lives lost by accidents in the shafts. In 1854 the loss of
life in the shafts formed 27°8 per cent. of the total loss of lifein
and about the mines, in 1864 it had fallen to 21°2 per cent., in
1874 it was 14°6 per cent., in 1884 the percentage was 9°3 only,
and last year it was 9°0 per cent. Thus the loss of life is now
only a third of what it was at the early date given ; it is about
a seventh in proportion to the number of persons employed in
and about the mines, and whilst it was more than a fourth of
the total life loss, it is now less than an eleventh part thereof;
and an analysis of the manner in which these accidents in the
shafts have occurred proves that the decrease has been in all
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classes of these accidents, in overwinding, falls, breakages of
ropes and chains, &c. The old corves have been done away
with and cages substituted, the use of detaching hooks of many
kinds has lessened the loss of life from overwinding, and some
believe that there has been a tendency to reduce the loss in the
shaft by the use of those wire ropes against which at the first
the men rebelled. Thus the mining engineer has in the course
of three decades very greatly reduced the loss of life in mines,
and especially in that loss over which he may be said to have
the most control. The firedamp explosions are as yet far beyond
the control of the engineer, and there are other losses in the
mine over which the miners themselves have more control than
he
Shaft accidents may be the result of imperfect
machinery, or of the want of caution of those who use it or who
traverse the shaft, and the great reduction we have named
shows that there has been very great improvement in the
machinery used. Mr. Dickinson, in his report a few years ago,
remarked on the “ skill and care ordinarily exercised” in arrangements as to the shaft machinery, adding that “millions of windings are performed in which the cages run at railway speed, and
are started and stopped almost to an inch without any accident
occurring.” Other inspectors have also shown that the improvement in the shaft machinery has been remarkable; and
had there been the same improvement, and the same reduction
of the loss of life in other directions, there would have been a
lessened death-roll in our mines.
LITERATURE.
A Glance at our Naval Future, 1887.—A. ALBINI.
ANYTHING written by Admiral Albini on the subject of
war ships, would command attention, and it is especially
interesting to read the opinions of one who has had so
much influence in the decisions arrived at with regard to
Italian naval armaments when expressed on the broad
features of the question. Admiral Albini’s views may be
summarised as follows :—A long period of revolutionary
progress in naval mechanical appliances, instead of facilitating the solution of the problem of how to arrive at
efficiency, has rather complicated it. The maximum
power
in each respect has been aimed at, and then suddenly
some insignificant alternative has been preferred, so that
the pigmy is seen contending with the giant, while each
naval Power follows a course of its own. Thus, some
would at the present moment convert our large ironclads
into transports, and develope a system of —
warfare.
Some would proceed slowly in the same direction, and
others would stand still and do nothing in the present
condition of uncertainty, which, however, is not safe for
long, seeing that it may involve the loss of naval power to
a State that is caught asleep. Admiral Albini thinks
that the torpedo, in spite of its terrors, is condemned to
disappear, or, at all events, to play a very secondary part.
It is visible, and it is not invulnerable. Even supposing
its powers of destroying ships of war to be very great, it
would never take their place,and therefore at any cost sbips
of war must exist. The torpedo boat will probably grow
into the torpedo shipat present, but such ships eventually
will not depend on their torpedo armaments, but on heavy
guns, the weapons common to large ships. Line-of-battle
ships will no more be abolished by torpedoes than whales
become extinct from the attacks of sword-fish. Admiral
Albini having formerly prophesied successfully both as to
torpedoes and the need of secondary armaments to ships,
now speaks with the more confidence, stating that naval
squadrons will in the future be composed of ships not
very dissimilar from each other, likea land force, deriving
its power and efficiency from a combination of various
groups of each representinga definite speciality of function.
At the same time there will always be a preponderance of
that element which is most susceptible of developing the
greatest intensity of action— like infantry-——and ships will
vary according to the scope determined on and the measure
uired by necessity.
“The exigencies of a nation that aspires to maintain
the position for which it competes, on the sea, are so
complex that they can never be satisfied by an element
een
of one sole special application, and whatever
may
the phase of progress that one special arm may
achieve, it would not be possible to dispense with a
powerful force of ships of war on the sea, as a squadron
could not do without a strong base of infantry, whatever
might be the power derived from other concurrent forces.”
These, and other considerations, would suffice to show that,
even “admitting the exaggerated power ascribed by some
to torpedoes, they cannot be substituted for ships of war,
nor contend with them for the empire of the sea.” Such
a conclusion is forbidden “ by a law of nature, in virtue
of which an effect cannot cease so long as the cause lasts.
Therefore unti) the military necessities cease of
ying
war to distant places, of blockades, of attacking strong
places, and of hindering disembarkation, the absolute
necessity still remains of uniting in one vessel velocity,
carrying of coal, arms, and materials for defence, elements
which all united in one sole structure, inevitably result in
a
t ship of war.” At present, however, Admiral
Albini allows that the destructive power of the torpedo
calls for the development of means of resisting its attacks
at the sacrifice of other power; but this does not mean
the abandonment of great ships.
The introduction of novelties has at all times excited
the minds of enthusiasts, and seemed to threaten the
existence of great ships, fora time suggesting the adoption of small vessels, but eventually the great ships have
predominated. With the introduction of8
steam this was
the case. It was thought that fleets of little steamboats,
carrying light guns, would crowd round large sailing
vessels and destroy them. The same p!
was reproduced on the introduction of cannon of 12 tons, bringing
in monitors and gunboats of the Staunch type. Great
ships eventually received both steam and the heavy
guns, and held their place. The Harvey torpedo prouced a shorter scare,
use it was soon apparent that
the danger to assailants would be greater than to the
ship attacked. Similar results have attended the introduction of the —.
The torpedo boat depends on its
invisibility, which is imperfect. Should it remain its
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present size, it will fail through its vulnerability;
should it increase, it will be the victim of its own
expansion.
It is not formidable by day, and at
night very bright light can be thrown round the ships,
and thus the torpedo cau be discovered and destroyed by
machine gun fire, which might be wr ay 80 arranged
and distribvted that pieces already laid might be fired at
the spot reyuired,
ides this torpedo nets might be
employed. Other means are being also devised of dis.
posing of torpedoes, either singly or in numbers. Torpedoes themselves, however, are not efficient for the
defence of ships against an enemy’s torpedo attack, seeing
that they are deficient in powers of discovery. Torpedo
boats moving round a ship at a distance of from 400m. to
1000 m. would impede its firing, and at 1500 m. the
torpedo boat would not be at ail effectual as a guard.
ie torpedo boat will probably gradually merease in
size to fulfil fresh requirements, until it becomes a line-ofbattle ship. Admiral Albini considers that torpedo
guns will then probably come in. Eventually many
powers of a ship will have to be sacrificed, however unwillingly, to means of securing her from —
and of
retaining her power to perform evolutions.
He further
suggests that speed will be sacrificed and that armourplated caissons will be employed in the water.
The
existence of open water between the guard and the ship
appears to be necessary.
In addition to loss of Sa |
probably sume armour above water will be sacrificed to
obtain better under-water protection. Modern artillery
has now practically beaten armour.
Guns of 43cm.
(16'9in.) with a projectile energy of 22,000 “dynemodes”
are in contemplation, which implies apower of perforating
76 cm. of iron (29°9in.) Any armour may therefore be
pierced, and such armour will be in a measure sacrificed
to material in a form whereby the safety of the ship may
be better furthered. Probably a vertical armour 30cm.
(11°8in.), thick tokeep out the fire of the quick-firing 15cm.
(5‘9in.) gun will be employed.
Admiral Albini does not expect guns to be dismounted
easily, and some risk in war must be run. The tendency
is to substitute mechanism for manual work, which will
decrease the number of men necessary and tend to
diminish the value of machine-gun fire. Large guns,
such as the 100-ton piece, Admiral Albini thinks will hold
their position in armaments. One blow by such a gun
will at times do work beyond the ove of a number of
lighter pieces. Armour may probably gradually disappear
from ships but not from forts. Common shells will probably be much employed against the unarmoured parts of
ships, and high-angle fire against horizontal armour, the
further development of which is contemplated. The day
on which a naval Power gives up heavy guns will initiate
her decay of strength and render her powerless against
armoured ships. Vente can certainly be better protected from sinking by horizontal armour than by vertical, since the latter has been quite mastered by modern
artillery. Plates 80cm. (31°5in.) supported on a very
strong structure, would be now necessary for vertical
protection.
Finally, as to secondary ships, Admiral Albini thinks
that fighting power may be sacrificed too far to speed.
Arms for conducting a running fight to the best
advantage he thinks must be provided. Two 12cm.
(4°7in.) guns at the bows and two at the poop he thinks
are needed. Torpedo boats and small vessels to scatter
and carry on an attack distributed over a long course he
thinks are needed for this class of warfare, and also ships
specially adapted to the attack of coast forts. For the
latter purpose small gunboats would probably be best
suited. Submarine ships threaten vessels with a new
danger, but Admiral Albini thinks the difficulties in the
way of efficient submarine attack too great to permit of a
long future to this class of vessels.
THE SUBMARINE TORPEDO BOAT NORDENFELT.
Tue Nordenfelt, which recently began what will undoubtedly be a very interesting and brilliant career, by a
successful voyage from Barrow-in-Furness
toSouthampton,
during which xe overcame great difficulties of wind and
weather, passed on the 26th of last month, with flying
colours, her first examination before a body of critics
composed for the most part of skilled, experienced, scientific officers of both branches of our services. During the
two weeks which had gone by since the arrival of the
Nordenfelt in the Southampton docks, many changes had
been made in her appearance, and a more business-like
and formidable-looking engine of war it would be difficult
to imagine than she looked when Mr. Nordenfeldt’s guests
pores on Thursday morning last week on the landing
jetty beside which she lay. For the purposes of her
voyage from the north it had been necessary to place on
her a mast for signalling and for
ing a light; a
strong winch, to which the steel anchor hawser had been
attached ; hand-steering gear, and a kind of railed-in space
for the protection of the officer of the watch and the
steersman, One of her funnels had been placed on top of
the other, so that she might be enabled to steam easily
with one boiler and with natural draught ; and many
other fittings and furnishings on her top had been necesy for a long sea voyage.
ll of these had been removed by the morning of the
26th; the funnels, the only things standing higher than
the level of the conning towers, were each p
on their
own boilers, steam was up, and all was ready for a trial.
Shortly after 11.30 a.m, the visitors arrived from London,
Portsmouth, &. They included, amongst many more,
General Nicholson, Inspector-General of Fortifications ;
General Harding Stewart, General Sir Gerald Graham,
V.C., Admiral
Mor;
Singer, Captain Wilson, V.C.,
Colonel Luard ; and the following colonial representatives—Sir James Garrick, K.C.M.G., Sir James
Lorrimer,
K.C.M.G., Captain Thomas, Captain Dickson, Captain
Whitney, as well as Captain Fane and the Hon. Anthony
Dawson, On the arrival of this party at the Norden-
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felt’s jetty it was very largely augmented by a party of more fixed, the fires re-lighted, and fans set away at full were. From the plates rolled as described test-pieces were
naval critics, amongst whom were Admiral Sir George speed, steam was very soon showing at 1001b., and a run sheared off. Thus there were rolled in all fifty-four plates from
charge, and as eight tensile tests were made from each plate,
Willes, Commander-in-Chief at Portsmouth; Captain was made as far as Calshot Castle and back at about this
total of these tests was 432. The number of bend tests was
Seymour, who had arrived in the Fire Queen; Captain three-quarter speed, the distance being about thirteen the
nearly 1300. The averages of the results of these tests were
Long, H.M.S. Vernon; Captain Domville, H.M.S. Excel- miles, and the maximum:speed being about 15 knots. given
in a series of tables, representing them as relating to—(1)
lent; a large number .of oflicers from H.M.S. Invincible, Even those on board the Alexandra, who were before Reheating v. soaking ; (2) hammering v. cogging ; (3) crossand a second batch who had been brought down in the doubtful of ‘her value as an engine’ ofsubmarine warfare, rolling v, rolled in one directi_n only; (4) results due to different
torpedo boat No. 23, General Sir George and Lady were of opinion that as to her use as an ordinary torpedo amounts of work.
ing these results, and (1) as regards
Willis, accompanied by a staff, were also present, and the boat there could be no doubt of the great advantages she the comparative effects of “reheating” and “soaking” ingotz,
number also included Captain Seymour, Captain Harvey, possesses. Her speed was good; indeed, she ran right the tests of plates lin. thick show those made from soaked
and a group of scientific gentlemen in private clothes. A away from the Alexandra, which is a fast boat. She ingots to be clearly superior in ductility, whether annealed or
comfortable ladder had been fitted up, so that the visitors appeared to be capable of ‘being manceuvred and steered unannealed, whether taken lengthwise or crosswise of the plate.
could get on board the Nordenfelt with as little trouble with great ease and certain and there is no doubt that The }in. plates show a slight superiority in ductility for the
as possible ; but as their number was large and the she passed torpedo boat No. 23 apparently very easily, soaked ingot. The jin. plates invert the order, and give the
in ductility for the reheated ingot. In all cases the
interest of each gentleman very great, a long time was though very likely this boat’s crew may have acted superiority
cautiously, fearing a breakdown, and having nothing to reheated ingot gives a slightly higher breaking etrength. The
taken up in preliminary inspections.
lin.
plates
show
strength and ductility, both slightly in favour
This is the fourth boat which has been built by Mr. gain by going fast.
of the reheated ingot. The 4in. and jin. plates show an equality
In comparing No. 23 and the Nordenfelt from the deck of on
Nordenfelt, but it is by far the largest and most powerful,
all points between the two methods of treatment. The lin.
while in shape it is different from those supplied to the the Alexandra, one could not fail to be struck by the enor- plates from hammered ingots give the strength about equal to,
orders of the Greek and Turkish Governments, the latter mous advantage the submarine possessed over the torpedo and the ductility in favour of, soaking. The lin. plates from
being pure cigars. The Nordenfelt is a perfect circle at boat in point of target; indeed, the submarine was a mere cogged ingots give the strength in favour of soaking, while the
her midship section, and is 12ft. inside diameter. She is streak on the water, and could not be distinguished at 500 ductility is clearly in favour of reheating. In the 4in. plates
a wedge at stem and stern, and is 12ft. deep at both yards, while “23” would have afforded a very considerable from hammered ingots the results are the same as for lin.
extremities. She is 125ft. long. When acting
as a sur- target at two miles. It was noticed that when going at a plates, while from cogged ingots the strength is about equal,
face boat her displacement is equal to 160 tons, and when fair speed the bow and stern of the Nordenfelt produced and the ductility in favour of, soaking. In the jin. plates the
fully immersed 245 tons. She is fitted with peculiar a bow and stern wave, which entirely hid the body of the results are very similar to those already stated for the other
the advantage being first to one side then to the
engines, the duty of which is only to turn the main boat in a hollow, and gave her all the appearance of a sub- thicknesses,
Thus the author concludes that the two modes of treatdriving propeller, They are double compound, that is to merged boat, leaving only the funnels visible. Looking at other.
ment
give
practically
the same results, the balance of advansay, two pairs of compound engines working directly the Nordenfelt from the tender, one would suppose that great
as shown in the tests being slightlyin favourof the soaked
on to one crank shaft having four cranks; in all things quantities of water must have been getting on board tages
ingot.
Second,
comparing
the effects of “cogging” or “ hamelse they are quite distinct. The cylinders are 15hin. and through the conning towers, which were of necessity open mering ” ingots, there is practically no difference in the results;
26hin. diameter, with a stroke of 16in., and will, it is; to feed air to the fans; but after the trial we found that in some cases
are in favour of cogging, in others of hamexpected, er about 1200-horse power. Specially only a few drops of spray had got down—not a gallon mering, the balance, however, slightly inclining te the latter.
patented balanced slide valves are fitted to each cylinder, altogether. As most of the crew were new to the boat, Third, comparing the results of “ cross-rolling”’ with those of
which valves are driven by Joy’s valve gear. A separate it was not intended to completely submerge her, but only plates which were rolled only in the direction of the length of
pair of engines drives air, circulating, and feed pumps, to close her up and sink her till the conning towers were the ingot, although there is a clear balance in favour of cross
and there are on board besides these two pairs of sinking awash, to show how she would work with the bottled-up rolling, yet the difference is not so great as one would perhaps
engines, two fan engines, and a pair of steering engines. steam, then to open her up and make a speed run on the have anticipated. The tests, taken lengthwise of the plates, are
the same in both cases, but in those taken crosswise,
In all there are on board fourteen distinct engines. surface as an ordinary boat; and this programme having about
although strength is practically equal in both cases, yet the
Steam is supplied by two large marine multitubular been most satisfactorily carried out, she was once more ductility
is decidedly in favour of the cross-rolled plates.
boilers, built of steel. They are about 10ft. in diameter, taken into dock. The temperature on board during the Fourth, comparing
the results due to different amounts of
one of them being 20ft. the other 11ft. in length. As closed run was high, but by no means insufferable ;while “work.” Strong opinions
have from time to time been exp:
the Nordenfelt lay alongside the jetty before her trial began during surface runs, when the fans are working, it is before this and other institutions as to the very great
she was drawing about 11ft. Gin. aft and 10ft. forward, fresh and cool all over the boat. It may be of interest value to be attached to “work” done on the steel rolled
leaving about oft.of her nose, and only 6in. of her stern to mention that the ordinary coal capacity of the Norden- into plates. Mr. Riley never cordially indorsed those opinions,
out of the water. Immediately in the middle of her felt is nearly eight tons, which is sufficient to drive her and his experimental results show that the tensile strength in
length is the entrance to the stoke-hole, through a scuttle at a moderate speed—say eight knots—a distance of the jin. plates is very much higher than in the case of the plates
some 3ft. in diameter, which is fitted with a heavy steel about 1000 miles. But should it be necessary to trans- which have undergone little work; but—what one would not
door having a glass in it, through which light is admitted port her to a greater distance, her water tanks can be have anticipated—the extension is much higher in the latter
to the men below. This door is made tight on india- filled with coal to such an extent as will enable her to case, while the contraction of area is not much less in the latter
rubber, and fastened down by means of a screw and face a voyage of 2500 miles. In speaking of the trial of than in the former. The teaching of all this seems to be that
a strong steel is wanted without great ductility, abundance of
wheel on the inside, which can be worked by the stokers. the 26th, the Army and Navy Gazette says:—“ From this ifwork
be done upon it; but if a plate of medium strength
Fore and aft of this scuttle are placed the funnels, the preliminary trial it must be admitted that Mr. Nordenfelt and ofmust
high ductility is desired, an excessive amount of work
bases of which stand about 10in. above the top of the and his capable captain, Mr. Garrett, have got a boat should not be done upon it; and if increased ductility is wanted,
boat, which 10in. represent the total height of the funnels which has a great and assured future before it. Certainly it should be annealed carefully after rolling.
when she is ready to go below. About 30ft. from the we are not asked to believe anything more than we can
In connection with the “bend tests,” a noteworthy point is
stem and stern of the boat are the conning towers, which see. There is no pretence that the craft will dive like a the corroboration which they give to the conclusions to be drawn
rpoise, that_a man can come out of her and walk on the from the tensile test results. They also show in a remarkable
stand some 2ft. high, and have the samediameter. They
ttom, or that she can be steered a course under water. way the superiority in strength of pieces with planed as comare of lin. steel, and are perfectly impervious to any shot
which in warfare would ever be directed against them. That with a gun or two on her turtle back, and working pared with sheared edges, and hence the necessity for keeping
These towers are fitted with heavy doors, in which are as an above-water torpedo boat, she possesses many shear blades, punches and dies in the best possible order.
The paper concluded with some remarks on annealing in the
fixed glass cupolas, just large enough to allow of the advantages over the ordinary first-class boat seems
captain’s head to enter when he wants to manceuvre the certain, and her powers of submersion when fully esta- course of manufacture which was not considered necessary.
The first paper read on Friday afternoon was entitled
vessel, In the forward tower are placed, at the hands of blished should make her the more valuable craft, the cost “ Notes
of Blast Furnaces in the Cleveland
It is not likely or advisable that a District onin the.Construction
the commander, means of controlling every motion of the being the same.
by Sir Bernhard Samuelson, F.R.S. This
boat ; of steering her by steam, of giving her enormous number of such boats should be at once built, but the paper referred1887,”
to that read by the author in 1871, before the
buoyancy at a moment’s novice, should it be necessary ; of country which can give £100,000 for a Brennan torpedo Institution of Civil Engineers, giving the cost of three sets of
ascertaining her depth under the surface, and whether would do well to further in every possible manner trials blast furnaces, and the whole of the engines and other varied
she is horizontal, and of communicating with the engine- and experiments with a boat so simple, yet possessing plant connected with them, and then, by comparison, gave the
room and stoke-hole. The vessel is divided into five such possibilities in the future.”
cost of three furnaces and plants of similar sizes built at the
present time. The paper is accompanied by detailed and sumgeneral compartments or divisions: (1) The torpedo
marised statements of cost, and as the author comments upon
chamber, fitted with impulse tubes, in which will be
the numerous improvements and on many experiments that
THE IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE.
— two torpedoes ; (2) the officers’ quarters, which are
have been made in the sixteen years that have passed, an ab1andsomely and comfortably fitted up for four officers ;
In
our
last
impression
we
gave
a
short
account
of
the
prostract
of the paper could not usefully be given. <A mere state(3) the boiler-room, which contains two boilers, with the ceedings of the Iron and Steel Institute, on Thursday, the 26th
ment
of the fact thata set of three furnaces can be built and
stoke-hole between them amidships; (4) the engine-room, ult., at Westminster. To some of the papers referred to as equipped
more economically in 1887 than in 1871 is of little use,
which contains the machinery already described ; and (5) well as one on “ The Electro Deposition of Iron,” by Professor and we must
refer those closely interested to the paper.
the men’s quarters, cooking galley, stores, &c.
Chandler Roberts Austen, we may return. The first paper read
A paper was also read “On the South Chicago Works of the
The visitors, having examined every part of the boat, on Friday was by Mr. James Riley, on “ Some Investigations as North Chicago Rolling Mill Company,” by Mr. E. C. Potter, the
betook themselves on board the steamboat Alexandra, to the Effects of Different Methods of Treatment of Mild general superintendent.
ese works cover over a hundred
which Mr. Nordenfelt had chartered for their accommo- Steel in the Manufacture of Plates.” This paper and the acres, and employ about 2000. The company has excellent
dation, and proceeded out of the dock in front of the Giscussion upon it oecupied the whole morning.
water facilities for the transportation of ore, and very extensive
The investigations were intended to elucidate the following: railway communication, no less than six railways in direct conNordenfelt. As it was intended to exhibit the latter in
a semi-submerged condition, the buoyancy was first re- —(1) The effects of different amounts of “ work ” done on the nection with its own yard, and one of those railways having
duced by the admission of water into the tanks, the ingot and slab in making plates; to be shown by using ingots direct connection with each one of the thirty railways entering
funnels being taken down and
ed into the stoke-hole, and slabs of different sizes and reducing them to plates of Chicago. The total cost of the work was £550,000, and the
thicknesses. (2) The comparative results due to “re- quantity of raw material annually consumed as follows :—Iron
at the same time the furnace doors being close shut and various
or “soaking” ingots, (3) The results of “ hammer- ore 400,000 tons, coke 250,000 tons, cval 150,000 tons, and limethe fires hermetically closed in. The funnel bases being heating”
ing
’’
compared
with those due to “ cogging” the ingot. (4) The stone 80,000 tons. Of the total cost £180,000 was expended on
then closed, and the buoyancy reduced until practically merits of “ cross-rolling
” as compared with rolling in one direcblast furnace department, £150,000 on the Bessemer and
nothing remained above the water save the two conning tion only. (5) The results due to annealing. (6) Any points the
rail-mill departments, £14,000 on the slip, and £10,000 on locotowers and a few inches of her back, the Nordenfelt worth noting in carrying out a large series of bend tests under motives. The
paper describes the plant, and some experiences
steamed out of the docks and proceeded down Southamp- different kinds of treatment. To insure uniformity in the steel with it. It was laid down when high prices ruled, and could be
ton water at the rate of about six miles an hour. The to be used, the whole of the plates subjected to tests were made now built for 20 per cent. less.
neutral tint she was painted rendered her almost invisible from one charge.
A paper on “The Production of Silica from Cast Iron,” by
A charge of “ship plate” quality, was used ; it gave the Mr. Thos. Turner, F.C.S., was taken as read.
at the distance of even a few hundred yards, while asa
target she presented nothing to attack save the two following results on analysis :—Carbon, °18; silicon, ‘03 ; sulconning towers and a few inches of her turtle back, phur ‘04; phosphorus, ‘06 ; manganese, ‘48. From this charge
ENGINEER APPOINTMENTS.-— John Swanson, staff engineer
and as these are of great strength, and rendered still the following sized ingots were cast: Two ingots 24in, by 15in. to NAVAL
the Devastation.
area, two ingots l4in. by l4in., four ingots 18in. by
more invulnerable by their shape, it is all but cer- sectional
UnIversity
COLLEGE ENGINEERING SocrETy.—The ninth evening
and four ingots 12in. by 6in., which were treated as
tain that no gun carried on any other torpedo boat 12in.,
:—Two ingots 24in. by 15in.: (la) Reheated and ham- meeting of the University College, London, Engineering Society,
will ever do her the slightest injury, while she at follows
was
held
on
Friday,
May 20th, at 7.30 p.m., Professor Carey Foster,
mered to six slabs Sin. thick ; (1b) soaked and hammered to
the same time possesses the enormous advantage of six slabs 8in. thick. Two ingots l4in. by 14in.: (2a) Reheated F.R.S., being in the chair. A paper was read by Mr. A. Forbes,
Stud.
Inst.
C.E.,
on
‘‘ Fuel.”
e author began by pointing out
being able to attack without smoke or fire or noise. and hammered to six slabs 8in. thick ; (2b) soaked and hamextreme necessity of knowing the properties of different fuels
Indeed, given these advantages of a minimum of target, mered to six slabs 8in. thick. (One set of each of these slabs was the
in
order
that
they
may
be
used
so
as to attain the highest 4
and a total absence of noise and smoke, we fail to see rolled into plates lin., }in., and jin, thick respectively ; rolling He then owen & a table the distribution
of British coal in 1882,
what more could be desired in any vessel of war. being in one direction, lengthwise of ingot. The second set was the greater part ofwhich is used for iron and steel manufacture,
All the officers and scientists on board the Alexandra rolled to plates of same thickness as those above, but in two namely, 30 per cent. Next he pointed out the chief characteristics
were unanimous in their admiration of her powers during directions ; first across the slab, then lengthwise.) Four ingots of different fuels, including anthracite, bituminous coals, lignite,
turf, &c., and showed by a diagram the relative percentage
this trial ; and having desired to see her as an ordinary 18in. by 12in.: (3a) Reheated and hammered ; (3b) soaked and peat,
the different constituents of each fuel. In considering
the
surface boat, they signalled her to that effect. The time hammered ; (3c) reheated and cogged ; (3d) soaked and cogged. of
calorific
power he described in detail the calorimeters of Ure, Lewis
each ingot three slabs 8in. thick and three slabs 4in. thick Thompson,
occupied by the closed-in trial was about one hour and From
Faver, and Silbermann. He then drew conclusions as
were
made.
(These
slabs
were
rolled
to
lin.,
4in.,
and
jin.
plates
twenty minutes, but a sufficiency of steam is stored upin respectively, being cross rolled as usual.) Four ingots 12in. by to the relative advantages and disadvantages of the different
the boilers to drive her a distance of about twenty-four 6in.: (4a) Two ingots reheated and hammered; (4b) two ingots instruments, and described the way in which corrections are made.
He then touched briefly on the practical use of fuel and considered
miles, The powerful pumps on board were now put reheated and cogged. From each two ingots three slabs 4in. the
question of furnace draught and combustion efficiency. In
in motion, and in eight minutes some twenty tons thick. (Rolled to lin., 4in., and jin, plates, cross rolling ss —of dust fuel, the author concluded with a description of
of water had been pum
out, which gave the usual.) The slabs from the two ingots l4in. by 14in., and the
r. Crampton’s arrangement for burning coal dust. A discussion
vessel about 2ft. freeboard. The funnels being then once four ingots 12in, by 6in., were not worked on edge, the others followed, in which several members of the Society took part,
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ELECTRO-MAGNETIC TOOLS FOR SHIPBUILDING.
THE superior quality of the work performed by the ordinary
hydraulic rivetting machine, over that obtained by hand labour,
has prompted many inventive minds to seek for some means
whereby the advantages already experienced in the rivetting of
frames, beams, &c., may be extended to the bottom and side
plating of ships. Machine rivetting had at first to encounter
that suspicion and opposition which ordinarily awaits the first
application of machinery to any handicraft, and it need scarcely
besaid that rivetters were even moreopposed to machinerivetting
than their employers. This opposition has now entirely disappeared, although it is well understood by all concerned that
the machine takes the place of many workmen, and is, so far as
its application goes, a formidable check against trade strikes.
That application is, however, as already remarked, limited to
certain portions of the vessel, leaving the entire plating of decks,
sides, and bottom, to hand labour.
Two modes of machine rivetting have been hitherto adopted
in the construction of ships, viz., the percussive and the compressive. The former is impelled by steam, and the latter by
hydraulic power. The steam rivetter strikes the rivet with a
hammer, having a rapid reciprocating motion, while the ordinary
hydraulic rivetter used in shipbuilding simply squeezes the hot
rivet between its powerful jaws. For boiler work, a fixed
block is placed inside the cylindrical boiler, and this bearing
against the head of the rivet, resists the thrust of the
hydraulic punch when the latter presses against the rivet
point. If it were practicable to hang a ship in slings and rotate
it around a massive block of iron, in the same way as the
suspended shell of a boiler, then the rivetting of her bottom and
side plating, either by steam or hydraulic power, would be easily
accomplished. Up to quite recently, however, no means have
been devised for getting over the difficulty presented by the
want of such a “holder-up” on the inside of a ship. The use
of the ordinary hydraulic rivetter with jaws wide enough to
embrace the breadth of a strake of plating has been suggested ;
but still we have to face the difficulty of moving such a heavy
apparatus about from one part of the ship to another, and that
difficulty has not been economically surmounted. The ordinary
hydraulic rivetter used for rivetting frame, beams, &c., has been
tried for the double angle iron keelsons in the flat of the bottom;
but the labour of moving even so comparatively light a machine
as that has rendered the work more costly than if performed by
hand. Keels are commonly rivetted with this machine running
upon a line of rails on the top of the keel blocks, but the expense
incurred in lifting it for rivetting stems and stern-posts have so
tar precluded its general use for those parts of the vessel. This
limitation of the application of the hydraulic rivetting machine
is much to be regretted, for the work it performs is much
superior to that ordinarily produced by hand, The hydraulic!

rivetter effectually closes the work as it proceeds, and consequently the frictional resistance of the joints is greater than
would be found in most hand-rivetted work. But not only is
the work better, but it is also produced at less cost whenever the
conditions of rivetting are such that the machine may readily be
applied to the parts which are to be united by rivets.
Among the many attempts which have been made to economically apply machinery for the rivetting of the side and bottom
plating of ships, that patented by Mr. F. G. Rowan, of Glasgow,
seems most likely to ultimately accomplish the object in view.
Indeed, as a matter of fact, Mr. Rowan’s machines have for some
time past been in operation on the premises of Messrs. Macmillan,
the well-known shipbuilders at Dumbarton, who, it will be
remembered, were the first to practically deal with machine
rivetting as applied to ship’s plating Mr. Rowan has not confined his efforts to overcoming the obstacle presented in the
matter of machine rivetting, but, on the contrary, he has
attacked the problems of drilling, countersinking, tapping,
chipping, and caulking. His machines are intended to drill and
countersink the lap and butt joints of ship’s plates as they hang
in place against the frames, also to rivet the plates, smooth
the rivet surfaces on the outside, and finally chip and caulk the
plate edges and butts. All this he has accomplished; but
whether the results will ever commercially compete with hand
work is a question which remains to be determined. At present
the workmen do not seem to be sufficiently practised in the use
of the machines to allow the latter a fair chance of developing
their full capabilities. Moreover it is quite possible that the
machines themselves are not yet perfected to the extent
admitted by the principles upon which they are devised.
Mr. Rowan’s machines are all impelled by an electro-magnetic
motor, the currents being supplied through insulated wires from
a steam engine in a shed not far from the ship. The rivetting
machine clings to the plating of the ship by virtue of its
condition as a powerful electro-magnet, and the “ holder-up ” on
the inside performs its functions by the same means. The
driller, chipper, and caulker are similarly capable of being firmly
attached to the iron or steel of the ship upon which they are
intended to work, and an electric current supplies that force for
drilling, rivetting, chipping, and caulking at the ship which was
originally developed at the steam engine in the adjacent shed.
e machines are suspended from a traveller which passes
around the outside of the ship, and under the flat of the bottom
special means are provided for supporting their weight by
framing and guide bars, which are either bolted to the ship or
held in place by electro magnets.
Fig. 1 shows the arrangement of framing for carrying and
guiding tools, also an elevation of frame carrying a drilling or
other machine, and traversing vertically by means of the
screwed guides at each side, the machine moving laterally on
the horizontal bars or guides of the frame on which it is carried
by a saddle or other arrangement, The frame is attached to

the work either by electro-magnets, as shown on the left of the
illustration, or by bolts, as shown on the right. This arrangement permits of a considerable area of work being embraced
without altering the position of the framing, and may be used
either for carrying machines or as guide bars for carrying and
shifting the positions of machines in such places as under the
bottom of a ship, where lifting tackle cannot be convcniently applied. Fig. 2 shows an elevation, partly in section, of
an electro-magnetic rivetter (the motor being omitted) having
holding-on magnets and a helical cam. The latter lifts
the hammer against a spiral spring, which, when relieved by the
cam, operates to produce the blow of the hammer. The spiral
spring is compressed between the hammer-head and a disc or
plate working in a circular guide-box, its position, and consequently the amount of compression given to the spring,
being regulated by two screw spindles working through
the top of the guide-box, and moved by gearing. Fig. 3
shows in front elevation, and side elevation in section,
one form of an electro-magnetic holder-up for rivetting. It
hasa curved arm with a supplementary bolster for application
to rivets under reverse bars of ships’ frames or in confined
spaces, The pressure on the rivet head under the main bolster
is applied by means of a strong screw worked by a hand wheel,
after the holding-on magnets have taken their grip of the
plating and a steel or other spring at the back of each bolster
permits of the flattening of the rivet head during rivetting being
compensated for, Fig. 4 shows one form of electro-magnetic
drilling machines with a single drill spindle, the motor being
omitted. Feed-gearing is shown, which may be worked by hand
or by means of a spur-gearing. Fig. 5 shows another arrangement of drilling machine for either a single-drill spindle capable
of being traversed horizontally along the frame to which the
motor is attached, or it represents a cross-section of a multiple
drilling machine. Machines for tapping and for chipping and
caulking have been devised by Mr. Rowan on the same general
principles.
Our illustration shows two of the drilling machines at work
on the side of a ship, the plating having been previously attached
to the framing by means of a few punched holes. The positions
ot the rivet holes in the laps and butts are set off as required,
and by means of the machines the holes are drilled and countersunk with about ten times the rapidity of hand work.
The foregoing will show the principal details of Mr. Rowan’s
invention, the primary feature of which is clearly the application
of electro-magnets for attaching individual machines to work,
or work to machines, and for attaching the framing of traversing
machines to the hull of a ship. Electrical working has undoubtedly
t and special advantages in the easy and economical distribution of power, in the facility of the control of the
system and of individual machines, and in the speed of working
which is attainable. It seems very probable, therefore, that a
field will be occupied in the future by such machinery
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and_ boiler
and there appears to be no reason whyby ship
its application.
construction should not be benefitted
tried, the
been
have
So far as these particular machines
have shown themselves capable of doing the work for which
they were intended. The drilling machinery is especially
successful, both in regard to speed, simplicity of operation, and the work produced. This alone is a most important |
advantage in steel ship construction, considering the great depreciation in the ductility of the material, which results from
punching plates exceeding half-an-inch in thickness. Of course,
there is no reason he plates should not be drilled rather than
punched before being brought to the ship, except that of extra
cost, and it is to be feared that a consideration which has hitherto
operated against drilling the great bulk of the plating of a ship
will still interfere with the adoption of Mr. Rowan’s or any

other machinery which cannot approximate in their results
more closely to the cost of punching. Mr. Rowan’s machinery
has, nevertheless, this advantage, that the rivet holes are perfectly true, which cannot be expected from any templated work,
however carefully done. But although the speed of his machines
is ten times that of hand drilling, the time occupied is still very
considerably greater than that of punching, and of course the
cost of labour is almost in proportion. We hesitate to speak
regarding
the ultimate efficiency of the rivetting machines, because
the experiments made under our inspection were declared by
the inventor to be unsatisfactory in consequence of either the
weakness of the hammer-spring coil or a defect in the cam.
Certainly the blow delivered was not sufficient for good sound
rivetting, nor were the rivets satisfactorily hammered. But
that is a detail which admits of improvement, and we see no
reason to doubt that, under fair conditions, the rivetter
might be found quite equal to its work. The question
of rapidly shifting the machinery from hole to hole, and
its ready adjustment at each hole, jis, in our opinion,
the crucial one upon which the commercial success
this
invention will be determined. That Mr. Rowan’s machines will
drill, countersink, rivet, chip, and caulk, there can be no. doubt,
and it is probably within that gentleman’s. power to make the
rivetting machines capable of doing their work well. But
ing the ultimate commercial aspect of the matter, we
prefer to suspend our judgment for the present, while the
inventor makes good the defects in the machines that are now
apparent and developes the invention in the needed direction.
Anyone who sees the drilled holes in the ship upon’ which the
machines are being used will agree with us in thinking it is
much to be desired that such excellent work should be economically gg and that the strength of steel plates which is
now lost by punching should be saved by the use of such an
appliance,
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_ The first cause of the large consumptionof fuel by these steamers
is, in my opinion, the smallness of the engines in proportion to the
— eveloped, in consequence of which the steam is not expanded
‘ar enough to produce a very economical result. In some of the
early compound marine engines, such as those fitted to the coasting
paddle steamers of the Pacific Steam Navigation Company, some
twenty years ago, the steam was expanded down to a pressure of
about 6 lb. absolute in the low-pressure cylinders ; and these vessels
used to run with a consumption of 2} |b. of coal per indicated horsepower
hour, and sometimes less, although the boiler pressure
was only 40lb. In the early ships of the African Mail Company I
believe that similar results were obtained, although all these
engines worked on the Woolf principle, which is much less efficient
than the “‘receiver” one when both are carried out in the best
manner,
The majority of the large Atlantic st
s of the p
t day
burn very little less coal t these did, in spite of the increase of
pressure from 40 lb. to 110 lb., and the much higher piston speeds
now employed. I believe that the White Star boats have run ever
since they were built, some fifteen or sixteen years ago, with a
consumption of less than 2 lb. per I.H.P. But these vessels have
(
not the large powers and high speeds of the later built Atlantic
liners. In fact it seems that the increase of pressure and piston
speed has been used solely to augment the power given out in
roportion to the size of the low-pressure cylinders adopted, and
not to allow of a greater expansion of the steam and consequent
increase of economy. This seems to me to be a mistake, and
I believe that in the long run it would prove cheaper to make the
engines larger for their power even at a somewhat increased first
cost, and to work the steam more expansively. In the large
majority of merchant steamers other than mail and fast passenger
boats, the usual working power of the engines is considerably
below the maximum, and consequently while the mail steamers are
continuously burning some 2 Ib. to 24 lb. of coal per I.H.P. per
hour, there are many cargo boats running even with double expansion engines at a consumption of about 14 lb. per I.H.P. per hour
at their ordinary speeds. And I believe there are triple expansion
engines running with a consumption of little over 14 lb. In the
| Atlantic mail service, however, we have a totally different condition
of affairs, the ships running continuously at their maximum power,
| or nearly so, when once they have cleared the docks or harbour
whence they start. Their engines might, therefore, advan
usly
be proportioned for the greatest possible efficiency when giving out
their full power. In other vessels it is necessary to allow for
working at lower powers for long periods together, and this means
more expansion, but in the mail
boats no such allowance is necessary. In the early screw steamers of the Pacific Company, viz.,
| the Magellan, &c., indicating some 2000-horse power, and working
at 60 Ib. boiler pressure, the low-pressure cylinders were 96in.
diameter, and the piston speed was not more than 480ft. to 500ft.
per minute. If the steam in the Umbria and Etruria were expanded to the same terminal pressure in the low-pressure cylinders
| as in the Magellan, then allowing for the increased piston speed of
some 800ft. per minute, and for the higher mean pressure due to
expanding steam at a boiler pressure of 110 Ib. down to the same
terminal pressure, the ee age cylinders of these latter engines
would require to be about 129in. diameter instead of 105in. Taking
these enginesas 14,000 I.H.P.—they have worked over to 15,000—
and halving this, as there are two low-pressure cylinders, and taking
the piston speeds of these and the Magellan class at 800ft. and
480ft. respectively, we get for the same power:
800 : 480
:: 96 he
nearly,
and as 2000 : 7000 :: 7442: 1
Then, taking the ex
ions in proportion to the initial pressures,
or as 60 + 15 to 110 + 16, i.e. 75 : 125, and calling that in the
| Magellan Class 9, and in the Umbria Class 15, the mean ressures
| all referred to low-pressure cylinders will be approximately in the
proportion of
7x 1thve he : 151 +h3p ke or 106 : 123.
|
|
123 : 106 :: 1392 : 129? nearly.
| Thus our fast Atlantic steamers have smaller cylinders in proportion to their power than the average cargo boat, even allowing for
higher piston speed and pressure.
The second cause of large fuel consumption is one common to
| most of the compound engines made for marine urposes, whether
double or triple expansion, and that is, the drop of pressure between
| the different stages of expansion. I do not wish to overrate the
loss of power due to this cause or to lose sight of the probability
that some of it is probably regained by the superheating action
which is said to take place when the steam expands into the
receiver without doing external work. But I think that, considering how low the total efficiency of our marine machinery
—including boiler, engine, and propeller—is, we ought to try and
gain every advantage we can, taking care that in avoiding loss in
one direction we do not create one elsewhere. It is only by. combining together the diagrams from the different cylinders in a correct
mannerthat we canarriveata just estimate of the lossesin thecylinders
of any kind of compound engine, and there are some losses which
we cannot ascertain with any degree of accuracy from diagrams at all.
The losses, however, due to the disproportion between the ratio of
cylinder and the cut-off in the later one are discoverable from
properly constructed combined diagrams; and a careful study of
these will show that a considerable loss of area—viz., of work done
| for steam used—is caused by the drop between the terminal pressure
| at the end of the first cylinder’s stroke and the back pressure at
the beginning of the return stroke This loss may also be approximately calculated from theoretical diagrams or from the ag wd
| calculations for compound engines, such as those found in D.
Clark’s tables or in Holmes’ new text book of the steam engine.
| But the losses will not then seem so great in proportion to the work
done as they really are, as these calculations and theoretical
| substituted for engines in which the steam expanded in two stages, id iagrams do not take account of the other losses which we find
| and shall endeavour to adhere to that term throughout this paper. shown on actual diagrams, such as those due to wire-drawing, early
Mr. John, of Barrow, in his paper on ‘ Atlantic Steamers,” read release and compression, and drop or difference between the back
at the Liverpool summer meeting of the Institution of Naval ressure in one cylinder and the admission pressures in the next.
Architects last year, pointed out that the large Atlantic lines were This latter ‘‘drop” must not be confounded with that previously
very much behind in the type of engines employed, none of the | mentioned. The whole loss of area from “ drop” is caused by the
principal companies runningtoNew York having adopted triple difference between the terminal pressure in the first cylinder and
oon engines, although for some years past vessels of consider- | the cut-off pressure in the next. This is made up of the two
able size and power had been worki successfully with engines of | ‘‘drops” or differences of pressure already referred to, which are
this description. The Propontis, built by Messrs, Elder, under the due to quite different causes. The difference between the terminal
management of Mr. Kirk, had been successful so far as her engines and minimum back pressure in the first cylinder is due to the
were concerned ; and later, Mr. Kirk at Napier’s had been suc- volume of steam admitted to the second cylinder being greater
cessful with the Aberdeen and some steamers for the Mexican line; than the volume discharged from the first at terminal pressure.
and yet when these latter vessels came to Liverpool, and the prin- The difference between the back pressure in the first cylinder and
cipal companies sent their engineers to report upon them, they the admission pressures in the second is due partly to the friction
were advised not to adopt the new system.
of the passages from first cylinder to receiver and from receiver to
The —_— types of engines hitherto em a in the Atlantic second cylinder, and partly to initial condensation and wire-drawing
service may be classed under three heads : &) e ordinary two- in the latter. The first can be entirely eliminated, but the second
cylinder compound engine with intermediate receiver and cranks at can only be reduced to a minimum.
right angles. (2) The tandem engine with four or six cylinders—
Take an example :—Suppose we have an ordinary double expannot working, however, on the Woolf principle, as in the earlier sion engine with cylinders having a ratio of 1:4, and cutting off
— of this type, but on the receiver principle, the high-pressure at half stroke in both cylinders, the initial pressure being 80 Ib.
cylinders exhausting through pipes to the low-pressure valve absolute. Then disregarding clearance and compression, and
casi!
(3) The three-cylinder engine, with cranks at equal angles assuming a receiver so large as to give a practically constant
round the shaft, and having one high-pressure cylinder delivering ressure therein, we shall have a terminal pressure of 40 1b. in the
into two low-pressure ones. Of these three types, the first was |earapen eetcylinder ;and as the volume of steam admitted into
used in the earlier days of compound engines as applied to Atlantic the low-pressure cylinder is twice the capacity of the high-pressure
steamers, and has continued to be employed for engines up to 3000 —or twice the volume discharged at terminal pressure from the
or 4000 indicated horse-power, but above this the other two types high-pressure—the pressure in the receiver—which we may take as
have been most in favour, especially the three-cylinder engine, being the same as back-pressure in high-pressure cylinder and
which we find in the Arizona and Alaska of the Guion Line, the admission pressure in et
cylinder—will be 20 1b.; thereAmerica of the National Line, and the Gallia, Servia, Aurania, fore the mean pressure in H.P. will be :—
Umbria, and Etruria of the Cunard Line. The tandem type has
ss2 x 1+ hyp. log. 2 = 677 1b.
been chiefly confined to the vessels of the White Star Line and the
City of Rome.
Deducting back-pressure
20
1 Paper read by Mr, J. Jennings Campbell before the Liverpool EngiEffective
mean
pressure
=
4777 Ib,
neering Society.
ON

COMPOUND

ENGINES FOR ATLANTIC
STEAMERS.'!
THE subject of the best type of engines for our Atlantic mail and
passenger steamers is one of considerable interest to all marine
engineers, and may be profitably discussed from time to time as
improvements are made in marine machinery. In the title of this
pew I have used the word ‘‘compound” in its widest sense, as
uding all engines expanding their steam in two or more stages.
I do not approve of the practice so common of distinguishin,
between ‘‘compound” and ‘‘triple or quadruple expansion”
engines, as these latter are still more deserving of the term ‘‘compound” than the older form ; and the use of the term ‘‘ ordinary
compound ” is unsatisfactory, as before long triple and quadruple
expansion on will be the ‘‘ordinary ” compound engines in
use. I therefore suggest that the term ‘‘double expansion” be
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This, divided by 4 (cylinder ratio) = 11925 as the equivalent
pressure per square inch of low-pressure piston. In the lowpressure cylinder we have :—
Mean pressure = = x 1+ hyp. log. 2= 16°9
Back pressure, say
3°0
Effective mean pressure
= 13-9Ib.
Add H.P. mean pressure+ 4
= 11°925)b.
Total effective mean pressure
= 25°825 1b.
for the whole engine, all referred to low-pressure cylinder. If we
had no drop, the mean pressure should have been the same as if we
had expanded 801b. steam eight times in one cylinder the same
capacity as our low-pressure cylinder, viz.:
= 4 x 1+ hyp. log. 8 = 30°81b.
Less back pressure asbefore= 3°01b.
we have effective mean
= 278lb.
showing a loss of nearly 21b., or 72 per cent.
If we assume that the other and unavoidable losses due to wiredrawing, release, compression, &c., amount to 20 per cent., or say
5°6 Ib. in each case, we have 20°225 and 222 as the effective mean
pressures instead of 25°825 and 27°8, ora loss due todrop = 9°0 per
cent. instead of 7°2. > —
to = = ey
in
the high-pressure cylinder wi
tically
uce the volume
of fn ewan
from the high-pressure cylinder, while
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sion engines the conditions are different, and much better driving
pressures can be obtained with smaller cylinder ratios and earlier
cuts-off in both cylinders. In the latter t
of engines, when
worked with large cylinder ratios, the difficulty has been to keep
down the power in the high-pressure cylinder relatively to the two
low-pressure without either an inconveniently early cut-off in the
lowora very late admission to the high-pressure. And
in speaking of this late cut-off in a cylinder, there is a point which
does not receive sufficient attention from marine engineers, and
that is, the effect of the inertia of the reciprocating parts. In fastrunning engines with a late cut-off, the pressure acting upon the
crank pin in the direction of the piston’s motion towards the end
of the stroke, due to the combined action of steam and the momentum of the moving parts, is surprising to those who have not
worked it out, and is far greater t
the maximum steam pressure during the stroke, and this in spite of the moderate cushioning on the other side of the piston which can be obtained when the
cut-off is late—say at two-thirds or three-quarter stroke.
I should have liked to go further into this matter if I had more
time, but in the meanwhile I strongly advise every one to read
carefully the paper upon this subject which was read about a year
ago by Mr. Arthur Rigg at the Institution of Naval Architects,
and afterwards published in THE ENGINEER, 4th June, 1886,
From the information therein contained, and also from some of the
diagrams in the author’s treatise on the steam engine, it will be
seen that the best results are generally obtained, as regards equality
of twisting moments, when steam is cut off pretty early—say at
one-third or quarter stroke. I am strongly in favour of reducing
the ‘‘drop” between cylinders as much as it can possibly be done
“6
10_
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were taken the power in the three optatess is almost identical,
This
re illustrates the remarks I made about “drop,” for
although the cylinder ratio is only a little over 4:1 and the low.
pressure valves cut off at about 35 per cent. of the stroke, there is
more drop than you would expect, owing pet | to the compression in the high-pressure cylinder and partly to the low-pressure
clearance not being completely filled with steam at the initia]
pressure, These engines give a very high speed with a consumption
of a little over 2]b. per indicated horse-power per hour.
Fig. 3 is from a pair of two-cylinder compounds built many years
ago on the East Coast and said to have worked on the trial trip
with a consumption of only 1:4lb. per indicated
horse-power per
hour, but as the trial only lasted two hours this record is
not very valuable. But even if they did not work quite so
well as this there is no doubt that they were very economical
afterwards when ‘in actual service. To show the advisability
of combining diagrams, I may mention that when I selected
these cards for illustration I thought from their appearance
that I should have found less drop than actually exists.
When I first plotted this diagram, I combined it in the usual
manner, i.¢, setting the diagrams of each cylinder at a distance
from a vertical line, representing the zero of volume, corresponding
to the clearance space in that cylinder. I subsequently discovered
that this plan was wrong, and the red outliaal figure shows the
low-pressure figure placed according to Mr. Schinheyder's method,
and in its correct position relatively to the theoretical curve.
Fig. 4 is from a pair of similar engines to Fig. 3, but working at
a higher pressure. These engines are very economical, but | have
| selected the diagrams on account of some interesting experiments
—
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COMBINED
the imperfect compression in the low-pressure cylinder leaying a portion of the clearance to be filled from the receiver,
slightly increases the volume of steam admitted to the low-pressure
cylinder ; so that the volume actually admitted to it will be more
than twice the volume discharged from the high-pressure cylinder
at terminal pressure, and coi
uently the receiver pressure will
be less than 201b., and ho dos therefore greater. If both
cylinders had clearances equal to 10 per cent. of their working
capacities, and if the high-pressure cylinder compressed at seventenths of the stroke, and the low-pressure just enough to
half-fill its clearance—or fill it at half the initial pressure—then the
volume of steam discharged at 40lb. from the high-pressure
cylinder will be 85 per cent. of its working capacity, while the
volume admitted to the low-pressure will equal 2,4, the volume of
high-pressure cylinder, so that the receiver pressure will be
pa
= 40x 85
i = 15°45 1b., instead of 201b., giving a greater drop,
and consequently a greater loss of efficiency.
There are no two opinions as to the loss of area in the combined
diagrams thus causea by drop, but many engineers endeavour to
make out that most of this loss is recovered in another way, owing
to the superheating action caused by the steam expanding into the
receiver without doing external work, z.¢., without doing other
work than that necessary for the se tion of its particles. Others,
again, defend the acceptance of this loss on the ground that it
enables them with the ordinary types of engines to equalise the
initial strains on the working parts, and obtain tolerably equal
powers in the cylinders without a large high-pressure cylinder
and a very early cut-off therein.
In the case of two-cylinder double expansion engines and the
ordinary type of three-cylinder triple-expansion engines, the latter
arguments have a certain degree of force if not carried too far, but
much less than is generally sup;
; and, as to the first argument, I believe there is very little in it, and that the superheating
is far from sufficient to make up for the loss of area on the diagrams. The most successful two-cylinder engines I have known
had comparatively small cylinder ratios, and correspondingly
greater expansion in the high-pressure cylinder.
In the case of tandem engines and three-cylinder double expan-

DIAGRAMS

FROM

COMPOUND

ENGINES.

without upsetting the working pressures in other respects. This is
such a large subject that it would almost require a paper to itself,
and I must pass on to other matters.
The third cause of inefficiency in all classes of compound engines
is a disregard of the point I have just alluded to, viz., the wonderful
effects of inertia; and although there are a few engines running in
which the steam distribution is good in relation to this matter, I
fear it is not the case in the large Atlantic steamers, especially in
the high-pressure cylinders, where the admission generally extends
far beyond the half-stroke, and often reaches two-thirds or seventenths, while in the low-pressure cylinders the diagram generally
shows a steady fall all the way. I have here diagrams combined
from the indicator cards of various types of compound engines.
These are all combined on the system emmeatel
Mr. Schinheyder at the discussion on the late Mr. Wyllie’s paper, read at the
Middlesbrough meeting of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
and previously more clearly described by him in a letter to Engineering on October 27th, 1871.
Fig. 1 is from a set of tandem engines in the Atlantic mail
service ;and here you will see that there is a large —_ due to the
late cut-off in the low-pressure cylinder and the tolerably large
cylinder ratio. There is also a great difference between the back
pressure in high-pressure and admission pressures in low-pressure
cylinder, as shown by the small dotted figure, which shows the
low-pressure diagram the same length as the high-pressure, and in
the proper place relatively to it for showing this point. The full
lined figure shows the low-pressure diagram divided into two,
and placed in the correct position for comparing its expansion
curve with the theoretical one carried on from the high-pressure
diagram. The dotted line simply shows the low-pressure diagram
extended to a length proportionate to the capacities of cylinders,
The theoretical curves are hyperbolic.
Fig. 2 isa combined diagram of a set of three-cylinder engines
belonging to one of our large Atlantic Liners, but I am not at
liberty to give either the name of the ship or the company under
whose flag she sails. In this diagram you will notice
t the
low-pressure di
is about twice the area of the highpressure one on account of there being two low-pressure
cylinders, and, in fact, at the power developed when these cards

that have been made on the condensation in the cylinders. The
cards shown represent a consumption of about 1°66 1b. per indicated
—
per hour with South Wales coal, the engines indicating
about 1350-horse power. There are no jackets to the cylinders;
and [ have made the theoretical curves adiabatic instead of hyperbolic, as I found that the latter showed a greater quantity of steam
just after cut-off than just before release, which is not likely to be
correct. The amount of water condensed in the high-pressure valvecasing, t.¢., before the steam enters the oy atall, is 5 gallons per
hour, and the quantity obtained from the low-pressure valve-casing
forming part of the receiver is equal to 100°9 gallons per hour! =
10°8 tons in 24 hours. When the water is not drawn off from the
receiver a considerable amount is got from the low-pressure cylinder ; but when this is done none is obtained. The water runs into
a small tank fixed under the cylinders and fitted with a gauge
glass, and is drawn off through a cock to the hot well, where it
raises the temperature of the feed-water some 4deg. or 5deg.
When working the cork is adjusted to keep the water-level pretty
constant.
At first sight, 11 tons a day seems a lot of water to get; but
when the power developed is taken into account, together with the
fact that thisis the only water obtained from both cylinders, and
these unjacketted, the quantity is far less than one might
expect,
easured from the H.P. cards, which probably do not
show all the steam that enters the cylinder, the water used seems
to be about 201°11 tons per twenty-four hours, so that the condensation only amounts to 5°47 per cent. It is not easy to determine whether all this condensation takes place in the H.P. cylinder
or
of it in the receiver, but I believe the former to be the case,
and that it consists ay of the initial condensation and partly of
that due to the work done, When these engines are exertinga
much smaller power and the ship is light, very little water is
found, but
as soon as the vessel is loaded and the valves opened
up, water forms at once. This may be partly accounted for b
more re-evaporation taking place with the earlier cut off. It will
be noticed that these engines have a good deal of compression, and
I believe that they are the same engines I have heard of as having
1 It is given on the cards as 3 gallons in 1 min, 47 sec., or 2422 gallons
per 24 hours,
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are actual orders to be got, that they are becoming little
run twice out to India and back without requiring to let up the
IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES there
more than nominal.
main bearing brasses. I hope some time, if I can obtain the weights THE
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
The usual Tuesday’s iron market was held at Manchester on
of the reciprocating parts, to work out a diagram of torsional
Tuesday, but although this was the only Change meeting during
OTHER DISTRICTS.
strains, which I ex
to find very uniform when the combined
the week, it was quite of a holiday character, and drew together
effect of steam and inertia are taken into account.
(From our own Correspondent.)
a thin attendance, and there was very little attempt at actual
(To be continued.)
THE holidays have kept the mills and — shut half this week. only
Prices were scarcely quoted, and consequently for the
Some works resta
on Wednesday night, but many will con- business,
most
were simply nominal. In common pig iron the slight
tinue closed the week through. Firms whose machinery is again upwardparttendency
reported last week is scarcely being maintained.
running have mostly orders in hand that are required for shipment Where makers do hold
out for an advance upon late rates they are
PERFORMANCE OF A WOOTTEN ENGINE.
and that will brook little delay. Merchants give makers very short out
of
the
market,
and in some inst
disposition is again
time now in which to execute orders, and the holidays are thereshown to entertain offers. In reas | brands
ing into
Tue following particulars as to the actual performance of a fore occasionally inconvenient. The new orders which have arrived being
this
market
Middlesbrough
iron
is
fully
maintaining
its price, and
Wootten engine in regular working are perhaps the fullest that have this week are not large, but makers here note with satisfaction the Scotch iron has shown some fa pancongaof more firmness,
but there
ever been published, The figures have been kindly supplied to us better returns of the North of England manufactured iron trade, are
still sellers at under quoted rates,
by Mr. John W. Clend, the Superintendent of Motive Power of as evidence that steel is not yet monopolising all the demand.
_
Hematite makers are mostly holding firmly for some advance
the New York, Lake
Erie, pe ; estern, ne:a i —_ oe
A few of the bar and hoop makers reported in Birmingham this upon
ey are, however, ge |prices which buyers
»y one of the passenger Mogul engines wi
ootten fire-box, —Thursday—afternoon the receipt of orders which have been do notlateshowrates.
any di
ition to pay, and there are sellers in the
~
built for that road by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. accustomed
to go elsewhere, and to this extent they are more market prepared
to
book orders at under makers’ current quoted
These engines are unusually heavy and powerful engines for active, but any attempt to get better prices is unsuccessful ; it is rates.
passenger traffic. Their principal dimensions are as follows :—
only followed by a loss of the orders. Makers have therefore to In manufactured iron there is only a very slow business doing,
content with former rates. That these are unsatisfactory will
Cylinders, diameter and stroke ..
20in by 24in be
although makers do not openly quote under the current list
be seen when it is mentioned that common bars are over £4 15s.; and
Driving wheels, diameter .. «6 «. 6 ee ue ee
68in.
rates, they do not allow orders to pass where concessions are
yet imported Midland pigs are 3s. per ton higher than when £4 lds. absolutely
Tractive power per 1lb, average pressure in cylinders... 141°21b.
necessary to secure them.
Weight in working order—
ruled for bars a year ago. Northampton pigs, which at the earlier
In the engineering branches of industry, with the holiday
DFIVOTS oc 0s co ce ce co 0s 00) 06 00
95,300
date were about 33s. per ton, are now 36s. per ton. Merchant bar stoppages
works, actual operations are for the present
MRMET DS ic a Od vii Kbvicanisce ites aatee
18,700
orders are small at £5 to £5 10s. at works, or £5 15s. to suspended, ofbutthe there
improvement to report on the
£6 5s., according to quality, delivered London. Superior bars prospects of trade so farisas nothe real
WE
5s an os a0 (46:, ak sms 00. ae! ue, SO
condition of works in this
are £6, with a quiet demand. Australian orders have come forward district is concerned. It is onlygeneral
Average weight of tender at commencement of trip
in
exceptional cases that
rather better by the last one or two mails, but they are still below works are what may be termed wella few
with full tank and 16,400Ib, coal .. .. «. oe «. 82,717
Sy
with orders, and
Average weight of tender at end of trip with 1200
the expectations of makers.
ed bars at £7 and £7 12s. 6d.-— where there is new business to be got, it ager
still to be competed
~gallons of water aud 5550 Ib. coal .. .. «.. «. «. 56,667
the latter being Earl Dudley’s quotation—are very slow. One or for quite as keenly as ever, with the result that
many cases it
Mean weight
of tender .. .. .. «2 «+ os
69,292
two of the marked bar firms, however, are showing commendable barely leaves any margin whatever over the in actual
cost of
Ave
running weight of engine and tender
188,292
enterprise in seeking to stimulate India and other export demands production.
Average weight of cars .. .. .. .. «
242,888
by
the
presence
abroad
of
direct
representatives
to
inquire
into
the
Average weight, engine, tender, and train
426,180
The
Bolton
strike
is
of
course
the
question
which
just
at
present
The performance in regular work of an engine of this class, exact needs of the markets. Such efforts are already telling is attracting the most attention. Negotiations were opened last
week
between
the
employers
and
the
men
with
some
view
to a
No. 187, is given in the table below. The trips were made between favourably.
Hoops, strips, channel, and angle iron are only in moderate call.
Susquehanna and Hornellsville, 139 miles apart. This division is Happily makers do not depend solely upon the home trade, but settlement of the dispute, but they fell through, and for the
practically level, the prevailing
es being 5ft., 8ft., and 11ft. have a good number of export inquiries. More of these could be present the holidays prevent any further steps being taken in the
per mile, and never exceeding 14ft. per mile. The curves, how- booked if the prices were more satisfactory. Australia, Spain, Italy, matter. The employers have, however, gone as far as they are
meeting the men, and if negotiations for
ever, are somewhat sharp and numerous.
of the Mediterranean markets, together with some of the prepared to goaretowards
to be
agin opened up they will have to be invited
The engine ran from Susquehanna to Hornellsville on one day, and other
American countries and India, are the best buyers of hoops. abysettlement
the
men.
A
determined
seems at present to exist on
taking train No. 1, and returned on the following day taking train South
Coopers’ and export hoops are quoted at £5, but merchants state both sides, and in view of thefeeling
possibility of a protracted struggle
No. 8 In the following table, one trip has been omit
as on that they can p
orders at £4 17s. 6d. Gas tube strip is in fair
that occasion the engine broke a driving spring and left the train call at £4 15s. to £5 for narrow sorts, and nail _ of 24in. width one of the large firms is already making preparations for the comhousing on their own works premises of the new men who may
at Elmira, coming on with a later train.
e consumption of coal
about a similar figure. Hinge strip is quoted £5 15s. with small ape
engaged to take the place of those who have gone out on strike.
includes that used in lighting up, an average of 2900 Ib,per day is
sale, and makers will do business at £5 12s. 6d. Best North
Some time back, in my notes, I gave a brief description of the
being used for this purpose. On one trip, the coal board gave way Staffordshire hoops, delivered Liverpool, are quoted £6 2s. 6d., ‘ ucige:
which had been introduced in several works in this
and
Ib. of coal was lost and spilt on the road. This amount is
best waved hoops, £6 7s. 6d.
e closing of one large South district n bylight
the Hannay’s Patents Company. This light is produced
not included in the consumption given below. It will be observed and
Staffordshire
works
is
leading
to
other
bar
and
hoopand
strip
firms
by
burning
common
oil in a special form of burner by means of
that the consumption of fuel differs greatly on different days. On securing more orders.
4 compressed air, the oil
being thus consumed in the form of an
December 16th only 8000 1b. of coal was burnt, while on the followRumours
are
again
upon
the
market
of
a
proposal
by
certain
extremely
fine
spray.
During the last few months experiments
ing day nearly double this quantity was consumed. This difference local ironmasters to start the manufacture in Wales, undera patent,
does not appear to be due to any decided difference in the skill of of steel tube strip rolled with a feather edge, which would specially have been tried at the works of Messrs, De Bergue and Co., of
the firemen employed. The following table shows the average recommend it to the welded tube manufacturers, But the matter Manchester, who were the first to adopt the Lucigen light with the
view of applying it for the heating of rivets, and a special furnace
performance per trip of the three different firemen :—
is at present in embryo,
been constructed—also Hannay’s patent—which has been called
8)
Lb. water Weight
Reports are in circulation of the intention of additional black has
the ‘“‘ Pyrigen,” which has been worked in conjunction with the Allen
whilst in Water
Coal
per lb.
ironmasters
to
lay
down
plants
for
the
galvanised
corrugated
sheet
pneumatic
manufactured by Messrs. De Bergue, and of
motion. used,
coal,
train,
trade. The low prices that can now alone be got for black sheets which a full rivetter,
has been given in THE ENGINEER. The“ PyriFireman. Miles,
Gals,
Lb.
Lb.
Lb.
afford the main reason for these proposals. More profit is gen” is whatdescription
may
be
termed
and radiative oil furnace,
Crawford
40°4
6289
10,416
5°03 .. 418,210
undoubtedly to be got upon galvanised sheets. But unless restraint and after several modificationsa regenerative
Foley
40°8
6307
11,125
4°72 .. 421,490
on the original design, it has been conis exercised, the galvanised trade will be as much overdone as the structed in the form of an oblong
Elston
43°6
6160
11,250
4°56 .. 423,100
brick-lined
with an arched
sheet
e has been, and prices will then ay fall. roof, in which there is an air space with inletsoven
at the furthest end
fireman Crawford evaporated black
ingles are £5 17s. 6d. per ton, and occasionally
for hard from the heating flame. A Lucigen lamp is attached
to the furmost water perIb. of coal, his average train was lighter and the qualities.
are £6, and lattens £6 15s. to £7. Soft qualiat the opposite end, and the flame projected into the interior
= considerably less than with Foley and Elston. The latter ties, which Doubles
are demanded chiefly by the Liverpool galvanisers, are nace
of
the
furnace;
there
are
also
air
inlets
round
the
opening
for the
shows the lowest evaporation, but had, on the average, a slightly uoted 2s, 6d.
to 5s. per ton in excess of
sorts. Plates keep
through which cold air is drawn in, and the air, which has
heavier train running at a greater speed,
the result of outside competition and of the growing favour flame,
entered through the inlets at the opposite end after being heated
The engineers were not always mated with the same fireman. dull,
of
steel.
Tank
sorts
are
£6
5s,
to
£6
10s.
at
the
works,
and
occait passes between the roof and the brick lining, also enters the
The average results per trip are as follows :—
sionally £6 15s, delivered London. Common boiler are £7 to asfurnace
in close proximity tothe flame. The compressed air for
A
Weight
£7 10s., and superior sorts £8 10s, to £9 per ton.
working
lamp is derived from the same source as that which
of
e,
Some expectation was aroused this afternoon by the intelligence works thethepneumatic
rivetter, and it requires about 20 minutes to
whilst Water
Coal
tender,
from Pekin that the Chinese Court has now definitely determined get the furnace into full
in motion. used,
used, and
working order. By that time the whole
upon the construction of railwa:
Engineer.
Miles, Gals.
Lb.
Lb.
of
the
brick
lining
is
at a red heat, which is constantly kept up,
The new Canadian and Russian tariffs continue to be much dis- and rivets can be placed
Delancy .. .
1. 426
6370 .. 9500 . 426,700
in the furnace and rapidly heated as
Pettit.. ..
-- 413
6002 .. 10,833 .. 414,883
cussed by the ironmasters. The “official explanation” of the required. So far as the actual
of working the furnace is conMcDonald. .
- 40°4 . 6289 .. 10,416 .. 418,250
reason for the new Dominion Tariff Bill, namely, a desire to cerned, it has so far proved cost
to be much about the same as an
Mr. Delanc thus ees to have had the advantage of the best encourage British rather than American trade, is regarded here ordinary coal furnace, but the ‘‘Pyrigen” furnace presents manifiring—he
two different firemen—while Pettit used the smallest as in some sense a mitigation of the serious offence which the fest advantages in that it is portable and can be readily put down
ition for our iron
amount of water and the largest quantity of coal. On the whole, announcement at first occasioned. Stil] the
to any work where it is required, whilst for stage work it is a
Happily there is some close
these fi
show that the performance of the engine was much and steel masters continues unsatisfactory.
very
t improvement upon the coal furnace. I understand
set-off
in
the
anticipated
reduction
of
Antipodean
tariff charges in that
alike with different engineers and firemen.
similar
furnaces are to be put down on trial at one or two
It should be borne in mind that in a Wootten engine the engineer the autumn.
other
large
works in the district, and the patentees assert that it
A little more activity is this week noticeable in
ifications can be worked
and fireman are so widely separated that the engineer has little
very much more economically than the ordinary
power to control or instruct his fireman as to the consumption of authorising deliveries of pigs next week, but beyond this trade coal furnace,
fuel, and therefore any blame or credit on this score must rest keeps in a tame condition. Leal pigs have maintained their posiA
very
handy
light wheel cutting machine has just been introalmost entirely upon the fireman. The engineer has, of course, tion better than imported qualities, since they did not rise so duced by Messrs, Chas, L. Baker and Co., of the Cornbrook
almost complete control over the consumption of water, but even rapidly in the first instance. Hot blast all-mine pigs are changing —— Works, Manchester. This machine, which is especially
here a
fireman can render ccushleselie assistance by avoiding hands at 50s. to 52s, 6d., though the general quotation is 52s. 6d. adapted for cutting small wheels in brass and gun-metal, is very
waste of steam from the safety valves blowing off at stations. The to 55s, per ton. Part mines are 40s, to 42s, 6d., and cinder sorts compact in its arrangement and extremely simple in its construction
29s, per ton easy. West coast hematites remain nominal at and working, and requires very little power to drive. To ensure
average train was composed as follows :—
6d. to 60s., with fair sales; Welsh ditto are 52s, 6d. for forge. accuracy the dividing plate is set in a conical bearing so that it
FOU GE cc ce, co: ce co: ,Shee ..
“13 57s.
GBF se oe oo cp 2QD Olietal..
07 Lincolnshire pigs are about 39s. per ton, delivered to consumers’ cannot work loose or out of the centre, and the cutter is mounted
Pullman parlour
« 1
— works; Derbyshires, 37s.; and Northamptons, 36s. per ton easy.
turning between centres, the spindle being movable
Smoker .. ..
-- 100
Total number of cars
5°80
A lecture was delivered to the members of the Birmingham in aa V spindle
slide which feeds the cutter by means of a handle working
Coach ..
oo RR
Chamber of Commerce on Thursday by Mr. H. S. Hallett, on the in
the
slide.
The
machine can also be adapted for cutting racks up
The following table shows the speed, delays at stations and on development of trade with Burmah and China by means of the to 3ft. or more in length by placing a long V slide in the bed of the
the road, the total number of stop
, the consumption of water construction of a railway connecting those countries. He pointed machine, the slide in which the rack is held being movable and
acquisition of Burmah gave us an opportunity of im- mounted with a dividing plate at the end for the purpose of cutting
and coal, and the average weight of the train and number of cars: out that our
roving the
e with the Shan States, Western China, and pro- the rack. The whole machine is driven by an overhead motion by
New York, LAKE Erte AND WESTERN RAILROAD.
bably a large portion of the Chinese Empire. The Chinese Govern- means of a band from the main shafting on to a grooved fiy-wheel,
Performance of Wootten Mogul Engine No. 137, runni: express ment was quite willing to meet us in the matter, but he was afraid and there is a special arrangement for keeping a sufficient tension
passenger trains between Susquehanna and Hornellsville.
great pressure would be needed to induce the Indian Government on the driving by means of a loose pulley with balance weight.
to take advantage of the is aba ang A resolution was passed
In the coal trade there has been a moderate business doing upto
, | Average |
|
: | approving of the proposal, and urging its adoption by the Govern- the holidays, owing partly to the extra orders which are given out
ment,
ae speed. |
ete | |
in
anticipation of the usual stoppage of the pits, but the actual
Arrangements are being made to establish a co-operative nut condition
°
g/3t-—
Sila 5
2 Ba, » | ee
of trade generally is only dull, and in the Manchester
bolt works at Darlaston, and ——— will shortly be district there
has, with the commencement of the month, been a
Date ah & Fi
=
3
9328 | 23 hs and
issued setting forth particulars of the scheme, and inviting the further reduction
23)
8
dea|§
S49
oh
eg
ies
is
in prices, the leading Manchester firms having
1886.
2 2 3 =z
Gd 3 z is
i443 /2
urchase of p tan by the general public as well as by the nut and reduced their pit, wharf, and delivered rates for all descriptions of
It makers.
house-fire
coal
5d.
per ton ; a similar reduction has also been made
OB
alaegedle
|e
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Those Cradley Heath chainmakers who have returned to work
some of the screened coals for steam and forge purposes, but
1H. M|H.M|M'ls. |M'ls'“|Gals.| Ib. |b.} Ib! Ib.| Tb
will come out on strike again, —, at the beginning of the in
engine
classes
of
fuel
remain unchanged. In other districts outweek, their reason for so doing being that many of the employers side the Manchester radius
there is no present announced reducDec, 2 ..|8 59/8 32} — | — |11)7215|12,000 — | — | 188 441,200)6 still
persist in violating the provisions of the Factory Act.
tion in — but in some classes of round coal there is a weakenDec, 4 ../3 49/8 22) —
|11)6565 |18,000' — |— |140 |447,300)6
Dec, 5 ..|4 46/4 21) — | — 18]6500|10,000,— |— | 128 |438,340| 6
ing tendency which will no doubt lead to some giving way, and
Dec. 6 ..|8 44/3 22) — | — [11] 6792/10,800' — |— | 140 |481,400| 6
just now pit prices can scarcely be quoted, as with most of the pits
Dec. 7 ../8 48/8 21] — | — |18
10,200) — |— | 138 /378,650! 6
stopped there is little or nothing doing.
Dec. 8 ../8 88/38 15] — — |11) 6119 10,000)— |— | 184 |434,400] 6
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE,
or shipment, although here and there some collieries have been
Dec, 9 —../8 88/8 10) — | — |18]5498] 8,500— |— | 185 |378,240) 5
busy with orders, there is generally only a quiet demand, and some
Dec.10 ../4 11/8 9] — |— |11]6565|11,500/— |— | 138 |434,400| 6
(From our own Correspondent.)
very low prices have been taken to effect sales,
Dec.11 ../3 38/8 14] — |— 18]5720] 8,500)— |— | 185 (381,650| 5
Dec.13 ../8 498 23) — | — 11/5818 /11,500/— |— | 185 |484,400| 6
Maunchester.—Whitsun week in this district, and especially in the
Barrow.—There is again a quiet tone in the hematite pig iron
Dec.14 ../8 888 14) — |— 18]6485 /10,000/— |— | 185 (505,250| 7
of Manchester, means, as usual, such a complete trade, and the Whitsuntide holidays this week have accentuated
Dec. 15 ../3 59.8 21) — | — {11/7215 /18,000' — |— | 135 |484,400/ 6 neighbourhood
disorganisation
of
trade
that,
so
far
as
actual
business
is
concerned,
the
position. Buyers and sellers have alike temporarily withdrawn
Dec. 16 ../8 888 10] — | —
13/5850] 8,000'— |— | 130 |881,650| 5
is comparatively very little to report. About Tuesday and from the market. There is every probability, however, that the
Dec, 17 ..|8 863 8] 88°6:44"111]6760 |15,000) — | — |138 494,750) 7 there
Dec. 18 ,./8 48.3 14 —|- 13] 5590 |10,000)
— | — |185 |381,650) 5 Wednesday works and collieries commence closing for the holidays, demand both from home and foreign sources will improve during
and ordinary operations are scarcely fully resumed until the follow- the course of the next few weeks, as it is known that Toe parcels
Average. |3 508 21,36°26|41-512)6268 |10,800 4°8877°7 185°6 426,180 5 8 ing Tuesday and Wednesday, so that there is practically a complete of iron are required for delivery during the season. The position
week given up to the holidays, and business operations have to of makers is unchanged. They are busy, and have orders on hand
suffer to much the same extent, Under such conditions it is useless which will in all probability keep them busily employed during the
—Railroad Gazette.
attempting any really accurate estimate of the state of trade, but remainder of the season, apart from any new orders. There is no
so far as the business doing just ae to the holidays affords an doubt that large deliveries are required by steelmakers, who are
opportunity of judging, a tolerably firm tone is apparently being
a greater weight of metal than for some time past. The value
As one of the men on board the Humber guardship, maintained, both in the common and hematite qualities of pig iron, using
of pe iron is steadily maintained at 44s. to 45s, per ton net f.o.b.,
M.S. Rupert, was on Monday about to throw what is known as a although there are merchants who are still underselling, and in and even second-hand dealers who have shown a disposition to clear
hand charge, a projectile used for throwing into the approaching some instances to what would seem almost a reckless extent. In out their stocks have been selling within 6d. to 1s. per ton of the
boat of an enemy, it —— prematurely, the upper portion of the finished iron, the continued absence of any weight of new work quotations of producers, Stocks are comparatively large, though
man’s body being terribly shattered, and death instantaneous, The coming forward is visibly
weakening the position of makers, and they do not represent more than two to three months’ deliveries.
Tuctor was also very seriously injured;also two others,
quoted list rates are being broken t} ugh to such anextent, where The steel trade is brisk, and there is anything but a better demand
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Charcoals are again dull at prices varying from 13s, 9d, to 15s, 9d,
been placed, and quotations are somewhat firmer. Steel ship
plates are offered at £6 5s., and angles at £5 15s. per ton at makers’ Ternes are active at 13s. 6d. to 13s. 9d. Swansea sent away 49,000
boxes of tin-plates last week ;3000 tons are booked for Baltimore
works,
The accountants to the North of England Board of Arbitration alone this week. The ‘‘ lumpers” are giving some trouble at Bristol.
have just issued a certificate relating to the two months ending Extensive machinery for rapid and effectual unloading having been
April 30th. The average net selling price of manufactured iron of erected at Avonmouth Dock, the grain porters struck, and substiP kinds a
to have been £4 13s. 4d. per ton, as against tutes had to be telegraphed for from Liverpool. In the end the
men have gained their point.
£4 13s. 4280. forthe two months ending February 28th last. _
The pps ae - two-cylinder compound meen =oneBante
triple or quadruple expansion ones goes
on apace at the ports on
the North East ats on it is not unlikely that before long all
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
the marine engine builders will be exceedingly busy with work of
this kind. The Central Marine Engineering Company, of Hartle(From our own Correspondent.)
pool, has just received an order to convert the engines of the
steamer Suez, belonging to Messrs. Nelson, Donkin, and Co., of No change for the better has shown itself during the week in the
Newcastle, into quadruple engines. This is the first time that this condition of the iron trade of Rheinland-Westphalia, but rather the
has been done at the works referred to, or indeed at Hartlepool at contrary, for some articles have shown a weaker tendency. Strange
all. All previous conversions have been to triples only. New as it mf appear, the Silesian market has not yet been so depressed
boilers will be constructed of steel plates, and calculated to stand a as would have been imagined after so severe a shock, which can
very high pressure of steam. The present cylinders will be removed, only be accounted for by the optimistic notion, that sooner or later
“me four new ones substituted. The work is being carried out the Russian duties will be obliged to be lowered, and by the rolling
under the superintendence of Mr. Jno. Rankine, the engineer to mills and forges having full employment, with orders still comingin
at a
ny enhanced price of M. 127°50 p.t. for bar iron,
the above-mentioned firm.
Messrs. Blair and Co., of Stockton, have so much work in hand achieved by the combination bureau, which is paid without a
that they have considerably increased the number of men in their murmur. But doubtless in a short time the full effect of
employment, and are working some of them by night. They are the blow, and a still further one of an increased duty on coal
utting engines into the steamer Electrician, which was lately into Russia, which will then amount to M. 4 p.t., the decree
for which only awaits the Emperor's signature, will soon be
Reaated from a Tees-side yard.
A large iron sailing ship, called the Southgate, is at present in felt and the reports become gloomy enough. It is said that the
the dock at Middlesbrough. She is bound for an Australian port, object aimed at by the Russian Government in laying on these
and her cargo will consist mainly of railway material from the heavy duties is to drive the whole of the iron industry towards the
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
works of the Darlington Steel and Iron Company. Another similar south, but it is a great pity to abandon and sacrifice the fine iron
(From our own Correspondent.)
vessel, and for the same destination, is loading rails and fish-plates ore mines of Russian Poland to such a policy, At all events it
must make a great difference to the Silesian iron trade.
from
the works of Bolckow, Vaughan, and Co,
I INFORMED you some time ago that the Sheffield houses had
The Belgian iron trade was very firm until the strikes assumed
decided not to tender for the 150,000 sword-bayonets of the Enfieldsuch proportions, but now it is disorganised, and time must show
Martini type recently asked for by the Government. This news
what is to be the result. This strike is beginning to give signs of
has since been confirmed by the placing of the order with
an ugly feature, and has now extended in an acute form to all the
Messrs. Wilkinson and Son, of London. This firm have a
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
three coal basins and to such works as Cockerill and Co.,
well-established reputation for sword making, and in their hands
(From our own Correspondent.)
Sclessin, Ougrée, and other establishments and mines which were
there is not the slightest doubt that the new sword-bayonet will
Tue Glasgow pig iron warrant market has been fairly active paying reasonable wages, which indicates that it is as much an
be a thoroughly sound weapon. The blade and tang are to be
tively firm. Current anarchical as an economic strike, the indubitable general starvamade in one solid piece of high-class crucible steel, to be supplied during the week, and the rates com
is moderate in
t, but the condition of the specu- tion wages being the primary incentive. The French market is
by Messrs. Thos. Firth and Sons, of Norfolk Works, Sheffield. The busi
new weapon, which will have to stand a mutch severer test than has lative market tends to firmness in price. The past week’s pig iron very flat indeed. The attempts of the large holders of iron at
yet been imposed, will be under 1 lb. in weight ; the length of the shipments were not very encouraging, being 7408 tons as against Paris to raise the prices came too late, and they are now much
blade will be 184in., and the length from the shoulder to the tang, 9887 in the same week of 1886. They included 700 tons to the ——
e demand for ores in the Siegerland has much diminished, and
44in. It is a matter for congratulation that the work has been United States, 1012 to Canada, 950 to Italy, 300 to Australia, and
smaller quantities elsewhere. It is expected that the shipments to the prices during the month of May have not inconsiderably
undertaken by a first-class English house.
ed, and are now noted at M. 8°10 to 11°40 to 12 for very best
Messrs. John Brown and Co., Atlas Steel and Ironworks, have Canada will be large in the next week or two, and that afterwards
obtained an order for the armour-plating for the screen bulkheads they will be reduced to very small proportions, if they do not cease sorts on trucks at delivery station. The State Railway Adminisof the Nile and Trafalgar. This firm are well employed upon the altogether. The month of May showsa decrease of about 13,000 tration hasdecreed that the special low freight tariff for ores to Westmanufacture of the new patent ribbed furnaces for marine boilers. tons in the shipments compared with those of the corresponding phalia, and cokes therefrom to the works shall continue in force till
Messrs. Clarke, Cammell, and Co., Cyclops Steel and Ironworks, month of last year, and the total shipments from Scotch ports to the end of 1888. This is very agreeable for ironmasters, namely, as
are in receipt of an order for several thousand tires for the Patent date now exhibit a decrease of 820 tons in place of the considerable soon as their business becomes dull to be assisted in this paternal
Shaft Company, for use on the Indian State Railways. This has increase that existed up till the end of April. There have been manner at somebody else’s expense; but what a light it throws on
of late been a very important market for all classes of railway inquiries for small lots of pigs this week for Canada and elsewhere, the continental iron industry in general! Not satistied with being
material, for which there continues to be an active demand, par- but the volume of the foreign trade is unsatisfactory. There is no ee by duties, but must have further relief in cheaper
ticularly in wheels, springs, axles, and tires, as well as in some change in the amount of the production, but the increase in stocks reights, whilst their English rivals have to contend against exacting railway directors and dearer wages, yet, with the raw materials
in the warrant stores continues.
descriptions of rolling stock.
This week makers’ pigs are quoted as follows :—Gartsherrie, at the same prices, as these ‘‘ Notes” from week to week show, the
The Woolwich authorities are about to place an order for 3560
6in. and 360 Sin. armour-piercing shells.
is work will probably f.o.b. at Glasgow, per ton, No. 1, 48s.; No. 3, 44s.; Coltness, English can produce and sell cheaper than the continental works.
come to the Sheffield houses, several of whom are now making 53s. 6d. and 44s.; Langloan, 50s. and 45s. 6d.; Summerlee, 52s. 6d. The former may look with satisfaction—it may be said with pride
steel projectiles for the Government. It is freely stated here that and 42s, 6d.; Calder, 49s, 6d. and 42s.; Carnbroe, 43s. 6d. and 40s.; —on this achievement, yet many excellent people in England, not
are continually
the officials at Woolwich are making strenuous exertions to have Clyde, 46s. 6d. and 41s.; Monkland, 43s. and 39s.; Govan, at practically acquainted with the real state of thi
the production of steel projectiles carried on largely at the Arsenal. Broomielaw, 43s. and 39s.; Shotts, at Leith, 48s. 6d. and 45s. 6d.; saying more technical education on continental lines is needed if
An expert tells me that this trade is peculiarly and appropriately a Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. and 44s. 6d.; Glengarnock, at Ardros- England is to compete successfully with the foreigner. It is not
Sheffield trade, and that the Government cannot posstbly conduct san, 47s. and 40s. 6d.; Eglinton, 42s. 6d. and 38s. 6d.; Dalmelling- that which is so much wanted, but the mercantile classes, from the
very lowest clerks upwards, need a more thorough, better, broader,
it successfully and profitably to the nation at such a distance ton, 43s. 6d. and 40s.
oes of Scotch pig iron to Canada are allowed to June 30th and higher education. When that is attained, no rival ever need
from the coal and iron fields. Sheffield workmen are keenly
interested in this further development of official enterprise, to say to deliver in that country quantities of pig iron free of the extra be feared, as far as continental technical education is concerned
sa
1
, the shipments are But this is a digression.
nothing of Sheffield manufacturers, who have expended much duty which is to be imp
The shipment of Spanish ore was brisk, and 96,924 tons were
tought and vast expenditure to the production of this and other now particularly large. The firms who are engaged in the construction of steel bridgework for the Dominion have been advised despatched last week, the prices ranging from 6s. 6d. to7s. This
war material.
A very moderate business is reported in the cutlery, plating, and that the whole of the material of this description that had been year, up to the middle of May, 1,681,340 tons of ore have been
several other light industries, though one or two houses have no contracted for previous to the promulgation of the new tariff will shippedat Bilbao.
e stocks of pig iron are increasing. In Westphalia, however,
lack of work. Little is doing in table knives, and the spring knife be admitted at the old rates.
prices have been ogg fm maintained, while in the Siegerland
branches are also quiet. For light edge tools the continental
they
have gone down.
is has, of course, brought to the front the
markets, particularly Germany, continue to be productive of good
idea of a combination bureau in the latter district for the sale of pig
orders, and surgical instrument makers are also fairly well off.
iron,
and
meetings
toarrange
for one have been held anda plan agreed
WALES
AND
ADJOINING
COUNTIES.
Generally, however, business is more languid in the old staple
to; but those who know the Sieger country cannot anticipate much
trades than was anticipated, and this has caused the Whitsuntide
(From
our
own
Correspondent.)
success
for
it.
There
are
at this moment, nevertheless, that
holiday to be somewhat prolonged
by the cutlers and platers. In
THERE is a good deal of ferment in the colliery world respectin a good deal of forge pig will shortly be required, and several of
m ning tools, picks,
spades, and specialities for military purposes in
provisions of the new Mines Bill, and before the 9th prox.
the important rolling mills, with good orders on the books, have
eatrenching tools and similar appliances, several firms are well the
expect all objections will be formulated. It is contended that already contracted for quantities for the third quarter. The best
employed both on home and foreign account.
blasting in the South Wales collieries is not ap ag |for- brands have lost M. 2, and now fetch M. 43 to 44, while the same
On the Ist of June the first summer reduction in the price of though
yet the clauses are so worded that practically the Bill will in Westphalia are maintained unchanged at M. 48 p.t.
e price
coal took place. The leading South Yorkshire firm, who send the bidden,
prohibitory on this head. This, it is understood, would close 20 of coke is to be raised after the Ist June, and this will probably
largest tonnage by rail to the metropolis, now quote as follows:— be
per
cent.
of
the
collieries,
and
lead
to
the
paying
off
of
15,000
give
a
fillip
to
prices.
Spiegel
has
also
lost
M.
1
to
14
since
the
best Mortomley coal, 13s. per ton; thin seam, lls. 8d.; brazils, colliers. I find, amongst the most practical jar mag that blasting
end of April, and the trade in it is flat at this moment, although
10s. 5d.; nuts, 10s.; brights, 10s.; common house coal, 8s. 9d. in the steam coal collieries cannot, in their opinion, be disp
large
quantities
have
been
contracted
for.
The
reason
for
this
is
London took last year, from this single coiliery company—Messrs. with. The Welsh coal is harder than that of the North, hence the
that freights from German and Belgian ports to America are
Newton, Chambers, and Co., Thorncliffe —no less than 312,708 tons, little
—
raised
in
the
northern
coal
field.
In
the
Welsh
unfavourable
just
now
for
heavy
s,
and
so
less
is
exported,
an increase of 37,171 tons over 1884.
field the cessation of blasting operations would stop at once much to the annoyance of makers here, because it gives the
The holidays have been very generally enjoyed this Whitsuntide, coal enormous
outputs, and present prices could not be retained. English an advance, and by way of Rotterdam there are no
particularly on Tuesday, when the iocal railways were in a state of the
result would be a marked increase, and those in favour of practical cheap loading or unloading arrang
ts along the whole
congestion, throwing expresses from one to two hours’ late. Very The
say that the ultimate end would be favourable to the route. They are conspicuously absent in Germany. The best
large numbers of Shefheld artisans visited the Manchester and SS
elsh
coalowners
and
colliers.
This
is
the
other
side
of
the
brands,
16
p.c.
Mn.,
cost
M.
56,
and
so
on
downwards
to 48 p.t.
Saltaire Exhibitions. Work has not yet been generally resumed,
On the whole the demand for crude iron is anything but brisk.
and there seems every likelihood of the men making a week of it. question.
There has been another good week, and the export has been For the present the rolling mills and forges have sufficient work
large, though not quite up to late tvutals. Prices, however, are to keep them on regularly, and when not on finished sorts, then on
evidently on the ascending scale, and any little flush will bring part manufactures as blooms, uses, &c., which are going in quanabout the desired advance. Present prices of steam vary from tities to Belgium, France, and Italy, at prices which are remuneraTHE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
7s. 9d. to 8s. 6d. Some of the large coalowners command the best tive. There is a better demand for boiler and thick plates at
(From our own Correspondent.)
price, but this is still only 3d. per ton above the pens quota- satisfactory prices, but this cannot be said of thin sheets, which
OwInc to the Whitsuntide holidays there was but a poor attend- tion. Rhondda No. 3 continues to command 8s, 3d. per ton, con- have fallen in price, and during the week have been held up as
ance at the Middlesbrough iron market on Tuesday last, and the trary to the opinion of most buyers; but the fact is that the limited M. 130 p.t. For building purposes the demand has not diminished,
amount of business transacted was very limited. It is somewhat area of this special coal is such that the wonder is that this low and the mills can keep
regularly going. Concerning wire rods, there
difficult therefore to determine the exact present value of pig iron. price is retained. This coal and the four-feet give Wales its position is little to note. Demand and prices are unchanged ; but still a conThe prevailing tone is, however, tolerably cheerful, and last week’s in the world, and, as a coalowner observed lately, when they are vention is being discussed, which isalwaysa weak sign. There is little
advanced rates are at least Sabduieel. For prompt delivery of gone the principality will be no better off than the rest of the new in railway materials. The English and Belgian firms tendered
No. 3 g.m.b., 34s. per ton was on Tuesday the lowest acce tedby country.
higher than the German for 3340t. of steel rails at a
the
merchants, and 3d. more was required for delivery over the next
I find that during the northern strike North Wales has had its 20th ult., Krupp’s price being M. 112, and that of the
hum
few weeks. Makers are still unwilling to commit themselves, and mee of business. The trucks on the Cambrian Railway tell Union M. 112°50 p.t. at works, This is about a mark higher than
will not accept anything less than 35s, for immediate delivery. a tale.
the prices offered a month ago. The wagon works are in the same
Seeing that there is some improvement in the demand for finished
Coke remains in fair demand at late quotations, Pitwood is a position they were when last mentioned. With the exception of
iron and steel, and that pig iron stocks are decreasing, makers will little better. Present prices from 13s. 6d.
the pipe foundries, the other construction shops have a little more
a
obtain the prices they ask if they remain firm a little
The Barry Dock contract is going ahead well, and September, to do, and orders ure coming a little more freely to hand, but great
onger.
1888, promises to see it finished. This will be good work, consider- complaint is expressed about’ the low prices the work must be
Stevenson, Jaques and Co.’s current quotations are: —‘‘ Ackiam ing its extent. The dock area is 73 acres, basin 7 acres, and the taken at.
hematite,” mixed Nos., 45s. per ton; ‘‘Acklam Yorkshire” (Cleve- timber pond 23 or 24 acres.
An order for 60,000 side arms, newest pattern, for the Saxon
land), No. 3, 36s. per ton; ‘‘ Acklam basic,” 36s. per ton; refined
A private meeting of the Sliding Scale Committee was held in army has just come to Solingen. It is devoutly to be hoped that
iron, 48s. to 63s. per ton; net cash at furnaces.
Cardiff on Saturday last, when Sir Wm. T. Lewis occupied the some means will ultimately be found to keep the English GovernMost of the transactions in Cleveland warrants still take place at chair, and there was a good muster of coalowners and repre- ment order for 150,000 in the country. Solingen is overburdened
Glasgow. At the beginning of last week, the lowest price accepted sentatives.
with work of this kind for some time to come, so if the officials
was 34s. 6d. per ton; by Friday it had increased to 34s. 8d.; and
In the iron trade a moderate amount of business is being done, should conceive the unpardonable idea of trying here, they would
on Tuesday the market price was 35s.
but the shipping list is not so far much burdened with list of ship- doubtless have to pay pretty stiffly for it. If one
y cannot
The stock of pig iron in Messrs. Connal and Co’s Middlesbrough ments. The principal this week have been 1100 tons to New and the other will not, would it not be possible to establish a small
store decreased 683 tons last week.
Orleans and a cargo to Norway. Rail quotations are from inexpensive company to make this first lot to afterwards compete
Shipments are proceeding at a satisfactory rate. The quantity £4 13s, 4d.
with wets in foreign markets? In Pesth an expensive works is
of pig iron which left the port of Middlesbrough between the Ist The oe mg trade is unchanged. About this time every year being established to make 400,000 rifles, but when that order is
and the 28th ult. was 71,170 tons ; and of manufactured iron and of late it has been the habit to circulate rumours of American finished the
I
will be worse situated than one for manusteel 54,675 tons.
competition, which generally ends with the rumours, This year facturing swords would be.
Finished iron makers have booked a few fresh orders during the the rumour is stronger than ever, and it has not been without
The increase of duties on fuel imported into Russia, shortly to
last few days, but they are not able to command better prices, some effect on the market, and buyers in some cases have been come into force, is to be 1 gold kopek per pud on coal entering
owing to the
t competition within the district, and also from able to place contracts for future deliveries at current quotations. Baltic ports, —s by land 2 gold kopeks per pud, and entering
elsewhere.
otations on Tuesday were as follows, viz.:—Shi As a rule the market is firm, and last prices well maintained. The the Black Sea ports 3 gold kopeks Tons pud, while cokes are to pay
plates and common bars, £4 10s. per ton; best bars, £4 15s.; an lowest cokes are selling at 12s, 9d., and from this to 13s. 3d. for in the same way 1}, 3, and 44 gold kopeks per pud. As heretoship angles, £4 7s. 6d., all free on trucks at makers’ works, less ee
are common figures. Bessemer, 13s.; Siemens, fore, fuel entering White Sea ports is to be free. According to
25 per cent. discount. Some large orders for steel rails have lately
this, English coal will pay 2s, and German 4s, p.t, duty

for rails, which are in heavy output, and which have been very fully
ordered both by home and foreign buyers. The demand for the
heavy sections of rails is particularly good, and prices are firm at
from £4 2s. 6d. to £4 5s. per ton net f.o.b. The business doing in
blooms is not so large as it has been, but makers already hold a large
number of orders, and there is plenty of enquiry. Prices are quoted
at from £3 15s. to £3 17s. 6d. per ton net f.o.b. Billets areingood
enquiry at about £4 per ton. A fair trade is being done in bars,
which are largely
for tin-plate purposes. The department in
which steel plates and angles are made for shipbuilders is not well
employed, although orders have been executed which have demonstrated the fact that so soon as a revival in the shipbuilding trade
takes place this will be a very important and active industry. The
shipbuilding trade, however, remains very quiet, and although
several important orders are on the tapis, none of any importance
have lately come to the yards of local builders. Thereismore hope
of a very good trade in engineering, and particularly in the marine
department, but boiler-makers, forge works, steel casters, and railway rolling stock builders are very indifferently employed. The
finished iron trade shows no new signs of life, and makers are very
indifferently supplied with orders. Iron ore is still quiet in tone,
the deliveries now being made having been arranged for well ahead
on standing contracts. Prices show no variation, | still quoted
at from 8s. 6d. to 11s. per ton at mines. The coal and coke trades
are comparatively busy, and deliveries are regularly maintained.
There is a large consumption for steam purposes, and a good demand
is springing up on shipping account.
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three, nor more than eight; the first are the subPATENT JOURNAL,
AMERICAN NOTES.
scribers denoted by an asterisk; qualification, 250 CondenendTHE
from! Gisdemracd ofthe:Commiatoany: 4
(From our own Correspondent.)
shares; remuneration, £1200 per annum, or such
New York, May 21st.
larger sum as shall be equal to 10 per cent. per
in
Brokers have inquiries this week for several annum of the net profits, not exceeding £
Application for Letters Patent.
large blocks of Bessemer pig iron, spiegel, steel one year,
+
tents have been “communicated” the
blooms, steel rails, and cargo scrap.
e recent
name ‘and address of the communicating party are
drop in prices has brought out a few inquiries;
printed in italics,
Aluminium
Syndicate,
Limited.
but up to this hour business for all material of
Pyeumatic Drepoers, J. and E. Vernaudon.
This syndicate was
registered on the 30th ‘nst., 17,169.
the kind named has not reached more than 30,000
London. {Received 25th May, 1887. Anteda
tons, which brokers say is a good start. Scotch with a capital of £30,000, in £10 shares, to manuNovember 10th, a.p. 1886. Under Internatiunal
Convention.}
iron is moving with more vigour at 20 dols. for facture aluminium in accordance with the invenEglinton, 21 dols. for Glengarnock, and 21°75 dols, tion of Dr. Edward Caspar Kleiner Friertz, of
25th May, 1887.
for Coltness. Bessemer is quoted at 20dols, to Zurich, for which patent 5 Aer were applied for
20°50 dols. ;
lish jiegel, 20 per cent., on the 29th June, 1886, No. 8531, by Francis 7510. Heatinc Raitroap Cars, &c., J. H. Sewall,
ndon,
27°25 dols. English steel rails, 41 dols. at Gulf Ignatius Ri i Seaver, of the Conservative 7511. Furnirure Castors, F, and H. Matchett, BirPorts; offers at 40dols. have been made, Rail Club, St. James’-street. The subscribers = —
mi ingham.
blooms, 29 dols. Wire rod bids are in at 40 dols. *G. Cawston, Hatton-court, E.C., barrister .
7512. Soirarres, G. Pritchard, Birminghom.
Old rails are going into stock, on account of low H. V. Higgins, 130, Sloane-street .. .. .. ..
7513. Fectina WooLLen THREAD, T. Tschieret, London.
prices. American buyers will likely make heavy C. A. Scott Murray, J.P., Marlow, Bucks .. ..
7514. CutLtep Gran used for Routine Iron, C. Akrill,
mdon.
yurchases of material during the month of June, *F, J. R. Seaver, F.R.S., Conservative Club..
7515. Ficrerre and Lixrviatine Press, C. A. Koellner,
To-day’s telegraphic advices from the interior A. H. Bourke, 18, Throgmorton-avenue, stockmdon.
cdi tas deal. 0s. ae ae. a0 . <a 00
show that no change has come over the markets, J. WH
Makino, &c., TiLe Fenpers, H. Godwin and W.
Maund, 204, Regent-street, stockbroker
ettt
tt 7516.
that merchant bars are dull, that competition is O.Charles
Hewitt, Hereford.
Newton, 1, Davies-street, Berkeleyvery active in both iron and steel mills, and that *8.GUND
7517. Saws, &c., T. Tyzack, Sheffield.
SUE ca eet sh <n 48
a ae, ee
7518. Manuracrurinac Pure Hyprocey, J. Belou,
the inquiry and orders arriving are barely suffiThe first committee of management consists of London.
cient to preserve prices at the strong limits
TREATMENT of Ores, J. Belou, London,
reached during April. The car and locomotive the subscribers denoted by an asterisk and 7519.
for Spinninc, W. Tatham, London.
Messrs,
Ludwig Mond, of Droitwich, and R, 7520. Macuinery
works and shipyard requirements, as well as
Rorary Enoines, J. A, Wade and J. Langdon,
bridge-building requirements, are strong factors, Nevile, of Grantham. Dr. Edward Kleiner is 7521. mdon.
appointed
first
ger
and
electrical
engineer
and all kinds of material used in these establish7522. BurwisHinc Boots and SHogs, H. H. Lake,—(Z.
M. Parkhurst, United States.)
ments are bringing good prices. Foreign scrap at a salary of £700 per annum,
7523. Hose and Ha.r Hose, G. Templeman, London.
is sold at 20 dols, to 20°50 dols, The distribution
MANUFACTURE of PicmEnT, H. H. Lake.—(J. P.
of tin-plates is not active. aver is strong at Anglo-Ottoman Cotton and Woollen Mills Com- 7524.
Perkins, United States.)
pany, Limited,
10cents. Lead has advanced slightly; quotations,
Ark Compressinc Apparatus, H. H. Lake.—(U.
This company was registered on the 20th inst., 7525,
4°30 to 4°40. Spelter, 44. The stocks of tinCummings,
United States.)
plate are only fair, and the leading houses anti- with a capital of £250,000, in £5 shares, toacquire 7526. Manuracture of Screws, H. H. Lake.—(W. RB.
a
concession
granted
by
the
Sultan
of
Turkey
to
Clough, United States.)
cipate an improvement when the summer demand
sets in.
e traffic returns from several of the Almed Refik Bey, Rechid Bey, and Refik Bey for 7527. DyNnaMo-ELEcTRIC Macurines, R. M. Hunter,
mdon,
leading railway systems continue to show an in- the purpose of erecting and working a manufacCLOTH-FOLDING Frames,A. W. and H. W. Brewtcreasing volume, The demand for all kinds of tory for the production of cotton and woollen 7528,
nall,
Greenheys.
fabrics
at
Constantinople
and
its
provinces,
The
heavy machinery and for cotton and woollen
7529.
Caps employed in Spinninc, J. E. and E. W.
hinery
is sutficient to keep machinery manu- subscribers are :—
Sykes, Halifax.
8)
7530.
ELecrricaL
TrRANsFoRMERS, J. G. Statter,
facturers busy, and a full summer's work is now John Musgrave, Bolton, engineer and cotton
London.
a Ss) eae
ae
ss
7531.
VeLocipepes,
J.
Johnson, Rainhill.
Labour strikes are somewhat threatening. R. ES
A. Dobson, Bolton, engineer
7532. SuRcEoN’s ComBINED CHarr and Taste, A. J.
NM ey +sae
The number who have gone out within ten days G. Thomas, Bolton, engi and
Marston, London.
foots up about 10,000, mostly in the building Emin Effendi, 7, Union-court, Consu]-General for
7533, CLEANING, &c., MeTaL Piates, F, J, Clamer and
Tskidtes ch cc es: sé siee, ce cn
trades. The coal companies here report the A. WT
J. G. Hendrickson, London.
E. Barthel, Hotel Metropole, mechanical engi7534. ComMPOsITION for HEALING Wounps, R. M. H.
trouble over in the anthracite regions, There is Oe
Se
area
Hicks, London,
great activity in real estate in and around the C. Akers, 11, Abchurch-lane, chartered ac7535. Leo Rest, J. Lawrence, Brighton.
city, and building operations are taxing the full ent... mal e Se
ee eee ee
7536,
Lamp, C. E. Gurnsey, London.
building trade force. The extraordinary influx Osmond Maskell, 49, Coverdale-road, N.W., ac7537. SHow Cases, E. J. Fletcher, London.
ee
er)
of immigrants is favourably regarded by banking GUMEENNE 0 46 00 00 00 08 Oe 06 “ae ee
7538. NaiL-MAKING Macuines, C, March and W. Dick,
and manufacturing interests as a probable offset
Glasgow.
The number of directors is not to be less than 7539.
Cement, A. Smith, J. Robertson, and
to the growing power of trades unionism and the four,
nor more than twelve; qualification, 50 J. R.PorTLaND
Andrew, Glasgow.
y
advancing tendency in wages. A leading banking shares;
the
subscribers
are
to
appoint
the
first;
7540.
MANUFACTURE of CLotH, J. W. Martin, Halifax.
firm has just issued a sort of congratulatory remuneration, £200 per annum each.
7541. Type Writinc Macuines, F. D. Butler, London.
circular, advising the employing interests of the
7542. Vent-pec for Beer Casks, &c., E. Birch, Mancountry to encourage immigration of this
chester.
‘
Clough Cotton Spinning Company, Limited.
character for the purposes named,
7548, For of Fiurp Meter, &c., A. B. Wilson, HolyThis company was registered on the 25th inst.,
w ‘ood.
with a capital of £40,000, in £5 shares, to acquire 7544, Sprynine Top, A. H. Valda, Chiswick.
the Clough Mill, Springhead, York. The sub- 7545. ORNAMENTING WATERPROOF FaBrics, I. Frankenburg, Greengate.
scribers are ;—
Hoiper for Raitway Tickers, C. A. Grant,
Shares. 7546.
NEW COMPANIES.
London,
*J. F. Andrew, Oldham, cotton-waste dealer
7547. Hover for Servietre, W. Lyon, Strangeways.
*W. Buckley, Oldham, cotton spinner ..
THE following companies have just been regis- *G.
7648.
Curs
Keys for TeLecrapH CaBLes, J. Gott,
E. Andrew, Lees, cotton spinner
hi ac
tered :—
London.
*R. Hopwood, Harpurhey, mill manager .. ..
7549.
Meratiic
Easet for Paotocrapus, &c., J.
*8.
Wroe,
i
25
ss
S6
«n
«oe
0e
Agrieultural and Industrial Association, Limited. J. B. Lord, Lees, printer, &. .. .. .. ..
kin, Birmingham.
:
et 7550. WasHIne,
teat
tt
at
&c., Fipres, E. B. Petrie and R. Wild,
This menor was registered on the 21st inst.,
The
subscribers
denoted
by
an
asterisk
are
the
Rochdale.
with a capital of £6,000,000, in £10 shares, first directors,
7551. Locks, W. H. 8. Aubin, Bloxwich.
500,000 of which are to be 6 per cent. cumulative
7552, SPRADER or SPREADER, M. Smith, Gloucester.
preference shares, It proposes to transact agri7558. Execrro-motTive Force of DyYNAMO-ELECTRIC
Macurxes, F. George, Dursley.
cultural, industrial, commercial, mercantile,
THE Mint.—The report of the Deputy-Master 7554. NAVIGATIONAL SIGNALLING Apparatus, C, E.
banking, discount, exchange, financial or other
Allan, Glasgow.
business, trade or operation; to acquire real or of the Mint for 1886, which is now issued, states 7555.
Ain ProrELter, J. and R. Crighton and G., C,
agrees property and to develope
the same. that during the year no gold had been coined, the
Peel, Manchester.
‘he company also pro
to add philanthropy Mint having been exclusively engaged on silver 7556.
Dyeine Yarns, K. Lockwood and E. L, Adamson,
to its somewhat varied programme, power being and bronze coinage, the value of the former being
Halifax.
taken to provide for the welfare of persons in the £417,384, and of the bronze coins £51,669. The 7557. Automatic CoupLine for RaiLway Wacons, E,
Williams, Hulme.
employment of the company, or formerly in its number of half-crowns coined was 994,752, and
GEARING for ExTENSION Ralts of Rartway TuRN
employment, and the widows, children, and of florins 592,020; while the shillings struck 7558.
TABLES, A. Whitaker, Leeds
dependents of such persons, by granting money amounted to 1,774,080, and the sixpences to 7559.
Stup, W. P. Greaves, Birmingham.
ber. The
ber of threepenny- 7560, CoLtar
or pensions, making payments for or toward 2,724,480 in
INTERNALLY STOPPERED BorrTtes, H. M. Ashley,
insurance on the lives of such persons, providing pieces coined was 6,150,408.
Sheffield.
schools, reading-rooms, or places of recreation,
LIVERPOOL ENGINEERING SocieTy.—At a recent 7561. TaBLe CutLery, W. Tyzack and J. Fee, Sheffield,
but nothing herein contained shall authorise the meeting of this Society a paper was read by Mr. 7562, Brakes for VeHicLes, W. 8. Laycock, Sheffield.
Incots, &c., of SELF-HARDENING STEEL comcompany to carry on life insurance business, The J. F. Waddington on ‘‘Submarine Vessels.” In 7563.
bined with other Steet, F. W. Seaman, Shefiield.
signatories who subscribe for one preferred share commencing the paper the author gave a brief 7564.
CarTripcEs for ORDNANCE, G. Quick, London.
each are as follows :—
history
of
what
had
m
done
in
submarine
navi7565.
Easy
Worxkine of Door Locks, &c., H. Adeane,
8
m.
gation. Few persons, he said, would be aware 7566. Batt Baas,
er Barone Onofri, 35, Half Moon-street, Picca&¢., H. Lintott, South Norwood,
that the idea of a vessel to travel under water
and
H.
T.
Tallack, London.
was anything
but a new idea, There were
J .~ Rui Bailey, 28, Osnaburgh-street, Regent's
Tin, &c., D. Owen, London.
records of submarine vessels as far back as 1648, 7567.
7568.
Writine
Pens,
G. T. Beilby, Midlothian.
C. E. Gud,
Grenville, Cavendish-road, Cla
and a very interesting series of experiments were
AuToMATIC WEIGHT REGISTERING MacuINes, G,
ham Park nares a
ch Cea . 1 made by Fulton in 1801. Submarine vessels, he 7569.
Kirkman,
London.
8. Phili
, 35, Half Moon-street, engineer .. 1 stated, were used in the American Civil War, 7570. ProsectiLes for RirLeEp Guns, P. M. Parsons,
Simon Philippart, 35, Half Moon-street .
1 and numbers of patents had been taken out in London.
Henry C, Barker, 23, Faunce-street, Kenningto:
Four-FoLp Security Mortice Lock, J. Tuckett
1 America, none of which, however, had come to 7571.
and G. H. Foster, London.
W. L. Greenfield, 8, Studley-road, Forest Gate .. 1 anything. He then referred to the submarine 7572.
Horse-cottars, H. W. Loads and W. Armes,
J. Mansel Jones, 8, Albert-road, Dalston .. ..
vessel, the Resurgam, designed by Mr. Garratt,
London.
UNDERFRAMES or SiLts of MeETaLtic Wacons,
The number of directors is not to be less than and tried in the Birkenhead Float in 1879, and 7573.
R Hudson, London.
five, nor more than twenty-one; qualification, also the Nordenfelt boats, which were also from
SHACKLES for ConNECTION and DISCONNECTION,
£2000 in preference shares; the first are to be Mr. Garratt’s designs. His own submarine 7574,
8.
S.
Sugden, Woodford.
appointed by the subscribers, who act ad interim. vessel, the Porpoise, which was tried last year 7575. Friction CLutrch Mecuanism, A. J. Boult.—(C.
A. Backstrom, New Jersey.)
he chairman is to receive £500 per annum, the before the representatives of the British and
deputy-chairman—if any—£300 per annum, and —_ Admiralties, was then described. She 7576. Spinning Macuines, A. McDonald, United
States.
each ordinary director £200
per annum. A was, he said, 37ft. long by 6ft. 6in. beam, and
Evecrric Rat.way Cars, N. H. Edgerton,
director is to vacate his position in the event of was arranged to be propelled by electricity. The 7577. mdon.
Porpoise
was
submerged
when
under
way
by
ere mo lunacy, or similar incapacity. The
7578.
SasH Fasteners for Winxpows, H. Wilson,
subscribers are to appoint a general manager, means of inclined planes, which, when the buoyLiverpool.
who is to remain in office until 1897. The sur- ancy of the vessel had been sufficiently reduced 7579. RerLectors, C, Hall, London.
VeLocipepes, F. Tentschert and F. W. Minck,
plus net profits remaining after payment of the by taking in water, were set over at an angle, 7580.
Switzerland.
.
ee dividend will be divided as follows :— and so guide the vessel below the surface. He 7581.
R., J., and H. Wilder, London.
per cent. to the directors, 5 per cent. to the also described the horizontal propellers working 7582. Hay-makKers,
SuppLyina Oi for LUBRICATING Racs, J. W.
general manager, 45 per cent. to the preference in the vertical tubes used in his boats for the
Vine, London.
shareholders, and the remainder to the ordinary purpose of driving below in cases of emergency 7588. REcEPTACLE for To1LET Powvers, M. Wedlake,
when there was no way on the boat. The great London.
shareholders,
—— with submarine vessels of suddenly diving 7584. Domestic Frre-PLaces, H. Schallehn, London.
by the head when going at any s
was then 7585. Lire Preservers or Buoys, F. Gregson, Bradford.
New Giilcher Electric Light and Power Com- dealt. with, and he showed how, by means of a 7586.
CHENILLE CaRPETs and Rvas, W. Adam, Kidderpany, Limited.
horizontal rudder arrangement, actuated by an
minster.
This is a reconstruction of the Giilcher Electric automatic electric steering gear, he had met this 7587. AUTOMATIC RecistRATION of Musica Composiair for consumption by the trons, W. H. Lucas and A. H. Morgan, London.
Light and Power Company, Limited. It was danger.
registered on the 25th inst., with a capital of crew was, he said, carried in two compartments at 7588. HorsesHoE and other Nais, A. J. C. Bannwart,
London.
the ends. For the propulsion of the vessel and
£70,000, in £1 shares, The subscribers are :—
Extinction of Fire, J. C. Merryweather,
for driving the various machinery on board the 7589.
8
London.
*D, de Castro, 6, New-square, Lincoln’s-inn,
vessel, the electricity was stored in forty-five 7590.
Macuines
for SaHavine Sxins, A. M. Clark.—
accumulators of 660 ampére hours capacity,
(2, L. C. Schulz, United States.)
*S Studd, Bedford House, Upper Norwood.. ..
The maximum current taken by the motor was 7591.
TRaNsMITTING Va.LuABLEs, H. J. Haddan.—(#.
W. C. Mountain, 2, Rothsay-villas, Wandsworth,
66 amperes, the electric motive force being
W. Woodruff, United States.)
:
EEE
ochnwiein get Sucmedinm 6< b6. oe
90 volts, thus giving an electrical horse-power of 7592. Reep Oreans, H. J. § da —(J. B. Hamilt
*Wm, Wallace, 27a, Old Bond-street, architect ..
States.)
7°96 ; with a motor of 81 per cent. efficiency, the =United
ae J. W. M. Cotton, 28, Ampthill-square,
Bunas,
&c.,
for
Casks,
R.
Haddan.—(P.
Leseure,
actual horse-power would be 6°77. The author
=. Lloyd,63, New Broad.street, newspaper prostated the speed of the boat with this power 7594,rance.
ConsTRUCTING ARTICLES for giving them LireSRCea: 40.430) 60 0 1. «Ri geaion 30! 4%
would be about eight miles per hour, at which
LIKE Movement, L. Brennan, London.
al Grewing, 14, Austinfriars, merchant
“e olee
Ed
speed she would ts able to run a distance of 7595. Lever-Lirting and PresstIna APPARATUS, G.
Perkins and G. T, Dunn, Newport.
The number of directors is not to be less than eighty miles,
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7596. Screw Srorrers for Borries, &c., T. Taylor,
Birmingham,
7597. Borries, &. J. T. Smith, London.
7598. INTERNALLY STopPERED Bortues, L, Vallet, Liverpoo!
7599. SLuBBING, &c., Frames, 8. Morris, London.
7600. Gymnastic Apparatus, T. 0. Knofe, Lundon.
7601. STanpDING ARRANGEMENT for Carps, &c., 8.
Edwards, London,
7602. Reetinc Macuines, T. Holt, Manchester.
7603. DetonaTina SicNaL Apparatus for Raitways,
G. 8. Spencer, London.
7604. MaInTainine a Unirvorm Tension upon the ExpLess Drivine Tapes of Spinnino, &c,, MACHINERY,
A. T. Lawson and 8, Dear, Londun.
7605. DIFFERENTIAL WHEELS used in Drivinc BopBins
of Recutatine, &c., Frames, A. T. Lawson and 8.
Dear, London.
7606. Fisuinc Stockrxes, A. 8. Douglas, Edinburgh,
7607, ELecrro-macnets, H, P. F. Jensen, London.
7608. Exp.osives, H. H. Lake.—(Wokanka and Co.,
Austria.)
7609, Ceramic Kins, F. Siemens, London.
7610. Recenerative Gas Lamps, F. Siemens, London.
7611. SuBpmMaRINE CaBLe GrapneELs, &., W. C. Johnson and 8, E. Phillips, London.
7612, SHow Brackets, A. V. Mayo and J. I. Lee,
London.
7613, Licutixe and Heatinc by Mrverat Os, L.
Sepulchre, London.
7614. Gas Meters, L. E, Séquard, London.
7615, Friction Gear, W. 8. Lockhart, London.
7616. UmBrecia Fvenitvre, F. A. Ellis, London.
4617. Ourpoor Garment for Lapizes, H. W. Ahronson
London.
7618. ELecrric Transrormers, &c., W. M. Mordey an -d
C. E. Webber, London.
7619. Purirication of Water, &c., C. J. Bithring,
London.
7620. BuTTON-HOLE ATTACHMENTS for SEw1Inc MACHINES
J. Y. Johnson.—(J. R. Hebert, New York.)
7621, Umprecua, L. Phillott, London.
7622. Ferp-waTeR Heaters, &c., C. A. Knight.—(4.
A. Goubert, United States.)
7623. AUTOMATIC Reversinc MECHANISM, Sir E. Green,
Bart., London.
7624. Securtne Corks, H. H. Lake.—(W. C. Van Vliet
United States.)
26th May, 1887.
7625. STRENGTHENING WHEELS, J. Berkeley, Belfast.
7626. Feepinc Woot to Carpinc Macuines, J. Haigh,
Halifax.
7627. Azo CoLourtnc Matrers, I. Levinstein, Manchester.
7628, SteaM Borier, &c., Furnaces, H. Walker, Birmingham.
= Crank Suarts, &c., H. Foster, Newcastle-upon'yne.
7630. Measurinc Heicut, W. P. Ingham, Middlesbrough-on-Tees.
7631. Workino of Tras, J. Forsyth and J. Fairless,
Gateshead.
7632. Castor Rims, W. Hughes, Birmingham.
7633. STRAIGHTENING, &c., Wire, D. Smith, jun., Wolverhampton.
7634, Rounpapouts, A. Ridge, Manchester.
7635. Metattic Burron and Fastener, E. Moore,
Liverpool.
7636. Toy, J. T. B. King, Manchester.
7637. Sanpine Rais, F. 8. Willoughby and H. Wiljams, Stockport.
7638. Buiryp Kotter Brackets, G. Whitehead, Bir=
7639, Kitxs or Drvyinc Fioors, B. P. Harris and A.
8 , London.
7640. Grate Bars for Borers, &c., R. Robson, Lower
Wortley.
7641. Rounpasouts, G. F. Lutticke, Brighton.
7642, Cuecxine Corns, G. E. Sherwin, Birmingham.
7643. ore &c., VeHicves, J. ani C. Merckelbagh,
mdon.
7644, Pavine, F. Wicks, Glasgow.
7645. Fastentnc Buttons, &c., G. J. Parkman, Birmingham.
7646. ConTROLLING the Bui_pixc of Bosgerns, T. L.
Daltry, Manchester.
7647. Fasrentna for Boots and Snoegs, J. White,
London.
7648. Spanners, J. K. Starley, London.
7649. CarriaGes for OVERHEAD Raitways, W. P. English, London.
7650, Beartes for Journats of Sprnpies, F. Garrett,
London.
be Hypravtic Macuines for Rivetrine, H. Smith,
iw.
7652. THimBLe and Tureap-cutrer, W. H. Townend,
London.
7653. Governors for Steam Enornes, &c., J. H. Dewhurst, Sheffield.
7654. Rotary Steam Enorye, T. T. Kemp, London.
7655. SCREW-NECKED Botr.ies, W. J. Wheeler, Richmond.
7656. TrRousER SusPENDERS, W. W. Taylor, London.
7657. —
of AURIFEROUS MINERALS, J. Weirich,
mdon.
7658. VaLves and Stream Traps, T. W. Baker, London,
7659. Mistature Tarcets, W. E Heath, London.
7660. Lamps, C. M. Walker, London.
7661. Sopa, W. G. Maclvy, London.
7662. ImparTiInG Motion to Macnrines, T. Bower,
R. W. Bower, J. Blackburn, and F. Mori, London.
7663. Boxes for Carps, A. C. Thomson and H. Nicholson, Glasgow.
7664, Primary Batteries, L. N. Loeb, London.
7665. ComBrnep BasSINETTES and PERAMBULATORS,
R. L. Holt, London.
7666. Hat Hotper, M. Emmanuel, London.
7667. Scorinc Paste and similar Boarps for Boxes,
&c., W. G. Bagnall and H. Bostock, London.
7668. Reazine Cuickens, J. Chilvers, London.
7669. NeuTrauisinc the Errect of Nicotine in
Toracco, &c , J. Hickisson, London.
7670. Srrikinoc Betis, J. Harrington, London.
7671. Warets, J. Harrington and J. Hooper, London.
7672. Buapes of Wines of PROPELLERS, &c., F. J.
Crossley, London.
7673. PortaBLE ZincocRaAPH Printina Press, D.
Collins, London.
7674. Senpine, & , Sicnaus, G. and 8. Jennings and
. G. Brewer, London.
7675. Musuroom AncHors, W. C. Johuson and 8. E.
Phillips, London
7676. Automatic Musicat Instruments, L. E. J.
Thibouville, London.
7677. Gas-ENGtNE, C. Davy, London.
7678. Facitiratina the Assorption of Liquips for
MepicinaL, &c.,, Purposes, A. Carcenat and L.
Rivet, London.
7679. CLosine of Jars, E. Deutsch, London.
7680. DELIVERING ARTICLES 0 UnirorM Size and
Weicut in Excaance for Coin, F. J. J. Gibbons and
H. Osborne, London.
7681. Puriryine O11, H. J. Haddan.—(P. Schroder,
Germany.)
7682. Scissors, C. Hamann, London.
7683. ExLecrric ALARM Apparatus, E. Bettleheim,
London.
7684. Measurine Liquips, T. Coldwell.—(W. H. Coldwell, United States.)
7685. KEYBOARD MusicaL InstRUMENT, A. L, Caldera,
London.
27th May, 1887.
7686. BrRacELETs and other JeweLLERy, E. Morin.—
(T. Walther, Germany.)
7687. SHuTTLE GuarpDs for Looms, &c., T. Calvert,
Preston.
7688. RENDERING Brooms NoiseEvsss, M. R. and R. V.
Carden, London.
7689. Weavinc Fasrics, C. Brazil and J. E. JohnsonFer
m, Manchester.
7690. Weavine Fabrics, J. E. Johnson-Ferguson, Manchester.
7691. Casks, G Perrott, jun., Cork.
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7692. Raisine Wixpow Burnps, G. Creighton, Welverton.
7693, Tonnncanene, J. L. Garsed, Halifax.
76%. Fexce Wires, &c., D. MeBride and J. Burdon,
G
we
7695. Wixp Moror, R. and A. Moore, N
7696, VentitaTine Fans, W. E. Heys. J. Steinderg,
Germany.)
7697. Traps, W. A. Ross, Belfast.
7698. Sypmons, W. A. Ross, Belfast.
—
Cans, C. Gaul and T. Wolstenholme, Brad7700. OnwameEntiING of Corrin _Hanpies, J. Gordon,
7701. Sopa, C. F. Claus, H. L. Sulman, and E. E.
, London.
7702. Sroprerine Borries, J. W. and H. F. Boughton,
Hunningley.
7708. Camenenmn, J.
, Keswick.
= Topacco Pipe, D. H. Shuttleworth-Brown, Lonion.
7705. Movixe Suir Botroms at Witt, J. H. O'Connor,
Littleton.
7706. Merauuic Bepsreaps, Cots, &c., L. H. Brierley,
7707. Exvecrric, &c , Exarves, W. W. Dunn, Birmingham.
7708. Kitys, N. R. Foster, Cowley.
,
7709. Teapots, &c., A. G. Thompson and W. P. Davis,
Sheffield.
7710, Sueet Mera Pirie, J. T. Key, Sheffield.
7711. Wertcntine Devices for CaLENDERS, T. A. Crook,
7712. Pressine Ciora, J.
, Leeds.
7713. Wasaise Coat Gas, J. H. Dinsmore, Liver7714. Intummnatixne Gas, J. H. R. Dinsmore, Liver771s. VeLociPEpe Wuee ts, C. Allen and A. Rathbone,
Liverpool.
7716, Stream Generators, P. Evans, Liverpool.
7717. Steam Generators, J. C. Stitt, Liverpool.
7718. Raipway Raw Cuarrs and Fastenixes, I. A.
+g 3 London.
“
.
7719. Piston Rops, 8. 8. Bromhead.—({C. Rohn, United
States.)
7720. TeLepHone Swrren, 8. 8. Bromhead.—({C. A.
Hitchcock, United States.)
7721. Pocker Mrrraitievses, A. J. Boult.—(Z. Montlahue, ——.)
7722. Cuurnine Mix, 8. Dobson, Manchester.
7723. Hratixc Apparatus, O. Kruschki, Liverpool.
7724. Caursinc, W. Swarbrick and T. Houghton,
Li verpool.
7725. Crusainec Miuus, C. W. Guy, London.
7726. Dryinc Macuives, R. W. Deacon.—(W. Maxwell,
Java.)
7727. Signa Carteiposs, J. W. Dyer, London.
7728. Empossep Desicns on Panexs, W. J. Michels,
on.
7729, Hicu-sPeep Steam, &c., Enctnes, C. H. Benton,
London.
7
eee for Biastive Coat, &c., H. Johnson,
ion.
7731. Curr Putters, J. Blackburn and G. J. Lampen,
on.
7732. OverHEaD Raitways, W. P. English, London.
7733. Dyes, J. Y, Johnson.—{Farbenjabriken vormals
F. Bayer and Co., Germany.)
7734. Looms for Weavine, J. Y. Johnson.—(H. R. Parmentier, France.)
7735. Sroprer for Borries, A. J. T. Wild and J. 8.
Green,
ion.
7736. ee and other Lamps, J. Smith-Brown,
in.
, London.
7737. Potocrapaic Proxtise, J.
7738. Fapraic for Saint Froyts, &c., The Sritish
Xylonite Company and L. P. Merriam,
7739. Sewrmsc Macuives, G. Brewer.—({P. Jansen,
Belgium.)
7740. Dverse Fasrics, E. Boursier, London.
7741. Tram-cars, O. Ber,
¥
7742. ExpLopinc ARRANGEMENTS of SUBMARINE MNEs,
&c., E. P. Leresche, London.
7743. Suppityise Frese Arr to Rarrway CseriacEs,
A. A. Clarke, London.
7744. Doc Brscurrs, W. B. Barnett, London.
7745. Dymamo-eLectric Macuryes, R. M. Baily, jun.,
and A. Grundy, London.
7746. Breaxinc, &c., PaospHate Stones, &c., T.
Darling and J. Ford, G
Ww.
7747. Ciornes Horse, G. R. Reed, London.
7748. Sarery Atracument for Tram Enores and
Case Cars, G. T. Neville, London.
7749. CoLLaPsiBLe Lamp SuHape Howper, W. Hardy,
jun., London.
7750. Braces or Trouser Suspenpers, A. E. G.
Fryer,
jon.
7751. Evecrro-motors, F. Bailey, London.
7752. Station Gas GOVERNORS,
C. Parkinson,
n.
7753. Sarety Automatic Lamp Extincuisuer, M. J.
March, London.
7754. Separatinc Souiup Matrer from Smoke, &c.,
E Fleischer, London.
7755. Appuiances for the Suppry of Water, F.
Brenner, London.
7756. Smoke Conpensinc Apparatus, H. H. Lake.—
(B. Roberts, United States.)
7757. Construction of Wa.is, Cerires, &c.,C. Rabitz,
on.
7758. Formexe Stivers of Jute and other Fisres,
H. H. Lake.—(H. P. Garland, United States.)
7759. Fastentnes for Gioves, &c., J. F. Clasen,
London.
7760. Beaters for Distrrecrators, G. Little, London.
7761. Preparation of Oxipes of Iron, E. A. and
F. F. Jones, London.
7762. Sprayine Liguips, F. F. Bourdil, London.
7763. Exp-on Motion with the Rotary Morton of
Routers used for Crusuinc SucarR Cane, W. H.
Gilruth, London.
7764. Macnine for Prrninc, &., Purposes, W. H.
Gilruth, London.
7765. Eve Grasses, W. H. Gilruth, London.
7766. Serva or Back-supPortTinc Braces, M. Wilson,
on.
7767. Wispow-sasH FasTener, A. M. Clark.(W. &.
Abrams, United States.)
7768. Curttinc, &., Hay and Straw, W. Aylwin,
ing.
28th May, 1887.
7769. Hancinc Swine Looxine Grasses, E. Sayers,
Worthing.
7770. OsciLtatine Steam Enorves, L. J. Wing and
T. A. Richards, London.
7771. Gas Enoines, E. G. Wastfield, Liverpool.
7772. Purtryine Water, G. W. Allen, Manchester, and
H. J. A. Bowers, London.
7773. Screw Fasteners, E. Sal
b Ww. +, +, . and
F. Smith, Birmi
7774. FLUsHIne Apparatus, G. A. Nussbaum, London.
7775. Securine Tusutar Rivets, &c., G. F. Williamson and F, Litchfield, Wellin,
7776. UMBRELLA, &., SPRING — |Hovper, H.T. Munns,
- Pivor for Wixpows, &c., W. Phillips, Leeds.
7778. Facititatinc the Escape of Persons from
BuILprxes on Fire, H. J. Newcome, London.
7779. Rott Bars and Prates for Rac Enornes, G.
Hibbert, Gateshead.
7780, Cooxine Ranoes, J. E. Russell, Glasgow.
7781. VenTiLatina Carriages, T. P. Shelmerdine,
Manches: iter.
7782.
Om, L W. Defries and V. I. Feeny,
+l Feepine
my
7783. Heets for Boots and Suogs, J. Watts, Manchester.
.
7784, Gas Fire for Crrcutatine Hor Arr, &c., A. Hill,
irmingham.
7785. Converter Bottoms, &c., G. A. Jarvis, Salop.
7786. Tramway Points, C. J. Nicholson, Birmingham.
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oe Fart Cotiecrinc Box, C. J. Nicholson, Birm
7788. Picrurn® Hoipers, D. Smith, Birmingham.
77389. Smokers’ Capinet, H. Bourne and R. W. Lomer,
7790. PaoroarapHic Apparatus, A. J. Boult.—(H. 8S.
Crocker, United States.)
7791. Couptines, J, Bourne, Liverpool.
7792. Fire Exrinavisuers, J. and J. Hall, Manchester,
7793. Lockine the Nuts of Fisn-prate Bouts, C.
Wheeler, jun., Lemington, near Newcastle-uponne.
7794. Castors, J. Hargreaves, Bradford.
7795. FLrower Tce, F. W. Allchin, Northampton.
T796. ad Devices for Loom Suurt.es, J. Ireland,
Dundee.
= Fasteninas for Souirtarres, &c., G. E. Walton,
7798. OprRatina the Corps of Wixpow Buinps, &c.,
G. Whi
‘
7799. Sweep Saears, J. B. Meeson, Sheffield.
7800. Brake Buiockx for Carriaces, &c., W. Gooding,
London.
7801. Treaps for Starrs, &c., J. Munro, London.
7802. Amuerers, W. E. Ayrton and J. Perry, London.
7803. Raisine, &., Rotter Wixpow Bins, T, Turner,
London.
7804, VeneTIan Buinps, T. Turner, London.
7805, Irnonine Stoves, G. Goldsmith, London,
7806. Haviine in Fisuine Nets, W. Killah, Glasgow.
7807. Craw Cxamps for Boxes, J. Scherbel and .
us, don,
7808, Screws, &c., L. E. Sunter, London.
7809. FiREPRoorine Fiuips, G. Harrison and 0.
Trimming, London.
7810. Aucer Bits, C. H. Irwin, United States.
7811, Treatine Tar for Heatine Gas, W. Biicker,
on.
7812. Propucine Mono-sutpHo Acip, A. Liebmann
and A. Studer, London.
7813. Ficterrmsc and Rerimina Svuaar, F. Bosshardt.
HG. Bocquet, France.)
7814. Bricks and Brinces for Furnaces, E. Palmer,
effield.
7815. Stream Borers, T. Taylor, London.
7816. PorTaBLE Ovens, G. Taddei, London.
7817. AuromatTicaLLy Discuaroinc Water, J. Kroog,
London.
7818. Commutators for Evecrric Generators, C.
~~
on.
7819.
Prorector, A. Savage, London.
— NEEDLE THreapino TuHimB_e, R. Whitehead,
on.
7821. AtracHMeEntof Raits to SLeepers, R. Haddan.
—(R. Vignoutl, Belgium.)
7822. Rope Lirts, M. T. Medway, London.
7823. ELecrricaL CurRRENT to Venicies, R. Laurence,
London.
7824. Case and Locker Combinep, E, A. Jahancke and
H. W. Herbst, London.
7825. Sterivisine Beer, W. T. Ramsden and L. Briant,
7826. Tea Packie Press, W. H. Gilruth, London.
7827. Wrrnerinc Tea Lear, W. H. Gilruth, London.
7828. Borer Fives, G. H., A. L. Lloyd, and H. Bewlay, London.
7829. Sreno-TeLecrapuic Sionats, W. H. Beck.—{G.
A. Cassagnes, France.)
7830. Separatinc Sotip Matrers from Liquips, W.
M
sen.
Macnab, jun., and J. Donald,
jon.
7831. Spun Rows for Smoxe-consumine ReEF.ecrors,
J. Ta:
F. Russell, London.
7832. Rives for Spinnine, A. M. Clark.—{J. J. Bourcart, Switzerland.
7833. Treatment of NaPHTHAZARINE, J. Y. Johnson.—
(The Badische Anilin and Soda Fabrik, Germony.)
7
CorTRoLiine, &c.,
ecTRic CuURRENTs, H.
Edmunds, London.
7835. Boiters, &c., J. 8. Fairfax, London.
7836. Wire-stitcHinc Macuriyes, C. L. Lasch, London.
7837. Cueckine, &c., Tickets, W. R. Oswald, London.
7838. Fire-pars, J.
Woodgate and J. Si
, Grays.
7839. Prevention of Gutrerine of Canpies, F. B.
Hanbury, London.
7840. Rotary Steam Enotes, J. B.
Pegden, London.
7841. Muxtiptyisc Pate Winca,
H. Cordes,
London.
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
(From the United States’ Patent Office Oficial Gazette.)
360,144. Execrric Furnaces, E. H. and A. H.
Cowles, Cleveland, Ohio.—Filed October 16th, 1885.
Claim.—{1) In an electric furnace, the combination of
two stati y electrodes of opposite polarity,
a body
of material which is a bad conductor of heat and
electricity surrounding the zone of fusion, a feed
hopper for the charge to be reduced, and means for
automatically moving the charge between the said
electrodes when the normal ist:
is diminished,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth. (2) In
an electric furnace, the combination of the electrodes
A and C, the feed hopper attached to electrode A, the
poker working back and forth within the said hopper
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vided with cam-shaped ribs ¢, of a ring F surroundin
the hub, and friction rollers i
between the
hub and the ring, and provided with grooves h, which
engage over the ribs ¢, substantially as set forth. (2)
The combination, with the hub A, provided on its
face with recesses «,
ti d by proj jections d!, and
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lifting mechanism, substantially as shown and described. (3) The combination, with a valve shell and
seat, of a pot suspended below said seat by a skeleton
support, and valve C, with its enlargement C’, substantially as shown and described.
360,168. Sewer Cap, P. J. McMahon, Chicago, Ill.—
Filed September 21at, 1886.
Claim.—The metallic sewer cap C, havmg annular
flange ¢, in combination with a sewer pipe having an
enlarged socket that forms the shoulder on the inside

cam-shaped ribs ¢, formed on the hub in the recesses :/,
of a ring F surrounding the hub, and friction rollers
H, arranged in the recesses ¢, and provided with
grooves h, which engage over the ribs ¢, substantially
as set forth.
360,320. Carn Repriacer, A. McLeod, Somerset, Ky.—
Filed December 27th, 1886,
Claim.—The combination of the f. 15, having the
rear spurs 17, and having the pivotted, attachment 13

to a saddle 8, one of whose sides 5 bears against the
base of the rail on the side nearest the frog, and the
other of whose sides contains the locking jib 7 and
p

13

[360,320

of the pipe,
upon which the cap rests, providingan
ann yak. = acound such cap for caulking and
cementing, substantially as set forth.
245. Hyprant, 7. Perkins, Springfleld, Mass,— fthe key y 9,9%, substantially y as and for the purposes set
Filed September 2ad, 1836,
Claim.—A gate case for a hydrant, having the project326. Device ror CusnioniIne THE SHock 1x
ing gate seat 5 surrounding the inlet thereof, a gate >
VaTeR Pipes By Automatic Cocks, J. G, Richert,
having a face on one end engaging with said seat an:
Gothenburg, Sweden.—Filed June 11th, 1886,
Claim.—(1) In a device for cushioning the shock in
high-pressure water service pipes caused by closir
the cocks, the combination of a receiver provided wi
an inwardly o
g valve, an outlet pipe having an
outwardly
inner end, and an inlet pipe entering the flaring portion of said outlet pipe, as and for
[360,326]

pivotted by its opposite end on the inner side of said
case opposite said inlet, and having a swi
ig motion
downward away from said seat to open
inlet and
upward to close it, combined with a gate operating
[360,245]

rod substantially as described, pivotally connected to
the gate and extending upward into the hydrant case,
substantially as set forth.
360,258. Dynamo-ELectric Macuine, H. B. Walter,
Clifton, and C, Batchelor, New York.—Filed Novem886.
ber, 6th,1886.
Claim.—{1) The combination, with a d
jectric machine or electro-dynamic motor, of a stationary
coil carried by the pole pieces of the field magnet in
series with the armature coils, and wound outside the
same at diagonally opposite points, and in such position that a magnetic circuit of said coil intersects the
armature coils at the normal neutral line, whereby the
self-induction
armature coils is neutralised,
and electrode, the eotring shaft provided with a crank substantially asinsettheforth.
The combination, with
for actuating the said poker and with the gear wheel a dynamo-electric machine (2)
or electro-dynamic motor,
®, the motor shaft M, provided with the means for
rotating it, the gear-wheel m, and a brake wheel, the
brake lever having the projection n?, engaging with
360,258
the brake wheel, the spring O, attached to the said
brake lever at its free end, and the electro-magnet P,
dise:+
e brake lever when the normal
current
ng
h the magnet is increased, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
(3) In an electric furnace, the combination of the
gag be hay lectrode C, the fine ch
l lining
F, the electrode A, the feed hopper B, the lining of
coarse ch
1G, the d
t, the lever I, pivotted
at the top of the furnace for supporting the said feed
hopper and electrode A, and the screw J, for adjusting
the position of the electrode A within the furnace,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
stationary coil in series with the armature coils
360,171. BaLaycep Turorr_e VaLve, W. A. Pendry, ofanda wound
outside the same upon the poles of the
Detroit, Mich.—Filed January 11th, 1886,
field magnet at diagonally opposite points, and in
Claim.—{1) The combination, with the shell of a such
thata
tic circuitof said coil intervalve, of a seat formed in or on said shell, a pot sects thepositionarmature
coils at the normal neutral line,
Ss
ded below said seat, a valve —
to close
an extra differential coil upon the fteld magnet,
said seat, and extending through id seat into and
with the armature, substantially as set
said pot, and having a
e therethrough, also in series
(3) The combination, in a dynamo-electric
a valve stem adapted to close said passage through forth.
with the coil ¢, of the lips ¢ on the field
said valve, lifting mechanism connected with said machine,
magnet,
substanticlly
as set forth.
stem,
@ lost motion connection between said
valve and the lifting mechanism whereby the action 360,262. Ciurcu, C. Wehner, Buffalo, N.Y.—Filed
of the lifting mechanism will first raise said valve
November 29th, 1886.
stem and then raise the valve, substantially as shown
Claim.—(1) The combination, with the hub A, pro-

the gag set forth. In a device for cushioning the
shock in high-pressure water service pipes caused by
closing the cocks, the combination, with a receiver
oy we! with inlet and outlet pipes, of a valve chamlocated above said receiver and provided with a
valve aperture at its top, a tube projecting downwardly from said chamber, and a floating ball valve
for closing said aperture, substantially as set forth.
360,393. C.utcn, T. Rogers, Springfleld, Ohio.—Filed
November 23rd, 1886.
Claim,—The combination, in a clutch, of the clutch
half C, secured to the shaft and having the radiating
ratchet teeth d’ formed upon its face, the loose clutch
half A, having the annular flange a’ formed upon its
inner face, with a series of elongated projections a’,

formed upon the inner face of said flange a’, and the
discs or rollers loosely contained between the acting
faces of the teeth and the inner face of the
a’
and projections a? of the clutch half A, substantially
asand for the purpose set forth,
360,400. Stack Apsuster ror Car Braxes, EZ. Corson, Brooklyn, and 0. C. Crane, New York, N.Y.—
Filed November 8th, 1886.
Claim.—The combination, with the brake lever, of a
brake rod having a forked end and teeth on the to;
and bottom edges thereof, clamping blocks above an
below the fork engaging said teeth, and mortices for
360,400

f
the lever to pass through, a pivot connecting the lever
to the lower clamping feck! and bolts —— vertically through the clamping block and between the
oe Na springs around the bolts, substantially as set
0) *
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EXHIBITION.

Messrs. WoopHovusE AND Rawson, London, are lighting
the North Gardens and some buildings in the gardens by
means of eighty-three are lamps of the type they are
introducing under the name of the “Diamond ” are lamp,
made under Scharnweber’s patents. The chief point
about this lamp is its extreme simplicity and ease of
management, and also the fact that the light maintains
a central position in the globe eg | the whole time of
burning. In all there are eighty-three of these lamps,
each taking a current of ten amperes at an electro-naptive
force of fifty volts. To avoid a high potential, which the
electric lighting committee of the Exhibition do not
approve of, the lamps are run in series of four, each
group of four being in parallel with the other groups.
Tn the turrets there are four large arc lamps, each of
twenty ampéres, the groups running, as before, in parallel
with the smaller arc lamps. The eighty-three 10-ampére
lamps and the four 20-ampére lamps are run off one large
dynamo capable of giving an output of fifty units and
220 volts at about 500 revolutions, and the dynamos are
compound wound, so as to rise in potential from about
210 volts when no current is being taken frem the
machine to the full 220 volts with the maximum amount
of current. This makes up for the resistance lost in the
leads, and also makes the whole system practically selfregulating. Two sets of dynamos are provided so as to
guard against any breakdown. These are joined up to a
switch-board, from which the various lamp circuits are
taken, so that one dynamo can instantly take the place of
the other should there be any necessity for it. Messrs.
Woodhouse and Rawson are also lighting part of the
engine-room with five J ablochkoff candles running off an
alternating Gramme machine. This same Gramme
machine is used with three Gaulard and Gibb’s patent
secondary transformers for lighting some incandescent
lamps at a great distance from the engine-room, and
is also being used in connection with a transformer
made by the United Electrical Engineering Co. for showing the new processes of electrical welding. As this is
exhibited all day long, the public have an opportunity of
comparing the rapidity with which welds can be made by
electricity against the time it takes with an ordinary
forge, one of which is close at hand. Messrs. Woodhouse
and Rawson, who have turned their attention particularly
to the transmission of power by electricity, have, under
permission from the Council, constructed a tram line of
about half a mile in length, which runs from the Exhibition buildings through the gardens to the toboggan
ground, The car, which is capable of carrying fifty passengers, is propelled by electricity. The following particulars will be of interest to our readers :—The permanent
way is constructed for the ordinary tram line gauge, over
which the car travels at about twelve miles an hour, a
third rail being laid between the two running rails as a
conductor for the current. The two lines of running rails
are joined electrically together, and are used as a return
conductor, no attempt being made to insulate them. The
centre rail is insulated roughly by being mounted on
blocks of asphalted wood 4in. in thickness. The motor
is mounted on one of the two bogey trucks on which the
car runs, and is geared direct to one of the shafts of the
bogey truck by double helical gearing. There is no intermediate gearing, since the motor runs at the slow speed
of 800 revolutions a minute, and the shafts of the bogey
truck runs at 200 revolutions a minute, thus making it
quite =
to gear direct from one to the other. Each
end of the car is fitted with switches and resistances
which enable the speed to be varied to anything desired
whilst running, and also with starting and stopping
* switches. The handle of the starting and stopping
switches is removable, and is carried by the driver to the
end of the car from which he drives; this is done to
vent the switches at the opposite end to which the driver
is standing being tampered with by persons riding in the
car. The motor developes 20 H.P. The generator, which
is driven off the counter-shafting in the engine room, is of
exactly the same size as the motor, the only difference
being that it runs at a speed of 1000 instead of 800 revolutions a minute. A spare armature is provided, interchangeable with either the motor or the generator.
The gauge we describe and illustrate is that referred
+
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was devised by Mr. Jameson for measuring the
passing from a coke oven, the heat and foulness of which
made measurement by meter impossible, but it is available for many other pu
A disc of thin sheet iron
having a rectangular orifice in its centre is fastened in the
ipe, with a slide formed of similar sheet iron, capable of
ing moved so as to vary the area of the orifice, the exact
position of this shutter os |indicated by the position of
the screw operating it, which is seen outside the pipe. In
connection with this there is a syphon water gauge, the
two limbs of which are made to communicate with the
pipe, one being connected on each side of the disc. The
velocity of the passage of gas through an orifice at a fixed
pressure being a known quantity, the shutter is moved
until the gauge indicates any desired difference of
pressure between the sides of the plate. The actual
quantity of gas
ing is then found by multiplying the
area of the opening in the plate by the velocity due to the
difference of pressure. It will be seen that a coupling
the water gauge at each end it is made independent of
pressure existing in the pipe, and that it is available for
gas of any temperature and pressure. The only precaution
which it is found desirable to observe is to use a gauge
with limbs of considerable diameter—say, }in., or more—
so as to avoid the possible error due to the clinging of the
water to a false level, which might occur in a smaller pipe.
It is suggested that this gauge will be found of great
service in many cases where the quantity is too great to be
measured by water.
Messrs. James H. Tozer and Son, Westminster, exhibit
specimens of their patent chairs for permanent way. One
of these is the cast iron chair with central pin, which was
illustrated and described in Tue Eneiveer in August last
year, and which, we understand, has now been tried on
one of our main lines, with the heaviest traffic, for more
than six months, without exhibiting the ‘slightest defect.
In order to meet the wishes of engineers who desire to do
away with the use of cast iron altogether, Messrs. Tozer
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TOZER'’S STEEL CHAIR.
and Son have designed the arrangement which we illustrate above, and in which steel is the only material
. The principal feature about this is the method of
attaching the chair to the sleeper. This consists in flanging the material of the chair, so as to pass through the
roe a in the sleepers, and rivetting it back, the large rivet
shown being then inserted to make the joint solid. The
rivets therefore really
through tubes formed out of
the chairs, while their Leas bear on the flanges. The
chair is made from a rolled section, the lips being turned
over afterwards. It is intended that the punching of the
hole and rivetting shall be done by special tools, so that
what at first sight em to be rather an expensive. process will, in point of fact, be done at a very slight cost
indeed by means of hydraulic machinery.
Messrs. J. Johnston and Co., Manchester, exhibit a
steam oven in which continuous baking can be carried on.
The fireplace is separate and distinct from the baking
= of the oven, the firing being done outside the bakeouse, so as to keep the interior of the oven perfectly free
from dust, soot, and smoke. The oven is heated internally
by means of a series of wrought iron tubes, hermetically
sealed at both ends, and containing a small quantity of
a: water. These tubes extend from the fireplace along the
whole length of the oven, both above and below the baking
space. One end of each tube projects into the fire, and as
he enter is heated it fills the tube with steam at a high
pressure, and thus the temperature of the oven is —_
—_ uniform, and can be regulated by means of the
amper and mercurial thermometer in the bakehouse with
the greatest precision. The baking can be carried on for
an indefinite period, the oven baking batch after batch of
bread without having to be stopped for reheating.
The oven embodies several improvements recently made
by Mr. Johnston. In the first place, the front of the fireplace is formed in one casting, thus making the oven more
substantial
and durable, and an extra firing door is added
2
for better access to the fire, the openings being formed so
that every part of the fire chamber can be easily got at from
JAMESON’S GAUGE FOR MEASURING GASES.
the outside. Also, by adjusting the amount of heating
to in our article on the exhibit of the Jameson’s Patent surface and numberof rows of tubes exposed to the fire, he
Coking Company at Newcastle-on-Tyne, on page 383. it has succeeded in equalising the top and bottom heats.
I
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Furthermore, in former ovens of this type it has been
found that the back end has sometimes attained a
higher temperature than the rest of the interior owing to
the iron backplate radiating the heat more freely than
the surrounding brickwork.
Mr. Johnston overcomes this
defect by covering the plate with a layer of thick
asbestos millboard, which prevents any undue radiation of heat and causes an even temperature throughout.
As usual on such occasions, the Leeds Forge Company
has an exceedingly attractive exhibit. Besides Fox's
patent corrugated boiler furnace flues, which are now so
well known and so widely used as to require no description
at our hands, they show Fox’s patent
flanged frame plates
for railway rolling stock. These plates are made at one
heat by a special hydraulic press. The object is to produce a frame for a locomotive, or indeed for any rolling
stock, out of a single plate, without the necessity of
introducing angle iron or other stiffeners. The plates
exhibited are 21ft. 9in. long, and have three axle box
guides of the North-Eastern Railway Company’s
standard tender frame pattern. It is claimed that frames
made in this way are both cheaper in first cost and more
endurable than those constructed in the ordinary manner.
The anexed cuts illustrate William Fox’s rolled corru-

FOX’S PATENT CORRUGATED TIRE.
gated steel tire, which has been devised with the object
of preventing the skidding and other inconveniences when
crossing over tram lines at an angle. The tires are fixed
in the ordinary way to the felloes, the apex of each corrugatiorf projecting a little over the edge. Itissaid that the
peculiar path described by the corrugations prevents the
wheels from entering the tramway grooves, and also
causes them to mount the inequalities generally to be
found at the joint of the rails and paving, the latter being
frequently worn down much below the surface of the
rails.
Mr. R. Applegarth, 11, Queen Victoria-street, E.C.,
shows a poe
of submarine appliances. An object of
interest is the lamp used at the wreck of the Vanguard,
which is merely an oil lamp with an air supply from the
pumps capable of regulation, the light being enclosed in a
cylinder of glass open all round. This gave a diffused
illumination, but was not powerful enough for submarine
work, and was therefore replaced by an improved oil lamp
of 30-candle power, in which the light is contained in a
copper cylinder with a reflector and bull’s eye. By this
apparatus a beam of light was projected about 6ft. in
front of the diver. A demand for even still greater
illuminating power having arisen, Mr. Applegarth decided
to adopt electricity in place of oil, and brought out the
arrangement shown in the accompanying sketch. This

{frpteaantirs ELECTRIC LAMP

FOR DIVERS.

CAMERON'S PISTON PACKING.
consists of abrass casingA containing an incandescent lamp
of about 100-candle power, which is screwed into the upper
sight hole of the helmet. The casing has a reflector at
back and a glass in front, so that astrong beam of light is
reflected at an angle from above downwards, so as to
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illuminate the object without dazzling the diver. Wires
to the lamp are taken from a dynamo above. The other
exhibits of Mr. Applegarth are of considerable interest,
but we need only refer to a three-throw pump with improved frictionless packing for supplying air to divers,
and Cameron’s patent piston packing which, as many of
our readers are aware, is constructed as shown in the
annexed cut. This packing is very extensively used for
marine and other purposes.
Messrs. Joseph Cook and Son, Washington Ironworks,
Durbam, exhibit in the North Court a large quantity of
material for use in mines, the most striking being a very
large steel four-deck cage, which we illustrate below.
The cage is made of forged mild steel of welding quality,
and weighs 65 cwt., exclusive of chains, which come to
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diameter, capable of delivering 220 gals. of water per somewhat similar disc. The voice can be heard with
minute at a pressure of 225 lb. per square inch. A general great distinctness, The speaking tube is used as the life
view of this engine is given below, together with sec- ine.
tions through the steam cylinders, showing the valve,
Messrs. John Brown and Co. have secured an excellent
which is of the semi-cylindrical or Corliss type, working position of considerable size, in which they show a large
on a concave bored face. Instead of each cylinder being variety of their manufactures with good effect. In the
fitted with its own slide, a single valve serves for both. centrethere is ahuge marine boiler furnacefront plate, with
This is reciprocated to and fro longitudinally by means of four large aay
mag This plate has been flanged in
suitable levers from the crosshead of one engine, whilst one heat, in one of their large hydraulic presses, and is a
from that of the other it receives an oscillating motion fine specimen of the class of work for which they have
about its axis. The two motions are quite distinct from, now a leading reputation. Next to this there is a superand independent of each other. The former controls the heater end plate of very unusual shape and dimensions,
steam admission and exhaust to and from one cylinder by flanged on the inside and outside, and a pan 9ft. 3$in. by
means of ports placed in the usual way, while the latter 2ft. din. deep, dished out of a flat plate, 10ft. 8in. diameter,
controls the admission and exhaust to and from the other in one piece, used for chemical furnaces. In the furnace
cylinder by means of a second set of ports at right angles front referred to, they show one of their latest specialities,
to the first. The exhaust
port is common to both a “Purves” patent ribbed flue, which has already
cylinders. The pistons are cushioned in the manner usual received the full sanction of Lloyd’s, and which it is
in this class of engine, the ports into the cylinders bein
expected will also pass the Board of Trade during the
placedat adistance from the ends, so that the piston cuts off next three months, when the series of experiments now
the exhaust at the proper time. Small valves are provided in progress will have been completed. The firm also
to admit steam for the next stroke until the piston again show four pieces of armour plate, which have been tested,
uncovers the main port. It will thus be seen that not- and which illustrate the progress of armour since its com-
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about 6cewt. more. It is intended for use at the Marquis
of Londonderry’s Silksworth Colliery, and is constructed
to lift eight tubs at a time, each tub containing 4 cwt. of
coal, and weighing when empty 2cwt. The principal
dimensions are given in the cuts, and it is only necessary
for us to say that the cage is an admirable specimen of
work. All the recesses are planed, and all holes drilled.
Messrs. Cooke and Son also show Bailey’s patent “ Deadlock” fastening for wheels and axles.
is consists in
forming the axle of two different diameters, the smaller

BAILEY’S

“DEADLOCK”

FASTENING.

portion being turned excentric to the larger. The hole in
the wheel is bored to suit, so that when fitted on the
axle it is impossible for it to turn round in either direction. No keys are required. In the North Garden they
also exhibit a large iron coal jigging screen, with a
travelling transferring belt, and on a platform above is
a “kick-up” or teeming cradle for tipping the tubs. The
screen and belt are driven by a special engine, and are
shown in motion.
Messrs. Fielding and Platt, Gloucester, show one of
Fieldings patent duplex pumping engines with steam
cylinders 15in. diameter and 15in. stroke, and pumps 6in.
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withstanding the reduction in the number of working }mencement. Among various steel castings we notice a
parts, the whole of the requirements are perfectly fulfilled | large propeller blade weighing 85 cwt., which is a dupliby the one valve. The same firm also exhibit a model of cate of those made by the firm for the Atlantic liner
a 3000-ton forging press which has been previously America, recently sold to the Italian Government. A
described in THE ENGINEER, also a pair of vertical plunger large marine boiler shell plate, 19ft. 6in. by 10ft. wide,
pumps with rams 2in. diameter and 5in. stroke, such as willbe interesting to marine engineers, as well as a large
are used for operating Tweddell’s hydraulic machine steel propeller bracket casting as used for twin screw
| Steamers. For bridge builders also there is an object ctools.
Refrigerating machinery is represented by one of considerable interest in the shape of a chain of steel
Lightfoot’s patent cold dry air machines of the vertical links similar to those made by this firm for the new
type, combined with a steam engine, which is shown b Hammersmith Bridge. Besides a display of ordinary
Messrs. Siebe, Gorman, and Co., Westminster Bridge-road, railway material, they show specimens of several specialiS.E., in connection with an insulated chamber in which is ties, such as Eyre’s patent wrought steel weldless wheel,
stored frozen mutton and beef. The machine embodies Eave’s patent dead-weight safety valve, Garrett and
all the latest improvements, and is similar in design to Ellis’s patent reversible steel beaters for thrashing
those illustrated in Tue Encrveer of June 25th last year. machines, rolled steel plates for oil cake presses, cast
Though the capacity is only small—some 4000 cubic feet steel hydraulic cylinders, &c. As yet the firm are not
r hour—the air is delivered at a temperature of 55 deg. showing any heavy shaft forgings, as their large hydraulic
low zero Fah., the cooler pressure being about 49 Ib. forging press has not commenced operations, although it
The chamber is insulated with special fiake charcoal is now on the point of being put to work.
between two layers of tongued and grooved boards, and
In view of the many disastrous accidents through overexcludes the heat so perfectly as to preserve a tempera- winding, numerous attempts have been made to provide a
ture, below freezing point, from Saturday night till reliable apparatus, by means of which the travel of the
Monday morning without working the machine. Messrs. cage would be automatically stopped as soon as it had
Siebe, Gorman, and Co. also exhibit some very highly- exceeded a given position. In a recent article we drew
finished submarine diving gear. A Royal Navy pattern attention to some of the appliances that had been prodouble-action air pump is well worth examination. It is posed for this purpose, and we now illustrate by several
arranged to supply air for one diver in deep water, or for views on the next page an apparatus recently made
by the
two divers in shallow water. In the latter case each diver Grange Iron Company, Durham, and which is exhibited
can work independently of the other. Gorman’s patent in model form.
e essential difference between this
eR
apparatus is shown fitted to a diver’s helmet. gear and those which have preceded it lies in the fact that
is is intended to obviate the use of the ordinary tele- while in the earlier forms provision was made for shutting
phone, which is both expensive in first cost and too off the steam from the engines and putting on the brake,
complicated, though answering perfectly well as a means in this not only are those operations automatically perof communication. In Gorman’s apparatus the sound is formed with great rapidity, but at the same time free
transmitted mechanically through an air tube by means communication is made between the atmosphere and both
of a vibrating disc in a mouthpiece, and is received in a sides of the steam pistons; so that whatever steam is
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present is at once exhausted, and ‘the brakes have no| wedge bar L. This allows the rod K, and the double
energy to absorb beyond what is stored in the moving piston valve to which it is attached, to move back with
parts at the moment the gearisbrought into action. In great velocity, and, by means of the’ ports previously
this way great promptness is secured, and it has been referred to, simultaneously puts on the steam brake, shuts
found from experiments made at the Grange Ironworks off the steam, and opens the ends of the cylinders to the
that when running at a speed of 35 revolutions per atmosphere. In this way the ascending cage is almost
minute the engines are brought to rest in one-quarter of instantaneously brought to rest. For further safety each
a stroke, the shock scarcely being felt. The following is cage is fitted with rack teeth, which engage with the
a description of the apparatus:—A is an ordinary steam pawls X X. The winding drumsare provided with very
brake cylinder, with rods in connection with the brake powerful brakes on each rim, one brake being applied in
lever B. This cylinder is fitted with the usual slide the opposite way to the other, in order that the brake
valve and chest fur working in the ordinary way, but, in power may be equal for both directions of rotation. The
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is rather remarkable that though the colonial coalowners
are adopting this gear, it has not yet been applied in this
country. Probably, however, the recent cases of overwinding, and the attention now directed to the subject,
may cause steps to be taken by those interested in such
matters. We understand that in several instances where
the gear is in operation overwinding has been prevented,
and in some cases loss of life also.
The Grange Iron Company also show a number of
specialities, chiefly in reference to colliery
and mining
work. Among these we may notice a working model of
an apparatus for sorting, cleaning, and screening coal. In
these the main and nut screens are each driven by a triangular cam, an arrangement which gives a much quicker
action and enables the screens to work at a much less
angle than when excentrics are used, as in the ordinary
method of construction. The cleaning belt has a division
in the centre to receive the stones and brasses, which are
carried down into a separate spout attheend. Thedouble
horizontal steam engine, which we illustrate by two views
on page 461, is an example of good and substantial design
and workmanship. The cylinders are each 8in. diameter
and 12in. stroke, and when running at the rate of 200
revolutions per minute are capable of indicating 50-horse
power. The expansion slide, which has the ordinary
ene
movement, is angled on the edges, and
works in a bored seating with angled ports, formed
in the back of the main slide.
It is turned to fit
the seating, and is connected to the governor by a lever
and rod in such a way that when the governor rises and
falls the expansion valve spindle is partially rotated in one
direction or the other, and so varies the point of cut-off.
There are no screws within the steam chest. The engine
has been specially designed for running continuously at a
high speed.
The wearing surfaces are large and adjustable, and easily got at. Means are provided for lubricating every part while in motion. On page 456 is represented
a double-acting horizontal pump for mines, worked by a
tail rope. The rope is kept continually taut, and the slack
automatically taken up by the sliding carriage, the amount
of tension being regulated by the weight A. ‘The numberof
groovesin the pulley is varied accordingto the pull required.
The same system is used for working hauling and other
gear. The self-contained hauling engine, illustrated by two
views on page 461, is a type of engine which has been
specially designed for underground use, for working either
with steam or compressed air. Instead of placing the
spur wheel in the middle, between the drums, with the
steam cylinders one on each side of the pinion,
the wheel is put at the end of the drum shaft,
and in this way the engines are brought over to
one side, so as to leave a convenient space for
the attendant.
The engine frames,* together with
the gearing, are mounted on a strong wrought iron
bed plate, so that the whole machine is self-contained.
One of Haswell’s patent mechanical coal getters is exhibited. This is illustrated by two views on page 456.
It consists of two wedges W W, which are drawn together
by means of ascrew worked by scroll gear, and which force
out the two steel pieces B B. Straps A A, forming guides
for the pieces B B, bind the whole together, and are
attached to the frame carrying the bearing for the screw
and scroll gear. The scroll is actuated by a ratchet in the
manner shown. Assuming a pull of 56 Ib. to be exerted
by a man at the end of the lever, the gearing is such that
the blocks B B would be pushed out with a pressure of
325 tons, after allowing 33 per cent. loss for friction, but
this may be considerably augmented, if required, 5 Buss
creasing the strength and proportions of the machine,
while on the other hand it may = just as easily decreased.
The whole apparatus is made of steel, either forged or cast.
The Grange Company also exhibit Goodwin and How’s
patentsafety clip for securing railway keys in chairs. Thisis
asimple appliance, the use of which does not necessitateany
alteration to the chairs in use in existing permanent way.
The clip consists of a plate of tempered steel about ;4in.
thick, upon which are formed flanges at the ends to suit
the width of chair. On the side next the key tongues with
sharp edges are made to project as shown in the sketch,
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addition, a port C is cast on the opposite side and connected with another cylinder D, in which is a double
piston valve E, one part of which covers the port C and
the other the port F. The frent of the piston valve is
exposed to constant boiler pressure, and is connected to
the rod K, while the back of the piston is exposed to
the atmosphere, and is attached to the lever and rod
HH for working the throttle valve I. The rod K passes
forward to the pit shaft, and has on its outer end a head
carrying a roller, which, by reason of the constant steam
pressure on the piston, always bears against the vertical
sliding wedge bar L, this bar being connected by the rods
V to the lever W. On the top of cylinder D is a branch
T, joined to both ends of the engine cylinders by
the pipes and valves U. The action is thus: When
a cage is drawn up beyond the safe working limit,
it comes in contact with the lever W, and lifts the

OVERWINDING

GEAR FOR MINES.

straps are made in four independent parts, so that in case
of breakage only one-fourth of the brake power is likely
to be lost. The automatic arrangement does not in
any way interfere with the ordinary working of the
brake by means of the foot gear.
The particular
gear illustrated has been applied by the Grange
lron Company to some winding engines recently built
by them for the Australian Agricultural Company,
Newcastle, N.S.W., under the instructions of Mr. J. D.
Baldry, C.E., Westminster. The engines and gear were
tested in the makers’ works, and gave perfectly satisfactory results, showing the action to be sufficiently rapid
and certain to prevent overwinding. As a precaution, at
mines where the gear is now applied, the cage. is purposely overwound each day, to make sure that everything
is in proper working order. The engines and cages are
ready for work again in from three to four minutes, It

GOODWIN AND HOW’S CLIP FOR CHAIRS.
and these prevent the key from working back. The clips
are readily put into position round the horn of the chair
before inserting the key. The keys may, of course, be
tightened up at any time in the usual way. It is stated
that ordinary keys last much longer when used with these
clipsthan those made of compressed wood do when usedalone
as they do not require such constant driving up. A number
of the principal railway companies have had these clips
down for several months, and we understand that the
Great Northern Company, after a trial of nearly two
years, were so satisfied that they ordered a considerable
quantity, and are again contemplating an extension of the
system. The clips have also
been supplied to the Great
Indian Peninsular Railway and the New South Wales
Government Railways.
The locomotive which we illustrate on
e 464 has
been specially designed by Messrs. R. and W. Hawthorn,
Leslie, and Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne, for an Australian railway, in order to meet the peculiar requirements of the
country. The line is of what may be termed the exploring
type, passing through an almost virgin country, and has
consequently to be laid as cheaply and expeditiously as possible, compatible with substantial work. For the engines
the following requirements were laid down :—The fixed
wheel base not to exceed 8ft.,so as to allow of the lines being
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EXHIBITION—DOUBLE-ACTING
HORIZONTAL
THE GRANGE IRON COMPANY, DURHAM ENGINEERS,
(For description see page 455.)
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laid to curves of not more than four to five chains radius;
the weight per wheel not to be more than three tons, the
rails weighing only 401b. per yard; a load of 200 tons to
be drawn up an incline of 1 in 60 at a rate of fifteen miles
per hour, the fuel being wood; the total weight of engine
in working order not to exceed 27 tons; the gauge of
the rails to be 3ft. 6in. The engine exhibited is of the
type known as a six coupled double-ender, fitted with
“Hall” cranks, and radial axles at both ends. The use of
Hall’s cranks and outside frames allows of a very large
fire-box, which is essential for burning wood. The following is the specification of the engine and tender :—The
engine to be of the outside cylinder class, having
ten wheels, six coupled, 3ft. 6in. diameter. The wheel
base to be 8ft. fixed, 21ft. total. The boiler to be
telescopic. The barrel to be 3ft. 5in.
diameter, and 11ft. long, of plates in.
thick, secured by in. rivets, 1fin. from
centre to centre. All the longitudinal
seams and throat plate are to be double
rivetted. The boiler and fire-box shell
plates to be of the best selected steel;
working pressure, 160 Ib. per square inch.
The fire-box shell to be 4ft. 2in. long,
4ft. 10in. wide, 4ft. 4in. below centre line
of boiler, and of plates in. thick at the
sides and top, and $in. thick at front and
back. The inside fire-box to be of best
selected copper, 3ft. 7gin. long, 4ft. 33in.
wide, 4ft. 9$in. high; the plates to- be
jin. thick, except the tube plate, which
is to be 43in. thick. The shell to be
stayed by longitudinal stays, the top of
the box by girder stays, and the inner and
outer fire-box by copper stays fin. diameter, arranged as near 4in. pitch as possible. Heating surface, 748 square feet;
grate surface, 15°8 square feet. The boiler
to be suitable for an ordinary working
pressure of 150 Ib. per square inch, and
to be tested by hydraulic pressure to
220 lb. per square inch. The tubes to
be 123 in number, of brass lfin. diameter. A pair of 23in. Ramsbottom safety
valves to be fitted
on fire-box and held
down by levers and Salter’s spring.
The frames to be made from one solid
plate of steel Zin. thick, strongly secured to one
another by cross stays, and placed outside the wheels.
Buffers and draw gear to suit rolling stock. The buffer
beams to be of steel, and to havea central buffer. A cowcatcher to be fitted at front. The wheel centres to be of
cast steel. The tires to be of crucible steel 2hin. thick
on tread of wheel, and 5in. wide. The axles to be of
steel with journals. 8in. diameter, and 7in. long. The
wheels to be forced on axles with hydraulic pressure of
10 tons per inch diameter of axle. Maximum weight
on any axles to be 6 tons. The axle boxes and horn
blocks to be of cast steel, with heavy brasses for bearings, and arranged for lubrication for either oil or grease.
The springs to be made of the best spring steel, and
tested for the weights they have to carry. The cylinders
to be of the-best. hard close-grained cylinder metal 14in.
diameter, and a stroke of piston of 20in. Waste water
cocks to be fitted to each cylinder, and to be worked by
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' rods and levers from the foot-plate. The pistons to be | approved colour, and finally lined out and varnished. The
of cast iron, 3in. in width, and fitted with cast iron pack- | tender is carried on six wheels, each 2ft. 9in. diameter,
ing rings. The crossheads to be of cast steel with cast and contains 1200 gallons of water and 3 tons of wood for
iron slide blocks. The connecting rods to be of best |fuel, the total weight in working order being 17 tons.
mild steel, and fitted with heavy brasses and suitable | The engine is fitted with steam cattle alarm, water raiser
cotters for adjustment. The coupling rods to be of the for supplying the tender from wells by the side of the
best mild steel, and fitted with dg
The whole of track, and an extended smoke-box, fitted with wire gauze
the valve motion to be accurately fitted, and afterwards partitions, to check and extinguish sparks. It is capable
case-hardened where necessary. The reversing handle of being driven up to about forty miles per hour. Both
to be on the right side of foot-plate, and to be held in engine and tender are constructed almost entirely of
position by a sector and spring catch on handle. A steel, the amount of iron used being comparatively
powerful screw brake to be fitted so as to lock the trifling. On the front is a large head lamp with an elecwheels. The handle for the brake to be on the left side tric light of 800-candle power, which is sufficient to
of tender ;a steam brake also to be fitted, acting upon the illuminate the track for a quarter of a mile ahead in
engine and tender wheels. The boiler to be fed by one ordinary weather. This, together with all the other
lights in the train, is driven by a Parsons high-speed motor of 2% electric horsepower fitted on the foot-plate. The finish
of the work is all that could be desired.
IRISH

HASWELL’S PATENT

MECHANICAL

COAL GETTER.

No. 7 patent injector and one feed pump, with ram 3in.
diameter. The steam pipes on engine, also feed, jet, and
pressure gauge pipes to be of solid drawn copper. The
tank to be placed on a six-wheeled tender, and to contain
1200 gallons of water when full. The coal bunkers to
have a capacity of 300 cubic feet, and placed on tender.
The engine to be fitted with glass water gauge, two
gauge cocks, jet cock, steam pressure gauge, blow-off
cock, injector steam cocks, whistles, two clack boxes for
feeding boiler, mud plugs, and fusible plug in fire-box.
The following tools to be supplied with the engine:—
A lock-up tool box, containing a set of spanners, one
movable spanner, one copper hammer, one lead hammer,
one hand hammer, two files, two chisels, spare gauge
glass, one oil can, one crowbar, one tallow kettle, one oil
eeder, and one glass gauge lamp. A complete set of
firing irons and shovel is ~ a4to be supplied. The engine
to be painted with two coats of lead colour, two coats of

METAL

MINES.

WE have before us a very excellent paper’
on “‘The Metal Mines of Ireland,” and as we
think an abstract of it will be of interest to
some of our readers, we put one before them,
referring those who desire to go more fully into
the matter to the paper itself. The author
begins by referring to the list of mines published by Griffiths in the “ Dublin Quarteriy
Journal of Science,” 1861, and which was corrected and revised in Chapter xxi., Section V.,
pp. 361, &c., of the “Geology of Ireland,” 1878.
The author considers these again need revision,
and he does so in the paper under notice, and
he does so on the system of, first, giving separate
lists for each mineral, arranged in counties or
in fields where the ores are bedded; and second,
giving short couuty histories of the mines, thus
dividing the subject into two parts. In both
parts, as far as practicable, the counties are
arranged alphabetically. In Part I. the lists
include all the places where the different
minerals are recorded as found in appreciable
quantities ;and in Part II., when possible, the
present state of the lodes is stated; but in both
parts the author candidly states that the majority of the information given is on hearsay evidence, this being due to the unsatisfactory way in which the old
mining accounts and records were kept. The history of the
early Irish mining adventures is very vague. They are referred
to by Griffiths, Kane, and other modern explorers, but they
afford very little information. Griffiths states, however, that
“ Many of our mining excavations exhibit appearances similar to
the surface workings of the most ancient mines of Cornwall,
which are generally attributed to the Phonicians.” In a
kind of introduction to his paper, Mr. Kinehan makes
short quotations from a paper on “The Precious Metals and
Ancient Mining in Ireland,” and to a record in the
“Annals of the Four Masters,” A., No. 8656, where gold is
mentioned as having been procured in Foithue Airthir Liffe, or
in the mountains of Dublin and Wicklow; while at Lyra,
iller, near Woodenbridge, Co. Wicklow, the ancient
timberings
in a placer mine were found. We also learn from
the annals that in A.M., 3817, silver shields were made at
1Read before the Royal Dublin Society, March 24th, 1886, by Mr. G. H.
Kinehan, M.R.LA., &c.
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(For description see page 460.)
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Argetros—silverwood—on the Nore, Co. Kilkenny. In_ this
neighbourhood are the remains of the ancient mines at Ballygallior and Knockadrina, places at which in recent years native
silver has been found. There are other prehistoric mines from
which it is probable silver was also procured. The following
places are likewise mentioned in the annals: Rosargid—which
also means silverwood—near Toomavara, Co. Tipperary, and at
Garrand, adjoining Kilnafuid, a little southward of Toomavara,
is the débris of an ancient mine called the “Silver Mine.”
Further westward, south of Nenagh, are the village and mines
of Silver Mines. Some of the mines in this village were worked
so long ago, that when opened about the year 1860 the attals—
pyrite and sphalerite—in the stalls and old levels were found to
have undergone a complete change into peroxide of iron, with
carbonate and silicates of zinc. In recent years some of the lead
from this locality has given as much as eighty ounces of silver to
the ton, in addition to some native silver.
In another part of his introduction Mr. Kinehan tells us of an
old mine at Lough Derg, called “Old Men's Workings,” which
was broken into about 1855, and in them was found a man’s
skeleton and the remains of wooden and stone tools. “Nerenius,
who wrote in the ninth century, mentions the mines of Lough
Leane, Killarney ; while about the year 1804, when Col. Hall was
working the lead mine at Ross Bland, he found primitive
levels, stone implements, and other records of ancient work.
At Derrycarhvon, near Ballydehop, Co. Cork, in an old working
there were wooden and stone implements, a curved tube
of oak, and a primitive ladder, being an oak pole with rude
steps cut out of its sides. This working must have been
very ancient, as when found all traces of the surface entrance
were smothered up by a growth of peat over l4ft. deep.
This ought to represent a period of at the least 3000 years
or more. About the year 1850 wooden tools shod with iron
were found in ancient galleries in connection with the coal
seam of the Ballycastle coalfield, co. Antrim; while wooden
scoops were found in an old working for bog iron in the Queen’s
County, some of which are now in the Royal Irish Academy
Museum. The author next makes some sensible remarks about
the injuries done to Irish mining interests during the rush after
them twenty-five or thirty years ago, by a class of promoters
who misrepresented them, as well as by incautious analysts, who
re’
nted the ores more favourably than they were entitled to
do. “Such proceedings,” says Mr. Kinehan, “are most damaging
to a mine; for although it may be good of its kind, and be
capable of paying well, if judiciously worked, when it cannot
give the ‘riches’ promised it gets into disrepute ; or, if it is
injudiciously overworked, to try and keep up its fictitious
character, it will be robbed, and its future prospects ruined.
In the history of the mining during those years it is now well
known that more than one promoter exhibited specimens as
representing the ordinary minerals of a lode, while in reality
his sample exhausted all the mineral of that class to be found
in the vein.”
Mr. Kinehan, in drawing out his lists of Irish mines and
minerals, arranges their products in the following order :—Gold,
tin, native silver, lead and zinc, copper, sulphur ores and gossen,
barytes, iron, manganese, antimony, arsenic, cobalt, graphite,
nickel, titanium, molybdenite, alum and copperas, apatite, salt
and gypsum, steatite and pyrophyllite, the products being
arranged as much as possible with regard to the natural grouping
of the ores in the veins. Some of the minerals in the above
list have been very sparingly looked after. Boote, in his notice
of the silver mines, Co. Tipperary, records quicksilver as found
prior to 1640. In modern times no trace of this ore is recorded.
Generally, the geological characteristic of Irish mines is either
ordovician or carboniferous, some of the former being metamorphic. In reference to the Connaught coalfield is the following :—“ This field, though in general called after the province
of Connaught, lies nearly equally in the province of Ulster.
The iron-producing measures are in the middle coal measures,
and considerably below the geological horizon in which the
more profitable beds are found in Leinster and Munster. The
iron—clay ironstone—was extensively smelted formerly, and
apparently at a later date than in the southern province, the
fires having been put out when the wood fuel was exhausted.
In the Co. Fermanagh, at the foot of the Cuileagh Mountains,
there were extensive excavations, furnaces, and mills, also in the
Co, Leitrim, the last fire at Drumshambo having been put out in
1765. In the Co. Roscommon the three brothers Reilly first
attempted in Ireland to smelt iron with coal. They in 1788
established the Arigna Ironworks, and opened coalpits, the
adventure by themselves and others being carried on till 1808.
Since then others have tried.”
During the trouble in 1641 many iron and other mineral
works were destroyed. In many parts, especially in the south
and western districts, iron was smelted so long as the oak forests
which then abounded lasted to yield fuel; all attempts made
after this fuel was exhausted to smelt with native coal seem to
have résulted in failure, coal measures of a quality suitable for
the purpose being at depths so great that this, coupled with the
fact that the general surface of Ireland is basin-like, and below
the sea level, coupled also with a broken and poor strata, caused
80 great an influx of water as to render a profitabie winning of
the coal impossible; but in past times fortunes were made from
Irish mines and ironworks, for the author speaks of an
Englishman named Barber, who erected works at Shillelagh,
County Wicklow. Concerning this, Mr. Kinehan informs us
that at Connary and Cronebane, in the East Avoca Mines, there
was ancient mining for lead and silver, as has been proved in
recent years by the finding of “old men’s workings,” stone,
hammers, and other primitive implements. Further south-west,
at Moneyteigue, there were other early workings, apparently for
iron. Tradition has it that iron was raised here by the early
Irish, and that after the O’Helys were driven out of the
country, the Norman knights, Raymond and Sillery, built castles
in the vicinity, and worked an iron trade. Towards the end of
Elizabeth's reign, the Earl of Stafford—Black Tom—took possession of the country. He, and afterwards his successor,
mined and worked iron, through their tenants or ironmasters,
the Paynes, the Bacons, and the Chamneys; Bacon, an Englishman came over, and built works at Shillelagh. Before his time,
most of the charcoal was sent to Wales, to be there used in the
final working of the iron. He, however, considered it would be
more economical to import the pig iron than to export the charcoal. This adventure was most successful, and at the time of
the commission for examining into the state of the timber in
Ireland he had amassed a sum of over £1,000,000. Having only
one child, a daughter, the bait was too seductive to one of the
commissioners, a scion of the twice noble house of Cholmondeley,
who became Bacon s son-in-law and successor, relinquishing his
heritage and changing his name to Chamney. The Chamneys
greatly increased the trade, having works not only at Shillelagh,
where Bacon established the industry, but also in the Vale of
Clara ; at Bally-na-Clash, or Clash, in Glenmalure ; at Garrynagowlawn — Woodenbridge — and Aughrim in the Vale
of the Darragh Water; and elsewhere, besides innumerable
bloomeries ; his works popularly being said to have filled
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a subaltern’s commission. The general result appears to be
that officers of various branches, with their own wants in view,
ask for as much as they can, the Cabinet and Treasury “ are led
to occupy themselves rather with cutting down demands than
ascertaining their wisdom,” and it falls to the Director of Artil.
lery to cut his coat according to his cloth, as General Alderson
expressed it, Stores generally suffer. The questions to be considered should rather be—(1) “ What do we want?” (2) “What
is the least price at which we can get what we want?” (3) “ How
much of what we want can we afford to buy this year!” On
the present system the first question is not answered at all, and
the second and third “in a most confused way.”
Occasionally a Secretary of State decides a technical matter
on his own responsibility which should be left to the Committee
dealing with the question. Thus Mr, Childers for years retarded
the introduction of a magazine arm which is now to be introduced, and influenced the spending of a large sum of money.
The Ordnance Committee, the Commission say, deal only
with great guns, and do good work in deciding questions which
come before them. There are sub-committees on armour, projectiles, fuses, explosives, range-finders, machine guns—siege,
field, and mountain—und equipments. The Ordnance Committee suggest and carry out experiments. Although Mr. Longridge and others think that a higher standard of theoretical
knowledge as to mathematics and principles of construction of
ordnance ought to be possessed by the Committee,;the Commission question if it could be improved in this direction without
danger to its character.
As to the special sub-committees, there is much fault to be
found with the way in which such successive committees are
set to a subject, and come to contradictory conclusions destroying.continuity of action. Sometimes they are, on the other hand,
crippled by instructions, The ratchet rifling of the MartiniHenry rifie and the case of swords spoilt in conversion are
unfortunate examples of bad working. A failure in swords
seems specially discreditable because their manufacture “has
REPORT OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE been well understood for many centuries.”
SYSTEM OF ADOPTING AND PASSING WAR
As to heads of departments, the issue of star shells that could
STORES FOR THE SERVICE.
not be fired from the guns in Egypt is quoted to show how
necessary
is an intimate knowledge of stores, and how desirable
WE referred to this report-last week in connection with that of
is that in appointing the heads of departments the five years’
the Committee on defective weapons. We also spoke of the it
should be so worked and modified as to secure proficient
general scope of its work in our issue of October 15th last. The rule
meu. On one question of issue of saddlery there was enough
necessity of dealing with the report of the Committee on the bad evidence to suggest the need of a full and searching inquiry. As to
was forthcoming tosuggest corruption in this
cutlass bayonets, which had already been the subject of question contracts, noevidence
before Parliament, prevented us last week from considering the matter, but there were complaints, especially from Sheffield, as to
report of this Royal Commission, of which Judge James the steel supplied being sent to Woolwich to be tested at the
Fitz-James Stephen was president. This report is divided into Gun Factories, since steel is made at the Gun Factories. The
the following sections:—(I.) Introductory observations. (II.) makers represented that the Gun Factories stood in the position
Description and criticism of the general system of the Ordnance of rival manufacturers of steel. The Commission considered
Department. (III.) Recommendations on the general system. that material and some stores might with advantage be bought
(IV.) Charges and complaints. (V.) General conclusions. from the trade, but it was also observed that the manufacture of
a certain proportion in Government factories give a valuable
There is also an appendix.
(I.) The introductory observations may be summarised as standard of comparison and furnished a wholesome check as to
follows:—The limits of the investigation were difficult to define. charges.
(ILL) Recommendations.—The present system, say the ComMr. W. H. Smith, the Secretary of State for War, while he
recognised that much connected with his position and powers mission, has, first, no definite object ; secondly, no efficient
fel] within the scope of the inquiry intended, naturally objected head ; thirdly, no properly organised method of dealing with
to discussing the policy that governed the quantity of reserve technical questions as to construction and purchase. “ In other
stores provided for the nation. The scope of inquiry was thus words, it requires more system, more publicity, more vigour in
administration, and more special knowledge in council.” The
limited.
With regard to complaints, those even of very early date have first step will be to ensure that the control of the ordnance is
been considered when bearing upon the general system and in the hands of those who understand it. The question of the
indicating corruption, but it was not considered right to take up provision that is needed for the country in the shape of the
number of forces to be equipped, and the proportions of stores,
individual grievances where this was not the case.
To deal effectually with the complaints of Colonel Hope, Major ought to admit of being laid down clearly and intelligibly, and
Armit, Mr. Lynall Thomas, and others, language which might ought to be determined by a Commission of high authority.
involve unjust and irrelevant reflections on private character was “So many ships in commission, so many horse, foot, and artillistened to as a less evil than the appearance of failing to investi- lery, so many - of such and such calibres, so much ammugate charges which had excited much public attention. Thus nition for each gun,” and so with rifles, swords, &c. At each
ible to show before Parliament how
Colonel Hope attacked General Boxer, and Major Armit and session it ought to be
Mr. Lynall Thomas involved others in their charges. Thepersons matters stand. It is, however, necessary that supply should be
whose characters were thus assailed had the option offered to laid down on “ definite lines of policy,” not “liable to easy
them of making an answer to the Commission ; but so soon as it alteration,” not having any “assignable relation to party
appeared that the ends of the inquiry would not be furthered politics,” and being far too important “ to be left to the decision
by continuing such examinations, which in some cases called for of individual Secretaries of State, destitute of the technical
the duties and powers of a court of justice, these personal ques- knowledge required for their solution. Such questions ought to
tions were dropped.
be from time to time
idered and solemnly decided upon by
(II.) Description and criticism of the general system.—Before some duly qualified body,” whose decisions might from time to
the Crimean War there was (a) a Secretary of State for War ; time be made known, and intelligent parliamentary discussion
(4) Secretary at War (not of State); (c) Secretary of State for might result. Such publicity would give information to enemies,
ible, unless perhaps with regard to
the Home Department, under whom were the militia and but secrecy is now not
yeomanry; (d) the Treasury, to whom the commissariat special subjects. To bring this about it is proposed to readjust
belonged; (c) the Master-General of the Ordnance, over the the relations of the Secretary of State for War with the
Royal Artillery and Engineers. Gradually this system was Ordnance Department to reorganise the department itself, and
changed till, in 1869, after Lord Northbrook’s Committee had to define the objects at which the latter shall aim. To this end
sat, the following arrangement was established.
the office of Master-General of the Ordnance should be restored,
The Secretary of State for War was over the whole of the though not as military head of the artillery and engineers. The
above branches, having under him a “ Surveyor-General of the Master-General should be a military man of great ability and
Ordnance.” The War-office then consisted of three departments: emineitite, either a Peer or a commoner “eligible for a seat in
(1) The Military; (2) the Supply of Ordnance; and (3) the Finan- the House of Commons.” He should hold office for at least
cial Department. The Military is divided under the Secretary of seven years, and only be removable on terms similar to those on
State and the Commander-in-Chief. The latter has the discipline which mentbers of the Indian Council are removable. He should
and government of the army itself. The central department— have financial advisers in close relations with the Treasury, while
or War-office proper—which is directly under the Secretary of he ought on general military questions to judge “ more firmly and
State, contains the “Ordnance Department,” under the Surveyor- clearly’ than a Secretary of State for War. Doubtless a
General of the Ordnance, and under him the “ Director of Artil- Master-General appointed by one political party and continuing
lery” aud “ Director of Contracts.” Under the former are :— with another would be in an anomalous position with reference
(1) The Gun Factory ; (2) the Laboratory ; (3) the Carriage to the system of party government; but, nevertheless, it
Department at Woolwich ; (4) the Small Arms Factory at appears to be the only means of solving the difficulties presented.
The Master-General should have a permanent council to
Enfield ;and (5) the Powder Factory at Waltham Abbey, under
their superintendents, as well as the Ordnance Stores under the advise upon all questions relating to warlike stores, both as to
Commissary-General at Woolwich. There are also certain con- introduction and the condition of those existing, which should
sultative bodies, mainly the permanent Ordnance Committee, be reported upon annually. This council should have power to
and further special temporary committees for any required decide on complaints either of deficiencies and failureon service, or
again of inventors as to their claims, and it should pass resolupurposes.
With regard to the Secretary of State, the Commission observe tions upon general questions of policy relating to the Ordnance
that as a member of the Cabinet, head of the political depart- Department. Such a council is intended to bring the heads of
ment of the army, of the Ordnance Department, Fortification, manufacturing departments into closer relation with each other
Commissariat, and financial branches, his duties are far more than at present. It would be well for them to meet periodically
than he can perform—indeed, he has not time to learn them and be kept aware of the progress in the various departments.
during his tenure of office. Thus the following are the dates of The opinions of the great Duke of Wellington and of Lord
appointment of recent War Secretaries :—1881, Mr. Childers; Wolseley are quoted in different ways in support of the system
1882, Lord Hartington ; 1885, Mr. Smith ; February, 1886, Mr. proposed.
:
(IV.) Charges and complaints.—Colonel Hope (1) charged Sir
Campbell Bannerman ; August, 1886, Mr. Smith; January,
1887, Mr. Stanhope (i.e., six secretaries in six years). The W. Armstrong and Captain Andrew Noble with making a corevils arising from change are not here limited, as in the case of rupt conspiracy between 1859 and 1862 to obtain orders for worththe Government of India, and other branches of administra- less guns to the amount of £1,087,000. (2) Colonel Hope charged
tion.
officials with forming a “ gun ring,” to maintain a monopoly of
The Surveyor-General of the Ordnance is the most responsible orders for Elswick. General “Sir F. Campbell and some others”
adviser of the Secretary of State. He performs most of the were specified by him, Mr. Lynall Thomas added the names of
duties of the old Master-General of the Ordnance, but without Mr. Engelbach and Mr, Hunter. Colonel Hope specially attacked
his dignity and independence. Changing often, and sometimes the Committee on the Thunderer, Collingwood, and Active guns,
having little or no experience in military questions, he is liable which burst. Col. Hopestated that the Armstrong gun wasrejected
to lean on the Director of Artillery, and be little more than his by one Committee and adopted by another formed for that pur“parliamentary mouthpiece.” In sixteen years, out of seven
. It was, however, shown that the first Committee favoursurveyors three had never been soldiers, and one had only held ably considered it, and suggested further experiments, and a

the country.” In an old document there are records of some
fifty-two or more distinct works in Wicklow, Wexford, and
Carlow. The “Clash” and Shillelagh iron was of a very superior
quality—cold blast charcoal usually is—and at the present day
any old chains or other articles made from it are highly prized
by the smith. Chamneys’ iron ore and iron were carried in
baskets on horseback from and to Wicklow port and from the
different mines. At the end of the last century the Avoca
mines were in the hands of an_ English syndicate, who worked
them for lead and copper. But early in the present century
the channel immediately east and west of Avoca river seems to
have been broken up into five sets, which were let as copper
mines, and when first worked any poor pyrites were run into
spoil; but about 1840, owing to the high price of sulphur, the
character of the mines quite —
as, instead of being
worked for copper, they became sulphur mines, While the
t demand for sulphur lasted vast sums were made by the
different adventurers; and as in late years there was a demand
for iron ore, it was also a considerable source of profit. The
great demand ceased about 1£65, and afterwards the mines
rapidly declined, and now little or nothing is being done.
The entire paper is well worth study, especially by all who
are interested in the industries of the green isle. The absence
of any fuel suitable for smelting ore on the spot is a great drawback; but it seems that the ore in many districts, bearing in
mind the utility of railways and tramways as means of transport, might be worked and exported, as is now being done in
Antrim. Might not a method be found also of successfully
smelting ore even with anthracite? Metallurgical chemists have
done much for the iron trade; perhaps they could by search
discover a means to do this also. Mr. Kinehan’s paper is full of
valuable information, and is well worthy of perusal.
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second Committee—appointed with fairness and in
faith— they think, “been proved to a considerable extent,” which they 58:31. A simple calculation will show that on this basis the
to the defects in the system pointed out.
39 + 51 = 90, or including the other bodies, 100 parts of slag
decided in its favour after a long series of trials with the Whit- attribute
The report is signed by J, F, Stephen, A. Alison, Walter B. requires the addition of 56 parts of lime = 100 parts of calcium
worth gun, which was regarded as the only important competitor.
carbonate, é.e., dry chalk or limestone, to give a substance yieldColonel Hope admitted that he had never seen the report of the Barthelot, Nowell Salmon, and John Percy.
ing a good cement. The only difficulty is the hardness of the
second Committee which he thus attacked, and did not know
slag, but this is overcome by Mr. C. Wood’s method of running
that it had been wey A third Committee under General
it into water, when it disintegrates, and yields a slag sand,
St. George was said by Colonel Hope to have adopted a whole
which is easily ground with the chalk after separation of a little
seriesof Armstrong gunsupto cpt peaweres out of hand, more par- ON THE MANUFACTURE OF HYDRAULIC
entangled iron by sifting. Attempts have long since been made
ticularly the7in.
110-pounders,and that thisCommittee“
had tobe
CEMENT
FROM
BLAST-FURNACE
SLAG,
to produce this cement in the ordinary kiln, but have been
squared” by Sjr Wil iam Armstrong, who was not satisfied with
abandoned, as the mixture has no coherence, and the lumps fell
e
By R. J. Friswe.t, F.C.S., F.1.C., &e.
only receiving as salary a paltry £2000 per annum from the Crown.
pieces as soon as they got hot, and choked up the draught,
According to Colonel Hope, Sir William Armstrong, therefore,
In a paper entitled, “ Hydraulic Cement from Cleveland to
“ pa misled this Committee in order to acquire’for him- Slag,” published in the “ Proceedings of the Cleveland Institu- putting the fire out.
“This friability, disastrous in the kiln, is no defect, but rather
self the advantage of manufacturing guns which ought to have tion of Civil Engineers,” No. 4, Session 1886-87, page 93 et seq.,
been made at the Woolwich factory, of which he was the official Mr. J. E. Stead calls attention to two methods which have been a virtue in the revolver, so that in this matter the two inventions
head.” The Commission find that although the decision in applied to attain this object. One of these consists in taking supplement each other, and the revolver thus brings a new
favour of the Armstrong gun was followed by rapid action, and 70 per cent. of slag sand, produced by Wood's process, and cement material to the fore. It must, of course, be understood
that “the political necessities of the day appear to have been so grinding it with 15 per cent. lime and 15 per cent. oxide of iron. that slag cement cannot be made to compete with chalk-clay
urgent as not to allow time for maturing the designs previous The grinding is generally done wet, and the product requires to cement except in the neighbourhood of ironworks. In the
to manufacture,” the imputation of Colonel Hope “ is absurd.” ‘be used within a few hours of being made. Mr. Stead publishes South of England the cost of carriage of the'slag prevents it
The Committee in question had no influence on the adoption an analysis of such a “cement,” which shows :—Lime, 22°90; silica, from being used, as clay is to be had on the spot. There is,
of the Armstrong gun already determined on, but only decided 21°61; alumina, 19°85; ferric oxide, 8°80; ferrous oxide, 4°00; however, every reason to believe that the slag cement may
the calibres. Colonel Hope quoted by memory frem sources magnesia 4°36 ;water, 12°00. The rest of the analysis, which it prove a profitable manufacture in the iron districts where the
which he could not supply, and admitted making “ mistakes” is not necessary to quote in full, gives the usual non-essential cement revolvers could themselves be fired by means of the blast
gases, which are now everywhere being utilised as fuel.
which were “culpably reckless.”
ingredients. Of this so-called cement it may be remarked that furnace
“Careful tests of thenew material have been made, from which
Similarly Colonel Hope's charge of conspiracy Against Sir it is, in point of fact, both by analysis and mode of manuit
would
appear that slag cement attains its strength more
W. Armstrong and Captain Andrew Noble, his charges facture, a mortar; and a very similar body might be produced
against the Thunderer, Active, and Collingwood Committees, by grinding burnt ballast, lime, and oxide of iron together. rapidly than does ordinary Portland, for it was found that
and his charges against Major Jones and General Younghusband
early the whole of the lime present is there as free lime, and Ransome’s had a breaking strain of 14401b, on an area of 2}
for obtaining shares in the Elswick Ordnance Company corruptly, in no sort of really intimate combination with the silica and square inches in twenty-eight days, while the Portland reached
fell through altogether. Most of Colonel Hope’s p Beart were alumina. It is hardly necessary to say that such a manufacture 1325 Ib. only in two years. The result is even more striking if
“formally withdrawn.” “He said that he had been mistaken would only interest ironmasters to the extent that they could short periods are taken, as the following shows :—
Portland 2} square inch
Ransome’s slag cement
about all the three Commissions, that he had been mistaken use the product in repairs and building operations on their own
Days.
area, 123lb. per bushel.
2} square inch area,
about the transaction between Sir William Armstrong and the premises,
129 Ib. per bushel,
Government in 1859, that he had been mistaken in imputing a
Ib.
| ke
The second process described is of greater interest, for it at
conspiracy to Captain Noble and Sir William Armstrong in least gives a product capable of being packed and sent into the
Dna Seka tian
510 ..
740
reer ee re ee eg
870
1860, and that when he said the Ordnance Department was a market for sale. Briefly, it consists in grinding 75 per cent. of
ee,
GRA
EE”
oe
.getatiea
cults.
en
seething mass of corruption he had made use of a foolish dry slag sand with 25 per cent. of dry slacked lime, according
* These tests were published in Engineering, September 12th, 1879,
expression.” The Committee add, “ The explanation appears to to Mr. Larsen’s patent. Great stress is laid upon the necessity
us correct as far as it goes, but it is also inadequate. It is of the most intimate mixture and minute pulverisation of the
“It is therefore evident that this process is well worth the
something worse than foolish to bring accusations of this ingredients, and a special machine, called by the patentee a attention of cement makers in our iron districts, while the
grievous nature against gentlemen and men of honour upon “ homogeniser,” is used for the purpose. An analysis given on revolver process of burning must before long come into universal
pretexts which, when examined, came to nothing.”
page 129 shows:—Lime 39°68, carbonate of lime 4°07 =41°96 use.”
Colonel Hope had three grievances—(1) that he did not re- total lime; silica, 24°34; alumina, 18°74; ferric oxide, 0°14;
The method of burning mentioned as the “ revolver” process
ceive information for which he asked about the Collingwood gun ; ferrous, oxide, 0°27; magnesia, 6°59; water, 4°70. The rest of is one of Mr. Ransome’s inventions now attracting general atten(2) that he considered that General Boxer appropriated his the analysis shows the usual non-essential ingredients, and the tion among cement makers, and it will be sufficiently described
design for a shrapnel shell; (3) that his offer to construct a gun two oxides of iron here mentioned may be classed in the same here by the statement that it consists in heating the cement
was rejected. He is therefore a bitter opponent of the existing category. They are here merely quoted in order to make this slurry crushed to a coarse powder in a revolving furnace,
department, and it appears further that Colonel Maurice was analysis comparable with that given of the mortar made by the through which it passes in a continuous stream. The friability
of the mixture of ground slag and chalk is thus an advantage,
sent to him from the Horse Guards asking him, according to wet process.
and not an objection, as is the case when kiln burning is in use.
his account, “to get up evidence against the Ordnance DepartThe substance thus produced is shown by Mr. Stead to
The tests quoted were made upwards of seven years ago, and
ment.” Colonel Maurice and Colonel Hope, however, had very many very valuable properties, and he gives very full details of
ion 8
t made by his prodifferent recollections of what then passed, Colonel Hope show the various tests to which it has been submitted, and which it Mr. Ransome has in his p¢
ing “on this, as on other occasions, extraordinary readiness to appears to have borne in a very satisfactory manner. In the cess that. has been exposed on buildings for years, and yet comdraw the strongest possible inferences from language not discussion which followed the paper, the slag cement had, as pares favourably with Portland, and certainly cannot be scraped
intended to convey them.” Colonel Hope had another charge might be expected, to bear comparison with the celebrated away with a knife. The test of time, not quite for ten years, it
about an alleged forgery at the War-office, but the Commission “ Portland,” a cement manufactured on a most gigantic scale is true, is here offered, and the results are such as to demand
see no occasion to publish the “ unimportant” enclosures or from chalk and‘clay ground together wet, dried and burnt to the attention of ironmasters anxious to utilise a waste product.
letters which he wrote on this subject further than certain incipient fusion, and finally ground for use. The general feeling Fuller details of the “ revolver” process may be seen by any one
extracts given in their appendix.
of the meeting was that the test of time was the one thing interested, in the number of THE ENGINEER mentioned above.
Mr. Lynall Thomas preferred charges relating almost entirely requisite,and while Mr. Casebourne stated that he found that slag
to the usage which he received at the hands of the War Depart- cement could, after three months’ exposure, be scraped off the
ment when the Armstrong gun was adopted. In 1875 he wall with a knife, another gentleman considered that about ten
TENDERS.
brought a petition of right against the Crown, which was years were necessary before a true judgment could be arrived at.
RAILWAY FENCING.
demurred to, and the demurrer was argued in 1876. Judgment
I am not concerned in this paper to dispute the necessity for
List of tenders for the supply and erection of about 925 yards—
was given for the-Crown, and it is now past appeal. Mr. a very long period for a fair judgment to be arrived at in such a
Thomas accused Captain Noble, Sir F. Campbell, and Mr. Engel- matter ; for I consider that there are prima facie grounds for lineal—of a five-rail and post wrought wooden fence, bounding the
road
the Catherine-street Viaduct to the Corporation Sanibach of conspiracy and perjury, but this the Commission have deferring a decision, and these are the very different chemical tary from
Depdt, on the Great Northern Railway land. Drawings,
no power to take up, not having the powers of a criminal court ; composition, as shown by analysis; and constitution, as shown by specification,
and it is still open to Mr. Thomas to commence a prosecution in mode of production, of the two articles. Portland cement surveyor :— and quantities by J. Gordon, M. Inst. C.E., borough
aregular way. Mr. Thomas made attacks on Mr. Engelbach should consist of :—Lime, 60; silica, 23; alumina, 8; the
£ 8s. d.
and Mr. Hunter, of the War-office, which were easily disposed remaining 9 per cent. consisting of various non-essential ingreE. Taylor and Sons, Hinckley, Leicestershire ..
559 4 4
J. D. Gibbins, New Evington, Leicester... . ..
480 11 0
of, and “absurd.”
dients. As a matter of fact, the above proportions are very
Hy. Black, Barrow-on-Soar.. .. .. ..
4400 0 0
Major Armit made charges (1) connected with the Boxer closely adhered to by manufactuters, as shown by the analysis
Jas. Evans, Birmingham .. .. ..
- 427 81L
A. Turner and Sons, Bilston, Staffs... .
- 41615 11
cartridge and its retention’in the service; (2) against officers of the finished product. The substances above should be heated
Hy.
Hewitt,
Stoney
Stanton,
Leicester
..
402
210
interested in financial undertakings for supplying stores, and together in intimate mixture to a temperature approaching the
8. and E. Bentley, London ..
a ae
- 885 5 0
sitting on Committees to report on such stores; (3) on the melting point of cast iron. After this process scarcely any lime
J. Stableford,
Leicester...
..pany, Nottingh
.. .. «.
326175 03
The
Nottingham
Mills
C
o
m
303
manner in which steam ine. vin is passed into the Navy; should exist as free lime.
W. Gimson and Sons, Leicester (accepted) ..
239 18 0
(4) on payments having to be made by contractors to get stores
Now it is only necessary to tabulate the lime, alumina, and
passed into the service ;(5) on the suppression of a Committee silica in either the dry or wet process cements described by Mr.
MACADAM
ROADWAY,
on the supply of anti-fouling compositions for ships. Major Stead, together with “ Portland,” in order to show that there
List of tenders for the construction of a macadam roadway about
Armit’s statements were disproved to such an extent that the is a great difference in composition. For this purpose I have
480 yards long, and consisting of a width of 14ft. of macadam, and
Commission sum them up as consisting of seven false accusa- selected two Portlands varying very considerably :—
d
granite random channels 2ft. wide, from the Catherinetions, four repetitions of improved gossip, two irrelevant matters,
PortPortLarsen's
street Viaduct to the Corporation Sanitary Depdt on the Great
one true statement, and one partially true statement. Major
land 1. land 2, Wet slag. pry stag.
Northern Railway land. Plans, specification, and quantities by
Lime
..
59°00...
55°37
..
22°90
..
41°06
Armit at times refused to give authority for his statements, and
J. Gordon, M. Inst. C.E., borough surveyor
:—
Silica :.
24-07 2. 2202 1 161
24-34
in two cases denied that he had made any accusation. The only
£
d.
Alumina
692 2. 800 1. 19°85
18°74
James Evans, Birmingham.. .. .. ..
949 14 6
important matter was the statement, which proved to be corJ. D. Gibbins, New Evington, Leicester. .
651 9 4
It will be seen that in the wet slag cement the lime is only
rect, that Colonel Arbuthnot, then superintendent, at Enfield,
Hy. Black, Barrow-on-Soar.. .. .. .. «630 0 0
had sold a royalty to Mr. Nordenfelt. This, it appears, was about half that in the Portland poorest in lime, and even in
Hy. Hewitt, Stoney Stanton, Leicestershire. .
62016 3
A. Turner and Sons, Bilston, Staffs. .. ..
586
done in an open way, and Colonel Arbuthnot states that he Larsen’s it is only four-fifths ;the silica is about the same in
Jno. Smith, Belgrave .. .. .. ..
584 17 11
obtained General Reilly’s sanction verbally for it; but the Com- all, while the alumina is nearly three times as much in the two
8. and E. Bentley, London .. ..
576 5 8
mission, while they acquit Colonel Arbuthnot of corruption, slag compounds as in the true Portland. These differences are
Jno. Griffin, Leicester (accepted)
528 19 §
point out that it was highly indiscreet in him to rece ve a cheque sufficiently large to attract attention, and though no one will
pretend
to
say
that
a
hydraulic
cement
cannot
be
made
with
for several hundred pounds from a Government contractor, and
WROUGHT IRON HURDLE FENCING.
hat this was capable of the construction which Major Armit such low proportions of lime, yet it must be admitted that the
List of tenders for the supply and erection of about 710 lineal
valuable properties which have made “ Portland” a household yards
obviously put upon it.
of wrought iron hurdle fencing, for the Corporation of
in every country under the sun are only exhibited by
icester, at the Victoria Park. Drawings, specification, and
Several witnesses, especially Colonel Hope, charged the word
cements
showing
over
50
parts
of
lime
to
about
30
parts
of
silica
quantities
by J. Gordon, M. Inst. C.E., borough surveyor:—
Ordnance Department with ignorance and inefficiency in chaalumina. When we come to the constitution of the cement
£ a 4.
racteristic language, but on these charges we have not space to and
W.
T.
Burbidge,
Leicester (accepted)
. 519 0 0
differences
quite
as
important
present
themselves.
In
both
the
dwell at length. The Commission think that Government wet slag and dry slag processes only a portion of the lime, and
Brookes and Co., Wolverhampton ..
53414 0
Samuel Wright, Leicester ..
552 0 0
manufacturing establishments should be on a moderate scale, that much the smaller, is in actual combination with the silica
A. Barrow, Leicester .. ..
a ae
- 57912 6
and that the introduction of improv
ts—and especially an
alumina, by far the greater part—about three-fourths—is
Hy. Black, Barrow-on-Soar.. .. .. ..
. 60 0 0
example of perfection in workmanship and material-—should be and
Gimson and Co., Leicester (withdrawn). .
292 40
there as free lime. In Portland there should be little or no free
cultivated. Warlike stores should chiefly be purchased from lime,
and,
as
a
matter
of
efact,
the
semi-fusion
of
the
mass
private firms, with the check of comparison with Government ensures this.
manufacture. The Commission wish that there were other
Sewace StupcE aT LincotN.—The corporation of this city
While Mr. Stead has thus dealt with two processes, both of
firms to compete with Armstrong, Mitchell, and Co.
for some time about the disposal of their
them capable of yielding valuable products, there is yet a third having been troubled
icularly the sediment—last year requested their
A schedule of complaints is attached relating to ordnance, which he has not noticed, capable of giving a more valuable sewage—more
chiefly guns bursting, to the failure of fuses, the issue of shells cement than either. This is Ransome’s process, which consists city engineer, Mr. R. A. Macbrair, Assoc. M.I.C.E., to report upon
best steps that could be taken in the matter, at a moderate
unsuited to guns for which they were supplied on active service, in an exact following of the Portland method, save that slag is the
as in these times they felt unwilling to incur the cost of purthe uncertainty of rockets and failure of vent sealing tubes, used instead of clay. Slag, sand, and chalk are ground together cost,
chasing additional land several miles out of the borough, which
swords, bayonets, naval cutlasses, machine guns and ammunition, wet, and subsequently burnt toa true ‘clinker.” The propor- would
necessitated if they embarked solely in farming. After
early ammunition for Martini-Henry rifles, ammunition boxes, tion of chalk used is in weight approximately equal to that of v sitingbeand
carefully comparing numerous sewage works in difsaddlery, transport vehicles, and intrenchifg tools. These, of the slag, and this ensures a mixture such that, when burnt, it ferent parts of England, he recommended precipitation and the
course, call for careful dealing; some cases are serious, such as will closely approach in analysis the ratios of lime to silica and pressing of the resultant sludge by presses of the Brentford type,
the issue of shells of a wrong calibre in the field. Others, like alumina shown by the Portland. Moreover, the burning causes made by Messrs. Manlove, Alliott, Fryer, and Co., Nottingham.
the irregular behaviour of rockets, are hardly worth discussion. that incipient fusion so requisite to secure a soundcement. On The sewerage committee, after consideration, approved of -pree Commission conclude by the recommendation mentioned this, and kindred points,I may here quote a recent article by cipitation and pressing, and also being anxious, as fresh inventions
above of the revival of the office of Master-General of Ordnance, myself which appeared in Tae ENGINEER of March 4th, 1887 :— are continually being produced, of having the best machinery for
the latter #xc —pressing—visited the works at Wimbledon,
with council to advise on technical matters as above described. "
ee
slag. Portland —
Chiswick, wr sec Brentford, &c., the latter two places twice,
The charges of corruption they state are “false and un1
and
received detailed reports thereon from Mr. Macbrair and Mr.
Alumina and silica +. 52°34 .. 51°12 .. 50°08 — 80°99 .. 30°92
founded.” One act of indiscretion has been proved, and some
Teague,
the waterworks engineer to the city. These investigations
ae
Ss.
4s
ve
40°00
..
36°88
..
40°45
—
59°00
..
55°57
matters of suspicion have arisen as to certain inferior officers
resulted in the selection of the Brentford presses. The presses
which ought to be independently investigated. “Inefficiency, “ From this it will be seen that in the slag the ratio of lime to will cost £1450. The detailed building and other plans are nearly
both generally and in a variety of particular instances, has,” the two other bodies is about 39 ; 51, while in the cement it is ready, and.the machinery has been put in hand.
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CRUISER.
DOGALI,
CONSTRUCTED BY MESSRS. SIR W. ARMSTRONG AND CO.
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THE ITALIAN CRUISER DOGALI.
Ix our descriptive article of May 13th we spoke of the vessels
which were turned out complete at Elswick for British and
Foreign Governments. Incidentally in the same number was
introduced a cut of the Victoria in connection with the Sanspareil, her sister ship, which was launched that week at the
yard of the Thames Ironworks. The 110-ton guns for both
vessels are made at Elswick. We used the expression vessels
complete being supplied from this establishment as including the
ships and their armament. Having noticed the Victoria and
given figures for the Sanspareil, which also refer to her, we give
herewith an illustration of a totally different class of war
vessel, namely, a swift cruiser recently completed for the Italian
Government—a class that is known to be especially needed by us
now that attention has been turned to the great vulnerability of
our commerce. The vessel in question was built and launched
under the name of Salaminia. She was subsequently called
Angelo Emo, and finally, after the recent Italian engagement at Dogali in Massowah, the vessel took the name of the
Dogali. We believe that no account of her exists in print,
nor is she to be found under any of the names in Lord Brassey’s
annual or other lists published in this country, so far as
know. The view we give is taken from an instantaneous phetograph made of the vessel during her trial for speed, and igeof
some interest as showing her behaviour, so far as can be by an engraving, when moving through the water at a speed of between
19and 20 knots. The particulars concerning her are as follows:
ROGUE ao ce ss vs “we
267ft.
Length between perpendiculars ..
250ft.
Breadth, moulded .. .. .. ..
Sift.
Depth, moulded
.. .. ..
20ft, 6in.
Draught of water, forward ..
13ft.
so
» aft
1éft.
ue
»» mean
14ft. Gin.
Displacement .. .. ..
2050 tons.
Indicated horse-power :
Natural draught
i me
- 5000 tons.
‘ore
*
ba: he
.. 7700 tons.
Speed—forced draught ..
. 19.66 knots.
Armament :—Six 6in. breech-loading guns on centre pivot
Vavasseur mountings, nine 6-pounder rapid-fire guns on recoil
carriages, six Gardner guns, one bow torpedo gun fixed, one
stern torpedo gun training, two broadside training torpedo guns.
The vessel has twin-screws, each propeller being driven by a
triple-expansion horizontal direct-acting engine. Storage is
provided for 500 tons of coal, which would serve at maximum
speed for a run of about sixty hours, or 1100 knots, or at halfspeed for about twenty days, or 4500 knots. The vessel is
rigged with two military masts, with light fore and aft sails.
The tops are arranged as revolving towers, completely hiding
the gunners. Each top carries one Gatling gun. The whole
length of the hold of the vessel from stem to stern is protected
by a steel deck of a minimum thickness of lin. and a maximum
of 2in. The vessel carries two search lights of 20,000-candle
power, and a complete outfit of internal lighting.
is vessel is the first war-ship fitted with triple-expansion
engines. They were made by Messrs. R. and W. Hawthorn,
Leslie, and Co., of Newcastle-on-Tyne, and are of the twin-screw
horizontal type. Each set of main engines has three cylinders,
30in., 45in., and 73in., diameter, with a stroke of 2ft. 9in. The
slides are worked on Marshall’s system, which admits of a very
large range of expansion being adopted, and gives as equable a
distribution of steam when-working at low speeds as when working at full power. The propellers are three-bladed. The whole
of the engine pumps are driven by separate independent engines.
The condensers are of brass. Steam is supplied from four
boilers, each having six furnaces, capable of being worked either
with natural or with forced draught. The air for
draught is supplied by eight fans, each driven bys
Brotherhood engine. The whole of the auxiliggyen 3
be made to exhaust either into the main condensérs, aux
condenser, or into the atmosphere. The engines are situated in
two separate water-tight engine rooms, the communication
between which may be closed at any time by water-tight doors
moving horizontally worked from the deck. The. boilers also are
placed in two water-tight stokeholes
This subdivision ofthe
vessel, and the fact that the whole of the auxiliary engines; as
well as the main engines, are in duplicate, renders the chances of
a complete breakdown very remote. During the trial the
engines worked well, running at a speed of 155 revolutions per
minute, and developing a power of over 7600-horses, the vessel
attaining a speed of 19°66 knots per hour.
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light draught will carry with it the heaviest impurities, but
THE STEEL TUG JUBILEE.
—
after passing between the troughs the air loses some of its
On Saturday, the 2lst ult., the steel tug, Jubilee, built | velocity, and can only carry away the very lightest impurities
by Messrs. Steward and Latham, Blackwall, went on her | to the stive room; the heavier particles then fall into the
official trial previous to delivery to her owner, Captain John troughs. Thus a new roduct is obtained, which formerly
Spicer. The tug and her engines and boilers are illustrated by | either fell back on to t- silk or was partly carried away into
the engravings on page 457. Her dimensions are 7lft. by |
14ft. 6in. by 8ft. 6in.,and she is strongly built of Siemens Martin ||
mild steel, the plates being jin. and yin. thickness. The Jubilee
is fitted with inverted direct-acting compound surface condensing engines, the cylinders being 144in. and 28in., witha stroke of |
22in. The boiler is built of steel, and is 9ft. 3in. diameter
by 8ft. 9in., with a heating surface of 725 square feet, and is
specially suited for the hard work which such a tug will have to
perform. It is to carry a working pressure of 80]b. on the
square inch, and was tested by Lloyd’s surveyor to 160 lb. with
cold water.

SCREW

PROPELLER

OF STEAM

TUG JUBILEE.

The mean of four runs on the measured mile showed her
speed to be over ten miles, steam pressure being 78 lb., vacuum
27in., revolutions 120, and indicating 190-horse power. Speed,
however, it is needless to say, was not the main, or even a
first object of the builders, but high capabilities as a tug.
To pull hard is the main thing, but she should be able to “go
ahead,” tvo, and of this the Jubilee proved herself eminently
capable. She is fitted with one of Duncan’s—of Ross and
Duncan—patent propellers, which have a form specially suited
to the work of a tug.. We illustrate it above. Both on the
measured mile and in putting her about she behaved in a manner
satisfactory tothe builders and pleasing to the owners, everything
working in a perfectly cool state from first to last of the trial.
Au Emerson Walker patent steam windlass is fitted on deck.
The elevation of the tug, which we give on page 457, is partl
| in elevation and partly .in section. The
1 engines and boiler
i
and
connections are clearly shown in the four lower engravings, and
explanation is unnecessary.
More than the usual interest was taken in this tug because an
attempt has been made to produce a really economical tug—the
most economical on the Thames—and the result of the endeayours of the builders is a complete success in this respect.
While running under her full pressure, the consumption of
steam coal was 2°18 lb. per indicated horse-power, and this may
lessen when at work under higher pressure and full load. The
commercial success of a tug, other thifigs being as usual, depends
so much on its low consumption of fuel that it is a matter of
the first importance to an owner.

A NEW PURIFIER.
A New purifier has been made by Messrs. Thomas Robinson and
Son, the novel parts of which are illustrated in the engraviugs
in the next column, For treating middlings it operates in a
manner quite new, and the makers claim for the machine the
separation of an intermediate product not previously obtained,
that it is equally efficient in purification on the finest middlings
as on coarse semolina, and that by its use a great reduction in
the area of the dust room or dust collector is possible ;and
further that with their travelling filter cloth no dust collector
or trunking is required. The action of the machine will be
THE prospectus of the Glasgow 1888 Exhibition of readily understood from the following description :—Above the
silks
are placed a number of U-shaped troughs, which are fixed
Industry, Science, and Art has been issued by the committee.
Mr. W. M. Cunningham is the secretary, and Mr. H. A. Hedley is so close together that the upward current of air is greatly
the manager,
intensified when passing between them, and a comparatively

the stive room, and partly deposited on corners or chambers.
The troughs are automatically cleaned by means of a travelling
brush, which sweeps the impurities into a worm at the tail end
| of the machine, whence they are spouted away as desired. The
exhaust chamber over the sieves is divided into separate com|

TRAVELLING BRUSH _
mY)
SLIDES FOR ADUUSTING DRAUCHT
partments,” Which are so arranged that the draught can be
adjusted to“suit the different sizes of middlings in the various
ification. It is fitted with Messrs. Robinson's
ting feed, which they say “delivers the middlings in @ perfectly even strain across the whole width of
sieve.”

South KeEnstncton MusgumM.—Whitsun week, free. Visitors
|during the week ending June 4th, 1887:—On Monday, Tuesday, and
Saturday, free, from 10a,.m. to 10 p.m.: Museum, 14,377; mercantile
marine, Indian section and other collections, 8184. On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, free, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.:
Museum, 3341; mercantile marine, Indian section, and other
collections, 3402. Total, 29,304. Average of corresponding week
in former years, 50,365, Total from the opening of the Museum,
? ’ °
SouTHAMPTON DEEP Water Dock.—Good progress is —s
made with the works in connection with this dock, for whic
Mr. A. Giles, M.P., is the engineer. The sea bank, necessary to
reclaim an area of about forty acres of mud flats, has been closed,
and the contractors, Messrs. 8. Pearson and Son, of Westminster,
are now able to proceed with the work of the dock proper, the site
of which was formerly under water. Plant to a very considerable
extent has been placed on the ground, and employment will be
found for many hundreds of labourers and others. It is contemplated having the whole of the works completed in about
eighteen months, a very short time for works of such magnitude.
Night work will be required and used to a large extent, and artificial light empteyed for illuminating purposes. The dock, of which
the water area is to be eighteen acres, will be an open dock—i.e.,
tidal—and will have a depth at low water ordinary spring tides of
26ft. Nearly 4000ft. of concrete wall has to be erected 51ft. 6in.
high from the foundations, which are to be at a depth of 6ft. 6in.
below dock bottom. The approaches to the dock will be dredged
to the same level as the dock, so as to give every facility to the
largest vessels afloat for arrival and departure at any state of the
tide. The future of Southampton is undoubtedly secure, and
works such as this new deep water dock cannot but tend to
increase not only its mercantile trade but also its general prosperity
as a business place,
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PRIVATE BILL LEGISLATION.
PaRLIAMENT having now entered upon the third and last
division of the usual Session, the progress made by the various
Private Bills becomes to the persons concerned in those measures
a matterof considerableim
Select Committees of both,
Houses had been fairly busy, except for the very brief Easter
recess, and the results are toa large extentshown by thenumerous
Royal Assents and the third readings. Members are, however, likely to have rather a hard task for some time to come,
owing to the number of the Bills still to be dealt with upstairs.
There is, in fact, work enough for more members than are available; and, in consequence, a large number of Bills, although
committed, have to wait much longer than promoters like.
At
the same time, Mr. Craig Sellars’ Bill for the simplifying and
cheapening Private Bill legislation is also delayed; but a strong
compensating fact is that the Government propore to introduce
a Bill of the same character in the House of Lords. Nothing
final will probably be effected this year, but at least the groundwork of an improved system will be laid.
The Bill for continuing the City and Southwark Subway and
Railway to Stockwell, which we described when it was passed
through the House of Commons, has been agreed to by a
Lords’ Committee.
The Sheffield Corporation Water Bill, over which there was a
long and stiff contest. before a Lords’ Committee, had to stand
the fire of renewed oppesition in the House itself. The third
reading being proposed, the Earl of Wemyss moved the rejection
of the Bill on the ground that it involved a novel and
us
principle of public policy, namely, the compulsory substitution
of a municipal monopoly, in the matter of water, for that of a
private company ; and the Duke of Argyll supported the Bill,
but Lord Bramwell opposed it. Eventually Lord Wemyss withdrew his motion, and the Bill was read a third time and subsequently sent to the House of Commons.
Another measure which has been warmly, though briefly,
debated is the Great Eastern Railway Bill. In the House of
Commons Mr. Fitzgerald sought to get the Bill recommitted,
because he objected to the pro
to carry the new railway
across Coldham Common, near Cambridge. In this discussion
the point of contention was only that of the preservation of
commons for public use; and we need not follow it beyond
mentioning that in the end Mr. Fitzgerald carried his amendment.
The Hull and North-Western Jpnction Railway Bill, which
has passed through the House of Commons, is one of unusual
importance and interest, alike in regard to its purpose and to its
progress thus far. In view of its
through the Upper
House, the measure was recently submitted to a meeting of the
proprietors of the Hull and Barnsley Railway and Dock Company, and upon that occasion Colonel Smith, the chairman,
made an important explanatory statement, part of which it is
desirable to reproduce.
The Bill of the Hull and Barnsley Company, now before
Parliament, provides for the abandonment of the railways
authorised by the Act of 1882, which lie west of Fenay Bridge.
Between that point and Huddersfield and Halifax, Colonel
Smith explained, the line was abandoned; but between Cudworth, which was their terminus, and Fenay Bridge, which was
the junction of the London and North-Western Railway, it was
proposed that this new company should construct that line by
transfer from the Hull and Barnsley Company of the powers
obtained by them in 1882. The Bill was approved by the
meeting, and it will be observed that an unusual degree of accord
between the respective parties has marked the career of this proect. Subsequently all opposition to this Bill was withdrawn, and
it passed through the House of Lords as an unopposed measure,
Among the more important measures which have already been
approved by a Select House of Commons Committee, is the Bill
of the Liverpool Corporation for improving their system of water
supply. The city of Liverpool has for some years past been
greatly exercised in one way or another respecting its water
supply, and from time to time we have been reminded of the
/yrnwy scheme, which was authorised in 1880 to increase the
available amount of water by carrying the water from the Vyrnwy
district, in Wales, to Liverpool. That work has progressed
steadily, if somewhat slowly, despite disputes and difficulties.
The Corporation have found it necessary to effect an alteration in
the incidence of the water charges, and at the same timeto alter
certain clauses of the Vyrnwy Act, confirming agreements to
supply waterin bulk to certain public bodies.and persons within
a specified distance of the aqueduct. For these purposes they
brought forward the measure recently approved by a Commons Committee. Although the matter is one chiefly of
administration and service, much of interest was evolved during
the inquiry bearing upon structure and capacity of works, upon
which several eminent engineers were examined. The general
purport of the measure was explained in this way by Mr.
Pember, Q.C., who was leading counsel for the Corporation :—
In many cases boroughs made a profit on the water supplied to
outside districts. He had had a list made, and out of twentythree towns he found that seventeen had power to make a
profit. Liverpool, however, was absolutely precluded from doing
anything of the kind, and it has been so since 1847. That inability was reproduced in subsequent legislation. The inequality
of the water-charge was freely expressed in the preamble of
their bill. All property in Liverpool was subject to a sixpenny
rate in respect of water, whether water was consumed in that
property or not. In addition to that there was a maximum
water-rent of 1s. in the pound, applicable to premises which took
a domestic supply. Outside the city the only charge made was
a charge of 1s. 3d. in the pound for premises taking a domestic
supply, and there was no charge upon any property outside the
city where a domestic supply was not taken. Ifa local board
took water for public purposes, such as the watering of streets
and the flushing of sewers, they paid for it 9d. per 1000
gallons. The sixpenny rate was payable in the first instance by
the occupier, and he could retain as against the owner 3d.
Occupier and owner between them paid in rates and rent
1s. 6d.; whilst outside of the city only 1s. 3d. was
paid, and a great deal of property was not rated at all.
In the course of a retrospect of the water question in Liverpool,
Mr. Pember explained, inter alia, that although before 1843 the
town was a borough, the paving and sewers in the town were in
the hands of certain Commissioners, In 1843 the. Commissioners obtained a local Act to obtain water for watering the
streets and for extinguishing fire, and they made a system of
waterworks known as the Green-lane wells and the Kensington
reservoir. The Commissioners had power to levy a rate of 1d.
in the pound for water for public purposes, and they got a contribution from the Liverpool borough of £500 a year. In 1846 the
powers of the Commissioners were transferred to the Corporation,
when the Corporation, instead of chargingapenny rate for water
supplied for public purposes, were empowered to levy what was
known as a “ sufficient” rate. Asa matter of fact, a penny rate
was sufficient for many years. The total expenditure on the
Green-lane works was £65,000. In 1862, he also stated, the
Corporation again came to Parliament and obtained a Bill
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which, as introduced, was unsound and inadequate, and ultimately they made the 6d. rate not only a maximum rate, but
the fixed amount to be levied inside the borough, the property
inside the borough paying 5 per cent. water rent and the property outside the borough nothing on that account. There was
that.anomaly in spite of the fact that Liverpool paid £2500 to
the water account over and above that in respect of water for
public purposes. Mr. Pember further described the various
Acts that had from time to time been obtained, mentioning
that. the population of Liverpool was 590,000, and the value
of the water consumed inside the borough was £6000 a year,
that there had been no fresh powers given since 1843 with
regard to the outside districts, and that the Bill was only
opposed by six out the fourteen local boards of the district, the
population opposing numbering 64,597, and that not opposing
amounting to 81,073.
Mr. Parry, C.E., engineer in charge of the Rivington Waterworks, being examined, explained that these works would hold
4,000,000,000 gallons of water, and that the area of the city
boundary was 5210 acres, and the limit of supply was over
100 square miles. A consumer outside the city limits took
about 118 gallons for every 100 gallons taken by a domestic consumer inside the limits. The former used more than the latter
and paid less for it. The quantity of water used for sanitary
purposes last year was 205,000,000 gallons ; 17,000,000 gallons
being supplied to the outside districts. He had made inquiries as
to the practice of other towns, and he did not find a single
instance in which a less charge was made for supplying outside
districts with water than was charged to the inside districts.
The necessity for the Corporation going for the Vyrnwy scheme
in 1880 was to meet the requirements of the increasing population in the outside districts. Last year Little Woolton took no
water for public purposes, except for watering the streets. Prior
to the construction of the Corporation works, Little Woolton
took no water from Liverpool, Last year the township of Toxtethpark, with an area of 75 acres and a population of 15,000, used
more than a million gallons of water for flushing the sewers,
whereas Walton, with a larger area and more than double the
population, did not use a gallon of water for that purpose.
This witness having given further evidence to show the unfairness of the present system in its effect on the inside consumers,
h, M.LC.E., was examined. He stated that it was
only a question of time for all the wells in the sandstone to be
closed. It was quite out of the question that any of those local
authorities could supply themselves with water for any length of
time. Out of the whole area of 106 square miles, there was only
fourteen square miles where the water could percolate through
the soil at all; the rest of the area was impermeable.
Mr. Deacon, M.I.C.E., engineer to
the Corporation, and
engineer in charge of the Vyrnwy works, gave some interesting
evidence as to those works, and as to the present position of the
supply. It appeared to him, he said, that if the water charges
proposed under this Bill had been applied last year, taking the
quantity of water and other circumstances into consideration,
to the out-townships, the latter would have had a considerable
advantage over the city. To equalise the charges, the outsiders
should be charged 22°8 per cent. more than those inside the
city. The cost of laying mains was greater outside than inside.
If a main, to supply a similar number of people, were ten times
as long in the out-districts as in the town, it would cost seventeen times as much in the out-districts as it cost inside. The
necessity for the new works arose entirely from the out-districta,
He had on several occasions reported the necessity of some such
scheme as the Vyrnwy works, and his predecessor had also
reported to a similar effect. The immediate necessity for the
works was put off by preventing waste as much as possible, and
it was only by the prevention of waste that Liverpool was saved
from a water famine about every third year. The year before
last the quantity in the reservoir was reduced to 500,000,000
gallons, the holding capacity being 54,000,000,000 gallons, so
that the famine was very imminent. That state of affairs was
entirely due to the necessity to supply the out-districts, as there
would have been ample for Liverpool itself. It would be almost
impossible for the out-districts to supply themselves.
Referring to the Vyrnwy scheme, Mr. Deacon explained that
they were to be in three lines of pipes, each carrying thirteen
million gallons per day. That was a total of about forty million
gallons, and which would be available next year. That supply
from one pipe would be more than they were getting from the
Rivington works, but the wells were falling off at the same time.
The actual expenditure on the first section of the works had
been so far about a million and a-half. The remainder would
require about £400,000, making a total cost of about £2,000,000
for the first section of the works. That was about £350,000
more than was contemplated, but the works now carried out
were not the works originally contemplated.
Mr. Pember, summing up the case for the Bill, explained the
position of the question as to the agreements for supplying
certain parties within prescribed limits. Clause 24 confirmed
these agreements, and Clause 25 gave a general power to the
Corporation to supply water to local authorities’ and others.
That was to say, that the Corporation looked forward to the
time when local authorities and persons, other than those mentioned in the previous clause, might ask for water from the
Corporation, and the clause gave power to supply them, and
settled the terms on which that water might, if the Corporation
thought fit, be supplied.
The result of the enquiry, which occupied several days, was
that the Committee decided that the preamble of the Bill must
be amended as follows:—That the water rate as at present
existing be reduced to 3d.; that the maximum rates for consumers of domestic supply within the city and without the city
shall be 64 per cent.; that the rate of 24 per cent. proposed
under Sec. D of Clause 8 be abandoned ; that the charges for
water supply by meter be uniform throughout the district and
for all purposes. The chairman further stated that the intention of the Committee was that no property within or without
the city not taking a supply should pay for water. They paid
= 8d. rate in the city, but they did not pay if they did not
ve it.
CLYDE SHIPBUILDING TRADE.
THE output returns of the Clyde shipbuilding for May, which
show an advance on those of the preceding month and of
the month of February—two abnormally small totals—represent
a continued decline in this important industry, The monthly
totals for the portions of the year now passed are :—January
15,400 tons February 5800 tons, March 22,300 tons, er 9662
tons, and May 15,200 tons. Compared with the month of May
in previous years, the last-mentioned figure only exceeds that of
1886, when the tonnage launched was 14,674. All the others
for the last: ten years showed a higher output, the maximum
being reached during 1881-2-3, when 36,100, 32,200, and 35,731
tons were the outputs for May in these respective years. In the
same way, when the output over the first five months is con-
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sidered, there is seen to be a gradual diminution in building
since 1883, the lowest point being reached this year.’ The figures
are :—For the first five months of 1883 the output was 150,860
tons; for 1884, 114,030 tons; for 1885, 78,360 tons; for
1886; 76,460 tons; and for 1887, 68,360 tons. Messrs,
A. McMillan and Son, Dumbarton, are now without a
keel in their yard, a state of matters, it is said, for which no
precedent can be found during their past thirty years’ history,
The London and Glasgow Shipbuilding Company, Messrs. A. J.
Inglis, Messrs. Caird and Co., and many others of the best firms
on the river are working away with one or at most two vesse!s on
the stocks, and nothing in their books to take their places
when launched. It is thus seen that the dark cloud of depression
under which the industry has existed for a considerable period
has not given any decided token of an immediate clearing. The
t few weeks, however, have not been altogether devoid of
incidents caleylated to show that the proverbial silver lining
does exist behind the sable covering, and that it will be fully
revealed in course of time. The most cheering circumstance has
been the order booked by Messrs. J. and G. Thomson, of Clydebank, for two steamships of the largest and most powerful type
now employed in ocean navigation, to be built for the Inman
and International Steamship Company for its mail and
panes service between Liverpool and New York. Messrs,
homson at first only received the order for one vessel, a sister
sd having then been arranged for from Messrs, Laird, of
Birkenhead. Subsequently this firm declined to undertake the
construction of the vessel because, it is stated, they found themselves unable to lay down a vessel of the length necessary to
meet the special conditions without alterations and arrangement
of their premises, such as would involve serious delay in
delivery, &c., and the second order was thereupon placed
with Messrs. Thomson.
In point of size alone these two
vessels are noteworthy, being about 8500 tons gross measurement each, but in respect of other features, such as proportions, speed, means of propulsion, and structural character
they will form most noteworthy departures in the development
of modern steamships. Their outstanding characteristics will
be, propulsion by two screws actuated by two separate and selfcontained sets of engines and boilers of the most modern type,
as
high-pressure and increased expansion of steam, and
minute subdivision of the hull by longitudinal and transverse
water-tight bulkheads, rendering the ship unsinkable through
collision with another vessel, and almost absolutely unsinkable
from any cause whatever. It is expected that these vessels will
attain a speed of 19 knots per hour on trial. These two vessels
make the fourth and fifth transatlantic steamships now under
construction. The Fairfield Shipbuilding and Engineering
Company, of Govan, have well advanced a large screw steamer
for the North German Lloyd’s New York and Southampton
service, and Messrs. Harland and Wolff, of Belfast, are building
a couple of large steamers for the White Star Line. When these
several vessels commence their sailings the greatest interest will
doubtless be manifested in their performances. Messrs. Russell
and Co, Greenock and Port Glasgow, have received an order
from a Liverpool firm to build two screw steamers of 3500 tons
each, to be engaged in the petroleum trade, The same firm of
shipbuilders have been ordered by a London firm to construct a
screw steamer of about 400 tons, to be engaged in passenger
traffic on the river Amazon. This will make the sixth steamer
now building by this firm, whose work for many years has consisted almost exclusively in sailing ships. It is announced that
one of the London cable companies has decided to get two new
steamers specially built for cable laying and repairing, and that
the order has come to the Clyde, it is thought to Messrs. R.
Napier and Sons. The vessels are each to be about 1800 tons,
and are to be built of steel. Messrs. David J. Dunlop and Co.,
Inch Works, Port Glasgow, have secured a contract to build
a steel screw steamer fur the London and Tilbury Lighterage
Company, London, for towing purposes on the Thames,
Messrs. Dunlop have already built a number of vessels for this
company, and the one they have now contracted for will be a
duplicate of the one last built for the same owners, Messrs,
Matthew Paul and Co., Dumbarton, have fixed with the African
Lakes Company, Glasgow, for the building of a steel screw
steamer 80ft. in length. Messrs. Paul and Co. will supply the
machinery, and will probably arrange with a local builder for
the construction of the hull of the vessel. The steamship
Balmoral Castle, which was some years ago partially destroyed
by fire, after having been repaired and thoroughly ovietabated,
was recently sold by Messrs. McMillan and Sons, of Dumbarton.
She is now in their hands undergoing alterations necessary to
fit her for the frozen meat trade. She will form the first of a
new line of steamers which has been
for to the Australian and New Zealand Colonies, filling up at London with fine
goods and bringing home frozen mutton from New Zealand to
the British market. The steamers will be of the highest class,
and fitted up for saloon and third-class passengers, who will be
carried at specially low rates. A recent telegram from Brussels
stated that, owing to the great dissatisfaction with the way in
which the mail service between Dover and Ostend has been
lately conducted by two steamers of Belgian build, the Government of that country has determined that these will either be
withdrawn or their engines will be replaced by new and more
SS machines, while two new steamers of high speed will be
ilt on the Clyde. Nothing has since been heard to confirm
the report that the Government have decided to place the order
with Clyde builders; but this is simply a matter of time. A
Spanish shipbuilding company is about to add to its fleet of
mail and passenger steamers, and the contract is expected by
one of the Clyde firms, which has already built largely for that
company. These and other orders now pending, together with
the vessels actually contracted for, show that the aggregate of
t
ge ordered
ts to more than the probable output at
the present rate of production.
Junior Encinggrine Society. —At a recent meeting of this
Society a paper was read by Mr. 8. H. Wells, Wh. Sc., Stud. Inst.
C.E., on ‘ Thenowt: bensay SeMechanical Engineers.’ The subject was considered
under the two general terms, theoretical and
practical training, and was summarised to the effect that theoretical
and experimental training and workshop practice coincident with
completion of ordinary education was to be advocated, while such
training with a view to reduce or dispense with usual apprenticeship
was to be condemned. Reference was made to the movement in
1875 in which Professor Kennedy took a prominent part to institute
engineering and mechanical laboratories where experimental work
could be carried out by the students, such a one being
opened in
1878 at University
lege, London, the success of which might
best be ju
from the fact that similar laboratories had been
established in connection with the Mason Science College, University College, Bristol, Firth College, Yorkshire College, Cooper's
Hill Central Institution, and Finsbury Technical College. The new
engineering department at Dulwich College was also alluded to,
where the system was to train in the laboratory during the latter
terms of their ordinary education those students who were to afterwards enter the engineering profession, A well sustained discussion
followed the reading of the paper,
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
from Numurkah to Ralhbalia,
A une of railway
Victoria, the Colonies and India says, is to be constructed by Mr.
Richard Grant for £25,847.
, and
Tur new Tay viaduct is now virtuallyThecompleted
Dundee Adcerwill be opened for traffic in eight or ten days.
account
tiser has published a large-sized supplement givinga detailed
of the construction of the bridge.
Tne first train on the Canadian Pacific Railroad reached
the Vancouver ocean terminus on Tuesday, the 24th ult, Hitherto
. There was a great
the trains have stopped at New ofWestminster
,
celebration over the completion the line,
have
Tue directors of the Hull Tramways Company
use of
the
for
charged
resolved to abolish the weeny fares
the trams to the suburbs, and adopt a uniform rate of a penny for
all distances on each branch of the service.
Tue engineers of the Prince Henry Railway Company
are casti oon for a portable electric lamp with powerful
reflector, "Succtiag rays of light capable of piercing the smoke
from blasting, so as to permit of inspecting the roof of mine
workings.
By the kindness of Mr. Jas. Helios, theporpas of insbury Technical College Engineering
ty paid a visitto the
Hees Bs works of the Great Eastern Railway at Stratford on
June 8th. Mr. Holden's liquid fuel attracted much attention—very
good results seem to have been obtained by its use, All the
members were much interested in the use of the milling tool—for
numerous kinds of work—with which very good results are obtained.
WE have received from Messrs. Robert Stephenson and
Co. a lithograph sheet of line drawings of the past and present
locomotives constructed by them. It commences with the ‘‘ Locomotion,” of 1825, followed by the “Twin Sisters,” ‘‘ Lancashire
Witch,” “Rocket” of 1829, the first after Rocket, and others
leading up to the modern engine as illustrated by the new engine
exhibited by the firm as constructed for the London and SouthWestern Company from the designs of Mr, W. Adams, and exhibited
in the Newcastle Exhibition.
Tue following from a contemporary may help some who
are interesting themselves about terms and definitions, A railway
sleeper is not often defined at length: “A sleeper isone'who sleeps.
A sleeper is that in which the. ag
sleeps, A sleeperis that on
which the sleeper whieh carries the sleeper while he sleeps runs.
Therefore, while the sleeper sleeps in the sleeper the ny sycarries
the sleeper over the sleeper under the sleeper until
sleeper
which carries the sleeper jumps off the sleeper and wakes
sleeper in the sleeper by striking the sleeper under the sleeper, and
there is no longer any sleeper sleeping in the sleeper on the
sleeper.”
Ar a recent meeting of the Port Elizabeth Chamber of
Commerce, South Africa, a resolution was passed as to railway
extension, in regard to ;, which the 1,following
unanimously
}, t was
carried :—‘' It is the opi
of this C
t the most advantageous extension, so far as the Cape Colony is concerned, of the
—- system ne ae the present territo would be from Colesberg through th 6 ra Free State tow)
Pretoria; and in the
event of the neighbouring States evincing any desire to construct
such a line, this Chamber would recommend that the Colonial
Government should afford them every encouragement and assistance in doing so.”
Tue Mayor of Port Adelaide ragng 4waited upon the
Commissioner of Public Works, Hon. L. L. Furner, and asked that
a revolving light might be placed on the Jervois railway bridge.
It was pointed out that the present light was a fixture, and it was
suggested that if a revolving lamp was placed on the top of the
bridge so that it could be worked by the man stationed there it
would be the means of preventing accidents. Dr. Bollen proposed
that the lamp should have a red face, a green face, and two white
faces, so that directly the railway train left the stations on either
side of the bridge the man on _— there could turn the lamp and
people could see from which end the train was approaching.
Ir is expected that a
portion of the line of railway
which the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Company is constructing
between Pendleton and Hindley will be opened for traffic next
Monday. ‘That portion is the length between Pendleton and
Swinton. The time-table shows spire, Ome trains for each day
of the week except Sunday. The new branch joins the old line at
Windsor Bridge, Salford, and from thence runs alongside the
permanent way now in use as far as Brindle Heath, There it turns
in the direction of Swinton, and passes through a tunnel, about
200 yards long, under Bolton-road, After leaving Pendlebury
station the route to Swinton lies along a cutting.
In his new book on “State Purchase of Railways,” Mr.
Waring says:—‘Government activity in the acquisition of railways
has increased very much in quite recent years. In 1875 there were
on the Continent 69,246 miles of railway, of which 14,268 miles, or
about 20 per cent., belonged to Government. Seven years later the
mileage had risen to 88,782, of which 32,563 miles, or about 36 per
cent., were in the hands of the Government. Further acquisitions
since 1882 have placed about 50 per cent. of the continental lines
under the management of the State. In Germany the transfer of
the entire railway system to the Government is nearly complete,
and in Belgium it is only a question of time. Out of sixteen continental Governments twelve are proprietors of railways.”
ComMEncine with the opening of the new Tay Bridge,
several new trains are to be run from Edinburgh and Glasgow to
Aberdeen by the North British Railway. Meeting at Larbert, the
Edinburgh and Glasgow trains will cross the Forth by the railway
bridge recently erected there, and will proceed through Fife via
Dunfermline and Thornton, crossing the Tay to Dundee by the
new bridge, and running as at present to Aberdeen. The journey
to the granite city will, it is expected, be accomplished in about
four hours, The train from Aberdeen to the south, at 5.20 a.m.,
will reach Edinburgh at 9.30 a.m., and
ers will be able to
leave for Lundon by the ‘Flying Scotchman” at 10 a.m. The
ourney from Aberdeen to London will thus be accomplished in
13 hours 40 minutes, the train being due in the metropolis at
7 p.m.
Rapp progress is being made with theconstruction of the
Birmingham cable tramway. The line between the town and Hockley Brook will, it is expected, be in operation before the end of the
year, and the whole system will be completed by February or
March next. The contract for the second portion of the line, that
between Hockley and Handsworth, will be given out shortly. The
depdt at raw Brook is nearly completed, and Messrs. Tangye
have construc
the high-pressure horizontal winding engine, of
about 250-horse power, which will kcep the endless steel rope in
motion at an average rate of from six to seven miles an hour.
Another engine of equal horse-power will work the route between
Hockley and Handsworth. Each engine will have six boilers. The
steel rope, having a diameter of 1}in., will have asafe-load stre’
of from 40 to 50 tons, and will run over pulleys in a slot about 17in.
below the road level. The carrier gg are of cast malleable iron
are 3in. wide, have a diameter of 1lin., and are fixed at regulated
intervals. No definite pattern of car has yet been chosen, but carsfor
experimental trips are now being made by the Falcon CarriageBuilding Confpany, Loughborough. ‘To work a cable car a driver
is stationed in front, and has control of a system of levers by which
the gripper is operated,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
Aw alloy of copper, 15 parts ; tin, 2°34 parts; lead, 1°82
parts ; antimony, part, forming a bronze with the addition of lead
and antimony, practically resists the attack of most acids and
akaline solutions,
Unper a new method of making porous earthenware
lately used in Germany, the clay is tempered and worked to
the proper consistency with a mixture of water and naphthaline.
The objects, after being formed, are placed in a % kiln and
gradually heated until the naphtha is all expelled, leaving the
object pertootiy and uniformly porous. The dry kilns are so built
that all the naphthaline is drawn off and condensed, so that it can
be used over again.
Ir is stated that from Orenburg to Ekaterinburg in
Russia, the country is dotted with asbestos yy 0m while near the
Verkni
il Ironworks is a hill, called the ‘‘Sholkovaya
a Oof Gora,”
}, + or
Hill of Silk, which is stated to be entirely
The mineral is said to be of the best white quality, and adapted for
all important purposes to which asbestos is applied. In the Gorot district of Perm similar deposits crop above the surface,
and any quantity can be obtained for nothing, the mineral possessing
no value in the Ural region.
In an article on the condensation of gases, Mr. A. E.
Tutton describes in Nature an greg with which liquid oxygen
was lowered to a temperature of — 198 deg. C., air to — 205 deg.
C., and 7 to — 213 deg. C., with a pressure of only 100 mm.
mercury, and Olozewski has reached with oxygen — 211 deg. C.;
at - 207 and 100mm. pressure, he obtained solidified carbon
monoxide, and solid nitrogen at — 214 deg. C. and 60mm. By
lowering the pressure over the solid nitrogen, Olozewski has
reached — 225 deg. C., so that he has made a far nearer approach
to absolute zero—273 deg. C.—than any other experimenter, or
than was considered possible a year ago.
Dr. R. H. Mit, writing on the “ Temperature of the
Western Lakes and Lochs,” says the eastern fringe of the North
Atlantic brings between the Western Islands water at a uniform
temperature of 46deg. An equal sa Igoe prevails on the
surface, except in the vicinity of land, where it is higher. In
nearly land-locked sea lochs and basins’ the temperature of the
mass of water is determined by the configuration, and varies from
47°5 deg. to 43°8 deg., according to certain definite laws. In
fresh-water lakes, those that are shallow are at a temperature of
about 45 deg.;those that are deep are cooler, varying from 43 deg.
to 41 deg., and showing hardly any difference in temperature
between surface and bottom.
process
been patented in Germany by
H. A isch
and Schhas derlately
for the manufacture of precipitated phosphates from any kind of the ordinary crude rock. The rough
material is first reduced to a very fine powder, is treated with just
sufficient sulphuric acid to transform the carbonate and any free
lime into sulphate. The mass is then subjected to the action of
aqueous sulphurvus acid, which dissolves only the tri-calcium phoshate and leaves the other constituents asa sediment. The clear
iquid is decanted and subjected toa gentle heat. Sulphurousacid
is given off and reabsorbed
in water, by means of a simple mechanical device, the phosphate itself being precipitated, washed, dried,
and
through a disintegrator. The preliminary treatment
prevents the combination of the carbonate or free lime which would
otherwise take place with the sulphurous acid, and averts the formation of a mixture of calcium
hite in the final product. The
phosphates from this process can fiardly be cheap,
A paper on “The Direct Determination of the Differential Coefficient a4 Relative to Saturated Vapours,” was recently
read before the Paris
Academy
of Sci
by M. A. Perot. It is
shown that the mechanical equivalent of heat may be determined
by the well-known relation—
ae Te _y)@P
L=,
ar
which is obtained by applying to a liquid mixture and its vapour
the principle of equivalence, and that of Carnot. In order, Nature
says, to determine approximately this quantity, the author has
undertaken to measure on the same sample of pure ether, at a temperature of 30deg., the different parameters entering into the preceding relation—u’, vu, L, and 4 To determine 4 he employsa
special method, which enables him to measure separately the two
corresponding quantities dp and dt, The determinations have been
made for the temperatures 29 deg. to 31 deg. inclusive, within
which interval they may be represented by the formula—
4 = 2:2750 + (¢-29) 0°0834.
Ara recent meeting of the Berlin Physical Society, Dr.
Gross explained his theoretical views on the heat of solution of
magnetised iron, and showed why, in accordance with these, the
heat of solution of magnetised iron must be greater than that of
unmagnetised. One result of these views was that a piece of
magnetised and unmagnetised iron in a conducting fluid capable of
dissolving the iron must give a current; this he has already demonstrated two years ago. Thecurrent in such an element as this flows
across the fluid from the magnetised to the unmagnetised pole, and
is independent of the nature of the magnetisation. The source of
the electric current is in this case, according to the views of the
— to be sought for in the loss of specific magnetisation which
the molecules of iron undergo as they pass from the solid to the
fluid condition, Of the various solutions of salts of iron which were
used in these experiments, only neutral salts of ferric oxide were
found to yield a result, while the salts of ferrous oxide gave no
current. The cause of this is, according to the —
that only
the ferric salts lead to a solution of the magnets. Nature says: ‘‘Dr.
Nichols has quite recently carried on some experiments on the heat
of solution o: sasiyeotiond iron, and has obtained the same experimental results, namely, that the heat of solution of magnetised iron
is greater than that of unmagnetised, although he starts with
theoretical views respecting the magnetic potential of solid iron
ne iron in solution which are diametrically opposed to those of Dr.
Toss,
At the last meeting of the Meteorological Society a
paper was read on “ Results of Thermometrical Observations made
at 4ft., 170ft., and 260ft. above the Ground at Boston, Lincolnshire, 1882-86,” by Mr. W. Marriott, F.R. Met. Soc. These observations were made on Boston Church tower, which rises quite free
from any obstructions, in a very flat country, to the height of
273ft. A Stevenson screen with a fyll set of thermometers was
placed 4ft. above the ground in the churchyard ; a similar screen
and thermometers was fixed above the belfry at 170ft. above the
ground, while a Siemens electrical thermometer was placed near
the top of the tower, the cable being brought down inside and
attached to a galvanometer on the floor of the church, where the
indications were read off. The results showed that the mean
maximum temperature at 4ft. exceeds that at 170ft. in every month
of the year, the difference in the summer months amounting to
3 deg.; while the mean minimum temperature at 4ft. differs but
little from that at 170ft., the tendency, however, being for the
former to be slightly higher in the winter and lower in the summer
than the latter. As the electrical thermometer was read usually
in the day tinie, the results naturally showed that the temperature
at 4ft. during the day hours was considerably warmer than at
260it. The author, however, detailed several sets of readings
which had been made during the night as well as the day, the
results from which were of a very interesting character.
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MISCELLANEA,
THE new spapention-\eiige at Hammersmith, which
has been recently fully illustra’
in our pages, will be opened on
Saturday, the 18th inst., by Prince Albert Victor.
A paper on “ Practical Ventilation in Mines” was read .
by Mr. W. H. Pickering, Assistant Government Inspector of Mincs,
at a meeting at Dudley on ‘Monday of the South Staffordshire and
East Worcestershire Institute of Mining
ineers.
OaTMEAL manufacturers are paying a good deal of
attention to the manufacture of rolled oatmeal, instead of cut
meal, A large manufacturer in Canada says, “rolled oats have
come to stay, like roller process flour: when once tried, they are
generally preferred to the other.”
.
Bexeian Royal decrees of the 17th May, 1887, sanction
the resolutions
on 27th September, and 27th October, 1886,
by the Société Anonymé—or “limited” company—for working the
establish
ts of John Cockerill at Seraing, authorising the comy to take a pecuniary interest in the Congo Commercial and
ndustrial Company of Brussels, and to join with the Praga Steelworks Company, of Warsaw, in erecting blast furnaces and ironworks in the Scuth of Russia. It was this last resolution which
caused the cig sere of Baron Sadoine as administrator-director
general of the
Cockerill Company.
BovrneMovutuH wishes to flush its sewers, and water its
streets, and in the course of a recent enquiry with reference to
the application of the Bournemouth Commissioners for a loan of
£9000 for carrying out the necessary works for a sufficient supply
of sea water for the purpose, one of the directors of the Bournemouth Water Company urged the rejection of the application
because the water company were about to arrange to let the Commissioners have water at ls. instead of 1s. 6d. per 1000 gallons.
As the Bournemouth people can distribute sea water for 5d. pe?
1000, they do not show much gratitude to the company, Is. per
1000. So kind.
ENGINEERS are sometimes employed on grim work.
Dr. Hoffman, from the Home-office, Burials Department, has just
inspected 184 acres of land proposed to be added to the Bishopwearmouth Cemetery, making with the Fpme burial ground 52
acres, The estimated cost for subsoil and surface drainage, road
and boundary walls, with an additional entrance lodge, and inclusive of the land purchase, is £17,500, per plans prepared by
Mr. D. Balfour, C.E. The subsoil drainage comprises 12in., 9in.,
6in., and 4in. glazed fireclay socket pipes, laid with open joints in
a stratum of gravel, the drains being 22ft. apart, regularly, or at
one end of each grave, and at a depth of 10ft. to 11ft.
An important move has been made by the promotersof the
Manchester Ship Canal, who have issued a circular to the applicants
for shares in which, after setting forth their conviction that the
total amount of ordinary shares, of which upwards of £3,000,000
have already been allotted, that will be subscribed for in the
distant future will not fall far short of £4,000,000, they state that
they have decided to advise the issue of £4,000,000 in
preference shares, bearing interest at 4 per cent. during the construction of the works, and afterwards 5 per cent. per annum in
perpetuity ;and a special Bill has already been read a first time in
the House of Commons, under a suspension of the Standing Orders,
to enable the company to raise this portion of their capital in preference shares.
THE Chinese Times, in an article on foreign competition
in China, and the dishonest means adopted with a view to destro
each other’s influence and opportunities, and in decrying eac'
other’s wares and characters, says that even well-informed English
journals are
dingly misleading on Chinese matters, and that
underlying so many of the actions of foreigners who go there to do
business, and of statements in European journals, there appears to
be a fallacy—the assumption that the Chinese officials are children.
No doubt in some things they are, but not in judging of characters
which take so much trouble to resemble their own, And the
general result of the detraction by foreigners of each other can
only be to place all foreigners without distinction under the ban of
Chinese contempt, and to retard the progress which the country
might make by a reasonable and judicious employment of
foreigners and foreign ways,
Ow the 2nd inst. an inquest was held on the body of an
unfortunate man of the name of Gilroy, who met his death on the
27th ult., at the works of Messrs. Wilson, Pease, and Co., owing to the
bursting, from some unknown cause, of an ironstone kiln. The
principal technical witness was Mr. Richard Howson, President of
the Cleveland Institution of Engineers, who had offivially examined
the scene of the accident by order of the coroner.
. Howson
considered that the failure of the casing of the kiln was due to
internal corrosion of the plates of which it was
d. I
h
as this corrosion was entirely hidden from view, he was of opinion
that the disaster could not have been foreseen or prevented.
Nothing had previously happened which would lead to a suspicion
that there might be a latent weakness. The jury returned a
verdict of “‘accidental death.” A request on the part of one of the
jurymen that samples of the plates of which the kiln was composed
should be officially retained, was not acceded to.
A report to the health and drainage Committee of
Windsor, on the “Iron Process,” as seen at work at Chichester
Barracks, by the chairman of the committee and Mr. Alderman
Lundy, states that ‘‘The application of sulphate of iron is very
simple, and the precipitate, occurring below the outfall, was perfectly free from offensive smell. A careful examination of the
sewage resultant shows it to be a true chemical precipitate, which
soon desiccates, when it may be handled with impunity. The
effluent possesses a high degree of purity. The sewage discharge,
which is weak, as thirty-four gallons of water are daily supplied per
head, amountsto 15,000 gallons in twenty-four hours. Mr. Conder’s
scheme demands that the crushed dissolved sulphate of iron must
be applied continuously ;that the gentle flow and absence of light,
such as occur in every sewer, render the chemical operations of
sulphate of iron on sewage most effectual; that is, darkness and
agitation are essential to make the experiment effectual. .
P
It yields a deposit free from associated water; unlike lime and
other reagents, whica do not destroy sewage matters, but aggregate
them into sludge—a resultant most difficult to get rid of and expensive to deal with.”
A eeTING of the committee of the Birmingham and District Railway and Canal Freighters’ Association was held at Birmingham on Thursday, the Hon. Philip Stanhope, M.P., presiding. The
provisions of the Railway and Canal
Traffic Bill were considered,
more particularly Sections 17, 24, and 25. In the 17th section an
alteration was suggested making the decision of the Commissioners’
Court final and irrevocable. Clause 24 was considered unsatisfactory as a solution of the difficulty which existed in
the revised classification of goods and in the schedule of
rates. While admitting the principle of a charge for terminal
services, the committee contended that such a charge should bo
included in the maximum rate. Instead of this clause the
desired to support an amendment to be proposed by Mr.
W. Barclay, M.P., providing that the Railway Commissioners, and
not the Board of Trade, should settle the classification and schedule
of rates, and that such rates shall include all charges except loading, unloading, and cartage, the classification and schedule of rates
to be finally submitted to Parliament. Clause 25, dealing with
referential rates, was largely modified ; and with regard to canals
Mr. Stanhope was requested to endeavour to obtain the insertion
of aclause authorising public bodies and local authorities to borrow
money and form public trusts for the purpose of acquiring or constructing canals. It was resolved to communicate these views with
the various public bodies with whom the committee desire to cooperate in obtaining a modification of the Bill.
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upon old prejudice isdue. The difficulty referred to, and
the fact of railways being the only means by which it
could be overcome, was so strongly pointed out to the
TO CORRESPONDENTS,
Central Government by a minute of the Chinese Board of
Registered Telegraphic Address“ ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
Admiralty of March 15th, 1886, that no further resistance
be made to propositions which had previously been
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or con- could
a
so strongly supported by the Marquis Tseng, the late
taining questions, must be accompanied by the name and address
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of imbassador of the Imperial Government in London.
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous
It will be well, and of interest, to consider, now that
communications.
the start has been made, how far it is likely to be com*,* We cannot undertake to return drawings cr manuscripts ; we patible with other schemes for tapping the inland trade of
must therefore request correspondents to
ies.
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we Tid tensity @ China which have for the last two years been strongly
inform correspondents that letters of ek addressed to the advocated in this country. The acquisition of Upper
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No notice will be taken of communications which do not comply
reach the Chinese frontier on the borders of the very
with these instructions,
H. H.—The circumstances under which the engines ran were the same, in 30 populous province of Yunnan. Weso fully described the
Jar
as cach engine was assumed to be doing its best; but it must not be proposals put forward by the gentlemen above named in
forgotten that it is very improbable that either engine could have continued
to work for many minutes at the stated power. The article is not intended a former issue, that we need not now do more than refer
to convey that the power of a locomotive boiler is not dependent on the heat- to them as being an important factor in the general
ing surface, but that it seems as if such was the case, There-are so many question
of a Chinese railway system; but a paper
factors to be taken into account—above all, the action of the blast pipe—that
heating surface may be made to only play a
ry part in determining recently read by Mr. Hallett before the Birmingham
the power of a locomotive, eapecially for spurts,
Chamber of Commerce seems to us to afford much
additional information —
us to realise the chief
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for ourselves, and would rather wish to see the construc:
tion of railways in China carried out upon the fullest
—
of open competition. Such a system is, we
earn, to be adopted.
Even the rails required are to be
tendered for in the open market, and no favour is to be
shown to any nationality .as to their purchase. That the
demand for rails is likely to assume ere long very large
proportions we can fully foresee, and we do not dread
successful competition with ourselves in their supply. It
is-welt known that it is difficult to move the Chinaman
out of his conservatism, but that once moved he is disposed to even hurry
forward. That knowledge inclines
us to predict that the inaugural railway will be followed
by a demand for very rapid extension. Even the shortlived Woosung Railway, during its abruptly cut-short
career, earned very large profit. The railways in Burmah
have had similar results, and we are coailias those of
China will experience equally favourable issues. Everything points thus to the rapid growth of railways from
the easterfi coast of China towards the west, where they
may in course of time meet those we hope soon to see
extend from our own possessions in Burmah to the
Chinese frontier. The sooner our rail manufacturers take
steps to secure the advantages this new prospect opens
out the less likely are they to suffer from the rivalry of
foreign competition.
CONTINUOUS BRAKES ON GOODS TRAINS,
For some time endeavours have been made in the
United States to fit continuous brakes to goods trains,
In order to test the merits of various inventions, arrangements have been made for an extended series of trials at
Burlington, Iowa, and reports concerning these trials are
now appearing in the American railway journals. These
reports are, however, of a desultory and disjointed nature,
and it is quite impossible to arrive at any just conclusions
from them concerning the comparative merits of the
brakes tested. Nothing, for example, like the carefully
digested reports of the Trent trials, which appeared in this
journal in June and July, 1875, has yet been made public.
ossibly this has yet to come. Meanwhile it isof course out
of the question to speak with any confidence concerning the
results obtained. One or two prominent facts have, however, been demonstrated, which are of sufficient importance to be noted in our columns. Thus it has been proved
that the difficulties encountered in devising a system of
continuous brakes suitable for
enger trains are as
nothing to that involved in similarly fitting up a goods
train. The difficulty lies in the fact that goods trains are
always slack coupled, and when the brake is applied from
the engine it naturally goes on first on the vehicles
nearest the engine, and then the rearward trucks run into
these with terrific violence when the speeds are at all
high. An instrument known as a “slidometer” has been
employed to ascertain the relative amount of shock, but
seeing that buffer and draw springs and couplers have been
smashed up by the dozen, and cars more or less ruined,
even when empty, the slidometer is hardly required to
tell what takes place. To illustrate the state of the case,
we may use definite figures. The stored-up energy in a
ton of rolling stock, running at-twenty miles an hour, or
2
in round numbers 29ft. per second, is Sei nm 13 foot
tons very nearly. That is to say, each ton of rolling
stock would exert a push of 13 tons over a distance of
one foot. Some of the long trains tested were composed of as many as fifty cars. At twenty miles an hour
the leading cars in these trains were actually stopped
dead, while the end cars were still running at twent
miles an hour. These smashed into the leading cars wit
a succession of violent collisions. Allowing a foot of
play in the buffer springs, it will be seen that a car
weighing 12 tons would exert a compressing force of
12 x 13, or 156 tons. The Railroad Gaztte says:—
“Tt is more than ever evident that the main difficulty
in applying a continuous brake to a train of fifty cars is
not to secure quick action, but to prevent violent shocks
in the rear portion of the train. The trials so far have
shown conclusively that even the quickest acting
atmospheric brake will cause shocks quite inadmissible in
ordinary working. The effect on trains of fifty empty
freight cars is that drawheads are often broken, and the
shocks are extremely violent. The effect on train hands
may be
imagined. A load of steel rails would probably
slide through the end of the car, and indeed the effect on
almost any class of freight would be destructive both to
the freight and the cars. These results are of course
obtained”with emergency stops, and would be considerably
modified by a milder application of the brake. As, however, no shock is felt on the engine, a thoughtless or unskilful engineer can at any time, by a full application of the
brakes, inflict serious damage at the rear end of his train.
It is questionable whether in many cases a mild collision,
smashing the engine pilot, &c., and doing considerable
local damage, would not be preferable to the widespread
destruction to stock, valuable freight and cars caused by
these shocks. Two methods of mitigating these shocks
have been tried. One is by using tight in place of slack
couplings. This appears to be But partially successful
when the brake is applied with full force. The shock, as
measured by personal sensations, is not quite so sudden,
but the slidometer travels about the same distance.”
The other method consists in the use of electricity, to
apply all the brakes simultaneously, so that no car can
run into its predecessor. To make this clear a few words
of explanation are necessary.
The brake systems being tried are all with one exception air brakes, as made specially for goods trains by
Westinghouse, Eames, and Carpenter.
The general
principle, so far as the fitting of the brakes is concerned, is
the same in all. A continuous pipe or pipes runs the
whole length of the train, and an alteration in the pressure or vacuum within this pipe puts on the brake. The
alteration is effected by the driver opening a valve on the
foot-plate. The pressure falls or rises by degrees throughout the length of the pipe. Some of the trains tested
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were as much as 2000ft. long, and it will readily be
understood that an easily appreciable time elapses before
the pressure becomes the same at both ends of a pipe
2000ft. long. This is the reason why the brakes go on at
the rear of the train last. To get over this difficulty, electricity is employed to open avalve in the train pipe on every
vehicle. Thus,for example, to put the Westinghouse brake
on, air must be let out of the train pipe. If now a valve is
fitted toeach vehicle, andall these valves, say fifty innumber,
are opened simultaneously, the required object is obtained.
A more or less powerful electro-magnet fitted to each
vehicle is used, and worked by a battery carried in the
rear van or ou the foot-plate. Up to a certain point this
appliance works very well, but it will be seen at a glance
that it introduces serious complications. The battery
must be powerful, and two wires, each requiring an independent coupling, are necessary. One invention carries
the insulated wires in the train pipe and couples them at
the same time, and by the same act that couples the hose.
This is all very well; but it remains to be seen whether,
in the first place, the electrical part of the apparatus will
be trustworthy; and in the second, whether railway companies will care to adopt an expensive and delicate device.
We learn from the reports which have reached us that
even in the hands of the inventor the electrical portion of
the apparatus has failed more than once. Thus in one
experiment with the Eames brake, the electricity failed
to apply the blocks at the rear of the train, and a draw
head was broken by the shock which ensued. No defect
was discovered, and on a succeeding run the electricity
worked perfectly without any apparent reason. One
brake invented by a Mr. Card is worked entirely by electricity. This during an experiment went on of itself,
without any apparent cause, breaking chains, &c., on six
cars. All this is not very encouraging.
To us it appears that the simplest partial solution of the
difficulty would be to apply the brakes from the rear
end of the train first.
To this end an insulated wire
might be run along the train, which would open a valve
at the rear end of the train pipe. Thus, in the case of a
train of fifty cars it would be just fifty times simpler
than the existing arrangement. The objection to it is
that in the course of three or four seconds so many cars
would be braked at the rear end of the train, that the
tie bars coupling it to the leading portion would no
longer stand the strain, and the train would part. Something to avoid this might be done by brakeing the engine
and tender, and the evil could be wholly overcome by
using only a small discharge valve at the rear, so that the
train would be gradually retarded. This would, however,
be fatal to the idea of stopping within a very short
distance. The whole pres1
is, in short, beset
with difficulties. That by the aid of electricity
and compressed air or vacuum a goods train can be
pulled up without shock in a short distance seems
to be clear. But it remains to be seen if this can always
be done in daily working; and it is also worth considering whether, if it can, the game would be worth the
candle. On the whole, it seems that the best plan would
be not to attempt todo too much. At present goods trains
are deficient in brake
power both in this country and
elsewhere. Trains of fifty unloaded wagons tried at Burlington ran from a speed of twenty miles an hour, 1625ft.
to 2463ft., when only the engine and tender brakes were
used. Our contemporary already quoted, says the average
results of thestops made by the driver and hand brakes
by Carpenter, Westinghouse, and Eames is as follows:—
On level, twenty miles per hour, 904ft.; forty miles per
hour, 3029ft. On falling grade of 53ft., twenty miles per
hour, 974ft.; forty miles per hour, 3918ft. These results
can be compared with the following results attained by
the sametrains with continuous brakes. “With fifty empty
car trains, the brake being put on by electricity, at
twenty miles an hour, the Carpenter train stopped in
124ft., and at forty miles an hour in 507ft. The Westinghouse, at the same speeds, ran 155ft. and 578ft. The
Eames brake, 291ft. and 690ft.” Of course, little is to
be learned from the results of so small a number of
runs, but the figures are interesting as far as they go.
They show that the train can be pulled up in almost oneeighth of the distance now necessary. It seems to us that
an excellent result would be obtainedif astop could bemade
in half the present distance, and thiswe believe might easily
be effected without danger by using brakes of less power,or
less in number. It is very difficult to believe that any
railway company would incur the risk of damage to freight
incurred by putting in the hands of a driver the power of
pulling up a tremendous goods train within one-tenth of
its own length. Under the best conditions the effects
must tell heavily on rolling stock. It appears to us that
the competitors at Burlington are working on a false
system. They seem to pin everything on making a quick
stop. He who can pull up soonest regards himself as the
winner. This idea was not out of place as regards passenger trains. It is a quite erroneous standard of excellence as applied to continuous brakes for goods trains. To
be able to stop a goods train in 100 yards may be desirable, but there are other things yet more desirable; and
we have no difficulty in saying that if one competitor has
to use electricity to get a quick stop without piling up
the bulk of the freight in a mountain on top of the
unfortunate engine driver and fireman, while another can
without electricity pull up a train safely and comfortably
in 500 yards, that the last should, and doubtless will be
preferred by the railway companies. To paraphrase a
well-known saying, about what is being done at Burlington, “It is magnificent, but it is not good railway
practice.”
STEADY TRAINS.
THE safety as well as the comfort of railway travelling
is largely dependent upon the steadiness of the rolling
stock, and it may also be said that this characteristic not
only prolongs the lives of those who travel a great deal,
but prolongs also the endurance of the rolling stock itself.
Continuous vibration is destructive of all jointed structures in proportion to its extent, and depends in chief
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upon the state of the road over which the train runs, and
upon
the condition of the wheels, axles, boxes, and springs
the vehicles themselves. The former is matter for the
permanent way staff; the latter comes into the locomotive and carriage department, and it is it which we
now propose to notace. The steadiest running coach
will be that which has its weights most evenly distributed. These weights are of two kinds, namely, those
inherent in itself and capable of permanent arrangement,
and the others being the loads, which may be subdivided
into passengers and goods. The former of these is constantly varying; the latter is to a great extent under the
control of those making up the loads. Obviously in aiming to secure a steady train the construction of the
vehicles composing it is the first point of consideration.
The frames and bodies being usually symmetrical, have
their weight distributed with fair uniformity, They may
be said to be, in a sense, self-adjusting. This cannot be
said with equal accuracy of the wheels, springs, or axles.
The mere dead-weight of the springs may be on the
whole uniform, but their elasticity, comparing one with
another, is probably not by any means uniform, or if so
when new, does not remain so, and want of uniformity
in these is one of the causes of unsteadiness.
A
moment’s consideration wi!l make this obvious. Take
the case of a coach on four wheels. If one spring be
more flexible than either the other three, it follows that
even though by adjustment each spring bears its proportion while the coach is at rest on the level, this will
cease to be the case either when the coach is put in
motion, or when it is loaded uniformly with passengers
or otherwise. The body of the coach will then be somewhat in the condition of a chair or table having one leg
shorter than the other three, and like them will become
like a balance beam supported on a fulcrum, whose bearings are the two strong springs ee
at right
angles to the weak springs, and the
y can rock on
it in a direction diagonal to the track. The same
condition may be present to some extent also in a
six-wheeled coach. Here there is one inherent cause
of unsteadiness.
A far more powerful cause exists
in the wheels; if these are not truly circular, truly
balanced, and truly mounted on their axles, steady running
is simply impossible. The greatest attention, therefore,
given to these points is the greatest economy a railway
company and its staff can practice inthis department. It
is to be feared, however, that all that can be effected in
this matter is not always done. One point in ——
is of the highest importance, and this is the true balancing
of each pair of wheels. It by no means follows that a
wheel uniform in dimensions will be also found uniform
in weight ; and if a wheel is not quite truly balanced,
then its centre of gyration will not as a matter of course,
be found in the centre of the axis, and if not here, then
an element of unsteadiness is at once introduced. Not
alone this, but inasmuch as a pair of railway wheels and
their axle are and must be regarded in this connection as
one structure, the centre of gyration will exist at some
point between the wheels and the corresponding swinging
stresses will be set up.
,
It may be convenient here to refer to what our French
neighbours are doing in this matter. M. Bricogne, the
Chief Inspector of the Northern Railway of France, deals
with defects of wheels and axles under six heads; namely,
(1) Inequality of diameter of two wheels on the same
axle ; (2) variations of profile of wheel tread from established standard, as well as uniformity of diameter at all
ints, and true centreing on axle; (3) the want of equiibrium of any pair of wheels ; (4) the inequality of weight
between each of a pair of wheels ; (5) the incorrectuess of
the gauge, and if the wheels do not travel in the same
line; (6) the centre of gravity of the wheels and axle
being in some
point other than in the centre of the length
of the axle.
Errors No. 1 are ascertained by gauging;
No. 2, by hanging the axle in lathe centres and pressing
spring gauges against the rims of the wheels ana slowly
rotatmg them, indexes on graduated scales showing
errors ; No. 3, by the ordinary method of mounting the
axle loosely in lathe centres and seeing if the wheels
remain in any position to which they are turned; No. 4,
by weighing the pair of wheels simultaneously in separate
scales; No. 5, a frame is made embracing the wheels,
with fittings on each end carrying forms representing
journal bearings, these fit the journals ; two arms between
the wheels carry strong spring indexes which press against
the insides of the wheels and show any variations
from their true plane of rotation; No. 6 is settled by
simply suspending the wheels and axle. We confess we
fail-to see what evil can arise from one of a pair of wheels
being heavier than its companion pair, so long as each is
quite true in motion and balance to itself; the mere dead
weight of the wheel has nothing to do with the steadiness
of the coach it supports. The best shape for the tread of
railway wheels is one about which some difference of
opinion prevails. The superintendent of a leading French
railway advocates and, to some extent, uses i indrical
wheels, to the exclusion of those with con
treads;
following, in this case,a practice initiated by Mr.Crampton
thirty yearsagoon the London,Chatham and Dover Railway.
The theory of the cone is no doubt good so long asa
particular set of conditions are pre-supposed. Thus, if a
coach is mounted on wheels whose tread has a particular
taper, all is well just so long as that coach is moving
over either a straight road or else over a uniform curve
of such a radius as will correspond with the radius of the
curve which the pair of wheels would describe if they
were reduced in thickness to mere discs, whose respective
diameters equalled the largest aud the smallest diameters
of the cone tread. The required conditions are onl
incidentally met with in practice ; curves of various radii
are to be found everywhere. What use is the cone on
these? The advocates of the cylindrical tire hold that
evil and not good is caused by coning. It sets up a
rinding action in two ways: First, rotative grinding
from the absence of the necessary uniformity of curve
radius to cone velocity; and, secondly, by resisting the
horizontal change of direction of the motion of the coach
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owing to the conical treads acting somewhat like the
V-guides of a planing machine.
e believe that the
gentleman to whom we refer can sliow that with cylindrical
treads the resistance of his rolling stock is appreciably
less than with cone treads. Another advantage claimed
for the cylindrical tread is, that as it has a broader wearing face, it will keep in good order a longer time, and ix
aces. we venture to think, crossing switches than the
other.
With regard to the function performed by springs, few
will deny that as regards the springs of goods wagons they
are far and away from being efficient, and their mortality,
in spite of every effort to make them stand, is enormous,
Every goods wagon repairing yard can show stacks of
broken springs. They are usually so short and have so
very little flexibility that they soon fail, and itistobe feared
that the wheels and axle-boxes of these wagons are so little
cared for, that the vibration stresses
upon thesesprings must
be of a most destructive nature. Thus we have not only
the rapid destruction of the springs themselves, but also
the billfor broken tires and axles, cracked and otherwise
injured axle-boxes. Inventors are busy at automatic
couplings, but there isa field ready for exploration in this
wagon spring and axle-box question, which is entirely
different from anything met with in passenger coach
practice. The same objection prevails here as exists about
some other railway details, namely, the expense of any
alteration in existing methods, but it does not prevail to
the same extent. The adoption and fitting up of a new
lamp, a new footboard, or a new window is as a rule a
game not worth the candle, but this railway wagon
matter is different. Any scheme that would prove successful in materially reducing the destruction of springs,
boxes, and axles, as well, shall we say, as wear and tear
of permanent way, points, and crossings, would
pay handsomely for itself.
Really able inventors,
not themselves railway men, are usually shy of touching
railway affairs, partly because they know either by hearsay
or by experience how difficult it is to get a company or
its staff favourably to consider an invention. Directors
and their technical advisers say very naturally, “We must
know best ourselves what we require, and our executive
staff, from long experience and training, must presumably
be at least as well, if not better able to devise improvements than even the cleverest outsiders can be,” and the
inventor is bowed out. The reply to all this on the
part of the inventor is, “ that ‘hea be see more than
the players,” that the nature of the railway man’s
work makes him “groovy,” and presents little inducement to him to initiate changes, the trouble attending their introduction being certain to be considerable; while the beneficial results to himself, however great they may prove to the company, are,
to say the least, doubtful. We do not think railway
men can fairly be blamed for showing little countenance
to inventors as a class. We are sure that every head of
an pra.ween | department has the unpleasant duty of
receiving and listening to all sorts and conditions of “men
with inventions,” many of them alike ignorant and
conceited, and disposed to lay down engineering law to
those who have forgotten more than they emotes ever
learned. Nevertheless, the whole question of what we may
call the rolling gear of railways deserves the most exhaustive investigationand attention, because on its excellence or
the reverse depends so large a share of the maintenance
expenses of a railway system. Vibration is the most
expensive thing about either rolling stock or road. The
coaches and wagons badly hung and coupled, swing, roll,
and their wheels hammer the rails and chairs; these latter
soon return blow for blow. Permanent way, now that steel
rails are in such general employment, and that the track
beds have, from long use, become so soundly consolidated,
could be kept in good order with little lenabhe or expense,
even under the present locomotive loads imposed upon it, if
some decided improvement could be effected in the fitting
up of the mineral and other goods rolling stock. The
present method, too, of coupling goods wagons, subjecting
them to the most violent blows and concussions, cannot
but be utterly destructive tothem. Some more mechanical method could be devised. Besides the injury to the
wagons and trucks themselves, there is the damage
done to,certain classes of goods also, to say nothing of
that donéto live stock. In these days of depression of
railway 'business, as alleged by directors, attention to
diminish wear and tear in common with other expenses
is requisite.
HEMATITE IRON PRODUCTION 1N THE NORTH.
Tue growth of the production, in the North of England, of
crude iron from other ores than those of the locality is very
marked just now, It is worth noticing that that production is in
the face of some difficulties: the north-east of England has not
hematite ore deposits like the north-west, and it has to import
ore from Spain and other countries at some considerable cost.
But the production has gone on increasing, until at the present
time there are not fewer than 44 bla:t furnaces in the northeastern district engaged in the production of hematite, spiegel,
and basic iron. At the same time the output of iron from the
furnaces producing from Cleveland ore does not increase, and at
the present time only 50 furnaces are engaged in that production,
so that numerically the difference is not great. But as the
furnaces smelting the imported ores yield on the average more
than do those which reduce the local ores, the tonnage statement
is more remarkable in the comparison. Of Cleveland iron, the
production for the last month was 110,148 tons, and that of “other
kinds of iron” was 108,332 tons, As one of the furnaces smelting the latter kind was not at work the whole of the month, it
may be fairly put that the production of the two classes is just
about equal. The fact is remarkable—that in a district which
yields ore so abundantly as does Cleveland, there should be only
as much of that local ore smelted as of the imported kinds.
Of course, the preference shown for the imported ores is chiefly
due to the growing use of hematite iron, though it may be remembered that the makers of Cleveland iron have decided last year
to make less than they could, simply in order to reduce. the
immense stocks they held. The difference thus made in the last
month was slight, though in the last six*months there has been
a very great diminution in the tonnage of iror so.held, But the
figures point to the fact that there will need to be a larger use
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plate. There are certain deductions and qualifications
made, according to the way in which the ship is
decked—that is to say, according to the number of
decks, whether spar-decked or aeringine.
This
first number settles the scantlings of frames, bulkheads, pillars, &e, The “second number” is obtained b.
multiplying the first number by the length of the vesse
and determines the scantlings of the keel, stern, and stern
posts, the outside plating and decks, &e. The scantlings
are obtained from tables published by Lloyd’s with the
rules of the society.
The design having been prepared, Mr. Thearle shows how
materials should be ordered, gives specimen order forms,
and then proceeds to describe the way in which a ship is
built.
e begins at the beginning, and leaves nothing
THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY’S TRIALS,
ELEVEN engines have been entered for the competitive triala to the imagination. He tells how the blocks should be
of the Royal Agricultural Society, some makers entering a laid, and the upright spars carrying the working stages
simple as well as a compound engine. The arrangements for are constructed ; and he then goes right through the whole
the trials are receiving very careful elaboration, and will attract process, criticising to some extent as he goes different
great attention all over the world, At the last meeting of the methods and forms of construction. He illustrates his text
Implement Committee it was stated that Sir Frederick Bram- copiously with admirably drawn—and, we may add,
invitation to act in conjunction printed—little engravings, which at once clear up all
well had accepted the msg
with Mr. W. Anderson, M.1.C.E., as consulting engineers in obscurity of text. In all this the book is perfect. Mr.
connection with the trials of engines at Newcastle. Mr, Ander- Thearle’s style, without being diffuse, is full; and he
son had at some length explained the detailed arrangements in seems to possess the happy knack of saying just what
regard to the proposed trials of engines, and having suggested ought to be said, and no more. Each description is comthe desirability of chemical analysis of the gases, the Committee plete in itself. Thus, for example, having taken the
recommended that the escaping gases of the engines should be construction
of keels in hand, he does not leave it to go
subjected to analysis. It was also recommended that seven acres
of land should be prepared for the potato planters, one half to be to something else, and then return. He says all he has
to
say
about
keels once and for all.
ridged and the other half to be unridged. The Newcastle show
It would be impossible, and at the same time useless,
will be remarkable for the largest stock entry since Kilburn, with
acorresponding smallimplemententry. As regards the quantity to follow Mr. Thearle step by step through his book. We
of space allotted at Newcastle, it may be mentioned that the have said enough, we believe, to make our readers fully
total number of feet reaches 8217, as compared with 10,812 at acquainted with its scope and object. We may now proNorwich, and 12,000 at Preston. Some of the individual sec- ceed to examine a little more in detail certain points which
tions of the arrangement of the implement yard show an demand attention.
increase, as, fur instance, the side sheds, which include models,
Mr. Thearle being a Lloyd’s surveyor, ‘firmly believes
&c., while showing a deficiency on the last show, are superior in
Lloyd’s rules; and to this we have no objection to
size to those at Preston, Shrewsbury, Reading, Derby, and in
take. At the same time it is not to be denied, we think,
Carlisle. The Jubilee Exhibition at Newcastle may be cited as that
the book loses in originality ;that is to say, there is
the greatest factor in the falling off in the grand total. Local
firms, who generally take a Jarge proportion of the space at each very little expression of opinion init. Certain scantlings
country meeting, have preferred quite naturally to patronise the or systems are in favour with Lloyd’s Registry. Mr.
local institution, rather than exhibit in the Royal yard, and this Thearle does not say whether they are, in his opinion,
They exist and he acceptsthem. We
feeling of local pride has doubtless received an incentive in the ood rules or bad.
consideration of the duration and length of time which each o not say that the rules are in all respects perfect, or in
exhibition will remain open. The “hard times” and high rates ariy respect faulty; whether they are or not, it is quite
charged by the Royal Agricultural Society for space, have beyond our present purpose or need to say ;but we do say
also conduced to the cutting-down of the quantity of space that the circumstances under which the book has been
taken by the regular exhibitors, and consequently the grand written substitute Lloyd’s views for Mr. Thearle’s; and this
total suffers. The horse-shoeing competition has attracted
forty-two candidates, whose skill will, if precedent at other we regret, because we have no doubt that a man comsocieties’ competitions is any criterion, attract a large number petent to write such a book as this must have opinions
which we should like to hear. Nor would they be beyond
of interested and criticising visitors.
the scope of his book. On the subject of bulkheads, for
example, much might be written; they constitute a vexed
—we had almost said a burning—question. They interLITERATURE.
fere with stowage, and their number
is limited accordThe Modern Practice of Shipbuilding in Iron and Steel, By ingly. We may grant that the arguments against their
Samuet J, P. Tuearte, N.A., &. London and Glasgow: multiplication are sound. But if a bulkhead is to be used
William Collins, Son, and Company. 1887,
at all, it should be made sufficiently strong. Now, it is
Tuis work is in two volumes, one a large octavo of 233 notorious that bulkheads are too weak. Whenever the
pages, containing the text; and the other a small thin safety of a ship depends on one, we hear that it has to be
quarto containing the plates, thirty-four in number. We strengthened with balks of timber, and that it is well
may deal with the first at once. The plates are in every way known that the lives of all on board are in peril. Why
excellent. They have obviously been prepared by an should this be? Why should not a collision bulkhead, for
accomplished
draughtsman: who understands not only example, be made just as strong as the rest of the hull?
how to draw, but what to draw, and the lithographer has By Lloyd’s rules the bulkheads are allowed to be weak.
left little or nothing to be desired. These thirty-four
r. Thearle tells us, “The thickness of bulkhead plating
plates supply an immense amount of information of a is regulated according to Lloyd’s Rules by the first or
practical kind. They show in detail how all the various frame number ”—what this is we have already explained
parts of a ship are put together. We have found only one —‘“and varies between ;in. and in. in thickness.
which is incomplete, namely, Plate XI., which shows the When the rules require ,in., or thicker bulkhead plates,
stern frame, rudder, &c., of a screw steamer. Curiously the upper half of the bulkhead is allowed to be ;4in.
enough, only the position of the stern tube is shown by thinner than the lower half. The vertical and longitua couple of straight lines. The mode of its attachment dinal stiffeners are to be angle bars of the same size as
has been ignored. We should not object to this if the those of the frames; the vertical stiffeners are to be
omission was supplied elsewhere, but it is not. In fact, spaced not more than 30in. apart, and the horizontal
nothing is said about the matter anywhere in either stiffeners are to be not more than 4ft. apart below
volume. Mr, Thearle has, perhaps, argued that the stern where the bulkheads are stiffened by a level deck.”
tube is not part of the ship, but of the engines. In this Now, it is obvious that the stresses to which a flat
we do not agree with him, and whether it is or not in the bulkhead may be subjected are greater than those
strict sense, we think it a pity that his readers are left borne by the shin of the hull. It follows, therefore,
quite in the dark about the mode of attaching so that the bulkhead should be at least as_ strong,
important a detail. Something more, too, might Ries but it never is. It is made light to save weight.
been said than has been said about engine and boiler Granted, for a moment, that lightness is necessary,
bearers,
.
then let the other bulkheads remain as they are, but let
A considerable number of treatises in the English special scantlings be used in the collision bulkhead. Mr.
language on shipbuilding are in existence, but these all Thearle expresses no opinion whatever on the subject,
differ in method and scope from Mr. Thearle’s book: They but he has not hesitated to say in other places whether
are concerned principally with questions of design, sta- he thinks a particular way of putting work together
bility, and such like; and practical construction in them good, bad, or indifferent. We can quite understand that
takes a secondary place if it takes a place at all. Mr.
e has felt himself bound by Lloyd’s rules. It is not
Thearle does not concern himself with such things. The improbable, indeed, that he is entirely satisfied with them.
work is from beginning to end a practical treatise on shi
But as we have already said, this, in a certain measure,
building properly so-called. Thirteen years ago Mr. Thearle militates against the originality, and consequently the
contributed a somewhat similar work to Collins’s “ Science value of his work.
Series ;” but that book dealt with wood and composite
Before taking leave of Mr. Thearle’s book, we would
ships. The present volumes concern only iron and steel call attention to the fact that very interesting little bits
vessels. Mr. Thearle begins at the very beginning, and of practical information having a bearing outside shiptells how a ship is “laid‘off” or drawn.
The plans are building will be found in it in places. Who, for example,
first prepared on paper to a small scale ; then a model is would @ priori imagine the distance apart of rivets in an
made in wood from these, and on this the plates are iron or steel ship affected the rate of her corrosion? Yet
marked. From this again the lines are deduced and laid such is the case. ‘“ Experience,” says Mr. Thearle, “ with
off on the “ scrive-board,” or the floor of the mould-loft. the older ships has shown that among other objections to
Our author gives full age “saat of the methods by which, the open spacing of shin rivets is the very serious one,
under Lloyd’s rules, the dimensions of the scantlings are of rapid and considerable oxidation between the surfaces,
obtained. Holding himself a position as Lloyd’s surveyor which are not in sufficiently intimate contact to prevent
at Gourock, he is, as a matter of course, thoroughly com- moisture from getting at and acting on them.”
espey to speak with authority on such points.
It may
Men as well versed in the art of shipbuilding as is
of interest to explain to our readers not versed in ship- Mr. Thearle will find in this book nothing new perbuilding what this system is. The dimensions of scant- haps. But we fancy that even under this disadvantage
lings are based on what is known as the “first and second it will give them pleasure to find so much with which they
numbers.” ‘The first is the sum of the measurements in are familiar so well expressed. But with younger men it
feet arising from the addition of the half moulded breadth will be different. To the student, for example, to the
of the ship amidships, the depth from the upper part of apprentice,tothe man aspiring to be a foreman in the shipthe keel to the top of the upper deck beams, and the girth yard, we cannot too strongly recommend it. Its range is
. f the half midship frame section measured from the centre harrow; so much the better. Few men, however, will,
ine at the top of the keel to the upper deck stringer- we think, put it down after the last page has been read
Jand iron in some of the methods of use which hematite
pdb
if the former is to be increasingly produced in the
small
Cleveland district. It is as yet only used in comparatively seems
in the steel trade in this country, but that use
quantities
itkel
to increase, and with any such hope fulfilled there would
be a better prospect before the crude iron trade of the north-east
of England. It is a fact to be borne in mind in this connection
that we are likely to send more iron out to the great nations of
the East, and that for the purposes of the extension of railways.
Should such a demand arise, it will very largely reduce stocks
held in some of the European countries ; and in that eventuality
there would probably be recourse to the immense deposits of
Cleveland, because it is one of the chief of the reservoirs of ‘iron
on this side of the Atlantic.
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without feeling that his stock of information has been
increased, and without acknowledging that, within the
limits he selected, Mr. Thearle has managed to say a great
deal to the purpose on a very important subject.
A Treatise on Belts and Pulleys, By J. Howard CromweLt,
Ph. B. London: Trubner and Co, 1886, 8vo.
THE complete title of this book describes it as “embracing full.explanations of fundamental principles, proper
disposition of pulleys, rules, formulas, peg tables for
determining widths of leather and vulcanised rubber belts,
and belts running over covered pulleys; strength and
proportions of pulleys, drums, &c., together with the
principles of the necessary rules for rope gearing and
transmission of power by means of metallic cables.” As
the book is what it pretends it to be, the reproduction of
the above simplifies a notice of it. The author has not
been content in dealing with belts, with a mere collection
and editing of what has been written by men before him.
He has found how very wide is the discrepancy between
the results of the application of the rules and formule
previously offered and how far they differ from usual
practice, and has made experiments from which he has
drawn his own deductions and made his own rules.. With
respect to belts he mentions that by the rules given b
Haswell, Arnold, Unwin, Nystrom, and Reuleaux, the width
of a belt to convey 25-horse power at 600ft. per minute is
respectively 42in., 39°8in., 39°3in., 21°7in., and 18in. The
three first are undoubtedly much too high, and the two
lowest are, according to the author, too small for a double
belt. He states that between the highest and lowest
there would in America be, for the belt supposed to be
double and 100ft. in length, a difference of over 600 dols.,
to say nothing of pulleys. Mr. Cromwell’s rules would
in this case give a width about midway between that of
Unwin and Nystrom. The differences between the actual
power of a belt, as affected by the relative sizes of the
pulleys it embraces, the arc embraced, and the form of
fastening, are, however, so great, that a difference of from
50 to 80 per cent. in width, apparently necessary, is made
by them. Mr. Cromwell takes all these modifying conditions and others into consideration, and does. not
attempt to give one rule, but gives rules to suit the
different conditions.
He has, amongst other things,
experimented upon the value of covering pulleys with
leather, and shows that there is a marked and valuable
economy resulting from this, but not so greatas many
people suppose. The book is valuable as dealing competently and in a clear practical manner with all that
relates to pulleys, belts and ropes, and power transmission
by them, and as showing the economies that may result
from the use of belts in proper condition. He is a good
deal indebted to Reuleaux, and entirely so for the part =
ing with transmission by metallic cables. He does not
follow Reuleaux concerning belts. In all instances the
values given by Mr. Cromwell may be said to be safe
values, But it may be questioned whether those for belts
are-not all too high. Reuleaux’s values are higher than
those. commonly Tad in practice, and although Mr.
Cromwell laments that the replies he got to questions he
sent many belt makers and users “ show almost no knowledge at all ...
concerning the subject,” we
strongly suspect that they will continue to place a
good deal of faith in their practical experience. Objection must be made to the author’s statement that the
velocity of belts is almost always taken in feet per second,
so that formulas for the horse-power transmitted by a
belt with the velocity in feet per minute are seldom
needed in practice. He thus uses horse-power, which is
foot-poun
r minute, andvelocity in feet per second, and
avoids par by using 550 instead of 33,000; but most
people will use the velocity in feet per minute, the
revolutions and engine powers always being taken in
minutes,
BOOKS RECEIVED.
Transactions of the Institution of Civil Engineers in Ireland.
Fiftieth session, to June, 1885, Vol. xvii Dublin: John Falconer,
Thacker’s Indian Directory, 1887. Twenty-fifth issue of the
‘* Bengal Directory,”
ing the Provinces Punjab, Central Provinces, Burma, Assam, and the Native States of India; with Complete and Detailed Information of the Cities of Bombay, Calcutta,
and Madras, London: W. Thacker and Co, Calcutta: Thacker,
Spink, and Co. 1887.
Chemi
‘or
inners; adapted for the Elementary Stage of the
Science pos = Fn ment’ s Reontasien in pmo Cheney
4 R. L. Taylor, F.LC., F.C.S. London: Sampson Low and Co,
7.
Dynamics for Beginners. By Rev. J. B. Lock, M.A. London:
Macmillan and Co, 1887.
Units and Physical Constants. By J. D. Everett, M.A., F.R.S.
Second edition. London: Macmillan and Co, 1886.
Theory and Practice of the Slide Rule; with a Short Explanation
of the Properties of Logarithms. By Lieutenant-Colonel John R,.
Campbel!, F.G.S. London: E. and F. N. Spon. 1886.
Analysis Tables for Chemical Students, By R. L. Taylor, F.C.S.
London: Sampson Low and Co, 1886.
Osborn’s Tables of Moments of Inertia and Squares SG Radii of
Gyration. By Frank C. Osborn, Cleveland, Qhio,
gineering
Era Publishing Company. 1886,
ThePractical Engineer's Handbook; comprising a Treatise on
Modem Engines and Boilers, a Large Collection of Rules, and
Practical Data Relating to Recent Practice in Designing and Constructing all kinds of Engines and Boilers, and other Engineering
Work. A Companion to the “‘ Works’ Managers’ Handbook.” By
Walter S. Hutton. London: Crosby Lockwood and Co. 1887.
Practical Electric pe mg By A. Bromley Holmes, Assoc.
M. Inst,,C.E. Third edition. London; E, and F, N. Spon,
On the 31st May the Mayor and Corporation of Luton
formally inaugurated the new sewage pumping engine designed
and constructed by Messrs. Hayward ‘Tyler and Co., of London
and Luton. The pumping engines are of the horizontal type, the
general dimensions of each of the two coupled engines being as
follows :—Diameter of cylinders, 33in.; diameter of double-acting
pumps for sewage water, 19}in.; stroke of same, 36in. They are
constructed to raise one and a-half million gallons per working day,*
and the maximum lift is 215ft. from surface to delivery. The
—s of the engines was entirely satisfactory, and practically
noiseless,
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our engravings, says :—“In spite of these exceptional dimen.
sions, M, Contamin has succeeded, consistently with prudence
and security, in reducing the weight of the pemeioele, purling
bars, &c., to their utmost limit. The total weight does not
exceed 110 kilogs. per square metre; the iron frame of the
Exhibition of 1867 weighed 154 per square metre, and that of
the Exhibition of 1878, 140. These weights are not absolutely
comparable, the disposition of the galleries not being the same:
but it is nevertheless evident that it is much more economical
to employ steel in the place of iron, its price being no higher,”
The Machinery Court is composed of the principal nave, of
which we have spoken, and of the annexe galleries, 17°50 m. in
width, with an upper storey, reached by broad staircases, It com.
municates with the galleries of the divers sections in the centre of
the Champ de Mars by a central pavilion 80 by 30 metres, The
lower parts are to be roofed with zinc, and the centre of the
great nave glazed with streaked glass 6 mm. thick.
In spite of the difficulties of construction, and especially that
of settling the foundations, the estimated expense amounts
only to 6,496,228f. for 84,710 metres of available surface, being
about 76°70f. per superficial metre. The decoration of the
whole of the court will be very simple. As stated by M,
Menard-Dorian in his report to the Commissioners, the architect
has endeavoured to give a practical character to the building,
not, however, at the sacrifice of artistic effect. It has been
decided to light the Machinery Court by electricity, which wil]
not be least among the attractions of the Exhibition of 1889,
We shall give detail engravings of this great roof.
PRESSURE

COMPOUND

ENGINE.

WE illustrate above a curious compound engine, the action of
which will be readily understood from the engraving. It will be
seen that the connecting-rod is a frame forming an isosceles
triangle. One corner of the base is pivotted to one piston-rod ;
the other corner is coupled by a link carried in a slotted frame
‘PORTABLE

to the high-pressure piston-rod ; the apex of the triangle makes
the usual head for the crank pin; a single excentric serves for
the main valve of both cylinders. A gridiron expansion valve
is worked on the back of the high-pressure valve automatically.
We understand that several of these engines are at work in
Gloucestershire, giving much satisfaction.

PULSOMETER

AND

GAUGE ON THE TEUDLOFFCORTHYM SYSTEM.
MM. Tevptorr anp CortuyM, of Vienna, have produced a new
pressure gauge, which is illustrated in the annexed engravings,
and which, the Annalles Industrielles says, is likely to be much
used in Austria and Hungary. According to information it
has received, the directors of the Hungarian State Railways
have resolved to replace the pressure gauges at present used for
their locomotives by the new gauge, which is constructed as
follows :—A piston, on the lower surface of which the steam
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SECTION
acts in the direction of the arrow, moves with slight friction in
a vertical cylinder A. The upper part of this piston is attached
to a horizontal transverse bar D, the extremities of which are
fixed to two springs R and R. These springs are supported at
the other end by a second transverse bar E, cast with the body
of the cylinder A. The movements of the transverse bar D are
transmitted to the indicating needle C, the point of which is
moved over an index by means of the two cranks aand b, As
will be seen, the lower surface only of the piston is in direct

PORTABLE

PULSOMETER AND BOILER.

THE accompanying engraving illustrates a new arrangement
of pulsometer and portable boiler made by the Pulsometer
Engineering Company, more particularly for contractors’ use.
The pump illustrated is a Nc. 5, for lifting 10,000 gallons per
hour to moderate height, or a lesser quantity to a higher level.
The pump is quickly detached if wanted for working anywhere
apart from the boiler.
i
THE GREAT NAVE OF THE MACHINERY COURT
OF THE PARIS EXHIBITION OF 1889.
Tue design for the machinery gallery of the Exhibition of
1889 has just been definitely approved and accepted. Two contracts have been entered into for the erection of the principal
nave, the cost of which will be shortly published. The plan has
been very carefully considered, and the details of its execution
worked out under the direction of M. Alphand, M. Duterl,
architect, and M. Contamin, chief engineer, who, with great
experience in such matters, has calculated and fixed the dimensions of the different divisions. No hall of such large dimensions has ever before been constructed entirely of steel. It
will show the progress which has been made in the art of metal
working, and will demonstrate to the whole world the advan-

tages and economy which are now gained by the use of steel.
The conception is a bold one, and should be sufficient in itself
to insure success to the Exhibition.
The gallery is rectangular in form, 422°70 m. long, by 150 m.
broad, covering a surface of 63,418 square metres ; adding to
this the surface of the annexes, and that of the galleries of the
first floor, the whole superficial area is 84,709°35 m.
The centre space measures 110°60 m. wide by 422 m. long. It
is divided into nineteen bays: two at the extremities, measuring 25°29 m.; sixteen intermediate, each measuring 21°50 m.;
and a central bay of 26°40 m.
The principals span the whole width of 110°60 m. (nearly
363ft.) without any intermediate support. The only example of
the kind within our knowledge is that of the hall of St. Pancras
Station, London, which measures 73 m. (240 ft.) across, and here
the principals are tied by rods placed under the flooring.
The disposition of the principals is an especial feature, and
extremely ingenious, as will be seen by the engravings which
we give on page 469. These principals consist of two arches,
resting at their base and at their centre on pivots, and the
purlins which bind them together are placed vertically, and
not as usual, normal to the flanges of the principal.
The maximum height, from the ground to the centre of the
upper pivot, is 44°92 m. (147 ft.) To give an idea of this
elevation, it may be compared with that of the Vendome
Column, which is 44m.high. The Genie Civil,from which we take

SECTION
s
ELEVATION
contact with the steam or condensed water, and deterioration
of the apparatus is thus rendered impossible. The small
quantity of steam and water which penetrates between the
piston and the cylinder is collected in asmall cavity, and ejected
by means of a pipe d. From this description it will be seen
that the gauge is a direct-acting gauge, which may be calibrated
with ease and accuracy, the only element of uncertainty being
the friction of the piston and the effect on this of clean or dirty
steam
Tue syllabus for the summer session of the Dundee
Mechanical Society includ
pers and excursions as follows:—
July 7th, “ Test
and Testing Machines,” by Mr. Geo. C.
Douglas; August 11th, ‘‘ What is an Efficient Fly-wheel ?” by Mr.
Robert B. Clark; oy lst, Essay, by Mr. George Worral,
jun. Excursions—J Rey Dundee Flour Mills, time will be duly
advertised ;July 9th, Dens Ironworks, Arbroath—Messrs, Shanks
and Sons—time will be duly advertised ;July 16th, Bullionfield
Paper Works, time will be duly advertised ;September 3rd, G. and
P. Barrie, mineral water manufacturers, 3 p.m.; September 17th,
Dundee Steam Laundry, 3 p.m.; September 24th, Dundee Gas;
works, 3 p.m.
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CENERAL PLAN

| stack, and a receiving cone surrounded by the upper nozzle i THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
through which cone
the steam discharged from the lower
exhaust nozzle, together with the gases drawn along by and | THE Council has awarded the following premiums :—
THis arrangement has been designed by the inventors, Messrs. | with that steam, substantially as hereinbefore set forth. (2) The ‘ The Howard Quinquennial prize to John Percy, M.D., F.R.S.,
B. H. Thwaite and A. Stewart, with the aim of reducing the time combination of the smoke-box, the smoke-stack, the two annular Hon. M. Inst. C.E., in recognition of his researches on the ‘‘ Uses
and Properties of Iron.”
required to effect the decarbonisation of cast iron by the openhearth process. Simply described, the modus operandi of the
For Papers READ AND DIscUSsED AT THE ORDINARY MEETINGS
DvuRING THE Past SESSION :—
Thwaite and Stewart process is initially tomelt the pig in a cupola,
preferably of the Stewart “rapid” type, and afterwards to collect
1, A Telford Medal and a Teiford Premium to Alexander Blackie
the molten pig in a receiver,and when, say, three tons, has accumuWilliam Kennedy, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on ‘‘ The Use and
Equipment of Engineering Laboratories.”
.
lated in the latter, to tap the metal into a cylindrical converter
| 2. A Telford Medal and a Telford Premium to John Hopkinson,
or decarboniser, forming a connecting channel between the
jun., M.A., D.Se., F.R.S., M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on ‘‘ The
cupola and open-hearth furnace. During the p
or passage
lectric Lighthouses of Macquarie and of Tino.”
of the metal through the inclined cylindrical converter, the
3. A Telford Medal and a Telford Premium to Colonel Eardley
foreign impurities are oxidised, as well as part of the carbon, by
Maitland,
R.A., Assoc. Inst, C.E., for his paper on ‘‘The Treatmeans of air injected through the metal at three or more points
ment of Gun Steel.”
at graduated distances in the length of the cylinder. When
|| 4. A Telford Medal and a Telford Premium to William Willthree-quarters of the charge has passed through the converter
cocks,
cgypt.”M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on ‘Irrigation in Lower
the air blast is shut off, so that the remaining and unoxidised
| Egyp
metal may wash the slag into the open-hearth furnace. The
5. A Watt Medal and a Telford Premium te Edward Arnott
| Clowes, for his paper on ‘‘ Printing Machinery.”
metal is now tested, and the decarbonising process may either |
| 6. A Telford
Premium to William Joseph Dibdin, F.C.S., F.1.C.,
be completed by giving an oxidising character to the combustion i
| for his
r on ‘‘ Sewage Sludge and its Disposal.”
by the addition of oxygen in the form of ore, or by the dilution ;|
|
7.
‘A
Telford
Premium
William Santo Crimp,? Assoc. M. Inst.
of the charge by the addition of scrap.
' C.E., for his paper on to‘‘Filter
H
Presses for the Treatment of
The time required to melt the three tons of pig is one hour;
Sewage Sludge.”
|
to this is to be added, say, two hours and a-half for the decar8. A Telford Premium to John James Webster,! M. Inst. C.E.,
bonisation and tapping off the furnace, so that at the end of the | exhaust nozzles, placed concentrically one above the other and for his pe ron ‘‘ Dredging Operations and Appliances.”
9 A aiford Premium to John Kyle, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper
fourth hour the furnace is ready for use. The cylinder and centrally below the smoke-stack, and two receiving cones comopen-hearth furnace is lined for highly phosphoric pigs with municating with the interior of the smoke-box, and surrounded on ‘*The Colombo Harbour Works, Ceylon.”
10. The Manby Premium to Louis Henry Ransome, Stud. Inst.
basic material, and the basicity of the slag can be increased by the one by the upper and the other by the lower exhaust nozzle,
C.E., for his paper on ‘‘The Conversion of Timber in the Pinethe addition of powdered limestone injected into the slag by the substantially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth.
wing Districts of the United States by Circular Saws and
air blast pressure. The converter cylinder is formed
nd Saws.”
in halves, so that the basic lining can be easily
For PAPERS PRINTED IN THE “ PROCEEDINGS” WITHOUT BEING
renewed. The gaseous fuel combustion is effected on
DISCUSSED.
the forced blast principle. Equal volumes of gas are
1. A Telford Medal and a Telford Premium to John George
consumed at each end of the furnace, and the com.
Gamble,?
M.A.,
M.
Inst.
C.E.,
for his paper on ‘‘ Water Supply
bustion is local. The most intense zone of combusin the Cape Colony.”
tion is in the centre of the hearth. The products
2A
Watt
Medal
and
a
Telford
Premium to William Isaac
of gaseous combustion pass through the converter
Last, Wh. Sc., Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on “ Setting
cylinder, which is thus always maictained at a steelout the Curves of Wheel Teeth.”
melting temperature ready fur the charge of molten
3. A Telford Premium to Joseph Hetherington, for his paper
pig, and the furnace converter is not subjected so
‘On Utilising Waste Air in Filter-Pressing ;with Some Results of
severely to the damaging effects of alternate cooling
Pressing Sewage-Sludge at Chiswick.”
4. A Telford Premium to Killingworth William Hedges,
and heating, and the consequent contraction and expansion of the refractory material. The sensible heat
| M. ing.”Inst. C.E., for his paper on ‘‘Central-Station Electric Lightof the products of combustion and decarbonisation is
5. A Telford Premium to Charles John Wood,? M. Inst. C.E.,
collected in vertical—but they may also be horizontal
for his paper on ‘‘The Molteno Reservoir, Cape Town.”
and cylindrical—recuperators. Recuperation is alter6. A Ke ford Premium to Alexander Leslie,! F.R.S.E., M. Inst.
nate, the working of one chain reverses the two
C.E., for his
r on ‘‘ Salmon-Ladders in Scotland.”
valves. The Roots blower, which supplies the cupola
7A Telford mium to David Alan Stevenson,’ B.Sc., F.R.S.E.,
with its air blast, also provides the air blast for the
M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on “ Ailsa Craig Lighthouse and Fogconverter or decarbonising cylinder, and for the comSignals.’
bustion of the gaseous fuel as well.
For Papers READ AT THE SUPPLEMENTAL MEETINGS OF STUDENTS.
The gaseous fuel is produced byanimproved Thwaite
1. The Miller Scholarship to John Goodman,* Wh.Sc., Stud.
twin gas producer, or by a Thwaite’s duplex gas producer—a form |
RAPID-ACTION SCREW VICE.
Inst C.E., for his paper on ‘Recent Researches in Friction.”
of producer we intend toillustrate in a future article. For highly |
Part
IL.
phosphoric pigs the lime powder injection cannot, it is claimed,
THE accompanying sectional perspective illustratesan ingenious
2. A Miller Prize to Sidney Herbert Wells, Wh.Sc., Stud. Inst.
fail to be beneficial. The lowest heat of the gases resulting from |form of rapid-action vice, made by Messrs. Entwistle and Kenyon, C.E., for his paper on ‘‘ The Propelling Machinery of Modern War
the decarbonisation in the converter is utilised. As the action | and known as the Ewbank vice. The principal object of the | Ships.
3. A Miller Prize to Robert Francis Hayward, Stud. Inst. C.E.,
of combustion is by plenum air pressure, an expensive chimney j arrang
t illustrated is to combine the rapid action of the
is unnecessary.
e estimate cost of a plant of a given output | instantaneous or “ lightning” vice, made by the same firm, with and a Miller Prize to John Platt, Stud. Inst. C.E., for their joint
paper,
‘Experiments on Iron and Steel in Tension, Torsion, and
is less than that of the ordinary open-hearth type, and Jess than | the range of screwing-up movement of the jaws which is comthat of a Bessemer plant. The Thwaite and Stewart process is | mon to the old-fashioned screw vice, and is necessary when shear.”
4.
A
Miller Prize to Ernest William Moir,‘ Stud. Inst. C.E., for
an approach to the rapidity of the latter, with the advantages | articles which have a good deal of flexibility have to be held.
‘“‘ Hydraulic Appliances at the Forth Bridge Works.” —
of control possessed by the former. Referring to the illustra- This cannot be donewith the instantaneous vice, because the mov- his5.paper,
A Miller Prize to Alfred John Hill, Stud. Inst. C.E., for his
tions: —A, is the spout of a Stewart’s “rapid” cupola; B, | able jaw is pushed up to the work by hand, and then the range paper on “‘ The Use of Cast Steel in Locomotive Construction.”
is a cylindrical converter or decarboniser; C C, are the air blast | of screwing up is only perhaps a quarter of an inch. In the
e A Miller Prize to Alfred Chatterton, B. Sc., Stud. Inst. C.E.,
tuyeres for decarbonisation ; E E, are the gaseous fuel tuyeres; | Ewbank vice the ordinary segmental nut and cam screw is used for his paper on “‘ Flour Mills and their Machinery.”
AA, the air tuyere; G and H,are the reversing valves ; I I, are | in conjunction with a screw in a solid nut. This screw and nut | 7. A Miller Prize to Edward Carstensen de Segundo,‘ Stud. Inst.
the recuperator vessels; J, is the chimney. The plant is being automatically come into play until a strong grip of anything | C.E., for his paper, ‘‘ Experiments on Steam Engine Economy.”
to — either in whole or in part, in the
introduced by Messrs. Thwaites Brothers, of the Vulcan Iron- between the jaws is obtained, the segmental nut coming into | It has been determined
works, Bradford, who are also introducing a smaller type of play first. This will be gathered from the engraving, in which ‘Minutes of Proceedings,” the first six of these papers.
Bessemer converter designed by Messrs. B. H. Thwaite and E is a long steel rack fast to the jaw; L, a short steel rack ;
A. Stewart.
H, cam which raises rack L into gear with rack E; F, friction
gas, which had leaked from
arrangement for revolving shaft and cam, sufficient to throw | An explosion of natural
and mixed with the atmosphere, took place lately at Youngsrack L in or out of gear with E; D, square-threaded screw | pipes
town,
Ohio.
Theo
result
was
a
fire,
burned down a church
WOTAPEK’S EXHAUST NOZZLE.
which gives grip ;N, square-threaded solid nut, carrying handle; || and a large number of new buildings.which
cause of ignition was
8, spiral spring abutting against stop R, to keep shaft in position | the lantern of a watchman, who narrowlyTheescaped
death. The use
Women do not often undertake inventions in steam engines, when unscrewing; P, round pegs on back of jaw plates, relieving | of natural gas as an illuminant and fuel is attended
by considerbut in America one not long since patented the exhaust nozzle screws from all strain. The view shows the work gripped. |
able danger, because, says Nature, being inodorous, it may leak
for a locomotive illustrated above. The number of the patent Turning the handle backwards revolves the shaft half a turn, without anyone noticing the fact until a disaster occurs.
is 310,768, filed November 20th, 1884, by Bertha Wotapek, New dropping L out of gear with E, leaving the loose jaw free to be
1 Has previously received a Telford Medal and a Telford Premium.
York. Her claim is (1) the combination, with the smoke-box moved to any position. Half a turn forwards puts L into gear
Has previously received a Telford Premium.
and the smoke-stack, of the two exhaust nozzles placed concen- with E, thus fixing the loose jaw, screw D being then brought | 32 Has
previously received a Manby Premium.
trically one above the other and centrally below the smoke- into operation to give the grip.
4 Has previously received a Miller Prize,
OPEN-HEARTH
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ON COMPOUND ENGINES FOR ATLANTIC
STEAMERS'
(Concluded from p. 449.)
Ir seems to me a curious fact that while many engineers in
setting their valves allow for the direct action of gravity on the
moving parts, t.¢., their mere weight, which is constant at all
speeds, no accountis taken of the energy stored in these parts,
although this varies with the weight and the square of the speed at
which they move. There {s another small point liable to be overlooked, viz., that while the weight of the pump connections—when
levers are used—tends to counterbalance the weight of the pistons
and main gear, it has the opposite effect as regards the momentum
of these parts increasing instead of reducing it. These effects
fons areis
only small, however, as the weight of the pump
small com se SO ae tae pee, while the loveniganreeny
‘
is usually less than half. The resistance of the air pump due to
the vacuum, however, acts as a counterbalance either to the dead
weight or the momentum, and should be allowed for in making a
diagram of twisting moments,
Fig. 5 shows some diagrams from the cassette Malabar, after
her engines were compounded, and these were taken at about her
es originally had two 94in.
usual steaming speed, These e
cylinders, with, 1 think, 4ft. stire , and are of the horizontal
return connecting-rod type. When
Pp
w
y
to fit an 84in. high-pressure cylinder to take in the two piston-rods,
and the largest low-pressure cylinder that could be got in was
110in., so that the cylinder ratio is only 1 : 1°72; and in
the cut-off in low-pressure cylinder for this power, it has'been set
at a mean of § stroke, which nearly represents the working capacity of the high-pressure cylinder; so that had there been no compression in that cylinder, and sufficient in the low-pressure to fill
the clearance at the terminal pressure in high-pressure cylinder,
there should have been no ‘‘drop” at the end of the high-pressure
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equalanglesand placing the high-pressure and intermediate-pressure
cranks opposite to one
t
with the low-pressure at right
angles to them, and then proportioning the cylinders and cut-offs
so as to get unbroken expansion without ‘‘drop.” Mr. Turner, of
Birkenhead, has patented an engine of this type, the two first
cylinders driving opposite cranks and ware SS the ‘ Woolf”
rinciple, one double-ended
n valve distributing the steam to
th of them. This has the disadvantage common to all “ Woolf”
engines, that these two cylinders are in communication with each
other during the whole stroke. This may, however, be avoided b
the employment of an intermediate receiver and by cutting o
early in the intermediate-pr
linder.
I shall now tomo to speak of the way in which I have combined these different diagrams, viz., that recommended by Mr.
| Schénheyder, and point out the defects in all the other methods I
am
acquainted with, Mr. Schinheyder’s system is the only one that
|takes into account the effects of clearance and compression in all
the cylinders, and gets the several cards into their proper places
relatively to each other and the theroretical curves, and secures
| these curves, themselves being properly plotted. There are five
| different ways of combining indicator diagrams, all founded on the
; same general principle, and having certain points in common.
They all have horizontal lines, which are zeros of
re, and
|! vertical
ones, which are zeros of volume. The figures to be dealt
| with having been plotted to one scale of pressure and of lengths
proportionate to the capacities of the several cylinders, are then
| placed in certain
positions relatively to these horizontal and vertical
lines, and the difference in the five methods lies in the hori| zero
zontal placing of the figures. They all have also a theoretical
| curve or series of curves, to which the horizontal and vertical lines
' are assymptotes.,
:
| Now, the chief point to which I wish to draw your attentionis
| that, in all the methods I shall describe, vertical ordinates or distances always represent pressure or density, and horizontal

Mr. Mudd of Hartlepool. He takes one zero line of volumes for
all the cylinders, as in the previously described methods, but places
the separate figures at distances from it, proportionate only to that
portion of the clearance unfilled by compression. That is to say,
when the compression is sufficient to fill the clearance of any
cylinder at half the initial p
the dist
= half the clearance, if the steamis compressed up to two-thirds the initial
eer the distance will = aetien the clearance, and so on.
is plan is at least as incorrect as the last, as it neither gives the
correct sta
area for comparison, nor the correct positions of
a
in relationto the theoretical curve, and it makes this curve
itself wrong for the same reason as method No. 1. I have seen in
one instance a fourth way of combining diagrams, and that was to
place the high-pressure figure at a distance from a vertical line
representing
the clearance of that cylinder, and then to putthe other
figures at the same distance from the vertical as the high-pressure
figure. After what I have said already, it is hardly necessary to
criticise this method.
In the method described by Mr. Schénheyder neither the zero
line of volume nor the theoretical expansion curve is necessarily
the same for all the cylinders. He proceeds as follows :—Having
a the high-pressure figure at its proper height above the
orizontal line or zero of pressure, draw at the admission end of it
a vertical line at a distance representing the whole clearance of
that cylinder, asin methods 2 and 4.
is will be the zero of
volume for that figure, and need not extend down to the vacuum
line, but may stop at a pressure = initial pressure in the next
cylinder. Having measured the quantity of steam shown at both
ends of the expansion curve of the high-pressure figure, i.¢., just
after cut-off and just before release, take the point in the curve
where the
product of pressure and volume is greatest, and through
that point draw the theoretical expansion curve for the high-pressure
iagram. This will rise to the initial pressure of the high-pressure
cylinder and be carried down as low as the initial pressure of the
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COMPOUND
stroke; but as it is, the volume of steam admitted to the low-pressure cylinder is about 25 per cent.
ter than that discharged at
terminal pressure from the high-pressure. To equalise these
volumes the cut-off in the low-pressure cylinder should take place
not later than half-stroke, when the high-pressure diagram would
have ended quite sharply, and there would only have been the
“drop” due to the friction of the steam in passing from the one
cylinder to the other, and the wire-drawing during admission to
the low-pressure. The earlier cut-off in low-pressure cylinder
would not only have reduced the “drop,” but would have given
more equal powers in the two cylinders. You will notice the pecuKarity of the expansion curve, its greatest divergence from the
hyperbolic curve being in the middle of its length.
ig. 6 shows the diagrams of the s.s, Westmoreland, by Messrs.
David Rolls and Sons, who have kindly supplied me with the cards
and the clearance capacities. In all the other cases I have had to
approximate to the tter from careful measurements of the comage curves, These diagrams show considerable loss of pressure
hh between the high-pressure and intermediate and the intermediate and low-pressure cylinders, while the intermediate cylinder
seems to have a great deal of loss by condensation, from the way in
which the diagram falls back from the theoretical curves, which
here again are hyperbolic, The steam, however, appears to be
re-evaporated
derably in the oes cylinder, as it
Freer angethe theoretical curve pretty closely towards the end of
@ stroke in that cylinder. In a three-cylinder triple expansion
cngine with cranks at equal angies it is difficultto get rid of ‘‘drop”
afid at the same time maintain equality of powers in the several
cylinders without very large high-pressure and intermediate-pressure
cylinders, especially the latter, and without cutting off very early
in the high-pressure. bam not sure that a better result on the
whole might not be gained by sacrificing the advantages of cranks at
1
read
by4Mr.
Engine
_ .
re J.
J er Campbell before the Liverpool
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ordinates or distances always -represent volumes or spaces. The
products of these values are quantities or weights of steam or work
done, and are represented as areas. One way of combining
=
is to disregard clearance spaces and compression altogether, and to place all the figures up against one vertical litie or
zero of volume. For one purpose and under one condition of distribution this is right enough, but only then. The one pu
is
the mere comparison of the collective areas of all the actual cards
with a standard area representing the work which could theoretically be obtained from the quantity of steam used expanded into a
cylinder the same capacity as the low-pressure cylincer. But it is
only correct for this one purpose under one condition—viz., when
the cushioning in the high-pressure cylinder is sufficient to fill the
clearance at initial pressure. For comparing the actual pressure
at any point in the expansion curves of the diagrams with the
pressure which ought theoretically to exist at that point, this
method is useless, And it does not give the correct theoretical
expansion curves for the different cylinders, as these curves are
due, not to the volume of steam admitted to the cylinders, but to
the whole volume in the cylinder and clearance at the time of cutoff. A second method, and the one most generally used, is to place
all the figures at such distances from one vertical line as shall
represent the whole clearance spaces in the different cylinders.
This is less correct than the first method, as it neither gives the
correct standard area to compare the actual figures with nor the
correct relative positions of these figures to compare the pressures
with those of the theoretical curve, and it only gives the theoretical
curve correctly for the high-pressure cylinder, It neither takes
into account the effect produced by compression in, say, the highpressure cylinder in upon the quantity of steam disc
from
that cylinder, nor that due to the clearance and compression in
varying the volume of steam admitted into the next cylinder. It
gives one continuous curve for all the cylinders, which as a general
rule will be incorrect except with
ial proportions of clearances
and compression, A third method has been proposed and used by

cylinder. At this pressure draw a horizontal line across the
| next
diagram meeting the high-pressure zero line of volume at one end
and the expansion curve at the other. Now produce the highpressure compression curve downwards to meet this line. The
portion of this horizontal line between its intersection with the
expansion and compression curves will represent the equivalent
volume of steam at the initial pressure of second cylinder discharged
from the high-pressure cylinder. If we had drawn a similar
horizontal line at the terminal pressure of the high-pressure cylinder, i.¢., through the intersection of the expansion curve with a
vertical line at the exhaust end of high-pressure diagram, the whole
length of that line between the zero line of volume and the expansion curve would give the whole volume of steam contained
in thercylinder and clearance at the end of the stroke, the
portion ieut. off between the zero line and the compression
curve ‘would give the volume of steam shut up into the
cylinder by compression at terminal pressure, and the portion between the compression and expansion curves will give
the volume at terminal pressure actually discharged from that
cylinder, and this volume will correspond with the increased
volume at the initial pressure of the next cylinder already shown
on the horizontal line at that pressure. ‘This increased volume
ought also to be the volume of steam admitted to the second
cylinder—if no loss of steam take place between the cylinders—and
is, at any rate, the maximum volume that can be admitted to it,
and therefore the theoretical volume which will expand in it.
Now, the volume of steam at this pressure admitted to the second
cylinder equals the space swept by the piston before cut-off plus
the portion of clearance unfilled by compression in that cylinder.
Therefore, if we measure off from the intersection of the highpressure compression curve with the horizontal line a distance =
the unfilled clearance of the second cylinder, we get the commencement of the second diagram and the volume swept through by the
piston before cut-off. {in order to get the unfilled clearance, it is
only necessary to produce the compressivn line of second cylinder
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up to the initial pressure.) Next, from the point
ing the comyA tat of this second di
, Measure wets *the zero
line a distance = the whole clearance in the second cylinder and
dropa vertical line; this line will then evidently be the zero of
volume for the second diagram. This will seldom be a continuation of the zero line of high-pressure diagram. The length of the
horizontal line at initial ——- of second cylinder between this
new zero of volume and the intersection with the high-pressure
expansion curve, will be the volume we ought to have for expansion
in the second cylinder, and the expansion curve for that'cylinder
will correspond with this volume, and will start from the point
where the high-pressure curve stopped. This second curve will
fall lower or rise higher than a continuation of the high-pressure
eurve, according as the new zero of volume is inside or outside the
high-pressure zero line. If the engines whose diagrams are being
combined are triple-expansion, the same process repeated will give
the position, zero of volume, and theoretical expansion curve for
the third cylinder.
The diagram thus obtained enables us to compare the pressure
at any point in the e:
ion curve of any of the figures with the
theoretical pressure which ought to exist at that point, and will
enable us to detect the loss and the best way of remedying it.
But it does not give us a standard area to compare with the actual
areas of our cards. This should be an area representing the
volume of steam at the initial pressure in high-pressure cylinder
expanded into a cylinder the size of the low-pressure. To get this
Mr. Schinheyder says:—Draw a perpendicular at the admission
end of low-pressure figure, rising up to the initial pressure in the
high-pressure cylinder, and mark off from it horizontally a distance
equal the volume of steam at that pressure admitted to the highpressure cylinder, i.e., the distance between the high-pressure comression and expansion curves if produced up to that pressure.
rom the point thus obtained draw a theoretical curve extend:
out to the end of the low-pressure diagram. The area contain:
between this curve, the vertical line and the vacuum line will be the
standard area, and will represent the work done by the quantity
of steam actually admitted to the engines expanded into one
cylinder equal the low-pressure cylinder of the compound engine.
This method of treating combined diagrams shows the effects
produced by compression in regulating the quantity of steam
assed on from one cylinder to another in a way that no other
- onan Ihave seen does. And if any difficulty is found.in seeing the correctness of the placing of the different diagrams it may
be removed by taking fred proportions and working out a
theoretical di
:
I shall now ake a type of engine, illustrated by Figs. 7 and
8, which I should recommend for large single screw steamers for
the Atlantic mail service, and which I spoke about during the discussion on Mr. John’s paper at the summer meeting of the Institution of Naval Architects last year, already refe’
to. These are
quadruple expansion engines having six cylinders driving three
cranks, and are intended to work at 180 Ib. to 200 Ib. boiler pressure. As shown in these figures there are three small cylinders,
each 42in. diameter, and three large ones, each 100in. diameter,
and the stroke is 5ft. The small cylinders maybe placed either
..above or below the large ones, but I am inclined to prefer the
latter, adoptinga modification of the arrangement employed by
Messrs. Maudslay, Sons, and Field in the Sirius, and the Iris, and
Mercury, as it allows of both pistons being got out independently
of each other, and keeps the centre of gravity of the cylinders
lower. Fig. 7 showsa front and end elevation in outline of the
general design of the engines, and Fig. 8 shows a more detailed
view of the cylinders in section. This is not one continuous
section through the two cylinders but two half sections, the lefthand half being a section at right angles to the centre line of ship,
and the right-hand one a section more nearly in the centre line of
engines and ship. These two views show the position of the piston
valve seatings.
The action of the steam is as follows :—It is first admitted to one
of the small cylinders for about six-tenths of the stroke, and from
this cylinder it passes into the two other small ones. From these
it is delivered into the middle one of the three large cylinders,
from which it expands into the other two and then passes on to
the condensers. The advantages of this system are:—{1) That
with a large total range of expansion the cylinder ratio at each
stage is small, thereby enabling the ‘‘drop” of pressure between
the stages to be reduced to a minimum without an inconveniently
early cut-off in any of the cylinders, while at the same time, by
accepting a moderate ‘‘ drop” between the second and third stages,
a very equal distribution of powers can be obtained on the three
cranks. At the same tit.e, the cut-off in the first cylinder being
moderately late allows of some considerable variation of power by
cutting off earlier in that cylinder. (2) That the expansion in the
first cylinder being small, and the ratio between this and the next
two cylinders also wenn Ismall, we can keep the difference of temperatures in this cylinder small also, and thus reduce the initial
condensation. (3) Owing to the three small cylinders being of one
size and the three large ones also of one size, the engine ought to
be a tolerably cheap one to make, and only two sets of spare gear
will require to be carried. The large cylinder bottoms, pistons,
and covers are deeply coned, thereby letting the small cylinders
—_ within them and making the arr
t
t. The
rge cylinders have each two piston valves placed at the back of
the engines over the condensers, these valves taking steam in the
middle of their length and exhausting over the ends. The exhaust
from the top ports passes down partly through the body of the
valves and partly through a passage cast between them.
e ports
are of ample area, and are arranged to draw all the water out of
the yiuien. The small cylinders have each one piston valve on
the forward side of the cylinder, but not quite on the centre line
of engines, in order to shorten the levers connecting them withthe
large cylinder valves. I have not made the bottom ports of these
cylinders to drain out the water, as it necessitated such an
inequality of clearances at the two ends of the cylinders, but this
can be done if desired. I have not had time to arrange any particular form of valve gear, but it should be one of the radial or
single-excentric types now b
ing so
In two of the engines the small valves are simply driven from the
large ones, but in the engine with the high-pressure cylinder means
should be adopted for working the high-pressure valve separately
so as to alter the expansion independently of the other cylinders.
I think it best for the high-pressure cylinder to be tandem with
one of the low-pressure cylinders, as it tends to more equality of
power on the three cranks, and if it be the forward one it will
give a more direct steam pipe. Fig. 7 is only intended as a
general sketch of the design, and might be modified in many
particulars when the engines came to be worked out in detail.
It will be seen from the above description that the;
der
ratios at the second and fourth stages of ex
ion are «
1:2,
while at the third it is 1:3, each small cylinder being one-sixth
the capacity of each large one, but two small cylinders delivering
into one. It will be found that with a cut-off at about ‘6 stroke in
high-pressure cylinder and at from ‘35 to °4 in the others very
equal powers will be obtained with moderate initial strains on-the
working parts, especially if the effects of inertia are taken into
account. The rest of the engine needs no special description and
any further information that may be required can be elieited by
the discussion.
Having now strung together some of my ideas on
subject of
compound marine engines especially as applied to the Atlantic
mail service, I shall leave the matter in the hands of my hearers
for discussion.
DunDEE MecHANICAL Socrety.—This Society met on June 3rd,
when Mr. Mair, ex-secretary, read his report for the past session,
which was considered very satisfactory. Mr. D. J. Macdonald
then read a paper on the ‘‘Conservation of Energy.” On the
motion of the president, Mr. George C, Douglas, a hearty vote of
thanks was awarded the lecturer.
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Girder rails for street railroads. —The Johnson girder rail for
street railroads—tramways—is being very widely adopted, especially in the West. In the accompanyi
tions,
Pp
t
the tea for a “‘centre-bearing” rail, and B for a ‘‘side-bearing”
rail, these being the two rail head sections adopted in this country.
A modification, known as the ‘‘slope back,” has the outer side of
the head inclined at an angle instead of being perpendicular.
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Santa Fé, The charter includes 1680 miles of road, covered by
four main routes and ten branches, The first route provides for a
line from the eastern State line, on the Canadian river, to the
Atchison line in San Miguel county, and thence to the same line in
Bernahilio county, forming an air line through Santa Fé. The tide
of great railroad rojects is sweeping down towards the hitherto
comparatively neglected South-west.
LAUNCHES AND TRIAL TRIPS,
MEssrs. JOHN JONES AND Sons, Brunswick Dock, recently
launched the screw steamer Gwynfaen, built for Messrs, Kneeshaw,
<n,
Co,, of Liverpool. The dimensions of the vessel are
140ft. by 20ft. by 10ft. depth of hold, and she has tcpgallant
forecastle and long raised quarterdeck. She is built to the highest
class at Lloyd’s, and is fitted with water ballast. She is rigged as
a three-masted schooner, and has steam winches and other appliances for the rapid discharge of cargo, and will be fitted with
compound engines made by the builders at their engine works,
Cotton-street. Since our last visit to this wy yard we observe
that new ground has been rented from the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board, and very powerful machines for the heaviest class
of shipbuilding have been put to work. On the adjoining slip the
builders have a large steel screw steamer, 5500 tons displacement,
built with cellular water bottom, and the highest class at Lloyd's,
Since the reduction accepted by the workmen of the port early
this year we are informed that all classes of steamers and ships
may now be built on the Mersey at the same prices as paid to outside builders, and no doubt the local owners will endeavour to
, onal the trade of the port by placing their orders with local
rms,
On Monday afternoon the new steel steamer Crescent proceeded
from the works of Messrs. Joseph L. Thompson and Sons, Sunderland, on her trial; the vessel having been run over the measured
mile at Whitby, when a mean si |of 10°41 knots was obtained.
The Crescent has been built to order of Messrs. John H. Barry
and Partner, of Whitby, and is of the following registered dimensions, viz. :—Length, ost ; breadth, 38ft.; depth, 19ft. 3in. She
is of the raised quarter-deck type, a long bridge extending
to the foremast, and is constructed on the longitudinal stringer
and web-frame system, thereby dispensing with orlop beams, and
is classed 100 A 1 at Lloyd's.
e engines are of the triple-expansion type, having cylinders 2l4in., 35in., and 58in. diameter, with
a stroke of 39in., and have been built by Mr. John Dickinson, of
Palmer's Hill Engine Works, and are of about 1000 indicated horsepower. During the trial they worked with the utmost satisfaction.
On Wednesday,at Middlesbrough, Messrs. Raylton Dixon and Co,
launched a vessel, named the Gulf of Aden, which is one of two
vessels at present building for the Greenock Steamship Company,
and respectively the fourth and fifth which they have built for the
same owners, to be employed in their Australian line. She is built
on three deck rule to the highest class of Lloyd’s, of the following
dimensions:—Length, 312ft. 6in. by 40ft. by 25ft. 2hin., and will
carry 3500 tons dead weight; has water ballast in chambers, with
long poop, bridge, and forecastle extending almost her whole
length, and every convenience upto the most modern style for
first-class merchant steamers, In addition she is fitted with hand
some saloon and cabins for thirty first-class passengers. She will
have engines of 300-H.P. by Messrs, Blair and Co., of Stockton.
On Tuesday Messrs. Joseph L, Thompson and Sons, Sunderland,
1
hed a steel steamer, the Exe, of the following dimensions,
viz.:—Length, 275ft.; breadth, 38ft.; depth of hold, 20ft. 6in.;
built to the order of the Mercantile Steamship Company, of
London, The construction of the vessel is on the web frame and
longitudinal plate intercostal system, being under special survey
for the 100 Al class at Lloyd's, of the raised quarter-deck type,
having long bridge-house, extending to the fore-part of foremast, in
which accommodation is provided for the seamen and firemen,
special means being arranged for these berths eo ventilated.
‘The decks are entirely of steel, the
holds being subdivided
by six steel bulkheads, to which each longitudinal intercostal is
efficiently connected. The deck machinery consists of direct
steam windlass, four large horizontal steam winches, by Lynn, of
Pallion, combined hand and steam
by Amos and Smith, and
patent screw gear aft. Stockless anchors will be fitted, and all the
improved appliances of the modern steamer for general cargo
urposes, The engines are of the triple expansion type, and are
ing built by Messrs. Blair and Co., of Stockton, and are of
1000 indicated horse-power, having two steel boilers, working at a
pressure of 160 Ib. per square inch,
Messrs. Fleming and Ferguson |
hed on Wednesday from
their shipyard at Paisley, a handsome steel steam yacht, named the
Grace Darling, 240 tons yacht measurement. She has been built
to highest class at Lioyd’s under special survey. Her machinery
gonsists of quadruple expansion engines to indicate 350-horse
wer, and she is fitted throughout with electric light and all
test improvements.

The “‘slope back” is very strongly objected to by drivers of trucks
and
ms. The girder rails are, of course, made of various sizes
and weights.
New bridge across the Mississippi at St. Paul, Minn.—The specifications are out for the new bridge, and proposals will be opened
in June. In accordance with American practice, the design of the
bridge is left to the contractor ;the design being in conformity
with the general plans furnished as to length of span, location of
bents, clear headway, grade elevations of masonry, &c., and to the
——- in regard to construction, materials, and unit strains.
e structure will be a deck bridge throughout, and will be
4lft. Gin. wide between railings, having 24ft. roadway and two 8ft.
sidewalks. Its total length will be 2770ft., with the following
spans :—Four 40ft. tower spans, three 50ft. tower spans, and two
60ft. spans, all rivetted plate girders ; nine 80ft. and five 90ft.
spans, rivetted lattice girders ;one 170ft. and four 250ft. spans,
pin connected
There will be two trusses 22ft. apart, c. to
c., and the single intersection type is preferred. The trusses and
girders will be carried on iron trestle bents, each composed of two
columns, and the bents united in pairs to form towers at certain
designated points. No compression member is to have a length
exceeding forty-five times its least width; in beams and girders
the compression flange is to be of the same gross section as the
tension ne, No continuous girders admitted. Rolled beams
for roadway stringers to have a depth not less than ¥;th of span,
and rivetted plate girders not less than ;th of span. The heads
of eye-bars to besoproportioned that the
bar will break in the body
rather than in the head or neck; no welds allowed in the body of
eye-bars, lateral sway rods, or counters, except for loop-eyed bars.
ole Jyth larger than pin.
The New York and Brooklyn Bridge.—The fourth anniversary of
this great structure was celebrated May 24th. Since its opening in
1883 the cable cars have carried 64,111,556 p
gers, and
15,963,919 have walked across on the promenade, making a total
of 80,075,475, from which number has
n collected 2,435,789
°23
dollars. The fares have been materially reduced since 1884, but
the receipts steadily increase with the increase in the traffic. No
returns, in the aggregate, of vehicles using the roadway has been
published. The bridge is a suspension bridge, with a clear river
s
of 1595ft., the height at the centre is 135ft. above the East
iver, and the grade of the river span is about 1 in 30. There are
four wire cables, each 153in. in diameter, and the suspensions and
stays are all steel wire cables. There are four main trusses about
16ft. high, and two outer ones about 7ft. To prevent oscillation
as far as possible, the cables are not parallel, the inner ones are
close together at the saddles and sp
apart at the centre, while
the outer ones are arranged in the opposite manner.
Pullman cable cars.—The Pullman’s Palace Car Company is
building cars 33ft. long for the Franklin Avenue cable line at St.
Louis, Mo.; they are combined grip and passenger cars. The front
13ft. will be open and the other 20ft. closed. They will be carried
on a pair of trucks each, like cars on steam railroads. The platforms will be lower than the floor, so as to place the steps near
the ground. The fittings, upholstering, and finish, will
very
elaborate.
Mexican National Railroad.—This road, which has met with various
vicissitudes, was sold in May to the Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company, and will become a portion of the already extensive
Louisville and Nashville system. The line has about 950 miles of
track, and is 3ft. gauge ; it will probably be widened, however, to
ive athrough route from the Louisville and Nashville to the City of
exico. The Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company owns
1696 miles of road, operates 270 miles under lease, and has a total
mileage—owned, operated, and controlled—of 3726°57 miles.
THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES
The New South.—One of the most remarkable movements of the
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
time is the vigorous *‘ booming” of the South, and the term,
OTHER.
DISTRICTS.
“the New South,” is heard everywhere. A great deal is said of
its vast mineral resources and numerous companies and syndicates,
(From our own Correspondent.)
in many of which it is claimed that Northern capital is invested,
are reported in various stages of organisation. Every
ible On ’Changé in ‘Wolverhampton yesterday, and in Birmingham
this—Thursday—afternoon
there was rather more disposition to
trade and industry is ‘‘ going to be” started immediately, and
judging from all the flowery reports and newspaper articles, the do business than a week ago, The holidays being out of the way
and
June
being
well
started,
there is some desire by ironmasters
ew South will far outstrip the North in every department of
commerce, On the other hand, it is,asserted by men of experience to do a brisk trade in the last month of the quarter. The extent
that raepre
Ala., is the only place in and around which any of the business accepted has, however, to be limited by the prices
=
and definite steps are being taken. There is a great pro- attached. Makers cannot do all they would on this account.
bility that the South possesses many resources and advantages Works are more active this week than last, and some establishyet undeveloped ;but they cannot be developed by mere ‘‘ booms,” ments which were closed all last week are now again briskly
employed. Orders, however, continue to be individually small,
and the whole business is likely to be overdone.
Pennsylvania Railroad.—New stock is to be issued to provide except for shipment, and yg confine themselves to covering
Makers’ books do not therefore present much busifor the construction and equipment expenditures on the present early wants.
system of main and leased lines and branches, and for the comple- ness ahead.
tion and extension of new lines. The total amount is estimated
at
More inquiries are to be found in the steel branch than any
8,000,000 dols., made up as follows: Construction of third and other, but the demand is not equal to the supply, and competition
fourth tracks, and additional facilities on the main line, branches, for the orders is therefore keen. Galvanisers are not so vigorous
and leased lines, 4,000,000 dols.; real estate for same, 700,000 dols. ; buyers as formerly, since they are not so well employed as a while
locomotives, and passenger rolling stock, 1,300,000dols.; con- back. South American and Australian orders for galvanised sheets
are hardly up to the average, though great quantities are going
struction of new branches and auxiliary lines, 2,000,000 dols.
Two large bridges.—Work will shortly be commenced on the out there. Indian business is less satisfactory than it might be if
foundations for the piers of the Illinois Central Railroad bridge the rate of exchange were to improve. Prices of galvanised sheets
across the Ohio River at Cairo, Ill C. C. Barr, of the firm of in the Australian markets suffer from the heavy consignments that
Anderson and Barr—who are constructing the foundations of the are still being made to Melbourne and Sydney. At home, galHawkesbury bridge in Australia—is letting contracts for lumber vanised doubles are £9 15s. to £10 per ton f.o.b. Liverpool, with
and stone, and for the requisite machinery. The Union Bridge the usual extras for 26 and 28 gauges. Black sheet prices remain
Company, of New York, have the contract for the superstructure. at £5 17s, 6d. for galvanising purposes—singles—and £5 15s, for
Work is progressing on the Kentucky approach, and will soon be merchant uses. Doubles keep at £6, and lattens at £6 15s. to £7
begun on thé Illinois approach,
a ton.
The quotations of Messrs. Morewood and Co. for galvanised iron
The Lookout Mountain Railroad. -A cable railroad has recently
li
col
ted shi
“Red
been constructed up Lookout Mountain, near Chattanooga, Tenn. at date are:—Galvanised
It is 4360ft. long, with an elevation of 1200ft. The track is laid Star” brand, 18 and 20 B.G., £10 15s.; 24 B.G., £11; 26 B.G.,
with three rails, a doukle-track passing place being made at the £12 10s.; 28 B.G., £13 10s.; and 30 B.G., £15 10s. per ton. Gatmiddle of the line. The driving plant is at the foot of the moun- vanised tinned corrugated sheets, ‘‘Lion” brand or ‘‘Anchor”
tain, and the cable is continuous. There are two cars, so operated brand, £11 5s., £11 Tos., £13, £14, and £16, for the respective
that while one is at the top the other is at the bottom. At the to: gauges; best best close annealed and cold rolled galvanised tinned
of the mountain a railroad a mile and a-quarter long runs roun flat sheets,, ‘‘ Lion” brand, £20, £21, £23, and £24, for sizes up to
galvanised tinned
the brow of the bridge. The motor engine for this line was taken 28 gauge; best close annealed and cold rolled
sheets, ‘‘ Anchor” brand, £17, £18, £20, and £21; close annealed
up in sections.
New Mexico Central Railroad Company.—This is a newly-incor- and cold ralled galvanised flat sheets, ‘‘ Woodford Crown” brand,
porated company in the interest of the Atchison, Topeka, and £13 10s., £14, £15, and £17; close annealed galvanised flat sheets
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“Wheatsheaf” brand, £12, £12 10s., £14, and £15, for 18 and
20 B.G., 24 B.G., 26 B.G., and 28 B.G. respectively.
Stamping and bt
sheets rolled by the best houses keep
in capital request, and makers speak cheerfully. Prices vary
sy almost, indeed, with every specification, according as
uyers wish the iron to be treated. ‘The following may, however,
be accepted as the basis quotations this week for singles of the best
firms :—Working-up sheets, aeey quality, £10; medium, £11;
and best, £12; charcoal sheets, £15 to £17 per ton. Doubles for
stamping purposes are £1 additional upon singles, and lattens a
yet further 20s, per ton. Time was when the extra demanded was
20s. per ton, but the state of the market of late has altered this
state of things.
AAS
In the bar trade —_ ing orders are arriving direct and through
merchants from the Colonies, South America, and India. »Home
orders indicate reluctance by buyers to keep stock. Prices are
firm at £7 nominal for marked bars, a Pegreedwhich has now prevailed for thirteen months, with £7 12s, 6d. as the Earl of Dudley’s
quotation, Good medium branded sorts are £6 5s. to £6 7s. 6d.;
merchant bars, £5 10s. ; and common, £4 15s, to £5 perton. North
Staffordshire and Welsh ironmasters are sending bars at the exceptional figure of £4 10s. per ton, oes paid.
Some hoop makers reported this—Thursday—afternoon inquiries
for lines of 500 tons for export. Immediate execution was imressed, Certain classes of strip also show slightly more bese mew
Yommon hoops and strips keep at £5 nominal, and occasionally
£4 17s. 6d. per ton, Bedstead strip is £5 to £7 per ton,
Local steelmasters, in contrast to the ironmasters, giverexcellent
ts of the d
d, Orders are increasing on every hand,
and the works are full of business, Some orders have to be declined,
makers bding unable to fill them with the needed promptitude.
Basic steel never looked healthier than now, and local makers
express the greatest satisfaction at the condition of the demand.
The metal is getting into established favour for an increasing
number of puo’
. Much of the local output of this material is
going into bri Sa for erection in India, China, and Japan,
while plates and bars are also going out to Australia and China for
machine boiler repairs, &c.
Admiralty and War-office orders for sheets and plates of basic
steel are at present under execution at the works of the Staffordshire Steel and Ingot Iron wey’ Wolverhampton. The company
quotes its bridge plates at £6 10s. to £6 15s., and boiler plates
£7 5s. to £710s. Steel bars are £6, and angles £6 5s, §
singles, are £7 10s.; doubles, £8 5s.; and belting, £9 per ton.
Blooms and billets are £4 15s, per ton,
:
Bessemer basic metal, the product of the Lilleshall Iron and
Steel Company, Shropshire, is also in increasing gale, and the
company is putting up another furnace. The quality of the metal
is found to be its
t recommendation. For blooms and billets
the price is likewise £4 15s. per ton, and other products in proportion.
Engineers of experience hereabouts are urging that much of the
soft steel now being employed for boiler and other similar pu
is, more correctly speaking, iron. They contend that the nature
of the material is much more that of iron than of steel proper, and
they dispute the claim of the steelmasters that iron 1s being
su
»
The railway carriage and wagon builders are at the present time
securing their materials at very favourable prices. In steel they are
particularly favoured. Railway tires are quoted £6 15s, to £7 per
ton, delivered into the Birmingham district by Welsh producers,
A fairly brisk demand is reported, and makers report that prospects are improving.
* Iron plate makers report increased competition for steel, and
orders at the local mills are not growing.
The pig iron trade is not brisk in the matter of new sales, but
deliveries are being made with fair regularity. Some of the
Midland firms are more anxious for new contracts than are local
roducers. Prices of local pigs are quoted by the Spring Vale
ron as: Hydrates, 47s, 6d.; B. F. M., 39s.; and common,
ley a nd Co, quote: Best mine iron, 39s.; Darlaston,
29s. J.
Northampton quality, 36s.; and cinder pigs, 30s. Shropshire allmine pigs are selling at 50s. for hot blast sorts, and 75s. for cold
blast. Staffordshire cinder pigs are changing hands in some
quarters at less than 28s. 6d. per ton.
As to iaporped pigs, it must be noted that Welsh forge hematites
are quo
at 51s, 6d. for No. 3 at stations and 54s. for No. 1.
Lincolnshires are about 38s, to 38s. 6d., delivered to stations;
Derbyshires, 36s. 9d. to 37s.; and Northamptons, 35s, 9d. per ton.
Shropshire rolled wire rod makers are meeting with a somewhat
quickened demand at £5 15s. to £6 f.o.b., Live
l, for the
standard Nos. 5 and 6. German competition is, however, still
severe, more especially in drawn rods.
To-day—Thursday—Mr. William Hipkins, of the Wengs, Wolverhampton, was showing the leading ironmasters and iron merchants
in South Staffordshire a specimen of ‘fibrous steel,” which has
been made by the granulating and holding-up of Siemens-Martin
steel under a process which he explained had been patented by
Messrs. Dorman, Long, and Co, and Mr.Howson, of Middlesbroughon-Tees, The specimen was a section of a fin. round bar, and the
fracture showed undoubted fibre.
The makers hold that the new metal is well adapted also for
armour plates—in the manufacture of which the pile has to return
to the fire so often—since the silicious coating of each fibre protects it, it is claimed, from the action of the fire, where pure iron
would perish. For the same reason it mightbe used, it is inferred,
for the bilges of ships.
F
Considerable p:
is noticeable throughout South Staffordshire in the extension of the galvanising business, mostly by ironmasters who have usually supplied sheets to the, galvanisers, but
occasionally also by galvanisers who have removed their works to
the vicinity of the sheet mills.
The condition of the local iron, steel, and hardware trades is
favourably reflected in the Board of ‘Trade Returns for May just
issued. No less an increase than 40 per cent. on the re!appears
in the total exports of railroad iron, the enlargement being mainly
due to the East Indies. In pig iron the substantial increase of
over 28 oodcent. is shown, and this is attributable chiefly to the
United States, Russia, and Italy, In bar and angle iron the bulk
of the increase was with British North America. There was a
decline in hoops and sheets, and a small decrease also in cast and
— iron. The exports of unwrought steel have gone up very
largely, mainly to the United States, the increase to which country
alone during the
month amounts to 366 per cent.
The strike of rivet makers in the Blackheath district for an
advance in their wages seems to have disconcerted the chainmakers,
who fear that soon there may be too great a strain upon public
support. Consequently, a
ion has been made that the
rivet makers, the nailers, the miners, and the chainmakers, should
combine with a view to approach the employers. There is a
distinct tendency towards conciliation, and at a meeting a few days
ago of the representatives of these branches it was resolved to
arrange an interview between the employers and a deputation
from the meeting for the consideration of the present list.
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE,
(From our own Correspondent.)
Manchester.—During the past week business both in the iron and
the coal trades has been only settling down into its normal condition after the more or less general suspension of operations for the
Whitsuntide holidays. Ironworks and engineering establishments
ad only got into full work again on the Tuesday, and some
collieries in the Manchester district.
not until the Wednesday,
whilst. at the opening iron and coal markets at Manchester on
Tuesday there was but 4 partial resumption of the:
business, -It is consequently very difficult to form ‘any really
accurate estimate of the actual condition of trade, but it is suffi-
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ciently evident that business has not been resumed after the holi- the lamp would be a serious drawback to its general adoption
days with any improved prospects, A very quiet tone prevails all throughout a colliery ; but it was suggested that stations might be
through, and with the exception that hematites and one or two fitted up with them in various parts of a colliery where they could
bi
of common pig iron are apparently firm, continued weak- be available, if needed, in case of accident.
ness characterises prices generally.
In the coal trade there is only a dull demand for all descriptions
There was only a moderate attendance at Tuesday’s iron market, of fuel, and although the reduction of prices in the Manchester
and so little doing that prices were scarcely tested. In pig iron district at the commencement of the month has not been followed
there was a steady tone so far asmakers’ quotations were concerned, by any g
1
d reduction in other districts, prices are
but prices generally were little more than nominal, and if business weak and ropa, and at the pit mouth best coal does not
of. any weight had
been offered, sellers could have been found at average more than 8s. 3d. to 8s. 6d.; seconds, 6s. 9d. to 7s.; comunder the current quoted rates. For Lancashire pig iron, makers mon coal, 5s, to 5s, 6d.; burgy, 4s. 6d. to 4s, 9d.; best slack, 3s. 6d.
still quote about 38s, 6d. .to 39s., less 24, as their list rates for forge to 3s, 9d.; and commgn, 2s. 6d. per ton.
and Toundry qualities delivered equal to Manchester, but they are Shipping is quiet, with steam coal delivered at the high level,
opento entertain offers, In district brands the average prices Liverpool, or the Garston Docks po
4 6s. 9d to 7s, per ton.
uoted by makers for Lincolnshire iron are about 37s. to 38s., less
Last week the South-West Lancashire coalowners, at a special
, for forge and a delivered here ;there are, however, sellers meeting, passed a resolution that a reduction in the wages of
in some instances at a little under these figures. Outside brands colliers was absolutely necessary, and a committee of masters was
offering here are firm, so far as Middlesbrough iron is concerned. appointed to meet the men’s representatives on the subject ;but
named foundry qualities are still quoted at 43s. 4d. net from what I hear it is scarcely likely that any united decisive action
cash, delivered equal to Manchester, but Scotch iron remains with- will be taken to carry the resolution into practical effect.
out appreciable improvement,
Barrow,—The most cheering news of the week is the assurance
Hematite makers are very firm in holding for the full rates they
the lo¢al shipbuilding trade is about to be revived by the
have peoeaey been asking, and for good brands of No. 3 foundry it that
placing
of some important orders with local builders. The latter
would be difficult to place out orders—except perhaps through some
been very indifferently employed for some months past, and
speculative merchant—at under 52s. 6d. to 53s, 6d., less 25, theave industry
has therefore been very quiet. Numbers of both skilled
elivered into the Manchester district.
unskilled workmen have left the town because the hope of new
A depresséd tone prevails throughout the manufactured iron and
work
was
not
but now there is reason to believe that
trade, with a downward tendency in prices, and makers are placed the chief yard atentertained,
of the Barrow Shipbuilding Company—
in the difficult position that they are unable to obtain the raw will soon be the Barrow—that
scene of considerable activity. Of courseorders are
material except at prices which are considerably higher in propor- not actually booked,
but
prospects
are better than they have
tion to those they have to take for the finished article. As the
n, and it is only a work of time to complete full arrangeonly way of meeting the difficulty the closing of works is being ments.
Much
satisfaction
is
felt
at
Barrow at the fastest
freely talked of, and certainly makers have only the pros
run on record, performed by the Pacific Steam Navigation
before them of a very slow trade for some time to come, which Company’s
steamer
pow
e
din
the
Orient Line Service.
holds out no hope of improving their position. Just now works
steamed from Adelaide to Plymouth in 32 days 10} hours,
here and there are busy completing orders for shipment to Canada She
although
detained
by
dense
f
for
12
It is conbefore the increased tariff is = into force, but the weight fidently expected that the Orizala, also builthours.
by. the Barrow
of actually new work comi
orward either for home use or
for shipment is decreasing.
ith regard to the new Canadian Shipbuilding Company, will prove an equally fast steamer. I learn
tariff, which will seriously cripple a considerable business that that the Barrow Shipbuilding Company has been asked if it will
was previously being done, there is a very sore feeling that perform one of the greatest engineering feats ever attempted with
our colonies should take such, hostile action against English steam marine in building a steamer for the Isle of Man Steamtrade; and there is further the new Russian tariff, which will also packet Company guaranteed to travel 25 knots per hour, and that
operate very injuriously upon the shipments of finished iron that it has sent an affirmative reply. The great speed achieved by the
have previously been made to that country. The quoted basis of new Manx Line steamers has doubtless led to this inquiry, but the
prices remains nominally at £5 per ton for bars, £5 5s. for hoops, engineering difficulties to be surmounted are very great owing to
dous displ
t of water and the power required to
and about £6 5s. per ton for local made sheets delivered into the the tr
However, the public
Manchester district; but where buyers have orders in anything propel a vessel at so high a rate of s
like quantity for early delivery, they can place them at £4 17s..6d. generally will be interested to watch the progress of so important
a step in Channel steaming. The Barrow Shipbuilding Company
to £4 18s, 9d. for bars, and at about £5 3s. 9d. for —
to undertake the order.
ie same
_ Messrs. Richard Johnson, Chapman, and Morris, of Manchester, is, however, —
ed the order for building four triple-expanhave received a large order for their fire-proof wire lathing—Jobn- company has
sion
engines,
with
boilers,
of
1200-horse
power
each,
for the
son’s ner ee which an illustrated description was given some
time back in THE ENGINEER, for the construction of a portion of Admiralty. The engines are intended for Government gunboats,
which
are
being
built
elsewhere.
There
is
little
new
to
report
in
the new starch works which are being erected at Paisley by Messrs,
the iron and steel trades. Both branches of industry
are busily
Brown and Polson.
employed,
but
there
is
not
a
brisk
demand
for
pig
iron.
The
variaThe condition of the engineering trades remains without any
really appreciable improvement, Here and there rather more in- tion between buyers’ and sellers’ prices is, however, very small.
quiry is reported, and the leading boiler making firms in the dis- Makers are quoting 43s. 6d. to 45s. per ton, the latter quotation
tricts are mostly well supplied with orders, whilst machine tool being for parcels of mixed numbers of Bessemer iron, prompt net
makers and stationary engine builders are generally fairly well f.o.b. The output of iron is stil] well maintained. There is still a
supplied with work. Locomotive builders, however, continued good demand for steel rails, and prices this week for heavy secvery slack, and much the same may be said of the general engi- tions are given at £4 1s. 6d. per ton net f.o.b. Blooms and billets
neering trades, whilst where there is new work being got it has are still in good demand, and the inquiry for steel shipbuilding
still to be competed for at extremely low prices. With regard to material is agairi very brisk, with every prospect of good orders
e there isa quiet tone, and
the returns issued by the trades union societies, the recent inter- being booked. In the finished iron
ruption to the ordinary course of business and the stoppages of the price quoted remains very low. There is a poor trade in general
engineering
work,
and
boilermakers
and
ironfounders are stil short
works for the Whitsuntide holidays deprive these for the past
month of much of their value as an indication of the actual state of work. The iron ore trade remains quiet, and orders are bei!
at from 8s. 6d. to 11s.—the rates which have been quo
of employment, and the Bolton strike is another disturbing booked
element affecting the returns of unemployed. Apart from this for some weeks past. Large stocks of ore are held at the mines ia
strike, which has of course had the effect of increasing the the district. A fair amount of foreign ore has been imported
is
number of out-of-work members on the books of the various lately, and at Barrow one of the thirteen furnaces in b
societies, and making allowance for the recent holiday season, the engaged on spiegeleisen. There is no change to note in the
pon
in
the
coal
trade.
Shipping
is
well
employed
in
exports
=< of employment would seem to show very little material
of meta
change.
With regard to the Bolton strike, a very determined feeling is
being shown by the men generally to stand out until they get the
return of the 2s. per week taken off wages at the commencement
THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
of last year, and in this they are encouraged by the liberal response
(From our own Correspondent.)
which has up to the present been made to their appeals for assistTHE ape: Jissued ironmasters’ returns show that tne reduction
ance from fellow workmen in Bolton not connected with the strike,
and in various other districts.. The first balance-sheet which has in stocks which took place last month was considerably less than
been issued, and which covers a fortnight, shows that in voluntary had been generally anticipated. Notwithstanding this a more
contributions, which are, of course, independent of the strike allow- cheerful tone prevails, and prices are tery as firm as at the begin
ances granted by the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, Steam ning of last week. At the market held at the Exchange, Middlesine Makers, Metal Planers, and United Pattern Makers’ brough, on Tuesday last, buyers were freely offering 34s. per ton
Societies, the sum of £273 has been received in aid of the strike, for immediate delivery of No. 3 g.m.b., and 34s. 3d. for delivery
and of this £154 has been expended in the support of non-society to the end of the month. Forge iron cannot now be had for less
men, £18 in despatching imported non-society men from the town, than 33s. per ton, and even a higher price has to be given for
and £17 in bringing out-workers home, whilst there is an item of certain picked brands. Makers continue to quote not less than
£40, which is set down as “paid money advanced by a friend.” 35s. per ton, and are confident that they will be able to command
In their appeal for further assistance, the Bolton Strike that figure before long. The prospects of producers are certainly
Committee state that they “look upon the issue as the defeat or more encouraging than they have been for some time, and even
victory for the whole of Lancashire ;” and with reference to the finished iron makers talk more hopefully as to their future. The
recent fruitless negotiations for a settlement, they add that they continued briskness in the steel trade has, without doubt, a good
have had a conference with their late employers, and they were influence on the iron trade generally.
Stevenson, Jaques, and Co.’s current quotations :— ‘‘ Acklam
recommended by them to return to work, and work as the employer
wanted, and in three months hence they would submit their claims hematite,” mixed Nos., 45s. per ton; ‘‘Acklam Yorkshire,” (Cleve
to a third party, but these proposals were unanimously rejected. land), No. 3, 36s. per ton; ‘‘ Acklam basic,” 36s. per ton; refined
Their next contention was for the Manchester rate of wages, iron, 48s. to 63s. per ton; net cash at furnaces.
Warrants are for some reason less firm than makers’ iron, the
consisting of a three miles radius from the Manchester Exchange,
but the masters threw in a twelve or twenty mile radius, as they price on Tuesday last having been 34s. 6d. per ton, as against 35s.
wanted to throw in all the ars og districts to bring the average the previous week.
The stock of pigiron in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough
down. The committee conclude with the vague statement that
they ‘‘ may come to terms in the near future, or it may be other- store is increasing. The quantity held on Monday last was
wise.” The employers so far have taken no further —— the 332,671 tons, or 2470 tons more than on the 31st of May.
The official statistics for May show that during that month
view of bringing the dispute to an end, but a meeting is being held
in London this week, and then no doubt the whole question will ninety-four furnaces were in blast, of which fifty were producing
Cleveland, and forty-four hematite, spiegel, and basic iron. The
be fully discussed.
A portable electric me for mining purposes was submitted for make of Vleveland iron was 110,148 tons, and of the other kinds
inspection at a meeting of the Manchester Geological Society held 108,332 tons. -The total output for the month exceeded that for
on Tuesday. This lamp, which is being introduced by the Edison April by 11,353 tons. The stock of pig iron in the whole district
Electric Light Company may be briefly described as consisting of a amounted on the 31st to 619,082 tons, being a decrease of only 707
small strong
den case, suspended bya leather strap, and en- tons, as compared with what it stood at on the Ist.
The pig iron shipments for May amounted to 74,517 tons. Of
closing an accumulator and an incandescent lamp combined, the
whole weighing about 7}1lb. The lamp will keep a light of 2}- this Scotland took 29,460 tons; Germany, 8415 tons; Russia, 6950
candle power burning for about fourteen or fifteen hours, when it tons; Holand, 4948 tons; Italy, 4700 tons; Portugal, 3217 tons;
will heote hesecheneed by a dynamo; the light is carriedin and Franéé; 1810. The manufactured iron and steel exported
front of the accumulator, with a concave enamelled refiector behind 3561 ¢57,032 tons, whereof India, the best customer, imported
tons.
it and a thick plate of glass in front to ago it, and the accumuIt is often said that ironworkers have so severe a life that it
lator is provided with a switch to enable the light to be turned in
or out as required, whilst it also enables the light to beturned never lasts long. There is, no doubt, a great deal of truth in
that notabl
higher as the accumulator becomes exhausted.
e whole appara- this, and therefore it iswith all the greater pl
tus is kept within a sufficiently small compass, so that it is not too and worthy exceptions are recorded. Mr. T. Siddell, one of the
cumbersome to be readily carried about, and
ial provision has managers at the Consett Ironworks, and who in his youth was an
been made to prevent the possibility of the filament in the lamp ironworkér, has just celebrated his golden wedding. Mr. Siddell
becoming shattered by a fall or heavy blow it might be likely to has been forty years at the works in question, and seems as hale,
receive while in use ina mine. During the discussion Mr. J. S. hearty, and energetic as ever.
With regard to the commercial policy of Russia as regards the
Burrows said he had tried one of the lamps at the Atherton
Collieries with most satisfactory results; the lamp |oy a English iron trade, the following extract from a private letter from
better light than four Marsant lamps combined, and he id not that country deserves to be made known. ‘“‘ It is almost hopeless
find the weight any nuisance, as the lamp could be
ied in that anything can be done here. The duties now imposed upon
any position as found most convenient.
r. J. R. Williamson, all imported machinery and iron and steel materials are simply
who represented the--Edison Company, in reply to questions, said prohibitive, and an increase in the taxes takes place almost
the cost of working the lamp would be very small, as the dynamos -ramfs I believe the object is to suppress all imports from
for cl
ing the —
— be — ~ the — =
Merchants and manufacturers in the North of
Jand are much
engines, and the lamps charged during the night-time
or
use the next day ; he did not think, however, the lamps could be exercised in their minds at the present moment with regard to the
produced under 40s, each. The general opinion was that the cost of new Canadian tariff. It is of itself a serious matter, but taken in
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conjunction with the prevalent tendency of foreign nations generally to do all in their power to —_— itish trade, it is
lexSees
t is argued that sucha tl
might have
expected from a nation like, say, the Russians,
with whom we have little in common, and scarcely any
sympathy,
but coming from such warm and loyal friendsas the Deondlens
have hitherto shown themselves to be, it is almost overwhelming. ‘There is still a hope that the proposed measure
may not be passed into law, as opposition has arisen from
various parties in the Dominion, who expect to be worsened
thereby. The representatives of the interests which will be adversely affected are now wer |their views known with no uncertain sound. If the Bill should be
and British imports of
iron goods seriously impeded or totally prevented, there isadanger
that some of our manufacturers may transfer their capital, energies, and experience
to Canada
itself. This has been done toa
considerable extent as regards Italy, Russia, and other countries,
But such a = , though it may answer the purpose of the manufacturers who mus it, is bad for their native land, and for their
compatriots, and for the future generations which will grow u
therein. It is to be hoped, therefore, that it will be Smash
as far as possible.
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
(From our own Correspondent.)
THE official return of coals brought to Hull from each colliery in
Yorkshire has just been issued for May. It shows a total tonnage
of 172,000, as compared with 123,704 for the corresponding month
of 1886; from January to May, 1887, the quantity was 697,472 tons,
against 490,392 tons for the
five months of 1
The quantity sent by Denaby Main was 15,096 tons,
aginst 13,160 tons for
May, 1886; Allerton Main, 12,896,
inst 7888; Manvers Main
came next with 11,880 tons, against 11,064 tons; and Peckfield,
10,496, against 3824. The export trade also shows a remarkable
increase—316,526 tons for the five months ending May last, against
177,325 tons for the corresponding period of 1
For the month
the respective quantities were 80,855 and 74,515 tons. Germany,
Russia, Sweden and Norway, and France are the principal in——i marke’ ts.
:
The Sheffield Coal Company has now placed on the market the
briquettes, to which reference was
ea few weeks ago. It is
claimed by the company that they are the only compressed fuel
in the country which is made from washed coal, and that they
are in consequence exceptionally clean and free from ash, besides
burning unusually well. They are made in 1041b. sized blocks
and in smaller sizes, and the price is 7s. 1ld. per ton at the pits.
It will be interesting to watch the success of this experiment with
— the public will soon accustom themselves to designate ‘‘ coal
Sheffield is chiefly concerned at present with what is called the
water —
ard meetings have been held, at which the
action of the Corporation in promoting a Bill for the acquisition of
the Water Company’s property has been endorsed, in some instances
unanimously, and elsewhere with four or five dissentients. Itis
not expected that the Corporation will conduct the water affairs
more efficiently than the company, but it is generally believed
that the sanitary advantages of an abundant supply of water would
outweigh all other considerations. Company and Corporation are
fighting strenuously, but it would not surprise me to find, from
private iuformation in my possession, that an arrangement was
arrived at in the course of a week or two.
Messrs. Appleby and Co., of the Renishard Ironworks, Derbyshire, have this week re-lighted one of their blast
which
for the past six months has been standing for renovation. The
managing partner of the firm, Mr. Martin Morrison, of Elton Hall,
Stockton-on-Tees, performed the ceremony of lighting.
A local auctioneer, who had occasion to clear some premises the
other day, came upon a mass of interesting papers in reference to
foreign-made articles, chiefly scissors, brought to Sheffield to the
order of Sheffield houses. These were mainly invoices of goods,
and they proved—some two dozen of them shown to me—that the
business in foreign scissors and other kinds of cutlery was very
considerable indeed, and engaged in by merchants and manufacturers who were not supposed to encourage foreign work.
The Dore and Chinley Railway will go on. So much is settled.
A private copy of the pi
tus, which will be issued in a fewda
has been shown to me. The capital is £1,070,000, in shares of £10
each ; 10s. per share payable on application, £1 10s. on allotment,
and the remainder in calls not exceeding £2 per share at intervals
of not less than three months. The new line will form an important link in the Midland system, as it will become the main line of
the Midland Railway between Sheffield and the South Yorkshire
and Derbyshire coalfields and the port of Hull on the one hand, and
Manchester, Live
l, and other large towns in Lancashire and
Cheshire on the other. The Midland has undertaken to work and
use the line in perpetuity for 50 per cent. of the gross receipts, which
it guarantees shall not be less than £65,520 annually, or equal to
£60 per mile per week, of which sum the Dore and Chinley Company
is to receive one-half, or £32,760, being sufficient to pay a minimum
dividend of 3 per cent. per annum upon the authorised share capital.
The company is authorised to
interest out of capital duri:
construction, to the extent of £70,000, which is estimated to yield
per cent. per annum upon the amount from time to time called
up until the railway is opened for traffic. The Midland Company
has subscribed £100,000, and nominated two of its directors to
seats on the Board. Mr. G. E. Paget, deputy chairman of the
Midland Railway, is to be the chairman of the new company.
The contractors are prepared to commence at once, and to undertake to complete the works within four years.
The Nunnery Colliery Company took proceedings this week
which have excited much interest in mining circles. A deputy in
its service was summoned at its instance for neglecting, mebo
he found part of the pit was unsafe, to take up two rails and cross"
them as a danger signal in the entrance to such place, and did not
also gery |warn the workpeople concerning the danger. On
the 16th of May the defendant found a slight trace of gas in the
workings of the pit, but omitted to place the signal, so that the
colliers went past the perilous place. The defendant was fined £1
and costs.
The Sheffield Telephone Exchange makes rapid progress; the
number of messages sent through during the week ending May
28th reached the unprecedented total of 41,206. This number is
19,200 messages in excess of the corresponding week last year.
Dr. C. B. Webster, who represented the United States here for
many years prior to being superseded by Mr. Folsen, a cousin of
President Cleveland’s wife, left Sheffield this week: for London.
The doctor is a native of the New England States, and was American Consul in the Sheffield district for seventeen years. He wasan
able and conscientious officer, loyal to his own country, and
thoroughly respected by all who came in contact with him. Before
leaving he sent to the Weston Museum a clever and valuable
statuette, entitled “‘ The Last Shot,” representing an incident of
the great civil war. This will serve to remind the business men of
Sheffield of a gentleman who was associated with their commercial
life during the most profitable periods of American trading.
_ Some time ago I mentioned that a number of South Yorkshire
ironworkers had made arrangements to accept employment with an
Italian firm. These workmen—furnacemen a puddlers—have
not made a long stay in foreign parts. They appear to have
accepted employment without duly counting the cost. The
arrangements in Italy with regard to wages were not what they
anticipated, and they have returned to South Yorkshire. The
men admit that the managers of the foreign works treated them
with the utmost courtesy, and made no complaint against the
Italian Company.
The Worksop Gas and Coke-Company has decided to increase
the storage capacity of its works by putting down a new circular
tank, Eleven tenders were sent in for the work. That of
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The price in+ the
of production, and Spain
a mains£ is belowatethe cost nless
tak e
is at p'
drastic c’
place in laws and arrangements, the native lead industry wil go the
way of the native iron mine industry. I note a large sale of
properties in the Arenig district this week.
Pitwood a
to be rising in favour. The Messrs, Crawshay
have sold their ‘‘pit timber woods,” and the results are being
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
utilised in every way but for pawene One thing is still unutilised,
sawdust. There, and in other parts, mountains of sawdust are
(From our own Correspondent. )
away or burnt. A Builth merchant has
ested a plan
Tue Glasgow pig iron warrant market was dull but steady in the thrown
utilisation in combination with tar, but I do not now if it will
early part of the week. A scarcity of warrants had the effect of of
prove
a
successful
venture.
firming up prices whenever any orders “came into the market.
Later the tone gathered additional strength in consequence of
reports that orders had been received for about 2500 tons of pig
iron for the United States. The quality purchased was Scotch No. 1,
and as the quantity was large to be ordered all at once, there was
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
some advance in prices in the speculative market, warrants rising
(From
our own Correspondent.)
several penceaton. The
week’s pig iron shipments were
small, amounting to only 6299 tons, as compared with 9597 in the
change has characterised the Rhenish-Westphalian
corresponding week of 1886. Out of the total, the exports to ironNoimportant
market
this
week.
Consumers continue to observe a waiting
Canada bulk largely; those to the United States being next in
which would soon give way if indications of improvement
amount. Considerable additions continue to be made to the stocks attitude,
were
observable,
Under
depressing circumstances, the reports
in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Glasgow stores. Since last report two from Silesia are favourable,the and
no furnaces have been blown out
furnaces have gone out of blast at Langloan, but an additional yet.
The bar and plate mills have enough orders to carry them
one has been lighted at the Clyde Ironworks.
over a few weeks to come, Stocks of pig iron there are none, but
The current values of makers’ iron are as follow :—Gartsherrie,
production at present exceeds thedomestic consumption of
f.o.b. at Glasgow, per ton, No. 1, 48s.; No. 3, 44s.; Coltness, as themills.and
foundries, these must accumulate, and it will then
53s. 6d. and 44s.; Langloan, 50s. and 45s. 6d.; Summerlee, 52s. the
remain
to
seen whether new outlets can be found for this crude
and 42s. 6d.; Calder, 49s. 6d. and 41s, 6d.; Carnbroe, 43s, 6d. and iron, and be
if
not,
a curtailment of production must ensue. The
39s. 6d.; Clyde, 46s. and 41s.; Monkland, 43s. and 38s. 6d.; Govai
owners have wisely resolved to restrict their output to
at Broomielaw, 43s. and 38s, 6d.; Shotts, at Leith, 48s, 6d. an coal-mine
the
legitimate
consumption.
The steel works are mostly pretty
45s. 6d.; Carron, at Grangemouth, 52s. and 44s. 6d.; Glengarnock, at well employed.
Ardrossan, 46s. 6d. and 40s. 6d.; Eglinton, 42s, 6d. and 38s, 6d.; The ol
iron market of Austria is very firm and pretty
Dalmellington, 43s, 6d. and 40s.
have been constantly maintained since the
A very considerable amount of work of various kinds in iron and brisk, and ofthethisprices
last spurt. Plates, girders, and building iron are
steel is being got ready with great dispatch in the West of Scotland beginning
in
most
request;
wire
rods, wire, agricultural implements, and
at present, with the object of reaching Canada by the 30th current, machines in very active demand,
wrought iron tubes are soon to
so as to be admitted free of the additional import duty. The experience a considerable rise inand
which will be good for the
orders in question include one for 1000 tons of cast iron pipes Staffordshire works, though withinprice,
the
last year or two tubes are
laced through Messrs. William Jacks and Co., iron merchants, made at two native works. The constructive
workshops are well
lasgow, with Messrs. Thos. Edington and Sons, for the water- pe
and
the
wagon
works
are
about
to receive some large
works of New Glasgow, Nova Scotia.
orders for the State railways. It is gratifying to be able to record
Messrs. P. and W. M’Lellan, of the Clutha Ironworks, Glasgow; that where there is a
log in spite of what is sometimes
have obtained orders for wagon work for Indian railways that will said
about England losing its continental machinery trade, it still
keep them busil peacevols» marto at least the whole of the present takes its lion’s share of the work. The Ministerial report, just out,
year. At the »hn of last year, Messrs M’Lellan were obliged to of machinery permitted to enter Austria-Hungary at half-duty for
discharge about a thousand workmen, owing to dull trade, and the the first quarter of 1886, gives the number of machines thus
orders now received will be of great benefit to the workpeople that admitted at 636, weighi
762°6 t. The share for England is
reside in the vicinity of these works, many of whom ‘have had to 1169°6 t. or 66°5 p.c.,; for Germany, 387 t., or 21°9 p,c.; Switzerendure months of enforced idleness.
land, 183°6 t., or 10°4 p.c.; France, 7 t.; Sweden, 13°4 t.; and
In the past week there was shipped at Glasgow five locomotive Belgium, 2°0 t.; together, 12 p.c. The machines from England
engines, valued at £6300, for Rangoon; machinery to the value of — peneey were principally for textile fabrics in cotton, hemp,
£19,307, of which £3965 was for a sugar mill sent to Demerara; and wool,
and £6055 marine engines for Rangoon ; sewing machines, £3374 ; The Belgian iron market has continued firm through the period
steel goods, £8530; and general iron manufactures, £16,000; of of strike, now for the moment ended, only to break out again when
which latter £4250 went to Calcutta, £2090 to Canada, and £2150 sufficient funds are subscribed, although the scarcity of coal, which
to Penang and Singapore.
had begun to be seriously felt in several industries, could not do
There is omathenite activity in the coal trade, and the week’s otherwise than cause some disorganisation. The works have mostly
shipments have been—Glasgow, 23,652 tons; Greenock, 1055; Ayr, sufficient orders in hand and new ones are being placed, and as for
7629; Irvine, 2261; Troon, 5381; Burntisland, 14,230; Leith, 1946; girders, so many are required that the mills can hardly roll them
Grangemouth, 17,275; Bo'ness, 11,153; Granton, 3490; and Port fast enough. Asarule, the Liége works are in a better position
Glasgow, 860; total, 88,932 tons, as compared with 84,286 in the than those of the Charleroi district. Foundry pig is sold at 47f.,
same week of 1886. For el] coal the demand is brisk, and the iron plates at 130, steel ditto 165, and thin gauges up to 210 p.t.
price for this quality as well as for steam coals is fairly well main- The coal trade is in a too abnormal condition to enable very trusttained, but other qualities have been less in request, and as the pe renews, 10°50f. to 12°50f. are quoted for round coal
supplies are very abundant prices have been falling.
and 11°50f. for cokes. In order to retain their old and large cone Lanarkshire Miners’ County Board has passed a resolution nection in Russia since the new tariff has upset all former arrangeto the effect that the position of the coal trade makes it imperative ments, the Cockerill Company has decided, in conjunction with
to return at once to the system of ten days’ work a fortnight. But ~ Praga-Warsaw Works, to establish large ironworks in South
in view of the approach of the summer holidays, it is not likely ussia.
that the miners will carry this resolution into effect in the
There appears no indication that the French iron trade is likely
meantime.
to improve much from its present feeble condition, yet hopes are
Messrs. John Scott and Co., of Greenock, have received an entertained that the considerable works in pi
or in prospect,
order from the Admiralty to construct the machinery for the twin- amongst them extensive harbour works at Tunis, will cause a
screw gunboats Daphne and Nymph, now being built in one of change for the better in some branches ere long, The ironmasters
her Majesty’s dockyards. The engines are each to be of 2000-horse of the Nord have fixed the price for bars for Paris at 130f.;
les,
power.
130; ordinary girders, 125; and extra strong ones, 135 p.t.
is
should oblige the Paris houses to sell bars at 140f., girders 135f.,
yet
they
do
sell
at
135
and
125
for
the
two
sorts,
and
this
just
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
creates the damaging —
With the exception of one or
(From our own Correspondent.)
two rolling mills, the rest have nothing like regular work to go on
beginWITH reference to my remarks in this column last week on the with. Mild steel in the Haute Marne district is decidedly
objectionable clause in the new Mines Regulation Bill, I am glad ning to take the place of wrought iron, judging by the orders
is increasing
to announce that, at an important committee meeting of coalowners given out. The output of coal in the Nord department
and men, a well-worded amended clause was submitted to the from week to week, and appears to be gradually ousting that from
Home Secretary, which, if adopted, will prevent the disastrous England, Belgium, and Germany from the market. In the Rhenish
results foreshadowed by those practically conversant with South districts there is no perceptible change in iron ores to note, but as
Wales mining—viz., through the stoppage of aed rations. the stocks at the furnaces are all low, hopes of improvement in
In the midst of the political ferment about Home
Rule in Wales demand are shortly looked for with certainty, nevertheless prices
it is
surprising to note that the cry is principally about ‘‘tithes” are not expected to rise with it. Some kinds of pig iron have held
and ‘‘church,” while the subject of paramount consideration to their firmer prices, while others have become weaker. Spiegel has
all sections is omitted. This is the due representation in the fallen a little for want of export opportunity, and best brands may
home Government of men qualified to legislate for effectual be bought at M. 51 to 52 p.t., and a little less in some cases. °
government in all matters relating to mines. The coalowners Forge pig is maintained in price in Westphalia, and is very weak
have now before them three important suggestions—({1) electric in the Siegerland. There is no change of moment in foundry,
lamps for mines—one coalowner
offered to take 1000 at £1 Bessemer, or basic pig. At the last meeting at Cologne the
each; (2) the effectual watering of mines to prevent coal- masters:seem to have agreed about starting a common bureau for
dust from extending the effects of an explosion; and (3) the sale-of the production of pigiron. The rolling mills have still
irkhouse’s ‘‘Underground Harbour of Refuge.” It may work enough in hand in general, but at non-paying prices, yet conbe said that the Coalowners’ Association are well able to sumers hang back from placing fresh orders at the higher prices fixed,
mes an
select and support the best, but interests are too con- and will do so till the general coalition convention
flicting. In the South there are three sliding scales in operation, accomplished fact, the prospects for which appear good; conserequire immediate exeand unity seems afar off. The coal trade is still in a satisfactory quently only such orders are given out as
's boiler plates, and
state, and it is evident that the stream of trade diverted —— cution. No change has taken place as
Tyne strike continues to flow in this direction. There was a large since the fall in price last week, the same remark applies to thin
export last week from all
Cardiff especially, though in con- gauge sheets; but as summer is the busy time for them, the hopes
are not given up yet. In wire
there is
sequence of Whitsuntide holidays there were only four good work- for better prospects
ing days. Prices remain the same for all kinds, and considering nothing new. On account of the new tariff in Russia, one of the
largest
works
here
has
been
obliged
to
abandon
its
branch
wire
rod
the time of the year house coal was never more active. In part
this is accounted for by the weather, summer, except in a few iso- mill in Finland. In railway material there is little change to
lated cases, having been postponed this year. Rhondda No. 3 is remark. On the Ist inst., at Elberfeld, 2213 t. of steel rails were
firm at 8s. 6d., and small steam, which occasionally shows varia- awarded to the Dortmund Union Company at M. 112 p.t.,
tion, is selling freely from 4s, 6d. to 5s. Best steam commands Cockerill and Co. tendering at M. 113°03 and Krupp at M. 115-50
p.t. The orders for blooms and billets are becoming rare as the old
8s. 6d., and Monmouthshire 7s. 9d. to 8s.
Notice has been given by the men at the George Elliott Colliery, ones are worked off. Some orders for wagons have been announced,
New Tredegar, to terminate contracts on June 30th. The subject namely, 160 covered goods vans, twenty-four coaches, and sixteen
of dispute has been before the Sliding-scale Committee, but they luggage vans. A few foreign orders have been placed at the
hine shops ; but the general situation of this branch is a sorry
decided that it should be referred back again to the
, Mr.
Hann. The men ask for arbitration. There are questions—and» one, as nothing near enough orders come to keep them at moderately
probably this is one—which should be settled between the men and full work, and then at such exceedingly poor prices. It is noted
lish technical journal—
the management, and this appears to be the view taken by the with delight here—extracted from an
that Japan will in future order all its mining machinery from GerSliding-scale Committee.
I have to note the death of Mr. G. Martin, formerly mine agent many. That is a very roundabout way of getting what it requires,
at Dowlais, a descendant of Mr. Martin, of Swansea Valley, whose for allsuch machinery of any practical value is copied from England,
per in the ‘‘ Philosophical Transactions” of his day—something except it may be some for coal-washing ;and quality for quality,
ike a century ago—on the “ Mineral Resources of Wales,” has England would be the cheapest in the end. If the Japanese were
better instructed they would apply to the fountain head. The
been the pabulum for most writers on the subject since.
Tin-plate makers in Swansea hold good orders from New York brass foundries have been well em a last month, but at prices
fore, which did not return
and Montreal, but the shipments this week have been fewer than even lower than quoted the mont
usual, chiefly on account of festivities. About 2500 tons of a profit then; and the future prospects are anything but enlates were supplied this week for Baltimore and Philadelphia. couraging, besides the probability of the new Austrian tariff
e total quantity sent away from Swansea last week was 45,400 effecting the demand.
Furnace coal now costs M. 5°40 to 6, and slack down to as low as
boxes. France continues a tolerable customer, and the American
scare is, as I imagined, fading away. As regards prices, they are 2°60 to 3; briquettes, 6°60 to 8; cokes, according to quality, 6°80
demand is good for this season of the year, the
firm with, if anything, an upward tendency. Wasters are being to 8°60 p.t.
eagerly bought up. Best brands of Siemens are in request. A continued high Rhine assisting greatly to the result.
It appears the Gruson Company
has at last fixed upon Washnumber of tin-plate workers have left the district for America.
ington as the place for establishing the branch works for making
The Monmouthshire works are going on regularly.
chilled
projectiles
and
armoured
forts,
In the silver lead districts of Cardiganshire there is little doing.
Mr. A. T. Ripley, Rotherham, for £839, has been accepted, the
contract for the tank being given to Messrs. Newton, C’
and Co., of Thorncliffe. This firm has had some very good
work of this kind in hand of late, both for England and foreign
countries.
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NEW COMPANIES.
Tue following companies have just been registered :—
Alexandra Arcade Company, Limited,
is company was registered on the 28th ult.,
ane peer ot£8000, in £10 shares, to form an
arcade between High-street and Alexandra-road,
Swansea, in the county of Glamorgan, with lateral
or any other communication into any contiguous
street or place, and with such other communications as may from time to time be deemed neces, and to erect a public hall or theatre in Alexandra-road aforesaid, and to form any other
arcade or arcades in Swansea aforesaid, as the
company may from time to time determine. The
subscribers are :—
=
sai
Shares.
. Cory, Swansea,colliery proprietor .. .. .. 10
ox Gard’ Cardiff, merchat a ac ona oct ee
E. R. Moxey, Cardiff, merchant .. .. .. .. 10
*A, Mason, Swansea, contractor .. .. .. .. 10
on, Swansea, estate
Pan
a Oe
a Taylor, Swansea, -otaeel posvunten’ a oe)
W. R. Collins, Swansea, solicitor .. .. .. .. 10
The subscribers denoted by an asterisk and
Mr. T. Glasbrook, jun., of. Norton House,
Mumbles, are the first directors; qualification, 10
shares; remuneration, £100 per annum, or such
larger sum as the company in general meeting
may determine.
‘

THE

ENGINEER.

the articles also providing that the number “shall
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
never be less
than one;” qualification, £250 in
the Commissioners of
shares. The company in general meeting will Condensed from the ——
determine remuneration.
r. Farrant is a
pointed life director, and so long as he may
Application for Letters Patent.
willing to act alone will be the sole director.
** When Dey a have been “communicated” the
name and address of the communicating party are
printed in italics.
San Cristobal Railway and Uribante Navigation
8lst May, 1887.
Company, Limited.
7842. Seonitime by Nicut at Sza, A. Taylor, Liver?
poo
,
This company was registered on the Ist inst.,
AUTOMATICALLY INDICATING ANGLES of INcCLINAwith a capital of £800,000, in £10 shares, to 7843,
tion,
T.
M.
Clarke,
Manchester.
acquire a concession dated 19th April, 1886, 7844. Gic Mitis, E. Michaelis, A. Smethurst, and C,
nted by the President of V
la to M.
Wood, Manchester.
Ga de Jaybert for the establishment of a rail- ™e Fax-srINsiNG Macuinery, L. M. Laine,
way from the town of
Cristobal, and for 7846. ley.VETAILING Macuines, J. Anderson, Newremoving obstructions which may impede the
castle-on-Tyne.
navigation of the river Uribante for ordinary
Prerarinc, &c., Corton, T. R. Young, Manriver craft, and for the navigation of that river 7847.
chester.
and the river Apure to its junction with the 7848. WHEEL, T. R. Weston, Bristol.
7849. Copyinc Macuings, P. J. Cairns, London.
Orinoco, The subscribers are:—
Shares. 7850. Tae Worup’s Epucator, W. 8. Reed, London.
7851. Kwure Creaner, J. Smeeton and W. and E.
naw om de le Chair, 11, Brewster-gardens,
Blackburn, Bradford.
e
“Sa
ere ee sere
7852. Sroprerine Borruss, 8. Bunting, Dublin.
H. W. Paul, 82, Craven-terrace, Lancaster-gate,
7853. Automatic PLatroRM WEIGHING MAcHINEs,
fpeuranmce broker =. . .. -- +. ce 00 oe
J. K. Leather, Liverpool.
R. Papineau, C.E., 23, Warwick-road, Clapton ..
7854. Raisinc or Forcirna Beer, &c., R. Henderson
J. Eddowes, Leadenhall House, shipbroker..
and W.
" —~ *
Albert Watkins, 4, Great St. Helen's, colliery
7855.
Cookine Rances, W. Dickson, Glasgow.
i” ae. no. ne. pe. 00 00 Lust ea Uh’ (ce
7856. Automatic Car CoupLinos, J. Coup, London.
Rh Hudson, 117, Leadenhall-street, secretary
7857. Recisterinc Metres for ELectric Currents, H.
COR COMPANGY .. 20 ce ce ce ce ce oo
Tudor, Liverpool,
L. Beale Harvey, F.S.A., St. Margaret’s, Herts,
eeee 7858. Butron-HOLe Srrips for Boots and Suogs, G.
ee
Valiant, London.
Automatic Electrical Apparatus Company,
The number of directors is not to exceed seven; 7859. CarponatTeE of Sova, L, A. Staub, Liverpool.
Limited.
Grain Scourine and CLEaNInG Macuiyes, J.
the subscribers are to appoint the first, and are to 7860.
Yates, Liverpool.
This company was registered on the 25th ult., act ad interim. The company in general meeting 7861.
Boors and SHogs, G. Valiant, London.
with a capital of £16,000, in £1 shares, to acquire will determine remuneration.
7862. Unpurrine Devices for DEVILLING MACHINES,
the letters patent, which, when granted, will be
P. L. Klein, London.
dated 20th August, 1886, No. 10,680, for com7863. CarvinG Forks, H. J. H. Thomas, Sheffield.
pleting electric circuits, and for which provisional
7864. Lockine and Friction-REeDucinG Devices, H. C.
Longsdon, Keighley.
protection has already been granted to Mr. Per7865. DyNaMO-ELECTRIC and ELECTRO-DyNAMIC Macival Everitt. The subscribers are :—
th
CHINES, F, George, Gloucestershire.
PuysicaL Socrety.—At a meeting of this 7866.
8,
PROPELLING and STEERING VEssELs, G. Chapman,
G. Roddam Burn, 6, Bell-yard, Doctor’s Commons,
Society held on May 28th, Dr. S. P. Thompson
Ww.
QI be 00: te se 60: 00, se. ce 20, 00
read a ‘‘ Note on Transformers for Electric Dis- 7867. Primary
DisTILtinc Apparatus, W. M. Fraser
H. D. Burn, Boyland’s Oak, Streatham Hill
tribution.”
In
the
simvle
algebraic
treatment
of
and
J. Snod;
, Glasgow.
R. Bedford, South Ealing, clerk .. .. «.. ..
the
dynamo
several
assumptions
approximately
7868, SWIVELLING Carrs, D. Cowan and A. RobertA. J.. amnaee 24, Guildford-road, Greenwich,
son, Glasgow.
true for well-made machines are made use of.
cler! oe - - . oe oe oe oe oe or
ArTiriciaL Featuers, C. Brohl, London.
The author finds that a similar set of assumptions 7869.
T. W. Vallis, 83, Lupus-street, 5.W., accountant
Necktie Howper, F. Elton and J. Barber,
R. W. Burn, Boyland’s Oak, Streatham Hill ..
for transformers
tly simplifies the algebraic 7870.
London.
Ri, Baweres, GB, Week ck tt te te
te
theory. (1) The iron, copper, and insulation are 7871.
Rorary
Hany Knire SHARPENER, G. H. FrearThe first directors are Messrs. Percival Everitt assumed good. (2) The reaction of the secondar
son, London.
and G. R. Burn; qualification, £100 in shares; on the primary—other than that desired—is 7872. Macuine for Fetuine Trees, W. E. Rickard,
London.
us if the primary be supposed to be
the number is not to be less than two, nor more small.
RirLe or Gun Rack, W. E. Bannett, London.
than five. The company in general meeting will supplied with constant mean current or constant 7873.
Lock-nuts, J. J. Claret, London.
mean potential difference, this is not to be altered 7874.
determine remuneration.
7875.
Ain Cusnion Hanpies for Bicycrgs, &c., J. T.
by the current in the secondary. (3) No magTrench,
London.
netic leakage, so that the coefficient of mutual 7876. Swircu
Crossgill Iron Ore Company, Limited.
for Exectric Licutine, J. H. Hawksinduction is the geometric mean between their
worth, London.
This company was
registered on the 28th ult., coefficients
i
ee
TexTiLe Fasrics, 8. C. Hooper, near
of
self-induction.
(4)
The
quantities
with a capital of £30,000, in £100 shares, to of copper in the primary and secondary are to be
ud.
acquire from Messrs. J. Charters Brown, Wm. equal. These assumptions are shown to be legiti- 7878. Excavatinc Materiats from Trucks, &c., L. P.
Nott, London.
Burnyeat, jun., and Wm. Dalzell, the Crossgill
and the ratios of resistances, E.M.F.’s,
Pocket Reet Neepie-casz, W. G. Wallis,
Mines, situate at Frizington, parish of Arlecdon, mate,
currents and coefficients of self-induction are 7879.
London.
Cumberland. The subscribers are :—
expressed in terms of the ratio of the numbers 7880. Cueckine and Inpicatinec Gates or Wickets, J.
of convolution, which ratio is represented by Smith, W. Johnson, and J. Knighton, London.
*J. Vivian, C.E., St. Bee’s .. .. .. .. . 4
7881. Lockine Fisu-PLates, E. W. Hughes, London.
*T, 8. Douglas, Workington .. .. .. ..
p= &. From analogy with the dynamo, it is 7882. PortaBLe Froos for Rattways, W. O. Cooke,
*W. Burnyeat, jun., Whitehaven, merchant
London.
*J. Hartley, Beckermet, merchant... .. ..
Preparine Rice for Brewrne, &c., A. W. Gill*J. Moore,
ont, merchant .. ..
shown that E,= Re wM
rey a E,, where w = 7883.
man and 8. Spencer, London.
*William Dalzell, Linethwaite, merchant
7884. Sueatuinc, W. M. Ducker, London.
*W. Salmon, Mitside, merchant .. .. ..
2an,
E,
and
E,
the
E.M.F.’s
of
the
primary
and
7885. Gas Lamps and Burners, P. M. Justice.-(Z.
*H. Kitchen, Whitehaven, dynamite agent..
secondary respectively, and R, and L, the resistStein, United States.
*G. W. Kenworthy, Whitehaven, merchant. .
ettt ance
et
tet
tt
of self-induction of the primary coil. If R, be 7886. Mera Water Tanks, A. E. Barthel, London.
(All in the county of Cumberland.)
7887. ELevaTep Ratiiway, &c., Tanks, A. E. Barthel,
London.
The number of directors is not to be less than negligible, theabove reduces toE,= Jan" “7888. FLextpte Drivinc Gear, F. Y. Wolseley,
five, nor more than nine; the subscribers are the
first. The company in general meeting will since ty= pPandM=,/1,L,. The latter part 7889. ndon.
Batt Toryino Larue, T. Draper, London.
determine remuneration.
Lock for the Botts of Pistons, J. Wormald and
of the paper contains a general investigation of 7890.
J. Wormald, jun., London.
two
neighbouring
circuits,
both
having
self-induc7891.
Warcues, G. E. Hart, London.
Domestic Battery Syndicate, Limited.
tion; and it is shown that the effective resistance 7892. Forks for CLeansinc Woot, E. van der Hofstadt,
London.
This company was registered on the 28th ult., of the primary is increased and the self-induction
Screw Proreiers, W. Huett, London.
with a capital of£20,000, in £10 shares, to acquire decreased by closing the secondary circuit. Mr. 7893.
HanpLes for VeLocirepes, &c., T. B. Jeffery,
letters patent for improvements in galvanic and Gisbert Kapp said the coefficients of induction 7894.
London.
other batteries for all or any purposes in connec- were not constants, as assumed, and the phases 7895.
PortaBLE CaNTEEN, J. F. Gillett, London.
tion with the supply of light, heat, or motive of current in Ayre | and secondary were oppo- 7896. Dist1LLation, A. M. Coyle, E. F. Andrews, and
site; and asked what values were to be taken.
E. C. Davidson, London.
power, by electricity. The subscribers are :—
3)
Mr. Swinburne said the required data as to induc- 7897. Lewis, F. Hughes, London,
RoLLinc WHEEL TiRgs, H. H. Lake.—(J. Munton,
J. W. Vickers, 5, Nicholas-lane, advertising contion could be obtained much more accurately 7898.
United States.)
4 Dr. Hopkinson’s curves on magnetisation 7899.
Ro.uwnc Mius, H. H. Lake.—(A. and F.
Major W. F. Despard, 40, Hampstead-hillof iron.
Schneiderlocker, United States.)
7900. SHoveEts, J. Pfeifer, London.
J. Kirkwood,9,Gracechurch-street
nd ike. ea,. BO
Society or Encrvgers.—Ata meeting of this 7901. Stream Boiters or GENERATORS, I, M. Chase,
Vice-Admiral E, Howard, 16, Granville Park,
London.
|
Serre rrr ar
ae 5 Society, held on the 6th June at the Westminster
B. Depledge, 8, Gracechurch-street, secretary to
Town Hall, Professor Henry Robinson, Presi- 7902. Rottisc Bioomsy H. H. Lake.—(J. Munton,
United States.)
QOCOMPAMF 2. oo ce 0s 00 eo os oe
10 dent, in the chair, a paper was read on the
J.C. Mei
eather, 63, Long Acre, engineer .. 10 ‘*Renewal of Roof over Be rture Platform at 7903. Riverrinc Macuines, J. L. Thomson and J.
Hunter, London.
J. J. Shedlock, C.E., 9, Gracechurch-street.. .. 5 King’s-cross
Terminus, G.N.R.,” by Mr. R. M. 7904.
Beer Enarnegs, J. A. Bigelow, London.
The number of directors is not to be less than Bancroft. A brief history and description was 7905. —
Piates, H. H. Lake.—({C. McLean, United
three, nor more than seven; the subscribers are given of the construction of the old laminated
States,
to appoint the first and act ad interim ; qualifica- timber roof, erected in 1851-2, according to the 7906. Propucinc Hyprate of Baryta from SULPHATE
of Barium, R. Schneider, London.
tion, 10 shares or £100 stock. The company in system introduced by Colonel Emy, a French
general meeting will determine remuneration.
military engineer. After pointing out the entire
lst June, 1887.
absence of ventilation in the old roof and other 7907. Fiuip Reservoir, A. E. Barthel, London.
causes of decay, the author described the 7908. GazomeTer, A. E. Barthel, London.
Freshwater and red Bay Gas Company,
movable staging now being employed in the 7909. ApsustaBLe Watcu Keys, &c., J. G. Harris,
imited.
Birmingham.
gato & 28th ult., with a capital of erection of the ribs for the new iron roof, the
Heatine Surrace of Borer Fives, J. R. Robin £10 shares, to supply gas and gas pro- way in which it is moved from bay to ~y as the 7910.
son,
ducts ‘at Freshwater and Totland Bay, Isle of work proceeds, and the means adapted or sup- 7911.
"AUTOMATIC Vats, W. Brierley.—(2. Persina, Gerporting the superstructure of staging so as to many.)
Wight. The subscribers are:—
give a clear headway for locomotives, &c., and 7912. Ratts, H. J. Morriss, London.
not to interfere with the departure passenger 7913. Hat Stanp, R. H. Bishop, Stroud.
H. C. Damant, West Cowes, solicitor
W. R. Parker, Penwith, contractor..
traffic. Reference was then made to a similar 7914. Instantaneous Loa, R. Rood, Portswood.
W. R. Geere, Newport, eontractor ..
>
roof over the old G.N.R. passenger station at 7915. SureicaL Truss, R. Harrison, Dublin.
J. Geere, Ne Se Oe Ee
Bradford, its span, distance a
of main ribs, 7916. WasHinc Macuines, W. Dewar and W. B. Mair,
T, Pedrette, Queen'srad, Finsbury Park, conGlasgow.
the weight per bay of 20ft. being given. The 7917.
Looms, C. Hahlo, C. E. Liebreich, andT.Hanson,
construction, hoisting, and fixing in place of Halifax.
H. Hance 59 and 60, Tower-chambers Moorthe new wrought iron ribs were described, and pe a PrEsERVERS for Looms, J. W. Howard,
gate-street, q
con
Se Pee ees
H. Harraden, "3, Hill'splace, W., East India
ae
it was — out that they have to be made
agent .. ..
po) O¥. je ? “a: ae
ve ool
olelCe to fit the existing cast iron spandrils and stan- 7919. Mow1nc Macutvgs, C. J. SBosanquet and W. A.
‘omlinson,
—
chions built into station walls. The construcRegistered without special articles.
Fastentnc Corps for Wixpow Butnps, T. B.
tion and fixing of the lattice and trussed 7920.
Hinckesman, Bridgenorth.
purlins,
and
the
gangways
adopted
to
give
Great George-street Chambers Company, Limited. greater facilities for workmen in repairing and 7921. KNIFE-CLEANING Macuines, J. Harrison, Stam0)
_ This company proposes to acquire certain build- cleaning the glass covering, were also described. 7922. Spinninc Macurnery, J. Y. Johnson.—(Za Société
A. Grandjeans et Cie., France.)
ings, the subject of a contract to be entered into The author remarked on the absence of windwith Ric
Elisha Farrant. It was registered bracing, and gave the reasons for not using it. 7923. Avuromatic Disc BituiaRD Scorer, 8. Long,
op the Ist inst., with a capital of £10,000, in £10 He also described the method of glazing,
both London.
Saretp for Muvers’ Sarety Lamps, W. G. Jackshares. The subscribers are:—
with putty for the roof generally and with 7924.
son, London.
Shares. Helliwell’s patent puttyless glazing at the louvre. 7925,
~~ Enornes, R. Wallwork and T. Sturgeon,
R. E, Farrant, 2, Park-square West, N.W., direcDiagrams were exhibited showing the general
on,
ROE Mo
crn a6. ee. 00 Liege. 08
form of the roof and the movable staging, and 7926. Testina, &c., Manual SPEED, &c., J. C. Sellars,
Mrs. F. Farrant, 2, Park-square West, N.W.
Liverpool.
the working drawings were also laid upon the
F. T. Pilkington, 8, R
Srretcuinc Roiuinc Paper, C. F. Thomson,
table for reference, by the kind permission of 7927.
E. ©. Pilkington, 8, Russell-square, architect
Sunn:
le.
W. Morris, jun., 6, Old von solicitor
Mr. Richard Johnson, M. Inst. C.E., chief engiTraction Excise Cummeys, W. Arnold, SkelWee
, 16 and 17,
e,
neer of the Great Northern Railway, under 7928.
m
e.
J. T. Ford Bishop, 39, Market-street, Manchester,
whose
instructions
the
work
is
being
carried
out
7929. Tennis and other Batts, H. Swales, Manchester.
manager
of fancy stores .. .. .
et
by Messrs, A. Handyside and Co., contractors, 7930. Emery Cora, &c., J. C. W. Stanley and W. D.
Butler, London,
The number of directors is not to exceed three, of Derby and London.
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7931. Demi-soun and Carsoy Cases, W. P. Thompson.
—(R. A. Marshall, United States)
7982. Ruxa and other Frere, G. 1.J. Wells and 8. L.
Howard, Liverpool.
7988, Curtinc TextiLe Fasrics, &., E. Law, Liver7 Swirca, A. B. Gill, Lewisham.
7935. Lanpine Sraces, MN, Ridley and G. F. Blackmore, London.
7936. Piston Vatves, W. Payton, Richmond.
ae Macazive Guns, F. Stock, London.
7938. Steam Boiers, T. Hipkins, London.
Ls >t.
Covers for Dorszas, &c., J. M. Baker,
on.
7940. Loapinc of Heavy Guns, J. T. Williamson,
on.
7941. Puncuixe Hores in Metat, E. T. Ash, London.
7942. Srrie*<p MusicaL InstRuMENTS, A. M. Clark.—
(J. 8. Morgan, United States.)
7948. Door Scraper, A. H. Williams, London.
7944. CANDLE-HOLDER and Rer.ecror, H. 8. Sitwell,
don.
7945. ComMUNICATING on Rartway Trains, P. Daley,
London.
7946. Sewine Macuineg, W. 8. Oliver, London.
7947, MovasLte Srern Dock for Streamers, A. C.
iby, London.
7948. CLEANING the Bortoms of VesszExs, A. C. Boothby,
London.
7949, CenrrirucaL Boxtine Rezts, O. Imray.—{Z. C.
Eldred, United States.)
7950. TeLerHones, D. J. Smith and H. F. Jackson,
ndon.
=
Presses, H. H. Lake.—{N. C. Stiles,
7952. Atracainc Rorgs, R. R. E. Drake-Brockman,
London,
7958. ELecrric SicNaLLine, G. Conz, London.
7954. Sewer Fraps, E. Anthony, Brentford.
~_, a
Hook and Sprine Curr, A. C. Morgan,
on.
7956. PerroLec™ and other Lamps, 8. Siemang and A.
Breden, London.
2nd June, 1887.
7957. Repucine Visration in the Hanpies of Cycizs,
., G. Burgess, Coventry.
7958. Compinep LANTERN and WaALkrNe Stick, H. G.
Forbes, Bitton, near Bristol.
7959. Fioor Coverinas, &., G. H. Levis, London.
7960. Lirrer Apparatus for Sprxnine and other Macurnes, W. T. Garnett, Bradford.
=
Taps in Barrens, &c., W. Cook, Red7962. Steam Hoistine Encrves, G. Donkin and B. G.
Nichol, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
7963. Steam SreeRinc Apparatus, G. Donkin and
B. G. Nichol, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
7964. Sewinc Macurxes for Currine, &c., ButtonHOLEs in Faprics, A. Anderson and R. A. F. Pollock, Glasgow.
7965. Curttne and Dressine Stone, J. Ogg, Glasgow.
7966. InLarp FLoors, W. Boelling, London.
7967. oe A. J. Boult.—(2. J. Blood, United
States.
7968. AppLyrinc Coat of Arms to Payets, &., W.
unnin,
, Liverpoo!
7969. Cases for DispLayinc Provisions, &&., G.
on.
7970. SasH Fasteners for Wruxpows and CASEMENTS,
A. thope, London.
7971. Vevocirepes, T. Humber, London.
7972. Cannyine a Riyie and Bayonet
on a Bicycrz,
T. Humber, London.
7973. Cases for DispLarinc Provisions, &c., G.
French, London.
= Sicnatuina from Piers, &c., D. McGregor,
we.
7975. SEconDaRY BaTTERIEs or AccuMULATORS, L, C. E.
Lebiez, London.
7976. Cuimmyey Pots for the Prevention of Down
Draveuts, W. Haworth, London.
7977. Ports employed in Coatine Try and TERNE
TEs, R. Martin, London.
7978. Macuixe for CLeaninc Kwyives and Forks,
J. F. C. Boyes.—(H. Boyes, France.
7979. Piates for Printine from, K. Klic, London.
7980. TREATMENT of Paper for Drawine PURPOSES,
K. Klic, London.
7981. PorTaBLe Fence for Garpens, &c., E. L. White
and J. W. Stansfield, London.
7982. TELEPHONIC InstRUMENTS, C. L. W. Fitzgerald,
London.
7983. Brusx Stock, J. Root, London.
7984. PorTaBLE and ORNAMENTAL CoaL-BoxEs, T.
b, Glasgow.
7985. ADsusTABLE SpaNNER or Screw-KEy, W. Wall,
Bradford.
ord.
7986. Sarery InpIcATOR or ALARM, M. Bailey, London.
7987. Corsets, J. Lak
7988. Lamps, W. Rowsell, London.
7989. Openina, &c., the Breecu of Guns, A. Noble,
C. B., ani
T. Brankston, London.
7990. INCANDESCENCE Gas-BURNERS, J. Imray.—{C.
Clamond, France.)
7991. Motive Power for Toys, W. H. Hall, London.
7992. Detivery Boxes for Newspapers, &., M. A.
Katz, London.
7998. Tacks, &c., L. A. Denille, London.
7994. PENcIL-HOLDERS, &c., H. H. Lake.—{Z. H. Malzard, France.)
7995. Srenci, Corrina Apparatus, F. W. Zimer,
London,
3rd June, 1887.
7996. Macuinery for Boots and SHogs, W. Ross and
J. Bilbie, London.
7997. Ficurep CLors for Lapres’ Mantuss, &c., T. R.
Ashenhurst, Bradford.
7998. WasHinc Ores, M. Kennedy and G. Green,
Glasgow.
7999. AsH-pans, J. J. Green, Halifax.
8000. BrakE MecuanisM for Looms, R. Whalley and
W. Wells, Blackburn.
8001. Sustarsisc Pepat for Pianorortss, &., T. 8.
uw
8002. VY»
SianaLuinc,
W. Grainger and C. Alvey, Birmingham.
8003. PLagques for Tgapor Stanps, L. A. Holmes,
Blackpool.
8004. CLEANING Tin, &c., PLates, J. Williams, Bryn-y8005. Comsustion of O11, H. Keevil, Bath.
=
Sounpine Apparatus, R. Holdsworth,
8007. Cas Wixvows, W. E. Carmont, Ardwick.
= PREPARING Farrnaceous Susstances, T. A.
.
Ww.
8009. Piate for Screw, &c., Castors, G. Wakeman,
Birmingham.
8010. Trae Merasurers for Cooxine Purposes, J. T.
M. Burgess, Birmingham.
8011. Catt and other Riverine Betis, A. Nicholas,
Birmingham.
8012. Currine or Divipinc Carp CLoTHine and Fixixc
the same on Carpine Enornzs, J. Heginbottom,
Oldham.
8013. FrEeprnc-BoTTtes, E. de Pass.<P, Rougeot,
France.)
8014. Rartway SicNatiina, H. Morris, Manchester.
8015. Car Door Fastener, E. B. Searles, London.
8016. ImPERISHABLE OpaL Letrer, A. H. Hull,
London.
8017. Sewmva Macuives, H. Sommerfeld and F
sols,
k Taoveen
USER Br
STRETCHERS, G.G. F. Avent ani d RS .
Wright, London.
8019. PPERS for Bortries, Jars, &c., H. Barrett,
London.
8020. Puncrurine the Ciose Enps of Ciaars, J. J.
P. and E. P. Hides, Sheffield.
8021. Lasts for Boots, &c., E. and J. F. Atkinson
Sheffield.
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8022. Drivinc Mpcnanisy of Tricycies, H. T. Pearce,
London.
$023. ee &c., and other PLovens, T. Corbett,
ondon.
4. Preservation of Woops, J. Stevenson.—(J.
Salvat, France.)
8025. Tea and Corrre-pots, W. Robertson, Glasgow.
$026. Havre Gear, E. Dutton, Glasgow.
8027. Drawinc AppLiances, A. Augsburg, London.
$028. ANTISEPTIC AuToMaTIC Dry CLoset, C. Webb,
London.
=
or Cover for Lamps, G. T. Wooldridge,
on.
$030. Fo_prxe Carriace Crarr, J. Priest, London.
8031. Disremperine, R. Gould, London.
8032. Toots for Currixe Wire, &c., L. Vorpahl and H.
Pohl, London.
8033. LuBRICATORS, R. Wappler and A. Richter,
London.
$034. Prycers, F. H. Schilbach, London.
8035. Lusricant-Box and Runyer, J. W. Stansfield,
London.
3036. IyprcaTine Names and Streets, J. W. Stansfield,
London.
8037. Recreation by S.irprxe in all Seasons, J. W.
Stansfield, London.
$038. Novet Sport or Pastime, J. W. Stansfield,
London,
$039. TeLt-TaLe for ReoisteRiInc Payment, J. W.
Stansfield, London.
$040. Sarpine Tin Opener, M. Wilson, London.
8041. Paper-makine, W. B. Nation and J. J. Worswick,
London.
8042. Wueets, H. E. Ludwig, London.
8043. Avromatic Latues, E. Davis.—(@. and E. Heyne,
Germany.)
$044. Cocks or Faucets, H. H. Lake.—({H. Ogden,
United States.)
$045. Derermintne the Percentaces of CLean WooL,
E. J
yer, London.
8046. Merer, P. Jolin, Bristol.
8047. Fixrines for Srop-Nets or Fence Nets, J. Osmond,
London.
8048. Steam Enorve, G. A. de Pennings, London.
8049. Avromatic Larues, E. Davis.—(@. and E. Heyne,
Germany.)
8050. Preventixc Corrosion rv Boriers, A. J. Marquand, London.
8051. Cusnioxine Vatve for Pumps, J. 8S. Wyndham,
London.
8052. Drsappeartinc Gun Carriaces, A. Noble, C.B.,
and C. H. Murray, London.
8053. Firinc Mpecuantsm, C. A. McEvoy, London.
8054. PuLverisers, G. Little, London.
4th June, 1887.
8055. Roorixe, W. P. Thompson.—(0. Peppe, Saxony.)
8056. Separatine Dust from Arr, L. B. Fiechter.—(C.
M. Hardenbergh, Minnesota.)
8057. Link Motion for Vatves, J. McG. McCulloch,
Liverpool.
8058. Faprics, W. P. Thompson.—{ The Vereinigte
Filz fubriken, Germany.)
8059. ELecrric Arc Lamps, F. C. Phillips and H. E.
Harrison, London.
8060. Revo_vine Suutrter for Saarts, &c., F. H. Smith,
Belfast.
8061. Reteastnc the CanpLeE Tuses of Lamps, A.
Jagger, Birmingham.
8062. Weavine of Lono-PILe Fasrics, J. Taylor, Manchester.
8063. Preservinc Crustacea, J. C. Mewburn.—(J. J.
Bate, United States.)
8064. Brusnes, R. Condron, London.
= CrecuLaR Fieet of Satine Suips, W. Jones,
_ Birmingham.
8066. Gas Motor Encrnz, J. Middleton, Glasgow.
8067. Expiosives, T. G. Hart, Bath.
8068. Socket for Lscanpescent Loop Laps, H. Bayley,
Walsall.
8069. Automatic Boxes, W. Sunderland, Birmingham.
8070. Carriaces, W. D. Stephens, Newcastle-uponTyne.
8071. Carriaces, W. D. Stephens, Newcastle-upone.
8072. Coxe Grape, T. Herron, Blaydon-on-Tyne.
8073. Stoppers for Borer. Tunes, J. Noble, Glasgow.
8074. Partour or Iypoor FoorpaLt Game, C. B. Suffield, Leeds.
8075. Treatment of StockrxetTe Fasrics, O. Lupton,
Bradford.
ord.
8076. . 1? for LycaNDEscENT Lamps, R. T. Turnbull,
mdon.
8077. HorsrsHor, D. MacWhinnie, London.
8078. Borriine, &c., Beer, W. Paterson and R. Starke,
Glasgow.
8079. Steam Recuiatinc Contrivance, E. Klein,
Berlin.
8080. Protection of Suips, J. J. Talman.—{C. G.
Blackburn, West Africa.) ‘
8081. Pack Sappies, H. R. Stewart, London.
8082. Propuction of Letrers, &c., on ENAMELLED
Surraces, B. Baugh, London.
$083. Hanpie for Carryine Parcets, G. A. Nussb
London.
8084. Screws, F. S. Lees, London.
$085. Mitrrary Vaiss, E. 8. Bulfin, London.
8086. CaBLe SLeEves, J. G. Lorrain, London.
8087. Lockie Devices for Sportsmen's Knives, F.
Weintraud, London.
8088. Execrric ALakM Devices, A. Zettler, Manchester.
8089. TypocRaPHicaL Priytinc Macurxes, F. Moritz,
c! r.
= Distitiation of Tar or O11, F. Lennard, Lonon.
8091. Revo.vers, F. Praunegger, London.
8092. Tune Currer, O. F. Martin and W. P. Dean,
London.
8093. Hypatorp Motor, A. Fehlen, London.
8094. Wueets, R. Varty, London.
8095. CHALK-HOLDER for BixiiaRps, H. M. B. Beevor,
London.
8096. Sarery Apparatus for Exrevators, A. Stigler,
Lendon.
A
8097. SLIDE-vaALVE Mecuanism, A. Tolhurst and H.
Skinner, London.
$098. Tortet Papers, W. Wooton, London.
6th June, 1887.
—. oom for Weavine, J. Ingham and W. Simpson,
mdon.
8100. Hypator Moror, A. Fehlen, London.
8101. Stee: Forwaces, J. Garvie, jun., London.
$102. Weavine Pitz Fasrics, 0. Drey, Manchester.
8103. LocxstitcH Sewinc Macuines, G. T. Tugwell,
8104.
es TrwaL Waters, E. Lightowler, Liverpool
$105. Sprine Gun, W. Terry, Blackpool.
8106. —_ for Wravine, R. A, Whytlaw and J. Kincaid,
iw.
8107. Fotpinc Boxes, E. H. Chesterton, Birmingham.
8108. Automatic Lusricator, A. M. Levy.—{J. B.
Fondu, Belgium.) .
as ed for Hanarne Coats, W. Fereday, Birmingnae7 — Gratinos, L. P. Cohen and E. Herrmann,
mdon.
Slil. Frames for Sprynina, &c., W. R. Laing, Glasgow.
= So Fork for Tricycies, &., J. J. Keating,
ublin.
8113. Pumprnc Encrves, H. Davey, London.
8114. Portmanreaus, F. Bennett, London.
8115. Saavine Ports, &c., T. Lumb, F. Claughton, and
Ww.
London.
8116. Fiurp Pressure Enorves, T. Moy, London.
8117. Suarr Disencacine Gear, &c., H. le B. Gunner,
London.
8118. Disencacinc Tow-rorgs, &c., W. Balch and F.
Hargrave, London.
$119. InpesrRucTIBLE Sipe-prum, W. H. Hanson,
Portslade.
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$120. yroremcaatel Ways of Ramways, &c., M. Archer,
ion,
8121. Ice Caves or Rerricrrators, H. Y. Dickinson,
Newbury.
8122. Cranes, 8. 8. Sugden, Woodford.
$123. Non-rvtoxicatine Drinks, W. H. Symons and
T. H.W
London.
~~ psn H. P. Parkes and J. Hartness,
on.
$125. Burron Fasteners, A. J. Boult.—(E. Kempshall,
United States.)
$126. Catorive Batreriss, P. A. Fichet and A.
Nodon, London.
8127. Ick CREAM Freezers, A. J. Boult.—(W. Tunstill,
United States.)
8128. Saurr.e Pickers for Looms for Weavine, A. J.
Fabre, Liverpool.
8129. .CanBonates of Sopa, L. A. Staub, Liverpool.
8130. Raruway Cuarr Keys or Wepors, R. M. Eastman, Liverpool.
8131. Lozence Macuines, A. J. Boult.—(7. Robertson,
Canada.
8132. ProrocrapHic Apparatus, E. de Pass,—(M.
Carquero, France.
8133. Drawine Wire, A. 8. and T. Bolton, London.
8134. Bearpine, Scourrne, and Po.isHinc Grain,
G. 8. Dowd, London.
8135. PLartinc ATTacHMENTS for SEWING MACHINES,
S.S Bromhead.—(C. W. Dudley, United States.)
8136. Cover for Cooxrne Vessexs, 8. 8S. Bromhead.—
(A. C. Cary, United States.)
8137. Seats for Ourpoor Uses, E. F. J. Callaghan,
ion.
8138. Currine Harr of Horses’ Tarts, T. Everitt,
8139. Rotiters for AGRICULTURAL Purposes, J. W.
Lee, London.
8140. Starr TreEaps, &c., W. D. Behm, London.
8141. Evecrric Arc Lamps, E. Domon, London.
8142. Hats or Bonnets, P. Haddan.—({M. M. Jorsin
Jrérez, France.)
8143. Umpreias, H. J. Haddan.—(W. Baungarten,
Germany.)
8144. —
Hovper or Cur, M. T. Hatchett,
mdon,
8145. Gatvanic Bartreries, D. Skrivanow, London.
8146. Rartway Covup.inos, A. M. Clark.—(J. @. Clarkson, United States.)
$147. Mirrors, P. Hufeland, London.
$148. AUTOMATICALLY EXTINGUISHING Lamps, A. Breden,
Vienna.
8149. AuToMATICALLY ExtinouisHinc Lamps, I. Kohn,
London.

the hop into said slot or groove, and a scraper or
cutterplacedat the point of delivery to remove the
mate: from said slot or groove, substantially as described. (3) The feeding mechanism comprising, in
combination, a hopper, rotary feeder and guard, and
an adjustable my we or cutter, said mechanism
having an annular feeding slot or groove, in which
said scraper or cutter is set, and the adjustment of
said scraper or cutter enabling it to remove the material toa
ter or less depth, as desired, substantially
as described. (4) The combination, with the rotary
feeding mechanism, comprising a hopper, feeder, and
guard, and having an annular feeding slot or groove,
of a stationary cutter or scraper projec
upward.
into said slot or groove, substantially as described.
» The combination, with the rotary feeder in the
‘orm of a horizontal plate or disc provided with an
annular feeding slot or groove, the hopper attached to
and carried by the feeder, and the base plate, forming
as Well a support to said feeder as a guard to retain
the material in said groove or slot till it reaches the
point of delivery, and provided with a delivery opening, of a cutter or scraper projecting into said slot or
ve through said delivery opening, substantially as
escribed. (6) The combination, with the rotary
feeding mechanism baving an annular feeding slot or
groove, and comprising a hopper, a horizontal rotating
feeder, and a guard, of a packer in said hopper to
force the material into said slot or groove, and a
scraper or cutter projecting upward into said slot or
groove to remove the material, substantially as described. (7) The combination, with the horizontally
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stantially as specified, A rule for use in dra’
a
number of uniformly spaced
, CO
of e
A, composed of two similar parallel
ions and
e section a6, said
el secti being p waa?
with the notches a! a®, and the part B, composed of
two similar parallel sections provided with the notches
61, said parts AB being adjustably secured together
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:
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re alla J
substantially as specified. The combination, with a
right-line rule
posed of two longitudinally adjustable parts, of a scroll pivotally connected to one of the
parts, the one being provided with a scale for indicating the angle of adjustment of the scroll, substantially as specified.
504, Stream Enorne Vatve, A. L. Ide, Springyield,
1U.—Filed May 11th, 1886.
Claim.—(1) The combination, with an engine
cylinder, of a steam chest or valve-casing provided
with a central annular steam space and cylindric
valve seats at each side of said space, each of said
valve seats being provided with two or more annular
rts in communication with the cylinijer, and a
Rollow piston valve having a reduced central part and
provided with two or more annular cylindric surfaces
separated by an annular opening or open
for
steam, said annular surfaces | arranged to correspond in relative gen with said annular ports and
adapted to severally wr and close the latter, substantially as described. (2) The combination, with
an engine cylinder, of a valve chest having two
cylindric valve seats, each provided with two steam
ports communicating with a steam passage leading

360,361. Gram CLeaner, L. Prevost, Champoeg, Oreg.
—Filed August 27th, 1885.
Claim.—{1) A grain cleaner comprising the chute B,
the inclined shoe D, the fan, the wind board, the reciprocating frame H, provided with a screen, and the rotating disc feeder provided with an annular slot or
stationary frame having a series of bars with wipers
the hopper carried by said feeder, the
attached thereto, the parts being organised substan- groove,
plate supporting said feeder and hopper and forming
a — to said slot or groove, and provided with a
delivery opening, of the stationary packer having
{360.36)]'
inclined arms to act upon the material and force it
into the annular slot or groove, and the scraper or
cutter projecting through said delivery open
into
said slot or groove, substantially as descri
(8)
The combination, with the delivery-controlling means
of an automatic weighing machine, of a feeding
mechanism comprising a hopper, a rotary feeder provided with an annular feeding slot or groove formed
therein, a scraper or cutter set into said slot or groove,
and a guard arranged to retain the material in the
slot or groove until it reaches the point of delivery,
substantially as described. (9) The combination, with
the delivery-controlling means of an automatic weighing machine, of a feeding mechanism comprising a
hopper, a rotary feeder, a guard, a scraper or cutter,
and a packer, the said mechanism having an annular
feeding slot or groove in which said cutter or scraper
is set, and the said packer being placed in the hopper
and serving to force the material into said slot or
substantially as described. (10) The combinatially as shown, and for the purpose set forth. (2) The groove,
tion, with the delivery-controlling means of an autocombination, with a grain cleaner, of a reciprocating matic
machine, of the rotary feeder in the
frame H, provided with a screen, and a stationary form ofweighing
a horizontal disc or plate provided with an
frame J, located in the main frame, and having a annular slot
groove, the base plate provided with
series of bars, each comprising two sections, between the deliveringor opening,
the scraper or cutter pro—— are clamped flexible wipers, substantially as set jecting through said opening
into said slot or
ve,
1
the hopper attached to and carried with said feeder,
,488. Rupper ror Boats, John M. Wheeling, W. and the packer in said hopper for forcing the mate
into aad queeen, substantially as described.
Va.—Filed July 10th, 1886.
Claim.—(1) The bination of a bal d rudder and
Gun-mountina, T. Nordenfelt, Westminster.
a stock, the latter being hung to the stern of a boat in 360,537.
—Filed September 14th, 1886,
a line at right angles with the plane of rise thereof
Claim.—{1) The combination, substantially as set
a —— in the + my lane with ~ oe oh forth,
of the trunnioned frame, its support, the gun
su
ially as an or the purposes escri
2)
in the trunnioned frame, two
Th e bination of a bal:
dd and a stock, the movable longitudinally
rudder
cylinders upon the trunnion frames, one
latter being hung to the stern of a boat in a line at hydraulic
on
either
side of the gun and in front of the trunnions
right angles with the plane of dead-rise and at right of the frame,
in these cylinders with pistonangles with the plane of the stern-rake thereof, and rods connectedpistons
with the gun, and springs upon the
in the same plane with the rudder blade,
frame on either side of the gun and behind
substantially as and for the purposes described. (3) trunnioned
the trunnions of the frame, for the purpose set forth.
360,537

x
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to each end of the cylinder, a hollow piston valve
rovided with two annular bearing surfaces, forming
Rooeen them an annular port or passage c?, located
in position to communicate with,one of said
steam ports at the time the other steam port is
uncovered by the valve, and a longitudinal passage cl,
in the wall of the valve, os ae povareuppniewin
between the said passage c? and a central steam space
of the steam chest, substantially as described, (3)
The combination, with a steam chest havinga cylindric recess provided with a broad annular passage b*
of aremovable bushing covering said passage 1°, and
provided with two or more series of apertures
arranged circumferentially and forming two or more
separate steam ports, substantially as described. (4)
The combination, with a steam chest a
of r
ble
bushings covering 2) recesses
forming passages l° and ribs +4 in said passages,
<= ini on bushings, substantially as described.
(5) The combination, with a cylindric valve seat provided with two steam ports, of a hollow piston valve
provided with annular bearing surfaces C? C3, the
surfaces C3 being formed upon rings c4, sustained
from the body of the valve by ribs 5, substantially
as described. (6) The combination, with a cylindric
valve and valve chest provided with cylindric seats
having an annular steam passage
removable
bushings provided with two or more series of apertures forming steam ports, said apertures bei
straight upon the inlet sides of the ports and curv
upon the opposite or exhaust sides of said ports, substantially as descri
360,623. Toot ror Makino Sprrat Sprivos, J. 7. B.
Siden, Nybo, Walbo, Sweden.—Filed January 7th,
1886
Claim.—(Q1) In a tool for making spiral springs, a
pair of tongs having its legs united at one end and
rovided with threaded jaws, in combination with a
older adjustable in a keeper having a sliding connection with one of the legs, substantially as and for
ww

The combination of rudders having. their stocks
inclined to each other and « shank ur couuecting-rod
j
rudders, and connected therewith by
ball-and-socket joints, substantially as and for the
purposes described. The combination, with the hull
of a boat, of a balanced rudder, the forward
of
the blade of which is contiguous, or nearly con’ ous,
with the hull, and
to afford a widening
from the contact point to the rudder stock, substantially as and for the purposes described.
360,512. Fereprnc MecHANISM FOR AUTOMATIC
WEIcHING
and PACKAGE-FILLING MACHINES, Clement
C. Clawson, Newark, N.J.—Filed October 8th, 1886.
Claim.{1) The rotary feeder
led with an
annular slot or groove formed
, in combination
with the hopper arrangedto supply the material to
said slot or groove, the stationary
the said Peyote apyentier 3 a
and the stationary
or guard arran; to
ytain the Snaseeal tsde eet or ve until it
reaches the delivery point, substantially as described.
(2) The combination, with the
a rotary
feeder provided with an annular feeding slot or groove
formed therein, of a packer to force the material in

(2) A gun ee comprising a trunnioned frame,
within’ which the gun is supported and moves
a,
and the hydraulic
linder or
cylinders formed or fixed upon the trunnioned frame
and containin;
or equivalent
ha
connection wit
, and which di
the
of the gun drive liqu
h a passage
or passages,
which, as the recoil p
are progressively contracted, substantially as set forth.
360,545. Dravocutsman’s Ruiz, EF. F. Wagner,
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Filed September 4th, 1886.
‘ oe eeDhin oe for - in betene MYRana d of bon4
ormaly spaced lines, and consisting
)
, whic
iatorsenteh so that the rule will have similar sides and
can be reversed to present either side upward, sub-

the purpose set forth. (2) In a tool for making spiral
springs, a pair of tongs having its legs united at one
end and provided with threaded jaws, in combination
with a holder adjustable in a keeper sliding on a dovetail formed on the under side of one of the said links,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
NavaL Ewnorneer Appointments.—The following
appointments have been made at the Admiralty :—G.
Rigler, staff engineer. to the Trafalgar;hed J. E.ome Chase, archief
engineer, to the Seaho
to date May 21; P. Bingham, assistant engineer, to the
court; J. Ward and G. Wheatley, assistant
engineers, to the Minotaur; R. Ayers, assist. engineer, to the
Monarch; P. Crichton, assistant engine r,
to theSult
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Barberton district.—The auriferous material here is a bered that the American type of mill, with wooden
MINING MACHINERY FOR THE ‘
true quartz, very massive and hard, containing a frames and battery-blocks, was designed for a country
TRANSVAAL,
certain proportion of sulphurets of various kinds; where heavy timber is found.on the spot, and under
By Henry Louis, A.R.S.M., F.L@¢., &c.
the gold is sometimes coarse, but more often it is circumstances so entirely the opposite of these, a difAr the present moment, when gold mining in South very fine, and is not always very freely amalgam- ferent type of construction must of course be adopted.
t advantage, the All machinery should be of the highest quality, as
Africa is attracting so large a share of the attention of able. In order to treat it to the
the mining public, and when makers of mining machinery quartz should first of all be put through rock breakers, transport is a very great item in the cost of the erected
are so largely engaged in supplying the requirements of set rather fine, to break down to, say, lin. cubes, in order mill, and it costs no more to carry the very best than to
these new goldfields, a few notes on the exact nature of to throw less work upon the stamp mill. The quartz carry inferior machinery. In fact, the constructor must
these requirements may negate prove of service. The being hard, heavy stamps from 750 lb. to 900 lb. in weight bear in mind that he is working for a new country, where
proposition that gold milling machinery must, in order to may be employed with advantage, and worked with.about the roads are disgracefully bad, skilled mechanics scarce,
attain to its maximum of efliciency, be carefully adjusted a 7in. drop ; ninety drops per minute will probably be and machine shops almost non-existent,
to suit the character of the quartz that it will have to be found ample. The battery boxes should have inside
employed upon, is so self-evident as not to require any plates, and in order to give a sufficient opportunity for
demonstration, and accordingly I will proceed at once to amalgamation in the battery, a 3in. discharge may be used
THE DRAINAGE OF FENS AND LOW LANDS
int out what class of machinery is best suited to the two with advantage in conjunction with a fine screen ; about
BY STEAM POWER.
important goldfields of South Africa, viz., the Witwaters- 1200 meshes to the square inch seem to have given the
yand (or Johannesberg), and the De Kaap (or Barberton) best results up to the present. The pulp from the battery
By W. H. Wueecer, M. Inst. C.E.
will, of course, pass over amalgamated copper plates, and
districts.
No. 1X.
Witwatersrand.—The material to be milled here is nota then be concentrated on Frue vanners. Hardly enough is
Pumpine Stations.
true quartz, nor does it occur in reefs ; it is a quartzose yet known of the nature of these concentrates to enable
Podehole, Deeping Fen.—The taxable area of this drainconglomerate, the hardness of which varies from a very anyone to pronounce positively as to the best method of
friable to a very firm metamorphosed mass. There are, it treating them. One mill has obtained very satisfactory age district is 30,000 acres, the quantity of land actually
is true, a few small veinlets of quartz in the district, but results by treating their concentrates—in the case in drained by the wheels being 32,000 acres. The water
the bulk of the auriferous material is the conglomerate. question, blanket concentrates — in Wheeler pans. from the fen is collected into two large drains, from which
The gold which it carries is free, crystalline, is sometimes Chlorination has been suggested for the treatment of the it is pumped into an outfall cut, called the Vernatt’s
rather coarse, but more often moderately tine, and very De Kaap tailings, and it has even been proposed to erect |drain, which discharges into the tidal river Welland,
readily amalgamable. The deposits—which are beds dip- a central establishment for the purpose. Such a scheme about six and a-half miles distant. The average lift is
ping at angles of from 40 to 60 deg.—are thick, and the may, no doubt, be successful in the future, when com- about 5ft., the extreme being 7ft. The machinery was
auriferous ore is therefore abundant. I estimate the munication between the various scattered mining proper- erected in 1824, and consisted of two scoop wheels worked
probable average yield of the bést of these deposits at ties and a central point, such as Barberton, has been by two low-pressure condensing beam engines of 80 and 60
about 10dwt. per ton, Under such circumstances it will improved, and when the Delagoa Bay Railroad has beer nominal horse-power respectively, working at a maximum
prove more profitable to mill fast and to put through completed, so as to admit of acids, salt, &c., being brought pressure of steam in the boiler of 4lb. This pressure
lange quantities of material, rather than to attempt very into Barberton at reasonable prices. At present, whilst as since been altered and other improvements made.
close saving. Amalgamation inside the battery boxes, the price of chemicals is, owing to the excessive cost of The crank shaft from the engine passes through the wall
which should be furnished with inside plates, at any rate transport, very high, and whilst the difficulties and the of the engine house, and carries a pinion gearing into a
on the discharge side, will prove the most satisfactory a
_of carrying tailings or concentrates from the spur wheel on the shaft of the scoop wheels. The ratio
process ; amalgamated copper plates should then suffice to mills to any central chlorination works are extreme, it is of the velocity of the engines to the wheels is 16 to 5,
catch all the gold escaping from the battery boxes, and greatly to be feared that the attempt to establish chlori- and 22 to 44 respectively. The larger engine—called the
below the plates should be a few yards of strakes, fur- nation works at Barberton will, if executed, prove a Holland—has a steam jacketed cylinder, 44in. in dianished with rifiles, to catch any particles of mercury that failure. The best plan at present will doubtlessly be meter, with 8ft. stroke. The fiy-wheel is 24ft. in diameter.
may be carried off the plates. No further amalgamating found to be close concentration of the tailings, and treat- The smaller engine—called the Kesteven—has a steamor concentrating machinery should be needed if the mills ment of the crude concentrates, either with or without jacketed cylinder 45in. in diameter and 6ft. 6in. stroke.
ave properly worked, as the gold is very free, and no calcination, in
pans of some approved Californian pattern, The fly-wheel is 24ft. in diameter, making 22 revolutions
sulphurets have as yet been found in noticeable quantities ; to be followed
by amalgamators and settlers.
The aminute. The framing of the scoop wheels is of cast
there should be no difficulty at all in keeping the plates tailings escaping from the settlers can then be stacked for iron. The larger wheel was originally 28ft. in diameter,
bright, the ore being exceptionally clean. The battery box future treatment if advisable. At present, most of the and fitted with forty scoops, but the diameter was
ought to be fairly deep, so as to admit of long runs being mills in the De Kaap district are Padly worked, heavy increased about ten years ago to 31ft. The scoops are
made without cleaning up; but the dies should at the loss of gold being the rule and not the exception. Many 6ft. 6in. long—radially—by 5ft. wide, giving an area
The mean
same time be very deep, in order to make the dis- of the mills, notably those of Colonial manufacture, are when wholly immersed of 32°5 square feet.
charge as shallow as possible. The most satisfactory very badly constructed, and seem as though they had diameter is 24ft. Gin., number of revolutions a minute 5,
results will probably be obtained with a depth of discharge been designed to waste as much
power as possible. I may giving a gross discharge, after deducting the space occuof 1fin. to 2in,. The ore being upon the whole rather instance one mill which is worked by a Pelton wheel with pied by the scoops, of 11,215 cubic feet per minute, o1
friable, light stamps are preferable to heavy ones; the best a fall of over 200ft., the diameter of the nozzle being about 313 tons. These wheels, as running at the present time,
weight for them will probably be between 450 1b. and ljin.; and yet this wheel barely suffices to drive a light have been very accurately fitted in their places, and run
600 Ib., according to the nature of the ore in each indi- 5-stamp battery ata low speed. A brake power of 5-horse very true, so that there is a clearance of barely half an
vidual case. The drop should be small—din. or 6in.—and a ought to suffice to drive this mill, and the theoretical inch between the floats and the masonry at the bottom
the speed of milling as high as possible, at any rate not
orse-power developed by the watershould beabout twenty. and sides. The smaller wheel ‘is 31ft. diameter, with the
under 90 drops per minute, and more if practicable. In The power by which the mills in the Barberton district same number of scoops, each being 5ft. Gin. long by 5ft.
order to run successfully at these high speeds it will be are to be driven is, for the most part, water power. This wide, giving an area of 27°5 square feet. The mean
necessary to have the frames made exceptionally stron
is obtained either from the De
p (Queen’s) River, in diameter 25ft. Gin., number of revolutions a minute 43,
&c.,
and substantial, and the greatest care should be devo
which case the quantity of water available is compara- equal to a discharge, after deducting scoops,
to the foundations, both for the battery blocks and the tively great, and the fall low, or from water-races brought 8959 cubic feet per minute, or 250 tons. The scoops
dip
from
the
radial
line
at
an
angle
of
25
deg.,
-being
sills, otherwise it will be impossible to run at as high a along the hill side, at high elevation, often from very
= as above recommended
without unduly increasing considerable distances ; the quantity of water obtainable tangent to a circle 7ft. 6in. in diameter, the end of
the repair account, and moreover wasting time in repairs. in the latter case is, of course, less, but the power may be each scoop, for a length of 18in., drips further back 6in.
It may perhaps be advisable to substitute single for great, owing to the height of fall available ; this, in some The straight part of the scoops enters the water at
double cams, in order to facilitate running at high of the properties on
Moodie’s concession, will exceed average flood level at an angle of 29 deg., and leaves it at
speeds.
.
500ft. In such cases the Pelton wheel is the best motor 36 deg. The average dip in floods is 5ft., and the average
The best size of mesh for the screen will probably prove for use in the Transvaal. It is quite true that the power head 5ft., rising to 7ft. in extreme floods. Steam is supto be 900 to the square inch ; instead of this, a vertical that it is capable of developing may be inferior to that lied to the engines by five double-fiued Lancashire
slot screen with slots of No. 9 width may be used. Both
iven off by a first-class turbine, but its efficiency is not Salen: having water pockets above the furnaces; they
forms will probably give good results here, and it is hard - header by wear, as is the case with the latter class of are 7ft. diameter by 26ft. long. The total discharge
to say which should give the better. In some of the mines wheels. Moreover, it is lighter, thoroughly portable, and of the two wheels is 563 tons per minute. This is equal
the conglomerate is so excessively friable—having appa- easily erected and bate te even by those who have not to about the fourth of an inch of rain over the whole area
rently never been consolidated—that it will not be made a special study of hydraulic engineering; for all of 32,000 acres when the wheels are working to their full
necessary to pass the whole of it through the mill; in falls. of over 100ft. the Pelton wheel is to be highly recom- capacity for twenty-four hours a day.
such a case the ore may be dumped into revolving drums mended, and its efficiency may be taken at 50 per cent.
The efficiency of these wheels has been greatly increased
into which a stream of water is run, and which are con- of the theoretical horse-power developed by the water; by alterations carried out a few years ago. On the inlet
nected with or continued as revolving screens; the coarse more is, I know, claimed for it, but I consider the above side—see Fig. 8 and 9—a shuttle has been added, by which
portions of the conglomerate, requiring crushing will be figure a pretty safe one. For moderate falls a turbine or the amount of water coming to the wheel can be adjusted
delivered from the open ends of the circular screen direct a vortex-wheel may be used, and for low falls, such as and the supply regulated to the quantity best adapted for
into the mill hopper, whilst the finer portions suspended those on the Queen’s River, a turbine or a water-wheel. keeping the wheel fully charged without its being drowned
in the water can be streamed over amalgamated copper The chief objection to the latter is its comparative weight by it. This shuttle is of the same width as the wheel, and
plates followed by riffles. By this system of working the and bulkiness, and the fact that it would have to be put consists of a wooden door fixed across the inlet close up to
effective capacity of a mill of given size may be greatly together on the spot, the carriage up country of a water- the wheel, and working on friction wheels in a frame
increased at very small expense.
wheel of even moderate dimensions, ready for work, being placed in the masonry. The door is fixed close to the
There is little or no water-power available throughout quite impracticable. There are several steam mills now wheel, at an angle of 45 deg. to the bottom of the racethe Witwatersrand district, and most of the mills will at work in the Barberton district ; they are all small mills, way. It is provided with a balance weight, hung by a
have to be worked by steam. At present the only fuel driven by semi-portable boilers and engines, using wood chain working over a pulley. The shuttle is lifted or
available is wood, though there are seams of good coal for fuel. This is, however, rather expensive, and will lowered by a toothed rack gearing into a spur wheel
within thirty miles of the goldfield, and there is a propo- become more so in the immediate future, so that unless and pinion attached to a shaft, which is carried up into
sition on foot for constructing a railway line from the Delagoa Bay Railroad—the proposed line of which is the inside of the building. The floor drops away from
Kimberley to Pretoria, which line would connect Wit- said to traverse some good coalfields—can bring in cheap the bottom of the shuttle in the inlet side in a circular
watersrand with the Potchefstroom coal region. The coal, the steam mills will have to give way to mills ariven form, so as to give a larger space for the admission of the
best wood for fuel is that of various species of by water-power. In order to show how costly all milling water, and allow it to come up and pass freely under the
thorn; at present the consumption of it appears to operations are, I may state that one of the custom mills shuttle. The water passing under the shuttle does not
be at the rate of about one ton of w
to five charges an average of £2 per ton for milling quartz, and catch the scoops until they come towards the bottom of
tons of quartz. Wood is even now worth about 30s. per the proprietor finds that even at that price it barely pays the trough, and then impinges on them in the same direecton, and it is thus evident that the cost of the expenses, though it must be added that the mill in tion in which they are travelling, and with a velocity due
fuel will be one of the most serious items in the cost of question does not appear to be well managed. In North to the head of water at the back of the door, and thus
milling. All possible precautions should accordingly be America the charge for custom milling is about 6s. per ton. aiding in the forward motion of the wheel. The scoops
taken to diminish as much as possible the consumption of
The main rule to remember in designing machinery become fully charged as they assume a vertical position.
fuel. The boilers should be good steamers and havea very for the Transvaal is that it should be so arranged as to The apparent increase in the lift from the lower level
large steam space ; whilst it will be advisable to useengines economise labour, and more especially white labour, as from Thich the water has to be raised is more than comwith automatically varying expansion gears. Except for much as possible. The rate wee
and automatic pensated for by the avoidance of the mass of dead water
a — large mill, compound engines are not to be recom- battery feeders are advisable, and concentrators such as which a wheel generally has to encounter on first entermended for a country like the Transvaal, where large the Frue vanner are to be preferred to blanket strakes. ing the water, and by the wheel being just su‘ficiently fed
machine shops and good engineers are scarce. It must There being no foundries of any importance yet, steel with water having a velocity and direction which assist in
be remembered that it is very difficult to transport into shoes, dies, cams, &c., are to be preferred to cast iron. sending it round. A much greater quantity of water is
the interior any pieces of machinery weighing over three Native construction timber is scarcely to be obtained in thus raised with the same amount of steam than could be
tons in one piece, as they have to be carried on ox wagons either of the goldfields, whether for battery frames or done if the shuttle were not there. With the surface of
over roads of the most rudimentary description; boilers foundations.
Where timber is required it will have to be the water in the inlet drain during floods standing
of the tubular type, without shells (such as the Root’s sent from home, but it will probably prove cheaper to 6ft. 10in. above the bottom of the scoops, the shuttle is
boilers), are therefore the best boilers to send out, and make the frames of cast iron, wrought
iron, or steel, lifted sufficiently to allow lft. 3in. of water.to pass under
they should be adapted for burning both wood and coal whilst concrete may be advantageously employed to it, and this keeps the wheel well supplied. A movable
as economically as possible.
e remem- breast has also been fixed on the outlet side. It is made
replace timber for the foundations; it nat bi
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of iron plates, and works into a recess cut in the masonry ABSTRACTS OF CONSULAR AND DIPLOMATIC
of the breast, so that its face is flush with it. The plates
REPORTS.
are bent so as to have the same radius as the _— ; the
Italy—Trade of Central Italy for 1886—Ironworks.—A trade
upper
of the segmental plate is hinged at the top report on matters strictly limited to the consular district for
ai ave flat ennai platfonn fixed to an iron frame, Central Italy must deal principally with the improvements that
which when down lies in a recess in the floor of the outlet, are being carried out for the purpose of fostering industries and
and rises with the breast. To enable this platform to trade. The Societ& degli Alti Forni Acciaieria e Fonderia has
adjust itself to the space in which it has to lie, it is so lately increased its capital from £480,000 to £640,000, and proformed that one end slides in and out of the iron frame. poses issuing obligations for an equal amount, making altogether
The lower end of the frame is hinged to the floor; thus, £800,000 more to be employed in developing this undertaking.
when the breast is raised the floor is also raised for some They now turn out tubes of large and medium dimensions,
distance, forming an inclined plane from the top of the ships’ armour, and steel rails. The motors employed are comair and hydraulic power. The foundry is provided with
movable breast to the floor of the outlet channel. The pressed
of water persecond, which by means of two turbines
breast is raised or lowered to adapt it to the height of the 54cubicyards
a force of 400-horse power. There are five cupolas, one
water in the outlet drain by a segmental toothed rack furnish
of 4 tons an hour, one of 6 tons, two of 10 tons, and one of 20
gearing into a spur wheel attached to a windlass fixed on tons. There are now about 1000 workmen employed in and in
the wall of the raceway. By raising this breast to a connection with the foundry. The steel works have 2°62 cubic
sufficient height to allow of the free egress of the water yards of water at a high level, coming from a distance of 4}
over it, the back current at the bottom of the outlet, miles, and developing 4000-horse power, applied by forty-six
which always exists with the old arrangement, is entirely turbines and four other machines, which compress air up to
avoided. These improvements to the wheel have been 5 atmospheres. The compressed air is stored in a reservoir of
carried out under the direction of Mr. Alfred Harrison, iron pipes 1°25in. diameter, and about 1093 yards long. It is
thus distributed to the sledge hammer and to some of the largest
the superintendent of the Deeping Fen drainage district.
During the five years, 1876-80, the average work of the cranes. By the substitution of air and water for steam power,
saving in the expenses of the motors is accomplished.
two engines amounted to 219} days of twenty-four hours aThegreat
present appliances of the steel works are fit to produce
each for one engine, and the consumption of coal averaged enough
steel to make 300 tons of rails a day, and to
5 tons 9 ewt. per day. These engines have lately been| work fourBessemer
Martin-Siemens furnaces, each of a capacity of 20 tons.
thoroughly overhauled by Messrs. Watt and Co., and new There are five sledge hammers, weighing 7, 10, 15, 25, and 100
boilers provided, the working pressure of the steam being | tons respectively. The anvil of this latter weighs 1000 tons, all
raised to 20 1b. on the inch. The coal consumption has been | one jet, and is considered the largest piece of cast iron existing.
FIG.s.
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reduced to 3°28 tons per day, the amount of work done by
the engines being at the same time very largely increased.
It was reported that owing to these improvements 60 per
cent. more water was raised with 42 per cent. less fuel.
The annual saving was estimated at £450 in wet seasons.
The average annual cost of this pumping station for the
three years 1880-83 was £1412, of which £1009 was for
coals, which cost about 15s. per ton. The average quantity
consumed during the three years was 1356 tons a year.
Taking the area drained as 32,000 acres, this gives 23°61
acres for each ton of coal. The cost per acre is 10°58d.,
or taking coals only, 756d. Taking the average lift at
5ft., this gives 151d. per acre per foot of lift for coals
only. The following is the time the engines worked
during the above period:—
80-H.P. engine. 60-H.P.engine. Coals consumed.
Rainfall.
Hours.
Hours.
Tons.
Inches.
1880-81 ... 5112
3912 ... ... 1104
. 37°12
1881-82 ... 2616
1680 ... ... 788
-. 2612
1882-83 ... 2664
3756
1267
. 32°87
Taking the latter period as a fair sample of a wet
season, and allowing the average dip of the wheels
throughout the whole period the wheels were running to
be 2ft. 6in., and the head 4ft. 6in., the average work done
in water lifted would be 83°63-H.P. The average consumption of coal, 442 1b. per hour, equal to 5°28 Ib. of coal per
hour per horse-power of water lifted and discharged.
SaniTaRy InsTITUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN.—At an examination,
held June 2nd and 3rd, seventy-seven candidates presented themselves—nine as local surveyors and sixty-eight as ins
rs of
nuisances. Questions were set to be answered in writing on the
2nd, and the candidates were examined vivd voce on the 3rd.
The following candidates were certified to becompetent, as regards
their sanitary knowledge, to discharge the duties of local surveyor :—Harry Geen, James Railton, Herbert Spurrell, and W. E.
Clason Thomas, A.M. Inst. C.E., and forty-four candidates were
certified as competent to discharge the duties of inspector of
nuisances.
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There are 2000 workmen employed in and in connection with
these works.
e company own the iron mines of Val Trompia
in Lombardy, covering 2900 acres of ground, in which there are
abundant veins of iron ore. Part of the capital now being raised
is to be employed in setting up large foundries on the spot, to
supplement those already existing at Turin, and it is intended
to start blast furnaces at Civitta Vecchia, to utilise the ore of
Elba. For some special operations where coal is not necessary,
lignites obtained from mines near at hand, or from the Spoleto
mines, both of which are worked by the company, is used. In
addition to what is stated above, one object of increasing the
capital of the company is to complete and extend the steel works,
and to provide them with the appliances required for building
large and powerful steel guns, which at present have to be imported from abroad. When the works are completed it is
expected that 7000 people will be employed in them.
Italy—Port of Civitta Vecchia.—Nearly all the trade of Civitta
Vecchia being carried on by British ships, the present condition
of the harbour affects principally British shipping. The works
which have been for some time in progress for deepening the
harbour are now so far advanced as to mark a considerable improvement on the previous state of things; but the general
conditions of the harbour are still inadequate to the requiremente of the shipping and trade. The depth of the harbour in
the space between the mouth of the dockyard and the office of
the commander is 21ft. In that part of the harbour may be
placed steamers drawing up to 17$ft., the reason of this limitation being that rocks still exist in the bottom which will have
to be removed, and in consequence ships whose draught of water
reaches over 18ft. er 19ft. must still be moored at the breakwater, which is not a very safe place in bad weather. Very
often ships have to be kept waiting at the bar outside the harbour
because of want of room. To obviate this it has been projected
by the Chamber of Commerce of Civitta Vecchia that some new
quays be constructed, so as to hasten the unloading of ships
within the harbour. A scheme for a new mole is about to be
carried into effect, and it is expected that the work will be immediately commenced, but some years will be required for its
completion.
Japan—Suggestions for manufacturers and merchants,—The
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present system of business was inaugurated simultaneously with
the opening of Japan to foreign trade. By the terms of the
original treaties permission was given to all classes to trade
freely with foreigners at the open ports ; but at the commencement vexatious obstacles of every kind were interposed by the
Government of the country between foreign aud native
merchants, so that free and unrestricted trade was rendered a
practical impossibility. Owing to the action of the Government,
the only natives who gained access to the foreigners were keenwitted and unscrupulous adventurers who succeeded in usurping
the place formerly held by the few holders of Government
licences. These men have for years past formed a strung guild
of monopolists, controlling nearly the whole trade of Japan,
Competition with them on the part of other nations is
impossible; and, in case of disagreement with foreigners, they
combine to impose upon the latter whatever terms they please.
No effort has been made—except in isolated cases—to shake off
these disadvantages, and the British merchant in Japan continues to transact his direct business with the men to whom he
has been accustomed from his earliest days. All trustworthy
Japanese are of opinion that this system is unsuited to the
present times, and that if adhered to British trade with Japan
will surely continue to decline. The Japanese mercantile classes
in Tokio now include men who by birth, education, intelligenee,
and probity are well qualified for a high place in society, and
they are desirous that direct relations should be established
between them and the best classes of foreign merchants. The
Germans have taken advantage of this disposition, and in
consequence many large and valuable orders for staples, which
in the ordinary course of trade ought to have been obtained
from England—the best and cheapest market— have been
executed by German manufacturers. The success of the Germans
is to a great extent attributable to their own energy, to the
speed with which, through the efficient help of Japanese
partners in Tokio, they discover the requirements of the
Japanese, and to the fact that instead of waiting until the
Japanese customer comes to them in their offices at Yokohama,
they diligently seek him out in Tokio and there furnish him
with the fullest estimates for all the goods he needs. 1 venture
to hope that British importers will at least keep pace with their
European competitors. The principal part of this report is
devoted to the native cotton manufactures of Japan. Since
1881 there has been a gradual decline in the imports of cotton
piece goods from England. This decline is in some degree attributable to bad circumstances prevailing among the lower and
middle classes, and to a restricted circulation of money; but
from every quarter there is an absolute concensus of opinion that
it is in a much larger degree attributable to the disgust produced in the minds of all consumers by the bad quality of
nine-tenths of the cotton piece goods imported in recent years.
There is an appreciative and large market for durable and good
articles, for which the Japanese willingly py good prices, and it
is a great mistake to minister only to the inferior class of
buyers.
Yorway—Trade of Christiania in 1886.—Machinery works
have been well employed, and some have increased the number of their workmen, and have also had recourse to night
work. Their earnings have been supposed to’be tolerably good.
Wages have been 3s. 4d. for a day’s work of ten hours. Copper
mines have suffered from the fall in value of that metal, Improvements with the object of cheapening production have been
introduced at the Réros copper works, At the Vignaes mine, the
largest in Norway, 30,000 tons of ore were raised, but sold only
with difficulty. Wages have been slightly reduced without
affecting materially the economic condition of the mines, A new
washing apparatus is being set up at the Eger copper works to
prepare the ore for use in the production of sulphuricacid. The
yield of the Aamdul mines, worked by the Bratsberg Copper
Company, continues to be grt.
Norway—Trade of Flekkefjord.—The past year may be considered as very bad, in an economical respect, for that district.
English Bessemer steel competes successfully with Belgian, German, and Swedish iron. It is preferable to Swedish iron, and sold
ata cheaper rate, and would certainly quickly supersede all other
kinds if pushed in the market by energetic agents. Asa proof
that English manufactured steel and other metal goods have a
better reputation and are preferred to those of other countries
in Norway, German goods of this description bear inscriptions
in the English language and are delivered of satisfactory quality
cheaper than from England. British metal goods therefore
meet with the sharpest competition from Germany.
Norway—Trade of Porsgrund.—The import of coal shows a
slight decrease, but an increase may be looked for, as a porcelain
manufactory which will consume a quantity is finished. All
the machinery for these works has been imported from Germany,
the manager being German, A good supply of granite is to be
obtained in this district, which could doubtless be delivered in
England cheaper than from Scotland and other sources, Notwithstanding the bad times, it is most probable that a tolerably
fast English steamer with accommodation for about forty saloon
passengers, besides second-class and emigrant room, would if
well managed succeed between this port and Grimsby and Hull,
provided that the vessel be well suited for carrying ice and
timber. The chief obstacle is the lack of imports, but it is
possible that a regular trade in coals and merchandise to this
district might be created.
Trade of Tonsberg.—Trade has been exceedingly dull, and all
kinds of industry has suffered from the general depression.
English goods are considered superior to those of other
countries ;but German manufactured goods are much cheaper,
and this country is overflowing with German commercial
travellers who bring samples, and in an eloquent manuer persuade the merchants to buy their cheap goods, The Germans
are more active than the English, who send out very few commercial travellers, perhaps labouring under the delusion that
foreigners are still obliged to send to England for their goods.
Every retail house here is now visited by the representatives
of German wholesale houses, who consequently get the largest
amount of business.
Russia—-Trade of Poland in 1886.—The year 1886 was a very
bad one for the foreign trade of Poland. On the other hand,
the trade with the rest of the empire has increased very much,
Russia absorbing a large quantity of the goods manufactured for
Poland, especially textiles. The imports from Great Britain
continued in their downward tendency for 1886, and their value
did not amount to one half of what it used to be before the
year 1880, when the falling off commenced. Among the articles
of British origin which continue to find a market in Poland are
agricultural implements and machinery, Birmingham goods,
machinery, power looms, Sheffield cutlery, and tools in small
quantities, and spinning frames. The industrial development of
Poland during the last twenty-four years has been very remarkable, and has given rise to the accumulation of great wealth
among the manufacturing class, which are mostly composed of
Germans and Polish Jews. In 1884 there were 6580 factories
|of different kinds producing £19,185,100 worth of goods, and
! employing 105,300 hands against £6,900,000 and 70,000 hands
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in 1872, The chief Polish industries are iron, sugar, and Co.’s Engineering Works at Warsaw employ from 300 to 400 cerning the project of another canal, namely, from the Rhine
textiles. Of the machinery used for the Polish textile mills, hands, engines of 80-horse-power ; make boilers, gas pipes, through the Westphalian coalfield to the Ems, which later on
England supplies about three-fourths to the cotton and one- machinery for saw, steam, flour, and sugar mills, steam will bring the German coal into very close competition with
third to the wool mills, the rest being imported from Chemnitz pumps, water pipes, &c. Rudzki and Co.’s Joint Stock English at the North Sea and Baltic ports. The plan is a very
and Mulhausen, and partly made in the country. English Company’s Engineering Works, Warsaw, employ 300 hands old one, and was resuscitated some thirty years ago, but
er L always preferred for worsted and combined yarns, | and engines of 30-horse-power; make gearings, iron pipes, nothing came of the project till two sessions ago, when
and all ihigher class goods. The iron and steel industries and railway water trucks. The value of the output per annum the Chambers voted a large sum to carry it out under
are concentrated in the governments of Radom and Pietrokow. | is £70,000. Ortwein, Markowski, and Karasinski’s Engineer- Government, provided the interested country districts
The largest ws are in the south-western part of the latter, ing and Mechanical Works at Warsaw manufacture gearings, through which the canal was to pass, beginning for the
near the Silesian frontier, which may be called the Polish black | machinery for saw mills, steam engines from 4 to 40-horse first at Dortmund, would acquire the requisite land
country ; but a good many small establishments have sprung up | power, steam gauges, valves, &c. There are also a number of through which the canal was to be cut and hand it over for the
in the former, owing to the good quality of the ore and to less important establishments in which smaller articles are common good. The money has been coming in since by driblets,
the wages being lower, which, to a certain extent, counter- manufactured. The Polish coal mines are in the south-west slowly and reluctantly, from one township and the other, but at
balances the disadvantages of being further from the cvalpits part of the kingdom, where the iron industry flourishes. The last it seems probable that it will ultimately be subscribed, and
and the Silesian frontier whence the coke for heating the blast richest seams are to be found in the district of Dombrowo, some for this eventuality English coalowners must be prepared. A
furnaces is imported, Polish coal not giving coke fit for that being 40ft. in thickness. The total yearly output is about glance at a map will show that from Dortmund to Emden, and
purpose. The Polish ore is as rich as the Silesian, yielding from 2,000,000 tons, valued at about £550,000. The largest pits are the | thence through the North Sea Baltic Canal, a very direct route
25 to 324, and occasionally as much as 48 per cent. The blast Graf Bernard, 176 yards deep, with engines of 1800- horse power, | to the East seaports will be opened up; and as the Westphalian
furnaces in Poland cannot supply all the pig iron required for | and the Wilhelmine and Johanna, from 80 to 85 yards deep, pro- coal can then be placed at Emden at the same price as the
the ironworks of the country, and large quantities are therefore duced together 974 tons per day. The Kasimir mine has a English at one of the east coast shipping ports, and the distance
imported from Silesia, and about 10,000 tons from Great Britain, capital of £150,000, employs 890 miners and engines of 1060- from Emden to the Baltic by the new ship canal is twenty-three
vid Dantzic and the Vistula—in summer, principally for the horse power ; the daily production is 1028 tons. The Rudolph hours less than from Hull, twenty-seven from Hartlepool, thirty
Warsaw Steelworks Company and the Koszyki Foundry. The and Mortimer pit at Niwka and Zagorze is 300 yards deep, from Newcastle, and thirty-six from Leith, it is evident that a
standard price of Polish manufactured iron at*works at Sos- employs 1038 miners, and engines of 1850-horse power ; the sharp rivalry will here be established. If the ship canal be not
nource are :—Rolled iron, 9s. 2d. per cwt. ; iron plates, 12s, 8d. daily production is 1624 tons. The Victor mine, near Milowice, | used, the difference in time between Emden and the Baltic wi'l
per cwt.; wire, 4-Omm.—10s. 5d. per ewt. The principal employs 412 miners and engines of 748-horse power ;the daily pro- | be less by thirty-eight hours from Hull, thirty-six from New| castle, thirty-five from Hartlepool, and forty from Leith. No
smelting works, foundries, and iron and steelworks, are the Huta duction is 649 tons.
Negotiations have been entered into with the Russian Asso- | steps have yet been taken with regard to the continuation of
Foundry, Bunkowa, belonging to a French Joint Stock Company,
capital £252,000. It smelts about 16,000 tons of ore from its ciation of Navigation and Commerce and with the Black Sea | the canal from Dortmund to the Rhine, which would then open
own pits, 24,000 tons from neighbouring ones, and turns out Navigation Company for reducing the rates of freight, and a | up a new and shorter waterway from South Germany and Switper annum 24,300 tons of steel rails and a certain quantity of project for the establishment of museums in Bulgaria and Rou- | zerland to the Baltic.
rod iron, The machinery is driven by engines of 1500 indicated mania for the exhibition of Polish manufactures has been sub- | Returning to the Balticship canal; it begins at Holtenau,asmall
horse-power, and 2000 hands are generally employed. Huta mitted to the committee. It has also been resolved to send | village just north of the royal dockyard of Kiel, on the Baltic
Chlewicki belongs to the Societé des Forges et Hauts Fourneaux agents to Bulgaria and Roumania for the purpose of promoting | and enters the Elbe fifteen miles above the North Sea, near
of Paris, capital £120,000, producing 4000 tons of pig iron and commercial relations with these countries. The awakening up |Brunsbittel, and will havea total length of 75 to 80 kilometres
2400 tons of rolled iron per annum; has machinery driven of the Poles to the necessity of finding new markets for their as seen on the accompanying sketch map. Its width is tod:
mostly by hydraulic power, and employs 650 hands. Huta goods is the natural consequence of the great development of on the water surface 60 m.; on the bottom, 26m.; its depthis
Blizyn employs 500 hands and engines of 120-horse power. The the country for the last few years, and British manufacturers to be 84 m., and its total cost 156 million marks, as estimated.
output is 2412 tons of pig iron per annum. Catharinen Hutte, should be prepared for an early and serious competition in the The canal may be looked upon as a mere cutting, in which the
water level is to be that of the Baltic Sea, and there will only
a branch of the Vereinigte Kénigs, and Laura Hiitte, of Silesia, aforesaid countries, especially in iron goods and textiles,
be floodgates or sluices where it enters the river Eider and at its
is the principal establishments in Poland for wrought iron and
termination in the Elbe; and these will be, as a matter of fact,
rolled iron plate of all kinds—output 16,000 tons per annum.
kept
open all the year round. For the convenience of the Royal.
Milowitz Ironworks Company has a capital of £200,000, engines
THE NORTH SEA, BALTIC, AND THE WESTMarine rather extensive works will be carried out at the Elbe
of 750-horse power, employing 350 hands; the output per
PHALIAN
CANALS.
embouchure, consisting of large and small locks, and eventually
annuin is 6000 tons of iron plates, wire, &c. The Koszyki
Foundry at Warsaw produces 6000 tons of rolled iron per
Tuis long-talked-of project, which has been a wish of mariners a floating basin for at least four large armour-clads, besides
annum, The Warsaw Steelworks Company at Praga, near War- for centuries, is at last about to become a fact, and the daily coaling stations at either end of the canal. The four railways
saw, has a capital of £300,000, engines of 2535 indicated papers have already given accounts of the ceremony of laying crossing the canal, as well as the two main post roads, will be
horse-power, and makes principally Bessemer steel rails. The the first stone of the lock at Holtenau by the Emperor carried over it by means of iron swing bridges; and steam and
output of these works has decreased from 38,030 tons, valued at William on the 3rd inst. The works, however, cannot at pre- manual pontoons will serve for the other various crossing-points
£492,635, in 1881, to 15,083 tons, valued at £174,183, in 1885. sent be commenced, because it is first necessary to wait until of the canal. There are no engineering difficulties to contend
The works are about to be transferred to Kaminskaja, near Iekaen
barracks for housing the workmen are com- with, excepting perhaps a boggy portion not very remote from
the Elbe. The highest point of cutting is about 24 kilos.
terinosbaw, in South Russia, the break-up being caused by having pleted.
to import all its pig iron from England, which answered as long
The ship canal is to be international as well as national. In distant from the Elbe, and here it will be 30m. deep to the
bottom
level of the canal, otherwise the ground to be removed
as the duty was paid in paper currency ; but when payment in regard to the first object, it will reduce the sea passage, as comgold became obligatory, which was equivalent to raising the pared to the Sound route, by 237 sea miles, shorten the is mostly sand or sandy loam..
duty over 60 per cent., competition with other works in Poland journey of sailing vessels by at least three days, and that of
and Russia having their own blast furnaces became impossible. steamers by about twenty-two hours in normal weather, and
At Kaminskaja the company will have their own blast furnaces, these advantages are to cost the shipowners 9d. per registered
STEAM PLOUGHS AND AGRICULTURAL
and the ore is expected to yield 70 per cent. The Lilpop, Rau, ton when the canal is navigable. About 35,000 vessels pass
ENGINES.
and Loewensteins Engineering Works at Warsaw has a capital through the Sound annually. With reference to the second, it
of £250,000, employs 1200 hands and twenty-five engines of is intended to strengthen the offensive and defensive power of
On Tuesday a numerous party of visitors were invited to an
400-horse power, manufactures agricultural implements, bridges, Germany. However, it may be remarked that Count Moltke inspection of the works of Messrs. John Fowler and Co., at
machinery for breweries, distilleries, flour, oil, and sugar mills, never from the first gave the plan his cordial support from a Leeds, and also to a steam-ploughing exhibition at Scholes, in
railway trucks, threshing machines, tramcars, &c. The value strategical point of view, maintaining then as now that the the outskirts of the town, where the newest and most approved
of the output per annum is £270,000. Burman, Schweder, and money which the canal is to cost would have been more types of engines and implements made by the firm were to be
Temler’s Engineering Works at Warsaw employ 300 hands and judiciously spent if employed to strengthen the national navy.
seen in operation. Although steam cultivating machinery is the
engines of 40-horse-power, make boilers, bridges, iron pipes, &c.
Before referring more particularly to the great ship canal, it branch of engineering with which the name of John Fowler
The value of the yearly outputis £75,000. Scholtze, Replan, and will be interesting in an industrial sense to say a few words con- and Co, is most prominently identified, the extensive works they
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have erected at Leeds, and of which in our present notice we
can only give but a very brief description, embrace several other
important branches, in which the firm have obtained high
repute. In addition to steam cultivating engines and
machinery of almost all descriptions, they are largely
engaged in the manufacture of traction engines, road
rolling engines, and road locomotives and wagons; semifixed and stationary engines of various types; electric light
engines, colliery engines and plant, air-compressing engines and
machinery of every kind, boilers of almost every type, light
railway plant, locomotives and rolling stock for plantation work,
mines, and military purposes, improved clip pulleys, wire ropes,
&c. The special plant and the processes of manufacture in the
above varied branches of industry were seen in operation, but
we must content ourselves with simply noticing the principal
features that presented themselves. Commencing with the
foundry, which covers a large area and gives employment to
about 150 men, an interesting feature is what is designated the
“circus.” This, as its name implies, is in the form of a ring,
around which are placed about 400 moulds specially arranged for
casting cultivator points. While the casting is in operation at
one side of the ring, the finished castings are being taken out on
the other, and the moulds again made ready for the reception
of fresh metal, an arrangement which enables casting to be
carried on continuously throughout the day. Castings up to
40 tons are frequently made in the foundry, and it is fitted with
powerful cranes for handling heavy weights. The boiler-making
shop finds employment for about 100 men, and almost every
conceivable boiler is made, from the smallest locomotive to the
largest double-flued Lancashire boiler. This shop is supplied
with all the most modern tools for hydraulic rivetting, for
planing, punching, shearing, and drilling, one of the last-named
machines being capable of drilling a dozen holes in a boilerplate simultaneously, whilst it can be made to drill through
twelve plates at one operation; a powerful hydraulic press for
flanging iron plates into any required form is also a special
feature, and on both sides of the press are furnaces for heating
the iron prior to the operation of compression. In the
“ grindery ” there are ten stones for grinding wrought iron and
steel work to a finished surface, and a number of emery wheels.
Adjoining the grindery is a battery of seven boilers, which
generate the steam for the numerous stationary engines and for
the hammer in the smithy, and a noteworthy feature about
these boilers is a specially designed firing arrangement. The
coal is brought in trucks from the Midland line close to the
fires, and by means of a sloping board is shot into hoppers, from
which it is conveyed into the furnace by a self-feeding apparatus; by this arrangement the whole of the boilers can be
looked after by two men. In the smithy, which contains
upwards of fifty hearths, besides steam hammers and hydraulic
presses, there are special machines for making studs and small
pins and bolts, and a very powerful punching and shearing
machine. The fitting shop is arranged in two stories, the main or
lower one being devoted to heavy work, and the upper to
the lighter class of articles. Here the most modern machine
tools have been put down, and one speciality is a large machine
for planing, slotting, drilling, and shaping, the bed of which is
50ft. in length. The erecting shop covers a large area, and is
traversed from end to end by two powerful travelling cranes,
capable of lifting 20 tons, and this portion of the establishment
is lit throughout by the electric light, as it is frequently necessary to keep this sectior of the works going night and day.
What is known as the “ Plough shop ” is specially laid out for
the completion of every kind of agricultural implement, from
the largest single-furrow plough, capable of making furrows 2ft.
wide and 2ft. 6in. deep, to the lightest seed harrow. There is
also a special building for the manufacture of steel wire ropes, a
branch of industry which is an offshoot of the manufacture of
the steam plough. A few years ago the firm purchased the wire
rope they required, but expedience made it incumbent to manufacture it on their own premises, and for this purpose the most
efficient machinery has been laid down.
With regard to the work in hand, to be seen in various stages
of construction throughout the different shops, the most important, of course, was the manufacture of steam cultivating
machinery, and of this it may be stated, that in steam ploughing
the firm have now practically abandoned their former system of
employing one engine and a set of “anchors” at the corners of
the fields, by which arrangement the plough was pulled round
abort, and now manufacture nearly all their steam ploughing
apparatus on the double-engine system, which requires two
traction engines, fitted with winding drums, moving along
opposite headlands, and the plough is drawn backwards and forwards in a straight line between them. Thesteam ploughing
engines manufactured for the double-engine system are made of
4,10,16, and 20-horse power, and they are constructed withsteam
jacketted cylinders, and provided with steam domes. The road
gear is made entirely of crucible steel, and the road wheels are
of wrought iron.from 16in. to 24in. wide. The engines have
two travelling speeds, and are available as traction engines or
for any agricultural purpose, and they are also made on the
compound principle. Of the several varieties of cultivating
implements to be used with these engines, one very popular
type which is being made by the firm is their patent balance
plough. The frame of this implement is very strong and rigid,
apd an adjustable width of*furrow is obtained by means of a
wedge, which throws the ploughs at different angles to the
frame, and entirely dispenses with bolts and nuts. There are
also a number of other special implements, which we cannot,
however, deal with here, and we pass on to notice Messrs.
Fowler and Co.’s system of steam traction. Five classes of
traction engines are manufactured—the road locomotive,
specially constructed for road work, but applicable also to farm
operations; the traction engine or agricultural locomotive,
designed for general purposes; the Sutherland engine, which
represents a patent combination constructed very much on the
principle of the road locomotive for traction, reaping, rolling,
and general purposes; the military traction engine, specially
designed for military purposes; and the combined traction
engine and road roller, the general structural principles of
the whole of which are much alike, and only vary in matters of
detail and in their adaptation to special purposes. Engines and
boilers for mining and general purposes are also an important
branch of manufacture. Amongst their engines the patent
“ Yorkshire” semi-portable and the “Yorkshire” compound
engines of the independent or fixed type are perhaps the best
known. Numerous modifications of the semi-portable engine are
also made, notably with one drum fixed on a shaft for winding, and
with two for hauling. Winding and hauling engines are also made
of somewhat different design for collieries, and in this connection passing reference may be made to the well-known clip
pulley for communicating power to a wire rope. We may add
that the largest winding engines erected at any colliery in this
country were constructed at Messrs. Fowler’s works. These
were for the Harris Navigation Coal Company, South Wales,
and the engines are of the inverted cylinder type, with cylinders
54in. in diameter by 7ft. stroke. The winding drum is of the
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conical type, constructed almost entirely of steel, and at its
smallest diameter is-18ft., and at its largest diameter 34ft. The
weight of the drum with its shaft, cranks, &c., is over ninety,
tons, and the gross weight of the engine complete is about
460 tons. Messrs. Fowler have also supplied the same colliery
with a second large pair of winding engines, and also a pair
of very large air compressors for supplying air to the underground operations of hauling and pumping. Air compressing
machinery may in fact be said to be a speciality with the firm,
and they are now engaged on three sets of air compressing plant,
each of 1000-horse power, for the Birmingham Compressed-Air
Power Company. These are beam engines of the triple expansion type, the air cylinders being single-acting, and are inverted
on the top, one being placed over each end of the three beams.
Portions of these engines were to be seen in various stages. of
manufacture in different sections of the works ; in the foundry
the visitors were shown the moulds for several parts, and it may
here be added that the cylinders require to be made of a
specially prepared metal, and exceptional care has to be exercised to ensure a perfectly sound casting. The manufacture of
engines for electric light driving is also an important speciality
at Messrs. Fowler's works, and one of their large tool shops is
kept pretty near fully employed on this class of work. One important job which they have at present in hand is a complete
plant of engines and boilers for the electric light installation at
the Government Gun Factory at Enfield. The visitors had an
opportunity of inspecting in the foundry a foundation plate for
the engines, the castings for which weigh about 5 tons, and are
made under the immediate inspection of the engineer of the
Government departments. Messrs. Fowler have endeavoured to
introduce the best type of engine it is possible to get for electro
driving, and a special feature in the engines they are now
making is the patent automatic expansion gear with which they
are fitted. This automatic gear and governor is the invention
of Mr. W. Hartnell, of Leeds. The governor is very powerful,
but extremely simple in its action, and the valve in the cylinder
is formed with a series of V-shaped ports, the slightest movement
of which at once makes itself felt, and an instantaneous cut-off
can be secured when required. The whole arrangement is free
from any complication, and ensures, it is claimed, the most
effectual control over the engine.
Another interesting speciality at the works is the manufacture of portable and semi-portable railways and_rolling stock, and a train of 2ft. gauge, with various types of
wagons, for sugar estates, earthworks, &c., was shown in operation. The locomotive attached to the train was of a new type,
and is carried entirely on three points, so that however irregular
the line may be, no more weight can be thrown on one wheel
than on the other, the weight being always equally distributed
on the four driving wheels in whatever position the inequalities
of the line may throw them. The springs which carry the
driving wheels are centred in a similar way to that of a beam
and scales, and the engine has a bogie of novel construction—
English’s patent—by which little or no friction is incurred in
going round curves; the engine frame is hung upon a crank,
which gives any amount of play that can be needed; in fact
much more play than would perhaps be desirable on an ordinary
English line, its special purpose being to meet the exceptional
requirements of light locomotives and narrow gauge and portable
railways used chiefly abroad. The engines can be constructed,
if required, on the compound as well as on the ordinary
principle, and in the compound arrangement both cylinders can
be used as high-pressure cylinders at any moment when additional power is required for ascending steep gradients, or
at starting with heavy loads. The valve gear is Joy’s patent,
which greatly simplifies the motion and reduces the number of
wearing parts ; whilst the motion is all outside the frames, and
easy of access for lubrication or repairs without placing the
engine over a pit. Coal, coke, or wood may be used for firing
the locomotive, or a special feeding apparatus can be attached
for using petroleum.
After the inspection of the various
portions of Messrs. Fowler’s extensive establishment, and
luncheon at the works, the visitors proceeded in wagonettes to a
large field, some sixteen or seventeen acres in extent, at Scholes,
on the outskirts of the town, and here a large collection of the
newest and most approved types of engines and implements
manufactured by the firm had been brought together. We
cannot attempt anything like a detailed description of all the
agricultural plant and appliances which Messrs. Fowler had here
on exhibition, and must content ourselves with selecting
for notice several of the engines and ploughs which
embrace the most recent improvements introduced by
the firm. The chief novelty was a compound four-wheeldriven road locomotive. Special advantages are claimed for
driving all the four wheels of traction engines, and during
the past year Messrs. Fowler have fitted some of their ordinary
agricultural engines with their patent driving-gear, by which
the front wheels can be driven without interfering with the
locking of the front axle. In the engine exhibited on Tuesday
they have embodied their patented arrangement in an entirely
new design of engine, in which both front and hind wheels are
driven by spur-gearing, and all over-neck bearings are dispensed
with. Both pairs of wheels are of the same size, and are both
fitted with differential gear to enable the engine to turn sharp
curves with ease, and the whole of the working parts is carried
within frames as in an ordinary locomotive, so that the boiler is
thus free from all strains due to the working of the machin
and the jolting of the road. This engine is intended entirely for
road traction work, and in consequence of the additional adhesion
obtained by the front wheels, it will, it is claimed, pull a much
heavier load with less wear and tear to both roads and engine.
For the steam-ploughing exhibition two new 16-horse power
compound ploughing-engines were first got to work. These
engines are fitted with winding-drums, steel rope and
coiling gear for the double-engine system of cultivation, and
they have fast and slow speed for the pulling-rope, so that the
engines can be used for any agricultural operations; they are
also fitted with fast and slow speed for travelling on the roads,
One of these engines was stationed at each end of the field, and
attached to what is termed a single-furrow vine-plough of new
design; this is a strong balance plough, constructed to turn a
furrow 2ft. wide by 2ft. 6in. deep, specially designed for vine
cultivation, and it created some astonishment by the ease with
which it did its very heavy work. It has shares of cast steel with
renewable steel bar points, and is fitted with subsoil tines and
renewable points to work 6in. below the bottom of the furrow.
A two-furrow deep plough, which has been specially designed
for heavy land, where deep ploughing is necessary, was next
tried ;and to this followed an exhibition of a contrivance styled
a mole-draining plough, an implement which, burrowing in the
earth ata depth of 2ft. 6in., leaves a drain, which it is claimed
answers its purpose very effectually. Several of Messrs. Fowler’s
well-known types of engines and implements for various agricultural purposes were next put to work, which we need not
here specially notice; there were, however, on the ground, one
or two other implements of new design, of which a short
description will be of interest. Amongst these was a seven-furrow
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patent light duplex plough, with a patent self-acting anti-balance
gear, specially constructed for cultivating wide tracts of land,
and for shallow ploughing from 4in. to 6in. deep. The frame is
in two parts, each independent, and centred in the middle so
that each may rise and fall to suit inequalities of the land,
The special feature is a peculiarly arra
rack, working on a
pinion by means of which the plough, by the action of the
pulling-rope, is automatically thrown out of balance when it is
at work, and the balance restored at the headland when the
plough is reversed, The advantage of this arrangement is that
the plough is kept very much better into work, which in light
ploughing is of very great importance, and the implement can
be driven much faster than has hitherto been possible with
purely balance ploughs. Another special implement was one
designed with the object of finishing the cultivation of the land
at one operation, and it is termed a combined implement for
cultivating, rolling, and harrowing. This implement is specially
suitable for spring and after harvest work, when the land is ina
dry state, and from Messrs, Fowler's description of its action it
is capable of quite a multiplicity of agricultural operations. It
cultivates the land, rolls or consolidates it with a heavy roller of
the flat, Crosskill, or Cambridge type, and finally drag-harrows
it, the tines for this purpose being placed close together as in
an ordinary harrow, The implement is carried on rollers, so
that it does not sink in soft or irregular land, and by this means
ensures a uniform depth of cultivation, whilst the roller breaks
the clods, and leaves the land in good condition as a seed bed.

AMERICAN

DRILLS.

Ir is a curious circumstance that a company making only one
class of machine tools should find ample employment, yet such
is the case ; and we illustrate on page 490 two of the tools made
by the Radial Drill Company, of Cincinnati. Americans have
long enjoyed a good reputation for drilling machines, which they
specially design to be “ handy” in the fullest sense of the term.
The drill at the left-hand side of the page is of the type known
as No, land 2. The differences are set forth in the accompanying
table. The column which carries the arm, driving-gear frame,
&c., is bored and fitted over a stationary stump, bolted fast to
the sole plate. This stump has sufficient length of bearing to
prevent the column from swaying, and is provided with an
adjustable pivot bearing upon an elastic diaphragm in the
column, which, when the bolts in the flange at the lower end of the
column are slackened, takes the weight of the machine off the
flange bearing, and allows the column, with arm, &c., to revolve
easily the entire circle. For ordinary drilling, the bolts in the
flange need not be tightened, but when extraordinary rigidity is
required a partial turn of the wrench will bind the column fast
to the sole plate. The sleeve which carries the arm and gear
frame is fitted snugly to the column, and may be raised and
lowered by power, and is provided with clamping bolts. The
table has both horizontal and vertical faces, and is provided
with T slots. The arm and spindle frame have swivels that will
revolve the entire circle—so that a horizontal line of holes may
be drilled at any angle parallel with each other by adjust
ing the angle of the arm, and traversing the saddle on the
arm, and a vertical line may be drilled at any angle by adjusting
the angle of the spindle frame, and moving the arm vertically to
any point desired on the column. A hole may be drilled vertically
downward, vertically upward, or at any angle within the range
of the arm. The
ter-shaft
ists of a frame with horizontal shaft and T and L pulleys, and a pair of cut mitre gears to
connect with vertical shaft at centre of the top of the column.
All gears are cut, and the bevels and mitres in arm and spindle
frame are made of cast steel and cut. The spindle, feed screw,
and elevating screw are made of machinery steel, and the feed
worm is made of the best tool steel, and hardened ; all the thrust
bearings are provided with phosphor bronze washers.
The
dimensions and weights of both are as follows :—
No, 1.
No, 2.
Diameter ofcolumn .. .. .. «.
llin.
ee
13in.
Height ofcolumn.. .. .. .. ..
Tit.
oe
sit.
Len i
ee
5ft.
ee
oft.
to centre of circle, outside of
CURE is an 00 ne 20. 40
Sit.
es
10ft.
Greatest distance from sole plate to
CCE.
os ce o0- Jee
5ft. Sin.
6ft. lin.
Greatest distance from floor to end
Ses
an. an ce gs of
5ft. 10in.
6ft. Tin.
Total height of machine without
counter-shaft ... .. .. .. «.
Sft. 3hin.
Oft, Gin.
Total height of machine including
.
GUNNUUEUUNEES .. 6. 00. 00. 00
Oft. Tin.
1lft. lin.
Total Ty of table from sole plate
20in.
24in.
Siseof table ... .. io oc oc o 20in. x 90in. .. Sin. x 20in.
Diameter of spindle .. .. .. .«.
2}in.
ee
2fin.
Size of hole in spindle, Morse socket,
WvEaa tans 48
+» eo» 1} with
§ taper
1} with
§ taper
Traverse of spindle .. .. .. «.
in.
19in.
Size of counter-shaft pulleys .. .. 12in. x 3}in,
12in. x Shin,
Speed ed . counter-shaft pulleys, per
minute o- oo #8 oe 180 revolut'ns
180 revolut’ns
Width
ofbeltson cones .. ..
*
2hin. ;
i n.
Floor space required for base ..
70in. x S4in, .. S6in. x 60in.
Weegee, GROMG ck i ts ce
4000 Ib.
os
8000 Ib.
The machine to the right is known as No. 0,1, and 2. This
machine will drill or bore a number of holes parallel with each
other—vertically downward—anywhere within the range of the
arm. The spindle is geared with unusual power, has quick
return, and is counter-balanced for heavy boring. The
column which carries the arm, driving gear, and frame, is
identical with those already described. The dimensions are
given in the following table :—
No. 0.
No. 1.
No. 2.
Diameter of column ..
10in.
llin.
13in.
Height of column .. ..
6ft.
Tit.
Sft.
Len ofarm.. .. ..
4{t.
5ft.
oft.
to centre of circle
outside of column, of..
6ft.
Sft.
10ft.
Greatest distance
sole plate to end of
spindle .. .. .. .. 4ft. lin,
5ft.
5ft. 10in.
Greatest distance from
floor toendof spindle..
4ft. 5jin.
5ft. Sin,
6ft. 4}in,
Total height of machine
without counter-shaft
7ft. din.
8ft. 84in.
oft. Gin.
Total height of machine
os counter-shaft ft. Sjin.
oft. Tin.
lft. lin,
Total height of table from
sole p!
ed ee és
20in.
20in.
24in.
Sizeof table .. .. .. in. x 20in. Win. x Win. 26in. x 26in.
Diameter of spindle ..
1} fin.
1} gin,
Qin.
Size of hole in spindle,
§taper 1} with §ta r
an~ 0.4 Froe Biart
2 oe 3 with §taper r 1} with
Traverse of spindle.. ..
,Lbin. ”
lbin, al ote, a
Size of counter-shaft pulleys .. .. «. ter-«. «. 12in, x Sfim. 12in. x Bin. 12in. x Shin |
ey, minute .. 180 revolutions 180 revolutions 180 revolutions
Width of belts on cones..
2hin.
2hin.
Sin.
Floor space required for
++ ee of o¢ «+ 68in.
xX5lin, 7Oin.
x 54in, 86in.
x 60in.
Weights, about.. .. .. 8500 Ibs,
4500 Ibs.
8000 Ibs.
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
RAILWAY MATTERS,
MISCELLANEA.
A soiD block of coal, weighing 3 tons 34 cwt., and meaTue Spanish Government has conferred on Mr. M.
Or the 12,000 tons of rails for which the Chinese
5ft. 9in, in. length, 4ft. 8in. in breadth, and 3ft. 9in. in thick- Delmard, engineer, the Grand Cross of Naval Merit for service in
authorities were inquiring, a contract for 4500 tons was let early suring
ness, has been obtained from the Pollington Colliery—Messrs, Oakes, the Spanish Navy.
this week for the Formosa line,
It is to figure in the Jubilee celebration at Newark Notts,
: Mr. R.S. Scort, who has been several years surveyor to
A pespatcu from Merv announces that the chief engiIn London 2781 births and 1414 deaths were registered the Ventnor Local Board, has been elected surveyor to the Local
neer of the Bokhara-Samarcand Railway has received orders to
of Bishops Stortford.
during last week. Allowing for increase of
ulation, the births
begin the construction of the embankments forthwith,
by 149, while the deaths were gb|amen the average
Messrs. Wheatley Kirk, Price, and Goulty announce
PREPARATIONS are on foot for beginning the through ser- exceeded
numbers
in
the
corresponding
weeks
of
the
last
ten
years.
The
. vice of trains between South Wales and Paddington vid the Severn annual death-rate per 1000 from all causes, which had been 19°0 the sale, onthe 23rd and 24th inst., of the electrical engineering
and stock at the works of the late firm of Cordner, Allen, and
Tunnel. All will be ready, it is expected, by the Ist July. The nog
in the two preceding weeks, further declined last week
present intention is not to touch Bristol, but to get on the main
trunk line near Bath. A good deal of traffic will necessarily conTue Russian Imperial Commission has inspected an old
tinue to go vid Gl
ter, but p
8s who elect the tunnel
ENGLISH mining authorities are exercising their minds to dam of the river Murghab, and has decided to recommend its
route will save an hour in going to London.
find a safe explosive for underground use, powder having been re- immediate restoration, by which the Merv oasis will gain an area of
roved to bea source of danger.
new explosive has been about 1,500,000 acres suitable for the production of cotton,
A TELEGRAM received in London this morning from the peedy
nyented by a German at Saarbrucken, which is said to be absolutely
Montreal office of the Canadian Pacific Railway, says that the safe
RoLuLER-MADE flour commands a much higher price
for fiery mines. Mr. Emerson Bainbridge, of the Nunnery
Abyssinia arrived at Vancouver at 9.30 on the evening of the Colliery
Sheffield, has been coined to make an in- than premium stone-made flour in Australia. The last quotation
13th inst., having made the voyage in thirteen days fourteen hours vestigationCompany,
from
Melbourne is £10 10s, per ton—26s. 3d. per sack—for rollerin Germany, and is now in that country for the
from Yokohama. This is the first steamer from Japan and China.
made, and £8 10s. per ton—2Is, 6d. per sack—for stone-made
She has made the fastest Transpacific voyage on record, bringing purpose,
A new novel by a civil engineer, the author of “LauterYokohama within twenty-seven and a-half days, and Shanghai
Ar the last meeting of the Physical Society, Prof. Perry
thirty-two and a-half days of London.
and entitled ‘‘ Caterina,” is announced by Messrs. Hurst and
asked the meeting for suggestions to explain why a strip of steel dale,”
Blackett.
It deals with the land question in Ireland; with the
WE are informed that the railway and armour-clad twisted about its longitudinal axis at a red heat, and allowed to
crisis in England ;and the Austro-Prussian and Italian
train which is so cleverly used during the attack on the bridge at cool, tends to untwist when under tension, and for a formula to commercial
war
in
the
year
1866.
t. It is suggested that the strip does this as
the Military Tournament, Royal Agricultural Hall, was supplied by calculate the
Tue Millstone says that every well-ordered mill in’
Messrs. Kerr, Stuart, and Co. The railway is fitted with an the easiest way of putting itself in the direction of stress, and
improved automatic joint which enables the Royal Engineers to lay that it is analogous to the turning of a pair of strings or wires America has now a pair of stones to finish on, to the great comfort
of the miller, who, in the early days of roller milling, was wont to
the line with marvellous rapidity. It isremarkably rigid under the carrying a load and twisted out of rectilinear parallelism.
of not having a single stone mill in his mill. The Mi/lers’
weight of the engine and train, considering the fact that nine inches
Sometime ago the Sheffield Loa wewere much exercised boast
Gazette says this is also largely true of British mills, many of which
of tan intervene between the sleepers and floor.
by the discovery that lead had got into the water supply, or rather a
put in stones for the best middlings subsequent to adopting a
Ow Saturday last, a connie contest was held at portion of it, ‘‘An Old Lead Miner” suggested the other day that have
‘
Walton-on-the-Hill Station of the Cheshire Lines Company. Several the lead came from the disused lead mine heaps left on the hills full roller process,
Ir is reported that Herr Krupp has turned out from his’
influential gentlemen identified with railway management were after the lead-getting had become unprofitable. The idea seemed
present.
object of the test was to ens the — ing pole as a to be possible, and the ingenious old miner was much praised. works at Essen a cannon of 40cm. = 15%in. bore, the largest he
time-saver, and to help to minimise the danger to life and limb, But the borough analyst— Mr. A. H. Allen—has quietly extin- has ever made. The projectile is capable of passing through an
which it did very effectually. There were five events, all of which
ished the theory by a letter to the Sheffield Telegraph, in which armour plate more than a metre thick, placed near the muzzle, or
were gone
in a satisfactory manner. Mr. D. Meldrum
e says there is no lead in the Redmires water, but that the water a plate 3 cm. =38in. at a distance of a kilo. or 1093 yards. Shots can
distributed the prizes, and in the course of his remarks stated that has thepeculiar property of taking up lead through service pipes, be fired at intervals of 8 sec. to 13 sec: ; and from 1000 to 1800 shrapthe directors had decided to give all the staff who could be spared and especially if allowed to stand in them, ‘‘which,” he remarks, nels may be thrown a distance of 1500 m.= 1640 yards in the short
a holiday on Jubilee Day without stoppage of pay.
‘tis very different from the allegation that the water of the a of one minute. The new gun is intended to protect armourclads, as it is believed that no torpedo boat can approach under such
Tue directors of the Midland Railway Company, in Redmires reservoir contained lead.”
a shower of missiles,
2
granting a day’s holiday to all the servants of the company, without
Ar one time we had good old rules that made everyArt the usual monthly meeting of the London Associastoppage of pay, on Tuesday, June 21st, or on other days when the thing easy. We had one rule for flour mill power until the newexigencies of the service admit of it, exhibit an act of very kindly fangled systems came in and upset everything, and now few know tion of Foremen
ineers and Draughtsmen, on the 4th inst., a
consideration which the recipients are not likely to soon forget. anything about anything. A German paper says mill builders paper was read by Mr. G. J. Haggis on ‘‘Our Native Army in
Expressions of satisfaction are heard on all hands, and the conces- differ greatly on this point, and so far it is safe, but it adds, the ndia.” He gave statistics of the strength of the native army in
sion will doubtless do much to cement the friend y feeling on the old
rule that 15-horse power is necessary for every run of stones the three presidencies and of the population, showing the male
part of the servants towards the company, and which has so long
not apply in modern mill construction, and there has been population of British India to be about 120,000,000, of whom
existed. When it is understood that more than 40,000 employés does
no
accurate general estimate to replace the old one. Imagine 70,000,000 may be said to belong to races sufficiently martial to
are affected, the extent and signifiennceof the act will be apparent. scientific
German millers pining for a “ general estimate,” a rule make fairly good soldiers. If five-sixths of these are exempted on
of age, physical, or mental defects, the requirements of
Tue venture of the South Staffordshire and Birmingham of thumb like we used to have. A contemporary, endeavouring to account
console
the
German paper, says, ‘‘ However, many individual esti- commerce and agriculture, religious objections, and other causes,
Steam Tramways Company to carry over their lines, by means of
will still remain over 10,000,000 of men fully capable of
Mr. A. Dickinson's patent wagon, goods and merchandise of every mates admit of an average judgment, and in this way we learn there
description, our Birmingham correspondent writes, has proved as that American milling data places the power required at *5-horse military service.
satisfactory to the company as it is convenient to the manufacturers. power per barrel in small mills, and ‘35-horse power in those of
In looking over the list of epoch-making events of the
Besides the rates of conveyance being considerably below those of over 250 barrels capacity.”
past fifty years, nothing is more remarkable than the great number
the railway companies, there is the additional advantage of the line
and
enduring character of those which are of an engineering kind.
At the last meeting of the Physical, Society, a paper,
being in juxtaposition to many of the manufacturing concerns.
reign of Queen Victoria might be called the engineering reign.
‘‘Note on Messrs. Vaschy and Torranne’s Method of The
Although the system has been in operation only a week, many of entitled,
Westminster,
home of so much of English civil engineering, is
Mutual Induction with Capacity,” was read by Pro- now alive with the
the leading firms have decided to make use of this economical and Comparing
those who are preparing for the ceremony of next
fessor
G.
CU.
Foster.
In
November
last
the
author
described
a
convenient means of transit for their goods.
Tuesday.
In
connection
with the commemoration of the fiftieth
method of comparing the mutual induction of two coils with the
of her Majesty’s reign, the Army and Navy Gazette says, ‘‘ It
THE negotiations with the native chiefs about the land capacity of a condenser. Since then he has found that a very year
is
interesting
to
look
through
the ‘ Navy List’ for the number of
for the proposed Simla Railway do not indicate any intention on similar method was used by Messrs. Vaschy and Torranne in
officers who were present at the coronation of the Queen
the part of the Indian Government to proceed immediately with July, 1886, and published in the Electrician the following month. surviving
in
Westminster
Abbey
half
century ago. After a careful
the construction of the line. The Colonies and India says negotia- The formule are identical, and the difference consists in inter- scrutiny, we confess that the onlya officer
name is still in the
tions are of the nature of inquiries, the purpose of which is to changing the galvanometer and the variable resistance p. Messrs. ‘Navy List,’ that we have been able to whose
trace as present on that
Vaschy
and
Torranne’s
arrangement
has
the
advantage
that
the
ascertain, should the railway ever be taken in hand, what would be
auspicious
occasion,
is
Admiral
the
Hon.
Arthur
A. L, P. Cochrane,
the probable outlay required for the land needed for theline. The resistance of the secondary coil need not be known. Professor C.B.” We may add to this that Admiral Cochrane
in the
Government is willing at any time to make over the construction of Foster's method had “been used by one of his students—Mr. steamship Salamander in 1842, when she cruised inserved
Pacific.
the railway, on suitable terms, to private capitalists, but has no Draper—about two years ago, but priority in publication belongs The Salamander was the first man-of-war fitted with the
steam proto Messrs. Vaschy and Torranne,
money of its own to spare for the project at present.
pelling machinery, and she had on board a 40ft. screw launch
At the last meeting of the Chemical Society a paper with high-pressure boiler and engine, and this was the first screw
Tur Lailroad Gazette record of American train accipropeller in the Pacific. Admiral Cochrane was also three years
was
read
on
‘The
Equivalent
of
Zinc,”
by
Lieutenant-Colonel
dents in April includes 28 collisions, 58 derailments, and 4 other
accidents; a total of 90 accidents, in which 41 persons were killed Reynolds, late R.E., and Professor W. Ramsay. The determina- and a half with the Warrior, the first ironclad.
and 108 injured. These accidents are classitied as follows :— tion has been made by measuring the hydrogen evolved on disAt a meeting of the Old Students’ Association of the
Collisions: rear, 11; butting, 17; derailments: spreading of rails, solving zinc in acid, every precaution being taken to ensure Finsbury
College, held on Wednesday, June 8th, the
7; broken bridge, 5; defective switch, 1; broken wheel, 4; broken accuracy; the weight of the hydrogen obtained was deduced from president, Technical
Alfred Chatterton, B.Sc., Stud. Inst. C.E., read a
axle, 2; —— switch, 4; runaway train, 3; landslide, 6; mis- Regnault’s determination of the density of hydrogen. The zinc paper upon Mr.‘‘ Matter
Under the Action of Stress.” The author,
cellaneous, 6; unexplained, 20; other accidents: broken connecting used was separated by electrolysis from zinc sulphate purified to after
preliminary remarks, described briefly the effect of
rod, 1; miscellaneous, 3; total number of accidents, 90. The the utmost possible extent. The last — prepared was so stressesa few
upon gases and liquids. In general they were capable of
causes of collisions where given were as follows: trains breaking in nearly pure that dilute acid would scarcely act on it. In all only resisting
stresses, but liquids in three instances at
two, 4; mistakein giving or understanding orders, 5; miscellaneous, twenty-nine experiments were made. Four experiments had to be least could be compressive
tensile stress:—(1) In the capillary
rejected ;nine were not fully corrected, and therefore were also action develo’ madein tofineresist
2; unexplained, 17; total, 28.
(2) In the thin films of soap
rejected ;the next eleven were considered preliminary, the mean bubbles. (3) In liquids whentubes.
raised
to a temperature above the
Accorpine to the Russian Technic, the administration atomic weight deduced from them being 65°2430; finally, five exof the Tambov-Saratov Railway Company has made experiments as periments were completed, and the mean result obtained was normal boiling point for the pressure to which they were subjected
without
the
occurrence
of:
ebullition.
The author then treated of
to the relative cost of wood, coal, and Baku petroleum, with the 65°4787 + 0°016135.
the action of stress on plastic materials, substances intermediate
following result:—One cord of wood is equal in value to 3420
between
liquids
and
solids
in
which
the
effect of a stress depended
Ata
recent
meeting
of
the
Paris
Academy
of
Sciences,
English pounds avoirdupois—95 poods—of coal and 2736 pounds—
76 poods—of petroleum, while the cost of these quantities is a paper was read on ‘‘Some Deviations from the Normal Direction largely upon the length of time the stress continued. The experiments
of
Henri
Tresca
on
the
flow
of
lead,
and those of Professor
of
Sound
calculated
to
render
ineffective
the
Fog-signals
and
15°73 dols.—one silver rouble = 75c.—for the wood, 15°68 dols. for
the coal, and 13°46 dols. for the petroleum. Results still more Similar Appliances employed in Navigation,” by M. H. Fizeau. Spring on the formation of alloys from powdered mixtures of the
favourable for petroleum have been made on the Orenburg, the The paper, written with reference to some recent shipping disasters constituent metals, were described. ‘lhen followed the action of
Warsaw-Terespol, and on the Dunaburg-Vitebsk Railroads, during foul weather, shows on theoretical grounds that, the surface stress upon solids, and more particularly on iron and steel. The
Besides these lines the Trans-Caspian, the Trans-Caucasian, the of the sea being at times warmer than the surrounding atmosphere, value of autographic diagrams of tests was demonstrated. In conGriiisi-Zarizyn, the Mornhansk-Sysran, and the Rjiisan-Korlow the aérial strata must in calm weather decrease in temperature clusion the author dwelt briefly on the experiments of Wobler,
upwards to a certain height above sea-level. This occurs not only Spangenberg, and others, on the effects produced by alternation
Railways use petroleum for fuel.
at night, but also frequently during the day in foggy weather. and repetition of stress, and showed that the explanation- of these
_ Ow Friday the North British Railway directors paid a Hence the sounds of the fog-signals, intended to be propagated experiments was to be found in the discovery by Professor Bauvisittothe works of the Forth Bridge and inspected the completed horizontally, are necessarily affected by the differences of atmo- schinger of a natural elastic limit which coincided with the limits
Tay Bridge. The party left Waverley Station, Edinburgh, in a spheric temperature,
those nearest the surface of the water acquiring of stress discovered by previous experimenters as safe for iron and
Thus is steel when subjected to alternating loads. The paper was illus—_ train inthe morning. The bridge at the north and south greater velocity than those traversing the higher strata.
shores of the Forth is in a very forward state, and the contractors at times produced a sort of ‘‘sound mirage,” perfectly analogous trated by numerous diagrams and specimens.
are hopeful they will have the structure finished in two years and to the well-known corresponding ph
of light. Once the
In the House of Commons on Tuesday, Mr. Hanbury
a-half from this time. The directors expressed much satisfaction cause of the deviations is understood, the means of counteracting
asked whether Messrs. Wilkinson, who had received an order for
at the progress the works are making, and at the methods adopted them will easily suggest themselves.
150,000
sword bayonets, were themselves manufacturers of such
for their prosecution. Thereafter the party were conveyed from
A prescription has been given by Dr. J. Carel of a arms; whether before placing the contract inquiry was made as to
North Queensferry to the Tay Bridge, which now only awaits
whether
they had any sufficient plant for such purpose ;when the
simple
way
to
make
an
electric
pen
for
multiple
copying
of
letters
inspection by the Board of
de officers to enable the North
British Railway Company to open it for passenger traffic. This or drawings, A tracing of the drawing to be copied is taken on contract was to be completed ;on what principle exception would
in
future
be made to the rule that firms accepting contracts should
thin
paper,
which
is
then
laid
upon
a
piece
of
common
gas
carbon.
inspection commenced and will probably be completed this week.
The larger the carbon in proportion to the paper, the less shifting themselves manufacture the articles for which they tendered;
The bridge has been five years in construction.
will be required ; but a piece of reasonably convenient size may be and which were the two favoured firms mentioned by the
A GENERAL classification of the American accidents in easily found, and it should be ground to a fair surface. The plate Surveyor-General of the Ordnance. Mr. Stanhope said in reply
April shows :—
of carbon thus pre
is:'to be connected with one of the screws that Messrs. Wilkinson are sword cutlers, and will themselves
Collisions. Derailments. Other. Total. P. ¢.
of a small induction coil, sugh as that used for an electric bell. manufacture the sword bayonets. ed was made as to their
Defectepf road 32.
ws 1B ets
ae Be
The style for following the design, says a contemporary, is nothing plant, and it was found that the plant would all have to be
Defects ofequipment 5 .. .. 8 .. .. 2... 15 « 17
more ytah a lead
me rg geal and brought to a fine point. erected. Deliveries are to commence on January Ist, 1888, and to
Negligence in operatThe other end of the lead of the pencil is connected by a wire with continue at the rate of 1000 a week; so that nearly three years
P's Ss Vite ae
the other screw of the induction coil, which in turn is connected will be required to complete the contract, although provision is
Unforeseen’ obstrucwith a suitable battery. The wood of the pencil effectually made that, if thought necessary, the supply may be expedited
MY be sen: oe: 2 ce cee | B
—
S08
insulates the current from the operator’s hand. The arrangement after the first year. The rule that only a manufacturer is to be
Maliciously caused — .. .. 2
_
RS
M
ia
oe
eee
1
+ E- 1
being thus completed, all that is necessary is to follow the design, accepted as a contractor does not necessarily a that every proUnexplained .. .. 17 .. .. 20
—
87
41
in
or to write the letter upon paper resting on the block of carbon, cess connected with the article contracted for shall be execu
leaning lightly upon the pencil. As the
graphite point proceeds, the factory of the contractor himself, for in many trades the sucTotal.. .. 28 .
a8
“4 2. 90 ..100
a continuous succession of small sparks flow between it and the cessive processes take place in different localities and under
The number of trains involved is as follows:—
carbon, and the intervening peper is accordingly
orated by an different firms, as a necessary, or at least economical, division of
infinite number of small holes burned by the sparks. These holes labour. The intention is that the contractor shall not be a middleAccidents,
Collisions. Derailments. Other. Total. P. ec.
are barely visible to the naked eye, except by holding fe the paper man, merchant, or agent, and this rule will be as strictly enforced
PatlGe teste Mtiiees of BR as ve BD oo Ms WB
to the light; but the Hlectrician says they can be utilised for trans- as circumstances will allow. The two firms or agents who, in conFreight and other.. 49 .. .. 87
1
OF: on BF
ferring the design or writing to paper, either by dusting on a sideration of their long connection with the department, are still
Totl., .. 68 .. .. 87
4 .. 113 .. 100
powder or by passing an inked pad over the perforations when laid allowed to contract are Messrs. Moore and Manby and Messis,
Boughton and Co,
The unexplained derailments remain very large in number,
on the recipient.
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COLLISION BETWEEN THE CELTIC AND THE
BRITANNIC.
WrrH the chief facts concerning the collision between the
Celtic and Britannic, of the White Star line, our readers are
already well acquainted, but the engravings which we reproduce
from the Scientific American will afford a better idea of the
results of the collision, of the fine character of the two vessels
and the value of the system upon which they are constructed,
than can be obtained from mere description alone, The illustrations are said to be accurate representations of the appearance
of the vessels on their arrival at the dock after the accident.
The Scientific American says :—
“ The Britannic was going east, having sailed from New York
for Liverpool on the afternoon of the day previous, while the
Celtic was bound for New York, having left Queenstown
May 13th. The sea was smooth, but there was a heavy fog, as
there had been for two or three days preceding. On this
account the Celtic was considerably south of her regular course,
and was proceeding but slowly, blowing her fog whistle. The
Britannic was making about sixteen miles an hour, and also
blowing her whistle at regular intervals. It is said the vessels
were only about four lengths apart when they first saw each
other, and although their respective fog whistles had just previously been heard by parties on both Vessels, it does not seem
to'‘have been understood by those on either vessel in just which
direction the sound came from. As the Celtic suddenly loomed
up out of the fog on the port side of the Britannic, her commander had her engines reversed, and it is said she had almost
ceased to make headway when the vessels came together. The
commander of the Britannic simultaneously signalled to go
ahead at full speed, in the hope of being able to cross the bow
of the Celtic, but it was too late, and the sharp prow of the
latter crashed into the Britannic about 10ft. abaft of the engineroom. The blow bent in the inch thick plates of the Britannic
at this point, making a vertical corrugation, in the line of which
there was a j
hole, some 44ft. by 18in., extending below
the water-line. The effect of this blow upon the Celtic herself
was to make a clean cut through her stem, about 8ft. from the
top, the bottom part being twisted around till it pointed toward
her stern, while the top part swept over the rails and cut away
the stanchions and rigging aft to the stern on that side of the
Britannic, killing and wounding those who could not get out of
the way. About 20ft. back of the line of the first blow the
plates of the Britannic were badly bent, as if from a second and
less powerful blow, but there was no other break in the hull of
the Britannic, although the rails were smashed, bolts twisted,
and plates bent for a distance of about 75ft.
“One compartment of the Britannic and the forward compartment of the Celtic at once filled with water. but the bulkheads separating these portions from the rest of the boat proved
efficient in each case, and there was only a slight settling of the
latter at the head, and of the Britannic at the stern. The
machinery of both vessels was uninjured, and the damage can
be repaired in a few days.
“ Both vessels were built at Belfast, by Messrs. Harland and
Woolf, the Celtic in 1872 and the Britannic in 1874. The
Celtic is 2438 tons net register, and 3888 gross ; her length is
437°2ft. ; breadth, 40°9ft.; and depth, 31ft. She has four masts,
a propeller worked by compound engines, with cylinders 41in.
and 78in. in diameter, and 60in. stroke of piston, and is divided
into eight water-tight compartments.
“The Britannicis3174 tonsnet register, and 5000 tonsgross; her
length is 455ft. ;breadth, 45°2in.; witha depth of hold of 33°7ft.
She has two engines, either one of which can be used separately,
and the bulkheads forming the water-tight compartments have

WHERE

self-closing doors, the bulkheads running from the top to the
bottom of the vessel. The engines are by Messrs. Maudslay,
Sons, and Field.
“ Perhaps the one satisfactory part of the affair, if, in fact,
there can be said to be anything satisfactory about so serious an
accident, is the admirable work done by these compartments.
Ocean travellers can certainly take courage in the thought that
& vessel with a hole in the side large enough for a man to walk
through may still be comparatively safe, and the White Star
Company may well be satisfied that by the use of this simple
system nearly two thousand lives have been saved and two
magnificent vessels are still safe, and will soon be sound and
ready again for further service.
“That two such powerful vessels could thus collide in midocean, with no deaths from drowning, and the vessels themselves
suffer no more serious injury, will perhaps be measurably reassuring to the thousands who will cross the Atlantic this year; but
the very way in which this accident occurred emphasises the
great importance of a more perfect system for signalling, which
shall be effective during the fogs so prevalent on the North
Atlantic.”

THE

BRITANNIC

WAS STRUCK

| an opening in the upper section, while the other closes an opening
| in the lower section. These valves are connected by a common
| stem, so that they virtually form but one balance valve, which
| opens downward. Each valve is formed with wings or guides,
arranged to fit the openings, for the purpose of steadying and
| directing the double valve in its movement. The lower valve
is connected by a central rod with an open float, as shown. It
is evident that as the water lowers, the valve will descend and
permit the passage of steam through the outlet pipe to the pump
or injector, or to a whistle ; and when the water again reaches
its normal level, the valve will be closed by the float, to which
steam is admitted tu equalise the pressure and prevent collapse.
|This action of the valve is automatic, and in case of any sudden
| leak in the boiler, unnoticed by the engineer, the valve will open
| to admit of the pump supplying more water. This invention
has been patented in America,
COMBINED

TRACTION

ENGINE AND CRANE.

WE illustrate on page 483 a very simple and powerful combined crane and traction engine, made by Messrs. Burrell and
FEED-WATER REGULATOR.
Co., of Thetford. The power of the crane is effectively illustrated
by our engraving, the small portable engine being lifted and
THE accompanying engraving represents a balance-valve feed- carried with
t ease by the traction engine. The crane gear
water regulator, which is thus described in the Scientific involves, it will be seen, little or no complication ; and the whole
American :—It is entirely enclosed within the steam and water machine is admirably adapted for h
general work, either at
chamber in which it acts, and in which no stuffing-box is em- home or in the Colonies. The engine will, we understand, be
exhibited at the forthcoming show in Newcastle.
ROSS’ SYSTEM OF LIGHTING WITH OIL.
Tue Ross’ Patent Lighting Company is exhibiting a new
system of lighting by means of rock oil. The oil is placed in a
receptacle at the upper part of the building, preferably outside.
From this oil flows through very small pipes to the burners
placed all over a building just as are gas burners, the quantity
i
being automatically regulated by a float valve. To effect combustion in the best manner, air under pressure is also supplied
aie
to each burner under a pressure of about 3in. of water. This
f1 4|
air is supplied by a simple apparatus, which consists of little
other than a modified gas meter actuated from without by geara
ing and a descending weight, instead of being actuated from
We
mi 7
within by gas, as is the case in the ordinary use of the meter.
A very bright light is obtained by the forced combustion, and
we are informed that a 16-candle light can be maintained for
200 hours with about 2°375 gallons of oil, at present costing in
London about 5d. per gallon ; that is to say, that this quantity
of oil will give about the same quantity of light as 1000 cubic
feet of gas. The lamps or burners are small, neat fittings, and
are shown as attached to ordinary gas-fittings in the place of
the gas-burners. In these cases the small straw size copper
pipe conveying the oil to the burner is passed through the fitting
in the s
or tubes usually filled by gas, and the supply of air
passes through the fittings in place of gas. The lamps require
no glasses or chimneys of any kind, unless as shades. So much
for the advantages of the system. On the other hand, it must
be noted that it recommends itself chiefly where gas is either
very dear, or cannot be obtained at any price, because the oil
supply must be attended to, every burner is a lamp that must
ployed. At the delivery end of the pipe leading from the pump from time to time be trimmed, and they must be trimmed in
is a valve box made in two sections, screwing together, and fitted place. There are two sets of pipes, and the air supply apparatus
with two disc or poppet valves, one of which is arranged to close | must have its weight raised or wound up from time to time.
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484
TURBINES AT THE MANCHESTER EXHIBITION.
Ws place before our readers on p. 486 illustrations of several
turbines made by Mr. W. Giinther, Central Works, Oldham, and
exhibited at Manchester. These turbines are four in number, and include three Girard and one suction turbine. We
may preface our description by pointing out that the great
advantage claimed for the Girard turbine over all others
is that it yields proportionate power—within one or two
per cent.—with reduced supplies of water, even if the supply
decreases to one-sixth or one-eighth the normal quantity. Turbines of the Girard type should be fixed so that under ordinary
conditions of working the wheel runs quite close to the top of
the tail water; but they will work immersed in the tail water
during flood times without appreciable loss of efficiency provided
they are working with full or nearly full injection.
The largest of the turbines exhibited is a Girard turbine for a
medium fall, yielding 90-horse power with a fall of 22ft., and
making 96 revolutions per minute under this head. We illustrate
this turbine in Fig.1. Four pillars, securely bolted to a strong cast
iron foundation, support the guide ports with the regulating slide
apparatus and the steel turbine case. The turbine wheel
—42in. diameter between centres of buckets—is keyed toa hollow
cast iron shaft, which revolves round a fixed steel shaft cottered
into a foot block bolted to the foundation plate. The fixed steel
shaft carries at its upper extremity an oil vessel, containing an
adjustable steel plate. The cast shaft is arranged witha flange
corresponding to that of the coupling for connecting the driving
shaft. Below this flange, in the interior of the shaft, is a
wrought iron screw with a bell-metal footstep at the bottom.
This screw revolves with the shaft, the footstep working on the
steel plate in the oil vessel. By means of a nut on the screw
the shaft may be so adjusted—in case of wear in the footstep—
that the wheel works with just sufficient clearance between it
and the bottom of the guide ports. The footstepis thus entirely
above water, is easily accessible,
and may be readily examined or
adjusted whenever the turbine is not in motion. The regulator
of the turbine consists, of a slide which moves over the guide
ports and opens or closes one guide port on each sidé simultaneously. The guides are so constructed that any degree of
injection may be given to the wheel by means of this slide,
which will also shut the water off entirely, thus serving also as
a stop valve. The slide is worked by means of suitable gearing
from the turbine house, an index on the hand-wheel pillar showing the number of ports open. This turbine is shown in the
Exhibition fitted up complete with governor, adjustment pillar,
and hand-wheel, &c., forming a very conspicuous exhibit as seen
from the main staircase leading to the galleries.
In Fig. 2 is shown another Girard turbine. This turbine
is designed for high falls, and is constructed with a horizonta!
shaft and partial injection. In order to obtain a moderate
speed undera high fall, the wheel is made of large diameter,
and the water is admitted on only a small portion of the circumference. This turbine will give 102-horse power with a fall of
140ft., making 213 revolutions per minute. The wheel, which
is 42in. internal diameter, is formed of cast iron, with the vanes
or buckets of steel, the object of this being to secure greater
strength and durability. The water, which is admitted on the
internal circumference of the wheel, passes through five guide
ports, the vanes of which are also of steel. A slide, worked by
@ pinion, worm and wheel, and hand-wheel, moves over the guide
ports, closing them one after the other. The wheel and shaft
are carried by three standards, bolted to a strong frame composed of wrought iron girders and cast iron cross bridges. The
turbine is designed with a view to easy transport, as high fall turbines, such as the one shown, are frequently intended for use in
mountainous districts where transport is difficult. A wrought
iron cover, which is left off in order to show the turbine, is piaced
over’ the wheel to prevent the water splashing about in the
turbine house.
Fig. 3 is also a high fall Girard turbine, but of much
smaller dimensions and capacity. This turbine is similar in
construction to the larger one, but the method of regulating the
turbine differs. In this case a single guide port is regulated by
means of a gun-metal slide, which forms the top of the port, and
by moving this up or down by means of a screw, worm and wheel
and hand-wheel, the area of the port is increased or diminished.
The turbine, Sin. internal diameter, is placed in a cast iron case,
and is coupled direct to a dynamo—Hall’s patent—for electric
lighting. The turbine is for a fall of 220ft., being designed to suit
the speed of the dynamo, which runs at 1350 revolutions per
minute. The dynamo will drive from fifty to sixty 16-candle
power incandescent lamps. A turbineand dynamo similar to the
one shown has been working for some time past in a mansion in
North Wales, where it continues to give the greatest satisfaction.
The fourth turbine—Fig. 4—is a suction turbine with a horizontal shaft. The turbine is intended for use in places where
it is desirable to place the turbine at some distance—not exceeding 25ft. to 30ft.—above the tail water-level. This turbine
is similar in principle to the Jonval turbine, but differs from
the latter in the slower speed of the wheel and degree of
reaction. This turbine having a comparatively small diameter
and large capacity, the vanes of the wheel are so constructed
that the speed of the wheel at different parts of its diameter
bears correct relation to the velocity of the water leaving the
guide ports. The regulation consists of a slide similar in principle
to the one described for Fig 1. Special provisiun is made for
effectively lubricating the bearings under water, and the footstep
works in an oil chamber, and is easy of adjustment and
examination.
Mr. Giinther also shows photographs of a number of turbines
made by him for falls from 6ft. upwards, and the whole exhibit
is probably the finest display of turbines ever shown in this
ay
Mr. Giinther also shows several blowing and exhausting fans.
_ JUBILEE Banquet at CoLcHEsTER.—On Saturday, the 11th
inst., Mr. Paxman, Standard Ironworks, Colchester, gave a Jubilee
banquet to his staff and workmen, and their wives and daughters.
About 600 sat down to dinner in the new Drill Hall, a hand
building with a somewhat remarkable roof, the framing of which,
about 50ft. span, is of iron, while the covering is of Willesden
waterproof paper. Mr. Paxman, as head of the firm of Davey,
Paxman, and Co., was in the chair, supported by Mr. Egerton
Green, the Mayor, and a number of the influential citizens of Colchester. The usual loyal toasts were drunk with immense enthusiasm, and it is a noteworthy circumstance that ‘God Save the
Queen” was encored. There is no lack of loyalty at the Standard
Works. Several speeches were made, Mr. Paxman briefly reviewing
in an interesting summary the principal engineering events of her
Majesty's reign. During the evening a handsome testimonial, in
the shape of a silver inkstand, was presented to his son, Mr. William
Paxman, who has just attained his majority, by the staff and workmen. The proceedings were in every way successful, and bore
y to the
lient feeling existing between employer and
employed.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible ” the opinions of our
Correspondents.
NATIONAL MARITIME EXHIBITION OF CADIZ,—AUGUST TO
OCTOBER, 1887.
Smr,—Through the medium of your widely-circulated paper, I
should esteem it a favour if you would kindly make known that the
above Exhibition will be opened on the 15th August next, and that
British will be entitled to the same privileges as native exhibitors
therein in the following respects, viz.:—A right to receive the medal
granted to all exhibitors ;to compete for the diplomas and honourable mentions accorded by the special jury; to receive orders and
effect sales in conformity with regulation ; to share in the advantages
offered for the conveyance of goods by the shipping and railway
companies; and to exemption from payment of customs dues, An
elegant bazaar, to be open from dawn to midnight, will be erected
within the area of the Exhibition, composed of forty tents, at a daily
rent of 15f., in which articles of all kinds, although not forming
of the same, can be offered for sale. All articles must be sent
in by the 3lst July. For particulars apply to Messrs. J. Grimaldi
and Co., commercial agents, 69, Eastcheap.
U, Monteco.
London, E.C., June Ist,
THE PROBLEM OF FLIGHT,
Sir, —Will you kindly allow me space for a few remarks relating
to the article published in THE ENGINEER of the 27th ult., on ‘‘ The
Flight of the Pelican,” Mr. Lancaster tells us that a brief application of Hutton’s Tables of Wind Resistances will convince us that
the bird’s flapping is far too weak to cause it to overcome the action
of gravity. Is it not rather the temporary compression of air,
produced by the rapid downstroke, between the lower concave
surface of the wing and the re fthat enables the bird to rise and
not the wind resistance produced by the rapid motion of the wings ?
Nor need the upward stroke re
the bird’s motion, for should
the air above be slightly compressed the position of the feathers and
the raised head during upward motion will prevent the air from
rushing forwards and so pushing the bird backwards.
Taking the example given by Mr. [
, and supposing the
bird’s action to cause the same result that an increased upward
ure of ¢lb. per square inch acting on 60 square inches for
bres. we find the bird's upward velocity at the end of 4 sec. to
214ft. ‘8 second, and at the end of the whole stroke to be &ft.
A. J. CRICHTON.
per second,
5, Stonor-road, West Kensington, June 7th.
THE VENTILATION OF SEWERS.
Srr,—A few months ago it was suggested that we now ventilate
town sewers too freely, and that merely a — carried up a house
here and there is all that is necessary.
1s, however, 1s a great
mistake, The gases would still exist, and in their most deadly form,
and would either force house traps or escape near bedroom windows,
&c. Then some persons maintain that fernaces should be used for
destroying the sewer gases, but not only has this been found
i
ticable but the cost would be enormous. Other authorities
go in simply for ang om |the ordinary street gratings—which,
by the way, are often p
in unpleasant proximity to the footpaths. But wind and a number of other circumstances combine to
revent this alone curing the evil. In the best constructed sewers
oul vapours will arise, and of course partial ventilation (‘) is better
than nothing ; but in this age of progress we should look for something more than this. Perhaps to have the whole length of sewer
open to the surface would be an ideal method of ventilation, but of
course this would not be tolerated.
A method has recently been invented— McCallum’s—which claims
to have solved the problem. It is found that with a special
arrangement, the air in a sewer travels in the same direction as the
water; and a system of intercepting this air current at certain
places is alates. The plan preferred for doing this consists of a
peculiarly-shaped valve actuated by a float, and having a hinge
which cannot stick; and means are taken so that if the float
should happen to leak the sewer cannot become choked. Shafts are
carried to the surface at proper places to act as inlets and outlets,
causing thereby a through circulation, which prevents gases accumulating; and the fresh air which is constantly being drawn into
the sewer 7
purifies in a natural manner the sewage
emanations
before they emerge into the street. This, the inventors
maintain, is the proper aim to have in view, and that it is not sufficient merely to take the sewer gas in its crude state above roofs of
houses. The system can be applied to existing sewers, whether a
quick or flat gradient ;and being automatic in action, its efficient
working does not depend upon the constant attention of workmen.
The principle is also applied to the ventilation of house drains.
Newcastle-on-Tyne, June 6th.
N. ES.
MODERN MILLING MACHINERY.
Sir,—I have seen an article in your paper of April 22nd on
“Modern Flour-mill Machinery,” and should have asked you
before this to publish some remarks of mine in reply had not a
gg lengthened visit to the Continent prevented me from
joing so.
You state that the son of Mr. G. A. Buckholtz, to whom you
had previously referred in your article, designed the first automatic
roller plant in the world. This matter has been the subject of
much controversy in the milling journals. Believing for a long
time that I was the designer of the first automatic roller plant in
the world, I advertised it without question for probably three or
four years. Mr. Buckholtz, however, in March, 1886, claimed for
himself the honour of having done this; but, Sir, as it is evidently
the object of your article to give to the person who successfully
established the automatic system of milling any honour that may
be due to him, I beg to ask that even if Mr, Buckheltz, jun., did
design the first automatic gradual reduction roller plant in the
world, and moreover, as you say, carried out his invention with
perfect success in the mills of Messrs. Barlow and Sons, of Bilston,
in 1879, how comes it that in a
r read before the National
Association of British and Irish Millers in the year 1880, after a
full reference to the gradual reduction system, and what he considered its defects, and comparing it with what he considered the
advantages of his low-grinds system, carried out by means of
his patented low-grinding mill, he states: ‘‘ We are driven to the
conclusion that the granulation [semolina milling] is not suitable
for general milling in this country.” This statement of Mr. Buckholtz and that contained in your article do not harmonise.
In a letter I wrote to a milling journal in June, 1886, I put forth
my own claims to having successfully established the automatic
system in the following words :—‘‘(1) I designed my first plant
with the fixed intention of making it automatic. (2) I
ded,
with willing help, in making it also a success. (3) —_ adopted
the principle, ?
I have never abandoned it. (4) I developed the
system almost immediately in one way only, but that an important
one, namely, I invented and patented an automatic feed for the
roller mills and purifiers, March, 1881. This invention was looked
— with doubt at first, but I have had the greatest satisfaction
of seeing it nearly universally adopted in some form or another,
and few, if any, millers who have used such feeds would work an
automatic roller plant without them. (5) My only reason for not
advocating my speciality in the various papers and discussions it
was my privilege to reac fand take part in with operative millers
and others, and thus having at the earliest date a public record of
my claim, was that in all those papers and discussions I studiously
avoided | reference to any distinguishing features of my own
system.
of mya tomatic
ual
I fully believe it was the great
reduction mills erected for Mr. Patrick Boland, of Dublin, Mr.
Fredk. Moss, of Salford, and Messrs. Robinson and Hunley, of
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Doncaster—all of which were visited by many millers from all
parts of the kingdom and from foreign countries—that led to the
—— —- of the automatic system,
J, H. Carrer,
une 15th.
FREE TRADE, FAIR-TRADE, AND NO TRADE,
Sir,—Some months since you were good enough to permit me to
ask a few questions concerning free trade and no trade in your
correspond
1
, and I do not forget that I was sharply
taken to task for my erro
I think I learned something at that
time, and I now venture once more to return to the subject, with a
view not only to my own enlightenment, but that of others,
It may be remembered that I wanted to know how it was that
while England exported no gold, she continued to import goods to
at least five times the value of what she exported. It is not too
much to say that to this I did not receive an explanation which
satisfied me, and I now venture to ask again why it is that a
pound’s worth of English pig iron will buy in France £5 worth of
silk, while a pound’s worth of cotton yarn will get nearly £6
worth of sugar, and so on. I may say that, for my own part, I
have tried the experiment, and find that it will not work. When
I consign goods to France and get other goods in return, I find the
difference in value almost intinitesimal as compared with the
usual statements gathered from Board of Trade reports, &c. I
shall be very much obliged to any reader of THE ENGINEER who
will tell me how to take my goods to a market 500 per cent. in my
favour, or even 10 per cent,
I also laid down the proposition that that country was best off in
which employment was found for the largest number of the population. No one disputed this, I am happy to say. My deduction
was that moderate and judicious protection was in the present day
essential to secure the employment of the greatest number; but I
was told that this was a complete error. For many months back
I have seen =
becoming scarcer and scarcer in this
country. I sball be pleased if any of your correspondents could
explain to me how much worse off we should now become with a
moderate protective tariff and the whip-hand of those countries
which are now closing their ports against us.
I see that London is comiosing very large numbers of men on
Jubilee decorations, illuminations, &c. Will some of your Free
Trade correspondents take the trouble of explaining to me how
much better off London would have been if all this work had been
done by German operatives, working at lower wages than Cockneys
and using German made gas-fittings, kc.! 1 am in a state of dense
ignorance on this latter point. I am indeed absurdly ignorant on
a multitude of points, as, for example, the precise nature of the
advantages accruing to us as a return for the ruin of the milling
trade ; the flow of English capital to Canada to start ironworks
there under the protection of a high tariff; the closing of Russia
against us, and the co
uent development of her native iron
trade with German and
lish capital. No doubt the Free
Traders can explain all this, 1 hope they will, and I remain
A Traber.
The Salisbury Hotel, Fleet-street, June 15th.
STEEL CYLINDER LINERS,
Srr,—We have read with great interest the able article on
‘* High-pressureat Sea,” in your issue of June 3rd, but there is one
rt to which we must take exception, viz., where you say, ‘‘ Steel
iners have been tried, but the results obtained have not been
satisfactory, they were found to be liable to crack, kc.” This we
think must have been written under a misapprenshion, for the fact
is, that so far as we are aware no engines for ships for H.M. Navy
built during the last twelve to fifteen years have been without
Whitworth fluid pressed steel liners, and of the many hundreds we
have supplied to the English and various foreign Governments we
have never heard of one single liner cracking ; we have, however.
heard on various occasions of serious accidents being prevented by
the use of the liner. We feel no compunction in asking you to
correct the statement made in your issue of the 3rd, knowing how
frequently you have advocated the use of thin liners, and we have
no hesitation in saying that we could supply liners of jin. thick
capable of standing almost any pressure required, and we could
further make them up to the largest diameter. It is true the
merchant marine have not adopted these liners to any appreciable
extent, and the reason of this is solely the small extra first cost of
the engines.
Sin JoserH WHITWORTH AND Co,
Manchester, June 13th,
H. 8. Carineton.
[The steel liners which to our own knowledge have cracked were
not made by Messrs, Whitworth.—Eb, E.]
TORPEDO BOAT CASUALTIES,
Srr,—The very remarkable article on ‘Torpedo Boat Casualties,”
which appeared in your issue of May 27th, demands more than a
mere passing notice, and this notice it should have received earlier,
only I had not completed the inquiries, which I deemed necessary
before writing to you, in time for last week's issue.
With regard to the earlier part of the article, which treats of the
wisdom of the Admiralty in testing the flotilla of torpedo boats,
and of the reasons which led those in authority to decide that the
boats should race over a distance of about 100 miles, I have little to
say, beyond stating the fact that according to the officers in command of Nos. 47 and 57, the actual distance run by the boats was
only about 86 miles, i.¢., sea miles or knots, This matter is not
apparently of much importance, but the distance serves to fix the
speed of the Thornycroft boat No. 46, which is stated to have come
in third, and whose time is given as 5 hours 15min. These data
give a mean speed of 16°38 knots, which, when compared with the
measured mile oo of 21-018 knots, or the speed during the run
of two hours of 20°522 knots which this vessel attained on her
official trial with a trained crew, will give an idea of the skill of the
engine room crew on board at least one boat in this memorable
race, even after discounting the possibility of this boat being more
heavily laden than upon ‘her official trial, and allowing for the
influence of the tide, which may have been for a portion of the time
at least against her. rw yg many of our boats did considerably
over 21 knots on their trials, Ihave it on good authority that the
mean speed of the winning boat in the race was something like
16 knots, and of the last 12} knots.
t is a great pity that you did not continue your quotation from
the Army and Navy Gazette a few lines further ; if you had, or if you
had read them more carefully, you would have seen it stated, not
as you put it, that ‘‘ there were four boats by Messrs. Yarrow and
Co., three boats by White, of Cowes, the remaining seventeen were
by Thornycroft,” but that ‘only three of Yarrow’s and four of
hite’s boats took part in it to fifteen of Thernycroft’s,” and this
statement I believe to be correct, as there were originally twentyfour boats in the flotilla, but one of ours and one of Yarrow’s were
disabled by collision before the race. You could then have run
your percentages up from 41 to 46°6 per cent., or 466 out of every
000, a ratio which from the magnitude of the figures employed
looks much more remarkable than 7 out of every 15; although the
difficulty of ee even the 100 boats of which you write so
glibly can only be fully appreciated by those having a knowledge
of the difficulty por Ms in manning the twenty-four boats of the
flotilia. Now Sir, with regard to the nature of the failures which
took place in the engine or boiler-rooms of Nos. 27, 41, 50, 42, and
55, of which you first profess ignorance, but fancy, before you have
done, that your readers will be of the opinion you hold that ‘‘the
main cause of the failures must be sought and found in the
machinery of the boats, and even in the boats themselves.”
Why “the main cause of the failures must be found in the machinery of the boats, and even in the boats themselves,” I am at a
loss to understand. Now I have gone into this matter, and your
readers shall judge if weakness of the machinery or boats had much
or anything to do with the breakdowns, On No. 27, the = pin
in the bottom of the slide spindle of the fan engine worked out
after the boat had been running for half an hour, and the nut
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off, bending the spindle. This took two hours to put right,
fatthere was no reason whatever for stopping the boat, as she
might have continued on her course without the fan, at a speed of
twelve or thirteen knots. Our engineer, Mr, Brown, reckons that
witb his crew, the fan would have been running in an hour. There
were no hot bearings, as stated by the correspondent of the Army
and Navy Gazette, and quoted by you. Nos, 41 and 50 had hot
bearings—so hot that the white metal ran out of the after crankpin brasses.
"
‘
Now in all our boats the appliances for cooling approach very
near perfection, and a very hot
can, as-you say, be cooled
in a very few minutes, and a boat will not be much retarded
thereby. If, however, the opplieeme are not resorted to till the
white metal has run out of the brasses, the case is very different,
and the boat, if able to go at all, will only do so very slowly. In
No, 42, the joint between the starboard feed check valve and the
boiler gave out, and at each stroke of the pump, the water was
spurted against the front of the boiler,
proper treatment
would have been to shut off the starboard pump and run with the
port only, and the donkey if necessary. This has been done more
than once by our crew, but the crew on No, 42 drew the fire and
re-made the joint. In No. 55 there were no serious defects, but
the tubes leaked, a trouble which often occurs in torpedo boat
boilers, and is not confined to the boilers made by one firm. Now
can you honestly say that the defects which stopped these boats
‘have been due to the desire to make the machinery of the boats
as light as possible,” or could be remedied by an addition of weight
to that machinery? I think not. We now come to the casualties
in Nos. 47 and 57, which are the most serious in our fleet of
fifteen boats, three men having unfortunately lost their lives in
No. 47, and the crown plates of the furnaces being destroyed in
both boats.
#
After the disclaimer by Messrs, Yarrow and Co, in your issue of
June 3rd, your readers will be quite pre
for the statement
which I now make, that the boiler styled the Thornycroft boiler
in your article does not represent the boiler fitted by us in any of
the boats of the flotilla, In fact, the two sets of drawings representing
vely the Yarrow boiler and the Thornycroft boiler
may be said to illustrate the article, but they have nothing whatever to do with any boilers fitted in the boats of the flotilla beyond
showing the bolt-headed stays in the one case and the rivetted
TTI
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there is no water over the crown plate. As an engineer I am quite
prepared to concede that in a Yarrow boiler with bolt-headed stays
and no water on the crown plate, one of the earliest manifestations
of the action of pressure on a rapidly softening plate would be to
bring it down in
pockets between the stays, and that it ‘‘must get
very hot indeed” before the heads could be forced off the stays or
drawn right through the plate.
Unfortunately it does get very hot indeed, and I should expect
that when that somewhat vague temperature is attained the top
would give way suddenly and go through the bottom of the boat,
as, I believe, happened in the case of the Russian torpedo-boat
Sulina—said, by the way, to have been built in England—in the
Black Sea, According to the account in the Revue Maritime et
Industrielle, the Sulina left Odessa on August 11th, 1879, and was
followed by the Sterlet at a distance of five miles, the officers of
which saw a great cloud of steam, then two black masses, and when
the cloud oe pews the Sulina had sunk. The two survivors
oo, tong the explosion was caused by shortness of water in
the boiler, The Sulina must have had a good rate of speed,
as she is said to have run seventeen miles an hour on the
day of the disaster. Now, what took place on No. 47 boat?
I examined the boiler very carefully, and I found that not
— had the top been red-hot, but the sides and tube-plate
been red-hot also, for about 6in. down. Many of the
tubes in the upper row had also been red-hot, but with all this
there was no ‘‘total disruption,” and everything held on except
the stays, which seem to have been drawn through the plate one
by one, thus gradually lowering the pressure within the boiler and
checking the fire—acting, in fact, asso many fusible plugs. The
appearance of the boiler with some of the stays beginning to be
drawn through indicates so clearly the pee pete gradual
nature of the destruction of the fire-box—I wil not call it explosion—that any one nee at it could only arrive at the conclusion
which I arrived at—viz., that if the air flaps in front of the ash-pan
had been allowed to act freely, and the fan had been kept running, there would have been no fatal accident, and that the boat
would have stopped ultimately for want of steam. Unfortunately,
these flaps had been fixed up,
ibly under the impression that
the air would
more
ily into the furnace. It may be
urged that if the flaps had been closed the front of the ash-pan
would have been carried away; but I think this is scarcely likely,
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FIRE-BOXES.

stays in the other. You are quite correct in stating that our as the steam above the fire would have escaped through the tubes,
boilers have rivetted stays in the crown of the fire-boxes, and that and any passing through the fire would have escaped by the ashn relict door on deck, which seems to have acted perfectly.
Messrs, Yarrow and Co.'s have bolt-headed stays, and if in
ere was no sound of explosion, and the man who was in the
denying ‘‘ that a screwed and rivetted stay is just as strong as a
poeow stay with head and nut,” you mean that the screwed and bunker at the time trimming coal, when he came on deck asked
rivetted stay has not such a firm hold of the plates as a screwed the gunner what was the matter.
In the boiler of No. 57, although seven stays had been drawn
stay with head and nut, I quite agree with you; but all that it
means is that you may space your bolt-headed stays a little further through completely, and ten partially, nothing was known about
apart than would be prudent in the case of screwed and rivetted anything being wrong till the boat came alongside the watering tank,
After what I have written, your readers will, I think, be di
stays,
Altogether we have built many scores of boilers with the to say of our fire-boxes, when the tops are red hot, as Sir Frederick
furnace crowns supported by means of screwed and rivetted stays Bramwell said of the Thunderer’s boiler, ‘‘If the weakest part had
without having ourselves had, or having heard of, any of the been any stronger, it would only have been an aggravation of the
Governments to whom we have supplied them having a single mischief.” 1 enclose tracings of sketches showing the condition of
accident, and the only precaution that has been taken is to keep the fire-boxes of Nos, 47 and 57 boats after the accident, which
sufficient water over the crown plates, a matter of much less you may if you please publish for the information of your readers.
Tower House, Chiswick,
JOHN DONALDSON.
difficulty than youii
even in a good stiff sea. The rivetted
June 14th.
ends of the stays in the old Lightning, which I examined very
carefully on Friday week last, are as sound as they were when they
[We do not think that Mr. Donaldson’s letter calls for any
left our works over ten years ago; but then as you say, ‘‘the comment at our hands. His ingenious defence of what we believe
Lightning has been managed by men of great experience.” Just to be the unique practice of his firm in the matter of crown stays
so. She is, I believe, the only torpedo boat in the service which has will be admired, and the hitherto inaccessible information he sup&@ regular crew attached to her, and until some better system of plies will be valued.—-Ep. E.]
manning our torpedo boats is adopted than the present one of
giving men in the reserve a fortnight’s training of, at most, a
couple of hours full speed running per day, and then setting them
THEORETIC DIAGRAMS,
to manage a torpedo
boat boiler, these boats will always be subject
p. 471 in your last week's issue you publish the conclud* Smr,—On
to accidents and to be placed hors de combat by casualties which ing
portion of a paper by Mr. J. Jennings Campbell, on ‘‘ Compound
ought never to occur, or which might easily be remedied without
es for Atlantic Steamers,” read before the Liverpool Engineerstopping the boats. Mr. Webb, of Crewe, would, I think, hesitate ing Society.
same I find my name is mentioned in
before a
man in charge of one of his passenger locomo- connection withIn aperusing
certain method of placing successive diagrams
tive boilers whose only recommendation was that he would like to within a theoretic diagram,
as follows :—“ A third method has been
earn a penny per day extra, and that he had gone through a fort- Tange psand used by Mr. Mudd
of Hartlepool. He talzes one zero
night’s ‘‘course.” I think they would hesitate also at the ine of volumes for allthe cylinders,
as in the previously described
Admiralty if it were proposed to put engines of 700-horse ore methods, but places the separate figures
at distances from it, prodriving a ship, in charge of the ordinary “artificer” and sto ehold portionate only to that portion of the clearance
unfilled by comcrew of a torpedo boat. Ships and boats call up different ideas as —
That
is
to
say,
when
the
compression
is sufficient to fill
to their machinery, although now-a-days the machinery of boats is e clearance of any cylinder at half the initial pressure
the distance
frequently more powerful than that of ships.
= half the clearance ; if the steam is compressed up to two-thirds
In torpedo boat machinery changes take place with great
rapidity, the initial pressure the distance will = one-third the clearance, and
and great watchfulness and skillare necoany in detecting’ those soon. This plan is at least as incorrect as the last, as it neither
changes, and expertness in applying remedies, These qualities are gives the correct standard area for comparison, nor the correct
partly personal and
y the result of experience, and the men positions of diagrams in relation to the theoretical curve, and it
possessing them should be reserved for torpedo boat work alone, ee curve itself wrong for the same reason as method
and not drafted off to fill vacancies in the engine-room or stokehold
0, 1.”
of anironclad. We have now to consider the value of screwed and
I think, Sir, when anyone undertakes the fresponsibility of
rivetted, as compared with bolt-headed or nutted, crown stays in describing in — the opinions of another, he should at least
the case which is rarely if ever contemplated in practice, viz., when take reasonable pains in learning what those opinions really are.
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The paragraph quoted describes me as holding an opinion and
usingamethod which I do not hold, and have never used; and
which I am not surprised at Mr. Campbell branding as quite incorrect, Indeed, the description of my views is so much unlike
anything that has ever fallen from me in public on this question
that I fear Mr. re ranehas been content to take my opinions at
second or third hand from people who did not themselves understand them. His very lucid and interesting paper proves to me
that if he had carefully read p. 111 of the present volume of THE
ENGINEER, and p . 48 to 50 of the February “Proceedings” of the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers of the present year, and
studied the di
ms therein referred to, he would have discovered
that my method is identical in every important particular with that
of Mr. Schénheyder, although arrived at quite independently,
and
in ignorance of the fact that Mr. Schinheyder had twice previous!
called attention to this method, viz., in 1871 and again in 1879.
have not been able yet to see either of these earlier references to
the method, but as I
ider Mr. Schénheyder’s description on
p. 64 of the ‘‘ Proceedings” above referred to is quite correct, I
take it for granted that his earlier statements on the subject were
the same; and I therefore lay no claim to priority on the subject,
asit was only quite recently when engaged upon theoretic diagrams of triple and quadruple expansion engines that I discovered
the errors of the older and more common methods, and set about
the ae
of a more accurate system. I regret that Mr.
Sohinheyder did*not put his views more frequently before the
song so that this system might have come into general use in
ess than sixteen years, for I regard it as much more important
than many are prepared to believe, inasmuch as by it the designer
has his attention more accurately drawn to those. points in his
—— where loss is occurring and where improvement may be
sought.
I would take this opportunity of mentioning an omission that
occurred in the illustration I gave at the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers of the application of the principles laid down. In the
discussion the hour was getting late, and speeches were restricted
to five minutes in len
Under these circumstances it is not”
surprising that speakers should feel with unusual force the truth
of Dr. Johnson’s statement that “things we know are not always
with us,” In Fig. 57, Plate III. of ‘‘ Proceedings” above referred
to, the points J and K are described correctly as holding a similar
relation to the second and third di
as the point A holds to
the first. But H J and LK should have been produced alittle
—— J and K to include the remainder of the ieounes in those
cylinders, and the curves H L and L C should have included those
remainders just as the curve B H for the high-pressure diagram
included the remainder A F. The relative
positions of the diagrams, however, was not affected by this, and as the description
of the —— on which the diagram was constructed was
correct, it would be apparent to anyone conversant with the subject that this was a mere omission; nevertheless, I purposely
refrained from correcting it either in the proof of report to THE
ENGINEER or in that of the Institution ‘‘ Proceedings,” having no
wish to interfere afterwards with Mr. Schénheyder’s description,
which was correct in this particular.
Mr. Schénheyder’s practice and my own, therefore, regarding
the placing of the diagrams are quite identical, and in the method
adopted for the development of a standard area for determining
the degree of efficiency of the steam ; the only difference is in
position, and in this case position has no virtue. I prefer to use
the vertical line drop
from the point A—Fig. 57, Inst. ‘‘ Proceedings ”—and cut off at C D the necessary amount to bring the
theoretic area to the length representing low-pressure cylinder
volume; whereas Mr. Campbell describes
Mr. Schinheyder’s
method as placing the vertical line at the admission to low-pressure
cylinder—that
is to say, he shows the whole — shifted bodily
till its base corresponds with the low-pressure diagram. This is a
distinction without a difference. Indeed, it might be best to have
the theoretic area diagram quite apart from the diagram of
positions, as a little confusion is otherwise apt to arise.” With
regard to what the standard area shall be we appear to be at one.
Returning to Mr. Campbell’s utterly fallacious description of my
views and practice on this subject, I have written the secretary of
the Liverpool Engineering Society requesting that my contradiction
of the statement be recorded in the journals of that institution,
and I beg to emphasise my regret that Mr. Campbell should have
made such a statement in his paper without due enquiry, as I can
assure him that if he had applied to me for the information, he
would at least have received a courteous reply.
Hartlepool, June 13th.
THomas Moupp.
SLAG CEMENT.
Sir,—I see that in your issue of the 10th inst. you publish a
communication from Mr. R. J. Friswell, in which he states that in
my paper, read before the Cleveland Institute of Engineers, I did
not mention the process of Mr. F, Ransome. This, i beg to say,
is a mistake, as 1 did on page 107 describe briefly the principle of
the process, and stated that ‘‘ Mr. Fred. Ransome and others maintain that good Portland cement can most readily be obtained by
this process.”
There is room for many processes, and if, as Mr. Ransome states,
good cheap cement can be made from furnace slags by his process,
there is nothing to prevent him from working it on a large scale,
and thus cause rejoicing in the heart of the slag maker, the cement
user, and the slag cement manufacturer. Slag costs the manufacturer a considerable amount to get rid of, so that it will be
readily understood how welcome any person will be who not only
will take the slag from him, and so reduce the cost of disposing of
it, but who will also pay him a small sum for preparing it for the
p
The remarks of Mr. Friswell confirm my own
observation that slag cement when properly made will stand the
test of time, and will eventually in a great measure take the place
of Portland cement.
J. E, STEaD,
Laboratory and Assay Office, 5, Zetland-road,
Middlesbrough, June 14th.
OVERWINDING GEAR.
Srr,—We are very much obliged to you for your description of
our exhibits at the Newcastle Exhibition in your issue of the 10th
inst. Will you kindly allow us to correct the following :—In your
reference to our automatic overwinding gear, p. 455, you state it.
has not been applied in this country. We beg to say that this
automatic overwinding gear has been at work for several years at
the Lingdale mines rm Leds to Messrs. Pease and Partners, and
Mr. Heslop, the resident manager, will be glad to show it in action.
The title of the coal-getter on p. 406 should read, the ‘‘ Haswell
Mechanical Coal-getter, Hall and Low’s patent,” instead of, as you
have it, ‘* Haswell’s Patent Mechanical Voal-getter.” Kindly perthese corrections,
The GRANGE IRON CoMPaNY.
Grange Ironworks,
(Per Henry LAWRENCE, Manager.)
Durham, June 14th.
THE DOGALI.
Srr,—I observe in your interesting description of the Italian
cruiser Dogali in last week’s ENGINEER the following statement
occurs:—‘‘ We believe that no account of her exists in print, nor
is she to be found under any of the names in Lord Brassey’s Annual
or other lists published in this country, so faras we know.” Permit
me to point out that you have been led intoan error in this matter,
as in thecurrent issue of Lloyd’s Universal Register you will find
the vessel entered under her proper name, together with particulars of build, displacement, indicated horse-power, speed, &c.
I beg to enclose herewith the sheet of the work which contains
this entry.
B. WayMouTH, Secretary.
Lloyd’s Register of British and Foreign Shipping,
2, White Lion-court, Cornhill E,C.,
June, 15th,
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
e difficulties predicted by those who commented
*," The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings,
for every two lines
rds one shilling and sixpence; odd lines are on the proposal of our own Government some few
charged one shilling. The line averages seven words. When an advertise- years
back, if they had proved to have any existment measures an inch or more the cha: is ten shillings
inch. All
single advertisements from the country must be accompanied by a Post-office ence, must be enhanced in dealing with mineral oil.
order in payment, Alternate advertisements will be inserted with all That these are not unexpected may be deduced from
practical regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case,
the statement of the amount of capital required for carryAU except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition.
at from twenty-five to
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six ing out this scheme. This is stated
o’clock on Thursday Evening in each week.
thirty
millions of roubles. Taking the rouble at about its
Letters relating toAdvertisements and the Publishing Department of the full local
standard, this would represent an expenditure
Fo tefhentdeg be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche; all
letters to be addressed to the Editor of THE Enaiveer, 1638, Strand.
equal to between two and a-half and three millions sterling. As an engineering problem, however, there is really
little reason for thinking that any serious difficulties need
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But, of course, as we have pointed out, the Russian
Safety Blasting
for use in Mines,”
by Mr. Government probably has ulterior views to serve. The
supply of fuel to its Black Sea fleet and to the commercial marine it so desires to foster, has year by year
DEATH.
become more and more difficult and costly since the grain
On the 9th inst., at his residence, Ashbourne-road, Derby, of acute trade
from the ports of that sea has so fallen off as to cause
bronchitis, ANDREW Hanpysipe, formerly of St. Petersburg, in his
eighty-seoond year.
outward freights to rise largely upon former rates. We
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know it is asserted that petroleum as a fuel for steamships can now be eee, Dyce but we confess to
much doubt as to the fact.
the use of this fuel been
roved to be safe and economical in all ways, we should
ve heard, considering the low price at which it is now
obtainable, of far more extended use of it than we have
as yet done. It is possible that patent objections to its
employment may in the near future be overcome, though
the process may be slow, and it must be admitted that
hitherto continued low price has not been sufficiently
certain to give much encouragement in this direction.
A SECOND THAMES BRIDGE BELOW THE TOWER.
A peEpuTaTion from various districts north and south
of the Thames below London Bridge, headed by Colonel
Hamilton, M.P., has waited upon the Metropolitan Board,
presenting memorials from local authorities on either side
of the river, asking the Board to seek Parliamentary
powers for the construction of a low-level free bridge
across the Thames from Shadwell to Rotherhithe.
e
pore is to receive consideration at the hands of the
orks Committee, and in due course a report will be
made to the Board, when some kind of discussion wil!
naturally follow. What the decision will be is not very
difficult to anticipate. It is not likely to take the form
of an absolute refusal; but itis still less likely to embody
an actual assent. The proverbial “third course” is open,
and the reply to be looked for is one in the nature of
delay. The Corporation are building a bridge just below
the Tower, and there is every probability. that the Metropolitan Board will carry its scheme through Parliament
for constructing a tunnel under the river to connect
Blackwall with Greenwich and Woolwich. Should the
London Coal and Wine Duties Continuance Bill fail to
pase, the Metropolitan Board oy agp the want of
unds; and although the Bill may
have good luck next
year if it breaks down this year, yet the risk of its entire
rejection will have to be taken into account. The Board
may therefore adduce excellent reasons for waiting, based
on the wisdom of seeing what effect the Tower Bridge
and the Blackwall Tunnel will have upon the traffic, and
what will be the final decision of Parliamentas to the
coal duty.
While it is perfectly fair to speculate on what may be
the answer of the Metropolitan Board to the request thus
made, it is worth while, in the public interest, to consider
the merits of the scheme itself. Of course, when the
memorialists speak of a low-level bridge, they mean one
that shall be capable of opening to permit the passage
of ships. This was distinctly Ser pe by a gentleman
who spoke on behalf of one of the eastern districts, and
who made reference to the Tower Bridge as showing what
could be done to accommodate both the land
river
traffic. But the proposal to establish a low-level bridge,
however capacious its openings,
at a point so far down
the river as Shadwell, is a
bold and somewhat novel
departure. In 1882, Sir Joseph Bazalgette, in his 4 >
city as engineer to the Metropolitan Board, brought forward a comprehensive scheme embracing three new lines
of communication. One was a high-level bridge at the
spot where the Corporation are now constructing the
ower Bridge. A second proposal sug
a tunnel
between
well and Rotherhithe, where now it is asked
that there shall be a low-level bridge; and the third
scheme was that of the Blackwall Tunnel, which is now
in a fair way to be accomplished, at an estimated cost of
£1,500,000. The three schemes proposed by Sir J. Bazalette were estimated to cost above £5,000,000, and as the
could not obtain the promise of Government support in seeking for a renewal of the coal duty, it was
resolved to apply to Parliament for power to make a
subway or tunnel under the river from Nightingale-lane
on the north side to Dockhead on the south. Farther
down the river it was proposed to establish two steam
ferries for the conveyance of vehicles, with proper approaches on each side. This was the entire pro
me,
and these proposals failed to give satisfaction.
To meet
the views of the aes concerned nothing less would
suffice than a low-level bridge just below the Tower, and
a tunnel or subway further east. Even at that date there
was a demand from the eastern districts for a low-level
bridge farther east than Nightingale-lane, and this would
clearly point to the Shadwell site. Poplarand Limehouse
demanded this. A Select Committee took evidence on
the subject for more than twenty days, and the Board’s
proposal fora tunnel at Nightingale-lane was rejected,
the Board at the same time withdrawing the project for
the steam ferries. The Select Committee presented a
special report, in which they recommended alow-level
opening bridge at Little Tower-hill, to be constructed by
the Corporation, and a subway at Shadwell, to be undertaken by the Metropolitan Board.
As the case now stands we see the site at Little Towerhill ado
by the Corporation, the bridge being a highlevel bridge for foot passengers, and a low-level bridge for
all kinds of traffic, vehicular and
estrian, with an
opening on the bascule principle for shipping. As for the
tunnel at. Shadwell, the Metropolitan Foard declined to
undertake it, declaring the engineering difficulties to be
ter than it could prudently encounter, these difficulties
loins such as could only be avoided by a mode of construction which, if Le ange’would be the signal for an
opposition of a formidable character on the part of the
Conservators and the wharfingers. The Board, thus influenced in its own judgment, resolved once more to go
before Parliament for the establishment of free steam
ferries. In 1885, the sanction of Parliament was accordingly obtained for a steam ferry to convey ag ee ers,
horses, and vehicles across the
es from
Woolwich to
North Woolwich. In the
mt session the Board is
promoting its Bill for a tunnel at Blackwall. It must be
acknowledged that this Blackwall] project seems like going
a long way east. It meets with little or no opposition,
and perhaps it may be said that nobody cares much about
it, one way or the other. The route takes its start on the
northern side of the river along a line running between
the East and West India Docks, and emerges in the
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Greenwich Marshes behind Blackwall Point. Fifty years
hence this may be a very useful route. At present it
seems rather in advance of the age. It is one of the
marvels or
doxes of our day, that the old Thames
Tunnel, which is virtually on the Shadwell site, and is now
a railway route, commands so little attention and seems to
be of solittle service. A railway running underthe Thames
at such a spot ought to command a large amount of goods
traffic. That it does not do so may be attributedto the want
of harmonious arrangements between different railway
companies; but from whatever cause the failure may
arise, it is one very much to be regretted. Supposing
a free low-level opening bridge to be constructed across
the river between Shadwell and Rotherhithe, we cannot
but expect that it would be extensively used. From
London Bridge to the spot where the Tower Bridge is to
cross the Thames is a little more than half a mile. The
Shadwell site is about a mile and a-quarter below the
Tower. The saving of distance to the traffic
ing
between the eastern and south-eastern
of
London
by crossing the Thames at Shadwell would therefore be
very material, taking the Tower Bridge as affording the
alternative route. Concerning the river traffic, something has to be said‘as to the effect of the proposed
bridge upon the docks above it, namely, the St. Katharine
and the London Docks. These are not interfered with
by the Tower Bridge. All Wapping, together with the
Upper Pool and the greater part of the Lower Pool,
would be placed “above bridge” by the present proposal.
It was the opinion of Sir J. Bazalgette in 1882 that the
most convenient points for crossing the river would be
between Little Tower-hill and Bermondsey, between
Shadwell and Rotherhithe, and between Blackwall and
Greenwich and Woolwich. At intermediate points ferries
might be used. As to the mode of crossing, he considered
that a low-level opening bridge at the Tower would fail
to meet the requirements of either road or river traffic,
and he therefore recommended a high-level bridge. With
regard to the crossings at Shadwell and Blackwall, Sir
Joseph considered that the only suitable means of a permanent nature consisted in the adoption of tunnels. His
design for a tunnel at Shadwell was represented by a
line drawn diagonally across the Thames, so as to pass
to the eastward of the Shadwell entrance to the London
Docks and to the westward of the Commercial Docks. A
bridge at this spot will evidently be placed under the
same necessity. A route might be found through the
London Docks, but there would be the disadvantage of a
second opening bridge interfering with the road traffic,
and the interruption would be fatal to the utility of the
undertaking.
As the Metropolitan Board has rejected the plan of a
tunnel at Shadwell, it remains to be seen whether
a bridge
is practical As we have observed, Sir J. Bazalgette
decides this question in the negative. Sir Joseph has no
faith in opening bridges below London Bridge, and therefore could only advocate a high-level bridge at Shadwell,
if any bridge at all at that spot. The demand is fora
low-level bridge. The docks and wharfs have to be considered in reference to this subject, and the question of
compensation is serious, even though the Tower Bridge
limits the affected area, and the facilities at Shadwell are made equal to those at the Tower. It would be a
happy arrangement if the docks above Shadwell could be
made in some way to bend to the grand desideratum for
a ready means of crossing the Thames eastward of Nightingale-lane. The need is great, but gold may be bought
too dear. Compensation must be kept within reasonable
limits. Experience gained at the Tower Bridge may show
that the shipping can
accommodated with greater
facility than has been supposed, and that the land
traffic can submit to the required interruption. The
case is assisted by the circumstance that there is a
tendency to make increased use of the extensive dock
accommodation provided in the lower part of the river,
and which has undergone remarkable development in
recent years. Large ships find it convenient to discharge
their cargoes in the lower docks, the railways being at
hand to complete the transit, whether to London or to
parts beyond. What may be called the sea traffic is findin
a home lower down.
What may be called the lan
traffic is more and more embarrassed by the severance
which the Thames effects below London Bridge. The
Tower Bridge will simply modify the situation without
essentially changing it. Unfortunately the extent to
which the various docks interfere with the approaches to
the river on either side seriously limits the sites available
for crossing the Thames, especially when a bridge is proray and adds to the engineering difficulty of the prolem. But there is the fact that nearly a million of people
on one side of the river, and more than half a million on
the other, wish to have ready means of inter-communication. Until such means are afforded, trading and commercial interests must in some degree suffer.
HIGH-PRESSURE MARINE BOILERS.
Last week we pointed out that so far as the engine is
concerned, there ought to be little difficulty in using
steam of 2501b. pressure at sea. The real obstacle to be
feared is the difficulty of constructing boilers which will
sustain this pressure and yet be suitable for use under the
prevailing conditions. Boiler shells are now made 14ft. in
diameter, of steel plates 1}in. thick. These shells are intended to carry a pressure of 160 Ib. on the square inch. If
the pressure were augmented to 250 Ib.,the thickness of the
plates must be raised to 2gin., provided the diameter
remained the same; and we have good reason to doubt
that any boilermaker would undertake to make such a
shell, and we are quite certain that no plant exists in any
part of the wa adequate to the performance of the
task. It seems, therefore, to be quite clear that whether
the existing type of marine boiler be or be not retained,
the existing proportions must be abandoned. Let us
suppose that instead of a shell 14ft. in diameter containing
_ three furnaces, we have a shell 9ft. in diameter containin
twofurnaces3ft.indiameter. Suchashellmadeof 14in.stee
would be quite strong enough for 250 lb. per square inch.
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Yet wé are no nearer to the required end, because it would
be next to: impossible to obtain a furnace tube at once
sufficiently thin to prevent overheating, and sufficiently
strong to stand up to 2501b. Mr. Fox, by his corrugated
flues, made high-pressures possible at sea; but there is a
limit, and so far as the existing drift of engineering
opinion goes, the limit for corrugated flues
’ been
reached, if not a little overpassed, at 1601b. It may be
said that the difficulty can be got over by reducing the
diameter of the flue. In one sense this is true; but small
furnaces cannot be properly worked at sea. If they are
to be adopted forced draught must also be used, and the
shipowner would find himself saddled with not one
experiment but several. Contemplating the trial of
250 Ib. steam only, he would find that a totally unusual
system of burning coal would have to be
adopted, to
say nothing of certain incidental minor novelties. The
next important step in marine engineering will be the
production of furnaces, which not more than }in. thick,
will carry safely 2501b. pressure, and yet be quite suitable for use under ordinary sea-going conditions.
Arrived at this point, we expect to be told that the
best solution of the whole difficulty lies in the use of
water-tube boilers. To this we demur. We are by no
means blind to the good points in, for example, the Root
and the De Nayer boilers; but tubulous boilers have been
well tried at sea and found wanting. The great objection
to them is that fora given power they take up an inordinate amount of space. Their heating surface is inefficient. Seventy square feet of surface in an ordinary
marine boiler will make more steam than 100ft. in a
tubular boiler. This ought not to be so. It is contrary
to all reason. It is absurd, but though absurd it is a
stubborn fact. On land this is of no consequence; at sea
it is a vital defect. It may be obviated perhaps. Till it
is we must deal with things as they are. If, then, the
water-tube boiler and the ordinary boiler cannot be used
with high pressures, what is to be done? Unfortunately
it is much easier to criticise and condemn than it is to
suggest a remedy. Two schemes may, however, be mentioned, both of which are at least worth discussion.
A shell of steel ~,in. thick, double rivetted, will sustain a bursting pressure of about 1100 Ib., so that witha
working pressure of 250 lb. there would be a factor of
safety of a little over four, which is sufficient. A boiler
might be constructed of such cylinders, fired outside, and
would be perfectly safe; because it would be free from all
the objections which are justly urged against externallyfired boilers of the ordinary type. Such boilers have
been used, although of very crude design, for many years
on the great rivers of the United States. They have, it
is quite true, exploded now and then, with Se
results; but such explosions have almost always resulted
from racing, or from the use of extremely muddy water
without proper precautions. In the hands of modern
English engineers nothing of the kind need be apprehended, and there is enough about such a system of construction to make it worth more consideration than it has
yet received. Of course, each boiler proper would be
uilt up of a number of sections, each consisting of one
tube, 3ft. in diameter and 8ft. or 9ft. long, flanged and
rivetted to a properly stayed flat-sided chamber, which
would at once put all the sections in free communication
and provide a portion of the steam place. Something in
this direction was done years ago by Mr. Howard, of Bedford, and the experience he acquired might be utilised to
make a further advance. A very powerful argument
against externally-fired tubes must not be forgotten, however. It is well known that an ordinary furnace crown
— come down without any one being killed or even
ded. The overheated metal bulges and stretches, but
it does not give way, and even when it does crack so as to
permit the escape of large volumes of water, the steam,
instead of rushing into the stokehole, finds an exit up
the funnel. Unfortunately, there is reason to fear that
this would not be the case if an externally-fired cylinder
became overheated because of accumulated deposit or
other cause. Under these conditions, the overheated
plate would give way, with disastrous results, unless some
special, not very easily devised arrangements, were made
to insure the safety of the firemen and engineers.
We have said above that two methods of construction
suggest themselves. One we have just considered, the
other means resorting to, in a sense, the locomotive type.
Now, to this, insurmountable objections have hitherto
arisen, when it was tried in the merchant service, although
it has been very successfully adopted in war ships by both
France and Great Britain. But we do not believe that
the last word, or anything like the last word, has been
said about the locomotive type at sea. One of the great
objections urged against it is that a small depth of water
is carried over the fire-box crown; but this is not the
fault of the system, but of the way in which it has been
applied. The good points about the locomotive boiler
are that it permits us to use comparatively small
shells, containing a great deal of heating surface,
and that there is practically no limit to the strength
which can be imparted to flat surfaces by staying,
so that, consequently, we can have a fire-box or furnace
of any dimensions we deem necessary without the least
apprehension of evil results. We do not for a moment
contemplate the adoption of a locomotive or torpedo boat
boiler in the ordinary sense of the word at sea. But we
might have a boiler containing at one end a locomotive
fire-box, which box would communicate with the ordinary
uptake of a marine boiler by three or more steel tubes,
say each 12in. in diameter, and 3ft. or 4ft. long. The shell
of the boiler proper could be subdivided, so
that. nothing
more than about 4ft. in diameter would be exposed toa
bursting pressure. Boilers in some respects ye
this type have been used at sea with success in the Uni
States, but not with high pressures. It will be understood that what we propose is a boiler which shall combine
the best features of the present marine type with the best
features of the locomotive type. It pate gah in short, a
composite structure, and we see no reason to doubt that
it might with due care be made a perfect success, There
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is just one other way in which high pressures may be
carried at sea, namely, by using a number of small boilers
—simply reduced copies of the normal large boiler—but,
as we have shown, they must have small furnaces and
small grates, and they would in the aggregate take up
much more space than one or two large boilers of equal
gross power.
Against everything that can be suggested objections
will beurged. But that quadruple expansion engines and
pressures of 250 Ib.,orcob
ittle more, will beadopted
within the next few years we feel certain, always provided
that the right kindof boiler is to be had. It may be
that the difficulty will be solved by departing much
further than we have suggested from existing types.
Some form of vertical boiler may, for example, solve the
whole difficulty. We cannot believe it to be possible that
British engineers will permit themselves to be beaten, and
either a furnace or a boiler, or both, will be available, we
feel sure, as soon as a proper demand is made for them.
THE SEVERN TUNNEL.
ANOTHER important stage in connection with the Severn
Tunnel works has been recently completed, the effect being to
provide a double set of rails from Bristol through the tunnel
to Wales. Very soon, it is expected, a greatly improved service
between London and South Wales will be established, from
which important and valuable results are anticipated. The
lately finished portion of the whole scheme is thus described :—
The old New Passage line below Patchway goes through the
Cattybrook Tunnel at a gradient of 1 in 68, which is rather
steeper than is desirable for heavily-laden trucks to ascend, and
accordingly a second line and a second tunnel at the easier
gradient of 1 in 100 has been made parallel with the original
track. The new portion of the line is about three miles in
length, and for the first three-quarters of a mile, after leaving
Patchway Station, is in a deep cutting through the lias and new
red marl formations. The tunnel r Mw Almondsbury Hill,
one mile in length, then begins and runs through the new red
marl, dolomitic conglomerate, millstone grit, and carboniferous
limestone formations, some portions of which were very hard.
The tunnel is built of brindled bricks—the arch being in vertical
bond—from the Cattybrook brick works. The line, after leaving
the tunnel, runs through a rock cutting, past the Cattybrook
Brick Company’s works, where there are sidings, over an embankment averaging about 50ft. in height and three-quarters of a
mile in length to Bell-lane, about half a mile from Pilning
Station, where it joins the Severn Tunnel railway. The two
tunnels through Almondsbury Hill are on different levels, the
old tunnel, which will be used for the down trains, being on the
higher level, and the new tunnel for the up trains on the lower
level, there being about 20ft. difference in their levels, and they
are about 50ft. apart centre to centre. The engineer of the
works is Mr. Charles Richardson—engineer of the Severn
Tunnel—and the resident engineer, Mr. Joel Lean, with assistant
resident engineer Mr. A. J. Simpson, the works having been constructedby Mr. Thomas Oliver, contractor, of Horsham, Sussex.
THE MELBOURNE CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION, 1888.
In connection with the announcement that the Government
of the Colony of Victoria will hold an International Exhibition
of Arts, Manufactures, and Agriculture, in Melbourne next year,
from the Ist August to 3lst January, 1889, attention is called
to the fact that during the year 1885 Australasia, with a population of 3,500,000, imported from Great Britain goods to the
amount of £32,000,000. The United States, France, and Germany, whose combined populations number 133,000,000, imrted during the same period from Great Britain to the amount
of £53,000,000. Calculated at per head of the population,
Australasia, therefore, imported nearly twenty-three times as
much as the above-named countries combined ; and this in
addition to a large and increasing trade with other countries.
The last International Exhibition held at Melbourne, in the year
1880, was followed by a remarkable increase in the imports of
the Colony. The imports of Victoria, which in 1880, the year
in which the Exhibition was held, were £14,556,894, rose in
1881 to £16,718,521, and in 1882 to £18,748,081. The capitals
of the adjoining Colonies, Adelaide’ and Sydney, are now connected with Melbourne by railway, and before next year the line
to Brisbane will be open, so that the population of the greater
Colonies will be placed within easy access of the Exhibition. It
may thus be hoped that a stimulus will be given to British
trade with all the Australasian Colonies. The main buildings
erected for that Exhibition are of a permanent character, and to
these will be added annexes of iron, covering a total area of
24 acres. No charge will be made for space, and every facility
will be afforded to exhibitors respecting customs, transit from
wharves to Exhibition, and supply of motive power. Her
Majesty’s Government pro
to issue a Royal Commission, of
which his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales has consented
to be President.
LITERATURE.
Fortunes Made in Business: A Serics of Original Sketches,
Biographical and Anecdotic, from the recent History of
Industry and Commerce. By Vaniovs Writers. Vol. III.
London: Sampson, Low, and Co. 1887.
In Tue Encrineer of 24th October, 1884, the two first
volumes of these histories were noticed. The —
reception of these has been so good that the publishers
have issued a third volume. Like its predecessors it contains a great deal that is interesting in the aeons ts men
who, with great ability—and some with great business
tact—have originated great industries; and who, while
overcoming great difficulties in inventing and making
new machines for producing new articles of commerce,
and in overcoming prejudice in the minds of men and in
the markets of the world, have made large fortunes for
themselves, and have been the means of ag
others
and providing work for many thousands.
e new
volume relates the business and much of the personal
histories of the Horrock’s, the Mintons, Sir W. G. Armstrong, the Henrys of Manchester, the Crossleys of
Halifax, Kitsons of Leeds, Richardsons of Bessbrook,
Platts of Oldham, and Sir Donald Currie. Most of these
sketches describe the rise of businesses established by
men who commenced in a very small way; nearly always
by saving a little money in the first instance and. then
purchasing enough tools or machinery—the invention
of others—to make and sell certain articles that were
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the cotton. In the machine exhibited by Messrs. Howard
and Bullough, the beater shaft is hollow and open at the
ends, having also openings into the beater cylinder.
The intention of this peculiarity is, that the air
drawn through the shaft, and duchasged into the
cylinder, may help to carry down the dirt through the
grate bars. These, too, have a special contrivance, by
means of which they can be at once and simultaneously
opened or closed, like the lattices of a Venetian blind, in
order to allow for the passage of a larger quantity of dirt
when low grade cotton is being used. Messrs. Dobson
Textbook of Gunnery, 1887. By Major G. Macxkrynay, R.A. and
Barlow exhibit a scutcher of which the feed, cage, and
Eyre and Spottiswoode, Harrison and Sons, London.
lap motions are driven by one band, the object being, as
Tus is the second edition of a work which established its in the case of Messrs. Asa Lees and Co.’s machine, to prereputation in 1883. The function of a textbook of this vent accumulation of cotton in the beater cylinder. Very
kind is to introduce the reader to the elements of all efficient machines of this class are shown also by Messrs.
branches of artillery, which ought to be investigated in Taylor, Lang, and Co., and Messrs. Curtis, Sons, and Co.
as clear and a simple way as is consistent with sound
After being thoroughly loosened and freed from all its
mathematical treatment. It is very necessary to have grosser impurities, the cotton is next subjected to the
such a work, but few men are capable of writing it. rocess either cf carding or of combing, both operations
Major Mackinlay has been very successful, we think, in
ing essentially the same. The former is applied to
his treatment of the various branches he deals with. The medium or shorter-stapled varieties, the latter to the
work is a textbook at the Royal Military Academy; it longer-stapled ones, which cannot be treated with the
therefore must sell at a certain rate, but we believe that carding engine. In the lap, the fibres lie in all directions,
the outside sale of the 1883 edition has been large, and it and hat is now required is that they should be brought
is quoted frequently in authoritative works—especially in into parallel order and laid perfectly straight, or at least
the official Naval Gunnery Book. The present edition as straight as the naturally curly texture of the staple
deals
more fully than its predecessor with the prin- will permit. In this process, too,’some further purificaThe Storage of Electrical Energy and Researches in the Effects ciples much
of gun construction, and has additional matter on tion iseffected. Light motes and “nep,” as well as much
created by Currents combining Quantity with High Tension. By
steel,
on
which
subject the author read papers at the short and weak fibre, are taken out. This operation is,
Gaston Pant. Translated from the French by Paul BedRoyal Artillery Institution and the United Service as all practical spinners well know, the crux of good cotton
ford Elwell. London: Whitaker and Co. 1887. 268 pp.
A work of this kind is, of course, not of a spinning. The essential features of the carding engine
Tu book, of which this is a well-made translation, is so Institution.
pular character, nor does it deal much in opinions. It are a large main cylinder, covered with minute wire teeth,
well known, though very scarce, that it is barely n
is
not
therefore
a subject for a lengthened review. Those
und sharp, and perfectly level, and working almost,
to do more than announce the publication of the translawho are likely to be interested in it are those seeking
ut not quite, in contact with similar teeth set either on
tion. So much has been ‘sat games the work described sound
information
on
the
fundamental
questions
of
all
rollers or on “flats” around the upper half of the cylinder.
in the first part of the book, namely, that comprising the
study of secondary currents with a great variety of branches of gunnery. This need, we think, this work The fibres are thus combed out, and are afterwards laid
on the “doffer” cylinder, which is also covered with
voltameters, the storage of the energy of the voltaic well supplies.
similar teeth, and from this it is stripped by a doffer
battery by means of secondary cells with lead plates,
and the transformation of the energy of the voltaic COTTON MACHINERY AT THE MANCHESTER comb, then collected in the form of a continuous sliver,
and deposited in long, upright cans. Only two examples
battery by means of lead plate secondary batteries, that
EXHIBITION.
those interested in the subject will be glad to find it now
of the “roller” carding engine are exhibited, those
No.
II.
placed before them in its present form. The latter parts
of Messrs. Dobson and Barlow, and Mr. Samuel Walker.
Tue
process
of
“opening,”
already
described,
serves
of the book are of much interest, and deal with applicaThis type of machine is still preferred for certain purposes
tions, the rheostatic machine, and is descriptive of numer- not only to thoroughly loosen the matted fibres of cotton, by some spinners, but the system of “revolving flats ”
ous effects produced by high tension currents, and com- but also to remove much impurity. As delivered from has in recent years been steadily gaining ground. This
parison of these with various meteoric and other pheno- the opener the cotton assumes the form of a “lap” or arrangement is used in the single cylinder carding engines
mena. But the first part is that which will be most roll of spongy web, well compressed, so that it may be shown by Messrs. Platt, Howard and Bullough,
Asa Leesand
carefully read by the designers of batteries, and those in- drawn off in the next process—that of “scutching.” Six Co.,Curtisand Sons, Lord Bros.,and Dobsonand Barlow. So
makers
exhibit
specimens
of
their
scutching
machines,
terested in the work that did most toopen the way to the
great has been the demand for them that Messrs. Platt
modern accumulators, though therecent developments have the object of which is, in each case, to still further Brothers and Co. have during the past six years made
left Planté’s battery much in the rear. From a historic cleanse the cotton and to equalise the substance of the upwards of 6000 of these revolving fiat “ cards”
—to use the
point of view it has special importance, though credit web, which is again formed into a lap. What may be brief technicality known in the cotton industry. This
called
the
main
features
of
construction
in
these
exhibits
must always in this matter be given to D. G. FitzGerald,
firm has applied a patent slow driving apparatus for prowho, as far back as 1863, descri
in the old Electrician are very much alike, but there are some not unimportant pelling the cylinder and doffer when the wire with which
secondary combinations in which not only lead, but lead differences of detail. The equalisation of the substance they are closed is being ground. The hardened and
with peroxide of lead in dilute sulphuric acid, were em- of the web is obtained by running four laps together, tempered steel wire introduced in recent years can only
automatic be properly sharpened by the emery roller when running
ployed, It is interesting to note that although nothing and by the well-known delicately adjusted
is said in the pages of this book concerning the use o feed arrangement known as the “piano key-board” and slowly, and the arrangement in question has been devised
oxides of lead applied to lead plates for secondary battery cone drum regulator, On entering the beater cylinder in order to provide for this emergency. The carding
elements in the way employed by Faure and others, the cotton is struck downward by the dull blades of the engine exhibited by Messrs. Asa Lees and Co. is very
Planté is credited by Du Moncel with having tried this horizontal beater, the seed, leaf, and other impurities similar to that of Messrs. Platt. The cylinder pedestal
before othe: experimenters, though not with satisfactory falling into the enclosed space below between adjusted and the side frame are cast in one piece, the side being
results, because the coating so made would not adhere to
turned so as to fit close to the cylinder and prevent the
the metallic lead.
accumulation or escape of fibre. The chain of flats surmounting the upper half of the main cylinder revolves
Handbook of Brewing Calculations. By O. W. Vittrers, Shepvery slowly, and as each flat comes out of operation it is
herd and St. John. 1887.
stripped of fluff and short-stapled cotton by an oscillating
comb, and is afterwards brushed out clean by the usual
Tue literature of brewing is exceptionally rich, so this
serpentine revolving brush.
little book has numerous predecessors, Unlike most of
The semicircular bend A forms a nicely adjusted guide
these it aims at brief simplicity, and furnishes forty pages
on each side of the cylinder, upon which the flats slowly
of matter of direct use to many connected with brewing,
travel from back to front. The bend is fiexible, and its
but is not thorough enough te be of use to all. Numerous
adjustment, so as that the points of the cards on the
rules that should be familiar to every brewer are given
flats
may be brought close to those of the cylinder but
with simple illustrations, but others that are equally
without actually touching them, is obviously a matter of
necessary are omitted. The author aims at illustration
great delicacy. An ingenious and novel provision for
by example rather than by mere verbal explanation of his
securing this adjustment is presented in the engines shown
rules; but a good deal of practice would be necessary
to
by Messrs. Howard and Bullough. Here the bend BC
ensure thorough grasp of his methods. That which he
is a segment much resembling that of a steam engine
cails the *“ cross-numbers” method has a formidable
cylinder piston, and it is regulated with the ‘utmost
F'1G.1— PORTION OF BEND WITH SETTING DISC
- aspect to the non-mathematical eye, but is only a clums
nicety by means of discs affixed to setting screws A, as
way of writing formule of simple character. Rules will
shown in the accompanying figures.
never supersede the exercise of common sense, and those
An electrical attachment enabies the person who is
before us will require much intelligence for their effective
“setting” the flats to discover through the ringing of a
use, The want of explanatory matter is a serious drawbell whenever the slightest contact is set up between the
back to the use of the book by young brewers. It is still
wires of the cylinder and those of the flats, and, of
more difficult to be understood by engineers, and others,
course, by turning the disc at E D backward one or two
to whom some knowledge of brewers’ calculations would
points, he may at once obtain the requisite proximity of
orove of service in the arrangement and construction of FIG.2-SECTION
the wires without actual contact.
rewers’ plant and buildings. The absence of an index is
The “ flat” carding engine exhibited by Messrs. Dobson
but partially compensated by the table of contents. $40 wit CONES
and Barlow is an admirable machine. The bend isa
Nevertheless, the author’s modest hope that his “ work
flexible one, and is adjusted by a patented arrangement
reefsupply a want frequently felt by brewers and others,”
so delicately that the flats may beset tothe two-thousandth
and that it will to some extent replace “ rule-of-thumb,”
HOWARD AND BULLOUGH BEND.
part of an inch. Each flat and bend is tested by indiwill probably be realised; as, despite the defects we have
grate bars. The snowy fibre, confined within the air-tight cator and electricity, the adjustment being accomplished *
noted, it really deserves to be widely used.
cover of the machine, is now drawn by an exhaust fan by the turn of a single handle. This machine has also a
between two perforated cage cylinders, where the web is patent self-lubricating doffing comb motion.
The Construction and Equipment of Grain Magazines. By G. re-formed, and after passing betwéen heavy calender
are three examples of the combing machine, all LurHer. Edited and translated by F. Sratumarer and rollers, is again coiled into a lap. In the scutcher of of There
which are modifications of Herlmann’s well-known
JoserH Fux. Londonand Manchester: John Heywood. 1886,
essrs. Asa Lees and Co. the cone drums of the invention. That of Messrs. Platt Brothers and Co. combs
Tuis translation of a German book deals with the con- feed regulator are not fixed vertically but horizontally, in eight laps 10}in. wide, and makes eighty to ninety-five
struction of large and small granaries, and especially order to avoid any slipping of the strap or its friction nips per minute, and is supplied with Fremantle’s patent
with the construction of granary silos, as practised in the against one side of the strap guide. The driving of the brush motion. Messrs. Curtis, Sons, and Co.’s machine
ee ports and elsewhere on the Continent, including la
as well as the cone drum feed section is accom- has six heads for laps, 7in. wide, and is of the ordinary
Hamburg, Antwerp, Deynze, Mannheim, and one or two plished from a friction clutch on the beater shaft, and Hilman type. The comber shown by Messrs. Dobson
in America, These are treated under the general classi- ropes are used instead of ‘leather straps. The advantages and Barlow has some improvements in detail which enable
fication of granaries. The experimental investigation of this method are that the beater cylinder cannot be it to be run at a high speed, and to be applied to a wide
into the vertical and lateral pressures of granular sub- choked, and that the cones can be run at an unusually range of staples. Amongst the improvements is one in
stances—“ Proceedings ” Reval Society, 1884—as carried high speed, affording oe sensitiveness to the regulator, the construction of the nippers. No cloth or leather is
out by Mr. Isaac Roberts, does not seem to be known to and
permitting a wide variation in the thickness of the used on the cushion-plates. Its edge is constructed in the
the author, but the silos he describes are of various kinds web by asimple change in the rim pulley on the feed form of a blunt V, upon which the narrow flat surface of
and forms. The mechanical appliances in granaries, includ- motion.
a strip of India-rubber or leather fixed to the knife falls
ing motive-power and the working appliances of granaries,
The scutcher of Messrs. Platt Bros. and Co. is of the in order to give the nip. It is claimed that by this
such as elevators and conveyors of various kinds, are ordinary type, but the bars under the beater, as well as arrangement minute ee
is unnecessary, and considertreated separately, and the
grain magazine in operation between the beater and cages, are specially constructed, able saving effected in the time and labour formerly
is also separately dealt with, The machinery appliances with a view to extracting as much leaf as possible from required for recovering and replacing.
growing in public favour. Most of them were shrewd
men, who were able to form a clear and accurate idea of
the business value of new things, and most of them had
received more or less training in some trade or handicraft
other than that they entered to make a fortune. It is
very noticeable that a very large proportion of the men
who have risen in these great industrial centres have
commenced with no training in the occupation from which
they have —
riches.
.
Amongst those who are the subjects of the sketches in
this book, Sir W. Armstrong provides an exception; not
with respect to his adoption of a profession very different
from that to which he was trained, for it was not until he
was in his thirty-seventh year that he gave up the legal
profession, but in that he invented the machines and
apparatus from the construction of which he has derived
his wealth. The stories of the business lives of most of
these men are very well told, though in some cases with
verbosity that could be easily dispensed with; but the
technical details which would interest engineers are
generally passed over, or given with insufficient accuracy,
in favour of more popular generalities. Like the two
first, this volume might, without omitting anything, but
by using somewhat smaller type not so heavily leaded,
and thinner paper, have been reduced to half its present
awkward bulkiness.

and buildings are to a very great extent similar to those
employed in England; and, in fact, some described are
of english make and design. The book, 110 pages, is
supplied with a good many engravings, and has besides
fourteen plates and some phototypes, which have for some
reason not had their titles translated into English. It
has some features which are much of the order of a very
well executed catalogue, but it is a book that will be
found useful to those interested in its subjects.
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a short time
items ready, machinery well oiled, and the event- Thepress,as before stated made itsa
TWENTY YEARS COTTON PRESSING IN EGYPT. incidental
ful hour arrives when the trial is to be made. The box before the McCombe press, but as with all new inventions,
By W. Turner,
being filled with cotton from the upper floor, and well tramped there was trouble with it at first. The speed was not up to the
Great changes have been made in cotton pressing in Egypt in through the space between the top girders, the sliding top is requirements, the bales were not as densely packed as expected,
in the last twenty years, but even yet some very antiquated pushed into its place, the
nt of the inventor, the prin- and the press showed weak points in various places. It isa
apparatus is in use. In October, 1866, I visited the cotton cipals of the firm, and their friends present, the order is given to curious fact that at this time no one knew tbe exact pressure
market at Minet-el-Bassel, Alexandria, and passing a store, the “Stand by.” Round goes the engine, and when the required per square inch on a bale of cottun in the press up to the
door of which was open, heard a great noise, which I learned was speed is obtained, the lever in connection with the movable finishing point ; hence so many breakdowns, which increased by
“cotton pressing,” and was invited to see the operation. With chuck and brake is pushed forward, the lever working’ the the different pressures required by different kinds of cotton. It
my guide I walked in, and for a while saw nothing, until, with friction gear simultaneously pulled into position, and round was not known that the same pressure was required on the ram
eyes becoming accustomed to the darkness, I saw in a corner of goes the capstan, tightening the chain, bringing nearer together surface to make a bale of white cotton, and hold it, measuring
the room the cotton press and pumps in operation. The latter the knuckle-jointed levers, pushing up the forcing-rods, and 20 cubic feet, and weighing 6 cwt., as a bale of Galina or Sea
were worked by a long lever, six stalwart Arabs working it up automatically relieving the doors, which spring open with a Island cotton weighing 7 cwt. in the same measurement. It was
and down, with big drops of perspiration rolling down their loud noise, the levers gaining power as they come closer together. not common to allow for the fact that a great deal also depends
faces, and shouting and calling in the usual Arab manner, This The maximum height is at last reached, and the bale finished, upon whether the cotton be damp or dry. The construction of
continued about. seven minutes, when there was a repetition of and the rack and the pawls take the strain while the bale is this press was as follows :—Let into the cast iron foundationthe tremendous noise heard before, which turned out to be only being hooped with eleven wrought iron bands, fastened with plate were two 9in. hydraulic cylinders, the rams of which were
knocking out the box door wedges. The doors now being open,and
increased in diameter about 6ft. above the turned or lower part
the press-box pushed away to be refilled, two more men joined
which enter the hydraulic cylinders. Immediately under the
the others to lend their aid for the final pinch. Three minutes
collars formed by the thickened part was a cast iron crosshead
more of hard labour and the ram rose as far as they could get
bored out so as to slide up and down the turned part of the
it ; then came the process of tying the bale, which was done in
rams, At each end of this crosshead was a hole through which
this case by passing pieces of iron wire through grooves made to
the two lifting rods were passed and firmly fixed ; on the top of
receive them, and then twisting the ends together, the time
the rams was placed the follower. At one end of the bed-plate
taken being two minutes, Then opening a valve the rain slowly
a wrought iron column was fixed, and round this the two
descended, the bale with it; before it got quite to the
baling boxes revolved, supported by polished chilled balls running
bottom the bale was rolled off, and ready for the ends to be sewn
in a strong cast iron grooved cup. At the other end of the bedon. Whilet this was being accomplished, the box, now ready
plate were two smaller wrought iron columns, and attached to
filled with cotton, was again pushed under the press and the
these a cast iron plate, in which worked the relieving screw for
same operation repeated. The bale measured 5ft, 4in. by
the end door of the boxes and the pawl for keeping the boxes in
4ft. 6in. by 4ft., giving 96 cubic feet ; weight, 7 cantars 22
their place during the process of tilling and pressing. On the
rottles; time, about 11 minutes—that is 5$ bales per hour, or
top of the columns was placed the press-head, which also formed
55 bales per day of ten working hours. This bale was a fair
the tank for supplying the four pumps which were fixed on the
sample as they were then shipped to England in 1865. Being
press head, and between them the steam cylinder with its
interested in cotton pressing, I now proceeded to other
piston and rod, and on the top of the steel piston-rod was a
pressing stores, where in a large, well-lighted room, stood a row
wrought iron crosshead which carried the plunger for the
of eight hydraulic presses, with their pumps arranged to be
pumps and also the before-mentioned lifting rods. The pumps
worked by steam power instead of Arabs. Here was a step in
were connected by an arrangement of piping leading the water
the right direction, less noise, more speed, and a rather heavier
through a valve placed on the hoopiug platform, and from that
bale ; the size being about the same. Four of the presses were
direct to the hydraulic cylinders. There was also a knock-off
at work, the driving arrangement for the others not being quite
valve in immediate connection with the large pumps, by opening
finished. These presses were all of the same type, being single
which the water escaped from them back to the tank, throwing
ram presses, with double pumps, the plungers being 24in. and
the whole pressure of the steam by means of the pistun and
lfin. diameter, din, stroke, driven by gearing worked froma
crosshead, on the small pumps, and thus giving the final pressure
long shaft running the length of the building. The boxes were
on the bale. The stroke of the pumps being only 6ft., it took
wood, strongly bound with iron, the door forming one side,
from five to six strokes of the piston up and down to finish the
opening the whole way down to admit of the boxes being run
bale, so causing much loss of time and waste of steam. The
out—a patent arrangement made by Ommanney and Tatham,
double revolving boxes were made of cast iron with wrought iron
of Manchester.
doors; the bale was hooped with fourteen wrought iron bands,
I thought that this was, on the whole, a more satisfactory
and fastened with the ordinary button, something in the shape of
way of working, when a noise in the immediate neighashirt stud. The average number of bales per hour was 12, their
bourhood, as of some one throwing chains about, and a
weight 64 cwt. each and 26 cubic feet measurement. After the
general shaking of the whole building, arrested my attention.
fire at Messrs. Carver’s cotton-pressing store in January, 1868, the
The Arabs pointed to a door at the far end of the room, and in
press was re-arranged and very much improved, the boxes being
we went—a larger room than the other, but somewhat darker.
lengthened and the width and breadth reduced, see Fig.1. The
In the centre was a curious-looking machine, while round it
bale was made byletting in the steam at the bottom of thecylinder,
stood some Arabs, and with them an Englishman giving orders
and so, by means of the crossheads and lifting rods, raising the
in the peculiar hasty and unmeasured tones and words that
hydraulic rams a distance of 6ft. on the loose cotton, then
indicate that things are not as smooth as might be wished. On
on the down-stroke the whole of the four pump-plungers forced
being asked what was wrong, he replied—* Oh, only the chain
their water direct into the hydraulic cylinders, so raising them
broken again and cut a man’s leg open,” pointing to an Arab
a certain distance further; then the second stroke up was taken,
who sat some distance off binding up his leg. “This is the
the bottom crosshead sliding on the turned part of the rams,
fourth time to-day the chain has broken, and we have only made
On the second downstroke the small pumps came into action—the
sixteen bales; I am getting tired of the everlasting repairs
larger ones being knocked off—and thus finished the bale.
required to keep her going; yesterday the door locks gave way,
(To be continued.)
the day before the sliding top got bent, and we could not move
it for two hours.”
In the year 1866 shippers of cotton bales first began to recognise the necessity of a better kind of press, capable of making a
THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
tighter bale, thereby saving a large amount in freight; also
a press
that would turn out considerably more than five or six bales an
THE annual general meeting, to receive and deliberate upon the
hour.
report of the Council on the condition of the Institution, with the
Two kinds of presses on entirely different principles were
annual statement of the accounts, and to elect the Council and
introduced in Alexandria ; the compound steam and hydraulic
officers for the ensuing year, was held on Tuesday, the 7th of June,
press, with Ashcroft’s patent revolving boxes, madeby Routledge
Mr. Woods, the president, being in the chair.
and Ommanney, of Salford, Manchester, the other the McCombe
The
ber of
bers on the roll of the Institution on the
31st of March, 1887, was 4347, of whom 20 were Honorary Mempress, an American invention made by Fawcett and Preston, of
bers, 1568 Members, 2275 Associate Members, and 484 Associates.
Liverpool. The McCombe press was a complicated but powerful
This was a net increase of 173, or 4°19 per cent., on the 4174 memmachine. It comprised an oblong cast iron foundation plate
bers of all classes recorded last year. The elections bad included
supporting four wrought iron columns, on the top of which two
34 Members, 234 Associate Members, and 6 Associates, while the
strong cast iron girders were placed longitudinally, the space
deaths,
resignations, and erasures, were 106. Many deaths had
between them being equal to the width of the inside of the press
occurred among the older members of the Institution during the
box. Underneath these, and attached to them, were angle irons
ponttwelve months, chief among whom must be placed Sir Joseph
projecting outwards, and on these a sliding false top was so
itworth. By his will he bequeathed to the Institution eighty
arranged that one man could easily run it in or out. The upper
shares, of £25 each, in the firm of Sir Joseph Whitworth and
portion of the box, for holding the cotton, was made of cast iron,
Company.
Duri the twelve months under review, 211 candidates were
the lower side pieces of teak, screwed to cast iron end frames with
admit +: as Students. On the other hand, 82 were elected into the
panels opening outwards on hinges; the whole firmly fixed to the
rp
ion as A
iate Members, and 106 ceased, from various
four columns. The side doors were of cast iron, 2ft. 6in. deep, the
causes, to belong to the class. The total number of Students on
end relieving door of wrought iron. At the bottom of the box,
=
of
March
last
was 949, as against 926 at the same date in
and 9ft. 6in. from the foundation plate, also attached to the
columns, was a cast iron frame bored out in the centre to receive
To
the
authors
of
some
of the papers read and discussed at the
one end of a powerful capstan, the other end of which worked in
ordinary meetings medals and premiums had been awarded. For
the centre of the foundation plate. Fastened to the end of the cappers printed in Section II. of the Proceedings, without having
stan, and close to the foundation plate, was a bevel wheel 4ft. 6in.
n Polley aiscussod, awards had been made. Twelve students’
diameter, the upper part turned and
ved to receive the
meetings
been held on alternate Friday evenings, at which
thirteen
papers were read and discussed. A list of the medals and
brake. Working into this wheel was a smaller bevel wheel, the
premiums awarded was published in our last impression.
boss of which formed a clutch ; this and its shaft ran in
i
Soon after their election, the Council endeavoured to negotiate
cast solid with the foundation plate. The other half of the
with Sir Joseph Whitworth for the purchase of No. 24, Great
clutch was arranged to slide on its own shaft on a feather key.
George-street;
but having failed in this, and No. 26, Great GeorgeOn the other end of this shaft was keyed a compound grooved
street being in the market, that house was acquired for £13,000. It
friction pulley 4ft. 6in. diameter, 10in. wide ;and working into
was
then
deemed
desirable to revive the option, which had lapsed,
this, and so arranged as to be brought into contact at will, was a
for the purchase of the freehold of No. 25, Great George-street, and
smaller friction wheel running at 200 revolutions per minute and
Fig. I-COMPOUND STEAM AND HYDRAULIC PRESS.
this purchase was effected for £12,000. ‘The Council had then two
driven direct from the engine by means of an 8in. double belt.
designs prepared—one for the rebuilding of No. 26, and incorporaOn each end of the foundation plate were cast two strong the arrow tie. “All ready!” Now pulling the clutch free, ting it with the existing premises, and another for an entirely new
brackets bored out to receive the trunnions of the side levers, and at the same time tightening the brake, the pressure is balding on the pom t 9sites of Nos, 25, 26, and 27, Great George7ft. 6in. long, each of which was knuckle-jointed into the relieved, down comes the follower and levers, round goes the street, it having been suggested that it might be de-irable to
wrought iron forcing rods, 12ft. long, each attached to the loose capstan, and the press resumes its original position, with its acquire the latter house. After due consideration, the Council
to the conclusion that it was not expedient, at present, to
cast iron follower plate forming the bottom of the box. On the ponderous arms resting on the buffer blocks placed to receive came
enter into any large building operation, nor further to contemplate
sides of the endo joints, and running on the same pin, were them. The bale, being turned out, gives the following measure- the
purchase
of No. 27. ‘Ihe intention then arrived at was to
one or two chain pulleys respectively, and reaved over these and ments—Ift. Sin. by 4ft. 3in. by 2ft. 6in., being nearly 173ft. utilise the ground
and first-floors of No. 26, by opening communithrough a hole in the bottom of the capstan, running right and cubic contents ; weight about 6 cwt.
cations through the party-wall between Nos. 25 and 26, and to make
left, was a jin. chain, brought up by means of a right and
This was the best bale that up to that time had been made in these alterations during the coming recess. After the death of Sir
left-handed screw link. The capstan had a double groove Alexandria ; but our troubles were to come. We had not worked Joseph Whitworth, on the 22nd of January last, his executors—
cast in it to receive the chain and prevent it overlapping. long when the weak points of the press began to show themselves, acting on directions given in his will—otfered the freehold of
Buffer blocks of hard wood were built in the side walls of resulting in breakdown after breakdown, until reparation was use- No. 24, Great George-street to the Institution for £15,000, being
the foundation pit to receive the blow of the falling levers, less, and the press was condemned to the scrap heap, after making about the same rate per square foot of ground as had been given for
&c,, on their resuming their first position after each bale. only sixty-seven bales, the greatest speed ever obtained being No. 26 under the hammer. This offer the Council ——,
The session was then adjourned until the second
Tuesday in
e press was first put in motion by two levers worked from twelve bales per hour. The other press of the same type and
the baling floor, one in connection with the clutch and brake size in Alexandria came to the same end, and their places were November, at 8 p.m.
combined, the other with the friction gear. The box doors filled by the treble cylinder hydraulic press, fitted with the
opened automatically, and the follower piate was kept from patent double revolving boxes, and worked by Armstrong’s
running back by a revolving rack, keyed on the sliding clutch- accumulator.
PrePARATions are being made at Pola to launch the
shaft, and held by two pawls in a cast-iron frame bolted to the
The vertical compound steam and hydraulic press, with Ash- armour-plated vessel Crown Prince Rudolph, which will be one of
foundation. °
croft’s revolving boxes, was made by Messrs. Routledge and the finest in the Austrian Imperial Navy. It is a central citadel
The press is at last finished, cotton shoots and all other Ommanney, of Salford, for Messrs. Carver and Co., Alexandria. barbette ship, with 12in. plates, and engines of 6500-horse power
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These figuresindicate with | ee what hasbeen very generally
DEPRESSION EN THE MILLING TRADE.
known, that the imports of flour have been increasing, and continue to largely increase, and the committee have endeavoured to
THE following is the report of a special committee of the discover how it is that American millers are able to undersell those
National Association of British and Irsh Millers, appointed to in England. So far as can be ascertained, there seems no doubt
investigate the present depression in the milling trade :—
but that in America the railway companies favour the carriage of
** The subjects handed over to the committee are so important flour from the West to the eastern seaboard, and by various means,
and embrace so large a number of interests, that they have felt principally owing to the keen competition between the railways
some difficulty in dealing with them in an adequate manner, there, the millers of that country and also of Canada are enabled
owing to the shortness of time in which to make the needful in- to forward fiour to the seaboard upon special terms, This is done
by means of what is known as ‘transit rates,’ which enable
quiries and there being no funds available for the work.
“In order to get the assistance of the trade generally, several American millers to buy wheat in the West, have it ground
questions were prepared and circulated throughout the country by anywhere on the way to the coast, and ship through to
the courtesy of the principal trade journals, and replies invited Europe, allowing the wheat to stop at the mill to be ground
from the milling public. Very few millers have sent information and shipped through in flour on the rate, paying an addiin response, so that the committee had to depend very largely on tional le. per bushel for stopping the car; the miller can
other sources, and have to acknowledge the aid rendered by Mr. send the same gross weight of flour as he received of wheat, the
J. H. Chatterton, the secretary of the National Association, in freight remaining the same. As regards ocean freights, the advanwhose office a good deal of valuable and authentic information has tage is with wheat, as owing to the circumstance that flour occupies
more space than wheat on board the vessels—one ton wheat in bulk
been recorded from time to time.
“There appears to be no reasonable doubt but the milling taking50 cubic feet, while one ton of flour in bags occupies 60
industry of the United Kingdom has for some years been declining, cubic feet—wheat is carried at a lower rate. On arrival in the
operates against the English
but no very serious alarm was felt until] a comparatively recent port of London a heavy chi
period. For some years a steady import of fine flour was made miller, as from an unexplained custom the buyer has to pa
from Austria-Hungary, where the science of milling was better the charge of 1s. 9d. per ton for unloading wheat from the vessel,
understood than in England, and where-the roller process was first whilst the purchaser of flour receives it free of any expense, the
introduced on a large scale. The principle there acted on was and crew working the flour from the ship. The heavy nature of
is to make from the same run of wheat several qualities of flour, this difference, which acts as a bounty on foreign flour to the
and as a demand sprang up for very fine white flour in England detriment of the British miller, is seen when it is calculated that
and France, whilst the inhabitants of Hungary were buyers of on a business of 2000 sacks of flour per week this charge alone
the darker and coarser qualities, it was a natural and legitimate amounts to £1400 a year. In the event of this charge being
method of trading. When after a time the attention of English abolished there would probably be some addition to the freight, so
and American millers was drawn to the subject, the millers that whilst a saving would be made it would not be to the full
of these countries promptly introduced roller machinery, and this extent of above.
** As regards the practice of consigning flour from America to
has resulted in the construction in America of vast factories for the
avowed purpose of supplying England and other countries, where this country to be sold for what it will bring, irrespective of the
no import duty exists with flour. It was supposed that the principal cost, the committee find it very difficult to obtain much informacause of English millers losing their trade was that they were not tion, but there is no doubt this is done, though perhaps not to the
proficient in their business, and that so soon as the British and extent supposed, and probably in all cases such consignments
Irish mills were properly equipped with the new machines and are made to this country, as all other nations guard their manuworked by men skilled in the new methods that the flow of foreign factures by placing a duty on the import of flour. In reference
flour would be stopped. Such has not ‘been the case, and in some to import duties on flour, a return has been prepared and
instances the large roller mills of this country have suffered as attached to this report. It will be observed that nearly
severely as the old-fashioned stone mills. It is, therefore, needful all civilised countries consider it desirable to impose duties
to search in other directions for the causes of the depression, and on manufactured articles—always including flour—which enter
the committee in examining the subject, which has many ramifica- their frontiers from abroad, and it is particularly worthy of
tions, have to introduce some statistics in order to bring the facts notice that the United States of America place an import duty
of 20 per cent. on flour entering that country. This is no doubt
of the case before the trade.
“First as to the ‘depression’ itself. In Ireland, in 1846, the done to prevent any millers sending flour into the United States
population was 8,287,848, and from 1835 to 1844 we are informed from Canada, and also to assure the capitalists of their country
the export of grain and meal from that island to England and that they will be protected in their investments in mill property
Scotland was at the rate of 3,000,000 quarters per annum. In from foreign competition from India or elsewhere, in the event
1887 the population of Ireland has diminished to the estimated of short crops of wheat in America.
‘*The question of how the British and Irish millers can compete
number of 4,852,914, and the production of the country has so
been reduced that the export of wheat has ceased, and the people with their foreign rivals is very difficult to solve, whilst they are
now use large quantities of imported American fiour. The mills underso many disadvantages. The American miller being proof Ireland, mainly worked by water power, have greatly dimi- tected in his industry, does not fear to invest capital lavishly,
nished in number, the workmen are gone, and the water runs to knowing that his home trade is secure, and he consequently is at
waste. In Scotland grave complaints are heard from the chief less pains toget remunerative prices on his export trade to England,
ports, but especially from Glasgow, that the mills, well furnished as he is not called to pay any of the taxes and burdens which are
with machinery of the most modern type, are standing idle, and imposed on the English millers. The view taken in the British
that the trade is being destroyed by the introduction of the sur- colonies where import duties are placed on flour, is exemplified by
plus products of American mills, consigned, it is stated, to be sold the official memorandum recently issued by the Canadian Governfor what it will bring, regardless of profit, the American miller ment in the case of the iron and steel manufactures, and as it seems
‘striking his averages,’ as he calls it, with the higher prices made to have a bearing on this discussion, a copy is attached to this
in his local sales. It is well known, too, that even where the prac- report.
tice of selling on consignment is not adopted, the American millers
“In reference to the influence on the milling trade on other
sell usually at a relatively higher price at home than in Europe.
branches of commerce, as to which the committee were requested
‘**The census returns for England and Wales, together with the to report, the various industries of the country are so dependent
number of millers of corn—masters and men together—for the on one another, that the depression of one cannot but affect
periods 1851 to 1881 inclusive, are as under:—
prejudicially others. As regards agriculture, the result of the
closing of the English mills is seen in the large imports of foreign
1851
Population, 17,927,609
Millers of corn, 36,076
meat, and the want of p
rity to the stock farmers in conse1866 ..
<
20,066,244
ki
31,639
1871 ..
~
22,712,266 2...
ce
29,720
quence. The reason is not far to seek. 30 per cent. of the wheat
1s8l ..
sa
25,974,499 .. ..
23,462
is cattle food, and 70 per cent. flour, and if an inordinate quantity
wheat is ground abroad, and the flour sent to England, and the
From 1851 to 1881 the population increased 12,046,830, and the of
offal kept in America, it follows that the price of the bran,
number of master and operative millers combined became fewer by middlings,
and pollard will be lower in America than in England,
12,614. This
and striking decrease can only be partly” where less than
the proportion of wheat required is now milled.
accounted for by the adoption of labour-saving appliances.
‘The American farmers are buying their cattle food at from
“Taking the whole of the United Kingdom, it appears that whilst
in 1879 there were 10,450 fiour mills at work, these have been one-fourth to one-half of the price English farmers pay, rendering
reduced in 1887 to 8814, showing that 1636 have during that it difficult for the latter to fatten cattle ata profit, and encouraging
period ceased to exist. It must, however, be borne in mind that to a like degree the American farmer to send his meat here.
during these years the roller mills have sprung into existence, and Incidentally it may be remarked that the British millers have
most of them are of greater capacity than the stone mills they here an advantage, as they do undoubtediy obtain a higher proporhave superseded. The number of complete roller process mills tionate price for their offal than the American millers, The latter
erected has been 460, with a capacity of about 3800 sacks flour of see this apparently, as the National Association of American
280 Ib. per hour, costing in the total about £1,750,000. This is Millers are engaged in disseminating literature, pointing out
irrespective of the amount expended by millers in partially adapt- the value for feeding purposes of bran and pollard, and it is
ing millstone mills by adding rolls and purifiers, and for the in contemplation to form large cattle feeding establishments
improved wheat cleaning apparatus which has been added to nearly at Minneapolis in order to consume the offals made by the
every mill in the country, whether on the old or new systems, and great mills there, and forward the meat to the Eastern States and
which has probably cost about £2,500,000. There is then to be to Europe.
“i theflour used in the British Isles was all manufactured
added to these amounts the cost of new buildings and warehouses
to relieve the mills proper, and if £750,000is allowed for this within its borders, the price of offal would be considerably cheaper,
:
, the total capital expended from 1879 to 1887 in the United and thereby the English farmer would be helped; the price of
ingdom in the introduction of improved methods of manufacture flour would be somewhat dearer as a natural consequence to make
amounted to about £5,000,000.
ese figures are arrived at after up the total value of the product from the wheat. By the larger
a careful examination of the subject, and with the assistance of number of persons who, in the event of a revival of the agricultural
gentlemen havinga special knowledge of this branch of the question. industry, would find employment in the rural districts, a check
At appendix A will
found a return of the roller mills of the would be given to the depletion of the country population and the
United Kingdom, with the number and power in each county, made overcrowding of the large towns, which has been going on for many
— the Ist May, 1887. THe ENGrNzER contained on April 22, years, to the injury of the physical health and moral well-being of
1887, an interesting article on this subject, but although this paper the working classes.
is usually well informed, the committee are not able to confirm the
‘*Turning to the shipping interest, which is represented as being
accuracy of the estimate there made, that during the past six in a deplorable condition, it seems clear to the committee that if
years the expenditure in equipping the British and irishmills with wheat is brought from abroad, instead of flour, greater amount of
the roller or gradual reduction system has amounted to about employment would be given, not only to the increased number of
9,000,
vessels needed, but also to the dock labourers, railway servants,
** Tt is clear, however, that whether the estimate of £5,000,000 journeymen millers, millwrights, and engineers throughout the
or THE ENGINEER estimate of £9,000,000 is the correct one, there country, than is at present the case. It is known that bran, polhas been a very lage increase in the capacity of many mills, which lard, and middlings can only
be carried long voyages when in wheat,
must to some extent make up for the flour formerly manufactured unmilled, and being, as above mentioned, 30 per cent. of the grain,
by the 1600 mills gone out of existence, and which were probably the addition to the carrying appliances required would be very conin many cases small mills in unfavourable situations.
siderable. To place against this, however, must be deducted a
‘*There is every reason to believe that at the present time the portion of the cattle and dead meat trade, and which, if a larger
majority of the British millers are as skilful, and their mills as number were fed in this country, would not be carried on to so
efficient and as scientifically worked, as any in the world, with the
t an extent. The committee have felt that the closing of
possible exception of some of the chief Hungarian flour mills; 9 numbers of small country water mills, which is now going
there is also no doubt but that the millers of the United Kingdom on, is very detrimental to the interests of the nation, besides
are able and willing to manufacture all the flour the inhabitants of being disastrous to an industrious and useful body of men, whose
these islands can consume. Any introduction of foreign flour can
i
position claims the sympathy and concern of the trade.
therefore only result in injury to the British and Irish millers, as
ked at from an economic point of view, it must be beneevery bag of flour thus imported takes from the mills of this ficial that the water power should be utilised, and that these
gaa and deprives our workpeople of the labour by which they small mills should be at work where, they can be employed
ive.
so usefully.
e necessity for this class of corn mills is so
“It is now necessary briefly to recapitulate the extent to which well understood in America, that in order to induce their estaforeign imports of flour have reached :—
blishment it is the custom for farmers and others to combine and
assist, by subscriptions of money, land and materials, smal) millers
For the ten months ending April 30th, 1887.. 6,781,390 sks, of 280 Ib.
to build and equip mills, A letter has recently been Pmeme by
Corresponding period of 1886 ..
4,473,000
Messrs, Watson, Tod, and Co., of Birmingham, which deals with the
Increase. .
2,308,390 sacks.
carriage of flour and wheat from the coast to the interior in an
‘The above import is at the rate of 8,000,000 sacks of flour, or exhaustive manner, and an association has been formed tofurther the
1,000,000 tons, and if in wheat would represent 6,664,000 qrs. at views there advocated, and in order to give practical effect it is
to ask Parliament to insert clauses in the new Bill of
- 4801b., or 1,428,000 tons, so that the loss to our home industries
from flour being sent, instead of wheat, is that the ships have less the Government to regulate railways and canals,
iding for
to a
428,000 tons, the mills have less to manufacture b the carriage of wheat at lower rates than the manufactured prot assistance
6,664,000 grs., and the farmers have 400,000 tons less bran, nar 4 ducts thereof. This would probably be of
to mills in the interior of the country, especially at the large
and middlings wherewith to feed their cattle,
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centres of population, in districts where but little wheat is grown ;
but the committee would point out, as the subject has attracted
iderable attention in the trade, that in the large wheat-growing
counties of England such clauses might act very prejudicially to
those country mills which are kept employed in grinding English
wheat into flour, and forwarded in large quantities to London and
other places for consumption, the offal remaining in the neighbour.
hood for farmers’ use. If the flour rates were raised, and wheat
rates lowered, these mills would run considerable risk of losing
what trade is now left to them,
j
“The committee have not lost sight of the opinion of many,
that the depression in trade, both in England and other countries,
is to be accounted for mainly by the depreciation in the value of
silver. This is a very intricate subject, and is ee 80 little
understood that, beyond alluding to the matter as a possible cause,
there seems but littleuse in going further into it, except to remark
that whilst the depreciation of silver may be very detrimental in
some ways, it appears to bring prosperity to the wheat growers of
the Indian Empire, who, paying their expenses with a silver currency, sell their wheat in Europe for gold. They are thereby
enabled to sell wheat cheaper than either the English or American
farmers, and English millers have, by purchasing Indian wheat,
been helped to withstand the competition to some extent.
“The general conclusions which the committee have arrived at
after reviewing the subject to the best of their ability are—
(1) That the milling trade of the United Kingdom is in a depressed condition, not from want of skill and enterprise, or lack of
suitable machinery, but from the action of external causes, which
they hope may not be permanent. The question of protective
duties, specially satentteed bythe London Flour Millers’ Association
for consideration, has had vareful attention; but the committee,
not being unanimous, make no recommendation in this direction.
“They are of opinion that
iderable advantage to the trade
would result if the National Association were more generally supported by millers Cement the country, so as to provide the
executive with the needed funds and authority. (1) To engage
skilled assistance to deal with Bills before Parliament affecting the
trade. (2) To enable the Association to watch the interests of
millers, as regards the rating and taxation of mills, the chai
imposed by fire insurance companies, railway, canals, docks,
shipping, and warehouses, (3) To deal with the question of
wheat contracts and arbitrations, now almost exclusively in the
hands of corn factors and the sellers of grain, and provide for
the contracts to be framed and carried out on fair and equitable
terms to the millers of this country, who are ultimate purchasers
of all foreign corn entering the ports. (4) To provide legal assistance
to millers, and conduct cases where of interest and importance to the
trade at large. ») To obtain and disseminate information useful
to the trade, and also to the public where desirable. (6) To cooperate with other branches of commerce, particularly the agricultural interest, in efforts to obtain redress of grievances from the
Legislature.
“ The committee have not failed to observe that all the principal tradesand professions of the country have found it useful to form
themselves into powerful combinations for mutual a
and support, resembling to some extent the trade guilds of the Middle Ages,
and they are convinced that the time has arrived when millers,
whether in large or smaller businesses, should abandon their
isolated
positions and co-operate with one another for the general
good. fio committee trust that the present state of affairs ma
ere long give place to a reasonable condition of prosperity, whic
they believe the nation will not grudge to the members of a craft
of such ancient origin and primary
ity to the population.”
SpanisH Iron OrE.—During May no fewer than twenty-seven
steamers arrived in the Clyde from Spanish ports bringing 32,188
tons of iron ore, as against nineteen steamers with 28,060 tons
in May, 1886. The five months’ imports are 189,746 tons, being
an increase of 52,325 tons over the arrivals of the corresponding
riod of last year. At the moment the output of hematite pig
in Scotland has been somewhat reduced by the blowing out of
three furnaces, but the consumption in the steel works is still on
an extensive scale,
Tue Roya AGRICULTURAL Society’s EncingE Triats.—The
eleven engines entered for these competitive trials at Newcastle
include seven simple engines and four compound engines. The
former are by the Alnwick Foundry and Engineering Company,
Mr. T. Cooper, Mr. E. Foden, Messrs. Jeffrey and Blackstone,
Messrs. Mc
nm, Messrs. Paxman and Co., and Mr. E. Humer The compound engines are by Mr. E. Foden, Mr. E.
umphries, Messrs. McLaren, and Messrs. Paxman and Co. Some
of the engines are not yet put together, while others have been
running some months.
me of the competitors have been in such
trials before, and one has achieved a very high result. It is quite
impossible to say whence the winning racer is to proceed, for the
conditions under which such engines are now designed differ much
from those of fifteen years ago, and a genius in useful new
details or departures may spring up in every place that builds an
engine.
Errect or Trprmnc SLAG IN THE Tees Bay. — At a meeting
of the Tees Conservancy Commission held on the 13th inst.
an animated discussion took place on the possible effect of the
continued tipping of blast furnace slag in the Tees bay, diminishing the trallable depth at the mouth of the river. Mr.
Fallows, chairman of the Works Committee, said that in some
places the dep
slag ap
d to be only 40ft. below low water
mark, and that this knowledge might make the captains of vessels
afraid to enter. After spending halfa million in making a harbour
second to none, the Commissioners should not allow ironmasters to
make a second bar beyond the mouth of the river. In the course
of the discussion which ensued it transpired that the engineer, Mr.
Fowler, had taken some soundings, but not sufficient to enable him
to report definitely upon the matter, which, however, he considered
a serious one for the Commissioners. The difficulty was to catch
those who deposited slag where they should not, the present
arrangements for enforcing regulations being inadequate. The
Commissioners’ powers extend for three miles out to sea and fifteen
fathoms in dept
Society oF ENGINEERS.—The members of the Society of
Engineers and their friends visited the steam road-roller and
traction engine works of Messrs. Aveling and Porter, at Rochester,
on Wednesday. The visitors, who reached Rochester at midday,
were received by Mr. T. Aveling, and entertained at luncheon.
They were afterwards conducted by that gentleman and Mr.
Stephen Aveling over the works, where they saw steam road-rollers
oat traction engines in all stages of construction. The turning
shop, which with the forge and boiler shop are practically under
one roof and cover about four acres, was first inspected, after which
the visitors went over the others in succession, and then the
foundry and the erecting shop, all the departments being well
occupi
They were then shown several engines at work, the first
being a fine 18-horse ploughing engine, which is one of a pair being
made for the South of France for
kingnew land for vine cultivation, the ground being ploughed from 2lin, to 2ft. deep. The
plough is of steel, on the
ce principle, and weighs 5 tons.
A 6-horse power
agricultural engine and an 8-horse traction ———
with spring wna, were then shown in action, and they both
made some splendid runs on the road, as did the ploughing engine.
On leaving theworks the visitors were condu
to the grounds
of the old castle, which the late Mr. Thomas Aveling, the former
head of the firm, was mainly instrumental in purchasing and converting from garden plots into charming public recreation grounds.
It is stated that Mr. Aveling accepted the perry |of Rochester
chiefly that he might be enabled
out this long-cherished
scheme, to the expense of which he Gagely contributed. The
members and their friends dined together at Rochester in the
evening.
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increased Canadian import er gt and have resolved that no in the Bolton district, for the planers, turners, and fitters in each
THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES useful purpose would be attained by representations being made case, on two consecutive pay days—viz., March 9th and March
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND to the Canadian Government by commercial bodies interested in 16th, 1887, thus showing the actual
when the men made
their demand for an advance of 74 per cent. on their existing rates.
the iron trade of this country,
OTHER DISTRICTS.
The net resultof this inquiry showed that the men added 37 per
(From our own Correspondent.)
cent. to their nominal rati
so that a workman rated at 26s. per
At Wolverhampton yesterday, and in Birmingham to-day—Thursweek actually earned £1 15s. 7d. The time-sheets and wages
day—vendors maintained the slightly better
position of last week
books
were
also
submitted
to
an actuary, Mr. W. E. Stark, who
NOTES
FROM
LANCASHIRE.
with regard to the transaction of business,
excessive has the
more than confirms the above, and states that ‘‘in the turners’
(From our own Correspondent.)
heat become that the puddlers will soon, it is anticipated, find it
department,
where
the
nominal
rating is £1 6s. per week, there are .
hard work to stand before the furnaces, and operations at the mills
Manchester.—There is still an absence of any indication of
which show men earning over 75 per cent. above their
and forges may become impeded. Added to this, the partial improvement in the iron trade of this district. Business all entries
or
say,
adding
19s,
6d.
thereto,
thus
making their earning £2 5s. 6d.
suspension of the plants next week, the majority of which will be through continues very slow, and the a
prices, although
week.” In the planers’ department there were men whose
run only three days, on account of the Jubilee celebration, makes they are not quotably lower, and might perhaps be expected to per
weekly
earnings
exceeded
their
weekly
by 50 up to 75 per
it necessary for buyers needing prompt supplies to be more in receive some strength from the firmer tone reported from Glasgow cent., and in the fitters’ department heratings
found men earning over
touch with makers’ terms,
and Middlesbrough, are rather in the favour of buyers than of 46 per cent. in advance of their nominal ratings.
This result, the
Prices are not, however, yet quotably improved. Marked bars sellers. For common pig iron the demand is very limited, and
is evidently due to more activity in the individual
are without alteration. at £7 10s, per ton for Al sorts, and £6 for even at what may be termed comparatively low prices business is actuary adds,
or to a higher degree of technical skill brought to bear
second branded qualities ;while merchant bars are £5 10s, down extremely difficult. Hematite qualities unquestionably hold the workman,
the work in hand.
to £5, and hurdle bars £4 15s, A few of the best bar houses are strongest position in the market, and this is backed up by the con- upon
The half-yearly meeting of the Manchester Association of Engidoing pretty well at date. Messrs, Noah Hingley and Sons may siderable activity which still prevails in steel rails, and in the neers
was held on Saturday, Mr. Thos. Ashbury, C.E., the vicebe particularised as well engaged on cable iron for their own con- demand for billets, which
enables the prod
of the raw material
in the chair. Prior to the consideration of any business
sumption, and on bars for New Zealand, Australia, and America, to maintain a firm tone at an advance upon the prices which were president,
the
chairman
reported that since the Association last met, death
The New British Iron Company is rather more actively employed, being taken ee
The manufactured iron trade remains in an had removed four members, viz., Mr. John Burton, for upwards of
orders comingto hand with more freedom from India and other unsatisfactory condition, and prices would almost appear to be thirty years one of the respected foremen of Messrs. W. and J.
distant markets. The company believe that there isa good future gradually receding to something like the excessively low figures
and Sons; Mr. John Saxon, of the engineering works,
before their new composite steel and iron, which was introduced to which were ruling last year. It would, in fact, seem as if this Galloway
nee ; Mr. Wm. Heywood, of Ellesmere-street Works,
the recent Iron and Steel Institute meeting.
branch of trade were undergoing, if not a process of more or less
ulme
;
and
Mr. Matthew Curtis, —— of Manchester—a life
The considerable contract for best bars and plates, which has gradual extinction, at any rate of gradual displacement in favour
member. Appropriate reference having been made.to the
been given out by the War Officetothe New British Iron Company of steel in a great many directions where wrought iron has pre- hon.
memory
of
the
deceased members, resolutions of condolence were
and the Snedshill Iron Company—the former of Birmingham and viously been used, which points to a steady lessening consumption
, and ordered to be forwarded to the widows and families.
thelatter of Shropshire—has
ioned satisfaction here,
of finished iron in the future. This is no doubt one of the most t was further announced that the next meeting of the Association
The departure now made by the Government in purchasin serious outlooks which makers have to face, and the question is would be held on July 9th, in the building of the Royal Jubilee
direct, instead of through merchants, should lead to an anor
whether it may not lead to the ultimate alternative of the abso- Exhibition. Formal business was then proceeded with, consisting
appreciation of the quality of best Staffordshire iron,
lute closing of many of the existing works, or the rearrangement
the election of two new members, the appointment of Messrs. J.
akers of hoops had to-day again to refuse export orders, owing for the manufacture of steel to meet the altered requirements of of
Hartley, J. Horsley, and W. Lawson on the committee, and the
to their inability to execute them with the
required dispatch. the times.
election
of Messrs. T. Corby and C. O’Brien as auditors.
Common hoops were quoted nominally at £5, Hoey nel declared
The Manchester iron market on Tuesday was only moderately
the coal trade business has now completely settled down to
that they could ae orders at £4 17s. 6d. ; gas tube strip was to attended, and the business doing of but a very restricted character. theInusual
summer’s demand, and pits generally are having to
be had at £4 15s. upwards, but most makers quoted £4 17s. 6d. There was some inquiry for pig iron, but of no great weight, whilst go on shortquiet
time, with stocks accumulating. House-fire coals are,
to £5, Bedstead strip keeps without change at £5 to £7.
makers even at their minimum quoted rates found themselves in of course, only in the smallest possible request, but the common
Rather more briskness is reported by the sheet makers this most cases above what — were apparently disposed to give.
of round coal are also bad to sell, as not only is a considerweek, and some firms have more than they can do to get through For Lancashire pig iron makers still quote nominally about 38s. 6d. classesquantity
of this description of fuel thrown upon the market
their contracts with the needed despatch. Messrs. = Lysaght, to 39s., less 24, for forge and foundry qualities delivered equal to able
by
the
lessened
requirements for domestic purposes, but there is
who are the largest makers in South Staffordshire of sheets for Manchester. Except, however, where they have special customers still only a limited
quantity going into consumption for ironbest galvanising purposes, are at their two worksinWolverhampton or very favourable rates of delivery, they are quite out of the making
and
steam
Engine classes of fuel are moving off
running sixteeen mills full time, which gives an output of 500 tons market on the basis of these figures, and to secure business of any fairly well, but thisp is more because
of the lessened quantity of
of finished sheets per week. If the mills were employed on ordinary weight they would have to meet buyers with considerable slack now being produced than that there
is any really increased
merchant sheets or other iron the output would be much greater. concessions, as district brands are offered freely at 37s. to 37s. 6d., demand. Prices are not quotably any lower,
but in round coals
Other sheet makers are also busy.
less 24, for forge and foundry Lincolnshire delivered here, and sellers are prepared in many cases to take very low figures to effect
Superior merchant black sheets—doubles—were quoted this even at these figures there is underselling, whick renders business temporary sales to clear away stocks, and this tends to give a weak
afternoon £6 10s. per ton, though galvanising doubles were to be of any weight difficult. Some sales have, however, been made on tone to the market. At the pit mouth best coal averages 8s. to
had at £6, Galvanising lattens were £6 15s. to £7; and singles, the a many eB for Lincolnshire iron, and makers show very little 8s. 6d.; seconds, 6s, 9d. to 7s. 3d.; common coal, 5s. to 5s, 6d.;
£5 15s, to £5 17s. 6d.
disposition to take any lower price. Outside brands offering here
4s. 6d. to 5s.; best slack, 3s. 6d. to 4s.; and common, about
The fall in the price of galvanised corrugated sheets, beth at are steady at about late rates, Good named foundry brands of burgy,
6d. per ton.
home and in South Australian markets, is prejudicing the
position Middlesbrough are held pretty firmly at about 43s,.4d. net cash, 2s.The
shipping trade is rather dull, and delivered at the highof the galvanisers considerably. For galvanised doubles, the delivered equal to Menshacin? although some slight concessions level, Liverpool,
Docks, steam coal does not average
recent minimum for which was £9 15s. per ton f.o.b, Liverpool, would scarcely be allowed to stand in the way of actual business. more than 6s, 9d.or tothe7s.Garston
per ton, with as low as 6s, 6d. taken in
merchants now state they are paying only £9 10s. to £9 12s. 6d. In Scotch iron there has been a slight stiffening in makers’ prices, some cases,
Much of the business offered, however, mre he have to refuse, and but there are still sellers at quite ls. per ton under what makers
Barrow.—There is a fairly steady, but certainly not active, trade
so fine have profits been cut that in the case of rejected orders the are su
to be asking.
in hematite pig iron in this district, but orders are not so freely
difference between buyers and sellers has this week been no more
For hematites, although the actual business doing in this market offered as they were a month ago, although some of the largest
than 1s, 3d. per ton. Within the past month prices in the Aus- is not more than what may be termed moderate, prices generally
have done a good business lately. Prices are firmly held at
ge a have been reduced by some of the largest makers are firm at about 52s. 6d. to 53s. 6d., less 24, for good No. 3 makers
45s, per ton for Bessemer iron in parcels of equal weight of Nos. 1,
is. per ton,
foundry qualities delivered into the Manchester district, and it is
and 3, net f.o.b. Sales of some descriptions are noted as low as
There is a
e continued increase in the exports of galvanised only in exceptional cases through second hands that orders could 2,
43s. 6d. S ton, but very little iron is changing hands at this low
sheets. In April the shipments were 26 per cent. more than in the be a at much under these figures.
value. It is evident that makers are not pressing sales, and it is
corresponding month last year, and the increase last month over
or manufactured iron the demand has again been very dull clear that they have no need to do so when it is remembered that
a similar period was 19 per cent.
with prices weak. Ina few exceptional cases makers still hold ‘to they are practically sold forward for three or four months, and
Steel sheets are being rolled in increased quantities for gal- about £5 per ton for bars delivered into the Manchester district,
deliveries in the meantime absorb their make. There is less
a purposes, to be used in the flat state for working up by but £4 17s, 6d. is now about the average figure, with hoops to be their
being done in hematite warrants, which in itself is aput
the hollow-ware makers, iron plate workers, and such like manu- got at £5 4s. 9d. to £5 5s., and local made sheets at about £6 5s. business
sign,
because
it shows that the stocks of iron which are held are
facturers, The steel does not take the galvanised coating so well per ton. In North-country plates there has been business doing not being disposed
of at prices which keep the rates down at
as the iron, but it answers better for manufacturers’ use, The at about £5 1s. 6d. per ton delivered here.
which
producers
are able or are disposed to do business. _ It is
Lew“ngfrom £1 to £1 10s. per ton above the quotation for iron
In the condition of the engineering trades there is no material satisfactory to note that the make of pig iron is well maintained,
sheets,
change to notice ; there is perhaps rather more inquir} stirring in
that there has been no reduction in the number of furnaces
Best soft steel sheets of local make, suitable for constructive some branches, with works here and there getting rather busier, andblast.
The steel trade is very well employed, and it is propurposes, and declared to be equal to Siemens quality, are quoted but there is still an absence of any general improvement, and the in
bable
that some large orders will soon be booked for forward
at £8 lds. to £9 for — singles not thinner than 14 gauge. outlook for the future continues discouraging. Engineers have deliveries
of
steel rails to American, colonial, and home buyers.
Steel stamping sheets—doubles—are quoted at £10 to £10 10s., still to face excessively low prices to secure new work. As the Prices this week
show a slight improvement, to the extent of Is.
and lattens £1 extra. Soft steel boiler plates are £7 15s. per ton. Bolton strike is still the question occupying most prominently ed
ton,
the
this week being £4 2s, 6d. for ordina
Welsh steel firms are making deliveries to local consumers at attention in the engineering trade of this district, it will be of eavy sectionsquotation
net
at makers’ works. There is not so muc'
prices 10s, per ton below those of some local superior steelmasters, interest to give a few particulars as to how matters at present activity in other departments
of the steel trade, but makers are
Crude iron, in sympathy with northern products, has some- stand. This strike, which up to a few days past has been conemployed, and there is every reason to believe there wili be
what firmed, though this stronger tendency may be largely due fined to local limits, may now be said to have entered upon an area fairly
a
good
emand
for
steel
for
p'
and a fair
likewise to the diminution of stoc'
Deliveries from the furnaces which gives it much wider importance. On Friday last the general market for blooms, billets, and shipbuilding
bars. Blooms are not in such brisk
are rather more numerous this week, and the outlook is
ed committee of the Iron Trades Employers’ Association held a special request from America, but makers
are
not
in
a
position
to sell a
asrather better. Northamptons are quoted 35s. delivered;
Derby- meeting in Londonto hear a report from the secretary, which
quantity. The shipbuilding trade has not yet been re-invigoshires, 35s. 6d. to 35s. 9d.; and grey forge Lincolnshires, 39s., but dealt with the history of the dispute up to the latest phase it had great
rated by the new orders which have been pr
d, but prospect
without business, Native sorts are quoted 39s, to 40s. for part- assumed. At this meeting there were representatives from all the are
none the less hopeful, and there is reason to believe the
mines, and about 50s, for all-mines, Common descriptions are
engineering centres in the United Kingdom, including activity at local yards will increase as the season proceeds,
27s. to 30s. per ton.
w, Barnsley, Bradford, Halifax, Huddersfield, Hull, Keighley, Engineering is better employed in the marine department,
Messrs, Alfred Hickman and Son, Spring Vale furnaces, the Leeds, Leicester, Liverpool and Birkenhead, London and the
the general trades are quiet. Boilermakers and _ ironlargest pig makers in South Staffordshire, are now turning out surrounding districts, Manchester and the surrounding districts, but
founders are short of work, and the general minor industries
1500 tons a week, the product of five furnaces, and 500 tons a week Newcastle-on-Tyne, Sunderland, and other places. After hearing of
the
district are indifferently employed. Iron ore is quiet but
are being consumed at the adjoining steel works of the Stafford- the report, which was read by the secretary, the committee
and prices are still quoted at from 8s. 6d. to lls. per ton
shire Steel and Iron Company, the mixture being a special one resolved that the question was one which called for the considera- steady,
net
at
mines.
The Vulcan Steel and Forge Company’s Works at
for basic steel production. Messrs. Hickman have just made an tion and —
of every district where the Association ha Salthouse, Barrow, have been very poorly employed for some time
important improvement to their premises by the
letion of a
s, and the following resolution was unanimously
—
t,
but
I
hear
there is a prospect of new capital and new vigour
siding, some three-quarters of a mile in length, on to the main ‘*That the funds of the Association be placed at the di
1 of
introduced into the undertaking, along with the development
line of the Great Western Railway. The work has occupied some the executive committee, to be expended as they may deem fit for of ing
the
special
business
of manufacturing by Mr. Windie’s patent
two years, since the firm have
n
ing it out
ually, the assistance of the Bolton employers, and that the committee be circumferential boiler plates,
for which a mill has been put down
ey are now connected with the main systems of both the London empowered to call a special general meeting of the members of the by
Mr.
Adamson,
of
Dukinfield.
The new Town Hall at Barrow,
and North-Western and Great Western railways.
association, if they find it desirable, with the view of taking such which has cost from £50,000 to £60,000, will, it is expected, be
The business doing in cokes and ironstone is not large. Durham further united action as may be found necessary to bring the opened on the 14th of July next. The shipping trade is fairly
foundry cokes are 18s, to 22s, delivered. Welsh ground and strike to an end.” This shows that the Bolton employers are employed, and some heavy cargoes of iron and steel are bei
washed cokes for foundry and best blast furnace purposes are 18s. receiving the complete support of the engineering firms through- despatched to American and other ports.
é
to 20s, and Welsh washed cokes are 16s. to 18s. 6d. A little out the country in the determined action they have taken, and the
common Welsh is coming into the district at about lls. Wigan men on their side seem to be equally determined at present to
cokes are selling very slowly at 12s., and Derbyshire and North carry on the strike. Since the failure of the conference between
Staffordshire furnace cokes are 10s. 6d. to lis. 6d. delivered. the employers and the men on the 26th ult., the men have
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
Northampton ironstone is 5s. 4d. to 5s, 6d. delivered.
certainly
le another proposal through the Mayor of
(From our own Correspondent.)
The North Staffordshire iron trade has been somewhat more Bolton, but not one at all calculated to find acceptance with
active during the last few days. Many of the works did not the employers. Their further proposal has been to the
The second poll of the ratepayers and owners on the question
resume operations until the middle of last week, and in the exe- effect that they would resume work immediately and accept whether the water supply shall be acquired by the Corporation was
cution of the few orders which accumulated during the holidays overtime, on condition that fourteen days after date the 74 per ascertained last Saturday, and officially dec
on Monday. It
sufficient work is found to keep the plants running four or five days cent. advance of wages were conceded ; and on Saturday follow- showed a
ly increased eg aed in favour of the Corporation.
a week. From some of the colonial markets a fair inquiry is being ing the meeting in London, the Mayor of Bolton called a meeting In January the fi
were: For the Corporation, 21,936; i
experienced for plates and sheets, Prices show no disposition to of the onpies ers in the town to lay the men’s proposal before them. 3785; majority for the Corporation, 18,151. In June the result
move upward, and at present quotations are nominal at £5 for He was ti
ed by the employers for his kindness and considera- was as follows: For the Corporation, 25,641; against, 3604;
crown
£5 10s. for best, £6 2s, 6d. for bridge-plates, and tion, but was informed that they could not entertain the pro- majority for the Corporation, 22,037. In the meanwhile
£6 10s. for boiler qualities, delivered Liverpool, or equi
, as the matter was now in the hands-of the Iron Trades negotiations had been proceeding with the water company
The death is announced of Mr. David Kendrick, tronmaster, of
ployers’ Association, which had placed .at the disposal of its to see if terms of settlement could not be arrived at. The
the Willingsworth furnaces, Bilston, at the age of sixty-four, who executive committee the funds necessary for getting workmen into Water Committee of the Sheffield Corporation forwarded an
expired at his residence at Wolverhampton on Thursday night. the district, or otherwise bringing the strike to an end.
offer to the directors of the water company, which on Monday
He was an alderman and a borough magistrate.
In the report presented to the meeting of Committee of the Iron they agreed to accept, and thus the Corporation, after long and
Engineers are in receipt of inquiries for |gateye corrugating Trades Employers’ Association, held in London, a tabulated state- bitter struggles, wil obtain control over their water supply. The
machinery for
Spain, Germany, New Zealand, and India. Whether ment of machinists’ wages paid in Bolton as compared with other terms
are considered extremely liberal. The Corporation
the work will allbe booked in this district, however, depends upon districts was presented by Mr. Hutchings, and a few particulars stock—3} per cent.—now stands at par. The interest the Corporathe prices quoted. Itis somewhat significant that distant countries extracted from this will be of interest. Testing the nominal tion have to pay under the arrangement is £74,808 per annum,
should be entering upon this branch of the iron trade.
weekly ratings of machinists in Bolton by the rates — in Man- Taking this at 34 per cent., or rather over twenty-eight and a-half
FsA scatens isroeby neyna ge of the Indian State Rail- chester and some other towns, the figures stand as follows, taking years’ purchase, it is equivalent to £2,137,264, which may be taken
‘ays fora supply of steel rai
r yard—fish plates, fish turners and fitters as a test of the entire question pte wrt as the purchase price, The sinking fund on this sum for sixty years,
bolts, spikes, Shes and axles,
=
ete
Bolton, 26s.; Manchester, 30s.; Rochdale, 27s.; and Oldham, 30s. at 34 percent., would be £10,878 perannum. The net income of the
the Blackheath district have been unsuc- Turners—Bolton, 26s.;Manchester, 30s.; Rochdale, 24s.;and Old- water company for the last year, after payment of expenses, was
cessful intheir attempt to induce the masters to return to a higher —_ 26s. Pene oewe arrived — _— rates of —— £66,325, which
is£8483
less
the interest the
ration underThe men a
that the prices which they are now
together illusory and misleading, as
actual earnings o taketo
pay. Addto this the ron Cape and the Corporation are
receiving
are about half what they used to be, and that there is no each man working piecework on Ls own hash cungite twecreits confronted by a deficiency of £19,361 on the first year’s working.
lew
has got into a worse channel'than theirs,
The weekly ratings and piecework earnings have therefore been This is a result which the community did not expect. They were
The Wolverhampton Chamber of Commerce have considered the taken from the pay-sheets of one of the largest machinists’ shops opposed to the water company’s proposal to have granted in per-
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t. ai
to themfor twenty-five years
in conse- |is £5 5s.; nail rods, £5 15s.; les, £5 5s.; sheets,£6 15s.; ship- |have still sufficient work ; but the present demand is poor, and one
aoe tf Sheffield flood; butitisquiteclearthat
the
:
‘és Ides and boiler plates’ £5 17% 6d. ‘Steel bars and |hears of offers being made by second-hand holders much below the
fixed by the combination, which, in conjunction with a weak
tion will
have to continue the 25 per cent.,
and still have
a loss. angles, f.o.b. at Glasgo ww, less 5 per cent., are £6; sheets, pricesmarket,
causes buyers to stand aloof in the expectation of sti}]
The advantages
from a sanitary point of view, of course,
are the £7 2s. 6d.; ship-plates, £7 ; and boiler plates, £7 5s, The above pig
more
advan
us prices in the future. Merchant quality bars
are
merchant's
rates,
but
it
is
well
understood
that
contracts
of
great argument for the Corporation obtaining control
over its own
importance are accepted by makers at a considerable abatement on are noted M. 110 base price, angles 111 to 115, iron jhe
water supply.
,
115,
and
steel
110
to 122. Strip iron is likely to go out of fashion,
the
figures
:
Mr. George Fisher, a well-known Sheffield manufacturer, died
The manufactured iron and steel exports from Glasgow in the as the “ Mannesmann” system of making tubes out of round
rather suddenly, though at a ripe old age, on Tuesday
Ss
week embraced locomotive
ine parts, valued at £1200; for billets is coming up, and this will make a great difference to the
Mr. Fisher
was the sole partnerin the well-known firm of George
bay a stern-wheel steamer, £1200; for Bangkok, a steamer hoop mills. Boiler plates are firm in price, and the native and
Fisher and Co., steel converters, file and saw manufacturers.
&c.
worth £4150; for Eeypt, machinery, £10,100; sewing machines, foreign demand is good, much better than last month indeed, and
£8030; steel goods, £12,790; and general iron manufactures, the mills can keep on rolling them regularly. The price is stil}
i E o g rg E
z i L
z
M. 145 from 54mm. gauge and above, with extra notations for
one of our best known men of business,
who kept up the sterling £26,100.
e demand for sheets has improved a little,
The coal trade is fairly active, although the shipments are still thick plates.
character
of his wares. He was at one time a
ble conprices will not
somewhat behind those of the same time last year. During the especially for galvanising sorts, and it is now ho
tractor on Government account.
week there was despached from ae
ee tons; Greenock, sink any lower. Siegener sheets are noted M, 128 to 129, Rhenish
1002; Ayr, 10,588; Irvine, 2541;
mn, 6511; Burntisland, Westphalia a shade higher. A better foreign demand for wire
10,838; Leith 4507; G
mouth, 16,200; Bo'n
10,190; rods would be most welcome, as it is now very feeble. A convention
‘THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
Granton, 990; and Dundee,
; total, 89,837, against 95,795 tons to “ore export prices is in process of incubation. In iron they
cost M. 110 to 112; in steel, 108 to 110; and iron or steel drawn
in
the
same
week
of
1886.
(From our own Correspondent.)
wire costs 125 to 130 p.t. These quotations always mean wire nail
Tue Cleveland pig iron trade has certainly improved in tone.
uality, therefore a low one. Steel rails are noted M. 114 to 120;
During the last few daysa considerable amount of business has
light sections, 110; and sleepers, 117 to 120 p.t. The Bochum
been done, and as consumers continue to evincea desire to purCompany has just been awarded 4500 tons of sleepers for the
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
chase, prices are slowly advancing. At the beginning of last week
Palatinate Railway, which are on a new patented plan, now much
(From our own Correspondent.)
34s. per ton was the best price obtainable for No. 3 g.m.b.; but at
in vogue on their lines, on German military ones, and in France,
THE coal trade remains in a healthy state, house coal being ex- They are indented and thickened at the same time, whilst bei
the market held at Middlesbrough on Tuesday last 34s. 6d. was
freely given for prompt delivery. For delivery over the next three ceptionally firm for this time of year. I note that some of the rolled, as far as the description is intelligible, under that part which
months 35s. was offered, but sellers hold off in the belief that they authorities are expressing surprise at the firmness of price shown bears the chair. Three works have received on the 2nd inst, bewill shortly be able to do better. The proprietors of some brands by Rhondda No, 3, which is selling freely at 8s. 6d.; but as I tween them, subject to ratification, 2000 steel fish-plates and 10,000
are able to command the same price for prompt delivery, and they mentioned before, there are two . aoe coals, the Rhondda No, 3 wagon springs forthe Italian Mediterranean Railway, andthe Belgian
will not now sell ahead except at a futher advance. There is a and 4ft. steam coal, whose area is lessening rapidly, and any change Government is in treaty with ar for 16 million francs’ worth of
brisk demand for forge iron, and the price has risen to 33s. 6d. per of price must be upwards,
cannon, so it is reported, from Belgium, But such orders as these
week was an active one, and the shipments from Cardiff, do not prevent the technical journals of this country from railing
ton.
Stevenson, Jaques, and Co.’s current quotations :— “‘ Acklam Swansea, and Newport were good ones, Cardiff maintaining its against Cockerill and Co, for coming here and occasionally carryi
hematite,” mixed Nos., 45s. per ton; ‘‘Acklam Yorkshire,” (Cleve- great preponderance. During the last few days there has been an off a few thousand tons of steel rails. The machine shops an
land), No. 3, 36s. per ton; ‘‘ Acklam basic,” 36s. per ton ; refined incessant stream of large cargoes to the coaling stations, Aden and foundries are decidedly better off for work than fora long time
Gibraltar in particular. It is evident that, whether from political past, and although the prices are a little better than heretofore,
iron, 48s. to 63s. per ton ; net cash at furnaces.
ly trade reasons, these are being kept well in they cannot be pronounced remunerative. Just by way of giving
On account of the Jubilee commemoration, the Cleveland iron movements or
oe will be held on the Wednesday in next week instead of the stock. Small bituminous and small steam are in better request, a —
example of how the new Russian tariff must affect
the former at 5s. 9d., and best samples even are selling at 6s. industry there, it may be related that when they require machinery
ay.
The demand for warrants has somewhat improved, the lowest Small steam continues rather low in consequence of the large of a better quality they must still apply to foreign countries for it,
price accepted on Tuesday last having been 34s. 104d. per ton as output of steam, and any quantity can be had for 4s. 3d. The and a German firm has just received an order for salt works plant
tendency seems to be to drop to 4s. Large coal, both steam and for South Russia, The invoice of it amounts to M. 70,000. By the
against 34s. 6d. the previous week.
In Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Middlesbrough store the stock of bituminous, is at late quotations. Patent fuel is selling more freely, new tariff the duty to M. 28,000, and the freight to M. 7000,
pig iron was on Monday last 331,632 tons, re
nting a decrease — at Cardiff and Swansea, the latter having good orders from Added to this will be the loss on exchange of the rouble, which is
rance.
of 1039 tons during the week. At G
w they held at the same
not trifling.
Railways are now fairly in for the excursion and tourist season,
time 883,058 tons, being an increase of 2701 tons.
It is rather phenomenal to have to report in the month of
The shipments of pig iron from Middlesbrough have not proved and little is being done except in much needed quarters, where June that there is a great improvement in the coal trade, but
'y railway is progressing well, as such is the case, and it would be difficult to give a good reason for
so good this month as they were in May. The quantity sent away relayingisimperative. The
— Monday night was 27,341 tons, or nearly
tons less than Mr. Walker's contracts invariably do, but the quiet course of pro- it, for nothing perceptible has happened. It is not an impetus
gression was broken in upon by a slip last week, which killed four communicated
ore.
to it by the strike in Belgium, for that lasted too
Finished iron makers speak a little more hopefully of their men and injured many.
short a time to make itself
permanently felt, rag
some
In the iron trade a oe deal more is being done, and most works thousands of tons were orde
position. Orders are coming to hand more freely than for some
from there. It is, however,
are brisk, exports and deliveries showing a decided improvement. expected that later on a great deal of coal will be sent to Belgium,
time past, and last month’s prices are fully maintained.
The steelworks are kept in regular operation, and some good This week the drought is telling in several directions, and I hear for the industrials there are so dissatistied with the appearance of
orders for rails and sleepers have lately Con secured. It is said that two-thirds of Dowlais works suffer more or less inaction from things in their own coal districts that some already have, and
that an order was booked last week for 18,000 tons of rails for an want of water for steam purposes. No. 8 blast engine was stopped others intend, to contract in Germany for their near future requirelast week from the same cause, and this week the blast furnaces ments.
— railway by aow company.
i
isappointment
m lately ex:
some proprietors have been damped down. A very awkward condition of things is Another sad gas explosion, this time in the Hibernia coal mine,
of general engineering works in the Cleveland Setrict that orders certain unless the ponds get filled. A good deal of water supply is Westphalia, has occurred, by which fifty-two miners were killed
for work within their powers to execute, and for delivery in the on ag from the old mine and colliery levels, and these from the and several injured. The seam caught fire, and is still burning.
lace.
immediate neighbourhood, have found their way into the hands of
Adynamite shot caused the explosion—powder was forbidden in
I note that the ‘‘ Naval Steam Coal Colliery,” Rhondda, will be the mine—and suffocation seems to have been the main cause of
distant competitors. The orders which have — past have
t to the hammer next week at
i
The machinery the deaths.
usually been those wherein a good deal of skilled labour
is required,
and not so much those wherein the bulk of the value consists in at the two pits is capable, I hear, of raising 1000 tons of coal eac
On the 9th inst. the new enhanced coal and coke tariff, already
heavy weights of cast and wrought iron. This is an old anda per day, and the area includes over 900 acres of the best coals of detailed in this place, came into force in Russia, and it is not to be
difficult question to solve, and is no doubt the reason why the the district. In anything like good times, that is, with coal a few increased before January lst, 1898.
lighter branches of the iron and engineering trades have never shillings per ton more than it is, a smart contest mightbe expected
The Belgian iron market is firmer than might be expected and
at the sale.
taken root in Cleveland to the same extent as the heavier trades.
little change of consequence has occurred. Girders are in as great
The tin-plate trade is still doubly beneficial, keeping the iron demand as ever, while bars and angles are quieter. The coal mines
At the Consett Iron and Steel Works various improvements and
extensions are now in progress, and valuable orders in connection and steel works busy with the bar, and their own district as well.
have lost much, partly through not having been able to fulfil conIn the Swansea district last week there may not have been so tracts and partly by the thin end of the wedge of ee
with these have been taken by Clyde engineers. Inasmuch as they
competihave been competed for
locally, and the advantage in cheaper pig much briskness in buying and selling, but the make was steady, tion having been introduced into the coal districts, which may have
iron and shorter railway
i
must have been in favour of and workers are quite satisfied with the orders on hand. The a permanent character until
confid
is restored by the dissatisCleveland, it is difficult to see why the orders should have gone to only complaint is that prices do not lift up more wv At pre- faction of the workpeople being appeased.
i and terne
sent wasters are about as much in demand as anything,
Scotland. The reason may be that on the Clyde there is at
The French market, not too strong already, has been somewhat
a better skilled labour market. Trade there is slack, skilled labour wasters, are being sought after. Wasters command from 12s, 3d. weakened again by the disquiet in Belgium.
13s. 4d. to 13s. 6d., some few at 12s, 9d.
is plentiful, and men are exceedingly anxious for work, and willing to 12s, 6d. Coke
Prices may be taken as firm at last week’s quotations. Makers of
to submit to very low wages in order to get it.
The quantity of water _
from the Tees to supply the best Siemens command their price.
Taking both districts, a good solid trade is being done. The
towns of Stockton and Middlesbrough, and the ironworks in the
LAUNCHES AND TRIAL TRIPS.
of Trade returns just issued show an enormous increase in
surrounding districts, does not seem to diminish, notwithstanding
the proverbial slackness of trade. At a recent meeting of the all the districts, and certainly a great share has come into this
On the 9th inst. the steamship Emden, constructed for the
Water Board it was reported that during the four weeks of the quarter. Swansea alone has a fair average rate of 35,000 boxes per Yorkshire Coal and Steamship Company, Goole, by Earle’s Shipof this can be obtained by reckoning twenty- building and Engineering Company, Hull, was taken on her official
month of May the quantities were respectively 58, 62, 61, and 59 week. The
million gallons, and some fraction of another million. If that be one boxes to the ton. I note that the increase in the trade from trial trip. She is designed to meet the requirements for the con1885
has
been
as
follows:—
rt in May, 1885, 633,000 boxes, tinental trade, and her dimensions are as follows:—Length, 220ft. ;
so, it is clear that in the case of a return of prosperity to Cleveland the powers of the board will have to be exerted to the utmost 1508,Dees export in May, 1887, 821,000 boxes, value breadth, 32ft.; depth, 13ft. 6in. She is built to Lloyd’s highest
class for iron, and has topgallant forecastle bridge and poop, a
The movement am
the workmen in the Welsh, M
the action
by the
Skinni
ve Ironyim
Company against
OT
ion es tt by
th Stnuingron
iderable portion of the latter being available as shelter for deck
districts continues, and a powerful cargo and cattle, and water ballast is provided in main and after
the North-Eastern Railway Company for prejudicial treatment has shire, and Gloucestershire
naturally excited great interest in the Cleveland district, where the society seems to be secured. The workers must not forget that it holds. A comfortable saloon, ladies’ cabin, and state room are
circumstances of the case are well
Which
y to was the formation of the Ironworkers’ Society in Wales which fitted amidships under the bridge for fourteen passengers, the
the dispute is in the right, and which in the
, must
be left for anise” ngthe trade for years, and stopped Cyfarthfa works for a entrance to which accommodation, together with steering house,
time. It is remembered in the district that Robert Crawshay are in a house overhead. The captain’s accommodation is on the
the Commissioners to decide after the long
patient
i
which they gave to the pleadings. It seems to be a fair deduction, said he would have kept on making iron until his park was covered poop, and the officers are berthed under the poop and crew forhowever, that where the relations between the managers of iron- if his men had only remained out of the Union.
ward. The vessel is schooner rigged, with two pole masts, and has
works and of the railway system upon which they are situated are
a very smart appearance. The hatches, winches, Xc., are carefully
lacking in cordiality, the position of neither set of officials is comarrai
to afford the utmost available despatch in working cargo,
parable to ‘‘a bed of roses.”
and she has also powerful steam steering gear of Harrison’s make.
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
The engines, which have also been made by the builders, are on the
(From our own Correspondent.)
triplecompound three-crank system, and havecylinders2] fin. ,34in.,
THE physiognomy of the Rhenish-Westphalian iron market has and 52in. diameter by 36in. stroke, supplied with steam of 150 Ib.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
not changed to a more cheerful one than it showed last week, pressure from a steel boiler of large size. The run on the measured
(From our own Correspondent.)
prices have in some cases receded, while others have been main- mile off Withernsea proved highly satisfactory, the engines worked
Tue Glasgow warrant market was strong at the opening this tained pretty firm ; but as a rule the demand has become slower, smoothly and well, and the mean speed attained was 13°33 knots,
wind that was blowing abeam.
week, and in consequence of reports as to increased inquiries from and the chief characteristic of the whole situation is that of holding with a st
On the 14th inst., a new irun screw tug steamer, Mourne, built and
abroad, warrants, which are strongly held, advanced to 42s. 3d. back. Buyers have little confidence in the
and therefore a
A reaction afterwards took place to 41s. 10d. when it became hand-to-mouth business is the outcome. As was hinted last week, engined by Messrs. Edward Finch and Co., went down the Bristol
known that the past week’s shipments were only 6531 tons, as com- and which is but natural, the reports from Silesia are beginning to Channel on her official trial trip. This vessel has been built for the
——. 6946 in ee week of — The market subse- be less favourable. The loss of the Russian trade is being Carlingford Lough Commissioners, Greenore, Ireland, and herdimenquently became strong,
prices
in advanced on reports that already felt, and in some sortsof pig iron stocks have begun to sions are as follows :—Length over all, 92ft. ; breadth, 18ft.; depth,
considerable orders had been moran. from the United States, and accumulate, and pressing for orders is the ae.
Present 8ft. 6in. ;and classed 100A at Lloyd’s for her particular service. Her *
propelling power consists of a pair of compound surface-condensing
that Canada was purchasing lots of iron which could not be delivered
i are: Forge pig, M. 49; foundry, 50 to ; rolled
engines, of 200 indicated horse-power, embracing every recent
in that country until after the 30th current, when the increased 27 50 ;
jal qualities, 130
to 140 ;and plates 150 to 160 p.t.
import duty will be exacted.
In the
ish districts the trade in ores is stagnant, demand is improvement applied to engines of this class, steam being supplied
Some ironmasters report that they have orders for pigs to be much to be desired, and prices in consequence are very d
. by a large steel boiler working at 1001b. per square inch pressure.
driven by a set of
delivered in the Domi
next autumn, so that it is clear that the They
from M. 8°10 to 12 for roasted steel stone on trucks at The Mourne is fitted with a powerful wind
Canadians cannot do without our iron, and will therefore have to mines.
business in pig iron also cannot be called a favourable three cylinder engines, arranged under deck, and capable
pay the heavy addition to the duty that has been decreed by their one, and it is, so to say, somewhat demoralised. The convention of lifting weights of 5 tons to 6 tons, by means of suitable chain
Government.
till now has done its best to keep prices up nominally, but the working over a large sheave fitted in head of stem, and other
jal arrangements for the performance of her various duties in
About 2700 tons of pig iron have, in the past week, been added
iegerland smelters came down in their prices a short time since,
to the stock in Messrs. Connal and Co.’sG
w stores. A furnace
now a
rt is in circulation that the convention price is all at Goons harbour. On trial her engines worked with great smoothhas been put out at Portland Ironworks by Messrs. William Baird once to be lowered about M. 44 p.t. Rather than fly to sucha ness, the vessel steaming 94 knots per hour, which performance
and Co., and one at Langloan, the total in
tion now being course it would have been more reasonable
to restrict
uction. gave great satisfaction to Captain Smith, the representative of the
seventy-eight, against eighty-four at this date
year.
Under these circumstances, it is only natural that demand should Carlingford Lough Commissioners,
ednesday, June 8th, the new screw steamer Kinshin Maru,
The current values of
5 Rigs are firmer, as follow :—Colt- ~ ‘Spieea = buyers rae
to come forward. oy ge a ms
built by Messrs. Hawthorn a’, and Co., Hebburn, for the
ness, f.o.b., at G
w, per ton, No. 1, 53s. 6d., No. 3, 44s.; Sum- ‘or Spi
not revi
as was expected, an
i
merlee, 52s. 6d.
43s. ;
joan, 50s. and 45s. 6d. ; Gartsherrie, have receded latterly, which, as remarked incidentally dove, Japanese Navigation Company, of Yokohama, went to sea for a
48s. and 44s.; Calder, 49s.
42s.; Carnbroe, 43s. and 39s. 6d.; is the case with Siegerland f
pig, whilst till now some brands trial trip. The dimensions of the vessel are:—Length, 376ft.;
ia, where the demand
is still breadth, 35ft.; depth—moulded—25ft. She has a deadweight
Clyde, 46s. and 41s.; Monkland, 43s. and 38s. 6d.; Govan at have kept up their price in
Broomielaw, 43s. and 38s. 6d.; Shotts
at Leith, 48s. 6d. and pretty
, As to other sorts, there is nothing particular to men- capacity of 3050 tons, and is fitted with compound di
inee
Company,
last quotations were, subject
now to the fall stated engines, built by the North-Eastern Marine
45s. 6d.; Carron at
outh, 47s. and 44s.; Glengarnock a‘ tion.
Ardrossan, 46s. 6d. and
6d.; Eglinton,
43s, and 38s. 6d.; Dal- above, if it take place as reported,
Spi
M. 51 to 52, and M. 2 Wallsend, having cylinders 32in. by 62in., and a stroke of 39in.
After adjusting compasses, the vessel went for a series of runs over
—
44s. and 40s.
to 3 extra for high qualities; white stee
42; best
ic steel works are well employed, and in yews week forge pig, 42 to 44; Wi
ia, 48; foundry, 49 to 56 for the the measured mile, and attained a mean speed of nearly 11 knots,
three sorts ;Bessemer,
50 to 51; basi 414; and Luxemburg forge, the — working without any hitch and giving every satisfac450 tons of Glengarnock steel billets were
at
© company was ee by Mr. Brown, the managing
Manufactured iron is quiet, there cy a
of inquiries at 82 to 33 p.t. on trucks at works. As regards rolled iron, till now tion.
the moment. The f.o,b, price at Glasgow, less 5 per cent., of bars, prices have been moderately
well maintained,
and most of the mills director, and Mr, Archibald Brown, their inspecting engineer.
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ops. Simpiex Traysposine Piano, A..G. Gigney, LonTHE PATENT JOURNAL.
Condensed
fromtheJournal oftheCommissionersof 8235, Gass Ware, R. Stuart, London.
8236. Fisu Barrs, W. Haynes, Middlesex.
;
$237. Fitters, F, Brooks —(J. Jeffery and A, Nation,
ictoria.)
Application for Letters Patent.
8238. VenTiLatine, &c., F. Brooks.—(J. Jeffery and A.
*,* When patents have been “communicated” the
Nation, Victoria.
name
address of the communicating party are 8239, Fire Extinouisuers, F. Moore, Middlesex.
oe
Ces, J. R. Hard and T. Wilson,
printed in italics.
7th June, 1887.
8241, OnnamENtTING SuRFaces, J. Budd, Surrey.
8150. Can Brake and Srarrer, G. B. Siccardi, 8242. Stoprina Borr.ezs, F,
:
m.
London.
mdon,
$243. CarnpBoaRD Boxes, W. Dickinson, sen., W.
8151. Vapour Enorne, A. Fehlen, London.
Dickinson, jun., and L. Gardner, London.
8152, Burrons, H. J. Cam, Sheffield.
8244. SupporTinc Hammocks, J. F. C. James, Birming8153, SHARPENING Razors and Surcica InsTRUMENTS,
A. R. Wonham, Southsea.
8245. Bracetets, R. H. Jones and T. Lee, Birming8154. MuLEs and Twiners, B, Ashton and B. Wimpenny, Manchester.
8246. NaIL-MAKING, J. and J. Bennie, Glasgow.
8155. Wire Srrincs for Musica, Instruments, G. 8247. Locks, H. K. Bromhead, Lon
Hookham, Birming’
8248. Straw Hat Sewinc Apparatus, E, Kéckritz,
ee + easnaieenans and Cocks, T. Thorp, WhiteC. Kéckritz, and F. Schiiller, London.
e!
8249. iene amar Borties, T. P. Green,
8157. Sprina Drawinc-Pin, T. Cox,
‘baston.
mdon.
8158, Gas Motor Enoines, H. Campbell, Halifax.
8250. Inpicator Locks, E. P. Rogers and E. H.
8159. Evecrric TeLecrRaPHic Communication, W.
Chandler, Londor.
mn.
8251. ApveRTIsING Devices, A. B. Lennox ard H. 8,
8160, PAPER-MAKING Macnines, J. Wood, Glasgow.
Morgan, London.
8161. Pickers in Looms for Weavino, J.and E, Hor- $252. CincuLar Saws, W. Lee, London.
rocks, Bradford.
8253. PYROXYLINE Gompounns, F. Crane.—(W. D.
8162. Pianororte Hammers, A. H. Reed.—(A. Dolge,
Field, United States.)
United States.)
8254. ImpLements for GaTHErine Frott, W. Lascelles8163. ATracHiING Routers to the Saarrs of WarpPina
Scott, London.
Macuiyes, T. Isherwood, Ramsbottom.
8255. AERIAL Navication, W. Gustafson, London.
Cardiff Ship Repairing Company, Limited.
8164, ATTACHMENT for Sewine Macuines, W. E. Hick- = Croppinc Macuines, A. F. Craig and R. F. Craig,
Registered on the 8th inst., with a capital of ling, Leicester.
iw.
A G. Carter, London.
8257. SHavine Brusues, J. Meek, Glasgow.
£2000, in £10 shares, to take over the business of 8165. Bicyc
Messrs. Down and Grant, shipbuilders and re- 8166.n. BorrLe Finisuinc Macuiye, H. Semple, Hamil- 8258. Automatic Luspricators, H, Billeter, jun.
Lo mdon,
pairers, carried on at the Old Canal, Cardiff. The 8167. Composition for TREATING TEXTILE Fasrics, G. 8259.
‘*Wininc” ComB-FRAMEs used in BEE-HIVES
subscribers are:—
F. Wilson, London,
C. T. Abbott, London.
Shares. 8168.
Betis,
A.
8.
Bowley,
London.
8260. SuPPLYING Gas to CLosep VessELs, M. Lachman.
G. T. Baker, Cardiff, shipowner .. ..
we
8169. PorTaBLe Apparatus for Sow1ne Szep, P. LanJ. J. Rawer, United States.
G. Svckay, Cardiff, printer .. .. ..
kester, London.
8261. Catks for HorsesHors, &c., 8. Reilander,
A. W. Hill, Cardiff, oases sont 8170. Susstrrute for Maree, J. H. Hughes and J.
on.
A. G. Mugford, Swansea, shipowner .. ..
Holdsworth,
London.
8262. ELectric Generators, W. M. Mordey, London
W. R. Hooper,
iff, provision merchant...
8171.
Musica
Boxes,
A.
A.
Lateultre,
London.
8263.
Mirrors,
F, J. Broughan.—(—L' Heutre, Brussels,
Cc. Landreth, Cardiff, Css
60 <0 -é6 0
W. Ambler and W. O. Blackburn, 8264. Prosectixes, J. Vavasseur, Lon
teta 8172. Steam-BoiLers,
tat
ttt
F. Haselow, Cardiff, shipbuilder .. .. .. .. tt
on.
8265. New NAPHTHOL-DISULPHONIC AcID, 8, Pitt.—(4.
8173.
Mecnanism
of
Cyciometers,
&c.,
G.
B.
Wilkes,
Weinberg, a
Registered without special articles,
London.
8266. New Brick, W. D. Cliff and B. E. Peto, London.
8174. Signa Lamps, 8S, T. Dutton, London.
8267. Execrric Currents, I, A. Timmis and D.
NEW COMPANIES.
8175. Lamps, J. Thomas, London.
Halpin, London.
Mount Shamrock Gold Company, Limited,
8176. Mou.ps, G. Eastwood, London.
London.
Surps, I. A.
This company
proposes to adopt
an
unregis- 8177. Preventine a Riper from being Draccepin a 8268.
TxE following companies have just been regis8269. WaTER Meters, H. 8. Price, London.
tered Pr 2 las 7th inst., made with Mr. Stirrup, J. Williams, London.
8270. Vatves for SrzaM Enoines, C. D, Abel.—(P.
tered :—
Scourrna Woot, E. Tremsal and A. Dicktus,
Crennicke, Germany.)
Lloyd, relating to mines situate in Queens- 8178.
Anglo-Portuguese Telephone Company, Limited. George
London.
of which no particulars are given in memo- 8179.
Insectors, J. Thiry and G. Chantrenne-Soiron,
9th June, 1887.
This company was registered on the 8th inst., land,
randum
and
articles
of
association.
It
was
incorLondon,
with a capital of £50,000, in £1 shares, to carry porated on the 8th inst., with a capital of 8180.
Fountarms PenHoipers, W. J. Thomas, Redfield.
Steam GeneRATORS, Pusators, &c., W. H. Far- 8271.
on the busi
of a telephone, telegraph, and £280,000, in £1 shares. The subscribers, who
8272. Savino Lire at Sea, F. P. Warren, London.
ris,
London.
Cueckine the Receipt of Money, J. M. Black,
clectric light, heat, and power supply company. are liable for £1 each, are :—
8181. Testinc SvBMARINE TELEGRAPH CaBLEs, H. A. 8273.
London.
The subscribers are :—
Taylor, London.
.
Shares.
Papiocks, F. 8, and 8. H. Platt, Walsall.
8182. PxoreLtina by Reaction, J. Y. Johnson.—(A. 8274.
Lord
Augustus
Loftus,
9,
Queen’s-gate-place
..
:
8275. PreventTiInG TratLoxcs in Looms,J. Aspinall
R. Rodgers, 53, New Broad-street, secretary to a
Ciurcu, France,
Isidor Lissner, Craven Hotel, Craven-street “
and J. Rushworth, Halifax.
8183. Printino, T. Lanston, London.
W.
Smyth,
27,
Norfolk-street,
member
for
$276.
Iron, A. L. Dowie, Glasgow.
T. Taunton, 72, Durham-road, Manor Park, Essex,
ya
ja: as ek ee BORO. ge. 3
1 8184, Seats on Decks of Vessexs for use as Rarts for 8277. TrEeaTine
Manuracture of Steet, W. Jukes, London.
A. Rumball, C.E., 1, Victoria-street,5.W. .. .. 1 Savino Lire at Sea, C. Henderson, Glasgow.
the Enps of Drivine Betts, W. H.
C. Curtoys, 109, Farringdon-road, secretary to a
8185. SHogs, &., F, J. Zwick, jun., and F. Neumann, SS anchester.
J.
H.
Mace,
B
ick-road,
Upper
Tooting,
GORA”
oe 22 ce de 0s te 00 00 te
ndon.
.
yogi py yf ae
ee eee
1
Bett Fasteners, W. H. Gilruth, Manchester.
R. Herring, 84, Land
e-road, Clapham, ac8186. Grips, A. J. Boult.—(&. D. Dougherty, United 8279.
C.
Clark,
20,
Great
St.
Helen’s,
merchant
..
..
1
8280.
Haymakine,
F, A. Smith, Woodford Halse.
COMMERMS cc cc cs cs ce ce 6s ce oe
tates.
Cc
wson, 88, Bishopsgate Within, AusReaisTeRING the Exposures of Fitms, W. Rogers,
W. J. Antram, 268, Shirland-road, W., clerk ..
agemt .u ce ce ce ce
e
1 8187. Grip Carriaces, A. J. Boult.—(Z. D. Dougherty, 8281.
Liverpool.
G. P. Pike, 108, Lower Kennington-iane, parliaUnited
States.
The
ber of directors is not to be less than 8188. Fixinc Tires to Wueets, J. H. Jones, Middle- = A...gue Lamps, W. H. Freeman and J. Thomas,
UROMGI OES «. cc ts 20 Os 09 00. 00
nm.
three, nor more than nine; the subscribers are to sex.
J. 8. Chisholm, 12, Pancras-lane, solicitor .. .. ee
Pumpixc Macuivery, W. R. Renshaw, Kidsappoint
the
first ard act ad interim; qualification 8189, Tension Devices, A. J. Boult.—(Z. D. Dougherty, 8283.
The number of directors in London is not to be
grove.
United States.)
subsequent directors, 500 shares; remunera- 8190.
8284.
ELECTRO-DEPOsITION
of the Heavy Merats, 8, P.
less than three, nor more than four; and in for
ConpuiTs, A.J. Boult.—(Z, D. Dougherty, United
£250 per annum for the chairman, and £150
Thompson, London.
Lisbon—exclusive of the
ing director—not tion,
States.)
per annum for each other director, and also 5 per 8191.
8285. REVERSING VaLves, W., H. Neilson, and T.
IMPROVED
ADDING-MACHINE,
J,
Richardson,
Lonless than three, nor more than five, The first _—
Williamson, 3
ow.
London directors are Sir Alexander Armstrong, en upon the amount available for yearly divi- 8192.on. IMPROVEMENTS in AccorpDions, J. F. Stratton, 8286.
Amusine Toy, E. J. Adams, Sheffield.
Frederick Clift, Esq., LL.D., and Arthur Henry
8287. Revotvinc Brusnes, A. 8. Tanner and A, P.
ndon,
Baker, Esq. The members of the Lisbon board
Godart, London.
are Conde de Gouvea, Conde de Lumiares, Senhor Pontypool Iron and Tin-plate Company, Limited. - on,n. Cup Curtain Suspenper, W. F. P. Moore, Lon-: 8288. CLosrne Casks, &c., T. Smith, London.
Barbosa Collen, Senhor E. Pinto Basoto, Senhor
8194, Preparation of Mrverat Oss, C. L. Baillard, 8289. Oprarninc CHLORINE from CHLORIDE of Calcium,
This
company
was
registered
on
the
8th
inst.,
London.
Jorge O'Neill O'Neill. Directors’ qualificatio:
8290. Sarety Matcu Box, G. Pullin, London.
with a capital of £14,500, in £5 shares, to acquire “ - Prope.iine Carriaces, &c., G. F, Liitticke, Lon- 8291.
£100 in shares or stock. Remuneration, £600 the
Frre Licurer, I. D. E. L. Lloyd-Jones, London.
on.
assets and effects of the Pontypool Iron and
per annum to the London board, and £500 per Tin-plate
Recepracies, A. Wells, Pyrford.
ABSORBENT Banpaces, E. Jones and M. Jacks, 8292.
in the parish of Trevethin, 8196. mdon.
annum to the Lisbon board; an additional sum Monmouth,Company,
8293. RaiLway SIGNALLING Apparatus, W. H. Parris,
©
subscribers
are
:—
of £100 will be allowed for the services of a secre8197. Steam Pumps, P. A. Newton.—(W. Craig, United 8294. mdon.
8
Pourinc Or on Waves, F. O. Larsen, London.
tary to the Lisbon board,
States.
E. Jones, Snatchwood House, near Pontypool,
Dress Stanps, &c., A. Gems, Sidcup.
= IMPROVEMENT in Dust-Bixs, W.J. McMullen, Lon- 8295.
er
eae
8296. Propuction of Cotours, L. Paul, London.
0 mn.
Automatic Furnace Grate Company, Limited. W. Williams, ‘ontypool .. . ee we ne oe
8297. Emutsions for ExTernaL Use, H, V. Knaggs,
8199.
VeLocirepsEs,
W.
T.
Shaw,
and
W.
and
A.
SydenDeena Newport, Monmouth, shipping
London.
This company was registered on the 2nd inst., D. H.Em
ham, London.
ac a os be ae oe ae oe
TREATMENT of ALIMENTARY SuBsTaNces, J. H.
8200. Maxine CarpBoaRD Boxes, E. Bostock, jun., 8298,
with a capital of £2000, in £1 shares, to acquire T. Colborne,
Newport, Mon., solicitor ..
Lock, London.
London.
and work the letters patent No. 15,135, dated J. Richards, Blaenarvon, clerk.. .. ..
8299.
Cricket Bart, G@
le and Sons, London.
8201.
Lamps,
H.
H.
Lake.—(E.
Miller
and
Co.,
IncorpoNovember 22nd, 1886, for improvements in self- J. E. Ward, Newport, Mon., solicitor ..
8300. HorsesHors, A. J. Boult.—(H. Jonas and C,
rated, United States.)
etell
eel
el
eel
feeding, self-steking, and self-cleaning furnace G. F, Colborne, Newport, Mon., solicitor
Hirsch, Germany.)
8202. Binpine for GarMENTs, R. 8, Green, London.
8301.
ArMosPHERIC
Gas-BURNERS,
C. L. Braithwaite,
fire-grates, The subscribers are :—
lites
The
ber of directors is not to be less than 8203. Tack for Garments, R. 8S. Green, London.
jun., and I. Braithwaite, London.
8, three, nor more than six; qualification, 50 pre- 8204. ProreLtinc VessELs by means of CoMPRESSED 8302.
SIGNALLING Apparatus, W. H. Childes and W. L,
L. Hoperaft, 20, Bethune-road, N., engineer...
1 ference shares. The first are Messrs, E. Jones,
Arr or Gases, P. Haenlein, London.
R. Howard, 26, Claude-road, Peckham Rye.. .. 1 R. Beck, J. Worton, and W. J. Finch; remune- 8205. Imrration Lace on TULLE Macurygs, E. DaveH. Sprague, 17, Charles-street, Northamptonnitre, London.
1 ration, 5 per cent. of the net profits divided.
8206. Errectinc by Insertion of a Corn the Propvuc- 8305. SunsHapes, J. Fenton,
iter.
nH Wade, 18, Hadfield-terrace, Peckham, acTI0N of Evecrric Licnt for a Certain Time, D. H. 8306. VELocipEDEs, A. J. Boult.—(F. Renz,
Germany.)
1
Davies and J. M. Tourtel, London.
Utra Wood Company, Limited.
Sarety Bicycie, J. Spanton, WestR. J. Howard, 26, Claude-road, Peckham, clerk..
1
8207. Open Hearto Sreex Furnaces, H. Burrows, ge
V. C. Doubleday, 87, Wallbrook, accountant .. 1
London.
On
the
4th
inst,
this
company
was
registered,
CHECK PERFORATING Press, W. A. Larlham and
Sy ea aS MR 6w)., 00.03 on. 00. es
1 with a capital of £180,000" in £100 shares, to 8208. Kwire CLEANING Macutnes, E. Wright, London. 8308,
W. . Heir,ir, Lon on.
Registered without special articles,
carry on business as timber growers and mer- 8209. Fire-LicuTer, W. McCarthy, London.
8309. GoLF BaLL, M. Gray, London.
8th
June,
1887.
8310.
C. H. Buchanan and J. Hewitt, Leicester.
chants, and as sawmill proprietors. The sub8210. Precious Stones and JEWELLERY, N. Feder- 8311. Sasm Fasteners, K. A. Reisert, London.
Banwen Tin-plate Company, Limited.
scribers are :—
—. ——— J. A. Hopkinson and J. Hopkinson,
green, London.
Shares.
This company was registered on the 8th inst.,
mdon.
8211. Preventinc the Burstinc of WaTER-PIPEs, T.
H. Fidgen, 8, Albion-villas, Northumberland
8313, ~ perce of Kip Guoves, J. Wilson, Portswith a capital of £20,000, in £10 shares, to carry T. SS.
Wrigley, London.
on a as 00 ep va se
mou
8212. Rereatinc BREECH-LOADING ALARM GuN, A. W.
on business as iron, tin, and steel-plate manufac- T. F. Goddard, George-lane, Wanstead ..
“a
Tips for Heets of Boots and SHogs,
B
, Worcester.
turers, ironfounders, steel converters, &c,; and D,Eyre, 28, Warwick-square .. .. ..
8213. Ferric SuLPHATE or SESQUI-PERSULPHATE of
5
4
on.
129, Huddlestone-road, N.
will purchase from Mr. J. Moy Evans, of Swansea, R, Wolfenden,
8315. HoLprxe on —- Brake Levers of VELOCIPEDES,
Iron, 8. Hallsworth and R. Bailes, London.
56, Eleanor-road, Dalston ..
ie
certain property at Llandelofawr, Carmarthen, J.W. H.Eacott,
S
oro,
ion.
8214. TeLerHone Systems, W. P. Thompson.—(Z.
8.
Caldwell,
34,
Latimer-street,
Stepney,
E.
The subscribers are :—
8316. Frre-Bricks, C. F. Laspe, London.
Mauritius, Germany.
Shares. 8. Jordan, 65, Limerston-street, Chelsea .. .. tttt
8215. BaLancine of
Motions for Szwrne and $317. BREECH-LOaDING Guns, T. Nordenfelt, London.
W. M. G. Hole, Swansea, cattle salesman . ..
The
ber of directors is not to be less than other Macuines, L, Jones, Liverpool.
8318, Compounp for Pavine, A. Scrutton.—({D. B.
M. Scapes, Swansea, cattle dealer .. .. .
McLaren, New Zealand.)
three, nor more than twelve; the subscribers are 8216. Sanp-mouLpinc Macuines, W. C. Whitehead
J. Thomas, Swansea, solicitor .. .. .. .
8319. mammal and Dust Exctuper, F. Attock,
and J. H. Latshaw, Liverpool.
to appoint the first; qualification, £100 in shares 8217.
J. M. Evans, Swansea, solicitor .. .. . ..
PerMaNGANATE of Sopa, G. H. Bolton, J. R.
ndon.
or stock, The company in general meeting will
B. T. Rosser, Swansea, shipbroker.. .. .. ..
8320,
Fire-LicuTers, B, J. Beckmann, London.
Wylde,
and
H.
Auer,
—
determine remuneration.
D. Griffiths, Pontard:
tin- plate works
8321, CLaAsPING APPLIANCE for SEcURING Laprs’ Boas,
8218. Gas from Coat, 5. W.
‘ing, London.
. Weintraud, London.
8219. SeEL¥F-FLUSHING WaTER-CLOoseT, R, Garner, BirR. Smith, Clydach, auctioneer... .. .. .. .. SSS
8322. ExTINGUISHING Fire, H. W. Hart, London.
wn
Westinghouse Engine Company, Limited.
—= Ixcaxpescent Gas Fires, T. Fletcher, Man- 8323. Fountain PENHOLDER, J. Gilmore and W. R.
The number and names of the first directors
chester.
Clark, London.
This company proposes to acquire several 8221.
will be determined by the subscribers; qualificaBanp Saw Macurnes, J. Hamilton, Derby.
10th Jung, 1887.
patent relating to the manufacture of
tion, 20shares, The company
in general meeting letters
steam engines, and to carry on business as manu- 8222. ComBINED Penci, Point Protectors and 8324. Lawn Tennis and other Rackets, F. H. Ayres
will determine remuneration.
facturers and dealers in Westinghouse and other
and G. E. Potts, London.
8325. Srop-moTion applicable to Twistrnc and
engines, machinery, and electrical appa‘ax.
Beeston Humber Cycle
Manufacturing
ayPhe
oe
1g Compan
Company, steam
Dovsiine Yarns, E. and D. Sykes, Huddersfield.
ratus. It was registered on the 6th inst., with a 8224. Arracnine Raitway Caarrs to METALLIC or like 8326.
StarRTING and Stroprinc MACHINERY, J. Ellison,
Harman,
London.
of £100,000, in £10 shares. The sub- 8225. Printinc, Wax1nG, or O1Line TissvE and other
This company was registered on the 6th inst., capital
Halif: ax.
scribers
are
:—
with a capital of £1000, in £10 shares, to take
8327. Securtnc Rais in Cuarrs or SLeEpers, W. E.
Papers, &c., W. W. Colley, London.
P.
LeRS, R, Scott, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
over the business of cycle manufacturers carried *J. . M. M. Stobart, Spring
is - and Excavatine, J. H.
Val:e, near R; are —-. mony . Ffor —
8227. ELevators, M. Martin, London.
on by Messrs. T. Humber and T. H. Lambert, at W. Duff Bruce, 8,iP!Champion
Park,
k Hill
organ, Liverpool
8228. Stream GENERATORS and Water Boiers, C. A.
Beeston, Nottingham. The subscribers are:—
*J. W. H. James, C.E., 9, Victoria-chambers, 8. W.
Knight.—(Partly communicated by the Babcock and 8329, ComBinaTION of Parts of TELEPHONIC and ELEc*Sir J. D. Mackenzie, Bart., 62, Redcliffe-square. .
tric BELL SIGNALLING InstRUMENTS, &c., W. E.
Wilson Company, United States.)
W. Horton, beg ee! nm nnn KM
ee
*J, A. Machellan, Glasgow, engineer .. .. ..
8229. Forminc SERPENTINE TusEs and Bars, W. FairLangdon, Derby.
M. D. Rucker, 32, Holborn-viaduct,
neer ..
J. Dixon Gibbs, 18, Warwick-street, RegentThe Babcock and Wilson Company, United 8330, Yarns, T. H. Blamires, Huddersfield.
G. D. N. Ford, 11, Percy-square, .C., ace
tttt weather.—({
et
8831.
Steam Pressure Repucine Vatves, G, Spencer,
tes,
J, Edwards, 152, Holborn-viaduct, accountant .. 1 8230. Swacinc NeEpte Buianks, &c., A. Anderson.
Manchester.
1,
Islington,
. Cokes,
e8, 7,St:Peicr-atzeet:
e 81
n. ler
er! on
(The Singer Manufacturing Company, United 8332. Riss of Umprezas, 8. E. Coulter, Manchester.
The
ber of di
3 is not to be less than
T. N. Brown, 87, Vincent-square, Westminster,
8333,
BLEAcHING Paper PuLp, &c., by ELECTROLYsIs,
ates,
three, nor more than seven; qualification, £250 ber SHeaves for Puiitey Biocks, W. Alexander,
J. Takmine, Manchester.
W. H. Tucker, 7, St. James-road East, machinist
in shares or stock; the first are the subscribers
Ww,
8384,
SILveR
CLEANING Paste, J. Nicholls, Sheffield.
H. J. Wallder, 28, Entick-street East, machinist Ll
oedd denoted by an asterisk; remuneration, £800 per 8232. CovERiNe of Recepractes, E. Diver, Kenley.
eel
8835, Veuictes for ApveaRTisina Purposes, J. T. and
Registered without special articles,
annum,
8233. FasTENING Saas, &c., M. Fox, Middlesex.
W. Gregory, Sheffield,
AMERICAN NOTES.
(From our own Correspondent.)
ae 5 Sor bay 8rd,
x receipts of lead at New York since January
as against 7369 tons for
tons,
7228
Up
ys
spelter,
same time last year; and 1443 tons of
inst 598 tons for the same time last Fang
ere has been a very oes oyagen 0! =
and
a very active inquiry is in progress for
_ Meliverion Prices have advanced from 5c.
to 10c., and the market is very firm at present
writing. Stocks are light throughout the country.
Scotch iron is dull at 19°50 dols. for Eglinton,
90 dols. for Glengarnock, and 22 dols. for Coltness. English Bessemer is quoted at 20 dols.,
There is
and English spiegeleisen at 27°50 dols. American
no business done in foreign material, and
buyers are unwilling to make any offers. Steel
me have been quite active at 38 dols, to 39 dols,
at mill. Tin is moving more freely; stocks,
1100 tons,
i:
The merchant iron trade has fallen off, and
quite a number of mills in New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio have started on single turn,
awaiting an improving demand nag it is
thought, will set in about June 15th,
e only
exceptions are in structural iron, for which there
is a very heavy demand at full-quoted rates, viz.,
295 for angles and 3°30 for beams and channels,
The pig iron output is about 20,000 tons per day,
and as yet there are no signs of any accumulations
of stocks, The Brouvklyn Eleva
Railroad Company has contracted for 15,000 tons of structural
iron. A few Southern railway companies are in
the market for early deliveries of steel rails. The
winter prospects for both crude and finished iron
are better than they were two weeks ago. The
nail trade is active, but the capacity is far in
excess of any Tampa requirements, The mills
now built could tarn out 9,000,000 kegs per year
of 100 Ib, each,

Constructional Ironworks Company, Limited.
Upon terms of an
ment of the 27th ult.
this compan ——
purchase the engineering and aoe Ha ry business lately
on by
W. Ayres, under the style of Ayres and Co., at
54, High-street, Bromley-by-Bow. It was registered on the 6th inst., with a capital of £5000, in
£1 shares, The purchase consideration is £1860,
in fully-paid shares, The subscribers are:—
*F, Brickwell, C.E., Hampden Club... .. .. 300
*J. Davies, 30, Coolhurst-road, Crouch End... |. 250
*T. Crooke, 5, Hi
t, Camden-road .. 100
H. Codner, 92, London-wall, bootmaker .. .. 20
H. C. Hay, Sutton, Surrey.. .. .. .. «+ «
E. H. Osborn, 91, Southwark Bridge-road,
OS
a
ee ere
ee
ey
. C. H. Watkin, Mansion House-chambers,
avohifect 8. . co ce ce se ce ce co os
The number of directors is not to be less than
three, nor more than five; qualification, 50 shares,
e first are Messrs, Walter Ayres, 3, Southsquare, Gray’s-inn; W. 8. Codner, Bromley-byBow; and the subscribers denoted by an asteris
Remuneration, £200 per annum, or such further
sum as the poe nayJ in general meeting may
determine,
payable only after 6 per cent. per
annum dividend has been paid.
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$336. Merat Connecrion between the Hanpie and
the Heap of a Broom, J. Smith and R. Harris,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
8337. Recenerative Gas Buryers, T. Fictcher, Manchester.
$338. Currinc Spaces in the Dorrers ~4 CaRDING
Exorxes, 8. Roberts and W. Pitt, Halifa:
8339. Rorary Pumps, Blowers, and Rxuaverene,
J. T. Collinge, Manchester.
$340. —— and Locxixe Motion, J. Bradbury,
8341. og "ent Wixpow Firrixes, W. Griffiths,
8 wansea.
8342. Currine of Spiixts, &c., W. Ellis, London.
8343. Breaxinc-orr Coats without BLastine or
Weparxe, W.
, Stoke-on-Trent.
8344. Brarp, W.
ton, Burton-on-Trent.
8345. CuTTINe Sraaicur Axevucar Grooves in Taps
and Duss, &c., J. Ruscoe, ~*~
8346. Brooms and Brusues, W. C. Scuse, Bristol.
8347. Benprne, &c., Inon and Steet Pates or Bars,
Patrick andW. Hunter, Glasgow.
=. — Vatves for ENGINES, A. Smith, ManS349.a and Warter-rire Hooks, 8. J. Ainge,
$350. Apparatus for Disinrectine CLorHine, Xc.,
H. H. Redfern,
y.
$351. Lire and TREASURE-SAVING APPARATUS at SEA,
A. Jones, Bristol.
$352. Pianorortes, W. Hirl, London.
8353. Mrxcixe Mar, &e., and Forctxe the same into
Recervers, L. Hanks, London.
8354. Sprrroon, G. G. MacWilliam, London.
8355. Direct-actine Steam and other Peuwe, G. G.
Picking and W. Hopkins, London.
8356. Lerrer-Boxes, A. Arkaj, Liv
$8357. Puriryinc and FILTERING ater, &c., H.
Rimmer, London.
8358. Foot-BaLL Buappers, T. Parry and J. Lazenby,
London.
8359. Construction of Gas-BuRNERS, W. H. Howorth,
London.
8360. Pree Jorts, R. P. Fisher, Sheftield.
8361. Pressixe Bricks, H. Belcher, e«$362. AncHors, G.
rne and G,
Simms,
Birmingham.
8363. INDESTRUCTIBLE PicrurE Asc, R. H. Wallbank, London.
8364. Arracuinc to Lines Textite Fasrics for
Buieacurxe, J. A. Schofield, London.
$365. Taums INSERTION MACHINES, W. P. Thompson.
+S. Arnold, United States.)
8366. Coverrxes for Demiouns, Jars, &c ,E. Lyon,
Liverpool.
8367. Sre-saw for Car_pren, W. Cunningten, London.
$368. CarRiaGE Lamps, C. Butler, London.
$369. Mepicixe, W. G ’attree, London.
8370. Tips for Heets of Boots and Sxogs, J. Branch,
London.
8371. Bicycues, &., J. M. Starley,, London.
8372. Roiiep Grass, G. F. Chance, ——.
8373. Exema Nozzzz, H. J. Lange,
8374. Hotprse PxHorocrapHic Fits, G.oY. J. Poirin,
London.
8875. TuxweLLIve Macumxes, R. Stanley, London
8376. Sprive Matrresses, &c., W. B. Hunt, London.
77. Securnmse the Rams. of Ratways in their
Cuarrs, J. Stevenson.—({T. Despiau, France.)
8378. De.iverrne Goons in Excnance for Cor, F. L.
Rawson, London.
8379. AuTroMaTICALLY De.iverine Papers, F. L. Rawson, London.
8380. Operative Tram-cars, A. L. Lineff and W.
Jones, London.
8381. Sicut Feep Lusricators, J. H. Schofield and A.
V. G. Worth, London.
8382. Testixc the Strenctu of a Biow from the Aru,
8384. Cur Locwoop, P. ‘ateara,> tee, J. A. Birrell,
W. Brock, jun., and J. Adam,G!
8385. Sprixc CLIP and TROUSER i, M. D.z
Czvetkovics, London.
8386. Guipinc BatLoons for AERIAL Navicatioy, J. I.
‘iro, London.
8387. ErnereaL Om, I. Traube and G. Bolander,
London.
8338. Rack, H. 8
, jun., London.
8389. NEEDLE Hoxprr, J. Darling, Glasgow
8390. NEEDLE THREADERS, J. Darling, Glasgow.
8391. — Parer, &c., J. Craig.—{C. J. Stanbold,
Saron
8392. Gas Burners, J. A. C. Mackenzie, London.
8393. ag Vatves, G. Eskholme andC. E. Chrimes,
8394, Venoicenuen Hats, Hetmets, &c., W. H. Gilruth,
London.
a Firrixe Brake Appiiances to Venicies, W. M.
e,
ion.
8396. Preventine Corrosion in Steam Borvers, A. J.
Marquand, London.
llth June, 1887.
8397. Batis for Lawn-Tennis, F. H. Ayres, London.
“oe PANDING APPaRaTus for Lappers, G. Edwards,
ion.
8399. Ivory CARDBOARD-MAKING Macutne, W. Bowery,
Hemel Hem
8400. Grist a R. Burns, Rugeley.
8401. Loa,
8. 8.
~ekGmedant 4. Leredde,
France.)
8402. Biorrive Paper, C. Jackson, Nottingham.
8408. Coxe Gripes, J. Atkinson and J. M. Wright,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
BgSarety Exvevore, J. J. Nicholson, Penang,
8405. Roitep Inox, W. C. Readhead and W. Rockliffe,
Sunderland.
8406. Croser Seat Cover, F. A. Binney.—(J. G. Bodemer, Germany.)
8407. Carnrniace Ironwork, J. G. Harrison, Birming8408. Eastic Trmep Waeexs, J. Shelton, London.
8409. Lominous Sicwa., C. V. Boys, London.
8410. Eoc Borer, J. Wangler, Birmingham.
8411. Torpepo Conpucrtor, J. C. Tanner and J. Mansbridge, London.
8412. Scutts, Oars, &c., H. P. Golton, Forest Gate.
8413. Stream Boer Feepino, &c., G. H. Stechmann,
Manchester.
8414. Dryisc Smatt Coat, J. A. Yeadon and R.
Middleton, Leeds.
8415. Distrisutine Insecticipe Moist or Dry, J. L.
on.
8416. Type-wreiter, H. P. Babbage, Cheltenham.
8417. Coynectinc the Pickers with the Pickine
Sticks of Looms for Weavixe, H., L., and F. C.
Lister and G. Thewlis, Bradford.
8418. Prttar Pumps, &c., T. Fisk, Ipswich.
8419. AcTvuaTiNa, &c., SHEDDING Taprets,J.Knowles
and J. Mercer, Black ‘burn.
8420. DELIvertse Borries from FILL MACHINES,
W. H. Dance and W. Smith, Landport.
—Equa.isine the Motion of Cranks, G. H. Harris,
8422. a
Dirt from Carpinc Macurnes, C. de
Hem
me and F. de Hemptinne, London.
8423. Suprortinc Music and other Booxs, H. C.
4 London.
8424. Hostery, J. Hearth, W. Hearth, J. Raven, and
W. H. Willis, London.
8425. DoveH-curtixe Macuixe, J. Baker, J. A. Baker,
bon7}Baker, and G. 8. Baker.—(H. Bertram, Deutschand,
8426. Soprum and Potassium, J. B. Thompson and WWhite,
on.
8427. ALumixicm, J. B. Thompson and W. White,
London.
8428. Warp Beams, J. Goff, London
$429, CARPRT-BEATING MAcuINERY, A Orr, G
Ww.
8430. — and Time APPARATUS, C. AL An erson,
on.
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8431. eee, J. Imray.—(La Société Anonyme
atnglatiévres Colorantes et Produits Chimiques de St.
8, A. F. Poirrier, and D. A, Rosenstichl, France.)
ssa."Enpeoarmme the ArrenpANce of WArTERS at
Tasies, A. Rettich, London,
$433. TELEPHONE APPARATUS, F. W. Neale, London.
8434. Empromnery Frames, E. O, Eaton.—(J. Lancaster, United States.)
8485. SUPPORTING Banners, &c., E. O. Eaton.—{J. H.
Lancaster, United States.)
8436. Mrcn anism for Laue Extineuisuina,A. Rettich,
ion.
8437. Mono and Diamipoazopenzipines, &c., L. Paul,
jon.
8438, —~ we for Grinpivc Corres, &c., H. Kill,
8439. Qrnaer and other Pavine, C. F. W. Dochring,
London.
8440. —_ Torrepo, A. P. McMullen.—{J. A.
McMullen, Formosa.)
S441. DIsiNFECTION, &c., of Fou, Marrers, J. Hanson,
London.
8442. Cocxs or Vatves, W. Young, London.
8443. Execrrotytes for Execrric Batreriss, R.
McKenzie.—(H. Weymersch, France.)
8444. SEwINne 1" y J.8. awards,Earn.
8445. Mitxine Cows,G
8446. Recervixe the TaRrvst of the sad Suart of
Marine Enorves with Less Friction, H. E. Daniell,
8447. Surpprnc and TransFerRine Coat, P. G. B.
Westmacott, London.
8448. Sewina Macuines, H. H. Lake.—(N. Wheeler,
United States.
8449. Macazine Fire-arms, A. R. J. von Wehrstedt,
London.
8450. DovetaiLine Macuines, R. Low, London.
8451. Couptine Burrers, G. Turton, London,
8452. SHeaRinc Anma.s, W. Bell, J. W. Broomhead,
W. A. Jones, and J. L, Suckling, London.
13th June, 1887.
1. Dome Moror, Messrs. Thompson, Dowsing,
and Rew,
on.
8454. Hyprautic Macuryes, J. P. O’Donnell.—(N.
Trébault, France.)
8455 Raitway Coup.ines, R. C. Sayer, Bristol.
8456. Fixine Parts of VELOCIPEDES, &e., J. Beesley,
Coventry.
—<_. Courtine, &c, Roiiina Stock, E. McKay,
am
C. Seel, Barmen.
8459. Hoists and Crass, F. Hindle and J. E. Norton,
Manchester.
8460. JacquaRp Macurves, J. McMurdo, Manchester.
8461. Saretps of Hay-makers, E. N. Ruck, Swindon.
8462, ae Macuives and NEEDLEs, C. de DNegri,
jon.
8463. Vertical Hincgs, J. Rowland, Sunderland.
8464. Decoratine Toy Tops, 8. —- Liverpool.
8465. Arracnine Pickrya Straps, J. Barker and A.
Barker, Bradford.
8466. ArmospHERIC VacuuM Morors, E. G. Wastfield,
Manchester.
8467. WEIGHING Macuarsg, F. Foster, London.
8468. Usinc Zrxc for Lirno Prixtinc, W. Selous,
London.
= — — CasE Log voll Birmingham.
‘EsTING BUTTER,
Erdington, near
Manchester.
8471. Luccace Carrier, J. B_ Brooks, Bieineiote "
———
Dark Siipes, W. Mi
iss,
8473. Comprvep Door Sprivo and Cueck, G. F. Newman, Birmingham.
—
Asparacus, &c., E. Thomson, Lower
8475. Lock Nuts, W. P. Thompson —(W. A. Pungs,
United States.)
8476. Hooxs and Eves for Macuine Banps, &c., D. F.
Cam
London.
8477. CLosine or Foipine Seat, J. Tourtel, Westminster.
8478. Pickers for Looms, 8. Fielden and Y. J. Fielden,
Manchester.
8479. Frscer Protectors, W. P. Thompson.—(P.
Bouveron, Germany.)
8480. CLEANSING Suir’ -—. T. Drewry, London.
oe Carriace Lamps,W. Howes, London.
8482.
_ Avwomiano Detivery of
Goons,A. J.
8483. WarMIne ———y &c., T.ow “4 Sheffield.
— AUDIBLE SienNa.s, J. Spiers,
8485. Printinc Macurives, A. H. Marinoni and J.
on,
8486. IsreRLockinc Levers in Rattway Porxt and
Sicwat Apparatus, J. P. O'Donnell, New Malden.
8487. Lowerinc Boats from Suips’ Sipes, G. H.
oan"te London.
Ssurrers for Cameras, W. J. Lancaster, Bir8489. FirEPROoF METALLIc Prasterine, W. C. Milton,
London.
8490. Derecror Apparatus, J. Burch, London.
8491. Neepite for Sewixe Macuixes, T. Smith,
London.
8492. Grixpmsa ANIMAL and other Sosstances, F.
Quénéhen and A. Vansteenkiste, London.
8493. Protectors, &c., for Carbs, &c., G. A. Hearn,
London.
8494. RecuLators, W. H. Metcalf, London.
8495. Evecrric Lamps, A. M. Clark. —(C. Bertou,
France.)
8496. Tricycies, W. Phillips, London.
8497, SHaRPeNiNe Saws, C. F. Hax, London.
8498. Lamps, L. W.
and W. F. Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
= Mowers, W. Timms and R. B. Thompson,
8500. ae Wirzs, R.8. Waring, London.
. W. Holland, London.
8503. Trusses, C, B.
8504. CoLcourine, C, A. Bennert, London.
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
(From theUnited States’ Patent OfficeOfficial Gazette.)
360,650. Ratcuer Bit-pracr, L. C. Bolen, Springjield, Mass.—Filed August 4th, 1886.
Claim:—() In combination,
stock 2, ha’ the
ratchet wheel 4
brace 3, rotably
attached to said stock, two wis votally attached
to said brace to one side of

thohence 8extaity alee to said stock, two
pivotally attached to said brace to one side
ratchet wheel,a
of a vibratory motion cee
m the latter, united by a spring, and a rotating
stud 9 located
between said pawls, having a camshaped neck for engagement therewith, whereby they

are vibrated, and a head engaging under said paw
substantially assetforth.
sia:
360,620. Process or TREATING aan J. Rigby, Minnepolis, Minn,—Filed March
1886.
Claim. —The Spey Ne
of mel
and
treating =e iron scraps or wrought iron of any
description, ich consists in placing the scrap iron

JUNE

17, 1887.

the
coals thaene
he seabenice es a sachets
to ~~
a ane
and connecting one carbon plateof
the
file between the adjacent pair of Ee ban 3 r toSeries,
substantially as described, () In an
tus for
the carbon or o'

Mernop or Formina Joints 1xoso
B. 0.am, Springteld, Ohio.—Filed Sep.
Claim,—The "norelin-described method of forminga
joint in sheet-metal tubes, the same consisting in
Yo’

and suitable solid fuel in the cupola and then injecting
= into the air space with the blast, substantially
as described.
360,644. Sream Enore Arracument, J. H. C.
—* Meriden, Conn.—Filed November 23rd,
Chime 1) The combination of the steam cylinder
A, piston B therein, the spring M, in a}
a -, 1
substantially at right angles to the axisof
fixed at one end, the other end hung to the oe as
a resistance to the movement of
ton, and an
oscillating cylinder, with a system of levers between
said cylinder and said piston, the end of the lever next
the cylinder of tea marker, and by which levers
the ee | the piston against the action of the
said spring will be im;
to said
stantially as described.
steam cylinder, a piston ean therein, a spring

fit the end of one such tube into the end of anothes
such tube, in attaching a wire to the inner tube, and
in revolving both tubes in
te directions, whereby
the wire is drawn between
two tubes and the thin
metal bulged so as to form a groove therefor.
677. Frep-ro.t,pdL. Saveigues, Waterville, Conn.
—Filed January6th
Claim, —
erzen deaesthed feed-roll, aa
of the arbor A, anh
polygonal
or non-c lindrical sha;
combined with two or more concen ic sections, o th
interior of said sections cuneapenting in shape to the

shape of the arbor, but the opening Fe won the
of greater transverse
area than the transverse
area of the arbor, with elastic material between the
and
corresponding
inner surfs of the
surfaces of the arbor substantially as described.
360,682. Ore» Fuvenam, EB. C. Grifin, Brooklya
¥. Y.—Filed October 81st, 1885,
Claim.—(1) In an ore pulveriser, a vertical spheroidal
rotating
in combination —- ~¥ e=
ary diaphragm for directing
curren
npon
= ae or surface of attrition, so that the
off the pulverised material asfastas ground,
ly as described. (2) In an ore pulveriser, a

arranged in a plane at substantially right angles to the
axis of the piston, fixed at one end, the other end hung
between the

case,
ite
am yo to the
je the
evice, and mechanism tween said piston
card-carrying device, wh
the
ore
theaa may be comasuntentol tauieaon,
$0
substantially as described.
360,517. Apparatus For Recutrina Fixes, J. E.
Briley,5 ee ao —— aay
Claim.—{1) In an apparat
recutting files
electro-chemical action, the dielectric sates’ and the

ical spheroidal rotating shell, incombination with
an interior stationary Gapteegm tor
for directing the
current of air upon the line of yey and passages
for introducing said air current 1
and for carrying the air an
substantially asS demntbel. (8) In an oremyn
a
vertical
rotating
interior stationary
ae, air
to and
the same, and
feed passage, sul
tiallyas described.
860,709. Tune Currer, 0. F. Martin, Somervitle.—
Filed March 8rd,1887.
Claim —(1) Ina tool for cutting ge the combinahaving
one end not
cut, a plurality of oo
levers pivotted to said
sleeve, a nut fi
sleeve and constructed
and
to
said levers
to vibrate them and
cause them to pom sa
the tube to be cut, a revoluble
cutter-head constructed and
to enter the
tuhe to be cut and mounted by its
k in a bearing
in said sleeve, a cutter-stock carring a rotatable cutter

half its perip
being smooth

7heeveeoadhalf of said periphery
tric with the axis.

JUNE

24, 1887.
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|
nates, not the natural numbers, but the common logarithms leaves residual errors. which may either increase or
of the ordinates. The upper ends of these will then be |diminish the deduced speed ; and it will readily be seen
found to range in the inclined straight lines we have the value 16°07 would neither render the quantity Log. f
described ; and slight aberrations from such lines will|constant nor give the true value of Log. E, whereas both
|have to be studied in order to condescend upon the most | are satisfied by the value V = 16°16, In the same way,
probable values of the observation data.
e must bear in the following example, the speed for trial (3), given as
in mind: the element of so much importance—the true a knots, ought to be 12°49 knots, very nearly, as
speed through the water—is not capable of direct obser- ‘ollows :—
vation. In almost every case, from the occurrence of tidal
Exampie No. IL.—W.M.S.S. Heroine.
or wind drift, the observed speeds may differ very conTrial
Revo- Indicated ,
E.
siderably from the true speeds ; and the usual methods of speeds, lutions. power, Values, logs. N
a
wee9
a
correcting these, by taking means of the averages of 16.
«(762.47
7910{ Also,108.9 dsSu 7 wee
7 12881
different runs, with and against the drift, does not wholly af =
wy...
022
~
—
=
C
O
«
w
t
.
OTT
remove errors arising from variations in the rate of drift 19° 06; 2001... OO ac POR
during the time occupied by the trials. In Proposition
(V.) out of the variable elements presented by the problem win... 18’ .. Mes... RS
For the obvious reason ;
of
steamship propulsion, one has been evolved which is, or Thus, by Proposition V., we have
Power developed in high-pressure cylinder =
11123-7910 =_ °3213
ought to be, constant! If not so, the discrepancy can be
= d*
2sNxP
a-2n) = ———
—“"
=_ 081
traced to a faulty method or mere error of observation;
(
)
13°12 — 916
3°96
4
5
and
where
well-defined
and
continuous
differences
are
Again, Trialspeeds= 9°16 «11°47, «1249'S «18-12
Power developed in low-pressure cylinder =
apparent, can then be shown to be due to changed conar dt x 28 N x p
“7420 “9291 «#410117 = 1°0627
ditions, due to hitherto undefined and not understood Products *08112%V =
4
33,000
Log. ——*
= = i _-- 1°1881 _-1°1881 —1°1881 -1°1881
causes. I shall now proceed to partially illustrate the Add aaa
21,010
d*s
pas awagiry of these propositions to a few examples ; and Sums, from
= — 19301 1172 "1998 2508
Consequently, sum E = aioio N
+ rp).
if some of them may have already been referred to in my
=
7910 ‘9777 10607 1°1128
Hence, in any case, when we have given E, N, d and s, we letters, the importance of the subject will, I think, justify Logs. ©
obtain the unit piston pressures corresponding to the the sacrifice of some space to their restatement. I would
Practically, a
here
remark,
the
various
propositions
are
not
independent
power, referred to the high-pressure cylinder alone, by the
Leaves Log. f
=
“8609 © °8605 "8609 “8615 { constant
quantity.
of each other ; they mutually are involved in, and justify
obvious formula—
each other; also, rbg its nature, Proposition (V.) is but Mean value Log. f = ‘8610, and f = 7:261lb. Next, deter21,010 E
(b)
slightly affected by one very fertile source of error, viz., mine values Log. E, by Proposition VI.
O+rp)-— TN
noting of the revolutions. Therefore, its apIn the next place, so long as the movement takes place incorrect
%* |=-1-1881 —1°1881 -1°1881 -1°1881
better enables us to deal with and localise errors Since, Log. * 21,010
under precisely the same conditions, other than differences plication
And, Log.f .e) = °8610 “8610 “8610 “8610
in
the
observation
of
speeds
and
diagram
pressures.
From
in the amount of developed power, at different trial speeds, the “ Admiralty Tables” of Trial Data, let us now con- Also, Log. N
= 1°8820 1°9872 2°0888 2°0538
the following set of conditions, expressed in six proposi- sider
a simple case—say, one of the trials of her Majesty’s
“(= Logs. of
tions, are satisfied :—
work done on
steamship Constance.
Sum
= 1°9311 2°0363 2°0829 2°1029- the constant
Proposition (I.).—The logarithms of the sum of the unit
ExampLe
No.
1.—H.M.S.S.
Constance.
| resistance,
piston pressures increase from the value log. fat the
\f = 7°261Ib.
=
of
origin,
by the product of a small constant quantity of the
A
gD
(secteraiving
form (a—%), by the speed. Or in symbols—
v
N
E
Add
‘081V..
..
=
*7420
“9291
1°0117
1°06274
gross work
Log. (P+ rp) = Log. f+(a-—n)V.
. (L)
on
9°04 4. 748 4. 800 .. 1°0292 Also, Log. ety = -1°5100.
teres
Proposition (II.).—The logarithms of the number of
12°07 .. 92°0 .. 1688 .. 1°2282
revolutions for each mile of speed increase from the value
18°72 .. 106°8 .. 2522 ., 18781
Beng: t= 276781 2°9654 80046 8°1656
log. m at the origin, by the product of a small number 2,
=
Practically, ’
Now divide the difference of the first and last of the By Trialieaingraas,
by the speed. Or, in symbols—
in
|= 2°6730 2°9647 —3°0945 sis
Log. E aes! tie
agreement.
values of Log. es by the difference of their correLog. + =Log.m+nvV.
. . (IL)
Example, No. IV.—A merchant single-screw steam
sponding speeds. We obtain—Proposition V.—
vessel, built by Messrs. Denny, Dumbartor ; and in this,
Proposition (IIL.).—The logarithmsof the gross indicated
— 1373) -- 10292 _ ‘3439 _
and, indeed, in nearly every case, a slight drift correction
horse-power for each mile of speed increase from the value
is necessary. The speed for the second trial, given at
(-*""Sate
"a
log. 6 at the origin, by the product of a small number a,
9°20 knots, ought to be only 9°10 knots, as will appear
Hence the following calculation :—
by the speed. Or, in symbols—
from the following calculations :—
H.M.S.8.
Constance.
Log. J = log. b+aV.
.. (IL)
ExaMPLe No. IV.-—S.S. Merkara,—Messrs. Denny Brothers,
Trialspeeds .. = 9°94 12°07 18°72
Dumbarton.
9045 1°0984 172485
Proposition (IV.).—The logarithms of the effective unit Product “001V.. =
Trial
Revo- Indicated y
E
15109 -1°5109 09 -1°5109
-1
piston pressures for each mile of speed increase from the Log.» 1,010& 8 5, = =1°5109
Speeds. lutions. power. Values Log. —.
value log. 2 at the origin, by the product of a small
wy
)
ds = — 1°6238
=
6°20 .. 31°15 oe 299 ps saot 9815 5
a Also Log -————
3010
um... .. .. =
‘4154
‘6098 7504
number of the form (a + g), by the speed. Or, in} §—from
9°10
..
44°75
..
TIS
..
-1°1989
symbols—
11°09. «54°35 =. «1225 .. «1°3525
Log. 5
1°0202 1°2232 1°3731
Log. apo l = Log.l + (a +g)V (IV.)
~~
¢ Apractical justification 12°91 .. 68°23 .. 1048 .. 1°4889
Leaves Log. f.. =
*6138 6139 “6137, of the constancy of
By Proposition V.—
_ Proposition (V.).—The constant deduction from the unit
this quantity.
(a- n) ae 1 4889 -_ 615 ao 5074 ae 0756.
Tenotel trthe” to give the effective piston pressures
Hence, mean value Log. = 6138, and f = 411 lb.
12°91 — 6°20
671
den
by the symbol i,in Propositions (I.) and (IV.); Next, determine values Log.
by Proposition VI.
Again—
known in mechanics as Morin’s constant). Has, for each
Since
Log.
=
-1'5109
-1:5109
-1°5100
Trial speeds
= 6°20
9°10
11°09
12°91
trial speed, the value of its logarithm, equal to the differProducts we V=
* 4687
“6880
*8384
“9760
ences of the logarithms of the power and revolutions for Log.fasabove.. =
‘6188
°6188
°6138
ds = -1°62
those speeds.
After these, respectively, have been Log.N.. .. .. = 18730
Add Log.. 21,010
1°6238 - 1°62:6238 -1°1°6238 - 1 1°62
0
1°9688 20286
diminished by the sum of the constant quantity,
eg
ae (kame of work Sums,from .. =
:
0925
3118
*
4622
“5998
:
.
4
oneSee
on the con1
SO
Sh
ig. sus , added to the values of the quantities Seb 6. si.
Logs. ~ - =
“9815 1°1989
1°3525 1°4889
’
( sean.
iz
ae.
of oa
(a - aM for those speeds, as per Proposition (I.). Or,
Practically,
.
. 9045 1°0084
.
in symbols
Add ‘091 V..
.. =
«1‘ “— Sac’ igSegrossallworTe | Leaves Log. f =
“8890
“8871
"8903
*8891{ aconstant
quantity.
2
Log.
f=Log. E - Log. N- |Log. 2" + (a - »)v }(V.)
Mean value Log. f= ‘8888, and f = 7°74lb. Next, deterBy PropositionVI.\_ 2-9081 81860 84018
be
?
mine Logs. E by Proposition VI.—
Proposition(VI.).—The logarithms of the grossindicated = L
diagrams, \. 9-9081 8:1870 —_8-4017 {Practically, in perce Log. as——__-1°6238 -—1'6238 -1°6238 —1°623d
powers anes for given speeds of a vessel are equal to
ay
21,010 a
.
the logarithms of the power absorbed in overcoming the
AndLog.f °.. =
‘8888
‘S888
‘8888
“8888
EXAMPLe No. I1.—H.M.S.S. Iris. (Fifth Set of Trials.)
constant pressure (determined by the preceding proposi.
=
Also
Log.
N
..
=
1°4942
1°6572
1°7356
_1°S007
rial
Revolu- Indicated Log
tion) upon the pistons, at the rate of travel, increased,
= Logths. of
speeds.
tions. power.
"HN
for each speed, . the product (a — n) V, as determined
work done on
52
the constant
by Proposition (I.). Or, in symbols—
12°68 .. 68°83 .. 2278 .. 1°5560 Also,
Log. gig = ~1°6818 Sum .. .. .. = 2°0068 2°1698 2°2482 2°3183/ resistance
f=
16°16?.. 82°41 .. 4980 .. 1°7768
,
7°74 1b.
Log. E = Log. =a Nf +(a-n)V (VL)
= Logs.
of fac17°98 .. 94°41 .. 7338 .. 18908
tor to give
*4687 “6880 "8384 “9760 ;a work
18903 — 15560
_
These six propositions, collected and written in the
By Proposition V., a—n = 18903_15560 _
og95, Add ‘0756V.. =
one on all the
ordinary algebraic notation, are as follows :—
ae eat
pias
=
Sle
oe
e
ie *
resistances.
Again, as in the preceding case—
re
= f Log.”' (a ak
ae Pi
:
By Prypoatan = 2°4755 2°8578 8°0866 3°2803
viet, os, Ss
ee
© Trial speeds .. = 12°63 16°16 17°98
Ei
f— Obviously, a
E=bViog'aV...
. (IL.
Product 0625 V =
“789 1°0100 11238
By trial diagrams = 2°4757 2°S561 3°0881 3°2896, very close
| agreement.
a-s
e
“a
.
(P+rp-—-f)=l V Log.”' (a+g)V.
: Iv}
alge
~ ee Sree
Example No. V.—The merchant paddle steam vessel
foes
(V.)
Sum... .. .. =
‘4707 ‘6013
“8051
Prins Hendrik, built by Messrs. Elder and Co. In this
Ca ne eae
‘
Subtract from
trial data three speeds are given, but that of the second
B= tis NS Log.” {@-»v} (VL)
Log. § se ee = -1°5560 -1°7768 18908
given as 14°19 knots, the true drift correction would have
raised to 14°25 knots, as will appear from the following
It is, of course, to be understood: the various quantities, Leaves Log. f.. = 10853 1°0855 10852 Ve —
calculation :—
;
denoted by the small letters, have their special values in
Hence,
mean
value
log.
£
=
1:0853,
and
f
=
12°17.
P.S. Prins Hendrik.—Messrs. Elder and Co., Glasgow, 1880.
different vessels; and not only so, but in the same vessel,
Next
determine
values
Log.
E
as
follows
:—
Trial
RevoluIndicated
E
these quantities, although they may remain constant
Speeds.
tions, power. Values of Logs. Nthrough a considerable range of speeds, may be found to Since Log. ats = -1°6813 -1°6813 —1-6813
.
—
12°18 .. 21°87 .. 1259 .. 1-702} AlsoLog. dg
aig on
= “070L
change to other values through another range of speeds. And Log.f ..' .. = 1°0853 1°0853 «10858
14°25. 25°50 .. 2082 .. 1°9014
Fine, full-powered vessels, such as hg a boats, usually Also Log. N.. .. = 1°8016 19160 —1°9750
present three sets of values. Again, from the simplicity
16°72 .. 81°30 .. 3678 .. 2°0701
of work
of these formulas, it is at once apparent, when in the Sum .... .. = 2°5682 2°6826 2°7416 i= done
the con- By Proposition V.—
dich: onstlishenes
logarithmic form, the first members of the four first
a — n = 20701-1°7602 _ 3000 - ogeog
f= 1217.
propositions re
nt points ina straight line defined,
,
= bo oa of factor
16°72 — 12°18
4°54
according to the principles of co-ordinate geometry, by Add 0625V.. .. =
‘7804 =-:1'0100 3s:1112884 =giving gross work Trial speeds. .. = 12°18 14°25 16°72
on all resistances,
two necessary data—the ordinate at the origin, and the
Products
‘06826V
=
‘S314
‘9727
1°1413
angle of its inclination to the axis. The initial constant ByProposition V.}. 3-357 8°00268-8654
d2s .. =
Addlog.
—-.
070791
07 791 07o791
d log. 21,010
of the second member is the first of these, and the natural | B:
Log
Be
y=
SHOT
Bo0Ts
8:808f
PT
emen
tangent of the angle of inclination is the factor of V in
“9105 1°0518 1°2204
Sum, as from
the inverse logarithmic functions Log.~' (a — n) V,
In this last example I would explain: The second s
- = 17602 1°9014 2°0701
N
Log.~'a V, &c. In this graphical treatment the speeds are has been taken at 16°16 knots, instead of 16°07 knots, the
A constant quah
taken, as abscissas in natural numbers, and at points in this reported speed by the Admiralty table. As explained, LeavesLogf .. =
*8497
*$496 ‘sr { ae
axis corresponding to the trial speeds, we set up as ordi- the insufficient method of eliminating tidal drift variations
7-0741b,

ON THE DIRECT MOTION OF
STEAM VESSELS.
By Rosert MANSEL, Glasgow.
A steam vessel propelled at the observed speed V
nautical miles per hour, by direct-acting compound
engines, making N revolutions per minute, and developing
wer at the rate of E indicated horses; the diameter
and stroke of the high-pressure cylinder being denoted by
d and 8, the ratio of the areas of the two pistons by r, and
the mean diagram pressures upon the unit—one square
inch—of these pistons by P and p (for the high and lowpressure pistons), —
we have the relation :
+8 NP +P). «akin
E
aio10
ee
PROPOSITIONS

THE

498
And we next determine the values of Log. E for these
speeds by Proposition VI.
Thus, Log. . ¢ “=
OTOL
“O71
“O71
And Log. f..°.. = 9 -8407 «="S407
“8497
Also Log. N.. .. = 1°3398 174065 174955
t
,
Logs. of work done
Sum
= 272686 2°3353 2°4243=
on the constant
resistance.
(Logs. of saater ape.
m
? $314 ieee
v “A gross
ing corresponding
Add ———
-06826 V
9727 =—-1'1413=
work doneon
all theresistances.
Hence Log. E .. = 3°1000 8°3080 3°5656
‘ ,
The agreement in
By trial diagrams = 3°1000 3°3079 3°5656
this case is perfect.
Example No. VI.—I shall conclude these exainples, for
the present, by the progression speed trials of H.M. s.s.
Shah, a vessel having a single screw, with the ordinary
equal cylinder engines. ‘This vessel I have often referred
to, and it is interesting, from the fact that at the highest
trial speed, the change of conditions and constants I have
written so much about is just taking place, and its effect
upon the highest speed may be made obvious.
Exampe No. VI.—H.M.S.S. Shah.
Trials. ann
—~ —
Value Log. =
Q) .. 5°82 4. 20°21
318
1°1990 Also, Log. 7s = "all
@) .. $01
29°71
772
14147
i
(3) . ‘12°13
45°43
2506
17417
(4) .. 16°45
65°35
7477
2°0585
In this case, we apply Proposition V. to the differences
of trials (3) and (1), which yield :
“7417 — 11° 1990 a. “RAT
(a — n)= 1°7417
5427 = 0797.
12°13 — 5°32
681
And, as previously—
Trial speeds..
= 5°32
8-01
12°13
16°45
Product ‘0797 V.. = +4240
“6390
“9668
1°3111
Add Log.
“* . = -416
“416
“416
“416
og. 21,010
and
4161
4161
4161
Sum, taken from = “8401
1°0551
1°3829
1°7272
Log. N
1°1990
1°4147
1°7417
2°0585
Leaves Log f
= ‘3589
"3596
“3588
“3313
Here the value of ¢ is very small, and an average of the
three lowest speeds would give f = 2°286 lb. An intelligent examination of the data will show; that, at the
highest speed, the engines have began to race, and an
abnormal and changed condition of circumstances is being
established, and directly indicated by the reduced value,
J = 2°144, of the constant. Now apply Proposition VI.
We obtain :—
d22 = ae
ve
ai
—4161
Log. 3.010
4161
4161
4161
Log.
f
=
356
“336
“25
(4),to7 chan,
Og f
3590 ‘3590 3590 asi8){ Note,
from in2°286
2°144 Ib.
Log. N
= 13034 1°4729 16573 1°8152
:
sf
= Logs. of work done
Sum..
= 20785 2°2480 2°4324 2620 on the constant re_ sistance.
(= Logs. of factor,
Add 0797 V = +4240 6390
«9508 «13111. Siving
sponding the
gross corrework
on all resistances.
Hence Log.E= 25025 2°8870 3°3992 3°8737
Byed
Giali = 25024
oom
o-en72 33900
“a
«von fAlso
practical, §Pe!r29876
ss737{
“TYafame
There should be little difficulty in following out the
rationale of deducing the gross power by multiplying the
power expended on “ Morin’s constant ” by the transcendental factor, Log.~' (a — x) V.
The fundamental, axiomatic equation,
as aewz
nee
an)
21,010
(P+rp)
has only to be modified by writing in it, for P + rp, the
equivalent value, by Proposition I. f Log.~' (a — n) V,
and we then have,
oe
Nf Log.~' (a — xn) V
21,010
wf
Now, the first part of this, so N f, is simply the
amount of power corresponding to the pressuref acting
upon the given engines at the rate of N revolutions per
minute, which, when multiplied by the number whose
common logarithm is the quantity (a — n) V, will necessarily give the gross power E, which is expressed by the
factor, as usually written, Log.~' (a@ — n) V.

WAGES

IN GREAT BRITAIN.
No. XII.
Tunstall__The chief industry of this district is the
manufacture of china, earthenware, and all descriptions
and grades of pottery, except the very lowest kind, such
as common stoneware. In the various kinds of employment pertaining to this industry are engaged about onefourth of the population of the district. There are in
North Staffordshire extensive coal and ironstone mines,
blast furnaces, works for the manufacture of iron,
machinery, &c. The feeling between employer and employed may be described as friendly, but not cordial.
Labour is well organised; and, on the other hand, there
are associations of capitalists, such as the Coal and Ironmasters’ Association, and the Pottery Masters’ Association,
which deal with all matters relating to their respective
trades. Together with the North Staffordshire Chamber
of Commerce, they look after, suggest, and try to promote
legislation respecting the staple trades of the district,
make recommendations and suggestions in the matter of
negotiations, commercial treaties, collect information as to
foreign
tariffs, &c. Strikes are not particularly frequent,
but do occur from time to time, such as the potters’ strike
in 1881, and the colliers’ strike in 1882. The potters’
strike was directly connected with the arbitration system,
the men being dissatisfied with the awards, and refusing

ENGINEER.

JUNE

24, 1887.

to be bound by the system any longer. On the whole, Wages Paid per Week to Railway Employés in the District of
Tunstall,
arbitration between employers and employed in this
Lowest.
Highest,
district has had only a doubtful success. Of all the co8. d.
8. d,
aye department:
operative societies in this district only one or two have
aminers
... ...
-27 10
been successful. The movement has not been sufficiently
Fitters
oa
35 6
strong to have any appreciable effect on the trade of the
Foremen ...
40 7
60 8
district, but their failure has had the effect in some
F Under ...
4 7
instances of reconciling the men to the methods of the
nspectors,.. ...
7
employers, and teaching them that capital as well as
Road department:
bape aay neha
30° 5
labour has its misfortunes and troubles. The habits of
A
ce
40 7
the working classes will in this district compare favourPlatolayers oh
—_
20 3
ably with those of any large bodies of operatives in
Station department:
similar grades of employment and earning similar wages.
Brakesmen
(ie
-30 5
a
ee
_ 7
30 5
Average Wages Paid per Week in the District of Tunstall.
nspectors
40
60 10
s, d.
Shunters ...
_
28
General trades :—
Signalmen
ao
27 10
Labourers
oe
20
Bricklayers
-.
Carpenters
3
Masons
ae
31 11
Wages Paid per Week to Corporation Employés in the Town of
Blacksmiths ...
28 5
Burslem.
Strikers
20 3
8. .
Brassfounders
31 11
Drainers ...
21 3
Horseshoers
Shf a
20 3
Enginemen ... ...
35 6
Iron moulders— Bilston
29 11
Highway foremen...
35 6
Butterley
29 11
BEETS. ony. one
30 5
ss
Dudley
29 11
Labourers
20 0
fs
Hanley
31 9
Wages Paid per Week in Ironstone Mining in North Staffordshire,
pe
Stourbridge
{S 2
Hours, Lowest,
ighas.
Millwrights ... ...
28 5
8, °.
8. .
Nailmakers (hand)
16 3
Banksmen... ... ... ... .. 54
19 0
23 0
bourers ... ...
18 5
|
eS
Ce
23 0
Enginemen
84
_
26 0
Wages Paid to Members of Trades’ Unions.
Firemen ...
54
26 0
58. a
Furnacemen
84
16 9
Bricklayers—Dudley ...
perhour 0 7
Horsekeepers ...
54
23 6
a
Ironbridge...
es
perweek 25 0
Loaders
54
-18 6
99
Shrewsbury ...
... per hour 64d, and 7
Overmen ...
5A
39 (0
Carpenters—Shifnal
ae
per hour
6
RFE
er
;
20 9
Ironfounders—Stourbridge _
perweek 30 0
ae
20 6
23 6
Smiths
i
Wao
ee
23 6
Wages Paid per Week in the Manufacture, Rolling, Smelting, &c.,
Stokers
84
—
20 8
of Iron in North Staffordshire.
Timberers..,
5A
20 6
26 0
Be
Tunnellers
é
Dh os. avi e
27 («0
Blast furnaces :—
Chargers
30 3
Wagonwrights...
oes
26 6
Coke fillers
30 0
Weighmen
i
24:0
IN
oe sas Sa s. atin, peek abe dae
. 31 9
Keepers
ca: ase bebe Bae) agatha bee owes’ nis
Wages Paid per Week in Coal Mining in North Staffordshire.
Lime fillers
30 (0
Hours.
s. d.
Mine fillers
29 6
ee
ee
oe
ee,
ee
SS} Ts
30 0
Cartmen ...
54
18 6
Weighmen
21 3
Enginemen
58
26 0
Labourers
17 6
Firemen ...
58
18 9
Puddling
:—
Furnacemen ...
84
17 0
Ash wheelers...
ee
ee
eee
ae
Helpers-up
5A
19 0
0
SR
res See
Er
eae
1
| .
Cinder burners
18 9
Inspectors on the hea)
Coal unloaders
1 9
Lamp keepers... .
54
23 0
Hammer drivers ...
14 8
Onsetters
ie mie
54
26 0
Helpers ... ...
16 9
Overmen...
te
ae
eee
39
0
Metal breakers
ae
eae
ons
suc aan. Ste; “aes ) ae eee
28 9
SN
i
a
eee
ne
a
Sra te Aaa hoes Seal ey ee
19 0
Puddlers ...
*32 0
Rolley-way men ...
sent am
54
18 9
Rollers
sims
*33 «6
Screenmen ...
54
19 0
Roll turners ...
30 6
Shifters’ master
54
31 9
Shinglers... ...
*33 4
m
ae
54
23 40
Stock takers ...
*28 9
Smiths
eS
ee
2 69
Weighers
*30 6
IES as beucy. bak! eae ikea Gee ie
39 0
Labourers
14 9
Switch keepers
54
14 6
Bar rolling :—
Tunnellers
PE SE
SE
23 °0
Ash wheelers ...
17 8
ON
See
ae
ee.
26
0
Bloomers... ...
*39 6
Wastemen master
54
2 640
a
ee ee
17 9
Weighmen ... ...
54
23 0
Bolter down or rougher
24 0
Labourers—bank ...
54
19 0
Catchers... . . ... ...
14 9
Chargers... ...
13 6
Wages Paid per Week in Salt Mines in the Neighbourhood of
Coal wheelers...
15 9
Cutters down
19 0
orcester’.
Hours.
s. d.
Furnacemen ...
*33 «6
Boatmen...
54 -5 > .
Rollers ... ...
*39 6
Engine drivers
72
Roll turners ...
30 9
Loaders .
54
23 6
Sawmen... ...
21 9
Salt makers
60 ... 18 0—300
Straighteners...
21 6
Smiths
63 ... 2% 0
Labourers
.... ... ...
14 9
Plate and sheet rolling :-Rents of houses occupied by the working classes in
eke
ica omaha! seg. fone See
Tunstall range from 2s. 1d. to 4s. 7d. a week, according to
Bolter down or rougher
28 9
condition, location, and size of the premises. The
ter
SUR:
eek Fete. adh
nuinber of these houses let at from 3s, 2d. to 3s. 7d. per
Cutters down...
. ‘Ss
Furnacemen ... ... ...
47 0
week, and are of a uniform appearance, containing two
Heavers over or hookers
25 0
rooms on the ground floor, each 11ft. square, and two
Helpers ...
23 0
rooms above of the same size; there is usually also a back
.
27 (0
kitchen 9ft. by 6ft., and a yard which must be paved and
Plate loaders...
Ee
ee
of not less area than 156 square feet. There are a number
RE dc
EE Ra
ots © ac ate ee
SS
a
ee
ee
ee ee
of dwellings occupied by the poorer class of workmen at
NS
os. chi yali rca’ Scaeiiaty.< ash7 hai lag
rents of from 2s. 1d. to 2s. 6d. per week. Coal is 15s. 3d.
Stock takers ...
20 0
per ton and gas 3s. 2d. per 1000 cubic feet.
Weighers
20 0
Wheelers
27 (0
Examples of Cost of Living per Week in Tunstall.
* Piecework.
Number in family.
Wages Paid per Week in connection with the Manufacture, Rolling,
| 5
6
| 7
Smelting, &c., of Iron in North Staffordshire to :—
Boilermen
27 0
a
Enginemen
23 =«0
op
}
Bread
and flour ... ... ... «.
Fitters
28 9
Butter, cheese, coffee, milk sugar,
Smiths
24 0
Se hee ae
Wages Paid per Week in Ivonfoundries, Machine Shops, dc., in sade
|
tables...
North Staffordshire.
|
Fuel.and light...
Lowest. Highest.
||
Clothing
...
.
.
s. a
8. d d,
|! nF
PALewna
?
ermmonn
Rent... ...
Air furnace men
2 0
30 9
Blacksmiths
26 9
34 6
ne
oo
to
nt
Total
...
Strikers...
wb 0
21 0
Boilermakers ...
26 9
36 6
Fe
elrmi|reawesco
econo
ole)
s*F
3
S
BOw@MmoNn:
©]
oO}
Income
|
Borers
21 0
27 («+0
Drillers
20 0
27 0
Engineers
32 6
40 6
Tue Panama CaNaL.—According to our New York contemEnginemen
23 0
28 9
, the World, the latest information that comes from Panama
Fitters...
28 6
34 6
is—and the Financial News says so—that in bisecting the backbone
Holders up
233 0
27 0
of
the
Western
Hemisphere the canal di
have taken the underMillwrights
32 6
40 6
pinning out of the Rocky Mountain portion of it, and that in conMoulders... ..
—
32 9
sequence
the
whole
range
has
begun
to
slide
into the excavation at
Pattern makers
32 6
34 6
the rate of a foot a year. The inference is that the canal cannot
Assistants
19 0
23 0
be
finished
until
the
Rockies
have
all
slid
in
and
been carted away.
Planers
23 0
27 (0
It remains to be seen what effect this cheerful news will have onof
Platers....
a
34 6
38 6
the amount
contemplating
in
hardihood
Its
company.
the
OE
ae
ee ee
32 6
capital consumed in the progress of the work, its growing interest
Rivet heaters’ boys
... ... .. .. 7 6
9 6
would seem to
completed
far
so
distance
limited
the
and
account,
SEE nos toe cree
20 0
27 «0
render it equal to almost anything; but this last revelation is
Slotters
;
21 0
27 0
enough to damp even the great De Lesseps’ exuberance for the
Turners...
:
28 6
32 6
moment,
Labourers...
*
17 0
21 0
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NORDENFELDT.

Fark Supif

THE NORDENFELDT SUBMARINE BOAT AT
CONSTANTINOPLE.
A.rnovGu the official trials have not yet taken place, the
representative of Toe ENGINEER at Constantinople tells us
that enough has been done in the way of displaying the
peculiar qualities of the Nordenfeldt submarine
boats recently constructed for the Imperial Ottoman Government
to show that they are very successful realisations of the
ideas of their talented inventor. On Tuesday, the 7th,
the No. 2 boat was submitted to an ordeal that could not
ibly have been rendered more severe as a test of her
steaming and steering powers, or as a trial of the nerves
of those in charge. To gratify the curiosity of his
Imperial Majesty the Sultan, orders were given for the
boat to mancuvre off Seraglio Point, as the most convenient locality for having her under observation during
the whole of her runs. It is not often that his Majesty
finds himself near the water, his tastes being more military than naval; but the day in question, the 15th of
Ramazan, is one of the most sacred in the Islamite
calendar, and the Sultan in the performance of a high
function connected with the caliphate, has to spend many
hours on the site of the old palace of the Byzantine
emperors. After the performance of the religious duties
of the day, an aide-de-camp was despatched in a steam
launch to summon the Nordenfeldt. She had been lying
meanwhile alongside the dockyard wall, high up the
Golden Horn.
e fires were banked, but the required
poe
70 lb.—was in the reservoir, the water havin
n heated up overnight. This, it may be mentioned,
would be the normal condition of these boats during war.
The water once heated up can be maintained in the
requisite condition for any length of time by a daily exnditure of from 2 cwt. to 3 cwt. of coal. The loss of heat
by radiation is very small, owing to the special protective
coverings of the boilers, and the pressure in the reservoir
does not fall more than 101b. in the twenty-four hours.
The boat is thus always ready for the submarine part of
the business, and can be got under weigh for general
work
as speedily as any other sort of steam craft. At
2.30 p.m. a al murmur of admiration and surprise arose
from the old bridge at Galata, heralding the approach of
the Nordenfelt.
She came down the Golden
Horn at a
rapid rate, threading
her way skilfully between the
lighters and caiques that would
persist in —— their
course in spite of the pilot launches, and shot t e brid e
without slackening speed, no easy feat considerin the
narrow width of the opening and the adverse set of the
current which sweeps across it. Thousands of spectators
were collected on the bridge, as also at Seraglio Point,
and many others were afloat in caiques. It was amusing
to hear the comments on her appearance. The “ whaleship” was conferred upon her as a name by the general
verdict, and it certainly seemed most apropos, as little
was to be seen of her above water but the dome and
upper part of the torpedo tube, which might easily have
been taken in the distance for the hump and fin of some
great denizen of the sea.
In obedience to the orders of the Sultan, who himself directed the manceuvres from the shore, the boat
lay for some quarter of an hour, in the very strength of
the current, offSeraglio Point. She maintained her position with the greatest ease by a few turns of the screw,
whilst the attendant launches found it impossible to stem
it. Whilst in this position she narrowly escaped serious
injury, owing to the traffic. A large lighter crossing the
stream, and hugging the wind to save ground, passe too
close and was struck by the screw. Fortunately she was
empty, and so it was easy to get at the hole made in her
bottom, and she reached the shore in safety. As for the
Nordenfeldt, a few inches off the end of one of the blades
was the only damage sustained. Being directed to attack
a steamer lying off the Scutari shore as a surface boat,
the Nordenfeldt, turning in a little over her own length,
darted across the current. End on, very little was seen
of her, and the eye once removed, she was not very readily
discovered
again, in spite of the direction being known,
on account of the absence of smoke, and the very light
colour of the outside painting. Even on the broadside
there was little of the hull to be seen whilst running
on account of the screen formed by the bow wave. She

seems to divide the water like a plough, throwing up a
bank on either side, thus forming a furrow in which she
would have run completely out of view but for the small
chimney necessarily
kept in place for the maintenance of
combustion. As + neared the vessel, two jets of water
were suddenly thrown upwards to fall in showers of
spray. This marked the moment of delivering her
attack. The tube doors being thrown open for the release
of the Whiteheads, the water rushing in forces out the
air through the vent holes at the rear, with the abovedescribed effect. At that moment she looked more like a
whale than ever, and might easily have been taken by the
most knowing
Greenlander for a big fish spouting.
Returning to Seraglio point, she was next directed to run
as a surface boat against the current. In this trial for
speed, her performance was a remarkable contrast to that
of the attendant launches. Instead of keeping their
position as pilots, they were soon left far Behind.
According to the revolutions and distance run in
a given time, she did her eight knots over the
round against a current that was running but very little
ess than five. On her return from this run orders were
given for a second attack to be made upon the steamer,
on this occasion as a submarine boat. The vessel being
at no great distance, she steamed slowly ahead so as to
afford time for getting rid of the extra buoyancy, and
closing up. Soon there was little to be seen of her but
the hump-like dome, and having turned towards the
enemy, it was very difficult to keep her view. Suddenly
she was lost sight of, to appear, however, shortly afterwards rounding the bows of the vessel from the other
side. She had, as it were, dived to deliver her
blow, and then turned off to avoid pursuit. No
- was thrown up on this occasion, the escaping air
osing all force before reaching the surface. The
Sultan expressed himself highly satisfied with the performance of the boat. Altogether she was under weigh
over five hours, during two of which she ran under her
reserve steam, using the latter also for her return trip up
the Golden Horn. On reaching her moorings there was
still 901b. pressure in the reservoir, so that she could
have continued under weigh for some time longer.
At the top of this
e we illustate, not the Turkish
boat, but the Nordenfelt now lying in Southampton. A
very full description of the Nordenfelt has appeared in
our impression for June 3rd, to which we beg to refer our
readers. It will suffice to say here that the Nordenfelt
is very much larger than the Turkish boat. Indeed, she
is the largest submarine boat ever constructed. Our
engraving is from a photograph, and gives an excellent
idea of her appearance.
THE BIRMINGHAM

AND BRISTOL CANAL.

An important engineering project has been before the public
of the Midlands now for some time, and has attracted a good
deal of favourable attention. It proposes to provide an improved
water communication between (A) Birmingham and the
Midlands ; (B) the city and port of Gloucester; (C) the Bristol
Channel ports. Birmingham and the Midland Counties desire
an efficient water communication with the sea, and the Severn
route, if improved, would cheapen the transit charges between
the sea and this industrial district at least 30 per cent. The
city and port of Gloucester by means of improved internal
transit and extended dock accommodation, hope to develope and
recover the trade they have lost owing to changes in the mercantile marine involving a class of vessels employed in the oceaning trade of the country, which, in consequence of insufficient tida] water, cannot enter the port upon every tide. The
Channel ports, embracing Bristol, Newport, Cardiff, and Swansea, are anxious for an improved water communication with the
Midlands. The object of the proposed undertaking, which has
been described by Mr. G. W. Keeling, M. Inst. C.E., in a
pamphlet setting forth the engineering features of the scheme,
is to place the Midland Counties in communication with the
Bristol Channel by a waterway accommodating vessels with a
carrying capacity of 150 tons to 200 tons, of a suitable build
for inland navigation and coasting to ports in the Bristol
Channel or Ireland. Several meetings have been held on the
subject, and Chambers of Commerce have taken it up. This
scheme, affecting as it would the waterway between the port of
Gloucester and the Midlands, has naturally attracted the atten-

tion not only of the owners of that port and waterway—viz.
the Sharpness New Docks and Gloucester and Birmingham
Navigation Company—but of the mercantile body as represented by the Chamber of Commerce, and also of the city of
Gloucester.
Discussion has led to an enlargement of the scope of the
scheme, and it is now recognised in Gloucester that for it to be
thoroughly satisfactory it should embrace not only the proposed
improvement of the Worcester and Birmingham Canal, which
was the first suggestion, but also improvements downwards to
the sea by making a new entrance to the port at a point on the
river which shall command ample depth of water at all tides.
Mr. G. W. Keeling, at the request of the Sharpness Dock Company, has surveyed the site selected for this purpose, and
made his report to that company. Gloucester is not strong
enough to take the burthen of the entire project upon
itself, and the corporation have therefore sought to ascertain
the views of the authorities of Birmingham, Worcester, and
Droitwich, with the view, if possible, of creating a public trust,
which shall purchase the existing undertaking, carry out the
pro
improvements, and administer the entire property in
the public interest. The provisional committee are satisfied that
the scheme thus propounded of an improved waterway from
Birmingham down to the sea, to be administered as a public
trust, is worthy of the support of the various communities
along its line, and should if possible be adopted.
The question of freight and the comparatively high railway
rates have long beendiscussed. Oneof theresults,and
sofar almost
the only one, of the special attention claimed by the subject
being the appointment of three Royal Commissions and Select
Committees. The most important of these was Mr. Salt’s Committee, appointed in 1883, which was directed “ to inquire into
the condition and the position of the canals and internal navigations of the country.” The Committee collected and published
amass of information and evidence which showed conclusively
that if our canals were properly improved so that large boats
could be used and steam generally applied, a very great saving
in the aggregate expenditure of the nation on freight might be
realised.
Continental countries possess facilities for water carriage
which afford rates very much lower than their railway rates.
For instance, the total average cost of conveyance on French
canals, including all expenses, is given at 0°38d. per ton per mile,
which M. Krantz estimates will be reduced to 0°2d. when the
system of free water highways now being carried out by the
French Government is completed. The following are a few of
the actual rates in existence :—
Miles. Per ton per ben
87 for 2s.5d. = 0 .
Iron ore: Nancy to Burbach
0°28d °
Coal :Saarbrucke to Paris .. .
o tevo =} ~ ® 2
nut018d,
Limestone. Sorcy to Saarbrucke
Timber : Strasburg to Paris..
= 0.32d.
Belgium also has inland water communications, surpassed,
perhaps, by those of no other country. Her canals and navigable rivers are 1254 miles in length, about seven-eighths of the
whole being owned by the State. The tolls are small, being so
fixed as to just cover the cost of maintenance, consequently the
rates are very Iow. On the Roupel and Louvain Canal the
freight is 0°2d. per ton per mile, and from Liege to Antwerp,
on manufactured iron, 2s. for a distance of 105 miles, or 0°22d.
per ton per mile. The effect of heavy freights on the industries
of the Midlands may be seen in the tendency to remove works
to districts in touch with sea and water carriage, where the
burden may be avoided, and that such a movement has become
necessary and advantageous is amply proved by the removal of
Messrs. Nettlefold’s works from Shropshire to Newport, Mon.,
of a portion of Messrs. Baldwin’s business from Stourport, and
of Messrs. Griffin and Morris’s from Wolverhampton to the same
place. The firm of Morewood and Co., Eliza Tinsley and Co.,
and the Junction Nail Company, have now followed suit with
their wrought nail departments, whilst other firms, instead of
expanding their trade in the Midland districts, are opening
. works on the coast. A removal of works and manufactories
must inevitably be followed by the labourers and artisans, and
by diminution in the value of manufacturing premises and house
property. Legal and other similar work will follow business,
and the professional man will be affected. It is at least doubtful whether the cost of railway transport for certain descriptions
of heavy traffic can be materially reduced.
The present system of small canals does not offer much hope of
reduction of rates by carrying heavy or any other freight ; but it
must be remembered that, with one or two exceptions, our
canals are a legacy of times far difterent from the present,
the last canal, with one small exception, having been constructed
as far back as in 1830. The extent of traffic then offered for
conveyance could not have been 15 per cent. of the amount now
annually transported from one centre to another of our industries, or to our ports for shipment. In 1830 the total of our
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shipping entered inwards was 2,894,838 tons, and cleared
2,793,429. In 1883 the amounts had risen to 32,105,080 and
32,856,673 tons. Ample evidence exists to show that with
improved ande:
canals it is possible for water to compete
with railway conveyance for a certain class of heavy traffic, and
not only so, but to carry at rates which would be unremunerative to the railways.
The kind of traffic which most of the witnesses before Mr.
Salt’s Committee of 1883 referred to as suitable for canal conveyance, is to be found between the Bristol Channel Ports and
the Midlands, that is to say, heavy traffic in bulk, requiring
transport from point to point, great speed not being so much a
necessity as regularity of despatch. The general tendency of
the evidence taken before Mr. Salt’s Committee in 1883 showed
that the only successful canal systems in this country and on the
Continent were those where the waterway had been widened
and deepened, so as to permit of steam traction, which secured
expedition in transit and a large saving in the cost of haulage,
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points, and I promise to reduce my rates to 10s. per ton, and
carry the goods in very much less time, and if you will still
further enlarge the canal, enabling me to take greater loads, I
will still further reduce my rates.”
With a canal capable of accommodating boats of 200 tons, Mr.
Morton stated that he could, on the basis of the present tolls,
reduce the rate by 50 per cent.
The Weaver navigation has been deepened, and the locks
enlarged to 200ft. in length and 40ft. in width. Steam barges
carrying 200 tons to 300 tons have had a great success on this
navigation. The tolls vary, but the lowest freight inclusive of
toll for general goods for long distances and full loads, is 05d.
per ton per mile. The cost of carriage for salt only for a
distance of thirty miles does not exceed 6d., or 0°2d. per ton per
mile. The Weaver is in the hands of trustees who, for many
years past, after providing for maintenance, repairs, and extensions, have been able to pay £15,000 a-year in aid of the rates
of the county of Cheshire. The result of the improvement in
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and allowed of the use of large craft, theréby effecting an
economy in boat labour. That the existing canal service, with
small boats, 7ft. locks and wasteful consumption of water, could
not be made remunerative in these days of railway competition,
has been sufficiently demonstrated in this and in other countries.
Mr. Morton, of the firm of Messrs. Fellows and Morton, the
well-known canal carriers, said, “at the present time we are
running steamers between Birmingham and London, cach of
which tows one boat, the average load of the steamer and boat
together being 40 tons. The crews consist of four men on board
the steamer, and three men or two men and a lad on board the
butty boat, making in all seven engaged in carrying 40 tons.
Now it the canals were adapted for a boat or barge propelled by
steam, and carrying 80 tons, the same engine and boiler would
be sufficient for her propulsion with five men to work her, and
the cust of haulage would be reduced considerably more than
one-half. The present system of using steam on narrow canals
is about comparable to a locomotive capable of taking thirty
loaded wagons having four or five only behind it. .
. From
South Staffordshire to London the rate by canal is 14s. 2d. per
ton. Give me such a canal as I have suggested between these

this navigation is that a million tons per annum of salt is sent
by it to Liverpool and Birkenhead, and that the railways which
formerly carried the bulk of this traffic cannot now compete.
| The Aire and Calder Navigation extends from Leeds and
| Wakefield with branches to Goole, a port on the river Humber.
}| The original locks on the upper portion of the navigation were
60ft. by 15ft. by 34ft. deep, and on the Goole Canal 70ft. by
19ft. by 7ft. deep, but were afterwards altered to 215ft. by 22ft.
by 9ft. deep. The canal has been enlarged and dredged, the
present dimensions being 66ft. in width and 9ft. in depth. The
locks are again being enlarged in width from 22ft. to 25ft., and
| in length from 215ft. to 250ft., the object being to accommodate
|sea-going coasters of 250 tons-—with tug—from Goole to Leeds,
or the boat trains in one locking. The cost of towing general
goods by cargo-carrying tugs is stated by the general manager
to be 034d. or yd. per ton per mile, which includes all expenses,
depreciation, &c. The difference between towing by these cargo
tugs in an improved waterway compared with the cost ina
narrow and shallow canal is shown by the fact that the vost of
towing a barge in the Aire and Calder is 2}d., and in the Leeds
and Liverpool Canal 1s. per mile. Regular boat trains for
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general goods consisting of a cargo tug and four or five barges—
according to the requirements of traffic—are run at fixed times
between Leeds, Hull, Goole, and Wakefield.
The locks of the Forth and Clyde Canal are 20ft. in width,
Steam barges carrying 150 to 200 tons have been used with success for canal and coasting trade, and, according to Mr. Conder,
the working expenses are ‘23d. per ton per mile, including all
charges. In Holland the cost with cargo-carrying tugs is about
vxd. per ton per mile—speed about five miles per hour,
According to M. Krantz’s report of 1872, the cost of transport in
France, with tolls, is *324d., or 4d. per ton per mile on canals,
The French experience of the minimum size of canal locks necessary to compete with the railways is 116ft. by 17ft. wide by 64ft.
deep. They state the lowest price at which coal can be carried
on railways in France is 4d. per ton per mile, but that by canal
it can be carried at jd. per ton per mile.
The engineering features of the Birmingham and Bristol
Channel Improved Navigation Scheme, which has been proposed
by Mr. Keeling, are described by him as follows :—The present
communication between Birmingham and the Bristol Channel is
composed of four sections, viz.:—(1) The Worcester and Birmingham Canal, 30 miles in length ;width of existing locks, 7ft.;
depth on sill, 5ft. The width of the canal is about 33ft., and
about 4}ft. navigable depth. There are 58 locks, 36 of them in
one group near Tardebigg. The total rise from the river
Severn at Worcester to Birmingham is about 425ft. (2) The
river Severn from Worcester to Gloucester, 30 miles in length.
This part of the river—under the control of the Severn Navigation Commission—is rendered navigable by weirs and locks at
Worcester, Tewkesbury, and Gloucester. The Bevere Lock,
above Worcester, is 80ft. in length and 20ft. in width. The
Diglis Lock, at Worcester, is 150ft. in length and 30ft. in width,
The lock at Tewkesbury is longer and wider. The present
minimum depth of the river is about 7ft., but, by dredging certain shoals, it can be made a uniform depth of 9ft. (3) The
Gloucester and Berkeley Ship Canal, from Gloucester to Sharpness, is 17 miles in length, and without a lock, except at its
connection with the river Severn at each end. Width of top
water, 86ft. 6in.; depth, 18ft. Vessels, 800 tons register, draught,
15ft., can navigate the canal to Gloucester Docks, and vessels of
2000 tons register can be accommodated at Sharpness Docks.
(4) The estuary of the river Severn, leading from Sharpness
Docks to the Bristol Channel.
It will be perceived—see maps herewith—that the water communication between Worcester and the Bristol Channel,
subject to some dredging between Worcester and Gloucester, is navigable for vessels carrying 200 tons, The proposed
enlargement of the Worcester Canal is intended to allow coasting vessels of similar size to navigate to Birmingham, so as to
place that town, and the manufacturing districts connected with
it by canals, in direct water communication with ports in the
Bristol Channel and Ireland ; also to enable large lighters, carrying 200 tons to 250 tons, to be used between Birmingham and
the Sharpness Docks. ‘To make provision for the above class of
vessels involves widening, deepening, and straightening the
Worcester and Birmingham Canal, the construction of an
hydraulic incline at the long flight of locks, the lengthening,
widening, deepening, and increasing the lift of the remaining
locks, and the enlargement of most of the bridges and tunnels,
A vessel that could navigate the Bristol Channel and yet be
capable of navigating between Gloucester and Worcester and
between Worcester and Birmingham, of a carrying capacity of
150 tons to 200 tons, must be of special design to economise
space and headway, and should be approximately of the following dimensions, viz., 100ft. in length by 18ft. in width, and 6ft.
in draught, and be provided either with bilge keels or a sliding
keel, to be let down when in the river or channel below Sharpness. Such a vessel involves locks in the Worcester and Birmingham Canal 110ft. long, or to hoid tug and vessel or two
vessels, 210/t. long by 20{t. wide by 8ft. in depth.
The new locks will have a lift of not less than 14ft., and
might be built alongside the existing locks, in order to avoid
stopping the traffic; but where there is a flight of locks it would
be more economical in cost, water, and time, to adopt hydraulic
inclines, similar in principle to the incline in use on the Monkland Canal in Scotland, where a lift of 100ft. is accomplished in
6 min.
The caual will have to be deepened throughout from 5ft. 6in.
to 9ft., widened to 66ft., straightened in places, and the sides
protected with dwarf walls or piling. By adopting hydraulic
inclines the present water supply may be sufficient for the
enlarged canal.
All the road bridges will require to be widened and raised, or
if the latter is not desirable, to substitute girders for arches so
as to obtain the greatest possible headway for the full width of
the canal. The tunnels, in ali about 2} miles in length, must be
enlarged throughout, but a considerable portion of the existing
tunnels can be cut open. Increased dock or quay space would
be required near Birmingham so as to forma depdt for transferring traffic from the canal boats navigating the numerous canals
in the manufacturing districts and converging at Birmingham ;
but as regards the town of Birmingham, it is intended that
vessels shall load and discharge at the Worcester wharf, the
canal there being widened for the purpose.
The Worcester and Birmingham Canal has two outlets into
the river Severn, viz., vid Worcester, and rid Droitwich. The
latter will be the better and least costly, if arrangements can be
made to remove the impediments on the river Severn, due to
the short lock at Bevere, and the low arches of the Worcester
Bridge. There are only three locks between Sharpness and
Worcester, and by the proposed scheme the minimum number
between Worcester and Birmingham will be thirteen ; total, say
sixteen locks and one incline in a distance of seventy-seven miles,
which should be accomplished by steam barges, with others in
tow, in twenty to twenty-four hours. An approximate estimate
of the cost of the new works on this section is as follows :—
£
Alteration of bridges and culverts...
45,000
Alteration of tunnels... .. 6. 62 ee ee se oo
.
Hydraulic incline and works ..
°
52,000
ee
EVE
ae
ae ae ee
Widening the canal 33ft. to 66ft. deepening it 5ft. tooft.,
and lining side (including land)... .. .. .. .. «+ 144,000
540,000
Add additional water space, and water accommodation
atand near Birmingham .. .. «. «. «+ «+ «+ 60,000
600,000
Concerning the second section, that of the riverSevern between
Worcester and Gloucester, it is noted that the engineer of the
Severn Commission, in a report to the Severn Commissioners of
‘21st July, 1885, states that—‘ For a distance of 30 miles out of
the 42 between Gloucester and Stourport the depth of water
in the river, as well as over the sills of the locks at Diglis and
Upper Lode, at low summer level, is upwards of, and at some
places considerably more than 9ft., whilst the average depth in
the remaining 12 miles is 7ft. 8in.”
It is necessary to dredge certain shoals only in order to insure
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depth of 9ft. throughout. In the enlargement of the estate, the drains and internal plumbing were carried out by undoubtedly very dangerous, because it is of uncertain value, and
the North British Plumbing Company. It is, however, also the it is no proof to the contrary that a number of boilers have been
pay peste as Birmingham Canal it is pote rs before case
that in this instance only a portion of the drain is of iron; a made in this way, but rather that the owners of them should be
stated, to adopt the Droitwich route as the outlet into the considerable
of the branch drains, the disconnecting traps and on the look-out for accidents similar to those which befel Nos. 47
Severn, as being the least costly, and giving the greatest accom- gullies, and thep:rthalf-channel
pipes, all being of glazed stoneware; and 57, the risk of which increases as the boilers get old, the tops
the
lengthening
while the manholes were simply built of —brick.
modation to the salt district ; but this involves
of the boxes covered with scale or grease, and the rivetted heads
Bevere lock—in the river Severn—from 80ft. to 110ft. or 210ft.
In spite of this, I consider an excellent result has been attained, get burnt away.
over all the drains being outside the building, and wonder if your corOne may argue that the boilers stood the hydraulic test and
It also necessitates some alteration in the Worcester Bridgeflooded
respondent is now prepared to condemn as ‘‘pot and patchwork” were
ectly tight. I am afraid that too much reliance is
the river Severn, the arches of which when the river is
, a special job of the firm for whom he acts, and which was believed placed on the hydraulic test in these days of high-pressures, while
would be too low to allow vessels of 200 tons to
to
oye
the
time
it
was
done
one
of
the
best
it
was
possible
to
Ship
—
matters of practical detail are lost sight of.
Berkeley
and
On the third section—the Gloucester
make.
Wma. Dopps, R.P.
\s to the fusible plug doctrine, I do not think that the recent
Canal—it is proposed to straighten the sharp bends, strengthen
4,
Upper
Baker-street,
N.W.,
June
3rd.
accidents
on
No. 47 and 57 can be accepted as a proof in favour
its
the embankments, and thoroughly dredge the canal to
of the system, because one can scarcely imagine that Mr. Donaldoriginal section, 80 that long vessels of a draught of 16ft. may
son
would
seriously
ne of putting 216 fusible plugs into the
come up the canal to the Gloucester Docks; also to provide
WAGES IN THE ROYAL DOCKYARDS.
crown plate, which is the number of stays shown in the sketch.
increased quay accommodation and shedding for their accommoManchester, June 20th.
ERNEST SMYTHE.
Sir,—In ‘Colburn’s United Service Magazine” for the present
:
;
dation there.
month is an account of a visit of King George the Third to PortsThe present outlet into the river Severn at Sharpness being mouth in June, 1773. The following list of wages therefrom of the
may be as you think, that the portions of my letter of
so far up the estuary is limited in depth of water at neap tides, dockyard artificers, compared with those given in THE ENGINEER of theSir,—It
14th inst., which you were good enough to publish in your last
the lowest neap tide being about 15ft. only on the entrance sill. 29th May last, shows the great increase that has taken place in week’s issue, do not call for any comment at your hands. They
Large vessels in consequence can only approach Sharpness on the last century :—
will, however, enable your readers to form their own opinions as to
Per day.
spring tides, and therefore are subject to detention of some days
the character and value of your article of May 27th, the appearance
8. d,
at Kingroad, To overcome this difficulty it is proposed to conof which in the pages of THE ENGINEER demands, to my thinking,
Bricklayers .. ..
ee
s 3-5
at least, an expression of regret. I hasten to correct a slight error
struct a new entrance and tidal basin 54 miles lower down the
Carpenters (house) ..
‘
1 9
Joiners oe. a we
a
river at a place called Sheperdine, where 8ft. more water can
Masons
oe
be obtained, and where large vessels and ocean liners can enter
Braziers
ena
every tide, It is intended to connect this new entrance and
Caulkers .
Pe eS
Locksmiths
«as
tidal basin with the Sharpness Docks by a lock and ship canal
Sawyers...
» & &
25ft. indepth, and of sufficient dimensions to admit the largest
Shipwrights
a
liners trading in the Bristol Channel. The Sharpness Dock will
Sm: ey
ae
“1.8
be enlarged in area and quay berths. The estimated cost of
Wheelwrights ..
ae scm
oe
Labourers ..
Soar
Gre
Ne
Oe
these works is approximately :—
&
Westminster,
8.W.,
June
6th.
C.
Quay ace
dation, Gl
ter Docks ..
10,000
Straightening bends, dredging canal, &c. ..
24,000
Strengtheningembankments .. .. .. .. 0.) oe we
THE EDUCATION OF ENGINEERS.
New entrance, Sheperdine, tidal basin, lock and ship
Sir,—The interesting articles and letters which have appeared
coma) oc so 0s) 06> ages, fe 0s 0s cc 0s co SURED
on this subject Jed me to hope that I should find more about the
matter in your pages. I fancy that most engineers are of one
840,000
, that too much is taught in colleges that is not of
The fourth section is the estuary of the river Severn, and og opera
sort—but there is nothing definite stated.
affords communication on every tide from Sharpness for coasters theI right
to think that a great deal of good would be done if
to and from all the ports in the Bristol Channel. From
icu- yourventure
readers would express their opinions in your columns as to
lars already mentioned it will be seen that the engineering what a mechanical engineer ought to know and need not know.
aspect of the scheme presents no features of special difficulty, As my contribution to the subject, I would say that nothing is more
and that to enable vessels of 200 tons to reach Birmingham only essential than that the engineer should know how to make intelli- in the tracings of the fire-boxes which I sent you. In them the
necessitates the alteration of 30 miles of canal at a cost of gent use of text-books. Why, for ar a should not a pupil be crown stays are all shown alike. One row, however, was made as
£600,000, and that to provide an efficient port at Sharpness iven Molesworth’s pocket-book and told to use it in preparing per the enclosed tracingto admit of the expansion of the tubewhich shall at the same time restore the prosperity of Gloucester, esigns for, say, a bridge or a turbine? Much that is taught now plate. °
JOHN DONALDSON.
intended to enable the student to dispense with the use of books
Tower House, Chiswick, June 22nd.
involves the outlay of a further sum of £340,000. But in iswhich
are carried as a matter of course by every mechanical engiaddition we have, in considering the formation of a new under- neer
portions of Mr. Donaldson's letter which we did not publish
practice, and to be able to use such books is an essential are[The
taking, to include the Sharpness New Docks and Gloucester and part in
vague charges of unfairness and partiality on our part. We
his training.
Birmingham Navigation Company, which it is estimated maybe Oneof professor,
himself an engineer, had the courage some years suppressed them in Mr. Donaldson’s own interest, and we still
teken over for £950,000.
ago to introduce the system of testing the powers of his students venture to think that had he seen tiem in print he would be the
These various canals with the connecting link of the Severn in a Midland college in reading and using books of reference. first to regret the circumstance.—Ep. E.]
navigation between Gloucester and Worcester already form a They were permitted, for instance, to take Molesworth or D. K.
chain of water communication between Birmingham and the Clark into the examination room. The results, I have heard, were
Sir,—Mr. Donaldson has brought very serious charges against
sea, as before described. This chain of water communication admirable all round ; but if I am rightly informed, the practice has the crews of Admiralty torpedo boats—so serious that I think he
by the authorities as immoral, novel, and conse- is bound to supply some evidence that these crews are the incomhas been very useful in the past, but it has not been sufficient been 4
bad, and has been stopped.
petent, ignorant men he asserts them to be. I must ask him,
for the needs of the great industrial district of which Birming- quently
Iam sure an expression of opinion by engineers would prove therefore, to say why the boilers of 47 and 57 ran short of water.
ham is the centre, which has consequently had to rely in a dis- useful
and
valuable.
J. W. Davis.
He is entirely silent concerning their feed pump arrangements, but
advantageous degree on the railway. But if insufficient for the
Manchester, June 16th.
it is a suggestive fact that, on his own showing, one fire had to be
needs of the past, it is still more so for those of the present,
drawn
because the feed pipe joint gave way. Did the pumps or
and when it is considered in conjunction with modern capaSTEADY TRAINS.
injectors work throughout perfectly in 47 and 57 ?
bilities it will be found to be very inadequate indeed. But
In
Mr.
Donaldson’s sketches I can find no fusible plug shown.
your valuable paper for June 10th, 1887, I see an article
notwithstanding its admitted shortcomings, it constituted a very on Sm,—In
‘Steady Trains.” In this letter I am only going to treat of the Are we to understand that no fusible plug was fitted? If so, wh
valuable property but a few years ago. It still produces a large question
was this precaution omitted? Thecharge brought by Mr. Donaldof
springs.
Every
goods
wagon
repairing
yard
can
show
income, and is susceptible of very
iderable develop
t stacks of broken springs. What is the cause? Simply this: from son against the men who have lost their lives is that they suffered
Its average net earnings after payment of all working expenses experience, I know that various companies put men to make and the boiler to get short of water. Upto the present moment no one
for the ten years ending September, 1886, was about £41,000 repair springs who do not know how to temper the spring steel that has stated this as a fact but Mr. Donaldson, who is an interested
rannum. That of the last two years has been £38,300. is placed in their hands ; the consequence is that on is a lot of witness. Before bringing such charges of incompetence forward
uch of this reduction in its receipts can be traced directly to bad work turned out, and the reason for that is they get the men he ought to have waited for the conclusion of the coroner's inquest.
We should then have known how far the want cf water was due to
the change in modern shipping. This is now frequently of a cheap, and it is a great mistake on their part ; whereas, if they got incompetence
and ignorance on the part of the men in charge, how
size and character unsuitable for Sharpness, and still more practical springmakers who understand the various tempers of spring far to the failure
of feed pumps; or to priming, which at once
steel,
they
would
be
able
to
turn
out
good
springs
that
would
make
unsuitable for Gloucester. The time and cost incident to the steady running trains. It is bad springs that cause broken axles, empties the boiler and
shows a full glass,
carriage of goods to and from the interior with the present tires, and axle-boxes, which throw either engine, carriages, or
Mr. Donaldson’s letter is good and instructive as far as it goes,
water arrangements fully accounts for the remainder. The wagons off the track. What is wanted in railway companies’ shops but it does not go far enough.
ONE OF A TORPEDO CREW.
obvious remedy for this loss of revenue is therefore to improve are practical springmakers who understand the steel they are going
Portsmouth, 5une 20th.
the connection with the sea, making it thoroughly efficient for to make and repair springs with ; and if they would get them they
Sir,—Mr. Donaldson has written a letter which is brimful of
modern requirements, which can be satisfactorily accomplished would have a far less bill to pay for soft and broken springs—in
by carrying the ship canal down to Sheperdine; to improve fact, far less repairs to rolling stock generally. Then there is interest on a most important question. No man can supply more
than he can, and long as his letter is, I for one wish it
the canal up to Gloucester so as to admit a larger class of another question with defective springs; they cause the rolling information
was longer. The builders of torpedo boats are naturally reticent,
vessels to bring their cargoes up to Gloucester, and to make stock to thump on the track when running, and then there is the and
what
they
say when they do appear in print is certain to be
such enlargement of the Worcester and Birmingham Canal as breaking of axles or tires and a breaking down of the whole train, read with avidity.
Will Mr. Donaldson supply information on two
all this has to be accounted for in the traffic department;
will make it navigable for barges and small steam vessels into and
important
points—I1st.
Does he know of any other builder of locowhereas, if the springs were properly tempered to withstand the
the very heart of Birmingham.
motive type boilers who uses the Thornycroft system of crown
load
they
have
to
carry,
it
would
be
a
vast
saving
in
the
yearly
The total cost of the whole project is estimated at £1,890,000, accounts of railway companies.
stays? 2nd. Will the failure of the boilers in No. 47 and 57 lead
WILLIAM Jas, MartTIN.
made up as follows :—
toa change of practice in this respect by Messrs, Thornycroft—
40, Eastfield-place, Low-road,
Practical Springmaker.
that is, will they in future use nuts or heads on their stay bolts?
Purchase of the entire undertaking of the Sherypens
£
Springburn, Glasgow, June 13th.
New Docks and Gloucester and Birmingham NaviBayswater, June 22nd.
ws
SEE
Sas, GbS 00. ac, 00 20 00 0% 60 950,000
Enlargement of the Worcester and Birmingham Canal,
TORPEDO BOAT CASUALTIES.
DE
“an he 4-8 ou 0s’ on 6s cn. oc ce |=GERD
ELECTRIC
LIGHT
ILLUMINATIONS,
Sir,—TI have followed with especial interest the recent articles in Srr,—In connection with the Jubilee celebrations, attention
Making new entra to the Gl
ter and Berkele
Canal at Sh
ine, 5 miles below Sharpness, wit!
the technical papers upon the late torpedo boat manceuvres, and
be drawn to the fact that the electric light illuminations
deep-water ship canal toSharpness .. .. .. .. 800,000
more particularly the portion of the subject which deals with the should
uniformly successful, and were not in any way affected by the
Widening, deepening, and improving the canal between
boiler calamity, from which important lessons may be learnt. As were wind
Sharpness and Gloucester
ie pur ee ua” gil
40,000
which at times detracted from the effectiveness of the
a practical boilermaker of lengthened experience, permit me to high
illuminated by oil and gas.
make a few brief observations _ Mr. Donaldson’s letter in your devices
1,890,000
The method adopted of placing electric incandescent lamps upon
last issue, which, I hepe he will excuse me for saying, does not a white
background was strikingly effective, and as a very successimprove matters for his firm, for which firm I have the greatest ful installation
Total capital, say
. 2,000,000
of this kind may be mentioned that carried out by
respect.
the Anglo-American Brush Electric Light Corporation on the front
I will pass by Mr. Donaldson’s remarks in which he details the of
the
premises
of the Institution of Civil Engineers in Great
causes of his engines coming to grief, as it is a subject upon which George-street, Westminster.
I have only a superficial knowledge, and do not consider myself
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
ANGLO-AMERICAN
BrUsH ELEcTRIC LIGHT CORPORATION.
of offering an opinion, The grave question is one of boiler
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our capable
(E. GarcKE, per H. B., Secretary.)
construction.
Correspondents. |
Belvedere-road,
Lambeth,
London, June 22nd.
Now, taking locomotive practice in this country as a guide, I am
in a position to state that it is an invariable rule in supporting the
DOMESTIC DRAINAGE.
fire-box crown to adopt stays with either solid heads or nuts. I
THEORETIC DIAGRAMS,
Sir,—I am sorry to say, on seeing a letter in the last week’s am
fident no ]
tive superintendent would for a moment
ENGINEER respecting domestic drainage, I notice there made some. sanction the simple rivetting over of the stays, and that which is
Simr,—I am exceedingly sorry that I have misrepresented Mr.
statements which are very incorrect. It is made to yond that deemed essential to safety in a locomotive is clearly still more so Mudd’s method of combining diagrams, and I can quite sympathise
the one firm mentioned—the North British Plumbing Company— in a torpedo boat boiler, which is subject to even greater and more with his annoyance. The fact is that when I wrote the paper I
had introduced iron drai
entirely, and this only. Having had sudden fluctuations of temperature, coupled with the risk of the was very much pressed for time, and unfortunately in this case I
no small share in the introduction of this system, I take the liberty top of the box being occasionally uncovered, owing to the varia- trusted to my memory and the impression I had received when
of correcting some very misleading statements in the letter of your tions in the incline of the boat when at sea.
first reading the account of the discussion on the late Mr. Wyllie’s
correspondent, Mr. W. Silver Hall. He there claims that the sanir in the engineering prints, and it is only quite recently that
e practical difficulty in making sound work in rivetting over a
tary details of the houses on the Kensington Court Estate, long stay is due to the fact that the blow in striking the stay end Institut:
jaati on reading the full account in the
ings of the
designed by Mr. J. J. Stevenson, were, to use his own words, is nearly all taken up by the thread next to this end, b
mn of Mechanical Engineers, that so far as the relative
i
“‘schemed and executed in accordance with the ae so ably although you may hold up at the other extremity of the stay, placing of the separate cards goes, Mr. Mudd uses the same method
enunciated in your leading article of April 15th,” and also that the owing to its length and co
uent elasticity, only a very small as Mr. Schiénheyder. Had Mr. Mudd not already written to the
work was carried out by the above-named firm, for whom he acts portion of the blow is conveyed to the other end; therefore the secretary of the Liverpool Engineering Society, I fully intended
as consulting engineer. So far from these being the facts, the work actual result is, the strain has to be taken by the thread, which to draw attention to my mistake when next we met, and to menwas not done by the firm he mentions, but by Mr. Henry Lovatt, may be, and doubtless is, seriously crippled by the process of tion it inany correspondence that might arise from the publication
on contractor for the buildings, and supervised by Mr. Wm. Yuill, rivetting, and the head itself, which is hammered down cold, is of my paper in your pages. With regard to the correct standard
clearly uncertain and of doubtful value. The actual strength of area for comparison with the actual figures, and the correct expanFrom what I have seen of the arrangements as carried out on the the fastening of the stay into the plate must be forever unknown, sion curves to compare with the indicator curves, I should like to
estate, I am sure it would be difficult to find a house in a better and probably not even the workman himself who makes the boiler say a little more; but having been from home, I have been
sanitary condition than one there, but although an iron drain pipe is aware of the quality of the job or how much reliance can be unable either to look more fully into Mr. Mudd’s letter or to write
is laid under each house, the disconnecting traps and gullies are of placed on it. No internal or external examination can furnish any one myself, but I hope to have the pleasure of writing further
glazed stoneware, the soil pipes being of lead. It is, Crone, the evidence of its strength.
next week. I trust that Mr. Mudd will accept my apology as
path §
cage—and this may to some extent explain his statements—that at
J. JENNINGS CAMPBELL.
For my own part, and | think every practical boilermaker will frankly as I make it.
on2 house, which was erected outside of the general contractor on agree with me, I hold that this system of rivettifig long stays is
Liverpool, June 22nd.
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BOILER
SHELL
DRILLING
MACHINE.
MESSRS. GEORGE BOOTH AND ©O,, HALIFAX, ENGINEERS,

The machine is driven by a large three-speed con: and spur|
UPRIGHT TURRET PULLEY AND WHEELBOILER SHELL DRILLING MACHINE
gearing placed at the right-hand end of bed, so that it can be
BORING MACHINE,
We illustrate above a boiler shell drilling machine, of novel |run at a speed suitable for the size of drill used. The machine
construction, drilling boilers from 4ft. to 12ft. 6in. diameter. |was constructed for Messrs, Alex. Shanks and Sons, Arbroath. THe accompanying engraving represents a 36in. upright turret
The machine consists of a massive bed, planed on the top with | The makers have another in progress for Messrs. T. and H. Danks, |pulley and wheel-boring machine, with four changes for bars.
T slots, for securing the
It takes in 36in, diameter
drilling standards.
In the
and 24in. indepth. It conUPRIGHT
TURRET
PULLEY
AND
WHEEL-BORING
MACHINE.
centre of this bed is fitted a
sists of a heavy frame with
circular table 7ft. diameter,
hollow or cored section.
MESSRS. JOHN BERTRAM AND SONS, DUNDAS, ONTARIO, ENGINEERS
and fitted with four portThe cone has five changes,
able cramp plates for
a large diameter, and wide
securing boiler shells from
face. The turret takes in
12ft. 6in. down to 9ft. dia2tin. in bars, which are
meter, whilst being drilled ;
locked with wedges and
the smaller set shown at the
screws keeping alltrue. The
foot of machine being used
ram has large bearing surfor the same purpose for
faces, and has three changes
boilers from 9ft. down to
of feed; by releasing the
4ft. diameter. The circular
main friction it can be
table is revolved by hand by
raised and lowered rapidly
means of a worm and large
while the back friction
hand wheel. placed on
allows it to be operated
the base of the right-hand
slowly by hand. The table
drilling standard.
revolves in a large bronze
bearing and steel bottom
The drilling standards are
step. This machine
can bore
arranged to move in or out
pulleys, gear, couplings, and
upon the bed by hand by
a great variety of machine
means of rack pinion capwork. The fast and loose
stan and lever to suit varipulleys are 24in. in diaous diameters of boilers to
meter and bin. in face, and
be operated upon. The
should make 100 revolutions
saddles are arranged to be
per
minute. Weight, 5000 Ib.
raised and lowered upon the
drilling standard by hand
by screw, bevel gear, and
handles, balance weights
PARIS EXHIBITION,
being used for equalising the
1889—ROOF OF MAweight. Each standard carCHINERY HALL.
ries a saddle, and upon each
saddle are fitted two spindle
In our impression of the
carriages, with vertical and
10th inst., page 469, we pubtransverse adjustment, so
lished engravings showing
that two holes can be drilled
the principals of the great
in a boiler shell by either
roof of 375ft. span designed
saddle, horizontally, vertifor the proposed machinery
cally, or at any required
hall in the projected Exhi
angle, and from 2in. pitch
bition. We now publish on
upwards. The feed motion
page 506 some of the details
is arranged so that the drills
of the roof, all of which are
on the vertical slides on the
accompanied with their disaddle can be stopped or
mensions, and require very
regulated to compensate for
little explanation. Fig. 1,
the various lengths of drills,
page 469, is a half-section of
&c. The spindles are carthe roof with the side bays.
ried in long cast iron sockets,
and showing the pivotted
the spindle noses running
apex, the pivotted foot of
against
hardened
steel
the principals being shown
washers at one end, and at
at Fig. 5. Fig. 2 is a view
the other end are arranged
partly in section showing
lock nuts for adjustment,
the arrangement of rafters
when wear has taken place.
between
the principals,
The spindles are thereby
and the mode of carrying
supported in their whole
the intermediate space covertraverse, so that they can
ing. Fig. 4 is a portion of
not be strained while workone of the rafters intermeing, which is an important
diate between the principals,
feature, as the work is very
and showing the connections
often liable to spring. The
of the purlines thereto, the
feed motion is in position,
purlines being vertical inand is driven from vertical
stead of normal to the main
aia Swan
driving shafts by bevel and
lines of the ——
On
worm gearing connected and
page 506, Fig. 9, shows the
disconnected by friction
part making up the connecclutch on the saddle. Each
tion between the ends of
pair of drills is arranged so that it can be stopped, started, or |Crown Boilerworks, Netherton, near Dudley. The machine is ;the purline and the verticals at K, Fig. 1, page 469. Details of
reversed independently of the other pair by means of the lever | of special interest now that so many large cylindrical marine | this are shown at Figs. 15 to 18, and of the purlines at Figs.
placed at the foot of standard. By that means either pair of |boilers of thick plates are being made which must have drilled | 14, 12, 24, and 26. The apex and foot pivots are shown in
drills can be made to tap holes in fire-boxes, boiler backs, or |holes. It may be mentioned that it is the subject of a |detail at Figs. 27 to 31, and sections of the angles and connecany other work of the same kind.
patent.
|tions are shown in Figs. 20, 21 22, 23, 25, and 34,
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PLAN OF LINING REPAIR DEPARTMENT.
ATHUS IRON 40D STEEL WORKS.*
|lining eighty blows. Such repairs cannot well be effected
a, ¥.
without cooling down the converter, when the hollows
Lining repair department.—Not long before his regretted | eaten away may be filled up with basic bricks or mortar,
decease, Holley remarked to the Philadelphia engineers |an operation which generally requires twenty-four hours.
that there were in Europe many steel works where the | When the Thomas-Gilchrist process was first introduced
essential operations were preety performed; but the| on the Continent, dolomite was recognised as the most
comparatively minor detai 8, such as repairs to the con- | economically suitable substance for lining the converters in
the eaten pig wastreated. This5 magnesian
verter lining, transport inside the works, &c., were quite | which
W
.
neglected in getting out the general plan, being in reality | limestone was ground and moulded into bricks, which
verformed clumsily or inconveniently many times a day. were burnt in kilns at a very high temperature. Besides
Fiolley considered that it was absolutely necessary to place entailing a high consumption of fuel, however, this pracs several disad vantages. On account of the
in a separate department all re irs to the lining of con- | tice
verters and their bottoms, as well as that of the ladles, be- | considerable contraction—about 10 per cent.—caused by
cause this work cannot be done round the casting-pit with- the evolution of the carbonic acid, it was difficult to charge
the kilns methodically; and the bricks often fell and were
broken so as to become unfit for lining the converters.
Besides, the process of burning was a slow one; and a
great many kilns were required, with plenty of space.

being dried in the repair department by a jet of air and
gas acting like a blowpipe, the hot gases passing through
temporary tuyeres in the converter, and making their
exit by a chimney contrived in the bottom of the wagon
and in that of the ladle. But, as this method of drying
had never been applied to the basic process, and woul
have entailed Sctablacable expense, it wasdecided at Athus
to begin by drying the converters and their bottoms in the
casting house. The converter, lined as above described,
is brought mouth downwards on its wagon into the castin
house and inserted in one of the belts, where it is turn
on
| its trunnions so as to bring the mouth upwards. In
this position the lining—which is but slightly consistent,
and, not being kept up by the bottom, is unsupported
below—would be exposed to fall out before there was
time to put in place the bottom which sustains it. To
obviate this difficulty, the converter is provided inside
with bent iron bolts, which hold iron plates by means of

|

ELEVATION

CENTRIFUGAL MACHINE FOR REDUCING

PLAN
LOCOMOTIVE

BY THE COCKERILL CO.

out seriously interfering with the casting of the steel and
the removal of the ingots and ingot moulds. There is, indeed, every advantage in arranging the repair department so as to be separate from the casting-pit—as
at Athus—because the converter may remain on its
carriage while the lining is being repaired; and it is a
fortunate circumstance that those
viz., the mouth
and the bottom—which are most liable to wear, are precisely those which, under this arrangement, are most
accessible to the workmen. While it is considered fair
work if the bottoms and tuyeres do not require renewal
before the fifteenth blow, the basic lining of the converter
will frequently stand over sixty blows before requiring
repairs of any consequence. At Athus the average duration of the bottoms is eighteen blows, and of the converter
* Continued from p 85 of vol, Ixii.

DOLOMITE.

It was afterwards found preferable to first calcine the |nuts; and the lininghas never been known tofall during the
dolomite in pieces, then grind it, and afterwards to| time nec
to replace the bottom, which is brought as
form it intoa “pise” or mortar with tar, for lining the con- quickly as possible, raised by the hydraulic press, and
verters and their bottoms. The bottoms are generally securely keyed. On the segment of the bottom which
lined as just described; but in some works, for lining the corresponds with the thickness of the converter lining
converters, the dolomite pise is rammed into iron moulds, | is placed a sufficiently soft pise of tar and dolomite
formed to correspond with the internal contour of the | about 3 or 4 centimetres= lin. to lfin. thick, making a
converter. The bricks thus formed are afterwards dried | simple and satisfactory joint between the lining and the
in kilns; and, to effect repairs, these bricks are simply put |bottom of the converter ring. This arrangement is shown
in place without any cement or mortar whatever, as they | by plan and section of converter in the next page.
become united, owing to the tar, when the converter is | On the Continent there are two principal methods of
heated before being brought into use. This system is making the lining for the bottoms. At many works,
adopted when, on account of an insufficient plant, it is especially in Germany, the bottoms are rammed in
necessary to repair the lining of the converters as quickly cast iron moulds, the underside being provided with
as possible. As regards the lasting of the converter lining, wrought iron pins, which, withdrawn when the ramming
however, this practice is generally found not so good as is done, leave the holes necessary
for the
e of the
that of ramming the pise inside the converter.
blast. These bottoms are dried gradually for twelve to
At the Athus Steel Works the converters are lined eighteen days in the moulds, which are put into lon
with dolomite pise carefully rammed between the iron stoves. Each bottom is placed on a separate wagon; po
plate and a wooden mould, of a shape corresponding with the wagons, coupled together, are pushed farther into
that of the interior of the converter. The mouth only is the stove each time that one is withdrawn for use. In
lined with acid fire-bricks to a depth of 60centimetres = 2ft. this way the desiccation is regulated with the greatest
Holley arranged for the converters and their bottoms nicety, and a better result is obtained than by drying
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the bottom while remaining attached to the converter.
At other works acid tuyeres are used to lead the blast to
the converters; and this is the method adopted at Athus,
where the bottom plate of the converter is lined with
eighteen tuyeres, and the space between them is rammed
with dolomite pise. When worn out, these tuyeres are
replaced by others and held with acid mortar, as in the
Bessemer process. When the bottom is put in place, the
lining of that and the converter are dried together by a
coke fire, placed inside and blown after a certain space of
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STEAM ENGINE TESTS AT NEWCASTLE-ONTYNE.
In our last impression we gave a list of the names of
the engineers who have entered engines for trial at the
forthcoming Royal Agricultural Show at Newcastle. We
now give subjoined the conditions of test as prepared by
the consulting engineers of the Society. It will be seen
that these rules differ in several respects from those
which have hitherto obtained. Under the old system
each competitor having declared at what power he intended to work, was supplied with 14 lb. of coal per horsewer, and he was allowed to run his engine as long as
1e could work with this supply. The run seldom if ever
touched five hours. With the new type compound engines
working at 1201b. or more, a consumption of under
2°5 1b. of coal per hour per run may be expected, which
14
.
:
would give 55 = 5h. 36m., and it is not improbable that
a run of six hours may be obtained. Now, about four
hours is the most that any fireman can be expected to
bear the mental and bodily strains of a competitive run;
and so it has been — determined to limit the trial
run proper to this period. As a great deal will depend on
the quantity of water in the boiler before and after the
run, and as this can only be obtained with an approximate
accuracy, because of the “lifting” of the water, it
seems that it would be worth while to place every engine
on a weigh-table during the run. There is no difficulty
METHOD FOR meaten st
qeaieieies CONVERTER
whatever in doing this; and even if there were, the
time by a little blast, the heat being gradually brought results obtained would amply suffice to compensate for it.
1. Each engine shall be measured, weighed, and described
up to that suitable for receiving the molten pig iron and
beginning the operation. When there is a fresh lining in accordance with the tabulated form sent herewith.
2. Each exhibitor shall declare the steam pressure, the revoto the converter, three to four hours are necessary to dry
it properly, but when only the bottom is freshly lined two lutions per minute, and the brake horse-power, at which he
wishes
his engine to be tried. The brake will be driven direct
hours are sufficient. Inasmuch as in any case the conthe crank-shaft by means of a short connecting shaft and
verter must be heated before use, the extra quantity of from
joints. A coupling to key on to the crank-shaft of the
fuel due to the necessity of drying the lining is incon- universal
engine will be sent to each exhibitor.
siderable.
3. Preliminary run: Steam will be got up in each engine, and
As described in our last article, the converter and bottom it will be set to work on the brake at the declared speed and
—or bottom only, as the case may be—when they require power, and will be kept running until, with the regulator and
more extensive repairs than can be effected while a governor valve full open, the speed and pressure of steamn begin
bottom is being changed, are lowered to the floor level in to decline. The time occupied in raising steam and in getting
their carriage, from the stationary belt, by the hydraulic ready for the trial run, together with the revolutions made, the
press. This requires the breaking of only one joint, just fuel (including 8 lb. of wood) and the stores consumed, will be
the same as for changing a bottom. The carriage is then noted.
4. As soon as the speed has shown a tendency to fall, the
run along by the locomotive to the lining repair departengine will be stopped, any coal remaining on the bars and the
ment,a plan of which is shown on the preceding page. The ashes
be raked out, 1 lb. of wood will be served out to reprincipal feature of this department is the turntable, by kindle will
the fire, and a weighed supply of coal will be issued, after
means of which a single locomotive can shunt the con- which the
trial run will begin. The duration of each trial will
verters, bottoms, ladles and slag tubs, the diameter of the be four hours, or as near thereto as can be arranged. During
turntable—11 metres= 36ft.—being large enough to allow the triai run there will be noted the steam pressure, the temsufficient space for the locomotive on each side of the con- perature,and
the quantity of the feed water,and that of thewater
verter placed in the middle of its wagon. Thanks to discharged by pet cocks and jacket drains, and the level of the water
this arrangement, the engine—sometimes in the front and in the boiler before starting and shortly after starting. At the
sometimes in the rear—suflices for all the shunting, thus end of four hours the supply of fuel will be stopped, the unused
dispensing with points and crossings. Moreover, all supply will be weighed back, and the trial will be continued till,
the necessary movements are effected
while the various the regulator and the throttle-valve being full open, the speed
a tendency to decline. The height of the water in the
parts remain fixed on their own wagons, so that there is no shows
boiler throughout the trial must be kept as constant as possible,
need of any crane in this department. The dolomite for and
the termination should be left at the level at which it
the basic lining, obtained from the banks of the Meuse, is was atwhen
the trial commenced; any slight, unavoidable
fritted in a basic-lined cupola, by which operation it is difference will, however, be noted. To assist in observing the
reduced to 40 per cent. of its original weight and volume. speed, a speed indicator will be attached to each brake, and
The fritted dolomite is reduced to powder in a centrifugal attention must be paid to keeping the engine as nearly as posmachine—an elevation and section of which are ap- sible to the uniform speed of revolutions declared.
pended—made by J. L. Marie, of Marchienne-au-pont; and
5. When the trial run is over, coal will again be served out,
this powder is mixed with tar under a pair of edge-runners. and the engine will be kept working under the same conditions
as
those which prevailed during the trial run, in order to allow
The swan neck or stopper—shown in the accompanying
sketch—to allow the molten metal to flow from the of experiments, for determining the temperature, and the presbottom of the ladle is re-coated with refractory material sure of the furnace and the smoke-box, being made, of the
being collected for analysis, of indicator diagrams being
dried and replaced. A sketch is also given of the small gases
taken, of the supply of air being measured, of the governor
locomotive made by the Cockerill Comefficiency
being tested, and of any other experiments or tests
pany for hauling about the converter
being made which the stewards or judges may deem to be
carriage, ladle, ingots, slag, &c. The
advisable, as throwing light on the particular engine under exinverted cylinders act on a horizontal
periment, or upon the general question of steam motors.
shaft carrying a spur pinion which
6. The oil cans in use by each exhibitor will be emptied, and
gears with a spur wheel inside one of
a weighed quantity of oil supplied by the exhibitor—the nature
the bearing wheels, all four of which
and price of which will be noted—will be served out. At the
end of the run the oil remaining will be weighed back, in order
are coupled. A travelling derrick crane
that the consumption may be accurately ascertained. A similar
by Appleby is also found very useful.
course will be pursued with the tallow.
The centrifugal machine for reSSS
7. Each exhibitor is to provide a driver for his engine, and
ducing the dolomite is driven by
during the four hours’ trial run, no person, other than this
belt and spur gearing as shown.
driver, is to assist in the working of the engine.
In the event of any unusual rei!
sistance, a bolt is sheared, and the
He |
LOG OF EXPERIMENTS.
machine soon comes to rest. Only
General Description.
the lower grinder revolves, the upper
Name of exhibitor
os “es! be | ee
one being bolted to the under side
Catalogue number
NOZZLE
Nominal power .. ..
of the cover.
Both grinders conCompound or simple ..
sist of segments with specially formed teeth; and
Weight, empty
os
any one segment may be readily replaced.
They
Description of engine. .
are cast in chills of a very strong composition of
iron, the hardness of which exceeds that of hardened
BOILER.
steel. The hand wheel serves to regulate the distance
General Description of Boiler.
between the grinders, and therefore the fineness to which
Maximum declared working pressure ..
the dolomite is reduced. The dolomite is charged into
Description of safety valves .. . ..
the hopper in pieces of about 3in. diameter; but the
Fire-box and grate—
quantity charged in makes no difference to the workin
Size of ordinary grate ininches.. .
'y grate in square feet
of the machine, which feeds itself at a uniform rate,
Widthof barsininches.. .. .. ..
therefore cannot choke. The larger size, which weighs
Width of air spaces in inches
4 tons, requires from 15-h.p. to 25-h.p., and grinds from
Area of air spacesin squarefeet .. ..
Area of grate used at trial in square feet ..
10to 40 tons
per day. This machine is used by the
Areaof air spaces
at trial in square feet.. ..
Cockerill and Angleur Companies, by the Lilleshall ComHeight of fire-box crown above bars in inches
from out to out of tube plates in inches
pany, and by the Staffordshire Steel and Ingot Iron
Number
of
tubes...
Company.
Materialof tubes.. .. .. .. ..
The machine is driven by a 40-h.p. horizontal engine,
Outside diameter of tubes in inches
Inside diameter of tubes in inches
made by the Maschinenbau-Anstalt Humboldt. The
Heating surface—
cylinder is 0°26 m. = 10}in. in diameter; and the stroke,
Heating surface of fire-box in square feet ..
Heating surface of tubes
in square feet .. ..
052 m. = lft. 84in. The main feature of this engine is
Heating surface of smoke-box in square feet
the Rider valve gear, which has already been illustrated
Total water-heating surface in square feet ..
in our pages.
uare feet of water-heating surface per nominal
rse-power
of engine .. .. .. .. «
evauins siee re
eee
Area
through tubes, square feet.. .. .. .. ..
THE new Hammersmith Bridge was opened on SaturRatio of area through tubes to normal grate 3
day by Prince Albert Victor, who afterwards laid a memorial
equarefect .. .. .. °.
stone of rough-cut 7 block on one of the abutments of the
Area of chimney, squarefeet .. .,
new Battersea Bridge. Both these bridges have recently been
Arrangement
and area of blast nozzle
fully illustrated in our pages,
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Arrangement of ash-pan damper ..
Ratio of heating surface to normal grate area ..
Weight of water in boiler at normal level, Ibs...
Weight of water in boiler when quite full, Ibs,
Steam space in cubic feet... .. 2. 6. 6. oe
Position of bottom of gauge glass with reference
crown of fire-box
ENGINE.
Diameter and stroke of H.P. cylinder, inches ..
Diameter and stroke of L.P. cylinder, inches .. ..
Mean clearances and ports H.P. cylinder, cub. in. ..|
Mean clearances and ports L.P. cylinder, cub. in, ..|
Intermediate aga cubicinches .. .. .. .. . |
Description oi cylinders, including lagging and!
MRT
UE as cs nc cig dc es as cd
Diameter and width of fly-wheel .. .. 2. 1.
|
Nature of crank arrangement .
ee
Nature of valve gear .. .. 4.
Nature of governor gears ..
Description of feed pump. .
Description of feed-heater
Description of jacket drains ..
Description of self-moving arrangement

TRIALS.
Name of exhibitor
Catalogue number
. 26 fe
steam pressure .. .. ..
oad
Declared revolutions per minute ..
Declared horse-power on brake
ok cme, act
Getting up Steam and Preliminary Run,
Wood
used in Ibs... ..
hs
Coal served out in Ibs.
Coal returned in Ibs. ..
oo
rr
ae
ee
Temperature of water in boiler at start
Time startin
AS ye Haire
Time at which steam reached 60lb. .. .. ..
Time at which steam reached working pressure...
Level of water in gauge above fixed point at start ..
Weight of ashes removed... .. .. ..
os
Weight of unconsumed coal removed . .
Trial Run,
Wood served out to re-kindle fire ..
ee ek,
a
Coal returned
7
Coal used... ..
Oil served out
Oil returned ..
i
ree
Tallow served out..
Tallow returned ..
Tallow used .. .. ..
Time of starting run ..
°
ye,
he
ae Pe Pee
Level of water above fixed point just before starting}
Level of water above fixed point directly after startLevel of water above fixed point at finish ..
Weight of water due to difference of level..
Mean temperature of water used .. .. ..
Mean temperature of water entering boiler
Total water supplied to engine in lbs... .. .. .
Water returned to feed tank from condensation in
P
of water
] d in feed-heater
Water condensed
in steam jackets. .. .. .. ..
Temperature of water condensed in steam jackets..
Actual quantity of water evaporated in boiler (fresh
water added + condensed in feed-heater + jacket
Mean steam pressure... .. ..
Mean steam temperature... .. .. .. .. ..
Equivalent water evaporated from and at 212 deg. ..
Pounds of water evaporated per Ib. of coal from and)
Dp es we~ 02 - 9 eo 0 . . os 00 he
Area of opening of ash-pan damper as used
Total number of revolutions on brake.. ..
Weight suspended from brake strapinlbs.. .. ..
Distance from centre of weight to centre of shaft ..
Actuml
time running... .. .. .. .. 6s ue
Brake horee-pewer .. .. .. .. «.
Range of variation of speed indicator ..
Secondary Trials,
Initial temperature of 2} 1b. of water in
meter.|
Final temperature after q
hi g 502. ofy wrought)
.
Sa
Se
eee
|
Loss by evaporation .. .. 0.. 6 we ee eee |
Temperature of the iron ..
ee'\eo ce co on
Computed t
ture of furmace .. .. «. «.
Temperature of smoke-box just above tubes .. ..
Range of temperature between furnace and chimney
Pressure infurnace .. .. .. ‘ee eo ce se
Pressure at base of chimney ..
Revolutions of air gauge ..
Area of opening for air
Readingof meter.. .. .. ..
Volumeof air per minute.. ..
ae Temperature
of air .. .. .. .. «.
Weight of air per 1 lb. of coalconsumed .. .. ..
Ratio of air used to that theoretically necessary ..
Number of samples taken of products of busti
DG.
407 ss o¢ ve 6° 08
Rate of coolingof boiler .. .. .. 1. «2 oe oe
Lameee frat apa
os 00 00 ce ce ee ef
Indicated initial pressure H.P. cylinder .. .. ..
Indicated least back pressure L.P. cylinder . ..
Actual rate of expansion, being the actual ratio of
volumes occupied by steam at the point of cut-off.
and at moment of exhaust .. .. .. .. « «
Indicated horse-power .. .. 1. .s se op
Ratioof brake to indicated
power .. 4. os
Conclusions.
Ratio of the evaporative power of boiler to the
retical power of the
SS ee ot ae
Ratio of useful effect
of feed heater
to total
Weight 6 Se
ae 7
ae
e!
steam su
engine per
horse-power (excluding condensed steam
GE PD
net ena ne neh.) wee
Weight of steam ee per brake
(excluding cond
steam draining from
Orderof Merit, according to
Efficiency of boiler
Oe. ime: (00 ee; get. bao
a
=
ce te <0, On ce be ree fel
Economy
of fuel per brake horse-power .. .. +
Economy of water per brake horse-power.. .. “|
Efficiency of governor ae re
eee
Norte.—The tables given in J,H. Cotterill’s work on the steam engine
will be used in making the computations,
TueE Technical Bureau of the Semaine Industrielle, of
Liege, is urging the
ity for co-operation and participation in
the following enterprises :—Gas lighting in Spain and Portugal;
tramway construction and working in Spain and Servia; the
working of sulphur and lignite mines in various parts of Europe ;
the development of a Belgian concession of a highly plastic fireclay,
—s by ag water, 0°33; organic melbercansl-—-490 ;
oo 77°6 ; alumina, 15°05; lime, 2°1; magnesia 0°32; not taken
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RAILWAY MATTERS.
A new station at the Manors, Newcastle-on-Tyne, was
opened by the North-Eastern Railway Company last mane It has
cost over £100,000, including bridges and an is and platform 200ft,
long, furnished with offices, and replaces a small and inconvenient
station.
Great dissatisfaction is felt in the New Norfolk district of Tasmania at the stop
of works in the Derwent Valley
Railway, and a deputation waited on the ( tovernment on April 27th.
the work
he reply was that the Government believed in havingwasallnot
likel
constructed under the contract system, and that it
wit
proceeding
in
delay
months’
two
than
there would be more
the works,
Tur Supreme Court of the German Empire at Leipsic
has approved of the sentence of three months’ imprisonment of a
man convicted of buying and using a non-transferable railroad
return ticket. This wasa test-case, as Prof. Dr. Rud vs. Jhering,an
eminent jurist, had declared that a return-ticket, notwithstanding
that “not transferable” was printed upon it, was not only meant for
‘‘the” bearer, but for ‘‘any” bearer.
Tue American failroad and Engineering News is informed that ‘‘the Pennsylvania Railroad Company intends to make
exhaustive trials on its line of a compound locomotive on the Webb
system. The trial, it is said, will be made with a London and
orth-Western locomotive built under Mr, Webb's supervision,
which will be brought over for the a
This will be the first
really thorough test of the compound system in this country, and
its result will be watched with much interest,
Tue three days’ official ein of the Tay Bridge by
General Hutchinson and Colonel Rich, on behalf of the Board of
Trade, was concluded on Saturday last. The tests on Saturday
were mainly to ascertain the vibrations of girders while a train was
passing over them slowly and at high speed. On the conclusion of
the tests the inspecting officers declared themselves in every way
satistied with the result of their investigations, and telegraphed to
the Board of Trade that they saw no reason why the bridge should
not be at once opened for general traffic.
Art the commencement of 1887 the following lines were
opened in Russia:—Romny-Krementschug, 198 versts; SsedlezMalkin, 62 versts (both State lines); and the Noworossisskij branch
of the Wladikawkas Railway. The following lines are under construction: —Ssamara-Ufa, 455 versts; Pskow-Riga, 354 versts;
Brest-Cholm, 107 versts; Homel-Brjansk, 257 versts; and RshewWjasma, 15 versts (all State lines); also Jarosslaw-Kostroma. On
January Ist, 1887, the Government itself managed 3410 versts of
railways, besides the Finland railways and the 1005 versts of the
Transcaspian line, which is under the control of the War Department, but isshortly to be transferred to the Ministry of Communication,
Wuat next? The varying requirements of modern
travel and the enterprise displayed in meeting them are evinced
by the announcement, the Colonies and India says, that Messrs. Cook
and Sons, the tourists’
agents, besides ‘“‘personally conducting” the
mining engineers to Utah and Montana for their summer meeting,
‘have arranged to conduct the Mahommedan pilgrims of India to
Arabia, issuing first, second, and third-class tickets from Bombay to
Jeddah and return for 90, 60, and 45 rupees. A Mohammedan doctor
accempanies the pilgrims, and special arrangements will be made
for ladies, Pilgrims’ valuables can be deposited at Bombay and
drawn at Jeddah, Price of return ticket paid to heirs in case of
demise en route.”
Our Birmingham correspondent says :—“Theengineering
works engaged on heavy railway rolling stock accessories, are
making a large turnover on account of South America, and other
foreign States. Excellent reports reach me of the activity at certain
of these establishments. One district concern has, I am informed,
500 tons of heavy wheels and axles waiting on the railway for dispatch
to India, The manufactures are all open work intended for goods
traffic and are of steel ; some of the goods are of unusual bag
25 ewt. per pair, and are intended to take a gauge Qin, wider
than
our home lines. The axles are of 5in., and are throughout es
stro
The same concern is, I understand, busy also for Sout
American lines.”
Raitway extension is engaging the attention of
Jamaica, but the local Standard thinks that, ‘‘im the present state
of the public finances, it is evident that a prudent scheme of railway extension must be gradually and tentatively conducted. The
line should be constructed in short sections of ten, fifteen, or
twenty miles, so that each section might, as soon as completed, be
open to traffic, thereby helping at the earliest possible moment to
defray its own cost and conducing to the more economic construction of the remaining sections. The narrow gauge is advocated, as
Jamaica does not need the extensive plant and appliances found
necessary to meet the requirements of productive districts and
populous centres in the Mother Country.”
Tue independent railway lines of Russia have an
aggregate length of 21,098 versts, so that with the Government
lines there are 24,508 versts in the country. ‘The total network,
including the Finland and Transcaspian Railways, has a length of
26,642 versts. The returns of seven state lines, exclusive of the
Jekaterinburg-Tjumen, show that during 1886 they carried
1,861,912 passengers, 174,197 soldiers, and 176,382,076 pouds of
goods, The
receipts amounted to 12,143,715 roubles, or an
average of 4201 roubles per verst—i.¢e., 10°34 per cent, less than in
1885. The whole of the Russian railways together carried only
34,233,685
mgers, 2,506,096 soldiers, and 2,550,847,013 pouds
of goods.
@ gross receipts amounted to 220,454,956 roubles, or
9211 roubles per verst—i.e., 5°84 per cent. less than in 1885.
Puo.aps and phylloxera, and teredo-navalis, and white
ants have usually not helped much, but the folloying might be
hoped for:—‘‘ The existence has just been discovered of a detestable
microbe which feeds upon iron with as much gluttony as the phylloxera upon the vine. Some time ago the greatest consternation
existed amongst the engineers employed upon the railway at
Hagen pI
accidents occurring always at the same place,
proving that some terrible defect must exist either in the material
or the construction of the rails, TheGerman Government directed
an inquiry to be made, and a commission of surveillance to be
foi
for the purpose of maintaining constant watch at the spot
where the accidents—one of them attended with loss of life—had
occ
It was not, however, until after six months had elapsed
that the discovery was made. One of the employés had observed
that the surface of the rails appeared to be corroded, as, if by acid,
to the extent of 100 yards, The rail was taken up and broken,
and it was perceived that it was literally hollowed out by a thin
grey worm, to which the qualification of “railoverous” was
assigned, and by which name it is to be classed in natural history.
The worm is said to be about two centimetres in length, and of the
size of the prong of a silver fork in circumference. It is of a light
grey colour, and on the head carries two little glands filled with a
corrosive secretion, which is ejected every ten minutes upon the
iron.’ This liquid renders the iron soft and spongy, and of the
colour of rust, and it is then greedily devoured by the insect.
‘There is no exaggeration,” says the official report of the calamity,
‘in the assertion that this creature, for its size, is one of the
most voracious kind, for it has devoured 36 kilogrammes of rail
in a fortnight!” The Jronmonger says the foregoing comes from a
German source, but until it sees a specimen of this extraordinary
worm, and witnesses its destructiveness, it prefers to doubt the
existence of so “ railoverous” a creature,
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NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
For mounting albumen prints without wrinkle, upon
any kind of paper, a thick solution of bleached shellac in alcohol
is recommended as meeting every requirement.
Last week 2513 births and 1390 deaths were registered
in London, Allowing for increase of population, the births were
358 and the deaths 43 below the ave
numbers in the corresponding weeks of the last ten years,
e annual death-rate per
1000from all causes, which had been 19, 17°9, and 17°5 in the three
preceding weeks, further declined last week to 17:2.
Tue American Railroad and Engineering Journal says:
—Mr. F. J. Clamer, of the 1
Metal amy ore|of Philadelphia,
has discovered a method of depositing pure lead on iron, steel, or
other metallic surfaces by which, it is claimed, a perfect union of
the metals can be sec
. A great number of applications can be
suggested for this process, as the lead will protect the iron or steel
from rust, the action of acids, &c. Bridge rods and bolts can be
thus protected, wires can be covered, and lead-coated iron sheets
can be substituted for the lead sheets in the tanks used for making
sulphuric acid and for other purposes.
A susstituTE for red or white lead is being introduced
in America. It seems to be a German invention, for it is called
graphite “ smear-grease,” intended to replace red lead in —
joints for steam and gas fitting. It is made of peeety pulveri
and perfectly pure graphite, mixed with best boiled oil. The
mage being a naturai lubricant, it is claimed that it enables a
tter to make a much tighter and consequently a much more
perfect joint. Further, that a joint so made can remain any length
of time, and will then yield to the ordinary pressure of the tongs.
It is equally useful for bolts and screws,
ALUMINIUM-BRONZE forges similarly to the best Swedish
iron, but at a much lower temperature. It works best at a cherry
red ; if this is much exceeded, the metal becomes “ red short,” and
is easily crushed. The temperature for rolling is a bright red heat,
and it is a curious fact that if the metal were forged at the temperature it is rolled, it would be smashed to pieces, If the temperature
in the ordinary muffle in which it is heated be allowed to rise too
high, the bronze will frequently fall apart by its own weight. When
in the rolls it acts very much like yellow Muntz metal. As it loses
its heat much more rapidly than copper or iron, it has to be
annealed frequently between rollings,
Tue annual report of the Astronomer Royal states that
the construction of the new 28in. refractor has been delayed by
difficulty in obtaining the discs of glass. Messrs. Chance are
nee in removing a bunch of fine veins from the flint glass disc,
and have every hope of being able very shortly to report the disc
practically perfect ;and M. Feil’s successor has successfully moulded
a crown disc from which he believes that he has removed alldefects.
The details of the special tube and other mechanical
have
been settled with Mr. Grubb, and he has made considerable progress
with its construction, so that when the object glass is c les. ad it
will be mounted without delay.
Durixe the past month, despite the prejudicial
influence of the stormy weather on the state of the river sources,
the general character of the water supplied to the metropolis has
been eminently satisfactory. The proportion of organic matter
resent in the water—not at any period of the year excessive—
as, with the advance of the season, undergone an appreciable
diminution. Thus, in the case of the Thames-derived supply, the
maximum —
of organic carbon in any one sample was ‘152
part in 100,
parts of the water; while the mean proportion for
the month was ‘134 part, as against a mean of ‘162 part for the
preceding month, and a mean of ‘167 part for the previous four
months of the year. The condition of the East London Company's
Lea-derived water, in respect to its degree of freedom from
organic matter, was, however, unexceptional, the mean proportion
of organic carbon yon being only ‘108 part, with a maximum
of but ‘131 part in 100,000 parts of the water.
Tue February number of the Annuaire de la Societé
Météorologique de France contains an article by M. Hervé-Mangon
on the distribution of rainfall and its duration in Paris, from
observations taken during the years 1860-70. These observations,
which were made with Hervé-Mangon’s pluvioscope, show that rain
falls on an average 19 hours a month.
e month with the shortest
duration of rain was August, which had only 124 hours, while
March had 26 hours, and October and November a little more than
22 hours each. An examination of the hours of the rainfall during
the night and during the day shows that on an average there are
fewer hours of rain during the night than during the day. The
longest interval without rain was 26 days, from September 11th to
October 6th, 1865. The greatest nnmber of consecutive days of
rain was 18, from October 3rd to 20th, 1867. The month of March
had, on an average, the greatest number of rainy days, viz., 21:2,
and the month of June the least, viz, 13:1. The months of
greatest and least amount of rainfall do not correspond with these
months, the maximum being 2-2lin. in September, and the
minimum 1-00in. in February.
From a recent report by Dr. Hellman on statistics of
lightning damage in Schleswig-Holstein, Baden, and Hesse, it
appears that the danger from lightning in these parts—unlike the
case of other parts of Germany—has been decreasing of late years.
Soft-roofed houses are fired about seven times oftener than those
with hard roofs. Windmills are struck 52 times, and church and
clock towers 39 times, oftener than ordinary houses with hard
roofs. The marshy regions in Schleswig-Holstein are the most
dangerous, and the land about inlets of the east coast the safest.
With like conditions, the relative danger decreases the more houses
are grouped together. In Baden the danger varies more than
in any part of Germany. About Heidelberg it is 24, and in
Waldshut 265 per million houses, In Hesse, the low plain of
the middle Rhine is the most dangerous part. In the fifteen years
1869-83 there were killed by lightning for every million men, in
Prussia, 4°4; in Baden, 3°8; in France, 3:1; and in Sweden, 3-0.
The geological nature of the ground, and
ially its capacity
for water, has important influence. Thus, one the danger on
lime 1, that for sand is 9, while for loam it is 22. This, says
Nature, is partly why most of South Germany and Austria is
less dangerous than North Germany.
Art the last meeting of the Meteorological Society, a
we was read on the ‘Amount and Distribution of Monsoon
infall in Ceylon generally, with Remarks upon the Rainfall in
Dimbula,” by Mr. F. J. Waring, M. Inst. C.E. The princi
feature in Ceylon, as determining both the amount and distribution
of rainfall, is a group of mountains situate in the south central
portion of the island, equidistant from its east, west, and southern
shores. The south-west and north-east monsoons in Ceylon may
be said mompoetively to blow steadily from May to August inclusive,
and from November to February inclusive. In March and April,
and in September and October, the weather is more or less unsettled, and no regular
direction of the air current is
usually experienced. After giving details of the rainfall at twentyfive stations, the author concludes by remarking upon:—(1) The
effect of the mountain zone in determining the amount and distribution of the rainfall. (2) The apparent gradual veering of the
rain-bearing currents of air as each monsoon progresses. (3) The
relative insignificance of the south-west monsoon as compared with
the north-east monsoon in inducing rainfall. (4) The cause of the
large general rainfall of the north-east monsoon throughout the
island generally as compared with that of the south-west monsoon.
(5) The influence of the gaps in the external ring of the mountain
zone, and of the central as well as the other rid
in it, in determining the amount of rainfall within the zone and in the neighbouring districts outside it,
ill
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A tEeLEGRAM from Askabad states that the work of
making a highway between that place and Kutchan, in Persia, has
commenced,
Tue Sheffield Corporation, at a special meeting held
last week decided, by thirty-nine to five, four being neutral, to
make an offer to the Sheffield Water Company to purchase their
undertaking at a price which is estimated at £121,597
In several places in Dakota the artesian wells of 900ft.
to 1050ft. show pressures of 250lb. to 325lb. As there are no
elevations within hundreds of miles to correspond to this, the
Chicago Journal of Commerce asks ‘ the geologists, gasologists, or
seismologists to tell what causes the pressure.” The Journal of
Commerce had better ask an easier one.
At Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on Wednesday the 15th inst.,
Sir W. Armstrong laid the foundation stone of a new building for
the College of Science, to cost from £20,000 to £25,000. Sir
William, speaking afterwards at a luncheon in connection with
the event, said what they now wanted was bread-winning
science,
Tue rural sanitary authority of Fring, Surrey, have
adopted the scheme of sewerage prepared by Mr. James Lemon,
M. Inst. C.E., and application will be made to the Local Government Board for sanction for a loan to carry out the works. The
scheme adopted is that of filtration, the effluent being discharged
into the river Blackwater,
Tue Royal Commission on Irish Public Works has since
Monday, the 13th inst., been engaged in the inspection of the
coasts of Galway, Mayo, and Sligo, between the towns of Galway
and Sligo, visiting in particular Roundstone, Clifden, Killary; Clew
Bay, Belmullet, and Killala, On Friday they held a sitting in
Sligo to take evidence respecting railways and fisheries.
Ir is stated that the prospects of the French Railway
Jubilee Exhibition have been seriously compromised by the failure
announced in Paris of M. Gabriel Levy, one of the chief promoters
of the enterprise, The exhibition is nominally open, and a series
of fétes hed been arranged, but the Railway News says the want of
support by the French companies and the scandal now created are
serious difficulties to meet.
Ir has been decided by the Government of the Colony
of Victoria to hold an International Exhibition of arts, manufactures, ,
and industrial —
and products, in the
City of Melbourne, in celebration of the centenary of the settlement of Australia ;and that the Exhibition will be opened on the
1st of August, 1888, and will close on the 3lst of January, 1889.
An executive commission has been appointed by the Governor
under the Seal of the Colony to conduct the Exhybition ; and its
London Committee, who have control of all questions concerning
the exhibitors of the United Kingdom, have offices at 8, Victoriahambers, Westminster.
Tuer Society of Arts offer prizes to art-workmen in the
following eight classes for the present year, as follows :—{1)
Painted glass, £25, £15, £10. ?) Glass blowing in the Venetian
style, £10, £5, £3. (3) Enamelled jewellers’ work, £25, £15, £10.
(4) Inlays in wood, with ivory, metal or other material, with or
without engraving, £25, £15, £10. (5) Lacquer, opyes to the
decoration of furniture or small objects, £25, £15, £10. (6
Decorative painting on wood, copper, or other material, appli
to furniture and internal decoration, £25, £15, £10. (7) Hana
tooled bookbinding, £25, £15, £10. (8) Repoussé and chased work
in any metal, £25, £15, £10.
Last year the New York Legislature directed that
certain officers of the New York and acy orCity governments
should investigate and report this year upon the practicability of a
new counection between the cities by bridge or tunnel at or near
Grand-street, New York. The report has been made, and is to the
effect that either a bridge over or a tunnel under the East river, at
the point named, would be practicable, although more room would
have to be allowed for the approaches than was specified in the
resolutions of the Legislature. On the question whether the
building of the
tion was needed there was a sharp division,
- New York officers all voting against, and the Brooklyn officials
or it.
Tue published accounts and estimates segeeding the
rogress of the Panama Canal continue to show extraordinary
Swe ncies. The official bulletin of the company announces
that the number of cubic metres of rock and soil removed during the
month of May was 1,167,000. Cable advices from New York state
that a M. Boulange, an engineer on the canal, has addressed the
American Society of Civil Engincers, in almost hopeless phrases
regarding that undertaking. If the completion of the canal is
possible at all, he said, it can only be done by an expenditure
three times as large as that now being incurred. Sixty per cent.
of the coloured labourers die, and 80 per cent. of the whites.
The present funds, he said, may last for four months, when the
abandonment of the work is probable, at least for some years.
In 1827 there lived in Medan.
County, Pa. a
farmer by the name of McCook, an uncle, says the Pittsburgh
Times, of the famous General Anson G. M
k, the present
secretary of the United States Senate. McCook’s farm was situated
on the old national pike, eight or ten miles out of Brownville. In
attempting to dig a well a short distance back from the pike he
struck a large flow of natural gas. This by accident
me
—- and the flame it gave forth scared the horses passing on
the pike, and many runaways occurred. This went on for some
time, until the authorities in that section pos an ordnance stigmatising it as a nuisance, and compelling McCook to os it as
such, which he did. Thus what the citizens of Pittsburgh now
consider the greatest discovery of the nineteenth century, just half
a century
ago the citizens of Washington County considered the
greatest nuisance,
As Adelaide will one day be the Brindisi of Australasia,
it is of all things important, remarks the Colonies and India, that
the harbour should be made navigable for the vessels of the future.
The 800 and 1200 ton sailing ships have given place to steamers of
from 5000 to 6000 tons, and ey this tonnage may be improved
upon until itreaches 8000and even 10,000 tons. Inthecire
then, while the Marine Board are about it, they may as well have
an eye to the future in respect of making the outward harbour
navigable for vessels of a larger tounage than thoseof to-day. The
Board might recoup themselves for some of the expense of this
work, if, instead of permitting the hopper to throw the silt into the
navigable waters of the harbour—probably to return to plague
invention—it utilised it for reclaiming purposes. It seems it is
worth 6d. per ton for this purpose, and if so, what would the land
reclaimed be worth?
AFTER a resting spell of four and a-half years the
Hudson River Tunnel has been
in opened, and one of the
headings
is being extended as rapidly as possible through the bed
of the Hudson. Although all of the four headings will be worked
simultaneously, the principal endeavour will be to complete and
open the north tunnel, which is about one-third finished. The
method of building the tunnel has not been changed. Compressed
air is relied upon to keep the heading free from water, and the
tenacity of the wall of silt is depended upon to separate the air and
water. The heading is excavated as fast as the pate sheathing and
masonry can be put in, while the pilot is kept from 15ft. to 20ft.
in advance of the heading, and thus serves as an explorer into the
nature of the material ahead. The Scientisic American understands
that all the capital necessary has been secured, and that ail financial
stumbling blocks have been removed,
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during the history of the world sinks into complete insignificance com)
to. the. fact that men can now-communicate with men almost as though they were face te
face across the ocean and the prairie, the mountain and
JUNE 24, 1887.
the forest. Fifty years ago, nay, thirty years ago, the
man who would dare to assert that, being in London we
JUBILEE,
could ask a question in New York and get an answer in
For once the United Kingdom has held high 7
in an hour, would be laughed at. He who ventures to assert
the fullest possible sense of the word. It is easy to talk or that this is really a very wonderful and beautiful performCONTENTS.
write of the United Kingdom, To realise what the words ance now risks ridicule for another reason. We have in
PAGE mean is beyond belief difficult. They do not ys, Guang to the Atlantic cable a typical instance of the results of
Tue Enoineer, June 24th, 1887,
+. 497 the little group of islands of which London is the heart, the combination. By the aid of the steam engine was proTIONS ON THE Direct Motion or SteaM VESSELS ..
.. oe ce ee oe oe oe 408 soul, and the brain. The true United Kingdom consists duced the cable; by the aid of the steam engine were
ome i Great BriraiW. No. XID...
SUBMARINE Boat at CONSTANTINOPLE, (Illus.) .. 499 of regions which all but encompass the earth; and it rolled the plates of which the Great Eastern was built ;
Tue NORDENFELT
‘Tue
BIRMINGHAM AND BrisToL CaNat. (Illustrated.).. the
.. ..Royal.. 499
speaks well for British loyalty that our colonies and terri- by the same agency was the huge ship propelled across
Drainage—Wages in
Eprror—Domestic
THE
TO
Lerrers
Dockyards— Educationi catemtnations “te‘Tyeine—Torpedo Boat
tories have manifested just as keen a desire to honour our the Atlantic. Electricity by itself could not effect the
‘asualties—Electric
se
*S
Queen-Empress
as the men and women of England itself. required result, nor could steam; combined they have
..
..
..
..
SHett Drivtiwa Macuine. (Illustrated.)..
pane
Upright TURRET PULLEY AND WHEEL-BoRING Macuine, (Illus) ..os
Geologically speaking, fifty years is an infinitesimal period placed New York and San Francisco within speaking
..°.. ..
(Illustrated.) .. .. re
Arnus Iron AND STERLAT Worxs.
of time. Historically. it may or may not possess immense distance of London.
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE
Enorne TESTS
Sream
importance. Progressively, it has sufficed for the bringing
Raitway Matrers—NoTes AND MEMORANDA—MISCELLANEA .. ..
To the labours of the engineer during the last fifty
1889—Roor or THE Macuinery HALL,
Paris Exstsition,
Tae(Illustrated.)
about of vast changes. The fifty years which have passed years is due the cheapening of food to an incredible
.. ne ee ee ne te te te te ne ne ee ne
since the young Princess Victoria was called in the early extent. The political economist hastens to assure the
Leapina ARTICLES—Jubilee .. e. ee ee ee ee ee ne ne oe
Depression in the Milling Trade—The Sewage Plans of the Metrosummer morning to ascend the throne of a mighty world that bread is cheap in this country only because
politan Board—Railway Half-year—Steamships and their Loss
dominion are more remarkable for the advances made by wheat and flour are admitted duty free. The assertion
RS et ae aad esi ke ee! ee tee ee ok ice
;
Lame Years’ Corton Pressino 1x Eoypr, (Mlustrated.)
mankind than any similar period concerning which a is absurd. Wheat and flour are cheap in England only
AMERICAN ENGINEERING NEWS. 4s eee te ee ewe
record exists.
rom comparative barbarism whole because of the railway and the cargo steamer. The
STEAM-THRASHED WHEAT IN INDIA.. .. «2 se s+ ce ee oe oe S12 nations
have rushed into civilisation. In this country repeal of the Corn Laws in February, 1849, was followed
Tar Inox, CoaL, AND GENERAL Trapes oF BinmincHamM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND OTHER DISTRICTS...
cae ae ae We aa ae
the change wrought has been marvellous. In what is it by dear corn, just as cheap corn had preceded that repeal.
Nores FROM LANCASHIRE ..
°
apparent? To what is it due? The answer to the first In 1835 the average price of wheat in England was
Notes FROM SHEFFIELD ..
NorTes FROM THE NORTH OF ENGLAND ..
question is supplied by a thousand memories. The answer £1 19s. 4d. a quarter; in 1837 it was £2 15s. 10d.; in
Jores FROM SCOTLAND .. «ses oe oe oe
514
514 to the last has yet to be given. It scarcely suggests 1847 it was £3 9s. 9d., but that was famine year in
Sore FYROM WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES ..
with universal clearness. Each man knowing a Treland ; in 1849 it was £2 4s. 3d.; but in 1855, in spite
Nores From GERMANY
a
ee ee
514
514 itself
LAUNCHES AND TRIAL «+TRIPS«+ ..
little or more, but not all, will supply his own answer, of the repeal of the Corn Laws, it rose again to a point
515
New COMPANIES ..
515 and supplying it, will feel that it is not self-contenting. above that reached in 1847, being no less than £3 14s. 9d,
Tae Patent JOURNAL..
SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS... .. .. 2+ ce ce ee es oe oe 5G It will leave a mist of doubt between the truth and his These figures show that the operation of the tariff had an
ParaoraPHs—The Panama Canal, 498—Electric Illumination at the mental vision. Is it in politics that we have advanced ? insignificant effect compared to that of other influences.
Institution of Civil Engineers, 508—Beams with Fixed Ends, 509—
American Armour-plates, 509—Naval Engineer Appointments, 509— Alas!’ no. Is it in morals? In mental philosophy ? The cargo steamer may be said to have first come into
Concrete Dock Works, 515.
Perhaps. The only thing certain is that in the vast prominent. existence about 1863 or 1864, and from that
domain coming under the head of civilisation enormous date to this wheat has almost —
fallen in price,
progress has been made. But reflection shows that the because the supply has overtaken and even outstripped
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
settlement of this proposition as a fact has advanced the demand.
The engineer, in a word, exerted a far more
matters but a little way. To whom is the advance in powerful influence than the statesman.
Furthermore,
Telegraphic Address “ENGINEER NEWSPAPER,
Registered Teens
Aeon.”
: civilisation due? We are egotistical enough to answer, let it not-be forgotten that the English engineer has taken
to the engineer. The engineer is the great pioneer of the lead of his professional brethren all over the world.
*,* All letters intended for insertion in THE ENGINEER, or con- civilisation. It is impossible to note any real advance in The British civil engineer existed and made his influence
taining questions, must be accompanied by the name and address civilisation which has been made since the earliest epochs felt when he was yet unknown in Europe. Fifty years ago
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of
good faith, No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous of history to which the engineer has not contributed, if all Europe sought for Englishmen to carry out the work
he has not originated and carried it through from first to which Englishmen had first taught them was indiscommunications.
*,* We cannot undertake to return drawings cr manuscripts ;we last. This may be termed an audacious proposition. Let pensable ; and so it is even now, and so it will be to the
must therefore request correspondents
to keep ies.
us see if it can be supported, sustained, justified.
end. We do not share the gloomy vaticinations of those
*,* In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we
In what does civilisation consist? The complete answer who assert that foreign culture is beating English brains
inform correspondents
would
fill
a
volume.
Within
limits,
we
may
say
that
it
and
hands. We do not know what it is to be beaten;
wie and intended for insertion in this umn, must, in all
cases, be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the consists in the special power of utilising natural phenomena and we know that the difficulties and tribulations which
writer
to himself, and bearing a 1d. postage stamp,
in order that for the support of life and the augmentation of happiness. may deter and repel weaker minds, only serve to temper
answers received
us may be forwarded to their destination. Pushing a little farther, we find that civilisation depends pe|harden the genuine metal of the British engineer.
No notice will be taken of communications which do not comply in
a very curious way on facilities for intercommunication
Turn in what direction we may, we find that the material
with these instructions,
of thought, body, and what the political economist calls ‘progress which has been effected during the last fifty
“commodities.” Furthermore, it may be said that man
ears has been not only mainly, but entirely due to the
CHILLED CASTINGS.
being essentially imitative, facilities for intercommuni- Shewe of the engineer. Drainage, walen net, sanita(To the Editor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—Will any of your readers tell me how the makers of stone breakers cation are essential to the uplifting of those who stand, tion as a whole, have been conferred on the world by the
ta chill an inch thick in thin metal, the rest remaining soft enough mentally, low in the scaleof humanity. In all ages and labours of the profession which we represent. Not only
for machinery ?
F. F.
under all circumstances advances in civilisation have been has the engineer done so much to make life happy, to
Preston, June 21st.
due, not to the many, but to the few, and the greater the him isthe world indebted for the fact that he has made
facilities for interecommunication the greater has been the life possible, at least in this country. To his aid,
ELECTRO-MAGNETS.
influence of those who have played the part of leaven to the supply of food, clothing, water, houses, is directly due.
(To the Bditor of The Engineer.)
Sir,—I shall be much obliged to any reader who will tell me how to the great mass of mankind. Now the engineer has, above
in no sense or way undervalue the labours of the
get the maximum effect in pull-out of a given weight of wire to form a and beyond all others, promoted the art of intereommuni- We
great men of science, who have lived, and moved, and
coil and iron to form a core, and how to make a bobbin, The total
cation.
We
use
the
word
“engineer”
in
a
comparatively
weight available is 5lb.; the stroke of the core, lin.; the current,
worked since Queen Victoria came to the throne. But as
6 amperes ; the potential, 60 volts. I can find nothing in-beoks which broad sense ;we mean to convey by it the idea of a man we have endeavoured to show, the labours of the
will help me.
ELECTRO-MOTOR.
who, by the aid of his hands taught by his brain, can laboratory must have been barren of results without
London, June 22nd,
provece and carry nearer and nearer to perfection devices the consummate power of adapting and combining
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
or utilising natural forces or phenomena in aid of man.
Tue Encrveer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country It has been said, and said with truth, that the printing means to an end which have been manifested by the
engineer. Without the engineer, the man of science, the
at the various railway stations; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct
press was a great civiliser. But after all, the invention of seeker after nature’s secrets, could have done little or
from the office on the Jollowing terms (paid in advance):—
Half-yearly (including double numbers) ..
+» £0 14s. 6d,
movable
types,
their
construction,
and
that
of
the
screw
nothing. But the engineer has never been in this position.
Yearly (including two double numbers) ..
-. £1 98, Od,
If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sxpence per annum will press, by which they were utilised, were each and all due Unaided by research he has revolutionised the world.
to that peculiar constructive faculty which divides the Before railways came roads and canals. To whom is
be made, Tue ENGINEER is registered for transmission abroad,
engineer from other men. It forms no part of our pur- England indebted for her roads? Who first taught people
A complete set of Tak Enotneer can be had on application.
Foreign Subscriptions for Thin Paper Copies will, until further notice, be emgto supply a catalogue of the engineering events of what a road was? Was it the capitalist, or the public, or
received at the rates given below i
Subscribers paying in adva:
er Majesty’s reign. It is our object to endeavour to the Government, or the man of science? Not at all. These
at the published rates will receive THE ENGINEER weekly and_post-free. make
plain what has been the nature of the influence men rested content to flounder through mud and mire.
Subscriptions sent by Post-office order must be accompanied by letter of
advice to the Publisher. Thick Paper Copres may be had, if preferred, at exe
by the engineer ; and this, we repeat, has been They grumbled, but they went on floundering. The man
increased rates,
and
is
mainly
in providing means by which who taught England-how to make roads was a born
Remittance by Post-office order. — Australia, Be um, Brazil, British men can with displayed
the
greatest possible facility exchange engineer, a blind man, Thomas Metcalf, who began
Columbia, British Guiana, Canada, Cape of
Hope, Denmark,
Hawaiian Islands,
t, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Italy, Malta, thought and place. Can it for a moment be doubted that operations in Yorkshire in 1765. After him came an
auritius, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, New
South Wales, New Zealand, Portugal, Roumania, Switzerland, Tas- railways have enormously promoted and extended civili- incomparably greater engineer, Telford. What shall
mania, Turkey, United States, West Coast of
ica, West Indies, sation? There can be but oneanswer. But when the fact we say of Rennie, and Stephenson, and Brunel? How
Cyprus, £1 16s. China, Japan, India, £2 0s. 6d.
is admitted we have only covered a part of the ground. shall we speak of Alan Stevenson, the lighthouse
Remittance by Bill on London.—Austria, Buenos Ayres and Algeria, Civilisation has not been promoted by the railway, but by engineer par excellence, and of his great predecessor
Greece, Ionian Islands, Norway, Panama, Peru, Russia, Spain, Sweden, the work which it has enabled men to do.
Smeaton? Turn in what direction we please, we always
hili, £1 16s, Borneo, Ceylon, Java, and Singapore,
£20s. 6d. Manilla,
Sandwich Isles, £2 5s,
A very noteworthy feature of the work done in science, encounter the same fact. To the engineer is due, beyond
ADVERTISEMENTS.
—and under the head of science we include engineering— and above all other men, the social and material progress
*,* The charge for Advertisements of four lines and under is three shillings, during the fifty years terminated last Tuesday has been which have marked out and distinguished the fifty years
for every two lines afterwards one shilling and sixpence; odd lines are the combination in an unusual degree of natural laws to of Queen Victoria’s reign as the most remarkable for
charged one shilling. The line averages seven words. When an advertise- secure
a given end. Many of the phenomena of nature achievements of mind over matter in the history of the
ment measures an inch or more the charge is ten shillings
inch, All
single advertisements from the country must be accompanied by a Post-office which we now utilise freely, are while isolated quite useless world. The engineer has been all-powerful. He has altered
order in payment. Alternate advertisements will be inserted with all toman. Their existence has been recognised for years or
the face of countries. He has removed mountains. .He
practwal regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case.
centuries, but no good has come of the recognition until has. annihilated space and time. He has fed millions. For
All except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition.
within
very
recent
periods.
To
no
class
of
men
is
the
him the impossible has had no existence. He has heaped
Advertisements cannot be inserted unless Delivered before Six
o'clock on Thursday Evening in each week.
world more indebted than to engineers for this work of up national riches until its amount is incalculable. He.
Letters relating to Advertisements and the Publishing Department of the combination. Engineers have made very few discoveries. has converted primeval forests into plains laughing with
paper
are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche; all The carrying outof original research is not theirduty. They
corn. He has ascended almost to the.heavens ; he has
other letters to be addressed to the Editor of THE ENGINEER, 163, Strand,
leave that to the philosopher; but thephilosopher, having plunged into the bowels of the earth. He has bridged
discovered here a fact and there a fact, the engineer the ocean; and who is foolhardy enough to say that he
combines them and produces results which astound even has reached the limit of his power? Who dare assert
MEETINGS NEXT WEEK.
the philosophers. The discoveries of Faraday and Amptre that the seeker after nature’s truths has fathomed them
Groxoarsts’ AssociATion.—Friday, July Ist, at University College, in electro-magnetism were useless until men like Wheat- all,
or that no discoveries will yet be born tiny as a babe,
Gower-street, W.C. Papers to be read:—On the Geol
ridCommwat
with special reference to the Long Excursion,” by J. H. Collins, F.G.8., stone gave us the telegraph, and like Holmes, Gramme, which shall grow to the stature of mighty giants-in the
ys My 3the Deposition of the London Clay,” by J. Starkie Gardner, Siemens, and Ericsson supplied the dynamo-electric ma- hands of him to whom the words “it is impossible” seem
Bey
chine and the electric light. The construction and laying of but an empty phrase? We dare not, even if we would,
the Atlantic cable was one of the grandest of all the assert that the work of the next half-century shall be less
achievements of the engineer. The philosopher had very mighty, less important, or less far-reaching than that of
DEATHS. j
He had found that a magnetic cur- the last. , We may shrink in awe from the contemplation
‘ oo Sa ee =~ PyEast eos ng Africa, of bs complaint, little to do with it.
From this
D> Wriont, C.E.
hirty:
third son
e late Joh rent would deflect a magnetised needle.
the possibilities of that future which begins to-day.
Wright, of Rochester, M. Inst. C.E. —
peeges apparently small discovery was drawn an enormous | of
But be that future what it may, we rest steadfast, confiOn the 18th June, at 11, Upper Phillimore-gardens, Cosmo Innes,
and the result has been of stupendous import- dent, ever sure that the engineer will play a mighty part
M. Inst. C.E., aged forty-five, secretary of the London Sanitary Protec- deduction,
tion Association, youngest son of the late Cosmo Innes, of Edinburgh.
ance, All’ that has been done in mechanical science in it; and that the men who are coming will be worthy of
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those who have departed, and who are veiled from our
gaze in a mighty golden cloud of glory and renown.
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class of work generally undertaken by engineers outside better things than before, though nothing can be done quite
the milling engineers proper, and it is not surprising if secundem artem until the new works are finished and
the Committee overlooked these items, which account for a
into operation. The process adopted last year
DEPRESSION IN THE MILLING TRADE.
the difference between our own and the Committee's may be costly; but if the plans which are now in favour
Ir has been estimated by Mr. H. Kains Jackson, a estimate.
should fail, economy will not be accepted by the publicas
As understood by the milling trade, the special a valid excuse. At any cost within the limits assigned by
trustworthy authority on grain and milling statistics,
that the annual consumption of flour in the British Isles Committee was appointed to inquire into the causes of the Royal Commission—if, indeed, those limits should be
is about 250 lb. per head of the population. Up to 1865 the severe depression and suggest remedies. Those who deemed sacred—the river must be kept from putrefying.
nearly the whole of the flour necessary to meet the wants expected any tangible hints must be disappointed, as the If the Board fails to fulfil this, its primary duty, a storm
of the country was made by the home millers; but a report deals bene in vague generalities. The speeches may arise such as will not be easily laid,
year or two later rapid inroads were made by foreigners; of the millers who criticised the report did not mince
and in 1871 about two million sacks of 280 Ib. each were matters, as they clearly made it known that in their
THE RAILWAY HALF-YEAR.
imported. A decade later—that is, in 1881—the imports opinion a duty on wheat and grain was the only possible
of foreign manufactured flour had risen to five and a-half remedy. Two north-country millers thought that the
WE are now sufficiently near the end of the half-year of the
million sacks. During that period the increase in the trade might regain its lost ground, but their remarks chief English railways to allow of the formation ef an estiimports of flour were much larger pro réta than in were coldly received. If the imports of foreign-made mate of the general results of the working. It may be rememwheat, the proportions having Soon fomt, 250 per cent. flour increase at the same rate during the next two bered that there were for many of the chief companies very
increase; wheat, 70 percent. This startling augmentation decades as they have done during the past one, the art of poor dividends for the past half-year, the earnings having fallen
in the imports of foreign-made flour was held to be the un- milling in England must become extinct. To a large off. In the half-year which is now running its course there is
another and a better testimony to the state of the great trades
answerable argument for the general adoption of the extent the country mills are already silenced, and instead served
the railways. All the great companies will have
roller system in Great Britain and Ireland. British mill- of there being 8700 mills, as stated in the report, we are enlargedbytheir
during the first half of 1887. The
ing had become anything but a jolly business. The safe in stating that there are not 1600 mills in the United returns of the earnings
traffic receipts made up to the present time
millers had without doubt got behindhand, and the Kingdom actually making flour. While the state of the include the Whitsuntide
traffic for this year, but not for the
superior American and Hungarian-made flours were pre- milling trade is depressed in the extreme, yet we have no past, so that the extent of the gain cannot be exactly stated;
ferred by the British public. The millers, however, doubt that the largest portion, if not all the trade will be but there are indications that two at least of the chief comaided by willing experts, decided to improve their fight- regained and retained by the home millers, but the entire panies, the Lancashire and Yorkshire and the London and
ing tools, to obviate the surrender of their industry to flour will be made in even less than 1600 mills. This fact North-Western, will have receipts above those of a year ago, the
the foreigners. How thoroughly that feeling spread was is gradually dawning on the whole milling trade, as it is increase in each case being fairly stated as about £100,000 at
pointed out in an article in THe Enaiverr on April 22nd, now generally known that the larger the mill the least. Two or three others, the North-Eastern, the Great
where it was shown that about £9,000,000 were expended cheaper the cost of production. Already there are Western, and the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire, have
within the last six years in the equipping of British and over twenty mills in England, with a capacity of 5000 each very substantial receipts, the increase of the former being
sacks per week; while Mr. Seth Taylor, of London, has probably fully £70,000 when the half-year’s accounts are made
Irish mills with the new system.
up; and in nearly every case there is for the half-year an
From the report which we printed in THe ENGInerEr of recently put in the “Simon” system to produce over increase,
in one or two lines the addition is not large.
June 17th on the “ Depression in the Milling Trade,” it 10,000 sacks per week, and the North Shore Mills at But the though
remains that the takings of the companies are
appears that all this, vast outlay of capital has been Liverpool, on the same system, are equally large; while larger thisfact
half-year than they were a year ago, and that to an
ineffectual in stemming the flow of foreign-made flour, Messrs. Greenwocd, at Blackburn, and Mr. Arthur extent which is appreciable on the chief lines. This is the first
and that the annual imports continue to increase by leaps McDougall, of the City Mills, Manchester, have adopted result, and it can certainly be relied on, Whether the working
and bounds, threatening to entirely swamp the British the “Carter” system ou a similar scale. Under one expenses will take up a large part of this sum remains to be
milling industry. The report of the Committee appointed hundred mills of the capacity of the above mentioned are seen, but there is the advantage of very cheap coal and iron,
to investigate the depression in milling is not pleasant quite enough to manufacture the 36,000,000 sacks neces- so that two of the main departments of expenditure will find
reading, but it appeared almost cheery after the more sary for the annual wants of the population of the United considerable relief. Last year, too, there was a prolonged snowdesponding speeches by the millers, which the reading of Kingdom. We have before us some returns relating to storm in the middle months of the first period, and this greatly
it gave rise to. One after another the millers who the respective cost of running large and small mills, and increased the expenses of many of the companies. On the other
attended the convention at the Crystal Palace rose and the figures are very much in favour of the former. Ina hand, the capital of nearly every company is more than it was,
the claims of the additional interest alone would swallow
stated that they believed the milling trade was, to a large small mill the cost of production and general expenses and
up all the increase in the receipts on some of the railways; and
extent, doomed to go to the wall unless a duty was put are as high as 4s. per a
of the output, while large mills the
lower charges for goods and minerals on some of the railou the imports of foreign-made fiour. Whether that can be managed under 2s. per sack. That being s0, ways must have caused the transport to be much larger to
remedy is within reach or no it is not for us to say; the future of British milling is clearly in the direction of bring up the revenue to the point it has, so that there may be
and the millers themselves did not believe they were likely large mills; and it is the surplus flour of the huge some increase of working charges in consequence. Against the
to obtain any immediate encouragement in that direction. American mills, which are cheaply worked, that has fact of increased receipts we have to set the doubt whether the
It cannot, however, be matter for doubt that the country flooded the British markets. With or without a duty on expenses may not have advanced, but there seems ground for
mills of the United Kingdom may be looked on already foreign-made flour, the large British mills properly the belief that on the whole the half-year will be better than
as things of the past. The flour of the future, it is clear managed in the best centres, where the wheat can be its corresponding predecessor. What further economies the
to us, will be manufactured in large mills situated at the elevated from the ship into the mill, will be more than boards of the companies may have been able to carry out
ible ; and the condocks of our large shipping ports. The report directs able to cope with their foreign competitors. With the remains to be seen, but these have been
would seem to be that the result in dividends will be
attention to the fact that while the population in 1851 illimitable wheat supplies of India, which are specially clusion
better.
Some
of
the
companies
have
increases
of revenue so
was nearly 18,000,000, the number of persons engaged in suitable for the roller process of milling, there is no large that some addition to the dividend—an addition
in one
milling was 36,000; whereas, with a population of reason why we should receive our principal food supply case
to the extent of nearly one per cent. per annum—would
26,000,000 in 1881, the number of persons employed in —either in the raw or manufactured state —from seem to be probable. In all cases the dividend might be
milling was only 23,000. This decrease, we would point America.
expected to be maintained, but in most some slight increase
out, is not’ due, as the millers think, to the imports of
would appear to be the most probable result of the working of
THE SEWAGE PLANS OF THE METROPOLITAN BOARD.
foréign fiour, as the imports in 1881 were not as serious
the half-year.
as at present, but is almost altogether owing to the high Some of the recent proceedings of the Metropolitan Board
STEAMSHIPS AND THEIR LOSS
state of efficiency attained in self-regulating milling.
In with reference to the sewage question are rather perplexreturn of the registrar for the past month shows
the old mills the products from each machine were caught ing. It was thought that the Board had a well devised thatTuetheofficial
loss of shipping property continues, There were
in sacks and carried by men to the next stage in the pro- chemical process in hand for the treatment of the London no fewer serious
than 23 steamships, iron built, removed from the register
cess; in the modern roller mill the material is not handled sewage. A solution of lime combined with protosulphate for the United Kingdom in the month. The net tonnage of these
from the time it is lifted by the elevator from the ship in of iron was to furnish an effluent sufficiently innocuous was 10,711, and nine of them were under 100 tonseach. Of the
the uncleaned state until it appears as finished flour at to enter the river at the outfalls during the cooler months vessels above that tonnage there were two stranded, both being
the warehouse. There appears to us to be something of the year, while a further application of manganate of large cargo-carrying steamers; five were sold foreign—to France,
loose in the figures of the report. It was stated that the soda and sulphuric acid was to render the effluent per- Russia, Austria, Turkey, and Guatemala ; two were wrecked ; one
the heat of summer. All this was lost; and one was missing. Of steamers built of wood five were
figures relating to the number of men employed in mill- fectly safe ing had been furnished by the Government officials, and understood to be the fruit of research and practical removed from the registry by collision, foundering, and other
that those relating to the number of mills were supplied experiment carried on by the engineer and the chemist, loss, none being sold; and if we take the totals for the whole
of our fleets at home and in the colonies, wood and iron, steam
by Mr. J. H. Chatterton, the obliging secretary oF the Sir J. Bazalgette and Mr. Dibdin, aided by no less an and
we shall find that there were last year removed
National Association of British and Irish Millers. authority than Dr. Dupré, the investigation commencing from sailing,
registry 166 vessels in the month, the net tonnage
period being the
Admitting that there are 8700 flour mills and 23,000 as far back as February, 1884. At a subsequent
44,307.
the same time the additions to the fleets
by Sir F. were as many asIn 113
men employed in them, if we deduct the 8700 owners, the process was reported upon and vw
vessels, but the total tonnage was only
this leaves less than two men to operate each mill, which Abel, Dr. Odling, Dr. A. W. Williamson, and Dr. 21,353, so that the loss was more than double that of the
cannot be correct. Again, admitting that there are 8700 Dupré. The experimental stage was developed until additions for the month. It is true that there was a portion of
mills, and that the wants of the country are only 36,000,000 it went so far as to include the treatment of nine the tonnage removed sold to foreigners, but that portion is
sacks per annum, this gives the average capacity of the million gallons of sewage per day. On the basis of these small, and after it is allowed for there is still a very large loss in
mills at one sack per hour, which we
know cannot experiments a contract has been entered into for the the carrying capacity of our fleets. This will in the future
be the case.
After presenting these figures, the erection of sewage works at the southern outfall, at a cost affect the freight market, and eventually it will benefit the
report proceeds to deal with an article which ap- of £400,000, and a sludge ship has just been completed, shipbuilder by making shipowning more profitable, aud thus
peared in Tue Enyciveer of April 22nd relative to costing £16,000. Works at the southern outfall are being causing more orders ; but the national loss is serious. It is
that in the official return there is only given the
the capital laid out within the last six years in converting designed,so that until lately it seemed as if the Board knew noticeable
and ports as well as the tonnage and power and mode of
the British mills from the “sudden death” to the exactly what it was about, and had clearly resolved what names
removal
of
vessels
lost; but there should be either in that orin some
“gradual reduction” system. As stated above, we put todo. Suddenly there is a change of front, and that at other way some statement
to lead to sound conclusions as to the
the expenditure at £9,000,000, but the report gives a a very untoward time. The public have seen, by the causes of the loss, and as to the modes by which recurrence can
total of £5,000,000. This amount puts the actual sum as published reports of the meetings of the Metropolitan be prevented. It should be possible to state succinctly, fur
much under the actual figure as the number of flour mills Board, that Sir Henry Roscoe has been called in to advise example, the class of vessel lost and the trade she had been
is exaggerated. The amount, we understand, was arrived as to whether some cheaper or better mode of treating the engaged in. At present there is far too little discrimination by
at by consulting with a number of the gentlemen who sewage on its way to the outfalls might be devised, in the great assuring clubs between the risks run by vessels in
have had the largest share in putting in the new ma- preference to the use of manganate of soda. Sir Henry different trades and of varying types. There is at times a slig] t
chinery, and the method adopted is responsible for some Roscoe reported that bleachin, vee and sulphurous additional premium on certain kinds of voyages, or voyages in
be cheaper, and rms B ly as efficacious as the certain times, but there is no systematic attempt to discriminate
of the principal items of cost being overlooked. In the acid would t
first place, the turnover of work done by a few of the manganate. This has so pleased the majority of the as to risk, and thus the good vessels pay for the bad ones, the
types for those inferior, and the careful owner for, let us
leading firms is no criterion of what was done by local Board, that Sir H. Roscoe has since been called upon to good the
less careful. It is a question which will soon have to
millwrights, and that item, we are aware, was a large report upon the deodorisation of the sewage at the out- say,
be
raised,
and that seriously, for the drain in the past month was
one. Another item very much under-estimated is the falls as well as in the sewers. We cannot but view this at the rate of about 500,000 tons yearly,an enormous loss, which
policy on the part of the Board as possessing an must afflict the insurers heavily, even when all allowances are
cost of the labour of erecting the new machinery inside wavering
the mills It is not generally known that the custom element of danger. There is too much reason to fear that made for the old vessels which are broken up. It would be the
largely adopted was for the miller himself to under- the chemical operations at the outfalls have been partly first step to the improvement of matters in this direction if there
If it should prove that were an exhaustive analysis, from period to period, of the loss
take the cost of the labour of erecting the will, and paralysed by this indecision.
there are few millers but will bear us out when we state the river has been allowed to lapse into a state bordering of vessels and the method of loss as well as the accompanying
that the totals were disappointingly and often seriously on putrescence, the consequences can hardly be less than circumstances,
large, in some cases amounting to over £3000. This con- serious. It is much easier to hold impurity in check
siderable sum does not appear in the contract prices of the than to grapple with it and overcome it when once it has
THE ELectric ILLUMINATION AT THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
engineers, and of itself would account for a large part of made headway. A continuance of sultry weather may ENGINEERS.—A novel application of electric light for the purpose
the discrepancy between THE Encrneer and this special have such an effect that in a few hours the Thames may of public illumination was effected by the Anglo-American Brush
report by a Committee of millers. Again, it is overlooked undergo a terrible change for the worst. Sir H. Roscoe Company for the Institution of Civil Engineers. Five hundred incanarranged two in series, each of 10-candle power, and
that large sums were spent in altering the old buildings may then try his best, and so may Mr. Dibdin, but the descent lamps,
ting 18,550 watts, were employed in forming the following
to suit the new machinery ; the report only refers to new odds will be fearfully against them; and, if they fail, the legend :—-‘
1837—1887, her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen;”
buildings; and, further, THE EnGInEER’s estimate did Board may have reason to rue the day. The plan which and in surrounding the panel at the top of the building containing
not omit the large item for additional motive-power in answered fairly well last summer, if adopted early this the name of the institution. The current was provided by a
the form of new engines, boilers, turbines, &c. &c., a year, might be confidently expected to accomplish even Victoria dynamo driven by a 20-horse power portable engine.
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LITERATURE.
Les Machines Marines: Cours Professé « U Ecole d’Application du
Genie Maritime. Par A. BrenayMe. Ouvrage Couronné par
"Academie des Sci
Paris: E. Bernard et Cie. 1887.
4to., 527 pp. Plates.
Tur first four chapters of this book are devoted to the
history of the invention, design, and development down
to recent times of the steam engine, and a marine
engine after it had commenced to be that ; the system of
propulsion receiving notice with the change from paddle
engines to screw engines, and geared engines to direct
coupled engines for screw propulsion.
specting the
otieetl marine compound engine the author remarks that
the British claim for John Elder the credit of its production,
while in France it is claimed for Benjamin Normand, and
he says that whilst the question of priority is not settled,
it is certain that Normand took out a patent in France for
this type of engine in 1556, and that in 1861 he titted the
Furet, and later the Eclair and the Albert with his compound engines in place of Penn’s oscillating engines. He
also says that from the small cylinder of Normand’s
engines “the steam passed into an intermediate receiver,
where it was dried and at the same time slightly superheated to prevent, as much as possible, condensation durin
the second part of its work.” This seems to be identi
with Mr. Cowper’s “hot pot.”
Speaking of the recent — of engines and of three
and four cylinder triple and quadruple expansion compound engines, Benjamin Normand again receives the
eredit of being first in a patent in 1871, and with engines
fitted in the Montezuma in 1872.
John Elder is
credited with making the first English triple expansion
engines in the Propontis in 1874, this being, the author
says, followed by the Anthracite and the Aberdeen, the
latter being from plans by Mr. Kirk. Thus some of our
readers may once more think they learn new things of
themselves by going to a foreign book. The sixth chapter
deals with the power of engines, and after —
the
rationale of the estimation of the power of an engine,
gives the rules which have successively been more or less
commonly used in practice, commencing with those of
Watt, and concluding with three tables giving the
leading particulars of: a large number of engines and
their fuel consumption. The second part of the work
commences with the thermodynamic questions connected
with the use of steam in engine cylinders; the laws
relating to temperature pressure and volume, and to
Carnot’s cycle,
gnault’s work, expansion, theoretic
efficiency, losses affecting practical efficiency, incomplete
expansion, and clearance and port spaces. The tenth
chapter takes up the consideration of engines of successive
expansion or compound engines of the two, three, or fourfold expansion.
He argues that steam in passing from a
high-pressure cylinder into a receiver, which is large
enough to maintain a tolerably equable pressure, is superheated in its passage, by expansion without work, and
that this super-heating increases the volume, though not
the pressure, and thus the “triangular” loss between the
two diagrams of the high and low cylinders is apparent,
but not real, inasmuch as the area of the low pressure is
greater than it otherwise would be. In the eleventh
chapter he discusses Hirn’s experiments, and Zeuner’s
criticisms on them, and conjectures as to indicator inaccuracies, and the advantages of superheating, the use
of a jacket (chemise), and of separate expansions. Indicators and indicator diagrams are treated in the next
chapter, and this is followed by critical and analytical
description of the various parts of the engines, with discussion of the questions involved, and of the formule
which have been theoretically deduced; these including
sizes of cylinderports, range of expansion, sizeof air pumps,
condenser and condenser water, and pumps, feed pumps,
injectors, and so on. The influences of inertia and equilibrium of engines are next treated. In the twenty-fourth
chapter paddle-wheels are dealt with, and many forms
illustrated, and screw propellers are taken in the next ;
and after examining the experimental results of trials by
various experimenters, he concludes that large diameters
are advantageous; efficiency generally decreasing with
increase of speed, except with very fine lines ; that four
blades are generally preferable, and that sharp
pitches
are not advantageous. The fifth part deals with ilers,
commencing with a description of the principal types,
from the time of Watt to the introduction of what the
author calls the actual marine types. The early and
recent types are all fully illustrated, and strength and
dimensions discussed; chiefly with reference to French
practice, though our own is not omitted, our formule for
strength of flues, amongst other things, being given in
English as well as metric units. The publisher’s work
does justice to that of the author, which is of a high
character, though the text is after the French fashion, in
paper cover and plates in loose sheets. The English
names are, it may be remarked, correctly given, although
in one place Trevithick appears with a “ w” instead of a
“vy,” and Glasgow appears once as Glascow, though, like
Trevithick’s name, the error is evidently typographic.
Practical Electric Lighting. By A. Bromiey Houmes, Assoc.
M. Inst. C.E, Third edition. London: E. and F. N. Spon.
1887.
Tuis is the third edition of a very useful little book. It
is not what the initiated and the more or less completely
trained would acknowledge to be a necessary book, but it
is nevertheless one which will be found of service to all,
but especially to those who wish to gather preliminary
practical notions upon things electrical, things that they
eannot afford the time, and ee not the patience to hunt
for or boil down out of the higher order of electrical
books. The reader of this can quickly obtain notions of
electrical terms, measurements and measures, and instruments, apparatus, machines, and methods. When he has
gone through this book he will have an idea of what he
wants from more scientific works and how to obtain it.
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A NEW METHOD OF PRODUCING SODIUM.
A nEw method of reducing sodium from its oxide,
which promises to be of important practical value, has
lately been perfected by the inventor, Mr. H. Y. Castner,
of New York, who has erected a full-size plant in Lambeth, where we have recently examined the furnace in
operation. Although some considerable demand for
sodium as a reducing agent has been developed during the
last thirt years, consequent upon the researches of the
late M. H.&t.Claire Deville and others upon the metallurgy of aluminium and the allied light metals, there has
not been any substantial improvement in the method of
obtaining it upon that introduced by Brunner in 1808,
namely, the heating of carbonate of soda with an excess
of charcoal; lime being added to prevent fusion and the
consequeut separation of the lighter carbon from the
soda. The operation must be performed in wrought iron
retorts, as the temperature required—about 1400 deg. C.
—is too near the melting point of cast iron to allow the
latter to be used with safety ;and although the reduction
of sodium oxide requires a temperature not much exceeding that required for the production of zinc, it is necessary
to give a heat nearly approaching to the melting point of
wrought iron to obtain one-third of the metal contained
in the charge, as soda in the presence of lime combines
with the latter oxide, forming compounds which require
a very high temperature for their decomposition. Another
inconvenience is in the excessive production of carbonic
oxide, which by reacting upon the sodium vapour,
and reproducing a mixture T sila and finely-divided
carbon in the neck of the condenser, may not only
cause considerable loss, but may give rise to dangerous
explosions. For these and other reasons the manufacture
of sodium has hitherto been tedious and costly, so that
although the materials used are comparatively low-priced,
the cost of production has been about 4s. per lb., the
greater part of which is chargeable to the waste of the
iron retorts. In Mr. Castner’s method the material chosen
for reduction is caustic soda of the highest attainable
strength, the reducing agent being a so-called carbide or
ferruginous coke, which is prepared by mixing finelydivided iron (reduced from ferric oxide by hydrogen or carbonic oxide) with pitch, coking the mixture, and grinding the coke so obtained. This product, containing iron
and carbon in the proportion of 7 to 3, is so dense that it
remains diffused through melted caustic soda, and thus,
by insuring contact between the latter and the carbon—
e active reducing agent allows the reduction to be
effected at a an lower temperature—about 850 deg.
Cent., or a moderate red heat—than is required when
lime is used. The operation is performed in cast steel
crucibles. Those at present in use have a capacity of
about 201b. of mixture—15 Ib. of caustic soda, and 5} Ib.
of carbide—but it is proposed to increase the size so as to
take 40 lb. charges. These latter are abous equivalent to
the largest sized crucible used in silver or bronze melting.
The crucible bottom has a socket or plug at the bottom,
by which it is attached to the top of a ram in a hydraulic
cylinder, so that it can be introduced into or removed
from the reducing chamber by raising or lowering the
hydraulic piston. The cover of the crucible is domeshaped, with an inclined delivery tube at one side leading
to the condenser. It is fixed by a projecting plug at the
top into the arch of the furnace, and has the lower edge
made convex, in order to fit into a corresponding concavity
in the rim of the crucible. This rim is filled with lime,
which when the crucible and cover are brought into contact by the hydraulic pressure it forms a sufficiently gastight joint. The crucible when charged with the mixture
of caustic alkali and carbide, receives a low preliminary
heating for about half-an-hour in a small furnace, when
the mass melts, and boils violently, but ultimately subsides
to a condition of tranquil fusion. When the latter condition has been attained it is removed to the reducing
furnace, and lifted into position by the hydraulic apparatus. The condenser isa narrow cast iron box eee
naphtha, with a tube for the escape of gas at the top, an
is adapted to the delivery tube by an iron stirrup and
screw clamp. A rod with a spiral blade passing through
a packed joint in the front of the condenser is used to
keep the delivery tube clear. The reducing furnace is
heated by gas from a Wilson producer which enters the
chamber by a port near the bottom, and is burnt by air
which receives a preliminary heating by passing through
a cast iron pipe stove placed in the course of the spent
flame. When the condenser is adapted the gas escaping
at the top is lighted, giving a yellow flame of varying
intensity according to the state of the operation. This
gas varies from nearly pure hydrogen at the commencement to a mixture of 95 per cent. of hydrogen and 5 per
cent. of carbonic oxide towards the end of the operation,
which lasts about an hour and a-half. About one-third
of the soda in the charge is reduced, the remainder being
converted into carbonate, which may be crystallised for
sale, or reconverted into caustic soda. The iron, together
with a small proportion of carbon, forms an insoluble
residue, and is utilised to form a fresh carbide. The production of carbonic oxide may be regulated by the proportion of carbide used, and if the latter be reduced below
the amount necessary to effect complete reduction this gas
is not evolved. This is a point of importance in the
reduction of potassium, where the black compound resulting from the reducing action of the vapour upon carbonic
oxide is of an excessively explosive character.
The experimental furnace now at work contains three
reducing chambers, and is capable of treating 45lb. of
caustic soda, yielding 74 1b. of sodium, and 39 1b. of carbonate at one time, or a total of 1201b. of the former, and
624 lb. of the latter per day. The fuel consumed is about
1 ewt. per hour for the reduction, and 4cwt. for the preliminary heating. Owing to the very moderate heat in
the furnace the wear of the crucible is only trifling, and it
is considered that it may be used about 200 times before
it is worn out. According to Mr. Castner’s estimates,
the cost of sodium made in this furnace need not exceed

509
83d. per lb. so that it might be sold at about 1s. per lb.,
or one-fourth of the present ruling
price. These
estimates have been carefully gone into by Dr. Gore,
F.R.S.;. Mr. James Mactear, and Sir H. Roscoe,
M.P., F.R.S., who see no reason to doubt their probability.
Such a reduction would mean, among other results, a
notable cheapening of aluminium and
esium, which
metals have hitherto received only restricted industrial
use on account of their high price, and it is therefore to
be hoped that the process will soon be adopted on the
large scale. The details of the process have been most
carefully worked out by the inventor, and the furnace,
which we hope to illustrate in an early number, is
remarkable as a piece of good and careful construction.
A NOVEL METHOD OF UTILISING THE
ANNULAR SYPHON.
Mr. Rupoipa Herine calls attention in the American Sanitary Engineer to an adaptation of Field’s annular syphon. The
intermittent discharge of sewage, particularly when the area of
land upon which it is to be disposed is smali, often makes it
desirable to vary the amount of discharge according to the state
of the weather—that is after a wet time, when the ground is
well soaked with rain water, it is desirable to throw less sewage
upon it at each discharge than when the ground is dry. By the
use of the annular syphon this can be accomplished simply by
temporarily raising the outer leg, and thus diminishing the
depth to which the syphon can draw out the sewage. <A year
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ago, in building sewage disposal works for the Sagamore Hoiel,
Lake George, he arranged the syphon in this way, suspending
the outer leg by a pulley, and raising it or lowering it to suit
the conditions. He found that it could be raised over four feet,
so that its lower edge came to within a few inches of the top of
the inner leg without disturbing in the least a proper starting
of the syphon action. In this extreme case, then, the water in
the tank was lowered only a few inches at a time, though at
more frequent intervals, instead of having its entire contents
discharged all at once.
Naval ENGINZER APPOINTMENTS.—The following appointments
have been made at the Admiralty:—F. W. Highton assistantengineer, to the Malabar; William Snell, assistant-engineer, to the
Impérieuse; G. J, Ross, acting chief engineer, to the Gannet, to
date June Ist.
AMERICAN ARMOUR-PLATES.—Mr. Jobn Illingworth, the head of
the Newark—N.J.—Steel Works, has just patented and—according to the U.S. Army and Navy Register, had successfully tested
a new steel armour-plate for war vessels. Heretofore no armour
has been found that would resist a projectile from the Hotchkiss
gun fired at a distance of 60ft. The trouble was that the first
shot generally shattered the steel, and the next exposed the unprotected hullby knocking off the broken pieces. By Mr. Ilingworth’s process the plate is composed of four thicknesses of
steel of different tempers, the hardest being that on the surface. The plate was tested at Annapolis recently, and was
found to be satisfactory. Four shots were fired at it from a
6-pounder rapid-firing Hotchkiss gun at a distance of 60ft.
Although the plate was crushed by the three shots planted in the
same place, it remained intact, and the projectiles were all broken
by the resistance. The plate used in this experiment was composed
of two thicknesses, measuring 3in. through, and the projectile was
thrown against it with a striking velocity of 1850ft. a second.
BEAMS WITH FIXED Enps.—At the last meeting of the Physical
Society a paper was read, entitled, ‘“ Note on Beams Fixed at the
Ends,” by Professors Ayrton and Perry. This paper containsa
simple method of solving problems relating to horizontal beams
with vertical loads, and fixed at both ends. The curve of bending
moment for the given distribution of load is first plotted, supposing
the beam “‘supported ” at the ends, and the constant ¢ by which the
ordinates of this curve exceed those of the true curve, is determined
from the condition that the angle between the end sections must
be nought. If M is the bending moment at a section, I the
moment of inertia of the section about its neutral line, and E
Young’s modulus of elasticity for the material, then a is the
curvature of the beam at that section. If o ol is a short length of
the beam, the angle between the originally parallel sections at 0
and o! is F .ool, Hence, if the beam be divided intoa great
number of parts, and the values of M and I determined at the
middle of each then
z # ool=o
5 idea's ae
since E is supposed constant. But M = m — c, where m is the
bending moment at the same section, supposing the ends ‘‘supported,”
1 BSE so; ore SHEL
m
a
ee en
ee
ee
zi
:
The following rule results:—Knowing m and I at every point, divide
the beam into any number x of equal parts, find + at the middle
of each part, and take their sum; this gives the numerator of
(IL) Find + at the middle of each part; their sum gives the
denominator of (II.) From this c is determined. Diminish all the
ordinates of the m diagram by c, and we have the diagram of
bending moment for a beam fixed at both ends, with any assumed
distribution of load and variation of cross-section.
articular
cases are worked out in full. Numerous drawings made by students
of Finsbury Technical College were exhibited wetere applications
of the method to different distributions of loading.
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TWENTY YEARS COTTON PRESSING IN EGYPT.
(Continued from page 491.)
Artsr this came a totally different system of cotton pressing,
viz., the Armstrong accumulator press, The first press on this
principle was made by the Engineering Company of Alexandria
for Messrs, Tod, Rathbone, and Co., the hydraulic cylinders and
rams being made by Messrs. George Forrester and Co., of Liverpool. This press was proportioned and arranged to be driven by
the original 14-horse power horizontal engine worked by
a 16-horse power boiler, that had before driven the McCombe
press. The speed was estimated at 15 bales per hour, 6 cwt.
each, pressed to a density of 301b. to the cubic foot. Every
condition was fulfilled te the satisfaction of both makers and
owners ; but the march of
cannot be stopped, and now
the demand for heavy and denser pressed bales became so great
that the machinery in use was inadequate to turn out the
quantity of bales required for shipment to England and elsewhere ; besides the cotton crop was vastly increasing, the old
hand-presses were going out of use, and a considerable rise in
freight took place. What was the consequence? Messrs. Peel
and Co. put upa press on the same principle made by the Engineering Company of Alexandria. Messrs. Rodocanachi followed
suit with asmall one made by Messrs. Routledge and Ommanney,
and Messrs. Carver and Co. had one made by Messrs. Handyside,
of Derby, on a slightly different principle. In the course of
eight to twelve months these
were at work, and doing
fairly; but now came the competition for speed and density,
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tdown valves to each press, one in direct communication from
| the accumulator to the centre cylinder, with a back-pressure
valve, through which the water passes, and is self-acting, closing
immediately the pressure becomes greater in the press than the
| accumulator pressure on that ram, another valve, also in direct
communication with the accumulator and the two outside
cylinders of the press. The third valve is in direct communica| tion with the four small pumps and the three hydraulic
| cylinders. The other two are the let-off and syphoning valves.
e piping from the accumulator and small pumps is lin. bore,
and the piping for the let-off and syphoning is 2in. bore, and in
immediate connection with the tank on roof, the water
returning to the tank on completion of each bale.
The follower is firmly fixed on the top of the rams, and
on rising with the centre ram, takes the other two rams
with it, the vacuum caused thereby being immediately
filled with water through the syphoning valves. The press is
worked in the following manner: The two screw-down valves
leading from the main accumulator pipe are closed, all the others
are open. The accumulator is at its highest point. The valve in
connection with the centre cylinder is opened, and when the ram
has risen till the pressure on the cottonis equal to the accumulator
pressure on that ram, the syphon valves are closed and the valve
from accumulator to outside cylinders opened, when the three
rams will rise still further till they also become in equilibrium,
showing at this point 8401b. per square inch on ram surface ;
these valves being shut, the small pumps force direct into the
ss till the bale is finished—pressure two tons per square inch.
| To let down, the two syphon valves are open, when the water
| returns to the tank, In working the two presses together,
#/-
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difference in the
ment of the presses themselves, the
motive power being the same as already described, viz., in one
case finishing with small pumps direct, and in the other by
means of the differential accumulator. The real difference lies
in the arrangement.of the boxes, there being a fixed box outside
the large columns, round which the double upper portion of the
box turns. There are two of these top pieces with their doors,
&c., complete; but fixed on the bottom edge of their sides are
four self-acting catches for holding the loose follower-plate in
position, after it has pushed up the loose cotton, clear of the
fixed box. When this is accomplished, the full top part being
partially pressed and turned round under the finishing
press, the empty top portion of the box takes its place,
at the same time automatically relieving the loose followerlate, which then descends with the fixed follower and ram,
longing to the fixed box. The finishing part of the press is
furnished with three 9in. hydraulic cylinders and rams in Andres’
press, and five 10in. in Peel's, the strokes being about 8ft. The
great advantage in these presses consists in the unlimited length
that can be obtained in the fixed box—so doing away with tramping—and the great power that can be attained by the short and
numerous cylinders in the finishing part, also the readiness in
which any of the short high-pressure cylinders can be changed
in case of accident, and their comparative cheapness, as against
cylinders of 13ft. or 14ft, stroke. The ram in the fixed box is
7in. diameter and about 14ft. stroke. The hooping or grooved
plate is made of steel, and turns round the large column, so that
it can be moved out of the way whilst the fixed box is being
filled. There are two of these: one being under the finishing
press head while the bale is being finished, and the other under
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with alarming results for the poor presses. Greater engine and
boiler power was applied, the number of pumps was increased,
and larger piping, with a different arrangement of valves, was
substituted for the old.
The results were 25 bales per hour instead of fifteen, 6? cwt.
each bale instead of 6ewt., and 20 cubic feet measurement
instead of 22, cracking of hydraulic cylinders and pumps,
smashing of press bottoms and tops and columns, splitting of
valve-boxes and breaking of hoops. However, nothing daunted
the press owners or their engineers ; new pieces, stronger and
of better metal, were obtained, steel cylinders instead of cast
iron, 9in. rams instead of 8in., and Whitworth’s compressed
steel pumps instead of gun-metal. Messrs. Tod, Rathbone, and
Co. also ordered a spare press complete, which was erected
alongside the other, and so arranged that the two could be
worked together or each separately by the same engine and
umps with very satisfactory results, the two making twenty
les per hour each with nearly the same consumption of coal.
The construction of these presses as they are at the present time,
and the mode of working them, is as follows:—The accumulator presses belonging to Messrs. Tod, Miiller, and Co.—late
Tod, Rathbone, and Co.—are worked by a pair of 12-horse
power nominal horizontal engines, driven by a 25-horse power
double-fiue Cornish boiler, made by. Mr. Wm. Turner—late
Ommanney and Tatham—of Manchester. These engines are connected to the pumps direct from the engine crank shaft
by a pinion and spur wheel on the counter shaft, running
in bearings on the top of the pump frame. This shaft makes one
revolution to four of the engine’s, running at 105 revolutions per
minute. The pumps, of which there are eight, viz., four lft. 6in,
stroke, 3}in. diameter, worked from disc cranks outside the
pump frame; and: the other-four 12in. stroke, -2in. diameter,
worked by excentrics inside the pump frame, the spur wheel
being in the centre. The four large pumps force the water,
which is taken from a tank on the top of the engine-room,
through a main cast iron pipe 5in. diameter, direct to the accumulator. The four small pumps force their water direct into
the presses for finishing the bale. The accumulator is a wooden
box containing twenty-five tons of sand, supported by a Qin.
hydraulic ram, 9ft. stroke, working in an ordinary cast iron
cylinder. The presses are each supplied with three 9in. Whitworth’s compressed steel cylinders and cast iron rams, 11ft. rise,
the boxes being on the revolving system, and three in number.
The spare press was made by Mr. Wm. Turner, of Manchester,
the boxes being all of wrought iron. The arrangement of valves
and piping are the same on both presses. There are five screw-
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|the girders forming the head of the fixed box. These presses
originally of the old type, have been altered to this system here;
|and credit should be given to the engineers of the various pressing
| establishments for the energy with which they worked in
| developing their ideas, and which, in the course of eighteen
| years, has produced machines not excelled by those in
| any other
of the world. Reference should also be made
| to the way in which they have been met by their several
proprietors.
In the year 1869 the engineer of Messrs. Carver's factory, Mr.
B. Stock, conceived the idea of constructing a set of doubleacting horizontal steam and hydraulic forcing pumps, so
arranged that they could work their existing compound steam
and hydraulic press with greater speed and less consumption of
fuel. As before stated, the great defect in the old arrangement
was the loss of steam and time in having to lift the four
plungers so often to obtain the desired result by their down
strokes. The arrangement of this system was as follows :—The
steam cylinder was placed horizontally in the centre of a strong
cast iron bed-plate, with its piston-rod working through each
end of the cylinder, and connected to two wrought iron crossheads supported by cast iron slide bars. To each of these
croseheads was attached—see Fig. 2—two forcing plungers
working in cast iron barrels fixed to the bed-plate outside the steam cylinder. By a simple arrangement of valves
and pipes the water was forced by the whole four pumps, at
each forward or return stroke of the piston, into the centre
cylinder of the press, and then into the three, the two outside
cylinders syphoning in the usual way. Then the large pumps
were knocked off in pairs, the small ones finishing the bale.
The steam piston was actuated by an ordinary slide worked by
hand, and the press valves arranged the knocking-off process of
the pumps, thus taking two men to work the whole plant. A bell
telegraphic arrangement
wasmade between the two, the men being
out of sight of each other;this system worked very well, it being
sometimes necessary to telegraph an extra half stroke of the
small pumps to fetch the bale up to the desired height to fasten
the hoops in case of an extra heavy bale or one of very dry
cotton. The drawing of the general plan was made by Mr.
Norman Wylie, for Messrs. Carver and Co., and submitted by
them to Messrs. Ommanney and Tatham, but for some time was
not proceeded with. In 1871 Mr. Davison—Messrs. Choremi,
Miiller and Co.’s engineer—proposed the same plan, but with
modifications, and under his direction this system was adopted
and carried out by myself, who had then succeeded to the
business of the late firm of Ommanney and Tatham The

the valves leading from the small pumps are never opened
at the same time, but alternately, the accumulator working on
one press while the small pumps are finishing the bale on the
other.
The differential accumulator pressor intensifier was introduced
in 1869. Two of these presses complete,
one for Messrs. Carver and
Co.,and one for Messrs. Choremi, Miiller, and Co., with their engines, pumps, and boilers, were supplied by Messrs. Handyside, of
Derby, from drawings made here by Mr. Norman Wylie, for Mr.
George Ashcroft the contractor. The special object uf the
differential accumulator was to do away with the small pumps
forcing direct into the press for finishing, and so reducing the
risk of breakage, in case of carelessness on the part of the valveman, or by the sudden jerks unavoidably given by the small
pumps. The engine and pumps were all on the bed plate, the
engine set diagonally in the centre of the frame, and the four
pumps fixed on the side of it horizontally, and worked by gearing. The press and boxes were on the same revolving principle
as in the previous presses. The low-pressure accumulator was the
same as on the ordinary accumulator presses, but instead of working direct on the press rams, its pressure was actuated on a watertight piston 16in. diameter, the piston-rod, 6in. diameter, of
which formed the plunger of the differential cylinder, from which
the water was forced into the press cylinders. This system
gave a steady, equal, and certain pressure on the bale, which was
limited to whatever pressure was required by weighting the
larger accumulator accordingly, to make a bale of a certain
weight or density. The only drawback was that should too
much cotton be put into the box, then the table could not
rise the required height to fasten the bands, in which case the
pressure had to be relieved and some of the cotton taken out.
This did not often happen, for it is astonishing how nearly the
Arabs guess the quantity of cotton they have in the box by its
resistance against their feet when tramping it in. I have known
in a lot of 100 bales the difference to be iess than 5 lb. either
way, unless it should be in the first or last bale of the parcel, and
many would turn out exactly the same weight.
A further description of this principle of press than this it is
unnecessary for me to give, so I will now try and explain the last
and, I consider, the most perfect of the accumulator presses,
Of this kind there are two in Cairo,asmall one in the establishment of Messrs. George Andres and Co., the other rather larger,
in Messrs. Peel and Co.'s factory. The difference between the
two is that Messrs. Andres’ is worked by one accumulator and
small pumps for finishing, and Messrs. Peel’s by the differential
accumulator. It is only necessary for me to point out the
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number of pumps was increased from eight to twelve, larger in |disadvan
first, it was necessary to put the hand behind | pressure draws the ends of the hoop
er, the friction caused _
diameter and longer stroke ; the steam cylinder was also in- |the hoop while the stud was being turned round with the first |thereby adding considerably to its holding power. These studs
creased in proportion. When the machinery was erected and | finger and thumb, causing more slack of hoop than is now | have now entirely superseded the old
here (Fig. 6).
The first
ing machines were of two kinds—one, the lever
; secondly, the drag on the stud being outwards,
attached to one of their old presses the result was most satis- n
factory. Since then they have had two others made of greater there was more likelihood of its being torn out of the hoop; | and plate machine, same as now used in Manchester for punch-

Fig. 7.—IMPROVED BALING HOOP PUNCHING MACHINE.
power, Whitworth’s compressed steel cylinder taking the place thirdly, this outward drag made the outside end of the hoop ing the iron bands on dry goods bales, and the vertical screw
of the old cast iron, but the general arrangement is much the gape, thus causing much difficulty in packing the bales on machines worked by ok These were superseded by the cam
and slot machine worked by a foot treadle; and this, again,
same as the original plan designed for Messrs, Carver and Co, board ship.
was superseded by Turner’s double adjustable power machines,
These machines can easily make fifty bales per hour of 7 ewt.
capable of punching any length of hoop exactly to gauge, and
each compressed into 20 cubic feet. Messrs, Choremi’s establishment, better known as the Alexandria Cotton Pressin
Company, was burnt down on September Ist, 1883, an
thoroughly gutted from end to end, The damage to the
[era
machinery was very great, but these machines suffered the
pi, 4
least, partly owing to their position in the works, but principally
i
eres
to their strength and the compact way in which they were put
together. One of their presses was of the vertical compound
steam and nagar type, and the upper portion, viz., presshead,
steam cylinder, piston-rod, pumps, plungers, &c., being totally
destroyed, all the gun-metal valve boxes and connections, pomp,
somes &c., being completely fused or otherwise injured. Mr. W.
urner has replaced all the destroyed parts of machinery
paige
to the presses, and the building was recently completed, and four of the presses at work. This establishment
is the largest in Alexandria, and the most complete in all its
raring & press. going all day making fifty bales per hour (see
details, and probably ranks second to none in the cotton-pressing
ig.
world. ‘Their fifth and most
powerful press will soon be at
Turning now to the clearing machinery—without which no
work ; it will be one on the vertical system. Its capabilities we
pressing
ishment is complete—in 1865 a pressing factory,
have yet to Jearn, but in my own opinion the horizontal
turning
out 120 bales per dayof from 7 cwt. to 8 cwt. each,
is the best, safest, and most economical yet invented, where
required
twenty-five
cleaning machines of the old willow type.
there is space enough in which to erect the machinery ; but
Each machine was worked by two men, with one extra to put
on these points I am not entirely supported by others, some
in the cotton. This seemed to be a dreadful
waste of time,
engineers being persuaded that the compound system, when
labour, and money; and Messrs. Tod, Rathboue, and Co.'s: engirightly proportioned, must be the most economical, as ite first
neer, Mr. Benwell, received permission to make them a machine
force is from the steam direct, and on the down stroke the
to be driven from the fly-wheel of their existing engine. When
actual weights lifted are again given back by gravity in the
the machine was put to work it was found that it turned out
down strokes,
more cotton than the whole twenty-five, and did it better and
As these remarks are on the progress of cotton pressing and
for
one-fourth the cost. These machines are now used in every
the machinery connected therewith, it will be as well now to
cotton-pressing establishment in Alexandria, with an addition
draw my readers’ attention to the old systems of tying the bales,
by
Messrs.
Choremi’s engineer, Mr. Davison, viz., a cotton race,
and the various fast
8 for cx
ting the iron bands~where
which carries the cotton from the machines to the presses. It
iron bands were used—as well as the machines then in use for
is difficult to give a description of the cleaner without designs,
punching the bands and cleaning the cotton, in comparison with
but it consists of an endless band-carrier about 4ft. wide
those that were now adopted to keep time with the increased
formed of leather straps, with light cross strips of wood
speed, density, &c. The bales, formerly being so loosely packed,
fastened by copper bolts, which travels slowly and carries the
were in many cases simply tied with rope made from the fibre of
clean cotton direct to the presses. On each side of this carrier
the date palm, each band being fastened with a running knot
are the cleaners, which are rectangular boxes, each containing
drawn tight by means of a wooden lever, and then double tied
in their length four revolving beaters, running occasionally 700
to prevent slipping; these bands numbered from ten to twelve.
revolutions per minute. The cotton is placed by hand into the
Others were bound with soft iron wire, No. 6, b.w.g., the ends
upper
hopper, and is gradually carried forward and beaten,
being looped back through each other and twisted each round
until finally delivered upon the endless carrier to the various
its own end, In these cases there was a considerable amount of
presses,
slip on the expansion of the bale. Iron bands were fastened by
The large press, which is illustrated in Fig. 1, was especially
the arrow tie,a piece of wrought-iron plate in this form, Fig. 3:—
designed, with the assistance of their engineer, for Messrs.
Carver and Co., of Alexandria, and the advantage gained by the
increased power of this press over all previous presses has led
to the design of a still more powerful press, which is
Laadaad
illustrated in Fig. 8—Messrs. Turner and Lewis's patent. The
absolute pressure to complete an Alexandrian bale of cotton
may be accomplished by two hydraulic cylinders, the rams of
‘(nen
which in the compound system can pass up into the box, but
when this pressure has to be increased to ensure greater density,
the rams become so large that they will not enter the box. To overcome this difficulty,and to render this system of pressing suitable
Fics
for any market, especially for India, where a much greater density
is required, the press shown in Fig. 8 was specially designed. It
will be seen that the bottom crosshead, which in the original
Fic4
design is placed on the hydraulic rams, is now placed below,
and lifts the follower by means of an air cylinder carrying also
with it, the two false rams or props. As these are lifted sufficiently high two strong shutters drop automatically beneath
them, and thus connect the steel crosshead with four shortstroke hydraulic cylinders. This operation is completed by the
up-stroke of the steam cylinder, and when the down-stroke is
made the pumps on each side of the steam cylinder come into
action, and force up the four hydraulic rams to complete the
bale «It is necessary so to proportion the sizes of the six or
The hoops were bent, the tie slipped on one end ofthe hoop, and
eight.pumps as to complete the bale in two strokes. As this
then the other end slipped on to the tie, the overlapping ends of
action is direct, there is a minimum of friction as compared
the hoop being next the bale. Another kind, Fig. 4, was a plate
to a great number of small pumps connected to an engine,
with a slit the width of the hoop punched in it,
and constantly running. It is contended from experience
Fig. 5
through which the two ends of the hoop were
that these presses give the least possibility of breakdown, and
passed and then drawn as tight as possible;
are the most economical in the market, because the _ first
the hoops used with these systems were lin.
pressure from the steam is direct, and also because -all
wide by 19 or 20 b.w.g. As the bales become
the dead weight lifted in the up stroke is returned by
heavier and denser, hvops ljin. wide to 1}in.
gravity in the down stroke. The return of the follower
by 17 to 15 b.w.g., punched for two studs and
is exceedingly quick, as it can be adjusted to almost any
fastened with various kinds, all of which
velocity by regulating the air cylinder. The shutters also
were more or less on the same principle, viz.,
withdraw themselves automatically, so that it is possible for
around shank with a square or round h
Fig. 8
two-men only to work this powerful press. When jute is
on one end and an oblong end on the other.
pressed it is necessary
to lay it in the boxes; a simple conThese are some of the forms (Fig. 5). The
All these difficulties have been got over in the invention of trivance is arranged for gradually lowering the rope rack. Mr.
holes in the hoops were punched oval, the
oblong end of the stud passed through and the Patent Excelsior Stud in 1875, which is -pat direct into a Turner's firm originated the revolving system of boxes necesthen turned round. These studs held well, but they had their rectangular hole, does not require turning round, and-un¢ecr -sary when great: speed is required. He has applied it to small
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fodder presses, oil presses, &c., and in every case where time in ‘arrayed with 50in. steam cylinder, with 6ft. or 7ft. stroke, and
pressing is an object.
with eight or twelve ram pumps of steel, all double-acting.
Although Mr. Turner prefers the direct-up lift of the steam
Since the above was written, Mr. Turner has completed and
cylinder or compound system, there are occasions when this is set to work a large press for Messrs. Davies, Benachi, and Co., of
Fig. 9

JuNnE 24, 1887,
Dumraom, we hasten to amend the opinion formerly expressed
after a perusal of the favourable reports above alluded to, by
briefly ea |the facts of the case as they presented themselves
to us, and we think our readers will have no difficulty in coming to
a correct conclusion in the matter.
The manner in which land is cultivated in India is, no doubt,
familiar to most of our readers, but as it is mainly the immemoria]
customs which stand in the way of improved machinery, we will
briefly notice the method of wheat cultivation at |eaapean in vogue,
It is customary when sowing wheat to sow another crop with it
for the reason that wheat is a delicate crop, and if a hardy crop,
such as
m, be sown with it, should the cultivator, in an
unfavourable season, lose his wheat, he has still his gram to fall
back upon, and his labour has not been utterly lost. Presuming
the season to have been a favourable one, the ryot proceeds to
aoe the two crops together and thayare trodden out together by
wllocks upon an earthen floor.
© process of winnowing is
effected as soon as a favourable wind permits, and the wheat is
separated from the other grain by means of Chalnis or riddles,
Tbe grain is now ready for the market, but contains an admixture
of dirt acquired mainly from the earthen thrashing floor, and in
consequence of the presence of this foreign matter in the grain, the
Chambers
of C
have adopted a standard of refraction of
5 per cent.. and to this deduction, we believe, all Indian wheat is at
present subjected.
Such is the state of things with which the makers of steam-thrashing machinery havetocontend, Atfirst sight,theirtask would appear
to be an easy one; but let us look a little closely into the matter.
Primarily, who are to buy the machines and erect them at convenient centres? We believe it is intended that large landholders
should do so, and the higher price they would obtain for the perfectly clean wheat the machines produce would fully recoup them
for the initial expenditure. Again, the cost of thrashing by
machines is stated to be some
r cent, less than by treading
out, so that quite a small fortune should be in store for the lucky
rs of the machines. But who are going to use the ma
chines? We believe instances of large landholders cultivating
their own land are comparatively rare, and the general custom is
to let it in usually very small holdings to ryots or native cultivators,
The ryots therefore are the actual cultivators of the land, and the
duty of supporting the expensive machines would fall upon their
shoulders,
If we glance for an instant at the case from the ryots’ point of
view, we shall plainly see the amount of support the machines
would be likely to receive from that quarter. At present each
ryot has his own thrashing floor and his own bullocks, and as labour
costs next to nothing, he is able to thrash bis wheat and prepare it
for the market with the minimum of labour and expense, Presuming a steam thrashing machine has been erected at a convenient
centre, and that he has been instructed to make use of it, his
course of action would be somewhat different. In the first place,
he would have to transport his mixed crop from his farm to the
machine a greater or less distance according to circumstances ; but
those who have experience of country carts travelling over country
roads will easily understand that a very short journey might result
in considerable loss of grain, the wheat being shaken out of the
ears by excessive jolting. Arrived at the machine, he has to wait
until his crop is thrashed, for he
requires to take the straw back
with him, as it constitutes his cattle’s fodder. Here we would remark that we have not yet seen the thrashing machine that will
separate wheat from gram or from linseed in a satisfactory manner,
but, as this is now done by hand with Chalnis, it could, no doubt,
be managed by the machines with a proper arrangement of riddles
and screens.
One of the chief difficultiesin the way of machines isthe question
of their location, and it will be evident to all that unless a large
number of them are established, the majority of farms would be at
iderable dist
from them, and we leave it to our readers
to decide whether, under such circumstances, the ryot would be
likely to make use of the machine when he can do the work himself
without expending a pice in a little longer time than it would take
him to get to the machine, wait for his grain to be thrashed, and
return with the straw; besides, for the use of the machine, he
would, of course, have to pay a fair price. In reply to the difficulty of conveniently locating the
ine, the
would, no
doubt, retort that the machine and the engine which drives it are
portable—and so they are as far as being mounted on wheels is
concerned—but what degree of actual portability can unwieldy
machines weighing four or five tons claim to possess in an country district, gs some of the roads are the merest cart tracks
across fields in which the light native carts sink many inches.
Makers of steam-thrashing machines in England have been
experimenting in this field for some time now, and should be fully
alive to the disadvantages their machines labour under at present ;
but they still try to introduce the English type of machine, fitted
with an arrangement for bruising the straw, which 7 recognise
as a necessary adjunct to a machine for indian use. It is to be
regretted that they do not take cognisance of other points quite as
necessary in an Indian machine as straw bruising. For instance,
the machines fail to separate various grains satisfactorily, and
until they do so, they cannot expect Indian cultivators to buy or
use them.
We do not know if the makers have considered the special wants
the machines would have to supply in India; but if — have, we
cannot congratulate them upon the result. The materials of which
the machine iscomposed are, in our opinion, hardly suited to this
climate, and we doubt if yellow pine is a desirable material for
continued use in a land where white ants are not unknown. We
understand that several
lish makers of these machines are
about to visit this country with trial machines, and we are glad to
recognise the spirit of enterprise they display; but we would warn
them that India is not a market for superfluous stocks of
thrashing machines of a type suitable for
lish work to be
foisted upon, and they will have to study very carefully the
different wants of Indian cultivators and the different conditions of agriculture and land-tenure from what holds customary in England. A portable machine, suited to the wants we
have indicated, might find favour in the eyes of some large
landholders who farm their own lands; but as these are in the
minority, we confess we cannot regard the rhe age of steam
thrashing machines for India as bei
i
y encouraging.
We do think, however, that a small and inexpensive machine that
would satisfactorily separate various grains thras!
by the native
method, and clean them in such a manner as to get rid of the 5 per
cent. refraction, or even 2 or 3 per cent. of it, would have a large
sale, and in this opinion we are confirmed by native landholders.
On a future occasion we may have something further to say
regarding this.—Jndian Engineer.

objectionable owing entirely to its great height. The engraving,
Fig.9, illustrates a modification of his system, the press still
retaining the power of four cylinders, but having the pumping
power placed horizontally. The latter is very powerful, and is

Alexandria, and from the engineer’s report the press is capable
under trial of turning out seventy bales of cotton per hour,
weighing 7 cantors, or 700 lb. This completes the comparison
between 1865 and 1884.

AMERICAN ENGINEERING NEWS.
(From a Correspondent. )
New York and Boston Rapid Transit Railroad Company.—The
project for a direct line from New York to Boston has been pushed
forward from time to time for a good many years, but lately a
definite scheme has been formulated. A company has been incorporated, plans filed, and surveys and estimates made. The line is
to be 193 miles long, double track, well laid out and substantially
built, with 81 1b. steel rails on stone ballast ;there will be no grade
and only two drawbridges. Express trains are to make
the run in three and a-half hours. The shortest existing line is
234 miles, and the run averages six hours. The line will be built in
four sections ;from New York to the Connecticut State line, by the
New York, Connecticut, and Eastern Railroad Co.; thence to New
Haven, Conn., by the New York and Connecticut Air Line Railroad
Co.; thence to the Massachusetts State line, by the New York and
Boston Railroad Co.; and thence to Boston, by the New York and
Boston Inland Railroad Co. All these corporations are controlled
by the Rapid Transit Co., which has a capital stock of 750,000 dols.;
president, Wm. T. Black. The total cost for putting the road in
condition for operation is estimated at 22,946,579 dols., as follows:
construction, 19,556,234 dols.; equipment, 1,830,500 dols.; interest
during construction, 1,200,000 dols.; engineering during constraction, 315,000 dols. The time for construction is put at two years.
D. C. Lindsley is chief engineer for the company, and the route of
the line has been gone over by J. N. Greene and William J.
McAlpine, civil engineers, of New York.
Street railroad franchises. ‘The law of 1884 requires that street
car companies shall pay 3 per cent. of the gross receipts into the
city treasury for the first five years, and 5 per cent. thereafter.
When competitive bids are made for franchises they offer a bonus
above this legal percentage. Two street railroad franchises were
recently sold in New York ; both were for cross town lines, between
the east and north rivers, one on Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth
streets, the other on Fulton-street. Two companies bid for the
first franchise, and the bidding opened at 2 per cent. of the gross
receipts and closed at 26}; three companies bid for the second,
which was awarded at 35 percent. of the gross receipts per annum.
These high bids attracted considerable attention, andit is generally
understood that thesuccessful companies, which are both controlled
by men of large experience, will conceal their actual receipts by
cooking the returns, as they could not afford to pay the city from
a third toa half of all the money received from passengers. If both
the roads are successful, and the returns and payments are fairly
made, they will pay the city more than is now received from all the
other street car companies combined. The Fulton-street line,
connecting the most important ferries on both rivers, and passing
through the Wall-street district and a dense business centre, will
probably prove very successful. It is to be operated by electricity
on the Bentley-Knight system; the conductor conduit is ve
shallow, and the slot for the contact maker is Sin. wide. One truc
on each car has a motor on a driving shaft, with connecting rods
to the wheels.
_ Mica mining in New Hampshirve.—One of the finest mica mines
in the States is situated near Groton, N.H., on Fletcher Mountain;
there are two shafts 35ft. deep, and the work is carried on in
openings from the bottom and on the sides of the shafts > one man
holds the drill while another does the striking, and the holes are
used for blasting. The mica is in veins from lft. to 5ft. thick, and
pieces weighing from 201b. to 401b. are frequently met with. In
the cutting shop the material is cut to required shape by long
steel shears, hardwood patterns being used. In the finishing shop
the layers are split and cleared; the refuse is ground up, mixed
with oil, and used as a lubricant. The mica is used chiefly for the
doors of stoves and ranges, and also for electric light okie, All
the marketable product of this mine is sent to Utica, N.Y., where
it is sold to consumers.
Tron and steel workers.—The Amalgamated Association of Iron
and Steel Workers, at the convention at Pittsburg, Pa., on
June 8th, adopted a resolution providing for the appointment of a
committee to regulate the output in the different mills and to
secure a uniformity in the various classes of work in the different
mills, A meeting is to be held by manufacturers and the wage
committee to endeavour to settle the demand of the former for a
reduction in the guide mill and sheet mill rates. The men want
5°50 dols. per ton for puddling on a 2c. qgrd rate. A clause is to be
intred
in the constitution admitting coloured skilled workmen
to membership; this is to prevent their joining the Kuights of

Labour and causing trouble. There are two Pittsburg mills run
by coloured men, all of whom are anxious to become organised.
Locomotive operating expenses.—The annual report of the Illinois
Central Railroad Co. shows the cost of locomotive service for thirty
years past, in which time the total cost per mile run has fallen from
26°52c. to 13°93c., the reduction having been effected by various
improvements in the machinery and design of the engines. The
engineers and firemen received 17°201 per cent. of the total cost in
1857 ;19°633 per cent. in 1860; 15°691 per cent. in 1865 ;23-677 per
cent. in 1870; 30°812 per cent. in1875 ;36-187 per cent. in 1880, and
39627 per cent. in 1886. The following table is interesting:—
a
—
i Cost of |
| Cost of |
| wae of |
|
of
|
eers Total cost
| engineers | Total cost
Year.
and
| per mile
Year. | and | permile
run.
| firemen | run.
| per mile
per mile
{| Tun,
run.
cents,
cents.
cents,
cents.
1857 | 4°51
26°22
1872
577
21°76
1858 | 3°97
19°81
1873
5°84
21°10
1859 | 3°81
20 78
1874
6°02
19°57
1860 | 3°96
20°17
1875
6°03
19°57
1851
3°84
18 92
1876
5°79
18°81
1862
3°85
17°42
1877
5°54
17°21
1863
3°93
22°28
1878
5°46
15°29
1864 | 5°56
33°52
1879
5°41
14°15
1865 | 5°65
37°14
1880
5°41
14°95
1866
5-78
32°67
1s81_
5°54
16°58
1867
6-18
29°62
1882
5°09
15°82
1868 | 6-11
27 57
1883
5°35
15°57
1869
5°88
25°49
1884
5°28
14°45
1870
5°95
25°15
1885
5-49
15°02
1871
5°72
21°50
1886 | 5°52
13°93
Natural gas in Buffalo, N. ¥.—The use of natural gas is becoming
more popular, and the Buffalo Natural Gas Fuel Co. has reduced its
rates gradually from 75c. to 20c. per 1000ft., while the number of
consumers has been increased in inverse ratio. Considerable extensions of the pipe system are to be carried out. The fuel is used for
house furnaces, kitchen ranges, cooking stoves and grates, and is
not only economical, but saves considerably in wear and tear, dust,
and trouble. A careful record kept by one consumer showed
78°90 dols. per annum for the gas, as against 94°50 dols, per annum
for coal.
Railroad notes.—The St. Louis, Arkansas, and Texas Railroad is
under contract, and work is progressing on construction. Contracts
for grading 100 miles of the extension to Fort Worth, Tex., have
been let ; and also for the spikes and bolts for twenty-five miles of
tract. An order for fifteen Mogul engines, to be delivered in September, has been placed with the Khode Island Locomotive Works,
Providence, R. I. The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad is again looking
up an independent line from Philadelphia to New York, and has
surveying corpsin the field At present the company has a running
arrangement over the Philadelphia and Reading Raitroad, and the
Central Railroad of New Jersey to New York, but although a good
business is possible, very little traffic is sent this way. The contract for the big Arthur Kill Bridge to Staten Island is awarded,
but no particulars are afforded by the company. On the new
western trunk lines active work is in progress, and,.there is a great
demand for experienced engineers.
Private ironclads.—Captain A. Snow, of the Board of Trade and
Transportation, New York, recently submitted a proposition for THE IRON, COAL, AND
GENERAL TRADES
New York and Brooklyn to build ironclad rams for harbour
OF BIRMINGHAM, WOLVERHAMPTON, AND
defence ; the cities to offer them to the Government, and if not
OTHER DISTRICTS.
accepted to hold them in reserve. A resolution to this effect was
adopted.
(From our own Correspondent.)
On ‘Change in Wolverhampton yesterday, and in Birmingham
STEAM-THRASHED WHEAT IN INDIA.
to-day—Thursday—business was tame. This result was
uced
not only by the Jubilee holidays, but also by the approaching end
On a former occasion we devoted some considerable attention to of the quarter, when buyers usually withhold purchases. Sufficient
the question of the introduction of steam agricultural machinery orders were in hand to resume operations at the mills and forges
into India, and from the glowing += of some experiments in on Wednesday night, but it is anticipated that future business
steam thrashing at the Government Farm, Bhadg:
, an
t until the end of the month will be inadequate to keep the works at
of which we gave at the same time, it appeared that manifold anything like full time.
me of the marked bar firms are in receipt of a few more orders,
advantages awaited the adoption of Western appliances in superempley. The Ear! of
cession of the time-honoured and primitive methods pursued by but the works are by no means in
Dudley's prices stand at :—Bars, lowest quality, £7 12s. 6d.; single
Indian ryots.
-Having recently witnessed some steam thrashing trials—sic—at best, £9 ; double best, £9 10s.; and treble best, £1210s. Strips
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with regard to engine classes of fuel, which are likely to suifer
oops and angle iron are :—Lowest quality, £8 2s, 6d.; single
NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
still further by the short time which has been resolved upon in
His rivet
om neo NOs| double best, £11 ; and treble best, £13. 10s.;
the cotton trade of this district to counteract the “corner” which
and
(From our own Correspondent.)
iron are :—Single best, £10; double best, £11
of teo best,
has been created in the raw material. Where quantities have to
treble
£13 10s. Strips and hoops of gin. and 20 gauge are
Manchester.—Scarcely
has
business
got
back
into
its
usual
course
be pressed for sale, there are, of course, some very low
res being
£9 2s, 6d. lowest quality ; £10 10s. single best;£12 double best ; after the Whitsuntide holidays than it is again broken into by the taken,
average prices at the pit mouth are without mateand £14 treble best ;while Zin. is £10 12s. 6d., £11 10s, £13, and Jubilee celebrations, which during the past week have quite rial mmbut the
and
remain
at
about
8s,
to
8s.
6d.
per
ton
for best
£15 respectively. These
prices are likely to be confirmed at the unsettled ordinary trade operations. There has practically been a coal, 6s. 9d, to 7s, 3d. for seconds, 5s. to 5s, 6d. for common
coal,
;
approaching July Quarterly Meetings.
of days’ stoppage of works and collieries throughout the 4s, 6d. up to 5s, for ——
of burgy, 3s. 6d. up to 4s. for
Unmarked iron is somewhat unsteady in consequence in part of couple
and the usual Tuesday's ‘Change meeting at Manchester best pe 4 and about 2s, 6d. per ton for the common sorts.
the competition from other districts. An acceptance of orders has district,
been thrown over to the Wednesday, with the result that only
Barrow.—The week, from a business point of view, has been
often to be accompanied with a sacrifice on the part of the vendors. ahashalf-and-half
of a market has been held. So far as the quiet, owing chiefly. to the Queen’s Jubilee, and the attention
Where, however, reliable iron is required, the extra quotation of general outlook sort
of trade is concerned, there is still an absence of which has on all sides been devoted to the celebrations. There is
South Staffordshire makers is not
rudged, This is particularly any real improvement.
Pig iron maintains a fairly steady tone not much spirit in the demand for pig iron, although the market
the case in the inquiries from South Australia, South America, and as
only a very slow sale in this is more cheerful. It is known that large contracts for pig iron
India, where the quality of local iron stands it in good stead. The district rdseitherprice,forbut still meetsor with
hematite qualities, and finished could be booked by makers if they were disposed to sell at slightly
quotation for g' ordinary bar is £5 to £5 10s,, with £4 15s, for iron remains extremely quiet, though
there is perhaps a rather lower terms, but this they are not disposed to do, being in the
common qualities for hurdle pu
:
5s
hopeful tone in some quarters, The condition of the meantime well employed all round with orders on their books
Hoops and strips are in a rather leth
condition. Tube strips more
engineering
trades
also
remains
very
unsatisfactory;
which will fully maintain the present state of activity for several
were quoted to-day at Birmingham at £4 17s. 6d., but actual prices issued by the trades union organisations would seemthetoreturns
afford months to come. Makers still quote 45s. per ton, net f.o.b., for
were declared to be as low as £4 15s, Hoops up to 64in. were £5; evidence that there is some improvement so far as employment
is
Bessemer parcels of Nos. 1, 2, and 3 mixed, 44s. for No. 3 forge
8hin., £5 5s,; and 104in., £5 10s, American inquiries were on the concerned, and in one or two branches of industry there is perhaps and
iron, and 43s. for white and mottled samples. Net
market for cotton tie strip, but some makers refused to accept the rather more doing, and in the market I hear of more inquiries much foundry
business is done in the latter qualities, but sales of Bessemer
business.
but it is exceptional where there is any real activityor are noted at from 43s. 6d. to 44s. 6d. per ton net, so that the
Nail rods are getting scarcer, and prices consequently are firmin stirring,
work is being got at prices on anything like a remunerative difference between buyers and sellers is trifling, proving to some
up a bit. The minimum price of £4 17s. 6d., at which some busi- where
Special work is keepinga few firms tolerably well employed, extent, at least, that the prospects of business are good, and that
ness was until lately done, has now risen, and strong makers ask basis.
some
of
the machine tool makers are fairly well off for orders, and there is no immediate probability of any reduction in values, There
Belgian
nail
is
are
being
£5 10s, delivered Birmingham.
boiler
makers
are mostly fully employed, but machinists are only is a steady tone in the steel trades, and the improved inquiry for
delivered f.o.b. Antwerp at £3 15s. per ton, whereas Staffordshire indifferently off,
and in the general run of engineering work trade rails which we noted last week is not only fully maintained, but
makers cannot well produce them under £5,
continues
very
quiet, with the majority of the shops in this district indications are not wanting to show that America and the colonies
The supply of sheets, especially olen
gee) is still in
of orders to keep them anything like fully going.
7 are wanting great supplies. Prices of rails are steady at £4 2s. 6d.
excess of the demand, Prices are, however, fairly steady, and the short
The iron market which was held at Manchester on Tuesday, in
r ton, net f.o.b. fe the other branches of the steel trade there
works find employment in the execution of specifications under old place
of the usual Tuesday’s Exchange, brought together only a is not a deal of business doing, but plate and angle mills are fully
orders. Prices remain at £5 15s, for merchant singles, £5 17s, 6d. small attendance,
and
there
was
so
little
business
doing
that
prices
employed,
and further orders of importance are expected. There
for galvanising singles, and £6 to £7 for doubles and trebles were scarcely tested. So far as pig iron was concerned, the con- is some prospect
of a fair continuous trade in bars and billets, but
respectively. Galvanised corrugated sheets are £9 10s, to tinued upward tendency at Glasgow, which is said to be largely there is not so much
doing in blooms as was the case a short time
£9 12s, 6d, and £9 15s., f.0.b. Liverpool.
che 5of orders and inquiries coming over from America, and ago. There is no new feature to note in the shipbuilding trade.
There is maintained a good demand for steel. Those iron- the
which
is
further
backed
up
by
the
stronger
tone
reported
from
Engineers
are
busier
in
the marine department, but are not doing
masters who are rolling down blooms and billets into bars, hoo:
Middlesbrough, naturally has a tendency to strengthen the market much in the general department. Boilermakers are likely to be
and sheets are especially benefited. Were they to neglect the here.
it cannot be said that trade is actually any better, rather busier, but in iron foundries, finished iron works, and in the
rolling of steel their works would be nothing like so active. Prices businessAlthough
during the last few days has been practicable at prices general list of small industries there is a paucity of orders. The
are well sustained. The Barrow Company quotes for superior which buyers
Han previously been hesitating about paying, and iron ore trade is steady but quiet. Smelters are well bought
quality singles, delivered here, £8 10s., aad doubles £9 10s,, while some moderate )transactions
have resulted. The prices which some forward, and for this reason at the moment sales are rather slow.
blooms are £4 15s, for Bessemer qualities, and £4 17s. 6d. for makers are asking are still altogether
out of the market, but sales Prices are unchanged at from 8s, to 11s. per ton at the mines. In
Siemens sorts. ‘Tin bars, the company quote, £5 for Bessemer and of
Lincolnshire
foundry
iron
been made in fair quantities at the coal trade there is a very steady tone and a good demand for
£5 2s, 6d. for Siemens. These sheet gene are above those quoted about 37s., less 24}ongcent., andhavein good
named foundry brands of steam qualities, There is also a large consumption of coke.
by firms in other districts, The Welsh Tin Bar Association price Middlesbrough at 43s, 4d., net cash, delivered
equal to Manchester,
for steel blooms, delivered here, remains at £4 10s., and tin bars with makers now asking about 6d. per ton above
these figures.
£5, less 24 per cent. There is a largely growing demand for steel The continued unsatisfactory condition of the manufactured
iron
sheets of all qualities.
trade
renders
business
in
forge
qualities
of
pig
iron
very difficult,
In sympathy with the stronger tone of the Scotch and Cleveland
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT.
extremely low prices have to be quoted to effect sales, as forge
markets, the Midland pig market looks a little better. Orders are and
in the face of the excessively low price of finished iron,
(From our own Correspondent.)
slightly more plentiful, and sellers anticipate that the quarterly proprietors,
are absolutely not in a position to pay what may be termed the
meetings will be accompanied by an advance.
Mr. EMERSON BAINBRIDGE, managing director of the Nunnery
market rates for the raw material.
Some Derbyshire agents were refusing 36s, this—Thursday— current
Colliery
Company,
returned from Saarbrucke, Germany,
Hematites, although the business doing in this market is only where he has been has
afternoon, while others could not get offers of more than 35s, 6d. small,
inquiring into the new system of getting
are maintaining the advance which has recently taken place coal by a novel explosive
delivered to consumers’ works, Northampton pigs remain at about in prices,
invented by a German. Mr. Bainowing
to
the
tolerably
large
sales
which
have
been
35s., and Lincolnshires are quoted 39s. delivered for gray forge, made in other districts, and 52s. 6d. to 53s., less 24, represent the bridge has reported on the subject, which will come up for the
and 37s. for white qualities, Staffordshire pigs are 50s. for hot minimum fi
consideration of the colliery proprietors and managers interested
which
makers
are
disposed
to
accept
for
good
blast all-mine sorts, an average of 40s, for good part-mines, and No. 3 foundry qualities delivered into the Manchester district.
in the discovery.
27s. 6d, to 29s, for cinder pigs.
of interesting experiments in safety lamps took place
In the finished iron trade, although in some quarters there is a on A theseries
The inimical feeling which was prevalent in this district when it disposition
premises of the gas company at Neepsend, Sheffield, on
more hopeful view as to the future,
became known that Vanada contemplated heavy additions to her there is onlyto atakeverya rather
Saturday last. About sixty mining engineers and colliery managers
limited
business
doing,
and
prices,
if
anyiron tariffs has been a little modified by the tenor of the further thing, are easier. For barsdelivered into the Manchester district, were present. Professor Lupton, of the Yorkshire College, Leeds,
intelligence from that country. Local makers are notified that on under £4 17s. 6d. per ton is now being taken in some instances, attended during a part of the test, and examined the testing appasheets and hoops—both of which are commodities with which an hoops are to be got at £5 2s. 6d. to £5 4s. 9d., and local made ratus and the anemometers used to measure the velocity. ‘The
important business with Canada is done—the proposed increase is sheets
principal feature of the apparatus is that itis provided with escapes
do not average more than £6 5s. per ton.
very small. Gratification is likewise expressed at the total exempthe explosive gases set in motion by lamps unable to withstand
is no material change to report with regard to the dispute for
tion from duty of steel rails. Private merchant advices are that in. There
the pressure brought to bear upon them, and which fire the miniathe
Bolton
engineering
trade.
T'wo
or
three
small
concerns,
emCanada will be in a position in a few years hence to supply her own ploying altogether only about 150 men, have given way, but they ture mine. A list of twenty-four lamps had been arranged, two of
needs, In the meantime, however, there is happily but little are not connected with the Iron Trade Employers’ Association. which—the Davy and the Barnsley Bonnetea Meusler— were not
danger of the Anglo-Canadian trade becoming a dead-letter.
; the former, because the result was considered a foregone
associated employers are as determined as ever in holding to tried
The Pelsall Coal and Iron Company, in their annual report, The position
conclusion ; the latter, because similar to the Thorncliffe lamp.
they have taken up, and the men on their side would The
state that during the year the price of finished iron has receded the
best result attained during the afternoon was with the gauzeseem
to
be
equally
determined
to
continue
the
strike
until
they
8s, 9d. per ton, and the average price 01 coal 3d. per ton, as comat least some concession to the demands they have put less safety lamp—J. McKinless’ patent—which continued to conpared with the previous year; whilst the wages of both iron- obtain
sume the gas within for two minutes, and at the end of that time
workers and miners have remained unaltered. Taking into forward.
taken out, though with cracked glass, when the flame came
election of a general secretary for the Amalgamated Society was
account the actual prices realised for coal and iron, the company of The
back to the wick. Shouid a second test bear out this performance,
Engineers,
in
the
place
of
Mr.
John
Burnett,
who
resigned
about
has distributed upwards of £5000 more wages than under any twelve months back to accept a post under Government as corre- the McKinless lamp will establish the reputation of being an
sliding scale or upon any previous basis the workmen would have spondent in the new Labour Bureau established in connection with effective safety lamp.
been entitled to. There is one encouraging feature about the the Board of Trade, has been a protracted business extending over
is has been a week of Jubilee holiday-making. With very
collieries—viz., that the mines are improving in quality.
seven or eight months, and has resulted ina very keen contest few exceptions, no work has been done to the date at writing.
The probable effect upon the iron trade of the alteration in the some
These exceptions, however, are rather important. One large steel
for
the
office.
About
a
dozen
candidates
entered
into
the
contest,
Spanish tariff continues a matter of much interest to local makers. but on the first ballot none of these received the requisite majority firm kept its men employed on full time at double wages—a manner
e directors of the Pelsall Coal and Iron Company state that the
votes tv secure election, and a second ballot had to be taken, of keeping the Jubilee to which the men gave ready acquiescence,
hope raised by the reduction of the Spanish tariff, and expressed of
when the final contest lay between Mr. Robert Austin, of Man- This firm had in hand a large order for steel to be used in the proin the circular of last year, has been but imperfectly realised. Still chester,
Jobn Anderson, third assistant secretary at the duetion of 400,000 rifles for the Turkish Government, the contract
orders are coming in from that direction, and there is reason to head-officeand in Mr.
London. The counting of the second jvoting was for which has been entrusted to two German firms, who have
believe that the eet will soon see an improvement in the completed on Friday,
and resulted in 9956 votes being recorded for decided to use Sheffield steel solely in the manufacture of the
volume and value of Spanish business.
Mr. Austin and 9092 for Mr. Anderson, Mr. Austin being thus weapons. Two or three establishments, at present busy on war.
Concerning the discussion which has recently been aroused by elected
to
the
office
of
secretary by a majority of 864 votes. and railway material, kept the 21st as a holiday, but resumed
the purchase by the War-office of best bars and plates direct from Mr. Austin has for fortygeneral
years been a member of the old Mechanics’ work sharply on the morning of Wednesday. In the lighter
Staffordshire makers, it may be pointed out that some of the Society
and the — Amalgamated Society of Engineers, and in industries labour was generally suspended, and not an hour’s work
references to merchant practice in such contracts were hardly conjunction
Messrs. Allen, Newton, and others, took an was done up to Wednesday night. The cutlery and plated trades
called for. As a matter of fact, there are only two merchant active part inwithbringing
about the amalgamation. He has held an are so quiet that the holidays could easily be given without interfirms, and both of most
ptional standing, on the Govern- official position in the society
thirty-five years, and for twenty- fering with the fulfilment of the market requirements.
ment list. The War-office require only iron of high quality, and two years has had charge of thefor society’s
The Mayor of Sheffield and the editor—who is also managing
office in Manchesmerchants contend that they invariably get it with whomsoever ter whilst for a long series of years he hasbranch
represented the society |te enigae -of the Sheffield Daily Telegraph, bave received the
they place their orders. There is reason to believe that the success- in complicated law cases and in the settlement
onour
of knighthood. His worship, who is now Sir Henry
disputes between
ful tenderers for these latest orders were surprised if not perhaps members and their employers, not only in this ofimmediate
district, Stephenson, isa Sheffield man, and the head of the well-known
annoyed at the reflections on the merchants,
firm
of
Stephenson,
Blake, and Co., type-founders, and is a gentleparts of the country.
Messrs. E. Broughton and Co., whose name has been mentioned butIninthevarious
process of repairing and extending an artesian well at the man of culture and attainments, who has worthily sustained
in the House of Commons as one of the merchant firms still per- North
the dignity of mayoral office. Sir William Christopher Leng
Cheshire
Brewery,
a
novel
engineering
operation
was
sucmitted to tender, state that every contract for best Staffordshire
performed by Messrs. Kilner and Matthews, engineers was born in Hull, and, apart from brilliant political service
iron placed in their hands by the War-office has been placed at cessfully
well sinkers, of Gorton, near Manchester. It had been found rendered by his powerful pen, has won for himself a repuStaffordshire works. The only iron not of Staffordshire manu- and
to put tubing into the existing well, which is 225ft. deep, tation for distinct work done to the cause of industry and
facture which they have —— has been best charcoal sheet necessary
also to sink to a further depth; but Messrs. Kilner and humanity. He came to Sheffield in 1864, and at once found himiron made at their own works in South Wales. In tendering and
encountered an obstruction at the bottom of the well self face to face with an organised system of conspiracy which
merchants have always to state at what works the iron will be Matthewpromised
to seriously interfere with further operations. On controlled commerce and pursued a policy of intimidation by
made. Messrs. Broughton urge that under this rule it is hardly which
it was found that some twenty years ago, when the well rattenings, outrages, and murders, done to order of unseen trade
probable that the authorities would entertain a tender for best inquiry
was
sunk,
a
boring
tool had been lost in the well, and all the efforts secretaries. He courageously grappled with this monstrous
Staffordshire iron to be manufactured in Belgium.
were then made to recover it proved unsuccessful. Messrs. tyranny, set on foot a searching investigation that obtained
A heavy and very acceptable requirement, illustrative of the that
Kilner
and
Matthews,
on ascertaining the real cause of the obstruc- evidence, and roused the community tuaction. Spurred on by his
t benefit to the iron trade and the heavy iron manipulating tion, obtained a clay imprint
of the top of the tool, and it was advocacy, a Royal Commission of Inquiry was granted, with the
industries of railway building in India, is being expre
by the found that a portion of the head
been cut away and the bore result that the disclosures made fairly startled the country, exposed
Bengal-Nagpur Railway Company. It is for 195 plate girder spans hole carried down the side of the had
tool, leaving it firmly embedded the villany uf trade despots, broke the back of the conspiracy, and
—35 of 40ft. in the clear ; 41 of 20ft.; 41 of 12ft.; 15 of 10ft.; and near to the bottom of the well. Sufficient
freedom tc workman and employer alike. For this service he
the head of the tool restored
36 of 6ft.; makingan
te of 3240ft. A supply of cast iron chairs remained, however, to enable a grip to be ofobtained,
and several was presented by the public with his portrait and a purse containis required by the Indian State Railways.
ing
600
guineas.
Born at the seaside, he acquired full knowledge
specially designed screw hooks were made and dropped down on to
In the hardware trades the most active markets just now a)
ra of the tool, until at length one was got firmly attached, and of the evils of overloading, and wrote forcibly and freely on the
to be those of South America, and especially Brazil and the River the
ships
which
went
to
sea and never returned.
Upon Mr. Plimsoll,
the process of raising the long-lost boring tool commenced.
Plate. There has been a partial reaction in the United States then first
operation was to liberate the tool from its seating, in a neighbour and a friend, he urged the pressing importance of this
demand, which seems to be checked for the moment. With India The
subject,
and
Mr.
Plimsoll
consented
to
take
up
this question and
which it had become firmly embedded, and this was effected by
trade is well sustained in tools and machinery, galvanised and other means
make it his own in Parliament, which he did with marked success.
power, about 30 tons being required to loosen Asa
iron, rolled metal, chains, hinges, padlocks, &c. The orders arriv- it from ofits hydraulic
journalist
Sir
William
holds
front
rank,
and
journal he
bed, into which it had been driven by the attempts made conducts has long been recognised as one of the mosttheinfiuential
ing frebm most of the Australian colonies are still disappointing, to cut up the
of
tool after it had been lost. In getting it loose from
though the commercial outlook at the Antipodes is reported to be its bed the hook
English newspapers, as it was the first “daily” in the provinces.
was
completely
straightened,
and
another
hook
of
brightening. Continental requir
ts are of fair value.
similar form had to be made, but when this was attached the tool
The existence of a tendency towards a scare in tramway stock was drawn out without further difficulty.
has determined the chairmen of the various tramway companies in
In the coal trade there is a quieting down in the demand for
the neighbouring counties to decide on the adoption of some pre- all descriptions of fuel, but with the successive holidays that have
THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
ventive measure, At a meeting in Birmingham the scare was taken place recently, the ordinary output of the collieries has been
(From our own Correspondent.)
said to be wholly unjustifiable. No appreciable circumstances so much interfered
with that so far there has been comparatively
could arise which would prevent the tramway companies from very little of the customary eo coal during the summer
THERE have been but few sales of Cleveland pig iron during the
obtaining reasonable value for their undertakings as going con- months, and prices may be said to
fairly steady. The chief last few days, owing to the unsettlement arising from the Jubilee
cerns at the expiration of twenty-one years, if any local authorities falling off in the demand is, of course, felt in the better qualities celebration. The weekly market was held on Wednesday instead
determined then to acquire them. After a long discussion a reso- of round coals for house fire consumption, and these first now of Tuesday. Buyers still show considerable anxiety to ac ys
lution was passed determining to form an association of tramway meet with only a very slow sale ; common house coals are, however, especially for forward delivery. Holders, on the other
d, encompanies withir. the Midland Counties, to be called the Midland also in lessened demand for general manufacturing purposes, but co’
by the improved home consumption, and the upward
Counties’ Tramway Association.
are still moving off fairly well; and much the same may be said tendency of the Glasgow market, decline to sell in quantity at
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present. They expect to be able to obtain higher prices as the
season advances. For immediate delivery of No. 3 G.M.B.,
34s. 6d. per ton is the lowest
now taken, and for delivery to
the end of August, 34s. 9d. to
is the ruling price. Forge iron
continues firm at 33s. 6d. per ton.
Stevenson, Jaques and Co.’s current quotations: — “ Acklam
Hematite,” mixed Nos., 45s. per ton; “ Acklam_ Yorkshire,”
(Cleveland) No, 3, 36s.; ‘‘Acklam Basic,” 36s.; refined iron, 48s,
to
Warrants, which were obtainable at 34s. 1
at the
inning
of last week, had advanced to 35s. by Pads, and ag mw
35s. 3d. was paid for them.
The stock of Cleveland pig iron in Messrs, Connal and Co.'s
Middlesbrough store was on Monday last 333,311 tons, being an
increase of 1679 tons for the week. Shipments of pig ben ton
Middlesbrough continue fairly satisfactory, but they are scarcely
so good as they were in May. The quantities are respectively as
follows, viz.:—June, 42,211 tons; and May, 44,405 tons,
The finished iron trade is slightly better than it was—that is to
say, orders are coming to hand more freely ; but competition is too
keen to allow of any advance in prices being obtained.
The steel works are very busy, and further good orders are being
received. It is reported that Messrs. Bolckow, Vaughan, and Co.
have secured an order for 6000 tons of steel rails for the railway
about to be made in China.
The time has surely arrived when muzzle-loading artillery should
be done away with, even for such
ceful and unobjectionable
purposes as firing royal and other aon On the Jubilee Day a
shocking accident happened at Redcar, resulting in loss of life to one
person, and seriousinjury to another, At the above popular seaside
resort is a battery furnished with six heavy guns. One of these isa
breech-loader, all the rest muzzle-loaders. The breech-loader is
generally used by the Ist North Yorkshire Volunteers when
they practice gunnery at the battery from time to time.
On Tuesday last however, it was arranged to give a royal
salute, which involved firing one or more of the muzzleloaders. In anticipation of the arrival of the main
» by
train from Middlesbrough, the men composing the
car
detach
t we re ~— — d in loading an old-fashioned 64-pounder,
.. When suddenly the charge exploded just as the ramrod was being
withdrawn. A gunner, named Smith, was blown to a considerable
distance, and picked up so injured about the head and shoulders
that he died shortly afterwards. Another gunner, named Allison,
was knocked down, and though less seriously hurt, is still ina
somewhat critical condition. At first it was supposed that the gun
had been fired before, and that
sponging had been neglected, and
some burning residue of the previous charge had caused the explosion. But it is now said the gun had not, so far, been fired at all;
and therefore the cause of the calamity remains a mystery. At
any rate if the gun had been a breech-loader, and a clear view
through had been possible, without any
ity for r
ing
ramrod, the chances are the accident would never have occurred.
At the laying of the foundation stone of the new College of
Science at Newcastle-on-Tyne on the 15th inst., Sir Wm. Armstrong made remarks which were, as usual, of great interest and
value. His theme was the application of science to industry. He
said that what was wanted in the present day was science of a
“bread-winning” sort. England was behind in this kind of
science, and foreign nations were in consequence gaining ground
in manufacturing p
It was a serious matter, inasmuch as
we in England are more dependent than any other nation upon
manufacturing industry. British workmen are too prone to plume
themselves simply on their manual efficiency, onl,to regard the
intellectual element as a thing of inferior importance. Those who
hold this view forget that the fountain head of all human art,
whether useful art or fine art, lays in the brain and not in the
hand. Sir Lowthian Bell, who followed, thought it was quite
vain for this country to claim a higher position in point of intelligent industry and manufacturing skill than foreign nations. He
considered that there was a superiority of technical education
abroad, and believed that in point of intelligence and education
foreigners were our equals, and that we could not expect to maintain the supremacy in manufactures which up to this time we have
enjoyed. But that is no reason why we should let them go ahead
of us where we ought to keep equal pace.
In the report which has just been issued for the month of May,
by the Boilermakers’ and Iron Shipbuilders’ Society, the union
officials speak of continued depression in theshipyards. This they
attribute to the difficulty of obtaining materials, presumably steel
plate and angles. But for this, they think far more of their
members might be employed than is the case at present. The
same depression does not exist in the marine engine shops. The
cause of this is to be traced to the gradual substitution of tripleexpansion for compound engines in existing steamers. These
changes involve in most cases new boilers, and so afford abundant
work for their members.
NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)
Bustness in the Glasgow iron market has to some extent been
interfered with by the Jubilee holidays. Last Thursday was the
day observed in G
w, and the markets were then closed, and
Tuesday of this week was also observed as a close holiday on
account of the arrangement that the banks would be closed as well
as the markets in England. But although business has thus been
curtailed, the tone of the market is rather encouraging. The 4
week’s shipments of Scotch pigs are poor, amounting to only
tons, ascompared with 8991 in the corresponding week of 1886.
But while the pig iron shipments are thus comparatively small at
the moment, the orders received within the last week or two from
the United States have tended to sustain the strength of the
market. A few days ago, indeed, there was a feeling that the orders
in question were in all likelihood but the commencent of an important
series which the Americans would be obliged to send us during the
present year, on account of their not being able freely to supply
their own wants. The last day or two, which brought nothing of
consequence in the shape of purchases on American account, have
rather tended to modify this opinion. Still, the tone of the pig
iron market is, on the whole, cheerful, and warrants have sold at
somewhat higher figures. Two furnaces additional have been put
in blast, there being eighty now blowing, as compared with eightyfive at this date last year.
The current values of makers’ pigs are 6d. to ls. higher than
they were a week ago, as follows :—Gartsherrie, f.o.b., at Glasgow,
r ton, No. 1, 48s. 6d.; No. 3, 44s.; Coltness, 54s. 6d. and 44s. 6d.;
ngloan, 50s. 6d. and 46s.; Summerlee, 52s. 6d. and 43s. 6d.;
Calder, 50s. and 43s.; Carnbroe, 44s. and 40s. 6d.; Clyde, 46s. 6d.
and 41s. 6d.; Monkland, 43s. 6d. and 39s.; Govan ‘at Broomielaw,
43s. 6d. and 39s.; Shotts at Leith, 48s. 6d. and 45s. 6d.; Carron at
Grangemouth, 52s. and 44s. 6d.; Glengarnock at Ardrossan; 47s.
and 41s.; Eglinton, 43s. 3d. and 39s.; Dalmellington, 44s. and
40s. 6d.
There is a steady business doing in basic steel, and 652 tons of
Glengarnock steel billets were shipped coastwise in the past week
from Ardrossan.
Inquiries for considerable quantities of iron bars have been made
this week on Canadian account. Merchants state that in addition
to the modifications which the Canadian Government have made
in the amount of the extra duties on manufactured iron and steel,
they have been given to understand that the arrangement for
exacting the increased tariffs after the 30th current will not in all
cases be enforced. In fact, it becomes more evident every day
that the Canadians are not able to get along without supplies from
this side, and that pressure is being brought to bear on the Canadian Government to release, at least for a time, the heavy import
duties they have resolved to impose.
Messrs. Neilson and Co., of Hyde Park Locomotive Works,
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Glasgow, have contracted to build thirty locomotive engines and
tenders of great power for the Bengal and Nagpur Railway. This
order is in addition to that for twenty-one engines which this firm
quite recently obtained for Burmah,
The “oe week's shipments of iron and steel manufactured goods
from Glasgow embraced machinery to the value of £4485; sewing
machines, £2814; steel goods, £
; and general iron manufactures, £19,000.
The coal trade is fairly active, and the week's shipments from
Glasgow were 25,371 tons; Greenock, 1360; Ayr, 9738; Irvine,
1370; Troon, 5696; Burntisland, 12,583; Leith, 2714; Grangemouth, 14,466; Bo'ness, 11,062; Granton, 4188; Port Glasgow,
200; and Dundee, 660; total, 89,409, against 94,831 tons in the
corresponding week of 1886, The inland trade is quiet, and the
prices of all sorts are nominally unchanged,
WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES,
(From our own Correspondent.)
I REGRET to state that several of the works continue seriously
hampered for want of water. Dowlais is especially unfortunate in
this respect, and this week the greater part is at a standstill, most
of the Secpnens being damped down.
is is a matter of public
t as well, for most of the works, Dowlais included, stand
tolerably well off for orders. Prices rule a little better, too,
though rail quotations are still far from what they shou!d be. It
is not long ago that one of the railways bought steel rails for
£3 17s.! Of course there were exceptional features in the case, as
few rails have been sold under £4. Now they are offered for various figures up to £4 15s. Bars are better. I have known one of
the Welsh works lose 10s. per ton on a quantity of bars sold by
them, but prices are now better. Tin bar is steady, and there isa
large make going on. This week I have noticed a considerable
clearance of tin
from one or two localities,
There is a strong probability of an advance in price of tin-plate.
Stocks are low, and the clearances have been considerable, both
from Monmouthshire and Glamorgan. During last week Swansea
alone despatched 78,838 boxes, and the stocks are now down to
66,000 boxes. The total clearance from Swansea during May
amounted to 16,000 tons. Large cargoes went away this week to
New York, Baltimore, Montreal, and Philadelphia. Cokes fetch
as much as 13s, 3d., Bessemers from 13s, 3d. to 14s., Siemens from
13s. 6d. to 14s, ; wasters are picked up rapidly of all sorts, and
few under 12s, 9d.
Most industries have been affected by the Jubilee, and the week
will be a broken one.
It is pleasant to record the foundation at last in the metropolis
of the coal and ironworks, Merthyr, of a general! hospital.
is
has been accomplished by Sir W. T. Lewis, who so forcibly brought
the matter under the notice of the Marquis of Bute that his lordship subscribed £1000, and has further given another £1000
towards its maintenance. Sir William has also aided largely, and
on Tuesday laid the foundation-stone, amidst great rejoicings, the
town being en féte. Not the least noticeable act of his was the
last, in endowing a permanent bed for ‘‘a collier injured in the
collieries.” I have reason to believe that this hospital is part only
of a great ag oe to give every colliery district its cottage
hospital.
he Marquis of Bute maintains solely an excellent
hospital at Aberdare.
An important meeting of coalowners and workmen’s representatives was held on Saturday at Cardiff, when final action was taken
in the matter of the new Mines Bill and the objectionable clause.
I have seen the suggested modification, which may be briefly summarised:—“ To wet coal-dust for ‘tamping.’” “ Firing permitted
when shown by last two inspections that it is safe to do so, according to the rules, and after a close inspection by an authorised person
for a radius of twenty yards from place of firing.” ‘‘ The shot not
to be fired unless used with water, or with some other contrivance
so as to prevent it from inflaming gas or dust.” ‘To exempt
persons employed in attending ventilating furnaces, steam boilers,
engines, &c., signals or horses, not exceeding twenty in number,
from being obliged to retire when shot firing.” It is to be ho
that the sensible discussion which the Bill has met with, and the
practical s
tions of coalowners, who are as much interested as
any one in the saving of life and capital, will not be passed by without careful consideration. Putting aside all humane considerations, an explosion is at all times a most disastrous matter
to a coalowner. He cannot insure, as in the case of a building or a ship,
and thus is more likely to sin on the side of caution in coal working
than the other way.
The coal trade continues in excellent form, and full averages are
maintained. Cardiff is rapidly nearing 180,000 tons per week
again. Last week the total cleared to foreign destinations was
close upon 170,000 tons, and it appears to be going steadily up.
Better still than this is the fact that prices have moved. It may
be only the result of a temporary pressure, but I am assured that
best coals have in some instances fetched 9s. 3d. per ton. The prevailing price last week for ordinary qualities was 8s. 6d., and best
went up, as stated, from 8s. 6d. to 9s. 3d. Small steam is firm at
4s, 3d.; Rhondda No. 3 selling freely at 8s. 6d.
Newport coasting coal trade last week showed a total of 25,000
tons, and good consignments are going to Genoa, France, &c.
Swansea coal trade foreign continues good. Last week the total
was slightly over 25,000 tons.
Anew ‘‘ detective” lamp has been invented by a mining engineer of Llanelly. It is claimed that the attempt to open it is at
once shown upon inspection.
Mr. Lewis, the workmen's representative of tin-plate districts,
died last week. I note that several works are holding aloof from
the eo
|arrangements in vogue amongst tin-plate workmen. Pit wood commands 14s, 6d. freely.
NOTES FROM GERMANY.
(From our own Correspondent. )
THE general situation of the Rhenish-Westphalian iron market
is not easily to be characterised in a word or two this week, for
whilst some articles have been in better demand, and prices able to
be maintained, others have receded—notably forge pig iron sorts
—and isolated statements tend to the belief in rather more confidence in the future, which, however, general appearances cannot
be said to entirely warrant. As is easily to be understood, forge
pisiron in Silesia has for the moment become a sort of drug, and
as been pressingly offered since the Russian market was closed
against it ;but nevertheless it has found no ready buyers. But
on the othemhand, the rolling mills, forges, foundries, and constructive and machine shops are able to show a great increase of
output and salesin their respective branches. The misfortune for
the smelters is that the want of better ores in the district prevents
them from putting their furnaces on to foundry, or better sorts of
Pigiron ; consequently, if no new outlet is speedily found, which is
ifficult, restriction or blowing out furnaces must be the order of
the day. Puddle pig is, noted M. 46, and foundry 50, merchant
bars M. 127-5, and plates 150 to 160 p.t. In the Rhenish
districts all that can be said concerning iron ore is that steelstone has improved a trifle in price, as stocks are everywhere waxing
low. Forge pig has made a great and sudden descent in price,
mentioned last week as contemplated by the Rhenish-Westphalian
bination, in conseq
of the Siegerland smelters having
lowered their prices so materially. Up till now the said combination has kept up the price of best forge sorts at M. 48 p.t., in spite
of lower quotations in the Siegerland, but now it has dropped all
at once to M. 43} p.t., which is considered to be the lowest figure
it can attain in view of the present prices of the raw materials.
This once more shows the illusory character of all such combina-
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tions when many different districts are concerned.
Most
determined efforts have been making these last few weeks
to combine the Silesian and Westphalian wrought iron conventions, which the middle German works also desire to
join. But what effect can this be expected to have, unless
the south and south-west groups of works join in? However, this
step of lowering the price to the bottom even seems to have convinced buyers and brought them into the market, as considerable
Fw gene of forge pig have already been contracted for for the
third —s regards other sorts of crude iron, they are
rather better situated, as the drop has only been M, 1 p.t. all
round for the present, basic a ann at M. 41 to 42, foaniry
for the three numbers 48 to
t. For all these sorts there is a
satisfactory demand, and from this it is calculated that forge sorts
will soon again make a rise, The wrought iron trade is in very
much the same position it has been for some time past; the rollin
mills and forges have sufficient regular work to carry on with, anc
as the second-hand dealers are nearly bare of stocks, they are
ming more willing to pay the convention base price of
M. 110 p.t. for the orders ay place, and should the above mentioned coalition of interests take place, the chances for which are
good, it is said, they will soon have to accord an advance upon that
price, Plates are firm, and the demand in general has improved,
and the mills are satisfactorily employed. The base price of
boiler plates is M. 145 ; heavy sorts, in steel, 150 to 155 ; and tank,
135 p> Thin plates and sheets are in moderate request, especially
for building purposes ; but in the face of the drop in forge pig the
‘ead cannot be well maintained, and Siegener thin gauges can now
»e bought at M. 127 to128 p.t. The export trade in wire rods is very
dull just now, which for this country isthe main stay. Theconvention
to regulate the export prices is not yet definitely arranged, but will
be so oerey it is expected,
e demand for railway material
seoms on the point of increasing, though ——s exactly of
importance has occurred this week. It appears that of the quantity
of steel rails and my required by the Prussian State railways
for the current year 887-1888, only asmall portion has as yet been
submitted to tender, so that a large suai should be forthcoming
the next quarter. The eleven Prussian railroads require 74,321 t.
of rails, and 53,300t. of sleepers and accessories. Until now,
Bromberg has only awarded 6160 t., and 6500 t. are to be tendered
for on the 27th inst.; Breslau, which requires 12,590 t., has only
tendered for 2958 t.; and Elberfeld, of 7000 required, has only
tendered for 2213 t.; so that out of 60,000 t. required, only 14,000 t.
have been bought or tendered for, To this has to be added the
quantity demanded by the other German lines, If, therefore
oreigners are permitted to deliver rails, there is a chance for some
English firms. The constructive ironwork and machine shops are
nearly all pretty well ag
if at extremely depressed prices,
The exportof ores from Bilbao has been active the week past,
and 105,235 t. have been shipped at 6s. 9d. to 7s, for Campanil,
and 6s. 6d. p.t. for best red ores average price. Large contracts
have of late not been freely entered into, and the character of the
market is that of uncertainty. From January lst to May 31st,
1,848,789 have been shipped, against 1,377,
last year for the
same period,
The Westphalian coal trade is exceptionally brisk for the season,
not caused by the restriction of =
which in many cases
ds the stipulated quantity, so muchas by the increased industrial requirements, the good water of the Rhine for shipment and
the export to Belgium caused by the strike there. It may also
be that prospects of increased export to that country are even now
being discounted, for it is evident that the coal mines of Belgium
have become nearly exhausted by the irrational strain to which
they have for years been subjected, and then the industries there
will, in the nature of things, be obliged to have recourse princilly to Westphalia, though
partly to France to make up the
ifference. In confirmation ofthe above remark, it is only a few
weeks since that the large colliery, Belle-et-Bonne, in the Charleroi
district, was finally closed, and 700 men discharged, because the
receipts did not cover the expenses, and numbers of Belgian coal
mines are on the point of sharing the same fate, and only prohibitive duties can prevent the German and French mines from
stepping in to supply their places. Steps are being here taken to
try and arrange a common sales bureau for the whole coal output,
with 25,000,
marks of capital, under the auspices of three
large banking firms, As once before remarked in this place, this
might seriously affect the English export coal trade.
There are no symptoms of improvement in the French iron trade,
Business in general is very dull indeed, and few transactions are
ing ;but no falling in prices is noted, though concessions are
requeptly made, and the pressing offers weaken the market. The
Paris firms, through their cheaper offers, prevent the works from
maintaining their quotations. Girders are selling at Paris for
125f., and merchant iron at 135f. Tubes are also on the fall, and
lates are difficult to dispore of. The markets of the Loire and
Jentre are in a similar condition. La Société des Forges de Cham=
et Liverdun is about to be amalgamated with La Société
etallurgique de la Haute-Moselle. The coal trade is buoyant for
the time of the year. Industrial coal is in good request, and the
Belgian strike has improved the export to that country. In every
way the coal trade of France is turning over a new leaf, for not
only is more and more being brought to bank, but more and more
is being exported every year in competition with England. The
dividends paid on the ten millions of tons got amounted to
18,000,000f. last year in the Nord coal basin, or 1°80f. per ton.
What with the 2 ver cent. reduction in freights per rail to the
Ports and this margin of profit, it shows the mines have still
something to work upon in close competition.
The disorder has subsided in Belgium, and the workpeople have
returned to their duties in the mines, ironworks, and construction
shops, and the iron market bas again assumed a steady and more
hopeful character. Pig iron is rather quieter, and girders have a
rising tendency.
LAUNCHES AND TRIAL TRIPS.
Ow the 8th inst., Messrs. Oswald, Mordaunt, and Co, launched a
handsomely-modelled iron screw steam yacht of 260 tons, built to
the order of Mr. R. Clifford Smith, of Manchester, and designed
by Mr. W. C, Storey, naval architect.
Di
ions :—Length,
extreme, 153ft. 6in.; breadth, 20ft. 2in. ;depth, 11ft, 9}in. The vesse!
has a clip r bow, with handsome figure-head, and an elliptical
stern, A
teak deck-house is fitted amidships, forming the
entrance to the saloon. A smoking room and galleys are fitted at
the after end of same, and above is a spacious promenade with flying
bridge to ship’s side. The saloon and state rooms are tastefully
fitted up in polished teak with Lincrusta Walton panels. The
accommodation for officers and crew is at the after end of the
vessel, The engines are of the triple expansion type, having three
cylinders, 12in., 18in., and 30in., in diameter, by 2lin. stroke, fitted
with Joy’s patent valve gear. A large steam boiler with’ Fox's
corrugated furnace constructed for working pressure of 160 lb. per
square inch supplies steam, The yacht was launched with steam
up, and on leaving the ways was named the Alvina.
On Saturday last, the 18th inst., Messrs. Wm. Doxford and Sons,
Sunderland, ran a preliminary trial of the new steel cable steamer
Fee Cheu, built for Mr. James Whittall, London. The trials were
run on the measured mile at Whitley, and were witnessed by
Captain Lugar and officers, and Mr. Sutherland and assistant engineers, the maximum speed attained being 13°45 knots, with
98 revolutions, and the mean of the run being 12°8 knots, the
guaranteed speed being 12°5 knots.
Mr. J. Evetyn Wittiams, M.1.C.E., has presented his
report on the entire completion of the Witham Outfall Works.
The
gate cost of the works has been £168,000, and they have
effected an immense improvement in the drainage and navigation.
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=. Apretisina Toxic Mixture, A. Savigear,
referred to in two unregistered agreements
THE PATENT JOURNAL.
jon,
entered into with Mr. Herbert Tulk and Mr.
OOMPANIES.
Carpina Encine Bearinos, G. and EB, AshJames Bromley Rowley respectively. It was Condensed from the oped ¢ the Commissioners of 8604,
worth, Manchi
,
regisbeen
just
have
ae
on
the
11th
inst.,
with
a
capital
of
companies
8605. Paorectixo Sea-peacnes from Drirtixo SaxpDs,
alt following
£120,000, in £1 shares, with the following as first
E. Lightowler, South
Application
for
Letters
Patent,
8606. HoLpinc-up GentLemen’s Drawers, J. Wynn,
;—
Continental Metropolitan Tramways Company, subscribers
tents have been ‘‘communicated” the
Cheltenham.
Shares. «*name
Limited,
of the communicating party are 8607. Barrenina Down Suips’ Haton TaRPav.ins,
a printed in address
J. A, Kirk, 44, Woburn-place, Russell-square..
italics,
&c., J. Manson, Sunderland,
This company was registered on the 10th inst., A. - ame 46, Bassett-road, North Kensington,
8608, Trimmers for Sewinc Macutnes, C. H. Buchanan,
14th June, 1887.
with a capital of £1,000,000, in £5 shares, to purcler' a
rn
oo ear
eee
chase the shares of the Com
ie d’Exploitation CO, Tuckfield, 8, Gibson-square, N., clerk .. ..
8605. Srockxinas, J. Holmes, London.
ayo Drivixa a
by Lever Hinor Pavpies, D.
Russ, 27, Corn Exchange-chambers, corn
8606. CLEANSING FILTERS, iW. att, London.
des Tramways de Paris,
u Sud, and to N, W. flour
, Sheffield.
fi
Neils Wil ak: pe. 20. 46 60
8607, SectionaL Monuments, A. H, Miller, London.
acquire any continental tramway or omnibus J. and
8610. Suzets, Buanxets, &c., J. Pinker, Liverpool,
H. Bate, 25, Ellingham-road, Stratford, clerk
8508. Buankert and Overcoat, A. H. — London,
8611.
Makino
Composite
Meratuic Pires or Rops,
Undertaking. The subscribers are :—
H, Allen, 59, Great Russell-street, agent ..
8600. Woop-Biock Fioors, C, Evans and ©. J. Ford,
G. H. Denison, London.
hares, J.W. Milsted,
128,a, Queen Victoria-street, clerk .. Se London,
ee
Woven
Faprics,
&c., J, L. Garsed,
*George Richardson, 8, Lombard-court, E.C.,
Propuctno Lito Gratwace on Zinc for Printfax.
meremems .. os os 96 oo ce os ce os OO
The number of directors is not to be less than 8610.
no Purposes, R. H. W. Biggs and W. Duxbury, 8613. Impartine
a Heavino and Rotuno omy to
*Lieutenant-Colonel C, M, Davidson, 11, St.
three,
nor
more
than
six.
Mr.
Wm.
Righter
jon,
BOATS
Rounpasouts, R, Steel and G,
George’s-esquare, S.W. wwe we ee ee ee (100 Comings will be one of the first directors, and the 8511. Treapino Motions for Looms, R. Hall.—(Z.
——
*J. Marshall Gillies, 86, St. James-street .. .. 100 other
Grube, Germany.)
members of the first board will be elected 8512,
a
and Time Inpicators, J. L.
J
dard, jun., 81, Gracochurch-street, merWoop, R. Cooper and J. cate Glasgow. —
a
ax
.
by the subscribers. Qualification for su
uent 8513. Suapino
Ree aa ak de oe th ten cece. ss
SuHuTrLx Peos, J. Atkinson and D. Hirst, Leed
8615. Steamers, & , J. G. Scott, Manchester.
J. W. Grey, 51, Broadhurst-gardens, merchant .. 100 dlrostenn, £250 in shares. Remuneration, £1500 a gy
Tureapd
on
Giass
Spinnine
Ringo,
E.
8616. Guipino Woven Fawrics into Dryixo and other
G. J. Toy, Athole House, Tynemouth-road, Totwith an additional £100 per annum
Macutnes, T. A. Crook, Manchester.
tenham, clerk .. .,
ee
1 orrannum,
8515. Automatic Lupricators, J. L. Garsed, Halifax. 8617.
the chairman,
Groves, H, C. Roth and F. Geiler, Manchester,
E. 8. Grey, 38, Elmore-road, N., chartered ac8516.
Strinaina
Racquets,
C.
D.
Heaton,
Stoke-on8618. Lioutina, &., Gases, MacN, C. Bowie, KilCOUMEAME 6s ce ce ce te te oe te oe 1
Tren
barchan.
8517.
Automatic
Weiontno
Apparatus,
J.
Heys,
ManThe
ber of directors is not to be less than
8619. Paper Boxes for Hotpina Jams, &c., P. Cook,
Roburite” Explosives Company, Limited.
chester.
three, nor more than seven; the first being the
Glasgow.
18, Se.r-rezpino Puncuino and Eve.etino Ma- 8620.
red on the 11th inst.,
Storrixna Locomotive Enoines, J. Wilkinson,
subscribers denoted by an asterisk, and M, le This company was
baine,
A,
Garrett
and
G.
Webster,
Towcester.
pool.
Blackpool,
Comte de Louvencourt and M. A, Viasto; quali- with a capital of £250,000, in £10 shares, to 8519. ) atoms Buoy Boats, J, Sample, Newcastle- 8621.
Fiusnine
Cistery, J. Kretechmann and J. P.
acquire
the
_
to
the
secret
process
for
the
fication, 100 shares; remuneration, £450 per
on-lyne,
Goulson,
on.
annum each, with an additional £250 por annum manufacture of a certain explosive called ‘‘ Robu- 8520. Transrort, H. Stockman, North Sunderland,
8622,
Oprainina
Ammonia, &c., L. Mond, Liverpool.
rite.” The subscribers are:—
8521. Vatve Tap, C. Wayte ndon
for the chairman,
8623. SEPARATING CoAL, W. P- Thompeon.—(K. A. C.
8622.
Gas
Lamps,
8.
Chandler,
sen.,
8,
Chandler,
jun.,
Shares.
von
Schlieben,
poe)
and J. Chandler, London.
Colonel C. OC, Minchin, Eastbourne.. .. ..
Butrons, A. Dinklage, London.
8523. Cican Wrarrinc Macuine, J. E. Schmalz, 8624,
Holden and Brooke.
G. H. Smith, C.E., 16, The Vale, Blackheath
8625. SupmaRnine Wuer.s for Steamsuirs, J. Bosch,
London.
C.E., Aston, Birmingham
London,
This is the conversion to a company of the C.H, J.A. Rushor,
8524.
Sewina
Macutne
Accessories,
AF,
Wileman,
Krohn, Ariol-road, West Kensington... ..
8626. Sarery Lamrs, W. F, B. Massey-Mainwaring,
business of mechanical engineers, carried on b
ng.
treet, 8.W., secreLondon.
Be Sand
9 $1, Ey Chesh
8525. Drying Woven Faprics, &c., J. H. Smith, 8627.
the above-named firm at St. Simon's Works, Sal- J o tary
toacompany .. .. «1 «se os
Water Jot Apparatus, T. W. Vaughan and J,
ow.
ford. It was
tered on the 14th inst., with a R. Cunningham, Ware-road, Hertford .. .. .. ee
—— 8526. Steam Suir Prorvusion,J. Bosch, London,
Brown, London.
capital of £12,000, in £10 shares, with the follow- A. B, Cunningham, 19, Burlington-chambers,
8628.
Butron-noLes, H, E, Newton.—(Zhe National
8527. Boors and Snoxs, KE. Moore, London.
Birmingham
Os. 4A 04 UNO ee Ces ee 0s 1 8528,
Machine Company, United States.)
ing as first subscribers :—
Apsorpina Moisture, D, McGregor and J. a.
Rixos, Hoops, &c., of Putters, J. Robertson
Shares,
McArthur,
jun.,
Glasgow.
The
number
of
directors
is
not
to
be
less
than
Ww,
*G. F. G. Hooper, Fallowfield, Manchester, engiCurine ScaLps from Water, &c., C. Schuttyser, 8630. Furnaces,
three, nor more than nine; the subscribers are 8529,
W. Muirhead, Glasgow.
BOE
ee ph 0%:) 26 j-we..04, soe 98 18g cae
London.
8631, Fitter and Gavor, H.C. Braun and A. F, Lieyd,
to appoint the first, and act ad interim; remune- 8530.
G. Thomas, 28, D sgute,te, Manchest
gi
10
Penciis,
R.
Edwards,
London.
London,
>R. G, Brooke, Crumpsall, Manchester, engi
1 ration, £2500 per annum, inclusive of £500 per 8531. Rattway Carriaogs, &c., A. J. Boult.—(W. J. 8632, Measurino, &c., Water, O Brown, London.
H. A. G, Brooke, 18), High-street, Manchester,
annum to the chairman; qualification, 25 shares,
Brashears, United States.)
Points for Tramways, W. E. Kenway, London.
...
Eras FER
aa a
a
8532. Looven Mecuanism for Sewina Macuines, J. 8633.
8634. Lamp-HoLper, J. Taylor and G. E. Tucker
E. Franke, 10, Aytoun-street, Manchester, merA.
House, London,
London.
chan
50
8533.
Drivixo
and
Prore.iino
Streamers,
O.
E.
8635. Lock Nut, G. H. Wells, London.
M. E.
tale 10, Aytoun-street, Manchester,
Pohl, Liverpool.
London Mercantile Gas Company, Limited.
Fasteninc Knire Biapes to Hanpies, G. H
mere.
a Be ee. On” Oe’ a6 Oe 88 he
$584, Packine for Sturrina Boxes, J. Morrin, Liver- 8636.
Wells, London.
*H. Holden, Lymm, Chester, engineer... .. ..
This
company
was
ee
on
the
10th
inst.,
pool.
8637. Paper Boxes, J. T. Craw, London.
G. BE. Lund, 491, Oxford-street, Manchester, soliwith a capital of £30,000, in £5 shares, to manu- 8535, ORnGANziNE or SiLk Warp, J. BE, Tynan, London. 8638,
Recetvine, &c., Niont Som, A. M, Clark.—(la
facture gas and gas products, The subscribers 8536, Orrenatine, &c., Torrepors, A. H. Simpson,
Compagnie Générale de Salubrité, France.)
London.
The subscribers denoted by an asterisk are the are ;—
8639, huor for Orprance, W. 8. Simpson and C, E.
8537.
Oxyarenisep
Water,
A.
Scott,
London.
first directors; qualification, 10 shares. The
Groves,
don.
Shares.
PortasLe Foros, J. Wilson, London.
8640. Butron or Stor for Oars, &c., E. J. Ayling,
company in general meeting will determine remu- H. F. Highton, Evelyn Lodge, Putmey.. .. . 1 8588.
Packets of Matcnes, A. Berkeley, London.
London.
Thompson, 17, Clar
dens, W.
1 8539.
neration.
Messrs, R. G. Brooke and G, F, B. D.
8540, Sotperinoa, F. Wright, London.
Evecrric Lioutino, H. Edmunds, London.
Hooper are appointed managing directors, at B. M. Clarke, jun., 52, Rye-hill Park, 8.E... .. 1 8541. Motor for Drivinc Sewino Macuines, D, Jones 8641.
8642. Musica. Boxes, P. Lochmann, London.
P. H. Le Sueur, 35, Rec’
,N., clerk.. .. 1 and C, E. Quilter, London,
salaries of £200 per annum, and will be entitled BE.
8648. O11 Lamps, M. Sievert, London.
A.
Highton,
Evelyn
L
,
Putney,
clerk
.
1
8542.
Locks
for
Canats,
&c.,
T.
Villard,
London.
to such further sums as the company in general KE. McCarthy, 3, Brunton-place, E., clerk .. .. 1
Distnrecrino, &c., Rooms, H. Bouttell, London.
Apvertisino, E. and A, Howell and J. Hines, 8644,
meeting may determine,
8645. Grinpinc and Po.tisuino Metaiiuic Rouiers,
W. Bartholomew, 28, Mildmay-grove,N. .. .. 1 8543.
Glasgow.
&c , I. Gallowitsch and W. Seel, London.
8544.
Spring
Ciasps,
L.
N.
Loeb.—(C.
Loch,
United
The number of directors is not to be less than
8646. Stoves or Heatino Arraratus, E, A, Wiman,
States.)
London.
five; the subscribers are to nominate the first; 8545.
Lake Copais Company, Limited.
H. Pooley and J, Chater, London,
8647. Sewinc Macuixes, W. W. Horn.—(J. Vannett
£100 per annum, and 5 per cent. 8546. StrELYARDS,
Hat
Pap,
E.
L.
White,
London.
On the 11th inst. this company was registered, remuneration,
and G. 8. Yingling, United States.)
upon
the
net
profits
in
excess
of
sufficient
for
the
8547.
Key
and
Cuair
for
Raitways,
J.
W.
Stansfield,
8648. on
Cotumy, &c., A. W. Rammage,
with a capital of £1,000,000, in £10 shares, to
London.
acquire the concessions and enactments relating payment of £10 per cent. per annum dividend,
8548, WinpMiLt Biapes, J. W. Stansfield, London.
to the drainage of Lake Copais, Greece, the
8549. AppominaL Surrorters, D, L, Snediker, Lon16th
June, 1887.
reclamation and utilisation of lands in Greece,
don,
8649. Cigarettes, L. Rosinsky, Birmi
.
8550. Cranes, W. Shapton, London,
and the development of agricultural, urban,
8650. CANDLEsTIcKs or Ho.tpers, J. L. Garsed,
Concrete Dock Works: ALARMING DISCOVERY 8561. Hats, H. Brown and A. B. Langmore, London.
riparian, or seaport property, and ancillary
Halifax.
8552.
Lamps,
A.
H.
Hearington,
London.
AT ABERDEEN.—A matter of the highest possible
matters, The subscribers are :—
8651. ConveRTIBLE Furniture, J. Coley, London,
Hypravutic Macuines, J. Armer, London.
Shares, importance and interest to all connected with the 8553.
Printinc, H. E. Newton.—(&. Hoe and Co., 8652. Repucine Cork, J. 8. Farmer, Manchester,
8. Sechiaz, 4, Bishopagate-street, merchant. .
1 construction and management of harbours has 8554.
8653. SHeppino Motion of Looms for Weavixe, J,
United —.
8. Aligelasto, 19, Groat Winchester-street .. ..
1 been brought to light at Aberdeen, Two years 8555.
and E. Horrocks, Bradford.
Vatves, W. C. Hood, London.
L. G, Grimold, 19, Great Winchester-street.. .. 1 since the
“- Sranparps for Wire Fencino, &., W. P. C. Bain,
Aberdeen Harbour Commissioners opened 8556. Wire-stitcnine, H. Brehmer, London.
N. Grew, C.E., Dashwood House .. .. .. ..
1 a graving dock,
iw,
Kyives, T. Vogel, London.
The dock was formed of Portland 8557.
_ . B. Goldey, 8, Alma-road, Canonbury... .. .. 1
Sewino Macuines, H. H. Lake,—(A. M. Stickney, 8655. Cueckxinc Corns inserted in Weriontnc MaW. T. Soussaint, 25, Dalston-lane, BE. .. .. .. 1 cement concrete, the steps being lined with granite 8558.
cuines,
&c., J. Slaytor, Sheffield.
United
States.)
8. C. Cheston, 12, Cornwall-terrace, Regent's Park
1 ashlar. A few months ago it was noticed that the 8559. Winpows, H. H. Lake.--(R. Schenck, United 8656. ORNAMENTATION
of MeTALLIc Bepsteaps, W. H.,
concrete entrance walls, which are not lined with
8., and C, Sproston, Birmingham.
States.)
The number of directors is not to be less than granite,
had become swollen, and that the surface 8560. Carpino Cotton, C. Weber, London.
8657. PLanino Woop, J. M. Wilson, Manchester,
five, nor more than seven; the subscribers are to
begun to show cracks, Investigation as to 8561. Spinninc Corton, H. H. Lake.—(J. Shaw, United 8658. INTERNAL FurNaces for Steam Borters, W. H.
appoint the first, one of whom must be an expert the cause
Mirfin, Manchester.
States.)
and Mr. W. Smith, 8562.
in lands of recognised standing and ability; the harbourwas atengionce 3 made,pecting
Warp Macnines, H. H. Lake.—(J. A. Wiedersheim, 8659. Marine and other Exoines, H. P. Fenby, Farnley,
that chemical
remuneration, £1
per annum, or such larger action was inducing the
near
Leeds.
United
States.)
hief, conferred with
sum as the company in general meeting may
FLé6or Cramp, W. E. Bradley, W. B. Cochran, 8660. ATracuine Air Sprincs to Doors, &c., E. Verity,
Professor Brazier, of Aberdeen University, who 8563.
J. M. Verity, and B. Banks, Leeds.
and A. A. Bennett, London.
determine, The directors may purchase the analysed
8661.
Boat,
M. Goldstein and Z. Levy, London.
briquettes
of
the
Portland
cement
used
8564. Cour.inos, 4. G. W. Foster and J. H. Shelnutt,
Lake Copais Concession for a lump sum of
8662. Prevmatic Actioss for Orcans, G. T. Beilby,
London,
the construction of the graving dock, and also
£655,000, in fully-paid shares, to be issued to in
Midlothian.
8565.
MecwanicaL
ALARM,
J.
P.
O’Donnell.--(4,
Buisset,
samples
of
the
concrete
taken
from
the
entrance
Mr. John Cockburn Francis Lee, who has arranged walls of the dock, From the analysis made it jun., France.
8663. Burners or Stoves, D. Cowan, G Ow.
for the acquisition thereof from the French com- appeared
8664. Preservinc Ecos in the Suet, H. H. Doty,
Lamps, E. L. Bill, London.
that the action of the sea-water on the 8566.
London.
y, known as La Compagnie Frangaise pour le Portland cement
8567.
VeLocirepes,
J,
8,
Fairfax,
London.
itself, as well as on the cement in 8568. Movinc Persons by Gravitation, J. W. Stans- 8665. Cueck Titi, C. G. Woodcock, London.
hment et |'Exploitation du lac Copais, upon the concrete, caused
8666. TREATING ALKALI Waste, A. M. Chance and
an expansion and softening
field, London,
the terms of paying to the French company of the cement in consequence
J.
F. Chance, Liverpool
the deposit of 8569, Rack and Pixton Mecnanisom, F. Rinecker and
£500,000 in fully-paid shares, Mr. Lee is also magnesia from the sea-water, andof also
8667. Haxp Drivine Gear, J. Gouick, Dundee.
R. Abt, London.
led to the
to guarantee to this company the subscription of formation of carbonate of lime by the union
8668.
Dyzinc Woot, C. T. Clegg, Manchester, H. A.
8570.
Measurrna
MecHanicat
Force
TRANSMITTED,
C.
of the
not less than £200,000 cash, on mortgage debenClegg, Montford, and F. Lee, Didsbury.
Dihlmann, London.
acid contained in the sea-water with the 8571.
8669. Canvas Covrrixos for Suips’ Boats, J. Clayton,
ture bonds or other security, bearing 6 per cent. carbonic
The
Metatuic
Curs
Box,
&c.,
G.
W.
Wright,
Seacombe.
London.
per annum interest, to be issued at a discount of lime in the cement. This somewhat startling
receive great attention. 8572. og oe Duptex Street Cuanner, G. W. 8670. CenrriruGaL Pumps, W. I. Ellis, Manchester.
not more than 11 per cent. The directors are discoverythemustpastnecessarily
8671. Distntecrators, J. A. Yeadon and R. Middleton,
W
t, London,
quarter of a century a great
also empowered to pay not more than £20,000 in Within
8.
pee Jowt for Lance Tubes, G. W. Wright,
of sea works have been formed of Portland 8573. mdon.
fully-paid shares, by way of bonus, to any person number
Envevorss, J. Hertz, London.
concrete. At Aberdeen itself there is a 8574. SHeer Merat Cans, H. H. Lake.—(E. Norton, 8672.
willing to enter into an effectual guarantee for cement
8673. Storrerinc Borries, &c., 8. M. Lancaster,
of nearly a thousand feet entirely
London.
the execution, at the price of £130,000, of the breakwater
United
States.)
8674. Boors and Snogs, J. F. Gilmour, Glasgow.
works designed to complete the drainage and formed of concrete. In various ways it has
15th June, 1887.
8675. Gas Dip Pires, T. Hailes, London.
required patching since its construction fifteen
reclamation of Lake Copais,
Carponisinc Woor, H. H. Lake.—(C. Schrebler, 8676. Hotprinc Neckties and Scarrs, F. H. Maberly,
years ago, but the idea that its defects were due to 8575.
United
States.)
Birmingham.
chemical action did not occur to the harbour 8576. Macuines for Currina Cigar Wrappers, J. E.
. Bearines of Wasnine, &c., Macntxes, T. T.
Los Andes Oil and Ozokerit Company, Limited. engineer till last year. He then mentioned the
Schmaly,
London.
Mercer
and T. Woolfall, London.
in a paper communicated to the Institute
77. CARRIER for PHotoaRapnic Fits, W. L. Sar- 8678. Heat Dirrusers, &c., A. Caldow and J. Burnett,
On the 14th inst. this company was registered, matter
of
Civil
Engineers,
the
paper
being
printed
in
the
geant,
London.
London.
with a — of —
in £10 an
first part of the Transactions of the Institute for 8578. Rorary Encines or Pumps, J. Landells, Tyne- 8679. Gas, A. G. Meeze, Redhill.
acquire upon terms of an agreement of the
mouth,
8680. Racine Toys, A. J. Boult.—(F. Blazicek, Austria.)
1886-87. The remarkable point in regard to the 8579.
Reoutatine Horsesnor Kwyives, J. Searby, 8681. Money Titis, J. Barker and E. Ramsbottom,
inst. (
i
made with Mr. James Graving
at Aberdeen is the rapidity of the
Rotherham.
Liverpool,
Britten, certain tracts of land in Venezuela, now chemical Dock
action
of
the
sea-water
upon
it
as
com8682. Gas Reautators, J. L. and I. Braithwaite,
Boots, T. Davies, London.
belonging to the Constancia Dacovitch Company,
with the length of time that similar action 8580.
8581. Metatuic Tops, &c., for Borries, J. F. Smyth,
Liverpool.
pe r with the gees oil sources, wells. =
opportunity of taking effect on sea works.
ast.
8683. Door Hanpues, J. W. Kershaw and S. Bennett,
mines, springs, and deposits of ozokerit, and Weas had
Liverpool.
understand the greater effect is ascribed to 8582. Rotary Expansion Steam Enorne, H. Postans,
other property, including a refine established the fact
Hadleigh.
8684. Castors, A. C. Henderson.—(J. L. P. Dossaris,
that the pressure of the water in the dock
Toast Stanp, Messrs. Forrest and Son, ManFrance.)
in the city of Caracas,
e subscribers are :—
is much heavier than is the pressure of the water 8583.
8685. StopreRrNG Borttes, G. H. Aylett, London.
chester,
Shares, on the sea works, In the former case the pressure 8584.
8686. CaBLE TRAMWAYS, W. N. Colam, London.
Beenives, W. H. Jenkins, Swansea.
D. Raikes de Chair, 11, Brewster-gardens, Kenfive to eleven pounds per square inch; in 8585. VENTILATORS,
H, T. Johnson and T. 8. Wilson, 8687. CaBLe Tramways, W. N. Colam,
nee
em ee
ee
EN
1 isthefrom
latter it must be very light, except when the
Manchester.
8688. CaBLe Tramways, W. N. Colam, London.
. we
ven-terrace,
caster-gate,
VenTiLaTiInG CowL, H. T. Johnson and T. 8. 8689. Spanner, G. Townsend.—(B. Meuke, Germany.)
insurance broker
ey ae
ee dpe
1 waves drive heavily against the works, Till the 8586.
Wilson, Manchester.
8690. Lawn Tests Poues, J. W. Bennett, London.
W. H. Irwin, 117, Leadenhall-street, merchant..
1 present time there does not appear to have been bag
Fincers of Mowinec Macaines, C. J. Foster, 8691. Pen-Hotpers, T. Hooper and S. G. Moore,
J. Eddowes,
enhall House, shipbroker.. ..
1 any investigation as to the chemical action of seaLondon.
R,. A. Hudson, 117, Leadenhall-street, secretary
water upon concrete. Now that science has been 8588. Hinee, R. Cliff, Birmingham.
8692. RecutaTinc ATMOSPHERIC Gas-BURNERS, J.
SOR CUET of cess ce es oe ce ce 1 called
in, and has made the discovery that concrete 8589. Warton Keys, F. R. Baker, Birmingham.
Osgerby,
on.
L. B. Harvey, F.S.A., St. Margaret's, Herts,
must give way before the sea, it will be the task 8590. Prosectine Water, W. T. Hardy and J. Hart, 8693. CHEcKInG the Receirr of Fares, J. M. Black,
Middlesbrough.
on.
R. W. Papineau, C.E., Urswick-road, Homerton...
1 of chemists to look out for some countervailing 8591.
8694. Book Marker, W. Cross, London.
Strainina Putp, R. Wood, Glasgow.
which shall prevent the decay tha‘
8695. Supriy Cup for Feeprse Borttes, 8..J. Pocock,
Looms, E. Hi
Halifax.
The numberof directors
is not to exceed seven ; substance
seems to be inevitable. It is something that 8592.
8593.
WercHING
Macuine,
J.
Bradbury,
Manchester.
London.
the subscribers are to appoint the first, and act science
has shown the danger that is being run; it 8594. C.
8696. SareTy Lamp-BuRNER, W. Nottley, London.
W. Cunliffe, Kent.
ad interim, The company in general meeting will redound
more to the honour of scientific men 8595. Fastentne Rops, T. Dineen, Leeds.
8697. Generative Licur and Heat, H. H. Doty
will determine the remuteration.
London.
if they can indicate the means by which the 8596. SeL¥-FEEDING CLIP, W. G. Hanna, Manchester.
8698. Hor Biast Vatves, E. A. ag oo London.
impending calamity
can be avoided. The subject) 8597. ScreEninc Coats, E. Kochs, Manchester.
8699. Jomstisa, &c., of RamLway Sieerers, &c., J
Currine Stone, J. W. Maloy, London.
came before the Harbour Board of Aberdeen $598,
nm, Glasgow.
Zinc Came. Walsh, jun., London.
Paper Bottle Company, Limited.
yesterday, and they resolved to hold a meeting of 8599.
700.
Vaccination Surenps,
Suretps, J.J. T Turner, Glasgo we
8600.
Vanes,
J
.
Gordon,
jun
,
London.
00. Vaccrn.
This company proposes to manufacture bottles, the whole Board in committee to consider the 8601. WinpIne Macuines, W. T. Stubbs, Manchester. 8701. Exectric Exercy, J. Ross, Glasgow.
boxes, and packages made under certain patents matter.—Dundee Advertiser.
8602. Taps, H.
m, Leeds,
8702. Rorary Enorves, E. Wortmann, London,
NEW

THE
$703. Sprxxixc Woot, &c., J. J. Delmar, F. E. Tucker,
and F. How, London.
S704. Carcuuso and “Rewovine Soot from CaINeys,
‘tner,
F. A.
8705 ScREENING "Coat, 7 Lawrence
8706. Garrers, E. Edwards.—(4. Harelirre)
S707. WATER-HEATING Apparatus, H. Darby, London.
8708. Fixuxe Tececraps Posts, J. Oppe
mer, Manchester.
8709. Wire Rore or Carn Havtace, T. Evens,
on.
8710. Evecrricat Apparatus, T. Nordenfelt, London.
87ll. Recutatixe Exposures in the use of Puotoaraparc Suvutrers, T. R. Dallmeyer and F. Beauchamp,
ion.
8712. Covourtnc Iron and Sree. Surraces, J. Y.
Johnson. —(A. de Meritens, France
8713. Mitt for Roiirne, &c., Tea Leav es, W. H. Gilrath, London.
8714. Marrxers’ Liquip Compasses, W. J. Reynolds,
on.
8715. Pires, &c., for Smoxrne, J. Glover, London.
17th June, 1887.
8716. TasBiets, H. C. Capel, London.
8717. Acrp, O. Schulz, London.
8718. Evevatep Raritways, W. B. Mack, London.
8719. Raruways, E. L. Taylor, London.
8720. Wasutno Piares, G. W. B. Crees, London.
8721. Wasuinc Woot, &c., W. Ambler and W. 0.
‘burn, London.
= Surercat Appiiance called a Sino, E. Potts,
verpoo!
8723. Exocrine and similar Packines, D. G. Creswell,
Manchester.
8724. Cycres, F. W. Gerhard, Wolverhampton.
8725. Feeprxe Woot to CARDING MACHINEs, E. Wilkinson, Huddersfield.
8726. Ratstnc the Hratps in Looms for Weavine, C.
Bedford, Halifax.
sr. Om Freepers, R. Ramsey and B. Wright,
or > aan Caps, J. Rushforth and W. Tate, Brad‘ord.
8729. Exocrine Cueanuyc Waste Macurnes, J. D. Tomlinson, Rochdale.
8730. Suears,F. W. E. H. Cooper and O. F. E. Keil,
Sheffield.
8731. Jorxt for Brackets, J. and H. 8. Fordred, Birmingham.
8733. Hannes, C. Law, Sheffield.
8734. Rerivrsc Corrox SEED Om, R. Hunt, Liverpool.
8735. Osraryinc Or Fezxpryc Cake, R. Hunt, Liverpool
= Mera.uic Waeets, W. Cooper and J. Holdsworth,
u
8737. Motor, J. W. Willans and J. B. McCulloch,
Leeds.
8738. Warminc Apartments, 8. Reeve, London.
8739. Movasie Rers Support, C. J. J. G. Petrzywalski,
London.
8740. Cranes for Sarpprxc Coat, W. Cooper and J.
Holdsworth, Hull.
8741. Conveyine Passescers, J. J. Butcher, Newcastleupon-Tyne.
8742. Curr Fasteners, J. Carter, London.
8743. Soiesof Boots, E. Hale, Liverpool.
8744. LuBRICATORs, W. James and G.
G. Crowe, Liver= Measvrinc Ancuzs of Inctinatiox, T. Myers,
8746. Banps for Transmission of Work, F. H. Maberly,
8747. Aymat Trap, W. Irvin, London.
8748. Bacs, W. T. Crooke, London.
8749. Batcuixe Jute, E. Heumann, London.
8750. Watcu Sraxps, T. White, London.
8751. Twist Lace —y og B, Hallatt, London.
8752. Srarnmnc Grass,E. Edwards, Staffordshire.
753. Cork Stopper, W. F. Anderson and H. Davidson,
London.
8754. Inprcatryc Toe, A. J. Ready, London.
8755. Trapprsc OveRFLows to ATER-CLOSETS, E.
uel, London.
8756. Cocks, J. T. Harris, London.
8757. Barsep Wire Fencrixe, C. Shaw and W. Hayward,
ion.
8758. Courtine Raitway Rowse Srockx, G. 3.
cer, London.
8759. Rerricerator, H. Piickert.-{J. Scherarz,
Sarony.)
8760. — Castor, C. Copus and H. D. Booth,
8761. Lommeene Keys, 8. C. Munro, London.
8762. Lock for RAILWAY CARRIAGE Doors, E.Taylor,
London.
8763. — Warrters, G. W. Cannon and E. Storm,
8764. boune, &. Smirke, London.
8765. DaRNinc MACHINES, A. Helwig, London.
8766. Arracuinec Rartway Rats to Mera SLEEPERS,
C. G. Stuart and F. H. Gill, London.
8767. Currine the Terr of Wace s, 8. Robinson and
A. Keats, London.
8768. Promotinc Comsustios, W. Oliphant, London.
8769. Measurtne Distances, E Krauss, London.
8770. Fearnertne Brave Wuaeets, A. H. Carpenter,
ion.
8771. Powsomerers, J. Reid, London.
8772. Carpets, &c., H. Fawcett, London.
8773. — Packie Cases and Boxes, C. Schneider,
877.." Extaactixo Are from under Rattway VeHICLEs,
H. Gilruth, London.
18th June, 1887.
8775. Yarw and Cxioru Fixisn, N. 0. MclIlhagga,
Belfast.
8776. IuperiaL Bar Frame Beet-nive, W. J. Groen,
Sudbury.
8777. Feepinc Routers, D. B. Briggs and W. Eastwood. Bradford.
8778. Carmyey Tops, 8. H. Jefferys, Halifax.
8779. Toms Tasiets, A. Hunt, South
8780. SHaFTs or SPINDLES, W. Butterworth and P.
Shawcross, Rochdale.
8781. Gas-BuRNeERS, H. J. Burgess, Brighton.
8782. Stratninc Paper Purp, &c., J. and R. Wood,
iw.
=
pe Petom, G. Richards and G. Napier,
eath,
8784. Fixine Siass of Giass on TaBLEs, R. Thompson,
Wigan.
8785. Surrace of Puttey Wseets, H. M. Townsend,
P
roug!
8786. nee anthe oon of Woops, J. yi, York.
8787. Union Socket,8. G. Mason and H. Hodkinson,
Birmingham.
= Sparse Cup for Broocues, A. Lovekin, Bir8789. ERCANTILE Forms,W. H. McDougall,” Bonnyrigg, Midlothian.
:
8790. REGENERATIVE HyprocaRBon Lamps, L. Chandor
and C. H. Nélting, London.
=oo mag Beer, W. P. Thompson.—{J. Vindis,
e.)
87 +4
2 Om Tanks, J. Rea, Liverpool.
8793. Tricycies, &c., w.s. any London.
8794. Time IxpIcaTOR, J. Pawe = irmingham.
8795. ea,
W. E. Ayrton and J. Perry,
8796. Gas,&c., Pires, N. C. Cookson, Newcastle-upon8797. Resnane of Cricket Bats, G. Wells, Brighton.
8798. Reversipte Hanp Brus, J. Leigh, London.
8799. Convryinc Boats over Weirs, &c.,A.H. Williams
and E. L. White,
8800. TREATMENT of Sewace, F. W. Lacey, Brentford.
5 Conpenysess, R. G. . Brooke and T. White,

EN

$802. VeLocirepes, K. Schmitt, London.
8308. Dverine and Scourrne Yarns, C. L. Klauder,
London.
8804. SrerHoscorss, W. R. Pike, London.
8805. Panina, &c., Frurt, T. Bletcher and E. E. Streat,
London.
$806. Sprinc Corkscrew, H. Walrath, London.
8807. Iypicators for TeLEPHONE Excuances, &c., W.
Moseley, London.
8808. Sarery VALVE E. Hafner, London,
8809. eee Scissors, &c., W. 8S. Simpson,
$810. ‘Pioonso, W. L. Wise.—(P. M. Petersen, Denman
SSll. OrnnamentTinG Metattic Bepsteaps, F. R.
Baker, Birming'
8812. PiERcING Conrrivance, F. R. Baker, Birming8813. Steeve and Curr Liv«s, T. W. Jones, London.
8814. Exrrevtsnine Lamps, J, C. C. Read, London.
8815. Bark, H. J. Simpson, G. de M. MacKirdy, and
A. Taylor, Liverpool
8816. pee y &c., H J. Simpson, G. de M. Mac
Ki , and H. Taylor, Liverpool.
8817. ~~~ H. J. Si mapa, G. de M. MacKirdy,
A. Taylor, Liverpoo!
8818. Gas Motor orm, C.G Beechey, London.
8819. Lamp Extineuisuer,A. Martin, London.
8820. Propucinc, &c., Liquip CHLORINE, Cc. T. J.
Vautin, London.
8821. Pomes, J. Hemington,Lo:
8822. Fituina Borr.es, &c., = Liquip, L. A.
Enzinger, London.
8823. Exrracrors for BREECH-LOADING BREAK-DOWN
Fire-arms, A. Mackie, London.
8824. Mepats, &c.,A. Martin, London.
$825. Rermyine of Ors and Fats, R. Oxland, Plymouth.
8826. CarTrinces for Breecu-LoapDiInc FiRe-aRMs,
H. J. Carpenter, Durham.
20th June, 1887.
8827. Light and PortaBLe Music or Reapine Stanp,
E. W. Dixon, Bath.
8828. Boots, SHogs, &c., M. Yoxon, Leicester.
8829. Buckes for Braces, &c., D. Cutler, Birming$830. Drivine Cuary, W. Morgan, Birmingham.
8831. Automatic ExtincuisHers for Pararrixe and
such Lames, J. Duggan, Liverpool.
8832. Srorp Motions for Dovusiinc and Twistixc
Frames, A. H. Dixon and W. J. Gradwell, Manchester.
8833. Measurtnc the Amount or INTENsITyY of Licut,
E. Pickard, Mansfield.
8834. Taps, &e., for facilitating Reratrs while under
PrReEssuRE, A Butler, Leeds.
8835. Decoratine CLaywarg, L. A. Fry, London.
8836. Lawn Tennis Net Hotper, R. C. Hope, Scar$837. Meratirc Pepestats, 8. L. Dore and T. B.
mdon.
8838. Rovixe Boxes, A. Binns, Bradford.
8839. Fiyinc Traveze Frames, J. H. Draycott, BirSy ane
8840. Armour Pratina, J. J. Arnold, Southampton.
8841. Breecu-Loapine Fire-arms, W. Ford, Sutton
Coldfield.
8842. anes Borrite Protector, &c.,F. W. Laurie,
8843. Cnncusenase Mecuanism, E. de Pass.—({Henchoz
Sréres, Switzerland.)
= — Coat without Break ace, A. A. Rickaby,
8845. Merauiic Pate for Hees of Boots, J. Waugh,
London.
8846. RarLway MiLK Cav rvs, R. M. Hyde and 8.
Stone, Essex.
8847. Mrverat WaTeR Vans, C. Turner.
8848. Fasrenine the Heaps of Brusnes, D. Jackson
and J. Tate, London.
8849. Door Cramp, 8S. Bastow, London.
8850. Mantiets, W. E. Heath, London.
8851. Suirts, C. C. Blackburn, London.
=. Leap Pencit Porst Cutter, W. Bracewell,
8853. Bixpisc Newspapers, J. C. Mewburn.—{0.
Dietrich, Germany.)
8854. DyEINa Corton,J. Grunhut, London.
8855. Exvecrric Pives, E. Julien, Liverpool.
8856. MEAsuRING ELECTRIC Currents,H. Aron, Liver8857. Carpinc Woo1, H. Duesberg-Bosson and D.
8860. ELEVATOR Cua, O. W. Gauhe, London.
8861. Paper Makino, G. H. Mallary, London,
8862. PaPer Maxixa, G. H. Mallary, London.
8863. Guxs, G. A. Farini, London.
8864. Fastenrnc the Lips of Baskets, D. R. Noble,
Peterborough.
8865. TexTILe Fipres, E. Edwards.—(F. J. Maizier and
F. J. W. Reetz, Belgium.)
8866. ALumIniumM, W. Cross, London.
8867. Printep Fasrics for Mutticotour Yarns, A.
Just, London.
8868. Caprvet Bep and Bepsteap, M. Jacob, London.
8869. Sorrentnc the Sounp of Pianos, J. E. Mennesson, London.
8870. Freezinc Macuines, —. Comte and —. Mabut,
ion.
8871. Evastic Sprrats, I. F. Clasen, London.
8872. Sarety Screw Fastentnos for Stups, &c., L. F.
, London.
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saw carriage, in combination with the steam eat,
piston arranged therein, feedA, pes opening into the
cylinder in front and rear of said piston, steam chests
provided with ports 4 &', recipre ventng valve J, and
sleeve I, provided with openings gradually constricted

24, 1887.

tially as and for the purposes set forth. (4) In combi.
nation with the said hollow metal y:
having an
upper and lower slotted surface, the rods supported
within the yard, the double metal rings or hanks
formed of the two rings, and the connecting cylin.
drical metal neck or bar, as and for the purposes set
forth.
360,148. Insector, A. S. Ebermann, Baltimore, Md.—
Filed May 14th, 1886,
Claim.—(1) In an injector, the combination, with 2
combining and discharge tube and a*valve adapted
close the secon:
overflow, of a bearing adapted “4
receive pressure of steam and water from the combining and discharging tube, said te Age attached
to the said valve and located on the’ side of the relicf
opening in the tube opposite that on which the said

men Wn
= |
as they extend inward, substantially as ani for the
purposes set forth. (4) The saw carriage, in com[360,972]

valve is located, substantially as set forth. (2)
In an injector, the combination, with a casing havin;
a movable combining and discharge tube}located
therein and overflow —_ —a through it, of
valves secured to the tube adapted
and close
the initial and secondary poe vonbe © secondary
overflow valve being adapted to make a full opening
—— the initial valve opens, substantially as set
forth,
361,1'78. Stone anp Ore Breaker, S. L. Maraden,
New Haven, Conn.— Filed May 4th, 1886,
Claim, —(1) The Ma ee with a centrally
pivotted movable jaw, of a pitman attached to the
upper part bperry and a ten ionrod attached to the
lower part of sai idjaw,
ly as di
2)
The combination, with the movable jaw centrally
nate co on a horizontal sliding pivot, of said pivot, a
msion rod attached to the lower part of said jaw, and

bination +
the steam cylinder and piston, B
pipes .H re i = ¥
on |
ports A hl, the
jprocating valve provided
gpa ja, and the sleeve I, provided with taperopenings i i!, the latter shorter than the former,
slictoaeie onand for the purposes set forth.
$60,891. Wree Rope Cuvrcn,L. Knaak, Oakdale, Pa.
—Filed June 1st, 1886.
Clatm.—(1) As anew article of manufacture, aswivel
clutch consisting of the parts A and B, and provided
with the latch ¢ and spring e. constructed substantially
as shown. (2) In a swivel clutch, the combination of

the latch c with the part A and thegrooved part B, constructed so that when the clutch is locked oot part
may freely rotate, as described.
361,049. Yarp for Sarps, &c., D. Campbell,. Fort
Cuuley, Auckland, New Zealend,—Filed July last,
1886,
Claim.—(1) The improved hollow metallic yard
having slots or longitudinal openings provided with

a vertically adjustable pitman connected with the
upper end of said jaw, substantially as and for the
purpose specified. (3) The eoubiaatien, with the
movable jaw centrally pivotted on a sliding pivot and
formed near its upper end with vertical slot ¢ and
recess g, of said pivot, the pitman, and the pitman
wrist pin passed through said slot and provided with
nuts, substantially as and for the purpose specified.
4) The combtngiion of the centrally pivottedmovable
w, a pitman attached to the upper part thereof, a
tension rod attached to the lower part of said jaw, and
a toggle connected with said jaw between said pitman
and tension rod, substantially as described.
361,182. Warer Encine, G. 7. Pilling, Baltimore,
Md.—Filed July 13th, 1886.
Claim. —In a double-cylinder oscillati: water
engine, the water boxes A, having outlets, in combination with the stationary "cylinders D in said boxes,
each of said cylinders being provided with the supplypesnege F,F closed at - en
inlet pipe F1, } ing
nto said passage F from above and outside of the
piston cylinder H, the said cylinder H having collar
surrounding the stationary cylinder D, the piston x

SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
(From the United States’ Patent Office Official Gazette.)
360,868. Fasrentnc ror LEATHER AND OTHER
FLexipie Marertts, L. 0. Dion, Natick, Mass.—
Filed June 15th, 1886.
Claim.—A fastenin ~_ securing pieces of material,
consisting of a tack
the shank excentric to its
head, the latter oa on its under side with a uniting caps at each end of the same, and with interior
metal rods under and parallel to therowdyslots, all as
described and for the —_
Q) The
360,863
hollow metal yard pro ded with
wi Jeatteiinal slots
and
uniting caps and interior rods,
and with a horiae
,
LEED
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clinching die or surface and adapted to be applied in
pairs from opposite sides of the material, and the
points of the tacks upset in the recess or die, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.
360,972. Stream Freep ror Sawmiris, De W. C.
Prescott, Marinette, Wis.—Filed Auguat 2nd, 1886.
Claim.
im A) I= a sawmill, a band saw, in combination wii
log carriage, a steam feed device conw tod tthe admitted tothe linder
er gradually
for the forward movement of the =

whereby
Sal tan
Ft at first and gradually Snesuaed, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

and connections, the shaft K, the collar I, attached to
ais 9 linder
H and having thev
portionI, the
ports r, s, an bePessald
a epinderhaving
vinat sl, adapted to regis'
48 on
downstroke of thePiston,
niston,whereby
cylinder a
water from the cylinderH
and the su ¢ he
passageF, having port rl, adaptedto
register with the port 7, where bythewater flows from
the passage F into the cylinder ,80 as to make the
upstroke of the
nm 7%, the said pistons being coni |nectedto the . crankshaft K,etas > have rising
an
motion alternately,
substantially as
san | ang et,
:

